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Major-General George
George G. Meade,
Meade,
Joseph Hooker,
Major-General Joseph
thanks of
Major-General
Oliver
0.
Howard,
and
the
officers
and
soldiers
of
the
army
of
the
Major-General Oliver O. Howard, and the officers and soldiers of the army of the
401
0.
.............................
Potomac.
January 28,
28, 1864............
1864
Potomac. January
[No.
Cornelius Vanderbilt.
presenting the thanks of congress
congress to
resolution presenting
A resolution
Vanderbilt. A
to Cornelius
Thanks to
10.1 Thanks
[No. 10.]
401
Cornelius
Vanderbilt for
steamship "
" Vanderbilt."
January 28,
28, 1864.....
1864
Vanderbilt." January
the steamship
gift of the
for a
a gift
Cornelius Vanderbilt

8, 1864.
[No. 11.]
11.] Public
A resolution
resolution in
February 3,
1864 402
the public printing. February
to the
relation to
in relation
Printing. A
Public Printing.
[No.
[No. 12.1
12.] Thanks
Sherman. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution tendering
tendering the thanks of conMajor-General Sherman.
to Major-General
Thanks to
[No.
........................ 402
gress to
to Major-General
T. Sherman.
Sherman. February
1864 .
February 19, 1864
W. T.
Major-General W.
gress
appropriation for
[No. 14.]
14.]
Taxes on
on Lands
owned by
for
resolution making appropriation
States. Joint resolution
the United
United States.
by the
Lands owned
Taxes
[No.
the payment
owned by the United States.
States. February
February 22, 1864. 402
402
on certain lands owned
taxes on
payment of taxes
the
[No.
15.]
Transfer
resolution relative to the transfer of perto Naval Service. A resolution
Military to
from Military
Transferfrom
[No. 15.1
1864 ........ ......... 402
sons in
in the
the military
military service
service to the
the naval service.
service. February 24, 1864.
sons
[No.
16.]
Thanks
to
Volunteer
Soldiers
who
realisted.
resolutions
of thanks of conresolutions
Joint
reenlisted.
have
[No. 16.] Thanks to Volunteer Soldiers who
8, 1864
gress to
to the
the volunteer
volunteer soldiers
who have
have reenlisted
army. March
March 3,
1864. ...... 403
reenlisted in the army.
soldiers who
gress
[No. 17.1
Bounties. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution to continue
of bounties.
bounties. March
March 8,
3, 1864....
1864
403
continue the payment of
17.1 Bounties.
[No.
resolution of thanks of congress
[No.
Ringgold. A resolution
congress to Commodore
Commodore Rinqqold.
18.] Thanks to Commodore
[No. 18.]
Cadwalader Ringgold,
officers and
and crew
crew of the United States ship "
"Sabine."
Sabine." March
March
hinggold, the officers
Cadwalader
403
7,
............................
.............•
....
1864. ...................
7, 1864
Secretary
to
[No.
20.]
on
Public
anticipated.
Joint
resolution
to
authorize
the
Secretary
be
anticipated.
may
Debt
Public
on
Interest
20.]
[No.
other
of the
the Treansry
Treasury to
to anticipate
interest on the public debt, and for
for other
payment of interest
the payment
anticipate the
of
404
...............................
purposes.
March 17,
401
17, 1864 ....................
purposes. March
[No.
"Mohawk," Register
A joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing the issue of aa
Register to issue to. A
Steamer "Mohawk,"
21.1 Steamer
[No. 21.]
................................ 404
register to the steamer
steamer ""Mohawk."
Mohawk." March
March 25, 1864
register
congress to Ad[No. 22.] Thanks to
resolution tendering
tendering the thanks
thanks of congress
Porter. Joint resolution
to Admiral Porter.
404
miral
..................................................
1864 .
April 19, 1864.
Porter. April
miral Porter.
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
sold at Auction. Joint resolution
[No. 23.] Lot of Land to be sold
numbered thirteen
auction lot numbered
thirteen in the village of Sackett's Harbor,
Navy to sell at public auction
....... 404
..........
.....................
1864 .. .............
New York. April 19, 1864.
[No. 24.]
24.] "" Cincinnati,"
Cincinnati," Accounts
of Crew, p-c.
4^c. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution relative
relative to the accounts
accounts of the
the
Accounts of
[No.
" Cincinnatti."
Cincinnatti." April
petty officers,
officers, and
others of the
the crew of the
the United States
States gunboat
gunboat"
April
and others
petty
404
19,
1864
.........................................................................
19, 1864
directing the committee
[No.
25.] Fort
resolution directing
committee
Examination into Attack upon. Joint resolution
Fort Pillow, Examination
JNo. 25.]
recent attack on Fort Pillow. April 21,
on
war to examine
examine into the recent
21,
the conduct
conduct of the war
on the
. 405
1864
....................................................................
.
1864
decisions
[No.
26.] Decisions
Court. A
A resolution
relating to the publication of
of the decisions
resolution relating
of Supreme Court.
Decisions of
[No. 26.]
hundred and
of
the supreme
supreme court of the United
United States for
for December
December term,
term, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
of the
. 405
...........................................
sixty-three. April 22, 1864
......
[No.
27.1 Duties
resolution to increase
increase temporarily
temporarily the duties on imports.
imports.
Imports. Joint resolution
Duties on Imports.
[No. 27.]
April
1864......................
405
.............................
April 29, 1864
[No.
Joint resolution
resolution for the payment of volunteers
volunteers called out for
for
of. Joint
Payment of.
28.] Volunteers, Payment
[No. 28.]
405
not
days. April 29, 1864
1864. ....................................
not less than one hundred days.
resolution to provide
States. A resolution
of the United States.
[No.
Operations of
provide
of Armies of
Reports of Operations
Official Reports
29.] Official
[No. 29.]
operations of the armies of the United States.
the operations
States.
official reports of the
for the printing of official
406
May 19, 1864 .........
406
.............................................................
(No. 80.]
80.1 Expenses
War. A resolution
resolution for the payment
payment of exexExpenses of Joint Committee on Conduct of War.
[No.
406
penses incurred
incurred by the joint committee
committee on the conduct
conduct of the war. May
May 19, 1864......
1864
penses
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[No. 31.]
Lieutenant-General.
311 Staff-Oficers
Staff-Officers of the LieutenantGeneral. Joint
of staffstaffJoint resolution
resolution relative
relative to
to pay
pay of
officers of the Lieutenant-General.
Lieutenant-General. May
May 20,
1864
406
20, 1864 ..............................
406
Congress from Illinois.
[No. 82.] Member of Congress
Illinois. Joint resolution providing
the election
of a
a
providing for
for the
election of
member of Congress for the State of Illinois by the state at large.
large. May
May 20, 1864 ..... 407
407
Charterof City of Washington.
[No. 35.]
35.] Amendment of Charter
amend the
the charter
charter of
of
Washington. A resolution to
to amend
the City of Washington. June 1, 1864
407
1864 ............................
..............
407
[No. 38.] Baron
Kalb, Payment
Sailors, t-c.,
Baron de Kalb,
Payment to Sailors,
s-c., of
of the.
A resolution to
to compensate
compensate the
the
sailors
sailors on the gunboat
gunboat Baron de Kalb, for loss of clothing.
June
408
June 7, 1864
1864 .............
408
[No. 39.] Solomon Sharp may accept Testimonial.
resolution authorizing
the acceptance
of a
a
Testimonial. A
A resolution
authorizing the
acceptance of
certain
testimonial from the government of Great Britain. June 7, 1864 ............
certain testimonial
408
408
Lieutenant-Colonel Bailey. A resolution tendering
[No. 40.]
Thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel
the thanks
of
Congress
tendering the
thanks of Congress
Lieutenant-Colonel Joseph Bailey,
to Lieutenant-Colonel
regiment of
Bailey, of the fourth
fourth regiment
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin volunteers
volunteers.
June 11, 1864 .................
408
..
............
............
........................ 408
[No. 41.] Des Moines,
Moines, Iowa. Joint resolution
resolution granting certain
the city
of Des
Des
certain privileges
privileges to
to the
city of
Moines, in the State
State of
15, 1864
1864 .........................................
408
of Iowa.
Iowa. June
June 15,
408
[No. 42.] Revision of Laws of
of District
District of Columbia.
Columbia. A resolution
resolution to provide for
revision of
of
for the revision
the laws of the District of Columbia. June
1864 ..............
June 18,
18, 1864
.................. 408
408
[No. 43.] Marquette
Marquette and Ontonagon
Ontonagon Railroad.
Railroad. A resolution explanatory
explanatory of
of an
entitled ."An
an act
act entitled"'
An
act extending
extending the-time for the completion of the Marquette
Marquette and
Ontonagon Railroad
and Ontonagon
Railroad of
of
Michigan." June 18,
the State of Michigan."
409
18, 1864
..............................
.............
409
[No. 45.] John Ericsson
Ericsson and
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
the SecreSecreand the Dictator
Dictatorand Puritan.
Puritan. Joint
Joint resolution
tary of the Navy to amend the contract
contract with John Ericsson
Ericsson for the construction
two
construction of
of two
impregnable floating batteries,
impregnable
batteries, the Dictator and the Puritan. June
June 25, 1864 ..........
409
409
[No. 46.] Department
Missouri. Joint
Department of
of Missouri.
Joint resolution
resolution amendatory
"An act
act to
to provide
amendatory of
of "An
provide for
for the
the
deficiency in the appropriation
appropriation for the pay of officers and men actually
actually employed
employed in
the
in the
Western Department, or Department
Department of Missouri."
1864 ................
410
Missouri." June 25,
25, 1864
410
[No. 47.] Clerks at Kittery and
and Philadelphia
Philadelphia Navy Yards. A resolution for the relief
relief of
clerks at
of clerks
at
the Kittery and Philadelphia
Philadelphia Navy
Yards. Jane
June 25,
25, 1864
410
Navy Yards.
1864 .......................
410
[No. 49.] Duties on imports.
Imports. Joint resolution to continue in force
joint resolution
force the
the joint
resolution entitled
entitled
" Joint resolution to increase
"
increase temporarily the duties on imports,"
imports," approved
April
approved April
twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four.
sixty-four. June 27, 1864
411
1864 ...................
411
[No. 50.] Emancipation
Emancipation Commissioners.
Joint resolution
error in
award
Commissioners. Joint
resolution correcting
correcting aaclerical
clerical error
in the
the award
of the emancipation
commissioners. June 28, 1864
emancipation commissioners.
411
....................
............
411
[No. 51.1 Young
Young Men's Christian
Christian Association.
Association. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution to
incorporate the
the Young
Men's
to incorporate
Young Men's
Christian
Christian Association of the City of Washington.
Washington. June
June 28,
28, 1864
411
1864 .
..................
411
63.] Overland
Overland Mail
Mail Company. Joint resolution
[No. 53.]
resolution to authorize the
the Postmaster-General
to
Postmaster-General to
extend the contract with the Overland
Overland Mail
June 80,
80, 1861
411
Mail Company.
Company. June
1864 .............
411
[No. 54.] Army
Army Register.
Register. Joint resolution
resolution to provide for the publication
Regispublication of
of aafull
full Army
Army Register. June
June 30, 1864 ..........................
412
.... ....... ....................
412
[No. 55.]
Irish National
at Chicago.
65.] Irish
National Fair
Fair at
Chicago. Joint resdlution
Secretary
of
the
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
the Secretary of the
Treasury to release
release certain
certain parties from
or payment
duties and
from liabilities
liabilities or
payment of
of duties
and penalties
penalties
therein mentioned.
1864
412
mentioned. June 30,
80, 1864
.......................................
412
[No. 66.]
Streets, Squares, 6-c.,
tic., in Washington
[No.
56.] Streets,
Washington not to be unlaufully
unlawfully appropriated.
appropriated. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
authorizing
Interior to reclaim
reclaim and preserve
preserve certain
certain property
property of
of
the United States. June 30, 1864 ........................................
412
412
[No. 57.]
67.] Indian
Indian Regiments. Joint resolution
resolution for the relief of the officers
officers of
the fourth
fourth and
of the
and fifth
fifth
Indian regiments. June 30, 1864 ...........................................
413
413
[No.
69.] Wisconsin.
Wisconsin. A resolution for the relief of the State of Wisconsin. July
[No. 59.]
1, 1864
1864 ... 413
July 1,
413
[No. 60.] Expenses of Surveys of
Public Lands. A resolution
[No.
of Public
resolution explanatory
explanatory of
section
of the
the tenth
tenth section
of"
of" An act to reduce the expenses
expenses of the survey and
sale of
in the
the
and sale
of the
the public
public lands
lands in
United States,"
States," approved May
1, 1864
1864 ............................
414
May 30,
30, 1862.
1862. July
July 1,
414
[No. 61.] Government Hospital
Hospitalfor
for the Insane. A resolution
resolution to authorize
authorize the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of cercertain land for the use of the Government
Government Hospital
Hospital for the Insane. July
July 1,
414
1, 1864
1864........ 414
Naval Pension
Fund. A resolution
[No. 62.] Naval
Pension Fund.
resolution regulating
regulating the investment
investment of
of the
Naval Pension
the Naval
Pension
1, 1864
Fund. July
July 1,
1864 .
...........................................
..
414
414
Agricultural Department.
Department. Joint resolution to grant additional
[No. 63.] Agricultural
to the
the AgriculAgriculadditional rooms
rooms to
tural Department. July 1,
1, 1864
1864 ................
.......................... 415
415
[No. 66.J
Humiliation and
66.] National
National Humiliation
requesting the
the President
to appoint
appoint
and Prayer.
Prayer. A
A resolution
resolution requesting
President to
aaday for National Humiliation
Humiliation and Prayer. July
July 2,
2, 1864
1864 ...........
415
..............
415
[No. 67]
67.] Military
Military Academy
Academy at West Point.
Point. Joint resolution in relation
[No.
relation to the professors
professors of
the
of the
Military
Academy at West Point. July 2,1864
Military Academy
2, 1864 ................................
416
416
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[No. 68.1 MUsicians. A resolution explanatory of
an act
act entitled
An Act
to increase
pay
the pay
increase the
Act to
entitled ""An
explanatory of an
Mtusiclans. A resolution
[No. 68.1
of soldiers in the United
States army,
army, and
purposes," approved
approved June
June twentieth,
twentieth,
other purposes,"
for other
and for
soldiers in the United States
of
6
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-four. July
2, 1864.
1864. ..................................
416
July 2,
and sixty-four.
eighteen hundred

[No. 75.] Matrons in Hospitals. A
A resolution
resolution to
increase the
compensation of
of matrons
matrons in
in the
the
the compensation
to increase
[No. 75.1 Matrons in Hospitals.
. 416
hospitals. July
July 4,
416
.................................
.
1864 ............
4, 1864.
hospitals.

[No. 76.] Sufferers by
at Arsenal.
Joint resolution
the relief
of the
the sufferers
late
sufferers by aalate
relief of
for the
resolution for
Arsenal. Joint
Accident at
by Accident
Suffirersthe
76.]
[No.
accident at
in Washington,
C. July
4, 1864
1864..................... 416
July 4,
D. C.
Washington, D.
Arsenal in
S. Arsenal
U. S.
at the U.
accident
[No. 77.] Special
Duty. Joint
resolution imposing
income duty.
4, 1864. 417
duty. July 4,1864.
special income
imposing aaspecial
Joint resolution
Income Duty.
[No. 77.] Special Income
[No. 78.] Staff-Officers of the
the Lieutenant-General.
resolution explanatory
explanatory of
of aajoint
resolujoint resoluJoint resolution
Lieutenant-General. Joint
[No. 78.] Staff-Oficers of
tion relative
to pay
of staff-officers
staff-officers of
1864. . ..........
417
4, 1864.
July 4,
Lieutenant-GeneraL July
the Lieutenant-GeneraL
of the
pay of
tion relative to

STATUTE
186.4-5.
II. - 186.4-5.
STATUTE II.-

respecting quaranQuarantine
Laws in
in New
New York.
An act
act in
in addition
addition to
"Act respecting
to the "Act
York. An
Health Laus
and Health
Quarantineand
tines and
and health
health laws,"
February twenty-fifth,
one thousand
hundred
seven hundred
thousand seven
twenty-fifth, one
approved February
laws," approved
tines
and ninety-nine,
ninety-nine, and
and for
for the
the better
the third
third section
thereof. December
16,
December lb,
section thereof.
of the
execution of
better execution
and
419
1864,
419
............................................
1.... ............
cll. 1
1864, ch.

District Coarts
in Indiana.
Indiana. An
An act
authorizing the
holding of
of a
a special
session of
of the
United
the United
special session
the holding
act authorizing
District Coarts in
419
States district
of Indiana.
Indiana. December
20, 1864,
2 ...........
ch. 2
1864, ch.
December 20,
district of
the district
for the
court for
district court
States

Steam
Lakes. An
to authorize
authorize the
construction of revor construction
purchase or
the purchase
act to
An act
the Lakes.
for the
Revenue-Cutters for
Steam Revenue-Cutters
419
enue-cutters on
on the
1864, ch.
419
8 ................................
ch. 3
20, 1864,
December 20,
lakes. December
the lakes.
enue-cutters

Grade of
of Vice-Admiral.
Vice-Admiral. An
establish the
grade of
of vice-admiral
vice-admiral in
in the
the United
United States
navy
States navy.
the grade
to establish
act to
An act
Grade
420
.........
December 21,
21, 1864,
1864, ch. 66.................................................
420
December
internal
provide
Internal
Revenue
Act
amended.
An
aot
to
amend
the
entitled
"An
act
to
provide
"An
entitled
act
the
Internal Revenue Act amended. An a6t to amend
other
revenue
to support
government, to
the public debt, and for other
on the
interest on
pay interest
to pay
the government,
support the
revenue to
purposes," approved
June thirtieth,
hundred and sixty-four. December
December 22,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
approved June
purposes,"
420
...........................................
1864,
ch. 8
8 ....................
420
1864, ch.
withdrawal
Withdrawal of
of Goods
Stores. An
act to extend the time allowed for the withdrawal
An act
Public Stores.
from Public
Goods from
Withdrawal
420
9 ..........
of certain
certain goods
goods therein
therein named
named from
December 22, 1864, ch. 9.
public stores. December
from public
of
the
Smithsonian
Institution.
An
act
to
repeal
the
provision
of
law
requiring
regents
of
certain
requiring
law
of
provision
the
Smithsonian Institution. An act to repeal
Smithsonian
to be
members of the National Institute. January 10, 1865,
be members
Institution to
Smithsonian Institution
420
ch. 11
11 ...................
...........................................
ch.
other
Pensions
act making
making appropriations
appropriations for the payment of invalid and other
An act
Appropriation. An
Pensions Appropriation.
pensions of
of the
United States
States for
the year
ending the
June, eighteen hundred
hun.dred
thirtieth of June,
the thirtieth
year ending
for the
the United
pensions
421
and sixty-six.
sixty-six. January
January 11,
11, 1865,
1865, ch.
ch. 12
12 .
......................................
and
punthe
act
"
entitled
Manslaughter
in
the
District
of
Columbia.
amend
an
act
entitled
"
An
for
to
act
An
Manslaughter in the District of Columbia.
ishment
in the
Columbia," approved
approved March second, eighteen hunDistrict of Columbia,"
the District
crimes in
of crimes
ishment of
...................................... 421
dred
anti thirty-one.
thirty-one. January
January 13,
13, 1865, ch. 13
dred and
" An act to provide for
Postage between
An act to
amend an act entitled "
to amend
California. An
and California.
Kansas and
between Kansas
Postage
purposes,"
carrying
the mails
mails from
United States to foreign ports, and for other purposes,"
the United
from the
carrying the
approved
eighteen hundred
sixty-four.
January 20, 1865,
hundred and sixty-four.
twenty-fifth, eighteen
March twenty-fifth,
approved March
421
...................................
ch. 16
...................
16 ...........
ch.
diploand
the
for
Consular
and
Diplomatic
Appropriation.
An
act
making
appropriations
consular
and
appropriations
making
Consular and Diplomatic Appropriation. An act
matic expenses
of the
the government
hundred
government for the year ending thirtieth June, eighteen hundred
expenses of
matic
.....422
..
and sixty-six.
24, 1865,
......................
18 .
ch. 18
1865, ah.
January 24,
sixty-six. January
and
officers
Advance of
Rank to Army
Army and
Officers. An act to provide
provide for an advance of rank to officers
and Navy Offcers.
of Rank
Advance
of
navy and
marine corps
corps for
merit. January
January 24, 1865,
19........ 424
1865, ch. 19
distinguished merit.
for distinguished
and marine
the navy
of the
" An act to prescribe
Oath of
Counsellors. An act supplementary
entitled "
supplementary to an act entitled
and Counsellors.
Attorneys and
of Attorneys
Oath
an
office, and
purposes," approved July two, eighteen hundred and
other purposes,"
for other
and for
of office,
oath of
an oath
424
...............................................
sixty-two.
January 24,
ch. 20
24, 1865, ch.
sixty-two. January
"An
Treasury Notes
Notes may
be issued
An act to proBonds. An act to amend an act entitled "
of Bonds.
Lieu of
in Lieu
issued in
may be
Treasury
apvide
ways and means for the support of the government, and for other purposes,"
purposes," apvide ways
proved
eighteen hundred and sixty-four. January
January 28, 1865, ch. 22......
22
425
June thirtieth, eighteen
proved June
Post-Office
appropriations for the service of the post-office
post-office departact making appropriations
An act
Appropriation. An
Post-Offce Appropriation.
ment
during the
hundred and sixty-six.
fiscal year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
the fiscal
ment during
425
..............................
......................
January
23.
January 28, 1865, ch. 28
Gas-Light
"Washington
the
of
charter
the
Washington Gas-Light
"Washington Gas-Light
Gas-Light Company. An act to amend
Washington
426
................................
Company." January
January 30, 1865, ch. 24 ............
Company."
act to incorporate
An
"
Metropolitan
Railroad Company.
aot entitled "
incorporate the
Company. An act to amend an act
Metropolitan Railroad
Metropolitan
Columbia," approved
approved July first, eighRailroad Company in the District of Columbia,"
Metropolitan Railroad
.........................
teen
hundred and
sixty-four. January 30, 1865, ch. 25
426
and sixty-four.
teen hundred
1
,
5-anklin Insurance
"An act to amend and extend
Insurance Company. An act to amend the act entitled "An
Franklin
Company," approved
the
charter of the Franklin
Franklin Insurance Company,"
approved second March, eighteen
the charter
426
26................................
hundred
and thirty-eight.
428
January 30, 1865, ch. 26
thirty-eight. January
hundred and
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Relief
If certain
certain Sioux
Indians. An act for the relief of certain friendly
friendly Indians of the Sioux
Sioux Indians.
Relief if
- 42
4277
..........
nation
in Minnesota.
Minnesota. February
9, 1865, ch. 29 .
.......................
February 9,
nation in
govemploy
persons
to
Insane
in
the
District
of
Columbia.
act
extend
to
certain
persons
in
the
of
the
An
Insane in the District Columbia.
ernment
benefits of the Asylum for the Insane
Insane in the District of Columbia. February
ernment the benefits
.. 427
................
..
......................
9,
1865, ch.
...............
30 .
ch. 30
9, 1865,
depositaries of
Acting
Assistant Treasurers.
acting assistant treasurers
treasurers or depositaries
Treasurers. An act to provide for acting
Acting Assistant
32........................... 427
ch. 32
the
February 13, 1865, ch.
certain cases. February
States in certain
the United States
National
Union Insurance
Insurance Company.
incorporate the National Union Insurance ComCompany. An act to incorporate
National Union
pany
Washington. February 14, 1865, ch. 34 .................................... 428
pany of Washington.
Collectors
Surveyors of Customs.
surveyors of the custhe relief of collectors and surveyors
Customs. An act for the
and Surveyors
Collectors and
429
.
February 14, 1865, ch. 35 ...............................
toms
toms in certain cases. February
mail-steamship service
China. An act to authorize the establishment
establishment of ocean mail-steamship
Mail Service
Service with China.
430
between the United
United States and China. February 17, 1865, ch. 37 ...................
eighteen
Bridge
aPost-road.
July fourteen,
fourteen, eighteen
supplementary to an act approved July
An act
act supplementary
Post-road. An
made a
Bridge made
post-roads." February
" An act to establish
hundred
establish certain
certain post-roads."
February 17,
hundred and sixty-two, entitled "
431
....
..............
.......
1865,
ch. 38
38 ...
...............................
1865, ch.
Cincinnati,
at
Bridge
made
a
Post-road.
An
act
to
establish
a
bridge
the
Ohio
River
Cincinnati,
across
a
to
establish
Bridge made a Post-road. An act
...................................... 431
Ohio, a
February 17, 1865, ch. 39 ..
a post-road.
post-road. February
Ohio,
Second
Secretary of
authorizing the President to appoint aaSecond Assistact authorizing
An act
of War.
War. An
Assistant Secretary
Second Assistant
ant
Secretary of War. February 20,
20, 1865, ch. 41 .................................... 431
ant Secretary
Port
of Entry,
Entry, 4^c.
enlarge the port of entry and delivery for the disto enlarge
An act to
Philadelphia. An
t-c., at
at Philadelphia.
Port of
431
trict
Philadelphia. February
February 20, 1865, ch. 42 ....................................
of Philadelphia.
trict of
Arsenal
Louis. An
An act
act to
repeal an
remove the United States
an act
act entitled ""An act to remove
to repeal
at St.
St. Louis.
Arsenal at
arsenal
the ,city
of Saint
and to
provide for
the sale
sale of the lands on which the
for the
to provide
Louis and
Saint Louis
city of
from the,
arsenal from
432
same
February 20, 1865, ch. 43 ........................................
is located."
located." February
same is
of
lands
Indian
Title
to
Lands
in
Utah.
An
act
to
extinguish
the
Indian
title
to
lands
in
the
territory
of
extinguish
An
in
Utah.
to
Lands
Indian Title
45........ 432
Utah
suitable for
for agricultural
February 23, 1865, ch. 45
purposes. February
mineral purposes.
agricultural and mineral
Utah suitable
Lands taken
Indian Reservations.
An act
provide for
the payment
of the
the value
certain
of certain
value of
payment of
for the
to provide
act to
Reservations. An
taken for
for Indian
Lands
lands and
of private
appropriated by
Indian
States for Indian
United States
by the
the United
citizens appropriated
private citizens
and improvements
improvements of
lands
432
reservations, in the
the Territory
Territory of Washington. February 23, 1865, ch. 46 ..............
reservations,
Collection of
Debts due
the United
United States.
States. An
An act
the collection
collection of certain debts due
to facilitate
facilitate the
act to
due the
of Debts
Collection
432
the
February 23, 1865, ch. 47 ......................................
States. February
United States.
the United
City Charter
Charter of
of Washington
An act
act to
entitled "
amend an act
act
" An act to -amend
an act entitled
amend an
to amend
amended. An
Washington amended.
City
eighteen
to
inhabitants of the city of Washington,
Washington, passed May fifteen, eighteen
the inhabitants
to incorporate
incorporate the
hundred
and twenty,"
twenty," approved
May fifth,
fifth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four. February
approved May
hundred and
434
23,
.... ..........................................
.........
..
ch. 48 .
23, 1865, ch.
Sisters
of Mercy
to incorporate
incorporate the Sisters of Mercy in the District of Coincorporated. An act to
Mercy incorporated.
Sisters of
435
lumbia.
February 23,
23, 1865, ch. 49 ...............................................
lumbia. February
Columbia
incorporate the Columbia
Columbia Institution,
institution, 4-e.
amend an act entitled "
" An act to incorporate
An act to amend
4&c. An
Columbia
Institution for
Instruction of
Deaf and
Blind," approved
approved Februand Dumb and the Blind,"
of the
the Deaf
for the
the Instruction
Institution
436
ary
sixteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-seven. February
February 23,
50
28, 1865, ch. 50.............
hundred and fifty-seven.
ary sixteen,
Interference in
in Elections
army and navy, and other
other
to prevent officers of the army
act to
prohibited. An act
Elections prohibited.
Interference
interfering
persons engaged
engaged in
military and naval service
service of the United States, from interfering
in the
the military
persons
in elections
elections in
in the
the states.
states. February
........................... 437
ch. 52
52 ......
February 25, 1865, ch.
in
Medical Corps
act to
to increase
of the
army
the medical
medical corps of the army.
efficiency of
the efficiency
increase the
An act
Army. An
of the
the Army.
Corps of
Medical
. 437
...............................................
February
February 25, 1865, ch. 63 .........
Eastern
District of
New York.
act, to
Eastern Judicial
Judicial District of the
to create the Eastern
An act
York. An
of New
JudicialDistrict
Eastern Judicial
438
York. February 26, 1865, ch. 54 ..................................... 438
of New York.
State of
a part of
Collection
New York.
York. An
supplemental to an act entitled
entitled "An
"An act to annex a
An act
act supplemental
of New
District of
Collection District
the
New Jersey
collection district
district of
New York,
York, and to appoint an assistof New
the collection
to the
Jersey to
State of
of New
the State
collector to reside at Jersey City,",
City," ,approved February 21, 1863. February 25, 1865,
ant collector
........................................... 438
.................
...
55
ch. 55
Georgetown, D
C. An
An act to authorize
authorize the corporation of Georgetown
Georgetown to levy certain taxes.
D C.
Georgetown,
439
February
...................................
1865, ch. 56 ..
February 25, 1865,
Streets
in Washinqton,
Washington, D.
D. C.
authorizing and requiring the opening of Sixth Street west.
C. An act authorizing
Streets in
4
February 25, 1865, ch. 67
........................................................... 439
57.....
February
Columbia.
for. An act in reference
reference to prosecutions for libel in the District of Columbia
Libel, Prosecutions
Prosecutionsfor.
4
..................................
February
439
1865, ch. 58 .............
February 25, 1865,
Circuit Courts
Courts in
courts in the
the
in Virginia.
Virginia. An act for changing the time for holding the circuit courts
Circuit
..................................
February 25, 1865, ch. 59 ..
410
district of Virginia. February
a district
providing for a
Circuit
District Courts
district and a
acircuit court of the
Nevada. An act providing
Courts in Nevada.
Circuit and District
United
Nevada, and for other purposes.
purposes. February 27, 1865,
the district
district of Nevada,
States for
for the
United States
ch.
440
ch. 64 ............................................................................
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Smuggling, Seizure
of smuggled
Goods, 4
,c.
to revive
revive certain
certain provisions
the act
entitled
of the
act entitled
provisions of
-c. An
An act
act to
Seizure of
smuggled Goods,
Smuggling,
"
An act
act further
further to
the collection
of duties
duties on
and tonnage,"
tonnage," approved
approved
for the
collection of
on imports
imports and
" An
to provide
provide for
March three,
and fifteen,
and for
for other
purposes. February
February 28,
28, 1865,
1865,
hundred and
fifteen, and
other purposes.
March
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ch.
67
441
41
- .......................
ch. 67........................................
Fortifications'
for the
preservation,
the construction,
construction, preservation,
appropriations for
An act
act making
making appropriations
Appropriation. An
Fortifications'Appropriation.
and
repairs of
of certain
certain fortifications
other works
the year
year ending
ending the
the
for the
and other
works of
of defence,
defence, for
and repairs
fortifications and
thirtieth
of June,
and sixty-six.
sixty -six. February
h. 68
442
442
February 28, 1865, c
ch.
68..........
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirtieth of
Enrolment
and License
License of
An act
relating to
to the
the enrolment
enrolment and
and license
license of
of certain
certain vessels
vessels.
act relating
of Vessels.
Vessels. An
Enrolment and
February
69 ...................................
444
.... .....
28, 1865,
1865, ch.
ch. 69.
February 28,
Admeasurement
Vessels. An
An act
act to
amend an
an act
entitled "An
"An act
to regulate
regulate the
act to
the
to amend
act entitled
of Tonnage
Tonnage of
of Vessels.
Admeasurement of
admeasurement
of tonnage
of ships
ships and
and vessels
vessels of
of the
States," approved
May
approved May
the United
United States,"
tonnage of
admeasurement of
sixth,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four.
February 28,
28, 1865,
• 444
444
1865, ch.
ch. 70
70 ..................
hundred and
sixty-four. February
sixth, eighteen
Salem
Beverly Collection
abolished. An
An act
act concerning
ooncerning the
district
the collection
collection district
Collection District,
District, Offices
Offices abolished.
Salem and
and Beverly
of
Beverly, in
in Massachusetts.
Massachusetts. February
February 28,
28, 1865,
1865, ch.
444
444
ch. 71
71 ................
and Beverly,
of Salem
Salem and
Michigan
Company. An
act granting
to the
the Michigan
Michigan City
City Harbor
Harbor Company
the use
use
Company the
An act
granting to
City Harbor
Harbor Company.
Michigan City
of
piers in
in said
said harbor
for the
the purpose
protecting said
February
harbor. February
purpose of
of protecting
said harbor.
harbor for
of government
government piers
28,
1865, ch.
446
...........................................446
ch. 72
72 ..............
28, 1865,
Legislative,
and Judicial
act making
appropriations for
for the
the legislalegislaAn act
making appropriations
Appropriation. An
Executive, and
Judicial Appropriation.
Legislative, Executive,
tive,
executive, and
of the
government for
the year
year ending
ending June
June thirthirand judicial
judicial expenses
expenses of
the government
for the
tive, executive,
tieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six, and
current fiscal
fiscal
for the
the current
appropriations for
and sixty-six,
and additional
additional appropriations
tieth, eighteen
year.
March 2,
445
445
...........................................
2, 1865, ch. 73
73 .....
.....
year. March
Navy
for the
the naval
year ending
ending
for the
the year
appropriations for
naval service
service for
Navy Appropriation.
Appropriation. An
An act
act making
making appropriations
June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-six. March
March 2,
74 ..............
462
462
2, 1865,
1865, ch.
ch. 74
hundred and
and sixty-six.
June thirtieth,
Military
An act
act making
for the
military academy
academy for
for
the military
the support
support of
of the
appropriations for
making appropriations
Military Academy.
Academy. An
the year
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
of June,
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-six. March
March 2,
2, 1865,
1865,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
the
year ending
ending the
ch. 75
467
.................................................. .
75
..
ch.
Solicitor and
Advocate-General. An
An act
office of
of Solicitor
Solicitor and
Naval
and Naval
to establish
establish the
the office
act to
Solicitor
and Naval
Naval Judge
Judge Advocate-General.
Judge Advocate.
March 2, 1865,
468
1865, ch. 76 ..........................................
Advocate. March
Judge
Six
for the support
support of
of the
the governAn act
act to
to provide
provide ways and means for
Six Hundred
Hundred Million
Million Loan. An
ment. March
1865, ch.
ch. 77
468
........................
...................
3, 1865,
77
ment.
March 3,
Internal Revenue.
to amend
amend an
An act
act to
revenue to supsupan act
act entitled
entitled "
"An
to provide
provide internal revenue
Revenue. An
An act
act to
Internal
port
the government,
government, to
to pay
pay interest
on the
the public
purposes," apinterest on
public debt, and for other purposes,"
port the
proved
78
469
eighteen hundred and sixty-four. March 3, 1865, ch. 78.......
thirtieth, eighteen
proved June thirtieth,
Enrolment
Calling out
National Forces.
amend the several acts heretofore
heretofore
out of the National
Forces. An act to amend
Enrolment and Calling
passed
to provide
provide for
out the
the national
national forces,
forces, and
for other
other purpurand for
and calling
calling out
for the
the enrolling
enrolling and
passed to
poses. March 3,
487
........................
...........
cl. 79 ..
3, 1865, ch.
poses.
Duties
amendatory of
of certain
foreign importaacts imposing duties upon
upon foreign
certain acts
Duties on
on Imports.
Imports. An
An act
act amendatory
491
...................................
........
1865, ch. 80 ..
March 3, 1865,
tions. March
Army
making appropriations
An act making
appropriations for
for the support
support of the army for
for the
the year
Army Appropriation.
Appropriation. An
ending thirtieth June, eighteen
1866, ch. 81.........
81
496
495
sixty-six. March
March 3,
3, 1865,
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-six.
ending
National
Currency. An
act to
to amend
amend an
"An act
national currency,
an act entitled
entitled "An
act to provide
provide aa national
National Currency.
An act
secured
United States bonds,
provide for the circulation
circulation and
and resecured by
by a
a pledge
pledge of
of United
bonds, and to provide
March
......................................... 498
thereof.'
March 3, 1865, ch. 82
demption thereof."
Enlistments
Columbia. An act
Enlistments in the District
District of
of Columbia.
act to
to prevent the enlistment
enlistment of
of persons charged
charged with
crime
crime in
in the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia as substitute[s]
substitute[s] or
or as volunteers
volunteers in the
the army
army or navy,
navy,
and to prevent frauds at the district jail in the city of Washington.
Washington. March 3, 1865, ch. 83 498
498
Pensions.
March 3, 1865,
1865, ch.
Pensions. An act supplementary
supplementary to the several acts relating to pensions. March
84 .....................................................................
499
Chief of Staff
Lieutenant-General. An act to provide for a
Staff to Lieutenant-General.
staff to the lieutenanta chief of staff
general commanding
commanding the armies of the United States. March 3, 1865, ch. 85 ..........
500
Criminal
proceedings in criminal
criminal cases,
cases, and for
Criminal Procedure,
Procedure, Grand
Grand Jury, 4-c.
Sc. An act regulating proceedings
other purposes.
purposes. March 3,
600
8, 1865,
1865, ch.
ch. 86
86
......................................
600
Direct Taxes in Insurrectionary
Insurrectionary Districts,
Direct
Districts, Conveyances, 4-c.
S-c. An act further to amend an act entitled
entitled
"An act for the collection
collection of direct taxes in the insurrectionary
insurrectionary districts within the United
United
"An
States, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June seven, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two.
March
501
March 3, 1865, ch. 87 ...............
..................................
501
Central,
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Companies.
Companies. An act to amend an act entitled
Central, Western,
Western, and Union Pacific
entitled "An
"An
to
act to aid in the construction of a
a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River
River to
the Pacific Ocean,
Ocean, and to secure to the government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,"
to
purposes," approved
approved July first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and to
amend an act amendatory thereof,
thereof, approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixtyMarch 3,
3, 1865, ch.
504
four. March
ch. 88 ................
..............................
504
Postal Laws. An act relating to the postal laws. March 3,1865,
604
Postal
3, 1865, ch. 89 •... ...............
504
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Freedmen and
establish a
Freedmen
and Refugees.
Refugees. An act to establish
a bureau
bureau for the
the relief
relief of freedmen and refugees.
refugees.
March 3, 1865,
507
March
1865, ch. 90
...........................................................
507
National
incorporate a
national military and
asyand naval asyNational Military
Military and
and Naval Asylum.
Asylum. An act
act to incorporate
a national
lum for the relief of the totally disabled officers and men of the volunteer forces of the
the
United States. March
March 3, 1865,
509
.........
09
1865, ch. 91 .....................................
United
Freedman's Savings and Trust
Freedman's Savings
incorporate the Freedman's
Trust
Freedman's
Savingsand Trust Company. An act to incorporate
Company.
186o, ch.
510
510
3, 186o,
ch. 92
92 .................................................
Company. March
March 3,
department.
Department. An act for the better organization
organization of the subsistence
subsistence department
Subsistence Department.
March
1865, ch.
513
......
51
3, 1865,
ch. 93
93 .....................................................
March 3,
Inspectors of Steamboats.
Steamboats. An act to provide for two assistant local inspectors of steamboats
the
steamboats in the
Inspectors
New York, and for two local inspectors at Galena, Illinois, and to reestablish
reestablish tile
the
city of New
board of local inspectors at Wheeling;
approved June eighth,
eighth,
Wheeling; and also to amend the act approved
eighteen
sixty-four, entitled
An act to
inspector of
entitled "
"An
to create
create an
an additional
additional inspector
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
steamboats for collection
collection districts of Memphis
purposes."
Memphis and Oregon, and for other purposes."
steamboats
March 3, 1865, ch.
ch. 94 ............................................................
514
514
March
Opinions
Opinions of the
the Attorneys-General.
Attorneys-General. An act to provide for the publication of the opinions of the
514
Attorneys-General of the United States. March
March 3, 1865, ch. 95 ...................... 514
Attorneys-General
Carrying the Mails.
Mails. An act to remove
remove all disqualifications
disqualifications of color in carrying the mails. March
March
Carrying
ch. 96 ..................
515
515
........................................
3, 1865, ch.
Post-Office
Post-Office Department. March
clerkships in the Post-Office
March
Post-Offce Department.
Department. An act relating to the cferkships
3, 1865,
ch. 97 ........................
515
515
.......................................
8,
1865, ch.
Attorney-General's
amendatory of the acts relative to the Attorney-General's
Attorney-General's
Office. An act amendatory
Attorney-General's Office.
office, and to fix the compensation of his assistant and clerks. March 3,*1865, ch. 98...
98
516
516
office,
Wagon-Roads. An
to provide
provide for
construction of certain
certain wagon-roads
territories
wagon-roads in the territories
Wagon-Roads.
An act
act to
for the
the construction
Idaho, Montana, Dakota, and Nebraska. March
March 3, 1865, ch. 99.
.,
516
of Idaho,
99 ...................
Coinage of
Coinage
qf Three-cent Pieces.
Pieces. An act to authorize
authorize the
the coinage
coinage of
of three-cent
three-cent pieces,
pieces, and
and for
for other
other
purposes. March
March 3, 1865, ch. 100 ................................................
517
purposes.
Fees of Custom-house
Custom-house Officers. An act to regulate
regulate the fees of custom-house
custom-house officers on the northern,
northeastern, and
March 8,
3, 1865, ch.
ern, northeastern,
and northwestern
northwestern frontiers of the United
United States.
States. March
ch.
101 ................................................................
518
518
Land-Grant
to Michigan.
An act
granting land
State of
Land-Grant to
Michigan. An
act granting
land to
to the
the State
of Michigan,
Michigan, to aid in building aa
harbor
ship-canal at
Kawenaw Point,
1865,
harbor and
and ship-canal
at Portage Lake, Kawenaw
Point, Lake
Lake Superior.
Superior. March
March 3,
3, 1865,
ch. 102
519
.........................................
. 519
Extension
Railroads. An act to extend the time for the completion
completion
Extension of Time for
for completing certain
certain Railroads.
railroads to which land-grants
been made in the States of Michigan and
of certain railroads
land-grants have been
Wisconsin.
March 3,
3, 1865, ch. 103
Wisconsin. March
................................................ 520
Post-Roads. An
522
Post-Roads.
An act
act to establish certain post-roads.
post-roads. March 3,
3, 1865, ch.
ch. 104
104 .................. 522
.Extension
Time for
for completing
completing certain
certain Railroads.
Railroads. An
An act
act extending
extending the
the time
for the
completion
time for
the completion
Extension of
of Time
of
railroads in the
for other purpurof certain land-grant
land-grant railroads
the States of Minnesota and Iowa, and for
March 3,
8, 1866,
526
...........................................
526
poses. March
1865, ch.
ch. 105
105 .........
Depositions
Criminal Cases in
District qf
of Columbia.
regulate the taking of
in the District
Columbia. An
An act to regulate
of deposiDepositions in
in Criminal
tions
certain cases.
ch. 106
106.. .......................................
528
528
tions in
in certain
cases. March
March 3,
8, 1865,
1865, ch.
approved first July,
hundred and
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtysixtyCoal Lands. An act
act supplemental
supplemental to
to the
the act
act approved
four,
"for the
disposal of
coal lands
and of
property, in the public
public domain."
domain." March
March
four, "for
the disposal
of coal
lands and
of town
town property,
3, 1865,
1865, ch. 107 ......
529
....
..............................................
529
Land-Grant
Michigan. An act to amend an act entitled "An
"An act to amend
amend an act entitled
entitled 'An
An
Land-Grant to Michigan.
act
alternate sections
State of
Michigan, to aid
aid
act making a
a grant
grant of alternate
sections of
of public
public lands
lands to
to the
the State
of Michigan,
in
railroads in said state,
of certain
certain railroads
state, and for
for other purposes."
purposes.'" March 3,
3,
in the
the construction
construction of
530
1865, ch. 108 ............................................
530
Patents
certain
Wisconsin. An act
act to
to authorize
authorize the
the issuing of patents for certain
Patentsfor
for Lands in Stockbridge,
Stockbridqe, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin, and for other purposes.
purposes. March 3,
lands in the town of Stockbridge, State of Wisconsin,
530
1865, ch 109 ..........................
...............................
530
Quieting
lands
Quieting of Land-Titles. An act to quiet titles in favor of parties in actual possession of lands
situated in the
531
of Columbia. March
March 3, 1865,
1865, ch. 110.....
110 .......................
531
situated
the District of
Verification
Invoices. An
An act further
further to provide
provide for
for the verification
verification of invoices.
invoices. March
March 3,
Verification of Invoices.
ch. 111
.............
..........
........... 532
1865, ch.
111 ..............
Copyrights
Photographs. An
"An act
entitled 'An
An act
act to
to
for Photographs.
An act
act amendatory
amendatory of "An
act to amend an
an act
act entitled
Copyrightsfor
promote the progress of the useful
useful arts,'
arts,' approved
approved March
March three, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
sixty-three." March 3, 1865, ch. 112
sixty-three."
.............................................. 533
Witnesses
Courts of the
of an act
act entitled
entitled
Witnesses in
in Courts
the United States.
States. An
An act to amend the third
third section
section of
appropriations for sundry civil expenses
expenses of the government
government for the year
""An act making appropriations
year
ending the thirtieth day of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and for other purb*
b*
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poses," so
far as
the same
same relates
to witnesses
witnesses in
in the
the courts
States. March
March 3
the United
United States.
of the
courts of
relates to
as the
so far
poses,"
533
3, 1865,
533
..
.......................................
113 .................
ch. 113
3,
1865, ch.
Naval Observatory. An
in relation
the Naval
3, 1865,
1865, ch.
533
114..... 533
ch. 114
March 3,
Observatory. March
Naval Observatory.
to the
relation to
act in
Naval Observatory. An act
Es-Mission
of San
An act
for the
the relief
relief of
of the
of the
the ex-mission
of
ex-mission of
lands of
of the
the lands
the occupants
occupants of
act for
San Jose'.
Jose. An
Ex-Mission of
San
Jos4, in
in the
the State
of California.
California. March
3, 1865,
534
......................... 534
116.
ch. 116
1865, ch.
March 3,
State of
San Jose,
Kansas.
An act
act to
to enable
the accounting
officers of
the treasury
treasury to
to settle
settle the
claim of
of the
the State
State
the claim
of the
accounting officers
enable the
Kansas. An
of Kansas.
Kansas. March
535
...........................
ch. 116
116.................
3, 1865,
1865, ch.
March 3,
of
MacIcerel
Fisheries.
An
act
to
extend
the
provisions
of
the
first
section
of
"An
act
for
the
Mackerel Fisheries. An act to extend the provisions of the first section of "An act for the
government of
certain fisheries,"
approved June
June nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
fisheries," approved
in certain
persons in
of persons
government
and thirteen.
3, 1865, ch. 117 ................
............................ 535
535
March 3,
thirteen. March
and
Colored
Union Benevolent
Benevolent Association.
act to
to incorporate
incorporate the
Colored Union
Union Benevolent
Benevolent AssoAssothe Colored
An act
Association. An
Colred Union
ciation. March
1865, ch.
118
535
ch. 118...................................................535
3, 1865,
March 3,
ciation.
Metropolitan Railroad
Railroad Company.
to amend
an act
entitled "An
"An act
to incorporate
incorporate the
act to
act entitled
amend an
An act
act to
Company. An
Metropolitan
Metropolitan Railroad
in the
of Columbia."
March 3,
119
536
3, 1865, ch. 119..
Columbia." March
District of
the District
Company in
Railroad Company
Metropolitan
Continental
Company. An
An act
act to
the Continental
Continental Hotel
of the
the city
Company of
Hotel Company
to incorporate
incorporate the
Hotel Company.
Continental Hotel
637
of Washington.
Washington. March
March 3,
1865, ch.
537
120a ........................................
ch. 120.
3, 1865,
of
Juvenile
An act
providing for
confinement of juvenile offenders against the laws
for the
the confinement
act providing
Offenders. An
Juvenile Offenders.
of the
the United
United States
States in
houses of
of refuge.
refuge. March
1865, ch.
ch. 121
121 .................... 538
38
3, 1865,
March 3,
in houses
of
Appropriation
to
pay
Settlers
in
Hoopa
Valley
for
their
improvements
on
the
Indian
Reservation. An
the
Indian Reservation.
on
Improvements
their
for
Valley
Appropriation to pay Settlers in Hoopa
act to
amend an
an act
"An act to provide for the better organization
organization of Indian
Indian
act entitled
entitled "An
act
to amend
affairs in
in California."
California." March
March 3,
1865, ch.
122
....................................... 538
ch. 122
3, 1865,
affairs
Wharf at
at Bath,
Maine. An
An act
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury to
certain
sell certain
or sell
to lease
lease or
of the
act authorizing
Bath, Maine.
Wharf
123... 539
property of
States at
Maine. March 3, 1865, ch. 123
in the State of Maine.
Bath, in
at Bath,
United States
of the
the United
property
Midshipmen in
in the
act to
to increase
increase the
March 3,
of midshipmen and others. March
the pay of
An act
the Navy.
Navy. An
Midshipmen
.. 539
1865,
ch. 124 ..................................................................
1865, ch.
Capitol
Hotel Company.
An act
incorporate the "
Capitol Hotel Company,"
Washington
Company," in Washington
" Capitol
act to
to incorporate
Company. An
Capitol Hotel
39
City,
District of
539
125 .................................
3, 1865, ch. 125....
March 3,
of Columbia.
Columbia. March
City, District
Copyright.
An act
act supplemental
to an
An act
respecting
act to amend the several acts respecting
"An
act entitled
entitled "
an act
supplemental to
Copyright. An
copyright," approved February
1831, and to the acts in addition
addition thereto and amendFebruary 3d, 1831,
copyright,"
ment thereof.
1865, ch.
ch. 126
540
126 ........................................
3, 1865,
March 3,
thereof. March
ment
expenses
contingent
and
current
the
for
Indian Appropriation.
Appropriation. An act making appropriations
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589
58.1 Mary Kellogg,
resolution for the relief of Mary Kellogg. June 80,
30,
[No. 58.]
Kellogg, Pension
Pension to. Joint resolution
1864 .................
.............
...................................
589
64.] Henry W. Dimon.
resolution providing
providing for adjustment
accounts of Henry
Diman. A
A resolution
adjustment of the accounts
[No. 64.1
W..Diman.
Diman. July 1, 1864
590
1864............
....................................
590
651 Carlisle
Carlisle Doble. A resolution for the relief
relief of Carlisle Doble.
Doble. July 1,
1864
590
[No. 66.]
1, 1864.........
Daniel Hebard
[No. 69.] Daniel
Hebard and
and others.
others. Joint resolution authorizing the settlement of the accounts
Captain Daniel Hebard,
other officers.
officers.
of the late
late Captain
Hebard, of the United
United States
States volunteers, and
and of
of other
July 2, 1864 ............................
.....................................
590
701 John
Phelps. Joint resolution to settle and pay the accounts of John S. Phelps, of
S. Phelps.
[No. 70.]
John S.
Missouri,
member of the
Missouri, as a
a member
the thirty-seventh
thirty-seventh congress.
congress. July 2, 1864 .................
590
[No. 71.] Thomas J.
J. Galbraith.
Galbraith. Joint resolution
resolution for the relief of Thomas J. Galbraith. July
2, 1864 .....................................
....................
591
.
[No. 72.] Naham Ward.
Ward. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution to refer the claim of Naham Ward back to the court
1864 .................
of claims. July
July 2,
2, 1864.
.............................
... . 591
591
[No. 73.] Anthony Sweeting. Joint resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Navy
Navy to
to settle
settle
and pay the claim of Anthony Sweeting,
Sweeting, late pilot of the United States steamer "Juniata."
691
ata." July
July 2,
2, 1864 ..............
......
...................................
691
[No.
Cross. Joint resolution
resolution for the relief of Alexander
1864
591
lNo. 74.] Alexander
Alexander Cross.
Alexander Cross. July 2, 1864..
691
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STATUTE II.1864-5.
II.- 1864-5.
STATUTE
Page
Page
William
paymaster in the United
United
Jameson, aapaymaster
H. Jameson,
of William H.
relief of
for the
the relief
An act
act for
H. Jameson.
Jameson. An
William H.
693
4 ................................................
States
693
States army. Dec. 20, 1864, ch. 4

693
George W.
act for
for the
the relief
relief of George
Murray. Dec. 20, 1864, ch. 6........
5
593
George W. Murray.
An act
W. Murray.
Murray. An
George
An act
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
of Deborah
693
693
7..............
Dec. 21, 1864, ch. 7
Jones. Dec.
Deborah Jones.
An
10............ 594
Charles M.
M. Pott.
act for
for the
of Charles
Charles M. Pott. Dec. 22, 1864, ch. 10
relief of
the relief
An act
Pott. An
Charles
Texas.
Charles
An act for
relief of
assignee of John James, of Texas
of Charles
Charles Anderson, assignee
for the relief
Anderson. An
Charles Anderson.
94
..........................
Jan.
18 1865
594
1865, ch. 14 ..................................
Jan. 18,
George
Mowry. An
An act
George Mowry.
Mowry. Jan.
15
594
ch. 15................
Jan. 18, 1865, eh.
of George
relief of
the relief
act for the
George Mowry.
Jacob
17
594
ch. 17...................
act for the relief of Jacob Weber. Jan. 20, 1865, ch.
Weber. An act
Jacob Weber.
Emily A.
An act
for the
the relief
A. Lyon.
594
24, 1865, ch. 21 ...............
Jan. 24,
Lyon. Jan.
Emily A.
relief of
of Emily
act for
A. Lyon.
Lyon. An
Emily
27.............. 695
1865, ch. 27
Isaac
Diller. An act for the
Diller. Jan. 30, 1866,
695
of Isaac
Isaac R. DiUer.
the relief
relief of
R. Diller.
Isaac R.
28.... 695
Mary
Scales
Accardi.
An
act
the
Mary
Scales
Accardi.
30,
1866, ch. 28
595
1865,
Jan.
Mary
relief
of
for
the
An
act
Accardi.
Mary Soales
695
Louis
act for
31
595
Louis Roberts. Feb. 9, 1865, ch. 31...............
of Louis
for the relief of
An act
Roberts. An
Louis Roberts.
Solomon
Wadsworth. An
for the
the relief
of Solomon
ch. 33
33.... 596
1865, ch.
Wadsworth. Feb. 13, 1865,
Solomon Wadsworth.
relief of
act for
An act
Solomon Wadsworth.
Alexander
act for
J. Atocha.
ch. 36
36.... 595
Feb. 14, 1865, ch.
Atocha. Feb.
Alexander J.
relief of
of Alexander
for the
the relief
An act
J. Atocha.
Atocha. An
Alexander J.
Almond
act for
for the
the relief
deceased. Feb. 17,
heirs of Almond D. Fisk, deceased.
the heirs
relief of the
An act
D. Fisk.
Fisk. An
Almond D.
1865 ch
40 .........................
596
596
.
..........................
.............
ch 40
1865,
596
Henry
Brigham. An
act for
the relief
relief of
44
596
Brigham. Feb. 20, 1865, ch. 44.......
A. Brigham.
Henry A.
of Henry
for the
An act
A. Brigham.
Henry A.
596
George
A. Schreiner.
Schreiner. An
51
696
relief of George A. Schreiner. Feb. 23, 1865, ch. 51.....
for the relief
An act
act for
George A.
Harriet and
Emily W.
An act
for the
relief of
and Emily
Emily W. Morris, unmarof Harriet
Harriet and
the relief
act for
W. Morris.
Morris. An
and Emily
Harriet
ried sisters
W. Morris.
Morris. Feb.
25, 1865,
ch. 60
597
597
1865, ch.
60 .........
Feb. 25,
Henry W.
of the
the late
late Commodore
Commodore Henry
ried
sisters of
Dorsey Edwin
Edwin William
change the
the name
name of Dorsey
Towson,
Edwin William Towson,
Dorsey Edwin
to change
An act
act to
Towson. An
William Towson.
Dorsey
of Georgetown,
Georgetown, in
Columbia, to
to that
Edwin William
William Carter.
Dorsey Edwin
that of
of Dorsey
of Columbia,
District of
in the
the District
of
..... .........
..........
597
Feb. 25,
25, 1865, ch. 61 ..........................
Shircliff. Feb. 25, 1865, ch. 62 ..............
Mary
Shirclifil An act for the relief of Mary Shircliff.
597
Mary Shirliff.
Rebecca
Rebecca S. Harrison.
63
597
Harrison. Feb. 25, 1865, eh. 63.....
act for
for the
the relief of Rebecca
An act
S. Harrison.
Harrison. An
Rebecca S.
Five
of the
Revolution. An
to pay
soldiers of the
the surviving soldiers
each of the
pay to
to each
act to
An act
the Revolution.
Soldiers of
Five surviving
surviving Soldiers
Revolution,
in number,
number, whose
whose names
names are
hundred dollars
dollars
the pension
pension roll, three hundred
are on
on the
five in
Revolution, five
1865,
gratuity, in addition to the pension now paid them. Feb. 27, 1865,
a gratuity,
annually, as a
597
65 ..................... .........................................
ch. 655
598
Chapin
Hall. An
relief of Chapin Hall. Feb. 27, 1865, ch. 66 ..................
act for the relief
An act
Chapin Hall.
128....... 598
Charles A.
Pitcher. An act for the relief of Charles A. Pitcher. March 3, 1865, ch. 128
Charles
A. Pitcher.
Sophia Brooke
An act
act granting
a pension to Sophia Brooke Taylor, widow of the late
granting a
Taylor. An
Brooke Taylor.
Sophia
98
Major
Francis Taylor. March
March 3, 1865, ch. 129 ..................................... 698
Major Francis
W. H.
and C.
C. S.
S. Duncan.
Duncan. An
the relief of
C. S. Duncan. March 3, 1865,
H. and C.
of W. H.
for the
An act
act for
W.
H. and
99
ch.
130..............
699
.................................................
ch. 180
Samuel L.
Gerould. An act for the relief
relief of Samuel L. Gerould.
Gerould. March
131
March 3,
8, 1865, ch. 131.....
599
L. Gerould.
collector of the port of Pittsburg
John Hastings.
Hastings. An act for the relief of John
John Hastings, collector
Pittsburg.
March 3, 1865, ch. 132
March
........................................................... 599
Mary
Brigadier-General Edward
Mary A. Baker.
Baker. An act
act for the relief
relief of
of Mary
Mary A. Baker,
Baker, widow
widow of
of Brigadier-General
133
509
599
D. Baker. March 3, 1865, ch. 133.............
.............................
granting a
Major
Ellen M. Whipple. An act granting
a pension to Ellen M. Whipple,
Whipple, widow of
of the
the late MajorGeneral
Whipple, of
of the
the United
States army.
1865, ch.
ch. 134......
134
599
General Amiel
Amiel W.
W. Whipple,
United States
army. March
March 3,
3, 1865,
699
Eliza
late Major-General
G
Eliza Berry.
Berry. An net
act granting aa pension
pension to
to the widow of
of the late
Major-General Hiram G.
Berry. March 3, 1865, ch. 135
136 .........................................
•
600
00
Ezekiel Darling.
pension to
3, 1865,
600
Darling. An act granting a
a pension
to Ezekiel
Ezekiel Darling. March 3,
1865, ch.
ch. 136
136...... 600
M. Lander. An
W. Lander,
Lander, deceased.
deceased
Jean lf.
An act
act for the
the relief
relief of Jean M.
M. Lander,
Lander, widow of
of F.
F. W.
.................................
March 3, 1865, ch. 137 ................
600
March
March 3,
138
600
Thomas Booth. An act granting a
a pension
pension to
to Thomas Booth.
Booth. March
3, 1865,
1865, ch. 138........
600
Elizabeth
granting a
March 3, 1866,
1865,
a pension to Elizabeth B. Leppien.
Leppien. March
Elizabeth B. Leppien.
Leppien. An act granting
ch. 139 ....
...................................................................
. 600
600
granting a
a
deceased, late a
a pension
pension to Rachel
Rachel Mills,
Mills, widow of Peter Mills, deceased,
act granting
Rachel Mills. An act
Major in the United States army. March
March 3, 1865, ch.
Major
ch. 140 ............
.................601
601
Vreeland, surgeon in the navy
Benjamin
Benjamin Vreeland,
navy of the
Vreeland. An act for the relief of Benjamin
Benjamin Vreeland.
01
United States. March
March 3, 1865, ch. 141 ...........................................
soi
Deborah
Jones.
Deborah Jones.

lolly
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Page
Page

[No. 2.]
Money to
to be
be paid
paid Henry
Henry C.
Ahna. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
of
Secretary of
authorizing the Secretary
De Ahna.
C. De
2.1 Money
[No.
603
the
dispose of
of certain
certain moneys
moneys therein
15, 1864 ........
Dec. 16,
mentioned. Dec.
therein mentioned.
to dispose
Treasury to
the Treasury
[No. 21.]
21.] Daniel
Daniel Coaett,
Collett, Jr.
matter of Sergeant Daniel Collett, Jr., dethe matter
in the
resolution in
Joint resolution
Jr. Joint
[No.
ceased. Feb.
1865
603
..................................
25, 1865..................
Feb. 25,
ceased.
[No.
22.] James
James B.
A resolution
for the
of James
James B.
B. Royce.
1865
603
Feb. 25, 1865.....
Royce. Feb.
relief of
the relief
resolution for
B. Royce.
Royce. A
[No. 22.]
to
advance to
[No.
26.] Paul
Paul S.
S. Forbes.
Joint resolution
Secretary of the Navy to advance
authorizing the Secretary
resolution authorizing
Forbes. Joint
[No. 26.]
Paul S.
S. Forbes
Forbes two
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
additional out
out of the sum to be
thousand dollars additional
fifty thousand
Paul
paid him
under his
for building
building a
steam screw
2, 1865...
1865
604
604
March 2,
sloop-of-war. March
screw sloop-of-war.
a steam
contract for
his contract
paid
him under
A. Rice, late of Richmond,
[No. 88.1
A resolution
for the relief of Mrs. Lucy A.
resolution for
Rice. A
A. Rice.
Lucy A.
88.1 Lucy
[No.
Virginia. March
March 8,
1866
604
...............
...............................
.
8, 1865
Virginia.
honor
a sword of honor
[No.
Henry S.
Stellwagen. A
authorizing the acceptance
acceptance of a
resolution authorizing
A resolution
S. Stellwagen.
39.] Henry
[No. 39.]
from the
the government
of Great
Great Britain,
Captain Henry S. Stellwagen,
Stellwagen, of the United
United
Britain, by Captain
government of
from
States navy. March
•• •604
March 3, 1865 ..................................................
States
a paymaster
paymaster in the
[No.
40.] Garrett
Garrett R.
resolution for the relief of Garrett R. Barry, a
Barry. A resolution
R. Barry.
[No. 40.]
604
United
..........................................
March 3, 1865
navy. March
United States
States navy.
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Page
Page
Denmark.
Convention of Friendship, Commerce,
Denmark. Additional
Additional articles
articles to the General
General Convention
NaviCommerce, and Navigation. July 11,
11, 1861
1861 ......................
...................................... 605
605
Ottoman Empire.
Ottoman
Empire. Treaty of Commerce
Commerce and
and Navigation.
25, 1862
609
Navigation. February
February 25,
1862 ..............
609
Kickapoo Indians.
Indians. Treaty with. June 28, 1862........................................
Kickapoo
1862
623
623
Ecuador. Convention
Convention with, for the mutual
adjustment of claims. November
Ecuador.
mutual adjustment
November 25,
25, 1862
631
1862...... 631

Penr.
Pent.

Convention
Convention with, in regard to claims upon, for
for the capture of
of the
the "Lizzie
"Lizzie Thompson"
Thompson"
and ""Georgiana."
Georgiana." December
December 20, 1862
..........................................
Peru. Convention
Peru.
Convention with, in regard to claims. January
January 12,
12, 1863
1863 ........................

635
685
635
635

Great Britain.
Britain. Additional
Additional article to the treaty for the Suppression of the
Great
the Slave-trade.
Slave-trade. FebFebruary 17, 1863 .......
645
.............
.......................................... 645
Belgium. Convention
Convention with, to
to.complete
Belgium.
•complete by
by new
new stipulations the
the treaty
of Commerce
Commerce and
and NaviNavitreaty of
gation with, of July
July 17, 1858. May 20,
647
20, 1863 .........
......
........................
647
Great Britain.
Britain.
Great
Puget's
Puget's

Treaty
Treaty with, for the final settlement
settlement of the claims
claims of
of the
the Hudson's
Hudson's Bay
and
Bay and
Sound Agricultural Companies.
Companies. July 1, 1863
651
1868................................ 651
Belgium. Treaty with, for the extinguishment
extinguishment of the Scheldt
Belgium.
Dues. July
20, 1863
1863 ..........
655
Scheldt Dues.
July 20,
655
Northwestern Bands of Shoshonee Indians.
Northwestern
Treaty with.
with. July
July 30,
1863 ......................
663
Indians. Treaty
80, 1863
663
Chippewa Indians.
Indians. Supplementary
Supplementary articles to
Chippewa
with the
the Red
Red Lake
and
Pembina
to the treaty
treaty with
Lake and Pembina
bands of Chippewa Indians. October
October 2,
1863
667
2, 1863.
.........
....
......................
667
Tabeguache
Indians. Treaty
Tabeguache Band of Utah Indians.
Treaty with. October
7, 1863
673
October 7,
1863 .......................
673
Shoshonee-Goship Bands of Indians.
Shoshonee-Goship
Indians. Treaty
Treaty with.
October
12,
1863
681
with. October 12, 1863 ...........
..............681
Colombia. Convention,
Convention, extending time
termination of
Colombia.
time for
for the termination
the commission
commission on
on claims.
claims. FebFebof the
ruary 10, 1864 ................
685
...........................................
685
Chippewa Indians.
Supplementary articles
Chippewa
Indians.
Supplementary
articles to the treaty
treaty with
the Red
Lake and
and Pembina
Pembina
with the
Red Lake
bands of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians. April 12,
689
12, 1864
1864 ..................................
689
Chippewas
of the
Pillagerand Lake Winnebagoshish
Chippewas of
the Mississippi
Mississippi and Pillager
Winnebagoshish Bands of
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians in
in
Minnesota. Treaty with. May
May 7, 1864
693
1864
.................................
693
Honduras. Treaty of Friendship,
Commerce, and
Honduras.
Friendship, Commerce,
and Navigation.
Navigation. July
1864 ................
699
July 4,
4, 1864
699
Ufayti.
Hayti. Treaty of Amity, Commerce,
Commerce, and
and for
the Extradition
Extradition of
and Navigation,
Navigation, and
for the
of Fugitive
Fugitive
Criminals. November 3, 1864 ............
711
................................
711
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EXECUTIVE ORDERS.
Page
Page
No. 1.
1. Making
Making all rebels and insurgents,
insurgents, and their aiders
subject to
to martial
martial law,
aiders and
and abettors
abettors subject
law,
and suspending
suspending the writ of habeas
habeas corpus in certain
certain cases
780
cases ........................
780
No. 2. Revoking exceptions
No.
exceptions in proclamation
proclamation of August
August 16,
April 2,
2, 1863
780
16, 1861.
1861. April
1863 ........... . .. 780
West Virginia
No. 3. Act admitting West
Virginia as a
be in
in force.
force. April
April 20,
1863 .............
731
a state to be
20, 1863
731
No. 4. Plea of alienage not to be allowed
No,
allowed to avoid military duty
in the
case of
of certain
certain perperduty in
the case
sons. May 8, 1863 ............................................
732
....... ........... . 732
No. 5. Calling for one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand militia for
service, from
from Maryland,
Maryland,
for six months'
months' service,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia. June
June 15,
1863
733
15, 1863
............................ 733
No. 6. Appointing
Appointing aaday of National
praise, and
and prayer.
prayer. July
July 15,
15, 1863......
1863
733
National thanksgiving,
thanksgiving, praise,
733
No. 7.
Suspending the privileges
No.
7. Suspending
privileges of the writ
writ of habeas
habeas corpus. September
September 15,
1863...
731
15, 1863
........... 731
No. 8.
Permitting commercial
intercourse with Alexandria, under certain
No,
8. Permitting
commercial intercourse
Sepcertain restrictions.
restrictions. September
tember 24,
24, 1863 ..........
........................................................
7855
No.
Appointing aaday of'
of thanksgiving
thanksgiving and praise. October 3,
No. 9.
9. Appointing
8, 1863
735
1863 ....................
735
No.
Calling for three hundred
No. 10.
10. Calling
hundred thousand
thousand men to
to serve for three
years, or
or the
the war.
war. OctoOctothree years,
ber 17, 1863
1868 . ............................
736
....................................
736
No.
11. Granting
No. 11.
Granting pardon
pardon to those
those in rebellion,
rebellion, upon conditions,
conditions, and excepting
excepting certain
certain persons.
persons
December 8, 186
1863 ....................
,
737
..................................
737
No.
discontinuance of discriminating
discriminating duties of tonnage
No. 12.
12. Declaring
Declaring the discontinuance
and impost,
impost, as
as
tonnage and
respects
respects vessels of Nicaragua.
Nicaragua. December
739
December 16, 1863
1863 ..............................
39
No. 13.
13. Declaring
Declaring that
that the blockade of Brownsville, Texas,
Texas, shall cease, so
No.
far that,
that, &c.
&c. FebFebso far
ruary 18, 1864 ......
....
...........................................
740
No. 14.
Declaring that the amnesty proclamation
proclamation does
No.
14. Declaring
does not apply
persons in
in custody.
custody
apply to
to persons
March
26, 1864 .
.......................................................
March '26,
741
741
No. 15.
15. Revoking
the exequatur
No.
Revoking the
exequatur of Charles
Charles Hunt, consul of Belgium
at St. Louis,
Louis, Missouri.
Missouri
Belgium at
May 19, 1864
.........................................................
741
No.
16.
No. 16. Suspending the writ of habeas
habeas corpus and establishing
establishing martial
in Kentucky.
Kentucky
martial law
law in
July
July 5, 1864
...................................
......................
742
742
No. 17.
17. Appointing
a day of National
No.
Appointing a
National humiliation
humiliation and
and prayer.
July 7,
7, 1864
1864 .............
743
prayer. July
743
No. 18.
opinions of the President
President of the United States
No.
18. Declaring
Declaring the
the opinions
States as to the
the plan
plan of
of restorarestoration of the States in rebellion.
rebellion. July 8, 1864
1864
744
...................................
744
No.
Calling for
hundred thousand
No. 19.
19. Calling
for five hundred
thousand volunteers
volunteers for the
the military service,
service, and
and ordering
ordering
draft
for the
draft for
the quotas
quotas unfilled after
after fifty days.
days. July 18, 1864 .......................
747
747
No.
Newport, Vermont,
No. 20.
20. Proclaiming
Proclaiming Newport,
Vermont, aaport
port entitled
entitled to all privileges in regard to
to exportaexportation of
of merchandise
18, 1864 ................................
tion
merchandise in bond. August 18,
•
748
748
No.
the last
last Thursday
Thursday of November aaday of thanksgiving
No. 21.
21. Appointing
Appointing the
and praise.
praise. Octothanksgiving and
October 20, 1864 . ~ber
~............................................................
·
749
749
No.
22.
Declaring
Nevada
admitted
into the Union. October
No. 22.
749
October 31,
31, 1864
1864 ...................
749
No.
23. Permitting
Permitting commercial
intercourse with
No. 23.
commercial intercourse
with Norfolk, Fernandina,
Fernandina, and Pensacola.
NovemPensacola. November 19, 1864 .......
. ........................................
.............. 750
750
No.
24.
Calling
for
three
hundred thousand
No. 24. Calling for three hundred
thousand volunteers.
volunteers. December
December 19,
19, 1864
1864
750
7.............50
No.
25. Proclaiming St.
No. 25. Proclaiming
St. Albans,
Albans, Vermont,
Vermont, a
aport entitled
entitled to all privileges
privileges in regard to
exporto exportation of
tation
of merchandise in bond. January
January 10,
10, 1865
751
1865..............................
751
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Page
Page
No. 26. Convening
Convening an extraordinary
of the Senate
Senate on
March 4tb,
4th, 1865..............
1865
752
extraordinary session of
on March
752
No. 27. Ordering
lo.
Ordering deserters to return,
return, and offering pardon.
pardon. March
March 11,
752
11, 1865.
1865 ................. 752
No. 28.
28. Directing the arrest of those
those who furnish arms,
arms, &c.,
Indians within the
&c., to hostile Indians
United States. March
March 17,1865
753
17, 1865 ................
.............................
753
No. 29. Declaring certain ports in States lately in rebellion
rebellion to'be closed,
blockade has
closed, as the
the blockade
been relaxed.
relaxed. April 11, 1865 ...
753
.....
.....................................
753
the port
Key'West is to
to remain
remain open.
open. April
April 11,
11, 1865
754
No. 30. Declaring that the
port of Key'West
1865............ 754
No. 31. Relating to reciprocal hospitalities to vessels of war. April 11,
1865
754
11, 1865...............
754
No. 32. Appointing
Appointing the 25th of May a
National humiliation
humiliation and
and mourning.
mourning. April
April 25,
25,
a day of National
..............
.... . . ..... ..........................
1865 ....
755
756
No. 83.
mourning to 1st
33. Postponing
Postponing the day of mourning
756
lst June. April 29,
29, 1865 ....................
756
No. 34 Offering rewards for the arrest of Jefferson
Davis and
and others
others for
conspiring to
to proproJefferson Davis
for conspiring
Abraham Lincoln.
cure the murder
murder of Abraham
Lincoln. May 2,
1865 ............................
756
2, 1865
756
No. 35.
85. Ordering
Ordering the arrest of insurgent
insurgent cruisers, and declaring
declaring that hospitalities
hospitalities shall be
be
refused to the public vessels
vessels of those nations
nations showing hospitalities
cruisers
hospitalities to such cruisers.
May 10, 1865 .................
757
...........................................
757
No. 36. Declaring ports formerly closed to be open; disallowing belligerent
belligerent rights
removrights and removrestrictions on trade.
ing certain restrictions
trade. May 22, 1865 ....
757
.............................
757
No. 37. Granting
Granting pardon and amnesty, except,
except, &c. May
May 29,
29, 1865 ......................
758
No. 38. Reorganizing
Reorganizing aaConstitutional
Constitutional Government
North Carolina.
29, 1865.......
1865..
760
Government in
in North
Carolina. May
May 29,
760
No. 39.
Reorganizing a
a Constitutional
Constitutional Government
39. Reorganizing
Government in Mississippi.
Mississippi. June 13, 1865
1865........... 761
No. 40. Removing
Removing restrictions on trade
trade east of
of the Mississippi River. June
763
June 13, 1865
1865....... 763
No. 41. Reorganizing
Government in Georgia.
Reorganizing aaConstitutional
Constitutional Government
Georgia. June
June 17, 186.............
1865
764
764
No 42. Reorganizing
a Constitutional
Constitutional Government
Government in Texas.
Reorganizing a
Texas. June 17,
17, 1865...............
1865
765
76
No. 43. Reorganizing
a Constitutional Government
Reorganizing a
Government in Alabama. June 21,
21, 1865 ........... 767
No. 44. Rescinding
blockade and
Rescinding the blockade
and declaring its purposes.
purposes. June
June 23, 1865.............
1865
768
768
No. 45. Removing
Removing restrictions
restrictions on trade west of the Mississippi
Mississippi River. June 29, 1865.....
1865
769
No. 46. Reorganizing
Reorganizing aa Constitutional Government
Government in South Carolina.
1865...... 769
Carolina. June
June 30, 1865
No. 47. Reorganizing
a Constitutional Government
Government in Florida. July 13, 1865
Reorganizing a
1865 ............
771
No. 48. Removing all restrictions on trade. August 29, 1865 ............................
772
72
No. 49. Declaring
No,
Declaring martial law no longer in force in Kentucky.
Kentucky. October
October 12, 1865 ..........
773
77
December a
No. 50. Appointing
Appointing 7th December
thanksgiving. October
October 28,
28, 1865.......
1865
773
a day of National
National thanksgiving.
77
No.
corpus, except
except in certain
No, 51.
51. Revoking
Revoking the suspension
suspension of the writ
writ of habeas
habeas corpus,
certain states and
and
territories
territories and in the District of Columbia.
Columbia. December 1,
774
1, 1865
1b65 ...................
774
Certifying that the Amendment to the Constitution
No. 52. Certifying
of the
the United
United States
States prohibiting
prohibiting
Constitution of
slavery
Legislatures of the requisite
slavery has been ratified by the Legislatures
requisite number
number of States, and
and has
has
become valid as a
a part of the
the Constitution.
1865 ...................
774
Constitution. December
December 18, 1865
774

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE ORDERS.
ORDERS.
Respecting
Respecting soldiers absent without leave.
leave. March
March 10, 1863 ........................
775
.........775
Offering
countries committing felonies in the
Offering rewards
rewards for the arrest of felons from
from foreign
foreign countries
1865.................
United States.
States. April 10, 1865
776
.................
..........
.
..... 776
Removing
Removing all restrictions
restrictions on trade. April 29,
29, 1865 ...........................
776
............
776
Reestablishing the authority of the United States
States in Virginia. May
May 9, 1865 ..............
777
777
Directing all claims for reward for the arrest of Booth
Booth and others, to be
by January
be presented
presented by
January
1, 1866. November
November 24, 1865....................
1,
1865
778
...............
...............
778

CONGRESS
PUBLIC ACTS OF
OF THE THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS
OF THE
THE
OF

UNITED
UNITED

STATES,
STATES,

Passed
at the
which was
begun and
and held
held at
at the
the City
City of
WashPassed at
the first
first session,
session, which
was begun
of Washington, in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
Monday, the
of
ington,
the District
on Monday,
the seventh
seventh day
day of
December, A.
D. 1863,
ended on
on Monday,
the fourth
fourth day
day of
December,
A. D.
1863, and
and ended
Monday, the
of July,
July,
A.
D. 1864.
A. D.
1864.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
President.
HANNIBAL
HAMLIN, Vice-President
Vice-President
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President.
HANNIBAL HAMLIN,
and
of the
DANIEL CLARK
CLARK was
was elected
and President
President of
the Senate.
Senate. DANIEL
elected President
President
of
the Senate,
pro tempore,
of April,
of the
Senate, pro
tempore, on
on the
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day
day of
April, and
and
so
acted until
the end
of the
session. SCHUYLER
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
COLFAX, Speaker
so acted
until the
end of
the session.
Speaker
of
the House
House of
Representatives.
of the
of Representatives.

CHAP.
I..-An
C
HAP. I
— In Act declaring
Congress to
Legislature of
declaring the
the Assent
Assent of
of Congress
to an
an Act
Act of
of the Legislature
of the
the
State
Illinois, therein
State of
of 1illinois,
therein named.
named.65,

Jan.
Jan.

16, 1861.
1861.
16,

41.
1865, ch.
ch. 41.
Post,
431
Post, p.
p. 431

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be it
by the
Senate and
of the
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
assembled, That
of congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
consent of
congress The city of
of
Chicago may
is hereby
given to
to the
the operation
hereby given
operation of the
eleventh section,
section, chapter fifteen,
fifteen, Chicago
the eleventh
may
erect piers in the
the
of
the act
the general
assembly of
of the
act of
of the
general assembly
State of
of Illinois,
Illinois, approved
of the
the State
approved navigable
navigable waters
sixty-three, entitled ""An
An act
February thirteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
act of Lake MichiMichiL
au
n,er
,po
i
t
p
e
e
c
s
t
.
to reduce the charter
charter of the city of Chicago, and the several acts amenda- gan,
toueprotect
one act,
to revise
the same,'
same,' -which
— which section
section is
is as
tory thereof,
thereof, into
into one
act, and
and to
revise the
as e
follows:
power to
follows: "Said
"Said city shall have
have the power
extend aqueducts
aqueducts or
or inletinletto extend
Michigan, so
pipes into Lake Michigan,
far as
as may
be deemed
to insure
so far
may be
deemed necessary
necessary to
insure
a supply of
of pure water, and
a
pier or
or piers
piers in
the navigable
and to
to erect
erect a
a pier
in the
navigable wawaters of said lake, for the making, preserving, and
and working
of said
working of
said pipes
pipes
be furnished
furnished with
or aqueducts: Provided,
Provided, That such piers shall
stall be
with a
beacon- Piers to
a beaconto be
be
lighted.
light,
which shall
shall be
lighted at
all such
such seasons
and hours
light on
light, which
be lighted
at all
seasons and
hours as
as the
the light
on lighted.
the pier at the entrance of Chicago
Chicago river."
river."
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
January 16,
16, 1864.
1864.
CHAP.
II. .- An Act
Act to
the President
President to
CHAP. H
to authorize
authorize the
to appoint
appoint a
aSecond
Second Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary
of War.
War.
of

Jan. 19,
19, 1864.
1861.
Jan.
1865,
41.
1865, ch.
ch. 41.
Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
house of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United Post,
431.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of the
Post, p.
p. 431

States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
President be
be and
he
That the
the President
and he

second
assist :
Second assist-

is hereby
authorized to
to appoint,
appoint, by and
and with the advice
hereby authorized
a
,
n
,at
rsecretary
s
a
e
u
e
ztoaz o t
advice and consent of the
the ,
ant
war authorized
an officer
officer for one year.
Senate, for the term of one year from the passage
passage of this act, an
Department, to
Assistant Secretary
in the War
War Department,
to be
be called
called the
the Second
Second Assistant
Secretary of
of
whose salary
War, whose
dollars per
per annum,
payable in
salary shall
shall be
be three
three thousand
thousand dollars
annum, payable
in Salary, duties.
the same manner as that of the
Secretary of
of War,
War, who
perform all
the Secretary
who shall
shall perform
all
such duties in the
the Secretary
of War
to that
that dedethe office of
of the
Secretary of
War belonging
belonging to
partment
shall be
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
or as
as may
may be
be
partment as
as shall
be prescribed
of War,
War, or
required
required by
by law.
law.
APPROVED, January
19, 1864.
APPROVED,
January 19,
1864.
CHAP.
provide for the
the Deficiency in the Appropriation
Appropriationfor
CHAP. III.-An
M.—.An Act
Act to provide
Pay of
for the Pay
Officers and
and Men actually
actually employed in the Western Department,
Department, or
or Department
Department of Missouri.
souri.

Jan. 22,
22, 1864.
1864.

Pub. Res.
Res. No.
Pub.
No. 46.
46.
Post, p. 410.
United
post, p. 410.
United Appropriation

Be
and House of Representatives
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That there be
be and
and hereby
hereby is
States of
is for pay, bounty,
VOL.
VOL. XIII.
PUB.—
PUB.- 11

22

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. I.
I. C
4, 5.
SEss.
C. .4,5.

1864.
1864.

&c., of men in
&c.,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise approWestern departpriated,
the
seven hundred
hundred thousand
thousand six
six hundred
and twelve
eern
departpriated,
the sum
sum of
of seven
hundred and
twelve doldolment.
lars
thirteen cents,
or so
thereof as
carry
lars and
and thirteen
cents, or
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, to
to carry
49,
into
twenty-fifth, eighteen
hundred and
1862, ch. 49,
into effect the
the act
act approved
approved March
March twenty-fifth,
eighteen hundred
and
vol. xii. p. 374.
vol.
xii. p. 374. sixty-two, to secure to the officers and men actually
in the
Westactually employed
employed in
the Western department,
department, or
or department
of Missouri,
Missouri, their
their pay,
and penern
department of
pay, bounty,
bounty, and
penPayment, to
Provided, however, That,
That, in
the payment
payment of
of the
the money
sion: Provided,
in the
money hereby
hereby
whom
to be
be
whom to
appropriated, such payment
made directly
directly to
to the
or
payment shall
shall be
be made
the officers
officers or
made.
soldiers by whom the
services were
rendered, or
to their
the services
were rendered,
or to
their personal
personal reprerepresentatives,
by powers
powers of
of attorney;
attorney; and
no assentatives, or
or to
to their
their agents
agents appointed
appointed by
and no
asAssignments
signment of any sum due to any officer or soldier shall
be valid;
valid; such
payshall
be
such
payinvalid.
vald.
ments to be made by paymasters of the United States army: Provided
Provided
When attorneyfurther,
attorney further, however, That
holding a
apower
power of
of attorney
attorney authorizauthorizThat any person
person holding
may receive
receive it. ing the receipt
receipt by him of the amount
to any
any officer
or soldier
amount to
to be
be paid
paid to
officer or
soldier
may, upon making
making and filing
an affidavit
to the
the effect
effect that
that he
is acting
filing an
affidavit to
he is
acting iq
iq
the premises purely
personal interest,
and that
he will
will
purely as
as agent without personal
interest, and
that he
pay over the amount received
received either
or (in
(in his
his absence)
absence) to
to
either to the
the soldier or
his wife or children, for their benefit,
be entitled
entitled to
receive such
such amount.
amount.
benefit, be
to receive
.
APPROVED, January
January 22,
1864.
ArrROVED,
22, 1864.

Jan. 22,1864.
22, 1864.

Certain articles
of clothing may
may
be carried in the
emalsa.ed the
mails.
Rate of post-

age; to be preage;
to be prepaid.

pai.

.an. 26, 1964.
1S64.
...an.
.-

CHAP. I
V .-— An
the Law
into the
CHAP.
IV.
An Act
Act to
to amend
amend the
Law prescribing
prescribing the
the Articles
Articles to
to be
be admitted
admitted into
the
Mails
of the
United States.
Mails of
the United
States.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
United
Representatives of the
the United
States
of America
of clothing,
clothing, being
being
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That articles
articles of
manufactured of wool, cotton, or linen, and comprised in a
a package not
manufactured
not
exceeding
two pounds
pounds in
weight, addressed
to any
non-commissioned offiexceeding two
in weight,
addressed to
any non-commissioned
officer or private serving in the armies of
be transof the United States,
States, may
may be
transthe United
United States
States at
the rate
rate of
cents, to
to be
mitted in the
the mails
mails of the
at the
of eight
eight cents,
be
subject
in all
all cases prepaid, for
for every four
four ounces,
ounces, or
or any
any fraction
fraction thereof,
thereof, subject
to such regulations as the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
APPROVED,
January 22,
APPROVED, January
22, 1864.
1864.

CIAr.
CHAP. V.
An Act
and District
of the
V. —
- An
Act to change
change the
the Place
Place of
of holding
holding the
the Circuit
Circuitand
District Courts
Courts of
the
United
States,for
United States,
the District
District of
Tennessee, and
and for
other Purposes.
for the
of West
West Tennessee,
for other
Purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
the circuit
and
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter the
circuit and
district courts of the United States
States for
the district
district of
of West
Tennessee
for the
West Tennessee
shall be
be holden
holden at
at the
of Memphis
Memphis in
in said district, on the first Monshall
the city of
MonWest Tennessee.
September of each year, and at
day in March and the first Monday in September
at no
no
other place. And all process, civil and criminal, which may have
have been,
been,
or hereafter may
returnable to
at Jackson
may be,
be, issued,
issued, returnable
to said
said courts
courts at
Jackson or
or HunHuntingdon, in said district, shall be returned to
respectively, at
at
to said
said courts,
courts, respectively,
the city of Memphis; and all books and records of every
pertainevery kind, pertaining to said courts, shall be transferred
transferred from the places where said courts
have heretofore
heretofore been held to the
the city
city of Memphis.
Memphis.
Sac.
Special terms.
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the judges
judges of
of the
the United
United States
States
circuit court and of the United States
district court
the several
several disStates district
court for
for the
districts of Tennessee, may, whenever
whenever in their opinion the public
interests
public interests
require it, appoint special terms of their respective
at Knoxville,
respective courts
courts at
Knoxville,
Nashville, and Memphis, to be holden at such times as said judges,
rejudges, reShall deem
conducive to
public good;
good; notice
each
What notice spectively,
spectively, shall
deem most
most conducive
to the
the public
notice of
of each
to be given.
the provisions
of this
act shall
published
special term appointed
appointed under
under the
provisions of
this act
shall be
be published
in at least one newspaper
newspaper printed in the town or
or city
city in which
which aaterm
term is
is
to be held,
held, for
weeks.
for four
four consecutive
consecutive weeks.
APPROVED, January
26, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
January 26,
Terms of Federal circuit and
district
courts in
district courts
in

THIRTY-EIGHTH
THIRTY—
EI GHTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I
H. 6,
6, 7,
7, 8,
8, 9.
9.
SESS.
I.. C
CH.

1864.
1864.

CHAP.
An Act
Act relating
relating to
to the
C
HAP. VI.
VI. -—An
the Admission
Admission of
of Patients
Patients to
the Hospital
the Insane
to the
Hospitalfor
for the
Insane
in the
the District
District of
Columbia.
in
of Columbia.

33
Jan. 28, 1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Secretary of
Transient
assembled, That
That the Secretary
of the
the InIn- Transient
terior be authorized, in his discretion, during
tenor
existence of
of the
the present
during the
the existence
present insa9e
insane may
may be
be
d
war,
admit into
into the
government hospital
for the
the insane
insa ne suc
transienthos
mted
t to
war, to
to admit
the government
hospital for
suchh transient
pital.
insane persons as may be
in the
the District
of Columbia
the
insane
be found in
District of
Columbia without
without the
means
means of self-support, to be there detained
detained until
sent to
to their
their
until they can
can be
be sent
friends or proper places of residence
residence under the
of the
the said
Secthe direction
direction of
said Secretary of the Interior, whose duty it shall
therefor; the
of proshall be to
to provide
provide therefor;
the Mode ofprosteps preliminary
preliminary to their admission to be the same,
affi- ceeding.
same, except as to
to the
the affidavit of residence at the time
they became
became insane,
as are
are required
required in
in the
time they
insane, as
the
case of indigent persons who became insane while
residing in
while residing
in the
the district.
district.
APPROVED,
January 28,
APPROVED, January
28, 1864.
1864.
An Act making Appropriations
the Payment
Invalid and
and other
Appropriationsfor
for the
Payment of
of Invalid
other Jan. 29,1864.
29, 1864.
Pensions
United States, for
Pensions of the United
thirtieth of
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
for the
the Year
Year ending the
the thirtieth
ofJune,
and sixty-five.
and
sixty-five.
enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the following sums
States
Congress assembled,
sums be
be and
and Appropriation
Appropriation
the same are hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
treasury not
not for
pensions.
for pensions.
otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the payment of pensions
the year
pensions for
fbr the
year ending
ending
the thirtieth of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five:
sixty-five: —
For invalid pensions under
various acts,
acts, one
one million
million dollars.
under various
dollars.
Invalid.
For pensions to widows, mothers, children,
sisters, under
under the
the first
children, and
and sisters,
first Other
Other pensions
pensions.
section of the act of fourth July, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-six; act
act of
of 1836
eighteen hundred
and thirty-six;
1836, ch. 362.
eighteen hundred
July twenty-first, _eighteen
hundred and forty-eight;
section
of
the
1848,
ch.
forty-eight; first
first section of the 1848, ch. 108.
1853, ch.
ch. 41.
act of February third, eighteen hundred and fifty-three;
fifty-three; June third,
third, eigh- 1853,
41.
1858,
85.
.
1858, ch.
ch. 85.
teen hundred and fifty-eight;
fifty-eight; and
July fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and 1862, ch.
and July
eighteen hundred
ch. 166.
sixty-two, two million two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
APPROVED,
1864.
APPROVED, January
January 29,
29,1864.
CHAP. VII.VU.-

CHAP.
VIII. -An
CHAP. VIII.
—An Act authorizing
the Holding
of a
aspecial
United States
States Feb. 12,1864.
authorizingthe
Holding of
special Session
Session of
of the
the United
12, 1864.
District
Court far
Indiana.
District Court
for the
the District
District of
of Indiana.
P p
Post, p.
Post,
p. 419.
419.
it enacted by the
Be it
and House
of Representatives
the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
America in
States of America
Congress assembled,
special session
session of
the Special session
in Congress
assembled, That
That a
a special
of the
Federal
United States district court for the district of Indiana shall be
be holden
holden at
at of
of the
the Federal
district
court
district
the usual place of holding said court on
second Tuesday
March, in
on the
the second
Tuesday in
in March,
in Indiana.
Indiana.court in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four.
sixty-four.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
proceedings of
of aa What suits,
further &acted,
exacted, That
That all
all suits
suits and
and proceedings
in, or
or returnable
said court,
court, shall
shall &c.
be there
there
civil or criminal nature, now pending
pending in,
returnable to
to said
&c.to
to be
heard.
be proceeded
proceeded in,
determined, by
said court
court at
spec- heard.
in, heard,
heard, tried, and
and determined,
by said
at said
said special session, in the same manner
a regular term of said court, and
manner as at a
and
the judge thereof
thereof is hereby empowered
empowered to
order the
the empanelling
empanelling of
of a
to order
a Juries.
uries
petit jury for said session,
not aagrand
no case
be
session, but not
grand jury.
jury. And
And no
case shall
shall be
considered
considered which stands continued to the
the May
term by
by order
May term
order of
of the
the court.
court.
APPROVED, February
February 12,
APPROVED,
12, 1864.
1864.
CHAP.
IX..-- An Act making an
CHAP. IX
Appropriation for
for rebuilding
the President's.
President's. Feb.
Feb. 13,
13, 1864.
1864.
an Appropriation
rebuilding the
the Stable
Stable at
at the
Be it enacted
and House
enacted by the Senate and
of RepreSentatives
of the
the United
House of
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the
the sum
sum of
of twelve
thou- Appropriation
Appropriation
twelve thousand
or so
so much
thereof a
may'b e necessary,
necessary,be
be an
th
e same
same i
for a
astable
stable at
sand dollars, or
much thereof
ass may'be
anddthe
issatfor
the Presidents.
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of
yi
th e treasury
t
reasury no
herw i
se apof any
any mone
money
inn the
nottot
otherwise
ap- the
President''8propriated,
propriated, to enable
enable the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Public
Public Buildings
Buildings to
to cause
cause the
the
stable at the President's to be rebuilt forthwith.
APPROVED,
13, 464.
APPROVED, February
February 13,
1864.

THIRTY
—EIGIITH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

44
Feb. 19,1864.
19, 1864.
Feb.
1863, ch.
100,
1863,
chl. 100,
vol.
vol. xii. p. 794.

SEss. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 11.
1864.
11. 1864.
SESS.

CHAP.
XI.—
An Act
of and
and supplementary
to "
Act to
to provide
provide Circuit
Circuit
An Act
" An
supplementary to
Act amendatanj
amendatony of
CHAP. XI.
- An
Courts
for the
and Oregon,
Oregon, and
and for
other Purposes,"
Purposes," approved
approved
for other
the Districts
Districts of
of California
California and
Courts for
and sixty-three.
third, eighteen hundred
March
March third,
hundred and

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
by the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the term of the circuit
circuit
States of America in
Federal
Federal circuit
circuit
court
of
the United
United States
States for
the districts
districts in
in California
shall
be held
in
in
be
held
shall
California
the
for
the
of
court
court in CaliCalithe city
city of
of San
San Francisco,
said state,
Monday of February,
February,
the first
first.Monday
state, on
on the
fornia,
Francisco, in
in said
the
fornia,
and
the second
Monday of
June, and
and on
the first
first Monday
and on
on the
second Monday
of June,
on the
Monday of
of October,
October,
of
in
Oregon.
of each year; and
and in the city of
of Monterey, in said state, on the first
in Oregon.
Monday
of April,
and on
Monday of
August, and
on the
the first
first
of August,
and on
on the
the second
second Monday
Monday of
April, and
Monday
December, of
year; and
and that
of said
said circuit court
court
that aaterm
term of
of December,
of each
each year;
Monday of
Portland, in said
of Oregon
Oregon shall be held
held at the city of
of Portland,
said state,
for the
the State
State of
on
first Monday
Monday of
January, and
and on
first Monday
of May,
May, and
on
on the
the first
of January,
on the
the first
Monday of
and on
the first Monday
Monday of September,
September, of each year.
whenever the circuit
circuit judge is
it further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
I
Iffcircuit judge
judge
SEC. 2. And be it

Terms of the

is
is absent, district
judge to hold the
ternm
term. to
Ending of
terms.

absent, or, from any cause, is unable to hold a
a term of the circuit court as

above provided,
the duty of the district judge of the district
it shall
shall be the
provided, it
above
to hold
hold such
such term.
circuit court
court in one district of the
to
term. No term of the circuit
tenth circuit shall be deemed to be ended from the commencement
commencement of a
a
circuit court
different
Circuit court in
in term in
court may
may be held in
in the different
in another
another district. A circuit
different districts districts
districts at the same time.
at same time.
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
it further
enacted, That
the circuit
circuit judge
of said
said tenth
tenth
judge of
That the
further enacted,
be it
SEC.
Special sessions
sessions
circuit
discretion, appoint special sessions of the circuit court,
of circuit court,
circuit may,
may, at his discretion,
to be held at the places
where the stated sessions thereof
places where
thereof are to be
holden, as provided
provided in this act, by an order, under his hand and seal,
holden,
appointed addressed
how appointed
addressed to the marshal
marshal and clerk of said court, at least fifteen days

and notified.

notified
and

of such
such special sessions,
the commencement
commencement of
previous to
for the
to the
the day
day fixed
fixed for
previous

which order shall be published by the marshal
marshal in one or more of the
gazettes or newspapers
within the district where such sessions are to be
newspapers within
Business at
at
Business
holden.
it shall be competent
holden. At such special
special sessions it
competent for the said court
such special
to
jurisdiction of
of and
and hear
hear and
and decide
all cases
cases in equity,
cases
equity, cases
decide all
to entertain
entertain jurisdiction
sessions.
sessions.
in error, or on appeal,
appeal, issues of law, motions in arrest of judgment, motions for new trial, and all other motions, and to award executions and
and
and
other final process, and to do and to transact all other business, and
direct all other proceedings
proceedings in all causes pending in
in the circuit
circuit court,
court,
No
jury trials.
No jury
trials, except
except trying any cause by jury, in the same way and with the same
same
force and effect as the same could or might be done at the stated
stated sessions
sessions
Issues of fact
fact if of such
said special
said court
such court. At said
special sessions said
court may
may also
also try
try and
and
jury
is waived,
waived.
jury is
determine all issues of fact in cases in which,
which, by the stipulation in writing
writing
of the parties, or their attorneys,
attorneys, and filed with the clerk, a
a jury shall
be waived.
•Clerks
Clerks of cirSEC.
enacted, That the clerks of the circuit courts
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted,
cuit courts.
cuit courts,
for the districts of California
California shall be appointed by the circuit judge of
of
Appointment.
Appointment, the tenth circuit. The appointment
appointment shall be in writing under the hand
hand
and seal of the circuit
circuit judge, and shall be filed
filed in the clerk's
clerk's office
office and
Revocation.
Revocation.
entered at large
large upon
upon the records of the court. The circuit judge may
revoke the appointment at any time by filing in the office
office of the clerk
aanotice in writing under his hand and seal, stating that the appointment
appointment
is revoked.
revocation shall be entered
revoked. The revocation
entered on the records of the court.
Oath of
of clerk.
Oath
clerk. The
The clerk,
clerk, before
before entering upon the discharge
discharge of his duties, shall take
1862, ch. 128.
prescribe
the oath of office
office prescribed
prescribed by the act entitled
entitled "
"An act to prescribe
Vol. xii. p. 502.
Vol. xii.p. 502. an oath of office and
July, two,
two, eighteen
eighteen
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, and such oath shall be endorsed
endorsed upon
upon his appointappointBond.
ment. The clerk shall also execute aa bond to the United States with
ment.
with
two or more sufficient
sufficient sureties in such sum as the circuit judge may
designate,
designate, conditioned
conditioned for the faithful performance
performance of his duties. In case
Vacancy in
^Vacancy
in
of aa vacancy in the office of clerk, the district judge shall have power
power
office.
to fill such vacancy
vacancy by appointment, which shall continue
continue until
an appointappointuntil an
ment is made by the circuit
circuit judge.
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Clerks may
SEC. 5.
be it
it further
further enacted,
circuit courts
courts appoint
Clerksdeputies,
mays
That the
the clerks
clerks of the
the circuit
5. And
And be
enacted, That
SEC.
have power
power to appoint one or more deputies, apindremodepes,
circuit shall have
of the
the tenth circuit
and remove
them.
who
authority, in
principal. The
who shall have the same authority,
in all respects,
respects, as
as their
their principal.
The them.
appointment
signed by the clerk, and shall be
writing, and
and be signed
shall be in
in writing,
appointment shall
filed
office, and be entered at large upon the records of the court.
filed in his office,
The
appointment of any deputy at will by writing
writing
may revoke
revoke the appointment
The clerk may
Oath and
bond
and bond
office, and
entered upon the records. Each deputy, before en- Oath
in the
the office,
and entered
filed in
of deputies.
tering upon
deputies.
prescribed by the act of
office prescribed
tering
upon his
his duties,
duties, shall take the oath of office
128.
1862, ch. 128.
entitled "An act to prescribe an oath
oath of office and for other purposes," ap- 12,
entitled
VV ol. xu. p. 502.
proved July
eighteen hundred and sixty-two. And such oath shall be Vol.
p
proved
July two, eighteen
endorsed
endorsed upon
upon his appointment.
appointment. The clerk may take from each of his
deputies a
for
with sureties for the faithful
faithful performance
performance of
of his duties, Clerk liable for
deputies
a bond
bond with
acts of
of deputy.
deputy.
sureties on his official bond shall be liable for all acts
but the clerk and the sureties
the official
official acts
acts of
of each
each deputy.
deputy.
S
EC. 6. And
enacted, That
&c., of
SEc.
And be
be it
it further enacted,
That the
the clerks
clerks of
of the circuit courts Fees, &c.,
and district courts of the United States for the districts of California and clerks.
clerks.
Oregon
charge and
and receive
receive for
for the services
services
Oregon shall
shall severally
severally be
be entitled
entitled to
to charge
they may perform double the fees and compensation
allowed by the act
they
compensation allowed
1853, ch. 80.
entitled
"An act to regulate
regulate the fees and costs to be allowed clerks, 1853,
entitled "An
Vol. x. p. 161.
marshals,
district courts of the United
United Vol. X. P. 161.
marshals, and
and attorneys
attorneys of the circuit and district
States
approved February
February twenty-six,
twenty-six, eighteen
eighteen
States and for
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
hundred and
hundred
and fifty-three.
fifty-three.
SEC.
SEC. 7. And
And be it further enacted,
fact in
civil cases
enacted, That issues of fact
in civil
cases Trials of issues
of fact
fact without
without a
a
determined by the said circuit court without the inter- of
be tried and determined
may be
jury.
vention of a
a jury, whenever
whenever the parties or their attorneys
attorneys of record file
vention
file Jury.
aa stipulation
a jury. Upon the trial
stipulation in writing with the clerk waiving a
of an issue of fact by the court,
court, its decision
decision shall be given in writing
writing
of deciFormofdeciand filed with the clerk. In giving the decision, the facts found and Form
sion, appeals,
the conclusions
conclusions of law shall be separately
separately stated.
stated. The review of the judg- writs
son,
appeals,
of error.
error.
ment or decree entered upon such findings by the supreme
supreme court of
of the
the
United States
appeal or
United
States upon
upon appeal
or writ
writ of error
error shall be limited
limited to a
a determination of
sufficiency of the
judgment
mination
of the
the sufficiency
the facts found to
to support
support the judgment
or decree
decree entered,
entered, and to the rulings of the court in admitting or rejecting
rejecting
evidence offered,
offered, and in the construction
written documents
documents produced
produced
construction of written
and admitted.
admitted. The supreme
supreme court may affirm
affirm or modify
modify or
or reverse
reverse the
the
discretion, order
order aa new
new trial
trial
judgment or decree
decree entered,
entered, or may, in
in its discretion,
or further proceedings
proceedings to •be taken.
the
SEC. 8. And be it
it further
Terms of
of the
a term of the district court of Terms
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That a
Federal
district
Fealdisri
the United States for the southern district of California shall be held in court
court in
in Califorthe
Monterey, in
in said
said state,
state, on
on the
the first
first Monday
February, and
and nia,
the city of
of Monterey,
Monday of
of February,
the first Monday
on thb
Monday of June, and on the first Monday
Monday of
of October,
October, of
of each
each
year;
year; and
and a
a term
term of the district
district court of
of the
the United States
States for
for the northnorthCalifornia shall be
ern district of California
be held
held in
in the
the city
city of
of San
San Francisco, in
in
said state,
the first
first Monday
of April,
April, and
on the
Monday of
said
state, on
on the
Monday of
and on
the second
second Monday
of
August,
and on
Monday of
each year;
year; and
term in
in Oregon.
Oregon.
August, and
on the
the first
first Monday
of December,
December, of
of each
and aaterm
of the district court of the United States for
for the
the district
district of
of Oregon
Oregon shall
be held at the city of Portland,
Portland, in the State of Oregon, on the first MonMonMarch, and
and on
of July,
July, and
and on
on the
first Monday
Monday
day of March,
on the
the fir,t
first Monday
Monday of
the first
of November, of
of each
each year.
year.
Repeal of
SEC. 9. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That section four of the act entitled Repeal
Sac.
laws and
and
"An act
act to
circuit courts
courts for
for the
districts of
California and
"An
to provide
provide circuit
the districts
of California
and OreOre- former
of
inconsistent
of inconsistent
approved March
eighteen hundred
gon, and for other
other purposes," approved
March third,
third, eighteen
hundred provisions.
and sixty-three;
sixty-three; and sections
sections four and five of the act entitled "
An act 1863, ch. 100,
"An
to provide
provide for extending the laws and judicial
judicial system of the
the United
United States §§4.
4
. p.794.
Vol. xii. p.
California," approved September twenty-eight, eighteen
to the State of California,"
eighteen 1850,
1850, ch.
ch. 86,
5
§§ 4,
4, 5.
.
hundred and
inconsistent with this act, be §1
and fifty,
and all
all provisions
provisions of law inconsistent
fifty, and
hundred
522
V
Vol.
ix. p.
p. 522
o ix.
and the same are hereby repealed.
SEC.
enacted, That this act shall take effect
S
EC. 10. And be it further
further enacted,
effect on When act
act
the first Monday of May, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four. takes effect.
APPRO
VED, February
February 19,
APPROVED,
19, 1864.
1*
1*

66
Feb.
Feb. 24,
24, 1864.
1864.
1863, ch. 75
1863,
75.
1863, ch.
ch. 75.
Vol.
xii. p.
p. 731.
731.
Vol. xii.
1865,
79.
1865, ch.
ch. 79.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 487.
487.
President may
President
may
call for such
number of men
men
number
as public
exigenas
public exigencies require.
require.
cies
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13.
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HAP. XIII
Act to
to amend
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled ""An
for enrolling
enrolling and
out
CHAP.
XIII..-- An
An Act
An Act
Act for
and calling
calling out
the National
National Forces,
Forces, and
for other
other Purposes,"
Purposes," approved
approved March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundrea
hunclrea
March third,
and for
the
and
sixty-three.
and sixty-three.
Be it
of Representatives of
of the United
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
States of
of America in Congress assembled,
the
assembled, That the President of the
United States shall be
be authorized, whenever
whenever he shall deem
deem it necessary,
during
the present
present war,
to call
call for
for such
such number
of men
men for
for the
the military
military
number of
war, to
during the

service of the United States as the
the public exigencies
exigencies may require.
SEC. 2.
be it
enacted, That
That the
SEc.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
the quota of each
each ward
ward of
of
a
city,
town,
township,
precinct,
or
election
district,
or
of
a
county,
where
Quota
of
each
where
district,
or
of
a
county,
Quota of each a city, town, township, precinct, or election
ward, town,
town, &c.,
&c., the county is not divided
ward,
divided into wards, towns,
towns, townships, precincts, or elechow to
be deterdeterhow
to be
tion
be, as
as nearly
as possible,
proportion to
the number
number of
of
to the
in. proportion
possible, in.
nearly as
districts, shall
shall be,
tion districts,
mined.
iined.
men resident
therein liable
liable to
render military
service, taking
account
taking into
into account
to render
military service,
men
resident therein
as
number which
previously furnished
furnished
which has
has been previously
practicable, the
the number
as far
far as practicable,
therefrom;
ascertaining and
and filling
filling said
quota there
shall be
be taken
taken
there shall
said quota
in ascertaining
therefrom; and
and in
Persons in
into account
account the
the number
have heretofore
entered the
the naval
naval
number of
of men
men who
who have
heretofore entered
Persons
in
into
naval service
service to
to service
naval
service of the United States,
States, and whose names are borne
borne upon
upon the enrolenrolbe reckoned.
he
reckoned.
ment lists
lists as
returned to
to the
the office
office of
of the
the provost-marshal
provost-marshal gengenas already
already returned
ment
eral of
of the United States.
S
EC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
shall not be filled
SEC.
enacted, That if the quotas shall
If
is not within the time designated
designated by the President,
President, the provost-marshal
provost-marshal of the
If quota is
filled
by volluvolun- district within which any
fillerd by
ward of a
a city, town, township,
or
any ward
township, precinct, or
teers, draft
to be
be
teerm,
draft to
election
or county,
where the
same is
is not
divided into wards,
wards,
not divided
the same
made.
county, where
election district,
district, or
made.
towns, townships, precincts, or election districts, which is deficient in its
1864, ch.
h. 237, §6.
§0. towns, townships, precincts, or election districts, which is deficient in its
quota, is
is situated,
situated, shall,
under the
the direction
direction of
the provost-marshal
provost-marshal gengenof the
shall, under
quota,
Post,
Post, p. 380.
eral, make a
number deficient
deficient therefrom;
therefrom; but all volunteers
a draft for the number
Volunteers enVolunteers
en- who may enlist after the
the draft
draft shall have been ordered, and before it shall
listing after
e
be actually
be deducted
deducted from
the number
number ordered
ordered to
be drafted
drafted
to be
from the
shall be
made, shall
be
actually made,
draft.
dratg
ward, town, township, precinct, or election
or county.
county.
in such ward,
election district,
district, or
And if the
the quota of any district shall not be filled
filled by the
the draft made in
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this act, and the act to
accordance
to which
which it
it is an
amendment, further drafts
drafts shall be made, and like proceedings
proceedings had, until
until
the quota
quota of
of such
such district
filled.
Further
drafts. the
Further drafts.
district shall
shall be
be filled.
SEC.
4. And be it
SEC. 4.
it further enacted,
person enrolled under
under
enacted, That any person
Substitutes,
provisions of the act for enrolling
national forces,
Substitutes,
the provisions
enrolling and calling out the national
what
by
approved March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
purposes, approved
what and
and
bybe and for other purposes,
whom
may
whom
may be
sixty-three,
so enrolled,
enrolled, may
may furnish,
furnish, at any
any
furnished, and
may be
be hereafter
hereafter so
or who
who may
sixty-three, or
furnished,
for how
for
how long.
long.
time previous
acceptable substitute, who
previous to the draft, an acceptable
who is not liable to
1803,
75. draft, nor at the time in the military
1863, ch.
ch. 75.
military or naval service of the United
United
VoL xii. p.731.
person so furnishing
furnishing a
asubstitute
from
Vol
x.
731 States, and such
such person
substitute shall be exempt
exempt from
draft during the time for which
substitute shall not be
which [such]
[such] substitute
be liable to
to
draft, not exceeding
exceeding the time for which such substitute shall have been
been
accepted.
accepted.
SEC. 5. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That any person drafted
drafted into the
Drafted perDrafted
per- military
military service
service of the United
United States may, before the time
time fixed for his
his
sons may furnish
' appearance for duty at the draft
draft rendezvous,
rendezvous, furnish an acceptable
acceptable substisubstiubstitutes."'a
ns
substitutes.
tute, subject to such rules and regulations
regulations as may be
be prescribed
prescribed by the
Secretary of War.
1865, ch. 79, §§Secretary
War. That
That if
if such
such substitute
substitute is not
not liable to
to draft, the perperson furnishing
furnishing him shall be exempt from draft during
during the time for which
which
15.
Post, p. 489.
Post,
such substitute is not liable to draft, not exceeding
exceeding the term for which he
was drafted;
drafted; and, if such substitute is liable to draft, the
the name of the
How
How long to
to person furnishing him shall
shall again be placed
placed on the roll, and shall be liabe
exempt.
be exempt.
ble to draft on future calls, but not until the present enrolment
enrolment shall
hall be
exhausted;
exceed the term for
exhausted; and this exemption shall not
not exceed
for which such
such
person shall have
have been drafted. And any person
person now in the military
military or
Who may
Who
may be
be naval service
service of the United
physically disqualified,
United States, not physically
disqualified, who has
employed as
uemployedts
so served more than one year, and whose term of unexpired service shall
substitutes.
not at the time
time of substitution
substitution exceed
employed as a
exceed six months, may be employed
a
substitute to serve in the troops of the State in which
which he enlisted; and if
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any drafted
drafted person
shall hereafter
pay money
money for
for the
procuration of
any
person shall
hereafter pay
the procuration
of aa
Payment of
substitute,
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the act
to which
this is
amendment, Payment
substitute, under
under the
act to
which this
is an
an amendment,
of
commutation
such
money shall
person from
from commutation
such payment
payment of
of money
shall operate
operate only
only to
to relieve
relieve such
such person
money, how to
draft
in filling
that quota;
quota; and
and his
shall be
be retained
retained on
the roll
draft in
filling that
his name
name shall
on the
roll in
in exempt.
filling future
future quotas;
but in
in no
any perfilling
quotas; but
no instance
instance shall
shall the
the exemption
exemption of
of any
person,
of his
his payment
payment of
commutation money
money for
for the
procurason, on
on account
account of
of commutation
the procuration
of a
year; but
but at
at the
the end
one year,
year,
tion of
a substitute,
substitute, extend
extend beyond
beyond one
one year;
end of
of one
in every
such case,
case, the
the name
name of
of any
person so
shall be
in
every such
any person
so exempted
exempted shall
be enrolled
enrolled
if not
provisions of
again, if
not before
before returned
returned to
to the
the enrolment
enrolment list
list under
under the
the provisions
of
this
this section.
section.
SEC. 6.
be it
enacted, That
That boards
of enrolment
enrolment shall
SEC.
6. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
be
boards of
shall enen- Who to be
act, and
and the
act enrolled.
roll all
all persons
persons liable to draft
draft under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this act,
the act
enrolled.
to
this is
names may
may have
been omitted
omitted by
to which
which this
is an
an amendment,
amendment, whose
whose names
have been
by
the
proper enrolling
officers; all
persons who
arrive at
at the
the age
age of
of
the proper
enrolling officers;
all persons
who shall
shall arrive
twenty
aliens who
declare their
their intentions
intentions
twenty years
years before the
the draft;
draft; all
all aliens
who shall
shall declare
to
become citizens;
citizens; all
all persons
the military
military or
or naval
naval serto become
persons discharged
discharged from
from the
service
who have
been in
service two
vice of
of the
the United.
United States
States who
have not
not been
in such
such service
two years
years
the pregent
war; and
who have
have been
been exempted
under
during the
present war;
and all
all persons
persons who
exempted under
the
section of
act to
to which
which this
this is
an amendamendthe provisions
provisions of
of the
the second
second section
of the
the act
is an
ment,
who are
not exempted
by the
the provisions
provisions of
this act;
act; and
and said
ment, but
but who
are not
exempted by
of this
said Names of what
boards
shall release
from draft
draft all
all persons
persons persons
boards of
of enrolment
enrolment shall
release and
and discharge
discharge from
persons to.be
to.be
struck from enwho,
the enrolment
enrolment and
and the
draft, shall
who, between
between the
the time
time of
of the
the draft,
shall have
have arrived
arrived rolment
rolment lisen
list.
at
of forty-five
forty-five years,
years, and
and shall
names of
of such
such persons
at the
the age of
shall strike
strike the
the names
persons
from
enrolment.
from the
the enrolment.
SEC. 7.
able or
SEC.
7. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That any
any mariner
mariner or
or able
or ordiordi- .Seamen
Seamen drafted
in
nary
who shall
this act,
act, or
the act
to which
nary seaman
seaman who
shall be
be drafted
drafted under
under this
or the
act to
which this
this may
may enlist
enlist inr
naval service,
is
within eight
notifi- &c.
is an
an amendment,
amendment, shall have the
the right, within
eight days after
after the
the notifaal service,
cation of such draft, to enlist
as aa seaman,
seaman, and
and a
enlist in
in the
the naval service as
a
certificate that he
enlisted being
in conformity
conformity with
with regcertificate
he has
has so
so enlisted
being made
made out,
out, in
regprescribed by the Secretary
ulations which
which may be prescribed
Secretary of
of the Navy,
Navy, and
and
duly
to the
the provost-marshal
provost-marshal of
of the
which such
mariduly presented
presented to
the district
district in
in which
such mariner or able or ordinary seaman shall have been drafted, shall
shall exempt him
from
Provided, That
period for
for which
which he
he shall
shall have
have enen- Term of enlistfrom such draft: Provided,
That the
the period
ment.
listed into the naval service shall not
not be less
less than the
the period for
for which
which ment.
shall have
military service:
he shall
have been
been drafted
drafted into
into the
the military
service: And
And provided
provided
further, That the said
said certificate
that satisfactory
satisfactory proof
further,
certificate shall
Proof that he
shall declare
declare that
proof has
has Proofthathe
is aseaman.
been made before the naval officer
officer issuing the same that the said person
person is
a seaman.
is a
a mariner
mariner by
or an
an able
so enlisting
enlisting in the navy is
by vocation,
vocation, or
able or
or ordinary
ordinary
seaman. And any person
of the
person now in the military
military service
service of
the United
United
States, who shall
proof that
is a
amariner
mariner by
vocashall furnish
furnish satisfactory
satisfactory proof
that he
he is
by vocamay enlist
navy under
under such
such
tion or an
an able or ordinary seaman,
seaman, may
enlist into
into the
the navy
may be
the President
rules and regulations as may
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
President of
of the
the United
United
Provided, That such
not be
be for
States: Provided,
such enlistment shall
shall not
for less
less than
than the
the ununexpired term of his military service
one year.
year. And
And the
service nor for
for less
less than
than one
the
bounty-money
mariner or
or seaman
enlisting from
the army
bounty-money which
which any mariner
seaman enlisting
from the
army into
into Bounty-money
Bounty-money
to be
be deducted
deducted
the navy may have
have received from the United
United States, or
or from the state in from
to
fron prizeprizewhich
enlisted in
the army, shall be deducted
deducted from
prize-money to
which he enlisted
in the
from the
the prize-money
to money.
money.
which he may become entitled during the time required to
to complete
complete his
his
military service: And
further, That
whole number
number of
And provided
providedfurther,
That the
the whole
of such
such Limit of transfer
enlistments.
transfer enlistments
transfer
enlistments shall
exceed ten
ten thousand.
thousand.
shall not
not exceed
fer enlistments.
SEC. 8.
further enacted,
enacted, That
whenever any
SEC.
8. And
And be
be it
it further
That whenever
any such
such mariner
mariner or
or Such enlistea
enlisted
be
sea en to
to be
exempted from such draft in the seamen
able or ordinary seaman shall have been exempted
credited to
military service
service by such enlistment into the
service, under
the naval
naval service,
under such
such town
town, ward, &c.
&c.
their quota.
quota.
due certificate
certificate thereof, then the ward, town,
precinct, or
election on
town, township,
township, precinct,
or election
on their
the same
is not
not divided
into wards,
wards, towns,
towns, towndistrict, or county,
county, when the
same is
divided into
townwhich such
such person
ships, precincts, or election
election districts,
districts, from
from which
person has
has been
been
drafted, shall be credited with his
as
his services
services to all
all intents and purposes
purposes as
if he had been duly mustered into the military
service under
such draft.
military service
under such
draft.
SEC.
SEC. 9.And
9.. And be it
it further
enacted, That
naval
further enacted,
That all
all enlistments
enlistments into the
the naval

88

Enlistments
into naval service or
or marine
corps to be
credited.
credited.
1863, ch. 75.
V8o63,xh.
Vol.
xii. P.75'.
731.

Exempts from
enrolment.
enrolment.

Law for enrolment into two
classes
repealed.
as88es repealed.
1863, ch. 75,
h 3,
10.
§§
3, 10.
Vol. xii. p.731.

Penalty for
forcibly
resisting,
forcibly resisting,
&c. the enrolenrolment, or_persons
or persons
employed
therein.

Offenders
Offenders
liable to be punliable
tobe pun
ished under
under the
the
State law.
Additional
surgeons
to exexsurgeons
to
amine drafted
amine
drafted
persons authorauthorized.

Their
Their duties.
duties.

Examination
Examinations
of drafted men
may be held at
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service of the
the marine
marine corps
of the
United
the United States,
States, or
or into
into the
corps of
the United
States, that
that may
hereafter be
be made
of persons
liable to
to service
service under
under the
States,
may hereafter
made of
persons liable
the
act
An act
for enrolling
out the
the national
national
act of
of congress
congress entitled
entitled "
" An
act for
enrolling and
and calling
calling out
forces, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved March third, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
and
sixty-three, shall
be credited
credited to
to the
town, township,
and sixty-three,
shall be
the ward,
ward, town,
township, precinct,
precinct, or
or
election
when the
is not
not divided
divided into
wards, towns,
towns,
election district, or
or county,
county, when
the same
same is
into wards,
townships,
or election
election districts,
districts, in
which such
enlisted men
were
townships, precincts,
precincts, or
in which
such enlisted
men were
liable to
duty under
under the
the act
aforesaid, under
or may be
be enrolled
enrolled and
and liable
to duty
act aforesaid,
under such
such
regulations
as the
general of
of the
United States
States may
regulations as
the provost-marshal
provost-marshal general
the United
may
prescribe.
prescribe.
S
EC. 10.
10. And
enacted, That
That the
persons be
be and
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
the following
following persons
and
they are hereby exempted from enrolment
enrolment and draft under
under the
the provisions
provisions
of this
act and
act to
which this
this is
an amendment,
amendment, to
wit: Such
Such as
as
of
this act
and of
of the
the act
to which
is an
to wit:
or mentally
for the
all persons
are rejected
rejected as
as physically
physically or
mentally unfit
unfit for
the service,
service, all
persons actactually
naval service
service of
the United
States at
at the
time of
of
ually in
in the military
military or
or naval
of the
United States
the time
persons who
military or
or naval
naval service
service
the draft,
draft, and all persons
who have
have served
served in
in the
the military
two
the present
been honorably
discharged theretheretwo years during
during the
present war
war and
and been
honorably discharged
from;
no persons
persons but
but such
shall be
from; and
and no
such as
as are
are herein
herein exempted
exempted shall
be exempt.
exempt.
S
EC. 11.
11. And
And be
be it
it further
That section
third of
of the
"Act foi
fin
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
section third
the "Act
enrolling and calling out the national forces, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved March third, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
so much
much of
of
and so
section
of said
said act
as provides
provides for
separate enrolment
of each
each class,
class,
section ten of
act as
for the
the separate
enrolment of
be, and the same are hereby repealed; and it
it shall
duty of
of the
shall be
be the
the duty
the
board of enrolment of each district to consolidate
the two
biasses mentioned
mentioned
consolidate the
two classes
in the third section
of said
section of
said act.
act.
SEC.
SEC. 12. And be it fitrther
person who
further enacted,
enacted, That any person
who shall
shall forcibly
forcibly

resist or oppose any enrolment,
who shall
shall incite,
enrolment, or
or who
incite, counsel,
counsel, encourage,
encourage, or
or

who
shall conspire
any other
persons forcibly
forcibly
who shall
conspire or
or confederate
confederate with
with any
other person
person or
or persons
to resist or oppose any such enrolment, or who shall aid or assist,
or take
assist, or
take
any part in any forcible
forcible resistance
resistance or opposition thereto,
asthereto, or
or who
who shall
shall assault, obstruct, hinder, impede, or threaten
threaten any
officer or
or other
any officer
other person
person
employed in making or in aiding
aiding to
or employed
employed in
to make such
such enrolment,
enrolment, or
in
the performance,
performance, or in aiding in
performance of
service in
any
in the performance
of any
any service
in any
way relating thereto, or in arresting or aiding to
any spy
spy or
or deserter
to arrest
arrest any
deserter
from the military service of the United
shall, upon
United States,
States, shall,
upon conviction
conviction
thereof in any court competent
competent to try the offence,
offence, be punished
fine
punished by
by a
a fine
not exceeding
exceeding five thousand
thousand dollars,
by imprisonment
imprisonment not
not exceeding
dollars, or
or by
exceeding
five years, or by both of said punishments
punishments in the discretion of the court.
court.
And in cases,
cases where such assaulting,
assaulting, obstructing, hindering, or impeding
impeding
shall produce
produce the death or
or such officer or other person, the offender
offender shall
conviction thereof
be deemed guilty of murder, and, upon conviction
indictment
thereof upon
upon indictment
in the circuit court of the United States for
the district
district within
which the
for the
within which
the
offence was committed, shall be punished with death. And nothing in
in
contained shall be construed
this section contained
construed to
the party
to relieve
relieve the
party offending
offending

from liability, under proper indictment
indictment or
or process,
process, for
any crime
crime against
for any
against
the laws of a
astate, committed by
the provisions
provisions of
by him while
while violating
violating the
of
this section.
section.
SEC.
enacted, That the Secretary
SEC. 13. And be it
it further
further enacted,
Secretary of War
shall be
be
War shall
authorized to detail or appoint
appoint such number of additional surgeons for
temporary
of persons
drafted into
the military
military
temporary duty in the
the examination
examination of
persons drafted
into the
service,
in any
district, as
may be necessary
examservice, in
any district,
as may
necessary to secure
secure the prompt examination
to fix the
the compensation
compensation to
ination of all such persons,
persons, and to
to be
surbe paid
paid surgeons so appointed
appointed while actually employed.
employed. And such surgeons
surgeons so
so
detailed
detailed or appointed shall perform the same duties as the surgeon
surgeon of
the
of the
board of enrolment,
enrolment, except that they shall not be permitted
permitted to vote or
sit
or sit
with the board of
enrolment.
of enrolment.
Sac. 14.
14. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
is auauSEC.
And be
be it
it further
thorized,
thorized, whenever
whenever in his judgment the public interest will be subserved
subserved
thereby, to permit or require
require boards of examination
examination of enrolled or drafted
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men to
at different
different points
points within
different points
men
to hold
hold their
their examinations
examinations at
within their
their respective
respective different
points
enrolment districts,
be determined
by him:
Provided, That
That in
all disdis- in district.
enrolment
districts, to
to be
determined by
him: Provided,
in all
district.
tricts over
over one
extent, and
as are
composed of
of
Where
tricts
one hundred
hundred miles
miles in
in extent,
and in
in such
such as
are composed
Where must
must be
be
over ten
counties, the
board shall
their sessions
in at
at least
two places
so held.
held.
over
ten counties,
the board
shall hold
hold their
sessions in
least two
places so
in such
such district,
district, and
and at
at such
are best
best calculated
calculated to
in
such points
points as
as are
to accommodate
accommodate
the
thereof.
people thereof.
the people
S
EC. 15.
it further
enacted, That
provost-marshals, boards
Witnesses for
for
SEC.
15. And
And be
be it
further enacted,.
That provost-marshals,
boards of
of Witnesses
thie
ler a
v
n
erdnroe
w
nt,
enrolment, or
or any member
member thereof,
thereof, acting
acting by
by authority
authority of
of the board, shall w
the
government,
when and how
have power
power to
in behalf
behalf of
of the
en- may
may be
have
to summon
summon witnesses
witnesses in
the government;and
government,'and enbe sumsumforce · their
by attachment
without previous
previous payment
fees, moned
mooed before
before
attendance by
attachment without
payment of
of fees,
force
their attendance
ra
boea
in any
any case
case pending
them, or
or either
them; and
the fees
fees allowed
n
r
t
d
.
sof enrolallowed ment.
ro
in
pending before
before them,
either of
of them;
and the
for witnesses
attending under
summons shall
be six
per mile
mile for
for
for
witnesses attending
under summons
shall be
six cents
cents per
mileage, counting
way; and
and no
fees or
or costs
shall be
allowed Fees
Oath'
mileage,
counting one
one way;
no other
other fees
costs shall
be allowed
Fees.. Oath.
under the
provisions of
of this
this section;
and they
shall have
have power
power to
to adadthey shall
under
the provisions
section; and
person
who
shall wilfully
wilfully
and
Penalty
for
minister
oaths
and
affirmations.
And any
minister
corruptlyoaths
swearand
or affirm
affirmations.
falsely before
And any
any person
provost-marshal,
who shall or
boardand
of false
Penalty
swearing.
for
corruptly swear or affirm falsely before any provost-marshal, or board of false swearing.
enrolment,
member thereof,
thereof, acting
authority of
the board,
board, or
who 1865
h.76
24.
enrolment, or
or member
acting by
by authority
of the
or •
who
1865ch79
24
shall, before
before any
civil magistrate,
magistrate, wilfully
wilfully and
and corruptly
swear or
affirm Post,
' p.
'
shall,
any civil
corruptly swear
or affirm
p. 491.
491.
Post,
falsely to
to any
to be
be used
any case
case pending
before any
falsely
any affidavit
affidavit to
used in
in any
pending before
any provost..
provostmarshal or
or board
fined not
not exceedmarshal
board of
of enrolment,
enrolment, shall,
shall, on
on conviction,
conviction, be
be fined
exceeding five
five hundred
dollars, and
and imprisoned
less than
aid
es men
Drafted
ing
hundred dollars,
imprisoned not
not less
than six
six months
months nor Drift
process
more than
than twelve
shall have
men shall
have process
process to
to bring
bring fmogn
mayhave proesse
more
twelve months.
months. The
The drafted
drafted men
in witnesses,
without mileage;
in
witnesses, but
but without
mileage.
S
EC. 16. And
enacted, That copies
copies of any
record of a
a proSEC.
And be
be it further
further enacted,
any record
pro- Copies of
of record
vost-marshal
or
board
of enrolment,
or of
any
part
thereof, certified
by 2ovorrnro-f
by
of
provost-marboard
of
enrolment,
or
of
any
part
thereof,
certified
vost-marshal
or
or board of
,sheal
a majority
the provost-marshal,
provost-marshal, or a
majority of said board of enrolment, shall be enrol
°
m
ren°
t
ar
,to be
enrolment,
deemed
and taken
taken as
as evidence
evidence in
any civil
civil or
or military
military court
court in
in like
man- evidence.
deemed and
in any
like manner as
record: Provided,
Provided, That if
as the
the original record:
if any person shall knowingly Penalty for
for
certify
copies of such record, to be used in tiny
itisoel certifying
certifYing
any civil or rfalserl
certify any
any false
false copy or copies
military court, he shall
shall be subject
subject to
to the pains
pains and
and penalties of perjury.
perjury.
SEC. 17. And be it
it further
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That members of religious denom- Persons conscoi
are conscienconscien- .s.c
s
e
e
ntt):Ver
aT
n p,
inations, who shall
shall by
by oath or
or affirmation
affirmation declare
declare that
that they
they are
entiously
opbearing of arms, and
and who
are prohibited
6ms ,
&c., if
tiously opposed to
to the bearing
who are
prohibited from
from doing
doing arms,
&c.,
if
so
articles of
drafted, how to
denom- drafted,
so by
by the
the rules
rules and
and articles
of faith and practice
practice of said religious denombet
reated.
inations,
shall, when
drafted into
the military
military service,
be considered
inations, shall,
when drafted
into the
service, be
considered nonnon- e r eated
combatants, and shall be assigned by the Secretary
Secretary of War to duty in the
hospitals, or to
freedmen, or
to the care of
of freedmen,
or shall
shall pay the sum of three hundred dollars to such person as the Secretary
to
Secretary of War shall designate
designate to
receive
receive it, to be applied to the benefit of the sick and wounded
wounded soldiers:
soldiers:
Provided,
That no
no person
be entitled
entitled to
benefit of
of the
Evidence as
Provided,That
person shall
shall be
to the
the benefit
the provisions
provisions Evidence
as
conscientious scruples against
against to conscientious
of this section unless his declaration of conscientious
conscientious
scruples.
bearing
supported by
satisfactory evidence that his deport- scruples.
bearing arms
arms shall
shall be supported
by satisfactory
ment
has
been
uniformly
consistent
with
such
declaration.
ment has been uniformly consistent with such declaration.
SEC. 18. And be it
enacted, That no person
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
person of foreign
foreign birth Persons of
of
shall,
on account
account of
alienage, be
exempted from
from enrolment
undernot
foreign
birth not
shall, on
of alienage,
be exempted
enrolment or
or draft
draft under
foreign birth
to be exempted
the provisions of this act, or the act to which it is an amendment, who from
tb
m
eenrolmnent
curt=
has at any time assumed
assumed the rights of aacitizen by voting at any election or draft, if they
held
authority of
of the
laws of
of any
state or
territory, or
or of
of the
the&c.
have
the laws
any state
or territory,
have voted, &c.
held under
under authority
United States, or who has
them;
has held
held any
any office under such laws or any of them;
but
the fact
fact that
that any
any such
person of
of foreign
birth has
has voted
voted or
held, or
or
but the
such person
foreign birth
or held,
shall
or hold,
hold, office
as aforesaid,
be taken
taken as
as conclusive
evidence
shall vote
vote or
office as
aforesaid, shall
shall be
conclusive evidence
that he is not entitled to exemption from military service on account of
alienage.
alienage.
SEc. 19.
it further
That all
claims to
exemption shall
orSEC.
19. And
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
all claims
to exemption
shall Claims to explieo
Tito
oe
ay..
be
verified by
the oath
affirmation of
the party
party claiming
exemption, to
em
obe
be verified
by the
oath or
or affirmation
of the
claiming exemption,
to ver
be
erption
the truth
facts stated,
it shall
shall satisfactorily
the un
l
ess ,
SJ.
the
truth of
of the
the facts
stated, unless
unless it
satisfactorily appear
appear to
to the
unless,
&e.
board of enrolment that such party is
reason
is for
for some
some good and
and sufficient reason
affirmation; and the testimony of any other
other
unable to make such oath or affirmation;
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party
of a
claim to
to exemption
also be
made upon
upon
party filed
filed in
in support
support of
a claim
exemption shall
shall also
be made
oath
oath or
or affirmation.
affirmation.
SEc. 20.
20. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
any person
person drafted
and
Exemptions
Exemptions
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
That if
if any
drafted and
obtained by
fraud liable to render military service shall
byfraud
board of
shall procure
procure aadecision
decision of
of the
the board
of
to be of no effect,
upon a
claim to
to exemption
exemption by
by any
fraud or
or false
false
any fraud
favor upon
a claim
in his
his favor
no exeS'et, enrolment
enrolment in
at bepef
and
person
representation practised
himself or
or by
by his
decision
empted to be
empted
representation
practised by
by himself
his procurement,
procurement, such
such decision
deemed a
adedeemed
or exemption
exemption shall be of no effect, and the person exempted,
exempted, or
in whose
whose
or
in
serter, &c.
seter, &
favor the decision
decision may be made, shall be deemed a
a deserter, and may be
be
arrested,
court-martial, and
punished as
such, and
shall be
be held
arrested, tried
tried by
by court-martial,
and punished
as such,
and shall
held
to service
service for
the full
term for
for which
he was
was drafted,
drafted, reckoning
reckoning from
to
for the
full term
which he
from the
the
of his
his arrest:
Secretary of
may order
order the
the
Persons in mil- time
time of
arrest: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
of War
War may
itary service un- discharge of
of all
persons in
in the
the military
military service
service who
age
of
all persons
who are
are under
under the
the
age
of
der eighteen
eighteen
years
at
the
time
of
the
application
for
their
discharge,
when
it
when
it
discharge,
for
their
of
the
application
at
the
time
eighteen
years
der
eigheen
may be disdisshall
proof that
that such
the service
service without
charged,
&c.
charged, &c.
shall appear
appear upon
upon due
due proof
such persons
persons are
are in
in the
without
consent, either
expressed or
or implied,
of their
parents or
guardians.
§5. the
1864, ch.
ch. 237, §5.
the consent,
either expressed
implied, of
their parents
or guardians.
Post, p.
380.
And
provided further, That
such persons,
persons, their
their parents
parents or
or guardians,
guardians shall
Post,
p. 380.
Andprovidedfurther,
That such
shall
repay to
to the
the government
to the
and local
authorities all
Bounty, &c.,
&c., first
first repay
government and
and to
the state
state and
local authorities
all
to be refunded.
refunded bounties and advance-pay
advance-pay which may have been
been paid
paid to
to them,
them, anything
anything
in
this is
an amendment
amendment to
notwithstanding.
in the
the act
act to
to which
which this
is an
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Penalty for
Penalty
SEc. 21.
21. And
enacted, That
That any
procure,
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
any person
person who
who shall
shall procure,
procuring afalse
or
attempt
to
procure,
a
false
report
from
the
surgeon
of
the
board
of
the
board
of enenor
attempt
to
procure,
a
false
report
from
the
surgeon
procuring
a
false
report from sursurrolment concerning
concerning the
the physical
any drafted
drafted person,
geon of board of rolment
physical condition
condition of
of any
person, or
or a
a
enrolment.
enrolment.
decision
decision in favor of such person by the board of enrolment
enrolment upon
upon a
a
exemption, knowing the
the same
be false;
false; shall,
shall, upon
conviction
claim to exemption,
same to
to be
upon conviction
in any district or circuit court of
punished by
imof the United States, be
be punished
by imprisonment for the period for which
which the
the party
party was
was drafted.
drafted.
attorFees of
SEC. 22.
That the
of agents
and attorofattor22. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the fees
fees of
agents and
attorneys, &c., for
to be
executed any
neys,
&c.,papers
for in
making out
out and
and causing
causing to
be executed
any papers
papers in
in support
support of
of
making
papers
making
in neys for making
exemption from
draft, or
services that
claim for exemp- a
a claim
claim for
for exemption
from draft,
or for
for any
any services
that may
may be
be renrention.
dered to the claimant, shall not, in any case, exceed five dollars; and
and
physicians or surgeons furnishing
furnishing certificates
certificates of
any claimant
claimant
of disability
disability to
to any
Physicians not
not for exemption
entitled to any fees or compensaexemption from draft shall not be
be'entitled
compensato have fees.
to have fees.
tion
And any
agent or
or attorney
attorney who
who shall,
directly or
tion therefor. And
any agent
shall, directly
or indiindiPenalties
Penalties on rectly, demand or receive any greater
compensation for his services
greater compensation
under
services
under
attorneys, phythis
or surgeon
who shall,
directly or
indirectly,
attorneysphythis act,
act, and any physician
physician or
surgeon who
shall, directly
or indirectly,
sicians
officers,
clerks, &c.,
&c., rere
compensation for
demand or receive
receive any compensation
furnishing said
said certificates
certificates of
of
for furnishing
garding
fees, &c. disability, and any officer, clerk, or
gardingfees,&c.
disability,
deputy connected
connected with the board of
of
enrolment
enrolment who shall receive
receive compensation
compensation from any
man for
for any
any drafted
drafted man
any
services, or obtaining the
such service
service required
required from
the performance
performance of
of such
from any
any
member of said board by the provisions
provisions of this act, shall be
guilty
be deemed
deemed guilty
of aahigh misdemeanor, and,
and, upon conviction,
conviction, shall, for every
every such offence,
offence,
be fined not exceeding five
dollars, to
to be
recovered upon
five hundred
hundred dollars,
be recovered
upon informainformation or indictment before any court of competent
competent jurisdiction, one half
half for
for
the use of any informer who may prosecute
prosecute for the same in the name of
the
the United States, and the
half for
use of
United States,
States,
the other
other half
for the
the use
of the
the United
and shall also be subject to imprisonment
imprisonment for
for aa term
term not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one
of the
year, at the
the discretion
discretion of
the court.
court.
Who
enacted, That
That no
no member
of the
of
Who not to be
SEC. 23. And
And be it
it further
further enacted,
member of
the board
board of
employed
employed in
in propro- enrolment, and no surgeon detailed or employed to assist the board of
of
curing substienrolment, and
and no
no clerk,
clerk, assistant,
assistant, or
or employee
employee of
provost-marshal or
or
t
tutes.
enrolment,
of any
any provost-marshal
tutes.
board of enrolment, shall, directly or indirectly, be engaged
engaged in procuring
procuring
or attempting
attempting to procure substitutes for persons drafted, or liable to be
be
drafted, into the military service of the United
United States.
And if
memStates. And
if any
any memPenalty.
a board of enrolment, or any such surgeon, clerk, assistant, or
ber of a
or emema substitute for any person
ployee, shall procure, or attempt to procure, a
drafted, or liable to be drafted, as aforesaid, he shall
shalt be deemed guilty of
of
a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction,
a
conviction, be
be punished
punished by
by imprisonimprisonment not less than thirty days, nor more than
months, and
and pay
than six
six months,
pay aafine
fine
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not
less than
one hundred,
thousand dollars,
dollars, by
not less
than one
hundred, nor
nor more
more than
than one
one thousand
by any
any
court
competent to
the offence.
offence.
court competent
to try
try the
SEC. 24.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
all able-bodied
able-bodied male
colored Certain colored
SEC.
24. And
And be
be it
That all
male colored
persons, between
the ages
of twenty
forty-five years,
resident in
persons,
between the
ages of
twenty and
and forty-five
years, resident
in the
the persons
persons to
to be
be
enrolled, and
United
of this
this act,
United States,
States, shall
shall be
be enrolled
enrolled according
according to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
act,iform
enrolled, of the
form part and
this is
is an
and form
form part
of the
na- national forces.
and of
of the act
act to which
which this
an amendment,
amendment, and
part of
the national forces;
and when
when a
slave of
of a
master shall
shall be
be drafted
and Slaves of loyal
tional
forces; and
a slave
a loyal
loyal master
drafted and
rasters.
mustered into the service
of the
United States,
shall have
have a
a masters.
mustered
service of
the United
States, his
his master
master shall
certificate
thereupon such
such slave
slave shall
shall be
be free;
free; and
and the
the bouncertificate thereof,
thereof, and
and thereupon
boun- goumty
Rounty to
master.
one hundred
now payable
payable by
each drafted
man, master.
ty of
of one
hundred dollars,
dollars, now
by law
law for
for each
drafted man,
AO
paid to
the person
person to
such drafted
drafted person
person was
owing sersershall be paid
to the
to whom
whom such
was owing
vice or
or labor
at the
his muster
muster into
of the
United
vice
labor at
the time
time of
of his
into the
the service
service of
the United
States.
of the
States. The Secretary
Secretary of War shall
shall appoint
appoint a
a commission
commission in
in each
each of
the Commission
Commission
to determine
slave
represented in
in Congress,
charged to
to each
slave States
States represented
Congress, charged
to award
award to
each loyal
loyal perper- compensation
conmensation to
to
son to
colored volunteer
volunteer may
owe service
service a
just compensation,
not loyal masters of
son
to whom
whom a
a colored
may owe
a just
compensation, not
of
exceeding three
three hundred
hundred dollars, for each such colored
colored volunteer,
volunteer, payable
payable colored
colored volunvolunteers.
out
the fund
commutations, and
every such
colored volout of
of the
fund derived
derived from
from commutations,
and every
such colored
vol- teers
unteer
the service
service shall
be free.
in all
all cases
cases
unteer on
on being
being mustered
mustered into
into the
shall be
free. And
And in
where men of color have been
been heretofore enlisted or
volunteered in
or have
have volunteered
in
the
military service
of the
United States,
provisions of
of this
act, so
the military
service of
the United
States, all
all the
the provisions
this act,
so
far
as the
payment of
and compensation
compensation are
provided, shall
shall be
be
far as
the payment
of bounty
bounty and
are provided,
equally
to those
those who
may be
But men
equally applicable
applicable as
as to
who may
be hereafter
hereafter recruited.
recruited. But
men How to be
be
into
of color, drafted or enlisted, or who may
volunteer into
military sermay volunteer
into the
the military
ser- mustered
mustered into
service.
se
ce
vice, while they shall be credited
credited on the quotas of the several states,
or subdivisions
or
subdivisions of
of states,
states, wherein
wherein they
they are
are respectively
respectively drafted,
drafted, enlisted,
enlisted,
or
shall volunteer,
shall not
be assigned
as state
troops, but
shall be
musor shall
volunteer, shall
not be
assigned as
state troops,
but shall
be mustered
regiments or
as United
United States
States colored
colored troops.
troops.
tered into
into regiments
or companies
companies as
SEC.
SEc. 25. And be it further
further enacted,
fifteenth section
of the
act Penalty upon
enacted, That the
the fifteenth
section of
the act
surgeon for
for makmakwill read
read as
as follows:
follows: surgeon
to which
which this
this is amendatory
amendatory be so
so amended
amended that it will
ing false report,
That any surgeon charged with the duty of such
inspection, who
such inspection,
who shall
shall or
negligent
pin
or negligent Inreceive from
any person
any money
valuable spection;
receive
from any
person whomsoever
whomsoever any
spection;
money or
or other
other valuable
.
5, §
§
thing, or
or agree,
agree, directly
indirectly, to
receive the
or 1863,
thing,
directly or
or indirectly,
to receive
the same
same to
to his
his own
own or
1863, ch.
ch. 7
75,
15. vol. xn. p.
another's use,
imperfect inspection,
inspection, or
or a
or incorrect
incorrect 74
another's
use, for
for making
making an
an imperfect
a false
false or
Vol. xii. p.
784.
make a
and
report, or
or who shall wilfully
wilfully neglect
neglect to
to make
a faithful
faithful inspection
inspection and
each member
the board
who shall
shall wilwil- on member of
true report, and
and each
member of
of the
board of
of enrolment
enrolment who
of
enrolfully agree
to the
from service
of any
person
who is
is not
not board
fully
agree to
the discharge
discharge from
service of
any
drafted
person who
board for
of illegally
enrolfydrafted
rment
ment fbr
legally
properly entitled
such discharge,
discharge, shall
be tried
legally and properly
entitled to
to such
shall be
tried by
by a
a courtcourt- discharging
discharging
martial, and,
on conviction
be punished
punished by
not less
less than
martial,
and, on
conviction thereof;
thereof, be
by a
a fine
fine not
than drafted persons.
three
hundred dollars
dollars and
not more
than ten
thousand dollars,
shall be
three hundred
and not
more than
ten thousand
dollars, shall
be
imprisoned
the discretion
discretion of
and be
dismissed
imprisoned at
at the
of the
the court,
court, and
be cashiered
cashiered and
and dismissed
the
the service.
SEc.
be it
That the
precinct" and
and "Precinct"
SEC. 26. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the words
words "
"precinct"
"Precinct "
and "election
"
election district,"
in this
this act,
act, shall
be construed
construed to
to require
require any
any and
"election
district," as
as used
used in
shall not
not be
" election
district,' how
subdivision
less than
the wards
wards into
subdivision for
for purposes
purposes of
of enrolment
enrolment and
and draft
draft less
than the
into district,"
construed.
construed.
which
city or
village may
may be
be divided,
divided, or
or than
than the
the towns
towns or
which any
any city
or village
or townships
townships
into
may be
into which
which any
any county
county may
be divided.
divided.
SEC.
S
EC. 27. And be
further enacted,
act entitled
be it further
enacted, That so
so much
much of
of the
the act
entitled Repeal
Repeal of
ofinin"An
national forces,
"An act for enrolling and calling out the national
forces, and for
for other
other consistent provisions.
purposes,"
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
purposes," approved
approved March
hundred and
sixty-three, as
as vsions.
1863, ch. 75.
may be
is hereby
be inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
provisions of this
this act,
act, is
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Vol.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 731.
731.
APPROVED, February
February 24,
APPROVED,
24, 1864.
1864.
CHAP. Xnr.
Act reviving
the Grade
Grade of
Lieutenant-General in
in the
CHAP.
XIV. -- An Act
reviving the
of Lieutenant-General
the United
United States
States Feb.
Feb. 29,
29, 1864.
1864.
Army.
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the United
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
States
That the
grade of
of lieutenantlieutenant- Grade
States of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the grade
Grade of lieuliengeneral be and the same is
revived in
teniat-general
general
is hereby revived
in the army
army of the United
United tenant-general
States; and the
President is hereby authorized,
the President
authorized, whenever
whenever he
he shall
shall deem
deem revived,
revived, and
and
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THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

Cu.
14, 15, 16.
CH. 14,15,16.

1864.
1864.

to appoint,
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
the senate,
it expedient,
expedient, to
appoint, by
by and
and consent
consent of
of the
senate,
aa lieutenant-general,
lieutenant-general, to be
those officers
in the
the mili.
milibe selected
selected from
from among
among those
officers in
tary
of the
United States,
States, not
not below
below the
grade of
tary service
service of
the United
the grade
of major-general,
major-general,
most
distinguished for
for courage,
skill, and
and ability,
who, being
being commissioned
most distinguished
courage, skill,
ability, who,
commissioned
as
lieutenant-general, may
under the
direction, and
and during
as lieutenant-general,
may be
be authorized,
authorized, under
the direction,
during
the pleasure
of the
the President,
President, to
to command
armies of
the
pleasure of
command the
the armies
of the
the United
United
States.
States.
be it
it further
That the
the lieutenant-general
lieutenant-general appointed
Pay and allow- SEC.
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
appointed
ances.
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided shall be
entitled to
to the
the pay,
allowances, and
and staff
be entitled
pay, allowances,
staff
1798.
1798. ch. 47, specified in
of the
May twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, sevin the
the fifth section
section of
the act
act approved
approved May
sev5.
§ 5.
hundred and
ninety-eight; and
also the
the allowances
in the
the
enteen hundred
and ninety-eight;
and also
Vol. ii.. p..558.
558. enteen
allowances described
described in
1842, ch. 186,
186, sixth section of the act
approved August
twenty-three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
act approved
August twenty-three,
hundred
vol. 5,
§46;
6; vol.
5, p.
p. and forty-two, granting
granting additional
additional rations to
Provided,
to certain
certain officers:
officers: Provided,
813.
513.
nothing in
in this
act contained
in any
way to
to affect
affect
Rank pay,
pay &c
That nothing
Rank,
&c., That
this act
contained shall
shall be
be construed
construed in
any way
of General Scott
pay, or
of Winfield
lieutenant-general by
brevet,
Scott' the rank, pay,
or allowances
allowances of
Winfield Scott,
Scott, lieutenant-general
by brevet,
not
not affected.
affected.
now on the retired
retired list of the army.
APPROVED, February
February 29,
29, 1864.
1864.
appointment
appointment
authorized.

authorized.

Feb. 29, 1864. CHAP.
Cu. XV.--An
XV.— An Act to extend the Time for the Withdrawal
public
Withdrawal of Goods from
from public
SiOre4 and
Stores
and bonded
bonded Warehouses, and
and for other Purposes.
Purposes.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of the
by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Goods in pub- States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
all goods,
wares, and
merThat all
goods, wares,
and merlic stores, &c.,
chandise, now
in public
stores or
are
lihenoresay,
chandise,
now in
public stores
or bonded
bonded warehouses,
warehouses, on
on which
which duties
duties are
when may&c
be
unpaid, and
have been
than one
one year,
year, and
and less
entered, and
unpaid,
and which
which shall
shall have
been in
in bond
bond more
more than
less
bonds cancelled.
cancelled, than
three years, at the time of the passage
entered
than three
passage of this act, may be entered
for consumption, and the bonds cancelled
cancelled at any
the first
day
any time before
before the
first day
of September
September next, on payment of duties and
and charges
charges according
according to
to law;
law;
Repealing
Repealing
and that all acts and parts of acts inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions
this
provisions of
of this
clause.
act be,
be, and
and the
This act
act to
from
When act
act takes
takes act
the same
same are
are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed. This
to take
take effect
effect from
When
and after
after its
its passage.
passage.
effect,
and
effect.
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
Sac.
enacted, That
license," in
That the term
term "
"license,"
in the
the first
first
"License"
"License" shall proviso to the fifteenth section
of the
the act
act entitled
entitled"
act increasing
section of
" An
An act
increasing temternextend
to
what.
extend to what. porarily
porarily the
duties on imports,
the duties
imports, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July
1862, ch. 163,
163, fourteen, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, shall be
to extend
to all
be held
held to
extend to
all
§15.
authorized by
to engage
the coasting
whether sailing
sailing
ii. p.
by law
law to
engage in
in the
coasting trade,
trade, whether
Vol. xii.
p. 558. vessels authorized
under registers
registers or enrolments and
and licenses.
licenses.
APPROVED, February
February 29,
29, 1864.
1864.
Feb. 29,1864.
29, 1864.

CHAP. XVI. -— An Act to authorize the
Can.r.
the Jail
the Appointment of a
a Warden
Warden of
of the
Jail in
in the
the DisDistrict of Columbia.
Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
of the
the
the President
President of
Warden of
United States shall appoint, by and with the advice and consent
consent of
of
the
jail
to be
apjail to
be apSenate,
some suitable
person to
be warden
warden of
the jail in the District of
Senate, some
suitable person
to be
of the
of
pointed.
Columbia,
Columbia, who shall hold his office for the term of four years, and who
Term, salary. shall receive an annual salary of
shall receive an annual
sixteen hundred dollars, which shall include all fees and emoluments. And said warden shall annually,
annually, in
in the
the
Report.
month
of November,
November, make aa detailed
month of
detailed report to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
Power
Power and
SEC.
further enacted, That the said warden
Sao. 2. And be it further
warden shall have the
duty
of
warden.
duty ofwarden. exclusive
exclusive supervision and control of the jails in said district, and be accountable
safe-keeping of all the prisoners
countable for the safe-keeping
prisoners legally committed
committed
thereto,
thereto, and shall have all the power and discharge
discharge all
all the
the duties
duties heretoheretofore
legally exercised
exercised and discharged
discharged over said jails and the prisoners
fore legally
prisoners
therein
therein by the marshal of the
district.
the said district.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 3. And be it further
enacted, That the warden of the penitentiary
Transportation in the said district, upon the order of the supreme court of said
said disdisof convicts.
of
convicts.
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, shall transport
sentenced
trict or the Secretary
transport all convicts
convicts sentenced

THIRTY—EI GHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
16, 17.
SESS.
CH. 16,
17.

1864.
1864.

13
13

to imprisonment
imprisonment beyond
beyond the
the limits
limits of
of said
said district
district to
the place
place of
confineof confineto the
to
ment, receiving
actual expenses
expenses of
of each
guard, and
and of
each
the actual
of himself,
himself, guard,
ment,
receiving therefor
therefor the
convict. And
in case
of absence
absence or
disability of
warden, the
the Absence
Absence or
or
of said
said warden,
or other
other disability
convict.
And in
case of
of
warden of
of said
said jail,
jail, having
having the
said convicts,
convicts, shall,
shall, upon
upon order
wlad
d
b
e
i
n
hlY of
order disability
the custody
custody of
of said
warden
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, transport
them to
of confinement,
confinement, receiving
•
thereto the
the place
place of
receiving thereas
transport them
for
the compensation
for the
compensation aforesaid.
aforesaid.
SEC. 4.
be it
it further
That said
shall, before
enter- Bond.
said warden
warden shall,
before enterSEC.
4. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
ing
upon the
of the
the office,
office, execute
execute to
to the
the United
United States
for
States a
a bond
bond for
ing upon
the duties
duties of
the
of the
the duties
duties thereof
in the
the penal
sum of
of five
thereof in
penal sum
five
the faithful
faithful performance
performance of
thousand
dollars, with
to be
be approved
approved by
by some
judge of
of the
some judge
the susuthousand dollars,
with sureties
sureties to
preme
of said
said district.
district.
preme court
court of
S
EC. 5.
5. And
be it
enacted, That
That all
and parts
corn- Repealing
Repealing
parts of
of acts
acts comSEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
all acts
acts and
ing
in conflict
conflict with
provisions of
act be,
are hereby,
clause.
hereby,clause.
be, and
and the
the same
same are
the provisions
of this
this act
ing in
with the
repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, February
29, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
February 29,

March 3,
3, 1864.
C
war. XVII.
to an
an Act
"An Act
Ways and
and March
1864.
Act to
to provide
provide Ways
Act entitled
entitled "An
An Act
Act supplementary
supplementary to
CHAP.
XVII.-— An
Means
for the
of the
Government," approved
approved March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and 163, . 73.
Meansfor
the Support
Support of
the Government,"
1863, ch. 73.
sixty-three.
sixty-three.
Vol.
xii. p.
p. 709.
709.
Vol. xii.

Be
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Secretary of
States
of America
lieu of
of so
so much
much of
the Secretary
of
of the
assembled, That,
That, in
in lieu
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Treasury
loan
act of
third, eighteen
and sixtyloan authorized
authorized by
by the
the act
of March
March third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty- may
ay borronot
borrow not
1000,
three,
this is
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
$200,000,
Treasury is
is over $200
of the
three, to
to which
which this
is supplementary,
supplementary, the
and
issue
issue
000,
and
authorized
authorized to borrow, from time to time, on the credit of the United 000,
therefor fivetherefor
five.
States,
exceeding two hundred millions of
dollars during
during the
States, not exceeding
of dollars
the current
current forty bonds or
or
per cent.,
fiscal
therefor coupon or registered bonds five
five percent.,
to prepare
prepare and issue therefor
fiscal year,
year, and
and to
principal and
and
principalpayable
of the United States, bearing date March
March first, eighteen hundred and interest
interest payable
sixty-four,
subsequent period, redeemable
redeemable at the
of the
the in coin.
sixty-four, or
or any
any subsequent
the pleasure
pleasure of
coin.
government
after any
period not less
less than
than five
five years, and
and payable
payable at any
government after
any period
denoradate, in coin, and of such denomperiod not
not more than forty
forty years
years from
from date,
inations as may be found expedient, not less than,
than. fifty dollars, bearing
bearing
interest
exceeding six
payable on bonds not over
interest not exceeding
six per
per centum
centum a
a year, payable
one
hundred dollars,
annually, and
and on
all other
in
dollars, annually,
on all
other bonds
bonds semi-annually,
semi-annually, in
one hundred
coin;
dispose of such
such bonds
bonds at any time, on
on such
such terms as he
he Denominations
Denominations
coin; and
and he
he may dispose
How disposed.
may
advisable, for
disposed.
the United States,
States, or, at How
for lawful
lawful money
money of the
may deem most advisable,
Exempt
from
Exempt from
his discretion, for
certificates of
indebtedness, or
for treasury notes,
notes, certificates
of indebtedness,
or cercer- taxation.
taxation.
tificates
congress; and all bonds istificates of
of deposit,
deposit, issued under any act of congress;
sued
or
sued under
under this
this act
act shall
shall be exempt
exempt from taxation
taxation by
by or
or under
under state
state or
municipal authority. And the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall pay
pay the
the
necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
of the
the preparation,
preparation, issue, and
and disposal
disposal of
of such
such bonds
bonds
out
out of
of any money
money in
in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, but the
exceed one
amount so paid
paid shall
shall not exceed
one half of
of one per centum
centum of
of the
the amount
amount
of the
the bonds
bonds so issued gnd
And disposed
disposed of.
S
EC. 2.
enacted, That
Secretary of
Treasury Five-twenty
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Five-twenty
SEC.
2. And
And be it
it further
further enacted,
bonds may be
bonds may
be
authorized to
to issue
issue to persons who subscribed on or before the issued
is hereby authorized
to certain
twenty-first day of January,
sixty-four, for
twenty-first
January, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
for bonds
bonds subscribers.
redeemable after five
redeemable
five years
years and payable
payable twenty years from
from date, and
and have
have
treasury the amount of
paid into
into the treasury
of their
their subscriptions,
subscriptions, the bonds
bonds by
them respectively
respectively subscribed
subscribed for,
for, not
not exceeding
exceeding eleven
eleven millions
millions of
of dollars,
dollars,
notwithstanding
subscriptions may
notwithstanding that such subscriptions
may be
be in excess
excess of five
five hundred
millions of dollars; and the bonds so issued shall have the same force and
effect
as if
if issued
under the
of the
the act
act to
effect as
issued under
the provisions
provisions of
to ""authorize
authorize the
the issue
issue 3862, ch. 33.
345.
Xii. p.
p.345.
Vol- xii.
of United
States notes
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
of
United States
notes and
and for
approved February
February Vol.
twenty-sixth
[fifth], eighteen
twenty-sixth [fifth],
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
APPROVED, March
1864.
APPROVED,
March 3,
8, 1864.
xm. Pun.
PUB. —
- 22
VOL. XIII.
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SEss.
I. C
20.
18,20.
CH..18,
SESS. I.

1864.
1864.

M irch
3, 1864.
1864. CHAP.
CRAP. XVIII.
XVIII. —
for the
of Overland
Overland Emigration
the
to the
Emigration to
Protection of
the Protection
to provide
provide for
-AnAn Act
Act to
rcli 3,
M
States and
and Territories
Territories of
of the
the Pacific.
Pacific.
States
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for
ptutcenan
protecdian of
of

overland cmigrants.
grants.

Routes,
Routes.

March 7,
7, 1864.
1864.
March

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That, for
for the
the protection
of emiemiprotection of
assembled, That,
in Congress
America in
States of
grants by
overland route
route to
to the
states and
the Pacific,
Pacific,
of the
territories of
and territories
the states
the overland
by the
grants
the
sum of
of forty
thousand dollars
dollars be,
be, and
and the
the same
appropriated
hereby, appropriated
same is
is hereby,
forty thousand
the sum
out
of any
any money
in the
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
exto be
be exotherwise appropriated,
money in
out of
pended
under the
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War:
Provided, That
That ten
ten
War: Provided,
of the
pended under
thousand dollars
dollars of
of said
shall be
be applied
applied to
to the
the protection
protection of
of
appropriation shall
said appropriation
thousand
emigrants on
from Fort
Fort Abercrombie
Benton, and the
by Fort
Fort Benton,
Abercrombie by
route from
on the
the route
emigrants
further
of ten
of said
said appropriation
applied
appropriation shall be applied
dollars of
thousand dollars
ten thousand
sum of
further sum
to
the protection
protection of
from Niobrarah, on the MisMisroute fron
on the route
emigrants on
of emigrants
to the
souri
River, by
the valley
valley of
of the
the Niobrarah
Niobrarah and
and Gallatin,
in Idaho.
Idaho.
Gallatin, in
by the
souri River,
APPROVED, March
1864.
March 3, 1864.
APPROVED,
CuAr. XX.
to increase
the Internal
Internal Revenue,
Purposes.
other Purposes.
and for
for other
Revenue, and
increase the
Act to
-An Act
CHAP.
XX. —An

Be it
Senate and
Representatives of
cf the
United
the United
House of
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Duty
States of
of America
assembled, That
That from
from and
after the
the paspasand after
on spirits
spirits States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Duty on
diUilled and sold,
sage of this act, in lieu of the duty provided for in section forty-one of
&e. d adsold, sage of this act, in lieu of the duty provided for in section forty-one of
an act
An act
the government
government and
interest on
on
and to
to pay
pay interest
act to
to support
support the
an
act entitled
entitled "
" An
the
debt," approved
approved July
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, and
and
July first,
public debt,"
the public
1802, ch.
ch. 119,
41.
§ 41.
in addition to duties payable for licenses, there
there shall be levied, collected,
collected,
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
447. and paid on all spirits that may be distilled and sold, or distilled and reVol.
p.447.
paid
moved
to the
the first
first day of July next, of
consumption or sale previous
previous to
moved for consumption
first
every gallon;
gallon; and
and said
said
duty of sixty
sixty cents
cents on each and every
first proof, the duty
duty
charge on
interest of
of
be aalien
lien and
and charge
on such
such spirits, and also on the interest
duty shall be
all persons
persons in
in default
default in
the distillery
distillery used
used for distilling
all
distilling the
the same, with all
in the
all
the stills,
stills, vessels,
and tools
tools therein,
therein, and
and in
in the
the lot or
tract of
of land
land
vessels, fixtures,
fixtures, and
or tract
the
whereon the
situated, until the
whereon
the said distillery
distillery is
is situated,
the said duty shall be paid:
paid:
Basis of colleeduty on spirituous liquors,
liquors, and
and all
all other spirituous
collec- Provided,
Provided, That
That the said duty
ion
beverages
beverages enumerated
enumerated in this act, shall be collected at no lower rate than
ion of
of duty.
duty.
the
increased in proportion for
for any
the basis
basis of
of first
first proof,
proof, and shall be increased
greater strength than the strength
strength of first proof.
Penalty for
2. And
''hat all
enacted, That
or other
articles on
on
SEC. 2.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
all spirits
spirits or
other articles
having for purprovisions of this act, or of the act reoavingoffoar
which duties are imposed by the provisions
ur- which
poses
sale,
poses of
sale, in
in
amendments thereto, which shall
the first
first section of this act and amendments
ferred to
to in
in the
iraud of the rev- ferred
fraud
enue,
or be found in the possession
enue, spirits
spirits or
possession or custody or within the control of any person
articlen,&c.,
other
articles,&c.,
a t
persons, for
the purpose
purpose of
of being
by such
or persons,
persons, in
in
person or
such person
sold by
being sold
for the
or persons,
lde sasame
m
ell
lacy
and
maycbe or
seized.
seized.
fiaud of the internal
fraud
internal revenue
revenue laws, as heretofore
heretofore referred to, or with design to avoid payment of said duties, may be seized by any collector or
deputy collector who shall
shall have
'that the
have reason
reason to
to believe
believe'that
the same
same are
are possessed, had, or held for the purpose or design aforesaid,
shall
aforesaid, that the same shall
be forfeited
forfeited to the United States; and also all articles of raw materials
found in
in the
the possession
of any
person or
to manufacfound
possession of
any person
or persons
persons intending
intending to
manufacbeing sold by
them, in
fraud of
said laws,
ture the same
same for
for the purpose
purpose of
of being
by them,
in fraud
of said
laws,
evade the payment
payment of said duties,
all tools,
tools, imor with
with design
design to evade
duties, and also all
implements, instruments,
instruments, and personal property whatsoever
whatsoever used
used in
in the
the place
place
or building, or within any yard or enclosure
enclosure where such articles on which
duties are imposed,
imposed, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be found, may also be seized by any
any
collector
forfeited
collector or
or deputy
deputy collector,
collector, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and the
the same shall be
be forfeited
Proceedings
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
and the proceedings
proceedings to enforce
enforce said forfeiture shall be in the
in ret.
rem.
in
in renz
rent in the circuit or district court of the
nature of a
a proceeding
proceeding in
United
made, or
any other
United States
States for the
the district where
where such seizure
seizure is
is made,
or in
in any
other
court
competent jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; and any
have in
court of
of competent
any person who
who shall have
in his
his
custody or possession any such spirits or other article,
articles, subject to duty as
aforesaid, for the purpose of
of selling the same with the design of avoiding
avoiding
aforesaid,
payment
five
payment of the duties imposed thereon, shall be liable to aapenalty of five
hundred dollars,
fraudulently
hundred
dollars, or
or not
not less than double the amount'of
amount'of duties fraudulently
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attempted to
recovered and
and applied
as other
attempted
to be
be evaded,
evaded, to
to be
be recovered
applied as
other penalties
penalties
provided
act heretofore
the spirits
other arprovided by
by the
the act
heretofore mentioned.
mentioned. And
And the
spirits and
and other
ar-
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Custody
Custody of
of
tides
which shall
shall be
seized by
by any
collector or
shall, P„property
e
rMeer
i
t
l
Y
cydluring
tho"
f
:"p'
g
r
tides which
be so
so seized
any collector
or deputy
deputy collector
collector shall,
pendency of produring
the pendency
pendency of
of such
proceedings, be
be delivered
delivered to
to the
the marshal
marshal of
of ceedings.
:, ee di ngs .
during the
such proceedings,
said district,
his care
care and
custody, and
under his
his control,
undistrict, and remain in his
and custody,
and under
control, until
such proceedings
shall be
til final
final judgment
judgment in
in such
proceedings shall
be rendered:
rendered: Provided,
Provided, howhowever, That when the property so seized may
may be
be liable
liable to perish
perish or
or become
become easPm
Provision
in
i
e
e o;:is et t
a
greatly
reduced in
by keeping,
keeping, or
cannot be
be kept
without "
greatly reduced
in value
value by
or when
when it
it cannot
kept without
ale pro
pofP
perit),
per
rty.
great expense, the
marshal of
district may
may apthe owner thereof or
or the
the marshal
of the
the district
apply to the assessor of the
examine said
if, in
the
the district
district to
to examine
said property;
property; and
and if,
in the
opinion of said assessor, it shall be necessary
said property
property should
necessary that the
the said
should
be
expense, he
same; and
be sold to prevent such
such waste
waste or
or expense,
he shall
shall appraise
appraise the
the same;
and
the owner thereupon
thereupon shall have said property
property returned
to him
him upon
returned to
upon givgiving bond
bond in
in such
commissioner of
ing
such form
form as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the commissioner
of ininternal revenue, and in an amount equal to
with such
to the appraised
appraised value,
value, with
such
sureties as the said appraiser
appraiser shall deem good
good and
and sufficient, to
to abide
abide the
the
final order, decree, or judgment of the court having cognizance
the
cognizance of
of the
case, and to pay the amount of said appraised value to
ease,
to the
the marshal
marshal or
or
otherwise, as he may be ordered
ordered and directed by
by the
the court,
court, which
which bond
bond
shall be filed by said appraiser with
commissioner of
revewith the
the commissioner
of internal
internal revenue. But if said owner shall neglect or refuse
refuse to
said bond,
to give
give said
bond, the
the apappraiser
praiser shall issue to the marshal aforesaid an
an order
order to
to sell
sell the
the same.
same.
And the said marshal shall thereupon
thefeupon advertise and
and sell the
the said
said property
property
at public auction in
manner as
as goods
may be
final exeexein the same
same manner
goods may
be sold
sold on
on final
cution in said district. And the proceeds
proceeds of
deductinc, the
of the
the sale,
sale, after
after deducting
the
reasonable
reasonable costs of the
and sale,
aid to
t
o th
cour taforethe seizure and
sale, shall
shall b
bee p
paid
thee court
aforesaid, to abide its
decree, or
judgment.
its final
final order, decree,
or judgment.
SEC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
Sac.
distilled spirits upon
upon which
which Certain
Certain disenacted, That all distilled
disbe exported
exported without
without payment
payment of
tilled
an excise
excise duty is imposed by law may be
of t!
e
lleelp
slo'
r
irti
e
t
c
lmay
maY
spirits
be exported
said duty, and, when the same is intended
intended for
may, without
payment
for exportation,
exportation, may,
without without
without payment
being charged with duty, be removed
removed under such rules and regulations of duty.
and upon the execution
execution of such transportation
transpatation bonds or
security as
as
or other
other security
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe; said
other secusaid bonds
bonds or
or other
security to be taken by the collector of internal revenue
revenue of the district from
Provided, That
which such removal is made:
made: Provided,
That the said spirits
shall be
be
spirits shall
transported directly from the distillery or
or aabonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse to
to a
a bonded
bonded
warehouse
warehouse established in conformity with the law and treasury
treasury regularegulations
port of
of the
United States,
and used
used f
or the
th e st
orage o
tions, at
at aaport
of entry
entry of
the United
States, and
for
storage
off
distilled spirits, and be placed in charge
charge of aaproper
the customs,
customs,
proper officer of
of the
who, together
together with the owner
owner and proprietor
proprietor of
warehouse, shall
of the
the warehouse,
shall have
have
the joint custody of all the distilled spirits stored in
warehouse.
in said
said warehouse.
And all the labor on the goods so stored shall be performed
performed by the
the owner
owner
or proprietor
proprietor of the warehouse, under the supervision of
officer of
of the
the officer
of the
the
customs in charge of
at the
expense of
the said
owner or
of the
the same, and
and at
the expense
of the
said owner
or
proprietor; and the said
subject to
and
said spirits
spirits shall
shall also
also be
be subject
to the
the same
same rules
rules and
regulations, and be chargeable
chargeable with the same costs and expenses,
expenses, in
in all
all
respects, to which other goods that are deposited
for exdeposited in
in public store
store for
exportation from the United States may be subject. And
shall
Drawback
And no
no drawback
drawback shall
Drawback not
not
in any case be allowed on any distilled
excise duty
duty allowed,
distilled spirits
spirits upon which
which an
an excise
allowed, &e.
&c.
shall have been
been paid either
either before
or after
after it
have been
been placed
before or
it shall
shall have
placed in
in aa
bonded warehouse as aforesaid;
aforesaid; but no provision of
be conlaws
of this
this act shall
shall be
con- Certain laws
strued to repeal existing laws which provide
provide that distilled spirits may be
be not repealed
repealed
removed from the place
manufacture or bonded warehouse
hereby.
place of manufacture
warehouse for the pur- hereby.
pose of being redistilled for exportation, or which provide
manuprovide for the
the manuficture for exportation
exportation of medicines, preparations,
facture
perfumpreparations, compositions,
compositions, perfumery, and cosmetics;
which provide
for an
allowance or
drawback on
cosmetics; or which
provide for
an allowance
or drawback
on
cordials and other liquors when exported.
exported.

SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 4. And be it further
enacted, That fiom
from and after the passage of Duty on coteatthis act, in lieu of the duties provided in the act referred to in the first too.
tol.
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for rerePenalty for
moving
moving cotton,
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with intent
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to
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government,

Duty to
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be
marked on
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the
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section of
act, there
there shall
shall he
and paid
paid upon
upon all
all cotton
cotton
collected, and
be levied,
levied, collected,
section
of this
this act,
produced
sold and
removed for
upon which
no duty
duty
and upon
which no
for consumption,
consumption, and
and removed
produced or
or sold
has been
been levied,
of two
two cents
cents per
per pound;
and
pound; and
duty of
paid, or
or collected,
collected, aa duty
has
levied, paid,
such
be and
and remain
said duty
shall have
have
duty shall
lien thereon
thereon until
until said
remain a
a lien
such duty
duty shall
shall be
been paid,
in the
person whomsoever.
whomsoever. And
And further,
further, if
if
possession of
of any
any person
been
paid, in
the possession
any person
or association
association of
of persons
persons remove,
remove,
persons, corporation
corporation or
person or
or persons,
any
carry, or
transport the
procure any
other party
or parties
carry,
or transport
the same,
same, or
or procure
any other
party or
parties to
to
remove, carry,
or transport
the same
same from
from the
production,
of its
its production,
place of
the place
transport the
carry, or
remove,
with the
intent to
evade the
duty thereon,
to defraud
the government,
government,
thereon, or
or to
defraud the
to evade
the duty
with
the intent
before
been paid,
paid, such
persons, corpoor persons,
corposuch person
person or
have been
said duty
duty shall
shall have
before said
ration, or
of persons
persons shall
forfeit and
and pay
pay to
to the
States
the United
United States
shall forfeit
association of
ration,
or association
double the
the amount
amount of
of said
to be
in any
court of
of compecompeany court
recovered in
duty, to
be recovered
said duty,
double
tent jurisdiction:
jurisdiction: Provided,
Provided, That
cotton sold
or on
on account
the
of the
by or
account of
all cotton
sold by
That all
tent
government
of the
the United
United States
shall be
at
exempt from
from duty
duty at
be free
free and
and exempt
States shall
government of
the time
time of
of and
sale thereof;
and the
the same
be marked
marked free,
free,
same shall
shall be
thereof; and
after the
the sale
the
and after
and the
purchaser furnished
furnished with
with such
such aabill
bill of
sale as
and
as shall
shall clearly and
of sale
and
the purchaser
accurately describe
taken to
to be
be aa
be deemed
deemed and
and taken
which shall
shall be
the same,
same, which
describe the
accurately
permit authorizing
authorizing the
sale or
or removal
removal thereof.
thereof.
the sale
permit
SEC. 5.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
every collector
whom any
any
to whom
collector to
That every
be it
SEC.
5. And
duty
upon cotton
paid shall
shall mark
mark the
bales, or
rather [other]
or rather
[other]
the bales,
cotton shall
shall be
be paid
duty upon
packages,
packages, upon which the duty shall have been paid, in such manner
manner as
clearly indicate
indicate the payment thereof,
thereof, and shall give to the owner, or
may clearly
other
a permit
permit for
for the
the removal
other person having charge
charge of such cotton, a
of the same, stating therein the amount and payment
payment of the duty, the
time
and
time and place of payment, the weight and marks upon the bales and
any
Whenever any
packages, so that
that the same may be fully identified. Whenever
cotton,
cotton, the
the product
product of
of the United States, shall arrive at any port of the
Uni
te d S
tates from
f
rom any
any state
i
n i
nsurrect i
on aga
i
nst t
he government,
government ,
United
States
state in
insurrection
against
the

of asasDuties of
sessors
sessors and
and colcollectors in
lectors
in assessassessthe first
to in
the act
act referred
ing
and collectassessor or
or assistant
referred to
in the
first secseeunder the
assistant assessor,
assessor, under
collect- the
the assessor
ing and
duty.'
ing the duty.
tion of this act, shall immediately
immediately assess the taxes due thereon,
thereon, and shall,
without delay, return
deputy collector
without
return the
the same
same to
to the collector or deputy
collector of said
said
district, and the said collector
collector or deputy collector
collector shall 'demand
demand of the
cotton, the tax imposed
owner or other person having charge of such cotton,
imposed by
by
this act, and assessed thereon,
payment of
of
thereon, unless evidence
evidence of previous payment
said tax shall be produced,
produced, under such regulations
regulations as the commissioner
commissioner
of internal revenhe,
revenue, by the direction of the Secretary
Treasury,
Secretary of the Treasury,
shall from time to time prescribe;
prescribe; and in case the tax so assessed shall
not be paid to such collector
collector within thirty
collector
thirty days after
after demand, the collector
or deputy collector, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall institute proceedings
proceedings for
for the recovery of the tax, which shall be aalien upon said cotton from
when
from the
the time
time when
said assessment
assessment shall be made.
Drawback.
S
EC. 6.
And be
be it
and after
after the
the date
on
date on
from and
That, from
further enacted,
enacted, That,
6. And
it further
SEC.
Drawback.
which this act takes effect, in computing
computing the allowance
allowance or drawback
drawback upon
articles
manufactured exclusively
articles manufactured
exclusively of cotton when
there shall
when exported,
exported, there
shall be
allowed,
allowed, in addition to the three per centum duty which shall have
have been
been
drawback of two
cents per
pound upon
upon such
such
paid on such
such articles,
articles, aa drawback
two cents
per pound
articles
articles in all cases where the duty imposed by this act upon the cotton
used in the manufacture
manufacture thereof
thereof shall
satisfactorily shown
have been
shall be
be satisfactorily
shown to
to have
been
previously
previously paid, the amount of said drawback
drawback to
ascertained in
to be ascertained
in such
such
manner
by the
the commissioner
internal revenue,
revenue,
manner as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
commissioner of
of internal
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Treasury.
Additional
S
EC. 7.
And be
it further
and after
after the
the passage
passage of
of
further enacted,
enacted, That,
That, from
from and
SEC.
7. And
be it
Additional
duties on diedisthis act, in addition to the duties heretofore
heretofore imposed by
law, there
there shall
by law,
shall
tilled spirits.
spirits,
be
spirits distilled
from grain
or other
other matetilled
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and
and paid
paid on
on spirits
distilled from
grain or
materials, whether of American
American or foreign production, imported
imported from
foreign
from foreign
countries
previous to the
proof, a
a duty
duty of
countries previous
the first
first day
day of July next,
next, of
of first
first proof,
of
forty cents on each and every gallon, and no lower rate of duty shall
shall be
be
levied
levied or collected than upon the basis of first proof;
increased
proof, and shall be increased
in proportion
proportion for any greater
greater strength
of first
first proof;
strength than the
the strength of
proof; and
and
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that upon all such spirits imported prior to the passage
act there
there
passage of
of this
this act
shall be levied,
levied, collected, and paid an additional
additional tax
tax of
per galgalof forty
forty cents
cents per
lon, to be collected under the direction and according
regulations estabestabaccording to
to regulations
lished by the Secretary of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
SEC.
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That consuls of foreign
S
EC. 8.
8. And
foreign countries
countries Certain
Certain conconin the
the United States, who are not citizens thereof, shall
&c., notsubnot subin
shall be,
be, and
and herehere- suls,
suls,&e.,
ject to the income
by are, exempt from any income tax imposed
imposed by
by the
the act
act referred
referred to
to in
in tax.
ta.
ecom
the first section of this act, which may be
from their
be derived
derived from
their official
official
emoluments,
fiom property
emoluments, or from
property in such countries:
countries: Provided,
That the
Provided, That
the Proviso.
Proviso.
governments which
which such consuls may represent
extend similar
represent shall
shall extend
similar
exemption
exemption to consuls of the
the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 9.
9. And
And be it further
enacted, That the provisions
provisions of
en- Provisions
of the
the act
act enof
Provisions of
titled "An
act exexthe collection
ormer act
""An act
aact further
u e to
pv
titled
further
to provide
provide for
collection of duties
duties on imports,"
imports," former
fttended.
tended.
approved March second, one thousand
approved
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
thirty-three, 183 ch. 57.
and thirty-three,
1833, ch. 57.
now in force, shall be taken and deemed as extending
extending to
embracing Vol. iv. p.
to and
and embracing
p. 632.
632.
all laws
laws for the collection of internal duties, stamp
licenses, or
or
stamp duties,
duties, licenses,
taxes, which have been or may be hereafter
taxes,
hereafter enacted; and
and all
all persons
persons
duly authorized
authorized to assess, receive, or collect
such duties
duties or
or taxes
taxes under
collect such
under
such laws, are hereby declared to be and to have
such
officers," Who to
have been
been ""revenue
revenue officers,"
to be
be
within the true intent and meaning of the said act, and entitled to
within
the deemed
to all
all the
deemfed,""rrevenue
evenue
officers."
exemptions, immunities, benefits,
exemptions,
benefits, rights, and privileges
privileges therein enumerated and conferred.
APPROVED, March
APraovED,
7, 1864.
March 7,
1864.
CHAP.
XXI. -AnAn Act
the Washington
Washington City
CHAP. XXI.
Act to
to incorporate
incorporate the
Bank.
City Savings
Savings Bank.

March
1864.
March 8,
8,1864.

Be
House of Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of the United
United
States of
of America
in Congress
States
America in
Congress assembled, That William B. Todd,
William Washington
Todd, William
Washington
P.
Edward Clark,
Clark, Edward
Edward J.
J. Simms,
Simms, Joseph
City
P. Dole,
Dole, Edward
Joseph J.
J. Coombs, Z. C. Rob- B
e
a
lti
Y, kSavings
sla r
ip
gs
o.
Bank
bins, Thomas S. Gardner,
Gardner, John R. Elvans, and
Samuel B.
B. Niles,
Niles, and
rated. icorpoand Samuel
and rated.
their associates
constituted and created
created aabody
their
associates ard successors,
successors, are constituted
corpobody corporate and politic, by the name of ""The Washington
rate
Washington City
Savings Bank."
Bank."
Name.
City Savings
Name.
SEC.
And be
be it
SEC. 2.
2. And
it further
further enacted, That the officers
officers ofof said corpocorpo- Officers;
Officers; Quo
Quo
ration shall consist
vice-president, who, together
ration
consist of aa president and vice-president,
together with
with rum
rum..
seven trustees,
constitute aaboard of managers,
seven
trustees, shall constitute
whom, if
if the
the
managers, four
four of
of whom,
president or vice-president
vice-president be present, shall constitute aalegal meeting
president
meeting of
of
such board for the transaction
transaction of
of business.
business.
SEC.
3. And
And be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 3.
enacted, That said corporation shall
shall meet
meet Annual
and
Annual and
annually in the month of April, and as much oftener as
they may
may judge
judge other
as they
other meetings.
meetings.
expedient, and any seven members
expedient,
members of said corporation,
corporation, the
secthe president,
president, secretary, or treasurer
quorum, and the
retary,
treasurer being
being one, shall be a
a quorum,
the said
said corpocorpo- Quorum.
Quorum.
ration at
at their annual meeting
meeting shall have
ration
have power
power to elect
elect a
a president
president and
and aa President.
treasurer, who
who shall
shall give bond, in the sum of ten thousand dollars,
treasurer,
for the
the Treasurer,
Treasurer, his
dollars, for
his
faithful discharge
discharge of
of the
faithful
the duties
duties of his office, and all such other officers as bond.
may be
be deemed
deemed necessary;
necessary; which officers shall continue in
may
in office
office one
Term of
one Term
of office.
office.
year, and
year,
and until others
others are chosen in their stead, and all
so chosen
all officers so
chosen
shall be under oath to the faithful discharge
discharge of
duties of
Oath.
of the duties
of their
their offices,
offices, Oath.
respectively.
respectively.
SEC.
4. And
further enacted,
SEc. 4.
And be it further
enacted, That said corporation
corporation may receive
receive
on
deposit, for the
the use and benefit of the depositors,
depositors, all sums of
on deposit,
money Deposits.
Deposits.
of money
offered for
for that purpose: Provided,
Provided, however, That it shall not
offered
the
not hold
hold at
at the
same time
time more
more than one thousand
same
thousand dollars of any one
other Limit.
one depositor, other
Limit.
than aareligious
religious or charitable corporation.
than
corporation. All such sums
sums may
may be
be investinvest- Investments.
Investments.
ed in the stock of any bank incorporated
incorporated by congress, or
may be
or may
be loaned
loaned
on interest
to any such bank, or may be loaned on bonds or notes, with
on
interest to
with
collateral security
collateral
security of the stock of such banks at not more than ninety
ninety
percentum of its par value, or they may be invested
percentum
invested in the public
public funds
funds
of the
the United States, of the several
several states, or
of
on a
apledge
pledge of
of any
or loaned on
any
of said funds, or invested
invested in loans on mortgages
mortgages of
Provided,
of real
real estate:
estate: Provided,
2*
2*
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That the
the whole
whole amount
amount of
of stock
by the
the institution
at one
time in
in
one time
institution at
held by
stock held
of That
any one
bank, both
by way
way of
of investment
investment and
a surety
surety for loans, shall
and as
as a
both by
one bank,
any
not exceed
stock of
of such
that not
more
not more
and that
bank, and
such bank,
its capital
capital stock
half of
of its
one half
not
exceed one
shall be
be
than three
three quarters
of the
the whole
deposited in
in the
the institution
institution shall
sum deposited
whole sum
quarters of
than
at
any one
one time
invested in
mortgages of
real estate.
or inThe income
income or
estate. The
of real
in mortgages
time invested
at any
terest of
deposits shall
shall be
be divided
among the
the depositors,
or their
their legal
legal
Dividends.
depositors, or
divided among
of all
all deposits
terest
representatives, according
according to
to the
the terms
stipulated; and
the
and the
of interest
interest stipulated;
terms of
representatives,
principal may
be withdrawn
as the corPrincipal, how principal
or in
in such
such manner, as
times, or
withdrawn at
at such times,
may be
Principal,

Limitation
Limitation
investments.

investments

withdrawn.
withdrawn.

poration
by-laws direct.
poration shall in its by-laws
direct.

S
EC. 5.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
officer, director,
or comcomdirector, or
no officer,
That no
be it
it further
5. And
SEC.
Officers, &c.,
&c.,
mittee
charged
the duty
duty of
investing the deposits,
borrow any
any
deposits, shall borrow
of investing
with the
charged with
mittee
Officers,
not to borrow of
portion
use the
the same,
in payment
the expenses
of
expenses of
of the
payment of
except in
same, except
corporation.
or use
thereof, or
portion thereof,
corporation.
the
corporation; and
and if
if any
any officer,
officer, director,
agent, or
or other
other person
person concondirector, agent,
the corporation;
nected
with said
said bank,
bank, and
interested with
with the
or deposits
deposits thereof,
thereof,
funds or
the funds
and interested
nected with
shall
fraudulently convert
convert the
same to
to his
his own
own use,
use, he
he shall
shall
the same
or fraudulently
shall embezzle
embezzle or
Penalty
for
Penalty for
be deemed guilty of larceny, and shall, on conviction thereof, by any
embezzling
embezzling
court
competent to
to try
try the
the offence,
offence, be
not
in the
the penitentiary
penitentiary not
be imprisoned
imprisoned in
funds.
court competent
less than one, nor more than
than ten, years.

S
ac. 6.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the subordinate
subordinate officers
and
officers and
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
6. And
security for
for their
shall respectively
respectively give
agents of
of said
said corporation
agents
corporation shall
give such
such security
their
fidelity and
and good conduct as the board of managers
fidelity
managers may from time to
time
board shall fix the salaries of such officers and
time require, and
and said board
agents.
Site. 7. And
named as corpoenacted, That the persons named
SEC.
And be it further enacted,
Organization.
authorized to meet
the first
first section
section of
of this act
act shall
shall be authorized
Organization. rators in the
meet and organize
ize said bank by the election of one of their number as president, and
one
thereupon shall proceed to elect such persons
one as
as vice-president,
vice-president, and thereupon
their
as they shall select, not herein
herein named as corporators, to be added to their
Trustees and
and
Trustees
board of managers,
managers,
managers, so that the whole number of trustees, or •managers,
managers.
managers.
including the
president and vice-president,
vice-president, shall not exceed nine persons.
including
the president
corporation shall make
SEC.
S
EC. 8. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That this corporation
make
Annual report; an annual report to congress of their funds and investments.
Annual
Said returns shall specify the following
following particulars, namely: The number of depositors; total amount of deposits; amount invested in bank stock
tock and
and
bank on
deposited in bank
on interest;
interest; amount secured
secured by
by bank
bank stock;
stock; amount
amount
invested in public funds
invested
funds;;loans on
on security
security of public
public funds; loans on
on
mortgage
mortgage of real estate; loans on personal securities;
securities; amount
amount of cash on
on
hand; total
total dividends
dividends of
of the
of the
institution;
hand;
the year;
year; annual
annual expenses
expenses of
the institution;
to be
be sworn
to
sworn to.
to. all of which shall be certified
certified and sworn
sworn to by the treasurer;
five or
or
treasurer; and
and five
more of the managers
managers shall also certify and make oath that the said return is correct
according to their
correct according
and belief.
their best
best knowledge
knowledge and
Books of corpoBooks
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 9.
9. And be it
it further
enacted, That the books of said corporation
ration to
open, shall, at all times during their
ration
to be
be open,
hours of business,
shall,
during
business, be open for inspection
inspection
&c.
and examination
depositors.
examination to the comptroller
comptroller of the currency or depositors.
SEC.
enacted, That said corporation
Sac. 10. And
And be it
it further enacted,
corporation may make
make
By-laws; seal;
seal; by-laws
By-laws;
management of their business, not repugby-laws for the more orderly management
deeds,, &c.
&
nant
may have
a common
seal, which they may change
nant to
to law;
law; may
have a
common seal,
change at pleasure; that all deeds, grants, covenants, and agreements,
agreements, made by their
their
treasurer, or any other person by their authority, shall
valid;
shall be
be good and valid;
corporation shall have power to sue and may
and said corporation
may be
be sued,
sued, defend,
defend,
and be held to answer by the name aforesaid.
aforesaid.
When act to
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, This act shall
effect and
and be
be
S
EC. 11. And be it
it further
shall take
take effect
take
take effect.
effect.
in force from and after its passage.
in
passage.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 8,
8, 1864.
1864.
Bond andsalaand salary
rv of
of subordinate
subordinate
officers.
ofhcr.

March 8, 1864.
1864.

CliAr. XXII.
Act to
to enable
and Committees
Committees of
of Lunatics;
Lunatics; appointed
in
CHAP.
XXII. -AnAn Act
enable Guardians
Guardians and
appointed in

the several
several States,
States, to act
act within the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Be it
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
it enacted
enacted by the
States of America in Congress
assembled, That it shall be lawful for any
Congress assembled,
any
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person, appointed
committee of
of a
alunatic,
lunatic, or
minor Guardians,
&c.
person,
appointed the
the committee
or the
the guardian
guardian of
of aaminor
Guardians, &c.
he
ay
a
ofetlunatics
tuwili
a
th
tli
e
n
stm
in any
any state
state or
of the
or lunatic, by
by the proper
proper authority
authority in
or territory
territory of
the United
United of
may
act within the
prosecute to
or action
States, to institute and prosecute
to final judgment
judgment any suit
suit or
action District of Coin the courts
Columbia, as he
done if
if his
his lumbia.
lumbia.
courts of the District of Columbia,
he might have done
authority
been derived
derived from
from the
the proper
proper
authority as
as such
such guardian
guardian or
or committee
committee had
had been
tribunals
and such
committee or
may in
in the
the
tribunals of
of said
said district;
district; and
such committee
or guardian
guardian may
receive any
lunatic or
same manner
manner collect and receive
any sum of
of money due to
to such
such lunatic
or
minor, and
by deed,
executed, release
releaSe and
convey to
to any
any party
party
minor,
and may
may by
deed, duly
duly executed,
and convey
entitled
whether by
purchase or
otherwise, any
lands or
or esesentitled to
to the
the same,
same, whether
by purchase
or otherwise,
any lands
tates situated
in the
District of
Columbia, the
of such
such lunatic
tates
situated in
the District
of Columbia,
the property
property of
lunatic or
or
minor, or
or to
upon which
which such
lunatic or
have a
claim or
or
minor,
ta or
or upon
such lunatic
or minor
minor may
may have
a claim
mortgage, in
the same
Manner as
as he
he might
might have
if his
mortgage,
in the
same mnanner
have done
done if
his authority
authority had
had
been derived
tribunals of
of said
district: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such Proviso.
Proviso.
been
derived from
fiom the
the tribunals
said district:
committee or
or guardian,
guardian, before
any conveyance
conveyance of
of real
real estate
or
committee
before making
making any
estate or
release of
thereon, shall
court of
of
release
of claim,
claim, or
or mortgage
mortgage thereon,
shall file
file in
in the
the orphans'
orphans' court
said distyict
the official
official certificate
certificate of
of the
the judge
judge of
court from
said
district the
of the
the court
from which
which
such committee
or guardian
guardian derived
derived his
his appointment,
given a
such
committee or
appointment, that
that he
he has
has given
a
sufficient bond
to account
the minor
or lunatic
sums of
of money
sufficient
bond to
account to
to the
minor or
lunatic for
for all
all sums
money
received by
the authority
this act.
received
by virtue
virtue of
of the
authority conferred
conferred by
by this
act.
S
EC. 2. And
enacted, That
SEC.
And be
be it further
further enacted,
That all
all payments heretofore
heretofore made
made Former paywithin the
the District
District of
of Columbia to
to the
the committee
committee or
or guardian
guardian of
of a
a lunatic
lunatic ments .to such
sarr
ed
dia
sn
usfi
ce
lunatic or garedsufficent.
Bi lent.
or the
the guardian of a
a minor duly
duly appointed
appointed at
at the domicil
domicil of the lanatic
minor out of the District of Columbia, in the United States, shall
good
shall be good
guardian or
and sufficient: Provided,
Provided, That
That said
said guardian
or committee
committee shall
shall file
file in
in Proviso.
Proviso.
the orphans' court in said district, the
the official certificate
certificate of the judge
judge of
of
committee or
derived his
the court from which
which such committee
or guardian
guardian derived
his appointappointment, that
that he
he has
sufficient bond
bond to
to account
account to
to the
minor or
lunatic
ment,
has given
given sufficient
the'minor
or lunatic
for
That in
all cases
cases the
for all payments
payments so made: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
in all
the
evidence of
of the
appointment and
authority of
of such
evidence
the appointment
and authority
such committee
committee or
or guardian
guardian
orphans' court
court of
district.
shall be
be first
first recorded
recorded in the office of
of the orphans'
of said
said district.
APPROVED, March
8, 1864.
APPROVED,
March 8,
1864.
CRAP. XXIII.
XXIII.—An
Court of the County
County of
of March
March 8,
8, 1864.
CHAP.
-An Act to apportion
apportion the
the Expenses of the Levy
Levy Court
1864.
Washington
Basis of Population.
Population.
Washington upon
upon the Basis

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That from and
and after the paspas- r Expenses of
sage of
of this
corporate authorities
authorities of
city of
Washington, the
how
sage
this act
act the
the corporate
of the
the city
of Washington,
the aaLeCortone
i7c3:1*
itVf. how
corporate authorities
authorities of the city
Georgetown, and
authoricorporate
city of
of Georgetown,
and the
the county
county authorities of
the county
county of
Washington, in
shall conof the
of Washington,
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
contribute to
of—the levy
Washington, intribute
to the expenses
expenses of'the
levy court
court of
of the
the county
county of
of Washington,
incurred on account
account of the orphans' court, the office of
of coroner, and
and the
the
hereafter imposed
by law,
in the
the following
following
jail of
of said county, whenever
whenever hereafter
imposed by
law, in
proportions,
proportions, to wit: the city of Washington twelve fifteenths, the city
city of
of
Georgetown
Washington one
Georgetown two fifteenths, and the county of Washington
one fifteenth of
of
said
expenses.
said expenses.
SEC. 2.
enacted, That
That all
all laws
of laws
in- Repeal
Repeal of
inSEC.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
laws and
and parts
parts of
laws inof inconsistent with
provisions of this act,
repealed. consistent laws.
consistent
with the provisions
act, be, and
and they
they are hereby, repealed.
APPROVED,
8, 1864.
APPROVED, March
March 8,
1864.
CHAP. XXIV.
An Act
to authorize
authorize the
the Enrolment
Enrolment and
of the
the Steam-tugs
1864.
CHAP.
XXIV.-- An
Act to
and License
License of
Steam-tugs B.
B. F.
F. March
March 8,
8, 1864.
Davidson
and W. K. Muir.
Davidson and
lfuir.

Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Steam-tugs B.
B.
F
Treasury
enrolment and
i
k
T
inci
tn ta
on
d
Treasury be,
be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to grant
grant the
the enrolment
and F
-D
and
Davidson
F. Davidson and W.
W. K. Muir, now owned be enrolled
enrolled and
license of the steam-tugs B. F.
and
by William Porter and William
William Lurkins, of Milwaukie, in the State of licensed.
Wisconsin, upon such terms, not inconsistent with law, as to him shall
Wisconsin,
seem just
and proper.
proper.
seem
just and
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 8,
8, 1864.
1864.

20
20
March 11,1864.
11, 1864.
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CRAP. XXVII.
XXVII.-An
—An Act
Act to
to establish
establish a
Ambulances in
the Armies
of
CHAP.
a uniform
uniform System
System of
of Ambulances
in the
Armies of
the United
United States.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the medical
director, or
or
States
in Congress
That the
medical director,
chief
medical officer,
officer, of
each army
army corps
shall, under
under the
the control
chief medical
of each
corps shall,
control of
of the
the

medical
of the
the army
to which
which such
such army
army corps
have the
medical director
director of
army to
corps belongs,
belongs, have
the
direction
and supervision
supervision of
wagons,
direction and
of all
all ambulances,
ambulahces, medicine,
medicine, and
and other
other wagons,
horses,
other fixtures
tppertaining thereto,
and of
horses, mules,
mules, harness,
harness, and
and other
fixtures fappertaining
thereto, and
of all
all
officers and
and men
who may
may be
detailed or
or employed
employed to
to assist
officers
men who
be detailed
assist him
him in
in the
the
management thereof,
in the
army corps
corps in
in which
which he
may be
management
thereof, in
the army
he may
be serving.
serving.
SEc. 2And
2. And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the commanding
officer of
of each
Officers and
and
Officers
SEC.
it further
commanding officer
each
men of the amarmy corps
corps shall
detail officers
officers and
enlisted
men
for
service
in
the ambu
men
of
the
amarmy
shall
detail
and
enlisted
men
for
service
in
the
ambu
bulance corps.
lance corps
corps of
such army
army corps,
the following
one cap
cap
upon the
following basis,
basis, viz:
viz: one
lance
of such
corps, upon
ace cops.
tam, who
who shall
said ambulance
ambulance corps;
one first
first lieutenlieutentain,
shall be
be commandant
commandant of
of said
corps; one
ant for
for each
each division
division in
such army
army corps;
second lieutenant
lieutenant for
ant
in such
corps; one
one second
for each
each
brigade in
one sergeant
in such
army
brigade
in such
such army
army corps;
corps; one
sergeant for
for each
each regiment
regiment in
such army
corps;
three privates
privates for
wagcorps; three
for each
each ambulance,
ambulance, and
and one
one private
private for
for each
each wagon;
officers and
non-commissioned officers
the ambulance
ambulance corps
on; and
and the
the officers
and non-commissioned
officers of
of the
corps
shall
be mounted:
non-commissioned officers,
officers,
shall be
mounted: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the officers,
officers, non-commissioned
To
examand
privates so
detailed for
for each
each army
corps shall
be examined
examined by
by aaboard
board
To be
be examand privates
so detailed
army corps
shall be
m
ed
ined.
of such
such army
army corps
to their
their fitness
such duty;
duty; and
and
.
of medical
medical officers
officers of
corps as
as to
fitness for
for such
that
such as
be not
not qualified
qualified shall
and others
others dedethat such
as are
are found
found to
to be
shall be
be rejected,
rejected, and
tailed
tailed in their
their stead.
stead.
Two-horse
SEc. 3.
That there
there shall
Two-horse amSEC.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
shall be
be allowed
allowed and
and furfurbulances to be
bulrances
to
be
nished
to
each
army
corps
two-horse
nished
to
each
army
corps
two-horse
ambulances,
upon
the
following
baambulances,
upon
the
following
bafurnished
furnished each
each
sis, to
to wit:
three to
to each
each regiment
regiment of
hundred men
men or
or
of infantry
infantry of
of five
five hundred
army corps.
sis,
wit: three
more; two
to each
each regiment
regiment of
infantry of
more than
than two
two hundred
and
more;
two to
of infantry
of more
hundred and
more; and
and one
one to
each regiment
infanless than five
five hundred
hundred men
men or
or more;
to each
regiment of
of infanDistribution.
Distribution. try of less than two hundred men; two to each regiment of cavalry of five
five
hundred men or
regiment of
of less
less than
hundred
or more;
more; and one to
to each regiment
of cavalry of
than five
five
hundred
to each
battery of
of artillery,
artillery, to
which battery
battery of
artilhundred men; one to
each battery
to which
of artillery
permanently attached;
attached; to
the head-quarters
head-quarters of
each army
army
lery it shall be
be permanently
to the
of each
corps
ambulances; and to each
each division
of ambulances
corps two
two such
such ambulances;
division train
train of
ambulances two
two
army wagons; and ambulances
ambulances shall be allowed
allowed and furnished to division
division
brigades and commands not attached
any army
corps, upon
the same
attached to
to any
army corps,
upon the
same
of stretchstretchbasis; and
and each ambulance
ambulance shall
shall be provided
provided with such number
number of
ers and other
other appliances as shall be prescribed
prescribed by the surgeon-general:
surgeon-general:
Provided, That the ambulances
herein mentioned
mentioned shall
Provided,
ambulances and
and wagons
wagons herein
shall be
be
furnished, so
so far
far as
as practicable,
practicable, from
the ambulances
wagons now
furnished,
from the
ambulances and
and wagons
now in
in
the service.
service.
the
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it
enacted, That
and mule-litters
mule-litters may
be
Horse and
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
That horsehorse- and
may be
litters.
mule litters,
adopted or authorized by the Secretary of War, in lieu of ambulances,
ambulances,
regulations as
as may
prewhen judged
judged necessary,
necessary, under
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
may be
be prescribed by
the medical
director of
of each
each army
corps.
scribed
by the
medical director
army corps.
Captain, auSEC. 5.
5. And
be it
further enacted,
the captain
shall be
be the
the cornCaptain,
SEC.
And be
itfurther
enacted, That
That the
captain shall
comthority and du- mender
mander of all the ambulances,
ambulances, medicine, and other wagons in the corps,
ties of.
under the immediate
immediate direction
direction of
the medical
director, or
under
of the
medical director,
or chief
chief medical
medical
officer of
of the
the army
corps to
officer
army corps
which the
ambulance corps
corps belongs.
He
to which
the ambulance
belongs.
He
Condition of
of
shall
pay special
special attention
to
the
condition of
the
ambulances, wagons,
wagons,
of
the
ambulances,
attention
to
the
condition
shall
pay
amCbnuldice
ambulances.
horses, mules, harness, and other
other fixtures
fixtures appertaining
appertaining thereto, and
and see
see
that they are at all times in readiness
readiness for
officers and
and
for service;
service; that the
the officers
Instruction
of men of the ambulance
Instruction of
ambulance corps are properly instructed
instructed in their duties, and
and
officers
and men.
men. that
officersand
that their duties are performed,
performed, and that the regulations which may be
prescribed by the Secretary of War, or the surgeon-general,
suraeon-general, for the government of the ambulance
ambulance corps are strictly observed by those under his
Drill.
command. It
It shall be his duty to institute a
adrill in his corps, instructing
instructing
his
expeditious manner
manner of
of moving
his men
men in the
the most
most easy and expeditious
moving the
the sick
sick and
and
wounded, and
require in
shall be
and to require
in all cases that the sick and wounded
wounded shall
be
treated with gentleness and care, and that the ambulances
treated,
ambulances and wagons are
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at
provided with attendants, drivers, horses,
at all
all times
times provided
horses, mules,
mules, and
and whatever
may be
for their
also
efficiency; and it
it shall be
be his duty
duty also
ever may
be necessary
necessary for
their efficiency;
to
are not
not used
used for
for any other purpose than that
that
to see
see that
that the
the ambulances
ambulances are
for which
which they are designed and ordered. It
It shall be the duty of the
medical director, or
previous to
to a
medical
or chief
chief medical
medical officer
officer of
of the army corps, previous
a Orders
Orders to
to be
be
march, and
previous to
to and
and in
in time
of action,
action, or
or whenever
it may
may be
previnus to
to
and previous
time of
whenever it
be nene- issued
issued previous
march,
cessary
to use
ambulances, to
to issue
issue the
the proper
proper orders
orders to
the captain
rch or
or in
in accessary to
use the
the ambulances,
to the
captain for
for tiaimarch
accollecting the sick
sick and
and
tho distribution and management
management of
of the same, for collecting
destination. And it shall be the
wounded, and conveying
conveying them to
to their destination.
faithfully and diligently
diligently to
orders; and
duty of the captain
captain faithfully
to execute such orders;
the officers
officers of
of the
the ambulance
ambulance corps, including
including the
the medical
medical director, shall
shall
make
such reports,
reports, from
from time
time to
may be
be required
the SecreSecre- Reports
Reports.
make such
to time,
time, as
as may
required by
by the
tary
surgeon-general, the medical
director of the army, or
or
tary of War, the surgeon-general,
medical director
serving;
the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of the
the army
army corps
corps in
in which they may be serving;
and
officer of the
the
and all
all reports
reports to higher
higher authority
authority than the
the commanding
commanding officer
army
be transmitted
director of
of the army
army
army corps
corps shall
shall be
transmitted through
through the
the medical director
to
such army
corps belongs.
belongs.
to which
which such
army corps
SEC. 6.
6. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
lieutenant assigned
'irst lieutenlieutenthe first
first lieutenant
assigned to
to First
SEC.
And be
be itfurther
the ambulance
1,11au.loraz
'authority
ambulance corps for a
a division shall have complete control, under the ,t.d
ayes of.
captain
of the army corps, of all
all the
the
captain of his corps
corps and
and the medical
medical director of
ambulances,
horses, mules,
mules, and
and men
men in
ambulances, medicine,
medicine, and
and other
other wagons,
wagons, horses,
in that
that
portion of the ambulance
ambulance corps. He shall be the acting assistant-quarterassistant-quartermaster
receipt for and
master for
for that portion of
of the
the ambulance
ambulance corps,
corps, and will
will receipt
and
be responsible
responsible for all the property
property belonging
belonging to it, and be held responsible
responsible
for any deficiency in anything appertaining
appertaining thereto. He shall have a
a
under
a blacksmith,
blacksmith, and a
a saddler, who shall be under
travelling cavalry forge, a
his orders, to enable him to keep his train in order. He shall have
have authority
requisitions apdraw supplies
supplies from the
the depot quartermaster,
quartermaster, upon requisitions
ity to draw
proved by the captain of his corps, the medical
medical director, and the commander
commander
of the army corps to which he
be is attached. It
It shall be his duty to exercise a
a constant supervision over his train in every particular, and keep it
at all times ready for service.
S
EC. 7. And be it further enacted,
Second Beatenenacted, That the second lieutenant shall Second
lieutenSEc.
have
command of
of the
the portion
of the
ambulance corps
for a
an authority
auth.ority
have command
portion of
the ambulance
corps for
a brigade,
brigade, and
and ant,
nd duties of.
immediate orders of the first lieutenant, and he shall
shall be under the immediate
exercise a
careful supervision over the sergeants
sergeants and privates assigned
assigned to
exercise
a careful
be the
the portion of the ambulance
ambulance corps for his brigade; and it shall be
conduct the drills and
and inspections of the ambuduty of the sergeants to conduct
lances under his orders,
respective regiments.
orders, of their respective
lances
SEC. 8.
it further
the ambulances
ambulances in the armies
Ambulances to
armiesto Ambulances
SEC.
8. And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the
be used
be
used only
only for,
for,
of the United States shall be used only for the transportation
&
transportation of the sick &e
ony or
and wounded,
wounded, and, in urgent cases only, for medical supplies;
supplies; and all
all
persons shall be prohibited
prohibited from using them, or requiring
requiring them to be used,
for any other purpose. It
It shall be the duty of the officers of the ambulance corps to report
report to the commander
commander of the army corps any violation
violation
of the provisions of this section, or any attempt to violate the same. And
And
any officer
officer who shall use an ambulance,
ambulance, or require it to be used, for any
other purpose than as provided in this section, shall, for the first offence,
offence, Penalty.
commander of the army corps if
be publicly reprimanded by the commander
in' which
he may be serving, and for the second offence shall be dismissed
dismissed from the
service.
further enacted,
S
SEC.
EC. 9.
9. And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That no
no person
person except
except the
the proper
properofficers
What
What officers
medical
oficers, or the officers, non-commissioned
medical officers,
aa
t
ni
,`1
e7
I
Y
nct
i°
non-commissioned officers, and
and privates of
of tandke
the'e".:L
oulyo
the ambulance corps,
corps, or such persons as may be specially assigned, by ed,
ed, &e.
&c. to the
the
competent military authority, to duty with the ambulance
competent
ambulance corps for the rear.
occasion,
occasion, shall be permitted to take, or accompany
accompany sick or wounded
wounded men
to the rear, either on the march or upon the field of battle.
S
EC. 10. And be it
further enacted,
SEC.
itfurther
enacted, That the officers, non-commissioned
non-commissioned
officers,
officers, and privates of the ambulance
ambulance corps shall be designated by such Designation;
Designation;
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uniform of
of the
the
uniform
corps.
corps.
Officers and
Officers
and
men, how
how dedemen,
Ste.
tailed, &c.

uniform, or
or in
in such
such manner
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War shall
shall deem
proper:
uniform,
manner as
of War
deem proper:
Provided, That
That officers
officers and
and men
men may
may be
relieved from
service in
said
Provided,
be relieved
from service
in said
corps, and
and others
to the
examination provided
corps,
others detailed
detailed to
the same,
same, subject
subject to
to the
the examination
provided
in
the second
second section
act, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the commanders
of
in the
section of
of this
this act,
of the
commanders of
the
in which
they may
may be
the armies
armies in
which they
be serving.
serving.
SEC.
And be
shall be
duty of
of the
SEC. 11.
11. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That it
it shall
be the
the duty
the comcommander
of the
the army
to transmit
the adjutant-general
the names
names
mander of
army corps
corps to
transmit to
to the
adjutant-general the
and rank
rank of
of all
all officers
and enlisted
men detailed
and
officers and
enlisted men
detailed for
for service
service in
in the
the ambuambulance corps
corps of
of such
corps, stating
stating the
organizations fiom
from which
they
lance
such army
army corps,
the organizations
which they
may have
have been
been so
detailed; and
and if
if such
officers and
to volunteer
volunteer
may
so detailed;
such officers
and men
men belong
belong to
organizations, the
the adjutant-general
the governors
organizations,
adjutant-general shall
shall thereupon
thereupon notify
notify the
governors
of
the several
states in
in which
of their
their dedeof the
several states
which such
such organizations
organizations were
were raised,
raised, of
tail
for such
be the
commander of
the
tail for
such service;
service; and
and it
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
the commander
of the
army
report to
to the
the adjutant-general,
from time
time to
conarmy corps
corps to
to report
adjutant-general, from
to time,
time, the
the conduct
behavior of
of the
the officers
of the
ambulance corps,
corps,
duct and
and behavior
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the ambulance
and the
adjutant-general shall
shall forward
forward copies
of such
such reports,
so far
as
and
the adjutant-general
copies of
reports, so
far as
they
men of
organizations, to
they relate
relate to officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
of volunteer
volunteer organizations,
to the
the
governors of the
raised.
governors
the states in
in which
which such
such organizations
organizations were
were raised.
SEC. 12.
12. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
nothing in
this act
act shall
SEC.
itfurther
enacted, That
That nothing
in this
shall be
be
construed to
to diminish
or impair
the rightful
rightful authority
of the
commandconstrued
diminish or
impair the
authority of
the commandseparate detachments,
detachments, over
over the
medical
ers of
of armies, army
army corps,
corps, or
or separate
the medical
and other officers,
non-commissioned officers
officers and
of their
officers, and the non-commissioned
and privates
privates of
their
respective commands.
commands.
respective
APPROVED, March
March 11,
II ,1864.
1864.

Names
of ofNames of
officers and men
men
to
to ofto be sent
sent to
fice
adj utantfice of
of adjutantgeneral.
general.

Report of conduct,
&c.
duct, &c.

Authority of
of
commanders
command by
ers not
not
impaired by this
act.
act.

March 11,
11, 1864.
1864.

Parkersburg,

Act to
constitute Parkersburg,
Parkersburg, in
in the
the State
West Virginia,
Act
to constitute
State of
of West
Virginia, a
a
Port
Port of
of Delivery.
Delivery.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Representatives of
and House
House of Representatives
of the United
in States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That Parkersburg,
Parkersburg, in the State

West
Virginia,
Weset
made
of
made Viprgoia
aaport of
delivery
delivery.

March

ClIA.2.
CHAP. XXVIII. -AnAn

SEss.
I. CH.
27, 28,
28, 30.
1864.
SESS. I.
CH. 27,
30. 1864.

of
and is
hereby, constituted
port of
delivery,
of West
West Virginia,
Virginia, shall
shall be,
be, and
is hereby,
constituted aa port
of delivery,

within the
of New
Orleans ; and
there shall
shall be
be apapNew Orleans;
and there
within
the collection
collection district
district of
pointed a
surveyor of
said port,
who shall,
shall, in
addia surveyor
of customs to reside
reside at said
port, who
in addition to his own duties, perform
perform the duties and
and receive
receive the
the salary
salary and
and
emoluments
prescribed by the act of
the second
emoluments prescribed
of congress approved
approved on
on the
second of
of
March, eighteen hundred and thirty-one,
thirty-one, for importing
importing merchandise
merchandise into
into
Pittsburg, Wheeling, and
and other
other places.
places.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 11, 1864.
1864.

14, 1864.
ClIAP. XXX. -An
—An Act
Act to
to supply
supply Deficiencies
in the
the Appropriations
Appropriations for
of the
14,
1864. CHAP.
Deficiencies in
for the
the Service
Service of
the

Fiscal
thirtieth of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-four, an
dfor
Fiscal Year ending the thirtieth
and
fn. other
Purposes.
Purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the following sums be,
Deficiency
appropriated to supply deficiencies
Deficiency
and the same are hereby, appropriated
deficiencies in the apappropriation
propriations
the
year
the
thirtieth
of
June, eighteen
eighteen
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
the
thirtieth
of June,
for 1864.
hundred and sixty-four, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated ::—
appropriated
Southeast
Fot contingent expenses
For
expenses of the Southeast executive
executive building, including
including
Executive
Executive buildbuild- the
the extension,
extension, viz:
viz: For
For fuel,
fuel, labor,
labor, light,
light, and miscellaneous items, thirteen
thirteen
ing.
thousand
thousand three
three hundred and five dollars.
Branch mint
For supplying aadeficiency in the current expenses of the branch
branch mint
mint
at
at Denver.
Denver.
at
for the current
eighteen thousand three hundred
at Denver, for
current fiscal year, eighteen
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven dollars and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine cents.
cents.
_Interior
Department. —
For compensation
compensation of
of returns
JanInterior DeInterior Department.
- For
returns clerk,
clerk, from
from Janpartment.
partment.
uary
uary first
first to
to June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, six hundred
Returns clerk. dollars.
dollars.

Surveyor-genSurveyor-gen-

eral.

compensation of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
For compensation
of Illinois and
and Missouri,
Missouri, to
to
the thirty-first
thirty-first of October, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
the
sixty-three, when the
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office
office was closed,
closed, one thousand
thousand six
six hundred and sixty-eight
dollars and
and
sixty-eight dollars
forty-eight
cents.
forty-eight cents.
For compensatioq
compensation of the surveyor-general
of Arizona,
and the
the clerks
clerks
surveyor-general of
Arizona, and
in his office,
office, four thousand
two hundred
and fifty
dollars.
thousand two
hundred and
fifty dollars.
To supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
in the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for the
the curcur- Department
Department of
of
Agriculture.
rent year,
as follows:
rent
year, as
follows: —
Agriculture.
For the purchase of sorghum seed, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For rebuilding shop in
propagating garden,
garden eight
hundred dollars.
dollars.
in the propagating
eight hundred
For
postage, thirteen
hundred and
twen ty dollars.
dollars.
For postage,
thirteen hundred
and twenty
and cans
cans for
for fruit,
three hundred
hundred and
fifty dolFor carpets, furniture, and
fruit, three
and fifty
dollaTs.
lars.
dollars.
For fuel, three
three hundred. dollars.
War Department.
- For supplying aa deficiency
DepartDepartment. —For
deficiency in the appropriations
appropriations War Department.
for the payment
payment of the clerks, messengers,
messengers, copyists,
laborers in
in the
copyists, and
and laborers
the ment.
Clerks, &c.
quartermaster-general, one hundred
office of the quartermaster-general,
hundred and
and fifty-six
fifty-six thousand
thousand Clerks, &c.
six hundred and fifty-one
fifty-one dollars
dollars and
sixty-six cents.
cents.
and sixty-six
For salary of an additional
additional assistant
assistant secretary
war, fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred Additional
secretary of
of war,
Additional asassistant secretary.
secretary.
dollars.
dollars.
sistant
deficiency in the
To supply
supply a
adeficiency
appropriation for
for the
purchase and
manu- Arms, ordthe appropriation
the purchase
and manuordnance, and
and ordordfacture of arms for volunteers
volunteers and regulars,
regulars, ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores, nance,
nance stores.
seven
seven millions seven hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
nace stores
To supply a
a deficiency
appropriation for
manufacture of
of
deficiency in the appropriation
for the
the manufacture
arms at the national
national armory, seven hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
To supply
supply a
a deficiency
deficiency in the
the surgeon-general's
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the
surgeon-general's Surgeon-genSurgeon-general's departdepartdepartment,
department, to wit:
wit :—
eral's
thou- ment.
nment
For medical instruments and dressings,
dressings, one
one million three
three hundred
hundred thouInstruments
sand dollars.
anddressings
and dressings.
For hospital stores, bedding, etc., one million two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand Hospital
Hospital stores,
stores,
&c.
dollars.
&c.
For hospital furniture
furniture and field equipments,
hundred thousand
thousand
equipments, three
three hundred
dollars.
For books, stationery, and printing,
thousand dollars.
printing, thirty-six
thirty-six thousand
dollars.
Books, &c.
&c.
For ice, fruits, and other
other comforts,
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
comforts, one
Ice, fruits, &c.
&c.
For hospital clothing,
clothing, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For citizen-nurses,
citizen-nurses, thirty-eight thousand dollars.
dollars.
For sick soldiers
hospitals, seventeen
soldiers in private hospitals,
dollars.
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
For artificial limbs for soldiers
Artificial
soldiers and seamen,
seamen, sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Artificial
l
For citizen-physicians
citizen-physicians and medicines
medicines furnished by them,
hundred limbs.
them, one hundred
lim
bs.
Citizen-physiand eighty-five
eighty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
citizen-physlcians.
For hire of clerks
clerks and laborers in purveying depots, twenty-five
thoutwenty-five thousand
dollars.
sand dollars.
For contingent expenses of the medical
medical department,
department,..five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
lars.
For medicines
medicines and medical
medical attendance
attendance for
for neg,ro
commonly Contrabands.
negro refugees,
refugees, commonly
Contrabands.
"contrabands,"
called "
contrabands," thirty-three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thirty-three thousand
For washing and washing-machines
washing-machines for hospitals, where matrons cannot
cannot
be employed, one
thousanedollars.
one thousand
dollars.
To supply a
a deficiency
deficiency in
in the
for the
subsistence of
the Subsistence
the appropriation
appropriation for
the subsistence
of the
Subsistence

department.
army,
to wit
army, to
wit::-—
department.
For volunteers
volunteers and drafted men,
men, five
eight hundred
hundred and
and twentyfive millions eight
twentyfour. thousand dollars.
For employees, six hundred [and]
[and] forty thousand
thousand six hundred
and forty
forty
hundred and
dollars.
[and] eighteen
thousand and four hundred
For women, two hundred [and]
eighteen thousand
hundred
dollars.
To supply aa deficiency
deficiency in the appropriation
appropriation for
the engineer
engineer departdepart- Engineer
for the
Engineer dement:partment.
ment :—
partment.

For contingencies
including field-works,
field-works, five hundred
contingencies of fortifications, including
thousahd
thousand dollars.

Fortifications.
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To supply
supply a
adeficiency
the appropriation
for the
the quartermaster's
dedeficiency in
in the
appropriation for
quartermaster's department, to wit
wit::—
partment,
For
purchase of
of cavalry
and artillery
artillery horses,
horses, seventeen
seventeen millions
five
Horses.
For purchase
cavalry and
millions five
hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
of the
the quartermaster's
department, eighteen
milSupplies.
For regular
regular supplies
supplies of
quartermaster's department,
eighteen milhundred thousand
lions five
five hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Barracks.
For barracks,
five hundred
thousand dolFor
barracks, quarters,
quarters, etc.,
etc., three
three millions
millions five
hundred thousand
dollars.
lars.
For transportation
transportation of
the army,
army, thirty
thirty millions
millions of
of dollars.
dollars.
TransportaTransportaFor
of the
tion.
For incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
department, two
millof the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department,
two millions of
of dollars.
ions
dollars.
transportation of officers'
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
For transportation
officers' baggage,
baggage, one
one hundred
dollars.
Clothing, camp
For clothing, camp, and garrison
garrison equipage,
equipage, seven millions
millions of
of dollars.
dollars.
equipage,
equipage, &c.
&c.
To supply
the appropriation
appropriation for
the adjutant-general's
adjutant-general's
Adutnt-GenTo
supply aadeficiency
deficiency in
in the
for the
Adjutant-General's departdepartment:
department: —
ment.
For purchase of books of tactics, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Navy departdepartNavy
supply a
a deficiency
deficiency in
in the
appropriation for
for
Navy Department.
Department. —To
-To
supply
the appropriation
ment.
ment.
fuel, and equipment
recruiting, in the bureau of equipment
fuel,
equipment and recruiting,
equipment and
and rerecruiting, two million
million dollars.
dollars.
cruiting,
Clothing.
To
deficiency in
clothing for
for the
navy,
To supply
supply a
a deficiency
in the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for clothing
the navy,
three hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Naval acada deficiency
To supply a
deficiency in the appropriation
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of
emy.
emy.
the naval academy, thirty-eight
thirty-eight thousand dollars.
Codification
Codification of
For salary
commissioner to codify
salary of commissioner
codify the naval
naval laws,
laws, under joint resonaval laws.
lution
of
March
third,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-three, three
three thousand
thousand
hundred
and sixty-three,
third,
eighteen
25
lution
of
March
naval
la.
Vol. xii. p. 825.
nine hundred and eighty-three
dollars and
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
eighty-three dollars
cents.
Norfolk navy
For
the Norfolk
Norfolk navy
navy yard,
yard, one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
Norfolk
For additional
additional repairs
repairs at
at the
fifty
yard.
thousand dollars.
Works
Works at Port
For wharf, machine-shop,
machine-shop, bridge, buildings for
for naval
naval stores,
stores, and
and other
other
Royal.
Royal.
works at Port Royal, South Carolina, one hundred
works
hundred and fbrty-four
forty-four thouthousand and six
hundred dollars.
dollars.
six hundred
Foundry, &c.
&c.
To supply a
appropriation for
for filling
filling in
in the
grounds
a deficiency
deficiency in the
the appropriation
the grounds
at Brooklyn
Brooklyn navy
navy for
foundry at the Brooklyn navy yard, forty-five
for the
the new
new foundry
forty-five thousand
thousand nine
yard.
ar.
hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
For temporary
temporary storehouse for provisions
provisions at the Brooklyn navy yard,
thousand dollars.
two thousand
Boston navy
Boston
For temporary
storehouse for
temporary storehouse
for provisions
provisions at
the Boston
Boston navy
navy yard,
yard, two
at the
two
yard.
yard.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
State departDepartment.-— For salary of
State Department.
at Salvador,
Salvador, from
of the minister
minister at
from April
April
ment.
ment.
sixteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, to June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, at seven thousand five hundred
hundred dollars per
per annum, nine
nine thousand sixty-two
dollars and
sixty-two dollars
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous. —
- For salaries
Miscellaneous.
salaries of clerks,
clerks, messengers, watchmen,
watchmen, and
and
Assistant
Assistant treastreas- porter,
porter, in
in the
the office
of the
assistant
treasurer at
at New
New York, twelve thouoffice
of
the
assistant treasurer
urer.
urer.
sand dollars.
sand
For additional
additional allowance
allowance to clerks in the
the office of the assistant
treasassistant treasurer at Boston, two
thousand dollars.
two thousand
dollars.
For compensation
compensation to designated
designated depositaries, two thousand dollars.
For salaries
designated depositary at Santa Fe,
salaries of designated
Fe, New
New Mexico, and
and
the clerk, watchman, and porter
porter in his office,
office, four thousand eight hundred
hundred
dollars.
QuartermasQuartermaster's
department
ter's department

Electric teletelegraph.

graph.

Treasury
Treasury exextension.
tension

For
deficiency in the appropriation for facilitating
For supplying
supplying deficiency
facilitating communicommunication
the Atlantic
Atlantic and Pacific States by electrical
cation between
between the
electrical telegraph,
telegraph,
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
dollars.
For refunding to the appropriation
appropriation for the treasury extension the
amount
payments made
made out
out of that
amount of
of payments
that fund for
for furniture,
furniture, night-watch,
night-watch, and
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one hundred and
and fifty thousand dollars.
For the continuation
continuation of the north wing of the treasury
treasury extension,
extension, fencing,
fencing,
grading, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, two
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
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For furniture, carpets,
carpets, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items for
treasury buildbuildfor the
the treasury
ing, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
ing,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
payment of
furniture and
and for
for the
the New
York
For the
the payment
of claims
claims due
due various
various parties
parties for
for furniture
New York
alterations
the offices
assistant treasurer
collector of
Custom-house,
alterations in
in the
offices of
of the
the assistant
treasurer and
and collector
of customs
customs Custom-house,
constructing burglar-proof
burglar-proof vaults,
thousand
•
at New York, and
and for constructing
vaults, eighty
eighty thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For
completing the
the repairs
of the
government warehouse
on Staten
For completing
repairs of
the government
warehouse on
Staten
Island,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Island, ten
dollars.
For alterations of
custom-house at
at Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
twenty-five Custom-houses,
of the custom-house
Ohio, twenty-five
Custom-houses,
c
&c.
thousand dollars.
&
.
thousand
For alterations of the custom-house
custom-house at
at Louisville,
fifteen
Louisville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, fifteen
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For completion of the custom-house
custom-house at Dubuque, Iowa,
Iowa, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For repairs and preservation
of custom-houses,
custom-houses, marine
marine hospitals,
hospitals, and
and
preservation of
other public buildings, under the
supervision of
treasury departthe supervision
of the
the treasury
department, ten
ment,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For furniture
furniture and repairs of furniture
furniture of the various
various public buildings,
buildings,
under the supervision
supervision of
of the
thousand doldolthe treasury
treasury department,
department, five
five thousand
lars.
lars.
For the payment of Ephraim Swett, for services
superintendent of
services as
as superintendent
of Ephraim
the custom-house
custom-house at Belfast, Maine, nine
nine hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars. Swett.
basement of the east wing of the pat.
For erecting new furnaces
furnaces in the basement
P
ila
dtie
nn
gt:office
pat- buPatent-office
ent-office
building, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
ent-office building,
dollars.
building.
For repairs
repairs of rooms in sub-basement
sub-basement of
the west
west wing
of the
the patentof the
wing of
patentoffice
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
office building,
building, five
For the capitol extension, one hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Capitol extenhundred and fifty
fifty thousand
Capitol
extenwater-closets in the
For the construction of water-closets
the south
south front
front Sim
the basement
basement of the
sion.
of
the patent-office
patent-office building,
building, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
of the
For deficiency in the appropriation for keeping in repair
repair and partially
partially building;
Post-office
Post-office
finishing and furnishing the post-office
post-office building, nine
nine thousand
thousand one
hun- building;
one hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one dollars and
ninety-nine cents.
and ninety-nine
cents.
of the
the post-office
in Philadelphia,
in PhiladelPhiladelFor the
the completion
completion of
post-office building
building in
Philadelphia, twentytwenty- in
five
dollars.phia.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
phia.
For deficiency
deficiency in the appropriation
appropriation for salaries and expenses of the th'e'r
Damages
For
ages from
on
commissioners appointed
commissioners
appointed under the fifth section, act of sixteenth
sixteenth February,
ch. 37,
3i
v60:
February, the
5.. 1V86o
eighteen hundred and
three thousand
thousand five
xfi. p.
p.653.
and sixty-three, three
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
xii.
653.
For
salary of
one Indian
each, in
in Utah
Utah and
and
For deficiency
deficiency to
to pay
pay salary
of one
Indian agent,
agent, each,
In dian agents
from third
third March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hund red and
an d sixty-three,
si
xt
y -th ree, inIndian
agents
Nevada Territory,
Territory, from
to
the first
first July,
July, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-fou r,at
at five
fi ve h
un d
re d dollars
,ad
Unta
. h and
to the
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
hundred
dollars lvada.
as increase
one thousand
three hundred
per annum,
annum, as
increase pay,
pay, one
thousand three
hundred and
and thirty-three
thirty-three
dollars and thirty-three cents.
To supply deficiency
in the
the appropriation
for th
ubli c printing,
pri
n ti ng, one
one Public
Public printprintdeficiency in
appropriation for
thee p
public
hundred
and eleven
eleven thousand
dollars: Provided,
at
herea ft er no
no printpr i
nt -ing,
paper, &c.
&c.
hundred and
thousand dollars:
Provided, Th
That
hereafter
ing, paper,
ing or
done, or
bl an kbooks
boo ks be
be p
rocure d for
f
or any o
n.
Prziz
inc
b
e
or binding
binding shall
shall be
be done,
or blank
procured
offthe
the intinAindPrinting,
binding. &c. to be
executive departments
departments of the government
government without a
awritten requisition
requisition on done only on
superintendent of public printing
the superintendent
rom the
th e h
eadof
ofsuc
h department,
department,order,
written order,
printing f
from
head
such
or for either house of
of' congress, except on the written
sec- &C.
C.
written order
order of the
the secretary of the Senate or clerk of
the House of
for which
which Post,
Post, p.
118.
of the
of Representatives,
Representatives, for
p. 118.
said printing, binding, or blank books may be required.
required. And
And the
said
the said
superintendent, in his annual
annual report,
rep ort, shall
sh all hereafter
here after be
be required
required to
to report
report Report
Report of
of SuSuperintendent.
the
amount of
of work
work ordered
and done,
don e, with
w ith a
a genera
l
ass ifi cat i
on thereth
ere- perintendent.
the amount
ordered and
generallc
classification
of,
for each
of, for
each department.
department.
To supply aadeficiency
for the
public printprintdeficiency in the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for paper
paper for
the public
ing, three hundred
hundred and seventy-four
seventy-four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
To supply a
a deficiency
deficiency in the
the appropriation
appropriation for
one Binding.
Binding.
for the
the public
public binding,
binding, one
hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For lithographing and engraving
engraving for the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, ten Lithographing,
Lithographing,
thousand
&c.
&.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
VOL. XIII.
XIII.
VOL.
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For
in cases
pending in
the supreme
supreme court
court of
the United
United
For mapping,
mapping, in
cases pending
in -the
of the
States, nine
nine thousand
States,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
To supply
supply deficiency
deficiency in
for the
of the
the lightlightLight-house
Light-house
To
in the
the appropriation
appropriation for
the support
support of
establishment.
establishment. house establishment,
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-six
fifty-six dollars
establishment, fourteen
fourteen thousand
dollars
and sixty-five
sixty-five cents.
and
cents.
For rebuilding
rebuilding light-house
light-house at
Charles, Virginia,
Virginia, twenty
twenty thousand
For
at Cape
Cape Charles,
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
To supply
supply aadeficiency
in the
for stationery
stationery in
in the
the treastreasStationery.
Stationery.
To
deficiency in
the appropriation
appropriation for
ury
department, twenty
thousand dollars.
ury department,
twenty thousand
dollars.
Oillnance, &c.
&c.
Ordnance,
To supply a
a deficiency
deficiency in the appropriation
ordnance, ordnance
ordnance
appropriation for
for ordnance,
in navy departstores,
contingent expenses
expenses in
in the
the bureau
bureau of
of ordnance
ordnance of
of the
the
and contingent
departstores, labor,
labor, and
mentav
ment.
navy department,
two million
and forty
dollars:
navy
department, two
million seven
seven hundred
hundred and
forty thousand
thousand dollars:
Provided, however,
however, That
shall be
be paid
paid under
under this
item of
of approapproProviso.
Provided,
That no
no money
money shall
this item
priation except
deficiencies actually
actually existing
existing upon
contracts made
except for deficiencies
upon contracts
made by
by
Naval hospidepartment.
Naval
hospi- the
the navy department.
tals
asylum.
tals and
and asylum.
For erecting
For
erecting naval hospital at Kittery, Maine,.twenty-five
Maine,,twenty-five thousand dolPost, p.
341.
Post,
p. 341.
lars.
Post,
Post, pp. 466,467. For extending
extending naval asylum at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand doldollars.
lars.
Washington City,
City, District
District of
of Columbia,
For erecting
erecting naval
naval hospital
hospital at
at Washington
Columbia,
twenty-five thousand
twenty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
in the
the appropriation
for capitol
police for
for the
the
Capitol police.
To supply aadeficiency
deficiency in
appropriation for
capitol police
Senate, four thousand
thousand and
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
and three dollars
dollars and
cents.
To supply aadeficiency
deficiency in the
appropriation for stationery
the SenSenthe appropriation
stationery for
for the
ate,
six thousand
ate, six
thousand dollars.
dollars.
To supply
deficiency in
in the
the appropriation
appropriation for
items
Miscellaneous,
Miscellaneous,
To
supply aa deficiency
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
for Senate.
Provided, That hereafter no
for the Senate,
Senate, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Payments from payment shall
from the
of conconshall be
be made from
the contingent
contingent fund
fund of
of either
either house
house of
contingent
fund, gress, unless sanctioned
fund,
contingelt
sanctioned by the
the committee to audit and control
control the continhow alone made.
gent expenses of the Senate,
or the
on accounts
accounts of
of the
the House
House
Senate, or
the committee
committee on
Representatives, respectively;
respectively; and no transfer
of Representatives,
balances of
appropritransfer of balances
of appropriations shall be made
another, except
by law.
law.
made from one
one fund to another,
except by
To supply
deficiency in
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation of
of the
Officers &c.
of
To
supply a
a deficiency
Officers,
Sze. Of
in the
the appropriation
the
House of RepreRepre- officers,
officers, clerks, messengers,
messengers, and others receiving an
salary in
in the
an annual salary
the
sentatives.
sentatives.
employ of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, seven
seven thousand three
three hundred
and sixty-five dollars
dollars and
nineteen cents.
and nineteen
cents.
To enable
enable the librarian
librarian of congress
congress to employ
additional laborer
laborer
employ an additional
from February
February first to the end of the current
current fiscal year, two
and
two hundred
hundred'and
eight
eight dollars.
dollars.
contingent expenses
For contingent
expenses of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, viz:
viz: For
For
clerks to committees, and temporary
temporary clerks in the office of the House of
of
Representatives,
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six dollars.
Representatives, one thousand
For folding documents,
documents, forty thousand dollars.
dollars.
For fuel and lights, including
including pay of engineers,
engineers, firemen,
firemen, and laborers,
laborers,
repairs and materials,
materials, six thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
For furniture, repairs,
repairs, and packing-boxes
packing-boxes for members,
members, eight
eight thousand
thousand
five hundred
dollars.
five
hundred dollars.
hundred and thirty-two
thirty-two dollars and seventy-eight
For laborers, eight hundred
seventy-eight
cents.
For stationery, nine thousand
thousand dollars.
Transfer of
Transfer
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the
S
EC. 2. And be it
the remainder
remainder or unexpended
unexpended
balance for enbalance
of
twenty-one
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
and seven
dollars and
and fiftybalance
enbalance
of
twenty-one
thousand
for
seven
dollars
fiftygraving, &c.
six cents, for engraving, electrotyping, and lithographing, be, and the same
is hereby, transferred
transferred to the miscellaneous
miscellaneous item of the contingent
contingent fund of
of
the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
Additional asSEC.
And be it
it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 3. And
enacted, That
That the
the President
President shall
shall appoint,
in
appoint, in
sistant
sistant secretary
secretary the treasury department,
department, by and with the advice and consent
consent of the
the Senof the treasury.
of thetreasry. ate, an additional
secretary of the treasury, whose salary shall
additional assistant secretary
shall
be three thousand dollars
dollars per annum, who shall perform
perform all
all such
such duties
duties
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Salary and
and duin the office of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
to that
Treasury, belonging
belonging to
that departdepart- Salary
dul
prescribed by the
ment, as shall be prescribed
the Treasury,
Treasury, or
or as
as may
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
may tties.
es.
be required
required by law; and the sum
two thousand
thousand dollars,
so much
sum of
of two
dollars, or
or so
much
thereof
thereof as may be found necessary, be,
and the
the same
same is
hereby, appropriappropribe, and
is hereby,
ated, out of any money in the
treasury not
not otherwise
for the
the
the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
payment
payment of said salary
year.
salary for
for the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
there be
to sup&c.,
That there
be appropriated,
appropriated, to
sup- Coal,
Coal, &c.,
wharf at
at Key
Key
ply deficiencies
deficiencies for repair of the coal- and landing-wharf
West, to
to wharf
landing-wharf at
at Key
Key West,
XWet at Key
a crane
erect a
crane thereon,
thereon, and to cover the extension of the machine-shop
at
machine-shop at
thousand dollars.
dollars.
that point,
point, ten
ten thousand
West.
Letter-carriers.
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That there be
S
EC. 5. And
appropriated, for
be appropriated,
for paypay- Letter-carriers.
ment of letter-carriers
letter-carriers to
hundred and
to
to July
July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, to
be paid out of the revenues of
department, one
one hundred
of the post-office
post-office department,
hundred
dollars.
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 6. And
to the
the clerical
clerical force
enacted, That in
in addition
addition to
force Additional
Additional
now authorized
authorized by law, the following clerks
clerks and employees are hereby
hereby clerks.
clerks.
authorized
authorized in the several
offices hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
specified, to
several departments
departments and
and offices
to
be employed
employed and continue only during
during the
and for
the rebellion,
rebellion, and
for one
one year
year
after its close, viz:—
viz :In the office of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury, one
of class
class four,
the Treasury,
one clerk
clerk of
four, Office of Secretary
of Treasury.
Treasury.
one of class three, eight of class two, and fourteen
fourteen of class one.
one.
tary of
In the construction
construction branch
branch of the treasury,
treasury, one
one superintending
superintending archiarchitect, one assistant architect, two clerks of class four, four of class three,
three,
two of class one,
one, and one messenger
messenger at an
annual salary
of six
six hundred
an annual
salary of
hundred
dollars.
In the first comptroller's office
class four,
and one
one cle
rk
office, five clerks
clerks of
of class
four, and
First compclerk
of class
substituted for
office,
troller.
of
class four
four substituted
for one
one of class one.
troller.
In the second comptroller's
comptroller's office, five clerks of class
six of
class four, six
of class
class Second comptroller.
three, ten of class two, and fifteen of class one.
one.
troller.
In
La the first auditor's office, two clerks
of class
class four,
and
one
of
class
clerks of
four, and one of class First
First auditor.
two.

In the second auditor's
auditor's office, fifteen clerks of
three, fifty
of class
class three,
fifty of
of class
class Second auditwo, and one
tor.
one hundred and forty of class one, and one clerk at nine
nine hunhun- tor.
dollars per
per annum.
dred dollars
annum.
In the third auditor's office, two clerks of class four,
class Third auditor.
four, two
two of
of class
three, five of class two, twenty-four
twenty-four of class one,
messenger at
at aa
one, and one
one messenger
salary of seven hundred
hundred dollars per annum, and two laborers
at an
laborers at
an anannual salary of six
hundred dollars
each.
six hundred
dollars each.
In the fourth auditor's office,
office, five clerks
clerks of class
of class
class Fourth audiclass four, nine
audinine of
three,
three, nine of class two, thirty-five of class one, and one laborer at
at an tor.
tor.
annual salary of six hundred dollars.
dollars.
In the fifth auditor's office, one clerk
clerk of class four, to be substituted
Fifth
Fifth auditor.
auditor.
for one
one of
of class
three.
class three.
In the treasurer's
treasurer's office, four clerks of
of class
class three,
of class
class four,
four, two
two of
three, Treasurer's
Treasurer's
office.
seventeen of
seventeen
of class
class one.
of class two,
two, and
and six
six of
one.
officeRegister.
In the register's
register's office, four clerks of class four, six of class three, six
Register.
of class two, eight of class one, and one messenger at
salary of
of seven
seven
at aasalary
hundred dollars per
per annum.
In the office of the commissioner
commissioner of
one clerk
of class
class three,
three, Commissioner
of customs,
customs, one
clerk of
Commissioner
of customs.
three of class two, and four of class one.
of
customs.
In the office of the Secretary of the Navy, two clerks
class four.
clerks of class
four.
Secretary of
Secretary
of
In the office of the adjutant-general,
four, eight
adjutant-general, two
two clerks
clerks of
of class
class four,
eight Navy.
Navy.
Adjutant-genof class three, nineteen of class two, and
seventy-four of
of class
class one.
one.
and seventy-four
Adjutant-general.
In the office
quartermaster-general, fifteen
office of the quartermaster-general,
fifteen clerks
clerks of
class three,
of class
three, QuartermasterQuartermasterthirty-five
thirty-five of class two, one hundred and ten
six laborlabor- general.
ten of class
class one,
one, and
and six
general.
ers at
at an
salary of
an annual
annual salary
of six
six hundred
hundred dollars
each.
dollars each.

In the paymaster-general's
paymaster-general's office, nine clerks
clerks of class
twenty- Paymasterclass three,
three, twentysix of class two, seventy-five
seventy-five of class one, three messengers
annual general.
messengers at an annual
general.
salary of eight
eight hundred and forty dollars each, and four
watchmen at
at an
an
four watchmen
annual salary of six
hundred dollars
dollars each.
each.
six hundred
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In the
commissary-general's office,
ten clerks
clerks of
of class
class two,
and thirty
two, and
office, ten
In
the commissary-general's
of
of class one.
In the
the office
of the
chief of
of ordnance,
two clerks
clerks of
seven
four, seven
class four,
of class
ordnance, two
the chief
Chief
of ordoffice of
In
Chiefofordof class
class three,
three, eleven
eleven of
class two,
seventy-four of
one, and nine
of class one,
two, seventy-four
of class
nance.
of
laborers at
an annual
hundred dollars
dollars each.
six hundred
of six
salary of
annual salary
at an
laborers
In the
of the
the chief
class four,
one
and one
four, and
of class
clerk of
one clerk
engineer, one
chief engineer,
Chief engioffice of
the office
In
n
neer.
eer.
of class two.
And
the several
employees authorized
authorized by
by this
section shall
this section
and employees
clerks and
several clerks
And the
be appointed
appointed by
the heads
of the
the departments
departments to
which they
severally
are severally
they are
to which
Appointment. be
heads of
by the
Appointment.
attached, and
and the
amount necessary
necessary to
to pay
salaries from
from the
time
the time
their salaries
pay their
the amount
attached,
their appointment
appointment to
to the
thirtieth of
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
of June,
the thirtieth
Appropriation
of their
Appropriation of
for salaries.
sixty-four,
hereby appropriated
said
therefor; and the heads of the said
appropriated therefor;
is hereby
sixty-four, is
for
salaries
authorized to
to employ
of
females instead of
employ females
hereby authorized
are hereby
Females may several
departments are
several departments
Females
be employed.
any
designated, at
at an
annual compensation
compensation not
not
an annual
hereinbefore designated,
clerks hereinbefore
the clerks
of the
any of
be employed.
exceeding six
dollars per
year, whenever,
whenever, in
in their
their opinion, the
per year,
hundred dollars
six hundred
exceeding
same
can be
with the
of the public service:
service:
interests of
the interests
consistently with
done consistently
be done
same can
This
authorized in the Treasury
the clerks hereby authorized
however, That the
Provided, however,
to include Provided,
This to
former
temporary Department
temporary
Department and its bureaus shall not be in addition to the temporary
temporary
former
clerks.
clerks now
now employed
therein, under
former appropriations
appropriations for
for that purunder former
employed therein,
clerks
pose, but
but shall
shall include
same.
the same.
include the
pose,
S
EC. 7.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That so
so much
the act
act entitled
entitled
of the
much of
further enacted,
And be
Limit of
of office
office
7. And
SEC.
Limit
of
regis- "An
register of the
provide for
the appointment
of an
an assistant
assistant register
appointment of
for the
to provide
act to
An act
of assistant
assistant regisCommissaryCommissarygeneral.
general.

ter of treasury to
to
arreur
ter oyear
one
repealed.
1863, ch.
oh. 44.
1863,
p. 656.
xii. p.
656.
Vol. xn.

March
March 14,1864.

for
and for
Treasury
Department, and
solicitor for
the War
War Department,
Department, and
for the
and aa solicitor
Treasury Department,

other purposes,"
hundred and
approved February twentieth, eighteen hundred
purposes," approved
other

of the Treasury
register of
of the
the assistant
sixty-three, as
limits the
the office
assistant register
office of
as limits
sixty-three,
repealed.
is hereby
hereby repealed.
year, is
to
a term
term of
to a
of one
one year,
14, 1864.
APPROVED, March
March 14,
1864.
APPROVED,
Territory.
C
HAP. XXXI.
XXXI.
—
ct in
in Relation
Relation to
University Lands
Lands in
Washington Territory.
in Washington
to University
Act
- An
An A
CHAP.

of congress
congress
University
it is declared in the fourth section of the act of
WHEREAS
University
W
HEREAS it
lands in Washlands
approved July
July seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, amendaamendaington
approved
ington Territory.
Preamble.

1850, ch.
ch. 76.
Vol. ix. p. 496.
ix. p. 496.
Vol.

1854,
84,
1854, ch.
ch. 84,

4.
§§4.
Vol. x. p. 305.

twenty-seventh, eighteen
September twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred
act approved September
of the
the act
tory of
surveyor-general of the public
office of surveyor-general
public lands in
and fifty, creating the office
Oregon, etc., "that
"that in lieu of the two townships of land granted to the
Oregon, by the tenth section
Territory of Oregon,
section of the act of eighteen hununiversities, there shall be reserved
•
reserved to each of the
dred and fifty, for universities,
Territories
Washington and Oregon, two townships of land of thirtyof Washington
Territories of
six
sections each,
each, to
selected in legal subdivisions,
subdivisions, for university
to be
be selected
six sections
direction of the legislatures
legislatures of said territories,
under the direction
purposes, under
respectively;" and
represented that sales have been made
whereas it is represented
and whereas
respectively;"
territorial authorities
authorities of lands selected in virtue of the terms of
of
by territorial
said act of seventeenth
seventeenth July, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, author-

they
izing selections
under the
the conviction
conviction that
that they
merely under
"reserved," merely
to be
be "reserved,"
selections to
izing
grant: Therehad
the power
dispose of
fee-simple grant:
a fee-simple
as a
of the
the same as
to dispose
power to
had the
fore,
fore,
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted by the Senate and
Be it
assembled, That in all cases of sales made
Bona fide sales States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
made
approved.
authorities prior to the passage of this act,
by the territorial
territorial authorities
to individuals
individuals by
approved.
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Intein which it may be shown to the satisfaction
fide and of the class hereinbefore
hereinbefore menthat such sales were bona fide
rior, that
tioned,
that the
selections in all other respects regsold are selections
so sold
the tracts
tracts so
and that
tioned, and
ular
to
ular and proper, it shall and may be lawful for the said Secretary to
certified
a transcript, certified
approve
fee-simple, and a
selection as aagrant in fee-simple,
such selection
approve such
under the
seal of
of the
general land-office
land-office by the commissioner
commissioner thereof,
the general
the seal
under
approval, shall
territory and in its bona fide
shall vest the title in the territory
of such approval,
vendees.
vendees.
APPROVED,
March 14,
14, 1864.
APPROVED, March
1864.
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CHAP. XXXIII. - An Act to
to amend an Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate Trade and
and In- March 15, 1864.
tercourse
with the
the Indian
Indian Tribes, and
tercourse with
Peace on the Frontiers,"
Frontiers," approved
approved June
and to preserve
preserve Peace
June 183
ch 161,
1834, ch. 161,
thirtwth,
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-four.
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and thirty-four.
.
S
. 161
§211

enacted by the
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
the United
United

Vol. iv. p. 732,
Vol.
iv. p 732,

States of
of America
That the
the twentieth
section of
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
twentieth section
of
the ""Act
to regulate
regulate trade
the
Act to
trade and
intercourse with
Indian tribes
tribes and
to
and intercourse
with the
the Indian
and to
preserve peace
the frontiers,"
eighteen hunpreserve
peace on
on the
frontiers," approved
approved June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-four, be,
dred
and thirty-four,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
hereby, amended
as to
to read
is hereby,
amended so
so as
read as
as
follows,
wit: "
follows, to
to wit:
" SEc.
SEC. 20.
20. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
if any
any person
be it
it further
That if
person
shall sell,
exchange, give,
give, barter,
shall
sell, exchange,
barter, or
any spirituous
spirituous liquors
or dispose
dispose of
of any
liquors or
or
wine to
to any
any Indian
under the
the charge
wine
Indian under
charge of
of any
any Indian
Indian superintendent
superintendent or
or
Indian agent
appointed by
by the
the United
United States,
or shall
shall introduce
Indian
agent appointed
States, or
introduce or
or attempt
attempt Penalty for
for
to introduce
introduce any
liquor or
country, such
to
any spirituous
spirituous liquor
or wine
wine into
into the
the Indian
Indian country,
such selling or giving,
giving;
in
person, on
conviction thereof,
the proper
proper district
district or
of li8tqc1.10:irtio
certain
person,
on conviction
thereof, before
before the
or circuit
circuit court
court of
&c., spirituous
liquors to certain
the United
United States,
be imprisoned
two Indians.
the
States, shall
shall be
imprisoned for
for a
a period
period not
not exceeding
exceeding two
years,
and shall
shall be
years, and
be fined
fined not
not more
more than
hundred dollars:
than three
three hundred
dollars: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
Proviso.
however,
however, That
That it
it shall
shall be
sufficient defence
to any
any charge
introducing
be a
a sufficient
defence to
charge of
of introducing
or attempting
introduce liquor
liquor into
Indian country
country if
proved to
to
or
attempting to
to introduce
into the
the Indian
if it
it be
be proved
be done
by order
order of
Department, or
or any
duly authorized
authorized
be
done by
of the
the War
War Department,
any officer
officer duly
thereunto
the War
thereunto by
by the
War Department.
And if
if any
Department. And
any superintendent
superintendent of
of Indian
Indian Indian agents,
may search
affairs,
or sub-agent,
sub-agent, or
or commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of aa military
affairs, Indian agent, or
military &c.,
&c., may
search
boats, packages,
packages,
post,
post, has
has reason
reason to
or is
is informed
that any
any white
person or
to suspect
suspect or
informed that
white person
or Indian
Indian &c.
&c.
is about to
to introduce
introduce or
or has
has introduced
introduced any
any spirituous
or wine
into
spirituous liquor
liquor or
wine into
the Indian
Indian country
country in
in violation
of the
violation of
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section,
section, it
it shall
shall be
be
lawful
for such
such superintendent,
lawful for
agent, sub-agent,
or commanding
superintendent, agent,
sub-agent, or
commanding officer,
officer,
to cause
cause the
boats, stores,
stores, packages,
packages, wagons,
the boats,
wagons, sleds,
sleds, and
and places
of deposit
places of
deposit
of such person to be searched;
any such
such liquor
liquor is
is found
found therein,
therein, the
searched; and if
if any
the Liquors, boats,
boats,
igt.
e
,
(
to
&
to be
be forforthe boats, teams, wagons, and sleds used in convey- f
same,
same, together
together with
wfeited.
ing the
the same,
same, and
ing
and also
also the
the goods,
goods, packages,
packages, and
and peltries
peltries of
such person
of such
person
shall be
be seized
the proper
proper officer,
shall be
shall
seized and
and delivered
delivered to
to the
officer, and
and shall
be proceeded
proceeded
against, by
in the
the proper
against,
by libel
libel in
proper court,
court, and
forfeited, one
one half
half to
to the
the ininand forfeited,
former and
half to
former
and the
the other
other half
to the
use of
States; and
if such
such
the use
of the
the United
United States;
and if
be a
license shall
shall be
person be
a trader,
trader, his
his license
be revoked
and his
his bond
put in
suit.
revoked and
bond put
in suit.
And it
shall moreover
And
it shall
moreover be
be the
the duty
duty for
person in
in the
service of
for any
any person
the service
of the
the
United States,
States, or
United
or for
any Indian,
take and
any ardent
spirits or
for any
Indian, to
to take
and destroy
destroy any
ardent spirits
or Ardent spirits
be destroyed.
wine found
the Indian
country, except
except such
wine
found in
in the
Indian country,
such as
as may
may be
be introduced
introduced to
to be
destroyed.
therein by
the War
therein
by the
War Department.
Department. And
in all
all cases
arising under
under this
And in
cases arising
this act
act Indians compeIndians
Indians shall
shall be
be competent
competent witnesses."
witnesses."
tent witnesses.
APPROVED, March
1864.
APrROVED,
March 15,
15, 1864.

CHAP.
CHIP. XXXIV.
XXXIV..-Act making Appropriations
Post-Office DeDe- March 16,
- An Act
Appropriationsfor
for the Service
Service of
of the Post-Office
1864.
16,1864.
partment during theFiscal
partment
the Xiscal Year ending the
the thirtieth
thirtiethof June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyfive.
five.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and House
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
the following
following sums
sums be,
be, and
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
and
the
are hereby,
the same
same are
for the
the service
service of
the Post-Office
Post-Office
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, for
of the
Department for
for the
year ending
ending June
Department
the year
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-five, out
out of
any moneys
sixty-five,
of any
moneyd in
in the
arising from
the revenues
revenues
the treasury
treasury arising
from the
of the
the said
of
said department,
in conformity
conformity to
to the
the act
of the
July,
department, in
act of
the second
second of
of July,
eighteen hundred
eighteen
hundred and
thirty-six :
and thirty-six:
-—
For transportation
transportation of
mails, (inland,)
million eight
eight hundred
hundred
For
of the
the mails,
(inland,) seven
seven million
and
forty-nine thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and forty-nine
For foreign mail transportation,
two hundred
transportation, two
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For ship, steamboat, and
letters, eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
and way
way letters,
dollars.
For
compensation to
For compensation
to postmasters,
postmasters, three
million one
thousand
three million
one hundred
hundred thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For clerks for
for post
one million
post offices,
offices, one
hundred and
sixty-eight
million one
one hundred
and sixty-eight
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For payments
letter-carriers, six
hundred and
payments to letter-carriers,
six hundred
and forty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
forty thousand
3
3**

Appropriations
rt ion s
fAppropriations
for Post-Office
Post-Office
Department.

Transportation
Transportation
of
of mails.
mails.

&c., letShip, &c.,
ters.
ters.
Postmasters.

Clerks.
Letter-carriers.
Letter-carriers.
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For
dollars.
For wrapping-paper,
wrapping-paper, eighty-eight
eighty-eight thousand
thousand dollars.
For twine, sixteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
For office
stamps, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
office stamps,
For letter
letter balances,
balances, two
two thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
thousand five
Blank agents,
For compensation
compensation to
assistants, six
six thousand
five hunto blank agents
agents and assistants,
thousand five
hun&c.
&c.
dred dollars.
For office
thousand dollars.
For
office furniture,
furniture, two
two thousand
dollars.
For advertising,
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
advertising, thirty-five
For postage
envelopes, ninety
ninety thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Postage stamps
Postage
For
postage stamps
stamps and
and stamped
stamped envelopes,
and
stamped
For
mail depredations
depredations and
and stamped
For mail
and special
special agents,
agents, sixty
sixty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
envelopes, mailI
For mail-bags,
sixty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
mail-bags, sixty
bags and locks,
&c.
&c.
keys, ten
dollars.
For mail
mail locks
locks and
and keys,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
For payment
balances due
due to
hundred thouthoubalances,
Foreign balances,
For
payment of
of balances
to foreign
foreign countries,
countries, two
two hundred
sand dollars.
sand
dollars.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
payments, two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Miscellaneous.
For
miscellaneous payments,
dollars.
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
That if
the revenues
the PostSEC.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
if the
revenues of
of the
PostDeficiency
Deficiency ap- Office
shall be
Office Department
Department shall
be insufficient
meet the
the appropriations
insufficient to
to meet
appropriations of
of this
this
propriation, if
act, then
five hundred
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
rnecessatrii f
act,
then the
the sum
sum of
of one
one million
million five
hundred thousand
or so
so much
much
necessary.
thereof
the same
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, be,
be, and
and the
same is
is hereby,
to
be paid out of any money
money in the
to
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
supply
the revenue
revenue of
of the
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department
for the
the
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
in the
Department for
year ending the thirtieth of June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
June, eighteen
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
APPROVED,
16, 1864,
1864,
APPROVED, March
March 16,
Wrapping-paWrapping-paper,
twine, &c.
c.
per, twine,

March
1864.
March 16,
16, 1864.

CIAP.
XXXV.-•-• An
to an
an Act
amend the
the Laws
Laws rdating
CHAP. XXXV.
An Act in Addition to
Act to
to amend
to the
relating to
the Post.
Post-

1863,
Office
approved March
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
1863, ch. 71, §
Office Department,
Department, approved
March three,
and sixty-three.
sixty-three.
42.
Be
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Vol. xii. p.
708.
p.708.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
United
Franking privFranking
priv- States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the franking privilege of
of
ilege of PresPres.t
ilege
the
and the
the Vice-President
shall extend
extend
ident and Vicethe President
President and
Vice-President of
of the
the United
United States
States shall
VicePresident.
to and
to
and cover
cover all
all mail
mail matter
matter sent
sent from,
from, or
or directed
to, either
either of
them.
directed to,
of them.

APPROVED,
March 16,
16, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, March

March 21,
21, 1864.
1864.

CHAP.
-An
enable the People
Nevada to form
C
HAP. XXXVI.
XXXVI.
— An Act to enable
People of Nevada
Constitution and
form aa Constitution

State Government,
andfor the Admission
State
Government, and/or
Footing
Admission of such
such State
State into the Union on
on an equal Footing
original States.
with the oriyinal
States.

Be it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
Be
of Representatives
Territory of
of States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
inhabitants of
That the
the inhabitants
of that
that
a
Nevada made
made a
portion
the territory
territory of
included in
in the
state, &c.
&cm.
portion of
of the
of Nevada
Nevada included
the boundaries
boundaries hereinherein,state,
designated be, and they are hereby, authorized
after designated
authorized to
to form for
for themthemselves, out of said territory, a
with the
the name
a state
state government,
government, with
name aforeaforesaid, which said state, when
shall be
admitted into
the Union
when formed,
formed, shall
be admitted
into the
Union
upon an equal footing with the original states, in all respects
respects whatsowhatsoever.
Boundaries.
SEC. 2.
be it
further enacted,
Nevada shall
shall
SEC.
2. And
And be
itfurther
enacted, That
That the
the said
said state
state of
of Nevada
consist of all the territory included within
following boundaries,
within the
the following
boundaries, to
to
wit: Commencing at aa point formed
intersection of
formed by
by the
the intersection
of the
the thirtythirtyeighth degree
degree of longitude west from Washington
Washington with the thirty-seventh
thirty-seventh
degree of north latitude;
latitude; thence
thence due
thirty-seventh dededue west along
along said
said thirty-seventh
gree of north latitude to the eastern boundary
the state
boundary line
line of the
state of
of CaliCalifornia; thence in a
northwesterly direction along
along the
said eastern
bouna northwesterly
the said
eastern boundary line of the state of California to the forty-third
of longitude
longitude
forty-third degree of
west from Washington;
Washington; thence north along said
of
said forty-third degree
degree of
west longitude and said eastern boundary
boundary line of the state of California
California
to the forty-second
forty-second degree
degree of north latitude; thence
east along
the.
thence due
due east
along the
said forty-second
forty-second degree of north latitude to a
a point formed
by its
inter
formed by
its inter
section with the aforesaid
aforesaid thirty-eighth degree
west from
from
degree of
of longitude west
Washington;
Washington; thence due south down
said thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth degree
degree of
west
down said
of west
longitude to the place
place of beginning.
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SEC. 3. And
And be itfurther
enacted, That all persons qualified
it further enacted,
qualified by
law to
t
by law
0
Who may vote
first election.
election.
vote for representatives
representatives to the general assembly of said territory,
at th
territory, at
thee at
at first
date of the passage
act shall
be qualified
qualified to
to be
be elected,
elected, and
the
passage of this
this act
shall be
and they
are authorized to vote for and choose
form a
conven
choose representatives
representatives to
to form
a convention, under such rules and regulations
regulations as
of said
as the
the governor
governor of
said territor
territory
may prescribe;
prescribe; and also to vote
rejection of
sue
vote upon the
the acceptance
acceptance or
or rejection
of such
constitution as may be
said convention,
be formed
formed by
by said
convention, under
under such
such rules
rules an
and
regulations as the said convention
convention may
may prescribe;
prescribe; and
and if
if any
any of
of said
said citi
citi-- Enlisted soldiers.
zens are enlisted in the army of the
and are
are still
still within
withi n diers.
the United
United States,
States, and
said territory, they shall be permitted
permitted to
vote at
rendezto vote
at their
their place
place of
of rendezvous;
vous ;and [if] any are absent from said territory,
territory, by
their
by reason
reason of
of their
enlistment in the army of the United
United States, they
permitted to
to
they shall
shall be
be permitted
vote at their place of service, under
rules and
regulations in
under the
the rules
and regulations
in each
each
prescribed as aforesaid;
case to be prescribed
aforesaid; and the aforesaid representatives
representatives to
to Apportionment
Apportionment
form the aforesaid convention shall be apportioned among
the several
several of
representaamong the
of representalv
tives.
counties in said territory in
proportion to
the population
as near
as may
in proportion
to the
population as
near as
may t es.
apportionment shall be made for said
be; and said apportionment
said territory
territory by
the govby the
governor, United States district-attorney, and chief
justice thereof,
thereof, or
any two
two
chief justice
or any
of them;
them; and the governor
governor of
said territory
by proclamation
proclamation on
of said
territory shall,
shall, by
on or
or
before the first Monday of May next, order an
the representarepresenta- Time of first
an election of
of the
first
&c.
tives as aforesaid to be held on the first Monday
Monday in June thereafter
thereafter through- election,
election, &c.
out the territory, and such election shall be
the same
be conducted
conducted in
in the
same manner
manner
as is prescribed by the laws of said
territory regulating
eleetions.therein
said territory
regulating elections
therein
for members of the house of representatives,
number of
memrepresentatives, and
and the
the number
of members to said convention *shall
shall be the same as now constitute both branches
branches
of the legislature of the aforesaid territory.
territory.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the members of the
S
EC. 4. And be it further
the convention,
convention, Meeting
Meeting of convention to
to form
thus elected, shall meet at the capital of said territory on the first MonMon- vention
form
state constituday in July next, and, after organization,
organization, shall declare, on
on behalf of
of the
the tion.
tion.
people of said territory, that they adopt the constitution
of the
the United
constitution of
United
Whereupon the said convention
States. Whereupon
shall be,
and it
hereby, auauconvention shall
be, and
it is
is hereby,
thorized
a constitution and state government
thorized to form a
government ,for
said territory:
for said
territory:
Provided,
Provided, That the constitution,
constitution, when formed, shall be republican,
and not
republican, and
Proviso.
not Proviso.
repugnant
repugnant to the constitution
constitution of the United
United States, and
principles of
of
and the
the principles
the Declaration of Independence:
Independence: And provided further,
further, That
said conThat said
convention shall provide, by
ordinance irrevocable,
consent of
of
by an
an ordinance
irrevocable, without
without the
the consent
the United States and the
qf said
said state:
state :—
the people
people qf
First. That there shall be neither slavery nor involuntary
involuntary servitude
servitude No
No slavery
slavery or
or
in the said state, otherwise
otherwise than in the punishment of
crimes, whereof
whereof involuntary
servof crimes,
involuntary servitude.
the party shall have been duly convicted.
itude.
Second. That perfect toleration of religious sentiment shall
se- Religious
shall be
be seReligious tolertolercureds and no inhabitant
inhabitant of said state shall
cured,
in person
person ation.
shall ever
ever be molested
molested in
ation.
or property on account of his
mode of
religious worship.
worship.
his or
or her mode
of religious
Third. That the people inhabiting said territory do
agree and
de- Unappropriated
do agree
and deUn appropriated
dare
clare that they forever disclaim all right and title
to the
the unappropriated
public lands.
title to
unappropriated public
public lands lying within said territory, and
that the
the same
same shall
and that
shall be
be and
and
remain
remain at the sole and entire disposition
disposition of
of the
the United
United States;
and that
States; and
that
the lands belonging to citizens of the United
United States
residing without
without the
the
States residing
said state shall never be taxed higher than the
the Taxes.
the land
land belonging
belonging to
to the
Taxes.
residents
residents thereof; and
no taxes
taxes shall
imposed by
by said
on
and that
that no
shall be
be imposed
said state
state on
lands or property
property therein belonging
belonging to,
may hereafter
to, or
or which
which may
hereafter be
be purpurchased by, the
the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
And be it
enacted,That in
in case
case aaconstitution
constitution and
SEC. 5.
5. And
it further
further enacted,
and state
state
government shall be formed
government
formed for the people
people of said territory of
of Nevada,
Nevada,
in compliance with the provisions of this act, that
that said convention
convention forming
the same shall provide by ordinance
ordinance for
for submitting
submitting said
said constitution
to
constitution to
the people
people of said state fbr their ratification or rejection
rejection at
at an
an election
to
election to
Tuesday of October,
be held on the second Tuesday
October, one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred
and sixty-four, at such places and under such regulations
regulations as may
be prepremay be
scribed therein, at which election the lawful voters
of said
new state
voters of
said new
state shall
shall

Constitution to
be submitted to
to
popular
vote.
popular vote.
1864, h. 94
1864, ch. 94.
Post,
Post, p. 85.
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vote directly
for or
or against
constitution, and
and the
the returns of
of
proposed constitution,
the proposed
against the
directly for
vote
said
be made
to the
the acting
governor of
of the
the territory,
territory, who;
who,
made to
acting governor
said election
election shall
shall be
with the
United States
States district-attorney
said territerriof said
justice of
chief justice
and chief
district-attorney and
the United
with
tory, or
any two
two of
them shall
canvass the
the same,
same, and
and if
majority of
of
if aa majority
shall canvass
of them,
or any
tory,
legal
shall be
be cast
cast for
for said
said constitution
constitution in
in said
said proposed
state, the
the
proposed state,
votes shall
legal votes
said acting
acting governor
certify the
the same
same to
to the
the President
of the
the United
United
President of
shall certify
governor shall
said
States,
said constitution
constitution and
and ordinances;
ordinances; wherewhereof said
copy of
with aacopy
together with
States, together
upon it
shall be
of the
the President
President of
of the
the United
to issue
States to
United States
duty of
the duty
be the
it shall
upon
his
proclamation declaring
declaring the
the state
state admitted
into the
the Union
Union on
on an
an equal
equal
admitted into
his proclamation
footing
with the
original states,
any further
whatever on
the
on the
action whatever
further action
without any
states, without
the original
footing with
part of
of congress.
congress.
part
SEc.
6. And
And be
be itfurther
it further enacted,
That until
until the
the next
next general
general census
census
enacted, That
RepresenSEC. 6.
tative
in conconrepresentashall
said state
of Nevada
Nevada shall be entitled
entitled to one representastate of
taken said
shall be
be taken
in
tative
ss
gress.
gre .
tive in the house of representatives
representatives of the United
United States, which
which represenrepresentative,
with the
the governor
governor and
and state
state and
other officers
provided
officers provided
and other
together with
tative, together
for in
in said
be elected
elected on
on the
the same
same day
day aa vote is taken
taken
may be
constitution, may
said constitution,
for
for or
the proposed
constitution and
government.
and state government.
proposed constitution
against the
for
or against
SEC.
7. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That sections numbers sixteen
sixteen and
and
School lands.
SEC. 7.
thirty-six, in
in every
township, and
have been sold or
such sections have
where such
and where
every township,
thirty-six,
otherwise disposed
disposed of
of by
act of
of congress,
congress, other
lands equivalent
equivalent
other lands
any act
by any
otherwise
thereto in
in legal
subdivisions of
not less
one quarter-section,
quarter-section, and
and as
as
than one
less than
of not
legal subdivisions
thereto
contiguous as
as may
may be,
be, and
hereby, granted
said state
state for
for
granted to said
are hereby,
and are
shall be,
be, shall
contiguous
the support
schools.
of common
common schools.
the
support of
enacted, That provided
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 8. And be it
provided the state of Nevada
Land for public
buildings;
buildings;
shall be admitted into the Union, in accordance
accordance with the foregoing
foregoing provisions of this act, that twenty entire sections
sections of the unappropriated
unappropriated public lands within said state, to be selected and
and located by direction
direction of the
legislature
thereof, on or before
the first day
anno Domini
Domini
day of January, anno
before the
legislature thereof,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, shall be, and
they are
and they
are hereby, granted,
eighteen
in legal
legal subdivisions
subdivisions of
of not less
one hundred
and sixty acres, to said
hundred and
less than one
buildings at the capital of said
state,
erecting public
public buildings
the purpose of erecting
state, for the
legislative and
and judicial purposes, in such manner as the legislastate, for legislative
ture shall prescribe.
prescribe.
SEC. 9. And be it
enacted, That twenty other entire
for penitentiary
penitentiary
it further enacted,
entire sections
sections of
building.
land, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, to be selected
selected and
and located
located as aforesaid,
aforesaid, in legal subdivisions,
as aforesaid,
said state
state
be, and
and they
they are
are hereby, granted to said
aforesaid, shall
shall be,
visions, as
penitentiary or state
for the purpose of erecting aa suitable building for aapenitentiary
manner aforesaid.
prison in the manner
Five per cent.
cent.
Five
SEC.
SEC. 10. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That five
five percentum
percentum of the proof sales of public
ceeds
of
the
sales
of
all
public
lands
lying
within
said state,
which shall
shall
state, which
said
within
lying
lands
all
public
of
sales
the
of
ceeds
ofo
roaud
flandes
lands for roads,
&c.
be
United States subsequent
subsequent to the admission
admission of said state
be sold by the United
&c.
deducting all the expenses incident
incident to the same,
same,
into the Union,
Union, after
after deducting
shall be paid to the said state for
for the purpose of making
making and
and improving
improving
canals, to effect
effect a
a general
general system of
public roads, constructing
constructing ditches or canals,
irrigation of
the agricultural
agricultural land in
the legislature
shall
legislature shall
of the
in the
the state,
state, as the
irrigation
direct.
direct.
Laws of
of the
•SEC.
SEc. 11.
11. And be it further
admission
further enacted, That from and after the admission
United
States
States
of
the
Union,
said state
state of Nevada into the Union,
in pursuance
pursuance of this act, the
United
made applicable.
not locally
States, not
the United
United States,
applicablelaws
made
laws of the
locally inapplicable,
inapplicable, shall
shall have
have the
the same
same
force
and
effect
within
the
said
state
as
elsewhere
within
the
United
force and effect within the said state as elsewhere within the United
Judicial disdistrict.
trict.
States, and said state shall constitute
constitute one judicial
judicial district, and be called
the district of Nevada.
APPROVED,
1864.
APPROVED, March
March 21,
21, 1864.
Voting and
returns.
returns.

Constitutionand
People of
XXXVII. -— An Act to
21,1864. CHAP. XXXVII.
March
March 21,1864.
to enable the People
of Colorado
Colorado to form
form a
a Constitution
and

State Government, and
andfor
for the Admission of such State into the Union
Onion on an equal Footing
Footing
with the original
original States.

Territory of

Be
enacted by
and House
of the
United
the United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and

Colorado made
made a
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the inhabitants of that
a States
States of America in
Colorado
state, &c.

,

portion of
territory of Colorado
hereinafter
portion
of the territory
Colorado included in the boundaries hereinafter
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designated
designated be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to
form for
for themselves,
themselves,
to form
out of said territory, a
a state government, with
with ihe
name aforesaid;
the name
aforesaid;
which said state, when formed,
admitted into the Union
formed, shall be admitted
upon
Union upon
an equal footing with the original states,
states, in all respects
whatsoever.
respects whatsoever.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 2.
2. And be it further
enacted, That the said state
state of
of Colorado
Colorad o Boundaries.
shall consist of all the territory included
the following
following boundaries
included within
within the
boundaries,
Commencing at aa point formed
formed by the
to wit: Commencing
thirtythe intersection
intersection of
of the
the thirtyseventh degree
degree of north latitude with the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth degree
degree of
of longilongiWashington; extending
tude west from Washington;
extending thence
west along
along said
thirtythence due
due west
said thirtyseventh
seventh degree
degree of north latitude to
point formed
formed by
to aa point
by its
its intersection
intersection
with the thirty-second
thirty-second degree of longitude west
Washington; thence
thence
west from
from Washington;
due
north along said thirty-second
thirty-second degree
due north
degree of west longitude to
point
to aapoint
formed by its intersection with the forty-first
forty-first degree
degree of north
latitude;
north latitude;
thence due east along said forty-first
forty-first degree of north latitude
latitude to
point
to a
a point
formed by its intersection
intersection with the twenty-fifth
longitude west
west
twenty-fifth degree
degree of
of longitude
from Washington;
Washington; thence
thence due south along
along said
twenty-fifth degree
of
said twenty-fifth
degree of
west longitude.
longitude.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That all persons
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
persons qualified
qualified by
by law
law Who
Who may vote
to vote for representatives
at first
firstelections.
elections.
general assembly of said territory, at
to
representatives to the general
at at
the date of the passage of this act, shall be qualified
qualified to be elected;
elected; and
and
they are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to vote for
they
for and choose representatives
representatives to form
form
a convention,
a
convention, under such rules and regulations
regulations as the governor of
of said
said
territory
territory may prescribe;
prescribe; and also to vote upon the acceptance
acceptance or rerejection
jection of such constitution as may be formed
formed by said convention,
convention, under
under
such rules and regulations as said convention may
may prescribe;
and if
if any
any
prescribe; and
of
citizens are enlisted
enlisted in the army of the United
of said
said citizens
United States, and are
are Enlisted solstill within
within said territory, they shall be permitted
permitted to vote at their place
place diers.
diers.
of rendezvous;
rendezvous; and if any are absent from said
by reason
reason of
of
said territory,,
territory, by
their enlistment
enlistment in the army of the United
United States, they shall be
be permitted
permitted
to vote at their place of service, under the rules and regulations
regulations in
in each
each
case to
to be prescribed,
aforesaid. And the aforesaid
case
prescribed, as aforesaid.
aforesaid representatives
representatives to
to
form the
the aforesaid
apportioned among
form
aforesaid convention
convention shall
shall be apportioned
among the
the several
several Apportionment
Apportionment
counties
in said
said territory in proportion to the population,
of representacounties in
population, as near as ofrepresentav
tives.
may be;
be; and
said apportionment
for said territory
may
and said
apportionment shall be made
made far
territory by the t es.
governor, United States district-attorney,
district-attorney, and chief
governor,
chief justice
justice thereof,
thereof, or
or
any two
of them.
the governor
governor of said
territory shall, by proclaany
two of
them. And
And the
said territory
proclamation on or before the first
mation
first Monday
Monday of May
May next, order an election
election of
of
the representatives
Monday in June
the
representatives aforesaid,
aforesaid, to be held on the first
first Monday
June Time of first
first
thereafter throughout
throughout the
election, &c.
the territory;
territory; and
such election
&o.
thereafter
and such
election shall
shall be conducted
conducted election,
in the
the same manner as is prescribed
in
prescribed by the laws of
of said territory
territory reguregulating elections
members of the house
lating
elections therein for members
house of
of representatives;
representatives;
and the
number of members to said convention
convention shall be the
and
the number
the same as now
now
constitute both branches
branches of the legislature of the aforesaid
aforesaid territory.
territory.
SEC.
4. And be it further
further enacted,
SEC. 4.
enacted, That the members
of the
the convention,
convention,
members of
thus elected, shall meet at the capital
capital of said territory
territory on the first MonMon- Meetingof
Meeting of convention to form
day
organization, shall declare,
day in
in July
July next,
next, and, after organization,
declare, on behalf of the
statestate
constitution.
constitution.
people of said territory, that they adopt the constitution
constitution of
people
United
of the
the United
States; whereupon
convention shall be, and
whereupon the said convention
and it is hereby,
hereby, authorauthorized
to form aa constitution
constitution and state government
government for said
ized to
territory:
said territory:
Provided, That
the constitution,
constitution, when
Proviso.
Provided,
That the
when formed, shall be republican, and
and Proviso.
.not repugnant
repugnant to
to the
the constitution
United States and the principles
..not
constitution of the United
of the Declaration
Independence: And
Declaration of Independence:
And provided,
provided, further,
That said
further, That
said
convention shall provide, by an ordinance, irrevocable
convention
irrevocable without
without the
the conconsent of
of the United States and the people of said state:
sent
state :—
First.
shall be neither slavery nor involuntary
First. That
That there
there shall
involuntary servitude
servitude No slavery
slavery or
in
state, otherwise
than in
the punishment
punishment of
whereof the involuntary
involuntary serin the
the said
said state,
otherwise than
in the
of crimes,
crimes, whereof
vitude.
party shall have been duly convicted.
vitude.
Second. That
Second.
That perfect toleration
toleration of religious sentiment
sentiment shall be secured,
secured, Religious
Religious toleration.
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and no
no inhabitant
9,id state
ever be
be molested
molested in
in person
person or
or prop.
propshall ever
state shall
of said
inhabitant of
and
erty on
on account
her mode
of religious
worship.
religious worship.
mode of
or her
his or
of his
account of
erty
UnappropriThird.
That the
agree and declare
do agree
territory do
said territory
inhabiting said
the people
people inhabiting
Third. That
Unappropriunappropriated public
forever disclaim all right and title to the unappropriated
ated public
public lands that they forever
lands lying
lying within
territory, and
and that
that the
the same
same shall
shall be
be and
remain
and remain
said territory,
within said
lands
at the
the sole
States, and
and that
that the
the lands
lands
United States,
of the
the United
disposition of
entire disposition
and entire
sole and
at
belonging
to citizens
of the
without the
state,
said state,
the said
residing without
States, residing
United States,
the United
citizens of
belonging to
Taxes,
shall never
be taxed
than the
belonging to residents
residents thereof,
land belonging
the land
higher than
taxed higher
never be
shall
Taxes.
and
no taxes
shall be
be imposed
imposed by
state on
on lands
lands or
or property
property
by said
said state
taxes shall
that no
and that
therein belonging
belonging to,
or which
which may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be purchased
purchased by,
by, the
United
the United
to, or
therein
States.
States.
Constitution to
S
EC. 5.
5. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
in case
case a
a constitution
constitution and
it further
be it
SEC.
to
Constitution
be
submitted to
state government
shall be
be formed
formed for the people of said territory of
of
government shall
state
be submitted
popular vote.
that said convenColorado,
in compliance
with the
of this act, that
provisions of
the provisions
compliance with
Colorado, in
popular vote.
tion forming
same shall
shall provide
provide by ordinance
submitting said conordinance for submitting
the same
forming the
tion
stitution to
the people
state for their ratification or rejection, at
said state
of said
people of
to the
stitution
1864, ch.
ch. 136.
an election
to be
be held
held on
on the
the second
second Tuesday
of October,
one thousand
thousand
October, one
Tuesday of
election to
135. an
1864,
Post, p. 137.
places and
and under such regulations
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-four, at such places
Post,
as
be prescribed
prescribed therein,
therein, at
election the
the lawful voters of said
said
at which election
as may
may be
Voting
and renew state
shall vote
vote directly
constitution;
the proposed constitution;
or against
against the
for or
directly for
state shall
re- new
Votingand
governor
turns,
returns of said elections shall be made to the acting governor
and the returns
turns.
of the
territory, who,
United States
States district-attorney
chief
district-attorney and chief
the United
with the
who, with
of
the territory,
justice of
said territory,
territory, or any two of them, shall canvass the same,
the said
of the
justice
and
if a
amajority
legal votes
votes shall
cast for
for said constitution in said
said
be cast
shall be
of legal
majority of
and if
proposed
state the said acting
acting governor
governor shall certify the same to the Presproposed state,
ident
United States,
together with
with a
copy of said constitution
and
constitution and
a copy
States, together
of the
the United
ident of
ordinances
that effect;
effect; whereupon
whereupon it shall
shall be
be the duty of the President
President
to that
ordinances to
of
United States to issue his proclamation
proclamation declaring the state admitof the
the United
an equal footing with
ted into the Union on an
with the original states, without
without
any
whatever on the
the part of congress.
action whatever
further action
any further
Representative
Sac.
it further
enacted, That
general census
That until the next general
be it
further enacted,
6. And
And be
SEC. 6.
Representative
in
shall
be taken said state
one representarepresentaColorado shall be entitled to one
state of Colorado
shall be
in congress.
tive
in the
the house
United States,
States, which repreof representatives
representatives of the United
house of
tive in
sentative, together
together withwith. the
governor and state and other officers prothe governor
sentative,
vided
said constitution,
constitution, may
may be
the same
day a
a vote
vote is
same day
on the
be elected
elected on
for in
in said
vided for
taken
proposed constitution
constitution and
government.
state government.
and state
the proposed
against the
for or
or against
taken for
enacted, That
further enacted,
SEC. 7. And be it further
That sections
sections numbered
numbered sixteen
sixteen and
and
SEC.
School lands.
thirty-six, in every
such sections
sections have
have been sold, or
where such
township, and where
every township,
thirty-six,
otherwise disposed
Congress, other lands
lands equivalent
equivalent
any act of Congress,
by any
disposed of by
otherwise
quarter-section, and as
legal subdivisions
subdivisions of not less than one quarter-section,
thereto in legal
contiguous as
are hereby, granted to said state for
for
be, shall
shall be, and are
as may be,
contiguous
the support of common
common schools.
Lands
S
EC. 8.
8. And
provided the state of Colorado
enacted, That provided
it further enacted,
And be it
SEC.
Lands for pubhe buildings;
shall
be admitted
admitted into
accordance with
with the
the foregoing
proforegoing proin accordance
Union, in
into the
the Union,
shall be
lic
buildings;
visions
unappropriated pubsections of the
the unappropriated
that twenty
twenty entire sections
visions of
of this act, that
selected and located by direction
direction of the
the
lic lands within said state, to be selected
legislature thereof
before the first day of January,
January, anno Domini
thereof on or
or before
legislature
eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight, shall be, and they are hereby, granted
eighteen hundred
in
than one hundred and sixty acres
acres to said
in legal subdvisions of not less than
state,
buildings at the capital of said
for the purpose
purpose of erecting public buildings
state, for
state
the legpurposes, in such manner as the
and judicial
judicial purposes,
legislative and
state for legislative
islature
prescribe.
islature shall prescribe.
enacted, That twenty other entire sections
for penitentiary
penitentiary
S
EC. 9. And
sections of
it further
further enacted,
And be it
SEC.
buildng.
land, as aforesaid,
building.
aforesaid, to be selected
aforesaid, in
in legal
legal subsubselected and
and located
located as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
granted to said
said state
are hereby,
hereby, granted
shall be,
be, and they are
divisions as aforesaid,
for the
of erecting
erecting a
suitable building
penitentiary or
or state
state
building for
for aapenitentiary
a suitable
for
the purpose
purpose of
manner aforesaid.
prison in the manner
Five
SEC. 10.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
percentum of the
the profive percentum
That five
And be
10. And
SEC.
per cent.
cent.
Five per
ceedso'bf the sales of all public
of sales of public
public ceedst"of
public lands lying within said state, which shall
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be sold by the United States
States subsequent
subsequent to
to the
the admission
of said
said state
admission of
state
into the Union, after deducting all the expenses
expenses incident
to the
the same,
same, shall
shall
incident to
be paid to the said state, for the purpose
purpose of making
making and
improving pubpuband improving
lic roads, constructing
constructing ditches or canals, to
system of
of irrigairrigato effect
effect a
a general
general system
tion of the agricultural
agricultural land in the state,
legislature shall
direct.
state, as
as the
the legislature
shall direct.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 11. And be it further
enacted, That from and
after the
the admission
admission Laws
the
and after
Laws of
of the
of the said state of Colorado into the Union,
pursuance of
of this
this act,
States
Union, in
in pursuance
act, United States
the laws of the United
United States not
the made
applicable.
not locally
locally inapplicable
inapplicable shall
shall have
have the
made applicable.
same force and effect within the said state as
elsewhere within
as elsewhere
within the
the United
United
States, and said state shall
ghall constitute one
one judicial district, and be
be called
called Judical disdisthe district of Colorado.
trict.
trict.
APPROVED, March 21,
APPROVED,
21, 1864.
1864.
CGAP. XXXVIII.
- An
An Act amendatory
CRAP.
LXXVIII.—
amendatory of the Homestead
Homestead Law,
for other
Purposes.
Law, and
andfor
other Purposes.

March 21,1864.
March
21,1864.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the
th
United States of America
America in Congress
Persons in
in milUnited
Congress assembled,
in case
case of
of any
an
assembled, That in
Persons
military or naval
person desirous of availing himself of the benefits
benefits of
of the
the homestead
ac service
homestead act
claiming
service claiming
of twentieth of May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, but
but who,
who, by
by rearea benefits of homeson of
stead act,
act, may
of actual
United stead
son
actual service
service in the military or naval service of the Unite
may
make affidavit
States, is unable to do the personal
personal preliminary
preliminary acts
acts at
the district
district landland before
at the
before whom.
office which the said act of twentieth May, eighteen
hundred and
and sixtysixty
eighteen hundred
two, requires, and whose
whose family or some member
thereof, is
is residing
residing o
member thereof,
on 1862,
1862, ch. 75.
the land which he desires to enter, and upon which aabona
Vol. xii.
p. 392.
392.
improve
bona fide
fide improveVol.
xii. p.
ment
meat and settlement have been made, it
and may
may be
lawful for
for such
such
it shall and
be lawful
person to make the affidavit
required by
by said
the officer
officer comcomaffidavit required
said act
act before
before the
manding in the branch of the service
service in
in which
the party
party may
be enen
which the
may be
gaged, which affidavit shall
shall be as binding
and with
with like
like penalties,
penalties, as
as
binding in
in law,
law, and
if taken before
before the register
register or receiver;
receiver; and
affidavit being
being
and upon
upon such
such affidavit
filed with the register by the wife or
the party,
party,
or other representative
representative of
of the
the same shall become effective
effective from
from the
the date
of such
provided the
the
date of
such filing,
filing, provided
said application
application and affidavit are accompanied
by the
the fee
fee and
commisaccompanied by
and commissions, as required
required by law.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That besides
besides the
the ten-dollar
fee Commissions to
ten-dollar fee
exacted by the said act, the homestead
receivers and reghomestead applicant
applicant shall hereafter
hereafter pay
pay to
to receiversandregisters.
the register and receiver
receiver each, as commissions,
at the
time of
commissions, at
the time
of entry,
entry, one
one isters.
per centum upon the cash price as fixed
fixed by law,
of the
land applied
for,
law, of
the land
applied for,
and like commissions when the claim is finally
established and
finally established
and the
the certificertificate therefor issued as
as the
the basis
of a
apatent.
basis of
patent.

SEC.
And be
be it
it further
SEC. 3.
3. And
further enacted,
enacted, That in any case
case hereafter
hereafter in Certain
Certain persons
which the applicant
applicant for the benefit
benefit of
the homestead,
homestead, and
and whose
may make
affidaof the
whose family
family may
make affidavit before clerk of
or some member thereof,
thereof, is residing on the
the land
land which
which he
desires to
to court.
he desires
court.
a bona fide improvement
enter, and upon which a
improvement and
and settlement
settlement have
have been
been
made, is prevented, by reason of distance, bodily
infirmity,
or
other
good
bodily infirmity, or other good
cause, from personal
personal attendance
attendance at the district
it shall
shall and
and
district land-office,
land-office, it
may be lawful for him to make the affidavit required
by the
the original
original
required by
statute before the clerk of the court for
the applifor the county
county in
in which
which the
applicant
cant is an actual resident, and to transmit the
the fee
and
the same, with
with the
fee and
commissions, to the register
register and receiver.
SEC.
itfurther
SEC. 4. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in lieu of the fee allowed
allowed by
by Fees of regisFees of registhe twelfth
twelfth section of the preemption
fourth September, eighteen
the
preemption act of fourth
eighteen ters and receivers
hundred
clafm
iii
rese. mption
and
forty-one,
the
register
and
receiver
shall
hundred and forty-one,
register
receiver
each be entitled to c'rlaempti"
one dollar for their services in acting upon preemption
claims, and
preemption claims,
and shall
shall 1841,
ch. 16,
1841, ch. 16,
fifteen dents per hundred words
be allowed, jointly, at the rate of fifteen
words for
for the
the § 12.
12.
testimony which
which may be reduced by them to writing for claimants,
in Vol.
Vol. v.
claimants, in
v. p.
p. 456.
establishing preemption or homestead rights, the
giving
the regulations
regulations for
for giving
proper effect to the provisions of this act to
by the
the comcomto be prescribed
prescribed by
missioner of the general
general land-office.
land-office.
SEC.
And be it
Sac. 5. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That where
where aa preimptor
preemptor has
has
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laws in
actual
taken the
the initiatory
initiatory steps
steps required
required by existing laws
in regard to actual
settlement, and is called away
away from
from such
such settlement
settlement by
being actually
actually
by
being
called
and
is
settlement,
engaged
in the
the military
or naval
naval service
the United
United States,
States, and by
by
service of
of the
engaged in
military or
reason
of such
absence is
unable to
to appear
appear at
at the
district land-office,
land-office, to
to
is unable
the district
reason of
such absence
make, before
before the
the register
register or
or receiver,
receiver, the
the affidavits
by the
the thirthiraffidavits required
required by
make,
teenth section
section of
preemption act
act of
of fourth
fourth September,
September, eighteen
huneighteen hunteenth
of the
the preemption
dred and
forty-one, the
the time
for filing
affidavit and
and making
final
such affidavit
making final
dred
and forty-one,
time for
filing such
proof and entry
entry or location, shall
shall be extended
extended six months
months after
after the
the
expiration of
of his
his term
term of
of service,
service, upon
proof by
by affidavit,
affidavit, or
or
expiration
upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof
the testimony
of witnesses,
witnesses, that
the said
preemptor is
so in
the service,
service,
that the
said preemptor
is so
in the
the
testimony of
being
with the
register of
of the
the land-office
land-office for
the district
in which
which his
his
the register
for the
district in
being filed
filed with
settlement
settlement is made.
S
EC. 6.
And be
enacted, That
the registers
and receivers
receivers
That the
registers and
SEC.
6. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
in
the state
of California,
in the
the state
and in
in the
territories of
of
in the
state of
California, in
state of
of Oregon,
Oregon, and
the territories
Washington,
Idaho, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
and Arizona,
shall
Washington, Nevada,
Nevada, Colorado,
Colorado, Idaho,
Arizona, shall
be
collect and
and receive,
receive, in
to the
the fees
fees and
and allowances
allowances
be entitled
entitled to
to collect
in addition
addition to
provided
by this
this act,
act, fifty
per centum
said fees
fees and
and allowances
as comcomprovided by
fifty per
centum of
of said
allowances as
pensation for their services:
the salary
salary and
and fees
fees allowed
services: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
allowed
exceed in the aggregate
aggregate the
any register
register or receiver
receiver shall not exceed
the sum of
of
three thousand
dollars per annum.
annum.
thousand dollars
three
APPROVED,
March 21,
1864.
APPROVED, March
21, 1864.
CHA.Y.
United States to
from the United
CHAP. XL.—
XL. -AnAn Act
Act to
to provide for carrying
carrying the
the Mails from
foreign Ports
foreign
Ports andfor
and for other
other PU3poses.
Purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
in Congress
steamers and sailing
sailing
Vessels belongbelong- States
States of America in
Congress assembled, That all steamers

ing to
citizens of
of vessels belonging to citizens
ing
to citizens
citizens of
of the
States, and
the United
United States,
and bound
any
bound from
from any
the United States
.....
.
.
port
in the
United States
States to
to any
foreign port,
port, or
or from
from any
foreign port
port
any foreign
any foreign
port in
the United
to carry the
mails.
any port in
in the
the United
United States,
before clearance,
to any
States, shall,
shall, before
clearance, receive
receive on
on
board
and securely
securely 'convey
all such
such mails
mails as
the post-office
post-office department
department
board and
convey all
as the
of
the United
or commercial
agent of
of the
the
of the
United States,
States, or
or any
any minister,
minister, consul,
consul, or
commercial agent
United
States abroad
offer, and
and promptly
deliver the
the same
same to
to the
the
United States
abroad shall
shall offer,
promptly deliver
proper
authorities, on
on arriving,
arriving, at
the port
port of
of destination,
destination, and
and shall
shall receive
proper authorities,
at the
receive
for such
such service
service such
such reasonable
for
reasonable compensation
compensation as
as may
may be
law.
be allowed
allowed by
by law.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That upon
upon the
entry of
every
tomake
SEC.
be it
the entry
of every
Master to
make
return under
under
steamer
from any
any foreign
foreign port,
port, the
master or
or commander
commander
return
steamer or
or sailing
sailing vessel
vessel from
the master
oath.
thereof shall
shall make
thereof
make return,
return, on
on oath
oath or
showing that
he has
has
or affirmation,
affirmation, showing
that he
promptly
delivered at
at such
such foreign
port or
or ports
ports all
all mails
mails placed
placed on
on board
board
promptly delivered
foreign port
of
or vessel
vessel under
his command
clearance from
from the
of the
the steamer
steamer or
under his
command before
before clearance
the
Penalty for
failure.
failure.

United States. And in case
case the master
master or commander
commander shall fail to make
aforesaid, showing that he has delivered
oath or affirmation
affirmation as aforesaid,
delivered the mails
placed
on board
vessel in
in good
good faith,
the said
said steamer
placed on
board his
his steamer
steamer or
or vessel
faith, the
steamer or
or
vessel
not be
to the
privileges of
or vessel
of the
the
vessel shall
shall not
be entitled
entitled to
the privileges
of aasteamer
steamer or
vessel of
United
States.
United States.
Contracts for
SEC. 3.
be it
it further
That the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General be,
be,
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
3. And
SEC.
aor
Contracts
carrying
mail
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to make
contracts, to
to continue
continue not
not exceeding
exceeding
and is
make contracts,
matter by FanaPana- and
ma
ma or
or Nicaragua.
Nicaragua. four years, for the transportation
transportation of all mailable
matter other
mailable matter
other than
than letters,
letters,
letters as may be so directed,
directed, by the Isthmus
and of such letters
Isthmus of Panama
Panama or
Nicaragua route,
or both
of them:
them: Provided,
the expenditure
Cost not to ex- the
the Nicaragua
route, or
both of
Provided, That
That the
expenditure
ceed,
ceed, &c.
&c.
fbr the service
service shall
shall not
not exceed
one hundred
and sixty
sixty thousand
for
exceed one
hundred and
thousand dollars
dollars
If more than
per annum. And in case more than one
one company is engaged
engaged in renderone company
ren- ing
ing this
this service,
service, the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall
determine the
the proportion
proportion
one
company renshall determine
ders the service.
which
paid to
which shall
shall be
be paid
to each.
each.
Postage on
SEC.
4. And
further enacted,
That all
all mailable
S
EC. 4.
And be it further
enacted, That
mailable matter
matter which
which may
may
mail matter bebe
by mail
beyond the
western boundary
of Kansas,
Kansas,
boundary of
the western
mail westward
westward beyond
conveyed by
be conveyed
tween Kansas
and California. and eastward
eastward from the eastern boundary
boundary of California
California shall be subject
subject
Proviso.
to prepaid
Provided, however,
prepaid letter postage
postage rates: Provided,
this section shall
however, That this
Post, pp. 421, 422. not be
newspapers from
from aa
Post,pp.421,422.
be held
held to
to extend
extend to
to the transmission
transmission by mail of newspapers

THIRTY-EIGHTH
THIRTY—
EIGHTH

CONGRESS. S
ESS. I
Cm 41,
42.
CONGRESS.
SESS.
I.. CH.
41, 42.

1864.
1864.

known office
office of publication
publication to bona
not exceeding
exceeding one
one
bona fide
fide subscribers,
subscribers, not
copy to each subscriber, nor
to and
and from
from the
the intermeintermenor to
to franked
franked matter,
matter, to
mediate
mediate points between the boundaries
boUridaries above
above named,
rates_:
named, at
at the
the usual
usual rates:
Provided, further,
further, That such franked
Provided,
franked matter
shall be
be subject
subject to
to such
such
matter shall
regulations as to its transmission and
asithe Postmaster-General
and delivery
delivery asithe
Postmaster-General
shall
prescribe.
shall prescribe.

37
37

Proviso.

SEC.
5. And
enacted, That the Postmaster-General
Si. 5.
And be it further
further enacted,
Postmaster-General may
may, Contracts
Contracts for
for
if he shall deem it Cbr
for the public interests, enter into contracts
contracts for
for any
Any carrying the
the
period
period not exceeding one year,
the transportation
the mails
mails in
in slips by sea beyear, for the
transportation of
of the
Zirs 11;31r8stZli13a,e.steamships,
steamships, by sea, between any of the
ports in
in the
United States;
States; and
and tween portsof
the ports
the United
ports of the
that the sea-service
pertbrmed by his order on
United States,
sea-service already
already performed
Atlantic coast
coast United
on the
the Atlantic
States,
c.
of any moneys
and Gulf'of
Gulf of Mexico be paid for out of
for the
the &c'
moneys appropriated
appropriated fbr
service of the post-office department. Also for such
such service
already Appropriation
service already
Appropriation
for Pacific
coast.
performed upon
upon the Pacific coast aa sum -notnot- exceeding
performed
exceeding fifteen hundred for
Pacific coastdollars, to be paid for out of any moneys appropriated
appropriated fbr
for the
the service
service of
of
post-office department.
the post-office
department.
SEC.
be it further
futrther enacted,
S
EQ. 6. And be
enacted, That
any person
persons shall
That if
if any
person or
or persons
shall Penalty
Penalty for
for
paint, print, post, or in any other manner
manner place
place upon, or
attach to,
to, any
or attach
any placing
placing words
words
"United
"
United
States
States
steamboat or other vessel, or .any stage-coach
other vehicle,
which mail," &c.on a
stage-coach or
or other
vehicle, which
mail," &c. on a
steamboat
or other
steamboat or
other vessel,
vessel, or stage-coach
stage-coach or other vehicle,
vehicle, is not actually
actually coach
coach or vessel
vessel
used ;to carry
used in carrying the mails of the United States, the words
words "United
"United "thused
to cair
the
States mail,"
mail," or
or. any other words, letters
letters or
characters of
of like
like import;
import; or
or
or characters
if any person
person or persons shall give
give notice,
by publishing
publishing in
notice, either
either by
in any
any for advertising
advertising
newspaper or otherwise, that any steamboat or other vessel, or any stageor vesnewspaper
stage- such
such coach or
vescoach or
coach
or other
other vehicle, is used in carrying the
the mails of the United
United States, sel.
e
when the same is not actually
actually so used, every person
when
so offending
or wilwilperson so
offending or
fully
or abetting therein, shall, on conviction thereof
fully aiding
aiding or
thereof in
in any
any court
court
of competent jurisdiction, be fined in any sum
hundred
sum not
not less
less than
than one
one hundred
nor
more than
five hundred dollars for every such
nor more
than five
such offence; one half
half for
for
the use of the United States and the
the other
other half to
use of
person
to the
the use
of the
the person
informing and prosecuting
prosecuting for
same.
for the
the same.
SEC.
SEC. 7. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
be, Part of act of
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General be,
of
and h?,
hl is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized and empowered
1852, oh.
ch. 113,98,
113, 4. 8,
and
empowered to suspend
suspend the operation of
of 1852,
may
be
susso much of the eighth section of the act of the thirty-first
of August,
August, pended.
thirty-first of
pended.
eighteen hundred and fifty-two, as authorizes
the conveyance
conveyance of
of letters
letters Vol. x. pp. 141
authorizes the
141.
otherwise
otherwise than in the mails on any such Wail
in his
his opinion
opinion the
mail routes as
as in
the
public interest may
may require.
APPROVED,
March 25,
25, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, March

CHnP. XLI. -An
Act to authorize
authorize the President
—An Act
President to negotiate
negotiate a
a Treaty with
E7amath, March
25, 1864
1864.
with the Klamath,
March 25,
Modoc,
illodoc, and other Indian tribes in
in Southeastern
Southeastern Oregon.
Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
Representatives of
United Treaties
with
Treaties with
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the President
President be,'and
be,`and he
he Indians
Indians in
in southsouthhereby is, authorized to conclude
a treaty with the
conclude a
the Klamath,
and eastern Oregon.
Klamath, Modoe,
Modoc, and
Oregon.
Snake
Indians in southeastern
southeastern Oregon for
Snake Indians
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of the
the councountry
by them.
try occupied by
them.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And be it further
That for
for the
purpose of
enacted, That
the purpose
of carrying
carrying
out the
the provisions
out
provisions of this act the sum
sum of twenty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars be,
be, and
and
the same
same is
hereby, appropriated
appropriated from any money in
the
is hereby,
treasury not
not
in the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to be expended under the
otherwise
direction of
of the
the SecreSecrethe direction
tary of the Interior.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 25,
25, 1864.
1864.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

CHAP. XLIL
XLII.-— An
An Act
Act to carry
carry into Effect the Convention with Ecuador
CRAP.
the mutual March
28,1864.
Ecuadorfor -the
March 28,1864.
Adjustment of Claims.
Claims.
Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate
of the
the PayofcomPay of comRepresentatives of
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That, for
the purpose
purpose missioner under
under
for the
of carryin
carryingg i
into
convention
with
nt
o effect
etrect the conventi
on w
i
th Ecuador
Ecua dor for
f
or the
th
e mutual
v
a
e
dn
ot
r
i
.
on with
mutual adjust- ru
cuador.
with
VOL. xlir.
xII.
VOL.
PCB.
PUB. —
- 44
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Pay, if minisminister ri.ident at
at
ter
rsiddent
I.,
:cuailor
is
truador
is apappointed oominispointedoomnlissiolier.
sioniur.
ISA
ch. 127,
127,
18I5, ch.
§ 9-..
§
Vol.. xi.
xi. p.
p. 56.
56.
Contingent exContingent
pVIHON
pofu andd those
of umpire. those

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

April 1,
April
1, 1864.
1854.
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ment
claims, signed
Quito, on
on the
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day
day of
of November,
November,
ment of
of claims,
signed at
at Quito,
eighteen
hundred and
the commissioner
commissioner to
appointed by
by the
the
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, the
to be
be appointed
President
the United
by and
with the
and consent
of
President of
of the
United States,
States, by
and with
the advice
advice and
consent of
the Senate,
Senate, shall
in full
full for
for his
his services,
services, of
of
the
shall be
be allowed
allowed a
a compensation,
compensation, in
three thousand
thousand dollars,
and ten
commutation of
travelling
three
dollars, and
ten dollars
dollars aa day
day in
in commutation
of travelling
expenses for
for the
the time
and necessarily
going from
from
expenses
time actually
actually and
necessarily occupied
occupied in
in going
the
of his
his residence
and returning
returning to
to his
home after
after
the place
place of
residence to
to Guayaquil
Guayaquil and
his home
the
the termination
termination of
of his
his duties.
duties.
Sac.
it further
further enacted,
That if
if the
the President
President shall
shall elect
elect to
to
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
appoint
of the
the United
United States
States in
Ecuador to
to perform
perform
in Ecuador
appoint the
the minister
minister resident
resident of
the
of commissioner
convention aforesaid,
aforesaid, said
minister
the duties
duties of
commissioner under
under the
the convention
said minister
shall receive
receive a
a compensation
compensation for his services of fifty per
of the
the
per centum
centum of
sum
hereinbefore mentioned,
to the
the provisions
provisions of
the ninth
ninth secsum hereinbefore
mentioned, pursuant
pursuant to
of the
section of the act of August
fifty-six,"
August eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
" to
to
diplomatic and consular
regulate the diplomatic
consular systems of the United States."
States."
SEC.
3. And
it further
the President
President be,
and hereby
hereby
SEc. 8.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
be, and
authorized to make such
is, authorized
snch provision
contingent expenses
provision for the contingent
expenses of the
commission under
under the said
the moiety
moiety of
of the
the United
United
said convention,
convention, including
including the
States
compensation of the
the secretary
secretary who
who may
may
States for
for the
the compensation
the umpire, and
and of the
commissioners, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
be chosen
chosen by
by the commissioners,
the conconvention, as he shall deem just
just and
and proper.
SEC. 4. And be it further
That such sums of money as may
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
of this
act be,
and they
they are
be
provisions of
this act
be, and
are
appropriated out
out of any money
money in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise
hereby, appropriated
appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED, March
March 28,
1864.
APPROVED,
28, 1864.
CHAP. XLV.
XLV.—
Act making
making Appropriations
for the
Support of
of the
Academy
CHAP.
-AnAn Act
Appropriationsfor
the Support
the Military
Military Academy
for the
Year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, ezghteen
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
for
the Year
eighteen hundred

of the
the
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives of
Congress assembled, That the following
Military AcadeAcade- United States of America in
in Congress
following
my appropriaany money
tion. ppopra
sums be, and the same
same are heeby,
hereby, appropriated, out of any
money in
in the
the
treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
support of
of the
military
for the support
the military
academy for the
ending the thirtieth of June,
the year ending
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five:—
sixty-five: For pay of officers, instructors, cadets,
cadets, and musicians, one hundred
hundred and
thousand one
seventeen thousand
one hundred
seventy-six dollars.
hundred and seventy-six
For commutation
commutation of subsistence,
subsistence, four thousand
thousand one
one hundred and sixtyone dollars.
For
For pay in lieu of clothing
clothing to officers'
officers' servants,
servants, sixty dollars.
dollars.
current and ordinary expenses,
and improveimproveFor current
expenses, as follows:
follows: repairs
repairs and
ments, fuel and apparatus,
apparatus, forage, postage, telegrams,
telegrams, stationery,
stationery, transtransclerks, miscellaneous
portation, printing, clerks,
miscellaneous and
and incidental
incidental expenses, and
and
departments of instruction,
instruction, forty-one thousand two hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty
dollars.
For gradual increase
increase and expense
library, one thousand
expense of library,
thousand dollars.
For expenses of the board of visitors, four thousand dollars.
For forage
fbrage for artillery and cavalry
cavalry horses, eight thousand six hunhundred and forty dollars.
For supplying
supplying horses for artillery
artillery and cavalry
exercise, one thousand
cavalry exercise,
thousand
dollars.
For repairs of officers'
officers' quarters, one
one thousand five hundred dollars.
For targets and batteries for artillery
artillery exercise,
exercise, one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollar.
For furniture for
including fixed wash-tubs,
for hospital
hospital for
for cadets, including
wash-tubs, hot and
apparatus and water-closets,
cold water bath apparatus
water-closets, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
For annual repairs
repairs of gas-pipes and retorts, three
three hundred dollars.
dollars.
For warming
warming apparatus for barracks,
barracks, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For rebuilding
rebuilding public
public wharf
wharf and opening approach
approach to the same from
the south, six thousand dollars.
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39

act

Construction of
Sac. 2. And be it further
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted,That the thirty-fifth
thirty-fifth section of
of the
the act
act Construction
of
8
.63, eh.
entitled "
forces, and
for 7at f35.83,
" An
An act
act for
for enrolling
enrolling and
and calling out
out the national
national forces,
and for
cl0
351
xii. p.
p.i7S.
736.
approved March three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and and
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
hundred and
and Vol. xii.
sixty-three, shall not
hereafter to
prohibit the
payment to
not be deemed hereafter
to prohibit
the payment
to
enlisted men
employed at the military
academy of
of the
extra-duty pay
men employed
military academy
the extra-duty
pay
heretofore allowed
allowed by
heretofore
by law
law to enlisted
enlisted men
men when
when employed
employed at
at constant
constant
labor for not
not less
less than ten days continuously.
continuously.
Pay of
cadets,
SEc. 3. And
enacted, That
That from
from and
and after
the first
first day
day of
of Pay
SEC.
And be
be it
it further enacted,
after the
of c.ad.ts,
and appropriaJuly, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-three, the
the annual
annual pay
July,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
pay of
of cadets
cadets at
at the
the tion.
and appropriamilitary academy at
at West
West Point
Point shall
shall be the same
same as that
that allowed
allowed to
midshipmen
naval academy,
for that
midshipmen at the
the naval
academy, and the amount
amount necessary
necessary for
that
purpose is
is hereby
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
Cadets found
S
EC. 4.
And be
it further enacted,
enacted, That
cadets found
at any
any deficient
at ex amSEC.
4. And
be itfurther
That cadets
found deficient
deficient at
deficientatexamin
at i
on. [Reexamination shall not be
academy, or be
be reexamination
be continued
continued at the
the military
military academy,
re- pealed.
"iation.
[RePost, p.
Pos,
appointed
except upon
recommendation of
of the
appointed except
upon the
the recommendation
the academic
academic board.
467.]
board.
467.]
S
EC. 5. And be it further
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That no part of the money hereby Appropriation
Appropriation
apply only
only to
to
appropriated
applied to
pay of
of any
any cadets
cadets herehere- to
appropriated shall
shall be
be applied
to the
the support
support or
or pay
to apply
cadets
cadets regularly
regularly
appointed not in
conformity with
with the
the express
of
law
reguafter appointed
in conformity
express provisions
provisions of law regu- appointed.
lating appointments
appointments of cadets at
academy.
at that academy.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April
April 1, 1864.
1864.

CHAP.
XLVI. -—An
C
HAP. XLVI.
increase the Pension
now on
An Act to increase
Pension of the Revolutionary
Revolutionary Pensioners'
Pensioners'now
on
the Rolls
Rolls of the
the Pension
Pension Office.

r

1864.
April 1,
1,1864

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
assembled, That there
to suysupCongress assembled,
there shall
shall be
be paid,
paid, out
out Pension
Pension to
of any
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the suns
of one
viving soldiers
of
any money
money in
in the
the treasury
sum of
one viving
soldiers of
of
hundred dollars
dollars per
annum to
each of
sur viving soldiers
soldi ers of
ofth
Revolu- the
hundred
per annum
to each
of the
the surviving
thee Revoluthe Revolution.
Revolution.
tion, now on the pension rolls, during their natural lives, in addition to the
the
pensions to which they are now entitled under former
former acts of Congress;
Congress;
said payment
payment to date from, and commence
January,
commeree on, the
the first day of
of January,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and to cease at their
their death.
death.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April 1, 1864.
1864.
CHAP.
XLVII. —An
- A Act relating
relating to Acting
CHAP. XLVII.
and reguActinq Assistant Paymasters
Paymasters in the Navy, and
reguluting the Appointment
the Naval
Naval Academy.
lating
Appointment of Cadets
Cadets in
in the
Academy.

April
1, 1884.
April 1,
186

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
House of Representatives
of the
the United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That whenever
whenever the
the President
President Appointment
Appointment
of the United States shall nominate any acting assistant paymaster
paymaster in the of
c'
a
f
a l;
ai
t
;g:, a
a
s
Teis
rs
t"
acting
assistant paymasters
volunteer
volunteer naval service, on account of his faithful, diligent, and efficient in
ia the
tie navy.
discharge of duty in the
to be
be an
an assistant
paymaster
the volunteer
volunteer service,
service, to
assistant paymaster
in the navy, it shall be no objection to his appointment
confirmation
appointment and confirmation
that he is over twenty-six years
he be
not over
years of age:
age: Provided,
Provided, That
That he
be not
over
Age.
thirty years of age: And provided,
further, That
of paypayprovided, further,
That the
the number
number of
Number
Number.
masters and assistant paymasters,
paymasters, as
authorized by
by law,
be not
not increased
increased
as authorized
law, be
thereby.
thereby.
SEC.
And be it further
S
EC. 2. And
students of the naval
ge of
f stot .,
further enacted,
enacted, That the students
naval A
Age
academy, when examined for admission
admission thereto, shall be between
between the dents at naval
ages of fourteen
fourteen and eighteen years.
academy.
APPROVED, April 1, 1864.
APPROVED,
o

CHAP. XLVIIL
XLVIIL -An
—An Act to provide
the better
better Organization
of Indian
Indian Affairs
CHAP.
provide for
for the
Organization of
Affairs in
in
California.
California..

s

n

April
April 8,
8, 1864.
1864.

1865, ch. 122.
1865,
it enacted by
of the
United Post,
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
p. 638.
538.
Peet, p.
States of America
States
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
assembled, That, from
firom and after the
the first
first California to
day of April, anno Domini eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, the state of constitute
constitute one
one InInsuoerintondian
superintenCalifornia shall, for Indian
Indian purposes, constitute one
one superintendency,
superintendency, for
for dency.
"deanc
'-y.
which there shall be appointed by the President of the United States, by
a superintendent
and with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate, a
superintendent of Indian
Indian
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affairs for said superintendency,
superintendency, at a
a salary of three thousand six
six hunhuna point within said state, to
dred dollars per annum, who shall reside at a
to
be selected
selected by
by the
the Secretary
Interior, and
and who,
upon executing
executing a
a
be
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
who, upon
as may
may be
prescribed by
by the
the SecreSecrebond, upon
upon such
such terms and such sum as
be prescribed
oath of
office, shall
under
tary of
of the Interior,
Interior, and
and taking the
the usual
usual -oath
of office,
shall have
have under
his
control and
and management,
management, in
in like
manner and
and subject
subject to
and
his control
like manner
to like
like rules
rules and
regulations
prescribed for superintendents
superintendents of
other superintendenregulations as
as are
are prescribed
of other
superintenden.
cies,
reservations that
that are
hereafter be
be
cies, the Indians
Indians and
and Indian reservations
are or
or may
may hereafter
established in said state:
superintendent shall
state: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the -superintendent
shall be
be
Clerk,
Clerk, salary.
salary. authorized
authorized to appoint a
a clerk, at a
a compensation not to exceed
exceed eighteen
hundred dollars per
per annum.
SEC. 2.
further enacted,
That there
shall be
set apart
Slc.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
there shall
be set
apart by
by the
the
Indian
reserVahis discretion,
four tracts
land, within
within
tracts of
of land,
not exceeding
exceeding four
and at
at his
discretion, not
reCieora- President,
President, and
tindian
tions
in Califor,the
said state,
state, to
to be
be retained
retained by
by the
nia.
the limits
limits of
of said
the United
United States
States for
for the
the purpurbe of
extent for
for the
poses of Indian reservations,
reservations, which
which shall
shall be
of suitable
suitable extent
the
accommodation
of the
Indians of
of said
said state,
state, and
and shall
shall be
be located
located as
as remote
remote
Location.
accommodation of
the Indians
from white
settlements as
be found
found practicable,
practicable, having
having due
due regard
regard to
white settlements
as may
may be
to
their adaptation
adaptation to
the purposes
they are
are intended:
intended: Provided,
their
to the
purposes for
for which
which they
Provided,
Proviso.
That at least one of said tracts shall be located
located in
in what
heretofore
what has
has heretofore
been known as the northern district: And
provided, further,
And provided,
further, That
That if
if itit
shall be found impracticable to establish
establish the reservations
reservations herein contentcontent.Improvements
embracing improvements
within their
their limits
by white
white
Improvements plated
plated without
without embracing
improvements made
made within
limits by
in suci
be
limiaihins
persons
lawfully
there, the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
is he
re by authorized
au th or i
ze d
locations
in
persons
lawfully
there,
Secretary
of
Interior
is
hereby
to
to be purchased,
purchased,
and
for the
purchase of
of such
such improvements,
at a
after report to
and empowered
empowered to
to contract
contract for
the purchase
improvements, at
a
Congress.
price not exceeding
a fair valuation
exceeding a
valuation thereof,
thereof; to be
direcbe made
made under
under his
his direction. But no such contract shall be valid, nor
paid thereon,
nor any
any money paid
thereon,
until, upon aa report
report of said contract and of said
to Congress,
Congress„ the
said valuation to
the
same shall be approved and the money appropriated
appropriated by law for
for that
that purpu'Tracts may
may or
or pose: And
And provided,
provided,further,
further, That said tracts
aforesaid
tracts to be set apart as aforesaid,
may not include
discretion of
praeenot,reservaresc^ae may, or may not, as in the
the discretion
of the
the President
President may be deemed
deemed for
for
present
tions.
the best,
of the
the
best interests of the Indians
Indians to be
be provided
provided for,
for, include
include any
any of
Indian
Indian reservations heretofore
heretofore set apart in said state, and that in case aly
any
such reservation
reservation is so included,
same may be enlarged
included, the same
enlarged to
to such an
an
extent as in the opinion of the President may be necessary, in order
order to
its complete
complete adaptation to the purposes for which it is intended.
Slc. 3. And be it
SEC.
further enacted,
itfurther
enacted, That the
the several Indian
Indian reservations
reservations
Reservations
Reservations
in California
California which
which shall not be retained
retained for the purposes of Indian reserreser•
not retained to be
under the provisions
provisions of
of the
the preceding
by
not
retained
preceding section
section of
of this
this act,
act, shall,
shall, by
surveyed
andto be vations under
suiveved
and
the commissioner
commissioner of
general land-office,
land-office, under
under the
direction of
of the
offered for sale.
offere
the
of the
the general
the direction
the
Secretary of'
of the Interior, be surveyed
surveyed into lots or parcels of suitable size,
and as far as practicable
practicable in conformity to the surveys
surveys of
of the
the public
public lands,
which said lots shall,
shall, under his direction,
appraised by disinterested
direction, be appraised
disinterested
persons
persons at their cash value, and shall thereupon,
thereupon, after
due advertisement,
advertisement,
after due
as now provided
provided by law in case of other public
public lands, be offered
offered for
for sale
sale
at public outcry,
outcry, and thence afterward
afterward shall be held subject to sale at
at private entry, according
according to such regulations as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
t,he Interior
Interior
of tJle
Minimum
price. may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
no lot
lot shall
shall be
disposed of
less than
the
Minimumprice.
That no
be disposed
of at
at less
than the
appraised value, nor at less than one dollar and twenty-five cents per
per
said sale
sale shall
be conducted
by the
the
Sale, how con- acre:
acre: And
And provided,
provided, further,
further, That
That said
shall be
conducted by
ducted.
ducted.
land-office in the
tlhe district in which such reserregister and receiver of the land-office
reservations may be situated, in accordance
vation or reservations
instructions
accordance with the instructions
of the department
department regulating
the sale
sale of
public lands.
regulating the
of public
lands.
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the President
President of the United
Agent for each
each States be, and he is hereby, authorized, by and with the advice and conconreservation.
reservation.
sent of the Senate, to appoint an Indian agent
reservations
agent for each of the reservations
provisions of this act,
which shall be established under the provisions
act, which said
said
Residence, du- agent
agent shall
reside upon
the reservation
reservation for
for which
which he
he shall
shall be
be appointed,
appointed,
shall reside
upon the
ties.
ties.
and shall discharge all
all, the duties now or hereafter
hereafter to be required of
of
agents by law, or by rules and regulations
regulations adopted, or to be
Indian agents'
be
Superintendent, salary,
dent, salary,
bond,
bond, oath of
otlice.
ofice.
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adopted, for the
as the
same may
may
adopted,
the regulation
regulation of
of the
the Indian service, so
so far
far as
the same
before
be applicable. Each
Each of the agents
agents appointed
appointed as aforesaid
aforesaid shall, before
Bond of agents.
entering upon the duties of his office, give bond in such penalties and with Bondofagents.
entering
Secretary of
such conditions and
and such
such security
security as
as the President or Secretary
of the
the
require, and shall hold his office for the
Interior may require,
the terra
term of four
four years,
years, Term of office,
salary.
unless sooner removed by the President, and shall receive an annual salary.
eighteen hundred
salary at the rate of eighteen
hundred dollars.
dollars.
SEC. 5. And be it further
appointed, in the
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That there
there may be appointed,
the
Physician,
manner
reservations, if
if in
the opinion
opinion blacslithn,
manner prescribed
prescribed by law, for each of
of said
said reservations,
in the
blacksmith,
of
Secretary of
Indians shall
require farmer,
farmer, carpenof the
the Secretary
of the Interior
Interior the
the welfare
welfare of
of said
said Indians
shall require
carpenter, &c.
Sze.
it, one physician, one blacksmith, one assistant blacksmith, one farmer, ter,
and one carpenter,
carpenter, who shall each receive compensation
compensation at rates to be Pay.
pay.
Secretary of the Interior, not exceeding
exceeding fifty dollars
determined by the Secretary
per month.
month.
S
EC. 6. And
it further
further enacted, That hereafter,
hereafter, when
become Reservations,
SEc.
And be it
when it
it shall
shall become
Reservations,
to be
necessary to survey any Indian or other reservations, or any lands, the how
how
to
be surBurveyed.
same shall be surveyed
surveyed under the direction and
and control
control of the
the general
general veye.
land-office, and as
nearly as
conformity to
to the
the rules
and
as nearly
as may be
be in confbrmity
rules and
regulations
other public
public lands
are surveyed.
surveyed.
regulations under
under which
which other
lands are
SEC.
enacted, That all Indian agents shall reside
SEC. 7. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
reside Indian agents
agent
where;
at
visit the
at their
their respective agencies, and
and shall in no
no case be
be permitted
permitted to
to visit
the to
to reside where;
not to visit
city of Washington except
except when
commissioner of
when ordered
ordered to do
do so by
by the commissioner
Washintonvitexof Washington
Indian affairs.
And it is hereby
hereby made the duty
duty of
of the said
said commis- cept, &c.
&c.
the President,
sioner to report all cases of the violation of
of this
this section
section to
to the
President,
with the request
request that the agents
provisions herein
agents disregarding
disregarding the provisions
herein concontained be at
at once
once removed
removed from
from office.
office.
SEC. 8. And
SEC.
And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all acts
acts or parts of
of acts
acts in concon- Repealing
Repealing
flict with the provisions
provisions of this act, be, and the same are hereby, repealed; clause.
clause.
and all offices
offices and employments
connected with Indian affairs
employments connected
affairs in
in CaliforCalifor- Offices, &e.,
&c.,
abolished.
nia not provided for in this act be, and the same are hereby, abolished.
abolished.
APPROVED, April 8, 1864.
1864.

CazP. XLIX. -— An
Cusp.
Gaslight Company
An Act to incorporate
incorporatethe Union
Union Gaslight
Company of
of the
the District
District of
of
Columbia.
Columbia.

April
8, 1864.
April 8,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
the United
United
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Sayles
J. Bowen,
Wil- Union
Gas_
States of
of America
America in
Sayles J.
Bowen, WilUnion GasEarn
Bates, Robert
Robert W.
W. Milbank,
M. Kinney,
linney, light
Company
liam Elmer,
Elmer, William
William Bates,
Milbank, Andrew
Andrew M.
light Company
porated.
William H.
H. Baldwin, Z.
Z. D. Gilman,
Gilman, D.
D. C. Forney,
Forney, S.
S. P.
P. Brown,
Brown, John
John incor
incorporated.
Green, and Gamaliel Gay, and their associates lend
N
and assigns,
assigns, be, and
and they ame;
Name;
anare hereby, created aa body
body corporate, under the name of "
The Union
thoritY•
"The
Union thority.
Gas-light Company of the District of
Columbia," with
manuof Columbia,"
with authority
authority to
to manufacture and sell gas,
gas, to be made of coal,
coal, zinc, oil,
pitch, peat,
oil, tar, pitch,
peat, turpentine, or other material, and to be used in lighting
lighting the city
city of
of Washington
Washington
and the streets thereof, and any buildings, manufactories,
manufactories, or
therein
or houses therein
situated, and to lay mains and pipes for
for the purpose of
conducting gas
gas in
of conducting
in
any of the avenues,
avenues, streets, lanes, or alleys of the said city: Provided,
Provided,
however, That the said company
company shall so conduct
conduct the manufacture,
manufacture, and Not to create aa
not to
to create
create a
a nuisance
nuisance or
lay said
said mains
mains and pipes,
pipes, as
as not
or injure
injure either
either nuisance.
nuisance.
under
private or public property: And provided,
provided, further,
further, That
That the said mains To be under
and pipes shall be laid subject to such conditions and
and in compliance
compliance with
with direction
direction of city
city
such regulations
may be
prescribed by
by the
authorities of
such
regulations as
as may
be prescribed
the municipal
municipal authorities
of the
theauthorities.
authorities.
city of Washington;
Washington; and the right to erect
erect and establish any buildings,
manufacture of gas, shall be
subject to
to
apparatus, or machinery for the manufacture
be subject
such regulations and
restrictions as
prescribed
and restrictions
as may be from time
time to time prescribed
by the said municipal
authorities of
municipal authorities
of Washington.
Washington.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the capital stock of
of the said
said Capital
Capital stock.
stoek.
Nuraber af
Numberof
company shall not be less than five hundred
hundred thousand,
thousand, nor more than shar
one million dollars, and that the said stock shall be divided into shares
shares of
es
each, and shall be deemed personal
property and
one hundred dollars each,
personal property
and
4*
4*
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How transfertransfer- be transferable
the by-laws
by-laws of
of said
company may
transferable in
in such
such manner as
as the
said company
may

able.

direct.
direct.

S
uscription
Subscription
books
booksb to
to be
be
openedopened.

is
by the
President of
the United
States, the
the corporators
corporators named
of the
United States,
named
is approved
approved by
the President

SEC.
further enacted,
That within
six days
after this
this act
act
days after
within six
enacted, That
3. And
And be
be it
it further
SEC. 3.

in the first section, or aa majority of them,
them, or,
or, if any refuse or
or neglect
neglect to
act, then
majority. of the
the others,
shall cause
cause books
books of
subscription to
to the
the
of subscription
a majority..of
others, shall
act,
then a
capital
said company
company to
to be
opened and
kept open
in some
some concapital stock
stock of
of said
be opened
and kept
open in
convenient
the city
city of
nine o'clock
venient place
place in
in the
of Washington,
Washington, from
from nine
o'clock in
in the
the forenoon
forenoon
till
afternoon, tbr
for a
a period
three days,
till three
three o'clock in
in the afternoon,
period of not less
less than three
and
as much
much longer
as the
the said
corporators shall
shall prescribe,
and the
the said
said
and as
longer as
said corporators
prescribe, and
corporators
notice of
the time
time and
and place
of opening
said
corporators shall
shall give
give public
public notice
of the
place of
opening said
books of
subscription ' by
advertisement thereof
thereof in
daily papers
papers pubpubof subscription,
by advertisement
in the
the daily
books
lished in
in the
Washington, and
subscribers to
to the
the capital
capital stock
lished
the city
city of
of Washington,
and subscribers
stock of
of
said company
be held
be stockholders:
Provided, That
stockholders: Provided,
That every
every
said
company shall
shall be
held to
to be
Payment at
at
subscriber
shall pay
of subscribing
subscribing twenty-five
twenty-five per
per centum
of
pay at
at the
the time
time of
centum of
Payment
subscriber shall
time of subscrip
subscrip--the amount subscribed
subscribed by him to the treasurer,
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
treasurei, who
who shall
by
tion.
corporators to receive the same, or his subscription
subscription shall be null
the said corporators
and void.
S
EC. 4.
further enacted,
enacted, That
minimum amount
amount
SEC.
4. And be
be it
it further
That when
when the
the minimum
First meeting. of the capital stock of said company, as prescribed
section,
prescribed in the second section,
shall
twenty-five per centum
as
shall have
have been
been subscribed,
subscribed, and twenty-five
centum thereof paid
paid as
aforesaid, the said corporators,
majority of them, and in case any
any
corporators, or aa majority
refuse to act, then a
a majority
majority of the others,
others, shall, within fifteen days
refuse
thereafter, call the first meeting
meeting of the
the stockholders
stockholders of
company, to
thereafter,
of said
said company,
to
place in the city of Washington,
be held at some convenient place
Washington, for the elecNotice.
tion of directors, of the time and place whereof notice shall be given for
for
at least five days in at least two daily newspapers
newspapers published
published in the city of
of
Washington, or by
thereof, signed
signed by
or more
more of
of said
Washington,
by written notice thereof,
by one
one or
said
corporators,
corporators, and personally
personally served
served on each stockholder;
stockholder; and in all meetVoting.
ings of the stockholders
stockholders each share shall entitle the holder to one vote,
to
person or
to be
be given either in person
or by
by proxy.
proxy.
S
SEC.
EC. 5. And be it further
government and direction
further enacted,
enacted, That the government
direction
President and of
of the company
in the board
board of directors,
company shall
shall be
be vested in
of the affairs of
direident
directors.
composed of seven
seven members,
members, who shall be stockholders, and who shall
shall
composed

Quorum,
Quorum.

Treasurer.
Treasurer,
Vacancies,
Vacancies.

bold their
their office
the term
one year,
until others
others are
are duly
duly elected
hold
office for
for the
term of
of one
year, and
and until
elected
qualified to take their places
places as
directors; and
shall
and qualified
as directors;
and the
the said
said directors
directors shall
elect one of their number to be president of the board, who shall also be
be
president of the company,
constitute a
president
company, and
and a
a majority of
of the board shall constitute
a
quorum to do business;
choose a
business; and
and they shall choose
a treasurer, who
who shall give
bond with sufficient
sufficient surety to said company, in such sum as the said
said
directors may require,
require, for the faithful discharge of his trust. In case of
of
directors by death,
refusal
aa vacancy in
in the
the board
board of directors
death, resignation,
resignation, removal,
removal, refusal
to act, or otherwise, the vacancy occasioned thereby shall be filled by the
other directors.

And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
Annual meet SEC. 6. And
further enacted,
That there
there shall
shall be
an annual
annual
be an
ing.
meeting of the stockholders,
of directors,
stockholders, for the election of
directors, to
to be
be held
held at
at

such
such time and place, and under such rules and regulations as the said
said
company
company in their by-laws shall prescribe, and the directors
directors shall make an
annual report
report in
their proceedings
proceedings to
the stockholders.
stockholders.
annual
in writing
writing of
of their
to the

SEC.
SEC. 7. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the directors shall
shall have
have full
full
power to make all such by-laws
by-laws as they shall deem necessary for the
the
regulation,
regulation, management, and disposition of the stock, effects,
effects, and property
of the said company, and for the proper
proper execution of the business
business of the
the
company, so as the same shall not be contrary to this charter, to the laws
of the United States, or to the ordinances
ordinances of the city of Washington.
Washington.
Notes,
not SEC.
SEC. 8. And be it further
enacted, That nothing in this act shall be
be,
/Totes, &c.,
&c., not
further enacted,
to
be issued as
so
construed as
as ta
the said
company to
issue any
token,
tosncyiuedas
so construed
to authorize
authorize the
said company
to issue
any note,
note, token,
currency.
evidence of debt to be used as a
device, scrip, or other evidence
currency.
a currency.
SEC.
And be,
SEC. 9. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That if any person or persons shall
By-laws.
By
laws.
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injure the mains, pipes, apparatus,
wilfully destroy, or in anywise injure
apparatus, or
ders
,tru
tocor t. Wilful
Wilful .destruct'
other
works, property,
property, or appurtenances
appurtenances belonging
other works,
belonging to and
and used
by said
;
`
p
)
n
es°
:&
in
ci:g
o,
used by
said pP'es
&c.,
iow
company
in manufacturing
company in
manufacturing gas or in furnishing
furnishing the same to
consumers punished.
to consumers
punished.
thereof,
thereof; the person or persons so offending
offending shall, for every
every such
such offence,
offence,
forfeit
and
to the said company the sum of five dollars, and
forfeit and pay
pay to
and shall,
shall, in
in
addition to
penalty, remain liable to said company
addition
to . said penalty,
for any
any loss
or
company for
loss or
damage occasioned
occasioned by the offence.
offence.
SEC.
10. And
fuerther enacted,
Sac. 10.
And be it
it farther
enacted, That the said company
company is
is hereby.
hereby
incorporated upon the express conditions
conditions that it shall furnish
incorporated
furnish gas
gas to
all Quality
and
to all
Quality and
the
containing fifty per centum more
the consumers
consumers thereof
thereof containing
more illuminating
illuminating Pr'''
ga''
price of.ga
power than
than that
power
that which is now furnished by the ""Washington Gas-light
Gas-light
Company," and
Company,"
and at
at a
a cost not exceeding
exceeding two dollars and fifty
cents per
per
fifty cents
thousand
cubic
feet; and
and a
a failure to comply
thousand cubic feet;
comply with these conditions
conditions shall
shall Forfeiture.
Forfeiture.
operate
operate as a
charter.
a forfeiture
forfeiture of
of this
this charter.
SEC.
11. And
it further
S
EC. 11.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the said company shall not
not
not Company not
el gas until,
be authorized to sell gas until it shall have produced
be
produced to
mayor of
so
to the
the mayor
of the
the t
toz ssell
l gas until,
city
of Washington
city of
Washington and to the Secretary of the Interior satisfactory
satisfactory evievi- &cdence that
that it
it has laid down, in aa proper
dence
proper and,
workmanlike manner,
manner, in
and. workmanlike
in the
the
avenues and
streets of the said city, gas mains of an average
avenues
and streets
average diameter
diameter of
of
at
least
six
inches
and
a total length of not less than
at least six
a
than twenty-five
twenty-five miles;
miles;
nor shall
said company connect its gas mains with the
nor
shall the
the said
supplying
the pipes
pipes supplying
the capitol
the
capitol and other public buildings
buildings belonging
belonging to
to the
the United
United States,
States, or
or
sell gas,
until it
it shall have produced
produced to the Secretary of
sell
gas, until
satisof the
the Interior
Interior satisfactory evidence
factory
evidence that it has erected and in operation good
good and
substantial
and substantial
works and holders capable of manufacturing
manufacturing and
works
storing a
quantity of
and storing
a quantity
of
gas, of
the quality
quality aforesaid, sufficient
gas,
of the
sufficient to supply the
consumption at
all
the consumption
at all
times required
required in
the capitol and public
times
in the
public buildings aforesaid. And
unless Pipes
Pipes to
to be
be
And unless
the
said company
company shall
shall have
have complied
requirements and condi_
the said
complied with the requirements
condi- laid and w?rks
works
tions
in
section prescribed
prescribed within
completed
y
coei
a
n
rs
pl.eted in
two
from
tions in this
this section
w ithi n t
wo years
years f
rom t
he passage
the
passage of
of this
this yrleted
in two
two
act,
the said
said act
act shall
shall be null and void: Provided,
act, the
Provided, however, That said
said Proviso,
Proviso.
company
shall have
the privilege,
company shall
have the
privilege, at any time within the said two
two years,
years,
of
with the
manufactured by
of lighting
lighting with
the gas
gas manufactured
by it some one street a
distance not
a distance
not
exceeding
exceeding one mile.
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That each of the stockholders
SEC. 12.
12. And
be it
it further
stockholders in
Stockholders
in Stockholders
the
Union Gas-light
Company
" ooffthe
the '"Union
Gas-li ght C
om p
an y"
th
e District
Di stri
ct of
ofC
olumbia shall
Columbia
shall be
be held
heldindividually
individually
liable
or her
her individual
capacity for all the debts
liabilities of liable
liable in
in his
his or
individual capacity
debts and liabilities
liable.'
the
said company,
the said
company, however contracted or incurred,
incurred, to
by
to be recovered
recovered by
suit as
as other
other debts
debts or
or liabilities,
liabilities, before the court or tribunal having
suit
jurishaving jurisdiction of the case.
SeiC. 13. And
And be
be it
it further
Sac. 13.
further enacted,
enacted, That this act may at any time be
albe Act
Act may be
be alaltered,
amended, or
the Congress
altered, amended,
or repealed
repealed by
by the
Congress of the United States.
tered or repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, April 8, 1864.
1864.
CHAP.
L - An
Act to
to incorporate
incorporate Providence
Hospital of the City of
CHAP. L.—
An Act
Providence Hospital
of Washington, DisApril 8, 1864.
Dis- April,
1864.
trict of Columbia.
Columbia.
trict
April
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
America in
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That Lucy Gwynn, Teresa
Providence
Teresa
Providence
Angela Costello,
Costello, Sarah McDonald,
Mary
E.. S
Spalding,
Angela
M cD ona ld, M
ary E
pa ldi ng, and Mary
Mary Carroll,
Carroll,hospital
hospital incorincorand their successors
successors i
inn office,
offi ce ,are h
ere b
y ma
d
e,
declared,
and
constituted
porated.
hereby
made, declared, and constituted porated*

a corporation
politic, in law and in fact, under the name
a
corporation and
arid body
body politic,
and
name and
style
of the
the directors of Providence
style of
Providence Hospital,
by that
Hospital, and
and by
that name
name they
they
shall
shall be
be and
and are
are hereby
hereby made capable
capable in law to sue and be
plead
be sued,
sued, to
to plead
and
be impleaded, in any court within the county of
and be
of Washington,
in the
the
Washington, in
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; to
have and use a
a common
District
to have
common seal, and to alter or
or
amend
the same
at pleasure;
pleasure; to have, purchase,
purchase, receive, possess, and
amend the
same at
and
enjoy,
in lands, tenements,
enjoy, any
any estate
estate in
tenements, annuities, goods, chattels,
moneys,
chattels, moneys,
or
effects, and to grant, devise, or dispose of the same
or effects,
in such
manner as
same in
such manner
as
they
most for the interest of the hospital: Provided,
they may
may deem
deem most
the
Provided, That
That the

Name.
Name.

Powers.
Powes.
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Real estate not real estate held by said corporation shall not exceed
exceed in
of
in value the
the sum
sum of
to exceed, &c.

o exceed, &c. one hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Officers of
said corporation
and body
body
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the said
corporation and
corporation.
corporation.
politic shall have
have full power
power to appoint from their own body a
a president
and such
such other
other officers
deem necessary
purposes of
and
officers as
as they
they may
may deem
necessary for
for the
the purposes
of
their
creation; and
case of
of the
the death,
resignation, or
to serve,
serve, of
of
Vacancies.
Vacancies.
their creation;
and in
in case
death, resignation,
or refusal
refusal to
any
their number,
members shall
shall elect
elect and
other
any of
of their
number, the
the remaining
remaining members
and appoint
appoint other
persons
in lieu
lieu of
of those
places may
have been
been vacated;
the
persons in
those whose
whose places
may have
vacated; and
and the
Powers.
Powers.
corporation shall have full power
said corporation
power and all
of opening
opening and
and
all the
the rights
rights of
keeping
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington for
for the
the care
care of
such sick
sick and
and
keeping a
a hospital
hospital in
the city
of such
invalid persons
persons as may place
the treatment
care of
of
place themselves
themselves under
under the
treatment and
and care
the
the said
said corporation.
corporation.
SEC. 3.
That the
the said
said corporation
shall also
3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
corporation shall
also
By-laws.
By-laws.
have and enjoy full power and authority
authority to make such by-laws, rules, and
and
regulations, as
the general
general accomplishment
accomplishment of
of the
the
regulations,
as may
may be necessary
necessary for
for the
Proviso.
objects
objects of said hospital:
hospital: Provided,
Provided, That they be not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the
laws in
of Columbia:
Columbia: And
provided, further,
further, That
laws
in force in the
the District of
Andprovided,
That this
this
Act may
be alAct
may be
al- act shall be liable to be amended, altered, or repealed,
repealed, at the pleasure
pleasure of
of
tered, &c.
Congress.
Congress.
APPROVED, April
1864.
APPROVED,
April 8,
8, 1864.

April 8, 1864.

April 8,1864.

Notaries public
in
the Ditrait
District
in tlhe
offi Columbia;
a

pointment, termpof office, number,

Oath, bond.
bond,

CHAP.
LI. -—An
An Act
Notaries Public
Publicfor
Columbia.
C
HAP. LL
Act concerning
concerning Notaries
for the District
District of Columbia.
Be
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it enacted
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
States of
of America
in Congress
That notaries
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
notaries public
public for
for the
the
district of
of Columbia
may be
appointed by
by the
supreme court
court of
disdistrict
Columbia may
be appointed
the supreme
of said
said district, whose
whose term
term of
of office
office shall
be five
five years,
years, and
be removed
removed
trict,
shall be
and who
who may
may be
by
There shall be no new appointment of aa
by said court for cause.
cause.
notary public until the number in this district is reduced
twenty-five;
reduced to
to twenty-five;
and when the number is so reduced, as vacancies
vacancies thereafter
thereafter occur,
occur, they
they
may be filled by said court.
SEC.
And be it
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And
it further
enacted, That each notary public hereafter
hereafter
appointed,
appointed, before entering
entering upon the duties of his office, shall take an
oath
an oath
faithfully
same, and shall give bond to the United States
faithfully to discharge
discharge the same,
in the sum of two thousand dollars, with security to be approved by
by the
the
said supreme court, or a
a judge thereof, for the faithful dischar
geof
of the
the
discharge
A nd th
id court
cour ts
hall, w
i
th reasonable
reasonable dispatch,
duties of his office. And
thee sa
said
shall,
with
dispatch,

Present nota
nota-ries to give bond,
toiesgive
a general order
newspapers printed
or lose
office.bond by a
order to be published
published in one or more newspapers
printed in
of notary
notary
the said district,
district, require
require all
all persons now
now holding
holding the
the commission
commission of
public
hereinbefore provided for,
public in said district to give new bond, as hereinbefore
a short time to be prescribed therein; and all
within a
failing
all such
such persons failing
to comply therewith shall
shall be
be stricken
stricken from
from the
the list
list of
of notaries.
notaries.

SEC.
That notaries
S
EC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
notaries public
public shall
shall have
have
acceptance and payment of
authority to demand
demand acceptance
of foreign
foreign bills of
of exchange,
exchange,
and to protest the same for non-acceptance
non-acceptance and non-payment;
non-payment; and
and to
to
exercise such other powers and
duties as,
the law
law of
of nations,
nations, and
and acacand duties
as, by
by the
cording to commercial
commercial usages, or for use and effect beyond the jurisdiction of the said district, as, according to the law of any state or territory
of the United States, or any foreign
foreign government
government in
the United
in amity
amity with
with the
United
States, may be performed
performed by
by notaries
public.
notaries public.
SEC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That notaries public may
also dedemay also
Inland bills,
bills,
Inland
mand acceptance
of inland bills of exchange, and payment
thereof,
acceptance
payment
and
of
&e.
promissory
promissory notes, and may protest the same for non-acceptance
non-acceptance or
or nonpayment,
payment, as the case may
may require.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That each notary public
SEC. 5. And be it further
public shall
shall
Acknowledghave power
take and
certify the
the acknowledgment
or proof
of
ments,
oaths, &c. have
power to
to take
and to
to certify
acknowledgment or
proof of
ments, oaths,
powers of attorney, mortgages, deeds, and other
writing,
other instruments
instruments of
of writing,
conveyance, or other instrument of
the acknowledgment
acknowledgment of any conveyance,
of writing
writing
executed
executed by any married woman, to take depositions, and to administer
administer
Authority of
notaries public.

notaries public,
Foreignbills.
Foreign bills.
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oaths and affirmations
affirmations in all matters incident
incident or belonging to the
of
the duties
duties of
his office,
office, and to take affidavits
affidavits to be used before
before any court, judge,
judge, or
or
officer within
within this
district.
this district.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 6. And be it further
public shall
keep Record. Cerenacted, That each
each notary
notary public
shall keep
tified copies.
aa fair record of all his official acts, except such as are mentioned
the tified
mentioned in
in the
copies.
fifth section of this act; and when required
required shall give
copy of
of
give aa certified
certified copy
any record in his office to any person, upon payment
payment of
of the
the fees
fees therefor.
tleretbr.
SEC.
enacted, That each
S
EC. 7. And be it further
further enacted,
each notary
notary public,
public, befbre
before Notarial seal.
he acts as such,
such, shall provide
provide aa notarial seal, with which
authenwhich lie
he shall
shall authenticate all his official acts, which seal, together with his records and official To be exempt
exempt
documents, shall not be liable to be seized on by any execution.
execution. He from
from execution.
execution.
shall deposit an impression of his official seal in the office
office of
of the
the clerk
clerk of
of
the supreme
supreme court of said district.
SEc.
further enacted,
Sac. 8. And be it further
enacted, That
That on
on the
the death,
death, resignation,
resignation, or
or Records in case
removal
removal from office of any notary public, his records, together with all
all his of death, resignaresigna&e.
office of the clerk of the supreme tion,
tio", &c.
official papers, shall be deposited in the ,office
court
court of said district.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 9.
9. And be it further
enacted, That the original protest
of a
a notary
protest of
notary Origilal
Original prohis hand and official seal, of
of' any bill of'
public, under his
of' exchange
exchange or promprom- test to he
he prima
priilua
facie evelence
of
i
issory note for non-acceptance
non-acceptance or non-payment, stating the presentment
presenltmint facts
faacte
l'ti' thereerf
stated
by him of such bill of exchange or note for acceptance
acceptance or payment,
payment. and
anl in.
il.
the non-acceptance
non-acceptance or non-payment
non-payment thereof,
of notice
on
thereof, and the service of
notice on
any or all of the parties to such bill of exchange
exchange or
and
or promissory
promissory note,
note, and
specifying
giving such notice, and the reputed
specifying the mode of giving
reputed place
place of
of resiresidence of the .party
party to whom the same was given,
and the
the post-office
post-office nearest
given, and
nearest
thereto, shall be prima
prima facie
evidence of
of the
the facts
facie evidence
facts contained
contained therein.
therein.
The certificate of aa notary public,
public, under
under his
his hand
hand and
seal of
of office,
office,
and seal
Certificate to
to
Certificate
drawn from
fiom his record,
record, stating the protest and the fhcts
facts therein recorded,
recorded, be like evidence.
shall be evidence
evidence of the facts in like manner as the original protest.
protest.

SEC.
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 10. And be it
enacted, That
fees of
notaries public
That the
the fees
of notaries
public Feesofnotaries
Fees of notaries
shall be as follows: For each certificate
certificate and seal,
seal, fifty
fifty cents; taking
taking public.
depositions or other writings, for each one hundred
hundred words, ten cents;
cents;
administering an oath, fifteen cents;
taking acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
of a
deed
cents; taking
a deed
or power of attorney, with certificate thereof;
thereof; fifty cents; every
every protest
protest of
of
aa bill of exchange or promissory note, and recording
the same,
same, one
dollar
recording the
one dollar
and seventy-five cents; each notice of protest, ten
ten cents;
cents; each
each demand
demand
for acceptance
acceptance or payment, if accepted
accepted or
one dollar;
to be
paid by
or paid,
paid, one
dollar, to
be paid
by
the party accepting or paying
paying the same;
protest, .one
same; each noting
noting of
of protest,
one
dollar. And any notary public who shall take a
fee than
than is
a higher
higher fee
is prepre- Penalty
Penalty for
for
scribed by this act
act shall pay aa fine of one hurtdred
hurtired dollars
dollars and
and be
be rere- taking higher
moved fiom
from office by the said supreme court.
fees.

SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That all acts and parts of acts Repealing
SEC. 11.
11. And be it further
Repealing
inconsistent with this act be, and the same are hereby,
repealed.
hereby, repealed.
clause.
APPROVED,
APPR
OVED, April
April 8,
8, 1864.
1864.
CHAP.
LIL -— An Act to authorize
authorize the Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institution for
C
HAP. LEL
for the
and Dumb
the Deaf
Deaf and
Dumb and
and
the Blind
Blind to confer Degrees.
Degrees.

April,
1864.
April, 8,
8, 1864.

Be it enacted
the Senate and
enacted by the
and House
Representatives of
the United
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of
assembled, That the
the board
board of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of directors
directors of
of Columbia
Columbia InInthe Columbia Institution f
or the instruction
in st
ruc ti on of
ofthe
th e d
ea fand
an d d
um b and
fbr
dtitit
s
ition
d for
fo rtt
i
7
deaf
dumb
and stitution
the
the blind be, and they ar
aree hereby,
andd empowere
empoweredd to grant and and the blind
here by, authorized
au th or i
ze d an
blind
confirm
confirm such degrees
era larts
a
'r t
s an
i
en
ces to
to such
suc h pupils
pup i
ls of
confer dedodegrees in the lib
liberal
andd sc
sciences
of the
the may
may confer
b
institution,
institution, Or
ro fi ci
ency in
i
n learning
l
earn i
ng or
or other.meriot h
er mer i
- grees.
or others, who, by
by their
their p
proficiency
rees.

torious distinction they shall think entitled to them, as are usually
usually
granted and conferred in colleges; and to grant to such graduates diplomas or certificates, sealed
sealed and signed in such manner
as said
manner as
said board
board of
of
directors
directors may determine, to
authenticate and
and perpetuate
memory of
to authenticate
perpetuate the
the memory
of
such graduation.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April
April 8,
8, 1864.
1864.
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CHAP. LIII.
Act to
amend Section
seventeenth, eiqheighAct approved
approved .7itly
July seventeenth,
Section nine
nine of
of the
the Act
April
9, 1864. CHAP.
-An Act
to amend
LIII. —An
April 9,1864.
teen hundred and sixty-two, entitled An Act to define the Pay and Emoluments of certain
teen hundred and sixty-two, entitled An Act to define the Pay and Emoluments of certain
1862,
200.
1862 ch. 200.
Officers of
the Army,
Army, and
other Purposes.
for other
Purposes.
andfor
Officers
of the
§ 9.
9.
Vol. xii. p. 595.
Vol. xii. 595. Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the Unitea
Unitea
of Representatives
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
rank of
of chaplain
chaplain
the rank
assembled, That
Chaplains in
America in
in Congress
States of
the volunteer ser- without
the regular
regular and
and volunteer
volunteer service
service of
of the
United
without command,
command, in
in the
the United
vice; rank, pay,
recognized. Chaplains
ice; rank pay, States,
States, is
is hereby
hereby recognized.
Chaplains shall
shall be
be borne
borne on the
the field and
and
&c.
staff
rolls next
the surgeons,
and shall
such uniform
or
is or
uniform as
as is
wear such
shall wear
after the
surgeons, and
next after
staff rolls
may
by the
regulations, and
to the
the
subject to
and shall be subject
the army
army regulations,
be prescribed
prescribed by
may be
same
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
of the
army. They
be
They shall
shall be
as other
other officers
officers of
the army.
same rules
entitled
for two
assigned to
when assigned
to hospitals,
entitled to
to draw
draw forage
forage for
two horses, and, when
posts,
quarters and fuel within the
the
entitled to quarters
forts, they
they shall
shall be entitled
posts, and forts,
hospitals,
or forts,
forts, while
so assigned,
assigned, without
privilege
the privilege
without the
they are
are so
while they
posts, or
hospitals, posts,
conditions and limitations as are now
of commutation,
commutation, subject to the same conditions
by law
law provided
provided in
in the
duty with
with
absent from duty
When absent
surgeons. When
the case of surgeons.
by
leave, or
when held by the
other disability, or when
of sickness or other
on account
account of
leave,
or on
enemy as prisoners, they shall be subject
subject to no other diminution
diminution or loss
service are under
under
of pay
pay and allowances than other officers in the military service
like
And chaplains
been absent
absent from
by
who have
have been
from duty, by
circumstances. And
chaplains who
like circumstances.
reason of wounds
or when held as prisoners in the hands of
or sickness,
sickness, or
wounds or
reason
the enemy,
enemy, shall
entitled to
receive full
pay without
without rations
rations during
during
full pay
to receive
shall be
be entitled
the
such absence.
absence. In
In all
all other
respects, the
the pay
pay of
shall be
the
be the
of chaplains
chaplains shall
other respects,
such
same as now provided by law.
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the act approved July fourPensions
Pelains to
to
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, entitled,
entitled, "
" An act to grant penteenth, eighteen
penchaplains.
is hereby
so amended
to include
include chaplains
in the
regular and
and
the regular
chaplains in
as to
amended as
hereby so
sions," is
1862, ch. 166. sions,"
1862,
of the
the army:
That the
pension to
which a
a
to which
the pension
Provided, That
army: Provided,
volunteer forces
forces of
Vol. xii.
sib p. 566.
566. volunteer
chaplain shall be
per
shall be
be twenty
twenty dollars per
disability shall
for a
a total disability
be entitled for
chaplain
amendmonth, and all the provisions of the act to which this section is an amendmonth,
ment shall apply to and embrace the widows, children,
children, mothers, and sisters of
of
chaplains of the land forces who have died since the fourth day of March,
March,
chaplains
eighteen hundred and sixty-one, or shall die of wounds or disease contracted in the service of the United States, and while such chaplains are
or shall be in the line of their duty.
further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be the duty of chapS
EC. 3. And be it
it further
SEC.
Chaplains to
reports
Chaplains
to lains in the military service of the United States to make monthly reports
make
make monthly
monthly
to
of the
the army,
through the
military chanchanthe usual
usual military
army, through
adjutant-general of
to the
the adjutant-general
reports.
hospitals,
nels, of the moral condition and general history of the regiments, hospitals,
or posts to which
which they may be attached; and it shall be the duty of all
commanders
commanders of regiments, hospitals, and posts to render such facilities as
will aid in the discharge
discharge of the duties assigned
assigned to them by the governgovernment.
SEC. 4.
4. And
enacted, That
all chaplains
chaplains in
in the
military
serSEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That all
the military
Religious serReligious
service of
at
appropriate religious services at
shall hold
hold appropriate
vices by chapof the United
United States shall
service
lains.
the burial of soldiers who may die in the command to which they are
assigned
assigned to duty, and it shall be .their duty to hold public religious services at
least once
once each
when practicable.
practicable.
vices
at least
each Sabbath
Sabbath when
APPROVED, April 9, 1864.
1864.
April

9,1864.
9, 1864.

CHAP.
LIV. —
-An
an Appraiser
for the Port
Port of
of
CHAP. LIV.
AnAct to appoint
appoint an
Appraiser and Assistant Appraiser
Appraiser for
Portland, andfor other
Portland,
Purposes.
other Purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That -the President
States
President of the
.
United States,
advice and
consent of
appoint
the Senate,
Senate, shall appoint
of the
and consent
the advice
States, with
with the
United
Maine.
Maine.
an appraiser
appraiser and assistant appraiser for the port
port of Portland, Maine,
Maine,
whose
duties shall
shall be
be the
the same
same as
those of
of similar
similar officers
officers in
in other
ports;
whose duties
as those
other ports;
and the
the ninth section of
of the act
act of Congress
Congress passed
passed May
May seventh,
seventh, one
one
18212,
18~2, ch.
ch. 107,
107, thousand
twenty-two, entitled "An
" An act further
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and twenty-two,
further to
9-•
Vol. iii. p. 695.
695. establish
establish the
officers of
the customs
customs and
and to
alter certain
the compensation
compensation of
of officers
of the
to alter
certain

Appraiser
and
Appraiser and
aSSsntsn appraisassistant
appraiser at Portland,
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collection
districts, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," is
hereby amended
by adding
adding
amended by
is hereby
collection districts,
Portland
aforesaid to
the ports
therein enumerated,
the deputy
deputy colcoland the
enumerated, and
ports therein
to the
Portland aforesaid

Pay of deputy
deputy
collectors,
apand asof
said
port
praiser,
and
the
appraiser
three
in
number,
not
exceeding
lectors,
lectors,
shall each
notreceive
exceeding
the compensation
three in number,
of two
andthousand
the appraiser
dollars of
persaid
annum,
port praLer,
sistantappraisers.
shall each receive the compensation of two thousand dollars per annum, sistantappraisers.
and
appraiser shall
receive a
of fifteen
fifteen Ilanhuna compensation
compensation of
shall receive
and the
the assistant
assistant appraiser
dred
dollars per
per annum.
annum.
dred dollars
APPROVED,
9, 1864.
1864.
April 9,
APPROVED, April

14, 1864.
1864.
CHAP. LVIII.
— An Act
which the
April 14,
may April
Territoriesmay
States and
and Territories
the States
Time within
within which
the Time
Act extending
extending the
LVIII.-An
CHAP.
accept
"An Act
Act donating
public Lands
to the
accept the
the Grant
Grant of
of Lands
Lands made
made by
by the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
donating public
130.
Lands to
the i186
186E,e.ch. 130.
several
and Territories
Territories which
colleges for
ol. xii.
'xii p. 503.
for the
the Benefit
Benefit of
of Agriculture
Agriculture Vol.
which may
may provide
provide Colleges
Slates and
several States
and the
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
hundred and
July second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
Arts," approved
approved July
and
the Mechanic
Mechanic Arts,"
Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That any
state or
or territory
territory
any state
in Congress
of America
America in
States

may
and shall
to the
the benefits
benefits of
act entitled
entitled "
An
"An
of the
the act
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
may accept
accept and
act
donating public
lands to
to the
the several
and territories
which may
may
territories which
several states
states and
public lands
act donating
provide colleges
colleges for
for the
agriculture and the mechanic arts,"
the benefit
benefit of agriculture
provide
approved July
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, by
its
expressing its
by expressing
hundred and
July second,
second, eighteen
approved
acceptance thereof
provided in
in said
act, within
within two
two years
years from
from the
the
said act,
as provided
thereof as
acceptance
date of
of the
this act,
act, subject,
the conditions
in said
said
to the
conditions in
however, to
of this
subject, however,
the approval
approval of
date
act contained.
S
EC. 2.
be it
That the
the benefit
benefit of
the provisions
provisions of
of
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
of the
this
act, and
and of
the said
said act
act approved
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
this act,
of the
approved July
July second,
hundred and
sixty-two,
West
the state of West
extended to
to the
same are hereby, extended
be, and
and the same
sixty-two, be,
Virginia.
Virginia.
APPROVED,
14, 1864.
1864.
April 14,
APPROVED, April

States,
States, &c.,
&c.,
may
sio nso
accepatc?givmay naccpt proN
ing
r
lands
public lands
ing public
for
benefit
of
cerfor benefit of certain colleges,
within
years.
within two years

Th::e

tVirginia
tob
e
nethergirlia
beneto West
have Virginia

fit of this act.

CHAP. LIX.--An
LIX.
—An Act
to enable
enable the
the People
to form
Constitution and
and April
1864.
April 19,
19,1864.
a Constitution
Vebraska to
form a
People of
of Nebraska
Act to
CHAP.
State Government,
and for the
of such
into the
Union on
an equal
equal Footing
Footing
the Union
on an
such State
State into
the Admission
Admission of
State
Government, andfor
with the
original States.
States.
the original
with
Be
it enacted
and House
the United
United
Representatives of
of the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
States of
That the
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of that
por- Nebraska
terStates
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
that porNebraska tertion
of the
included in
in the
the boundaries
boundaries hereinafter
hereinafter ritory
madeaa
ritory made
of Nebraska
Nebraska included
the territory
territory of
tion of'
designated be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to form
for themselves
themselves aastate.
stte
form for
and they
they are
are hereby,
designated
constitution and
state government,
government, with
the name
name aforesaid,
state,
aforesaid, which
which state,
with the
constitution
and state
when so
so formed,
formed, shall
be admitted itto
into the
Union as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
the Union
shall be
when
SEc. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
the said
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
That the
said state
state of
of Nebraska
Nebraska Boundaries.
Boundaries.
shall
consist of
all the
the territory
within the
the following
following boundaries,
boundaries,
of all
territory included
included within
shall consist
to
Commencing at
by the
the intersection
western
intersection of
of the
the western
at a
a point
point formed
formed by
to wit:
wit: Commencing
boundary
the state
state of
fortieth degree
degree of north
north latboundary of
of the
of Missouri
Missouri with the fortieth
fortieth degree
degree of
of north
north
due west along
along said fortieth
itude; extending
extending thence due
latitude to
to a
a point
by its
with the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth degree
latitude
point formed
formed by
its intersection
intersection with
of
longitude west
west from
from Washington;
thence north
along said
twenty-fifth
Washington; thence
north along
said twenty-fifth
of longitude
degree
to a
formed by
by its
intersection with
with the fortydegree of
of longitude
longitude to
a point
point formed
its intersection
first
first degree
degree of
of north latitude;
latitude; thence west along
along said
said forty-first
forty-first degree
degree of
north latitude to a
intersection with the twentya point formed by its intersection
seventh degree
from Washington;
Washington; thence
thence north
seventh
degree of
of longitude
longitude west
west from
north along
along
twenty-seventh degree of west longitude to a
a point formed by its
said twenty-seventh
intersection
latitude; thence
intersection with the
the forty-third degree
degree of north
north latitude;
thence east
east
along said forty-third
river;
borty-third degree of north latitude to the Reya Paha river;
meanderthence down the middle of the channel of said river, with its meanderings, to
its junction
junction with
the middle
middle of
of
ings,
to its
with the
the Niobrara
Niobrara river;
river; thence
thence down
down the
channel of
the channel
of said
said Niobrara river,
river, and
and following the meanderings
meanderings thereof,
to its junction
junction with the Missouri river; thence down the middle of the
channel
meanderings thereof, to
following the meanderings
Missouri river, and following
channel of
of said
said Missouri

the
place of
of beginning.
the place
beginning.
SEC. 3.
enacted, That
SElC.
3. And
And be it further
further enacted,
That all persons
persons qualified
qualified by law
law to
to Who
Who may vote
vote
be electshall ed towohffiebee.
f said territory
general assembly
to the
reprentaties to
vote
to oeice.
territory shall
general
representatives
for representatives
the general
assembly of said territory
vote for
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vote for
be qualified
qualified to
to be
be elected; and
and they are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to vote
for
and choose representatives
representatives to form a
a convention,
and
convention, under such rules and
regulations
as the
governor of
of said
said territory
territory may
may prescribe,
and also
also to
to
regulations as
the governor
prescribe, and
vote
upon the
of such
such ,constitution
constitution as
vote upon
the acceptance
acceptance or
or rejection
rejection of
as May
may be
be
formed
said convention,
and regulations
as said
conformed by
by said
convention, under
under such
such rules
rules and
regulations as
said convention
may prescribe;
prescribe; and
if any
any of
of said
said citizens
citizens are
are enlisted
enlisted in
in the
citiEnlisted citivention may
and if
the
zens.
army of the United
United States,
are still
still within
within said
said territory,
States, and
and are
territory, they
they shall
shall
be
to vote
their place
place of
and if
any are
absent
be permitted
permitted to
vote at
at their
of rendezvous;
rendezvous; and
if any
are absent
from said
said territory,
territory, by
in the
the army
artily of
of the
fiom
by reason
reason of
of their
their enlistment
enlistment in
the United
United
States,
they shall
vote at
at their
their place
States, they
shall be
be permitted
permitted to
to vote
place of
of service,
service, under
under the
the
rules and
and regulations
each case
to be
be preseribed
as aforesaid;
and the
rules
regulations in
in each
case to
prescribed as
aforesaid; and
the
Apportionment aforesaid representatives
Apportionment
fbrm the aforesaid convention shall be apporrepresentatives to form

Convention to
form
form constitution.
constitution.

of representatives
tioned
several coUnties
in said
territory in
in proportion
proportion to
to the
the
said territory
among the
the several
counties in
to form
eirmseonttves
tioned among
convention.

Election of repElectionofrepconducted.
conducted.'

resentatives, how
how
resentatives,

Number.

Meeting
of conMeetingofconvention.

venton.

May form conconstitution.
Proviso.

Slavery prohibited.
hibited.
Religious tolerat
ation.
ion.
Unappropriated
Unappropriated
public
public lands.
lands.

Taxes.

Constitution
Constitution to
be submitted
submitted to
popular vote.

Proceedings

Proceedings

population
population as near
near as
as may
may be,
be, and
and said apportionment
apportionment shall
shall be
be made
made for said
said
territory
the governor,
States district
attorney, and
and chief
chief justice
territory by
by the
governor, United
United States
district attorney,
justice
thereof, or
two of
them. And
the governor
governor of
territory shall,
thereof,
or any
any two
of them.
And the
of said
said territory
shall, by
by
proclamation,
proclamation, on or
or before
before the
the first Monday
Monday of
of May next, order
order an election of the representatives aforesaid to be held on the first Monday in
June thereafter
thereafter throughout
and such
such election
election shall
be conconshall be
June
throughout the
the territory;
territory; and
ducted
ducted in
in the same
same manner
manner as
as is prescribed
prescribed by the laws of
of said
said territory
territory
regulating
regulating elections
elections therein for members
members of the house of representatives;
representatives;
and the number
number of members
members to said convention
convention shall be the same as now
constitute both
the legislature
constitute
both branches
branches of
of the
legislature of
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid territory.
territory.
itfurther
SEC. 4. And be it
further endeted,
convention
enacted, That the members of the convention
thus elected shall meet at the capital of said territory
territory on the first Monday
Monday
in July next, and after organization
organization shall declare,
declare, oh
on behalf of the people
of said territory,
territory, that they adopt the constitution
States;
constitution of
of the
the United States;
whereupon the
the said
convention shall
be, and
authorized to
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to
said convention
shall be,
and itit is
whereupon
form aa constitution
constitution and state government:
government :Provided,
Provided,That the constitution
when formed shall be republican, and not repugnant
repugnant to the constitution
constitution of
of
the United States and the principles of
of Independence:
of the Declaration
Declaration of
Independence:
And
provided, further, That said constitution
provide, by an
article
Andprovided,further,
constitution shall
shall provide,
an article
forever
of the
the United
United
fbrever irrevocable,
irrevocable, without the consent
consent of
of the
the Congress
Congress of
States:
States:
First. That slavery or involuntary
involuntary servitude
servitude shall be forever prohibited in said state.
Second. That perfect toleration of religious sentiment
shall be
be secured,
sentiment shall
secured,
and no
no inhabitant
inhabitant of
said state
state shall
molested in person or proppropand
of said
shall ever
ever be molested
erty on account of his or her mode of religious worship.
Third. That the people inhabiting said territory
territory do agree and declare
declare
that they forever disclaim all right and title to the unappropriated
that
unappropriated public
public
lands lying within said territory,
territory, and that
that the
same shall
be and
the same
shall be
and remain
remain
at the sole and entire disposition of the United States, and that the lands
lands
belonging
citizens of the United States
residing without
the said
state
belonging to citizens
States residing
without the
said state
shall never
never be taxed higher than the land belonging
thereof;
shall
belonging to residents
residents thereof;
and that no taxes shall be imposed
imposed by said state on lands or property
therein belonging to or which may hereafter
hereafter be purchased
purchased by the United
States.
SEC.
itfurther
state
S
EC. 5. And be it
further enacted, That in case aa constitution and state
government
for the
the people
of Nebraska,
Nebraska,
people of
of said
said territory
territory of
shall be
be formed
formed for
government shall
that said convention
forming
in compliance
compliance with the provisions of this act, that
convention forming
ordinance for submitting said constitution
the same shall provide
provide by ordinance
constitution to
the people of said state for their ratification or rejection at an election
election to
October, one thousand
be held on the second
second Tuesday of October,
thousand eight hundred
hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-fbur, at such places and under such regulations
regulations as may be prescribed
seribed therein,
therein, at which election the qualified
qualified voters, as hereinbefbre
hereinbefore provided, shall vote directly for or against the proposed Constitution,
constitution, and the
returns
returns of said elections shall be made to the acting governor of the territory, who, together with the United
United States district attorney and chief
chief
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justice of
of the
the said
or any
two of
of them,
them, shall
shall canvass
canvass the
the same,
same,
any two
said territory,
territory, or
justice
and if
legal votes
shall be
constitution in
in said
said
for sai&
said constitution
of legal
votes shall
be cast
cast for
and
if aamajority
majority of
proposed state,
acting governor
governor shall
shall certify
the same
same to
to the
the
certify the
the said
said acting
proposed
state, the
President
of the
together with
copy of
of said
said constitution
Proclamation
constitution byProclamation
with aacopy
United States,
States, together
the United
President of
the President
and ordinances;
shall be
of the
the President
the declaring the
and
ordinances; whereupon
whereupon it
it shall
be the
the duty
duty of
President of
of the
state
United
to issue
issue his
his proclamation
proclamation declaring
state admitted
admitted into
into state admitted.
admitted.
declaring the
the state
United States
States to
the
an equal
equal footing
footing with
with the
the original
without any
states, without
any furfuroriginal states,
the Union
Union on
on an
ther
whatever on
the part
part of
of congress.
on the
congress.
ther action
action whatever
One represenSac. 6.
6. And
be it
enacted, That
That until
until the
representhe next
next general
general census
census One
And be
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
tative in Conin Conrepresenta- tative
shall
shall be taken said state of Nebraska shall .be entitled to one representagress.
tive in
in the
the house
house of
of representatives
the United
United States
which reprerepreStates, which
of the
representatives of
tive
Election of, and
and
sentative, together
governor and state and other officers provided Electionof,
sentative,
together with
with the governor
of state officers.
for in said constitution,
constitution, may
may be
be elected
elected on the same day aavote is taken of state oficers.
for
against the
constitution and
government.
the proposed constitution
and state government.
for or
or against
School lands.
S
EC. 7.
it further
numbered sixteen and School
lands.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That sections numbered
SEC.
7. And
And be it
every township,
township, and when such sections have been sold or
thirty-six in
in every
otherwise
equivalent
lands equivalent
any act of congress,
congress, other
other lands
otherwise disposed
disposed of
of by any
thereto,
in legal
subdivisions of
less than
than one
one quarter
quarter section,
section, and
and as
of not
not less
thereto, in
legal subdivisions
contiguous
may be,
and are
said state
granted to
to said
state for
for
as may
be, shall
shall be,
be, and
are hereby,
hereby, granted
contiguous as
schools.
the support
support of
of common schools.
Lands
for
pubLands
for pubS
EC. 8. And
Nebraska lic
enacted, That provided the state of Nebraska
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
lie buildings;
buildings;
shall be
be admitted
into the
accordance with
provisthe union in accordance
with the foregoibg
foregoing provisshall
admitted into
ions
of the unappropriated
unappropriated public
twenty entire
entire sections
sections of
ions of this
this act, that
that twenty
lands
within said
state, to
located by
the
and located
by direction
direction of the
lands within
said state,
to be selected and
legislature thereof,
Doraini
January, anno Domini
thereof, on
on or
or before
before the first
first day of January,
legislature
eighteen
granted,
shall be
be and they
they are
are hereby granted,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, shall
legal subdivisions
in legal
subdivisions of
of not
not less than
than one
one hundred and sixty acres, to
to said
state
for the
purpose of erecting
erecting public
public buildings at the
the capital
capital of said
state for
the purpose
state
legislative and
and judicial
manner as
as the legislalegislastate for
for legislative
judicial purposes, in such manner
ture
prescribe.
ture shall
shall prescribe.
Sac. 9.
further enacted,
enacted, That fifty
SEC.
9. And
And be it
it further
fifty other
other entire
entire sections of
of for buildings
buildings
for penitentiary;
penitentiary;
aforesaid, in legal sub- for
land,
land, as
as aforesaid, to be selected and located as aforesaid,
shall be,
be, and
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, granted
to said
said state
state
divisions as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
granted to
for
the purpose
penitentiary or
or state
state
for the
purpose of
of erecting
erecting aasuitable
suitable building
building for
for a
a penitentiary
prison
the manner
aforesaid.
prison in
in the
manner aforesaid.
State UniUniSEC. 10. And
And be it further
further enacted,
for State
enacted, That seventy-two other sections of for
SEC.
of aa state
state versity.
versity.
land shall
shall be
be set
set apart
apart and reserved
reserved for the use and support of
selected in manner
university, to be selected
manner as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and to be
be appropriated
appropriated
applied as
legislature of
of said
state may
purpose
and applied
as the
the legislature
said state
may prescribe
prescribe for
for the
the purpose
named, and
and for
for no other purpose.
named,
S
EC. 11.
it further
within said
said Salt
Salt springs.
springs.
11. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all salt springs within
SEC.
state,
in number,
number, with
six sections
land adjoining,
adjoining,
state, not
not exceeding
exceeding twelve
twelve in
with six
sections of
of land
or
contiguous as
each, shall
be granted
to said
state for
for its
or as
as contiguous
as may
may be
be to
to each,
shall be
granted to
said state
its
use, the said land to be selected
selected by
governor thereof,
year
by the governor
thereof, within one
one year
after
and when
when so
so selected
selected to
to be
be used
or disafter the admission
admission of
of the
the state,
state, and
used or
dissuch terms,
terms, conditions,
conditions, and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
posed of on
on such
the legislature
legislature
shall direct: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no salt
salt spring or
or lands,
lands, the
the right whereof is
is Proviso.
now vested
vested in
in any
or individuals,
or which
which hereafter
shall be
be
now
any individual
individual or
individuals, or
hereafter shall
confirmed or adjudged
adjudged to any
any individual or
or individuals, shall, by this
this act,
be granted
granted to
to said
said state.
state.
S.C.
S
EC. 12. And
enacted, That
And be it further
further enacted,
That five per centum of
of the pro- Five per cent.
of sales
sales of
of certain
ceeds of the sales of all public lands lying within said state, which have of
public
landscertain
togo
public
p
sulpaenrdt
soto
fgo
been
subsequent to
been or
or shall be sold
sold by
o support of
by the United States
States prior or
or subsequent
to the
the for
common schools.
admission of said state into the Union, after deducting
deducting all expenses
expenses inci- common
dent to the same, shall be paid to the said state for the support of common
common
schools.
SEC.
it further
S
EC. 13. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That from and after the admission
admission Lawsof
Laws of United
made apapStates made
of the said state of Nebraska
Nebraska into the Union in pursuance of this act, the States
plicable.
laws of the United States, not locally inapplicable, shall have the same plicable.
VOL.
XIII. PuB.-5
PUB.— 5
vot.. xri.
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force and
and effect
said state
as elsewhere
elsewhere within
the United
United
within the
state as
the said
within the
effect within
force
States
and said
state shall
constitute one
one judicial
judicial district,
be called
called
district, and
and be
shall constitute
said state
States;;and
the
Nebraska.
of Nebraska.
district of
the district
S
EC. 14.
it further
That any
any unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
14. And
And be
SEC.
the
legislative expenses
of Nebraska
the appropriations
appropriations for
for said
said territorial
territorial legislative
expenses of
Nebraska
remaining
years eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three
sixty-three and
and
hundred and
fiscal years
for the
the fiscal
remaining for
eighteen
and sixty-four,
or so
much thereof
thereof as
as may
be necessary,
necessary,
may be
so much
sixty-four, or
hundred and
eighteen hundred
convention
shall
defraying the expenses of said convention
for defraying
to and
and used for
be applied
applied to
shall be
and
for the
the payment
of the
members thereof,
the same
rules,
same rules,
under the
thereof, under
the members
payment of
and for
regulations,
and rates
provided by
by law
for the
the
the payment
payment of the
law for
now provided
rates as
as are
are now
regulations, and
territorial legislature.
legislature.
territorial
APPROVED,
19, 1864.
1864.
April 19,
APPROVED, April

CHAP.
LX .—An
An Act
of certain
Arsenals.
certain Arsenals.
Act for the Establishment
Establishment of
"An
-An Act
Act in Addition to "
CnAP. LX.
April 19, 1804.
HEREAS it
government of the United States
necessary that
that the
the government
. W
WHEREAS
it is necessary
Aprl 19,
Preamble.
Preamble.
should at an early day, for the purpose of the arsenal at Rock Island,
in the
the State
State of
provided for
passed July eleventh,
eleventh,
for in the
the act
act passed
Illinois, provided
in
of Illinois,
eighteen
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, obtain
the possession
and title to
of and
possession of
obtain the
hundred and
1862, ch. 148.
eighteen hundred
Vol. xii.
p. 537.
certain lands, now the property of private persons, upon which to
537. certain
Vol.
ii. p.
locate the said arsenal, with the grounds and buildings needful for and
a part of the same: Now, therefore,
make a
to make

enacted by
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
bbythe
the Senate
States
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of War
War be,
States qf
of America
America in
in Congress
Rock Island
Island to and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to take and hold full,
full, combe taken possesplete, and
and permanent
permanent possession
in behalf
of the
the United
United States,
the
of all the
States, of
behalf of
possession in
thes- plete,
ion of by the
sion
lands and
shores of
the island
island of
Rock Island, in the state of Illinois,
Secretary of War lands
Illinois, the
the
of the
of Rock
and shores
Secretary
and
and held.
held.
same, when so possessed, to be held and kept as aa military reservation
reservation by
the War
maintained an
War Department, upon which shall be built and maintained
Arsenal,
Arsenal, &c.,
&c., arsenal
construction, deposit, and repair of arms and munitions of
arsenal for the construction,
thereto be built therewar, and
been or
or may
may be
be
as have
have been
establishments as
other military
military establishments
and such
such other
war,
on.
thereon in
authorized by law
law to be placed thereon
in connection
connection with
with such
such arsenal.
arsenal.
SEC.2. And be it further enacted,
SEC.
enacted, That if it shall appear
appear upon exCompensation amination
amination by the Attorney-General
Attorney-General of the United States of the titles of
for
private propprop- the
for pivate
Rock Island
Secretary of War
lands on Rock
Island taken
taken and occupied
occupied by the Secretary
erty taken.
ery
ae.
for an arsenal and other military purposes, as provided in the foregoing
foregoing
section, that
that any
any part
part or
are now
the property
of, and
and are
are
property of,
now the
or parcels
parcels thereof
thereof are
Mode of pro.
pro. section,
cedure
cedure where
rightfully possessed by, any individual
individual or corporation
corporation as his or their own
rightfully
own
damages
damages are
private
the value
value of
private property
and a
a just
just
taken, and
so taken,
property so
of such
such private
property, the
private property,
agreed upon.
agreed
compensation for
caused by such taking,
mutually
compensation
for any damages caused
taking, shall,
shall, if
if mutually
agreed on by the Secretary of
of War
War and
and the
the rightful
rightful owner or owners
thereof and approved by the President,
President, be paid by the Secretary
Secretary of the
owners so
agreeing, out
Treasury to
to said rightful owner
owner or owners
so agreeing,
out of
of the
the approappropriations made
construction of
Pro
made or
or to be
be made
made for the
the construction
of said
said arsenal:
arsenal: Pro
Proviso.
Proviso.
vided,
vided, That before such payment shall be made, the said owner or owners
of such private
private lands so taken, or such of them as shall agree, shall by
good and sufficient deed
deed or deeds, in due form of law, and approved
approved by
by
Deed to be
the Attorney-General
Attorney-General of the United States, fully release and convey
to
convey to
given.
given,
the
the United States all their and each of their several and respective
respective rights
in and titles to such
such lands
lands so
so taken.
S
EC. 3.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That if
War shall
SEC.
3. And
And be
further enacted,
if the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
shall
Proceedings
not agree with any private owner or owners of lands so
the
for the
so taken
taken for
Prroeedingsd
where
owners do not agree with any private owner or owners of lands
use of
of the
the United
military purposes,
or if
owner or
or
purposes, or
if any
any such
such owner
not agree as to use
United States
States for
for military
damages,
damages, &c.
&c. owners shall refuse to accept
accept the sum to be paid to him or them
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury as and for the true value
thereof,
value thereof,
or shall from any other cause neglect
neglect or fail, for the space of twelve
twelve
months after such taking to execute
execute and deliver the deed or deeds
deeds
thereof; needful
needful in the opinion of the Attorney-General
Attorney-General of the
the United
United
States, to convey to the United States the title of said lands taken,
taken,
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there shall forthwith be
selected three
competent persons,
persons, who
who shall
Commissioners
shall Commissioners
three competent
shall forthwith be selected
there
con-ce
be eon_
be named
named and
and appointed
appointed by
and shall
him be
to be appointed,
by him
shall by
President, and
the President,
by the
be
stituted a
a board
commissioners, whose
whose duty
duty it
shall be
be to hear the
it shall
of commissioners,
board of
stituted
parties interested,
who may
may appear
appear before
before them
reasonable notice of
upon reasonable
them upon
interested, who
parties
time
place, and
ascertain the
the true
true value
land taken, and of the
the land
of the
value of
and ascertain
and place,
time and
for
several
parcels
thereof
that
shall
not
have
been
conveyed
to or paid for
conveyed
been
have
not
shall
that
thereof
several parcels
by
United States
hereinbefore provided,
provided, and the names and titles
as hereinbefore
States as
the United
by the
of
the claimants
claimants thereof,
thereof, if
if more
than one,
respective interests
their respective
and their
one, and
more than
of the
therein,
compensation for
the taking
of their lands is due to
taking of
for the
what compensation
and what
therein, and
each claimant;
board of
commissioners shall
shall report
the same Report
Report to the
report the
of commissioners
said board
the said
and the
claimant; and
each
as early
as
practicable
after
their
appointment
to
the
circuit
court
of
the
circuit court.
circuit
the
of
court
circuit
the
to
appointment
their
after
as early as practicable
United States
for the
the district
district in
which such
situated;
are situated;
lands are
such lands
in which
and for
within and
States within
United
and in
in case
case of
of a
of opinion
the said board as to the matters
matters
in the
opinion in
difference of
a difference
and
be
referred
to them,
the report
of a
a majority
majority of
of the commissioners shall be
report of
them, the
referred to
held
the report
report of
of the
board. And
And the
compensation and expenses
the compensation
the board.
be the
to be
held to
of
the said
commissioners shall
shall be
be fixed
fixed and
and approved
the Secretary
Secretary Pay
Pay of commisby the
approved by
said commissioners
of the
of
and paid
by the
Secretary of
upon his
his requisition.
sioners.
requisition. sioners.
Treasury upon
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
paid by
War, and
of War,
SEC. 4.
4. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the said
said circuit
circuit court, upon the Court to order
order
That the
it further
SEC.
payment.
return
and
examination
of
the
report
of
the
said
commissioners,
shall, for payment.
commissioners,
said
the
of
report
the
of
return and examination
conflicting
the parcels
land taken,
there appear to be no conflicting
which there
as to which
taken, as
of land
parcels of
the
by
sums
claims
for
compensation,
by
decree,
order
awarded
the comthe
order
decree,
by
compensation,
for
claims
missioners in
paid to the
the person or persons who shall,
be paid
to be
report, to
said report,
in said
missioners
according to
said report,
report, be
thereto, and who shall apply therefor,
entitled thereto,
be entitled
to said
according
and
who shall,
filed in
in the
waive his or their right to
the said court, waive
writing filed
by writing
shall, by
and who
and
an
appeal from
from the
the said board of commissioners, and
of the
determination of
the determination
an appeal
agree
to accept
the said
full satisfaction
for
satisfaction of his or their claims for
in full
sum, in
said sum,
accept the
agree to
such
taken by
States: Provided,
That if
the party
party entitled
entitled Proviso.
if the
Provided,That
United States:
the United
by the
lands, taken
such lands,
and
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
or filing
complaint as hereinafter provided, shall
shall
filing aacomplaint
applying as
and applying
a fee simhave
estate for
for life
life only
only in
in said land, or any estate less than a
an estate
have an
mentis,
ple, or
or shall
be a
woman, or a
a minor, or non compos mends,
married woman,
a married
shall be
ple,
order
the court
court aforesaid
aforesaid shall,
its final
final judgment
judgment or
make such order
or decree, make
in its
shall, in
the
for the
the payment
the said
compensation to
to the
party or for its payment
payment
the party
said compensation
of the
payment of
for
into
court; and
and as
principal and
and disposal of the
the principal
of the
investment of
the investment
to the
as to
into court;
and for the proequitable,
income,
or
interest
thereof,
be
just
and
equitable,
shall
as
thereof,
interest
or
income,
tection of
the rights
of those
those interested,
accordance with the rules and
in accordance
interested, in
rights of
of the
tection
practice of
of equity,
where aa fund in court is to be
equity, in cases where
courts of
of courts
practice
divided and
administered.
and administered.
divided
S
EC. 5.
5. And
it further
or persons ag- Appeal from
person or
any person
That any
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
commissioners,
of
board
grieved
by
the
doings
of
the
aforesaid
commissioners
, in
i
n the deisionof
decision of com
cornaforesaid
the
of
doings
the
grieved by
estimation
their damages,
in the
thereof, missioners.
the refusal or omission thereof,
or in
damages, or
or their
his or
of his
estimation of
may
at any
time within
within twelve
months from
and after
after the
the return of said Time of profrom and
twelve months
any time
may at
after the land ceedings.
years
report
to
the
said
circuit
court,
or
within
three
years
cee di "g s•
within
or
court,
report to the said circuit
claimed shall
shall have
been taken,
taken, make
make application
application by complaint
complaint in writing
have been
claimed
to the
court of
equity, setting forth the title which
of equity,
a court
as a
sitting as
court sitting
said court
the said
to
he or
or they
may have
claim in
in said
said lands
taken, or in parcels thereof,
lands taken,
or claim
have or
they may
he
and
grievance complained
complained of; and the said court, after reasonable
the grievance
and the
who
district, who
notice
the district
attorney of the United States for that district,
district attorney
to the
notice to
shall
and act
proceed
behalf of the United States, shall proceed
and in behalf
for and
act for
appear and
shall appear
and
hear the
the parties,
and their
their evidence
according tothe
to the course of proevidence according
parties, and
and hear
ceedings in
in equity,
equity, and
shall determine
determine what right or title, if any, the
and shall
ceedings
complainant or
or complainants
had in
and to the parcels of land taken,
in and
complainants had
complainant
claimed
or them,
shall ascertain,
ascertain, and by decree
decree fix the sum
sum
and shall
them, and
him or
by him
claimed by
or
money to
which as damages
damages or just compensation for such
to which
of money
sums of
or sums
taking the
complainants, severally
severally or jointly, if they apply jointly, are
the complainants,
taking
entitled: Provided,
That if
any case shall, in writing Proviso.
Proviso.
in any
complainant in
a complainant
if a
Provided, That
entitled:
or by
motion, so
so request,
taken or his interest thererequest, the value of the land taken
by motion,
or
in shall
shall be
by a
Trial by jury.
upon the law side of the Trialby
jury upon
a jury
determined by
or determined
assessed or
be assessed
in
court,
upon issues
properly framed, under the direction or allowance of
issues properly
court, upon
the court
court sitting
sitting in equity.
the
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Complainants
Complainants
may be required
required
togve
seurity
to give security
costs,
for costs.

Appeal to
to the
Appeal
the
of the
tie United
States.

supreme court
supremne

Proviso.
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S
EC. 6.
6. And
further enacted,
That, if
if the
the attorney
attorney of
of the
the United
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That,
United
States shall so request, the court may, before ordering
ordering issues to be framed
framed
for a
a jury,
jury, as
as provided
provided in
foregoing section,
section, require
require the
complainants
the complainants
for
in the
the foregoing
applying therefor
to undertake
undertake and
to give
give security
security satisfactory
satisfactory to
applying
therefor to
and to
to the
the
court therefor,
they will
will pay
pay the
the costs
costs of
court to
to be
be taxed
taxed by
by the
court
therefor, that
that they
of court
the
court,
if the
of such
jury shall
shall not
be in
in favor
court, if
the verdict
verdict of
such jury
not be
favor of
of such
such complaincomplainants, and for
for a
sum larger
larger than
that allowed
by the
the board
board of
commisa sum
than that
allowed by
of commissioners in their report; and the
the decision
decision of all
all questions
questions as to the amount
amount
of costs
to be
paid by
by or
to the
the complainants
complainants shall
be within
the determidetermiof
costs to
be paid
or to
shall be
within the
nation of
the court
at their
to the
the rules
of equity
nation
of the
court at
their discretion,
discretion, and
and according
according to
rules of
equity
practiced in
United States.
States.
practiced
in the
the courts
courts of
of the
the United
SEC. 7.
And be
it further
enacted, That
either party
party may
may appeal
SEC.
7. And
be it
further enacted,
That either
appeal to
to
any final
or dethe supreme court
court of
of the
the United States
States from
from aany
final judgment
judgment
ju
e or decree which
which may
may be
rendered by
said circuit
any case
case arising
eree
be rendered
by said
circuit court
court in
in any
arising
under the provisions of this statute, where the
the amount
in controversy
amount in
controversy exexthousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
appeal shall
shall be
taken
ceeds three thousand
That such
such appeal
be taken
within ninety days
judgment or
or decree.
days after the rendition
rendition of
of such
such judgment
decree.

SEC.
8. And be
That in
in all
cases of
of final
final judgments
judgments
SEC. 8.
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
all cases
or decrees
decrees by said circuit court, or on appeal
appeal by the said supreme
supreme court,
court,
where
same shall
shall be
be affirmed
favor of
of the
the sum
due
sum due
the claimant,
claimant, the
in favor
affirmed in
tlse same
where the
thereby
shall be
be paid
paid either
either to
to the
or into
into the
the circuit
circuit court
court aforethereby shall
the claimant
claimant or
aforesaid, as said judgment
judgment or
determine, by
by the
the United
United States,
or decree
decree may determine,
States,
out of the money appropriated for the construction and
maintenance of
and maintenance
of
said arsenal, on presentation
Secretary of
Treasury of
presentation to
to the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
of aacopy
copy
judgment or
the presiding
presiding judge,
and certifiedl
certifia
of said
said judgment
or decree
decree signed
signed by
by the
judge, and
by
the
clerk of
of the
the said
said circuit
circuit court.
And such
payment shall
be
full
by
the
clerk
court.
And
such
payment
shall
be
aafull
Effect of such
discharge to
United States
the compensation
and damages
due for
for
damages due
the United
States for
for the
compensation and
payment.f suc discharge
to the
payment.
the taking
taking of the lands, in respect of which the said judgment
judgment or decree
decree
was rendered or
bar any
any further
or demand
or made,
made, and shall forever
forever bar
further claim
claim or
demand
against the United States 'arising
arising out
such land.
out of
of the
the taking
taking of
of such
land. And
And
such payment, or the lawful tender thereof, shall operate
operate as,
as, and
and shall
shall be
be
deemed and held to be, a
a full and
or
and complete conveyance
conveyance of
of the
the parcel
parcel or
parcels
parcels of land for which it was made to the United
United States.
SEC. 9.
9. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That every
against the
the
claim against
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
every claim
Claims for
damages to be
damages
United States for the taking of land for public use as herein authorized,
adjusted, &c.,
adjstedree.,
shall be forever
forever barred unless within three years from the time of such
within
within
three
taking, the
the claim
therefor shall
by agreeagreeyears.
taking,
claim for
for compensation
compensation therefor
shall be
be adjusted
adjusted by
ment with the Secretary
Secretary of War, or be settled by an award of the
the board
board
of commissioners, or presented by complaint
complaint or petition to the circuit
circuit
court of the United States in the district in which the land is
is situated:
situated:
Saving in favor Provided,
of persons,
persons, who
at the
the time
of the
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
the claims
claims of
who at
time of
the
of
of minors,
minors, mar- taking shall be under the age of twenty-one years, married women, idiots,
ried women, &c.
red women, &c. lunatics, or insane, or beyond seas, shall not be barred if their petition
petition or
or
complaint be filed in said court
court as
aforesaid, within
years after
the
as aforesaid,
within three years
after the
disability
disability has ceased, but no disability
disability other
other than
than those enumerated
enumerated shall
shall
prevent any claim from being barred, nor shall any of the said disabilities
operate cumulatively.
APpnovEn, April
April 19,
APPROVED,
19, 1861.
1864.
Final judgments or decrees
orrofdeclaim
in ents
favor
claimant to be paid.

April 19,
April
19, 1864.
1864. CHAP. LXI
LXI..-An
fixing the Date
Date of the Loss of
- An Act fixing
S. Brig "Bainbridge," and
and
of the U. S.
for the
the Relief
the Officers, Seamen, and
and Marines
ofthe
same, and
andfor
Relief of the
Marines of
the same,
for other Purposes.
Purposes.

Date
Date when
when the
the
D. S. brig BainUS
bridge
bridge shallBalin
be
deemed to
to have
deemed
been lost.
been
lost.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That for the purpose of fixing
the time
time at
shall commence
the pensions,
the
at which
which shall
commence the
pensions, under
under the
the existing
existing laws,
laws,
of the
the widows
widows and
and orphan
orphan children
semen, marines,
marines, and
and
children of
of the
the officers,
officers, seamen,
others in service
Bainbridge,"
service who were lost in the United
United States brig ""Bainbridge,"
as well as the time to which the pay of said officers, seamen, marines,
marines, and
and
others in the service shall be allowed, the twenty-first
twenty-first day of August, in
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the year
eight hundred
deemed
be deemed
shall be
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, shall
hundred and
thousand eight
one thousand
year one
the
and
taken to
be the
day on
on which
the said
said brig
brig "
foundered
Bainbridge" foundered
" Bainbridge"
which the
the day
to be
and taken
at sea.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the widow
or child
child or
chil- Widow, child,
child,
or chilwidow or
That the
be it
And be
SEC.
dren,
case there
be no
no widow,
or child
child or
as aforeafore- or
or parents,
&c.,
parents, &n.,
children, as
or children,
widow, or
shall be
there shall
in case
and in
dren, and
sum
said,
the parent
parent or
there be
be no
parents, the
the brothers
brothers equal
teequiejet
o
s
ettwelve
waelve
toi
no parents,
if there
and if
or parents,
parents, and
then the
said, then
and
sisters of
of the
officers, seamen,
seamen, marines,
marines, and
and others
others in
in service,
months' pay.
who months'
service, who
the officers,
and sisters
were
in said
brig ""Bainbridge,"
be entitled
entitled to and receive, out
shall be
Bainbridge," shall
said brig
lost in
were lost
of any
money in
in the
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
sum equal to
a sum
appropriated, a
otherwise appropriated,
any money
of
twelve months'
pay of
of their
deceased relations,
aforesaid, in
relations, aforesaid,
respective deceased
their respective
months' pay
twelve
addition to
the pay
to the
said deceased
deceased at
said
of said
loss of
of the
the loss
date of
the date
at the
the said
due to
pay due
to the
addition
vessel.
vessel.
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
be it
That the
the proper
proper accounting
officers Accounts
of
Accounts of
accounting officers
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
of
treasury department
department be,
be, and
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to d
c
e
h
n
era
tece
tin
c. a
N
v
s:i
t
s
t_
C.
WalCharles
hereby, authorized
and are
are hereby,
of the
the treasury
den, acting assist-

to
paymaster,
settle the
C. Walden,
g
aster, to
late acting assistant paymaster, ant 'paym
Walden, late
Charles C.
of Charles
accounts of
the accounts
settle
settled.
in the
the navy,
in the
brig ""Bainbridge,"
accounts be
be settled.
with all his accounts
Bainbridge," with
the brig
lost in
was lost
who was
navy, who
in
and
for expenditures
expenditures and
payment made
him, and
all
with all
and with
by him,
made by
and payment
vouchers for
and vouchers
the
money, stores,
and supplies
supplies procured
procured for the use of said vessel, and to
stores, and
the money,
allow
him a
credit for
whatever sum
sum appears
him on the
due from him
to be
be due
appears to
for whatever
a credit
allow him
books of
of the department.
department.
books
19, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, April
April 19,
APPROVED,

C
HAP. LXIII.—
Act to
entitled "An
establish and
and equalize
equalize April 21, 1864.
Act to
to establish
"An Act
Act entitled
to amend
amend an Act
An Act
LXIII. - An
CHAP.
sixteenth, eighteen
July sixteenth,
the
Grade of
of the
United States
Navy," approved
approved July
States Navy,"
the United
Officers of
of Line
Line Officers
the Grade
1862,
ch. 183.
183.
1862, ch.
hundred
sixty-two.
and sixty-two.
hundred and
Vol.
Vol. xii. p. 583.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That no
no line
line officer
navy, No
officer
No line officer
of the
the navy,
officer of
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
active list,
list,
active
upon
other naval upon
upon the
active list,
list, below
grade of commodore,
commodore, nor any ether
below the grade
the active
upon
nor other
other
officer, shall
shall be
promoted to
to aahigher
grade, until
until his
his mental,
mental, moral,
and naval
naval officer,
officer, to
moral, and
higher grade,
be promoted
officer,
be promoted, unestablished to be
professional fitness
fitness to
to perform
perform all
all his
his duties
duties at sea shall be established
professional
less after examilessiafterexamithe
board of
of examining
officers to be appointed
appointed by the nation,
examining officers
of aa board
satisfaction of
the satisfaction
&c.
President
of the
the United
board shall
have power
Boardofexamto Board
power to
shall have
such board
And such
States. And
United States.
President of
of examiners
;
take
testimony,
the
witnesses
when
present
to
be
sworn
by
the
president
appointtake testimony, the witnesses when present to be sworn by the president iners;
ment,
power,
&c.;
of
the board,
board, and
records of the ment,power,&c.;
matter on the files and records
all matter
to examine
examine all
and to
of the
considered
be
shall
case
department
in
relation
to
any
officer
considered
by
whose
department in relation to any officer
them.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
examining board shall of whom to conbe it
it further
further enacted, That such examining
SEC.
sistconsist
not less
less than
officers, senior in rank to the officer to be sist.
three officers,
than three
of not
consist of
examined.
S
EC. 3.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That any
any officer
officer to be
be acted
acted upon by Officers interit further
And be
SEC.
3. And
may be
be
estedmay
said
shall have
have the
right to
to be
it; and his ested
he desires it;
if he
present, if
be present,
the right
board shall
said board
present at examexaminmati
statement of
his case,
oath, and the testimony of witnesses, and his inatima.
case, on oath,
of his
statement
examination, shall
any matter
matter on the files and records
recorded. And any
shall be
be recorded.
examination,
of the
department touching
in the opinion of the board
may in
case, as may
each case,
touching each
the department
of
be necessary
to assist
assist them
them in
their opinion,
opinion, shall,
together
shall, together
up their
making up
in making
necessary to
be
with the whole
record and finding, be presented to the President for Record of case
whole record
with
to be
be presented
presented
his approval
officer shall be to
approval or disapproval of the finding. And no officer
his
to the President.
resident.
the
of
to
records
rejected until
until after
after such
such public
public examination
examination of himself and the
rejected
the
department in
his case,
case, unless he
before said board
to appear before
he fails to
in his
the department
after
having been
notified.
been duly notified.
after having
S
EC. 4.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That no
service No officer to be
officer in the naval service
no officer
be it
4. And
SEC.
promoted unless
unless
shall
be promoted
promoted to
to aahigher
higher grade
therein, upon the active list, until he promoted
grade therein,
shall be
shown by
examiby examishown
has been
been examined
examined by
by a
board of
of naval
naval surgeons,
surgeons, and
be physnation to be
and pronounced
pronounced physi- nation
a board
has
qualified.
cally qualified
qualified to perform all
all his duties at sea. And all officers whose ically qualified.
cally
cases shall
shall have
been acted
upon by
aforesaid boards, and who shall
by the aforesaid
acted upon
have been
cases
not have been
recommended for promotion
promotion by both of them, shall be placed
placed
been recommended
not
upon the
list.
retired list.
the retired
upon
Certain officers,
officers,
recommended notCertain
S
EC. 5.
5. And
officers not recommended
enacted, That all officers
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
recommended
recommended
for
promotion under
under the
the fourth
"An act tc for promotion,
an act entitled "An
fourth section of an
for promotion
5*
5*
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may present
present
equalize the grades
establish and equalize
grades of
line officers
of the
United States
States
of line
officers of
the United
themselves
themselves for
for navy," approved July sixteen, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, shall have
examination, &c.
&c. navy," approved July sixteen, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, shall have
examination,

the right to present
present themselves for examination,
examination, according
to the
according to
the provisprovisions of this act, and if found duly qualified, and
and such
approved
such finding
finding be
be approved
by the
of the
United States,
States, they
they shall
promoted to
the same
When may
may be
be by
the President
President of
the United
shall be
be promoted
to the
same
When
grade
and place
place as,if
by the
board, and
and shall
shall
promoted.
grade and
as if they
they had
had been
been recommended
recommended by
the board,
corresponding pay
receive the corresponding
to the
the service
service which
they have
have
pay according
according to
which they
performed from the date of their
rank to
of their
their rank
to that
that of
their promotion.
promotion. And
And
no further promotions shall be made upon
the number
upon the active
active list
list until
until the
number
in each grade is reduced
reduced to that
that provided
provided by
law.
by law.
SEC.
6. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That any officer
SEc. 6.
officer in
in the
service,
the naval
naval service,
Any officer may
by and with the advice and consent of the senate, may be advanced, not
beA
anyfficedra
be advanced
for by and with the advice and consent of the senate, may be advanced, not
numbers, in
grade, for
conduct in
in
bat- exceeding
exceeding thirty
thirty numbers,
conduct in
in batin his
his own
own grade,
for distinguished
distinguished conduct
tle,
tie, &c.
&c.
battle, or extraordinary heroism.
heroism.
SEC.
SEC. 7. And be it further
further enacted,
That the
the President
President of
the United
United
enacted, That
of the
paymas- States
Fleet paymasStates shall appoint paymasters
of
the
paymasters
fleet
and
engineers
of
the
fleet
in
engineers
of
the
fleet
in
ters and enp
gineers.
the same manner
manner and with the
as fleet
fleet surgeons;
surgeons; and
and
the same
same rank
rank and
and pay
pay as
gineers.
Retired pay of the retired
paymasters, engineers,
and other
other staff
retired pay
pay of
of surgeons,
surgeons, paymasters,
engineers, and
staff officers
officers
surgeons, paypayin the navy
navy shall be the same as that of the retired
retired officers
officers of the
the line
line of
masters,
masters, &c.
&c.
the
whom they
the navy
navy with
with whom
they have relative rank.
SEC. 8. And
enacted, That
Sc.
And be it
it further
further enacted,
or parts
acts which
That all
all acts or
parts of
of acts
which
Repealing
Repealing
are inconsistent with the provisions
provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
clause.
clause.
APPROVED, April 21,
APPROVED,
21, 1864.
April 21,1864.
21, 1864.

1863 ch.
ch 75, §
1863,
55.
p.'732.
Vol. xii.
xli. p.
732.
Rank, &c.,
Rank,
&c.. of
of
provost-marshal
provost-marshal
general.
Repealing clause.

CIAP. LXIV.
- An Act to amend an Act for enrolling and calling
CHAP.
LXIV.
—
National
calling out
out the
the National
Forces so
so as
to increase
the Rank,
Rank, Pay,
Pay, and
the Provost-Marshal
Forces
as to
increase the
and Emoluments
Emoluments of
of the
Provost-lMarshal
General,
General.

Be it
Senate and House of
Representatives of
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
assembled, That the rank,
and emolrank, pay,
pay, and
emoluments of
of the
general, authorized
uments
the provost-marshal
provost-marshal general,
authorized by section five of said
act, shall
be those
of a
brigadier-general.
act,
shall be
those of
a brigadier-general.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That all acts and
acts ininand parts of
of acts
consistent herewith are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, April
April 21,
APPROVED,
21, 1864.
1864.

April 21, 1864.
1864. ClIAP.
LXV. —
-AnAn Act to change the Name of
District and Port
Port of
CHAP. LXV.
of the District
of Presque
Presque Isle to
the District
Districtand Port
the
Port of Erie.
Erie.
Bee it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
District
of
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
District
of
Presque
Isle to
to States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
district of
Presque
assembled, That
the district
Presque Isle
of Presque
be known as
Isle, in the state of Pennsylvania, shall hereafter
hereafter be known as the district
Erie.
of Erie, and the
the port
port of
Presque Isle
Isle shall
shall hereafter
of Erie, and
of Presque
hereafter be known as the port
of
of Erie.
Erie.

APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
21, 1864.
April 21,
1864.
April 22, 1864.
1864. C,,r. LXVI. - An Act in Amendment of an Act entitled "An Act
relating to
to Foreign
CHAP. LXVI .
— An Act in Amendment of an Act entitled "An
relating
Foreign
1857, ch. 56,
Coins and the Coinage of Cents at the Mint
zpproved February
Mint of the
the United
United States,"
States," approved
February
163.
Vol. xi. p. 163.
twenty-one, eighteen
filly-seven.
twenty-one,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
andfifty-seven.
Be it
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, from
and after
from and
after the
the paspassage of this act, the standard weight of the cent coined at the mint of the
sage
United States shall be forty-eight grains, or one tenth of one
one ounce
troy;
ounce troy;
and said cent shall be composed
composed of ninety-five
ninety-five per
and
per centum
centum of
of copper,
copper, and
five per
per centum
determined
five
centum of tin and zinc, in such proportions as shall be determined
by the director of the mint; and there shall be from time to time
by
time struck
Two-centpieces
Two-cent pieces and coined at the mint a
a two-cent
two-cent piece, of the same composition,
composition, the
the
to
to be coined.
coined.
standard weight
standard
weight of which shall be ninety-six grains, or one fifth
fifth of one
one
troy, with
no greater
deviation than
than four
four grains
to each
of
Shape, devices, ounce
ounce troy,
with no
greater deviation
grains to
each piece
piece of
&c:
&c.
said
aid cent and two-cent coins; and the shape, mottoes, and devices of said

Standard
Standard
weight,
of
weight, &c.,
&c., of
the cent.
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coins
shall be
fixed by
by the
the director
the mint,
Approval of
of the
the
the Approval
with the
mint, with
of the
director of
be fixed
coins shall
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury;
Treasury; and
and the
in force
relating to
the
to the
force relating
now in
laws now
the laws
Secretary
coinage of
cents and
providing for
material and
and prescribprescribof material
purchase of
the purchase
for the
and providing
of cents
coinage
ing
the appropriate
duties of
of the
mint and
the Secretary
Secretary of
and the
the mint
the officers
officers of
of the
appropriate duties
ing the
the Treasury
be, and
and the
the same
same are
extended to
herein
coinage herein
to the
the coinage
hereby, extended
are hereby,
Treasury be,
the
provided for.
provided
Present
laws
laws
Present thereto.
S
EC. 2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
all laws
in force relating extended
laws now in
That all
be it
SEC.
to
the coins
coins of
of the
the United
and the
coining the same
same extended thereto.
and coining
the striking
striking and
States and
United States
to the
shall,
as applicable,
applicable, be
extended to
herein authorto the coinage herein
be extended
far as
so far
shall, so
ized,
said laws
are penal
penal or
or otherwise,
otherwise, for the security of the
laws are
whether said
ized, whether
coin,
and guarding
guarding the
the process
of striking and coining, for preprocess of
regulating and
coin, regulating
venting debasement
debasement or
or for
other purpose.
any other
for any
counterfeiting, or
or counterfeiting,
venting
Director of
of
Director
SEC. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the director of the mint shall mint
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
to secure
prescribe
suitable
regulations
to
insure
a
due
conformity
to
the
required
a5of alconformity
required
to
the
conformity
a
due
insure
to
regulations
prescribe suitable
coins.
weights
alloy in
said coins;
and shall
in such
such coins.
loy in
trials loy
order trials
shall order
coins; and
the said
in the
of alloy
proportions of
and proportions
weights and
thereof to
to be
be made
whereof
of the mint, whereof
the assayer
assayer of
by the
time by
to time
time to
from time
made from
thereof
a
report shall
be made
writing to
to the
the director.
director.
in writing
made in
shall be
a report
Such coins to
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the said
said coins
coins shall
be a
alegal
legal be Such
to
shall be
That the
it further
And be
SEC.
legal coins
tender
tender
in
any
payment,
the
one-cent
coin
to
the
amount
of
ten
cents,
and
for what
and
cents,'
of
ten
and
amount
to
the
coin
tender in any payment, the one-cent
sums.
the
coin to
the amount
amount of
of twenty
twenty cents;
it shall be lawful to sums.
and it
cents; and
to the
two-cent coin
the two-cent
pay
out said
said coins
exchange for
currency of the United
for the lawful currency
in exchange
coins in
pay out
States,
or half
half cents
cents issued
under former
congress,)
former acts of congress)
issued under
cents or
(except cents
States, (except
in suitable
suitable sums,
by the
of the
the mint,
and by
by such
such other deposimint, and
the treasurer
treasurer of
sums, by
in
taries as
as the
of the
designate, under general
Treasury may designate,
the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
taries
regulations proposed
proposed by
of the
the mint
the
mint and approved by the
director of
the director
by the
regulations
Secretary of
Treasury; and
the expenses
incident to such exchange,
expenses incident
and the
the Treasury;
of the
Secretary
distribution,
and transmission
transmission may
be paid
paid out
out of the profits of said coinmay be
distribution, and
age;
and the
net profits
profits of
of said
said coinage,
in like
like manner as is
ascertained in
coinage, ascertained
the net
age; and
a supplement,
prescribed
in the
the second
to which this is a
of the
the act to
section of
second section
prescribed in
shall be
transferred to the treasury of the United States.
be transferred
shall
Penalty for
fori
Penalty
SEC. 5.
enacted, That if any person or persons
persons shall making
further enacted,
it further
5. And be it
SEC.
making coins inmake,
issue, or
or pass,
be made,
made, issued,
passed, any coin, tended
tended to be
be
or passed,
issued, or
to be
or cause
cause to
pass, or
make, issue,
:s
.
sed as
as cents,
cents,
card, token,
device whatsoever,
whatsoever, in
in metal
metal or
or its compounds, intended to passed
or device
token, or
card,
c
such
piece,
a
or
a
for
pass
or
be
passed
money
a
one-cent
piece
a
two-cent
piece,
as
pass or be passed
person or
or persons
persons shall
be deemed
guilty of aamisdemeanor, and shall, on
deemed guilty
shall be
person
conviction thereof,
exceeding one thousand dolthereof, be punished by aafine not exceeding
conviction
lars, and
for a
exceeding five years.
term not
not exceeding
a term
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
and by
lars,
APPROVED,
April 22, 1864.
APPROVED, April

Washington April 26, 1864.
Association, in Washington
Hall Association,
CHAP. LXVII.
—An Act for
a Charter
Charter of Masonic Hall
for a
LXVII. -An
CHAP.
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
City, District
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
Be
it enacted
Hall
States
America in
Masonic Hall
That B. B. French, of the Masonic
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
n ine
A
os
rs
po
oc
ri
a
a
t
t
e
ir
America; Robert McMurdy,
McMurdy, corporated.
Grand Encampment of the United States of America;
of
Grand Royal Arch Chapter of the United States; George
George
the General
General Grand
of the
E. L. Stevens, of Osiris Lodge
C. Whiting,
Whiting, of the Grand Consistory; E.
C.
of
1;
D. Gilman, of Washington Commandery, No. 1;
No. 1;
1; Z.
Z. D.
of Perfection,
Perfection, No.
Columbia
W.
Partello, of
Columbia Commandery;
Commandery; W. M.
M. Smith, of Columbia
of Columbia
P. Partello,
W. P.
Washington Royal
Royal Arch Chapter, No. 15; W. G. Parkhurst, of Washington
Arch
Chapter, No.
James Steelle, of Mount Vernon Royal Arch
16; James
No. 16;
Arch Chapter,
Chapter,
Stansbury, of the Grand Lodge of the District
F. Stansbury,
No. 20; C. F.
Chapter, No.
1;;N.
N. Acker, of
of Columbia;
Joseph Nairn,
Lodge, No. 1
Nairn, of Federal Lodge,
of
Columbia; Joseph
Jerusalem Lodge,
Lebanon
Kloman, of New Jerusalem
Lodge, No. 9;
No. 7; E. Kloman,
Lodge, No.
Lebanon Lodge,
J. M.
M. Turton,
J. Fisher, of Saint John's
Lodge, No. 10; T. J.
Hiram Lodge,
of Hiram
Turton, of
J.
Lodge,
11; L.
L. Gassenheimer,
J. Van
Van
National Lodge, No. 12; J.
Gassenheimer, of National
No. 11;
Lodge, No.
Riswick,
Centennial Lodge, No. 14; J.
J. C. McGuire, of
Washington Centennial
Riswick, of Washington
B. B.
Lodge, No. 15; F.
16;
F. L.
L. Harvey, of Dawson Lodge, No. 16;
B. French
French Lodge,
B.
J. W.
D. Gray,
Gray, of
of Harmony
J. M. Hanson,
Acacia
Hanson, of Acacia
Lodge, No. 17; J.
Harmony Lodge,
J.
W. D.
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Powers of corcorporation.
poration.

Limit to
amount
of land.
land.
amount of

Rooms,
Sm.,
Rooms, &c.,
may
be rented.
rented.
may be

Capital stock;
stock;
number
shares,
number of shares,
Sze.
&c.

Books of subscription to capital stock to be
tal stock to be
opened.

Who to be
stockholders.
stockholders.

First meeting,

how called.

Votes.
Votes
Directors.
Directors.
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Lodge, No.
18; N.
N. D.
D. Lamer,
of Lafayette
Lafayette Lodge,
No. 19,
19, of
of the
the order
order
Larner, of
Lodge, No.
Lodge,
No. 18;
of
free and
and accepted
accepted masons,
masons, of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
their sucsucof free
District of
and their
cessors to
be appointed
the manner
manner hereinafter
hereinafter declared,
declared, representing
representing
cessors
to be
appointed in
in the
the
several masonic
masonic bodies
and they
they are
are hereby,
incorbe, and
hereby, incorthe several
bodies before
before named,
named, be,
porated
made a
corporate, by
by the
name of
of the
the
porated and
and made
a body
body politic
politic and
and corporate,
the name
Masonic Hall Association
Association of the District of Columbia, and by that name
name
may
sue and
and be
be sued,
sued, plead
impleaded, in
in any
of law
or
law or
any court
court of
plead and
and be
be impleaded,
may sue
equity,
of competent
have and
a common
common seal,
seal,
equity, of
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, and
and may
may have
and use
use a
and
the same
change at
and be
to use
use and
and exercise
exercise all
all
be entitled
entitled to
and the
same change
at pleasure,
pleasure, and
the
incident to
to such
such corporation.
corporation.
the powers,
powers, rights,
rights, and
and privileges
privileges incident
S
EC. 2.
be it
it further
That the
said corporation
corporation shall
be
enacted, That
the said
shall be
SEC.
2. And
And be
further enacted,
capable
of taking
taking and
and holding
holding real
real and
and personal
estate, which
which estate,
estate, perpercapable of
personal estate,
sonal
and real,
real, shall
shall never
the members
members of
the said
said corcorof the
be divided
divided among
among the
never be
sonal and
poration,
but shall
shall descend
descend to
to their
their successors,
elected and
appointed
duly elected
and appointed
successors, duly
poration, but
in the
the manner
manner hereinafter
hereinafter declared
declared by
by the
the bodies
prorepresent, for
for the
the probodies they
they represent,
in
motion of
the principles
principles of
the said
said corporation,
and the
the benevolent
corporation, and
benevolent purposes
purposes
motion
of the
of the
of the
the order
order of
of free
free and
and accepted
accepted masons,
which they
they represent:
represent: Provided,
Provided,
masons, which
of
That said
said corporation
shall take
take and
and hold
hold no
more land
land than
than is
is necessary
necessary
no more
That
corporation shall
for
site on
masonic hall,
suitable and
convenient for
for the
the
and convenient
for a
a site
on which
which to
to erect
erect aamasonic
hall, suitable
transaction
the business
the association
association and
the promotion
promotion of
of the
the
and the
transaction of
of the
business of
of the
principles and
purposes aforesaid.
aforesaid. But
provision shall
prevent
principles
and purposes
But this
this provision
shall not
not prevent
the said
corporation from
offices in
conin conthe
said corporation
from constructing
constructing suitable
suitable rooms
rooms and
and offices
nection
hall, to
receiving
nection with
with the said
said -hall,
to rent, and renting the same, and
and receiving
rent
therefor, to
applied to the
principles and
and purthe promotion
promotion of the principles
rent therefor,
to be
be applied
aforesaid.
poses aforesaid.
SEC. 3.
enacted, That
capital stock
stock of
of said
said corcorThat the
the capital
3. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
poration shall not exceed
exceed the sum of three
three hundred thousand dollars, and
poration
that the stock shall be divided into shares of twenty
twenty dollars each; and
deemed personal
personal property,
manner as the
shall be
be deemed
property, transferable
transferable in such
such manner
constitution and
and by-laws
said corporation
corporation may
may direct.
by-laws of
of said
direct.
constitution
SEC. 4.
And be
be itit further
enacted, That
twenty days
the
after the
days after
within twenty
That within
further enacted,
SEC.
4. And
passage of this act the corporators
corporators named
named in the first section, or a
amajority
of them,
refuse or
or neglect
neglect to
to act,
act, then
then a
remainof
them, or
or ifif any
any refuse
a majority
majority of
of the
the remainder, shall
shall cause
cause books of
of subscription
subscription to the
the capital
capital stock of the said
said corporation
opened and kept
in such
such place
place and
and for
for a
aperiod
to be
poration to
to be
be opened
kept open in
period to
be
fixed
or a
a majority
majority of
notice of
of which
fixed by
by said
said corporators,
corporators, or
of them,
them, public
public notice
which
may
advertisement or otherwise as
corporators or
may be
be given by
by advertisement
as said corporators
or aa
majority
of them
them may
may determine;
determine; and
said books
books to
to the
the
upon said
subscribers upon
and subscribers
majority of
capital
stock of
of the
the corporation
held to
capital stock
corporation shall
shall be
be held
to be
be stockholders:
stockholders: Provided,
Provided,
That every subscriber shall pay, at the time of subscribing, such per
per
the treasurer
orcentum of
of the amount
amount by him subscribed
subscribed to
to the
treasurer elected
elected or
corporators, or a
amajority
required
appointed by
by the
the corporators,
majority of
of them, as may
may be
be required
corporators or a
or his
his subscription
subscription shall
be null
by said corporators
a majority of
of them,
them, or
shall be
null
and
subscription to the capital stock
and void.
void. And when
when the
the books of
of subscription
stock of
of said
said
corporation
corporators named in
corporation shall
shall be closed,
closed, the
the corporators
in the
the first
first section,
section, or
or aa
majority of them, and in
case any of
in case
of them
them refuse or
or neglect to act, then aa
majority
call the
majority of
of the
the remainder, shall, within twenty
twenty days thereafter, call
the
first
the stockholders
of said
said corporation,
to meet
meet within
ten
first meeting
meeting of
of the
stockholders of
corporation, to
within ten
days thereafter, for the choice of directors, of which public notice shall be
be
given for three days in two public
public newspapers
newspapers published
published daily
daily in Washpersonal notice
notice served
served on
ington city, or by written personal
on each
each stockholder,
stockholder, by
by
the secretary
secretary or clerk of
corporation. And
of the
the corporation.
And in all
all meetings
meetings of the
stockholders
stockholders each share shall entitle the holder to one vote, to be given in
in
person or by proxy.
proxy.
SEC.
further enacted,
government and direction
Sac. 5. And be it further
enacted, That the government
of the affairs of the corporators
a board of directors,
corporators shall be invested in a
elected by
first Monday
Monday of
five in number,
number, elected
by the stockholders
stockholders on the
the first
of DecemDecemeach year from among
named in
in the
the first
section of
of
ber in
in each
among the
the corporators
corporators named
first section
this act, and their successors,
successors, elected
elected or appointed
appointed in the manner herein-
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after declared
the masonic
masonic bodies
bodies they
they represent,
who shall
shall hold
their
hold their
represent, who
by the
declared by
after
office for
for one
one year
until others
others are
are duly
to take
take
and qualified
qualified to
elected and
duly elected
year and
and until
office
their places
and the
said directors
shall elect
their
of their
one of
elect one
directors shall
the said
as directors;
directors; and
places as
their
number
to be
be president
of the
the board,
president of
President, secseeof the
the President,
be president
also be
who shall
shall also
board, who
president of
number to
ry
andtreasre
corporation,
and shall
shall elect
elect a
secretary from
u
r
ta
erry, and
teasfrom amongsa their
a secretary
corporation, and
turer. own number, or r
from the
also be
be secretary
corporaof the corporasecretary of
shall also
who shall
aforesaid, who
corporators aforesaid,
the corporators
from
tion,
and they
also choose
choose a
treasurer, who
who shall
bonds with
with
give bonds
shall give
a treasurer,
shall also
they shall
tion, and
surety
said corporation,
in such
the said
require,
may require,
said directors
directors may
as the
sum as
such sum
corporation, in
to said
surety to
for
the faithful
discharge of
his trust.
A majority
majority of
of the
shall
directors shall
the directors
trust. A
of his
faithful discharge
for the
form
quorum for
for the
transaction of
and in
vacancy in Quorum.
of aavacancy
case of
in case
of business,
business, and
the transaction
a quorum
form a
the
hoard of
of directors
directors by
the death,
death, resignation,
or otherwise,
of any
any
otherwise, of
resignation, or
by the
the board
director,
vacancy occasioned
occasioned thereby
thereby. shall
shall be
filled by
remaining Vacancies.
Vacancies.
by the
the remaining
be filled
the vacancy
director, the
directors
from among
first section
this act,
of this
section of
in the
the first
named in
corporators named
the corporators
among the
directors from
or their
succesors duly
in the
the manner
hereinafter
manner hereinafter
or appointed
appointed in
elected or
duly elected
or
their successors
declared by
by the
masonic bodies
bodies they represent.
represent.
the masonic
declared
S
EC.'6.
.6. And
enacted, That
That the
directors shall
full
have full
shall have
the directors
be it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
power to
and prescribe
prescribe such
rules, and
regulations as
By-laws.
as they
theyBy-laws.
and regulations
by-laws, rules,
such by-laws,
to make
make and
power
shall
proper for
management of the
disposition and management
for the
the disposition
and proper
needful and
deem needful
shall deem
stock,
property, estate,
and effects
effects of
of the
contrary to the
not contrary
the corporation,
corporation, not
estate, and
stock, property,
charter
or to
to the
the laws
laws of
United States
States and the ordinances of Washthe United
of the
charter or
ington
city, and
to alter
the same
same as the interamend the
alter or amend
power to
have power
and shall
shall have
ington city,
ests of
the corporation,
corporation, in
in their
opinion, may require.
require.
And
And the said
their opinion,
of the
ests
directors
have power
power to
Interest, dividiviregulate the payment of interest upon the Interest,
to regulate
shall have
directors shall
certificates of
of stock
stock held
the stockholders,
or to
to the
the dividends
dividends that
that may
may dends, Sse.
&c.
stockholders, or
by the
held by
certificates
accrue, and
and shall
shall have
have power
to provide
provide for
for the
stock
of the stock
redemption of
the redemption
power to
accrue,
held by
terms.
equitable terms.
fair and
and equitable
upon fair
individuals, upon
held
by individuals,
S
EC. 7.
7. And
enacted, That
That each
each masonic
masonic body
or organizaorganiza- Corporation
Corporation to
body or
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
consistofonecortion, named
named in
the first
first section
of this
this act,
of one coract, shall
shall be entitled, during the consist
section of
in the
tion,
month of
of November,
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
annually therethere- 1,)eorrtaationrIfnraosraonic
porator from
and annually
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
hundred and
month
after,
to meet
meet and
and select,
select, by
by ballot,
bodies.
to bodies.
successor to
as aa successor
of its
its members
members as
ballot, one
one of
after, to
corporation,
the
person then,
then, or
last, representing
representing it as
member of this corporation,
as member
or last,
the person
whose
annual term
thereafter, or
may have expired
or which
which may
next thereafter,
expires next
term expires
whose annual
next before
before that
so that
that said
forever consist
of one
one
consist of
shall forever
corporation shall
said corporation
that time,
time, so
next
corporator from
each of
the said masonic
masonic bodies, named
named in the first secof the
fiom each
corporator
tion of
Provided, however,
should any of the said several Proviso.
That should
however, That
this act:
act: Provided,
of this
tion
masonic bodies,
in the
section of
forfeit
this act,
act, surrender or forfeit
of this
the first
first section
named in
bodies, named
masonic
its masonic
charter or
or warrant,
warrant, or
recognized
any cause cease to be recognized
from any
or from
its
masonic charter
by the
accepted masons, it shall not thereafter
thereafter be
and accepted
of free
free and
order of
by
the order
entitled
to any
corporation, nor shall the conconin said corporation,
representation in
any representation
entitled to
tinued corporate
existence and
and rights
rights of
of this
this association
association be in anywise
corporate existence
tinued
affected
so long
long as
as there remain
corporators qualified
qualified to act
act
remain five corporators
thereby, so
affected thereby,
as such.
SEC.8.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
any masonic
masonic lodge, chapter, New masonic
That,any
further enacted,
8. And
SEC.
bodttiesi,how adcommandery, or consistory now in existence
existence or that may here- bodies how adcouncil, commandery,
after
be
instituted
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
and
connn e
with
the
by
and
may,
after be instituted in the District of Columbia,
sent of
of two
two thirds
the corporators
in the
the first section, or their
named in
corporators named
of the
thirds of
sent
successors, be
be admitted
to aa representation
representation in
corporation upon an
in said
said corporation
admitted to
successors,
equal footing
footing with
several masonic
masonic bodies
of
named in the first section of
bodies named
with the
the several
equal
this act.
be
9. And
altered, amenAct may be
enacted, That this act may be altered,
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC. 9.
,
amended,eded, or
or repealed,
repealed, at
amendedrepleasure of the congress of the United States of pealed,
at the pleasure
ded,
&e.
pealed, &c.
America.
America.
APPROVED,
April 26,
26, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, April

CHAP. LXVIII.--An
LXVIII.
— An Act
Issuzng of a
a Register
Register to the Steam Vessel April 26, 1864.
the Issumng
to authorize
authorize the
Act to
CHAP.

John Martin."
Martin.
""John

.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
the Senate
.Be
States of
assembled, That
TreasSecretary of the TreasThat the
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States

TIIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

58
58
Register to isRegister
is-

SESS.
SESS..

I. .CH.
H. 69.
69.

1864.
1864.

ury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to issue
issue a
a register
to the
register to
the steam
steam
vessel "John
Martin."
"John Martin."
APPROVED, April
1864.
APPROVED,
April 26,
26, 1864.

sue to steamer
steamer
Martin.
John Martin.

April 29, 1864. CHAP. LXIX.
-AnAn Act
certain Rules and
LXIX.—
Act fixing certain
on
and Regulations
Regulationsfor
for preventing
preventing Collisions
Collisionson

the Water.
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the United
United

Rules, &c., for
Rulese
&c.nfor
preventing colisinon
sthe
lisions
on the
water.

States
of America
from and
and after
after September
September
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That from

one, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, the
the following
following rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations
for preventing
for
preventing collisions on the water be adopted in
in the
the navy
navy and
and the
the
mercantile marine of the United
mercantile
United States: Provided,
the exhibition
exhibition
Provided, That
That the
Lights on vesves- of any light on board
a vessel-of-war
board of a
vessel-of-war of
of the
the United
may be
be sussusUnited States
States may

sels-of-war need
nts-fwehinbited,
not be exhibited,
when, &c.
&c.

Regulations.
Regulations.

pended whenever,
pended
whenever, in
in the
Secretary of
of the
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, the
the comcom-

mander-in-chief
mander-in-chief of a
or the
commander of
a squadron,
squadron, or
the commander
of aa vessel
vessel acting
acting
singly, the special character
character of
may require
require it.
it.
of the
the service
service may
REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS FOR PREVENTING
PREVENTING COLLISIONS
COLLISIONS ON
ON

THE WATER.
WATER.
CONTENTS.
CONTENTS.

ARTICLE

1. Preliminary.
Preliminary.
1.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

"

10.

"
"
"

11.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

"
"
"
"
"
"

20.
20.

Rules concerning
concerning lights
:—
lights:Lights
follows:
Lights to be carried as follows:
Lights for steamships.
steamships.
Lights for steam-tugs.
steam-tugs.
Lights for sailing-ships.
sailing-ships.
Exceptional
Exceptional lights for small sailing-vessels.
sailing-vessels.
Lights for ships at anchor.
Lights for pilot-vessels.
Lights for fishing-vessels
fishing-vessels and
and boats.
boats.
Rules concerning fog-signals
:
fog-signals:Fog-signals.
Steering and sailing rules:
rules:
Two sailing-ships
sailing-ships meeting.
meeting.
Two sailing-ships
sailing-ships crossing.
crossing.
Two ships under steam meeting.
meeting.
Two ships under steam crossing.
Sailing-ship and ship under steam.
steam.
Ships under steam to shacken
shaeken [slacken]
[slacken] speed.
speed.
Vessels overtaking
overtaking other
other vessels.
vessels.
Construction,of articles 12,
Constructionof
and 17.
17.
12, 14,
14, 15,
15, and
Proviso to save
save special
special cases.
cases.
No
No ship
ship under any circumstances
circumstances to neglect proper preprecautions.

PRELIMINARY.
PRELIMINARY.
What to be
What
ARTICLE
In the following rules
rules every
every steamship
AnncLE 1. In
which is
sail,
steamship which
is under
under sail,
considered sailconsidered
sailand
not
under steam, is to be considered a
a sailing-ship;
and
not under
sailing-ship; and
and every
every steamsteaming-ships
ing-ships and
and
what ships under ship
ship which
is under
under steam, whether
under sail
which is
whether under
sail or
or not,
be considered
not, is
is to
to be
considered
steam.
sfeam.

a ship
a
ship under steam.

Rules for lights.

RULES CONCERNING
RULES
CONCERNING LIGHTS.
LIGHTS.
LIGHTS.
LIGHTS.

ARTICLE 2.
2. The
The lights
lights mentioned
mentioned in the following
following articles, and no
no
others, shall be carried in all weathers between
between sunset
and sunrise.
sunrise.
sunset and
ARTICLE
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CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
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C.
CH.69.
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LIGHTS FOR STEAMSHIPS.
ARTICLE 3.
3. All
All steam-vessels
steam-vessels when
under way
way shall
shall carry
carry —
Lights for
when under
ARTICLE
(a) At
the foremast
bright white
light, so
fixed as
to show
steamships;
an steamships;
show an
as to
so fixed
white light,
head, aa bright
foremast head,
(a)
At the
uniform
light over
over an
the horizon
horizon of
twenty points
points
of twenty
of the
arc of
an arc
unbroken light
and unbroken
uniform and
of
the compass,
compass, so
so fixed
fixed as
as to
to throw
throw the
ten points on each side of
the light ten
of the
the
viz: from
right ahead
points abaft
abaft the
the beam
on either
either
beam on
two points
to two
ahead to
from right
the ship,
ship, viz:
side,
and of
such a
as to
to be
on a
clear
with aaclear
night, with
a dark
dark night,
be visible
visible on
a character
character as
of such
side, and
atmosphere,
at a
distance of
of at
at least
least five miles.
a distance
atmosphere, at
(b)
starboard side,
green light,
so constructed
to throw
throw an
constructed as to
light, so
a green
side, a
On the
the starboard
(b) On
uniform
and unbroken
over an
an arc
of the
horizon of
the
of the
ten points
points of
of ten
the horizon
arc of
light over
unbroken light
uniform and
compass, so
to throw
throw the
the light
ahead to two points
from right ahead
light from
as to
fixed as
so fixed
compass,
abaft the
the beam
beam on
on the
character as to be visa character
such a
and of such
side, and
the starboard
starboard side,
abaft
ible on
dark night,
night, with
clear atmosphere,
distance of at least two
atmosphere, at aadistance
a clear
with a
a dark
ible
on a
miles.
(c)
On the
the port
port side,
side, a
constructed as to show an uniform
so constructed
light, so
a red light,
(c) On
compass,
unbroken
over an
an arc
horizon of
of ten
ten points of the compass,
of the
the horizon
arc of
light over
unbroken light
so
fixed as
throw the
light from right ahead to two points abaft the
the light
to throw
as to
so fixed
beam on
on the
the port
side, and
as to
to be visible on
on aadark
a character
character as
such a
and of
of such
port side,
beam
night,
with aa clear atmosphere, at aadistance of at least two miles.
night, with
(d)
The said
green and
side lights shall be fitted with inboard
red side
and red
said green
(d) The
screens, projecting
projecting at
at least
three feet
light, so as to prethe light,
from the
forward from
feet forward
least three
screens,
vent
these lights
lights from
seen across
the bow.
bow.
across the
being seen
from being
vent these
STEAM-TUGS.
LIGHTS FOR STEAM-TUGS.
ARTICLE 4.
4. Steamships, when towing other ships, shall carry two
ARTICLE
bright white
masthead lights
lights vertically,
vertically, in
their side lights, so
in addition to their
white masthead
bright
as to
distinguish them
other steamships.
steamships. Each of these masthead
from other
them from
as
to distinguish
lights shall
shall be
be of
construction and character
character as the masthead
the same construction
of the
lights
lights which other steamships are required to carry.

for
for steam-tugs.

steam-tugs.

LIGHTS FOR SAILING-SHIPS.
SAILING-SHIPS.
ARTICLE
Sailing-ships under
under way
or being
shall carry the
being towed shall
way or
5. Sailing-ships
ARTICLE 5.
same
as steamships
steamships under way, with the exception of the white
lights as
same lights
masthead
which they shall never carry.
lights, which
masthead lights,

for sailingshps.
h

siPs.

SAILING-VESSELS.
EXCEPTIONAL LIGHTS
LIGHTS FOR SMALL
SMALL SAILING-VESSELS.
EXCEPTIONAL
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

bad
6. Whenever,
Whenever, as
as in
in the
the case
of small
during bad
vessels during
small vessels
case of
6.

Exceptional
Exceptional

l
igt sfo rs
mr
weather, the
the green
and red
red lights
fixed, these lights shall be lightsgfor small
be fixed,
lights cannot be
green and
weather,
kept
on deck,
deck, on
on their
instant exrespective sides of the vessel, ready for instant
their respective
kept on
hibition,
the approach
approach of or to other vessels, be exhibited on
on the
shall, on
hibition, and shall,
their respective
sides in sufficient time to
to prevent collision, in such manrespective sides
their
ner as
most visible,
visible, and so that the green light shall not be
them most
to make
make them
ner
as to
seen on
the port
starboard side.
red light on the starboard
nor the red
port side,
side, nor
on the
seen
To make
make the use of
more certain
certain and easy, they
these portable
portable lights more
of these
To
shall each
be painted
respectively
the light
light they respectively
color of the
the color
with the
outside with
painted outside
shall
each be
contain,
and shall
shall be
provided with suitable screens.
screens.
be provided
contain, and
s

n g v es se

LIGHTS FOR SHIPS AT ANCHOR.
ANCHOR.
ARTICLE

7. Ships,
whether steamships
sailing-ships, when
at anchor
anchor
when at
or sailing-ships,
steamships or
7.
Ships, whether

ARTICLE

the lights required
carry the
shall not
8.
Sailing pilot-vessels
pilot-vessels shall
not carry
required for
8. Sailing

Lights for ships

anchor;
at anchor;
in roadsteads
roadsteads or fairways, shall, between sunset and sunrise, exhibit where at
in
the
not
at
a
it
can
best
seen,
but
a
height
exceeding
twenty
feet
above
be
it can best
hull,
light in aa globular lantern of eight inches in diameter, and
hull, a
a white light
a clear uniform and unbroken light visible all
so
so constructed as to show a
around the
distance of at least one mile.
horizon, and at aadistance
the horizon,
around
LIGHTS FOR PILOT-VESSELS.
PILOT-VESSELS.
LIGHTS

for
pilot-vesf
s
o
.
rpilot-yes-

gels.
Bel
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60
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other
but shall
white light
light at
the masthead,
masthead, visible
visible
at the
shall carry
carry aawhite
other sailing-vessels,
sailing-vessels, but
all
round the
horizon, and
and shall
shall also
also exhibit
light every
fifteen
every fifteen
a flare-up
flare-up light
exhibit a
the horizon,
all round
minutes.
minutes.
LIGHTS FOR
FOR FISHING-VESSELS
FISHING-VESSELS AND
AND BOATS.
BOATS.
LIGHTS

Lights for
for fishmg-vessels
and
ing-vessels and
boats.
boats.

ARTICLE
fishing-boats and
and other
other open
shall not
be renot be
reboats shall
open boats
9. Open
Open fishing-boats
ARTICLE 9.

quired to
to carry
carry side
side lights
required for
for other
other vessels,
vessels, but
but shall,
they do
do
if they
shall, if
lights required
quired
lantern having aagreen slide
not carry such lights
lights, carry a
a lantern
slide on the one
one side
side
and a
red slide
slide on
on the
and on
the approach
of or
vesto other
other vesor to
on the
approach of
side, and
the other
other side,
and
a red
sels, such
lantern shall
shall be
be exhibited
exhibited in
in sufficient
time to
prevent collision,
collision,
to prevent
sufficient time
sels,
such lantern
so
not be
be seen
the red
red light
light
nor the
port side,
side, nor
seen on
on the
the port
light shall
shall not
the green
green light
so that
that the
on
starboard side.
side. Fishing-vessels
boats when
at anchor,
anchor,
when at
and open
open boats
Fishing-vessels and
on the
the starboard
or
nets and
and stationary,
shall exhibit
exhibit aabright
light.
bright white light.
stationary, shall
to their
their nets
or attached
attached to
Fishing-vessels and
and open
open boats
however, not be prevented from
boats shall, however,
Fishing-vessels
using
expedient.
if considered expedient.
addition, if
flare-up in addition,
using aaflare-up
RULES
RULES

GOVERNING
FOG—SIGNALS.
GOVERNING FOG-SIGNALS.
FOG-SIGNALS.
FOG-SIGNALS.

Rules for fogsignals.

ARTICLE 10.
is a
fog, whether
whether by
by day
the
or night,
night, the
day or
a fog,
there is
Whenever there
10. Whenever
ARTICLE

fog-signals
sounded
fog-signals described below
below shall be carried and used, and shall be sounded
at least
every five
five minutes,
viz::—
minutes, viz
at
least every

(a)
under way
way shall
shall use
use a
steam-whistle placed before
the
before the
a steam-whistle
Steamships under
(a) Steamships
funnel, not
not less
feet from
from the
deck.
the deck.
eight feet
less than
than eight
funnel,
(b)
shall use
use aafog-horn.
under way shall
(b) Sailing-ships
Sailing-ships under
a bell.
(c)
sailing-ships when not under way shall use a
(c) Steamships
Steamships and sailing-ships
Steering and

sailing rules.
rules.
sailing

Two sailingships
meeting;
ships meeting;

STEERING AND
AND SAILING
RULES.
SAILING RULES.
STEERING
TWO SAILING-SHIPS
SAILING-SHIPS MEETING.
MEETING.
TWO

nearly end
end
ARTICLE
11. If
If two
sailing-ships are
are meeting
on, or
end on,
or nearly
meeting end
two sailing-ships
ARTICLE 11.
on, so as to involve risk of collision,
collision, the helms of both shall be put to port,
so that each
each may pass on the port side of the other.
TWO SAILING-SHIPS
SAILING-SHIPS CROSSING.
CROSSING.
TWO

Two sailingships crossing.

ARTICLE
12. When
two sailing-ships
sailing-ships are
are crossing
crossing so
risk
to involve
involve risk
so as
as to
When two
ARTICLE 12.

they have the wind on different sides, the ship with
of collision, then,
then, if they
the wind on the port side shall keep out of the way of the ship with the
which the ship with the
wind on the starboard side, except in the case in which
wind
port side
other ship
the other
ship free,
free, in which
which
wind on
on the
the port
side is
is close-hauled,
close-hauled, and the
case the
the latter
ship shall
shall keep
keep out
of the way.
way. But if they have the wind
out of
case
latter ship
to
ship'which
'which is to
on the same side, or if one of them has the wind aft, the ship
windward shall keep out of the way of the ship which is to leeward.
leeward.
windward
TWO
UNDER STEAM
STEAM MEETING.
MEETING.
TWO SHIPS
SHIPS UNDER

Two ships
under steam
under
meeting;
meeting;

ARTICLE 13.
ships under
end on,
nearly
on, or
or nearly
meeting end
are meeting
under steam
steam are
13. If
If two
two ships
ARTICLE
end on, so as to involve risk of collision,
collision, the helms of both shall be put to
port,
that each
port, so
so that
each may pass on the port side of the other.
other.

Two ships
Two
under steam
crossing.
crossing.

ARTICLE 14.
14. If
If two
under steam
steam are
so as
as to
to involve
involve
crossing so
are crossing
ships under
two ships
ARTICLE
risk of collision, the ship which has the other on her own starboard side
shall keep
shall
keep out
out of the way of the other.

TWO
STEAM CROSSING.
TWO SHIPS
SHIPS UNDER
UNDER STEAM
CROSSING.

SAILING-SHIP
AND SHIP
SHIP UNDER
STEAM.
SAILING-SHIP AND
UNDER STEAM.
Sailing-ship

and ship under
steam.
steam.

ARTICLE
two ships,
ships, one
one of
is aasailing-ship
the other
other
and the
sailing-ship and
which is
of which
If two
15. If
ARTICLE 15.
aasteamship,
steamship, are proceeding in such directions
directions as to involve risk of collision,
lision, the steamship shall keep out of the way of the sailing-ship.
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SHIPS
UNDER STEAM
SHIPS UNDER
STEAM TO
TO SLACKEN
SPEED.
SLACKEN SPEED.

ARTICLE 16. Every steamship,
steamship, when approaching
another ship, so as to Ships under
approaching another
ARTICLE
involve risk
of collision,
shall slacken
her speed,
speed, or,
or, if
if necessary,
and sste
I) eal to
to slacken.
slacken
involve
risk of
collision, shall
slacken her
necessary, stop
stop and
steam
reverse; and
steamship shall,
in a
a fog,
fog, go
at aa moderate
moderate speed.
reverse;
and every
every steamship
shall, when
when in
go at
speed.
speed.
VESSELS
OVERTAKING OTHER
VESSELS.
VESSELS OVERTAKING
OTHER VESSELS.
Vessels overARTICLE
vessel overtaking
any other
other vessel
vessel shall
shall keep
keep out
ARTICLE 17.
17. EvAry
Every vessel
overtaking any
out tOking
taking other
otheresvesof way
of the
said last-mentioned
of
way of
the said
last-mentioned vessel.
vessel.
s sels.
els.

CONSTRUCTION
ARTICLES 12,
CONSTRUCTION OF
OF ARTICLES
14, 15,
AND 17.
17.
12, 14,
15, AND
Construction
Construction
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.
18, Where,
Where, by the above rules, one of two ships is to keep
of articles
articles 14
12,
of
12, 14.
out
to the
qualifica- 15,
out of the way;
way; the
the other shall
shall keep
keep her course subject
subject to
the qualifica172,
15, alndC
and 17.
article::-—
the following
following article
contained in the
tions contained

PROVISO TO
TO SAVE
PROVISO
SPECIAL C
ASES.
SAVE SPECIAL
CASES.

In obeying
obeying and
and construing
rules due
due regard
ARTIC
LE 19.
construing these
these rules
regard must
must
ARTICLE
19. In
be
had to
to all
all dangers
of navigation,
navigation, and
and due
also be
be had
dangers of
due regard
regard must
must also
be had
had to
to
circumstances which
any special
special circumstances
which may exist
exist in any
any particular case renderrendering a
a departure
departure from the above
above rules
rules necessary
necessary in
in order to
to avoid
avoid immediimmediate danger.
danger.
ate

Special cases.

NO SHIP
SHIP UNDER
UNDER ANY
TO NEGLECT
NO
ANY CIRCUMSTANCES
CIRCUMSTANCES TO
NEGLECT PROPER
PROPER
PRECAUTIONS.
PRECAUTIONS.

ARTICLF
exonerate any ship,
Proper precauARTICLV.20. Nothing
Nothing in these
these rules
rules stall
shall exonerate
ship, or the
the Properprecautt
on
wm
an
ys
s
b
s
al
owner,
ofan
y neg
l
ec t s tobervled
e
e
any
neglect
or crew thereof, from
from the
the consequences
consequences of
owner, or
or master, or
to
any neglect
to keep
ro p
er lookout,
l
oo k
ou t, or
or
b rve-d.
to carry
carry lights
lights or
or signals,
signals, or
or of
of any
neglect to
keep a
a p
proper
of
which may
be reqqired
required by
of the
the neglect
neglect of
of any
any precaution
precaution which
may be
by the
the ordinary
ordinary
practice
seamen, or
special circumstances
circumstances of
practice of
of seamen,
or by
by the
the special
of the
the case.
case.
APPROVED,
April 29,
29, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, April
CHAP.
-AnAnAct
Act to
to provide
providefor
CHAP. LXX.
LXX.
—
the Collection
Hospital Dues
Vessels of
of the
for the
Collection of
of Hospital
Dues from
from Vessels
the
United
States sold
or transferred
transferred in
in foreign
foreign Ports
Ports or
Waters.
United States
sold or
or Waters.

April 29,
April
29, 1864.
1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Congress assembled, That
sale or
or Hospital
dues to
to
States of America
America in
in Congress
That in case
case of the
the sale
Hospitaldues
da
dteifrom
from
collected
transfer of any vessel of the United
United States
States in a
a foreign port or
or water, be collected
of Unteld States
vice-consul, commercial
commercial agent, or vice-commercial
vice-commercial agent of
the consul, vice-consul,
the United States within
within whose consulate
consulate or
or district such
such sale
sale or trans- foreign ports.
fer shall have been made, or in whose hands
hands the papers
papers of such
vessel shall be,
hereby authorized
authorized and
and required
be, be and he
he is
is hereby
required to
to collect
collect
master or
or agent
of such
such vessel,
vessel, all
shall have
of the
the master
agent of
all moneys
moneys that
that shall
have become
become
due to the United States under and by virtue of the act entitled "
" An act
July sixteenth,
for the
the relief
relief of
of sick and disabled
disabled seamen,"
seamen," approved.
approved. July
sixteenth,
seventeen
seventeen hundred and ninety-eight, and shall remain unpaid at the time
time 1798,
77.
1798, ch.
ch. 77.
of such sale or transfer; and that the said consul,
vice-consul, commercial
commercial Vol. i.i. p.
consul, vice-consul,
p. 605.
agent, or vice-commercial
vice-commercial agent, (as the case may be,) be, and he is hereby, instructed
instructed and required to retain possession of
of the papers
papers of such
such
vessel until such
such money
herein provided;
money shall
shall have
have been
been paid as
as herein
provided; and
and
in default
which, such
shall be
default of which,
such sale
sale or
or transfer
transfer shall
be void,
void, excepting
excepting as
as against
against
When act takes
the vendor: Provided,
Provided, That this act shall not take effect
effect until the expiraexpira- effhen
tion
effect
effect.
tion of sixty
sixty days from and
and after
after its passage.
APPROVED,
1864.
APPROVED, April
April 29,
29, 1864.

CHAP.
LXX.L-An
CHAP. LXXL
— An Act to increase
increase the Compensation of Inspectors
cerInspectors of Customs in
in certain Ports.
Ports.
tain

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
States
America in
the Secretary
of the
the
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
VOL.
- 6
6
VOL. XIII.
xm. PUB.
Pus. —

April 29,1864.
April
29, 1864.
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ESS. I
CH. 72,
74.
73, 74.
72, 73,
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SEss.
CONGRESS. S
THIRTY-EIGHTH

inspecPay of inspectors of customs
of customs
torscertain
ports
in
certain
in
may be increased
maybeincreased
until Jull
July 1,
1,
until
[
Extended
1865. LExtended
to J
uly 1,
866.
1, 1866.
July
Post,
p. 460.]
Post, p.

April 29, 1864.

Subdivision
Sub'livision of
donation claims
claims
donation
in Oregon
Oregon and
Washington.
Washington.

April 29,
1864.
29, 1864.
April

1864.
1864.

Treasury be,
and he
hereby is,
is, authorized
compensation
increase the compensation
to increase
authorized to
he hereby
be, and
Treasury
of
of customs
in such
as he
think it
advisable so to
it advisable
may think
he may
ports as
such ports
customs in
inspectors of
of inspectors
do, and may
adding to
to the
the present
said
of said
compensation of
present compensation
by adding
designate, by
do, and may designate,
officers
one dollar
per day.
day. But the increase heredollar per
exceeding one
not exceeding
sum not
a sum
officers a
by authorized shall not extend beyond July first, eighteen hundred and
by authorized shall not extend beyond July first, eighteen hundred and
sixty-five.
sixty-five.
APPROVED, April
April 29, 1864.
APPROVED,

CHAP. LXXII.
LXXII.—
to Donation
Donation Claims
in Oregon
Oregon and
Washington.
and Washington.
Claims in
Reference to
Actin .Reference
An Actin
- An
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That whenever it shall appear
assembled, That
States
that two
two donation
donation settlers
settlers in
in the
the state
or Washington
Washington territory
Oregon or
of Oregon
state of
that
shall hold
their conterminous
a manner as may reimprovements in such a
conterminous improvements
hold their
shall
a line
quire a
a half
quarter section
section to
to be divided
divided into two equal parts by a
half quarter
quire
orth and
and south
south or
and west,
west, it shall
and may be lawful for the comshall and
east and
or east
.orth
missioner
of the
the general
land-office to
issue patents
recognizing for each
patents recognizing
to issue
general land-office
missioner of
claimant
such subdivisions;
include cases existing at
enactment to include
this enactment
subdivisions; this
claimant such
the date
act, where
claim may
may be
established
proved and established
be proved
the claim
where the
this act,
of this
date of
the
according to law.
according
APPROVED,
April 29, 1864.
APPROVED, April
CHAP.
LXXIII.
CHAP. LXXIII.

—
An Act
Postmasters who
who have
have been
been robbed
by con.
con,
robbed by
of Postmasters
the Relief
Relief of
for the
Act for
- An
federate Forces
Guerrillas.
Rebel Guerrillas.
or Rebel
Forces or
federate

Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in all cases where loyal
in Congress
America in
of America
States
guerrillas,
confederate forces or rebel guerrillas,
postmasters have
have been robbed
robbed by confederate
postmasters
of
stamps, stamped
envelopes, or of money received and colstamped envelopes,
of post-office
post-office stamps,
government of the United
lected
for, belonging
belonging to, and held for
fbr the government
lected for,
States, and
and where
robbery has
has not
caused by the default or
not been caused
such robbery
where such
States,
negligence of the
postmaster, the
Postmaster-General shall be, and he is
the Postmaster-General
the postmaster,
1865, ch.
§ negligence of
ch. 89,
89, §
1865,
hereby, authorized
credit such postmaster,
postmaster, in the settlement
settlement of his
authorized to credit
2.
hereby,
2.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 505.
accounts, with
with the
may have been so robbed. And
which he may
amount of which
the amount
accounts,
in cases
where no
no such
such credit
credit has
has been
postmaster has
allowed, and the postmaster
been allowed,
cases where
in
to
the
been
required
to
and
accounted
for
over
Post-Office
paid
and
accounted
has
to
and
required
been
When money
When
is
refunded. Department
is to be refunded.
Department the sum or sums of which he may have been so robbed, as
aforesaid,
Postmaster-General is authorized to refund the same to such
such
aforesaid, the Postmaster-General
postmaster.
APPROVED, April
April 29, 1864.
APPROVED,

Postmasters
Postmasters
fault
without fault
robbed by
by guerguerrobbed
rillas,
&c.,
of
rillas, &c., of
stamps, &c.,
to
&c., to
stamps,
be credited
with
credited with
be
the amount.

M ay 3,1864.
3, 1864.
May

Appropriation
Appropriation
for refugeeIndians
and.
fderritutgee
destitute Inan
southern
in the
the southern

their Homes
Homes in
return to
to their
to return
C
HAP. LXXIV.
LXXIV.
Act to
to aid
aid the
the Indian
Indian Refugees
Refugees to
in the
the
An Act
-— An
CHAP.
Indian
Territory.
Indian Territory.

United
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the Senate and
enacted by
Be it
States
assembled, That there be, and is hereby,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
appropriated, out
out of
not otherwise
appropriotherwise appropritreasury not
the treasury
in the
money in
any money
of any
appropriated,

ated,
temporary relief of the refugee
refugee and destitute
ated, for the removal and temporary
superintendency, viz: for expenses
superintendency. Indians in the southern superintendency,
expenses of transporsuperintendency.
tation
fifty-two thoutation and subsistence by the way to the Indian territory, fifty-two
sand
subsistence in the Indian country
country of refugee
for temporary
temporary subsistence
dollars; for
sand dollars;
and
destitute Indians,
Indians, to the close of the present fiscal year, one hundred
and destitute
and
fifty-three thousand dollars; for seeds, ploughs, and necessary agriand fifty-three
implements, to enable
enable them to raise a
a crop the present season,
season,
cultural implements,
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
eighteen
APPROVED, May 3, 1864.
APPROVED,

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS..
SESS. I.
I. Cm
78.
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CHAP. LXXVIL
Indian Reservations in Utah
CHAP.
LXXVII. -— An Act to vacate and
and sell the present
present Indian
Territory,
Territory, and to settle the Indians of
of said
Uinta Valley.
said 7'erritory
erritory in the Uinta

May
May 5, 1864.

Be it enacted
of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
Indian reserva•
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InIn- Indian
reservat
i
o
n
ryu
t
t: ribe
terior
authorized and required
required to
cause the
,
) it
terior, be,
be, and
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
tiOel
to cause
the several
several T
Utahe
Indian reservations
reservations heretofore
heretofore made, or occupied
occupied as
as such,
such, in
in the
the territory
territory surveyed and
and
of
Utah, excepting
excepting Uinta valley,
of Utah,
valley, to be
be surveyed
surveyed into
into tracts or lots,
lots, not exex- sold.
ceeding
eighty acres
the direction
the commissioner
commissioner of
ceeding eighty
acres each,
each, under
under the
direction of
of the
of Uinta valley
the general
and upon
completion of
such surveys
shall excepted.
excepted.
the
general land-office,
land-office, and
upon the
the completion
of such
surveys shall
cause said tracts or lots to be sold, upon sealed
sealed bids, to be duly invited
invited by
by Mode of sale.
public advertisement,
advertisement, for
for aaperiod
period not
not less
less than three months, in a
a newsnewspaper of general
general circulation
circulation published in the territory of Utah, and also
paper
Washington, to the highest
highest and best
aa newspaper
newspaper published in
in Washington,
best bidder;
bidder;
governor of
of said
said territory
at the
the seat
seat of
of
said bids may
may be
be filed with
with the
the governor
territory at
government thereof,
thereof, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
in WashingWashinggovernment
and with
with the
of the
the Interior
Interior in
received by
governor shall,
ton; such bids as may be received
by said governor
shall, without
without openopenSecretary of the Interior,
ing the same, be forwarded
forwarded to the Secretary
Interior, when
when the
the
same, with the
opened in
presence of
the bids
bids filed with
with him,
him, shall
shall be opened
in the
the presence
of the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, the commissioner
commissioner of
of public lands, and the commissioner of Indian affairs,
affairs, and any bidders who may choose to be present
present
at
thereof; and
Secretary of the Interior
at the opening thereof;
and the
the Secretary
Interior shall
shall apply
apply the
the
proceeds
of improvements
improvements upon
proceeds of
of such sales to the construction
construction of
upon the
the Proceeds
Proceeds of
of
reservations which
provisions of
this act,
act, or
or sales,
sales, how to be reservations
which may
may be established
established under the
the provisions
of this
applied.
by
by other lawful
lawful authority,
authority, or to the purchase of stock, agricultural imple- applied.
meats,
or
such
other
useful
articles
as
to
him
may
seem
best
adapted
to
ments, or such other useful articles as to him may seem best adapted to
the wants and requirements
requirements of
Provided, That
.
of the
the Indians: Provided,
That no tract
tract of
of minimum
mm price
,lIinimum price.
of this
this section
section for
less than
land shall be sold
sold under the
the provisions
provisions of
for less
than its
its apappraised value in cash, to be duly ascertained
praised
ascertained by commissioners appointed
appointed
by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior for
for that
that purpose.
purpose.
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
the superintendent
Indian The
Indians in
in
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
That the
superintendent of
of Indian
The Indians
affairs for the territory of Utah be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and rere- the territory
territory to
be settled in
quired
Veinst
eav
e
al I
e
my.
quired to collect and
and settle
settle all
all or so many of
of the
the Indians of
of said
said territory
territory Uinta
valley.
as may be found practicable
practicable in the Uinta valley, in said territory, which
which
is hereby set apart for the permanent
permanent settlement and exclusive occupation
occupation
of such of the different tribes
tribes of
of Indians
of said
said territory
territory as
as may
may be
be inIndians of
induced
duced to inhabit the same.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That, for the purpose of
Appropriation
of making,
making, Appropriation
agricultural
agricultural improvements
improvements in the Uinta valley for the comfort of the In- for agricultural
ithprove'einits
dians who may inhabit the same, and to enable them to become self-sus- I
t
i
t"i ,Pr
l' i
v
i
e
.1
"nts
taining
taming by means
means of agriculture,
agriculture, there
there is
is hereby
appropriated, out
any
hereby appropriated,
out of
of any
treasury not
appropriated, the
money in
in the treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of thirty
thirty
thousand dollars, which
superintendent of
of
which sum shall
shall be
be expended
expended by
by the superintendent
instruction of the Secretary
Indian affairs for said territory, under the instruction
Secretary of
of
the Interior.
APPROVED, May 5, 1864.
APPROVED,
CHA_P.
LXXVIII.-An
—An Actfor
Act for the Prevention
of Frauds
CHAP.LXXVIII.
Prevention and Punishment of
Frauds in
in Relation to
the Names of Vessels.

May 5,
5, 1864.
May
1864.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
of Representatives
States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That every steamboat
steamboat of
of the
the Names of
of
United States
States shall, in addition to having her name painted
painted on her stern,
stern, steamboats,
steamboats,
ere to
be
be
to
where
as
placed in dis- wh
required by law, also have the same conspicuously placed
as now required
1ac ed on
on the
p
the
5placed
tinct, plain letters, of not less than six inches in length, on each
each outer side
side vessel.
of
the
pilot-house,
if
it
has
such,
and
(in
case
the
said
boat
has
side-wheels)
..,
of the pilot-house, if it has such, and (in case the said boat has side-wheels)
also on the outer side of each wheel-house;
wheel-house ; and
steamboat
and if any such steamboat
shall be found without having
having her
placed as
herein required,
she
her name placed
as herein
required, she
shall be subject
and forfeiture
as is
now provided
provided by
Penalty.
subject to the same
same penalty
penalty and
forfeiture as
is now
by Penalty.
law in the case of a
a vessel of
of the United
United States found
found without having her
her
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name and
the name
of the
to which
which she
belongs painted
painted on
stern,
name
and the
name of
the port
port to
she belongs
on her
her stern,
as required
as
required by
by law.
law.
Name
SEc.
Name not
not to
SEC. 2. And be it further
further en/acted,
enacted, That no
no master,
master, owner,
owner, or
or agent oi
be ch
.aged nor
nor
eh :aged
United States
in any
the name
name of
of such
such
change the
shall in
any way
way change
States shall
deception
of the
the United
any vessel
vessel of
eception prac- any
vessel, or
or by
by any
any device,
device, advertisement,
or contrivance,
deceive, or
or attempt
attempt
tised as to
to name.
name. vessel,
advertisement, or
contrivance, deceive,
to
deceive, the
public, or
or any
any officer
or agent
agent of
United States
States govto deceive,
the public,
officer or
of the
the United
government,
or of
any state,
state, or
or any
any corporation
or agent
agent thereof,
ernment, or
of any
corporation or
thereof, or
or any
any perperson
or persons,
persons, as
to the
true name
name of
such vessel,
on pain
forfeitson or
as to
the true
of such
vessel, on
pain of
of the
the forfeitWhen
takes ure
Provided, That
That this
shall not
not take effect
effect until
until the
of such
such vessel:
vessel: Provided,
this act
act shall
When act
act takes
ure of
effect.
effect.
expiration of sixty days from and after its passage.
APPROVED, May
1864.
APPROVED,
May 5,
5, 1864.
May
1864.
May 5,
5,1864.

CHAP. LXXIX.
LXXIX.
making a
a Grant
Grant of
of Lands
Lands to
State of
Minnesota, to
aid
to aid
to the
the State
of Minnesota,
-— An
An Act
Act making
CHAP.
in the
the Railroadfrom
Railroad from Saint
Saint Paul
to Lake
Lake Superior.
in
the Construction
Constructionof
of the
Paid to
Superior.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
States
in Congress
there is
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there be, and
and there
is
hereby,
aiding in
the
hereby, granted
granted to
to the
the state
state of
of Minnesota
Minnesota for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of aiding
in the
construction
railroad in
from the
city of
Saint Paul
Paul to
to the
the
the city
of Saint
in said
said state
state from
construction of
of a
a railroad
head
head of Lake Superior, every alternate
alternate section
section of public land of
of the United
States, not mineral, designated by odd numbers, to the amount of five
alternate sections
railroad on the
alternate
sections per mile
mile on
on each side of
of the
the said
said railroad
the line
thereof,
within the
but in
case it
it shall
that the
the
thereof, within
the state
state of
of Minnesota;
Minnesota; but
in case
shall appear
appear that
United States
States have,
have, when
or route
route of
of said
said road
road is
is definitely
United
when the
the line
line or
definitely fixed,
fixed,
Reserved or
sold,
reserved, or
disposed of
sold, appropriated,
appropriated, reserved,
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
of any
any sections,
sections, or
or any
any
preempted
lands. part thereof, granted as aforesaid,
preempted lands,
aforesaid, or that the right of preemption
preemption or
or
homestead
attached to
homestead settlement has attached
to the same, then it
it shall be the duty
duty
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
to select
select from
from the
lands of
of the
the United
United
of
the Interior
the lands
States nearest to the lines of sections above specified,
specified, in alternate
alternate sections
sections
so, much
States, not
not mineral,
mineral, as
as
or parts
parts thereof,
thereof, so
much public land
land of the United
United States,
shall
amount to
or
shall be equal in
in amount
to such
such lands as the United States
States have
have sold or
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, or
or to
to which
or homestead
otherwise
which the
the rights
rights of
of preemption
preemption or
homestead
settlement
aforesaid ;which lands
lands thus
thus selected
selected in
settlement may
may have attached,
attached, as
as aforesaid;
in
appropriated or disposed of,
of, or
lieu of those sold, reserved, or
or otherwise
otherwise appropriated
or to
to
which
homestead settlement may
which the rights of
of preemption
preemption or
or homestead
may have
have attached,
sections designated
as aforesaid, together with
with the
the sections
sections and
and parts
parts of
of sections
designated as
as
aforesaid, and appropriated
disposed of
by
aforesaid,
appropriated as aforesaid, shall
shall be held
held and
and disposed
of by
Land not to be 'the
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That the land
land
the said state for the use and purpose aforesaid:
shall in
no case
located farther
farther than
twenty miles
from
located more
morethan
to be
be so
so selected
selected shall
in no
case be
be located
than twenty
miles from
twenty
miles than to
twenty
miles
road,
the
said road:
That the
hereby
from the road.
the lines
lines of
of said
road: And
And provided,
provided, further,
further, That
the lands
lands hereby
Lands granted,
granted, granted
and on
on account
account of
of said
said road
road shall
granted for
for and
shall be
be exclusively
exclusively applied
applied in
in the
the
how to be
applied. construction
construction of
and for
no other
whatever, and
and shall
be
beapplied.
of the
the same,
same, and
for no
other purpose
purpose whatever,
shall be
disposed of only as the work progresses through the same, as in this act
Not to be ap
ap-- hereinafter provided: Provided,
Provided, also,
also, That no part
part of
of the land
land granted
granted by
by
plied to certain
roads. certain
this
part
resto
this act shall
shall be
be applied
applied to aid in
in the construction
construction of any railroad, or part
thereof,
for the
which any
grant of
land may
have
thereof, for
the construction
construction of
of which
any previous
previous grant
of land
may have
by congress:
congress: And
further, That
all lands
lands
Former reser
reser-- been
been made
made by
And provided,
provided,further,
That any
any and
and all
vations not withvations
not with- heretofore
reserved
in
reserved to the United States by any act of congress, or in any
in this
this act.
act.
rf
other manner
manner by competent
competent authority, for the purpose of aiding in any
object
object of internal improvement, or for any other purpose
purpose whatsoever, be,
and the same are hereby, reserved to the United States, from the operations
of this
this act,
except so
as it
it may
may be
tions of
act, except
so far
far as
found necessary
to locate
locate the
be found
necessary to
the
route of the said road through such reserved lands; in which case
case the
right of way only,
shall be granted, subject
only.shall
subject to the approval of the
the PresiPresiMinimum price dent of the United States: Provided,
Provided,further,
further, That the minimum price of
Minimum
of
of
the
lands not
the even
parts of
sections of
of the
United
of
the
ands
not the
even sections
sections and
and parts
of sections
of the
the public
public lands
lands of
the United
granted.
States, within the
the limits of ten miles on
on each
side of
the line
road,
each side
of the
line of
of said
said road,
shall
two dollars
cents per
shall be
be two
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents
per acre.
acre.
SEc. 2. And
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
whenever said state shall
And be it further

Lands
Lands granted
to Minnesota for
toMinnesota
for
arailroad from
Saint Paul to'
to
head
head of
of Lake
Superior.
Superior.
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cause to
of said
said
portion of
miles of
of any
any portion
consecutive miles
twenty consecutive
to be
be completed
completed twenty
cause

65
65
Patents for
for the
the
Patents

granted lands,
lands,
necessary drains, culverts, viaducts,
railroad, supplied with all necessary
viaducts, crossings,
crossings, granted
when and how
when
turn-outs, watering-places,
equipments,
furniture,
sidings, bridges,
bridges, turn-outs,
watering-places, depots,
depots, equipments, furniture, to issue.
and all
appurtenances of
first-class railroad,
patents shall issue
railroad, patents
of aa first-class
and
all other
other appurtenances
the
conveying the right and title to said lands to said
said state, on
on each
each side of the
conveying
completed, and
and coterminous
coterminous with said comcomroad, as
as far as the same is completed,
pleted section,
section, not
not exceeding
exceeding the
amount aforesaid,
and patents shall in
aforesaid, and
the amount
pleted
twenty miles of said road is completed:
completed: Prolike manner issue as each twenty
vided, however,
no patents
patents shall
issue for any
any of
said lands
lands unless
unless
of said
shall issue
however, That
That no
vided,
Certificate of
of
Certificate
there shall
Interior a
astatement, cerbe presented
presented to the Secretary of the Interior
there
shall be
governor
let
soa.
of MinMingovernor
of
tified
by
the
governor
of
the
state
of
Minnesota,
that
such
twenty
nesota
twenty
miles
that
such
tified by the governor of the state of Minnesota,
nesota.
have
completed in
required by
by this act, and
and setting forth
forth
manner required
have been
been completed
in the manner
with certainty
certainty the points where
where such twenty miles begin
begin and where the
the
same end.
SEC. 3.
3. And
enacted, That
That when
when the
SEC.
And be
be it further
further enacted,
the said
said road
road shall
shall be Lands granted,
when not
not to
to be
be
definitely located, and aa plat thereof filed with the Secretary of the Inte- when
subject to prepresubject
rior,
the lands
hereby granted
thereafier be
subject to
to settlement,
settlement, emption,
rior, the
lands hereby
granted shall
shall not
not thereafter
be subject
&c.
emption, &c.
preemption, or private entry adverse
preemption,
adverse to this grant.
grant.
SEC. 4.
it further enacted,
state, in,
to the
the Right
SEC.
4. And be itfurther
enacted, That the
the said
said state,
ir addition
addition to
Right of way
way
lands.
publiclands.
grant
heretofore mentioned, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to locate
the said road
road over public
locate the
grant heretofore
otherwise appropriated,
over any public lands
lands of the United States,
States, not otherwise
appropriated,
reserved,
disposed of, and that the right of way
way over said lands of the
reserved, or disposed
United
aforesaid is hereby granted to said state to
purpose aforesaid
United States for the purpose
on.each side
road as
located.
the width
width of one huVred
hundred feet on-each
side of
of said
said road
as located.
, Width.
enacted, That the said lands hereby
be
zt further
SEC.
S
EC. 5. And be it
further enacted,
hereby granted
granted Lands to be
used only
only for
for parpurdisposal of said state used
when
when patented to said state, shall
shall be subject
subject to the disposal
poses of roads.
aforesaid, and for no other; and the
the said railroad shall poses of roads.
for the purposes aforesaid,
the use of the government
government of the Road to be
for the
a public
public highway
highway for
be and
and remain
remain a
public highway.
highwayUnited States, free from all toll or other
other charge, for the transportation of public
United
any property or troops of the United States.
Road to be
completed Road
enacted, That if said road is not completed
S
EC. 6. And
And be it further enacted,
SEC.
within
.....
.......
.
,
completed within
. eof the
of this act, as provided eight
within eight
eight years from
from the
the tint
time
the passage
passage of
eight years
years, ift
if
lands to reherein, no
patents shall be issued for said lands, and no further not, lands
herein,
no further
further patents
vert.
sale
shall be made, and the lands unsold shall revert
revert to the United States. vert.
sale shall
SEC. 7. And be it further
United States
States mail shall Mails to be
SEC.
further enacted, That the United
becarcarried at
at such
such price
price
be
transported over
direction of the Post-Office
Post-Office De- ried
road, under the direction
over said road,
be transported
as congress didicas
ctness
congress may by law direct:
direct: Provided,
Provided, That rects,
partment, at such price as congress
&c.
until such price is fixed by law the. Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall have
have the
the
power
power to determine
determine the same.
S
EC. 8. And be it further
further enacted,
railroad which
which may herehere- Certain railrailSEC.
enacted, That any railroad
roads hereafter
hereafter
state roads
after
any point
point on
Bay of Superior,
Superior, in the state
on the
the Bay
from any
after be
be constructed
constructed from
constructed
may
constructed may
Wisconsin, shall be
railroad, for
for the
the connect with this.
of Wisconsin,
be permitted
permitted to
to connect
connect with
with the said
said railroad,
hereby granted,
construction of which the said lands are
construction
are hereby
granted, at any
any point
point
directors of said
which
said railroad
railroad comcompresident and directors
which may be selected by the president
railroad company
road, and the said railroad
pany so
so permitted to connect their said road,
pany
permitted to
to connect
shall have
and privilege to transhave the right and
connect shall
pany so
so permitted
port,
have transported,
over the track
track of said railroad,
railroad, for the contransported, over
or have
port, or
struction of which the said linds
lands are hereby
hereby granted,
granted, all or any of its cars,
controlling the This railroad
railroad
railroad company
passengers,
freights, and the said railroad
company controlling
passengers, or freights,
may connect
construction of which the said lands
may
connect
lands are
are hereby
hereby granted,
granted, with
said road, for the construction
with those.
privilege to transport or have transported
transported
shall have the same right and privilege
passengers over the track of the said
said
all or any of its cars, freights, or passengers
railroad of the company
company so permitted
permitted to connect, and said transportation
traniportation
railroad
shall
be paid
the railroad
using, to
railroad company
company
to the
the railroad
company using,
railroad company
by the
paid by
shall be
imposed
according
same, at the usual
or charges
charges which
which may be
be imposed
usual rates
rates or
the same,
according the
passengers.
company upon
by the said
said company
upon all other cars, freights,
freights, or passengers.
5, 1864.
1864.
May 5,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
6*
6*

66
66
May 5,
5, 1864.
1864.
May
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C
HAP. LXXX.
Act granting
granting Lands
in the
the Construction
of certain
Railroads
certain Railroads
Construction of
aid in
to aid
Imands to
-An Act
LXXX. —An
CHAr.
in the
the State
of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
State of
in

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That there
there be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby,
Congress assembled,
States
granted: to
to the
the state
state of
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, for
for the
the purpose of aiding in the congranted
struction of
of a
railroad from
from a
a point
on the
the Saint
Croix river
beor lake, beriver or
Saint Croix
point on
a railroad
struction
tween townships
twenty-five and
to the
the west
end of
Lake
of Lake
west end
and thirty-one,
thirty-one, to
townships twenty-five
tween
Superior,
and from
from some
on the
railroad, to
to be
be selected
selected
of said
said railroad,
the line
line of
point on
some point
Superior, and
by
said
state,
to
Bayfield,
every
alternate
section
of
public
land
designated
designated
land
public
of
by said state, to Bayfield, every alternate section
by odd
numbers, for
for ten
in width
on each
each side
side of
of said
said road,
road, dedewidth on
ten sections
sections in
by
odd numbers,
ducting any and
and all lands that may have
been granted
granted to the state of
have been
ducting
Wisconsin
for the
the same
congress of June three,
three,
by the act of congress
purpose, by
same purpose,
Wisconsin for
1856, ch.
hundred and fifty-six, upon
upon the same terms and
and conditions as are
ch. 43. eighteen
eighteen hundred
Vol. xi. p. 20.
contained in
in the
granting lands to the state
state of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, to aid in the
the act
act granting
Vol.
xi. p2.contained
construction
said state,
state, approved
June three,
three, eighteen
eighteen hunhunapproved June
in said
of railroads
railroads in
construction of
dred
But in
in case
case it
shall appear
States
appear that the United States
it shall
and fifty-six.
fifty-six. But
dred and
Reserved
have,
the line
route of said road is definitely
definitely fixed, sold,
sold, reserved,
line or route
when the
have, when
Reserved or
preempted lands.
lands, or
otherwise disposed of,
of, any sections or parts thereof, granted as aforeor otherwise
preSmpted
said,
or that
the right
preemption or
homestead has attached
attached to the
or homestead
of preemption
right of
that the
said, or
same,
then it
lawful for
or agents,
by
agents, to be appointed by
agent or
for any
any dgent
be lawful
it shall
shall be
same, then
said
company, to'select,
to`select, subject to the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
said company,
Interior,
public lands
lands of the United States nearest
nearest to the tier of
of
from the public
Interior, from
sections
alternate sections or parts
parts of
of
specified, as much land in alternate
above specified,
sections above
sections,
such lands as the United
United States have sold or
as shall
shall be equal to such
sections, as

Land granted
granted
Land
to
Wisconsin for
to Wisconsin
certain
railroads;
certain railroads;
from Saint
Saint
from
Croix
or
river or
Croix river
lake
lake to Lake
Lakee SuSuperior.
perior.a

otherwise appropriated,
or to
to which
which the
of' preemption
preemption or homestead
homestead
the right
right of
appropriated, or
otherwise

attached as aforesaid,
aforesaid, which
which lands (thus
(thus selected
selected in lieu of those sold,
has attached
homestead right has attached as aforesaid,
and to which
which preemption
preemption or homestead
together
with sections
parts of sections designated
designated by odd
odd numbers
numbers
sections and parts
together with
as
said state
aforesaid,) shall be held by said
appropriated as aforesaid,)
and appropriated
as aforesaid, and
Lands
the use
use and
aforesaid: Provided,
the lands to be so
so
That the
Provided, That
purpose aforesaid:
and purpose
to for
for the
not to
Lands not
located more
case be further than twenty
twenty miles from the line of
of
be located
located shall in no case
than
the said
roads, nor
nor shall
such selection
or location
location be
be made
lands
in lieu of lands
made in
selection or
shall such
said roads,
the
roenthe
tmiles twenty
miles
from
the
received
the said
said grant
June three, eighteen
hundred and
and fiftyeighteen hundred
of June
grant of
under the
received under
road.
six,
selection and
and locatioh
made for the benefit of said
said
locatioh may be made
six, but such selection
purpose aforesaid, to supply any deficiency
deficiency under the
state, and for the purpose
said
June third, eighteen hundred
and fifty-six, should
should any such
such
hundred and
said grant of June
deficiency
deficiency exist.
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That there be, and is hereby, granted
2. And
And be it
SEC. 2.
Road from
construction of
purpose of aiding
aiding in the construction
state of Wisconsin, for the purpose
Tomah to Saint to the state
Cmix
river,
Croix river.
a
from the
the town
of Tomah,
in the
of Monroe,
Monroe, in said state,
the county
county of
town of
Tomah, in
a railroad
railroad from
Saint Croix
Croix river or
or lake, between townships
townships twenty-five
twenty five and
and
to the Saint
thirty-one, every alternate
alternate section of public land designated
designated by odd numthirty-one,
deducting any
any
bers for ten sections in width on each side of said road, deducting
lands that
that may
may have
granted to the state
state of Wisconsin for the
the
have been granted
and all
all lands
same purpose, by the
the act of congress
congress granting lands to said state to aid in
same
1856
ch. 43.
43.
June three, eighteen
eighteen huncertain railroads, approved June
the construction of certain
S56,,ch
Vol.
fifty-six, upon
upon the
conditions as are
are contained in
and conditions
terms and
same terms
the same
and fifty-six,
dred and
p. 20.
20. dred
Vol. xi. p.
eighteen hundred
the said act of
of June
June three, eighteen
hundred and fifty-six. But
But in case it
shall appear
appear that the United States
States have, when the
the line
line or route of said road
is
fixed, sold, reserved,
reserved, or otherwise
otherwise disposed of any
any sections,
sections, or
is definitely
definitely fixed,
Reserved or

parts of
of sections,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
or that
that the
right of
of preemption
preemption or
the right
sections, granted
granted as
parts

preempted lands.
preempted

homestead has attached to the same,
same, then it shall be lawful for any agent
agent
or agents to be appointed
appointed by said state to select, subject to the
the approval
approval
of the Secretary
public lands of the United
United States
Secretary of the Interior, from the public
nearest to the tier of sections above specified,
specified, as much land, in alternate
alternate
sections, or parts of sections,
sections, as shall be equal
equal to such lands as the United
United
sections,
States have
have sold, or otherwise
appropriated, or to which the
the right
right of preotherwise appropriated,
emption or homestead
attached, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, which
which lands (thus
(thus selected
selected
homestead has
has attached,
emption
and to which preemption
preemption or homestead
homestead right has
in lieu of those sold, and
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attached
as aforesaid,
with sections
sections and
and parts
of sections,
sections, desigdesigparts of
attached as
aforesaid, together
together with
nated
by odd
as aforesaid,
and appropriated
as aforesaid)
shall
odd numbers
numbers as
aforesaid, and
appropriated as
aforesaid) shall
nated by
Lands not to
purpose aforesaid:
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That
That Lands
not to
be held by
by said state
state for the
the use
use and
and purpose
located more
be located
.
the
lands to
be so
shall in
in no
be further
than twenty
twenty miles
miles than twenty
the lands
to be
so located
located shall
no case
case be
further than
twenty
miles from
from the
the
from
of the
the said
said road,
road, nor
nor shall
shall such
such selection
selection or
or location
be made
made miles
location be
from the
the line
line of
road.
in
June three,
grant of June
three, eighteen hun- road.
in lieu
lieu of
of lands
lands received
received under the said grant
dred
and fifty-six,
may be
made for
the
for the
such selections
selections and
and locations
locations may
be made
dred and
fifty-six, but
but such
benefit
aforesaid, to
supply any
any deficiency
deficiency
benefit of
of said
said state, and
and for the purpose
purpose aforesaid,
to supply
under
eighteen hundred
should
under the said
said grant
grant of June three,
three, eighteen
hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, should
any
deficiency exist.
exist.
any such
such deficiency
from
S
EC. 3. And be it further
That there be, and is hereby, Road from
SEC.
further enacted, That
Portage city,
granted
to the,
the, state
state of
of Wisconsin,
for the
purpose of
aiding in
the concon- Portage
in the
city,
Wisconsin, for
the purpose
of aiding
granted to
or Fon du Lac to
struction of
of a
arailroad
from Portage
city, Berlin,
Berlin, Doty's
or Fon
Fon Bayfield, &c.
struction
railroad from
Portage city,
Doty's Island,
Island, or
&e.
determine, in aa northwestern
direction, to
du Lac, as said state
state may determine,
northwestern direction,
to
Bayfield, and thence
on Lake
alternate
Bayfield,
thence to
to Superior, on
Lake Superior, every
every alternate
in
section of public
public land,
land, designated
designated by
by odd
odd numbers,
numbers, for ten sections
sections in
width on
each side
side of
road, upon
upon the
the same
same terms
and conditions
conditions
width
on each
of said
said road,
terms and
as are
the act
act granting
granting lands
conlands to said
said state to aid
aid in the conas
are contained
contained in
in the
struction of
railroads in said
three, eighteen
struction
of railroads
said state, approved
approved June three,
1856, ch. 43.
eighteen hun- 1856,
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 20.
20.
ease it ehall
appear that the United States Vol.
shall appear
But in case
dted and
and fifty-six. But
definitely fixed, sold, reserved,
or route
route of said road
road is
is definitely
have, when the line or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
sections or
as aforeaforeof any
any sections
or parts
parts thereof,
thereof, granted
granted as
or
disposed of
said, or
or that
that the
right of
of preemption
preemption or
homestead has attached
attached to
or homestead
to the Reserved
Reserved and
and
said,
the right
preempted lands.
same,
lands.
of said
said state,
state, ap- preempted
any agent
agent or
or agents of
same, that
that it
it shall
shall be
be lawful for any
pointed by
pointed
by the
the governor
governor thereof, to
to select,
select, subject
subject to the
the approval
approval of the
Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, from
from the lands
lands of the United
United States
States nearest
nearest to
the tier of sections
sections above specified, as much public land
land in
alternate secsecin alternate
tions, or parts of sections, as shall be equal to such lands as the United
United
appropriated, or to
right of preStates have sold
sold or otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to which
which the right
emption or homestead has attached as aforesaid,
lands (thus
(thus selected
selected
aforesaid, which lands
in lieu of those sold and to which the right
right of preemption or homestead
homestead
has
together with
of sections
sections
has attached
attached as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, together
with sections
sections and
and parts
parts of
designated
aforesaid, and
and appropriated
aforesaid)
designated by odd
odd numbers
numbers as aforesaid,
appropriated as aforesaid)
shall be held by said state, or by the company to which
which she
may transfer
she may
transfer
the
Provided, That the lands
the same, for the
the use
use and purpose aforesaid:
aforesaid: Provided,
lands Limit and location of lands.
lands.
to
twenty miles
miles from the tionof
case be
be further than twenty
to be
be so located
located shall in no case
line
line of
of said
said road.
Minimum price
price
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the sections
S
EC. 4. And be it further
sections and parts of sec- Mininum
of remaining
tions
of lands
lands which
shall remain
remain to
United States
on lands'g
to the
the United
States within
within ten miles on
tions of
which shall
lands.
sold for less than double
minimum
double the minimum
each side
side of said
said roads
roads shall not be sold
reserved
sold; nor
nor shall
shall any
any of
of the said reserved
price of
of the public
public lands
lands when sold;
lands become
become subject
private entry
same have
have been
been first
the same
first
to private
entry until
until the
lands
subject to
offered at public sale at
offered
at the increased
increased price.
for comenacted, That the time fixed and limited for Time for
SEC. 5.
5. And be it further enacted,
SEC.
pletion of former
the
act aforesaid
aforesaid of June
June three, eighteen
eighteen pletion
of
former
in the
the act
the completion
completion of
of said
said roads in
roads extended.
hundred
period of
of
hundred and fifty-six, be
be and the
the same
same is hereby
hereby extended
extended to
to aaperiod
five
years from
five years
from and after
after the
the passage
passage of
of this
this act.
SEC. 6. And be
enacted, That any and all lands
lands reserved
reserved to Lands formerfurther enacted,
SEc.
be it
it further
ly granted and
and
act of
the purpose of aiding
aiding in any ly
granted
States by
by any act
of congress for the
the United States
mineral lands
lands
mineral
object of
internal improvement,
or in
in any
any purpose
purpose whatwhat- exempted from
from
object
of internal
improvement, or
any manner
manner for
for any
act, except
this act,
except
mineral lands be and the same
same are hereby reserved
reserved and this
soever, and all mineral
as to
to right of
excluded from
ayo. right of
excluded
from the operation of this act, except so far as it may be found way.
necessary
reserved
necessary to locate the route of such railroads through such reserved
lands,
way only shall be
subject to
to the
the
lands, in
In which
which case
case the right
right of way
be granted,
granted, subject
approval
United States.
approval of the
the President
President of the
the United
States.
for the
SEC. 7.
7. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
whenever the
the companies
the
companies to
to Patents
Patents for
enacted, That
That whenever
SEC.
And be
granted lands,
which this grant is made, or to which the same
same may
may be
transferred, shall when
be transferred,
rhantedand
landso
how
twenty consecutive
miles of any
portion of said railroads, to issue.
have completed
completed twenty
consecutive miles
any portion
viaducts, crossings,
crossings, sidings,
sidings,
necessary drains, culverts, viaducts,
supplied with all necessary

68
68

Certificate of
of
Certificate
governor of
the governor
isconsin.
Wisconsin.

Lands to be
applied
to
applied only
only to
the purposes of
the roads.
Roads to be
public highways
Pbc tghuase'fthe
tor the use of the
United States.
Roads, when
when
to be completed.
completed.
If not, lands
to revert
unsold to
unsold
revert
to the United
States.

5, 1854.
May 5,1864.
8.

1820, ch. 104, t
i
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bridges, turn-outs,
turn-outs, watering-places,
watering-places, depots,
equipments, furniture,
furniture, and
all
bridges,
depots, equipments,
and all
other
of a
first-class railroad,
railroad, patents
shall issue
issue conveying
other appurtenances
appurtenances of
a first-class
patents shall
conveying
the
title to
to said
said lands
lands to
to the
the said
said company
company entitled
thereto, on
on
the right
right and
and title
entitled thereto,
each
the road,
road, so
as the
the same
completed, and
and coterminous
coterminous
each side
side of
of the
so Tar
far as
same is
is completed,
with said
completed section,
exceeding the
the amount
amount aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and
with
said completed
section, not
not exceeding
patents shall
in like
manner issue
as each
each twenty
twenty miles
miles of
of said
is
patents
shall in
like manner
issue as
said road
road is
completed: Provided,
That no
patents shall
shall issue
issue for
for any
any of
of said
said
completed:
Provided, however,
however, That
no patents
lands unless
there shall
be presented
presented to
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior a
lands
unless there
shall be
to the
the Secretary
a
statement, verified
verified on
or affirmation
by the
the president
president of
of said
comstatement,
on oath
oath or
affirmation by
said company, and
and certified
by the
governor of
of the
state of
that such
such
pany,
certified by
the governor
the state
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, that
bbeen ,completed in the manner required by this act,
twenty
miles have
coppleted in the manner required by this act,
have been
twenty miles
and setting
setting forth
forth with
certainty the
the points
points where
where such
twenty miles
miles begin
begin
and
with certainty
such twenty
and where
where the
which oath
oath shall
be taken
taken before
of a
a
and
the same
same end;
end; which
shall be
before aajudge
judge of
court of record of the United
United States.
SEC.
SEC. 8. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the said lands
lands hereby granted
shall, when patented as provided in section seven of this act,
subject
act, be
be subject
to the
of the
the companies
companies respectively
thereto, for
for the
purrespectively entitled
entitled thereto,
the purto
the disposal
disposal of
poses aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and no
no other,
and the
the said
said railroads
be, and
and shall
shall remain,
remain,
railroads be,
other, and
poses
public highways
highways for the use of the government
government of the
the United States, free
from
charge, for
for the transportation
any property
or
from all
all toll
toll or other charge,
transportation of any
property or
troops of
of the
United States.
States.
troops
the United
S
EC. 9.
9. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
That if
if said
said road
road mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the
SEC.
it further
enacted, That
third section aforesaid is not completed
completed within ten years from the time of
the
passage of
of this
as provided
provided herein,
further patents
patents shall
shall be
be
no further
herein, no
act, as
this act,
the passage
issued
to said
said lands,
lands, and
and no
no further
further sale
sale shall
shall be
made,
be made,
issued to
said company
company for
for said
and the lands unsold shall revert to the United States.
APPROVED, May
1864.
APPROVED,
May 5,
5, 1864.
CHAP. LXXXI
— An Act
incorporate the
the Inhabitants
Inhabitants of
of the
the City
City
to incorporate
to amend
amend "An
"An Ad
Act to
LXXXI-An
Act to
CHAP.
of
Washington," passed
fifteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and twenty.
twenty.
hundred and
May fiteen,
passed May
of Washington,"

Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of _Representatives
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the first
of
assembled, That
That the
first paragraph
paragraph of
States
America in
section eight of ""An act to incorporate
incorporate the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of the city
city of
of
Washington," passed
passed May
Washington,"
May fifteenth,
fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty, be
amended
so as
read as
as follows:
follows: That
the said
said corporation
corporation shall
shall have
have full
full
That the
as to
to read
48.
amended so
1865, ch. 48.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 434.
434. power and authority
particular wards,
authority to lay taxes on particular
wards, parts, or sections
sections of
of
Taxes for local the city, for their particular
particular local improvements,
improvements, and
and to cause the curbimprovements,
carriage ways
ways to
so
and carriage
to be
be graded and paved, or so
improvements,
stones to
to be
be set,
set, the
the foot and
streets,
streets, sewerage,
sewerage, stones
much
thereof as
as they
they may
may deem
and the
the necessary
and
necessary sewerage
sewerage and
drainage.
much thereof
deem best,
best, and
drainage
introduced under
and upon the whole
whole or any pordrainage facilities
facilities to be introduced
under and
tion of any avenue,
avenue, street, or alley, and also to cause the same to be suitably paved and repaired, and
properly cleaned
cleaned and
and
and to be
be at all
all times properly
watered, and also to cause lamps to -be erected
erected therein,
therein, and
and to light the
same, and to pay the cost thereof out of the funds of the ward in which
which
improvement shall be made; this provision
such improvement
provision not
not to be construed
construed as
repealing, but being intended as
as auxiliary to the power
power they already
already pospossess to make local improvements
improvements on
the owners
owners of propon the
the application
application of the
erty
benefited thereby.
erty benefited
thereby.
S
EC. 2.
enacted, That
approval
the approval
upon the
immediately upon
That immediately
it further
further enacted,
And be
be it
Person to be
SEC.
2. And
Person
appointed to see of this act the said corporation
appointed
corporation shall
designate some
proper officer
officer thereof
thereof
shall designate
some proper
that streets are
that
streets
are whose duty it shall be to see
see that the provisions of this act
act are properly
properly
watered,
cleaned, watered,
executed, and
and that
that the
principal avenues
and streets
streets of
of the
the said
said city
city are
are
the principal
avenues and
kept in repair,
executed,
Ste.
&c.
so cleaned and watered
reasonably clean ahd
watered as to -be at all times
times reasonably
and free
free
from dust; and also to keep the pavements
pavements and
and side-walks
side-walks upon said
avenues and streets
streets at all times in suitable and proper repair;
repair; and
and it
it
shall further be the duty of the said corporation
corporation to take
take such measures as
promote some
uniform and
and general
general system
system of
of
they shall
shall deem
deem wise to promote
some uniform
drainage
drainage for said city.
Vol.
iii. p.
587.
Vol. iii.
p. 587.

Section eight
eight
of
of former
former act
act
amended.
amended.
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The United
SEC.
3. And
be it
it further
further enacted,'That
enacted;That in
all cases
the streets, The
United
in all
cases in
in which
which the
And be
SEC. 3.
States to pay its
States
avenues, or
of the
through or
or by
by any
any of
of the
avenues,
or alleys
alleys of
the said
said city
city pass
pass through
the property
property proportion
proportion for
for
improvements in
in
of
the United
United States,
the commissioner
commissioner of the
the public
public buildings
buildings shall pay to improvements
of the
States, the
certain streets.
the duly
duly authorized
officer of
the corporation
corporation the
proportion of
of the
the certain
the just
just proportion
streets.
the
authorized officer
of the
expense
improving such avenue,
which the
or alley, which
expense incurred
incurred in improving
avenue, street, or
property bears
whole cost thereof,
thereof, to be ascertained
said property
bears to
to the
the whole
ascertained in the
the
individual propriepropriesame is
is apportioned
apportioned among the
the individual
same manner
manner as the same
tors
of the
the property
improved thereby.
tors of
property improved
thereby.

APPROVED, May
1864.
APPROVED,
May 5,
5, 1864.

C
HAP.
CuAP.

—An Act
certain Lands
_Lands in
May 5,
5, 1864.
LXXXII. -An
Act for
for the Relief
Relief of
of the Settlers upon certain
in California.
California. May

',XXXII.

enacted by
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
of the United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That any and
and all persons claimClaimants
States of
of _America
America in
Claimants of
certain lands
lands
settlers, or
any certain
under any grant
grant or title, any
ing, whether
whether as
as preemptors
preemptors or
or settlers,
or under
grant
within a
a grant
of
included within
within the
exterior boundaries
boundaries of
certain grant
grant for
for for the rancho
of the lands
lands included
the exterior
of aacertain
Ramon may
the
Ramon, situate
Contra Costa, in
Cali- San
county of Contra
in CallSan Ramon
may
the rancho
rancho San Ramon,
situate in the county
ioonntettheo
thereof. eafornia,
Pacheco and
Castro by
Jos6 FigueFigue- contest
fornia, made
made to Bartolo
Bartolo Pacheco
and Mariana
Mariana Castro
by Don
Don Jos6
the ocaroa,
California, on
on or about the tenth day of
of June,
roa, governor
governor of
of Upper California,
eighteen
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
or two
two leagues
leagues therethereeighteen hundred
and which
which claim,
claim, or
of,
district court
United States
in
of, has
has been
been confirmed
confirmed by
by the
the district
court of
of the United
States in
separate
name of
separate moieties, one
one in
in the
the name
of Horace
Horace W.
W. Carpenter, and the
other
Rafael Soto de Pacheco
of
other in the
the name of
of Rafael
Pacheco and
and others,
others, by
by aadecree
decree of
said
about the fourth
fourth day
day of June, eighteen
eighteen
said court
court made and
and entered
entered on or
or about
hundred
courts to contest
contest the
the
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, shall have
have the
the right
right in all
all courts
correctness
location of
within the
the said
said exexcorrectness of
of the
the location
of the
the lands
lands so
so confirmed,
confirmed, within
terior boundaries, notwithstanding any official or approved
survey thereof
thereof
approved survey
now
made or hereafter
hereafter to
under the
the said
now made
to be made
made under
said decree
decree of
of confirmation,
confirmation,
and
notwithstanding any
any stipulation
given by
by the
district attorattorand notwithstanding
stipulation or
or consent
consent given
the district
ney
locations.
of the
the United
United States authorizing
authorizing such locations.
ney of
United
S
EC. 2.
enacted; That
that If the United
case it shall be found that
SEC.
2. And
And be it
it further
further enacted;
That in case
States has title
the
said exterior
the United
United States have
have title
title to any
any of
of said
said lands within
within said
exterior to
States
has
title
any of these
boundaries,
which have
have been
upon and
by any
any person,
boundaries, which
been settled
settled upon
and improved
improved by
person, lands, bona fide
settlers thereon
thereon
in
tinder a
occupant, and
each settlers
fide claim
claim of title, such
such occupant,
and each
in good faith,
faith, under
a bona
bona fide
shall have a
settler
shall be
and receive
settler upon said
said lands so
so situated,
situated, shall
be entitled
entitled to
to enter
enter and
receive patent,
atelnt, &c.
&ea
a
for one
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
of land,
including his
his improvea patent
patent for
sixty acres
acres of
land, including
improvements, upon
upon payment,
payment, at
at the
proper land-office,
of the
the government
price
ments,
the proper
land-office, of
government price
of
of one dollar and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents per acre,
acre, and
and proving
proving that he
he was
was one
one
of
made improveof the actual
actual and bona fide
fide settlers
settlers on
on said
said lands,
lands, and had
had made
improvethereon before
•
ments thereon
before the passage of
of this act.
Sze. 3. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
this act
act shall
shall take
effect imSEC.
And be
further enacted,
That this
take effect
im- When
When this act
act
takes effect.
effect.
takes
mediately.
mediately.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May 5, 1864.
CRAP. LXXXTL
LXXXILT.. —
An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
of Tonnage
Tonnage of
of Ships
Ships and
and
the Adrneasurement
Admeasurement of
- An
CHAP.
Vessels of
the United
United States.
Vessels
of the
States.

6,1864.
1864.
May 6,
[Ainended,
[Amended,
70.
1865, ch. 70.

the United
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United Post,
Post, p. 444.]
444.]
Ships and
yesand yesStates
assembled, That every
every ship or vessel built Ships
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
owne
by
a
c.
sels
y
ta
lst:f
United
of
the
United
within the
the United
United States,
States, or
that may
may be
by a
citizen or
or citizens
within
or that
be owned
owned by
a citizen
citizens be
States,
how
to
States,
me
ted
January, eighteen
hundred and
thereof, on
on or
or after
after the
the first
first day
day of January,
measured and
eighteen hundred
and sixtysixty- be measured
registered.
hereinafter provided;
provided; registered.
and registered
registered in
in the
the manner
manner hereinafter
five, shall be measured
measured and
also every ship or vessel that is now owned by a
citizen or citizens of the
a citizen
United
remeasured and reregistered
arrival after
United States
States shall be
be remeasured
reregistered upon
upon her
her arrival
after
said
at aaport
of entry
the United
and prior
deparsaid day
day at
port of
entry in
in the
United States,
States, and
prior to
to her
her departure
described: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
as hereinafter
hereinafter described:
ture therefrom, in the same
same manner as
That
the United
States after the
That any ship or vessel built within
within the
United States
the passage
passage
of this act may be
measured and registered
be measured
registered in
in the manner
manner herein provided.
vided.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
register of
every vessel
vessel Register
the register
of every
Register to
to• ex-

press what.
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shall express
express her
her length
breadth, together
her depth
depth and
and the
the
with her
together with
and breadth,
length and
shall
height
under the
the third
spar deck,
which shall
shall be
be ascertained
ascertained in the
deck, which
or spar
third or
height under
Tonnage
deck. following
following manner:
The tonnage-deck,
having three
three or more
more
vessels having
tonnage-deck, in vessels
manner: The
Tonnage-deck.
decks to
to the
hull, shall
shall be
the second
second deck
below; in
in all
other cases
cases
all other
from below;
deck from
be the
the hull,
decks
Vessel's length,
length, the
upper deck
is to
tonnage-deck. The length from the
the
the tonnage-deck.
to be
be the
the hull
hull is
of the
deck of
the upper
Vessel's
forepart
of the
the outer
outer planking,
the side
side of
of the
of
the afterpart of
stem, to the
the stem,
on the
planking, on
forepart of
the
sternpost of
of screw
to the
the afterpart
afterpart of
of the rudderand to
steamers, and
screw steamers,
main sternpost
the main
post
of all
vessels measured
measured on
on the
the top
top of
tonnage-deck, shall be
the tonnage-deck,
of the
other vessels
all other
post of
breadth
accounted
The breadth
of the
the broadest
broadest part
part on
on the
the
breadth of
length. The
vessel's length.
the vessel's
accounted the
of
breadth of
outside of the vessel shall be accounted
breadth of
of beam. A
A
accounted the vessel's breadth
beam,
measure
under side
side of
of tonnage-deck
tonnage-deck plank,
plank, amidships,
amidships, to
to the
the
the under
from the
measure from
depth of
hold, ceiling
ceiling of
the hold
(average thickness)
shall be
accounted the
the depth
depth of
of
be accounted
thickness) shall
hold (average
of the
ofhold,
depth
hold. If
the vessel
vessel has
deck, then the
the height from
from the top of the
third deck,
has aathird
If the
hold.
height under
tonnage-deck plank
to the
of the
the upper-deck
upper-deck plank
plank shall
shall be
be acacside of
under side
the under
plank to
tonnage-deck
heightunder
spar-deck.
ton
counted
as the height under the spar-deck.
spar-deck. All measurement
measurement to be
be taken
taken
.
counted
spar-d
Measurements, ,
in
what taken,
fractions of feet shall be expressed
expressed in
in
in feet and fractions of feet; and all fractions
inMehastmen,,
and how expressed.
Registebe
rtono
aegie
tto bn
nage
white
what and how
ascertained.,
ascertained

Table
of classes
Table of
of vessels.

decimals.
decimals.
SEC. 3. And
enacted, That the register tonnage
tonnage of a
avesyesfurther enacted,
And be it further
SEC.
capacity in tons of one hundred
sel shall be her entire internal cubical
cubical capacity
cubic
each, to be ascertained
ascertained as follows: Measure the length of the
cubic feet each,
a straight line along the upper side of the
vessel in a
the tonnage-deck,
tonnage-deck, from
from
the
(average thickness,)
thickness,) at the side of the stem
plank (average
the inner
inner plank
of the
inside of
the inside
to
of the
the plank
stern timbers,
timbers, (average
thickness,) dede(average thickness,)
the stern
on the
plank on
inside of
to the
the inside
thickducting
the rake of the bow in the thickfrom this length what is due to the
ducting from
ness of
of the
the deck,
deck, and what is due to the rake of the
the stern-timber
stern-timber in the
ness
thickness
the deck, and also what is due to the rake of the stern-timber
stern-timber
thickness of the
in one
one third
the round
round of the beam;
beam; divide
taken into the
divide the length so taken
of the
third of
in
number
equal parts required
required by the following
following table, according
according to the
the
of equal
number of
class in
in such
table to
which the vessel
vessel belongs
:—
belongs:to which.the
such table
class
CLASSES.
TABLE
TABLE OF
OF CLASSES.

Class 1.—
Vessels of which the tonnage
tonnage length
length according
according to the above
above
1.- Vessels
measurement
equal parts.
part's.
under, into six equal
feet or
or under,
is fifty feet
measurement is
second,
Class
tonnage length
length according
according to the above
above
Vessels of which the tonnage
2. -— Vessels
second,
Class 2.
measurement
above fifty feet, and not exceeding
exceeding one hundred
hundred feet long,
measurement is above
into eight
equal parts.
eight equal
into
according to the above
th ird,
3. — Vessels of which the
the tonnage length
length according
above
Class 3.third,
measurement is
one
exceeding one
hundred feet long, and not exceeding
is above
above one hundred
measurement
hundred and
feet long,
long, into ten equal parts.
parts.
and fifty
fifty feet
hundred
4.- Vessels of which the
fourth,
Class 4.—
the tonnage length according to the above
above
fourth,
measurement
exceeding two
one hundred
hundred and fifty feet, and not exceeding
above one
measurement is above
twelve equal parts.
hundred feet long, into twelve
fifth,
tonnage length
length according
according to the above
above
5. - Vessels
Vessels of which the tonnage
Class 5.—
fifth,
exceeding two hundred
measurement is above
above two hundred
hundred feet, and not exceeding
measurement
feet long, into fourteen
fourteen equal parts.
and fifty feet
sixth.
6. —Vessels
tonnage length according
according to the above
above
which the tonnage
Vessels of which
Class 6.fifty feet long, into sixteen
measurement is above two hundred and
and fifty
measurement
equal parts.
Transverse
Transverse
Then, the hold being
being sufficiently
cleared to admit of the required
required
sufficiently cleared
area of
vessel,
area
of vessel,
how ascertained. depths
and breadths
breadths being properly
properly taken, find
find the
the transverse
transverse area of
ascertained. depths and
how
follows :—
such vessel at each point of division of the length as follows:Measure the
distance
the depth at each- point of division from aapoint at aadistance
of one third of the round of the beam below
below such deck,
deck, or, in case of aa
break, below a
stretched in continuation
continuation thereof, to
the upper side of
to.the
a line stretched
the
floor-timber, at the inside of the limber-strake, after
after deducting
deducting the
the floor-timber,
average thickness of the ceiling, which is between
between the bilge-planks
bilge-planks and
and
average
limber-strake; then, if the
the depth
depth at the midship division
division of the length
length do
do
limber-strake;
then
feet, divide
divide each
each depth into four equal parts; then
not exceed sixteen feet,
measure the inside
inside horizontal
horizontal breadth,
breadth, at each of the three points of divismeasure
Class first,
first ,
Class
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ion,
also at
the upper
extending each
ion, and
and also
at the
upper and
and lower
lower points
points of
of the
the depth,
depth, extending
each
measurement to the average thickness
measurement
thickness of that
that part
part of the ceiling
ceiling which
which is
between
of measurement;
measurement; number
these breadths
from above,
above, Transverse
Transverse
between the
the points
points of
number these
breadths from
(numbering the
lowest breadth;)
breadth;) area.
area.
(numbering
the upper
upper breadth
breadth one, and so on down
down to
to the
the lowest
multiply the second and fourth by four,
and the
third by
two; add these
four, and
the third
by two;
these
products together,
together, and to the sum add
the first breadth
and the
the last,
or
products
add the
breadth and
last, or
multiply the
obtained by
of the
the common
infifth; multiply
the quantity
quantity thus
thus obtained
by one
one third
third of
common interval between
deemed the
between the
the breadths, and the
the product
product shall
shall be
be deemed
the transverse
exceed sixteen
divide each
each
verse area; but
but if the midship
midship depth
depth exceed
sixteen feet,
feet, divide
depth into six equal parts, instead of four, and measure,
measure, as before
before directed,
horizontal breadths
five points
points of division,
division, and
also at
at the
the
ed, the horizontal
breadths at
at the five
and also
depth; number
number them
above as
before;
upper and lower points of the depth;
them from
from above
as before;
multiply
and the
the third
and fifth by
by
multiply the
the second,
second, fourth, and sixth, by four,
four, and
third and
two; add these products
products together,
and to the
add the
and
together, and
the sum add
the first breadth and
the last, or seventh; multiply
obtained by
of
multiply the quantities
quantities thus obtained
by one
one third
third of
the common interval between the breadths, and
prOduct shall be
be
and the
the product
deemed the transverse
deemed
transverse area.
transverse area
area at
division Register
Register tonHaving thus ascertained
ascertained the
the transverse
at each point
point of division
naitee,h;ow aascers ce
nagedhw
of the length of the vessel, as required above,
above, proceed
proceed to ascertain
ascertain the tad
register
tonnage 'of
following manner:
register tonnage
'of the vessel
vessel in
in the
the following
manner:-—
Number the areas successively
successively one, two, three, &c.,
being
&c., number
number one being
at
and the
last number
at the
the extreme limit
limit of the length
length at the
the bow,
bow, and
the last
number at the
the
extreme limit of the length at
at the
the stern;
stern; then
then whether
whether the
the length be
divided according to table, into six or sixteen
sixteen parts,
parts, as
as in classes
classes one and
and
six, or any intermediate
five,
intermediate number, as in
in classes
classes two, three,
three, four,
four, and five,
multiply the second, and every even-numbered
even-numbered area, by four, and the
the
odd-numbered area
(except the
the first
last; by
by two;
two;
third and
and every odd-numbered
area (except
first and
and last)
add these products
the first
first and
and last,
last, if
if they
they
add
products together,
together, and to the
the sum
sum add
add the
yield anything; multiply the quantities
quantities thus obtained
obtained by one third of the
common interval between the
and the product
common
the areas, and
product will
will be
be the
the cubical
cubical
contents
tonnage-deck; divide
divide this
this product
by one
one
contents of the space under the
the tonnage-deck;
product by
tonnage under
under the
tonnage-deck,
hundred, and
and the
the quotient,
quotient, being the
the tonnage
the tonnage-deck,
shall
tonnage of
subject to
to the
the
shall be
be deemed
deemed to be the register
register tonnage
of the
the vessel,
vessel, subject
hereinafter mentioned.
mentioned.
additions hereinafter
If
closed-in space
space on when there is
is
If there be
be aabreak, aapoop,
poop, or
or any
any other
other permanent
permanent closed-in
ao
anbreak,
e
pa
p
k
e,
ror
o
o
r
rpoop,
i
s
:sp
oop,
the
upper decks,
on the
the spar-deck,
available for
cargo, or
stores, or
or for
for o pperorsparthe upper
decks, on
spar-deck, available
for cargo,
or stores,
the berthing
berthing or accommodation
accommodation of
passengers or
of passengers
or crew,
crew, the
the tonnage
tonnage of such deck;
deck;
space shall be ascertained
ascertained as follows :
:-—
Measure
length of
in feet,
feet, and
and divide
Measure the internal
internal mean
mean length
of such
such space
space in
divide it
it
into
parts of
of which
distance asunder
into an
an even
even number
number of equal parts
which the
the distance
asunder shall
shall
be most nearly
nearly equal to those into which
which the
length of the
tonnage-deck
the length
the tonnage-deck
has been divided;
divided; measure
the middle of its height
height the inside
measure at the
inside breadths,
breadths,
namely, one at each end and at each
each of the points
points of division,
division, numbering
numbering
two, three,
&c.; then
of the
the end
end
them successively
successively one,
one, two,
three, &c.;
then to
to the
the sum
sum of
breadths add
the even-numbered
even-numbered breadths
breadths and
and
breadths
add four times
times the sum
sum of
of the
twice
twice the sum of the odd-numbered
odd-numbered breadths, except
except the first and last, and
multiply
sum by
one third
of the
the common
the
multiply the
the whole
whole sum
by one
third of
common interval
interval between
between the
breadths; the product will
the mean
mean horizontal
space;
will give
give the
horizontal area
area of
of such space;
then measure
measure the
the planks
and multimultithen
the mean height between
between the
planks of
of the
the decks,
decks, and
ply
product by one hundred,
divide the product
ply by
by it the mean horizontal area; divide
and the quotient shall be deemed to
be the tonnage
and
to be
tonnage of
of such space, and
shall
added to
tonnage under
tonnagedecks, ascertained
as
shall be added
to the
the tonnage
under the
the tonnage-decks,
ascertained as
aforesaid.
aforesaid.
If a
a vessel has a
a third deck, or spar-deck, the tonnage of the space
If
spaceis when there is
between
and the
tonnage-deck shall
ascertained as
as follows:
third deck.
deck.
between it
it and
the tonnage-deck
shall be
be ascertained
follows:-—
aathird
Measure
Measure in feet the inside length
length of the space, at the middle of its
height, from the plank at the side of the stem,
stem, to the
the plank
the timbers
plank on
on the
timbers
at the
the stern,
and divide
the length
into the
equal parts
at
stern, and
divide the
length into
the same
same number
number of
of equal
parts
into which
which the length of the tonnage-deck
tonnage-deck is divided;
divided; measure
(also at
measure (also
at
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the
middle of
height) the
the inside
the space
space at
at each
each of
the
the middle
of its
its height)
inside breadth
breadth of
of the
of the
points
also the
breadth of
stem and
and the
breadth at
points of
of division, also
the breadth
of the
the stem
the breadth
at the
the
stern;
successively one,
one, two,
two, three,
three, and
and so
forth, commenccommencstern; number
number them
them successively
Register tonso forth,
nage.
ing at the stem; multiply the
the second,
all other
other even-numbered
even-numbered
second, and
and all
the third,
third, and
all the
other odd-numbered
odd-numbered breadths
breadths
breadths by four,
four, and
and the
and all
the other
(except
first and
the sum
sum of
of these
these products
products add
add the
the first
first
(except the
the first
and last)
last) by
by two;
two; to
to the
and last breadths,
the whole
sum by
one third
third of
of the
the common
breadths, multiply
multiply the
whole sum
by one
common
interval between the
the breadths,
breadths, and
result will
will give,
in superficial
superficial feet,
and the
the result
give, in
feet,
the
horizontal area
area of
measure the
the mean
mean height
bethe mean
mean horizontal
of such
such space;
space; measure
height between
of the
the two
and multiply
it the
the mean
mean horizontal
horizontal
tween the plank
plank of
two decks,
decks, and
multiply by
by it
area, and the product will be
contents of
of the
space; divide
divide
be the
the cubical
cubical contents
the space;
this product by one hundred,
hundred, and the
quotient shall
shall be
be deemed
be the
the
the quotient
deemed to
to be
tonnage of such space,
space, and
and shall be added
other tonnage
tonnage of
of the
the
added to the other
vessel, ascertained
aforesaid. And if the vessel
ascertained as aforesaid.
vessel has
than three
has more than
three
decks, the tonnage
tonnage of each
each space
between decks,
decks, above
above the
space between
the tonnage-deck,
tonnage-deck,
shall be severally
ascertained in the
manner above
above described,
shall
severally ascertained
the manner
described, and
and shall
be added to the tonnage
the vessel,
aforesaid.
tonnage of the
vessel, ascertained
ascertained as
as aforesaid.
In
ascertaining the
the tonnage
tonnage of
of open
open vessels
edge of
of the
upper
Tonnage
of
In ascertaining
vessels the
the upper
upper edge
Tonnage a
the upper
open vessels.
strake is to form the boundary
boundary line
line of
measurement, and
and the
the depth
depth shall
of measurement,
shall
be taken from an athwartship
athwartship line, extending
extending from
from upper
edge of
of said
upper edge
said
division of
strake at each division
of the
the length.
length.
number of
of decks,
decks, the
the tonRegister to ex- The
The register
register of
of the
the vessel
vessel shall
shall express
express the
the number
tonRegister
tonnage-deck, that of the between-decks,
press number of nage under the tonnage-deck,
above the
the tonbetween-decks, above
tondecks, tonnage,
tonnage,
decks,
nage-deck; also that of the
nage-deck;
the poop
poop or other enclosed
enclosed spaces
spaces above
above the
the
&c.
deck, each separately-.
registered United
State's ship
ship or
vessel
separately. In every registered
United States
or vessel
total registered
shall be
be deeply
carved
deeply carved
tonnage shall
the total
registered tonnage
denoting the
the number
number denoting
Tonnage to be the
Tonnage
otherwise permanently
permanently marked
on her
main beam,
shall be
so conconor otherwise
marked on
marked on main or
her main
beam, and
and shall
be so
beam.
tinned; and if it at any time cease to be so continued such vessel shall
tinued;
shall
no longer be recognized
vessel.
recognized as aaregistered
registered United
United States
States vessel.
SEC. 4.
it further
enacted, That
the charge
charge for
for the
the measuremeasureSEC.
4. And
And be
be it
Charges for
further enacted,
That the
measurement,
measurement,
ment of tonnage
certifying the
the same
same shall
shall not
tonnage and certifying
not exceed
exceed the
the surn
suntt of
one
of one
and
for
certifying
and for certifying dollar and
and fifty
fifty cents for
for each
each transverse
transverse section
section under
under the tonnage-deck;
tonnage-deck;
the
the same.
same.
and the sum of three dollars for measuring each between-decks
between-decks above
the
above the
tonnage-deck;
tonnage-deck; and the sum of one dollar and fifty cents
cents for each
each poop, or
closed-in space available
berthing or acavailable for cargo
cargo or stores, or for the berthing
commodation of passengers, or officers and crew above
commodation
above the
the upper or sparspardeck.
deck.
S
EC. 5.
enacted, That
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Provisions
SEc.
5. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the
this act
act shall
shall
Provisions of
not
to apply
apply to
to any
not required
reluired by
this act not to
not be
be deemed
deemed to
any vessel
vessel not
by law
law to
to be
be registered,
registered,
apply to
to certain
certain or enrolled,
enrolled, or licensed, and all acts
acts and
and parts of acts inconsistent
inconsistent with
vessels.
vessels.
the provisions
provisions of this are hereby repealed.
the
repealed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
May 6,
6, 1864.
1864.

May 12, 1864. CHAP.
CHAP. LXXXIV.
a Grant
of Lands
Lands to
to the
the State
of Iowa,
Iowa, in
in alternate
alternate
LXXXIV. —
- An
An Act
Act for
for a
Grant of
State of
Sections,
to aid in the Construction of
a Railroad
Sections, to
of a
Railroad in
said State.
State.
in said
Land granted
to Iowa
owa for
or a
a railrailroad from Sioux
road
SiouxCity, to south
line of state;

it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
of America
in Congress
States of
America in
there be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
granted'to
purpose of
aiding in the construction
granted
to the
the state
state of
of Iowa,
Iowa, for
for the
the purpose
of aiding
of aarailroad
from Sioux
of
railroad from
City, in
said state,
state, to
to the
the south
south line
line of
of the
the state
state
Sioux City,
in said

of Minnesota,
Minnesota, at such point as the said state of Iowa
Iowa may
may select
select between
the Big Sioux and the west fork
fork of the Des Moines
river; also
to said
said
Moines river;
also to
use and benefit
McGregor Western
Western Railroad
Railroad ComCombenefit of the
the McGregor
for the McGreMcGre- state for the use
gor Weston
Western rail- pany, for the purpose
purpose of aiding
aiding in the construction
construction of a
a railroad
railroad from aa
road.
point at
at or
or near
near the
foot of
of Main
Main Street,
Street, South McGregor,
point
the foot
McGregor, in said state, in
,a
41 westerly
westerly direction,
direction, by the
the most practicable
practicable route, on or near the fortyfortythird parallel
parallel of north latitude, until it shall intersect
intersect the said road runrunning from Sioux City to the Minnesota
Minnesota state line, in the
the county
county of
O'Brien, in said
said state, every alternate
alternate section
section of land designated
designated by odd
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numbers
ten sections
sections in
in width
side of
but, in
in case
case
on each
each side
of said
said roads;
roads; but,
numbers for
for ten
width on
it
United States
have, when
the lines
routes of
when the
lines or
or routes
of
it shall
shall appear
appear that
that the
the United
States have,
If any lands
said
any section
section or
or any
thereof If
said roads
roads are
are definitely
definitely located,
located, sold
sold any
any part
part thereof
any lands
granted have
granted as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
that the
the right
preemption or
or homestead
homestead settlesettle- been
granted
or that
right of
of preemption
geen before sold
sold,
&c., other
other lands
lands
ment
attached to
to the
the same,
same has
has been
reserved by
the &c.,
been reserved
by the
ment has
has attached
same, or
or that
that the
the same
may be selected
United
then it
it shall
the duty
United States
States for
for any
any purpose
purpose whatever,
whatever, then
shall be
be the
duty of
of the
the may
bethereof.
selected
in lieu
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to cause
to be
selected, for
for the
afore- in lieu thereof.
the purposes
purposes aforeSecretary
Interior to
cause to
be selected,
said,
from the
the public
public lands
of the
the United
United.States
nearest to
to the
the tiers
seclands of
States nearest
tiers of
of secsaid, from
tions
specified, so
so much
much land
in alternate
or parts
parts of
of sections,
sections,
land in
alternate sections,
sections, or
tions above
above specified,
equal to such lands
United
designated by
by odd
odd numbers,
numbers, as shall
shall be equal
lands as the.United
States have
have sold,
or otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, or
to which
the
sold, reserved,
reserved, or
or to
which the
States
preemption has
has attached,
attached, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
settlement or
or preemption
right of
of homestead
homestead settlement
which lands
thus indicated
and sections,
direction
which
lands thus
indicated by
by odd
odd numbers
numbers and
sections, by
by the
the direction
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
be held
held by
by the
the state
Iowa for
of
Secretary of
Interior, shall
shall be
state of
of Iowa
for the
the
uses and
and purposes
aforesaid: Provided,
That the
selected shall
shall in
in Limit of locauses
purposes aforesaid:
Provided,That
the lands
lands so
so selected
location.
no case
case be
be located
the lines
lines of
of said
said roads:
miles from
from the
roads: tion.
no
located more
more than
than twenty
twenty miles
Provided, further,
further, That
That any
any and
lands heretofore
heretofore reserved
reserved to
to the
the Lands formerly
Provided,
and all
all lands
formerly
granted, &c.,
United States
by any
congress, or
in any
any other
by competent
competent granted,
&c., exexother manner
manner by
any act
act of
of congress,
or in
United
States by
cepted from this
the purpose
purpose of
of aiding
aiding in
of internal
internal improvement
authority, for
for the
in any
any object
object of
improvement act
of
act,ebut
butfrht
right of
and the
the same
same are hereby,
hereby, reserved
reserved and way may be had.
or other
other purpose
purpose whatever,
whatever, be, and
excepted from the operation
operation of
found
far as
as it
it may be found
excepted
of this
this act,
act, except
except so far
necessary to
routes of
of said roads
reserved lands,
lands,
roads through
through such reserved
necessary
to locate
locate the
the routes
be granted,
granted, subject
subject to
approval
in which
which case
case the
the right
right of
of way
way shall be
to the
the approval
of the
the President
of the
the United
United States.
of
President of
States.
price
S
EC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That the sections
sections and parts of Minimum price
SEC.
further enacted,
of lands
lands not
sections of land
which by
shall remain
United States of
not
sections
land which
by such
such grant
grant shall
remain to
to the
the United
granted.
within ten miles on each side of said roads shall not be sold for less than
than granted.
said
double the minimum price
price of
of public lands
lands .when
when sold,
sold, nor
nor shall any of said
When subject
become subject to sale at private entry until the same
same shall have been
been When
subject
lands become
at private
to sale at
first offered
at public
public sale
sale to
highest bidder
bidder at
at or
or above
first
offered at
to the
the highest
above the
the minimum
minimum entry.
entry,
price as aforesaid: Provided,
settlers under
under the Proviso.
Provided, That actual bona
bona fide
fide settlers
preemppreemption laws of the United States may, after
after due proof of settlement,
settlement, Actual preamption settlers,
settlers, and
and
improvement, and occupation, as now provided
improvement,
provided by law, purchase
purchase the same tion
those under the
at the increased minimum price: And
under homestead
And provided, also, That
That settlers under
homestead law.
the provisions of the homestead law, who comply with the terms and
requirements of said act, shall be entitled to patents
patents for an amount
amount not
not
requirements
exceeding eighty
contrary notwithnotwithexceeding
eighty acres each, anything
anything in
in this
this act to the contrary
standing.
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
lands hereby
SEC.
enacted, That
That the
the lands
hereby granted
granted Lands,
Lands, how
how to
to
of
shall be subject to the disposal of the legislature
legislature of Iowa, for the purposes be disposed of
and
for
what
aforesaid and no other. And the said railroads
ad for what
railroads shall be, and remain,
remain, purposes
purposes only.
the government
the United
United States,
States, free
free Roads
public highways for
for the use of
of the
government of
of the
Roads to
to be
be
public highways.
highways.
charges upon the transportation
transportation of any property or public
of all toll or other charges
troops of the United
United States.
SEC. 4.
That the
the lands
hereby granted
granted shall
shall Lands, how
SEC.
4. And
And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
lands hereby
how to
the purposes
purposes aforesaid
be disposed of by
by said state, for
for the
aforesaid only,
only, and in
in man- bbee disposed
diposed oL
of
ner following,
following, namely:
namely: When the governor
governor of said state shall certify to
section of ten consecutive
the Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior that
that any section
consecutive miles of
of
and workmanlike
either of
of said roads
roads is
is completed
completed in
in a
a good,
good, substantial,
substantial, and
workmanlike
manner as aafirst-class
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall
manner
first-class railroad, then the
the Secretary
the benefit
benefit
issue to
to the
the state, patents
patents for
for one hundred
hundred sections of land for the
completed the ten consecutive
aforesaid. When
When
of the road having completed
consecutive miles as aforesaid.
the governor
governor of said state shall certify
certify that another section
section of ten consecuconseculive
live miles
miles shall have been
been completed
completed as aforesaid,
aforesaid, then the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Patents to
to issue
issue
manner, for a
the Interior shall issue patents to said state in like manner,
a like Patents
for
hundred
for a
ahundred
number;
certificates of
of the
of additional
additional sections
of sections
number; and
and when
when certificates
the completion
completion of
sections of
sections of
of land
land
from time
time to
completion
ten consecutive
consecutive miles of either of
of said
said roads
roads are,
are, from
to time, made upon completion
u
of ten
ten consec
consecuaforesaid, additional
additional sections
patented as aforesaid, otive
as aforesaid,
sections of lands shall be patented
of
miles of
until
said roads,
are completed,
completed, when
until said
roads, or
or either
either of
of them,
them, are
when the
whole• of
of the
the road.
the whole
VOL. SM.
VOL.
xII. PUB.
PUB. —
- 7
7
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lands
granted shall
shall be
to the
the state
state for
for the
uses aforesaid
aforesaid
the uses
be patented
patented to
lands hereby
hereby granted
McGregor
and
none other:
other: Provided,
That if
if the
the said
McGregor Western
Western Railroad
Railroad
McGregor
and none
Provided,That
said McGregor
Western RailCompany, or
or assigns,
shall fail
fail to
to complete
at least
least twenty
twenty miles
miles of
of its
its,
at
complete
shall
assigns,
Company,
road
to
conmlete
road
complete
road during
year from
from the
date of
of its
acceptance of
of
its acceptance
the date
and every
every year
during each
each and
said road
twenty miles of said
its road
annually. the grant provided
this act, then
state may
may resume said grant,
provided for in this
its
roadaunually.
then the state
grant,
and so
dispose of
the same
as to
of aa road
road on
on
the completion
completion of
same as
to secure
secure the
of the
and
so dispose
said line
and upon
such terms,
terms, within
as the
the state
state shall
shall deterdetersuch time
time as
within such
upon such
said
line and
mine :Provided,
further, That
roads are
are not
not completed within
if the
the said
said roads
That if
mine:
Provided,further,
ten years
their several
acceptance of
grant, the
said lands
lands
the said
of this
this grant,
several acceptance
from their
ten
years from
Lands
to revert
revert hereby
hereby granted
granted and
and not
not patented
patented shall
to the
the state
state of
Iowa for
for the
the
of Iowa
shall revert
revert to
Lands to
to
unless
purpose
of securing
securing the
the completion
of the
roads within
within such
such time,
time, not
not
completion of
the said
said roads
purpose of
to state
state unless
road, are coinpleted within ten
to exceed
exceed five
years, and
and upon
upon such
terms as
as the
the state
state shall
shall determine:
determine:
such terms
five years,
,1etedlwithin ten to
years, Sze.
And provided,
further, That
any manner
be disdisyears,
&c.
provided, further,
That said
said lands
lands shall
shall not in
in any
manner be
Not
of or
encumbered, except
except as
as the
the same
same are
are patented
under the
the propatented under
probe enen- posed
posed of
or encumbered,
Not to
to be
,ti Ste.
ed, ex.
cept,
complete said roads within
within
state fail to complete
act; and
and should
should the state
ex- visions
visions of this act;
clTlaed,
five
years aforesaid,
aforesaid, then
then the
lands undisposed of
the said lands
ten years
after the
the ten
five years
years after
e'
as aforesaid
aforesaid shall revert to the United States.
SEC. 5.
5. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That as
as soon
soon as
as the
the governor
of said
said
governor of
Secretary of
of
SEC.
Secretary
Interior
with- state of Iowa shall file or cause
Interior to
to withcause to be filed with the Secretary of the Intedraw
draw lands,
lands,
r i o maps designating the routes of said roads, then it shall
rior
the duty
duty
be the
r maps designating the routes of said roads, then it shall be
hen, &c.
when,
&e.
w
of
of the
the Interior
Interior to withdraw
withdraw from
from market the lands
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
embraced
provisions of this act.
within the provisions
embraced within
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the United
to be
Mails to
be
SEC. 6. And
And be it
it further
United States mail
mail shall
transported.
transported.
be transported on said roads and branch, under the direction of the post.
post.
Pay, how dee
office department,
at such
such price
as congress
may by law
provide: Pro.
Prolaw provide:
price as
congress may
office
department, at
terPied
termined. w
vided, That
such price
price is
fixed by law
Postmaster-General shall
shall
is fixed
law the Postmaster-General
That until
until such
vided,
the rate of compensation.
compensation.
have power
power to fix
fix the
Grant
to MinMinSEC.
enacted, That there
Grant to
Sac. 7. And be it
it further enacted,
there be, and is hereby,
nesota for
for road
road
nesota

from
from St. Paul to
southern line of

granted to
the state
state of
the purpose
purpose of
of aiding
aiding in
in the
the conconfor the
Minnesota for
of Minnesota
to the
granted

of aarailroad
railroad from
St. Paul and
and St.
St. Anthony, via
via Minneapolis,
Minneapolis,
southern line of struction
struction of
from St.
state.
state.
a convenient
to a
convenient point of junction
junction west of the
the Mississippi,
Mississippi to the southern
southern
boundary
boundary of the state, in the direction
direction of the mouth
mouth of the Big Sioux
alternate sections
sections of land per mile,
mile, to be selected
selected
river, four additional
additional alternate
the same
conditions, restrictions,
restrictions, and
and limitations
limitations as
as are
are contained
contained in
in
Conditions of upon
same conditions,
upon the
Conditions
grant.
grant.
the act of congress
congress entitled
entitled "An
"An act making aagrant of land
land to the territory of
to aid
aid in
of cercerin the
the construction
construction of
sections, to
in alternate
alternate sections,
1857, ch.
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, in
ch. 99.
99. tory
1857,
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
in said
and granting
granting public
public lands,
alternate secsecVol.
p. 195.
195. tain
tain railroads
railroads in
said territory,
territory, and
lands, in
in alternate

Lands may
may be tions, to the state
state of Alabama,
Alabama, to aid in the construction of aa certain
certain

selected,
selected, where.
where.

railroad
approved March
railroad in said state," approved
March third,
third, eighteen hundred
hundred and

fifty-seven:
Provided, That
fifty-seven: Provided,
That the land to be so located by virtue of this
section
section may be selected within
within twenty
twenty miles
miles of the line of said road, but
but
in no case at a
a greater
greater distance
distance therefrom.
therefrom.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May 12, 1864.
Mtay
ay 12,
1864.
12,1864.

Convicts in
cortsf
courts
of the"
the

United States,

United States,
how
to be
dishow to
be disposed
poled of.

of.

CHAP. LXXXV.
LXXXV. —An
concerning the Disposition
of Convicts in the Courts of the
- An Act
Act concerning
Dispositionof
for the Subsisting of
of Persons
Persons confined in Jails
United
States,.for
Jails charged with violating ths
the
United States,
of the
for diminishing the Expenses in
in Relation thereto.
Laws of
the United States,
States, andfor

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
United States
America in
assembled, That
That all
persons who
who
all persons
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
United
have been,
been, or
may hereafter
be, convicted
convicted of
of
any court of
of crime by any
hereafter be,
or who
who may
have

shall be
not military
military —the
- the punishment
the
United States
- not
the United
States —
punishment whereof
whereof shall
be imim-

prisonment,
in aadistrict
district or territory where, at the
conviction?l
prisonment, in
the time of such conviction
there may
may be -no
penitentiary or other prison suitable
for the confinement
confinement
suitable for
no penitentiary
there
convicts of
United States, and available therefor;
therefor; shall
shall be confined
of the United
of convicts
which they
they have
have been
sentenced, in some
some
or may be
be sentenced,
been or
during the term for which
designated by the
suitable
convenient state or territory
territory to- be designated
the
a convenient
suitable prison
prison in a
transported and delivered
Secretary of the Interior, and
and shall be transported
delivered to the
warden
the marshal
marshal of the district or territory
keeper of
of the
the prison
prison by the
warden or keeper
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Stss. I.
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where
conviction shall
have occurred;
or if
if such
such conviction
conviction be
be had
had
where such
such conviction
shall have
occurred; or
the District
District
in the District of Columbia, then and
and in such case the transportation
transportation and in
in the
of Columbia.
delivery shall be by the warden
warden of the jail of said
district; the
the reasonable
said district;
reasonable of Columbia
actual
and
actual expense
expense of transportation,
transportation, necessary
necessary subsistence
subsistence and
and hire,
hire, and
transportation of
marshal, or
the warden
warden of
of the
in the
the
transportation
of guards
guards and
and the
the marshal,
or the
the jail
jail in
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, only,
be paid
paid by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
District of
6nly, to
to be
by the
the Secretary
Interior,
out of
judiciary fund: Provided,
Provided, That if,
the judiciary
if, in the
the opinion of the Secre- Proviso.
out
of the
tary, the
from any
state, territory,
or the
tary,
the expense
expense of
of transportation
transportation from
any state,
territory, or
the District
District
Columbia, in
in which
there is
no penitentiary,
penitentiary, will
cost of
of
of Columbia,
which there
is no
will exceed
exceed the
the cost
maintaining them in jail in the state,
District of Columbia
Columbia
maintaining
state, territory, or the District
during
the period
period of
then it
it shall
so to
confine
during the
of their
their sentence,
sentence, then
shall be
be lawful
lawful so
to confine
them therein
for the
the period
them
therein for
period designated
designated in
in their
their sentence,
sentence,
Secretary
Secretary of
of
S
EC. 2. And
it further
further enacted,
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
the Interior to conSEC.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That it
be the
tract with
with state
state
Secretary of
Interior to
to contract
managers or
or proper
proper authorauthor- tract
Secretary
of the
the Interior
contract with
with the
the managers
authorities for the
ities having the
control of such
or prisoners,
for the
the control
such prison
prison or
prisoners, for
the imprisonment,
imprisonment, subsistence,
5authorties foeremt
subsisteriee, and proper employment
such prisoners,
give the
the ployment, &c.,
subsisten'ce,
employment of
of all
all such
prisoners, and
and to
to give
&c.,
of such prisoner;
court having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction of such offences,
offences, in
in said
said district,
district, notice
notice of
of the
the and
of such
prisoners,
to notify
notify
1and
to
prison
where such persons will
if convicted,
convicted.
prisbn where
will be
be confined
confined if
the court.
SEC.
SEC. 3. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
hereafter there
there shall
shall be
be allowed
itfurther
That hereafter
allowed Actual reasonreasonof subsuband paid by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, for the subsistence
subsistence of prisoners
prisoneks able
able costs
costs of
sistin
V
g
pllsoners
in the custody of any marshal of the United States and the
the warden
warden of the tobegpaids.
o
jail in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, such
such sum only
only as it shall
shall reasonably
reasonably and
and
actually cost to subsist them. And it
the duty
the Secretary
Secretary
it shall
shall be
be the
duty of the
of
prescribe such
for the
the government
of the Interior
Interior to prescribe
Rules, &c.,
&c.,
such rules and
and regulations
regulations fbr
government Rules,
therefor.
of the marshals and the warden
warden of the jail in the District of Columbia, in therefor.
relation to their duties under this act, as will enable him to determine
determine the
actual and reasonable
reasonable expense
expense incurred.
SEC.
SEC. 4. And be it
it further
of the
the Execution
further enacted,
enacted, That it
it shall
shall be the
the duty
duty of
Execution in
capital cases.
cases.
Columbia, whenever
warden of the jail in the District of Columbia,
whenever any person con- capital
fined in said jail shall be adjudged to suffer
suffer death, to carry
carry such
such judgment
judgment
into execution;
execution; but nothing in this act nor
nor "An
"An act to authorize
authorize the Construction
Construction
of this and of
appointment
appointment of aawarden of the jail in the District of
approved fofrer
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
ad Of
former act.
February
February twenty-nine, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, shall
shall be construed
construed 186,
1864, ch.
ch. 16.
16.
to impair or interfere with the
marshal of the
said disthe authority
authority of the
the marshal
p. 12.
12.
the said
dis- Ante, p.
trict to commit persons to said jail, or to produce
produce them
them in open court or
or
before any judicial officer when
it shall
be the
when thereto
thereto required.
required. And it
shall be
the
duty of the warden of said jail to receive
receive' such prisoners, and to deliver
deliver
them to
deputy, on
the written
written request
request
to said marshal
marshal or
or his duly-authorized
duly-authorized deputy,
on the
of either, for the purpose
purpose of taking them before
before any
any court or judicial
judicial
officer as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
officer
SEC. 5.
enacted, That
That the
office of
of warden
warden of
of the
the Office
SEC.
5. And
And be it
it further
further enacted,
the office
Office of warden of
penitenpenitentiary in the District
District of Columbia shall,
shall, from
from and
and after
the passage
passagp den
penitentiary
after the
of penitentiary
tiary in
in DisDisof this act, be
salary , and
and emoluments
cease, tric
be suspended,
suspended, and
and the salary
emoluments thereof
thereof cease,
Colunmtrict of
of Columduring the time in which there shall
shall be
penitentiary used
in said
be no
no penitentiary
used in
said bia suspended.
district.
APPROVED, May
May 12,
APPROVED,
12, 1864.

CHIrP.
CH
AP. LXXXVI.
LXR XVI

—An
relating to
in the
and Courts-An Act
Act relating
to Appointments
Appointments in
the Naval
Naval Service
Service and
CourtsMartial.

May
16,1864.
May 16,1864.

of the
the United
United
Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Appointments
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter all appoint- Appointments
the volunteer
ments in the volunteer naval service
service of
United States, above
the rank
rank in the
of the
the United
above the
in volunteer
naval service to
of acting master, shall be submitted
Senate for confirmation,
confirmation, in the be sent to Senate
submitted to the Senate
Senate
for confirmation.
confirmation.
appointments in the regular
same way and manner as appointments
regular navy are required for
to be submitted.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And be it
it further
courts-martial shall have
have Power of naval
enacted, That
That naval courts-martial
courts-martial.
power to sentence
com- courts-martial.
sentence officers who shall absent
absent themselves
themselves from their commands without leave, to
reduced to
of ordinary
seamen.
to be
be reduced
to the
the rating
rating of
ordinary seamen.
APPROVED, May 16, 1864.
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CRAP. LXXXVIE.
— AnAct
Ad to
to establish
System.
oney-Order System.
Postal Money-Order
establish aa Postal
LXXXVII. -An
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
1865, ch. 89, §
§11.
Post,
506.
States
That to -promote public conconassembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
p 506Post, p.
Money-order
venience, and
greater security
the transfer of money through
in the
security in
to insure
insure greater
and to
venience,
Money-order
offices estabestaboffices
the United
States mails,
mails, the
the Postmaster-General
is hereby
authorized to
to
hereby authorized
Postmaster-General is
United States
the
lished at
at desiglihed
establish, under
rules and
and regulations
regulations as he may find expedient and
such rules
under such
nated post-offices. establish,
natedpost-offices.
necessary, a
all post-offices
post-offices which he may
at all
system at
money-order system
a uniform
uniform money-order
necessary,
deem
suitable therefor,
which shall
designated and
known as
as
and known
be designated
shall be
and which
therefor, and
deem suitable
"
Money-Order Offices;"
it shall
be the
duty of
the deputy
deputy postpostof the
the duty
shall be
and it
Offices;" and
" Money-Order
master
at every
money-order office
office to
in such
such manner
manner and
and form
form as
as
issue, in
to issue,
every money-order
master at
Orders
Postmaster-General may prescribe, an order for aa sum of money
the Postmaster-General
money
Orders for
money may be
payable by
deputy postmaster
postmaster of
money-order office which
which
other money-order
of any other
the deputy
by the
ay be payable
issue
issued.
the
person applying
may select;
select; and
and the
the deputy
deputy postmaster
who
postmaster who
therefor may
applying therefor
the person
issues
be required
to send
through the
without
the mails, without
send through
required to
shall be
order shall
such order
issues such
delay,
to the
is drawn,
due notice
notice thereof,
thereof,
drawn, due
it is
on whom
whom it
postmaster on
deputy postmaster
the deputy
delay, to
Notice to
drawee.
drawee.
and he shall not deliver
deliver such order
order to the applicant
applicant therefor
therefor until the latdeposited with him the amount
ter shall first have deposited
Amount of
amount of money for which
which
order and fees to such order is drawn, together
the proper charge or fee therefor, as
and fees ted such order is drawn, together with the
order
be first deposited.
hereinafter provided.
provided. And
And it shall not be lawful for
for any deputy
deputy posthereinafter
be depoit
master
to
issue
a
money-order
on
any
other
deputy
postmaster
without
without
postmaster
deputy
other
any
on
money-order
a
issue
to
Penalty.
master
Penalty.
having
previously received
money therefor;
therefor; and
any person
person who
and any
the money
received the
having previously
shall violate
violate this
provision shall
shall be
deemed guilty
misdemeanor, and
guilty of misdemeanor,
be deemed
this provision
shall
on conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
in any
not less than fifty nor
nor
any sum not
fined in
on
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
than five
more than
Order to be
enacted, That aa money-order
SEC. 2. And be it
it further enacted,
money-order shall not be
SEC.
Order
written on
on a
a prewhich
engraved form,
pre- valid or payable
written
payable unless it be drawn on a
aprinted
printed or engraved
form, which
pared blank form.
shall
money-order offices
offices by the Postmaster-General;
Postmaster-General;
be furnished to the money-order
shall be
and
such offices
offices also with
with the
the latter
latter to supply such
of the
duty of
the duty
be the
it shall
shall be
and it
blank
of application
money-orders, one of which
which the deputy
for money-orders,
application for
forms of
blank forms
postmaster
hand to each
who shall
shall be
applicant for aamoney-order, who
each applicant
shall hand
Applications,
postmaster shall
Applications,
required to
therein his own name
name and the
cause to be entered, therein
to enter,
enter, or cause
required
to be
filed and
name and
and address
party to
whom the order
order is to
to, be paid, together
together
to whom
of the party
address of
and name
be filed
to
preserved.
preserved.
with the amount
and the date
date of application.
all such apamount thereof
thereof and
application. And all
plications,
and delivered
delivered to the
the deputy
deputy postmaster,
postmaster, shall be
be
up and
filled up
when filled
plications, when
preserved
office for such length of time as the Postmasterpreserved on file at his office
General
may prescribe.
prescribe.
General may

further enacted,
S
EC. 3.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That no
no money-order
money-order shall be
it further
SEC.
3. And
issued
less than
more than
dollars; and
and all
all perthirty dollars;
than thirty
or more
one or
than one
sum less
any sum
for any
issued for
sons
who receive
receive money-orders
required to
to pay
therefor the folpay therefor
shall be
be required
money-orders shall
sons who
or fees,
For an
one dollar,
dollar, or
larger
or for any larger
for one
order for
an order
viz: For
fees, viz:
charges or
lowing charges
Fees for orders. lowing
a fee of ten cents shall
sum, but
exceeding ten
shall be charged
charged
dollars, a
ten dollars,
not exceeding
but not
sum,
end exacted
exacted by the
postmaster giving
such order;
order; for an
an order of more
more
giving such
the postmaster
and
than ten
exceeding twenty
twenty dollars, the charge shall be fifteen
fifteen
not exceeding
ten and not
than
exceeding twenty
for every
cents; and for,
every order
order exceeding
twenty dollars
dollars a
afee
fee of twenty
twenty cents
cents;
shall be charged.
charged.
Orders may
may be
be
itfurther
SEC.
Orders
SEC. 4. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
if the
the purchaser
purchaser of aa moneymoneychanged, when,
when,
order,
from
having
made
an
error
in
stating
the
name
of the
the office
office of paypayof
the
name
stating
in
an
error
made
having
from
order,
&cned,
&c.
ment, or
the name
the payee,
reasons, be desirous that the
other reasons,
payee, or for other
name of
of the
or the
ment,
changed, it shall be the duty of the depsaid money-order be modified
modified or changed,
uty
postmaster from whom he received it to take back,
back, at his request,
uty postmaster
the
order, and
and issue
which a
anew fee shall
shall
issue another
another in lieu thereof, for which
first order,
the first
be
charged and exacted;
exacted; and
and it shall also be the
the duty of a
adeputy postmasbe charged
Amount when
when ter to repay
Amount
repay the amount
amount of any money-order
money-order to the person
person who obtained
repaid.
repaid.
it,
apply for
such repayment
money-order;.
it, if
if the
the latter
latter apply
for such
repayment and
and return
return the money-order;.
therefor shall not
not in any case
case be refunded.
charge or fee paid therefor
but the charge
enacted, That
itfurther
further enacted,
That if any money-order
money-order be not
And be it
SEC. 5. And
Order
presented
to be
be
Order to
presented to the deputy
deputy postmaster on whom it is drawn within ninety
presented for
days
its date,
date, it
not be
payable; but the Postmasteror payable;
be valid or
it shall
shall not
after;its
days after
for
prsented
payment in
General shall
application of the
and he is hereby, authorized, on application
be, and
shall be,
General
ninety days.

Orders not to
be issued for less
'ores
$ nedor
tbn
than $1
nor
more
than $30.
$30.
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noney-order, to cause
payee of such nioney-order,
cause a
new order
liett thereof
thereof to
a new
order' in
in lieui
to be
be
issued in his favor, for which a
a second fee
And the
fee shall
shall be exacted.
exacted. And
the
Postmaster-General is further authorized,
authorized, whenever
Postmaster-General
whenever a
a money-order
shall
money-order shall
have
have been
been lost, to cause a;
a duplicate thereof to be
be issued, for
for Which
Which aa
second
second fee shall be paid on application
application of the
the remitter
remitter or
or of
of the
the payee
payee of
of •Duplicate
Duplicate order
order
such
sudh order, provided the party
party losihg the original shall furnish a
a statestate- to
to issue
issue in
in case
case'
of
loss.
ment;
ment, under oath or affirmation,
affirmation, setting forth the loss or
there- of loss.
or destruction
destruction thereof,
a certificate
of, and a
certificate from the postmaster by whom it was
was payable
it Oath.
payable that it
Oath.
had not been paid, and that it
be paid.
paid.
it would not thereafter
thereafter be
SEC.
it further
S
ac. 6. And be it
further enacted, That the payee of a
a money-order
money-order
may, by his written endorsement
endorsement thereon,
it to
be paid
paid to
to any
thereon, direct
direct it
to be
any other
other Order
Order may
may be
be
once endorsed to
person,
person, and it shall be the duty of the deputy
on whom
whom it
it is
is another
deputy postmaster
postmaster on
nhe enpdorsed
person,to
ordered to pay the amount thereof to the person thus designated, provided
provided &c.
&c.
the person
person to whom the money-order is endorsed shall furnish
such proof
proof
furnish such
as the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General may require that the written endorsement
is
endorsement is
genuine, and that he is the person thereby empowered
to receive
receive paypayempowered to
ment
Ment of the order; but such second
second person shall not be
en- Proof of gen
be at
at liberty to
to enendorse the same order to a
a third party, and more than one endorsement uineness
dmse
of.eniinr:mesesn
of
clo
shall render any order invalid,
and
not
invalid,
payable, and the holder thereof,.
thereof,
in order to obtain the amount of the order shall,
shalt be required
required to
to apply
apply in
in
writing
writing to the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General for
in lieu
lieu thereof,
for a
a new
new order
order in
thereof, for
for
which new order
order aasecond fee shall be charged: Provided, lowever,
however, That
That
Proviso.
in all cases,
cases, under this section, the original order
order shall
shall be
returned, and
be returned,
and
such proof shall be made of the genuineness
genuineness of the endorsement
endorsement thereon
thereon
Postmaster-General may require.
as the Postmaster-General
Sac.
And be it further enacted, That deputy
SEC. 7. And
deputy postmasters,
at moneymoney. Compensation
postmasters, at
Compensation
order offices, may be allowed by the Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, as
compensa- tr
as aa compensafor postmasters
issuing
tion for the issuing and
paying of
of money-orders,
money-orders, not
not exceeding
exceeding one
and paying
one money-orders.
money-orders issued,
third of the whole amount of fees on money-orders
and, at
at the
issued4 and,
the
Postmaster-General, one eighth
option of the Postmaster-General,
eighth of
of one
centum on
on the
the
one per
per centum
Provided,That all
gross amount of orders paid at their offices:
offices: Provided,
all emoluments
emoluments Proviso.
arising from such rates
rates of compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of
subject to
,
1825, ch. 64,
the forty-first section of the act of third of March, eighteen hundred and
and 41.
41.'
" An act to reduce
reduce into
p. 113.
111
into one
one the
the several
twenty-five, entitled "
several acts
acts estabestab- Vol.
Vol. iv.
iv. p.
lishing the Post-Office
Post-Office Department."
to
SEC. 8. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be
Sac.
it further
of the
the Postmasters
be the duty
duty of
Postmasters to
give new . bonds.
Postmaster General
Postmaster
General to
postmasters who
may be
be authorized
to require
require all
all postmasters
who may
authorized to
to give new bonds.
money-orders, to execute
issue and pay money-orders,
execute new official
official bonds
bonds conditioned
conditioned for
for
the faithful performance
performance of all duties and obligations imposed by
by this act,
act,
in addition to those required of them by existing
postmasters;
existing laws
laws as
as postmasters;
Postmaster-General to direct
and it shall be the duty of the Postmaster-General
payments
direct all
all payments
or transfers
transfers to or from money-order offices.
offices. He may direct transfers
transfers of
of Payments
Payments and
and
&meters.
sf
money-order
money-order funds from one postmaster
he may
require tran
postmaster to
to another,
another, and
and he
may require
ers
and direct transfers or payments
payments to be made from the
the funds
funds received
for
received for
money-orders to creditors of the Post-Office
money-orders
Post-Office Department,
Department, to
replaced
to be
be replaced
by equivalent
transfers from the funds of said
department arising from
equivalent transfers
said department
postages;
postages; and he may require
require and direct transfers
transfers of
be
of payments
payments to
to be
made from the furds
funds of the Post-Office
Post-Office Department in the hands
hands of any
any
to
postmaster arising from postages
postages to
money-order offices.
shall Postmasters
to the money-order
offices. And
And it
it shall
Postmastersto
account
o for transtan
be the further
further duty of the Postmaster.Ganeral
Posttnnstet-Ganeral to require each postmaster
postmaster fers
fesa and
nd
ppayto render to the auditor of the treasury for the
Post-Office Department
Department ments.
the Post-Office
weekly,
money-orders issued and paid,
weekly, semi-weekly,
semi-weekly, or daily accounts
accounts of all money-orders
paid,
and of all fees received
received for
them, of
payments
for issuing
issuing them,
of all
all transfers,
transfers, or
or payments
made
money-orders, and of all moneys
made from funds received for money-orders,
moneys received
received
to be applied
payment of money-orders,
applied to the payment
money-orders, or
account of
money
or on account
of moneyorder
offices.
order offices.
to
SEC.
itfurther
enacted. That out of the
SEC. 9. And be it
further enacted,
moneys paid
paid into
into the
the moneys
the payTransfers
Transfers
to
money...
treasury for the service of the Post-Office
treasury
Post-Office Department
Postmaster- orders.Y'
Department the
the Postmasterorders.
General shall have power to transfer to the deputy postmaster of
of any
any
7*
7*
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money-order
such sum
as may
may be
be required,
required, over
curthe cur.
above the
and above
over and
sum as
office such
money-order office
rent
revenue thereof
thereof to
pay money-orders
money-orders drawn
and such
such
latter; and
the latter;
on the
drawn on
to pay
rent revenue
transfers
be made
made by
on the
the treasury
Postmasterthe Postmasterby the
treasury by
by warrant
warrant on
shall be
transfers shall
General, and
and registered
by the
treasury
the treasury
auditor of the
the auditor
registered by
countersigned and
and countersigned
General,
Post-Office Department.
for the Post-Office
Auditor to
SEC. 10.
enacted, That
That it
it shall
the duty of the
shall be the
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
10. And
SEC.
to
Auditor
audit
of the
Post-Office Department to receive all acthe Post-Office
treasury for the
the treasury
auditor of
settle auditor
audit and settle
accounts of postmasters.
counts
in the
money-order offices,
or relative
thereto, and
audit
to audit
and to
relative thereto,
offices, or
the money-order
arising in
counts arising
masters.
and
their balances
the Postmaster-GenPostmaster-Gento the
balances to
to certify
certify their
and to
same, and
the same,
and settle
settle the
eral
as he
he may
He shall
shall keep
and preserve
preserve all
all accounts
accounts
keep and
require. He
may require.
as often
often as
eral as
arising
said offices,
report to
to the
Postmaster-General all
all dedethe Postmaster-General
shall report
and shall
offices, and
in said
arising in
linquencies
postmasters in
in rendering
their money-order
accounts, or
in
or in
money-order accounts,
rendering their
of postmasters
linquencies of
Accounts
paying over
money-order funds.
funds. He
shall keep the accounts
accounts of the
He shall
over money-order
of paying
Accounts of
money-order
office
money-order
kept money-order
money-order offices
postages, and
in such
such
and in
for postages,
the accounts
accounts for
from the
separately trom
offices separately
to be
bekept
officesto
separate.
manner as
as to
number and
of money-orders
issued by
by
money-orders issued
amount of
and amount
the number
to show
show the
manner
separate.
each
and the
number and
amount of
of money-orders
the
paid, the
money-orders paid,
and amount
the number
postmaster, and
each postmaster,
amount
fees received,
received, and
and all
the expenses
expenses of
the establishment.
establishment. And
And
of the
all the
of fees
amount of
of
Dues
it shall
shall be
further duty of
collection qf
superintend the collection
to superintend
the auditor
auditor to
of the
the further
be the
it
Dues to the
'United
States to
United States
be collected. t
all
debts
due
to
the
United
States,
or
to
the
Post-Office
Department,
by
by
Department,
Post-Office
the
to
or
States,
United
all debts due to the
be collected
present
or late
late postmasters,
postmasters, or
or other
other persons
or may
have been,
been,
may have
are, or
who are,
persons who
present or
employed
in the
He shall direct suits and legal prooffices. He
money-order offices.
the money-order
employed in
ceedings,
such measures
measures as
may be
authorized by
by law
law to
to enenbe authorized
as may
all such
take all
and take
ceedings, and
force the
the payment
such debts,
or for
recovery of
of any
penalties
any penalties
the recovery
for •the
debts, or
of such
payment of
force
arising under
provisions of
of this
this act.
act.
the provisions
under the
arising
Moneys
SEC. 11.
further enacted,.
enacted, That all moneys received for the
be it
it further
And be
11. And
SEC.
reMoneys received
sale
received for selling the same,
same, all
sale of money-orders, including all fees received
be
ceived dtomone
moneys
deemed
deemeys
of the
the United
moneys
transferred from
from the
of the
the Post-Offire
Department to the
Post-Offire Department
funds of
the funds
moneys transferred
United
of
States.
money-order
transferred or paid from the money-order
money-order
money-order offices, all funds transferred
States.
offices
use and
service of
of the
the Post-Office Department, and all transand service
to the
the use
offices to
fers
one postmaster
for the
use of
of the
the moneythe use
another for
to another
postmaster to
from one
of funds
funds from
fers of
order offices,
offices, shall
shall be
and taken
to be
be the moneys in the treasury
taken to
deemed and
be deemed
order
of the
United States.
States. And
if any
any postmaster,
assistant, clerk, or other
postmaster, assistant,
And if
the United
of
person employed'in
or connected
connected with
with the
business or
operations of the
or operations
the business
employed'in or
person
what
shall be
be money-order
money-order offices,
offices, shall
shall convert
to his
his own
own use,
use, in
in any
whatever,
way whatever,
any way
convert to
What shall
use by
way of
investment in
property or merchanmerchanin any
any kind of property
of investment
by way
or shall
shall use
embez- or
deemed embezzlement thereof;
or shall
shall loan,
or without
interest, or
or shall
in any
bank,
any bank,
deposit in
shall deposit
without interest,
with or
loan, with
dise, or
penalty
therefor. dise,
penalty therefor.
or
for other
any portion
portion of
of such
such
every such
moneys, every
such moneys,
funds, any
other funds,
exchange for
or shall
shall exchange
act
be deemed
deemed and
adjudged to
to be
of so much of
embezzlement of
an embezzlement
be an
and adjudged
shall be
act shall
said
as shall
shall be
be thus
thus taken, converted, used, loaned, deposited, or
moneys as
said moneys
exchanged, which
which is
declared to be a
a felony; and any failure to
is hereby
hereby declared
exchanged,
pay over
over or
produce the moneys intrusted
intrusted to such person for the use
or to
to produce
pay
Evidence
of the
held and taken to be prima facie evishall be held
money-order offices shall
the money-order
Evidence of of
embezzlement.
dence of such
postmaster, assistant, clerk, or
such embezzlement.
embezzlement. And any postmaster,
embezzlement. dence
other person
person employed
employed in or connected
connected with the business of the moneyother
order
offices, and all other
persons advising or participating
participating in such act, on
other persons
order offices,
competent
being convicted
convicted thereof
before any court of the United States of competent
thereof before
being
a term of not less than
jurisdiction,
shall be
imprisonment for a
to imprisonment
be sentenced
sentenced to
jurisdiction, shall
a fine equal to the amount of
six
nor more
more than ten years, and to a
six months
months nor
embezzled. And upon the trial of any indictment against any
se Certified
Certified trant
evian- the money embezzled.
ipt t,o
script
to be
be evideuce
person for
for embezzling
public money under the provisions of this act, it
embezzling public
dence of receipt person
a balance
shall be prima facie evidence
of money.
of
evidence for the purpose of showing a
against
such person to
money-order account
transcript from the money-order
to produce aatranscript
against such
books of
of the
the treasury for the Post-Office Department; and
auditor of
of the
the auditor
books
such
such transcript, when certified by said auditor under his seal of office,
shall be
be admitted
admitted as
in the
United States.
of the
the United
the courts
courts of
evidence in
as evidence
shall
Penalty
for
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That if any person shall falsely
SEC.
Penalty for
SEC. 12. And be it
forging,
&c.,
forging, Sze.,
money-orders.
make, forge,
counterfeit, engrave,
engrave, or
or print, or cause or procure to be
forge, counterfeit,
make,
money-orders.
counterfeited, engraved,
engraved, or printed, or willingly aid,
falsely made, forged, counterfeited,
or assist
assist in
falsely making,
forging, counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, engraving,
engraving, or printing
making, forging,
in falsely
or
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Penalty for
for
purporting to
be a
amoney-order
issued by
by one
any order in
in imitation of or
or purporting
to be
money-order issued
one Penalty
altering,
postmaster upon another postmaster;
postmaster; or shall
cause or
shall falsely
falsely alter, or
or cause
or alteriig
procure to be altered,
altered, or willingly aid, or assist
procure
altering, any
assist in
in falsely
falsely altering,
any for knowingly
knowingly
money-order
aforesaid; or shall pass, utter, or publish, or at- uttering.
money-order issued as aforesaid;
uttering.
tempt to pass, utter, or publish, as true, any
forged, or
or counterfeited
counterfeited
any false,
false, forged,
order, purporting to be a
amoney-order
same to
to
money-order as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, knowing
knowing the
the same
be falsely forged or counterfeited;
shall pass,
or publish,
publish, or
atcounterfeited; or
or shall
pass, utter,
utter, or
or attempt to pass, utter, or publish, as
as true, any falsely
falsely altered money-order,
money-order,
issued as aforesaid, knowing the same to be
altered, with
an intent
intent
be falsely
falsely altered,
with an
to defraud, every
adjudged guilty
guilty of
every such
such person shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed and
and adjudged
of
felony, and being thereof convicted, shall be sentenced
sentenced to be imprisoned
imprisoned
and kept at hard labor for a
aperiod of not less than
years, nor
more
than three
three years,
nor more
than ten years, and be fined in a
exceeding five
five thousand
dollars.
a sum not exceeding
thousand dollars.
SEC.
SEC. 13. And be it further
purpose of
of carrying
carrying Superintendfurther enacted,
enacted, That for
for the purpose
Superintendon the business of the money-order
money-order offices,
and settling
settling their
their ent of
of moneymoneyoffices, and
and keeping
keeping and
order system and.
Postmaster-General may
accounts, the Postmaster-General
may appoint,
appoint, in his
department, one
one order
his department,
system and
clerks may be
superintendent of
money-order system,
system, at
at an
an annual
salary of
of twentytwenty- appoSinted.
superintendent
of the
the money-order
annual salary
appointed.
hundred dollars, and three clerks,
five hundred
one of
class four
four and
clerks, to wit:
wit: one
of class
and two
two Salary.
of class three. And the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury may,
may, from
from time
to Salary
Secretary of the
time to
time, appoint in the office
of the
treasury for
for the
the postpost.
office of
of the auditor of
the treasury
office department, the necessary
in all
not to
exceed six,
wit: Appropriation
necessary clerks, in
all not
to exceed
six, to
to wit:
Appropriation.
one of class four and five of class
class two.
two. And
to provide
compensaAnd to
provide for
for the
the compensation of the said
clerks for
fiscal year
ending June
June
said superintendent
superintendent and clerks
for the
the fiscal
year ending
thirtieth, eighteen
and sixty-five,
the sum
thousand
thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, the
sum of
of seventeen
seventeen thousand
dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is
appropriated,
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
out of any money in the
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated. And
And the
the
the treasury
Postmaster-General
is further
further authorized
cause such
additional clerks
Postmaster-General is
authorized to
to cause
such additional
clerks Additional
to be employed in the money-order
money-order offices
find necessary
for clerks.
offices as
as he
he may find
necessary for
conducting the operations of the
the money-order
money-order system, whose compensation shall be paid out of the proceeds
proceeds of the
the money-order
money-order business:
business: ProPro- Appropriation.
vided, however, That to meet any deficiency
deficiency that may arise
amount
arise in
in the amount
of such proceeds
proceeds during the first
sum of
hundred thousand
thousand
first year, the
the sum
of one
one hundred
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
dollars, or
or so much
much thereof
thereof as
is hereby
out of any money in the treasury
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
treasury not otherwise

APPROVED, May
APPRQVED,
May 17,
17, 1864.
1864.

CnAP. LXXXTX.
appoint certain
CHAP.
LXXXIX.-An
—An Act to appoint
certain Ojicers
Officers of
the Navy.
Navy.
of the

May17,1864.
May 17,1864.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
assembled, That,
That, for
for and
during the
the ActinglieutenStates of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Acting lieutenand during
ant commanders
commanders
insurrection, the President,
present insurrection,
President, by and with the advice and
and consent ant
and
commanders
and commanders
authorized to appoint acting
of the Senate, is hereby
hereby authorized
acting lieutenant corncom- may be apapmanders and acting commanders,
— pay.
manders
commanders, who shall
shall have the
com- pointed;
the same
same rate
rate of cornpointed;-pay.
pensation as is allowed to officers
officers of similar
navy.
similar grade in the
the navy.
Proviso in §10
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be
the proviso
proviso in
section ten,
ten, Proviso
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
in section
O10
act of
ch. 183,
act
of
chapter one hundred and eighty-three,
act to establish
establish and
and equalize
equalize ch.
eighty-three, of
of an act
1862183,
repealed.
1862
repealed.
the grade of line officers of the United States navy, approved
approved July
six- Vol. xii. p.
July sixp. 584
teenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
teenth,
same is
is hereby,
re- Substitute
sixty-two, be, and
Substitute
and the
the same
hereby, retherefor.
pealed, and that said section shall read as follows: -—
therefor.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 3. And be it further
have Acting
enacted, That
That any person
person who
who shall
shall have
Acting volunlieutenants
received, or shall hereafter
received,
receive, aa temporary
as acting
acting teer lieutenants
hereafter receive,
temporary appointment
appointment as
ecomnafisrtmeresd
and
volunteer lieutenant or acting
acting master
master in
the navy,
navy, from
from civil
life, authorauthor- band
in the
civil life,
eonafistersmany
ized by
by act
of congress
congress of
ized
act of
of July
July twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
sixty-one, may be confirmed
appointment in the navy and
confirmed in said appointment
and placed
confirmation, if,
in the line of promotion,
promotion, from the date of said confirmation,
if, upon
upon the
the
recommendation of the President, he receives
congress for
recommendation
receives the thanks
thanks of congress
highly meritorious
meritorious conduct in conflict
conflict with the enemy. Seamen disdistinguishing
tinguishing themselves in battle, or by
extraordinary heroism
in the
the line
line
by extraordinary
heroism in
of their profession,
profession, may be promoted to forward
forward warrant
warrant officers
officers or acting
acting

put inlineofproin line of promotion.
motion.

Seamen
Seamen may
may
be promoted
promoted and
and
receive
a gratuity
r7
il
c
c
medal P ity
a
elvei.
honor.
honor.
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masters'
mates, as.they
be best
qualified, upon
upon the
the recommendation
recommendation
best qualified,
may be
asgthey may
masters' mates,
of their
their commanding
approved by
by the
and the
the departdepartflag-officer and
the flag-officer
officer, approved
commanding officer,
of
ment.
Upon such
such promotion,
promotion, they
they shall
gratuity` of one
hun,
one hunt
a gratuity'of
receive a
shall receive
ment. Upon
dred
honor to'
to be
be prepared
prepared by
the navy
depart;
navy depart;
by the
of honor
medal of
and aaniedal
dollars, and
dred dollars,
Ottent.
ment.
APPROVED; May
1864.
May 17.,
17, 1864..
AppROVFED,
2.1••••••••••'

May 20, 1864.

CHAP.
X CII:—
to organize
organize a
Regiment of
of Veteran
Volunteer Engineers:
Engineers.
Veteran Volunteer
a Regiment
Act to
-AnAii•Art
CHAP. XCIL'

Be
it enacted
and House
House of
the United
fnited
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
by th'e
the Senate'
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War be,
be,
Congress assembled,
America in
States
and
he is
authorized to
to enlist,
out of
of any
any volunteer
the
forces in the
volunteer forces
enlist, out
and he
is heresy,
hereby, authorized
army
of the
Cumberland, that
that have
or are
now serving,
serving, as
as piopioare now
served, or
have served,
the Cumberland,
army of
neers,
engineera, to serve
wherever required
required for three
serve wherever
or engineers,
neers, pontoniers;
pontoniers, or
years,
the
companies, and to have the'
1865, ch. 79,
consist of ten companies,
war, to consist
during' the war,
years, or during'
1865;
77.
t
same organization,
organization,pay,
and emoluments
as are
allowed to
to engineer
engineer
allowed
as
are
and
emoluments
pay,
same
5 ,.
Post, p. 488.
soldiers under
the provisions
provisions of
of the
section of
of an
act entitled
entitled "An
".An
an act
fourth section
the fourth
soldiers
under the
' 4
1861, ch. 42,
act providing
the lietter
of the
the military
establishment,"
military establishment,"
organization of
for the
better organization
providing for
act
44. 81, ch. 42,
7 approved August third, eighteen hundred and sixty-one.
287.. approved
August third, eighteen hundred and sixty-one.
p. 28
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the officers
officers of
of the
the engineers
engineers
Officers, apit further
And be
SEC.
Officers,
authorized to be raised
section shall
shalt
provisions of the foregoing section
raised under the provisions
pointment, comcon- authorized
missions, pay, and
be appointed
appointed and
and commissioned
by the
President of
of the
the United States, ori
oft
the President
commissioned by
be
alliioanscesad
allowances.
the recommendation
commander of the army of the Cumberland,
of the
the eommander
the
recommendation of
and
allowances as engineer
engineer officers
officers of
same pay and allowances
receive the same
and shall receive
similar
regular army:
the regular
grade in the
similar grade
APPROVED, May
M ay 20,
2% 1864.
APPROVED,
Regiment of
veteran volunolunveteran
teer
engineers
may be
enlisted
beenlistd
and organized.
organized.

Naval Service for the Year end.
1864. C
RAP. XCIII. -An
—An Act
Appropriations.for the Naval
endAct making Appropriationsfor
CHAP.
May 21,
21,1864.
szxty:five, and
Purposes.
other Purposes.
and for other
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
thirtieth, eighteen
ing June thirtieth;

Navy approappropriation.

Pay.
Pay.

&c.of
Repair, &c.
VeWeb.
vessels
Completion of
steam screw
screw
sloops.
sloops.
Vessels for
Vessels
western waters;
for naval and
bloeliading purbloclading
parposes.
Poses;
Bounty.
Armored plated
platea
vessels.
Hempand
Hemp and fuel.

Equipment.

Representatives of the United
Be
and House of Representatives
the' Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
States of
of America
America in
in -Congress
Congress' assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
sums' be,
following sums
States
appropriated, to be paid
the
and they are hereby, appropriated;
paid out of any money in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
the year
year ending the thirtieth of
of
not otherwise
treasury not
Jene,
hundred and
and sixty-five:sixty-five:—
Jtne, eighteen hundred
For
of commission,
commission, warrant,
warrant, and
and petty
petty officers
officers and seamen, includFor pay
pay of
ing the
the engineer
nineteen millions
four hundred and
millions four
the navy, nineteen
engineer corps
corps of
of the
ing
twenty-three thousand
thousand two
and forty-one dollars.
two hundred and
twenty-three
For
repair and
of vessels
vessels of
of the
the navy,
navy, labor,
labor, materials,
materials,
maintenance of
and maintenance
For repair
and stores, eleven millions five hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
For the
of sixteen
sixteen fast
screw sloops-of-war,
seven.
sloops-of-war, seven:
fast steam
steam screw
For
the completion
completion of
millions two hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
For
the purchase,
purchase, construction,
repairs of
of vessels,
vessels, materials,
materials, and
and
and repairs
construction, and
For the
labor, for
four millions
of dollars.
dollars.
millions of
the western•waters,
western waters, four
labor,
for the
For
purchase and
charter of vessels for naval and blockading purand charter
For the purchase
poses, three millions of dollars.
For extra
expense of repairs, and so forth, on foreign stations,
For
extra labor, expense
stations,
six hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
the three
three months'
to seamen
seamen and
seaordinary seaand ordinary
bounty to
months' bounty
of the
payment of
For payment
men under
the joint
joint resolution
resolution of
of February
eighteen-huntwenty-fourth, eighteen
hunmen
under the
February twenty-fourth,
five hundred'
dred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, five
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the completion of armored-plated
armored plated vessels, three
three million six hundred
hundred'
thousand dollars.
For the purchase
purchase of hemp and other
other materials for the navy, seven
hundred thousand
dollars:
thousand dollars.
hundred
transportation and
For fuel
fuel for
for the navy;
navy; and for
for the transportation
and expenses
expenses thereof,
three millions eight hundred and forty thousand dollars.
For
For the equipmentequipment of vessels
vessels in the navy,
navy, viz:—
viz:For the purchase
For
purchase of various
various articles of equipment,
equipment, viz: canvas, leatheli
leathei;
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cables and anchors,
anchors, and furniture,
furniture, and stores
boatswains'
stores in
in the
the masters',
masters', boatswains'
and sailmakers'
sailmakers' departments, three
million dollars.
dollars.
three million
Provisions.
For provisions for commission,
commission, warrant, and petty officers
officers and seamen,
seamen, Provisions
including engineers
engineers and marines attached to vessels for
for sea
sea service,
service, six
six
million four hundred
hundred and fifteen thousand
thousand six
and five
five dollars.
six hundred
hundred and
dollars.
construction, repair, wear and tear of
For the construction,
machinery of vessels
vessels Machinery.
of machinery
Machinery.
in commission,
commission, twenty-eight million three hundred and twelve thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
surgeons' necessaries
necessaries and appliances
For surgeons'
appliances for the
the sick and hurt of the
Surgeons'
Surgeons' necessaries, &c.
&c.
engineer and marine
navy, including
including the coast-survey- and engineer
marine corps, two
two cessares,
hundred
dollars.
hundred and
and ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
For ordnance
ordnance stores,
and
ordnance and ordnance
stores, including labor
incidental exlabor and
and incidental
ex- Ordnance and
stores.
penses, eight million three
three hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
stores.
and for
incidental to
to Navigation
For navigation apparatus
apparatus and
and supplies,
supplies, and
for purposes
purposes incidental
Navigation apparatus.
thousand dollars.
navigation, one hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six thousand
paratus.
For contingent
Contingencies.
contingent expenses
expenses of the navy, two hundred
hundred and fifty
thousand
fifty thousand
Contingencies.
dollars.
dollars.
Nautical, &c.,
&c.,
For the purchase of nautical and astronomical
astronomical instruments,
instruments, books,
books, Nautical,
instruments,
instruments,
maps, and charts; and for
for the repairs of instruments, and binding
binding and
and books,charts,
books, charts, &c
&c
backing books and charts, one hundred'
hundred' and
and one thousand
and forty-two
forty-two
thousand and
dollars.
dollars.
Clothing.
For clothing for the navy, five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Clothing.
Bureau
For contingent
Bureau of Yards and
and Docks. -—For
contingent expenses
expenses that may
may Bureau of
of
yards and
and docks,
accrue
accrue for the following purposes, viz: For
For freight
transportation; yards
freight and
and transportation;
docks,
for printing, advertising,
advertising, and stationery;
maps, models,
and
stationery; for
for books,
books, maps,
models, and
drawings;
purchase and repair
drawings; for the purchase
repair of
for machinery
of
of fire-engines;
fire-engines; for
machinery of
every description,
description, and patent-right
patent-right to use
for repairs
of steamsteamuse the
the same;
same; for
repairs of
engines and attendance; for purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
of oxen
oxen and
and
horses and driving teams; for carts, timber-wheels,
workmen's tools
timber-wheels, and
and workmen's
tools
of every description for
purposes; for
for telegrams,
postage of
of
for navy
navy yard
yard purposes;
telegrams, postage
public service; for furniture
letters on .public
furniture for government
government offices and
and houses
houses
in the navy yards; for coals and other fad;
gas; for
for
feel; for candles, oil, and
and gas;
clearing up yards; for
cleaning and clearing
awning, and
and packing-boxes;
packing-boxes; for
for flags,
flags, awning,
for
pay of watchmen;
watchmen; for incidental labor at navy
navy yards
yards not applicable
applicable to
to any
any
appropriation; for rent
other appropriation;
Portsmouth, New
rent of
of landing
landing at
at Portsmouth,
New Hampshire;
Hampshire;
for tolls and ferriages; for water tax;
tax ;and for rent of stores and
rendezand rendezvous, one million three hundred
and seventy
seventy thousand
hundred and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting.
equipment
- For contingent
contingent expenses
Bureau
_Recruiting.—
expenses that of equipment
and recruiting,
may accrue for the following
following purposes, viz:
viz :expenses
expenses of recruiting;
recruiting; travtrav- and
recruiting,
elling expenses of officers;
officers; transportation
transportation of men
men and
and materials;
materials; printing
printing
and stationery; advertising
advertising in newspapers;
newspapers; postage on
on public letters;
letters;
wharfage and
demurrage; funeral
expenses; apprehending
apprehending deserters;
deserters;
and demurrage;
funeral expenses;
pilotage and towage of vessels, and assistance
assistance to
distress; and
and
to vessels in
in distress;
for bills of health
health and quarantine
quarantine expenses
expenses of
vessels in
in the
the navy,
navy, one
of vessels
one
million two hundred
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Bureau
Navigation.- For
Bureau of Navigation.—F
or contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
bureau of
of of navigation,
of the
the bureau
navigation,
viz:
navigation, viz:
For freight and transportation
transportation of navigation
materials, instruments,
instruments,
navigation materials,
books, and stores; for postage
postage on letters; for telegraphing
telegraphing on public
public
business;
business; for advertising for proposals;
proposals; for packing-boxes
materials;
packing-boxes and materials;
for blank-books,
blank-books, forms, and stationery
stationery at navigation
navigation offices;
offices; for
for maps,
maps,
charts, drawings, and models; and for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses not
not applicable
applicable
to any other appropriation,
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
appropriation, one
dollars.
Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair.
construction
Bureau
Repair. - For
For contingent
contingent and incidental of construction
and repair,
expenses,
expenses, viz:
viz:
and repair,
For blank-books, binding, stationery
items, one
one
stationery,-, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
thousand dollars.
For postage,
postage, drawings, and
and transportation
transportation of materials,
materials, seventy-five
seventy-five
thousand
thousand dollars.
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Bureau of
Provisions and
and C7othing.—
contingent expenses, viz:
viz:
For contingent
Cothing. - For
of Provisions
Bureau
For
freight to
to foreign
stations, transportation
transportation from
from station to
foreign stations,
candles, freight
For candles,
station within
within the
the United
United States,
States, cooperage,
of assistants
assistants to inspectors,
inspectors,
pay of
cooperage, pay
station
advertising for
paymasters blanks,
blanks, and
and stationery
stationery for
for
printing paymasters'
proposals, printing
for proposals,
advertising
cruising vessels,
vessels., ffve
hundred thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five hundred
cruising
Bureau of
Medicine and
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the
Surgery. - For
and Surgery.—
of Medicine
Bureau
thousand dollars.
bureau of
of medicine
medicine and surgery,
surgery, sixty
sixty thousand
bureau
Bureau of Steam Engineering.—
Engineering. - For contingent
Bureau
contingent expenses,
expenses ,viz:
viz:
transportation of materials, printing, stationery,
For transportation
stationery, advertising;
advertising ibooks,
drawings, models,
incidental expenses, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
and incidental
postages, and
models, postages,
drawings,

dollars.
dollars.

non-commissioned officers, musiMarine
pay of officers,
officers, non-commissioned
Corps.- For pay
Marine eopps.—For
cians, privates,
messengers, steward
steward and
and nurse
and servants;
servants; for
for
nurse and
clerks, messengers,
privates, clerks,
cians,
rations and
servants; additional
additional rations
rations to officers
officers for
officers' servants;
for officers'
clothing for
and clothing
rations
five years'
years' service;
clothing, and
additional pay
to musicians
musicians
pay to
and additional
undrawn clothing,
for undrawn
service; for
five
of the
band, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one
seven hundred
hundred and
and
thousand seven
ninety-one thousand
the band,
of
eighty-five
and eighty
eighty cents.
cents.
dollars and
eighty-five dollars
For provisions,
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
thirty-five thousand
provisions, one
For
twenty-six dollars.
dollars.
twenty-six
For clothing,
two hundred
hundred and
twenty-three thousand three hundred
hundred
and twenty-three
clothing, two
For
and
ninety-eight dollars.
and ninety-eight
For
fuel, thirty-one
thousand four hundred and thirty
thirty dollars and
and
thirty-one thousand
For fuel,
seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
For
stores, viz:
viz: ray
of mechanics,
mechanics, repairs
repairs of arms, purchase
purchase
Pay of
military stores,
For military
of
accoutrements, ordnance
ordnance stores,
flags, drums,
fifes, and
and other instrudrums, fifes,
stores, flags,
of accoutrements,
thousand dollars.
ments, fifteen thousand
For
transportation of
expenses of
troops, and expenses
their servants, troops,
officers, their
of officers,
For transportation
recruiting,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty-two thousand
recruiting, twenty-two
For repairs
offices where
where there
there are
are no public
public
and rent of offices
barracks, and
of barracks,
repairs of
For
buildings, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eight thousand
buildings,
For contingencies,
freight; ferriage;
ferriage; toll;
toll; cartage;
cartage; wharfage;
wharfage;
viz: freight;
contingencies, viz:
For
purchase and repair
repair of boats; compensation
compensation to judge-advocates;
judge-advocates; per diem
diem
purchase
for attending
attending courts-martial,
courts-martial, courts of inquiry, and for constant
constant labor;
labor;
for
house rent
rent in
in lieu of quarters;
deceased marines;
marines; printing,
printing, staquarters; burial of deceased
house
tionery, postage,
telegraphing; apprehension
apprehension of deserters; oil, candles,
candles
postage, telegraphing;
tionery,
gas;
fixtures; water rent, forage, straw, barrack
repairs of gas and water fixtures;
gas; repairs
barracks; bed sacks,
furniture;
furniture for officers' quarters
quarters in the barracks;
furniture; furniture
wrapping-paper,
oil-cloth, crash,
rope, twine,
twine, spades, shovels, axes, picks,
crash, rope,
wrapping-paper, oil-cloth,
carpenters' tools;
horse for
messenger; pay
pay of matron, washerfor the messenger;
of aahorse
keep of
tools; keep
carpenters'
head-quarters; repairs to fire-engine;
woman,
porter at the hospital head-quarters;
fire-engine;
woman, and porter
purchase and repair of engine hose; purchase
purchase of lumber for benches,
benches,
purchase
mess-tables, and
and bunks;
repairs to public
carryall; purchase
purchase and repair of
public carryall;
bunks; repairs
mess-tables,
scavengerharness; purchase
purchase and
wheelbarrows; scavengerand repair of handcarts and wheelbarrows;
harness;
ing; purchase
purchase and
and repair
repair of galleys,
ranges; stoves where
cooking-stoves, ranges;
galleys, cooking-stoves,
ing;
there are
are no
grates; gravel
repair of pumps; furnifuraifor parade grounds; repair
gravel for
no grates;
there
ture for
staff and
and commanding
commanding officers'
officers' offices;
brushes, brooms, buckets,
buckets,
offices; brushes,
for staff
ture
forty-five thousand dollars.
paving, and for other purposes, forty-five
quarters
officers' quallers
For
improving the marine barracks, and officers'
widening and improving
For widening
twenty-two thousand
Portsrtionth, New Hampshire, twenty-two
thousand
at the navy yard, Portsmouth,
dollars.
dollars.
California,
For
marine barracks,
Mare Island, California,
barracks, at navy yard, Mare
building marine
For building
thirty-nine
dollars and
and forty-four
forty-four cents.
fifty-eight dollars
thousand fifty-eight
thirty-nine thousand

Navy yards.

NAVY
NAVY YARDS.
YARDS.

Portsmouth.
Portsmouth.

Portsmouth,
Ne1w Hampshire.
- For plumbers,
Portsmouth, New
Hampshire.—
plumbers, coppersmiths, and
and tinshops, quay-walls,
quay-walls, mooring-piers,
extension of ship-house,
ship-house,
mooring-piers, iron store, extension
shops,
barracks and guard-house,
machinery and
and tools,
repairs on
dock, barracks
guard-house,
floating dock,
on floating
tools, repairs
machinery
repairs of all kinds, one hundred and fifty-one
fifty-one
and for repairs
Island, and
on Seavey's Island,
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars.
thousand
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Boston. —For additional
additional amount
amount for
for joitiere
tidditional amount
shop, additional
joiners' shop,
Boston.-For
for coal-house,
coal-house, extension
extension of
of shear
wharf, railroad
railroad tracks,
tracks, and
repairs of
of all
all
and repairs
shear wharf,
for
kinds, one
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
and eighty-four
eighty-four thousand
hundred and
one hundred
kinds,
New York.York. —F
or dredging
dredging- channels;
at saw-mills;
saw-mills; new
new
quay-wall at
channels; quay-wall
For
New
foundery; improvements
improvements on
cob dock;
dock; improvements
to dry
dock; machinemachinedry dock;
improvements to
on cob
foundery;
derrick;
shop extension;
extension; improvements
improvements of dry dock;
doclt; quay-wall
quay-wall at new
new derrick;
shop
iron-plating shop
shop;; receiving
receiving store;
iron fence
fence in
in front
of officers'
houses;
officers' houses;
front of
store; iron
iron-plating
repairs of
all kinds;
kinds; machinery
iron-clad building;
machinery for
building; machinery
machinery for iron-clad
of all
repairs
pattern, boiler,
and machine-shop;
machinery for new foundery; mamachine-shop; niachittery
boiler, and
pattern,
chinery for
for machine-shop
machine-shop extension;
extension; machinery
machinery for
and
smithery, joiner, and
for smithery,
chinery
oakum shops;
six-ton, one
one four-ton,
four-ton, and
two-ton hammer,
six hunhammer, six
and one
one two-ton
one six-ton,
shops; one
oakum
dred and
thousand three
hundred and
fifteen dollars.
dollars.
and fifteen
three hundred
sixty-nine thousand
and sixty-nine
dred

88
88

Yais.
Navy Yatds.
Boston.
Boston.
Yotic.
New York

Philadelphia. —
For repairs
repairs of
dry dock,
pitch-house, dredging;
dredging; repairs
repairs Philadelphia
Philadelphia.
dock, pitch-house,
of dry
- For
Philadelphia.
pur-,
- and for the
of
damage to store by fire,
repairs of all kinds —
the putfire, and for repairs
of damage
chase
navy yard,
yard, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, extending
from Front
Front
extending from
adjoining navy
two lots
lots adjoining
of two
chase of
river, at aa price not
Street
not
commissioners' line in the Delaware liver,
to the
the commissioners'
Street to
aceeding ninety
ninety thousand
thousand dollars
dollars —
fourteen thousand
and fourteen
hundred and
- two
two hundred
exceeding
nine
forty-five dollars.
and forty-five
hundred and
nine hundred
Washington,
District of
Columbia. - For
extension of copper rolling- Washington
Washington.
For extension
of Columbia.
Washington, District
clothing;
mill;
machinery and tools; storehouse
storehouse for provisions
provisions and
and clothing;
mill; machinery
dredging channels;
repairs of all kinds, and rail tracks
tracks in yard, one hunhurt,
channels; repairs
dredging
dred and
and forty-nine
forty-nine thousand
hundred and
Sixty-five dollars.
dollars.
and Sixty-five
four hundred
thousand four
dred
Norfolk
Norfolk.—
repairs of
of victualling-house,
victualling-house, boat-shed,
blacksmith-shop, Norfolk.
boat-shed, blacksmith-shop,
For repairs
Norfolk. - For
and
tools; wharves,
wharves, foundery,
foundery, officers'
quarters, boiler-shop,
repairs of dry
boiler-shop, repairs
officers' quarters,
and tools;
engine-house, mast-house,
sail-loft; saw-mill
saw-mill and
and machinery;
machinery;
mast-house, and sail-loft;
dock, engine-house,
offices and
and storehouse
repairs of
of all
hundred and
twentyand twentykinds, two hundred
all kinds,
and repairs
storehouse and
offices
three thousand
thousand fbur
four hundred
and thirty-three
dollars.
thirty-three dollars.
hundred and
three
Pensacola. —
For repairs
of all
fifty thousand
dollars.
Pensacola.
Pensacoa.
thousand dollars.
all kinds,
kinds, fifty
repairs of
- For
Pensacola.
For
materials for
Pensacola,
for the repair
repair of vessels at Pensacola,
and materials
For machinery
machinery and
Ship
Island, and
dollars.
thousand dollars.
one hundred
hundred thousand
Orleans, one
and New
New Orleans,
Ship Island,
Mare Islaa.
Mare Island.island.— For
For continuation
continuation of grading
paving, ten thousand
thousand Mare
Island.
grading and paving,
Mare
dollars;
scows, lighter,
stages; foundery
same;
machinery for same;
foundery and machinery
and stages;
lighter, and
dollars; scows,
machinery for
saw-mill; continuing
coal-shed and wharf;
wharf; continuing seacontinuing coal-shed
for saw-mill;
machinery
wall; steam
steam hammer
smithery; rigging
sail-lolt; repairs
rigging and sail-lott;
and tools
tools for smithery;
hammer and
wall;
of all
all kinds;
excess of
of expenditure
expenditure on
guard-house; machinery
machinery
on wharf;
wharf; guard-house;
kinds; excess
of
hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four thousand
thousand
gas-works, two hundred
for machine-shop,
machine-shop, and gas-works,
fire hundred
ninety-five dollars.
dollars.
five
hundred and ninety-five
HOSPITALS.
HOSPITALS.

the hospital;
Boston. —
remodelling old section
section of the•
hospital; heating
heating and
- For
For remodelling
Boston.
Cooking and
and laundry
apparatus; brick
gateways on BroadBroadiron gateways
wall and iron
brick wall
laundry apparatus;
cooking
way;
and repairs
repairs of
of building
building and
seventeen
improvement of grounds, seventeen
and improvement
way; and
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
New
and grounds,
grounds,
and improveznents
improvements of buildings and
New York. -— For repairs and
increase
in the
repairs to heating-apparatus,
heating-apparatus,
and repairs
laboratory, and
the laboratory,
of apparatus
apparatus in
increase of
nine thousand
thousand dollars.
Norfolk. -— For
For general
repairs of
of building, ground,
improvement and repairs
general improvement
Norfolk.
and
and wharves, five thousand dollars.
Pensacola.—
completion of extension
building, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand
extension of building,
Pensacola.-ForFor completion
dollars.
Memphis.—
For improvements
improvements and
and repairs
repairs of hospitals,
hospitals; seven thouthou- For
Memphis.
sand dollars.
New
Orleans. -—For
improvements and
and repairs
repairs of
hospital, five thouof hospital,
For improvements
New Orleans.
sand dollars.
Mare
California. —For
completion of hospital, seventy-five
seventy-five
- For completion
Mare Island,
Island, California.
thousand dollars.
NAGAZINES.
MAGAZINES.

Portsmouth.
howitzer and gun-equipment
gun-equipment shed;
shed; machinery
machinery for
for
- For howitzer
Portsmouth.—

Hospitals.
Hospitals.

Boston.

New York.
Norfolk.
Pensacola.
Memphis.

New Orleans.
Mare Island
Island.
Magazines.
Magazines.

Portsmouth.

84
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Hospitals.
Boston.

New York.
York.
New

Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.

Washington.
Washington.

Mare
Island.
Mare Island.
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ordnance building,
building, and
and fur
and furnishing
furnishing new wing
wing of
of ordnance
fitting and
for fitting
ordnance
building; grading
grading grounds
of ordnance
ordnance buildings
and railways,
railways,
buildings and
repairs of
for repairs
grounds for
building;
twenty thousand
thousand and
and fifty
dollars.
fifty dollars.
twenty
Boston.
repairs of
magazine and
and shell-houses
shell-houses at
and
at Chelsea, and
of magazine
For repairs
Boston.-—For
powder-boat; repairs
ordnance store,
store, shell-houses,
and gun
gun and
shot
and shot
shell-houses, and
of ordnance
repairs of
powder-boat;
parks; tools
for gun-carriage
and for
for completing
completing ordnance
ordnance store,
store,
shop; and
gun-carriage shop;
tools for
parks;
sixty-three thousand
thousand four
hundred and
thirty-nine dollars.
and thirty-nine
four hundred
sixty-three
Hew
—For machinery
for repairing
small arms;
arms; repairs
repairs to
to
repairing small
machinery for
York. -For
New York.
wharves
and track
on north
north side
of Ellis'
Ellis' island;
island;
side of
sea-wall on
island; sea-wall
Ellis' island;
on Ellis'
track on
wharves and
repairs
on magazine
magazine at
at Ellis'
Ellis' island; and for redredging at
island; dredging
Ellis' island;
at Ellis'
repairs on
pairs
thousand dollars.
dollars.
forty-two thousand
all kinds, forty-two
of all
pairs of
and
Philadelphia.—
and alterations
ordnance storehouse
storehouse and
of ordnance
alterations of
repairs and
For repairs
Philadelphia.- For
office; machinery
machinery and
and tools
tools in
workshops; and for
for magazine,
magazine,
ordnance workshops;
in ordnance
office;
wharf- buildings, and
and grounds,
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and sixtyeight thousand
grounds, eight
wharf-buildings,
dollars.
three dollars.
Washington.—For
repairs
magazine, ord.
ord.
repairs and improvements of the magazine,
-For
Washington.
nanee buildings,
and grounds
grounds of
the ordnance
yard; erecting
erecting temporary
ordnance yard;
of the
buildings, and
nance
sheds;
additional ordnance
ordnance machinery;
and for
for continuing
continuing the new
new ordordmachinery; and
sheds; additional
nance foundery,
foundery, sixty-nine
thousand dollars.
dollars.
sixty-nine thousand
nance
Mare
California. -— For
two small
small magazines
magazines at north
north end of
For two
Island, California.
Mare Island,
the
yard; enlargement
of shell-house;
shell-house; preparing
preparing gun park;
park; building
enlargement of
the yard;
skids
shot beds;
machinery and
tools for
for ordnance shop; and for reand tools
beds; machinery
and shot
skids and
pairs
buildings and
pile wharf,
wharf, twenty-nine
twenty-nine thousand three
and pile
magazine buildings
on magazine
pairs on
hundred
sixty-eight dollars.
dollars.
and sixty-eight
hundred and

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

For
pay of
of superintendents,
superintendents, naval
constructors, and
and all
all the
civil estabestabthe civil
naval constructors,
For pay
Civil establishlishments of
navy yards
stations, one
one hundred
twentyhundred and twentyand stations,
yards and
several navy
the several
of the
lishments
ments at Navy
Yards.
five thousand
Yards.
thousand six hundred
hundred and eighty-eight
eighty-eight dollars; and the annual
annual salary
salary
Salary
the constructing
Island, California, shall be three
Mare Island,
engineer at Mare
constructing engineer
of the
Salary of con- of
structing enthousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars, after the close of the
the present fiscal
fiscal
thousand
stting
gineer
Mare
gineer at eMare
year.
year.
Island.
For
expenses of
of professors,
others, and
and contingencies
contingencies of
of
and others,
watchmen, and
professors, watchmen,
For expenses
Naval AcadNaval
emy.
the
Academy, one
thousand eight
eight
hundred and one thousand
one hundred
Naval Academy,
States Naval
United States
the United
emy.
hundred
and thirty-one
and fifty-five
fifty-five cents:
cents: Provided,
Provided, That no
dollars and
thirty-one dollars
hundred and
Proviso.
money
naval academy
academy shall be apsupport of the naval
for the support
appropriated for
money appropriated
plied
hereafter appointed not in strict
of any midshipmen hereafter
support of
to the
the support
plied to
conformance with
provisions of the law for appointing midshipmen
midshipmen to
the provisions
with the
conformance
the naval academy.
coal-wharf at Key
For constructing coal-wharf
Key West, Florida, thirty-two thousand
West.
Key West.
dollars.
coal-depot to storehouse
storehouse at Key West, Florida, eighteen
For altering
altering coal-depot
thousand dollars.
thousand
For constructing
wharf to coal-yards at Key
Key West,
railroad from naval wharf
constructing railroad
For
Florida,
Florida, ten thousand dollars.
For the
the pay
of visitors to the naval academy, two thousand
of mileage
mileage of
pay of
For
dollars.
Naval
Naval observaobservatory.

NAVAL
NAVAL OBSERVATORY.
OBSERVATORY.

For
of assistant
assistant astronomer,
three aids, and clerk,
clerk, eight
eight thousand
thousand
astronomer, three
pay of
For pay
among
dollars,
and four
four thousand
thousand dollars
dollars thereof
thereof shall
shall be equally divided among
dollars, and
three aids
their salary.
salary.
the three
aids as their
For wages
and laborers;
laborers; keepkedpwatchman, porter, and
instrument maker, watchman,
of instrument
For
wages of
enclosures; fuel, lights,
grounds in order, and repairs to buildings and enclosures;
ing grounds
office furniture,
stationery; and for freight,
freight, transportation,
transportation, postage,
furniture, and stationery;
office
and
expenses, twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
incidental expenses,
and incidental
publication the American
Nautical AlmaFor preparing
preparing for publication
American Nautical
Nautical Almanac, twentyNautical
nac.
five thousand
dollars.
nac,
five
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
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NAVAL ASYLUM,
ASYLUM, PHILADELPHIA.
PHILADELPHIA.

85
85
Naval
asylum.
Naval asylum.

of same;
same; house-cleaning
house-cleaning and
and whitewashing;
whitewashing;
For furniture
furniture and
and repairs
repairs of
repairs
grates, and
ranges; gas
for hospital,
hospital,
repairs to furnaces, grates,
and ranges;
gas and
and water
water rent;
rent; for
and repairs of all
thousand two
hundred dollars.
all kinds,
kinds, five
five thousand
two hundred
dollars.
For the purchase
purchase and preparation
of aasite
site for
for a
acemetery
the navy
navy Cemetery.
preparation of
cemetery for
for the
Cemetery.
and marine
marine corps,
near Philadelphia,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and
corps, near
Philadelphia, fifteen
Beneficiaries.
For support of beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, thirty-two
thirty-two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Beneficiaries.
Gratuities and
For
of honor,
dollars.
For gratuities
gratuities and medals
medals of
honor, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
meaitie
al
medals.
For
for destruction
of enemies'
enemies' vessels,
vessels, as
as per
of July
July Destruction of
For bounties
bounties for
destruction of
per "act
"act of
of
seventeen, eighteen
seventeen,
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, for
better government
government of
for the better
of vessels.
vessels.
1862, ch. 204,
the navy,"
navy," two
two hundred
and fifty
fifty thousand
dollars.
the
hundred and
thousand dollars.
1862, ch. 204,
§4.
For pay of photographer,
photographer, for
ordnance bureau,
bureau, three
hundred dollars.
for ordnance
three hundred
dollars.
Vol. xii. p. 606.
For compensation
compensation of petty officers, seamen, and others
officers,
others of the
the crew of
of Pay of officers,
&c., of the Monithe United
United States
at sea
sea December
States steamer
steamer Monitor,
Monitor, lost
lost at
December thirty,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen &c.,
of
the
Monitor;
hundred and sixty-two, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
tor'
For compensation
compensation of petty
petty officers,
officers, seamen, and others
crew of
of the Cairo.
others of
of the
the crew
Cairo.
Cairo, lost
in Yazoo
river December
December twelve,
the United States steamer
steamer Cairo,
lost in
Yazoo river
twelve,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two;
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
sixty-two; eight
eight thousand
thousand two
fifty
dollars.
dollars.
Two dry
dry docks
SEC.
S
EC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
appropriation of
enacted, That,
That, out of
of the
the appropriation
of Two
docks
authorized.
seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars for aafloating dry
dry dock at
at navy
navy authorizedApplication of
of
yard, New York, provided for by the act making appropriations
appropriations for
the rApplication
for the
former approprinaval service
service of the United States, approved
March, eighteen
eighteen hunhun- ation.
approved third March,
ation.
ch. 118,
Secretary of the Navy be, and he is hereby, 1863, eh.
118,
dred and sixty-three, the Secretary
Vol. xii. p. 817.
one or
dry docks,
authorized to
to construct
construct one
or two
two dry
docks, as
as he
he may
deem expedient,
expedient, Vol
may deem
ii.p.817.
at New York and Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, at two hundred and sixty
dolsixty thousand dolappropriation, if it shall
lars each, and to expend
expend the balance
balance of said appropriation,
shall be
be
necessary,
necessary, to enlarge the sectional docks
to receive
receive the
docks to aacapacity
capacity to
the large
large
vessels now building.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EO. 3. And be it further
enacted, That there shall
added three
three Additional
shall be
probe added
Additionalpro.
the
professors to the number of professors of
mathematics now
of mathematics
now authorized
authorized by
by fessors
essors at
at
the
naval academy.
law, who shall be appointed
appointed and commissioned
by law,emy
law,
commissioned as
as now provided
provided by
and who shall be aaprofessor of ethics and English studies, aaprofessor
of
professor of
Spanish, and a
professor of
naval academy.
a professor
of drawing, at
at the
the naval
academy.
SEC.
Naval acadeAnd be
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it
the United
enacted, That
That the
United States
States naval
naval Naval
acadeto be reacademy shall be returned to and established at
naval academy
academy my
at the naval
y
tuobe
rturned to
to Angrounds in Annapolis,
Annapolis, in the state of Maryland,
the commencement
Maryland, before
before the
commencement napolis.
of the academic year eighteen hundred and
sixty-five.
and sixty-five.
APPROVED, May
APPROVED,
May 21,
21, 1864.
1864.

CHAP.
C
HAP. XCIV. -An
—An Act to amend an Act
Act entitled "An
People of
of Nevada
"An Act
Act to enable the People
Nevada
toform
a Constitution
and State
State Government, and
to form a
Constitution and
for the Admission of such
andfor
such State
State into
into
Footing with the original
'5.
the Union
Union on an equal Footing
original States.

May 21, 1864.

18
1864, ch.
ch. 36-36,
5.

Ante, p.
p. 31.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
and House
of the
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That so
so much
the fifth
fifth Constitution
much of
of the
Constitution of
of
Nevada to
be
be
section of the act to which this act is an amendment as
ord- Nevada
as provides
provides by
by ordsubmittedto to
to
submitted
nance for submitting the Constitution
Constitution to the people of said state,
their popular
state, for
for their
on
popular vote on
the first
ratification
rejection, at an election
first Wedratification or rejection,
election to be held on the second Tuesday
Tuesday the
ednesday of SepOctober, be so
to read
read ""on
on the
Wednesday of
Sep- tember.
of October,
so amended
amended as
as to
the first
first Wednesday
of September.
tember,"
purposes aforesaid
tember," and that the election
election for the purposes
aforesaid be held
held on
that
on that
the second
second Tuesday
Tuesday of
of October.
day instead
instead of
of the
October.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
May 21,
21, 1864.
1864.

CHAP. XCV.-An
provide a
a temporary
Government for the Territory of MonCull%
XCV. — An Act to provide
temporary Government
tana.
tana.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That all that part of
of
VOL. XIII.
VOL.
NUL

PUB.-8
PUB.-8

May 26, 1864.
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United States included within
within the limits,
limits, to wit: Comof the United
the territory of
mencing
the intersection
of the
the twenty-seventh
detwenty-seventh deintersection of
by the
formed by
point formed
at aapoint
mencing at
gree
west from
Washington with
with the
forty-fifth degree
of
the forty-fifth
degree of
from Washington
gree of
of longitude
longitude west
north
latitude; thence
thence due
said forty-fifth
forty-fifth degree
degree of
of latitude
to a
a
latitude to
on said
due west
west on
Boundaries.
north latitude;
Boundaries,
point
formed by
with the
of longitude
longitude
degree of
thirty-fourth degree
the thirty-fourth
intersection with
by its
its intersection
point formed
west
thence due
thirty-fourth degree
said thirty-fourth
along said
due south
south along
from Washington;
Washington; thence
west from
of
longitude to
to its
intersection with
the forty-fourth
and thirty
thirty
degree and
forty-fourth degrte
with the
its intersection
of longitude
minutes of
latitude; thence
forty-fourth degree
along said
said forty-fourth
west along
thence due west
of north
north latitude;
minutes
and thirty
minutes of
of north
latitude to
point formed by
intersection
by its intersection
to aapoint
north latitude
thirty minutes
and
with the
the crest
crest of the Rocky
Mountains; thence
thence following the crest of the
Rocky Mountains;
with
Rocky
northward till
its intersection
intersection with
the Bitter
Bitter Root
MounRoot Mounwith the
till its
Mountains northward
Rocky Mountains
tains;
northward along the crest of said Bitter Root Mountains to
thence northward
tains; thence
its
the thirty-ninth
west from Washdegree of longitude west
thirty-ninth degree
with the
intersection with
its intersection
ington; thence
thence along
along said
said thirty-ninth
northward to
of longitude
longitude northward
thirty-ninth degree of
ington;
the
the British
BritiSh possessions;
thence eastward
along said
said
eastward along
possessions; thence
line of
of the
the boundary
boundary line
boundary
twenty-seventh degree of longitude
longitude west from WashWashto the twenty-seventh
line to
boundary line
ington;
thence southward
southward along
degree of longitude
twenty-seventh degree
along said twenty-seventh
ington; thence
to
the place
place of
the same
is hereby,
hereby, created
created into
into aa temtemsame is
be, and
and the
beginning, be,
of beginning,
to the
porary
government by
by the
the name
name of
the Territory
Territory of
Provided,
of Montana:
Montana: Provided,
of the
porary government
contained shall be construed
construed to inhibit the govthis act contained
That nothing
nothing in this
Territory may
changing
may ernment of the United States from dividing
Territory
dividing said territory or changing
be divided,
its boundaries
such manner
congress shall deem
at such
such time as congress
and at
manner and
in such
boundaries in
its
be diidedis
boundaries
convenient and proper, or from attaching any portion of said territory to
changed,
&e.
convenient
changed, &c.
Provided, further,
further,
of the United
United States: Provided,
any other
other state or territory of
construed to impair the rights
contained shall be construed
Rights of Inin this act contained
nothing in
That nothing
Rights
dians
preserved. of person
dians preserved,
person or property now pertaining
pertaining to the Indians in said territory so
remain unextinguished
unextinguished by treaty
treaty between the
long as such rights shall remain
United States
States and such Indians, or to include any territory
which, by
territory which,
United
treaty with any Indian tribes, is not, without the consent of said tribe, to
included within the territorial
territorial limits or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of any state or
or
be included
territory; but all such territory
territory shall be excepted
excepted out of the boundaries,
and constitute
constitute no part of the Territory
Territory of Montana, until said tribe shall
shah
signify their assent to the President
States to be included
President of the United States
within said territory, or to affect the authority
authority of the government
government of the
United States to make any regulations
regulations respecting such
such Indians, their
their
lands, property, or other rights, by treaty, law, or otherwise, which it
competent for the government
would have been competent
government to make if this act had
never passed.
Executive.
Executive.
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 2. And
enacted, That the executive power
power and auGovernor,
term thority
in and over said Territory of Montana
Governor, term
thority in
Montana shall be vested in a
a govoffice, power,
of office,
ernor, who
who shall
shall hold
four years,
years, and
and until
his successor
successor
until his
for four
hold his
his office
office for
ernor,
&c.;
qualified, unless sooner
sooner removed by the President
President
shall be appointed and qualified,
of the United States. The governor shall reside within said territory,
and shall be commander-in-chief
commander-in-chief of the militia and superintendent
superintendent of Inpardons and
offences
to be superingrant pardons
and respites
respites for offences
superin- dian affairs thereof.
thereof. He may grant
tendent of
Indian against the laws of said territory, and reprieve for offences
tendent
of Indian
offences against the
affairs.
aars.
laws of the United States
States, until the decision of the President
President of the United
States
thereon; he
States can be
be made
made known
known thereon;
he shall commission
commission all officers
officers who
shall be appointed to office under the laws of the said territory, and shall
executed.
take care that the laws be
be faithfully
faithfully executed.
Secretary, resia secretary
further enacted,
Secretary,
resi- S
SEC.
EC. 3. And be it
it further
enacted, That
That there shall be a
secretary of
dence, powers,
powers,'
said territory,
who shall
therein and
four years,
years,
his office for four
and hold
hold his
shall reside
reside therein
territory, who
said
e
and duties
duties.
unless sooner removed by the President of the United States; he shall
proceedings of the legislative assembly
record
record and preserve all laws and proceedings
hereinafter constituted, and all the acts and proceedings
proceedings of the governor
governor
in his executive
copy of the laws and
executive department;
department; he shall transmit one copy
of
journals of the legislative
legislative assembly within thirty days after the end ot
each session,
session, and one copy
copy of the executive
proceedings and official corexecutive proceedings
respondence
semi-annually, on the first days of January
respondence semi-annually,
January and July in each

Territory
Territory of
Montana
a estabs t ab

tlld
lished. e

-
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year,
the President
of the
the United
States, and
and two
the laws
two copies
copies of the
United States,
President of
to the
year, to
to
president of
speaker of the house of repand to the speaker
senate and
of the
the senate
to the
the president
Secretary,
resentatives,
for the
use of
congress. And
And in case
death, removal,
removal, Secretary,
case of the death,
of congress.
the use
resentatives, for
when to act as
as
when
resignation,
or absence
absence of
of the
governor from
from the
the territory,
the secretary
secretary governor.
territory, the
the governor
resignation, or
shall be,
be, and
and be
hereby, authorized
authorized and required
required to execute and peris hereby,
he is
shall
form
vacancy or
or
and duties of the governor during such vacancy
all the
the powers and
form all
absence, or
shall be
be duly
duly appointed
appointed and
and qualified
qualified
governor shall
another governor
until another
or until
absence,
to fill
fill such vacancy.
Legislative
SEC. 4.
further enacted,
the legislative
power and auau- Legislative
legislative power
That the
enacted, That
be it
it further
SEC.
4. And
And be
power.
thority of
of said
said territory
territory shall
governor and aa legisla- powerthe governor
vested in the
shall be vested
thority
Assembly.
a council and Assembly.
tive assembly.
legislative assembly
assembly shall consist of a
assembly. The legislative
tive
house of
of representatives.
representatives. The
council shall
shall consist
numof seven
seven members,
members, Council, ninmconsist of
The council
house
and qualificaqualificaher and
having
qualifications of voters, as hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed, whose term ber
the qualifications
having the
tion of members,
representatives shall, andd tionofmeber,
of service
service shall
continue two years. The house of representatives
shall continue
of
term, &c.
at
first session,
session, consist
consist of
thirteen members,
members, possessing the same
same qualqual- House of repof thirteen
at its
its first
resentatives,
ifications as
as prescribed
prescribed for
members of the council, and
aud whose
whose term resentatives,
for the members
ifications
number, term,
term,
representatives may number,
of service
service shall continue one year. The number of representatives
&c.
twentytime,
to
to
from
time
assembly,
be
increased by the legislative
be increased
six, in
proportion to
increase of qualified
qualified voters; and the council, in
to the
the increase
in proportion
six,
Apportionnearly Apportionlike
to thirteen.
apportionment shall be made, as nearly
thirteen. An apportionment
manner, to
like manner,
ll t
melt.
among the several counties or districts for the elec- me
practicable, among
equal as practicable,
tion
council and
and representatives,
representatives, giving
giving to each section of the terof the
the council
tion of
ritory
qualified voters
voters as nearly as may
in the
the ratio of its qualified
representation in
ritory representation
be. And
And the
members of the council
representatives
council and of the house of representatives
the members
be.
of
Residence of
of, the district or county or counties for Residence
reside in, and be inhabitants of,
shall reside
members.
which
respectively. Previous to the first election members.
they may be elected respectively.
which they
the
governor shall
shall cause
cause aacensus
inhabitants and
the governor
census or
or enumeration
enumeration of
of the
the inhabitants
and Firs:.
Firs census.
census.
to
qualified
voters of
counties and districts
districts of the territory to
of the
the several
several counties
qualified voters
be
persons and
governor shall desigand in
in such mode as the governor
taken by
by such persons
be taken
a reasonable
appointed shall receive
nate
receive a
reasonable
nate and
and appoint, and the person so appointed
compensation therefor.
And the first election shall be held at such time First election.
therefor. And
compensation
and
conducted in such manner, both as to the persons who
and places, and be conducted
governor
shall
superintend such election and the returns thereof, as the governor
shall superintend
direct; and he shall at the same time declare
declare the numnumshall appoint
appoint and direct;
representatives to which
ber
which
council and house of representatives
the council
of members
members of the
ber of
each of
or districts
districts shall be entitled under this act. The
counties or
each
of the counties
Plurality cf
cf
persons
having the highest
highest number
each of said council Plurality
number of legal votes in each
persons having
votes to elect.
districts, respectively, for members of the council, shall be declared by votes to elect
council;;and the persons having
elected to the council
having
the governor to be duly elected
representatives in each
each
the highest number of legal votes for the house of representatives
representative districts, respectively, shall be declared by the
of said
said representative
governor to
be duly elected members
Provided, That in
of said house:
house: Provided,
members of
to be
governor
case two
voted for
have an
New election.
election.
of votes, New
an equal
equal number of
for shall
shall have
more persons
persons voted
case
two or
or more
and in
in case
case a
a vacancy
vacancy shall
occur in
branch of the when ordered.
ordered.
either branch
in either
shall otherwise
otherwise occur
and
election. And
legislative assembly,
governor shall order a
a new election.
assembly, the governor
legislative
elected to the legislative assembly
assembly shall meet at such
thus elected
the persons thus
meeting
place and
thereafter the First meeting
and on such day as the governor shall appoint; but thereafter
place
legislative
of legislative
conducting all elections
time, place, and manner of holding
holding and conducting
elections by the of
assembly.
assembly.
counties Sbquent
people,
apportioning the
representation in the several counties
the representation
the apportioning
and the
people, and
Subsequent
or
districts to
council and house
of representatives,
the meetings.
or districts
to the council
house of
representatives, according
according to
to the
prescribed by law, as well as the day
number
number of qualified voters, shall be prescribed
assembly-sessions of the legislative
of the commencement
commencement of the regular sessions
legislative assembly
Langth of
of sessesL.ngth
Provided,
Provided, That no session in any one year shall exceed the term of forty Si6:18.
except the first session, which
which may continue sixty days.
days, except
first
Voters at first
S
EC. 5.
5. And
further enacted, That all citizens of the United
Unil.ed Voters
it further
And be it
SEC.
n.
elec'tu.
States, and those who have declared their intentions to become such, and demi(
otherwise described
described and qualified under the fifth section of the
who are otherwise
1863, . 117,
17, §S.5
a temporary government
government for the territory 1863,4s..
congress providing for a
act of congress
xi r..S).O.
of Idaho, approved
approved March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, shall Vol.
Vol. xi,.
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be
to vote
first election,
shall be
eligible to
to any
be entitled
entitled to
vote at
at said
said first
election, and
and shall
be eligible
any
office within
said territory;
territory; but
but the
the qualifications
qualifications of
of
and of
voters, and
of voters,
the said
within the
office
holding
office, at
at all
shall be
such as
be prepreas shall
shall be
be such
elections, shall
all subsequent
subsequent elections,
holding office,
subsequent
election.
election.
scribed by the legislative
legislative assembly.
Sac.
6.
And
be it
further enacted,
of the
SEC.
6.
And
be
it further
enacted, That
That the
the legislative
legislative power
power of
the
Extent and
territory shall
rightful subjects
consistent with
with
of legislation
legislation consistent
subjects of
extend to
to all
all rightful
shall extend
of legisla- territory
limits of
the
constitution of
United States
the provisions
but
tive power.
the constitution
of the
the United
States and
and the
provisions of
of this
this act
act;;but
no
be passed
passed interfering
the primary
primary disposal
of the
the soil;
soil;
no law
law shall
shall be
interfering with
with the
disposal of
no
be imposed
imposed upon
upon the
of the
United States,
States, nor
no tax
tax shall
shall be
the property
property of
the United
nor shall
shall
the
or other
other property
non-residents be
higher than
the lands
lands or
property of
of non-residents
be taxed
taxed higher
than the
the
lands
or other
other property
property of
which shall
shall have
have pasted
lands or
of residents.
residents. Every
Every bill
bill which
passed
the
council and
and house
representatives of
of the
the said
the council
house of
of representatives
said territory
territory shall,
shall, bebefore it
becomes a
law, be
presented to
to the
of the
the territory.
If
fore
it becomes
a law,
be presented
the governor
governor of
territory. If
Veto power.
he approve, he shall sign it; but if not, he shall return it, with his objections, to
the house
which it
enter the
objections
tions,
to the
house in
in which
it originated,
originated, who
who shall
shall enter
the objections
at
large upon
their journal,
journal, and
proceed to
to reconsider
it. If,
after such
such
at large
upon their
and proceed
reconsider it.
If, after
reconsideration,
reconsideration, two thirds of that house shall agree
agree to
to pass
pass the bill, it
it
shall be sent, together with the objections,
objections, to
other house, by
to the other
by which
which
it shall likewise be reconsidered,
reconsidered, and,
and, if
if approved
approved by two
two thirds
thirds of that
that
house,
house, it shall
shall become aa law.
law. But in all
all such cases the
the votes of
of both
houses shall be
entered on
houses
be determined
determined by yeas and nays,
nays, to be entered
on the
the jourjourIf any
not be
be returned
returned by
by the
nal of each house, respectively.
respectively. If
any bill shall not
the
governor within three
(Sunday excepted)
excepted) after
shall have
have been
been
governor
three days
days (Sunday
after it
it shall
presented
in like
like manner
as if
he had
presented to
to him, the
the same shall
shall be
be aalaw,
law, in
manner as
if he
had
its return;
return; in
in
signed it, unless the
the assembly,
assembly, by
by adjournment, prevent
prevent its
Slavery not
Slavery
which case it shall not be a
a law: Provided,
Provided, That whereas
whereas slavery is propermitted.
hibited in said territory by act of congress of June nineteenth, eighteen
pemited.
1862, ch. 11
111. hibited in said territory by act of congress of June nineteenth, eighteen
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
construed to
Vol. xii. p.432.
p.432. hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, nothing
shall be
be construed
to
authorize or permit its existence therein.
authorize
Township, dis- S
SEC.
And be it
further enacted,
EC. 7. And
it further
enacted, That all township,
township, district,
district, and
and
trict, and county
county officers,
officers, not
herein otherwise
provided for,
be appointed
appointed or
or
shall be
for, shall
otherwise provided
not herein
tricerand county county
officers.
elected, as the
the case may be, in such manner as shall be
be provided
provided by
by the
the
governor
assembly of
Montana. The
governor and legislative assembly
of the Territory
Territory of Montana.
The
governor
governor shall nominate, and, by and with the advice and consent of
of the
the
legislative council,
otherwise provided
for;
legislative
council, appoint
appoint all officers
officers not herein otherwise
provided for;
and in the first
first instance the governor alone may appoint all said officers,
officers,
of the
the first
first session
session of
the legiswho shall
shall hold
hold their
their offices
offices until
until the
the end
end of.
of the
legislative assembly, and shall lay off
lative
off the necessary districts
districts for
for members
members of
of
the council and house of
of representatives,
representatives, and all other officers.
Members of
of
SEC.
it further
no member
of the
the legislative
S
EC. 8. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That no
member of
legislative
assembly not to
assembly
to
hold or
or be
be appointed
appointed to
office which
been
to any
any office
which shall
shall have
have been
shall hold
hold certain of- assembly
assembly shall
fices.
created, or the salary
emoluments of
of which
been increased
created,
salary or
or emoluments
which shall
shall have
have been
increased
while
while he was aa member, during the term for which
which he was elected,
and
elected, and
of such
such term;
term; but
restriction shall
for one
one year after the expiration
expiration of
but this
this restriction
shall
Who not
not to
to be
Who
be not be applicable
applicable to members of the first legislative assembly. And no
members of asasmembers
person holding
holding a
under the
States, exexsembly
a commission
commission or
sembly or officeoffice- person
or appointment
appointment under
the United
United States,
holders in
in the
holders
the
cept postmasters,
a member
postmasters, shall be a
member of the legislative assembly, or
or shall
shall
territory.
territory.
hold
office under the government
hold any
any office
government of said territory.
Judicial
power.
Judicialpower.
SEC.
And be it
further enacted,
S
EC. 9. And
it further
enacted, That the judicial power of said terSupreme court. ritory shall be vested in a
Supremecourt.
a supreme
supreme court, district courts, probate courts,
and in justices of the peace.
peace. The supreme
supreme court shall consist of a
achiefjustice and two
constitute aa
twq associate justices, any two of whom shall constitute
quorum,
a term at the seat of government
quorum, and who shall hold a
government of said
said
territory
annually; and they
territory annually;
they shall hold their offices
during the
offices during
the period
period of
of
years, and until their
successors shall
qualified.
four years,
their successors
shall be
be appointed
appointed and qualified.
District courts.
courts. The said territory shall be divided into three judicial districts, and a
District
The said territory shall be divided
adistrict court shall be held in each of said districts
districts by one of the justices of
the supreme court at such
such times and places
law;
places as may be
be prescribed
prescribed by law;
and the said judges shall, after their appointments,
appointments, respectively, reside in
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the districts
which shall
shall be
be assigned
jurisdiction of
of the
the sevJurisdiction.
sev- Jurisdiction.
The jurisdiction
assigned them.
them. The
districts which
the
eral
courts
herein
provided
for,
both
appellate
and
original,
and
that
of
the
original,
and
that
of
the
for,
both
appellate
and
eral courts herein provided
Probate courts,
courts,
probate courts
courts and
of justices
of the
shall be
limited by
by law:
law: ProPro- and
Probate
be limited
and of
justices of
the peace,
peace, shall
probate
justice of the
vided, That
That justices
have jurisdiction
matter peace.
adustice of th
jurisdiction of
of any
any matter
shall not
not have
justices of
of the
the peace
peace shall
vided,
in controversy
controversy when
the title
title of
dispute, or
where the
the
be in
in dispute,
or where
of land
land may
may be
when the
in
debt or
or sum
claimed shall
one hundred
said
and the
the said
hundred dollars
dollars;; and
exceed one
shall exceed
debt
sum claimed
Chancery
supreme and
courts, respectively,
shall possess
possess chancery
as well
well Chancery
chancery as
and district
district courts,
respectively, shall
supreme
powers.
as common-law
common-law jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. Each
Each district
district court,
court, or
or the
thereof, powers
judge thereof,
the judge
as
Clerks
of disdisshall appoint
appoint its
its clerk,
clerk, who
also be
Cilerks of
chancery, and •
register in chancery,
be the register
who shall
shall also
shall
trict court.
shall
keep
his
office
at
the
place
where
the
court
may
be
held.
Writs
of
shall keep his office at the place where the court may be held. Writs of Writs
rits of error
error,
error, bills
of exceptions,
and appeals,
appeals, shall
be allowed
in all
&c.
all cases
cases from
from exceptions, &c.
error,
bills of
exceptions, and
shall be
allowed in
the final
decisions of
of said
courts to
supreme court,
court, under
under such
such
to the
the supreme
said district
district courts
the
final decisions
regulations as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by law.
law. The
supreme court,
court, or
or the
the Clerks
Clerks of
of susuThe supreme
regulations
preme court.
justices
thereof, shall
hold preme
court.
every clerk
clerk shall
shall hold
own clerk
clerk ; and
and every
appoint its
its own
shall appoint
justices thereof,
his office
the pleasure
pleasure of
of the
the court
for which
shall have
have been
been apapcourt for
which he
he shall
his
office at
at the
error,
pointed. Writs
Writs of
final decisions
of said
of error,
decisions of
said Writs
Writs of
from the
the final
of error
error and
and appeals
appeals from
pointed.
&c, to supreme
supreme court
be alloweil,
&c,
'to ofsuprezme
supreme
court court
to the supreme
and may
may be
be taken to
allowed, and
court shall
shall be
supreme
the
supreme
p
of the
States, in
in the
same manner
manner and
of
the United
United States,
the same
and under
under the
the same
same regulations
regulations United States.
as from
circuit courts
courts of
value of
the
of the
States, where
where the
the value
of the
the United
United States,
as
from the
the circuit
amount in controversy,
controversy, to be
ascertained by
be ascertained
by the oath or
property, or the amount
affirmation of
of either
party, or
one
competent witnesses,
witnesses, shall exceed
exceed one
affirmation
either party,
or other
other competent
thousand dollars,
except that
writ of
of error
or appeal
appeal shall
dollars, except
that aawrit
error or
shall be
be allowed
allowed to
thousand
the supreme
court of
of the said suof the
the United
United States
States from
from the
the decision of
the
supreme court
preme court
act, or
or of any judge
thereof; or
district
judge thereof,
or of
of the district
court created
created by
by this
this act,
preme
courts created
by this
act, or
or of
of any
judge thereof,
thereof, upon
upon any
of
any writs
writs of
any judge
courts
created by
this act,
personal freedom. And
corpsa
abeas corpus.
And each of Habeas
question of
of personal
habeas corpus
corpus involving
involving the question
the said
jurisdiction, in Jurisdiction.
exercise the same jurisdiction,
shall have and exercise
district courts
courts shall
the
said district
all cases
the constitution
the United
United States,
States, as
arising under
under the
constitution and
and laws
laws of the
all
cases arising
United States;
the
courts of the United
States; and the
is vested in the circuit
circuit and
and district courts
first six
of every
of said
said courts,
courts, or
much thereof
thereof as
as shall
shall be
be
every term
term of
or so
so much
first
six days
days of
appropriated to the trial of causes arising under the
necessary, shall
shall be appropriated
said constitution
and laws;
and writs
in all
such
writs of
of error
error and
and appeal
appeal in
all such
said
constitution and
laws; and
cases
shall be
made to
court of
of said
territory the
said territory
the same
same as
as in
in
cases shall
be made
to the
the supreme
supreme court
clerks
other
The said
shall receive,
in all such cases,
Fees of clerks.
same Fees
cases, the same
receive, in
clerks shall
said clerks
cases. The
other cases.
fees which
of the
the district
courts of
of Washington
Washington Territory
Territory now
now
fees
which the
the clerks
clerks of
district courts
receive
services.
receive for
for similar
similar services.
San. 10. And
enacted, That
appointed Attorney;
Attorney;
That there shall be appointed
And be
be it
it further enacted,
SEC.
an
attorney for
in office
four years,
and
an attorney
for said
said territory,
territory, who
who shall
shall continue
continue in
office four
years, and
until
his successor
successor shall
shall be
appointed and
and qualified,
qualified, unless
unless sooner
sooner reuntil his
be appointed
moved
receive the
the
moved by the
the President
President of the
the United
United States, and who shall receive
same
fees and
and salary
as the
attorney of
States for
for the present fees and salary.
of the United States
the attorney
salary as
same fees
Territory
of Washington.
There shall
shall also
also be
marshal for
Territory of
Washington. There
be a
a marshal
for the
the territory
territory Marshal;
Marshal;
appointed,
shall hold
hold his
his office
four years,
and until
until his
successor
his successor
appointed, who
who shall
office for
for four
years, and
President
shall be
be appointed
appointed and
and qualified, unless sooner
sooner removed
removed by
by the President
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
who shall
all processes
from the
the
of
and who
shall execute
execute all
processes issuing
issuing from
said courts
exercising their
their jurisdiction
circuit and
courts
and district
district courts
said
courts when
when exercising
jurisdiction as
as circuit
United States. He
of the United
He shall perform
perform the
the duties, be subject to the
same regulations
and penalties,
be entitled
entitled to
same fees
as the
same
regulations and
penalties, and
and be
to the
the same
fees as
the fees and salary.
marshal of
marshal
of the
the district
district court of
of the
the United States
States for
for the present
present Territory
Territory
of
and shall,
shall, in
addition, be
be paid
paid two
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars annuannuof Washington,
Washington, and
in addition,
ally
services. There
There shall
appointed
ally as
as a
a compensation
compensation for
for extra
extra services.
shall also be appointed
by
President of
the United
United States,
by and
the advice
and conby the
the President
of the
States, by
and with
with the
advice and
consent
surveyor-general for
territory, who
shall locate
locate Surveyor-gensent of
of the Senate, a
a surveyor-general
for said
said territory,
who shall
Surveyor-general;
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior shall from time to eral;
his office
office at
at such place as the Secretary
time direct,
obligations,' responsibilities,
responsibilities, comcomtime
direct, and
and whose
whose duties,
duties, powers,
powers, obligations,
compensation
pensation, and
and allowances
fuel, and .incidental
incidental and
compensation
office-rent, fuel,
for clerk-hire,
clerk-hire, office-rent,
pensation,
allowances for
allowances.
expenses,
expenses, shall
shall be
be the
the same
same as those
those of
of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of New
New
ana ces.
Secretary of the Interior, and
Mexico, under the direction of
of the
the Secretary
and such
instructions as
instructions
as he
he may
may from time
time to
to time deem
deem it
it advisable
advisable to
to give,
give.
8*
8*
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SEC. 11.
That the
the governor,
governor, secretary,
secretary,
SEC.
11. And be
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
justice,
associate justices,
attorney, and
and marshal
a.
shall be
be apmarshal shall
and associate
justices, attorney,
justice, and
pointed by the President of the United
by and
and with
the advice
advice
United States, by
with the
and consent
consent of
of the
Senate. The
The governor
governor and
secretary to
to be
be appointed
Oath of g
ovgovand
the Senate.
and secretary
appointed
ernor
secre-- as aforesaid shall, before they act as such, respectively, take
ernor and secre
or
take an
an oath
oath or
tary;
affirmation
before
the
district judge, or some justice of the peace
tary;
the
peace m
in the
limits of said territory, duly authorized
authorized to administer
administer oaths
and affirmaoaths and
affirmations by the laws now in force therein, or
or before
before the
the chief
justice or
chief justice
or some
some
associate justice of the supreme
supreme court of the
the
the United
United States,
States, to
to support
support the
constitution
constitution of the United States, and
to discharge
discharge the
duties of
and faithfully
faithfully to
the duties
of
their respective offices; which said
so taken,
shall be
be certisaid oaths, when
when so
taken, shall
certffied by the person by whom the same shall have
taken; and
have been
been taken;
and such
such
certificates
certificates shall be received
received and
recorded by
secretary among
and recorded
by the
the said
said secretary
among
of judges and the executive proceedings;
and the
associate justices,
proceedings; -and
the chief
chief justice
justice and
and associate
justices,
civil officers.
and all civil officers in said territory,
such, shall
territory, before
before they
they act
act as
as such,
shall take
take aa
like oath or affirmation
affirmation before
before the said
said governor
governor or
or secretary,
or some
some
secretary, or
judge or justice of the peace of
be duly
commisof the
the territory
territory who
who may
may be
duly commissioned and qualified, or before the chief justice
some associate
justice
justice or
or -some
associate justice
of the supreme court of the United States, which said oath
affirmation
oath or
or affirmation
shall be certified and transmitted
transmitted by the person taking
same to
taking the
the same
to the
the
secretary, to be by him recorded as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
and afterwards
the like
afterwards the
like
oath or affirmation shall be taken,
taken, certified, and recorded
recorded in such
such manner
manner
prescribed by law. And
and form as may be prescribed
who has
And any
any person who
has hereheretofore
tofore been appointed chief justice or associate justice
justice of
of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
Oath of judges
judges Idaho, who has not yet taken the oath of office, as prescribed by
Oath
act
by the
the act
in Idaho.
Idaho.
organizing
in
organizing said territory, may take said oath or affirmation before the
the
chief
chief justice or some associate justice of the supreme
of the
United
supreme court
court of
the United
States. The governor shall receive
rdceive an annual salary
thousand five
salary of
of two thousand
five
hundred dollars; the chief justice and associate justices shall
an
shall receive
receive an
Salaries.
annual
Salaries,
annual salary of two thousand five hundred dollars;
shall
dollars; the secretary
secretary shall
receive an annual salary of two thousand dollars.
said salaries
salaries shall
dollars. The said
shall
be paid quarter-yearly
quarter-yearly from the dates
appointments at
dates of
of the
the respective
respective appointments
at
the treasury
treasury of the United States; but no payment shall be made
until
made until
said officers shall have entered upon the
of their
their respective
respective apthe duties of
apPay of mem- pointments.
pointments. The members of the legislative
be entitled
legislative assembly shall
shall be
entitled
bers of legislative to receive
bens
receive four dollars each per day during their attendance
attendance at the sessesassembly.
asse
y
sions thereof, and four dollars each for every twenty
going
sions
twenty miles' travel in going
to and returning from said sessions, estimated according to the nearest
nearest
travelled route; and an additional allowance
usually travelled
allowance of
four dollars
dollars per
per
of four
day shall be paid to the presiding officer of each house for
for each day
day he
he
Chief clerk and shall so preside. And aa chief clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, one
one engrossing
engrossing
clerk, one assistant
other
officers
of
and one enrolling clerk, a se rgean t-at -arms, an d door keeper may be
otherhouse
officersofof
each
the and one enrolling clerk, a sergeant - at - arms, and doorkeeper may be
assembly.
chosen for each house; and
shall receive
receive four
and the
the chief clerk
clerk shall
four dollars
dollars per
per
day, and the said other officers
officers three dollars per day during
during the
of
the session of
the legislative
assembly; but no other officers shall be paid by
legislative assembly;
the
by the
United States: Provided,
Provided, That there shall be
one session
session of
of the
the
be but
but one
Assembly
to
legislative assembly
assembly annually,
on an
extraordinary occasion,
occasion, the
Assembly
to
legislative
annually, unless,
unless, on
an extraordinary
the
have but one seshave
but one&c.
ses -governor
to call
together.
sion, unless,
sten,
&e.
governor shall
shall think
think proper
proper to
call the
the legislative
legislative assembly
assembly together.
There shall be appropriated
appropriated annually the usual sum, to be expended
expended by
by
the governor, to defray
contingent expenses of the territory,
defray the contingent
includterritory, including the salary
salary of the clerk of the executive department.
department. And there
shall
there shall
Annual approappro- also be appropriated
appropriated annually a
a sufficient
sufficient sum,
be expended
by the
the
sum, to be
expended by
priations to
to be
be secretary of the territory, and upon
priations
be made
made by
the Secupon an estimate
estimate to
to be
by the
Secretary
retary of the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States, to defray
defray the
expenses of
the expenses
of
the legislative assembly, the printing of the laws, and other incidental
incidental
expenses. And the governor and secretary
secretary of the territory shall, in the
Disbursements disbursement
disbursement of all moneys intrusted to
solely by
the
to them,
them, be
be governed
governed solely
by the
instructions
of moneys.
moneys.
instructions of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury of
of the
United States,
and
the Treasury
the United
States, and
semi-annually account to the said secretary
shall semi-annually
secretary for
the manner
manner in
which
for the
in which

Certain offiters
offiters

to
be
appointed
chief
to be
by
theappointed
President .chiieeff
.
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tres
the aforesaid moneys shall have
expended; and
and no
Ex
have been expended;
no expenditure
expenditure b Expenditures
t hP
e
e
l
e
i
di a
shall be made by said legislative
legislative assembly for objects not
specially auau- tiytie
Y
ve assealy.
not specially
assemgbly
thorized by the acts of congress making
the appropriations,
appropriations, nor
nor beyond
the
making the
beyond the
appropriated for
sums thus appropriated
for such
such objects.
objects.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the legislative
SEC. 12. And be it further
legislative assembly of First session
of
session of
the Territory
Territory of Montana
Montana shall hold its first session at such time and place a
ssem bly'
assembly.
in said territory as the governor thereof
and direct;
direct; and
thereof shall appoint
appoint and
and at
at
said first session, or as soon thereafter
thereafter as they shall deem
expedient, the
the
deem expedient,
governor and legislative assembly shall proceed
proceed to
locate and
the
to locate
and establish
establish the
seat of government for said territory
territory at
at such
as they
may deem
deem
such place
place as
they may
eligible: Provided,
Provided, That the seat of government
government fixed by the
governor Seat
of governthe governor
Seatofgovernand legislative
legislative assembly shall not be at any time changed
changed except
except, by an ment.
meat.
act of the said assembly duly passed, and which shall be
be approved,
approved, after
after
due notice, at the first general election:
election thereafter, by a
a majority of
of the
legal votes cast on
on that
that question.
question.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That aa delegate to
S
EC. 13. And be it
it further
in
to the
the house of
of Delegate
Delegate in
representatives
of the
f
or th
erm of
oftwo
t
wo years
representatives of
the United
United States,
States, t
too serve
serve for
thee t
term
years,,congss
congress.
a citizen of the United States, may be
who shall be a
voters
be elected
elected by the
the voters
qualified to elect members
qualified
members of
assembly, who
shall be
be enenof the legislative
legislative assembly,
who shall
titled to the same rights and privileges as
and enjoyed
enjoyed by
by
as are
are exercised
exercised and
the delegates from the several other territories
of the
the United
States to
territories of
United States
to
the said house of representatives;
representatives; but the delegate first
shall
first elected
elected shall
hold his seat only during the term of the congress
congress to
which he
be
to which
he shall
shall be
elected. The first election
at such
time and
and places,
places, and
and be
be
election shall be
be held
held at
such time
conducted in such manner, as the governor
governor shall appoint and direct; and
and
at all subsequent elections
the time
time and
and places,
places, and
and manner
the
elections the
manner of
of holding
holding the
elections, shall be prescribed
prescribed by law. The person having the greatest
greatest Plurality of
of
number of legal votes shall be declared
declared by the governor to
elect.
to be duly elected,
elected, votes to elect
and aa certificate thereof
thereof shall be given accordingly. That
constitu- Constitution
That the
the constituConstitution
tion and all laws of the United
United States, which are not locally inapplicable,
inapplicable, ud
ia:L of
ottthe
thto
e
and.telaws
shall have the same force and effect within the said Territory
Montana be
force. es to
Territory of Montana
beniin force.
the United
United States.
as elsewhere
elsewhere within the
States.
SEC. 14. And
it further
That when
when the
lands in
lands.
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the lands
in the
the said
said School
Schoollands.
territory shall be surveyed
surveyed under the direction of the government
government of the
the
United States, preparatory
same into
into market,
market, sections
preparatory to
to bringing the
the same
sections
numbered sixteen and thirty-six in each township
shall
township in
in said
said territory
territory shall
be, and the same are hereby, reserved
being applied
reserved for the
the purpose
purpose of
of being
applied to
to
schools in said territory and in the states
territories hereafter
hereafter to
be
states and
and territories
to be
erected out of the same.
erected
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 15. And be it further
enacted, That, until otherwise
otherwise provided by ,Judicial
Judicial disdislaw, the governor of said territory
territory may
may define
defi ne th
judi ci
aldistricts
di stri
cts o
said tricts.
the°.
thee judicial
offsaid
territory, and assign the judges who
may be
be appointed
appointed for
who may
for said
said territory
territory to
to
the several districts, and also appoint the
the times
times and
and places
places for
for holding
holding
courts in the several counties or subdivisions
in each
of said
said judicial
dissubdivisions in
each of
judicial disproclamation to be issued by him; but
tricts, by proclamation
assembly,
but the legislative
legislative assembly,
at their first or any subsequent
subsequent session, may
alter, or
modify
may organize,
organize, alter,
or modify
such judicial districts, and assign the judges, and
times and
and places
and alter
alter the
the times
places
of holding the courts, as to them shall
convenient.
shall seem
seem proper
proper and
and convenient.
SEC.
S
EC. 16. And be it further
further enacted,
office rs t
o b
pp oi
nt
ed
enacted, That all
all officers
to
bee a
appointed
Disbursing &ofS itt
by the President
President of
United States,
by and
with the
advice and
fiice
e
c
c
e
ur
rs
ogive
of "the
the United
States, by
and with
the advice
and consent
consent s
urtoy
give
of the Senate, for the Territory of Montana,
who, by
the provisMontana, who,
by virtue
virtue of
of the
provis- c
ions of any law now existing, or which may be enacted by
are
by congress, are
required
required to give security for moneys
intrusted with
with them
them for
moneys that
that may
may be
be intrusted
for
disbursement,
such security
at such
disbursement, shall
shall give
give such
security at
such time
time and
and in
in such
such manner
manner as
as
the
of the
the Treasury
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
SEc.
SEC. 17.
17. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
laws, and
and other
with
That all treaties,
treaties, laws,
other Treaties
Treaties with
engagements made
made by
governmen tof
ofthe
th e United
United States
with the
thebe
Idians
n
to be
engagements
by th
thee government
States with
Indians
to
se
e
d
Indian tribes inhabiting the territory embraced
embraced within the provisions of °served.
this act, shall be faithfully and rigidly observed,
observed, anything
this
anything contained
contained in
in this

92
92,
Agencies and
Agencies
snperintenden-

to be concies
cies to

tinued.
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act to
to the
contrary notwithstanding;
notwithstanding; and
existing agencies and
and that the existing
the contrary
act
superintendencies of
of said
be continued,
and
powers and
same powers
the same
with the
continued, with
said Indians
Indians be
superintendencies
duties which
are now
by law,
that the
the President
the
President of
of the
except that
law, except
now prescribed
prescribed by
duties
which are
United States
at his
discretion, change
the location
location of
offiee of
of
of the
the offiee
change the
his discretion,
may, at
States may,
United
said
or superintendents.
superintendents.
said agencies
agencies or

Portion
of TerSEC. 18.
be it
That, until
congress shall
shall otherwise
otherwise
until congress
enacted, That,
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
18. And
Portion ofTerfollowing
ri
m
t
a
o
d
ry
ep
o
t
d
oa
fh
D
oa- direct,
Territory of Idaho included
included within the folloviing
Idaho
direct, all that
that part of the Territory
ofafrI
ritory
kota.
boundaries, to
to wit:
by the
intersection of
of
the intersection
formed by
at aapoint
point formed
Commencing at
wit: Commencing
boundaries,
kota.
the
of longitude
longitude west
from Washington
Washington with
fortythe fortywith the
west from
degree of
the thirty-third
thirty-third degree
first
latitude; thence
thence along
of
thirty-third degree of
said thirty-third
along said
north latitude;
of north
degree of
first degree
longitude
the crest
crest of
of the
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains;
Mountains; thence
thence northward
along
northward along
to the
longitude to
the
crest of
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains
Mountains to
intersection with
the fortyfortywith the
to its
its intersection
of the
said crest
the said
fourth
aegree and
and thirty
thirty minutes
minutes of
north latitude;
along
eastward along
thence eastward
latitude; thence
of north
fourth aegree
said forty-fourth
degree thirty
minutes north
to the
the thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth
north latitude
latitude to
thirty minutes
forty-fourth degree
said
degree of
of longitude
longitude west
from Washington;
Washington; thence northward
along said
northward along
west from
degree
thirty-fourth degree
of longitude
intersection with
forty-fifth
with the forty-fifth
its intersection
to its
longitude to
degree of
thirty-fourth
degree north
north latitude;
latitude; thence
thence eastward
along said
of
degree of
said forty-fifth
forty-fifth degree
eastward along
degree
north
to its
its intersection
with the
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh degree
longidegree of longiintersection with
north latitude
latitude to
tude
thence south
twenty-seventh
said twenty-seventh
along said
south along
Washington; thence
west from
from Washington;
tude west
degree of
longitude west
from Washington
Washington to
to the
the forty-first
degree north
forty-first degree
west from
of longitude
degree
latitude;
thence west
forty-first degree of latitude to the place
west along said forty-first
latitude; thence
of beginning,
shall be,
temporarily into
into and
incorporated temporarily
and is
is hereby,
hereby, incorporated
be, and
beginning, shall
of
made part
part of
of Dakota.
Territory of
of the
the Territory
made
APPROVED, May
May 26,
26, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
May
26, 1864.
May 26,1864.

CHAP. XCVL
—An Act
the Classification
the Clerks
Paymasters in
Navy,
in the
the Navy,
to Paymasters
of the
Clerks to
Classificationof
Act for
for the
XCVL -An
CHAP.
and graduating
their Pay.
and
graduatingtheir
Pay.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be it

Pay
States of
assembled, That
the annual
annual pay
pay of
of clerks
clerks
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
Pay of
of clerks
clerks States
to
paymasters in to paymasters
namely:to paymater
sn
in the navy shall be as follows, namely
paymasters
:—
the navy.

Clerks
at the
New York,
and PhilaYork, Washington,
Washington, and
the Boston,
Boston, New
paymasters at
Clerks to
to paymasters
stations, twelve hundred dollars.
delphia stations,
At other
other stations,
stations, one thousand dollars.
At
Clerks to inspectors
provisions and clothing
clothing at
at Boston,
charge of provisions
inspectors in
in charge
Clerks
New York,
York, and
and Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, twelve
twelve hundred
hundred dollars.
New
At
inspections, one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one thousand
At other
other inspections,
Clerks
New York,
York,
paymasters in
in receiving-ships
receiving-ships at Boston and New
Clerks to paymasters
twelve hundred
hundred dollars.
twelve
In
vessels of
in vessels
of the first rate,
rate, and
and at the
In other
other receiving-ships,
receiving-ships, and in
naval academy,
academy, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
naval
Clerks
and to
to paymasters
to fleet-paymasters
fleet-paymasters and
paymasters of vessels of the second
Clerks to
rate,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
eight hundred
rate, eight
Clerks to paymasters of vessels of the third rate, having complements
of
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five persons,
persons, and to paymasters
paymasters of
more than
than one
one hundred
of more
supply-steamers and
hundred dollars:
dollars: Provided,
That
Provided, That
seven hundred
store-vessels, seven
and store-vessels,
not alal- supply-steamers
Clerks
Clerks not
paymaster or
assistant paymaster
be allowed
allowed aaclerk
vessel
in aavessel
clerk in
shall be
paymaster shall
or assistant
no paymaster
certain no
lowed to certain
lowed
paymasters.
having the complement of one hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five persons or less,
paymasters.
excepting in
in supply-steamers
supply-steamers and store-vessels:
provided, further,
further,
store-vessels: And
And provided,
excepting
That nothing
nothing in
in this act
act shall be
be construed
construed to
to alter the
the pay now allowed
allowed
Mare Island.
by law
law to the
the paymaster's
paymaster's clerk at Mare
APPROVED,
May 26,
1864.
26, 1864.
APPROVED, May

made by
of the
May 28,
28, 1864.
1864. CHAP.
XCVIL —An Act
Act making
Payment of
the Awards
Awards made
the Payment
for the
Appropriationsfor
making Appropriations
CHAP. XCVII.-An
May
the Commissioners
Commissioners appointed
by virtue
virtue of
an Act
Act of
the
appointed under
under and
and by
of an
of 'Congress
Congress entitled
entitled ""An
An
1863, ch.
ch. 37.
37.
Act for
Relief of
of Persons
Persons for
for Damages
Damages sustained
by Reason
of the
Depredations and
and
Reason of
the Depredations
Act
for the
the Relief
sustainedby
1863,
Vol. xii.
652.
Injuries by
by certain
Bands of
Indians." Approved,
Approved, February
eighteen
Vol
xii. p.
p. 652.
Injuries
certain Bands
of Sioux
Sioux Indians."
February sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
hundred and
sixty three.
hundred
and sixty
three.

and House
House of Representatives
United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
hundred
Congress assembled,
States of America in
States
in Congress
assembled, That the sum of nine hundred

THIRTY-EIGHrH
THIRTY—EIGHrH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
SESS. I.
I. C
C. .97, 98.

98
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and twenty-eight
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and eleven
dollars, or
much Appropriations
twenty-eight thousand
eleven dollars,
or so
so much
Appropriations
to pay awards of
thereof
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, be,
be, and
and the
same
is
hereby,
appropriated,
out damages
thereof as
the same is hereby, appropriated, out
damages done
done
by the
Sioux InInof
in the
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the payment
payment by
of any
any money
money in
the Sioux
dians.
several amounts
amounts awarded
awarded by
under and
and diana.
of the several
by the
the commission
commission appointed
appointed under
of congress
congress entitled
entitled "
An act
act for
relief of
by virtue
virtue of
of an
an act
act of
"An
for the
the relief
of persons
persons
by reason
reason of
of the
depredations and
injuries by
by cercerfor damages
damages sustained
sustained by
the depredations
and injuries
tain bands of Sioux Indians," approved
approved February
February sixteen,
sixteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, to
estates, and
dred
and sixty-three,
to the
the several
several persons,
persons, firms,
firms, estates,
and corporacorporaawarded by
said commiscommistions, respectively,
respectively, to whom
whom such
such amounts were awarded
by said
sioners, except
following persons,
persons, estates,
firms to
to whom
sioners,
except the
the following
estates, and
and firms
whom awards
awards
were made
made as
as aforesaid,
wit: Antoine
J. C.
C. Toberer,
were
aforesaid, to
to wit:
Antoine Roberts,
Roberts, J.
Toberer, Gilbault
Gilbault
L. Sumner,
L. Mendelsohn,
Mendelsohn, D.
D. C.
Marvin, Joseph
Joseph
and Company,
Company, W.
W. L.
Sumner, G. L.
C. Marvin,
Popp, B.
Heinbach, W.
Pendergast, Louis
Louis Theobald,
Theobald, J.
J. and
C. M.
M.
and C.
Popp,
B. Heinbach,
W. W. Pendergast,
Robert, W. H. Forbes,
Forbes, estate
of S.
B.
Dailey, B.
B. H.
H. Randall,
Randall, Louis
Louis Robert,
estate of
S. B.
Garvie, deceased,
Garvie,
deceased, A. Vajen and Brother, T. I. Pierce, estate
estate of
of Francis
Francis
of James
C. Dickenson,
Dickenson, deceased,
Labathe, deceased,
deceased, S.
S. A. Hooper, estate of
James C.
deceased,
Henry Apple, Theodore
Theodore Crone, Charles
Charles Jacobs, F.
F. Immel,
Immel, H.
H. C.
C. Cooper,
Cooper,
Cunningham, Joseph
Joseph Descoteau,
Descoteau, and
and Henry
Henry Behnke,
Behnke, which
which last
last
H. D. Cunningham,
claim
the books
commissioners.
claim is
is numbered
numbered 366
366 on
on the
books of
of said
said commissioners.
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
of
SEC.
And be
That for
for the
the payment
payment of
of so
Appropriation
so much
much of
Appropriation
said awards
awards made by said commissioners
commissioners to the persons, firms, and estates to pay awards to
persons,
specifically
in the
first section
as the
specifically named
named in
the first
section of
of this
this act,
act, as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the specially
perns, &c.,
&Cn.,
named.
Interior shall upon examination
examination find to be due to them
under
them respectively,
respectively, underspecially
naed.
said
eighteen hundred
said act
act approved
approved February
February sixteen,
sixteen, anno
anno Domini,
Domini, eighteen
hundred and
and
sixty-three, the further
sum of
hundred and
and forty-one
further sum
of two
two hundred
forty-one thousand
thousand nine
nine
hundred
sixty-three dollars,
dollars, or
so much
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary,
necessary,
hundred and
and sixty-three
or so
as may
may be
be, and the same is hereby, appropriated
appropriated out of any
any money
money in
in the
the treasury
not
otherwise appropriated.
And the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
not otherwise
appropriated. And
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby Secretary
Secretary of
Interior to
authorized and directed to pay
several claimants, or to
pay to
to the said several
to their Interior
to pay
pay
claimants or their
claimants
attorneys
heretofore or
hereafter duly authorized,
authorized, other
those claimattorneys heretofore
or hereafter
other than
than those
claim- attorneys.
attorneys.
ants
in the
section of
of this
this act,
act, the
amounts
ants specifically
specifically named
named in
the first
first section
the several
several amounts
as
awarded by
commissioners, and also to
pay the
sums he
he
as awarded
by said commissioners,
to pay
the several
several sums
may find due, not exceeding
amounts respectively
said
exceeding the amounts
respectively awarded
awarded by
by said
commissioners
persons, firms,
estates so
commissioners to the
the said
said persons,
firms, and
and estates
so specifically
specifically
named.
named.
APPROVED, May
May 28,
APPROVED,
28, 1864.
1864.

Czar. XCVIII. -— An Act authorizing
Establishment of Ocean
Ocean Mail Steamship Service
Ca.P.
autho-izing the
the Establishment
Service May 28, 1864.
between the
the United States
States and Brazil.
Brazil

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
States
assembled, That
Postmaster-General be,
Monthly mail
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Postmaster-General
be, Monthly
mail
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized to unite with the general post-office
post-office departrtZ e
Tirai:
i
'l
depart- communication
between Brazil
government of Brazil and the United
ment of the empire of Brazil, or such officer of the government
authorized to act for that government, in establishing
firstas shall be authorized
establishing direct
direct States, by
byfirstmail
communication between
between the
the two
by means
means of
monthl y scteass
ssehai-pgso.ing
mail communication
two countries
countries by
csteamshipsn
of aa monthly
line
of first-class
first-class American
American sea-going
be of
of not
not less
line of
sea-going steamships,
steamships, to
to be
less than
than
two thousand tons burden each, and
twelve
and of
of sufficient
sufficient number
number to perform
perform twelve
a port of the United
United States, Route of voyround trips or voyages per annum between a
north
and Rio
Rio de
de Janeiro,
in Brazil,
at Saint
ge'
north of
of the
the Potomac
Potomac river,
river, and
Janeiro, in
Brazil, touching
touching at
Saint aage.
Thomas, in the West Indies, at Bahia, Pernambuco, and such alter
other BraBrazilian and intermediate
intermediate port or ports as shall be considered
considered necessary
necessary and
and
expedient: Provided,
Provided,That the expense of the service shall be divided beELVesr
Expenses
expedient;
uleto
th
betwten
two governments;
governments ;and
th atthe
Unit ed St
at
es p
or ti on thereof
th ereo fsareof
share of the
between the
the two
and that
the United
States
portion
shall not exceed the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars
dollars for the
performance
ve round
roun d trips
annum, to
be paid
out of
of any
any
performance of
of twel
twelve
trips per
per annum,
to be
paid out
money appropriated
appropriated for the service of the post-office department.
SEC.
enacted, That the Postmaster-General
SEC. 2. And be it furt]her
further enacted,
Postmaster-General be,
and he is hereby, authorized to invite proposals
proposals for said mail steamship

United
IlTcut itedexSctaeeteds,
to States
o to exceed,
not
P
.
ostmaster to
to
Postmaster
invIte proposals,
proposals,
invite
contract
and contract

94
94
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99.
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service by
by public
public advertisement
advertisement for
for the
the period
days in
or
in one or
sixty days
period of
of sixty
lowest re- service
with lowest
Baltimore, Philabidder. more newspapers
sponsible bidder.
newspapers published in the cities of Washington,
Washington, Baltimore,
delphia, New
New York,
and Boston,
contract with
the
with the
to contract
and to
respectively, and
Boston, respectively,
York, and
delphia,
lowest responsible
bidder for
the same
term of
ten years,
comto comyears, to
of ten
for aa term
same for
for the
responsible bidder
lowest
mence
from the
first steamship
steamship of
proposed line
shall depart
depart
line shall
the proposed
of the
the first
day the
the day
mence from
Proviso,
from the
United States
States with
with the
the mails
mails for
Brazil: Provided,
That proproProvided, That
for Brazil:
the United
from
Proviso.
posals for
for monthly
monthly trips
trips —
that is
is to
to say,
say, for
for twelve
voyages per
per
round voyages
twelve round
-that
posals
annum, out
out and
— are received
accepted by
by him
him within
the
within the
and accepted
received and
and back
back--are
annum,
limit as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, from
posresponsibility, posof undoubted
undoubted responsibility,
parties of
or parties
party or
from aaparty
limit
sessing ample
steamships required
for the
the service,
service,
required for
the steamships
furnish the
to furnish
ability to
ample ability
sessing
and offering
offering good
good and
and sufficient
sufficient sureties
the faithful
of
performance of
faithful performance
for the
sureties for
and
Proposals to
such Contract:
provided, further,
further, That
proposals shall
shall be
be
such proposals
That such
And provided,
contract: And
to such
Proposals
be
accepted
by
Brazil,
dze. by
accepted by
by the
the government
government of
of Brazil,
separate conBrazil, and that distinct and separate
accepted
be
accepted
be
raz, .
tracts with each government,
government, containing
containing similar provisions, shall be
executed by
by such
such accepted
accepted bidder
bidder or
or bidders;
bidders; each
government to be
be
each government
executed
responsible only
for its
its proportion
proportion of
of the
be paid
paid for
for the
the
to be
subsidy to
the subsidy
only for
responsible
service.
Contract
S
EC. 3.
be it
it further
further enacted,
the Postcontract which
which the
enacted, That
That any contract
3. And
And be
SEC.
Contract to go
into effect before
into
before master-General
master-General may execute
execute under the authority
authority of this act shall go into
Sep
t.
1,
186
5.
hundred
the first
day of
September, one
thousand eight
Sept. 1, 1865.
effect
effect on
on or
or before
before the
first day
of September,
one thousand
eight hundred
Stipulations of and sixty-five; and shall,
ocean
shall, in addition to the usual stipulations of ocean
contract.
mail steamship
steamship contracts,
contract,
contracts, provide
provide that the steamships
steamships offered
offered for the service shall
be constructed
constructed of the best materials and after the most approved
shall be
vice
model, with
improvements adapted for sea-going steamthe modern improvements
with all the
model,
acceptance by
by
ships of the first class; and shall, before their approval and acceptance
inspection and survey by an expethe Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, be subject to inspection
Secretary
rienced naval constructor, to be detailed for that purpose by the Secretary
rienced
of the Navy, whose report shall be made
made to the Postmaster-General;
Postmaster-General;
that
entitled to
transported, free of
of
to have transported,
be entitled
two governments
governments shall be
that the
the two
expense,
every steamer,
steamer, a
and
of and
to take
take charge of
a mail-agent
mail-agent to
each and
and every
expense, on
on each
arrange
accommodations for that purarrange the mail matter, to whom suitable accommodations
pose
pose shall
shall be assigned; that in case of failure from any cause to perform
any
stipulated for in the contract,
contract, a
a pro
monthly voyages stipulated
any of
of the regular
regular monthly
rata
compensation, on account of such
rata deduction shall be made from the compensation,
omitted
voyage or
suitable fines
fines and penalties may be
or voyages;
voyages; that
that suitable
omitted voyage
imposed for delays and irregularities
performance of the
imposed
irregularities in the regular performance
service
according to
have
and that
that the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall have
service according
to contract;
contract; and
the
determine the
being
the power
power to
to determine
the contract
contract at any time, in case of its being
underlet or assigned to any other party.
These steamSac.
it further
steamships employed
employed
These
SEC. 4. And
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the mail steamships
ahips
exempt from all port-charges
port-charges
authorized by this act shall be exempt
hips to be ex- in the service
service authorized
empt from certaM port-charges,
custom-house dues
arrival in the United
of departure
departure and arrival
dues at the port of
and custom-house
port-charges, and
tain

&c., if,
if, &c.
Sze.,
&c.

a similar immunity from
customStates: Provided,
Provided, That a
from port-charges
port-charges and
and customhouse
house dues
dues is
government of
of Brazil.
is granted
granted by
by the
the government
Brazil.
APPROYED, May
28, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
May 28,

CHAP. XCIX.--An
XCIX. — An Act
Act for
the Relief
of the
the Citizens
Citizens of Denver,
Territory of
Denver, in the Territory
Relief of
for the
1864. CHAP.
May 28, 1864.
Colorado.
Colorado.
Certain lands
in Denver
Denver may
be entered, for
f the
bhe use
user of
the
town, at the
minimum
price.
minimum price.

1844,
1844, ch.
eh. 17,
17,
Vol. v. p. 657.

Senate and
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
provisions of an act
the provisions
That the
America in
States
of congress entitled "An
"An act for the relief of the citizens
citizens of towns upon
the lands
lands of
of the
the United
United States,
States, under
approved
circumstances," approved
certain circumstances,"
under certain
the
extended as to
to
May twenty-third, eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-four, be so extended
authorize
authorize the probate judge of Arapahoe
Arapahoe county, in the territory
territory of toloColorado, to enter, at the minimum price, in trust for the several use and
and

Vol. v. . 657. benefit
benefit of
the rightful
rightful occupants
occupants of
said land
land and
of
of the
of said
and the
the bona
bona fide
fide owners
owners of

the improvements thereon,
according to their respective
respective interests, the folthereon, according
lowing legal subdivisions
subdivisions of land, or such portions thereof as are settled
settled
and actually occupied for town purposes by the town of Denver
Denver aforesaid,
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to
wit: Section
number thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
and the
the west
west half
half of
of section
section number
number
to wit:
Section number
thirty-four, in
number three
south of
of range
number sixty-eight
thirty-four,
in township
township number
three south
range number
sixty-eight
west
principal meridian:
That there
west of
of the
the sixth
sixth principal
meridian: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
there shall
shall
be reserved
such sale
sale and
entry such
or lots
the town
town of
be
reserved from
from such
and entry
such blocks
blocks or
lots in
in the
of
Denver as may be necessary
purposes, to
necessary for
for government
government purposes,
to be
be designated
designated
by the
the commissioner
commissioner of
land-office.
by
of the
the general
general land-office.
S
EC. 2.
it further
respects, except
except as
as herein
herein
SEC.
2. And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
in all
all respects,
modified,
the execution
of the
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions shall
shall be
by
modified, the
execution of
be controlled
controlled by
the provisions
provisions of
of twenty-third
eighteen hundred
hundred and
the
of said
said act
act of
twenty-third May,
May, eighteen
and
forty-four, and
regulations of
commissioner of
of the
the genforty-four,
and the
the rules
rules and
and regulations
of the
the commissioner
genland-office.
eral land-office.
APPROVED, May
28, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
May 28,
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Lots
for govLots for
government puremoent
pubreposes
to be
reserved.
served.

Provisions of
act
of 1844,
1844, ch.
act of
ch.
17, &c., otherwise
o'applty
wise to apply.

C
R&P. CI.-An
CI. —An Act to provide for the
Claims of
Peruvian Citizens,
CHAP.
the Payment of the
the Claims
of Peruvian

June 1,
1864.
June
1,1864.
under the
the Convention between the
the United
United States
States and Peru,
Peru, of the
the twelfth of January,
January, 1864,
ch. 138.
138
1864,
ch.
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three.
sixty-three.
Post,
p. 141.
Post, p. 141.

Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
and House
House of
the United
States of America in
States
for the
purpose of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That for
the purpose
of disdis- Payments to
to
G.Moncharging the
the obligations
of the
United States,
with Stephen
charging
obligations of
the United
States, under
under the
the convention
convention with
Stephen G.
Montano and Juan
Juan
January last,
be paid
paid to
to Stephen
Stephen G.
G.MonPeru, of
of the
the twelfth
twelfth of
of January
last, there
there be
Mon- del
del Carmen
Carmen VerVertano, or to his
legal representatives,
representatives, in
current money
his legal
in the
the current
money of
of the
the United
United gel.
States, the sum of forty-one thousand
thousand seven hundred and eighty-two
eiglity-two
thirty-eight cents;
to Juan
Juan del
his
dollars and
and thirty-eight
cents; and
and to
del Carmen
Carmen Vergel,
Vergel, or
or his
legal representatives,
sum of
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy
seventy
legal
representatives, the
the sum
of one
one thousand
dollars, in the silver money of the United States, or its
equivalent, out
of
its equivalent,
out of
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
any money
money in
in the
the treasury
appropriated.
APPROVED, June
1, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
June 1,
C
HAP. C
I
I
.
- An Act
Franked Matter.
CHAP.
CIt.-An
Act in Relation to Franked
Matter.

June
1, 1864.
June 1,
1864.

Be it enacted
Representatives of
the United
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America
America in,
in Congress
assembled, That all communications
States
Congress assembled,
communications relat- Official
Official comcomto
the department
department to
they are
ing to
to the official business
business of
of the
to which
which they
are addressed,
addressed, munications
heiads
ofdeSpart
heads of
departof whatever
whatever origin, addressed
executive debe
addressed to the chiefs of
of the
the several executive
de- ments, &c.,
&c., to be
sent free
free of
of postpostofficers of
of each
execu- sent
partments of the
the government,
government, or
or to such principal officers
each execuage without endepartment, being heads
or chief
chief clerks,
or one
one duly
tive department,
heads of
of bureaus
bureaus or
clerks, or
duly dorsement.
authorized
by
the
Postmaster-General
to
frank
official
matter,
shall
be
authorized by the Postmaster-General to frank official matter, shall be
received
by mail
mail free
of postage
postage without
without being
being endorsed
endorsed
received and
and conveyed
conveyed by
free of
"
official business,"
business," or
of the
the writer.
"official
or with
with the
the name
name of
writer.
APPROVED, June
1864.
APPROVED,
June 1, 1864.

-An
amend an
an Act entitled "An
"An Act making a
CHAP. CIII.
CIII.
—An Act to amend
Grant of Land[s]
a Grant
Lmnd[s] to
the State
State of Iowa, in alternate
Sections, to aid
alternate Sections,
Construction of
of certain
certain Railroads
aid in
in the Construction
Railroads
approved May fifteen, eighteen hundred andfifty-six.
fifty-six.
in said
said State," approved

June 2,
2,1864.
June
1864.
--1856. ch. 28.
V18. c. 28
Vol. x. p. 9.

it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
Representatives of
House of Representatives
of the United
United
The Mississippi
Mississippi
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Mississippi
Mississippi and Mis- The
Mi
r
Railroad Company, a
souri Railroad
established by
ro:doao na corporation established
by the
the laws of the Rnadil
RalrMissouri
State of Iowa, and to which the
of the
the landthe said state granted
granted a
a .portion
portion of
land- pany may change
location of
part
grant mentioned
mentioned in the title of this act, to aid in the construction
construction of aalocation
of part
of line.
railroad from Davenport to Council Bluffs in said state, may modify or
or
change the location of
its line,
as shown
shown by
of the
the uncompleted
uncompleted portion
portion of its
line, as
by
the map thereof now
general land-office
land-office of
of the
the United
now on file
file in
in the
the general
United
States, so as to secure aa better and more
more expeditious line for
for connection
Railroad: Provided,
Provided, neverneverwith the
the Iowa
Iowa branch of
of the Union Pacific Railroad:
theless, That said new line, if located, shall in
theless,
in every
every case pass
pass through
through New line
line to go
go
the corporate
corporate limits of the cities of Des Moines and Council Bluffs; and through Des
the right
right of
of way
over the
the public
lands of
United States
hereby Moines
the
way over
public lands
of the
the United
States is
is hereby
ouncil Bluffs;
Connell Bluffs;
granted to
company for
for that
purpose: Provided,
That said
said andNewton,
granted
to said railroad
railroad company
that purpose:
Provided, That
and Newton,
line
shall pass
pass through
the town
Newton, in
in Jasper
Jasper County
or as
as near
line shall
through the
town of
of Newton,
County or
near if, &c.
&c.
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said town
may be
be found
found practicable,
said town
town
of said
north of
further north
not further
and not
practicable, and
as may
town as
said
than the
north line
of section
twenty-two, township
township eighty
north, of
of range
range
eighty north,
section twenty-two,
line of
the north
than
nineteen, according
to the
the United
United States
if the
the citizens
of the
the
citizens of
surveys, if
States surveys,
according to
nineteen,
county of
of Jasper
shall first
pay to
to said
said company
the difference
if
in cost,
cost, if
difference in
company the
first pay
Jasper shall
county
any, between
the line
by the
contemplaand the one contemplacompany and
the company
proposed by
line proposed
between the
any,
ted by
by this
proviso, including
extra cost
cost of
way, if
if any,
said
any, said
of way,
right of
of right
including extra
this proviso,
ted
difference
in cost
to be
be estimated
estimated by
be selected
selected
to be
engineers to
by competent
competent engineers
cost to
difference in
parties.
by the parties.
Site.
2. And
enacted, That
such new
location
new location
whenever such
That whenever
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 2.
Company to
been established,
said railroad
shall file
in the
the
file in
company shall
railroad company
the said
established, the
file map
map showing shall
have been
shall have
location.
general
land-office at
at Washington
Washington a
a map, definitely showing such new
general land-office
location,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to be
certified and
and
be certified
cause to
shall cause
Interior shall
Secretary
and the
location; and
Secretary of location;
Interior
to certify
out
conveyed to said company from time to time, as the road progresses, out
certify conveyed
Interior to
and convey lands
of
now belonging
belonging to
United States
States not
reserved,
sold, reserved,
not sold,
to the
the United
lands now
public lands
any public
of any
to
company.
to company.
of
or
of, or
which a
preemption claim or right of
a preemption
or to
to which
disposed of,
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
homestead
has not
on w-hich
which a
fide settlebona fide
a bona
and on
not attached,
attached, and
settlement has
homestead settlement
ment
and improvement
improvement has
has not
not been
been made
made under
under color
color of
derived
title derived
of title
ment and
of
from the
the United
States or
from the
State of
within six miles of
Iowa, within
of Iowa,
the State
or from
United States
from
such
amount of
mile equal
equal to
that origito that
per mile
land per
of land
an amount
lifie, an
located line,
newly located
such newly
nally authorized
authorized to
to be
to aid
in the
said road by
construction of said
the construction
aid in
be granted
granted to
nally
the
to which
which this
is an
the amount of land granted
and if the
amendment; and
an amendment;
this is
act to
the act
by
original act
act to
of said
said railroad
railroad shall
shall not be
the construction
construction of
in the
to aid
aid in
by the
the original
found
limit of
six miles
miles from
line, then
selections
such selections
then such
such line,
from such
of six
the limit
within the
found within
Limits of selections.
may be made along
along such line within twenty miles thereof: Provided,
Provided,
Proviso.
Proviso.
That the said
said company shall not be entitled to, and shall not receive,
receive, any
any
of
land
grant 'which is
is situate
situate within fifteen miles of the line of
this grant'which
land under
under this
the
as indicated
indicated by the map of
Railroad, as
River Railroad,
and Missouri
Missouri River
the Burlington
Burlington and
land-office.
said
general land-office.
said road, now on file in the general
S
EC. 3.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
Missouri
enacted, That the Burlington and Missouri
The Burling3. And
SEC.
ton and
Missouri River Railroad Company, a
ton
and Missouri
acorporation
corporation organized under the laws of the
R.
River R.R.
R. Co.
of Iowa,
Iowa, and
and to
to which
granted a
portion of
the land-grant
land-grant
of the
a portion
state granted
said state
which said
State of
lands. State
to receive lands.
mentioned
the title
title of
construction of aa railroad
to aid
aid in the construction
this act to
of this
in the
mentioned in
from Burlington
Burlington in
in said
state to
to the
River, shall
shall be
to
be entitled
entitled to
the Missouri
Missouri River,
said state
from
receive, and
and the
the Secretary
Interior shall cause to be certified and
the Interior
Secretary of the
receive,
conveyed to said company
company from time to time, as the road progresses, out
out
conveyed
of any
any public
belonging to the United
United States not sold, reserved,
lands now belonging
public lands
of
otherwise disposed
disposed of, or to which aa preemption claim or right of
or otherwise
a bona fide
homestead settlement
settlement has
not attached,
attached, and on which a
fide settlehas not
homestead
ment and improvement
improvement has not been made under color of title derived
United States
said
States or from the State of Iowa, within six miles of said
Limits of sese- from the
the United
lections.
road,
road, as now located, an amount of land
land per mile equal to that mentioned
lections.
in
which this act is an amendment, as intended to aid in the
in the act to which
construction
road; and if the amount of land granted by the origconstruction of said road;
within
inal
construction of said road shall not be found within
inal act to aid in the construction
the
limit of six miles
selections may
of said
said road,
road, then
then such selections
from the line
line of
miles from
the limit
be
within twenty miles thereof.
be made
made along
along such line within
The Cedar
Sac.
further enacted,
enacted, That the Cedar Rapids
Rapids and MisSEC. 4. And be it further
Rapids and Missouri
River Railroad
corporation established
under the
laws
the laws
established under
a corporation
Company, a
ailroad Company,
R River
RaRir
souri
souri River R. R.
of the
State of
of Iowa,
to which
the said
portion of the
the
a portion
granted a
state granted
said state
which the
and to
Iowa, and
the State
Co. may change of
its location
location and
mentioned in
the title to this act, may modify or change
and land
its
land mentioned
in the
change the location
location
have lands therethere- Of the uncompleted portion of its line, as shown by the map thereof now on
have
of the uncompleted portion of its line, as shown by the map thereof now on
on.

a
States, so as to secure a
land-office of the United States,
in the
the general
general land-office
file in
a conbetter
better and more expeditious
expeditious line to the Missouri
Missouri River,
River, and to a
the
nection with the Iowa branch of the Union Pacific Railroad;
Railroad; and for the
nection
immediate construction of aaline of railpurpose of facilitating
facilitating the more immediate
purpose
roads
roads across the State of Iowa, to connect
connect with the Iowa
Iowa branch of the
Union
Company, aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
the said Cedar Rapids and
Union Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Missouri River Railroad
Railroad Company
Company is hereby authorized
authorized to connect its
with the line of the Mississippi and Missouri
line by a
abranch witjl
Missouri Railroad
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Company; and the
Missouri River
River Railroad
Railroad Comthe said
said Cedar
Cedar Rapids and
and Missouri
Company shall
modified line
line to
the same
same lands
and to
shall be entitled
entitled for
for such modified
to the
lands and
to the
the
same
amount of
lands per
per mile,
mile, and
and for
for such
connecting branch
the same
same amount
of lands
such connecting
branch the
same
amount of land per mile,
mile, as originally granted
granted to
to aid
aid in
in the
the construction
construction
of its main line, subject to the conditions and forfeitures
mentioned in
in the
forfeitures mentioned
the
original
for the
the said
of way
way through
through the
the public
original grant,
grant, and,
and, for
said purpose,
purpose, right
right of
public Right
Right of way
way
hereby granted
to said
said company.
company. And
And it
it granted.
lands of the United
United States
States is
is hereby
granted to
is further
further provided,
provided, That whenever
whenever said
main line
have
said modified
modified main
line shall
shall have
been established or such connecting line located, the
said Cedar
the said
Cedar Rapids
Rapids
and Missouri
Missouri River Railroad
Railroad Company shall
general landlandshall file in
in the
the general
map definitely
definitely showing
showing such
and
office of
of the
the United
United States
States a
a map
such modified
modified line
line and
such connecting branch aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
Secretary of
the Interior
shall Secretary
and the
the Secretary
of the
Interior shall
of
Secretary of
to conreserve and cause to be certified and conveyed
conveyed to said company, from
from Interior
Interior to
convey lands.
time to time, as the work progesses
progresses on the main
public vey
main line,
line, out
out of any
any public
lands.
lands now belonging
belonging to the United States, not sold, reserved,
reserved, or
or otherwise
otherwise
disposed of,
of, or to which a
preemption right or
homestead settlesettlea preemption
or right
right of
of homestead
on which
which a
bona fide
fide settlement
settlement and
improvement has
has not attached, and
and on
a bona
and improvement has not been made under color
United
color of
of title
title derived
derived from
from the
the United
States or from the State of Iowa, within fifteen miles
miles of
of the
the original
original main
main
line, an amount of land
to that
authorized to
granted
land equal to
that originally
originally authorized
to he
be granted
to aid in the construction
construction of the said road by the act
is an
an
act to
to which
which this
this is
amendment. And if the amount of
of lands
lands per
per mile granted,
granted, or
or intended
intended
to be granted, by the original
original act
to aid
construction of
of said
railact to
aid in
in the
the construction
said railroad shall not
the limits
the fifteen
miles therein
not be found
found within
within the
limits of
of the
fifteen miles
therein prepre- Limits
Limits of
of selecselecscribed, then such selections
selections may be
modified line
line and
be made
made along
along said modified
and tions;
tions;
connecting branch within twenty
connecting
twenty miles thereof: Provided,
however,
That
Provided, however, That
such new located or modified line
pass through
through or
line shall
shall pass
or near
near Boonsboro',
Boonsboro', of
of location
location of
of
in Boon County, and intersect
River not
further south
intersect the
the Boyer River
not further
south than
than aaroad.
point at or near Dennison,
provided, further,
Dennison, in
in Crawford
Crawford County:
County: And
Andprovided,
further, Proviso
in case
Proviso in
case
That in case the main line shall be so changed
not to
to reach
changed or
or modified
modified as
as not
reach the main line is
is
the Missouri River at or near the forty-second
forty-second parallel north latitude, it
it changed.
changed.
shall be the duty of said company, within
reasonable time
within a
a reasonable
time after
after the
the
completion of
to the
construct a
abranch
branch road
road to
to
completion
of its road
road to
the Missouri
Missouri River,
River, to
to construct
some point in Monona
Monona County, in or at Onawa
and to
in the
Onawa City;
City; and
to aid
aid in
the
construction
construction of such branch the same
of lands
lands per
per mile
are
same amount of
mile are
hereby
hereby granted as for the main line,
shall be
be reserved
reserved and
line, and the
the same
same shall
and
same manner;
lands to
selected from
from any
any of
of the
certified in
in the same
manner; said
said lands
to be
be selected
the
unappropriated
hereinbefore described
unappropriated lands as hereinbefore
described within twenty miles
miles of
of
said main line and branch; and said company
file with
with the
the SecreSecre- Map
company shall
shall file
of locaMap of
locatary of the Interior aa map of the location of the said branch: And
filed.
And tion to be filed.
provided,
further, That the
provided, further,
granted to
to aid
the lands
lands hereby
hereby granted
aid in
in the
the construcconstruction of the connecting
connecting branch aforesaid shall not vest in said company
company
nor be encumbered
encumbered or disposed of except
When
except in
in the following
following manner:
manner: When
Iowa shall
shall certify
certify to
to the
the Conditions of
the governor of
of the
the State
State of
of Iowa
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Conditions of
Interior
Interior that said company has completed in good running
sec- grant.
running order aasection of twenty
twenty consecutive
consecutive miles of the main line of
of
of said road
road west
west of
Nevada, then the secretary
secretary shall convey
convey to
to said
one third,
and
said company
company one
third, and
no more, of the lands granted
granted for said connecting
And when
connecting branch.
branch. And
when
said company shall complete an additional section of twenty
twenty consecutive
consecutive
miles, and furnish
furnish the Secretary of the Interior
Interior with proof
proof as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
then the said
convey to
to the
the said
said company
company another
another third
third of
said secretary
secretary may
may convey
of
said connecting
connecting branch;
and when
company
the lands
lands granted
granted for
for said
branch; and
when said
said company
shall complete an additional section of twenty
miles, making
in all
all sixty
sixty
twenty miles,
making in
miles west of Nevada, the secretary, upon proof furnished
furnished as
aforesaid,
as aforesaid,
may convey to the said company the remainder
lands to
in
remainder of
of said lands
to aid
aid in
the construction
connecting branch: Provided,
Provided, however, That no
construction of said connecting
no Proviso.
Provio.
lands shall be conveyed to said company
company on account of
connecting
of said
said connecting
branch
branch road until
tof the
State of
of Iowa
certify to
to the
until the governor
governor'of
the State
Iowa shall
shall certify
the
Secretary of the Interior that the same
have been
been completed
completed as
as a
a
same shall
shall have
VOL.
xII. PUB. -— 9
VOL. XIII.
9
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first-class
railroad. And
And no
no land
shall be
conveyed to
to said
said company
company
be conveyed
land shall
first-class railroad.
situate and
within fifteen
miles of
of the
the Missis
Missis
line of
original line
the original
of the
fifteen miles
lying within
and lying
situate
sippi and
and Missouri
as laid
laid down
down on
on a
amap
in the
the general
general
on file
file in
map on
railroad, as
Missouri railroad,
sippi
land-office:
Provided, further,
further, That
shall be
be the
duty of
Secrethe Secreof the
the duty
it shall
That it
land-office: Provided,
tary
Interior, and
is hereby
hereby required,
required, to
to reserve
reserve aaquantity
of
quantity of
he is
and he
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
tary of
sufficient, in the
land
section, sufficient,
described in this section,
grant described
in the grant
Interior
reembraced in
land embraced
Interior to reserve
certain
a branch
servecertain
construction of a
opinion of the governor
governor of Iowa, to secure the construction
lands.
railroad
town of
Lyons, in
the State
State of
of Iowa,
Iowa, so
as to
to connect
connect
so as
in the
of Lyons,
from the
the town
railroad from
with
main line
or west
west of
of the
the town
town of
of Clinton
Clinton in
said state,
state, until
until
in said
in or
line in
the main
with the
the
said state
state shall
that said
said branch
railroad is cornbranch railroad
certify that
shall certify
of said
governor of
the governor
Provided,
Provisos.
pleted
to the
of the
laws of
of said state: Provided,
the laws
requirements of
the requirements
according to
pleted according
Provisos.
further,
That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
so construed
construed as to rebe so
shall be
contained shall
further, That
lease
company from
its obligation
to complete
main line
said main
the said
complete the
obligation to
from its
said company
lease said
further,
Provided, further,
within the
the time
time mentioned
mentioned in
original grant: Provided,
the original
in the
within
That nothing
in this
this act
be construed
construed to interfere
any
interfere with, or in any
shall be
act shall
nothing in
That
manner, impair
impair any
any rights
railroad company named in
any railroad
by any
acquired by
rights acquired
manner,
the act to which this is an amendment, or the rights of any corporation,
person or
or persons,
persons, acquired
acquired through
company; nor shall it be
any such company;
through any
person
construed to
to impair
impair any
any vested right
right of property, but such rights are
construed
hereby
and confirmed:
confirmed: Provided,
Provided, however,
no lands
lands shall
shall
That no
however, That
reserved and
hereby reserved
be
to any
any company
company or
or party
whatsoever, under the provisions
party whatsoever,
conveyed to
be conveyed
of
act and
and the
amended by
this act,
act, which
upon
been settled upon
which have been
by this
act amended
the act
of this
this act
and improved
in good
good faith
faith by
bona fide
under color of title
inhabitant, under
fide inhabitant,
by aabona
improved in
and
derived from
adverse to the
United States or from the State of Iowa adverse
from the United
derived
grant made
by this
this act
act or
or the
the act
amendment.
act is an amendment.
this act
to which
which this
act to
made by
grant
But each
each of
companies may select an equal quantity of public
public lands
said companies
of said
But
as described
described in
in this
act within
the distance
distance of twenty
twenty miles of the line of
within the
this act
as
of said roads in lieu of lands thus settled upon and improved by
each of
bona
fide inhabitants
inhabitants in
aforesaid.
in good faith under color of title as aforesaid.
bona fide
the Mississippi
Missouri
and Missouri
Mississippi and
That the
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
5. And
Mississippi
SEC. 5.
Mfissisippi and Sue.
Railroad Company
Company shall have
to transfer and assign all or any
have the right to
Railroad
Missouri R.R.
R. R.
Missouri
Co. may
of the grant hereby made to said company to any other company,
part of
assign part
may assign
Co.
the granted
or
or persons,
persons, if,
if, in
the opinion
company, the
construction
the construction
said company,
of said
opinion of
in the
person or
or person
&c.
if, &c.
lands, if,
of
of the said railroad across the State of Iowa will be thereby sooner and
more
assignee shall not in any case be
but such assignee
completed;;but
satisfactorily completed
more satisfactorily
released
conditions accompanying
accompanying this grant, nor
nor
and conditions
the liabilities
liabilities and
from the
released from
acquire perfect
manner than the same would have been
other manner
any other
title in any
perfect title
acquire
acquired by
grantee herein named:
Provided, That said transfer and
named: Provided,
by the
the grantee
acquired
assignment shall
authorized by the
Iowa.
of the
the State of Iowa.
governor of
the governor
be authorized
first be
shall first
assignment
SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That the Dubuque
Dubuque and Sioux City
further enacted,
SEC.
Dubuque and
Sioux City
R. Railroad
Railroad Company may so far change
change their line between Fort Dodge and
City R.
R. R.
Sioux
Co. may change Sioux City as to secure the best route between those points; said change
change
Co. miay
City as to secure the best route between those points; said change
their
line.
shall not
not impair
impair the
the right
to, nor
nor change
change the
landof, their present landthe location
location of,
right to,
shall
commissioner of the
Map
change shall be filed with the commissioner
to be
be filed,
filed. grant. A map of the change
Map to
general land-office
land-office within
within one year
year after the passage of this act.
general
S
EC. 7.
And be
be it
it further
the conditions and limitall of the
That all
enacted, That
further enacted,
7. And
Conditions of
SEC.
act to
to ap- ations contained
former act
contained in the act to which this act is an amendment, and not exply to
to this, expressly changed
by this
act, shall
shall attach
attach to
to and
and run
run with
with the
the grants
made
grants made
this act,
changed by
pressly
cept, &c.
&. e
ceptl,
by this
act, except
as the
said conditions
conditions and
limitations have been modiand limitations
the said
except as
this act,
by
fied, and
may hereafter
by the general assembly of the State
modified, by
be modified,
hereafter be
fied,
and may
of Iowa.
Sue. 8.
granted shall
enacted, That no lands hereby granted
further enacted,
8. And be it further
SEC.
Lands hereby
granted not
not to
to
be certified to either of said companies until the governor of the State of
granted
until,
be certified
certified until
'Iowa
certify to
to the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
company
the said
said company
that the
Interior that
Secretary of
shall certify
Iowa shall
&c.
&c.
ready for
for the
the rolling
within one
one year
year from
from the
the first
first
stock, within
rolling stock,
completed, ready
has completed,
Pub. Res. No. has
a section
section of not less than twenty
twenty miles
miles from the present
present
of July
July next, a
34.
day of
Post, p.
p. 573.
terminus of the
completed portion
railroad, and in each year thereportion of said railroad,
the completed
Post,
573. terminus
number of sections
additional section of twenty miles;
mileg; but the number
after an additional
per
per mile
mile originally authorized shall be certified to each company, upon
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proof as aforesaid
aforesaid of the completion of
additional sections
of the
the
of the
the additional
sections of
road as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and upon the failure of either company
complete
company to
to complete
either section as aforesaid,
aforesaid, to be annually
annually built, the
the portion
of the
land
portion of
the land
remaining uncertified shall become subject to the control and disposition of
of
the legislature
legislature of the State of Iowa, to aid in the completion
completion of such
such road.
road.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
all lands
lands hereafter
S
EQ. 9. And
And be it
it further
hereafter certified
certified to
to Lands
Lands herehereafter
either
of the
either of
the land-grant
land-grant railroads
railroads in said state, and
and lying
lying opposite
opposite any
any be
sale
)
e offered
ffc
e
e
i
•
r
e
t
crffor
or
e
isale
to
completed section of such
such road, shall be offered for sale by
the company
by the
company within
within three
years, &c.
to which they shall be certified
certified within three years
years from the completion
completion of
of year,
&c.
such section,
section, if then certified; and
not, then
then within
three years
from
and if not,
within three
years from
the date of such certificate
reasonable prices;
certificate at reasonable
and if
if not
not all
all sold
prices; and
sold within
within
that period then during the fourth year all such lands remaining
remaining unsold When to be
exposed to public
shall be exposed to public sale, after previous notice posted at
county exposed
at the county
topublic
sale.
seat of the county in which such lands shall be situated, to the
highest
the highestsa
bidder, and in tracts not exceeding
exceeding one hundred
acres each.
hundred and
and sixty
sixty acres
each.
APPROVED, June
June 2,
APPROVED,
2, 1864.
1864.

CHAP.
CIV. —
- An
incorporatethe News-boys' Home.
C
HAP. CIV.
An Act
Act to incorporate
Borne.

June
1864.
June 2,
2,1864.

Be it
Senate and House
House of
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Joseph Henry, J.
W.. b "TheNewse
e
w0
7.
J. W.
Forney, Henry
Henry Beard, Sayles J.
3Bowen, and A. M. Gangwer, their bWyshi
Forney,
J. Bowen,
lic
,
;
3
„Thi „gtoi
,
tonof

associates and
and successors,
successors, being
paying into
associates
being members of said society, by
by paying
into city"
incorpocity" incorpo-

its treasury the sum of two dollars annually,
annually, or life
by paying
life members,
members, by
paying rated.
rated.
fifty
incorporated and made
fifty dollars at one time, are hereby incorporated
politic,
made a
a body politic,
by the name of "
" The News-boys'
News-boys' Home of Washington
Washington City,"
for the
the
City," for
purpose of providing lodgings, meals, and instruction
instruction to
to such
such homeless
homeless and
and
indigent
boys as may properly come under the charge of such association,
indigent boys
association, Powers of
carof corto provide for them a
a suitable home, board, clothing, and instruction,
instruction, and
Poration•
and poration.
to bring them under Christian influence;
influence; and
name shall
shall have
and by
by that
that name
have
perpetual succession,
perpetual
succession, with
with power to use aa common seal,
seal, to
to sue
sue and
and be
be
sued, to plead and be impleaded in any court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction
within the District of Columbia, to collect subscriptions, make
make by-laws,
by-laws,
rules, and regulations
rules,
regulations needful for the government of said corporation
corporation not
not
inconsistent with the laws of the United States;
inconsistent
States; to
and reto have,
have, hold,
hold, and
receive real estate by purchase,
purchase, gift, or devise;
devise; to use,
sell, or
or convey
the
use, sell,
convey the
same for the purposes
purposes and benefit of said corporation,
same
corporation, and to
such
to choose
choose such
officers and teachers
teachers as may
officers
prescribe their
their duties,
and fix
may be necessary,
necessary, prescribe
duties, and
fix
the rate of their compensation.
compensation.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEc. 2. And be it further
enacted, That the officers of
association Officers,
of said
said association
Officers, Sze.
&c.
a president,
president, two vice-presidents,
shall consist
consist of a
vice-presidents, secretary,
secretary, treasurer,
treasurer, and
and
a board of managers, to be
a
be composed of fifteen members,
members, the whole to
to
constitute an executive committee, whose duty it shall be to
constitute
to carry into
into
effect the plans and purposes
purposes for which said association was formed,
of
formed, all
all of
which officers shall be elected on the first Tuesday in February
February in each
each
year at the annual meeting of said association, which shall
shall be
on said
said
be held
held on
day; their
their successors
successors shall be elected
elected and hold their offices for
the term
term
for the
of one year, and until their successors shall be duly
And in
in case
case
duly elected.
elected. And
of aa vacancy it shall be filled by the other members of the
the executive
executive
committee.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
CHAP.
- An Act
Act to provide
provide aaNational
National Currency,
Currency, secured
secured by
CHAP. CVI.
CVI .—
by a
aPledge
of United
United
Pledge of

States Bonds, and to providefor
provide for the Circulation
Circulation and
Redemption thereof.
and Redemption
thereof,

June 3
1804.
June
3,71864.

1863,
ch. 78,
78,
186j ci.

§§6, 7.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representativesof
qf the
the United
United Post,
Post, p. 484.
484.
States
of
America
in Congress assembled,
States of America in
assembled, That there
there shall be estab- Currency bulished in the treasury department
depa rt
men ta se
para t
e b
ureau, which
w hi ch shall
sh
all b
reau established.
separate
bureau,
beeestablished.
reau
charged with the execution of this and all other laws that may
passed
may be
be passed
by congress
respecting the issue and regulation
by
congress respecting
regulation of aa national
currency
national currency
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secured
United States
States bonds.
bonds. The
The chief
officer of
the said
said bureau
bureau shall
shall
chief officer
of the
secured by
by United
be denominated
comptroller of
genof the
the currency, and shall be under the genbe
denominated the comptroller
eral direction
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury. He shall be appointed
appointed
by the
President, on
the recommendation
Secretary of
of the Treasof the Secretary
on the
recommendation of
by
the President,
ury, by
Senate, and shall hold his
the advice
advice and consent of the Senate,
by and with the
ury,
Term of
Term
of office.
office. office
office for the term of five years unless sooner removed
removed by the President,
upon reasons
reasons to
by him
to the
Senate; he
shall receive
receive
he shall
him to
the Senate;
communicated by
to be
be communicated
upon
Salary.
Salary.
an annual
a competent
competent
annual salary of five
five thousand dollars; he shall have a
deputy, appointed
appointed by
the secretary,
secretary, whose
salary shall
shall be
be two thousand
whose salary
by the
Deputy comp- deputy,
troller.
troller.
five
five hundred dollars, and who shall possess the power
power and perform the
duties
office of comptroller
comptroller during a
a vacancy in
duties attached
attached by
by law to the office
such
office and
or inability;
inability; he
he shall
shall employ,
employ, from
his absence
absence or
such office
and during his
time
clerks to
shall
to discharge
discharge such
such duties as he shall
to time, the necessary
necessary clerks
time to
direct,
clerks shall
shall be
be appointed
classified by
by the Secretary
Secretary of
appointed and
and classified
which clerks
Clerks.
direct, which
provided by law.
law. Within fifteen
fifteen days
in the
the manner now provided
the Treasury
Treasury in
Comptroller
Comptroller to
to from the time of notice of his appointment
appointment the comptroller
comptroller shall take and
take oath within
subscribe the
the oath
office prescribed
the constitution
laws of
of the
the
and laws
constitution and
by the
prescribed by
oath of
of office
subscribe
what time.
United States;
a bond in
in the penpenUnited
States; and
and he
he shall
shall give
give to the United
United States
States a
Bond.
alty of one hundred thousand
thousand dollars, with not less than two responsible
sureties, to be approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, conditioned
conditioned
sureties,
for the faithful
duties of his office. The deputy-compfor
faithful discharge
discharge of the duties
deputy-compOath
and bond
bond troller
Oath and
troller so appointed
appointed shall also take the oath of office prescribed by the
of
compof deputy
deputy compconstitution
of the
the United
and shall
like bond
a like
bond in
in
shall give
give a
United States,
States, and
and laws
laws of
constitution and
troller.
the penalty
of fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Not to be indeputy-compdollars. The
The comptroller
comptroller and deputy-compthe
penalty of
terested
terested in
in any
any troller shall not, either directly or indirectly, be interested in any associaassociabanking
m association issuing
national currency
currency under
this act.
the provisions
provisions of this
under the
issuing national
tinn. a ssoca- tion
tion.
SEC.
2. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
of the
curthe curcomptroller of
the comptroller
And be
be it
it further
SEC. 2.
Seal of currency bureau,
rency, with the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, shall devise a
a
suitable inscriptions,
office, a
and where to seal, with suitable
inscriptions, for his office,
a description of which, with
be kept.
kept.
bo
aacertificate
certificate of approval
approval by the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, shall be filed
filed
in the office
office of the Secretary
Secretary of State with an impression thereof, which
which
shall thereupon become the seal of office
office of the comptroller
comptroller of the curCertain papers
Certain
papers rency, and the same may be renewed when necessary.
necessary. Every certifiunder such
such seal
seal
cate, assignment,
assignment, and
the comptroller,
in pursupursucomptroller, in
by the
executed by
conveyance executed
and conveyance
cate,
to be evidence.
evidence.
authority conferred
conferred on him by law, and sealed with his seal
ance of any authority
of office, shall be received
received in evidence in all places and courts whatsoever;
whatsoever;
and all copies of papers in the office of the comptroller, certified by him
equally
and authenticated
authenticated by the said seal, shall in all cases be evidence
evidence equally
Impression may
may and in like manner as the original. An impression of such seal directly
be
upon
paper.
be upon paper. on the paper shall be as valid
valid as if made on wax or wafer.
Rooms
Rooms for curSEC.
further enacted, That there shall be assigned to
to
S
EC. 3.
3. And
And be it
it further
rency bureau.
rency
bureau,
the comptroller
comptroller of the currency
currency by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury suitbuilding for conducting
able rooms in the treasury building
conducting the
the business
business of the
the
Fire-proof
currency
currency bureau, in which shall be safe and secure fire-proof
fire-proof vaults, in
vaults.
vauts
which
comptroller to deposit
which it shall be the duty of the comptroller
deposit and safely keep
all the plates not necessarily
necessarily in the possession of engravers or printers,
and other valuable things belonging
belonging to his department; and the compFurniture,
Furniture, &c.
&c. troller shall from time to time furnish
furnish the necessary furniture, stationery,
stationery,
fuel, lights, and other proper conveniencies
conveniencies for the transaction
transaction of the
the said
business.
United
Term "
"United
SEC.
further enacted,
Sac. 4. And be it
it further
enacted, That the term "United
"United States
States Bonds"
construed to mean all registered
registered bonds
bonds
act, shall be construed
Staneclu
Bondha
to
include
what. Bonds," as used in this act,
issued, or
issued, on
faith of
now issued,
or that may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be issued,
on the
the faith
of the
the United
United
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury in pursuance of
States by the Secretary
of law.
S
EC. 5.
And
be itfurther
it further enacted,
That
associations
for
on the
the
carrying on
for carrying
associations
That
enacted,
And
be
SEC.
5.
a
Bakn
Banking assobe formed
formed by
by any number of persons, not less
of banking may
may be
business of
ciationg,
ciations, how
may
may be
be formed. in any ease
case than five, who shall enter into articles of association, which
which
shall specify in general terms the object for which the association is
is formed,
and may contain any other provisions,
provisions, not inconsistent
inconsistent with the pro.
proComptroller of
Comptroller
of
the
currency.
the currency.
Appointment.
Appointment.
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visions of this act, which the association
association may
may see
to adopt
for the
the
see fit
fit to
adopt for
regulation of the business of the association and
the conduct
of its
and the
conduct of
its affairs,
affairs,
which said articles shall be signed by the persons
uniting to
the
persons uniting
to form
form the
association,
a copy of them forwarded to the
association, and a
comptroller of
of the
the comptroller
the curcurrency, to be filed and preserved
preserved in
his office.
office.
in his
SEC.
S
EC. 6. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the persons
to form
form Organization
persons uniting
uniting to
Organization
to
such an association
association shall, under their hands, make an organization certicerti- certificate
certificate
to
specify,
S
ficate,
ficate, which
which shall
shall specify
specify-—
fy
First. The name assumed by such association,
association, which name shall be
be name,
name,
subject to the approval
approval of
the comptroller.
comptroller.
of the
busiSecond.
Second. The place where its operations of discount
are to
to place
discount and
and deposit are
place of
of business,
.territory, or district,
be carried on, designating
designating the state, .territory,
and also
also the
district, and
the parpar- ness,
ticular
ticular county and city, town,
town, or
or village.
village.
Third. The amount of its capital stock, and the number of shares into
into capital and
and
shares,
which
which the same shall be divided.
divided.
shares,
names,
&c.,
Fourth. The names and places
residence of
the shareholders,
places of
of residence
of the
shareholders, and
and off names,
&.,
shareholders.
the number of shares
by each
each of
of them.
shares held
held by
them.
oseofcerpurpose
of cerdeclaration that said certificate is made
Fifth. A declaration
such perper- tinccate
made to
to enable
enable such
tificate.
sons to avail themselves
themselves of the
of this
the advantages
advantages of
this act.
act.
The said certificate
acknowledged before
certificate shall be acknowledged
some Certificatetobe
before a
Certificate to be
a judge
judge of some
acknowledged.
court of record or aanotary public, and such certificate,
certificate, with the
acknowl- acknowledged.
the acknowl-

edgment thereof authenticated
authenticated by the seal
of such
such court
shall
seal of
court or
or notary,
notary, shall
be transmitted to the comptroller of the
who shall
record and
the currency,
currency, who
shall record
and
carefully preserve the same
same in his office.
office. Copies of
duly Copies
of such
such certificate,
certificate, duly
Copies under
under
seal to
to be
be evicertified
authenticated by his seal of office, shall seal
certified by the comptroller, and authenticated
evidence.
be legal and sufficient
sufficient evidence in all courts
courts and places within the
the United
ce
States, or the jurisdiction of
thereof, of
the existence
existence of
of
of the
the government
government thereof,
of the
such association,
association, and of every other matter or thing
thing which
which could
be
could be
proved by the production of the
certificate.
the original
original certificate.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 7. And be it further
enacted, That no association
association shall be or- Amount
Amount of capcapto be
be not
act, with aa less capital than one hundred thousand ital
ganized under this act,
tal to
not less
less
than, &c.
dollars, nor in a
a city whose population exceeds fifty thousand persons,
with aa less capital than two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars:
Provided, That
That Proviso.
dollars: Provided,
banks with a
acapital
capital of not less than fifty thousand
with the
thousand dollars
dollars may,
may, with
the
approval of the Secretary
be organized
organized in
in any
any place
place the
the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, be
population of which does not exceed six
inhabitants.
six thousand inhabitants.
SE.
S
EC. .8.And
8. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That every
every association
association formed
formed Associations
pursuant to the provisions of this act shall, from the date of the execution
when to
to be
be corexecution when
corand
of its organization certificate,
certificate, be a
a body
but shall
shall transact
transact no
body corporate,
corporate, but
no porations
when'toto coamwhen
combusiness except such as may be incidental
incidental to
and necesneces- mence business.
to its
its organization
organization and
sarily preliminary,
preliminary, until
authorized by
by the
of the
currency to
until authorized
the comptroller
comptroller of
the currency
to
commence
commence the business
business of banking.
banking. Such
Such association
association shall
shall have
have power
power
to adopt a
a corporate
Seal.
Seal.
corporate seal, and shall have succession by the name designated in its organization
the period
period of
of twenty
twenty years
years from
organization certificate,
certificate, for
for the
from its
its
organization,
May continue
organization, unless sooner dissolved according
according to the provisions
provisions of
of its
its May
continue
twenty
years, ununarticles of association, or by the act of its shareholders
shareholders owning two thirds
thirds twenty
tless,
&.earsu
less,
&c.
of its stock, or unless
shall be
forfeited
by
a
violation
of
this
unless the
the franchise
franchise shall
be forfeited by a violation of this
act; by such name it may
make contracts,
sue and
and General powers.
may make
contracts, sue
and be
be sued,
sued, complain
complain and
powers.
defend, in any court
court of
and equity
equity as
as fully
as natural
it may
of law
law and
fully as
natural persons;
persons; it
may
elect or appoint
appoint directors,
directors, and by its board of directors appoint a
a president, Directors and
and
iashier, and other officers, define
vice-president, cashier,
define their duties, require officers.
officers.
bonds of them and
thereof, dismiss
dismiss said
officers or
or any
any of
and fix
fix the
the penalty
penalty thereof,
said officers
of
them at pleasure,
pleasure, and
appoint others
others to
to fill
fill their
their places,
and appoint
places, and
and exercise
exercise
under this act all such incidental
incidental powers as shall
carry
shall be necessary
necessary to
to carry
on the business of banking
and negotiating
promissory
banking by
by discounting
discounting and
negotiating promissory
notes, drafts, bills of exchange, and other evidences
evidences of debt; by
by receiving
receiving
deposits; by buying and selling
selling exchange, coin, and bullion;
bullion; by
by loaning
loaning
money on personal security;
security; by
by obtaining,
obtaining, issuing,
issuing, and
and circulating
circulating notes
notes
according
according to the provisions of this act; and its
shall
its board of
of directors
directors shall
9*
9*
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define and regulate
regulate by
by by-laws, not inconsistent with
power to define
also have p9wer
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this act,
act, the
the manner
in which
which its
its stock
transbe transshall be
stock shall
manner in
the
ferred, its
directors elected
elected or
its officers
officers appointed,
appointed, its
propits propappointed, its
or appointed,
its directors
ferred,
erty transferred,
its general
and all
all the
privileges
the privileges
conducted, and
business conducted,
general business
transferred, its
erty
granted by
by this
this act
act to
to associations
associations organized
organized under
under it
it shall
be exercised
exercised
shall be
granted
and enjoyed;
and its
its usual
business shall
shall be
be transacted
transacted at
at an
an office
or
office or
usual business
enjoyed; and
and
banking
house located
the place
place specified
specified in its
organization certificate.
certificate.
its organization
in the
located in
banking house
Directors; qualS
EC. 9.
9. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the affairs
affairs of
associaevery associaof every
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
Directors;qualfive directors, one of whom shall
ifications;
mana ged by not less than five
tion shall be managed
one to
to be pres- be the president.
president. Every director
service,
director shall, during his whole term of service,
one
ident.
be a
States; and
three fourths
directhe direcfourths of the
least three
and at
at least
United States;
of the
the United
a citizen
citizen of
be
ident.
tors shall
shall have
have resided
in the
the state,
such
territory, or district in which such
state, territory,
resided in
tors
association is
is located
located one
year next
next preceding
election as
as directors,
directors,
their election
preceding their
one year
association
and be
be residents
residents of
the same
same during
their continuance
continuance in
in office.
Each
office. Each
during their
of the
and
director
shall own,
in his
stock
his own
own right, at least ten shares of the capital stock
own, in
director shall
a director. Each director, when apof
association of
which he is a
of which
the association
of the
pointed
or elected,
elected, shall
shall take
that he will, so far as the duty deoath that
take an oath
pointed or
Oath.
asso.
volves
diligently and
affairs of such assohonestly administer the affairs
and honestly
on him,
him, diligently
volves on
ciation,
will not
not knowingly
knowingly violate,
or willingly
willingly permit
violated,
to be violated,
permit to
violate, or
and will
ciation, and
any
provisions of
of this
act, and
and that
he is
bona fide
fide owner,
owner, in
the bona
is the
that he
this act,
of the
the provisions
any of
his
right, of
shares of
required by this act, substock required
of stock
of shares
number of
of the
the number
own right,
his own
scribed
by him,
him, or
or standing
his name on the books of the association,
standing in his
scribed by
and
that the
the same
hypothecated, or in any way pledged, as security
is not
not hypothecated,
same is
and that
for
debt; which
which oath, subscribed
subscribed by himself, and certified by
or debt;
loan or
any loan
for any
the
before whom
it is
is taken,
taken, shall
immediately transmitted to
be immediately
shall be
whom it
officer before
the officer
the
comptroller of
currency, and
him filed and preserved in his
and by him
the currency,
of the
the comptroller
office.
office.
Term
S
EC. 10.
10. And
further enacted,
That the directors of any associaenacted, That
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
Term of office
appointed shall hold their places until their successors
of directors.
tion first elected or appointed
shall
elected and
qualified.
All
subsequent elections
elections shall
held
shall be held
All subsequent
and qualified.
be elected
shall be
Elections.
annually on such day in the month of January as may be specified in
their
the
articles of
of association;
so elected shall hold their
directors so
the directors
and the
association; and
the articles
places
successors are elected and qualified.
qualified.
year, and until their successors
one year,
places for one
But any
ceasing to
stock,
owner of the requisite amount of stock,
the owner
to be
be the
any director
director ceasing
But
or
become disqualified, shall thereby vacate
having in any other manner become
or having
Vacancies,
place. Any
vacancy in
appointment by
in the board shall be filled by appointment
Any vacancy
his place.
how his
Vacancies, how
'filled,
the remaining
directors, and
appointed shall hold his place
place
any director so appointed
and any
remaining directors,
the
'filled.
If from
election. If
from any cause an election
election of directors shall
until the next election.
not be
made at the
appointed, the association
association shall not for that
the time appointed,
be made
not
cause be
dissolved, but
may be
be held
subsequent day,
on any subsequent
held on
election may
but an
an election
be dissolved,
cause
newspaper
thirty days'
days' notice
notice thereof
thereof in
having been given in aanewspaper
in all cases having
thirty
located;
published
city, town, or
association is located;
or county in which the association
in the
the city,
published in
and
if no
no newspaper
newspaper is
is published in such city, town, or county, such notice
and if
a newspaper
shall be published
published in a
newspaper published nearest thereto. If
If the articles of association
association do not fix the day on which the election shall be held,
cles
election should not be held on the day fixed, the day for the elecif the
the election
or if
tion shall
shall be designated by the board of directors in their by-laws, or
tion
otherwise:
Provided, That if the directors fail to fix the day, as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
otherwise: Provided,
representing two thirds of the shares may.
shareholders representing
Voting and
and
S
EC. 11.
11. And
further enacted,
enacted, That in all elections of directors,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
Voting
and in deciding
proxies.
deeiding all questions at meetings
meetings of shareholders,
shareholders, each shareholder
holder shall be entitled to one vote on each share of stock held by him.
writing; but no
Shareholders may
may vote
vote by
proxies duly
authorized in writino•;
duly authorized
by proxies
Shareholders
association shall
officer,
book-keeper oi
of such association
sail act as
teller, or book-keeper
clerk, teller,
officer, clerk,
proxy; and
shareholder whose liability is past due and unpaid shall be
and no shareholder
proxy;
allowed to vote.
enacted, That the capital stock of any asCapital stock
SEC. 12. And be it
it further
further enactei,
SEC.
Capitalstock
divided into shares of one hundred
to
hares.
di
vided
sociation formed under
under this act shall be diyided
sociation
be
divided
to
into s
dollars
each, and be deemed
deemed personal property and transferable on the
dollars each,
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books of the association
association in such manner
manner as may be prescribed in the bylaws or articles
association; and every person
articles of association;
person becoming
becoming a
ashareholder
shareholder
Transfer.
by such transfer shall, in proportion to his shares, succeed
succeed to
to all the
the rights Transfer.
and liabilities of the prior holder
shall Rights of exholder of
of such shares,
shares, and
and no
no change
change shall
isting creditors
creditors
be made in the articles of association
association by which the rights, remedies,
remedies, or
or isting
not to be imsecurity of the existing creditors
creditors of the association
association shall
be impaired.
shall be
impaired. paire
'ortoI.be imThe shareholders
shareholders of each association
association formed
provisions of
this
formed under
under the
the provisions
of this
bank or
that may
may accept
the
act, and of each existing bank
or banking
banking association
association that
accept the
provisions
provisions of this act, shall be held individually responsible,
responsible, equally and Individual liability.
ratably,
ratably, and
contracts, debts,
engagements bility.
and not one for another,
another, for
for a11
all contracts,
debts, and
and engagements
of such association to the extent of the amount of their stock therein
therein at
at
the par value thereof, in addition
addition to the amount invested in such
such shares;
shares;
except
except that shareholders of any banking association now
existing under
now existing
under
state laws, having not less than five
capital actually
actually
five millions
millions of
of dollars
dollars of
of capital
paid in, and aasurplus of twenty per centum
centum on
hand, both
to be
be deterdeteron hand,
both to
mined by the comptroller
comptroller of the currency,
currency, shall be liable
liable only to
to the
the amount
amount
invested in their shares; and such surplus of'
or twenty per
centum shall
per centum
shall be
be
kept undiminished,
undiminished, and be in addition to
provided for
in this
to the
the surplus provided
for in
this
act; and if at any time there shall be aa deficiency
deficiency in said
surplus of
of
said surplus
twenty per centum, the Said
gaid banking association
association shall not pay any dividividends to its shareholders
shareholders until such deficiency
good; and
deficiency shall
shall be
be made good;
and
in case of such deficiency,
deficiency, the
the curreney
the comptroller
comptroller of
of the
currency may
may compel
compel said
said
banking association to close its business and wind up its affairs under the
the
provisions
shal.1 have
authority to
to withwith- When
provisions of
of this
this act. And
And the
the comptroller
comptroller shall
have authority
eompWhen comphold from an association his certificate
authorizing the commencement
certificate authorizing
commencement of troller may witht
r
011der
ceTtNc7ti
e
t
.
11business, whenever
whenever he shall have reason to suppose
suppose that the shareholders
shareholders hold certicate.
thereof have
have formed the same for any other than
than the
the legitimate
legitimate objects
objects
contemplated
contemplated by this
this act.
SEC.
S
EC. 13. And
And be it
it further enacted,
lawful for
asso- Increase of capenacted, That it
it shall be
be lawful
for any
any assocapstock.
ciation formed under this act, by its articles of association, to provide
provide for an ital
ital stock.
increase of its capital from time to time, as may
submay be
be deemed
deemed expedient,
expedient, subProvided, That the maximum
ject to the limitations
limitations of this act: Provided,
maximum of such
such Maximum.
Maximum.
increase in the articles of association shall be determined
determined by the comptrolcomptroller of the currency;
currency; and no increase of capital
capital shall be valid
valid until
until the
whole amount
amount of such increase
increase shall be paid in, and notice thereof
thereof shall
shall
have been transmitted to
comptroller of
the currency,
currency, and
and his
his certifito the
the comptroller
of the
certificate obtained specifying the amount
increase of
of capital
with
amount of such increase
capital stock,
stock, with
his approval thereof, and that it has been duly paid in
in .as
.as part
part of
of the
the capicapital of such association.
association. And every association shall
shall have
have power,
power, by
by the
the
vote of shareholders
shareholders owning two
its capital
capital stock,
two thirds of its
stock, to
to reduce
reduce the
the
capital of such
such association
association to any sum not below the amount required
required by
by
Minimum.
this act, in the formation of associations:
Provided, That by no such re- Minimum.
associations; Provided,
duction shall its capital be brought below the amount required by
by this
this act
act
for its outstanding
outstanding circulation,
circulation, nor
nor shall
shall any
such reduction
reduction be
be made
until
any such
made until
the amount of the proposed
proposed rMuction
to the
the comptroller
reduction has been
been reported
reported to
comptroller
of the currency and
thereof obtained.
and his
his approval
approval thereof
obtained.
be
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That at least fifty
SEC. 14. And be it
it further
fifty per centum of Amount
Amount to
to be
paid in before
the capital stock of every association
it shall
shall be
association shall
shall be
be paid
paid in
in before
before it
be commencing
coandencinOgre
authorized to commence
authorized
commence business; and the remainder
remainder of
of the
the capital
capital stock
stock business.
of such association
association shall be paid in instalments
instalments of at least ten per centum
centum Remainder,
Remainder,
to be paid.
each on the whole amount of the capital as frequently
frequently as
as one
one instalment
instalment when
when to
be paid.
at the end of each
succeeding month from the
each succeeding
authorized
the time
time it shall
shall be
be authorized
by the comptroller
comptroller to commence
commence business; and the payment
payment of
of each
each instalment shall be certified
certified to the comptroller, under
the president
under oath,
oath, by
by the
president or
or
cashier
association.
cashier of the association.
'SEC.
'
SEC. 15.
15. And be it further
his asas- Proceedings,
further enacted, That if any
any shareholder,
shareholder, or
or his
Proceedings,
signee, shall fail to pay any instalment on
the same
same is
re- if
on the stock when
when the
is reif shareholder
shareholder
fails to pay inquired by the foregoing
foregoing section to be paid, the directors
director §of
of such
such associaassocia- stalme
stalments. insuch' delinquent
tion may sell the stock of such
delinquent shareholder at public auction,
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having
given three
previous notice
notice thereof
in a
a newspaper
pub.
thereof in
newspaper pub.
three weeks'
weeks' previous
having given
lished
in the
or county
county where
the association
city or
where the
association
lished and
and of
of general
general circulation
circulation in
the city
is located,
and if
if no
no newspaper
said city
county, then
then in
in
in said
city or
or county,
newspaper is
is published
published in
is
located, and
a
published nearest
nearest thereto,
the
who will
will pay
pay the
thereto, to
to any
any person
person who
a newspaper
newspaper published
highest
price therefor,
therefor, and
and not
not less
than the
the amount
amount then
then due
thereon,
due thereon,
less than
highest price
with
the expenses
of advertisement
and sale;
sale; and
if any,
any, shall
shall
and the
the excess,
excess, if
with the
expenses of
advertisement and
be paid
paid to
shareholder. If
no bidder
can be
be found
who
bidder can
found who
If no
be
to the
the delinquent
delinquent shareholder.
will
for such
such stock
stock the
the amount
due thereon
thereon to
the association,
and the
the
to the
association, and
amount due
will pay
pay for
cost
of advertisement
the amount
paid shall
be forforshall be
amount previously
previously paid
and sale,
sale, the
cost of
advertisement and
feited
the association,
association, and
be sold
as the
the directors
directors may
may
stock shall
shall be
sold as
and such
such sock
feited to
to the
order,
within six
six months
time of
of such
forfeiture, and
and tif
not sold
sold itit
if not
from the
the time
such forfeiture,
months from
order, within
shall
cancelled and
and deducted
from the
the capital
capital stock
stock of
of the
the association;
association;
deducted from
shall be
be cancelled
and if
such cancellation
and reduction
shall reduce
of the
assothe assoreduce the
the capital
capital of
reduction shall
cancellation and
and
if such
ciation below
the minimum
minimum of
capital required
required by
this act,
the capital
capital
by this
act, the
of capital
below the
ciation
stock shall,
shall, within
within thirty
thirty days
date of
inof such
such cancellation,
cancellation, be
be hadays from
from the
the date
stock
creased to
to the
the requirements
of the
act; in
in default
default of
of which
which aa receiver
receiver
the act;
creased
requirements of
may be
appointed to
close up
up the
the business
business of
the association
association according
according to
to
of the
to close
may
be appointed
the provisions
provisions of
of the
section of
of this
act.
this act.
the fiftieth
fiftieth section
the
United States
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 16. And be it further
enacted, That every association, after having
registered bonds
bonds
registered
complied with
with the
provisions of
of this
this act,
preliminary to
the commencecommenceto the
act, preliminary
the provisions
to
to be deposited complied
ment of
of banking
banking business
before it
it shall
shall be
be
and before
its provisions,
provisions, and
business under
under its
with treasurer to ment
amount equal authorized
an amount
authorized to commence
commence business, shall transfer and deliver to the treasto one third of the
urer of
of the
United States
States registered
registered bonds
inbonds bearing
bearing inany United
United States
States any
the United
urer
capital stock.
terest to
an amount
amount not
not .less
than thirty
nor less
than
dollars nor
less than
thirty thousand
thousand dollars
less than
terest
to an
one third
of the
the capital
capital stock
be deposited
deposited with
with
in, which
which bonds
bonds shall
shall be
stock paid
paid in,
one
third of
the treasurer
of the
the United
United States
him safely
safely kept
kept in
in his
his office
office
by him
States and
and by
treasurer of
the
until the
the same
shall be
otherwise disposed of,
of, in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
the probe otherwise
until
same shall
visions of
this act;
act; and
and the
the Secretary
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorof the
the Treasury
Secretary of
of this
visions
ized
United States
bonds, and
and to
to issue
issue
coupon bonds,
any United
States coupon
receive and
and cancel
cancel any
ized to
to receive
in lieu
of like
amount, bearing
of
bearing a
a like
like rate
rate of
like amount,
registered bonds
bonds of
in
lieu thereof
thereof registered
interest,
shall
run; and
and the
the deposit of bonds shall
the same
same time
time to run;
interest, and having the
be,
increased as
its capital
capital may be
up or
or ininbe paid up
as its
association, increased
be, by
by every
every association,
creased, so
that every
association shall
shall at
deposit with
all times have on deposit
with
every association
at all
Deposit to be creased,
so that
increased;
increased;
the treasurer registered
registered United
United States bonds to the amount of at least
Provided, That nothing in
paid in: Provided,
capital stock
stock actually
actually paid
one third of
of its capital
may
be dimin- this section shall prevent an association
maybediminassociation that may desire to reduce its
ished.
ished.
capital
to close
up its
its business
capital or
or to
close up
business and
and dissolve
dissolve its organization from taking
comptroller its
the
its circulating
circulating notes
notes in the
up its
its bonds
bonds upon
upon returning to the comptroller
proportion
hereinafter named
any excess
named in
in this act, nor from
from taking up any
proportion hereinafter
of
beyond one
one third
its capital
which no
circulatand upon
upon which
no circulatthird of
of its
capital stock
stock and
of bonds
bonds beyond
ing
ing notes
notes have
have been
been delivered.
Comptroller
Comptroller to
to
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
S
EC. 17. And be it further
whenever a
acertificate shall
examine and dethe currency,
currency, as provided in
the comptroller
comptroller of the
transmitted to
to the
have been
been transmitted
examine ifanddsoctermine
associ- have
ation can comcorn- this act, and the association
association transmitting the same shall notify the compi
mence
business. troller that at least fifty per centum
mence business.
centum of its capital stock has been paid inn
association has complied with all the provisas aforesaid, and that such association
ions
of this
this act
complied with
before such
association
such association
ions of
act as
as required
required to
to be
be complied
with before
shall be
to commence
the business
business of
of banking,
comptroller
commence the
banking, the
the comptroller
shall
be authorized
authorized to
association, ascertain
ascertain especially
especially
shall examine
examine into
into the condition
condition of such association,
money paid
the amount of money
paid in on
on account
account of
of its capital, the name and place
directors of such association, and the amount
amount
of residence of each of the directors
of the
stock of
of which
which each
each is
generally
capital stock
is the
the bona
bona fide
fide owner,
owner, and
and generally
of
the capital
association has complied with all
requirements of
of this
whether such association
all the
the requirements
act
to entitle
to engage
engage in
in the
business of
of banking;
shall cause
and shall
cause to
to
act to
entitle it
it to
the business
banking; and
be
majority of
directors and by
the oaths
oaths of aamajority
of the directors
be made
made and attested by the
the
cashier of
or cashier
of such association,
association, a
a statement
statement of all
all the
the facts
the president
president or
necessary to enable the comptroller
comptroller to determine
determine whether
association
whether such
such association
necessary
is lawfully
lawfully entitled
the busine.ss
business of
of banking
banking under this act.
act.
is
entitled to
to commence
commence the
if, upon aacareful examination
examination
further enacted,
S
EC. 18. And be it further
enacted, That if,
SEC.

Stock of delindelinquent sharequent
shareholders to be
sold.
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associaof the facts so reported, and of any other facts which may come to the When
When
association
is found
found enention is
knowledge
knowledge of the comptroller,
whether by
by means
means of
of a
comptroller, whether
a special
special commission
commission titled
titled to
to corncompurpose of inquiring
the condition
condition of
appointed by him for the
the purpose
inquiring into
into the
of such
such mence
mence business,
to
association,
association, or otherwise, it shall appear that such association
association is
is lawfully
lawfully comptroller
comptroller
to
g
ive certificate.
entitled
entitled to commence the business of banking, the comptroller
comptroller shall give ggive c rtifte.
to suchassociation
such association a
acertificate, under his
his hand
hand and
and official
official seal,
seal, that
that such
such
association has complied
complied with
provisions of this act
required to
to be
association
with all the
the provisions
act required
be
complied with before being entitled to commence
banking
commence the business of
of banking
under it, and that such association
association is authorized
commence said
busiauthorized to
to commence
said business accordingly;
accordingly; and
and it
it shall
shall be
association to
cause said
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the association
to cause
said
certificate
certificate to be published
newspaper published
published in
in the
the city
or Certificate
published in
in some
some newspaper
city or
Certificate to
be published.
county where the association is located for at least sixty days next
next after be
published.
the issuing thereof: Provided,
Provided, That if no newspaper
newspaper is published
published in such
shall be
be published
published in
city or county the
the certificate
certificate shall
in aanewspaper
newspaper published
published
nearest
thereto.
nearest thereto.
SEC.
And be it further enacted, That
Stc. 19. And
transfers of United States
That all
all transfers
States Transfers of
bonds by associassociation under the provisions of
bonds which shall be made by any association
of bonds
by assoiation, to be made
this act shall be made to the treasurer
States in
in trust
trust for
for to the
treasurer of
of the
the United
United States
the
treasurer
a memorandum
memorandum written or printed
the association,
association, with a
printed on
bond, and
on each bond,
and in trust.
trust.
signed by the cashier
cashier or some
some other
making the
other officdr
officer of the
the association
association making
the
deposit, a
a receipt
receipt therefor to be given to said association, or
or by
by the
the compcompexecuted..
troller of the currency,
currency, or by a
that purpose,
a clerk
clerk appointed
appointed by him for
for that
purpose, How executed.
stating that it is held in trust for the association
association on whose behalf such
such
transfer is made,
made, and as
redemption and
as security for
for the redemption
and payment
payment of
of any
any
circulating notes that have been
been or
be delivered
delivered to
such association.
association.
circulating
or may
may be
to such
assignment or transfer
No assignment
transfer of any such bonds by the
treasurer shall be
the treasurer
be
deemed valid or of binding force and
the
and effect
effect unless
unless countersigned
countersigned by
by the
comptroller
comptroller of the currency.
currency. It
It shall b6
be the duty of the comptroller
comptroller of
of
the currency
currency to keep in his office
office a
entered the
a book in which shall
shall be
be entered
the Comptroller
Comptroller to
transfer
name
such transfer
of bonds
is keep
name of every
every association
association from whose
whose accounts
accounts such
transfer of
bonds is
keep transfer
book, &.
made by the treasurer,
treasurer, and the name of the
such transfer
the party
party to whom
whom such
transfer boo, &
is made; and the par value of the bonds
transferred shall be
entered
bonds so
so transferred
be entered
therein; and it shall be the
immediately upon
the duty
duty of the
the comptroller,
comptroller, immediately
upon
countersigning and
and entering
by mail
the association
countersigning
entering the
the same,
same, to
to advise
advise by
mail the
association
account such
transfer was made
of the
the kind
numerical
from whose account
such transfer
made of
kind and
and numerical
designation
designation of the bonds and the amount thereof
thereof so transferred.
transferred.
SEC.
SEC. 20. And be it further enacted,
the duty
enacted, That
Transfers to be
That it shall
shall be
be the
duty of
of the
the Transfers
countersigned
comptroller
comptroller of the currency to countersign
countersign and
and enter in the book,
book, in the countersigned
and entered.
manner aforesaid,
every transfer
manner
aforesaid, every
transfer or assignment
assignment of any bonds
bonds held by
by the
enre
treasurer presented for his
signature; and the comptroller
shall have
have at
treasurer
his signature;
comptroller shall
at
all times during office hours access to the
treasuret, for
the Books to be
the books of
of the treasurer,
for the
accessible.
purpose
purpose of ascertaining
ascertaining the correctness
correctness of the transfer or assignment pre- accessible.
sented
shall have
have the
the like
like access
access
sented to
to him
him to countersign;
countersign; and
and the
the treasurer
treasurer shall
mentioned, kept by the comptroller,
to the book above mentioned,
comptroller, during
during office
office hours,
correctness of the entries in the same; and the comptrolto ascertain
ascertain the correctness
ler shall also at all times have access to the bonds on
on deposit
deposit with
with the
the
treasurer, to ascertain their amount
amount and condition.
condition.
SEC.
it further
SEC. 21. And
And be it
further enacted,
de- Associations,
enacted, That
That upon
upon the
the transfer and
and deAssociations,
after transfer,
livery
livery of bonds to the treasurer, as provided in the foregoing section,
section, the may
after
transfer,cirreceive cirmay receive
making the same shall be entitled to
association making
to receive
receive from the
the compcomp- culating
culating notes.
notes.
troller
the currency
currency circulating
different denominations,
in
troller of
of the
circulating notes
notes of
of different
denominations, in
ch. 82.
blank, registered and countersigned
's p48.
countersigned as hereinafter provided, equal in i 1865,
Post, p. 498..
amount to ninety per centum of the
current market value of the
United
amount
the current
the United
delivered, but not exceeding
States bonds so transferred
transferred and delivered,
exceeding ninety
ninety per
per Limit of
amount.
centum of the amount of said bonds at the par value thereof, if bearing amount.
a rate not less than five
interest at a
five per centum
centum per annum; and
and at no
time shall the total amount
amount of such notes, issued
issued to any such association,
association,
exceed the amount at such
in of
such time
time actually paid
paid in
of its
its capital
capital stock.
stock.
SEC.
enacted, That the entire amount ot
SEC. 22. And be it further enacted,
of notes
notes
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circulation to
to be
issued under
under this
this act
not exceed
exceed three
Entire circula- for
for circulation
be issued
act shall
shall not
three hundred
hundred
tion not
not to
exceed millions of dollars.
tion
to exceed
In order to furnish suitable notes
the
notes for
for circulation,
circulation, the
$300,000,000.
00,000,000
comptroller of
is hereby authorized and required,
comptroller
of the
the currency
currency is
required, under the
direction of
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, to
to cause
cause plates
to be
Comptroller to direction
dies to
be
plates and
and dies
the Secretary
of the
Comptroller
notes. engraved, in the best manner to guard against
prepare the notes.
counterfeiting and frauduagainst counterfeiting
lent alterations,
therefrom, and
numbered, such
lent
alterations, and
and to
to have
have printed
printed therefrom,
and numbered,
such quanquantity of
circulating notes,
notes, in
blank, of
of the
the denominations
denominations of
of one
Denominations. tity
Denominations.
of circulating
in blank,
one dollar,
dollar, two
two
dollars, three
three dollars,
dollars, five
five dollars,
dollars, ten
dollars, fifty
fifty dollars,
dollars,
dollars,
ten dollars,
dollars, twenty
twenty dollars,
one hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, five
hundred dollars,
and one
one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, as
as
one
five hundred
dollars, and
may be
required to
associations entitled
this act, the
the associations
entitled to
to
may
be required
to supply,
supply, under
under this
receive the
the same;
same; which
which notes
notes shall
that they
are
Notes to exreceive
shall express
express upon
upon their
their face
face that
they are
press
what.
press what.
secured
secured by United
United States bonds, deposited with the treasurer
treasurer of the
United States
States by
by the
of the
treasurer and
United
the written
written or
or engraved
engraved signatures
signatures of
the treasurer
and
register, and
by the
the imprint
imprint of
the seal
shall also
also
register,
and by
of the
seal of
of the
the treasury;
treasury; and
and shall
express upon
their face
face the
the promise
promise of
the association
association receiving
receiving the
same
the same
express
upon their
of the
to pay
on demand,
demand, attested
by the
the signatures
the president
or vicevicesignatures of
of the
president or
attested by
to
pay on
Devices.
Devices.
president and cashier. And the said notes shall bear such devices and
such other
other statements,
statements, and
shall be
be in
such form,
form, as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
such
and shall
in such
of the
Treasury shall,
shall, by
by regulation,
direct: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not more
more than
than one
one
Treasury
regulation, direct:
sixth
of the
the notes
to an
an association
association shall
less denomdenomsixth part
part of
notes furnished
furnished to
shall be
be of
of a
a less
ination than
five dollars,
dollars, and
and that
specie payments
shall be
resumed
than five
that after
after specie
payments shall
be resumed
Notes under ination
$5.
$5.
no association
association shall be furnished with notes of a
a less denomination than
five
five dollars.
dollars.
When notes
SEC. 23. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That after any such association
association
may
to pay such notes on demand to be signed
shall
its
may be
be circucinrchave
caused
promise
lated as money;
president or
manner as
as
or vice-president
vice-president and cashier
cashier thereof, in such manner
by the
the president
to make
make them
promissory notes,
notes, payable
payable on
on demand,
demand, at
at its
its place
to
them obligatory
obligatory promissory
place
authorized to
of business,
business, such association
association is hereby authorized
to issue
issue and
and circulate
circulate
to
received the same as money; and the same shall be received at par in all parts of
be received
to be
for all dues, eexx
the United
States in
in payment
of taxes,
taxes, excises,
excises, public
lands, and
all other
other
and all
public lands,
payment of
the
United States
cept&c,
cept, &
&e.
dues to
to the
the United
United States,
States, except
for duties
on imports;
for all
all
dues
except for
duties on
imports; and
and also
also for
demands owing
by the
the United
United States
to indiviindivisalaries and other debts
debts and demands
owing by
States to
daals, corporations,
and associations
the United
States, except
except interest
interest
duals,
corporations, and
associations within
within the
United States,
in redemption
redemption of
currency. And
no
on the public debt,
debt, and
and in
of the
the national
national currency.
And no
Post
notes, Szc., such association
Post notes,&c.,
association shall issue post notes or any other notes to circulate
circulate as
as
not to be issued.
money than
such as
as are
authorized by
by the
provisions of
of this
not to e ssued. money
than such
are authorized
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
this
act.
S
EC. 24.
That it
it shall
the duty
duty of
of the
the
Worn-out and
SEC.
24. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
shall be
be the
mutilated notes.
mutilated
notes. comptroller
to receive worn-out
comptroller of the currency
currency ta
worn-out or mutilated circulating
circulating
by any
banking association,
association, and
on due
due proof
of
notes issued
issued by
any such
such banking
and also,
also, on
proof of
the destruction
destruction of
place thereof
of any such
such circulating
circulating notes,
notes, to
to deliver
deliver in place
thereof
to such association other blank circulating notes to an equal amount.
And
or mutilated
notes, after
after aa memorandum
memorandum shall
shall have
And such worn-out
worn-out or
mutilated notes,
have
been entered
entered in the.
the proper books, in
in accordance
accordance with such
such regulations
regulations as
may be established
established by
as well
all circulating
notes
by the
the comptroller,
comptroller, as
well as
as all
circulating notes
which shall have been paid or surrendered
surrendered to be cancelled, shall be
be burned
burned
to ashes in presence
presence of
of four persons, one
one to
to be appointed
appointed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury, one
comptroller of the
one by
by the
the
one by the
the comptroller
the currency,
currency, one
treasurer of
association, under
under such
treasurer
of the
the United
United States, and
and one
one by the association,
such
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. And aacercertificate of such burning, signed by the parties so appointed, shall be made
duplicate thereof
thereof forwarded
forwarded to
to the
in the books of the comptroller,
comptroller, and
and aaduplicate
the
association
association whose notes are thus cancelled.
Associations
Associations to S
SEc.
further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be the duty of every
EC. 25. And
And be it further
examine annualexamine
annualbanking association having bonds deposited
deposited in the office of the treasurer
treasurer
ly
its bonds
deposited, and
of the United States, once or oftener in each
each fiscal year, and at such time
make
certificate.
make certificate, or times during the ordinary
ordinary business hours as said officer or officers may
select, to examine and compare the bonds so pledged with the books of
of
the comptroller and the accounts of the association,
association, and, if found correct,
correct,
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to execute
execute to
the said
the different
.
lin.
ation of
of
to
to the
said treasurer
treasurer aa certificate
certificate setting
setting forth
forth the
different Exan
Examination
kinds
and the
amounts thereof,
thereof, and
the same
same are
are in
possessionassociations.
kinds and
the amounts
and that
that the
in the
the possession
associations.
and
of the
the treasurer
treasurer at
of such
such certificate.
certificate. Such
and custody
custody of
at the
the date
date of
Such examexamination
such association,
association, duly
duly
ination may be made
made by an
an officer
officer or
or agent
agent of
of such
appointed in
mentioned
in writing
writing for
for that
that purpose,
purpose, whose
whose certificate
certificate before
before mentioned
shall be of like force and validity as if executed
executed by such
president or
or
such president
cashier; and
duplicate signed by
the treasurer
shall be
by the
and a
a duplicate
by the
treasurer shall
be retained
retained by
the
association.
S
EC. 26.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
transferred to
Deposited
SEC.
26. And
And be
it further
That the
the bonds
bonds transferred
to and
and Deposited
ss
pos
to ited
b
on dsto be held
bonds
ld
deposited with the treasurer of the United State s,ashe rei nbef
ore pro- exclusively to

deposited with the treasurer of the United States, as hereinbefore pro- eclusively t
vided, by any banking association
security of its circulating notes, secure circalaassociation for the security,
exclusively for that purpose, until such notes
shall be held exclusively
notes shall
shall be
be twil•
tion.
redeemed, except
redeemed,
except as provided
provided in this act;
of the
act; but
but the comptroller
comptroller of
the curcur- Provision
Provision as
as to
rency shall
shall give
any such
such banking
banking association
association powers
powers of
of attorney
attorney t
rency
give to
to any
toointerest.
interest.
receive
receive and appropriate
appropriate to its own use
it
use the interest
interest on
on the
the bonds
bonds which
which it
shall have so transferred to the treasurer;
treasurer; but such
become
such powers shall
shall become
inoperative
inoperative whenever
whenever such banking association
association shall
its
shall fail to redeem its
circulating
circulating notes as aforesaid. Whenever
Whenever the market or
or cash value
value of If bonds deiate, security
anyij
treasurer of the
as aforeafore- preciate,
e.
any bonds deposited with the
the treasurer
the United States,
States, as
good.
said, shall be reduced
reduced below the amount
amount of the circulation issued
issued for the
the to beemade
made good.
same, the comptroller
comptroller of the currency is hereby authorized to demand and
and
receive
receive the amount
amount of such
United States
States bonds
bonds at
at
such depreciation
depreciation in
in other United
cash value, or in money, from
association receiving
receiving said
bills, to
from the
the association
said bills,
to be
be
deposited with the treasurer of the
such depredeprethe United
United States as long as
as such
ciation continues.
continues. And
said comptroller,
terms prescribed
by
ciation
And said
comptroller, upon
upon the
the terms
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, may permit an exchange
exchange to be made
be
made of Bonds may be
any of the bonds deposited
treasurer by
association for
for other
other exchanged,
exchanged, if,
deposited with
with the treasurer
by an
an association
c
bonds of the United States authorized
authorized by this act
secu- & .;
act to
to be received
received as security
notes, if
if he
be of
that such
exchange
rity for
for circulating
circulating notes,
he shall
shall be
of opinion
opinion that
such an
an exchange
can be made without prejudice to the
and he
may direct
the United States,
States, and
he may
direct
the return of any
any of said bonds to the banking association
association which
transferred may be rewhich transferred

eu
ell
rnae
td
ion
upoo
fn
ef
r
,
the
in sums
sums of
less than
than one
thousand dollars,
dollars, upon
upon the
the same,
same, in
of not
not less
one thousand
the surrensurren- t
ellnationP
of cder
proportionate amount
such cirder to him
him and the cancellation
cancellation of
of a
a proportionate
amount of
of such
culating notes.
cir- culating
notes.
culating
remaining bonds
culating notes: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the remaining
bonds which
which shall
shall have
have Proviso.
Proviso.
banking association
association offering
been transferred
transferred by
by the
the banking
offering to
to surrender
surrender circulat
circulat--ing notes shall be equal to the amount required
required for
for the
the circulating
notes
circulating notes
not
surrendered by
such banking
banking association,
and that
that the
amount of
of bonds
bonds
not surrendered
by such
association, and
the amount
in the hands of the treasurer
treasurer shall not be diminished below the amount
amount
required to be kept on deposit with him by this
And provided,
this act: And
provided, That
That
there shall have been no failure by such
association to
cirsuch association
to redeem
redeem its
its circulating notes, and no other violation
violation by such association
association of the
the provisions of this act, and that the market or cash value of the remaining bonds
bonds
shall not be below
below the amount
amount required
required for the
circulation issued for
the
the circulation
for the
same.
same.
S
EC. 27.
27. And
further enacted,
it shall
unlawful for
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That it
shall be
be unlawful
for any
any The
The counterofficer acting under the provisions
provisions of this act to countersign
countersign or
deliver to
deor deliver
to signing and deu"
any association,
or to
to any
any other
other company
any circulating
notes t
v
tier
Z, n
°0
e': cuany
association, or
company or
or person,
person, any
circulating notes
livery
offtecire
contemplated
contemplated by this act, except as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
accord- except
prprovided, and
and in
in accordexcept as perthe true
true intent
act. And
And any
offi cer who
wh
othis
mitted
ance with the
intent and
and meaning
meaning of
of this
this act.
any officer
mitted by
by this
.
, na
shall violate
violate the
the provisions
of this
shall be
be deemed
high Let
shall
provisions of
this section
section shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a high
m de unbarfi1 made
unlawmisdemeanor, and on conviction thereof
thereof shall be punished by fine
fine not Penalty.
exceeding double
so countersigned
and delivered,
delivered, and
exceeding
double the
the amount
amount so
countersigned and
and imimprisonment
prisonment not less than one year and not
the
not exceeding
exceeding fifteen years,
years, at
at the
he shall
be tried.
discretion of the
the court
court in
in which
which he
shall be
tried.
SEC. 28.
That it
it shall
be lawful
lawful for
for any
SEC.
28. And
And be
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
shall be
any Associations
Associations
such association
association to purchase, hold, and convey real estate as fol- mayhold,&c.,
may hold, &c.,

lows:lows
:—

First. Such as shall
accommodation in
shall be
be necessary
necessary for
for its
its immediate
immediate accommodation
in
transaction of its business.
the transaction
business.

certain real
real esescertain
tate.
tate.
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Second. Such
mortgaged to
to it
in good faith by way of secuit in
be mortgaged
shall be
as shall
Such as
Second.
rity for
for debts
previously contracted.
contracted.
debts previously
rity
Third.
as shall
be conveyed
conveyed to
it in
in satisfaction
satisfaction of
debts previously
previously
of debts
to it
shall be
Such as
Third. Such
contracted in
the course
of its
its dealings.
dealings.
course of
in the
contracted
Fourth.
shall purchase
purchase at
judgments, decrees,
decrees,
under judgments,
sales under
at sales
it shall
as it
Such as
Fourth. Such
or
mortgages
held
by
such
association,
or
shall
purchase
to
secure
debts
debts
secure
to
purchase
shall
or
association,
such
by
held
or mortgages
due to
said association.
association.
to said
due
Such associations
associations shall
shall not
not purchase
or hold
real estate
in any
other
any other
estate in
hold real
purchase or
Such
case or for any
other
purpose
than
as
specified
in
this
section.
Nor
shall
Nor shall
section.
this
in
specified
as
than
purpose
other
case or for any
it hold the
any real
estate under
mortgage, or
the title
title
hold the
or hold
under mortgage,
real estate
of any
possession of
it hold the possession
and
purchased to
debts due to it
any debts
secure any
to secure
estate purchased
real estate
any real
of any
possession of
and possession
for
than five years.
period than
longer period
a longer
for a
liabilities to any
No
person, &c.,
&c.)
S
EC. 29.
be it
it further
enacted, That the total liabilities
further enacted,
And be
29. And
SEC.
Noperson,
to
be liable for
to
or firm for
association
association,
of
any
person,
or
of
any
company,
corporation,
corporation,
company,
any
of
or
person,
any
of
association for association,
company or firm the
more
than, &c.
money borrowed,
including in
in the
the liabilities
liabilities of
a company
of a
borrowed, including
&c. money
more than,
liabilities of
the several
members thereof,
at no time exceed one
shall at
thereof, shall
several members
of the
liabilities
tenth part
part of
of the
the amount
amount of
of the
stock of
of such
actually
association actually
such association
capital stock
the capital
tenth
Certain disdispaid
Provided, That
That the
discount of
exchange
of bona fide bills of exchange
the discount
in: Provided,
paid in:
Certain
or
counts
not to b drawn
commercial or
included.
actually existing
values, and the discount of commercial
existing values,
against actually
not to b drawn against
counts
business
paper actually
actually owned
person or persons, corporation, or
the person
owned by the
business paper
luded.
firm
negotiating the
the same
same shall
be considered
considered as money borrowed.
not be
shall not
firm negotiating
Rate of
S
EC. 30.
30. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
association may take,
every association
That every
it further
And be
SEC.
interRate of inter
eat,
receive, reserve,
reserve, and
loan or discount made, or upon any
any loan
on any
charge on
and charge
receive,
est.
note, bill
bill of
of exchange,
or other
other evidences
of debt, interest at the rate
evidences of
exchange, or
note,
allowed by
by the
laws of
of the
territory where
where the bank is located,
located,
or territory
state or
the state
the laws
allowed
a different
and
no more,
more, except
except that
where by
by the
the laws
different rate
of any state a
laws of
that where
and no
is
banks of
organized under
under state laws, the rate so limited
issue organized
of issue
for banks
limited for
is limited
shall
be allowed
for associations
organized in
any such
such state under this act.
in any
associations organized
allowed for
shall be
And
when no
is fixed
fixed by
the laws
laws of the
the state or territory, the bank
by the
rate is
no rate
And when
a rate not exceeding
may take,
take, receive,
exceeding seven per
per
charge a
or charge
reserve, or
receive, reserve,
may
centum, and
such interest
interest may
be taken
taken in
reckoning the days
advance, reckoning
in advance,
may be
and such
centum,
Penalty
for
which the
the note, bill,
evidence of debt has to run. And the
bill, or other evidence
for which
for
Penalty for
a rate of interest
tab ggreater
greater
knowingly taking,
taking, receiving,
receiving, reserving,
reserving, or charging a
knowingly
taking
interest.
greater than
than aforesaid
held and
and adjudged a
aforfeiture of the entire
be held
shall be
aforesaid shall
greater
interest which
note, bill,
bill, or
or other
other evidence of debt carries
carries with it, or
the note,
which the
interest
of
a greater rate of
which
thereon. And in case a
be paid thereon.
to be
agreed to
been agreed
has been
which has
interest has
their
been paid, the person or persons paying the same, or their
has been
interest
legal
representatives, may
may recover
recover back,
action of debt, twice
twice the
back, in any action
legal representatives,
amount
the interest
interest thus
from the association taking or receiving
paid from
thus paid
of the
amount of
Action
be
the
action is
is commenced
within two years
commenced within
such action
That such
Provided, That
same: Provided,
the same:
to be
Action to
commenced in
from
the time
the usurious
transaction occurred. But the purchase, disusurioustransaction
time the
from the
tcomenears
two years. i
payable at another place
count, or
sale of
fide bill
bill of exchange, payable
bona fide
a bona
of a
or sale
count,
than the
place of
such purchase,
discount, or
or sale, at not more than the
purchase, discount,
of such
the place
than
current rate
of exchange
drafts in addition to the interest, shall
sight drafts
for sight
exchange for
rate of
current
a greater
receiving a
not be
be considered
considered as
as taking
greater rate of interest.
interest.
taking or receiving
not
Amount of
of
SEC. 31.
31. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That every association in the
be it
And be
SEC.
Amount
money to be kept
money
hereinafter named shall, at all times, have on hand, in lawful money
cities hereinafter
kept cities
money
on hand.
of the United States, an amount equal to at least twenty-five
twenty-five per centum
centum
and
of
the aggregate
aggregate amount
circulation and its deposits; and
amount of its notes in circulation
of the
every
association shall, at all times, have on hand, in lawful money
other association
every other
of the
United States,
States, an
amount equal
to at
at least fifteen per centum of
equal to
an amount
the United
of
the aggregate
its notes in circulation, and of its deposits. And
of its
amount of
aggregate amount
the
whenever the
the lawful
lawful money
money of any association in any of the cities herewhenever
inafter
named shall
be below
the amount of twenty-five per centum of its
below the
shall be
inafter named
circulation and
and deposits,
deposits, and whenever
whenever the lawful money of any other
circulation
association shall
shall be
fifteen per centum of its circulation and debe below fifteen
association
liabilities by
to Liabilities
Lbiabiliti
increeassed
not posits, such associations
associations shall not increase
increase its
its liabilities
by making
making any
any
e
bills
purchasing
or
discounting
than
until
reserve
is
new
loans
or
discounts
otherwise
by
discounting
purchasing
bills
otherwise
discounts
or
until reserve is new loans
made good.
good.
of exchange
payable at sight,
dividend of its profits until
sight, nor make any dividend
exchange payable
of
made
Real
Real

estate.
estate.
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the required
required proportion between the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
of its outstanding
outstanding
notes of circulation and deposits
money of
of the
the United
deposits and its lawful money
United
deStates shall be restored: Provided,
Provided, That three fifths of said fifteen
fifteen per Money
Money deposited for recentum may consist of balances due to an association
for the
the deittd
association available
available for
for
demption of circirredemption of its circulating
circulating notes
notes from
&mil associations
associations approved
by the
in cerapproved by
the culation in
taM
cities
to
be
comptroller of the currency, organized
iinder this act, in the
organized „tinder
the cities
cities of
of included.
tain cities to be
Saint Louis, Louisville, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukie,
Milwaukie, New Orleans, CinCin- ncluded.
cinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburg, Baltimore,
Boston, New
New York,
York,
Baltimore, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Boston,
Albany, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, San Francisco, and Washington
Washington City:
City: Provided,
Provided,
Clearing-house
also, That clearing-house
representing specie or lawful money
clearing-house certificates, representing
money Clearing-house
certificates to be
specially
specially deposited
the purpose
any clearing-house
association, deemed
deposited for
for the
purpose of
of any
clearing-house association,
deeefid awfl
lawful
shall be deemed to be lawful money in the possession
possession of
any association
of any
association money
money for this
purpose.
belonging
clearing-house holding and owning such certificate,
belonging to such clearing-house
certificate, and purpose.
shall be considered to be a
a part of the lawful
such associaassocialawful money
money which such
tion is required
required to have under
under the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions of
of this section:
section:
Provided,
Provided, That the cities of Charleston and
Richmond may
may be
to Charleston
and Richmond
be added
added to
Charleston and
the list of cities in the national
national associations
associations of
associations Richmond.
of which
which other
other associations
Richmond.
may keep three fifths of their lawful money, whenever,
of
whenever, in
in the
the opinion
opinion of
the comptroller
comptroller of the currency, the condition of the southern
southern states will
will
warrant it. And it shall be competent for the comptroller
currency
comptroller of the
the currency
to notify any association, whose lawful
reserve as
lawful money
money reserve
as aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall If
association
If association
be below
be kept
kept on
be
below the
the amount
amount to
to be
hand as
make good
good such
such fails, after notice,
on hand
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, to
to make
to make
association shall fail for thirty days thereafter
reserve; anDif
anikif such association
thereafter so
so to to
make good
good its
its
reserve.
make good its reserve of lawful
lawful money of the United States, the compcomptroller may,
of the
the Secretary
apmay, with the
the concurrence
concurrence of
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, apa receiver
point a
receiver to wind up the business of
of such association,
association, as
as provided
provided
in this
thiA act.
SEC.
32. And
And be
SEC. 32.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That each
each association
association organized
organized Circulation
Circulation to
in any of the cities named
named in the foregoing
subject to
redeemed in
in
foregoing section shall
shall select,
select, subject
to be
be redeemed
at par.
comptroller of the currency, an association in the New
the approval
approval of the comptroller
New York
York at
par.
city of New York, at which it
redeem its
notes at
at par.
par.
it will redeem
its circulating
circulating notes
And each of such associations may
may keep one half of its
its lawful money
money
associreserve in cash deposits in the city of New York. And each association
association Certain
Certain associaationss to
e ec
to select
not organized
cities named in
the preceding
section shall
organized within the cities
in the
preceding section
shall select,
select,I place
s
place for
redempfor redempof the comptroller
subject to the approval of
comptroller of the
association tion of circulathe currency,
currency, an association
tion.
in either of the cities named
named in the preceding
preceding section at which
which it will tion.
redeem its circulating notes at par, and the comptroller
comptroller shall give
public
give public
notice of the names of the associations
associations so selected
selected at
at which redemptions
redemptions
are to be made by the respective
respective associations, and
change that
and of any change
that may
may
association at which the notes
be made of the association
association are
notes of
of any association
are reredeemed. If
any association
to make
selection or
to Proceedings in
If'any
association shall
shall fail
fail either
either to
make the
the selection
or to
aforesaid, the comptroller of the currency
redeem its notes as aforesaid,
currency may, upon case
case of
of failure.
failure.
receiving satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
receiving
evidence thereof, appoint a
areceiver,
the manner
manner
receiver, in
in the
provided for in this act, to wind up its affairs: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
in
nothing in
this section
section shall relieve any association
association from
from its
its liability
liability to
to redeem
redeem its
its
circulating notes at its own counter, at par,
on demand:
demand:
par, in
in lawful money, on
4nd provided, further,
further, That every association formed or existing
existing under
under Each association to
notes
par, for
or tion
to take
take notes
the provisions of this act shall take and receive at par,
for any
any debt
debt or
of other associaassocialiability to said association, any and all notes
notes or
bills issued
by any
or bills
issued by
any assoasso- tions.
ciation existing under
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of this
ciation
under and
this act.
act.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 33. And be
be it
it further
enacted, That the directors of
associa- Dividends.
of any
any association may, semi-annually, each year,
much of
of the
year, declare
declare a
a dividend
dividend of
of so
so much
the
nett profits
profits of the association as they shall judge
but each
judge expedient;
expedient; but
each
association
aSsociation shall, before
before the declaration
of aadividend,
part
declaration of
dividend, carry
carry one
one tenth
tenth part
funds.
of its nett profits
Surplus funds.
profits of the preceding half year to its surplus fund until the Surplus
centum of
capital stock.
stock.
same shall
shall amount
amount to
to twenty
twenty per
per centum
of its
its capital
SEC. 34. And be it
it further enacted, That every association
Associations to
to
Sac.
association shall
shall make Associations
report to
to compto the comptroller
comptroller of
of the currency
currency aa report, according
according to the form
form which
which report
comptroller quarterly.
may be prescribed
pres-roer qarer
prescribed by him, verified
verified by the oath or affirmation
affirmation of the presVOL.
vor.• XIII.
xxii. PUB.PCB. — 10
10
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exhibit in detail,
Contents
re -ident
or cashier
of such
which report shall exhibit
such association; which
cashier of
ident or
of reContents of
appropriate heads, the resources
and under appropriate
resources and liabilities of the associaport.
tion
before the
the commencement
commencement of
business on
on the
the morning
morning of
first
the first
of the
of business
tion before
Monday
January, April,
each year,
of each
October of
and October
July, and
April, July,
of January,
months of
the months
of the
Monday of
and
to the
thereafter.
days thereafter.
five days
within five
comptroller within
the comptroller
same to
the same
transmit the
shall transmit
and shall
And
any bank
bank failing
failing to
to make
make and
transmit such
such report
report shall
subject
shall be subject
and transmit
And any
Penalty for
for
to
one hundred
dollars for each day after five days that such
hundred dollars
of one
penalty of
to aapenalty
Penalty
beyond that time. And the comptroller shall publish
failing to report. report is delayed beyond
abstracts
said reports
in a
newspaper to
by him
him for
for that
designated by
be designated
to be
a newspaper
reports in
of said
abstracts of
Comptroller to
to purpose
in the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, and
and the
report of each assoseparate report
the separate
purpose in
Comptroller
publish abstracts.
abstracts. ciation
shall be
be published
newspaper in the place where such associa newspaper
published in a
ciation shall
publish
ation
there be
no newspaper
place, then in a
a
such place,
at such
newspaper at
be no
if there
or if
is established,
established, or
ation is
newspaper
at the
nearest place thereto, at the expense
expense of the
the nearest
published at
newspaper published
association making
such report.
report. In
addition to
to the
reports
quarterly reports
the quarterly
In addition
making such
association
of
required by
by this
every association
shall, on the first Tuesday of
association shall,
section, every
this section,
required
each month,
month, make
currency aastatement, under
the currency
of the
comptroller of
the comptroller
to the
make to
each
Monthly
state the
the oath
oath of the president
condition of the associapresident or cashier, showing the condition
Monthly state
ments.
tion making such statement,
prec,eding
statement, on the morning of the day next preceding
particuthe date
date of
of such
respect to
the following items and particuto the
in respect
statement, in
such statement,
the
lars,
to wit:
wit: average
other
amount of loans and discounts, specie, and other
average amount
lars, to
circulation. And
lawful money
association, deposits, and circulation.
belonging to the association,
money belonging
lawful
associations in
tile thirty-first
than those cities named in thle
places than
other places
in other
associations
section of
of this
available for
for
also return the amount due them available
shall also
act shall
this act
section
redemption of
circulation.
of their circulation.
the redemption
Associations
SEC. 35.
And be
enacted, That
association shall
shall make
no association
That no
further enacted,
it further
be it
35. And
SEC.
Associations
not to make
make
discount on the security
security of the shares
shares of its own capital
capital stock,
any loan or discount
&c.,
&c., on the
loans,
security of their nor be the purchaser
holder of
of any
any such
shares, unless
unless such
security
such security
such shares,
or holder
of their nor be the purchaser or
security
a debt previously
own
stock,
&c.
or purchase
necessary to prevent
prevent loss upon a
be necessary
shall be
purchase shall
or
own stock, &c.
contracted in
in good
faith; and
acquired shall, within
purchased or acquired
stock so purchased
and stock
good faith;
contracted
six months from the time of its purchase, be sold or disposed of at public
or
sale, in
in default
default of
of which
receiver may be appointed to close
which aareceiver
or private
private sale,
association, according
according to the provisions
provisions of this act.
up the business of the association,
Indebtedness
S
EC. 36.
36. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
no association
shall at any
association shall
That no
it further
And be
SEC.
Indebtedness
time
exceeding the
indebted, or in any way liable, to an amount exceeding
time be indebted,
to exceed
exceed
not to
remaining
amount of its capital stock at such time actually paid in and remaining
capital stock, ex- amount
cept, &c.
&c.
cept,
undiminished by
except on the
the following
undiminished
by losses
losses or otherwise,
otherwise, except
following accounts,
accounts,
that is to say:
say :-—
First.
circulation.
First. On account of its notes of circulation.
by, such
Second.
On account
account of
of moneys deposited with, or collected by,
Second. On
association.
association.
money
Third.
account of bills of exchange
exchange or drafts drawn against money
On account
Third. On
association, or due thereto.
on deposit
deposit to the credit of such association,
actually on
Fourth.
On account
of liabilities
stockholders for dividends and
liabilities to its stockholders
account of
Fourth. On
reserved profits.
Associations
SEC. 37.
further enacted,
either
association shall, either
enacted, That no association
it further
be it
And be
37. And
SEC.
Associations
hypothecate any of its notes of circulation,
not to hypothe- directly or indirectly, pledge or hypothecate
cate
cate circulating
circulating
notes,
&c.;
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of procuring
procuring money to be paid in on its capital
capital stock,
stock, or
tor
for',&c;
notes,for,
to
banking operations,
operations, or otherwise; nor shall any associabe used
used in its banking
to be
tion
tion use its circulating notes, or any part thereof, in any manner or form,
to create
create or increase its capital stock.
SEC. 38. And be it
enacted, That no association,
association, or any memit further
further enacted,
SEC.
to withwithnot to
thereof, shall, during
draw any portion ber thereof,
during the time it shall continue
continue its banking
banking operations,
draw
of their capital.
capital.
.
withdraw, or
or permit
permit to
to be
withdrawn, either in form of dividends or
be withdrawn,
withdraw,
Losses.

Bad
debts,
Bad debts.

capital. And if
otherwise,
its capital.
if losses shall at any
any time
of its
portion of
any portion
otherwise, any
association equal to or exceeding
have
sustained by any such association
exceeding its
been sustained
have been
undivided
profits then on hand, no dividend shall be made; and no diviundivided profits
dend
dend shall ever be made by any association, while it shall continue its
banking
operations, to an amount greater than its nett profits then on hand,
banking operations,
therefrom its losses and bad debts. And all debts due to any
deducting therefrom
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be
association, on which interest
interest is past due and unpaid for a
a period
period of
of six What
What to
to be
deemed bad
months, unless the same
secured, and
shall be
of debts.
same shall
shall be weil
well secured,
and shall
be in
in process
process of
debts.
collection, shall be considered
considered bad
the meaning
meaning of
of this
this act:
bad debts
debts within
within the
act:
Provided, That nothing in this section shall prevent the
Provided,
reduction of
the
the reduction
of the
capital stock of the association under the
section of
of this
act.
the thirteenth
thirteenth section
this act.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That no association
SEC. 39. And be it
it further
association shall at
any Associations
at any
Associations
purchasing drafts
time pay out on loans or discounts, or in purchasing
drafts or bills of
not to
of not
to pay
pay out
out
certain notes.
exchange, or in payment
exchange,
payment of deposits,
other mode
pay or
or put
in
deposits, or
or in
in any other
mode pay
put in
circulation the notes of any bank
circulation
which shall
bank or banking
banking association
association which
shall not,
not,
at any such time, be receivable, at par,
pal, on deposit and in payment of
of
debts by the association
association so paying out or
such notes;
or circulating
circulating such
notes; nor
nor
shall it knowingly
knowingly pay out or put in circulation
issued by
any
circulation any notes
notes issued
by any
bank or banking association which at
such paying
paying out
out or
at the
the time of
of such
or
circulation is
redeeming its
circulating notes
notes in
in lawful
lawful
putting in circulation
is not redeeming
its circulating
money of the United States.
SEC.
further enacted,
of names
names
enacted, That
S
EC. 40. And
And be
be it
it further
and cashier
That the
the president
president and
cashier of
of List
List of
residences of
every such association shall cause to
correct and
to be kept at
at all
all times
times a
a full
full and
and correct
and
reildences
shareholders
,. .
shareholders to of
list of the names
names and residences of all the shareholders
shareholders in the association,
association, be kept;
and the number of shares held by each,
each, in the office where
where its business is
is
t
to
transacted;
transacted; and such list shall be subject
subjeCt to the inspection
inspection of all the shareshare- . too be
be subject
subject to
holders
officers authorized to inspection;
holders and creditors
creditors of the association,
association, and the officers
inspection;
assess taxes
taxes under state authority,
of each
each day
day in
in
authority, during
during business
business hours
hours of
which
transacted; and aa copy
which business
business may be legally transacted;
of such
such list,
on
copy of
list, on
the first Monday of July in each year, verified
to be
sent to
of such
such presverified by
by the
the oath
oath of
pres- to
be sent
to
compt•roller.
ident or cashier, shall be transmitted to the
comptroller of
currency. comptroller.
the comptroller
of the currency.
SEC.
41. And
And be
be it
SEC. 41.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the plates
special dies
That the
plates and
and special
dies Comptroller
Comptroller to
to
to be procured by the comptroller
comptroller of the
currency for
for the
such keep control of
the currency
the printing
printing of'
of such
of
circulating
circulating notes shall remain under his control
direction, and
and the
control and
and direction,
the plates
plates and
and special
special
dies.
expenses
expenses necessarily incurred in executing
provisions of
executing the provisions
of this
this act
act
respecting
respecting the procuring
procuring of such notes, and all other expenses of the Expenses to be
be
by associaassociabureau, shall be paid out of the proceeds of
duties now
or borne
of the
the taxes or
or duties
now or
borne
by
tions.
hereafter
circulation, and
hereafter to be assessed on the circulation,
collected from
associations
and collected
from associations
organized
organized under this act. And
lieu of
of all
existing taxes,
taxes, every
every assoAnd in
in lieu
all existing
association
ciation shall pay to the treasurer of the
the United
United States,
States, in
in the
the months
months of
of
January and July, a
January
of one
one per
centum each
each half
half year
a duty
duty of
of one
one half
half of
per centum
year Duty upon cirfrom and after the first day of January, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, culation,
culation, dedes
takn to
upon the average
average amount of
and a
of its notes in circulation,
circulation, and
a duty
duty of
of one
one posits,
talstocsk
tocapibc
quarter of one per centum each
quarter
upon the
its tal
each half
half year
year upon
the average
average amount
amount of
of its
paid semi-ansemi-ana duty of one quarter
deposits, and a
quarter of one per centum each
each half
half year,
year, as
as nually.
nually.
aforesaid, on the average amount of
aforesaid,
amount
of its capital stock
stock beyond
beyond the
the amount
invested in United States bonds; and
of default
in the
and in
in case
case of
default in
the payment
payment
thereof by any association, the duties aforesaid
aforesaid may
be collected
in the
may be
collected in
the
manner provided for the collection of United
States duties
other corcor- How collected,
United States
duties of
of other
collected
porations, or the treasurer
if not
not paid
paid in
in
treasurer may reserve the amount
duties out
out of
amount of
of said duties
of if
time.
m
the interest, as it may become due, on the bonds deposited
with him
deposited with
him by
by tn e.
such defaulting
association. And it
defaulting association.
duty of
of each
each association,
association,
it shall
shall be
be the
the duty
within ten days from the first days of January
January and
Of each year,
year, to
and July
July of
to
make a
a return,
return, under the oath of its president
president or cashier, to
treasurer Return of cirto the
the treasurer
&c., to
to
of the United States, in such form as he
prescribe, of
of the
the average
average culation,
he may
may prescribe,
culation, &c.,
be made.
amount of its notes in circulation,
circulation, and of the average
average amount of
of its
its dedeposits, and of the average
average amount of
its capital
stock, beyond
the amount
amount
of its
capital stock,
beyond the
invested in United States bonds, for
invested
months next
for the six
six months
next preceding
preceding said
said
first days of January
January and July as aforesaid, and in default of
of such
such return, Penalty
Penalty for
for dedeand
thereof, each defaulting
defaulting association
and for each default thereof,
association shall
and pay
pay fault.
shall forfeit and
to the United States the sum
hundred dollars,
dollars, to
to be
be collected
collected either
either
sum of two
two hundred
out of the interest as it may become due such association on
bonds
on the
the bonds
deposited with the treasurer,
treasurer, or, at his
his option,
in the
option, in
the manner
manner in
in which
which
penalties are to be collected
penalties
collected of other corporations
corporations under the laws of
of the
United States; and in case of such default the amount of the
the duties
duties to
to be
be
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paid
such association
association shall
be assessed
assessed upon
upon the
notes dedeof notes
the amount
amount of
shall be
by such
paid by
livered to
by the
the currency,
currency, and
upon
and upon
of the
comptroller of
the comptroller
association by
to such
such association
livered
the highest
highest amount
its deposits
deposits and
to be
ascertained in
be ascertained
stock, to
and capital
capital stock,
of its
amount of
the
such other
manner as
as the
treasurer
may
nothThat nothProvided,That
deem best:
best: Provided,
may deem
treasurer
the
manner
other
such
Shares not
ing
in
this
act
shall
be
construed
to
prevent
all
the
shares
in
any
of the
the said
said
of
any
in
the
shares
all
prevent
to
hereby exempted
exempted ing in this act shall be construed
held by
by any
person or
included
from being included
corporate, from
or body corporate,
any person
associations, held
from -taxation by associations,
state authority.
in
valuation of
of the
the personal
personal property
property of
corporation in
person or corporation
of such
such person
the valuation
authority. inn the
state
the assessment
authority at
at the
place
the place
state authority
or under
under state
by or
imposed by
taxes imposed
of taxes
the
assessment of
where such
bank is
is located,
but not
at a
greater rate
a greater
not at
elsewhere, but
not elsewhere,
and not
located, and
such bank
where
than is
assessed upon
upon other
moneyed capital
in the
individual
hands of individual
the hands
capital in
other moneyed
is assessed
than
citizens of
of such
such state:
state: Provided,further,
Provided, ficrther, That
That the
under
imposed under
tax so
so imposed
the tax
Limit of state citizens
tax.
the laws
upon the
the shares
of any
any of
authorized
the associations
associations authorized
shares of
of the
state upon
laws of
of any
any state
the
tax.
by
act shall
not exceed
exceed the
rate imposed
upon the shares
shares in any of
imposed upon
the rate
shall not
by this
this act
the banks
banks organized
under authority
association
where such association
state where
authority of the stale
organized under
the
is located:
located: Provided,
nothing in
in this
real
the real
exempt the
shall exempt
act shall
this act
That nothing
also, That
Provided, also,
Real estate to is
be
taxed.
associations from either state, county, or municipal taxes to the
estate of associations
be taxed,
same extent,
according to
as other
other real
real estate
estate is
taxed.
is taxed.
to its
its value,
value, as
same
extent, according
S
EC.
42.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
any
association
may go
go
may
association
any
That
enacted,
SEC. 42. And be it further
How associainto
liquidation and
and be
closed by
the vote
of its
its shareholders
two
owning two
shareholders owning
vote of
by the
be closed
into liquidation
mav be
tions
tions may
closed.
thirds of its stock. And whenever such vote shall be taken
taken it shall be
the
of the
board of
notice of this fact to be certicause notice
of directors
directors to cause
the board
duty of
the duty
fied,
association, by its president or cashier, to the
under the seal of the association,
fied, under
a
thereof to be made for a
and publication thereof
currency, and
comptroller of the currency,
Proceedings. comptroller
period
two months
months in a
newspaper published
published in the city of New York,
a newspaper
of two
period of
associaand also
also in
in aanewspaper.
published in aacity or town in which the associanewspaper. published
and
tion is located,
located, and
newspaper be there published, then in the newsand if
if no newspaper
tion
paper published
closing up its
thereto, that said association is closing
paper
published nearest thereto,
affairs, and
notifying the
holders of
of its
and other
other creditors to present
present
its notes
notes and
the holders
affairs,
and notifying
the notes and other claims against the association for payment. And at
publication
expiration of one year from the time of the publication
any time after the expiration
may-pay
pay over to the
association may
aforesaid, the said association
of such
such notice
notice as aforesaid,
itstutstanding notes in the
treasurer of
of the
the United
United States the amount of itstiutstanding
treasurer
lawful money of the United States, and take up the bonds
bonds which
which said
lawful
association has on deposit with the treasurer
association
treasurer for the security of its circulating
manner
notes; which
which bonds shall be assigned to the bank in the manner
lating notes;
specified in the nineteenth
nineteenth section of this act, and from that time the outspecified
of
association shall be redeemed
redeemed at the treasury of
standing notes of said association
the
shareholders thereof
thereof
association and
and the shareholders
the said association
United States,
States, and the
the United
shall be
be discharged from all liabilities therefor.
Treasurer
Treasurer to
to
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 43. And be it further
enacted, That the treasurer, on receiving
.
execute duplicate
duplicate from an association
lawful money
money for
and redemption
its
of its
redemption of
payment and
for the
the payment
receipts.
from an association lawful
outstanding notes, as provided for
preceding section of this act,
for in the
the preceding
outstanding
shall execute duplicate receipts therefor, one to the association
association and the
comptroller of the currency,
currency, stating the amount
amount received by
the comptroller
other to the
him,
which it has
received, which amount shall
has been received,
him, and the purpose for which
be
placed to the credit
credit
of the United States, and placed
be paid into
into the treasury of
of
upon redemption
redemption account.,
And it
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty
be the
account, And
association upon
such association
of such
Redeemed
Redeemed
the .treasurer,
whenever he shall redeem any of the notes of said assotreasurer, whenever
notes to be mu- of the
tilated,
tilated, &c.
&c.
ciation, to cause the same to be mutilated,
mutilated, and charged to the redemption
ciation,
account of
said association;
association; and
treasurer
the treasurer
redeemed by the
and all notes so redeemed
of said
account
shall, every three
three months, be certified to and
and burned in the manner preshall,
scribed in
scribed
in the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth section of
of this act.
act.
State
State banks
banks
SEC.
further enacted, That any bank incorporated
SEC. 44. And be it
it further
incorporated by
by
may become
become naspecial
any banking
institution organized
general law
of
law of
under aa general
organized under
banking institution
or any
law, or
special law:,
associational associations.
association
any state, may, by authority
authority of this act, become aa national association
organization certifiprescribed in its organization
under its provisions,
provisions, by the name prescribed
cate;
association and the organization
cate; and in
in such case the articles of association
certificate
executed by
by aa majority
majority of the
by this
this act
act may be
be executed
certificate required
required by
directors of
of the
the bank
banking institution;
institution; and
and said
said certificate shall debank or banking
directors
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dare that the owners of
of the
the capital
have authorized
of two
two thirds of
capital stock
stock have
authorized
certificate and to change and
the directors to make such certificate
and convert
the said
said
convert the
bank or banking institution into a
a national association
under this
this act.
act.
association under
of proproAnd a
a majority of the directors, after executing said articles of associaassocia- Mode
Mode of
tion and organization certificate, shall have power to execute all other
other cedure.
cedure.
papers, and to do whatever may be required
make its
organization
required to make
its organization
perfect and complete
complete as a
association. The
The s
hare s of
ofany
a national
national association.
shares
any such
such
bank may continue to be for the same amount
were before
amount each as
as they
they were
before
said conversion,
conversion, and the directors aforesaid
aforesaid may
directors of
of the
may be the
the directors
the
association until others
others are elected or appointed in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
provisions of this act; and any state bank which is
stockholder in
in any
is aa stockholder
any
other bank, by authority of state laws, may
continue to
to hold
hold its
stock,
may continue
its stock,
although either bank, or both, may be organized
accepted
organized under
under and
and have
have accepted
the provisions of this act.
When the comptroller shall
shall give
give to
to such
such
association aa certificate,
certificate, under his hand
ha,nd and official seal, that the proprovisions of this act have been complied
complied with, and that
that it
it is
is authorized
authorized to
to
commence the business of banking under it, the association
have
association shall
shall have
the same powers and privileges, and shall be subject to the
the same duties,
duties,
responsibilities, and rules, in all respects as are prescribed in this act
act for
for
other associations organized
organized under it,
held and
regarded as
it, and shall be
be held
and regarded
as
an association
association under this act: Provided,
Provided, however, That
associaThat no
no such
such association shall have aa less capital than the amount prescribed
prescribed for
for banking
banking
associations under this
act.
this act.
SEC.
And be it further enacted, That
SEC. 45. And
this Associations,
That all
all associations
associations under
under this
Associations,
when so
so desigact, when designated
designated for that purpose by the Secretary of the Treasury, when
designated, may be
shall be depositaries of public
public money,
except receipts
receipts from
customs, under
money, except
from customs,
under dea
may be
ted,
depositaries
of
such regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary;
they may
may public moneys,
Secretary; and they
except,
&c.;
also be employed as financial agents of
government; and
and they
shall
of the
the government;
they shall except, &c.;
perform
perform all such reasonable duties, as depositaries
depositaries of public
public moneys and
and may
may be
be finanagents.
financial agents
agents of the government, as may be required of them. And cial
cial agents.
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
shall require
require of
of the
Treasury shall
the associations
associations thus
thus Designated
Designated dededesignated
designated satisfactory security, by
States bonds
by the
the deposit of
of United
United States
bonds positaries to pay
and otherwise,
safe-keeping and prompt
otherwise, for the safe-keeping
prompt payment
payment of
public promptly;
of the public,
promptly;
money deposited with them, and for the faithful
faithful performance
their
performance of
of their
duties as financial
financial agents of the government:
Provided, That
government: Provided,
That every
every
association which shall be selected and designated
as receiver
receiver or
or deposideposi- to receive nadesignated as
tary of the public money shall take and receive at par all of the national tional
tional currency
currency
at par.
currency
association issued, which have
currency bills, by whatever
whatever association
been paid
in bills
have been
paid in
blllsat
par.
to the government
government for internal revenue, or for loans
stocks.
loans or
or stocks.
SEC.
S
EC. 46. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That if any such
association shall
shall If associations
such association
associations
fail to redeem
at any time fail to redeem, in the lawful
United States,
any fa'i
lawful money
money of
of the
the United
States, any
redeeaon
theirto
circulation,
of its,
its, circulating notes, when payment
payment thereof
thereof shall
demanded, the notes may be
shall be lawfully demanded,
be
during the usual hours of business,
business, at the office of such association,
association, or at
protested, unless,
at protested,
unless,
&c.
its place of redemption
redemption aforesaid, the holder
holder may cause
same to
to be
be
cause the
the same
a notary-public,
protested, in one package,
package, by a
notary-public, unless the
or
the president
president or
association whose
whose notes
notes are
the
cashier of the association
are presented
presented for
for payment,
payment, or
or the
association at the place at which
president or cashier of the association
which they
they are
are
redeemable, shall offer
redeemable,
offer to waive
IN aive demand
of the
the protest,
protest, and
and Notice
demand and
and notice
notice of
Notice of
of proshall, in pursuance of such
deliver to
the' party
such offer, make, sign,
sign, and
and deliver
to the'
party test,
test, &c.,
&c., to be
forwarded to
making such demand
demand an admission in
the time
time of
of the
in writing, stating
stating the
the comptroller.
orptrdoller
demand, the amount demanded,
demanded, and the fact of the
non-payment thereof;
the non-payment
thereof;
and such notary-public,
making such
such protest,
or upon
notary-public, on
on making
protest, or
upon receiving
receiving such
such
admission, shall forthwith
forthwith forward
admission,
forward such admission or
protest to
to
or notice
notice of
of protest
the comptroller of the currency, retaining a
a copy thereof. And after
after such
such Association
Association not
do business
default, on examination
examination of the facts by the comptroller,
comptroller, and
notice by
by him
him to
and notice
to do
business
further, except,
to the association,
association, it shall not be lawful
lawful for the association
association suffering
suffering the &c.
&c
except
same to pay out any of its notes, discount
notes or
or bills,
bills, or
or otherwise
discount any notes
otherwise
prosecute the business of banking, except
receive and
and safely
safely keep
except to
to receive
keep
money belonging to it, and to deliver
deliver special
special deposites:
Provided, That
deposites: Provided,
That if
if
10*
10 *
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payment of
satisfactory proof
be produced
produced to
notary-public that
the payment
of
that the
such notary-public
to such
Notes not to be satisfactory
proof be
protested in
in cercer- any
jurisdicof competent
any such
such notes
notes is
by order
order of
of any
any court
court of
competent jurisdicrestrained by
is restrained
protested
tain cases.
such notary-public
notary-public shall
not protest
same; and
holder
the holder
when the
and when
the same;
protest the
shall not
ttion,
ion, such
of such
notes shall
cause more
more than
note or
or package
to be
be protested
protested
package to
one note
than one
shall cause
such notes
of
same day,
he shall
not receive
receive pay
for more
more than
one protest.
protest.
than one
pay for
shall not
day, he
the same
Fees of notary,
notary. on
on the
Sac. 47. And be it further enacted, That on receiving notice
notice that
that any
any
Upon
be it further enacted, That on receiving
SEC. 47. And has
Upon notice
such
its circulating
notes, as
specias specicirculating notes,
of its
any of
redeem any
to redeem
failed to
association has failed
of failure to resuch association
deem
next preceding
fled in
deem circulation,
circulation, fied
in the
the, next
preceding section,
section, the comptroller
comptroller of the currency, with
comptroller to
the concurrence of
of the
Secretary
of the
Treasury,
appoint a
aspecial
special
may appoint
Treasury, may
the
of
Secretary
the
the concurrence
send special
special
agent (of
appointment immediate
immediate notice
notice shall
shall be
be given
given to
to such
such
agent to ascertain
ascertain agent
whose appointment
(of whose
facts,
association)
immediately proceed to ascertain
association) who shall immediately
ascertain whether such
of
association has
has refused
pay its
notes in
lawful money
money of
in the
the lawful
circulating notes
its circulating
to pay
refused to
association
the
States, when
demanded as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
report to
to the
the compcompand report
when demanded
the United
United States,
troller the
the fact
so ascertained;
if, from
or the
the report
so
report so
protest or
such protest
from such
and if,
ascertained; and
fact so
troller
refused
made, the
comptroller shall
be satisfied
satisfied that
that such
such association
association has
has refused
shall be
the comptroller
made,
within
to pay
circulating notes
notes as
as aforesaid
aforesaid and
is in
default, he
he shall,
shall, within
in default,
and is
its circulating
to
pay its
the
declare the
failure, declare
notice of
thirty days
he shall
shall have
have received
received notice
of such
such failure,
after he
days after
thirty
when to declare securities
such association
United States
States bonds
bonds and
and securities
pledged by
by such
association forfeited
forfeited
securities pledged
securities United
dare
forfeited,
forfeited,
to
the United
United States,
States, and
to the
and the
the same
same shall
shall thereupon
thereupon be forfeited
forfeited accordaccordingly. And
And thereupon
comptroller shall
give notice
notice in
in
immediately give
shall immediately
the comptroller
thereupon the
to notify hold- ingly.
ers of
notes to
to
or
shall, by general rules or
the Treasury
Secretary of
as the
the Secretary
such
of the
Treasury shall,
manner as
such manner
ers
of notes
present them for
present
otherwise,
to the
of the
the circulating
circulating notes
of such
such association
association
notes of
the holders
holders of
direct, to
otherwise, direct,
payment,
payment,
and
to
them for
at the
treasury of
United States,
States, and
of the
the United
the treasury
for payment
payment at
present them
to present
presented in lawful
same shall
the same
the
shall be
be paid
paid as
as presented
lawful money of the United
United
cancel an
States;
may, in
his discretion,
discretion, cancel
an
in his
comptroller may,
said comptroller
whereupon said
States; whereupon
to pay notes
and cancel
current market
equal at
association equal
such association
amount of
by such
at current
pledged by
of bonds
bonds pledged
bonds. amount
and
cancel bonds.
it shall
And it
rates, not
not exceeding
paid. And
shall be
be lawful
lawful for
for the
the
to the
the notes
notes paid.
par, to
exceeding par,
rates,
regulations
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
from time
to time,
time, to
make such
such regulations
to make
time to
Treasury, from
Secretary
after prerespecting the
disposition to
notes after
presuch circulating
circulating notes
made of
of such
to be
be made
the disposition
respecting
perpetuarespecting the
and respecting
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
sentation thereof
thereof for
the perpetuapayment as
for payment
sentation
proper;;
seem to him
thereof as
the payment
evidence of
tion
the evidence
of the
payment thereof
as may
may seem
him proper
tion of
of the
for any defibe cancelled.
shall be
on being
notes, on
but all
such notes,
being paid,
paid, shall
cancelled. And for
but
all such
when
such association,
ciency
in the
the bonds
pledged by
by such
association, when
bonds pledged
of the
proceeds of
the proceeds
ciency in
disposed
of as
as hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
reimburse to
to the
the United
States the
the
United States
to reimburse
specified, to
of
disposed
United
The
The United
amount so
expended in
in paying
paying the
the circulating
circulating notes
notes of
of such
association,
such association,
so expended
amount
States to have
have
the
United States
States shall
shall have
first and
and paramount
paramount lien
the
all the
lien upon
upon all
have a
a first
of lien
the United
priority of
upon assets for
good out
be
made good
shall
and
such
deficiency
assets
of such
such association;
and
such deficiency
shall
be made
out of
of
association;
of
assets
for
assets
upon
any deficiency
deficiency m
in
any
such
in preference
preference to
to any
any and
and all
whatsoever, except
except
claims whatsoever,
all other
other claims
assets in
redemption of
such assets
redemption
circulation.
circulation,
the necessary
necessary costs and expenses
expenses of administering
administering the same.
pledged
S
EC. 48.
enacted, That
whenever the
comptroller
the comptroller
That whenever
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
48. And
Bonds pledged
as security may shall become satisfied, as in the last preceding section specified,
that any
may shall become satisfied, as in the last preceding section specified, that
a security
aany
soldataucbe sold
at aucassociation
refused to
pay its
its circulating
circulating notes
as therein
mentioned,
therein mentioned,
notes as
to pay
has refused
association has
tion;
he
of cancelling
the United
States bonds
bonds pledged
pledged by
by such
such
cancelling the
United States
he may,
may, instead
instead of
association, as
preceding section,
section, cause
so much
much of
of
cause so
the next
next preceding
as provided
provided in
in the
association,
circulating notes
of
them as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
the outstanding
outstanding circulating
notes of
to redeem
redeem the
them
as may
York,
such
association to
to be
be sold
sold at
at public
public auction
auction in
the city
city of
of New
New York,
in the
such association
after
days' notice
such sale
sale to
such association.
association.
giving thirty
thirty days'
notice of
of such
to such
after giving
S
E.C.
49.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
the
comptroller
of
curthe curof the
comptroller
the
That
enacted,
further
it
be
And
49.
SE..
or at private
of the
rency may,
may, if
shall be of
of opinion
opinion that
the interests
interests of
the United
United
that the
if he
he shall'be
sale.
rency
bonds
private sale
any of
States
be best
thereby, sell
sell at
at private
sale any
of the
the bonds
promoted thereby,
States will
will be
best promoted
either money
money or
or the
the
receive therefor
pledged by
by such
and receive
therefor either
such association,
association, and
pledged
Proviso.
such
circulating
notes of
such failing
failing association:
Provided, That
That no
no such
Proviso.
circulating notes
of such
association: Provided,
less than
than the
the
for less
private sale
sale for
bonds
bong shall
shall be
be sold
sold by
by private
less than
than par,
par, nor
nor less
market value
value thereof
thereof at
the time
of sale:
sale: And
provided, further,
That DO
further, That
no
at the
time of
And provided,
market
until
shall be
be complete
sales
any such
such bonds,
either public
public or
or private,
private, shall
complete until
bonds, either
sales of
of any
formalities prescribed
been made
with the
the formalities
the
thereof shall
the transfer
transfer thereof
shall have
have been
made with
prescribed
in this
this act.
in
act.
SEC. 50.
50. And
be it
further enacted,
on becoming
satisfied, as
SEC.
And be
it further
enacted, That
That on
becoming satisfied,
as
circulating
refused to
its circulating
specified
in this
act, that
that any
any association
has refused
to pay
pay its
association has
this act,
specified in
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notes as therein mentioned,
Comptroller
mentioned, and is in
in default,
default, the
the comptroller
comptroller of the cur- Comptroller
rency may
may forthwith
appoint a
areceiver,
receiver, and
require of
him such
bond rnoeca3erivaeprptoonicioase
rency
forthwith appoint
and require
of him
such bond
e appoint
c
lose

and
as he
and security
security as
he shall
shall deem
deem proper,
who, under
the direction
of defaultdefaultproper, who,
under the
direction of
of the
the affairs
affairs of
comptroller, shall
of the
records, and
of ing
mg association.
comptroller,
shall take
take possession
possession of
the books,
books, records,
and assets
assets of
association

description of such association,
every description
association, collect
collect all
all debts, dues, and claims
claims

Bond and
and

belonging to
the order
acourt
court of
of record
record of
s
i
z
uties of
of receiver,
belonging
to such
such association,
association, and,
and, upon
upon the
order of
of a
of c
duties
receiver,

competent jurisdiction, may sell or compound
compound all bad or doubtful
doubtful debts,
competent
debts, &c.
c'
and, on a
alike order, sell all the real
personal property
such assoassoreal and
and personal
property of
of such
ciation, on such terms as the court shall
ciation,
direct; and may, if necessary
shall direct;
necessary to
to
pay the debts of such association,
association, enforce
individual liability
enforce the individual
liability of
of the
the
stockholders provided for by the twelfth section of
stockholders
of this
this act; and such
such
receiver shall pay over all money so made
United
made to the
the treasurer
treasurer of
of the United
States, subject to the order of the comptroller
comptroller of the currency, and also
make
his acts
acts and
promake report to
to the
the comptroller
comptroller of
of the
the currency
currency of
of all
all his
and proceedings.
ceedings. The comptroller
comptroller shall thereupon
thereupon cause
cause notice to
to be
be given, by
by
advertisement
direct, for
three consecutive
advertisement in
in such newspapers
newspapers as he
he may direct,
for three
consecutive
months, calling on all persons
persons who may have claims against such
such associaassociation to present
present the same, and to make legal proof thereof.
thereof. And
And from
from
shall have
have been
been first
first
time to
to time
time the
the comptroller,
comptroller, after full provision
provision shall
refunding to
the United
United States
States any
such deficiency
in redeemmade for
for refunding
to the
any such
deficiency in
redeeming the notes of such
association as is mentioned
mentioned in this
this act,
act, shall
shall make
make a
such association
a
by such
such receiver
reeeiver on
on all
ratable dividend of the money so paid over to him
him by
all
have been
been proved
his satisfaction
satisfaction or
adjudicated in
such claims as
as may
may have
proved to
to his
or adjudicated
in
court of competent jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; and
proceeds
aacourt
and from
from time to time, as the proceeds
of the assets of such association
association shall be paid over to him, he shall
shall make
make
further
further dividends, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, on all claims
claims previously
previously proved or
or adjudiadjudicated; and the remainder of such proceeds,
proceeds, if any, shall be paid over to
such association,
association, or
legal representatives,
representatives, in
the shareholders
shareholders of such
or their
their legal
in
proportion
Provided, however, If association
proportion to the stock by
by them respectively
respectively held: Provided,
association
That if
if such
such association
which proceedings
insti- denies that
it has
That
association against
against which
proceedings have
have been
been so
so instithat it
has
tuted, on account
account of any alleged refusal to redeem
redeem its circulating
circulating notes
!tdeem
notes as failed tto r
redeem
aforesaid,
any
apply
aforesaid, shall deny having failed to do so, such association
association may, at an
ya
ltP
s
PWto the
time within ten days after such association
courtsfor
association shall have been notified of courts
for an ininthe appointment
appointment of
agent, as
as provided
in this
this act,
act, apply
to the
near- junction.
Junction.
the
of an
an agent,
provided in
apply to
the nearof the
the United
United States,
States, to
to enjoin
enjoin
est circuit, or district, or
or territorial
territorial court
court of
further proceedings
in the
premises; and
and such
after citing
citing the
the
further
proceedings in
the premises;
such court,
court, after
comptroller of the currency
currency to
proceedings should
should Proceedings.
comptroller
to show
show cause
cause why further proceedings
Proceedings.
not be enjoined,
enjoined, and after the decision
that
decision of the court or
or finding of
of a
a jury
jury that
such
refused to
its circulating
circulating notes,
notes, when
when
such association
association has not refused
to redeem
redeem its
legally presented, in the lawful money of the United States, shall make
an order enjoining the comptroller,
comptroller, and any receiver
receiver acting
under his
acting under
direction,
direction, from all further proceedings on account
of such
reaccount of
such alleged
alleged refusal.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That all
S
EC. 51. And be it
it further
all fees
fees for protesting
protesting the
the Fees for proshall be
paid by
by the
person test and other
other
notes issued
issued by any
any such banking
banking association
association shall
be paid
the person
procuring the protest to be made, and such banking association
association shall
ex
tobe
te
e
n
p
sa
ei
s
a.
hw
shall beto
paind.
liable therefor; but no part of the bonds pledged
pledged by such
such banking
banking association,
ciation, as aforesaid, shall be applied to the payment
payment of such fees.
fees. And
And
all expenses
preliminary or other
the condition
expenses of any
any preliminary
other examinations into
into the
condition
of any association
association shall be paid by such association;
association; and all expenses
expenses of
of
any
receivership shall
of such
such association
association before
any receivership
shall be
be paid
paid out
out of
of the
the assets
assets of
before
distribution of the proceeds thereof.
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 52. And
enacted, That
That all
the notes,
all transfer
transfer of
of the
notes, Transfers,
Transfers, asas&c.,
bonds, bills of exchange,
exchange, and other evidences
evidences of debt owing to any asso- signments,
ignim t
ents,_Sze.,
ciation, or of deposits to its credit; all assignments of mortgages, suretiestionotefinsP
lon real estate, or of judgments or -decrees in its favor; all deposits of vency, &c., to be
money,
thing for
for its
use, or
or for
f
or the
ofany
an y
void.
or other
other valuable
valuable thing
its use,
the use
use of
void.
money, bullion,
bullion, or
of its shareholders or creditors;
creditors; and
money to
either,
and all
all payments
payments of
of money
to either,
the commission
commission of
of an
act of
of insolvency,
in contemplation
made after
after the
an act
insolvency, or
or in
contemplation

ciation,
on real or
estate,
of deposits
or of judgments
to its credit;
or -decrees
all assignments
in its favor;
of mortgages,
all deposits
sureties
of velley, Sze., to be
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thereof, with a
aview
application of
of its
its assets
assets in
in the
the manner
view to
to prevent the
the application
manner
prescribed
prescribed by this act, or with a
a view to the
of one
one creditor
creditor to
to
the preference
preference of
another,
another, except
except in payment of
circulating notes,
notes, shall
shall be
of its circulating
be utterly
utterly null
null
and void.
void.
Penalty
Penalty upon
SEC.
And be itfurther
S
EC. 53. And
it further enacted,
the directors
directors of
of any
associaenacted, That
That if
if the
any associa.
directors for vio- tion
tion shall knowingly
knowingly violate, or knowingly permit any
any of the
the officers,
officers,
lations of this
lations
act.
agents, or
or servants
servants of
of the
the association
association to
to violate
any of
the provisions
violate any
of the
provisions of
of
this act, all the rights, privileges, and franchises
franchises of
association derived
derived
of the
the association
Violation,
Violation, how from this act shall be thereby
thereby forfeited.
forfeited. Such violation
violation shall,
shall, however,
however,
be determined. be determined
to bedetermined.
a proper
determined and adjudged
adjudged by a
proper circuit, district,
territorial
district, or
or territorial
a suit brought for
court of the United States, in a
by the
for that purpose
purpose by
the
comptroller of the currency, in his own name, before
comptroller
before the
the association
association shall
shall
be declared dissolved.
dissolved. And in cases of such violation,
violation, every
every director
director who
who
Personal
lia- participated
participated in or assented
assented to
shall be
be held
held liable
liable in
in his
to the
the same shall
his personal
personal
Personal liability.
and individual
individual capacity
all damages
which the
association, its
sharecapacity for
for all
damages which
the association,
its shareholders, or any other person, shall have sustained
consequence of
of such
such
sustained in
in consequence
violation.
violation.
Comptroller
SEC.
further enacted, That the comptroller
S
EC. 54.
M .And be it further
of the
curcomptroller of
the curmay appoint perrency,
with the
approbation of
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
sonto
examinperency, with
the approbation
of the
the Secretary
Treasury, as
as often
often as
as
son to examine
the affairs of any shall be deemed
deemed necessary
necessary or proper, shall appoint
appoint a
a suitable
suitable 'person
person or
or
association.
association.
persons
to
make
an
examination of the affairs of every banking associapersons
examination
association, which person shall not
officer in
in any
association
not be
be a
a director
director or
or other
other officer
any association
whbse
whtose affairs he shall be appointed to examine, and who shall
have power
power
shall have
to
make aathorough examination
examination into all the affairs
affairs of the association,
to make
association, and,
Duty of such
in doing so, to examine any of the
agents thereof
and
the officers
officers and
and agents
thereof on
on oath;
oath; and
examiner.
examiner.
shall
full and
association to
shall make
make a
afull
and detailed
detailed report of the condition of the association
the comptroller.
association shall not be subject to
comptroller. And the association
other
to any other
visitorial powers
powers than such as are authorized
authorized by this
such as
this act,
act, except
except such
as
are vested in the several courts of law and chancery.
And every
chancery. And
every person
person
appointed
appointed to make such examination
examination shall receive
his services
services at
at the
the
receive for
for his
Pay.
rate of five dollars for each
him employed
employed in
and
each day
day by
by him
in such
such examination,
examination, and
two dollars for every
every twenty-five
twenty-five miles he
travel in
he shall necessarily
necessarily travel
in the
the
performance
performance of his duty, which shall be paid by the association
association by
by him
him
examined.
Penalty upon
Penalty
SEC.
Sac. 55. And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That every president, director,
director,
officers, c., of
aoffcersc.f
cashier, teller, clerk, or agent of any association,
association, who
who shall
shall embezzle,
embezzle,
association for
embezzlement, abstract,
abstract, or
wilfully misapply
misapply any
the moneys,
moneys, funds,
funds, or
credits of
of the
the
or wilfully
any of
of the
embezzlement,
or credits
&c., of funds.
&c.,
association,
association, or shall, without authority from the directors,
directors, issue
issue or
or put
put in
in
circulation
association, or
circulation any of the notes of the association,
or shall,
shall, without
without such
such
authority, issue or put forth any certificate
certificate of
any order
or
of deposit,
deposit, draw
draw any
order or
bill
bill of exchange,
exchange, make any acceptance,
acceptance, assign any note, bond, draft,
draft, bill
bill
of
exchange, mortgage,
of exchange,
mortgage, judgment, or decree, or shall make any false entry
in any book, report, or statement of the association,
association, with
intent, in
in either
with intent,
either
case, to injure or defraud
defraud the association or
any other
other company,
company, body
body
or any
politic or corporate, or any individual person, or to
any officer
to deceive
deceive any
officer of
of
the association,
association, or any agent appointed to examine the affairs of any
such
any such
association,
association, shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be punished by imprisonment not
five nor
nor more
not less
less than
than five
more
than ten years.
SEC.
District attorSEC. 56. And
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That all suits and proceedings
neys to
to conduct
conduct arising
out
of
the provisions of this act, in which the
the. United
United States
arising
of
States or its
its
certain suits.
officers or agents shall be parties, shall
conducted by
the district
district attorattorshall be
be conducted
by the
neys of the several districts, under the direction and supervision
supervision of
the
of the
solicitor of the treasury.
In what courts, S
SEC.
further enacted,
EC. 57. And be it further
enacted, That
That suits,
suits, actions,
actions, and
and proceedproceedsuits,
suits,&c.,
&c., under
under ings,
ings, against
association under
against any
any association
under this act, may be had in any circuit,
this act may be
thse act may
district, or
or territorial
district,
territorial court of the United States held within the district
district
prosecuted. be
in which
in
which such
such association
association may be established;
established; or in any state, county, or
municipal court in the county or city in which said association
municipal
association is
is located,
located,
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having jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in similar
similar cases
however, That
That all
proceed- Proceedings
for
Proceedings for
all proceedProvided,however,
cases::Provided,
having
jugs
to enjoin
comptroller under
under this
this act
had in
circuit, inin
i
what
u
n
h
c
a
t
teo
nsut
r
°
0,
be
courts.
in aacircuit,
be had
shall be
act shall
the comptroller
enjoin the
ings to
district, or
territorial court
of the United
States, held
held in the district
district in
in
United States,
court of
or territorial
district,
located.
association is located.
the association
which the
S
EC. 58.
58. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
That every
for
muti- Penalty for
shall mutiwho shall
person who
every person
enacted, That
itfurther
SEC.
late, cut,
disfigure, or
or perforate
with holes,
holes, or
or shall
shall unite
or mutilating
uratilteintfienmotuesn.
s
note
unite or
perforate with
cut, deface,
deface, disfigure,
late,
m
to make them
unto
cement together,
do any
any other
thing to
to any
ant' bank
bank bill,
or fit for reissue.
note, or
draft, note,
bill, draft,
other thing
or do
together, or
cement
other evidence
evidence of
association, or shall
shall cause or
or
any such association,
issued by any
debt, issued
of debt,
other
procure the
same to
be done,
with intent to render such bank bill, draft,
done, with
to be
the same
procure
note,
or other
evidence of
of debt
debt unfit
unfit to
to be reissued
association,
reissued by said association,
other evidence
note, or
shall, upon
fifty dollars
dollars to
to the
the association who shall be
forfeit fifty
conviction, forfeit
upon conviction,
shall,
injured thereby,
thereby, to
to be
having jurisby action in any court having
recovered by
be recovered
injured
diction.
Sac.
59. And
And be
it further
enacted, That
person shall
shall falsely
for
falsely Penalty for
if any
any person
That if
further enacted,
be it
SEC. 59.
make, forge,
forge, or
or counterfeit,
procure to be made, forged,
forged, or counterfeiting
counterfeiting
or procure
or cause
cause or
counterfeit, or
make,
counterfeited,
willingly aid
or assist in falsely making, forging, or coun- notes '
aid or
or willingly
counterfeited, or
terfeiting, any
purporting to be in imitation of, the
of, or purporting
in imitation
imitation of,
note in
any note
terfeiting,
knowingly
circulating
notes issued
issued under
the provisions
this act, or shall pass, for knowingly
of this
provisions of
under the
circulating notes
uttering,,&c.
utter,
or publish,
publish, or
utter, or
or publish,
&C.
publish, any false, forged, uttering,
pass, utter,
to pass,
attempt to
or attempt
utter, or
or
counterfeited note,
note, purporting
to be issued by any association doing aa
purporting to
or counterfeited
banking
under the provisions of this act, knowing
knowing the same to be
business under
banking business
falsely
made, forged, or counterfeited,
or
counterfeited, or shall falsely alter, or cause or
falsely made,
procure
falsely altered, or willingly aid or assist in falsely altering,
to be falsely
procure to
or
any
circulating notes,
notes, issued
aforesaid, or shall pass, utter, or
issued as aforesaid,
any such
such circulating
publish,
or attempt
altered
utter, or publish, as true, any falsely altered
to pass,
pass, utter,
attempt to
publish, or
or
spurious circulating
circulating note
note issued,
issued, or purporting to have been issued, as
or spurious
aforesaid,
be falsely altered or spurious, every such
same to be
knowing the same
aforesaid, knowing
person
thereof
deemed and adjudged guilty of felony, and being thereof
be deemed
shall be
person shall
convicted
by due
of law shall
sentenced to be imprisoned
imprisoned and
and
shall be sentenced
course of
due course
convicted by
kept at
at hard
me than
than five years, nor more
less than
of not•
not less
period of
for aaperiod
labor for
hard labor
kept
fifteen
years, and
and fined
exceeding one thousand dollars.
sum not exceeding
in aasum
fined in
fifteen years,
S
EC. 60.
enacted, That if any person shall make or for engraving,
engraving,
be it further enacted,
60. And
And be
SEC.
&c., .plates for_
engrave, or
procure to be made or engraved,
engraved, or shall have in his f
cause or procure
or cause
engrave,
d.
custody or
any plate,
block after the
orgmg notes, m
the similitude of any forgingnotes,&c.
or block
die, or
plate, die,
or possession
possession any
custody
plate,
die, or
from which
any circulating
circulating notes issued as aforesaid
which any
or block
block from
plate, die,
or
shall have
have been
been prepared
prepared or
intent to use such plate, die, or
with intent
or printed,
printed, with
shall
block, or
or cause
cause or
counterfeiting
or suffer
suffer the same to be used, in forging or counterfeiting
block,
any
notes issued as aforesaid, or shall have in his custody or posof the notes
any of
session
any blank
note or
printed after the similitude for having
having
engraved and printed
or notes engraved
blank note
session any
blank notes,
notes, &c.,
blank
of any notes issued as aforesaid,
aforesaid, with intent to use such blanks, or cause or with
mtent, &c.,
ntent
notesth
the
any
of
suffer
same to be used, in forging or counterfeiting
counterfeiting
notes
the same
suffer the
issued
as aforesaid,
have in
in his
possession any paper for having paor possession
his custody
custody or
shall have
or shall
aforesaid, or
issued as
c
&7
adapted
pe r, 8
,to the making of such notes, and similar to the paper upon which per,
adapted to
or
any
such notes
shall have
have been
issued, with
with intent to use such paper, or
been issued,
notes shall
any such
counterfeiting any of
cause
suffer the
same to
of
used, in forging or counterfeiting
be used,
to be
the same
or suffer
cause or
convicted
the
notes issued
issued as
person, being
being thereof convicted
such person,
every such
aforesaid, every
as aforesaid,
the notes
by
due course
course of
law, shall be sentenced to be imprisoned and kept to
of law,
by due
and
hard
than five or more than fifteen
fifteen years, and
a term
term not less than
for a
labor for
hard labor
fined in
exceeding one thousand dollars.
not exceeding
sum not
in aasum
fined
to
SEC. 61.
be it
it further
it shall
shall be the duty of the Comptroller to
enacted, That it
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
61. And
annually
annually
report
con- report
annually to congress
comptroller
congress at the cornto
congress.
comptroller of the currency to report annually
t congress.
mencement
mencement of its session —
reassociation from Contents
First.
summary of the
condition of every
every association
contents of rethe state
state and condition
A summary
First. A
been received the preceding
preceding year, at the several port.
reports have been
whom reports
dates to
to which
reports refer,
amount
an abstract of the whole amount
refer, with an
such reports
which such
dates
of banking
capital returned
whole amount of their debts
of the
the whole
by them,
them, of
returned by
of
banking capital
and liabilities,
circulating notes outstanding, and the total
of circulating
the amount of
liabilities, the
and
resources, specifying
amount
specifying the amount
amount of lawful money
money
amount of means and resources,
held
them at
the times of their
several returns, and such other intheir several
at the
by them
held by
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Contents of
of
Contents

1864.
1864.

in relation to
to said associations as,
as, in his judgment,
judgment, may
may be
formation in

comptroller's re- ueful
comptroller's
useful.
port to congress.

poro
congress

Repeal of act
of 1863, ch. 58.
Vol. xii.
.p.665.
p. 665.
Vol.
clauses.
Saving clauses.

Executors,
Executors,
trustees, &c.,
trustees, &c,
holding stock,
not to be personally liable.

Act may be
altered or realtered o repealed.

June 3, 1864.
1864, ch. 30.
Ante, p.
p. 25.
Requisitions for
to
&EcS
priunting,
printing, &c.,
be made by assistants as well
as offl
istbants
as by
by heads
heads of
departments.
departments.

Second.
associations whose
business has
has been
statement of the associations
whose business
Second. A
A statement
closed
during the
the year,
the amount
circulation redeemed
redeemed
their circulation
amount of
of their
year, with
with the
closed during
and
outstanding.
the amount
amount outstanding.
and the
Third. Any
Any amendment
the laws
to banking
which the
the
by which
banking by
laws relative
relative to
to the
amendment to
Third.
system
be improved,
the security
security of
the holders
its notes
notes and
and
holders of
of its
of the
apd the
may be
improved, and
system may
other
creditors may
may be
be increased.
increased.
other creditors
Fourth.
The names
by him,
him,
employed by
of the
the clerks
clerks employed
compensation of
names and
and compensation
Fourth. The
and the
of the
the expenses
expenses of
banking department
department during
of the
the banking
whole amount
amount of
and
the whole
the
And such
such report
be made
made by
by or
or before
the first
day of
of
first day
before the
shall be
report shall
the year.
year. And
December in
in each
year, and
usual number
number of
for the
use of
of
copies for
the use
of copies
the usual
and the
each year,
December
thousand copies for the use of the
and house, and one thousand
the senate and
department, shall
shall be
be printed
readiness for
for
and in readiness
the public
public printer and
printed by
by the
department,
meeting of congress.
distribution at the first meeting
SEC. 62.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
to
act to
" An
An act
act entitled
entitled "
the act
That the
further enacted,
62. And
SEC.
a pledge of United States stocks,
provide a
a national currency, secured
secured by a
and to provide for the circulation and redemption thereof," approved
approved
February
twenty-fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, is hereby rehundred and
February twenty-fifth,
pealed:
Provided, That such
affect any appointments
appointments
shall not
not affect
such repeal shall
pealed: Provided,
made, acts
acts done,
the organization,
organization, acts, or proproceedings had, or the
made,
done, or proceedings
ceedings of any
any association
association organized or in the process of organization
ceedings
under
associations
provided, also.
also. That all such associations
act aforesaid:
aforesaid: And
And provided,
under the act
so organized
or in
in process
and
the rights and
shall enjoy
enjoy all the
process of organization shall
so
organized or
privileges granted, and be subject to all the duties, liabilities, and restriccomptroller of
of
tions imposed by this act, and with the approval
approval of the comptroller
the currency,
currency, in lieu of the name specified
specified in their respective organizaorganization certificates,
preferred by them and duly
certificates, may take any other name preferred
certified to the comptroller, without prejudice
prejudice to any right acquired under
under
this
this act,
act, or
or under the act
act hereby repealed;
repealed; but
but no such
such change
change shall be
made
from the passage
passage of
made after
after six
six months
months from
of this
this act:
act: Provided,
Provided, also,
also, That
the circulation issued or to be issued by such association
association shall be considconsidered as a
a part of the circulation provided for in this act.
S
EC. 63.
63. And
be it
it further
as
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That persons
persons holding
holding stock
stock as
executors,
administrators, guardians,
and trustees,
trustees, shall
be personally
executors, administrators,
guardians, and
shall not
not be
personally
subject
stockholders; but
and funds
in
funds in
estates and
but the
the estates
as stockholders;
to any
any liabilities
liabilities as
subject to
their hands shall be liable in like manner and to the same extent as the
testator, intestate, ward, or person interested
interested in said trust-funds
trust-funds would be
if they were respectively
respectively living and competent
competent to act and hold the stock
in their own names.
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That congress may at any time
S
EC. 64. And be it
amend,
alter, or
repeal this
this act.
act.
or repeal
amend, alter,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 3, 1864.
C
HAP. CVIL
—An Act
CHAP.
CVIL -An
Act to amend an
an Act relative to the Public
Public Printing.
Printing.
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
United
of the
the United
Representatives of
and House
of Representatives
by the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
Congress assembled,
that part
part of
of the
the act
in Congress
assembled, That
That that
act entitled
entitled
States of
America in
"An act
act to
to supply
supply deficiencies
in the
the appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the service
service of
of the
the
deficiencies in
"An
fiscal year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
approved March fourteenth, eighteen hundred
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
hundred
and
provides ""that hereafter
hereafter no printing
printing or 'binding
binding shall be
as provides
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, as
done or blank books be procured for any of the executive
executive departments
departments
of the government
government without a
requisition on
a written requisition
on the superintendent
superintendent
of public printing
department," be,
be, and
printing from
from the head of such
such department,"
and the
the same
same
is hereby, amended by inserting after the word "department,"
"department," where
where it is
is
last above written, the following words, viz: "
" or his assistant
assistant or assistants,"
assistants,"
so that it will read -"
—" the head of such department or his assistant
assistant or assistants."
APPROVED,
1864.
APPROVED, June
June 3,
3, 1864.
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June
3, 1864.
1864.
CHAP. MUM
to repeal
repeal the
the first
Section of
Resolution relative
relative to the
June 3,
Joint Resolutzon
the Joint
of the
first Section
Act to
-An Act
CVIII. —An
CHAP.
Transfer of
Persons in
Military Service
Service to
the Naval
Naval Service,
approved February
February
o.
Pub.
Service, approved
to the
in the
the Military
Transfer
of Persons
Pub. Res.
Res. No.
twenty-four,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four.
sixty-four.
twenty-four, eighteen
15.
Post, p. 402.
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United Post, p. 402.
Representatives of
of Representatives
by the
Be it
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the first
first section
section of
direction
The direction
joint The
of the
the joint
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
to the provost-

the provostresolution
Joint resolution
the transfer of persons in to
to the
relative to
resolution relative
a ""Joint
entitled a
resolution entitled
marshal-general
marshal-general
the
service to
to the
the naval
naval service,"
service," approved
into the
the
enlist into
too enlist
twenty- t
February twentyapproved February
the military
military service
naval service,
service,
four,
and sixty-four,
repealed. naval
sixty-four, be, and the same is hereby, repealed.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
four, eighteen
&c., repealed.
.
APPROVED, June
June 3,
1864.
3, 1864.
APPROVED,
C
HIP. Ci.X.
—An Act
Act to
the principal
principal Port
Port of Entry for
of
District of
for the District
reestablish the
to reestablish
CIX. -An
CHAP.

Purposes.
Champlain at Plattsburgh,
Plattsburgh, and
and for other Purposes.
Champlain

June

3,
1864.
3,1864.

Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
it enacted
Plattsburgh rereStates of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the third section of an act Plattsburgh
of America
America in
States
established as the
entitled
act to
to equalize
equalize and
and establish
establish the
compensation of
of the
col- principal
establishedport
asthe
the colthe compensation
entitled "An
"An act
of

lectors
the customs
customs on
the northern,
northern, northeastern,
northwestern entry.
and northwestern
northeastern, and
on the
of the
lectors of
frontiers,
other purposes,"
approved March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hunhun- 1863,
1863, ch. 87, §3.
3.
purposes," approved
for other
and for
frontiers, and
p. 761
761.
xii p.
ol. xii.
dred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, changing
changing the
port of
of entry
Cham- Vol.
entry for the district of Chamthe port
dred and
plain
Plattsburgh to
to Rouse's
be, and
and the same is hereby,
Rouse's Point, be,
from Plattsburgh
plain from
reestablished
repealed,
.and the same is hereby, reestablished
repealed, and that Plattsburgh be, and
of
as
the principal
principal port
of entry
collector of
said district, at which the collector
for said
entry for
port of
as the
customs
deputy collector
shall reside
reside at Rouse's Point,
Point, Residence
a deputy
collector shall
And a
shall reside.
reside. And
customs shall
Residence of
of
and be
be vested
vested with
with all
all the
the power
and authority given to
to deputy
deputy collectors collector and
power and
and
deputy collector.
collector.
deputy
by law.
law.
by
APPROVED, June
June 3,
3, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
C
HAP. CX.
CX.
—An
Act to
alternate
of alternate
a Grant
Grant of
Act making a
entitled "An
"An Act
an Act
Act entitled
to amend
amend an
- An Act
CHAP.

Sections
aid in
Construction of
in the Construction
Michigan to aid
of Michigan
Lands to the State of
Public Lands
of Ethel
[thel Public
Sections of
Purposes.
certain Railroads
and for other Purposes.
State, andfor
said State,
certain
Railroads in said

7, 1864.
1864.
7,
c. 44.
1856,, ch.

June

p. 21.
21.
Vol.xi.
Vol. xi. p.

1865, ch.
ch. 108.
108.
House of Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
of the United 1865,
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
Post, p. 530.
p 530
mPost,
States
assembled, That the act entitled ""An act Amendment
Congress assembled,
of America
America in Congress
States of
of
making a
alternate sections
[the] public
the State
State of
of former act grantlands to
to the
sections of
of [the]
public lands
making
a grant
grant of
of alternate
ing
land
to
MichiMichiinglandto
and
state,
Michigan to
to aid
aid in
in the
the construction
of certain
certain railroads
railroads in
in said
said state,
construction of
Michigan
gan for railroads.
as follows,
for other
purposes," be
be and
and the
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended as
follows, gan for railroads.
same is
the same
other purposes,"
for
some
point
namely:
Substitute
for
the
words
"
and
Rapids
to
point
from
Grand
"and
namely: Substitute for the words
on
Bay," contained
of said act, these
section of
the first section
in the
contained in
near Traverse
Traverse Bay,"
on or
or near
Location
words:
And from
from Fort
Wayne, in the State of Indiana, to aa point on Location
Fort Wayne,
words: And
changed.
the
boundary line
line of
of the
Michigan, in the township of changed.
the State
State of Michigan,
the southern
southern boundary
Sturgis, thence, by way of Grand Rapids, to some point on or near Traverse
act shall
shall be, and is hereby, so amended as to
the said act
Bay. And the
erse Bay.
substitute for
clause of the first proviso in the first section thereof,
for the first clause
substitute
so far
applicable to the grant
grant of lands made to aid
be applicable
sarhe shall be
as the
the sarhe
so
far as
in the
the construction
construction of the railroad
railroad described
described by the foregoing amendment,
in
these words:
the lands
lands so
so to
to be
be selected
case Limit of seleeshall in
in no case
selected shall
Provided, That
That the
these
words: Provided,
selection of lands.
fur- tion
from the line of said road: Provided,
Provided, furbe further
further than twenty miles frbm
ther, That
That the
the time
specified in
the 4th
be
amended Time not to be
4th section of the act hereby amended
in the
time specified
ther,
extended.
extended.
completion of said road shall not be extended.
extended.
for the completion
SEc. 2.
2. And
enacted, That the lands granted by the act Lands granted,
it further enacted,
And be it
SEC.
only to
to be
only
amended by
by this
this act,
act, and
by the provisions of this act, to aid in the Ihow
and also by
amended
EZ.Zd of. be
of.
be
disposed
shall
railroad described in the foregoing section,
construction
construction of the railroad
following manner, that is to say, when the
disposed of only in the following
governor
Michigan shall certify to the Secretary
Secretary of the
of the State of Michigan
governor of
Interior
been completed in aa
consecutive miles of said road have been
Interior that ten consecutive
good and
substantial manner
indicating definitely
definitely
railroad, indicating
first-class railroad,
as aafirst-class
manner as
and substantial
good
where said
said completed
completed section
section commences
commences and where
the same
same terminates,
where the
where
secretary shall
cause patents
patents to issue to said state for so much of
shall cause
the said secretary
completed
said
opposite -to,
-to, and
and coterminous with, said completed
located opposite
lands as
as are
are located
said lands
completed section
so from
from time to time for each completed
said road, and so
section of said
of
ten miles
miles of
completed.
shall be completed.
road until
until the whole shall
of said
said road
of ten
APPROVED, June
7, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
June 7,
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June 7,
June
7, 1864.

1864.
1864

C/TAP.
XI.for granting
granting an
honorable Discharge
Discharge to
to Coal-heavers
Coal-heavers
CHAP. C
CXI.
-AnAn Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
an honorable

and Firemen
Firemen in the
the Naval
Naval Service.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of the
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Coal-heavers
States of America in
Coal-heavers
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That honorable
may
honorable discharges
discharges may
firemen may
and firemen
be
honorably disto coal-heavers
the naval
naval service
of the
United
be honorably
be granted
ds- be
granted to
coal-heavers and
and firemen
firemen in
in the
service of
the United
charged.
States in the same manner and subject to the same conditions
charged.
conditions as such
such discharges
seamen, ordinary
ordinary seamen,
landsmen, and
and
charges are
are now
now granted
granted to
to seamen,
seamen, landsmen,
boys.
APPROVED,
June 7,
1864.
APPROVED, June
7, 1864.
June 8,1864.
8, 1864.

CHAP. CXM.
— An Act to create
additional Supervising Inspector
Inspector of
of Steamboats
CXIII. -An
create an
an additional
Steamboats

and two local
local Inspectors
and
Inspectors of
of Steamboats
Tennes.wp,
Steamboatsfor the
the Collection
Collection District
Districtof
of Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee,
and
and far other
and two local
local Inspectors
Inspectorsfor the Collection District
Districtof Oregon,
Oregon, andfor
other Purposes.
Purposes.

Be
it enacted
House of
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America
America in
in Congress
shall be
designated
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there
there shall
be designated
appointed, in
in the
by law,
law, and
be paid
tor of steamboats and
and appointed,
the mode
mode prescribed
prescribed by
and who
who shall
shall be
paid the
the
and local
local inspec- same annual
annual compensation
compensation as is now paid, one additional supervising
supervising ininOregon
tors in
in Oregon
of steamboats,
steamboats, and
and two
two local
inspectors of
of steamboats,
at Portland,
Portland,
local inspectors
steamboats, at
and Tennessee.
Tennesseoe. spector
pector of
in the collection district
district of Oregon, and two for the collection district of
of
Tennessee, at
Pay and duties. Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee,
at an
an annual compensation
compensation of
of seven
seven hundred
hundred doldollaw, as
as in
of other
like inspectors;
lars, to be paid as provided
provided by
by law,
in case
case of
other like
inspectors;
1852, ch. 106.
106. and said inspectors shall perform the duties and be subject to
to the
the proVol. x. p. 61.
Vol. x. p. 61. visions
visions of the steamboat act
and
act of
of August
August thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-two.
fifty-two.
Authority for
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
as profurther enacted,
enacted, That so
so much of
of said
said act
act as
protwo
local inspecinspec- vides for the appointment
two local
appointment of
of two
two local
inspectors of
steamboats in
in the
the
local inspectors
of steamboats
tors at Wheeling,
district of
Wheeling, on
on the
the Ohio
River, and
and for
compensation, is
is
Ohio River,
for their
their compensation,
repealed.
district
of Wheeling,
repealed.
repealed.
hereby repealed.
SEC.
be it
it further
enacted, That
engineer and
and pilot,
pilot,
Fee for license
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
further enacted,
That each
each engineer
to
to engineers and
and licensed according
provisions of said act, shall pay for every certifiaccording to the provisions
pilots.
pilots.
cate granted
granted by
inspector or inspectors, the sum of ten dollars, to be
cate
by any
any inspector
accounted for in the mode provided
provided by law.
S
EC. 4.
4. And
of the
Ferry-boat,
Ferry-boat,
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the forty-second
forty-second section
section of
the
canal- act of August thirty, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, be so construed
tugs, and canalboats to be inZeactedo
as to require the inspection of the hull and boiler, in the manner
manner preprespected, where,
where,
scribed
act, of
every vessel
vessel propelled
whole or
part by
by steam,
steam,
c.
scribed by
by that
that act,
of every
propelled in
in whole
or in
in part
Vol. x. p.
p. 75. and engaged as a
a ferry-boat, tug or towing-boat, or canal-boat,
canal-boat, in all cases
cases
where, under the laws of the United States, such vessels may be engaged
engaged
in the commerce
commerce with foreign nations, or
the several
or among the
several states.
states.
Engineers and
Engineers
SEC.
5. And
And be
be it
it further
SE°. 5.
further enacted,
enacted, That
all engineers
and pilots
That all
engineers and
pilots of
of
pilots of ferry,
ilots
of
f&err,
ferry-boats,
towing-boats,
or
canal-boats,
subject
to
inspection
tug-boats,
towing-boats,
canal-boats,
subject
inspection
and tug, &c.,
&c.,
by this
this act,
shall be
licensed in
the same
as are
are
clas- by
boats to be clasact, shall
be classified
classified and
and licensed
in the
same manner
manner as
sified.
pilots
pilots and engineers
engineers by said act of August thirty, eighteen hundred and
fifty-two.
Fees for inspecSEC.
SEC. 6. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That, in lieu of the fees for inspection of
vessels.
tion
of vessels.
tion required by the thirty-first
thirty-first section of the act of August thirty, eighteen
eighteen
Vol. x.
p. 73.
73.
Vol.
x. p.
hundred
hundred and fifty-two, the following
following shall
shAll be paid: For each
each vessel of one
1865, ch. 94,2.
94, §2. hundred tons or under, twenty-five dollars, and in addition thereto for
1865,
for
Post,
514.
ost, p.
p. 514.
each
hundred tons,
each one
one hundred
tons, over
over the first one hundred tons, five dollars.
Repeal
Repeal of
of ininSEC.
it further
That all
of the
the act
act aforesaid,
aforesaid,
S
EC. 7. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
all parts
parts of
(
.
;onsistent provisionsistent provs- which are suspended
suspended by or are inconsistent
inconsistent with this act, are hereby
hereby
ions.
repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 8,
1864.
8, 1864.
Additional
suAdditional su-

pervising inspecpervising
inspec-

June 8,1864.
8, 1864.

CHLP.
-An Act
CHAP. CXIV.
CXIV. —An
Act to punish
Counterfeiting of
punish and
and prevent
prevent the
the Counterfeiting
of Coin of the United
,States.
States.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That if any person

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. C
H. 115,116.
115, 116.
CH.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

1864.
1864.

121
121

or persons,
except as
now authorized
law, shall
hereafter make,
Penalty for
for
or Penalty
make, or
shall hereafter
by law,
authorized by
as now
or
persons, except
cause to
to be
be made,
made, or
utter or
or pass,
pas, or
or pass,
pass, any
any conntnf
i
Ttium
ng_ ted
cuneltheUited
to utter
utter or
or attempt
attempt to
or shall
shall utter
cause
coins
of
gold
or
silver,
or
other
metals
intended
for
statess.,
e
for
States.
metals,
intended
or
alloys
of
coins of gold or silver, or other metals
the use
use and
purpose of
of current
current money,
money, whether
in the
resemblance of
of
the resemblance
whether in
and purpose
the
coins
of the
the United
United States
or of
of foreign
foreign countries,
design,
original design,
or of
of original
countries, or
States or
coins of
every
offending shall,
on conviction
by fine
fine
punished by
be punislrd
thereof, be
conviction thereof,
shall, on
person so
so offending
every person
not
three thousand
thousand dollars,
or by
term not
not
for a
a term
imprisonment for
by imprisonment
dollars, or
exceeding three
not exceeding
exceeding
five years,
years, or
or both,
at the
the discretion
discretion of
court, according
according to
to
the court,
of the
both, at
exceeding five
the
aggravation of
offence.
of the
the offence.
the aggravation
APPROVED, June
8, 1864.
1864.
June 8,
APPROVED,

C
HAP. CXV.
CXV.
—An
provide for
the Payment
second Regiment,
Brigade,
third Brigade,
Reqimnent, third
of the
the second
for the
Paymentof
-An Act
Act to
to provide
CHAP.
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Militia,
mustered into
into the
the Service
the United
of the
United
Service of
they were
were mustered
the Time
Time they
during the
Militia,during
Ohio
States.
States.

June 8,
June
8, 1864.
1864.

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
assembled, That
That the
the second
second regiment,
of
Payment of
third Payment
regiment, third
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
brigade, Ohio
volunteer militia,
the United
rri R
g
aTe
mMo3d
3d.
Regiment,
of the
United 2d
the service
service of
into the
mustered into
militia, mustered
Ohio volunteer
brigade,
States at
at Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Ohio, on
the fourth
day of
hun- volunteers.
volunteers.
on the
fourth day
of September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hunStates
dred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, notwithstanding
notwithstanding irregularity
irregularity may
in the
the
have occurred
occurred in
may have
dred and
manner
of the
United States,
be paid
paid
States, be
service of
the United
into the
the service
of their
their mustering
mustering into
manner of
for
the time
time the
the officers
officers aid
and men
men were
in the
respectively, after
after
the service,
service, respectively,
were in
for the
being so
so mustered,
mustered, not,
to exceed
of thirty
thirty days.
days.
period of
the period
exceed the
however, to
not, however,
being
APPROVED, June
8, 1864.
1864.
June 8,
APPROVED,

States
the United
between the
of Treaties
Execution of
for the
C
HA.P. CXVI.
CXVI.
—An
to provide
the Execution
Treaties between
United States
providefor
Act to
-An Act
CHAP.
and
respecting Consular
the Crews
Vessels of
of such
such
Crews of
of Vessels
over the
Consular Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction over
Nations respecting
and foreign
foreign Nations
foreign
the Waters
and PortsUnited States.
States.
of the
the United
Portsof
in the
Waters and
foreign Alations
Nations in

June
11, 1864.
June 11,1864.

Be
it enacted
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
by the
the Senate
Be it
enacted by
stipulaStates
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
in all
cases where
where it
it Treaty stipulaall cases
That, in
America in
States of
of America
tions
_giving
congiving
contions Sze.,
may have
been or
shall hereafter
by treaty or convention suls,
stipulated by
hereafter be stipulated
or shall
have been
may
jurisbetween the
the United
States and
and any
to the
foreign nation
nation to
the effect
effect that
that the
the diction over conbetween
United States
any foreign
troversies bebeconsul-general,
consuls, vice-consuls,
vice-consuls, or consular or commercial
commercial agents of troversies
consul-general, consuls,
tween officers of
the
two nations,
shall have
twveenlofnicersaof
contro- vessels
of controjurisdiction of
have exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
respectively, shall
nations, respectively,
the two
and maversies, difficulties,
or in
in the
the waters
waters or
or ports
ports of
of riners,
&c., how
how
riners, &c.,
at sea
sea or
or disorders
disorders arising
arising at
difficulties, or
versies,
to be carried
the one
one nation,
nation, between
between the
the master
master or
or officers
officers and
any of
of tofbe
into
carried into
and any
other officer
officer or
or other

the

effect.

the
or between
these last
themselves, of
of any
any ship
or vessel
vessel
ship or
last themselves,
between any
any of
of these
the crew,
crew, or
belonging
to the
other nation,
such stipulations
shall be
executed and
and
be executed
stipulations shall
nation, such
the other
belonging to
enforced within
jurisdiction of
as hereinafter
hereinafter deStates as
the United
United States
of the
the jurisdiction
within the
enforced
clared: Provided,
this act
shall take
take effect
effect as
to the
the ships
ships
as to
before this
act shall
Provided, That
That before
clared:
and vessels
of any
any particular
particular nation
such treaty with
United
with the
the United
having such
nation having
and
vessels of
Other contractStates,
of the
the United
United States
States shall
have been
satisfied that Other
contractbeen satisfied
shall have
President of
States, the
the President
ing party to make
nig partyprovisrtovake
similar
have been
been made for
the execution
execution of such treaty by similar
for the
provisions have
similar provisions
the
other contracting
party, and
and shall
shall have
have issued
issued his
his proclamation
proclamation to
to that
that ions.
the other
contracting party,
effect,
act to
as to
to such
such nation.
nation.
be in
in force
force as
this act
to be
effect, declaring
declaring this
&c., to
to
Sac. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the purpur- Consul,
Consul, &c.,
That in
in all
all eases
cases within
within the
it further
SEC.
And be
to proper
proper
to
appdy
consul-general, consul, or other consular or commer- apply
view of this act the consul-general,
judicial authorcial authority
such foreign
foreign nation
appropriate dlty
duty it,.
ut
cial
authority of
of such
nation charged
charged with
with the
the appropriate
ity.
in the
the particular
particular case,
case, may
may make
make application
application to
court of
record of
of the
the Application to
to
to any
any court
of record
in
state what,
what, &c.
United States,
any judge
judge thereof,
or to
&c.
appointed state
to any
any commissioner
commissioner appointed
thereof, or
or any
United
States, or
under
the laws
States, to
bail or
other
under the
laws of
of the
the United
United States,
to take
take bail
or affidavits,
affidavits, or
or for
for other
judicial purposes
purposes whatsoever,
setting forth
that such
controversy, diffidiffisuch controversy,
forth that
judicial
whatsoever, setting
culty, or
stating the
the nature
when
nature thereof,
thereof, and
and when
culty,
or disorder
disorder has
has arisen,briefly
arisen,~briefiy stating
and where
occurred, and exhibiting aacertified
or extract
extract
certified copy or
and
where the
the same
same occurred,
of
roll, or
or other
paper of
of the
ship or
or vessel,
vessel,
other proper
proper paper
the ship
of the
the shipping-articles,
shipping-articles, roll,
to
person in
in question
question is of the crew
crew or
or ship's
ship's company
company
to the
the effect
effect that the person
of such
that such person
or vessel;
vessel; and
and further stating
stating and certifying that
of
such ship
ship or
has withdrawn
himself, or
is believed
believed to
be about
withdraw himself,
or is
to be
about to withdraw
has
withdrawn himself,
from
and discipline
officers of
of the
ship
of the
the master
master and
and officers
the said
said ship
from the
the control
control and
discipline of
xm. PB.--11
PUB. —11
VOL. XIII.

122
122

Warrant for
Warrant

arrest to issue.
arrest
to issue.

If person arrested
rested is aacitizen, he shall be
discharged.
discharged.

If not, &c.,
&c.,
person
person to
to be
be comcornmitted.
mitted.

Expenses, how
to
be paid.
to be
paid.
Limit
imof imLimit of
prisonment.
prisonment.

June 11,
1864.
11,1864.

Attachment in
judicial proceediUdicial
proceeding
of property
owned, &c.,
&c., by
the United
States, how may
discharged
be discharged.

Effect of final
judgment
judgment in
ucdhpteeding
such
proceedings.
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116, 117.
CH. 116,117.
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or
or that
that he
refused, or
to refuse,
submit to
to and
to submit
refuse, to
about to
or is
is about
he has
has refused,
vessel, or
or vessel,
obey
the lawful
lawful jurisdiction
of such
such consular
or commercial
commercial authority
authority in
in
consular or
jurisdiction of
obey the
the premises;
further stating
certifying that,
that, to
to the
the best
best of
of the
the
and certifying
stating and
and further
the
premises; and
knowledge and
officer certifying,
is not
not a
a citizen
citizen
such person
person is
certifying, such
of the
the officer
belief of
and belief
knowledge
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and thereupon
such judge,
judge, commissioner,
or other
other
commissioner, or
thereupon such
of
judicial
officer, on
on inspection
such application,
application, the
the same
same being
being in
writin writof such
inspection of
judicial officer,
ing and
the consular
consular or
or other
other sufficient
official seal,
seal,
sufficient official
by the
authenticated by
duly authenticated
ing
and duly
shall
issue his
warrant for
for the
complained of,
of,
person so
so complained
of the
the person
the arrest
arrest of
his warrant
shall issue
directed to
to the
the marshal
of the
United States
appropriate district,
district,
the appropriate
States for
for the
the United
marshal of
directed
or in
to any
any person,
person, being
being a
of the
the United
United States,
States,
a citizen
citizen of
discretion to
or
in his
his discretion
whom
he may
for the
the purpose,
requiring such
such person
to
person to
purpose, requiring
depute for
specially depute
may specially
whom he
be
brought before
before him
for examination
at aacertain
certain time
and place.
place. And
And
time and
examination at
him for
be brought
if; on
examination, it
it shall
be made
to appear
that the
the person
person so
so
if,
on such
such examination,
shall be
made to
appear that
arrested
is aacitizen
the United
United States,
discharged
forthwith discharged
be forthwith
he shall
shall be
States, he
of the
citizen of
arrested is
arrest, and shall
shag be left to the ordinary course of law. But if this
from arrest,
shall not be made to appear, and such judge, commissioner,
commissioner, or other judicial authority
find, upon
upon the
papers hereinbefore
hereinbefore referred
to, a
a suffisuffireferred to,
the papers
shall find,
cial
authority shall
cient prima
prima facie
case that
concerns only
only the
internal order
order
the internal
that the matter concerns
facie case
cient
and discipline
discipline of
of such
vessel, or, whether
whether in its nature civil
foreign ship or vessel,
such foreign
and
or criminal,
criminal, does
does not
not effect
of
the execution
execution of
of the laws of
effect [affect]
[affect] directly the
or
the United
United States,
the rights
and duties
of any
of the United
any citizen of
duties of
rights and
States, or
or the
the
States, he shall forthwith, by his warrant, commit such person to prison,
where
a court of the United
where prisoners
prisoners under sentence
sentence of a
United States may be
lawfully
such foreign
foreign ship
lawfully committed, or to the master or chief officer of such
orders, control, and
subject to the lawful orders,
vessel, in
in his discretion,
discretion, to be subject
or vessel,
discipline of the master
master or chief officer for the time being, of such ship,
commercial authority of the
and to the jurisdiction of the consular or commercial
nation
which such ship or vessel
vessel may belong, to the exclusion of any
nation to which
authority
jurisdiction in the
United States or any state
authority or
or jurisdiction
the premises
premises of the United
nevertheless, That the expenses of the arrest and the
thereof: Provided,
Provided, nevertheless,
detention of the person so arrested shall be paid by the consul-general,
vice-consuls: And
provided, further,
further, That
That no person shall
And provided,
shall be
consuls, or
or vice-consuls:
detained more than two months after his arrest, but at the end of that time
shall be
at liberty
shall
be set
set at
liberty and shall not again be arrested for the same cause.
APPROVED,
June 11,
APPROVED, June
11, 1864.
1864.
CHAP. CXVII. An Act
the Secretary
of the
Treasury to
to stipulate
for the
the
the Treasury
stipulatefor
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
Secretary of
CiHAP.
- An
Release
Attachment.or
Process, of
Property claimed
claimed by
Release from
from Attachment.
or other
other Process,
of Property
the United
and
by the
United States,
States, and
jor
for other
other Purposes.
Purposes.

enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That whenever
property
States of America in Congress
whenever any property
owned or
or held
the United
United States,
or in
have
United States have
the United
in which
which the
States, or
by the
held by
owned
or claim an interest, shall, in any judicial proceeding under the laws of
any state, district, or territory, be seized, arrested, attached, or held for
the security
or satisfaction
property, it
it
said property,
made against
against said
claim made
of any
any claim
satisfaction of
security or
the
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, in
his discretion,
discretion, to
shall be
be lawful
lawful for
for the Secretary
of the
in his
to
direct the solicitor
solicitor of the treasury
treasury to cause a
a stipulation to be entered
entered
into' by the proper district attorney for the discharge
discharge of such property
from such seizure, arrest, attachment, or proceeding, to the effect
effect that
that
upon such discharge, the person asserting the claim against such property
shall become entitled to all the benefits of this act; and in all cases where
such
entered into,
property shall,
shall,
such stipulation shall
shall be entered
into, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and the property
in
judgment
in consequence
consequence thereof,
thereof, be
be discharged
discharged as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and final
final judgment
shall be given in the court of last resort to which the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury may deem proper to cause
cause such proceedings
proceedings to be carried,
carried,
affirming the claim for the security or satisfaction
satisfaction of which such proceedsa
ings shall
shall
have been
the right
right of
the
asserting the
the person
person asserting
of the
and the
been instituted,
instituted, and
have
is
same to
to enforce
enforce it
such property
means of
same
it against
against such
property by
by means
of such
such proceedings,
proceedings,
notwithstanding
thereto, such
notwithstanding the claims of the United
United States
States thereto,
such final
final judgjudg-
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Sass.
SESS.

I. CH.
CH. 117,
117, 118,119.
118, 119. 1864.
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123

ment
deemed, to
purposes, a
full and
final deterdeterand final
a full
intents and
and purposes,
be deemed,
to all
all intents
ment shall
shall be
mination
the rights
rights of
and shall
shall entitle
as
entitle such
such person,
person, as
of the
of such
such person,
person, and
mination of
against
United States,
States, to
to such
be would
have had
case
had in case
would have
rights as
as he
such rights
the United
against the
possession
said property
property had
had not
changed; and
and if
if such
possession of
of said
not been
been changed;
such claim
claim be
be
for the
the payment
payment of
of money,
same shall
shall by
judgment be
by such
such judgment
be
money, and
and the
the same
for
found to
due, the'
the' presentation
presentation of
duly authenticated
copy of
of the
the
authenticated copy
of a
a duly
found
to 4
be due,
record of
of such
judgment and
and proceedings
be sufficient
sufficient evidence
evidence to
shall be
proceedings shall
such judgment
record
the proper
accounting officers
officers for
allowance thereof;
the same
same shall
shall
thereof; and
and the
proper accounting
for the
the allowance
the
thereupon be
be allowed
and paid
treasury not
not
any moneys in the treasury
out of
of any
paid out
allowed and
thereupon
otherwise appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
That the
amount so
so to
to be
be allowed
allowed and
and Limit
Limit of
of
Provided,That
the amount
otherwise
be
a"mom"t to
to be
paid
shall not
exceed the value
interest of the United
United States in the amount
value of
of the interest
not exceed
paid shall
paid.
property in
in question:
further, That nothing herein con- paid.
provided, further,
question: And provided,
property
Right to entained
recognizing or conceding
conceding any right to Right
considered as recognizing
tained shall be considered
such claim,
claim,
foce such
process, any claim force
enforce by seizure, arrest, attachment, or any judicial proces6
Sze.
recognot recog&c not
against
property of the
United States, or against
against any
any property
the United
against any
any property
property held,
held, nized,
owned,
employed by the
department thereof,
owned, or
or employed
the United
United States, or by any department
for
public use, or as
waiving any objection
insti
proceeding insti
for any public
as waiving
objection to any proceeding
tuted
to enforce
enforce any
any such
such claim.
claim.
tuted to
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 11,
11, 1864.
CHAP. CXVIII. -— An
An Act
in Relation
to the
Limitation of
Actions in
certain Cases.
Cases.
CHAP.
Act in
Relation to
the Limitation
of Actions
in certain

June
1864.
June 11, 1884.

Be
by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and louse
House of
United
in Congress
assembled, That
whenever, durdur- Time during
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That whenever,
during
is
criminal, which
which person is
ing
existence of the present rebellion,
action, civil or criminal,
rebellion, any action,
ing the
the existence
beyond legal proshall accrue
any person
who, by
of resistance
resistance to
exe- cesE
shall
accrue against
against any
person who,
by reason
reason of
to the
the
execes by
reason
by reason of
of
United States, or the
cution of the laws
laws of the
the United
the interruption
interruption of
of the
the ordiordi- resistance
resistance to the
laws
not
to
make
to
make
laws
not
for
the
with
process
be
served
proceedings,
cannot
nary course of judicial proceedings,
part of time
commencement of
of such
such action
the arrest
arrest of
such person,
or whenever,
whenever,
commencement
action or
or the
of such
limited
person, or
bring limited for
for bringactions.
after such action, civil or criminal,
criminal, shall have accrued, such person cannot,
cannot, ing actions.
by reason
reason of
of such
the laws,
laws, or
interruption of
of judicial
judicial
by
such resistance
resistance of
of the
or such
such interruption
proceedings, be
proceedings,
be arrested
arrested or
or served
served with
with process
process for
for the commencement
commencement of
of
the action, the
the time
time during which
which such
such person
person shall so
so be beyond
beyond the
reach of
process shall
shall not
be deemed
deemed or
any part
part of
of the
the
reach
of legal
legal process
not be
or taken
taken as
as any
time limited by law for the commencement
commencement of such action.
APPROVED, June
June 11,
APPROVED,
11, 1864.
1864.
CHAP. CXIX.
An Act
Act relating
relating to
of Congress,
Heads of
CHAP.
CXIX. —
-An
to Members
Members of
Congress, Heads
of Departments,
Departments, and
and
of the
other Officers
Officers of
the Government.
Government.
other

June
June 11,1864.
11,1864.

by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States
Congress assembled,
That no
the SenStates of America
America in.
in Congress
assembled, That
no member
member of
of the
Sen- Senators,
repreSenators, representatives, heads
ate or House of Representatives
Representatives shall, after his election and during his sentatives;
of
&c.,
of bureaus,
bureaus, Ste.,
continuance in office, nor shall any head of aa department, head of aa not
continuance
to receive
receive
not to
bureau, clerk, or any other officer of the
agree pay for services
the government
government receive or
or agree
services
matter
ansmatter
to receive
receive any compensation
compensation whatsoever, directly or indirectly, for any in any
where the United
services
rendered, or to
the passage
passage of
any States
services rendered,
to be rendered,
rendered, after
after the
of this
this act,
act, to
to any
State isisaaparty.
party.
person,
another, in
in relation
relation to
proceeding,
person, either by
by himself
himself or
or another,
to any
any proceeding,
arrest, or
or other
other matter
matter
contract, claim, controversy, charge,
charge, accusation,
accusation, arrest,
or thing in which the United
indirectly
United States is a
a party, or directly or indirectly
bureau, officer,
officer, or
any
interested, before any department, court-martial,
court-martial, bureau,
or any
civil,
military, or
commission whatever.
whatever. And
And any
person offendcivil, military,
or naval
naval commission
any person
offendact shall,
on conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
ing against any
any provision
provision of
of this
this act
shall, on
be Penalty.
deemed
misdemeanor, and be punished
exceeddeemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor,
punished by
by aafine
fine not exceeding ten
dollars, and
by imprisonment
exceeding
ing
ten thousand
thousand dollars,
and by
imprisonment for
for a
a term
not exceeding
term not
years, at the discretion
discretion of the
two years,
the court
court trying
trying the
the same,
same, and shall be
forever
forever thereafter
thereafter incapable
incapable of holding
holding any office of honor, trust, or profit
profit
under the government
government of the United States.
States.
APPROVED,
June 11,
11, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June

124
124
June 11,
1864.
June
11,1864.
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CH. 120,

C
HAP. CXX.
Act to
the Boundaries
cf the
and Western
Western
the Eastern
Eastern and
define the
Boundariesof
change and
and define
An Act
to change
CXX. —
- An
CHAP.

Judicial Districts
of Virginia,
Virginia, and
and to
of said
said Districts,
Districts, and
and for
for other
other
to alter
alter the
the Names
Names of
Judicial
Districts of
Purposes.
Purposes.

Be it
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
jurisdiction of
of the
the
assembled, That
the jurisdiction
Congress assembled,
States
and lname
name of
of
western
hereafter be
coextensive with, and conbe coextensive
of Virginia
Virginia shall hereafter
western district of
and
western district
western
fined
to the
limits of
of the
the State
State of
shall be
called the
the
be called
and shall
West Virginia,
Virginia, and
of West
the limits
fined to
Virgidnia
of Virginia;
district
Virginia; and
and the
of the
eastern district
district of
of
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the eastern
district of
of West
West Virginia;
of eastern discoextensive with
with the
the limits
and include
include the
the
limits and
be coextensive
hereafter be
shall hereafter
Virginia shall
eastern dis- Virginia
tf
trict.
whole
of the
State of
and shall
shall be
be called
called the
the district
district of Virginia.
whole of
the State
of Virginia,
Virginia, and
The judge
judge of
said district
district of
Virginia shall
annually hold
six
hold six
shall annually
the said
of West
West Virginia
The
of the
sessions as
as follows:
At Clarksburg,
Clarksburg, on
the 24th
days of
Auand Auof March
March and
24th days
on the
Sessions of dis- sessions
follows: At
Sessions
trict
trict of
of West
gust; at Wheeling, on the sixth days of April and September; and at
Virginia;
C
e
Charleston,
nineteenth days of April
igiia;
Charleston, on the
the nineteenth
April and
and September. The judge
judge
of the
in addition
addition to the sessions
heretofore held
held
sessions heretofore
shall, in
of Virginia
Virginia shall,
the district
district of
Virginia.
of
of Virginia.
by him
as judge
the eastern
eastern district
of Virginia,
hold sessions
Virginia, hold
sessions at
at the
the
by
him as
judge of
of the
district of
district of Virginia when and where sessions
times and places within the distriot
to the passage
passage of
of this act by the judge of the western
were held
held prior
prior to
Virginia.
of Virginia.
district of
S
EC. 2.
That all
all the
the records
records and
of
files of
and files
enacted, That
be it
it further
further enacted,
2. And
And be
SEC.
Records and
Records
files,
to be the courts
of the
the western
western district
district of
of Virginia,
Virginia, hitherto
hitherto held within
within the
the
files, where
whereto
courts of
kept.
limits of the district of Virginia, as prescribed and fixed in the first seche kept in the district of Virginia; and
tion of this act, shall remain and :be
records and files
files of
of the courts of the western district of Virginia,
all records
hitherto
district of
of West
West Virginia, as prehitherto held
held within the
the limits of the district
proPending proscribed and fixed by the first section of this act, shall remain and be kept
kept
c
e
s
s
cess.
in the district of West
West Virginia. And all writs, suits, pleas, recognizreeognizances, indictments, and all other process, civil or criminal, issued, sued
out, commenced,
commenced, or pending, of which, if this act had never been passed,
the
western district would have had jurisdiction
jurisdiction within the
the judge
judge of the western
limits of the said district of Virginia, as defined
defined by this act, shall
shall be returned, entered,
entered, and have day before, and be heard and determined
determined by,
manner, and with the
the judge of the district of Virginia, in the same manner,
same validity
validity and
and effect, as they
they should
should have
have been returned,
returned, entered,
entered,
determined by the judge of the western district of Virginia, if
heard, and
and determined
this
this act
act had never
never been
been passed.
passed.

Jurisdiction

Proceedings of

of court
court of westwestern district of
instictnof
Vrg
Virginia confirmed.

S
EC. 3.
And be
be it
further enacted,
the judicial
proceedings
judicial proceedings
all the
That all
enacted, That
it further
8. And
SEC.
of the court of the western district of Virginia had within the limits of
the
fixed by the first section of this act,
West Virginia, as fixed
the district of West
since the
hereby made
made and
and dedeinto a
a state, are
are hereby
erection of
of West
West Virginia
Virginia into
since
the erection
clared to be as valid and binding as if this act had been passed contemporaneously with
establishing the State
West Virginia,
Virginia, and
poraneously
with the
the act
act establishing
State of
of West
and said
said
proceedings had been under and by virtue
judicial proceedings
virtue of this act.
act.
APPROVED,
June 11,
1864.
APPROVED, June
11, 1864.

HAP. CXXI.
CXXI.
—An Act
Act to
provide for
minor Offinces
Trial of
of minor
Ojences against
against the
the
June 11, 1864. C
-An
to provide
for the
the summary
summary Trial
June
CHAP.
Laws
of the
United States.
Laws of
the United
States.

Be it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That it shall be lawful for the
States of America
States
judge of
district court
court of
of the
United States
to hold
special session
session
hold aa special
States to
the United
any district
judge
of any
of said court
vacation, for the trial of
court at any time, whether in term or vacation,
of
held to try, &c. minor
offences against
the laws
minor offences
against the
laws of
of the
the Uhited
United States,
States, as
as hereinafter
hereinafter proprovided.
S
EC. 2.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That whenever
complaint shall
be
shall be
whenever aacomplaint
be it
itffurther
2. And
And be
SEC.
Complaints
Complaints
made against
against any
master, officer,
officer, or
or mariner
mariner of
or vessel
vessel belongbelongship or
of any
any ship
any master,
made
against officers
and mariners
mariners of
of ing, in whole or in part, to any
any citizen or
or citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States,
States, of
of
offenvessels, for offenthe commission of any offence, not capital or otherwise infamous, against
ceSsneo8tcapiteor
ces not capital or the commission of any offence, not capital or otherwise infamous, against
infamous, to be
infamous,
any law of the United States made for the protection of persons or propprop-

Splcial
sesSpi^cialse-d
United
sions of United
States
States district
courts may be
courts
be
held to try, &c.
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engaged in
commerce or
or navigation,
duty of
the disinvestigated by
by .
dis- investigated
of the
the duty
be the
it shall
shall be
navigation, it
in commerce
engaged
attorney
to investigate
investigate the
the same,
same, and
thereof,aditrct
ci
aLsd
trs
ieu
t
ua
nna
ome
yy ,
uarinly,
nature thereof,
general nature
the general
and the
attorney to

and
if, in
in his
his opinion,
the case
case is
summarily tried
under tried.
tried under
be summarily
should be
as should
such as
is such
opinion, the
and if,
the
provisions of
this act,
act, he
he shall
shall report
report the
the same
district judge,
judge,
the district
to the
same to
of this
the provisions
and
the judge
shall forthwith,
or as
as soon
soon as
as the
the
business of the
ordinary business
the ordinary
forthwith, or
judge shall
and the
court
will permit,
permit, proceed
try the
cause, and
and for
that purpose
if
may, if
purpose may,
for that
the cause,
to try
proceed to
court will

necessary, hold
special session of the court.
a special
hold a
necessary,
SEC. 3.
it further
further enacted,
That at
trial it
shall not
indictment
be No indictment
not be
it shall
at such
such trial
enacted, That
be it
3. And
And be
SEC.
necessary
that the
accused shall
been previously
a necessary.
necessary.
indicted, but a
previously indicted,
have been
shall have
the accused
necessary that
statement
of complaint,
oath, in
writing, shall
presented to
Written comcornto written
be presented
shall be
in writing,
by oath,
verified by
complaint, verified
statement of
the
court, setting
setting out
manner as
as clearly
clearly to
to apprize
apprize the
the plaint on oath.
oath.
such manner
in such
offence in
the offence
out the
the court,
accused of
of the
the character
of the
the offence
and to
to enable
him Defendantmay
Defendant may
enable him
of, and
complained of,
offence complained
character of
accused
to
the complaint.
said complaint
statement shall be answer and make
complaint or statement
the said
And the
complaint. And
to answer
answer the
read to
to the
the accused,
who may
may plead
same, or
meoeunntter-statea ment'stat
make a
or make
the same,
answer the
or answer
to or
plead to
accused, who
read
counter-statement.
counter-statement.
S
EC. 4.
4. And
be it
it further
That the said trial shall thereupon Summary trial
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
be proceeded
the case
shall be
t
.u
h
r
e
thad by the
be
to0
decided e
be decided
case shall
and the
manner, and
summary manner,
in aa summary
with in
proceeded with
be
by the
at the
the time
pleading or answering, the accused our
time for pleading
unless, at
court, unless,
by
the court,
shall
jury, in
case the trial shall
shall be upon the complaint Jury.
in which
which case
a jury,
demand a
shall demand
and
plea of not guilty.
and plea
SEC. 5.
Limit of senseaenacted, That it shall not be lawful for the Limit
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
5. And
SEC.
court
pergon convicted
convicted on
on such
such trial
any greater
greater pun
r: in
IR such
such
pun-_ttence
to any
trial to
any person
sentence any
to sentence
court to
a fine exceeding
ishment
year, or to a
exceeding
•
one year,
jail for one
in jail
imprisonment in
than imprisonment
ishment than
five
both, in its discretion,
where the
discretion, in those cases where
or both,
dollars, or
five hundred
hundred dollars,
laws
of the
authorize such imprisonment
imprisonment and fine.
States authorize
the United
United States
laws of
or
SEC. 6.
6. And
be it
further enacted, That
lawful for the court Complaint
Complaint or
That it shall be lawful
it further
And be
SEC.
be
to allow
district attorney
attorney to
to amend
amend his
his statement
statement or
or complaint
complaint at any
any statement may be
the district
allow the
to
stage of
of the
the proceedings,
before verdict,
opinion of
of the
court, amended, &c.
&c.
the court,
the opinion
if, in
in the
verdict, if,
proceedings, before
stage
appear
such amendment
will work
work no
no injustice
injustice to
the accused;
accused; and if it appear
to the
amendment will
such
to the
accused is
amended,
is unprepared
unprepared to meet the charge as amended,
the accused
that the
the court
court that
to
and
adjournment of
of the
pi oloote the
justice,
ends of justice,
the eoCis
will pAviuote
oe will
the .....e
an adjournment
that an
and that
such
be made
until a
a further
further day, to be fixed
fixed by the
made until
shall be
adjournment shall
such adjournment
court.
court.
SEc. 7.
enacted, That
That at
If trial by jur3 :
such trial, if by jury, IftrialbyjurN
at such
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
7. And
SEC.
F
ee
n
r
g
em
esp
a
tyoy
we'
d
h.
al
the
United States
and the
accused shall each
entitled to three per- eespty chal-we
each be entitled
the accused
States and
the United
other chalchallenges. Challenges for cause, in such cases, shall be tried Other
emptory challenges.
lenges.
by the
the court
the aid
aid of
of triers.
triers.
without the
court without
by
e
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1864.
APPROVED, June
11, 1864.
June 11,
APPROVED,

and Cape
Collection Districts,
CHAP. CXXLI.
Act to
to abolish
abolish the
the Collection
Districts of Port
Port Orford
Orford and
-An Act
CXXHI. —An
CHAP.
Oregon.
Pmpetua, in
the State
State of
of Oregon.
in the
Perpetua,

June 11,
1864.
11, 1864.
June

United
House of
of Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be it
Collection disdisin Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That the collection
collection districts of Collection
of America
America in
States of
tricts
tricts of Port Orlaw,
by
-heretor
estabishe
Cape
Cape Perpetua
Perpetua and Port Orford,
Orford, *heretofore
heretofore established by
by law,
law, are
are ford and Cape
Cape
hereby abolished,
collection district of Perpetua abolabolished, and the same attached to the collection
hereby
ished.
ished.
Oregon.
Oregon.
APPROVED, June
June 11,
11, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
June 11
private June
CXXTTT -An
— An Act
entitled "An
confirm certain
certain private
Act to
to confirm
"An Act
Act entitled
an Act
to amend
amend an
Act to
CHAP. CXXIII.
11, 1864.
1864.
c 16.
1
exico."
Land
Land Claims
Claims in the Territory
Territory of Newto
New Mexico."
1860,
ch. 167.
1860, 6.167.

Vol. xii. p. 71.
United Vol.xii.p.71.
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Senate and
by the Senate
Be
,States
Congress assembled, That the sixth section of the Heirs of Luis
in Congress
States of America
America in
may
Maria Baca may
certain private land claims
act entitled
confirm certain
claims in the TerriTerri- Maria
entitled ""An act to confirm
act
teizerytiam
Newi
land
twenty-first, eighteen hundred
tory
Mexico," approved
approved June twenty-first,
hundred and land
tory of New Mexico,"
n in
sixty,
be, and
so amended as to enable the heirs of Mexico.
is hereby,
hereby, so
same is
and the same
sixty, be,
Luis Maria
Maria Baca
to raise
raise and withdraw the selection and location of one
Baca to
Luis
of the
the square
confirmed to them by said act, heretofore
land confirmed
square bodies of land
of
legated by
by said
Pecos River, adjoining the Fort Sumner reson the Pecos
said heirs on
located
11 *
11*

126
126
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ervation,
and to
to select
select and
and re-locate
the manner
manner provided
by
provided by
in the
same, in
the same,
re-locate the
ervation, and
said act,
act, at
time before
twenty-first day
day of
of June,
year
the year
in the
June, in
the twenty-first
before the
any time
at any
said
eighteen
hundred and
upon any
of the
the public
public lands,
lands, unoccupied
unoccupied
any of
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, upon
eighteen hundred
and not
not mineral,
mineral, within
the Territory
of New
Mexico, as
as
New Mexico,
Territory of
of the
limits of
the limits
within the
and
said
known and
and defined
by law
day of
of
twenty-first day
the twenty-first
on the
law on
defined by
were known
limits were
said limits
June, in
in the
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty;
sixty; and
and upon
upon such
such selection
selection
the year
June,
and
re-location, the
said square
square body
land, the
the
being the
same being
the same
of land,
body of
to said
title to
the title
Effect of reand re-location,
location.
one
fifth part
of the
to said
said heirs
heirs as
as aforesaid,
confirmed to
claim confirmed
the private
private claim
part of
one fifth
location.
so
selected and
re-located, shall
shall be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
said
to the said
confirmed to
hereby, confirmed
and re-located,
so selected
heirs
of the
the said
said Luis
Baca as
as fully
perfectly as if
if the same
and perfectly
fully and
Maria Baca
Luis Maria
heirs of
had
and located
located within
three years
years from
from and after the
within three
selected and
been selected
had been
approval
the act
aforesaid.
act aforesaid.
of the
approval of
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
upon such selection
selection and reThat upon
And be
SEC.
Their right to
former
location
location
title, and
and interest of the said heirs of Luis Maria Baca,
all right, title,
location all
former location
to
be
void.
to be vod.
of, in,
in, and to the square body of land heretofore
heretofore selected
of;
selected and located by
them
adjoining the
reservation in New
the Fort Sumner reservation
River, adjoining
Pecos River,
on the
the Pecos
them on
Mexico,
is hereby
hereby divested
and declared
and void, and the same
null and
declared null
divested and
Mexico, is
shall
government of
of the United States.
the government
in the
revest in
shall revest
APPROVED,
June 11,
11, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June

June
1864.
June 15,
15, 1864.

Army for the
Appropriations forothe
- An Act
CHAP. CXXIV.
CXXTV.—An
Act making Appropriations
for+the Support
Support of the Army
Year ending
ending the
the thirtieth
June, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
for other Purposes.
Purposes.
andfor
sixty-five, and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth June,
Year

United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the following sums be,
States of America in
and the
the same
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
and
same are
are hereby,
out of
of any money in the treasury
not
support of the army for the year endfor the support
appropriated, for
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
ing
the thirtieth
hundred and sixty-five:
sixty-five :-—
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
thirtieth of June,
ing the
For expenses
expenses of
recruiting, transportation
transportation of recruits,
compensarecruits, and compensaof recruiting,
Recruiting,
&c. For
Recruiting, &c.
tion
citizen surgeons
attendance, three hundred thousand
thousand
surgeons for medical attendance,
to citizen
tion to
dollars.
dollars.
Books of
of tactics,
instructions for volunteers, fifty
tactics, For purchase
Books
purchase of books of tactics
tactics and instructions

Army approArmyappropriation.
pration.

&c.
&c.
Contingencies
Contingencies
adjutant-genof adjutant-gendeparteral's departme
ment.
n Copying
npying official
official
reports.
reports.
Bounties for
enlistments;

thousand dollars.
For
of the
the adjutant-general's
at the
the
department at
adjutant-general's department
expenses of
contingent expenses
For contingent
departments, five thousand dollars.
headquarters
headquarters of the several military departments,
For
copying official
official reports
reports of
of the
the armies
armies of
the United
United States, for pubof the
For copying
lication,
five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
lication, five
enticment [enlistment]
For bounties and premiums for the enticment
[enlistment] of recruits
for the regular army, three hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
enlistments;
For
the pay
pay of
of advance
to volunteers
five
drafted men, five
and drafted
volunteers and
bounties to
advance bounties
For the
for volunteers
and drafted
drafted men. million
million dollars.
dollars.
For
pay of
of buildings
grounds, transportation,
transportation,
and grounds,
buildings and
rent of
premiums, rent
of premiums,
For pay
Collecting,
subsistence, lodging, commutation
postage,
commutation of fuel and quarters, straw, postage,
drilling, &c.,
subsistence,
&c.,
volunteers.
volunteers.
stationery,
advertising, medicines,
medicines, and medical
stationery, advertising,
medical attendance,
attendance, and all other
necessary expenses
incidental to the collecting, drilling, and organizing
expenses incidental
necessary
volunteers,
necessary expenses under
under the enrolment act, five
five
and for the
the necessary
volunteers, and
million dollars.
dollars.
For pay
pay of
of the
army, nine
nine million
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one
nine hundred
million nine
the army,
For
Pay.
thousand
forty-three dollars
and sixty
sixty cents.
cents.
and forty-three
dollars and
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
For commutation
officers' subsistence,
subsistence, one
million seven
seven hundred
hundred
one million
of officers'
commutation of
Commutation.
For
Commutation.
and
twenty-three thousand
twenty-nine dollars and fifty
thousand six hundred and twenty-nine
and twenty-three
cents.
For
commutation of
four
officers' horses,
horses, one hundred and four
forage for
for officers'
of forage
For commutation
thousand six hundred dollars.
thousand
For payments
in lieu
clothing for
eighty-two thouthouservants, eighty-two
for officers'
officers' servants,
lieu of
of clothing
payments in
For
lieu of
Pay in
in lieu
sand
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
eight hundred
sand eight
clothing.
For
payments to
discharged soldiers
soldiers for clothing not drawn, one hunto discharged
For payments
dred and fifty thousand dollars.
For
volunteers, including the bounties authorized by law, one
one
For pay
pay of
of volunteers,
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volunhundred and
seventy-seven million
million four
hundred and
and sixty-two
hundred
and seventy-seven
four hundred
sixty-two thousand
thousand Pay
Pay of
of volunteers.
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars
dollars and
cents: Provided,
Provided, teers .
seven
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents:
Officers using
using
regular or
or volunteer
forces shall
That if any officer
officer in the regular
volunteer forces
shall employ
employ aasoldiers
Officers
as sersoldier as
such officer
officer shall
shall not
not be
be entitled
to any
pay or
or vants
soldier
as aa servant,
servant, such
entitled to
any pay
vants notentitled
not entitled
allowances.
servants, but shall
subject to
deduction to allowances.
allowances for
for aaservant
servant or servants,
shall be
be subject
to the
the deduction
from
required by
section of
act entitled
An act
act to
to 1862,
1862, ch. 200.
from his
his pay
pay required
by the
the third
third section
of the
the act
entitled "
" An
§3.
define the
the pay
emoluments of
of certain
certain officers
of the
army, and
for §
define
pay and
and emoluments
officers of
the army,
and for
3
..
Vol. xii. p. 594,

other purposes,"
purposes," approved
July seventeen,
seventeen, eighteen
hundred and
and sixtysixtyother
approved July
eighteen hundred

o

two: And
provided, further,
That the
the second
second section
of the
act entitled
entitled Construction
Construction
the act
two:
And provided,
further, That
section of
of former act.
"An act giving further compensation
compensation to the captains and subalterns of
"An
of of
formeract.
1827, ch. 42,
the army
army of
of the
United States
States in
in certain
cases," allowing
allowing ten
ten dollars
the
the United
certain cases,"
dollars §§22..
4'
227.
additional per
per month
any officer
in actual
actual command
as Vol.
additional
month to
to any
officer in
command of
of aacompany,
company, as
Vol. iv.
iv. p.
p. 227.
compensation for
responsibilities with
respect to
clothcompensation
for his
his duties
duties and responsibilities
with respect
to the
the clothing, arms,
arms, and
the company,
shall be
be construed
construed to
to aping,
and accoutrements
accoutrements of
of the
company, shall
apply only
company officers
officers in
actual command
command as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
ply
only to
to company
in actual
For
regulars, volunteers,
For subsistence
subsistence in
in kind
kind for
for regulars,
volunteers, and
and drafted
drafted men,
men, Subsistence in
ninety-one
hundred and
and twenty-five
thousand four
four hundred
ninety-one million
million four
four hundred
twenty-five thousand
hundred kind
kind
and twenty-six
cents.
and
twenty-six dollars
dollars and
and thirty
thirty cents.
regular supplies
For the regular
supplies of
of the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department,
department, consistconsist- QuartermasQuartermasing
of fuel
the officers,
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
guard, hospitals,
storehouses, ter's department.
ing of
fuel for
for the
men, guard,
hospitals, storehouses,
and
forage in
in kind
for the
horses, mules,
mules, and
and oxen
oxen for
for the
the
and offices;
offices; of
of forage
kind for
the horses,
quartermaster's department,
at the
the several
and stations,
stations, and
and with
with
quartermaster's
department, at
several posts
posts and
the
armies in
for the
the horses
of the
the several
several regiments
of cavcavthe armies
in the
the field;
field; for
horses of
regiments of
alry, the
batteries of
artillery, and
and such
as may
alry,
the batteries
of artillery,
such companies
companies of
of infantry
infantry as
may
be
authorized number
horses when
when
be mounted,
mounted, and
and for
for the
the authorized
number of
of officers'
officers' horses
serving in
field and
and at
at the
the outposts,
including bedding
bedding for
for the
serving
in the
the field
outposts, including
the anianimals; of
of straw
straw for
for soldiers'
bedding, and
of stationery,
stationery, including
including blank
mals;
soldiers' bedding,
and of
blank
books for
the quartermaster's
department, certificates
for discharged
books
for the
quartermaster's department,
certificates for
discharged solsoldiers, blank forms for the pay and quartermasters'
quartermasters' departments;
departments; and for
for
department orders
the printing
printing of division
division and department
orders and
and reports, sixty
sixty million
million
dollars.
For
incidental expenses
of the
the quartermaster's
department, conFor the
the incidental
expenses of
quartermaster's department,
con- Incidental expenses of
guarsisting
on letters
letters and
packages received
received and
and sent
sent by
by officers
officers of
of master's
penses
ofdepartquarsisting of
of postage
postage on
and packages
departthe
public service;
service; expenses
courts-martial, military
the army on
on public
expenses of courts-martial,
military comcom- ment.
ment.
including the
of
missions, and courts of
of inquiry,
inquiry, including
the additional
additional compensation
compensation of
judge-advocates, recorders,
witnesses, while
while on
on that
service;
judge-advocates,
recorders, members,
members, and witnesses,
that service;
under
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
under the
the act
act of
of March
March sixteenth,
and two,
two, extra
extra pay
pay 1802, ch. 9,
9, §§
§§
to
employed, under
under the
the direction
quartermaster's departdepart- 21,
to soldiers
soldiers employed,
direction of
of the
the quartermaster's
21, 22.
22.
Vol. ii. p. 136.
ment,
barracks, quarters,
storehouses, and
and hospitals;
ii p.136.
quarters, storehouses,
hospitals; Vol.
ment, in
in the
the erection
erection of
of barracks,
in the construction
construction of roads, and on other constant labor, for periods
periods of
of
not
less than
than ten
ten days,
days, under
under the
acts of
of March
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred 1819, ch. 45.
the acts
March second,
not less
Vol. iii. p. 488.
and nineteen, and
hundred and
and August
August fouth [fourth,] eighteen
1V.51iiih24788
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, 1854,
6. 1854, ch.
ch. 247,
247, §§
employed as
including those employed
as clerks
clerks at
at division and
and department
department headquarheadquar- 6.
Vol.
x.
p.
expresses to and from
frontier posts and
ters; expenses of expresses
from the
the frontier
and armies
armies in Vol. x. p. 576.
576the
the field; of escorts
escorts to
to paymasters
paymasters and other
other disbursing officers
officers and
and to
to
trains where military escorts cannot be furnished;
expenses of the interfurnished; expenses
ment
of officers
action, or
who die
when on
duty in
in the
field, or
ment of
officers killed
killed in
in action,
or who
die when
on duty
the field,
or
at
places when
at posts
posts on the frontiers,
frontiers, or
or at other posts and
and places
when ordered
ordered by
by the
the
Secretary
of non-commissioned
non-commissioned officers
officers and
soldiers; authorSecretary of War, and of
and soldiers;
authorfurniture; hire
laborers in
in the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department,
ized office
office furniture;
hire of laborers
department,
the hire
hire of
spies, and
and guides
guides for
army; comincluding the
of interpreters,
interpreters, spies,
for the
the army;
compensation of
pensation
of clerks to officers
officers of the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department;
department; comcompensation of
of forage
forage and
wagon-masters, authorized
authorized by
by the
the act
act of
of July
pensation
and wagon-masters,
July fifth,
fifth, 1838, ch. 162,
eighteen
and thirty-eight;
for the
the apprehension
deserters, and
and §10.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirty-eight; for
apprehension of
of deserters,
§10.
Vol. v. p. 257.
the
expenses incident
to their
their pursuit;
pursuit; and
and for
the expenses
incident to
for the
the following
following expenditures
expenditures Vl.
v. P. 257.
required
the several
several regiments
regiments of
of cavalry,
cavalry, the
batteries of
light artilrequired for
for the
the batteries
of light
artillery,
and such
companies of
of infantry
may be
mounted, viz:
purlery, and
such companies
infantry as
as may
be mounted,
viz: the
the purchase
travelling forges, blacksmiths'
chase of
of travelling
blacksmiths' and
and shoeing tools,
tools, horses and
and mule
mule
shoes
and nails,
nails, iron
and steel
for shoeing,
of veterinary
veterinary surgeons,
shoes and
iron and
steel for
shoeing, hire
hire of
surgeons,
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medicines for
horses and
and for
for shoeing
horses
the horses
shoeing the
ropes, and
picket ropes,
mules, picket
and mules,
for horses
medicines
of
the corps
corps named;
named; also,
generally, the
expenses
authorized expenses
and authorized
proper and
the proper
also, generally,
of the
for
an army
assigned to
to
expressly assigned
not expressly
army not
of an
operations of
and operations
movements and
the movements
for the
any
other department,
department, thirteen
million dollars.
dollars.
thirteen million
any other
For the
the purchase
twenty-one million
purchase of cavalry and artillery horses, twenty-one
Cavalry, &c.,
&c.,
For
horses.
dollars.
For
or the
allowances made
to officers
the army
army for the
the
of the
officers of
made to
the allowances
mileage, or
For mileage,
Mileage.
transportation
themselves and
when travelling
travelling on
duty
on duty
baggage, when
their baggage,
and their
of themselves
transportation of
without
escorts, or
seven hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
supplies, seven
or supplies,
troops, escorts,
without troops,
For
transportation
of
the
army,
including
the
baggage of
of the
the troops
troops
baggage
the
including
army,
the
of
For transportation
Transportation.
Transportation.
when
clothing, camp
camp and
garrison
and garrison
of clothing,
or water;
water; of
land or
by land
either by
moving, either
when moving,
equipage, from
Philadelphia, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, and
and New
to
York to
New York
at Philadelphia,
depots at
the depots
from the
equipage,
the several
posts and
and from
from those
troops in
in
the troops
to the
depots to
those depots
depots, and
army depots,
and army
several posts
the
the field;
field; and
purchase, and from
of purchase,
places of
the places
from the
stores from
of subsistence
subsistence stores
and of
the
the places
places of
of delivery
under contract,
contract, to
circumstances
places as the circumstances
to such places
delivery under
the
of the
the service
service may
them to
be sent;
of ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance
ordnance stores,
sent; of
to be
require them
may require
of
and
small arms,
armories to
to the
arsenals, fortifications,
fortifications,
the arsenals,
and armories
founderies and
from founderies
arms, from
and small
frontier posts,
army depots;
freights, wharfage,
ferriages;
tolls, and ferriages;
wharfage, tqlls,
depots; freights,
and army
posts, and
frontier
for
the purchase
purchase and
hire of
of horses,
horses, mules,
oxen, and
harness, and
and the
the
and harness,
mules, oxen,
and hire
for the
other
purchase and
and repair
carts, and drays, and of ships, and other
wagons, carts,
repair of wagons,
purchase
sea-going vessels,
vessels, and
required for the transportation
transportation of supplies and
boats required
and boats
sea-going
for garrison
for drayage
drayage and
at the
several posts;
of
hire of
posts; hire
the several
cartage at
and cartage
purposes; for
garrison purposes;
for
teamsters; transportation
transportation of
of funds
funds for
pay and
and other
disbursing deother disbursing
the pay
for the
teamsters;
partments; the
the expense
expense of
sailing public
rivers,
various rivers,
the various
transports on the
public transports
of sailing
partments;
procuring
the Gulf
Mexico, and
and the
Atlantic and Pacific;
Pacific; and for procuring
the Atlantic
of Mexico,
the
Gulf of
water at
such posts
posts as,
their situation,
brought from
it to
to be brought
require it
situation, require
as, from
from their
at such
water
for clearing
clearing roads,
roads, and
obstructions from roads,
removing obstructions
and removing
and for
distance; and
aadistance;
harbors, and
rivers, to
to the
the extent
which may be required
required for the actual
actual
extent which
and rivers,
harbors,
operations of
field, forty million dollars.
the field,
the troops
troops in the
of the
operations
For
of quarters
quarters for
for officers
officers on
hire
military duty; hire
on military
commutation of
or commutation
hire or
For hire
Quarters.
of quarters
quarters for
for troops;
troops; of
of storehouses
storehouses for
of military
safe-keeping of
the safe-keeping
for the
of
stores; of
cantonments; for the construction
construction of temsummer cantonments;
for summer
grounds for
of grounds
stores;
porary huts,
and for repairing public
public buildings at
stables, and
and stables,
hospitals, and
huts, hospitals,
porary
established
established posts, five million dollars.
For heating
cooking-stoves, one
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
one hundred
and cooking-stoves,
For
heating and
Stoves.
Telegraph.
constructing and extending
extending the telegraph, for military purposes,
purposes,
For constructing
expenses in operating
operating the same, two hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five
and for expenses
thousand
thousand dollars.
Prisoners of
For
transportation, and care of prisoners of war, nine hundred
For supplies,
supplies, transportation,
war.
war.
thousand dollars.
For purchasing,
purchasing, constructing,
and maintenance
steam-rams, two
of steam-rams,
maintenance of
constructing, and
For
Steam-rams.
Steam-rams.
hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five thousand dollars.
For
clothing for the army, camp and garrison equipage, and for exClothing and
For clothing
camp equipage.
camp
equipage. penses of offices
offices and arsenals, fifty-eight
fifty-eight million dollars.
Contingencies.
For contingencies of the army, four hundred thousand dollars.
Medicines, &c.
&c.
hundred
For medicines, instruments, and dressings, two million seven hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and fifteen
fifteen thousand
forth, three
Hospital stores.
For hospital stores, bedding, and so forth,
three million five hundred
hundred
Hospital
and
fifty-two dollars.
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven thousand eight
eight hundred and fifty-two
For hospital furniture
furniture and field equipments,
equipments, six hundred
hundred and eighteen
eighteen
thousand dollars.
thousand
For
books, stationery,
stationery, and
printing, one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty thousand
thousand
and printing,
For books,
Books, station&c.
ery, &c.
dollars.
Ice and comFor ice, fruits, and other comforts,
comforts, three
three hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
forts.
For
hundred and
fifty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
and fifty
seven hundred
clothing, seven
hospital clothing,
For hospital
Hospital clothFor
thousand dollars.
two hundred and ten thousand
For citizen
citizen nurses, two
ing.
Citizen nurses.
nurses.
Citizen
For care of sick soldiers in private
private hospitals, thirty-one
thirty-one thousand two
Private hoshundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
pitals.
pitals
Artificial limbs. For artificial limbs for soldiers and seamen, forty-five thousand dollars.
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physiCitizen physiFor citizen
physicians, and
medicines furnished by them, four hundred Citizen
and medicines
citizen physicians,
For
ians, &c.
c
and five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and
Purveying
seventy-five thou- Purveying
For hire
of clerks
and laborers
laborers in purveying depots, seventy-five
clerks and
hire of
For
depots.
depots.
depots.
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
Meteorological
For
and recording
recording meteorological
observations taken
taken at the Meteorological
meteorological observations
examining and
For examining
bservations.
observations.
hundred
military
posts
of
the
United
seven
and
fifty dollars. °
army,
States
United
the
of
posts
military
Medical
muMedical muFor army
army medical
museum, five thousand dollars.
medical museum,
For
ellM.
For
of the
medical department,
forty-seven thouthou- s ucontingencies.
the medical
department, forty-seven
expenses of
For contingent
contingent expenses
Contingencies.
sand
hundred and
and thirty-eight dollars.
eight hundred
sand eight
For
for testing
rearranging medicines and hospital sup- Laboratory.
testing and rearranging
laboratory for
For laboratory
plies, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
plies,
For
washing and
for hospitals
matrons cancan- Washing and
where matrons
hospitals where
and washing-machines
washing-machines for
For washing
machines.
machines.
not be
employed, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
be employed,
not
Commanding
For
expenses of
of the
commanding general's
dollars. general's
Commanding
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
office, ten
general's office,
the commanding
For expenses
office.
Secret service.
For
service, one hundred thousand dollars.
service.
For the secret service,
Armament of
of
Armament
For
armament of
fortifications, two million dollars.
of fortifications,
For armament
fortifications.
For
current expenses
expenses of the ordnance
ordnance service, five
five hundred
hundred thou- fortifications.
the current
For the
sand dollars.
dollars.
For ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance
and supplies,
including the purchase Ordnance
supplies, including
stores, and
Ordnance and
ordnance stores,
For
stores.
and manufacture
arms, accoutrements,
equipments for volun- stores.
accoutrements, and horse equipments
of arms,
manufacture of
and
teers and regulars,
million dollars.
regulars, twenty million
teers
For the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of arms
arms at
Manufacture
armory, two million five Manufacture
at the
the national armory,
For
of
arms.
of arms.
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred
&c.,
machinery at the national armory, Repairs, &c.,
For repairs, improvements, and new machinery
at
armory.
at armory.
hundred thousand dollars.
one hundred
Gunpowder
Gunpowder
For the
file purchase
purchase of gunpowder
gunpowder and lead, two million dollars.
For
and lead.
leals.
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
addi-andArsenals.
new and
and addiincluding new
arsenals, including
at arsenals,
improvements at
For
fixtures, two million
present buildings, and machinery,
machinery, tools, and fixtures,
tions to present
dollars.
For the
of the
the army,
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Signal service.
one hundred
army, one
service of
the signal
signal service
For
eight
signal-office, two thousand eight
For compensation
compensation of two clerks in the signal-office,
For
hundred dollars.
Pay, rations,
Sue.
enacted, That all persons of color who
who have Pay,
further enacted,
it jitrther
be st
And be
2. And
SEC. 2.
been
the military
service of
of the
States &c.,
persons
&c., of
of persons
United States
the United
military service
into the
be mustered
mustered into
or may
may be
been or
of color mustered
shall receive
same uniform,
clothing, arms, equipments,
equipments, camp equiequi- into the military
uniform, clothing,
the same
receive the
shall
page, rations,
rations, medical
attendance, pay and emoluments, other service.
hospital attendance,
and hospital
medical and
page,
volunteer forces of the
than bounty, as other soldiers of the regular or volunteer
than
United States
arm of
the service,
from and
of
and after the first day of
service, from
of the
like arm
of like
States of
United
color
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four; and
and that every
every person of color
and sixty-four;
hundred and
January,
receive such sums
who shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
service shall receive
the service
into the
mustered into
be mustered
who
in bounty
President shall
shall order in
in the different states and parts
the President
as the
in
bounty as
of the
United States,
one hundred dollars.
exceeding one
not exceeding
States, not
the United
of
SEC. 3.
3. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
persons enlisted and mus- Bounties to be
all persons
That all
be it
And be
SEC.
paid to certain
to certain
paid.vounteers
tered
service as
volunteers under
under the
dated October
October seventeen,
seventeen, volunteers
the call, dated
as volunteers
into service
tered into
withwitheighteen
hundred and
three hundred thousand volunteers, out regard to
to
sixty-three, for three
and sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
color.
who
the time
enrolled and
subject to draft
draft color.
and subject
actually enrolled
enlistment actually
of enlistment
time of
at the
were at
who were
in
the state
receive from the United
volunteered, shall receive
they volunteered,
which they
in which
state in
in the
States the
the same
bounty without regard to color.
amount of bounty
same amount
States
bounties,
Pay bounties,
S
EC. 4.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
persons of color who Pay,
That all persons
it further
And be
4. And
SEc.
&c., oi
of colored
colored
were
day of
of April,
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, &c.,
nineteenth day
the nineteenth
on the
free on
were free
soldiers.
and who
who have
and mustered
mustered into the military service of the soldiers.
enlisted and
been enlisted
have been
and
United
shall, from
from the
their enlistment, be entitled to
the time of their
States, shall,
United States,
receive the
bounty, and clothing allowed to such persons by the laws
pay, bounty,
the pay,
receive
Attorney-Genexisting
at the
Attorney-General of Attorney-Gentheir enlistment. And the Attorney-General
of their
time of
the time
existing at
to determine,
determine,
eral to
the
States is
is hereby
determine any question
question of law eral
authorized to determine
hereby authorized
United States
the United
&c.
&c.
aforesaid
arising
under
this
provision.
And
Attorney-General
aforesaid
Attorney-General
if
the
And
provision.
this
arising under
shall determine
determine that any of such enlisted persons are entitled to receive
shall
any
bounty, or
addition to what they have already
or clothing, in addition
pay, bounty,
any pay,
Secretary of War shall make
received, the Secretary
make all necessary regulations
regulations to
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enable the
the pay
department to
payment in
in accordance
accordance with
enable
pay department
to make
make payment
with such
such
determination.
determination.
Sc.
5. And
be it
That all
all enlistments
enlistments hereafter
hereafter
Enlistments
SEC. 5.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
into the regular
regular made in the regular army of the United States, during the continuance
continuance
army may be for
of the present rebellion may be for the term of three years.
threeyeae
three
years. for of the present rebellion, may be for the term of three years.
15,, 1864.
APPROVED, June 15
APPROVED,

June 15, 1864.

CHAP. CXXV.
Act to
CXXV. —
-AnAn Act

incorporate
the Home
and Children.
incorporatethe
Home for
for Friendless
Friendless Women
Women and
Children.

Be
it enacted
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Mary
Eliza M.
M.
States
America in
Mary T.
T. Hay,
Hay, Eliza
Eliza Wade Fitzgerald, Georgiana
Morris, Jane
Jane F. James, Eliza
Georgiana F.
F. Speaks,
Emily
Grayham, Maria
Maria Virginia
Virginia Brown,
Brown
B. Ruggles,
Ruggles, Indiana
Indiana Plant,
Plant, Mary
Mary Grayham,
Emily B.
and
created a
corporate
and their
their associates
associates and
and successors,
successors, are
are hereby
hereby created
a body
body corporate
and politic,
seal, the
of succession,
succession, with
with atility
ability to
to sue
and
politic, with
with a
a common
common seal,
the right
right of
sue
and liability
liability to
to be
be sued
sued as
as a
natural person,
and the
the said
said corporation
corporation shall
and
a natural
person, and
shall
known by the name of
of"
Friendless Women
be known
" The
The Home
Home for the Relief
Relief of
of Friendless
Objects and
Children." The business of said
corporation shall be
establishand Children."
said corporation
be the
the establishpowers of corpocorpo- ment, in the city of Washington,
Washington, or at aaconvenient
not
convenient and eligible point not
ration.
exceeding in distance seven miles from the city, of an institution where
exceeding
where
provision can be made by public charity for the care and relief
provision
relief of friendfriendmaintenance of young
less and deserving females, and for the care and maintenance
orphan
female, who
orphan or destitute
destitute children, male or
or female,
who may be
be or
or are likely
likely to
become a
charge upon
charity. And
And said
shall possess
possess
a charge
upon public
public charity.
said corporation
corporation shall
and
and enjoy
enjoy all
all the
the powers
powers essential
essential and proper
proper for
for the
the carrying out of the
purposes of its creation.
SEC. 2.
And be
it further
enacted, That
corporation may
may receive,
Real and perperSEC.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
That said
said corporation
receive,
sonal
onal estate.
take, and hold, by purchase, gift, or devise, any real or personal estate, for
for
the purposes
purposes contemplated
contemplated in this act: Provided,
Provided, however, That the nett
annual income of their real estate shall not exceed thirty thousand dollars.
First
board of
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
enacted, That
Mary T.
Hay, Eliza
Eliza M.
M. MorMorFirst board
of
SEC.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That Mary
T. Hay,
managers.
ris,
Wade Fitzgerald, Georgiana
Georgiana Speaks,
Ruggles, Indimanagers.
ris, Eliza Wade
Speaks, Emily B. Ruggles,
ana Plant, Jane F. James, Mary Grayham, Maria Virginia Brown, shall
shall
constitute the board of managers
managers until the first
first Monday
Monday of May, A. D.
until their
successors shall
shall be
chosen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-five, and until
their successors
be chosen
or
meeting of
or elected as herein
herein provided.
provided. A
A meeting
of the
the members
members of
of the associaassociahundred and
sixtyMeeting of
tion shall be
be held
held on
on the
the first
first Monday
Monday of
of May,
May, eighteen hundred
and sixtymembers of
of assoconvenient hour and place, in the city of Washington, of
of
members
asso- five, at some convenient
ciation.
which two weeks'
weeks' public notice
notice shall be given
given by
by the board
board of managers,
managers,
and at
at such
in two
two daily newspapers
newspapers published
published in
in the city
city of
of Washington;
Washington; and
such
meeting
meeting the members
members of the association
association who shall
shall be
be present
present shall proceed
proceed
to elect aa board
board of managers in the places of those
those hereby designated
designated or
or
authorized; and
authorized;
and any
any manager
manager may be
be reelected
rehlected from time
time to
to time. Each
to one
one vote.
vote. An
annual meetmeetmember, at
at such meeting, shall be
be entitled
entitled to
An annual
.Annual meetmeet- ing of the associates or corporators
corporators shall, in
in like
like manner
manner and upon like
like
ing.
notice, be held on the first Monday of May, in each
mg.
each year after eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-five;
hundred
sixty-five, for the election
election of managers for the ensuing year;
year;
but if, in any case,
case, the said meeting shall, for any reason, fail
fail to
to be held
held
designated, the same
on the day
day herein
herein designated,
same may,
may, upon the
the notice
notice above
above proprothereafter; and the
Term of office vided,
vided, be held on any other day within three months
months thereafter;
the
of managers.
managers.
managers then elected shall hold their offices
offices until the first
Monday of
first Monday
of
successors shall
aforesaid.
May next ensuing, and until
until their successors
shall be chosen, as
as aforesaid.
The said board of managers
vacancies occurVacancies.
managers shall have power to fill any vacancies
ring therein between the regular
and
regular elections
elections above provided in this act, and
board shall
for the
transaction of
of busiaamajority
majority of said board
shall form aaquorum
quorum for
the transaction
business.
ness.
Management
S
EC. 4.
4. And
enacted, That
board of
managers shall
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the
the board
of managers
shall
of the Home.
ome.
have power to appoint such agents, matrons, assistants, and teachers, and
and
to employ such domestics
domestics and servants,
servants, as shall be deemed
deemed necessary, and
Home
Home for
for the
relief of friendfriendless women and
chsldwmienncoachildren
meorporated.
porated.
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to make
all needful
and proper
regulations for
their respective,
respective, general,
general, or
or
for their
proper regulations
needful and
make all
to
specific duties,
duties, as
well as
government, direction,
direction, and
and control
control of
of all
all
the government,
for the
as for
as well
specific
persons
at any
any time
become inmates
inmates of
authorized
Home ""authorized
the ""Home
of the
time become
may at
who may
persons who
by this
this act,
and may
prescribe for
for the
children and
and youth
committed to
to
youth committed
the children
may prescribe
act, and
by
their
care such
such rules
of discipline
discipline as
by them necessary.
necessary.
deemed by
be deemed
shall be
as shall
rules of
their care
S
EC. 5.
5. And
be it
That whenever
any child who, from
whenever any
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.

131

Children in the
Children

charge of this
the neglect
or inability
inability of
of its
parents or
or guardian
guardian to
to support
shall charge
of this
it, shall
support it,
its parents
neglect or
the
association
may
may
association
become aa charge
be surrendered
surrendered to
to the
bound out,
the be bound
shall be
and shall
charity, and
public charity,
upon public
charge upon
become

charge
of the
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
this act,
such
act, by
by such
of this
association, pursuant
the association,
charge of
parent or
or by
by its
or by
by the
the overseer
superintendent of
of the poor
or superintendent
overseer or
guardian, or
its guardian,
parent
of said
said city
of Washington,
or other
having the
charge of
the poor,
poor,
of the
the charge
officer having
other officer
Washington, or
city of
of
or whenever
any destitute
and dependant
dependant orphan
orphan shall
be surrendered
suriendered to
to
shall be
destitute and
or
whenever any
such
in the
manner herein
by an
instrument in
an instrument
provided, by
herein provided,
the manner
institution, in
such institution,
writing,
duly signed
by such
such parent,
or public
officer, the
the said
said
public officer,
guardian, or
parent, guardian,
signed by
writing, duly
board
may, in
to service
service
child to
such child
place such
discretion, place
their discretion,
in their
managers may,
of managers
board of
to. be executed
with
proper person
person under
under articles
executed in
indenture, to.
of indenture,
articles of
some proper
with some
due
law, with
with such
provisions for
and education
education as
for maintenance
maintenance and
such provisions
of law,
form of
due form
shall be
by one
one of
the judges
judges of
of the
the supreme
supreme court
the Discourt of the
of the
approved by
be approved
shall
adopted.
or adopted.
trict
of Columbia;
Columbia; and
and the
said board
board of
authorized or
managers are hereby authorized
of managers
the said
trict of
to permit
permit the
the adoption
adoption of
any such
any respectable
proper
and proper
respectable and
by any
child by
such child
of any
to
person who,
to be approved
approved as aforesaid, shall undertake
provisions to
under provisions
who, under
person
the maintenance,
education of
destitute or orphan
such destitute
of such
proper education
and proper
care, and
maintenance, care,
the
child.
be
may be
S
EC. 6.
it further
That in
Mother may
or legal Mother
of the death or
case of
in case
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
guardian, when,
incapacity of
the father
any dependent
dependent child, or of the imprisonment cardian wlhen,
of any
father of
of the
incapacity
of such
such father
for crime,
or neglecting
provide for
neglecting to provide
abandoning or
of his
his abandoning
or of
crime, or
father for
of
his family,
family, the
if residing
in the District of Columbia, shall be
residing in
mother, if
the mother,
his
deemed the
guardian of her children for the purposes of this act, and
legal guardian
the legal
deemed
surrender aforesaid. But in case the
shall
power to
to make the surrender
have power
shall have
mother
non-resident of said district, or legally incapaalso be dead, or aa non-resident
mother also
ble
acting in
in the
the premises,
premises, or
or be
be imprisoned
imprisoned for crime, or neglect to
ble of
of acting
provide
such child,
child, and
in case
case there
there be
be no
no guardian or other person
and in
for such
provide for
surrender
legally
bound to
qualified to make the surrender
or qualified
such child, or
to support
support such
legally bound
Who else
else may
may
aforesaid,
then, and
and in
in any
such case,
case, the
superintendent of
or Who
poor, or
the poor,
of the
the superintendent
any such
aforesaid, then,
be guardian.
the
mayor of
or other
other public officer
officer having charge
charge of the be guardian.
Washington, or
of Washington,
the mayor
poor,
for the
required, as ex-officio guardian
act, be
be required,
this act,
of this
purposes of
the purposes
shall, for
poor, shall,
of such
such child,
may make,
make, as
such, the
such child
the
child to the
of such
surrender of
the surrender
as such,
and may
child, and
of
said corporation
by the
instrument in writing aforesaid, which surrender
the instrument
corporation by
said
shall, in
in all
respects, be
as valid
valid and
and effectual
effectual as
as if
out of
or Binding
the father
father or
by the
if made
made by
be as
all respects,
shall,
Binding out of
parent of
surrender of
any such
child shall
shall child to be apsuch child
of any
no surrender
That no
Provided, That
child: Provided,
of such
such child:
parent
a
proved by a
be made
provisions of
of this
surrender shall, proved
section, unless such surrender
this section,
the provisions
under the
be
made under
judge.
on examination,
examination, be
approved by
one of
of the
judges of the supreme court judge.
the judges
by one
be approved
on
district.
of said
said district.
SEC. 7.
the board
of managers
managers may
may
board of
That the
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
7. And
And be
SEC.
vice-president, and secretary;
elect
own number
number a
a president, vice-president,
secretary;
their own
from their
elect from
and
they may
may further
further elect
elect aa treasurer. They may, in their discretion,
and they
appoint
executive committee,
committee, consisting
members of their board,
consisting of five members
an executive
appoint an
who may,
under the
general direction
of the board, take
take charge of the
direction of
the general
may, under
who
affairs of
of the
the corporation
corporation during any recess of the board.
affairs
said corporatreasurer of
SEC. 8.
be it
it further
the treasurer
of said
corporaThat the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
8. And
SEC.
tion shall
shall at
time upon
upon the
of congress report aafull and perfect
the call of
any time
at any
tion
statement
the affairs
affairs of such corporation,
income
corporation, the location, value, and income
of the
statement of
of
all real
real estate owned by
expenditures,
by it, the amount of its receipts, expenditures,
of all
investments,
personal estate,
estate, and
information which congress
congress
and all
all other information
and personal
investments, and
may require.
require.
may
S
EC. 9.
enacted, That congress may at any time alter,
it further
further enacted,
be it
9. And
And be
SEC.
amend,
or repeal
act.
this act.
repeal this
amend, or
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That this act shall take effect
SEC. 10. And be it
SEC.
immediately.
immediately.
1864.
APPROVED, June
June 15,
15, 1864.
APPROVED,

Officers of the
association.

association.

Report
conto conReport to
gress.

gress.

Act may be
repealed.

repealed.

When acttakes
act takes
effect.
effect.

132
132
June
1864.
15,1864.
June 15,
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CHAP. CXXVI.
CXXVI. —
forty-five North,
Townslhpforty-five
certain School Lands in Township
-AnAn Act concerning certain
CHAP.
Range
of Missouri.
Missouri.
East, in the State
State of
Range seven East,

Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
all of
the right,
and
title, and
right, title,
of the
of America
America in
States of
all of
of the
tracts, pieces,
interest of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in and to
to all
the lots,
lots, tracts,
pieces, and
and
parcels of land within the Grand Prairie
Prairie common field,
field, in township
township fortyfive
north of
of the
the base
line, in
seven east
east of
the fifth
fifth principal
principal memeof the
in range
range seven
base line,
five north
ridian
the State
State of
have not
been
not heretofore
heretofore been
which have
of Missouri,
Missouri, which
line in
in the
ridian line
disposed
of by
by the
United States,
be, and
the same
same are
are hereby,
granted,
hereby, granted,
and the
shall be,
States, shall
the United
disposed of
relinquished,
and conveyed
conveyed by
United States,
simple and
and in
in full
full
in fee
fee simple
States, in
by the
the United
relinquished, and
property, to
the State
State of
of Missouri,
.support of
of schools
said townin said
townschools in
for the
the.support
Missouri, for
to the
property,
ship: Provided,
Provided, That
nothing in
in this
this act
shall in
any manner
abridge,
manner abridge,
in any
act shall
That nothing
ship:
divest, impair,
impair, injure,
injure, or
prejudice any
any adverse
adverse right,
title, or
or interest
interest of
of
right, title,
or prejudice
divest,
any person or persons in or to any portion or part of the aforesaid lots,
Adverse rights any person or persons in or to any portion or part of the aforesaid lots,
Adverse
not
tracts, pieces,
pieces, or
or parcels
land which
which are
or conconrelinquished, or
are granted,
granted, relinquished,
of land
parcels of
tracts,
not affected.
affected.
veyed by this act.
APPROVED,
June 15,
15, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June

Certain school
school
Certain
lands granted
granted to
Missouri.
Missouri.

June
17, 1864.
1864.
June 17,

CHAP. CXXVII.
CXXVII .-An
—An Act
certain Sales
and Foreign
Foreign Exchange.
Exchange.
of Gold
Gold and
Sales of
prohibit certain
Act to
to prohibit
CHAP.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the United
it enacted
enacted by
and House of
Be
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of America
assembled, That it shall be unlawful
unlawful to
of America in
make any
for the
the purchase
and delivery
delivery of
any gold
gold coin
coin
of any
sale and
or sale
purchase or
contract for
make
any contract
or bullion to be delivered
delivered on any day subsequent
subsequent to the day of making
such contract,
contract, or
for the
the payment
of any
any sum,
or conconfixed or
either fixed
sum, either
payment of
or for
such
tingent, in
of the
the delivery
of any
any gold
gold coin
or bullion,
or to
make
to make
bullion, or
coin or
delivery of
in default
default of
tingent,
such contract
other terms
terms than
than the
delivery of
of such
such gold
gold
the actual
actual delivery
any other
[Repealed, 1864
1864, such
upon any
contract upon
[Repealed
ch. 209.
209. P
ost,
ch.
Post,
coin
bullion, and
and the
payment in
agreed price
thereof, on
coin or
or bullion,
the payment
in full
full of
of the
the agreed
price thereof,
on
p. 344.1
the day on which such contract
p.
344.1
contract is made, in United States notes or national
currency, and not otherwise; or to make any contract for the purchase
purchase or
sale
and delivery
delivery of
of any
exchange to
delivered at any time
to be
be delivered
sale and
any foreign
foreign exchange
beyond
beyond ten days
days subsequent
subsequent to
to the making of such contract; or for the
fixed or contingent, in default of the delivery
payment of any sum, either fixed
of
foreign exchange,
exchange, or upon any other terms than
than the
the actual
actual delivery
delivery
of any
any foreign
of
exchange within
making of such
of such foreign
foreign exchange
within ten days
days from
from the
the making
such concontract, and the immediate
immediate payment
payment in full of the agreed
agreed, price thereof
thereof on
on
the day of delivery
delivery in United
United States notes or national
national currency;
currency; or to
or
make any contract whatever
whatever for the sale and
and delivery
delivery of any
any gold coin or
bullion
making such
contract shall
of
bullion of
of which
which the
the person
person making
such contract
shall not,
not, at the
the time
time of
Certain loans
Certain
loans making the same, be in actual possession. And it shall be unlawful to
made unlawful.
made unlawful. make any loan of money or currency
currency not being in coin to be repaid
repaid in
coin or
or bullion,
to make
make any
any loan
or bullion
to be
repaid in
in
coin
bullion, or
or to
loan of
of coin
coin or
bullion to
be repaid
money or currency other than
money
than coin.
SEC. 2.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That it
shall be
unlawful for
for
be further
further unlawful
it shall
2. And
SEC.
Contracts for
purchase of gold,
gold, any banker, broker, or other person, to make any purchase or sale of any
purchase
any
d
&c., tto be made
gold coin or bullion, or of any foreign
foreign exchange,
or any
any contract for
for any
any
exchange, or
to btema
&c.,
only at the oronly
or- e gold coin or bullion, or of any
such
purchase or
sale, at
other place
place than
than the
the ordinary
place of
of busibusiordinary place
any other
dinary place of
at any
or sale,
such purchase
dinary
business, &c.
&c.
business,
occupied by him
him
ness of either the seller or purchaser,
purchaser, owned or hired, and occupied
individually, or by a
a partnership
partnership of which he is a
amember.
Void contracts.
contracts.
SEC.
further enacted,
all contracts
contracts made
made in
Site. 3.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That all
in violation
violation
of this act shall
absolutely void.
void.
shall be absolutely
Penalty for
SEC. 4. And
enacted,That any person who shall violate any
Site.
And be itfurther
it further enacted,
any
violations
of this
violations of
this provisions
provisions of this act
net shall be held guilty of a
a misdemeanor, and, on conact to be fine or
viction
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
less than
dollars,
one thousand
thousand dollars,
not less
than one
be fined
thereof, be
viction thereof,
imprisonment.
imprisonment.
a period not less
nor more than ten thousand dollars, or be imprisoned for a
than three months, nor longer than one year, or both, at the discretion of
of
the court, and shall likewise
likewise be subject to aapenalty of one thousand
thousand dollars
lars for
for each
each offence.
offence.
SEc.
it further
enacted, That
penalties imposed
imposed by the
SEC. 5. And be it
further enacted,
That the penalties
the

Certain conconCertain
tracts for the
tracts
purchase,
&c., of
purchase, &c.,
gold coin and
bullion
bullion and forexhange"
eign exchange
made unlawful.
unlawful.
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fourth section of
this act
may be
be recovered
in an
how
Penalties. how
court Penalties.
any court
in any
at law
law in
action at
an action
recovered in
act may
section of this
fourth
m
era
e3
d
r
.
of
record
of
the
United
States,
or
any
court
of
competent
jurisd
i
c
tion,
erecovered.
jurisdiction,
competent
of
court
any
or
of record of the United States,
which action
may be
the name
the United
States by
by any
any
United States
of the
name of
in the
brought in
be brought
action may
which
person who
sue for
for said
penalty, one
one half
half for
for the
of the
of money
United Half of
the United
use of
the use
said penalty,
will sue
who will
person
States,
the other
half for
for the
use of
the person
such action.
action. to
to person
person .
to .go
go.to
bringing such
person bringing
of the
the use
other half
and the
States, and
And the recovery and
satisfaction of
in any
such action
action shall
the suit.
suit.
bringing the
shall bringing
any such
a judgment
judgment in
of a
And the recovery and satisfaction
be
a
bar
to
the
imposition
of
any
fine
for
the
same
offence
in
any
prosecuprosecuin
any
offence
same
the
for
fine
any
of
imposition
the
to
be a bar
tion
of such
but shall
Judgment, &e.,
&c.,
not Judgment,
shall not
judgment, but
such judgment,
recovery of
the recovery
to the
subsequent to
instituted subsequent
tion instituted
be
bar to
to the
infliction of
by not
of
be bar
bar of
not to
to be
as provided
provided by
imprisonment, as
by imprisonment,
punishment by
of punishment
the infliction
be aabar
said fourth
fourth section.
section.imprisonment.
imprisonment.
said
SEC. 6.
enacted, That
all acts
acts and
incon- Repealing
Repealing
of acts
acts inconparts of
and parts
That all
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
sistent with
of this
are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
act are
this act
provisions of
the provisions
with the
sistent
APPROVED,
17, 1864.
1864.
June 17,
APPROVED, June

clause.

17, 1864.
CHAP. CXXVIII.
CXXVili. —An
entitled "An
extend the
for the
the June 17,1864.
Timefor
the Time
to extend
Act to
"An Act
Act entitled
an Act
amend an
to amend
Act to
-An Act
CHAP.
Withdrawal of
from Public
Bonded Warehouses,
and for
Pur- 1864,
ch. 15.
15.
for other
other Pur1]864,eh.
and Bonded
Warehouses, and
of Goods
Goods from
Public Stores
Stores and
Withdrawal
poses,"
sixty-four.
and sixty-four.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
February, eighteen
twenty-ninth February,
approved twenty-ninth
poses," approved

Ante, p. 12.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
United
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
goods,
States of
in Congress
all goods,
and mermer- Certain
Certain goods,
wares, and
goods, wares,
That all
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
&c., in public
chandise, in
in public
stores or
or bonded
warehouses, on
on which
which the
the duties
duties are
are s &stores
l311
bonded warehouses,
public stores
chandise,

ti?esin,rci. c

unpaid, and
which shall have been in bond for more than
than one year and
and which
unpaid,
how
and how
When and
less
than three
may be
consumption and the bonds cancan - When
entered for consumption
be entered
years, may
three years,
less than
may be entered.
entered.
celled
at
any
time
before
the
first
day
of
September
next,
on
payment
of
be
may
of
payment
on
next,
September
of
day
first
the
before
time
any
at
celled
duties and
charges according
according to
to the laws in force at the time the goods
and charges
duties
withdrawn.
shall be withdrawn;
APPROVED, June
1864.
17, 1864.
June 17,
APPROVED,

17, 1864.
1864.
Corpora- June 17,
Act
amend an
an Act
the Corporaauthorize the
to authorize
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
to amend
Act to
tion
of Georgetown,
in the
the District
Columbia, to
and collect
82.
a Water
Water Tax,
Tax, and
and 1862,
to lay
lay and
collect a
1862, ch. 82.
District of
of Columbia,
Georgetown, in
tion of
for other
approved May
twenty-one, eighteen
Vol.
Vol. xii. p. 405.
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
May twenty-one,
for
other Purposes,"
Purposes," approved

CHAP.
CXXLX .
— An
CHAP. CXXIX.-An

Representatives of the United
Be
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Front-foot
Front-foot
States of
assembled, That in all cases in which an water-tax
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
on
original
town
lot
in
Georgetown,
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
lots in
certain
entirely
of
Columbia,
District
in
the
Georgetown,
lot
in
original town
Georgetown.
Georgetown.
owned by
the same
same person or
or persons, or any subdivision of an original
by the
owned
lot separately
intersection of
aforesaid, shall be situated at the intersection
as aforesaid,
owned, as
separately owned,
lot
two
as to
to bind
or front on
on both,
would
both fronts would
which both
in which
and in
both, and
bind or.front
so as
streets, so
two streets,
" An act to
be
the front-foot
front-foot tax authorized by the act entitled "
to the
liable to
be liable
authorize the
the corporation
Georgetown, in the District of Columbia, to
corporation of Georgetown,
authorize
lay and
and collect
purposes," approved May
a water-tax, and for other purposes,"
collect a
lay
twenty-one, eighteen
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, the said front-foot tax shall
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-one,
not
more than seventy-five
seventy-five feet
of the two fronts of said
feet-of
upon more
levied upon
be levied
not be
lot or
of lot;
and all
said number of feet shall be exempt
beyond said
all beyond
lot; and
part of
or part
lot
therefrom:
inequality,and
Provided, That, for the purpose of avoiding inequality.and
therefrom: Provided,
hardship
laying said
tax, it
shall be
be lawful
the said
said corporation
corporation of Further profor the
lawful for
it shall
said tax,
in laying
hardship in

visions.
further exemptions fiom
make such
Georgetown,
in such
to make
such further
from said visions.
cases, to
such cases,
Georgetown, in
them
as
to
front-foot
tax,
either
by
general
laws
or
individual
cases,
them
individual
in
or
laws
general
by
either
front-foot tax,
may
just and
and proper.
proper.
seem just
may seem
S
Ec. 2.
enacted, That
it shall
shall be
lawful for
said corcor- Instead of
be lawful
for said
That it
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
2. And
And be
a
front-foot
poration of
in their discretion,
-foot tax front-foot tax, a
discretion, instead of the front
Georgetown, in
of Georgetown,
poration
general special
aforesaid, to
lay and
and collect
collect annually
general special
to exceed
general
exceed tux
tax not
not to
special tax
a general
annually a
to lay
aforesaid,
mayspecial
be laid,
&c.
one fifth
fifth of
of one
one per
annum on all the assessable property in said Szc.
per annum
cent. per
per cent.
one
town,
fbr the
the purpose
purpose of
of defraying
the cost of distributing water through
defraying the
town, fbr
said
town from
the mains
Washington aqueduct, which tax
or pipes
pipes of the Washington
mains or
from the
said town
shall be
appropriated to said object, shall be collected in the
exclusively appropriated
be exclusively
shall
same manner
as the
general tax
of said
whenever
town, and shall cease whenever
said town,
tax of
the general
manner as
same
Proviso.
the cost
distribution shall
shall have
have been fully paid:
That all Proiso.
Provided,That,
paid: Provided,
cost of
of said
said distribution
the
persons liable
shall be
be credited
account of the
same
the same
on account
credited on
tax shall
said tax
to pay
pay said
liable to
persons
front-foot tax,
with
heretofore paid by them on account of said front-foot
sums heretofore
all sums
with all
levied
pursuance of
which this is an amendment.
amendment.
of the
the act to which
in pursuance
levied in
VOL.
xllf. Pos.—
12
PUB.- 12
VOL. XIII.
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Act
Act of 1862,
ch. 82, §3, rech. 82, § 3, repealed.

SEC. 3.
That the third section
section of the act
act
be it
it further enacted, That
3. And
And be
SEC.
aforesaid be,
and the
the same
same is
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
is hereby,
be, and
aforesaid
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 17, 1864.

pealed.

SESS. I.
I. C.
CH. 129,
130. 1864
1864
129,130.
SEss.

CRAP. CXXX. — An Act to regulate the Foreign Coasting Trade on the Northern,
17,1864.
1864. CHAP. CXXX.-An Act to regulate the Foreign Coasting Trade on the Northern,
June 17,
Northeastern, and
Frontiers of
and for other Purposes.
Purposes.
States, andfor
of the
the United States,
Northwestern Frontiers
and Northwestern
Northeastern,
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it

States
in Congress
or other
other
sloop, or
boat, sloop,
any boat,
That any
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
Vessels naviStates of
gating
navigating the waters on our northern,
northern, northUnited States, navigating
the United
gating the waters vessel of the
&c.,
on northern,
&c., eastern, and northwestern frontiers, otherwise than by sea, shall be
northern &
and northwestern frontiers, otherwise than by sea, shall be
frontiers
be eastern,
frontiers to be
enrolled and
and licensed
in such
other vessels;
vessels; which
enrolment
which enrolment
as other
form as
such form
licensed in
enrolled
and
enrolled
enrolled and
licensed.
be
licensed,
and license shall authorize
authorize any such boat, sloop, or other vessel to be
employed either
either in
or foreign
said frontiers;
and no
frontiers; and
on said
trade on
foreign trade
coasting or
the coasting
in the
employed
certificate of
so employed
said
employed on said
for vessels
vessels so
be required
required for
shall be
register shall
of register
certificate
frontiers: Provided,
Provided, That
such boat,
boat, sloop,
or vessel
be, in
in every
every
shall be,
vessel shall
sloop, or
That such
Proviso.
frontiers:
penalties now in force
other respect,
respect, liable
regulations, and penalties
to the
the rules, regulations,
liable to
other
relating
and licensed
vessels.
licensed vessels.
to registered
registered and
relating to
S
EC. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
of' the
compensation
the compensation
lieu of
in lieu
That in
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
Come
Compensation
Compensation
the fourth
fourth section
section of
act of
March second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hunhunof March
the act
of the
collec- provided
by the
provided by
of certain collectors of
of customs.
" An act to regulate the foreign and coasting
customs. dred and thirty-one, entitled "
tors
coasting
1831, ch. 98,
ch. 98, trade on the northern,
4131,
northern, northeastern,
northeastern, and northwestern
northwestern frontiers of the
§4.
other purposes,"
purposes," each of the several collectors of
for other
and for
States, and
Vol. iv. p.
United States,
p. 487.
487. United
customs in
in the
following districts
on the
Pembina,
to wit: Pembina,
frontiers, to
the said
said frontiers,
districts on
the following
customs
Chicago,
Milwaukie, Sault
Marie, Detroit,
Sandusky,
Miami, Sandusky,
Detroit, Miami,
Sainte Marie,
Sault Sainte
Chicago, Milwaukie,
Cuyahoga,
Presque Isle,
(hereafter to be called Erie,) Dunkirk, Buffalo,
Isle, (hereafter
Cuyahoga, Presque
Champlain, and
Niagara, Genesee,
Genesee, Oswego,
Oswegatchie, Champlain,
Vincent, Oswegatchie,
Cape Vincent,
Oswego, Cape
Niagara,
Vermont, shall receive an annual
annual compensation
compensation of one thousand dollars,
Vermont,
and,
general regulain addition
addition thereto, the fees now collected under the general
and, in
tions
of the
February, eighteen hundred and
department of February,
the treasury
treasury department
tions of
fifty-seven,
and a
three per centum on all moneys collected
a commission of three
fifty-seven, and
and
accounted for
by them
them respectively:
Provided, That
aggregate
That the aggregate
respectively: Provided,
for by
and accounted
compensation derived
derived from salary, fees, and commissions, shall not in any
compensation
case exc6ed the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars per annum, subject to
to
Not to exceed case exceed the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars per annum, subject
the provisions
"An act
other
act relative
relative to collectors and other
act entitled
entitled "An
of the
the act
provisions of
a certain sum. the
a
1846,
ch. 7.
7.
1846, ch.
officers of the customs,"
customs," approved
approved February eleventh, eighteen hundred
Vol. lx
ix. p. 3.
and forty-six.
whenever the aggregate
aggregate of salary, fees, and commiscommisAnd whenever
forty-six. And
Vo'. . p ' and
twenty-five hundred dollars,
sions shall in any case exceed
exceed the said sum of twenty-five
after
incident to the said office, for and
expenses incident
necessary expenses
deducting the necessary
after deducting
during
which said compensation is allowed, the excess
excess
period for which
the same period
during the
Fees, &c.,
how
in every such case, be paid into the treasury of the United States.
&c., how
Fees,
to be accounted
accounted shall,
The
fees and
all kinds
be accounted
as provided
by
provided by
for as
accounted for
to be
kinds to
of all
emoluments of
and emoluments
The fees
for.
1822, ch. 107,
107,
the twelfth section of the act of the seventh of May, eighteen hundred and
§12.
2oli.p.95. twenty-two.
Vol. iii. p. 695. twenty-two.
EC. 3.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
other officers
collectors and other
the collectors
it further
And be
be it
SEC.
3. And
What fees may S
What fees may
of customs
on the
the said
frontiers shall
shall be
charge and collect
collect
authorized to charge
be authorized
said frontiers
customs on
of
be charged.
allowed by law to be charged
charged and collected
collected by
same fees
fees as are now allowed
the same
the collectors
collectors and other officers of customs.
SEC. 4.
4. And
And be
further enacted,
territory, harbors, and
all the
the territory,
enacted, That all
be it
it further
SEC.
Certain territory, waters,
waters, &c.,
&c., waters on the eastern shore of the State of Wisconsin, bordering on Lake
tory,
added
to
the
Miladded
Michigan,
in the
district of
Michilimackinac, and
and
of Michilimackinac,
the district
embraced in
heretofore embraced
Michigan, heretofore
district.
waukie district.
same
lying
of the State of Wisconsin, shall be, and the same
within the limits of
lying within
are
hereby, attached
Milcollection district of lUilthe collection
made part
part of the
to and
and made
attached to
are hereby,
waukie,
waukie, in
in the State of Wisconsin.
S
EC. 5.
5. And
it further
That all
by collectors of
bonds given by
all bonds
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Bonds of collectors,
officers of the customs
customs, naval officers, surveyors, and by all officers
lectors, naval
officers, &c., how throughout the United States, shall be approved
commissioner of
ndhow throughout the United States, shall be approved by the commissioner
officers, &
approved
and
customs,
in whose
whose office
office they
now required
to be filed.
required to
they are
are now
customs, in
kept.
Effect thereof.
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S
EC. 6.
6. And
it further
further enacted,
this act
shall take
take effect
act
from When
When act
effect from
act shall
enacted, That
That this
And be
be it
SEC.
and after
after the
the thirtieth
June, eighteen
takes eeffect.
takes
sixty-four.
and sixty-four.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth June,
and
SEC. 7.
7. And
be it
it further
act entitled
act
Repeal of act
to Repeal
" An act to
entitled "An
the act
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
regulate
foreign and
on the
northeastern, and of 1831, ch. 98,
northern, northeastern,
the northern,
trade on
coasting trade
and coasting
the foreign
regulate the
northwestern frontiers
the United
United States,
a
s
i
n
sd
te n
of
t ict"a
ne
w
ts
o
.
npurposes," ansf
other purposes,"
for other
and for
States, and
of the
frontiers of
northwestern
other
approved
March, eighteen
and thirty-one,
thirty-one, and all other
hundred and
eighteen hundred
second March,
approved second
acts
of acts
acts inconsistent
this act
act be,
same are
are hereby,
the same
and the
be, and
with 'this
inconsistent with
parts of
or parts
acts or
repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, June
June 17,
17, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,

CHAP. CXXXI.
Act to
the Veto
Veto Power
Power in
Territory of
of Washington.
Washington.
in the
the Territory
regulate the
to regulate
- Ann Act
CXXXI. CHAP.

June 17,
1864.
17,1864.
June

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
Be it
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That every
bill which
which shall
pon‘No'
r
eroof
;f
shall SheVetoov power
every bill
of America
States
have,
passed the
the legislative
legislative assembly
assembly of
e
asga e
g
r
ton TerWashington
shall, W
Territory shall,
Washington Territory
of Washington
have passed
before
it become
presented to
to the
governor. If
approve ritory.
he approve
If he
the governor.
be presented
law, be
become aa law,
before it
he
sign it,
but if
if not
not he
with his
his objections, to that
it, with
return it,
shall return
he shall
it, but
shall sign
he shall
house
which it
shall have
who shall enter the objections
objections
originated, who
have originated,
it shall
in which
house in
If,'after
at
on their
their journal,
journal, and
after such
reconsider it. If,
to reconsider
proceed to
and proceed
large on
at large
reconsideration, two thirds
house shall agree to pass the bill, it
thirds of that house
reconsideration,
shall be
be sent,
together with
the objections,
objections, to the other house, by which
with the
sent, together
shall
it shall
likewise be
reconsidered; and
that
approved by two thirds of that
if approved
and if
be reconsidered;
it
shall likewise
house it
law. But
all such
such cases the votes of both
in all
But in
a law.
become a
shall become
it shall
house
houses
shall be
by yeas
yeas and
and nays,
and the
the names of the pernays, and
determined by
be determined
houses shall
of
sons
and against
against the
the bill
bill shall
journal of
entered on the journal
be entered
shall be
for and
voting for
sons voting
each
If any
any bill
bill shall
govthe govby the
be returned
returned by
not be
shall not
respectively. If
house respectively.
each house
ernor
days (Sundays
(Sundays excepted)
after it shall have been preexcepted) after
five days
within five
ernor within
sented to
to him,
him, the
shall be
law, in
in like
he had signed
if he
as if
manner as
like manner
a law,
be a
same shall
the same
sented
it,
unless the
adjournment prevent
prevent its retheir adjournment
assembly by their
legislative assembly
the legislative
it, unless
a law.
turn, in
in which
which case it shall not be a
turn,
APPROVED, June
June 17,
1864.
17, 1864.
APPROVED,

the MaryMary- June 17, 1864.
of the
CRAY. CXXXII.
CXXXTT —
the Superannuated
Superannuated Fund
Society of
Fund Society
to empower
empower the
Act to
An Act
- An
CHAr.
a
Columbia and to take
District of Columbia
the District
in the
land Annual
to hold
hold Property
Property in
talce a
Conference to
Annual Conference
land

the late
Will of
the Will
Devise
of the
late William
William Doughty.
under the
Devise under

W
HEREAS aacertain
William Doughty,
Georgetown, in the District The Superanof Georgetown,
Doughty, of
certain William
WHEREAS
nuated Fund SoFund
nuated
of Columbia,
by his
last will,
bearing date
twenty-ninth day of ciety
the twenty-ninth
on the
date on
will, bearing
his last
of
Columbia, by
Vet3: cn
ei
ra
t;y i3hold,
lr Somay
April,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-nine,
duly
admitted
to
probate,
devised
certain prop&c.;
devised
to
probate,
admitted
duly
fifty-nine,
and
April, eighteen hundred
erty in
Disthe Disin the
part erty
and bequeathed
bequeathed certain
certain real
property and
and estate
- part
estate —
personal property
and personal
real and
and
trict
of Columbia.
t

thereof
to take
at his
his death,
death, and the residue at the death or mareffect at
take effect
thereof to
riage
of his
widow -— to
incorporated by act of the general
general
society incorporated
a society
to a
his widow
riage of
assembly
of Maryland,
by the
the name
name of
The Superannuated
Fund SociSuperannuated Fund
of "
"The
Maryland, by
assembly of
ety of
of the
the Maryland
Maryland Annual
Conference," and called in said will The
Annual Conference,"
ety
Superannuated Fund
of the
the Methodist
Protestant Church for the
Methodist Protestant
Society of
Fund Society
Superannuated
District
Maryland; and
whereas it has been questioned whether the
and whereas
of Maryland;
District of
said
take and
hold the
virtue
said property, in virtue
the said
and hold
lawfully take
can lawfully
corporation can
said corporation
of
will, without
assent of congress: Therefore —
the leave and assent
without the
last will,
said last
of said
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
States of
Congress assembled,
congress
assembled, That the assent of congress
in Congress
America in
of America
States
is hereby
and every the
aforementioned devises and bequests
bequests
the aforementioned
to all
all and
given to
is
hereby given
unto "
The Superannuated
Society of the Maryland
Maryland Annual
Annual ConSuperannuated Fund Society
"The
unto
ference" aforesaid;
the said
society and body corporate
corporate is hereby
said society
and the
aforesaid; and
ference"
and
fully
authorized and
empowered to take and hold the said property and
and empowered
fully authorized
estate devised
devised and
and bequeathed
to it
it as
as aforesaid,
agreeably to the tenor
tenor
aforesaid, agreeably
bequeathed to
estate
and
said last
dispose of and enjoy the same
will, and to dispose
last will,
the said
of the
provisions of
and provisions
to
intent and
if the said society had been originally incoreffect as if
and effect
every intent
to every
porated by act
of congress.
congress.
act of
tporated
corporation is heresaid corporation
the said
That the
S
EC. 2.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
it further
2. And
SEC.
by
to hold
hold real
real and
property located in the District
personal property
and personal
by empowered
empowered to

o Columbia

real
Property
Property, real

personal, to
and personal,
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Ca.
133.
132,133.
CH. 132,

1864.
1864.

of Columbia
or that
that shall
shall be acquired
purchase, devise,
acquired by gift, purchase,
acquired, or
Columbia acquired,
of
lease, or convey,
convey, at pleasure, as
or bequest, and the same enjoy, rent, lease,
freely
as any
person or
or body
corporate can
can do:
do: Provided,
Provided, That the net
body corporate
any person
freely as
yearly
twenty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
exceed twenty
not exceed
shall not
thereof shall
income thereof
yearly income
SEC. 3. And be
be it
it further
enacted,
That this
this act
act shall
shall take
effect
take effect
That
enacted,
further
SEC. 3. And
When
When act takes
from
passage.
its passage.
of its
day of
the day
from the
effect.
effect.
APPROVED,
June 17,
1864.
17, 1864.
APPROVED, June

yield
income of
an income
yield an
not
over $20,000.
$20,000.
not over

June 17, 1864.

CHAP.
—An Act to
Preemption to certain
certain Settlers on the
the
to grant
grant the Right of Preemption
CXXXIII. -An
CHAP. CXXXin.
California.
Bolsa de Tomales, in the State of California.
Rancho Rolsa

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
in Congress
America in
States of America
States
Congress assembled, That it may and shall be lawful
for
commissioner of
general land
office to
to cause
cause the
lines of
of
the lines
land office
the general
of the
the commissioner
for the
the public surveys to be extended over the tract of country known as the
Marin County, California, the claim to
Rancho Bolsa de Tomales, in Mann
Rancho
which, by
by James
been adjudged
adjudged invalid by the suhas been
Galbraith, has
D. Galbraith,
California.
James D.
which,
California.
preme court
court of
of the
United States,
States, and
and to
plats thereof
thereof
approved plats
have approved
to have
the United
preme
duly returned
returned to
proper district
district land office:
office : Provided,
Provided, That the
to the
the proper
duly
actual cost
cost of
survey and
he paid
paid into the surveyfirst be
platting shall first
and platting
such survey
Actual cost to actual
of such
Actual
be
requirements of the tenth section
fund by settlers, according to the requirements
ing fund
paid.
be paid.
of the
the act
approved thirtieth
thirtieth of
of May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
1862, ch. 86,
of congress
congress approved
act of
6,§§10. of
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 410.
sixty-two, "to
"to reduce
reduce the
of the survey and sale of the public
expenses of
the expenses
410. sixty-two,
Vol.
States."
lands in the United States."
S
EC. 2.
it further
enacted, That
That after
return of
such
of such
the return
after the
further enacted,
be it
And be
2. And
SEC.
Settlers may
plats to
to the
the district
district office,
it may
be lawful for indishall be
may and shall
office, it
approved plats
enter their lands approved
after
the survey.
survey. viduals, settlers upon the said Rancho Bolsa de Tomales, to enter, accordafter the
according to
to the
lines of
public surveys,
twenty-five cents
surveys, at one dollar and twenty-five
of the
the public
the lines
ing
per
acre, the
the land
same
upon by them to the extent to which the same
settled upon
land settled
per acre,
had
possession at the time of said adjudication
adjudication of said
reduced to possession
been reduced
had been
Joint
Joint entries. supreme court, joint entries being admissible by coterminous
coterminous proprietors,
proprietors,
boundaries may be adjusted in accordance
accordance
respective boundaries
their respective
that their
in order
order that
their several
several possessions.
with their
That all claims within the purfurther enacted,
SEC. 3.
enacted, That
3. And be it further
SEC.
Claims to be
presented within
within view of this act shall be presented to the register and receiver
within
presented
receiver within
what
time.
what time.
twelve months
months after
the return-of
surveys to
the district
district land office,
twelve
after the
return of such
such surveys
to the
office,
accompanied
by proof
proof of settlement, and the extent to which the tracts
accompanied by
claimed
reduced into possession at the time of said adjudicaadjudicahad been reduced
claimed had
tion;
thereupon each case shall be adjudged by the register and
tion; and thereupon
receiver,
as shall
shall be
be given
commissioner
the commissioner
by the
given by
instructions as
such instructions
under such
receiver, under
Decision of
Decision
proof and adjudication shall
office, to whom the proof
general land office,
of the
the general
&c., to of
register, &c.,
be confirmed.
be
confirmed.
be returned by the local land office, and no adjudication
adjudication shall be final
until confirmed
Provided, That the confirmacommissioner: Provided,
the said commissioner:
by the
confirmed by
Confirmation
Confirmation until
to be
be final.
final.
tion by said commissioner
commissioner shall be conclusive
conclusive and final between coterminous
proprietors, and the correctness thereof
thereof shall not be open to
minous proprietors,
between them or becontestation
action at law or suit in equity between
any action
contestation in any
tween
provided,
tween parties claiming under them by title subsequent: And provided,
Claims
further,
claim not brought before
before the register
register and receiver
receiver
further, That any
not
Claims not
a
brought in time,
within twelve
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall be
be barred,
covered
the lands covered
and the
barred, and
months, as
twelve months,
within
barred'.
to be barred.
thereby,
thereby, with any other tracts within the limits of said rancho, the titles
to
established under this act, shall be dealt with as other
other
to which
which are not established
public lands,
but subject
boundaries of the claims which
subject to the adjudicated boundaries
lands, but
public
are
presented within the limit of the time prescribed
prescribed as aforesaid:
aforesaid: ProProare presented
Limit of
amount
to be
be enen- vided,
vided, That no person under the provisions
amnount to
provisions of this act shall be allowed
tered.
to enter
greater quantity
quantity of
than three hundred and twenty acres.
of land
land than
a greater
enter a
to
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 17,
17, 1864.
1864.
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of pubLines
be
surveys to be
lic surveys
extended over
the
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de Tomales, in
in
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June 18,
1864.
18, 1864.
Car. CXXxIV.
Marquette and June
Completion of the Marquette
Act extending the Timefor the Completion
-AnAn Act
CXXXIV. —
Ca"P.
Pub. Res. No.
Ontonagon
Michigan.
Ontonagon Railroad,
Railroad,of the State of Michigan.
3. Post, p. 409.
Post, p. 409.
United 43.
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
the United
4
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
Time
for corncornTime for
the
for
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
time
limited
for
the
limited
time
States of America in Congress assembled, That the
leting the Mar-

completion
of the
the Marquette
railroad, of
of !)!pleting
Oarthe Ontothe State
State of
of the
Ontonagon railroad,
and Ontonagon
Marquette and
completion of
uette and
agon railroad
Michigan, be,
and the
extended for
term of
years n
nagon
five years
of five
for the
the term
hereby, extended
is hereby,
same is
the same
be, and
Michigan,
xtended.
extended.
beyond
the time
time fixed
by the
of congress
congress of June e
the act of
its completion
completion by
for its
fixed for
beyond the
eh. 44.
44.
1856, ch.
a 1856,
third,
A. D.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
entitled "
" An act making a
fifty-six, entitled
and fifty-six,
D. eighteen
third, A.
Vol. xi. p. 21.
p. 2L
xi.
Vol
of
Michigan
grant
of
alternate
sections
of
the
public
lands
to
State
Michigan
to
the
grant of alternate sections of the public lands
to aid
aid in
in the
the construction
railroads in
in said
said state,
other
for other
and for
state, and
certain railroads
of certain
construction of
to
Proviso.
purposes
:" Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the State
Michigan shall
have the
Proviso.
same
the same
shall have
of Michigan
State of
purposes:"
control
over the
said grant
lands hereby
hereby extended
extended for
for
years, for
five years,
for five
of lands
grant of
the said
control over
the
of said
said railroad,
to said
state under
said
under said
said state
given to
was given
which was
railroad, which
benefit of
the benefit
original act
and said
the time
time within
within
prescribe the
may prescribe
state may
said state
of congress;
congress; and
act of
original
which
several sections of said road shall be completed.
which the several
APPROVED,
June 18, 1864.
APPROVED, June
CHIP. CXM.
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
enable the
People of Colo- June 18,
18, 1864.
the People
Act to enaole
an Act
to amend
amend hn
Act to
-An Act
CXXV. —An
CHAP.
State 1864, ch. 37,
such State
rado
Constitution and
37,
and for
for the Admission of such
Government, and
and State Government,
form a Constitution
rado to forma
5..
§§5
into
original States."
Footing with the original
equal Footing
on an equal
into the Union on

p. 34.
34.
Representatives of the United Ante,
Be
by the
and House
Ante '
11.
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That so
of the fifth Vote upon acmuch of
so much
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of
&c., of
section of
act to
which this
is an
ceptance, &c.,
as provides by ordi- ceptance,
amendment as
an amendment
act is
this act
to which
of the
the act
section
to be
nconstitution
nance for
for submitting
submitting the
the constitution
constitution to
to the
the people
people of
of said
said state
state for
tcaoinsetartountinsnectonnid)e
on
econd
taken
their
for their
nance
ratification or
rejection, at
at an election to be held on the second Tuesday Tuesday in Sepor rejection,
ratification
of October,
be so
amended as
as to
to read, on the
te mb er*
the second Tuesday in Septem- tember.
so amended
October, be
of
aforesaid, be held on that day
ber, and
and that
that the
the election,
the purposes aforesaid,
for the
election, for
ber,
instead of the
Tuesday in October.
second Tuesday
the second
instead
APPROVED,
June 18,
18, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June
CHAP. CXXXVI.-An
CXXXVI .
- An Act
making Appropriations
the Consular
Diplomatic June
June 20,
1864.
20,1864.
and Diplomatic
Consular and
for the
Appropriationsfor
Act making
CHaP.
Expenses
of the
the Government
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
thirtieth June,
Year ending thirtieth
for the
the Year
Government for
Expenses of
sixty-five, and
Purposes.
and for other Purposes.

United
Be
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following sums be,
of America
America in
States
and the
the same
appropriated, out
any money in the treasury
out of any
hereby, appropriated,
are hereby,
same are
and
not
otherwise appropriated,
the objects
hereafter expressed, for the
objects hereafter
for the
appropriated, for
not otherwise
fiscal
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
ending the thirtieth
year ending
fiscal year

Consular
and
Consular and
diplomatic approdipatitc appropriation.

namely:—
namely:

of enenSalaries of
For salaries
salaries of
of envoys
envoys extraordinary,
extraordinary, ministers, and
commissioners of Salaries
and commissioners
For
voys, ministers,
minister,
voyS,
Spain,?
Russia, Prussia, Spain
Austhe United
United States at Great Britain, France, Russia,
and commissioncommission-and
I
ers;
tria, Brazil,
Switzerland, ers;
Italy, Chili, Peru, Portugal, Switzerland,
China, Italy,
Brazil, Mexico, China,
tria,
Rome, Belgium,
Belgium, Holland,
Holland, Denmark,
Granada,
Denmark, Sweden, Turkey, New Granada,
Rome,
Bolivia, Ecuador,
Ecuador, Venezuela, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Sandwich Islands
Bolivia,
Costa Rica,
Honduras, Argentine
Paraguay, Japan, and
Confederation, Paraguay,
Argentine Confederation,
Rica, Honduras,
Costa
Salvador,
hundred and
dollars.
eight thousand five hundred dollars.
and eight
three hundred
Salvador, three
of
of secretaries
secretaries
For
salaries of
secretaries of legation,
legation, thirty thousand dollars.
of secretaries
For salaries
of legation;
For
of assistant
assistant secretaries
legation at
legatin;t
Paris, ofof
at London and Paris,
of legation
secretaries of
For salaries
salaries of
assistant

three thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
three

secretaries;
secretaries;

interpreters
of interpreters
For
salary of
to the
legation to
thousand of
five thousand
China, five
to China,
the legation
interpreter to
the interpreter
of the
For salary
in China, Turkey,
dollars.
and Japan.
Japan.
dollars.
For
the secretary
acting as interpreter,
to Turkey, acting
legation to
of legation
secretary of
of the
salary of
For salary
three thousand dollars.
For salary
salary of
of the
the interpreter
to the
the legation
thousand
two thousand
Japan, two
to Japan,
legation to
interpreter to
For
five hundred dollars.
For
of all
all the
Contingent exthe missions abroad, sixty thousand Contingentexexpenses of
contingent expenses
For contingent
penses.
dollars.
dollars.
For
foreign intercourse,
intercourse, eighty thousand dolof foreign
expenses of
contingent expenses
For contingent
lars.
lars.
12*
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For expenses
of intercourse
intercourse with
Barbary Powers,
Powers, three
three thousand
thousand
the Barbary
with the
expenses of
For
dollars.
For
expenses of
in the
the Turkish
Turkish dominions,
namely, inindominions, namely,
consulates in
the consulates
of the
Consulates in
For expenses
the Turkish doConstantinople,
terpreters, guards,
guards, and other expenses
expenses of the consulates at Constantinople
terpreters,
doTurkish
the
minions.
minions.
Smyrna, Candia,
Candia, Alexandria,
Alexandria, and Beirut,
Beirut, two thousand
thousand five hundred
'hundred
dollars.
For
relief and protection
protection of American seamen in foreign countries,
the relief
For the
American seaAmerican
Barbary Powers.
Powers.
Barbary

men.
men.

thousand dollars.
two
two hundred
hundred thousand
dollars.

For the
of the
United States
completion of aanew
new
to the completion
States to
the United
contribution of
the contribution
For
cemetery
American citizens
the remains of American
receive the
to receive
Constantinople, to
at Constantinople,
cemetery at
transferred
from an
burial-place, and
also as
place for
for future
future interinteras aa place
and also
old burial-place,
an old
transferred from
ments,
hundred dollars.
'eighteen hundred
ments, 'eighteen
For expenses
expenses which
which may
may be
be incurred
incurred in acknowledging
acknowledging the services of
Rewards to
For
masters, &c., for the masters and
foreign vessels
crews of
of foreign
vessels in rescuing
rescuing citizens of the
&c., for the masters and crews
masters,
rescuing, &c.
thousand dollars.
United
States from
from shipwreck,
shipwreck, five
five thousand
United States
rescuing,
&
For
the purchase
books, stationery,
stationery, book-cases;
book-cases; arms of the
blank books,
of blank
purchase of
For the
Blank books,
stationery,
and for the payment
and flags,
United States,
presses, and
flags, and
payment of postages,
seals, presses,
States, seals,
&c. United
stationery, &c.
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
of the
of the
United States, including
the United
consuls of
the consuls
expenses of
and
loss by
exchange, sixty
thousand dollars.
sixty thousand
by exchange,
loss
For office
-rent for
those consuls-general,
commercial
and commercial
consuls, and
consuls-general, consuls,
for those
office-rent
Office-rent of
For
Office-rent
certain consulsconsulsagents who
who are
are not
allowed to trade, including loss by exchange thereon,
thereon,
pot allowed
agents
certain
general, &c.
&c.
general,
fifty
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
dollars.
For salaries
salaries of
commercial agents,
agents, and thirconsuls, commercial
consuls-general, consuls,
of consuls-general,
For
Salaries of conconsuls-general and teen consular
suls-general
consular clerks, namely: —
Cemetery
Cemetery at
Constantinople.
Constantinople.

consuls.
consuls.

I. CONSULATES-GENERAL.
CONSULATES-GENERAL.
I.
B.
SCHEDULE B.
Consulatesgeneral.
general.

Alexandria,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Havana,
Constantinople, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Calcutta, Constantinople,
Alexandria, Calcutta,
Alexandria shall have the
consul-general at Alexandria
Montreal, Shanghai; and the consul-general
Montreal,
consul-general.
name
agent and consul-general.
of agent
title of
and title
name and
III.
CONSULATES.
III. CONSULATES.
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE B.

Consulates.

Acapulco,
Amsterdam, Antwerp,
Antwerp,
Algiers, Amoy, Amsterdam,
Aix-la-Chapelle, Algiers,
Acapulco, Aix-la-Chapelle,
Aspinwall,
Barcelona, Bankok,
Bankok, Basle,
Basle, Belfast, Beirut,
Bahia, Barcelona,
Cayes, Bahia,
Aux Cayes,
Aspinwall, Aux
Bergen, Burmuda,
Buenos Ayres, Bordeaux, BreBilbao, Buenos
[Bermuda,] Bilbao,
Burmuda, [Bermuda,]
Bergen,
men, Bristol,
Callao, Candia, Canton, Cardiff,
Boulogne, Cadiz, Callao,
Bristol, Brindisi, Boulogne,
men,
Chin-Kiang, Clifton,
Clifton, Coaticook,
Coaticook, Cork,
Demarara, Dundee,
Cork, Curacoa, Demarara,
Chin-Kiang,
Elsinore,
Erie, Foo-Choo,
Gaspe Basin, Geneva,
Funchal, Galatz, Gaspd
Foo-Choo, Funchal,
Elsinore, Erie,
Genoa, Gibraltar,
Glasgow, Goderich, Gottenburg, Guaymas, Halifax,
Gibraltar, Glasgow,
Genoa,
Kanagawa, KingJerusalem, Kanagawa,
Hamburg,
Honolulu, Hong-Kong, Jerusalem,
Havre, Honolulu,
Hamburg, Havre,
ston,
Canada, La
Lahaina, La Paz, La
Laguayra, Lahaina,
Rochelle, Laguayra,
La Rochelle,
in Canada,
Kingston in
ston, Kingston
Union,
Leghorn, Leipsic,
Leipsic, Lisbon,
Liverpool, London, Lyons,
Lisbon, Liverpool,
Leeds, Leghorn,
Union, Leeds,
Macao,
Manchester, Manzanillo, Maracaibo,
Maracaibo, Matanzas,
Matanzas,
Malaga, Malta, Manchester,
Macao, Malaga,
Moscow, Munich, Nagasaki,
Melbourne, Messina,
Marseilles,
Messina, Moscow,
Marseilles, Mauritius, Melbourne,
Nantes, Naples,
W. I.,
Newcastle, Nice, Odessa, Oporto, PalerI, Newcastle,
Nassau, W.
Naples, Nassau,
Nantes,
mo, Panama,
Pernambuco, Pictou, Ponce, Port MaParis, Pernambuco,
Paramaribo, Paris,
Panama, Paramaribo,
mo,
hon,
Prince Edward
Island, Quebec, Revel, Rio de Janeiro,
Edward Island,
Prescott, Prince
hon, Prescott,
Rotterdam, San
Rico,) Santander, SanSan Juan del Sur, San Juan, (Porto Rico,)
Rotterdam,
tiago de
Smyrna, SouthampSouthampde Cuba, Santos, Port Sarnia, Scio, Singapore, Smyrna,
tiago
St. Lambert and
ton, Stockholm,
St. John,
and. LonSt. John, N. B., St.
F., St.
N. 1,'.,
John, N.
Stockholm, St.
ton,
Stuttgardt,
(Martinique,) St. Thomas, Stuttgardt,
guieul, St.
St. Pierre, (Martinique,)
Petersburg, St.
St. Petersburg,
guieul,
Tabasco, Tampico, Tangier, Tehauntepec, [TehuanteSwatow,
Swatow, St. Helena, Tabasco,
pec,] Toronto,
Toronto, Trieste,
Trinidad de
de Cuba,
Trinidad, Tripoli, Tunis,
Cuba, Trinidad,
Tkieste, Trinidad
pec,]
Turk's
Turk's Island, Valparaiso, Valencia, Venice, Vera Cruz, Vienna, Windsor,
Zurich.
sor, Zurich.
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IV.
AGENCIES.
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
IV. COMMERCIAL
SCHEDULE
B.
SCHEDULE' B.
Amoor
Balize, (Honduras,)
Gaboon, Madagascar,
Madagascar, San
San
(Honduras,) Gaboon,
Antigua, Balize,
River, Antigua,
Amoor River,
Juan
del Norte,
Domingo, St.
St. Marc.
Marc.agencies.
St. Domingo,
Norte, St.
Juan del

Commercial
Coenmersi

V.
CONSULATES.
V. CONSULATES.
SCHEDULE
C.
SCHEDULE C.
Barbadoes, Batavia,
Batavia, Bay
Bay of
Islands, Cape
Cape Town,
Town, CarHaytien, Cape
Cape Haytien,
of Islands,
Barbadoes,
thagena,
Ceylon, Cobija,
Cobija, Cyprus,
Faulkland Islands,
Islands, Fayal,
Guayaquil,
Fayal, Guayaquil,
Cyprus, Faulkland
thagena, Ceylon,
Lanthala,
Maranham, Matamoras,
Mexicv, Montevideo,
Montevideo, Omoa,
Payta,
Omoa, Payta,
Matamoras, Mexico,
Lanthala, Maranham,
Para, Paso
del Norte,
Norte, Rio
Grande, Sabanilla,
Sabanilla, St.
St. Catherine,
Santa Cruz,
Cruz,
Catherine, Santa
Rio Grande,
Paso del
Para,
W. I.,
Santiago, (Cape
Spezzia, Stettin,
Talcahuano,
Tahiti, Talcahuano,
Stettin, Tahiti,
Verde,) Spezzia,
(Cape Verde,)
I., Santiago,
W.
Tumbez, Zanzibar.
Zanzibar.
Tumbez,

Consulates.
Consulates.

VI.
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
AGENCIES.
VI. COMMERCIAL
SCHEDULE
C.
SCHEDULE C.
Apia,
St. Paul
Paul de
de Loando,
including loss
by exchange
exchange thereon,
thereon, four
four Commercial
loss by
Loando, including
Apia, St.
hundred
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars. And
the agencies.
agencies.
And the
five hundred
thousand five
hundred and
salaries of
of the
the consuls
at Brindisi,
St. Helena,
Helena, Boulogne,
alaries of cerSalaries
Boulogne, S
Gibraltar, St.
Brindisi, Gibraltar,
consuls at
salaries
Zurich, Clifton,
Coaticook, Erie,
Erie, Goderich,
Canada, Portta
Port tam consuls:
nsuls
in Canada,
Kingston in
Goderich, Kingston
Clifton, Coaticook,
Zurich,

Sarnia, Prescott,
and Longuieul,
Toronto and Windsor, shall of consul at
Longuieul, Toronto
St. Lambert
Lambert and
Prescott, St.
Sarnia,
be
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; and
and the
the salaries
the consuls
Ceylon,
consuls at Ceylon Ceylon,
of the
salaries of
fifteen hundred
be fifteen
and Piraeus
Piraeus shall
shall be
each; and
and the
salary of the con- Piraeus,
the salary
dollars each;
thousand dollars
one thousand
be one
and
sul at
Chin-Kiang shall
shall be
three thousand
and the
salary of the
con- Chin-Kiang,
Chin-Kiang,
the conthe salary
dollars; and
thousand dollars;
be three
at Chin-Kiang
sul
sul at
at Bankok
be two
thousand dollars;
the salary
salary of
of the
the cornBankok,
corn- Bankok
and the
dollars; and
two thousand
shall be
Bankok shall
sul
Madagascar,
mercial agent
at Madagascar
Madagascar shall
shall be
be two
two thousand dollars; and the Madagascar,
agent at
mercial
Nassau,
Nassau,
corm
salary
of
the
consul
at
Nassau
shall
be
four
thousand
dollars,
to
comdollars,
thousand
salary of the consul at Nassau shall be four
mence
the close
close of
of the
continue during the
and to continue
year, and
fiscal year,
present fiscal
the present
after the
mence after
Lyons,
present
rebellion; and
the salary
salary of the consul at Lyons shall be two Lyons,
and the
present rebellion;
thousand
commence after
close of
the present fiscal
year;
fiscal year;
of the
the close
after the
to commence
dollars, to
thousand dollars,
and the
the salary
salary of
at Manchester
be three
thousand dol- Manchester.
three thousand
shall be
Manchester shall
consul at
the consul
of the
and
lars, to
commence after
after the
the present
present fiscal year.
of the
close of
the close
to commence
lars,
Interpreters to
to
Interpreters
For
the consulates
consulates in
exchange consulates
including loss by exchange
in China, including
to the
interpreters to
For interpreters
in
China.
thereon,
five
thousand
eight
dollars.
dollars.
hundred
eight
thousand
five
thereon,
Bringing home
home
For
expenses incurred,
incurred, under
from the
Secretary of State, Bringing
the Secretary
instructions from
under instructions
For expenses
persons charged
charged
in
from foreign countries persons
persons charged
charged with crime, and persons
bringing home from
in bringing
with crime.
expenses incident
thousand dollars.
thereto, ten thousand
incident thereto,
expenses
Marshals of
of
Marshals
For salaries
salaries of
of the
the marshals
the consular
courts in
Japan, China, consular
in Japan,
consular courts
for the
marshals for
For
courts.
courts.
consular
Siam,
and
Turkey,
including
loss
by
exchange
thereon,
nine
thousand
nine
thereon,
exchange
by
loss
including
Turkey,
Siam, and
dollars.
dollars.
Prisons for
risons for
For
prisons for American convicts in Japan, China, Siam, and American
rent of prisons
For rent
American conconTurkey,
and
for
wages
of
the
keepers
of
the
same,
nine
thousand
dollars.
victs.
dollars.
thousand
nine
same,
the
Turkey, and for wages of the keepers of
Commissioners,
For
of commissioners
to Hayti
and LibeCommissioners,
Libe- &c.,
Hayti and
consuls-general to
and consuls-general
commissioners and
salaries of
For salaries
&c., to
and
Hayti and
to Hayti
ria,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
&Liberia.
dollars.
Liberia.
thousand five
ria, eleven
eleven thousand
Suppression
of
of
For
expenses
under
the
act
of
congress
to
carry
into
effect
the
treaty
Suppression
treaty
For expenses under the act of congress to carry into effect the
slaveAfrican slavesuppression African
the suppression
for the
Majesty for
between the United States and her Britannic Majesty
trade.
trade.
1862,
140. ,
of the
the African
thousand dollars.
dollars.
1862, ch. 140.,
seventeen thousand
slave-trade, seventeen
African slave-trade,
of
Vol. xii.,
p. 531.
531.
xii., p.
SEC. 2.
2. And
it further
be, and
and is
is Vol.
President be,
the President
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
President may
hereby,
authorized,
whenever
he
shall
think
the
public
good
will
be
proconsumla
appoint
probe
will
good
public
the
appoint
consular
think
he
shall
whenever
hereby, authorized,
moted
to appoint
consular clerks,
clerks, not
not exceeding
in numnum- clerks.
thirteen in
exceeding thirteen
appoint consular
thereby, to
moted thereby,
ber at
at any
any one
who shall be citizens of the United States, and over
time, who
one time,
ber
pay.
and pay.
Age and
eighteen years
of age
age at
time of their
appointment, and shall be en- Age
their appointment,
the time
at the
years of
eighteen
exceednot
rate
at
a
titled
compensation for
for their
a
respectively
services respectively
their services
to compensation
titled to
President;
ing
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars per
per annum,
annum, to
to be
determined by the President;
be determined
ing one
and to
to assign
such clerks,
clerks, from
from time
time to
to such
such consulates
consulates and with
time, to
to time,
assign such
and
Duties.
Duties.
such
he shall
shall direct;
and before
before the
appointment of
any such
of any
the appointment
direct; and
as he
duties as
such duties
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it shall
shown to
Secretary of
of
to the
the Secretary
be made,
made, it
shall be
be satisfactorily
satisfactorily shown
Consular clerks. clerk
clerk shall
shall be
State, after
report by
by an
an examining
board, that
that
examining board,
due examination
examination and
and report
Examination. State,
Examination.
after due
the
applicant is
qualified and
and fit
for the
he shall
shall be
the applicant
is qualified
fit for
the duties
duties to
to which
which he
be
assigned;
report shall
shall be
laid before
before the
President. And
no
assigned; and
and such
such report
be laid
the President.
And no
appointed shall
removed from
office except
except for
for cause
cause stated
stated
from •office
be removed
shall be
clerk so
so appointed
Not to be re- clerk
in writing,
shall be
be submitted
at the
first folsession first
folto congress
congress at
the session
writing, which
which shall
submitted to
moved exeept
except for in
cause.
cause.
lowing such removal.
Repeal of
§3of
Repeal
of §3
of

SEC. 3.
be it
enacted, That
the third
third section
section of
an act
That the
of an
act
SEC.
3. And
And be
it further
further enacted,

act of
act
of 1859,
1859, ch.
ch. entitled "
" An act making appropriations
appropriations for the consular and diplomatic
diplomatic
75.
of the
the government
ending the
thirtieth of
June,
of June,
the thirtieth
year ending
for the
the year
government for
Vol. xi. p. 404. expenses
expenses of
Vol.xi.p.404.
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty,"
sixty," approved
approved March
eighteen hundred
eighteen hundred
March third,
third, eighteen
hundred
repealed. And
for certifying
certifying invoices
invoices to
to
Fees of consul- and
the fee
fee for
is hereby
hereby repealed.
And the
and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine, is
consul-general for the British
American Provgeneral for Brit- be charged by the consul-general
British North
North American
provish N. A.
A. provinces, and
and his
subordinate consular
officers and
agents, for
for goods
not
goods not
and agents,
consular officers
his subordinate
inces,
inces, and subinces
ordinates, for cer- exceeding
exceeding one
hundred dollars
same
one dollar,
dollar, and the same
one hundred
dollars in
in value, shall
shall be one
ordinates,for
tifying invoices,
charged for
production of
goods
voices, fee shall be
tifyin
be charged
for certifying
certifying the growth
growth or production
of goods
&c.
made duty
duty free
by the
the reciprocity
treaty: Provided,
however, That
no
That no
Certificate of
Provided, however,
reciprocity treaty:
free by
made
growth not resuch certificate
certificate of growth
growth or production shall be required
required for goods not
quired in certain
ein certain exceeding
exceeding in value
value the sum of two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
cases.
SEC. 4.
And be
be it
That the
the office
of commercial
agent
commercial agent
office of
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
4. And
SEC.
Office of commercial agent at at
Hakodadi, Japan,
Japan, may, at the
discretion of
be
of State,
State, be
at Hakodadi,
the discretion
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Hakodadi may
changed
to that
that of
of consul,
consul, to
be classed
classed with
consuls
other
than those
those
bakodadi
may
changed
to
to
be
with
consuls
other
than
be changed to
named
in schedule
and C
C in
in the
the act
approved August
eighteen,
August eighteen,
act approved
B and
schedule B
named in
that of consul.
1856, ch. 127.
1856,
127. eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six.
Vol.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 52.
52.

June
1864.
June 20,
20,1864.

APPROVED, June
20, 1864.
APPROVED,
June 20,

CHAP.
Act granting
granting Lands
to the
State of
Michigan for
for the
Constrs
CHAP. CXXXVII.
CXXXVIL -— An
An Act
Lands to
the State
of Michigan
the Construc-

tion
certain Wagon-Roads
Wagon-Roads for
Military and
and Postal
Purposes.
for Military
PostalPurposes.
tion of
of certain

enacted by
Representatives of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate and
and House of Representatives
in Congress
assembled, That
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
That therb
there be,
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
to the
the State
of Michigan,
for the
the construction
of aawagon-road
wagon-road
State of
Michigan, for
construction of
Lands granted granted
granted to
Michigan for
to Michigan
for for military and postal purposes, from Saginaw City, in said state, by
wagon-road from
to the
of Mackinaw,
every
Mackinaw, every
the Straits
Straits of
route to
feasible route
most feasible
and most
shortest and
the the
the shortest
to the
Saginaw to
Saginaw
of Macki- alternate
or
section
public
land
not
mineral,
three miles in
for
three
or
odd
section
of
public
land
not
mineral,
Straits
alternate
n
naw;
aw;
width on each side of said road to the extent of three sections to the mile.
from Grand
Grand
Also for aa road from Grand Rapids, in said state, through
from
through Newaygo,
Rapids to
Rapids
Traverse City,
City, and
and Little
every
of Mackinaw,
Mackinaw, every
Traverse, to
to the
the Straits
Straits of
Little Traverse,
Straits of MackMack- Traverse
inaw.
inaw.
alternate or odd section of public land, not mineral,
mineral, for three sections in
in
sections to
width on
on each
each side
side of
of said
said road
road to
to the
the extent of
of three sections
to the mile.
If any lands And it is
is hereby provided
provided that
that in
in ease
ease it shall appear that
that the
the United
granted
are
granted others
are rere- States shall have (when the lines or routes of said roads are definitely
definitely
served,
served, others
established)
or reserved
reserved any
sections or
sections, granted
as
to be given in
or parts
parts of
of sections,
granted as
sold or
any sections
established) sold
lieu thereof.
aforesaid,
to
aforesaid, or that the rights of preemption
preemption or homestead have attached
attached to
the same,
same, so
so as to leave aadeficiency
deficiency in
in the amount to
to be selected within
within
Secretary of
the limits
limits designated,
designated, then
then it
it shall be the
the duty
duty of the Secretary
of the
Interior to select such lands from the odd sections, or parts of sections,
nearest to
aforesaid, such
necesnearest
to the
the three-mile
three-mile limits
limits aforesaid,
such quantity
quantity as
as shall
shall be
be necesProvided, further,
further, That
sary to make up the deficiency
deficiency thus created: Provided,
Lands, how to the
hereby granted
granted shall be
be exclusively
exclusively reserved,
reserved, held, and
and applied
applied
the lands
lands hereby
be
applied and
be applied
and in the construction
construction of said roads, and shall be appropriated
appropriated and disposed
disposed
dispose of.
o.
of only
as the
work progresses, in quantities and under such regulations
of
only as
the work
and restrictions
restrictions as the state shall provide; and in no event shall they be
appropriated
purpose whatsoever.
whatsoever.
appropriated or
or disposed
disposed of for any other purpose
SEC.
2. And
be it
That any
any and
and all
all lands
heretofore
lands heretofore
heretofurther enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 2.
BAd be
it further
Lands heretofore reserved,
reserved, exex- reserved to the United States by any act of congress, or in any other
other
cepted from the
authority, for
for any
or for
for any
other
any other
work, or
public work,
any public
competent authority,
by competent
of this
thi manner
manner by
opertion of
operation
purpose whatsoever,
whatsoever, be,
and the
to the United
United
reserved to
same are
are hereby,
hereby, reserved
act.
be, and
the same
purpose
act.
States from the operation of this act, except so far as it may be necessary
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1864.
1864.

to
the routes
routes of
of said
which
lands; in which
reserved lands;
such reserved
through such
roads through
said roads
to locate
locate the
Rights of
of way
way
case
rights of
of way
way shall
shall be,
be, and
hereby, granted,
subject to
to the
the Rights
granted, subject
and are
are hereby,
the rights
case the
ranted.
approval
of
the
President
of
the
United
States.
granted.
States.
approval of the President of the United
Wagon-roads,
SEC. 3.
And be
enacted, That
That said
roads shall
be located,
located, how
Wagon-roads,
shall be
said roads
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
3. And
be it
located and
surveyed,
of such
agents or
or commiscommis- c
surveyed, and constructed,
constructed, under
under the
the direction
direction of
such agents
constrcted
onstructed. and
sioners
as
the
governor
may
appoint,
and
shall
be
a
uniform
a
out
chopped
sioners as the governor may appoint, and shall be
width of
of at
at least
least six
The road-bed
not less than
to be not
proper to
road-bed proper
rods. The
six rods.
width
thirty-two feet
feet wide,
and constructed
constructed with
ample ditches
both sides,
ditches on both
with ample
wide, and
thirty-two
so
to afford
drains, with
good and
bridges and
and
substantial bridges
and substantial
with good
sufficient drains,
afford sufficient
so as
as to
proper
culverts and
and sluices
sluices where
where necessary.
All stumps
stumps and
and roots
roots to
necessary. All
proper culverts
be
grubbed out
between the
the ditches
the entire
of
length of
entire length
ditches the
out between
be thoroughly
thoroughly grubbed
said road,
road, the
eentral portion
portion of
of which
raised to afford
be sufficiently
sufficiently raised
to be
which to
the central
said
dry road-bed
by means
means of
of drainage
drainage from
from the
ditches;
the side
side ditches;
to the
the centre to
road-bed by
aadry
the hills
hills to
be levelled
levelled and
to make
make as easy aa grade
so as
as to
raised so
valleys raised
and valleys
to be
the
practicable.
as practicable.
S
EC. 4.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That when
governor of the
the governor
when the
enacted, That
4. And
And be
SEC.
State
Secretary of the Interior with maps
State of Michigan shall furnish the Secretary
and
charts showing
showing the
of each of said roads,
the line
line of
of the
location of
definite location
the definite
and charts
Land granted,
granted,
it
his duty
duty to
to have
land granted
granted to
said roads with- Land
to each of said
the land
have the
shall be
be his
it shall
when to be withheld
from market,
market, and
reserved exclusively
exclusively for
for the
the purposes
purposes aforesaid.
aforesaid. when
ithto
and reserved
held from
held frombe
market.
And when
when the
the said
said governor
governor shall
shall certify
Secretary of the Interior heldfrommarket
the Secretary
certify,to the
And
that any
ten consecutive
of either
either of
of said
have been comroads have
said roads
miles of
consecutive miles
any ten
that
pleted under
accordance with the third
act, and in accordance
this act,
provisions of this
the provisions
under the
pleted
section
stating definitely
definitely where said completed
completed section of road
thereof, stating
section thereof,
atents for
commences
terminates, it
it shall
shall be
of the
the said secre- Patents
duty of
be the
the duty
it terminates,
and where
where it
commences and
for
tary
to cause
cause patents
patents to
for three
three sections of land for granted lands,
to said
said state for
to issue
issue to
tary to
when
to
issue.
each
road thus
thus completed,
and so on until the whole when to issue.
aforesaid, and
as aforesaid,
completed, as
mile of
of road
each mile
Proviso.
of said
said roads
roads is
is completed:
shall be given for Proviso.
no patents shall
That no
Provided,That
completed: Provided,
of
any
the aforesaid
completion of ten consecutive
consecutive miles
before the completion
aforesaid lands before
of the
any of
of
or for
for any
before the
of any road, made before
or for any part of
any road,
road, or
of road,
road, or
for
passage
sections for
or for
for any greater quantity than thirty sections
this act,
act, or
of this
passage of
each ten
ten miles
provisions of this act. Nothto the provisions
according to
completed according
miles completed
each
ing
construed so as to prevent
prevent the
however, shall be construed
proviso, however,
in this
this proviso,
ing in
application of
so much
of the
the said
three sections
be
mile as may be
per mile
sections per
said three
much of
of so
application
necessary to
finish any
roads partly
made before the passage
partly made
of said
said roads
part of
any part
to finish
necessary
of this act.
Express
condiS
EC. 5.
5. And
this grant
is made
made upon
upon the
condiExpress
the tions
grant is
That this
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
be it
SEC.
of grant.
express
roads shall be
public highways,
highways, tions
express conditions
conditions that
that the
the roads
be and
and remain
remain public
of
grant
Roads to be
free from
from all
and other
charges; and
any portion
of said
roads public highways,
free
all toll
toll and
other charges;
and that
that if
if any
portion of
said roads
highways,
and
shall
of more
more than
than five
be completed
completed
from the and be
five years
years from
period of
for aa period
uncompleted for
shall remain
remain uncompleted
in five years.
approval
of this
act by
by the
President, the
the lands
lands granted
portion in five years.
for such portion
granted for
the President,
this act
approval of
shall
shall revert to the United States.
APPROVED, June
20, 1864.
1864.
June 20,
APPROVED,
June 20,
1864.
20,1864.
CHAP. CXXXVIII.-An
cxxxvin. — An Act to amend an
"An Act
Act to provide for the June
an Act entitled "An
CaAP.

Convention between the United
under the Convention
Citizens, under
Payment ofthe
Payment
of the Claims of Peruvian
Peruvian Citizens,
and sixty-three," approved
States
Peru of the twelfth of January,
approved
January, eighteen hundred and
and Peru
States and
June
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four.
Junefirst,
first, eighteen

l 101.
1864,
cch.
h 101
184,
5
Ante, p.995.

p

.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
enacted by
Be it
States of
the act
entitled An
act to
to Amendment
of
Amendment of
act entitled
An act
assembled, That
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
of America
America in
act providing for
provide for
for the
the payment
of the
of Peruvian
Peruvian citizens,
citizens, under
under the
the the payment of
the claims
claims of
provide
payment of
convention
United States
States and,
of Peruviclaims of
of Jan- claims
the twelfth
twelfth of
and, Peru
Peru of the
the United
between the
convention between
an citizens.
uary,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, approved
June first, eighteen an citizens.
approved June
uary, eighteen
hundred
and sixty-four,
amended as follows:
follows: after the word January
January
be amended
sixty-four, be
hundred and
eighteen
out the word last, and insert in lieu thereof the words eighteen
strike out
hundred
and sixty-three,
and said
said law
law be,
and is hereby, further amended
be, and
sixty-three, and
hundred and
so as
to authorize
authorize the
Secretary of State to pay to each of the persons
persons
the Secretary
so
as to
mentioned in
said act
act the
the interest
accordance
may be found due in accordance
that may
interest that
in said
mentioned
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with the
settlement of
of said
said claims,
claims, and
necessary
and the
the sum
sum necessary
the settlement
terms of
of the
with
the terms
hereby appropriated
appropriated out
out of
of any
any money
money in
the treastreasin the
Appropriation. for
is hereby
payment is
such payment
for such
Appropriation.
ury
not otherwise
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
ury not
APPROVED,
20, 1864.
1864.
June 20,
APPROVED, June

June 20, 1864.

Fishing bountiesnot
to be
tiesnotto
be paid
until proof that
the import duty
on foreign
foreign salt
used in curing
the
them hasubeen
been
paid.
1813,
ch.
35.
1813,
ch. 35.
Vol. iii. p. 49.
1819, ch. 89.
89.
Vol. iii. p. 520.

June 20, 1864.

June 20, 1864.

CHAP. CXXXIX.
CXXXIX. -—

Salt beof Duties
Duties on
An
of Payment
Payment of
on foreign
foreign Salt
beProof of
requiring Proof
An Act
Act requiring
fore
the Allowances
Allowances provided
the Acts
July twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen
Acts of
of July
for by
by the
provided for
of the
fore Payment
Payment of
hundred and
thirteen, and
and nineteen.
nineteen.
hundredand
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
and March
March third,
and thirteen,
hundred

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
the Senate
by the
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
the allowance
bounty
of bounty
allowance of
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
to certain vessels employed
employed in the bank and other cod fisheries, as provided
for
in
the
act
of July
July twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
hundred and
thirteen,
and thirteen,
eighteen hundred
vided for in the act of
entitled
imported salt, granting a
a bounty on
on
act laying
laying aaduty on imported
entitled ""An act
pickled
fish exported,
certain vessels
employed in the
vessels employed
to certain
allowances to
and allowances
exported, and
pickled fish
fisheries," and
and the
act of
of March
third, eighteen
nineteen,
and nineteen,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
March third,
the act
fisheries,"
amendatory
shall not
not hereafter
be paid
paid to
any such
until
amendatory thereof,
thereof, shall
hereafter be
to any
such vessel
vessel until
satisfactory
have been
been furnished
furnished to
to the
of customs
customs
collector of
the collector
shall have
proof shall
satisfactory proof
charged
imposed
duty imposed
that the import duty
charged with
with the payment of such bounty, that
by
law on
on foreign
salt imported
duly
States has been duly
United States
into the United
imported into
foreign salt
by law
paid on
foreign salt
salt used
curing the
on which
the claim
claim to the
which the
the fish
fish on
in curing
used in
on all
all foreign
paid
allowance of
bounty is based.
of bounty
allowance
APPROVED,
June 20,
20, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June
CHAP. CXL.
CXt
. -— An
Act to
Treasury to
to sell
the Marine
sell the
Marine
An Act
to authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
CAP.

a new
Hospital
Grounds at
Chicago, Illinois,
purchase aanew Site and build a
Illinois, and to purchase
at Chicago,
Hospital and Grounds
Hospital.
Hospital.

Be
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
by the
the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States
Secretary of the
States of America in
Marine hospital Treasury
Treasury is
authorized, in
sell the marine hosin his
his discretion,
discretion, to sell
is hereby
hereby authorized,
pital and
grounds at
Illinois, the
the sale
sale to
be made
made at
aucat public
public aucto be
at Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois,
and grounds
Chicago may be pital
giving
sold.
tion to the highest
highest and best bidder
bidder therefor, in ready money, after giving
notice
thereof six weeks
succession in two daily papers printed in the
weeks in succession
notice thereof
city of
of Chicago.
upon sale
Secresaid Secreas aforesaid, the said
being made,
made, as
sale being
And upon
city
Chicago. And
empowered to make, exeauthorized and empowered
is hereby
hereby authorized
Treasury is
tary of the Treasury
Title to be
bp
purchaser thereof a
a good and sufficient deed for
cute, and deliver to the purchaser
the premises, conveying
given,
conveying all the right, title, and interest of the United
States.
S
EC. 2. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That out of the proceeds of the
And be it
Proceeds to be
SEC.
applied to pur:
said sale the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby directed to purchase
purpurchase aa
chase better site
for
marine hosmore eligible
site for
for a
amarine
hospital in
or near
near Chicago,
Chicago, and
in or
marine hospital
eligible site
and more
new and
hos- new
for aamarine
erect a
a new hospital thereon, which site and building shall in no event
pital.
event
received from
than the amount received
from the sale of the hospital and
cost more
more than
provided
grounds which are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be sold; and it is hereby
hereby provided
grounds
Possession
of
that the
the said
grounds shall be retained
retained
and grounds
hospital and
said hospital
of the
the possession
possession of
that
Possession of
present hospital by the United States until the new hospital to be built under the provisto be rtaine
retained
ions
of this
fully completed
use.
for use.
ready for
and ready
completed and
be fully
shall be
act shall
this act
ions of
untoe
until,
&c.
'
APPROVED, June
1864.
APPROVED,
June 20,
20, 1864.
June 20, 1864.

1863, oh.
oh. 117.
117.
Vol. xii. p. 808.
Governor
Governor may
may
reapportion
reapportion the
Territory of
Idaho
Idaho for members of legislaof legislers assembly.
tive

a temporary
provide a
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to amend
An Act
An
amend an
"An Act to provide
Government
the Territory
of Idaho,"
March third,
eighteen hundred
and
third, eighteen
hundred and
Territory of
Idaho," approved
approved March
Governmentfor
for the
sixty-three.
sixty-three.

CXLI.CHAP. OYU
.

Be it
enacted by
the United
United
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and House

States of America
America in
assembled, That the governor of the Terin Congress
Congress assembled,

ritory
of Idaho
Idaho be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
terrisaid terrireapportion said
to reapportion
authorized to
ritory of
tory for the election of members
represenmembers of the council and house of represenapportionment
tatives of
the legislative
Provided, That said apportionment
legislative assembly: Provided,
of the
tatives
en an enumeration of the inhabitants and qualified
shall be based on
qualified voters
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I. CH.
Ca. 142,
143, 144. 1864.
1864.
142, 143,144.
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143
143

ofapporof the
counties and
and districts
districts of
of the
the territory,
territory, to
be taken
apporsuch Basis of
by such
taken by
to be
several counties
the several
of
tionment.
persons and
as the
shall designate
designate and
and appoint, tionment•
governor shall
the governor
mode as
such mode
in such
and in
persons
and the
the persons
persons so
appointed shall
shall receive
receive a
compensation
reasonable compensation
a reasonable
so appointed
and
therefor, to
be paid
territorial treasury:
further,
Provided, further,
treasury: Provided,
the territorial
of the
out of
paid out
to be
therefor,
That this
this act
not be
construed to
to divest
any member
of the
the council RightsofmemRights of mommember of
divest any
be construed
shall not
act shall
That
elected at
election in
said territory,
territory, of
of any
rights he
he may
!)ers elect
elect not
not
may have hers
any rights
in said
first election
the first
at the
elected
impaired.
acquired by
by virtue
who was
elected from any county orimpaired.
was elected
election, who
said election,
of said
virtue of
acquired
district
within the
the present
present limits of the Territory of Idaho.
district within
S
EC. 2.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
election in said
annual election
the annual
That the
it further
And be
2. And
SEC.
territory
for the
officers provided
the laws
laws of said
provided for by the
all officers
of all
election of
the election
territory for
annual
Time
territory, for
for the
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
Tilne of
:
sixty-four, shall be held at e1'1
hundred and
the year
territory,
ection
in
.
such places
as is
now provided
provided by
law, and
and such
as the
thd govgovsuch other places as
by law,
is now
places as
such
ernor may
may direct
direct on
on the
second Monday
Monday of October.
the second
ernor
APPROVED,
June 20, 1864.
APPROVED, June
20,1864
Missouri. June
CHIP. CXLII.
CYJAI.-An
— An Act
Entries of Land
June 20,
1864.
State of Missouri.
Land in the State
certain Entries
Act to confirm certain
CHAP.
United
the
of
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
of
Representatives
of
House
and
Senate
the
by
enacted
it
Be
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That all
heretofore Certain
Certain entries
all entries heretofore
assembled, That
America in
of America
States
made
under the
the graduation
act of
August fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and of
of land
lalid in
Misin Misfourth, eighteen
of August
graduation act
made under
soon confirmed.
fifty-four
in township
forty-five north,
of range
range nine
nine west,
west, south
of Mis1VIis- 1854, ch. 244.
244.
south of
north, of
township forty-five
fifty-four,, in
p. 574.
Missouri, Vol. x. p.
souri
of land
subject to
to sale
sale at St.
Louis, Missouri,
St. Louis,
land subject
district of
the district
in the
River, in
souri River,
shall be,
be, and
are hereby,
hereby, confirmed:
however, That this act Provisos.
Provided, however,
confirmed: Provided,
and are
shall
shall not
not extend
extend to
to any
was an
land aforesaid upon which there was
entry of land
any entry
shall
actual settler
settler other
other than
the date
date of such entry, and
and that
that
at the
purchaser at
the purchaser
than the
actual
it shall
shall first
be shown
shown to
the satisfaction
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
of the
satisfaction of
to the
first be
it
that the
has been
made in
good faith, and
upon actual
actual
and is founded upon
in good
been made
entry has
the entry
that
settlement
or is
the use
use of
farm: Provided,
Provided,
adjoining farm:
an adjoining
of an
for the
is for
cultivation, or
and cultivation,
settlement and
further,
paid for in money, or in land warrants, to
be paid
shall be
lands shall
the lands
That the
further, That
the
one dollar
dollar and
twenty-five cents per
per acre.
and twenty-five
of one
amount of
the amount
APPROVED, June 20, 1864.
APPROVED,
CHAP. O
XLIII. —
Act to
detach the
of Calhoun
Branch from the June 20, 1864.
Calhoun and Branch
Counties of
the Counties
to detach
An Act
- An
CXLIII.
CHAP.
Western
District, and
Eastern District
District of the State of
of
and annex the same to the Eastern
Judicial District,
Western Judicial
Michigan.
Michigan.
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the United
United
of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be
of
States
Congress dssembled,
the counties
Counties of
counties of Calhoun Counties
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
jr
a
ancoe
lhor and
de-- Calhonmande
Michigan, be, and the same are hereby, de
and Branch,
State of Michigan,
in the State
Branch, in
and
tached from
the western
western judicial
judicial district
district and
annexed to
eastern
to and made aa part part of eastern
and annexed
from the
tached
judicial
of
of said
judicial .district
state. district
said state.
district of
judicial district
eastern judicial
of the
the eastern
of Michigan.
in any
not in
further enacted, That
SEC. 2. And be it
it further
That this
this act shall not
any manman - of Michigan.
SEC.
Pending
western
the
ner
affect any
any suit
pending in
in the
Pending procourts in
the courts
now pending
proceeding now
or proceeding
suit or
ner affect
cess not affected.
same shall
Michigan, but
judicial
but the same
shall be
be propro -cess not affected.
judicial district of the State of Michigan,
ceeded in
in and
and determined
in said
in the
act
manner as if this act
same manner
the same
courts in
said courts
determined in
ceeded
had not been passed.
APPROVED,
1864.
June 20, 1864.
APPROVED, June
Culp.
An Act
Act concerning
of California.
California.
State of
Lands in the State
concerning Lands
CXLIV. -— An
CHAP. CXLIV.

June
June 20,1864.
20, 1864.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
enacted by
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
That, under
the patent
patent of the The
The land in
under the
assembled, That,
Congress assembled,
States of
Santa Barbara
United States,
States, issued
issued on
February, 1861,
Barbara
to Joseph S. ni
1861, to
of February,
day of
28th day
the 28th
on the
United
Co
aunZo
,
w
e
n
al a
ifsorCaliforCounty,
Alemany,
as the
of Monterey,
his successors,
successors, for
the tract
tract of
of nia known as
for the
and his
Monterey, and
bishop of
the bishop
Alemany, as
Rancho,
College
land
or
rancho
known
as
Canada
de
los
Pinos,
or
College
Rancho,
situate
Conege
Rancho,
Rancho,
land or rancho known as Canada de los Pinos, or College
in
of Santa
Santa Barbara,
State of
of California,
Szcs may
may be sold,
described in such &c.,
as described
California, as
Barbara, State
County of
the County
in the
patent, to
to have
and to
hold the
same to
him and
and them
them "in
trust for
for the
the plied
paledpirnocweehdast
i whap"in trust
to him
the same
to hold
have and
patent,
religious purposes
purposes and
uses"" therein mentioned, it shall be lawful for the manner.
and uses
religious
grantees of said patent,
said
Joseph S.
S. Alemany
Alemany and
and his successors,
successors, as the grantees
said Joseph
to
sell the
the said
conveythereof, and all proper conveypart thereof,
any part
or any
rancho, or
or rancho,
tract or
said tract
to sell

144
144

Breaches of
Breaches
conditions,
conditions, &c.,
&c.,
waived by the
United States.
States.

June 20, 1864.
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ances
behalf to
to make
make and
and deliver,
and the
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
to
thereof to
deliver, and
in that
that behalf
ances in
apply,
under, the
direction of
of the
the Roman
Roman Catholic
archbishop of San
Catholic archbishop
the direction
apply, under,
Francisco,
and his
his successors
other
successors in office, or other
California, and
of California,
State of
in the
the State
Francisco, in
proper authority
authority of
church in
said state,
state, for the purin said
Catholic church
Roman Catholic
of the
the Roman
proper
poses of
education anywhere
within said
said state,
the
with the
inconsistent with
not inconsistent
state, not
anywhere within
of education
poses
laws thereof;
thereof; anything
in such
patent, or
or in
in the
the original
original grant
grant or
or concesconcessuch patent,
anything in
laws
sion of
of said
or rancho,
title whereby
whereby the
the same
same was
was acacother title
or other
rancho, or
tract or
said tract
sion
quired from
under the
the authorities
authorities of
of Spain
Spain or
or Mexico,
Mexico, to
to the
contrary
the contrary
and under
from and
quired
notwithstanding; and
all trusts,
provisions, or
or covenants,
covenants, preceprececonditions, provisions,
trusts, conditions,
and all
notwithstanding;
dent or
expressed or
in said
said patent,
concession,
grant, concession,
patent, grant,
or implied,
implied, in
or subsequent,
subsequent, expressed
dent
or title,
title, to
hereof, and
the same,
same, are
hereby
are hereby
of the
breaches of
all breaches
and all
contrary hereof,
the contrary
to the
or
abrogated, discharged,
discharged, dispensed
wholly'waived,
wholly'waived, abrogated,
dispensed with, and released
released on the
part of
United States,
States, for
for the
of this
this act;
act; and
any conveyconveyand any
purposes of
the purposes
the United
of the
part
ance or
disposition made in pursuance
pursuance thereof shall operate
operate to pass all
all
or disposition
ance
the right
right and interest
interest of
United States in said lands to the grantee.
of the United
the
APPROVED,
1864.
20, 1864.
June 20,
APPROVED, June
C
HAP. CXLV.
CXLV. -—
CHAP.

An
United States
Army,
States Army,
the United
in the
Soldiers in
of Soldiers
Pay of
the Pay
to increase
increase the
Act to
An Act
and for other .Purposes.
Purposes.
andfor

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
States
America in
assembled, ;
That on
on and
day
first day
and after the first
That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
of May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
during the continuance
continuance of
and during
sixty-four, and
and sixty-four,
of
non-commissioned officers
the present
the pay per month of non-commissioned
officers and
and
rebellion, the
present rebellion,
Pay of non- the
commissioned
of- privates
privates in the military service
service of the United States shall be as follows,
commissioned officers and priviz: Sergeant-majors,
Sergeant-majors, twenty-six
quartermasters and commisdollars; quartermasters
twenty-six dollars;
vates in
mili- viz:
in the milivates
tary service
sary-sergeants of cavalry, artillery, and infantry, twenty-two
twenty-two dollars;
dollars;
of sary-sergeants
tary
service of
the [Tufted States.
infantry, twenty-four
States. first
theUnited
first sergeants of cavalry, artillery, and
and infantry,
twenty-four dollars;
dollars; sersergeants of
of cavalry,
twenty dollars; sergeants
sergeants of
infantry, twenty
and infantry,
artillery, and
cavalry, artillery,
geants
ordnance,
sappers and
pontoniers, thirty-four dollars; corporand pontoniers,
miners, and
and miners,
ordnance, sappers
als of
sappers and miners,
miners, and pontoniers, twenty dollars; privordnance, sappers
als
of ordnance,
ates of
engineers and
ordnance of the first
first class, eighteen dollars, and of
and ordnance
of engineers
ates
the second
dollars; corporals of cavalry, artillery,
artillery, and ininsixteen dollars;
the
second class, sixteen
dollars;
chief buglers of cavalry, twenty-three
twenty-three dollars;
fantry, eighteen dollars; chief
buglers, sixteen
sixteen dollars;
farriers and blacksmiths of cavalry, and
and artidollars; farriers
buglers,
ficers
artillery, eighteen
privates of cavalry, artillery, and indollars; privates
eighteen dollars;
ficers of
of artillery,
1"
Musicians," to fantry, sixteen dollars; principal musicians of artillery
artillery and infantry,
infahtry,
[" Musicians,"to
include what.
bands, seventy-five
regimental
and
brigade
twenty-two
dollars;
leaders
of
brigade
regimental
seventy-five
dollars;
twenty-two
68.
hto
Pinlude
Pub. Res. No. 68.
dollars; musicians,
sixteen dollars;
hospital stewards
stewards of the first
first class,
dollars; hospital
musicians, sixteen
Post,
p. 416.]
dollars;
416.]
Post, p.
thirty-three dollars; hospital
hospital stewards
stewards of the second class, twenty-five
twenty-five
thirty-three
dollars; hospital
stewards of the third
twenty-three dollars.
dollars.
class, twenty-three
third class,
hospital stewards
dollars;
S
EC. 2.
it further enacted,
enacted, That the army ration
ration shall hereherebe it
2. And
And be
SEC.
Army ration to
remain the
the same.
same. after
regulations on the first day of
after be the same as provided by law and regulations
remain
That the ration of pepRation of pep- July,
hundred and
and sixty-one:
sixty-one: Provided,
Provided, Thlt
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
per.
efficiency
Act to promote the efficiency
per.
per prescribed
prescribed in the eleventh
eleventh section
section of the ""Act
of
ordnance department, and for other
other
of engineers
engineers and of the ordnance
corps of
of the corps
1863, ch.
ch. 78,
78, §
purposes," approved
approved March
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, shall
three, eighteen
March three,
§ purposes,"
1863,
L
11.
continue to
to be
nothing contained
this act
act
contained in this
heretofore. But nothing
furnished as heretofore.
be furnished
11
.. p. 7744. continue
Vol. xii.
shall be construed to alter the
Vol.
x.
the commutation value of rations as regulated
by existing
existing laws.
by
officers
non-commissioned officers
Non-commisfurther enacted,
enacted, That all non-commissioned
SEC. 3. And be it
it -further
SEC.
Non-commissioned
officers
and privates in the regular
officers
sioned
regular army, serving under
under enlistments
enlistments made prior
prior
and privates
rivates in
in
July twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-one, shall have the
and sixty-one,
eighteen hundred
regular
en- to July
regar army, en-to
listed
reinlisting
July privilege of re
listed before July
Unlistinct', for the term of three
three years
years in their respective
respective
t
22,
1861, may re- oa
22 1861,
organizations
until
the
first
day
of
August
next;
and
all
such
non-comnon-comsuch
all
and
next;
August
of
day
first
the
until
organizations
enlist
have
and
enist
renlisting shall
privates so reenlisting
certain bounties.
shall be entitled to the
bounties, missioned officers and privates
certain
PO. Res.
Res. No.
No. 5.
5. bounties mentioned in the joint resolution of congress
Pub.
congress approved January
Post, p.
p. 400.
400.
Post,
thirteen,
hundred and sixty-four.
thirteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
enacted, That there
S
Ec. 4. And be itfurthsr
it further enacted.
there be added to the battalion
battalion
SEC.
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of engineers
engineers one
one sergeant-major,
sergeant-major, who
who shall
shall be
paid thirty-six
thirty-six dollars
Sergeant-major
per Sergeant-major
dollars per
be paid
of
month, and
one quartermaster-sergeant,
also be
be commissaryquartermascommissary- and quartermasshall also
who shall
quartermaster-sergeant, who
and one
month,

sergeant, who
who shall
be paid
paid twenty-two
month.
per month.
dollars per
twenty-two dollars
shall be
sergeant,

4

battalion of
enofenbattalion
ter-sergeant
to

S
EC. 5.
5. And
it further
enacted, That
be attached
attached to, gineers; pay.
shall be
there shall
That there
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
and made
made a
War Department,
Department, during
continuance of the
the continuance
during the
the War
of, the
part of,
a part
and
milipresent rebellion,
rebellion, a
abureau,
to be
be known
the Bureau
Bureau of millBureau of Military Jus- Bureau
as the
known as
bureau, to
present
iarjdusticeestaproceedings
tiee,
to
which
shall
be
returned
for
revision
records
and
proceedings
t
i
i
a
zj
dustice estabthe
revision
for
returned
be
shall
which
to
tice,
of all
the courts-martial,
courts-martial, courts
courts of
and military
military commissions of
of
inquiry, and
of inquiry,
all the
of
the
armies
of
the
United
States,
and
in
which
a
record
shall
kept
of
be
shall
record
a
which
in
and
States,
United
the
of
armies
the

all proceedings
thereupon.
had thereupon.
proceedings had
all
S
EC. 6.
6. And
it further
That the
appoint, Judge
advo-Judge advo-shall appoint,
President shall
the President
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
cate-geeal
said
by
and
with
the
advice
and
consent
of
the
Senate,
as
head
of
"
b
e
t
egi
e
d
neo
r
f
al to
t°
the
as
Senate,
the
of
consent
and
advice
the
with
and
by
bureau,
the rank,
pay, and
allowances bureau.
and allowances
rank, pay,
with the
advocate-general, with
judge advocate-general,
bureau, aa judge
of a
brigadier-general, and
and an
assistant judge
judge advocate-general,
Assistant judge
the Assistantjudge
advocate-general, with the
an assistant
a brigadier-general,
of
duties. a
Teir
I
rank, pay,
pay, and
and allowances
colonel of
of cavalry.
cavalry. And
judge Thefrdts
the said judge
And the
of aa colonel
allowances of
rank,
advocate-general and
receive, revise, and have recorded
recorded
shall receive,
assistant shall
his assistant
and his
advocate-general
the proceedings
of the
the courts-martial,
courts-martial, courts of inquiry, and military
proceedings of
the
commissions of
of the
the armies
armies of
the United
States, and perform such other
other
United States,
of the
commissions
duties as
as have
have heretofore
performed by the judge advocate-general
advocate-general
been performed
heretofore been
duties
of the
the armies
armies of the United States.
of
in said
S
EC. 7.
be it
further enacted,
War shall Clerks in
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
enacted, That
it further
And be
7. And
SEC.
bureau.
one
have
power
to
appoint
for
said
bureau
one
fourth-class,
third-class,
fourth-class,
one
bureau
said
for
appoint
to
have power
one
second-class, and two first-class
first-class clerks.
one second-class,
SEC. 8.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
in all
governWhen governgovern- When
the governwhere the
cases where
all cases
That in
further enacted,
8. And
SEC.
ment
shall furnish
furnish transportation
discharged officers ment furnishes
subsistence to discharged
and subsistence
transportation and
ment shall
and soldiers from
place of
ntriaennstpfourrtnaitsibones,.
to discharged
&c.,todischarged
enrol- &c.,
their enrolof their
the place
to the
discharge to
their discharge
of their
place of
the place
and soldiers from the
ment
or
original
muster
into
the
service,
they
shall
not•
be
entitled
to
soldiers,
they not
theyrnot
solllers,
to
entitled
be
not
shall
they
service,
the
into
muster
ment or original
entitled
travel,
to travel
entitled to
&c.
travel,
or commutation
commutation of subsistence.
,
subsistence.
&c.
pay, or
travel, pay,
of
Repeal law
SEC. 9.
And be
it further
That so much of the fifth section
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
9. And
SEC.

allowing pay to
of the
the act
act entitled
to authorize
authorize the
of volunteers
volunteers to oniffilTevrisngaily
employment of
the employment
act to
An act
" An
entitled "
of

aid in
laws and
and protecting
the public
approved vates of cavalry
cavaPI
I
;1
y
property," approved
public property,"
protecting the
the laws
enforcing the
in enforcing
aid
sixty-one,
July
twenty-second,
one
thousand
eight
hundred
and
as pro- furnishing horses
hundred
eight
thousand
one
twenty-second,
July
§5.
h.
vides
that each
company officer,
mui_a186
a
i
n
8
d
6 g
e
n
i
i
,ix.
s
5
..
private, muofficer, private,
non-commissioned officer,
officer, non-commissioned
each company
vides that
p. 269.
sician,
and artificer
artificer of
vol. xii. p.
furnish his own horse and horse Vol.
shall furnish
cavalry, shall
of cavalry,
sician, and
equipments, and
and shall
cents per
per day for their use and risk,
forty cents
receive forty
shall receive
equipments,
hereafter be made
is
hereby repealed,
repealed, except
except onlyso
only so far
far as
as the
the same
made
may hereafter
same may
is hereby
service
the
to
apply
and
relate
to
mounted
troops
called
into
service of the
called
troops
mounted
to
relate
and
to apply
United States
States for
for a
aterm
exceeding six months.
not exceeding
term not
United
S
EC. 10.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
from and
passage Pay of clerks
and after the passage
That from
it further
be it
10. And
SEC.
of this
the pay
pay of
of paymasters
paymasters in
in the army of the United of army payclerks of
of clerks
act the
this act
of
masters.
States
shall be
dollars per
rations.
without rations.
annum, without
per annum,
hundred dollars
twelve hundred
be twelve
States shall
S
EC.
11.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
the
thirty-first
section
of
an
&c.,
may
&c., may
Pay,
an
of
section
thirty-first
the
That
enacted,
it
further
be
And
SEC. 11.
o
on
gtii
n
ea
u
v
e
e
dof
beoricontinued
andbdet
act
entitled "
forces , and
act for enrolling and calling out the national forces,
" An
An act
act entitled
for
approved March
one thousand
hundred absence, under
eight hundred
thousand eight
third, one
March third,
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
for other
certain circumand
sixty-three, be,
be, and
the same
circumis hereby, so amended as that an officer certain
same is
and the
and sixty-three,
3s.
stances.
§
ch.
1863, c,
may have,
when allowed
of his
his proper
h. 75,
75 §
commander, leave of stain8c6e
proper commander,
order of
by order
allowed by
have, when
may
deduction
without
absence
for
other
cause
than
sickness
or
wounds,
deduction
from
31.
or
sickness
than
cause
other
for
absence
. p. 736.
xp. 736.
Voixli.
Proviso.
his pay
pay or
allowances: Provided,
Provided, That the aggregate of such absence
absence Vol
or allowances:
his

year.
shall not
not exceed
thirty days
any one
one year.
in any
days in
exceed thirty
shall

67.
No.
li es ..N
o .67
..
Pub..Res.
Pub
0s

c

p

4 16

Post, p 416
laws RPepeaung
SEC. 12.
further enacted,
enacted, That all laws and parts of laws
it further
be it
And be
12. And
SEC.
clausel
inconsistent
the provisions
provisions of
repealed.
clause.
are hereby repealed.
this act are
of this
with the
inconsistent with
APPROVED, June
June 20,
1864.
20, 1864.
APPROVED,

and June 25, 1864.
CHAP. CXLVII.
Appropriations for
Legislative, Executive, and
the Legislative,
for the
making Appropriations
Act making
-AnAnAct
CXLVII. —
CHAP.
eighteen hundred
Judicial
the Government
Government for
thirtieth, eighteen
Year ending June thirtieth,
the Year
for the
of the
Expenses of
Judicial Expenses
and
sixty five, andfor
andfor other
Purposes.
other Purposes.
and sixty-fioe,
Be
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
the following sums be, and
States
of America
Congress assembled,
ihat_the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
PUB.--13
VOL.
PUB. — 13
XII.
VOL. XIII.

146
14.6
Legislative, exLegislative,
ecutive.
&c., executive. &c.,
expenses appropriation. appropLegislative.
Pay,
Pay, &c.,
&c., of
of
senators;
osentoers
of
officers of
Senate.
Senate.
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the same
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
of ally
in the
the treasnry
ot
not
any money
money in
treasury n
appropriated, out
out of
the
same are

otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
hereinafter expressed,
the fiscal
otherwise
for the
the objects
objects hereinafter
expressed, for
for the
fiscal
year
ending the
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
namely;
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, namely:
year ending

Legislative.—
For compensation
compensation and
and mileage
of senators,
senators, two
hundred
two hundred
mileage of
Legislative.- For
and
forty-seven thousand
four hundred
hundred and
and thirty
and forty-seven
thousand four
thirty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
the officers,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
receivand others receivofficers, clerks,
of the
For
ing an
an annual
annual salary
salary in
in the
the service
service of
of the
the Senate,
of the
the
ing
Senate, viz:
viz: secretary
secretary of
Senate,
six hundred
hundred dollars;
officer charged
disbursecharged with
with disbursethousand six
dollars; officer
Senate, three
three thousand
rnents of
of the
the Senate,
four hundred
hundred and
eighty dollars;
dollars; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, two
two
and eighty
Senate, four
ments
thousand
dollars; principal
executive
clerk and
and principal
principal executive
hundred dollars;
principal clerk
thousand five
five hundred
clerk in
in the
the office
one
of the
the Senate,
Senate, at
at two
two thousand
thousand one
office of
of the
the secretary
secretary of
clerk
hundred
and sixty
dollars each;
each; eight
eight clerks
clerks in
secretary of
of
in office
office of
of the
the secretary
sixty dollars
hundred and
the Senate,
at one
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars
keeper
dollars each;
each; keeper
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
the
Senate, at
of
thousand seven
hundred and
dollars; two
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars;
two
one thousand
seven hundred
of the
the stationery,
stationery, one
messengers,
at one
one thousand
thousand and
eighty dollars
dollars each;
each; one
one page,
at five
five
page, at
and eighty
messengers, at
hundred
dollars; sergeant-at-arms
and doorkeeper,
doorkeeper, two
dollars;
thousand dollars;
two thousand
sergeant-at-arms and
hundred dollars;
assistant
doorkeeper, one
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; postmaster
postmaster to
to
one thousand'
assistant doorkeeper,
the Senate,
Senate, one
thousand seven
seven hundred
and fifty
dollars; assistant
assistant postposthundred and
fifty dollars;
one thousand
the
master
mail-carrier, one
one thousand
thousand four
hundred and
forty dollars;
dollars;
and forty
four hundred
master and
and mail-carrier,
two
mail-boys, at
nine hundred
dollars each;
of the
the docudocusuperintendent of
hundred dollars
each; superintendent
at nine
two mail-boys,
ment room,
one thousand
hundred dollars;
dollars; two
two assistants
assistants in
in document
document
five hundred
ment
room, one
thousand five
room,
at one
each; superintendent
of the
the
superintendent of
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
one thousand
thousand two
room, at
folding-room, one
hundred dollars;
dollars; two
two messengers,
acting
messengers, acting
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
folding-room,
as assistant
at one
one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars each;
each;
five hundred
as
assistant doorkeepers,
doorkeepers, at
seventeen messengers,
one thousand
dollars each;
each; clerk
clerk
at one
thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars
seventeen
messengers, at
or secretary
secretary to
to the
the president
president of
seven hundred
hundred
thousand seven
of the
the Senate,
Senate, one
one thousand
or
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars;
committee on
on finance,
one thousand
thousand eight
to the
the committee
finance, one
and
dollars; clerk
clerk to
hundred and
clerk to
one thousand
thousand
committee on
on claims,
claims, one
to the
the committee
hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars; clerk
eight
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars;
dollars; clerk
clerk of
of printing
printing records,
records, one
one thousand
thousand
eight hundred
eight
hundred and
and fifty
superintendent in
charge of
of the
the furnaces,
furnaces,
in charge
fifty dollars;
dollars; superintendent
eight hundred
one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars;
dollars; assistant
in charge of
of furnaces, six
two hundred
assistant in
one
hundred dollars;
dollars; laborer
charge of
of private
passages, six
six hundred
dolhundred dolin charge
private passages,
hundred
laborer in
laborers at six
hundred dollars
each; chaplain
chaplain to the
the Senate,
Senate,
lars; two laborers
six hundred
dollars each;
fifty dollars;
dollars; captain of the
the capitol police,
police, eight hunhunseven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
hundred
dred and seventy dollars; capitol police, eleven thousand eight hundred
and eighty
makpoliceman four
four hundred
hundred and
and eighty dollars,
dollars, makand
eighty dollars; one policeman
ing
thousand four
four hundred
and eighty-four
eighty-four dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
ing ninety-two
ninety-two thousand
Contingent exviz:
Senate, viz
For contingent
the Senate,
:—
of the
expenses of
For
contingent expenses
Contingent expenses.
For stationery,
twenty-two thousand
dollars.
Stationery.
thousand dollars.
stationery, twenty-two
For
Stationery.
For
three thousand
Newspapers.
Newspapers.
For newspapers,
newspapers, three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Globe.
For Congressional
Congressional Globe,
Globe, twenty thousand dollars.
Globe.
proceedings in the Daily Globe
Globe for the second session of
For reporting proceedings
thirty-eighth congress, twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
the thirty-eighth
dollars.
Additional
Additional pay
For the usual additional
additional compensation
compensation to the reporters
reporters of the Senate
to
reporters.
to reporters.
for the
the Congressional Globe
Globe for reporting
reporting the proceedings
proceedings of the Senate
thirty-eight congress, eight hundred
for the second
second regular
regular session of
of the
the thirty-eight
thousand dollars.
dollars each, four thousand
Pages, horses,
horses,
Pages,
For clerks
clerks to committees, pares,
pages, horses, and carryalls,
carryalls, eighteen thou&c.
*
sand dollars.
Heating and
Heating
and
For expenses
expenses of heating and ventilating apparatus,
apparatus, sixteen thousand
thousand
ventilating.
vestilating.
dollars.
dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
compensation and
RepresenFor compensation
and mileage
mileage of
of members
members of the
the House
House of
of RepresenPay, Sze.,
of
Pay,
&C.tof
tatives and delegates
delegates from territories, nine hundred and ninety thousand
representatives;
representattves;
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty
eight
sixty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
messengers, and others receivcompensation of the officers, clerks, messengers,
of officers
of
of
officers of
ing an annual
annual salary in the service
service of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, viz
house.
House.
clerk of the
the House of Representatives,
Representatives, three thousand
thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars; chief clerk and one assistant clerk, at two thousand one hundred
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and sixty
sixty dollars
eight hundred
hundred
thousand eight
at one
one thousand
clerks, at
each; eleven
eleven clerks,
dollars each;
and
dollars each;
the office,
office, at
at four
four dollars
and eighty
eighty
dollars and
in the
messenger in
principal messenger
each; principal
dollars
cents
per day,
day, one
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two
dollars; three
three
fifty-two dollars;
one thousand
cents per
messengers,
thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars
each; messenger
to the
the
messenger to
dollars each;
one thousand
at one
messengers, at
speaker,
at four
four dollars
and eighty
eighty cents
seven hunhunone thousand
thousand seven
per day,
day, one
cents per
dollars and
speaker, at
dred
to the
the committee
and means,
means,
of ways
ways and
committee of
dollars; clerk
clerk to
fifty-two dollars;
dred and
and fifty-two
one
eight hundred
dollars; clerk
clerk to
to the
claims, one
the committee of claims,
hundred dollars;
one thousand
thousand eight
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
committee on
on public lands,
one
lands, one
clerk to
to committee
dollars; clerk
thousand
thousand eight
hundred dollars;
two thousand
thousand one
one hunhunsergeant-at-arms, two
dollars; sergeant-at-arms,
eight hundred
thousand
dred and
sixty dollars;
dollars; clerk
to the
the sergeant-at-arms,
sergeant-at-arms, one thousand
thousand eight
eight
clerk to
and sixty
dred
hundred
messenger to
to the
the sergeant-at-arms,
thousand two
sergeant-at-arms, one thousand
dollars; messenger
hundred dollars;
hundred dollars;
dollars; postmaster,
two thousand
one hundred
and sixty
sixty dollars;
dollars;
hundred and
thousand one
postmaster, two
hundred
assistant postmaster,
one thousand
seven hundred
and forty
dollars; four
four
forty dollars;
hundred and
thousand seven
postmaster, one
assistant
messengers, at
at one
one thousand
thousand four
dollars each; two
forty dollars
and forty
hundred and
four hundred
messengers,
mail-boys,
nine hundred
captain of
of the
the capitol
police,
capitol police,
each; captain
dollars each;
hundred dollars
at nine
mail-boys, at
eight
and seventy
dollars; capitol
capitol police,
police, eleven
eight
thousand eight
eleven thousand
seventy dollars;
eight hundred
hundred and
hundred
dollars; one
policeman, four
four hundred
hundred and eighty
one policeman,
and eighty
eighty dollars;
hundred and
dollars; doorkeeper,
doorkeeper, two
one hundred
hundred and
dollars; supersupersixty dollars;
and sixty
thousand one
two thousand
dollars;
intendent of
the folding-room,
folding-room, one
two
dollars; two
hundred dollars;
eight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
of the
intendent
each;
messengers, at
fifty-two dollars
dollars each;
one thousand
thousand seven hundred and fifty-two
at one
messengers,
one messenger,
messenger, at
at one
one thousand
seven hundred
five
dollars; five
forty dollars;
and forty
hundred and
thousand seven
one
messengers, at
thousand five
hundred dollars
messengers,
each; six messengers,
dollars each;
five hundred
one thousand
at one
messengers,
at
thousand two
hundred dollars each;
messengers; to be
each; twelve messengers,
two hundred
at one
one thousand
employed
the session
session of
rate of
one thousand
thousand
of one
the rate
at the
of congress,
congress, at
during the
employed during
two hundred
hundred dollars
annum; chaplain
chaplain to
of RepresentaRepresentaHouse of
to the
the House
per annum;
dollars per
two
tives,
seven hundred
ninety-eight thousand
thousand
making ninety-eight
dollars; making
and fifty
fifty dollars;
hundred and
tives, seven
three
hundred and
and twenty-eight
dollars.
twenty-eight dollars.
three hundred
Contingent exexContingent
For contingent
Representatives, viz:viz :—
contingent expenses of the House of Representatives,
For
penses.
For cartage,
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
cartage, two
pensge.
Cartage.
Globe.
For twenty-four
Globe and Appendix for Globe.
of the
the Congressional
Congressional Globe
copies of
For
twenty-four copies
each member
member and
and delegate
the second
second regular
regular session
of the thirtysession of
of the
delegate of
*each
eighth
one hundred
hundred copies
of the
for the
House
the House
the same
same for
copies of
and one
eighth congress,
congress, and
Libriry, twenty
twenty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Libriry,
For
compensation of
to committees,
clerks in
in Clerks.
Clerks.
temporary clerks
and temporary
committees, and
of clerks
clerks to
For the
the compensation
the
office of
of the
the clerk
of the
the House
of Representatives,
Representatives, fifteen lhousana
thousand
House of
clerk of
the office
and seventy-two
seventy-two dollars.
dollars.
and
Folding docudocuFor
folding documents,
including materials,
materials, thirty
thousand dollars:
Folding
dollars:
thirty thousand
documents, including
For folding
ments.
meets.
For fuel
fuel and
and lights,
of engineers,
engineers, firemen,
laborers, repairs,
For
lights, pay
pay of
firemen, and
and laborers,
repairs, Fuel,
Fuel, lights,
&c.
and materials,
materials, twelve
&c.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twelve thousand
and
&e.
For furniture,
repairs, and
packing-boxes for
for members, twelve
thousand Furniture, &e.
twelve thousand
and packing-boxes
For
furniture, repairs,
dollars.
&c.
Horses, &c.
For
thousand five hundred Horses,
carriages, and saddle-horses, seven thousand
horses, carriages,
For horses,
dollars.
dollars.
Laborers.
For
seven thousand
thousand dollars.
Laborers.
For laborers,
laborers, seven
For
miscellaneous
items,
forty
thousand
dollars.
For miscellaneous items, forty thousand dollars.
Newspapers.
Newspapers.
For newspapers,
newspapers, twelve
thousand five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
twelve thousand
For
Pages.
For pages and temporary mail-boys, five thousand dollars.
Globe.
For reporting
proceedings in the Daily Globe, at seven Globe.
publishing proceedings
and publishing
reporting and
For
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents
per column,
column, eight
eight thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
cents per
dollars
Stationery.
Stationery.
For
stationery, fifteen thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For stationery,
pay
For
the usual
additional compensation
compensation to
the reporters
House Additional pay
of the House
reporters of
to the
usual additional
For the
to reporters.
for the
the Congressional
reporting the
the proceedings
House to
reporters.
the House
of the
proceedings of
for reporting
Globe for
Congressional Globe
for
for the
the second
second regular
regular session
session of
of the
eight hundred
hundred
Congress, eight
the thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth Congress,
for
dollars
four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
dollars each,
each, four

of public
public
Public
compensation of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent of
Printing.-For or compensation
Public Printing.—F
printing,
and the clerks
messengers in his office, nine thousand
thousand seven
seven
clerks and messengers
printing, and
hundred
dollars and
and sixty
sixty cents.
cents.
fourteen dollars
and fourteen
hundred and
For
expenses of
stationery, postage,
office, viz: For stationery,
of his office,
For contingent
contingent expenses
advertising, furniture,
travelling expenses,
expenses, horses
miscelhorses and wagons, and miscelfurniture, travelling
advertising,
laneous
items, two thousand dollars.
dollars.
laneous items,

Public
printing.
Public printing.
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For the
printing, including
including the
the post-office
two hundred
hundred
blanks, two
post-office blanks,
public printing,
the public
For
and thirty-nine
thousand one
hundred and
eighty-seven dollars.
and eighty-seven
one hundred
thirty-nine thousand
and
For
for the
public printing,
printing, four
four hundred
and sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
thousand
hundred and
the public
Paper
paper for
For paper
Paper for printing.
one
hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight dollars.
one hundred
ing.
For
public binding,
including the
the Congressional
Congressional Globe,
Globe, two
two hunbinding, including
the public
Binding.
For the
dred
and fifty-two
hundred and
and seven
dollars.
seven dollars.
two hundred
thousand two
fifty-two thousand
dred and
For
lithographing and
engraving for
for the
Senate and House of Reprethe Senate
and engraving
Lithographing,
For lithographing
Lithographing,
&
c
&c.
sentatives, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
sentatives,
.
For
in cases
cases pending
in the
court of
the United
United
of the
supreme court
the supreme
pending in
mapping in
For mapping
Mapping.
Mapping.
States,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
States, five
assistant
Library of
of Congress.Congress.— For
compensation of librarian,
librarian, three assistant
For compensation
Library
Library of con- Library
gress.
librarians, messenger.
messenger and three
three laborers, ten thousand five hundred
librarians,
gress.
dollars.
For
expenses of
thousand dollars.
two thousand
library, two
said library,
of said
contingent expenses
For contingent
For
purchase of
said library,
five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
library, five
for said
books for
of books
For purchase
For
of law-books
law-books for
for said
said library,
library, two thousand
thousand dollars.
purchase of
For purchase
To
enable the
joint library
complete file
file of
of
a complete
purchase a
to purchase
committee to
library committee
European
the joint
To enable
European periEuropean periodicals
periodicals from eighteen hundred and sixtyodicals
selections from European
odicls relating selections
to
the rebellion.
rebellion in
one to eighteen hundred and sixty-four, relating to the rebellion
rebellion. one
to the
the
United
States,
to
be
deposited
in
the
library,
four
thousand
dollars:
dollars:
thousand
four
library,
the
in
deposited
be
to
States,
the United
Provided,
no part
sum shall
be expended
expended until the entire
shall be
said sum
of said
part of'
That no
Provided, That
collection, and
an index
index thereto,
is completed
approved by said comand approved
completed and
thereto, is
and an
collection,
mittee.
mittee.
Court of
Claims.— For
of five
five judges
judges of
of the
claims,
of claims,
court of
the court
salaries of
For salaries
of Claims.Court of claims.
Court
Court
the solicitor,
assistant solicitor,
solicitor, deputy solicitor, clerk and assistant clerk,
solicitor, assistant
the
bailiff; and
and messenger
messenger thereof,
thereof, thirty-six
thirty-six thousand three hundred dollars.
bailiff,
contingent
For stationery,,books,
stationery,. books, fuel,
fuel, lights,
laborers' hire, and other contingent
lights, laborers'
For
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
three thousand dollars.
expenses, three
and
For
of attorneys
attorneys to
taking testimony, witnesses,
to taking
attend to
to attend
compensation of
For compensation
and commissioners,
thousand dollars.
one thousand
commissioners, one
and
For
court of claims,
claims, prejudgments to be rendered by court
payments of judgments
For payments
sixty-five, three
vious
to the
thirtieth of
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
June, eighteen
of June,
the thirtieth
vious to
hundred
dollars.
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
Executive.—
For compensation
compensation of the President of the United States,
Executive.
Executive. -For
Executive.
President.
President.

Vice-President.
Vice-President.

twenty-five
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand

For compensation
compensation of
of the United States, eight thouVice-President of
the Vice-President
of the
For
sand dollars.

one
sign patents for public lands, one
secretary to
Secretaries, &c.
&c • For
to sign
of secretary
compensation of
For compensation
Secretaries,

thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand
of
For compensation
compensation to
to the
messenger of
secretary, steward, and messenger
private secretary,
the private
For
the President
States, four thousand six hundred dollars.
of the United States,
President of
the
For
contingent expenses
Executive office, including stationery
expenses of the Executive
For contingent
therefor,
thousand dollars.
therefor, two thousand
State
Department of
State. —For
- For compensation of the Secretary of State
of State.
Dearment
DeparepartState Department.
meu t.
and assistant
assistant secretary of state, chief clerk, superintendent
superintendent of statistics,
clerks,
assistant messenger,
messenger, and laborers in his office, fiftymessenger, assistant
clerks, messenger,
seven thousand eight hundred dollars.
State.
Department of
Contingent
For the
the incidental
incidental and contingent expenses of the Department
of State.
Contingent ex- For
penses.
Publishing
—For
publishing
the
laws
in
pamphlet
form
and
newspapers
of
the
newspapers
in
and
form
pamphlet
in
laws
-For publishing the
Pubishing
Washington, seventeen thousand
laws, &c.
&c.
states
territories, and in the city of Washington,
and territories,
states and
laws,
one
hundred and twenty-five dollars.
one hundred
For
the laws and documents
documents for the various
packing the
and packing
proof-reading, and
For proof-reading,
legations and consulates,
consulates, including boxes and transportation of the same,
legations
three thousand dollars.
stationery, furniture, fixtures, and repairs, nine thousand dollars.
For stationery,
hundred dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, two thousand five hundred
For copperplate
books, and maps, five thousand
thousand dollars.
copperplate printing, books,
For
clerk hire and copying, ten thousand dollars.
extra clerk
For extra
Northeast
exNortheast Executive Building.
Northeast
Building. -— For compensation
compensation of four watchmen
watchmen
Northeast executive
building.
ecutive building.
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and
two laborers
laborers of
of the
northeast executive
executive building,
building, three
thousand six
six
three thousand
the northeast
and two

hundred dollars.
hundred
For
contingent expenses
of said
building, viz:
viz: for
fuel, light,
light, repairs,
for fuel,
said building,
expenses of
For contingent
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
thousand five hundred dollars.
five thousand
expenses, five
and
Treasury
Department. —
Compensation of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury Deof the
of the
- For
For compensation
Treasury Department.
partent.
clerk,
Treasury, two
rk, clerks, partment.
secretaries of the treasury, chief cle
assistant secretaries
two assistant
Treasury,
superintending architect,
architect, at
at a
salary of
three thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, assistant
assistant
of three
a salary
superintending
architect, at
two thousand
thousand dollars, messengers,
messengers, assistant mesof two
salary of
a salary
at a
architect,
senger, and
and laborers,
one hundred
sixteen thousand
thousand four hundred dollars.
and sixteen
hundred and
laborers, one
senger,
For compensation
clerk, and
and the
the clerks,
ist comptroller
comptroller.
clerks, 1st
chief clerk,
comptroller, chief
first comptroller,
the first
of the
compensation of
For
niessenger,
and laborers
laborers in
his office,
forty-three thousand three
three hundred
hundred
office, forty-three
in his
messenger, and
and
dollars.
and forty dollars.
comptroller.
2d comptroller.
For compensation
of the
the second
comptroller, chief
chief clerk,
clerks, 2c1
the clerks,
and the
clerk, and
second comptroller,
compensation of
For
messenger,
ger, and laborer in his office,
office, one hundred and
messenger,
assistant messen
messenger, assistant
seven thousand
hundred and forty dollars.
one hundred
thousand one
seven
For
compensation of
the first
auditor chief clerk, and the clerks, mes- 1st
1st auditor.
first auditor,
of the
For compensation
thousand
forty-seven thousand
senger, assistant
assistant messenger,
messenger, and
laborer in
office, forty-seven
in his office,
and laborer
senger,
nine hundred
and forty dollars.
hundred and
nine
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the second
auditor, chief
mes- 2d auditor.
clerks, mesand the clerks,
clerk, and
chief clerk,
second auditor,
For
three
office,
his
senger,
assistant
messengers,
and
in
hundred
and
laborers
and
messengers,
senger, assistant
thirty-seven thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
thirty-seven
For
auditor, chief
clerk, and the clerks, mes- 3d auditor.
chief clerk,
third auditor,
the third
of the
compensation of
For compensation
ftengers, assistant
assistant messengers,
thoulaborers in his office, two hundred thouand laborers
messengers, and
sengers,
sand one
one hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
sand
auditor.
For
compensation of
of the
the fourth
chief clerk, and the clerks,
clerks, mes- 4th auditoi.
auditor, chief
fourth auditor,
For compensation
genger, and
messenger, and
and laborer in his office, one hundred and
assistant messenger,
and assistant
genger,
ten thousand
hundred and forty dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
ten
For
the fifth
fifth auditor,
auditor, chief
clerks, mes- 5th auditor.
auditor.
clerk, and the clerks,
chief clerk,
of the
compensation of
For compensation
senger,
and laborer
laborer in
in his
hundred and
and
forty-seven thousand eight hundred
office, forty-seven
his office,
senger, and
dollars.
forty dollars.
Auditorfor
For
compensation of
auditor of
of the
treasury for
for the
for P.
Post-Office Auditor
the Post-Office
the treasury
the auditor
of the
For compensation
O.Department.
Department,
and the
messenger, assistant messenger,
messenger, and laborers Department.
0.
clerks, messenger,
the clerks,
Department, and
in his
office, one
hundred and eighty-two
eighty-two thousand seven hundred
hundred and
one hundred
his office,
in
dollars.
forty dollars.
For
of the
of the
United States,
Treasurer.
treas- Treasurer
assistant treesStates, assistant
the United
treasurer of
the treasurer
compensation of
For compensation
urer, cashier,
cashier, assistant
the
cashier, chiefs of divisions, chief clerk, and the
assistant cashier,
urer,
officers, clerks,
messengers, employees,
employees, assistant messengers, and laborers
clerks, messengers,
officers,
in his
his office,
one hundred
hundred and seventy
seventy thousand three hundred and forty
office, one
in
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
the register
of the treasury, assistant register, chief Register.
register of
of the
For
clerk,
and the
clerks, messengers,
messengers, assistant messenger,
messenger, and laborers in his
the clerks,
clerk, and
office,
ninety thousand
thousand eight hundred and forty dollars.
office, ninety
For compensation
of the
solicitor of
treasury, chief
chief clerk, and the Solicitor.
the treasury,
of the
the solicitor
compensation of
For
clerks and
messenger in
in his
his office,
and
thousand three hundred and
eighteen thousand
office, eighteen
and messenger
clerks
forty
dollars.
forty dollars.
Commissioner
For compensation
commissioner of
chief clerk, and the Commissioner
customs, chief
of customs,
the commissioner
of the
compensation of
For
of customs.
clerks, messenger,
and laborer
in his
twenty-eight thousand nine of customs.
his office, twenty-eight
laborer in
messenger, and
clerks,
hundred and
and ninety-three
eighty-nine cents.
ninety-three dollars and eighty-nine
hundred
For
compensation of the chief clerk,
clerk, clerks, messenger,
messenger, and laborer Light-house
For compensation
board.
board.
of the
board, nine thousand two hundred and forty dollars.
light-house board,
the light-house
of
Comptroller
of
Comptroller of
compdeputy
currency,
the
For
compensation of
of the
comptroller of
currency,
the comptroller
For compensation
the currency.
troller,
laborer, forty-three
thousand two hundred the currency.
forty-three thousand
and laborer,
messenger, and
clerks, messenger,
troller, clerks,
and
and forty dollars.
Contingent
Contingent ex.
Department.-—
Contingent Expenses of the Treasury Department.
Contingent

Treasury:
In the
office of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury:
of the
the office
In

penses of Treasepartreant
Department.

pe
ury

For
copying, labor,
sealing ships' registers, translating foreign u
labor, binding, sealing
For copying,
clerk-hire for preparing and collecting
languages, advertising,
collecting
and extra clerk-hire
advertising, and
languages,
information
to be
before congress,
miscellaneous items, thirty
congress, and for miscellaneous
laid before
be laid
information to
thousand
thousand dollars.
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Department:
For compensation
Treasury Department:
temporary clerks in the Treasury
of temporary
For
compensation of
Provided,
That the
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is hereby,
be, and
of the
Secretary of
Provided, That
authorized
discretion, to
authorized according
according to
clerks authorized
the clerks
to classify
classify the
his discretion,
in his
authorized in
the
to such
such of them as he shall see
assign to
or assign
services, or
of their
their services,
character of
the character
fit
any compensation
compensation not
not exceeding
clerks of the first class, one
exceeding that of clerks
fit any
hundred
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
Contingent exexIn the office of the first comptroller:
comptroller:
penses in
of
in office
office of
penses
For furniture, stationery,
stationery, public documents,
documents, state and territorial
territorial statutes,
1st comptroller;
comproand miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
In the
the office
comptroller:
second comptroller:
of the
the second
office of
In
of 2d comptrolmiscellaneous items, including subscription
subscription to one
For stationery and miscellaneous
ler;
city newspaper,
to be
bound and
for the
the use
use of
of the office, one
preserved for
and preserved
be bound
city
newspaper, to
thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand five
In
the first
auditor:
first auditor:
of the
the office
office of
In the
of 1st auditor;
For stationery
and miscellaneous
three hundred
thousand three
one thousand
items, one
miscellaneous items,
stationery and
For
dollars.
In the
office of
the second
second auditor:
auditor:
of the
the office
In
of 2d auditor;
For stationery,
office furniture,
and miscellaneous
including two
miscellaneous items, including
furniture, and
stationery, office
For
of the
the city
newspapers, to
to be
and preserved
preserved for
for the
the use of the office,
filed and
be filed
city newspapers,
of
and for
for additional
office furniture
and stationery,
stationery, fifteen thousand dollars.
furniture and
additional office
and
In the
the office of
auditor:
of the third auditor:
In
of 3d auditor;
For stationery,
stationery, office
newspapers, preserving
preserving
office furniture, carpeting, two newspapers,
For
files
and papers,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, four thouservice, and
bounty-land service,
papers, bounty-land
files and
sand dollars.
In
auditor:
In the office of the fourth auditor:
of 4th auditor;
For
expenses of
the office,
office, one
thousand five hundred
hundred dolone thousand
of the
contingent expenses
For contingent
lars.
lars.
of 5th auditor;
auditor:
In the office of the fifth auditor:
For
stationery, postage,
postage, and
miscellaneous expenses, in which are inand miscellaneous
For stationery,
cluded
daily newspapers,
newspapers, one
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
two daily
cluded two
of auditor for
Post-Office
In the office of the auditor of the treasury for the Post-Office
P.-0.
DepartDepartment:
P.-O. DepartDepartment:
ment;
ment;
For furniture,
furniture, carpeting,
carpeting, stationery,
stationery, labor,
labor, light, ice,
ice, and miscellaneous
For
items,
three thousand
thousand dollars.
items, three
In the
the office
office of
of the
the treasurer:
treasurer:
In
of treasurer;
treasurer;
For
contingent expenses
increase of expendiexpenses of the office, and to meet increase
For contingent
completion
tures mainly
consequent upon
increase of business and the completion
upon the increase
mainly consequent
tures
of
thousand dollars.
five thousand
rooms, five
of new rooms,
In
register:
the register:
the office
office of the
In the
of register;
For
cancelled marine papers, cases
arranging and binding cancelled
stationery, arranging
For stationery,
for official
official papers
papers and
miscellaneous items, including office
and miscellaneous
and records,
records, and
for
furniture, six thousand
thousand dollars.
furniture,
of solicitor;
Office
Office of the solicitor of the treasury:
treasury:
For
and miscellaneous items, and for statutes and
labor, and
stationery, labor,
For stationery,
reports,
thousand dollars.
reports, two thousand
customs:
Office of
the commissioner
of customs:
commissioner of
of the
Office
of
commisofcommissioner
of customs;
For
For stationery, miscellaneous items, and office furniture, one thousand
sionerofcustoms;
dollars.
dollars.
o
of
light-house
board:
oflight-house
Light-house board:
board;
board;
For stationery, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, and postage, six hundred
hundred dollars.
lars.
Office
of the
of the
currency:
the currency:
comptroller of
the comptroller
Office of
of comptroller
of the currency;
currency;
For stationery,
stationery, furniture, and miscellaneous
ofthe
For
miscellaneous items, six thousand dollars.
Southeast
including
For
general purposes
southeast executive building, including
purposes of the southeast
the general
For .the
exSoutheast executive building.
building. the extension. watchmen and eleven laborecutive
extension.— For compensation of twelve watchmen
hundred
thirteen thousand
ers of
southeast executive
building, thirteen
thousand eight
eight hundred
executive building,
of the
the southeast
ers
dollars.
dollars.
light, labor,
labor, and
for fuel,
viz: for
building, viz:
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of said
said building,
fuel, light,
For
miscellaneous
items, fifty-six
fifty-six thousand
thousand eight
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
eight hundred
miscellaneous items,
Compensation
Compensation
of temporary
temporary
cf
clerks.
Clerks
Clerks may be
classified, Sic.
&c.
classified,
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Department
the Interior.
of the
of the
the Department
Department of
of
Secretary of
the Secretary
compensation of
For compensation
- For
Interior.—
of the
Department of
Interior, assistant
secretary, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, and
and the
clerks, messenger,
assist- thep
thepaIntoeVoserc.r..
nterior.
assistmessenger,
the clerks,
assistant secretary,
of secreInterior,
clrPay
ant messengers, watchmen,
laborers in
in his
office, forty-five
tary ,
Y
&
c.
;
&c.;
thousand tary,
forty-five thousand
his office,
and laborers
messengers, watchmen, and
ant
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
nine
For compensation
compensation of
of the
commissionof oonmaissioir
chief of
land-office, chief
general land-office,
the general
commissioner of
the commissioner
of the
For
clerk,
draughtsman, assistant
draughtsman, clerks,
messengers, ererof general
g
meneral
clerks, messengers,
assistant draughtsman,
recorder, draughtsman,
clerk, recorder,
land-office;
office,, one
assistant messengers,
messengers, packers,
watchmen, and laborers in his office
one Ian
ce;
packers, watchmen,
assistant
hundred
and seventy-five
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
four hundred
thousand four
seventy-five thousand
hundred and
For
compensation of
of additional
additional clerks
general land
land office,
under of additional
office, under
the general
in the
clerks in
For compensation
the
act of
of third
third March,
March, one
thousand eight
hundred and
granting clerks;h
c1e
ir
8
kbs
g
207.
fifty-five, granting
and fifty-five,
eight hundred
one thousand
the act
Vol. x. p. 701.
four
bounty
land, and
and for
for laborers
therein, fifty-eight
fifty -eight thousand f
our vol.
0
employed therein,
laborers employed
bounty land,
dishundred
the Secretary
of the
27071,
Interior,, at his disthe Interior
Secretary of
That the
Provided, That
dollars: Provided,
hundred dollars:
cretion, shall
shall be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to use
any portion of said
use any
is hereby,
he is
cretion,
appropriation for
or by
the day,
month, or year, at
day, week, month,
by the
piece-work, or
for piece-work,
appropriation
such rate
rate or
or rates
rates as
he may
and fair,
not exceeding
salary of
exceeding aasalary
fair, not
just and
deem just
may deem
as he
such
twelve
per annum.
annum.
dollars per
hundred dollars
twelve hundred
For
of the
the commissioner
commissioner of
Indian affairs,
clerk, of commissioner
commissioner
chief clerk,
affairs, chief
of Indian
compensation of
For compensation
and the
messenger, assistant
assistant messenger,
messenger, watchmen,
watchmen, and
in ofofIndian
affairs;
Indian affairs;
laborer in
and laborer
clerks, messenger,
the clerks,
and
his
thirty-one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and forty
dollars.
forty dollars.
hundred and
office, thirty-one
his office,
commissioner
of commissioner
For
compensation of
commissioner of
of pensions,
pensions, chief
chief clerk, and ofof
the commissioner
of the
For compensation
pensions;
of
pensions;
in
the
messengers, assistant
assistant messengers,
laborers
watchman, and laborers
messengers, watchman,
clerks, messengers,
the clerks,
his office,
two hundred
hundred and
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and forty dolfifteen thousand
and fifteen
office, two
his
lars.
For additional
clerks in
the pension
pension bureau,
bureau, during
during the
the remainder
of of additional
remainder of
in the
additional clerks
For
er
the
fiscal year
year and
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth day
clerks
ks.'
ofcl
day of
the thirtieth
ending the
and the
present fiscal
the present
June,
eighteen hundred
thousand
twenty-one thousand
of twenty-one
sum of
the sum
sixty-five, the
and sixty-five,
hundred and
June, eighteen
dollars: Provided,
That the
discretion,
the Interior, at his discretion,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Provided, That
dollars:
shall
authorized to
portion of
appropriation
said appropriation
of said
any portion
use any
to use
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and is
be, and
shall be,
for piece-work,
the day,
week, month,
month, or
or year,
at such
such rate
rate or rates
year, at
day, week,
by the
or by
piece-work, or
for
as
he may
just and
not exceeding
salary of
of twelve
twelve hundred
hundred
a salary
exceeding a
fair, not
and fair,
deem just
may deem
as he
dollars
per annum.
annum.
dollars per
For
salary and
expenses of
of aa special
thousand
special agent, two thousand
travelling expenses
and travelling
For salary
five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
of commissioner
commissioner
For
the commissioner
commissioner of
of public
public buildings
buildings and the of
of the
compensation of
For compensation
of public buildbuild,
clerk
and
messenger
in
his
office,
four
thousand
two
hundred
dollars.
public
of
dollars.
hundred
two
thousand
four
clerk and messenger in his office,
ings.
lngs.
Contingent exContingent
Department of
the interior.
Interior.
of the
Expenses -— Department
Contingent Expenses
penses.
penses.
Office
of the
the Interior:
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Office of
Office of SecFor
stationery,
furniture,
fuel,
lights,
and
other
contingencies,
and
for
SecOfficeofofIntofor
and
retary
For stationery, furniture, fuel, lights, and other contingencies,
nor;
rior;
books
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seven thousand
library, seven
the library,
for the
maps for
and maps
books and
For casual
casual repairs
three thousand
thousand dollars.
building, three
patent-office building,
the patent-office
of the
repairs of
For
For expenses
expenses of
of packing
and distributing
distributing congressional
and
congressional journals and
packing and
For
253.
p. 253.
xi. p.
Vol. xi.
resolu- Vol.
documents, in
in pursuance
pursuance of
the provisions
in the
the joint resolucontained in
provisions contained
of the
documents,
1859, eh. 22.
tion of
of congress,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
1s59xi.ch.
and Vol.
January, eighteen
twenty-eighth January,
approved twenty-eighth
congress, approved
tion
p. 22.
379.
fifty-seven, and
fifth February,
February, eighteen
fifty-nine, six
and fifty-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
act fifth
and act
.fifty-seven,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For fuel
the patent-office
patent-office building,
fourteen thousand
thousand
building, fourteen
for the
lights for
and lights
fuel and
For
dollars.
dollars.
of
Indian
of Indian
Office
of .Indian
Indian Affairs:
Affairs:
Office of'
affairs;
For stationery,
and miscellaneous
including two of the daily affairs;
items, including
miscellaneous items,
stationery, and
For
city newspapers,
newspapers, to
to be
be filed,
filed, bound,
preserved for the use of the office,
office,
bound, and preserved
city
four
dollars.
thousand dollars.
four thousand
of
commissioner
of commissioner
Office
Commissioner of Pensions:
the Commissioner
of the
Office of
of pensions;
pensions;
of
For
stationery,
engraving,
and
retouching
plates
for
bounty
land
warland
bounty
for
plates
retouching
For stationery, engraving, and
rants,
binding the
same, office
office furniture,
furniture, and repairing the same, and
the same,
and binding
rants, and
filed,
newspapers, to be filed,
miscellaneous
including two city daily newspapers,
items, including
miscellaneous items,
bound, and
of the
twelve thousand dollars.
office, twelve
the office,
use of
the use
for the
preserved for
and preserved
bound,
Office
of
Office of
Office
of the
the Commissioner
of Public Buildings:
Commissioner of
Office of
commissioner of
For
stationery,
plans,
drawings,
and
other
contingent
expenses
of
his
bilinngs.
publici
his
public
buildings.
of
expenses
For stationery, plans, drawings, and other contingent
office,
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
office, five
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SurveyorsGeneral and
and their
or
- For
Cleks. —F
their Clerks.
Surveyors-genSurveyors-General
Surveyors-general
veyor-general of
Wisconsin and Iowa, and the
of Wisconsin
veyor-general
their
and their
eral and
clerks.
clerksthousand
six hundred and twenty-one dollars.

1864.

compensation of
the sursurof the
compensation
clerks in his office, seven
seven

thousand six hundred and twenty-one dollars.
For
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of Oregon,
the clerks
and the
Oregon, and
of the
compensation of
For compensation
in
eight thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred dollars.
office, eight
his office,
in his
For
surveyor-general of
of California
Nevada,
and Nevada,
California and
the surveyor-general
of the
compensation of
For compensation
and
office, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
his office,
in his
clerks in
the clerks
and the
For compensation
compensation of
of the
Washington Territory,
Territory,
of Washington
surveyor-general of
the surveyor-general
For
and the
in his
eight thousand
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
thousand eight
office, eight
his office,
clerks in
the clerks
and
For compensation
compensation of
surveyor-general of New Mexico, and the
the surveyor-general
of the
For
clerks in
in his
his office,
office, four
dollars.
thousand dollars.
four thousand
clerks
For compensation
of translator
translator in
the office
office of
surveyor-general of
the surveyor-general
of the
in the
compensation of
For
New Mexico,
Mexico, five
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
New
For compensation
of the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
Nebraska,
and Nebraska,
Kansas and
of Kansas
compensation of
For
and the
the clerks
clerks in
in his
his office,
office, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
and
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
and the
clerks
the clerks
Minnesota, and
of Minnesota,
For
in his
office, eight
three hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand three
eight thousand
his office,
in
For compensation
compensation of
the surveyor-general
of the
ColnTerritories of Colothe Territories
surveyor-general of
of the
For
rado and
and the
clerks in
office, seven thousand dollars.
in his office,
the clerks
Utah, and
and Utah,
rado
For compensation
compensation of the
surveyor-general of'the Territory of Dakota,
the surveyor-general
For
and the
six thousand
thousand dollars.
office, six
his office,
in his
clerks in
the clerks
and
For compensation
surveyor-general of the Territory of Arizona,
Arizona,
the surveyor-general
compensation of the
For
and the
clerks in his office, seven thousand dollars.
the clerks
and
For compensation
of the
the surveyor-general
of the Territory of Idaho,
surveyor-general of
compensation of
For
and the
the clerks
in his
his office,
thousand five
five hundred dollars.
six thousand
office, six
clerks in
and
For compensation
compensation of recorder of land-titles
land-titles in Missouri,
Missouri, five hundred
For
dollars.
For
compensation of
clerks in
in the
the offices
offices of
'of the surveyors-general,
surveyors-general,
of clerks
For compensation
to
be apportioned
apportioned to
them according
exigencies of the public serto the exigencies
according to
to them
to be
the
employed in transcribing field-notes
field-notes of surveyors, for the
vice, and to be employed
purpose of
preserving them
them at
at the
seat of
of government,
government, ten thousand dolthe seat
of preserving
purpose
lars.
Oregon, fuel, books, stationery,
For rent
rent of
surveyor-general's office in Oregon,
of surveyor-general's
For
and
incidental expenses, including pay of messenger, five hundred
other incidental
and other
dollars.
For
Tent of
surveyor-general's office
office in California, fuel, books, stationof surveyor-general's
For rent
ery,
messenger, six thouand other incidental expenses, including pay of messenger,
ery, and
sand dollars.
For
for the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Washington
Washington Territory,
Territory, fuel,
office-rent for
For office-rent
books,
stationery, and other incidental expenses, one thousand six hunbooks, stationery,
dred
dollars.
dred dollars.
For office-rent
of the
surveyor-general of Kansas and Nebraska, fuel,
the surveyor-general
office-rent of
For
and incidental
incidental expenses, one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
and
For rent
of surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office in the Territory of Dakota, fuel,
rent of
For
books, stationery,
stationery, and
expenses, five hundred dollars.
incidental expenses,
other incidental
and other
books,
For rent
rent of
surveyor-general's office in the Territory of Arizona,
of surveyor-general's
For
stationery, and other incidental expenses, three thousand
thousand dolfuel, books, stationery,
lars.
For
surveyor-general's office in the Territory of Idaho, fuel,
of surveyor-general's
rent of
For rent
books, stationery,
incidental expenses,
expenses, three thousand dollars.
and other incidental
stationery, and
books,
expenses
Expenses
Courts of
the United
United States.
defraying the expenses
- For defraying
States. —
of the
of Courts
Expenses of
Expenses of
courts of
including
of the supreme, circuit, and district courts of the United States, including
of'the
of the
the
courtts
United States,
States,
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; also,
jurors and
witnesses, in aid
aid of the
and witnesses,
for jurors
also, for
the
safe-keeping of
safekeep;ng
the fiscal
prisoners,
arisingg from fines,
funds
prisoners, and
funds arisin
fines, penalties,
penalties, and forfeitures
forfeitures incurred in the
fiscal
er
prosecution
prosecution
of
year
ending
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
and sixty-five,
previous
and
sixty-five,
and
hundred
eighteen
thirtieth,
June
ending
year
of
Primeution
crime.
years;
expenses of suits in which the
defraying the expenses
for defraying
likewise for
and likewise
years; and
United States
prosecutions for offences
offences committed
concerned, and of prosecutions
are concerned,
States are
United
against
the United
United States, and for the safe-keeping
safe-keeping of prisoners, five hunagainst the
dred
dred thousand dollars.
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War Department.—
compensation of
the Secretary
War, AssistWar DepartDepartAssist- War
of War,
Secretary of
of the
For compensation
Department.- For
War
ant
War, solicitor,
clerk, and
and the
the clerks,
clerks, messenger,
ment
messenger, 'neut.
chief clerk,
solicitor, chief
of War,
Secretaries of
ant Secretaries
assistant
messengers, and
and laborer
laborer in
his office,
sixty-six thousand
thousand three
three
office, sixty-six
in his
assistant messengers,
hundred and
eighty dollars.
and eighty
hundred
For
clerks and
messengers in
in the
the office
office of the Offiee ofadof adand messengers
the clerks
of the
compensation of
For compensation
adjutant-general,
hundred and
hundred jutant-general;
jutant-general;
nine hundred
thousand nine
twenty-three thousand
and twenty-three
two hundred
adjutant-general, two

and twenty
dollars.
twenty dollars.
and
For compensation
compensation of
messengers, and
quartermasof quartermasand of
assistant messengers,
messengers, assistant
clerks, messengers,
the clerks,
of the
For
laborers,
of the
three hundred
and tergeneral;
ter-general;
hundred and
quartermaster-general, three
the quartermaster-general,
office of
the office
in the
laborers, in
ninety thousand
and sixty
dollars.
sixty dollars.
hundred and
one hundred
thousand one
ninety
For compensation
of the
the clerks
clerks and
messengers in
in the
of the
the ofpaymasterof 1)vflusteroffice of
the office
and messengers
compensation of
For
general;
paymaster-general,
two hundred
fifty-five thousand
hundredgeneral;
thousand two hundred
and fifty-five
hundred and
paymaster-general, two
dollars.
For
compensation of
the clerks,
and laborers
the office
office of commissaryin the
laborers in
messenger, and
clerks, messenger,
of the
For compensation
ne r a
of
eighty-five thousand
six hundred
hundred and
and forty
general;
l;
forty ge
thousand six
commissary-general, eighty-five
the commissary-general,
of the
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the clerks,
messenger, and
and laborer
laborer in
in the
office of
of of
of surgeonsurgeonthe office
clerks, messenger,
For
the
surgeon-general,
forty-three
thousand
eight
hundred
and
forty
dolgeneral;
general;
dolforty
and
hundred
eight
thousand
forty-three
the surgeon-general,
lars.
For compensation
the clerks,
messengers, and
laborer in
office of chief engiengithe office
in the
and laborer
clerks, messengers,
of the
compensation of
For
of
engineer, twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand
and eighty
neer ;
eighty neer;
hundred and
eight htindred
thousand eight
chief engineer,
the chief
of the
dollars.
dollars.
For
of the
the clerks
messenger in
in the
the office
office of
of the
colonel of
of
the of colonel
and messenger
clerks and
compensation of
For compensation
colonel of
ordnance, one
one hundred
seventy-two thousand
and forty
forty ordnance.
thousand and
and seventy-two
hundred and
of ordnance,
colonel
dollars.
Contingent e
Department.
WarSecretary
the
of
Expenses
Contingent
Contingent Expenses
Office
of the
of the
War
Department.
of War:
Contingent
penses.
Office of SecSeceffice
Office of the Secretary of War:
For
stationery, labor,
maps, extra
extra clerk-hire,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous retary
retary of War;
clerk-hire, and
books, maps,
labor, books,
For stationery,
items,
twenty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
items, twenty
of adjutantOffice of
of the
the Adjutant-General:
Adjutant-General:
Office
For stationery
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, fifteen
thousand dollars. general; general;
fifteen thousand
stationery and
For
ofquartermasOffice of
of the
of quartermasQuartermaster-General:
the Quartermaster-General:
Office
For
stationery
and
miscellaneous
items,
fifteen
thousand
dollars.
ter-general;
ter-general;
dollars.
thousand
fifteen
items,
miscellaneous
and
For stationery
of paymasterOffice of
the Paymaster-General:
Paymaster-General:
paymasterof the
Office
For
stationery and
and miscellaneous
items, six
six thousand
dollars.
general;
general;
thousand dollars.
miscellaneous items,
For stationery
Office
Commissary-General:
of commissarycommissary
the Commissary-General:
of the
Office of
general;
For
of office
hire of
of watchmen,
miscellaneousgeneral;
and miscellaneous
watchmen, and
and hire
office and
rent of
stationery, rent
For stationery,
items,
fifteen thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
items, fifteen
of chief engiOffice of
Engineer:
Chief Engineer:
the Chief
of the
Office
For stationery
stationery and
and miscellaneous
three thousand
hundred neer;
five hundred
thousand five
items, three
miscellaneous items,
For
dollars.
dollars.
ofsurgeonOffice of
Surgeon-General:
of surgeonthe Surgeon-General:
of the
Office
For
and miscellaneous
items, including
of office,
office, ten general;
general;
rent of
including rent
miscellaneous items,
stationery and
For stationery
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Office of
the Colonel
Colonel of
of
of colonel of
Ordnance:
of Ordnance:
of the
Office
For
and miscellaneous
items, seven
seven thousand
thousand five
ordnance.
five hundred ordnance.
miscellaneous items,
stationery and
For stationery
dollars.
For
the general
general purposes
the Northwest
For Northwest exBuilding. - For
Executive Building.—
Northwest Executive
of the
purposes of
For the
ecutive
compensation of
of superintendent,
superintendent, four
four watchmen,
watchmen, and
ecutive building.
laborers of the building.
and two laborers
compensation
northwest
building, three
thousand eight
eight hundred and fifty
three thousand
executive building,
northwest executive
dollars.
dollars.
For labor,
labor, fuel,
light, and
dolthousand 'doltwenty thousand
items, twenty
miscellaneous items,
and miscellaneous
fuel, light,
For
lars.
lars.
Building corFor
the general
general purposes
purposes of
building corner
corner of
F and
and Seventeenth Building
of F
the building
of the
For the
ner Fand SevenStreets.—
compensation of
and two
two nr
F and
Sevenwatchmen, and
four watchmen,
of superintendent,
superintendent, four
For compensation
Streets. - For
teenth
streets;
laborers
said building,
building, three
three thousand
thousand eight
and fifty dollars.
hundred and
eight hundred
for said
laborers for
For
compensation of
of firemen,
miscellaneous items, six thouand miscellaneous
firemen, and
fuel, compensation
For fuel,
sand dollars.
corner F
Fand
and
For
the general
F and fifteenth corner
of F
corner of
building corner
the building
of the
purposes of
general purposes
For the
streets.
Fifteenth streets.
Fifteenth
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streets. —F
or superintendent,
superintendent, watchmen,
rent, fuel, lights, and miscelwatchmen, rent,
- For
streets.
laneous items,
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
items, fifteen
laneous
Navy Department.
Department.—
of the
the Secretary
the Navy,
Secretary of the
compensation of
For compensation
Navy
- For
Navy
DepartNavy Departme
ment.
Assistant Secretary
of the Navy, chief clerk, and the clerks, messenger,
Secretary of
Assistant
nt.
four
assistant messenger,
laborers in
forty-seven thousand
thousand four
office, forty-seven
his office,
in his
and laborers
messenger, and
assistant
hundred
hundred dollars.
For compensation of
chief of
of the
the bureau
bureau of
navy-yards and
and docks,
docks,
of navy-yards
the chief
Bureau
For compensation of the
Bureau of yards
and
engineer, chief
chief clerk,
clerks, messenger,
messenger, and
and laborers
laborers in his
clerk, clerks,
and docks;
civil engineer,
and the
the civil
office,
thousand two
hundred and
dollars.
forty dollars.
and forty
two hundred
nineteen thousand
office, nineteen
For compensation of
the chief
chief of
of the
bureau of
and recruitrecruitequipment and
of equipment
the bureau
For compensation of the
of equipment
equipment
chief clerk,
and the
clerks, messenger,
messenger, and
and laborer
in his office,
office, ten
ten
laborer in
the clerks,
clerk, and
ing, chief
recruiting; ing,
and recruiting;
thousand
seven hundred
forty dollars.
hundred and forty
thousand seven
For
compensation of
of the
of navigation,
chief clerk,
navigation, chief
bureau of
the bureau
chief of
the chief
of the
navigation;
For compensation
of navigation;
and the
clerks, messenger,
messenger, and
and laborer
laborer in
in his
his office,
nine thousand
eight
thousand eight
office, nine
the clerks,
and
hundred and
forty dollars.
and forty
hundred
For
of the
chief of
of the
the bureau
of ordnance,
ordnance, and the
bureau of
the chief
compensation of
For compensation
of ordnance;
assistant, chief
chief clerk,
clerks, draughtsman,
messenger, and laborers
laborers in his
draughtsman, messenger,
clerk, clerks,
assistant,
office, seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand two
hundred and
twenty dollars.
and twenty
two hundred
office,
For compensation
compensation of
the chief
chief of
of the
bureau of
construction and rereof construction
the bureau
of the
construction
For
of construction
and
pair,
clerks, draughtsman,
draughtsman, messenger,
messenger, and laborer in
the clerks,
clerk, and the
chief clerk,
pair, chief
repair;
and repair;
his
three hundred and forty dollars.
thousand three
sixteen thousand
office, sixteen
his office,
For
of the
the chief
of the
steam-engineering,
bureau of steam-engineering,
the bureau
chief of
compensation of
of steam-engiFor compensation
steam-engineering;
clerks, draughtsmen,
clerk, and the clerks
draughtsmen, messenger,
messenger, and
and laborer
laborer in his
chief clerk,
neering;
office,
ten thousand
hundred and forty dollars.
thousand seven hundred
office, ten
For
compensation of
of the
the chief
of the
the bureau
bureau of
of provisions
provisions and
and clothing,
clothing,
chief of
For compensation
of provisions
provisions
laborer, eighteen
chief clerk,
clerk, and
messenger, and laborer,
eighteen thousand
thousand
clerks, messenger,
and
and the clerks
chief
clothing;
and clothing;
seven hundred
forty dollars.
hundred and forty
seven
For
of the
the chief
chief of
of the
the bureau
medicine and
and surgery,
surgery,
of medicine
bureau of
compensation of
For compensation
of medicine
and
office, ten thousand
assistant, and
and the
the clerks,
messenger, and
thousand
laborer in his office,
and laborer
clerks, messenger,
assistant,
surgery;
and surgery;
five hundred
hundred and
dollars.
forty dollars.
and forty
five
Contingent Expenses
of the
the Navy
Department.
Navy Department.
Expenses of
Contingent
Contingent exContingent
Office
Secretary of the Navy:
Navy:
penses.
Office Secretary
Office of SecFor
stationery,
labor, newspapers,
newspapers, periodicals,
periodicals, and miscellaneous
items,
miscellaneous items,
labor,
stationery,
For
the
of
rectar
retary of the
three thousand
thousand four
dollars.
forty dollars.
and forty
hundred and
four hundred
three
Navy.
Bureau of
of Yards
Docks:
and Docks:
Yards and
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau of yards
For stationery,
drawings, and
and incidental
incidental labor, eight hundred
plans, drawings,
and docks;
stationery, plans,
For
dollars.
Bureau
of Equipment
and Recruiting:
Recruiting:
Equipment and
Bureau of
of equipment
and
hundred dollars.
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, five hundred
and recruiting;
recruiting;
For stationery
stationery and
Bureau of
Navigation:
of Navigation:
Bureau
of navigation;
For
and miscellaneous
hundred dollars.
miscellaneous items, eight hundred
stationery and
For stationery
Bureau
Ordnance:
of Ordnance:
Bureau of
of ordnance;
ordnance;
For stationery
stationery and
miscellaneous items, one thousand dollars.
and miscellaneous
For
Bureau
of Construction
Repair:
and Repair:
Construction and
Bureau of
of construction
and
For
stationery and miscellaneous
thousand dollars.
dollars.
miscellaneous items, one thousand
For stationery
and repair;
Bureau of
of Steam-Engineering:
Steam-Engineering:
Bureau
of steam-engineering;
For
stationery and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollatt.
For stationery
neering;
Bureau of Provisions
Provisions and
and Clothing:
Clothing:
of provisions
and
clothing;
miscellaneous items, one thousand
stationery and miscellaneous
thousand dollars.
For stationery
andclothing;
Bureau
Medicine and Surgery:
Surgery:
Bureau of Medicine
of medicine
and surgery.
surgery.
For stationery and miscellaneous
and
miscellaneous items, four hundred
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
Southwest
Purposes of the Southwest Executive Building.For the General
General Purposes
Building. —
For
exSouthwest executive building.
of the southwest
compensation of five watchmen
watchmen and
and two laborers
laborers of
southwest
ecutive building. For compensation
executive building,
three thousand
thousand nine hundred and sixty dollars.
building, three
executive
viz:For
expenses of said building, viz
:—
contingent expenses
For contingent
For
miscellaneous items, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
and miscellaneous
lights, and
fuel, lights,
labor, fuel,
For labor,
Post-Office
compensation of the Postmaster-GenPostmaster-GenPost-Office
Department.- For compensation
Post-Office Department.—
Post-Office Department.
eral,
Postmasters-General, chief clerk, and the clerks,
clerks,
assistant Postmasters-General,
eral, three assistant
partment.
messenger,
watchmen, and laborers
laborers of said departmessenger, assistant messengers, watchmen,
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rent,
two hundred
hundred and
twenty
and twenty
thousand two
fifty-eight thousand
and fifty-eight
hundred and
one hundred
pent, one
dollars.
For
twenty thousand
thousand
clerks, twenty
additional clerks,
of twenty-five
twenty-five additional
For compensation
compensation of
dollars.
Department.-For stationery, Contingent exof the Post-Office
Expenses
Contingent
fuelContingent
for the general
Expenses
post-office
of the Post-Office
building, including
Department.
fuel—forFor
thestationery,
auditor's benContingent
sert
sf
t
..-0.
'ene
fuel for the general post-office building, including fuel for the auditor's 1ensestofe
P O.
e
office, oil,
oil, gas,
gas, and
printing, repair of the general
general post-office Pa
candles, printing,
and candles,
office,
building,
glazing, painting,
whitewashing, and
keeping
for keeping
and for
painting, whitewashing,
furniture, glazing,
office furniture,
building, office
the
and furnaces
order; for
engineer, (for
steam-engine,)
(for steam-engine,)
for engineer,
in order;
furnaces in
the fireplaces
fireplaces and
laborers,
watchmen, repairs
repairs of
of furniture,
furniture, and
miscellaneous items,
items,
for miscellaneous
and for
laborers, watchmen,
thirty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thirty-five thousand
Department of
Agriculture. -— For
of the
of
the commissioner
commissioner Department of
compensation of
For compensation
of Agriculture.
Department
of agriculture,
agriculture, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, one
one clerk
the fourth
of agriculture.
agriculture.
clerks of
four clerks
class, four
fourth class,
of the
clerk of
of
the
class, four
four clerks
clerks of
the second
second class,
clerks of the first class,
class, six
six clerks
of the
the third
third class,
an
annual salary
of two
two sthousand
chemist at
dollars, aachemist
thousand dollars,
salary of
at an
an annual
entomologist at
an entomologist
an
salary of
thousand dollars,
dollars, an
an assistant
assistant chemist
an anchemist at an
of two
two thousand
an annual
annual salary
nual salary
salary of
fourteen hundred
annual
at an
an annual
a draughtsman
draughtsman at
dollars, a
hundred dollars,
of fourteen
nual
salary of
of fourteen
dollars, aa translator at an annual salary of
hundred dollars,
fourteen hundred
salary
twelve hundred
dollars, two
two messengers
messengers at an annual salary of six hunhundred dollars,
twelve
dred
dollars each,
two laborers
an annual
annual salary
salary of four hundred
hundred
at an
laborers at
and two
each, and
dred dollars
dollars
each, thirty-eight
thirty-eight thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
dollars each,
Contingencies.
miscel-- Contingencies.
For contingencies,
contingencies, viz:viz :— For
For stationery,
stationery, wood,
coal, gas, and miscel
wood, coal,
For
laneous
items, three
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
three thousand
laneous items,
For
statistics and
information for
for reports, twenty Agricultural
and information
agricultural statistics
collecting agricultural
For collecting
thousand dollars.
dollars.
statistics.
statistics.
thousand
For
furniture, viz:
hundred doland stoves, eight hundred
desks, and
Carpets, desks,
viz: Carpets,
For furniture,
lars.
and
For
the purchase
Library and
a library and laboratory, four thousand dollars.
of a
purchase of
For the
For
purchase and
and distribution
distribution of
of new
and valuable
valuable seeds,
for labor
ab
so
e
r
e
a
d
t
s
or
y
s
laboratory.
and for
labor 1
seeds, and
new and
For purchase
fifty-four thousand
in
seed-bags, and bagging, fifty-four
thousand dollars.
dollars.
up seeds, seed-bags,
putting up
in putting
For compensation
compensation of
of superintendent
superintendent of
of seed-room,
coman annual
annual comat an
seed-room, at
For
pensation of
of sixteen
dollars, and
two clerks
clerks of
first class,
class,
the first
of the
for two
and for
hundred dollars,
sixteen hundred
pensation
four thousand
thousand dollars.
lour
For
gum, packing-paper,
packing-paper, and
and
coal, gum,
viz: coal,
of seed-room,
seed-room, viz:
contingencies of
For contingencies
miscellaneous items,
items, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
miscellaneous
For
garden, for
for propagation
and distribution
of valuable
Plants
Plants and
valuable cuttings.
distribution of
propagation and
propagating garden,
For propagating
plants, cuttings,
propagat- cuttings.
viz: For labor, for repair of old propagat& shrubs, viz:
cuttings, &
plants,
ing
propagating house,
rebuilding shop,
of
shop, and for purchase of
house, rebuilding
house, new
new propagating
ing house,
trees,
and bulbs,
thousand eight hundred
dollars:
hundred dollars:
ten thousand
bulbs, ten
vines, and
cuttings, vines,
trees, cuttings,
Provided,
That such
cuttings, vines,
and bulbs
so purchased,
purchased, or
or Trees, plants,
bulbs so
vines, and
such trees,
trees, cuttings,
Provided, That
adaptbe adapt&c., to be
which shall
shall be
propagated, shall be such as are adapted to general
be propagated,
which
cu
t
i
o
eiir
.
general
ed to
f h r aculti- ST,
vation and
and to
of horticulture
vation
to promote
promote the
the general
general interest
interest of
horticulture and
and agriculture
agriculture itzzal
cultivation.
throughout
the United
States.
United States.
throughout the
Experimental
For experimental
on reservation
number two, viz: For Experimental
reservation number
garden on
experimental garden
For
a garden.
garden.
salary
foreman and
and laborers,
thousand dollars; for keep of a
three thousand
laborers, three
of foreman
salary of
horse and
and stable,
stable, and
and for
seeds, manure,
manure, tools, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
for seeds,
horse
thousand dollars.
two thousand
Mint
the United
United States
at Philadelphia.
—For
salaries of
Philaof the Mint at PhilaFor salaries
Philadelphia.States at
of the
Mint of
director,
treasurer, assayer,
melter and
and refiner,
chief coiner
coiner and
delphia.
and engraver, delphia.
refiner, chief
assayer, melter
director, treasurer,
assistant
assayer, and
seven clerks,
clerks, twenty-six
hundred
thousand four hundred
twenty-six thousand
and seven
assistant assayer,
dollars.
dollars.
For
workmen and
hundred and twenty-five
and adjusters, one hundred
of workmen
For wages
wages of
thousand dollars.
For specimens
specimens of
be. preserved
of the
the mint,
cabinet of
in the cabinet
preserved in
to be
coins to
of coins
For
dollars.
three hundred
hundred dollars.
Branch at San
Branch
at San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California.
California.-— For salaries of superin- Branch
Mint at
Branch Mint
Franclsco.'
tendent,
treasurer, assayer,
assayer, melter and
and refiner, coiner, and six clerks, Francisco
tendent, treasurer,
thirty
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
thirty thousand
of workmen
workmen and adjusters, one hundred and fifty thousand
For wages
wages of
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
and
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For incidental
and contingent
repairs, and
fifty
wastage, fifty
and wastage,
expenses, repairs,
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Assay office,
Assay
Office, New
New York..-For
York. —For salaries
of superintendent,
superintendent, assayer,
salaries of
Assay Office,
office,
Assay
New
York.
and melter
and refiner,
assistant assayer,
clerks, twenty-three
twenty-three
and clerks,
officers, and
assayer, officers,
refiner, assistant
and
melter and
New York.
thousand seven
hundred dollars.
dollars.
seven hundred
thousand
For wages
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thirty-five thousand
of workmen,
workmen, thirty-five
wages of
For
For incidental
and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, twenty thousand dollars.
incidental and
For
Branch-mint
at
Branch
Mint at
at Denver.—
refiner,
superintendent, assayer, melter, refiner,
For superintendent,
Denver.- For
Branch Mint
Branch-mint at
coiner, and clerks, twelve thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
Denver.
For
eighty
and eighty
hundred and
one hundred
thousand one
twenty-six thousand
workmen, twenty-six
of workmen,
wages of
For wages
nine
nine dollars.
For
expenses, five
thousand dollars.
five thousand
contingent expenses,
and contingent
incidental and
For incidental
For
salary of
of treasurer,
treasurer, acting
acting as
as assistant
treasurer of the
assistant treasurer
additional salary
For additional
United
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
States, five
United States,
For
to assistant
treasurer, one
one thousand eight hundred
assistant treasurer,
of clerk
clerk to
salary of
For salary
dollars.
dollars.
For
and vault,
including freight,
freight, five
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
vault, including
safe and
For safe
For
assistant treasurer
treasurer from November
November twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
of assistant
salary of
For salary
hundred
and sixty-two,
hundred and sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
to June
June thirtieth,
sixty-two, to
hundred and
eight hundred
five dollars
dollars and
cents.
fifty-five cents.
and fifty-five
and five
hundred and
eight
For salary
salary of
of clerk
from March
March first
eighteen hunJune thirtieth, eighteen
first to June
clerk from
For
dred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, six
dollars.
hundred dollars.
six hundred
dred
Governments
in
Governments in
the territories.
New
Mexico.
New MIexico.

Utah.

Washington.
Washington.

Nebraska.
Nebraska.

Colorado.
Colorado.

GOVERNMENTS IN
IN THE
TERRITORIES.
THE TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENTS
Territory of
New Mexico.Mexico. —F
or salaries
of governor,
governor, chief-justice
chief-justice
salaries of
For
of New
Territory
and two
two associate
judges, and
secretary, twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
and secretary,
associate judges,
and
For contingent
expenses of
of said territory, one thousand
thousand dollars.
For
contingent expenses
For interpreter
hundred
translator in the executive office, five hundred
and translator
interpreter and
For
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation and
and mileage
mileage of
the members
members of
the legislative
of the
of the
For
contingent expenses
assembly,
officers, clerks, and contingent
expenses of the assembly,
assembly,
assembly, officers,
twenty-two
thousand nine hundred and eighty dollars.
twenty-two thousand
Territory
qf Utah.
Utah.—
chief-justice, two asso- For salaries of governor, chief-justice,
Territory of
ciate
judges, and
and secretary,
secretary, twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
ciate judges,
For
expenses of the territory, one thousand five hundred
contingent expenses
For contingent
dollars.
dollars.
For
compensation and
assemmileage 9f the members of the legislative assemand mileage
For compensation
bly, officers,
clerks, and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the general
general assembly, ten
officers, clerks,
bly,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Territory
of Washington.-For
Washington.—For salaries
salaries of governor, chief-justice,
chief-justice,
Territory of
two associate
associate judges,
judges, and secretary,
secretary, twelve thousand five hundred
hundred doltwo
lars.
contingent expenses
expenses of said territory, one thousand five hundred
hundred
For contingent
dollars.
legislative asFor
and mileage of the members of the legislative
compensation and
For compensation
sembly,
officers, clerks,
clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the assembly, twenty
sembly, officers,
thousand
thousand dollars.
Territory of
of Nebraska.
or salaries
governor, chief-justice
and
chief-justice and
of governor,
salaries of
For
Nebraska.-—F
Territory
two
associate judges,
secretary, ten thousand five hundred dollars.
judges, and secretary,
two associate
For contingent
expenses of
of said territory, one thousand dollars.
contingent expenses
For
For compensation
compensation and
members of the legislative
of the members
and mileage of
For
assembly, officers,
officers, clerks, and contingent expenses of the assembly,
assembly,
assembly,
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
Territory of
Colorado.—
For salaries
governor and
and superintendent
superintendent
of governor
salaries of
- For
of Colorado.
Territory
of Indian
Indian affairs,
judges, and secretary.
secretary.
associate judges,
two associate
chief-justice and two
affairs, chief-justice
of
hundred dollars.
seven hundred
thousand seven
nine thousand
For contingent
expenses of said
said territory, one thousand dollars.
contingent expenses
For
For
compensation and mileage
mileage of the members of the legislative
For compensation
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assembly, officers,
expenses of the assembly, fifcontingent expenses
and contingent
clerks, and
officers, clerks,
assembly,
teen
teen thousand dollars.
Territory
— For salaries
salaries of governor and superintendent
superintendent
Nevada.-For
of Nevada.
Territory of
of
Indian affairs,
two associate
associate judges, and secretary,
and two
chief-justice and
affairs, chief-justice
of Indian
nine thousand
thousand seven
hundred dollars.
seven hundred
nine
For contingent
of said territory, one thousand dollars.
expenses of
contingent expenses
For
For compensation
and mileage
legislative
mileage of the members of the legislative
compensation and
For
assembly,
officers,
clerks,
and
contingent expenses
expenses of the assembly,
and contingent
clerks,
officers,
assembly,
twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Territory
Dakota. —
For salaries
governor and superintendent
superintendent
salaries of governor
- For
of Dakota.
Territory of
of
affairs, chief-justice
chief-justice and
and two
secretary,
and secretary,
judges, and
associate judges,
two associate
Indian affairs,
of Indian
nine thousand
seven hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand seven
nine
For
expenses of
thousand dollars.
territory, one thousand
the territory,
of the
contingent expenses
For contingent
For
and mileage
legislative
mileage of the members of the legislative
compensation and
For compensation
assembly,
clerks, and
expenses of the assembly,
and contingent expenses
officers, clerks,
assembly, officers,
fourteen
thousand dollars.
fourteen thousand
Territory
of Arizona.
salaries of
of governor,
chief-justice and
and
governor, chief-justice
For salaries
Arizona.-— For
Territory of
dollars.
two
associate
judges,
and
secretary,
twelve
dollars.
thousand
twelve
secretary,
and
judges,
two associate
For contingent
the territory,
territory, one
one thousand dollars.
of the
expenses of
contingent expenses
For
For interpreter
interpreter and
and translator
executive office, five hundred
the executive
in the
translator in
For
dollars.
For
compensation and
and mileage
the members
members of
legislative
the legislative
of the
of the
mileage of
For compensation
assembly,
officers,
clerks,
and
contingent
expenses
of
the
assembly,
assembly,
the
of
expenses
contingent
and
clerks,
officers,
assembly,
twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty thousand
Territory of
of Idaho.
— For salaries
of governor,
governor, chief-justice
chief-justice and two
salaries of
Idaho.--For
Territory
dollars.
associate
judges,
and
secretary,
twelve
thousand
thousand
twelve
secretary,
and
associate judges,
For
expenses of
territory, one thousand dollars.
the territory,
of the
contingent expenses
For contingent
legislative asFor
mileage of
of the
the members
of the legislative
members of
and mileage
compensation and
For compensation
sembly,
and contingent
expenses of
assembly, twenty
the assembly,
of the
contingent expenses
clerks, and
officers, clerks,
sembly, officers,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Territory
of Idaho.--For
ldaho. — For the
the fiscal
year ending
June thirtieth, eigheighending June
fiscal year
Territory of
teen
hundred and
and sixty-four:-sixty-four:—
teen hundred
For salary
chief-justice and
associate judges, and
and two associate
governor, chief-justice
of governor,
salary of
For
secretary, twelve
twelve thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
secretary,
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the territory, one thousand dollars.
For contingent
legislative asFor
compensation
and
mileage
of
the members
members of the legislative
of the
mileage
and
compensation
For
sembly,
clerks, and
and contingent
expenses of
assembly, twenty
the assembly,
of the
contingent expenses
officers, clerks,
sembly, officers,
thousand
thousand dollars.
JUDICIARY.
JUDICIARY.
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Nevada.
Nevada.

Dakota.
Dakota.

Arizona.
Arizona.

Idaho.
Idaho.

Judiciary.

Office
General. —For
Attorney-Gen- Attorney-GenAttorney-Gensalaries of the Attorney-Gen-For salaries
Attorney-General.
the Attorneyof the
Office of
eral,
Assistant Attorney-General,
and the
the clerks and messenger in his era's
eral'S office
Attorney-General, and
eral, Assistant
office
twenty thousand
thousand three hundred dollars.
office, twenty
Contingent expenses
Attorney-General, nameof the Attorney-General,
office of
the office
of the
expenses of
Contingent

ly
:—
ly:miscellaneous items, three
FA fuel,
fuel, labor,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, and miscellaneous
labor, furniture,
For
thousand dollars.
thousand
For
and necessary
books for the office of the Attorneynecessary books
law and
of law
purchase of
For purchase
General, two
hundred and fifty dollars.
two hundred
General,
Land-claims in
For
legal assistance
and other
other necessary
expenditures in
in
in the disposal Land-claims
necessary expenditures
assistance and
For legal
of private
private land-claims
in California,
thousand dollars.
California.
dollars.
ten thousand
California, ten
land-claims in
of
For
other extraordinary
expenses of California landextraordinary expenses
and other
special and
For special
claims,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
claims, ten
of
Justices
of the
the Supreme
Court of
States. -— For salaries Justices of
United States.
the United
of the
Supreme Court
Justices of
hunfivecourt.
of
chief-justice and
associate justices, sixty thousand five
hull_ supreme
supreme court.
and nine associate
the chief-justice
of the
dred dollars.
dred
For travelling
expenses of
of the
judge assigned to the tenth circuit for
the judge
travelling expenses
For
attending
supreme court
court of the United States, one thousand
of supreme
session of
attending session
dollars.
xm. PUB.
14
PUB.-— 14
voL. XII.
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For salaries
the district
district judges
of the
the United
States, one
one hundred
hundred
For
salaries of
of the
judges of
United States,
and eighteen
eighteen thousand
and fifty
fifty dollars.
and
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
dollars.
Courts in
in DisFor salaries
salaries of
the chief-justice
chief-justice of
the supreme
supreme court of the
District
the District
For
of the
of the
trict of
Columbia. Of
trict
of Columbia.
of Columbia, the associate
associate judges, and judge of the orphans' court, fourteen thousand
hundred dollars.
five hundred
dollars.
teen
thousand five
For salary
salary of
of the
reporter
of the
the decisions
Reporter of dedeof
decisions of
of the
the supreme
supreme court
court of
of
For
the
reporter
cisiolls
cis ions..
the United States, one thousand three hundred dollars.
For compensation
of the
the district
district attorneys,
nineteen thousand
two hunhunthousand two
attorneys, nineteen
District
attor- For
compensation of
ne

District judges.

neys.

y.

dred
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dred and
dollars.

For compensation
marshals, eleven
hundred dollars.
dollars.
eleven thousand
thousand six
six hundred
of the
the marshals,
For
compensation of
independent
salaries of
of the
the
assistant treasurers
treasurers of
- For
For salaries
of the
the assistant
Independent Treasury.
Treasury.—
treasury.
treasury.
United States at New
sixteen
United
New York,
York, Boston, Charleston,
Charleston, and
and St. Louis, sixteen
thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand five
For additional
salary of
of the
the treasurer
the mint
mint at
at Philadelphia,
one
For
additional salary
treasurer of
of the
Philadelphia, one
thousand dollars.
For additional
of the
mint at
at New
OrFor
additional salary
salary of
the treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the branch
branch mint
New Orleans, five
hundred dollars.
leans,
five hundred
dollars.
messengers in office
For salaries
salaries of the
the clerks
clerks and
and messengers
office of assistant treastreasure[r]
eight thousand
thousand one
hundred dollars.
one hundred
dollars.
ure[r] at
at Boston,
Boston, eight
treasurer of the
For salaries
salaries of clerks
clerks and messenger
messenger in
in office
office of
of the treasurer
thirteen thousand
hundred dollars.
mint as
as depositary, thirteen
thousand eight hundred
dollars.
clerks, messengers,
porter in office
office of
of
For salaries of
of clerks,
messengers, watchmen,
watchmen, and
and porter
assistant treasurer
treasurer at
at New
York, seventy-three
seventy-three thousand
thousand six
six hundred
assistant
New York,
hundred doldollars.
For salaries of
of chief clerk
clerk and teller,
teller, to
to act as
as assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer in the
the
absence of the treasurer, assistant teller, book-keeper, assistant
assistant book-keeper,
absence
book-keeper,
messenger, and
watchmen, in the office
messenger,
and four watchmen,
office of
of the
the sub-treasury
sub-treasury at Saint
Saint
Louis,
nine thousand
seven hundred
dollars.
Louis, nine
thousand seven
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
90..
For salaries of additional clerks, under act of August sixth, eighteen
1846, ch. 90
eighteen
Vol. ix. p. 59.
hundred and forty-six, for the better organization
organization of
Vol.
x. p. 59. hundred
of the
the treasury, at such
such
rates as the
the secretary
secretary may
may deem
deem just and reasonable,
reasonable, ten
ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
Designated
dedepositaries, under act of August sixth,
Designated deFor compensation
compensation to designated depositaries,
sixth,
positaries.
positanres.
eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-six,
safe-keeping, transfer
forty-six, for the
the collection, safe-keeping,
transfer
disbursement of
thousand dollars.
and disbursement
of the
the public
public revenue,
revenue, eight thousand
dollars.
Special
Special agents.
agents.
For compensation
compensation to special agents under act of sixth
sixth of August, eigheighhundred and forty-six,
teen hundred
forty-six, eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For salaries
nine supervising
and fifty
fifty local
local inspectors,
inspectors, appointed
Inspectors of
For
salaries of
of nine
supervising and
appointed ununsteamboats.
steamboats.
der act thirtieth August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-two, for the better pro1852, ch. 106.
106
tection of
lives of
passengers by
by steamboats,
with travelling
travelling and
other
and other
steamboats, with
of passengers
the lives
of the
p. 61. tectiQn
Vo8.x.
Vol.
x. p.
expenses incurred
incurred by them, twenty-five thousand dollars.
For contingent expenses
expenses under the act of sixth August, eighteen hundred and
and forty-six,
forty-six, for
the collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
dred
for the
safe-keeping, transfer,
transfer, and
and disbursedisbursement of the public revenue,
revenue, in addition to premium which may be received
drafts: Provided,
part of
said sum
sum shall
be expended
expended
on transfer
transfer drafts:
Provided, That
That no
no part
of said
shall be
clerical services,
services, one hundred
for clerical
hundred and ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Expenses of
expenses in carrying into
effect the several
several acts of
bf conFor necessary
necessary expenses
into effect
contreasury
treasury notes.
notes. gress authorizing loans
loans and
and the issue
issue of
of treasury notes,
notes, one
one million dollars.
Commissioners
Commissioners
Insurrectionary Districts.
- For
Commissioners of Direct
Direct Taxes in
in Insurrectionary
Districts. —For
of direct taxes,
compensation
of
thirty-three commissioners,
commissioners, at
at three
three thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each,
each,
ofcdirct
taxes,
compensation
of thirty-three
&c.
and eleven clerks at twelve hundred dollars each, one hundred and twelve
twelve
thousand two
hundred dollars.
thousand
two hundred
For contingent expenses, forty thousand dollars,
Public buildbandPublic Buildings
- For
For compensation
to the
the laborer
laborer in
Public
Buildings and
and Grounds.
Grounds.—
compensation to
in
it, fp and
grounds. charge
ings
andgrounds.
water-closets in the capitol, four hundred and thirty-eight
charge of the water-closets
thirty-eight
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of four laborers
laborers in capitol, two thousand four hundred
dred dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation to the public
public gardener, one thousand four hundred
and
forty dollars.
dollars.
and forty
Marshals.

Independent
Independent
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Public buildbuildFor compensation
compensation of
and twenty-one
twenty-one laborers
in the
Public
the gs
employed in
laborers employed
foreman and
of aaforeman
For
and grounds.
public
grounds,
thirteen
thousand
four
hundred
dollars.
ingsandgreuiAs.
in
dollars.
hundred
four
thousand
public grounds, thirteen
For
compensation of
the keeper
keeper of
Capitol square,
western gate, Capitol
the western
of the
of the
For compensation
eight
and seventy-six
seventy-six dollars.
hundred and
eight hundred
For
compensation of
of two
two day
day watchmen
watchmen employed
in the Capitol
Capitol square,
employed in
For compensation
one
thousand two
hundred dollars.
two hundred
one thousand
For
compensation of
two night
employed at the President's
watchmen employed
night watchmen
of two
For compensation
house,
one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars.
two hundred
house, one
For compensation
compensation of
the doorkeeper
the President's
house, six hunPresident's house,
at the
doorkeeper at
of the
For
dred dollars.
dollars.
dred
the President's
President's house,
house, six
six
at the
doorkeeper at
assistant doorkeeper
For
compensation of assistant
For compensation
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
For
one night
night watchman
at the
public stables and carthe public
watchman at
of one
compensation of
For compensation
penters' shops
south of
of the
capitol, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
the capitol,
shops south
penters'
For compensation
watchman in
two, six hundred
number two,
reservation number
in reservation
of watchman
compensation of
For

dollars.
dollars.
Bridges.
For
of two
two draw-keepers
draw-keepers at
the two
the Bridges.
two bridges across the
at the
compensation of
For compensation
thousand
eastern
branch
of
the
Potomac,
and
for
fuel,
oil,
and
lamps,
one
thousand
lamps,
and
oil,
fuel,
for
and
eastern branch of the Potomac,
one
and eighty
eighty dollars.
hundred and
one hundred
of
For
the House of
hall of the
old hall
the old
under the
furnace-keeper under
of furnace-keeper
compensation of
For compensation
Representatives,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
six hundred
Representatives, six
For compensation
furnace-keeper at
the President's
President's house, six hunat the
of furnace-keeper
compensation of
For
dred
dollars.
dred dollars.
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
and other
necessary expenses
expenses of the Metropolitan
other necessary
salaries and
For salaries
Police. - For
Metropolitan Police.—
olice.
police.
ten P
metropolitan
police for
for the
the District
hundred and ten
District of Columbia, one hundred
metropolitan police
thousand
dollars; and
said metropolitan
metropolitan force, officers,
of said
compensation of
the compensation
and the
thousand dollars;
police
of police
Pay of
and clerks
clerks be,
be, and
same is
is hereby,
increased fifty
per centum,
centum, corncom- Pay
fifty per
hereby, increased
the same
and the
and
nereased fifty
fifty
increased
mencing
on
the
first
of
July,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-four,
said
increase
i
and
hundred
eighteen
July,
of
mencing on the first
er cent.
Epense, how
to
be borne
by the
the cities
of Washington
Washington and
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and
county P Expense,
the county
and the
cities of
borne by
to be
obe apportioned.
of
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in the
the proportion
t
proportion equal to the tobeapportioned.
District of
in the
Washington, in
of Washington,
to
number
of
patrolmen
allotted
severally
to
the
city
of
Washington,
the
Washington,
of
city
number of patrolmen allotted severally to the
city of
of Georgetown,
Georgetown, and
and the
the county
county of
of Washington
Washington beyond
beyond the limits of
of
city
Washington
said cities.
the corporation
authorities of said cities of Washington
corporation authorities
And the
cities. And
said
and Georgetown,
court of
of said
said county
and they
they are herebe, and
county be,
levy court
the levy
and the
Georgetown, and
and
therefor.
exceeding
not
tax
a
by,
authorized
and
empowered
a
special
exceeding one
one Tax therefor.
levy
to
empowered
and
by, authorized
aforesaid.
purpose
quarter
of
one
per
centum
aforesaid.
the
for
quarter of one per centum
Capitol
police.
Capitol police.
For deficiency
deficiency of
appropriation for
for the
capitol police, under the act of 1854,
the capitol
of appropriation
For
ch. 52.
26.
p.
x.
Vol.
expended
April
twenty-second,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-four,
expended
be
to
fifty-four,
Vol.
x.
p.
276.
and
hundred
April twenty-second, eighteen
under the
the direction
buildings, to be paid
public buildings,
of public
commissioner of
the commissioner
of the
direction of
under
seventy-four dollars
only to
to loyal
loyal men,
men, four
thousand three
three hundred
and seventy-four
hundred and
four thousand
only
and
cents.
eighty-four cents.
and eighty-four
For salary
salary of
the District
Columbia, sixteen
sixteen hunDistrict of Columbia,
in the
jail in
of jail
warden of
of warden
For
dred
dred dollars.
Office
of
treasof treOffice
SEE. 2.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
office of the treas- urer
the office
And be
2. And
SEc.
.reorganized.
urer of
United States
States be
be reorganized, under the direction of the U' reorganiz'd
the United
of the
urer
Secretary
of the
Treasury, so
to authorize
employment of the
authorize the employment
as to
so as
the Treasury,
Secretary of
officers
and clerks,
clerks, and
and with
annual salaries hereinafter specified,
with the annual
officers and
viz :—
viz:
Assistant treastrcasOne assistant
assistant treasurer,
with a
salary of
dollars. Assistant
hundred dollars.
twenty-eight hundred
of twenty-eight
a salary
treasurer, with
One
urer.
Cashier
One cashier,
twenty-eight hundred
hundred dollars.
of twenty-eight
Cashier and
and
salary of
with aasalary
cashier, with
One
assistant.
One
of twenty-five
twenty-five hundred dollars.
salary of
a salary
with a
cashier, with
assistant cashier,
One assistant
of divisChiefofdivisOne
the division
division of
of issues,
with a
a salary
of twenty-two hun- Chief
salary of
issues, with
of the
chief of
One chief
issues;
of issues;
ion of
dred
dollars.
dred dollars.
redemption
One chief
chief of
the division
division of
redemption, with a
a salary of twenty-two
twenty-two of redemption;
of redemption,
of the
One
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
loans;
of loans;
One
of the
loans, with
with aa salary
twenty-two hun- of
of twenty-two
salary of
of loans,
division of
the division
chief of
One chief

dred dollars.
One chief
of the
the division
division of
of accounts,
accounts, with
with a
a salary of twenty-two
twenty-two
chief of
One
hundred
hundred dollars.

accounts;
of accounts;

160
160

Chief of divis-

Chief of division of
ot national
ban ks.
Book-keepers.

Book-keepers.
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One
chief of
the division
division of
national banks
banks with
with a
a salary
salary of
twenty.
of twenty.
of national
of the
One chief

two hundred dollars.
Two principal
principal book-keepers,
each with
of twenty-two
twenty-two hundred
hundred
a salary
salary of
with a
book-keepers, each

Two

dollars.
Two tellers,
tellers, each
with a
a salary
twenty-two hundred dollars.
salary of twenty-two
each with
Two
Tellers.
Two assistant
tellers, each
of two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
salary of
with aa salary
each with
assistant tellers,
Two
Assistant tellers.
One chief
chief clerk,
dollars.
two thousand
thousand dollars.
of two
salary of
with aasalary
clerk, with
One
lers.Chief clerk.
Fifteen clerks
fifteen of
of class
class three,
three, eleven
of class
twos
class two.
eleven of
four, fifteen
class four,
of class
clerks of
Fifteen
Other clerk.
clerks.
nine
of class
one, one
one messenger
salary of one
one
charge of mails, with aasalary
messenger, in charge
class one,
nine of
thousand
dollars; nine
salary of nine
nine hundred dollars
with aa salary
messengers, with
nine messengers,
thousand dollars;
each;
five messengers,
messengers, with
salary of
of seven
hundred dollars each;
each;
seven hundred
a salary
with a
each; five
sixty
with a
salary of
of six
hundred dollars each;
five laboreach; five
six hundred
a salary
clerks, with
female clerks,
sixty female
ers, with
salary of
of six
six hundred
each, and
and seven female laborers
dollars each,
hundred dollars
with aasalary
ers,
at a
a salary
salary of
of two
and forty
forty dollars
dollars each.
officers,
each. And the officers,
hundred and
two hundred
at
clerks, and
hereby authorized shall be in lieu of all the force
employees hereby
and employees
clerks,
now employed
employed in
in the
necessary to pay the
office. And the amount necessary
said office.
the said
now
salaries of
said officers,
officers, clerks,
and employees,
amount
employees, in addition to the amount
clerks, and
of said
salaries
out
heretofore provided
appropriated out
the present fiscal year, is hereby appropriated
Appropriation. heretofore
provided for the
Appropriation.
of any
the treasury
treasury not otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
in the
money in
any money
of
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
it further
enacted, That
per centum
be
centum be
twenty per
That twenty
further enacted,
be it
Twenty per
SEC.
Twenty
added added to the compensation
compensation of the females and of the messengers, watchcent. to
to be added
to pay of females,
men, and laborers employed in the several
several departments
departments and under the
tsasenpers, &fem
messengers,
&c. men, and laborers employed in
commissioner of
agriculbuildings, and the commissioner of agriculpublic buildings,
of public
commissioner
ture, and
and at
at the
eighteen
commence on the first day of June, eighteen
the capitol, to commence
ture,
hundred and sixty-four, and to terminate at the close of the fiscal year
ending the
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, but to
June, eighteen
thirtieth of June,
the thirtieth
ending
be
calculated only
accruing after the
compensation accruing
of compensation
amount of
the amount
upon the
only upon
be calculated
Provided, however,
first
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Provided,
of June, eighteen
first day of
That
no salary
salary be
increased hereby
to exceed the sum of ten hunas to
hereby so as
be increased
That no
increased
No increased
salary
to
exceed dred dollars. And the sums necessary
necessary to pay the additional compensacompensato exceed
salary
1000
$1000.
$ .
tion herein specified for the present
present and the next fiscal years are hereby
hereby
appropriated.
appropriated.
of
the accounting
SEc. 4.
4. And
it further
further enacted,
That the
accounting officers of
enacted, That
And be it
SEC.
Late reporter
reporter
of
court. the
treasury are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to allow to the late
late
the treasury
of supreme
supreme court.
reporter
of the
the supreme
the amount
amount of his annual salary
salary for the
court the
supreme court
reporter of
fiscal
ending June
June thirty,
hundred and sixty-four, on the
the
eighteen hundred
thirty, eighteen
year ending
fiscal year
Secretary
delivered to the Secretary
production
evidence that he has delivered
satisfactory evidence
of satisfactory
production of
of copies
copies of the decisions of said court preof
Interior the
the number
prenumber of
the Interior
of the
accepted by
scribed
law, and
that said
said books
books have
have been received
received and accepted
and that
by law,
scribed by
said
Secretary.
said Secretary.
That, in addition
S
EC. 5.
5. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That,
addition to the clerical
clerical
it further
be it
SEC.
Additional
Additional
clerks in
office of
of force
authorized by law, the following clerks are hereby authorized
now authorized
force now
in office
clerks
commissioner of
in
office of
commissioner of
customs, to be employed and conconof customs,
the commissioner
of the
the office
in the
cuitonsionerof
customs.
tinue only
only during
for one
year after
its close,
two
viz: two
close, viz:
after its
one year
and for
rebellion and
the rebellion
during the
tinue
sum
of'class
-class two, and the sum
of class four, two of class three, and two of
clerks of
be
of eleven
dollars, or so much
much thereof
thereof as may be
hundred dollars,
thousand two hundred
of
eleven thousand
necessary
salaries from
from the date of their appointment
appointment to the
necessary to pay their salaries
appropriated
sixty-five, is hereby
hundred and sixty-five,
hereby appropriated
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
therefor.
therefor.
enacted, That in executing
Testimony may
it further enacted,
And be it
S
EC. 6.
6. And
executing the act of the
the
SEC.
may
Testimony
be
taken, Sic.,
in third of March, eighteen hundred and forty-nine, and the act
act amendatory
amendatory
&c., in
he taken,
investigating
investigating
vessels, and railthereof, providing
providing for
for payment
payment for
other vessels,
and other
steamboats and
for steamboats
claims under act thereof,
1849,
ch. 129,
129,
road engines or cars
cars lost or destroyed while in the military service of the
the
1849, ch.
Vol. ix.
414,
is hereby,
and he
be,
third auditor
the
States,
United
ix. p.
P41
Vol.
United States,
States, the
the third
auditor of
of the
the treasury
treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby,
and he
is hereby,
third auditor
of
the
treasury
§ 2, United
1863, ch. 78,
78, §
compatible
manner as he may deem
in person,
or in
in such
such manner
deem most compatible
person, or
Vol.
authorized in
743. authorized
Vol. xii. p. 743.
testimoney and make such investigations
investigations
with the public interests, to take testimoney
necessary in adjudicating
adjudicating claims filed under said act, and
he may deem necessary
as he
for such necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred therein payment
payment may be made out
out
for
of the appropriation
appropriation contained in said act, upon proper vouchers certified
certified
and approved
approved by the third auditor.
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SEC. 7. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That
That from
the first
day of
of Clerks
Clerks in
in office
office
first day
after the
and after
from and
7. And be it further
SEC.
treasJuly, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
lieu of
the clerks
clerks heretofore
heretofore auau- offreassistant
of the
in lieu
rat NewtreasOrsixty-four, in
hundred and
July,
leans.
and
be,
thorized
and
provided,
the
assistant
treasurer
at
New
Orleans
he
'leans.
Orleans
New
at
treasurer
assistant
the
provided,
thorized and
is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
appoint, with
with the
the approbation
Secretary of
approbation of the Secretary
to appoint,
is hereby,
hundred dollars
the
clerk, at
salary of
twenty-five hundred
of twenty-five
a salary
at a
chief clerk,
one chief
Treasury, one
the Treasury,
per annum;
annum; one
thousand dollars
dollars per annum;
annum;
two thousand
of two
salary of
at aa salary
clerk, at
one clerk,
per
two clerks,
clerks, at
salary of
of fifteen
hundred dollars
per annum
annum each; one
dollars per
fifteen hundred
at aa salary
two
porter,
salary of
nine hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum;
annum; and
and two watchmen,
watchmen,
of nine
a salary
at a
porter, at
compensation for
at
salary of
of six
per annum
the'compensation
each; and the
annum each;
dollars per
hundred dollars
six hundred
a salary
at a
such clerks
clerks for
for the
the next
fiscal year
year be,
be, and
same is hereby, appropriapproprithe same
and the
next fiscal
such
appropriated.
ated
out
of
any
money
in
the
treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated. And
otherwise
not
treasury
the
in
ated out of any money
in case of the sickness or unavoidable absence of the assistant treasurer, Chief
Chief clerk
clerk
o
eract as
in case of the sickness or unavoidable absence of the assistant treasurer,
to act as
when
he
may, in
his discretion,
discretion, authorize
the chief
clerk to
place and Vol'otr
his place
act in his
to act
chief clerk
authorize the
in his
he may,
to
discharge all
all the
the duties
law of
the assistant treasurer.
of the
by law
required by
duties required
to discharge

SEC. 8. And be it further enacted, That so many of the clerks in the
the Certain clerks
clerks
SEC. 8. And be it further enacted, That so many of the clerks in
payoffice
of
the
paymaster-general
as
have
been,
or
may
be,
deemed
unnein ofice
office of
pay
unne-in
deemed
be,
may
or
been,
have
as
e
e
rr
e
e
r: itt
oo
paymaster-general
the
of
office
to
compebe found
shall be
cessary, not
exceeding thirty-seven
thirty -seven in number,
number, who shall
found com
pe- be
aastransferred
t
r
t
e
a
r
ulfn
not exceeding
cessary,
auditent,
selected by
by the
Treasury, are hereby
hereby trans- office
office of
of 3d addithe Treasury,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
be selected
to be
tent, to
tor of
be
shall
ferred to the office
office
of
the
third
auditor
of
the
treasury,
and
of treasury.
treasury.
treasury,
the
of
auditor
third
the
of
the
to

ferred

classified
as follows:
follows: Twelve
twenty-five of class
class
clerks of class two, and twenty-five
Twelve clerks
classified as
dollars, or so much
one;
and
the
sum
of
forty-six
thousand
eight
hundred
hundred
eight
thousand
forty-six
of
sum
the
one; and
thereof as
be found
found necessary,
and the
same is
hereby, appropriis hereby,
the same
be, and
necessary, be,
may be
as may
thereof

ated
for said purpose.
ated for
SEC. 9. And be it
further enacted, That the President of the Unites Two
Two additional
additional
SEC. 9. And be it further enacted, That the President of the United
States be, and he is hereby, authorized to appoint, in addition to the present tgepwrarrsk.in
States be, and he is hereby, authorized to appoint, in addition to the present PpakeOrsin
number,
for the
the port
annual salary
salary of
of
York, at an annual
New York,
of New
port of
appraisers for
two appraisers
number, two
dollars
of
twenty-five
hundred
dollars
each,
and
five
thousand
dollars is
sum
the
and
each,
twenty-five hundred dollars
hereby appropriated
appropriated therefor.
FOr twelve
twelve additional clerks
clerks in the
the office
office Additional
Additional
therefor. For
hereby
of the
assistant
treasurer
at
New
York,
at
an
annual
salary
fourteen
clesalaries;
s
t ries; apap.
fourteen
of
salary
annual
an
at
York,
New
at
treasurer
assistant
of the
propriation.
eighteen
March,
of
hundred
dollars
each,
authorized
by
the
act
of
sixth
March,
eighteen
propriation.
sixth
of
act
hundred dollars each, authorized by the
hundred
sixty-two, sixteen
sixteen thousand
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
thousand eight
and sixty-two,
hundred and
S
EC. 10.
10. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That,
the sum
sum of
Additional
of Additional
to the
addition to
in addition
That, in
it further
be it
SEC.
of for
twenty-five thousand
dollars, hereinbefore
appropriated, for salaries and inspectors
MPpre
Mr
o
i
rs
al
hereinbefore appropriated,
thousand dollars,
twenty-five
&c.
steamboats,
of
expenses
of
nine
supervising
and
fifty
local
inspectors
steam-vessels,
steamboats,
Sze.
inspectors
local
fifty
and
supervising
nine
of
expenses
dollars
thousand
fifty-five
with
travelling
and
other
expenses,
the
sum
of
fifty-five
thousand
dollars
of
sum
the
with travelling and other expenses,

appropriated.
be
and the
be,
the same is hereby, appropriated.
be, and
Clerks in
be, and
11. And
And be
enacted, That
and hereby is, ap- Clerks
in office
office
there be,
That there
further enacted,
it further
be it
SEC. 11.
pointed, in the office
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
five
clerks
of
class
of
Secretary
sury.
of
of
Sretary
Tf
class
of
clerks
five
office of the Secretary of the Treasury,
pointed, in the
dolof two
three,
two thousand
thousand dolclerks of class one, and the sum of
five clerks
of five
lieu of
in lieu
three, in
lars
is
hereby
appropriated
for
purpose.
said
for
lars is hereby appropriated

Trea

1864.
APPROVED,
June 25,
25, 1864.
ArrROVED, June

Cns.r.
CXLVIII. — An Act
Act making
making Appropriations
contingent Ex- June 25,
25, 1864.
1864..
and contingent
current and
the current
for the
Appropriations for
CXLVIII.--An
CHAP.
Stipulations with various
penses
the Indian
Department, and
and for
various InInTreaty Stipulations
fulfilling Treaty
for fulfilling
Indian Department,
of the
penses of
sixty-five, and for
and sixty-five,
dian
Tribes, for
for the
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ending June
Year ending
the Year
dian Tribes,
other Purposes.
Purposes.
other
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the United
of Representatives
House of
Be

States of
Congress assembled,
That the
be,
following sums be,
the following
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States

Appropriation
Appropriation

in the treasury
and
they are
hereby, appropriated,
money in
treasury not for
te
%r expenses
expense
=e o
out of any money
appropriated, out
are hereby,
and they
t. le
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the purpose
paying the current
current and contincontin- partment.
partmenl
purpose of paying
otherwise
gent expenses
of
the Indian
department, and
and fulfilling
treaty stipulations
stipulations
treaty
fulfilling
department,
Indian
the
of
expenses
gent
with
the various
various Indian
Indian tribes.
with the
For the
current and
contingent expenses
department,
expenses of the Indian department,
and contingent
the current
For

namely :—
namely:For the pay of superintendents of
of Indian
and of
Indian agents,
agents, SuperintendSuperintendof Indian
affairs and
Indian affairs
For the pay of superintendents
Sub-agents
ninety-eight thousand
eight hundred
dollars.
ens;
Subagents;
-agents,
hundred dollars.
thousand eight
ninety-eight
&c.
clerks,
thousand dollars.
For pay
pay of
sub-agents, six thousand
clerks, &c.
of sub-agents,
For
For the
salary of
the agent
of the
agency, to make the
Green Bay agency,
the Green
agent of
of the
the salary
For
14*
14*
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same
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars
per annum,
annum, an
an additional
additional sum
sum of five
five hundollars per
same fifteen
dred dollars.
For
clerk to
superintendent at
Louis, Missouri,
one thouthouMissouri, one
St. Louis,
at St.
to superintendent
pay of
of clerk
For pay
sand
two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
sand two
For
of temporary
to superintendents
Indian affairs,
affairs, five
five
of Indian
superintendents of
clerks to
temporary clerks
For pay
pay of
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For
pay of
clerk to
superintendent of
in California,
California,
Indian affairs
affairs in
of Indian
to the
the superintendent
of clerk
For pay
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one
For pay
agents, seven
thousand two
two hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
seven thousand
of foul
four agents,
pay of
For
For pay
one blacksmith,
blacksmith, one
farmer, and
and
one farmer,
one assistant
assistant blacksmith,
of one
blacksmith, one
For
pay of
one carpenter,
two thousand
thousand four
hundred dollars.
dollars.
four hundred
one
carpenter, two
For pay
interpreters, twenty-eight
four hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand four
twenty-eight thousand
Interpreters,
pay of
of interpreters,
For
Interpreters,
presents,
presents, and
and
For presents to Indians, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
provisions.
provisions.
For
provisions for Indians, eleven thousand eight hundred
For provisions
hundred dollars.
For buildings
thereof, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
repairs thereof,
and repairs
agencies and
at agencies
buildings at
For
Buildings and
and
repairs.
For contingencies
contingencies of the Indian
Indian department, thirty-six thousand five
five
hundred dollars.
For fulfilling
treaty stipulations
with the
the various
various Indian
Indian tribes:tribes :—
stipulations with
Treaty stipulaFor
fulfilling treaty
tions.
Blackfoot Indians.—For
instalments as
as annuity,
annuity, to
to be
Indians.- For ninth
ninth of ten instalments
be
Blackfoot Inexpended in
in the
purchase of
such goods,
and other
useful
diakfootInexpended
the purchase
of such
goods, provisions,
provisions, and
other useful
dians.
discretion, may from time to time deterdeterPresident, at his discretion,
the President,
articles as the
mine, per
per ninth
ninth article
article of
of the
treaty of seventeenth
eighteen
October, eighteen
seventeenth October,
the treaty
Vol. xi. p.659.
p. 659. mine,
hundred and fifty-five, twenty thousand dollars.
hundred
'For ninth
instalments as annuity,
annuity, to be expended
expended in establishestablish'For
ninth of ten instalments
them in agricultural
agricultural and mechanical
mechanical pursuits,
pursuits, and in
ing and
and instructing
instructing them
educating their children,
promoting civilization
civilization and Christianity, at
at
children, and promoting
educating
the discretion
discretion of the President, per tenth article of the treaty
treaty of seventhe
teenth October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
thousand dollars.
fifty-five, fifteen thousand
hundred and fifty-five,
teenth
Chasta, Seoton,
and Umpqua
of fifteen
fifteen instalinstaltenth of
Indians.- For tenth
Cheats, Scoton,
Sooton,
Umpqua lndians.—For
Scoton, and
Chasta,
Chasta,
and
Uropquas.
ments of annuity, to be expended
and Umpquas.
expended as directed
directed by the President, per third
eighteenth November,
fifty-four, two
and fifty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
November, eighteen
treaty eighteenth
Vol. x. p.
p. 1122. article
article treaty
thousand dollars.
fifteen instalments
instalments for the
the pay of aa farmer,
farmer, per fifth
fifth
For tenth of fifteen
eighteenth November,
November, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one
one
eighteen hundred
article treaty eighteenth
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
medicines, and
For tenth of fifteen instalments
instalments for
for pay of physician,
physician, medicines,
and
expense
care of the sick, per
eighteenth November,
November,
article treaty
treaty eighteenth
expense of care
per fifth
fifth article
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four, one thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For
-fifteen instalments
for pay
For tenth of
of'fifteen
instalments for
pay of
of teachers
teachers and purchase of
books
November, eighbooks and stationery,
stationery, per
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty eighteenth
eighteenth November,
eighteen hundred
two hundred
dollars.
teen
hundred and fifty-four, one thousand two
hundred dollars.
Chippewas
two
twenty-third of
Chippewas of
Superior.-For
two thirds of twenty-third
Chippewas of
of Lake
Lake Superior..—For
Chippewas
Lake Superior.
Superior.
Lake
twenty-five
twenty-five instalments in money, per fourth
fourth article
article treaty fourth October,
October,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighth
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth SeptemSeptemeighth article
and forty-two,
forty-two, and
Vol. vii. p. 592. eighteen
Vol.
x. p.
p. 1109.
1109. ber, eighteen
Vol. x.
hundred and fifty-four,
and
eighteen hundred
fifty-four, eight thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
thirty-three
thirty-three dollars and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
cents.
twenty-five instalments
For two thirds
thitds of twenty-third
twenty-third of twenty-five
instalments for the pay
of two carpenters,
carpenters, per fourth
fourth article
article treaty fourth
fourth October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and
forty-two, and
and eighth article
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
dred
and forty-two,
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, eight
eight hundred
For two thirds of twenty-third
twenty-third of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments in goods, per
per
fourth article
article treaty
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
forty-two, and
fourth
treaty fourth
fourth October,
hundred and
and forty-two,
and
eighth
thirtieth September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
eighth article
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
September, eighteen
fifty-four,
seven
seven thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
twenty-five instalments
instalments for
the supFor two thirds of twenty-third
twenty-third of twenty-five
for the
port of schools, per fourth article
article treaty fourth October,
October, eighteen hunhundred
and forty-two,
forty-two, and
and eighth
eighth article
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
dred and
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
hundred and fifty-four,
hundred
fifty-four, one thousand three hundred
hundred and thirty-three dolcents.
lars and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
Indian agents,
agents,

clerks, &c.
&c.
clerks,
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Chippewas
For two
two thirds
thirds of
of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments for
the pay of
ChiRpowa.8of
of
for the
twenty-third of
of twenty-third
For
uperior.
two farmers,
farmers, per
treaty fourth
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred Lake
Lake
tiP
erler *
fourth October,
article treaty
fourth article
per fourth
two
and forty-two,
and eighth
article treaty
September, eighteen hunthirtieth September,
treaty thirtieth
eighth article
forty-two, and
and
sixty-seven
dred and
hundred and
dollars and
and sixty-seven
sixty-six dollars
and sixty-six
six hundred
fifty-four, six
and fifty-four,
dred

cents.
cents.
For
thirds of
of twenty-third
the purinstalments for the
twenty-five instalments
of twenty-five
twenty-third of
two thirds
For two
chase of
provisions and
tobacco, per
treaty-fourth October,
article treaty-fourth
fourth article
per fourth
and tobacco,
of provisions
chase
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Separticle treaty thirtieth Sepeighth article
and eighth
forty-two, and
and forty-two,
eighteen
hundred and
tember, eighteen
fifty-four, one
one thousand
three hundred
thousand three
and fifty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
tember,
thirty-three dollars
dollars and
and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
thirty-three
For
of twenty
in coin,
coin, goods,
goods, household
household furniture,
instalments in
twenty instalments
tenth of
For tenth
and
agricultural implements
carpenters' and
cattle, carpenters'
and cattle,
implements and
cooking-utensils, agricultural
and cooking-utensils,
educational purother
and building-materials,
building-materials, and
and educational
moral and
and for moral
tools and
other tools
poses,
fourth article
article treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and
September, eighteen
thirtieth September,
treaty thirtieth
per fourth
poses, per
fifty-four,
nineteen thousand dollars.
fifty-four, nineteen
For tenth
tenth of
instalments for
for six
six smiths
and assistants,
assistants, per
per
smiths and
twenty instalments
of twenty
For
second and
and fifth
thirtieth September,
eighteen hundred and
September, eighteen
treaty thirtieth
articles treaty
fifth articles
second
fifty-four,
dollars.
five thousand and forty dollars.
fifty-four, five
For
tenth of
of twenty
instalments for
for the
the support
support of six smiths' shops,
twenty instalments
For tenth
per second
and fifth
articles treaty
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September, eighteen hundred
fifth articles
second and
per
and fifty-four,
one thousand
thousand three
hundred and
twenty dollars.
and twenty
three hundred
fifty-four, one
and
For
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
assistant,
for the seventh smith and assistant,
eighth of
For eighth
and
shop, per
per second
thirtieth Septemarticles treaty thirtieth
fifth articles
and fifth
second and
of shop,
support of
and support
ber,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-four, one
one thousand
sixty dollars.
and sixty
thousand and
and fifty-four,
ber, eighteen
For
smith, assistant,
assistant, and
the Bois Forte band,
for the
shop for
and shop
of aa smith,
support of
For support
during the
the pleasure
pleasure of
the President,
President, per
twelfth article treaty thirtieth
per twelfth
of the
during
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one
one thousand
and sixty
thousand and
hundred and
September,
dollars.
For
two farmers
for the
the Bois
pleasForte band, during the pleasBois Forte
farmers for
of two
support of
For support
ure of
of. the
the President,
President, per twelfth
treaty thirtieth September, eightwelfth article treaty
ure
teen hundred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
teen
Chippetoas
one third
third of twenty-third
twenty-third of rChippewas
cyyp,wi.
ta o
of
For one
Mississippi.-—For
the Mississippi.
of the
Chippewas of
the Miissippi.
592.
p.1.
ii. .
Vol
twenty-five
per fourth
fourth October,
on1
1
P
1
5
'
9
1-2.
October, tV
treaty fourth
article treaty
fourth article
money, per
in money,
instalments in
twenty-five instalments
eighteen
hundred and
and forty-two,
and eighth
article treaty thirtieth Septem- Vol. x. p. 1109.
eighth article
forty-two, and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ber
hundred and
and fifty-four,
four thousand
thousand one hundred
and sixtyfifty-four, four
eighteen hundred
ber,'eighteen
six dollars
dollars and
sixty-seven cents.
and sixty-seven
six
of
For
of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments for the pay pf
twenty-third of
of twenty-third
third of
one third
For one
eighteen hundred
two
carpenters, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
October, eighteen
fourth October,
treaty fourth
two carpenters,
and
forty-two, and
and eighth
eighth article
thirtieth September,
eighteen hunhunSeptember, eighteen
treaty thirtieth
article treaty
and forty-two,
dred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, four hundred dollars.
dred and
For one
one third
third of
twenty-five instalments
per
instalments in goods, per
of twenty-five
twenty-third of
of twenty-third
For
fourth
treaty fourth
fourth October,
October, eighteen
and forty-two,
forty-two, and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
article treaty
fourth article
eighth article
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four,
treaty thirtieth
article treaty
eighth
three
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
three thousand
For
one third
twenty-five instalments for
for the supof twenty-five
twenty-third of
of twenty-third
third of
For one
port
schools, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty fourth
fourth October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
of schools,
port of
and
eighth article
thirtieth September,.eighteen
September,-eighteen huntreaty thirtieth
article treaty
and eighth
forty-two, and
and forty-two,
sixty-seven cents.
dred
and
fifty-four,
six
hundred
and
sixty-six
dollars
and sixty-seven
dollars
sixty-six
and
hundred
six
dred and fifty-four,
For one
of twenty-third
instalments for the purtwenty-five instalments
twenty-third of twenty-five
third of
one third
For
chase
provisions and
tobacco, per
article treaty
fourth October,
October,
treaty fourth
fourth article
per fourth
and tobacco,
of provisions
chase of
Septemeighteen
hundred and
and forty-two,
forty-two, and
article treaty
treaty thirtieth Septemeighth article
and eighth
eighteen hundred
ber,
hundred and
fifty-four, six
six hundred
hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars and
and fifty-four,
eighteen hundred
ber, eighteen
sixty-seven cents.
cents.
sixty-seven
For
of twenty-third
twenty-five instalments for the supof twenty-five
twenty-third of
third of
one third
For one
port
two smiths'
shops, including
including the
the pay
pay of two
two smiths and
and assistants,
assistarfts,
smiths' shops,
of two
port of
October,
and
furnishing
iron
and
steel,
per
fourth
article
treaty
fourth
October,
treaty
article
fourth
per
steel,
and
iron
and furnishing
eighteen
forty-two, and
treaty thirtieth SeptemSeptemarticle treaty
eighth article
and eighth
and forty-two,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ber,
fifty-four, six
six hundred
hundred and
sixty-six dollars and
and
and sixty-six
and fifty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ber, eighteen
sixty-seven cents.
sixty-seven
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For one
for pay
pay of
of
instalments for
of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
of twenty-third
twenty-third of
third of
one third
For
two farmers,
fourth article
treaty fourth
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
fourth October,
article treaty
per fourth
farmers, per
two
and forty-two,
forty-two, and
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
September, eighteen
huneighteen hunthirtieth September,
eighth article
and eighth
and
dred and
and fifty-four,
three hundred
thirty-three dollars
dollars and
and thirty-three
thirty-three
and thirty-three
hundred and
fifty-four, three
dred
cents.
cents.
For tenth
instalments of
of annuity
in money,
per third
third article
article
money, per
annuity in
twenty instalments
of twenty
tenth of
For
treaty
February, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, twenty
twenty
eighteen hundred
twenty-second February,
treaty twenty-second
thousand
thousand dollars.
Chippewas
of the
the Mississippi,
Mississippi, and
and the
the Pillager
Pillager and
and Lake
Lake WinnebagoWinnebago
Chippewas of
Chippewas of
Chippewas
the
Mississippi,
shish
Bands
of
Chippewa
Indians
settlement of the
Minnesota. - For settlement
in Minnesota.—
Indians in
of
Chippewa
Bands
shish
Mississippi,
the
and the Pillager
for depredations
depredations committed
committed by
said Indians
Indians in
in eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
by said
and
Lake Winne- claims
claims for
andLakeWinnebagoshish Indiand sixty-two, twenty thousand dollars.
ans
ans in
in Minnesota.
Minnesota.
For clearing and breaking-in
breaking4n reservation
reservation and for
for building
building houses for the
chiefs, three
three thousand
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand six
chiefs,
For
Indians with
with ten
ten yoke
yoke of
of
said Indians
furnishing said
for furnishing
ten instalments
instalments for
of ten
first of
For first
work-oxen,
agricultural implements,
miscellaneous items, one thouand miscellaneous
implements, and
work-oxen, agricultural
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
For
expenses incurred
the legislature
of the
State of Minnesota
Minnesota in
the State
legislature of
by the
incurred by
For expenses
sending commissioners
to visit
Chippewa Indians,
eighteen
the year eighteen
Indians, in the
the Chippewa
visit the
commissioners to
sending
hundred and
sixty-two, one
one thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight doland sixty-two,
hundred
lars and
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
lars
For
the employment
employment of
of aasawyer,
sawyer, at
at the
the discretion
of the President,
and
President, and
discretion of
For the
to remove
remove the
Gull Lake
Lake reservation
reservation to the new reservation
reservation
from Gull
saw-mill from
the saw-mill
to
set apart,
and to
extend the road
road between
between Gull
Gull Lake and Leach Lake to
to
to extend
apart, and
set
the junction
junction of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi and
remove the
the
Lake rivers, and to remove
Leach Lake
and Leach
the
agency to
to said
junction, or
or as near as practicable,
dollars.
practicable, three thousand dollars.
said junction,
agency
For
compensation of female teachers
reservation, who shall inteachers on the reservation,
For compensation
struct the
the Indian
Indian girls
girls in
in domestic
economy, one
dollars.
one thousand dollars.
domestic economy,
struct
Chippewas, Pillager,
Pillager, and
and Lake
Bands.—
For tenth
of
tenth of
- For
Winnebagoshish Bands.
Lake Winnebagoshish
Chippewas,
Chippewas,
Chippewas,
annuity in money, per third article
Pillager, and
thirty instalments
instalments of annuity
article treaty twentytwentyLake Winneeighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
thousand six hunhunten thousand
fifty-five, ten
February, eighteen
second February,
bands. second
bagoshish bands.
dred
sixty-six dollars
dollars and
and sixty-six
cents.
sixty-six cents.
and sixty-six
dred and
For tenth
instalments of annuity in goods, per third
third article
of thirty instalments
tenth of
For
Vol. x.
1165.
x. p. 1165.
treaty
twenty-second February,
February, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five,
eight
fifty-five, eight
eighteen hundred
treaty twenty-second
thousand
thousand dollars.
For
thirty instalments
instalments for
third article
for purposes
purposes of utility, per third
of thirty
tenth of
For tenth
fifty-five, four thoutreaty
February, eighteen
and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred and
twenty-second February,
treaty twenty-second
sand
sand dollars.
education, per third arpurposes of education,
instalments for purposes
twenty instalments
tenth of twenty
For tenth
February, eighteen hundred
twenty-second February,
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
three
ticle treaty
treaty twenty-second
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
smiths and
instalments for support of two smiths
annual instalments
fifteen annual
tenth of fifteen
For tenth
smiths' shops,
shops, per
third article
article treaty twenty-second
eighteen
twenty-second February, eighteen
per third
smiths'
hundred and
thousand one hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
two thousand
fifty-five, two
and fifty-five,
hundred
For
engineer to grist- and saw-mill at Leach Lake, six hunan engineer
For pay of an
dred dollars.
dred
For ninth
Chippewas of
Creek, and Black River.Saginaw, Swan Creek,
Chippewas of Saginaw,
River. —For
Chippewas
of
Chippewas
Saginaw,
Saginaw, Swan
Swan of ten equal annual instalments
instalments in coin, to be distributed per capita, in the
Creek, and Black
Black
usual manner
manner of
annuities, per
per second
second article
article of the treaty of
of secof paying
paying annuities,
River.
usual
Vol. xi. p.
p. 634. ond August,
fifty-five, ten thousand
hundred and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
Vol.
August, eighteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For ninth
ninth of ten
blacksmith shop,
for the support of one blacksmith
instalments for
ten instalments
For
per
eighteen hundred
hundred and
the treaty
treaty of second August, eighteen
second article
article of the
per second
fifty-five,
dollars.
twelve handred and forty dollars.
fifty-five, twelve
For
fourth of
educational purposes,
instalments for educational
annual instalments
of five
five equal annual
For fourth
President, two thousand
under the direction
thousand dollars.
dollars.
direction of the President,
under
For fourth
fourth of
of five
five equal
equal annual
instalments in agricultural
agricultural implements,
annual instalments
For
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three
Chippewas,
Chippewas,
Chippewas,
Menomonees, Winnebagoes,
Indians.-ForFor
Menoinonees,
New- York Indians.—
and New-York
Winnebagoes, and
Chippewas, Menomonees,
Menomonees,
Winnebagoes,
education
pleasure of congress, per fifth article
article treaty
treaty eleventh
eleventh
during the pleasure
education during
Wi"nnebagoe,
and New-York
New-Yorks
and
Indians.
Indiana.
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August, eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, one
thousand five hundred
hundred
one thousand
dollars.
Chickasaws.
goods, per
of twenty-fifth
Chickasaws. —
- For
For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in
in goods,
per act
act of
twenty-fifth
February,
hundred and
and ninety-nine,
ninety-nine, three
thousand dollars.
February, seventeen
seventeen hundred
three thousand
dollars.
Choctaws. -— For permanent
permanent annuity,
per second
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
Choctaws.
annuity, per
second article
sixteenth
hundred and
and five,
and thirteenth
thirteenth article
article treaty
treaty twentyNovember, eighteen hundred
five, and
twentysecond June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
three thousand
dollars.
second
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
thousand dollars.
For permanent annuity for support
support of light-horsemen,
light-horsemen, per
per thirteenth
article
eighteenth October,
October, eighteen
and twenty,
twenty, and
and thirarticle treaty
treaty eighteenth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirteenth
teenth article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
six hundred
hundred dollars.
permanent provision
per second
second article
twenFor permanent
provision for
for education,
education, per
article treaty
treaty twentieth January, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteenth
thirteenth article
and twenty-five, and
article
[treaty] twenty-second
[treaty]
six thousand
twenty-second June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, six
thousand
dollars.
permanent provision
provision for blacksmith,
per sixth
eighFor permanent
blacksmith, per
sixth article
article treaty
treaty eighteenth October,
October, eighteen hundred
twenty, and thirteenth
hundred and twenty,
thirteenth article
article treaty
treaty
twenty-second June, eighteen
twenty-second
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, six
hundred dollars.
hundred and
and fifty-five,
six hundred
dollars.
permanent provision
provision for
steel, per
article treaty
For permanent
for iron
iron and
and steel,
per ninth
ninth article
treaty
twentieth January,
January, eighteen
hundred and
and thirteenth
artieighteen hundred
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
thirteenth artitwenty-second June,
cle of treaty twenty-second
hundred and
three
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
hundred
twenty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
and twenty
hundred thousand
centum per
For interest
interest on five
five hundred
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at five
five per
per centum
per
annum,
and other
other beneficial
annum, for
for education,
education, support
support of
of the
the government,
government, and
beneficial purpurposes, under
under the direction
direction of the
general council
the Choctaws,
Choctaws, in
in conconthe general
council of
of the
formity
articles of
of
formity with
with the
the provisions
provisions contained
contained in
in the
the tenth
tenth and
and thirteenth
thirteenth articles
the
treaty of
of twenty-second
June, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-five,
twentythe treaty
twenty-second June,
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, twentythousand dollars.
five thousand
(amanches,
and Apaches of Arkansas
Arkansas River.
Camanches, Kiowas, and
River. —
- For the first
five instalments, being the second series for the purchase of goods, provisions,
and
and agricultural
agricultural implements,
p I- sixth
sixth article
treaty twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh
ions, and
implements, per
article treaty
July, eighteen hundred and fifty-three,
fifty-three, eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For expenses of transportation
transportation of the first
goods,
first of five
five instalments
instalments of goods,
provisions, and agricultural
agricultural implements,
article treaty
treaty twentyimplements, per sixth
sixth article
twentyseventh July, eighteen hundred and
seven thousand
dollars.
and fifty-three,
fifty-three, seven
thousand dollars.
Apache, and
and Camanches.
Camanches.—
- For the salary of an agent
Kioway, Apache,
agent for
for the
Kioway,
Apache, and
Camanche Indians,
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
June
Kioway, Apache,
and Camanche
Indians, for the
fiscal year
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirty, eighteen
and sixty-five, fifteen hundred dollars.
Creeks.
For permanent annuity
Creeks. -—For
annuity in money, per fourth article treaty
seventh August, seventeen
article treaty
treaty sevsevseventeen hundred and ninety,
ninety, and fifth
fifth article
enth August, eighteen hundred and
and fifty-six, one thousand five
five hundred
hundred
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity in money, per second article treaty sixteenth
sixteenth
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and two, and fifth article treaty seventh August,
August,
eighteen hundred and
eighteen
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in money, per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth
hundred and twenty-six, and fifth article treaty seventh
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventh
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
For permanent
for blacksmith
blacksmith and
and for
shop and
permanent provisiom
provisiom for
and assistant,
assistant, and
for shop
and
twenty-fourth January, eighteen hundred
tools, per eighth article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-six, and
and fifth
fifth article
article treaty
seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and twenty-six,
treaty seventh
and fifty-six, eight hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
For permanent
permanent provision
provision for iron and steel for
eighth article
for shop,
shop, per
per eighth
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth January, eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-six, and fifth
fifth
article treaty seventh
seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six, two hundred
and seventy dollars.
dollars.
permanent provision
provision for the pay
of a
awheelwright,
per eighth
eighth artiFor permanent
pay of
wheelwright, per
article treaty twenty-fourth
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty-six,
and
twenty-fourth January,
twenty-six, and
fifth article
article treaty seventh
seventh August, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, six hundred
dred dollars.
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of
Creeks. ,
For
blacksmith and
and shop
and tools during the pleasure of
shop and
assistant and
and assistant
For blacksmith
Creeks.
hun
eighteen
Vol. vii. p.
419. the President,
President,
per
fifth
article
treaty
fourteenth
February,,
eighteen
February,
fourteenth
per fifth article treaty
Vol. vii. p. 419. the
dred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
article treaty
treaty seventh
eighteen hun
August, eighteen
seventh August,
fifth article
and fifth
dred
dred
and
fifty-six,
eight
hundred
and
forty
dollars.
dollars.
forty
and
hundred
eight
dred and fifty-six,
For
and steel
steel for
the pleasure
per
the President, per
of the
pleasure of
during the
shop during
for shop
iron and
For iron
thirty-three,
fifth
article treaty
treaty fourteenth
February, eighteen
hundred and thirty-three,
eighteen hundred
fourteenth February,
fifth article
and
seventh August,
August, eighteen
hundred and fifty-six, two
eighteen hundred
treaty seventh
article treaty
fifth article
and fifth
hundred
seventy dollars.
hundred and seventy
For wagon-maker
wagon-maker during
during the
of the
the President,
President, per fifth article
pleasure of
the pleasure
For
treaty
fourteenth
February,
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-three,
thirty-three, and fifth
and
hundred
eighteen
treaty fourteenth February,
article
seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-six, six hundred
hundred and fifty-six,
treaty seventh
article treaty

dollars.
For
assistance in
agricultural operations
during the pleasure of the Presoperations during
in agricultural
For assistance
ident, per
eighth article
article treaty
twenty-fourth January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
treaty twenty-fourth
per eighth
ident,
hundred
eighteen
and
twenty-six,
and
fifth
article
treaty
seventh
eighteen
hundred
August,
seventh
treaty
article
fifth
and
and twenty-six,
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, two
thousand dollars.
two thousand
and
For education
education during
during the
of the
the President,
President, per
article treaty
fifth article
per fifth
pleasure of
the pleasure
For
fifth article
and
fourteenth
February,
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-three,
and
thirty-three,
and
hundred
eighteen
fourteenth February,
treaty
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, one thousand dollars,
dollars
hundred and
seventh August,
treaty seventh
For five
interest on
on two
two hundred thousand dollars for purcentum interest
per centum
five per
For
poses
of education,
education, per
per sixth
sixth article
seventh August, eighteen
eighteen huntreaty seventh
article treaty
poses of
dred and
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
fifty-six, ten
and fifty-six,
dred
Delawares.
Delawares.
life-annuity to
chief, per
per private
private article to suppleto chief,
- For life-annuity
Delawares.—For
Delawares.
and twenty-nine,
Vol.
p. 188.
mental treaty
eighteen hundred and
twenty-nine,
twenty-fourth September, eighteen
treaty twenty-fourth
188. mental
vii. p.
Vol. vii.
to treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighteen, one hundred
October, eighteen
third October,
of third
treaty of
to

dollars.
For
forty-six thousand
thousand and
eighty dollars, at five per centum,
and eighty
on forty-six
interest on
For interest
being the
the value
value of
thirty-six sections
of land
set apart
apart by treaty of eighland set
sections of
of thirty-six
being
teen
hundred
and
twenty-nine,
for
education,
two
thousand three hundred
education,
for
twenty-nine,
and
teen hundred
and four dollars.
fifty-seven thousand
Imes.
lowas. —F
or interest
in lieu
lieu of
investment on fifty-seven
of investment
interest in
For
lowas..
owa
dollars, balance
balance of
of one
fifty-seven thousand dollars, to the
and fifty-seven
hundred and
one hundred
dollars,
first of
of July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, at five per centum per anJuly, eighteen
first
num, for
or other
other beneficial
beneficial purposes,
direction of the
purposes, under the direction
education or
for education
num,
President,
two
thousand
eight
hundred
and
seventy-five
dollars.
seventy-five
and
hundred
eight
President, two thousand
Kansas.
Kansas.—
investment on two hundred thousand
of investment
lieu of
in lieu
interest in
For interest
- For
Kansas.
Kansa&
dollars,
centum per
annum, ten thousand dollars.
per annum,
per centum
five per
at five
dollars, at
Kiekapoos.
Kickapoos. - For
centum,
of interest, at five per centum,
instalment of
eleventh instalment
For eleventh
Kickapoos.
Kickapoos.
puron one
one hundred
hundred thousand
dollars for educational
educational and other beneficial
beneficial purthousand dollars
on
poses,
five
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
thousand
five
poses,
For eleventh
on two
two hundred
thousand dollars, to be paid in
hundred thousand
instalment on
eleventh instalment
For
Vol. x. p. 1078. eighteen hundred
and
sixty-four,
per
second
article treaty
treaty eighteenth
eighteenth May,
article
second
per
Vol. x. p. 1078. eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
eighteen
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, nine thousand
thousand dollars.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and
Menomonees.
Menomonees.— For
twelve instalments for continuing and
of twelve
ninth of
For ninth
Menomonees.Menomonees.
iron
of
quantity
keeping
up
a
blacksmith
shop,
and
providing
the
usual
iron
providing
and
shop,
blacksmith
a
up
keeping
Vol. ix.
ix. p.
952. and
steel, per
fourth article
article treaty
treaty eighteenth
eighteenth October, eighteen hundred
per fourth
and steel,
p. 952.
Vol.
Vol.
x.
p.1065.
and
forty-eight,
and
third
article
treaty
twelfth
twelfth May, eighteen hundred
treaty
article
third
and
forty-eight,
Vol. x. p. 1065. and
and
fifty-four, nine
nine hundred
and sixteen dollars and sixty-six cents.
hundred and
and fifty-four,
thousand
hundred thousand
For ninth
ninth of
instalments of
of annuity
annuity upon two hundred
ten instalments
of ten
For
for cession
dollars, balance
balance of
cession of
of
hundred and fifty thousand dollars for
of three hundred
dollars,
hundred and
lands, per
per fourth
and
article treaty eighteenth October, eighteen hundred
fourth article
lands,
hundred and
forty-eight, and
and third
third article
article treaty twelfth May, eighteen hundred
forty-eight,
fifty-four, twenty
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
fifty-four,
For
ninth of
per third article treaty
miller, per
of miller,
pay of
for pay
instalments for
fifteen instalments
of fifteen
For ninth
dollars.
twelfth
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, six hundred
hundred dollars.
twelfth May,
and
blacksmith
provision
permanent
Miamies
of
Miamies
of
Kansas.—
For
permanent
provision
for
blacksmith
and
Kansas.
of
Miamies
Miamies of
October,
sixth October,
article treaty
Tc.st
o. a
vi
8. i. p. 191. assistant,
assistant, and iron and steel for shop, per fifth article
treaty sixth
Kansas.
Vol. vii. p. 191.
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 1095.
1095. eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen,
treaty June fifth, eigh
fourth article treaty
and fourth
eighteen, and
Vol
teen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
hundred and forty dollars.
nine hundred
fifty-four, nine
teen
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For permanent
fifth
per fifth
gunsmith, per
of gunsmith,
in lieu
lieu of
miller, in
for miller,
provision for
For
permanent provision
article
treaty sixth
ixth October,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen,
article
fifth article
eighteen, fifth
October, eighteen
article treaty
treaty
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
thirty-four, and fourth
and thirty-four,
hundred and
twenty-third October,
treaty twenty-third
Vol. vii.
p. 459.
459.
vii. p.
article
fifth June,
eighteen hundred
fifty-four, six hundred Vol.
hundred and fifty-four,
June, eighteen
article treaty
treaty fifth
dollars.
thousand dollars,
dollars, at five per centum,
centum, for educaeducaFor interest
interest on fifty thousand
tional
treaty fifth
fifth June, eighteen hundred and
per third
third article treaty
tional purposes,
purposes, per
fifty-four,
thousand five hundred dollars.
fifty-four, two thousand
per
For fifth
hundred thousand dollars, per
upon two hundred
instalments upon
fifth of
of twenty
twenty instalments
For
fifty-four, seven thoueighteen hundred and fifty-four,
article treaty fifth June, eighteen
third article
dollars.
hundred dollars.
sand five hundred
Miamies of
Indiana. -—For
interest on
twenty-one Miamies of
hundred and twenty-one
on two hundred
For interest
Miamies
of Indiana.
Indiana.
thousand two
and fifty-seven
cents, unin- Indiana.
fifty-seven dollars and eighty-six cents,
hundred and
two hundred
thousand
five per centum,
centum, for Miami Indians of Indiana, per Senate's Vol. p.ii. 5.
vested, at five
amendment to fourth
fourth article treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred and fiftyamendment
eleven thousand
sixty-two dollars
dollars and eighty-nine cents.
thousand and sixty-two
four, eleven
Mantles—
River.—
Eel
- Eel
annuity in goods
goods or other- Miamies —
Eel River.
- For
For permanent
permanent annuity
Miamies--Eel
River.
wise, per
per fourth
treaty third
third August,
hundred and
seventeen hundred
and ninetyninety- River.
wise,
fourth article
article treaty
August, seventeen
Vol. vii. p. 51.
Vol..
five,
hundred dollars.
five, five
five hundred
Vol. vii.
p. 91.
vii. p.91.
For
otherwise, per third article treaty Vol.
annuity in goods or otherwise,
For permanent
permanent annuity
twenty-first
hundred and five, two hundred
hundred and fifty
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
twenty-first August,
dollars.
dollars.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
p. 114.
114.
For permanent
permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per third and separate Vol.
For
article
thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and nine, three
three
article to treaty
treaty thirtieth
hundred and fifty dollars.
Nisqually,
Indians. —
- For Nisqually,
Nisgually,
Puyallup, and other Tribes and Bands of Indians.
Nisqually, Puyallup,
Puyallup, and
tenth
payment for
relinquishment of title
tenth instalment,
instalment, in
in part
part payment
for relinquishment
title to lands,
lands, to
to otyahe
other bands
bands of
be
applied to
to beneficial
beneficial objects,
article treaty twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth DeDe- Indians.
objects, per
per fourth article
be applied
cember, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars.
fifty-four, fifteen
cember,
eighteen hundred
smith, physician,
For tenth of twenty instalments for pay of instructor, smith,
carpenter,
necessary, per tenth article
article treaty
treaty Vol. x. p. 1134.
farmer, and
and assistant if necessary,
carpenter, farmer,
twenty-sixth December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four, six thousand
twenty-sixth
seven hundred
hundred dollars.
Omahas.
seventh of ten instalments
instalments of this amount, being Omahas.
Omahas. -— For the seventh
p. 1044.
second of
of the
the series,
series, in money or otherwise,
otherwise, per fourth article treaty six- Vol. x. p.
second
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, thirty thousand dollars.
hundred and
teenth March,
For
the last
last of
of ten instalments for support of
article
of a
a miller,
miller, per eighth article
For the
fifty-four, six hundred dollars.
treaty sixteenth March, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
For
blacksmith and assistant,
For the
the last of ten instalments for support of blacksmith
and iron and steel for shop, per eighth article treaty sixteenth March,
eighteen
hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, nine hundred
instalments for support of farmer, per eighth article
last of
of ten
ten instalments
For the last
hundred
treaty sixteenth March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, six hundred
dollars.
For
repair the grist and saw-mill
saw-mill provided for by the eighth
For keeping
keeping in repair
fifty-four,
article
sixteenth March,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
March, eighteen
of sixteenth
of the
the treaty
treaty of
article of
three hundred dollars.
For
For supplying the smith's shop with tools, and keeping the same in
March, eighteen
repair, per eighth article of the treaty of sixteenth March,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, three hundred dollars.
For an engineer, one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
For assistant
assistant engineer
engineer for
dollars.
for mill, six hundred dollars.
For
For assistant miller, three hundred dollars.
Osages. -— For
on sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand one
Osage.
hundred and twenty
twenty Usages.
one hundred
For interest
interest on
Osages.
dollars,
being the value of fifty-four sections of land
land
at five per
per centum, being
dollars, at
set
second June,
twenty-five, for educational
educational
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty-five,
set apart
apart second
eighteen hundred and
nineteenth January, eighteen
resolution nineteenth
purposes, per Senate resolution
thirty-eight, three thousand
thousand four hundred and fifty-six dollars.
and
Ottoes
and Missourias.
instalments, being the Ottoes and
ten instalments,
of ten
- For seventh
seventh of
Missourias. —
Ottoes and

Missourias.
Missourias.
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Vol. x.
x. p.
1039. second
in money
fourth article
article treaty fifteenth
per fourth
or otherwise,
otherwise, per
money or
series, in
second series,
p. 1039.
Vol.
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, thirteen
thousand dollars.
thirteen thousand
hundred and
March,
For last
of ten
pay of
of miller,
miller, per
per seventh
seventh article
treaty
article treaty
for pay
instalments for
ten instalments
last of
For
fifteenth March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-four, six
six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
and fifty-four,
fifteenth
For last
of ten
ten instalments
instalments for
blacksmith and
and assistant,
and iron and
assistant, and
for blacksmith
last of
For
steel for
shop, per
seventh article
treaty fifteenth
March, eighteen hundred
fifteenth March,
article treaty
per seventh
fbr shop,
steel
and fifty-four,
hundred and
dollars.
forty dollars.
and forty
nine hundred
fifty-four, nine
and
For last
last of
of ten
ten instalments
seventh article
fiftreaty fifarticle treaty
per seventh
farmer, per
for farmer,
instalments for
For
teenth March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, six hundred dollars.
hundred and
teenth
For keeping
repair the
and saw-mill
the seventh
provided for by the
saw-mill provided
grist and
the grist
in repair
keeping in
For
article of
the treaty
treaty of
of fifteenth
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-four,
and fifty-four,
fifteenth March,
of the
article
three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
three
For supplying
the smith's
smith's shop
shop with
and keeping
keepinc, the same in
in
tools, and
with tools,
supplying the
For
repair, per
per seventh
seventh article
the treaty
treaty fifteenth
fifteenth March, eighteen hundred
hundred
of the
article of
repair,
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, three
hundred dollars.
three hundred
and
For
engineer, one
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
an engineer,
For an
Ottawas and
and
Ottawas and
ninth of
ten equal
equal annual
of ten
For ninth
Michigan. - For
of Michigan.—
Chippewas of
and Chippewas
Ottawas
Ottawas
Chippewas
of
instalments
for
educational
purposes, to
to be
the direction
under the
expended under
be expended
purposes,
educational
for
instalments
of
Chippewas
Michigan.
Michigan.
according to the wishes of the Indians
Indians, so far as may be
of the President, according
Vol.
and just,
article of the treaty of thirty-first July,
second article
per second
just, per
reasonable and
623. reasonable
p. 623.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, eight
eight thousand dollars.
eighteen
For
of ten
ten instalments
of four
blacksmith-shops,
four blacksmith-shops,
support of
the support
for the
instalments for
ninth of
For ninth
per second
second article
article of
treaty of
of thirty-first
eighteen hundred and
thirty-first July, eighteen
the treaty
of the
per
fifty-five,
four thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
and forty dollars.
fifty-five, four
For ninth
ten instalments
principal, payable
for ten
annually for
payable annually
of principal,
instalments of
of ten
ninth of
For
years,
per capita,
usual manner
of paying
paying annuimanner of
the usual
in the
capita, in
distributed per
be distributed
to be
years, to
ties, per
per second
article of
the treaty
treaty of
of thirty-first
hundred
eighteen hundred
July, eighteen
thirty-first July,
of the
second article
ties,
and
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
and fifty-five, ten
For interest
on two
two hundred
hundred and
sixteen thousand dollars, unpaid part
and sixteen
interest on
For
of
principal sum
sum of
of three
hundred and six thousand dollars, for one
three hundred
the principal
of the
year,
at five
five per
per centum
centum per
per annum, to be distributed per capita, in the
year, at
usual
manner of
of paying
paying annuities,
annuities, per second article of the treaty of
usual manner
thirty-first
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thousand eight hunfifty-five, ten thousand
and fifty-five,
July, eighteen
thirty-first July,
dred
dred dollars.
For ninth
ten equal
equal annual
instalments on thirty-five
thirty-five thousand dolannual instalments
of ten
ninth of
For
lars,
in lieu
lieu of
former treaty
treaty stipulations, to be paid per capita to the
of former
lars, in
Grand
per second
second article
article treaty
eighteen
treaty thirty-first July, eighteen
Ottawas, per
River Ottawas,
Grand River
hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
three thousand
fifty-five, three
and fifty-five,
hundred and
Pawnees.
Pawnees.—
second of five instalments
instalments of the second series in goods
Pawnees.- For second
them, per second article treaty
p. 729
729.' and such articles as may be necessary for them,
Vol. xi. P'
twenty-fourth
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-seven, thirty thouand fifty-seven,
hundred and
twenty-fourth September,
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
For
two manual
manual labor
annually, during the pleasure
schools, annually,
labor schools,
of two
support of
For support
of
President, per
September, eightwenty-fourth September,
article treaty twenty-fourth
third article
per third
the President,
of the
teen
hundred and
fifty-seven, ten thousand dollars.
and fifty-seven,
teen hundred
For pay
two teachers,
under the direction
direction of the President, per third
teachers, under
of two
pay of
For
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,
article
twenty-fourth September, eighteen
treaty twenty-fourth
article treaty
one
hundred dollars.
dollars.
two hundred
thousand two
one thousand
For purchase
iron and
steel, and
necessaries for the shop, durother necessaries
and other
and steel,
of iron
purchase of
For
twenty-fourth
ing the pleasure
pleasure of the President,
President, per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
ing
fifty-seven, five hundred dollars.
September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-seven,
September, eighteen
For pay
two blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, one
one of
whom to
tingunsmith and tinto be aa gunsmith
of whom
of two
pay of
For
twenty-fourth September,
smith, per
September, eighteen hunfourth article treaty twenty-fourth
per fourth
smith,
dred and
one thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
fifty-seven, one
and fifty-seven,
dred
For compensation
compensation of
of two
apprentices in shop, per fourth
strikers or apprentices
two strikers
For
fifty-seven,
article
twenty-fourth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-seven,
treaty twenty-fourth
article treaty
four
and eighty dollars.
four hundred
hundred and
For
of ten
ten instalments
instalments for farming utensils and stock during
seventh of
For seventh
the
article treaty twenty-fourth SepSepof the President, per fourth article
pleasure of
the pleasure
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tember,
eighteen hundred
fifty-seven, one
one thousand
two hundred
hundred dolthousand two
and fifty-seven,
hundred and
tember, eighteen

Pawnees
Pawnee..

lars.
lars.
For pay
pay of
September,
treaty twenty-fourth September,
article treaty
fourth article
per fourth
farmer, per
of farmer,
For
eighteen hundred
fifty-seven, six
six hundred dollars.
and fifty-seven,
hundred and
eighteen
For sixth
sixth of
ten instalments
discretion of the
for pay of miller, at the discretion
instalments for
of ten
For
President, per
eighteen
September, eighteen
twenty-fourth September,
treaty twenty-fourth
article treaty
fourth article
per fourth
President,
hundred
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, six
dollars.
six hundred dollars.
hundred and
discretion
For
sixth of
of ten
for pay
of an
engineer, at the discretion
an engineer,
pay of
instalments for
ten instalments
For sixth
of the
President, per
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September, eighfourth article
per fourth
the President,
of
teen hundred
and fifty-seven,
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
fifty-seven, one
hundred and
teen
per
For
compensation to
apprentices, to
to assist in working the mill, per
to apprentices,
For compensation
fourth article
article treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and fiftyfiftySeptember, eighteen
twenty-fourth September,
treaty twenty-fourth
fourth
seven,
five hundred dollars.
seven, five
Pottawatomies
Pottawatonzies
of Huron.Huron. —For
permanent annuity
annuity in
money or
Pottawatomies
in money
For permanent
Pottawatomies of
otherwise,
per second
article treaty
eighteen hunhun- ofVoH
l.
uro.
i.
1
Huron.
November, eighteen
seventeenth November,
treaty seventeenth
second article
otherwise, per
vu. p. 105.
dollars.
dred
hundred dollars.
four hundred
seven, four
and seven,
dred and
Pottawatonzies.
permanent annuity
annuity in
per fourth
fourth article
article Pottawatomies
Pottawatomies
silver, per
in silver,
- For permanent
Pottawatomies.—For
vii. p. 51.
treaty third
August, seventeen
hundred and
ninety-five, one thousand Vol. vii.
51.
and ninety-five,
seventeen hundred
third August,
treaty
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity
third article
treaty thirtieth
vol. vii.
p. 114.
114.
ii. p.
Sep- Vol.
thirtieth Separticle treaty
per third
silver, per
in silver,
annuity in
For
tember, eighteen
nine, five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
and nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
tember,
For permanent
silver, per
treaty second
second OctoOcto- Vol.
p.185.
vii. p.185.
Vol. vii.
article treaty
per third
third article
in silver,
annuity in
permanent annuity
For
ber,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, two
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
two thousand
ber, eighteen
For permanent
permanent annuity
in money,
vii. p.
p. 817.
317.
Vol. vii.
twentieth vol.
treaty twentieth
article treaty
second article
per second
money, per
annuity in
For
September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, two thousand dollars.
September, eighteen
For
permanent annuity
in specie,
specie, per
article treaty
treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth Vol. vii.
p. 320.
vii. p.
second article
per second
annuity in
For permanent
July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen thousand
thousand dollars.
twenty-nine, sixteen
and twenty-nine,
July, eighteen
For life-annuity
life-annuity to
to chief,
per third
third article
article treaty
treaty twentieth
October, Vol.
vol. vii.
379 .
vii. p. 379.
twentieth October,
chief, per
For
eighteen hundred
hundred dollars.
.two hundred
thirty-two, .two
and thirty-two,
hundred and
eighteen
For life-annuity
life-annuity to
third article
article treaty
p.432.
vii. p.432.
Vol. vii.
Septem- "Vol.
twenty-sixth Septemtreaty twenty-sixth
per third
to chiefs,
chiefs, per
For
ber, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-three, seven
dollars.
hundred dollars.
seven hundred
and thirty-three,
eighteen hundred
ber,
For education
the pleasure
of congress,
per third
article treaty
vol .vii. p.
p. 296.
treaty Vol.
third article
congress, per
pleasure of
during the
education during
For
317.
p. 317.
sixteenth
October, eighteen
hundred and
and twenty-six,
second article treaty Vol. vii. p.
twenty-six, second
eighteen hundred
sixteenth October,
379.
twentieth September,
twenty-eight, and fourth
fourth Vol.
vol. vii. p.
p.379.
eighteen hundred and twenty-eight,
September, eighteen
twentieth
article treaty
October, eighteen hundred and thirty-two,
twenty-seventh October,
treaty twenty-seventh
article
five thousand dollars.
855
ix. p.
p. 855.
For
provision for
the payment
payment of
of money
money in
in lieu
Vol. ix.
tobacco, vol.
lieu of tobacco,
for the
permanent provision
For permanent
iron, and
and steel,
per second
second article
article treaty
treaty twentieth
eighteen
twentieth September, eighteen
steel, per
iron,
hundred and
and twenty-eight,
and tenth
the treaty of the fifth and
of the
article of
tenth article
twenty-eight, and
hundred
seventeenth
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six, three hundred
hundred dolseventeenth June,
lars.
For permanent
permanent provision
provision for
three blacksmiths
blacksmiths and assistants, per third
for three
For
article
second
treaty sixteenth October, eighteen hundred and twenty-six, second
article treaty
article
eighteen hundred and twenty-eight,
treaty twentieth September, eighteen
article treaty
and second
second article
twenty-ninth July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twentytwentytreaty twenty-ninth
article treaty
and
nine, two
dollars.
thousand one hundred and sixty dollars.
two thousand
nine,
For
permanent provision
article
iron and steel for shops, per third article
for iron
provision for
For permanent
treaty sixteenth
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-six, second article
sixteenth October,
treaty
treaty
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
twenty-eight, and sechundred and twenty-eight,
twentieth September,
treaty twentieth
hundred and twenty-nine,
ond
article treaty
twenty-ninth July, eighteen
twenty-nine,
eighteen hundred
treaty twenty-ninth
ond article
six
sixty dollars.
hundred and sixty
six hundred
of
For
permanent provision
provision for fifty barrels of salt, per second article of
For permanent
treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth July,
July, eighteen
hundred
twenty-nine, two hundred
and twenty-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
treaty
and fifty dollars.
For interest
on six
six hundred
thousand dollars, at five
forty-three thousand
and forty-three
hundred and
interest on
For
per
seventeenth
the treaty of the fifth and seventeenth
article of the
seventh article
per seventh
centum, per
per centum,
hundred
of
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
forty-six, thirty-two thousand one hundred
hundred and forty-six,
of June,
and
and fifty dollars.
pleasure of the President, per Quapaws.
Quapaws.—
For education
education during the pleasure
Quapaws.
-For
Quapaws.
VOL.
XIII. PUB.
15
PUB. -— 15
VOL. XIII.
p

.
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treaty thirteenth
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirty-three, one
one
and thirty-three,
thirteenth May,
article treaty
third article
Vol. vii. p. 425. third

thousand
thousand dollars.
For
and assistant,
tools, and
and iron
and steel
steel for
for
iron and
and tools,
shop and
assistant, shop
blacksmith and
For blacksmith
shop, during
during the
the pleasure
pleasure of
third article
article treaty
treaty thir.
thirper third
President, per
of the
the President,
shop,
teenth May,
May, eighteen
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, one
and sixty
sixty
thousand and
one thousand
eighteen hundred
teenth

dollars.
For
farmer during
pleasure of
the President,
per third
third article
article
President, per
of the
the pleasure
during the
For farmer
treaty thirteenth
thirteenth May,
May, eighteen
thirty-three, six
six hundred
hunched
and thirty-three,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
treaty
dollars.
For
to the
the removal
of the
the Quapaw
Quapaw
removal of
incident to
of expenses
expenses incident
payment of
For payment
Indians from
in their
own country,
country,
their own
reestablishment in
their reestablishment
and their
Kansas, and
from Kansas,
Indians
nine
thousand seven
hundred and
twenty-six dollars
dollars and
thirty-three
and thirty-three
and twenty-six
seven hundred
nine thousand
cents.
Rogue
eleventh of
of sixteen
sixteen instalments
blankets,
in blankets,
instalments in
Rogue
For eleventh
Rivers.-—For
Rogue Rivers.
Rogue Rivers.
farming-utensils, and
and stock,
per third
third article
article treaty
tenth SepSeptreaty tenth
Vol.
stock, per
clothing, farming-utensils,
x. p. 1018. clothing,
Vol. x.
tember,
eighteen hundred
two thousand
hundred
five hundred
thousand five
fifty-three, two
and fifty-three,
hundred and
tember, eighteen
dollars.
Sacs
permanent annuity
annuity in
in goods
goods or
or
Sacs
For permanent
Miississippi.- For
of Mississippi.—
Foxes of
and Foxes
Sacs and
Sacs and Foxes
of Mississippi;
article treaty
otherwise,
treaty third November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
otherwise, per third article
of
Mississippi;
Vol.
p. 85.
85.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.

vii. p. 540.
540.
Vol. vii.
Vol.
p. 596.
596.
Vol. vii. p.

of
of Missouri.
Missouri.
Vol.
p. 540.
540.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.

Seminoles.
Seminoles.
Vol.
xi. p.
p. 702.
702.
Vol. xi.

Sen eras.
Senecas.
Vol.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
p. 161.
161.

p. 349.
Vol. vii. p.

four, one
one thousand
four,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For interest
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at five
per centum,
per
centum, per
five per
on two
interest on
For
second article treaty
twenty-first October,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and thirtyOctober, eighteen
treaty twenty-first
article
second
seven, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seven,
For interest
on eight
eight hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
at five
five per
per centum,
centum, per
per
dollars, at
interest on
For
second article
eleventh October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-two,
treaty eleventh
article treaty
second
forty
dollars.
thousand dollars.
forty thousand
Sacs
and Foxes
Missouri.—For
interest on
on one
hundred and fiftyone hundred
- For interest
of Missouri.
Foxes of
Sacs and
seven thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred dollars,
centum, under the direcdollars, at five per centum,
seven
tion
the President,
President, per
per second
second article
article treaty
treaty twenty-first
twenty-first October,
October, eigheighof the
tion of
teen
thousand eight
and seventy
seventy
hundred and
eight hundred
seven thousand
thirty-seven, seven
and thirty-seven,
hundred and
teen hundred
dollars.
dollars.
Seminoles.—For
eighth of
of ten
instalments for
for the
of
support of
the support
ten instalments
the eighth
Seminoles.-For the
schools, per
eighth article
seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
treaty seventh
article treaty
per eighth
schools,
fifty-six, three
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three thousand
fifty-six,
For
the eighth
of ten
ten instalments
for agricultural
agricultural assistance,
assistance, per
per
instalments for
eighth of
For the
eighth
treaty seventh
seventh August,
hundred and
and fifty-six, two
eighteen hundred
August, eighteen
article treaty
eighth article
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
the eighth
ten instalments
instalments for
for the
support of
of smiths
smiths and
and smiths'
smiths'
the support
of ten
eighth of
For the
shops,
per eighth
article treaty
seventh August,
August, eighteen hundred
hundred and
treaty seventh
eighth article
shops, per
fifty-six,
two thousand
thousand two
dollars.
hundred dollars.
two hundred
fifty-six, two
For five
five per
interest on
on two
thowand dollars,
fifty thousand
and fifty
hundred and
two hundred
centum interest
per centum
For
to be
as annuity,
annuity, per
eighth article
article treaty
treaty seventh
seventh August,
August, eighteen
per eighth
be paid
paid as
to
hundred and
fifty-six, twelve
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
twelve thousand
and fifty-six,
hundred
For interest
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
at five
cenper cenfive per
dollars, at
on two
interest on
For
turn, to
be paid
paid as
as annuity,
they having
having joined
their brethren
brethren west,
per
west, per
joined their
annuity, they
to be
tum,
eighth article
and fifty-six,
fifty-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
August, eighteen
seventh August,
treaty seventh
article treaty
eighth
twelve thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
twelve
Senecas.—For
in specie, per
article treaty
per fourth article
annuity in
permanent annuity
Senecas.- For permanent
eighteen hundred
twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth September, eighteen
hundred and seventeen, five hundred
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity
specie, per
fourth article
seventeenth
article treaty seventeenth
per fourth
in specie,
annuity in
For
September,
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, five
hundred dollars. .
five hundred
eighteen hundred
September, eighteen
For
and assistant,
assistant, shop
and tools,
tools, and
and iron
iron and
and steel,
during
steel, during
shop and
blacksmith and
For blacksmith
the
pleasure of
of the
fourth article treaty
treaty twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth
per fourth
President, per
the President,
the pleasure
February, eighteen
eighteeu hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one,
thousand and sixty
thirty-one, one thousand
February,
dollars.
dollars.
For miller
during the
of the
fourth article
President, per fourth
the President,
the pleasure
pleasure of
miller during
For
treaty twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth February,
hundred and
and thirty-one,
six hunthirty-one, six
eighteen hundred
February, eighteen
treaty
dred
dred dollars.
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Senecas of
permanent annuity
in lieu
lieu of
interest on Seneca
Senecas of Ncw
New
of interest
annuity in
of New
New York.—For
York.--For permanent
Senecas
stock,
per act
nineteenth February,
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-one,
February, eighteen
thirty-one, York.
Yo'k.
stock, per
act of nineteenth
1831,
1831, ch.
ch. 26.
26.
six
thousand dollars.
six thousand
dollars.
p. 442.
Vol. iv. p.
1846,
ch.
34.
seventy-five thousand dollars, at 1846, ch. 34.
For
in lieu of investment, on seventy-five
interest, in
For interest,
Vol. ix. p. 35.
twenty-seventh June, eighteen hundred
five
centum, per act of twenty-seventh
hundred and VOl. ix p. 35five per centum,
forty-six,
three thousand
thousand seven hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
forty-six, three
For
on forty-three
forty-three thousand and fifty dolFor interest
interest at five per
per centum,
centum, on
lars, transferred
Ontario Bank
per
Bank to
to the
the United
United States treasury, per
lars,
transferred from Ontario
act of
twenty-seventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six, two thouact
of twenty-seventh
sand
hundred and
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars
dollars and
fifty cents.
and fifty
sand one
one hundred
and
Senecas
For permanent
Senecas and
permanent annuity in specie, per fourth Senecas
Senecas and Shawnees.—
Shawnees.-For
Shawnees.
seventeenth September
article treaty seventeenth
September eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, one Shawnees.
article
Vol. vii. p. 179.
ol. vi. p 1.
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
352.
shop and
and tools, and iron and steel for Vol.
For blacksmith
blacksmith and assistant, shop
Vol. vii.
vii. p. 352.
shop,
during the
pleasure of the President,
article treaty
treaty twenPresident, per fourth article
the'pleasure
shop, during
tieth July,
sixty
one thousand and sixty
hundred and
and thirty-one, one
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
tieth
dollars.
dollars.
Shawnees.—F
or permanent
educational purposes, per
Shawnees.
annuity for
for educational
Shawnees. - For
permanent annuity
Shawnees.
Vol. vii.
51.
vii- p.
p- 51.
fourth article
August, seventeen
seventeen hundred and ninety-five, and Vol.
third August,
tieaty third
fourth
article treaty
Vol. x. p. 1066.
p1
third
hundred and fifty-four,
thou- o
fifty-four, one thoutenth May,
May, eighteen hundred
third article
article treaty
treaty tenth
sand dollars.
For
eleventh instalment of interest, at five per centum, on forty thouthouFor eleventh
sand
dollars. for
for education,
education, per third article treaty tenth May,
eighteen
May, eighteen
sand dollars
hundred and fifty-four,
thousand dollars.
fifty-four, two thousand
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
p. 46.
46.
purposes, per fourth
fourth article
article Vol.
educational purposes,
annuity for educational
permanent annuity
For permanent
treaty twenty-ninth
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventeen, and
twenty-ninth September, eighteen
treaty
fifty-four, two thouthoueighteen hundred and fifty-four,
treaty tenth
tenth May, eighteen
third article
article treaty
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
of
Nations of
Six Nations
permanent annuity in clothing and Six
- For permanent
of Hew
York.—
New York.
Nations of
Six Nations
York.
other
articles; per
per sixth
sixth article
treaty eleventh
vii.
ol.
p.
46.
other useful
useful articles;
article treaty
eleventh November,
November, sevenseven- New
Vol. vii. p. 46.
teen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-four,
ninety-four, four
five hundr(hundr.-'1 di-llars.
four thousand
thousand five
teen
Treaty of
of Fort
Fort
Treaty
of Fort
fourth of
five instalments,
instalments, at
at the dis- Treaty
of five
For fourth
Laramie.-- For
Fort Laramie.—
Treaty of
L a r am
ie.
cretion
provisions and merchandise,
merchandise, for payment of Laramie.
the President,
President, in provisions
of the
cretion of
Vol. xi. p. 749.
annuities
of the
same, to certain
certain tribes of Indians,
Indians,
the same,
and transportation
transportation of
annuities, and
seventy
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seventy thousand
Umpguas, (Cow
Band.)—F
or eleventh
instalments Timpquas
UJmpquas (Cow
(Cow
eleventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
For
Umpquas,
(Cow Creek Band.)band).
Creek band).
in
blankets, clothing,
clothing, provisions,
provisions, and stock, per third article treaty nine- Creek
in blankets,
x. p. 1027.
p. 1027.
vol. x.
teenth
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-three,
five hundred and fifty Vol.
fifty-three, five
teenth September,
dollars.
dollars.
Umpquas and
and
of Umpquas
last of
Umpguas and
and Oalapooias,
of Umpqua
or last
Oregon.-For
Valley, Oregon.—F
Umpqua Valley,
Calapooias, of
Umpquas
five
instalments, of
second series,
series, of
of annuity
beneficial objects,
to Calapooias
of
annuity for
for beneficial
objects, to
Umpqua
alapoo iaVaolley.
of the
the second
five instalments,
'Umpqua Valley.
be
as directed
by the
the President,
President, per
per third
third article
treaty nineteenth
nineteenth Vol. x. p.
p. 1127.
article treaty
directed by
be expended
expended as
1127.
September,
three hundred
thousand three
two thousand
and fifty-three,
fifty-three, two
hundred and
eighteen hundred
September, eighteen
dollars.
dollars.
a blacksmith
For
latt of
instalments for the pay of a
blacksmith and furnishing
of ten instalments
For last
hundred
shop,
article treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth of November,
November, eighteen hundred
shop, per sixth article
and
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
one thousand
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one
For
tenth of
for the pay of aa physician and purinstalments for
fifteen instalments
of fifteen
For tenth
chase
article treaty
treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth November,
per sixth
sixth article
medicines, per
of medicines,
chase of
thousand dollars.
eighteen
hundred and
fifty-four, two thousand
and fifty-four,
eighteen hundred
a farmer, per sixth
sixth article
article
instalments for the pay of a
For last of ten instalments
treaty twenty-ninth
eighteen hundred
fifty-four, one
hundred and fifty-four,
November, eighteen
treaty
twenty-ninth November,
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For tenth
of twenty
instalments for the
teacher and purchase
purchase
a teacher
pay of a
the pay
twenty instalments
tenth of
For
twenty-ninth November,
November,
and stationery, per sixth article treaty twenty-ninth
of books
books and
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one thousand four hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
eighteen hundred
Winnebagoes.—
interest on
on one
one million
million dollars,
Winnebagoes.
centum, Winnebagoes.
at five per centum,
dollars, at
- For
For interest
Winnebagoes.
45.
p. 545.
Vol vii
vii p.
per
fourth article
treaty first
eighteen hundred and thirty- Vol.
November, eighteen
first November,
article treaty
per fourth
seven,
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
seven, fifty
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Vol. ix.
p. 878.
878.
ix. p.
Vol.
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For eighteenth
eighteenth of
eighty-five thousand
on eighty-five
of interest
interest on
instalments of
thirty instalments
of thirty
For
dollars,
at five
five per
centum, per
article treaty
thirteenth October,
treaty thirteenth
fourth article
per fourth
per centum,
dollars, at
eighteen hundred
and forty-six,
four thousand
two hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty
thousand two
forty-six, four
hundred and
eighteen

dollars.
expenses of removal and support of
For deficiencies
deficiencies in subsistence and expenses
fiscal year
during the
Minnesota, during
of Minnesota,
the Sioux and Winnebago Indians of
the fiscal
year
ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, one hundred
ending June
thirty-seven
thousand two
ninety-three dollars and forty
hundred and ninety-three
two hundred
thirty-seven thousand
cents: Provided,
Provided, That
portion expended
expended in behalf
behalf of the Winnebathe portion
That the
cents:
goes shall
shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
to the
the treasury
the sale of their lands in
treasury upon the
goes
Minnesota, to
to enable
enable the
Secretary of
Interior to take charge of certhe Interior
of the
the Secretary
Minnesota,
tain stray
bands of
of Winnebago
Pottowatornie Indians,
Indians, now in the
the
Winnebago and Pottowatomie
stray bands
tain
State
further depredations
depredations by
a view to prevent any further
Wisconsin, with a
of Wisconsin,
State of
them
state, and
provisions and subsistence,
and for provisions
that state,
of that
citizens of
the citizens
upon the
them upon
ten
proportion of annuities to which
Provided, That the proportion
dollars: Provided,
thousand dollars:
ten thousand
said
bands of
Winnebagoes would be entitled if
Pottowatomies and Winnebagoes
of Pottowatomies
stray bands
said stray
they were
were settled
respective tribes shall
their respective
with their
reservations with
their reservations
upon their
settled upon
they
be retained
retained in
paid
to their
their credit, from year to year, to be paid
treasury to
the treasury
in the
be
to them
when they
they shall unite with their said tribes, or to be used by the
the
to
them when
Secretary
the Interior
Interior in
defraying the expenses of their removal, or
or
in defraying
of the
Secretary of
reservation which may heresettling and subsisting them on any other reservation
in settling
after be provided for them.
Special
agent.
For the
salary of
agent, to take charge of said Indians,
of aa special agent,
the salary
For
Special agent.
fifteen hundred dollars.
Yancton
Sioux.
rancton
instalments to be paid to
- For sixth of ten instalments
Tribe of Sioux. —
Yancton Tribe
Yancton Sioux.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
which
year in
the year
with the
expended for their benefit, commencing
p. 744.
744. them or expended
Vol.
commencing with
in which
per
reservation,
they
shall
remove
and
settle
and
upon
their
reservation,
per
reside
and
settle
to
and
they shall remove
fourth article treaty nineteenth April, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-eight,
fourth
sixty-five
dollars.
sixty-five thousand dollars.
Calapooias,
Calapooias, Molalla,
Molalla, and Clackamas
Clackamas Indians,
_Indians, of
of Willamet[te] Valley. —
Calapooias,
Calapooias,
beneficial objects,
for beneficial
second
&c.,
Molallas,
m°
1
allas ,&c,of
d For last of five instalments
instalments of annuity fa
objects, per second
willamette
Willamette Val- article treaty twenty-second January, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
article treaty twenty-second January, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
ley.
p. 1.1.44.
1144. eight thousand
Vol. x. p.
thousand dollars.
be
Poncas.
Poncas.
the first of
second series, to be
of ten instalments of the second
For the
Poncas. -— For
Poncas.
xii. p.
paid to
to them, or expended
expended for their benefit, commencing
commencing with the year in
p. 997.
997. paid
Vol. xii.
their
which they
shall remove
remove to
tract reserved
reserved for their
settle upon the tract
to and
and settle
they shall
which
future homes,
homes, per
eighteen hundred
hundred
article treaty twelfth March, eighteen
per second article
future
and fifty-eight, ten thousand dollars.
of
For sixth
instalments for
maintenance of
establishment and maintenance
the establishment
for the
ten instalments
of ten
sixth of
For
one
manual-labor schools
schools, under the direction of the President,
or more
more manual-labor
one or
per
second article
article treaty
treaty twelfth
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-eight,
hundred and fifty-eight,
twelfth March,
per second
five thousand
thousand dollars.
instalments, or during the pleasure
pleasure of the President,
President,
For sixth of ten instalments,
to
assistance in
said Indians with such aid and assistance
in furnishing
furnishing said
be expended
expended in
to be
agricultural
mechanical pursuits, including the working of the mill
and mechanical
agricultural and
provided for
article, as the Secretary
Secretary of the Inpart of this article,
the first
first part
in the
for in
provided
consider advantageous
advantageous and necessary for them,
them, per second
second
terior may consider
fifty-eight, seven
hundred and fifty-eight,
treaty twelfth
twelfth March,
seven
March, eighteen hundred
article treaty
thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
Dwamish,
&c,
Dwamish and
Tribes in
in Washington
Washington Territory.
For
Territory.-— For
Allied Tribes
other Allied
and other
Dwamish
Dwamish, &c.,
in Washington
fifth instalment on one hundred
in
Washington
hundred and fifty thousand dollars, under the
.
direction
Territoryy. 927.
Territor
direction of the President, per sixth article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January,
Vol.
dollars.
eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, ten thousand dollars.
eighteen hundred
instalments for the establishment and support
support of
For fifth of twenty instalments
an
agricultural* and
to provide
provide said school with aa
and to
school, and
industrial school,
and industrial
an agricultural
suitable
fourteenth article treaty twentyinstructor or instructors, per fourteenth
suitable instructor
second January,
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, three thousand
thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-five,
January, eighteen
second
For
twenty instalments
instalments for the establishment and support of a
a
For fifth of twenty
smith
carpenter shop,
shop, and to furnish them with the necessary
necessary tools,
smith and carpenter

Removal
Removal of
the Sioux,
Sioux, &c.,
&c.,
the
from Minnesota.
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per
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January,
eighteen hundred and
and
January, eighteen
article treaty
fourteenth article
per fourteenth
fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
fifty-five, five
For
of twenty
instalments for
for the
the employment
employment of
blacksmith,
of aa blacksmith,
twenty instalments
fifth of
For fifth
carpenter,
farmer, and
and physician,
physician, who
shall furnish
medicines for the sick,
furnish medicines
who shall
carpenter, farmer,
per
article treaty
twenty-second January, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
treaty twenty-second
fourteenth article
per fourteenth
fifty-five,
four thousand
six hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand six
fifty-five, four
thirty thousand Makah tribe.
Makal:
instalments on thirty
second of three instalments
For second
Tribe. - For
Makah Tribe.
p. 940.
dollars,
under the
the direction
direction of
President, per
per fifth
fifth article treaty
treaty thirty- Vol. xii. p.
of the
the President,
dollars, under
first January,
eighteen hundred
two thousand dollars.
fifty-five, two
and fifty-five,
hundred and
January, eighteen
first
For fifth
of twenty
twenty instalments
for the
support of an agricultural
agricultural and
the support
instalments for
fifth of
For
industrial school,
pay of
of teachers,
teachers, per
eleventh article treaty
per eleventh
for pay
and for
school, and
industrial
five
thirty-first January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-five, two
two thousand five
and fifty-five,
thirty-first
hundred dollars.
hundred
a smith and carpenters'
For
of twenty
instalments for support
support of a
carpenters'
twenty instalments
fifth of
For fifth
eleventh article
shop,
and to
to provide
the necessary
article
therefor, per eleventh
necessary tools therefor,
provide the
shop, and
fifty-five, five
treaty
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
five hundred
hundred
January, eighteen
thirty-first January,
treaty thirty-first
dollars.
dollars.
For
fifth of
for the
the employment
blacksmith,
of aa blacksmith,
employment of
instalments for
of twenty
twenty instalments
For fifth
carpenter,
farmer, and
physician, who
who shall
the
medicines for the
furnish medicines
shall furnish
and physician,
carpenter, farmer,
sick,
article treaty
hundred
eighteen hundred
January, eighteen
thirty-first January,
treaty thirty-first
eleventh article
per eleventh
sick, per
and
thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
four thousand
fifty-five, four
and fifty-five,
Walla-Walla,
Walla-Walla,
Cayuse, and
Umatilla Tribes.
instal- Walla-wana,
For last of five instalTribes.-—For
and Umatilla
Walla- Walla, Cayuse,
Cayuse, and
ments
of eight
eight thousand
thousand dollars,
under the
the direetion
and
of the President, per Cayuse,
direetion of
dollars, under
ments of
u
vm
ottia t
p
ribai.
tp.rib4.
second article
article treaty
fifty-five, eight V xatil
June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
ninth June,
treaty ninth
second
thousand dollars.
thousand
For
fifth of
twenty instalments
purchase of all necessary
necessary millfor the purchase
instalments for
of twenty
For fifth
fixtures and
tools, medicines, and hospital stores, books and
mechanical tools,
and mechanical
fixtures
stationery for
schools, and
and furniture
furniture for
the employees, per
article
per fourth article
for the
for schools,
stationery
treaty ninth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand dollars.
For
of twenty
instalments for
the pay
subsistence of one
pay and subsistence
for the
twenty instalments
fifth of
For fifth
superintendent of
farming operations,
operations, one farmer, two millers, one blackof farming
superintendent
smith, one
one wagon
wagon and
maker, one
one carpenter
joiner, one
and joiner,
carpenter and
plough maker,
and plough
smith,
physician, and
and two
two teachers,
teachers, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
eighteen
June, eighteen
ninth June,
treaty ninth
physician,
hundred and
thousand two hundred dollars.
fifty-five, eleven thousand
and fifty-five,
hundred
For fifth
of twenty
instalments for the pay
pay of each of the head chiefs
twenty instalments
fifth of
For
of the
the Walla-Walla,
bands, the sum of five hunUmatilla bands,
and Umatilla
Cayuse, and
Walla-Walla, Cayuse,
of
dred dollars
per annum,
fifth article
ninth June, eighteen huntreaty ninth
article treaty
per fifth
annum, per
dollars per
dred
dred
fifty-five, one
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
and fifty-five,
dred and
Pio-pio-moxFor
instalments for
for salary
for the son of Pio-pio-moxsalary for
of twenty
twenty instalments
fifth of
For fifth
mox, per
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
hundred and
ninth June,
treaty ninth
mox,
one
dollars.
hundred dollars.
one hundred
For
the erection
saw and
and grist
in accordance
accordance with the promill, in
grist mill,
of aasaw
erection of
For the
visions of
of the
the fourth
fourth article
the treaty
treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred
article of the
visions
and
ten thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifty-five, ten
and fifty-five,
Yakama
last of
of five
for beneficial
Yakarna nation.
objects, Yakamanation.
beneficial objects,
instalments for
five instalments
For last
Nation. -— For
Yakama Nation.
953..
at
discretion of
the President,
President, per
Vol- xii.
xii• p.
1). 953
treaty ninth June, Vol.
article treaty
fourth article
per fourth
of the
at the
the discretion
eighteen
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, ten thousand dollars.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
For fifth
fifth of
twenty instalments
the support
support of
of two schools,
schools, one of
for the
instalments for
of twenty
For
which to
to be
an agricultural
agricultural and industrial
industrial school; keeping in repair
be an
which
school-buildings, and
and for
providing suitable
suitable furniture,
furniture, books, and stationfor providing
school-buildings,
ery, per
per fifth
fifth article treaty ninth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
.ery,
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five
For fifth
twenty instalments
employment pf
of one
one superinthe employment
for the
instalments for
of twenty
fifth of
For
tendent
and two
treaty ninth June,
article treaty
fifth article
per fifth
teachers, per
two teachers,
teaching and
of teaching
tendent of
eighteen
hundred and
fifty five,
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
three thousand
five, three
and fifty
eighteen hundred
For fifth
instalments for
for the
the employment of one superinof twenty
twenty instalments
fifth of
For
tendent
of farming
blacksmiths, one
one
two millers, two blacksmiths,
and two farmers, two
farming and
tendent of
tinner,
carpenter, and
wagon and
and plough maker,
one wagon
and one
one carpenter,
gunsmith, one
one gunsmith,
tinner, one
15 *
*
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per
treaty ninth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
nine
fifty-five, nine
and fifty-five,
June, eighteen
ninth June,
article treaty
fifth article
per fifth
thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand four
flouring
For
fifth of
keeping in repair saw and flouring
for keeping
instalments for
twenty instalments
of twenty
For fifth
mills,
furnishing the
necessary tools
tools and
and fixtures,
fixtures, per fifth
fifth article
the necessary
for furnishing
and for
mills, and
treaty
ninth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
treaty ninth
and
For fifth
of twenty
for keeping
in repair the hospital, and
keeping in
instalments for
twenty instalments
fifth of
For
providing the
and'fixtures thereftr,
therefor, per fifth article
medicines and-fixtures
necessary medicines
the necessary
providing
treaty
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, three hundred dollars.
and fifty-five,
hundred and
June, eighteen
ninth June,
treaty ninth
For
of twenty
fifth
physician, per fifth
pay of aa physician,
for the pay
instalments for
twenty instalments
fifth of
For fifth
article
treaty ninth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five, one thousand
June, eighteen
ninth June,
article treaty
four
hundred dollars.
four hundred
For
fifth of
twenty instalments
for keeping
buildings rein repair the buildings
keeping in
instalments for
of twenty
For fifth
quired for
for the
the various
various employees,
employees, and
providing the necessary furniand for providing
quired
ture therefor,
per fifth
article treaty
treaty ninth
ninth June, eighteen hundred and fiftyfifth article
ture
therefor, per
five, three
hundred dollars..
five,
three hundred
For
twenty instalments
salary of such person as the
instalments for the salary
fifth of
of twenty
For fifth
said confederated
confederated tribes
tribes and
and bands
bands of Indians may select to be their head
said
fifty-five,
chief,
per fifth
treaty ninth
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
ninth June, eighteen
article treaty
fifth article
chief, per
five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
last of five instalments for beneficial'ob-For
Indians.—For
Perce Indians.
In-1
Nez Perce
beneficial obNez Peree
Perce In-]
treaty eleventh
article treaty
ects, at the discretion
.958. jjects,
discretion of the President, per fourth article
eleventh
daons.
June, eighteen
fifty-five, ten thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
June,
For fifth
twenty instalments
of
support of two schools, one of
for the
the support
instalments for
of twenty
fifth of
For
which to
be an
industrial school; keeping in repair
and industrial
agricultural and
an agricultural
to be
which
school-buildings,
providing suitable
suitable furniture,
furniture, books, and stationfor providing
and for
school-buildings, and
ery,
fifth article
eleventh June,
June, eighteen
hundred and
fifty-five,
and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
treaty eleventh
article treaty
per fifth
ery, per
five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
For
fifth of
of twenty
employment of
of one
one superintendthe employment
for the
instalments for
twenty instalments
For fifth
ent
teaching and two
article treaty eleventh June,
two teachers, per fifth article
of teaching
ent of
eighteen
hundred and
fifty-five, three
two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand two
three thousand
and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
For fifth
repair blacksmiths',
blacksmiths', tininstalments for keeping in repair
twenty instalments
fifth of twenty
For
smiths', gunsmiths',
gunsmiths', carpenters',
carpenters', and wagon and plough makers' shops, and
and
smiths',
for providing
necessary tools
tools therefor,
fifth article
article treaty eleventh
eleventh
per fifth
therefor, per
providing necessary
for
June, eighteen
eighteen 'hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
June,
For fifth
instalments for the employment
employment of one superintendsuperintendtwenty instalments
of twenty
For
fifth of
farmers, two millers, two blacksmiths,
ent
blacksmiths, one tinner,
ent of farming, and two farmers
one
fifth
gunsmith, one carpenter, and one wagon and plough maker, per fifth
one gunsmith,
article
treaty eleventh
eleventh June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, nine thousand
article treaty
four
four hundred dollars.
For
fifth of
of twenty
repair saw and flouring
for keeping in repair
instalments for
twenty instalments
For fifth
necessary tools and fixtures
fixtures therefor, per fifth
fifth
mills, and for furnishing the necessary
eleventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred
hundred
article treaty eleventh
dollars.
For fifth of twenty instalments for keeping in repair the hospital, and
providing
necessary medicines
furniture therefor, per fifth article
medicines and furniture
the necessary
providing the
fifty-five, three hundred doltreaty
eleventh June,
June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
treaty eleventh
lars.
For fifth
of twenty
for pay of aaphysician, per fifth article
instalments for
twenty instalments
fifth of
For
treaty
eleventh June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one thousand four
June, eighteen
treaty eleventh
hundred
hundred dollars.
For fifth
keeping in
in repair the buildings for
instalments for keeping
of twenty
twenty instalments
For
fifth of
the
employees, and for providing
furniture therefor,
providing the necessary furniture
various employees,
the various
fifty-five, three
per
eleventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
treaty eleventh
article treaty
per fifth
fifth article
hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For
fifth of twenty
salary of such person as the
twenty instalments for the salary
For fifth
tribe may
may select to be their head chief, per fifth article treaty eleventh
June, eighteen
fifty-five, five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
and fifty-five,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June,
- For the first of five instalTribes. —
.Flatheads
confederated Tribes.
other confederated
Flatheads and other
Flatheads and
other
confedments
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty thousand
second
the second
dollars, being
being the
thousand dollars,
on one
ments on
thercotnfederated tribes.
erated.
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series,
beneficial objects,
per fourth
series, for
for beneficial
objects, at
at the discretion of the President, per
fourth
article treaty
hundred and
fifty-five, five
thousand
article
treaty sixteenth July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
five thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For fifth of twenty instalments for the support
support of an agricultural
agricultural and
and
industrial
industrial school, keeping in repair the buildings,
buildings, and providing
providing suitable
furniture, books,
books, and stationery, per fifth
fifth article
sixteenth July,
article .treaty
treaty sixteenth
July,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three hundred dollars.
For
suitable instructors
instructors therethereFor fifth of twenty instalments
instalments for
for providing suitable
fifty-five,
for, per fifth article treaty sixteenth July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
For fifth of twenty instalments for
keeping in repair blacksmiths', tin
tin
for keeping
and gunsmiths', carpenters', and
and, wagon and plough makers'
makers' shops, and
providing necessary
treaty sixteenth July,
necessary tools therefor, per fifth article
article treaty
eighteen
five hundred dollars.
dollars.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
For fifth of twenty instalments for the employment
farmers, two
employment of two
two farmers,
blacksmith, one tinner, one
gunsmith, one carpenter,
one
millers, one blacksmith,
one gunsmith,
carpenter, and one
wagon and plough maker, per fifth article treaty
sixteenth July,
.treaty sixteenth
July, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
fifty-five, seven
thousand four
hundred and fifty-five,
seven thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
repair saw and
and flouring
For fifth
fifth of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for keeping in
in repair
flouring
mills,
necessary tools
tools and
and fixtures
fixtures therefor,
fifth
mills, and
and for
for furnishing
furnishing the
the necessary
therefor, per
per fifth
article treaty sixteentCJuly,
fifty-five, five
sixteenth July, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
five hundred
hundred
dollars.
For
in repair
repair the
and
For fifth of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for keeping
keeping in
the hospital,
hospital, and
providing the necessary medicines
medicines and furniture
therefor, per fifth
furniture therefor,
fifth article
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July, eighteen
dollars.
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three hundred
hundred dollars.
a physician, per fifth article
For fifth of twenty instalments for pay of a
article
treaty sixteenth July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one thousand four
four
hundred dollars.
hundred
For fifth of twenty instalments for keeping in
buildings
in repair
repair the
the buildings
required
furnishing necessary
required for
for the various employees,
employees, and
and furnishing
necessary furniture
furniture
therefor, per fifth
fifth article treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
July, eighteen hundred and
and fiftyfiftyfive,
hundred dollars.
five, three
three hundred
For fifth of twenty instalments for
for the
the pay of
of each
each of the head chiefs
Kootenays, and Upper.
fifth
of the Flatheads, Kootenays,
Upper. Pend d'Oreilles
d'Oreilles tribes,
tribes, per
per fifth
sixteenth July, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifteen hunhunarticle treaty sixteenth
fifty-five, fifteen
dred dollars.
dollars.
Confederated Tribes
Confederated
Tribes and
Indians in
or
and Bands
Bands of
of Indians
in Middle Oregon.
Oregon. —F
- For
fifth of
of five instalments of eight thousand
thousand dollars for beneficial objects, at
the discretion
second article
article treaty
twenty-fifth June,
discretion of the President,
President, per second
treaty twenty-fifth
June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, eight thousand dollars.
dollars.
farmer,
For fifth of fifteen
fifteen instalments
instalments for
for pay
pay and subsistence
subsistence of one farmer,
one blacksmith,
blacksmith, and one wagon and plough
plough maker,
maker, per fourth article
article
treaty twenty-fifth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand
five hundred dollars.
For
subsistence of
physician,
For fifth of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for pay
pay and subsistence
of one
one physician,
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Flatheads, &e.
&e.

V

Vol.
xii. D.
n. 976.
976.
'l1 Xii-

Middle Oregons.
Oregon.
Middle
Vol. xii. p.964.
p. 964.

one
superintendent of
farming operations,
operations, and
and one
one sawyer,
sawyer, one
one miller,
miller, one
one superintendent
of farming
one
school teacher, per fourth
fourth article treaty twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth June, eighteen hunhundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five thousand six hundred
hundred dollars.
For fifth
fifth of
of twenty
instalments for
to the
the head
head chief
For
twenty instalments
for payment
payment of
of salary
salary to
chief
of
June,
of said
said confederated
confederated bands,
bands, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth June,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
eighteen
Motel
of ten
ten instalments
keeping in
repair saw
Molel Indians.—
ndians. - For
For fifth
fifth of
instalments for
for keeping
in repair
saw Molds.
Molels.
flouring mills,
necessary employees,
Vol. xiixii. pp. 981.
981employees, the benefits
benefits of Vol.
and flouring
mills, and for the pay
pay of
of necessary
which to be shared
shared alike
alike by
confederated bands,
which
by all
all the confederated
bands, per second
second article
article
treaty
twenty-first December,
December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
one thouthoutreaty twenty-first
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one
hundred and
sand
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
sand five
For last of five instalments (in addition
specified in
the
addition to the instalment
instalment specified
in the
hundred and fifty-four, with
treaty of twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth November, eighteen hundred
Umpqua valley)
and
the Umpquas and Calapooias of Umpqua
valley) for furnishing iron
iron and
fated and
and other
materials for
for the
smith in
in
[and] tin-shops
tin-shops provided
provided for
for in
other materials
the smith
in [and]
steel
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said
treaty, and
and for
for the
of the
necessary mechanics,
mechanics, per second article
the necessary
pay of
the pay
said treaty,
treaty
twenty-first
December,
eighteen
hundred
and fifty-five, one thouand
hundred
eighteen
December,
twenty-first
treaty
sand
dollars.
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
sand eight
For
fifth of
ten instalments
for the
carpenter and joiner to aid
of aacarpenter
pay of
the pay
instalments for
of ten
For fifth
Indians, and
in
erecting
buildings
and
making
furniture
for
said
and to furnish
furnish
said
for
furniture
making
and
in erecting buildings
tools
in said
said service,
service, per
second article
article treaty
treaty twenty-first
December, eightwenty-first December,
per second
tools in
teen hundred
and fifty-five
two thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifty-five,itwo
hundred and
teen
For pay
to manual-labor
manual-labor school,
school, for
for all
all necessary
necessary materials
teachers to
of teachers
pay of
For
second article
therefor, and
the subsistence
of the
per second
article treaty
treaty
pupils, per
the pupils,
subsistence of
for the
and for
therefor,
thousand
three
fifty-five,
twenty-first
December,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-five,
thousand
and
hundred
eighteen
December,
twenty-first

dollars.
dollars.
For
of five
instalments for
for the
the pay
an additional
additional farmer, per
per
of an
pay of
five instalments
last of
For last
second
article
treaty
twenty-first
December,
hundred and fiftyeighteen
December,
twenty-first
second article treaty
hundred dollars.
five,
five, eight hundred
Qui-nal-ells
Qui-nai-elt and
Quil-leh-ute Indians.—
For second
second of
of three
three instalments
Indians.- For
and Quil-leh-ute
Qui-nai-elt
Qui-nai-elts
and Quil-lehon twenty-five
thousand dollars
dollars for
for beneficial
beneficial objects, under the direction
twenty-five thousand
on
and Quil-lehand
article treaty
utes.
p
of the
President, per fourth article
treaty first
first July,
July ,eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
the President,
of
uotes.
Vol. xii. .972.
fifty-five,
one
thousand
six
hundred
dollars.
hundred
six
thousand
one
fifty-five,
. 972.
For
for the
the support
support of an agricultural and ininstalments for
twenty instalments
of twenty
fifth of
For fifth
dustrial
article treaty
instructors, per tenth article
suitable instructors,
of suitable
pay of
for pay
and for
school, and
dustrial school,
dollars.
hundred
first
July,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-five,
two
five
hundred
thousand
two
fifty-five,
and
hundred
first July, eighteen
For fifth
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for support
of smith
smith and
and carpenter
carpenter shop,
support of
fifth of
For
and to
to provide
tools therefor,
therefor, per
article treaty
treaty first
first
per tenth article
necessary tools
the necessary
provide the
and
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
hundred and
July,
For fifth
fifth of
of twenty
the employment
employment of a
a blacksmith,
for the
instalments for
twenty instalments
For
medicines
furnish
carpenter,
and
farmer,
and
a
physician
who
furnish
medicines for
for
shall
who
physician
a
and
farmer,
and
carpenter,
the
tenth article
article treaty
treaty first
July, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
first July,
per tenth
sick, per
the sick,
four
hundred dollars.
six hundred
thousand six
four thousand
S'Klallams.
SKlallams.— For
second of
three instalments
thousand dolinstalments on sixty thousand
of three
For second
SXlallams.S'Klallams.
xii. p.
p. 934.
under the
the direction
direction of
the President, per fifth article treaty
treaty twentytwentyof the
lars, under
934. lars,
Vol. xii.
sixth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
four thousand
thousand dollars.
fifty-five, four
and fifty-five,
January, eighteen
sixth January,
For fifth
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for the
the support
agricultural and
support of an agricultural
fifth of
For
industrial
school, and
and for
for pay
of suitable
suitable teachers,
teachers, per eleventh
eleventh article
article
pay of
industrial school,
two
fifty-five,
treaty
twenty-sixth
January,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-five,
thousand
hundred
eighteen
January,
twenty-sixth
treaty
five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
For
the employment
blacksmith,
employment of aablacksmith,
for the
instalments for
twenty instalments
of twenty
fifth of
For fifth
for the
medicines
shall
carpenter,
farmer,
and
a
physician
who
furnish
the
who
physician
a
and
carpenter, farmer,
sick, per
per eleventh
article treaty
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
twenty-sixth January,
treaty twenty-sixth
eleventh article
sick,
hundred dollars.
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, four
thousand six hundred
four thousand
and
second
- For
Ottawas of
Ottawa
Indians of
of Blanchard's
Bauf.—
For second
and Roche de Bceuf.
Fork and
Blanchard's Fork
Ottawa Indians
of
Ottawas
June,
Forkk of four instalments,
Blanchard's For
instalments, in money,
money, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
t
we
nt y
-fourth June,
Blanchard's
and
Roche de
de
and
dollars.
Brent
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-two,
eight
thousand
five
hundred
hundred
h
e Roche
five
thousand
eight
sixty-two,
and
eighteen
Bo f.
Vol. xii.
For interest
interest on twenty-five
hundred dollars, at five
five per
per
twenty-five thousand five hundred
For
p. 1238.
xii. p.1238.
Vol.
centam,
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
eighteen hundred
hundred
twenty-fourth June, eighteen
fourth article
per fourth
centum, per
and
sixty-two, one
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
hundred and seventy-five
and sixty-two,
- For
Arapahoes and
and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians
of the
Upper Arkansas
Arkansas River.
River.—
For
the Upper
Indians of
Arapahoes and
and Arapahoes
Arapahoes
annuity of thirty thousand
Cheyennes
of the
the fourth
of fifteen
thousand dollars, to
to be
be
instalments of annuity
fifteen instalments
fourth of
Cheyennes of
per
Upper
Arkansas. expended
say, fifteen
expended for their benefit, that is to say,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars
dollars per
Upper Arkansas.
annum for
for each
tribe, commencing
commencing with
with the year in which they shall
shall
each tribe,
annum
remove to
reservations, thirty thousand dollars.
their reservations,
upon their
settle upon
and settle
to and
remove
a mill
For second
second of
to provide
provide the
the said
said Indians with a
instalments to
five instalments
of five
For
suitable for
sawing timber
grinding grain, one
one or more
more mechanics'
mechanics'
and grinding
timber and
for sawing
suitable
interdwelling-houses for an
shops, with
with necessary
for the
an interthe same, and dwelling-houses
tools for
necessary tools
shops,
necessary,) farmers,
preter,
engineer for
for mill,
mill, (if
(if one be necessary,)
farmers, and the
miller, engineer
preter, miller,
mechanics
for their benefit, five thousand dollars.
employed for
be employed
may be
that may
mechanics that
For
transportation
and
necessary
expenses of delivery of annuities,
expenses
necessary
and
For transportation
goods, and
and provisions,
dollars.
provisions, five thousand dollars.
goods,
For insurance,
transportation, and
expenses of the delivery
delivery
necessary expenses
and necessary
insurance, transportation,
For
of annuities
annuities and
[to] the
the Chippewas
Chippewas of Lake Superior, five
five
of [to]
provisions of
and provisions
of
thousand
dollars and sixty-three
sixty-three cents.
sixty-two dollars
and sixty-two
hundred and
seven hundred
thousand seven
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expenses of the delivery
delivery of
and necessary expenses
of'
For insurance, transportation,
transportation, and
[to] the
Chippewas of the Mississippi,
Mississippi, three
and provisions
provisions of
of [to]
the Chippewas
annuities and
thousand eight hundred
eighty-six dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
cents.
thousand
hundred and eighty-six
Indian Service in
in New
general incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of Indian service
Mexico. - For general
Indian
New Mexico.—
in New
Mexico.
New Mexico.
agricultural imple- in
presents of goods, agricultural
Mexico, presents
the Indian service in New Mexico,
ments, and other useful articles, and to assist them to locate
loeate in permanent
permanent
abodes
themselves by the
the pursuits
life, to be
pursuits of civilized
civilized life,
abodes and
and sustain
sustain themselves
expended under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, fifty
fifty thousand
sand dollars.
New
defidiency in
New Mexico
Mexico Superintendency.
Superintendency.-—For
For defidiency
in the appropriation
appropriation New
New Mexico
Mexico
Superintendency.
for the Indian service in New Mexico, for the fiscal year ending June
June Superintendency.
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
the District
Indian Service
in the
_District of Country
Ocruntry leased from
from the Choctaws for
Indian
Service in
the Indians
in Texas.-For
Texas.—For the expenses
expenses of
of colonizing,
colonizing, Indian
Indian service
the
Indians lately
lately residing
residing in
in country
country leased
leased
neces- in
supporting,
and stock
stock;; pay of
of necesimplements and
agricultural implements
and furnishing
furnishing agricultural
supporting, and
from Choctaws.
sary
employees, purchase of
of clothing,
clothing, medicines, iron and steel,
steel, and
and mainmain- from Ctaws
sary employees,
tenance
residing in Texas,
Texas, to be expended
expended
lately residing
for Indians
Indians lately
of schools
schools for
tenance of
under
direction of the Secretary
Interior, twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
thousand
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
under the direction
eight
twenty-five dollars.
eight hundred and twenty-five
Wichitas, &c.
- For the expenses of col- Wichitas,
For
Bands.—
and other affiliated Bands.
Wichitas and
For the Wichitas
onizing,
furnishing said
agricultural implements
implements
said bands with agricultural
and furnishing
onizing, supporting,
supporting, and
and stock,
stock, pay
purchase of
of clothing,
clothing, medicines, iron
pay of
of necessary
necessary employees, purchase
and
expended under
under the direction
direction
and maintenance
maintenance of schools, to be expended
and steel, and
hundred dollars.
of the
thousand eight hundred
thirty-seven thousand
the Interior, thirty-seven
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
Shoshonees,
Eastern
Shoshonees.—For
instalments, to be Shoshonees,
- For first
first of twenty instalments,
Bands of
of Shoshonees.
Eastern Bands
bands.
Eastern bands.
expended under
direction of the
the President
President in the purchase of
of such
such ar- Eastern
under the direction
expended
ticles as
he may
deem suitable
herdshunters or herdsas hunters
wants, either as
their wants,
suitable to their
may deem
tides
as lie
men, per
per fifth
article treaty
hundred and
and sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
second July,
July, eighteen
treaty second
fifth article
men,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, ten
ending June thirty, eighteen
for
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Northwestern
Northwestern Bands
of Shoshonees.Shoshonees.—For
first of twenty instalments, Northwestern
For first
Bands of
Northwestern
bands.
to be
direction of the President
President in the
the purchase of bands.
the direction
be expended
expended under the
to
such
as he
he may
deem suitable
suitable to
to their
their wants,
or
hunters or
wants, either as hunters
may deem
such articles
articles as
herdsmen, per
third article
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth July, eighteen hundred and sixtyarticle treaty
per third
herdsmen,
three, for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
hundred and sixtyeighteen hundred
thirty, eighteen
ending June thirty,
the fiscal
three,
five, five thousand
thousand dollars.
five,
Goshiss bands.
Goshiss
instalments to be Goshiss
of Shoshonees.—For
Shoshonees. - For first of twenty instalments
Bands of
Goshiss Bands
expended
under the
direction of
of the
the President
President in
in the
purchase of
of such arthe purchase
the direction
expended under
ticles,
cattle for
herding, or
or other
other purposes,
he shall deem suitas he
purposes, as
for herding,
ticles, including
including cattle
able
for their
their wants
condition, either
either as
hunters or
herdsmen, per seventh
or herdsmen,
as hunters
and condition,
wants and
able for
article treaty
treaty October
October twelve,
twelve, eighteen
sixty-flree, for the
and sixty-three,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
article
fiscal
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, one thoueighteen hundred
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
dollars.
sand dollars.
Creeks.
Creek Nation.
Nation.—
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at five Creeks.
- For
For interest on two hundred
Creek
per centum
centum per
annum, as
paid them in money,
to be
be paid
annuity, to
as permanent
permanent annuity,
per annum,
per
Secretary of the
mechanical labor or useful articles
articles as the
the Secretary
the Insuch mechanical
or for such
article treaty September
September
time to
to time direct, per third article
terior may
may from time
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, for
year ending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
three,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, ten thousand
dollars, payable
payable on
on
thousand dollars,
thirty,
condition
that the
the said
said nation
nation ratify
amendments made
made by the Senate.
ratify the amendments
condition that
For payment
payment of
of first
expended for their
their benefit
benefit in the
be expended
first instalment,
instalment, to be
For
purchase
horses, sheep,
clothing, and such other
other articles
articles as the
the
sheep, clothing,
of stock,
stock, horses,
purchase of
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, with
with the
nation, may direct, per
said nation,
of said
the council
council of
Secretary
fourth
treaty' September
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three,
September three,
of treaty'
article of
fourth article
June thirty, eighteen
as
Senate, for
fiscal year ending
ending June
eighteen
for the fiscal
by the Senate,
as amended
amended by
hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, forty
forty thousand
dollars, payable
that
on condition
condition that
payable on
thousand dollars,
hundred and
the
said nation
the amendments
by the Senate.
made by
amendments made
ratify the
nation ratify
the said
Chippewas of
Chippewas of
of Red
Red Lake
and Pembina.
Pembina.—For
- For this amount as annuity Chippewasof
Lake and
Chippewas
Red
Lake and
the Pembina.
ebiand
duing the
Chippewas
Lake band
bad
the per
edcapita
to be
to
to be
be paid
paid per
to
the
Lake
Chippewas during
of Chippewas
Lake
band of
to paid
the
Red
per capita
capita
to
Pembina.
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of the
President, per
third article
article of
of treaty
second, eigheighOctober second,
treaty October
per third
the President,
pleasure of
Chippewas of pleasure
supplementary to treaty
t
een h
un d
re d sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
treaty April
April
second article supplementary
and second
hundred
teen
approved April twenty-five,
twelve,
hundred sixty-four, approved
twenty-five, eighteen
eighteen
eighteen hundred
twelve, eighteen
hundred
sixty-four, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred sixty-four,
article
Post,
For this
band of Chippewas,
Chippewas, per same
same article
amount to the Pembina band
this amount
For
p. 668.
Post, p.
and
pleasure of
thousand dollars.
President, five thousand
the President,
of the
the pleasure
during the
treaty, during
and treaty,
For
the first
first of
of fifteen
fifteen instalments
be expended
expended annually
annually for the purto be
instalments to
For the
pose
of
supplying
them
with
gilling-twine,
cotton-matter,
calicoes, linsey,
linsey,
calicoes,
cotton-matter,
gilling-twine,
with
pose of supplying them
blankets,
flannels, provisions,
provisions, farming-tools,
farming-tools, and
such other
other
and for such
sheeting, flannels,
blankets, sheeting,
for
deemed
be
useful
articles,
and
for
such
other
useful
purposes,
may
deemed
for
may
as
purposes,
useful
other
such
for
and
articles,
useful
Post,
pp. 689,
689, their
best interests,
interests, per
per third
third article
article of the supplementary
supplementary treaty
treaty April
April
their best
Post, pp.
twelve, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred sixty-four,
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
sixty-four, eighteen
twelve,
For
the first
of fifteen
instalments for
same objects, for the Pembina
Pembina
for same
fifteen instalments
first of
For the
band of
per third
article of
of the
the supplementary
supplementary treaty April
third article
Chippewas, per
of Chippewas,
band
twelfth, eighteen
sixty-four, four thousand dollars.
hundred sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
twelfth,
For the
of fifteen
instalments for
for pay
pay of
of one
blacksmith, one phyone blacksmith,
fifteen instalments
first of
the first
For
sician
who shall
furnish medicine
one miller,
miller, and one farmer,
sick, one
the sick,
for the
medicine for
shall furnish
sician who
per
fourth article
article supplementary
supplementary treaty
treaty April
April twelve,
twelve, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
per fourth
and
sixty-four, three
three thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand nine hundred
and sixty-four,
For
fifteen instalments
instalments for
for the purchase
purchase of iron and steel, and
and
of fifteen
first of
For first
supplementary
other
articles
for
blacksmithing
purposes,
fourth article
article supplementary
per fourth
purposes,
blacksmithing
for
other articles
treaty
twelve, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred sixty-four,
hunsixty-four, one thousand five hunApril twelve,
treaty April
dred dollars.
dollars.
dred
For
fifteen instalments
to be
expended for carpentering
carpentering and other
other
be expended
instalments to
of fifteen
first of
For first
purposes, per
per fourth
fourth article
article supplementary
supplementary treaty
treaty April twelve, eighteen
eighteen
purposes,
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, one
thousand dollars.
one thousand
hundred
For this
be expended
building aa saw-mill, with aa run of
of
in building
expended in
to be
amount to
this amount
For
millstones attached,
attached, per
per fifth
fifth article
supplementary treaty
treaty April twelve,
twelve,
article supplementary
millstones
eighteen
sixty-four, six thousand dollars.
hundred sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
For
this amount
amount to
to be
be paid
chiefs of said bands, through their
their
to the chiefs
paid to
For this
sixtyagents,
per fourth
October second,
eighteen hundred
hundred sixty
second, eighteen
treaty October
article treaty
fourth article
agents, per
three,
as amended
first, eighteen
modified
hundred sixty-four, and modified
eighteen hundred
March first,
amended March
three, as
by the
the sixth
sixth article
article supplementary
supplementary treaty
treaty April
twelve, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
April twelve,
by
sixty-four,
twentyrfive thousand
thousand dollars.
sixty-four, twenty-five
Depredations
For
this amount
amount for
for the payment
payment of claims of injured persons for depdepFor this
Depredations
by
Indians.
redations
said Indians
on the
goods of certain
certain British and
and
the goods
Indians on
by said
committed by
redations committed
by Indians.
forAmerican
at the mouth of Red Lake River, and for exactions fortraders, at
American traders,
cibly levied
the proprietors
proprietors of
of steamboats
steamboats pVring
River, to be
be
plying on Red River,
on the
levied on
cibly
paid
in full,
full, and
to be
said
rata upon the debts of said
pro rata
paid pro
be paid
remainder to
the remainder
and the
paid in
tribe incurred
since the
the first
day of January,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fiftyJanuary, eighteen
first day
incurred since
tribe
nine, to
be ascertained
ascertained by
by the
agents in
in connection
connection -with
with the chiefs, per
per
the agents
to be
nine,
fourth article
article treaty
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred sixty-three,
sixty-three, as
as
October second,
treaty October
fourth
amended March
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred sixty-four,
sixty-four, and modified
modified by the
March first,
amended
sixth
April twelfth,
twelfth, eighteen
eighteen hundred sixtytreaty April
supplementary treaty
article supplementary
sixth article
four,
seventy-five thousand dollars.
four, seventy-five
For
this amount
to defray
defray the
the expense
Leach
cutting out aaroad from Leach
of cutting
expense of
amount to
For this
Lake
per fifth
article of treaty October second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hunfifth article
Lake, per
Red Lake,
to Red
Lake to
dred
sixty-three, five
dollars.
five thousand dollars.
dred sixty-three,
For the
the first
first of fifteen
instalments to defray the expense of aaboard of
of
fifteen instalments
For
visitors,
of not
not more
more than
than three
persons, to attend upon the ananthree persons,
consist of
to consist
visitors, to
nuity
of the
the said
salary shall not exChippewa Indians, whose salary
said Chippewa
payments of
nuity payments
ceed five
dollars per
per day,
more than
than twenty
twenty days, and
and ten cents per
per
nor more
day, nor
five dollars
ceed
sixth
per sixth
mile travelling
expenses, and not to exceed three
three hundred
hundred miles, per
travelling expenses,
mile
article of
treaty Octeber
second, eighteen hundred
hundred sixty-three,
sixty-three, three hunOctober second,
of treaty
article
dred
dollars.
and ninety dollars.
dred and
For
insurance and
and transportation
annuity goods
goods and provisions, and
and
transportation of annuity
For insurance
material
for building
and steel for
for blackblackmachinery, iron and
including machinery,
mill, including
building mill,
material for
smiths, etc.,
for the
the Chippewas
Lake and Pembina tribe, ten thouRed Lake
of Red
Chippewas of
etc., for
smiths,
sand
sand dollars.
Chippewas of

Red Lake
and
Lake and
Red
Pembina.
Pembina.
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Chippewas of
For
amount to
to defray
the expense
bringing on the delegation
delegation of
of bringing
expense of
defray the
this amount
For this
ed Lake and
and
RdLake
defray their expenses 1
Chippe
was of
of Red
Pembina tribe, and to defray
1
,
and Pembina
Lake and
Red Lake
Chippewas
euibina.
while detained
city of
of Washington,
in making
making treaty, and their
Washington, in
the city
in the
detained in
while
return
to their
their home,
home, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
return to
For
amount to
to defray
the expense
board of visitors, to consist
a board
of a
expense of
defray the
this amount
For this
of
not more
more [than]
[than] three
persons,,to
annuity payments of
the annuity
upon the
attend upon
to attend
three persons,
of not
the Chippewas
the Mississippi,
Mississippi, and
and the
WinnebaPillager and Lake Winnebathe Pillager
of the
Chippewas of
the
goshish hands
bands of
of Chippewa
Indians in
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, whose salary shall not
not
Chippewa Indians
goshish
twenty
exceed five
five dollars
dollars per
per day,
day, and
be employed
employed more than twenty
to be
not to
and not
exceed
days to
attend upon
one payment
payment and
duties connected
therewith,
connected therewith,
the duties
and the
any one
upon any
to attend
days
and ten
cents per
for travel,
not exceeding
per
three hundred miles, per
exceeding three
travel, not
mile for
per mile
ten cents
and
Senate
article treaty
treaty March
March eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
huneighteen hunto seventh
seventh article
amendment to
Senate amendment
dred and
and sixty-three,
for the
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
fiscal year ending
the fiscal
sixty-three, for
dred
hundred sixty-four,
sixty-four, three
ninety dollars.
hundred and ninety
three hundred
hundred
Same for
year ending
hundred sixty-five,
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth, eighteen
ending June
fiscal year
for fiscal
Same
three
and ninety
ninety dollars.
hundred and
three hundred
Miscellaneous.
ser- Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.—
incidental expenses
expenses of the Indian serMiscellaneous.- For the general incidental
Indian service

and in Califarnevi
the superintendent
of the
expenses
travellingdollars.
including
California,
vice in
agents,
vice
in seven
California,
thousand
including
five hundred
travelling
expenses of
superintendent and in California.

agents, seven thousand five hundred dollars.
For the purchase
purchase of cattle for beef and milk, together with clothing
For
and
food, teams
and farming-tools
farming-tools for
for Indians
Indians in California, fifty-five thouteams and
and food,
sand
sand dollars.
For
five extra clerks employed in the Indian office, Pay of extra
compensation of five
the compensation
For the
67
lerks
under
the acts
acts of
of fifth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four, and third clerks.
August, eighteen
fifth August,
under the
185'4, ch. N7.
576.
appropriations made Vol. x.. p. 576.
under
and
fifty-five,
March,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-five,
appropriations
hundred
eighteen
March,
1855,
175.
1855, ch. 175.
from
year, seven thousand dollars.
to year,
year to
from year
Vol. x. p. 64.3.
For compensation
compensation of
of one
one clerk
in the Indian office, to enable the Sec- Vol. x. p. 64.
clerk in
For
retary
of the
prescribed to give effect
to carry out the regulations prescribed
Interior to
the Interior
retary of
to
section of
of the act of March third, eighteen hundred and fiftyseventh section
to the
the seventh
five,
bounty lands to Indians, fourteen hundred
hundred dollars.
granting bounty
five, granting
For
compensation of two extra clerks
clerks in the Indian office, employed to
For compensation
carry
out the
treaty with the Chickasaws in the adjustment of their claims,
the treaty
carry out
two
thousand eight hundred dollars.
two thousand
Annuities
to
to
Annuities
expenses of the delivery of Indians
For insurance,
insurance, transportation,
transportation, and necessary expenses
For
in Michindiand
inniciannuities
Minnesota and Michigan,
Michigan, gan
in Minnesota
tribes in
and Minneprovisions to the Indian tribes
and provisions
annuities and
sota;
sota;
twenty thousand
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars and sixty-two
sixty -two cents.
thousand three
twenty
to Pawnees,
Pawnees,
to
expenses of the delivery poncas,
necessary expenses
For
insurance, transportation,
transportation, and necessary
For insurance,
and
as, andx;
provisions,, ten Yancton
of Pawnee,
Yancton Sioux annuity
annuity goods and provisions
Sioux;
Ponca, and Yancton
Pawnee, Ponca,
of
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
to Blackfeet.
For expenses
expenses of
of transportation
transportation and delivery of annuity goods to the to Blackfeet.
For
Blackfeet
Indians for the year, seventeen thousand dollars.
Blackfeet Indians
Vaccination.
For expenses
attending the
the vaccination
vaccination of
of Indians,
Indians, two
thousand five Vaccination.
two thousand
expenses attending
For
hundred
hundred dollars.
Service in Orein Oregon Service
For the
expenses of the Indian
Indian service in
general incidental expenses
the general
For
gon and Washgon and Washoff antransportation
and
including insurance
insurance and transpo
rtat i
on o
an - ington.
Washington Territory, including
and Washington
therefor is made bygton
(where no special provision
nuity goods
provision therefor
by
presents, (where
goods and presents,
nuity
superintendent and
treaties,) and office [and] travelling
travelling expenses of the superintendent
treaties,)
sub-agents, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand dollars.
dollars.
sub-agents,
For
defraying the expenses
expenses of the removal and subsistence
subsistence of Indians
Indians
For defraying
in Oregon
Washington Territory (not
(not parties to any treaty)
treaty) and for
and Washington
in
Oregon and
pay of
of necessary
employees, fifty thousand dollars.
dollars.
necessary employees,
pay
Serviee in
in
Service
Indian
[Service] in
in Nevada
Territory. -— For the general inci- Nevada;
Nevada Territory.
Servace [Service]
Indian Servace
Territory, presents of Nevada;
expenses of the Indian service in Nevada Territory,
dental expenses
goods,
articles , and to assist
assist
agricultural implements, and other useful articles,
goods, agricultural
permanent abodes, and sustain themselves by the purthem
locate in permanent
purthem to locate
expended under the direction of the Secretary
suits
of civilized
Secretary
life, to be expended
civilized life,
suits of
of
Interior, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
of the Interior,
For general
expenses of the Indian service in the Territory
incidental expenses
general incidental
For
in Dakota.
Dakota.
in
view
of
Dakota, including the purchase
purchase of goods and other articles,
articles , with a
av
ie
w
of Dakota,
to the
thousand dollars.
preservation of peace, ten thousand
to
the preservation
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ex- For the general incidental exIndian
Indian
Territory. —For
Utah Territory.
in Utah
Service in
Indian Service
service
Indian service
In Utah;
penses of the Indian service in Utah Territory,
Territory, presents of goods, agriculagriculpenses
in
Utah;
tural implements,
implements, and
articles, and to assist them to locate
locate in
other useful articles,
and other
tural
permanent
abodes
and
sustain
themselves
by
pursuits
of
civilized
life,
pursuits
the
themselves
sustain
and
abodes
permanent
to be
under the
the direction
direction of
Secretary of the Interior, twentythe Secretary
of the
expended under
be expended
to
thousand dollars.
five thousand
For
the appropriation
appropriation for the Indian service in Utah
in the
deficiency in
For deficiency
Territory,
the fiscal
fiscal year
eighteen hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
year ending
for the
Territory, for
sixty-four, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
sixty-four,
For the
expenses of delivery of provisnecessary expenses
and necessary
transportation and
the transportation
For
ions,
to the
Indians within
within the
Utah Superintendency,
Superintendency, for
fiscal
for the fiscal
the Utah
the Indians
&c., to
ions, &c.,
year
thirty, eighteen
hundred and sixty-five, twenty-two
eighteen hundred
June thirty,
ending June
year ending
thousand
five hundred dollars.
thousand five
- For the general
In Colorado;
Colorado;
Indian Service
Territory. —
general incidental
C(olorada [o] Territory.
in Colorada[o]
Service in
Indian
In
expenses of
of the
service in
Colorado Territory, presents of goods,
in Colorado
Indian service
the Indian
expenses
agricultural implements,
implements, and
and other
articles, and to assist
assist them to
useful articles,
other useful
agricultural
locate iri
permanent abodes
abodes and
sustain themselves by the pursuits of
of
and sustain
irn permanent
locate
civilized
be expended
expended under
under the
of the Secretary of the
direction of
the direction
to be
li'e, to
civilized life,
Interior,
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Interior, twenty-five
belonging
bonds" belonging
Cherokees.
Cherokee
For interest
"abstracted bonds"
interest on the "abstracted
Nation. -— For
Cherokee Nation.
Cherokees.
to
the national
national funds,
fourteen thousand
thousand three hundred and eighty-five
funds, fourteen
to the
dollars.
For
on the
the "
belonging to the school-fund,
bonds" belonging
abstracted bonds"
" abstracted
interest on
For interest
three thousand
two hundred
and seventy dollars.
dollars-.
hundred and
thousand two
three
sold
Alabama, sold
For
proceeds of
of school-lands in Alabama,
sales of
of sales
the proceeds
on the
interest on
For interest
at different
from and
and including
the second quarter of the year eighincluding the
times from
different times
at
and
teen hundred
hundred and
hundred and
December thirty-one, eighteen hundred
and fifty, to December
teen
sixty, computed
computed to
to March
March first, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four,
sixty,
sixteen
hundred and fifty-eight dollars and four cents.
seven hundred
thousand seven
sixteen thousand
Subsistence of
For
and clothing,
clothing, and
general incidental
incidental expenses
the
expenses of the
and general
subsistence and
For subsistence
Subsistence of
Wahpakoota bands of Sioux or
the
&e. Sisseton,
Sisseton, Wahpaton,
or
Medawakanton, and Wahpakoota
Wahpaton, Medawakanton,
Sisseton, &c.
the Sisseton,
bands of Sioux,
thousand
Dakota Indians,
at
their new
homes, one
thousand dollars.
hundred
one
homes,
new
their
at
Indians,
Dakota
Sioux,
of
bands
&c., Indians.
Indians.
Service
Service in
Idaho;
Idaho;

in Arizona.
in

K

k

in Idaho
For
the general
expenses of
of the
the Indian
service in
Indian service
incidental expenses
general incidental
For the
Territory, presents
presents of
of goods,
agricultural implements,
other useful
useful
and other
implements, and
goods, agricultural
Territory,
sustain
and sustain
articles, and
to assist
assist them
locate in
in permanent
permanent abodes
abodes and
to locate
them to
and to
articles,

themselves by
by the
pursuits of
of civilized
civilized life, to
expended under the
to be expended
the pursuits
themselves
direction of
the Secretary
Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
of the
direction
For the
the general
expenses of
of the Indian
service in the TerriTerriIndian service
incidental expenses
general incidental
For
tory
Arizona, presents
of goods,
other
agricultural implements, and other
goods, agricultural
presents of
of Arizona,
tory of
useful
articles, and
permanent abodes and to
in permanent
locate in
to locate
them to
assist them
to assist
and to
useful articles,
under
expended under
sustain
themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be expended
sustainf themselves
the
Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
Secretary of the Interior,
the Secretary
of the
direction of
the direction
To
Secretary of the Interior to settle the claims and carry
enable the Secretary
To enable
into
effect the
the second
article of the treaty of May thirsecond article
of the
provisions of
the provisions
into effect

the confederated
with the
tieth,
confederated tribe of Kasfifty-four, with
and fifty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
tieth, eighteen

askasiss,
Peorias, PiankePianke - kaskia,
Piankeshaw, and
Indians, three thousand one hunWea Indians,
and Wea
Peoria, Piankeshaw,
kaskia, Peoria,
Peorias,
sixty-four dollars and fifty-one cents.
Weas. dred and sixty-four
shaws, and Weas.
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it further
enacted, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
expend such
such part of the amount herein
to expend
authorized to
he is
be,
Money appro- appropriated to carry into
stipulation with any tribe or
appproriated to carry into effect any treaty stipulation
priatedfor
priated
for tribes
tribes a
actual
tribes
of
Indians,
all,
whom,
shall be in aa state of actual
of
portion
any
or
all,
m
hostility,
may
Indians,
of
tribes
in hostility,
be applied
sup- hostility to the government
government of the United
United States, including
including the Creeks,
to supapplied to
be
port refugees.
Choctaws,
Chickasaws, Seminoles, Wichitas, and other affiliated
affiliated tribes,
Choctaws, Chickasaws,
port refugees.
as
well as
as may
such
necessary to support such
found necessary
be found
may be
Cherokees, as
the Cherokees,
as the
as well
individual members
of said
said tribes
as have
been driven from their homes
have been
tribes as
members of
individual
or
friendship to the United States,
on account of their friendship
want on
to want
reduced to
or reduced
and
to subsist
subsist until
own
until they can support themselves in their own
them to
enable them
and enable
for
country:
Provided, that
an account
shall be
be kept
kept of the sums so paid for
shall
account
an
that
Provided,
ry:
c
be
to
I~Account
Account to be
the benefit
benefit of
said members
of said tribes, which account shall be renmembers of
the said
of the
the
kept.
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dered
dered to congress at the commencement
the next
session thereof.
commencement of
of the
next session
thereof.
And all purchases
purchases of articles for
for the
set forth
forth shall
the purposes
purposes above
above set
shall be
Purchases to
to
be Purchases
be made
of lowest,
made
responsible bidder, after sufficient public
made of the lowest responsible
by be
public notice
notice by
made
?oflowest,
&c., bidder.
advertisement
advertisement in appropriate
appropriate newspapers:
newspapers: Provided,
Provided, also, That the said
said
secretary
required to accept
secretary shall not be required
accept any bid which
which is
is in
in his
his judgjudgment unreasonable
unreasonable in its character:
character: Provided,
no part
part of
of Limit
Provided, further,
further, That
That no
to expenLimit to
expensaid annuities shall be expended
expended for Indians outside of the Indian Terri- ditures.
tory south of Kansas, except in providing for such individual Indians
Indians
or families
families as are sick and unable
unable to remove to that territory,
or such
such as
as
territory, or
may be driven out of that territory by
after the
the passage
of
by armed
armed rebels,
rebels, after
passage of
this act.
act.
PiankeSEC. 3. And be it
further enacted,
SEc.
it further
enacted, That for the temporary
temporary subsistence
subsistence Weas,
Weas, Piankeshaws, Peorias,
of the Weas, Piankeshaws,
Piankeshaws, Peorias, and
and Kaskaskias,
and furnishing
furnishing the
Kaskaskias, and
the and
hadw,
askaskias
Kaskaskias.
same with
with clothing, five
dollars.
five thousand dollars.
APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
June 25,
25, 1864.
1864.
CHAP.
-An
providefor the Examination
Examination of
of certain
the
CHAP. CXLIX.
CXTMK.
— AnAct
Act to proviclefor
certain Officers
Officers of
of the
Army.
Army.

June
June

25, 1864.
25,1864.

Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
of the
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That every quartermaster
Congress assembled,
quartermaster and
is
ermasters
and Quart
Quartermasters
assistant
quartermaster, and
and every
omm i
ssary an
ass i
st
an tcomm
i
ssary and assistants,
assistant quartermaster,
every c
commissary
andd assistant
commissary
aa
uncl
dc
as
om
s ro
taisns
t
o
sr'ies
commissaries
and
and every
paymaster and
of subsistence,
subsistence, and
every paymaster
and additional
additional paymaster
shall, as
to
paymaster shall,
as and
and assistants,
assistants, to
soon as practicable,
practicable, be ordered
ordered to appear for examination
examination as to his qualiexamined.
quali- be
be examined.
a board to be composed
Examining
fications before a
composed of three staff officers of the corps Examining
recognized merit and fitness
to which he belongs, of recognized
least board,
whom
fitness,'of whom two
two at
at least
board, of
of whom
shall
be officers
officers of
of volunteers,
volunteers, which
whi chboard
boar dshall
sh
all make
shall be
make a
a careful
careful examinaexamina- to consist
cons ;
tion as to the qualifications of all officers who may appear
appear before
them in
before them
in

pursuance
of this
this act,
and shall
shall a
l
so keep
kee pm
i
nu t
es and
an d ma
ke a
a f
ull and
an d what
what to
do ;
pursuance of
act, and
also
minutes
make
full
to do;
true record
record of
of the
the examination
true
examination in
in each
each case.
case. And
all members
of such
such
And all
members of
examination shall, before
boards of examination
before proceeding
proceeding to the discharge
discharge of
of their
their
duties as herein provided, swear or affirm that they will conduct all exam- to
be sworn.
sworn.
to be
inations with impartiality, and with a
a sole view to the
qualifications of
the qualifications
of the
the
person or persons to be examined, and
they will
the vote
and that
that they
will not
not divulge
divulge the
vote
of any member upon the examination
of any
who may
appear bebeexamination of
any officer
officer who
may appear
fore them.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That such boards of examination
S
EC. 2. And be it further
examination Boards ofexamof examshall be convened
convened under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
nea
nt
e
n zh
eow COOof War, by
by the
the viination,
how
con.
quartermaster-general,
quartermaster-general, the commissary-general
the v
commissary-general of subsistence,
subsistence, and
and the
paymaster-general, at convenient places;
paymaster-general,
and general
general rules
examination
places; and
rules of
of examination
and a
a standard
standard of qualifications
prescribed by
said officers,
officers, subject
qualifications shall
shall be
be prescribed
by said
subject
to the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of War,
shall be
be published
in gengenWar, and shall
published in
eral orders.
orders.
further enacted,
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
orders shall
shall Officers negenacted, That after
after such general
general orders
have
published for
for sixty
sixty days,
days, if
have been
been published
who shall
shall then
be orcrte
i mto'appear
t
o
i
n
ameu
s:
if any
any officer
officer who
then be
or- lecting
for examination,
dered before aaboard of examiners, under the provisions
provisions of this act, shall fail how
how punished.
punished.
receiving such
special order,
report himself
as
for thirty
thirty days,
days, after
after receiving
such special
order, to
to report
himself as
directed, all his pay
shall cease
cease and
be forfeited
forfeited until
he
pay and
and allowances
allowances shall
and be
until he
does appear
appear and report for examination;
examination; and
and if
if he
he shall still
still thereafter
thereafter fail
fail
for
days so
to appear,
appear, he
he shall
be
for aa further
further period
period of
of thirty
thirty days
so to
shall thereupon
thereupon be
dropped from
such
Proviso.
from the rolls
rolls of the army:
army: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That if
if such
Proviso.
failure
report shall
shall have
occasioned by
by wounds
failure to
to appear
appear and
and report
have been
been occasioned
wounds or
or
sickness, or other physical disability,
there shall
be no
of
disability, then
then there
shall be
no forfeiture
forfeiture of
pay until thirty days after
after such
such disability
removed; but
disability has
has been
been removed;
but if
if in
in
sixty days after the disability
disability is removed the officer shall not
not report
report himhimself,
dropped from
rolls as
in other
other cases.
self, he
he shall
shall then be dropped
from the
the rolls
as in
cases.
SEC.
SEC. 4. And
enacted, That
That if
board of
of examination
examination If
If officers
officers do
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
if the
the board
do
shall
any officer
officer does
possess the
pass examiexamishall report that
that any
does not
not possess
the requisite
requisite business
business qualiquali- not
not .pass
nation,
what
pronation,
what
fications, they shall forward the record of the examination of such officer ceed
i
ngs
to b
e
pro.
VOL.
PUB.-16
VOL. xIII.
XHI. PUB.—
16
had.
had.
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of such
if the
the head
and if
belong,, and
he may belong
to the head of the bureau
bureau to which he
h ead of such
bureau shall approve the finding and report of the board, he shall forward
forward
the same through the Secretary
Secretary of War to the President of the United
States,
and
if
the
President
shall
confirm the
the officer
officer so
so failing
in
failing in
same, the
the same,
shall confirm
President
States, and if the
his examination
examination shall,
shall, if
commissioned, be
from the service with
dismissed from
be dismissed
if commissioned,
his
one month's
pay, and
and if
commissioned, his appointment
appointment shall be
yet commissioned,
if not
not yet
month's pay,
one
a
revoked.
And if
if the
officer fails to pass a
that any officer
report that
shall report
board shall
the board
revoked. And
satisfactory examination
by reason
intemperance, gambling, or other
of intemperance,
reason of
examination by
satisfactory
immorality,
and if
approve the finding and
bureau shall approve
the bureau
head of the
the head
if the
immorality, and
communicated, as before provided,
report of
of the
and the
same being
being communicated,
the same
board, and
the board,
report
to the
the President
confirmed by
officer shall be dissuch officer
then such
him, then
by him,
and confirmed
President and
to
reenter
missed from
from the
the service
service without
pay, and shall not be permitted to reenter
without pay,
missed
the service
service as
an officer:
Provided, That
such dismissal
shall not relieve
dismissal shall
That such
officer: Provided,
as an
the
him from
under existing
existing laws
any offence he may have comlaws for any
liability under
from liability
him
mitted.
shall
Records
of exSEC. 5.
5. And
be itfurther
it further enacted,
examination shall
of examination
boards of
the boards
That the
enacted, That
And be
SEC.
exRecords of
auditing
their records
examination to the heads of the bureaus to
of examination
records of
all their
forward all
boards. forward
aminiing boards.
which they
they appertain,
appertain, and
and such records shall be filed in the proper buwhich
it shall be
.teaus with
index; and
and any
any officer
officer who may desire i*
suitable index;
with aasuitable
leaus
entitled to
the record in his own case upon paying the
of the
copy of
receive aacopy
to receive
entitled
copying the same.
of copying
cost of
APPROVED, June
June 25,
25, 1864.
APPROVED,

officers failing
Officers
to
pass examinat
or
examinaton.

Payment of
June 25,1864.
25,1864. CHAP.
CHAP. CL.
CL. —
An Act
amend an
an Act
entitled "An
to provide
provide for
the Payment
of
for the
Act to
"An Act
Act entitled
to amend
Act to
- An
June
the United
of the
horses
and other
other Property
in the
the Military
Military Service
Service of
United States."
States."
destroyed in
Property destroyed
f orses and

Property
of
Property of
officers lost
by
by
lost
officers
capture
capture by
by the

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate
Be
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
act to
to which
which this is an
the act
America in
States
amendment shall,
shall, from
the commencement
of the present
present rebellion,
rebellion, extend
extend
commencement of
from the
amendment
to and
non-corn misof the loss of horses by any officer, non-commiscases of
all cases
embrace all
to
and embrace
sioned
officer, or
or private
private in
in the
the military
military service
service of the United States, while
sioned officer,

enemy to
be paid
paid in
in the
the line
of their
by capture
the enemy,
enemy, whenwhenby the
capture by
service, by
such service,
in such
duty in
their duty
line of
to'be
enemy
for.
for.

non-commissioned officer,
ever it
appear that such officer, non-commissioned
officer, or private
it shall
shall appear
ever
was or
be ordered
ordered by
by his
his superior
superior officer to surrender to the enemy,
shall be
or shall
was
and such
pursuance of such surrender.
be made in pursuance
or shall
shall be
was or
capture was
such capture
and
1864.
APPROVED,
June 25,
25, 1864.
APPROVED, June

equalize the
and equalize
establish and
"An Act to establish
Act entitled "An
June 25,
RAP. OLT.
—An Act
amend an
an Act
the
to amend
Act to
CLI. -An
CHAP.
1864. C
25, 1864,
June

eighteen hunGrade of
of Line
Line Officers
of the
United States Navy,"
Navy," approved
approved July sixteen, eighteen
the United
Officers of
Grade
dred
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
dred and

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Be it
the Senate
Senate and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the corps of commanders
Congress assembled,
States
States of America in Congress
in the
navy of
of the
the United
United States
temporarily inStates on the active list be temporarily
the navy
in
creased so as to embrace
embrace all who had been appointed
appointed as such prior to the
creased
commencement
construction
commencement of the present session of congress, under that construction
Provided, That
of the
the law
law which
then prevailed
Department: Provided,
prevailed in the Navy Department:
which then
of
Provisos.
Provisos,
the
number hereby
shall not
not exceed
exceed ninety-one: And provided,
allowed shall
hereby allowed
the number
further,
no further
further appointments
commanders shall be made on
appointments of commanders
That no
further, That
the
number by deaths, dismissals, resignations, or otherlist till the number
active list
the active
wise,
wise, shall be reduced to seventy-two.
Certain
enacted, That all payments
payments heretofore
heretofore made
further enacted,
be it further
And be
2. And
Certain paySEC. 2.
ments to officers to
rnents
any
officers in
in the
navy as
as captains
captains or
commanders, under
constructhe construeunder the
or commanders,
navy
the
officers
any
to
in the navy rati- .
fled.
non
of
the
law
heretofore
prevailing
in
the
Navy
Department,
be, and
prevailing
heretofore
law
of
the
tion
fied.
the same
are hereby,
allowed, and the proper accounting offioffiratified and allowed,
hereby, ratified
same are
the
cers
hereby authorized and instructed to allow the
treasury are hereby
the treasury
of the
cers of
same,
the same
way and
question as to the
manner as if there were no question
and manner
same way
in the
same, in
legality
legality of said appointments.
APPROVED,
June 25,
25, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June

Corps
of corncomCorps of
manders in the
navy tb be temporardy inporarily
creased.
creased.
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CHAP.
amend the Act
the twenty-first December, eighteen hunCHAP. CLII. -— An
An Act to amend
Act of the

dred
and sixty-one, entitled "An
further promote the Efficiency of the Navy."
dred and
"An Act
Act to Arther
Navy."

183
183
25, 1864.
25,1864.
1861, ch.
ch. 1.
1.
1861,
Vol. xii. p. 329.
June
June

Be it enacted
and House of Representatives of the United Vol. xii. p. 329.
enacted by the Senate and
That the
section of
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the first
first section
of the
the act
act
of the twenty-first
twenty-first of December, anno Domini eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and sixtyone,
the navy,"
navy," shall
shall
one, entitled ""An
An act
act to further
further promote
promote the
the efficiency
efficiency of
of the
navy
not be so construed
construed as to retire any officer
officer under
under the
the age
age of
of sixty-two
sixty-two Certain
Certain navy
nd,
offi e
re
ers
years, and whose name shall not have been borne upon the navy register offiterS
not to be
be
for
after he
he had
at the
the age
age of
for aaperiod
period of
of forty-five years
years after
had arrived
arrived at
of sixteen
sixteen r
years.
years.
APPROVED,
1864.
APPROVED, June
June 25,
25, 1864.

CHP.
- An Act grantinLI:
grantingLands
a Military
Military
C
HAP. CLIII.
CLIII.
inds to the State of Wisconsin to build a
Road to Lake Superior.
Superior.

June

25, 1864.
1864.

enacted by the
of Representatives
the United
Be it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That there be, and is
of America
_America in
hereby,
is hereby,
Lands granted
granted
construction of a
amilitary
granted to the State of
of Wisconsin, to aid
aid in
in the construction
military Lands
to Wisconsin for
wagon-road
Wausaw, Marathon
Marathon County,
wagon-road from Wausaw,
Wisconsin, following
County, Wisconsin,
following the military
military wagonwagonWisconsin River
feasi- road.
Wisconsin
River as far as Skonowang,
Skonowang, and
and from thence, on
on the
the most
most feasibetween the
the States
States of
ble and
and direct route, to
to a
a point
point on
on the
the state
state line
line between
of
Wisconsin
leading to
Ontonagon, on
Wisconsin and Michigan,
Michigan, in aadirection
direction leading
to Ontonagon,
on Lake
Lake
lands
Superior, every alternate
alternate section of public land, not mineral, designated
Mineral lands
designated Mineral
not grantud.
by odd numbers, for three sections in width on each side of said road.
road. not granted.
But in case it shall appear
appear that the United States have,
have, when
the line
when the
line or
or
definitely fixed,
fixed, sold,
reserved, or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed
route of said road
road is definitely
sold, reserved,
of any section, or any part thereof, granted
granted as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
right
or that
that the right
of preemption
preemption or homestead
homestead settlement
the same,
then it
it
settlement has attached
attached to
to the
same, then
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to
set apart
shall be
be the
the duty of the
the Secretary
of the
to set
apart from
from the
the Lands to he
be
anted
public lands of the United States, as hereinbefore
hereinbefore described, designated
designated gr
in lieu
g"anted
those previouslyof
be, and
by odd numbers, as
as near
near to said
said even section aforesaid
aforesaid as
as may
may be,
and the
the disposed of.
same shall be located
located within
within six miles of said road, so much
much land
shall
land as shall
be equal to such lands as the United
United States
States have
have sold or
or otherwise
otherwise approappropriated, or to which
which the right of preemption or homestead
homestead settlement
settlement has
attached; which
which lands, (thus selected in lieu of those sold,
sold, reserved,
reserved, or
or
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
which the right
and to
to which
right of
of preemption
preemption or
or homehomestead
together with
with the
the sections
sections and
stead settlement
settlement has attached
attached as aforesaid)
aforesaid) together
and
designated by
numbers as
as aforesaid,
and approved
approved as
parts of sections
sections designated
by odd numbers
aforesaid, and
as
aforesaid, shall be held by the State of Wisconsin
aforesaid,
purpose
Wisconsin for
for the
the use and purpose
aforesaid:
lands hereby
hereby granted
granted shall
be exclusively
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the lands
shall be
exclusively Lands, how to
applied
applied in the construction
construction of that road
account of
road for
for and
and on
on account
of which
which such
such be
be applied.
applied.
granted, and shall be disposed of
lands are hereby
hereby granted,
of only as the
the work
work progresses, and
same shall be applied
applied to
no other
other purpose
whatever: Progresses,
and the
the same
to no
purpose whatever:
Provided,
vided, further,
further, That any and all lands heretofore
heretofore reserved
reserved to
United Former grants
grants
to the United
affected herehereStates, or granted by any act
of congress,
congress, or
or in
manner by
act of
in any
any other
other manner
by not
not affected
competent authority, for the purpose of
internal byof aiding
aiding in
in any
any object of
of internal
same are
are
improvement, or
or for any
any other
other purpose
purpose whatsoever,
whatsoever, be,
be, and
and the
the same
hereby, reserved and excluded
excluded from
of this
this act,
except so
so
from the
the operation
operation of
act, except
to locate
far as
as it may
may be found
found necessary
necessary to
locate the
the route
route of
of said
said road
road through
through
reserved lands,
right of
of way
only shall
shall be
such reserved
lands, in
in which case
case the
the right
way only
be granted.
granted.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That the said lands hereby granted
granted
disposal of
of the
legislature thereof,
to the
the said
said state
state shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
the disposal
the legislature
thereof, State legisladispose of
for the purposes aforesaid and no other; and the
the said road
road shall be,
be, and
and ture
ture toto dispose
of
lands.
government of
the United
United ltoad
remain, a
a public highway
highway for
for the use of
of the government
of the
Road to
to be
be
&e.
States, free from tolls or other charge upon
upon the transportation of any highway, &c.
property, troops,
troops, or
or mails
mails of
of the United States.
States.
how
SEC.
And be it
enacted, That the lands hereby granted to Lands, how
S
EC. 3. And
it further enacted,
only to be dissaid state shall be disposed of only in the following manner -— that is to say, posed
only toof.be diswhen
certify to the
Secretary of
Interior that
when the
the said
said governor
governor shall
shall certify
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
that
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Patents not
not to
to
Patents
be
granted until
until
be granted
ten
miles
of road
road
miles of
ten
are completed,

are completed,
&c.
&c.

Lands
to rereLands to

if, &c.
vert, if,
Road,
to
Road, how to
constructed.
be constructed.

any
consecutive miles
of said
said road
completed under the prohas been completed
road has
miles of
ten consecutive
any ten
visions
of
this
act,
and
in
accordance
with
the
fourth section of this act,
fourth
the
with
accordance
in
and
visions of this act,
stating definitely
where said
completed section
commences and
section of road commences
said completed
definitely where
stating
to cause
secretary
where
it
terminates,
it
shall
be
the
duty
the
said
secretary
cause
of
duty
the
be
shall
it
terminates,
it
where
mile of
for
patents
to
issue
to
said
state
for
three
sections
each
land
of
sections
three
for
state
patents to issue to said
road thus
thus completed
completed as
as aforesaid,
and so on until the whole of said road
aforesaid, and
road
for any of
is
completed:
Provided,
further,
That
given for
of
That no patent shall be given
further,
Provided,
is completed:
road,
miles
the
aforesaid
lands
before
the
completion
of
consecutive
of road,
consecutive
ten
of
completion
the aforesaid lands before the
or
for any
any road,
road, or
any part of any road, made before the passage of
of this
this
for any
or for
or for
miles
ten
for
act,
or
for
any
greater
quantity
than
thirty
each
sections
thirty
than
quantity
greater
act, or for any
road is
completed according
according to
provisions of this act; and if said road
is not
not
the provisions
to the
completed
completed within
within five
further sales shall be made, and the lands
lands
no further
years, no
five years,
completed
unsold shall
revert to the United States.
shall revert
unsold
S
EC. 4.
4. And
further enacted,
enacted, That said military road shall be
be
it further
be it
And be
SEc.
constructed
under
the
direction
of
commissioners as the
agents or commissioners
such agents
of such
direction
the
under
constructed
governor
of said
said state
may appoint,
appoint, and
where it passes through timand where
state may
governor of
bered
chopped out
uniform width of at least six rods.
out aa uniform
be chopped
shall be
lands shall
bered lands
The
proper to
not less
thirty-two feet wide, and conless than thirty-two
be not
to be
road-bed proper
The road-bed
sufficient drains,
structed with
with ample
both sides,
so as
as to
afford sufficient
to afford
sides, so
on both
ditches on
ample ditches
structed
with good
good and
substantial bridges
bridges and
proper culverts
culverts and sluices
sluices where
where
and proper
and substantial
with
between
out between
necessary.
All
stumps
and
roots
to
be
thoroughly
grubbed
thoroughly
be
to
roots
necessary. All stumps and
the ditches
the entire
entire length
length of
of said
road; the
the central portion of which
said road;
ditches the
the
to
be
sufficiently
raised
to
afford
a
dry
road-bed
by means of drainage
drainage
road-bed
dry
a
afford
to
raised
sufficiently
to be
valleys
and valleys
from
centre to
to the
levelled and
ditches; the hills to be levelled
Side ditches;
the Ride
the centre
from the
raised
as to
to make
make as
practicable.
easy aagrade as practicable.
as easy
so as
raised so
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 25, 1864.

June
25, 1864.
1864.
June 25,
1850, ch. 76.
1850, ch. 76.
Vol.
496.
p. 496.
ix. p.
Vol. ix.
Failing
to file
file
Failing to
notice in titne not
noticeintime,not
to
work
forfeiture
i
n certa i„ ases ,
in certain cases.
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Settlers
Congress making Donations
CHAP.
— An Act
Donations to the Settlers
the Act of Congress
to amend the
Act to
CLIV..-An
CHAP. CLIP
hundred and
on the Public Lands
Lands in
September twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, eighteen hundred
and
approved September
Oregon, approved
in Oregon,
on the Public

thereto.
fifty,
amendatory thereto.
the Acts amendatory
and the
fifty, and

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
Be it
in all cases under the
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
assembled,
States of America in Congress
hundred
act of
September twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
approved September
congress approved
of congress
act
of the
and fifty,
fifty, entitled
An act
act to
to create
the office
of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
the
office of
create the
"An
entitled "
and
public lands
lands in
in Oregon,
Oregon, and
for the
survey, and to make dothe survey,
provide for
to provide
and to
public
nations
settlers of
of the
the said
said public
lands," and the several
several acts amendatory
amendatory
public lands,"
to settlers
nations to
shown
settlement
and
supplemental
thereto,
in
which
the
may be shown
actual
the
which
in
and supplemental thereto,
to be
be bona
and the
the claim
claim in
all respects
respects to be fully within the rein all
fide, and
bona fide,
to
quirements of
of existing
existing laws,
as to
failure of
file
the party to file
of the
the failure
to the
except as
laws, except
quirements
forshall
notice
within
the
time
fixed
by
statute,
such
failure
not work forstatute,
by
fixed
notice within the time
feiture when
when no
no adverse
adverse rights
rights intervene
intervene before
before the filing of the required
feiture
notification
notification by the claimant.
APPROVED,
25, 1864.
1864.
June 25,
APPROVED, June

June 25, 1864.

June 25,1864.

C
HAP. CLV.
CLV.
—
An Act
Act to
to expedite
regulate the
the Printing
Printing of Public
Public Documents, and
and
and regulate
expedite and
- An
CHAP.
for
Purposes.
for other Purposes.

United
Belt
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
the Senate
by the
Be it enacted
furinstead
States of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
hereafter,
of
hereafter,
That
assembled,
States of America in Congress
Heads of
denishing
the documents
accompanying their
documents usually accompanying
of the
copies of
manuscript copies
nishing manuscript
of deHeads
departthe several
headss of
congress,, the head
partments
to send annual
of the
several de p
artannual reports to each house of congress
partmentetorsend
annual re
to
superinte ndent
ports of ments of government shall transmit them, on
on or before the first day of
superintendent of ments of government shall transmit them,
printing, who
public printing
November in
who
year, to the superintendent of public printing,
each year,
in each
printing November
public
before,
&C. of
thereto, one
and,
number,
Number
shall
cause
to
be
printed
the
number
,
in
addition
one
usual
the
printed
be
to
shall cause
eufber, of
co pi es.
thousand
for the
use of
of the
the Senate and two thousand copies for the
the use
copies for
thousand copies
copies.
use of
the House
of Representatives;
Representatives; and that it shall be the duty of
House of
of the
use
competent person, who
the
joint
committee
on
printing
to appoint
appoint some competent
printing to
on
the joint committee
their
so placed
Editor to
to be
edit and
and select
placed in
in ,.their
select such portions of the documents so
shall edit
be shall
Editor
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committee, be
for popular
popular selected
hands as
selected to prepre=
as shall,
shall, in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the committee,
be desirable
desirable for
pare volumes for
distribution, and
prepare an
an alphabetical
alphabetical index
to the
the same.
same.
distribution,
and to
to'prepare
index to
pare
volumes for
popular distribuSEC.
it further enacted, That the
Sac. 2. And be it
Secretary of
the Secretary
of War be, tion, &c.
&c.
Editing of
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to appoint some competent
competent person
person to
to edit
edit the Editing
of offioficial reports of
ial reports of
printing of the official
operations of the armies of the army.
official reports of the operations

United
army.
United States.
States.
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
SEC. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
be the
the duty
ditty of
the Heads of deThat it
it shall
shall be
of the

partments, when
heads of the several
several departments
departments of government
government to furnish the superin- partments,
wheno0
to
copy et
to furnish copy
public printing
respective reports,
tendent of
of public
printing with
with copies of
of their
their respective
reports, on
on or
or reports.
Monday in November
November in
year.
before the
the third Monday
in each
each year.

SEC. 4. And be it
further enacted,
That it
shall be
of the
Sac.
it further
enacted, That
it shall
be the
the duty
duty of
the

Superinteddent
Superintendent

SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
Sac.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
report of
the
That the
the annual
annual report
of the

conOffers and con-

of public printing
superintendent
superintendent of public printing to print the President's message, the
the ofpublic
printing
to print
message
reports
reports of the heads of departments, and
abridgment of
accompany- and documents,
and the
the abridgment
of accompanydocuments,
&c.
direction of
ing documents prepared
prepared under the
the direction
of the joint committee
committee on &c.
to the
now
public printing, suitably bound;
bound; and that, in
in addition
addition to
the number
number now
required
required by law, and unless otherwise
either house
house of
of congress,
otherwise ordered
ordered by
by either
congress,
Number of
it shall be his duty to print ten thousand copies of the same for the use of Number
of
of several
the Senate, and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand copies for the use of the House, and copies
pies
of
several
reports.
deliver the
officer of
of each
each house,
house, respectively,
respectively, on
on or
or
to deliver
the same
same to
to the proper
proper officer
before the third Wednesday
Wednesday in December
December following the
of
the assembling
assembling of
congress, or as soon thereafter
thereafter as practicable;
and further,
further, it
it shall
shall also
be
congress,
practicable; and
also be
superintendent to
cause to
be printed
the duty of
of the
the said
said superintendent
to cause
to be
printed and
and stitched
stitched in
in
paper covers twenty-five
twenty-five hundred
hundred copies
of the
excopies of the
the annual
annual reports of
the executive departments
departments for the use of said departments,
respectively; and
departments, respectively;
and
thousand copies of
of the
the gengenalso one thousand
of the
the reports
reports of
the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
eral land-office,
land-office, commissioner
commissioner of pensions, commissioner
commissioner of
of the internal
internal
revenue, and such number
of the
of Indian
Indian
number of the
the report
report of
the commissioner
commissioner of
affairs, to be bound, not exceeding
thousand copies,
copies, as
may be
exceeding three thousand
as may
be
directed by the
Secretary of
for their
respectively; and
and
directed
the Secretary
of the Interior,
Interior, for
their use,
use, respectively;
also five hundred copies of the
of the
the reports of the superintendent
superintendent of
the WashWashington aqueduct, architect
architect of
police
of the capitol
capitol extension, metropolitan
metropolitan police
Columbia
board, third auditor of
of the treasury,
treasury, and
and of
of the Insane
Insane Asylum,
Asylum, Columbia
of public
public buildings,
buildings, respectively,
respectively, for
for their
Institute, and
and commissioner
commissioner of
their use,
use,
and one hundred
hundred copies of the report of the
the
the bureau
bureau of engineers, for
for the
use of said bureau. And he
number of
of said
said
he shall not print any greater
greater number
otherwise directed
directed by either
either house
congress.
reports unless otherwise
house of
of congress.
Commercial
SEC. 5. And
And be it
it further
enacted, That
That seven
thousand copies
copies of
of the
the "
SEC.
further enacted,
seven thousand
"Commercial
how
"Commercial
Relations,"
Relations," annually prepared under the direction
bow
"Commercial Relations,"
direction of the Relations,"
distributed.
Secretary
State, be
distributed as
follows, viz:
usual
Secretary of
of State,
be printed
printed and
and distributed
as follows,
viz: the
the usual
number (one
(one thousand
five hundred
hundred and
and fifty)
fifty) for
houses of
congress;
number
thousand five
for the
the houses
of congress;
four hundred
department; two
thousand for
for the
the use
four
hundred and
and fifty
fifty for
for the
the state
state department;
two thousand
use
of the
the members
members of
of the
the Senate;
thousand for
of the
of
Senate; and
and three
three thousand
for the
the use
use of
the
members of the House.
ta
m
conveyPostmaster-General of
offers received
Postmaster-General
of offers
received and
and contracts
contracts for conveying
conveying the
the mails,
mails, trac
tracts
forconveying
notti
ing mails not to
twenty-fourth and
and twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth sections
sections of
the act
in compliance
compliance with the
the twenty-fourth
of the
act be printed unless,
&c
of congress
congress approved
two, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-six,
be no
no &c.
of
approved July
July two,
thirty-six, be
longer printed, unless
unless specially ordered
ordered by
by either house of
of congress;
congress; and
and
portion of the
above-mentioned act
as authorized
authorized the
the said
that such
such portion
the above-mentioned
act as
said publipublication be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
hereby, repealed.
cation
is hereby,
repealed.
resoSac. 7. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the passage
passage of
SEC.
And be it
That from
from and after
after the
of Laws
Laws and resothis act it shall be the duty of the secretary
secretary of the Senate to furnish
furnish the lutions.
lutions.
superintendent
joint
superintendent of public printing
printing with correct copies of all
all laws
laws and
and joint
resolutions
possible after
after their
President of
of
resolutions as
as soon
soon as
as possible
their approval
approval by
by the
the President
the
superintendent shall
shall immediately
to
the United
United States,
States, and that the
the superintendent
immediately cause
cause to
be
the use
use of
of
be printed,
printed, separately,
separately, the usual number for
for the
of the
the two
two houses
houses of
cause to
be printed
congress; and,
and, in
in addition
addition thereto,
thereto, he shall
shall cause
to be
printed and
and
of congress,
congress, three
three thousand
bound, at the
the close of
Number of
of each session
session of
thousand copies
copies Number
copies.
thereof for the use
use of
of the
Senate and
copies for
of coPieP
thereof
the Senate
and ten
ten thousand
thousand copies
for the
the use
use of
16*
16*
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the
with a
alphabetical index,
prepared under the direcindex, prepared
complete alphabetical
a complete
House, with
the House,
tion
of the
committee on public printing.
joint committee
the joint
tion of
SEC. 8 And
be it further enacted, That section seven of the joint
Advertisement
SEC. 8 And be it further enacted, That section seven of the joint
Advertisement
in relation
approved June twenty-three,
public printing, approved
the public
to the
for proposals
proposals for
relation to
resolution in
for resolution
for
paper for print- eighteen hundred
and sixty,
sixty, be
be so
require the superintendamended as to require
so amended
and
hundred
eighteen
pritfor
paper
ing.
published in
ent
of
public
printing
to
advertise
only
in
two
newspapers,
in
newspapers,
two
in
only
advertise
ii. p. 118.
Vol. xii.
118. ent of public printing to
the cities
of New
New York,
York, Cincinnati,
Philadelphia, and Baltimore,
Boston, Philadelphia,
Cincinnati, Boston,
cities of
the
for thirty
November of each year, for proof November
day of
first day
the first
to the
prior to
days prior
thirty days
for
posals
for
furnishing
the
paper
necessary
for the
execution of the public
the execution
for
necessary
paper
the
posals for furnishing
Index.
Index.

printing.
SEC. 9.
9. And
be it
lithographing and enenenacted, That all lithographing
further enacted,
Lithographing
it further
And be
SEC.
Lithographing
plates illustrating
or plates
and engraving ograving,
maps
the
of
total
probable
the
where
graving,
probable
cost
of
the
maps
or
illustrating
engravng
atnd
to be awarded to
and fifty dollars,
accompanying, any
one work
hundred and
two hundred
exceeds two
work exceeds
any one
lowest bidder,
bidder, if;
or accompanying,
if, or
lowest
the
shall
be awarded
awarded to
of the
the lowest and best bidder for the interests of
to the
shall be
&c.
after
government,
regard being
being paid
the execution
execution of the work, after
to the
paid to
due regard
government, due
due
superintendent of public printing, under
under the
the superintendent
by the
advertisement by
due advertisement
the joint
That
Provided,
on
Proviso.
joint
direction
of
the
committee
printing:
Provided,
That
the
joint
of
direction
Proviso.
committee on
on public
printing be
empower the superintendauthorized to empower
be authorized
public printing
committee
ent of
of public
public printing
to make
contracts for engraving, whenimmediate contracts
make immediate
printing to
ent
ever, in
their opinion,
opinion, the
exigencies of
of the
public service will not justify
the public
the exigencies
in their
ever,
waiting for
advertisement and award.
for advertisement
waiting
whenever any person may
S
EC. 10.
10. And
be it
it further
enacted, That whenever
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
the government
Extra copies
copies o
extra copies of any document
document printed
printed at the
government printing
printing
desire extra
offdesire
Extra
documents.
superintendent of public
office
law, and
and shall
shall notify the superintendent
of law,
authority of
by authority
office by
docuents.
printing
copies desired
desired previous to its being put to press,
of copies
number of
the number
of the
printing of
and shall
pay, in
in advance,
advance, the
the estimated
estimated cost
thereof to said superintendent,
cost thereof
shall pay,
and
the
superintendent
shall
be
authorized,
the direction of the joint
under
authorized,
be
shall
the superintendent
committee
to furnish
furnish such
such extra copies;
copies; and the money
printing, to
public printing,
on public
committee on
Proceeds of
of
sales
of docadocuso received,
together with
moneys received
received by him from the sales of
with moneys
received, together
so
of
sales
ments, &.
&c.
the treasury of
in the
imperfections, shall be deposited
paper
pappr shavings and imperfections,
deposited in
of
ments,
the
United States
to the
credit of
appropriations for public printing,
the appropriations
of the
the credit
States to
the United
binding,
and paper,
superintendent; and,
and,
designated by said superintendent;
as designated
respectively, as
paper, respectively,
binding, and
further,
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
is
hereby
directed
to cause
cause the
hereby
is
Treasury
the
of
further, the Secretary
moneys heretofore
deposited by
by said superintendent
superintendent in the treasury of
heretofore deposited
moneys
the
United
States,
being
the
proceeds
of
sales
of paper shavings and imsales of
of
proceeds
the
being
States,
the United
appropriations aforesaid,
perfections,
to be
credit of
of the appropriations
the credit
to the
placed to
be placed
perfections, to
which
sums of
requisition of
of
shall be subject to the requisition
money shall
of money
several sums
said several
which said
said
superintendent
in
manner
now
prescribed
by
law.
the
in
said superintendent
to
S
EC. 11.
11. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That whenever papers
papers relating
relating to
further enacted,
Papers
relatin g
SEC.
Papers relating
the
to foreign affairs •foreign
affairs shall
be communicated
to congress
congress accompanying
accompanying the
communicated to
shall be
toforeignaffars. foreign affairs
superintendannual message
message of
of the
the President,
it shall
shall be the duty of the superintendPresident, it
annual
ent of
of public
printing to
printed and bound, in addition to the
be printed
to be
cause to
to cause
public printing
ent
usual number,
number, four
four thousand
thousand copies
members of the
the members
of the
use of
the use
for the
copies for
usual
Number of
Senate, seven
copies for the
members of the House
the use of the members
thousand copies
seven thousand
Senate,
copies.
of
number for
executive department
the
department as the
the executive
for the
such number
and such
RepreSentatives, and
of Repretentatives,
President
direct.
shall
President
EC. 12.
enacted, That
That the forms and style in which
furtherenacted,
it further
be it
Form
And be
12. And
SEC.
style S
Form and style
exeof printing and
the
printing
binding ordered
departments shall be exeordered by any of the departments
or binding
printing or
the
and
printing
of
binding.
by
cuted,
bindg.
cuted, the materials and size of type to be used, shall be determined by
the
of public
public printing,
proper regard
regard to economy,
printing, having proper
superintendent of
the superintendent
workmanship, and
which the work is needed.
needed.
for which
purposes for
the purposes
and the
workmanship,
SEC. 13.
13. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That all laws, or parts of laws,
it further
And be
SEC.
Repealing
Repealing
clause.
joint
or parts
conflicting with the above
above
parts of joint resolutions, conflicting
resolutions, or
joint resolutions,
clause.
provisions,
and they
repealed.
are hereby, repealed.
they are
be, and
provisions, be,
APPROVED, June
1864.
25, 1864.
June 25,
APPROVED,
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Case. CLVI.CLVI.— An Act
for the
Instruction of
Youth in
County of
CHaP.
Act to provide
providefor
the Public
Public Instruction
of Youth
in the
the County
25,1864.
of June 25,1864.
Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
and for other
Washington, District
Columbia, andfor
other Purposes.
Purposes.

Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representativesof
the United
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
districts in
in the
the School disStates
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the school
school districts
disCounty of Washington,
District of
Columbia, without
of the
Washington, District
of Columbia,
without the
the limits
limits of
the tricts
tricts in
in WashWashington County,
cities of
of Washington
Washington and
cities
Georgetown, shall
be and
remain as
and Georgetown,
shall be
and remain
as now
now laid
laid gCn County,
down
according to
down according
to law,
law, subject
to revision
alteration by
levy
subject to
revision and
and alteration
by the
the levy
court
county, and
court of
of said
said county,
and that
that the
now in
in office
office
the school
school commissioners
commissioners now
remain so
are appointed.
shall be and remain
so until
until others
others are
appointed.
SEC.
And be
SEb. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
levy court
annu- Commissioners
That the
the levy
court shall
shall annuCommissioners
of primary
ally, on
the first
May, appoint
appoint one
one person
person from
from each
ally,
on the
first Monday
Monday in
in May,
each school
school of
primary
schools;
district as
as aacommissioner
commissioner of
of primary
district
primary schools,
schools, of
of which
which appointment
appointment the
the sc ool
clerk of
the levy
levy court
court shall
shall immediately
immediately notify
the person
so appointed;
appointed;
clerk
of the
notify the
person so
and whenever
whenever aavacancy
vacancy shall
shall occur
occur in
in the
board of
of said
commissioners,
and
the board
said commissioners,
the
court, as
as soon
soon as
the levy
levy court,
as may
be thereafter,
fill the
the same,
and all
may be
thereafter, shall
shall fill
same, and
all
appointments
appointments made
of said
said court
court concerning,
concerning, said
said comcommade by,
by, or
or resolutions
resolutions of
missioners
shall be
be forthwith
communicated by
missioners shall
forthwith communicated
the clerk
clerk of
of said
said court
to
by the
court to
the
the said
the clerk
clerk of
of the
board of
and each
of said
said commissionsaid board
of commissioners,
commissioners, and
each of
commissioners shall
the office
office until
until a
ers
shall hold
hold the
a successor
successor is
is appointed.
appointed.
SEC.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That each
SEC. 3.
3. And
it further
further enacted,
each of
of the
the said
said commissioncommission- their oath;
oath;
ers, before
he enters
enters upon
upon the
execution of
of his
office, and
and within
within fifteen
ers,
before he
the execution
his office,
fifteen
days
days after
after notice
notice of
of his
appointment, shall
and subscribe,
some
his appointment,
shall take
take and
subscribe, before
before some
justice of
peace of
said county,
the following
following oath:
do
justice
of the
the peace
of said
county, the
oath: ""I,
I, , ,do
solemnly
affirm, as
as the
case may
may be)
that I
in all
things, to
solemnly swear
swear (or
(or affirm,
the case
be) that
I will
will in
all things,
to
the best
best of
the
of my
my knowledge
knowledge and
ability, well
well and
truly execute
reand ability,
and truly
execute the
the trust
trust reposed
as commissioner
of primary
primary schools
the County
of Washposed in
in me
me as
commissioner of
schools for
for the
County of
Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
without prejudice
ington, District
Columbia, without
prejudice and
and according
according to
to law;"
law;"
and every
and
every justice
justice of
of the
peace, before
whom such
such oath
oath shall
be taken,
shall
the peace,
before whom
shall be
taken, shall
certify
the same
same in
in writing,
and within
eight days
or
certify the
writing, and
within eight
days thereafter
thereafter transmit
transmit or
deliver said
deliver
said certificate
clerk of
court for
for record.
record.
certificate to
to the
the clerk
of the
the levy
levy court
SEC. 4.
it further
further enacted,
said commissioners
SEC.
4. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
That the
the said
commissioners and
and their
their to be aacorposuccessors
shall be
be a
acorporation,
under the
the name
name and
and style
style of"
or" The
Board ration;
successors shall
corporation, under
The Board
ration;
name and
of Commissioners
of
Commissioners of
of Primary
Primary Schools
Schools of
of Washington
Washington County,
County, District
of powers.
District of
naers and
Columbia," with
with power
sue and
and be
be sued,
sued, and
in feeColumbia,"
power to
to sue
and to
to take
take ann
anl hold,
hold, in
feesimple,
otherwise, any
estate, real
real or
by law,
simple, or
or otherwise,
any estate,
or personal,
personal, not
not prohibited
prohibited by
law,
which
may be
or purchased
purchased by,
by, the
for primary-school
primary-school
which may
be given
given to,
to, or
the said
said board
board for
purposes, and
may alien
alien and
and sell
sell the
the same
when, in
the opinion
opinion of
the levy
levy
purposes,
and may
same when,
in the
of the
court, it
will be
court,
it will
the said
schools so
to do;
do;
be for
for the
the advantage
advantage of
of the
said primary
primary schools
so to
and
all money
money in
in band,
expenses of
of the
and all
hand, after
after defraying
defraying the
the whole
whole expenses
the several
several
school
of each
each school
year, shall
shall be
invested in
school districts
districts at
at the
the end
end of
school year,
be invested
in some
some
safe stock
stock in
the name
corporation, and
and in
corporate name
name said
safe
in the
name of
of said
said corporation,
in their
their corporate
said
board may
actions for
the grounds,
board
may prosecute
prosecute and
and maintain
maintain actions
for injuries
injuries done
done to
to the
grounds,
houses, furniture,
furniture, or
or other
other property
property in
their possession.
houses,
in their
possession.
SEC. 5.
it further
further enacted,
said board
of commiscommis- Commissioners
SEC.
5. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
That the
the said
board of
to keep
records,
sioners
shall make
a record
of all
its official
official acts,
acts, and
and aastrict
and to
keep records,
sioners shall
make and
and keep
keep a
record of
all its
strict and
s;
particular account
or paid
order, a
particular
account of
of all
all moneys
moneys received
received or
paid out
out by
by its
its order,
a statestate- &
ment
which, with
ment of
of which,
vouchers relating
as well
well as
of
with the
the vouchers
relating thereto,
thereto, as
as the
the record
record of
the
board, shall
the board,
shall be
subject at
at all
all times
times to
the inspection
inspection of
the levy
levy court
be subject
to the
of the
court
of said
county, and
and to
tax-payer; and
and said
said record,
record, or
or a
thereof,
of
said county,
to any
any tax-payer;
a copy
copy thereof,
certified to
by any
one of
of said
commissioners, attested
by the
certified
to be
be correct
correct by
any one
said commissioners,
attested by
the sigsignature of
of the
of said
said board,
their acts
acts
nature
the clerk
clerk of
board, shall
shall be
be prima
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence of
of their
in all
all proceedings,
proceedings, judicial
judicial or
otherwise; and
and the
the said
said board
board shall
shall appoint
appoint to appoint
in
or otherwise;
appoint
person as
their clerk,
of their
members, clerk;
aacapable
capable person
as their
clerk, (who
(who may
may be
be one
one of
their own
own members,
clerk;
or
otherwise,) prescribe
or otherwise,)
prescribe his
reasonable compensacompensahis duties,
duties, and
and allow
allow him
him a
a reasonable
tion for
for his
services.
tion
his services.
SEC. 6.
6. And
it further
enacted, That
the said
board of
of commiscommis- to
to hold
hold stated
stated
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
That the
said board
sioners
shall hold
hold stated
in January,
January, April,
April, July,
July, and
October, meetings.
sioners shall
stated meetings
meetings in
and October,
meetings.
of
each and
year, at
such times
and places
they may
may appoint,
of each
and every
every year,
at such
times and
places as
as they
appoint,
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and such
such other
other meetings
as circumstances
require; but if less than
may require;
circumstances may
meetings as
and
four
members
are
present
at
any
one
meeting
no
business shall be done,
no business
meeting
one
any
at
present
are
four members
Quorum.
except
to a
future day;
day; and
at the
the stated
meetings in April
stated meetings
and at
a future
adjourn to
to adjourn
except to
and October
the treasurer
the school
school funds
funds and
collector of taxes
the collector
and the
of the
treasurer of
October the
and
shall render
in writing
statement of
of their
their accounts
respectively
accounts respectively
full statement
a full
writing a
render in
shall
for the
the next
next preceding
preceding half year.
for
Clerk of
SRC. 7.
7. And
be it
court of
of
the clerk of the levy court
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
levy
Clerk of levy
court
give lists
annually, on
on or
before the first Monday
Monday in April, furnish
or before
shall annually,
county shall
said county
lists said
to give
court to
of property
owners,
&c.
to
commissioners alphabetical lists of the owners of propsaid board of commissioners
to the
the said
of propery
assessment, and
erty
in
each
school
district, according
according to
the last
last county assessmens,
to the
erty in each school district,
a
statement of
the total
total amount
amount of
property assessed to each
each owner, exof property
of the
a statement
hibiting
school-tax thereon
according to the last levy made by the
thereon according
the school-tax
hibiting the
levy
court for
school purposes.
purposes.
for school
levy court
Commissioners
Sac. 8.
8. And
be it
further enacted,
That the
commissionthe said board of commissionenacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
Commissioners
appoint
to a
occur) to
vacancy may
may
trus - ers shall have power annually
annually (or as a
a vacancy
may occur)
pp oint
may appoint trustees of school districts.
two
in each
each school
school district
district as
as trustees
trustees of
that district, who, with
of that
persons in
two persons
trictofschool
concerns
the
commissioner of
charge of the local concerns
district, shall have charge
such district,
of such
the commissioner
of
therein, and
concert with the board of commissioners
commissioners
in concert
act in
and act
schools therein,
the schools
of the
in
all the
rules and
ordained by the said board,
regulations ordained
and regulations
the rules
out all
carrying out
in carrying
and
together
may
permit
the
school-house
or
houses
in their
their district
district to be
in
houses
or
school-house
the
permit
may
and together
benefit to the
used
public worship,
worship, or
or for
other purposes
purposes of general benefit
for other
for public
used for
residents
the district.
residents of the
commissionPower and
and
Sac. 9.
9. And
Awl be
it further
enacted, That the said board of commissionfurther enacted,
be it
SEC.
Power
dutyduties of commis- ers shall have power, and it shall be their duty—
sioners.
School funds.
First.
disburse any
any fund
which may be provided
provided for the
fund which
and disburse
receive and
To receive
First. To
funds.
School
purchase
the erection
erection and support of primary schools in said
said
and the
sites and
of sites
purchase of
county and
and district.
district.
county
of
Second. To regulate
regulate the number of children
children to be taught in each
each of
Scholars.
Second.
Scholars.
said
the price
price of their tuition.
and the
schools, and
said schools,
Third. To
select, upon
examination, such teachers
teachers as are
thorough examination,
upon aa thorough
To select,
Third.
Teachers.
Teachers.
competent,
to each
without which
which no
certificate of qualifications, without
each aacertificate
giving to
competent, giving
teacher
entitled to
to receive
pay; and
fix their
their salaries and terms
to fix
and to
receive pay;
be entitled
shall be
teacher shall
of service.
service.
of
Expulsion
Fourth.
or expel
expel from
from any
school, with the advice of the
any school,
suspend or
To suspend
Fourth. To
of
Expulsion of
pupils,
commissioner
and trustees
trustees of
of the
not
district, any pupil who will not
school district,
the school
commissioner and
pupils.
submit
the reasonable
reasonable and
and ordinary
ordinary rules
discipline therein.
therein.
rules of order and discipline
to the
submit to
Course of study
To prescribe
prescribe the
the course
course of
of study
text-books to be used in
the text-books
and the
study and
Fifth, To
Course of study Fifth.
and
the schools,
the purchase
purchase and distribution of books,
control the
and control
regulate and
to regulate
schools, to
text-books. the
and text-books.
maps, globes,
stationery, and
and other
necessary for
for the use of the
other things necessary
globes, stationery,
maps,
same,
to prescribe
rules and
and regulations for the management,
prescribe rules
generally to
and generally
same, and
good government,
government, and
ordering of said schools.
well ordering
and well
good
Expenditures
Sixth.
report to
the levy
levy court,
each school year, the
court, at the close of each
to the
To report
Sixth. To
Expenditures,)
&c.
amount of
of all
expenditures on account of schools in the several districts
all expenditures
amount
&c.
during the
previous school
school year,
year, and
and the
the manner
manner in which the same shall
the previous
during
have been
been expended,
expended, specifying
specifying what
been
and amount thereof has been
portion and
what portion
have
particularly set forth
expended
teachers, and also shall particularly
forth
services of teachers,
the services
for the
expended for
Attendance
on the
of pupils
attendance and progress,
taught, and their average attendance
pupils taught,
number of
the numW
Attendance on
&c.
and such other statistics as the levy court may require.
and
schools, &c.
School-houses,
Seventh. To
or otherwise
procure, suitable
sites for
suitable sites
otherwise procure,
purchase, or
select, purchase,
To select,
Seventh.
School-houses,
books,
&c.
school-houses
in each
adopt plans, and
and cause to be built, kept
kept
to adopt
district; to
each district;
school-houses in
books, &c.
in
repair, and
furnished, such
school-houses; to supply the same with nesuch school-houses;
and furnished,
in repair,
cessary fuel,
fuel, books,
books, stationery,
stationery, and
necessary
and to defray the necessary
appendages, and
and appendages,
cessary
expenses of
of the
Provided, That the pay of teachers shall always
board: Provided,
the board:
expenses
have preference.
S
EC. 10.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That,
for the purpose
purpose of supportThat, for
be it
And be
10. And
SEC.
Levy
to
Levy court to
ing
schools, and
equipments thereand providing suitable sites, houses, and equipments
impose schoolschoolsaid schools,
ing said
impose
ttax.
ax
Monday in March, impose
the levy court shall, annually, on the first Monday
for, the
.
and
levy a
school-tax not
exceeding one
fourth of one per centum on all
one fourth
not exceeding
a school-tax
and levy
Washington
the
assessed property
property of
county without the limits of Washington
said county
of said
the assessed
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and Georgetown,
Georgetown, which
shall be
be due
due at
at the
the same
same time,
time, and be collected
collected
which tax
tax shall
and
by
under the same regulaby the
the county collector
collector in
in the
the same
same manner,
manner, and under
relation to the collection
prescribed by law in relation
tions and restrictions,
restrictions, as are prescribed
of
applicable to the
the col
of the
the county
county taxes, and which are hereby made applicable
act, and
be
collected shall be
lection of
of the
the school-tax
school-tax imposed
imposed by this act,
and when collected
paid to
treasurer of
treasurer of the levy
Treasurer of
paid
to the treasurer
of the
the school
school fund;
fund; and
and the treasurer
levy Treasurer
of
court is hereby
hereby constituted
and the said
said school
school fund.
fund.
constituted treasurer
treasurer of the school fund; and
court
treasurer and
qualified by
affirmation faithfaithmaking oath
oath or
or affirmation
and collector
collector shall
shall be
be qualified
by making
treasurer
discharge the duties required
required of them; and they
they shall
shall give bonds
bonds
fully to discharge
respectively to the
board of
be fixed
fixed by
by
respectively
the said
said board
of commissioners,
commissioners, in a
a sum to be
the levy court, with two sufficient
sufficient sureties,
sureties, conditioned
conditioned for the faithful
faithful
discharge
required of
them by this act, which
which bonds,
bonds, being
being
of them
duties required
discharge of the duties
approved
the said
said board
board of
commissioners, shall
clerk
shall be filed
filed with the clerk
approved by
by the
of commissioners,
supreme court
the District
District of
Columbia, who is
hereby required
is hereby
required
of the supreme
court of the
of Columbia,
to
said
seal of said
to file
file the same, and
and a
a copy
copy of
of either
either of
of said
said bonds,
bonds, under seal
court,
evidence of the
the making
making thereof; and
said
and the said
court, shall
shall be
be sufficient
sufficient evidence
treasurer
shall be
be paid
paid such
such compensation
compensation for
said board
services as the said
for his
his services
treasurer shall
of
commissioners may
collector the same fees as are
may allow,
allow, and the said collector
of commissioners
allowed by the said levy
levy court
court for collecting
collecting the county tax.
tax;
S
EC. 11.
11. And
And be
further enacted,
whole amount
amount standing
standin g Amount of tax;
enacted, That the whole
he itit further
SEC.
to
the credit
credit of
school fund,
when the
mad, how determined.
determined.
to be made,
aforesaid levy
levy is to
the aforesaid
the school
fund, when
of the
to the
shall
determining the
the amount of
necessary
of tax necessary
into the account
account in determining
shall be
be taken
taken into
to meet the current expenses of the school year,
year, which amount shall be
be
levied
board of commissioners
commissioners
no more;
more; and the
the said
said board
levied as
as aforesaid, and
and no
shall
apportion the
school fund, after
Apportionment
after deducting
deducting such
such part
part thereof as the Apportionment
shall apportion
the school
provisions
of this
this act
assign to
to the education
children, among of school fund.
education of colored children,
act assign
provisions of
the
each one seventh
seventh of the whole amount
amount
the several school districts, giving to each
of
deducting the
necessary
of school
school taxes collected
collected and then in
in hand,
hand, after deducting
the necessary
expenses
seventh of all other
other funds
paid in, after
after
funds paid
of the
the board,
board, and one seventh
expenses of
deducting
education of colored
colored children,
children,
hereinbefore provided
provided for
for the
the education
deducting as
as hereinbefore
until
an amount
shall have accumulated
and
accumulated sufficient
sufficient to purchase
purchase aa site and
until an
amount shall
erect
which shall
erect and furnish
furnish aaschool-house
school-house in each district, the cost
cost of which
not
hundred dollars,
dollars, (unless
(unless by private
except
subscription,) except
private subscription,)
not exceed
exceed fifteen
fifteen hundred
where
sufficiently large
large to require two schools,
where the number of scholars is sufficiently
in
it
reach three thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; after that it
in which case
case the
the sum may
may reach
shall
apportioned according
the number
district
of children
children in each district
according to the
number of
shall be
be apportioned
between the
the acres
of six
six and
seventeen years:
Provisos.
Provided, That
That not more Proviso
and seventeen
years: Provided,
between
ages of
than
expenses of each
each district
district shall
shall be paid: And
And provided,
than the actual
actual expenses
further,
school-house may be established in
one
further, That
That more than one
one school-house
in any
any one
district if
if the
the funds
procured.
are procured.
funds are
district
S
EC. 12. And be it
commissioners Sites for schoolschool.
SEc.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That in case the said commissioners
houses,
may
should
purchase suitable
suitable sites for the
school- louse
houses, how may
the erection of schoolbe able to
to purchase
should not be
houses,
shall have
power to
and value
suitable site
site or
or eProse,ur
e7
value aa suitable
have power
to condemn
condemn and
houses, they
they shall
sites
exceeding one
one acre
land in each
by
each site, by
purpose, not exceeding
acre of
of land
sites for that purpose,
giving
days' notice
in writing
to the
the proprietors
proprietors thereof,
except in Proceedings.
thereof, except
writing to
ten days'
notice in
giving ten
cases
notice cannot
cannot be served,
and in cases of minors, femme covcovserved, and
cases where notice
erts,
persons non
mentis, and
with the
levy
filing with
the clerk of the levy
non compos mentis,
and filing
erts, and persons
court of
of the
Washington, District
District of Columbia,
for inspection,
inspection,
Columbia, for
of Washington,
court
the County
County of
value assessed
signed
assessed thereon,
thereon, signed
such lands,
lands, with
with the
the value
describing such
aa certificate
certificate describing
by the
and°clerk
clerk of
board of
of commissioners,
shall
of said
said board
commissioners, which shall
the president
president and
by
be sufficient
sufficient notice
notice to
the proprietors
proprietors of
land that
board of
of
such land
that the said board
of such
to the
be
commissioners are
the amount
amount of
of damages
assessed;
so assessed;
damages so
pay the
are ready
ready to pay
commissioners
and if
if within
days from
from the
the filing
of said
proprietors
the proprietors
filing of
said certificate
certificate the
thirty days
and
within thirty
of such
such land
land shall
not appeal
said commissioners,
commissioners, by
by
decision of
of said
shall not
appeal from
the decision
from the
of
written
amount so
so
the levy court,
court, the amount
left with the
the said clerk of the
written notice
notice left
assessed shall
shall be
paid to
the proprietors,
proprietors, and
and the
and
land and
title to
to such
such land
the title
be paid
to the
assessed
premises
vested in
the board of commissioners
commissioners of
be vested
in, the
shall pass to,
to, and be
premises shall
primary
Washington County, District
District of
said
of Columbia.,
Columbia, and
and the said
primary schools
schools of Washington
certificate shall
recorded in
records of Washington
Washington County,
County,
in the land
land records
shall be
be recorded
certificate
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District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and shall
be final;
final; but if the proprietors
proprietors of such
shall be
District of
said comland
said thirty days, notify
notify the said
comland and premises shall, within the said
dissent
missioners,
in
writing,
left
with
the
clerk
of
the
levy
court,
dissent
their
of
court,
levy
the
of
clerk
the
with
missioners, in writing, left
from
the valuation
valuation of
such land
land as
as made
by the
the said
said commissioners,
commissioners, or it
made by
of such
from the
the
land
or
any
part
thereof
be
owned
by
a
minor,
femme
covert, or perfemme
minor,
a
by
owned
be
thereof
part
the land or any
son non
non compos
compos mentis,
if a
cannot be
served, it
it shall
shall be
be lawful
lawful
be served,
notice cannot
a notice
or if
mentis, or
son
for
commissioners, and
and it
duty, by
their president
president
by their
their duty,
made their
is made
it is
said commissioners,
the said
for the
and clerk,
clerk, to
to issue
issue their
warrant to
the District
District of
of Columof the
marshal of
the marshal
to the
their warrant
and
Jury to
to assess
bia, commanding
commanding him
him to
summon a
jury of
of five
five freeholders,
interested
freeholders, not interested
a jury
to summon
assess bia,
Jury
damages.
in the
appointed by the said commismatter, to appear on aa day to be appointed
the matter,
in
damges.
sioners, on The
premises, and
oath (which
the
(which the
an oath
taken an
each taken
having each
after having
and after
sioners, on the premises,
marshal or
or any
any one
of said
said commissioners
authorized to
to administer)
administer)
is authorized
commissioners is
one of
marshal
that
will, without
without favor
or prejudice,
assess the
sustained by
damages sustained
the damages
prejudice, assess
favor or
he will,
that he
the
proprietor of
of said
said land
of the
of said
said land
condemnation of
the condemnation
reason of
by reason
land by
the proprietor
by the
said
commissioners,
the
jury
so
qualified
shall
proceed
to value
value
to
proceed
shall
qualified
so
jury
the
commissioners,
said
by the
and assess the
and if
amount assessed
assessed by
the
by the
the amount
if the
accordingly; and
damages acoardingly;
assess the damages
and
said jury
shall not
greater than
amount assessed
assessed by the said comthe amount
than the
be greater
not be
jury shall
said
missioners, the
the whole
whole costs
costs of
the said
said appeal
appeal shall
shall be
chargeable to the
be chargeable
of the
missioners,
appellant, to
be paid
commissioners, and deducted from the
said commissioners,
the said
by the
paid by
to be
appellant,
cost
the land
in settlement
settlement therefor;
otherwise the said board of comtherefor; otherwise
land in
of the
cost of
missioners
shall
pay
the
expenses
incurred
by reason
reason of such appeal, the
by
incurred
expenses
the
missioners shall pay
marshal's
fees to
to the act of conaccording to
computed according
be computed
to be
jurors' fees
and jurors'
marshal's and
1863, ch.
cb. 106.
105. gress
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, defining
March three,
approved March
gress approved
1863,
Vol. xii. P'
799. the
and duties of the levy court.
powers.and
the powers
p.799.
Vol.
SEC. 13.
13. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
immediately
said jury, immediately
the said
itfurther
And be
SEC.
after
they
shall
have
completed
their
inquest
and
assessed
damages,
the
assessed
and
inquest
their
completed
after they shall have
Verdict
jury. shall
shall make
make out
verdict, setting
descripsetting forth aafull and distinct descripwritten verdict,
out aa written
of jury.
Verdict of
assessed
damages
or
tion
of
the
land
and
premises
and
the
valuation
valuation
the
and
premises
and
land
the
tion of
therefor, which
which shall
be signed
them, and havmajority of them,
or aa majority
them, or
by them,
signed by
shall be
therefor,
ing
been attested
attested by
the marshal,
marshal, shall
shall be
immediately returned to the
be immediately
by the
ing been
clerk
of the
court of
District of
of ColumWashington, District
of Washington,
County of
the County
of the
levy court
the levy
clerk of
bia,
and shall
shall be
said damages
damages having
having been
been paid,
offered
paid, or offered
the said
and the
final; and
be final;
bia, and
to be
paid, to
to the
said proprietors,
the title
title to
pass to, and
and
shall pass
land shall
such land
to such
proprietors, the
the said
to be paid,
be vested
in, "The
"The Board
Primary Schools of
of Primary
Commissioners of
of Commissioners
Board of
vested in,
be
Washington County,
County, District
District of
Columbia," and
and the
the verdict
verdict of the jury
of Columbia,"
Washington
shall
be
recorded
in
the
land
records
of
Washington
County, District
District of
County,
Washington
of
records
land
the
in
recorded
shall be
commissionProviso.
Columbia:
shall be
be optional
optional with the said
said commissionit shall
That it
Provided, That
Columbia: Provided,
Proviso.
ers to
and occupy
occupy the
abandon it withor abandon
land, or
said land,
the said
verdict, and
said verdict,
by said
abide by
to abide
ers
out
being
subject
to
damages
therefor.
therefor.
damages
to
out being subject
Sites for schoolSEC. 14.
it shall
not be
lawful to lobe lawful
shall not
That it
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
14. And
Sites for school- SEC.
houses not
riot to
to be
be cate
site for
for a
orchard or garden,
garden, nor within
in any orchard
school-house in
a school-house
any site
cate any
houses
located
in
certain
in certain
located
places.
hundred yards
dwelling-house, without
the consent
consent of the
without the
any dwelling-house,
of any
yards of
three hundred
plae inces. three
proprietor
of such
such dwelling-house,
and in
in order
obtain such consent or
to obtain
order to
dwelling-house, and
proprietor of
refusal, thirty
days' notice
be giiTen
proprietor by the said
said proprietor
to said
given to
shall be
notice shall
thirty days'
refusal,
commissioners ? notifying
such proprietor
proprietor of
their intention;
within
if, within
intention; and if,
of their
notifying such
commissionerst
thirty days,
answer is
to said
said commissioners
commissioners by said proprireturned to
is returned
no answer
days, no
thirty
etor, it
taken for
for consent,
the said
said commissioners
commissioners may proand the
consent, and
be taken
shall be
it shall
etor,
ceed to
erect their
school-house without
let or hindrance.
hindrance.
without let
their school-house
to erect
ceed
enacted, That if the treasurer
Treasurer
negSEC. 15.
treasurer or collector,
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
15. And
SEC.
Treasurer negor
ing
to
pay
having
any
school
in
his
hands/
or
neglecting
or refusing
fr to obtain
neglecting
or
hands,
his
in
funds
school
having any
lecting topay
Sites
schoolfor schoolSites for

houses,
houses.

orders to be

liable,
liable,

&c.;

a

two
such funds
law authorized
direc ted, shall refuse to
to pay
pay for
for two
authorized and directed,
by law
as by
funds as
such
weeks
any order
order of
of the
the said
said commissioners
drawn in conformity with
commissioners drawn
weeks any
the
requisitions of
of this
this act,
such treasurer
or collector
collector shall be liable, on
treasurer or
act, such
the requisitions
proof
before any
any court
court of
of justice
justice or
justice of the peace having cognicognior justice
proof before
zance, and
and without
without stay
stay of
the full
full amount of said order
pay the
to pay
execution, to
of execution,
zance,
and interest
interest thereon,
thereon, at
at the
the rate
twenty per
centum per
per annum, from
per centum
of twenty
rate of
and

collecting more the
first refusal
refusal until
day of
of payment,
by way
of damages.
damages.
way of
payment, by
the day
until the
more the first
collecting

than
due,
than isis due.

If
If any
collector
appointed or acting
acting under the provisions
provisions of this act shall in
in any
any
collector appointed
aggrieved shall have
case
collect more
more than
is due,
due, the person
have his remedy
remedy
person aggrieved
than is
case collect
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against such
shall have
have
and if he recover
recover he shall
against
such collector by suit or warrant, and
judgment for
amount improperly
improperly and Unjustly
from
unjustly extorted
extorted from
for double the amount
judgment
him, and costs.
costs. The levy court
court of Washington
shall exercise
exercise aa Levy court
court to
to
Washington County
County shall
general supervision
commissioners, may ex- supervise
spervis doings
proceedings of
of said commissioners,
supervision over
over the proceedings
general
of
commissioners;
amine their
books and
and papers,
papers, and
prosecute for
for any
ocommiioer
of
and shall
shall prosecute
any delinquencies
delinquencies commissioners;
amine
their books
violations of
shall not
lawful for a
or violations
of their
their duty. It
It shall
not be lawful
a member of the member of, not
not
to
be commiscounty to be a
a commissioner
commissioner of primary schools or t? be
commis"
of said
said county
levy court
court of
sioner.
person to be at the same stoner.
trustee of any of the school districts, nor for any person
trustee
time
commissioner and
trustee as aforesaid.
and trustee
aforesaid.
time commissioner
resident of said Who may
SEC. 16. And be it
it further enacted,
may
enacted, That any white resident
SEC.
county
shall be
privileged to
his or
or her
her child
child or
at any
ofplace
children in
in
plaeochildren
any one of
or ward
ward at
to place
place his
be privileged
county shall
the
schools provided
provided for
education of white
white children
county he
for the
the education
children in
in said county
the schools
or
proper to
trustees of both
both
or she may
may think proper
to select, with
with the
the consent
consent of the trustees
districts;
have the
with respect
respect
districts; and
and any
any colored
colored resident
resident shall
shall have
the same
same rights
rights with
to
schools.
to colored
colored schools.
SEC.
And be it
it further enacted, That it shall be
SEC. 17. And
be the
the duty of
of the
the Schools
Schools for
for
said
suitable and
convenient houses
houses or rooms
rooms colored
children.
colored children.
and convenient
to provide
provide suitable
commissioners to
said commissioners
for
holding schools for colored
children, to employ
teachers
for holding
colored children,
employ and
and examine
examine teachers
therefor,
proportion of the
the school
school funds,
deterfunds, to be detertherefor, and to appropriate
appropriate aaproportion
children between
of
mined by the numbers
numbers of white and colored children
between the ages of
six
wages, to the buildyears, to
to the
the payment
payment of teachers'
teachers' wages,
six and
and seventeen
seventeen years,
ing
school-rooms, and
expenses pertaining
necessary expenses
pertaining to
and other
other necessary
ing or
or renting
renting of school-rooms,
said
general supervision
supervision over them, to establish
establish
said schools,
schools, to exercise aa general
proper
discipline, and
and to endeavor
equitable, and
and
promote a
a thorough,
thorough, equitable,
endeavor to promote
proper discipline,
practical education
education of
children in
said county.
county. It
lawful
It shall be lawful
practical
of colored children
in said
commissioners to
of not more than fifty cents per
per
to impose
impose a
a tax
tax of
for such
such commissioners
month
parents or guardians
children attending
attending
guardians of children
month for each child on the parents
payment of expenses.
expenses, of the school of
of
be applied to the payment
said schools,
schools, to be
which
attendant; and in the
power
the exercise
exercise of this power
child shall
shall be
be an
an attendant;
which said child
the
commissioner may, from time
time to time,
time, discontinue
payment altodiscontinue the payment
the commissioner
gether,
according to the ability of the
the said taxgraduate the tax according
gether, or may graduate
payers
That no child
shall be exschool: Provided,
Provided, That
child shall
payers and
and the
the wants
wants of
of the school:
cluded
or
account of the inability of the parent or
cluded from
from such school on account
guardian to
said commissioners
commissioners are authorized
authorized to reguardian
to pay said tax. And said
of
ceive
made for the benefit
benefit of
that may
may be made
or contributions
contributions that
donations or
ceive any
any donations
said
colored
elevation of the colored
aid in the elevation
persons disposed
disposed to aid
said schools
schools by persons
population
Columbia, and to apply the same
same in such
such
of Columbia,
population in the District of
manner as in
best calculated
of
be best
calculated to effect the object of
in their opinion
opinion shall be
manner
the donors,
donors, said
commissioners being
funds rebeing required
required to account for all funds
said commissioners
the
ceived by
and to
in accordance
accordance with the
the levy
levy court
court in
to report
report to
to the
by them,
them, and
ceived
provisions of
section nine of
of this
this act.
act.
of section
provisions
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the
S
EC. 18. And be it
the first
section of the act
act Repeal of §11of
of
first section
"An act providing for the education
education of colored
colored chil- act of
of 1863, ch.
ch.83.
83.
entitled "An
of congress
congress entitled
dren in
in the
cities of
Georgetown, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, Vol.
Vol. mi.
407.
dren
the cities
of Washington
Washington and
and Georgetown,
xii. p.
p. 407.
purposes," be, and the same is hereby, repealed;
repealed; and that
and for other purposes,"
passage of this act it shall be the duty of the municifrom and after the passage
Washington and Georgetown,
pal authorities
cities of Washington
Georgetown, in the Disauthorities of the cities
trict of
whole fund,
received
fund, received
each year, from
from the whole
to set
set apart
apart each
trict
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
authorities, applicable, under existing
existing provisions Proportionate
Proportionate
from all sources, by such authorities,
of school
of law,
to purposes
purposes of
of public
public education,
proportionate part thereof part
school
such aa proportionate
education, such
of
law, to
f
a
u
p
n
ad
rt tc
or
nbeesLt
fund
tofr
set ois
as the
the number
number of
of colored
colored children,
between the
the ages
ages of
of six
six and
seventeen apart for schools
as
children, between
and seventeen
colored
whole number
number of children
children for colored
bear to
to the
the whole
years, in the
the respective
respective cities bear
thereof; for
purpose of
sustaining public schools in children.
of establishing
establishing and sustaining
for the
the purpose
thereof,
proportion
children; that the
said
the said
said proportion
said cities for the education of colored children;
shall
be ascertained
ascertained by
census of
of the
the population
said
population of said
last reported
reported census
by the
the last
shall be
cities
prior to
to said
said apportionment,
apportionment, and
regulated at all times
times
be regulated
and shall
shall be
made prior
cities made
trustees appointed
thereby;
paid to the trustees
appointed
thereby; and
and that the said fund shall be paid
under
eighteen hundred
hundred and 1862, ch. 151.
151.
approved July
July eleven,
eleven, eighteen
under the
the act of congress
congress approved
p. 537.
537,
Vol. xii p.
sixty-two, entitled
entitled "An
"An act relating to schools for
for the education
education of colored Vol.
sixty-two,
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children in
the cities
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, in the District of
Washington and
of Washington
cities of
in the
children
Columbiarto
be
disbursed
by
them
in
accordance
with the provisions
provisions of
of
accordance
in
them
by
disbursed
be
to
Columbia,"
the
the said act.
Portion of
S
EC. 19.
19. And
That one fourth part of all the
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SaE.
Portion of
or
moneys received moneys
moneys now
now in
marshal of the District of Columbia, or
the hands of the marshal
in the
moneys
from
&c.,
penfines,
from
accrued
to go
go fines,
to sc hoolof
officer of
of said
district, which have accrued from fines, pensaid district,
other officer
any other
of any
tooo'
fto
fund.
alties, and
forfeitures imposed
for the violations of the laws
laws of the United
United
imposed for
and forfeitures
alties,
fund.
officers
States
within
said
district,
shall
be
by
such
officer
officers paid to the
or
officer
such
by
be
shall
States within said district,
Primary Schools
Schools of Washington
Washington County,
County,
of Primary
Commissioners of
of Commissioners
""Board
Board of
District
of Columbia,"
one fourth
the mayor
Georgemayor of the city of Georgeto the
part to
fourth part
Columbia," one
District of
town, and
and the
remaining two
fourths thereof
to the
mayor of the city of
the mayor
thereof to
two fourths
the remaining
town,
Washington,
paid to
the said
said commissioners
commissioners and the said
to the
so paid
sums so
said sums
the said
Washington, the
mayors
constitute in
in their
their hands
hands funds
funds for the support of primary
primary
to constitute
mayors to
schools
said county
schools in
cities in the prosaid cities
in said
public schools
and public
county and
the said
within the
schools within
other
portions
aforesaid. And
And it
it shall
duty of said marshal
marshal and other
shall be the duty
portions aforesaid.
of
passage
the,
officers
to
pay
over,
every
three
months,
from
after
the
passage
after
and
from
months,
three
every
officers to pay over,
aforesaid, to
this
all money
money coming
into their
their hands
manner aforesaid,
hands in the manner
coming into
act, all
this act,
the
said board
board of
and to the said maymayschools and
primary schools
of primary
commissioners of
of commissioners
the said
ors, in
in the
the proportions
the said primary and
for the use of the
aforesaid, for
proportions aforesaid,
ors,
Provided, That
public schools,
any law
law to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding: Provided,
That
contrary notwithstanding:
schools, any
public
applied
be
shall
the
funds
thus
obtained
for
educational
purposes
applied to the
purposes
educational
for
obtained
thus
funds
the
education
of both
white and
children, in the proportion
proportion of the
colored children,
and colored
both white
education of
numbers
each between
between the
the ages of six and seventeen years
years as deterof each
numbers of
prior to said
made
been
mined
by
the
latest
census
report
that
said
have
shall
that
report
census
mined by the latest
apportionment;
and the
mayors of
Georgetown
aforenamed cities of Georgetown
the aforenamed
of the
the mayors
apportionment; and
and
Washington are
hereby authorized
and instructed
pay over such
such
instructed to pay
authorized and
are hereby
and Washington
part
as may
be applicable
applicable under
the provisions
section and
and
of this section
provisions of
under the
may be
thereof as
part thereof
the proviso
proviso thereto
thereto to
to the
the education
education of colored
children in the aforenamed
aforenamed
colored children
the
cities, to
trustees appointed
under the act of July eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen
appointed under
the trustees
to the
cities,
"An act
hundred and
sixty-two, entitled
act relating to schools
schools for the educaeducaentitled "An
and sixty-two,
hundred
Georgetown, in
Washington and Georgetown,
1862,
tion of
colored children
children in the cities of Washington
in
of colored
151. tion
ch. 151.
1862, ch.
education of colored chilp. 537.
District of
Columbia," to
to be
for the education
used for
be used
of Columbia,"
the District
537. the
xii. p.
Vol. xii.
dren
according to
to the
provisions of law,
and the aforenamed
aforenamed officers
officers faillaw, and
the provisions
dren according
ing
to pay
pay over
moneys as aforesaid
aforesaid shall be liable to the penalty
penalty imimthe moneys
over the
ing to
posed by
by the
the second
second section
section of
of the
the act
act of
of congress
congress approved
approved July twelfth,
posed
1862,
158, § 2.
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
entitled " An act to provide for the paypaysixty-two, entitled
hundred and
2. eighteen
ch. 18,
1862, ch.
peace
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
ment of
of fines
penalties collected
and paid the
the justices of the peace
collected by and
and penalties
fines and
542. ment
p. 541
Vol.
in
the District
of Columbia,
under the acts
acts of congress
congress approved
approved the third
third
Columbia, under
District of
in the
sixty-one, and for other purand fifth
of August,
August, eighteen
hundred and sixty-one,
eighteen hundred
fifth of
and
poses."
poses."
SEC. 20.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
said
every person in the said
That every
be it
20. And
SEC.
aachild between
control
her
Children
beDistrict
of
Columbia,
having
under
her
between the
or
his
under
having
Columbia,
of
District
Children bethe continuance
years, shall annually,
fourteen years,
tween
annually, during
during the
continuance
eight and fourteen
ages of eight
eight and ages
tween eight
fourteen years of
of
fourteen
of said
part
that
in
school
public
some
to
child
such
send
control,
ag eto be
tosome p
ublic school in that p
art of said
of such
be sent to of
age
school, &c.
district
which he
he or she shall at the time
time reside,
reside, at least twelve
twelve weeks,
weeks,
in which
district in
&c.
school,
six
of which
which shall
shall be
and for
every neglect
neglect of
of such duty the
for every
consecutive, and
be consecutive,
six of
party
offending shall
shall forfeit
forfeit to
to the
the use
use of
portion of said
of the school of that portion
party offending
twenty dola sum not exceeding
district
reside a
exceeding twenty
dolwhich he or she shall reside
district in which
Penalty.
lars, to
to be
be recovered
recovered before
before any
district:
justice of the peace of the said district:
any justice
lars,
Proviso.
Provided, That
if it
it be
be made
to appear
justice that the party so
so
appear to said justice
made to
That if
Provided,
Proviso.
offending
was
not
able
for
any
cause
to
send
such
child to school,
school, or that
that
child
such
send
to
cause
offending was not able for any
such child
has been
been attending
attending any other school for aalike period of time,
child has
such
or
that
such
child
by
reason
of bodily or mental infirmity was not fit to
reason of
by
or that such child
attend such
such school,
not be enforced.
shall not
penalty shall
such penalty
school, such
attend
SEC. 21.
21. And
it further
That the
the trustees
trustees or commissioners
commissioners
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
having charge
of public
schools in
in the
the said
district shall not
not admit into
said district
public schools
charge of
having
Children not
shall not
not have
been duly
duly vaccinated
vaccinated or otherhave been
who shall
child who
any child
schools any
such schools
Children not such
vaccinated
not to
wi
se p
ro tected against
against the
the small-pox; and may
may make
make such arrangements
arrangements
protected
to wise
vaccinated not
be
admitted.
children within
for the purpose of ascertaining
ascertaining whether any
any children
within the
the ages
ages preprebe admitted.
44
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scribed
are not
not attending
attending the
schools, as
public schools,
scribed in
in the
the preceding
preceding section
section are
the public
they shall
the purpose
purpose of
of enforcing
enforcing the
the attendance
attendance of
of such
such Trustees,
Trustees, &c.,
&c.,
they
shall deem
deem best
best for
for the
to enforce
attendchildren
section and for
provisions of
of such
such section
for to
enforce
attendchildren upon
upon said schools,
schools, under
under the
the provisions
ance.
enforcing the
the penalty
prescribed.
nce.
enforcing
penalty therein
therein prescribed.
This act a
a pubS
EC. 22.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That this
this act
same is
SEC.
22. And
And be
it further
act be,
be, and
and the
the same
act, &c.
lic act,
&c.
hereby, declared public and remedial,
remedial, and shall be construed by all courts lic
hereby,
according to the equity thereof; and no proceedings
Proceedings of
of
of justice according
proceedings of the in- Proceedings
&c., not
not
any school-district,
commissioners trustees,
or of the commissioners
trustees, &c.,
habitants or
or of
of the
the trustees
trustees of
of any
school-district, or
to be void for dedeof primary
officer created
created under
provisions of
of fects in
of
primary schools,
schools, or
or of
of any
any other
other officer
under the
the provisions
in form.
form.
form, or
this act, shall be set aside or
or adjudged
adjudged to be void
void for
for defect
defect of form,
or for
for
irregularity therein, so that
subany irregularity
that the requisitions
requisitions of
of the
the said
said act
act are
are substantially complied
stantially
complied with.
with.
SEC. 23.
it further enacted;
act of
SEC.
23. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
That the act
of congress
congress entitled Act of 1862, ch.
77, except,
exc9t, &c.,
&c.,
"
An act to provide for the public
public instruction
instruction of youth
youth in primary
primary schools 77,
"An
repealed.
throughout the County of
throughout
of Washington,
Washington, in the
the District of Columbia, with- Vol.
pol. xii.
xii. p. 394.
394.
Washington, andsGeorgetown,"
except the
and third
third
out the limits
limits of
of Washington,
and'Georgetown," except
the first
first and
sections,
eighteen hundred
and
sections, approved
approved May
May twenty,
twenty, eighteen
hundred and sixty-two
sixty-two be,
be, and
same is
the same
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, June 25, 1864.
APPROVED,

entitled ""An Act
Act to define the Powers
Powers and
CHSP. CLVii.
CLVII. —An
- An Act to amend an Act entitled
C31.42.
Duties of
of Washington,
Duties
of the Levy
Levy Court
Court of the
the County
County of
Washington, District
District of Columbia."

Jne 25 1861.

June 25, 1861.
1863,
106.
1863, ch. 106.

799.
it enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of the United Vol.
Vol. xii. p.
p. 799.
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
States
court to
States of
of America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the first
first clause
clause of the Levy court
have care
care of
ofpubpub.
entitled "An
third section of the act of congress entitled
"An act
act to define the powers
powers have
lie roads and
lic
of bridges, except,
and duties of the levy court
court of the
the County
County of Washington,
Washington, District
District of
&c.
Columbia, in regard to roads and for other purposes,"
purposes," be, and the
the same
same is &c.
hereby,
amended so
as to
to read
follows: "That
"That the
said court
court shall
hereby, amended
so as
read as
as follows:
the said
shall
have the
the care
charge of,
the exclusive
over, all
the
have
care and
and charge
of, and
and the
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction over,
all the
public roads
bridges in
in said
county, eicept
such roads
roads and
and bridges
bridges as
as
public
roads and
and bridges
said county,
ekcept such
belong to
and are
care of
the United
States, and
except such
such
belong
to and
are under
under the
the care
of the
United States,
and except
roads
and bridges
shall have
been or
specially proproroads and
bridges as
as shall
have been
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be specially
shall have
have power
power and
and it
it shall
shall
vided for by congress.
congress. And
And the
the said court shall
be
their duty."
duty."
be their
SEC. 2.
ft further
enacted, That
tenth section
of the
said 1862,
SEC.
2. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
That the
the tenth
section of
the said
1862, ch. 157,
§10, amended.
amended.
act
amended by
by striking
striking out
out the words §10,
same is hereby, amended
act be,
be, and
and the
the same
Vol. xii. p. 803.
"
thirty-first," and inserting the word
word "thirtieth."
Vol. xii. p. 803.
"thirtieth."
"thirty-first,"
SEC. 3. And
enacted, That
in the
SEC.
And be
be it further
further enacted,
That all
all cemeteries
cemeteries in
the District
District Certain
Certain cemecemeteries to
to be
of
Washington and
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, the
the teries
be
of Washington
Columbia, outside of
of the
the cities
cities of
of Columbia,
taxed.
owners
burial-rights therein
indiscriminately to those taxed.
therein indiscriminately
owners of which sell
sell lots or
or burial-rights
applying
therefor,
shall
be
assessed
and
taxed
as
other
property
in
the
applying therefor, shall be assessed and taxed as other property in the
Proviso.
same
parts of
of the
lots in
in said Proviso.
district: Provided,
Provided, however, That all lots
the said
said district:
same parts
cemeteries, when
when actually
cemetery held
actually sold
sold for
for burial
burial purposes,
purposes, and
and any
any cemetery
cemeteries,
and owned
and known
place of
of
and
owned by
by a
a religious
religious society,
society, having
having a
a regular
regular and
known place
worship, shall
shall be
be exempt from taxation.
worship,
S
EC. 4.
4. And
it further
the said
shall Levy court to
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That hereafter
hereafter the
said court
court shall
to
appoint county
county
surveyor of appoint
county surveyor,
have power, and it shall be their duty, to appoint the county
surveyor.
said
Washington, to
define his duties,
duties, from time
time to time,
time, to fix surveyor.
to define
said County
County of Washington,
his
compensation, and
remove him
him whenever
it proper
and to
to remove
whenever they
they shall
shall deem
deem it
proper
his compensation,
so to do.
do.
S
EC. 5.
5. And
it further
further enacted,
That it
it shall
the duty
of the
the Dogs to be
SEc.
And be
be it
enacted, That
shall be
be the
duty of
killed if
tax not
not
collector of
county, whenever
whenever the
the owner
keeper of
of any
any killed
if tax
owner or
or keeper
of taxes
taxes for
for said
said county,
collector
paid.
dog
or
dogs
shall
neglect
or
refuse
to
pay
the
tax
thereon,
to
kill,
or
cause
thereon,
to
kill,
or
cause
paid.
neglect
or
refuse
to
pay
the
tax
dog or dogs shall
to be
such dogs.
dogs.
and all
all such
every and
to
be killed, every
SEe. 6.
further enacted,
enacted, That the
time specified
act Time
Time of conconspecified by the act
the time
6. And
And be
be it
it further
SEC.
of cerstruction of'erof
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three, within
within which struction
of February
February twenty-one,
twenty-one, eighteen
tain roads excertain roads
surveyed, platted,
and recorded,
recorded, is
is tended.
certain
roads in
in said county shall
shall be
be surveyed,
platted, and
VOL.
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1863, ch.
51.
ch. 51.
1863,

hereby extended
extended to
years from the first day of July, eighteen hunhunthree years
to three
hereby

Vol. xii. pp. 658.
658. dred
dred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
Court may

issue, &c.,
&c.,
issue,
licenses.
licenses.

Maximum
Maximum
charge.
charge.
Certain
notices
Certain notices

need
be
not be
need not
grven.
Vol,
801.
p. 801.
xii. p.
Vol. xii.

Repealing
Repealing
clause.

clause.

June 25,
25, 1864.
June

S
EC. 7.
7. And
it further
enacted, That
That the
said court
have
shall have
court shall
the said
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
power to
tax licenses
restaurants,
licenses for taverns, hotels, and restaurants,
and tax
classify, and
issue, classify,
to issue,
power
county, in proporin said
said county,
and for retailing goods, wares,
wares, and merchandise
merchandise in
proportion
to the
applying for a
likely
a license is likely
person applying
the person
business the
of business
amount of
the amount
tion to
to
do. The
maximum sum
to be
charged for
any one license not to exfor any
be charged
sum to
The maximum
to do.
ceed two hundred
and the minimum
minimum to be so charged
charged not
not
hundred and fifty dollars, and
to
dollars.
to be less than two dollars.

notice required to be given
the notice
That the
Sae.
8. And
enacted, That
given
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC. 8.
by
section of
of the
which this is an amendment,
amendment, need not
not
the act of which
the eighth
eighth section
by the
be given
all the
parties interested
interested are
agreed; and
and all
all roads
roads laid
laid
are agreed;
the parties
when all
given when
be
out
such agreement,
such notice
hereby
being given, are hereby
notice being
without such
agreement, without
under such
out under
declared
lawful highways.
declared lawful
S
EC. 9.
9. And
And be
it further
enacted, That all laws and parts of laws
further enacted,
be it
SEC.
inconsistent
with this
this act
are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
act are
inconsistent with
APPROVED,
1864.
25, 1864.
June 25,
APPROVED, June
CHAP.
authorize the
the Bailiff
of the Orphans'
Orphans' Court, in the County
Bailiff of
to authorize
Act to
An Act
CLVIII. -— An
CHAP. CLVIII.
for
of
Washington and
and District
Columbia, to serve Processes
Processes issued by said Court, and
and/or
of Columbia,
District of
of Washington
other
Purposes.
other Purposes.

Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States of
of America
assembled, That the bailiff of the Orphans'
Orphans'
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
court,
in the
the County
County of
and District
Columbia, or such
such
District of Columbia,
Washington, and
of Washington,
court, in
person
as may
may be
be deputed
shall
register of wills in said county, shall
the register
by the
deputed by
person as
have
authority to
ptocesses issued by said court, and shall be
all processes
serve all
to serve
have authority
entitled
to
a
fee
of
fifty
cdnts
for serving
citations, and a
afee of one dollar
dollar
serving citations,
for
cents
fifty
of
fee
a
to
entitled
for
making returns
returns of the same to the court.
and making
attachments and
serving attachments
for serving
And there
there shall
shall be
of wills for said county,
county, for recordregister of
the register
to the
paid to
Fees for rebe paid
And
cording wills, &e.
&c. ing
wills and
one hundred
hundred
instruments, fifteen cents per folio of one
other instruments,
and other
ing wills
words.

Bailiff of Orphans' court
may
serve propromay serve
cess.

APPROVED, June
1864.
25, 1864.
June 25,
APPROVED,

June 25,
25, 1864.
1864.
June
1863,
ch. 102.
1863, ch.
Vol.
Vol. xii. p. 796.
Final
fees for
Final fees
patents not
not paid
paid
patents
may be
be paid
may
within
six
within six
months.
Proviso.
Proviso.

CHAP.
Act amendatory
amendatory of
" An Act to
entitled "
Act entitled
amend an Act
to amend
Act to
of an
an Act
An Act
- An
CLIX..—
CHAP. CLIX
hundred and
March three, eighteen hundred
promote the
the Useful
Arts," approved March
Useful Arts,'
of the
Progressof
the Progress
promote
sixty-three.

Representatives of the United
House of
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
enacted by
it enacted
Be
person having an
any person
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That any
in Congress
States

interest
an invention,
invention, whether
whether as the inventor
inventor or assignee, for
for which a
a
in an
interest in
provided
patent was
ordered to issue
payment of the final fee as provided
issue upon the payment
was ordered
patent
in section
section three
three of
of an
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
approved March three, eighteen
act approved
an act
in
sixty-three, but
who has
has failed
profailed to make payment of the final fee as probut who
sixty-three,
vided
said act,
shall have
make the payment
payment of
of such fee,
to make
the right to
have the
act, shall
by said
vided by
and
receive the
the patent
account of
non-payment of
of said
said
of the non-payment
on account
withheld on
patent withheld
and receive
fee,
provided such
months from the date of
within six months
made within
be made
payment be
such payment
fee, provided
the
passage of
of this
this act:
act: Provided,
herein shall be so conThat nothing herein
Provided, That
the passage
damages any
strued as
as to
to hold
any persons
persons who have manufacmanufacresponsible in damages
hold responsible
strued
tured or
or used
used any
which a
apatent, as aforesaid, was
article or thing for which
any article
tured
ordered to
be issued.
to be
ordered
1864.
25, 1864.
APPROVED,
June 25,
APPROVED, June

Landsfor
certain Lands
- An Act to grant to the State of
1864. CnAP.
CHAP. CLX.
CLX.
—
of California
California certain
for State
State Prison
Prison
June 25, 184.
Purposes.
Purposes.

Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
of Representatives
Senate and House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
That the
'United States
the right of the United
assembled,That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
promontory or point known
to
the lands
lands comprising
comprising that
the promontory
known
portion of the
that portion
to the

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I
CH. 160,
162, 163.
163.
THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
I.. CH.
160, 162,

1864.
1864.
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as ""Punta de Quintin,"
Quintin," or "Point
"Point San Quintin,"
Quintin," lying east of the north
north Lands
Lands granted
0:anted
and
dividing sections
sections number
number three
three and
and ten
t
socafifornia
for
and south
south line,
line, dividing
ten from
from number
number two
two state
prison purtate pnson
purnorth range
number six
poses.
and eleven in township
township number one north
range number
six west, of poses.
Mount Diablo meridian, embracing
eleven, twelve, thirembracing portions numbers eleven,
teen, and fourteen
fourteen of the said township
number
teen,
township number one, north
north range
range number
State of
six west, upon which the State prison
prison of
of the
the State
of California is
is now
now
located,
and fifty
and
located, not
not exceeding in
in quantity four
four hundred
hundred and
fifty acres,
acres, be, and
ceded, granted, and
to the
the said
said State
State of
of
the same is hereby,
hereby, ceded,
and confirmed
confirmed to
California, without prejudice
prejudice to the rights or
or claims
claims of any
any other
other parties.
parties.
APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
June 25,
25, 1864.
CHAP. CLXII.
CLXII. -—
CHAP.

An Act
An
Act to carr
carry into Effect a
aTreaty between
the United
between the
United States and her
her
Britannic
the Hudson's
kludson's Bay
Bay and
and Puget's
Puget's
of the
the Claims
Claims of
of the
Majesty for
for the
the final
final Settlement
Settlement of
BritannicMajesty
Sound Agricultural
Sound
Agriculturcd Companies.
Companies.

June
June 27,
27, 1864.
1864.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the United
States of America in
assembled, That
President of the
in Congress assembled,
That the President
Commissioner
United States, by and with the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of the Senate, shall Commissioner
to investigate
duty it
shall be,
with the
the comcom- claimnes
appoint aacommissioner,
commissioner, whose
whose duty
it shall
be, conjointly
conjointly with
claims ofedof Hudmissioner appointed by her Britannic
Majesty's government,
Britannic Majesty's
government, to
to investigate,
investigate, son's Bay.
Bay. &c.,
&c.,
Company,
adjust, and determine
determine the claims of the
the Hudson's
Hudson's Bay Company and of Company,
the Puget's
Pugefs Sound
Sound Agricultural
Agricultural Company
Company against
government of
of the
the
the
against the
the government
Post,
os p. 65L.
treaty signed
signed at
t
United States, pursuant
pursuant to the
the terms of a
a treaty
at Washington
Washington on
the first day of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three;
sixty-three; and
and the commisclerk, with
at the
the Clerk.
sioner shall
shall be
be authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint a
a clerk,
with a
a compensation
compensation at
a day.
rate of eight dollars a
SEC.
And be it
SEc. 2. And
it farther
compensation of
of the
the Pay of comfarther enacted,
enacted, That the compensation
cornmissioner and
commissioner shall be five thousand dollars in full for his services
services and missioner
and
umpire.
And the sums necessary
personal expenses.
necessary to
to pay
pay the compensation
compensation umpire.
aforesaid, the share of contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the commission
commission on
on the part Contingent expenses.
of
compensation of the
the umpire, chosen penses.
States, and
and of
of the compensation
of the
the United
United States,
under
are hereby
of any
money in
in the
the
under the convention,
convention, are
hereby appropriated
appropriated out
out of
any money
treasury not otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC. 3.
3. And
it further
That the
the commissioner
commissioner on
the Rules,
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
Rules, &c.,
&c., for
for
on the
doing the
the busibusiconjunction with the commissioner
part of the United States, in conjunction
commissioner on the doing
comness of the cornpart
Britain, is
is hereby
authorized to
needful rules
rules and
and mission.
part of Great
Great Britain,
hereby authorized
to make
make all
all needful
mission.
regulations for conducting
conducting the business of the commission;
such rules
rules and
and
commission; such
regulations not contravening
United States, the
contravening the Constitution
Constitution of the United
provisions
the stipulations
stipulations of
provisions of this
this act,
act, or
or the
of the
the treaty.
treaty.
Secretary of
S
EC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
That the Secretary
Secretary of State
State is Secretary
SEC.
enacted, That
State to transmit
State
to transmit
required to transmit
transmit to the said commission
commission such
such papers.
hereby authorized and required
papers.
papers or records relating
relating to the business of the
the commission
commission as he may
may
deem proper, or as may be called for by the commissioner;
commissioner; and at the
close of the
duties of
of the
the umpire,
the records,
records,
close
the commission,
commission, and of
of the
the duties
umpire, all
all the
documents,
documents, and all other papers which may have been presented
on
presented on
behalf of the United States, shall be returned
Department of State.
returned to
to the Department
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 27, 1864.

CnAP.
Relation to the Pees
CHAP. CLXIII.-An
CLXIII .—An Act in Relation
Marshal, June
June 27. 1864.
1864.
Fees and
and Emoluments of the Marshal,

Attorney,
Court of the District
District of Columbia, andfor other
Attorney, and Clerk of the Supreme Court
Purposes.
Purposes.
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
of the
United
States of
United States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the
That the fees of the
clerk of the supreme
Columbia, except
except so far as
clerk
supreme court
court of
of the
the District
District of Columbia,
hereinafter
specifically provided, and of the
hereinafter specifically
the United States
attorney and
States attorney
and
the marshal
said district,
except so
so far
far as
hereinafter provided,
provided, shall
shall
the
marshal of
of said
district, except
as hereinafter
same as the fees respectively
district and
be the same
respectively allowed
allowed to clerks of the district
and
circuit courts, attorneys,
attorneys, solicitors,
solicitors, and proctors, and marshals,
marshals, by the act
act

Fees of clerk
clerk of
of
Fees
supreme court,
supreme
D
r
arn
.Ce3, a
an
nd
d o
mf
ar
a
t
:
D.C.,
and of atshai.
shal.
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THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
uss. I.
I. CH. 163.
163.
SESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

1864.

approved
February twenty-six,
twenty-six, eighteen
hundred and fifty-three, entitled,
entitled,
eighteen hundred
approved February
1853, ch. 80.
1853,
Vol. x.
An Act
to regulate
regulate the
the fees
fees and
costs to
clerks, marshals,
marshals,
allowed clerks,
to be allowed
and costs
Act to
" An
x. p.
p. 161.
161. "
Vol.
and attorneys
attorneys of
district courts
courts of
of the
States, and
and
United States,
the United
and district
circuit and
the circuit
of the
and
for
other purposes:"
purposes:" Provided,
clerk of
of said
said supreme
court shall
shall
supreme court
the clerk
That the
Provided,That
for other
Limit
of not be allowed
and
Interior to retain
Secretary of the
the Interior
retain of the fees
fees and
allowed by the Secretary
to pay
pay of
Limit to
clerk.
emoluments of
his said office,
for his own
own personal
personal compensation,
compensation, over and
office, for
of his
emoluments
above his
his necessary
necessary office
necessary clerk-hire
clerk-hire included,
to
included, to
the necessary
expenses, the
office expenses,
above
be audited
by the
the accounting
accounting officers
officers of the treasury, subject
subject
allowed by
and allowed
audited and
be
to an
appeal to
Secretary of
more than
four
than the sum of four
Interior, more
the Interior,
of the
to the
the Secretary
an appeal
to
thousand dollars
dollars per
annum; and
and in
making out
out his
his semi-annual
semi-annual returns,
returns,
in making
per annum;
thousand
required by
section of said act, said clerk shall
shall embrace
embrace his fees
fees
by the third section
required
of
Returns of
clerk.
rk
and
emoluments of
name and
character for
service required
required of
for any
any service
and character
every name
of every
and emoluments
.
cle
him
him by
by law.

S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
nor district
district
marshal nor
no marshal
That no
further enacted,
it further
SEC.
Maximum
Maximum
compensation of attorney
of the
United States shall,
shall, by reason of the discharge
discharge of the
the
the United
attorney of
compensationof
and
attorneys and
attorneys
marshals.
marshals.nd

duties
of his
his office,
office, now
now or
or hereafter
required of
him by
law, or
in any
any
or in
by law,
of him
hereafter required
duties of
which
case
in which
which the
the United
States will be bound by the judgment which
United States
case in
may
be rendered
rendered in
the same,
same, be
be allowed
allowed to retain out
out of the
the fees,
in the
may be
charges,
and emoluments
emoluments therefor,
therefor, whether
whether prescribed
statute or
or
prescribed by statute
charges, and
allowed
by a
court or
or any
judge thereof,
greater maximum
maximum compencompenthereof, aa greater
any judge
a court
allowed by
sation than
that fixed
fixed by
by the
the act
but all such fees and emoluemoluaforesaid; but
act aforesaid;
than that
sation
ments, of
of every
shall be included in the semi-annual
semi-annual
character, shall
and character,
name and
every name
ments,
returns required
required of
of marshals
marshals and
attorneys by the third section of the act
and attorneys
returns
Proviso.
aforesaid: Provided,
That nothing
act contained
contained shall apply to
in this act
nothing in
Provided, That
aforesaid:
Proviso.
sections eleven
eleven and
twelve of
the "Act
"Act to prevent
and
prevent and
of the
and twelve
of sections
provisions of
the provisions
ch. 76,
76, §§ the
1863, ch.
11, 12.
March third, eighteen
approved March
punish
frauds upon
eighteen hundred
hundred
revenue, approved
the revenue,
upon the
punish frauds
11,
12.
Vol.
741. and sixty-three."
ol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 741.
and sixty-three."
SEC. 3.
be it
it further
enacted, That,
commencement of
of
at the commencement
That, at
further enacted,
And be
3. And
SEC.
every suit
suit in
the supreme
supreme court
of Columbia, the plaintiff
District of
the District
of the
court of
in the
Plaintiff
Plaintiff to de- every
posit
fees with
with
appropriated
shall deposit
least eight
dollars with the
the clerk, to be appropriated
eight dollars
at least
deposit at
shall
posit fees
clerk.
clerk.
towards
the suit;
suit; and
and if
the plaintiff
the
towards the
the costs
costs of
of the
if the
plaintiff recover
recover against the
defendant aajudgment
judgment with
costs, and
and said costs
costs do not amount to eight
eight
with costs,
defendant
plaintiff by the clerk: ProProthe overplus shall be paid back to the plaintiff
dollars, the
vided, That
be prosecuted
prosecuted in
court by
by poor
poor persons
persons without
without
said court
in said
may be
suits may
That suits
persons vided,
Poor persons
need not
not make
prescribed, upon the
the order of the court, or of
of
making the deposit herein prescribed,
make making
need
deposit.
deposit.
one of
thereof.
one
of the
the justices
justices thereof.
SEC. 4.
4. And
following fees, and no
it further enacted, That the following
And be it
SEC.
Fees of
of clerk
clerk
Fees
and
other,
be allowed
and the marshal
marshal of said
said
to the
the clerk of said court, and
allowed to
shall be
other, shall
and marshal.
marshal.
district, for
services following:
following :—
the services
for the
district,
For
services rendered
to the
States, in
in cases
cases
United States,
the United
clerk to
said clerk
by said
rendered by
all services
For all
In
In United
States eases.
a party
United States is a
party of record, five dollars.
in which
which the said United
cases.
States
dollar.
For each
each marriage
marriage license
license issued by him,
him, one
one dollar..
Marriage liliFor
Marriage
cense an
and certifiFor each
official character,
including the seal, fifty
fifty cents,
cents.
character, including
of official
certificate of
each certificate
For
certificense
cate.
cate.
For
service
of
any
warrant,
attachment,
summons,
capias,
other
or other
capias,
summons,
attachment,
warrant,
any
of
For service
Warrants,
Warrants,
writ, (except
(except execution,
venire, or
or a
asummons
or subpoena
subpoena for aawitness,)
witness,)
writs, &c.
&c.
summons OF
execution, venire,
writ,
writs,
one dollar
each person
whom such
such service may be made.
on whom
person on
for each
dollar for
one
Certain
be so
nothing in
That nothing
SEC.
existCertain existS
Ec. 5. Ad
And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
in this
this act
act shall
shall be
so
not afafing
laws not
ing laws
construed as
to repeal
or modify
the provisions
of an
an act,
act, entitled
entitled
provisions of
of the
any of
modify any
repeal or
as to
fected
hereby.
construed
fected hereby.
concerning the disposition
disposition of convicts
convicts in the courts
courts of the
the United
United
act concerning
An act
1864,
1864, ch. 85. ""An
Ante, p.
74.
States
confined in jails, charged
charged with
with violating the
States for subsisting persons confined
p.74.
Ante,
relation
United States, and for
for diminishing
diminishing the expenses
expenses in relation
laws of the United
thereto," approved
approved May
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, or of
twelfth, eighteen
May twelfth,
thereto,"
1864, ch.
ch. 16.
16. ""An act to authorize the appointment of aa warden
warden of the jail in the
1864,
Ante,
p. 12.
hundred
twenty-ninth, eighteen
approved February
District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
February twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred
An tes p. 12.
and
but the
the duties
the
warden, and of the marshal of the
duties of said warden,
sixty-four; but
and sixty-four;
United
for said
regard to
to the said jail and the prisoners
District, in regard
said District,
States for
United States
remain the same as if this
committed
this
confined therein, shall remain
or confined
committed thereto or
passed.
act had not been passed.
APPROVED, June 27,
27, 1864.
APPROVED,
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SESS.

CB. 164.
164.
Cu.

1864.
1864.

C
HA.P. CLX1
V.
—An
prevent Smuggling,
and for
other Purposes.
Purposes.
for other
Smuggling, and
to prevent
Act to
-An Act
CLXIV.
CHAP.
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June 27,
1864.
27,1864.
June

h
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
the United
United 1864t
1864, ch.
239.
c . 328319..
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That,
from
and
after
the
passage
Post,
p.
passage
the
after
and
from
That,
States of America in Congress assembled,
of this
goods, wares,
and merchandise,
merchandise, and
and all
all baggage
and effects
effects Goods, &c.,
im&c., imbaggage and
wares, and
act, all
all goods,
of
this act,
of passengers,
other articles
imported into
into the
States from
from rutejaleonwatnod
to
how and
ported,
the United
United States
all other
articles imported
passengers, and
and all
of
be
unladen
any contiguous
contiguous foreign
countries, except
except as
as hereafter
provided, inspected
inspected at
at first
first
hereafter provided,
or countries,
country or
foreign country
any
as
the vessels,
vessels, cars,
envelopes in
which the
port of arrival.
the port
in which
and envelopes
vehicles and
other vehicles
cars, and
and other
as the
as well
well as
same
be unladen
of, and
and be
inbe inpresence of,
in the
the presence
unladen in
shall be
be imported,
imported; shall
shall be
same shall
spected
an inspector
inspector or
officer of
of the
the customs,
at the
the first
first port
customs, at
other officer
or other
by, an
spected by,
of
or custom-house
custom-house in
United States where
shall.arrive;
the same shall.arrive;
where the
in the
the United
entry or
of entry
and
to enable
the proper
thoroughly to
to discharge
he may
may
duty, he
this duty,
discharge this
officer thoroughly
proper officer
enable the
and to
require
or owners,
owners, or
or his,
his, her,
or their
agent, or
person
or other person
their agent,
her, or
owner or
the owner
require the
having charge
of any
any trunk,
trunk, travelling-bag
travelling-bag or
or sack,
sack, valise, Trunks, closed
possession of
or possession
charge or
having
or
of any
vessel, car,
other vehicle,
vehicle, to
to open
open T3eesselsz;!lc.8,,10..
vessels, &c.,to
car, or
or other
or of
any closed
closed vessel,
or other
other envelope,
envelope, or
the
same,
or
to
deliver
to
him
the
proper
key;
and
if
such
owner,
agent,
be °Pe
opened,"&.;
agent,
owner,
if
such
and
key;
the same, or to deliver to him the proper
or other
person shall
shall refuse
or neglect
to comply
comply with
demands, the
with his
his demands,
neglect to
refuse or
or
other person
said
officer shall
shall retain
trunk, travelling-bag
travelling-bag or
sack, valise, or whator sack,
such trunk,
retain such
said officer
soever
it may
be, and
open the
the same,
same, and,
thereafter as may be
soon thereafter
and, as soon
and open
may be,
soever it
practicable,
if any
subject
articles subject
or articles
any article
article or
and if
contents; and
the contents;
examine the
practicable, examine
to
the payment
payment of
duty shall
shall be
be found
found therein,
contents, together
together
therein, the whole contents,
of duty
to the
with
envelope, shall
shall be
be forfeited
forfeited to
to the
the United
United States,
States, and
forfeited
of to be forfeited
disposed of
and disposed
the envelope,
with the
as
law provides
other similar
And if
any such
dutiable if dutiable arsuch dutiable
if any
cases. And
similar cases.
in other
provides in
the law
as the
t
tic
he
l
re
esinaare
re found
found
ticles
goods,
or articles,
articles, shall
shall be
in such
car, or
or other
other veve- therein.
such vessel,
vessel, car,
goods, article
article or
be found
found in
hide,
the owner,
or other
other person
in charge
charge of
of which
shall have
have
which shall
person in
agent, or
owner, agent,
hicle, the
refused
to open
or deliver
deliver the
the key
key as
the same,
as herein
herein provided, the
the same
same or
open the
refused to
together
or other
other vehicle,
be forfeited
forfeited to
to the
the
shall be
vehicle, shall
car, or
vessel, car,
the vessel,
with the
together with
United
States, and
be held
held by
officer, to
to be
disposed of as the
be disposed
such officer,
by such
shall be
and shall
United States,
law
provides in
other similar
similar cases
cases of forfeiture.
forfeiture.
in other
law provides
SEC. 2.
And be
enacted, That
to avoid
avoid the
the inspection
inspection at
the Proceedings
Proceedings to
at the
That to
further enacted,
be it
it further
SEC.
2. And
first
arrival, required
section of
of this
this act,
the owner,
owner, avoid
avoi
inspection
act, the
at
fid.
rstinspection
port.
the first
first section
by the
required by
port of
of arrival,
first port
agent, master,
master, or
conductor of
such vessel, car, or other vehicle,
vehicle, or
of any
any such
or conductor
agent,
owner,
agent, or
or other
other person
charge of
wares,
goods, wares,
any such
such goods,
of any
having charge
person having
owner, agent,
merchandise,
baggage, effects,
effects, or
other articles,
articles, may
any officer
officer
may apply to any
or other
merchandise, baggage,
of
the United
United States
States duly
duly authorized
authorized to
in the
the premises,
premises, to seal
seal or
or
act in
to act
of the
close
the same,
same, under
the regulations
authorhereinafter authorregulations hereinafter
to the
according to
under and
and according
close the
ized, previous
previous to
the United
States; which
which officer
officer
United States;
into the
their importation
importation into
to their
ized,
shall
accordingly; whereupon
whereupon the same may prothe same
same accordingly;
or close the
seal or
shall seal
ceed
to their
port of
further inspection:
Provided, Proviso.
inspection: Provided,
without further
destination without
of destination
their port
ceed to
That
this section
exempt such
be construed
construed to exempt
shall be
section shall
in this
contained in
nothing contained
That nothing
vessel, car,
car, or
or vehicle,
vehicle, or
contents, from
from such
such examination
examination as may
may be
or its
its contents,
vessel,
necessary
and proper
to prevent
upon the
revenue and
and violations
violations
the revenue
frauds upon
prevent frauds
proper to
necessary and
of
this act:
provided, further,
That every
every such
vessel, car,
car, or
or other
other Proviso.
such vessel,
further, That
Andprovided,
act: And
of this
vehicle, shall
proceed, without
the port
port or
or place
place of
of
to the
delay, to
unnecessary delay,
without unnecessary
shall proceed,
vehicle,
its
named in
in the
manifest of
cargo, freight, or contents,
of its
its cargo,
the manifest
as named
destination, as
its destination,
and
inspected, as
section one.
provided in section
as provided
there inspected,
and be
be there
enacted, That the Secretary
S
EC. 3. And
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury Regulations
Regulations for
for
further enacted,
And be it further
SEC.
be,
he is
hereby, authorized
and required
required to
to make
regulations, sealing,
sealing, &c.,
&c., cars,
cars,
make such
such regulations,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
me
a.
r
and
time to
to time
so to
to change
same as
him shall
&goods,
kuig
shall seem
seem neces
neces-- &c.
as to
to him
change the
the same
time so
and from
from time
sary and
and proper,
other vehicles,
vehicles, when
when
vessels, cars, and other
sealing such vessels,
proper, for sealing
sary
practicable, and
sealing, marking,
identifying such
goods, wares,
wares,
such goods,
and identifying
marking, and
for sealing,
and for
practicable,
merchandise, baggage,
travelling-bags or
sacks, valises,
valises,
or sacks,
trunks, travelling-bags
effects, trunks,
baggage, effects,
merchandise,
and other
other envelopes
and articles; and
invoices, maniregard to invoices,
and also in regard
envelopes and
and
fests, and
and other
pertinent papers,
and their
their authentication.
authentication.
papers, and
other pertinent
fests,
SEC. 4.
4. And
the owners,
owners, master,
Penalt y on
master, or person on Penalty
enacted, That if the
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
oel
in
charge of
of any
other vehicle,
sealed as
aforesaid, shall not for
Tm
tcd.
il for
owners,
&c.,
or other
vehicle, sealed
as aforesaid,
in charge
any vessel,
vessel, car,
car, or
to
not proceeding
proceed
port or
place of
the manifest
manifest place
placP
eof destinadestiga-°
in the
thereof named
named in
of destination
destination thereof
to the
the port
or place
proceed to
of
and deliver
such vessel,
or vehicle,
to tion, &c.
&c.
vehicle, to
car, or
vessel, car,
deliver such
contents, and
or contents,
cargo, freight,
freight, or
of its
its cargo,
the proper
proper officer
officer of
of the
customs, or shall
dispose of
the same by sale or
of the
shall dispose
the customs,
the
17*
17*
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otherwise, or
any part
part thereof, at any other
other than
or any
same, or
the same,
unload the
shall unload
or shall
otherwise,
vessel,
such
of
such
port
or
place,
or
shall
sell
or
dispose
of
the
contents
the
of
dispose
or
sell
shall
or
place,
or
port
such
car,
other vehicle,
part thereof,
before such delivery,
delivery, he shall be
thereof, before
any part
or any
vehicle, or
or other
car, or
of
deemed
guilty of
of felony,
felony, and
on conviction
conviction thereof,
before any court of
thereof, before
and on
deemed guilty
or
dollars,
competent
jurisdiction,
pay
a
fine
not
exceeding
one
thousand
or
thousand
one
exceeding
not
fine
a
pay
competent jurisdiction,
shall be
a term
term not
five years, or both, at the
exceeding five
not exceeding
for a
imprisoned for
be imprisoned
shall
discretion
of
the
court;
and
such
vessel,
car,
its
or other vehicle, with its
car,
vessel,
such
and
court;
the
of
discretion
contents, shall
shall be
to the
the United
may be seized
seized wherUnited States, and may
forfeited to
be forfeited
contents,
ever found
and disposed
disposed of and
and sold as in other
other
States, and
United States,
the United
within the
found within
ever
section
this
in
Proviso,
cases
of
forfeiture:
Provided,
That
nothing
shall be connothing
That
Provided,
forfeiture:
cases of
Proviso.
strued.to
cargo, in whole or in part, prior to arrival, to
of cargo,
sales of
prevent sales
struedto prevent
be
per manifest, and after
after due inspection.
inspection.
as per
delivered as
be delivered
unauthorized person or
Penalty
unS
EC. 5.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That if any unauthorized
or
further enacted,
5. And
SEC.
for unPenalty for
lawful breaking persons
shall wilfully
wilfully. break,
break, cut,
pick, open,
seal,
open, or remove any wire, seal,
cuts pick,
shall
persons
breaking
lawful
or opening, &c.,
seals, fastenings, lead,
other fastening
mark attached
attached to any
any vessel,
vessel, car, or other
other
or mark
fastening or
or other
lock, or
fastenings, lead, lock,
seals,
&c.
vehicle, crate,
box, bag,
basket, barrel, bundle,
bundle, cask, trunk, package,
bag, bale, basket,
crate, box,
vehicle,
&c.
or
or anything
whatsoever, under
virtue of this act and
under and by virtue
anything whatsoever,
parcel, or
or parcel,
regulations
authorized by
by it,
of congress,
congress, or shall affix
affix or
or
act of
other act
any other
or any
it, or
regulations authorized
affixing or atattach,
or in
in any
any way
wilfully aid,
aid, assist,
assist, or
encourage the affixing
or encourage
way wilfully
attach, or
taching,
or otherwise,
any vessel,
vessel, car,
car, or
or other vehicle,
vehicle, or to
to any
otherwise, to
wire or
by wire
taching, by
package, parcel,
any crate,
crate, box,
box, bale,
barrel, bag,
cask, package,
basket, bundle, cask,
bag, basket,
bale, barrel,
any
article, or
or thing
thing of
of any
any kind,
kind, any
any seal,
anything purporting
or anything.
metal, or
lead, metal,
seal, lead,
article,
to be
be a
by law,
persons shall
deemed
shall be deemed
or persons
person or
such person
law, such
authorized by
seal authorized
a seal
to
guilty of
of felony,
felony, and,
before any court of competent jurisconviction before
upon conviction
and, upon
guilty
diction, shall
shall be
be imprisoned
terra not
not exceeding
exceeding five
five years, or shall
a term
for a
imprisoned for
diction,
both, at the discrepay a
fine of
of not
exceeding one
dollars, or 'both,
thousand dollars,
one thousand
not exceeding
a fine
pay
tion of
court. And
And each
each vessel,
vessel, car,
car, or other
other vehicle, crate, box, bag,
the court.
of the
tion
basket,
barrel,
bundle,
cask,
trunk,
package,
parcel,
with
parcel, or other thing, with
package,
trunk,
cask,
basket, barrel, bundle,
the
or contents
thereof, from
from which
lead, lock, or
or
which the wire, seal, lead,
contents thereof,
cargo, or
the cargo,
or
other
fastening or
or mark
mark shall
been broken,
opened, or
broken, cut, picked, opened,
have been
shall have
other fastening
such
removed by
any such
such unauthorized
person or persons, or to which such
unauthorized person
by any
removed
seal
thing purporting
purporting to
be aaseal,
been wrongfully
wrongfully attached
attached
has been
seal, has
to be
other thing
or other
seal or
States.
the
as
aforesaid,
shall
be
forfeited
to
United
forfeited
be
shall
as aforesaid,
Penalty undei
S
EC. 6.
6. And
it further
further enacted,
and after
of
after the passage of
from and
That from
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC.
Penalty under
act 1862,
169, this
the penalty
penalty for
section
violating any of the provisions of the first section
for violating
act the
this act
ch. 169,
1862, ch.
act
§t, and how
of
entitled "
further provide for
for the collection
collection of the
the
to further
An act to
" An
act entitled
the act
of the
nd how
§applied.
Vol. xii. p.
571. revenue
revenue upon
northern, northeastern,
northeastern, and
and northwestern
northwestern frontier, and
the northern,
upon the
Vol. xii. p. 571.
for other
July fourteen,
thousand eight
eight hundred
one thousand
fourteen, one
approved July
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
for
and
sixty-two, shall
shall be
fine of
shall
hundred dollars, and the same shall
one hundred
of one
a fine
be a
and sixty-two,
be
of and
as herein
herein provided
distribution of fines
fines
provided for the distribution
applied as
and applied
disposed of
be disposed
and
penalties recovered
of this
this act;
act; and
and so much
much of the
the said
said
virtue of
by virtue
recovered by
and penalties
first
conflicts herewith
repealed.
herewith is hereby repealed.
as conflicts
section as
first section
S
EC. 7.
And be
be it
it further
Secretary of the Treasury
That the Secretary
enacted, That
further enacted,
7. And
SEC.
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized to
to appoint
appoint whenever
whenever he shall think it
it
hereby, authorized
he is
be,
named
districts
the
Additional innecessary,
additional
inspectors
of
the
revenue
the
for
revenue
the
of
inspectors
additional
necessary,
inAdditional
specters.
below, as
Passamaquoddy, Maine,
Maine, four; Portland
Portland and
wit: Passamaquoddy;
follows, to wit:
as follows,
below,
spectors.
Falmouth,
Massachusetts, fourfourCharlestown, Massachusetts,
and Charlestown,
Boston and
eight; Boston
Maine, eight;
Falmouth, Maine,
Michilimackinac,
Illinois,'eight;
teen;
Pembina, Minnesota,
Minnesota, two;
two; Chicago,
eight; Michilimackinac,
Chicago, Illinois
teen; Pembina,
Michigan, two;
Sandusky, Ohio
one; Cuyahoga,
Cuyahoga, Ohio, three; Erie, PennPennOhio, one;
two; Sandusky,
Michigan,
six;
sylvania, one;
New,York,
York, one;
one; Buffalo
Buffalo Creek,
Creek, New York,
York, six;
Dunkirk, New
one; Dunkirk,
sylvania,
Niagara, two;
two; Genesee,
Genesee, two;
two; Oswego,
Oswego, five; Oswegatchie,
Oswegatchie, two;
two ;ChamNiagara,
plain, four;
four '
•Vermont, two.
plain,
Secretary may
S
EC.
8.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
enacted, That
And be
SEC. 8. And
Secretary may
remit
shall
to remit
upon such terms as
or. in part, and upon
whole or.
in whole
remit in
authority to
have authority
shall have
certain
remit certain
penalties, or forfeitures incurred
fines, &c.
&c.
he
incurred or accruing
accruing
right, the fines, penalties,
judge right,
shall judge
he shall
fines,
under
provisions of
of this
of said
said act approved
approved July fourteen,
fourteen,
or of
act, or
this act,
the provisions
under the
eighteen
if, in
in his
his opinion, the same shall have
sixty-two, if,
and sixty-two,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
been
incurred without
negligence or any intention of fraud
fraud in the
wilful negligence
without wilful
been incurred
person
persons incurring
the same,;
same; and he shall have
have authority to
incurring the
or persons
person or
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ascertain
upon applications
applications for
for remission
remission under
this act
such Facts,
Facts, how may
may
act in
in such
under this
facts upon
the facts
ascertain the
manner and
shall be
him prescribed,
prescribed, and
all be
be ascertained.
ascertained.
and all
by him
be by
as shall
regulations as
such regulations
and under
under such
manner
fines, penalties,
penalties, and
forfeitures, recovered
recovered by
by virtue
virtue of
of this
act, shall,
Fines, &c.,
how
&c.,how
Fines,
shall, after
after .
this act,
and forfeitures,
fines,
deducting
all proper
proper costs
and charges,
charges, be
be disposed
disposed of
of and
applied as pro- disposed
disposed of.
of.
and applied
costs and
deducting all
vided
ninety-first section
section, of
of the
the act
act entitled
"An act
act to
to regulate
regulate 1799,
1799,. ch.
ch. 22.
22.
entitled "An
in the
the ninety-first
vided in
the
on imports
imports and
on the
the second
second Vol
vol. i.
1. p.
p. 697.
697.
approved on
and tonnage,"
tonnage," approved
of duties
duties on
the collection
collection of
of
in the
one thousand
thousand, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and ninety-nine.
ninety-nine.
the year
year one
March, in
of March,
APPROVED, June
June 27,
27, 1864.
APPROvED,
1864.
CLXV. -— An
to the
Circuit Court
Court in and
and for
for the
the District
of WisWis- June 27, 1864.
District of
the Circuit
in Relazion
Reaion to
An Act
Act in
CHAP. CLXV.
consin, and
Purposes.
and for other Purposes.
Be
it enacted
the Senate
and Rouse
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
by the
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
Repeal of
of act
act
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
entitled ""An act Repeal
the act
act entitled
That the
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
863, ch. 113.
113.
1863,
ch.
execution and 1
to
enable the
the district
district courts of the United States to issue execution
to enable
Vol. xii. p. 807.
other final
certain cases,"
cases," approved
three, eighteen hunMarch three,
approved March
in certain
process in
other
final process
dred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, be,
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
repealed.
hereby, repealed.
be, and
dred and
cases
SEC. 2.
2. And
enacted, That
That in
all cases,
cases, wherein
wherein the
dia- Papers
Papers in cases
the disin all
it further
further enacted,
And be
be it
SEC.
trict
courts of
for the
several districts
of in
districts of
coucertain
certain_
rtsdistrict
to district
the several
and for
within and
States within
the United
United States
of the
triet courts
courts to l
be transo
Texas,
Kansas had
fered to circuit
had rendered
rendered ferredit
Iowa, and
and Kansas
Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Minnesota, Iowa,
Texas, Florida,
Florida, Wisconsin,
courts.
judgments
or decrees
decrees prior
to the
the passage
approved July courts.
an act
act approved
passage of an
prior to
judgments or
1862, .ch. 178.
fifteenth,
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, creating
creating circuit
circuit courts
courts for
ch.p.178.
1862,xn.
for said Vol.
eighteen hundred
fifteenth, eighteeh
576.
districts,
which
cases
might
have
been
brought,
and
could
have
been
districts, which cases might have been brought, and could have been
originally
cognizable in
circuit court,
court, the
other
papers and all other
original papers
the original
in a
a circuit
originally cognizable
papers
now on
on file
shall be
be transferred
transferred
courts aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
district courts
file in
in the
the district
papers now
into
office of
the circuit
court for
for the
the district in which.
said
which said
circuit court
of the
clerk's office
into the
the clerk's
causes were
were heard
heard and
and determined.
determined. And
it shall
the duty
duty of
the disof the
shall be
be the
And it
causes
trict-court clerks
clerks of
respectively, to
to have
said papers
papers so
so
have said
said districts,
districts, respectively,
of said
trict-court
removed. And
And it
shall also
also be
be the
the duty
duty of
of said
clerks to
said district-court clerks
it shall
removed.
transfer to
offices of
of the
circuit-court clerks
clerks aforesaid
aforesaid the books of
the circuit-court
the offices
to the
transfer
records
of the
the district
district courts
aforesaid, in
which are
any
are any
in which
courts aforesaid,
journals of
and journals
records and
entries, orders,
or proceedings
proceedings affecting,
affecting, or
in any
relating to,
to,
manner relating
or in
any manner
orders, or
entries,
cases
which were
were of
of circuit-court
circuit-court cognizance,
which might
might have
have been
been
or which
cognizance, or
cases which
presented
in a
a circuit
circuit court,
first copied
for that
into aabook for
copied into
after having
having first
court, after
presented in
purpose
all entries,
which may
may be
be Proviso.
proceedings, which
or other
other proceedings,
orders, or
entries, orders,
provided, all
purpose provided,
found
in any
to cases
cases
manner to
any manner
records relating
relating in
journals, or
or records
in said
said books,
books, journals,
found in
which
were not
not have been
been
which could not
cognizance, and which
circuit-court cognizance,
not of circuit-court
which were
prosecuted in
a circuit
circuit court.
in a
prosecuted
S
EC. 3.
be it
it further
the necessary
necessary costs
costs and
and Cost
Cost of transfer
transfer
enacted, That
That for
for the
further enacted,
SEc.
3. And
And be
and fees.
fees.
expenses of
this transfer
expense of propro- and
for the expense
and for
and papers, and
of books
books and
transfer of
of this
expenses
curing books
books to
copy the
the entries
entries and
above mentioned, and for the
and orders
orders above
to copy
curing
copying of
of said
said record
record entries
from the
into the
the new
new one,
one, at
at
book into
original book
the original
entries from
copying
the
same rate
rate of
compensation now
now allowed
allowed to
copies
courts for copies
clerks of
of courts
to clerks
of compensation
the same
from
their recordsg
records, the
the clerks
of the
the district
courts shall
paid, out of
shall be paid,
district courts
clerks of
from their
any money
treasury of
of the
United States
States not
otherwise appropriapproprinot otherwise
the United
the treasury
in the
any
money in
ated, upon
upon the
certificate of
the judge
judge of
district court.
court.
the district
of the
of the
the certificate
ated,
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it
enacted, That
That the
transcripts thus
thus made
made into
Transcripts
into Transcripts
the transcripts
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
have
certified to, to t
a
book, after
shall have
have been
been certified
certified by
the clerk
be have
to
a new
new book,
after said
said book
book shall
by the
clerk to
to be
certified
to,lseffect
oso ri same
s
g
am
loae
e
.re c
full and
and true
true copies
the original
original book,
book, shall
shall have
the same
same force
force and
and as originals.
have the
full
copies from
from the
Clerks to
to have
effect
as records
records as
as the
the originals;
the clerks
clerks of
of the
circuit courts
courts Clerks
have
the circuit
and that
that the
originals; and
effect as
custody of papers.
aforesaid
shall be
be the
custodians of
the books
books and
papers transferred
transferred to custodyofpapers.
and papers
of the
the custodians
aforesaid shall
their
offices, and
and their certificate
certificate of
transcript of any of said books
books or
a transcript
of a
their offices,
papers
be received
received in
in evidence
evidence with
with the
the like
effect as
as if
if made
the
made by the
like effect
shall be
papers shall
clerk of
the court
which the
the proceedings
proceedings were
had.
were had.
in which
court in
clerk
of the
Terms of
of circirSEC. 5.
5. And
enacted, That the terms of the circuit and dis- Terms
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
cuit and district
trict
courts of
of the
United States
States for
for said
said district
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin shall
shall herehere- curts
trict courts
the United
district of
in
dist-t
courts
Wisafter
be held
as follows:
the city
city of
of Milwaukie,
Milwaukie, in
in said
district, on the consin.
said district,
at the
follows: at
held as
after be
second Monday
the second
and at the
Monday of
of September, and
second Monday
April and
and the
Monday of April
second
city of
of Madison,
said district,
the first
January in
in each
each
of January
Monday of
first Monday
on the
district, on
in said
Madison, in
city
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Pending proproPending
cess.
cess.

returnable to
year, respectively.
And all
all writs,
writs, process,
process, and
and proceedings
proceedings returnable
to
respectively. And
year,
the terms of either of said courts, as now fixed by law, shall be deemed
deemed
returnable, and
and shall
shall be
to the
the terms
terms of said courts,
courts, respectively,
continued to
be continued
returnable,
as fixed
fixed by
this act:
That all
executions, processes,
orders
processes, or orders
all executions,
Provided,That
act: Provided,
by this
as
issued
from the
district in this
this act mentioned, in cases
cases
court of any district
district court
the district
issued from
transferred
to the
circuit court,
and in
in part
regarded
executed, shall be regarded
part executed,
court, and
the circuit
transferred to
as
been issued
issued from
from the
the circuit
circuit court
which each particular
particular case
case
court to which
having been
as having
is
shall be
be returned
thereto. And
execution
writ of execution
And no writ
returned thereto.
and shall
transferred, and
is transferred,
or
final process,
process, or
exercised, or
or proceeding
proceeding had in accordance
accordance
power exercised,
or power
other final
or other
with
affected by reason
reason
shall be affected
decree shall
or decree
judgment or
any judgment
enforce any
to enforce
law to
with law
of
the transfer
transfer directed
directed by this act.
of the
June 27, 1864.
APPROVED,
AF
TROVED, June

1864.
28, 1864.
June
June 28,
Repeal of
of acts
Repeal
for
the rendition
rendition
for the
of
slaves.
fugitive slaves.
of fugitive
1793,
ch. 7,§§
7, §§,
1793, ch.
3,
4,
Vol.
i.
p.
302.
3,4, Vol. i. p. 302.
1850,
1850, ch. 60.
Vol. ix.
p. 462.
462.
ix. p.
Vol.

C
HAP. CLXVI.
CLXVI.
—
An Act
to repeal
repeal the
Fugitive Slave
Act of
of eihteen
eighteen hundred
fifty,
and fifty,
hundred and
Slave At
the Fugitive
Act to
- An
CHAP.
ugitive Slaves.
and all
all Acts
Acts and
of Acts
the Rendition
Rendition of Fugitive
for the
Acts for
Partsof
and Parts
and
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
sections three and four of
of
assembled, That sections
America in
of America
States
persons
act respecting
entitled "An
an
act entitled
"An act
respecting fugitives from justice
justice and
and persons
an act
escaping from
from the
the service
service of
of their
passed February
February twelve,
twelve,
masters," passed
their masters,"
escaping
seventeen hundred
hundred and
and an
an act
act entitled"
entitled" An act to amend,
ninety-three, and
and ninety-three,
seventeen
from
and supplementary
supplementary to,
to, the
the act
act entitled
entitled '
An act
act respecting
respecting fugitives from
' An
and
justice, and
persons escaping
service of their masters,'
masters,' passed
passed
from the service
escaping from
and persons
justice,
February
hundred and ninety-three,"
ninety-three," passed Septemseventeen hundred
twelve, seventeen
February twelve,
ber, eighteen
and fifty,
fifty, be,
same are
are hereby, repealed.
the same
and the
be, and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ber,
28, 1864.
June 28,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June

of the
provide for
June
HAP. CLXVII.
Act to
to provide
for the Improvement of the Grounds of
the GovGovAn Act
CLXVII. -— An
CHAP.
1864. C
28, 1864.
June 28,
of Land.
an Exchartye
ernment
ilospital for
Exchange of
by an
Insane by
the Insane
for the
ernment b'ospita
of the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
Exchange
of
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
the Inteof the
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
of
Exchange
a portion
land
authorized to deed
deed to John Perkins
Perkins a
portion of the extreme
is hereby authorized
rior is
govern- riot
for governland for
for south point or angle of the farm of the Government Hospital for the
mentinsane.
raen
thospital
hospital for
for south point or angle of the farm of the Government Hospital for the
the itane
Insane,
acres of
more or less, now
now owned
owned and
of land,
land, more
two acres
for two
exchange for
in exchange
Insane, hi
occupied by
and situated
situated near
near the
the middle
middle of that side of
of
Perkins, and
said Perkins,
the said
by the
occupied
the
hospital farm
farm which
which fronts
upon the
the public roads:
roads: Provided,
Provided, That
fronts upon
the hospital
described
not more
than three
are given
given for
for one
one contained
contained in the last
last described
acres are
three acres
more than
not
further, That
piece of
said Perkins:
Perkins: And
And provided,
provided, further,
the said
to the
belonging to
land belonging
of land
piece
the said Perkins
able to give, and does give, to the United
United States
States aagood
good
Perkins is able
the
and
title to
to the
of land
and occupied
occupied by him.
owned and
now owned
land now
piece of
the piece
sufficient title
and sufficient
Interior
S
EC. 2.
2. And
it further enacted,
That the Secretary of the Interior
enacted, That
And be it
SEC.
dwelling-house
Expenses
of
is
further
authorized
to
defray
the
expenses
of
moving
dwelling-house
the
moving
of
expenses
the
Expenses of is further authorized to defray
exchanged for it, and of digging
moving dwellingdwelling- on
Perkins tract to the tract exchanged
digging
the present Perkins
on the
moving
house, &c.
&c.
appropriation already
already made,
made, or that may
may
a well, out of any appropriation
walling a
and walling
house,
be made,
for enclosing
enclosing the grounds of the hospital.
be
made, for
1864.
28, 1864.
APPROVED,
June 28,
APPROVED, June
June 28,1864.
28, 1864.
June

Preservationof certain
Repair and Preservation
CHAP. CLXVIII.
CLXVIII.
—An
to provide
provide for
for the
the Repair
certain Publi
Public
Act to
-An Act
CHAP.
Works
the United
United States.
States.
of the
orks
o of

Be
the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
enacted by the
it enacted
Be it
States of
in Congress
there be, and hereby is,
assembled, That there
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
Appropriation appropriated,
appropriated, out of
money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriof any money
Appropriation
hundred and fifty thousand
to
tai
preserve
public works
certhousand dollars, to be expended
expended
cer- ated, the sum of two hundred
presere
toin
on
northern
under the
the direction
protecting the commerce
Secretary of War, in protecting
direction of the Secretary
under
on northern
works connected
connected with the harbors on
of the lakes by causing the public works
lakes.
lakes,
Lakes Champlain,
Champlain, Ontario,
Ontario, Erie, St.
Huron, Michigan,
Michigan, and Superior,
Clair, Huron,
St. Clair,
Lakes
to
made useful
purposes of commerce
commerce and navigation,
useful for purposes
and made
repaired and
be repaired
to be
so
necessary.
as the same, in his judgment, may be necessary.
so far as
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SEc.
2. And
it further
enacted, That
That there
be, and:
and: hereby
hereby is,
there be,
be it
further enacted,
SEc. 2.
And be
appropriated, out
out of
any money
money in
the treasury
appropriotherwise appropritreasury not
not otherwise
in the
of any
appropriated,
ated, the
the further
hundred thousand
be expended
expended
dollars, to
to be
one hundred
thousand dollars,
further sum
sum of
of one
ated,
of War,
War, in
rendering
under
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
in repairing
repairing and
and rendering
useful the
useful for
commerce and
and navigation
such of
works
of the
the public
public works
useful
for purposes
purposes of
of commerce
navigation such
connected
with the
the harbors
seaboard of
United States
as may,
may,
harbors on
on the
the seaboard
of the
the United
States as
connected with
in his
expenditure.
need such
such expenditure.
in
his judgment,
judgment, need
APPROVED,
28, 1864.
June 28,
1864.
APPROVED, June
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Appropriations
Appropriations

to
preserye cercerto .preserve
toampe
th sea- works
on
work
nthe

board.

CaAr. CLXI.
CLXIX. —
An Act
the Colored
Colored Catholic
Society.
June 28, 1864.
1864.
CrHA.
- An
Act to
to incorporate
incorporatethe
Catholic Benevolent
Beevolent Society.
June
Be it
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the
States of
Mullen, John
John WarWar- Colored CathoCathoStates
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Basil
Basil Mullen,
ren,
H. Wheeler,
Wheeler, Charles
Charles Dyson,
James M.
Ferrell, David
i
l
ic.Male
m
tn i
n
eearDavid lic
BenevoM. Ferrell,
Dyson, James
ren, William
William H.
Adkins,
Queen, John H.
H. Butler, William
William Ford, and their ase
orpora
ote Z n
Adkins, William Queen,
as- ccenSporat'ed
constituted and declared
sociates and
and successors,
successors, be, and they are
are hereby,
hereby, constituted
to
politic and
and corporate,
corporate, by
name and
of the
the Colored
Colored
body politic
by the
the name
and title
title of
to be
be aabody
Catholic
Benevolent Society,
the city
and
Catholic Male
Male Benevolent
Society, located
located in
in the
city of
of Washington,
Washington, and
by
perpetual succession,
succession, with
with power
power to sue
sue
by its corporate
corporate name shall have
have perpetual
and
implead and
impleaded, in
court of the United
United
and be
be impleaded,
in any
any court
and be
be sued,
sued, to implead
jurisdiction, to
States, or
or of the District of Columbia, of
of competent
competent jurisdiction,
to receive
receive
subscriptions,
gifts, and
and benefits,
benefits, and
and to
make such
rules and
by-laws as
as
to make
such rules
and by-laws
subscriptions, gifts,
government of
and
shall be
be necessary
necessary and
and expedient
expedient for the
the government
of the society, and
to
mode as
to alter
alter the same from time
time to time
time in such
such mode
as shall
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed
therein:
rules and
and by-laws
shall be
be in
in nonotherein: Provided,
Provided, always,
always, That
That such
such rules
by-laws shall
wise
constitution or
or
wise inconsistent
inconsistent with the constitution
or laws
laws of the United States, or
with the objects
The objects
hereby Objects,powers%
Objects, powers,
objects of the society. The
objects of
of the
the society
society are
are hereby
declared to be to provide for the
the care and comfort of such members as and duties.
families of
members,
shall be sick,
sick, disabled, or dependent,
dependent, and of the families
of such members,
in
society shall
deem it
shall deem
it expedient,
expedient, and
in cases
cases where
where the
the officers
officers of such society
interment of such
such persons
persons as may
in
also to
to provide for
for the
the decent
decent interment
may die in
membership of
such society,
society, or
to the
the families
families of
such members.
members.
of such
membership
of such
or belonging
belonging to
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That said society
society shall have
have power
Ste.,
power May hold, &c.,
to hold
hold real
and mixed
or real and personal
personal
purchase, gift,
gift, or
or personal
personal and
mixed estate,
estate, by
by purchase,
to
real estate,
estate, or
devise, for
for the
the purposes
and no
estate.
to lease, sell, estate.
society and
no other,
other, and to
devise,
purposes of such society
or convey
convey such
real estate
or mixed
mixed estate,
personal property,
property, as
as may
may
or
such real
estate or
estate, or personal
be
devised or
donated to such
society, and
leasing or
which
or sale of which
be devised
or donated
such society,
and the leasing
will promote the interests of
of said society.
society.
S
EC. 3. And be it further
congress shall
Act may be
be
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That congress
shall have
have the
the right, Act
at any
any time,
time, to
repeal this
alte red or realtered
this act.
to modify,
modify, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
at
APPROVED,
APPROVED,

June
1864.pealed.
June 28,
28, 1864.

pealed.

repealing certain
Provisions of
-— An
An Act
Act repealing
certain Provisions
of Law
Law concerning
concerning Seamen
Seamen on June 28, 1864.
board
and private
private Vessels of
States.
of the
the United
rnited States.
boardpublic
public and
Be
enacted by
of Representatives
of the United
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Certain laws
States
That so much of an act enen- Certain
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of America in Congress
respecting seatitled "
An act
for the
on board
the public
and respecting
seapublic and
of seamen
seamen on
board the
the regulation
regulation of
titled
" An
act for
men on board V.
private vessels
vessels of
of the
United States,"
States," approved
approved the
the third
of March,
March, one
one S. vessels,
private
the United
third of
vessels, repealed.
thousand eight
hundred and
and thirteen,
as makes it
em- pealed.
it not
not lawful
lawful to
to emthirteen, as
eight hundred
thousand
1813,
42.
ploy on board any of the public or private vessels of the United States
States Vol.
ch.p. 42.
1813 'ii.ch.
809.
any person
except citizens
of the
the United
United States
States or person[s]
person[s]
or persons
persons except
citizens of
any
person or
of color,
much of
of the
the third, fifth,
so much
of the United
United States;
States; and so
of
color, natives
natives of
31,
sixth,
concerning the navigation of the
the 1817,
1817, ch.
ch. 31,
seventh sections of "An
"An act concerning
sixth, and
and seventh
II 33i
)6
5,6, 7.
United States,"
States," approved the first of March,
eight hundred
March, one thousand eight
hundred §§
Vol.5,'
in. 7
p. 35.
35L
and
seventeen, as concerns
named; and so
of vessels therein named;
concerns the crews
crews of
and seventeen,
1830, ch.
eh. 219,
219,
much
repeal the tonnage
tonnage 1830,
much of
of the first section of an act entitled ""An act to repeal
§1.
duties upon
upon ships
and vessels
of the
the United
United States
certain Vo
duties
ships and
vessels of
States and
and upon
upon certain
Vol. iv. p.. 425.
425.
foreign vessels,"
vessels," approved
the thirty-first
of May,
one thousand
eight
foreign
approved the
thirty-first of
May, one
thousand eight
Crier.
CT.X
CHu. CLXX.
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Officers of
Officers
United States
vessels to be
citizens.

June
1854.
30,1864.
June 30,
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hundred and
and thirty,
thirty, as
as makes
discrimination in
favor of
of vessels
vessels certain
certain
in favor
makes discrimination
hundred
proportions of
of whose
crews shall
citizens of the United States, shall
shall be citizens
whose crews
proportions
be, and
repealed: Provided,
however, That
That officers
officers
Provided, however,
hereby, repealed:
are hereby,
same are
the same
and the
be,
shall in all cases be citizens
citizens of the
the United
United
of vessels of the United States shall
States.
States.
States.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 28, 1864.
CHAP.
—An Act
increase Duties on Imports, andfor
and for other Purposes.
Act to increase
CLXXI. -An
CHAP. CLXXI.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
States
of America
America in
in Congress
That on
on and
and after
after the
the first day
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
Duties on
im_ of
of July,
July, Anno
Domini eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, in
lieu of the duduin lieu
eighteen hundred
Anno Domini
on imDuties
ports
in lieu
of
ties heretofore
by law
on the
the articles
articles hereinafter
mentioned, there
there
hereinafter mentioned,
law on
imposed by
heretofore imposed
ties
lieu of
ports in
former duties,
collected, and paid, on goods, wares, and merchandise
shall be levied, collected,
merchandise
ormer duties,
herein
enumerated and
and provided
provided for,
for, imported
imported from
foreign countries, the
from foreign
herein enumerated
following
of duty,
duty, that
say: —
is to
to say:
that is
rates of
and rates
duties and
following duties
twenty-five cents
cents per pound.
First. On teas of all kinds, twenty-five
Teas.
Sugar.
Second. On
all sugar
above number
twelve, Dutch standard in color,
number twelve,
not above
sugar not
On all
Second.
Sugar.
three cents per pound.
On all
all sugar
sugar above
not above
above number fifteen,
fifteen,
and not
twelve, and
number twelve,
above number
On
Dutch
in color,
half per pound.
three cents and aahalf
color, three
standard in
Dutch standard
On all
above number
fifteen, not stove-dried,
and not above numstove-dried, and
number fifteen,
sugar above
On
all sugar
ber
twenty, Dutch
per pound.
pound.
standard in color, four cents per
Dutch standard
ber twenty,
Standmd
On all
all refined
sugar in
form of
of loaf,
lump, crushed,
crushed, powdered,
powdered, pulverpulverloaf, lump,
in form
refined sugar
On
of
Standard of
sugars.
ized, or granulated, and all stove-dried
stove-dried or other sugar
sugar above
above number
number twenty,
Dutch
standard in color,
color, five
cents per pound:
pound: Provided, That
That the standfive cents
Dutch standard
ard
grades of sugar are to be regulated
regulated shall
ard thy
.by which the color and grades
such ports of entry as may
collectors of such
be
furnished to the collectors
may
and furnished
be selected
selected and
Treasury, from time
be
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
time to time, and in
be necessary
necessary by the
expedient.
such
manner as he may deem expedient
such manner
Sugar-candy
On
sugar-candy, not
not colored,
cents per
pound. On
all other
other confeeconfecOn all
per pound.
ten cents
colored, ten
On sugar-candy,
Sugar-candy
confectionery,
provided for, made wholly or in part of sugar, and
otherwise provided
tionery, not otherwise
and confectionery.
on sugars after
tionery.
after being refined, when tinctured,
tinctured, colored, or in any way aduladulterated, valued
valued at
at thirty
thirty cents
fifteen cents per pound.
less, fifteen
per pound
pound or less,
cents per
terated,
On all
thirty cents per
per pound, or when sold by
valued above
above thirty
all confectionery
confectionery valued
On
otherwise than by the pound, fifty per centum ad
ad vaor otherwise
package, or
the box, package,
lorem.
Molasses
Third.
On molasses
from sugar-cane,
sugar-cane, eight cents
sirup
cents per gallon. On sirup
molasses from
Third. On
Molasses and
concentrated molassirups.
of sugar-cane
sugar-cane juice, melado, concentrated
concentrated melado,
molasmelado, or concentrated
ses,
per pound: Provided,
Provided, That all sirups
sirups of sugar
sugar
a half per
cents and
and a
ses, two
two cents
or
sugar-cane, cane
cane juice,
molasses, or concentrated
concentrated melado,
concentrated molasses,
juice, concentrated
or sugar-cane,
entered
under the
name than sirup of sugar,
any other name
molasses, or any
name of molasses,
the name
entered under
or
of sugar-cane,
sugar-cane, cane
juice, concentrated
concentrated mememolasses, or concentrated
concentrated molasses,
cane juice,
or of
lado,
shall be
United States, and the
the same
same shall
forfeiture to the United
liable to
to forfeiture
be liable
lado, shall
be forfeited.
S
EC. 2.
enacted, That
That on and after the day and year
year
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
2. And
And be it
aforesaid,
heretofore imposed by law on the articles
the duties
duties heretofore
lieu of the
aforesaid, in lieu
hereinafter
mentioned, there shall be levied, collected, and paid, on the
hereinafter mentioned,
goods,
section,
enumerated and provided for in this section,
merchandise enumerated
and merchandise
goods, wares, and
imported from foreign countries, the following duties and rates of duty, that
that
say:.
is to say
:—
Brandy.
dollars and
and fifty
First. On brandy,
brandy, for
for first
first proof,
proof, two dollars
fifty cents
cents per gallon.
Post,
p. 492.
492.
On other
manufactured or distilled from grain or other materials,
Post, p.
other spirits, manufactured
materials,
Spirits.
Spirits,
for first proof, two
two dollars per gallon.
gallon.
kirschenOn cordials, and liqueurs of all kinds, and arrack, absynthe, kirschenCordials and
liqueurs.
wasser, ratafia, and other
liqueurs.
other similar spirituous beverages,
beverages, not otherwise
otherwise prodollars per gallon.
vided for, two dollars
On
gallon.
cents per gallon.
one dollar and fifty cents
On bay
bay rum, one
Bay rum.
On wines of all kinds, valued at not over
Wines.
over fifty
fifty cents per gallon, twenty
twenty
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gallon -and
and twenty-five
twenty-five per
per centum
centum ad
valued at
at over
over Wines.
cents per gallon
ad valorem;
valorem; valued
fifty
cents and
and not
not over
dollar per
per gallon,
fifty cents
cents per
per gallon
gallon and
and
fifty cents
over one
one dollar
gallon, fifty
twenty-five
valued at
at over
over one
dollar per
per gallon,
twenty-five per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem;
valorem; valued
one dollar
gallon,
one dollar per gallon and twenty-five
per cent.
cent. ad
valorem: Provided,
twenty-five per
ad valorem:
Provided, 'Proviso.
Proviso.
That no
champagne or
sparkling wines, in
in bottles,
shall pay
pay a
rate
no champagne
or sparkling
bottles, shall
a less
less rate
of duty than six dollars per dozen
dozen bottles, each
not more
each bottle containing
containing not
more
more than one pint,
two dozen
botthan one quart and more
pint, or six dollars per
per two
dozen botthan one
one pint.
pint.
tles, each
each bottle containing
containing not
not more
more than
otherwise enumerated,
one hundred
hundred per
per Spirituous
On all
all spirituous
spirituous liquors,
Spirituous
liquors, not
not otherwise
enumerated, one
liquors not
not otheramount of duty
duty shall
shall liquors
centum ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no lower rate
rate or amount
otherwise enumerated.
be levied, collected, and paid,
other
spirituous
beverpaid, on brandy,
brandy, spirits, and
and other spirituous bever- wDse enumea
but shall
shall Post,
ages, than that
that fixed by
by law for
for the
the description
description of first
first proof,
proof, but
Post, p. 492.
be increased
proportion for
for any
any greater
than the
the strength
of
be
increased in
in proportion
greater strength
strength than
strength of
or other
bevera ges under
under Lowest duty to
first proof;
proof; and
and no
no brandy,
brandy, spirits,
spirits, or
other spirituous
spirituous beverages
first proof,
rate of duty
duty than
fifty per
per centum
first proof shall pay
pay a
a less rate
than fifty
centum ad valorem: be on first
proof,
Provided,
Provided, further,
of brandy,
brandy, or
or spirits,
spirits, or
or of
further, That all imitations
imitations of
of wines
wines &C.Proviso.
roviso.
imported by any names whatever,
whatever, shall be subject
highest rate of
of
subject to
to the
the highest
genuine articles
respectively intended
be reprepduty provided
provided for
for the
the genuine
articles respectively
intended to
to be
Proviso.
than one
provided, Proviso.
resented, and
and in no
no case less than
one dollar
dollar per
per gallon:
gallon: And
And provided,
further, That
brandies, or
spirituous liquors,
liquors, may
be imported
imported in
in botbotfurther,
That brandies,
or other
other spirituous
may be
tles when
package shall
contain not
less than
than one
dozen; and
and all
all bottles
bottles
when the package
shall contain
not less
one dozen;
shall pay a
a separate
separate duty
each, whether
whether containing
containing wines,
duty of two cents
cents each,
wines, branbrandies,
or other
other spirituous
spirituous liquors
liquors subject
subject to
to duty
duty as
hereinbefore mentioned.
mentioned.
dies, or
as hereinbefore
Second.
On ale,
ale, porter,
and beer,
bottles, thirty-five
thirty-five cents
cents per
gallon; Ale, porter,
Second. On
porter, and
beer, in
in bottles,
per gallon;
and
beer.
otherwise
twenty cents
cents per gallon.
gallon.
and beer.
otherwise than in bottles, twenty
'Cigars.
Third. On
all kinds,
kinds, valued
at fifteen
dollars or less per thou- 'Cigars.
Third.
On cigars
cigars of
of all
valued at
fifteen dollars
sand, seventy-five
valorem;
seventy-five cents per
per pound and twenty
twenty per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem;
valued at over fifteen dollars and not over thirty dollars per thousand,
thousand,
one dollar and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
centum ad
ad valocents per
per pound
pound and
and thirty
thirty per
per centum
valorem; valued at over thirty
thirty dollars and not
forty-five dollars
per thounot over forty-five
dollars per
thousand, two dollars per pound
pound and
fifty per centum
valued at
at
and fifty
centum ad valorem;
valorem; valued
over
dollars per
three dollars
dollars per
and sixty
sixty per
over forty-five dollars
per thousand,
thousand, three
per pound
pound and
per
centum ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
Provided, That paper
paper cigars or cigarettes,
including Proviso.
cigarettes, including
wrappers,
be subject
subject to
to the
duties imposed
imposed on
on cigars.
cigars.
wrappers, shall
shall be
the same
same duties
Ste.
snuff-flour, manufactured
manufactured of tobacco,
tobacco, ground,
ground, dry, or damp,
damp, Snuff,
On snuff
snuff and snuff-flour,
Snuff, &c.
and
all descriptions,
fifty cents
cents per
per pound.
and pickled,
pickled, scented,
scented, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, of
of all
descriptions, fifty
pound.
Tobacco.
and not stemmed,
thirty-five cents
cents Tobacco.
stemmed, thirty-five
On tobacco
tobacco in
in leaf, unmanufactured
unmanufactured and
per
pound.
per pound.
493.
p. 493.
manufactured, of all descriptions,
descriptions, and stemmed
stemmed tobacco not
not Post, p.
On tobacco manufactured,
provided for,
fifty cents
per pound.
pound.
otherwise provided
for, fifty
cents per
SEC. 3. And be it further
enacted, That
the day and year
year
further enacted,
That on
on and
and after the
aforesaid,
in lieu
lieu of
by law
law on
on the
the articles
articles
aforesaid, in
of the
the duties
duties heretofore
heretofore imposed
imposed by
hereinafter
mentioned, there
be levied,
paid on
on the
the
hereinafter mentioned,
there shall
shall be
levied, collected,
collected, and
and paid
goods,
merchandise, herein
enumerated and
and provided
goods, wares,
wares, and
and merchandise,
herein enumerated
provided for,
for, imimported
foreign countries,
countries, the
following duties
rates of
of duty,
that
ported from
from foreign
the following
duties and
and rates
duty, that
is
say :—
is to
to say:-iron, rolled
flats not
not less
less than
than one
one inch
inch Bar-iron,
On bar
bar iron,
rolled or
or hammered,
hammered, comprising
comprising flats
Bar-iron, &c.
&c.
or
than six
wide, nor
nor less
three eighths
eighths of
of an
an inch
or
or more
more than
six inches
inches wide,
less than
than three
inch or
more
than two
rounds not
not less
less than
three fourths
fourths of
of an
an inch
more than
two inches
inches thick;
thick; rounds
than three
inch
nor
diameter; and
not less
less than
than three
three
nor more
more than
than two inches
inches in
in diameter;
and squares
squares not
more than
than two
inches square,
one cent
cent per
per pound.
pound.
fourths of an inch nor
nor more
two inches
square, one
On bar
iron, rolled
rolled or
or hammered,
hammered, comprising
less than
than three
three eighths
eighths
On
bar iron,
comprising flats
fiats less
of an inch or more than two inches thick or less than
than one
one inch or more
than three
three fourths
of an
inch or
or more
more
than six
six inches
inches wide;
wide; rounds
rounds less
less than
fourths of
an inch
than two inches in diameter; and squares
than three
squares less than
three fourths of an
cent and
one half
per pound:
pound:
inch or more
more than
than two
two inches
inches square,
square, one
one cent
and one
half per
Provided, That all iron in slabs, blooms,
Provided,
blooms, loops, or other forms, less finished Proviso.
than
iron in
in bars,
advanced than
pig iron,
iron, except
castings, shall
shall
than iron
bars, and
and more
more advanced
than pig
except castings,
be
duty accordingly:
accordingly: And
provided, furfurbe rated as
as iron in bars, and
and pay
pay aaduty
And provided,
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then
the above
above iron
iron shall
shall pay
thirtypay aaless rate of duty than thirty.
of the
none of
That none
theR, That
five
centum ad
valorem.
ad valorem.
per centum
five per
Railroad-iron,
On all
iron imported
in bars
for railroads
railroads and
made to
and inclined planes, made
bars for
imported in
all iron
On
Railroad-iro,
&a.
Post, p.
fitted to
on such roads or planes without
without further
further
laid down on
be laid
to be
and fitted
patterns and
493. patterns
p. 492.
&o. Post,
manufacture,
sixty cents
one hundred
hundred pounds. On boiler or other
other
per one
cents per
manufacture, sixty
cent
plate
less than
than three
one cent
sixteenths of an inch in thickness, one
three sixteenths
not less
iron not
plate iron
wire.
and a
half
per
pound. On
iron
wire,
bright, coppered,
coppered, or
or tinned, drawn
bright,
wire,
iron
On
pound.
per
half
a
and
Wire.
and finished,
more than
one fourth
of an
an inch
diameter, not less
inch in diameter,
fourth of
than one
not more
finished, not
and
pounds,
hundred pounds,
one
per
than
number
sixteen,
wire
gauge,
two
dollars
per
dollars
two
gauge,
wire
than number sixteen,
and in
addition thereto
thereto fifteen
per centum
centum ad valorem; over
over number sixfifteen per
in addition
and
fifty
teen
not over
over number
number twenty-five,
twenty-five, wire
wire gauge,
dollars and fifty
gauge, three dollars
and not
teen and
centum
per
fifteen
cents
per
one
hundred
pounds,
and
thereto
fifteen
addition
in
and
cents per one hundred pounds,
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
covered with
cotton, silk, or other mawith cotton,
wire covered
That wire
Provided, That
ad
to the foregoing rates.
terial
shall
pay
five
cents
per
pound
addition
in
pound
per
cents
five
pay
terial shall
On smooth
smooth or
or polished
polished sheet-iron,
sheet-iron, by
whatever name
name designated, three
by whatever
On
cents per pound.
sheet-iron, common
common or
or black,
black, not
numnot thinner than numOn sheet-iron,
per pound. On
cents
Sheet-iron.
pound;
one cent
of
fourth
ber
twenty,
wire
gauge,
one
cent
and
one
fourth
cent per
per pound;
one
and
cent
one
ber twenty, wire gauge,
twenty-five,
thinner than
and not
than number twenty-five,
thinner than
not thinner
twenty, and
number twenty,
than number
thinner
twentynumber
than
wire
gauge,
one
cent
and
a
half
per
pound;
thinner
than
thinner
pound;
per
half
a
and
cent
one
gauge,
wire
five,
wire
gauge,
one
cent
and
three
fourths
of
one
cent
per
pound.
cent
one
of
fourths
five, wire gauge, one cent and three
electric
Tin plates.
On tin plates,
and iron
galvanized or
or coated
coated with
with any metal by electric
iron galvanized
On tin plates, and
Tin plates.
pound.
per
a
batteries,
or
otherwise,
two
cents
and
a
half
pound.
cents
two
otherwise,
or
batteries,
Band, &e.,
On
all band,
band, hoop,
hoop, and
and scroll
scroll iron
from one
one half to six inches in width,
iron from
On all
and, &c.,
fourth cent per pound.
iron,
not
thinner
than one
eighth
of an
inch, one
one and one
one fourth
inch,
an
of
eighth
one
than
thinner
not
iron.
six inches
On
all
band,
hoop,
and
scroll
iron
from
one
half
inches wide, unto
half
one
from
iron
scroll
and
hoop,
On all band,
der one
eighth of
an inch
number twenty,
thinner than number
not thinner
and not
thickness, and
in thickness,
inch in
of an
one eighth
der
wire
one and
and one
one half cent per pound.
gauge, one
wire gauge,
On all
band, hoop,
hoop, and
and scroll
iron thinner
thinner than number
number twenty, wire
scroll iron
all band,
On

gauge, one
three fourths
cent per
per pound.
fourths cent
and three
one and
gauge,
all other
on all
pound,,and on
On
one cent
cent and
and one
other descripdescri p
one half per pound
rods one
slit rods
On slit
tions
or hammered
hammered iron
iron not
provided for, one cent and
and
not otherwise provided
rolled or
of rolled
tions of
fourth per pound.
pound.
one fourth
Locomotive
On locomotive
parts thereof,
thereof, three cents per pound.
or parts
tire, or
locomotive tire,
On
Locomotive
for
tire.
On mill-irons
and mill-cranks
of
wrought iron,
iron, and
and wrought iron for
of wrought
mill-cranks
and
mill-irons
On
tire.
each
weighing
thereof,
parts
Wrought iron.
iron. ships,
steam-engines,
and
locomotives,
or
weighing
each
locomotives,
and
steam-engines,
ships,
Wrought
twenty-five
or more, two cents per pound.
pounds or
twenty-five pounds
Anvils and
On anvils and
on
iron cables,
cable chains,
chains, or parts thereof,
thereof, two cents
or cable
cables, or
iron
on
On anvils and
Anvils and
cables.
and a
per pound.
pound.
half per
a half
and
cables.
On chains,trace
chains, trace chains,
halter-chains, and fence-chains,
fence-chains, made of
of wireor
wire or
chains, halter-chains,
& On
Chains, &c.
a half
inch in diameter, two
two cents
cents and
and a
half
rods, not less than one fourth of one inch
Chains,
under
not
and
diameter,
in
per
pound;
less
than
one
fourth
of
one
diameter,
under
inch
one
of
fourth
one
per pound; less than
wire
number nine,
number nine,
nine, wire
wire gauge,
gauge, three
per pound;
nine, wire
pound; under number
cents per
three cents
number
gauge,
per centum
centum ad valorem.
thirty-five per
gauge, thirty-five
Anchors.
On anchors, or
thereof, two
two cents
cents and
and one
one fourth
fourth per pound.
parts thereof,
anchors, or parts
On
Anchors.
Hammers, &c.
On
blacksmiths'
hammers
and
sledges,
axles,
or
parts thereof, and malor
axles,
sledges,
and
hammers
Hammers, &c. On blacksmiths'
provided
leable
iron
in
castings,
not
otherwise
provided
for,
two cents and
and aahalf
half
otherwise
not
castings,
in
leable iron
per
per pound.
Railroad
On wrought-iron
wrought-iron railroad
railroad chairs,
and wrought-iron
washers,
wrought-iron nuts and washers,
chairs, and
On
Railroad
chairs.
ready punched,
pound.
two cents per pound.
punched, two
ready
chairs.
a half per pound.
Screws, &e.
On bed-screws
bed-screws and
wrought-iron hinges,
hinges, two cents and a
and wrought-iron
On
&c.
Screws,
half cents
one
and
two
On
wrought
board-nails,
spikes,
rivets,
and
bolts,
two
and
one half cents
board-nails,
wrought
On
spikes,
Nails,
Nails,
spikes,
Slit rods.

tacks,
tacks,

Sze.
&o.

per pound.
pound.
per

On cut
cut nails
nails and
spikes, one
cent per pound.
one and aahalf cent
and spikes,
On
On
horseshoe nails,
per pound.
nails, five cents per
On horseshoe
On
or sprigs,
nOt exceeding
exceeding sixteen
sprigs, not
brads, or
tacks, brads,
cut tacks,
On cut
thousand,
and one
cents per
thousand; exceeding
exceeding
per thousand;
half cents
one half
two and
thousand, two
to the
three cents
per pound.
pound.
cents per
thousand, three
the thousand,
to
Steam and gas
On steam, gas, and water tubs [tubes] and flues, of
Steam and gas On steam, gas, and water tubs [tubes] and flues,

tubes.
Post,p.493. two
tubes. Post,p.493.

a half per pound.
and a
cents and
cents
pound.

ounces
ounces to the
the
sixteen ounces
ounces
wrought
wrought iron,
iron,
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Wood screws.
On
screws, commonly
called wood
wood screws,
two inches
length, Wood
inches or
or over in length,
screws, two
commonly called
On screws,
eight
less than
two inches
inches in
length, eleven
per
eleven cents per
in length,
than two
pound; less
per pound;
eight cents
cents per
pound.
On
of any
iron, and
other screws
screws of
of iron,
iron,
and all
all other
than iron,
other metal than
any other-metal
On screws
screws of
except
wood screws,
thirty-five per centum
centum ad
valorem.
ad valorem.
screws, thirty-five
except wood
On
iron in
Pig-iron.
per ton.
ton.
dollars per
On iron
in pigs, nine dollars
On
not otherwise
provided for,
for, and
and on
on andirons,
andirons, sadsad- Vessels
Vessels of castotherwise provided
of cast-iron,
cast-iron, not
On vessels
vessels of
iron.
irons,
tailors' and
and hatters'
irons, stoves
stove-plates, of cast iron, one
one iron.
stoves and stove-plates,
hatters' irons,
irons, tailors'
and one half cent per pound.
On
cent per
one half cent
per pound. Steam, &c.,
On cast-iron
cast-iron steam, gas,
gas, and water-pipe,
water-pipe, one
one and one
&c.,
pipe.
On
cast-iron butts
and hinges,
two and
and a
ahalf
pound.
p'pehalf cents
cents per pound.
hinges, two
butts and
On cast-iron
Hollow ware.
ware.
half cents
ware, glazed
glazed or tinned,
tinned, three
three and one
one half
cents per pound. Hollow
hollow ware,
On hollow
per
provided for, thirty per
castings of iron, not otherwise provided
all other
other castings
On all
centum ad valorem.
Other manumanuthirty-five per Other
On
manufactures of iron, not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, thirty-five
On all
all manufactures
ffacturess of iron.
acture ofiron.
centum
valorem.
ad valorem.
centum ad
Scrap-iron.
Provided, That nothing shall be
On
serap-iron, eight dollars per
per ton: Provided,
be Scrap-iron.
On old scrap-iron,
What
to be
deemed
actual use and fit only
only to be reman- deemed
that has not been in actual
old iron that
deemed old
What old
to
be
iron.
deemed old iron.
ufactured.
ufactured.
Steel.
less than one
one Steel.
On steel, in ingots, bars, coils, sheets, and steel wire, not less
fourth of one inch in diameter,
diameter, valued at seven cents per pound
pound or less,
less,
not
two cents and one fourth per pound; valued at above
above seven cents
cents and not
above eleven cents per pound, three cents per pound;
pound; valued
valued at above
above
eleven cents
and a
a. half
per pound,
pound, and ten per
per
half per
cents and
pound, three
three cents
cents per
per pound,
eleven
centum ad valorem.
On steel
than one
fourth of an inch in diameter
diameter and not less Steel-wire.
one fourth
wire less than
steel wire
On
than
gauge, two and one half cents per pound, and
than number sixteen, wire gauge,
in
addition thereto
thereto twenty
twenty per
centum ad valorem;
finer than numless or
or finer
valorem; less
per centum
in addition
gauge, three
per pound, and in addition thereto
three cents per
ber sixteen, wire gauge,
twenty per
valorem.
per centum
centum ad valorem.
twenty
On steel
in any
any form,
otherwise provided
per centum ad
provided for, thirty per
not otherwise
form, not
On
steel in
valorem.
Skates.
On
cents per pair; Skates.
On skates
skates costing twenty cents or less per pair, eight cents
centum ad valorem.
thirty-five per
per centum
costing over twenty cents per pair, thirty-five
On
cents per
Saws.
per lineal
lineal foot.
foot.
Saws.
On cross-cut
cross-cut saws,
saws, ten
ten cents
half
On mill, pit, and drag saws, not over nine inches
inches wide, twelve
twelve and a
ahalf
cents per lineal foot.
twenty-four inches
hand-saws not over twenty-four
inches in length, seventy-five
seventy-five
On all hand-saws
cents
addition thereto
valorem;
thereto thirty per centum ad valorem;
and in
in addition
cents per
per dozen,
dozen, and
over twenty-four
twenty-four inches in length,
length, one dollar per dozen, and in addition
addition
thereto
valorem.
thereto thirty
thirty per centum ad valorem.
back-saws not over ten inches
inches in length, seventy-five
cents per
per
seventy-five cents
On all
all back-saws
valorem; over ten inches
dozen,
centum ad valorem;
dozen, and in addition thereto thirty per centum
in
in length,
length, one dollar per dozen, and in addition thereto thirty per centum
ad valorem.
exceeding Files, &c.
On files,
files, file blanks, rasps, and floats of all descriptions, not exceeding
ten
per
per pound,
pound, and in addition thereto thirty per
in length, ten cents per
ten inches
inches in
eentum ad valorem;
cents per
per pound,
exceeding ten inches in length, six cents
centum
valorem; exceeding
and
thereto thirty per centum ad valorem.
valorem.
addition thereto
and in addition
Knives.
On pen-knives,
pen-knives, jack-knives,
jack-knives, and
per Knives.
and pocket-knives
pocket-knives of all kinds, fifty per
On
centum ad valorem.
Needles.
knitting or sewing-machines,
sewing-machines, one dollar
dollar per thousand,
thousand, and
and Needles.
On needles for knitting
in addition thereto thirty-five per centum ad valorem.
valorem.
Squares.
On iron squares marked on one
one side, three cents per pound, and in addi- Squares.
or
squares of iron or
tion
centum ad valorem; on
on all other squares
per centum
thirty per
tion thereto thirty
per centum ad valorem.
valorem.
steel, six
six cents per pound, and thirty per
Manufactures
which steel shall be a
a component
component Manufactures
On all manufactures of steel, or of which
of steel.
steel.
forty-five per centum
part, not otherwise provided
provided for, forty-five
centum ad valorem:
valorem: ProPro- of
partially manufactured,
manufactured, or of which steel
steel
vided, That all
all articles of steel partially
VOL. XIII.
PUB. —
- 18
18
xm. Pus.
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shall
be aacomponen,t
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, shall pay the same
part, not
component part,
shall be
rate
duty as
as if
if wholly
wholly manufactured.
manufactured.
of duty
rate of
On bituminous
bituminous coal,
and shale,
one dollar
dollar and
twenty-five cents for aa
and twenty-five
shale, one
coal, and
On
ton
of twenty-eight
twenty-eight bushels,
the bushel; on all other coal,
to the
pounds to
eighty pounds
bushels, eighty
ton of
forty
cents per
per ton
ton of
of twenty-eight
bushels, eighty
eighty pounds
pounds to the bushel.
twenty-eight bushels,
forty cents
On
coke and
and culm
culm of
of coal,
twenty-five per
valorem.
centum ad valorem.
per centum
coal, twenty-five
On coke
On
in pigs
pigs and
bars, two
cents per pound.
two cents
and bars,
lead, in
On lead,
half
On
old scrap-lead,
scrap-lead, fit
only to
be remanufactured,
remanufactured, one cent and one half
to be
fit only
On old

per pound.
pound.
pound.
On lead
lead in
two and
three quarter cents per pound.
and three
shot, two
or shot,
pipes, or
sheets, pipes,
in sheets,
On
per
cents
two
Pewter.
On
pewter,
when
old
and
fit
only
to
be
remanufactured,
per
remanufactured,
be
to
only
fit
and
old
when
pewter,
On
Pewter.
pound.
pound.
a half cents per pound.
Lead
On lead
ore, one
pound.
one and a
lead ore,
On
ore.
Lead ore.
Copper.
On
copper in
pigs, bars,
bars, or
or ingots,
ingots, two and aahalf cents per pound.
in pigs,
On copper
Copper.
On
sheathing-copper, in
forty-eight inches
fourteen
inches long and fourteen
sheets forty-eight
in sheets
On sheathing-copper,
inches
wide,
weighing
from
fourteen
to
thirty-four
ounces
square foot,
ounces per square
thirty-four
to
fourteen
from
weighing
inches wide,
three and
and a
ahalf
half cents
cents per pound.
three
or
On copper
rods, bolts,
bottoms, copper in sheets or
copper bottoms,
spikes, copper
nails, spikes,
bolts, nails,
copper rods,
On
otherwise
of
plates,
called
braziers'
copper,
and
other
sheets
copper
not
otherwise
sheets
other
and
plates, called braziers' copper,
valorem.
provided for,
centum ad valorem.
thirty-five per centum
for, thirty-five
provided
Zinc, &c.
On zinc,
or teutenegue,
teutenegue, manufactured
manufactured in blocks or pigs, one and
spelter, or
zinc, spelter,
On
&c.
Zinc,
a
half cent
cent per
pound.
per pound.
a half
On
zinc, spelter,
or teutenegue
teutenegue in
cents per
two and one quarter cents
sheets, two
in sheets,
spelter, or
On zinc,
pound.
Diamonds, Sze.
On diamonds, cameos, mosaics, gems, pearls, rubies, and other
other precious
Diamonds, &c. On diamonds, cameos, mosaics, gems, pearls, rubies, and
valorem.
ad
stones,
when
not
set,
a
duty
of
ten
lier
valorem.
centum
per
ten
of
duty
a
set,
not
when
stones,
year
SEC. 4.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That on
on and
and after the day and year
And be
4. And
SEC.
of
aforesaid,
there shall
shall be
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and paid on the importation of
aforesaid, there
to
the
articles
hereinafter
mentioned,
the
following
duties,
is
say:
On
that
duties,
following
the
mentioned,
the articles hereinafter
Wool,
&Le.
all wool,
unmanufactured, and
and all hair of the alpaca, goat, and other like
wool, unmanutfctured,
all
Wool, &c.
animals, unmanufactured,
unmanufactured, the
the value
at the
from
or place from
port or
last port
the last
whereof at
value whereof
animals,
whence exported
to the
the United
United States,
States, exclusive
charges in such ports,
exclusive of charges
exported to
whence
shall be
twelve cents
cents or
per pound,
pound, three
three cents per pound; exceeding
less per
or less
be twelve
shall
twelve
cents
and
not
exceeding
twenty-four
cents per
cents per pound, six cents
twenty-four
exceeding
not
and
twelve cents
pound;
twenty-four cents
and not exceeding
exceeding thirtypound, and
per pound,
cents per
exceeding twenty-four
pound; exceeding
two
cents, ten
ten cents
pound, and
and in
in addition
thereto ten
ten per centum ad
addition thereto
per pound,
cents per
two cents,
twelve
pound,
valorem;
exceeding
thirty-two
cents
per
cents per pound,
per
cents
valorem; exceeding thirty-two
That any
Provided,.That
Proviso,
and in
per centurn
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
centum ad
ten per
thereto ten
addition thereto
in addition
and
Proviso.
like
and
wool
of
the
sheep,
or
hair
of
the
alpaca,
the
goat,
and
other
animals
alpaca,
the
of
hair
or
sheep,
the
of
wool
which
shall be
be imported
in any
other than
than the ordinary condition, as now
any other
imported in
which shall
or
and heretofore
practised, or
which shall
changed in its character or
shall be changed
or which
heretofore practised,
and
reduced
be
condition
for
the
purpose
of
evading
the
or
which
shall
reduced
duty,
the
evading
of
purpose
the
condition for
in value
value by
the admixture
admixture of
of dirt
or any
any foreign
foreign substance,
substance, shall be subject
subject
dirt or
by the
in
valorem,
ad
centum
to
pay
a
duty
of
twelve
cents
per
pound
and
ten
per
centum
valorem,
ten
and
pound
per
cents
twelve
of
duty
a
pay
to
Proviso,
anything in
in this
notwithstanding: Provided,
Provided, further,
further,
to the contrary notwithstanding:
act to
this act
anything
Proviso.
or
That
when wool
wool of
qualities is
is imported
imported in the same bale, bag, or
different qualities
of different
That when
or
bag,
bale,
the
of
the
of
package,
and
the
aggregate
value
contents
bale,
bag,
or
aggregate
the
and
package,
package shall
shall be
be appraised
by the appraisers
appraisers at aarate exceeding twentytwentyappraised by
package
a duty of ten cents per pound
four cents
per pound,
pound
charged with a
shall be charged
it shall
pound, it
cents per
four
and ten
ten per
ad valorem;
bales of different qualities are
when bales
and when
valorem; and
centum ad
per centum
and
embraced
the same
invoice at
at the
whereby the average
average price
same price, whereby
the same
same invoice
in the
embraced in
shall
shall
lessene'd more
whole shall
than ten per centum, the value of the whole
more than
be lessened
shall be
be appraised
according to
to the
quality; and
value of the bale of the best quality;
the value
appraised according
be
consein consea less rate of duty in
no
or package
package shall be liable to a
bag, or
bale, bag,
no bale,
Andprovided,furvalue:
Proviso.
quence
of
being
invoiced
with
lower
And
provided,
furof
wool
with
invoiced
being
of
quence
Proviso.
ther,. That wool
wool which
which shall
shall be
be imported
imported scoured,
scoured, shall pay, in lieu of the
ther,That
duties
provided, three
three times the amount of such duties.
herein provided,
duties herein
wool
with the
imported with
Sheepskins.
Second.
unmanufactured, imported
the wool
sheepskins, raw or unmanufactured,
On sheepskins,
Second. On
Sheepskins.
centum
a duty of twenty per cent=
on, washed
shall be
be subject to a
unwashed, shall
or unwashed,
washed or
on,
pound.
ad
valorem; and
flocks, waste, or shoddy, three cents per pound.
on flocks,
and on
ad valorem;
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SEC. 5. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
and after
the day
day and
and year
year
SEC.
enacted, That
That on and
after the
aforesaid, there shall be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and
and paid
paid on
on the
importation of
of
the importation
hereinafter mentioned,
mentioned, the
duties, that
is to
to say
the articles hereinafter
the following
following duties,
that is
say::-—
Wilton, Saxony,
Axminster, patent
velvet,
First. On Wilton,
Saxony, and Aubusson,
Aubusson, Axminster,
patent velvet,
Carpets
and
Tournay velvet,
and tapestry
tapestry velvet
ca rpets and
an d carpeting,
car p
eti ng,B
russe l
s carTournay
velvet, and
velvet carpets
Brussels
car- carpeting.
Carpets and
pets wrought
by the
the Jacquard
Jacquard machine,
machine, and
and all
all m
ed allion or
or whole
wh
ol
e car
pets
wrought by
medallion
car--carpeting.
pets, valued
valued at one
cents or
per square
square yard,
one dollar
dollar and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
or under
under per
yard,
seventy cents per square
square yard;
valued at
over one
dollar and
and twenty-five
seventy
yard; valued
at over
one dollar
twenty-five
cents per
per square
square yard,
per square
ar d: Provided,
atno
noProviso.
cents
yard, eighty
eighty cents
cents per
square y
yard:
Provided, Th
That
Proviso.
or rugs
rugs of
of the
foregoing description
shall pay
pay aaduty
duty of
carpeting, carpets,
carpets, or
the foregoing
description shall
of
less
valorem. On
Brussels and
less than
than fifty
fifty per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
On Brussels
and tapestry
tapestry BrusBrusprinted on
the warp
cents
sels carpets and
and carpetings, printed
on the
warp or
or otherwise,
otherwise, fifty
fifty cents
per square yard.
yard. On all treble
chain
treble ingrain, three-ply,
three-ply, and
and worsted
worsted chain
Venetian carpets
and carpeting,
carpeting, forty
forty cents
cents per
square yard.
On yarn
Venetian
carpets and
per square
yard. On
yarn
Venetian and two-ply ingrain
Venetian
ingrain carpets
carpets and
and carpeting,
carpeting, thirty-five
thirty-five cents
cents per
per
square yard. On hemp
and a
ahalf
cents per
per square
square
hemp or jute carpeting, six
six and
half cents
yard.
On druggets,
druggets, bockings,
felt carpets
carpets and
and carpeting,
yard. On
bockings, and
and felt
carpeting, printed,
printed,
colored, or otherwise,
otherwise, twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents per
yard. On
On carpets
and
per square
square yard.
carpets and
carpeting of wool,
carpeting
wool, flax, or cotton, or parts of either, or other material not
otherwise
ad valorem:
That mats,
mats, Proviso.
Proviso.
otherwise specified, forty
forty per
per centum
centum ad
valorem: Provided,
Provided, That
rugs, screens, covers,
hassocks, bedsides, and
and other
other portions
of carpets
carpets or
or
covers, hassocks,
portions of
carpetings, shall
rate of
of duty
duty herein
imposed on
on carpets
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
the rate
herein imposed
carpets
carpetings of like character or description, and
or carpetings
screens,
and on
on all other mats,
mats, screens,
hassocks and
forty-five per
valorem.
and rugs, forty-five
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
Second.
woollen cloths,
shawls, and
all manufactures
manufactures of
of wool
wool Woollen
Woollen cloths
Second. On
On woollen
cloths, woollen
woollen shawls,
and all
cloths
and manufactures
orin
andwool.
manufactures
of every
every description, made wholly or
in part of wool,
wool, not otherwise
otherwise provided of
of
wool.
for, twenty
twenty four cents per pound,
pound, and
and in addition
addition thereto forty
forty per
per centum
centum
ad valorem. On goods of like description, when valued
two doldolvalued at
at over
over two
lars per square yard, aaduty, in addition to
to the
the foregoing
of five
five per
foregoing rates,
rates, of
per
centum
valorem: Provided,
like description,
description, composed
composed Proviso.
Proviso.
centum ad valorem:
Provided, That
That goods of
of like
Alpaca.
of
worsted, the
the hair
of the
the alpaca,
goat, or
or othe
an i
ma l
s,an
ei gh- Alpaca.
of worsted,
hair of
alpaca, goat,
otherr like
like animals,
anddwweighing
the square
shall be
be subject
subject to
pay the
ing over
over eight ounces to
to the
square yard,
yard, shall
to pay
the same
same
duties and rates of duty herein
herein provided
provided for woollen
endless
woollen cloths.
cloths. On
On endless
belts or felts for paper, and blanketing for printing-machines,
printing-machines, twenty
twenty cents Belts, &c.
per pound,
pound, and in addition
thirty-five per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
addition thereto thirty-five
valorem.
On flannels, uncolored,
uncolored, valued
valued at thirty cents or
or less
less per square
square yard,
yard, Flannels.
twenty-four cents per pound, and thirty
thirty per
valorem ;valued
at
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem;
valued at
above
cents per
per square
yard, and
on all
all flannels,
printed, or
or
above thirty cents
square yard,
and on
flannels, colored,
colored, printed,
plaided,
provided for, and
composed in
in part
cotton,
plaided, not otherwise
otherwise provided
and flannels
flannels composed
part of
of cotton,
twenty-four cents per pound and
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem. On
and thirty-five
thirty-five per
per centum
On
flannels
flannels composed
composed in part of
of silk, fifty
fifty per centum ad valorem.
valorem. On hats
hats of
of flats.
Hats.
wool, twenty-four
thereto thirty-five
per
twenty-four [cents]
[cents] per
per pound, and
and in
in addition
addition thereto
thirty-five per
centum ad valorem. On woollen and worsted yarn, valued at fifty cents Yarns.
and
one dollar
dollar per
per pound,
pound, twenty
twenty cents
cents per
per pound,
pound, and
and in
and not
not over
over one
in addition
addition
thereto twenty-five per centum ad
over one
per
thereto
ad valorem;
valorem; valued
valued at
at over
one dollar
dollar per
twenty-four cents per pound, and in addition thereto
pound, twenty-four
thereto thirty
centum
thirty per
per centum
ad valorem.
valorem. On woollen
woollen and
worsted yarn, valued
and worsted
valued at
at less
less than
than fifty
fifty cents
cents
per pound,
exceeding in fineness
fourteen, sixteen
pound, and
and not
not exceeding
fineness number
number fourteen,
sixteen cents
cents
per pound, and in addition thereto twenty-five
centum ad
twenty-five per
per centum
ad valorem.
valorem.
On clothing, ready-made,
ready-made, and wearing
wearing apparel
Ready-made
apparel of every description,
description, corncom- Ready-made
posed
part of
up or
or in
posed wholly
wholly or
or in
in part
of wool,
wool, made
made up
or manufactured
manufactured wholly
wholly or
in clothing.
clothing.
part by the tailor, seamstress, or manufacturer,
manufacturer, except hosiery,
hosiery, twentytwentyfour
per pound,
and in
in addition
addition thereto
thereto forty
four cents
cents per
pound, and
forty per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
On
blankets of
wholly or
or in
in part
part of
of wool,
valued at
at not
On blankets
of all
all kinds,
kinds, made
made wholly
wool, valued
not Blankets.
Blankets.
exceeding
exceeding twenty-eight cents per pound, twelve
in
twelve cents
cents per pound, and in
twenty per
valorem; valued
valued at
above twentytwentyaddition thereto twenty
per centum
centum ad valorem;
at above
eight
and not
not exceeding
per pound,
pound, twenty-four
cents per
eight cents and
exceeding forty
forty cents
cents per
twenty-four cents
per
pound and twenty-five
above forty
forty cents
cents
pound
twenty-five per centum ad \7alorem;
valorem; valued
valued above
per pound,
pound, twenty-four
cents per
valorem.
per
twenty-four cents
per pound
pound and
and thirty
thirty per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
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On
Balmorals, and
goods of
of similar
used for
for like purposes,
or used
description, or
similar description,
and goods
On Balmorals,
composed
of wool,
wool, worsted,
any other
other material,
twenty-four cents
per
cents per
material, twenty-four
or any
worsted; or
composed of
pound,
and
in
addition
thereto
thirty-five
per
centum
ad
valorem.
valorem.
ad
centum
per
thirty-five
thereto
addition
in
pound, and
Women's,
On
women's and
and children's
dress-goods, composed wholly or in part of
children's dress-goods,
On women's
&c.,
Women's, &c.,
uncolored, not exdress-goods.
wool, worsted,
mohair, alpaca,
gray or uncolored,
goats' hair, gray
or goats'
alpaca, or
worsted, mohair,
wool,
dress-goods.
ceeding
in
value
the
,sum
of
thirty
cents
per
square
yard,
four
cents per
per
four cents
yard,
square
per
cents
thirty
ceeding in value the ,sum of
square yard,
yard, and
in addition
addition thereto
twenty-five per
centum ad valorem;
valorem;
per centum
thereto twenty-five
and in
square
exceeding in
in value
value thirty
thirty cents
cents per
per square
square yard,
yard, six
six cents
square
per square
cents per
exceeding
yard, and
addition thereto
centum ad valorem.
per centum
thirty per
thereto thirty
in addition
and in
yard,
or
On all
all goods
goods of
of the
last-mentioned description,
stained, colored, or
if stained,
description, if
the last-mentioned
On
printed,
not exceeding
exceeding in
value the
the sum
of thirty
thirty cents
cents per square
square yard,
sum of
in value
printed, not
four
cents per
and thirty
thirty per
per centum
exceeding
valorem; exceeding
ad valorem;
centum ad
yard, and
square yard,
per square
four cents
in
value thirty
cents per
per square
square yard,
cents per square yard, and in
six cents
yard, six
thirty cents
in value
addition thereto
thereto thirty-five
centum ad valorem.
per centum
thirty-five per
addition
a
Shirts, drawers
On
shirts, drawers,
hosiery of wool, or of which wool shall be a
and hosiery
drawers, and
On shirts,
drawers
Shirts,
component material,
material, not otherwise provided for, twenty cents per pound,
component
hosiery.
and hosiery.
and in
in addition
addition thereto
thirty per
per centum
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
thereto thirty
and
Manufactures
On bunting
and on
on all other manufactures
manufactures of worsted, mohair, alpaca,
bunting and
On
Manufactures
of worsted, Src.
or goats'
goats' hair,
hair, or
or of
of which
which worsted,
alpaca, or goats' hair shall
mohair, alpaca,
worsted, mohair,
of worsted, &c. or
Drovided for, fifty per centum ad
be aacomponent
component material,
otherwise nrovided
not otherwise
material, not
be
valorem.
valorem.
manufacture of cloth,
Lasting!.
On lastings,
mohair cloth, silk, twist, or other manufacture
lastings, mohair
On
Lastings.
woven
or made
made in
in patterns
such size,
mid form,
form, or cut in such
shape, and
size, shape,
of such
patterns of
woven or
manner
as
to
be
fit
for
shoes,
slippers,
boots,
gaiters, and buttons,
bootees,
boots,
slippers,
shoes,
for
fit
be
to
as
manner
exclusively, not
not combined
combined with
with India
centum ad valorem.
ten per centum
rubber, ten
India rubber,
exclusively,
On
stamped, painted, or printed, valued
valued at fifty cents
for floors, stamped,
oil-cloths for
On oil-cloths
Oil-cloths.
or less
less per
square yard,
yard, thirty
thirty per
per centum
centum ad
valued at over
over
ad valorem; valued
per square
or
fifty cents
cents per
per square
square yard,
oil-cloth,
all other oil-cloth, except silk oil-cloth,
and on all
yard, and
fifty
forty
valorem.
ad valorem.
centum ad
per centum
forty per
S
EC. 6.
6. And
And be
enacted, That on and after the day and year
it further enacted,
be it
SEC.
aforesaid there
be levied,
collected, and
and paid,
of
the importation of
on the
paid, on
levied, collected,
shall be
there shall
aforesaid
-the articles
articles hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned,
the following
following duties, that is to say: —
mentioned, the
the
unmanufactured, two cents per pound.
Cotton.
First. On
raw or unmanufactured,
cotton, raw
On cotton,
First.
Cotton.
Post,
Second. On
manufactures of cotton, (except jeans, denims, drillings,
drillings,
On all manufactures
Second.
p. 493.
Post, p.
Manufactures
bed-tickin,gs, ginghams,
cottonades, pantaloon
pantaloon stuff,
stuff, and goods ot
ot
plaids, cottonades,
ginghams, plaids,
Manufactures bed-tickings,
of cotton.
cotton.
and
printed,, and
LA ended
like
description,) not bleached, colored, stained,
stained, painted, or printed
description,)
like
Poto.
ded,
In, Post
warp
counting the warp
pp. 491, 492.] , not
exceeding one
one hundred
hundred threads
tc, the
square inch, counting
the square
threads tc,
not exceeding
pp. 49,e4g92]
and,
filling, and
in weight
ounces per
per square
yard, five
five
square yard,
five ounces
weight five
exceeding in
and exceeding
and. filling,
yard;
a half per square
cents per
per square
square yard;
yard; if
cents and a
square yard;
five cents
bleached, five
if bleached,
cents
a half per square
if colored,
stained, painted,
painted, or
five cents and a
printed, five
or printed,
colored, stained,
if
yard, and in
thereto ten per centum ad valorem.
valorem. On finer
finer and
addition thereto
in addition
yard,
lighter
goods of
of like
like description,
description, exceeding
exceeding one hundred threads and not
lighter goods
exceeding
two hundred
hundred threads
to the
the square
square inch, counting the warp and
threads to
exceeding two
a
filling, unbleached,
unbleached, five
per square
bleached, five and a
if bleached,
yard; if
square yard;
cents per
five cents
filling,
five
half
cents per
per square yard;
if colored,
stained, painted, or printed, five
colored, stained,
yard; if
half cents
and a
half cents
twenty per
per
and in addition thereto twenty
yard, and
square yard,
per square
cents per
a half
and
centum ad
On goods
description, exceeding two hundred
like description,
of like
goods of
valorem. On
ad valorem.
centum
unbleached, five
threads to
to the
the square
square inch,
counting the warp and filling, unbleached,
five
inch, counting
threads
cents per
per square
bleached, five
five and
cents per square yard;
yard;
a half cents
and a
if bleached,
yard; if
square yard;
cents
a half cents per square
painted, or
or printed,
printed, five
five and a
stained, painted,
colored, stained,
ifif colored,
yard, and
and in
addition thereto
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
thereto twenty per centum
in addition
yard,
ginghams,
bed-tickings, ginghams,
Jeans, drillings,
drillings,
Third. On
On all
all cotton
jeans, denims, drillings, bed-tickings,
cotton jeans,
Third.
Jeans,
for
Szn.
plaids, cottonades,
cottonades, pantaloon
description, or for
pantaloon stuffs, and goods of like description,
plaids,
&c.
the
threads
Post,
p.
492•
similar
use,
if
unbleached,
and
not
exceeding
one
hundred
threads
to
exceeding
not
and
unbleached,
if
use,
similar
492.
p.
Post,
square inch,
counting the
the warp
filling, and exceeding
exceeding five ounces to
and filling,
warp and
inch, counting
square
a
the square
six cents
square yard;
yard; if bleached,
bleached, six cents
cents and a
per square
cents per
yard, six
square yard,
the
half per
yard; if
if colored, stained,
painted, or printed, six cents
stained, painted,
square yard;
per square
half
and
half per
per square
square yard, and in addition
addition thereto ten per centum
centum ad
ad
and aa half
valorem.
description, exceeding one
valorem. On finer or lighter goods of like description,
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hundred threads
threads and
and not
threads to
to the
the square
hundred
not exceeding
exceeding two
two hundred
hundred threads
square Jeans,
Jeans, drillings,
drillings,
c
inch,
per square
8rc•inch, counting
counting the
the warp
warp and
and filling,
filling, if
if unbleached,
unbleached, six
six cents.
cents per
square &
yard; if
if bleached,
half cents
per square
square yard;
yard; if
if colored,
stained,
yard;
bleached, six
six and
and aahalf
cents per
colored, stained,
painted,
or printed,
yard, and
in addition
addition
painted, or
printed, six
six and
and aa half
half cents
cents per
per square
square yard,
and in
thereto
of like
like description
thereto fifteen
fifteen per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem. On
On goods
goods of
description exexceeding
to the
the square
inch, counting
the warp
warp and
ceeding two
two hundred
hundred threads
threads to
square inch,
counting the
and
filling,
if unbleached,
seven cents
square yard;
yard; if
if bleached,
filling, if
unbleached, seven
cents per
per square
bleached, seven
seven and
and
a
square yard;
yard; if
printed, seven
a half
half cents
cents per
per square
if colored,
colored, stained,
stained, painted,
painted, or
or printed,
seven
and aahalf
and
and in
in addition
centum Proviso.
half cents per
per square
square yard,
yard, and
addition thereto
thereto fifteen
fifteen per
per centum
ad
Provided, That
That upon
upon all
all plain
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
plain woven
woven cotton
cotton goods
goods not
not inincluded
in the
schedules, unbleached
unbleached valued
at over
cluded in
the foregoing
foregoing schedules,
valued at
over sixteen
sixteen cents
cents
per square
bleached valued
valued at
at over
square yard,
yard,
per
square yard,
yard, bleached
over twenty
twenty cents
cents per
per square
colored
at over
twenty-five cents
cents per
per square
yarsl, and
and cotton
colored valued
valued at
over twenty-five
square yard,
cotton jeans,
jeans,
denims,
and drillings
drillings unbleached
valued at
at over
cents per
denims, and
unbleached valued
over twenty
twenty cents
per square
square
yard, and all
all other
other cotton
every description,
the the
the value
of
cotton goods of every
description, the
value of
which shall exceed
exceed twenty-five
twenty-five cents
per square
square yard,
there shall
cents per
yard, there
shall be
be levied,
levied,
per centum ad valorem:
collected and paid a
aduty of thirty-five
thirty-five per
valorem: And
And propro- Proviso.
vided,
further,That no cotton
cotton goods
vided, further,
having more
two hundred
hundred threads
threads
goods having
more than
than two
to the square
to
square inch, counting the
the warp
warp and
and filling,
be admitted
admitted to
to a
less
filling, shall
shall be
a less
rate of
of duty
duty than
than is
that number
number of
rate
is provided
provided for
for goods
goods which
which are
are of
of that
of threads.
threads.
Fourth. On spool-thread
spool-thread of
cents per
spools, containof cotton, six
six cents
per dozen
dozen spools,
contain- Spool-thread.
exceeding one
thread, and
in
ing on
on each
each spool
spool not
not exceeding
one hundred
hundred yards
yards of
of thread,
and in
addition thereto thirty
exceeding one
one hundred
hundred Post,
thirty per
per centum ad
ad valorem;
valorem; .exceeding
Post, p. 492.
yards, for every additional
additional hundred
yards of
of thread
thread on
hundred yards
on each
each spool,
spool, or
or
fractional
one hundred
fractional part thereof
thereof in excess of one
hundred yards, six
cents per
per dozen,
six cents
dozen,
and thirty
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
and
thirty per
On
cotton shirts
and drawers,
drawers, woven
woven or
or made
made on
frames, and
on all
all Shirts and
On cotton
shirts and
on frames,
and on
and
cotton
hosiery, thirty-five
thirty-five per
valorem.
drawers.
cotton hosiery,
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
drawers.
On cotton velvet, thirty-five per centum ad valorem.
Cotton velvet.
On cotton braids, insertings, lace, trimming,
and all
&c.
trimming, or
or bobbinet,
bobbinet, and
all other
other Braids, &c.
manufactures of cotton,
manufactures
cotton, not otherwise
provided for,
for, thirty-five
thirty-five per
per centum
centum
otherwise provided
ad valorem.
SEC.
And be it
Szc. 7. And
it further
further enacted,
and after
the day
year
enacted, That
That on
on and
after the
day and
and year
aforesaid,
in lieu
of the
duties heretofore
heretofore imposed
imposed by
law on
on the
the articles
articles
aforesaid, in
lieu of
the duties
by law
hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned, there
there shall be levied, collected, and
and paid,
paid, on
on the
the
goods, wares,
wares, and
and merchandise
merchandise enumerated
provided for
for in
in this
goods,
enumerated and
and provided
this secsection, imported
imported from foreign countries, the following
following duties
duties and
and rates
rates of
of
duty, that
that is
to say:
duty,
is to
say: —
First. On brown and bleached
bleached linens, ducks, canvas,
paddings, cotton
Linens, duck,
canvas, paddings,
cotton Linens,
bottoms,
other &c.,
&c., and mannbottoms, burlaps,
burlaps, diapers,
diapers, crash,
crash, huckabacks,
huckabacks, handkerchiefs,
handkerchiefs, lawns,
lawns, or
or other
manufz!urf
fl
manufactures of
jute, or
or hemp,
hemp, or
which flax,
jute, or
or hemp
hem psh
allax,
es of
o flax,
manufactures
of flax,
flax, jute,
or of
of which
flax, jute,
shall
^ t res
be the component
component material
material of
of chief
chief value,
value, not
otherwise provided
provided for,
for,
not otherwise
valued at thirty cents or less per square
square yard, thirty-five
centum ad
thirty-five per
per centum
ad
valorem;
at above
above thirty
thirty cents
per square
forty per
per centum
valorem; valued
valued at
cents per
square yard,
yard, forty
centum
ad valorem. On
flax or
yarns for
not exceeding
exceeding number
number
On flax
or linen
linen yarns
for carpets,
carpets, not
eight Lea, and valued
valued at twenty-four
cents or
per pound,
pound, thirty
twenty-four cents
or less
less per
thirty per
per
centum
ad valorem.
flax or
or linen
linen yarns
valued at
at above
centum ad
valorem. On
On flax
yarns valued
above twentytwentyfour cents per pound, thirty-five per centum ad
ad valorem. On flax
or linen
linen
flax or
thread, twine and pack-thread,
pack-thread, and
of flax,
flax, or
or of
of
and all
all other
other manufactures
manufactures of
which
shall be
material of
value, not
not otherwise
otherwise
which flax
flax shall
be the
the component
component material
of chief
chief value,
provided
forty per
centum ad
provided for,
for, forty
per centum
ad valorem.
valorem.
cables or
three cents
cents per
pound. On
On uncabled;
Second. On tarred
tarred cables
or cordage,
cordage, three
per pound.
un- Tarred
Tarred cables
tarred
Manilla cordage,
and a
a half
half cents
cents per
pound. On
other or cordage.
tarred Manilla
cordage, two
two and
per pound.
On all
all other
cordage.
untarred cordage,
untarred
and aa half
cents per
hemp yarns,
cordage, three
three and
half cents
per pound.
pound. On
On hemp
yarns,
five
cents per
per pound.
On coir
half cent
cent per
pound. On
five cents
pound. On
coir yarn,
yarn, one
one and
and a
a half
per pound.
On
six and
and a
ahalf
per pound.
seines, six
half cents
cents per
pound.
Third.
On gunny
gunny bags,
bags, and
and cotton
or other
man- Gunny
cloth,
Third. On
gunny cloth,
cloth, gunny
cotton bagging,
bagging, or
other manGunny cloth,
ufacture not otherwise
otherwise provided for, suitable for the uses to which cotton 8
".
&c.
composed in
bagging is applied, composed
whole or
or in
in part
hemp, jute,
jute, flax,
or
in whole
part of
of hemp,
flax, or
18
18**
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other
material, valued
valued at
at ten
less per square yard, three cents
or less
cents or
ten cents
other material,
On
per pound;
ten cents
cents per
square yard,
yard, four cents per pound. On
per square
over ten
pound; over
per
Russia
On
sail duck
or
canvas
for
sails,
thirty
per
centum
ad
valorem.
Russia
valorem.
ad
centum
per
thirty
sails,
for
canvas
sail duck or
and other
other sheetings
of flax
flax or
or hemp,
white, thirty-five
thirty-five per
and white,
brown and
hemp, brown
sheetings of
and
of which
centum ad
ad valorem.
manufactures of hemp, or of
which
other manufactures
all other
On all
valorem. On
centum
hemp shall
shall be
be the
the component
material
of
chief
value,
otherwise
pronot
value,
chief
of
material
component
hemp
vided for,
per centum
per
On grass cloth, thirty per
valorem. On
ad valorem.
centum ad
thirty per
for, thirty
vided
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem. On
jute
yarns, twenty-five
per centum
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
per
twenty-five
yarns,
jute
On
centum
On all
jute or
Sisal-grass, not otherwise provided
provided
or Sisal-grass,
of jute
manufactures of
other manufactures
On all other
for,
valorem.
ad valorem.
centum ad
per centum
thirty per
for, thirty
SEc. 8. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
on and
the day and year
after the
and after
That on
SEC. 8. And be
aforesaid, in
lieu of
the duties
imposed by law on the articles
articles
heretofore imposed
duties heretofore
of the
in lieu
aforesaid,
on the
hereinafter
shall be
levied, collected,
collected, and paid, on
be levied,
there shall
mentioned, there
hereinafter mentioned,
secgoods, wares,
and
merchandise
enumerated
and
for
in
this
provided
and
enumerated
goods, wares, and merchandise
tion, imported from
foreign countries,
countries, the
the following
following duties and rates of
from foreign

tion, imported
duty, that
is to say:—
say:that is
duty,
ad
Spun silk,
spun silk
silk for
for filling
filling in
in skeins
or cops, twenty-five per centum ad
skeins or
On spun
&c. On
silk, &c.
Spun
valorem. On
silk in
the gum
gum not
advanced than
than singles, tram, and
more advanced
not more
in the
On silk
valorem.
Post, p. 493.
thrown or
or organzine,
organzine, thirty-five
thirty-five per
centum ad valorem.
valorem. On floss silks,
per centum
Post, p. 493. thrown
thirty-five per
per centum
On sewing-silk
sewing-silk in
the gum or puriin the
valorem. On
ad valorem.
centum ad
thirty-five
fied, forty
forty per
centum ad
valorem.
On
all
dress and piece silks, ribbons,
dress
all
On
valorem.
ad
centum
per
fied,
material of
and
velvets, or velvets
velvets of which silk is the
the component
com ponent material
of?
silk velvets,
and silk
chief value,
sixty per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem. On silk vestings,
vestings, pongees,
value, sixty
chief
drawshawls, scarfs,
pelerines, handkerchiefs
handkerchiefs, veils, laces, shirts, drawmantillas, pelerines,
scarfs, mantillas,
shawls,
ers,
hats, caps,
turbans, chemisettes,
chemisettes, hose, mitts, aprons, stockstockcaps, turbans,
bonnets, hats,
ers, bonnets,
ings, gloves,
galloons,
watch-chains, webbing, braids, fringes, galloons,
suspenders, watch-chains,
gloves, suspenders,
ings,
tassels,
cords, and
and trimmings,
trimmings, sixty
sixty per
per centum ad valorem.
tassels, cords,
component material
On
all manufactures
manufactures of
or of
of which
silk is the component
which silk
silk, or
of silk,
On all
centum
of
chief
value,
not
otherwise
provided
for,
fifty
centum
ad valorem.
per
fifty
for,
provided
otherwise
not
value,
of chief
S
EC. 9.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
year
and after the day and year
on and
That on
further enacted,
9. And
SEC.
aforesaid, in
in lieu
lieu of
the duties
duties heretofore
heretofore imposed
imposed by law on the articles
of the
aforesaid,
hereinafter mentioned,
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and paid on the
shall be
there shall
mentioned, there
hereinafter
secprovided
goods,
wares,
and
merchandise
enumerated
and
provided for in this secgoods, wares, and merchandise enumerated
rates of
and
duties
tion,
imported
from
foreign
countries,
the
following
following
the
countries,
foreign
from
imported
tion,
duty,
to say: —
is to
that is
duty, that
retorts, stoneEarthen and
On all
brown earthenware
and common
common stoneware,
stoneware, gas retorts,
stoneearthenware and
all brown
On
Earthen and
ad
stoneware.
ware
not
ornamented,
twenty-five
per
centum
valorem.
twenty-five
ornamented,
not
ware
stoneware.
decorated
China, &c.
On china,
porcelain, and
and Parian
gilded, ornamented, or decorated
ware, gilded,
Parian ware,
china, porcelain,
On
China, &c.
in any
manner, fifty
fifty per
per centum ad valorem.
any manner,
in
decorated
On
china, porcelain,
porcelain, and
and Parian
Parian ware, plain white, and not decorated
On china,
in any manner,
per centum
valorem; on
earthen,
on all other earthen,
ad valorem;
centum ad
forty-five per
in any manner, forty-five
or
stone, or
crockery
ware,
white,
glazed,
edged,
printed,
painted,
dipped,
printed,
edged,
glazed,
white,
ware,
stone, or crockery
othernot
and
substances,
cream-colored,
composed
of
earthy
or
mineral
othermineral
or
cream-colored, composed of earthy
wise
provided for,
for, forty
valorem.
per centum ad valorem.
forty per
wise provided
Slates, &c.
On slates,
slate-pencils, slate
mantels, slabs for tables,
tables,
chimney-pieces, mantels,
slate chimney-pieces,
slates, slate-pencils,
On
Slates, &c.
and
all other
other manufactures
of slate,
per centum ad valorem.
valorem.
forty per
slate, forty
manufactures of
and all
per ton.
dollars per
Clay, &c.
On unwrought
unwrought clay,
clay, pipe-clay,
ton.
pipe-clay, fire-clay, and kaoline, five dollars
On
&c.
Clay,
ton.
per
On
fuller's earth,
earth, three
three dollars
On fuller's
On
and cliff-stone,
cliff-stone, ten
per ton. On red and French
dollars per
ten dollars
chalk and
white chalk
On white
chalk,
twenty
per
centum
ad
valorem.
On
of all descriptions,
descriptions, not
chalk
On
valorem.
ad
centum
chalk, twenty per
otherwise
provided for,
for, twenty-five
twenty-five per centum ad valorem.
otherwise provided
On
whiting and
and Paris-white,
Paris-white, one cent per pound.
On whiting
On
ground in
cents per pound.
in oil, two cents
whiting ground
On whiting
painted,
Glass.
On
all plain
plain and
or painted,
and mould and press glass not cut, engraved, or
On all
Glass.
thirty-five
per
centum
ad
valorem.
valorem.
ad
centum
per
thirty-five
On all
all articles
engraved, painted,
painted, colored, printed, stained,
cut, engraved,
glass, cut,
of glass,
articles of
On
silvered,
or
gilded,
not
including
plate-glass
looking-glass
silvered, or looking-glass
plate-glass
including
not
gilded,
or
silvered,
plates,
plates, forty per centum ad valorem.
window-glass, not exOn
all unpolished
unpolished cylinder,
cylinder, crown,
and common
common window-glass,
crown, and
On all
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Glass.
ceeding
ten by
inches square,
one cent
half per
pound; Glass.
per pound;
and aa half
cent and
square, one
by fifteen
fifteen inches
ceeding ten
above
exceeding sixteen
sixteen by
by twenty-four
inches square,
square, two
two
twenty-four inches
and not
not exceeding
above that
that and
cents [per]
[per] pound;
above that
and exceeding
exceeding twenty-four
twenty-four by
thirty
by thirty
that and
pound; above
cents
inches square,
all above
above that
that three
three cents
cents
and aahalf
half per
per pound;
pound; all
square, two
two cents
cents and
inches
per
pound.
per pound.
On
exceeding ten
fifteen
by fifteen
ten by
polished, not
not exceeding
and crown
crown glass,
glass, polished,
On cylinder
cylinder and
inches square,
square, two
two and
half cents
per square
square foot;
foot; above
above that,
and
that, and
cents per
and one
one half
inches
not
inches square,
square, four
per square
four cents
cents per
square
by twenty-four
twenty-four inches
not exceeding
exceeding sixteen
sixteen by
foot; above
above that,
that, and
and not
inches square,
square,
by thirty
thirty inches
twenty-four by
not exceeding
exceeding twenty-four
foot;
six
cents per
above that,
and not
not exceeding
twenty-four by
by
exceeding twenty-four
foot; above
that, and
per square
square foot;
six cents
sixty
twenty cents
per square
square foot;
foot; all
all above
above that,
forty cents
per
cents per
that, forty
inches, twenty
cents per
sixty inches,
square
foot.
square foot.
On
fluted, rolled,
or rough
rough plate-glass,
plate-glass, not
not including
including crown,
cylinder, or
crown, cylinder,
or
rolled, or
On fluted,
common window
window glass,
glass, not
not exceeding
ten by
seventyfifteen inches
inches square,
square, seventyexceeding ten
by fifteen
common
five
feet; above
above that,
that, and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding
one hundred
hundred square
square feet;
five cents
cents per
per one
sixteen by
by twenty-four
twenty-four inches
one cent
per square
above
square foot;
foot; above
square, one
cent per
inches square,
sixteen
that and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding twenty-four
twenty-four by
inches square,
one cent
cent and
and
square, one
by thirty
thirty inches
that
per square
foot; all
that, two
two cents
Prosquare foot:
foot: Procents per square
all above
above that,
square foot;
aahalf
half per
vided, That
fluted', rolled,
rolled, or
plate-glass, weighing
weighing over
over one
one
or rough
rough plate-glass,
all fluted',
vided,
That all
an additional
hundred pounds
one hundred
hundred square
additional
square feet,
feet, shall pay an
per one
hundred
pounds per
duty
on the
the excess
at the
rates herein
herein imposed.
imposed.
the same
same rates
excess at
duty on
On
all cast
polished plate-glass,
unsilvered, not
exceeding ten
ten by
by fifteen
fifteen
not exceeding
cast polished
plate-glass, unsilvered,
On all
not exexinches square,
cents per
per square
square per
above that and
and not
per foot;
foot; above
three cents
inches
square, three
ceeding
sixteen by
by twenty-four
inches square,
foot;
five cents
cents per square foot;
square, five
twenty-four inches
ceeding sixteen
above
not exceeding
exceeding twenty-four
by thirty
eight
thirty inches
inches square, eight
twenty-four by
above that
that and
and not
cents
per square
square foot;
exceeding twenty-four
twenty-four by sixty
not exceeding
that and
and not
foot; above
above that
cents per
inches square,
twenty-five cents
cents per
foot; all
all above
above that,
that, fifty
fifty cents
cents
per square
square foot;
inches
square, twenty-five
per square
foot.
per
square foot.
On
plate-glass, silvered,
or looking-glass
plates not
not
looking-glass plates
silvered, or
polished plate-glass,
On all
all cast
cast polished
foot; above
above
exceeding
ten by
by fifteen
fifteen inches
inches square,
square, four
four cents
cents per square foot;
exceeding ten
that and
by twenty-four
inches square,
cents per
per
six cents
square, six
twenty-four inches
sixteen by
not exceeding
exceeding sixteen
that
and not
square foot;
not exceeding
by thirty
thirty inches
inches
twenty-four by
exceeding twenty-four
that and
and not
foot; above
above that
square
square,
per square
foot; above
not exceeding
exceeding twenty.
twenty•
and not
above that
that and
cents per
square foot;
square, ten
ten cents
four
inches square,
thirty-five cents
cents per
per square
square foot;
above
all above
foot; all
square, thirty-five
four by
by sixty
sixty inches
that, sixty
sixty cents
foot: Provided,
Provided, That
no looking-glass
looking-glass plates
plates
That no
per square
square foot:
cents per
that,
or
shall pay
rate of
of duty
duty than
than
less rate
pay aa less
when framed,
framed, shall
silvered, when
or plate-glass,
plate-glass, silvered,
but shall
that
imposed upon
similar glass
glass of
not framed
framed but
description not
of like
like description
upon similar
that imposed
be liable
addition thereto
thirty per
valorem upon
upon
centum ad
ad valorem
per centum
thereto thirty
to pay
pay in
in addition
be
liable to
such
frames.
such frames.
paintings
On porcelain
Bohemian glass,
crystals for
watches, paintings
for watches,
glass crystals
glass, glass
and Bohemian
On
porcelain and
on
glass or
pebbles for
for spectacles,
and all
all manufactures
of glass,
glass,
manufactures of
spectacles, and
glasses, pebbles
on glass
or glasses,
or
glass shall
be a
material, not
not otherwise
provided
otherwise provided
a component
component material,
shall be
or of
of which
which glass
for,
or jars
jars filled
sweetmeats or
preserves, not
or preserves,
filled with sweetmeats
glass bottles
bottles or
for, and
and all
all glass
otherwise
centum ad
ad valorem.
for, forty per centum
provided for,
otherwise provided
SEC. 10.
And be
enacted, That
That on
day and
and
the day
after the
on and
and after
further enacted,
be it
it further
SEC.
10. And
year
in lieu
lieu of
of the
duties heretofore
law on the
by law
imposed by
heretofore imposed
the duties
aforesaid, in
year aforesaid,
articles
hereinafter mentioned,
such as
be exempt
from
exempt from
may now
now be
on such
as may
and on
mentioned, and
articles hereinafter
duty,
levied, collected,
and paid,
paid, on
on the
goods, wares,
wares, and
and
the goods,
collected, and
be levied,
there shall
shall be
duty, there
merchandise
and provided
for in
from
section, imported
imported from
in this
this section,
provided for
enumerated and
merchandise enumerated
foreign
countries, the
the following
following duties
duties and
rate of
of duty,
:—
duty, that
that is
is to say :
and rate
foreign countries,
First.
On annatto
annatto, nitrate of barytes, carmined
carminedseed,
Annatto seed,
seed, extract of annatto,
First. On
annatto seed,
indigo,
tica, extract
extract of
finishing powder,
powder, gold
gold size and &c.
&C.
of safflower,
safflower, finishing
indigo, crude
crude tica,
patent size,
size, cobalt,
cobalt, oxide
oxide of
of cobalt,
and terra
alba, twenty
twenty
terra alba,
smalt, zaffre,
zaffre, and
cobalt, smalt,
patent
per
on nickel,
nickel, fifteen
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
fifteen per
ad valorem;
valorem; on
per centum
centum ad
Second.
On albumen,
albumen, asbestos,
asbestos, asphaltum,
asphaltum, crocus colcottraj
colcottra; blue or&e.Albumen,&c.
Albumen,
Second. On
Roman
vitriol or
or sulphate
sulphate of
copper, bone
bone or
or ivory drop black, murexof copper,
Roman vitriol
ide, ultramarine,
ultramarine, Indian
twenty-five per centum
brown, twenty-five
and Spanish
Spanish brown,
Indian red,
red, and
ide,
ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
and
SEC. 11.
11. And
And be
it further
on and
after the
the day and
That on
and after
enacted, That
be it
further enacted,
SEC.
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year aforesaid,
in lieu
lieu of
duties heretofore
imposed by law on the
heretofore imposed
the duties
of the
aforesaid, in
year
and
collected, and
articles hereinafter
mentioned, there
there shall
be levied, and collected,
shall be
hereinafter mentioned,
articles
for
and
paid,
on
the
goods,
wares,
and
merchandise
enumerated
provided
for
enumerated
merchandise
and
wares,
goods,
the
on
paid,
and
in
this
section,
imported
from
foreign
countries,
the
following
duties
and
-following
the
countries,
foreign
in this section, imported from
rates
of duty,
duty, that
that is to say: —
rates of
Acids, &c.
On
acetous or
or concentrated
pyroligneous acid,
concentrated vinegar, or pyroligneous
acid, acetous
acetic acid,
On acetic
Acids, &c.
exceeding the
gravity of
1.040, eighty
eighty cents per pound; not exof 1.040,
specific gravity
the specific
exceeding
ceeding the
the specific
specific gravity
gravity of
of 1.040,
1.040, known
known as
as number
twenty-five
number eight, twenty-five
ceeding
cents per pound.
cents
On acetate
acetate or
or pyrolignate.
of ammonia,
ammonia, seventy
seventy cents
pound; of
of
per pound;
cents per
pyrolignate. of
On
per
fifty
baryta,
forty
cents
per
pound;
of
iron,
strontia,
zinc,
fifty
cents
per
and
strontia,
iron,
of
pound;
per
cents
forty
baryta,
pound;
twenty cents
of magnesia
magnesia and
and soda, fifty cents
pound; of
per pound;
cents per
lead, twenty
of lead,
pound; of
per pound;
lime, twenty-five
twenty-five per
per centum
valorem.
ad valorem.
centum ad
of lime,
pound; of
per
On analine
analine dyes,
one dollar
per pound
and thirty-five
thirty-five per centum ad
pound and
dollar per
dyes, one
On
valorem.
valorem.
On
blanc fixe,
enamelled white,
lime white, and all combiwhite, lime
satin white,
white, satin
fixe, enamelled
On blanc
nations
of
barytes
with
acids
or
water,
cents
per pound; on carmine
carmine
three
water,
or
acids
with
nations of barytes
lake, dry
dry or
liquid, thirty-five
thirty-five per
valorem; on French green,
ad valorem;
centum ad
per centum
or liquid,
lake,
Paris
mineral green,
green, mineral
blue, and
and Prussian blue, dry or moist,
mineral blue,
green, mineral
Paris green,
valorem.
ad
thirty per centum
Almonds.
On almonds,
six cents
per pound;
pound; shelled, ten cents per pound.
cents per
almonds, six
On
Almonds.
Manufactures
On
articles
.not
otherwise
provided
German
provided for, made of gold, silver, German
otherwise
articles-not
On
Manufactures
component
of
silver, silver,
silver, or
or platina,
which either
either of these metals shall be a
acomponent
of which
or of
platina, or
or silver,
gold or
of gold
part, forty
per centum
centum ad volorem.
forty per
part,
Antimony.
On
and regulus
regulus of antimony,
antimony, ten per centum ad
crude, and
antimony, crude,
On antimony,
Antimony.
valorum.
valorum.
Opium.
On opium,
dollars and fifty cents per pound.
two dollars
opium, two
On
Opium.
On
prepared for
for smoking,
smoking, and
and the
extract of opioum, one hunthe extract
opium prepared
On opium
dred
valorem.
centum ad valorem.
dred per centum
Morphine.
On
its salts,
salts, two dollars and fifty cents per ounce.
and its
morphine and
On morphine
Morphine.
Arrowroot, &c.
On arrowroot,
centum ad valorem.
thirty per centum
arrowroot, thirty
&c. On
Arrowroot,
On brimstone, crude, six dollars per ton.
&c.
Drugs, &c.
On brimstone,
in rolls,
rolls, or refined, ten dollars per ton.
brimstone, in
On
On castor
beans or
bushel of
of' fifty
fifty pounds, sixty cents.
per bushel
seeds per
or seeds
castor beans
On
five
On chicory
chicory root,
cents per
per pound; ground, burnt, or prepared, five
four cents
root, four
On
cents
per
pound.
cents per pound.
On
twenty cents per pound.
cassia, twenty
On cassia,
twenty-five cents
On
buds and
cents per pound.
pound.
ground cassia, twenty-five
and ground
cassia buds
On cassia
On
thirty cents per pound.
cinnamon, thirty
On cinnamon,
On chloroform,
one dollar per pound.
chloroform, one
On
On collodion
collodion and
of all
all kinds,
otherwise provided for, and
kinds, not otherwise
ethers of
and ethers
On
etherial
preparations or
or extracts,
extracts, fluid, one dollar per pound.
etherial preparations
On
cologne water
water and
perfumery, of
alcohol forms the prinwhich alcohol
of which
other perfumery,
and other
On cologne
cent. ad valorem.
per
cipal
ingredient,
three
dollars
per
gallon,
and
fifty
per
dollars
three
cipal ingredient,
On
cloves, twenty
cents per
per pound;
on clove stems, ten cents per pound.
pound; on
twenty cents
On cloves,
Cloves.
On
fusel oil,
alcohol, two dollars per gallon.
gallon.
oil, or amylic alcohol,
On fusel
Cloves.
On Hoffman's
anodyne and
and spirits
spirits of
nitric ether, fifty cents per pound.
of nitric
Hoffman's anodyne
On
On bristles,
fifteen cents
cents per
per pound;
pound; on hogs'
hogs' hair, one cent per pound;
pound;
bristles, fifteen
On
per
cent
Bristles.
on
Istle,
or
Tampico
fibre,
one
pound.
fibre,
Tampico
or
Istle,
on
Bristles.
On brushes
brushes of
all kinds,
forty per
per centum ad valorem.
kinds, forty
of all
On
On honey,
honey, twenty
twenty cents per gallon.
On
Lead.
On
lead, white
or red,
dry or
ground in
in oil, three cents
or ground
litharge, dry
and litharge,
red, and
white or
On lead,
Lead.
per
per pound.
On
valorem.
percussion caps, forty per centum ad valorem.
On percussion
Lemons.
On
lemons, oranges,
cocoa-nuts, and fruits prepine-apples, plantains, cocoa-nuts,
oranges, pine-apples,
On lemons,
Lemons.
served in
own juice,
juice, and
and fruit
fruit juice, twenty-five per centum ad
their own
in their
served
valorem.
valorem.
in
licorice root, two cents per pound; on licorice paste or licorice in
On licorice
rolls,
rolls, ten cents per pound.
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On
nutmegs, fifty
fifty cents
cents per
pound.
On nutmegs,
per pound.
On mace,
mace, forty cents
cents per pound.
On
croton, one dollar per pound; olive,
olive, in flasks
flasks or
or bottles, and
On oils, croton,
salad, one
one dollar
per gallon;
gallon; castor,
castor, one
dollar per
per gallon;
two
gallon; cloves,
cloves, two
one dollar
salad,
dollar per
dollars per
cognac or
or cenanthic
cenanthic ether,
dollars
per pound;
pound; cognac
ether, four
four dollars
dollars per
per ounce.
ounce.
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Oils.
Oils.

a
On peanuts, or ground beans, one cent per pound; shelled, one and a
half
pound.
cents per pound.
half cents
walnuts, of all kinds, three
On filberts and walnuts,
three cents per
per pound.
On petroleum
gallon. On
Petroleum and
a
.
nd
On .Petroleum
oil, crude,
crude, ten
ten cents per gallon.
petroleum and coal illuminating
illuminating oil,
On
illuminating oils.
illuminating oil, and
benzine, and
refined or produced
produced from
from illuminating oils.
illuminating
and naphtha, benzine,
and benzole,
benzole, refined
distillation of coal, asphaltum,
asphaltum, shale,
shale, peat,
or rock-oil,
rock-oil, or
or Post,
Post, p.
the distillation
peat, petroleum,
petroleum, or
p. 493.
other bituminous
substances used
used for
for like
purposes, thirty
thirty cents
cents per
gallon.
other
bituminous substances
like purposes,
per gallon.
On
cayenne pepper,
white, and red or cayenne
pepper, fifteen
fifteen cents
cents Pepper.
On pimento, and black, white,
per pound;
pound; on
ground pimento
and pepper
of all
all kinds,
kinds, eighteen
pimento and
pepper of
eighteen cents
cents
per
on ground
per pound.
per
pound.
On
gallon.
On spirits of turpentine,
turpentine, thirty
thirty cents
cents per gallon.
On
sulphur, flour
flour of,
of, twenty
twenty dollars
dollars per
ton and
and fifteen
per cent.
ad valorem.
valorem.
On sulphur,
per ton
fifteen per
cent. ad
On tannin
pound; on
one
acid, one
On
tannin,'and
and tannic
tannic acid,
acid, two
two dollars
dollars per
per pound;
on gallic
gallic acid,
pound.
fifty cents
cents per pound.
dollar and
and fifty
On santonine,
santonine, five dollars per pound.
pound.
cents per one Salt.
barrels, and
and other packages,
packages, twenty-four
twenty-four cents
On salt in
in sacks, barrels,
hundred
pounds. On
On salt in bulk, eighteen
eighteen cents
cents per one hundred
hundred pounds.
pounds.
hundred pounds.
On
[saltpetre,] two
two and
and one half
half cents
cents per pound.
On crude saltpeter,
saltpeter, [saltpetre,]
On strychnine
salts, one
one dollar
half per
per ounce.
On
strychnine and
and its
its salts,
dollar and
and one
one half
ounce.
On
taggar's iron,
centum ad valorem.
per centum
valorem.
On taggar's
iron, thirty per
On vinegar, ten cents
cents per
per gallon.
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
On watches, gold or silver, twenty-five
twenty-five per centum
On wood pencils, filled with lead or other material's,
materials, fifty cents per gross,
and in addition
valorem.
addition thereto thirty per centum
centum ad valorem.
On
cock, and other ornamental feathers, crude or not
On ostrich,
ostrich, vulture, cock,
dressed, colored
manufactured, twenty-five
valorem;;
dressed,
colored or
or manufactured,
twenty-five per centum ad valorem
manufactured, fifty per centum
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
when dressed,
dressed, colored,
colored, or
or manufactured,
On playing-cards,
playing-cards, costing not over twenty-five
twenty-five cents per pack, twentytwenty-five cents per pack, thirty-five
thirty-five
cents per pack; costing
costing over twenty-five
five cents
cents per pack.
S
EC. 12. And
it further
farther enacted,
SEC.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That on
on and after the day and year
a duty of fifty per ad
duty
aforesaid there shall be levied, collected,
collected, and paid a
adFvalorem
v
ift
a r
P
e
e
m
re
d
e
u
lit
t
;
importation of
articles hereinafter
on, &c.
&o.
centum ad
ad valorem
valorem on
on the
the importation
of the articles
hereinafter mentioned
mentioned on,
section, that
that is
is to
to say: -—
and embraced
embraced in this section,
Anchovies
preserved in oil
Anchovies and sardines,
sardines, preserved
oil or otherwise.
Artificial and
feathers and flowers, or parts thereof, of whatArtificial
and ornamental
ornamental feathers
composed, not otherwise
otherwise provided for, beads and bead ornaever material
material composed,
ments.
Billiard-chalk.
Billiard-chalk.
Ginger, preserved
preserved or pickled.
Ginger,
Ivory or bone dice, draughts, chess-men,
chess-men, chess-balls, and bagatelle-balls.
bagatelle-balls.
Jellies
Jellies of all
all kinds.
On
women's,
On kid or other
other leather
leather gloves of all descriptions,
descriptions, for men's, women's,
or children's
children's wear.
children.
On wooden and other toys for children.
S
EC. 13.
SEC.
13.' -And
And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That on
on and
and after the day
day and
and
heretofore imposed by law on the
year aforesaid,
aforesaid, in lieu of the duties
duties heretofore
on
articles hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned, there shall be levied, collected,
collected, and paid on
merchandise enumerated
enumerated and provided
provided for in this
the goods,
goods, wares, and merchandise
section, imported from foreign
of
section,
foreign countries, the
the following
following duties
duties and rates of
duty, that is to say
say::-—
On
periodicals, pamphlets,
unbound, and
and Books, &c.
&c.
On books, periodicals,
pamphlets, blank
blank books,
books, bound
bound or
or unbound,
all printed matter, engravings,
engravings, bound
bound or unbound, illustrated books
books and
papers, and maps and charts, twenty-five
twenty-five per centum ad valorem.
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On cork,
bark or
centum ad valorem.
per centum
thirty per
unmanufactured, thirty
wood, unmanufactured,
or wood,
cork, bark
On
valorem.
On corks,
and cork
cork bark
fifty per centum
centum ad valorem.
manufactured, fifty
bark manufactured,
corks, and
On
On hatters'
hatters' furs,
furs, not
not on
the skin,
skin, and
and dressed
furs on the skin, twenty
dressed furs
on the
On
per centum
on the
the skin,
ad
ten per cent. ad
undressed, ten
skin, undressed,
Furs on
valorem. Furs
ad valorem.
centum ad
per
valorem.
valorem.
On fire-crackers,
fire-crackers, one
one dollar
dollar per
of forty
exceeding
packs, not exceeding
forty packs,
box of
per box
On
eighty
in the
the same
proportion for any greater
greater numsame proportion
and in
pack, and
each pack,
to each
eighty to
ber.
ber.
On gutta-percha,
forty per
per centum
centum ad valorem.
manufactured, forty
gutta-percha, manufactured,
On
Gunpowder.
On gunpowder
gunpowder and
and all
all explosive
substances used
used for mining,
mining, blasting,
explosive substances
On
Gunpowder.
artillery,
or sporting
sporting purposes,
purposes, when
when valued
cents or less per
per
twenty cents
at twenty
valued at
artillery, or
pound,
cents per
pound, and
per
addition thereto twenty per
and in addition
per pound,
six cents
of six
duty of
pound, aaduty
centum
valorem; valued
valued above
twenty cents
cents per
per pound,
ten
pound, aaduty of ten
above twenty
ad valorem;
centum ad
valorem.
cents
per
pound,
and
in
addition
thereto
per
centum
ad
valorem.
twenty
thereto
addition
in
and
pound,
per
cents
Marble.
On
marble, white
white statuary,
statuary, brocatella,
sienna, and
verdantique, in block,
and verdantique,
brocatella, sienna,
On marble,
Marble.
Post, p. 493.
rough
or
squared,
one
dollar
per
cubic
foot,
and
in
addition
thereto twentyaddition
in
and
foot,
cubic
per
dollar
one
squared,
or
rough
Post, p 493.
other
five per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem. On veined marble and marble of all other
five
descriptions, not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
squared, fifty
fifty
block, rough or squared,
in block,
for, in
descriptions,
cents
per cubic
cubic foot,
and in
in addition
thereto twenty
twenty per centum ad
addition thereto
foot, and
cents per
valorem.
valorem.
Mineral
waters.
On mineral
mineral or
medicinal waters,
waters from springs impregnated
waters, or waters
or medicinal
On
Mineralwaters.
with
for each
each bottle
containing not more than one quart,
quart,
jug containing
bottle or jug
minerals, for
with minerals,
three
addition thereto
twenty-five per centum
centum ad valorem;
valorem ;
thereto twenty-five
in addition
and in
cents, and
three cents,
containing more
than one
three cents
each additional
additional quart,
for each
cents for
quart, three
one quart,
more than
containing
or fractional
fractional part
part thereof,
twenty-five per centum
centum
addition thereto twenty-five
in addition
and in
thereof, and
or
ad valorem.
valorem.
ad
On
fans $one cent each.
palm-leaf fans,
On palm-leaf
Pipes, &c.
On pipes,
common or
or white,
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
per centum
thirty-five per
white, thirty-five
clay, common
pipes, clay,
On
&c.
Pipes,
On meerschaum,
tobacco-smoking
and all other tobacco-smoking
lava, and
porcelain, lava,
wood, porcelain,
meerschaum, wood,
On
pipes and
and pipe-bowls,
pipe-bowls, not
herein otherwise
for, one dollar and
provided for,
otherwise' provided
not herein
pipes
fifty cents
cents per
per gross,
in addition
addition thereto seventy-five
seventy-five per centum ad
and in
gross, and
fifty
valorem.
valorem.
On pipe-cases,
mouthpieces, and metallic mountings
tips, mouthpieces,
pipe-stems, tips,
pipe-cases, pipe-stems,
On
for
pipes, and
all parts
parts of
pipes or
fixtures, and
and all smoker's
smoker's articles,
pipe fixtures,
or pipe
of pipes
and all
for pipes,
seventy-five
centum ad valorem.
per centum
seventy-five per
On
pen-tips and
pen-holders, or
centum
thirty-five per centum
thereof, thirty-five
parts thereof,
6r parts
and pen-holders,
On pen-tips
valorem.
ad valorem.
On
metallic, ten
cents per
per gross,
gross, and in
addition thereto
thereto twentyin addition
ten cents
pens, metallic,
On pens,
centum ad valorem.
five per centum
of
Soap.
On
soap, fancy,
perfumed, honey,
transparent, and all descriptions of
honey, transparent,
fancy, perfumed,
On soap,
Soap.
toilet and
and shaving
soap, ten
addition thereto
ten cents per pound, and in addition
shaving soap,
toilet
twenty-five
centum ad valorem.
twenty-five per centum
On all
all soap
otherwise provided
provided for, one cent per pound, and in adnot otherwise
soap not
On
dition
valorem.
thereto thirty per centum ad valorem.
dition thereto
On
starch, made
of potatoes
or corn,
corn, one
twenty
one cent per pound, and twenty
potatoes or
made of
On starch,
per
valorem.
centum ad valorem.
per centum
On
made of
rice, or
material, three cents per pound,
other material,
any other
or any
of rice,
starch, made
On starch,
and twenty
per centum
ad valorem.
centum ad
twenty per
and
On
cleaned, two
two and
half cents
uncleaned, two
cents per pound; on uncleaned,
and aa half
rice, cleaned,
On rice,
cents per pound.
On
cent and aahalf
half per pound.
one cent
paddy, one
On paddy,
SEC. 14.
And be
be it
That on the entry of any vessel,
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
14. And
SEC.
Decision
of
or of
any goods,
goods, wares,
wares, or
or merchandise,
merchandise, the decision of the collector
collector of
of
of any
or
Decision of
of
and
rate
the
to
as
entry,
and
importation
of
port
the
at
duty to be
to
customs
importation
as to the rate and amount
amount of
as final
collector
,
tonnage of such vessel or on such goods, wares,
unless written
written
duties to
to be
be paid
wares,
on the tonnage
paid on
duties
unless
objections
or merchandise,
merchandise, and
dutiable costs and charges thereon, shall be final
and the dutiable
or
are
objections are
given
given
owner,
days. in ten
and conclusive
against all
interested therein,
therein, unless
unless the owner,
persons interested
all persons
conclusive against
and
days.ten
master, commander,
commander, or
consignee of
the case of duties levied
in the
vessel, in
such vessel,
of such
or consignee
master,
on
tonnage, or
the owner,
owner, importer,
importer, consignee,
agent of the merchanmerchanconsignee, or agent
or the
on tonnage,
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Decision
of ColColdise, in
in the
duties levied
levied on
on goods,
wares, or
or merchandise,
or the
Decision of
merchandise, or
the lector
case of
of duties
goods, wares,
dise,
the case
to be
be final
final
lector to
costs
and charges
within
ten
days
after
the
ascertainment
costs and
charges thereon,
thereon, shall,
shall, within ten days after the ascertainment unless
unless apeal
appeal is
and
the duties
by the
proper officers
of the
Secreto Secreand liquidation
liquidation of
of the
duties by
the proper
officers of
the customs,
customs, as
as well
well made
made to
of Treasury
Treasury
in cases of merchandise
tav of
merchandise entered in bond, as for consumption, give notice tary
thirty
within thirty
d
o within
in writing
collector on
entry, if
with his
his decision,
decision, days,
in
writing to
to the
the collector
on each
each entry,
if dissatisfied
dissatisfied with
days,
setting
forth therein,
distinctly and
grounds of
of his
his objecsetting forth
therein, distinctly
and specifically,
specifically, the
the grounds
objection
shall within
within thirty
days after
the date
date of
of such
such ascertaintion thereto,
thereto, and
and shall
thirty days
after the
ascertainment
liquidation, appeal therefrom
therefrom to the Secretary
Secretary of
ment and
and liquidation,
of the Treasury,
Treasury,
whose decision
decision on
shall be
final and
and conclusive;
conclusive; and
and such
whose
on such
such appeal
appeal shall
be final
such
vessel,
wares, or
merchandise, or
or costs
costs and
and charges,
charges, shall
vessel, goods,
goods, wares,
or merchandise,
shall be
be liable
liable
contrary notwithstanding,
to duty accordingly,
accordingly, any
any act
act of congress
congress to the
the contrary
notwithstanding,
unless suit
shall be
brought within
within ninety
ninety days
days after
unless
suit shall
be brought
after the
the decision
decision of
of the
the and suit
suit
within
Secretary
Treasury on
Secretary of the Treasury
on such appeal
appeal for
for any duties which
which shall have
have brought
brought within
ninety days after
been
paid before
before the
the date
such decision
decision on
on such
such nedason
been paid
date of
of such
on such
such vessel,
vessel, or
or on
decision of
of SecreSecregoods,
wares, or
or merchandise,
costs or
or charges,
charges, or
ninety days
goods, wares,
merchandise, or
or costs
or within
within ninety
days tary.
after
payment of
paid after
after the
the secretary.
after the
the payment
of duties
duties paid
the decision
decision of
of the
secretary.
Suit
to be
be
Suit not
not to
And no suit shall be maintained
maintained in any court for the recovery of any
maintained unmaintained
duties
alleged to
to have
erroneously or
de- less
duties alleged
have been
been erroneously
or illegally
illegally exacted,
exacted, until
until the
the de&c.
less, &c.
cision
of the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
been first
had on
on such
cision of
the Secretary
Secretary of
shall have
have been
first had
such
appeal,
unless said
of the
secretary shall
shall be
delayed more
appeal, unless
said decision
decision of
the secretary
be delayed
more than
than
ninety
ninety days from
from the
the date
date of such appeal
appeal in case
case of an
an entry at
at any port
port
east
more than
east of
of the
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains,
Mountains, or
or more
than five
five months
months in case of an entry
entry
west of those mountains.
S
EC. 16.
it further
enacted, That
the decision
decision of
SEC.
15. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
That the
of the
the respective
respective
collectors of
as to
all fees,
charges, and
of whatever
collectors
of customs
customs as
to all
fees, charges,
and exactions
exactions of
whatever

Decision
of colDecision of
collectors as to other
ctors
astote
other
matters to be
final, unless, &c.
&c.

character, other
those mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the next
character,
other than
than those
next preceding
preceding section,
section,
by them,
or by
by any
any of
of the
the officers
claimed by
them, or
officers under
under them,
them, in
in the
the performance
performance
of their official duty, shall be final and conclusive
conclusive against
against all persons interested in
in such
charges, or
or exactions,
exactions, unless
unless the
the like
ested
such fees,
fees, charges,
like notice
notice that
that an
an
appeal will be taken from such decision
decision to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
shall
and
shall be
be given
given within
within ten days
days from the
the making of
of such decision,
decision, and
actually be
1)e taken
unless such
such appeal
appeal shall actually
taken within
within thirty days from the
making
of such
decision; and
and the
the decision
decision of
the Secretary
of the
Treasmaking of
such decision;
of the
Secretary of
the Treasury
appealed, unless
unless
ury shall
shall be final and
and conclusive
conclusive upon the
the matter
matter so appealed,
brought for the recovery
recovery of such fees,
charges, or
suit shall be
be brought
fees, charges,
or exactions,
provided for in the n'ext
preceding section
within the period as provided
next preceding
section in
in regard
regard
to
for the
the recovery
recovery
to duties. And no suit
suit shall
shall be maintained
maintained in
in any
any court
court for
of
such fees,
costs, and
charges, alleged
alleged to
to have
been erroneously
erroneously or
of any
any such
fees, costs,
and charges,
have been
or
illegally exacted,
Secretary of the Treasury
TreaAury shall
exacted, until
until the decision
decision of the Secretary
have been first had on such appeal, unless such decision of
Secretary
of the Secretary
shall be
more than
days from
of such
in
shall
be delayed
delayed more
than ninety
ninety days
from the
the date
date of
such appeal
appeal in
of the
Mountains, nor
nor more
case of
of an
an entry
entry at
at any
any port
port east
east of
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains,
more than
than
west of
of those
five months
months in case of
of an entry
entry west
those mountains.
mountains.
Sac.
further enacted,
whenever it
it shall
shall be
shown
Secretary of
SEC. 16. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That whenever
be shown
Treasury to
to reto
satisfaction of
of the
Secretary of
that, in
case of
of Treasury
of the
the Treasury
Treasury that,
in any
any case
reto the
the satisfaction
the Secretary
unascertained
or duties
duties or
or other
other moneys
moneys paid
paid under
protest and
unascertained duties,
duties, or
under protest
and apappeal,
hereinbefore provided,
peal, as hereinbefore
provided, more money has been paid to the collector,
or
acting as
as such,
law requires
requires should
been paid,
it
or person
person acting
such, than
than the
the law
should have
have been
paid, it
the Treasury
Treasury to
shall be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
to draw
draw his
his warrant
warrant
upon
favor of
of the
the person
person or
to the
the overupon the
the treasurer
treasurer in
in favor
or persons
persons entitled
entitled to
overtreasurer to
the same
same out
of any
any money
money
payment, directing
directing the
the said treasurer
to refund the
out of
in
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
in the
the treasury
appropriated.
Sac. 17.
further enacted,
That a
adiscriminating
Sac.
17. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
discriminating duty
duty of
of ten
ten
per centum
centum ad
law, shall
shall be
be
per
ad valorem, in addition to the duties imposed by law,
levied, collected,
collected, and
paid on
on all
goods, wares,
on
levied,
and paid
all goods,
wares, and
and merchandise
merchandise which,
which, on
shall be
imported in
in ships
ships or
or
and after the
the day
day this
this act
act shall take
take effect,
effect, shall
be imported
vessels
not of
States: Provided,
That this
vessels not
of the
the United
United States:
Provided, That
this discriminating
discriminating duty
duty
shall not apply to goods, wares, and merchandise
shall
merchandise which shall be imported,
on
on and after
after the
the day
day this
this act
act takes effect, in ships or vessels
vessels not of the
the

fund
money paid
paid
fund money
in excess
excess of
in
of

duties.
duties.

Discriminating
Discriminating
duty
.
of ten
per
dutyof
ten per
cent. on
on goods
goods
cent,
imported
forimported in
in foreign vessels.
Proviso.
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United
treaty or
or any
act or
acts of
of congress, to be
or acts
any act
by treaty
entitled, by
States, entitled,
United States,
entered in
the United
on payment
payment of
the same duties
of the
States on
United States
of the
ports of
the ports
in the
entered
as
goods, wares,
imported in ships
merchandise imported
and merchandise
wares, and
on goods,
paid on
be paid
then be
shall then
as shall

or vessels
of the
the United States.
vessels of
or
and
Ten per
SEC. 18.
And be
enacted, That on and after the day and
further enacted,
it further
be it
18. And
SEC.
cent.
per cent.
Ten
additional on
on
additional
on
paid
y
effect there
there shall
be le
vied, collected,
aid on
collected, and p
levied,
shall be
take effect
shall take
act shall
this act
goods
grown
year this
east year
grown
goods
produce of countries
of Cape of
Good all
all goods,
of the
growth or produce
the growth
merchandise of
and merchandise
wares, and
goods, wares,
Cape of Good
of
cotton,) when imported from
Hope, imported,
of the
tlae Cape
Hope, (except
(except raw cotton,)
from
Good Hope,
of Good
Cape of
east of
imported, east
Hope,
&c.Post, p. 493.
valorem,
ad
places west
west of
of the
the Cape
Cape of
Good Hope,
Hope, aaduty
of
ten
per centum
valorem,
centum
per
ten
of
duty
Good
of
Post, p 493. places
in
to the
the duties
imposed on
such articles
imported diarticles when imported
any such
on any
duties imposed
addition to
in addition
rectly from
growth or
production: Provided,
Provided,
or production:
their growth
of their
places of
or places
place or
the place
rectly from the
five,
Repeal
of
That
section
three
of
the
act
approved
August
eighteen
hundred
and
August
approved
act
the
of
three
section
That
Repl f
1.861,
ch. 45, §3. sixty-one,
to provide
provide increased
revenue from imports,
increased revenue
act to
"An act
entitled "An
45 §3. sixty-one, entitled
861Ph.
and section
purposes,"
for other
and for
293.
A;x1.
1
.
3
6
3
2Vi .to pay interest on the public
public debt,
debt, and
othe r p
ur p
oses," and section
Vol.xii. 1p.
and sixtyJuly fourteen,
approved July
Vol. xii.
p: 557. fourteen
fourteen of the act approved
fourteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtych. 1614
1862,
on
duties
of
the
temporarily
two,
entitled
"
An
act
increasing
temporarily
rates
on imimincreasing
act
"An
entitled
two,
.
ports,
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," be,
are hereby,
repealed.
hereby, repealed.
same are
the same
and the
be, and
and for
ports, and
meGoode in
in store
store
S
EC. 19.
19. And
be it
further enacted,
That all goods, wares, and metenacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
Goods
the
on the
and
bondduty
subject chandise
ch
an di se w
hi ch may b
public stores or bonded warehouses
warehouses on
the public
inn the
bee i
which
subject
and bond
other duty
to what duty..
no other
subjected to
day and year this act shall take effect shall be
be subjected
to no
duty
to what
upon the
entry thereof
thereof for
consumption than
same were imported rethe same
if the
than if
for consumption
the entry
upon
spectively after
after that
day, and
and so
so much
the act
August sixth,
sixth, eighteen
eighteen
of August
act of
of the
much of
that day,
spectively
fire-cracksale
the
1846, ch. 84.
hundred
and
forty-six,
or
any
other
act,
as
requires
of
fire-crackrequires
as
act,
other
any
or
forty-six,
and
hundred
1846, ch. 84.
repealed.
is hereby
warehouse, is
Vol '
ix
P' 54.
54 ' ers,
prohibits their deposit in bonded warehouse,
hereby repealed.
er, or prohibits
ix.'p.
Vol.
" to inResolution of
SEc.
it further
joint resolution "
the joint
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
20. And
SEC. 20.
of
Resolution
twenty-ninth,
approved
April
29
to130
take
crease
temporarily
the
duties
on
imports,"
'approved
April
twenty-ninth,
imports,"
on
duties
the
temporarily
April 29 totake crease
effect Apri.
taken effect
eighteen hundred
effect
sixty-four,, shall not be deemed to have taken
and sixty-four
hundred and
fect April30. eighteen
sixty-four,
hundred
until
after
the
thirtieth
day
of
April,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-four,
eighteen
April,
of
day
thirtieth
the
until after
day of
Pub. Res. No.27.
No. 27. and
be and
and remain
remain in
in force
including the thirtieth day
of
force until and including
shall be
and shall
Pub.Res.
duties which
Post, p.
June,
which shall
shall have
have
June, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and any duties
p 405.
Post,
shall
been
exacted and
contrary to the provisions of this section,
section, shall
received, contrary
and received,
been exacted
be
refunded by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
by the
be refunded
SEC. 21.
21. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That,
one
during the period of one
That, during
And be
SEC.
United
the United
imported into
be
there
this
of
Certain
mayear
from
the
passage
act,
may
into the
passage
the
year from
Certain mamay be States, free of duty, any machinery designed for and adapted to
chinery may
manuthe manuadapted to the
free
duty, &c.. States, free of duty, any machinery designed for and
ofdu,
free of
facture of
of woven
woven fabrics
fabrics from
the fibre
fibre of
flax or
including all the
or hemp, including
of flax
from the
facture
p. 494.
Post, p.
Post,
preliminary
processes requisite
therefor; and that steam
steam agricultural
requisite therefor;
preliminary processes
machinery
be imported free
free from duty for one
one year
year
may be
implements may
and implements
machinery and
act.
this
from
the passage of
from the
SEC. 22.
22. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That all acts and parts of acts
itfurther
be it
SEC.
Repealirig
Repealing
clause.
repugnant
to
the
provisions
of
this
act
and the same
same are hereby,
hereby, react be, and
this
of
provisions
the
to
repugnant
clause.
pealed: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the existing
existing laws shall extend to and be in force
pealed:
Laws
for the
the collection
collection of
the duties
duties imposed by this act for the prosecution and
of the
col- for
for colLaws for
distribution,
recovery, collection,
offences,
of
lection
of
duties,
punishment
all
offences,
and for the recovery,
collection ,d
i
s
tribution,
punishment
ofduties,
lection
Sio.,to be
in force.
and remission
forfeitures, as fully and effectueffectupenalties, and forfeitures,
fines, penalties,
all fines,
of all
remission of
and
ally
if every
every regulation,
regulation, penalty,
provision, clause, matter,
penalty, forfeiture, provision,
as if
ally as
and
existing laws contained, had been inserted
the existing
in the
effect in
that effect
to that
thing to
and thing
further, That the duties
in
reenacted by
by this
this act: And provided, further,
and reenacted
in and
Duties on
upon
all
goods,
wares,
and
merchandise
imported
from foreign countries
imported
merchandise
upon all goods, wares, and
Duties on
according
goods
not by
pro- is not
not provided
provided for
they were,
were, according
for in this act shall' be and remain as they
progoods not
vided for
th
and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
act.ed for by this to
twenty-ninth of April, eighteen
existing laws prior to the twenty-ninth
to existing
sixty-four.
sixty-four.
and
day
after the
enacted, That, on and after
Importer,
at
SEc.
23. And
be it
the da
y and
it further enacted,
And be
SEC. 23.
at
mporter,
owner,
the
lawful
entry of
goods,
year
this
act
shall
take
effect,
it
shall
be
lawful
for
consignee,
be
shall
it
effect,
take
entry of goods, year this act shall
may
their or
or agent
agent of
of any
any goods,
goods, wares,
wares, or merchandise
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dred and
and ninety-nine,
to regulate
regulate the
collection of
the collection
of duties
duties
act to
entitled "
" An
An act
dred
ninety-nine, entitled
on imports
and tonnage,"
tonnage," and
and not
not afterwards,
afterwards, to
make such
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the
addition in
in the
to make
imports and
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entry to
to the
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as, in
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his opinion,
in the
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invoice as,
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value given
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the cost
cost or
entry
raise
to the
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wares, and
mergoods, wares,
and merof such
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market-value of
the same
same to
the true
raise the
chandise in
in the
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of the
they shall
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have
whence they
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country whence
principal markets
chandise
been
imported, and
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costs and
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exwhich, under
under exthereto all
all costs
been imported,
isting
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form part
part of
at the
where the
the same
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value at
the port
port where
of the
the true
true value
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isting laws,
may
upon which
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assessed. And
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may be
be entered,
entered, upon
which the
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duties should
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collector, within
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Collector to
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to cause
value of
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entered, to
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or entered,
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to be
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of existing
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imposed by
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there
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entry,
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rem
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such appraised
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Provided, That
That the duty shall not be Proviso.
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an amount
or entered
entered value,
less than
than the
the invoice
invoice or
value, any
any law
law
assessed
upon an
amount less
of
further,
notwithstanding: And provided, further,
of congress
congress to
to the contrary notwithstanding:
Repeal of
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That, on and after the day and year aforesaid,
aforesaid, the eighth section of the Repeal
1346, ch. '74, §8.
act entitled
entitled "
An act
the duty
duty on
act
" An
act reducing
reducing the
on imports,
imports, and
and for
for other
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poses," approved
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
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act
hundred and
forty-six, and
and the
the act
poses,"
approved July
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1857, ch. 101.
amendatory thereof,
approved March
March three,
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amendatory
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xi p.
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Vol. xi.
seven, be,
repealed.
seven,
be, and
and the
the same
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hereby, repealed.
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EC. 24. And
it further
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be it
further enacted, That
That in
in determining
determining the
the valuaSEC.
And be
shipon shipgoods on
tion of goods imported into the United States from foreign countries, ex- goods
board at last
hereinbefore provided,
upon which
which duties
duties imposed
by any
existing place of shipment
cept as hereinbefore
provided, upon
imposed by
any existing
shipment
dutiable
laws are
are to be assessed,
assessed, the actual value of such goods on shipboard
shipboard at to be dutiable
value.
shipment to
to the
the United
United States shall be
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deemed the
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place of
of shipment
Value,
Value, how
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manufacture, whether by
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the place of
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production, or manufacture,
made to
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or water,
water, to the
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vessel in
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to the United
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value of the
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of any kind,
kind, in
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contained, commission
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commission at
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rate, in no
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all export
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and one
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half per
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and all
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with all
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or incurred
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paid or
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for placing
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and all
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for the
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by the
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Secretary
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of the
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of the
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authorized by
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of bonds
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loan,
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denomination not less
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redeemable
and when
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from date,
date, or,
expedient, redeemable
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years from
three years
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the said
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on the
terms that
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How
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be such
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How far
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as United States
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legal tender
shall be
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United States
at their
their face
face value,
interest, or
to any
any creditor
creditor
United
States at
value, excluding
excluding interest,
or to
willing to
them at
par, including
interest; and
at par,
including interest;
and any
any treasury
treasury notes
notes
willing
to receive
receive them
Treasury notes
issued' under
under the
of this
this act
made convertible,
convertible, at
the Treasury
authority of
act may
may be
be made
at the
notes
issued
the authority
be
c
onvertible
to
b
o,d
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
the Treasury,
any bonds
convertible
bonds issued unun- into
to
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, into
into any
discretion
in tbe
bonds.
der the
authority of
of this
act.
And
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury may
may
der
the authority
this act.
And the
Secretary of
of the
redeem and
and cause
to be
and destroyed
destroyed any
any treasury
treasury notes
notes or
redeem
cause to
be cancelled
cancelled and
or
United
notes heretofore
issued under
under authority
of previous
previous acts
acts
United States
States -notes
heretofore issued
authority of
be substisubstiof
congress, and
lieu thereof,
amount of
of congress,
and substitute,
substitute, in
in lieu
thereof, an
an equal
equal amount
of treasury
treasury May
M,;1be
tuted for notes of
notes such
such as
are authorized
this act,
act, or
or of
other United
notes
as are
authorized by
by this
of other
United States
States notes:
notes: previous issues.
issoess
Amount of
of
Provided,
Provided, That the total
total amount
amount of bonds
bonds and
and treasury
treasury notes
notes authorized
authorized Amount
bonds
and
notes
by
second sections
not exceed four hundred
hundred not
bonds
and
notes
sections of this
this act shall
shall not
by the first
first and second
not
to
exceed
to exceed
millions
amounts heretofore
heretofore issued;
issued; nor
millions of
of dollars, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the amounts
nor shall
shall $400,000,000;
$400,000,000;
notes not
to
the
exceed of
of notes
not to
of United
United States
States notes,
notes, issued
issued or
or to
to be
be issued,
issued, ever exceed
the total amount of
&e.
four
dollars, and
and such
such additional
additional sum,
sum, not
not exceeding
exceeding exceed,
exceed, &c.
four hundred
hundred millions
millions of
of dollars,
fifty
of dollars,
as May
be temporarily
temporarily required
required for
for the
redempfifty millions
millions of
dollars, as
may be
the redemption
treasury note bearing interest, is- Interest-bearInterest-beartemporary loan;
loan; nor shall
shall any treasury
tion of temporary
ing
notes not
to
not to
ing notes
sued
act, be
be a
payment or
or redemption
redemption of
of any
sued under
under this
this act,
a legal
legal tender
tender in
in payment
any be
ibe tender for rereof cirdrnotes
any. bank, banking
banking association,
association, or
or banker, calculated
calculated or
or demption
demption of
by anyy
notes issued by

eulation
of banks.
intended
circulate as
money.
culationofbanks.
to circulate
as money.
intended to
of
S
EC. 3.
interest on
Interest of
enacted, That
That the
the interest
on all bonds
bonds herehere- Interest
SEC.
3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
bonds
bonds heretofore
heretofore
tofore
payable annually, may
tofore issued,
issued, payable
may be
be paid
paid semi-annually;
semi-annually; and in
in lieu
lieu issued
iued may
meay be
be
of
Secretary of the
Treasury may
of such
such bonds
bonds authorized
authorized to be
be issued, the
the Secretary
the Treasury
may paid
paid semi-annusemi-annuy
ally.
semi-annually. And he may also
issue bonds bearing interest,
interest, payable semi-annually.
also all .
issue
for, treasury notes heretofore
bearing seven and Bonds
heretofore issued bearing
Bonds may
may be
be
issue in exchange
exchange for
iss
ue
din exissued
three tenths
per centum
three
tenths per
centum interest,
interest, besides
six per
per centum
centum bonds
besides the
the six
bonds heretolereto- chanle
for
even
eil 1
:, (e
i
` xseven
;
three-tenths
fore authorized,
authorized, like bonds of all the denominatiobs
treasury and three-tenths
denominations in which such treasury
notes.
notes have been issued; and the interest on such treasury
treasury notes after notes.
maturity shall be paid in lawful
lawful money, and they may be exchanged
exchanged for
for
such bonds at any time within three months from the date of notice of
of
redemption by the Secretary of the Treasury, after which the interest
interest on
on
of part
part
eepeal of
such treasury
treasury notes shall cease. And so much of the law approved March Repeal
1864, eh. 17, §
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, as
as limits the
the loan
loan authorized
authorized therethere- of
of
18t,
chp.
1. Ante, p. 1.
13.
in
the
in to
to the
the current fiscal
fiscal year, is
is hereby
hereby repealed;
repealed; and
and the
the authority
authority of
of the
Treasury to
and issue
therefor bonds
bonds or
Secretary of the Treasury
to borrow
borrow money
money and
issue therefor
or
notes
eighteen of 1863, cll.
notes conferred
conferred by the
the first section of the act
act of
of March
March third,
third, eighteen
ch. 73,
I.l 0.
hundred
sixty-three, entitled
hundred and
and sixty-three,
entitled "
" An act
act to provide
provide ways
ways and means for
for §Vol.
xii. p. 700.
the support of the government,"
passage of
government," shall cease
cease on and
and after the
the passage
of
this act, except
except so far as it may effect
effect seventy-five
seventy-five millions of
of bonds
already
advertised.
already advertised.
Sac.
enacted, That the
Treasury Secretary
SEC. 4.
4. And
And be it further
further enacted,
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Tr.easury
may rereof United
notes or
or Treasury
Treasur- may
the receipt,
as a
a temporary
temporary loan,
loan, of
may authorize
authorize the
receipt, as
United States
States notes
may
ceive temporary
the notes of national banking
banking associations
associations on deposit for not less than thirty loans.
loan. empo' a ry
days, in
in sums of not
not less
less than
than fifty
fifty dollars
dollars, by
by any of
of the
the assistant
assistant treasurers
depositories designated
purpose, other
other
rers of
of the United
United States, or depositories
designated for that
that purpose,
associations, who
who shall
shall issue certificates
certificates of deposit
deposit Certificates
Certificates of
of
than national
national banking associations,
to be
be isisin such
such form
as the
of the
the Treasury
bearing deposit
deposit
to
Treasury shall
shall prescribe,
prescribe, bearing
the Secretary
Secretary of
in
form as
sued
therefor.
sued therefor.
interest
int,rest not exceeding six per centum annually,
annually, and
and payable at any time When payable,
payable,
and interest.
interest.
after the term of deposit, and after ten days' subsequent
subsequent notice, unless
unless time
tune and
waived by
and notice
notice be waived
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury;
Treasury; and the Secretary
Secretary
Treasury may increase
per
of the Treasury
increase the
the interest on
on deposits at less
less than
than six
six per
centum
to that
notice to
to depositors,
depositors, may
diminish the
or, on
on ten
ten days'
days' notice
may diminish
the
centum to
that rate,
rate, or,
not
rate
interest as
interest may
require; but the aggregate
aggregate of Aggregate
Aggregate not
of interest
as the
the public
public interest
may require;
rate of
to exceed, &e.
such deposits shall not exceed
exceed one hundred and fifty millions of dollars;
dollars; to exceed, &c.
for
Secretary of
Treasury may
reserve for Reserve
Reserve for
of the Treasury
may issue, and
and shall hold
hold in
in reserve
and the
the Secretary
their payment.
payment.
payment
deposits, United States notes not exceeding
exceeding fifty millions their
of such deposits,
payment of
of
including the
the amount
already applied
applied in
amount already
in such
such payment;
payment; and
and
of' dollars,
dollars, including
the
United States
when
States notes, so
so held in
in reserve,
reserve, shall
shall be used only
only when
the United
needed,
for the
the prompt
prompt payment of
of such
such deposits on
on
needed, in his judgment, for
demand,
amount
demand, and
and shall be
be withdrawn
withdrawn and placed again
again in
in reserve
reserve as
as the
the amount
of deposits shall again increase.
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S
EC. 5.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
That the
enacted, That
5. And
SEC.
in
may
issue notes of
fractions of aa dollar as now used
used for currency,
currency, in
of the fractions
may issue
such form, with
such
inscriptions,
and
with
such
safeguards
against
counagainst
such form, with such inscriptions, and with such safeguards
terfeiting, as
best, and
and provide for the engraving
engraving and prepjudge best,
may judge
he may
as he
terfeiting,
and
aration, and
for the
issue of
of the
same, as well as of all other notes and
the same,
the issue
and for
aration,
bonds, and
and other
other obligations,
obligations, and
and shall
make such
regulations for the
such regulations
shall make
bonds,
redemption of
of said
said fractional
fractional notes
mutilated or
or
and other notes when mutilated
notes and
redemption
of debts to
defaced,
and
for
the
receipt
of
said
fractional
notes
in
payment
payment
notes
fractional
said
of
receipt
the
for
defaced, and
the
States, except
except for
for customs,
customs, in
sums, not over five dollars,
in such sums,
United States,
the United
as
appear to
him expedient;
expedient; and
and it
it is hereby
declared that all laws
hereby declared
to him
may appear
as may
and
laws applicable
applicable to
to the
fractional notes
engraved and issued
notes engraved
the fractional
of laws
parts of
and parts
fractional
as
herein authorized,
equally and
with like force to all the fractional
and with
apply equally
authorized, apply
as herein
notes
heretofore authorized,
authorized, whether
whether known as postage currency, or othernotes heretofore
wise, and
postage-stamps issued
issued as
as currency;
currency; but the whole amount of
to postage-stamps
and to
wise,
all descriptions
descriptions of
or stamps
currency,
stamps less than one dollar issued as currency,
notes or
of notes
all
shall
millions of dollars.
exceed fifty millions
not exceed
shall not
Sae. G.
And be
enacted, That the coupon and registered
further enacted,
it further
be it
6. And
SEC.
Coupon and
Coupon
inscriptions as the Secretary
registered bonds,
bonds ; bonds shall
shall be in such form and bear such inscriptiods
registered
to be of what
what
of
the
Treasury
may
direct,
and
shall
be
signed
by the register of the
signed
be
of the Treasury may direct, and shall
form and how
treasury,
signed.
treasury, or for the register, by such person or persons as may be spesigned.
cially designated
that purpose
by the Secretary of the Treasury, and
purpose by
for that
designated for
cially
shall bear,
as evidence
TreasSeal.
of lawful issue, the imprint of the seal of the Treasevidence of
bear, as
shall
Seal.
ury Department,
under the direction
direction of the Secretary of the
made under
be made
to be
Department, to
ury
set apart
especially and
exclusively for that purpose,
and exclusively
apart especially
room set
in aaroom
Treasury, in
Where to be Treasury,
couunder the
the care
of some
some person
person appointed directly
directly by him. And the coumade.
care of
under
made.
pons
.attached to
signature of the
to such bonds shall bear the engraved signature
pons-attached
Coupons.
against
register
of the
the treasury,
such other device or safeguard against
and such
treasury, and
register of
counterfeiting
declared
secretary may approve; and it is hereby declared
the secretary
as the
counterfeiting as
signature of the register,
all bonds
bonds hereto[fo]re
hereto[fo]re issued, bearing the signature
that all
Former bonds that
Former
made
signed also by the
have the same
force effect
the
effect, and validity as if signed
same force,
sn
il a have
shall
valid,
made valid.
erroneously
treasurer,
all bonds
the signature
signature of
of the register, erroneously
bearing the
bonds bearing
and all
treasurer, and
force,
same force,
described
as treasurer
the United
United States, shall have the same
of the
treasurer of
described as
effect, and
if his
official designation
stated;
had been correctly stated;
designation had
his official
as if
validity, as
and validity,
effect,
and
all coupons
engraved signature
signature of the register
register of the
the engraved
bearing the
coupons bearing
and all
treasury in
in office
at the
the time
and
signatures were authorized and
such signatures
when such
time when
office at
treasury
engraved, shall
have full
full force,
force, validity,
validity, and
and effect,
effect, notwithstanding
such
notwithstanding such
shall have
engraved,
office as such,
register may
have subsequently
such, when issued
subsequently ceased to hold office
may have
register
in
signed by or for the sucand signed
authorized and
duly authorized
bonds duly
with bonds
connection with
in connection
cessor
of said
said register.
register. And the treasury
United
treasury notes and United
successors of
or successors
cessor or
States
notes authorized
authorized by
by this
act shall
Secretary
shall be in such form as the Secretary
this act
States notes
signaForm, &c., of of
shall direct,
shall bear
bear the written
written or engraved Cignaand shall
direct, and
Treasury shall
the Treasury
&c., of of the
Form,
treastreasury notes.
tures
of
the
treasurer
of
the
United
States
and
register
of
the
register
the
and
States
United
the
of
treasurer
the
of
tures
treasury notes.
ury,
shall have
have printed
upon them such statements, showing the
printed upon
and shall
ury, and
amount
or accruing
accruing interest and the character of the notes, as
accrued or
of accrued
amount of
a further
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
may prescribe;
prescribe; and shall bear,
bear, as a
further
may
Treasury
the
the Secretary of
evidence of
lawful issue,
issue, the
the imprint
imprint of
Treasury Departthe Treasury
of the
seal of
the seal
of the
of lawful
evidence
ment,
made under
under the
the direction
the Secretary of the Treasury, as
of the
direction of
be made
to be
ment, to

Fractional
curFractional currency may
isbe ismay be
rency
an
sued to an
amount not over
amount
$50,000,000.
$50,000,000.

before
directed.
before directed.
S
EC. 7.
And be
be it
it further
Secretary of the Treasury
enacted, That the Secretary
further enacted,
7. And
SEC.
Registered
bonds may
be
i
s hereby
here by au
th or i
zed to issue, upon such terms and under such regulations
regulations
authorized
is
may be
bonds
coupon. as
i
s
sued for
in exchange
as he may from time to time prescribe,
for coupon.
issued
prescribe, registered
registered bonds
bonds in
exchange for,
for,
be
hereafter be
and
in lieu of,
of, any coupon bonds which have been or may hereafter
and in
to.the
all
similar
be
lawfully
issued;
such
registered
to
in
all
respects
bonds
registered
such
lawfully issued;
registcred bonds
authorizing the issue of the coupon
the acts authorizing
under the
issued under
bonds issued
registered
defaced, or indorsed
mutilated, defaced,
Mutilated, de
bonds offered
exchange. And for all mutilated,
for exchange.
offered for
de-- bonds
Mutilated,
the
faced,
&c., bonds.
bonds. coupon
Secretary of
of the
coupon or other bonds presented to the department, the Secretary
faced,&c.,
Treasury
authorized to
to issue,
regulations as
upon terms and under regulations
issue, upon
is authorized
Treasury is
equivalent
aforesaid, and
substitution therefor, other bonds of like or equivalent
in substitution
and in
aforesaid,
issues.
Registered
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SEC. 8. And be it
Treasury Instructions,
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Instructions,
&O.,
to public
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and required
required to make
make and issue,
issue, from
from time
time to
to time, officers
&c., to
publici
receiving
officers receiving
such
instructions,
rules,
and
regulations,
to
the
several
collectors,
resuch instructions, rules, and regulations, to the several collectors, re- or preparing
preparing U.
U.
S. notes,
&c.
depositaries, officers,
officers, and others, who may receive treasury
ceivers, depositaries,
treasury notes, S.
notes, &c.
United States notes, or other securities
securities in behalf of the United States, or
who may be in any way engaged or employed in the preparation and
issue of the same, as he shall deem best calculated to promote the public
public
convenience
security, and to protect the
the United States, as well as inconvenience and security,
dividuals, from fraud and loss.
SEC.
Expprises of
of
SEC. 9. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the necessary expenses of en- Expenses
and
isgraving, printing, preparing, and issuing the United States notes, treas- preparing
graving,
and ispreparing
suing bonds,
ury
notes, fractional
authorized, and
ury notes,
fractional notes,
notes, and
and bonds, hereby
hereby authorized,
and of
of disposdispos- notes,
how
ntes &c,
&c., how
subscribers and purchasers, shall be paid out of any borne;
borne;
ing of the same to Subscribers
money in the treasury
otherwise appropriated;
appropriated; but the whole amount
amount
treasury not otherwise
exceed
centum on the amount of notes and not to exceed
thereof shall not exceed one per eentum
one
per cent.
cent.
bonds issued.
one per
for
SEC.
further enacted,
Penalty for
S
EC. 10. And be it
it further
enacted, That if any person or persons Penalty
counterfeiting
counterfeit, or alter, or cause or procure
procure to be altering
or
counterfeiting or
shall falsely make, forge, counterfeit,
S.
altering U.
U. S.
altered, any
obligation or
or security
security securities
falsely made, forged, counterfeited,
counterfeited, or
or altered,
any obligation
securitiesi
of the United States, or shall pass, utter, publish, or sell, or attempt to
any
pass, utter, publish, or sell, or shall bring into the United States from any
uttering,
for uttering,
foreign place with intent to pass, utter, publish, or sell, or shall have or for
counterfeit,
&c.,
notes;i
keep in possession, or conceal, with intent to utter, publish, or sell, any &c.,
&c., notes;
such false, forged, counterfeited,
counterfeited, or altered obligation, or other security,
with intent to deceive or defraud, or shall knowingly
knowingly aid or assist in any
of the acts aforesaid, every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of
of
felony, and shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by fine not exceeding five
five thousand dollars, and by imprisonment and confinement at hard
labor not exceeding fifteen
fifteen years, according to the aggravation of the
offence.
offence.
plates
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That if any person having con- for using plates
S
Ec. 11. And be it
it further
to
print notes
notes
to print
trol, custody, or possession of any plate or plates from which any obliga- without
authorwithout authortion or other security, or any part thereof, shall have been printed, . or ity;
ity;
which may have been prepared
prepared by direction from the Secretary of the
purpose of printing any such obligation
obligation or other securTreasury, for the purpose
ity, or any part thereof, shall use such plate or plates, or knowingly
suffer the same to be used for the purpose of printing any such or
or
similar obligation, or other security, or any part thereof; except such
as shall be printed for the use of the United States, by order of the
proper officer
officer thereof;
thereof; or if any person shall engrave,•or
engrave, r cause or pro- for engraving
engraving
plates, &c.
&c.
cure to be engraved, or shall aid or assist in engraving
engraving any plate or plates,

plates in the likeness or similitude of any plate or plates designed for the
or
printing of any such obligation or other security, or any part thereof, or
shall vend or sell any such plate or plates, or shall bring into the United
States from any foreign place any such plate or plates, except under the
direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury or other proper officer, or
with any other intent, or for any other purpose,
purpose, in either case, than that
such plate or plates shall be used for the printing of such notes, bonds,
coupons, or other obligations or securities,
securities, or some part or parts thereof,
for the use of the United States, or shall have in his control, custody, or
or
possession, any metallic plate engraved after the similitude of any plate
from which any such obligation or other security, or any part or parts
thereof, shall have been printed, with intent to use such plate or plates,
or cause or suffer the same to be used in forging or counterfeiting
counterfeiting any
any
such obligation or other security, or any part or parts thereof,
thereof, or shall
have in his custody or possession, except under authority from the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, or other proper officer, any obligation or other
other
security, engraved
engraved and printed after the similitude
similitude of any obligation
obligation or
or
other security
security issued under the authority of the United States, with in19*
19 *
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tent
sell or
use the
same; or
or if
if any
photo..
any person shall print, photo.
the same;
otherwise use
or otherwise
to sell
tent to
graph,
in any
any other
cause to be printed,
make or execute, or cause
manner make
other manner
or in
graph, or
printphotographed, or
or in
in any manner made or executed,
executed, or shall aid in
in printphotographed,
or
photograph,
ing,
photographing,
making,
or
executing
engraving,
photograph,
or
any
ing, photographing, making, or executing
other
or impression
impression in
in the
the likeness
likeness or
similitude of any obligation or
or similitude
print or
other print
other
or any
any part
or parts
pads thereof,
thereof, or
such
vend or sell any such
shall vend
or shall
part or
security, or
other security,
engraving, photograph,
photograph, print,
print, or
or other
impression, except to the United
other impression,
engraving,
bringing
into the
the United
any
United States from any foreign place any
bring into
shall bring
or shall
States, or
in- States,
bringing in-

Penalty
Penalty
for printing or
or
printing
for
notes, &c.;
&c.;
notes,
pil ing

for
for
the
exceptt by
such engraving
engraving, photograph, print, or
or other
other impression,
i
m pression, exce p
by the
Unitedh
to
States
the United
such pho- such
or
tographed, &c.,
direction
of
some proper
proper officer
officer of
the
United States, or shall have or
United
the
of
some
of
direction
&c.,
tographed,
notes;
retain in
in his
his custody
distinctive paper
paper shall have
have
or possession, after aa distinctive
custody or
retain
notes;
been
by the
of the
the Treasury
for obligations
obligations and other
other
Treasury for
Secretary of
the Secretary
adopted by
been adopted
making
securities
of the
United States,
paper adapted
adapted to the making
similar paper
any similar
States, any
the United
securities of
of
any such
such obligation
other security,
except under authority of the
security, except
or other
obligation or
of any
Secretary of
the Treasury,
or some
officer of the United
proper officer
other proper
some other
Treasury, or
of the
Secretary
of aafelony, and
States,
every
person
so
offending
shall
be
deemed
guilty
guilty
deemed
be
shall
offending
so
person
States, every
exceeding five
shall, on
on conviction
be punished
punished by
by fine not exceeding
thereof, be
conviction thereof,
shall,
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or by
by imprisonment
confinement at hard
hard labor, not
not
and confinement
imprisonment and
thousand
exceeding
fifteen years,
years, or
or by
by both,
in the discretion of the court.
both, in
exceeding fifteen
for retaining
SEC. 12.
And be
person shall have or
any person
if any
That if
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
12. And
SEC.
retaining
for
control,
or
plates, &c.,
withretain
in
his
or
her
custody,
possession,
without the written
possession,
custody,
her
or
his
in
retain
ithplates, &c.,
Treasury,
out
authority;
authority
or
warrant
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
or of the compSecretary
the
of
warrant
or
ty
authori;;
outho
troller of
of the
currency, approved
approved by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, any
any
by the
the currency,
troller
engraved or
transferred plate,
plate, block,
or
electrotype, or any die, roll, or
or electrotype,
block, or
or transferred
engraved
other
original work
in making
making or
or preparing
or
preparing any plate, block, or
used in
work used
other original
electrotype, or
any plate,
block, or
or electrotype
after
electrotype prepared or made after
plate, block,
or any
electrotype,
the
similitude
of
any
plate,
block,
or electrotype,
electrotype, from which any
or
block,
the similitude of any plate,
of
obligation or
other security
authorized to be issued by any act
act of
security authorized
or other
obligation
printed,
hereafter
or
for using plates,
congress,
or
any
part
thereof,
has
been,
may
hereafter
be,
printed,
been,
has
thereof,
part
any
or
for using plates, congress,
in
be used,
same to
Sco.,
counter- or
shall use
cause, or knowingly suffer, the same
to be
used, in
use, or cause,
or shall
in counter&o., in
felting notes.
forging
or counterfeiting
any such
obligation or other security, or
or
such obligation
counterfeiting any
forging or
feiting notes.
shall
print, or
cause to
bronzed or gilt letters or devices,
any bronzed
printed, any
be printed,
to be
or cause
shall print,
or shall
shall print,
print, or
to be
be printed,
printed, any
any letters,
letters, figures,
figures, or devices with
cause to
or cause
or
green ink,
or any
green color
color or
or other
other
or pigment, upon any note, bond, or
any green
ink, or
green
a
as
representative
of
value,
intended
or
adapted
be
used
a
currency
or
to
adapted
or
representative of value, intended
a
circulating medium,
medium, every
every such
such person,
person, being
being thereof
convicted by due
thereof convicted
a circulating
be imprisoned
course
of law,
law, shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty of felony, and shall be
imprisoned
course of
and
kept at
labor for
for a
aterm
term not
more than
than ten
ten years, and fined in aa
not more
hard labor
at hard
and kept
this
Provided, That nothing in this
Pending proseprose- sum
sum not
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
ten thousand
than ten
more than
not more
Pending
liabilities
criminal
or
any
or
cutions
under
foract
shall
affect
any
prosecution
pending,
civil
liabilities
prosecution
any
affect
cutions under for- act shall
Provided, further,
raer
act not afi
ncurred under
further, That the foregoing
foregoing
former act: Provided,
any former
under any
af incurred
meractnot
fected.
construed
Proviso,
provisions
of
this
section
shall
not
be
held
or
construed
to
deprive
any
held
be
not
shall
section
provisions of this
Proviso.
person of
of the
the right
right to
retain in
in his
custody and
possession and use for any
and possession
his custody
to retain
person
electrotype, or
lawful purpose,
purpose, any
transferred plate,
plate, block, or electrotype,
or transferred
engraved or
any engraved
lawful
been used by
any
die,
roll,
or
other
original
work
as
aforesaid,
which
had
aforesaid,
as
work
original
other
any die, roll, or
him in
printing or
or engraving
engraving bank-notes
bank-notes or
obligations, before being
other obligations,
or other
in printing
him
be issued by
used in
any obligation
obligation or other security authorized to be
by
printing any
in printing
used
be held or
provisions
any
act
of
congress
;
nor
shall
any
of
said
foregoing
foregoing
said
of
any
any act of congress ; nor shall
construed
use by any person of any ink,
lawful use
the lawful
restrain the
or restrain
prohibit or
to prohibit
construed to
color,
or
pigment,
the
exclusive
right
to
which
been secured
secured to any
has been
which
to
right
exclusive
the
color, or pigment,
such
person by
by letters-patent
letters-patent which
which are still in force.
such person
" obligation
enacted, That the words
S
EC. 13.
13. And
words "
obligation or
or
further enacted,
be it further
And be
SEC.
shall
act,
Words "obliother
security
of
the
United
States,"
used
in
be
held to inthis
in
used
States,"
United
the
of
security
other
"obliWords
gallon or other
security, &c.,'
to elude
elude and
mean all
all bonds,
coupons, national currency, United States
States
bonds, coupons,
and mean
security, &c.," to
include
what.
notes,
treasury
notes,
fractional
notes, checks for money of authorized
notes,
fractional
notes,
treasury
notes,
what.
include
certificates of
officers
the United
United States,
States, certificates
certificates of indebtedness,
indebtedness, certificates
of the
officers of
deposit, stamps,
and other
other representatives
whatever denomidenomirepresentatives of value of whatever
stamps, and
deposit,
nation, which
which have
have been
been or
or may be issued under any act of congress.
nation,

30, 1864.
June 30,
APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
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CHAP. CLXXIII.
CLXXIII.--An Act
to provrie
provide Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue to
to support
the Government,
Government, to
to
support the
Act to
- An
CHAP.
pay
on the
Public Debt,
Debt, andfor
and for other
other Purposes.
pay Interest
Interest on
the Public
Purposes.
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1864.
June 30,
30, 1864.
1866, eh.
73.
1865,
ch. 73.
,'
p.
Pos
is
°
6
s
5
t
P
cii 78
Post, p. 469.
Post

Be
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
flepresentatives of
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
purpose of superThat, for the purpose
assembled, That,
America in
States of
Conmmissioner
intending the
collection of
commiron.:,r
internal duties, stamp duties, licenses, or taxes, ofinternal
of internal
the collection
intending
reve-nulen.terna re%
imposed by
this act,
or which
which may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be imposed,
imposed, and
assessing ae.
imposed
by this
act, or
and of
of assessing
the
same,
the
commissioner
of
internal
revenue,
whose
annual
shall
Salary.
salary
annual
whose
the same, the commissioner of internal revenue,
direction of the
be
dollars, shall
charged, under the direction
be charged,
shall be
thousand dollars,
four thousand
be four
Secretary of
of the
preparing all the instructions, regularegula- Duty.
with preparing
Treasury, with
the Treasury,
Secretary
tions,
directions, forms, blanks, stamps, and licenses, and distributing
distributing the
tions, directions,
same,
any part
part thereof,
and all
all other
matters pertaining
pertaining to the assessother matters
thereof, and
or aWy
same, or
ment
of the
the duties,
stamp duties,
which
licenses, and taxes which
duties, licenses,
duties, stamp
collection of
and collection
ment and
may
supereffect, and with the general superinto effect,
act into
this act
to c'arry
carry this
necessary to
may be
be necessary
intendence of
of his
his office,
office, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and shall have authority,
authority, and hereby Authority.
intendence
is authorized
and required,
to provide
marks, hydrometers,
hydrometers, and
cotton marks,
provide cotton
required, to
is
authorized and
expressing
proper and
adhesive stamps,
and stamps or dies for expressing
stamps, and
sufficient adhesive
and sufficient
proper
and denoting
the several
stamp duties,
duties, or the amount thereof in the case
several stamp
and
denoting the
of percentage
duties, imposed
act, and
to alter
alter and
or rereand renew or
and to
by this
this act,
imposed by
of
percentage duties,
place such
such stamps,
stamps, from time to time, as occasion
occasion shall require. He
place
Printing.
may also
also contract
contract for
requisite forms, decisions, Printing.
or procure
procure the printing of requisite
for or
may
regulations,
and advertisements;
advertisements; but the
the printing of such forms, decisions,
regulations, and
and
printing-office, unless the pubshall be done at the public printing-office,
regulations shall
and regulations
of
lic printer
unable to
to perform the work. And the Secretary of
be unable
shall be
printer shall
lic
eighteen
the
Treasury may,
may, at
at any
time prior to
the first day of July, eighteen
to the
any time
the Treasury
hundred
internal
the commissioner
commissioner of internal
office of
of the
the office
assign to the
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, assign
hundred and
exigcn- Clerks.
revenue
such number
as he
he may deem necessary, or the exigenclerks as
of clerks
number of
revenue such
cies
of the
the public
public service
require; and the privilege of franking all .Franking privmay require;
service may
cies of
siege.
office, and of receiv- ilege.
letters
and documents pertaining
pertaining to the duties of his office,
letters and
to
extended
is
hereby
lug
of postage
postage all such letters and documents,
ing free
free of
said commissioner.
commissioner.
GENERAL PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
GENERAL
Sac. 2.
further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
be it further
2. And
And be
SEc.
commissioner
of internal
internal revenue
revenue to
to pay
treasurer of the Commissioner
Commissioner
to the
the treasurer
pay over
over daily to
commissioner of
over
United States
States all
public moneys
which may come
come into
possession, for to pay
pay ov,eY,
into his possession,
moneys which
all public
United
d,
which
the treasurer
treasurer shall
shall give.
give proper
receipts and
moneys daily;
aily
account;ey
a faithful
faithful account;
keep a
and keep
proper receipts
which the
commissioner shall render
each month the said commissioner
render true and to render
render ac=end of each
and at the end
faithful accounts
all public
moneys received
received or
or paid out,
or paid to the counts.
out, or
public moneys
of all
accounts of
faithful
treasurer of
of the
exhibiting proper
vouchers therefor, and
proper vouchers
States, exhibiting
United States,
the United
treasurer
the same
shall be
examined by the fifth auditor
auditor of the treasreceived and examined
be received
the
same shall
ury, who
shall thereafter
thereafter certify
the balance,
balance, if any,
any, and transmit the accertify the
who shall
ury,
counts, with
with the
vouchers and certificate, to the first
first comptroller
comptroller for his
the vouchers
counts,
decision thereon
commissioner, when such accounts are
said commissioner,
and the said
thereon;;and
decision
settled as
herein provided
provided for, shall
thereof to the Secreshall transmit aa copy thereof
as herein
settled
of
Secretary of
tary of
of the
He shall
to the
the Secretary
submit to
all times
times submit
at all
shall at
Treasury. He
the Treasury.
tary
the Treasury
Treasury and
the comptroller,
or either
either of
inspection of
of
the inspection
of them, the
comptroller, or
and the
the
of
moneys in
his hands,
hands, and
upon the duties of
entering upon
prior to the entering
shall, prior
and shall,
in his
moneys
his office,
office, execute
sufficient sureties,
sureties, to be approved by the Bond.
with sufficient
bond, with
execute aa bond,
his
Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury and
by the
the first
not
in a
a sum of not
comptroller, in
first comptroller,
and by
of the
Secretary of
less
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
United States, conconpayable to the United
dollars, payable
one hundred
than one
less than
ditioned
that said commissioner
perform the duties of his
faithfully perform
commissioner shall faithfully
ditioned that
office
law, and
and shall justly and faithfully account for and pay
to law,
according to
office according
over
United States, in obedience
obedience to law and in compliance with the
the United
over to the
order or
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
public moneys
moneys
all public
Treasury, all
of the
the Secretary
regulations of
or regulations
order
safe-keeping
and for
or possession,
hands or
which may
into his
his hands
possession, and
for the
the safe-keeping
come into
may come
which
parchment
and faithful
faithful account
account of
all stamps,
adhesive stamps,
stamps, or vellum, parchment
stamps, adhesive
of all
and
or paper
paper bearing
bearing a
denoting any
any duty thereon, which bond shall be
a stamp denoting
or
filed in
in the
of the
the first
first comptroller
of the
the treasury. And such
comptroller of
office of
the office
filed
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commissioner shall,
shall, from
time to
to time,
renew, strengthen, and increase his
time, renew,
from time
commissioner
official bond,
as the
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury may direct.
of the
Secretary of
bond, as
official
Deputy cornSEC. 3.
3. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the deputy commissioner
commissioner of
it further
And be
SEC.
cornDeputy
missioner.
internal revenue,
revenue, whose annual salary shall be twenty-five
twenty-five hundred dolinternal
missioner.
Salar
Salary and
duty.
lars, shall
shall be
charged with
with such
duties in
the bureau
revenue
internal revenue
of internal
bureau of
in the
such duties
be charged
lars,
dulary y and
as may
may be
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, or
or as may be reSecretary of
the Secretary
by the
prescribed by
be prescribed
as
quired by
and shall
act as
as commissioner
commissioner of
revenue in the
internal revenue
of internal
shall act
law, and
by law,
quired
absence of
of that
officer, and
and exercise
privilege of
of franking all letters
the privilege
exercise the
that officer,
absence
and
pertaining to
to the
the office
of internal
internal revenue.
office of
documents pertaining
and documents
Sac.
And be
it further
further enacted,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
That the
enacted, That
be it
4. And
SEC. 4.
Revenue
may
not exceeding
exceeding five
revenue agents, whose duties shall be,
five revenue
appoint not
may appoint
Revenue
prethe prein the
Treasury, to aid in
a
gents, theirtuty
their autyunder
under the
direction of the Secretary of the ?Treasury,
the direction
agents,
and pay.
revenue,
Post, p. 469.
vention, detection,
and punishment
of frauds
frauds upon
internal revenue,
the internal
upon the
punishment of
detection, and
vention,
p. 469.
Post,
and in
in the
collection thereof,
thereof, who shall
shall be paid, in adthe collection
of the
enforcement of
the enforcement
and
dition to
expenses necessarily
by them,
them, such
compensation
such compensation
incurred by
necessarily incurred
the expenses
to the
dition
as the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury may
may deem just and reasonable,
reasonable, not exthe Treasury
Secretary of
as
ceeding
two thousand
thousand dollars
per annum.
annum. The
The above
above salaries .to be paid
dollars per
ceeding two
revenue.
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as are
are other
other expenses
expenses for collecting
collecting the revenue.
in
S
EC. 5.
And be
be it
the Secretary
Treasury
of the Treasury
Secretary of
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
5. And
SEC.
judgment
Inspectors.
may
appoint inspectors
inspectors in
in any
assessment district where in his judgment
any assessment
may appoint
Inspectors.
it
may be
be necessary
the purposes
purposes of
enforcement of the ina proper enforcement
of a
for the
necessary for
it may
ternal
laws or
or the
the detection
inspectors and
frauds, and such inspectors
detection of frauds,
revenue laws
ternal revenue
revenue
to the rules and regulations of
subject to
be subject
shall be
aforesaid shall
agents aforesaid
revenue agents
other
the
said secretary,
and have
the powers
conferred upon any other
powers conferred
all the
have all
secretary, and
the said
officers of
in making
making any
examination of persons, books,
any examination
revenue in
internal revenue
of internal
officers
and premises
may be
necessary in the discharge
discharge of the duties of
be necessary
which may
premises which
and
Pay.
their office.
And the
compensation of such inspectors
inspectors shall be fixed and
the compensation
office. And
their
Pay.
paid for
such time
time as
actually employed,
employed, not exceeding four
four
be actually
may be
they may
as they
for such
paid
dollars
per day,
and their just and proper
proper travelling expenses.
expenses.
day, and
dollars per
Cashier of
of interEC. 6.
be it
further enacted,
the cashier
of internal duties,
cashier of
That the
enacted, That
it further
And be
6. And
SEC.
inter- S
Cashier
nal revenue.
revenue,
who shall
hereafter be called cashier of internal revenue, and whose anshall hereafter
who
nal
boSndal.ary, duty, nual
fi ve hundred
hun dre d dollars,
doll ars, shall
sh
all perform
perf
orm suc
duti es
suchhduties
twenty-five
be twentyshall be
salary shall
Salary, duty, nual salary
internal
of
as
may
be
assigned
to
his
office
by
the
commissioner
revenue,
office
his
to
as may be assigned
under
the regulations
regulations of
of the
the Secretary
the Treasury, and shall give aa
of the
Secretary of
under the
bond,
with
sufficient
sureties,
to
be
approved
by
Secretary of the
the Secretary
by the
approved
be
to
sureties,
sufficient
with
bond,
Treasury
the solicitor,
solicitor, that
he will
will faithfully
faithfully account for all the
that he
by the
and by
Treasury and
moneys or
or other
belonging to the United States which
of value belonging
articles of
other articles
moneys
may come
perform all the duties enjoined upon his
hands, and perform
his hands,
into his
come into
may
be
aforesaid; which bond shall be
office, according
according to
law and
and regulations,
regulations, as aforesaid;
to law
office,
treasury.
comptroller of the treasury.
deposited with the first comptroller
deposited
Act of
SEC. 7.
further enacted,
section of an act
enacted, That the second section
it further
be it
And be
7. And
SEC.
1862,
of 1862,
Act
ch. 119,
2, to
to
entitled ""An
support the government
government
An act to provide internal revenue to support
entitled
§ 2,
119, §
ch.
remain
in p.
force.
force. and to pay interest on the public debt," approved July
in
remain
Vol.
xii.
one, eighteen
eighteen hun433 and to pay interest on the public debt," approved July one,
p. 433.
Vol. xii.
i
Collection
sixty-two, shall remain
remain and continue in full force; and the
and sixty-two,
dred and
dis- dred
Collection distr ets may be
President
is hereby
hereby authorized
respective collection districts
authorized to alter the respective
President is
be
trictmay
altered.
atere
provided for in said section as the public interests may require.
Assessment
S
EC. 8.
And be
enacted, That
each assessor shall divide his
That each
further enacted,
it further
be it
8. And
SEC.
Assessment
districts,
district
assessment districts, which
which may be
district into aa convenient number of assessment
districts.
regulations
changed
as often
deemed necessary,
necessary, subject to such regulations
be deemed
may be
as may
often as
changed as
and
as may
commissioner of internal
internal revimposed by the commissioner
may be imposed
limitations as
and limitations
whenever
enue,
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, whenever
within each of which the Secretary
enue, within
Post,
p. 469.
469.
there
shall be
a vacancy
vacancy or the public interest shall require, shall appoint,
be a
there shall
Post, p.
Assistant
asses- with
with the
approval of
of the
the said
commissioner, one assistant assessor, who
said commissioner,
the approval
Assistantassesa vasor for
for each
each disdie- shall
shall be
be a
aresident
resident of the district of said assessor; and in case of a
sor
triet.
trict.
other
death
by
assessor
of
Vacancy.
cancy
occurring
in
office
reason
of
or
any
other
office
the
in
occurring
cancy
Vacancy.
cause, the
assessor of the assessment district in which the asassistant assessor
the assistant
cause,
sessor
resided at
vacancy occurring
occurring shall act as assessor
time of the vacancy
the time
at the
sessor resided
assessor
until
vacancy shall be made. And each assessor
the vacancy
filling the
appointment filling
an appointment
until an
and
so appointed
shall, before he enters on the duties of
appointed shall,
assessor so
assistant assessor
and assistant
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his
take and
subscribe, before
magistrate, or
Assessors.
some Assessors.
or some
competent magistrate,
some competent
before some
and subscribe,
office, take
his office,
collector,
be appointed
(who is
is hereby
empowered
hereby empowered
act, (who
of this
this act,
by virtue
virtue of
appointed by
to be
collector, to
Oath.
to
administer the
same,) the
the following
following oath or affirmation,
"I, Oath.
affirmation, to wit: "I,
the same,)
to administer
A
do swear
swear (or
affirm, as
as the
the case
may be)
be) that
bear true
true faith
faith
I will
will bear
that I
case may
(or affirm,
A B,
B, do
and
allegiance to
the United
States of
and will
will support
Conthe Consupport the
of America,
America, and
United States
to the
and allegiance
stitution
thereof, and
and that
that I
perform the
faithfully perform
diligently and faithfully
I will
will diligently
stitution thereof,
duties
(or assistant
for (naming
the assessment
disassessment dis(naming the
assessor) for
assistant assessor)
of assessor
assessor (or
duties of
a certificate
trict)
certificate of
and judgment." And a
to my best skill and
according to
trict) according
district
such oath
oath or
shall be
collector of the district
delivered to the collector
be delivered
affirmation shall
or affirmation
such
for which
such assessor
or assistant
assessor shall
shall be
appointed.
be appointed.
assistant assessor
assessor or
which such
for
collector's
SEC. 9.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That before
collector shall
shall enen- Collector's
before any
any collector
further enacted,
it further
SEC.
9. And
bond.
ter upon
duties of
he shall
amount bond.
such amount
bond for such
a bond
shall execute
execute a
of his
his office,
office, he
the duties
ter
upon the
as
shall be
commissioner of
internal revenue,
revenue, under
under the
the
of internal
by the
the commissioner
be prescribed
prescribed by
as shall
direction
Treasury, with not less than five sureSecretary of the Treasury,
direction of the Secretary
ties,
approved by
the solicitor
solicitor of
conditioned that
that said
said
the treasury,
treasury, conditioned
of the
by the
be approved
ties, to
to be
collector
perform the
office according
according to law,
of his
his office
the duties
duties of
faithfully perform
shall faithfully
collector shall
and
and faithfully
pay over
over to
United
the United
to the
for and
and pay
account for
faithfully account
justly and
and shall
shall .justly
States, in
compliance with
order or
Secretary of the
of the Secretary
or regulations
regulations of
the order
with the
in 'compliance
States,
Treasury, all
all public
moneys which
come into his
possession;
or possession;
his hands or
may come
which may
public moneys
Treasury,
which bond
bond shall
comptroller of the treasin the office of the first comptroller
be filed in
shall be
which
ury. And
to time,
time, renew, strengthen,
strengthen, and
from time
time to
shall, from
such collector
collector shall,
And such
ury.
increase his
Secretary of the Treasury may direct,
his official
official bond, as the Secretary
increase
with such
commissioner shall
shall prescribe.
said commissioner
conditions as the said
with
such further
further ,conditions
SEC. 10.
10. And
be it
it further
That each collector
collector shall
Deputy colleccollecshall be
be authorauthor- Deputy
enacted, That
further enacted,
SEC.
And be
tors.
ized to
appoint, by
an instrument
instrument of
W-riting under
under his hand, as many tors.
of writing
by an
ized
to appoint,
deputies as
as he
may think proper, to be by him compensated
compensated for their serhe may
deputies
vices, and
revoke any
such appointment, giving
thereof
such notice
notice thereof
giving such
any such
also to
to revoke
vices,
and also
as the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal revenue
revenue shall
and may require
require Bond.
Bond
shall prescribe;
prescribe; and
as
bonds
or other
other securities,
securities, and
accept the
the same
same from such
and
such deputy; and
and accept
bonds or
each such
such deputy
in every respect, to collect
the like authority,
authority, in
have the
deputy shall have
each
the
anetaxes levied
assessed within
the portion
portion of
of the
the district
district
within the
or assessed
levied or
the duties
duties and'taxes
assigned
to him
him which
which is
is by
this act
vested in
the collector
himself; but
but
collector himself;
in the
act vested
by this
assigned to
each collector
collector shall,
shall, in
every respect,
respect, be
be responsible
both to
to the
United Collector rethe United
responsible both
each
in every
sponsible for
for acts
acts
States and
as the
collected, sponsible
moneys collected,
case may be, for all moneys
the case
to individuals,
individuals, as
and to
States
of deputy.
and for
done by
by any
any of
of his
his deputies
deputies whilst
acting as such,
and of deputy.
such, and
whilst acting
act done
for every
every act
and
for every omission of duty.
Persons liable
S
EC. 11.
further enacted,
enacted, That
liable
That it
it shall
shall be the duty of any Persons
be it
it further
SEC.
11. And
And be
to tax to make
association, or corporation,
tax totomake
corporation, made liable to any to
firm, association,
person, partnership, firm,
assistreturns
assistduty, license,
license, stamp,
or tax
tax imposed
imposed by
when not
provided ant assessor.
assessor.
not otherwise
otherwise provided
by law,
law, when
duty,
stamp, or
for, on
or before
before the
Monday of
May in
cases
and in
in other cases
in each
each year,
year, and
of May
the first
first Monday
on or
for,
before the
of levy,
to make
make a
or return,
return, verified
affiroath or
or affirby oath
verified by
list or
a list
levy, to
day of
before
the day
mation, to
district where
located, of
of the
amount
the amount
where located,
of the
the district
assessor of
to the
the assistant
assistant assessor
mation,
of annual
charged with a
a special
special duty or
or
objects charged
articles or
or objects
income, the
the articles
of
annual income,
tax,
the quantity
of goods,
goods, wares,
wares, and
and merchandise
or sold, and
merchandise made or
quantity of
tax, the
charged
or ad
ad valorem
valorem duty
duty or
or tax,
tax, the
the several
several rates
and
rates and
specific or
charged with
with aa specific
aggregate
amount, according
and
respective provisions of this act, and
to the
the respective
according to
aggregate amount,
according
to the
prescribed by the commisregulations to be prescribed
and regulations
forms and
the forms
according to
sioner
revenue, under
the direction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
direction of
under the
internal revenue,
of internal
sioner of
Treasury,
which such
such person,
person, partnership,
association, or corpopartnership, firm, association,
for which
Treasury, for
ration
liable to be assessed.
ration is liable
S
EC. 12.
12. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the instructions,
instructions, regulations,
of
regulations, Instructions of
That the
it further
And be
SEC.
and directions,
directions, as
hereinbefore mentioned,
shall be
binding on
commissioner
on each as- commissioner
be binding
mentioned, shall
as hereinbefore
and
binding upon
sessor and
and his
his assistants,
on each
and on
all assessor,
his deputies,
deputies, and
on all
assessorg,
U Sze..
sessor
assistants, and
and on
each collector
collector and
and his
this
other
persons,
in
the
performance
the
duties
enjoined
by
or
under
the
duties
of
other persons, in the performance
first
act; pursuant to which instructions the said assessors shall, on the first
Monday of
of May
in each year, and
thereafter, in accordaccordtime to time thereafter,
and from time
May in
Monday
assessAssistantassessance with
this act,
act, direct and cause the several assistant assessors to pro- Assistant
ance
with this
ors to make lists
ceed
through every
part of
of their
respective districts,
districts, and
inquire after
ceed through
every part
their respective
and inquire
after and
and orof owners
to makeand
lists
to
concerning
all persons
being within
assessment districts
they enumerate
and
enumerate and
districts where
where they
persons being
within the
the assessment
concerning all
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respectively
reside, owning,
owning, possessing,
possessing, or
or having
having the care
care or management
respectively reside,
liable
objects liable
merchandise, articles or objects,
of
any property,
property, goods, wares, and merchandise,
of any
a
to
pay
any
duty,
stamp,
or
tax,
including
all
liable
to
pay a
license
liable
persons
all
including
tax,
or
stamp,
duty,
any
pay
to
or
of this
this act,
make aa list of the
to make
and to
act, and
provisions of
the provisions
under the
duty, under
other duty,
or other
owners,
value and
and enumerate
enumerate the
the said
taxation respecof taxation
objects of
said objects
to value
and to
owners, and
under
tively,
by
reference
to
any
lists
of
assessment
collection
taken under
collection
or
assessment
of
lists
any
to
tively, by reference
the laws
laws of
the respective
states, to
to any
any other
documents, to the
records or documents,
other records
respective states,
of the
the
written list,
schedule, or
delivered to
made out and delivered
to be made
required to
return required
or return
list, schedule,
written
in the
means,
and
the
assistant
assessor,
and
by
all
other
lawful
means,
ways
lawful
other
all
by
and
the assistant assessor,
manner prescribed
prescribed by
by this
this act,
act, and
regulations and
conformity with the regulations
in conformity
and in
manner

instructions before
before mentioned.
instructions
S
EC. 13.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That if any person liable to pay
further enacted,
And be
13. And
SEC.
management
any duty
duty or
tax,
or owning,
possessing, or
having the
Assistant as- as-any
the care or management
or having
owning, possessing,
tax, or
or
asAssistant
sessors to snake
of property, goods, wares, and merchandise, articles or objects
objects liable to
lists
where own- of property, goods, wares, and merchandise, articles or
listswhere
a list or return
pay any
duty, tax,
or license,
license, shall
make and exhibit a
shall fail to make,
tax, or
ers
any duty,
ers neglect, but pay
disclose.
required by law, but shall consent
consent to disclose the particulars
particulars of any and
required
disclose,
all the
the property,
goods, wares,
merchandise, articles and objects liable
and merchandise,
wares, and
property, goods,
all
to
any duty
or any
any business
business or
or occupation
occupation liable to pay any
tax, or
or tax,
duty or
pay any
to pay
license,
aforesaid, then,
then, and
in that
case, it shall be the duty of the
that case,
and in
as aforesaid,
license, as
officer
such list
which being distinctly read, consented
list or return, which
make such
to make
officer to
to,
and signed
and verified
verified by
by oath
oath or
or affirmation
affirmation by the person so ownsigned and
to, and
ing,
possessing, or
or having
care and management
management as aforesaid, may be
the care
having the
ing, possessing,
received
as the list of such person.
received as
person shall be
Persons
SEC.
And be
enacted, That in
in case any person
further enacted,
it further
be it
14. And
SEC. 14.
absent
Persons absent
assistthe time
absent from his or her residence
when assessors
residence or place of
of business
business at
at the
time an
an assistin
ea
11 to send
i
call,
list?
sendn
ant assessor
assessor shall
shall call
call to
to receive
receive the annual list or return, it shall be the
the
ant
to send
li to
duty of
such assistant
assistant assessor
leave at such place of residence
residence or busiassessor to leave
of such
duty
ness, with
some one
discretion, if such
such be present,
of suitable age and discretion,
one of
with some
ness,
otherwise
in the
nearest post-office,
post-office, aa note or memorandum,
memorandum,
the nearest
deposit in
to deposit
otherwise to
assessor
addressed to
to such
such person,
requiring him or her to present to such assessor
person, requiring
addressed
the
or return
return required
required by
by law
law within
such
within ten days from the date of such
list or
the list
note
or memorandum,
memorandum, verified
verified by
by oath or affirmation. And if any person,
note or

shall refuse
If persons negneg -on
being notified
or required
required as
refuse or neglect to give
aforesaid, shall
as aforesaid,
notified or
on being
If.persons

any person
if any
list or return within the time required
required as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or if
person
notice
without
not
deliver
a
monthly
or
other
list
without
at the
return
or
list
not deliver a monthly or other
required
by law,
or if any person shall deliver or disclose to any
law, or
required by
the
in the
which, in
assessor or assistant
&e.
assistant assessor any list, statement, or return, which,
&c.
understatement
opinion
of
the
assessor,
is
false
or
fraudulent,
or
contains
any
understatement
contains
or
fraudulent,
or
opinion of the assessor, is false
or undervaluation,
undervaluation, it
it shall
shall be
lawful for the assessor to summon such perbe lawful
or
son,
his
agent,
or
other
person
having
having possession, custody, or care of books
person
other
or
son, his agent,
of
account containing
containing entries
relating to
to the
business of such pertrade or business
the trade
entries relating
of account
son,
as he
he may
deem proper, to appear
appear before such
may deem
persons as
other persons
any other
or any
son, sr
assessor and
and produce
produce such
therein named, and
a time and place therein
book, at a
such book,
assessor
to give
give testimony
affirmation
interrogatories under oath or affirmation
answer interrogatories
testimony or answer
to
respecting any
any objects
objects liable
liable to duty or tax as aforesaid, or the lists, staterespecting
ments,
or returns
any trade,
profession liable to
trade, business, or profession
or any
thereof, or
returns thereof,
ments, or
any
or license
license as
aforesaid. Such summons may be served by any asas aforesaid.
tax or
any tax
Penalty
for rethe district.
district. In case any person so summoned shall negof the
assessor of
sistant assessor
re- sistant
Penalty for
give
to g
or to
exigency,, or
its exigency
obey such summons according to its
fusal
to
obey
lect or
or refuse
refuse to
to obey
ive
lect
obc
to
fusal
SUMITIOriS,
testimony, or
or to
interrogatories as
as required,
required, it
for
it shall be lawful for
answer interrogatories
to answer
testimony,
the
the assessor,
upon affidavit
proving the facts, to apply to the judge of the
affidavit proving
assessor, upon
the
district
court, or
commissioner authorized
authorized to perform the duties of such
or aacommissioner
district court,
a conas for a
against
Arrest
for
con
judge
at
chambers,
for
an
attachment
against such person as
attachment
an
for
chambers,
at
Arrest for con- judge
commissioner
tempt.
tempt. It
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
.
ioner to hear such
such
duty of such judge or commiss
tempt.
tempt.
application, and,
and, if
if satisfactory
attachment
satisfactory proof be made, to issue an attachment
application,
directed
officer for
for- the arrest of such person, and upon his
proper officer
some proper
to some
directed to
being
him to
proceed to a
a hearing
case, and upon
hearing of the case,
to proceed
before him
brought before
being brought
such hearing
hearing the
the judge
or commissioner shall have power to make such
judge or
such
order as
he shall
obedience to the requirements
requirements of
proper to enforce obedience
deem proper
shall deem
as he
order

lect to rmake
mmake
ake
such
lists o
fais4 ones,
asses - shall
shall
ones. assesfalse
sor
to summon,
time
summon, time
sor to
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the
punish such
such person
person for
for his
his default
default or
It
or disobedience.
disobedience. It
and punish
summons and
the summons
Assessors to
shall be
of the
the assessor
or assistant
assistant assessor
of the
within Assessors
the district
district within
assessor of
assessor or
shall
be the
the duty
duty of
lists and
which
shall have
have taxable
taxable property
property to
enter into
into and
upon the
the make
and
lists
make
and upon
to enter
such person
person shall
which such
assess
assess duties.
duties.
premises,
of such
such person
person so
refusing or
or neglecting,
or
neglecting, or
so refusing
if itit be
be necessary,
necessary, of
premises, if
rendering
or fraudulent
fraudulent list
list or
or return,
return, and
to make,
make, according
to
according to
and to
false or
rendering a
a false
the best
which he
he can
can obtain,
obtain, including
the
from the
that derived
derived from
including that
the
best information
information which
evidence elicited
examination of
of the
assessor, and
his own
own view
view
and on
on his
the assessor,
by the
the examination
evidence
elicited by
and
such list
or return,
return, according
according to
to the
prescribed, of
of
form prescribed,
list or
the form
and information,
information, such
the property,
property, goods,
and all
all articles
articles or
objects
or objects
and merchandise,
merchandise, and
goods, wares,
wares, and
the
possessed or under
under the care or managemanageliable to duty or tax, owned or possessed
ment of
of 'such
such person,
and assess
duty thereon,
including the
the amount,
amount,
thereon, including
assess the
the duty
person, and
ment
Additions for
if any,
due for
license and
and income;
income; and
and in
case of
of the
the return
return of
for
of aafalse or Additions
in case
if
any, due
for license
fraudulent lists,
lists,to
fraudulent
fraudulent
list or
or valuation,
valuation, he shall add one
one hundred
hundred per centum to such for
fraudulent list
neglecting
for
make
neglecting
lists, & c.to
duty;
in case
of a
refusal or
or neglect,
in cases
of sickness
sickness or
duty; and
and in
case of
a refusal
neglect, except
except in
cases of
or make
lists, gc.
absence,
to
make
a
list
or
return,
or
to
verify
the
same
as
aforesaid,
he
absence, to make a list or return, or to verify the same as aforesaid, he
shall
fifty per
to such
duty; and
and in
in case
Post, p. 469.
shall add
add fifty
per centum
centum to
such duty;
case of
of neglect
neglect occasioned
occasioned Post,
469.
by
absence as
further
assessor may allow such further
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, the assessor
sickness or absence
by sickness
time
for making
making and
and delivering
such list
list or
or return
return as
as he
neceshe may
may judge
judge necesdelivering such
time for
sary, not
the amount
amount so
so added
added to the
the duty
duty
sary,
not exceeding
exceeding thirty
thirty days;
days; and
and the
shall, in
all cases,
be collected
by the
at the
the same
same time
time and
and in
in
collected by
the collector
collector at
shall,
in all
cases, be
the same
same manner
manner with
with the
the duties;
duties; and
the lists
or returns
returns so
so made
made and
and subsublists or
and the
the
scribed
assessors shall
reputed
shall be
be taken
taken and reputed
assessors or
or assistant assessors
scribed by
by such
such assessors
as good
good and
and sufficient
sufficient lists
for all legal
legal purposes.
lists or
or returns for
as
SEC. 15.
15. And
it further enacted,
That if any
person shall
SEC.
And be
be itfurther
enacted, That
any person
shall deliver
deliver or
or Penalty for
for
false
disclose
pursuance of
disclosing false
or assistant
assistant assessor
assessor appointed
appointed in
in pursuance
of disclosing
disclose to
to any assessor
assessor or
lists, neglecting
law
false or
fraudulent list, return,
account, or
statement, with intent lstsprOndeglebtin
or statement,
return, account,
or fraudulent
law any
any false
to produce books,
to
defeat or evade
evade the valuation,
valuation, enumeration,
enumeration, or assessment
assessment intended
intended to
to defeat
to &c.
&c.
be
or if
4ny person
being duly
summoned to appear
appear to testify,
testify,
if any
person who
who being
duly summoned
be made,
made, or
or
aforesaid, shall
shall neglect
neglect to appear
appear
and produce such books as aforesaid,
or to appear
appear and
or
before any
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof before
said books, he shall, upon
or to
to produce
produce said
circuit
of the
the United
United States,
States, be
be fined
fined in any sum not excircuit or
or district
district court of
ceeding
or be
be imprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year,
year,
ceeding one
one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or both,
both, at the discretion
discretion of the court, with costs of prosecution.
prosecution.
SEC. 16.
it further
Property of
whenever there
there shall be
be in
in Property
of
SEC.
16. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
absent owners,
owners,
any
property, goods, wares, and merchandise, absent
district any property,
any assessment
assessment district
how assessed, &c.
articles
articles or
or objects,
objects, not
not owned
owned or
or possessed by, or under the care or management of,
district, and liable
liable to
to be taxed
taxed as
agement
of, any
any person
person within such district,
transmitted to the assistant
aforesaid, and no list of which shall have been transmitted
assistant
assessor in
provided by
by this
this act,
act, it shall be the duty of the
assessor
in the
the manner
manner provided
to enter into and upon the premises
assistant assessor
assessor for
for such district to
where such property
thereof as may be
where
property is situated,
situated, and
and take such view thereof
necessary, and
according to the form prescribed,
prescribed,
and to make lists of the same, according
necessary,
and
the said
said assessor,
assessor, shall
shall be
be taken and
which lists, being
being subscribed
subscribed by the
reputed as
and sufficient
sufficient lists
lists of
such property,
wares, and
and
property, goods,
goods, wares,
as good
good and
of such
reputed
merehandise, articles
or objects as aforesaid,
aforesaid, for all
all legal
legal purposes.
merchandise,
articles or
S
EC. 17.
17. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
any owner
person having
having Owners of
propSEC.
it further
That any
owner or
or person
ofproperty out
of
the
the care
care or
goods, wares,
wares, and
merchandise,
out
ofthe
erty
and
merchandise,
of.....property,
property, goods,
or management
management of
the
districts in which
districts
which
..
..
articles or
or objects,
not lying
lying or
or being
being within
the assessment
district in
articles
objects, not
within the
assessment district
in they reside,
reside, may
may
make
lists,
&c.
which
he
resides,
shall
be
permitted
to
make
out
and
deliver
the
lists
which he resides, shall be permitted to make out and deliver the lists make lists, &c.
thereof required
required by
by this
assessment district in which
which
the assessment
this act
act (provided
(provided the
thereof
the said
said objects
or taxation
taxation are
is therein
therein distinctly
stated)
are situated
situated is
distinctly stated)
objects of
of duty
duty or
the
at the
time and
and in
manner prescribed
prescribed to
the assistant
assistant assessor
assessor of the
to the
in the
the manner
at
the time
Duty of
of assessassessperson resides.
resides. And it shall be the duty Duty
wherein such person
assessment district wherein
ors in such
cases.
n such cases.
of
the assistant
who receives
any such list to transmit the same ors
receives any
assessor who
assistant assessor
of the
to
the assistant
assistant assessor where
where such objects of taxation are
are situate, who
who
to the
shall
examine such
such list;
list ;and
approves the
to
the same,
same, he
he shall return it to
and if he
he approves
shall examine
the
from whom
thereof;
he received
received it, with
with his approval thereof;
assistant assessor
assessor fiom
whom he
the assistant
therein
and if
if he
to Approve
he shall
shall make
make such
such alterations
alterations therein
he fails
fails to
approve the
the same,
same, he
and
and additions thereto as he may
just and
and proper, and shall
may deem to
to be just
and
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then
said list
to the
the assistant
assessor from whom it wa
assistant assessor
list to
the said
return the
then return
received,
who shall
proceed, in
making the assessment of the tax upon
in making
shall proceed,
received, who
the
received, in
respects as if the
the said list had been made
all respects
in all
so received,
him so
by him
list by
the list

out by himself.
SEC. 18.
be it
it further
further enacted,
aforesaid shall, where
enacted, That the lists aforesaid
And be
18. And
SEC.
Lists to be
the day
to the
reference
taken
with
refer
not
otherwise
specially
for,
be
taken
with
reference
to
day
provided
specially
otherwise
not
taken with referaccrue
duties
where
and,
dime
and bow
to what
named.
time ' fixed for that purpose by
this
act,
as
afores
aid, and,
where
duties
accrue at
at
aforesaid,
as
act,
this
by
purpose
that
for
and how named. fixed
other
lists shall
shall be
be taken
taken with
with reference
reference to the
the lists
times, the
different times,
and different
other and
time
said duties
due, and shall be denominated annual,
become due,
duties become
when said
time when
after
monthly,
and special
special lists.
assistant assessors, respectively, after
the assistant
And the
lists. And
monthly, and
collecting
the
said
lists,
shall
proceed
to
arrange
and
to
make
two
same,
the
arrange
to
proceed
shall
lists,
Two general collecting the said
general lists
the first
first of which
which shall exhibit, in alphabetical order, the
lists,
lists-— the
general
lists,
names of
persons, firms,
corporations liable to pay any
or corporations
companies, or
firms, companies,
all persons,
of all
names
duty, tax,
residing within the assessment district,
act, residing
this act,
under this
license under
or license
tax, or
of
residents; duty,
of residents;
together with
with the
case may
enumeration, as the case
or enumeration,
assessment or
and assessment
value and
the value
together
for
districts
require,
of
the
objects
liable
to
duty
or
taxation
such
districts
for
within
taxation
or
duty
to
liable
objects
the
require, of
which
person is
is liable,
or for
for which
which any
company, or corany firm, company,
liable, or
such person
each such
which each
poration
the amount
amount of
or tax payable thereon; and
duty or
of duty
with the
liable, with
is liable,
poration is
of
non resi the
shall exhibit,
exhibit, in
persons
alphabetical.order, the names of all persons
in alphabetical.order,
list shall
second list
the second
of non-residents.
residing
out of
collection district, who own property within
within the district,
the collection
of the
residing out
dents,
together
the value
value and
and assessment
assessment or
enumeration thereof,
thereof, as the case
or enumeration
with the
together with
may
be, with
the amount
of duty
duty or
or tax
tax payable
payable thereon as aforesaid.
amount of
with the
may be,
The forms
forms of
the said
said general
general list
list shall be devised and prescribed by the
Forms
of the
lists. The
of lists.
Forms of
assessor,
under
the
direction
of
the commissioner
commissioner of
internal revenue, and
and
of internal
the
of
direction
assessor, under the
lists
according to
to such
forms shall
assistant asbe made out by the assistant
shall be
such forms
taken according
lists taken
sessors
to the
fixed
thirty days after the day fixed
within thirty
assessor within
the assessor
delivered to
and delivered
sessors and
by
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, requiring
requiring lists
lists from individuals; or where duties,
act as
this act
by this
licenses,
or taxes
taxes accrue
accrue at
at other and
and different times, the lists shall be delivlicenses, or
due.
become
as
ered
'eo
time
they
become
to
time
from
ered
SEC.
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That the assessors for each collecAnd be
19. And
SEC. 19.
.
Assessors
shall, by advertisement
newspaper published
advertisement in some public newspaper
district shall,.by
tion district
to tion
Assessors to
if any such there be, if not, then in
give noticewhen
notice when in
each county
county within said district, if
in
in each
give
appeals some newspaper in the collection district
and where
appeals
notificaby
and
may
be heard.
district
nearest
thereto,
thereto,
nearest
collection
the
in
newspaper
may be heard. some
tions to
to be
be posted
posted up
up in
public places
places within each
each assessment
assessment
four public
least four
at least
in at
tions
concerned,
district, advertise,
advertise, by
not less
less than
days' notice,
notice, all persons concerned,
than ten days'
by not
district,
of the
the time
time and
and place
place within
within said
said county
will be
and where appeals will
when and
county when
of
valuations,
or
erroneous
received
and
determined
relative
erroneous
excessive
valuations,
any
to
relative
received and determined
assessments, or
enumerations by
assessor or assistant
assistant assessor
assessor returned
returned
by the assessor
or enumerations
assessments,
collecin
the annual
list. And
the duty of the assessor for each collecbe the
shall be
it shall
And it
annual list.
in the
subto subaforesaid, to
tion
at the
time fixed
appeal, as aforesaid,
fixed for hearing such appeal,
the time
district, at
tion district,
mit the
the assessors
assessors and assistant assessors, and the annual
of the
proceedings of
the proceedings
mit
Lists, &c.,
&c., to
to lists
taken and
and returned
aforesaid, to the inspection
inspection of any and all
all
returned as aforesaid,
lists taken
Lists,
be open t0 in persons who may
l
y for
f
or that
th
atpurpose.
purpose . And
A nd the said
said assessor for each
each
apply
who may app
persons
into
open
be
spection.
determine
collection
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized at any time to hear
bear and determine
district is
collection district
spectn.
Appeals,
summary way,
according to law and right, upon any and all appeals
way, according
in aa summary
how in
Appeals, how
to
be deterined,
determined, which
which may
exhibited against
against the proceedings
assessors
proceedings of the said assessors
be exhibited
may be
tobe
to any
allowed to
appeal shall be allowed
or
assistant
Provided,
That
no
any
Provided,
assessors:
or assistant
containing
party after
he shall
shall have
have been
been duly
duly assessed, and the annual
annual list containing
after he
party
the assessment
been transmitted
transmitted to the collector of the district. And
has been
assessment has
the
shall
all
appeals
to
the
assessor,
as
aforesaid, shall be made in writing, and shall
as aforesaid,
assessor,
all appeals to the
a decision is
to state
what. specify
the particular
particular cause,
which a
is
cause, matter, or thing respecting which
specify the
state what.
to
comerror comrequested,
shall, moreover, state the ground or principle of error
and shall,
requested, and
deterreexamine and deterplained of.
And the
the assessor
assessor shall have power to reexamine
of. And
plained
Assessments
mine upon
valuations and rectify the same as shall
assessments and valuations
the assessments
upon the
Assessments mine
assessmeht, or enumeration
may be
be rectified;
equitable; but
valuation, assessment,
enumeration
but no valuation,
and equitable;
just and
appear just
rectified; appear
may
too the
creased
be ess,
in
be increased without a
a previous notice
notice of
of at
at least
least five
five days
days t
the
shall
inbe
toun
not to
l
proper,
same,
&c.
party
interested
to
appear
and
object
to
the
if
he
judge
which
object
and
appear
to
interested
party
&c.
note in writing to be left at the dwelling-house,
notice shall
shall be given by a
a nete
notice
office,
or place
business of the party by such assessor, assistant assessor,
place of business
office, or
Lists to be
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or
other person,
sent by
the nearest
nearest or
usual post-office
address Appeals,
Appeals, books,
post-office address
or usual
to the
mail to
by mail
or sent
person, or
or other
of
said party:
party; Provided,
further, That
That on
on the
the hearing
hearing of
of appeals
it shall
shall witnesses.
appeals it
Provided,further,
of said
be
lawful for
for the
assessor to
require by
summons the
the attendance
attendance of
witof witby summons
to require
the assessor
be lawful
nesses
of account
the same
and
manner and
same manner
in the
account in
books of
of books
production of
the production
and the
nesses and
under
same penalties
are provided
provided in
cases of
to
neglect to
or neglect
refusal or
of refusal
in cases
as are
penalties as
the same
under the
furnish
lists or
or returns.
returns. The
The bills
the attendance
and mileage
mileage of
said Attendance
of said
attendance and
for the
bills for
furnish lists
witnesses shall
be taxed
taxed by
and paid
paid by
the delinquent
delinquent parmileage '
and mileage
par- and
by the
assessor and
the assessor
by the
shall be
witnesses
ties, or
or otherwise
the collector
collector of
on certificate
certificate of the asdistrict, on
the district,
of the
by the
otherwise by
ties,
sessor,
the rates
rates usually
usually allowed
in said
said district
for witnesses
in courts
courts
witnesses in
district for
allowed in
at the
sessor, at

of
justice.
of justice.
SEC. 20.
20. And
it further
That the
said assessors
each colcol- Assessors
to
Assessors to
of each
assessors of
the said
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
lection
respectively, shall,
immediately after
expiration of the make out lists.
the expiration
after the
shall, immediately
district, respectively,
lection district,
time
hearing appeals
appeals concerning
concerning taxes
returned in
in the
the annual list,
taxes returned
for hearing
time for
and
from time
time to
taxes, or licenses become liable to be asduties, taxes,
as duties,
to time
time as
and from
sessed, make
sums payable
payable according
according to law upon
the sums
containing the
lists containing
out lists
make out
sessed,
every object
object of
of duty
duty or
or taxation
each collection
district; which lists Contents of
collection district;
for each
taxation for
every
shall contain
contain the
person residing
residing within
within the said district, lists.
each person
of each
name of
the name
shall
or owning
owning or
or having
care or
within
lying within
property lying
of property
superintendence of
or superintendence
the care
having the
or
the said
which is
is liable
liable to
any tax
tax or
or duty,
or engaged
engaged in
any busibusiin any
duty, or
to any
district, which
said district,
the
ness
pursuit requiring
such person or persons are known,
when such
license, when
a license,
requiring a
or pursuit
ness or
together
the sums
property
any property
is any
there is
where there
and where
each; and
by each;
payable by
sums payable
with the
together with
within
district liable
payment of the said duty or
the payment
to the
liable to
collection district
any collection
within any
tax,
not owned
owned or
or occupied
occupied by
under the
non.
per- Lists of nonof any persuperintendence of
the superintendence
or under
by or
tax, not
son
resident therein,
there shall
shall be
list of
of such
property, spe
d_ residents.
residents.
specisuch property,
separate list
a separate
be a
therein, there
son resident
fying
sum payable,
payable, and
and the
the names
names of
when
respective proprietors, when
the respective
of the
the sum
fying the
known.
And the
making out
any such
such separate
separate list
list shall
transmit
shall transmit
out any
assessor making
the assessor
known. And
to
the assessor
assessor of
of the
the district,
district, where
the persons
liable to pay such tax
persons liable
where the
to the
reside,
or shall
shall have
place of
business, copies
copies of
list
the list
of the
of business,
principal place
their principal
have their
reside, or
of property
property held
held by
liable to
to the
end that
the
that the
the end
tax, to
such tax,
pay such
to pay
so liable
persons so
by persons
of
taxes assessed
under the
the provisions
provisions of
act may
be paid
the
within the
paid within
may be
this act
of this
assessed under
taxes
collection district
district where
the persons
liable to
pay the
the same
same reside,
reside, or may
may
to pay
persons liable
where the
collection
have their
principal place
place of
of business.
And in
all other
other cases
cases the said
said
in all
business. And
their principal
have
assessor
collectors of
several collection
collection districts,
Lists to be sent
sent
the several
of the
the collectors
to the
furnish to
shall furnish
assessor shall
respectively,
ten days
after the
concerning dttoo collector in ten
appeals concerning
hearing appeals
of hearing
time of
the time
days after
within ten
respectively, within
taxes
in the
annual list,
thereafter as da
a3s.
time thereafter
to time
time to
from time
and from
list, and
the annual
returned in
taxes returned
required,
certified copy
or lists
lists for
for their
collection
their proper collection
list or
such list
of such
copy of
a certified
required, a
districts.
case it
it shall
be found
or discovered
discovered by any assessor that
found or
shall be
in case
And in
districts. And
the
proper collector,
collector, as
aforesaid, is imperas aforesaid,
the proper
to the
so furnished
furnished to
list so
annual list
the annual
imfect
or incomplete,
incomplete, owing
to the
the names
names of
of persons,
persons, firms,
firms, corporations,
corporations, or If lists are imowing to
fect or
objects
liable to
omitted therefrom,
the said
said assessor
perfect, special
assessor perfect,
therefrom, the
being omitted
duty being
or duty
tax or
to tax
objects liable
may, from
from time
time, at
at any
any time
enter on
on a
list all
all misasdery
made. e
a special
special list
thereafter, enter
time thereafter,
to time,
time to
may,
such objects
objects of
of duty
duty or
or taxation,
taxation, with
with the
persons owning or
of persons
names of
the names
such
having the
care or
or superintendence
of property
lying within
within said
district
said district
property lying
superintendence of
the care
having
liable to
or engaged
engaged in any
requiring
any business or pursuit requiring
duty, or
or duty,
tax or
said tax
to said
liable
a
the sums
sums payable
payable by
have
as he shall discover to have
each, as
by each,
with the
license, with
a license,
been omitted
aforesaid; and
and the
the same
same proceedings
proceedings shall
shall obtain and be
as aforesaid;
omitted as
been
had
with respect
objects of
of duty
duty or
tax as
by this
act required
required
this act
as are
are by
or tax
such objects
to such
respect to
had with
in
to objects
taxes, and
regularly
persons liable to tax regularly
and persons
or taxes,
duty or
of duty
objects of
respect to
in respect
entered
and returned
returned on
any monthly
monthly or
or special
special list:
Provided,That the Provisos.
list: Provided,
on any
entered and
office
place of
of business
business of
ssessor shall be always
always
tassessor
said a
the said
of the
principal place
or principal
office or
open
when he
absent therefrom
therefrom during the business
necessarily absent
not necessarily
is not
he is
open when
hours of
each day,
the hearing
appeals by parties
parties who shall appear
of appeals
hearing of
for the
day, for
of each
hours
voluntarily before
before him:
him: Provided,
Provided, further,
shall be in the power of
That it shall
further, That
voluntarily
the commissioner
internal revenue
revenue to
exonerate any
as aforeaforeassessor as
any assessor
to exonerate
of internal
commissioner of
the
said from
whole or
or in
in part,
to him
shall appear just and
him shall
as to
part, as
in whole
forfeitures, in
from forfeitures,
said
equitable.
equitable.

S
EC. 21.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That every
every assessor
or assistant
assistant
assessor or
it further
further enacted,
21. And
SEC.

Penalty upon
Penalty

assessor who
who shall
enter upon
upon and
and perform
the duties
his office
office without assessors
assessors and asof his
duties of
perform the
shall enter
assessor
istant assessors
having
the oath
oath or
or affirmation
affirmation prescribed
prescribed by
sistant
by this act, or who shall assessors
taken the
having taken
VOL.
XII.
VOL. XIII.

PUB.
— 20
PUB. -20
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wilfully
neglect to
perform any
of the
the duties
duties prescribed
this act at the
by this
prescribed by
any of
to perform
wilfully neglect
time
the manner
herein designated,
designated, or who shall knowingly
knowingly make
make
manner herein
in the
and in
time and
any false or fraudulent list or valuation or assessment, or shall demand or
receive
any compensation,
compensation, fee,
other than
those provided for
than those
reward, other
or reward,
fee, or
receive any
extortion
herein,
the performance
performance of
duty, or
shall be
be guilty of extortion
or shall
any duty,
of any
for the
herein, for
or
in office,
office, shall,
shall, upon
conviction thereof
thereof in any circuit
circuit
upon conviction
oppression in
wilful oppression
or wilful
or
district court
of the
jurisdiction thereof, be subhaving jurisdiction
States having
United States
the United
court of
or district
ject to
of not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or to
imprisonment
to imprisonment
fine of
to aafine
ject
for not
one year,
year, or
or both,
at the
the discretion
discretion of
court, and
the court,
of the
both, at
exceeding one
not exceeding
for
shall
be
dismissed
from
office,
and
shall
be
forever
disqualified
from
holddisqualified
forever
be
shall
and
office,
from
shall be dismissed
ing any
office under
under the
the government
United States.
half
States. And one half
the United
of the
government of
any office
ing
of
imposed shall
for the
the use of
of the United States, and the
be for
shall be
so imposed
fine so
the fine
of the
other
half for
the use
informer, who
ascertained by the
shall be ascertained
who shall
the informer,
of the
use of
for the
other half
judgment
the court;
and the
shall also render judgment
court shall
said court
the said
court; and
of the
judgment of
against
assistant assessor
assessor for
the amount of damages
for the
or assistant
assessor or
said assessor
the said
against the
sustained
in favor
favor of
of the
injured, to
be collected
execution.
collected by execution.
to be
party injured,
the party
sustained in
Pay
SEC. 22.
it further
enacted, That there shall be allowed and
further enacted,
be it
And be
22. And
assess-- SEC.
of assess
Pay of
ors.
paid to
the several
several assessors
of fifteen hundred dollars per annum,
salary of
a salary
assessors a
to the
paid
ors.
payable quarterly.
the receipts of the
where the
thereto, where
addition thereto,
in addition
And in
quarterly. And
payable
collection
district
shall
exceed
the
sum
of
one
hundred
thousand dollars
hundred
one
of
sum
the
exceed
shall
district
collection
and shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
of four
hundred thousand
thousand dollars annually,
four hundred
sum of
the sum
and
one
one per
per centum
upon the
the excess
receipts over
hundred
over one hundred
of receipts
excess of
centum upon
of one
half of
one half
thousand
dollars. Where
the receipts
of a
a collection
collection district
exceed
shall exceed
district shall
receipts of
Where the
thousand dollars.
four
hundred thousand
dollars and
and shall
shall not
exceed six
thousand,
hundred thousand,
six hundred
not exceed
thousand dollars
four hundred
one fifth
fifth of
of one
one per
of receipts
over four hundred
receipts over
excess of
the excess
upon the
centum upon
per centum
one
thousand dollars.
Where the
exceed six hundred thousand
shall exceed
receipts shall
the receipts
dollars. Where
thousand
dollars, one
one tenth
one per
upon such
such excess; but the salary
centum upon
per centum
of one
tenth of
dollars,
of
assessor shall,
shall, in
in any
case, exceed
exceed the
the sum
four thousand dollars.
of four
sum of
any case,
no assessor
of no
Certain ex
the several
several assessors
assessors shall be allowed and paid the sums actually and
And the
ex-- And
Certain
penses
necessarily
expended, with the approval
approval of the commissioner
commissioner of internal
necessarily expended,
be
to be
lenles to
allowed.
revenue
account for such rent shall be allowed or paid until it
no account
but no
revenue;;but
shall
have been
been verified
verified in
the commissioner shall reas the
manner as
such manner
in such
shall have
quire, and
and shall
shall have
and approved
approved by
by the proper officers
officers of
audited and
been audited
have been
quire,
the
treasury department,
department, for
office-rent, not
exceeding the rate of five
not exceeding
for office-rent,
the treasury
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum.
annum. And
And the
the several
several .assessors
assessors shall be paid,
hundred
after the
account thereof
rendered to, and approved by,
been rendered
have been
shall have
thereof shall
the account
after
the
of the
the treasury,
treasury, their
necessary and reasonable
reasonable charges
their necessary
officers of
proper officers
the proper
Clerk hire.
for
clerk-hire; but
approved unless it shall state
account shall be approved
such account
but no such
for clerk-hire;
Clerk-hire.
the
or names
names of
or clerks
clerks employed,
employed, and the precise periclerk or
the clerk
of the
name or
the name
ods
of
time
for
which
they
were
respectively
employed,
employed, and the rate of
respectively
were
they
which
for
time
of
ods
affidavit of
compensation agreed
upon, and
shall be accompanied
accompanied by an affidavit
and shall
agreed upon,
compensation
the assessor
assessor stating
that such
was actually required by the necesservice was
such service
stating that
the
sities
his office,
rendered; and also by the affidavit of
actually rendered;
was actually
and was
office, and
of his
sities of
each
clerk, stating
stating that
the service
service charged
charged in such acrendered the
has rendered
he has
that he
each clerk,
count
on his
behalf, the
compensation agreed upon, and that he has not
the compensation
his behalf,
count on
paid,
or assigned,
assigned, or contracted
contracted to pay, deposit, or assign any
deposited, or
paid, deposited,
part
of such
compensation to
of any other person, or in any way, dito the use of
such compensation
part of
to pay or give, any reward
rectly
or
indirectly,
paid
or
given,
or
contracted
or
given,
or
paid
indirectly,
or
rectly
or
compensation for
for his
his office
or employment,
employment, or the emoluments
emoluments thereof.
office or
or compensation
And the
the chief
chief clerk
adminclerk of any such assessor is hereby authorized to adminAnd
affirmations as are reister, in
in the
the absence
oaths or affirmations
absence of the assessor, such oaths
ister,
Pay of
of assist
quired by
by this
allowed and paid to each
each assistant
assistant
act. And there shall be allowed
this act.
assist-- quired
Pay
lists
in
ant
assessors.
assessor
four
dollars
for
every
day
actually
employed
collecting
employed
actually
day
every
for
dollars
four
assessor
ant assessors,
and making
the number
purpose to
number of days necessary for that purpose
valuations, the
making valuations,
and
assessor; and three dollars for every hundred
hundred persons
persons
certified by the assessor;
be certified
completed and delivered
assessed
contained in
delivered by him to
the tax list, as completed
in the
assessed contained
the
assessor; and
granted to any tobacco,
and' twenty-five cents for each permit granted
the assessor;
snuff,
cigar manufacturer;
manufacturer; and the said assessors and assistant assessor cigar
snuff, or
ors,
be paid
paid after the account thereof shall have
have been
shall be
respectively, shall
ors, respectively,

for acting

for acting

without
taking
taking
without
oath,oa,
&c.
&c.
oath,
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their
rendered to,
approved by,
by, the
officers of
of the treasury, their
proper officers
the proper
and approved
to, and
rendered
be
Accounts to be
necessary and
and reasonable
and blank
blank books
books used in Accounts
stationery and
for stationery
charges for
reasonable charges
necessary
the
discharge
of
their
duties,
and
for
postage
actually
paid
on
letters
and
verified by
by oath
oath.
verified
and
letters
on
paid
actually
postage
for
and
duties,
their
of
the discharge
business:
documents
relating exclusively
exclusively to official business:
and relating
sent, and
or sent,
received or
documents received
Provided,
That no
no such
account shall
be approved
approved unless it shall state
shall be
such account
Provided, That
be
the
date and
and the
of every
every such
such expenditure,
expenditure, and shall be
item of
particular item
the particular
the date
assessor;
verified
by the
the oath
oath or
affirmation of
assessor or assistant
assistant assessor;
such assessor
of such
or affirmation
verified by
ancl
the compensation
herein specified
shall be
be in
expenses not
full for all expenses
in full
specified shall
compensation herein
and the
otherwise
particularly authorized.
authorized. Provided,
Secretary Additional
Additional
the Secretary
That the
further, That
Provided,further,
otherwise particularly
of
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
fix such addicompensation to
addi- compensation
to fix
authorized to
and he
of the
assessors.
tional rates
rates of
of compensation
to be
be made
to assessors
assessors and assistant assess- assessors.
made to
compensation to
tional
ors in
where a
collection district
embraces more than aa single
district embraces
a collection
cases where
in cases
ors
congressional district,
and to
assessors and assistant assessors, revenue
revenue
to assessors
district, and
congressional
agents and
in Louisiana,
Louisiana, North
North Carolina, Mississippi,
Mississippi, Teninspectors, in
and inspectors,
agents
nessee, Missouri,
California, and
territories, as may
the territories,
Oregon, and the
and Oregon,
Missouri, California,
nessee,
consequence of the greater
appear
him to
to be
just and
greater
equitable, in consequence
and equitable,
be just
to him
appear to
cost
of living
travelling in those states and territories, and as may,
living and travelling
cost of
in
his judgment,
necessary to
officers;
to secure the services of competent officers;
be necessary
judgment, be
in his
but
the rates
rates of
compensation thus
thus allowed
shall not exceed the rates paid
allowed shall
of compensation
but the
to similar
similar officers
officers in
in such
such states
territories respectively.
respectively.
states and territories
to
S
EC. 23.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
assessor shall
Penalty upon
demand Penalty
shall demand
any assessor
if any
That if
it further
And be
23. And
SEC.
a conof, or
or receive
or indirectly
indirectly from,
any assistant
assistant assessor,
con- aceing
=fis
i
°
g
rportion
:on.rtr
iOn-of
assessor, as a
from, any
directly or
receive directly
of,
assistant,
dition of
his appointment
or continuance
continuance in,
in, his
said office of assistant pay of assistant,
his said
to, or
appointment to,
of his
dition
&c.
assessor,
of the
the compensation
compensation herein
herein allowed
allowed such assistant
assistant &c.
portion of
any portion
assessor, any
be
so
assessor
such
assessor,
or
any
other
consideration
offending
shall
be
consideration,
other
assessor, or any
a fine of not less
summarily
from office,
office, and
and shall be liable to a
dismissed from
summarily dismissed
than
five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars upon
upon conviction
said offence
offence in any district or
or
conviction of said
than five
circuit court
court of
the United
United States
of the
which such offence
offence
in which
district in
the district
States of
of the
circuit
may
be committed.
committed.
may be
of
S
EC. 24.
24. And
assessors shall Accounts of
assistant assessors
the assistant
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
make out
out their
accounts for
and charges
charges allowed
law monthly,
ss
rs istant assessassistantassessmonthly, ao
by law
allowed by
pay and
for pay
their accounts
make
specifying each
each item
item and
ansl
date of each day of service, and
the date
including the
and including
specifying
shall
oath or
affirmation, to the assessor of
of
or affirmation,
by oath
verified by
same, verified
the same,
transmit the
shall transmit
the district,
district, who
shall thereupon
and, if it appear
appear just
the same, and,
examine the
thereupon examine
who shall
the
but
and
in accordanee
with law,
law, he
shall indorse
indorse his approval thereon, but
he shall
accordance with
and in
otherwise shall
shall return
return the
the same
same with
with objections.
such account,
account, so
objections. Any such
otherwise
approved,
be presented
by the
assistant assessor to the collector
collector of
of
the assistant
presented by
may be
approved, may
when
the
district for
payment, who shall thereupon
thereupon pay the same, and, when
for payment,
the district
receipted by
by the
the assistant
assistant assessor,
assessor, be
therefor upon presentation
presentation
allowed therefor
be allowed
receipted
to
the commissioner
commissioner of
internal revenue.
Where any account, so transrevenue. Where
of internal
to the
mitted to
the assessor,
assessor, shall
in whole or in part, the assistto, in
objected to,
be objected
shall be
to the
mitted
whose
ant assessor
assessor may
commissioner of internal revenue, whose
to the commissioner
appeal to
may appeal
ant
decision on
on the
shall be
be final.
And should it appear, at any time,
final. And
case shall
the case
decision
negligently approved any account, as
that any
any assessor
has knowingly
knowingly or negligently
assessor has
that
due
aforesaid,
allowing any
any assistant
assistant assessor
assessor a
a sum larger than was due
aforesaid, allowing
according
to law,
it shall
duty of
commissioner of internal
the commissioner
of the
the duty
be the
shall be
law, it
according to
revenue,
upon proper
proper proof
proof thereof,
sum so allowed
allowed from
the sum
deduct the
to deduct
thereof, to
revenue, upon
commissioner as
any
pay which
which may
may be
such assessor; or the commissioner
to such
due to
be due
any pay
aforesaid may
may direct
direct a
asuit
to be brought in any court of competent jurissuit to
aforesaid
diction against
against the
the assessor
recovassessor in default, for the recovassistant assessor
or assistant
assessor or
diction
ery
of
the
amount
knowingly
or
negligently
hereinbefore
allowed, as hereinbefore
negligently
or
knowingly
amount
the
ery of
mentioned: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in estimating
estimating the allowance to be made to
mentioned:
a day, each
assistant assessors
assessors for
for periods
each ten hours
service less than a
periods of service
assistant
shall
be deemed
deemed the
the equivalent
equivalent of aaday.
shall be
ofcollecSEC. 25.
25. [And
it further
colleeshall be allowed to Pay of
there shall
That there
enacted,] That
further enacted,]
be it
[And be
SEC.
tors.
tors.
deputheir
of
that
compensation
collectors,
compensation
for
their
services
and
of
depu
full
in
collectors,
ties, a
fifteen hundred
annum, to be paid quarterly,
dollars per annum,
hundred dollars
of fifteen
a salary
salary of
ties,
and in
addition thereto
of three
three per
per centum upon the first
commission of
a commission
thereto a
in addition
and
centum upon all
hundred
thousand dollars,
and aacommission
commission of one
one per centum
dollars, and
hundred thousand
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sums above
above one
one hundred
and not
exceeding four hundred
hundred
not exceeding
dollars and
thousand dollars
hundred thousand
sums
on all
centum
thousand
dollars,
and
a
commission
of
one
half
of
per
centum
one
of
half
one
of
commission
a
and
Pay
collec- thousand dollars,
Pay of collecsums
thousand dollars,
dollars, such commissions to be comtors.
hundred thousand
four hundred
above four
sums above
torq.
Pest, p. 469.
puted upon
the amounts
amounts by
them respectively
respectively collected and paid over and
by them
upon the
puted
Pst, p. 469;
accounted
for
under
the
instructions
of the
the treasury
treasury department.
department. And
accounted for under the instructions of
there shall
be
further
paid, after
after the
has been
been rendered to,
thereof has
account thereof
the account
paid,
further
be
shall
there
ad
Charges
Charges and
and approved by,
by, the
proper
officers
of
the
treasury,
to
each
his
collector his
each collector
to
treasury,
the
of
officers
the proper
expenses.
and approved
expenses.
necessary and
reasonable charge,
charge, for
stationery and blank books used in
for stationery
Post,
and reasonable
469. necessary
p. 469.
Post, p.
the performance
of his
official duties,
duties, and
for postage
postage actually paid on letand for
his official
performance of
the
official
ters
and
documents
received
or
sent,
and
exclusively
relating
relating to official
exclusively
and
sent,
or
ters and documents received
business;
no such
such account
account shall
be approved
approved unless it shall state the
shall be
but no
business; but
date
the particular
items of
expenditure, and shall be
such expenditure,
every such
of every
particular items
and the
date and
verified by
the oath
collector: Provided,
Provided, That the
the collector:
of the
affirmation of
or affirmation
oath or
by the
Pay
ex- verified
Pay not to exseed,
salary
and commissions
stationery, blank
commissions of no collector, exclusive of stationery,
salary and
&c.
ceed, &c.
in
thousand
[Proviso
stricken
books,
and
postage
,
shall
exceed
dollars
the aggregate,
aggreaate,
ten
exceed
shall
postage,
and
books,
stricken
[Proviso
out. Post, p.469.] nor more than five thousand dollars
rent,
expenses fbr
for 'rent,
exclusive of the expenses
ot.Post,p.469.] nor more than five thousand dollars exclusive
to
clerks,
deputies
stationery,
blank
books,
and
postage,
and
pay
of
deputies
and
and
postage,
and
books,
blank
stationery,
which such
is actually
necessarily subjected in the adminisand necessarily
actually and
collector is
such collector
which
tration of
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
further,That
Provided,further,
office: Provided,
his office:
of his
tration
Further allowto make
such further
further allowances,
allowances, from time to time, as may
make such
authorized to
be authorized
allow- be
Further
ances.
be
reasonable in
in cases
cases in
territorial extent
extent of the district,
the territorial
from the
which, from
in which,
be reasonable
ances.
or
from
the
amount
of
internal
duties
collected,
or
from other circumor
collected,
duties
internal
of
amount
or from the
stances, it
it may
make such allowances.
allowances.
to make
just to
seem just
may seem
stances,
Accounts of colSEC. 26.
And be
it further
That in
in the
adjustment of the
the adjustment
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
26. And
SEC.
Accounts of collectors
and asof assessors
assessors and collectors of internal revenue which shall accrue
accrue
accounts of
as- accounts
lectors and
srs, how
the
and in
sixty-four,, and
eighteen hundred and sixty-four
in the
the thirtieth of June, eighteen
justed.
esso
ad- after the
sess,
year
fiscal year
date,, the
that date
payment
compensation for services
services after that
the fiscal
payment of their compensation
of the
the treasury
treasury shall
shall be
be observed;
such compensation,
compensation, or any
where such
and where
observed; and
of
part of
of it,
it, shall
shall be
commissions upon
upon assessments
collections, and
assessments or collections,
by commissions
be by
part
Post, p. 469.
shall during
during any
year,
in
consequence
of
a
new
apportionment
[appointapportionment
new
a
any year, in consequence of
Post, p. 469. shall
ment,] be
be due
due to
more than
one assessor
district,
or collector in the same district,
assessor or
than one
to more
ment,]
such commissions
shall be
be apportioned
betinen such
assessors or collecsuch assessors
apportioned between
commissions shall
such
tors according
according to
respectively; but in no
them respectively;
by them
collected by
amounts collected
the amounts
to the
tors
case
of the
allowed to two or more
commissions be allowed
the commissions
amount of
greater amount
shall aagreater
case shall
assessors
or
collectors
in
the
same
district
than
or may be, authorized
authorized
is,
than
district
same
the
in
assessors or collectors
by
to be
alloived to
to one
one assessor
salary and
assessor or collector. And the salary
be allowed
law to
by law
accrued
and
commissions
of
assessors
and
collectors
heretofore
earned
accrued
earned
heretofore
collectors
and
assessors
of
commissions
shall
be adjusted,
paid in
conformity to the provisions of this
in conformity
and paid
allowed, and
adjusted, allowed,
shall be
section, and
and not
not otherwise.
section,
Collectors to
SEC. 27.
And be
enacted, That
That each
each collector,
collector, on receiving,
further enacted,
it further
be it
27. And
SEC.
to
Collectors
shall subscribe
fi
lvveseipts
rom time to time, lists and returns
returns from the said assessors,
assessors ,shall
su bscribe
from
receipts for f
five
a full and correct
three receipts:
receipts: one of which shall be made upon a
correct copy
copy
ists;
of each
list or
or return,
and be
delivered by
by him to, and shall remain with,
be delivered
return, and
each list
of
the assessor
assessor of
his collection
district, and shall be open to the inspection
collection district,
of his
the
of
any
person
who
may
apply
to
inspect the same; and the other two
to inspect
apply
may
of any person who
shall
made upon
aggregate statements
statements of
of the lists or returns aforesaid,
aforesaid,
upon aggregate
be made
shall be
exhibiting
gross amount
of taxes
his collection disin his
collected in
be collected
to be
taxes to
amount of
the gross
exhibiting the
trict,
and receipts shall be transmitted
statements and
aggregate statements
which aggregate
of which
one of
trict, one
to
commissioner of
of internal
internal revenue, and the other to the first compthe commissioner
to the
troller
or the
treasury.
the treasury.
troller of
Sac.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That each of said collectors
collectors shall,
further enacted,
28. And
SEC. 28.
within twenty
twenty days
days after
collection list from the
his annual collection
receiving his
after receiving
within
give notice,
notice, by
advertisement published
each county
county in his
in each
published in
by advertisement
to
assessors, give
to give notice assessors,
such
that duties
are
collection
district, in one newspaper
newspaper printed
printed in such county, if any such
collection district,
duties are
that
payable.
places
public places
in at
up in
payable.
there be, and by notifications to be posted
posted up
at least
least four
four public
in each county in his collection district, that the said duties have become
[Amended,
Post, in each county in his collection district, that the said
[Amended, Post,
due
and state
state the
county at which
which
the time and place within said county
payable, and
and payable,
due and
pp.
489, 470.]
pp. 469,
time
which
he
or
his
deputy
will
attend
to
receive
the
same,
shall not be
same,
the
receive
to
attend
will
he or his deputy
less than
ten days
days after
persons who shall
notification; and all persons
such notification;
after such
than ten
than than
less
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neglect
duties and
and taxes
taxes so
so as
as aforesaid
aforesaid assessed
the
within the
assessed within
the duties
pay the
to pay
neglect to
time
shall be
liable to
pay ten
per centum
centum additional
upon the
the
additional upon
ten per
to pay
be liable
specified, shall
time specified,
amount thereof,
thereof, the
the fact
which liability
liability shall
shall be
in the
the advertiseadvertisestated in
be stated
of which
fact of
amount
ment
aforesaid. And
And if
if any
any person
neglect to
to pay
Collectors to
pay Collectors
shall neglect
person shall
notifications aforesaid.
and notifications
ment and
as aforesaid
more than
days, it
it shall
of the
ui
e
e
"
n
'atV
deman
the collector
collector d
the duty
duty of
shall be
be the
than ten
ten days,
for more
as
aforesaid for
or his
issue to
to such
such person
person a
left at
or
dwelling or
his dwelling
at his
be left
to be
a notice
notice to
to issue
deputy to
or
his deputy
usual place
of business,
business, or
sent by
by mail,
mail, demanding
payment of
demanding the payment
be sent
or be
place of
usual
said
or taxes,
stating the
the amount
amount thereof,
with a
afee
cents
twenty cents
of twenty
fee of
thereof, with
taxes, stating
duties or
said duties
for the
issuing and
and service
cents for
for each
each
four cents
with four
and with
notice, and
such notice,
of such
service of
the issuing
for
mile
and' necessarily
necessarily travelled
serving the
same. And
And if
if such
the same.
in serving
travelled in
actually and
mile actually
persons
shall not
not pay
the duties
duties or
or taxes,
with the
aforesaid, and
penalty aforesaid,
the penalty
taxes, with
pay the
persons shall
the
fee of
twenty cents
and mileage
after the
the
days after
ten days
within ten
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, within
mileage as
cents and
of twenty
the fee
service or
or the
the sending
of such
such notice,
it shall be the duty of the
notice, it
mail of
by mail
sending by
service
collector or
to collect the said duties or taxes, and fee of twenty
his deputy to
or his
collector
cents and
and mileage,
mileage, with
with ten
ten per
And with
aforesaid. And
as aforesaid.
penalty as
centum penalty
per centum
cents
respect to
to all
such duties
or taxes
are not
in the annual lists
included in
not included
as are
taxes as
duties or
all such
respect
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and all
all taxes
and duties
duties the collection of which is not othertaxes and
as
wise
provided for
for in
in this
this act,
of each collector, in perthe duty of
be the
it shall
shall be
act, it
wise provided
son
or by
deputy, to
demand payment
payment thereof,
in the
menlast menmanner last
the manner
thereof, in
to demand
by deputy,
son or
tioned,
ten days
from and
the list
list thereof
thereof from the
receiving the
after receiving
and after
days from
within ten
tioned, within
assessor,
within twenty
twenty days
from and
expiration of the time
time
the expiration
and after the
days from
or within
assessor, or
annual
within
which such
duty or
tax should
should have been paid; and if the annual
or tax
such duty
within which
or other
other duties
be paid
paid within
such
from and after such
days from
ten days
within ten
not be
shall not
duties shall
or
demand therefor,
it shall
be lawful
deputies, to
his deputies,
or his
collector, or
such collector,
for such
lawful for
shall be
therefor, it
demand
proceed to
collect the
said duties
duties or
with ten
centum additional
per centum
ten per
taxes, with
or taxes,
the said
to collect
proceed
thereto, as
by distraint
sale of
of the
colle ct by
or effects to collect
goods, chattels, or
the goods,
and sale
distraint and
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, by
thereto,
if, &c
of the
the persons
persons delinquent
delinquent as
in case
distraint, it shall
distisunt
distfaint if,
shall&e
of distraint,
case of
And in
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. And
of
be the
the duty
duty of
the collection
to Proceedings in
cause to
or cause
to make,
make, or
collection to
with the
charged with
officer charged
the officer
of the
be
be made,
made, an
an account
account of
goods or
or chattels
chattels distrained,
distrained, a
of which,
w hi ch, case
case of distraint.
distraint.
copy of
a copy
the goods
of the
be
signed
the officer
officer making
such distraint,
distraint, shall
be left with the owner
owner or
or
shall be
making such
by the
signed by
possessor
of such
such goods,
goods, chattels,
chattels, or
or at
at his
her dwelling,
dwelling, or
or her
his or
or effects,
effects, or
possessor of
usual
business, with
with, some
of suitable
discretion,
and discretion,
age and
suitable age
person of
some person
of business,
place of
usual place
with
note of
the sum
sum demanded,
demanded, and
time and
and place
place of
of sale;
sale; and
the time
and the
of the
a note
with a
the said
said officer
officer shall
shall forthwith
cause aanotification
notification to be published in some
forthwith cause
the
newspaper within
county wherein
wherein said
said distraint
is aa
there is
if there
made, if
is made,
distraint is
the county
within the
newspaper
newspaper
published in
said county,
up at the
be publicly
publicly posted up
to be
or to
county, or
in said
newspaper published
post-office,
within five
five miles,
nearest to
residence of
to the residence
miles, nearest
one within
be one
there be
if there
post-office, if
the
person whose
shall be
be distrained,
and in
than two
less than
not less
in not
distrained, and
property shall
whose property
the person
other
public places,
specify the
the articles
articles distrained,
distrained, and
and
shall specify
notice shall
which notice
places, which
other public
the
for the
the sale
sale thereof,
which time shall not be less than
thereof, which
place for
and place
time and
the time
ten
more than
twenty days
days from
date of
the
notification, and the
such notification,
of such
the date
from the
than twenty
nor more
ten nor
from the place of
place proposed
proposed for
more than
than five
distant .from
miles distant
five miles
not more
sale not
for sale
place
making
distraint: Provided,
That, in any case of distraint for the
Provided, That,
such distraint:
making such
payment
the duties
or taxes
aforesaid, the goods, chattels, or effects so
taxes aforesaid,
duties or
of the
payment of
distrained shall
and may
restored to the owner or possessor, if prior to
may be restored
shall and
distrained
the
sale payment
amount due
due or
thereof shall be made to
tender thereof
or tender
the amount
of the
payment of
the sale
the proper
proper officer
charged with
with the
the collection
collection of
amount demanded,
full amount
the full
of the
officer charged
the
together with
such fee
fee for
for levying,
levying, and
and such
and
sum for the necessary and
such sum
with such
together
reasonable expenses
of removing,
removing, advertising, and keeping the goods,
expenses of
reasonable
chattels,
or effects
effects so
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the commissioner
commissioner
may be
as may
distrained, as
so distrained,
chattels, or
of
revenue; but
in case
case of
non-payment or
aforesaid,
as aforesaid,
or tender,
tender, as
of non-payment
but in
internal revenue;
of internal
'the
proceed to
to sell
sell the
the said
chattels, or effects
effects at
goods, chattels,
said goods,
shall proceed
officers shall
said officers
the said
proceeds of such sale
public
and shall
shall and
retain from the proceeds
may retain
and may
auction, and
public auction,
the
the use
use of
of the
the United
the necesneceswith the
States, with
United States,
for the
demandable for
amount demandable
the amount
sary and
reasonable expenses
expenses of
sale, and
commission
and aa commission
and sale,
distraint and
of distraint
and reasonable
sary
of five
centum thereon
thereon for
his own
own use,
use, rendering
rendering the
if any
any
overplus, if
the overplus,
for his
per centum
of
five per
there be,
be, to
the person
person whose
goods, chattels,
or effects
shall have been
effects shall
chattels, or
whose goods,
to the
there
Exemptions
distrained:
Provided, further,
exempt from distraintExemptions
shall be exempt
there shall
That there
further, That
distrained: Provided,
distress.
from
the
or implements
implements of
ro
m distress.
profession, one cow, arms, and f
or profession,
trade or
of aa trade
tools or
the tools
20*
20*
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provisions, and
household furniture
furniture kept
apparel necessary
necessary
use, and apparel
for use,
kept for
and household
provisions,
for
a
family.
for a family.
SEC. 29. And
be it
further enacted,
That in
all cases
cases where
where the propin all
enacted, That
it further
29. And be
SEC.
be divisIf
property
er
t
y
—liable
liable to
to distraint
divisdistraint for duties or taxes under this act may not be
erty
If property
the
liable to distraint, i
raise
to
thereof
part
of
sale
a
by
collector
the
enable
to
, ible,
is
not
ble, so as
enable
collector by a sa le of part thereof to raise the
divisti
to divisible.
iae
whole amount
the tax,
tax, with
with all
costs, charges,
commissions, the
charges, and commissions,
all costs,
of the
whole amount of
of
whole of
such property
property shall
sold, and
and the
the surplus
proceeds of
surplus of the proceeds
be sold,
shall be
whole of such
shall
the
sale,
after
satisfying
the
duty
or
tax,
costs,
and
charges,
be
paid
charges,
and
costs,
tax,
or
the sale, after satisfying the duty
or
to the
of the
the property,
property, or
his, her,
or their
their legal
representatives; or
legal representatives;
her, or
or his,
owner of
to the owner
then
same,
if
he,
she,
or
they
cannot
be
found,
or
refuse
receive
the
to
refuse
or
found,
be
cannot
they
if he, she, or
such surplus
be deposited
deposited in
the treasury
treasury of
be
of the United States, to be
in the
shall be
surplus shall
such
representa-there held
held for
the use
use of
or his, her, or their legal representa
owner,' or
the owner
of the
for the
there
tives, until
he, she,
or they
shall make
application therefor to the Secremake application
they shall
she, or
until he,
tives,
tary of
upon such
such application,
application, shall, by warrant on the
who, upon
Treasury, who,
the Treasury,
of the
tary
treasury,
cause the
same to
to be
to the
the applicant.
applicant. And if the property
paid to
be paid
the same
treasury, cause
duty
advertised for
for sale
sale as
as aforesaid
aforesaid cannot
cannot be
be sold for the amount of the duty
advertised
or tax
tax due
the costs
and charges,
charges, the
collector shall purchase
purchase
the collector
costs and
with the
thereon, with
due thereon,
or
the same
in behalf
States for an amount not exceeding the
United States
the United
of the
Collector
behalf of
same in
the
to
Collector to
so
purchase propsaid tax
tax or
or duty,
duty, with
the costs
and
charges thereon.
thereon. And all property
property so
and charges
costs
the
with
said
p
P.
pertyche
erty if, &c.
regulations as may be
purchased
may be
be sold
collector under
be
under such regulations
said collector
by said
sold by
purchased may
prescribed
by the
revenue. And the collector
collector
internal revenue.
of internal
commissioner of
the commissioner
prescribed by
shall
distinct account
account of
of all
all charges
charges incurred
incurred in the sale of such
a distinct
render a
shall render
property to
the commissioner
commissioner of
revenue, who
shall, by regulation,
regulation,
who shall,
internal revenue,
of internal
property to the
determine
the fees
fees and
and costs
costs to
to be
be allowed
allowed in cases
cases of distraint and other
determine the
seizures; and
and the
the said
said collector
pay into
into the
treasury the surplus, if
the treasury
shall pay
collector shall
seizures;
any there
be, after
after defraying
defraying the charges.
charges.
there be,
any
S
EC. 30.
And be
it further
in any case where
where goods,
That in
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
30. And
SEc.
by
imposed
duties
If
personal
chattels,
or
effects
sufficient
to
satisfy
this act upon
upon
the
satisfy
to
sufficient
chattels, or effects
If personal
or
pyoperty is insuffi- any
person
liable to
to pay
same shall not be found by the collector
collector or
the same
pay the
person liable
any
insutfiis
property
ment real estate
hereby
is
he
same,
the
collect
to
be
may
it
duty
deputy collector
collector whose
it may be to collect the same, he is hereby
may ,be sold.
Proceedings.
authorized
to collect
same by
seizure and sale of real estate; and the
by seizure
the same
collect the
authorized to
Proceedings.
Notice.
officer making
such seizure
seizure and sale slall
sfiall give notice to the person
person whose
making such
officer
Notice.
at his last
estate
is
proposed
to
be
sold,
by
giving
him
in
hand,
leaving
leaving
or
hand,
in
him
giving
by
estate is proposed to be sold,
and usual
abode, if
if he
he has
such within
collection district
district
within the collection
any such
has any
of abode,
place of
usual place
and
particular
what
where
said
estate
is
situated,
a
notice,
writing,
stating
particular
writing,
in
notice,
a
situated,
is
estate
said
where
cerestate
proposed to
describing the same with reasonable cersold, describing
be sold,
to be
is proposed
estate is
proposes to sell the
tainty,
the time
time when
when and
and place
place where
where said
officer proposes
said officer
and the
tainty, and
same;
which time
time shall
than twenty,
twenty, nor more than forty, days
less than
be less
not be
shall not
same; which
from the
And the said officer shall also cause
notice. And
said notice.
giving said
of giving
time of
the time
fiom
notification to
the same
same effect
to be
be published
newspaper within
published in some newspaper
effect to
to the
aanotification
the
county where
where such
such seizure
made, if any such there be, and shall
is made,
seizure is
the county
also
like notice
be posted
posted up
up at
at the post-office nearest to the
to be
notice to
cause aa like
also cause
estate
so
seized,
and
in
two
other
places within the county. And
And
public
other
two
in
and
estate so seized,
the
the place
place of
be more
more than five miles distant from the
not be
shall not
sale shall
said sale
of said
the
estate seized,
seized, except
except by
special order
internal
the commissioner of internal
of the
order of
by special
estate
making such
revenue.
At
the time
time and
and place
such
place appointed, the officer making
At the
revenue.
Sale at
auction. seizure
to sell
the
the said estate at public auction, offering the
sell the
proceed to
shall proceed
seizure shall
at auction.
Sale
ten per
same
at aaminimum
minimum price,
including the
per
the amount of duties with the ten
price, including
same at
centum
additional thereon,
making such levy and all charges
of making
expense of
the expense
thereon, the
centum additional
no person
if no
for
advertising, and
and an
an officer's
officer's fee of ten dollars. And if
person
for advertising,
declare
shall
offers
for
said
estate
the
amount
minimum,
the
officer
declare
said
of
amount
offers for said estate the
the same
purchased by
United States, and shall deposit
him for the United
by him
be purchased
to be
same to
the
aa deed thereof, as hereinwith
the
district
attorney
of
the
United
States
States
United
the
of
attorney
district
with the
after
provided; otherwise,
same shall be declared to be
the same
otherwise, the
and provided;
specified and
after specified
said
adjourned by
Adjournment
sold to
highest bidder. And said sale may be
be adjourned
by said
the highest
to the
Adjournment sold
advisable
it
think
shall
if
of
sale.
officer
for
a
period
exceeding
five
days,
he
think
it
advisable
not
period
a
for
officer
of se.
so to
to do.
do. If
amount bid
bid shall
shall not be then and there paid, the officer
the amount
If the
so
shall
forthwith
proceed
to
again
sell said estate in the same manner. If
If
sell
again
to
proceed
shall forthwith
his
the
bid shall
be then
and there
there paid, the officer shall give his
then and
shall be
amount bid
the amount
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receipt therefor,
five days
thereafter he shall
shall
days thereafter
within five
and within
requested, and
if requested,
therefor, if
receipt
Deed.
exe-- Deed.
thereof, and exe
make
of the
estate so
so sold
sold to
purchaser thereof,
the purchaser
to the
the estate
deed of
out a
a deed
make out
cute
the same
official capacity,
capacity,.in
manner prescribed
prescribed by the laws
the manner
in the
in his
his official
same in
cute the
of
the state
state in
in which
said estate
may be
be situated,
situated, in
in which
deed shall
which said deed
estate may
which said
of the
be recited
sale, with
thereof, the
the
cause thereof,
the cause
with the
and sale,
seizure and
of said
said seizure
fact of
the fact
recited the
be
amount
which said
was made,
made, and
of all
all charges
and fees,
charges and
and of
sale was
said sale
for which
duty for
of duty
amount of
and the
and all
all his
his acts
and doings
reladoings in relaacts and
purchaser, and
the purchaser,
by the
paid by
amount paid
the amount
and
tion to
to said
seizure and
and sale,
sale, and
and shall
shall have
the same ready for delivery
have the
said seizure
tion
to said
said purchaser,
purchaser, and
shall deliver
deliver the
same accordingly,
request
accordingly, upon request
the same
and shall
to
deed.
therefor. And
said deed
be prima
evidence of
of the
the truth
truth of the
Effect of deed.
the Effect
facie evidence
prima facie
shall be
deed shall
And said
therefor.
facts stated
stated therein,
the proceedings
officer as set forth have
have
the officer
proceedings of the
if the
and, if
therein, and,
facts
been
pursuance of
of the
provisions of
conshall be conact, shall
of this
this act,
the provisions
in pursuance
substantially in
been substantially
sidered
and operate
operate as
conveyance to
the purchaser
of the
the title to said
said
purchaser of
to the
a conveyance
as a
sidered and
estate,
not affect
rights of
of innocent
innocent parties
acquired preparties acquired
the rights
affect the
shall not
but shall
estate, but
viously
to the
the claim
claim of
of the
United States
under this
The surplus,
surplus, if
act. The
this act.
States under
the United
viously to
any,
such sale
shall be
act
this act
in this
provided in
as provided
of as
disposed of
be disposed
sale shall
from such
arising from
any, arising
for
cases arising
sales of
of personal
personal property.
property. And
And any
any person
upon sales
arising upon
like cases
for like
whose estate
be seized
seized for
for duties,
aforesaid, shall
have the same
shall have
as aforesaid,
duties, as
may be
estate may
whose
right
pay or
or tender
amount due,
due, with
with all
proper charges
thereon, Tender
Tender to stop
charges thereon,
all proper
the amount
tender the
to pay
right to
prior
and thereupon
thereupon to
his said
said estate
estate from
sale sale.
sa l'
from sale
relieve his
to relieve
thereof, and
the sale
sale thereof,
to the
prior to
as aforesaid,
as is
is provided
this act
act for
for personal
personal property
situsimilarly situproperty similarly
in this
provided in
as
aforesaid, as
ated. And
And any
any collector
deputy collector
may, for
for the
the collection
collection of
collector may,
or deputy
collector or
ated.
duties imposed
imposed upon
upon any
person, or
for which
which any
may be liable
person may
any person
or for
any person,
duties
by this
act, and
him for
for collection,
collection, seize
sell the lands
and sell
seize and
to him
committed to
and committed
this act,
by
of such
such person
person situated
situated in
within the state
state in
district within
collection district
other collection
in any
any other
of
which
said officer
officer resides;
resides; and
his proceedings
in relation
relation thereto shall
proceedings in
and his
which said
have
the same
same effect
effect as
as if
had in
proper collection disdishis proper
in his
were had
same were
the same
if the
have the
trict.
And the
owners, their
their heirs,
administrators, or any
any
executors, or administrators,
heirs, executors,
the owners,
trict. And
thereon, or any
person
interest therein,
any person on their
their
therein, or aalien thereon,
an interest
having an
person having
behalf,
have liberty
to redeem
redeem the land sold as aforesaid, within one Redemption.
Redemption.
liberty to
shall have
behalf, shall
year
from and
after recording
the said
the purpayment to the
upon payment
deed, upon
said deed-,
recording the
and after
year from
chaser,
or, in
in case
case he
cannot be
found in
the county
where the
the lands are
county where
in the
be found
he cannot
chaser, or,
situate, to
the collector,
collector, for
for the
purchaser, his
assigns,
heirs or assigns,
his heirs
of the
the purchaser,
use of
the use
to the
situate,
of the
the amount
paid by
interest on
the same
same at
the rate
rate
at the
on the
with interest
purchaser, with
the purchaser,
by the
amount paid
of
of
twenty per
per annum.
annum. And
be the duty of
of every
it shall
shall be
And it
per centum
centum per
of twenty
collector to
to keep
keep a
record of
of all
all sales
of land
made in
collection dis- Recordof
Record of sales.
in his
his collection
land made
sales of
a record
collector
trict, whether
himself or
deputies, in which
which shall
shall be set forth the
or his
his deputies,
by himself
whether by
trict,
tax for
any such
sale was
made, the dates of seizure and sale, the
was made,
such sale
which any
tax
for which
name of
assessed, and
and all
making said
said sale, the
the
in making
proceedings in
all proceedings
party assessed,
of the
the party
name
amount
fees and
and expenses,
expenses, the
the name
of the
of
date of
and the date
purchaser, and
the purchaser,
name of
of fees
amount of
the
which record
shall be
be certified
certified by
by the
the officer
making the sale.
officer making
record shall
deed; which
the deed;
And
it shall
shall be
the duty
of any
any deputy
making sale,
sale, as
aforesaid, to return
as aforesaid,
deputy making
duty of
be the
And it
a
of all
all his
his proceedings
to the
and to certify the record
the collector,
collector, and
proceedings to
a statement
statement of
thereof.
case of
of the
the collector,
collector, or
the expiexpior the
of the
removal of
or removal
death or
the death
in case
And in
thereof. And
ration
of his
office from
from any
other cause,
cause, said record
record shall
deposshall be deposany other
of office
his term
term of
ration of
ited in
the office
office of
of the
the clerk
clerk of
the district
court of
the United
for
United States for
of the
district court
of the
in the
ited
the district
which the
the said
said collector
of every
every
copy of
and aa copy
resided; and
collector resided;
within which
the
district within
such record,
record, certified
certified by
by the
the collector,
or by
by the
the clerk,
may
case may
clerk, as the case
collector, or
such
require, shall
shall be
be evidence
evidence in
any court
of the
the truth
truth of
of the
facts therein
therein
the facts
court bf
in any
require,
stated. And
And when
when any
sold, as
shall be
be redeemed
redeemed as
as herehereaforesaid, shall
as aforesaid,
lands sold,
any lands
stated.
inbefore provided,
clerk, as
the case may
make
may be, shall make
as the
or clerk,
collector or
the collector
provided, the
inbefore
an
the fact
the record
and the
the said
said entry
entry shall be
aforesaid, and
record aforesaid,
upon the
fact upon
of the
entry of
an entry
evidence
of such
redemption. And
government to lands
claim of the government
the claim
And the
such redemption.
evidence of
sold
virtue of
of the
foregoing provisions
provisions shall
be held
to have
have
held to
shall be
the foregoing
and by
by virtue
sold under
under and
accrued
at the
seizure thereof.
thereof.
of seizure
time of
the time
accrued at
SEC. 31.
31. And
it further
enacted, That
That if
any collector
find, upon
upon Collection of
shall find,
collector shall
if any
be it
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
any
list of
taxes returned
him for
his taxes
tax:e
dsfrom
from nonwithin his
lying within
property lying
collection, property
for collection,
to him
returned to
of taxes
any list
district which
which is
specific or
valorem tax or duty, but residents
res
"Its.
ad valorem
or ad
any specific
with any
is charged
charged with
district
which is
occupied, or
or superintended
superintended by some person
person known to
owned, occupied,
is not
not owned,
which
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such collector
or to
place of business, within the
some place
have some
to have
reside, or
to reside,
such collector to
has not been
United
States,
and
upon
which
the
duty
or
been paid within
tax
or
duty
the
which
upon
United States, and
forthwith take
Collection of
by law,
law, such
such collector
shall forthwith
take such property
collector shall
required by
time required
the time
Collection of the
charged upon
taxes
from non- into his custody, and shall advertise
residents.
upon
his custody, and shall advertise the same, and the tax charged
taesefrnon into
any
if
the same,
same, in
some
newspaper
published
in
his
shall be pubdistrict,
his
in
published
in some newspaper
the
lished therein,
some newspaper
for
newspaper in an adjoining district, for
in some
otherwise in
therein, otherwise
lished
the space of thirty days;
and if
the
taxes
thereon, with
with all charges
charges for
for
taxes thereon,
the
if
and
days;
the space of thirty
advertising, shall
paid within
said thirty
thirty days, such collector shall
shall
within said
be paid
not be
advertising, shall not
proceed to
or so
so much
much as
as is
is necessary,
necessary, in
the manner proproin the
same, or
the same,
sell the
proceed to sell
taxes,
of
vided for
the
sale
of
other
goods
distrained
for
the
non-payment
taxes,
non-payment
the
for
distrained
vided for the sale of other goods
and out
out of
of the
the proceeds
proceeds shall
all taxes
taxes charged
charged upon such property,
satisfy all
shall satisfy
and
And like proceedings
same.
with
the
costs
of
advertising
and
selling
the
proceedings
the
selling
and
advertising
of
with the costs
of
to those provided in the preceding section for the purchase and
and resale of
to those provided in the preceding section for the purchase due thereon
property which
which cannot
be
sold
for
the
amount
of
duly
or tax
thereon
duly
of
amount
the
for
sold
be
cannot
property
this
shall
be had
had with
with regard
regard to
to property
sold under
provisions of this
under the provisions
property sold
shall be
section. And
any surplus
from any
any sale
herein provided for shall
sale herein
arising, from
surplus arisin.
section. And any
be
into the
treasury, for
for the
the benefit
benefit of the owner of the property.
property.
the treasury,
paid into
be paid
And 'the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
authorized, in any case Where
where
is authorized,
Treasury is
And the Secretary
money shall
shall be
be paid
into the
the treasury
treasury for
the benefit
benefit of any owner
owner of
the
for
into
paid
money
property sold
sold as
proper proof
proof being
being
same, on proper
the same,
repay the
to repay
aforesaid, to
as aforesaid,
property
furnished that
that the
the person
therefor is entitled
entitled to receive the same.
same.
applying therefor
person applying
furnished
a collector
Collectors to
S
EC. 32.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
whenever a
collector shall
shall
That whenever
be it
32. And
SEC.
Collectors to
any person
Tielctisl!lists
v
sli
s
ep
on any
duly returned to him the name
name of
of any
person not
not within
within
list duly
any list
have on
to dis- have
send
to
so liable
person so
or of
tax, or
sons reside
per
his
who is liable to tax,
of any
any person
liable to
collection district who
his collection
wheree.pertricts
suffino
resides,
tax who
shall
have,
in
the
collection
district
in
which
resides,
he
which
in
district
collection
tax who shall have, in the
cient property
subject to
or distraint
distraint from which the
the money due
seizure or
to seizure
cient property subject
such colfor such
lawful
be
for
duties
or
tax
can
be
collected,
shall
and
may
for
colit
collected,
be
can
tax
or
for duties
person
the
name
the
lector
to
transmit
a
copy
or
statement
containing
the
of
person
containing
lector to transmit a copy or statement
liable to
such duty
tax as
aforesaid, with
nature therewith the amount and nature
as aforesaid,
or tax
duty or
to such
liable
district
of,
duly
certified
under
his
hand,
to
the
collector
any
to which
which
of
collector
the
to
hand,
his
of, duly certified under
real
said person
person shall
shall have
in which
have property,
property, real
which he shall have
or in
removed, or
have removed,
said
collector
the
and
tax;
or
duty
for
seized
or
personal,
liable
to
be
seized
and
sold
duty
o
r
tax
;
and
the
collector
liable
or personal,
of the
the district
to whom
the said
said certified
statement shall be transcertified copy or statement
whom the
district to
of
mitted shall
shall proceed
proceed to
the said
said duty
or tax in the same way as if
if
duty or
collect the
to collect
mitted
the
name of
of the
the person
objects of
tax contained
contained in the certified
certified copy
copy
of tax
and objects
person and
the name
or
statement were
were on
on any
to him by the assessor
assessor of his own
own
furnished to
list furnished
any list
or statement
certified
said
receiving
collection
district;
and
the
said
collector,
upon
receiving
said
certified
upon
collector,
said
the
and
district;
collection
the colcopy or
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
receipt for it to the
coltransmit his receipt
shall transmit
statement as
or statement
copy
lector sending
sending the
the same to him.
lector
Collectors to
S
EC. 33.
33. And
That the several
collectors shall, at
at
several collectors
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
Collectors to
make returns
returns and
and the
each and every month
month after
after they
they shall,
shall, respectively,
respectively,
expiration of each
the expiration
make
pay
over moneys commence their collections, transmit to
the commissioner
monthly.
commissioner of internal
internal revrevcommence their collections, transmit to the
pmonthly.
within the
respectively,
enue
a
statement
of
the
collections
made
by
them,
respectively,
the
them,
by
made
enue a statement of the collections
time or times
month, and
pay over
monthly, or
times as may be
be required
required
such time
at such
or at
over monthly,
and pay
month,
by
the commissioner
of internal
the moneys
moneys by them
them respectively
respectively
revenue, the
internal revenue,
commissioner of
by the
collected
within the
the said
places as may
may be designated
designated
such places
at such
and at
term, and
said term,
collected within
and required
required by
by the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal revenue;
revenue; and each
each of the
and
said collectors
complete the
the collection
collection of all sums assigned
assigned to
to him
him
shall complete
collectors shall
said
for
collection, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
pay over
over the same
same into the treasury,
treasury, and
and
shall pay
for collection,
often as
shall render
to the treasury
treasury department
department as often
as he
he may
may
accounts to
his accounts
render his
shall
be required.
required. And
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury is authorized
authorized to
to desigdesigof the Treasury
And the
be
safe-keepdeposit
the
for
Deposits.
nate
one
or
more
depositories
in
each
state,
the
and
safe-keepeach
in
depositories
more
or
one
nate
Deposits.
ing
of the
collected by
act; and the receipt
receipt of the
this act;
of this
virtue of
by virtue
moneys collected
the moneys
ing of
deposited
a collector
proper
collector for
for the money
money deposited
depository to a
such depository
of such
officer of
proper officer
or
settlement
the
in
such
for
by
him
shall
be
a
sufficient
voucher
such
collector
the
settlement
or
voucher
sufficient
by him shall be a
his accounts
the treasury
treasury department.
department. And the commissioner
commissioner of
of ininat the
accounts at
his
the Treasury,
ternal
may, under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury,
revenue may,
ternal revenue
prescribe
reference to such deposits as he may
with reference
regulations with
such regulations
prescribe such
deem necessary.
necessary.
deem
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S
EC. 34.
34. And
And be
it further
each collector
be to Collectors
Collectors d
shall be
collector shall
That each
enacted, That
be it
further enacted,
SEC.
charged
the whole
amount of
of taxes,
whether contained
in lists
de- with
with s
em
a
o
r
u
gn
tin
in
lists deamont
contained in
taxes, whether
with the
whole amount
charged with
livered
him by
by the
assessors, respectively,
respectively, or
delivered or
tax-lists;
or transmitted
transmitted tax-lists;
or delivered
the assessors,
to him
livered to
to
assistant assessors
time to
time, or
or by
collectors,
other collectors,
by other
to time,
from time
assessors from
by assistant
to him
him by
and with
with the
the additions
thereto, with
with the
the par
value of
deposited
stamps deposited
of all
all stamps
par value
additions thereto,
and
with him,
him, and
and with
with all
for passports,
forfeitpenalties, forfeitpassports, penalties,
collected for
all moneys
moneys collected
with
ures, fees,
or costs,
costs, and
he shall
shall be
with all
payments made
made as
as to be credited
all payments
credited with
be credited
and he
fees, or
ures,
provided
with all
all stamps
stamps returned
to the
the with what.
what
uncancelled to
him uncancelled
by him
returned by
by law,
law, with
provided by
treasury, with
and charges
charges allowed
law,
allowed by law,
commissions, and
fees, commissions,
the salary,
salary, fees,
with the
treasury,
and
with the
the amount
amount of
of duties
duties or
in the
transmitted
lists transmitted
the lists
contained in
or taxes
taxes contained
and with
in
the manner
manner above
receipted
collectors, and by them receipted
other collectors,
to other
provided to
above provided
in the
as aforesaid;
amount of
the duties
of such
such
or taxes
taxes of
duties or
of the
the amount
with the
and also
also with
as
aforesaid; and
persons as
have absconded,
or become
insolvent, prior
prior to the day
become insolvent,
absconded, or
as may
may have
persons
when the
duty or
or tax
according to
provisions of
this act,
act, to
to
of this
the provisions
to the
ought, according
tax ought,
the duty
when
have
collected: Provided,
it shall
shall be
proved to
to the
Proviso.
the satisfaction
satisfaction Proviso.
be proved
That it
Provided, That
been collected:
have been
of
the commissioner
of internal
internal reienue
revenue that
due diligence
used by
by
was used
diligence was
that due
commissioner of
of the
the collector,
was left
left from
or tax
the duty
duty or
which the
from which
no property
property was
that no
and that
the
collector, and
could
have been
shall certify
certify the facts to the first compwho shall
recovered, who
been recovered,
could have
troller of
collector shall
with the
also be
be credited with
shall also
each collector
And each
treasury. And
of the
the treasury.
troller
amount
of all
property purchased
purchased by
for the
use of
States,
the United
United States,
of the
the use
him for
by him
all property
amount of
provided
shall faithfully
and pay
the proceeds
proceeds thereover the
pay over
for and
account for
faithfully account
he shall
provided he
of upon
upon a
resale of the same
this act.
as required by this
same as
a resale
of
S
EC. 35.
35. And
be it
That if
if any
any collector
collector shall fail Dues from deenacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
either
render his
account, or
the manner
linguet collector
manner tioingeohotureocitteedtyr
or to
to pay
pay over
over in
in the
or to
to render
his account,
either to
to collect
collect or
or
within the
provided, it
it shall
distraint and
and
of the
the first
first distraint
be the
the duty
duty of
shall be
the times
times hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
or within
comptroller of
of the
the treasury,
and he
he is
authorized and
required, sale.
and required,
is hereby
hereby authorized
treasury, and
comptroller
immediately after
evidence of
delinquency, to
to report
report the
the same to the
the
of such
such delinquency,
after evidence
immediately
solicitor
of the
treasury, who shall
shall issue aa warrant of distress against such
the treasury,
solicitor of
delinquent
collector, directed
to the
the marshal
marshal of
of the district, therein
therein exdirected to
delinquent collector,
pressing
the amount
the said
chargeable, and
and the
is chargeable,
collector is
said collector
which the
with which
amount with
pressing the
sums,
any, which
have been
been paid
paid over
so far
far as
as the
the same
same are
are
by him,
him, so
over by
which have
if any,
sums, if
ascertainable.
And the
the said
said marshal
marshal shall,
or by his deputy,
shall, himself, or
ascertainable. And
immediately proceed
levy and
and collect
collect the
the sum
sum which
which may
due,
remain due,
may remain
to levy
proceed to
immediately
with five
centum thereon,
thereon, and all the expenses
expenses and charges of collecper centum
with
five per
tion, by
by distress
and sale
sale of
of the
the goods
goods and
and chattels,
chattels, or
effects
personal effects
or any
any personal
distress and
tion,
of the
giving at least
notice of the time and
least five days' notice
collector, giving
of
the delinquent
delinquent collector,
place
of sale,
sale, in
provided by
by law
law for
sales of
of perfor advertising
advertising sales
in the
the manner
manner provided
place of
sonal
on execution
execution in
the state
state wherein
such collector
collector resides.
resides.
wherein such
in the
property on
sonal property
And
the bill
bill of
of sale of
of any goods, chattels, or other personal
officer of
of the officer
And the
property,
distrained and
and sold
be conclusive
conclusive evidence
of
evidence of
shall be
aforesaid, shall
sold as
as aforesaid,
property, distrained
title
the purchaser,
purchaser, and
and prima
facie evidence
of the
the right
officer
right of
of the officer
evidence of
prima facie
to the
title to
to
such sale,
sale, and
of the
his proceedings
proceedings in
in sellof his
correctness of
the correctness
and of
to make
make such
ing the
the same.
for want
or other personal
and chattels,
chattels, or
goods and
want of
of goods
And for
same. And
ing
effects of
of such
satisfy any
warrant of
issued
distress, issued
of distress,
any warrant
to satisfy
sufficient to
such collector,
collector, sufficient
effects
pursuant to
section of
this act,
the lands
lands and
and real
real estate
estate of
of
act, the
of this
to the
the preceding
preceding section
pursuant
such collector,
so much
much thereof
thereof as
necessary for satisfying the
may be necessary
as may
or so
such
collector, or
said warrant,
after being
advertised for
three weeks
in not
not less
less
weeks in
least three
for at
at least
being advertised
said
warrant, after
than three
three public
public places
places in
in the
the collection
district, and
and in
one newsnewsin one
collection district,
than
paper
or district,
be, prior
prior to
proto the prothere be,
if any
any there
district, if
county or
in the
the county
printed in
paper printed
posed time
be sold
public auction
auction by
his
or his
by the
the marshal
marshal or
at public
sold at
shall be
time of
of sale,
sale, shall
posed
deputy,
upon such
marshal or
or deputy
deputy marshal,
marshal,
as such
such marshal
shall, as
sale, shall,
such sale,
who, upon
deputy, who,
make
and deliver
deliver to
to the
the purchaser
of the
so sold
sold a
adeed
deed of
conof conpremises so
the premises
purchaser of
make and
veyance
be executed
executed and
and acknowledged
in the
the manner
manner and
and
acknowledged in
to be
thereof, to
veyance thereof,
form
the laws
laws of
the state
are situated,
lands are
said lands
in which
which said
state in
of the
by the
prescribed by
form prescribed
which said
purchaser with all the title and
so made
made shall invest the purchaser
said deed
deed so
which
interest
of the
defendant or
warrant, existing at
said warrant,
named in
in said
or defendants
defendants named
the defendant
interest of
the time
time of
the seizure
that may remain of the
moneys that
And all moneys
thereof. And
seizure thereof.
of the
the
proceeds of
of such
after satisfying
satisfying the
the said
warrant of
of distress,
distress, and
and
said warrant
sale after
such sale
proceeds
paying the
the reasonable
reasonable costs
be returned
the
to the
returned to
shall be
of sale,
sale, shall
charges of
and charges
costs and
paying
proprietor
of the lands or real
sold as aforesaid.
real estate sold
proprietor of
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enacted, That each and every collector, or
Penalty
upon
SEC. 36.
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
36. And
SEC.
Penalty upon
of any extortion
guilty
shall
deputy,
&.,
collectors,
o
o
r
11
e
e
et
x
to
or
rtO
S
;
7
;,k
c
m.
his
who
be
extortion or
or wilful
wilful oppression,
oppression,
f
c
under
shall knowingly demand other or greater sums
or shall
law, or
of law,
color of
under color
than shall
law, or
or shall
receive any fee, compensation,
shall receive
by law,
authorized by
be authorized
shall be
than
or
for the
the performance
performance of
of any duty,
duty,
prescribed, for
herein prescribed,
as herein
except as
reward, except
or reward,
or
shall wilfully
neglect to
perform any
of the
the duties
duties enjoined
enjoined by
this act,
by this
any of
to perform
wilfully neglect
or shall
shall, upon
conviction, be
be subject
subject to
fine of not
exceeding one thousand
not exceeding
a fine
to a
upon conviction,
shall,
dollars, or
or to
imprisoned for
for not
exceeding one year, or both, at the
not exceeding
be imprisoned
to be
dollars,
discretion of
and be
be dismissed
dismissed from
office, and
and be
forever therebe forever
from office,
court, and
the court,
of the
discretion
after incapable
incapable of
of holding
holding any
any office
office under
under the
half
government; and one half
the government;
after
of
the fine
so imposed
be for
the use
States, and the
United States,
the United
of the
use of
for the
shall be
imposed shall
fine so
of the
other
half for
the use
shall be
ascertained by the
be ascertained
who shall
informer, who
the informer,
of the
use of
for the
other half
judgment
the court;
court; and
the said
said court
court shall
judgment
shall also render judgment
and the
of the
judgment of
against
said collector
collector or
collector for the amount of damages
damages acdeputy collector
or deputy
against said
cruing to
injured, to
collected by
by execution.
execution. And each and
be collected
to be
party injured,
the party
to the
cruing
every collector,
collector, or
or his
his deputies,
deputies, shall
give receipts
receipts for all sums by them
them
shall give
every
collected.
Collectors,
asSrc.
37. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
collector or deputy colThat aa collector
further enacted,
And be
SFc. 37.
Collectors, asor inspector,
assessor,, assistant
assistant assessor,
assessor, revenue agent, or
inspector, shall
shall be
be
&c., may lector, assessor
sessors, &c.,
authorized to enter, in the daytime, any brewery, distillery, manufactory,
places, &c.
&c. authorized
enter places,
building,
or place
any property,
property, articles,
articles, or
or objects, subject to duty
where any
place where
building, or
produced, or kept,
made, produced,
or
taxation
under
the
provisions
of
this
act,
are
act,
this
of
provisions
the
under
taxation
or
within his
his district,
district, so
so far
purpose of exambe necessary for the purpose
may be
it may
as it
far as
within
ining said
property, articles,
objects, or
inspecting the accounts
required
accounts required
or inspecting
or objects,
articles, or
said property,
ining
by
this act
act from
made or
kept by
by any
manufacturer or
or
any manufacturer
or kept
be made
to be
time to
to time
time to
from time
by this
producer,
to such
such property,
property, articles,
articles, or
or objects. And every owner
owner
relating to
producer, relating
of
persons
manufactory, building, or place, or persons
distillery, manufactory,
brewery, distillery,
such brewery,
of such
having the
refuse to
superintendence of the same, who shall refuse
or superintendence
agency or
the agency
having
admit such
such officer,
officer, or
or to
to suffer
him to
articles or
examine said property, articles,
to examine
suffer him
admit
forfeit
refusal,
for
P
e
nalty
on
objects,
or
to
inspect
accounts,
shall,
every
such
forfeit
said
inspect
to
or
objects,
Penalty on
owner, &c.
for
&c., for
owner,

That when
and
pay the
the sum
sum of
dollars: Provided,
when
however, That
Provided, however,
hundred dollars:
five hundred
of five
and pay
so
such
premises
shall
be
open
at
night,
such
officers
may
enter
so
while
enter
may
officers
such
night,
at
open
be
such premises shall
&c.;
open in
of their official duties.
performance of
the performance
in the
open
SEC. 38.
38. And
And be
it further enacted,
enacted, That if any person shall forcibly
forcibly
be itfirther
SEC.
for
obstructing
obstruct
or
binder
any
assessor
or assistant assessor,
assessor, or any collector
collector or
assessor
any
hinder
or
obstruct
obstructing
for
assessors, &c.,
&c., of
collector, revenue
revenue agent
a
or inspector, in the execution of this act,
deputy collector,
in deputy
assessors,
the discharge
their
duty.
or
of
any
power
and
authority
hereby
vested in him, or shall forcibly
forcibly
hereby vested
authority
and
power
any
of
or
their duty.
rescue,
or cause
cause to
property, articles, or objects, after the
any property,
rescued, any
be rescued,
to be
rescue, or
endeavor so to
same
shall have
been seized
seized by
by him,
him, or shall attempt or endeavor
have been
same shall
do, the
the person
offending shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof, for every such
so offending
person so
do,
the
offence forfeit
forfeit and pay the sum of five hundred dollars, or double the
offence,
exceeding
a term not exceeding
value of
of property
property so
so rescued,
rescued, or be imprisoned for a
value
Provided, That if any such
two years,
years, at
discretion of the court: Provided,
the discretion
at the
two
officer
shall divulge
divulge to
to any
any party,
party, or
make known in any manner other
other
or make
officer shall
apparatus
than
provided in
in this
the operations, style of work, or apparatus
act, the
this act,
is provided
than is
of
producer visited by him in the discharge of
or producer
manufacturer or
any manufacturer
of any
official duties,
shall be
subject to
to the penalties prescribed in section
be subject
he shall
duties, he
official
Pon,
p.
471.
thirty-five
[thirty-six]
of
this
act.
Post, p. 471. thirty-five [thirty-six] of
Deputy collecS
EC. 39.
That in
case of
of the
or
sickness or
the sickness
in case
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
39. And
SEC.
Deputy colleca collector
disability of a
collector to discharge
discharge such of his duties as cantemporary disability
act as temporary
may act
tor may
collector when
existing laws
a deputy, they may be devolved
by a
discharged by
be discharged
laws be
under existing
not under
c&lector when, not
Sze.
by
upon one
one of
his deputies;
the official acts and defaults of
and for the
deputies; and
of his
him upon
by him
such deputy
and his sureties shall be held responsible to the
collector and
the collector
deputy the
such
United States.
States.
United
S
Ec. 40.
And be
be it
That in
case a
collector shall
die,
shall die,
a collector
in case
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
40. And
SEC.
If collector
collector
If
continue to
collector shall continue
dies,
removed, the deputies of such collector
to act
act
resign, or be removed,
depu- resign,
&c., depudies, &c.,
ties
longest
to act.
act.
ties to
until his successor is appointed; and the deputy of such collector longest
in service
preceding shall,
shall, until aasuccessor shall
immediately preceding
time immediately
the time
at the
service at
in
be
appointed, discharge
discharge all
the duties of said collector;
collector; and for the official
official
all the
be appointed,

refusal to a'dmit,
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acts
and defaults
of such
deputy a
remedy shall
be had
on the
the official
official
a remedy
shall be
had on
such deputy
acts and
defaults of
bond
the collector,
other cases;
and of
of two
two or
or more
deputy colcolmore deputy
in other
cases; and
collector, as
as in
bond of
of the
lectors,
appointed on
on the
same day,
residence
nearest the
the residence
day, the
the one
one residing nearest
the same
lectors, appointed
of the
the collector
at the
the time
of his
death, resignation,
resignation, or
shall disor removal,
removal, shall
time of
his death,
of
collector at
charge
said duties
until the
the appointment
appointment of
of a
a successor.
successor. And
And any
any
the said
duties until
charge the

p.[Provis
471.]
p.
471. ]o. Post,
bond
or security
security taken
by such
such collector,
pursuant to
to this
collector, pursuant
taken from
from a
a deputy
deputy by
bond or
act, shall
shall be
be available
to his
his legal
and sureties to
to indemlegal representatives
representatives and
available to
act,
nify them
for loss
or damage
accruing from
deputy so
so conconfrom any act of the deputy
loss or
damage accruing
nify
them for
tinuing or
to the
the duties
of such
such collector.
collector.
duties of
tinuing
or succeeding
succeeding to
SEc. 41.
41. And
it shall
the Collectors to
duty of
of the
That it
shall be the duty
enacted, That
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
collectors aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
or their
their deputies,
deputies, in
their respective
respective districts,
i
tc
o
t
uddi
itioersfeT1
collectors
in their
districts, and
and zeollect
dutfies
an
they
all the
duties and
taxes imposed
imposed ures.
ures.
they are
are hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, to
to collect
collect all
the duties
and taxes
by this
this act,
act, however
however the
same may
be designated,
designated, and
and to
to prosecute
prosecute for
for the
the
the same
may be
by
recovery
of any
sum or
or sums
by virtue
virtue of
of this
this
be forfeited
forfeited by
sums which
which may
may be
recovery of
any sum
act;
and all
all fines,
penalties, and
forfeitures which
which may
incurred or
or imimmay be incurred
and forfeitures
fines, penalties,
act; and
posed
by virtue
virtue of
this act
act shall
shall be
be sued
for and
and recovered,
name
recovered, in
in the
the name
sued for
of this
posed by
of
States, in
form of
of action,
action, or
or by
by any
appropriate
any appropriate
any proper
proper form
the United
United States,
in any
of the
form of
proceeding., qui
otherwise, before any circuit or district
tam, or otherwise,
of proceeding,
qui tam,
form
court of
of the
the United
United States
for the
within which
which said
fine, penalty,
penalty,
said fine,
district within
the district
States for
court
or forfeiture
may have
incurred, or
before any
court of
of comcomany other
other court
have been
been incurred,
or before
or
forfeiture may
petent jurisdiction
and where
otherwise and
and differently
differently provided
provided for,
for,
not otherwise
where not
petent
jurisdiction;;and
one moiety
moiety thereof
be to
the use
the United
States, and
the other
other
United States,
and the
to the
use of
of the
thereof shall
shall be
one
moiety thereof
thereof to
to the
the person,
person, to be
be ascertained
ascertained by the
the judgment
judgment
the use
use of
of the
moiety
of the
the court,
court, who
inform of
the cause,
thing whereby
whereby
matter, or
or thing
shall first
first inform
of the
cause, matter,
of
who shall
any
such fine,
penalty, or
forfeiture was incurred:
incurred: Provided,
case
Provided, That in case
or forfeiture
any such
fine, penalty,
of
upon information
information received
from any
any person,
other than
person, other
received from
of any
any suit
suit brought
brought upon
a
a collector,
collector, deputy
deputy collector, assessor, assistant assessor, or inspector, of
internal
United States
costs of United States
be subject
subject to
to any
any costs
the United
States shall
shall not be
internal revenue,
revenue, the
suit,
nor shall
the fees
fees of
of any
any attorney
attorney or
or counsel
counsel employed
by any
such i
t
l
E
ttb
sl
te
s.
not
liable
for cerany such
employed by
shall the
suit, nor
settlement of his account
account unless the employment
employment
allowed in the
the settlement
officer be allowed
of
such attorney
counsel shall
shall be authorized
authorized by
by the
the commissioner
commissioner of
attorney or
or counsel
of such
internal revenue,
express or
regulations.
or by
by general
general regulations.
revenue, either
either express
internal
S
EC. 42.
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
42. And
And be it
enacted, That
That if
if any
any person, in any case,
case, False swearing
swearing
matter,
proceeding in
which an
oath or
or affirmation
affirmation shall
this act
act to
in which
an oath
shall under this
matter, hearing,
hearing, or
or other
other proceeding
be required
or administered
administered under
under and
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of this
this act,
act, be
rr,dand
i
and
be perju
perjury,
taken or
required to
to ''be
be taken
be
shall, upon
upon the
the taking
taking of
of such
s
wilfully so pun
punshed.
or affirmation,
affirmation, knowingly and wilfully
such oath
oath or
shall,
swear or
affirm falsely,
falsely, every
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
every person
person so
so offending
offending shall
swear
or affirm
of perjury,
shall, on
on conviction
the like
like punishpunishbe subject
subject to
to the
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
of
perjury, and
and shall,
ment and
and penalties
penalties now
now provided
provided by
by the
laws of
of the
United States
States for
for the
the
the United
the laws
ment
crime of
of perjury.
crime
perjury.
SEC. 43.
43. And
That separate
accounts shall
be Separate Scacshall be
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
separate accounts
kept
at the
moneys received
received from internal
internal duties
duties or taxes counts to be kept
of all
all moneys
the treasury
treasury of
kept at
of duties received
..1...
in
of the
states, territories,
territories, and
collection districts;
districts; and
f
::
in each
each of
the respective
respective states,
and collection
and from
each
eac h state,
that
separate
accounts
shall
be
kept
of
the
amount
of
each
species
of
duty
&c.
that separate accounts shall be kept of the amount of each species of duty &c.
or tax
tax that
shall accrue,
accrue, so
so as
as to
far as
as may
be, the
the amount
amount
exhibit, as
as far
may be,
that shall
to exhibit,
or
collected from
each source
source of
of revenue,
with the
compenthe moneys
moneys paid as compenrevenue, with
collected
from each
sation
collectors and
and deputy
deputy collectors, assessors
for allowances
allowances to
to the collectors
sation and for
and
assistant assessors,
assessors, inspectors,
and other
officers employed
of
employed in
in each
each of
inspectors, and
other officers
and assistant
the respective
respective states,
in
districts, an abstract
abstract in
territories, and collection
collection districts,
states, territories,
the
tabular
of which
accounts it
of the
the Secretary
the Abstract
tabular form
form of
which accounts
it shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
Secretary of
of the
Abstract for
Treasury,
in the
the month
month of
of December,
December, to
congress. congress.
lay before congress.
to lay
annually, in
Treasury, annually,
SEC. 44.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
SEC.
44. And
And be
further enacted,
internal Commissioner
Commissioner
remit
erro-revenue,
prescribed by the Secretary of the TreasT„as_
erro
subject to
to regulations prescribed
revenue, subject
uous
· may
meo
u
n
t
s
,assesss
u
es
ury,
shall be,
on appeal
him made,
remit, tre
ury, shall
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized, on
appeal to
to him
made, to
to remit,
ments aussittes,
and fines,
refund,
and pay
pay back
assessed or colcol- compromise
illegally assessed
erroneously or illegally
back all duties erroneously
refund, and
lected,
and all
all duties
duties that
that shall
be unjustly
unjustly assessed
assessed or excessive "
it s
,'
S
t'
suits,
&c.
appear to
to be
shall appear
lected, and
in
collected, and also repay to colmanner wrongfully
wrongfully collected,
in amount, or in any manner
amount of such sums of money
money as
deputy collectors
collectors the
the full
full amount
lectors or deputy
them or any
any of'
of them them
them in any
any court,
shall or
or may
may be recovered
recovered against
against them
rom

el
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and
for any
any internal
internal duties
or licenses
collected by them, with the costs and
licenses collected
duties or
for
expenses
of suit,
suit, and
and all
all damages
damages and
costs recovered
recovered against assessors,
and costs
expenses of
suit
any suit
in any
assistant
collectors, deputy
deputy collectors,
collectors, and inspectors,
inspectors, in
assessors, collectors,
assistant assessors,
anything
of
reason
which
shall
be
brought
against
them
or
any
of
by
anything
them
of
any
or
which shall be brought against them
that
shall or
may be
done in
the due
clue performance
official duties,
perfbrmance of their official
in the
be done
or may
that shall
revenue.
and also compromise
such
suits
and
all
others
relating
internal
revenue.
to
relating
others
all
and
and also compromise such suits
And all
recovered or
received for taxes, costs, foror received
moneys recovered
and moneys
judgments and
And all judgments
feitures, and
.penalties shall
shall be
collector as internal
internal duties are
the collector
to the
paid to
be paid
feitures, and.penalties
is
required to
money which the commissioner
commissioner is
of money
sums of
all sums
and all
paid; and
be paid;
to be
required
drawn
drafts
paid
authorized
to
pay
by
virtue
of
this
section
shall
be
by
drawn
shall
section
this
of
virtue
by
pay
to
authorized
on collectors
of internal
internal revenue.
collectors of
on
SEC. 45. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That in
in all
all cases
and
of distraint and
cases of
further enacted,
Bill
of
sale
of
45.
SEC.
Bill of sale of sale of goods or chattels
as
or licenses,
duties,
taxes,
for
non-payment
of
licenses,
as
non-payment
for
chattels
sold
by
chattels
or
goods
of
sale
by
chattels sold to
distraint, &c., to
provided for, the bill
bill of
of sale
of
such
goods
or
chattels
given
by
the
officer
officer
the
by
given
chattels
or
goods
such
of
sale
the
for,
provided
of
be evidence
evidence
evidence
facie evidence
making such
such sale,
to the
the purchaser
thereof; shall
shall be
be prima facie
purchaser thereof,
sale, to
making
what.
of
of the
right
of
the
officer
to
make
such
sale,
and
conclusive
evidence
of
conclusive
and
sale,
such
make
to
of the right of the officer
the
of his
in selling the same.
proceedings in
his proceedings
regularity of
the regularity
time
SEC. 46. And be it further enacted, That if, for
for any
any cause,
any time
at any
cause, at
Proceedings in
in SEC. 46. And be it further enacted, Thatofif,the
Proceedings
cannot be
after this
this act
goes into
operation, the laws
United States cannot
be
into operation,
states
where laws after
act goes
states where
part thereof,
cannot now be
States,
te
d
in
a
state
or
territory
of
the
United
States
,or any part
thereof,
territory
or
state
a
in
executed
be
now
cannot
executed.
execute
or within
the District
shall be the duty of the President,
Columbia, it shall
of Columbia,
District of
within the
or
execu.
and he
he is
authorized, to
to execute
execute the provisions of this
proceed to
to proceed
hereby authorized,
is hereby
and
thereof, or Disor part thereof;
act
within
the
limits
of
such
state
or
territory,
territory,
or
state
such
of
limits
the
act within
States therein
trict
of
Columbia,
so
soon
as
the
authority
of
United
the
of
authority
the
trict of Columbia, so soon as
such
shall be
reestablished, and
and to
to collect
the taxes,
taxes, duties,
duties, and licenses, in such
collect the
be reestablished,
shall
far
so
this
states and
territories
under
the
regulations
prescribed
in
act,
far
prescribed
regulations
the
under
states and territories
as applicable; and
applicable, the
the assessment
assessment and levy shall
not applicable,
where not
applicable; and where
as
be made,
made, and
the time
time and
and manner
manner of
regulated, by the instruccollection regulated,
of collection
and the
be
tions
and
directions
of
the
commissioner
internal
revenue, under the
the
of
tions and directions of the commissioner
direction
Secretary of the Treasury.
the Secretary
of the
direction of
SEC. 47. And
officers who
who may be
the officers
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
SEC. 47. And be
or
appointed under
except within
within those
those districts within any state or
act, except
this act,
under this
appointed
territory which
which have
been
or may
may be
be otherwise
otherwise especially
especially provided for by
or
been
have
territory
payment
the payment
Officers under
law, shall
shall be,
be, and
and hereby
are, authorized,
authorized, in all cases where the
hereby are,
under law,
Officers
the
all the
perform all
state, to
this act
act to
such tax
shall not have been assumed by the state,
to perform
tax shall
of such
collect of
to collect
this
direct tax.
direct
any
and
duties
relating
to
or
regarding
the
assessment
collection
of
direct
assessment
the
regarding
or
to
relating
duties
reta
tax imposed,
imposed, or
which may
may be imposed
imposed by law.
or which
tax
That all goods, wares,
Certain
goods,
S
EC.
48.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
wares, merchandise,
merchandise,
enacted,
further
it
be
And
48.
SEC.
goods,
Certain
law,
provisions of
the
by
&c.,
designed
to
articles
or
objects
on
which
duties
are
imposed
by
the
provisions
of law,
which
on
objects
or
articles
to
designed
&c.,
be sold, &c., in
of
control,
the
within
or
or custody,
fraud of the revrev- which shall be found in the possession
po ssession or
custod y
, or within the control, of
fraud
such
removed by
being
of
enue, to
to be
forany
person
or
persons,
for
the
purpose
sold
or
by
such
purpose
the
for
persons,
or
person
any
forbe
enue,
to
&c.
person
in fraud
of the
the internal
internal revenue
feited, Sze.
revenue laws, or with design to
fraud of
persons in
or persons
person or
avoid payment
of said
said duties,
duties, may
collector or deputy
seized by any collector
be seized
may be
payment of
avoid
collector, who
who shall
have reason
that the
possessed,
the same are possessed,
believe that
to believe
reason to
shall have
collector,
had, or
or held
for the
purpose or
design aforesaid,
aforesaid, and the same shall be
or design
the purpose
held for
had,
found
forfeited to
articles of raw materials
materials found
also all articles
and also
States;;and
United States
the United
to the
forfeited
the
manufacture
in
the
possession
of
any
person
or
persons
intending
to
manufacture
the
or
person
in the possession of any
same for
for the
of being
being sold
with
by them in fraud of said laws, or with
sold by
purpose of
the purpose
same
design to
to evade
of said
said duties, and also all tools, implements,
payment of
the payment
evade the
design
building,
instruments, and
and personal
personal property
whatsoever, in the place or building,
property whatsoever,
instruments,
or within
any yard
yard or
or enclosure
enclosure where
such articles on which duties are
where such
within any
or
fraudulent
imposed, as
used by them in the fraudulent
to be used
intended to
and intended
aforesaid, and
as aforesaid,
imposed,
manufacture
materials, shall be found, may also be seized by
by
raw materials,
such raw
of such
manufacture of
any
collector or
or deputy
deputy collector,
collector, as
aforesaid; and the same shall be foras aforesaid;
any collector
Forfeiture how feited as
aforesaid; and
and the
the proceedings
proceedings to enforce
enforce said forfeiture
forfeiture shall
Forfeiture, how feited as aforesaid;
enforced.
be in
in the
of a
court of
of
proceeding in rem in the circuit or district court
a proceeding
nature of
the nature
be
enforced.
in any
made,
the
United
States
for
the
district
where
seizure
is
or
such
where
district
the
for
the United States
have in
other court
court of
jurisdiction. And any person who shall have
in
competent jurisdiction.
of competent
other
or
articles
his
custody
or
possession
any
such
goods,
wares,
merchandise,
or
goods,
such
any
possession
or
his custody
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on
objects
to duty
duty as
aforesaid, for
purpose of
on
Penalty
same erson
the same
selling the
of selling
the purpose
for the
as aforesaid,
subject to
objects subject
having
with
the
design
of
avoiding
payment
of
the
duties
imposed
thereon,
shall
having
person
shall
thereon,
with the design of avoiding payment of the duties imposed
uch goods in his
be
liable to
of five
dollars, or
not less
the custody,
custody, &c.
double the
than double
less than
or not
hundred dollars,
five hundred
to aapenalty
penalty of
be liable
amount
of duties
to be
be evaded,
evaded, to
be recovered
recovered in
in
to be
attempted to
fraudulently attempted
duties fraudulently
amount of
any court
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; and
goods, wares,
merchandise,
wares, merchandise,
the goods,
and the
any
articles
s,hall be
be so
so seized
by any
or deputy
deputy
collector or
any collector
seized by
which sJhall
objects which
or objects
articles or
collector,
may, at
the option
option of
of the
collector, during
the pendency
pendency of
of such
such
during the
the collector,
at the
collector, may,
proceedings, be
to the
the marshal
of said
and -remain
in his
his
remain in
district, and
said district,
marshal of
delivered to
be delivered
proceedings,
care and
and custody
control until
until final
final judgment
in such
such proprojudgment in
his control
-under his
and -under
custody and
care
ceeding shall
rendered: Provided,
however, That
when the
property
the property
That when
Provided,however,
be rendered:
shall be
ceeding
so seized
seized may
or become
become greatly
by Perishable
Perishable
value by
in value
reduced in
greatly reduced
to perish
perish or
liable to
be liable
may be
so
rticles.
keeping, or
it cannot
cannot be
be kept
kept without
without great
the owner
a
owner articles.
expense, the
great expense,
or when
when it
keeping,
thereof,
the collector,
collector, or
the district,
may apply
to the
the asasapply to
district, may
of the
marshal of
the marshal
or the
thereof, the
sessor
the district
district to
examine said
property; and
and if,
of
opinion of
in the
the opinion
if, in
said property;
to examine
of the
sessor of
said
shall be
be necessary
necessary that
said property
should be
sold
be sold
property should
the said
that the
it shall
assessor, it
said assessor,
to
prevent such
such waste
waste or
expense, he
he shall
appraise the
and the
the
same; and
the same;
shall appraise
or expense,
to prevent
owner
shall have
said property
property returned
to him
upon giving
giving
him upon
returned to
have said
thereupon shall
owner thereupon
bond in
in such
form as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
internal
of internal
commissioner of
the commissioner
by the
such form
bond
revenue, and
in an
amount equal
appraised value, with such sureto the appraised
equal to
an amount
and in
revenue,
ties as
as the
assessor shall
shall deem
good and
and sufficient,
to abide
final
the final
abide the
sufficient, to
deem good
said assessor
the said
ties
order,
decree, or
or judgment
judgment of
of the
the court
having cognizance
of the
the case,
cognizance of
court having
order, decree,
and to
pay the
of said
said appraised
the collector,
collector, marshal,
marshal,
to the
value to
appraised value
amount of
the amount
to pay
and
or
be ordered
ordered and
and directed
the court,
court, whicl
which bond
bond
by the
directed by
he may
may be
as he
or otherwise,
otherwise, as
shall
said assessor
assessor with
the commissioner
revenue.
commissioner of internal revenue.
with the
by said
filed by
be filed
shall be
But if
if said
assessor
refuse to give said bond, the assessor
neglect or refuse
shall neglect
owner shall
said owner
But
shall issue
issue to
marshal aforesaid
aforesaid an
an order
to sell
sell the same;
order to
or marshal
collector or
the collector
to the
shall
and the
said collector
or marshal
shall thereupon
the
advertise and sell the
thereupon advertise
marshal shall
collector or
the said
and
said property
public auction
same manner
may be sold
manner as goods may
in the
the same
auction in
at public
property at
said
on
in said
proceeds of
of the sale, after dethe proceeds
and the
district; and
said district;
execution in
final execution
on final
ducting
costs of
and sale, shall be paid to the
the seizure
seizure and
of the
the reasonable
reasonable costs
ducting the
court
aforesaid, to
to abide
abide its
its final
final order,
order, decree,
judgment.
or judgment.
decree, or
court aforesaid,
Subsequent
Sac.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That all
the provisions
provisions hereinafter
hereinafter Subsequent
all the
further enacted,
And be
SEC. 49.
49. And
provisions
of this
this
provisions of
made
statements, and valuations, and for act
of returns, lists, statements,
delivery of
the delivery
for the
made for
to apply to
additions
to
the
duty
in
case
of
false
or
fraudulent
lists
or
returns,
or
in
case
what.
or
in
case
lists
or
returns,
fraudulent
of
false
or
duty
in
case
additions to the
of undervaluation
or understatement
understatement on
on lists or returns, or in case of
undervaluation or
of
refusal or
and for
imposition of
of fines,
for the imposition
or returns,
returns, and
lists or
to deliver
deliver lists
neglect to
or neglect
refusal
penalties, and
be held
held and
and taken
to apply
apply to
to all
all persons,
persons,
taken to
shall be
and forfeitures,
forfeitures, shall
penalties,
associations, corporations,
and any
or tax; and
to pay duty or
liable to
companies liable
or companies
corporations, or
associations,
additions to
fines, penalties,
penalties, or
or forfeitures
forfeitures hereinafter
hereinafter imposed for
for
to duties,
duties, fines,
additions
failure to
perform any
duty required
performed, shall
and
be held
held and
shall be
to be
be performed,
required to
any duty
to perform
failure
taken
to be additional
additional to those
those hereinbefore provided.
taken to
of 1833,
1833, ch.
SEC. 50.
enacted, That
the provisions
of the
enti- Act
ch.
Act of
act entithe act
provisions of
That the
it further
further enacted,
And be
be it
50. And
SEC.
57, to embrace
57 to embrace
tled
act further
provide for the collection of duties on imports," what.
further to provide
" An
An act
tled "
approved
second, one
one thousand
thousand eight
thirty-three, now
now Vol. iv.
632.
iv. p. 632.
and thirty-three,
hundred and
eight hundred
March second,
approved March
embracing all
in
and deemed as extending to and embracing
taken and
shall be taken
force, shall
in force,
cases
under the
for the
the collection
internal duties,
stamp
duties, stamp
of internal
collection of
laws for
the laws
arising under
cases arising
duties,
licenses, or
or taxes,
taxes, which
been, or
may be
enacted;
hereafter, enacted;
be hereafter,
or may
have been,
which have
duties, licenses,
and all
or collect
collect such
such duties
duties
receive, or
to assess,
assess, receive,
duly authorized
authorized to
persons duly
and
all persons
or taxes
under such
such laws
laws are
hereby declared
to be,
be, and to
Revenue
been, Revenue
to have
have been,
declared to
are hereby
taxes under
or
officers.
revenue officers
officers within
meaning of the said act, and officers.
true intent and meaning
the true
within the
revenue
entitled to
to all
the exemptions,
exemptions, immunities,
immunities, benefits,
privileges
and privileges
rights, and
benefits, rights,
all the
entitled
therein enumerated
enumerated or
conferred.
or conferred.
therein
Act of 1846, ch.
Sac. 51.
51. And
And be
further enacted,
That the
sixteenth Actof1846,
ch.
provisions of
of the
the sixteenth
enacted, That
the provisions
be it
it further
SEC.
90, §
§16,
16, to
apply
to apply
90,
section
the act
act approved
approved August
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six, to
August sixth,
of the
section of
persons having
entitled
An act
act to
to provide
provide for
the better
organization of
treasury, public
public moneys
moneysin
for the
better organization
of the
the treasury,
entitled "
"An
and
the collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
safe-keeping, transfer,
transfer, and
disbursement of
the pub- under this act.
of the
and disbursement
and for
for the
Vol. ix. p. 63.
ix. p63'
lic
are hereby
be constrded to include, all Vol.
applied to, and shall be
hereby applied
revenue," are
lie revenue,"
officers of
of the
internal revenue,
revenue, charged
charged with
the safe-keeping,
safe-keeping, transfer,
or
transfer, or
with the
the internal
officers
disbursement of
moneys arising
arising therefrom,
therefrom, and
and to
to all
per.
all other perthe public
public moneys
of the
disbursement
VOL.
XIII. PUB.PUB. —21
21
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sons
custody, or
control of
of moneys
moneys or
arising
accounts arising
or accounts
or control
charge, custody,
actual charge,
having actual
sons having
from
of the
the internal
internal revenue.
revenue.
administration of
the administration
from the
SEC. 52. [And be
enacted,] That
all assessors
astheir asand their
assessors and
That all
further enacted,]
it further
SEC. 52. [And be it
sistants,
colleetors and
and all
inspectors, are
hereby
are hereby
all inspectors,
deputies, and
their deputies,
and their
all collectors
sistants, all
of the
part of
authorized to administer
administer oaths and take evidence touching
touching any part
the
administration
of
this
law
with
which
they
are
respectively
charged,
and
and
charged,
respectively
are
they
administration of this law with which
where
such oaths
oaths and
and evidence
by law
be taken;
and
taken; and
to be
authorized to
law authorized
are by
evidence are
where such
any perjury
perjury therein
shall be
manner, and
same
the same
to the
and to
like manner,
the like
in the
punished in
be punished
therein shall
any
degree, as
the case
case of
of perjury
perjury committed
committed in
in proceedings
proceedings in
in the
the courts
courts
in the
as in
degree,
of the
States.
United States.
the United
of

Spirits, ale,
ale,
Spirits,

been
porter.
and porter.
bees and
Post, p.
471
p. 471
Post,

SPIRITS, ALE,
ALE, BEER,
AND PORTER.
PORTER.
BEER, AND
SPIRITS,

SEC.
enacted, That
That any
any person
by law
law
required by
person required
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
53. And
SEC. 53.
to
be licensed
licensed as
as aadistiller,
distiller, shall,
shall, in
addition to
what is required
required by other
to what
in addition
to be
Applicant
for
of law,
make an
an application
the .assessor
.assessor of
of the
the disdisto the
therefor to
application therefor
law, make
provisions of
for provisions
Applicant
eose as distiller
to give bond.
trict,
and
before
the
same
is
issued
the
person
so
applying
shall
give
bond
bond
give
shall
so
applying
person
the
issued
is
same
the
before
trict, and
to give bond.
to
the United
in such
such sum
shall be
by the
the collector,
collector,
required by
be required
as shall
sum as
States, in
United States,
to the
Conditions
of
and
one or
or more
sureties, to
be approved
approved by
said collector,
conditioned
collector, conditioned
by said
to be
more sureties,
with one
Conditions of and with
bond,
that
case any
any additional
additional still or
or stills,
stills, or other implements to be used as
in case
that in
bond.
aforesaid, shall
erected by
his agent
or superintendent,
will,
he will,
superintendent, he
agent or
him, his
by him,
be erected
shall be
aforesaid,
before
using, or
or causing,
causing, or
or permitting
same to
to be
be used,
in
report in
used, report
the same
permitting the
before using,
writing
to
the
said
assessor
the
capacity
thereof,
and
information
from
from
information
and
thereof,
capacity
the
assessor
said
the
writing to
time to
of any
any change
change in
the form,
capacity, ownership,
ownership, agency, or
form, capacity,
in the
time of
to time
time
superintendence, which
or either
either of
stills or
implements
other implements
or other
said stills
the said
of the
all or
which all
superintendence,
may undergo,
that he
will from
from day
day to
be
to be
cause to
or cause
enter, or
day enter,
to day
he will
and that
undergo, and
may
entered, in
in a
book to
be kept
of gallons
of
gallons of
number of
the number
purpose, the
that purpose,
for that
kept for
to be
a book
entered,
spirits
that
may
be
distilled
by
said
still
or
stills,
or
implements,
implements,
other
or
stills,
or
still
said
by
distilled
be
may
that
spirits
and also
also of
of the
the quantities
of grain
vegetable productions,
productions, or other
other vegetable
or other
grain or
quantities of
and
substances
put into
the mash-tub,
mash-tub, or
otherwise used
by him, his
his agent or
used by
or otherwise
into the
substances put
superintendent,
of producing
producing spirits;
shall
spirits; and said book shall
purpose of
the purpose
for the
superintendent, for
be
all times
during the
the day
excepted) to
to the
inspection
the inspection
(Sundays excepted)
day (Sundays
times during
at all
open at
be open
of
said assessor,
assistant assessor,
assessor, collector,
collector, deputy
or inspecinspeccollector, or
deputy collector,
assessor, assistant
the said
of the
tor,
make any
any memorandums
or transcripts
and also
therefrom ;;and
transcripts therefrom
memorandums or
may make
who may
tor, who
that
he will
to the
assessor or
assessor, on
on the first,
assistant assessor,
or assistant
said assessor
the said
render to
will render
that he
eleventh, and
twenty-first days
days of
each and
five
every month, or within five
and every
of each
and twenty-first
eleventh,
days thereafter,
during the
the continuance
continuance of
of said
said license,
license, an
an exact
account
exact account
thereafter, during
days
in writing,
writing, of
of the
number of
of gallons
gallons of
of spirits
spirits distilled,
distilled, and
also of the
and also
the number
in
number
of gallons
placed in
in warehouse
warehouse and the number sold or removed
gallons placed
number of
for
or sale
sale by
by him,
his agent
or superintendent,
superintendent, and the
agent or
him, his
consumption or
for consumption
proof
and also
also of
of the
other vegetable
vegetable proproor other
grain or
of grain
quantities of
the quantities
thereof, and
proof thereof,
ductions, or
other substances,
into the
mash-tub, or otherwise used
the mash-tub,
put into
substances, put
or other
ductions,
by him,
or superintendent,
superintendent, for
for the
the purpose
pr6ducing spirits,
purpose of producing
agent or
his agent
him, his
by
for the
the period
period or
or fractional
fractional part
part of
then next
preceding the date
next preceding
a month
month then
of a
for
of said
which said
shall be
be verified
verified by affidavit
affidavit in the
report shall
said report
report, which
said report,
of
manner prescribed
by law;
he will not sell or permit to be sold, or
that he
law; that
prescribed by
manner
removed for
spirits distilled by him under and
any spirits
sale, any
or sale,
consumption or
for consumption
removed
by
said license,
license, until
until the
the same
inspected,
shall have been inspected,
same shall
his said
of his
virtue of
by virtue
gauged,
and proved,
proved, and
quantity thereof duly entered upon his
the quantity
and the
gauged, and
rendering said
books
he will, at the time of renderi,ng
that he
and that
aforesaid; and
as aforesaid;
books as
account,
to the
collector, or
which by law
deputy, the duties which
his deputy,
or his
said collector,
the said
pay to
account, pay
are
imposed on
on the
distilled. And
And the said bond may be
so distilled.
spirits so
the spirits
are imposed
renewed
changed from
from time
to time,
time, in regard to the amount and
time to
or changed
renewed or
sureties thereof,
thereof, according
to the
discretion of the collector.
the discretion
according to
sureties
Application to
SEC. 54.
54. And
be it
That the
writing
in writing
application in
the application
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
Application to
state what.
aforesaid, shall state
made by any person for aa license for distilling as aforesaid,
the place
distilling, the
the number
of the
the still
still or
or stills,
capacity of
and capacity
number and
of distilling,
place of
the
boiler or boilers, and
and the
the name
of the
the person,
firm,
company,
or
corporacorporaor
company,
firm,
person,
of
name
Post,
p. 471. boiler or boilers,
Post p.
tion
the same;
and any
person making
statement in either
a false statement
making a
any person
same; and
using the
tion using
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of
shall forfeit
and pay
the sum
sum of
of one
one hundred
hundred Penalty for
for
pay the
forfeit and
particulars shall
said particulars
the said
of the
dollars,
to be
recovered with
with costs
costs of
of suit.
false statement.
statement.
false
suit.
be recovered
dollars, to
SEC. 55.
55. And
addition to
duties paypay- Duties or!
on spirto the
the duties
in addition
That in
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
able
provided, there
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and
paid its
i
t
t
i
e
s
e
Tsea
s
d
.
draoll to
to
addition
in
and paid
shall be
there shall
herein provided,
for licenses
licenses herein
able for
on
spirits that
that may
distilled and
and sold,
sold, or
or distilled
and removed
removed for
distilled and
be distilled
may be
all spirits
on all
consumption
sale, of
proof, on
after the
the first
of July,
July, [February
day of
first day
on and
and after
of first
first proof,
or sale,
consumption or
eighteen
hundred and
to the
the first
day of
of February,
JanFebruary, changed to Janfirst day
prior to
and prior
sixty-four, and
and sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
p.
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, a
duty of
of one
dollar and
1ua
12
7r Post,
Post) Pfifty cents on 4
and fifty
one dollar
a duty
eighteen hundred
each and
and every
every gallon;
gallon; and
and on
February first, eighteen
eighteen hundred 420.]
after February
and after
on and
each
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, a
of two
two dollars
and every
every gallon.
gallon. And all
each and
on each
dollars on
a duty
duty of
and
spirits which
may be
the possession
possession of
or in
in public
store or ..Spirits in store,
public store
distiller, or
of the
the distiller,
in the
be in
which may
spirits
bonded warehouse,
first day
or February
February aforesaid,
&c.
aforesaid, Sle•
of July
July or
day of
the first
either the
on either
warehouse, on
bonded
no duty
having been
been paid
shall be
be held
held and
and treated
treated as
if distilled
as if
thereon, shall
paid thereon,
duty having
no
on those
those days
respectively, and
said duty
shall be
by the owner,
paid by
be paid
duty shall
and said
days respectively,
on
agent, or
or superintendent
superintendent of
or other vessel in which the said
the still or
of the
agent,
spirits
shall have
have been distilled,
distilled, within five days after the time of renderspirits shall
ing the
chargeable with
duty, required to be renwith duty,
so chargeable
spirits so
of spirits
accounts of
the accounts
ing
a
dered
by law.
law. And
And the
said duties
shall be
be a
lien on
on the distillery
distillery used Duties to be a
a lien
duties shall
the said
dered by
for
the stills,
vessels, fixtures, and tools therein, lien.
stills, vessels,
with the
same, with
the same,
distilling the
for distilling
and
on the
lot or
tract of
of land
distillery is
is situated,
Post, p. 472.
until Post,
situated, until
said distillery
the said
whereon the
land whereon
or tract
the lot
and on
the
duty shall
paid: Provided,
the duty
on all
spirits shall Provisos.
all spirits
duty on
That the
Provided, That
be paid:
shall be
said duty
the said
be
at no
the basis
be
proof, and shall be
first proof,
of first
basis of
than the
rate than
lower rate
no lower
collected at
be collected
increased in
in proportion
proportion for
greater strength
than the
the strength
Post, p.
p. 472.
first Post,
of first
strength of
strength than
any greater
for any
increased
proof: Provided,
any person
who shall distil spirits and use
person who
That any
further, That
Provided,further,
proof:
the same
same in
any other
other article,
taken
without having taken
article, without
of any
manufacture of
the manufacture
in the
the
out a
license and
paid such
such duties
duties as
are prescribed
prescribed by
by law in relation
as are
and paid
a license
out
thereto,
in addition
to all
other penalties
be liable to
forfeitures, be
and forfeitures,
penalties and
all other
addition to
shall, in
thereto, shall,
pay
hundred per
additional duties thereon.
centurn additional
per central'
one hundred
pay one
proof"
S
EC. 56.
be it
it further
enacted, That
first proof
proof used
used in
"First proof"
in "First
term first
the term
That the
further enacted,
And be
56. And
SEC.
what.
this act
in the
laws of
the United
United States
States shall
shall be
construed, and is to mean what.
be construed,
of the
the laws
act and
and in
this
hereby declared
to mean,
mean, that
that proof
proof of
which corresponds
corresponds to
to fifty
fifty
liquor which
of aaliquor
declared to
hereby
degrees of
Tralle's centesimal
centesimal hydrometer,
adopted by
by regulation
regulation of
of the
the
hydrometer, adopted
of Tralle's
degrees
Treasury Department,
Department, of
of August
hundred and
at
and fifty, at
eighteen hundred
twelfth, eighteen
August twelfth,
Treasury
the temperature
of sixty
degrees Fahrenheit's
Fahrenheit's thermometer.
And in
in
thermometer. And
sixty degrees
temperature of
the
levying
above and
and below
below proof,
the table
contained in
in
table contained
proof, the
liquors above
on liquors
duties on
levying duties
the
manual for
for inspectors
McCulloch,
Professor McCulloch,
by Professor
prepared by
of spirits,
spirits, prepared
inspectors of
the manual
under
and adopted
the Treasby the
adopted by
Bache, and
Professor Bache,
of Professor
superintendency of
the superintendency
under the
ury Department,
be used
used and
taken as
as giving
giving the
proportions of
the proportions
and taken
shall be
Department, shall
ury
absolute alcohol
alcohol in
in the
the liquids
liquids gauged
gauged and
and proved
proved according
according to
which
to which
absolute
duties shall
shall be
be levied,
levied, until
otherwise ordered
ordered by
Secretary of the
the Secretary
by the
until otherwise
duties
hor ze dttoo a
dop tsue"
and prereTreasury, who
hereby aut
y
to be
[Gallon to
and
hydrometers
suchIhdrometers
adopt
authorized
is hereby
who is
Treasury,
[Gallon
be
scribe such
and regulations
regulations as
may deem
Post, p.
insure aa what. Post,
to insure
necessary to
deem necessary
he may
as he
rules and
such rules
scribe
472.]
uniform systemn
systeM of
of inspection
and gauging
spirits subject to duties 472.]
of spirits
gauging of
inspection and
uniform
throughout the
United States.
States.
the United
throughout
Distillers, &c.,
&c.,
SEC. 57.
57. And
be it
it further
every person
person who
shall be
be Distillers,
who shall
That every
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
to keep exact
the
owner
of
any
still,
boiler,
or
other
vessel,
used,
or
intended
to
be
used,
extpr
to
keetsp
to
be
used,
the owner of any still, boiler, or other vessel, used, or intended
accounts
of spir&c., distilled,
for
purpose of
of distilling
distilling spirituous
spirituous liquors,
as hereinbefore
provided, its, &c.,
hereinbefore provided,
liquors, as
the purpose
fbr the
&c.
or
who shall
shall have
boiler, or
or other
other vessel
superintend- &c.
his superintendunder his
vessel under
still, boiler,
such still,
have such
or who
ence,
agent for
owner or
his own
own account;
account; and
every
and every
on his
or on
the owner
for the
as agent
either as
ence, either
person
shall use
use any
any still,
boiler, or
or other
other vessel,
either
aforesaid, either
as aforesaid,
vessel, as
still, boiler,
who shall
person who
as
owner, agent,
agent, or
otherwise, shall,
shall, from
to day,
day, make true and exact
exact
day to
from day
or otherwise,
as owner,
entry,
or cause
to be
in a
to be
kept for
that purpose, the
for that
be kept
a book
book to
entered in
be entered
cause to
entry, or
number
of gallons
gallons of
spirits distilled,
distilled, and
gallons
and also the number of gallons
of spirits
number of
placed in
in warehouse,
and also the
consumpnumber sold, or removed for consumpthe number
warehouse, and
placed
tion or
or sale,
sale, and
the proof
shall always be
in
be open
open in
book shall
which book
thereof; which
proof thereof;
and the
tion
the daytime,
daytime, (Sundays
for the
the inspection
assessor,
inspection of the said assessor,
excepted,) for
(Sundays excepted,)
the
assistant
assessor, collector,
collector, deputy
inspector, who may take
pr inspector,
collector, or
deputy collector,
assistant assessor,
any
minutes, memorandums,
thereof; and shall
render to
shall render
or transcripts
transcripts thereof;
memorandums, or
any minutes,
twenty-first
said
assessor or
or assistant
the first, eleventh, and twenty-first
on the
assessor, on
assistant assessor,
said assessor
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days of
of each
each and
and every
every month
month in
each year, or within five days therein each
days
after,
an
a&ount
in
duplicate,
taken
from his
number of
the number
of the
books, of
his books,
from
taken
duplicate,
in
after, an account
gallons of
distilled, and
and also
also the
the number
number of
gallons sold,
removed
sold, or removed
of gallons
spirits distilled,
of spirits
gallons
for consumption
proof thereof,
thereof, not
for;
accounted for;
before accounted
not before
the proof
and the
or sale,
sale, and
consumption or
for
and shall
shall also
keep aabook,
form to
to be
be prescribed
by the
prescribed by
in aa form
books, in
or books,
book, or
also keep
and
commissioner of
internal revenue,
be open
at all
seasonable hours
all seasonable
open at
to be
and to
revenue, and
of internal
commissioner
for inspection
inspection by
by the
assessor, assistant
assessor, collector,
collector, deputy
deputy collector,
collector,
assistant assessor,
the assessor,
for
or
inspector of
of the
shall be
from day to day, the
entered, from
be entered,
wherein shall
district, wherein
the district,
or inspector
quantities
of grain,
grain, or
or other
vegetable productions,
or other
substances
other substances
productions, or
other vegetable
quantities of
put
into
the
mash-tub
by
him,
his
agent
or
superintendent,
for
purpose
the
for
superintendent,
or
agent
his
him,
by
mash-tub
the
into
put
of producing
spirits; and
and shall
shall verify,
or cause
cause to
to be verified, the said
verify, or
producing spirits;
of
entries, reports,
reports, books,
accounts, by
oath or affirmation,
affirmation, to be taken
by oath
and accounts,
books, arid
entries,
before the
assistant assessor,
or other
other competent
competent officer, accordassessor, or
or assistant
assessor or
the assessor
before
ing to
to the
the form
required by
by law,
law, and
shall immediately
immediately forward
forward to the
and shall
form required
ing
collector
of the
the district
district one
duplicate accounts, duly verified, as
said duplicate
the said
of the
one of
collector of
so
aforesaid;
shall also
pay to
collector the
duties on the spirits so
the duties
to the
the collector
also pay
and shall
aforesaid; and
accounts
distilled and
and sold,
sold, or
or removed
removed for
for consumption
sale, and in said accounts
consumption or sale,
distilled
mentioned at
the time
of rendering
rendering the
duplicate account thereof: ProProthe duplicate
time of
at the
mentioned
vided, That
That distillers who distil or manufacture
manufacture less than one hundred and
Proviso.
vided,
fifty
barrels of
of spirits
spirits per
per year
year may
may make
make returns
pay duties on the
and pay
returns and
fifty barrels
first
day of
of each
each and
lieu of
the first,
first, eleventh,
eleventh, and twentyof the
in lieu
month in
every month
and. every
first day
first
days of
of the
and furnish
bonds correspondingly,
correspondingly, anything
anything to the
furnish bonds
month, and
the month,
first days
Brandy from
contrary notwithstanding:
notwithstanding: And
And provided,
provided, further,
brandy distilled
That brandy
further, That
grandy from contrary
grapes.
from grapes
grapes shall
shall pay
pay a
a tax of twenty-five
twenty-five cents per gallon.
Post, p.
p. 472. from
Post,
S
EC.
58.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That there
shall be
appointed by
by
be appointed
there shall
That
enacted,
it
further
be
And
58.
SEC.
Inspectors of
Inspectors
collection district where the same
spirits,
Secretary of
of the Treasury, in every collection
the Secretary
coal-oil, the
spirits, coal-oil,
tobacco,
&c.
tobacco, &c.
may
necessary, one
one or
inspectors of
of spirits,
spirits, refined
refined coal-oil or
more inspectors
or more
be necessary,
may be
&c.
tobacco
other
tobacco, cigars,
cigars, and
other articles,
articles, who
shall take an oath faithwho shall
and other
oil, tobacco,
other oil,
fully
perform their
their duties,
duties, in
internal
in such form as the commissioner of internal
to perform
fully to
revenue shall
prescribe, and
and who
shall be entitled to receive such fees as
who shall
shall prescribe,
revenue
may
prescribed by said commissioner, to be paid by the
the
fixed and prescribed
be fixed
may be
owner or
of the
the articles
inspected, gauged,
gauged, or proved. And
articles inspected,
manufacturer of
or manufacturer
owner
any manufacturer
of spirits,
spirits, refined
coal-oil, or other oil, tobacco, cigars,
refined coal-oil,
manufacturer of
any
or other
other articles
articles which
which may
may by
law be
be required to be inspected, who shall
by law
or
refuse to
premises, so far as it may be necesinspector upon his premises,
an inspector
to admit
admit an
refuse
inspector
sary
for the
the performance
of his
his duties,
or who shall obstruct an inspector
duties, or
performance of
sary for
in the
the performance
performance of
shall forfeit
forfeit the
the sum
sum of
hundred dolone hundred
of one
duties, shall
his duties,
of his
Penalty for
in
obstructing.
fbr other penalties imposed
lars,
to be
be recovered
recovered in the manner provided for
lars, to
obstructing.
by
act.
by this
this act.
SEC. 59.
59. And
That all
all spirits,
spirits, distilled
as aforeaforedistilled as
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
Spirits disbefore the same are used,
said by any person licensed as aforesaid, shall, before
to be
be
tilled to
used,
inspected and
by
proved
and
or
removed
for
any
purpose,
be
inspected,
gauged,
some
inspected,
be
purpose,
any
for
removed
or
and
gaiuged
gauged.
inspector appointed
appointed for
the performance
performance of such duties, who shall mark
for the
inspector
upon the
containing such spirits, in a
amanner
manner to be
cask or other package containing
the cask
upon
prescribed
commissioner, the quantity and proof of the contents
contents
said commissioner,
by said
prescribed by
of
or package,
package, with the date of inspection and the name of the
cask or
of such
such cask
inspector,
and shall
a return of all spirits so inspected, and the
make a
shall make
inspector, and
duplicate thereof to the asa duplicate
name of
of the
the distiller,
distiller, to
to the
collector, and a
the collector,
name
sessor of
of the
the district;
district; and
the duty
duty imposed by law shall be paid on all
and the
sessor
not removed
removed forthwith
forthwith to
bonded warehouse.
warehouse.
to aa bonded
and not
inspected and
so inspected
spirits so
Post,
Post, p. 472. spirits
And
any person
who shall
evade the payment of
fraudulently to evade
attempt fraudulently
shall attempt
person who
And any
Penalty for
changing
upon any
changing in any manner the
spirits distilled as aforesaid, by changing
any spirits
duties upon
marks duties
changing marks
fraudulently.
mark
upon any such cask or package, shall forfeit the sum of one hundred
mark upon
fraudulently.
dollars
for each
each cask
or package
recovered as
package so altered or changed, to be recovered
cask or
dollars tbr
put
hereinbefore
provided.
And
any
such
inspector
who
shall
knowingly
put
knowingly
shall
who
inspector
such
any
And
provided.
hereinbefore
Post,
p. 472.
Post, p.
upon any
such cask
cask or package
package any false or fraudulent mark shall be
any such
upon
package
liable to
hereinbefore provided for each cask or package
same penalty hereinbefore
the same
to the
liable
any
so
marked. And any person who shall purchase or sell any
fraudulently marked.
so fraudulently
empty cask
cask with
the inspection
thereon, or who shall fraudulently
fraudulently
marks thereon,
inspection marks
with the
empty

Distillers to
render accounts
times aa
three times
month.
mont.
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use
cask or
or package
selling any
other
any other
of selling
the purpose
purpose of
for the
marked, for
so marked,
package so
use any
any cask
spirits
than that
that so
so inspected,
for selling
spirits of
or quanquanquality or
a quality
of a
selling spirits
or for
inspected, or
spirits than
tity
shall be
subject to
to aa like penalty for
be subject
so inspected,
inspected, shall
that so
from that
different from
tity different
each
cask or
or package
package so
so purchased,
sold, or
or used.
used.
purchased, sold,
each cask
Owners of
of disdisSEC. 60.
be it
it further
enacted, That
the owner
owner or
owners of
any Owners
of any
or owners
That the
further enacted,
And be
60. And
SEC.
illery, &c., may
distillery or
oil refinery,
refinery, may
may provide,
provide, at
or their
own expense, aat
&., may
tillerv
their own
at his
his or
or oil
distillery
wareprovide
provide warewarehouse, in
in conformity
conformity with
with such
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the hoise,
as the
regulations as
such regulations
house, &c.
&c.
warehouse,
Treasury may
and such
warehouse, when
when approved
approved by
by the
such warehouse,
prescribe; and
may prescribe;
Treasury
collector,
declared a
bonded warehouse
of the
the United
United States,
waiehouse of
a bonded
is hereby
hereby declared
collector, is
and
shall be
be used
used only
for storing
distilled spirits
spirits or
coal-oil, or
or refined
refined coal-oil,
storing distilled
only for
and shall
naphtha,
and to
be under
under the
collector or
deputy. And
And
his deputy.
or his
of the
the collector
custody of
the custody
to be
naphtha, and
the duty
on the
the spirits,
spirits, coal-oil,
or naphtha
stored in
in such
such warehouse
shall
warehouse shall
naphtha stored
coal-oil, or
duty on
the
be paid
before it
is removed
removed from
from such
removed in purunless removed
warehouse, unless
such warehouse,
it is
paid before
be
suance of law.
suance
oil, &c.,
&c.,
S
EC. 61.
61. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
all distilled spirits, and all Spirits, oil,
That all
further enacted,
SEC.
after inspection,
inspetion,
r be reimposed by howaftye
refined
and naphtha,
naphtha, upon
upon which
an excise duty is imposed
which an
coal-oil and
refined coal-oil
may
moved without
without
law,
after being
being inspected,
gauged, proved,
marked by the in- moved
and marked
proved, and
inspected, gauged,
may, after
law, may,
payment of
duty.
of duty.
spector according to
to the
removed, without pay- payment
act, be removed,
provisions of this act,
the provisions

spector according
ment of
the duty,
duty, under
the execuregulations, and upon the
and regulations,
rules and
such rules
under such
of the
ment
p. 472.
472.
tion of
of such
transportation bonds
bonds or
other security
security as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Post, p.
or other
such transportation
tion
the Treasury
Treasury may
prescribe. The
oil, or
so removed
removed
naphtha so
or naphtha
spirits, oil,
said spirits,
The said
may prescribe.
the
shall
be transferred
transferred directly
directly from
from the
the distillery
distillery or refinery
refinery to
bonded
to aa bonded
shall be
warehouse,
conformity with
with law and treasury regulations,
in conformity
established in
warehouse, established
and
be transported
transported from
from such
warehouse to
to any
any one
one other
bonded
other bonded
such warehouse
may be
and may
coal-oil, or naphtha.
warehouse
used for
for the
the storage of distilled spirits, coal-oil,
warehouse used
And
the arrival
of such
such distilled
spirits, coal-oil, or naphtha, at the
the
distilled spirits,
arrival of
after the
And after
bonded
the district
district of
the assessor
assessor to which it has been
of the
within the
warehouses within
bonded warehouses
transferred, it
the duty
be assessed
assessed and
and
shall be
duty shall
and the
inspected, and
be again
again inspected,
it shall
shall be
transferred,
paid on
any deficiency
deficiency or
reduction of the number
number of proof
proof gallons
gallons beor reduction
on any
paid
regulations
yond such
such allowance
allowance for
established by the regulations
may be established
leakage as may
for leakage
yond
warehouse,
of the
internal revenue, received
received at the warehouse,
of internal
commissioner of
the commissioner
of
from the
given at the place
in the bond given
gallons as stated in
proof gallons
of proof
number of
the number
from
of shipment.
And any
spirits, coal-oil,
coal-oil, or
in the public
public
or naphtha
naphtha in
distilled spirits,
any distilled
of
shipment. And
warehouses
shall be
be subject
the same rules and regulations, and be
subject to the
warehouses shall
chargeable
with the
same costs
expenses in all
respects to which imall respects
and expenses
costs and
the same
chargeable with
ported
goods deposited
deposited in
in public
public store
store or
or bonded
warehouse may be subbonded warehouse
ported goods
ject;
and shall
be in
in charge
of a
designated by the
officer, to be designated
proper officer,
a proper
charge of
shall be
ject; and
Secretary
the Treasury,
who, with
with the
the owner
owner and
and proprietor
proprietor of the
Treasury, who,
of the
Secretary of
warehouse, shall
have the
the joint
joint custody
distilled spirits, oil, or
the distilled
of all
all the
custody of
shall have
warehouse,
naphtha so
so stored
stored in
in said
said warehouse,
which shall be at the risk
risk of the
the
warehouse, which
naphtha
owner of
spirits, oil,
oil, or
or naphtha.
the same
same
And all labor on the
naphtha. And
said spirits,
of the
the said
owner
shall
be performed
performed by
under
proprietor of the warehouse, under
by the owner or proprietor
shall be
the
supervision of
of the
the officer
officer in charge
charge of
expense
of the
the same, and at the expense
the supervision
Drawback.
of
said owner
owner or
warehouse. And no drawback
drawback shall Drawback.
proprietor of the warehouse.
or proprietor
of said
in
any
ease
be
allowed
on
any
distilled
spirits,
coal-oil,
or
naphtha,
upon
g. 472.
472.
Post, p.
in any case be allowed on any distilled spirits, coal-oil, or naphtha, upon Post,
which
excise duty
duty shall
been paid, either before
before or after
after it shall
shall
shall have been
an excise
which an
Spirits, &c.
Provided, That any
bonded warehouse: Provided,
any distilled
distilled Spirits,
have been placed in aa bonded
may be withmay be withspirits, coal-oil,
coal-oil, or
or naphtha may
bonded warehouse
warehouse drawn.
withdrawn from the bonded
may be withdrawn
spirits,
after payment,
the collector
collectoi of
of internal
for the district in which
which
revenue for
internal revenue
to the
payment, to
after
the warehouse
warehouse is
duty imposed
imposed by law, or may be removed
is situated, of the duty
the
without
payment of
the duty
for the
of being
being exported, or for
for the
purpose of
the purpose
duty for
of the
without payment
p. 472.
Post, p.
purpose of
of being
redistilled for
for export,
quantity and proof of Post,
after the quantity
export, after
being redistilled
purpose
the
or naphtha
ascertained and
and inremoved has been ascertained
naphtha to be removed
oil, or
spirits, oil,
the spirits,
spected
to the
the provisions
provisions of
law, under
under such
such rules
regularules and regulaof law,
according to
spected according
tions
the execution
of such
such bond
other security
as the
Secretary
the Secretary
security as
or other
bond or
execution of
and the
tions and
of
And any
naphtha so
any spirits, oil, or naphtha
prescribe. And
may prescribe.
Treasury may
the Treasury
of the
removed
for distillation
warehouse and
and shall be
returned to the warehouse
shall be returned
distillation shall
removed for
again inspected,
inspected, and
and the
the duty
duty shall
be paid
collector on any
said collector
to the said
paid to
shall be
again
allowance for loss by
deficiency or
by redistillation
redistillation
beyond the allowance
or reduction
reduction beyond
deficiency
21*
21*
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established
commissioner of
number of
internal revenue, in the number
of internal
the commissioner
by the
established by
proof
warehouse for
for the
the purpose
purpose of being
exported,
being exported,
at the
the warehouse
received at
gallons received
proof gallons
as
And nothing
in this section
shall be construed to prevent
section shall
nothing in
aforesaid. And
as aforesaid.
the
without payment
medicines,
of duty,
duty, of medicines,
payment of
for exportation,
exportation, without
manufacture for
the manufacture
preparations, compositions,
compositions, perfumery,
cosmetics, cordials, and other liqperfumery, cosmetics,
preparations,
uors
in part of domestic spirits, as provided for in
manufactured wholly or in
uors manufactured
this act.
act.
required to be
Entries in
S
EC. 62. And
it further
enacted, That the entries required
be
be it
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Entries
in disbooks to
tillers'
eleventh,
be
verified
by
made
in
the
books
of
the
distiller,
as
aforesaid,
shall,
on
the
first,
eleventh,
the
on
shall,
aforesaid,
as
distiller,
of
the
books
in
the
made
be verified by
oath,
and
twenty-first days
of each
each and
and every
every month,
five days therewithin five
month, or within
days of
and twenty-first
oath.
after,
by oath or
affirmation of the person or persons by whom
or affirmation
verified by
be verified
after, be
such
be
been made, which oath or affirmation shall be
have been
shall have
entries shall
such entries
certified
at the
the end
end of
entries by
assessor, or
assessor,
or assistant
assistant assessor,
by the
the assessor,
of such
such entries
certified at
follows:
or
officer administering
shall be, in substance, as follows:
and shall
the same, and
administering the
or officer
"
do swear
swear (or
(or affirm)
affirm) that
foregoing entries were made by me on
that the foregoing
"IIdo
the
specified, and
according to the best of
state, according
they state,
that they
and that
days specified,
respective days
the respective
my knowledge
knowledge and
and belief, the whole quantity of spirituous liquors dismy
tilled and
removed for
for consumption
consumption or sale, at the distillery owned
owned
or removed
sold, or
and sold,
tilled
by
the county
of ,
gallons, aceordaccordgallons,
to , amounting
amounting to
county of
in the
,,in
by ing to
to proof
by the
of the United
United States."
laws of
the laws
prescribed by
proof prescribed
ing
Oath where
SEC. 63.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the owner,
or superinsuperinagent, or
owner, agent,
be it
it further
63. And
And be
SEC.
where
Oath
aforesaid, shall, in case the original entries required to be made
entries are not tendent aforesaid,
personally made.
.
n his books by this act shall not have been made by himself, subjoin
personally
made. in
his books
this
not have
made
himself,
to
the oath
or affirmation
the person
were made the folthey were
whom they
by whom
person by
of the
affirmation of
the
oath or
(or
"II do swear (or
lowing oath or affirmation,
affirmation, to be taken as aforesaid: "
lowing
belief, the foregoing entries
affirm)
to the
the best of my
knowledge and belief,
my knowledge
that, to
affirm) that,
to
are just
just and
true, and
that II have
taken all the means in my power to
have taken
and that
and true,
are
make them so."
make
S
EC. 64.
64. And
all
enacted, That there shall be paid on all
it further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Duty on beer, beer, lager beer, ale, porter, and other similar fermented
fermented liquors, by whatale,
porter.
ever
such liquors
liquors may
be called,
of one dollar for each and
a duty
duty of
called, a
may be
ever name
name such
and porter,
ale, and
every
barrel containing
containing not
thirty-one gallons, and at aalike
than thirty-one
more than
not more
every barrel
a barrel, which shall
rate
for any
any other
other quantity,
quantity, or for fractional
fractional parts of a
rate for
consumption or sale,
be
manufactured and sold, or removed
removed for consumption
sale,
or manufactured
brewed or
be brewed
within
United States
States or
territories thereof,
thereof, or within the District
the territories
or the
the United
within the
of
Columbia; which
duty shall
by the owner, agent, or superinbe paid
paid by
shall be
which duty
of Columbia;
tendent of
the brewery
brewery or premises
fermented liquors shall
shall
in which such fermented
premises in
of the
tendent
be
rendering the accounts
accounts of such
such
and shall be paid at the time of rendering
be made, and
Profermented
chargeable with
with duty,
hereinafter required: Produty, as hereinafter
so chargeable
liquors so
fermented liquors
Fractional parts vided,
vided, That
That fractional
halves, thirds, quarters,
quarters,
of a
a barrel shall be halves,
parts of
fractional parts
Fractional
of aabarrel.
sixths, eighths, and sixteenths;
sixteenths; and any fractional part containing less
than one
sixteenth shall
accounted one sixteenth;
sixteenth; more than one sixbe accounted
shall be
one sixteenth
than
accounted one eighth;
eighth;
not more than one eighth, shall be accounted
and not
teenth, and
accounted
more than
than one
eighth, and not
more than one sixth, shall be accounted
not more
one eighth,
more
one sixth;
sixth; more
sixth, and not more than one quarter, shall be
more than one sixth,
one
accounted
quarter; more
than one
more than one
and not more
quarter, and
one quarter,
more than
one quarter;
accounted one
third, shall
one third;
one third, and not more
than one
third; more than
accounted one
be accounted
shall be
third,
than one
accounted one half; more than one half shall be
half, shall be accounted
one half,
than
Proviso,
accounted
barrel: Provided,
That beer, lager beer, ale, porfurther, That
Provided,further,
one barrel:
accounted one
Proviso.
according to
ter,
other fermented
fermented liquors
in bottles, shall be assessed, according
liquors in
and other
ter, and
the
quantity contained
contained therein, at the rate of one dollar for thirty-one
thirty-one
the quantity
gallons,
when the
the duty has not been previously
liquors conconpreviously paid on the liquors
gallons, when
tained
therein.
tained therein.
oecuenacted, That every person owning or occuOwners of
S
EC. 65. And be it further
further enacted,
SEC.
to
breweries
breweries
purbe
used
intended
premises
or
baeentries
ntries
to in
pying
any
brewery
used
or
intended
to
for
the
or
an b .
e
in
make entries
books.
pose
or making
making such
liquors, or who
who shall have such
fermented liquors,
such fermented
brewing or
of brewing
pose of
books.
superintendence as agent for the owner or
premises under his
control or superintendence
his control
premises
occupant, or shall have in his possession or custody any vessel or vessels
intended to
lager
on said premises in the manufacture of beer, lager
to be
be used on
intended
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beer,
or other
similar fermented
fermented liquors,
liquors, either
owner,
as owner,
either as
other similar
ale, porter,
porter, or
beer, ale,
agent,
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall,
to day,
day, enter,
or cause
cause to be enenter, or
day to
from day
shall, from
agent, or
tered, in
kept by
for that
shall
and which shall
that purpose,
purpose, and
by him
him for
to be
be kept
in a
a book
book to
tered,
be
open at
times, (except
between the
rising and
and setting
setting
the rising
(except Sundays,)
Sundays,) between
at all
all times,
be open
of the
for the
the inspection
inspection of
of said
said assessor,
assistant assessor,
assessor, collector,
collector,
assessor, assistant
sun, for
of
the sun,
deputy collector,
any minutes
minutes or
or memoranmemoranmay take
take any
inspector, who
who may
collector, or
or inspector,
deputy
dums
transcripts thereof,
thereof; the
barof baror number
number of
packages, or
the quantity,
quantity, packages,
or transcripts
dums or
rels
and fractional
of barrels
barrels of
liquors made,
and also
made, and
fermented liquors
of fermented
parts of
rels and
fractional parts
the
quantity sold,
or removed
removed for
consumption or
sale, keeping
keeping separate
separate
or sale,
for consumption
sold, or
the quantity
Owners of
account
of the
the several
several kinds
and descriptions;
descriptions; and
and shall
render to said Owners
of
shall render
kinds and
account of
breweries to
assessor
assessor, on
in each
each year,
year, breeries
the first
first day
day of
of each
each month
month in
or assistant
assistant assessor,
on the
assessor or
render ac-to
or within
in writing,
writing, taken
taken from
from his
monthly.
his counts monthly,
general account
account in
within ten
ten days
days thereafter,
thereafter, aageneral
or
books, of
the quantity
or number
of barrels
and fractional
barparts of
of barfractional parts
barrels and
number of
of the
quantity or
books,
rels of
each kind
fermented liquors
liquors made,
made, and
of the
quantity
and also
also of
the quantity
of fermented
of each
kind of
rels
sold, or
for consumption
consumption or
sale, for
for one
month preceding
preceding said
said
or sale,
one month
sold,
or removed
removed for
day; and
and shall
verify, or
or cause
cause to
to be
be verified,
verified, the
reports,
said entries, reports,
the said
shall verify,
day;
books, and
general accounts,
accounts, and
the facts
therein set
oath or
set forth, on oath
facts therein
and the
and general
books,
affirmation,
to be
before the assessor
other
or other
assessor or assistant assessor, or
be taken
taken before
affirmation, to
competent
and shall
shall immerequired by law; and
the form
form required
according to the
competent officer,
officer, according
diately
forward to
to the
the collector
collector of
district one
the said
said duplicate
duplicate
one of
of the
of the
the district
diately forward
accounts,
duly certified
certified by
by the
the assessor
assessor or
or assistant
and shall
shall also
assessor, and
assistant assessor,
accounts, duly
pay
the said
collector the
which are
are imposed
imposed by
by law
and pay
pay duties
duties
law on
on the
the liqliq- and
the duties
duties which
to the
said collector
pay to
monthly.
uor
made and
removed for
for consumption
the said
in the
said monthly.
or sale,
sale, and
and in
consumption or
sold, or
or removed
uor made
and sold,
accounts
the time
the duplicate
duplicate account
account thereof
thereof
time of
of rendering
rendering the
at the
accounts mentioned,
mentioned, at
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. But
But where
where the
of any
beer, or
any beer, lager beer,
the manufacturer
manufacturer of
as
manufactory
ale, manufactures
manufactures the
in one
collection district,
district, and
owns or
or occupies
occupies If
If manufactory
and owns
same in
one collection
the same
ale,
is in one district
a
storage and sale of
i nwarehouse
one districtin
of such beer,
beer, lager beer,
beer, or
or and
a depot
depot or warehouse
warehouse for the storage
warehouse
in
ale in
in another
may, instead
to the
ale
another collection
collection district,
district, he
he may,
instead of
of paying
paying to
the collector
collector another.
of the
district where
where the
the same
same was
the duties
duties chargeable
chargeable
manufactured the
was manufactured
of
the district
thereon, present
present to
such assessor
assessor or
assistant assessor
invoice of
of the
an invoice
or assistant
assessor an
to such
thereon,
quantity
or number
number of
of barrels
barrels about
about to
purpose of
of
for the
the purpose
to be
be removed
removed for
quantity or
storage and
sale, specifying
specifying in
in such
such invoice
or warehouse
in
warehouse in
the depot
depot or
invoice the
storage
and sale,
which
he intends
such beer,
ale; and thereupon
thereupon
beer, or
or ale;
beer, lager
lager beer,
to place
place such
which he
intends to
such
or assistant
assistant assessor
shall indorse
indorse on
on such
invoice his
perhis persuch invoice
assessor shall
assessor or
such assessor
mission
removal, and the assessor or assistant assessor shall, at
for such
such removal,
mission for
the
to the
which such
such depot
depot
district in
in which
collector of
of the
the district
the collector
same time,
time, transmit
transmit to
the same
or
is situated
duplicate of
invoice; and thereafter
thereafter the
of such
such invoice;
situated aaduplicate
or warehouse
warehouse is
manufacturer
of the
the beer,
beer, lager
lager beer,
the
shall render the
or ale so removed
removed shall
beer, or
manufacturer of
same account,
account, and
and pay
pay the
the same
duties, and
be subject
subject to
the same
same liabililiabilito the
and be
same duties,
same
ties
lager beer, or
manufactured
or ale
ale had been manufactured
ties and
and penalties
penalties as if the beer, lager
in
the district
which the
same has been removed.
commissioner
removed. The commissioner
the same
district to
to which
in the
of
prescribe such,
as he
he may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary
rules as
may prescribe
such rules
of internal
internal revenue
revenue may
for
of carrying
carrying the provisions of this section into effect.
the purpose
purpose of
for the
Entries to
to be
be
SEC.
entries made in the Entries
further enacted,
enacted, That the entries
And be
be it
it further
SEC. 66. And
verified by oath.
books
required to
to be
be kept
the foregoing
section shall,
first day verified by oath.
on said
said first
shall, on
by the
foregoing section
kept by
books required
of each
verified
be verified
within ten days thereafter, be
month, or
or within
and every
every month,
of
each and
by the
or affirmation
affirmation of
of the
the person
persons by
whom such
by whom
such entries
or persons
person or
oath or
by
the oath
affirmation shall be certified
certified at the
made, which
which oath or affirmation
have been made,
shall have
end
of such
entries by
the assessor
assessor or
or assistant
assistant assessor,
or other
other compecompeassessor, or
by the
such entries
end of
tent officer
the same,
same, and
in substance,
substance, as
as follows:
follows:
and shall
shall be,
be, in
administering the
tent
officer administering
"I
(or affirm)
the foregoing
foregoing entries were made by me on the
swear (or
affirm) that the
"I do swear
respective days
days specified,
specified, and
and that
that they
they state,
of my
state, according to the best of
respective
knowledge
and belief,
belief; the
fermented liquors either
the whole
whole quantity of fermented
knowledge and
brewed,
brewed and
sold at
brewery owned
by -in
,,in
owned by
at the
the brewery
and sold
or brewed
brewed, or
the
amounting to
to barrels."
barrels."
, ,amounting
the county
county of
of Oath
where
S
EC. 67.
67. And
be it
That the
the owner,
owner, agent,
agent, or
Oath are
where
superin- entries
or superinenacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
not
tendent aforesaid,
required to
case the
the original entries
entries required
to be
be made
made in
in personally
entris are made.
notd
tendent
aforesaid, shall, in case
his
books
shall
not
have
been
made
by
himself,
subjoin
to
the
oath
or
oath
or
by
himself,
subjoin
to
the
his books shall not have been made
"I
I
affirmation
following oath or affirmation,
affirmation, to be taken as aforesaid: "
the following
affirmation the
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do swear
to the
the best
best of
of my
knowledge and belief, the
my knowledge
that, to
affirm) that,
(or affirm)
swear (or
do
foregoing entries
entries are
true, and
have taken
taken all the means
that II have
and that
and true,
just and
are just
foregoing
in my
my power
power to
to make them so."
so."
in
S
EC. 68.
68. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
agent, or superinowner, agent,
the owner,
That the
it further
be it
And be
Penalty for reSEC.
Penalty
of
or of
liquors,
fusal
or
neglect
used
vessels
tendent
of
any
vessel
vessels
used
in
making
fermented
liquors, or
or
vessel
any
of
tendent
neglect
or
fusal
entries any still, boiler, or other vessel used in the
to make
make entries
which
distillation
of
spirits
on
which
of
any still, boiler, or other vessel used in the distillation
and reports.
duty
payable, who
who shall
shall neglect
or refuse
refuse to-make
to-make true and exact entry
neglect or
is payable,
duty is
and
report
of
the
same,
or
to
do,
or
cause
to
be
done,
of the things by
any of
done, any
be
to
cause
or
do,
to
or
same,
and report of the
or
law
required to
be done
aforesaid, shall
forfeit for every such neglect or
shall forfeit
as aforesaid,
done as
to be
law required
refusal
all the
the liquors
liquors and
and spirits
spirits made
him, and all the vessels
for him,
or for
by or
made by
refusal all
in
used in
in making
same, and
and the
stills, boilers,
and other
other vessels
vessels used in
boilers, and
the stills,
the same,
making the
used
distillation, together
sum of
five hundred
hundred dollars, to be recovered
of five
the sum
with the
together with
distillation,
with costs
of suits;
suits; which
spirits, with
vessels containthe vessels
with the
or spirits,
liquors or
said liquors
which said
costs of
with
Post, p. 472.
472.
Post,
ing the
with all
used in
in making
making the same, may be seized
seized
vessels used
the vessels
all the
same, with
the same,
ing
him
by any
any collector
or deputy
collector of
of internal
and held by him
duties, and
internal duties,
deputy collector
collector or
by
Provisos,
until
decision shall
shall be
be had
according to law: Provided,
Provided, That
thereon according
had thereon
a decision
until a
Provisos.
such
thirty days
days after
cause for the same shall
the cause
after the
within thirty
made within
be made
seizure be
such seizure
collector, and that
have
come
to
the
knowledge
of
the
collector
deputy
deputy
or
collector
the
of
knowledge
the
to
have come
Post, p.
to enforce
enforce said
said forfeiture
have [been] commenced
commenced by such
shall have
forfeiture shall
proceedings to
472. proceedings
p. 472.
Post,
collector
twenty days
after the
the seizure
thereof. And the proceedseizure thereof.
days after
within twenty
collector within
ings
forfeiture of said property shall be in the the nature
said forfeiture
enforce said
to enforce
ings to
ofa
rem, in
in the
the circuit
or district
court of
United States
the United
of the
district court
circuit or
in rem,
proceeding in
a proceeding
of
of comcourt
for
the
district
where
such
seizure
is
made,
or
any
other
court
any
in
or
made,
is
seizure
such
where
district
the
for
petent
jurisdiction.
petent jurisdiction.
duTen
S
EC. 69.
69. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
which the daThat in all cases in which
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
cent.
per cent.
Ten per
consumpfor consumpm
aforesaid, payable on spirits distilled
distilled and sold, or removed for
ties aforesaid,
when ties
be added when
to be
duties
not
are not
duties are
paid
in time,
&c. tion
tion or
or beer,
beer, lager
ale, porter, and other similar fermented
beer, ale,
lager beer,
sale, or
or sale,
time, &c.
paid in
liquors, shall
be paid
paid at
at the
the time
rendering the account of the same,
time of rendering
not be
shall not
liquors,
or at
at the
the time
when they
shall have
become payable, as herein required,
have become
they shall
time when
or
to
the collector
collector or
or deputy
deputy collector
collector of the district, the person or persons
to the
chargeable
therewith
shall
pay,
in
amount
in addition, ten per centum on the amount
pay,
shall
therewith
chargeable
thereof;
until such
such duties,
duties, with
with such
such addition,
addition, shall be paid, they
and, until
thereof; and,
Duties until
until
shall
upon the
the distillery where
where such liquors have been
lien upon
remain aalien
and remain
be and
shall be
Duties
and
t d, to
lieu, distilled,
where such liquors have been brewed, and
distilled, and upon the brewery where
a lien,
to be
be a
paid,
belonging, and
upon the
the stills,
stills, boilers,
boilers, vats,
vats, and
other implements
implements thereto
thereto belonging,
all other
and all
upon
upon the
the lot
of land
whereon the distillery or brewery is situate,
land whereon
tract of
or tract
lot or
upon
until
same shall
shall have
have been
neglect
in case of refusal or neglect
paid. And in
been paid.
the same
until the
to
pay said
said duties,
duties, with
with the
within ten days after the same shall
addition, within
the addition,
to pay
distraint
have become
payable, the
recovered by distraint
thereof may be recovered
amount thereof
the amount
become payable,
have
and sale
sale of
of the
chattels, and effects of the delinquent.
delinquent.
goods, chattels,
the goods,
and
SEC. 70.
enacted, That
That every
every person licensed as
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
70. And
SEC.
Penalty
for not
aforesaid to
to distil
or licensed
licensed as a
a brewer,
brewer , who shall neglect or
or
spirits, or
distil spirits,
not aforesaid
Penalty for
prohereinbefore proand duplicate thereof, as hereinbefore
furnishin
g acacrefuse to
furnish the account an
to furnish
refuse
furnishing
count, &c.
count,
&c.
vided, or who shall refuse to permit the said assessor, assistant assessor,
collector
deputy collector,
collector, or
inspector to
examine the books in the manmanto examine
or inspector
or deputy
collector or
or neglect,
ner provided
for when
requested, shall, for every such refusal or
when requested,
provided for,
ner
forfeit the
the sum
sum
for,
hundred dollars.
of three hundred
forfeit

Licenses.

LICENSES.
LICENSES.

Certain persons
persons
SEC. 71.
71. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
That no person,
person, firm, company, or
or
enacted, That
And be
SEC.
Certain
any trade,
carry on
or carry
not
toessunlessn
i corporat
"
ion shall be engaged in, prosecute, or
on any
trade, business,
business,
corporation
in
engage
not
busin
licensed ,
or
hereinafter mentioned
mentioned and
described, until he or they shall
and described,
profession, hereinafter
or profession,
lienseed.
have
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
the manner
in the
therefor in
license therefor
obtained aalicense
have obtained
Persons,
SEC. 72.
72. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
every person, firm, company,
That every
And be
SEC.
&c.,
Persons, &c.,
in any
engage in
to engage
to
register names, or
required by this act to obtain
obtain a
a license
license to
any
corporation required
or corporation
toregisternames,
&c., with
with assessassess&c.,
law,
by
or&
trade,
business,
or
profession,
for
which
a
license
required
shall
is
license
a
which
for
profession,
or
business,
trade,
ors.,
register
with the
the assistant
assessor of
assessment district, in which he
the assessment
of the
assistant assessor
register with
shall
carry on
on such
trade, business,
business, or profession, first, his or their
such trade,
to carry
design to
shall design
name
style, and
in case
case of
of aafirm or company, the names of the several
and in
or style,
name or
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persons
such firm
or company,
and their
of residence;
to be
be
Names to
residence; Names
places of
their places
company, and
firm or
constituting such
persons constituting
second,
for which
which a
license is
is desired;
desired; =zed
for
registeed for
a license
or profession
profession for
business, or
trade, business,
the trade,
second, the
third,
the place
place where
trade, business,
business, or
profession is
is to
be carried
carried
to be
or profession
such trade,
where such
third, the
on;
fourth, if
if a
rectifier, the
number of
barrels he
designs to
to rectify;
rectify; if
if
he designs
of barrels
the number
a rectifier,
on; fourth,
a
peddler, whether
he designs
travel on
foot, or
with one,
one, two,
or more
more
two, or
or with
on foot,
to travel
designs to
whether he
a peddler,
horses;
innkeeper, the
yearly rental
rental value
value of
the house
propand prophouse and
of the
the yearly
if an
an innkeeper,
horses; if
erty to
to be
be occupied
occupied for
for said
purpose; if
not rented,
assistant assessor
assessor
the assistant
rented, the
if not
said purpose;
erty
shall value
same. All
which facts
facts shall
be returned
certified
duly certified
returned duly
shall be
of which
All of
the same.
value the
shall
by
assistant assessor,
assessor, both
the assessor
assessor and
of the
the district;
district;
and collector
collector of
to the
both to
such assistant
by such
and thereupon,
thereupon, upon
payment to
to the
the collector
collector or
or deputy
collector of
the
of the
deputy collector
upon payment
and
district the
the amount
as hereinafter
collector or deputy
deputy colcolsuch collector
provided, such
hereinafter provided,
amount as
district
lector shall
shall make
make out
deliver a
a license
or
license for such trade, business, or
and deliver
out and
lector
profession.
profession.
S
EC. 73.
it further
if any
person or persons Penalty for
any person
That if
enacted, That
be it
further enacted,
And be
73. And
SEC.
shall exercise
or carry
any trade,
business, or
on
trade
on trade
carryingaicense.
or profession,
profession, or
or do
do any
any act
act carrying
carry on
on any
trade, business,
shall
exercise or
hereinafter mentioned,
mentioned, for
for the
the exercising,
exercising, carrying
of which
which without l
or doing
doing of
on, or
carrying on,
hereinafter
trade, business,
profession, a
license is
is required
this act,
without
act, without
by this
required by
a license
or profession,
business, or
trade,
taking out
such license
license as
in that
that behalf
behalf required,
he, she,
she, or
shall,
or they
they shall,
required, he,
as in
out such
taking
for every
being liable
to the
the payment
tax, be
be
of the
the tax,
payment of
liable to
besides being
offence, besides
every such
such offence,
for
subject to
term not
not exceeding
a fine not
two years, or a
exceeding two
a term
for a
to imprisonment
imprisonment for
subject
exceeding
five hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, or
both, one
one moiety
of such
such fine
use
the use
fine to
to the
moiety of
or both,
exceeding five
of
the United
States, the
other moiety
the person
person who shall
the use
use of the
to the
moiety to
the other
United States,
of the
first
give information
information of
of the
said forfeiture
incurred.
was incurred.
forfeiture was
whereby said
the fact
fact whereby
first give
SEC. 74.
74. And
in every
to be taken License to
license to
every license
That in
enacted, That
be it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
out
by authority
authority of
of this
and set
set forth
forth the
state what;
thewhat;
contained and
shall be
be contained
act, shall
this act,
under.or by
out under.or
purpose,
business, or
profession for
which such
such license
is granted,
granted,
license is
for which
or profession
trade, business,
purpose, trade,
and
the name
name and
place of
of abode
the person
person or
out the
the
taking out
or persons
persons taking
of the
abode of
and place
and the
same;
rectifier, the
to be
rectified;
be rectified;
authorized to
spirits authorized
of spirits
quantity of
the quantity
for aa rectifier,
if for
same; if
p. 472.
if
whether authorized
Post, p.
or with or [one,] or Post,
to travel on foot, or
authorized to
peddler, whether
if by
by aapeddler,
two,
or more
the time
for which
which such
is to
and the
the date
date
to run,
run, and
license is
such license
time for
more horses,
horses, the
two, or
or time
time of
and (except
the case
auctioneers
case of
of auctioneers
in the
(except in
license, and
such license,
of granting
granting such
or
and
peddlers) the
place at
at which
which, the
the trade, business, or profession for
the place
and peddlers)
which such
license is
is granted
shall be
carried on:
That a
license
a license
Provided,That
on: Provided,
be carried
granted shall
such license
which
granted under
under this
this act
shall not
not authorize
the person
person or
(except to authorize
persons, (except
or persons,
authorize the
act shall
granted
lawyers, physicians,
physicians, surgeons,
brokers, horse-dealers,
horse-dealers, and what;
cattle brokers,
dentists, cattle
surgeons, dentists,
lawyers,
auctioneers,) or
or firm,
company, or
corporation mentioned
therein, to exermentioned therein,
or corporation
firm, company,
auctioneers,)
cise
carry on
on the
trade, business,
specified in
such license
license
in such
or profession
profession specified
business, or
the trade,
or carry
cise or
in
any other
place than
that mentioned
otherwise provided;
provided;
or otherwise
therein, or
mentioned therein,
than that
other place
in any
but
prohibit the storage of goods, wares, or
contained shall prohibit
herein contained
nothing herein
but nothing
merchandise
places than
than the
business, nor
the sale by
nor the
of business,
place of
the place
other places
in other
merchandise in
manufacturers
their own
own goods,
goods, wares,
wares, and
and merchandise,
merchandise,
of their
or producers
producers of
manufacturers or
at the
or manufacture,
manufacture, or
office or
principal office
at their
their principal
or at
of production
production or
the place
place of
at
place of
of business,
no goods,
goods, wares,
and merchandise
merchandise shall
shall be
be kept
kept
wares, and
provided no
business, provided
place
for sale
exercising or carrying on any
any
person exercising
every person
office. And every
at such
such office.
for
sale at
trade,
business, or
or doingany act
for which
which a
license is
is rerea license
act for
doing- any
or profession,
profession, or
trade, business,
quired,
demand of
any officer
pi-oduce such
such
revenue, pioduce
of internal
internal revenue,
officer of
of any
on demand
shall, on
quired, shall,
license,
and unless
unless he
shall do
so, may
be taken
deemed to
to have
have no
no
and deemed
taken and
may be
do so,
he shall
license, and
license.
case any
peddler shall refuse
license
refuse to produce his or her license
any peddler
in case
And in
license. And
when
by any
of internal
revenue, said
seize
officer may seize
said officer
internal revenue,
any officer
officer of
demanded by
when demanded
the
horse, wagon,
wagon, and
bundle, or
basket of any person so
or basket
pack, bundle,
or pack,
and contents,
contents, or
the horse,
472.
p. 472.
Post, p
refusing, and
until the license is produced.
produced. And all licenses . Post,
same until
the same
hold the
ahd hold
refusing,
nue in
granted after
after the
of May
in any
any year
in force
force until
until force
to
conti
shall continue
continue in
to continue
in
granted
the first
first day
day of
May in
year shall
how long.
May next succeeding, and shall be issued upon the payment force how long.
the first day of May
of a
ratable proportion
proportion of
of the
whole amount
amount of
of duty
duty imposed
imposed for such
the whole
a ratable
of
license;
and each
license so
so granted
shall be
be dated
dated on
on the
the first day of the
granted shall
each license
license; and
month
in which
which the liability therefor accrued.
month in
SEC. 75.
75. And
That upon
upon the
the death
death of
of any
any person
person
enacted, That
be it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
or persons
persons licensed
licensed under
or by
by virtue
virtue of
act, or
of Upon
Upon death
death
the removal
removal of
or upon
upon the
of this
this act,
under or
or
removal of
of
any
persons from
house or premises at which the trade, or removal
from the
the house
person or
or persons
any person
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business,
or profession
profession mentioned
authorized, it may
may
was authorized,
license, was
such license,
in such
mentioned in
business, or
and
shall be
lawful for
for the
indorsement on
the collector to authorize, by indorsement
be lawful
and shall
such
or otherwise,
otherwise, as
as the
the commissioner
revenue shall
commissioner of internal revenue
license, or
such license,
.
direct,
the person
or persons
removing, as
as aforesaid,
any other
other
aforesaid, to any
so removing,
persons so
person or
direct, the
place,
on. the
the trade,
business, or
or profession
specified in such
profession specified
trade, business,
carry on,
to carry
place, to
license,
which such
person may
may have
removed, or the execexechave removed,
such person
to which
place to
the place
at the
license, at
utors
or administrators,
administrators, or
or the
the wife
wife or
deceased person,
person, or
child of such deceased
or child
utors or
the
assignee or
assigns of
of such
or persons
persons so
removing as aforesaid,
so removing
person or
such person
or assigns
the assignee
who
the house
house or premises
premises before used
used
occupy the
and occupy
of and
possessed of
be possessed
shall be
who shall
for such
purpose as
carry on the
exercise or carry
to exercise
manner to
like manner
in like
aforesaid, in
as aforesaid,
such purpose
for
same
or profession
profession mentioned
such license,
license, in
or upon
in or
in such
mentioned in
business, or
trade, business,
same trade,
the
which said
said person
person or persons,
persons, as aforesaid,
at which
premises at
or premises
house or
same house
the same
deceased
removing as
mentioned, by
by virtue of
license beof such license
before mentioned,
as before
or removing
deceased or
dur
fore
exercised or
on such
such trade,
or profession,
profession, for or dur
business, or
trade, business,
or carried
carried on
fore exercised
ing
the residue
residue of
originally granted,
license was originally
such license
which such
for which
term for
the term
of the
ing the
without taking
fresh license
for the
residue of such term, until
the residue
license for
any fresh
out any
taking out
without
Proviso,
the expiration
expiration thereof:
Provided, always,
always, That
That aafresh
fresh entry of the premthereof: Provided,
the
Proviso.
ises at
at which
such trade,
business, or
continue to be exprofession shall continue
or profession
trade, business,
which such
ises
ercised
or carried
carried on,
on, as
as aforesaid,
thereupon be made by, and in the
shall thereupon
aforesaid, shall
ercised or
name or
or names
of, the
to whom such authority, as aforepersons to
or persons
person or
the person
names of,
name
said,
said, shall be granted.
where more
S
EC. 76.
76. And
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That in every case where
it further
person has
SEC.
It personhas
more than one
than one
one of
of the
pursuits, employments,
or occupations,
hereinafter deoccupations,
or
employments,
pursuits,
the
than
morethmenne
employment,
scribed,
shall be
be pursued
pursued or
same place by the same perthe same
on in
in the
carried on
or carried
license must be
scribed, shall
license
taken
for each.
mentioned, license must be taken
taken
at the same time, except as therein mentioned,
son at
each, son
taken for
prescribed: Provided,
Proviso,
out for
for each
each according
Provided, That
according to the rates severally prescribed:
out
Proviso.
in cities
towns having
less population
population than six thousand persons
a less
having a
and towns
cities and
in
according to
to the
last preceding
preceding census,
census, one
one license,
applied for, may
so applied
license, if so
the last
according
embrace
the business
land warrant brokers,
brokers, claim agents, and real
of land
business of
embrace the
estate
agents, upon
for licenses applicable to
fee for
highest fee
the highest
of the
payment of
upon payment
estate agents,
either one of said pursuits.
Auctioneers not
S
EC. 77.
77. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
auctioneer shall be authorThat no auctioneer
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
not
Auctioneers
ized, by virtue of his license as such auctioneer, to employ any other
sell goods
sale. at
at
other
to ivate
pr
sale.
private
person
to act
act as
his behalf,
except in
in his
his own store
store or warebehalf, except
in his
auctioneer in
as auctioneer
person to
.
p
house,
in his
presence, or by virtue of said license
license to sell any goods or
or
his presence,
or in
house, or
other property
auctioneer who shall sell any
any
sale; and any auctioneer
private sale;
at private
property at
other
goods or
or commodities,
otherwise than
auction, without having taking
taking
by auction,
than by
commodities, otherwise
goods
purpose, shall be subject
subject and liable to the penalty
penalty
license for that purpose,
a license
out a
imposed upon
persons dealing
such
dealing in, or retailing, trading, or selling any such
upon persons
imposed
goods
or commodities
commodities without
without license,
notwithstanding any license granted,
license, notwithstanding
goods or
as
aforesaid, for the purpose of exercising
exercising or carrying on the trade or
or
as aforesaid,
business
where such goods or commodities are the
auctioneer; and where
of an auctioneer;
business of
property
of any
person or
or persons
duly licensed
licensed to
or
deal in, or retail, or
to deal
persons duly
any person
property of
trade in,
or sell
sell the
the same,
person or persons having made lawful
lawful
such person
same, such
in, or
trade
entry of
her, or
or their house or premises for such purpose, it shall and
of his,
his, her,
entry
may be
be lawful
lawful for
person exercising
carrying on the trade or busiexercising or carrying
any person
for any
may
ness of
of an
an auctioneer
auctioneer being duly licensed for that purpose, to sell such
ness
goods
goods or commodities for and on behalf of such person or persons in said
house
or premises,
premises, without taking out a
a separate
separate license for such sale.
house or
Judicial sales,
sales, The
provisions of this section shall not apply to judicial or executive
The provisions
Judicial
&C.
officers
auction sales
decree of any
virtue of any judgment or decree
sales by virtue
making auction
officers making
&c.
court, nor
public sales
executors and administrators.
administrators.
made by executors
sales made
nor public
court,
Licenses
EC. 78.
78. And
And be
it further
enacted, That no license hereinbefore profurther enacted,
be it
SEC.
to S
not to
Licenses not
to exempt
exempt any
exempt fromstate vided for shall, if granted, be held, or construed
construed to
any person
person
operation
open of
cryg
rade, on the trade, business,
or profession
specified
in said
said license
license from
from
laws.
carrying
business,
or
profession
specified
in
specified
carrying on the trade, business, or profession
laws.
carryfor
any
carrypunishment provided by the laws of any state
penalty or punishment
any penalty
ing
trade, business, or profession, within such state, or in any
on such
such trade,
ing on
manner
authorize the commencement
commencement or continuance
continuance of such trade,
manner to authorize
business,
profession, contrary
contrary to the laws of such state, or in places
or profession,
business, or

persons
licensed,
persons licensed,
be
may be
what may
done.
done
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prohibited by
law; nor shall any such license be held or conby municipal law;
prohibited
a duty or tax for
strued to
prevent or prohibit
for
any state from placing a
prohibit any
to prevent
strued
state or
purposes on
any trade,
which aa
business, or profession, for which
trade, business,
on any
other purposes
state
or other
any
license is
is required
required by
by this
this act;
no[r] shall
shall any person carrying on any
act; no[r]
license
not
required by this act, State laws not
trade,
business, or
license is required
a license
profession, for which a
or profession,
trade, business,
to exempt
from
exempt from
be
procuring such license, or from any penalty or punish- to
exempted from procuring
be exempted
procuring license.
of, any state law eitherProcug
ment herein
herein provided, by, or
consequence of,
or in consequence
ment
authorizing or
business, or profession.
such trade,
trade, business,
or prohibiting
prohibiting such
authorizing
for
S
EC. 79.
enacted, That there shall be paid annually Sums for
79. And
And be
be it further
further enacted,
SEC.
licenses.
for each
granted, the sum herein
herein stated, respectively. Any num- licenses.
license granted,
for
each license
Post,
p. 472.
472.
Post, p.
ber of
of persons,
conveyancers, claim agents, physicians,
to
physicians, Copartners
Copartners to
except lawyers,
lawyers, conveyancers,
her
persons, except
pay but one
one
surgeons, dentists, cattle brokers,
brokers, horse-dealers,
horse-dealers, and peddlers, carrying
carrying on pay
surgeons,
except,
license, except,
transact such business at the place license,
in copartnership,
copartnership, may transact
business in
such business
&c.
specified in
not otherwise, that is to say:say :—
their license,
license, and notspecified
in their
Bankers.
One.
employing aacapital not exceeding the sum of Bankers.
One. Bankers, using or employing
fifty thousand
hundred dollars for each license;
license;
pay one hundred
thousand dollars, shall pay
fifty
for
exceeding fifty thousand
a capital exceeding
when using or employing
employing a
thousand dollars, for
every
dollars in
excess of fifty
fifty thousand dollars,
dollars, two
in excess
additional thousand dollars
every additional
incorporated or
dollars.
Every person,
person, firm, or company,
or
company, and every incorporated
dollars. Every
other
place of
business where
credits are
are opened
opened by the
where credits
of business
other bank,
bank, having
having aa place
deposit
or collection
collection of
of money
money or
to be
be paid
paid or remitted
or currency, subject to
deposit or
upon
on
order, or
or where money is advanced or loaned on
upon draft,
draft, check, or order,
stocks,
exchange, or promissory notes, or where
where
bullion, bills of exchange,
stocks, bonds, bullion,
received
stocks,
promissory notes are received
stocks, bonds, bullion, bills of exchange, or promissory
Provided,
regarded aa banker under this act: Provided,
for discount or sale, shall be regarded
Savings-banks
That any savings-bank having no capital
capital stock, and whose business
business is Savings-banks
need not have
confined
receiving deposits and loaning the same for the benefit of its license.
confined to receiving
license.
depositors,
depositors, and which does no other business of banking, shall not be
a banker.
liable
a license as a
pay for a
liable to pay
Wholesale
thou- Wholesale
Two.
Wholesale dealers, whose annual sales do not exceed
exceed fifty thouTwo. Wholesale
dealers.
license; and if exceeding
sand
exceeding fifty dealers.
shall pay fifty dollars for each license;
dollars, shall
sand dollars,
thousand
dollars, for
fifty
in excess of fifty
additional thousand dollars in
for every
every additional
thousand dollars,
thousand
one dollar.
Every person
regarded as
wholeas a
a wholeperson shall be regarded
dollar. Every
thousand dollars,
dollars, one
any
act whose
whose business it is to sell, or offer to sell, any
sale dealer
dealer under this act
wares, or merchandise
merchandise of foreign
foreign or domestic production,
production, not ingoods, wares,
twentycluding wines, spirits, or malt liquors, whose annual sales exceed twentyfive thousand
dollars. And
And the
dealer
by any wholesale
wholesale dealer
the license
license required
required by
five
thousand dollars.
previous year, unless
unless
for a
a less amount
amount than his sales for the previous
shall not be for
he has made or proposes to make some change in his business that will, in
the
judgment of the assessor or assistant
assistant assessor, reduce the amount of
of
the judgment
his annual sales; nor shall any license as a
awholesale dealer allow any
any
such
to act
broker: Provided,
Provided, That any license
act as aacommercial
commercial broker:
person to
such person
understated
holding
be again
again assessed,
assessed, and that no person holding
understated may and shall be
a
wholesale dealer in liquors shall be required
required to take an adlicense as a
a wholesale
a license
ditional license on account of the sale of other goods, wares, or merchanmerchandise
premises.
the same premises.
dise on the
Three. Retail dealers shall pay ten dollars for each license. Every Retail dealers.
any
occupation it is to sell or offer for sale any
person whose business or occupation
person
foreign or domestic
domestic production,
not
production, not
merchandise of foreign
goods, wares, or merchandise
including spirits, wines, ale,
ale, beer, or
or other malt liquors, and whose annual
including
exceed one
exceed twenty-five thousand dolone thousand,
thousand, and doo not exceed
sales exceed
regarded as aaretail
act.
retail dealer under this act;
lars, shall
shall be regarded
Four. Wholesale
sales do
not exceed
do not
exceed
in liquors,
liquors, whose
whose annual
annual sales
Wholesale dealers
dealers in
Four.
fifty
license; and if exdollars, shall pay fifty dollars for each license;
thousand dollars,
fifty thousand
ceeding fifty
thousand dollars, for every additional one thousand dolceeding
fifty thousand
fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, one dollar. Every person who
lars in
in excess of
of fifty
or
fermented liquors, or
shall sell, or offer for sale, any distilled spirits, fermented
wines of any kind, in quantities of more than three gallons at one time
to the same purchaser, or whose annual sales, including sales of other
other

Wholesale
Wholesale

dealers in
liquors.
inliquors.
dealers
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merchandise,
shall exceed
exceed twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars, shall be remerchandise, shall
garded
wholesale dealer in liquors.
garded aa wholesale
Retail dealers
dealers
Five.
liquors shall
dollars for each
twenty-five dollars
pay twenty-five
shall pay
in liquors
dealers in
Retail dealers
Five. Retail
Retail
or
in liquors.
liquors.
license. Every
person who
who shall
sell or
or offer for sale foreign or
shall sell
Every person
license.
in
domestic
wines, ale,
beer, or
or other
quantities of
other malt liquors in quantities
ale, beer,
spirits, wines,
domestic spirits,
three
or whose
whose annual
annual sales,
all sales
sales of
other
of other
including all
sales, including
less, or
or less,
gallons or
three gallons
merchandise,
dollars, shall be rethousand dollars,
twenty-five thousand
exceed twenty-five
not exceed
do not
merchandise, do
garded
dealer in
liquors under
under this act. But nothing herein
in liquors
retail dealer
as aa retail
garded as
contained
authorize the
of any
wines, or
malt liquors
or malt
spirits, wines,
any spirits,
sale of
the sale
shall authorize
contained shall
to
drank on the premises.
be drank
to be
Lottery-ticket
Six.
pay one
one hundred
for each
each
dollars for
hundred dollars
shall pay
dealers shall
Lottery-ticket dealers
Six. Lottery-ticket
Lottery-ticket
dealers.
license.
person, association,
association, firm, or corporation who shall
Every person,
license. Every
dealers.
make,
to sell
lottery tickets,
tickets, or
fractional parts thereof, or
or fractional
sell lottery
offer to
or offer
sell, or
make, sell,
Post, p. 472.
any
token,
certificate,
or
device
representing,
or intended
represent,
to represent,
intended to
or
representing,
device
or
Post, p. 472. any token, certificate,
lottery ticket,
any fractional
fractional part thereof, or any policy of numnumor any
ticket, or
aa lottery
bers in
in any
any lottery,
or shall
shall manage
manage any
or prepare schemes of
lottery or
any lottery
lottery, or
bers
lotteries, or
or superintend
drawing of any lottery, shall be deemed
deemed aa
the drawing
superintend the
lotteries,
lottery-ticket dealer
under this act.
dealer under
lottery-ticket
Horse-dealers.
Seven.
pay for
for each
each license the sum of ten dolshall pay
Horse-dealers shall
Seven. Horse-dealers
Horse-dealers.
lars. Any
person whose
whose business
is to buy or sell horses or mules
business it is
Any person
lars.
Provided, That one
Proviso,
shall
be regarded
under this act: Provided,
horse-dealer under
regarded aa horse-dealer
shall be
Proviso.
license having
required of any
any
additional license shall be required
paid, no additional
been paid,
having been
license
keeper
livery-stable keeper
horse-dealer who
who keeps
keeps aa livery-stable,
livery-stable, nor
nor of
of any livery-stable
horse-dealer
who
may also
also be
horse-dealer.
be aa horse-dealer.
who may
Livery-stable
Eight. Livery-stable
Livery-stable keepers shall pay ten dollars for each license.
Eight.
Livery-stable
keepers.
Any
person whose
business it is
is to keep horses for hire, or to let, or to
whose business
Any person
keepers.
keep,
feed, or
board horses
regarded as aa livery-stable
be regarded
shall be
others, shall
for others,
horses for
or board
keep, feed,
keeper
keeper under this act.
Brokers.
Nine.
person,
dollars for each license. Every person,
shall pay fifty dollars
Brokers shall
Nine. Brokers
Brokers.
a license as aa banker, whose busifirm, or
or company,
company, except
except such as hold a
firm,
exchange,
ness it
is as
as a
abroker
negotiate purchases
sales of stocks, exchange,
purchases or sales
to negotiate
broker to
it is
ness
securities,
bullion, coined
coined money,
notes, promissory
notes, or other securities,
promissory notes,
bank notes,
money, bank
bullion,
Post,
p. 472.
472.
shall
this act,
and shall
shall make oath or affiract, and
under this
broker, under
as a
a broker,
regarded as
be regarded
shall be
Post, p.
of
commissioner of
mation,
according to the form to be prescribed by the commissioner
mation, according
a commission:
internal
commission:
are made for a
transactions are
their transactions
all their
that all
revenue, that
internal revenue,
Provided, That
That any
any person
person holding
holding a
a license
license as aabanker shall not be reProvided,
a broker.
quired to take
take out aalicense as a
quired
Pawnbrokers.
Ten.
Pawnbrokers, using or employing aacapital
capital of not exceeding
exceeding fifty
Ten. Pawnbrokers,
Pawnbrokers.
thousand dollars,
dollars, shall
pay fifty
using
dollars for each license, and when using
fifty dollars
shall pay
thousand
or
employing a
exceeding fifty thousand dollars, for every addicapital exceeding
a capital
or employing
tional
thousand dollars
dollars in
in excess
excess of
thousand dollars, two dollars.
of fifty thousand
tional thousand
Every
person whose
whose business or
or occupation it is to take or receive, by
Every person
way of
pledge, pawn,
pawn, or exchange,
exchange, any goods, wares, or merchanof pledge,
way
dise, or
or any
repayment or
whatever, for the repayment
property whatever,
personal property
of personal
kind of
any kind
dise,
security of
money lent
thereon, shall
shall be
deemed a
apawnbroker
under this
pawnbroker under
be deemed
lent thereon,
of money
security
act.
act.
Land-warrant
Land-warrant brokers shall pay twenty-five
twenty-five dollars for each
Eleven. Land-warrant
Land-warrant
a land-warrant
land-warrant broker within
brokers.
license. Any
within
Any person shall be regarded as a
license.
brokers.
the meaning
of this
act who
who makes
business of buying and selling landa business
makes a
this act
meaning of
the
warrants,
persons.
them to settlers or other persons.
of furnishing
furnishing them
or of
warrants, or
Cattle brokers.
Twelve.
whose annual sales do not exceed
exceed ten thousand
thousand
Twelve. Cattle brokers, whose
dollars,
pay for
dollars; and if exceedexceedthe sum of ten dollars;
each license the
for each
shall pay
dollars, shall
ing
sum of ten thousand dollars, one dollar for each additional thouthe sum
ing the
buy, or sell, or deal in
sand dollars.
dollars. Any person
in
person whose business it is to buy,
sand
cattle, hogs,
or sheep,
be considered
considered as aacattle broker.
sheep, shall be
hogs, or
cattle,
Thirteen.
Produce brokers.
bra Thirteen. Produce brokers, whose annual
annual sales do not exceed the sum
kers.
of ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars,
shall pay ten
ten dollars
dollars for
for each license. Every
of
dollars, shall
a broker, wholesale or retail
person,
license as a
person, other than one holding aa license
dealer, whose
occupation it is to buy or sell agricultural
agricultural or farm products
product
whose occupation
dealer,
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and
sales do
do not
not exceed
exceed ten
thousand dollars,
dollars, shall
be rereshall be
ten thousand
annual sales
whose animal
and whose
garded as
this act.
act.
under this
broker under
produce broker
as aaproduce
garded
Fourteen.
Commercial brokers
pay twenty
dollars for
for each
each license.
license. Commercial
twenty dollars
shall pay
brokers shall
Fourteen. Commercial
Any person
person or
firm, whose
it is,
is, as
as aabroker,
negotiate sales
or brokers.
sales or
to negotiate
broker, to
business it
whose business
or firm,
Any
purchases of
of goods,
wares, produce,
produce, or
not otherwise
otherwise promerchandise, not
or merchandise,
goods, wares,
purchases
vided for
seek orders
orders therefor,
therefor, in
or unbroken
packunbroken packoriginal or
in original
or seek
act, or
this act,
in this
for in
vided
ages,
to negotiate
negotiate freights
freights and
and other
for the
the owners
owners of vessels,
business for
other business
or to
ages, or
or
the shippers
consignors or
freight carried
carried by vesof freight
consignees of
or consignees
or consignors
shippers or
for the
or for
sels,
shall be
be regarded
broker under this act.
commercial broker
a commercial
regarded a
sels, shall
Fifteen.
Custom-house brokers
shall pay
ten dollars
Custom-house
each license. Custom-house
for each
dollars for
pay ten
brokers shall
Fifteen. Custom-house
Every person
occupation it
agent of
to arrange
arrange brokers.
others, to
of others,
the agent
as the
is, as
it is,
whose occupation
person whose
Every
entries and
other custom-house
custom-house papers,
papers, or
or transact
any port of
business at any
transact business
and other
entries
entry
relating to
the importation
importation or
or exportation
exportation of
goods, wares, or merof goods,
to the
entry relating
chandise,
shall be
broker under this act.
custom-house broker
regarded aacustom-house
be regarded
chandise, shall
Sixteen. Distillers
Distillers shall
dollars for
for each
license. Every per- Distillers.
each license.
fifty dollars
pay fifty
shall pay
Sixteen.
son, firm,
firm, or
or corporation
who distils
for sale shall
spirits for
manufactures spirits
or manufactures
distils or
corporation who
son,
be
under this
act: Provided,
any person,
firm, or
person, firm,
That any
Provided, That
this act:
a distiller
distiller under
deemed a
be deemed
corporation, distilling
distilling or
hundred barrels
three hundred
than three
less than
manufacturing less
or manufacturing
corporation,
per year
shall pay
twenty-five dollars
for a
further,
provided,further,
And provided,
license: And
a license:
dollars for
pay twenty-five
year shall
per
That no
license shall
for any
any still,
stills, or
or other
apparatus
other apparatus
still, stills,
required for
be required
shall be
no license
That
used by
for the
the recovery
recovery of
alcohol for
pharmafor pharmaof alcohol
chemists for
and chemists
druggists and
by druggists
used
ceutical
chemical or
scientific purposes
purposes which
which has
been used in those
has been
or scientific
and chemical
ceutical and
processes:
of apples,
apples, grapes, and
distillers of
That distillers
further, That
provided,further,
And provided,
processes: And
peaches,
distilling or
or manufacturing
manufacturing less
than one
one hundred
hundred and fifty barrels
less than
peaches, distilling
a license
per
year from
the same,
shall pay
pay twelve
twelve and one half dollars for a
same, shall
fiom the
per year
for
that purpose.
purpose.
for that
Seventeen.
Brewers shall
each license. Every Brewers.
dollars for each
fifty dollars
pay fifty
shall pay
Seventeen. Brewers
person, firm,
firm, or
or corporation,
corporation, who
who Manufactures
fermented liquors of any
manufactures fermented
person,
name or
sale, from
malt, wholly
wholly or in part, or from any
from malt,
for sale,
description, for
or description,
name
Provided,
substitute therefor,
therefor, shall
brewer under this act: Provided,
a brewer
deemed a
be deemed
shall be
substitute
That any
any person,
person, firm,
who manufactures
less than
five
than five
manufactures less
corporation who
or corporation
firm, or
That
hundred barrels
shall pay
of twenty-five dollars for aa
pay the sum of
year shall
per year
barrels per
hundred
license.
Rectifiers.
Eighteen. Rectifiers
shall pay
twenty-five dollars for each license to Rectifiers.
pay twenty-five
Rectifiers shall
Eighteen.
rectify
of spirituous
not exceeding
exceeding five hundred barliquors, not
spirituous liquors,
quantity of
any quantity
rectify any
rels,
packages, or
or casks,
more than
than forty
forty gallons
gallons to each
not more
containing not
casks, containing
rels, packages,
barrel,
package, or
of liquor
rectified; and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
so rectified;
liquor so
cask of
or cask
barrel, package,
additional for
for each
each additional
five hundred
such barrels,
barrels, packages, or casks,
hundred such
additional five
additional
or
any fractional
thereof. Every
person, firm, or corporation, who
Every person,
part thereof.
fractional part
or any
rectifies,
or refines
refines spirituous
spirituous liquors or wines by any process, or
purifies, or
rectifies, purifies,
mixes distilled
distilled spirits,
spirits, whiskey,
whiskey, brandy,
gin, or
or wine, with any materials
brandy, gin,
mixes
for
sale under
under the
the name
of whiskey,
brandy, gin, wine, or any other
rum, brandy,
whiskey, rum,
name of
for sale
name, shall
shall be
be regarded
regarded as
under this act.
rectifier under
as a
a rectifier
name,
Nineteen.
Coal-oil distillers
shall pay
for each
license the
sum of
fifty Coal-oil distildistilof fifty
the sum
each license
pay for
distillers shall
Nineteen. Coal-oil
dollars. Any
firm, or
shall refine,
or lers.
produce, or
refine, produce,
who shall
corporation, who
or corporation,
person, firm,
Any person,
dollars.
distil crude
crude or
or rock-oil,
rock-oil, or
crude coal-oil, or crude or
or crude
petroleum or
refined petroleum
or refined
distil
substances,
refined oil
asphaltum, shale, peat, or other bituminous substances,
oil made of asphaltum,
refined
or
shall manufacture
illuminating oil,
oil, shall
regarded aacoal-oil disshall be regarded
coal illuminating
manufacture coal
or shall
tiller
act.
this act.
under this
tiller under
Twenty. Hotels,
inns, and
shall be
be classified
rated ac- Hotels, inns,
and rated
classified and
taverns shall
and taverns
Iotels, inns,
Twenty.
cording
to the
yearly rental,
rental, or,
or, if
if not
not rented,
rented, according
according to
to the
the estimated
estimated and taverns.
the yearly
cording to
yearly rental,
of the
house and
and property
property intended
occupied for said
be occupied
to be
intended to
the house
rental, of
yearly
purposes,
as follows,
cases where the rent or valuation
valuation of the
All cases
wit: All
to wit:
follows, to
purposes, as
yearly
rental
of
said
house
and
property
shall
be
hundred
dollars, or
hundred
two
be
shall
property
and
house
said
of
rental
yearly
less, shall
dollars. And
if exceeding
hundred dollars, for
exceeding two hundred
And if
ten dollars.
pay ten
shall pay
less,
any additional
dollars or fractional part thereof in excess of
hundred dollars
one hundred
additional one
any
two
dollars, five
dollars. Every
place where
where food and lodging
Every place
five dollars.
hundred dollars,
two hundred
are
and furnished
furnished to
travellers and sojourners,
sojourners, in view of
to travellers
for and
provided for
are provided
payment
therefor, shall
be regarded
regarded as aa hotel, inn, or tavern under this
shall be
payment therefor,
VOL.
PUB. -2222
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act:
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
construed to exshall be construed
That nothing
Provided, That
act: Provided,
empt keepers
of
hotels,
taverns,
and
eating-houses
in
which
liquors are
which
in
eating-houses
and
empt keepers of hotels, taverns,
sold by
retail, to
be drank
drank upon
the premises,
pre.mises, from
from taking
taking out a
a license
upon the
to be
by retail,
sold
twenty-five
for
such
sale,
for
which
license
they
shall
pay
a
of
twenty-five
dollars.
tax
a
pay
shall
they
license
which
for such sale, for
The yearly
fixed and
by the assessor of the
established by
and established
be fixed
shall be
rental shall
yearly rental
The
proper district
district at
at its
proper value,
but if
if rented,
not less than the actual
at not
rented, at
value, but
its proper
proper
rent agreed
by the
parties. All
and vessels,
upon waters of
vessels, upon
steamers and
All steamers
the parties.
on by
rent agreed on
the
United States,'on
board of
of which
passengers or
or travellers
travellers are
are provided
provided
which passengers
States,'on board
the United
twenty-five
pay,
with
food
or
lodgings,
shall
be
subject
to,
and
required
to
twenty-five
required
and
to,
subject
be
shall
with food or lodgings,
collusion
Proviso.
dollars for
That if there be any fraud or collusion
Provided,That
license :.:. Provided,
each license
for each
dollars
Proviso.
a penalty equal
in
the return
return of
actual rent
rent to
assessor, there
there shall be a
the assessor,
to the
of actual
in the
to double
the amount
required by
this section,
to be
collected
be collected
section, to
by this
licenses required
of licenses
amount of
to double the
as other
other penalties
penalties under
under this
act are
are collected.
this act
as
Eating-houses.
Twenty-one.
Eating-houses shall pay ten dollars for each license.
Twenty-one. Eating-houses
Eating-houses.
Every
place where
where food
food or
kind, not
spirits,
not including spirits,
any kind,
of any
refreshments of
or refreshments
Every place
wines, ale,
other malt
casual visitors
liquors, are provided for casual
malt liquors,
or other
beer, or
ale, beer,
wines,
and
for consumption
consumption therein,
eating-house
be regarded as an eating-house
shall be
therein, shall
sold for
and sold
a
under
the keeper
of an
an eating-house,
having taken out a
eating-house, having
keeper of
But the
act. But
this act.
under this
confeca
as
license
license
therefor,
shall
not
be
required
to
take
out
a
a
a
out
take
to
required
be
not
shall
therefor,
license
tioner,
anything in
in this
contra[r]y notwithstanding.
the contra[r]y
to the
act to
this act
tioner, anything
Constctioners.
Twenty-two.
Confectioners shall
shall pay ten dollars for each license.
Twenty-two. Confectioners
Confctioners.
Every person
sweetmeats, comfits, or
confectionery, sweetmeats,
retail confectionery,
at retail
sells at
who sells
person who
Every
other confects,
shall be
regarded as
confectioner under
under
as aaconfectioner
be regarded
building, shall
any building,
in any
confects, in
other
license
a
out
this
act.
But
wholesale
and
retail
dealers,
having
a
license
taken
having
dealers,
retail
and
wholesale
But
this act.
therefor,
shall not
not be
take out
out a
a license
confectioner, anylicense as confectioner,
to take
required to
be required
therefor, shall
notwithstanding.
thing
this act
act to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
in this
thing in
patents shall
Claim-agents,
T
wen ty-three.
Claim-agents and agents for procuring patents
shall pay
pay
Claim-agents
Twenty-three.
Claim-agents,
&c.
ten
dollars for
license. Every
whose business it is to prosEvery person whose
each license.
for each
ten dollars
&c.
ecute claims
claims in
in any
executive departments
federal governdepartments of the federal
the executive
of the
any of
ecute
the
ment, or
patents, shall
be deemed
deemed a
aclaim or patent agent, as the
shall be
procure patents,
or procure
ment,
case
be, under
under this act.
may be,
case may
Patent-right
Twenty-four. Patent-right
dealers shall
shall pay ten dollars for each license.
Patent-right dealers
Twenty-four.
Patent-right
dealers.
Every
offer for sale,
sale, patent-rights
patent-rights
business it is to sell, or offer
whose business
person whose
Every person
dealers.
shall
be
regarded
a
patent-right
dealer
under
act.
this
under
dealer
patent-right
a
shall be regarded
Real-estate
Twenty-five.
Real-estate agents
agents shall
shall pay ten dollars for each license.
Twenty-five. Real-estate
Real-estate
agents.
Every person
person whose
whose business
business it is to sell, or offer for sale, real estate for
Every
agents.
others, or
rent houses,
or other
buildings or real estate, or to
other buildings
stores, or
houses, stores,
to rent
or to
others,
collect rent
for others,
shall be
as a
areal-estate
real-estate agent under this
regarded as
be regarded
others, shall
rent for
collect
Proviso.

Proviso.

act.
Twenty-six. Conveyancers
shall pay
pay ten dollars for each license.
Conveyancers shall
Twenty-six.
claim-agent,
a lawyer
Every
person, other
one holding
lawyer or claim-agent,
a license as a
holding a
than one
other than
Every person,
whose
business it
is to
draw deeds,
deeds, bonds,
mortgages, wills, writs,
writs, or other
bonds, mortgages,
to draw
it is
whose business
legal
papers, or
or to
examine titles
to real
estate, shall
shall be regarded aaconreal estate,
titles to
to examine
legal papers,
veyancer
this
act.
under
veyancer
for
IntelligenceTwenty-seven.
Intelligence-office keepers shall pay ten dollars for
Twenty-seven. Intelligence-office
Intelligenceplaces
find
it
office keepers.
each
license.
Every
person
whose
business
is
to
or
furnish
places
business
whose
person
Every
license.
each
office keepers.
of
others, or
servants upon application
application
or furnish servants
find or
to find
or to
for others,
employment for
of employment
in
compensation therefor, shall be regarded
receiving compensation
otherwise, receiving
or otherwise,
writing or
in writing
as an
an intelligence-office
keeper under
under this act.
intelligence-office keeper
as
Insurance
Twenty-eight.
license.
Twenty-eight. Insurance agents shall pay ten dollars for each license.
Insurance
agents.
Any
marine, life, mutual, or
or
person who shall act as agent of any fire, marine,
Any person
agents
insurance
other
insurance company
company or
companies, shall
regarded as an insurance
be regarded
shall be
or companies,
other insurance
Proviso.
agent
under this
this act:
act: Provided,
Provided, That no license shall be required of any
any
agent under
Proviso.
less than
are less
whose
LStricken
out.
insurance
agent
or
broker
whose receipts, as such agent, are
than the
the
broker
or
agent
[Stricken out. insurance
Post,
p. 4733.
4731.
sum of
of three hundred dollars in any one year.
sum
Post,p.
Conveyancers.

Conveyancers.

Foreign
insnrForeign insur-

ttnce agents.
agents.
ance

Twenty-nine.
Twenty-nine.

each
dollars for
Foreign insurance
for each
insurance agents shall pay fifty dollars
Foreign

fire, marine,
license. Every
marine,
Every person who shall act as agent of any foreign fire,
license.
life, mutual,
other insurance
regarded
company or companies, shall be regarded
insurance company
or other
mutual, or
life,
as
foreign insurance
insurance agent under this act.
a foreign
as a
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Thirty. Auctioneers,
whose annual
annual sales do not exceed ten thousand Auctioneers.
Auctioneers, whose
Thirty.
dollars,
dollars for
each license;
license; auctioneers,
auctioneers, whose annual
for each
ten dollars
pay ten
shall pay
dollars, shall
sales exceed
exceed ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars,
pay twenty
twenty dollars
dollars for
for each
each
shall pay
dollars, shall
sales
license. Every
Every person
person shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed an
an auctioneer
auctioneer within
the meaning
meaning
within the
license.
or
of
this act,
act, whose
whose business
business it
it is
is to
for sale
sale to the highest or
property for
offer property
to offer
of this
best bidder.
Manufacturers.
Thirty-one.
Manufacturers shall
shall pay
ten dollars for each license. Any Manufacturers.
pay ten
Thirty-one. Manufacturers
person, firm,
or corporation,
corporation, who
manufacture by hand or machinery
machinery
who shall manufacture
firm, or
person,
any
wares, or
or merchandise,
merchandise, exceeding
exceeding annually
annually the sum of one
goods, wares,
any goods,
thousand
manufacturer under this act.
regarded aamanufacturer
be regarded
shall be
dollars, shall
thousand dollars,
Thirty-two. Peddlers
classified and rated as follows, to wit: Peddlers.
shall be classified
Peddlers.
Peddlers shall
Thirty-two.
when travelling
with more
more than
than two
mules, the first class, and
horses, or mules,
two horses,
travelling with
when
shall pay
fifty dollars
license; when
travelling with two horses,
when travelling
each license;
for each
dollars for
pay fifty
shall
or mules,
mules, the
second class,
twenty-five dollars for each
each
shall pay twenty-five
and shall
class, and
the second
or
and
license;
when travelling
with one
one horse,
mule, the
class, and
the third class,
or mule,
horse, or
travelling with
license; when
travelling on foot, the
shall
pay fifteen
fifteen dollars for each
each license; when travelling
shall pay
fourth class,
and shall
shall pay
ten dollars
dollats for
for each
each license. Any person, expay ten
class, and
fourth
cept
peddling only
only newspapers,
Bibles, or
who
tracts, who
religious tracts,
or religious
newspapers, Bibles,
persons peddling
cept persons
sells
or offers
offers to
to sell,
at retail,
retail, goods, wares, or other commodities, travelsell, at
sells or
ling
place to place, in the street, or through different parts of the
ling from place
country,
regarded aapeddler
under this
act: Provided,
That any
Provisos.
any Provisos.
Provided, That
this act:
peddler under
shall be
be regarded
country, shall
peddler
who sells,
domestic, by
sell, dry goods, foreign and domestic,
offers to sell,
sells, or offers
peddler who
person
one
packages or
or pieces,
pieces, at one time, to the same person
original packages
or more
more original
one or
or
pay fifty
fifty dollars
dollars for
for each
who
license. And any person who
each license.
shall pay
persons, shall
or persons,
peddles
jewelry shall
shall pay
pay fifty
fifty dollars
for each
each license:
further,
Provided, further,
license: Provided,
dollars for
peddles jewelry
That manufacturers
manufacturers and producers
agricultural tools and implements,
producers of agricultural
That
garden-seeds, stoves,
stoves, and
and hollow
hollow ware, brooms,
brooms, wooden ware, and powder,
garden-seeds,
delivering and
wholesale any of said articles, by themselves or
or
at wholesale
selling at
and selling
delivering
manufacture,
their authorized
agents, at places
places other than the place of manufacture,
authorized agents,
their
shall not
be required,
required, for
for any
sale thus made, to take out any additional
any sale
not be
shall
license therefor:
further, That
contained in this para- [Additional propronothing contained
That nothing
Provided,further,
therefor: Provided,
license
vis.viso. Post,
graph shall
shall authorize
authorize the
of wine,
malt liquors.
Post, p. 473.]
liquors.473.]
or malt
spirits, or
wine, spirits,
sale of
the sale
graph
Thirty-three.
license. Apothecaries.
each license.
dollars for each
ten dollars
,ay ten
shall ,ay
Apothecaries shall
Thirty-three. Apothecaries
Every
a shop or building where medicines are comkeeps a
who keeps
person who
Every person
physicians, or where
pounded
or prepared
according to prescriptions
prescriptions of phykcians,
prepared according
pounded or
But
medicines are
shall be
this act. But
under this
apothecary under
an apothecary
regarded an
be regarded
are sold,
sold, shall
medicines
a license therefor, shall
wholesale and
dealers, who have
have taken out a
shall
and retail dealers,
wholesale
act
not be
take out
license as apothecary,
apothecary, anything in this act
a license
out a
to take
required to
be required
not
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding; nor
nor shall
apothecaries, who have taken
taken
shall apothecaries,
contrary notwithstanding;
to
out a
alicense
license as
such, be
to take
out a
a license
as retail
retail dealers in
license as
take out
required to
be required
as such,
out
consequence of selling alcohol.
liquor in consequence
Photographers.
Thirty-four.
ten dollars for each license when Photographers.
pay ten
Photographers shall pay
Thirty-four. Photographers
hundred
the
receipts do
do not
not exceed
five hundred
hundred dollars; when over five hundred
exceed five
the receipts
dollars
thousand dollars, fifteen
fifteen dollars; when over
over one
one thousand
under one
and under
dollars and
thousand
twenty-five dollars. Any person or persons who make
thousand dollars, twenty-five
for
daguerreotypes, or pictures, by the
ambrotypes, daguerreotypes,
photographs, ambrotypes,
sale photographs,
for sale
act.
action of light, shall be regarded a
aphotographer under this act.
Thirty-five. Tobacconists
shall pay
pay ten dollars
Tobacconists.
for each license. Any Tobacconists
dollars for
Tobacconists shall
Thirty-five.
person, firm,
or corporation
corporation whose
business it
retail, cigars,
it is
is to sell, at retail,
whose business
firm, or
person,
tobacconist under this
snuff,
snuff, or tobacco in any form, shall be regarded aa tobacconist
net.
But wholesale
wholesale and
and retail
hotels, inns,
inns, tavkeepers of hotels,
dealers, and keepers
retail dealers,
act. But
a license therefor,
erns,
and eating-houses,
therefor, shall not be
having taken out a
eating-houses, having
erns, and
required to
to take
take out
out a
a license
license as
as tobacconists,
tobacconists, anything
anything in this act to the
required
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
contrary
Every Butcners.
Thirty-six. Butchers
Butchers shall
pay ten
license. Every
Butcners.
for each license.
dollars for
ten dollars
shall pay
Thirty-six.
regarded
person
butchers' meat at retail shall be regarded
is to sell butchers'
business it is
whose business
person whose
as
Provided, That no butcher having taken Proviso.
this act: Provided,
under this
butcher under
as aa butcher
out
required to take
and paid
paid ten dollars therefor, shall be required
license, and
out aa license,
out
on account of selling other articles at
as retail
retail dealer on
license as
out aa license
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butchers
the
same store,
premises: Provided,
further, That
That butchers
Provided, further,
or premises:
stall, or
store, stall,
the same
whose annual
annual sales
not exceed
exceed one
one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, and butchers
butchers who
do not
sales do
whose
retail
meat exclusively
themselves or
or agents,
persons
agents, and persons
by themselves
exclusively by
butchers' meat
retail butchers'
who
sell shell
shell or
or other
both, travelling from place to place, and
and
or both,
fish, or
other fish,
who sell
not from
from any
be required
required to pay five dollars only for
for
shall be
stand, shall
or stand,
shop or
any shop
not
each license,
any existing
existing law
to the
contrary notwithstanding; and havthe contrary
law to
license, any
each
a
ing taken
license therefor,
required to take out a
be required
therefor, shall not be
a license
out a
taken out
ing
license
as a
peddler for
for retailing
retailing butchers'
butchers' meat or fish, as aforesaid.
a peddler
license as
And
no license
license shall
be required
fish
shell or other fish
who sell shell
persons who
of persons
required of
shall be
And no
from
exclusively.
wheelbarrows exclusively.
or wheelbarrows
handcarts or
from handcarts
Theatres,
mu Thirty-seven.
concert-halls reThirty-seven. Proprietors of theatres, museums, and concert-halls
Theatres, museams, concertconcert- ceiving
ceiving pay
pay as
entrance-money, shall pay one hundred dollars
dollars for each
as entrance-money,
seums,
halls, &c.
&c.
operatic or
or
license. Every edifice used for the purpose of dramatic or operatic
halls,
other representations,
representations, plays,
plays, or
performances, and
and not including halls
or performances,
other
rented
or used
used occasionally
occasionally for concerts or theatrical representations, shall
rented or
Provided, That when any such
Proviso,
be
theatre under this act: Provided,
such
as a
a theatre
regarded as
be regarded
Proviso.
edifice is
lease at
the passage
this act, the fee for license shall
of this
passage of
at the
under lease
is under
edifice
be
lessee, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise stipulated
stipulated between
parties to
between the parties
the lessee,
by the
paid by
be paid
said lease.
Circuses.
Thirty-eight.
The proprietor
proprietor or proprietors
proprietors of circuses shall pay one
Thirty-eight. The
Circuses.
hundred dollars
dollars for
for each
each license. Every
Every building, tent, space, or area,
hundred
where feats
acrobatic sports
performances
theatrical performances
or theatrical
sports or
or acrobatic
horsemanship or
of horsemanship
feats of
where
Proviso.
are
shall be
be regarded
as a
Provided,
circus under this act: Provided,
a circus
regarded as
exhibited, shall
are exhibited,
Proviso.
That
no license
license procured
procured in
in one
authorize exhibibe held to authorize
state shall be
one state
That no
tions
state. And
And but
one license
license shall
required under this
shall be required
but one
another state.
in another
tions in
act
to authorize
authorize exhibitions within any one state.
act to
Jugglers.
Thirty-nine.
Jugglers shall
pay for
license twenty
dollars. Every
twenty dollars.
each license
for each
shall pay
Thirty-nine. Jugglers
Jugglers.
juggler
regarded as aa juggler
person who
performs by sleight
sleight of hand shall be regarded
who performs
person
under
this act.
act. The
proprietors or agents of all other
other public exhibitions
exhibitions
The proprietors
under this
or
money, not enumerated
section, shall pay for each
enumerated in this section,
for money,
shows for
or shows
Proviso,
license
Provided, That
That no
procured in one state shall
license procured
no license
dollars: Provided,
ten dollars:
license ten
Proviso.
be
held to
to authorize
exhibitions in another state. And but one license
authorize exhibitions
be held
shall be
required under
under this
this act
authorize exhibitions within any one
act to authorize
be required
shall
state.
Bowling alleys
Forty.
Bowling-alleys and
billiard-rooms shall pay ten dollars for
and billiard-rooms
Bowling-alleys
Forty.
Bowling-alleys
every
place to be licensed. Every place
every alley or table in the building or place
billiard-and billiard
rooms.
the
and open to
to the
rooms.
or building
building where bowls are thrown or billiards
billiards played, and
public
with or
without price,
price, shall
shall be regarded
bowling-alley or bilregarded as aabowling-alley
or without
public with
Proviso,
Proviso.

liard-room, respectively, under this act.
Forty-one. Proprietors
enterprises shall pay fifty dollars for
of gift
gift enterprises
Proprietors of
Forty-one.
each
license. Every
Every person,
corporation, who shall sell, or offer
firm, or corporation,
person, firm,
each license.
a
for sale,
sale, any
any article
merchandise of
description whatsoever, with a
any description
of any
of merchandise
article of
for
promise,
or implied, to give or bestow, or in any manner to hold
promise, express or
out
public the
an icle or thing
thing
the promise of gift or bestowal of any article
the public
to the
out to
for
in consideration
purchase by any person of any other articonsideration of the purchase
and in
for and
cle,
or thing,
thing, shall
be regarded
proprietor of aagift enterprise
enterprise under this
regarded aaproprietor
shall be
cle, or
Proviso.
act: Provided,
That no
consequence of being thus
proprietor, in consequence
such proprietor,
no such
Provided, That
act:
Proviso.
licensed, shall
exempt from paying any other license or tax required
be exempt
shall be
licensed,
by law,
law, and
and the
the license herein required
required shall be in addition thereto.
by
Stallions and
Forty-two. Owners
Owners of
stallions and
jacks shall
dollars for each
shall pay ten dollars
and jacks
of stallions
Forty-two.
and
Stallions
a jack for the use of
license.
person who keeps aamale horse or a
Every person
license. Every
jacks.
mares,
requiring or
receiving pay therefor, shall be required to take out aa
or receiving
mares, requiring
license
description of the aniunder this act, which shall contain aa brief description
license under
Provided, That
mal, its age, and place or places where used or to be used: Provided,
mal,
all accounts,
accounts, notes,
demands, for the use of any such horse or jack
or demands,
notes, or
all
without
license, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be invalid and of no force in any
without aa license,
court of law or equity.
court
Lawyers.
Forty-three. Lawyers
pay ten
ten dollars
each license.
license. Every
dollars for each
shall pay
Lawyers shall
Forty-three.
Lawyers.
person who,
who, for
for fee
prosecute or defend causes in any
any
or reward, shall prosecute
fee or
person

Gift enter
enter-Gift
prises.
prises.
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court
record or
or other
other judicial
United States,
States, or
any
of any
or of
the United
of the
tribunal of
judicial tribunal
of record
court of
of the
states, or
or give
legal advice
advice in
relation to
or matter
matter
cause or
to any
any cause
in relation
give legal
the states,
of
whatever,
be deemed
to be
be a
within the
the meaning
this
of this
meaning of
a lawyer
lawyer within
deemed to
shall be
whatever, shall
act.
act.
Forty-four. Physicians,
and dentists
dentists shall
shall pay
pay ten
ten dollars
dollars Physicians,
Physicians,
surgeons, and
Physicians, surgeons,
Forty-four.
urgeons, and
and
surgeons,
apothecaries) whose business it s
for each
(except apothecaries)
d
person (except
Every person
license. Every
each license.
for
entists.
is,
for
fee
and
reward,
to
prescribe
remedies
or
perform
surgical
operais, for fee and reward, to prescribe remedies or perform surgical operations
for the
the cure
cure of
ailing, shall
shall be
phya phydeemed a
be deemed
or ailing,
disease or
bodily disease
of any
any bodily
tions for
sician,
surgeon, or
or dentist,
case may
may be,
within the
meaning of
of this
the meaning
be, within
as the
the case
dentist, as
sician, surgeon,
act.
act.
Architects and
Forty-five. Architects
engineers shall
dollars for
and
Architects
each ivil
for each
ten dollars
pay ten
shall pay
civil engineers
and civil
Architects and
Forty-five.
engineers.
license.
Every person
whose business
plan, design,
or superintend
e engineers.
superintend civil
design, or
it is
is to
to plan,
business it
person whose
license. Every
the
construction of
or ships,
bridges, or
or canals,
canals,
or bridges,
of roads,
roads, or
or of
ships, or
buildings, or
of buildings,
the construction
or
regarded as
an architect
engineer under
this
under this
civil engineer
and civil
architect and
as an
be regarded
shall be
or railroads,
railroads, shall
act:
shall not
not include
include a
labors
who labors
carpenter who
practical carpenter
a practical
this shall
That this
Provided, That
act: Provided,
on a
building.
on
a building.
and
Forty-six.
and contractors
contractors shall
pay twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
dollars for
for Builders
Builders and
shall pay
Builders and
Forty-six. Builders
ontractors
each
license ;and
any one
year exceed
amount e
contractors
in amount
exceed in
one year
in any
contracts in
said contracts
if his
his said
and if
each license;
twenty-five
thousand dollars,
pay one
one dollar
dollar on
on every
additional
every additional
shall pay
he shall
dollars, he
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars in
in excess
excess thereof.
Every person
is to
business it is
whose business
person whose
thereof. Every
thousand
construct
or ships,
ships, or
or canals,
canals, or
by conconrailroads by
or railroads
bridges, or
or bridges,
buildings, or
construct buildings,
tract,
regarded as
as a
abuilder
builder and
and contractor
under this
Prothis act: Procontractor under
be regarded
shall be
tract, shall
vided, That
That no
no license
license shall
shall be
be required
from any
any person
building
whose building
person whose
required from
vided,
contracts
do not
not exceed
two thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars
one
any one
in any
dollars in
thousand five
exceed two
contracts do
year.
year.
and
Plumbers and
Forty-seven. Plumbers
Plumbers and
and gas-fitters
pay ten dollars
dollars for
for each Plumbers
shall pay
gas-fitters shall
Forty-seven.
gas-fitters.
license.
Every person,
person, firm,
firm, or
or corporation,
corporation, whose business
business it is to fit, fur- gas-fitters.
license. Every
nish,
or sell
materials, gas-pipes,
gas-pipes, gas-burners,
or other
gasother gasgas-burners, or
plumbing materials,
sell plumbing
nish, or
fixtures, shall
plumber and
the meaning
meaning of
within the
and gas-fitter
gas-fitter within
a plumber
regarded a
be regarded
shall be
fixtures,
this
act.
this act.
Forty-eight. Assayers,
gold and
and silver,
silver, or
or either,
either, of
of a
value not
Assayers.
not Assayers.
a value
assaying gold
Assayers, assaying
Forty-eight.
exceeding
in one
one year
fifty thousand
dollars, shall pay
pay
thousand dollars,:shall
and fifty
hundred and
two hundred
year two
exceeding in
one hundred
hundred dollars
for each
each license,
license, and
and two
two hundred
hundred dollars when the
dollars for
one
value
exceeds two
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
thousand dollars
dollars and
not.
does not.
and does
fifty thousand
value exceeds
exceed five
dollars, and
hundred dollars when the
and five
five hundred
thousand dollars,
hundred thousand
five hundred
exceed
value
thousand dollars.
dollars. Any
Any person
or persons
or
persons or
person or
hundred thousand
five hundred
exceeds five
value exceeds
corporation whose
whose business
to separate
separate gold
gold and silver
it is
is to
or occupation
occupation it
business or
corporation
from other
metals or
with which
such gold
gold or
or
silver, or
or silver,
which such
substances with
mineral substances
or mineral
other metals
from
both, are
are alloyed,
alloyed, combined,
or united,
or determine
the
determine the
ascertain or
to ascertain
or to
united, or
combined, or
both,
quantity of
of gold
gold or
any alloy
alloy or
or combination
other metals,
metals,
with other
combination with
in any
or silver
silver in
quantity
shall
deemed an
an assayer
for the
purpose of
of this
this act.
act.
the purpose
assayer for
shall be
be deemed
Forty-nine. A
fee of
of ten
ten dollars
shall be
required, of
every perper- Other trade or
or
of every
be required
dollars shall
license fee
A license
Forty-nine.
son,
trade, or
or profession
business.
profession business.
business, trade,
in any
any business,
engaged in
corporation engaged
or corporation
firm, or
son, firm,
[Stricken out.
out.
whatsoever,
for which
license is
is herein
required, whose
whose gross [Stricken
herein required,
no other
other license
which no
whatsoever, for
473]
annual
receipts therefrom
the sum
of one
thousand dollars
dollars per
p. 473]
Post, p.
per Post,
one thousand
sum of
exceed the
therefrom exceed
annual receipts
annum.
Apothecaries,
S
EC. 80.
it further
where the
annual gross
gross rere- Apothecaries,
the annual
enacted, That
That where
SEC.
80. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
sales
tc.n,
o
w
tt
e
.
os
xc
e
ed
ceipts
or sales
confectioners, eating-houses
eating-houses,
tobaccowhose sales
&c,
tobaccoapothecaries, confectioners,
of any
any apothecaries,
sales of
ceipts or
5
nists,
or
retail
dealers,
except
retail
dealers
in
spirituous
and
malt
liquors,
one
thousand
dolnists, or retail dealers, except retail dealers in spirituous and malt liquors,
need not
shall
not exceed
the sum
sum of
one thousand
such apothecaries,
con- lars,
not
lars, need
apothecaries, condollars, such
thousand dollars,
of one
exceed the
shall not
take license.
fectioners,
retail dealers
dealers shall
shall not be take license.
and retail
tobacconists, and
eating-houses, tobacconists,
fectioners, eating-houses,
required to
to take
anything in
in this
this act
act to
contrary
to the
the contrary
for license,
license, anything
out or
or pay
pay for
take out
required
notwithstanding; the
or estimated
to
annual sales to
such annual
of such
amount of
estimated amount
the amount
amount or
notwithstanding;
be ascertained
or estimated
as the
commissioner of
of interinterthe commissioner
manner as
in such
such manner
estimated in
be
ascertained or
nal
revenue shall
all other
annual sales
sales or
receipts,
or receipts,
other annual
and so
so of
of all
shall prescribe,
prescribe, and
nal revenue
where
the rate
rate of
the license
is graduated
by the
the amount
amount of
of sales
sales or
or reregraduated by
of the
license is
where the
ceipts; and
the amount
the license
has been
increased,
been increased,
the rate
rate has
license or
or the
of the
amount of
and where
where the
ceipts;
or is
is liable
liable to
to be
the amount of any existing
above the
by law
law above
be increased,
increased, by
or
license
to any
any person,
firm, or
company, or
been understated
understated or
or underunderor has
has been
or company,
person, firm,
license to
22
22**
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estimated, such
such person,
person, firm,
be again assessed and pay
shall be
or company
company shall
firm, or
estimated,
the amount
amount of
of such
such increase,
increase, which
which shall
shall be
indorsed on the original
be indorsed
the
license, which
shall thereafter
sufficient.
thereafter be held good and sufficient.
which shall
license,
S
EC. 81.
81. And
be it
further enacted,
nothing contained
in the
the precontained in
That nothing
enacted, That
it further
And be
Manufacturers,
SEC.
Manufacturers,
&c.,
sell
require
construed to require
requiring licenses,
ceding
sections of this act, requiring
licenses, shall be construed
ceding sections
may sell
&c., may
their own articles an additional license as a dealer for the sale of goods, wares, and
and
mermerwares,
goods,
of
sale
the
for
a
dealer
as
&c., without an additional license
at, &c.,
chandise made
made or
manufacturer or producer at
by the
the manufacturer
sold by
and sold
or produced
produced and
license.
chandise
the
where the
same is
made or
the
produced, or at the
or produced,
is made
the same
place where
or place
manufactory or
the manufactory
principal
or place
place of
of business,
business, as
provided in section seventy-three
as provided
office or
principal office
[seventy-four] of
act; [nor]
[nor] to
to vinters
vinters [vintners]
[vintners] who
who sell,
sell, at
the place
at the
this act;
of this
Post, p. 473. [seventy-four]
where the
the same
same is
wine of
of their own growth; nor to apothecaries,
is made,
made, wine
where
as to
wines or
or spirituous
which they use exclusively in the prepaliquors which
spirituous liquors
to wines
as
to
ration
or making
making up
of medicines;
nor shall
shall any
provisions be construed to
any provisions
medicines; nor
up of
ration or
prohibit
from keeping
medicines solely for the purpose
purpose
hand medicines
on hand
keeping on
physicians from
prohibit physicians
of making
up their
their own
prescriptions for their own patients.
own prescriptions
making up
of
Manufactures,
Manufactures,

proand proarticles, and
ducts.
Specific
Specific and

ad valorem
duty.
valorem duty.
ad

MANUFACTURES,
AND PRODUCTS.
PRODUCTS.
ARTICLES, AND
MANUFACTURES, ARTICLES,
Specific
valorem duty.
duty.
ad valorem
and ad
Specific and

partnership,
S
EC. 82.
82. And
enacted, That
That every
individual, partnership,
every individual,
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
firm,
word or
this act indiin this
words in
or words
any word
(and any
corporation, (and
or corporation,
association, or
firm, association,
cating
or referring
referring to
to person
person or persons shall be taken
taken to mean and include
include
Word "
pereating or
" perWord
sons" to include partnerships,
otherwise desigpartnerships, firms,
associations,
or corporations,
corporations, when not otherwise
or
associations,
firms,
to
includes
sons"
partnerships, cornated or
or manifestly
incompatible with
the intent
intent thereof,)
comply
thereof,) shall comply
with the
manifestly incompatible
nated
porations, &c.
&c.
say:-—
with the
the following
requirements, that is to say:
following requirements,
with
First. Before
commencing, or,
continuing,
already commenced, before continuing,
or, if already
Before commencing,
Manufacturer
First.
Manufacturer
to
give assessors
assessors any
liable to be assessed, under the provisions of this act, and
manufacture liable
any manufacture
to give
astatement.
which
shall not
be differently
elsewhere, every person shall
provided for elsewhere,
differently provided
not be
which shall
a statement.
furnish,
without previous
previous demand
demand therefor,
therefor, to the assistant assessor aastatefurnish, without
ment,
and sworn
sworn to,
to, or
or affirmed,
affirmed, setting forth the place where
subscribed and
ment, subscribed
the
manufacture is
principal place of business for
for
carried on, and the principal
is to
to be carried
the manufacture
the proposed
sales, the
the name
of the
manufactured article,
article, the
proposed market
market for the
the manufactured
name of
sales,
same, whether
whether foreign
foreign or domestic, and generally the kind and quality
same,
manufactured.
manufactured or proposed to be manufactured.
manufactured
Second. He
He shall
shall within
within ten
first day of eaqh
each and every
days after the first
ten days
To make
Second.
monthly
month, or
or on
on or
day prescribed by the commissioner of internal
a day
before a
or before
return, month,
monthly return.
revenue, make
return under
products and sales
of the products
or affirmation
affirmation of
oath or
under oath
make return
revenue,
or
such manufacture
manufacture in
required,
form and detail as may be required,
in form
of such
delivery of
or delivery
from
time to
to time,
the commissioner of internal revenue.
by the
time, by
from time
memoranda, oaths, and
descriptions, memoranda,
statements, descriptions,
Third. All such returns, statements,
Form of returns.
affirmations, shall be in form, scope, and detail as may be prescribed,
turns.
prescribed, from
time to
commissioner of internal revenue.
the commissioner
to time,
time, by the
time
quantities,
further enacted,
SEC. 83.
83. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That upon the amounts, quantities,
SEC.
Duties to be
paid
monthly.
articles produced
and
values of
of produce,
goods, wares,
wares, merchandise,
merchandise, and
and articles
produced
produce, goods,
and values
paid monthly.
hereinafter enumerated, the manor
and sold
sold or delivered, hereinafter
manufactured, and
or manufactured,
manufactured or
or produced for himwhether manufactured
thereof, whether
producer thereof,
or producer
ufacturer or
[Amended, Post, ufacturer
[Amended,
p. 473.1
4731
revenue within his
collector of internal
self or
for others, shall pay to the collector
internal revenue
or for
self
p.
district, monthly,
on or
before aa day to be prescribed by the commisor before
or on
monthly, or
district,
sioner of
internal revenue,
products or manufactures.
duties on such products
the duties
revenue, the
of internal
sioner
Penalty
And for neglect to pay such duties within
for
within ten days after demand,
demand, in writing
writing
Penalty for
neglect.
delivered to him in person, or left at his house or place of business, or
neglect.
manufactory, or
or sent
sent by
additions
amount of such duties, with the additions
the amount
mail, the
by mail,
manufactory,
hereinbefore
prescribed, may be levied upon the real and personal prophereinbefore prescribed,
producer or manufacturer. And such duties and additions,
a erty of any such producer
Duties to be a
lien.
and whatever
whatever shall be the expenses
lien.
expenses of levy, shall be aalien from the day
prescribed by
by the
their payment
payment aforesaid,
aforesaid, in favor of
for their
commissioner for
the commissioner
prescribed
the United
United States, upon
upon the said real and personal property of such prothe
ducer
manufacturer; and such lien may be enforced
enforced by distraint, as
or manufacturer;
ducer or
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provided in
this act.
And in
in all
manufactured or
or produced,
produced,
cases of
of goods
goods manufactured
all cases
act. And
provided
in this
in
upon commission,
where the
the material
material is
furnished
is furnished
or where
commission, or
or in
in part
part upon
in whole
whole or
by
one party
and manufactured
manufactured by
the manufacturer
manufacturer shall
shall be
be
if the
by another,
another, if
by one
party and
required
under this
this act
act the
the tax
tax hereby
or perpersuch person
person or
imposed, such
hereby imposed,
to pay
pay under
required to
sons so
so paying
paying the
the same
same shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
collect the
the amount
thereof of
of
amount thereof
to collect
sons
the owner
owner or
or owners,
owners, and
and shall
shall have
have a
for the
the amount
thus paid
paid upon
upon
amount thus
a lien
lien for
the
the produced
produced or
or manufactured
manufactured goods.
goods.
the
S
EC. 84.
84. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That for
neglect or
or refusal
refusal to
to be
to pay
pay Articles
Articles to
for neglect
be it
it further
SEC.
And be
the
duties provided
provided by
by law
law on
on manufactured
manufactured articles,
or articles
articles produced,
produced, forfeited
fordne
t
gnegforfeited for
articles, or
the duties
as
aforesaid, the
goods, wares,
wares, and
merchandise manufactured
manufactured or
produced leee to°PaY duty.
u
or produced
and merchandise
the goods,
as aforesaid,
and
unsold by,
or not
not passed
passed out
of the
the possession
possession of,
of, such
manufacturer
such manufacturer
out of
by, or
and unsold
or
to the
United States,
sold or
may be sold
States, and may
the United
shall be
be forfeited
forfeited to
or producer,
producer, shall
disposed
of for
the benefit
benefit of
of the
in manner
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed
manner as
as shall
the same,
same, in
for the
disposed of
by
the commissioner
commissioner of
internal revenue,
revenue, under the direction
direction of the Secof internal
by the
retary of
collector may
Collector to
to
may Collector
or deputy
deputy collector
collector or
case the
the collector
In such
such case
Treasury. In
of the
the Treasury.
retary
take possession
articles, and
and may
may maintain
possession in
in the
the take
take possession
possession
such possession
maintain such
of said
said articles,
take
possession of
premises and
and buildings
manufactured, or depositbeen manufactured,
may have been
buildings where
where they may
premises
ed, or
may be.
be. He
shall summon,
summon, giving
Subsequent
two, nor
nor Subsequent
not less than two,
notice of
of not
giving notice
He shall
ed,
or may
more
than ten,
the parties
parties in
in possession
of said
proceedings.
enjoining them
them proceedings.
said goods,
goods, enjoining
possession of
ten, days,
days, the
more than
to appear
before the
or assistant
assistant assessor,
assessor, at
day and
hour in such
such
and hour
at aaday
assessor or
the assessor
appear before
to
summons
fixed, then
and there
there to
there be,
be, why,
for Summons.
why, for
cause, if
if any
any there
to show
show cause,
summons fixed,
then and
such
such articles
not be
be declared
forfeited to
to
declared forfeited
should not
articles should
refusal, such
neglect or
or refusal,
such neglect
the United
United States.
The manufacturers
manufacturers or
or producers
producers thereof
thereof shall
shall be
States. The
the
deemed
to be
time
at the time
be, at
if the
the articles
articles shall be,
parties interested,
interested, if
be the
the parties
deemed to
of
taking such
such possession,
possession, upon
the premises
premises where manufactured
manufactured or proproupon the
of taking
duced;
shall at
time have
removed from
from the
the place of
at such
such time
have been removed
duced; if
if they
they shall
manufacture
or production,
production, the
interested shall
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be the
shall be
the parties interested
manufacture or
persons
parties in
whose custody
custody or
or possession
possession the articles
articles shall
shall be found.
found.
persons or
or parties
in whose
Such summons
summons shall
shall be
served upon
such parties
parties in
person, or
or by
by leaving
leaving Service.
in person,
Such
be served
upon such
a
copy thereof
thereof at
at the
abode or
or business
business of
of the
the party
to whom
whom the
the
party to
the place
place of
of abode
a copy
same
directed. In
In case
place can be found,
party or place
be directed.
case no such party
same may
may be
which
return on the summons,
determined by the collector's return
fact shall
shall be
be determined
which fact
such
notice, in
the nature of
advertisement
by advertisement
shall be
be given
given by
of a
a summons,
summons, shall
such notice,
in the
for
the term
term of
of three
in one
newspaper in
nearest to
to the
the
the county
county nearest
one newspaper
in the
for the
three weeks
weeks in
place
such hearing
hearing such
such duties shall not have
of such sale. If
If at
at or
or before
before such
place of
been paid,
the„ assessor
assessor or assistant
assistant assessor shall adjudge the summons
summons
paid, and the
been
and
when
service and return
return of
of the
the same
same to
to be sufficient,
sufficient, the said
said articles
articles Articles when
and notice, service
shall be
declared forfeit,
forfeit, and
and shall
sold, disposed
turned to be declared
declared
of, or
or turned
disposed of,
shall be
be sold,
be by
by him
him declared
shall
over
by the
the collector
the use
of any
any department
of the
government as
as forfeit.
collector to
to the
use of
department of
the government
over by
may be
be directed
by the
of the
of
may require of
the Treasury,
Treasury, who may
directed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
may
government, into
be
the government,
into whose
whose possession the
the same may
may be
any officer of the
proceeds of
of sale of said
over, the proper voucher
voucher therefor;
therefor; and the proceeds
turned over,
articles, if
after deducting
deducting the
thereon,
the duties
duties and
and additions
additions thereon,
if any
any there
there be
be after
articles,
together with the fees,
proceedings incident
incident to
fees, costs, and expenses of all proceedings
together
determined by said commissioner, shall be
seizure and
and sale, to be determined
the seizure
refunded and
and paid
paid to
the owner,
owner, or,
if he
he cannot
cannot be
the manufacbe found,
found, to
to the
or, if
to the
refunded
turer or
producer in
in whose
custody the
the articles
when seized,
were when
seized, as the
articles were
whose custody
or producer
turer
said commissioner
commissioner may
may deem
just, by
by draft
on the
the same,
same, or
or some
some other
other
draft on
deem just,
said
collector;
or if
of
sale to
to the use of
articles are
are turned
turned over without sale
if the
the said
said articles
collector; or
any
of the
said articles,
of said
the excess
excess of
of the value of
government, the
the government,
any department
department of
after
deducting the
the amount
amount of
of the
additions, fees,
fees, costs, and exthe duties,
duties, additions,
after deducting
penses
accrued thereon
aforesaid, shall
refunded
turned over as aforesaid,
shall be refunded
penses accrued
thereon when
when turned
and
the said
department to
owner, or, if
if he
he cannot
cannot be found, to
said department
to the owner,
and paid
paid by
by the
the
manufacturer or
or producer
in whose
whose custody
said
custody or possession
possession the said
producer in
the manufacturer
internal
articles
commissioner of internal
aforesaid. The commissioner
as aforesaid.
were when seized as
articles were
Secretary .
may
may
revenue,
Secretary of [the] Treasury, may re- Secretary
of the Secretary
with the
the approval
approval of
revenue, with
If the review
view
premises. If
review decision.
decision.
forfeiture, and do justice in the premises.
such case of forfeiture,
view any
any such
forfeiture
shall have
been wrongly
sale made,
the Secretary
Secretary
and sale
made, the
wrongly declared,
declared, and
forfeiture shall
have been
authorized, in
specific articles cannot be
be restored
restored to the
is hereby
hereby authorized,
in case the specific
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party
in as
as good
good order
and condition
condition as
seized, to make
when seized,
as when
order and
aggrieved in
party aggrieved
fund
up
money his
his loss
damage from the contingent fund
and damage
loss and
in money
party in
such party
to such
up to
of his department.
Immediate
notice
of
any
seizure
of
manufactured
manufactured
of
seizure
any
of
notice
Immediate
of his department.
articles or
or products
products shall
shall be
commissioner of internal
internal revenue
revenue
the commissioner
to the
given to
be given
articles
of his
return
by
the
collector
or
deputy
collector,
who
shall
also
make
make
also
shall
who
collector,
deputy
or
collector
the
by
otheror
sold
proceedings
to
the
said
commissioner
after
he
shall
have
have
shall
he
after
commissioner
proceedings to the said
wise disposed
of the
the articles
articles or
or products
products so
so forfeited;
forfeited; and the assessor
assessor or
disposed of
wise
to
assistant
assessor
shall
also
make
return
of
his
proceedings
relating
proceedings
his
of
return
make
also
shall
assessor
assistant
forfeiture to
to the
the said
commissioner. And any violation
violation of, or refusal
refusal
said commissioner.
Causes for
for seizseiz- such
such forfeiture
Causes
section
ure and forfeit- to
[eighty-second] section
to comply
with, the
the provisions
of the eighty-first [eighty-second]
provisions of
comply with,
ure and forfei
ore.
substantially
of
this
act,
shall
be
good
cause
for
seizure
and
forfeiture,
substantially
forfeiture,
and
seizure
for
cause
good
of this act, shall be
Post, p.
in manner
manner as
detailed in
this section;
but before
before forfeiture
forfeiture shall be declared
declared
section; but
in this
as detailed
473. in
Post, p. 473.
which
duties
by
virtue
of
the
provisions
of
this
section,
the
amount
of
which
amount
the
section,
this
of
provisions
the
of
virtue
by
may
the person
whose manufactures
manufactures or products are seized,
person whose
from the
due from
be due
may be
shall
first be
be ascertained
ascertained in
in the
manner prescribed
prescribed in the eighty-fourth
the manner
shall first
comply
[eighty-fifth]
section
of
this
act;
and
such
violation or refusal to comply
violation
such
and
act;
this
of
section
[eighty-fifth]
to
shall
further make
make any
any party
party so
so violating,
refusing to comply, liable to
or refusing
violating, or
shall further
a
or penalty
penalty of
dollars, to be recovered
recovered in manner and
hundred dollars,
five hundred
of five
fine or
a fine
collector may adjudge
form as
as provided
provided in
Articles which
which the collector
adjudge
act. Articles
this act.
in this
form
perishable may
may be
be sold
or disposed
of before declaration
declaration of forfeiture.
forfeiture.
disposed of
sold or
Sale of
of perishperish- perishable
Sale
able
articles.
Said
at public
notice thereof
thereof shall be
auction, and notice
public auction,
made at
be made
shall be
sales shall
Said sales
able articles.
commissioner
given
as
commissioner
shall
prescribe.
said
the
given as
manufacture
S
EC. 85.
85. And
be it
further enacted, That in case of the manufacture
it further
Amount,
And be
SiSC.
&c.,
Amount, &c.,
and
sale, or
or production
sale, consumption,
iff manufactures
consumption, or delivery of any goods,
and sale,
production and
and sale,
manufactures
to be estimated. wares, merchandise, or articles as hereinafter
merchandise, or articles as hereinafter mentioned, without complito be estmaed. wares,
producing the same with
ance on
on the
the part
part of
the party
party manufacturing
manufacturing or producing
of the
ance
all
the
requirements
and
regulations
prescribed
by
law in relation thereto,
prescribed
regulations
and
all the requirements
information as he may have, asthe assistant
assistant assessor
upon such information
may, upon
assessor may,
the
sume
and estimate
estimate the
the amount
such manufactures
manufactures or prodvalue of such
and value
amount and
sume and
duties,
assess
ucts,
and
upon
such
assumed
amount
the
and add thereto
amount
assumed
ucts, and upon such
in
fifty
per centum;
and said
said duties
shall be
collected in like manner as in
be collected
duties shall
centum; and
fifty per
with,
case the
the provisions
of this
relation thereto
thereto had been complied with,
this act in relation
provisions of
case
penalties,
fines, penalties,
and to
to such
such articles
articles all the foregoing
foregoing provisions for liens,
liens, fines,
and
and forfeitures,
forfeitures, shall in like manner apply.
and
.any person, firm, company,
Manufacturers,
SEC. 86.
be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That .any
company, or
or
And be
86. And
SEC.
Manufacturers,
merchandise,
wares, and
producing goods,
&c., to
to render
render
corporation,
manufacturing or producing
goods, wares,
and merchandise,
corporation, manufacturing
&c.,
account
taxes are
or taxes
duties or
upon which
ses. sold or removed
of sales.
account of
removed for consumption or use, upon
which duties
are
an
render
quantity,
imposed
by
law,
shall,
in
their
return
of
the
value
and
value
the
of
return
their
in
imposed by law, shall,
account of
of actual
manufacturer, promade by the manufacturer,
sales made
actual sales
amount of
full amount
the full
of the
account
ducer,
thereof, and
and
shall state in aaseparate column the items and
and shall
agent thereof,
or agent
ducer, or
account
of the
the deductions,
deductions, if
if any,.
any,, claimed;
claimed; whether
whether any part, and if so,
account of
what
of said
said goods,
merchandise has been consumed or
or
and merchandise
wares, and
goods, wares,
part, of
what part,
used
by
the
owner,
owners,
or
agent,
used
production of another
another
used for the production
or
agent,
or
owners,
owner,
the
by
used
manufacture or
or product,
together with
with the market value of the same at
product, together
manufacture
the time
time of
use or
consumption; whether such goods, wares, and meror consumption;
such use
of such
the
comchandise
foreign port,
port, or
consigned to auction or comor consigned
for aaforeign
shipped for
were shipped
chandise were
missioned
merchants, other
other than
agents, for sale; and shall make aareturn,
than agents,
missioned merchants,
a foreign
shipped for a
according
the value
at the
place of shipment, when shipped
the place
value at
to the
according to
port,
or according
according to
the value
value at
at the
production,
manufacture or production,
of manufacture
place of
the place
to the
port, or
when
removed for
for use
use or
or consumption,
consumption, or
or consigned
consigned to others than agents
when removed
of
the
manufacturer
or
producer.
The
value
and
quantity of the goods,
and quantity
value
The
producer.
or
of the manufacturer
wares, and
and merchandise
merchandise required
be stated
stated as aforesaid, shall be estito be
required to
wares,
mated by
by the
actual sales
sales made
by the
the manufacturer,
manufacturer, or by his, her, or
made by
the actual
mated
their
agent,
or
person
or
persons
acting
in
his, her, or their behalf. And
And
acting
persons
or
person
their agent, or
where
such goods,
merchandise have
have been removed for conand merchandise
wares, and
goods, wares,
where such
sumption
or for
for delivery
placed on
on shipboard,
shipboard, or are no longer
longer
or placed
others, or
to others,
delivery to
sumption or
within the
the custody
or control
control of
of the
being
or his agent, not being
manufacturer or
the manufacturer
custody or
within
in his
his factory,
store, or
or warehouse,
warehouse, the
the value shall be estimated at the
factory, store,
in
merchandise, at
average
of the
the market
of the
goods, wares, and merchandise,
like goods,
the like
value of
market value
average of
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the
when the
the same
became liable
liable to
to duty.
goods, wares,
wares,
duty. And when goods,
same became
the time
time when
and
merchandise are
sold by
manufacturer or
or producer,
producer, or
agent
or the
the agent
the manufacturer
are sold
by the
and merchandise
thereof
having the
of the
business, the
the following
only Deductions.
deductions only
following deductions
the business,
the charge
charge of
thereof having
may be
Freight
may
be allowed,
allowed, viz. :—
:Freight.
place of
deposit at
the time
of sale
sale tO
First. Freight
Freight from the
the place
of deposit
at the
time of
to the
the Post,
ost, p. 474.
place
of delivery.
delivery.
place of
Second.
That [The]
[The] reasonable
reasonable commission,
commission, not
three per
Commissions.
per Commissions.
not exceeding
exceeding three
Second. That
centum,
other expenses
sale bona
fide paid;
paid; and no
commission
no commission
of sale
bona fide
and other
expenses of
centum, and
shall be
be deducted
deducted when
when the
sale is
of manufacture
manufacture or
the sale
is made
made at the place of
shall
production:
Provided,That no deduction shall be made on the market
production: Provided,
place of
ot manufacture
production, on goods, wares, and
and
manufacture or
or production,
value at
at the place
merchandise
to auction
auction or
or commission
sale, or
commission merchants
merchants for sale,
consigned to
merchandise consigned
placed on
shipboard to be removed
States, or
or when
when conthe United
United States,
removed from the
placed
on shipboard
signed to
than agents
agents having
having charge
charge of
the business
business of
of such manuof the
signed
to other
other than
facturer or
or producer,
producer, nor when
when used
by the manufacturer,
used or
or consumed
consumed by
facturer
producer, or
or agent thereof.
producer,
SEC. 87.
87. And
be it
Manufactories
enacted, That
That any
any person, firm, company, Manufactories
And be
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
or corporation
who shall
now be
engaged in
in the
of tobacco,
of tobacco,
tobacco, tobacco,
manufacture of
the manufacture
be engaged
shall now
or
corporation who
snuff, and cigars.
snuff,or
hereafter commence
commence or engage in such man- snuff, and cigars
cigars, or
or who
who shall hereafter
snuff, or cigars,
ufacture,
before
commencing,
or,
if
already
commenced,
before
continuing,
ufacture, before commencing, or, if already commenced, before
such
they may
be liable
liable to
to be assessed
assessed under the
may be
for which'
which they
manufacture for
such manufacture
provisions
of law,
shall, in
with all other proa compliance
compliance with
in addition
addition to
to a
law, shall,
provisions of
visions
of law,
law, furnish
furnish to
a statement,
statement, Statement.
assessor a
to the
the assessor
assessor or assistant assessor
visions of
subscribed
oath or
or affirmation,
accurately setting for[th]
Post, p. 474.
for[th] the
the place, Post,
affirmation, accurately
under oath
subscribed under
number of the street, where the manufacmanufacif in a
a city, the street and number
and if
turing
is, or
or is
to be,
on, the
of the manuand description
description of
the name
name and
carried on,
is to
be, carried
turing is,
factured article,
the proposed
market for the same, whether
whether foreign or
proposed market
factured
article, the
domestic, and
manufactured for, or to be sold and deshall be manufactured
if the same shall
domestic,
and if
livered to, any
residence and business
party, the name and residence
person or party,
any other person
livered
or
article is to be
whom the said article
or party
party for whom
the person
person or
or occupation
occupation of the
manufactured
delivered, and
generally the
manufacthe kind and quality manufacand generally
or delivered,
manufactured or
tured
to be
be manufactured;
within the time above
shall, within
manufactured; and shall,
or proposed
proposed to
tured or
mentioned,
from, the assessor or assistant assessor of
apply to, and obtain from,
mentioned, apply
the
district in which
manufacture is carried
carried on, or proposed
proposed to be
be
said manufacture
which said
the district
carried
to the
the license
permit Permit in addiby existing
existing laws, aapermit
required by
license required
on, in
in addition
addition to
carried on,
to license.
in
by said
said assessor
assistant assessor,
assessor, in such form tion
ti°11wlic
"" .
assessor or assistant
be signed
signed by
to be
in writing,
writing, to
as
prescribed by
by the
commissioner of
revenue, which
which
of internal
internal revenue,
the commissioner
be prescribed
as shall
shall be
permit
shall be
kept by
by such
some open and
suspended in some
such manufacturer
manufacturer suspended
be kept
permit shall
conspicuous
place in
principal room in which
manufacturing is so
such manufacturing
which such
in the principal
conspicuous place
carried
And such
such manufacturer
manufacturer shall also
notice to
assessor
to the assessor
also give notice
carried on.
on. And
[or]
removal Removal.
writing, of any and every change or removal
assessor, in writing,
[or] assistant assessor,
hereinbefore mentioned, the place where
forth, as hereinbefore
made, accurately
accurately setting forth,
manufacture is to
whenever such change
change or
carried on;
on; and whenever
to be
be carried
the said
said manufacture
removal
it shall
to commence
commence such
such manufacmanufacshall be
be lawful
lawful to
place, before
before it
removal takes
takes place,
ture,
new permit
permit in
writing shall
applied for and
and obtained
obtained in manner
shall be applied
in writing
ture, aanew
aforesaid.
And the
assistant assessor
assessor of
of the
the proper
district
assessment district
proper assessment
the assistant
aforesaid. And
manufacturer for each
and receive from
from such manufacturer
entitled to
to demand
demand and
shall be
be entitled
Fee for permit.
pe[r]mit
so granted
the sum
of twenty-five
cents. And if any person or permit.
twenty-five cents.
sum of
granted the
pe[r]mit so
agent
any firm,
firm, company,
or corporation
shall manufacture
manufacture for
for sale
corporation shall
company, or
of any
agent of
tobacco,
description without
without first obtaining
obtaining the
or cigars
cigars of any description
tobacco, snuff, or
for
Penalty for
permit
subject, upon con- Penalty
permit herein required, such person or agent shall be subject,
peo
r
r
m
lain
tgwithout
pe°rmi
without
a penalty of three hundred dollars, and in addition w
viction thereof, to a
for a
a term not exceeding one year,
to imprisonment
imprisonment for
thereto shall be
be liable to
at the discretion of the court.
SEC. 88.
be it
it further
enacted, That
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
the Assessor to
of the
be the
That it
further enacted,
88. And
And be
SEC.
k
r
e
e
c
e
o
p
assistant assessor
assessor of each
to keep alphabetical
a book or books,1phabetical
to keep
keep aarecord in a
each district
district to
assistant
be
provided for the purpose,
inspection of any person
to be
be open to the inspection
purpose, to
be provided
upon
reasonable request,
request, in
alphabetically the
arranged alphabetically
in which
which shall be arranged
upon reasonable
corporation who may
may
person, firm,
firm, company,
company, or corporation
name of
of any
any and
and every
every person,
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be engaged in
the manufacture
manufacture of
of tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
cigars within his dissnuff, or eigats
engaged in the
be
trict, to whom a
has been
been issued,
together with the place where
issued, together
permit has
to whom a permit
trict,
such manufacture is
carried on
and place
or
residence of the person or
of residence
place of
on and
such manufacture is carried
perpns engaged
therein; a
acopy
record shall be, by said assistant
which record
of which
copy of
persons engaged therein;
assessor,
the assessor
the district, who shall preserve the
assessor of the
to the
forwarded to
assessor, forwarded
same
in
his
office.
same in his
Duty on mann - SEC. 89.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That in all cases where tobacco,
And be
SEC. 89. And
Duty on mannpart
in part
or in
factured
tobacco,
snuff,
manufactured, in whole or
description, are manufactured,
any description,
of any
cigars, of
or cigars,
snuff, or
tobacco,
factured
how paid
&c.,
such
any
which
when manpaid
ufac - upon
commission
or
shares,
or
material
from
any
such
the
where
manufac- upon commission or shares, or
when
tured on shares, articles
or are
made, is furnished
furnished by one party and manube made,
to be
are to
made, or
are made,
on shares, articles are
tured
by one
sold by
&e.
factured by
furnished or sold
one
by another, or where the material is furnished
factured
&.
party with an
understanding
or
contract
with
another
the
manufacthat
another
with
contract
or
party with an understanding
tured article is to be
be received
in payment
payment therefor,
therefor, or
part thereof,
or any part
received in
tured article is to
manufacturer,
the duty or
or tax
tax imposed
by
law
thereon, when
when paid
by
the manufacturer,
by
paid
thereon,
law
by
imposed
the duty
may be
at the
at any
subsequently, of the party for
time subsequently,
any time
or at
time, or
the time,
collected at
be collected
may
whom the
the same
same was
or to
to whom
whom the
aforethe same was delivered, as aforemade, or
was made,
whom
government
Fraud.
said.
And in
of any
any fraud
collusion by which the government
fraud or collusion
case of
in case
said. And
Fraud.
shall
be defrauded,
defrauded, or
or attempted
attempted to
defrauded, by aa party who furto be defrauded,
shall be
nishes
the material
aforesaid,
manufacturer of any of the articles aforesaid,
the manufacturer
and the
material and
nishes the
such material shall be liable to forfeiture, and such articles
be liable
such material shall be liable to forfeiture, and such articles shall
to be
be assessed
assessed the
highest rates
imposed by law upon any article
duty imposed
of duty
rates of
the highest
to
belonging to
class.
to its grade or class.
belonging
company,
Statements of
S
EC. 90.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That any person, firm, company,
And be
90. And
SEC.
of
Statements
of tobacco,
different
kinds of
of or
ti on ,now or hereafter
hereafter engaged in the manufacture
manufacture of
to bacco,
corporation,
or corpora
different kinds
tobacco, &c•
hereby is,
snuff, or
or cigars
be , and
and hereb y is,
cigars, of any description whatsoever, shall be,
snuff,
tobacco, &c.
assess[Amended, Post, required
to make
deliver to the assistant assessor of the assessand deliver
out and
make out
Post, required to
[Amended,
p. 474 ]
ment district
district a
atrue
true statement
statement or
or inventory
inventory of the quantity of each of the
ment
P 474.]
different kinds
kinds of
of tobacco,
and
snuff-flour, snuff, cigars, tin-foil, licorice, and
tobacco, snuff-flour,
different
stems held
held or
owned by
him or
them on
on the
the day
day this act takes effect, or at
or them
by him
or owned
stems
the
time of
of commencing
business under
this act, setting forth what portion
under this
commencing business
the time
what
and what
by him or them, and
of
said
goods
was
manufactured
or
produced
of said goods was manufactured
was purchased
others, whether
whether chewing,
chewing, smoking,
smoking, fine-cut,
fine-cut, shorts,
from others,
was purchased from
pressed,
plug, snuff-flour,
snuff-flour, or
prepared snuff, the several kinds of cigars and
or prepared
pressed, plug,
verified
the market
price
thereof,
which
statetnent or
inventory shall be verified
or inventory
the market price thereof, which statement
manner
in manner
by the
the oath
or affirmation
affirmation of such person or persons, and be in
oath or
by
and
form as
as prescribed
by the
revenue; and the
commissioner of internal revenue;
the commissioner
prescribed by
and form
the
as aforesaid,
said
corporation engaged as
aforesaid , on
on the
person, firm, company, or corporation
said person
deliver
and
first
day
of
? January
in
every
year
shall
make
out
hereafter,
year
every
in
January
of
day
first
or inventory, in manner
Annual state.
state. to
the said
said assistant
assistant assessor
assessor a
manner
true statement or or
a true
to the
Annual
aforement.
and form as
aforesaid, and
and verified
verified as
of all
all such articles, aforeaforesaid, of
as aforesaid,
form as aforesaid,
and
ment.
singular
all
setting
said,
then
held
or
owned
by
him
them,
forth
and
singular
or
him
by
owned
or
held
said, then
aforewhat
is required
to be
be set
set forth
the statement or inventory first aforein the
forth in
required to
what is
said;
company, or corporation shall keep in aa
person, company,
such person,
every such
and every
said; and
prescribe, an
Books.
book,
such manner
form as
said commissioner
commissioner may prescribe,
as said
and form
manner and
in such
book, in
Books,
him
purchased by him
accurate
account of
of all
all the
aforesaid thereafter purchased
articles aforesaid
the articles
accurate account
or
them, the
tobacco, snuff, snuff-flour, or cigars, of whatever
whatever
of tobacco,
quantity of
the quantity
or them,
description sold,
sold, consumed,
consumed, or
removed for
for consumption
consumption or sale, or removed
removed
or removed
description
Wednesday of
from the
manufacture; and
he or they shall, on Wednesday
and he
of manufacture;
place of
the place
from
each week,
week, furnish
the assistant
assistant assessor of the district aatrue and accuto the
furnish to
each
Copies of en - rate copy
copy
of
the
entries
during the week ending on the
book during
said book
in said
of the entries in
Copiesofen- rate
affirmation,
or affirmation,
oath or
tries to
to be
be given
Saturday, which copy shall be verified by oath
preceding Saturday,
given preceding
tries
person,
by said
assessors weekly. on
assessment of the duties due
due by
said person,
weekly. on the receipt whereof an assessment
assessors
to the
transmitted
company,
or
corporation
shall
be
immediately
made
and
transmitted
immediately
company, or corporation shall be
collector of
of the
the district,
district, to
to whom
days
whom said duties shall be paid within five days
collector
five
said five
thereafter; and
and in
the duties shall not be paid within the said
case the
in case
thereafter;
same,
the same,
days, the
the said
collector may,
may, on
distrain for the
on one day's notice, distrain
said collector
days,
to all
with
ten per
per centum
additional on the amount thereof,
thereof, subject to
all the
the
centum additional
with ten
of
payment
assessments,
provisions
of
law
relating
to
returns,
payment
of
licenses,
provisions of law relating
taxes,
fines, penalties,
forfeitures, not inconsistent herewith in
in
and forfeitures,
penalties, and
liens, fines,
taxes, liens,
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the case
other manufacturers;
manufacturers; and
such duty
duty shall
be paid
by the
manpaid by
the manand such
shall be
the
case of
of other
ufacturer, or
the person
for whom
wham the
goods are
manufactured, as
as the
the
the goods
are manufactured,
person for
ufacturer,
or the
assessor may
may deem
deem best
the collection
revenue: Provided,
That facturers
T
in-foil manumanuTin-foil
Provided,That
of the
the revenue:
collection of
for the
best for
assessor
or yenit shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
of any
any manufacturer
or vender
vender of
of tin-foil
used in
in ders.
den.
or yenit
be the
manufacturer or
tin-foil used
covering
tobacco, on
demand of
any officer
officer of
of internal
internal
of any
on demand
manufactured tobacco,
covering manufactured
revenue, to
render to
statement, verified
oath or
by oath
or
correct statement,
verified by
to such
such officer
officer a
a correct
revenue,
to render
affirmation, of
of the
the quantity
quantity and
amount of tin-foil sold or delivered
delivered to
to any
and amount
affirmation,
person or
or persons
persow named
in such
or negnegand in case of refusal
refusal or
named in
such demand;
demand; and
person
lect to
to render
render such
such statement,
or of
of cause
cause to
believe such
such statement
statement to
be
to be
to believe
statement, or
lect
incorrect or
cause an examinathe assessor
assessor of the district may cause
or fraudulent, the
incorrect
tion of
persons, books,
books, .and
papers to be
be made in the same manner as
and papers
tion
of persons,
provided in
the fourteenth
act: Provided,
That manufacmanufac- Proviso.
section of
of this
this act:
Provided,That
provided
in the
fourteenth section
tured
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
be transferred,
payment of
cigars may
may be
transferred, without payment
tured tobacco,
or cigars
the
duty, directly
directly from
from the
the place
place of
of manufacture
manufacture to a
a bonded warehouse
warehouse
the duty,
established in
in conformity
law and
under such
such
and treasury
treasury regulations,
regulations, under
conformity with
with law
established
rules and
and regulations,
upon the
execution of
transportation bonds,
the execution
of such transportation
rules
regulations, and
and upon
Secretary of the
other
the Treasury
Treasury may
may prescribe;
prescribe; said bonds
bonds or other
as the
the Secretary
security
be taken
taken by
of the
district from
such
the district
from which
which such
security to
to be
by the
the assessor
assessor of
removal is
is made,
made, and
transported from such
warehouse to
such warehouse
to a
a
removal
and may
may be
be transported
bonded
used for
of merchandise
of
any port of
warehouse used
for the
the storage
storage of
merchandise at any
bonded warehouse
entry
and withdrawn
therefrom for
consumption or
or [on]
[on] payment
payment of
of the
the
for consumption
entry and
withdrawn therefrom
duty, or
removed for
for export
export to
to aaforeign
payment of
without payment
of duty,
duty,
duty,
or removed
foreign country
country without
conformity with
relating to
of this
this act relating
to the
the removal of
in conformity
with the provisions
provisions of
distilled spirits; all the rules, regulations,
conditions of which,
which, so far
regulations, and
and conditions
distilled
as
shall apply
apply to
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
or cigars,
bonded warehouse.
cigars, in bonded
to tobacco,
as applicable,
applicable, shall
And no
no drawback
manufactured
upon any
any manufactured
be allowed upon
drawback shall
shall in any case be
And
tobacco, snuff,
or cigars,
upon which
which any
has been
paid either
either
excise duty
duty has
been paid
cigars, upon
any excise
tobacco,
snuff, or
before or
after it
has been
been placed
warehouse.
placed in
in bonded warehouse.
or after
it has
before
SEC. 91.
And be
be it
That every
every manufacturer
of tobacco,
tobacco, Monthly
Monthly decdeomanufacturer of
enacted,That
91. And
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
snuff, or
cigars of
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore mentioned,
chief larations.
larations.
mentioned, or
or his
his chief
any description,
description, as
snuff,
or cigars
of any
each and
Post,
workman, agent, or
or superintendent,
superintendent, shall, at
at the
the end of
of each
and every
every [Amended,
[Amended, Post,
P-475
475-].]
declaration, in writing, that no such article or P.
and sign aa declaration,
month, make and
commodity,
as aforesaid,
such preceding
preceding month
month or
time when
or time
when
aforesaid, has,
has, during
during such
commodity, as
the last
was made,
removed, carried,
or caused,
or sent,
sent, or
caused,
been removed,
carried, or
last declaration
declaration was
made, been
the
have been
to have
been removed, carried, or sent from the
or suffered, or known
known to
assessed
manufacturer other than such as have been duly assessed
premises of
of such manufacturer
and
duties imposed
law paid
paid thereon,
on pain
pain of
forfeiting for
for
of forfeiting
by law
thereon, on
and the
the duties
imposed by
every refusal
or neglect
neglect to
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
make such
such declaration,
declaration, one
refusal or
to make
every
manufacturer, or his chief workman,
workman, agent, or
or superintensuperintenAnd if any
any such
such manufacturer,
dent, shall
make any
any false
false or
or untrue
or
manufacturer or
untrue declaration,
declaration, such
such manufacturer
shall make
dent,
chief workman,
workman, agent,
or superintendent,
superintendent, making
upon convicconvicsame, upon
making the
the same,
agent, or
chief
three hundred dollars, or, at the discretion of the
tion thereof, shall
shall forfeit three
court, be
be liable
liable to
to imprisonment
for aaterm
one year.
year.
term not
not exceeding
exceeding one
imprisonment for
court,
S
EC. 92.
other than
than the
the Penalty for sale
if any
any person
person other
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
92. And
And be
be it
it further
SEC.
o
of
nt
v
olaie
ec
ho,thi
t,s
manufacturer shall
or consign,
remove for
or part
part with
with the
the of tobacch, &c.
for sale,
sale, or
manufacturer
shall sell,
sell, or
consign, or
or remove
possession
any manufactured
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
cigars, upon
upon which
&c.
or cigars,
which the
the are not paid,
paid, &e.
possession of
of any
manufactured tobacco,
duties
imposed by
law have
have not
not been
paid, with
knowledge thereof,
thereof,
with the
the knowledge
been paid,
by law
duties imposed
such
hundred dollars for each
liable to a
a penalty of one hundred
be liable
such person shall be
and
purchase or receive
receive for
offence. And any person who shall purchase
and every offence.
sale
which has not been inspected,
snuff, or cigars, which
sale any
any such
such tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
branded,
stamped, as
as required
Post, p.
p. 475.
the tax has
has Post,
act, or upon which the
by this act,
required by
or stamped,
branded, or
not
paid, if
accrued or
knowledge
payable with
with knowledge
it has accrued
or become
become payable
not been
been paid,
if it
thereof,
shall be
liable to
of fifty
fifty dollars
each and
and every
every
dollars for
for each
to a
a penalty
penalty of
thereof, shall
be liable
offence.
any person
person who
who shall purchase or receive for sale any such
offence. And
And any
tobacco,
manufacturer who has not a
a permit to
from any manufacturer
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or cigars, from
manufacture, shall be
be liable
liable for
for each and
and every offence to aa penalty
manufacture,
of one
one hundred
dollars, and,
thereto, a
a forfeiture
forfeiture of all
all the
the
and, in
in addition
addition thereto,
of
hundred dollars,
articles, as
as aforesaid,
so purchased
purchased or
or received,
received, or
or the full
full value thereof.
articles,
aforesaid, so
Sac.
93. And
it further
wares, and
and merThat all
all goods,
goods, wares,
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 93.
And be
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(except refined
refined petroleum,
made (except
or made
manufactured or
articles manufactured
or articles
chandise, or
Whatmanufac- chandise,
manufactured
refined
coal-oil, gold
gold and
silver, spirituous and malt liquors, manufactured
and silver,
refined coal-oil,
product
tobacco, and
and snuff and cigars) by any person or firm,
firm, where the product
be
shall
not
exceed
the
rate
of
six
hundred
dollars
per
annum,
and
shall
annum,
per
dollars
hundred
six
of
rate
the
shall not exceed
made or
produced by
by the
of such
such person
or by
or their
by his or
firm, or
or firm,
person or
labor of
the labor
or produced
made
family, shall
shall be,
are hereby,
hereby, exempt
exempt from
where the
the product
product
duty; where
from duty;
and are
be, and
family,
shall
such rate
not exceed
exceed the
the rate
one thousand
thousand dollars, the
of one
rate of
and not
rate and
exceed such
shall exceed
duty
shall be
be levied,
collected only
only upon the excess
excess above
above
and collected
assessed, and
levied, assessed,
duty shall
the rate
of
six
hundred
dollars
per
annum;
and
in
all
other
cases the
the
cases
other
all
in
and
annum;
per
dollars
hundred
the rate of six
whole annual
(including any
any business
business or
or transaction
transaction where one
product, (including
annual product,
whole
party has
been furnished
with materials,
or any
part thereof, and employed
any part
materials, or
furnished with
has been
party
by another
another party
party to
finish the goods, wares, and
or finish
make, or
manufacture, make,
to manufacture,
by
merchandise, or
or articles,
articles, paying
or promising
to pay
therefor, and to whom
pay therefor,
promising to
paying or
merchandise,
the same
when so
made and
and finished,)
assessed, and
be assessed,
shall be
finished,) shall
so made
returned when
are returned
same are
the
the
thereon by
the producer
or manufacturer:
manufacturer: Provided,
Provided, That
producer or
by the
paid thereon
duty paid
the duty
whenever
manufacturer shall use or consume, or shall
or manufacturer
producer or
a producer
whenever a
remove
any articles, goods, wares, or merchandise,
use, any
or use,
consumption or
for consumption
remove for
which
if removed
sale would
be liable
liable to
taxation, he shall be assessed
assessed
to taxation,
would be
for sale
removed for
which if
upon the
salable value
value of
wares, or merchandise
merchandise so
goods, wares,
articles, goods,
the articles,
of the
the salable
upon
used or
consumption or use.
for consumption
removed for
so removed
or so
used
Duties on, &c.
SEC. 94.
94. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That upon
the articles,
articles, goods,
upon the
further enacted,
SEC.
Duties on, &c.

What manufaetures
exempt
exempt
turei duty.
from
from duty.

Post,
p. 483.
483.
Post, p.

Candles.
Candles.

where otherwise
except where
wares, and
and merchandise
hereinafter mentioned,
otherwise
mentioned, except
merchandise hereinafter
wares,

manufactured or made
provided, which
be produced
or be manufactured
sold, or
and sold,
produced and
shall be
which shall
provided,
and
or be
be consumed
consumed or
by the
manufacturer or producer
producer therethe manufacturer
used by
or used
sold, or
and sold,
than
of,
or
removed
for
consumption,
or
for
delivery
others
agents of
to
delivery
for
or
consumption,
for
of, or removed
the
manufacturer or
or producer
within the
the United
States or territories
United States
producer within
the manufacturer
thereof,
there shall
shall be
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and paid the following duties, to
thereof, there
be
paid
by
the
producer
or
manufacturer
thereof,
say :—
is to say:thereof, that is
manufacturer
or
producer
the
be paid by
On candles,
candles, of
whatever material
material made,
made, a
a duty of five per cent. ad
of whatever
On
valorem.

the trade as pea coal
known in
On mineral
coals, except
except such
such as
are known
in the
coal
as are
mineral coals,
On
of
case
in
That
and
dust
coal,
a
duty
of
five
cents
per
ton:
Provided,
ease
Provided,
ton:
per
cents
five
of
duty
a
coal,
dust
and
Proviso.
passage
the
contracts
of
lease
of
coal
lands
made
prior
of
this
act
the
to
prior
made
lands
coal
of
lease
of
contracts
lessee
tax, if
if not
not ptherwise
etherwise agreed;
agreed; and all duties or taxes
the tax,
pay the
shall pay
lessee shall
on
mined and
and delivered
contracts heretofore
delivered by coal operators on contracts
coal mined
on coal
made
shall be
paid by
the purchasers
agreed by
purchasers thereof, if not otherwise agreed
by the
be paid
made shall
the parties.
Oils, animal
animal or
On lard
lard oil,
linseed oil,
oil, and
and on
all animal or vegetaon all
oil, linseed
mustard-seed oil,
oil, mustard-seed
or On
Oils,
vegetable.
ble
exempted or
or provided
elsewhere, whether pure or adulprovided for elsewhere,
not exempted
oils, not
ble oils,
vegetable.
terated, a
aduty
five cents
gallon.
cents per gallon.
of five
duty of
terated,
Illuminating
On
gas, illuminating,
illuminating, made
made of coal, wholly or in part, or any other maOn gas,
Illuminating
hundred thousand cubic
gas.
terial,
when the
product shall
shall not
be above two hundred
not be
the product
terial, when
gas.
feet per
per month,
duty of
per one
one thousand
when
thousand cubic feet; when
cents per
ten cents
of ten
a duty
month, a
feet
thousand
the product
product shall
be above
two and not exceeding five hundred thousand
above two
shall be
the
cubic feet
month, a
aduty
fifteen cents per one thousand cubic feet;
of fifteen
duty of
per month,
feet per
cubic
exceeding
when the
the product
be above
above five
hundred thousand and not exceeding
five hundred
shall be
product shall
when
five millions
millions of
of cubic
cubic feet
feet per
twenty cents per one thoua duty of twenty
month, a
per month,
five
a duty of
sand
when the
the product
be above five millions, a
product shall be
feet; when
cubic feet;
sand cubic
twenty-five
per one
thousand cubic
general average
cubic feet. And the general
one thousand
cents per
twenty-five cents
of
the monthly
product for
year preceding
preceding the return required
required by this
the year
for the
monthly product
of the
act shall
rate of
of duty
herein imposed. And where any gasduty herein
the rate
regulate the
shall regulate
act
works have
have not
been in
for the
preceding the return
next year preceding
the next
operation for
in operation
not been
works
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, then
the rate
be regulated
estimated average
the estimated
upon the
regulated upon
shall be
rate shall
then the
as
rebe reProvisos.
of the
the monthly
product: Provided,
Provided, That the product required to be
monthly product:
of
Provisos.
Post,
475.
turned by
law by
by any
company shall be understood
understood to be the product
product
any gas company
by law
turned
p. 475.
Post, p.
charged
actually rendered
rendered by the gas company during the
bills actually
the bills
in the
charged in
month
preceding the
the return;
and all gas companies are hereby authorreturn; and
month preceding
ized to
add the
the duty
duty or tax imposed by law to the price per thousand
thousand
to add
ized
cubic feet
gas sold:
Provided, further,
light.
further, That all gas furnished for lightsold: Provided,
on gas
feet on
cubic
Mineral
coals.
Mineral coals.
Post, p. 475.
475.
Post,
Provi so.
p.
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lug
and not
measured, and
gas made
for and
any Illuminating
Illuminating
used by
by any
and used
made for
and all
all gas
not measured,
lamps, and
ing street
street lamps,
hotel,
tavern, and
and private'
gas•
duty, gas.
to duty,
be subject
subject to
shall be
dwelling-house, shall
private dwelling-house,
inn, tavern,
hotel, inn,
whatever the
product, and
and may
be estimated;
estimated; and
and if
if the
the reremay be
of product,
amount of
the amount
whatever
turns
any case
shall be
be the
the
it shall
or under-estimated,
under-estimated, it
understated or
shall be
be understated
case shall
in any
turns in
duty of
assistant assessor
of the
district to
increase the
the same
as he
he
same as
to increase
the district
assessor of
the assistant
of the
duty
shall deem
just and
and proper:
provided, further,
That gas
companies Provisos.
gas companies
further, That
And provided,
proper: And
shall
deem just
located within
within the
limits of
of any
any city
town, whether in the
the
or town,
city or
the corporate
corporate limits
located
district
or so
so located as to compete with each other, shall
otherwise, or
or otherwise,
district or
pay
the rate
rate imposed
imposed by
the company
the largest procompany having the
upon the
by law
law upon
pay the
duction:
provided, further, That
manufac- Post,
Post, p. 475.
the manufacproduced in the
coal-tar produced
That coal-tar
Andprovided,further,
duction: And
ture
of illuminating
gas, and
and the products of the redistillation of coal-tar
illuminating gas,
ture of
thus
produced, shall
shall be exempt
duty.
from duty.
exempt from
thus produced,
On coal
illuminating oil,
oil, refined,
refined, and
and naphtha,
benzine, and
and benzole,
Illuminating
benzole, Illuminating
naphtha, benzine,
On
coal illuminating
&C.
oil, 6
produced
by the
distillation of
'.
asphaltum, shale, peat, petroleum, or oil,
of coal, asphaltum,
the distillation
produced by
rock-oil, and
and all
bituminous substances
substances used
Post, p. 476.
a duty Post,
like purposes, a
used for like
other bituminous
all other
rock-oil,
of
cents per
refined and
and produced
produced Provisos.
oil, refined
such oil,
That such
Provided, That
per gallon:
gallon: Provided,
twenty cents
of twenty
by
the distillation
distillation of
of coal,
asphaltum, or
or shale,
shale, exclusively, shall be subcoal, asphaltum,
by the
ject to
to pay
pay aaduty
anything to the contrary not- Post,
Post, p. 484.
of fifteen
fifteen cents per gallon, anything
duty of
ject
of coal-oil, or naphtha,
withstanding: And
further, That distillers a
provided,further,
And provided,
withstanding:
benzine,
or benzole,
benzole, shall
shall be
to all
all the
the provisions
provisions of
applicaof law
law applicabe subject
subject to
benzine, or
ble
with regard
regard to
bonds, returns,
assessreturns, assesslicenses, bonds,
to licenses,
of spirits,
spirits, with
distillers of
ble to
to distillers
ments,
penalties, drawbacks,
and all
for Post,
p. 476.
Post, p.
designed for
provisions designed
all other
other provisions
drawbacks, and
liens, penalties,
ments, liens,
the
ascertaining the
quantity distilled, and securing the paythe quantity
of ascertaining
purpose of
the purpose
ment
of duties,
duties, so
so far
far as
as the
same may,
in the
the judgment
of the
the commisjudgment of
may, in
the same
ment of
sioner
internal revenue,
revenue, and
regulations prescribed by him, be
and under regulations
of internal
sioner of
deemed necessary
naphtha
also, That naphtha
And provided, also,
purpose: And
that purpose:
for that
necessary for
deemed
of
exceeding eighty
eighty degrees,
degrees, according
to Baume's
Baume's byPost, p.
p. 476.
hy- Post,
according to
gravity exceeding
of specific
specific gravity
drometer, and
and of
kind usually
known as
gasoline, shall be subject to
as gasoline,
usually known
the kind
of the
drometer,
tax of
of five
per centuth
ad valorem.
valorem.
centurn ad
five per
aatax
On spirits
turpentine, a
a duty
duty of
twenty cents
per gallon:
turofturProvided, Spirits of
gallon: Provided,
cents per
of twenty
of turpentine,
On
spirits of
pentine.
That all
all the
provisions of
relating to the
collection ofpentine.
the assessment and collection
of law
law relating
the provisions
That
the duties
on cotton,
cotton, under
under rules
regulations to
be prescribed
prescribed by the
to be
and regulations
rules and
the
duties on
Secretary
applicable
of the Treasury, so far as the same may be deemed applicable
Secretary of
thereto, shall
shall apply
apply to
the assessment
collection of
of duties
duties on spirits
assessment and collection
to the
thereto,
of turpentine.
turpentine.
of
On ground
coffee and on
ground substitutes for coffee,
coffee, or prepara- Ground coffee.
on all
all ground
On
ground coffee,
a part, and on all unground substitutes for
tions of
of which coffee forms a
coffee, a
aduty
coffee,
duty of one cent per pound.
On
ground pepper,
ground mustard,
mustard, ground
ground pimento,
pimento, ground
and Groundpepper.
Ground pepper.
cloves, and
ground cloves,
pepper, ground
On ground
ground clove
ground ginger, and all imitations
ground cassia,
cassia, and ground
stems, ground
clove stems,
ground
of the
the same,
duty of one cent
per pound.
cent per
a duty
of
same, a
On molasses
sugar-cane, and
Molasses.
and not from
from sorghum or Molasses.
produced from the sugar-cane,
On
molasses produced
gallon.
a duty of five cents per gallon.
imphee, a
Sirups.
of molasses or sugar-cane
removed from the plansugar-cane juice, when removed
On sirup of
tation, concentrated
concentrated molasses
and cistern bottoms, of sugar promolasses or inelado, and
tation,
a duty
duced from
sugar-cane and not made from sorghum or imphee, a
from the
the sugar-cane
duced
and one
one fourth of one cent per pound.
of one
one cent and
On brown
Muscovado sugar not above
Brown, &c.,
twelve Dutch
Dutch stand- Brown,
above number twelve
On
brown or
or Muscovado
ard in
color, produced
produced from the
sugar-cane and not from sorghum
sorghum or imim_ sugar.
the sugar-cane
ard
in color,
phee, other
Post, p. 476.
a duty of
of two cents per Post,
refiner, a
those produced
produced by the refiner,
phee,
other than
than those
pound.
pound.
On
all clarified
or refined
Refined sugars.
number twelve and not above Refined
above number
refined sugars
sugars above
clarified or
On all
Post, p. 476.
produced directly from the Post,
number
number eighteen
eighteen Dutch standard in color, puoduced
sugar-cane
one-half
or imphee, aaduty of two and one-half
not from sorghum or
and not
sugar-cane and
cents
pound.
per pound.
cents per
On
all clarified
number eighteen
eighteen Dutch standabove number
or refined
refined sugars above
On all
clarified or
Post, p. 476.
ard
sugar-cane and not from sorghum Post,
directly from the sugar-cane
in color,
color, produced
produced directly
ard in
or
or imphee, aaduty of three and one half cents per pound.
Sales
sugar
of sugar
Sales of
sugar refiners,
refiners, including all the refiners.
the gross amount of the sales of snow
On the
efiners.
VOL.
PuB.-VOL.
VOL.
XIII. PUB.-23
PUB. ---23
23
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products of
of their
refineries, a
aduty
of
half of
and aahalf
two and
of two
duty of
or refineries,
manufactories or
their manufactories
products
one
centum ad
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
Provided, That
person shall be reevery person
That every
per centum
one per
garded
duties levied by law, whose busithe duties
pay the
and pay
refiner, and
sugar refiner,
a sugar
as a
garded as
ness
it
is
to
advance
the
quality
and
value
of
sugar upon which
which aaduty has
has
of sugar
value
and
quality
the
advance
to
is
ness it
been
and paid,
paid, by
melting and
recrystalization, or
by liquoring,
or by
and recrystalization,
by melting
assessed and
been assessed
mechanical
claying, or
or other
other washing
by any
any other
other chemical or mechanical
or by
process, or
washing process,
claying,
means,
quality or
value of molasses, concenconcenor value
the quality
advance the
shall advance
who shall
or who
means, or
trated molasses
molasses or
or melado,
melado, upon
upon which
which a
a duty
duty has been assessed and paid,
trated
by boiling
boiling or other process.
by
Sugar-candy.
On sugar-candy
and all
all confectionery
confectionery made
made wholly or in part of sugar,
sugar-candy and
On
Sugar-candy.
valued at
per pound,
pound, a
per
a duty of two cents per
cents per
twenty cents
exceeding twenty
not exceeding
at not
valued
a duty
pound;
not exceeding
exceeding forty cents per pound, a
and not
twenty and
exceeding twenty
pound; exceeding
of
four cents
per pound;
pound; when
when exceeding
sold
forty cents per pound, or sold
exceeding forty
cents per
of four
by
duty of ten per
per
a duty
pound, a
the pound,
by the
than by
otherwise than
or otherwise
package, or
box, package,
the box,
by the
cent= ad valorem.
valorem.
centum
Chocolate, &c.
On
chocolate and
cocoa prepared,
duty of
one and
pound.
cent per pound.
and aahalf cent
of one
a duty
prepared, a
and cocoa
On chocolate
&c.
Chocolate,
Saleratus.
On saleratus
saleratus and
of soda,
soda, aaduty of five mills per pound.
bicarbonate of
and bicarbonate
On
Saleratus.
of
Starch.
On starch
made of
of potatoes,
of two
per pound;
pound; made of
mills per
two mills
duty of
a duty
potatoes, a
starch made
On
Starch.
other
corn
or wheat,
wheat, a
duty of
of three
three mills
per pound;
made of rice or any other
pound; made
mills per
a duty
corn or
material,
duty of
of one
one cent
cent per pound.
a duty
material, a
Gunpowder.
On
gunpowder, and
and all
explosive substances
used for mining, blasting,
blasting,
substances used
all explosive
On gunpowder,
Gunpowder.
artillery,
or sporting
purposes, when
when valued
at twenty-eight
per
twenty-eight cents per
valued at
sporting purposes,
artillery, or
pound
or less,
cent per
abuve
per pound; when valued at above
one cent
of one
duty of
less, aa duty
pound or
exceeding thirty-eight
Post,
eight cents per
thirty-eight cents per
per
pound and not exceeding
per pound
twenty-eight
476. twenty
p. 476.
Post, p.
pound,
duty of
of one
one and
half cent
per pound;
and when
when valued above
pound; and
cent per
and aahalf
pound, aaduty
thirty-eight cents
cents per
per pound,
pound.
a duty of eight cents per pound;
pound, a
thirty-eight
White lead.
On white
lead, a
aduty
thirty-five cents
cents per
hundred pounds.
one hundred
per one
of thirty-five
duty of
white lead,
On
White lead.
Oxide of zinc.
zinc.
oxide of zinc,
thirty-five cents per one hundred pounds.
duty of thirty-five
a duty
zinc, a
On oxide
Oxide
Sulphate of
On sulphate
duty of
hundred pounds:
pounds:
twelve cents per one hundred
of twelve
a duty
barytes, a
of barytes,
sulphate of
On
of
Sulphate
barytes.
Provided, That
That white
barytes, paints
oxide of zinc, and sulphate of barytes,
white lead, oxide
Provided,
barytes.
and
painters' colors,
shall not
be subject
subject to any addinot be
them, shall
of them,
one of
any one
or any
colors, or
and painters'
tional
of being
being mixed
mixed or ground with linseed oil,
consequence of
in consequence
duty in
tional duty
when
the duties
duties upon
all the
the materials
ground shall have
materials so mixed or ground
upon all
when the
been
previously paid.
been previously
Paints, &c.
On
all paints
and painters'
painters' colors,
ground in oil, or in paste with
or ground
dry or
colors, dry
paints and
On all
&c.
Paints,
water, not
provided for,
valorem.
a duty of five per centum ad valorem.
for, a
otherwise provided
not otherwise
water,
Varnish,
On varnish
japan, made
other
made wholly or in part of gum copal, or other
or japan,
varnish or
On
&c.
Varnish, &c.
gums or
or substances,
substances, a
duty of five per centum
centum ad valorem.
a duty
gums
Glue,
On
and gelatine
descriptions, in the solid state, aaduty of one
one
all descriptions,
of all
gelatine of
glue and
On glue
&c.
Glue, &c.
cent
pound.
per pound.
cent per
On
glue and
cement, made
made wholly
wholly or
part of glue,
glue, to be sold in the
in part
or in
and cement,
On glue
liquid state,
state, aaduty
of forty cents per gallon.
duty of
liquid
Pins.
On pins,
solid head
head or
centum ad valorem.
or other, aaduty of five per centum
pins, solid
On
Pins.
a duty of ten per centum ad
wood-screws, a
Screws.
On screws,
called wood-screws,
commonly called
screws, commonly
On
Screws.
valorem.
without
Clocks.
On
and timepieces,
and on
on clock
movements, when sold without
clock movements,
timepieces, and
clocks and
On clocks
Clocks.
being
cased, aa duty
valorem.
of five per centum ad valorem.
duty of
being cased,
a
Umbrellas,
&c.
On
parasols made
made of
of cotton
silk, or other material, a
cotton or silk,
and parasols
umbrellas and
On umbrellas
Umbrellas, &c.
duty of
of five
valorem.
centum ad valorem.
per centum
five per
duty
Gold
leaf, &e.
On
gold leaf,
leaf, eighteen
cents per
per pack,
containing not more than twenty
pack, containing
eighteen cents
On gold
&c.
Gold leaf,
books of
leaves each.
of twenty-five
twenty-five leaves
books
On gold
two dollars per ounce troy weight.
foil, two
gold foil,
On
pasteboard, binders' board, and
Paper.
On paper
all descriptions,
including pasteboard,
descriptions, including
of all
paper of
On
Paper.
ad
a duty of three per centum ad
tarred
paper for
for roofing
roofing or other purposes, a
tarred paper
valorem.
valorem.
Soap,
&c,.
On
soap, castile,
castile, palm-oil,
palm-oil, erasive,
erasive, and
descriptions,
and soap of all other descriptions,
On soap,
Soap, &c.
white
soft soap
provided for, valued
valued
otherwise provided
soap otherwiSe
and soap
soap and
except soft
colored, except
or colored,
white or
at
above five
pound, a
duty of
of two
two mills per pound;
pound; valued
valued
a duty
per pound,
cents per
five cents
not above
at not
at
above five
five cents
cents per
a duty of one cent per pound.
per pound, a
at above
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On
honey, cream,
cream, transparent,
and all
all descriptions
descriptions
On soap,
soap, fancy,
fancy, scented,
scented, honey,
transparent, and
duty of
five cents
gents per
per pound.
of toilet and
and shaving
shaving soap,
soap, a
a duty
of five
pound.
On soft
soft soap,
soap, aaduty
of five
per centum
valorem.
On
duty of
five per
centum ad
ad valorem.
On all uncompounded
otherwise provided for,
uncompounded chemical productions,
productions, not otherwise

duty of
of five
five per
aaduty
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
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Soap.
UccompoundUncompounded chemicals.
chemicals.
ed

out.
On essential oils, of all descriptions, aa duty of five per centum ad Essential oils.
valorem.
valorem.
preserved meats,
On pickles, preserved
preserved fruits, preserved vegetables,
vegetables, preserved
meats, Pickles.
fish,
air-tight packages,
packages, a
aduty
per
fish, and
and shellfish
shellfish in
in cans,
cans, kegs, or air-tight
duty of
of five
five per
centum
eentum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
On
duty of
On bill-heads,
bill-heads, printed,
printed, printed
printed cards,
cards, and
and printed
printed circulars,
circulars, aaduty
of five
five Bill-heads.
per centum
ad valorem.
Post,
476.
per
centum ad
valorem.
Post, p. 476.
magazines, pamphlets,
On all printed
printed books,
books, magazines,
pamphlets, reviews, and
and all
all other
other simsim- Books, &c.
&cilar printed
printed oublications,
publications, except newspapers,
newspapers, a
P-o,t, p.
p. 476.
a duty of
of five
five per
per centum
centum ad
ad Pot,
valorem.
valorem.
stereotypers, lithographers,
lithographers, and engravers,
engravers, a
On productions
productions of stereotypers,
a duty
duty of
of
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
five per centum
On photographs,
photographs, or any other sun picture, being copies
copies of engravings
engravings or Photographs.
works of art, or used for the illustration
illustration of books, and on photographs
photographs so Post,
Post, p. 476.
476.
small in size that stamps cannot be affixed,
affixed, a
a duty of
of five
five per centum
centum ad
ad
valorem.
valorem.
On all repairs of engines, cars, carriages, or other articles, when such Repairs of enrepairs increase
increase the value of the articles
articles so repaired ten per centur
centum or gines,
glues ,&c.
&C
.
over, aaduty of three per centum
increased value:
value: Provided,
Provided, That
centum on such increased
That
on such repairs
repairs made upon ships, steamboats,
steamboats, or other vessels, a
a duty of
of
two
two per centum
centum only on
on the increased
increased value
value shall be
be assessed.
assessed.
On the hulls, as launched, of
of all
all ships, barks,
barks, brigs,
brigs, schooners,
schooners, sloops,
sloops, Hulls of vessels.*
water craft, (not
sail-boats, steamboats,
steamboats, canal-boats, and all other vessels
vessels or water
(not sels
including
finished, Post,
Post, p. 476.
including engines
engines or
or rigging,)
rigging,) hereafter
hereafter built, made,
made, constructed,
constructed, or
or finished,
a
a duty of two per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
On
sandstone, marble,
marble, and building-stone
building-stone of any other
&c.
On slate,
slate, freestone,
freestone, sandstone,
other Slate, &c.
description, when
dressed, hewn,
finished, a
three per
per centum
description,
when dressed,
hewn, or finished,
a duty
duty of
of three
centum
valorem: Provided,
Provided, That the cost for the
erection, fitting,
or
ad valorem:
the erection,
fitting, adjusting,
adjusting, or
setting building-stone
building-stone of any description,
description, shall not be included
included in the assessment
thereon.
sessment of
of any
any duties thereon.
On marble,
inscriptions, Marble.
marble, and other monumental
monumental stones, with or without inscriptions,
valorem.
five per
per centum
centum ad valorem.
On lime and
and Roman
Roman or water cement,
of three per
ad Cement.
cement, aa duty
duty of
per centum
centum ad
valorem.
On brick, draining tiles, and earthern and stone water-pipes,
water-pipes, a
a duty of Brick, &c.
&c.
three per
three
per centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
On masts, spars, and ship or vessel blocks, whether made to order
order or
or Masts, spars,
&c.
centum ad valorem.
&C.
for sale, a
a duty of two per centum
On all furniture, or other articles made of wood, sold in the rough
rough or Furniture.
unfinished,
unfinished, aaduty of five per centum
centum ad valorem:
valorem :Provided,
Provided, That all furniture, or other articles made of wood, previously assessed, and a
a duty
duty
ad valorem
paid thereon, shall be assessed
assessed a
a duty of five
five per centum
centum ad
valorem upon
upon
the increased value only thereof when sold in a
a finished
condition.
finished condition.
On salt, a
one hundred pounds.
a duty of six cents per
per one
Salt.
On sails, tents, shades,
or hemp,
&c.
shades, awnings, and
and bags,
bags, made
made of
of cotton, flax,
flax, or
hemp, Sails
Sails,,&c.
material, five
five per
per centum
ad valorem:
or part of either or
or other material,
centum ad
valorem: Provided,
Provided,
That when the material from which any
made
any of
of the foregoing articles are
are made
was imported, or has been subject to and paid a
a duty,
'duty, and the same is made
made
by sewing, a
Post, p.
a duty shall be assessed only on the increased
increased value
value thereof.
Post,
p. 476.
sarsaparilla water,
On artificial mineral waters, soda waters, sarsaparilla
water, and all Mineral waters,
or &c.
beverages used for like purposes, sold in bottles, or from fountains,
fountains, ,or
&C .
otherwise,
provided for,
duty of
of five
five per
per centum
otherwise, and
and not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for, a
a duty
centum ad
ad
valorem.
valorem.
On mineral
mineral or medicinal waters, or waters from springs impregnated
impregnated
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with minerals,
of one
half cent
cent for
for each
each bottle
bottle containing not more
one half
duty of
minerals, aaduty
with
than
one
pint;
when
containing
more
than
one
pint and not more than
one
than
more
containing
when
than one pint;
one
quart, one
cent; when
containing more
than one
each adone quart, for each
more than
when containing
one cent;
one quart,
ditional
quart or
fractional part
part thereof, one cent.
or fractional
ditional quart
Pig iron.
On
pig iron,
duty of
dollars per
ton.
per ton.
two dollars
of two
a duty
iron, a
On pig
iron.
Pig
Blooms, &c.
On
blooms, slabs,
when made
made in
bloomeries, directly
directly
forges or bloomeries,
in forges
loops, when
or loops,
slabs, or
On blooms,
Blooms, &c.
from
ore, a
duty of three dollars per ton.
a duty
the ore,
from the
Railroad iron.
On
railroad iron, a
aduty of three
three dollars
dollars per ton.
ton.
On railroad
iron.
Railroad
Provided,
On
railroad iron,
iron, rerolled,
dollars per ton: Provided,
two dollars
of two
duty of
a duty
rerolled, a
On railroad
That
the
term
rerolled
shall
apply
only
to
rails
the
manufacwhich
for
rails
to
only
apply
shall
rerolled
term
the
That
turer receives
pay for
for remanufacturing,
iron.
not for new iron.
remanufacturing, and not
receives pay
turer
On
advanced beyond
blooms, slabs,
or loops,
loops, and
advanced
and not advanced
slabs, or
beyond blooms,
iron advanced
all iron
On all
beyond bars,
bars, and
band, hoop,
hoop, and
thinner than number
number
not thinner
iron, not
sheet iron,
and sheet
and band,
beyond
eighteen wire
and plate
plate iron
not less
less than
in
one eighth of an inch in
than one
iron not
gauge, and
wire gauge,
eighteen
for
thickness, aaduty
duty of
of three
three dollars
per ton:
ton: Provided,
Provided, That aaton shall, for
dollars per
thickness,
Ton to
to be
two all
of this
this act,
deemed and
thousand
and taken to be two thousand
be deemed
act, be
purposes of
the purposes
all the
be two
Ton
thousand pounds.
pounds. pounds.
thousand
Band,
On
band, hoop,
hoop, and
thinner than number eighteen wire
iron, thinner
sheet iron,
and sheet
On band,
hoop,
Band, hoop,
and sheet
gauge, plate
plate iron
less than
than one
one eighth
eighth of an inch in thickness, and cut
iron less
iron. gauge,
sheet iron.
and
nails and
not including
nails, tacks,
tacks, brads,
brads, or
finishing nails,
nails, usually
or finishing
including nails,
spikes, not
and spikes,
nails
put up
up and
in papers,
whether in
in papers
papers or
or otherwise,
otherwise, nor horseshoe
horseshoe
papers, whether
sold in
and sold
put
Provided,
nails
machinery, a
five dollars
dollars per
per ton: Provided,
of five
duty of
a duty
by machinery,
wrought by
nails wrought
That
bars, rods,
plates, nails, and spikes,
sheets, plates,
hoops, sheets,
bands, hoops,
axe-polls, bands,
rods, axe-polls,
That bars,
nails
not
including such
as are
usually put up in papers, nor horseshoe nails
are usually
such as
not including
wrought
before mentioned,
mentioned, manufactured
manufactured from iron,
as before
machinery, as
by machinery,
wrought by
upon
which the
of three
dollars has
been levied and paid, shall be
be
has been
three dollars
duty of
the duty
upon which
subject only
to a
of two
two dollars
dollars per
ton in
in addition
anything
addition thereto, anything
per ton
a duty
duty of
only to
subject
in this
this act
notwithstanding.
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
to the
act to
in
Iron
On iron
castings used
used for
for bridges
bridges or other permanent
permanent structures,
structures, aaduty
iron castings
On
castings.
Iron castings.
of
of three dollars per ton.
Stoves and
stoves and
and hollow-ware
hollow-ware and castings of iron exceeding
exceeding ten pounds
On stoves
hol- On
and holStoves
three
provided for,
otherwise provided
in weight
low-ware.
low-ware.
weight for each casting, not otherwise
for, aa duty
duty of
of t
hree
ehairs,
[Railroad
,
dollars
per
ton.
ton.
per
dollars
c[ailroad
&c. post,
p.
On rivets
rivets exceeding
exceeding one
one fourth
fourth of an inch in diameter, nuts and washOn
476.
p. 476.1
exceeding five
ers not
not less
than two
each in
five
in weight, and bolts exceeding
ounces each
two ounces
less than
ers
Provided,
Rivets.
sixteenths of
one inch
inch in
diameter, a
of five dollars per ton: Provided,
a duty
duty of
in diameter,
of one
sixteenths
Rivets.
That when
when a
upon the
iron from which rivets, nuts, washers, and
the iron
a duty
duty upon
That
a duty of not less than
bolts, as
have been
been made, has paid a
shall have
aforesaid, shall
as aforesaid,
bolts,
three
dollars
per
ton,
a
duty
only,
in
addition
thereto,
shall be paid of two
thereto,
addition
in
only,
duty
a
ton,
per
dollars
three
dollars
Provided, further,
further, That castings of iron, and iron of all
ton: Provided,
per ton:
dollars per
descriptions
beyond pig
blooms, slabs, or loops, upon which
iron, blooms,
pig iron,
advanced beyond
descriptions advanced
slabs,
no duty
duty has
has been
assessed or
or paid in the form of pig iron, blooms, slabs,
been assessed
no
or loops,
and pay,
pay, in.
in addition
of
addition to the foregoing rates of
assessed and
be assessed
shall be
loops, shall
or
iron so
advanced, a
duty of three
three dollars per ton.
a duty
so advanced,
iron
Steel.
On steel,
bars, sheets,
or wire, not less than one fourth of an
sheets, or
ingots, bars,
in ingots,
steel, in
On
Steel.
inch in
in thickness,
thickness, valued
valued at seven cents per pound or less, a
aduty of five
five
inch
above
not above
pound,
per
cents
seven
dollars
per
ton;
valued
at
above
and
not
valued
ton;
per
dollars
above
eleven
cents per
per pound,
pound, a
a duty
duty of
dollars per ton; valued at above
ten dollars
of ten
eleven cents
Provided,
eleven cents,
cents, a
twelve dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents
cents per ton: Provided,
of twelve
duty of
a duty
eleven
a duty
That steel
rolled, and
and sheet,
or wire made of steel upon which a
rod, or
sheet, rod,
steel rolled,
That
a duty of five per
has been
per
shall be assessed and pay a
paid, shall
and paid,
assessed and
been assessed
has
thereof.
centum
valorem upon
increased value only thereof.
the increased
upon the
ad valorem
centum ad
of
Steam-engines.
On steam-engines,
steam-engines, including
including locomotive and marine engines,
engines, aaduty of
On
Steam-engines.
Post,
p. 476.
centum ad valorem.
per centum
three per
476. three
Post, p.
a duty of two per centum ad
Quicksilver.
On quicksilver
produced from the ore, a
quicksilver produced
On
Quicksilver.
Post,
476.
valorem.
valorem.
p. 476.
Post, p.
Copper, &c.
&c.
On
coppqr and
duty
lead ingots, pigs or bars, and spelter and brass, aaduty
and lead
On copper
Copper,
three per centum ad valorem.
477. of three
Post, p. 477.
On rolled
sheathing-metal, in rods or sheets,
sheets,
copper rolled, yellow sheathing-metal,
brass, copper
rolled brass,
On
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and
and lead
duty of
of three
sheet
ad va- Shot,
Shot, sheet
three per
per centum
centum ad
lead pipes,
pipes, a
a duty
and shot,
shot, sheet
sheet lead,
lead, and
lorem:
That when
any of
of the
the articles
articles herein
mentioned shall
°.
shall lead
lead,,86
&c.
herein mentioned
when any
lorem: Provided,
Provided, That
not
been assessed
assessed and
duty paid
per centum,
centum, in
in
three per
a duty
paid thereon
thereon of
of three
have been
and a
not have
the
form of
ingots, pigs,
pigs, or
or bars,
bars, a
aduty
duty of
five per
shall be
be asasof five
per centum
centum shall
the form
of ingots,
sessed
thereon.
sessed and paid thereon.
On goat,
goat, calf,
kid, sheep,
horse, hog,
hog, and
and dog
skins, tanned
tanned or
&C
dog skins,
or dressed
dressed Goat, &e.,
sheep, horse,
On
calf, kid,
in
duty of
five per
per centum
centum ad
valorem.skins.
sk
ad valorem.
of five
in the
the rough,
rough, a
a duty
On goat,
goat, calf,
kid, sheep,
curried or
or finished,
finished,
hog, and
and dog
dog skins,
skins, curried
calf, kid,
sheep, horse,
horse, hog,
On
duty of
per centum
ad valorem:
Provided, That
That all
all goat,
goat, calf,
kid,
calf, kid,
valorem: Provided,
of five
five per
centum ad
aaduty
sheep, horse,
assessed in
the rough,
rough, and
and
in the
hog, and
and dog
dog skins,
skins, previously
previously assessed
sheep,
horse, hog,
duties have
have been
assessed on
on the
inthe inactually paid,
paid, shall
shall be
be assessed
upon which
which duties
been actually
finished.
creased value only when curried or finished.
p. 477.
Post, p.477.
On patent,
and japanned
leather and
skins of every de- Post,
and skins
japanned leather
enamelled, and
On
patent, enamelled,
scription, a
aduty
of five per centum ad valorem.
valorem.
scription,
duty of
On
oil-dressed leather
and deer
deer skins,
dressed or
duty of
of five
five
or smoked,
smoked, a
a duty
leather and
skins, dressed
On oil-dressed
per centum
centum ad
That when leather
leather or skins, upon
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
Provided, That
per
which
been previously
assessed and
and paid,
previously assessed
paid, shall be manufacwhich aaduty
duty has
has been
tured
assessed
moccasins, the
the duty shall
shall only be assessed
into gloves,
gloves, mittens
mittens or
or moccasins,
tured into
upon
increased value
so manufactured.
manufactured.
value thereof
thereof when so
upon the increased
On
leather of
of all
all descriptions,
descriptions, tanned
tanned or
rough, Leather.
the rough,
tanned, in the
partially tanned,
or partially
On leather
a
of five per
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
per centum
a duty
duty of
On
of all
all descriptions,
descriptions, curried
curried or
duty of
of five
per
or finished,
finished, aa duty
five per
On leather
leather of
centum
valorem: Provided,
Provided, That
That all
all leather
assessed in
in the
the
leather previously
previously assessed
centum ad
ad valorem:
rough
which duties
been actually
actually paid
paid shall
shall be
assessed on
be assessed
on
upon which
duties have
have been
rough and
and upon
the
value only
only when
when curried or finished.
the increased value
On wine
of grapes,
duty of
cents per
gallon.
Wine.
per gallon.
a duty
of five
five cents
wine made
made of
grapes, a
On
On
all other
wines or
known or
denominated as
as wine,
wine, not made
or denominated
On all
other wines
or liquors known
from
currants, rhubarb,
rectified or mixed
by being
being rectified
rhubarb, or
or berries,
berries, produced
produced by
from currants,
with
spirits, or
matter whatever
infused to
may be
be infused
to
into which
which any
any matter
whatever may
with other
other spirits,
or into
be
otherwise provided
provided for in
or by
by any
any other
other name, and not otherwise
be sold
sold as wine,
wine, or
this
act, a
duty of
fifty cents
per gallon:
Post, p.
p. 477.
that the returns,
returns, assess- Post,
gallon: Provided,
Provided,that
of fifty
cents per
this act,
a duty
ment,
and collections
of the
the duties
duties on
such wines
shall be
subject to
the
to the
wines shall
be subject
on such
ment, and
collections of
regulations
the commissioner
commissioner of
revenue. And any person Penalty.
of internal
internal revenue.
of the
regulations of
who shall
shall willingly
knowingly sell,
or offer
for sale,
sale, any
any such
such wine
sell, or
offer for
and knowingly
who
willingly and
made after
the passage
of this
this act,
upon which
which the duty
imposed
duty herein
herein imposed
passage of
act, upon
made
after the
has not
paid, or
been fraudulently
upon conconfraudulently evaded,
evaded, shall, upon
or which has
has been
has
not been
been paid,
viction thereof,
to a
penalty of
of one
one hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, or
or to
to imima penalty
thereof, be
be subject
subject to
viction
prisonment
exceeding two
discretion of the court.
two years, at
at the discretion
prisonment not
not exceeding
Furs.
On furs
descriptions, when
when made
manufactured, a
a duty of
Furs.
up or
or manufactured,
made up
all descriptions,
furs of
of all
On
Provided, That
That all
all manufactured
manufactured furs,
furs, on
five per centum
centum ad
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
which aaduty
before manufacture,
manufacture,
assessed and paid before
been previously
previously assessed
which
duty has been
it shall
on the
the increased
value thereof
thereof when
when so manumanuincreased value
it
shall be
be assessed
assessed only
only on
factured.
factured.
On
cloth and
all textile
or knitted
knitted or
felted fabrics
of cotton,
&c.
or Cloth, &c.
cotton, wool, or
fabrics of
or felted
textile or
and all
On cloth
other materials,
materials, before
printed, or bleached,
bleached, and
same has been
been dyed, printed,
other
before the same
on all
all cloth
cloth painted,
oiled, a
duty Post,
Post, p. 477.
a duty
or oiled,
tarred, varnished,
varnished, or
shirred, tarred,
enamelled, shirred,
painted, enamelled,
on
of five
five per
valorem: Provided,
thread and
yarn, and
and
and yarn,
Provided, That
That thread
ad valorem:
of
per centum
centum ad
warps for
for weaving
weaving shall
shall be
be regarded
regarded as manufactures,
subject to aa
manufactures, and be subject
warps
valorem.
duty of five
five per centum
centum ad valorem.
On
boots and shoes, gloves, mittens,
mittens, and moccamocca- Clothing.
clothing, boots
On ready-made
ready-made clothing,
sins,
caps, hats,
hats, and
and bonnets,
articles of
of dress
dress for
for the
wear of
the wear
of
bonnets, or
or other
other articles
sins, caps,
men,
women, or
or children,
five per
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
That Post,
Post, p.
p. 477.
Provided, That
per centum
centum ad
children, five
men, women,
any
tailor, boot
boot or
maker, hat,
hat, cap,
or
cap, or
or bonnet
bonnet maker, milliner or
shoe maker,
or shoe
any tailor,
dressmaker,
exclusively engaged
in manufacturing
manufacturing any
any of
the foregoing
foregoing
of the
engaged in
dressmaker, exclusively
articles
order as
as custom
custom work,
and not
not for
for sale
sale generally,
generally, who shall
work, and
to order
articles to
make
affidavit to
to the
assessor, that
entire amount
amount
the entire
that the
the, assessor
assessor or
or assistant
assistant assessor,
make affidavit
of
such manufactures
manufactures so
so made
made does
not exceed
sum of
os t, p.
p. 477.
477.
does not
exceed the
the sum
of six
six hundred
hundred P
Post,
of such
dollars per
per annum,
annum, shall
exempt from
exceeding six
hunsix hunwhen exceeding
from duty;
duty; when
shall be
be exempt
dollars
23*
23*
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dred
per annum,
annum, aaduty
per centum
valorem on the
centum ad valorem
three per
of three
duty of
dollars per
dred dollars
excess
above
six
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
excess above six hundred
Cotton.
On
cotton upon
which no
no duty
duty has
been levied,
levied, collected, or paid, and
has been
upon which
On cotton
Cotton.
which
not exempted
by law,
of two
two cents per pound, which shall
duty of
law, aaduty
exempted by
is not
which is
be
thereon, until
until said
said duty
duty shall
shall have
have been paid, in the
lien thereon,
remain aalien
and remain
be and
possession of
any person
person or
or persons whomsoever.
of any
possession
Manufactures,
On
manufactures of
cotton wool, silk, worsted,
worsted, flax, hemp, jute,
jute,
of cotton,
all manufactures
On all
Manufactures,
&c.,
cotton.
Indi aru bber, gutta-percha,
wood, willow,
willow , glass, pottery-ware,
pottery-ware, leather,
gutta-percha, wood,
India-rubber,
of cotton.
&c., of
paper'iron,
iron, steel,
steel, lead,
lead, tin,
copper, zinc,
zinc, brass,
brass, gold, silver, horn, ivory,
tin, copper,
paper,
bone,
bristles,
wholly
or
in
part,
or
of
other
materials
in this act othernot in
materials not
other
of
or
part,
in
or
bone, bristles, wholly
wise
provided for,
for, a
duty of
of five
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
Provided, That
centum ad
per centum
five per
a duty
wise provided
or
Post, p. 477.
on
all
cloths
dyed,
printed,
or
bleached,
on
which
a
duty
tax shall
shill have
a
which
on
bleached,
or
printed,
dyed,
post, p. 477. on all cloths
been
the same
same were
were so
so dyed,
dyed, printed,
bleached, the said
printed, or bleached,
before the
paid before
been paid
duty or
or tax
tax of
of five
shall be
be assessed
assessed only upon
upon the increased
centum shall
per centum
five per
duty
value
thereof:
And
provided,
further,
That
clotli
or fabrics, as aforecloth
any
That
further,
provided,
And
thereof:
value
said,
when made
made of
thread, yarn,
warps, upon
aforewhich aaduty, as aforeupon which
or warps,
yarn, or
of thread,
said, when
said,
been assessed
assessed and
and paid,
shall be
be assessed
assessed and pay aaduty
paid, shall
have been
shall have
said, shall
on
increased value
value only thereof.
the increased
on the
DiamOnds.
On
all diamonds,
diamonds, emeralds,
emeralds, precious
precious stones,
imitations thereof,
thereof, and
stones, and imitations
On all
Diamonds.
Post, p. 477.
all
other
jewelry,
a
duty
of
ten
per
centum
ad
valorem:
Provided,
That
Provided,
valorem:
ad
centum
per
ten
of
duty
a
jewelry,
other
all
Post, p. 477.
thereof, imported
when diamonds,
stones, or
imported
imitations thereof,
or imitations
precious stones,
emeralds, precious
diamonds, emeralds,
when
from foreign
or upon
upon which
import duties
shall
duties have been paid, shall
which import
countries, or
foreign countries,
from
assessed
be
be
set
or
reset
in
gold,
or
any
other
material,
the
duty
assessed
shall
duty
the
material,
other
any
or
gold,
in
reset
or
be set
and paid
paid upon
upon the
value only of the settings.
the value
and
tobacco,
Cavendish, &c.,
On
cavendish,
plug,
twist, and
and all
all other
of manufactured
manufactured tobacco,
kinds of
other kinds
twist,
plug,
cavendish,
On
&c.,
Cavendish,
tobacco.
not
from which
which the stem has been taken out in whole
for, from
provided for,
herein provided
not herein
tobacco.
[Amended, Post,
part, or
is sweetened,
per pound.
pound.
cents per
thirty-five cents
sweetened, thirty-five
which is
or which
in part,
or in
[Amended, Post, or
the leaf not
in, the
pp. 477, 4781
On
tobacco manufactured
manufactured with
with all
all the
the stem
stem in,
smoking tobacco
On smoking
477, 478.]
pp.
known
tobacco
refuse
on
having
been
butted
or
stripped
from
the
stem,
tobacco
known
and
stem,
the
from
stripped
or
butted
having been
as fine-cut
fine-cut shorts,
shorts, twenty-five
twenty-five cents per pound.
as
On smoking-tobacco
smoking-tobacco made
stems, and not mixed with
of stems,
exclusively of
made exclusively
On
pound.
per
cents
leaf
or
leaf
and
stems,
fifteen
stems,
leaf or leaf and
for tobacco, ground
Snuff.
On
snuff, manufactured
manufactured of
of tobacco,
or any
any substitute
substitute for
ground
tobacco, or
On snuff,
Snuff.
thirty-five
descriptions,
otherwise,
or
Post,
p.
477.
dry
or
damp,
pickled,
scented,
otherwise,
of
all
descriptions,
thirty-five
scented,
pickled,
damp,
or
dry
477.
p.
Post,
cents per pound.
Chewing-toOn
fine-cut chewing-tobacco,
chewing-tobacco, whether
manufactured with the stems in
whether manufactured
On fine-cut
Chewing-tobacco.
or
not,
or
however
sold,
loose,
in
bulk, or in packages, papers,
whether
sold,
however
or
not,
or
bacco.
cents per pound.
Post, p.
p. 477.
wrappers, or
or boxes,
thirty-five cents
boxes, thirty-five
wrappers,
477.
Post,
at
a paper wrapper,
Cigarettes.
On cigarettes
made of
of tobacco,
tobacco, enclosed
enclosed in a
wrapper, valued at
cigarettes made
On
Cigarettes.
than
not over
five dollars
per hundred
packages, each containing
containing not more than
hundred packages,
dollars per
over five
not
Post,
p. 477.
one dollar
hundred packages. And all cigadollar per hundred
cigarettes, one
twenty-five cigarettes,
477. twenty-five
Post, p.
rettes
made of
tobacco enclosed
in a
apaper
paper wrapper,
valued at over five
wrapper, valued
enclosed in
of tobacco
rettes made
dollars
per hundred
hundred packages,
same
aforesaid, shall be subject to the same
as aforesaid,
packages, as
dollars per
duties
herein provided
provided for cigars of like value.
duties herein
On
cigarettes made
made wholly
wholly of
of tobacco, and also on cigars known as cheOn cigarettes
roots, or
or short
short sixes,
sixes, valued
valued in
in each
case at
at not
not over
five dollars per thouover five
each case
roots,
Cigars.

Cigars.
Post, p.
p. 477.
477.
Post,

to
beCigars,
packedhow
and to
be packed and
stamped.
stamped.
Post, p.
478.
p. 478.
Post,

sand,
dollars per thousand.
three dollars
sand, three
On cigars,
fifteen dollars per
per
and not over fifteen
dollars and
five dollars
over five
at over
valued at
cigars, valued
On
thousand, eight
eight dollars
dollars per thousand.
thousand,
On
cigars, valued
at over
dollars per
per
not over thirty dollars
and not
dollars and
fifteen dollars
over fifteen
valued at
On cigars,
thousand.
per
thousand,
fifteen
dollars
thousand.
dollars
fifteen
thousand,
fortyover fortyOn
cigars, valued
thousand and not over
valued at over thirty dollars per thousand
On cigars,
five dollars,
dollars, twenty-five
twenty-five dollars per thousand.
thousand.
five
per
On cigars,
cigars, at
at over
over forty-five
dollars per thousand, forty dollars per
forty-five dollars
On
thousand,
the valuation
cigars herein mentioned shall in all cases
of cigars
valuation of
and the
thousand, and
be
the value of the cigars exclusive of the tax.
be the
shall be
this act
of this
passage of
the passage
manufactured after
cigars manufactured
all cigars
And all
after the
act shall be
and correctly
packed in
bundles, boxes, or packages open to inspection,
inspection, and
correctly
in bundles,
packed
labelled with
the number
number and
and kind contained
contained therein, and after inspection
inspection
with the
labelled
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unless
same shall
shall be
to a
for exportation,
exportation,
unless the
the same
be removed
removed to
a bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse for
shall
the inspector
inspector with
with stamps
be provided
provided by
by the
shall be
be stamped
stamped by
by the
stamps to
to be
the comcommissioner
denoting the
thereon, and
affixed
missioner of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, denoting
the tax
tax thereon,
and so
so affixed
that the
or box
box cannot
opened without
without effacing
or destroying
destroying
that
the bundle
bundle or
cannot be
be opened
effacing or
said
box, or
package of
which shall
shall be
said stamp. And any bundle, box,
or package
of cigars
cigars which
be
sold,
manufacturer, except
into a
bonded
sold, or pass out
out of
of the
the hands of
of the
the manufacturer,
except into
a bonded
Cigars sold
warehouse, without
without such
such stamps
stamps so affixed
affixed by an
an inspector,
inspector, shall
shall be forfor- Cigars
sold
without stamps to
feited, and may be
be seized
seized wherever
wherever found, and
and sold, one half of
of the propro- Witehot
stlaps to
be forfeited.
ceeds
the other
other to
ceeds of such
such sale to
to be paid
paid to
to the informer
informer and the
to the
the United
United
every person, before
passage of
of
States. And every
before making
making any cigars after
after the
the passage
this act, shall apply for
the
for and
and procure
procure from
from the assistant assessor
assessor of
of the
Makers to obauthorizing such person to
district in which
which he or she resides,
resides, aapermit
permit authorizing
to Makers
oldtain permit.
carry
cigar-making, for which
carry on the trade of cigar-making,
which permit he or she shall pay tain
permit.
said assistant
assessor the
person Post,
said
assistant assessor
the sum
sum of
of twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
cents. And
Pose, p. 478.
478.
And every
every person
employed, or
working at
at the
the business
in any
employed,
or working
business of
of cigar-making
cigar-making in
any other
other disdisshall, before
any
trict than that
that in
in which
which he
he or
or she
she is
is a
a resident,
resident, shall,
before making
making any
cigars
assistant assessor
cigars in such
such other
other district, present
present said permit to the
the assistant
assessor
of the
district where
where so
so employed
or working,
working, and
procure the
of
the district
employed or
and procure
the indorseindorsement of
of said assistant assessor
assessor thereon,
thereon, authorizing
authorizing said business
business in
in said
said
indorsement the
assistant assessor
to
district, for which
which indorsement
the assistant
assessor shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
receive
applicant the
ten cents.
cents. And
be the
the duty
duty
receive from
fiom the
the applicant
the sum
sum of
of ten
And it
it shall
shall be
of
his
of every
every assistant assessor,
assessor, upon application
application of
of any person
person residing
residing in
in his
district,
or to
upon the
the permit
permit of
of the
applidistrict, to
to furnish
furnish aapermit,
permit, or
to indorse
indorse upon
the applicant,
authority to pursue
pursue the
the tra:le
tra le of
of cigarcigarcant, if
if resident
resident in
in another district, authority
making
district of
of such
such assistant
assessor; and
making within
within the proper
proper district
assistant assessor;
and said
said
assistant
keep a
arecord
record of
permits granted,
granted, or
indorsed
assistant assessor shall
shall keep
of all
all permits
or indorsed
place
by him,
him, showing the
the date of
of each permit, the name,
name, residence,
residence, and
and place
of employment
party named therein,
therein, the name
employment of
of the
the party
name and
and district of the
the
officer
who originally
granted the
who may
have made
subofficer who
originally granted
the same,
same, or
or who
may have
made any
any subsequent indorsements
thereon, and the
indorsements thereon,
the name or
or names
names of the
the party
party or
or
parties by
or, if
if
by whom the person
person named
named in such permit
permit is employed,
employed, or,
working for
for himself
or herself,
herself, stating
and every
makworking
himself or
stating such
such fact;
fact; and
every person
person makaccurate account
account of all the
ing cigars
cigars shall keep
keep an
an accurate
Monthly acthe cigars
cigars made
made by
by him Monthly
count.
or her,
her, for whom, and their
their kind
kind or
or quality;
quality; and,
and, if
if made
made for any other
other count.
account the
name of
the person
person or
or persons
person, shall
shall state in
in said account
the name
of the
persons for
for
whom the
the same
same were
were made,
and his
his or
their place
place of
of business,
whom
made, and
or their
business, and
and shall,
shall,
on the first Monday of every month, deliver to the assistant assessor of
of
oath
the district, if required by
by him,
him, a
a copy of such
such account,
account, verified
verified by
by oath
or affirmation
the same
same is
is true
and correct.
correct. And
person shall
shall
or
affirmation that
that the
true and
And if
if any
any person
procuring such
proper indorseindorsemake any cigars
cigars without procuring
such permit,
permit, or
or the
the proper
he or
or she
she shall
be punished
punished by
fine of
dollars for
for
ment thereon,
thereon, he
shall be
by aa fine
of five
five dollars
each
day he
he or
or she
she shall
shall so
so offend,
offend, or
imprisonment for
each day
or by
by imprisonment
for such
such time
time as
as
the court may order for each day's offence, not
exceeding thirty days
not exceeding
days in
whole upon
conviction. And if any person
making cigars
cigars
the whole
upon any one
one conviction.
person making
shall fail to make the return herein
herein required, or shall
shall make
make a
a false return,
return, Penalty for
for
he or she shall be punished by a
exceeding one hundred dollars, making
a fine not exceeding
making without
without
permit, &c.
or by imprisonment
exceeding thirty days. And if any person, firm, permit, &c.
imprisonment not exceeding
company,
shall employ
procure any
company, or
or corporation
corporation shall
employ or
or procure
any person
person to
to make
make any
any
cigars,
has not
not the
the permit
permit or
or the
the indorsement
indorsement thereon
thereon required
required by
by this
cigars, who has
this
act,
punished by
of ten
ten dollars
dollars for
for each
act, he,
he, she,
she, or
or they
they shall
shall be
be punished
by aa fine
fine of
each
day
such person,
or by
by imprisonment
day he, she,
she, or they shall so
so employ
employ such
person, or
imprisonment not
not
exceeding
exceeding ten days. And if any person shall
shall be found
found making cigars
cigars
permit, or
or the
the indorsement
the collector
of the
diswithout such
such permit,
indorsement thereon,
thereon, the
collector of
the disany cigars,
cigars, or
or tobacco
for making
making cigars,
which may
may be
trict may seize any
tobacco for
cigars, which
be
person, and
and the
shall be
to the
found in
in possession of such person,
the same
same shall
be forfeited
forfeited to
the
proceeds paid
to the
the United
United
United States and
and sold;
sold; and
and one
one half
half of
of the
the proceeds
paid to
States, one fourth to
informer, and the other
to the
the collector
to the
the informer,
other fourth
fourth to
collector
making the
the seizure.
On bullion in lump, ingot, bar, or otherwise, aaduty of one half of one Bullion.
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per centum
centum ad
ad valorem,
valorem, to
to be
be paid
paid by
by the
assayer of the same, who shall
the assayer
per
stamp the
of the
assay as
the commissioner
commissioner of internal revenue,
as the
the assay
product of
stamp the product
under the
direction of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, may prescribe by
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
under the direction
general
regulations.
And
every
and
all
sales,
transfers, exchanges,
exchanges, transsales,
all
and
Sales,
&c., of general regulations. And every
Sales, &c.,
the
portation,
exportation of
gold or silver assayed at any mint of the
gold; &c.,
&c., not
not
of gold
and exportation
portation, and
gold;
stamped,
be
to be
stamped, to
by
United States, or
or by
by any
private
assayer,
unless
stamped
prescribed
by
prescribed
as
stamped
unless
assayer,
any private
United States,
unlawful.
general regulations, as
hereby declared
unlawful; and every
declared unlawful;
is hereby
aforesaid, is
general regulations, as aforesaid,
person or
shall sell,
transport, exchange, export,
transfer, transport,
sell, transfer,
who shall
corporation who
person or corporation
or
deal
in
the
same,
shall
be
subject
to
a
penalty
of one thousand dollars
penalty
a
to
subject
be
shall
or deal in the same,
imprisonfor each
each offence,
and to
not exceeding
exceeding that
that sum, and to imprisonfine not
to aa fine
offence, and
for
No
months.
six
ment
for
a
term
not
exceeding
two
years
nor
than
less
nor
years
two
exceeding
not
term
a
for
ment
those
jeweler,
worker,
or
artificer
in
gold
silver,
shall
use
either
of
those
and
gold
in
jeweler, worker, or artificer
metals
shall have
required
stamped as aforesaid, as required
been stamped
first been
have first
it shall
except it
metals except
offender
subject
shall
by
this
act;
and
every
violation
of
this
the
offender
section
this
of
violation
every
and
by this act;
to the
contained herein.
herein. No
No person
person or corporation shall take,
penalties contained
the penalties
to
transport,
cause to
export, or cause
cause to be exported from
from
transported, export,
be transported,
to be
or cause
transport, or
state, uncoined or unasthe
United
States
any
gold
or
silver
in
natural
natural
its
in
silver
or
gold
any
States
the United
sayed, and
and unstamped,
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
and for every violation of this prounstamped, as
sayed,
vision every
offender shall
shall be
subject to
to the
the penalties
penalties contained
contained herein:
herein :
be subject
every offender
vision
a
providing
Provided,
That
the
foregoing
subdivision
of
this
section
providing for a
this
of
subdivision
foregoing
Provided, That the
only be in force
force from and after sixty days
shall only
silver shall
and silver
gold and
on gold
tax on
When
When this part tax
of acttakeseffect.
act takes effect •after the passage of this act.
of
act.
S
EC. 95.
be it
whenever any
manufactured
any manufactured
That whenever
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
95. And
SEC.
Duty
Duty on arti-

cles
increased in
in articles,
articles, goods,
goods, wares,
merchandise on which an excise or impost duty
duty
wares, or merchandise
cles increased
value by polish- has been paid, and which are not specially provided
value
has been paid, and which are not specially provided for, are increased in
ing, &c:

value
varnished, waxed,
waxed, oiled, gilded, electroelectropainted, varnished,
polished, painted,
being polished,
by being
value by
trimmed,
dyed,
typed,
galvanized,
plated,
framed,
ground,
colored,
trimmed,
pressed,
ground,
framed,
plated,
galvanized,
typed,
ornamented,
finished or fitted for use or sale,
sale,
completely finished
more completely
otherwise more
or otherwise
ornamented, or
without changing
changing the
original character
same
character or purposes for which the same
the original
without
are
intended to
be used,
used, there
collectecl, and paid a
a tax
shall be levied, collected,
there shall
to be
are intended
value,
amount
of
five
per
centum
ad
valorem
upon
the
of
such
increased
upon
of five per centum ad valorem
to be
value of
finished article when
when
of the finished
the value
from the
deducting from
by deducting
ascertained by
be ascertained
to
of
value
sold,
or
removed
for
sale,
delivery,
or
consumption,
cost
or
the
the
consumption,
or
delivery,
sale,
for
removed
sold, or
original
the person,
firm, or
or company
imposed
company liable to the duty imposed
person, firm,
to the
article to
original article
upon the
increased value
value thereof.
thereof. The increasing
increasing of values in the manthe increased
upon
comand any person,
ner
aforesaid
shall
be
deemed
person, firm, commanufacturing,
deemed
be
ner aforesaid shall
pany, or
or corporation
provisions
shall be liable to all the provisions
therein shall
engaged therein
corporation engaged
pany,
of
law for
for the
collection of
of internal
internal duties relating
relating to manufacturers, as
the collection
of law
to
licenses,
returns,
payment
of
taxes,
liens,
penalties, and forfeitures.
forfeitures.
fines,
liens,
taxes,
of
to licenses, returns, payment
SEC. 96.
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That newspapers, boards, shingles,
96. And
SEC.
Exempt from
duty.
laths, and
parlumber, staves, hoops, shooks, headings, and timber parother lumber,
and other
laths,
duty.
tially
wrought
and
chairs, tubs, pails, hubs, spokes, felloes,
for chairs,
unfinished for
tially wrought and unfinished
snaths, lasts,
fork handles, matchwood,
matchwood, umbrella stretchers, aland fork
shovel and
lasts, shovel
snaths,
cohol
made
or
manufactured
of
spirits
or materials
materials upon which the duties
or
spirits
of
manufactured
or
cohol made
imposed by
shall have
have been
been paid, bone dust, plaster
plaster or gypsum, malt,
law shall
by law
imposed
burning
fluid, printers'
printers' ink,
prepared for textile or felting purposes
flax prepared
ink, flax
burning fluid,
block,
until
building-stones in
in block,
marble and slate, or other building-stones
woven, marble
actually woven,
until actually
rough
and unwrought,
unwrought, charcoal,
coke, all flour and meal made from grain,
charcoal, coke,
rough and
bread and
and breadstuffs,
butter, cheese,
cheese, concentrated
concentrated milk, paraffine, whale
breadstuffs, butter,
Post,
Post, p. 478. bread
ware,
manufacture of silver ware,
and fish
fish oil,
value of
the bullion
used in the manufacture
bullion used
of the
oil, value
and
silver
rolled or
prepared for
for platers' use exclusively, materials preor prepared
bullion rolled
silver bullion
other
exclusively and unfit for other
pared
hoop-skirts exclusively
manufacture of hoop-skirts
the manufacture
for the
pared for
shall
use,
tapes and
joining hoops together,)
together,) shall
and small wares for joining
cut tapes
as cut
(such as
use, (such
and
wares,
also
be,
and
hereby
are,
exempt
from
And
all
goods,
wares,
duty.
from
exempt
are,
hereby
and
be,
Post,
p. 478.
Post, p.
which
materials
from
merchandise,
and
articles
made
or
manufactured
have
manufactured
or
made
articles
and
merchandise,
been subject
subject to,
to, and
and upon
which internal
duties have been actually
actually paid,
internal duties
upon which
been
or
imported upon
which duties
which
duties have been paid, or upon which
upon which
materials imported
or materials
such
no
duties have
have been
increased value of such
been imposed by law, where the increased
no duties
shall
goods, wares,
wares, or
or merchandise,
manufactured, shall
merchandise, and articles so made or manufactured,
goods,
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not exceed
exceed the
the amount
five per
per centum
valorem, shall
shall be, and hereby
ad valorem,
centum ad
of five
amount of
not
are, exempt
exempt from
duty.
from duty.
are,
S
EC. 97.
97. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
person, firm,
or corcor- Existing confirm, or
every person,
That every
And be
SEC.
poration, who
have made
contract prior
passage of this act, tracts.
t
rac t4 '
prior to the passage
any contract
made any
shall have
who shall
poration,
by
and without
provision therein
therein for
for the
the payment
payment of duties imposed by
other provision
without other
and
law enacted
thereto, upon articles
articles to be delivered under such
subsequent thereto,
enacted subsequent
law
contract,
is hereby
authorized and
thereof
empowered to add to the price thereof
and empowered
hereby authorized
contract; is
subsequently imposed
so
as will
will be
equivalent to
imposed
to the duty so subsequently
be equivalent
money as
so much
much money
on
said articles
and not previously paid by the vendee, and shall be entiarticles,'and
on said
tled
by virtue
to be
be paid,
sue for and recover, the same
and to sue
paid, and
hereof to
virtue hereof
tled by
accordingly:
the United States is the purchaser Proviso.
where the
That where
Provided, That
accordingly: Provided,
under such
prior contract,
contract, the
the certificate
officer of the deproper officer
of the
the proper
certificate of
such prior
under
partment by
by which
contract was
according to regulamade, showing, according
was made,
the contract
which the
partment
tions to
to be
be prescribed
the Secretary
of the
articles so
the Treasury, the articles
Secretary of
by the
prescribed by
tions
purchased by
subsequent duty, shall
States, and liable to such subsequent
United States,
by the United
purchased
be taken
so far
far as
the same
same is
is applicable,
applicable, in discharge
such
discharge of such
as the
received, so
and received,
taken and
be
subsequent
duties on
articles so contracted
delivered to the United
contracted to be delivered
on articles
subsequent duties
States and
and actually
delivered according
according to
contract:-—
such contract
to such
actually delivered
States
AUCTION
SALES.
AUCTION SALES.

Auction
Auction sales.

SEC. 98.
98. And
it further
further enacted,
That there shall be levied, col- What sales
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC.
c
in luded.
lected,
and paid,
paid, on
sales of
merchandise,included.
real estate, goods, wares, merchandise,
of real
all sales
on all
lected, and
other
articles,
at auction,
including all sales of stocks, bonds, and other
auction, including
things at
or things
articles, or
securities, a
of one
one fourth
of
one per centum on the gross amount of
of one
fourth of
a duty
duty of
securities,
such sales;
sales; and
every auctioneer
auctioneer or
or other person making such sales, as
and every
such
aforesaid, shall,
shall, at
of each
month, or within ten days
and every month,
each and
end of
at the
the end
aforesaid,
assessor of the district of
thereafter, make
make a
list or
of
the assistant 'assessor
or return to the
a list
thereafter,
of
aforesaid, with the amount of
the
amount of
such sales, made as aforesaid,
of such
gross amount
the gross
duty
which has
accrued, or
should accrue
thereon, which
have
which list shall have
accrue thereon,
or should
has accrued,
duty which
annexed
thereto a
adeclaration
under oath
oath or
or affirmation,
affirmation, in form and mandeclaration under
annexed thereto
ner
commissioner of internal revenue, that
the commissioner
be prescribed
prescribed by the
may be
as may
ner as
the
same is
is true
and correct,
correct, and
aforesaid, pay
at the
the same time, as aforesaid,
shall, at
and shall,
true and
the same
thereupon,
to the
the collector
collector or deputy collector the amount of duty or tax thereupon,
to
a penalty
as aforesaid,
thereof shall
subject to
penalty
to and pay a
shall be subject
default thereof
in default
and in
as
aforesaid, and
of five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
In all
all cases
delinquency in making said list or
or
cases of delinquency
dollars. In
of
payment the
assessment and
and collection
collection shall be made in the manner prethe assessment
payment
Provided, That no duty shall Proviso.
scribed in
provisions of this act: Provided,
the general
general provisions
in the
scribed
judicial
be levied
the provisions
sales by judicial
any sales
upon any
section upon
this section
of this
provisions of
under the
levied under
be
or executive
executive officers
auction sales by virtue of aa judgment or deofficers making auction
or
or
cree
any court,
nor to
to public
guardians, executors,
executors, or
by guardians,
made by
sales made
public sales
court, nor
of any
cree of
administrators.
administrators.
&c.
Brokers, &c.
BROKERS.
Brokers,
BROKEBS.
SEC. 99.
99. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
brokers, and bankers doing Duty on sale.
sales.
That all brokers,
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
business as
brokers, shall
subject to pay the following duties and rates
shall be subject
as brokers,
business
of duty
duty upon
upon the
the sales
of merchandise,
merchandise, produce,
produce, gold
gold and silver bullion,
sales of
of
p. 478.
Post, p.
foreign exchange,
promissory notes,
478.
notes, stocks, bonds, or Post,
money, promissory
uncurrent money,
exchange, uncurrent
foreign
other securities
mentioned, and shall
shall be subject to all the
as hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned,
securities as
other
provisions, where
returns, assessment,
assessment, colthereto, for the returns,
not inapplicable thereto,
where not
provisions,
lection of
the duties, and liens and penalties as are prescribed
prescribed for the perof the
lection
having
sons,
firms, companies,
companies, or corporations,
corporations, owning or possessing, or having
sons, firms,
the
management of
railroads, steamboats,
steamboats, and ferry-boats, that is to say:
of railroads,
the management
Upon
merchandise, produce, or other goods, one eighth of one
one
sales of merchandise,
Upon all sales
per
centum; upon
upon all
sales and contracts
contracts for sales of stocks and bonds,
all sales
per centum;
one
twentieth of
of one per centum on the par value thereof; and of gold
one twentieth
and
coin, foreign exchange,
exchange, promissory notes, or other
silver bullion and coin,
and silver
securities,
twentieth of one per centum
centum on the amount
amount of such sales,
sales,
securities, one twentieth
and
of all
Provided, That any person, firm, or
contracts for such sales: Provided,
all contracts
and of
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company, not
being licensed
licensed as
as aabroker,
broker, or
wholesale or retail
or banker, or wholesale
not being
company,

dealer, who
who shall
shall sell,
sell, or
any merchandise,
produce, or gold
gold
merchandise, produce,
sell, any
to sell,
offer to
or offer
dealer,
and silver
silver bullion,
foreign exchange,
uncurrent money,
promissory notes,
money, promissory
exchange, uncurrent
bullion, foreign
and
stocks, bonds,
bonds, or
fide at
at the
time his own propthe time
bona fide
not bona
securities, not
other securities,
or other
stocks,
other penalto all
erty,
and
actually
on
hand,
shall
be
liable,
in
addition
to
all other
addition
in
liable,
be
shall
erty, and actually on hand,
the
ties provided
cases, to
to pay
fifty per
centum in addition to the
per centum
pay fifty
such cases,
in such
provided in
ties
duty.
foregoing duties
and rates
rates of
of duty.
duties and
foregoing
levied anSac. 100.
be levied
shall be
there shall
That there
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
100. And
SEC.
watch, or pianoforte,
nually, on
carriage, yacht,
gold watch,
billiard-table, gold
yacht, billiard-table,
every carriage,
on every
nually,
Carriages,
plate the
yachts, billiard- or other
musical instruments,
and on
and silver
the several
silver plate
gold and
yachts,
all gold
on all
instruments, and
or other musical
tables,
&c.
tables, &c.
respectively,
the same
duties
or sums
sums of
of money
down in
in figures
against the
same respectively,
figures against
set down
money set
duties or
hereto annexed,
or
otherwise specified
in schedule
schedule A,
annexed, to be
A, hereto
forth in
set forth
and set
specified and
or otherwise
same on
the same
or
possessing,
paid
by
the
person
or
persons
owning,
possessing,
keeping
the
on
owning,
persons
or
paid by the person
the first
first Monday
Monday of
May in
in each
same shall be and remain
remain
the same
and the
year, and
each year,
of May
the
alien
paid.
until paid.
thereon until
lien thereon
a
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE A.
Carriage,
chaise, pheeton,
buggy wagon, carryall, rockaway,
rockaway, or
or
wagon, buggy
phaeton, wagon,
gig, chaise,
Carriage, gig,
other
like carriage,
carriage, and
and any
coach, hackney
hackney coach,
coach, omnibus, or fourfour.
any coach,
other like
descripany
of
springs
wheeled
carriage,
the
body
of
which
upon
rests
wheeled carriage, the body of
tion, which
be kept
for use,
passengers, and which
hire, or for passengers,
for hire,
use, for
kept for
may be
which may
tion,
transportation
shall not
not be
exclusively in husbandry or for the transportation
used exclusively
be used
shall
of merchandise,
merchandise, valued
valued at
at fifty
fifty dollars
exceeding one hundred
dollars and not exceeding
of
$1 00
dollars, including
used therewith,
therewith, each, one dollar ..........
$1
harness used
including harness
dollars,
Carriages
valued at
dollars and not
at above one hundred dollars
description, valued
like description,
of like
Carriages of
..... 22 00
above
two hundred
each, two dollars ...................
dollars, each,
hundred dollars,
above two
not
Cairiages
like description,
valued at above two hundred dollars and not
description, valued
of like
Carriages of
00
38 00
above
hundred dollars, each, three dollars ......................
above three hundred
Carriages
above three hundred dollars and not
not
of like description, valued at above
Carriages of
00
66 00
above
hundred dollars,
dollars, each,
each, six dollars .........................
five hundred
above five
Carriages of
of like
description, valued at above
above five hundred dollars, each, ten
like description,
Carriages
00
10 00
.......
dollars
10
......................................
dollars....
Watches.
On
in part of gold or gilt, kept for use,
wholly or in
composed wholly
watches, composed
gold watches,
On gold
Watches.
11 00
valued at
at one
one hundred
hundred dollars
each, one dollar ................
dollars or less, each,
valued
On gold
gold watches,
watches, composed
composed wholly
or in
in part
gold or gilt, kept for use
of gold
part of
wholly or
On
2 00
valued
at above
above one
one hundred
each, two dollars ...............
2
hundred dollars, each,
valued at
Pianofortes.
On pianofortes,
instruments, kept
kept
parlor musical instruments,
other parlor
or other
mclodions, or
organs, melodious,
pianofortes, organs,
On
Pianofortes.
for use,
not including
placed in churches or public
public edifices,
edifices, valued
valued
those placed
including those
use, not
for
at not
not less
above two hundred
hundred dollars,
hundred dollars and not above
one hundred
than one
less than
at
22 00
each, two
two dollars
00
dollars..............................................
each,
hundred
When valued
at above
above two
two hundred dollars
dollars and not above four hundred
valued at
When
44 00
..............................
dollars,
00
each, four dollars ............
dollars, each,
66 00
When valued
00
dollars, each, six dollars ................
hundred dollars,
four hundred
above four
valued above
When
Yachts.
On
yachts, pleasure
pleasure or
or racing
racing boats, by sail or steam, measuring
measuring by customOn yachts,
Yachts.
house
ten tons
tons or less,
each, five dollars ................
5 00
less, each,
measurement ten
house measurement
Exceeding
and not
exceeding twenty
twenty tons,
tons, each,
10 00
each, ten dollars ...........
not exceeding
ten and
Exceeding ten
00
Exceeding twenty
and not
not exceeding
exceeding forty tons, each, twenty-five
twenty-five dollars..
dollars
25 00
twenty and
Exceeding
00
50 00
Exceeding
exceeding eighty tons, each, fifty dollars .........
50
forty and not exceeding
Exceeding forty
each, sevenExceeding
exceeding one hundred and ten tons, each,
eighty and not exceeding
Exceeding eighty
00
75 00
ty-five dollars
75
dollars ......................................................
ty-five
Exceeding
and ten tons, each, one hundred dollars ..........
100 00
hundred and
one hundred
Exceeding one
10 00
.............................
......
Billiard-tables. Billiard-tables,
10
00
Billiard-tables, kept for use, ten dollars
Billiard-tables.
Provided, That
billiard-tables kept for hire, and upon which aalicense tax has
That billiard-tables
Provided,
been imposed,
shall not
billiard-tables kept
kept
required to pay the tax on billiard-tables
be required
not be
imposed, shall
been
notwithstanding.
for use
use as
anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding.
aforesaid, anything
as aforesaid,
for
60
.................
Plate.
On
plate, of
ofogold,
kept for use, per ounce
ounce troy, fifty cents
cents
50
gold, kept
On plate,
Plate.
06
On
ounce troy, five cenfs................
cents
05
silver, kept for use, per ounce
of silver,
plate, of
On plate,
an
to
one
Proviso.
Provided, That
silver
spoons
or
plate
of
silver
by
family
used
That silver spoons or plate of silver
Provided,
Proviso.
amount not
not exceeding
forty ounces as aforesaid, belonging
belonging to any one
exceeding forty
amount
person,
religious societies,
societies, and souvenirs
souvenirs and keepto religious
belonging to
plate belonging
person, plate
sakes actually
actually given
given and
received as such, and not kept for use; also,
alto, all
all
and received
sakes
premiums awarded
merit by any agricultural
agricultural society, cora token of merit
awarded as a
premiums
poration, or
or association
association of
purpose whatever, shall be
persons, for any purpose
of persons,
poration,
exempt from duty.

Garriages.
carriages.

Slaughtered
cattle, swine and
sheep.

SLAUGHTERED CATTLE,
CATTLE, SWINE,
SWINE, AND SHEEP.
SLAUGHTERED
S
EG. 101.
101. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
any
there shall be paid by any
That there
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
thereof, the following duties
person,
agent or
or employee
employee thereof,
duties
or agent
company, or
firm, company,
person, firm,
say:or taxes,
taxes, that
that is
is to
:—
to say
or
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On all
exceeding three
months old,
old, slaughtered,
slaughtered, exex- Slaughtered
Slaughtered
three months
calves exceeding
and calves
all cattle
cattle and
On
cept when
when slaughtered
slaughtered for
and tallow
cattle, &c.
tallow exclusively, forty cents &c.
hides and
the hides
for the
cept
per head.
On all
all cattle
and calves
calves under
slaughtered, five cents
old, slaughtered,
months old,
three months
under three
cattle and
On
head.
per head.
On
slaughtered, ten
head.
per head.
cents per
ten cents
swine slaughtered,
all swine
On all
On
all sheep
sheep and
slaughtered, five
cents per head.
five cents
lambs slaughtered,
and lambs
On all
Provided, That
That cattle,
cattle, not
in number,
and calves,
swine, Proviso.
Proviso.
calves, swine,
number, and
five in
exceeding five
not exceeding
Provided,
sheep,
and lambs,
in all
all twenty
twenty in
in number,
slaughtered by
number, slaughtered
exceeding in
not exceeding
lambs, not
sheep, and
any
person for
for his
any one
year, shall be exone year,
in any
consumption, in
own consumption,
her own
or her
his or
any person
empt
and all
all sheep
slaughtered for
for the
shall pay
two
pay two
pelts shall
the pelts
sheep slaughtered
duty; and
from duty;
empt from
cents
head.
per head.
only per
cents only
S
EC. 102.
and after
the date
persons slaughdate on Persons
after the
on and
That on
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
102. And
SEC.
which this
person or
or persons,
firms, or
companies, lists
tesr
t
i
s
ng
to render
monthly.
or companies,
persons, firms,
any person
effect, any
take effect,
shall take
act shall
this act
which
li
monthly.
or
or employees
employees thereof,
thereof, who
who shall slaughter for sale, [any cattle,
or agents
agents or
calves, sheep,
or who
who shall
the occupant
occupant of any buildbe the
shall be
or swine,]
swine,] or
lambs, or
sheep, lambs,
calves,
ing or
premises in
in which
slaughtered,
such cattle, sheep, or swine shall be slaughtered,
which such
or premises
ing
any cattle,
cattle, calves,
calves, sheep,
lambs, or
or swine,
required to make and
shall be required
swine, shall
sheep, lambs,
any
month
render a
within ten
ten days
the first day of each and every month
after the
days after
list within
a list
render
to the
the assistant
assessor of
of the
the district
the slaughtering
slaughtering is
is done, statwhere the
district where
assistant assessor
to
ing
the number
cattle, calves,
if any,
the number
number of swine, if any, and
any, the
calves, if
of cattle,
number of
ing the
the
of sheep
and lambs,
lambs, if
slaughtered, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, with the
if any,
any, slaughtered,
sheep and
number of
the number
several
of duty
as fixed
therein in
in this
whole
together with the whole
act, together
this act,
fixed therein
duty as
rates of
several rates
amount
list shall
thereto aadeclaration of said
shall have annexed thereto
which list
thereof, which
amount thereof,
person
agents or
or employees
employees thereof,
aforesaid, under oath
as aforesaid,
thereof, as
persons, agents
or persons,
person or
or
affirmation, in
such manner
manner and
and form as may be prescribed by the comin such
or affirmation,
missioner of
that the same is true and correct, and shall,
revenue, that
internal revenue,
of internal
missioner
within
time and
and in
in the
manner prescribed
prescribed for the
payment of duties on
the payment
the manner
the time
within the
accruing thereon, as aforesaid,
manufactures,
pay the
the full
full amount
amount of duties accruing
manufactures, pay
in case
to the
the collector
district, as
aforesaid; and in
as aforesaid;
the district,
of the
collector of
deputy collector
or deputy
collector or
to
of default
default in
aking the
the return
return or payment of the duties, as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
in r
r aking
of
the assessment
provisions of this
as in the provisions
made as
be made
shall be
collection shall
and collection
assessment and
the
act required;
in case
of fraud or evasion, the party offending shall
case of
and in
required; and
act
forfeit
pay a
apenalty
penalty of
of ten
per head
for any
calves,
cattle, calves,
any cattle,
head for
dollars per
ten dollars
and pay
forfeit and
swine, sheep,
lambs so
upon which
fraudulently
duty is fraudulently
the duty
which the
slaughtered upon
so slaughtered
or lambs
sheep, or
swine,
withheld, evaded,
be evaded;
commissioner of
the commissioner
evaded; and the
to be
or attempted
attempted to
evaded, or
withheld,
internal revenue
may prescribe
regulations as he
such further rules and regulations
prescribe such
revenue may
internal
may
correct number of cattle, calves,
the correct
ascertaining the
for ascertaining
necessary for
deem necessary
may deem
swine,
liable to be taxed under the provisions of this
and lambs liable
sheep, and
swine, sheep,
act.
act
RAILROADS,
STEAMBOATS, FERRY-BOATS,
FERRY-BOATS, AND
AND BRIDGES.
BRIDGES.
RAILROADS, STEAMBOATS,

Railroads,

steamboats, ferrysteamboats,

boats and
ald
boats,

That every
enacted, That
S
EC,. 103.
And be
be it
further enacted,
every person,
person, firm,
firm, company,
company, bridges.
br idges.
itfurther
103. And
SEC,.

of,
or corporation
corporation owning
possessing, or
or having
having the
the care or management of,
or possessing,
owning or
or
Post, p. 493.
any
steamboat, ship, barge, canal-boat, or other vessel, or 493. Post,
canal, steamboat,
railroad, canal,
any railroad,
any
stage-coach or
engaged or
or employed
in the
business of
the business
employed in
vehicle engaged
other vehicle
or other
any stage-coach
transporting
passengers or
property for
for hire,
or in
transporting the mails
in transporting
hire, or
or property
transporting passengers
of
the United
any canal, the water of which is used for mining
or any
States, or
United States,
of the
cenpurposes,
subject to
to and pay aaduty of two and one half per eenbe subject
shall be
purposes, shall
Post, p.
turn upon
upon the
gross receipts
canal, steamboat,
p. 478.
steamboat, ship, barge, Post,
railroad, canal,
of such
such railroad,
receipts of
the gross
tum
Provided,
canal-boat, or
or other
other vessel, or
or such
such stage-coach
stage-coach or other vehicle:
vehicle: Provided,
canal-boat,
That the
the duty
duty hereby
hereby imposed
shall not
not be
for the Proviso.
receipts for
upon receipts
charged upon
be charged
imposed shall
That
transportation of persons or property, or mails, between the United
transportation
p. 478.
States
and any
foreign port;
port; and any
person or persons, firms, companies, Post,
Post, p.
any person
any foreign
States and
or
owning, possessing, or having the care or management
management of
corporations, owning,
or corporations,
any
toll-road, ferry,
or bridge,
authorized by law to receive toll for the
bridge, authorized
ferry, or
any toll-road,
transit of
passengers, beasts,
beasts, carriages,
teams, arid
and freight of any descripcarriages, teams,
of passengers,
transit
tion, over
over such
such toll-road,
toll-road, ferry, or bridge, shall be subject to and pay aa
tion,
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of
duty of
of three
per centum
the gross
gross amount
receipts of
all their receipts
amount of all
on the
centum on
three per
duty
every description.
description. But
But when.
when, the
the gross
gross receipts
receipts of any such bridge
bridge or
every
toll-road shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
the amount
amount necessarily
such
expended to keep such
necessarily expended
toll-road
Probridge
or road
road in
in repair,
tax shall
shall be
be imposed
imposed on such receipts: Prono tax
repair, no
bridge or
vided,
That all
companies, and corporations
corporations shall have the
persons, companies,
such persons,
all such
vided, That
Post,
right to
the duty
tax imposed hereby to their rates of fare whenor tax
duty or
add the
to add
485. right
p. 485.
Post, p.
ever their
their liability
liability thereto
commence, any limitations which may
may commence,
thereto may
ever
exist
by
law
or
by
agreement
with
any person
person or company which
with any
agreement
by
exist by law or
may have
have paid
paid or
liable to
pay such fare to the contrary notwithto pay
be liable
or be
may
Post,
Post, p. 478. standing.
Express cornEXPRESS COMPANIES.
COMPANIES.
cornExpress
palsies.
panies.
SEC. 104.
it further
enacted, That
That any person, firm, company,
further enacted,
be it
And be
104. And
SEC.
or
corporation
carrying
on
or
doing
an
express
business, shall be subject
express
an
doing
or corporation carrying on or
to and
duty of
of three
per centum
centum on
amount of all the regross amount
the gross
on the
three per
pay aaduty
and pay
to
ceipts
ceipts of such express business.
Insurance
comInsurance cornpalsies.
panies.

Post, p.
p. 478.
478.
Post,
Passports.
Passports.

COMPANIES.
INSURANCE
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
SEC. 105.
105. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
That there
shall be levied, colthere shall
enacted, That
And be
SEC.
lected,
and paid
one and
and a
a half
of one per centum upon
upon the
half of
of one
duty of
paid aa duty
lected, and
insurance from loss or damgross receipts
receipts of
or assessments
assessments for insurance
premiums, or
of premiums,
gross
insurance company,
age by
by fire
or by
by the
perils of
of the sea, made by every insurance
the perils
fire or
age
whether inland
inland or
or marine
marine or
insurance company, and by every
every assoassofire insurance
or fire
whether
against loss or
ciation
engaged in
in the
insurance against
or
business of insurance
the business
individual engaged
or individual
ciation or
damage
by fire
fire or
or by
by the
perils of
of the
and by every person,
person, firm,
sea; and
the sea;
the perils
damage by
company,
shall issue
insurance
tickets or contracts of insurance
issue tickets
who shall
corporation, who
or corporation,
company, or
aalike
water;
against
injury
to
persons
while
travelling
by
or
water;
and
land
travelling
while
persons
to
injury
against
duty shall
paid by
the agent
of any
insurance company
company having
foreign insurance
any foreign
agent of
by the
be paid
shall be
duty
an office
business within
United States; and that in the acthe United
within the
doing business
or doing
office or
an
count
or
return
to
be
rendered,
they
state the amount insured, reshall
they
rendered,
be
to
count or return
recc ved and assessnewed, or
or continued,
continued, the
the gross amount of premiums rece
newed,
for the quarter
meats
collected,
and
the
duties
law
accruing
thereon
law
by
duties
the
and
collected,
ments
then
preceding.
then next preceding.
PASSPORTS.
PASSPORTS.
SEC. 106.
106. And
further enacted,
passport issued
enacted, That for every passport
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
from the
the office
of the
Secretary of State, there shall be paid the sum of
of
the Secretary
office of
from
five
which amount
amount may be paid to any collector
collector appointed
appointed under
dollars; which
five dollars;
this
his receipt
application
forwarded with the application
shall be forwarded
therefor shall
receipt therefor
and his
act, and
this act,
for
passport to
office of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State, or any agent apof the
the office
to the
such passport
for such
pointed
commissioner of internal revenue,
transmitted to the commissioner
be transmitted
to be
him, to
by him,
pointed by
there to
be charged
charged to
the account
account of such collector. And the collectors
to the
to be
there
shall account
moneys received
received for passports
manner herepassports in the manner
all moneys
for all
account for
shall
passport
for
paid
be
inbefore
provided,
and
a
amount
shall
every
passport
like
a
and
inbefore provided,
account
issued
by any
the United States, who shall account
consul of the
or consul
minister or
any minister
issued by
therefor to the treasury.

Telegraph
cornTelegraph cornpatties.
panies.

TELEGRAPH COMPANIES.
COMPANIES.
TELEGRAPH
S
EC. 107.
person, firm,
firm, company,
107. And be it further enacted, That any person,
SEC.
management
or
care
the
having
or
corporation
owning
or
possessing
or
management
possessing
or
owning
or corporation
of
any telegraphic
telegraphic line
which telegraphic despatches or messages are
by which
line by
of any
of, five per
a duty of,
received
or transmitted,
subject to, and pay a
per
shall be subject
transmitted, shall
received or
firm, company
centum
on the
gross amount
amount of
of all
all receipts
receipts of such person, firm,
companythe gross
centum on
or corporation.
corporation.

Theatres,
Sze.:
Theatres, &c.

AND MUSEUMS.
THEATRES, OPERAS,
CIRCUSES, AND
MUSEUMS.
OPERAS, CIRCUSES,
THEATRES,

or corpoenacted, That any person,
S
EC. 108.
person, firm, or
corpobe it further enacted,
And be
108. And
SEC.
ration,
or the manager
agent thereof, owning,
owning, conducting,
conducting, or having the
the
manager or agent
ration, or
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Theatres, opopcare
any theatre,
circus, museum,
or other
other pubpub- Theatres,
museum, or
opera, circus,
theatre, opera,
of any
or management
management of
care or
ras. &c.
lic
exhibition of
of dramatic
or operatic
representations, plays,
plays, performances,
eras. &c.
performances, e
operatic representations,
dramatic or
lic exhibition
musical
of horsemanship,
or other
other
sports, or
acrobatic sports,
horsemanship, acrobatic
feats of
entertainments, feats
musical entertainments,
shows
which are
the public
but not
not including
including occasional
occasional
for pay,
pay, but
public for
to the
opened to
are opened
shows which
concerts,
school exhibitions,
exhibitions of
of works
shall
art, shall
of art,
works of
or exhibitions
lectures, or
exhibitions, lectures,
concerts, school
be
pay a
aduty
of two
centum on
gross amount
amount of
of
the gross
on the
two per
per centum
duty of
and pay
to and
subject to
be subject
all
receipts derived
by such
person, firm,
company, or
corporation from
from
or corporation
firm, company,
such person,
derived by
all receipts
such representations,
representations, plays,
performances, exhibitions,
exhibitions, shows,
shows, or
musical
or musical
plays, performances,
such
entertainments.
entertainments.
Persons
having
S
EC. 109.
be it
That any
firm, company,
Persons having
company, harge
any person,
person, firm,
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
109. And
SEC.
of railor
corporation owning
possessing, or
or having
care el.
management r
e
ofrailcharge
the care
qr management
having the
owning or
or possessing,
or corporation
oads,
&c.,
to
roads, &C., to
of, any
any railroad,
railroad, canal,
ship, barge,
barge, canal-boat,
other vessel,
monthly
make monthly
vessel, make
or other
canal-boat, or
steamboat, ship,
canal, steamboat,
of,
eturns to assessor any
any ferry,
bridge, as
described in
to assessreturns
in section
section r
and described
enumerated and
as enumerated
or bridge,
toll-road or
ferry, toll-road
or
rs, and pay
one
[three] of
of this
carrying on
on or
or doing
doing an
ex- dties
an exact; or
or carrying
this act;
and two
two [three]
uties monthly.
one hundred
hundred and
press
business; or
engaged in
of insurance,
insurance, as
hereinbefore
as hereinbefore
business of
in the
the business
or engaged
press business;
p. 479.
479.
described;
or owning
owning or
and management
tele- Post,
Post, p.
any teleof any
management of
care and
the care
or having
having the
described; or
graph
line, or
or owning,
owning, possessing,
or having
the control or manhaving the
leasing, or
possessing, leasing,
graph line,
agement
of any
theatre, opera,
opera, or
museum, shall within twenty
or museum,
circus, theatre,
any circus,
agement of
days after
the end
end of
each and
make a
a list
list or
in
or return in
month, make
every month,
and every
of each
after the
days
duplicate
assistant assessor
amount
stating the gross amount
the district,
district, stating
of the
assessor of
the assistant
to the
duplicate to
of their
their receipts,
respectively, for
the month
next preceding,
preceding, which
rewhich remonth next
for the
receipts, respectively,
of
turn
verified by
or affirmation
affirmation of such owner, possessor,
oath or
by the oath
be verified
shall be
turn shall
manager, agent,
other proper
proper officer,
officer, in
the manner
form to be
manner and form
in the
or other
agent, or
manager,
prescribed
from time
by the
revenue;
of internal revenue;
the commissioner
commissioner of
to time
time by
time to
prescribed fiom
and shall
shall also
pay to
to the
the collector
full amount
amount of
of duties
have
which have
duties which
the full
collector the
also pay
and
accrued on
on such
such receipts
receipts for
month aforesaid. And in case of neglect
for the
the month
accrued
or refusal
refusal to
to make
said lists
lists or
or return
return for
for the
of ten
ten days
days after
such
after such
space of
the space
make said
or
return should
should have
made as aforesaid,
aforesaid, the assessor or assistant
been made
have been
return
assessor
amount received and the duties
the amount
estimate the
to estimate
proceed to
shall proceed
assessor shall
hereinbefore
payable
thereon, and shall add thereto ten per centum, as hereinbefore
payable thereon,
provided
of
other cases of delinquency, to make return for purposes of
in other
provided in
assessment;
for the
the purpose
such assessment, or of ascerof making such
purpose of
and for
assessment; and
taining the
the correctness
correctness of
of any
any such
the books
books of
such person,
person,
of any
any such
return, the
such return,
taining
firm, company,
corporation shall
shall be
subject to the
inspection of the
the inspection
be subject
or corporation
company, or
firm,
assessor or
assessor on
or request
And
therefor. And
request therefor.
demand or
his demand
on his
or assistant
assistant assessor
assessor
in
Proceedings in
in
of neglect
neglect or
or refusal
refusal to
to pay
pay the
the duties,
aforesaid, Proceedings
the addition
addition aforesaid,
with the
duties, with
case of
in case
case of neglect
of naeglect
when
the same
same have
ascertained, for
space of ten days after the oraserefusal.
for the space
been ascertained,
have been
when the
same
shall have
become payable,
payable, the owner, possessor, or person having
have become
same shall
the management
management as
addition, ten per centum on the
in addition,
shall pay, in
aforesaid, shall
as aforesaid,
the
amount of
for any
any attempt knowingly to
and for
addition; and
and addition;
duties and
such duties
of such
amount
evade the
payment of
of such
such duties,
the said
or person
person
possessor, or
owner, possessor,
said owner,
duties, the
the payment
evade
a
having the
management as aforesaid,
shall be liable to pay a
aforesaid, shall
or management
care or
the care
having
penalty of
of one
thousand dollars
recovered
to be
be recovered
such attempt, to
for every
every such
dollars for
one thousand
penalty
as
provided in
in this
this act
for the
the recovery
recovery of penalties. And all provisions
act for
as provided
of
act in
in relation
to liens
and collections
collections by
incompatby distraint,
distraint, not incompatliens and
relation to
of this
this act
ible herewith,
herewith, shall
this section
embraced.
therein embraced.
objects therein
and the objects
to this
section and
apply to
shall apply
ible

BANKS AND
AND BANKING.
BANKING.
BANKS
•
*

Banks
and
Banks and
banking.
banking.

S
EC. 110.
enacted, That
there shall
shall be
levied, colcol- Duty
Duty on debe levied,
That there
be it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
110. And
posits;
lected, and
of one
one twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of one per centum eachposits;
duty of
paid a
a duty
and paid
lected,
month
average amount of the deposits
subject to paydeposits of money, subject
the average
upon the
month upon
ment
by check
or draft,
or otherdeposit or
certificates of deposit
by certificates
or represented
represented by
draft, or
check or
ment by
wise, whether
whether payable
future day, with any person,
person,
at some future
demand or at
payable on demand
wise,
bank, association,
association, company
company or
business of
the business
engaged in the
or corporation
corporation engaged
bank,
banking; and
duty of
twenty-fourth of
centum each month
of one per
per centum
of one twenty-fourth
and aaduty
banking;
on capital.
capital.
as aforesaid,
upon the average
average amount of the capital of any bank, associ- on
aforesaid, upon
as
ation, company,
corporation, or
or person
person engaged
business of bankbankin the
the business
engaged in
or corporation,
company, or
ation,
ing
the amount
invested in
United States
duty of
bonds; and aaduty
States bonds;
in United
amount invested
ing beyond
beyond the
VOL. XIII.
XIII.
VOL.

- 24
PUB. —
24
PUB.
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one twelfth
twelfth of
of one
per centum
centum each
of
average amount of
upon the average
month upon
each month
one per
one
association, corporation,
corporation, company, or perassociation,
certified
other
and all notes and other
checks and
certified checks
obligations calculated
intended to
to circulate
circulate or
but
or to
to be used as money, but
or intended
calculated or
obligations
not including
in the
the vault
vault of
of the
the bank,
bank, or
or redeemed
redeemed and
for
and on deposit for
that in
including that
not
said bank;
additional duty
duty of one
centum, each
one sixth of one per centum,
an additional
and an
bank; and
said
month, upon
upon the
average amount
amount of
such circulation,
circulation, issued a
aforesaid,
as.s aforesaid,
of such
the average
month,
beyond the
of ninety
ninety per
centum of
of the
any such bank,
capital of any
the capital
per centum
amount of
the amount
beyond
association, corporation,
corporation, company,
company, or person, and upon any amount of
association,
such circulation,
beyond the
the average
the circulation that had
of the
amount of
average amount
circulation, beyond
such
been issued
as aforesaid
aforesaid by any such bank, association,
association, corporation,
corporation, comcomissued as
been
pany, or
the six
months preceding
preceding the first day of July, eighsix months
for the
person, for
or person,
pany,
Monthly
re - teen hundred and sixty-four.
And on the first
first Monday of August next,
Monthly returns,
and
each month
month thereafter,
thereafter, a
accurate return of the amount of
a true and accurate
of each
and of
turns,
circulation, of
of deposit,
and of
previous month,
as aforesaid, for the previous
capital as
of capital
deposit, and
circulation,
shall be
be made
made and
and rendered
duplicate by each of such banks, associain duplicate
rendered in
shall
corporations, companies, or persons to the assessor of the district in
tions, corporations,
which
any such
bank, association,
corporation, or company may be located,
association, corporation,
such bank,
which any
or in
which such
person may
may reside,
with a
adeclaration
declaration annexed
annexed thereto,
reside, with
such person
in which
or
and
the oath
oath or
cashier
of such person, or of the president or cashier
affirmation of
or affirmation
and the
of
such bank,
corporation, or
company, in such form and manor company,
association, corporation,
bank, association,
of such
ner
may be
prescribed by
the commissioner
revenue, that
internal revenue,
of internal
commissioner of
by the
be prescribed
as may
ner as
the same
contains a
true and
amount of circulastatement of the amount
faithful statement
and faithful
a true
same contains
the
tion,
and capital as aforesaid,
aforesaid, subject to duty as aforesaid, and
deposits, and
tion, deposits,
shall
the duplicate
internal
return to the commissioner of internal
of said
said return
duplicate of
transmit the
shall transmit
Monthly pay
thereafter shall pay to the said commistwenty days thereafter
revenue, and within twenty
pay-- revenue,
Monthly
prescribed upon the
hereinbefore prescribed
meats.
sioner
internal revenue the duties hereinbefore
sioncr of internal
ments.
for
said amount
amount of
of circulation,
circulation, of deposits, and of capital, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and for
said
any refusal
or neglect
neglect to make
snake or to render such return
return and payment
payment as
refusal or
any
aforesaid,
bank, association,
corporation, company, or person so
association, corporation,
such bank,
aforesaid, any such
in
be subject
subject to and pay
pay aa penalty of two hundred dollars,
shall be
default shall
in default
besides
additional penalty
penalty and forfeitures
forfeitures in other cases
cases provided in
the additional
besides the
this
and the
of circulation,
circulation, deposit, and capital, as aforesaid,
amount of
the amount
act; and
this act;
in
proper return, shall be estimated by the assessor or asdefault of the prober
in default
sistant assessor
assessor of
of the
information he can
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, upon the best information
the district as
sistant
obtain; and
penalty, together
together with the duties as aforesaid,
aforesaid, may
every such penalty,
and every
obtain;
competent
be recovered
recovered for
for the
court of competent
the use of the United States in any court
be
Branch
banks. jurisdiction.
And in
in the
the case
case of
banks with branches, the duty herein
of banks
jurisdiction. And
Branch-banks.
circulation of each branch, severprovided for
for shall
be imposed
imposed upon the circulation
shall be
provided
considered to be
be
ally, and the amount of capital of each branch shall be considered
" An
the amount
amount allotted to such branch;
branch; and so much of an act entitled "
the
government," ap1863, ch.
ch. 73,
73, §
7. act
provide ways and
and means for the support of the government,"
to provide
§7.
act to
1863,
Vol.
xii. p.
P. 712.
712.
proved
March three,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, as imposes any
three, eighteen
proved March
Vol. xii.
tax
on banks,
their circulation,
circulation, capital, or deposits, other than is herein
banks, their
tax on
provided,
is hereby
hereby repealed:
Than not apply
That this section shall
Provided, That
repealed: Provided,
provided, is
" to proto associations
associations which are taxed under and by virtue of the act "
to
a pledge of United States bonds, and
secured by a
1863, ch. 58,
58, vide aanational currency, secured
thereof;"
Vol. xii. p.
P• 665.
665. to provide
provide for the circulation
circulation and redemption thereof
;" nor to any savsay[Clause
stricken ings-bank
having no
capital stock,
and whose business is confined to restock, and
no capital
ings-bank having
[Clause stricken
out, post,
479.] ceiving
ceiving deposits and
and loaning the same on interest for the benefit of the
p.479.]
ost, p.
out,
depositors only,
only, and
banking: And proand which do no other business of banking:
depositors
ceasing to issue notes for circulation,
video', further,
circulation, and
further, That any bank ceasing
What banks vided,
treasury of the United States, in lawful money,
which
exempt.
which shall deposit in the treasury
redeemed at par, under
the
circulation, to be redeemed
under
the amount of its outstanding circulation,
such
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, shall be
be
regulations as the Secretary
such regulations
exempt from any tax upon such circulation.

Duty
on circucircu - circulation
issued by
by any
any bank,
circulation issued
Duty on
lation.
son, including
as circulation
circulation all
all
including as
son,
lation.
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S
EC. 111.
individual partnerSEC.
111. And
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That every
every individual
ship, firm,
firm, and
association, being
being proprietors,
or agents
agents of
managers, or
of lotlotship,
and association,
proprietors, managers,
teries, shall
shall pay
pay a
a tax
tax of
of the
the Duty.
per centum
centum on
on the gross amount of
teries,
of five per
receipts from the said business;
receipts
business; and all persons making
making such sales shall,
Monthly lists;
within ten days after the
the first
first day
day of each
each and
and every month, make
make and Monthlylists;
render aa list
list or
or return in
in duplicate
duplicate to
to the
the assistant
assistant assessor of the gross
gross to be given to
which &c.
&C.
amount of such sales,
sales, made
made as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, with
with the amount
amount of duty which
has
accrued or
should accrue
which list
list shall
thereon; which
shall have
have annexed
annexed
has accrued
or should
accrue thereon;
thereto
oath or
or affirmation,
in such
such form
form and
and signed
thereto aadeclaration,
declaration, under
under oath
affirmation, in
signed
prescribed by the commissioner
by such officer, agent, or clerk,
clerk, as may be prescribed
commissioner
of
said
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, that the same
same is true
true and
and correct,
correct, and that
that the
the said
proprietors,
day
and agents
agents shall,
shall, on or before the twentieth day
proprietors, managers, and
every month,
month, as
collector or
tnthly payor deputy
deputy colleccollec- Mo
Monthly
of each
each and every
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, pay the collector
tor of the proper district the amount of the duty or tax as aforesaid. And ments
men s'
in
making such lists or returns, the said proprietors,
proprietors, managers,
in default of making
making such sales,
sales, shall be
be subject to
and agents, and all other persons
persons making
and pay
one thousand
dollars, besides
besides the
additions, penalties,
penalties, Penalty for dede
and
pay aapenalty
penalty of
of one
thousand dollars,
the additions,
and forfeitures
forfeitures in
other cases
cases provided;
providea; and
and the
the said
said proprietors,
man- pa
th in making
and
in other
proprietors, manfault
making
s
agers, and agents shall, in default of paying the said duty or tax at the lists.
time
time herein
herein required,
required, be subject
subject to and pay
pay aa penalty
penalty of
of one
one thousand
thousand
imprisoned not exceeding one year. In all cases of delindelindollars, or be imprisoned
assessments and colcolquency in making said list, return, or payment, the assessments
lections shall be made in the manner prescribed in the provisions of
of this
this
lections
articles, and
manufactures,'articles,
and products:
products: Provided,
Provided, That the
the
act in relation to manufactures,
managers of any
sanitary fair,
fair, or
any charitable,
Raffles at fairs.
managers
any sanitary
or of
of any
charitable, benevolent,
benevolent, or
or religrelig- Raffles
ious
association, may apply
collector of
present to
ious association,
apply to
to the collector
of the
the district and
and present
to
proceeds of any contemplated
contemplated lottery, raffle,
raffle, or gift
him proof that the proceeds
gift
enterprise
applied to the relief of sick and wounded soldiers, or to
enterprise will be applied
some other charitable use, and thereupon
thereupon the commissioner
commissioner shall grant aa
permit to hold such lottery, raffle,
raffle, or gift enterprise, and the said sanitary
fair, or charitable
charitable or benevolent
benevolent association,
association, shall be exempt from all
charge, whether from tax or license, in respect of such lottery, raffle,
raffle, or
or
gift enterprise
Provided, further,
further, That
nothing in
in this
this section
gift
enterprise::Provided,
That nothing
section contained
contained No lottery
lottery
legalized.
shall be construed to legalize
legalize any lottery.
SEC. 112. And be it further
further enacted,
SEC.
enacted, That each lottery ticket, or cer- Lottery tickets
tificate
supplementary thereto,
tificate supplementary
thereto, shall be
be legibly
legibly stamped at
at the time
time of
of to be stamped.
sale with the name
name of the
the vendor
vendor and the date of such
such sale,
sale, under aapenpenvendor of each lottery ticket or
or
alty of fifty dollars, to be paid by the vendor
certificate supplementary thereto
thereto sold without being first stamped as
certificate
aforesaid.
aforesaid.
S
EC. 113. And be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
enacted, That in addition to all other
other
penalties
penalties and forfeitures
forfeitures now imposed by law for the evasion of license Penalty
Penalty for
for selllottery tickets
fees or other taxes upon the lottery
business, any person who
tickets
lottery business,
who shall here- inf lottery
without license.
after
supplementary
after sell or dispose of any lottery
lottery ticket or certificate
certificate supplementary
thereto, or any device
device in the nature
nature thereof, without having first duly
duly
obtained
hereinbefore mentioned,.
of
obtained aa license, as
as hereinbefore
mentioned, shall
shall incur
incur a
a penalty
penalty of
five hundred dollars for each and every such
such offence
offence;;and any person
five
who shall purchase, obtain, or receive any lottery
lottery ticket, or any policy of
of
numbers, tokens, certificate,
certificate, wager, or device, representing
intended to
representing or intended
represent
not
represent aalottery
lottery ticket,
ticket, or
or fractional
fractional part thereof,
thereof, from
from any
any person not
having a
alicense to deal
having
deal in
in lottery tickets,
tickets, as provided by
by law, may recover
recover
fiom
purchased, obtained, or received,
from such person of whom the same was purchased,
at any time within
within three years thereafter,
thereafter, before any court
court of competent
competent
jurisdiction, aasum equal
equal to twice the amount paid for the same, with just
just
and legal
legal costs.
costs.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SEC. 114.
And be
flirther enacted,
enacted, That
That there
there shall be levied, colit further
be it
114. And
SEC.
publishing
lected, and
person or
or persons,
persons, firm,
firm, or company,
company, publishing
any person
by any
paid by
and paid
lected,
pub-any newspaper,
review, or
scientific, or news pub
other literary, scientific,
or other
magazine, review,
newspaper, magazine
any
or
lication,
issued
periodically,
on
the
gross
receipts
for
all
advertisements,
or
advertisements,
all
for
receipts
gross
the
on
periodically,
issued
lication,
publicaall
matters for
the insertion
in said
said newspaper
newspaper or other publicawhich in
of which
insertion of
for the
all matters
tion,
in extras,
supplements, sheets, or fly-leaves accomaccomextras, supplements,
or in
aforesaid, or
as aforesaid,
tion, as
centum ;;
a duty of three
panying
the
same,
pay
is
required
or
three per centum
or received, a.
required
is
pay
same,
the
panying
having
and the
or persons,
persons, firm,
possessing, or having
owning, possessing,
company, owning,
or company,
firm, or
person or
the person
and
the care
care or
of any
any and
and every
every such
such newspaper,
newspaper, or other publipublimanagement of
or management
the
cation,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall make
make aalist
or return
January,
return on the first day of January,
list or
cation, as
Quarterly
April, July,
July, and
and October
of each
year, containing
of
containing the gross amount of
each year,
October of
re- April,
Quarterly reaccrued
turns,
receipts
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and the amount of duties which have accrued
receipts as
turns.
thereon,
and render
in duplicate
to the assistant assessor of the
duplicate to
same in
the same
render the
thereon, and
district where
where such
such newspaper,
newspaper, magazine,
magazine, review,
review, or other literary or
district
news
publication
is
or
may
be
published;
which
list or return shall have
which
published;
be
may
or
is
news publication
according to
annexed a
adeclaration,
oath or
affirmation, to be made according
or affirmation,
under oath
declaration, under
annexed
the manner
manner and
and form
may be
time to time prescribed by the
from time
be from
which may
form which
the
commissioner of
person
the owner, possessor, or person
of the
revenue, of
internal revenue,
of internal
commissioner
having the
the care
care or
or management
or
newspaper, magazine, review, or
such newspaper,
of such
management of
having
other
publication, as
that the
the same
same is
is true and correct; and shall
aforesaid, that
as aforesaid,
other publication,
also,
within ten
ten days
or
after the time of making said list or
days 'after
quarterly, within
also, quarterly,
Payments.
return,
to the
the collector
or deputy
collector of the district the full
deputy collector
collector or
pay to
return, pay
Payments.
Penalty
amount of
duties. And
comply with
with
And in case of neglect or refusal to comply
said duties.
of said
amount
for
Penalty flu
neglect;
any of
provisions contained
contained in
in this
or to make
make and render said
section, or
this section,
the provisions
of the
any
neglect;
list or
or return,
return, for
of ten
or
days after the time when said list or
ten days
space of
the space
for the
list
return ought
to have
have been
been made,
made, as
of
the assistant assessors of
aforesaid, the
as aforesaid,
ought to
return
heretofore
the respective
districts shall
shall proceed
proceed to
to estimate
estimate the duties as heretofore
respective districts
the
provided in
of delinquency;
delinquency; and in case of neglect
neglect or refusal
cases of
other cases
in other
provided
to pay
pay the
the duties,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, for
of ten days after said duties
space of
the space
for the
duties, as
to
become due
due and
and payable,
payable, and
and have been demanded, said owner, possessor,
become
or
persons having
having the
the care
management of said newspaor management
care or
or persons
person or
or person
pena pen
pers or
or publications,
publications, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall pay,
pay, in addition thereto,
thereto, a
pers
or
of
case
for
fraud
or
alty
of
ten
per
centum
on
the
amount
due.
in
fraud
or
And
due.
amount
the
on
centum
per
ten
of
alty
for fraud or
evasion.
evasion, whereby
whereby the
the revenue
attempted to be defrauded, or the duty
is attempted
revenue is
evasion,
evasion,
withheld,
owners, possessors,
possessors, or person or persons having the care
said owners,
withheld, said
or
management
of
said
newspapers
newspapers or other publications, as aforesaid,
said
of
management
or
offence,
shall
and pay
pay a
apenalty
of one
one thousand
thousand dollars for each offence,
penalty of
forfeit and
shall forfeit
or
fraudulently unaccounted
unaccounted for. And all provisions in this
sum fraudulently
any sum
for any
or for
act in
in relation
relation to
additions, penalties,
forfeitures, liens, assesspenalties, forfeitures,
returns, additions,
to returns,
act
ments, and
collection, net
incompatible herewith,
herewith, shall apply to this
net incompatible
and collection,
ments,
Proviso.
section and
and the
objects herein
Provided, That
That in all cases
cases
embraced: Provided,
herein embraced:
the objects
section
Proviso.
where the
the rate
rate or
or price of advertising is fixed by any law of the
where
United
States, state,
state, or
territory, it shall
company,
shall be lawful for the company,
or territory,
United States,
person or
persons, publishing
publishing said
advertisements, to add the duty or
or
said advertisements,
or persons,
person
tax
imposed by
to the
the price of said advertisements, any law to
act to
this act
by this
tax imposed
the
notwithstanding; and that the receipts for advertisements
contrary notwithstanding;
the contrary
Exemption,
to
the amount
amount of
hundred dollars
dollars annually, by any person or persons,
six hundred
of six
to the
Exemption.
other
firm,
or company
company publishing
any newspaper,
magazine review, or other
newspaper, magazine,
publishing any
firm, or
literary, scientific,
scientific, or
publication issued periodically,
periodically, shall be
news publication,
or news
literary,
exempt from
from duty:
provided, fitrtiler, That all newspapers whose
And provided,further,
duty: And
exempt
average
does not
copies, shall be
exceed two thousand copies,
not exceed
circulation does
average circulation
exempted
advertisements.
taxes for advertisements.
from all taxes
exempted from
lea
has
SEC. 115.
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
whenever by this act any
it further
be it
And be
115. And
SEC.
person has
If
a person
more
than one license,
been imposed on any person
any description has been
tax of any
or tax
duty, or
license, duty,
more than
place of business,
business,
place
tax tobe
to be collected
collected or
body, or
property of
person, or incorporated or uninany person,
of any
or property
corporate body,
or corporate
tax
where.
corporated
having more
place of business, it shall
than one place
more than
company, having
corporated company,
where.
revenue
be
lawful
for
the
commissioner
of
internal
revenue to prescribe
prescribe and
internal
of
commissioner
the
for
be lawful
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determine
what district
district such
such tax
tax shall
be assessed
assessed and
collected, and
and collected,
shall be
in what
determine in
to what
the official
official notices
required in
in that
that behalf
shall
behalf shall
notices required
thereof the
officer thereof
what officer
to
be
given,
and
of
whom
payment
of
such.
tax
shall
be
demanded:
Proon manumanuTax on
Pro- Tax
demanded:
be
shall
tax
such.
of
payment
whom
be given, and of
vided,
all taxes
on manufactures,
companies, and
and furores,
collected
factures,collected
manufacturing companies,
manufactures, manufacturing
taxes on
That all
vided, That
manufacturing
corporations shall
and the
the tax collected,
collected, in ere
assessed, and
be assessed,
shall be
manufacturing corporations
the
within which
which the
of manufacture
manufacture is
unless
located, unless
is located,
place of
the place
district within
the district
otherwise
provided.
otherwise provided.
Income
duty.
Income duty.
INCOME.
INCOME.

Post,
SEc.
And be
shall be
be levied,
levied, col[Amended, Post,
col- [Amended,
there shall
That there
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
116. And
SEC. 116.
lected,
and paid
paid annually
upon the
annual gains,
income of P.
P. 479.]
or income
profits, or
gains, profits,
the annual
annually upon
lected, and
every person
in the
United States,
States, or
or of
of the United
United
citizen of
any citizen
of any
the United
residing in
person residing
every
States
residing abroad,
whether derived
derived from
from any
kind of
of property,
property, rents,
rents, Sources of inany kind
abroad, whether
States residing
interests, dividends,
dividends, salaries,
salaries, or
or from
profession, trade,
•
employment,
trade, employment,
any profession,
from any
interests,
or vocation,
vocation, carried
on in
the United
United States
elsewhere, or from any
any
or elsewhere,
States or
in the
carried on
or
other
source whatever,
except as
as hereinafter
such annual
annual
if such
mentioned, if
hereinafter mentioned,
whatever, except
other source
gains,
income, exceed
exceed the sum of six hundred dollars, aa duty
or income,
profits, or
gains, profits,
Rate.
of
per centum
on the
excess over
over six
six hundred
not exceed- Rate.
dollars and not
hundred dollars
the excess
centum on
five per
of five
ing
five
thousand
dollars;
and
a
duty
of
seven
and
one
half
of
one
per
ing five thousand dollars; and a duty of seven and one half of one per
centum per
annum on
on the
the excess
excess over
over five
five thousand
and not
not exdollars and
thousand dollars
per annum
centum
ceeding ten
dollars; and
of ten
ten per
per centum
centum on the
excess
the excess
duty of
a duty
and a
thousand dollars;
ten thousand
ceeding
over ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
the duty
shall be
for shall
provided for
herein provided
duty herein
And the
dollars. And
over
assessed, collected,
collected, and
and paid
paid upon
gains, profits,
or income
for the
the When
When assessed
assessed
income for
profits, or
the gains,
upon the
assessed,
and payable.
year ending
ending the
the thirty-first
day of
of December
December next,
next, preceding
preceding the time forpayable.
thirty-first day
year
Provisos.
levying, collecting,
said duty:
income de- Provisos.
That income
Provided, That
duty: Provided,
paying said
and paying
collecting, and
levying,
rived
interest upon
notes, bonds,
other securities of the United
bonds, and other
upon notes,
from interest
rived from
States, shall
shall be
be included
Proincluded in estimating incomes under this section: ProStates,
vided,
That only
one deduction
six hundred
shall be
be made
Deductions.
from Deductions.
made from
dollars shall
hundred dollars
of six
deduction of
only one
vided, That
the
aggregate incomes
all the
members of
any family
family composed
composed of parents
of any
the members
of all
incomes of
the aggregate
and minor
minor children,
or husband
and wife,
such
where such
cases where
in cases
except in
wife, except
husband and
children, or
and
separate income
shall be
be derived
and individual
estate, Profits
and
and
Profits
individual estate,
separate and
the separate
from the
derived from
income shall
separate
I
r
o
es
a
rs a
gains, or
labor of
the wife
or child:
provided, further,
estontesales of
further, That net real estate.
And provided,
child: And
wife or
of the
or labor
gains,.
profits realized
by sales
sales of
for
within the year for
purchased within
estate purchased
real estate
of real
realized by
profits
which income
income is
is estimated,
estimated, shall
be chargeable
as income;
income; and losses on
chargeable as
shall be
which
sales of
estate purchased
within the
year, for
which income is estifor which
the year,
purchased within
real estate
of real
sales
mated, shall
deducted from the income of such year.
shall be deducted
mated,
SEC. 117.
117. And
it further
enacted, That
That in
estimating the annual Taxes to be
in estimating
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
gains,
or income
all national,
state, and
and municipal
deducted.
municipal deducted.
national, state,
person, all
any person,
of any
income of
profits, or
gains, profits,
Post,
taxes,
other than
than the
the national
income tax, lawfully assessed within the [Amended, Post,
national income
taxes, other
479.].]
year
upon the
property or
or sources
of income
any person,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, PP. 479
person, as
of any
income of
sources of
the property
year upon
from
which said
said annual
annual gains,
profits, or income
should be derived,
income is or should
gains, profits,
from which
shall be
be deducted,
in addition
addition to
to six
six hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, from the gains,
deducted, in
shall
profits, or
or income
income of
the person
person who
who has
has actually
actually paid
whether
same, whether
the same,
paid the
of the
profits,
owner, tenant,
or mortgagor;
mortgagor; also
also the
salary or
received for services
or pay received
the salary
tenant, or
owner,
in the
the civil,
civil, military,
naval, or
or other
the United
United States, includof the
service of
other service
military, naval,
in
ing senators,
delegates in
above the rate
congress, above
in congress,
and delegates
representatives, and
senators, representatives,
ing
of
six hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
annum; and
and there
there shall
also be
be deducted
deducted the
the Dividends on
on
shall also
per annum;
of six
shares already
income
derived from
on shares
stock of any bank, ashssaLesseready
capital stock
the capital
in the
shares in
dividends on
from dividends
income derived
trust
railroad, canal, turnpike,
institution, insurance, railroad,
savings institution,
company, Savings
trust company,
canal navigation,
navigation, or
or slack-water
slack-water company, and the interest on any bonds
canal
company,
corporation or company,
or other
evidences of
of indebted(aess
indebtedness of
any such corporation
of any
other evidences
or
provided;
which shall
shall have
been assessed
assessed and
the tax
hereinafter provided;
paid, as hereinafter
tax paid,
and the
have been
which
also the
amount paid
paid by
by any
any person
person for
for the
the rent
rent of
of the
the homestead
used
homestead used
the amount
also
or occupied
occupied by
family, and the rental value of any homehis family,
or his
himself or
by himself
or
stead
or occupied
by any
person, or by his family, in his own right
any person,
occupied by
used or
stead used
or
in the
the right
of his
his wife, shall not be included and assessed
assessed as part of
right of
or in
Annualgains,
the
person. In
In estimating
annual gains, profits, or Annual
gains,
estimating the annual
of such
such person.
income of
the income
how estimated
income of
of any
any person,
person, the
over and
interestestimated.
how
the amount of interest
above the
and above
interest over
the interest
income
paid
all notes,
forms of indebtedness,
indebtedness,
other forms
or other
mortgages, or
and mortgages,
bonds, and
notes, bonds,
upon all
paid upon
24*
24*

282
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Annual gains,
gains,
Annual
how estimated.
estimated.
how

Annual dedueAnnual deductions, how estitions, how estimated.
ma
d te

Proviso,
Proviso.

Lists of income

Lists of income

to be
returned
be returned
to
under
oath;
under oath;
[Amended, Post,
Post,
[Amended,
p.
480.]
p. 480.]

to state what.
state what.
to
In case
case ofnegof negIn
lect, &c.,
to
&c., to
lect,
make return.

make return,

Proviso,
Proviso.
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collectable,
bearing interest,
whether due
due and
and paid or not, if good and collectable,
interest, whether
bearing
shall
included and
income of such person for
assessed as part of the income
and assessed
be included
shall be
each
year; and
and also
income or
derived from
purchase and
the purchase
from the
gains derived
or gains
all income
also all
each year;
value
sale of
of stocks
or other
property,
real
or
personal,
and
the
increaied
value
increased
the
and
personal,
or
real
stocks or other property,
sale
of live stock,
sold or
or on
the amount
amount of
of sugar, wool,
and the
hand, and
on hand,
whether sold
of live stock, whether
butter, cheese,
other meats,
hay, and
and grain,
grain, or other
meats, hay,
or other
mutton, or
beef, mutton,
pork, beef,
butter, cheese, pork,
vegetable
or other
productions of
of the
estate of
person sold, not insuch person
of such
the estate
other productions
vegetable or
cluding
part thereof
unsold or
or on
on hand
hand during
during the year next precedthereof unsold
any part
cluding any
ing
the
thirty-first
of
December,
shall
be
included
and
part
and assessed as part
included
be
shall
December,
of
ing the thirty-first
of
the income
income of
of such
person for
the gains
gains and profits of
and the
year, and
each year,
for each
such person
of the
all companies,
companies, whether
incorporated or
compartnership, other than the comor partnership,
whether incorporated
all
panies
specified
in
this
section,
shall
be
included
in
in estimating the annual
included
be
shall
section,
this
panies specified in
whether
gains, profits,
or income
entitled to the
the same, whether
person entitled
any person
of any
income of
profits, or
gains,
aforesaid,
divided
otherwise. In
In estimating
estimating deductions from income, as aforesaid,
or otherwise.
divided or
labor
when
any person
buildings, lands,
lands, or
other property,
property, or hires labor
or other
rents buildings,
person rents
when any
to
on land,
'any other business from which such inconduct 'any
to conduct
or to
land, or
carry on
to carry
come
is actually
actually derived,
derived, or
incumbrance
interest upon any actual incumbrance
pays interest
or pays
come is
thereon, the
the amount
amount actually
paid for
labor, or
or interest shall be
rent, labor,
such rent,
for such
actually paid
thereon,
deducted; and
amount paid
paid out
out for
for usual
ordinary repairs, not
usual or ordinary
the amount
also the
and also
deducted;
exceeding
the
average
paid
out
for
such
purposes
for
the preceding five
for
purposes
such
for
out
paid
average
exceeding the
amount
years, shall
be deducted,
deducted, but
but no
deduction shall be made for any amount
no deduction
shall be
years,
paid out
new buildings,
buildings, permanent
permanent improvements
improvements, or betterments,
for new
out for
paid

in
Provided,That
property
made to
increase the
the value of any prope
rt yor
or estate: Provided,
That in
to increase
made
cases where
the salary
compensation paid to any person in the
other compensation
or other
salary or
where the
cases
employment
or service
service of
of the
exceed the rate of
not exceed
shall not
States, shall
United States,
the United
employment or
uncertain or irregor
fees,
six
hundred
dollars
per
annum,
or
shall
be
fees,
by
be
shall
or
annum,
six hundred dollars per
ular
during which
which the
the same shall have actime during
the time
in the
or in
amount or
the amount
in the
ular in
crued
or been
such salary
salary or
or other compensation
compensation shall be included
earned, such
been earned,
crued or
in
person to whom
profits, or income of the person
gains, profits,
annual gains,
the annual
estimating the
in estimating
of
the
same shall
shall have
have been
in such
such manner as the commissioner of
paid, in
been paid,
the same
the
of
internal
revenue,
under
the
direction
of
the
Secretary
Treasury,
Secretary
the
of
direction
the
under
revenue,
internal
may prescribe.
prescribe.
may

SEC. 118. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
That it
shall be
of all
duty of
the duty
be the
it shall
enacted, That
SEC. 118. And be
trussuch truspersons of
guardians and trustees, whether such
age, and all guardians
lawful age,
of lawful
persons
in
or in
tees
are so
by virtue of their office as executors, administrators, or
so by
tees are

other
a list
list or return under oath or
or affirmaaffirmamake a
to make
capacity, to
fiduciary capacity,
other fiduciary
commissioner
the
by
prescribed
nay
tion,
in
such
form
and
manner
as
may
be
prescribed
commissioner
manner
and
tion, in such fbrm
of
assistant assessor
assessor of the district in which he
the assistant
to the
revenue, to
internal revenue,
of internal
or the income of such minors
resides,
of
the
amount
of
his
or
her
income,
income,
her
or
his
of
amount
the
of
resides,
the requireor persons
persons as
as may
may be
be held
held in
aforesaid, according
according to the
trust as aforesaid,
in trust
or
ments hereinbefore
hereinbefore mentioned,
the sources
sources from which said income
stating the
mentioned, stating
ments
is derived,
derived, whether
whether from
any kind
of property,
property, or
purchase and sale
or the purchase
kind of
from any
is
of property,
rents, interest,
dividends, salaries,
profession,
salaries, or from any profession,
interest, dividends,
property, rents,
of
trade,
employment, or
or otherwise.
otherwise. And in case of neglect or
vocation, or
or vocation,
trade, employment,
assess
shall assess
refusal
to make
assistant assessor shall
such return, the assessor or assistant
make such
refusal to
the
amount of
her income,
income, and
and the
the duty
thereon, in the same manmanduty thereon,
or her
his or
of his
the amount
lists
to
refusal
and
ner
as
is
provided
for
in
other
cases
of
neglect
and
furnish
lists
neglect
of
cases
other
in
for
provided
is
as
ner
incompatible;
or returns
returns in
in the
this act,
where not
not otherwise
otherwise incompatible;
act, where
of this
provisions of
the provisions
or
and the
the assistant
may increase
the amount
of the
the list or return,
return,
amount of
increase the
assessor may
assistant assessor
and
that the same
or
of
any
party
making
such
return,
if
he
shall
be
satisfied
satisfied
be
shall
he
if
return,
such
making
or of any party
is understated:
That any party, in his or her own behalf, or
Provided, That
understated: Provided,
is
as guardian
trustee, as
aforesaid, shall be permitted to declare, under
as aforesaid,
or trustee,
guardian or
as
prescribed by
oath or
affirmation, the
the form
form and
by
and manner of which shall be prescribed
or affirmation,
oath
the commissioner
revenue, that he or she was not possessed
possessed
internal revenue,
of internal
commissioner of
the
of an
of six
hundred dollars,
according to the
the
dollars, liable to be assessed according
six hundred
income of
an income
of
been assessed
has
provisions
of
this
act,
or
may
declare
that
he
assessed
she
or
he
that
declare
may
provisions of this act, or
elsewhere
in the
year for,
and has
has paid an income duty under aufor, and
same year
the same
elsewhere in
thority
income
shall thereupon be exempt from income
and shall
States, and
United States,
the United
of the
thority of
duty
jri said
said district;
district; or,
or, if
have been
been
the list or return of any party shall have
if the
duty jn
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increased by
assessor, in manner
manner as aforesaid,
party Proceedings,
Proceedings, if
if
increased
by the assistant
assistant assessor,
aforesaid, such party
list has been inmay be
be permitted
to declare,
under oath
oath or
or affirmation,
affirmation, the
the amount
amount of
of creased
may
permitted to
declare, under
read by
asby asannual income,
income, or
or the
amount held
held in
trust, as
aforesaid, liable
liable to
annual
the amount
in trust,
as aforesaid,
to be
be asas- sessors:
sessors:
same, so
received by
such assistant
sessed, and the
the same,
so declared,
declared, shall
shall be
be received
by such
assistant
assessor as
and a
sum upon
which duties
are to
to be
assessor
as true,
true, and
ag the
the sum
upon which
duties are
be assessed
assessed and
and
collected, except
except that
deductions claimed in
collected,
that the deductions
in such cases shall not
not be
be
made or
or allowed
allowed until
until approved
by the
permade
approved by
the assistant
assistant assessor.
assessor. But
But any
any person feeling aggrieved by the decision of the assistant assessor in such
such
cases, may
may appeal
appeal to
the assessor
assessor of
his decision
cases,
to the
of the
the district,
district, and
and his
decision thereon
thereon Appeal.
shall be final; and the
the form,
form, time, and
and manner
manner of
of proceedings
proceedings shall be
be
subject to rules and regulations to be prescribed
commissioner of
subject
prescribed by
by tire
tire commissioner
of
internal revenue.
Sao. 119.
119. And be
further enacted,
SEc.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the duties
duties on
on incomes
incomes Duties on inimposed shall be
herein imposed
be levied on the
the first
first day
day of
of May, and be
be due
due and comes. when payable.
payable on or before the thirtieth day of June, in each year, until and able.
payable
including the
eighteen hundred and seventy,
and no
no longer;
longer; and
including
the year
year eighteen
seventy, and
and to
to
p. 481.
481.
any sum or sums annually due and unpaid for thirty days after
after the thir- Post,
Post, p.
by the
tieth of June, as
as aforesaid, and for ten
ten days
days after
after demand
demand thereof
thereof by
the
collector,
collector, there shall be levie4
addition thereto
the sum
of ten
per
levied in
in addition
thereto the
sum of
ten per
centum on the amount
amount of
duties unpaid,
unpaid, as
penalty, except
from the
the
centum
of duties
as a
a penalty,
except from
estates
estates of deceased
deceased and insolvent
insolvent persons.
persons. And
And if any person liable
liable to
to
the same,
same, after
pay suth duty
duty shall
shall neglect
neglect or
or refuse
refuse to
to pay
pay the
after such
such demand,
demand, Penalty for neglect or
or refusal
refusal to
the amount
amount due shall be a
a lien in favor of the United States from the lect
to
pay.
time it was due until paid, with the interest, penalties, and costs that may pay.
accrue
accrue in addition thereto, upon all the property
property and rights to
property
to property
belonging to
and in
in default
duty
belonging
to such person;
person; 'and
default of
of the
the payment
payment of
of said
said duty
aforesaid, said
lien may
may be
by distraint
upon such
such property,
property,
aforesaid,
said lien
be enforced
enforced by
distraint upon
property, stocks,
stocks, securities, and evidences
whomsorights to property,
evidences of debt,
debt, by
by whomsoever
for this
this purpose
purpose the
collector, after
after demands
demands duly
ever holden;
holden; and
and for
the collector,
duly given,
given,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall issue a
a warrant, in form and manner to
to be prescribed
prescribed
by the commissioner of internal
internal revenue, under
under the
the directions
directions of the
Secretary of
be
Secretary
of the Treasury,
Treasury, and
and by
by virtue
virtue of such
such warrant
warrant there
there may
may be
levied on such
rights to
securities, and
and evilevied
such property, rights
to property,
property, stocks,
stocks, securities,
evi- Levy.
dences of debt, aafurther
further sum,
stated in
over
sum, to be
be fixed and
and stated
in such
such warrant,
warrant, over
and above the said annual duty, interest, and penalty
penalty for non-payment,
non-payment,
sufficient for the fees, costs,
expenses of such levy. And in all
costs, and expenses
all cases
cases
of sale, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, the certificate
collector shall vest
certificate of
of such
such sale by the collector
vest Sale.
in
of such
such delinquent
in and
in the purchaser
purchaser all
all right,
right, title,
title, and
and interest
interest of
delinquent in
and to
to
such property,
property, whether the property
where the
property be
be real
real or personal;
personal; and where
the
subject of sale shall be stocks, the certificate
certificate of said sale shall be lawful
lawful
authority
corporation, 6ornpany,
association, to
authority and notice to the
the proper corporation,
company, or association,
to
record
record the same
same on the
the books or records,
records, in
in the same manner as
as if transtransferred
ferred or assigned by the
the person
person or party holding
holding the
the same, to issue
issue new
certificates of
therefor in lieu of
of any
prior certificates,
certificates,
certificates
of stock therefor
any original
original or
or prior
which shall be void whether
whether cancelled
cancelled or not. And said certificates
certificates of
of
collector, where
where the subject
sale of the collector,
subject of sale shall be
be securities
securities or
or other
other
evidences
evidences of debt,. shall be good
receipts to the person
person holding
good and
and valid
valid receipts
holding
the same, as against any person holding,
holding, or claiming to hold, possession of
of
such securities or other evidences of debt.
SEc. 120. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That there shall
shall be
be levied and
and Duty on dividiviscrip:
collected a
a duty of five per centum on all dividends
dividends in scrip or money dends
dends in
in scrip.'
thereafter declared
and whenever
whenever the
the same
same shall
shall be
be payable,
stockthereafter
declared due, and
payable, to
to stockor
holders, policy-holders, or depositors, as part of
of the earnings, income,
income, or
fire,
gains of
of any bank,
bank, trust
trust company, savings
savings institution,
institution, and
and of
of any
any fire,
mutual, under
under
marine, life, inland
inland insurance company,
company, either
either stock
stock or
or mutual,
whatever name
called, in the United
States or
or territerriwhatever
name or
or style known
known or called,
United States
incorporated or existing under general laws,
tories, whether
whether specially incorporated
laws, and
and
undistributed sums, or sums made or
dnring the
their
on all undistributed
or added diring
the year
year to
to their
surplus or contingent funds;
funds; and
and said banks, trust companies,
companies, savings inin-
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stitutions,
and insurance
companies shall
the said duty, and are herepay the
shall pay
insurance companies
stitutions, and
account
by
to deduct
withhold from all payments made on account
and withhold
deduct and
authorized to
by authorized
payable
of any
any dividends
dividends or
or sums
of
money that
may
be due
due and
payable as aforeaforeand
be
may
that
money
of
sums
of
said, the said duty
of five
per centum.
centum. And
return shall
made
shall be made
or return
list or
a list
And a
five per
the said duty of
said,
of
one of
duplicate, and
and rendered
rendered to
assessor or assistant assessor in duplicate,
and one
the assessor
to the
and
the
paid
the
said
lists
or
returns
shall
be
transmitted,
duty
to
comand
transmitted,
be
shall
returns
or
said lists
missioner of
of internal
internal revenue
within thirty
thirty days after the time when any
revenue within
missioner
dividends
or
sums
of
money
become
due or
aforesaid; and
payable as aforesaid;
or payable
due
become
money
of
sums
or
dividends
account
said
list
or
return
shall
contain
a
true
and
faithful
account
of the amount
amount
faithful
and
said list or return shall contain a true
of duties
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
shall be
declaration
annexed thereto aadeclaration
be annexed
there shall
and there
duties as
of
of
president, cashier,
or treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the bank,
company, savings
bank, trust company,
cashier, or
the president,
of the
affirmation, in form and
institution,
or insurance
insurance company,
company, under
oath or affirmation,
under oath
institution, or
manner
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the commissioner
commissioner of internal
internal revenue,
by the
as may
manner as
of
that
the
same
contains
a
true
and
faithful
the
duties as aforeaforeaccount
faithful
and
true
that the same contains a

of such list or rein the
default in
said. And for any default
the making
making or
or rendering
renderin g of such list or resavings
company,
turn,
with
such
declaration
annexed,
the
bank,
trust
company,
savings
the
annexed,
declaration
turn, with such
institution, or
or insurance
making such
such default, shall forfeit as aa
company, making
insurance company,
institution,
penalty
the sum
of one
one thousand
thousand dollars;
case of any default
default in
in
and in case
dollars; and
sum of
penalty the
payment
the
default
any
of
making
or
rendering
said
list
or
return,
default
in
payment
or
return,
or
list
said
making or rendering
collection
of
or any
any part
thereof, the assessment
assessment and collection
part thereof,
required, or
as required,
duty as
the duty
of the
provisions
of
the
duty
and
penalty
shall
be
in
accordance
with
the
general
with
accordance
in
be
shall
penalty
and
duty
of the
Provided, That the duty
Proviso,
of
cases of
neglect and
and refusal:
refusal: Provided,
of neglect
other cases
in other
law in
of law
Proviso.
upon
of life
insurance companies
companies shall not be deemed due
life insurance
dividends of
the dividends
upon the
or to
be collected
collected until
dividends shall
payable by such companies,
be payable
shall be
such dividends
until such
to be
or
comnor shall
shall the
premiums returned
insurance commutual life insurance
by mutual
returned by
of premiums
portion of
the portion
nor
under
profits
as
Post,
p. 481.
panies
to
their
policy
holders
be
considered
dividends
or
under
considered
be
holders
policy
their
to
panies
Post, p. 481.
this act.
authorized
Banks neglectneglectSEC. 121.
it further
enacted, That any bank legally authorized
further enacted,
be it
And be
121. And
SEC.
Banks
admake
ing to
dividends
make
to
omit
or
neglect
which
ing
to
make
adto
issue
notes
as
circulation,
shall
or
omit
to
make
dividends
circulation,
as
notes
ditionstoto surplus
ditions
surplus to issue
fund, to return
additions to
its surplus
six
contingent fund as often as once in six
or contingent
surplus or
to its
or additions
fund, to return or
or affirmation
oath or
under oath
a list or return in duplicate, under
semi-annually
months,
shall make a
affir m ation
months, shall
semi-annually
disof the
assessor of
amount of profits. of the
assistant assessor
assessor or
president or cashier, to the assessor
or assistant
the disof profits. of the president
amount
year,
each
July
and
trict
in
which
it
is
located,
on
the
first
day
of
January
in
year,
day
trict in which it is located, on the first
or
within thirty
thirty days
of the
amount of profits which have
the amount
thereafter, of
days thereafter,
or within
months
bank during the six months
accrued
or
been
earned
and
received
by
said
by
received
and
accrued or been earned
shall present one
next
January and
one
and July; and ;hall
of January
days of
first days
said first
preceding said
next preceding
of
duty
a
of
collector
the
of
said
lists
or
returns
and
pay
collector
the
district
a
duty
of
to
pay
and
returns
or
lists
of said
list
make
to
default
five
per
centum
on
such
profits;
and
in
case
default
such
list
of
case
in
and
five per centum on such profits;
or return
and payment
within the
the thirty
thirty days as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be subpayment within
return and
or
Provided, That
act: Provided,
this
Proviso.
ject
to
the
provisions
of
the
foregoing
section
of
section
foregoing
ject to the provisions of the
Proviso.
when any
made which
which includes
or
any part of the surplus or
includes any
is made
dividend is
any dividend
when
contingent
fund of
of any
any bank,
bank, trust
company, savings
savings institution, insurance
insurance
trust company,
contingent fund
or railroad
been assessed
assessed and
duty paid thereon,
the duty
and the
has been
which has
company, which
or railroad company,
contingent
the
amount of
of duty
duty so
on that
that portion
portion of the surplus or contingent
paid on
so paid
the amount
fund
may
be
deducted
from
on
such
dividend.
duty
the
from
deducted
be
fund may
SEC. 122.
it further
further enacted,
railroad, canal, turnany railroad,
That any
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC. 122. And
for
Railroad
and
pike,
company indebted for any money
money for
slackwater company
or slackwater
navigation, or
canal navigation,
pike, canal
Railroad and
payable
issued,
been
have
indebtedness
of
evidence
other
or
bonds
which
corporaother
corp orabonds
evidence of indebted ness have been issued, payable
other
tion bonds.
paid,
be paid,
to be
is stipulated
in one
or more
stipulated to
years after date, upon which interest is
more years
one or
in
tion bonds.
have
may
or
coupons
representing
the
interest,
or
any
such
company
that
such
any
or
interest,
the
representing
coupons
or
stockholdits
declared
any
dividend
in
scrip,
or
money
due
or
payable
to
stockholdpayable
or
due
money
or
scrip,
declared any dividend in
company,
ers,
as part
part of
the earnings,
earnings, profits,
profits, income,
income, or gains of such company,
of the
ers, as
or used
of
account
the
and
all
profits
of
such
company
carried
any
fund,
or
used
to
carried
company
such
of
and all profits
centum on
for
be subject
subject to
on
pay aaduty of five per centum
and pay
to and
shall be
construction, shall
for construction,
profits, whenever
the
all such
or coupons,
whenever
dividends, or profits
coupons, dividends,
interest, or
such interest,
of all
amount of
the amount
to
the same
same shall
shall be
hereby authorized
authorized to
payable; and said companies are hereby
be payable;
the
or
of
deduct and
withhold
from
all
payments,
on
account
any
interest,
account
on
deduct and withhold from all payments,
coupons
dividends due
due and
and payable
payable as
aforesaid, the duty of five per
as aforesaid,
and dividends
coupons and
centum;
and
the
payment
of
the
amount
deducted from
said duty so deducted
of
amount
the
of
centum ; and the payment

t
ailtYltrnd:nafor dePenalty
in making
fault
fa
duplicate.
duplicate.i
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the
interest, or
or coupons,
or dividends,
dividends, and
the president
president or
by the
and certified
certified by
coupons, or
the interest,
treasurer
of said
company from
amount
that amount
from that
said company
discharge said
shall discharge
company, shall
said company,
treasurer of
of
the dividend,
dividend, or
or interest,
interest, or
or coupon,
coupon, on
the bonds
bonds or
or other
other evidences
evidences of
of
on the
of the
whatever, except where
their
held by any person or party whatever,
indebtedness so held
their indebtedness
said companies
have contracted
contracted otherwise.
list or
or return
return shall
shall Returns.
a list
And a
otherwise. And
may have
companies may
said
be
made and
and rendered
assessor or
or assistant
in duplicate, and
assessorin
assistant assessor
the assessor
to the
rendered to
be made
one of
of said
lists or
shall be
be transmitted
and the
the duty paid to the
transmitted and
returns shall
or returns
said lists
one
when
commissioner of
within thirty days after the time when
revenue within
of internal
internal revenue
commissioner
payable, and as often as
said interest,
or dividends
due and payable,
as
become due
dividends become
coupons, or
interest, coupons,
said
every
six months;
list or
return shall
contain a
faithful
and faithful
a true
true and
shall contain
or return
said list
and said
months; and
every six
a
account
of the
amount of
of the
and there
there shall
shall be
thereto a
be annexed
annexed thereto
duty, and
the duty,
the amount
account of
declaration
of the
treasurer of
the company,
under oath or
or
company, under
of the
or treasurer
president or
the president
declaration of
commissioner
affirmation
in form
and manner
manner as may
prescribed by the commissioner
be prescribed
may be
form and
affirmation,'in
of
internal revenue,
the same
same contains
contains a
true, and
account of
of
and faithful
faithful account
a true.
that the
revenue, that
of internal
said duty.
for any
any default
default in
making or
or rendering
rendering such list or DefaultinmakDefault in makin making
And for
duty. And
said
return,
declaration annexed,
annexed, or
or of
of the
the payment
duty as
returns.
as ing returns.
the duty
of the
payment of
the declaration
with the
return, with
a penalty the
aforesaid, the
company making such default shall forfeit as a
the company
aforesaid,
or
sum of
of one
dollars; and
any default
default in
in making
making or
of any
case of
in case
and in
thousand dollars;
one thousand
sum
rendering said
said list
or return,
return, or
of the
the payment
duty, or
any part
part
or'any
the duty,
of the
payment of
or of
list or
rendering
thereof, as
penalty
of the
the duty and penalty
collection of
and collection
the assessment
assessment and
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
thereof,
shall be made according
according to the provisions of law in other cases of neglect
shall
or refusal.
refusal.
or
SEC. 123.
And be
be it
it further
That there
I
shall be
levied, col- Duty on inbe levied,
there'shall
enacted, That
further enacted,
SEC.
123. And
lected, and
on all
payments for
services to
to perof
those
f those in
comes
per- the
for services
of officers,
officers,oror payments
all salaries
salaries of
paid, on
and paid,
lected,
United
United
States
sons
in the
civil, military,
military, naval,
naval, of
employment or
or service
service of
of the
the seice
or other
other employment
sons in
the civil,
United
senators and
and representatives
in
delegates in
and delegates
representatives and
including senators
States, including
United States,
a
congress,
when exceeding
exceeding the rate
rate of six hundred dollars per annum, a
congress, when
duty
per centum
centum on
on the
above- the said
hundred dollars;
dollars;
six hundred
said six
the excess above-the
five per
of five
duty of
officers, unand
it shall
shall be
be the
the duty
paymasters, and all disbursing
disbursing officers,
of all
all paymasters,
duty of
and it
der the
the government
government of
of the
the United
United States,
States, or
when
employ thereof, when
or in
in the
the employ
der
making
any payments
payments to
and persons
persons as
aforesaid, or
offlsettling Disbursing offlor upon
upon settling
as aforesaid,
to officers
officers and
making any
ersto
deduct
and cers
and adjusting
adjusting the
the accounts
such officers
officers and
deduct and
to deduct the
persons, to deduct
and persons,
of such
accounts of
and
withhold the
the aforesaid
duty of
five per
amounts.
at the same time,amoun
and shall,
shall, at
centum, and
per centum,
of five
aforesaid duty
withhold
officer or person from whom such
of the
the officer
make a
stating the
the name of
a certificate
certificate stating
make
which shall be transmitted
deduction was
made, and
the amount
amount thereof,
transmitted
thereof, which
and the
was made,
deduction
to
of internal
internal revenue,
entered as part
and entered
revenue, and
the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
to the
the office
office of
receipts, or account
of
and the pay-roll,
pay-roll, receipts,
account of officers or
or
duties; and
internal duties;
of the
the internal
fact
be made
made to exhibit the fact
persons
paying such
duty, as
aforesaid, shall
shall be
as aforesaid,
such duty,
persons paying
of
such payment.
And it
shall be
be the
duty of
of the
the several
several auditors
auditors of
of
the duty
it shall
payment. And
of such
the
Department, when auditing the accounts
accounts of any paymaster or
or
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
such
the accounts
disbursing officer,
officer, or
or when
accounts of any such
settling or adjusting the
when settling
disbursing
officer, to
to require
taxes mentioned
mentioned in this secor taxes
duties or
the duties
that the
evidence that
require evidence
officer,
to the commissioner of internal
tion have
deducted or paid
internal
paid over to
been deducted
have been
tion
money shall be regarded as
revenue: Provided,
payments of
as
of prize money
That payments
Provided, That
revenue:
from salaries,
salaries, and the duty thereon shall be adjusted and collected
income from
in like manner.
LEGACIES AND
DISTRIBUTIVE SHARES
SHARES OF
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
PROPERTY.
OF PERSONAL
AND DISTRIBUTIVE
LEGACIES
SEC. 124.
124. And
enacted, That any person or persons havit further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
legaing
in charge
charge or
trust, as
as administrators,
executors, or
or trustees,
trustees, any
any legaadministrators, executors,
or trust,
ing in
the whole
cies
or distributive
distributive shares
personal property,
where the
whole
property, where
from personal
arising from
shares arising
cies or
amount
property, as aforesaid, shall exceed
exceed the sum of
of
personal property,
of such
such personal
amount of
one
dollars in
value, passing,
passing, after
passage of this act,
after the passage
actual value,
in actual
one thousand
thousand dollars
by will or by the intesfrom
any person
person possessed
such property,
intesproperty, either by
of such
possessed of
from any
property or interest
tate laws
state or
or territory,
or any
any personal
personal property
interest
territory, or
of any
any state
laws of
tate
therein, transferred
transferred by
by deed,
deed, grant,
bargain, sale,
sale, or
made or
or intended
intended
gift, made
or gift,„
grant, bargain,
therein,
death of the grantor
to
take effect
effect in
possession or
grantor
or enjoyment
enjoyment after the death
in possession
to take
or
persons, or to any body or bodies politic or
or bargainor,
to any
person or persons,
any person
bargainor, to

Legacies, &c.
Legacies,
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corporate, in
in trust
trust or
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall
to
shall be, and hereby are, made subject to
corporate,
say:-—
a
duty or
tax, to
to be
paid to
to the United States, as follows, that is to say:
be paid
or tax,
a duty
First.
Whesre the
person or
persons entitled
to any
any beneficial
interest
beneficial interest
entitled to
operersons
the person
First. WheSe
in
property shall
lineal ancestor,
ancestor, brother or
or
or lineal
issue or
lineal issue
the lineal
be the
shall be
such property
in such
sister, to
died possessed
possessed of
of such
such property, as aforesaid, at
who died
person who
the person
to the
sister,
the rate
rate of
of one
for each
each and
dollars of the clear value
value
hundred dollars
every hundred
and every
dollar for
one dollar
the
of such
in such
property.
such property.
interest in
such interest
of
Second. Where
person or
or persons
any beneficial
interest
beneficial interest
to any
entitled to
persons entitled
the person
Where the
Second.
in
such property
be aadescendant
a brother or sister of the person
descendant of a
shall be
property shall
in such
who
died possessed,
possessed, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, at
at the
the rate
of two dollars
dollars for each and
rate of
who died
such
every
hundred
dollars
of
the
clear
value
interest.
of
value
clear
the
of
dollars
every hundred
interest
Third. Where
Where the
beneficial interest
any beneficial
to any
entitled to
persons entitled
or persons
person or
the person
Third.
a
in such
or sister
of the
father or mother, or a
the father
sister of
brother or
be aabrother
shall be
property shall
such property
in
who
person
descendant
of
a
brother
or
sister
of
the
of
the
mother,
or
father
the
of
sister
or
brother
a
descendant of
died
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, at
at the
the rate
dollars for each and every
four dollars
of four
rate of
possessed, as
died possessed,
hundred
of the
clear value of such interest.
the clear
dollars of
hundred dollars
Fourth.
Where the
the person
person or
beneficial interest
any beneficial
to any
entitled to
persons entitled
or persons
Fourth. Where
grandfather or grandin
property shall
shall be
be a
grandsister of the grandfather
brother or sister
a brother
such property
in such
grandfather or
mother, tfr
descendant of
of the
the brother
brother or sister of the grandfather
a descendant
&r a
mother,
of
rate of
aforesaid, at the rate
grandmother, of
the person who died possessed as aforesaid,
of the
grandmother,
five dollars
each and
and every
hundred dollars
of the clear
clear value of such
such
dollars of
every hundred
for each
dollars for
five
interest.
interest.
Fifth.
Where the
person or
beneficial interest
interest
persons entitled to any beneficial
or persons
the person
Fifth. Where
in
such
property
shall
be
in
any
other
degree
of
collateral
consanguinity
consanguinity
collateral
of
degree
other
any
in
be
shall
property
such
in
than
hereinbefore stated,
or shall
shall be
person
be aastranger in blood to the person
stated, or
is hereinbefbre
than is
who
possessed, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or shall be a
a body politic or corporate,
corporate,
died possessed,
who died
at the
rate of
of six
six dollars
for each
each and
and every
every hundred dollars of the clear
clear
dollars for
the rate
at
legacies or property
What exempt
exempt value
value of
such interest:
interest: Provided,
property passing
pas sin g
Provided, That all legacies
of such
What
from tax.
by will,
or by
by the
the laws
laws of
of any
any state
or territory,
territory, to husband or wife of
state or
will, or
by
om
tax.
the
who died
possessed, as aforesaid, shall be exempt from tax or
or
died possessed,
person who
the person
duty.
duty.
Duty to
SEC. 125.
it further
further enacted,
aforesaid shall
enacted, That the tax or duty aforesaid
be it
And be
125. And
SEC.
be aa
to be
Duty
lien.
be
lien and
and charge
person who may die as
upon the property of every person
charge upon
a lien
be a
lien.
aforesaid, for
for twenty
twenty years,
or until the same shall, within that period, be
years, or
aforesaid,
fully
paid to
to and
the United
United States; and every executor,
by the
discharged by
and discharged
fully paid
administatator, or
payment and
legatees,
distribution to the legatees,
and distribution
before payment
trustee, before
or trustee,
administrator,
the colto
therein,
or
any
parties
entitled
to
beneficial
interest
therein,
shall
pay
interest
beneficial
to
entitled
or any parties
lector or
of which
which the deceased person was
district of
the district
of the
collector of
deputy collector
or deputy
lector
resident, the
amount of
of the
or tax assessed
or
assessed upon such legacy or
duty or
the duty
the amount
aaresident,
distributive
share, and
make and render to the assessor or assistalso make
shall also
and shall
distributive share,
Lists.
ant
assessor of
said district
district a
schedule, list,
list, or
or statement,
statement, in duplicate,
a schedule,
the said
of the
ant assessor
Lists.
of
the
amount
of
such
legacy
or
distributive
share,
together
together with the
share,
distributive
or
legacy
such
of
amount
the
of
by
thereon, verified
amount
of duty
duty which
has accrued,
verified by
accrued, or shall accrue, thereon,
which has
amount of
his
oath or
to be
be administered
administered and certified thereon
thereon by some
some
affirmation, to
or affirmation,
his oath
magistrate
or officer
having lawful power to administer such oaths, in such
officer having
magistrate or
form and
manner as
as may
prescribed by
commissioner of internal
the commissioner
by the
be prescribed
may be
and manner
form
revenue, which
which schedule,
or statement
statement shall
contain the names of
shall contain
list, or
schedule, list,
revenue,
each
person entitled
to any
together
beneficial interest therein, together
any beneficial
entitled to
every person
and every
each and
with
the clear
clear value
of such
interest, the duplicate of which schedule,
such interest,
value of
with the
list, or
statement shall
be by
by him
immediately delivered,
delivered, and the tax
him immediately
shall be
or statement
list,
thereon paid
paid to
to such
collector; and
and upon
such payment
payment and delivery of
upon such
such collector;
thereon
such
schedule, list,
collector or deputy
deputy collector shall
or statement, said collector
list, or
such schedule,
for
or receipts
receipt
a
grant
to
such
person,
paying
such
duty
or
tax,
a
receipt
or
receipts for
person,
such
to
grant
the
same in
prepared as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided.
duplicate, which shall be prepared
in duplicate,
the same
or
Such
delivered by such collector or
duly signed and delivered
receipts, duly
or receipts,
receipt or
Such receipt
deputy collector,
shall be
be sufficient
sufficient evidence
entitle such executor,
executor, adevidence to entitle
collector, shall
deputy
ministrator, or
to be credited
credited and allowed
allowed such payment by every
every
trustee, to
or trustee,
ministrator,
emstate
tribunal
which,
by
the
laws
any
or territory, is, or may be, emof
laws
the
by
which,
tribunal
adminisand adminispowered
decide upon and settle the accounts of executors and
to decide
powered to
Duty
legaon IegaDuty on
ies, &c.
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Refusal or
or negtrators.
in case
case such
such executor,
administrator, or
trustee, shall
shall refuse
refuse
negRefusal
or trustee,
executor, administrator,
And in
trators. And
c t to pay.
or
to pay
the aforesaid
aforesaid duty
or tax
or deputy
col- I
to pay.
leect
deputy colcollector or
tax to
to the
the collector
duty or
pay the
neglect to
or neglect
lector, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, within
the time
hereinbefore provided,
provided, or
or shall
neglect
shall neglect
time hereinbefore
within the
lector,
or
refuse to
collector or
collector the
the duplicate
duplicate of
of
or deputy
deputy collector
to said
said collector
to deliver
deliver to
or refuse
the
list, or
statement of
such legacies,
legacies, property,
property, or
or 'personal
personal
of such
or statement
schedule, list,
the schedule,
estate,
oath, as
aforesaid, or
or refuse
refuse to deliver
deliver the
neglect or
or shall
shall neglect
as aforesaid,
under oath,
estate, under
schedule, list,
statement of
legacies, property,
property, or
personal estate,
or personal
of such
such legacies,
list, or
or statement
schedule,
under oath,
oath, as
aforesaid, or
or shall
shall deliver
to said
assistant
or assistant
assessor or
said assessor
deliver to
as aforesaid,
under
assessor a
of such
legacies, property,
per- False schedules.
or perproperty, or
such legacies,
statement of
or statement
a false
false schedule
schedule or
assessor
sonal estate,
estate, or
and relationship
relationship of
of the
persons entitled
entitled
the persons
names and
or give
give the
the names
sonal
and correctly
correctly
shall not
not truly
truly and
therein untruly,
untruly, or shall
to beneficial
beneficial interests
interests therein
set
clear value
value of
of such
interest,
such beneficial
beneficial interest,
the clear
and state
state therein
therein the
set forth
forth and
or
no administration
upon such
shall
estate shall
personal estate
property or personal
such property
administration upon
or where
where no
have
granted or
under existing
existing laws,
laws, the
the assistant
assistant asasor allowed
allowed under
been granted
have been
sessor
make out
valuation aS
as in other cases of negand valuation
out such lists and
shall make
sessor shall
lect
or refusal,
collector
the duty thereon; and the collector
shall assess
assess the
refusal, and shall
lect or
shall commence
appropriate proceedings
proceedings before
before any
court of the United
any court
shall
commence appropriate
States,
in the
the name
United States,
against such person or perStates, against
name of
of the United
States, in
sons as
as may
constructive custody or possession of
sons
may have the actual or constructive
such property
property or
or personal
personal estate,
estate, or
part thereof,
thereof, and
subject
and shall subject
or any
any part
such
such property
personal estate,
estate, or
or any
any portion of
be sold
sold Property to be
the same,
same, to be
of- the
or personal
such
property or
upon the
judgment or decree of
soldand from the proceeds of sold.
of such
such court, and
the judgment
upon
such sale
sale the amount
together with all costs and
tax or duty,
duty, together
amount of such tax
such
expenses of
every description
to be
allowed by
such court,
by such
court, shall be
be allowed
description to
of every
expenses
first paid,
according to
to the order
order of
any, deposited according
the balance,
balance, if any,
paid, and
and the
first
direction to such person or persons as
its direction
to be paid
paid under its
such court,
court, to
shall
or any
any proper
proper condeed or deeds,
deeds, or
same. The
The deed
title to the
the same.
shall establish
establish title
veyance
so
portion thereof,
thereof, so
estate, or any
any portion
property or personal
personal estate,
veyance of
of such property
sold
under such
such judgment
judgment or
decree, executed
executed by the officer lawfully
or decree,
sold under
charged
carrying the
purchaser Effect
Effect of
of deed
deed
effect, shall
shall vest in the purchaser
the same
same into
into effect,
charged with
with carrying
of sale.
thereof
personal estate of sale.
property or personal
to the property
delinquent to
title of the delinquent
all the
the title
thereof all
sold
decree, and
and shall release
judgment or
or decree,
of such judgment
sold under and by virtue -of
every other
other portion
of such
such property
property or personal
personal estate from
lien or
or
from the lien
portion of
every
charge
thereon created
created by
this act.
And every
every person
person or
persons who
having
or persons
who Persons having
charge thereon
by this
act. And
papers relating
!
-elating to
to
papers
shall have in his possession, charge, or custody, any record, file, or paper succession
too ext
i
%
es
tlto
i
s
on
to
i
t
information concerning
concerning such
such prop- hbitthem
to exas
containing, or
or supposed
supposed to contain,
contain, any information
aserty or
estate, as
as aforesaid,
from any
person who
who may
sessor, &c.
&c.
may sessor,
passing from
any person
aforesaid, passing
or personal
personal estate,
erty
die, as
aforesaid, shall
shall exhibit the
request of the assessor or
the same
same at the request
die,
as aforesaid,
assistant assessor
the district,
and to
any law officer
of the United
United
officer of
to any
of the
district, and
assessor of
assistant
States,
performance of his duty under this act, his deputy or agent,
States, in
in the performance
who
may desire
the same.
same. And
such person,
person, having
having
And if
if any
any such
to examine
examine the
desire to
who may
Post,p. 481.
in
possession, charge,
tiles, or
Post,
charge, or custody, and [any] such records, files,
his possession,
in his
papers,
to exhibit
the same
same on
request, as
aforesaid,
as aforesaid,
on request,
exhibit the
refuse or
or neglect
neglect to
shall refuse
papers, shall
he
forfeit and
and pay
pay the
the sum
of five
five hundred
hundred dollars:
[That]
Provided, [That]
dollars: Provided,
sum of
he shall
shall forfeit
in all
all legal
legal controversies
of
deed or title shall be the subject of
such deed
where such
controversies where
in
judicial
investigation, the
shall be prima facie evidence
deed shall
the recital in said deed
judicial investigation,
of its
requirements of the law had been complied with
that the requirements
of
its truth,
truth, and that
by the
the government.
government.
of the
officers of
by
the officers

SUCCESSION TO
TO REAL
REAL ESTATE.
ESTATE.
SUCCESSION

Succession to
to
Succession
real
real estate.

SEc.
purposes of
this
of this
for the purposes
enacted, That for
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 126.
126. And
And be
act the
the term
real estate
estate"" shall
include all
tenements, and hereditaheredita- Real estate to
lands, tenements,
all lands,
shall include
term " real
act
meats, corporeal
corporeal and
incorporeal; that
that the
term "
de- include what.
shall desuccession ""shall
" succession
the term
and incorporeal;
ments,
note
" person"
person "
title to any real estate; and that the term "
the devolution
devolution of title
note the
shall be
persons, body corporate, company, or association.
be held to
to include persons,
shall
SEC. 127.
127. And
That every
dispopast or
or future
future dispoevery past
enacted, That
be it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
sition of
of real
by will,
will, deed,
deed, or
laws of descent, by
by reason whereof
whereof
or laws
estate by
sition
real estate
any
shall become
or expecexpecin possession
possession or
entitled, in
beneficially entitled,
become beneficially
any perso[n]
perso[n] shall
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tancy, to
any real
real estate,
or the
the income
income thereof, upon the death of any
estate, or
to any
tancy,
person dying
dying after
after the
passing of
of this
this act,
be deemed
deemed to confer, on
on
shall be
act, shall
the passing
person
person entitled
reason of
such disposition,
;" and
succession;"
a ""succession
disposition, a
any such
of any
by reason
entitled by
"
Succession," the
the person
"Succession,"
"
successor,"
the
"successor" shall denote the person so entitled; and the term
term "successor"
the term
"successor,",
"predecessor "to
shall denote
grantor, testator,
testator, ancestor,
person
other person
or other
ancestor, or
the grantor,
denote the
predecessor" shall
""predecessor"
mean
mean what.
from whom
whom the
the interest
successor has
derived.
has been or shall be derived.
the successor
of the
interest of
from
SEC. 128.
further enacted,
real estate shall,
any real
where any
That where
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
128. And
A
charge upon
SEC.
A charge
or inreal
charge, estate, or
termi- at or after the passing of this act, be subject to any charge,
estate termireal estate
to terest, determinable by the death of any person, or at any period ascerdeath to
nated
nated by death
ascerperiod
any
at
or
person,
any
of
death
the
by
terest, determinable
be
aa"succest"succes-°
tainable
only by
by reference
reference to death,
benefit accruing
accruing to
death, the increase of benefit
sion."
tainable only
sion."
any
the extinction
determation of such charge,
charge, estate, or
or determination
extinction or
upon the
person upon
any person
interest,
shall be
be a
succession accruing
accruing to the person then
a succession
to be
deemed to
be deemed
interest, shall
entitled,
beneficially, to
real estate or the income thereof.
the real
to the
entitled, beneficially,
SEE. 129.
129. And
it further
further enacted,
where any persons, after
after the
enacted, That where
be it
And be
SEC.
Persons taking
succession
passing of
this act,
act, shall
sha1l. take
take any
any succession
succession jointly,
they shall pay the
jointly, they
this
of
passing
t
juccessiow
jointly, how to
duty chargeable
thereon by
by this
in proportion
their respective
respective into their
proportion to
act in
this act
chargeable thereon
duty
duty.
pay du'ty
terests in
in the
the succession;
and any
any beneficial
beneficial interest in such succession,
succession; and
terests
a new
accruing to
to any
them by
survivorship, shall be deemed to be a
by survivorship,
of them
any of
accruing
succession,
derived from
predecessor from
from whom the joint title shall
the predecessor
from the
succession, derived
have
been derived.
have been
S
EC. 130.
enacted, That where any disposition
disposition of real
130. And be it further enacted,
Benefits
SEC.
Benefits accruing from termina- estate shall be accompanied by the reservation or
or assurance
assurance of,
of, or
or contract
contract
reservation
the
by
accompanied
be
shall
estate
ifrbdteath
inn
tion by death of
for,
any
benefit
to
the
grantor,
or
any
other
person,
of life,
term
any
for
person,
other
any
or
grantor,
the
to
benefit
any
for,
charge
real
on
charge
estate to
reference to death, such disposior for
for any
ascertainable only by reference
period ascertainable
any period
or
be a
a
to be
estate
"succession."
tion
be deemed
determination
to confer at the time appointed for the determination
deemed to
shall be
tion shall
succession."
of such
such benefit
benefit an
interest in such real estate, as a
a
beneficial interest
of beneficial
increase of
an increase
of
succession equal
annual value
value to the yearly amount or yearly value of
in annual
equal in
succession
the benefit
benefit so
so reserved,
contracted for, on the person
person in whose
assured, or contracted
reserved, assured,
the
favor such disposition shall be made.
SEC. 131.
That where
where any disposition of real
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
131. And
SEC.
Where title
circumstances
passes,
presently, or under such circumstances
estate shall purport to take effect presently,
passes, but bene- estate
ficial ownership as not to confer succession, but,
by the effect
consequence of any
effect or in consequence
icialownership as not to confer succession, but, by
remains.
a
engagement,
secret trust,
or arrangement
arrangement capable of being
being enforced
enforced in a
trust, or
engagement, secret
court
of law
law or equity,
beneficial ownership of such real estate shall
equity, the beneficial
court of
not,
bona fide,
fide, pass
pass according
disposition, but shall,
terms of such disposition,
the terms
to the
according to
not, bona
in
fact, be
be reserved
reserved to the grantor
grantor or other person for some period ascerin fact,
tainable
only by reference
reference to death,
death, the person shall be deemed, for the
tainable only
succession
purposes of
of this
to acquire the real estate so passing as aasuccession
this act, to
purposes
derived from
making the disposition as the
the predecessor.
predecessor.
from the person making
derived
SEC. 132.
132. And
deed
enacted, That if any person shall, by deed
it further enacted,
Deed
without
be it
And be
SEC.
Deed without
valuable consid- of gift, or other assurance of
adequate
title,
valuable and adequate
without valuable
made without
title, made
of
assurance
other
or
f
gift,
considvaluable
eration to conconsideration, and
purporting to
vest the
in
immediately or in
estate either immediately
the estate
to vest
and purporting
fer
feraasuccession consideration,
upon
the future,
future, whether
whether or
or not
accompanied by the possession, convey any
not accompanied
the
grantee,
upon grantee.
real, estate
estate to
disposition shall be held and taken to confer
confer
person, such disposition
any person,
to any
real
upon
grantee aasuccession within the meaning of this act.
upon the grantee
S
EC. 133.
enacted, That there shall be levied and
and
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
133. And
SEC.
Duties
on sucsuc- paid
to the
the United
United States
respect of every such succession as aforesaid,
in respect
States in
paid to
Duties on
cessions.
according
say:—
value thereof, the following duties, that is to say:to the value
according to
cessions.
Where
the successor
shall be the lineal issue or lineal ancestor
ancestor of
successor shall
Where the
the
predecessor, a
at the
such
of one dollar per centum upon such
rate of
the rate
duty at
a duty
the predecessor,
value.
a
Where the successor
successor shall be a
a brother
brother or sister, or aadescendant of a
Where
brother
or sister
of the
per
the rate of two dollars per
at the
a duty at
predecessor, a
the predecessor,
sister of
brother or
centum upon such value.
Where
the successor
shall be
brother or sister of the father or mother,
be a
a brother
successor shall
Where the
or a
a descendant
brother or sister of the father or mother of the preof aabrother
descendant of
or
decessor,
a duty at the rate of four dollars per centum upon such value.
decessor, a
Where the
the successor
successor shall
be a
grandfather or
a brother or sister of the grandfather
shall be
Where
grandmother,
descendant of the brother or sister of the grandfather
grandfather
or a,a descendant
grandmother, or
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or
grandmother
of value.
the
a duty
duty at
the rate of
of five dollars per
centum
or grandmother
upon such
of
the predecessor,
predecessor, a
at the
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Duties on
on successions.
Duties
centum upon such value.
cessions.
Where the successor
successor shall be in any other degree of collateral consanconsanpredecessor than is hereinbefore
hereinbefore described,
guinity to the predecessor
or shall
shall be
described, or
be aa
stranger in blood to him,
him, a
a duty at the rate of six dollars per
upon Post,
per centum
centum upon
Post, p.
p. 481.
481.
such value.
SEC.
S
ac. 134. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That where the
the interest
interest of
of
interest of
of any
any If
if interest
successor in any real estate shall, before he shall have become entitled any successorhas
successor has
thereto
possession, have
have passed
reason of
death to
to any
other sucs
)
tia
c
s
el °
torso
,t
ol
n
e
i
r
,
thereto in
in possession,
passed by
by reason
of death
any other
sue- i
Pasccesdso°rs°on
cessor or successors, then one duty only shall be
respect of
of such
such one duty to be
be
be paid
paid in
in respect
interest, and shall be due from the successor
successor who
shall first
first become
become enwho shall
en- paid.
titled thereto in possession; but such duty shall be
at the
rate
be at
the highest
highest rate
which, if every such successor had been subject to
duty, would
.been
to duty,
would have
have 'been
payable by any
any one of
of them.
them.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That wherever,
S
EC. 135. And be it
it further
the passing
suewherever, after
after the
passing When any sueof this act, any succession shall, before the successor shall have become cession has beof
entitled
this
act,
thereto
any
succession
in
possession,
shall,
have
before
become
the
successor
vested
by
shall
alienation,
have
become
or
by
alienation.
entitled thereto in possession, have become vested by alienation, or by alienation. Y
conferring aa new succession, in any other person,
any title not conferring
person, then
then the
the
duty payable in respect thereof
thereof shall be
at the
rate and
and time
be paid
paid at
the same
same rate
time as
as
the same would have been
been payable if no such alienation
alienation had
made
had been
been made
or derivative title created; and where the title to
succession shall
shall be
to any
any succession
be
accelerated
accelerated by the surrender or extinction
extinction of any prior
prior interests,
interests, then
then the
the
duty thereon
thereon shall be payable at the time of such surrender
or extension
extension Post.
Post, p.
surrender or
p. 481.
[extinction] of
title.
[extinction]
of prior title.
SEC.
enacted, That where
SEC. 136. And be it
it further enacted,
where real estate
Real estate
estate shall
shall bebe- Real
come subject to a
a trust for any charitable or public purposes, under
any plkje
het to
to trust
under any
subject
past
future disposition,
made in
an individual,
individual, would
p
o
u
r
rp
c
osa
es
rita
. e
past or
or future
disposition, which,
which, if
if made
in favor
favor of
of an
would purposes.ta
him.a
confer oti
oa him
.a succession,
succession, there shall be payable in
respect of
of such
such real
in respect
real
estate upon its becoming
becoming subject to such trusts, a
six
a duty at
at the
the rate
rate of
of six
per centum upon the amount or principal
principal value of such real
real estate.
SEC.
SEC. 137. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the duty imposed by
When duty
by this
this When
duty is
is
act shall be paid at the time when the successor, or any person in
in his right to be paid.
or on his behalf,
behalf; shall become entitled in possession,
to
possession, to
to his
his succession,
succession, or
or to
the receipt of the income and profits
profits thereof,
thereof, except
except that
that if
if there
there shall
be
shall be
any prior charge, estate, or interest, not created by the successor
successor himself
himself
upon or in the succession, by reason
reason whereof the successor shall not be
be
presently entitled to the full
or value
value thereof,
duty, in
in refull enjoyment
enjoyment or
thereof, the
the duty,
respect of the increased
increased value accruing
upon the
determination of
of such
such
accruing upon
the determination
charge, estate, or interest, shall, if not previously paid, compounded for,
for, or
or
commuted,
commuted, be paid at the time of such
determination.
such determination.
SEC.
enacted, That the interest
SEC. 138. And be it
it further enacted,
pro.
interest of
of any
any successor
successor Interest
Interest in
in proin moneys to arise from the sale of real estate, under any trust for the sale eels
of
ceeds of sale of
real
estate
to
be aa
thereof,
deemed to
to be
succession chargeable
cha rg eabl e with
w ith duty
duty under
under succeession;
ce
e
s
s
s
t
i
s
ot
n
e;to be
thereof, shall
shall be
be deemed
be aa succession
this act, and the said duty shall be paid
paid by the trustee, executor, or
other
or other
person having control
control of
of the
the funds.
funds.
SEC.
S
EC. 139. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the interest of any successucces- in
in personal
personal propsor in personal
personal property, subject to
for the
the investment
investment thereof
e
r
r
u
tyst.subject
to
to any trust for
thereof in
in t
erty
subject to
the purchase
purchase of real estate to which the successor
successor would be
be absolutely
absolutely
entitled,
chargeable with duty under this act as aasuccession,
succession, and
entitled, shall be chargeable
the tax shall be payable
payable by the trustee, executor, or other person having
having
control
control of the funds.
funds.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That in estimating the value of
S
EC. 140. And be it
it further
of a
a No allowance
allowance
succession
succession no allowance
allowance shall be made in respect of any
contingent in- for
ertingent
inany contingent
for
contingent
incunbrances;
n ranees '
ommbrance
oembrance thereon;
thereon ;but in the event of
ofsuc
neum b
rance t
aki ng effect
effect c
cum braes
suchh i
incumbrance
taking
as an actual
actual burden on the interest of the successor,
successor, he shall be
be entitled
entitled
to a
a return
return of a
proportionate amount
amount of
the duty
paid by
by him
him in
rea proportionate
of the
duty so
so paid
in respect of the amount or value of the incumbrance
incumbrance when taking effect.
effect.
SEC.
141. And be it further enacted, That in estimating the value of nor for certain
Sac. 141.
certain
other
co
ntiaaasuccession
succession no allowance
allowance shall be made in respect
respect of
of any
any contingency
g
ot
e
h
ne
cr
ie
e
s
o
.Dna contingency gencies.n
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upon the
the happening
of which
may pass to some other perestate may
real estate
the real
which the
happening of
upon
son; but
but in
in the
the event
of the
same so
successor shall be
the successor
passing, the
so passing,
the same
event of
son;
entitled
to
a
return
of
so
much
of
the
duty
paid
by
as
reduce
as will reduee
him
by
paid
duty
the
of
much
be re- entitled to a return of so
to be
Duty to
the same
same to
to the
amount which
have been payable by him if such
turned,
&c.
would have
which would
the amount
the
if,&c.
turned, if,
duty
had been
assessed in
in respect
of the
actual duration or extent of his
the actual
respect'of
been assessed
duty had
interest:
Provided,
That
if
the
estate
of
the
the successor shall be defeated,
of
estate
the
if
That
Provided,
Provisos.
interest:
Provisos.
in whole
part, by
by its
to the
payment of the debts of the
the payment
application to
its application
in part,
or in
whole or
in
predecessor, the
executor, administrator,
administrator, or
or trustee
trustee so applying
applying it shall pay
the executor,
predecessor,
And
out
of the
the proceeds
of the
sale thereof
thereof the amount so refunded:
refunded: And
the sale
proceeds of
out of
provided, also,
That if
estate of
successor shall be defeated,
defeated, in
the successor
of the
the estate
if the
also, That
provided,
whole
part, by
predefrom and under the prede.title from
claiming .title
person claiming
any person
by any
in part,
or in
whole or
cessor,
such person
chargeable with
with the
amount of duty so rethe amount
be chargeable
shall be
person shall
cessor, such
funded, and
and such
such amounts
amounts shall
in the
manner herein provided
the manner
collected in
be collected
shall be
funded,
for
the collection
collection of
duties.
of duties.
for the
Duty to be
SEC.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That where
successor shall not
where aa successor
it further
And be
142. And
SEC. 142.
to be
Duty
charged only on have
becomobtained the whole of his succession at the time of the duty becomhave obtained
charged
portum
succes of succes-~
portion of
ing payable,
payable, he
chargeable only with duty on the value thereof
th e
reo f
be chargeable
shall be
he shall
ing
sion received.
from titnc,
obtained by him;
whenever any duty shall have
him; and whenever
time obtained
to time
time to
from
been paid
paid on
of any
afterwards be proved,
and it shall afterwards
succession, and
any succession,
account of
on account
been
Treasury, that such duty, not
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
not
to
being due
due from
from the
the person
person paying
the same,
same, was
was paid by mistake, or was
paying the
being
paid in
respect of
unable
which the successor shall have been unable
estate, which
real estate,
of real
in respect
paid
to recover,
recover, or
or of
of which
which he
deprived by any
any
shall have been evicted or deprived
he shall
to
superior
title, or
or that
that for
other reason
refunded, the
reason it ought to be refunded,
any other
for any
superior title,
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury shall
person
thereupon refund the same to the person
shall therdupon
of the
Secretary
entitled thereto,
thereto, by
by draft drawn on any collector of internal revenue.
entitled
SEC. 143.
143. And
And be
it further
enacted, That where, in the opinion of the
further enacted,
be it
Where
SEC.
Wher corna nature,
missioner
may
commissioner of
of internal
revenue, any
succession shall be of such a
any succession
internal revenue,
commissioner
may
missioner
compound the
be
not
or
so
disposed
or
circumstanced,
that
the
value
thereof
shall'
not
be fairly
shall'
thereof
value
the
that
circumstanced,
or
disposed
so
or
payable;
duty payable;
ascertainable
any of the preceding directions, or where, from the
under any
ascertainable under
complication
of circumstances
a succession, or affectvalue of a
the value
affecting the
circumstances affecting
complication of
commissioner
ing
the assessment
thereon, the commissioner
assessment or recovery of the duty thereon,
ing the
shall
think it
it expedient
to exercise
exercise this
present authority, it shall be lawthis present
expedient to
shall think
ful
to compound
compound the
duty payable
payable on the succession upon such
the duty
him to
for him
ful for
terms
as he
shall think
fit, and
to give
give discharges
discharges to the successor, upon
and to
think fit,
he shall
terms as
payment of
for
composition; and it shall be lawful for
to such composition;
according to
duty according
of duty
payment
him,
any special
special cases
expedient so to do, to
cases in which he may think it expedient
in any
him, in
enlarge the time for payment of any duty.
enlarge
SEC. 144.
be it
it further
further enacted,
it shall
shall be lawful for the
That it
enacted, That
And be
144. And
SEC.
when may
commissioner, in his discretion,
discretion, upon application made by any person who
commute.
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to a
in expectancy, to commute the duty presuccession in
a succession
shall
sumptively payable
succession for a
certain sum to be
a certain
such succession
of such
respect of
in respect
payable in
sumptively
presently paid,
and for
for assessing
which shall be so payable
payable he
assessing the amount which
paid, and
presently
shall
cause a
presumptive duty, regard
present value to be set upon such presumptive
a present
shall cause
being
contingencies affecting the liability to such duty, and the
the contingencies
to the
had to
being had
interest
of money
money involved
involved in such calculation
calculation being reckoned at the rate
interest of
for the
time being
being allowed
allowed by the commissioner in respect
respect of duties paid
the time
for
give disreceipt of such certain
in advance,
certain sum he shall give
advance, and upon the receipt
in
charges
to the successor accordingly.
charges to
S
EC. 145.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That the duty imposed by this
it further
be it
145. And
Duty
SEC.
Duty to be aa
first
charge.
act shall
shall be
first charge
charge on
on the
the interest
interest of the successor, and of all pera first
be a
act
first charge.
sons claiming
claiming in
in all
such
the real estate in respect whereof such
all the
right, in
his right,
in his
sons
duty shall
shall be
assessed for five years, unless sooner paid.
be assessed
duty
at
Separate asasSEC. 146. And be it further
enacted, That the commissioner
commissioner shall, at
further enacted,
SEC.
Separate
sessments
may
the
request of
successor, or any person claiming in his right, cause
any successor,
of any
the request
sessments may
be made for interests in separate

to be
be made
so rnau,separate assessments
assessments of
duty payable
payable in respect
respect
the duty
of the
many, separate
made so
terests inseparate to

tracts
tracts.

separate tracts of real estate, or in
in
the successor in any separate
interest of tae
of the interest
defined portions
portions of
reasonably required; and
as shall be reasonably
tract, as
same tract,
the same
of the
defined
in such
be •chargeable
chargeable only with the
shall betracts shall
respective tracts
the respective
cases the
such cases
in
amount
of duty
duty separately
assessed in respect
respect thereof.
separately assessed
amount of
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liable
SEC.
And be it
it further
S
EC. 147. And
further enacted, That any person liable
liable to pay Persons liable
to duty to give
duty in respect
respect to any succession, shall
to the
or asas- notice
shall give notice
notice to
the assessor
assessor or
notice toassessor.
to assessor.
sistant assessor of his liability
and shall,
shall, at
at the
the same
same time
liability to
to such
such duty,
duty, and
time,
deliver to the
thd assessor or assistant assessor
true account
account of
of said
said
assessor aa full and
and true
succession,
succession, for the duty whereon
be accountable,
the value
value
whereon he shall
shall be
accountable, and
and of
of the
ofrthe
()tithe real estate involved, and of the deductions
deductions claimed
claimed by
by him,
him, together
together
with the names of the successor and predecessor, and
relation to
to each
and their relation
each
other, and all such other particulars as shall be necessary
necessary or
for enor proper for
enabling the assessor or assistant
assistant assessor
to ascertain
the
assessor fully
fully and
and correctly
correctly to
ascertain the
duties due; and the assessor or assistant assessor, if satisfied
such acsatisfied with
with such
account and estimate
estimate as originally delivered,
delivered, or with any amendments that
that
may be made therein
therein upon his requisition, may assess the
duty
the succession
succession duty
on the footing of such account and estimate;
estimate; but it shall
shall be
lawful for
the
be lawful
for the
assessor or assistant assessor, if dissatisfied with such account, or if
if no If assessor is
is
dissatisfied.
account and estimate shall be delivered to him, to assess the duty
duty on the dissatisfied.
information he
best information
appeal as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
he can obtain, subject
subject to
to appeal
provided;;
and if the duty so assessed shall exceed the duty assessible
according to
to
assessable according
the return made to the assessor or assistant assessor,
assessor, and
which
and with
with which
he shall have been dissatisfied,
dissatisfied, or
or if
no account
account and
been
if no
and estimate
estimate has
has been
delivered, and if no appeal shall be taken against
against such assessment,
assessment, then When expenses
be added.
it shall be in the discretion
discretion of the assessor, having regard
regard to the merits may
may be
added.
of each case, to assess the whole or any part of the expenses
expenses incident
incident
to the taking of such
in addition
such duty;
and if
such assessment, in
addition to
to such
duty; and
if there
there
shall be an appeal
appeal against
assessment, then
against such last-mentioned
last-mentioned assessment,
then the
the paypayment of such expenses shall be in the discretion of the commissioner
commissioner of
internal revenue.
revenue.
SEc.
And be it
enacted, That if any person required
S
EC. 148.
148. And
it further
further enacted,
required to Penalty for
for
neglect in furgive any such notice, or deliver such account, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
wilfully neshieg
shall wilfully
ists.
nishing lists.
neglect to do so for the period of ten days after being notified,
be
notified, he
he shall
shall be
liable to pay to the United States a
ten per
a sum equal
equal to ten
per centurct
centum upon
upon
the amount of duty payable
payable by him; and if any
this
any person
person liable
liable under
under this
act to pay any duty in respect
respect of his
succession shall,
such duty
his succession
shall, after
after such
duty
ascertained, wilfully
wilfully neglect
to do
do so
so within
within ten
ten
shall have been
been finally
finally ascertained,
neglect to
days after being notified, he shall also be liable to pay
pay to the United
United
States a
a sum equal to ten per centum upon the amount of
of duty
duty so
so
unpaid, at the same time and in the same manner as
the duty
duty to
as the
to be
be
collected.
collected.
SEC. 149. And
enacted, That
That it
it shall
shall be
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
Appeals.
be lawful
lawful for
for any
any Appeals.
party, liable to pay
respect of
his succession,
succession, who
shall be
be dissatdissatpay duty in
in respect
of his
who shall
isfied with the
of the
thirty days
the assessment
assessment of
the assistant
assistant assessor,
assessor, within
within thirty
days
ass[ess]ment, to
to appeal
appeal to
assessor from
from such
such Post,
after the
the date of such ass[ess]ment,
to the
the assessor
Post, p. 481.
assessment,
assessment, who shall decide
give notice
notice thereof
thereof to
decide on
on such appeal,
appeal, and
and give
to
such party, who, if
if still dissatisfied, may, within twenty
days after
notice
twenty days
after notice
as aforesaid, appeal
appeal from
decision to
to the
from such
such decision
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal
revenue, and furnish aa statement of the grounds
grounds of such appeal to the Decision of
m
commissioner
to
commissioner,
commissioner, whose decision
decision upon the case, as presented
presented by the
the state- be
comfinal.
issioner to
9

ments of the assessor or
assessor and
or assistant
assistant assessor
party, shall
be final.
final.
and such
such party,
shall be

Duties upon
SEC.
S
EC. 150. And
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the
levied and
assessed Duties
the duties levied
and assessed
upon
successions to he
upon successions
successions by
upon
by this
this act
act shall
collected by
by the
same officers,
officers, in
in the
shall be.
be. collected
the same
the collected
solecstednby
what
by what
same manner, and by the same processes
or may
may be
prescribed officers.
processes as are
are or
be prescribed
by law for the collection of direct taxes
assessed upon
under the
the
taxes assessed
upon lands
lands under
authority
United States.
States.
authority of
of the
the United

STAMP
DUTIES.
STAMP DUTIES.

SEC.
SEC. 151. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
all laws
at the
time
laws in
in force
force at
the time
of the passage
passage of this act in relation to stamp duties shall continue
continue in
force until the first day of August, eighteen
sixty-four, and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
and

Stamp duties.

Post,
491.
Post, p. 491.
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on and
and after
the first
first day
eighteen hundred
sixty-four,
hundred and sixty-four,
August, eighteen
of August,
day of
after the
on
there shall
for and
respect of the several
in respect
and in
paid, for
and paid,
collected, and
levied, collected,
be levied,
shall be
there
instruments, matters,
and things
and described
described in
in the schedule
mentioned and
things mentioned
matters, and
instruments,
vel[l]um,
(marked B)
B) hereunto
hereunto annexed,
annexed, or
for or
in respect of the vel[l]um,
or in
or for
(marked
or
parchment, or
or paper
paper upon
upon which
matters, or
things, or
or things,
instruments, matters,
such instruments,
which such
parchment,
or
any
be written
printed, by
person or persons or
any person
by any
or printed,
written or
shall be
them shall
of them
any of
who shall
shall make,
or issue
issue the
benefit
whose use or benefit
for whose
or for
same, or
the same,
sign, or
make, sign,
party who
Stamp duties party
of
the
same shall
shall be
issued, the several duties or sums of
signed, or issued,
to be
made, signed,
be made,
the same
paid by
to
be paid
party signing
money set
set down
down in
in figures
against the
respectively, or otherwise
the same, respectively,
figures against
nprty segnin&
instrument,
&c. money
specified or
or set
forth in
in the
schedule.
the said schedule.
set forth
specified
SEC. 152.
further enacted,
That it
it shall
shall not
not be
to
lawful to
be lawful
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
Instruments not
SEC. 452. And
Instruments
record any
instrument, document,
document, or
or paper
paper required
required by law to be stamped,
to
any instrument,
recorded record
be recorded
to be
without
shall have been
been affixed;
affixed;
unless aastamp or stamps of the proper amount shall
a stamp.
stamp. unless
without a
stamp or
the
and
the
record
of
any
such
instrument,
which
proper
or
which
upon
instrument,
such
and the record of any
stamps
aforesaid shall
not have
been affixed,
affixed, shall
utterly void, and
be utterly
shall be
have been
shall not
stamps aforesaid
evidence.
shall
not be used in evidence.
shall not
What stamp
SEC. 153.
And be
be it
instrument, document,
enacted, That no instrument,
further enacted,
it further
153. And
SEC.
stamp
What
may be
be used.
used.
writing, or
or paper
of any
description, required by law to be stamped,
any description,
paper of
writing,
may
shall be
deemed or
effect for the want of the
of no effect
and of
invalid and
held invalid
or held
be deemed
shall
particular kind
or description
description of stamp designated
designated for and denoting the
kind or
particular
duty charged
such instrument,
instrument, document,
writing, or paper, prodocument, writing,
any such
on any
charged on
duty
a duty of equal amount, shall
vided a
or stamps, denoting
denoting a
stamp, or
legal stamp,
a legal
vided
Provided, That the provisions
have been
affixed and used
used thereon: Provided,
duly affixed
been duly
have
Proviso.
of this
section shall
shall not
to any
any stamp
to denote the
appropriated to
stamp appropriated
apply to
not apply
this section
of
duty
articles enumerated in schedor articles
articles, or
proprietary articles,
on proprietary
charged on
duty charged
ule C.
Official
United
S
EC. 154.
154. And
further enacted,
enacted, That all official instruments, docudocuitfurther
be it
And be
SEC.
Official United
State documents ments,
ments, and
papers,
issued
or used
used by
by the
the officers
the United States
of the
officers of
or
issued
papers,
and
dcents
eSatemp
exempt, &c.
government, shall
shall be,
be, and
hereby are, exempt from duty.
and hereby
government,
or
further enacted,
Penalty for
for
SEC. 155.
155. And be it further
enacted, That if any person shall forge or
SEC.
Penalty
forging, &c.,
counterfeit,
or
cause or
procure
forged or counterfeited,
counterfeited, any stamp
procure to be forged
or
cause
or
counterfeit,
&c.,
forging,
stamps, &c.
or
of any
stamp or
or die, which shall have been provided,
any stamp
part of
any part
or any
die, or
or die,
or
or
or used
in pursuance
pursuance of this act, or shall forge, counterfeit, or
used in
made, or
impres- made,
or the
the impression
of stamps,
stamps,
resemble,
cause or
procure to
forged, counterfeited,
counterfeited, or resembled,
resembled,
be forged,
to be
or procure
or cause
resemble, or
sion of
die,
the impression,
impression, or any part of the impression,
impression, of any such stamp or die,
the
&
as aforesaid,
upon any
any vellum,
stamp or
or
paper, or shall stamp
or paper,
parchment, or
vellum, parchment,
aforesaid, upon
as
for
stamping
mark, or
or cause
cause or
stamped or marked,
marked, any vellum, parchprocure to be stamped
or procure
mark,
for stamping
ment,
forged or counterfeited
counterfeited stamp or die, or
or
any such forged
paper, with any
or paper,
ment, or
forged
with forged
stamps;
United
to defraud
defraud the
with intent
part of any stamp or die, as aforesaid, with
stamps;
intent to
the United
if
States of
of any
any of
of the
duties hereby
hereby imposed, or any part thereof;
thereof; or if
the duties
States
for
selling
any
person shall
shall utter
utter or
or expose
parchment,
to sale, any vellum, parchment,
expose to
sell, or
or sell,
any person
for selling
any such
article, or thing, having
a thereupon
thereupon the impression of any
such
or paper, article,
&c., with or
paper,d &c.,
forge stamp,
forged
any
die,
or
&c thesrteaomnp; ,
counterfeited
stamp
or
die,
or
any
part
of
any
or
such
stamp
any
counterfeited stamp or die, or any part of
&c. thereon;
impression, as
forged, counterfeited,
counterfeited, or
impression, or part of impression,
resembled impression,
or resembled
forged,
counterfeited, or
aforesaid, knowing
the same
same respectively
respectively to be forged, counterfeited,
or
knowing the
aforesaid,
for using
using forged
any person
knowingly use any stamp or die which
which
shall knowingly
person shall
if any
or if
resembled; or
forged resembled;
for
stamps;
shall
shall have been so provided, made, or used as aforesaid, with intent to
stamps;
fraudulently cut, tear;
for
fraudulentdefraud
the United
United States;
if any
any person
tear,.
person shall fraudulently
or if
States; or
for fraudulent- defraud the
the impresremoved, the
cut, torn,
1,
&c., removing
remove, or cause or procure
procure to be cut,
torn, or
or removed,
impresremoving or remove,
ly, &c.,
impression of
of
inpression
dies, &c.; o
sion of
of an,
stamp or
have been
been provided,
provided, made, or used
used
shall have
which shall
die which
or die
any stamp
sion
e.
dies,
in pursuance
pursuance of
act, from
from any'vellum,
parchment, or paper, or any
any
any'vellum, parchment,
this act,
of this
in
instrument
writing charged
charged or chargeable
with any of the duties hereby
chargeable with
or writing
instrument or
removed,
be removed,
imposed; or if any person shall wilfully remove, or cause to be
imposed;
from any
stamped envelope
cancelling or defacing marks
marks thereon,
envelope the cancelling
any stamped
from
with intent
the same,
same, or
or cause the use of the same, the second time,
use the
to use
intent to
with
or shall
knowingly or
wilfully sell or buy such washed or restored stamps,
or wilfully
for
shall knowingly
or
selling
for selling
for
person for
any person
to any
same to
washed or
reor offer the same for sale, or give or expose the same
or rewashed
stored stamps,
the
for
intent
with
the
use,
or
knowingly
use
the
prepare
same
intent,
the
or
same,
the
use
knowingly
or
use,
stamps,
ed
Sze.
second
use thereof,
thereof, then,
person so offendthen, and in every such case, every person
second use
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ing, and every person knowingly
knowingly and wilfully
ing,
wilfully aiding,
aiding, abetting,
abetting, or
or assisting
assisting
in committing
in
committing any such offence
offence as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
deemed guilty
of
felony,
felony, and shall, on conviction thereof, forfeit the
the said
said counterfeit
counterfeit stamps
stamps
and the articles upon which they are
and be
be punished
fine
are placed,
placed, and
punished by
by fine
not exceeding
not
exceeding one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment
confinement
imprisonment and
and confinement
to hard labor, not exceeding five years,
to
the discretion
years, or
or both,
both, at
at the
discretion of
of
the court.
court.
SEC.
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That in
SEC. 156.
156. And
it further
and all
all cases
cases where
Cancellation of
in any
any and
where Cancellation
of
an adhesive
adhesive stamp
stamp shall -be used for denoting any duty imposed by
an
by this
this stamps'
stamps.
act,
except as hereinafter provided,
act, except
provided, the
using or
the same
same
the person using
or affixing
affixing the
shall
shall write
write thereupon the initials of his
and the
date upon
upon which
his name
name and
the date
which
the
same shall
shall be attached or used, so that the same
the same
again be
same may
may not
pot again
be
used.
fraudulently make
used. And if any person shall fraudulently
use of
Penalty.
make use
of an
an adhesive
adhesive Penalty.
stamp
stamp to denote any duty imposed by this act
so effectually
effectually canact without
without so
cancelling and obliterating
celling
obliterating such stamp, except
except as
mentioned, he,
as before
before mentioned,
he, she,
she,
or they
Provided, That any
or
they shall
shall forfeit
forfeit the sum of fifty dollars: Provided,
proprieProprietary
any proprieProprietary
tor
or proprietors
tor or
proprietors of
of proprietary
proprietary articles, or articles subject to stamp
duty articles.
stamp duty
aricles.
under schedule
schedule C
C of this act, shall have the privilege of furnishing, withunder
without expense
expense to the United States, in suitable
be approved
suitable form,
form, to
to be
approved by
by the
the
commissioner
commissioner of internal revenue, his or their own
or designs
designs for
Dies, &c.,
&e., for
for
own dies
dies or
for Dies,
stamps
to
be
used
thereon, to
to be
be made under the direction,
direction, and to be re- stamps.
stamps to be used thereon,
s
taraPs .
tained
tamed in the possession of, the commissioner of
his or
or
of internal
internal revenue
revenue for
for his
their
their 'separate
'Separate use, which shall not be duplicated
to any
any other
person.
duplicated to
other person.
That in
all eases
cases where
where such
That
in all
such stamp is used, instead of his or their writStamps to
to be
be
writ- Stamps
ing
the date
ing the
date thereon,
thereon, the said stamp shall be so affixed on the box, bottle,
bottle, so
so affixed
as to
to
affixed as
or package,
or
package, that in opening
opening the same, or using the contents
contents thereof,
the be
thereof, the
be destroyed.
destroyed.
said stamp
stamp shall
shall be
said
be effectually
effectually destroyed;
destroyed; and in default
default thereof,
shall be
thereof, shall
be
liable
liable to the same penalty imposed for
neglect to
affix said
said stamp
as herefor neglect
to affix
stamp as
hereinbefore
in this
this act. Any person
inbefore prescribed
prescribed in
person who shall fraudulently
ob- Fraudulently
Fraudulently
fraudulently obtain
min or use any of the aforesaid
aforesaid stamps, or designs
designs therefor, and
and any
any perusing or
per- using
or forging.
forging.
son
forging, or counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, or causing
son forging,
causing or
forging or
or procuring
procuring the
the forging
or
counterfeiting
counterfeiting any representation, likeness,
similitude, or
or colorable
imitalikeness, similitude,
colorable imitation of
last-mentioned stamp, or any engraver
tion
of the said last-mentioned
engraver or
or printer
printer who
who
shall sell
sell or give away said stamps, or
shall
selling the
the same,
being a
or selling
same, or,
or, being
a
merchant, broker,
merchant,
broker, peddler, or person dealing, in whole or in
part, in
in part,
in simisimilar goods, wares,
wares merchandise,
merchandise, manufactures,
prep ara ti ons ,or
or art i
cl
es, or
manufactures, preparations,
articles,
or
those designed
designed for
those
ft; r similar objects or purposes, shall have
have knowingly
knowingly or
or
fraudulently
fraudulently in his, her, or their possession,
possession, any such forged,
counterfeited
forged, counterfeited
likeness, similitude, or colorable imitation
of the
imitation of
the said
said last-mentioned
last-mentioned stamp,
stamp,
shall
deemed guilty
guilty of a
a felony, and, upon conviction
shall be
be deemed
conviction thereof,
thereof, shall
shall be
be
subject
to all
all the
the penalties, fines, and forfeitures
forfeitures prescribed
subject to
prescribed in
the precedin the
preceding section of this act.
act.

SEC.
it further
further enacted, That the commissioner of interS
EC. 157.
157. And
And be
be it
Mode of cancel.inter- Modeofcancelnal
revenue be, and he is hereby,
prescribe such
nal revenue
hereby, authorized
authorized to prescribe
such method
method for
for lationlation.
the cancellation
the
cancellation of stamps, as substitute for, or in addition
addition to,
method
to, the
the method
now prescribed
now
prescribed by law, as he may deem expedient
expedient and
and effectual.
effectual. And
And
he
further authorized
he is
is further
authorized in his discretion
discretion to make the application
application of
of such
such
method
method imperative
imperative upon the manufacturers
manufacturers of
articles, or
or
of proprietary
proprietary articles,
articles
articles included in schedule
schedule C,
upon stamps
value
C, and
and upon
stamps of
of a
a nominal
nominal value
exceeding
exceeding twenty-five
twenty-five cents each.
each.
SEC.
158. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That any person or
S
EC. 158.
or persons
who Penalty
Penalty for
persons who
for
shall make,
make, sign,
issue, or
who shall
shall
sign, or
or issue,
or who
shall cause to be made, signed, or &eakig,
La kiun
i
ttptaing,
PlYpi
e
lly,
issued, any instrument,
issued,
instrument, document, or paper
paper of any
any kind
kind or
or description
description i
nstruments ,
s
r
.
e.
instruments,
&c.
whatsoever, or shall accept
whatsoever,
accept or pay, or cause
be accepted
accepted or
or paid,
any
cause to
to be
paid, any
bill of
draft, or order or promissory
promissory note, for the
bill
of exchange,
exchange, draft,
of [Amended,
[Amended, Pos1,
Pod,
the payment
payment of
money, without
money,
without the same being duly stamped, or having thereupon
ad- p•
481 .]
thereupon an
an adP-481.]
hesive stamp for denoting the duty chargeable
hesive
chargeable thereon,
with intent
intent to
to
thereon, with
evade thc
the provisions
evade
provisions of
of this act, shall, for every such offence, forfeit
forfeit the
the
sum of
of two
sum
two hundred
hundred dollars, and such instrument, document,
document, or
or paper,
paper,
25*
25*
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Probill,
draft, order,
order, or
be deemed
invalid and
and of no
effect: Prono effect:
deemed invalid
shall be
note shall
or note
bill, draft,
vided,
title of
of a
apurchaser
of land
deed duly
duly stamped, shall
shall
a deed
by a
land by
purchaser of
the title
That the
vided, That
not
be
defeated
or
effected
[affected]
by
the
want
of
a
proper
stamp
on
a
of
want
the
by
[affected]
effected
or
not be defeated
any
deed conveying
conveying said
said land
by any
any person
person from,
under
through, or under
from, through,
land by
any deed
whom
grantor claims
claims or holds title.
his grantor
whom his
of
Foreign bills of
S
EC. 159.
it further
enacted, That
That the
the acceptor
acceptor or
acceptors of
or acceptors
further enacted,
be it
And be
159. And
SEC.
Foreign bills of
exchange to be
order for
the payment
payment of any sum of money
money
for the
or order
exchange or
of exchange
bill of
any bill
to be any
exchange
stamped before
but payable in
payment.
or purporting
purporting to
in
be drawn, in any foreign country, but
to be
drawn, or
tamped beore drawn,
therethe
accepting
the
United
States,
shall,
before
paying
or
accepting
same,
place therebefore
shall,
States,
United
paythe
upon a
stamp,- indicating the
duty upon
upon the
the same,
same, as
as the law requires for
the duty
a stamp,-indicating
upon
inland
bills
of
exchange,
or
promissory
notes,
and
no
exchange
of exchange
bill of
no bill
and
notes,
promissory
or
exchange,
inland bills of
shall be
be paid
„or negotiated
stamp; and if any person shall
such stamp;
without sueh
negotiated without
paidor
shall
pay or
negotiate, or
in payment,
payment, or
or receive
take in
any
in payment, any
or take
receive or
offer in
or offer
or negotiate,
pay
shall forfeit the
such
draft
or
order,
the
person
or
persons
so
offending
offending
so
persons
or
person
such draft or order, the
sum
hundred dollars.
two hundred
of two
sum of
Stamp
duty
S
EC. 160.
further enacted,
enacted, That no stamp duty shall be
it further
be it
And be
160. And
SEC.
Stamp duty
applications
to applications
not required
required on,,
on, required
on powers
powers of attorney or any other paper relating to
required on
not
tke. c
for
bounties, arrearages
pay, or
thereof from
pensions, or to the receipt thereof
or pensions,
of pay,
arrearages of
for bounties,
time to
to time,
time, or
or upon
upon tickets
tickets or
insurance when limited to inof insurance
contracts of
or contracts
time
or [of]
Post, p.
p. 482.
jury to
persons while
while travelling;
certificates or
[of] the measureon certificates
nor on
travelling; nor
to persons
482. jury
Post,
ment or
of animals,
animals, wood,
deposit
other articles; nor on deposit
or other
coal, or
wood, coal,
weight of
or weight
ment
notes
insurance upon which
which policies
for insurance
companies for
insurance companies
mutual insurance
to mutual
notes to
subject
to stamp
duties have
are to
issued; nor on any certificertifibe, issued;
to be,
or are
been, or
have been,
stamp duties
subject to
of the
cate
of
the
record
of
a
deed
or
other
instrument
writing,
or
in
instrument
other
or
deed
a
of
record
the
of
cate
acknowledgment
witnesses; nor to any
attesting witnesses;
by attesting
thereof by
proof thereof
or proof
acknowledgment or
indorsement
instrument, or on any warrant
warrant of attorney,
negotiable instrument,
of aa negotiable
indorsement of
accompanying
a
bond
or
note,
when
such
bond
or
note
shall have affixed
affixed
note
or
bond
such
when
note,
or
bond
accompanying a
thereto the
the stamp
denoting the
duty required;
required; and
and whenever
whenever
the duty
stamps denoting
or stamps
stamp or
thereto
mortgage, but one stamp shall be
a mortgage,
any bond
or note
be secured
secured by a
shall be
note shall
bond or
any
duty
stamp duty
Provided,
papers:
such
on
Mortgages.
required
to
be
placed
Provided, That the stamp
required to be placed
Mortgages.
or
placed
the highest rate required for said instruments, or
be the
shall be
thereon shall
placed thereon
either of them.
Stamps,
SEC. 161.
161. And
commissioner of internal
enacted, That the commissioner
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
Stamps,
stamped
,
supply
&c., maypapers
be so ld revenue be, and
and
is
hereby,
authorized
to
and
supply collectors, depto
sell
to
authorized
hereby,
is
be,
revenue
sld
s&., may be
to collectors,
collectors, &c.
uty collectors,
collectors, postmasters,
discrestationers, or any other persons, at his discrepostmasters, stationers,
&c. uty
to
tion,
adhesive stamps,
or stamped
vellum, or parchment, as
paper, vellum,
stamped paper,
stamps, or
with adhesive
tion, with
herein
provided for,
for, in
not less than fifty dollars, upon the
amounts of not
in amounts
herein provided
payment,
time of
delivery, of
of the
amount of
of duties
duties said stamps,
the amount
of delivery,
the time
at the
payment, at
represent, and
stamped paper,
supplied, represent,
parchment, so sold or supplied,
or parchment,
vellum, or
paper, vellum,
stamped
the
aforesaid, the
as
such
may
allow,
upon
a
g
gregate
amount
of
stamps,
aforesaid,
aggregate
the
upon
may allow,
Commission ,
of not
exceeding five per centum as commission to the collectors,
not exceeding
sum of
Commission.
postmasters,
or other
purchasers; but the cost of any paper,
other purchasers;
stationers, or
postmasters, stationers,
vellum,
or parchment
parchment shall
paid by the purchaser of such stamped
be paid
shall be
vellum, or
proprietor
Commission on
paper, vellum,
as aforesaid:
aforesaid: Provided,
any proprietor
Provided, That any
parchment, as
or parchment,
vellum, or
Commission on paper,
his or
furnish his
shall furnish
stamps
or proprietors
proprietors of articles named
named in schedule
schedule C, who shall
or
for pro- or
stamps for
prietary
articles, t
hei r own ate or design for stamps, to
their
his
used
when, &c.
to
be
especially
for
or
their
whetn, &cticles their own die or design for stamps,
own
proprietary articles,
following commission, namenameallowed the following
be allowed
shall be
articles, shall
own proprietary
ly:
On
amounts
purchased
at
one
time,
of
not
less than fifty nor more
of
time,
one
at
purchased
ly: On amounts
than
five hundred
hundred dollars,
centum; on amounts over five hundred
per centum;
five per
dollars, five
than five
may,
dollars,
ten per
centum.
The commissioner of internal revenue may,
per centum.
dollars, ten
for
from
to time,
regulatiobs, upon proper evidence of the facts, for
make regulations,
time, make
time to
from time
the
of such
such of
the stamps issued under the provisions
provisions of this
of the
allowance of
the allowance
for
Allowance
as may
have been
been spoiled,
destroyed, or rendered
rendered useless or unfit for
spoiled, destroyed,
may have
act as
for act
Allowance for
or which
spoiled, &c.,
&c.,
the purpose
purpose intended,
intended, or
which
or for which the owner may have no use, or
the
spoiled,
stamps.
where
used, or
or unnecessarily
been improperly
improperly or
have been
mistake may
through mistake
stamps.
may have
unnecessarily used,
or where
remitor
error,
paid
been
have
thereby
the
rates
or
duties
represented
thereby
in
or
remitrepresented
duties
the rates or
ted;
in
allowance shall be made either by giving other stamps in
such allowance
and such
ted; and
lieu of
the stamps
stamps so
so allowed for, or by repaying the amount
amount Qr
or value,
of the
lieu
after
therefrom, in
in case
case of
of repayment, the sum of five per centum
deducting therefrom,
after deducting
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to
to the owner thereof;
thereof; but
but no
no allowance
allowance shall
shall be
be made
made in any
any case
case until
until
useless shall
have been
been returned
to
the stamps so spoiled or rendered
rendered useless
shall have
returned to
the
until satisfactory
has been
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, or
or until
satisfactory proof
proof has
been
made
the reason
said stamps
cannot be
be so
so returned:
returned: Promade showing
showing the
reason why
why said
stamps cannot
Provided,
commissioner of internal
internal revenue
vided, That
That the
the commissioner
revenue may, from
from time to
to time,
time, Certain stamps
.
furnish,
supply, and
deliver to
any manufacturer
manufacturer of
other maybe
monayerbeedidtebl7egrievd
furnish, supply,
and deliver
to any
of friction
friction or
or other
on credit,delivered
by givmatches, cigar-lights,
adhesive or
i
ngsecurity.
cigar-lights, or
or wax
wax tapers, a
a suitable
suitable quantity
quantity of adhesive
or ing
be prescribed
prescribed for
such cases,
without
other stamps, such
such as
as may be
for use
use in
in such
cases, without
prepayment therefor,
on a
a credit
in
prepayment
therefor, on
credit not
not exceeding
exceeding sixty
sixty days,
days, requiring,
requiring, in
advance, such
secure payment
thereadvance,
such security
security as he
he may
may judge necessary
necessary to secure
payment theretime prescribed
for
for to the
the treasurer
treasurer of the United States, within
within the
the time
prescribed for
such payment.
payment. And upon all
all bonds or
or other
other securities
securities taken
taken by
by said
said comcommissioner, under the provisions
provisions of this act,
maintained by
by
act, suits may be
be maintained
said treasurer
treasurer in the circuit or district court of the
the United States, in
in the
several districts where
where any
persons giving
giving said
said bonds
bonds or
or other
several
any of
of the
the persons
other secusecurities reside, or may be found,
found, in
in any appropriate
appropriate form
form of action.
action.
na
me
SEC.
further enacted,
Instruments
SEc. 162. And
And be it further
enacted, That it shall be lawful for any notIns
used
en

not used may be
person to present to the collector of the district, subject to the rules and presented to corperson
regulations
to present
of the to
commissioner
the collectorofofinternal
the district,
revenue,
subject
anytoinstrument
the rules and
not presented
natssi.
oner to deregulations of the commissioner of internal revenue, any instrument not missioner to depreviously issued
issued or
or used,
and require
require his
same termine
tamale the duty.
previously
used, and
his opinion
opinion whether
whether or
or not
not the
the same
is
and if
the said
shall be
be of
is chargeable
chargeable with any
any stamp
stamp duty;
duty; and
if the
said collector
collector shall
of
opinion that such instrument is chargeable
shall,
chargeable with any
any stamp duty,
duty, he
he shall,
upon
therefor, affix
affix and
and cancel
cancel the
proper stamp;
of
upon the payment
payment therefor,
the proper
stamp; and
and if
if of
the opinion that such
instrument is
with any
any stamp
duty,
such instrument
is not chargeable
chargeable with
stamp duty,
or is chargeable
chargeable only with the
designated, he
is hereby
the duty by
by him designated,
he is
hereby rerequired to impress thereon
particular stamp, to
provided for
for that
purthereon a
a particular
to be
be provided
that purpose, with such words
proper, which
words or
or device thereon
thereon as he
he shall judge
judge proper,
which
shall denote that such instrument
chargeable with
with any
stamp duty,
duty,
instrument is
is not chargeable
any stamp
or
chargeable only
only with
with the
denoted by
the stamp
stamp affixed;
or is
is chargeable
the duty
duty denoted
by the
affixed; and
and
every
the said
shall be
be impressed,
every such instrument,
instrument, upon which
which the
said stamp
stamp shall
impressed, shall
shall
be
chargeable, or
chargeable only
be deemed
deemed to
to be not
not chargeable,
or to
to be
be chargeable
only with
with the
the duty
duty
denoted by the stamp so affixed,
received in
denoted
affixed, and
and shall be
be received
in evidence
evidence in
in all
all
courts of law or equity, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
objections made
made to
to the
same
any objections
the same
reason of
by reason
of it being
being unstamped,
unstamped, or
or of
of it being
being insufficiently
insufficiently stamped.
stamped.
SEC.
S
EC. 163.
163. And be it further
further enacted,
Instruments
enacted, That no deed,
deed, instrument, docudocu- Instruments
ment, writing, or paper, required by law to be stamped, which has been
been required to be
ty
heretofore
a deficient u
ed
without;
heretofore signed or issued without being duly stamped, or with a
st
s
a
e
m
d
P
:i
d
t
hnOutt be
be
stamp, nor any copy thereof, shall be recorded, or admitted, or used as or recorded.
evidence in any court until a
alegal stamp or stamps, denoting
denoting the amount
amount
and the
the date
when the
the same
of duty, shall have been
been affixed
affixed thereto, and
date when
same is
is so
so
used or affixed,
affixed, with his initials, shall have been
been placed
placed thereon
thereon by the
person using or affixing
affixing the same; and the
re- Stamps
Stamps maybe
the person desiring
desiring to use or remaybe
cord
as evidence,
evidence, subsequently
a
ntseerth
en teie
y
cord any such deed,
deed, instrument,
instrument, document, writing, or paper
paper as
affixed to certain
his
agent or
attorney, is
is authorized
authorized in
presence of
of the
the court,
court, register,
his agent
or attorney,
in the
the presence
register, deeds, &c.
&c.'
or
recorder, respectively,
respectively, to
affix the
the stamp
stamp or
or stamps
thereon required:
required:
or recorder,
to affix
stamps thereon
Provided, That no instrument, document, or paper made, signed,
Provided,
signed, or issued, Provisos.
prior to the passage of this act,
having
act, without being
being duly stamped,
stamped, or
or having
adhesive stamp or stamps, to denote the duty imposed thereon,
thereon an adhesive
thereon,
shall, for that cause,
cause, if the stamp or stamps required
required shall be subsequently
subsequently
affixed,
affixed, be deemed invalid
invalid and of no effect: Provided,
Provided, further,
further, That any
any
power of attorney, conveyance, or document
document of any
any kind,
kind, made, or
or purpurporting to be made, in any foreign
foreign country to be used in the
the United States,
shall pay the same duty as is required
instruments or
required by
by law
law on similar
similar instruments
or
documents when
when made or issued in
the party
documents
in the
the United
United States;
States; and
and the
party to
to
whom the same is issued, or
or by
by whom
whom it is to
to be used,
used, shall, before
before using
the same, affix thereon
thereon the stamp or stamps indicating
indicating the duty required.
required.
SEC.
further enacted, That all the provisions
Sac. 164. And
And be it further
provisions of this
Provisions as
as
this Provisions
too s ttoo
hda
include
act relating
relating to dies, stamps, adhesive
adhesive stamps, and stamp duties shall extendinclude
whhcaalttte..s',
to and include (except where
impracticable) all the articles
where manifestly
manifestly impracticable)
articles or
or
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objects enumerated
enumerated in
marked C,
C, subject to stamp duties, and
schedule marked
in schedule
objects
apply to
to the
provisions in
in relation
relation thereto.
the provisions
apply
Penalty for
for
SEC. 165.
165. And
And be
be it
enacted, That if any person, firm, company,
company,
further enacted,
it further
SEC.
Penalty
consumption
or corporation
corporation shall
shall make, prepare, and sell, or remove for consumption
selling, or
making, selling,
&c., certain articles
without affix- or
drugs, medicines,
compositions, articles, or things,
preparations, compositions,
medicines, preparations,
sale, drugs,
or sale,
cles withoutaffixing
including perfumery,
matches, cigar-lights,
cigar-lights,
lucifer or friction matches,
cosmetics, lucifer
perfumery, cosmetics,
including
stamps.
ing stamps.
or wax
wax tapers,
photographs, ambrotypes,
ambrotypes, daguerreotypes,
or other
other sunsundaguerreotypes, or
tapers, photographs,
or
a duty is impictures of
playing-cards, upon
which a
upon which
and playing-cards,
description, and
any description,
of any
pictures
posed by
by law,
law, as
and mentioned
mentioned in
without affixC, without
schedule C,
in schedule
enumerated and
as enumerated
posed
ing
thereto an
an adhesive
adhesive stamp
or label
denoting the duty before menlabel denoting
stamp or
ing thereto
tioned,
they shall
incur a
omission
penalty of ten dollars for every omission
a penalty
shall incur
or they
he or
tioned, he
Proviso,
to
affix such
Provided, That nothing in this act contained shall
stamp: Provided,
such stamp:
to affix
Proviso.
Post, p.
p. 482.
482.
apply
to any
any uncompounded
medicinal drug
to any mednor to
chemical, nor
or chemical,
drug or
uncompounded medicinal
apply to
Post,
icine
compounded according
national pharother national
or other
States or
United States
the United
to the
according to
icine compounded
macopeia,
of which
which the
the full
and proper
proper formula
published in either
is published
formula is
full and
nor of
macopoeia, nor
of
dispensatories, formularies,
formularies, or text-books
text-books in common use among
the dispensatories,
of the
homoeopathic and eclectic, or in any
physicians
and apothecaries,
any
apothecaries, including homceopathic
physicians and
pharmaceutical journal
by any
incorporated college of pharmacy,
any incorporated
used by
now used
journal now
pharmaceutical
and not
not sold
sold or
offered for
for sale, or
form,
or advertised under any other name, form,
or offered
and
or guise,
guise, than
that under
they may
may be severally denominated and
which they
under which
than that
or
laid
down in
dispensatories, text-books, or journals,
pharmacopoeias, dispensatories,
said pharmacopceias,
in said
laid down
as
aforesaid, nor
nor to
medicines sold to, or for the use of,
of, any person, which
which
to medicines
as aforesaid,
may
compounded specially
specially for said persons,
persons, according to
and compounded
mixed and
be mixed
may be
the
written recipe
recipe or
physician or surgeon.
any physician
of any
prescription of
or prescription
the written
manufacturer or maPenalty for
re.
S
EC. 166.
further enacted,
enacted, That every manufacturer
it further
be it
And be
166. And
SEC.
for rePenalty
moving
mentioned in schedule C, after the same
articles for sale mentioned
of the
the articles
of any
any of
ker of
stamps ker
moving stamps
affixed to
once affixed
evade duty; to
shall have
have been
been so
so made,
the particulars
particulars hereinbefore
hereinbefore required
required as to
and the
made, and
shall
evade duty;
remove,' or detach, or
stamps have
have been
been complied
complied with,
take off, i;emove
shall take
who shall
with, who
stamps
off, or removed, or detached,
cause,
or permit,
permit, or
or suffer
detached, any
to be taken off,
suffer to
cause, or
stamp,
or who
who shall
shall use
use any
any stamp,
or any
any wrapper
or cover to which any
wrapper or
stamp, or
stamp, or
stamp
is affixed,
affixed, to
cover any
article or commodity than that origiother article
any other
to cover
stamp is
nally contained
in such
wrapper or
with such stamp when first
cover, trith
or cover,
such wrapper
contained in
nally
used,
evade the
the stamp
stamp duties, shall for every such artito evade
intent to
the intent
with the
used, with
cle,
respectively, in
in respect
which any such offence shall be committed,
of which
respect of
cle, respectively,
be
subject to
to a
apenalty
recovered together with the
penalty of fifty dollars, to be recovered
be subject
costs
and every
every such article or commodity as aforeaccruing; and
thereupon accruing;
costs thereupon
said
forfeited.
also be forfeited.
shall also
said shall
for selling,
S
EC. 167.
167. And
it further
enacted, That on and after the passage of
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
&c.,
selling, &c.,
for
comor corncertain articles
articles
this
act every
maker or manufacturer
manufacturer of any of the articles or or
every maker
this act
certain
without stamps.
out,
schedule C, as aforesaid, who shall sell, send out,
modities mentioned
mentioned in schedule
without stamps. modities
Post,
482.
remove, or
deliver any
any article
article or
aforesaid,
manufactured as aforesaid,
commodity, manufactured
or commodity,
or deliver
remove,
p. 482.
Post, p.
before the
duty thereon
thereon shall have been
been fully paid, by affixing thereon the
the duty
before
proper stamp,
stamp, as
by law,
conceal, or cause
or who shall hide or conceal,
law, or
provided by
as provided
proper
to be
or concealed,
or who
who shall remove or convey away, or deconcealed, or
hidden or
be hidden
to
posit, or
to be
removed or
deposited in any
any
conveyed away from or deposited
or conveyed
be removed
cause to
or cause
posit,
place,
any such
such article
commodity, to evade the duty chargeable
chargeable therearticle or commodity,
place, any
on,
part thereof,
shall be
be subject
of 'one hundred dolpenalty of'one
to aapenalty
subject to
thereof, shall
any part
or any
on, or
lars, together
with the
the forfeiture
any such article or commodity.
forfeiture of any
together with
lars,
be it
Medicines,
86 e.,
S
EC. 168. And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all medicines, preparations,
preparations,
SEC.
Medicines, &c.,
to
be made,
Sm.,
•.
•
and cigarperfumery,
&c., compositions,
made,
to
be
compositions,
perfumery, cosmetics, lucifer or friction matches,
matches, and
cigarwithout duty,
duty to
to
without
wholly or
manufactured
be
manufactu
,
red
lights,
or
wax
tapers,
cordials,
liquors
manufactured
other
and
cordials,
be manufactured lights, or wax tapers,
in warehouses.
part of
exportation, as provided for by law,
spirits, intended for exportation,
domestic spirits,
of domestic
in part
warehouses. in
in
in order
to be
manufactured and sold or removed,
removed, without
without being charged
charged
be manufactured
order to
in
Post,
482.
with duty,
duty, and
and without
without having
having a
a stamp
stamp affixed
affixed thereto, shall, under such
with
p. 482.
Post, p.
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
Treasury may prescribe,
prescribe, be
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
as the
rules
those
to those
warehouses similarly constructed to
made
manufactured in warehouses
made and manufactured
known
and designated
treasury regulations as bonded
bonded warehouses,
warehouses, class
in treasury
designated in
known and
Manufacturers two:
two: Provided,
manufacturer shall first give satisfactory bonds
such manufacturer
Provided, That such
Manufacturers
the
observance of all the
to
bonds,
to
the collector
faithful observance
collector of internal revenue for the faithful
to the
give bonds,
to give
&e.
&c.
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provisions of
of law
the rules
rules and
amount
as aforesaid, in amount
regulations as
and regulations
and the
law and
provisions
not
less than
half of
of that
that required
required by
by the
the regulations
Secretary of
of
of the Secretary
regulations of
than half
not less
Manufactured
the
Treasury from
warehouses. Such goods, when Manufactured
bonded warehouses.
allowed bonded
persons allowed
from persons
the Treasury
goods may be
rebe reexportation, under goodsmay
manufactured
in such
such warehouses,
warehouses, may be removed
removed for exportation,
manufactured in
moved
for expormoved for
the
direction of
having charge
who shall
be desdes- tation
shall be
thereof, who
charge thereof,
tation.
officer having
proper officer
of the
the proper
the direction
ignated
the Secretary
of the
Treasury, without being charged
charged with duty,
the Treasury,
Secretary of
by the
ignated by
and
having a
manufacturer of the
thereto. Any manufacturer
affixed thereto.
stamp affixed
a stamp
without having
and without
articles
or of
of any
of them,
having such
such bonded
warehouse, as
as Warehouses
Warehouses
bonded warehouse,
them, having
any of
aforesaid, or
articles aforesaid,
may be
be used
for
used for
may
aforesaid,
shall be
liberty, under
under such rules
rules and regulations as the Sec- what.
at liberty,
be at
aforesaid, shall
retary
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
therein any materials to what
to convey therein
Treasury may
the Treasury
of the
retary of
be
used in
which are
are allowed
by the provisions of law
allowed by
manufacture which
in such
such manufacture
be used
materials,
to
exported free
free from
from tax
tax or
necessary materials,
as well as the necessary
or duty,
duty, as
be exported
to be
implements,
vessels, brands,
putthe preparation,
preparation, putfor the
labels for
and labels
brands, and
packages, vessels,
implements, packages,
ting up,
of the
the said
articles; and every
every article so
said manufactured
manufactured articles;
export of
and export
up, and
ting
used
shall be
payment of stamp and excise duty by such
the payment
from the
exempt from
be exempt
used shall
manufacturer. Articles
and materials
transferred
may be transferred
used may
be used
so to
to be
materials so
Articles and
manufacturer.
Materials used
used
from any
same may be, under such regu- Materials
in which
which the same
warehouse in
bonded warehouse
any bonded
from
in the
manufacthe manufaclations
of the
prescribe, into any bonded in
may prescribe,
Treasury may
the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
as the
lations as
ture.
warehouse in
such manufacture
conducted, and may be ture.
manufacture may be conducted,
which such
in which
warehouse
used in
such manufacture,
and, when
when so
so used,
stamp
from stamp
exempt from
be exempt
shall be
used, shall
manufacture, and,
in such
used
and excise
excise duty;
the receipt
receipt of
in charge,
charge, as aforesaid,
officer, in
of the
the officer
and the
duty; and
and
shall
received as
voucher for
articles. Any
such articles.
the manufacture
manufacture of such
for the
as a
a voucher
be received
shall be
materials imported
the United States may, under such rules as the
into the
imported into
materials
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury may
may prescribe,
and under the direction of the
prescribe, and
of the
Secretary
proper
original packages from on shipboard, or
or
officer, be removed in original
proper officer,
from
bonded
which the same may be, into the bonded
in which
warehouse in
bonded warehouse
the bonded
from the
warehouse
in which
which such
carried on, for the purpose
may be carried
manufacture may
such manufacture
warehouse in
of
in such
manufacture, without
payment of
thereon,
duties thereon,
of duties
without payment
such manufacture,
used in
of being
being used
removed, nor
and
may there
there be
manufacture. No article so removed,
be used in such manufacture.
and may
any
article manufactured
warehouse, shall be taken theretherebonded warehouse,
in said bonded
manufactured in
any article
from,
except for
for exportation,
under the
direction of
officer
of the
the proper officer
the direction
exportation, under
from, except
having
charge thereof,
aforesaid, whose
describing the articertificate, describing
whose certificate,
as aforesaid,
thereof, as
having charge
cles
by their
marks, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, the
importation,
quantity, the date of importation,
the quantity,
their marks,
cles by
the
name of
of vessel, with such additional particulars
particulars as may from time
the name
to
be required,
received by the collector
collector of customs in canbe received
shall be
required, shall
time be
to time
cellation of
the bonds,
return of
amount of
of foreign import duties.
of the
the amount
or return
bonds, or
of the
cellation
All labor
labor performed
performed and
rendered under these regulations
regulations shall Labor.
and services rendered
All
be
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of an
officer of the customs,
expense
customs, and at the expense
an officer
be under
manufacturer.
of the manufacturer.
be
S
EC. 169.
169. And
enacted,. That
any person
person who shall offer Who to be
That any
it further
further enacted,
And be
be it
SEc.
manufaodeemed manufacfor sale
sale any
any of
named in schedule C, whether the articles so deemed
the articles named
of the
for
certain
turers
articles.of certain
offered are
are imported,
imported, or are
manufacture, shall be articles.
of foreign or domestic manufacture,
are of
offered
deemed the
manufacturer thereof,
thereof, and subject to all the duties, liabilities,
the manufacturer
deemed
Post, p. 482.
and penalties
by law
the sale
sale of domestic articles Post,
to the
in regard
regard to
law in
imposed by
and
penalties imposed
without the
use of the proper
proper stamp or stamps denoting the duty paid
the use
without
thereon: Provided,
when any such imported articles shall be sold in Proviso.
Provided,That when
thereon:
Post, p. 483.
package in which the bottles or other enclosures Post,
the original and unbroken package
were
packed by
by the
selling said articles shall
the manufacturer,
manufacturer, the person so selling
were packed
not be
penalty on
on account
account of the want of the proper stamp.
any penalty
to any
be subject
subject to
not
SEC. 170.
itfurther enacted,
enacted, That in any collection district where, In certain disAnd be itfurther
170. And
SEC.
tricts, stamps,
stamps,
in
commissioner of internal revenue, the facilities
facilities for tricts,
of the
the commissioner
judgment of
in the
the judgment
&c., may be deto collivered
paper,
or
the
procurement
and
distribution
of
stamped
vellum,
parchment,
the procurement and distribution of stamped
lector without
without
and
adhesive stamps,
stamps, are or shall be insufficient, the commissioner, as lector
and adhesive
prepayment.
aforesaid,
is authorized
to furnish,
and deliver to the collector and prepayment.
furnish, supply, and
authorized to
aforesaid, is
to
assessor of
such district,
treasurer of the
to any
any assistant treasurer
district, and to
of any
any such
to the
the assessor
a suitUnited
depositary thereof,
thereof, or any postmaster, a
or designated
designated depositary
States, or
United States,
able quantity
quantity or
or amount
amount of
parchment or paper, and advellum, parchment
of stamped
stamped vellum,
able
prepayment therefor, and shall allow the highest
highest
hesive stamps, without prepayment
purchasing the
rate of
of commissions
commissions allowed
to any
any other parties purchasing
law to
allowed by law
rate
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same,
may in
in advance
advance require
such collector,
assistant
assessor, as'sistant
collector, assessor,
any such
of any
require of
and may
same, and
treasurer
of the
the United
United States,
postmaster, aabond,
bond, with
suresufficient surewith sufficient
or postmaster,
States, or
treasurer of
ties,
to an
equal to
any stamped
stamped vellum,
parchment,
vellum, parchment,
of any
to the
the value
value of
an amount
amount equal
ties, to
or paper,
paper, and
stamps which
placed in
in his
and
hands and
his hands
be placed
may be
which may
adhesive stamps
and adhesive
or
remain unaccounted
for, conditioned
conditioned for
for the
faithful return,
return, whenever
whenever so
so
the faithful
unaccounted for,
remain
required,
quantities or
or amounts
and for
for the
payment,
the payment,
of, and
undisposed of,
amounts undisposed
all quantities
of all
required, of
monthly, of
all quantities
quantities or
amounts, sold
or not,
not, remaining
on hand.
hand.
remaining on
sold or
or amounts,
of all
monthly,
And
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
of such
such collector
collector to
deputies with,
or
with, or
his deputies
to supply
supply his
be the
Deputy
And it
Deputy colmake application
lectors
be supsup- sell
who may
to other
may make
application therehis district
district who
within his
parties within
other parties
sell to
to be
lectors to
plied with
with
for, stamped vellum,
paper, and
adhesive stamps,
upon the
the
stamps, upon
and adhesive
or paper,
parchment, or
for, stamped vellum, parchment,
stamps.
stampsw
same
allowed by
by law,
the commissioner
commissioner
of the
regulations of
the regulations
under the
or under
law, or
terms allowed
same terms
of
internal revenue,
revenue, who
hereby authorized
to make
make such
other regularegulasuch other
authorized to
is hereby
who is
of internal
and
tions,
not inconsistent
inconsistent herewith,
herewith, for
for the
security of
of the
States and
United States
the United
the security
tions, not
hereinthe matters
the
the public,
public, in
in relation
to the
matters hereinrelation to
of the
accommodation of
better accommodation
the better
the
before mentioned,
he may
necessary and
And the
expedient. And
and expedient.
judge necessary
may judge
as he
mentioned, as
before
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury may,
from time
time to
to time,
time, make
make such
regulations
such regulations
may, from
of the
Secretary
Regulations.
the illegal
prevent the
as
necessary to
to insure
insure the
the safe-keeping
or prevent
illegal
safe-keeping or
find necessary
may find
as he
he may
use
of all
all such
stamps.
adhesive stamps.
and adhesive
paper, and
parchment, paper,
vellum, parchment,
stamped vellum,
such stamped
use of
Bond
Bond to be
given.
given.

Schedule B.
Schedule
B.
Stamp duties.
Stamp
duties.

SCHEDULE
B.
SCHEDULE B.
STAMP DITTIES.
DUTIES.

Duty.

Duty.

Dolls. cts.

AGREEMENT
CONTRACT, other
other than
specified in this schedule;
than those specified
or CONTRACT,
AGREEMENT or
any appraisement
appraisement of
of value or damage,
damage, or for any other purpose; for
any
every sheet
or piece
piece of
upon which either
either of the same shall be
paper upon
of paper
sheet or
every
55
..
...............
written, five cents ...........................
Provided,
contract
if more
more than one appraisement, agreement, or contract
That if
Provided, That
shall
upon one sheet or piece of paper, five cents for each
written upon
be written
shall be
and
every additional
additional appraisement,
agreement, or contract.
appraisement, agreement,
and every
BANK CHECK,
CHECK, draft, or
order for the payment of any sum of money whator order
BANK
soever,
drawn upon any bank, banker, or trust company, or for any
soever, drawn
sum
exceeding ten dollars drawn upon any other
other person or persons,
persons,
sum exceeding
2
cents.........
companies, or
or corporations,
2
at sight or on demand, two cents
corporations, at
companies,
sum of
BILL
OF
EXCHANGE,
(inland,)
draft,
or
for
the
any
of
payment
for
the
or
order
draft,
(inland,)
EXCHANGE,
or
BILL
money, not
exceeding one
dollars, otherwise than at sight or
one hundred dollars,
not exceeding
money,
ciron demand,
or any promissory
(except bank-notes issued for cirpromissory note, (except
demand, or
on
culation, and
and intended to be forthwith presented, and
made and
checks made
and checks
culation,
payment,) or any
a bank or banker for payment,)
which
presented to a
which shall be presented
memorandum, check,
check, receipt,
printed evidence
evidence of an
or other written or printed
receipt, or
memorandum,
a time designated,
amount of money to be paid on demand, or at a
designated, for a
a
5
sum
not
exceeding
one
hundred
dollars,
five
cents
5
sum not exceeding one hundred dollars, five cents ....................
in
part
or
fractional
And
for
every
additional
hundred
dollar,
fractional
thereof
excess
dollars,
And for every
5
cents................................
of one
dollars, five
five cents
5
hundred dollars,
of
one hundred
BILL OF
EXCHANGE, (foreign,)
out
(foreign,) or letter of credit, drawn in but payable out
OF EXCHANGE,
BILL
of
the United
United States,
States, if
drawn singly, or otherwise
otherwise than in a
a set of three
if drawn
of the
or
according to the custom of merchants
bankers, shall pay
merchants and bankers,
more, according
or more,
the
rates of
duty as
promissory notes.
exchange or promissory
of exchange
as inland
inland bills of
of duty
the same
same rates
If
drawn in
more : For every bill of each
each set, where
where the
three or more:
sets of
of three
in sets
If drawn
payable shall not exceed one hundred dollars, or the equivamade payable
sum made
lent thereof,
foreign currency
currency in which such bills may be exany foreign
thereof, in any
lent
pressed,
to the
the standard
United States,
of value
value fixed by the United
standard of
according to
pressed, according
2
two cents.........................................................
cents
2
fractional part thereof in exAnd for
for every additional hundred
hundred dollars or fractional
And
22
cess of one hundred dollars, two cents .............................
BILL OF
LADING or
receipt, (other
charter-party,) for any goods, merthan charter-party,)
(other than
or receipt,
OF LADING
BILL
chandise,
effects, to be exported from a
aport or place in the United
or effects,
chandise, or
10
States to any
cents .....................
10
ten cents
foreign port or place, ten
any foreign
States
or any part thereof, shall be
vessel, or
BILL OF SALE by which any ship or vessel,
conveyed
person or persons, when the conconveyed to or vested in any other person
60
sideration
shall not exceed
50
five hundred dollars, fifty cents ..........
exceed five
sideration shall
exceeding one thousand
Exceeding five hundred dollars and not exceeding
thousand dollars,
Exceeding
00
1
one
dollar
1
one dollar .......................................................
Exceeding one thousand
additional amount of five hunthousand dollars for every additional
Exceeding
dred
dollars, or fractional part thereof, fifty cents ...................
60
dred dollars,
payment of any sum of money,
BOND for
indemnifying any person for the payment
money,
for indemnifying
BOND
where
ultimately recoverable
recoverable thereupon
thereupon is one thousand
where the money ultimately
60
cents.. ...................................
dollars or less, fifty cents.
Where the money
money ultimately
ultimately recoverable
exceeds one thousand
recoverable thereupon exceeds
Where
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Stamp duties.
duties
tts. as. Stamp
Dolls.
Do.I
dollars, for every additional one thousand dollars or fractional
fractional part
thereof in excess of one thousand
thousand dollars,
50
dollars, fifty
fifty cents
cents................
60
BOND for the due execution or performance
performance of the duties of any office,
dollar..
one dollar
1
00
................
..................................
1 00
BOND of any description,
description, other
other -than such as may be required in legal
legal
proceedings, or
connection with mortgage
deeds, and
and not
not otherotherproceedings,
or used in
in connection
mortgage deeds,
wise charged in
schedule, twenty-five
twenty-five cents
25
in this
this schedule,
cents ..................
25
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE of stock in any incorporated
twenty-five cents...
cents
25
incorporated company,
company, twenty-five
25
CEBTIFICATE
any certificate
C
ERTI FICATE of profits, or
many
certificate or memorandum showing
showing an interest in the property or accumulations
of any
accumulations of
any incorporated
incorporated company,
company,
if for a
a sum not less than ten dollars and not exceeding
exceeding fifty
fifty dollars,
ten cents
10
.................................
......
............
10
Exceeding fifty dollars and not exceeding
exceeding one
dollars, twentytwentyExceeding
one thousand
thousand dollars,
five cents
.......................................................
cents
225
Exceeding one thousand dollars,
every additional
additional one
Exceeding
dollars, for every
one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars,
or fractional
fractional part thereof, twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents .....................
25
25
CERTIFICATE.
- Any
C
ERTIFICATE.—
Any certificate
and all
all other
certificate of damage, or otherwise,
otherwise, and
other
certificater
warden, marine
marine surveyor,
surveyor,
certificater or documents issued
issued by any
any port warden,
or other person acting as such, twenty-five
cents.
25
twenty-five cents...................
26
CERTIFICATE of deposit of any sum of money
money in any
any bank
CERTIFICATE
bank or
or trust
trust company,
pany, or with any banker or person
person acting as such -—
If for a
exceeding one
dollars, two
cents
If
a sum not
not exceeding
one hundred
hundred dollars,
two cents...............
22
For a
a sum exceeding
exceeding one hundred
hundred ,dollars,
cents ...................
5
dollars, five cents
Certificate
Certificate of any other description
description than
than those
those specified,
specified, five
five cents
cents.......
56
CHARTER-PARTY.CHARTER-PARTY. — Contract or agreement
agreement for
for the charter
charter of'any
of /any ship or
or
vessel, or steamer, or any letter, memorandum,
memorandum, or other writing
bewriting between the captain, master,
master, or owner, or person acting
acting as agent of any
any
ship or vessel, or steamer, and
and any other
other person or persons for,
for, or relating, to the charter of such
ing,
such ship or vessel, or steamer,
steamer, or any renewal
renewal or
or
transfer thereof, if the registered
registered tonnage
such ship
ship or
or vessel,
or
tonnage of
of such
vessel, or
steamer, does not exceed
and
fifty
tons,
one
dollar
00
exceed one
one hundred
hundred and fifty tons, one dollar.... 11 00
Exceeding
Exceeding one hundred and fifty tons, and not exceeding
hundred
exceeding three
three hundred
tons, three dollars
3 00
................................................
00
Exceeding
Exceeding three hundred tons, and not
not exceeding
exceeding six hundred
tons, five
five
hundred tons,
dollars ..................................................
00
55 00
Exceeding
Exceeding six hundred tons, ten dollars.
10
dollars ..............................
10 00
CONTRACT.
CONTRACT. -— Broker's note, or memorandum
memorandum of sale of any goods or merchandise, stocks, bonds, exchange, notes of hand, real estate,
estate, or proppropdescription issued
erty of any kind or description
issued by brokers
persons acting
acting as
brokers or persons
such, for
memorandum of
of sale,
sale, ten
10
for each
each note
note or
or memorandum
ten cents
cents .................
10
C
ONVEYANCE. — Deed, instrument,
whereby any lands,
teneCONVEYANCE.instrument, or
or writing, whereby
lands, tenegranted, assigned,
ments, or other realty sold shall be granted,
assigned, transferred,
transferred, or
or
otherwise conveyed
conveyed to, or
or
or vested in,
in, the
the purchaser
purchaser or purchasers,
purchasers, or
any other person or persons by his, her, or their
their direction,
direction, when the
consideration or value does not exceed
exceed five hundred dollars,
dollars, fifty cents
50
60
When the consideration
consideration exceeds
exceeds five hundred dollars,
dollars, and
and does not exceed
exceed
one thousand dollars, one dollar .................................
1
00 •
1 00'
And for every
every additional five hundred dollars,
dollars, or fractional
thereof, in
in
fractional part thereof,
excess of one thousand dollars, fifty cents .............
50
.......... ....
60
ENTRY of any goods, wares,
ENTRY
wares, or merchandise
any custom-house,
custom-house, either for
merchandise at
at any
for
consumption or warehousing, not exceeding
consumption
dollars in
exceeding one hundred
hundred dollars
in
value, twenty-five
twenty-five cents ...........................................
25
Exceeding
Exceeding one hundred dollars, and not exceeding
hundred dollars in
exceeding five hundred
value, fifty cents......................................
cents
50
............
60
Exceeding five hundred
Exceeding
hundred dollars in value,
value, one dollar
dollar ......................
11 00
merchandise from bonded wareENTRY for the withdrawal
withdrawal of any goods or merchandise
house, fifty cents ...................................................
60
Gaugers' returns,
nOt exceeding
hundred gallons
gallons gross,
Gaugers'
returns, if for
for a
a quantity
quantity not
exceeding five
five hundred
gross,
ten cents
10
cents ...................................................
10
Exceeding
five hundred gallons gross,
gross, twenty-five
cents .................
25
Exceeding five
twenty-five cents
26
INSURANCE,
(LIFE.)--Policy
I
NSURANCE, (LIFE.) — Policy of
insurance, or
or other
other instrument,
by whatof insurance,
instrument, by
ever name the same shall be called, whereby
whereby any
any insurance
be
insurance shall
shall be
made upon any life or lives -—
When the amount
amount insured shall not
not exceed
exceed one thousand
dollars, twentyWhen
thousand dollars,
five cents
25
cents.....
.............................................
...
25
Exceeding
Exceeding one thousand dollars and
and not exceeding
thousand dollars,
exceeding five thousand
fifty cents ...........................................
50
560
Exceeding five thousand
Exceeding
thousand dollars, one dollar..
dollar .........................
00
1100

INSURANCE,
(MARINE, INLAND,
INLAND, AND
FIRE.)--Each
INSURANCE, (MARINE,
AND FIRE.)
—Each policy
of insurance
insurance or
policy of
or
the same shall be
be called,
called, by
by
other instrument, by whatever name
name the
which iasurance
made or renewed
property of
insurance shall be made
renewed upon property
of any dedescription, whether against
against perils by the sea or by fire, or other peril
scription,

800
800
Stamp
duties.
Stamp dutiells.

Post,
482.
p. 482.
Post, p.

Post, p.
p. 482.
482.
Post,

Post,
482.
p. 482.
Post, p.
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Duty.
ts
Dos
Dons. ets
of any
any kind,
kind, made
made by
by any
company, or its agents, or by
by any
insurance company,
any insurance
of
other company
the premium
does not exceed
exceed
which does
upon which
premium upon
person, the
or person,
company or
other
10
..................................
ten dollars,
dollars, ten
cents .
............
ten cents
ten
25
.........
Exceeding
and not
not exceeding
exceeding fifty
twenty-five cents
dollars, twenty-five
fifty dollars,
ten and
Exceeding ten
60
Exceeding
dollars, fifty cents
cents ...................................
50
fifty dollars,
Exceeding fifty
LEASE, agreement,
agreement, memorandum,
memorandum, or
for the hire, use, or rent
rent of
contract for
or contract
LEASE,
value
any4and,
tenement,
or
portion
thereof,'where
rental
rental
or
rent
the
any-land, tenement, or portion thereof,'where
60
is three
three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
less, fifty cents
cents ............
or less,
annum or
per annum
is
Where
the rent
rental value
the sum
three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars
of three
sum of
exceeds the
value exceeds
or rental
rent or
Where the
per annum,
annum, for
for each
each additional
additional two
two hundred
dollars, or fractional
fractional part
part
hundred dollars,
per
60
thereof in
in excess
hundred dollars,
50
fifty cents ..............
dollars, fifty
three hundred
of three
excess of
thereof
M
ANIFEST for
or clearance
the cargo
cargo of any
any ship,
clearance of the
entry or
custom-house entry
for custom-house
MANIFEST
portvessel, or
foreign port—
steamer for aa foreign
or steamer
vessel,
exceed
If
tonnage of
of such
such ship,
ship, vessel,
vessel, or steamer
steamer does not exceed
registered tonnage
If the
the registered
1100
three hundred
tons, one
one dollar................................
dollar
00
hundred tons,
three
Exceeding
three
hundred
tons,
and
not
exceeding
six
tons,
three
tons,
hundred
six
Exceeding three hundred tons, and not exceeding
00
.
3
....................
*
dollars
3
........
dollars........................
...... b 00
dollars .........................
Exceeding
six hundred
hundred tons, five
five dollars
Exceeding six
M
EASURERS' returns,
returns, if
if for
for a
a quantity
bushels,
not exceeding one thousand bushels,
quantity not
MEASURERS'
10
ten cents
10
cents.....................................................
ten
25
Exceeding
one thousand
cents......................
twenty-five cents
bushels, twenty-five
thousand bushels,
Exceeding one
M
ORTGAGE of
lands, estate,
estate, or property,
property, real or personal, heritable
heritable or movof lands,
MORTGAGE
able, whatsoever,
where the
the same
made as security for the payshall be made
same shall
whatsoever, where
able,
ment of
of any
definite and
certain sum
sum of
money lent at the
the time or preof money
and certain
any definite
ment
viously
owing or
forborne to be paid, being
being payable; also
also any
any
or forborne
and owing
due and
viously due
trust, to be
conveyance
of
any
lands,
estate,
or
property
whatsoever,
in trust,
whatsoever,
or
property
conveyance of any lands, estate,
only
be
which
sold
or
otherwise
converted
into
money,
money,
shall
be
intended
only
sold or otherwise converted
as security,
before the sale or other
other disposal
disposal
redeemable before
and shall be redeemable
security, and
as
thereof, either
by express
otherwise; or any personal
stipulation or otherwise;
express stipulation
either by
thereof,
definite or certain sum
bond given
as security
for the payment of any definite
security for
given as
bond
of
money exceeding
eiceeding one
one hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, and
exceeding five
five hunand not exceeding
of money
650
dred dollars,
dollars, fifty
cents .........................................
60
fifty cents
dred
Exceeding
five hundred
hundred dollars,
and not
not exceeding
thousand dollars, one 1
exceeding one thousand
dollars, and
Exceeding five
00
dollar .........................................................
1
dollar
dollars, or fractional
And
for every
every additional
hundred dollars,
fractional part
part thereof, in
in
five hundred
additional five
And for
60
.
........
cents.....................
excess of
thousand dollars,
dollars, fifty cents
one thousand
of one
excess
mortgage,
Provided, That
That upon
upon each
every assignment
assignment or transfer of a
a mortgage,
and every
each and
Provided,
lease,
policy of
of insurance,
the renewal
renewal or
continuance of any agreeor continuance
or the
insurance, or
or policy
lease, or
a stamp
ment,
charter, by
stamp duty shall be
by letter or otherwise, a
or charter,
contract, or
ment, contract,
required
equal to that
that imposed
imposed on the original instrument.
instrument.
required and paid equal
PASSAGE
vessel from a
port in the United States
States to aaforeign
foreign
a port
any vessel
by any
TICKET, by
PASSAGE TICKET,
50
.....................
port, not
not exceeding
exceeding thirty-five
thirty-five dollars, fifty cents
50
port,
11 00
Exceeding
dollars and
and not
not exceeding
fifty dollars,
dollars, one dollar.....
dollar
exceeding fifty
thirty-five dollars
Exceeding thirty-five
of
excess
fractional part thereof, in excess
And
for every
additional fifty dollars, or fractional
every additional
And for
..............11 00
........................
fifty dollars,
dollars, one
one dollar...........
dollar
fifty
bonds,
stock,
any
POWER
OF
ATTORNEY
for
the
sale
or
transfer
of
or scrip,
POWER OF ATTORNEY for the sale or
25
cents
or for
for the
collection of
any dividends
dividends or interest
interest thereon, twenty-five
twenty-five centa
26
of any
the collection
or
POWER OF
OF ATTORNEY
OR PKOXY
PROXY for
for officers
officers of
for voting at any election for
ATTORNEY OR
POWER
any incorporated
company or
or society,
except religious,
charitable, or
or litreligious, charitable,
society, except
incorporated company
any
10
erary
cemeteries, ten cents
cents .......................
10
public cemeteries,
or public
societies, or
erary societies,
PowER OF
or ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY to
receive or collect
twenty-five cents..........
Cents
25
collect rent, twenty-five
to receive
POWER
POWER OF
OF ATTORNEY
convey real estate, or to rent or lease
lease the
ATTORNEY to sell and convey
POWER
............ 1 00
same,
one dollar
dollar .....................................
same, one
60
..................
POWER OF
ATTORNEY for any
any other purpose, fifty cents
cents
OF ATTORNEY
POWER
PRORATE
OF,WILL, or
letters of
of administration:
administration: Where the estate and efefor letters
PROBATE OFP,WILL,
administration
fects
of which
such probate
probate or letters of administration
which such
respect of
in respect
or in
for or
fects for
declared not to exceed
applied for
be sworn or declared
exceed the value
value of two 1
shall be
for shall
applied
.......................................
thousand dollars,
dollar .
1 00
dollars, one dollar
thousand
Exceeding
additional thousand dollars,
dollars, or
every additional
dollars, for every
thousand dollars,
two thousand
Exceeding two
60
cents....
fractional
part thereof,
excess of
thousand dollars,
50
dollars, fifty cents
two thousand
of two
in excess
thereof, in
fractional part
PROTEST.
protest of
of exchange,
exchange, acceptance,
acceptance,
of every note, bill of
Upon the protest
PROTEST. -—Upon
check or
or any
marine protest,
protested by aa notary
whether protested
protest, whether
any marine
draft, or
or draft,
check
public or
or by
other officer
officer who
may be authorized
authorized by the
the law
law of any
any
who may
any other
by any
public
25
................
state or
or states
to make
make such
such protest, twenty-five
twenty-five cents
states to
state
any
of
payment
the
Receipts for
payment of any sum of money, or for
payment
any
for the payment
Receipts
debt due,
due, exceeding
being for
for the satisfaction of any
any
dollars, not being
twenty dollars,
exceeding twenty
debt
mortgage or
or judgment
judgment or
decree of any court, and
and a
areceipt
receipt for the deor decree
mortgage
22
...................................
livery
of
any
property,
two
cents
property,
livery
merchandise, not otherwise
Warehouse
receipt for
for property,
wares, or merchandise,
otherwise
goods, wares,
property, goods,
Warehouse receipt
provided
public or private warehouse,
property or
warehouse, when the property
in any public
for, in
provided for,
goods
or stored shall not exceed in value
value five hundred doldeposited or
so deposited
goods so
10
...................................
lars,
10
ten cents ...........
lars, ten
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Duty.
.
eta

Dotel
Dolls.
Exceeding in value five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars and not
not exceeding
one thousand
thousand
Exceeding
exceeding one
dollars,
dollars, twenty
twenty cents
cents .............................................
Exceeding
for every
additional one
thousand
Exceeding in value one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, for
every additional
one thousand
dollars, ten cents
cents ..................................................
•
dollars,
Warehouse receipt
goods, merchandise,
merchandise, or
or property
property of
of any
any kind,
kind, not
not
Warehouse
receipt for
for any
any goods,
otherwise provided for, held on storage
storage in
any public
in any
public or private
private warewaretwenty-five cents .....................................
house or yard, twenty-five
Weighers' returns,
returns, if for a
aweight not exceeding
exceeding five
five thousand pounds, ten
Weighers'
cents
cents ..................................................
Exceeding five thousand
thousand pounds,
twenty-five cents
Exceeding
pounds, twenty-five
cents ......................
LEGAL DOCUxMNT8:
DOCUMENTS:
process by
in any
Writ, or
or other
other original
original process
by which
which any
any suit
suit is
is commenced
commenced in
any
equity, fifty
cents ...................
court of record, either of law or equity,
fifty cents
Where the
Where
the amount
amount claimed
claimed in
in a
a writ, issued by aa court not
not of record,
record, is
is one
one
dollars or over,
hundred dollars
over, fifty cents
cents ....................................
Upon every confession
hundred dollars
dollars or
Upon
confession of judgment, or cognovit,
cognovit, for
for one hundred
or
over, (except in those cases where
writ of aa commencecommencewhere the
the tax
tax for the
the writ
ment of suit has
has been paid,) fifty
fifty cents
cents ..............................
on appeals
from justices'
courts of
Writs or other process on
appeals from
justices' courts
courts or
or other
other courts
of
inferior jurisdiction
cents ...................
inferior
jurisdiction to
to aacourt
court of
of record,
record, fifty
fifty cents
Warrant
rent claimed
claimed does
exceed one
one
Warrant of distress, when the amount
amount of rent
does not
not exceed
hundred dollars, twenty-five cents
cents ..................................
When
amount claimed
claimed exceeds
hundred dollars, fifty
fifty cents
cents ........
When the amount
exceeds one
one hundred
Provided,
summons, or other
process issued
Provided, That no writ, summons,
other process
issued by,
by, and
and returnareturnable to, a
hereinbefore provided,
provided, or by
a justice of the peace, except
except as
as hereinbefore
by any
any
larger jurisdiction
jurisdiction as
amount
police or
or municipal
municipal court
court having
having no larger
as to
to the amount
render than a
a justice of the piece [peacel
[peace] in the same
same
of damages it may render
criminal or other suits commenced
by the
the United
United
state, or issued in any criminal
commenced by
States,
duties:
States, or any
any state,
state, shall
shall be
be subject to the
the payment
payment of stamp duties:
further, That the stamp duties imposed
imposed by
by the foregoing
foregoing
And provided,
provided,further,
schedule B
B on manifests, bills of lading, and
and passage-tickets,
passage-tickets, shall not
not
apply to
steamboats or
other vessels
vessels plying
plying between
between ports of the United?
United
apply
to steamboats
or other
States
States and ports
ports in British
British North America.
America.
Affidavits
Affidavits in
in suits or legal proceedings
proceedings shall be
be exempt
exempt from
from stamp
stamp duty.
duty.

10
10
25
25
10
10
25
25

50
560
60
50
60
60

25
so
50

SCHEDULE
SCH
MDULE C.

VOL.
XIII.
VOL. XIII.

P11113. -26
—26
PUB.

duties.
duties.

20
20

Schedule C.

MEDICINES OR
MEDICINES
OR PREPARATIONS.
PREPARATIONS.

every packet, box, bottle, pot, phial,
For and upon every
phial, or
or other
other enclosure,
enclosure, containing
lozenges, sirups,
cordials,
taining any pills,
pills, powders,
powders, tinctures,
tinctures, troches,
troches, lozenges,
sirups, cordials,
bitters,
liniments, salves,
ointments, pastes,
hitters, anodynes,
anodynes, tonics,
tonics, plasters,
plasters, liniments,
salves, ointments,
pastes,
drops, waters,
other medicinal
preparations or
waters, essences,
essences, spirits, oils, or other
medicinal preparations
or
compositions
removed for
consumption
compositions whatsoever, made
made and
and sold, or removed
for consumption
and sale, by any person or persons whatever, wherein
the person making
making
wherein the
preparing the
have, any
any private
formula or
or ococor preparing
the same has,
has, or
or claims
claims to have,
private formula
preparing the same, or has, or claims
cult secret or art for the making or preparing
claims
same,
to have, any
any exclusive
exclusive right or
or title
title to the
the making
making or
or preparing
preparing the same,
or which are prepared, uttered, vended, or exposed for sale
sale under any
any
letters-patent, or held out
out or recommended
to
the
public
by
the
makers,
recommended
the public by the makers,
proprietary medicines,
remedies
venders, or proprietors
proprietors thereof
thereof as proprietary
medicines, or
or as remedies
specifics for any disease,
whatever affecting
or specifics
disease, diseases,
diseases, or
or affections
affections whatever
affecting the
animal body,
follows where
where such
packet, box,
box, bottle,
human or
or animal
body, as
as follows:
such packet,
bottle, pot,
pot,
not exceed,
exceed, at
phial, or other enclosure, with its contents,
contents, shall not
at retail
retail
twenty-five cents, one cent ...............
price, or value, the sum of twenty-five
Where
other enclosure,
enclosure, with its
its conconWhere such packet,
packet, box,
box, bottle,
bottle, pot,
pot, phial,
phial, or other
tents,
exceed the retail price
price or
value of twenty-five
tents, shall exceed
or value
twenty-five cents,
cents, and not
not
exceed the retail
cents, two
cents ...............
exceed
retail price or value of
of fifty
fifty cents,
two cents
Where such packet, box, bottle, pot, phial, or other
other enclosure,
enclosure, with
with its concontents, shall exceed the retail price or value of fifty cents, and shall not
not
exceed
value of seventy-five
seventy-five-cents,
exceed the
the retail price
price or
or value
cents, three
three cents
cents......
Where such packet, box, bottle,
bottle, pot, phial, or other enclosure,
enclosure, with
with its
its conconWhere
tents,
shall exceed
exceed the
the retail
or value
value of
of seventy-five
seventy-five cents,
cents, and
and
tents, shall
retail price
price or
shall not
not exceed the
the retail price
price or value
value of
of one
one dollar, four
four cents ......
Where such packet, box, bottle, pot, phial, or other enclosure,
enclosure, with its
its concontents, shall exceed the retail price
price or value of one dollar, for each and
and
every fifty cents or fractional part thereof
thereof over
over and above the one
one dollar,
as before mentioned,
mentioned, an additional two cents .........................

Stamp
Stamp

Medicines or
or
preparations.
preparations.

11
22
38
4
4

22
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Dolls. ct.
ets.
Dolls.
PERFUMERY,
COSMETICS, PHOTOGRAPHS,
PHOTOGRAPHS, MATCHES,
MATCHES, AND
CARDS.
AND CaRDS.
PERFUn ERY, COSMETICS,

Perfumery,
&c.
Perfumery, Ste.

Post,
Pot, p. 482.

For and
and upon
upon every
bottle, pot, phial, or other enclosure, conbox, bottle,
packet, box,
every packet,
For
taming any
any essence,
essence, extract,
extract, toilet
hair oil, pomade,
cosmetic, hair
water, cosmetic,
toilet water,
taining
hair-dressing,
dye, tooth-wash,
tooth-wash, dentifrice, toothhair dye,
restorative, hair
hair restorative,
hair-dressing, hair
paste,
aromatic cachous,
cachous, or
or any
whatsoever name the
the
by whatsoever
articles, by
similar articles,
any similar
paste, aromatic
same
heretofore have
have been,
been, now
may hereafter
be called,
called, known,
known,
hereafter be
are, or may
now are,
same heretofore
or
distinguished, used
or applied,
be used or applied
applied as perfumes or
applied, or to be
used or
or distinguished,
applications
hair, mouth,
mouth, or
or skin,
prepared, and
and sold or remade, prepared,
skin, made,
the hair,
to the
applications to
moved
for consumption
consumption and
United States, where such packet,
the United
sale in the
and sale
moved for
box,
pot, phial,
phial, or
not
enclosure, with its contents, shall not
or other enclosure,
bottle, pot,
box, bottle,
exceed, at
at the
retail price or value,
twenty-five cents, one
one
value, the sum of twenty-five
the retail
exceed,
cent
.............................................................
cent
Where
packet, box,
box, bottle,
bottle, pot,
pot, phial, or other enclosure,
enclosure, with its consuch packet,
Where such
tents,
shall
the retail
retail price
twenty-five cents, and shall
or value of twenty-five
price or
exceed the
tents, shall exceed
not exceed
exceed the
the retail
retail price
value of
of fifty cents,
cents, two cents ...........
price or value
not
Where such
such packet,
phial, or other enclosure,
enclosure, with its conbottle, pot, phial,
box, bottle,
packet, box,
Where
tents, shall
the retail
retail price
value of fifty cents, and shall
shall not
not
price or value
exceed the
shall exceed
tents,
exceed the
the retail
retail price
three cents......
cents
seventy-five cents, three
value of seventy-five
price or value
exceed
Where
packet, box,
box, bottle,
enclosure, with its conbottle, pot, phial, or other enclosure,
such packet,
Where such
seventy-five cents, and
tents,
retail price
value of seventy-five
and
price or value
the retail
exceed the
shall exceed
tents, shall
four cents......
dollar,
shall
not
exceed
the
retail
price
or
value
of
one
cents
value
shall not exceed the retail price
conits
with
enclosure,
other
or
phial,
pot,
Where such packet,
packet, box, bottle,
enclosure,
Where
tents, shall
retail price or value of one dollar, for each
each and
and
the retail
exceed the
shall exceed
tents,
above
and
every
fifty
cents
or
fractional
part
thereof
over
above the one dolthereof
fractional
or
cents
fifty
every
lar,
additional two cents.....................
cents
mentioned, an additional
lar, as before mentioned,
PRICTON MATCHES,
MATCHES, or
or lucifer
lucifer matches,
matches, or other articles
articles made
made in part of
FRICTON
wood,
and used
used for
like purposes,
purposes, in parcels
parcels or packages
containing one
one
packages containing
for like
wood, and
hundred
each parcel
parcel or package, one cent.........
cent
matches or less, for each
hundred matches
not
and
When
in parcels
packages containing
hundred
not
containing more than one hundred
parcels or packages
When in
parcel or package,
more
hundred matches,
each parcel
package, two cents.
cents
matches, for each
two hundred
than two
more than
thereof,
part
And
for
every
additional
one
hundred
matches
fractional
one
fractional
or
And for every additional one hundred matches
...............
.............
dent
.....................
dent
For
all cigar-lights
tapers, double
double the rates herein imposed upon
wax tapers,
and wax
cigar-lights and
For all
friction
lucifer matches:
matches: Provided, That the stamp
stanip duties herein profriction or lucifer
vided for
for on
on friction
matches made in part of wood,
wood, or cigarlucifer matches
friction or lucifer
vided
lights or
wax tapers,
tapers, shall
of Septemshall not be imposed until the first day of
or wax
lights
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four; but until that time the tax shall
hundred and
ber,
be assessed
assessed and
and collected
heretofore, and on and after
after said first day of
as heretofore,
collected as
be
September,
by any
any person, firm, company,
company,
package or parcel sold by
every package
September, every
or
corporation, shall
shall be
as herein
herein required.
required.
stamped as
be stamped
or corporation,
PHOTOGRAPHS,
ambrotypeg,
daguerreotypes,
or
except as
sun-pictures,
any
PHOTOGRAPHS, ambrotypeg, daguerreotypes,
hereinbefore
provided, upon each
each and every picture of which
which the retail
hereinbefore provided,
price
twenty-five cents, two cents ....................
exceed twenty-five
price shall not exceed
Exceeding
retail price
and not
not exceeding
exceeding the sum
sum
of twenty-five cents, and
price of
the retail
Exceeding the
of
fifty cents, three cents
cents ........................................
of fifty
Exceeding
cents, and not exceeding
exceeding one dollar,
dollar, five
five
fifty cents,
of fifty
price of
retail price
the retail
Exceeding the
..................................................
** "
'6
cents
*.****
***..
cents ..............
fracor
Exceeding
the retail
every additional dollar
of one dollar, for every
price of
retail price
Exceeding the
tional
tional part thereof, five cents .....................................
PLAYING-CARDS.—For
every pack
pack of
of whatever number,
number, when
when
PLAYING-CARDS.-For and upon every
the retail
retail price
per pack
does not
not exceed
cents
eighteen cents, two cents.....
exceed eighteen
pack does
price per
the
twenty-five
Exceeding
the
retail
of
eighteen
cents,
and
not
exceeding
twenty-five
eighteen
price
Exceeding the retail
per pack, four cents
cents ......................................
cents per
Exceeding the
price of
of twenty-five
twenty-five cents, and
and not exceeding
exceeding fifty
fifty cents
retail price
the retail
Exceeding
......
....... .........
per pack, ten cents ......................
Exceeding the
retail price
of fifty
fifty cents,
dollar per
exceeding one dollar
cents, and not exceeding
price of
the retail
Exceeding
.....
pack,
cents ..........................................
fifteen cents
pack, fifteen
every additional
Exceeding the retail price of one dollar,
dollar, for every
additional fifty cents,
cents, or
Exceeding
..............
fractional part
thereof, in
excess of
of one
one dollar,
dollar, five cents
in excess
part thereof,
fractional
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Allowance
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1
1
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33
4
4
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22
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2
2
3
3
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6
22
44
1
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1
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DRAWBACK.
ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE AND DRAWBACK.
SEC. 171.
be it,
further enacted,
from and
and after
the date
date on
on
after the
That from
enacted, That
itfurther
And be
171. And
SEC.
which this
this act
act takes
effect there
an allowance
allowance or drawback
drawback on all
be an
shall be
there shall
takes effect
which
except
paid, except
articles on
which any
any internal
internal duty
duty or
tax shall
shall have
have been
been paid,
or tax
on which
articles
raw
unmanufactured cotton,
cotton, refined
refined coal-oil,
coal-oil, naphtha,
naphtha, benzine
benzine or
or benbenor unmanufactured
raw or
descripzole,
distilled
spirits,
manufactured
tobacco,
snuff
and
cigars
of
all
descripall
of
cigars
and
snuff
tobacco,
manufactured
spirits,
zole, distilled
tions,
equal in
amount to
to the
the duty
thereon, and
and no
no more, when
when
paid thereon,
tax paid
or tax
duty or
in amount
tions, equal
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exported,
the evidence
such duty
tax has
been paid
paid to
be furfurto be
has been
or tax
duty or
that any
any such
evidence that
exported, the
nished to
to the
the satisfaction
internal revenue
by such
such Allowance
Allowance and
revenue by
of internal
the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
satisfaction of
nished
person
or persons
persons as
as shall
claim the
the allowance
or drawback,
the drawback.
drawback.
and the
drawback, and
allowance or
shall claim
person or
amount
regulations,as
from time
time to
to
shall, from
as shall,
such regulations'
under such
be ascertained
ascertained under
to be
amount to
time,
be prescribed
by the
commissioner of
of internal
revenue, under
the
under the
internal revenue,
the commissioner
prescribed by
time, be
direction
of the
the Treasury,
same shall
shall be
paid by
by
be paid
the same
and. the
Treasury, and,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
direction of
the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
of the
the
treasurer of
on the
the treasurer
Treasury on
Secretary of
of the
warrant of
the warrant
United States,
out of
of any
money arising
arising from
othernot otherduties not
internal duties
from internal
any money
States, out
United
wise appropriated:
That no
allowance or
drawback shall
shall be
Proios.
be Provisos.
or drawback
no allowance
Provided, That
appropriated: Provided,
wise
made or
or had
or due
than ten
dollars, anyanyten dollars,
less than
due less
claimed or
amount claimed
for any
any amount
had for
made
thing
to the
And provided,
further,
provided,further,
notwithstanding: And
contrary notwithstanding:
the contrary
this act
act to
in this
thing in
That
drawback for
for goods
goods exported,
exported, issued
in pursuance
pursuance
issued in
of drawback
certificate of
That any
any certificate
of
of law,
law, may,
regulations as
as may
be prepremay be
such regulations
under such
may, under
the provisions
provisions of
of the
scribed by
the Secretary
Treasury, be received
received by the collector or
Secretary of the Treasury,
by the
scribed
his
in payment
duties under
this act.
And the
of the
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
act. And
under this
of duties
payment of
deputy in
his deputy
Treasury may
may make
make such
such regulations
the form
form of
of said
cersaid certo the
regard to
with regard
regulations with
Treasury
tificates and
and the
the issuing
necessary:
his judgment, may be necessary:
as, in
in his
thereof as,
issuing thereof
tificates
And
provided, further,
That in
in computing
the allowance
or drawback
drawback
allowance or
computing the
further, That
And provided,
upon
manufactured exclusively
cotton, when
when exported,
exported, there
there
of cotton,
exclusively of
upon articles
articles manufactured
shall
allowed, in
addition to
to the
the five
duty which
which shall
shall
per centum
centum duty
five per
in addition
be allowed,
shall be
have
on such
drawback of
two cents
cents per
pound upon
per pound
of two
a drawback
articles, a
such articles,
paid on
have been
been paid
such
articles, in
in all
case's where
the duty
duty imposed
upon the
cotton
the cotton
by law
law upon
imposed by
where the
all cases
such articles,
used
in the
thereof has
been previously
the amount
amount of
of
paid; the
previously paid;
has been
manufacture thereof
the manufacture
used in
said allowance
to be
ascertained in
such manner
manner as
be prescribed
prescribed by
as may
may be
in such
be ascertained
allowance to
said
the
internal revenue,
revenue, under
the direction
direction of
of the Secreunder the
of internal
the commissioner
commissioner of
tary
of the
the Treasury.
tary of
for
Sae.
172. And
enacted, That
That if any person
person or persons Penalty lyaw_
for
further enacted,
be it further
And be
SEC. 172.
fr
oa
at
i
i
m
dtegnar
t
shall fraudulently
fraudulently claim
to obtain
drawback on
shall
claim or
or seek
seek to
obtain an
an allowance
allowance or
or drawback
on claiming dawgoods,
wares, or
merchandise, on
which no
no internal
shall have been back.
duty shall
internal duty
on which
or merchandise,
goods, wares,
paid,
any greater
greater allowance
allowance or
or drawback
drawback than
than
claim any
or shall
shall fraudulently
fraudulently claim
paid, or
the
aforesaid, such
such person
person or
shall forfeit
forfeit
or persons
persons shall
paid, as
as aforesaid,
actually paid,
duty actually
the duty
triple the
or fraudulently
fraudulently claimed,
claimed, or sought
sought to
to be ob
wrongfully or
amount wrongfully
the amount
triple
tamed, or
or the
the sum
sum of
hundred dollars,
the election
election of
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
at the
dollars, at
five hundred
of five
tained,
of the
to be
be recovered
recovered as
in other
cases of
of forfeiture
forfeiture provided
provided
other cases
as in
Treasury, to
of
the Treasury,
for
in the
the general
general provisions
this act.
of this
provisions of
for in

Sae. 173.
173. And
it further
acts of
congress Repeal of
of acts
of congress
the following
following acts
enacted, That
That the
And be
be it
further enacted,
SEC.
are
act of
of July
July first,
hundred and
an1:18ortshofialc9ts.
parts of acts.
and and
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
The act
to wit:
wit: The
repealed, to
are hereby
hereby repealed,
1862, ch. 119,
sixty-two, entitled
entitled "An
"An act
to provide
provide internal
to support
the v
ol
.xii. p. 432.
revenue to
support the
Vol.
sixty-two,
act to
internal revenue
government and
and to
pay interest
debt," except the
the one
one hunthe public
public debt,"
to pay
interest on the
government
dred and
and one
one hundred
and nineteenth
nineteenth sections
thereof; and
and
sections thereof;
hundred and
fifteenth and
and fifteenth
dred
excepting, further,
further, all
all provisions
provisions of
of said
said act
create the offices
of
offices of
act which
which create
excepting,
commissioner of
of internal
revenue, assessor,
collector,
assistant assessor, collector,
assessor, assistant
internal revenue,
commissioner
deputy collector,
collector, and
and inspector,
and provide
the appointment
qualiand qualiappointment and
for the
provide for
inspector, and
deputy
fication of
eighteen hundred 1862, ch.
ch. 187,
187,
officers. Also, the act of July sixteenth, eighteen
of said
said officers.
fication
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, entitled
entitled "An
an additional
duty on
on sugars
sugars Vol.
ii. p.. 588.
Vol. xii.
additional duty
impose an
act to
to impose
"An net,
and
produced in
United States."
States." Also, the act of December
December twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, 1863,
1863 ch.
ch. 4,
in the United
produced
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-two,
"An act
act to amend
en- Vol. xii.
li. p.
p.632.
an act enamend an
entitled "An
sixty-two, entitled
eighteen hundred
titled
provide internal
internal revenue
revenue to support
support the government
government and
An act
act to
to provide
titled ' An
to
pay interest
interest on
public debt,'
July first,
hundred
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
debt,' approved
approved July
the public
on the
to pay
1863, ch. 74,
and
sixty-two." Also,
the act
eighteen hundred and sixtysixty- 1863,.h.
March third,
third, eighteen
act of
of March
Also, the
and sixty-two."
three,
entitled "An
act to
to amend
an act
act entitled
to provide
in- Vol. xii.p.
713.
xii. p. 713.
provide inact to
' An act
entitled 'An
amend an
"An act
three, entitled
ternal
revenue to
to support
government and
to pay
pay interest
interest on
on the
and to
the government
support the
ternal revenue
public
debt,' approved
approved July
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-two, and for
and sixty-two,
first, eighteen
July first,
public debt,'
other
purposes," excepting
excepting the
create the
which create
the provisions of said act which
other purposes,"
offices of
and cashier
cashier of internal duties and revenue
revenue
commissioner and
of deputy
deputy commissioner
offices
appointment and qualification
qualification of said officers.
provide for
for the appointment
agents, and provide
Also,
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth and
twenty-fifth sections
foursections of the act of July fourand twenty-fifth
Also, the
teenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, entitled
entitled ""An
An act
act increasing
increasing temtern- 1862, ch.
ch. 163,
teenth, eighteen
porarily
the duties
duties on
on imports,
imports, and
and for
for other
purposes." Also,
the second
second Vl.
Vol. xii.
xn. p. 560.
Also, the
other purposes."
porarily the
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section
of the
hundred attd
sixty-three, enenatld sixty-three,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
act of
of March
March third,
the act
section of
prevent and punish frauds
titled "
"An act to prevent
frauds upon the
the revenue, to provide
provide
for
more certain
certain and
speedy collection
collection of
claims in
in favor
favor of
of the
the United
United
for the
the more
and speedy
of claims
purposes," so
States, and for other
other purposes,"
so far as
as the
the same
same applies
applies to officers of ininrevenue. And,
the act
of March
eighteen hundred
hundred
March seventh,
seventh, eighteen
ternal revenue.
And, also,
also, the
act of
1864, ch. 20, ternal
Ante, p. 14.
and
entitled "
the internal
and for
for
Ante,
p. 14.
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, entitled
" An
An act to increase
increase the
internal revenue,
revenue, and
other
together with
all acts
parts of
acts inconsistent
inconsistent herehereother purposes,"
purposes," together
with all
acts and
and parts
of acts
with: Provided,
Provided, That
That all
the provisions
provisions of
said acts
acts shall
be in
in force
force for
for
all the
of said
shall be
Certain provis- with:
ions to be kept levying and collecting all taxes, duties, and licenses
licenses properly
properly assessed
assessed or
in
force.
in force,
assessed, or accruing
accruing under the provisions
provisions of former
liable to be assessed,
former acts, or
or
drawbacks,
to which
already accrued,
accrued, or which
which may
hereafter
may hereafter
which has
has already
drawbacks, the
the right
right to
accrue, under
said acts,
and continuing
and for maintaining
maintaining and
continuing liens, fines,
accrue,
under said
acts, and
penalties,
forfeitures incurred
under and
and by
thereof. And
And for
for
by virtue
virtue thereof.
and forfeitures
incurred under
penalties, and
which have
have been already
already
carrying out
out and completing
completing all proceedings
proceedings which
commenced, or
or that may
commenced, to enforce
fines, penalties,
such fines,
may be
be commenced,
enforce such
commenced,
and
pununder said
said acts, and
and for the puncriminal proceedings
proceedings under
and forfeitures, or criminal
which any
any party
party shall be or has been found guilty:
guilty:
ishment of
of crimes
crimes of which
And
provided, further,
no office
office created
created by the said acts, and confurther, That
That no
And provided,
tinued by
act, shall
be vacated
vacated by
reason of
of any
any provisions
provisions herein
No office
herein
by reason
tinued
by this
this act,
shall be
vacated.
contained, but the officers
officers heretofore appointed
appointed shall
shall continue to hold the
the
said
without reappointment:
whenever
And provided,
provided,further,
further, That whenever
said offices
offices without
reappointment: And
forDuty by for.
the duty imposed by any existing law shall cease in consequence
consequence of any
any
mer- act
continued limitation
mer
act continued
therein contained
contained before the respective
respective provisions
provisions of this act
act
until,
&c.
until, &
shall
take effect,
the same
shall take
effect, the
same duty shall be, and
and is hereby,
hereby, continued
continued until
until
act shall
shall take
take effect;
effect; and
act is hereby
hereby
and when any
any act
such provisions
provisions of this
this act
repealed,
no duty
imposed thereby
thereby shall
to cease,
cease, in
in consequence
consequence
repealed, no
duty imposed
shall be
be held
held to
corresponding provisions of this act
act
of such repeal, until the respective
respective corresponding
effect: Andprovided,
And provided, further,
manufactures and
and proManufactures shall take
further, That
That all manufactures
Manufactures
take effect:
on
hand.
on hand.
ductions
a duty was
ductions on which a
was imposed
imposed by either
either of the acts repealed
repealed by
by
possession of the manufacturer
manufacturer or producer,
producer, or
this act, which shall be in possession
or
of
agent or agents;
effect, the
duty imon the
the day
day when
when this act takes effect,
the duty
of his agent
agents; on
having been paid, shall be held and
and
posed by any such former act not having
deemed to have been
been manufactured
produced after said date; and
and
deemed
manufactured or produced
whenever by the terms of this act a
upon any articles,
whenever
a duty is imposed upon
wares, or merchandise
merchandise manufactured
produced, upon
upon which
goods, wares,
manufactured or
or produced,
which no
imposed by either of said former
duty was imposed
former acts, it shall apply to such as
produced, and
removed from the place
were manufactured
manufactured or produced,
and not
not removed
place of
of manufacture or production,
takes effect:
effect: And
And proufacture
production, on the day when this act takes
vided, further,
further, That
That no
no direct
direct tax
tax whatsoever
shall be
be assessed
or collected
collected
No direct tax vided,
whatsoever shall
assessed or
to be
be assessed.
to
assessed
under this or any other act of congress heretofore
until congress
congress
heretofore passed, until
until, &c.
until,
&.
shall enact another law requiring
requiring such assessment
shall
assessment and collection
collection to be
made; but this shall not be construed
construed to repeal or postpone the assessment or collection of the first direct tax levied,
levied, or which
which should be levied,
to provide
provide increased
from imports
imports
revenue from
" An act
act to
increased revenue
under the
the act
act entitled
entitled "An
1861, ch. 45, under
Vol. xii.
xii. p. 292.
292. to pay interest on the
the public
public debt, and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved August fifth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one, nor in any
any way to affect the
legality
tax or or
process or
provided in said acts, or
or
legality of
of said
said tax
or any
any process
or remedy
remedy provided
any
the enforcement
any state
any other acts,
acts, for
for the
enforcement or collection
collection of
of the
the same in any
or
territories and the
the District of Columbia;
Columbia; but
but said first tax,
or states and territories
and any such process
process or remedy,
remedy, shall continue
continue- in all respects
respects in force,
anything in this act to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
SEC. 174.
174. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the said
said commissioner
commissioner of
of
Regulations of
further enacted,
SEC.
And be
commissioner.
internal revenue, under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
is
Treasury, is
authorized
regulations, not otherwise
provided for, as
authorized to make all such regulations,
otherwise provided
may become
become necessary
necessary by reason of the alteration
alteration of the laws in relation
relation
to internal revenue, by virtue of this act.
That the
the one hundred and ninenineSection 119 of
SEC. 175. And be it further
further enacted, That
act 1862,
ch. 119,
act
1862, ch.
119, teenth
provide internal
teenth section of an act
act entitled ""An
An act to provide
internal revenue
revenue
to
force.
to remain in force.
r
r
government and to pay interest on the public debt,"
the government
Vol. xii. p.
p. 489. to support the
1863, ch.
ch. 76,
76,
Vol.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 739.
739.
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approved July
July first,
in full
full
remain in
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, shall
shall remain
eighteen hundred
hundred and
first, eighteen
approved
force.
S
EC. 176.
176. And
And be
further enacted,
That when
when any
any tax
tax or
or duty
duty is
is imMode, &c.,
&c., of
of
be it
itfurther
enacted,That
im- Mode,
SEC.
assessment of cerposed by
by law,
the mode
or time
collection is
not assessmentofceris not
of assessment
assessment or
or collection
mode or
time of
law, and
and the
posed
tain taxes.
therein
provided, the
same shall
shall be
established by
of the
the SecreSecre- tain taxes.
by regulation
regulation of
the same
be established
therein provided,
tary of
Treasury.
the Treasury.
tary
of the
When duty on
SEc. 177.
177. And
be it
it further
That every
collector to
to whom
on
whom any
any When
enacted, That
every collector
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
is paid,
duty
cotton shall
shall be
be paid
paid shall
shall mark
mark the bales
packages cotton
aid,
coaton isb
or other
other packages
bales or
duty upon
upon cotton
bales to be
upon
which the
the duty
duty shall
shall have
have been
been paid,
paid, in
in such
may clearly
marked.
upon which
such manner
manner as
as may
clearly marked.
indicate the
the payment
thereof, and
and shall
shall give
give to
to the
the owner,
or other
other person
person
owner, or
payment thereof,
indicate
having charge
charge of
of such
cotton, a
a permit
permit for
the removal
of the
the same,
same,
removal of
for the
such cotton,
having
stating therein
therein the amount and payment
payment of [the]
time and
and
[the] duty, the time
stating
place of
payment, the
the weight
weight and
upon the
packages, so
so
the bales
bales and
and packages,
and marks
marks upon
place
of payment,
Cotton from
from
that the
the same
any cotton,
the product
product Cotton
Whenever any
cotton, the
be fully identified.
identified. Whenever
that
same may be
states in insurrectates in insurrecof the
United States, shall
arrive at any port of the
the United States from tion.
shall arrive
of
the United
any state
state in
in insurrection
against the
the government,
government, the
assessor or
or assistant
assistant
the assessor
any
insurrection against
assessor
shall immediately
immediately assess
assess the
the taxes
taxes due
due thereon,
thereon, and
and shall,
shall, withwithassessor shall
out delay,
collector or
deputy collector
collector of
of said
said disdisto the
the collector
or deputy
out
delay, return
return the
the same
same to
trict,
and the
the said
shall demand
of the
the owner
owner
demand of
collector shall
collector or
or deputy
deputy collector
trict, and
said collector
or
person having
having charge
charge of
act,
this act,
the tax
tax imposed by this
cotton the
of such cotton
or other
other person
and
assessed thereon,
thereon, unless
evidence of
payment of
of such
tax shall
shall
such tax
of previous
previous payment
unless evidence
and assessed
be
under such
such regulations
commissioner of internal
revenue,
internal revenue,
the commissioner
regulations as the
produced, under
be produced,
by the
of the
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
time
from time to time
of the
shall from
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
by
prescribe;
and in
case the tax so
be paid to such colcolshall not
not be
so assessed
assessed shall
in case
prescribe; and
lector within
within ten
ten days
days after
the collector
collector or
deputy collector, as
or deputy
after demand,
demand, the
lector
aforesaid,
institute proceedings
for the
the recovery
tax, as hereof the
the tax,
recovery of
proceedings for
shall institute
aforesaid, shall
inbefore provided,
said tax
shall be
be a
upon said
from
said cotton
cotton from
a lien
lien upon
tax shall
provided, which
which said
inbefore
Cotton sold
sold for
the time
assessment shall
be made:
That all
all cotton
cotton Cotton
for
Provided,That
shall be
made: Provided,
time when
when said
said assessment
the
the United States
sold
or on
account of,
of, the
of the
States shall
shall be
be to
sold by,
by, or
on account
the government
government of
the United
United States
thebeUnited
free ofStates
duty.
free
from duty
duty at
time of
the sale
sale thereof,
thereof, and to beee of duty.
of and
and after
after the
at the
the time
and exempt
exempt from
free and
the
shall be
and the
furnished with
with such
such
the purchaser
purchaser furnished
marked free,
free, and
be marked
the same
same shall
bill of
of sale
as shall
and accurately
accurately describe
describe the
same, which
which
the same,
clearly and
sale as
shall clearly
aabill
shall be
be deemed
deemed and
and taken
be a
the sale or
removal
or removal
a permit
permit authorizing
authorizing the
taken to
to be
shall
thereof.
SEC. 178.
be it
it further
enacted, That consuls
consuls of
coun- Foreign
Foreign consuls
consuls
of foreign
foreign coun178. And
And be
further enacted,
SEC.
to be exempt
tries in
who are
thereof, shall
shall be,
and herehere- from
tries
in the
the United
United States,
States, who
are not
not citizens
citizens thereof,
be, and
to
be income
exempttax,
from
income
tax,
by are,
from any
tax imposed
may be
when, &c.
&c.
by
are, exempt
exempt from
any income
income tax
imposed by
by this
this act
act which
which may
be when,
derived
official emoluments,
property in
in such
such councounfrom property
emoluments, or from
derived from
from their
their official
tries:
the governments
which such
such consuls
repremay repreconsuls may
governments which
That the
tries: Provided,
Provided, That
sent
extend similar
similar exemption
exemption to
consuls of
of the
United States.
States.
to consuls
the United
sent shall
shall extend
Collectors to
to
SEC.
be it
it is
otherwise Collectors
is not
not otherwise
where it
That, where
further enacted,
enacted, That,
And be
it further
SEC. 179.
179. And
prosecute for refor
provided for in this act,
the collectors, in their
their proser.cute
shall be
be the duty of the
act, it
it shall
provided
covery of forfeitrespective districts,
districts, and
they are
authorized, to
to prosecute
prosecute for
for the
hereby authorized,
the ures.
respective
and they
are hereby
virtue of this act;
act;
any sum or sums
sums that may be forfeited by virtue
recovery of any
and all
and forfeitures
forfeitures which
which may
be imposed
incurred
may be
imposed or incurred
penalties, and
and
all fines,
fines, penalties,
by virtue
act shall
shall and
and may
be sued
sued for
where not
not
for and
and recovered,
recovered, where
may be
virtue of
of this
this act
by
otherwise
herein provided,
provided, in
name of
of the
United States,
States, in
in any
any
the name
the United
in the
otherwise herein
proper
any appropriate
appropriate form
form of proceeding, before
action, or
or by
by any
proper form
form of
of action,
any
circuit or
or district
of the
the United
United States
States for
for the district within
within
court of
any circuit
district court
which said
fine, penalty,
penalty, or
or forfeiture
may have
have been
before
forfeiture may
been incurred, or before
said fine,
which
any court
competent jurisdiction;
where not otherwise
otherwise herein proprojurisdiction; and where
any
court of
of competent
vided for,
of the
person who,
if aacollector
collector Post,
483.
Pose, p. 483.
the person
who, if
for, one
one moiety
moiety shall
shall be
be to
to the
the use
use of
vided
or deputy
deputy collector,
matter, or
whereor thing
thing whereof the
the cause,
cause, matter,
shall first
first inform
inform of
or
collector, shall
by any
or forfeiture
forfeiture shall
have been
iacurred, and
and the
the What cort
by
any such
such fine,
fine, penalty,
penalty, or
shall have
been incurred,
What courts
other
moiety to
to the
the use
use of
of the
And the
circuit have jurisdiction.
other moiety
the United
United States.
States. And
the several
several circuit
jurisdiction.
and
district courts
courts of
of the
United States
all
jurisdiction of
of all
States shall
shall have
have jurisdiction
the United
and district
offences
provisions of
this act
act committed
committed within
within their
their
against any
any of
of the
the provisions
of this
offences against
several districts.
several
S
EC. 180.
be it
it further
further enacted.
enacted. That
liable and
and
That if
if any
any person
person liable
SEC.
180. And
And be
26*
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Penalty for
for
required
to pay
tax upon
any article,
goods, wares,
wares, merchandise,
merchandise, or
or
article, goods,
upon any
pay any
any tax
required to
Penalty
selling
manufactures,
as.herein
cause or allow
herein provided,
provided, shall sell, or cause
allow the same to
selling article
manufactures, as
liable to xbefore tax
tapaid.
paid. be
before the
tax to
article, goods,
merchandise,
wares, merchandise,
goods, wares,
such article,
which such
to which
the tax
sold, before
be sold,
tax is
is
fore
or
manufacture is
legally liable,
liable, is
intent to avoid
avoid such
or
such tax, or
is paid,
paid, with intent
is legally
or manufacture
contracted in the sale
in fraud
provided, any debt contracted
sale
herein provided,
revenue herein
the revenue
in
fraud of the
of such
such article,
article, goods,
wares, merchandise,
merchandise, or
or manufactures,
manufactures, or any securgoods, wares,
of
ity
given therefor,
therefor, unless
unless the
same shall
shall have been bona
bona fide
transferred
fide transferred
the same
ity given
to the
and the colleccollecholder, shall be entirely 'void, and
innocent holder,
of an innocent
to
the hands
hands of
tion
court. And
And if any such article,
enforced in any court.
not be
be enforced
shall not
tion thereof
thereof shall
goods, wares,
or manufacture
or
paid for, in whole or
has been
been paid
manufacture has
wares, merchandise,
merchandise, or
goods,
in part,
part, the
shall be deemed
deemed forfeited, and any person who
who
paid shall
the sum so paid
in
will
sue for
action of
recover of
seller the
of the seller
shall recover
of debt
debt shall
in an
an action
for the
the same
same in
will sue
amount so
so paid,
one half
his own
the other
other half to the use of
and the
own use,
use, and
half to
to his
paid, one
amount
States.
the United
United States.
Appropriation
it further
enacted, That
That four hundred
hundred thousand
thousand doldolfurther enacted,
SEC. 181.
181. And be it
Appropriation
fr
thereof as may be necessary
for expenses of lars, or so much thereof
necessary for the payment of the
the
internal revenue
acts
expenses
incident to
carrying into
effect the
the various
various acts
acts connected
connected with
with
into effect
to carrying
expenses incident
acts.,
internal
may be
be authorized
authorized and
payable after the
and payable
or may
are or
which are
revenue which
internal revenue
first of
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hereby appropriated
for
appropriated for
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, is hereby
hundred and
of July,
first
that purpose,
out of
any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise
of any
payable out
purpose, payable
that
appropriated, to
under the
Secretary of the
the Secretary
the direction
direction of the
expended under
to be
be expended
appropriated,
Collectors
be Treasury.
collectors of internal revenue,
revenue,
the duty
duty of
of the
the collectors
And it shall
shall be
be the
Collectors to
to be
Treasury. And
disbursing
direct, to act as disbursing
disbursing
as the secretary
secretary may
may direct,
disbursing agents
agents to pay the aforeaforecompensation therefor, who shall give
give
increased compensation
without increased
said expenses, without
gent.
good and
sufficient bonds
bonds for
faithful performance
their duties as
performance of their
the faithful
for the
and sufficient
good
such disbursing
agents for
form as shall be
be prein such form
sum and in
for such sum
such
disbursing agents
scribed by
by the
comptroller of
subject to the approval
approval
treasury, subject
of the treasury,
first comptroller
the first
scribed
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided,
aforesaid appropriProvided,That the aforesaid
the Secretary
of
ation shall
continue in
thirtieth day of June, eighteen hunhunin force
force to the thirtieth
shall continue
ation
dred
sixty-five, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of' the
Treasury shall
the Treasury
and thereafter
thereafter the
and sixty-five,
dred and
embrace in
annual estimates
estimates the amount
amount which, in his opinion, will be
be
in his annual
embrace
required
branch of the public service.
service.
of this
this branch
expenses of
the expenses
required for the
wherever the word
And be it further
SEC.
"state"
Word "
state"
S
EC. 182. And
further enacted,
enacted, That wherever
word state is
is
to include
incl"
ude"" territerri- used
used in this act,
it
shall
be
construed
include
the territories and the
to
include
shall
be
construed
act,
it
to
tories, and
and Distories,"
trict offColumbia.
of Columbia,
Columbia, where
such construction
construction is
is necessary
necessary to
carry out
to carry
where such
District of
Columbia. District
trict
provisions of this act.
the provisions
APPROVED,
June 30, 1864.
APPrOVED, June
June, 30,
30, 1864.
1864. Crtar.
Act to
Prize Proceedings
Proceedings and
and the
Distribution of Prize
Prize
the Distribution
to regulate
regulate Prize
CLXXIV. -AnAn Act
CHPr. CL=V.—
June
Money, and
for other Purposes.
Money,
andfor
Purposes.
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Congress assembled, That
Duty of cornThat it shall be
be the
the duty of the
corn- States of America in Congress
mander
of vessel
veusrsel
making captes.
officer of
any vessel
vessel or
or vessels
making aacapture
capture to
to secure
secure
vessels making
of any
commanding officer
captures. commanding
making
Documents,
the
the ship
and cargo,
cargo, including
log-book, with
all other
other
the log-book,
with all
of the
ship and
including the
Documents.
the documents
documents of
documents,
and other
other papers found on board, and make an invendocuments, letters, and
tory
tory of
of the same, and seal them up, and send them, with the inventory, to
statement
the court
in which
which proceedings
proceedings are to be had, with
with aawritten statement
the
court in
that they
they are
the papers
found, and
condition in which
which they
they were
in the condition
and in
papers found,
are all
all the
that
explaining the absence
absence of any
any documents or papers, or any change
change
found, or explaining
Witnesses.
in their
He shall
send to
witnesses, the master,
master,
court, as witnesses,
to said court,
shall send
condition. He
in
their condition.
Witnesses.
one
the other
officers, the
agent of the
or agent
the supercargo,
supercargo, purser, or
other officers,
of the
or more
more of
one or
prize,
and any
person found
found on
on board
board whom
whom he may suppose
suppose to be interany person
prize, and
have knowledge
national character, or
knowledge respecting, the title, national
ested in, or to have
destination of
of the
documents,
He shall send the prize, with the documents,
the prize. He
destination
a competent
competent prize master
Prize master
charge of a
master and
and
and witnesses, under charge
papers, and
Prize
and
crew, into port for
adjudication, explaining
explaining the
the absence
absence of any usual
prize crew,
for adjudication,
and crew.
witnesses;
absence of instructions
authority as
instructions from superior authority
in the absence
witnesses; and in
to the port to which it shall be sent, he shall select such port as he shall
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deem
most convenient
of the
of probable
as
claimants, as
probable claimants,
interests of
the interests
view of
in view
convenient in
deem most
well
of the
the captors.
If the
the captured
or any
the captured
captured
of the
part of
any part
vessel, or
captured vessel,
captors. If
as of
well as

Duty of
comof comDuty
ifcap
anuder,
a
survey
for
adjudication,
sent
in
to
be
not
in
condition
is
property,
property,
shall be had
is not
thereon
in condition
and an appraisement
to be sent made
in forby
adjudication,
persons as competent
a survey trnuareatevre,
cannot be sent in.
shall be had thereon and an appraisement made by persons as competent cannot be sent in.
and impartial
impartial as
as can
be obtained,
their reports
reports shall
sent to
to the
the
be sent
shall be
and their
obtained, and
can be
and
court in
proceedings are
are to
to be
had; and
and such
such property,
property, unless
be had;
in which
which proceedings
court
appropriated for
the use
of the
government, shall
by the
the authority
authority
sold by
be sold
shall be
the government,
use of
for the
appropriated
of the
commanding officer
officer present,
present, and
and the
deposited with
with the
the
proceeds deposited
the proceeds
the commanding
of
assistant
United States
most accessible
accessible to said court, and
States most
of the
the United
treasurer of
assistant treasurer
subject
in the
cause.
the cause.
order in
its order
to its
subject to
SEC. 2.
2. And
it further
That if
vessel of the United
claim
United If vessels claim
if any
any vessel
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
to share prizeto
States shall
cap- tcOrnairaelern
the prize, either as having made the capshare in the
claim to share
shall claim
States
commander
ture, or
been within
within signal
signal distance
of the
vessels make
statemake aastateor vessels
the vessel
vessel or
distance of
having been
or as
as having
ture,
making the
the capture,
capture, the
the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
such vessel
vessel shall
ment
shall make out ment.
of such
making
his claim,
with the
which it
rested,
is rested,
it is
on which
grounds on
the grounds
claim, with
of his
statement of
aawritten
written statement
the principal
principal facts
tending to
vessels made the capture, and
to show
show what vessels
facts tending
the
what vessels
signal distance
of those
those making
the capture,
capture,
making the
distance of
within signal
were within
vessels were
what
with
as to
arid signals
signals
distances, localities, and
times, distances,
to times,
particularity as
reasonable particularity
with reasonable
made,
seen, or
or answered;
answered; and
of claim
claim shall
be signed
signed by
shall be
statement of
such statement
and such
made, seen,
him
sent to
to the
the court
which proceedings
shall be
be had,
had, and
be
shall be
and shall
proceedings shall
in which
court in
and sent
him and
filed in
cause.
the cause.
in the
filed

S
EC. 3.
be it
That it
it shall
be the
the duty
of the
Duty of prize
the Duty
duty of
shall be
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
3. And
SEC.
prize
master to
make his
his way
diligently to
the selected
selected port,
port, and
there master.
master.
and there
to the
way diligently
to make
prize master
immediately
to a
papers,
documents and papers,
the documents
commissioner the
a prize
prize commissioner
deliver to
immediately deliver
and
the inventory
that they
they are
are the
the same and
affidavit that
make affidavit
and make
thereof, and
inventory thereof,
and the
in
the same
condition as
as delivered
delivered to
or explaining
absence or
or
any absence
explaining any
him, or
to him,
same condition
in the
change of
of condition
and that
that the
property is
samE,
is in the same
prize property
the prize
therein, and
condition therein,
change
thereto;
condition as
as delivered
any loss or damage thereto;
or explaining
explaining any
him, or
to him,
delivered to
condition
and he
he shall
shall further
further report
and give to him all the
report to the district attorney, and
and
prize and
information in
his possession
respecting the prize
and her capture;
capture; and
and
possession respecting
in his
information
he
persons sent
as witnesses
to the custody
custody of the
witnesses to
sent as
the persons
over the
deliver over
he shall
shall deliver
marshal,
prize in
his custody
custody until
until it
be taken
taken
it shall
shall be
in his
the prize
retain the
shall retain
and shall
marshal, and
therefrom
process from
the prize
prize court.
court.
from the
by process
therefrom by
SEC. 4.
That the
of the
the United
States
United States
United United
attorney of
the attorney
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
4. And
And be
SEC.
States for
for the
the district
such prize
prize attorney
attorney
to
file
file aa libel
libel against
against such
immediately file
district shall
shall immediately
States
libel and procure
property, and
and shall
shall forthwith
obtain a
awarrant
directing con
demnat i
on;
condemnation;
from the
the court
court directing
warrant from
forthwith obtain
property,
the marshal
proceed diligently
diligently to
shall proceed
and shall
custody, and
his custody,
it into
into his
take it
to take
marshal to
the
obtain a
acondemnation
and distribution
distribution thereof, and to that end shall see
condemnation and
obtain
that
proper preparatory
commissioners,
prize commissioners,
by the
the prize
is taken
taken by
evidence is
preparatory evidence
the proper
that the
and
the depositions de bene
bene esse of
commissioners also take the
prize commissioners
the prize
and that
that the
the
prize crew
crew and
transient persons
cognizant of
bearing
facts bearing
any facts
of any
persons cognizant
other transient
and other
the prize
on
condemnation or
It shall
shall also
also be
district
the duty of the district
be the
or distribution.
distribution. It
on condemnation
attorney
represent the
interests of the United States in all prize
the interests
to represent
attorney to
causes,
he shall
shall not
not act
as separate
counsel for
for the
the captors on any
any not to act as
separate counsel
act as
and he
causes, and
private retainer
or compensation
from them,
them, unless
unless in
between counsel
for
capcounsel
for capin aaquestion
question between
compensation from
private
retainer or
tors,
unless,
Sze. ;
the claimants
and the
the captors
on a
for damages.
The district
district tors, unless, &C;
damages. The
demand for
a demand
captors on
claimants and
the
examine
to
attorney
shall examine
examine all
all fees,
charged
examine
sought to be charged
expenses, sought
and expenses,
costs, and
fees, costs,
attorney shall
on
prize fund,
and protect
the captors
fees, costs, &c;
&cc;
captors and of the fees,
of the
interest of
the interest
protect the
fund, and
the prize
on the
United
attorneys of
which any prize to report
report qnarquardistricts in which
all districts
of all
district attorneys
The district
States. The
United States.
terly
to Secretary
to
tely
causes
be pending, shall, as often as once in three months,·Secretary
or may be
are or
causes are
of N
avy.
of
Navy.
send to
to the
the Secretary
of the
statement of
conllition of all
all
the condition
of the
the Navy
Navy aa statement
Secretary of
send
such
prize causes
pending in
in their
districts, in
such form
embracing
and embracing
form and
in such
their districts,
causes pending
prize
particulars as
the Secretary
Navy shall require.
Secretary of the Navy
as the
particulars
S
EC. 5.
5. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
district court
court may
may
any district
That any
it further
And be
SEC.
appoint
commissioners, not
exceeding three
three in
in number,
of whom Prize commisnumber, of
not exceeding
prize commissioners,
appoint prize
one
be a
a retired
naval officer,
officer, approved
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the sioners.
si°nem•
approved by
retired naval
shall be
one shall
Navy,
who shall
shall receive
no other
compensation than his
pay in the navy,
his pay
other compensation
receive no
Navy, who
and who
who shall
shall protect
protect the
interests of
of the
Department
.captors and of the Department
the raptors
the interests
and
of the
prize property,
property, and
and at
at least
of the
the others
others shall be
be
one of
least one
the prize
in the
the Navy
Navy in
of
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a
of the
bar of
of the court, of
than three
three years'
years' standing,
of not less than
the bar
member of
a member
and
acquainted with the taking of depositions.
and acquainted
Duty of
prize
S
EC. 6.
enacted, That the prize commissioners,
commissioners, or
or
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
ofprize
Duty
commissioners,
one
shall receive
documents and
and
from the prize master the documents
receive from
them, shall
of them,
one of
commissioners
affidavit of the prize
papers,
inventory thereof,
thereof, and shall take the affidavit
and inventory
papers, and
master
required, and
and shall forthwith
forthwith take the testimony
testimony of
hereinbefore required,
master hereinbefore
the
sent in,
in, separate
interrogatories preother, on interrogatories
from each other,
separate from
witnesses sent
the witnesses
scribed by
the court,
court, in
manner usual in prize courts;
courts; and the
the manner
in the
by the
scribed
or
witnesses shall
permitted to see the interrogatories,
interrogatories, documents, or
shall not be permitted
witnesses
without
papers,
or to
to consult
consult with
with counsel,
persons interested,
interested, without
any persons
or with any
counsel, or
papers, or
special authority
authority from
from the
the court;
court; and
and the
who have
have the rights
witnesses who
the witnesses
special
of neutrals
neutrals shall
as practicable.
prize commispracticable. The prize
soon as
as soon
discharged as
be discharged
shall be
of
sioners shall
shall also
also take
depositions de
bene esse of the prize
prize crew and
and
de bene
take depositions
sioners
others,
at the
of the
the district
district attorney,
attorney, on
interrogatories prescribed
on interrogatories
request of
the request
others, at
by the
the court.
court. They
comes
shall also, as soon as any prize property comes
They shall
by
within
examine the same, and make an
adjudication, examine
district for adjudication,
the district
within the
inventory
founded on
on an
report to the
examination, and report
an actual
actual examination,
thereof, founded
inventory thereof,
court
whether any
any part
of it
requiring immediate sale
a condition requiring
in a
it is in
part of
court whether
for
the interests
and notify
attorney thereof;
thereof;
district attorney
the district
notify the
all parties,
parties, and
of all
interests of
for the
and
necessary to the examination
making of the inventory that
that
examination or making
be necessary
and if it be
the
be unladen,
unladen, they
shall apply to the court for an order
order to the
they shall
cargo be
the cargo
marshal
report to the
and shall, from time to time, report
the same, and
to unlade
unlade the
marshal to
court
anything relating
relating to
to the
condition of
of the property, or its custody
custody or
or
the condition
court anything
disposal,
may require
custody, of
by the court, but the custody.of
action by
require any action
which may
disposal, which
the
seasonably
the marshal. They shall also seasonably
in the
be only in
shall be
property shall
the property
return
sealed and secured from inspection, the
the documents and
and
court, sealed
return into court,
papers
shall come
and numbered,
come to their hands, duly scheduled and
which shall
papers which
and
other preparatory
preparatory evidence,
evidence, and the evidence
evidence taken
taken de bene
bene esse,
the other
and the
and
property; and if the captured vessel,
inventory of the prize property;
own inventory
and their own
or
such that, in their judgment, may be
be
cargo or stores, are such
of its cargo
any of
or any
useful to the
the government
government in war, they shall report the same to the Secreuseful
tary of the Navy.
Marshal
to
S
EC. 7.
7. And
And be
That the marshal
marshal shall
shall safely
safely
enacted, That
it further enacted,
be it
SEC.
Marshal to
keep
prize propprop- keep
under warrant from the
the court, and shall report
report to
keep all prize property under
keep prize
erty safely, &e.;
be
cargo or other
other property that he thinks requires
requires to be
ertysafey, .; the court any cargo
unladen and
and stored,
sold. He
He shall insure
insure prize property
property if, in
stored, or to be sold.
unladen
judgment, it is for the interest
interest of all concerned.
concerned. He shall
shall keep in his
his
his judgment,
wit-- custody all persons found on board aa prize and sent in as witnesses,
to keep wit
witnesses, until
until
nesses,
&c., in they are released by the prize commissioners or
nesses, &c.,
the court.
court. If
sale of
If aa sale
they are released by the prize commissioners or the
custody. ' iin
custody.
required by the
property is ordered, he
he shall
shall sell the same in the manner
manner required
court,
purchase-money, and forthwith
forthwith deposit
deposit the gross
collect the purchase-money,
court, and collect
treasurer of the United States
proceeds
proceeds of the sales with the assistant treasurer
nearest
sale, subject to the
the order
order of the court in the particplace of sale,
the place
nearest the
Secretary of the
ular
cause; and each
each marshal shall
shall forward
forward to the Secretary
ular cause;
Navy,
whenever and
and as often as he may require it, aafull statement of
of
Navy, whenever
the condition of each prize and of the disposition made
made thereof.
property
whenever any prize
SEC.
Wien prize
When
S
EC. 8. And
And be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That, whenever
prize property
property may be
by
found
be
proceedings
the
of
shall
be
condemned,
or
shall
at
any
stage
of
the
proceedings
he
found
by
stage
any
at
or
shall
condemned,
be
shall
be
may
operty
sold.
deteriorate or depreciate,
the
perishable, or liable to deteriorate
court to be perishing, perishable,
the court
or
whenever the
the costs
costs of
the same
same shall be disproportionate
disproportionate to its
keeping the
of keeping
or whenever
value, it
it shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the court
to order
order aasale thereof;
thereof; and whencourt to
value,
return day on the libel, all the parties in interest who have
after the return
ever, after
authorized to make
appeared in the cause shall agree thereto,
thereto, the court is authorized
appeared
operate to prevent
prevent the making
making or execuand no appeal shall operate
order, and
such order,
Auctioneers.
tion,of such
order. The
Secretary of
of the
shall employ
employ an
an auctionauctionNavy shall
the Navy
The Secretary
such order.
tionof
Auctioneers.
eer
auctioneers of
of known
skill in
in the
the branch
branch of business
any
business to which any
known skill
or auctioneers
eer or
Mode of sale,
make the sale, but the sale shall be
be conducted
conducted under
under the
pertains, to make
sale. sale pertains,
Mode
supervision
collecting and
and depositing
depositing of the gross
marshal, and the collecting
supervision of the marshal,
proceeds
agent. Before any
any sale the
auctioneer or his agent.
be by the auctioneer
proceeds shall be
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marshal
full catalogues
catalogues and
and schedules
prepared and
and circir- Sales to be
be
be prepared
to be
schedules to
cause full
shall cause
marshal shall
culated,
copy of
shall be
be returned
returned by
the marshal
marshal to
the court
court advertised.
advertised.
to the
by the
of each
each shall
a copy
and a
culated, and
in
cause. The
The marshal
shall cause
all sales
to be
be advertised
advertised fully
fully
sales to
cause all
marshal shall
each cause.
in each
and
conspicuously in
the court,
posters,
by posters,
and by
court, and
by the
ordered by
in newspapers
newspapers ordered
and conspicuously
and
five days
days before
before the
serve notice
upon
thereof upon
notice thereof
sale, serve
the sale,
least five
at least
shall, at
he shall,
and he
the
naval prize
commissioner, and
the goods
inspection
to inspection
open to
be open
shall be
goods shall
and the
prize commissioner,
the naval
at
three days
the sale.
sale.
before the
days before
least three
at least
SEC. 9.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That in
in case
case a
decree of
of condemcondem- Court
to dedeCourt to
a decree
further enacted,
9. And
And be
SEC.
hdadwslitaarteviensstt
nation shall
shall consider
the claims
claims of
of all
all vessels
vessels shall
cide what
consider the
the court
court shall
rendered, the
be rendered,
shall be
nation
in the
sharevessels
to participate
in the
the proceeds,
and for
that purpose
purpose shall,
shall, at
at as
as early
early aaprize.
for that
proceeds, and
participate in
to
stage of
as possible,
possible, order
order testimony
to be
taken tending
to show
show
tending to
be taken
testimony to
cause as
the cause
of the
stage
what part
should lie
the captors,
captors, and
entitled
vessels are entitled
what vessels
and what
to the
awarded to
be awarded
part should
what
to share,
and such
such testimony
testimony may
may be
sworn to
to before
before any
judge or
or comcomany judge
be sworn
to
share, and
missioner
of the
courts of
States, consul,
consul, or
or commercial
commercial agent
agent
United States,
of the
the United
the courts
missioner of
of
the United
States, or
or notary-public,
of the
the navy
highest
navy highest
officer of
any officer
or any
notary-public, or
United States,
of the
in
reasonably accessible
to the
the deponent.
court shall
shall make a
a
The court
deponent. The
accessible to
rank, reasonably
in rank,
decree of
of distribution,
determining what
vessels are
to share
share in
entitled to
are entitled
what vessels
distribution, determining
decree
the prize,
prize, and
and whether
whether the
the prize
prize was
was of
equal, or
or inferior
force
inferior force
of superior,
superior, equal,
the
to the
vessel or
the capture.
capture. And said decree
decree shall recite
making the
or vessels
vessels making
the vessel
to
the amount
amount of
the gross
the prize
prize subject
the order of the
to the
subject to
of the
proceeds of
gross proceeds
of the
the
court, and
the amount
amount deducted
deducted therefrom
therefrom for
costs and
expenses, and
and the
and expenses,
for costs
and the
court,
amount remaining
remaining for
and whether
whether the
whole of such
residue
such residue
the whole
distribution, and
for distribution,
amount
is to
to go
go to
to the
captors, or
or one
one half
half to
to the
the captors,
and one
half to the
one half
captors, and
the captors,
is
United
States.
United States.
proceeds of
of
SEc.
be it
That the
the net
of all
all propprop- Net proceeds
proceeds of
net proceeds
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
10. And
SEC. 10.
prizes, how
how to
to be
be
superior or equal
erty
prize shall,
prize was of superior
equal prizes,
when the prize
shall, when
as prize
condemned as
erty condemned
distributed.
force
or vessels
vessels making
the capture,
be decreed
decreed to
to the capcapcapture, be
making the
vessel or
to the
the vessel
force to
tors;
of inferior
inferior force,
half shall
be decreed
United
the United
decreed to the
shall be
one half
force, one
when of
and when
tors; and
States and
and the
the other
other half
half to
the captors:
captors: Provided,
case of privin case
That, in
Provided, That,
to the
States
ateers and
whole shall
shall be
be decreed
captors,
the captors,
decreed to the
the whole
letters-of-marque, the
and letters-of-marque,
ateers
unless it
it shall
shall be
be otherwise
provided in
in the
the commissions
issned to such
commissions issied
otherwise provided
unless
vessels.
All vessels
vessels of
of the
navy within
signal distance
vessel or What
vessels
What vessels
the vessel
distance of the
within signal
the navy
vessels. All
share.
vessels making
making the
circumstances and in such
such concon- to share.
such circumstances
under such
capture, under
the capture,
vessels
dition as
to be
be able
render effective
if required, shall share
share in the
effective aid if
to render
able to
as to
dition
prize; and
and in
vessels not
not of
shall be entitled to
navy, none shall
the navy,
of the
of vessels
case of
in case
prize;
share
except the
the vessel
vessel or
making the
the capture,
which term shall
in which
capture, in
or vessels
vessels making
share except
be
included vessels
present at
the capture
and rendering
rendering actual assistance
capture and
at the
vessels present
be included
in the
All prize
prize money
the captors
shall be distribcaptors shall
to the
adjudged to
money adjudged
capture. Al
the capture.
in
Proportions of
uted
in the
Proportions of
namely:proportions, namely:—
following proportions,
the following
uted in
shares;
First.
To
the
commanding
officer
of
a
fleet
or
squadron,
one
twentieth
commander
of commander
one
twentieth
squadron,
or
of
a
fleet
officer
First. To the commanding
or squadsquadfleet or
of fleet
part
all prize
prize money
money awarded
to any
vessel or
under his imme- of
vessels under
or vessels
any vessel
awarded to
of all
part of
ron;
ron;
diate
diate command.
command.
of commander
commander
a fleet or squadron, of
Second.
To the
officer of
of a
division of a
a division
commanding officer
the commanding
Second. To
of division of
of
division
on
the orders
fleet or of
commander-in-chief of such fleet
the commander-in-chief
orders of the
under the
duty under
on duty
fleet;
squadron,
sum equal
of any
prize money
to
awarded toeet;
money awarded
any prize
part of
fiftieth part
one fiftieth
to one
equal to
a sum
squadron, a
command,
of such
such division
division for
for a
a capture
capture made
made while under his command,
aavessel
vessel of
the said
fiftieth part
part to
be deducted
deducted from
moiety due to the United
the moiety
from the
to'be
the
said fiftieth
States,
if there
moiety, otherwise
amount awarded
awarded to
otherwise from the amount
such moiety,
be such
there be
States, if
the captors:
captors: Provided,
addition
not be in addition
part shall not
fiftieth part
such fiftieth
That such
Provided, That
the
to
any. share
may be
be due
due to the
commander of the division,
division, and
and
the commander
which may
share which
to any,
a single ship making or
which
receive, as
commander of a
as commander
to receive,
elect to
may elect
he may
which he
assisting
in the capture.
capture.
assisting in
offleet-captain;
Third. To
To the
fleet-captain, one
prize money
money of
fleet-captain;
hundredth part of all prize
one hundredth
the fleet-captain,
Third.
awarded
any vessel
vessel or
of the
the fleet
squadron in which
which he is
fleet or squadron
vessels of
or vessels
to any
awarded to
serving, except
in a
capture is
made by the
tlie vessel on
is made
the capture
where the
case where
a case
except in
serving,
board
of which
he is
is serving
serving at
the time
capture; and in such
of such capture;
time of
at the
which he
board of
case he
he shall
shall share,
other officers
officers and
proportion to his pay, with the other
in proportion
share, in
case
commander
of commander
provided.
hereinafter provided.
men on
vessel, as is hereinafter
such vessel,
board such
on board
men
of single ship;
Fourth. To
To the
of aa single ship, one tenth part of all the of single ship;
commander of
the commander
Fourth.
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Shares
command, if such ship at the
the
to the
the ship under his command,
awarded to
money awarded
prize money
prize prize
Shares of prize
of
command of the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
time of
of the capture was under the command
money.
and three
was actthree twentieths if his ship was
division, and
or aadivision,
squadron, or
or squadron,
fleet or
aafleet
officer.
ing independently
independently of
such superior officer.
of such
ing
Residue, how
how
Fifth. After
After the
the foregoing
foregoing deductions,
deductions, the residue shall be distributed
Fifth.
Residue,
distributed,
and proportioned
among all
all others
others doing
duty on
board, (including
the
(including the
on board,
doing duty
proportioned among
and
distributed.
fleet-captain,) and
upon the
the ship,
ship, in
in proportion
proportion to their
their
of the
books of
the books
borne upon
and borne
fleet-captain,)
respective rates of pay in the service.
respective
Certain
officers
No commanding
or squadron shall be entitled
entitled to
officer of aa fleet or
commanding officer
No
Certain officers
not to receive
shares
of certain receive
receive any
vessel or vessels
vessels not under
under
any share of prizes captured by any vessel
htartorecertai
prizes,
his command,
nor of
as may
been captured
captured by any
any ships
ships
have been
may have
prizes as
of such
such prizes
command, nor
his
prizes.
or
intended to
to be
be placed
'placed under his command,.before
command ebefore they
they have
have
vessels intended
or vessels
acted under
under his
his orders.
shall the
commanding officer
or
a fleet or
officer of a
the commanding
Nor shall
orders. Nor
acted
squadron, leaving
leaving the
the station
had command, have
have any share
share in
he had
where he
station where
squadron,
the prizes
prizes taken
taken by
by ships
ships left
left on
on such
such station
after he has
has gone out of the
station after
the
limits of
command, nor
nor after
he has
transferred his
his command
command to
has transferred
after he
said command,
his said
of his
limits
his
No officer
officer or
other person who shall have
have been tempoor other
successor. No
his successor.
rarily
absent on
duty from
from a
avessel
on the
the books
books of which he continued
continued to
to
vessel on
on duty
rarily absent
be
absent, shall
shall be
be deprived,
consequence of
of such abin consequence
deprived, in
so absent,
while so
borne, while
be borne,
sence,
of any
And
otherwise be entitled. And
would otherwise
which he would
to which
money to
prize money
any prize
sence, of
he
shall continue
continue to
to share
share in
in the
the captures
captures of
of the vessels to which
which he is
he shall
attached until
until regularly
regularly discharged
discharged therefrom.
attached
SEC. 11.
11. And
be it
further enacted,
shall be
paid by
by the
the
be paid
bounty shall
That aabounty
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
Bounty for per- U nited States for each person on board any ship or
or vessel-of-war
belongbelongvessel-of-war
ship
any
board
on
person
each
for
sous
on
vessels
of
States
of United
on
sons vesses
engagement, which shall be
ing to
an enemy
commencement of an engagement,
at the
the commencement
enemy at
to an
destroyed ing
enemy destroyed
by United States
sunk or
or otherwise
any ship or vessel
engagement by any
in such
such engagement
destroyed in
otherwise destroyed
sunk
States
by
vessels.
00
vesses
belonging
belonging to the United States, or which
which it may be necessary to destroy
in consequence
sustained in
hundred dollars, if
action, of one hundred
in action,
injuries sustained
of injuries
in
consequence of
of
the enemy's
was of inferior
force, and of two hundred dollars, if of
inferior force,
vessel was
enemy's vessel
the
equal
or superior
and crew
crew in the
among the officers and
divided among
to be
be divided
force, to
superior force,
equal or
same
as prize
money; and when
when the actual
actual number
number of men on
prize money;
manner as
same manner
board any
such vessel
vessel cannot
ascertained, it shall be estisatisfactorily ascertained,
cannot be satisfactorily
any such
board
mated according
according to
complement allowed to vessels of its class in the
the
the complement
to the
mated
navy
States; and
shall be paid as bounty to the capthere shall
and there
United States;
the United
of the
navy of
tors of
of any
captured from an enemy,
which they may be inenemy, which
vessel-of-war captured
any vessel-of-war
tors
destroyed for the public
immediately destroyed
structed to
to destroy,
or which shall be immediately
destroy, or
structed
interest, but
of injuries
injuries received
received in action, fifty dollars
consequence of
in consequence
not in
but not
interest,
Ransom
for every
every person
time of such capture. All
shall be on board at the time
who shall
person who
money, for
Ransom money,
how
salvage, &c.,
salvage,
&c., how
salvage, bounty,
or proceeds
proceeds of
of condemned
property, accruaccrucondemned property,
bounty, or
money, salvage,
ransom money,
distributed
distributed and ransom
paid.
ing
or awarded
awarded to
to any
any vessel
vessel of
be distributed
distributed and paid to
shall be
navy, shall
the navy,
of the
ing or
paid.
the officers
officers and
men entitled
entitled thereto
same manner as prize money,
money,
thereto in the same
and men
the
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy.
under
S
EC. 12.
12. And
every assignment of prize or
or
enacted, That every
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
Assignments of bounty money, or wages,
pmAssignments
wages, due to persons
persons enlisted in the naval service, and
and
ze mpney, &c.

„

to be
be void
unless, all
an powers
of attorney
or other
other authority
to draw,
draw, receipt
receipt for, or transfer
transfer
authority to
attorney or
powers of
void unless,
to

&c.
&c.

Appeals
Appeals in
prize

cases
cases.

When may be
When
claimed.
claimed,

captain, or
the same, shall be void, unless the same be attested
attested by the
the captain,
or
and in case of any assignother
paymaster; arid
other commanding officer, and the paymaster;
ment
wages, the same
shall specify the precise
precise time when they camcomsame shall
of wages,
ment of
mence.
the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
every vessel is required
required to
of every
But the
mence. But
discourage
any part of their prize
prize money
money or 1vages,
wages,
discourage his crew from selling any
and
never to
power of
of attorney
attorney until he is satisfied
satisfied that the
any power
attest any
to attest
and never
same
not granted
in consideration
consideration of money
money given
given for the
the purchase of
of
granted in
is not
same is
prize
money or
wages.
or wages.
prize money
enacted, That appeals
it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 13.
appeals from the district
district
And be it
13. .And
SEC.
courts
prize causes
causes shall be directly
directly to the
the sucourts of the United States in prize
preme court, and
and shall be made
made within thirty days
days of the rendering
rendering of
of
the decree
appealed from, unless the
the court shall previously
previously have extended
extended
decree appealed
the
the particular
particular case,
case, and the supreme court
the time, for cause shown in the
shall always be open
open for the entry of such appeals.
appeals. Such
Such appeals may
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be
whenever the
the amount
amount in
thousand
controversy exceeds two thousand
in controversy
claimed whenever
be claimed
dollars, and,
and, in
other cases,
cases, on
certificate of
the district
district judge
judge that the
of the
the certificate
on the
in other
dollars,
adjudication involves
question of
of general
general importance.
importance. Notwithstanding
court
Notwithstanding District court
a question
involves a
adjudication
such appeal,
the district
district .court
make and
and execute
orders to
ntootdwoitertaiundtegts,
do certain acts,
necessary orders
all necessary
execute all
court may
may make
appeal, the
such
for the
the custody
and disposal
disposal of
of the
the prize
prize property;
and in
in case
case of
of appeal
appeal appeal.
appeal.
property; and
custody and
for
a decree
from a
adecree
decree of
condemnation, may
decree of disproceed to make a
still proceed
may still
of condemnation,
from
tribution
far as
as to
of the
the
shall go to the
prize shall
the prize
share of
what share
determine what
to determine
so far
tribution so
captors,
vessels are
entitled to
Any prize
prize Prize cases
eases in
in
therein. Any
participate therein.
to participate
are entitled
what vessels
and what
captors, and
cause
now pending
in any
circuit court
court shall,
shall, on
application of
par_e
imy
nirui
rae
y
uibt
e
e
t
e
r
u
a
rts
..
transall parof all
the application
on the
any circuit
pending in
cause now
ties in
who have
appeared in
the cause,
be transferred
transferred by
ferred to supreme
supreme
that ferred
by that
cause, be
in the
have appeared
interest, who
in interest,
ties
court to
to the
the supreme
coat; and
such transfer
transfer may
may be made, in the disdie_ court.
and such
supreme court;
court
cretion of
the court,
and on
on such
application
terms as it may direct, on the application
such terms
court, and
of the
cretion
of any
party: Provided,
That if
if the
the amount
controversy does
does not
not exexProviso.
in controversy
amount in
Provided, That
any party:
of
ceed two
two thousand
thousand dollars,
shall not be made unless the
the court
court
transfer shall
such transfer
dollars, such
ceed
shall
certify that
the adjudication
involves a
question of general
general importa question
adjudication involves
that the
shall certify
Appeals.
ance.
to the
the supreme
from the
circuit court in prize
Appeals.
prize
the circuit
court from
supreme court
appeals to
All appeals
ance. All
causes, now
now remaining
be claimed
claimed and
allowed in the same
same
and allowed
shall be
therein, shall
remaining therein,
causes,
manner as
in cases
appeal from
from the
court to the supreme court.
district court
the district
of appeal
cases of
as in
manner
In any
of appeal
transfer the
below, or
appellate court,
the appellate
or the
court below,
the court
or transfer
appeal or
case of
any case
In
may order
order any
any original
original document
document or
or other
evidence to be sent up, in
in
other evidence
may
addition
to the
the copy
copy of
the record,
or in
a part thereof.
copy of a
of aacopy
lieu of
in lieu
record, or
of the
addition to

SEC. 14. Arnd be it further enacted, That all costs and all expenses inci-

Costs and ex-

dent
SEc.
to the
14. bringing
And be itin,
further
custody,
enacted,
preservation,
That allinsurance,
costs and all
sale,expenses
or otherincidis- cPbenarsgesethupboenathe
Costs and
to
be athe
penses
dent to the bringing in, custody, preservation, insurance, sale, or other dis- charge
upon
posal of
of prize
prize property,
property, when
when allowed
shall be aacharge upon property, unless,
court, shall
by the court,
allowed by
posal
the same,
paid therefrom,
unless the
shall decree restitution &c.
Sze.
the court shall
therefrom, unless
be paid
and be
same, and
the
free from
such charge.
charge. No
No payments
payments shall
shall be
made from any prize fund, Rules for paypaybe made
from such
free
- s'
except
of the
the court.
work and labor, ma- ment
me nts
charges for work
court. All charges
order of
the order
upon the
except upon
terials
or money
money paid,
paid, shall
be supported
affidavit or vouchers.
vouchers.
supported by affidavit
shall be
furnished, or
terials furnished,
with
The
court may,
may, at
at any
order the
the payment,
payment, from
from the
deposit made with
the deposit
time, order
any time,
The court
the assistant
assistant treasurer
cause, of any costs or charges
charges accrued
accrued and
and alalin the
the cause,
treasurer in
the
lowed. When
When the
cause is
disposed of,
the court shall make its order
order
of, the
finally disposed
is finally
the cause
lowed.
or
orders on
the assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer to
to pay
pay the
the costs
charges allowed
allowed
costs and charges
on the
or orders
and
and in
shall be for restitution,
restitution, or in case
final decree shall
in case the final
unpaid; and
and unpaid;
there
no money
money subject
order of
of the
in the cause,
the court in
the order
to the
subject to
be no
shall be
there shall
any
charges allowed
by the
court, and not paid
paid by the claimants,
claimants,
the court,
allowed by
or charges
costs or
any costs
defraying the
shall
and be
be paid
out of,
of, the fund for defraying
paid out
upon, and
charge upon,
be aa charge
shall be
interested.
expenses
suits in
in which
which the
party or interested.
States is aaparty
United States
the United
of suits
expenses of
On appeals,
appeals,
SEC. 15.
15. And
be it
further enacted,
may require
require any On
That the court may
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
security may be
bes.
party,
at
any
stage
of
the
cause,
and
on
claiming
an
appeal,
to
give
security
security
security
to
give
an
appeal,
on
claiming
and
the
cause,
of
stage
party, at any
required may
for costs.

for costs.
for
Net amount for
S
EC. 16.
16. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted,. That
That the net amount decreed for Net
SEC.
distribution to
distribution
distribution to
to vessels
vessels of
of the navy, shall be ordered navy
or to
States, or
United States,
the United
to the
distribution
be
to be
vessels to
by
the court
to be
be paid
paid into
the treasury
United States,
States, to
be disdis- paid into treastreasto be
of the
the United
treasury of
into the
court to
by the
tributed
according to
to the
the decree
of the
court. And
And the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepart- ury.
the court.
decree of
tributed according
Credits to
received to be Credits
ment shall
credit the
the Navy
Department with
with each amount received
Navy Department
shall credit
ment
Navy DepartNavy
Dn andepart-s
distributed to vessels of the navy;
navy; and the persons
persons entitled to share ment
others.
therein
severally credited
credited in their accounts
accounts with the
the Navy Departbe severally
shall be
therein shall
ment
with the
amounts to
to which
which they
they are
are respectively
respectively entitled. In case
the amounts
ment with
of vessels
vessels not
of the
the navy,
the distribution shall be made by the court to Distribution to
navy, the
not of
of
vessels
not of
of the
the
vessels not
the several
several parties
parties entitled
decreed to them shall navy.
entitled thereto, and the amounts decreed
the
navy.
be
divided
between
the
owners
and
the
ship's
company,
according
to
any
according
company,
ship's
the
and
owners
the
be divided between
agreement,
written
between them,
absence of such agreement,
in the absence
and in
them, and
agreement between
written agreement
one
the ship's company, according to
the owners
owners and one half to the
half to the
one half
a comtheir
of pay
pay on
on board;
board; and
the court
court may
may appoint
appoint a
and the
rates of
respective rates
their respective
missioner
to make
such distribution,
distribution, subject
subject to the control of the court, Commissioner
Commissioner
make such
missioner to
who shall
make due
doings, with proof of actual
actual payments to distribute,
distribute..
return of his doings,
due return
shall make
who
by him,
and who
receive no
other compensation,
indirectly,
directly or indirectly,
compensation, directly
no other
shall receive
who shall
by
him, and
Provided,That
than such
shall be
That in case
be allowed him by the court: Provided,
as shall
such as
than
department of
of vessels
not of
of the
of the govcontrolled by any department
but controlled
the navy, but
vessels not
of
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ernment, the
whole amount
decreed to
the captors
captors shall
shall be
be divided among
among
to the
amount decreed
the whole
ernment,
the
company.
the ship's
ship's company.
SEc. 17.
17. And
And be
be it
clerk of each district
district
disenacted, That the clerk
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
Clerks of district courts to
of
court shall
render to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasnry and the Secretary
Secretary of
shall render
accounts court
render accounts
render
the Navy
Navy a
beginning with
first day
day of July
July
the first
with the
statement, beginning
a semi-annual
semi-annual statement,
semi-annually
semi-annually to the
Secretary
of
next, of
of all
sums allowed
allowed by
court and ordered
ordered to be paid, within
within
by the court
the• sums
all the
next,
Secretary of
Treasury and
the previous
previous half
district attorney
prize commissioners
for
commissioners for
and prize
attorney and
to the
the district
year, to
half year,
the
Navy;
services, and
and to
to marshals
marshals for
fees and
and commissions;
commissions; and
and he shall, in all
for fees
services,
prize causes
in the
district, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
decree of distribudistribufinal decree
the final
of the
the district,
causes in
prize
to keep
ascertain and
account of the amount
amount deposited
deposited with the askeep an account
and keep
tion, ascertain
account tion,
to
keep account
of deposits with
sistant
order of the court, in each prize cause,
cause,
treasurer, subject to the order
sistant treasurer,
aofdeosttsewath
assistant
treaand the
the amounts
amounts ordered
be paid
paid therefrom
charges, and
and
as costs and charges,
therefrom as
to be
ordered to
surer.
and
surer,
decrees of
the
for distribution;
and shall
shall send
send copies
copies of
of all final decrees
of
distribution; and
the residue
residue for
distribution
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury and the
the Secretary of the
the
the Secretary
distribution to the
Navy;
and shall
shall draw
draw the
the orders
orders of
of the
the court
payment of
of all costs
the payment
court for the
Navy; and
and
and for
the distribution
of the
residue. And for the said
the residue.
distribution of
for the
allowances, and
and allowances,
services he shall be entitled
entitled to receive the sum of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
dollars in
Fees for service. services
each prize
prize cause,
cause, which shall be in full for the
the services
services required by this
each
section.
section.
SEc. 18.
And be
it further
further enacted,
shall be
allowed
be allowed
the marshal
marshal shall
That the
enacted, That
be it
18. And
SEC.
Allowances and
commissions
and necessary
necessary expenses, for the custody, care, preservation,
preservation, inhis actual
actual and
to his
commissions to
marshals.
marshals.
surance, sale,
sale, or
the prize
property, and
surance,
or other
other disposal
disposal of
of the
prize property,
and fbr
fbr executing
executing any
any
order
of the
the curt
shall have aacommission of one
one
the same, and shall
respecting the
cturt respecting
order of
quarter of
of one
one per
per centum
centum on
one half of one per centum
on vessels,
vessels, and of one
quarter
on
all other
other prize
calculated on the gross proceeds of each
each sale;
sale;
prize property, calculated
on all
and if,
if; after
after he
he shall
shall have
have had
property in his custody, and shall
prize property
any prize
had any
and
have
actually performed
and incurred
incurred responsibility for the care and
and
performed labor and
have actually
preservation thereof,
thereof, the
the same
same shall
the United States for its
shall be taken by the
preservation
own use
use without
without a
a sale,
delivered on stipulation
stipulation to the
shall be delivered
if it shall
or if
sale, or
own
claimants, he
shall be
be condemned, be entitled
entitled to
to
same shall
the same
case the
in case
he shall,
shall, in
claimants,
one half
United
deposited by the United
the amount deposited
on the
commissions on
the above
above commissions
half the
one
States
to the
the order
courts, or collected
collected upon the stipulation.
stipulation. No
of the courts,
order of
States to
charges
of the
the marshal
expenses or disbursements
disbursements shall be allowed,
allowed,
marshal for expenses
charges of
except
his oath
the same
been actually and necessarily
necessarily
have been
same have
that the
oath that
upon his
except upon
incurred for the purpose
purpose stated.
incurred
Sac.
19. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That neither
marshal nor the
the
the marshal
neither the
it further
And be
Marshals and
SEC. 19.
clerks
to rere- clerk shall be permitted to retain for all official
clerks not to
official services, of every kind,
tain more than
those in
in prize
prize causes,
more than
than the
the maximum
maximum compensation
compensation
causes, more
excepting those
maximum comcohm- excepting
allowed
the third
twentythird section of the act of the twentyby the
by him by
retained by
to be
be retained
allowed to
pensation.
1853,
ch. 80,
80, §3.
3. sixth of February, eighteen
fifty-three; nor shall the additional
1853, ch.
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-three;
additional
Vol.
x.
p.
165.
Vol. x. p. 165. compensation
officers shall be permitted
compensation which either of said
said officers
permitted to retain for
for
all services,
services, of
every kind,
prize causes,
exceed one half the maximum
maximum
causes, exceed
in prize
kind, in
of every
all
compensation allowed
allowed to
to them,
by the aforesaid
aforesaid act.
respectively, by
them, respectively,
compensation
SEc. 20.
20. And
be it
That the
the district
attorney and
and prize
prize
district attorney
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Compensation
a.just and suitbe allowed
shall be
commissioners, except
except the
the naval
naval officer,
officer, shall
allowed a
of district attor- commissioners,
neys and prize
their respective
respective services in each prize cause, to be
for their
compensation for
able compensation
neys and prize able
commissioners.
adjusted
determined by
by the
the court,
court, and
and to be paid as costs in the cause.
and determined
adjusted and
SEC.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That each
each district
district attorney
attorney and
and
enacted, That
And be
21. And
SEC. 21.
District attorSecretary
ney
prize commissioner,
commissioner, except
except the naval officer,
officer, shall render
render to the Secretary
ney and prize
commissioner to
of the
Interior an
an annual
account, beginning
with the
the first
first day
day of
of July
July next,
next,
beginning with
annual account,
the Interior
accounts of
render accounts
of all
all sums
have received
for all services
services in prize causes
causes within
within
received for
he shall
shall have
annually.
sums he
of
annually.
the previous
the district
retain
shall be allowed to retain
attorney shall
district attorney
and the
year; and
previous year;
District attor- the
therefrom a
sum not
exceeding three
three thousand
thousand dollars for each year,
year, in
in
not exceeding
a sum
therefrom
retain
ney may retain
not over
maximum compensation
compensation allowed
allowed to be
be retained
retained by him by
addition to the maximum
$3000 addition
over $3000
not
in addition
addition to
the
section of
of the
the act
the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hunof the
act of
third section
the third
maximum.
receive in lieu of
salary he may receive
of
fifty-three, or in addition to any salary
dred and fifty-three,
Vol. x. p. 165. dred
such maximum
maximum compensation;
compensation; and each such prize commissioner shall
shall be
be
such
allowed to
retain a
a sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding three
three thousand
for each
each
thousand dollars for
Prize commisto retain
commis- allowed
sioner may rein prize causes;
year, which
shall be
be in
full for
all his
official services
services in
causes; and
and
his official
for all
in full
which shall
ma re- year,
sione3
tain $3000 a

ta
rex.
year.
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any excess over those respective
amounts shall
by the
the officer
officer rere- Excess
to be
be
Excess to
paid by
be paid
shall be
excess over those respective amounts
any
ceiving the
the same
into the
the treasury
of the
the United
United States,
and shall
shall be
be paid
over.
over.
pad
and
States,
of
treasury
into
same
ceiving
credited to
fund for
for paying
naval pensions.
pensions.
paying naval
the fund
to the
credited
SEC. 22.
be it
That the
the auctioneers
auctioneers employed
employed to
Auctioneers'
to Auctioneers'
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC. 22. And
make
sales of
shall be
entitled to
receive commissions
commissions by
by pay,
pay' &C.
&c.
to receive
be entitled
property shall
prize property
of prize
make sales
a
scale to
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy, not
to exceed,
exceed, in
not to
the Navy,
of the
established by
be established
to be
a scale
any case,
of one
one per
per centum
centum on
exceeding ten
ten thousand
thousand
sum exceeding
any sum
on any
half of
one half
case, one
any
dollars
an vessels,
nor one
one per
eentum on
on said
other prize
prize property,
property,
of other
sum of
said sum
per centum
vessels, nor
dollars on
which shall
be in
full for
for his
expenses, as
services; and
and in
their services;
as their
well as
as well
his expenses,
in full
shall be
which
case
scale shall
entitled to receive
receive
be entitled
shall be
they shall
established, they
be established,
shall be
such scale
no such
case no
such
deem just
circumstances
the circumstances
under the
just under
shall deem
court shall
the court
as the
compensation as
such compensation
of each case.
SEc. 23.
And be
be it
enacted, That
capture herehere- Special counsel
counsel
of capture
case of
any case
in any
That in
further enacted,
it further
SEC. 23. And
captors.
for
tofore
made,
or
that
may
hereafter
be
made
by
vessels
of
the
navy,
fo
r ca
p
tors '
the
navy,
the
of
vessels
by
made
be
hereafter
may
that
or
tofore made,
Secretary
Navy may
may employ
employ special
special counsel
in
when, in
captors, when,
for captors,
counsel for
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
his
of such
such special
special counsel
needed in
in the parare needed
counsel are
services of
the services
judgment, the
his judgment,
ticular
the due
of
the captors and of
of the
interests of
the interests
of the
protection of
due protection
for the
case, for
ticular case,
the navy-pension
navy-pension fund;
fund; and
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
the
Secretary of the
and under
the
Navy such
such counsel
institute and
and prosecute
proceedings in the
such proceedings
prosecute such
may institute
counsel may
Navy
case as
as may
may be
be necessary
proper for
protection of
interests.
such interests.
of such
the protection
for the
and proper
necessary and
case
The
court
may
allow
such
compensation
as
it
shall
deem
just
under
the Courtmavallow
Court may allow
the
under
just
deem
shall
it
as
compensation
such
allow
may
The court
circumstances
to special
special counsel
counsel for
being the
the compensation.
compeosationnot being
captors, not
for captors,
case to
each case
of each
circumstances of
district
any of
of his
his assistants,
departby aadepartappointed by
whether appointed
assistants, whether
or any
attorney or
district attorney
ment of
of the
government or
captors, for
rendered
actually rendered
services actually
for services
the captors,
by the
or by
the government
ment
in
the cause,
to be
be paid
paid as
costs, in
in whole
whole or
or in
entire
either from the entire
part either
in part
as costs,
cause, to
in the
fund
or
from
the
portion
awarded
to
the
captors;
but
allowance
no such allowance
but
captors;
the
to
awarded
portion
the
from
fund or
shall be
except for
for services
services rendered
rendered on matters as to which
which the
made except
be made
shall
party
the counsel
represents has
has an
interest to the United States,
adverse interest
an adverse
counsel represents
party the
or
an interest
interest otherwise
otherwise proper
the opinion
the court to be repreopinion of the
in the
proper in
or an
sented
special counsel,
counsel, or
or for
for services
contestation berendered in aa contestation
services rendered
by special
sented by
tween
parties
claiming
fo
participate
in
the
distribution
of
the proceeds.
of
distribution
the
in
participate
fo
claiming
tween parties
SEC. 24.
it further
of special
counsel in
in Fees
Fees ofspecial
of special
special counsel
fees of
That fees
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 24. And
prize cases
or authorized
authorized by
by any
any department
of the
government, cehouanrgseeldttoobwehat
charged to what
the government,
department of
incurred or
cases incurred
prize
or for
for the
defence of
made by claim- fund.
damages made
for damages
demands for
against demands
captors against
of captors
the defence
or
ants
in the
district court,
court, not
claimants, nor
nor from
from the
prize fund
the prize
by claimants,
paid by
not paid
the district
ants in
in
the particular
cause, and
and allowed
allowed by
the department
department incurby the
audited and
and audited
particular cause,
in the
ring
them, and
by the
the solicitor
solicitor of
the treasury,
be a
a
treasury, shall be
of the
and by
authorizing them,
or authorizing
ring or
exthe
charge,
upon
and
paid
out
of,
the
funds
appropriated
for
defraying
defraying
for
appropriated
funds
the
of,
out
paid
and
charge, upon
penses of
of suits
in which
which the
United States
States is
is a
party or
or interested.
interested.
a party
the United
suits in
penses
S
EC. 25.
25. And
That whenever
whenever the court shall
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
allow
fees to
to any
any witness
in aaprize
prize cause,
fees for
for taking
taking evidence
evidence out Witness
Witness fees,
or fees
cause, or
witness in
allow fees
of
the district
district in
in which
sits, and
and there
is no
no money
subject to
to its
its bow
bow to be paid.
money subject
there is
court sits,
the court
which the
of the
order
the cause,
cause, the
the same
same shall
shall be
be paid
paid by
by the
marshal, and shall be
the marshal,
in the
order in
repaid
from any
any money
deposited to
the order
order of the
the court in said
to the
money deposited
him from
to him
repaid to
cause; and
any amount
amount not
not so
so repaid
repaid the
marshal shall
shall be allowed
allowed as
the marshal
and any
cause;
witness
fees paid
paid by
by him
him in
States is aaparty.
which the United States
in which
cases in
in cases
witness fees
property
SEc. 26.
26. And
enacted, That
property shall
shall be Prize property
That no prize property
further enacted,
it farther
be it
And be
SEC.
delivered
to the
the claimants
on stipulation,
stipulation, deposit,
other security,
security, except
except ino
rvterteodbte
to edeamor other
deposit, or
claimants on
delivered to
where there
been a
adecree
the captors
appealed ants
ants on stipulasqic
pula:
have appealed
captors have
and the
restitution and
of restitution
decree of
has been
there has
where
therefrom,
or
where
the
court,
after
a
full
hearing
on
the
preparatory
&c., unless,
&c.,
tion,
preparatory
the
on
hearing
full
a
after
court,
the
where
or
therefrom,
proofs, has
property on
proofs, and has given
given &C.
on those proofs,
the property
condemn the
to condemn
refused to
has refused
proofs,
the
take further
proofs, or where
where the claimant of any
any
further proofs,
to take
leave to
captors leave
the captors
property
satisfy the
the same
intrinsic
same has aapeculiar and intrinsic
that the
court that
the court
shall satisfy
property shall
value to
independent of
of its
value. In any of these cases, the
market value.
its market
him, independent
to him,
value
court
may
deliver
the
property
on
stipulation
or deposit of its value, if it
stipulation
on
property
the
deliver
may
court
shall be
be satisfied
satisfied that
that the
the rights
rights and
and interests
of the United
United States and
and
interests of
shall
a satisfactory
thereby, a
captors,
or of
of other
not be
satisfactory
prejudiced thereby,
be prejudiced
will not
claimants, will
other claimants,
captors, or
appraisement being
being first
first made,
made, with
with an
an opportunity
opportunity given to the district
district
appraisement
attorney
commissioner to be
be heard as to the appointment
appointment
prize commissioner
naval prize
and naval
attorney and
27
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of appraisers.
appraisers. And
And any
any money
lieu of
of stipulation,
stipulation, and
all
and all
in lieu
deposited in
money deposited
of
money
on a
being costs,
costs, shall
shall be
be deposited
deposited with
not being
a stipulation,
stipulation, not
collected on
money collected
the
assistant treasurer
treasurer in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as proceeds of
of a
asale.
sale.
the assistant
Sae. 27.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
whenever any captured vesvesit further
And be
If captured
27. And
SEC.
captured
vessel, &c., is
sel, arms,
arms, munitions,
material shall
be taken for the
the use of the
shall be
other material
or other
munitions, or
veksel, ce., is sel,
taken by governcomes into
the custody
custody of
of a
aprize
prize court,
it shall
be
shall be
court, it
into the
it comes
ment hifore
before it
government before
is government
b'efore it is
in
surveyed, appraised, and
persons as competent
competent and iminventoried by persons
and inventoried
surveyed,
of
in custody of
prize
court.
prize court.
partial as can be obtained,
obtained, and the survey, appraisement,
appraisement, and inventory
inventory
shall be
to the
the court
which proceedings
proceedings are
are to
had; and
and if
if taken
taken
be had;
to be
in which
court in
sent to
be sent
shall
afterwards, sufficient
notice shall
shall first
given to
to enable
enable the
to have
the court to
be given
first be
sufficient notice
afterwards,
the property
property appraised
appraised for
the protection
protection of
of the
the rights
rights of the
claimants
the claimants
for the
the
and captors.
captors. In
all cases
cases of
heretofore taken
taken for,
for, or approperty heretofore
prize property
of prize
In all
and
propriated, to
of the
or that
that shall
hereafter be so
shall hereafter
government, or
the government,
use of
to the
the use
propriated,
taken or
or appropriated,
department for
or shall be
whose use it was or
for whose
the department
appropriated, the
taken
taken
the value
value thereof
assistant
with the assistant
thereof with
deposit the
shall deposit
appropriated, shall
or appropriated,
taken or
treasurer of
United States
States nearest
of the session of the
to the place of
nearest to
the United
of the
treasurer
court, subject
subject to
order of
of the court in the cause.
the order
to the
court,
SEC. 28.
28. And
it further
That in
in case
case of
capture hereof any
any capture
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
Proceedings for
SEC.
Proceedings
adjudication
how tofore
tofore made,
or that.shall hereafter
hereafter be made, if, by reason of its condition,
condition,
made, or
adjudication how
and where to be
or because
because the
been appropriated
to the
the use
of the
the United
United
use of
appropriated to
has been
whole has
the whole
commenced,
conmmenced, ifif or
captured property
property has been
been or can be sent in for adjuproperty is
States, no part of the captured
is not States,
property
sent in,
&c.
seut
in, &c.
dication,
dication, or if the captured
captured property
property be
be entirely lost or destroyed, proceedings for
for adjudication
be commenced
commenced in
Secretary of
in any district the Secretary
may be
adjudication may
ings
anything
the Navy
designate. And
in any
such case the proceeds
proceeds of anything
any such
And in
may designate.
Navy may
the
sold,
the value
appropriated for the use of the
taken or appropriated
anything taken
of anything
value of
or the
sold, or
government,
shall be
treasurer in or nearest
nearest
the assistant treasurer
with the
be deposited
deposited with
government, shall
to
that district,
the order
order of the court in the cause. If, when
district, subject to the
to that
no
can be
be sent
sent in
for adjudication,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
adjudication, the
in for
When captors
property can
no property
may
a district for
capture, designate
designate a
for
institute pro- shall not, within three months after any capture,
may institute
ceedings.
ceedings.
the
institution of
the captors
captors may
institute proceedings
proceedings for
the institution
of proceedings,
proceedings the
may institute
for
if, in any case of capture,
And if;
adjudication in any district. !And
capture, no proceedProceedings adjudication
where captors de- ings for
adjudication shall
shall be
commenced
within
reasonable
time, any
a reasonable
within a
be
commenced
for
adjudication
ings
captorsdewhere
.
lay commencing
commencing
parties claiming
may, in
in any
district court,
as aa
court, as
any district
property may,
captured property
the captured
claiming the
proceedings.
parties
proceedings.
court
prize, move
move for
monition to
to show
cause why
such proceedings
why such
show cause
for aa. monition
of prize,
court of
shall not
not be
be commenced,
resor institute an original suit in such court for rescommenced, or
shall
titution, and
monition issued in
shall be served
served on the
in either
either case shall
the monition
and the
titution,
attorney of
of the
States for
the district,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
on the
and on
district, and
for the
the United
United States
attorney
Navy,
as on
other persons
the court shall order to be
as the
persons as
such other
on such
as well
well as
Navy, as
notified.
EC. 29.
29. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
or other
vessel or
That when any vessel
Salvage
And be
SEC.
Salvage for re- S
captures.
the United
force hostile
captures.
property shall have been captured
captured by any
any force
hostile to
to the
United
States, and
and shall
and it
it shall
that the
shall appear to the court that
recaptured, and
be recaptured,
shall be
States,
same had
had not
been condemned
its recapture,
recapture, by
by any
comany combefore its
as prize
prize before
condemned as
not been
same
petent
authority, the
court shall
competent sum as
a meet and competent
award a
shall award
the court
petent authority,
salvage, according
according to
the circumstances
circumstances of
of each
each case;
captured
case; and if the captured
to the
salvage,
property belonged
to the
shall be restored
restored to the United
it shall
States, it
United States,
the United
belonged to
property
States,
and there
there shall
be paid
paid from
States the
treasury of the United States
the treasury
from the
shall be
States, and
salvage, costs,
costs,,and
ordered by
recaptured
by the court; and if the recaptured
expenses ordered
and expenses
salvage,
property belonged
belonged to
protection of
within or under the protection
residing within
persons residing
to persons
property
the United
the court
adjudge the
property to be restored
restored to
the property
shall adjudge
court shall
States, the
United States,
the
its owners
their claim,
the payment
payment of such sum as the court
court may
claim, on the
upon their
owners upon
its
award as
as salvage,
and expenses;
expenses; and
if the
the recaptured
property
recaptured property
and if
costs, and
salvage, costs,
award
belonged to
to any
the territory
territory and
within the
resident within
permanently resident
person permanently
any person
belonged
under the
of any
amity
foreign prince, government, or state in amity
any foreign
protection of
the protection
under
with
States, and
and by
by the
or usage of such prince, governgovernlaw or
the law
United States,
the United
with the
ment,
or state,
state, the
the property
property of
of a
United States would be
the United
of the
citizen of
a citizen
ment, or
restored
under like
circumstances of
be adjudged
adjudged to be
of recapture,
recapture, it shall be
like circumstances
restored under
restored
such owner
owner upon
claim, upon such terms
terms as by the law or
or
upon his claim,
to such
restored to
usage of
of such
prince, government,
government, or
required of aacitizen
citizen
or state would be required
such prince,
usage
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of the
the United
United States
under like
circumstances of
and when
when no
Recaptures.
no Recaptures.
recapture; and
of recapture;
like circumstances
States under
of
such
law
or
usage
shall
be
known,
it
shall
be
adjudged
to
be
restored
restored
be
to
adjudged
be
shall
it
known,
be
shall
such law or usage
upon
salvage, costs,
and expenses
expenses as
the court
court shall
shall
as the
costs, and
such salvage,
of such
payment of
the payment
upon the
order:
Provided, That
in this
construed to
contrato contrabe construed
shall be
act shall
this act
nothing in
That nothing
order: Provided,
vene
treaty of
of the
the United
States. And
And the
whole amount
part of salso part
awarded No
amount awarded
the whole
United States.
any treaty
vene any
as
salvage shall
shall be
be decreed
decreed to
to the
the captors,
and no
part to
the United
vage to go to the
United rage
to the
no part
captors, and
as salvage
States, and
and shall
shall be
distributed as
as in
in the
the case
proceeds of
of property
property concon- United States.
of proceeds
case of
be distributed
States,
demned
prize.
as prize.
demned as
S
EC. 30.
it further
if it
shall appear
Captured propappear to the court, Captured
it shall
That if
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
30. And
SEC.
in
the case
of any
any prize
property ordered
to be
will be
the transferred
a
t3
r; ;fier
ai:r
edet
too
for the
be for
that it
it will
sold, that
be sold,
ordered to
prize property
case of
in the
interest of
of all
to have
have it
it sold
sold in
in another
another district,
the court
court may
another district
district
may another
district, the
parties to
all parties
interest
direct the
the marshal
transfer the
the same
same to
the district
the court
court for sale.
by the
selected by
district selected
to the
to transfer
marshal to
direct
for the
the sale,
sale, and
to insure
the same
same with
time and
and
orders as to the time
proper orders
with proper
insure the
and to
for
manner of
of selling
same. And
And it
shall be the
the duty
marshal so
duty of the marshal
it shall
the same.
selling the
manner
to transfer
the property,
property, and
and keep
keep and
in like
like manner
as if
if
manner as
same in
the same
sell the
and sell
to
transfer the
the
property were
were in
in his
and he
the gross
gross proprodeposit the
shall deposit
he shall
district; and
own district;
his own
the property
ceeds
the sale
sale with
with the
the assistant
treasurer nearest
to the
place of
of sale,
the place
nearest to
assistant treasurer
of the
ceeds of
subject to
to the
of the
the court
court in
adjudication thereon
thereon is pendpendthe adjudication
in which
which the
order of
the order
subject
ing;
and the
the necessary
necessary expense
expense attending
attending the
the insuring,
insuring, transferring,
transferring, reing; and
thereupon
ceiving, keeping,
keeping, and
selling the
the said
said property
shall be a
acharge thereupon
property shall
and selling
ceiving,
and upon
proceeds thereof;
any such
expense is paid
paid
such expense
whenever any
and whenever
thereof; and
the proceeds
upon the
and
in advance
the marshal,
marshal, and
and he
he shall
shall not
proceeds,
from the proceeds,
repaid from
be repaid
not be
by the
advance by
in
any amount
not so
repaid he
be allowed
allowed as
expenses inof expenses
case of
in case
as in
shall be
he shall
so repaid
amount not
any
curred
suits in
United States
Secretary of
party. The Secretary
a party.
States is a
the United
which the
in which
in suits
curred in
the
Navy may,
may, in
in like
by a
a general
general regulation
regulation or
or special
either by
manner, either
like manner,
the Navy
direction
in any
any cause,
cause, require
require a
to transfer
transfer any prize property
property
a marshal
marshal to
direction in
from
the district
in which
are pending
any
pending to any
proceedings are
judicial proceedings
the judicial
which the
district in
from the
other
sale, and
the same
shall be had as if such
proceedings shall
same proceedings
and the
for sale,
district for
other district
transfer
had been
made by
by order
order of
the court,
court, as
hereinbefore provided.
provided.
as hereinbefore
of the
been made
transfer had
acting
Wilfully acting
S
EC. 31.
enacted, That
any person
person shall wilfully Wilfully
That if any
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
31. And
SEC.
with intent to deto deintent
do any
act, or
aid, assist,
or advise,
doing of
relating to the with
of any
any act relating
the doing
in the
advise, in
assist, or
or aid,
any act,
do
fraud, or
delay
or delay
fraud,
bringing in,
custody, preservation,
preservation, sale,
or other
disposition of
any propprop- captor or claimof any
other disposition
sale, or
in, custody,
bringing
ants, &c.,
&c., how
how
erty
captured as
prize, or
relating to
documents or
connected ants,
or papers
papers connected
to any
any documents
or relating
as prize,
erty captured
punished.
punished.
conwith
the
property,
or
to
any
deposition
or
other
document
or
paper
conother
with the property, or to any deposition or
nected
with the
proceedings, with
intent to
to defraud,
defraud, delay, or injure the
with intent
the proceedings,
nected with
United
any captor
captor or
claimant of such property, he shall, on
or claimant
or any
States, or
United States,
conviction,
be punished
thousand dollars, or
ten thousand
exceeding ten
not exceeding
fine not
by aafine
punished by
conviction, be
five years, or both, at the discretion of the
by
imprisonment not exceeding
the
exceeding five
by imprisonment
court.
S
EC. 32.
32. And
in the
the term
term ""vessels
"vessels
of the
the Term "vessels
vessels of
That in
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
it further
And -be
SEC.
of the
navy " to
to
the navy"
navy" shall
be included,
included, for the purposes of this act, all armed vessels of
shall be
navy"
include what.
officered and
and manned
manned by
United States,
States, and under
control of the include what
under the control
by the
the United
officered
Department of
of the Navy.
Department
This act to apto apactcapS
EC. 33.
33. And
enacted, That
That the provisions of this act shall plyThis
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
to all
all cap&c.;
be applied
applied to
to all
all captures
as prize
prize by
of the
United States, tures,
tares, &c.;
the United
authority of
by authority
made as
captures made
be
or
adopted and
and ratified
ratified by
the United
States.
United States.
of the
President of
the President
by the
or adopted
and to
to pending
pending
SEC. 34.
And be
it further
That this
this act
act shall
shall apply
and
all proceedings.
apply to all
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
34. And
SEC.
proceedings.
prize
proceedings now pending.
pending.
prize proceedings

of acts
acts
Repeal of
the act
enacted, That
SEC. 35.
be it
it further
That the
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act pro- Repeal
further enacted,
And be
35. And
SEC.
of 1800, ch. 14.
100,ii.ch.p. 14.
viding
for salvage in
recapture," approved
approved on the third day of f Vol.
in cases of recapture,"
viding for
16.
"An act in
March, in
in the
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred,
and the act entitled "An
hundred, and
March,
ch.13.
1813, ch.
13.
addition to
the act
act concerning
and prize
prize goods," ]813,
letters-of-marque, prizes, and
concerning letters-of-marque,
to the
addition
ii. p.
p. 792.
Vol. ii.
approved on
twenty-seventh day
day of
year eighteen
eighteen Vol.
January, in the year
of January,
the twenty-seventh
on the
approved
addition to an act
"An act in addition
hundred
act
thirteen, and the act entitled "An
hundred and thirteen,
fund," approved
entitled
act in
in relation
relation to the navy
navy pension fund,"
approved on the
an act
entitled an
1816, ch.
56.
ch. 56.
sixteenth
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixteen, and an act
act entitled
entitled 1816,
hundred and sixteen,
of April,
day of
sixteenth day
Vol. iii. p. 287.
"
An act
act to
to facilitate
facilitate judicial
adjudications upon captured Vol. iii. p. 287.
proceedings in adjudications
judicial proceedings
"An
property
the better
better administration
of the law of prize," approved
approved
administration of
for the
and for
property and
1862,
ch. 500.
500.
1862,xii.ch.
on the
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day
sixty-two, and
and Vol.
hundred and sixty-two,
eighteen hundred
March, eighteen
of March,
day of
on
p. 374,.
Vol. xii. p. 374.
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sixth, and
twelfth sections
of an act entitled ""An
An act for
for the
sections of
and twelfth
second, sixth,
the second,
ch. 204; the
1862, eh.
2, 6,
better government
government of the navy of the
the United States,"
States," approved
approved on the
better
12.
6, 12.
§§ 2,
seventeenth day
day of
of July,
July, eighteen
and sixty-two, and the act
act
hundred and
eighteen hundred
seventeenth
entitled ""An
further to
to regulate
regulate proceedings
and to
proceedings in prize cases and
act further
An act
1863, ch. 86. entitled
Vol.
759. amend various
approved on the third
relation thereto,"
p. 759.
various acts of congress
congress in relation
thereto," approved
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
day of
of March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
and all other acts and
sixty-three, and
and sixty-three,
hundred and
day
repealed.
parts of
inconsistent herewith,
herewith, are
hereby repealed.
are hereby
of acts
acts inconsistent
parts
APPROVED,
June 30, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June
June 30, 1864.

June 30, 1864.

Certain postpostCertain
roads established
la —
in
C
alifornia,
California,

CHAP.
=
XV.
to establish
establish certain
certain Post-Roads.
Post-Roads.
Act to
-— An
An Act
CHAP. CLXXV.

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States
congress assembled,
following be estabassembled, That the following
in Congress
America in
of America
States of

post-roads:lished as
as post-roads
:—
lished

CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.
From San
San Buena
Buena Ventura,
Ravena City, and Big
Ventura, California, via Ravena
From
Meadows on
on the
the Mohave
Mohave River,
the sink
sink of
said river,
river, and
and thence
thence to
of said
to the
River, to
Meadows
Fort
on the
the Colorado
River, and
and Fort
Fort Whipple, to Santa
Santa Fe,
F4,
Colorado River,
Mohave on
Fort Mohave
New Mexico;
Mexico;
New
From
Keysville, via
via Walker's
Little Owen
Owen Lake, and Big Owen
Owen
Pass, Little
Walker's Pass,
From Keysville,
Lake,
to Union
Union Mills;
Mills;
Lake, to
From Red
Zelley's Ferry,
Creek, Parkville,
Parkville, Millville,
Millville,
Battle Creek,
Ferry, Battle
via Zelley's
Bluff, via
Red Bluff;
From
and
Buckeye, to Shasta;
and Buckeye,
From Los
Los Angclos
and thence to the capital of Arizona
La Paz, and
to La
Angelos to
From
Territory, and thence
thence to Santa
Santa Fe;
Territory,
leading
From San
San Jose,
Jose, in
mountain road leading
County, via the mountain
Santa Clara County,
in Santa
From
into Pajer's
County;
to Watsonville,
Watsonville, in Santa Cruz County;
Valley, to
Pajer's Valley,
into
From San Mateo
Pescadero, in Santa Cruz County;
Mateo to Pescadero,
From
From Aurora
Carlos;
Aurora to San Carlos;
From
From Visalia to San Carlos:
Carlos:
From
Angel's;
From
Stockton, via Copperopolis, to Angel's;
From Stockton,
From
California, via
Bridgeport, to Aurora, Nevada
Nevada Territory
Territory
via Bridgeport,
Sonora, California,
From Sonora,
From
Lassen County,
California, to Boise
Boise City, in Idaho
County, California,
in Lassen
Susanville, in
From Susanville,
Territory;
Territory;
From
Mokelumne Hill;
Campo Seco to Mokelumne
From Campo
Oregon;
From
California, to Waldo, Oregon;
From Crescent City, California,
From
California, to La Paz, Arizona Territory;
Territory;
Bernardino, California,
San Bernardino,
From San
From Fulsom
Uniontown, to Coloma;
Coloma;
via Uniontown,
Fulsom City, via
From
From San
San Pedro
Pedro to
to Wilmington
Wilmington and Los Angelos.
From

Illinois.

ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.
From Elgin,
Elgin, via
to Sycamore;
Sycamore;
Burlington, to
via Burlington,
From
From Rock
Island, via
via Camden
Pleasant Ridge,
Ridge, Hazlet, HamMills, Pleasant
Camden Mills,
Rock Island,
From
let, Perryton,
Perryton, Aledo,
High Point, New Boston, Keithsburg, Oquawka,
Aledo, High
let,
Sagetown, Hopper's
Mills, Shohoken,
Shohoken, Tinappity,
Pontoosac,
Tinappity, Dallas City, Pontoosac,
Hopper's Mills,
Sagetown,
Iowa;
and Appanoose
Madison, Iowa;
Fort Madison,
Appanoose,' to Fort
and
From
Milford, Winnebago County;
County;
County, to New Milford,
Luda, Ogle County,
From Luda,Ogle
From Argo,
Argo, via
via Morrison
Morrison road,
road, in the town of York, and Baker's
From
Spring, in
the town
of Union
Morrison;
Grove, to Morrison;
Union Grove,
town of
in the
Spring,
From
Hale, Ogle
County, to
Payne's Point;
Point;
to Payne's
Ogle County,
From Hale,
From Beaverville,
Beaverville, via
to Iroquois;
Iroquois;
Donovan, to
via Donovan,
From
From
Prairie City;
From Moro, via Ridgely, to Prairie
From
via Shiloh
Shiloh Hill, to
Creek;
Jones' Creek;
to Jones'
Sparta, via
From Sparta,
From Grand
Grand Ridge
Ridge Settlement,
township of KankaKankaSettlement, in the southwest township
From
kee County,
County, via
Norton township,
Union Hill,
Hill, Essex township, Kankatownship, Union
via Norton
kee
kee County,
County, and
and Reid
township, in Will
Wilmington in
in same
same
Will County, to Wilmington
Reid township,
kee
county;
county;
From
Grinton, in
Troy township,
township, and Seward,
Seward, to PlattePlattein Troy
via Grinton,
Joliet, via
From Joliet,
ville,
Kendall County;
County;
ville, in Kendall
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Post-roads ts(intersecting main road asItiernis
From
Iroquois County,
County, via L'Erable,
L'Erable, (intersecting
Clifton, Iroquois
From Clifton,
running north
north and
and south
south on
on east
east side
and Martenton,
Martenton,
River,) and
Iroquois River,)
of Iroquois
side of
running
to Middleport;
Illinois.
to
Middleport;
From Dupage,
East Wheatland,
Wheatland, to
Plainfield;
to Plainfield;
via East
Dupage, via
From
From
Aurora, Kane
Kane County,
via Wheatland,
Wheatland, and
Tamorack, to Plainand Tamorack,
County, via
From Aurora,
field;
fiQld;
From Naperville,
Naperville, Dupage
to Copenhagen,
Copenhagen in
county;
same county;
in same
County, to
Dupage County,
From
From Lamont,
County, via
via Dupage,
Will County,
C:ounty, to Naperville,
Naperville,
Dupage, Will
Cook County,
Lamont, Cook
From
Dupage
County;
Dupage County;
From Sycamore,
Sycamore, De
Kalb County,
County, via
Genoa, North
North Kingston,
Kingston, and
and
via Genoa,
De Kalb
From
Blood's Point,
Point, to
to Belvidere,
Belvidere, Boone County;
Blood's
From
Shabbona, De
De Kalb
Kalb County,
Malta, in
in same
county;
same county;
to Malta,
County, to
From Shabbona,
From Chester
Chester to Red Bud;
Bud;
From
From Lewistown,
Lewistown, Fulton
Fulton County,
County, to
to Lincoln,
County;
Logan County;
Lincoln, Logan
From
Charles Abbott's, and John
From Carthage,
Carthage Hancock
John
County,-,via Charles
Hancock County
From
Ruth's, to
Dallas
in Hancock
and Henderson
Henderson Counties;
Counties;
Hancock and
Dallas City, in
Ruth's, to Carthage,
From
Carthage to
Fountain Green,
County;
Hancock County;
in Hancock
Green, in
to Fountain
From Carthage
From
Centre, Ophir
Ophir Centre,
Centre, and
Prairie Centre,
Comet, Prairie
Ford's Comet,
via Ford's
Ottowa, via
From Ottowa,
Triumph,
Mendota.
to Mendota.
Triumph, to
Indiana.
INDIANA.
INDIANA.
Pittsburg,
From
Portland, via
via College,
College, Antioch,
Antioch, Boundary
Boundary City,
City, and
and Pittsburg,
From Portland,
to Salem;
Salem;
to
From Perryville
Perryville to
State Line
City;
Line City;
to State
From
From Union
City, via
via New
to Jay CourtAntioch, to
and Antioch,
Pittsburg, and
New Pittsburg,
Union City,
From
House.
House.

IOWA.
Iowa.
IOWA.
From
Coal Creek,
Creek, in
North English, Webster, and Coal
via North
Washington, via
From Washington,
Mahaska
Granville, in Mahaska
Sharon, to Granville,
Keohuk
County, Union
Union and
New Sharon,
and New
Keohuk County,
County;
County;
From
County;
Benton County;
in Benton
Blairstown, in
to Blairstown,
Vinton to
From Vinton
Waterloo;
From Inks,
via Toledo,
Toledo, Wolf
and Buckingham,
Buckingham, to Waterloo;
Creek, and
Wolf Creek,
Iuka, via
From
From Lexington,
Lexington, via
Wassonville;
to Wassonville;
Washington, to
via Washington,
From
From
via Vermillion,
Yancton, in
in Dakota,
Dakota,
and Yancton,
Vermillion, and
Iowa, via
City, Iowa,
Sioux City,
From Sioux
Niobraroh, in
to Gallatin
Gallatin and
Bannock City,
City, in
Idaho Terriin Idaho
and Bannock
Nebraska, to
in Nebraska,
Niobraroh,
tory;
tory;
From Waterloo,
Waterloo, via
Hudson, Grundy
Centre, and Vienna, to MarGrundy Centre,
via Hudson,
From
shalltown;
shalltown;
From
to Afton;
Afton;
Eugene, to
via Eugene,
Ayr, via
Mt. Ayr,
From Mt.
From
West Irving, Waltham,
Waltham, Brush, Grove, and
and
via West
Plaine, via
Belle Plaine,
From Belle
and
Six Mile
Mile Grove,
Grove, to
to Waterloo;
Waterloo;
and Six
From Fredericksburg
New Hampton;
Hampton;
to New
Fredericksburg to
From
via Millersburg,
From Marengo,
Marengo, in
in Iowa
Millersburg, North English, and
and
County, via
Iowa County,
From
South
English, Edom,
Edom, Scotland,
Seventy-six, and Cedarville,
Cedarville, to WashScotland, Seventy-six,
South English,
ington;
ington;
Waubeck,
From
Monticello, via
Grove, Prairieburg, Boulder, Waubeck,
Castle Grove,
via Castle
From Monticello,
Marion;
and
Grove, to Marion;
Jordan's Grove,
and Jordan's
Morris, to Ida;
From Onawa
City, via
via Arcola, Mapleton, and
and Morris,
Ida;
Onawa City,
From
From Lewis,
Oakfield, to Exira;
Exira;
via Oakfield,
Lewis, via
From
Newtown, to Harlan;
From Big
Big Grove,
Harlan;
via Newtown,
Grove, via
From
Harlan;
From
Council Bluff,
Bluff, via
Creek, to Harlan;
via Keg Creek,
From Council
Newtown, Harris Grove, and
From
Council Bluff,
Creek, Newtown,
and
Bluff, via Keg Creek,
From Council
Oakfield,
Hamlin's Grove;
Grove;
to Hamlin's
Oakfield, to
From Ottawa,
Ottawa, via
via Glenn's
Glenn's and
Grove, to High
High Point;
Point;
Garden Grove,
and Garden
From
From Indianola,
Leon;
to Leon;
Oceola, to
via Oceola,
Indianola, via
From
Princeton, and
City, Iowa, via Princeton,
From Decatur
and Trenton,
Trenton, Missouri,
Missouri, to
Decatur City,
From
Chillicothe;
Chillicothe;
From
Lewis, via
Grant, to
to Sciola;
Sciola;
via Grant,
From Lewis,
27*
27*
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From Anamosa,
County, via
Highland Grove and Walnut Fork,
via Highland
Post-roads
esJones County,
Anamosa, Jones
From
Post-roads established in
tablished
in
to Clarence,
County;
Clarence, Cedar County;
Iowa.
From Columbus
City, Louisa
County, via
Downey's Station,
Station, West
via Downey's
Louisa County,
Columbus City,
From
Iowa.
Branch, Cedar
Anamosa, in
County;
in Jones County;
to Anamosa,
Mechanicsville, to
and Mechanicsville,
Bluffs, and
Cedar Bluffs,
Branch,
From State
State Centre,
Illinois Grove,
Grove, and
and New
New Providence,
Providence,
Minerva, Illinois
via Minerva,
Centre, via
From
to Eldora;
Eldora;
to
From Fort
Dodge, via
via Rolfe
Rolfe and
Spirit Lake,
Okoboji, Dickinson
Lake, to Okoboji,
and Spirit
Fort Dodge,
From
County;
County;
From Onowa
Onowa City,
County, via
via Kennebec,
Kennebec, Smithland
Smithland CorMonona County,
City, Monona
From
rectionville,
Cherokee, O'Brien,
O'Brien, and
and Peterson,
Peterson, to
Spirit Lake, Dickinson
to Spirit
rectionville, Cherokee,
County;
County;
From
Charles, Floyd
Floyd County,
Belmond, Goldfield
Goldfield and Eagle
via Belmond,
County, via
St. Charles,
From St.
Grove, Wright
County, to
Fort Dodge,
Dodge, Webster
County;
Webster County;
to Fort
Wright County,
Grove,
From Maysville,
Franklin County,
County, via
via Otisville,
Otisville, Wall
Wall Lake, and Eagle
Maysville, Franklin
From
Grove, Wright
County, to
Dakota, Humboldt
Humboldt County.
to Dakota,
Wright County,
Grove,
Kansas.
Kansas.

KANSAS.
KANSAS.
From
via Arcola,
Grasshopper Falls;
Falls;
to Grasshopper
Arcola, to
Sun, via
Rising Sun,
From Rising
From
Junction City,
City, Kansas,
Colorado;
Kansas, to Denver, Colorado;
From Junction
From
Kansas, via
Fort
Republican River, to Fort
the Republican
via the
City, Kansas,
Junction City,
From Junction
Kearney,
Nebraska;
Nebraska;
Kearney,
Florence,
From Atchison,
Pardee, Grasshopper
Grasshopper Falls, and Mount Florence,
via Pardee,
Atchison, via
From
to Topeka;
Topeka;
to
From Leavenworth,
Grasshopper Falls,
Houltoa, CirFalls, Houlton,
Oakaloosa, Grasshopper
via Oakaloosa,
Leavenworth, via
From
cleville,
Seneca;
to Seneca;
Lincoln, to
and Lincoln,
cleville, and
From Lawrence,
Lawrence, via
via Baldwin
Baldwin City
City and
and Black
Black Jack,
Jack, to
to Paola;
Paola;
From
From
Solomon River,
River, to Ayersville;
Ayersville;
the Solomon
via the
City, via
Junction City,
From Junction
Agency;
From
Topeka, to
Sax and Fox Agency;
the Sax
to the
From Topeka,
to Fort Scott;
From
Scott;
Osawatomie, to
via Osawatomie,
Lawrence, via
From Lawrence,
From
via Grasshopper
Houlton to Fort
Grasshopper Falls, and Houlton
Leavenworth, via
From Leavenworth,
Riley;
Riley;
From
via Black
Black Jack,
Jack, and
and Stanton,
Stanton, to
to Osawatomie;
Osawatomie;
Lawrence, via
From Lawrence,
Fort Gibson,
From Fort
Fort Scott,
Scott, via
Baxter Springs,
Springs, Toliquet,
Toliquet, Fort
Gibson, to Fort
via Baxter
From
Smith,
Arkansas;
Smith, Arkansas;
From Lawrence,
Lawrence, via
via Oskaloosa,
Oskaloosa, Grasshopper
Grasshopper Falls, Monrovia, and
and
From
Pardee, to
Atchison.
to Atchison.
Pardee,

Kentucky.
Kentucky.

Maryland.
Maryland.

KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.
From Bradfordsville,
Bradfordsville, Marion
William T. Weatherford's,
via William
County, via
Marion County,
From
to Hustonville, Lincoln
on
Rush
Branch,
Powers'
Store,
and
Low's
Lincoln
Gate,
Low's
and
Store,
Powers'
Branch,
on Rush
County.
County.

MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.
From Salisbury,
Salisbury, via
via Friendship
Friendship and
Newtown;
and Dublin, to Newtown;
From
Ridgeville;
From Linganore,
Linganore, via
via Woodville,
Woodville, to Ridgeville;
From
From
via the Union
Union Turnpike road,
County, via
Montgomery County,
Brookville, Montgomery
From Brookville,
Silver
Spring, and
Washington, District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
to Washington,
Brightwood, to
and Brightwood,
Silver Spring,

Michigan.
Michigan.

MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.
From
Wayne's to
Romulus;
to Romulus;
From Wayne's
to Indian
From
Marquetta, Marva
County, to
Indian Town;
Marva County,
Pere Marquetta,
From Pere
Isabella;
From
Midland to Isabella;
From Midland
From Big
Rapids,. Mecorter
Branch;
Mecorter County, to Hersey Branch;
Big Rapids;
From
County;
From Unadilla
Plainfield, in Livingston
Livingston County;
to Plainfield,
Unadilla to
From
From
Constantine, via
via Hartt's
Hartes Corners,
Corners, Newburg, and Vandalia, to
From Constantine,
Cassop.olis;
Cassopolis;
From
Steven's Landing,
Landing, Somilac
County, via Townships of Worth,
Somilac County,
From Steven's
Fremont, and
Maple Valley, Somilac
Somilac County.
Speaker, to Maple
and Speaker,
Fremont,
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Post-roads
eaPost-rods eslablished
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From Carver,
Watertown;
to Watertown;
Waconia, to
via Waconia,
Carver, via
From
Lakeville, to Minnesota.
From
Hastings, via
City, Farmington,
and Lakeville,
MinnesotaFarmington, and
Empire City,
via Empire
From Hastings,
Shakopee
Shakopee; ;
From
via Glencoe
Koniska, to
Hutchinson;
to Hutchinson;
and Koniska,
Glencoe and
Faxon, via
From Faxon,
From
via Lexington
Lexington and
Le Suer
Suer Centre,
Centre, to Cleveland;
Cleveland;
and Le
Jordan, via
From Jordan,
From St.
Charles, via
via Saratoga
and Troy,
Troy, to
to Preston;
Preston;
Saratoga and
St. Charles,
From
From
Red Wing,
Wino., Goodhue
Goodhue County,
County, via
via Belle
Belle Creek,
Creek, Hader,
Hader, Norway,
Norway,
From Red
Kenyon,
and
EasjPrairieville,
to
Faribault,
in
Rice
County;
County;
Rice
in
Faribault,
to
Prairieville,
East
and
Kenyon,
From
Wright County,
County, to
Rockford, in
in same
county;
same county;
to Rockford,
Monticello, Wright
From Monticello,
From St.
Minnesota, via
Abercrombie and
and Bannock
Bannock City,
Fort Abercrombie
via Fort
Cloud, Minnesota,
St. Cloud,
From
in
the
Territory
of
Idaho,
to
Fort
Walla-Walla;
Walla-Walla;
Fort
to
Idaho,
of
in the Territory
From
Grove, Bethel,
Bethel, Linwood,
Linwood, Anoka
Anoka County, and
and
Cedar Grove,
via Cedar
Anoka, via
From Anoka,
County;
Oxford,
North
Branch,
Isanti
County,
to
Sunrise,
Chisago
County;
Chisago
Sunrise,
to
County,
Isanti
Branch,
North
Oxford,
From
Minnesota, to
Dakota TerTerAgency, Dakota
Winnebago Agency,
the Winnebago
to the
Waukato, Minnesota,
From Waukato,
ritory;
ritory;
From Preston,
via Arundahl
Arundahl and
to Enterprise.
Enterprise.
Argo, to
and Argo,
Preston, via
From
MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.

Missouri.
Missouri

From Saint
via Rochester,
Empire Prairie, and
and
Rochester, Empire
Missouri, via
Joseph, Missouri,
Saint Joseph,
From
Smithtown,
to Mount
Mount Ayr,
Iowa;
Ayr, Iowa;
Smithtown, to
From Saint
via North
North Salem
Salem and
and Kiddville,
Kiddville, to
Unionville.
to Unionville.
Catherines, via
Saint Catherines,
From
NEW
JERSEY.
NEW JERSEY.

New Jersey
Jersey
New

From
German Valley,
Morris County,
County, via
via Middle
Middle Valley
Valley and Lower
Lower
Valley, Morris
From German
Valley,
High Bridge,
Hunterdon County
County
Bridge, Hunterdon
to High
Valley, to
Lower Bank, and Wading
From
Egg Harbor
Green Bank,
Bank, Lower
Wading
via Green
City, via
Harbor City,
From Egg
River,
to
Tuckerton;
River, to Tuckerton;
Millville Railroad,
From Seaville
Seaville Station,
Station, on
Railroad, via
via
May and Millville
Cape May
the Cape
on the
From
County;
Seaville,
to
Beasley's
Point,
Cape
May
County;
Cape
Point,
Beasley's
to
Seaville,
NEW
YORK.
NEW YORK.

New
New York.

From Otisville,
Otisville, via
via Cuddlebackville,
Cuddlebackville, Oaklandville,
Oaklandville, and
Hartwood, to
and Hartwood,
From
Bellford;
Bellford;
From
to Mongaup
Valley;
Mongaup Valley;
Jervis to
Port Jervis
From Port
Pennsylvania;
From
York, to
Saint John's,
John's, Pennsylvania;
to Saint
New York,
Chemung, New
From Chemung,
Minewa;
Newcomb, to Minewa;
From Long
Lake, via
via Newcomb,
Long Lake,
From
From Georgetown,
West Eaton,
Morrisville;
Eaton, to Morrisville;
via West
County, via
Madison County,
Georgetown, Madison
From
From
Forestville to
Kennedy, via
via Arkwright
Summit, Hamlet, VilleArkwright Summit,
to Kennedy,
From Forestville
Creek, and
nova, Cherry
Cherry Creek,
Cedar Creek,
and Ellington.
Ellington.
Creek, Cedar
nova,
OHIO.
OHIO.
From Gratis
to Camden;
Camden;
Gratis to
From
From
via Tunnell
Ridge and
and Bloom
Rural
Bloom Hill, to Rural
Tunnell Ridge
McConnellsville, via
From McConnellsville,
Dale;
Dale;
From
Bakersville;
Newcomerstown, to Bakersville;
From Newcomerstown,
From Delta,
Delta, Ohio,
Chase's Corners, Rathbone's
Rathbone's
Corners, Chase's
Pancker's Corners,
via Pancker's
Ohio, via
From
to Adrian,
Corners,
Corners,
Chaney's
Corners,
and
Bassett's
Corners,
Adrian, Michigan;
Michigan;
Bassett's
and
Corners,
Chaney's
Corners,
Powellsville,
From
via Lyra,
Lyra, Clinton
Clinton Furnace, and Po
wellsville, to
Furnace, via
Sciota Furnace,
From Sciota
Kelly's Mills;
Mills;
Kelly's
From
West Union,
Union, via
Wheat Ridge,
Youngsville;
Ridge, to Youngsville;
via Wheat
From West
Dresden;
From
Zanesville, via
via Symmes
Symmes Creek, to Dresden;
From Zanesville,
From Litchfield
Grafton;
Litchfield to Grafton;
From
Solon;
From South
South Solon;
South Charleston to South
From
Bowerstown;
From Carrolton,
Leesville, to Bowerstown;
and Leesville,
Davis and
via Davis
Carrolton, via
From
Algonquin, to
From
Hagerstown, Palermo,
Palermo, and Algonquin,
New Hagerstown,
via New
Bowerstown, via
From Bowerstown,
Carrollton.
Carrollton.

O'no.
Ohio.
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OREGON.
OREGON.

Taylor's Ferry and Chehalem Gap,
From Portland, via Taylor's
Gap, to Lafayette;
Lafayette;
From Lafayette
to Tillamook
Tillamook Valley;
Valley;
Lafayette to
From
From Dallas
Dallas City,
City, Oregon,
Oregon, via
via Canyon
Canyon City and Independence,
Independence, to
From
Boise
Idaho;
Boise City, Idaho;
From Roseburg
Orford;
to Point Orford;
Roseburg to
From
From Roseburg,
via Ten
Ten Mile
Camas Valley,
Junction of MidValley, Junction
Creek, Camas
Mile Creek,
Roseburg, via
From
dle
Forks of
Coquille, Lenharri's Prairie, and Sixes Mines,
of Coquille,
South Forks
and South
dle and
to
to Port
Port Orford.
PENNSYLVANIA,
PENNSYLVANIA.
From Elderton,
Plumville, Indiana
County;
Indiana County;
to Plumville,
County, to
Armstrong County,
Elderton, Armstrong
From
From
New Geneva,
Geneva, Fayette
County, Pennsylvania,
Morgantown,
to Morgantown,
Pennsylvania, to
Fayette County,
From New
West Virginia;
Virginia;
West
From Farmington,
Farmington, via
Elm, to
Dawson;
to Dawson;
via Elm,
From
Freeport;
From
Wind Ridge
Ridge to New Freeport;
From Wind
County;
From
Newport to Liverpool,
Perry County;
Liverpool, in Perry
From Newport
From
Clinton '
•
Shirland to Clinton;
From Shirland
From
Milltown and Shultzville, to HumWyoming County, via Milltown
Falls, Wyoming
From Falls,
phreyville;
phreyville;
From Reading,
Adam's Tavern, Brownsville, Klopp's Store, HetReading, via Adam's
From
Myerstown;
rich's Host,
Wintersville, and
and Mount
'Etna, to Myerstown;
Mount JEtna,
Host, Wintersville,
rich's
From Mauch
via Nesquehoning,
and Summit Hill, to TamaNesquehoning, and
Chunk, via
Mauch Chunk,
From
qua;
qua;
From
Trout Run,
via Lippincott's
Mills, Murray's
Murray's Run,
Run, Wallis'
Wallis' Run,
Lippincott's Mills,
Run, via
From Trout
Kelley's
Mills, and
and Plunkett's
Plunkett's Creek,
Barbour's Mill;
Mill;
to Barbour's
Creek, to
Kelley's Mills,
From
the mouth
Whetmores, Long Run,
Run,
Lower Whetmores,
via Lower
Run, via
Cedar Run,
of Cedar
mouth of
From the
Run;
and
Westfield's, to Elk Run;
and Westfield's,
From
via Clara,
Oswego;
to Oswego;
Clara, to
Millport, via
From Millport,
From
Jefferson Station,
Station, via
via Cordorus,
Cordorus, to
York County;
County;
to Brodbeck's,
Brodbeck's, in York
From Jefferson
From
Lick and
Melissurdale, to Leisurville;
Leisurville;
and Melissurdale,
State Lick
via State
Freeport, via
From Freeport,
From
and Grier's
Keystone;
Grier's Point, to Keystone;
Dellville and
via Denville
Duncannon, via
From Duncannon,
From West
to Independence;
Independence;
Alexandria to
West Alexandria
From
Brook to Canton;
Canton;
From Fall Brook
Valley;
From Broadheadsville
Broadheadsville to
Long Valley;
to Long
From
From Dingman's
Dingman's Ferry, Pennsylvania,
Jersey;
Pennsylvania, to Centreville, New Jersey;
From
From Centretown,
Centretown, Mercer
Clintonville, to Emlenton,
Ernlenton, VeCounty, via Clintonville,
Mercer County,
From
nango
County;
nango County;
From
Eagle;
Garland to Eagle;
From Garland
From
Lockport;
via Franklin's Corners, to Lockport;
Comptonsville, via
From Comptonsville,
Centre;
From
Waterville to English Centre;
From Waterville
From
Middletown Centre,
Centre, in
in Susquehanna
Susquehanna County, to Rushville, in
From Middletown
same county;
county;
same
From Stone
Stone Church,
Church, Northampton
Northampton County, via Roxbury, to Mount
From
Bethel,
county;
in same county;
Bethel, in
From Martin's
Martin's Creek,
Northampton County, via Flickville, Delpsburg,
Creek, Northampton
From
and
to Mount
county;
and Will's Ferry, in same county;
Bethel and
Mount Bethel
Roxbury, to
and Roxbury,
From Clay
via Welch
Welch Run,
Upton, in Franklin
Franklin County;
to Upton,
Run, to
Lick, via
Clay Lick,
From
From
Franklin, Venango
Post-Office,
Kingsley Post-Office,
Sunville, to Kingsley
via Sunville,
County, via
Venango County,
From Franklin,
Crawford County;
County;
Crawford
From
Bend, Armstrong
via Phillipsburg, Clarion
Clarion
County, via
Armstrong County,
Brady's Bend,
From Brady's
County, to
Waterson's Ferry,
Clarion County.
County.
Ferry, Clarion
to Waterson's
County,

Vermont.
Vermont.

Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

VERMONT.
VERMONT.
From Montpelier,
via Worcester,
Worcester, East Elmore,
Elmore, Elmore,
Elmore, and Wolcott,
Montpelier, via
From
Wolcott.
to North Wolcott.
WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.
From
Stevens' Point;
From Amherst to Stevens'
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From Mazomaine,
West Blue
Zht ah
a
i
s eseaMounds and Moscow, t Poshoads
Blue Mounds
via West
County, via
Dane County,
Mazomaine, Dane
From
to Green's
Prairie, in Green
Green County;
Green's Prairie,
to
From Tempeleau
Tempeleau to
to Arcadia;
Arcadia;
Wisconsin.
From
From
Mosinee to
City;
Marathon City;
to Marathon
From Mosinee
From
Wausau to
to Smith's
Smith's Corner;
Corner;
From Wausau
From
Durand,
via
Waubeck,
Dunnsville, Downsville,
Menominee,
Downsville, Menominee,
Dunnsville,
Waubeck,
via
Durand,
From
Cedar Falls,
Valley, Cook's
Cook's Valley,
Valley, and
Running Valley,
Creek, Running
Eighteen-mile Creek,
Falls, Eighteen-mile
Cedar
Bloomer
Prairie, to
to Chippewa
Falls;
Chippewa Falls;
Bloomer Prairie,
From Epraim
Epraim to
Washington Harbor;
Harbor;
to Washington
From
From Barton
Barton to
America;
Young America;
to Young
From
Soto;;
From
Rising Sun,
via Freeman
Freeman and
and Rush
Creek, to De Soto
Rush Creek,
Sun, via
From Rising
From
Stettin;
to Stettin;
Wausau to
From Wausau
From
River Falls,
Falls, in
in Pierce
Pierce County,
County, via
Ellsworth, and
and
Beldonville, Ellsworth,
via Beldonville,
From River
thence across Lake
Rush River,
Maiden Rock,
Rock, in
in said
said county,
county, and
and thence
to Maiden
River, to
Rush
Pepin to
in Wabashaw
Minnesota;
County, Minnesota;
Wabashaw County,
City, in
Lake City,
to Lake
Pepin
From.
Viroqua
to
Debello,
in
Vernon
County;
County;
Vernon
in
Debello,
to
Viroqua
From.
From Fort
Fort Howard,
Howard, at
the northern
northern terminus
of the
Northwestern
the Northwestern
terminus of
at the
From
Railroad,
Stiles;
to Stiles;
Railroad, to
From
Fayette to
Darlington, in
County;
Lafayette County;
in Lafayette
to Darlington,
From Fayette
Michigan;
From
County, to Ontonagon,
Ontonagon, Michigan;
Marathon County,
Wausau, Marathon
From Wausau,
From
Clyde, to
County;
Dodgeville, Iowa County;
to Dodgeville,
via Clyde,
Avoca, via
From Avoca,
From Blue
Blue River
River Station,
Station, Grant
Grant County,
County, to
Port Andrew, Richland
Richland
to Port
From
County;
County;
via Red River and Lincoln, KeFrom Green
Bay, Brown
County, via
Brown County,
Green Bay,
From
waunee County,
County, to
to Aknepee,
Aknepee, Kewaunee
Kewaunee County;
County;
waunee
From Potosi
Potosi to
Cassville, Grant
County;
Grant County;
to Cassville,
From
From Tafton
Grant County.
Beetown, Grant
to Beetown,
Tafton to
From
WEST
VIRGINIA.
WEST VIRGINIA.

West Virginia.
Virginia.

From
Lost Creek
Creek Post-Office,
Post-Office, Harrison
Rockford and
and
County, via Rockford
Harrison County,
From Lost
County.
Barbour
Johnstown,
to
Peel
Tree
Post-Office,
in
Barbour
in
Post-Office,
Tree
Peel
to
Johnstown,
ARIZONA
TERRITORY.
ARIZONA TERRITORY.

Arizona.

From
Pimos Village
Village to the Capitol of Arizona.
the Pimos
From the
COLORADO.
COLORADO.

Colorado.
Colorado.

of the Rocky MounFrom
Denver, Colorado,
Colorado, along
the eastern
eastern base
base of
along the
From Denver,
tains,
to East
East Bannock,
Idaho;
Bannock, in Idaho;
tains, to
From
Colorado, via
Pass and
and Conejos,
Conejos, to Santa Fe,
Panchee Pass
via Panchee
Denver, Colorado,
From Denver,
New
Mexico;
New Mexico;
Basin;
From Denver
Denver to
to Bijou Basin;
From
Boulder City,
From Golden
via Ralston
Ralston Creek
City, to BurlingBurlingCreek and Boulder
City, via
Golden City,
From
ton.
ton.
DAKOTA.
DAKOTA.

Dakota.
Dakota

From
to Bannock
Bannock City, Idaho.
Dakota, to
Abercrombie, Dakota,
Fort Abercrombie,
From Fort
IDAHO.
IDAHO.
From
Boise
City,
via
Bannock
Pioneer City, and
Centreville, Pioneer
City, Centreville,
From Boise City, via Bannock City,
Lewiston;
Placerville, to Lewiston;
Placerville,
Fayetteville;
From
Placerville to Fayetteville;
From Placerville
County;
in Alturas County;
From
Boise City
Esmeraldo, in
to Esmeraldo,
City to
From Boise
From
Boise City,
via Owyhee,
Humboldt, in Nevada Territory.
Territory.
to Humboldt,
Owyhee, to
City, via
From Boise

Idaho.
Idaho.

NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.
From
Julesburgh,
Nebraska,
via Fort
Fort Laramie
Deer Creek,
Creek, to
Laramie and Deer
via
Nebraska,
From Julesburgh,
Idaho;
Virginia City,
City, in Idaho;
Virginia
From
of the
the Elk Horn, to the NioValley of the
the Valley
way of
by way
City, by
Omaha City,
From Omaha
brarah River. •
brarah

Nebraska.
Nebraska.
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NEVADA.
NEVADA.
Post-roads established
in
tablished in
Nevada.

Utah.
Utah.

From
Keysville, California;
California;
to Keysville,
Nevada, to
Aurora, Nevada,
From Aurora,
From
Glen, East Range;
Range;
to Dun
Dun Glen,
From Onionville
Onionville to
From
Virginia City,
City, via
via Onionville,
Onionville, Star
Star City,
City, to Humboldt.
From Virginia

UTAH.
UTAH.
From
Fort Bridger,
Bridger, Utah,
Utah, via
via Richville,
Soda Springs,
Springs, the Upper
Upper
Richville, Soda
From Fort
Crossing
of Snake
Snake River
River and
Hell Gate,
Idaho;
Gate, in Idaho;
to Hell
City, to
Virginia City,
and Virginia
Crossing of
From Fort
Bridger, Utah,
Utah, via
Boise City,
City, Idaho,
Idaho, and
Ronde
Grand Ronde
and Grand
via Boise
Fort Bridger,
From
Valley, Oregan,
Territory;
Washington Territory;
Walla-Walla, Washington
to Walla-Walla,
Oregan, to
Valley,
From Salt
Salt Lake
City, Utah,
via Fillmore
Fillmore City
George, to Los
City and St. George,
Utah, via
Lake City,
From
Angelos,
California;
Angelos, California;
From Salt
Salt Lake
via E.
City, Grantsville, Tooele, Shambiss,
T. City,
E. T.
City, via
Lake City,
From
Cedar Fort,
Fort, Fairfield,
Goshen, to
Payson;
to Payson;
and Goshen,
Fairfield, and
Cedar
From Salt
Salt Lake
Lake City,
via Provo
City, Salt
Salt Creek, Fillmore
Provo City,
Utah, via
City, Utah,
From
City,
Beaver, Parawan,
Parawan, Cedar
Cedar City,
City, to
to St.
St. George;
George;
City, Beaver,
From
via Mendon,
Mendon, Wellsville,
Wellsville, Hyrum, Millville,
Millville, ProvCity, via
Brigham City,
From Brigham
Franklin;
idence,
Logan,
Hyde
Park,
Smithfield,
and
Richmond,
to
Franklin;
Richmond,
and
Smithfield,
Park,
Hyde
Logan,
idence,
From
Paradise;
to Paradise;
Hyrum to
From Hyrum
From Ogden
Ogden City to Plain City;
From
Huntsville;
From
Ogdon City to Huntsville;
From Ogdon
From Great
Herriman;
Lake City, via Jordan, to Herriman;
Salt Lake•
Great Salt
From
From Rockville
Rockville to
Springdale;
to Springdale;
From
Fillmore;
From Salt
Salt Creek,
Creek, via
via Poule,
Rounds, and Holden, to Fillmore;
Poule, Rounds,
From
From Sprigville,
Spanish Fork, Canon
Canon Fairview,
Fairview, Mount Pleasant,
Sprigville, via Spanish
From
Springtown,
Ephraim, and
and Manti,
Manti, to
Gunnison;
to Gunnison;
Springtown, Ephraim,
From
Mount Pleasant to Moroni;
Moroni;
From Mount
From Fountain
Fountain to Wales;
Wales;
From
From Cedar
via Pinto, Pine Valley, Alger, Banney, and DiaCity, via
Cedar City,
From
mond,
Saint George;
George;
to Saint
mond, to
From
Minersville;
to Minersville;
Beaver to
From Beaver
From
City to
to•Deseret
Deseret;;
Fillmore City
From Fillmore
From
Creek;
From Gunnison to Chicken Creek;
From
Salt Lake
Lake City, via Mountain,
Mountain, Weber,
Weber, Morgan,
Morgan, Porter,
Great Salt
From Great
Corydon,
Heuneffer, Coalville,
Wauship, Peoa, Kansas,
Kansas, Heber,
Hoytville, Wauship,
Coalville, Hoytville,
Corydon, Heuneffer,
Mound, Midway,
Midway, and Charleston,
Provo City.
Charleston, to Provo
Mound,
1864.
APPROVED,
June 30,
30, 1864.
APPROVED, June

Charter of the Washington
June 20, 1864.. CHAP. CLXXVI.--An
CLXXVI. — An Act
Act to amend the Charter
Washington and Georgetown
Jine30,1864.
Railroad Company.
Railroad
Washington,
Washington,
Zmi, railroad
railroad
&c.,
company may

extend
extend their
road.
road.

Additional fare,
Additionalfare.

Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Washington and
of America
States of
Georgetown railroad
railroad company
shall have
have the right to extend
extend their horse
horse railcompany shall
Georgetown
way
on
any
public
highway
in
the
county
of
Washington,
commencing
at
commencing
Washington,
of
way on any public highway in the county
the
of either
roads, extending
extending north from Seveither of their roads,
terminus of
present terminus
the present
enth
and from the Capitol square to Maryland
Maryland
streets, and
Fourteenth streets,
and Fourteenth
enth and
Avenue;
and extending
north from
extremity of that avenue,
eastern extremity
the eastern
from the
extending north
Avenue; and
first
having obtained
the consent
consent of the levy court therefor;
therefor; and may
obtained the
first having
charge
additional fare
fare of
of five
five cents
cents for
for every
every three miles on each
each branch
branch
charge additional
so
extended, for
for each
each and
and every
passenger conveyed
conveyed upon any road conconevery passenger
so extended,
structed
in said
county of
Washington, outside of the limits of the cities
of Washington,
said county
structed in
of
Provided, That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
Georgetown: Provided,
and Georgetown:
Washington and
of Washington
congress from regulating
shall be
so as
prevent congress
regulating the
the fare on
to prevent
as to
construed so
be construed
shall
either of
of said
said roads,
roads, or
original charter
charter of said
said
amending the original
or amending
altering or
or altering
either
company, or
or this
amendment thereto,
according to the
the provisions of said
said
thereto, according
this amendment
company,
original charter.
original
APPROVED, June
June 30,
1864.
30, 1864.
APPROVED,
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Act to
to aid
aid in
of the
the
Suppot of
and Support
Subsistence, and
Settlement, Subsistence,
the Settlement,
in the
AnnAct
-— A
CLXXVII..
CHaP. CLXXVII
Navajoe Indian
upon a
of New
Mexico.
New Mexico.
Territory of
the Territory
in the
a Reservation
Reservation in
Captives upon
Indian Captives
Navajoe

June 30,1864.
30, 1864.
June

Be
it enacted
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there be,
hereby is,
is, Appropriation
Appropriation
be, and
and hereby
America in
States of
appropriated, out of any moneys
in the
treasury not
appropri- I
N? as
ve
a
t
i
t
o
l
e
e h
t
In
edians.
Indians.
Navajoe
otherwise approprinot otherwise
the treasury
appropriated, out of any moneys in
ated,
be expended
under the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior,
of the
direction of
the direction
expended under
to be
ated, to
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of settling
Indians, now
MexNew Mexin New
captives in
now captives
Navajoe Indians,
the Navajoe
settling the
for
ico, upon
upon a
areservation
reservation upon
the Pecos
Pecos River,
River, in
in New
Mexico, for the purpurNew Mexico,
upon the
ico,
chase of
of agricultural
for
necessary for
articles necessary
other articles
and other
seeds, and
implements, seeds,
agricultural implements,
chase
such purpose,
for breaking
breaking the
and for
for subsistence
subsistence of
of said
said Indians
ground, and
the ground,
purpose, for
such
to the
end of
of the
fiscal year,
year, the
sum of
of one
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
the sum
the next
next fiscal
to
the end
SEe.
it further
enacted, That
That the
the said
said reservation
Reservation
reservation may, un- Reservation
further enacted,
be it
2. And
And be
SEC. 2.
der
of the
Interior, be
so extended
extended and
and Lay
extended,
& y be extende'
be so
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
direction of
the direction
der the
enlarged
south, as
to include
the entire
entire valley
valley of
of the
the Pecos River,
include the
as to
on the
the south,
enlarged on
known
that the
the whole
of said
said reservation,
reservation, so
whole of
and that
Grandd, and
Bosque Grand4,
the Bosque
as the
known as
enlarged,
designated and
known as
as the
and Apache
Apache res
res •
Navajoe and
the Navajoe
and known
be designated
shall be
enlarged, shall
ervation, and
such shall,
shall, until
law, be
exempt
be exempt
by law,
ordered by
otherwise ordered
until otherwise
as such
and as
ervation,
from sale,
and free
from all
all occupancy
occupancy except
by the
the said
Indians for the
said Indians
except by
free from
sale, and
from
purposes herein
portion of
of the
said land
land as
as is
the said
such portion
excepting such
mentioned; excepting
herein mentioned;
purposes
now occupied
by Fort
Fort Sumner,
or as
may be
be needed
for the use
use of said
needed for
as may
Sumner, or
occupied by
now

post.

SEe.
3.
it further
enacted, That
Apache agency
agency
southern Apache
the southern
That the
°5SEC.
S
further enacted,
be it
3. And
And be
of
is hereby
abolished, and
that an
agent for
the Kioway,
Kioway,
for the
an agent
and that
hereby abolished,
Mexico is
New Mexico
of New
Apache,
and Camanche
Indians be
be appointed,
fifteen hunappointed, at aa salary of fifteen
Camanche Indians
Apache, and
dred
per annum.
annum.
dollars per
dred dollars
APPROVED, June
30, 1864.
June 30,
APPROVED,

Southern
Apache agency
agency
Apache
abolished, Ste.
bolishe, c.

C
HAP. CLXXVII.
CLXXVIII.
—
Convention between
the United
United States
States
between the
a Convention
into Effect
Effect a
to carry
carry into
Act to
- An
An Act
CHP.
of America
the United
of Colombia.
Colombia.
States of
United States
and the
of
America and

June 30,
30, 1864.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
Convention beStates
in Congress
assembled, That
That for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of giving
tventhe
giving tween
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of America
the United
States
effect
convention signed
by the
of the
the United
United States and Coplenipotentiaries of
the plenipotentiaries
signed by
to aa convention
effect to
lombia to be
States
Colombia, on
on the
the tenth
tenth lombia
be
of Colombia,
United States
States of
and the
the United
of America
America and
States of
carried to
into
into
carried
of
February,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-four,
extending
and
renewing
efeet.
of February, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, extending and renewing effect.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
985.
the
the convention
convention with
the republic
republic of
of New
New Granada,
p. 985.
of Vol.
Granada, of
with the
of the
provisions of
the provisions
118
.61, ch. 45, 44
45,
§
ch.
861,
1
sections
eight
tenth
September,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-seven,
the
first
sections
fifty-seven,
and
hundred
eighteen
tenth September,
of the
the ""Act
to carry
into effect
the United
United States
States Vol.
p. 145.
Vol. xii. p.
between the
conventions between
effect conventions
carry into
Act to
of
and the
the republics
republics of
Granada and
and Costa
Costa Rica,"
approved February
Rica," approved
New Granada
of New
and
twentieth, eighteen
sixty-one, be,
be, and
and the
are hereby,
the same are
and sixty-one,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twentieth,
renewed,
reenacted, and
made applicable
applicable to
said convention
tenth
convention of tenth
to the
the said
and made
renewed, reenacted,
February,
and sixty-four.
eighteen hundred and
February, eighteen
APPROVED,
June 30,
30, 1864.
APPROVED, June
—An Act
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
appoint a
Commisa Commisto appoint
Navy to
of the
Act authorizing
CLXXIX. -An
CHAP. CLXXIX.
and
sion
Yard or
on the
the Western
Western Waters,
Waters, and
Station on
or Naval
Naval Station
Navy Yard
for a
a Navy
Site for
select aa Site
sion to
to select
for
Purposes.
other Purposes.
for other

June 30, 1864.

Be
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy Commission
:
o
f
u
orto
a
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
seleetm a
amss
site for toa
select
be,
and he
hereby is,
empowered to
commission navy yard
ya rdteion the
to appoint
appoint aa commission
and empowered
is, authorized
authorized and
he hereby
be, and
engineer corps, and one Mississippi.
consisting of
of one
naval officer,
officer, one
one officer
officer of
Mississippi.
of the engineer
one naval
consisting
civilian, to
the most
approved site
site for
for aanavy
or naval
naval station,
station,
yard, or
navy yard,
most approved
select the
to select
civilian,
on the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, or
or upon
one of
and to report
report to the
its tributaries,
tributaries, and
of its
upon one
on
next
congress.
session of congress.
next session
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 30, 1864.
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June
June

30, 1864.
1864.
30,

Suss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cu. 180,
181, 182.
180,181,182.
CH.

CHAP,
An Act
granting certain
certain Privileges
the"
"
Privilegesto the
Act granting
CLXXX. - An
CHAP. CLXXX.—

Columbia.
of Columbia.
District
District of

1864.

Society " of the
Guardian Society"
Guardian

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
States of America in Congress assembled,
That
the use
and occupancy
occupancy of
of
use and
the
That
assembled,
Congress
acertain
TUse
Irse
of a
certain States of America in
Washingof
all
that
part
of
reservation
numbered
seventeen,
in
the
city
the
in
seventeen,
numbered
reservation
of
all that part
reservation
of Second
Second street
easterly line of
of New
New
and east of the easterly
east, and
q
n
ut
a
e
r
d
dLo
street east,
west of
lying west
ton, lying
the ton,
tonthe
granted
"Guardian
Jersey avenue
avenue in
said city,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
hereby, granted
granted for the
hereby,
is
be,
city,
said
in
Jersey
Society."
Society."
period of
to the
the "
Guardian Society"
Society" of
of the District of
" Guardian
years to
thirty-three years
of thirty-three
period
established by
by act
act of
of congress,
congress, approved
approved July
duly established
corporation duly
1862,
Columbia, aacorporation
1862, ch. 125. Columbia,
said premises
Vol. xii. p. 499. first,
first,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-two:
Provided,
That
premises
the
That
Provided,
sixty-two:
and
hundred
eighteen
Vol. xii p. 499.
shall be
used and
and occupied
occupied exclusively
for the
proper and
and legitimate
purposlegitimate purposthe proper
exclusively for
be used
shall
es
of said
provided, further,
further, That
That said
And provided,
Society: And
Guardian Society:
said Guardian
objects of
and objects
es and
Guardian Society
from and
and after
approval of
of
after the approval
years from
three years
within three
shall, within
Society shall,
Guardian
this
the erection
of buildings
upon said
premises, suitable
said premises,
buildings upon
erection of
in the
expend, in
act, expend,
this act,
for a
a house
house of
of industry
industry and
and a
and orphans'
orphans' home, the sum of
widows' and
a widows'
for
twenty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or more,
the said
said use,
use, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, be
otherwise the
more, otherwise
twenty
forfeited to
to the United
United States.
States.
forfeited

Permanent
Permanent
structures,
how
structures,
how
tructures
erected.
Rates of
exof exRates
penses
penses to be apbewrtoi
prene in writproved
ing.
ing.
1862, ch. 125,

S
EC. 2.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
all permanent
permanent buildings
buildings and
and
That all
it further
be it
2. And
SEC.

accordance
structures upon
said premises
be erected
erected and
and made in accordance
shall be
premises shall
upon said
structures
with plans
and specifications
specifications approved
approved in
writing and
and subscribed by the
in writing
plans and
with
commissioner of
of public
public buildings.
buildings..
commissioner
which
expenses which
S
EC. 3.
3. And
further enacted, That
That the rates
rates of expenses
it further
be it
And be
SEC.

Society," or the
are,
or shall
hereafter be,
be, adopted
by the
Guardian Society,"
said ""Guardian
the said
adopted by
shall hereafter
are, or
trustees
thereof, for
for the
support and maintenance
maintenance of the several classes
classes of
the support
trustees thereof,
persons described
described in
the eleventh
section 6f
of their
their said
act of
incorporation,
of incorporation,
said act
eleventh section
in the
persons
125,
h.
1862,
§11.
shall be
writing and
subscribed by
majority of the
the justices
by aa majority
and subscribed
in writing
approved in
be approved
Vol.
501..shall
Vol. xii. p. 501
of
the supreme
of the
the District
of Columbia.
District of
court of
supreme court
of the
That all
enacted, That
S
EC. 4.
be it
it further
all acts and parts
parts of
of acts
acts inconinconRepealing
further enacted,
And be
4. And
SEC.
Repealing
clause.
provisions of this act are hereby
sistent with the provisions
clause.
hereby repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, June
June 30,
30, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
June 30,
1864.
30, 1864.
June

negotiate
to negotiate
United States
President of the United
CHAP.
CLYCXXI.—
authorize the President
States to
to authorize
Act to
An Act
- An
CHAP. CLXXXI.
secured to
with
certain Indians
of MAiddle
Afiddle Oregon
a Relinquishment
to
certain Rights secured
Relinquishment of certain
for a
Oregonfor
Indians oJ
with certain
them
by Treaty.
Treaty.
them by

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
enactedby
it enacted
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
That the President of the United
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
vith the tribes known
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
negotiate with
authorized to negotiate
he is
and he
be, and
States be,
Authority and States
relinquishappropriation to
to as the Confederated
Confederated Indian Tribes of Middle
Middle Oregon,
Oregon, for
for the
the relinquishappropriation
a treaty ment of certain rights guaranteed to them by the first article of the treaty
negotiate a
negotiate
treaty
article
first
the
by
them
to
guaranteed
rights
with
Indians
of
certain
of
ment
with Indians
Middle Oregon.
eighteenth, eighteen
made
with them April eighteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-nine, by
by
with
made
Oregon.
Middle
Vol. xii.
p. 963
963.. which they are permitted
paspermitted to fish,
fish, hunt, gather
gather roots and berries, and
and pasxii. p.
Vol.
ture stock,
common with
the United
States, upon the lands
United States,
of the
citizens of
with citizens
in common
stock, in
ture
and territories
territories of
outside their
their reservations,
reservations, and to
States outside
United States
the United
of the
and
defray the
the expenses
Indians for the relinrelinsaid treaty, and to pay said Indians
of said
expenses of
defray
quishment of
said rights,
rights, that
thousand dollars
dollars is hereby
hereby
the sum of five thousand
that the
of said
quishment
appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the treasury
in the
money in
any money
of any
appropriated,
for that
that purpose.
for
APPROVED,
June 30,
1864.
30, 1864.
APPROVED, June

June
30, 1864.
1864.
June 30,

CHAP. CLXXXII.
— An Act
Act in
in Relation
Relation to the Village of Deposit, Delaware
Delaware County,
County,
CLXXXII. -An
CHAP.
New York.
New

Be
and House of Representatives of the Unitea
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the village of Deposit,
in Congress
America in
States'of
"Deposit," for
county
in the
vhich
is situate
partly
in the
of Delaware
and partly
partly in
the county
Delaware and
county of
the county
in
partly
situate
is
which
for
Deposit,alaw
postal laws, &c.,
purposes of the
Broome, in
in the
all the
the purposes
for all
shall, for
York, shall,
New York,
of New
State of
the State
of Broome,
to
be part ofDelaof Dela- of
tobepart
ware
County,
postal
and regulations
regulations of the United States, and the publication
publication of
of
laws and
postal laws
County,
ware
N.Y.
other publications
notices and
and notices
the laws of the United States, and
Y.
N.
and other
publications in
in purpur-

Village of
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CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

SESS. L
184. 1864.
183, 184.
Ci. 183,
L CH.
SEss.

325
325

mance of such laws, be
be regarded
regarded as
county of
of DelaDela[the] county
the [the]
within the
as within

suance of such laws,
ware aforesaid.
aforesaid.
ware

APPROVED, June
1864.
30, 1864.
June 30,
APPROVED,
CHAP. CLXX„
XIII.
—An Act relating to the Compensation of Pension Agents.
CHAP. CLXXXIII. -An Act relating to the Compensation of Pension Agents.

June
30, 1864.
June 30,1864.

Be it
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it enacted
and
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That
there shall
shall be
paid, oyer
over Clerk-hirepeaand
paid,
be
there
That
assembled,
States of America
and above
above the
compensation
now
allowed
by
law,
to
every
pension
agent
t
,
e?tpenses
a
g
ents.
of
agents.pe
on
agent
pension
the compensation now allowed by law, to every
and
disbursing
fifty thousand
thousand dollars
five hundred
hundred
exceeding five
not exceeding
annually, not
dollars annually,
disbursing fifty
dollars per
annum for
clerk-hire, rent
expenses; and
office expenses;
and office
office, and
of office,
rent of
for clerk-hire,
dollars per annum
to every agent disbursing
one hundred
thousand dollars
not exexannually, not
dollars annually,
hundred thousand
to every agent disbursing one
ceeding seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars
per
annum;
and for
every
fifty
fifty
every
for
and
annum;
per
dollars
ceeding seven
thousand dollars
dollars additional,
not exceeding
hundred and
fifty dollars
dollars
and fifty
two hundred
exceeding two
additional, not
thousand
per annum, for the purposes aforesaid:
Provided,
That in
no case
case shall
shall Maximum
to be
Maximum tobe
no
in
That
Provided,
aforesaid:
purposes
the
for
per annum,
the amount of
of compensation
to
any
one
agent
exceed
the
sum
of
four
$
'
four4000.
of
sum
the
exceed
agent
compensation to any one

the amount
thousand dollars.
thousand
APPROVED,
APPROVED,

June 30,
1864.
30, 1864.
June

June 30,1864.
°Bar. CLXXXIV.
to the
State of
30, 188 4.
the June
of the
Califbrnia of
of Cakfirnia
the State
Grant to
authorizing aa Grant
Act authorizing
-An Act
CLXXXIV. —An
CAPr.
Tree Grove."
Pig Tree
Grove."
MariposaBig
the ""Mariposa
embracing the
Land embracing
the Land
of the
and of
Valley," and
Yo-Semite Valley,"
""Yo-Semite

Be it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it enacted by
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That there
there shall
"YoThe "Yoand is The
be, and
shall be,
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States
hereby, granted to the State of California the "
Cleft"
or ""Gorge
Gorge"" in
in the
the Se
a
m
n'
t
t
e
e
dv
to
alla: .
Valley.
Semite
or
"
Cleft
"
the
hereby, granted to the State of California
mrnia.
granite peak
peak of
of the
the county
i
)
r
ni j
a.
county of f
in the
situated in
mountains, situated
Nevada mountains,
Sierra Nevada
the Sierra
granite
Mariposa, in
the State
the headwaters
headwaters of
of the
the Merced
Merced
and the
aforesaid, and
State aforesaid,
in the
Mariposa,
in
River,
and
known
as
the
Yo-Semite
valley,
with
its
branches
spurs,
or
branches
its
with
valley,
River, and known as the Yo-Semite
estimated
fifteen miles,
miles, and
width one mile back
back from
average width
in average
and in
length fifteen
estimated length
the
edge of
of the
the precipice,
precipice, on
on each
side of
the valley,
stipu- Conditions
Conditions of
the stipuwith the
valley, with
of the
each side
main edge
the main
the grant.
lation,
the said
said State
State shall
shall accept this grant upon
u
grant.
that the
nevertheless, that
lation, nevertheless,
express
the premises
premises shall
shall be
be held
held for
public use, resort,
for public
that the
conditions that
express conditions
and
shall be
inalienable for
for all
but leases
not exceeding
exceeding Leases and
and inleases not
time; but
all time;
be inalienable
recreation; shall
and recreation;
ten years may be
granted for
for portions
incomes come
therefrom.
come therefrom.
All incomes
premises. All
said premises.
of said
portions of
ten years may be granted
derived from
from leases
of privileges
privileges to
expended in
in the
and
preservation and
the preservation
be expended
to be
leases of
derived
improvement of
of the
property, or
roads leading
the bounda- Boundaries,
Boundaries,
thereto; the
leading thereto;
the roads
or the
the property,
improvement
ries to be established at
at the
the cost
cost of
said
State
by the
the United
States
sur- how
how established.
established.
surStates
United
by
State
said
of
established
be
ries to
veyor-general
whose official
affirmed by the
when affirmed
plat, when
official plat,
California, whose
of California,
veyor-general of
commissioner
of the
general land-office,
evidence of
constitute the evidence
shall constitute
land-office, shall
the general
commissioner of
the
locus,
extent,
and
limits
of
the
said
Cleft
or
Gorge;
premises to
the
Gorge;
or
Cleft
said
the
of
limits
the locus, extent, and
be managed
managed by
the governor
of the
eight other
commissioners,
other commissioners,
with eight
State with
the State
governor of
by the
be
receive no
to be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the executive
executive of
of California,
and who
shall receive
who shall
California, and
to
coin ensation for
for their
services.
their services.
compensation
"Mariposa
S
EC. 2.
it further
there shall
shall likewise
likewise be,
and Big",Mariposa
be, and
That there
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
2. And
Tree Grove"
SEC.
to Calithere
is
hereby,
granted
to
the
said
State
of
California
the
tracts
embracgranted
ganted
embractracts
the
California
of
there is hereby, granted to the said State
pon

fornia.
ing
what is
is known
known as
Mariposa Big
Big Tree
not to
exceed the
the fornia.
to exceed
Grove," not
Tree Grove,"
the ""Mariposa
as the
ing what
Conditions of
of
area
of
four
sections,
and
to
be
taken
in
legal
sub-divisions
of
one
quarter
grnditions
quarter
one
of
sub-divisions
legal
in
taken
be
to
and
grant.
area of four sections,
of
section
first
section
each,
with
the
like
stipulation
as
expressed
the
in
section each, with the like stipulation as expressed
this act
the State's
first
with like conditions as in the first
acceptance, with
State's acceptance,
to the
as to
act as
this
section
this act
act as
as to
to inalienability,
inalienability, yet
privilege; the
the
yet with same lease privilege;
of this
section of
protection of
income
to be
expended in
in preservation,
improvement, and protection
preservation, improvement,
be expended
income to
the
property; the
the premises
to be
be managed
managed by
commissioners as stipulated
by commissioners
premises to
the property;
in
section of
this act,
be taken
taken in
in legal
legal sub-divisions
sub-divisions as
to be
and to
act, and
of this
first section
the first
in the
surveyor-general,
aforesaid;
and
the
official
plat
of
United
States
surveyor-general,
United
the
of
plat
official
the
and
aforesaid;
land-office, to be the
when
affirmed by
by the
the commissioner
general land-office,
of the general
commissioner of
when affirmed
evidence
Mariposa Big Tree Grove.
locus of the said Mariposa
the locus
of the
evidence of
APPRovEn,
June 30,
1864.
30, 1864.
APPROVE), June
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THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SEss. I.
I. Cu.
185, 189,
189, 190. 1864.
CH. 185,
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH
CHAP. CLXXXV.
Act authorizing
authorizing the Issue
of Patents
Patents for
Locations made
made with
with
for Locations
Issue of
-An Act
CHAP. CLXXXV. —An
Certificates
under Authority
Congress, approved
approved March
March seventeenth,
of Congress,
Act of
of the Act
Authority of
granted under
Certificatesgranted

June 30, 1864.
30, 1864.
June

the
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-two, allowing
in Satisfaction
of Lands
sold by
by the
Lands sold
Satisfaction of
Floats in
allowing Floats
and sixty-two,
eighteen hundred
Grants in Louisiana.
United
within the
the Limits
Limits of
Omegas and
La Nana
Louisiana.
Nana Grants
and La
Las Ormegas
of the Las
States within
United States

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
enacted by
Be
States of
assembled, That
the case
case of all locain the
That in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
Patents
made with
with certificates
certificates issued under the act of congress
congress approved
approved
tions made
may tions
Patents may
certain seventeenth March, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, "authorizing
issue for certain
floats
floats
authorizing
sixty-two,"
and
hundred
seventeenth March, eighteen
locations.
locations.
to
issue in
in satisfaction
of claims
United States for lands sold
against the United
claims against
satisfaction of
to issue
by
Las Ormegas
Ormegas and
and La Nana
State of
Nana grants, in the State
1862,
46.
the Las
within the
them within
by them
ch. 46.
1862, ch.

of the
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
commissioner of
be lawful
may be
Louisiana," it
it shall
lawful for the commissioner
the
and may
shall and
371. Louisiana,"
p. 371.
Vol.

general land-office
land-office to
to cause
issue for
for such
locations, where the
such locations,
to issue
patents to
cause patents
general
same may
be found
found bona
bona fide
fide and
and satisfactory
satisfactory to
said commissioner.
to the said
may be
same
APPROVED,
1864.
80, 1864.
June 30,
APPROVED, June

CHAP.
CLXXXIX .-An
— An Act to facilitate
Trod., on
facilitate Trade
CHAP. CLXXXIX.

July 1,
1, 1864.
July

the Red River of the North.
the

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the President
President of.
of the
the
Congress assembled,
Places forloadfor load- States
States of
ing and unload- United States be,
establish
and he
authorized to
to designate
and establish
designate and
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
States be, and
United
ing cargoes on
such points or places upon the Red
Red River
the North as to him shall seem
River of the
the Red River of such points or places upon the
expedient for
and unlading
the cargoes
of vessels
vessels navigating the
cargoes of
the
unlading the
the North to be expedient
lading and
for lading
designated by
designated
the President.

July 1,
1, 1864.
July

said river.
river.
said
1864.
1, 1864.
July 1,
APPROVE
D, July
APPROVD,

Company" in the
Railroad Company"
CHAP.
An Act
Act to
"Metropolitan Railroad
incorporate the "Metropolitan
to incorporate
CXC. -- An
CHAP. CXC.
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
1865, ch.

1865, ch. 110.
Post, p. 536.
536.
Post,

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
by the
Be
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Alexander R. Shepherd,
assembled, That Alexander
America in
States
Metropolitan
P. Brown, Nathaniel
Wallach, Lewis
Clephane, Samuel
Samuel P.
Nathaniel Wilson,
Lewis Clephane,
Richard Wallach,
Metropolitan Richard
Railroad ComJohnFranklin
Tenney,
Matthew
G.
Emery,
Samuel
Fowler,
John• Little,
Fowler,
Samuel
Emery,
G.
Franklin Tenney, Matthew
pany incorpoSemmes, D. C.
J. C. MeKelden,
J. Bowen, John H. Semmes,
C. Forney,
Forney, WilWilMcKelden, Sayles J.
JC.
rated.
liam
Rapley, William
William G.
G. Moore,
Moore, Thomas
Lewis, John
John B. Keasbey,
Thomas Lewis,
W. Rapley,
liam W.
and Charles
Charles H.
Nichols, and
their associates
associates and assigns,
assigns, be, and they
and their
H. Nichols,
and
are hereby,
created a
name of the "Metro"Metrounder the name
corporate, under
body corporate,
a body
hereby, created
are
politan Railroad
Company," with
down
construct and, lay down
authority to construct
with authority
Railroad Company,"
politan
with the
the necessary
necessary switches and turnouts, in the
railway, with
double-track railway,
aadouble-track
city
Washington, in
through and along the
District of Columbia, through
the District
in the
of Washington,
city of
street
Route of
road. following
avenues and streets: Commencing
Commencing at the junction of A
A street
following avenues
of road.
Route
north
avenue, at
the north
along
side of the capitol; along
north side
at the
Jersey avenue,
New Jersey
and New
north and
street
D street
the east
east side
Jersey avenue
avenue to D street
street north;
north; along D
New Jersey
of New
side of
the
intersection
north, and
C street
street north
north and
avenue to the intersection
Indiana avenue
and Indiana
along C
and along
north,
D street
of D
D street
street north
north with
with Indiana
avenue, .D
street
avenue; along Indiana avenue,
Indiana avenue;
of
north, and
and Lousiana
street
avenue to Fifth street -west; along Fifth street
Lousiana avenue
north,
Fourteenth street west;
west to
F street
west;
north to Fourteenth
street north
along F
north; along
street north;
F street
to F
west
along
street west
to II street
street north;
north; along II street north,
west to
Fourteenth street
along Fourteenth
New Hampshire
across
Pennsylvania avenue,
avenue, to the junction
junction of New
Hampshire avacross Pennsylvania
enue, and
and Twenty-third
Twenty-third street
street west;
thence along New Hampshire
Hampshire
west; thence
enue,
avenue
Circle. Also, a
a double
double or single track branch railway,
railway,
the Circle.
to the
avenue to
commencing at
intersection of D street north and New
New Jersey avthe intersection
at the
commencing
Massachusetts avenue; along Masenue; along
along New
New Jersey
Jersey avenue
avenue to Massachusetts
enue;
sachusetts
avenue
to
H
street
and along H street
street north
north to SevenSevennorth;
street
H
to
avenue
sachusetts
a double or
teenth
double-track road. Also, a
the double-track
intersecting the
west, intersecting
street west,
teenth street
and IIstreet
west and
single
intersection of Fifteenth
Fifteenth street west
street
road from the intersection
track road
single track
double-track road
north,
with the double-track
road at Fifteenth
Fifteenth street
street west;
west;
connecting with
north, connecting
New York avenue to
along I
street north
to New
New York
along New
York avenue; along
north to
I street
along
Ninth street
and along
along Ninth
Washington canal;
canal;
Ninth street west to the Washington
west; and
street west;
Ninth
with
privilege of
extending the
the said
branch road at any time along
along
said branch
of extending
the privilege
with the
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Ninth street
west to
street north,
north to Twelfth
Twelfth
street north
M street
along 1ST
north, along
toMM street
street west
Ninth
street
and along
west to
the Washington
Washington canal and
and
to the
street west
Twelfth street
along Twelfth
west, and
street west,
Maryland
avenue to
run public carto run
right to
the right
with the
River, with
Potomac River,
the Potomac
to the
Maryland avenue
Motive power.
power.
riages
thereon drawn
receiving therefor
a rate of fare Motive
therefor a
power, receiving
horse power,
by horse
drawn by
riages thereon
not
exceeding
five
cents
a
passenger,
for
any
distance
between
the
termini
termini
the
not exceeding five cents a passenger, for any distance between
of
of the
said main
main railway,
termini of either
of
either of
the termini
between the
or between
railway, or
the said
either of
of either
said branch
railways, or
either terminus
of said
railway
said main railway
terminus of
between either
or between
branch railways,
said
Proviso.
and the
terminus of
railways: Provided,
Provided, That the Proviso.
branch railways:
said branch
of said
either of
of either
the terminus
and
municipal
use
and
maintenance
of
the
said
road
shall
be
subject
the
to
subject
be
shall
road
said
the
of
use and maintenance
regulations
of the
of Washington
within its
corporate limits.
its corporate
Washington within
city of
the city
regulations of
be
Sac.
said road[s]
shall be
deemed Roads to be
be deemed
road[s] shall
That said
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
2. And
SEc. 2.
reablestateaxain.
real
they, together
other real
property and
and personal
personal prop- ral
estate,
and
real property
with other
together with
and they,
estate, and
real estate,
iable
to taxation.
erty
said body
corporate, shall
be liable
liable to
taxation, as other real estate
estate
to taxation,
shall be
body corporate,
of said
erty of
and personal
and to
their vehicles
vehicles or cars
cars in the
for their
license for
to license
property, and
personal property,
and
cities aforesaid,
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided;
provided; and that all other corpoexcept as
aforesaid, except
cities
purposes.
rations in
the District
District ofof. Columbia,
heretofore organized
organized for like purposes.
Columbia, heretofore
in the
rations
shall
subject to
to pay
license as
as provided
section.
this section.
in this
provided in
pay license
be subject
shall be
Track to be in
S
EC. 3.
be it
shall be
be laid
laid centre
be in
Trackof to
railway shall
said railway
the said
That the
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
8. And
And be
SEC.
street.
avenue,
Jersey
in
the
centre
of
the
avenues
and
streets
(excepting
New
Jersey
New
in the centre of the avenues and streets (excepting
and
there it
be laid
laid as
provided for,)
near as may
may
as near
for,) as
hereinbefore provided
as hereinbefore
shall be
it shall
and there
be,
with or
passing over
over the
water or gas pipes, in the
the water
or passing
interfering with
without interfering
be, without
most
approved manner
for street
street railways,
railways, with
most
the most
of the
rails of
with rails
adapted for
manner adapted
most approved
approved
patterns,
to
be
determined
by
the
Secretary
of
Interior,
the
of
Secretary
the
by
determined
be
to
patterns,
approved
laid
upon an
an even
even surface
surface with
with the
pavement of
of the
the streets;
streets; and the
the pavement
laid upon
space between
two tracks
not be
be less than
than four feet, nor more
shall not
tracks shall
the two
between the
space
than six
six feet;
the carriages
not be
be less
than six feet in width,
width,
less than
shall not
carriages shall
and the
feet; and
than
the gauge
to correspond
Baltimore and Ohio
Ohio railroad.
the Baltimore
of the
that of
with that
correspond with
gauge to
the
SEC. 4.
4. And
enacted, That
That the
the said
corporation hereby
hereby Corporation to
said corporation
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
keep tracks and.
tracksand
created
be bound
said tracks,
tracks, and
two feet keep
and for the space of two
to keep
keep said
bound to
shall be
created shall
street
irepair.
repair.
beyond the
also the
the space
space between
the tracks, at ini
between the
and also
thereof, and
rail thereof,
outer rail
the outer
beyond
all
well paved
paved and
expense to the
the United
United
and in good order, without expense
times well
all times
States or.to
onto the
the city
Washington.
city of Washington.
States
S
EC. 5.
And be
be it
further enacted.
enacted, That nothing
nothing in this act
act shall prepreit further
5. And
SEC.
vent the
the government
time, at
option, from
altering the grade Grade of streets
from altering
their option,
at their
any time,
at any
government at
vent
may be altered.
or otherwise
improving all
and streets
occupied by said roads, or may be altered.
streets occupied
avenues and
all avenues
otherwise improving
or
and
such
the
city
of
Washington
from
so
altering
or
improving
such
streets
improving
or
altering
so
the city of Washington from
under their respective
avenues,
the sewerage
sewerage thereof, as may
may be under
respective auauand the
avenues, and
company
thority
and control;
and in
in such
event it shall be the duty
duty of said company
such event
control; and
thority and
to change
change their
conform to such
such grade and
and pavement.
as to conform
so as
railroad so
said railroad
their said
to
Act may
may be
be
Sac. 6.
6. And
be itfurther
it further enacted, That
this act
act may
may at any
any time be Act
That this
And be
SEC.
altered, &c.
&c.
altered,
States.
United
the
of
altered, amended,
repealed by the congress
congress
amended, or repealed
altered,
Corporation
Sac.
be it
further enacted,
That nothing
act shall be Corporation
in this act
nothing in
enacted, That
it further
And be
7. And
SEc. 7.
note
not to issue note
currency.
s
token,
any
so
construed
as
to
authorize
said
body
corporate
note,
issue
to
corporate
body
said
as currency.
so construed as to authorize
device, scrip,
scrip, or
evidence of
of debt to be used as aacurrency.
other evidence
or other
device,
stock.
S
EC. 8.
8. And
That the capital
capital stock of said
said comcom- Capital stock.
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEc.
pany
not less
less than
than two,
more than
dolhundred thousand dolfive, hundred
than five,
nor more
two, nor
be not
shall be
pany shall
Shares.
lars,
that the
the stock
stock shall
be divided
dollars each,
each, Shares.
divided into shares of fifty dollars
shall be
and that
lars, and
as
manner
and
shall
be
deemed
personal
property
transferable
in
such
manner
transferable
property
personal
and shall be deemed
the
the by-laws of said company may direct.
S
EC. 9.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That the said company shall place
place
it further
be it
9. And
SEC.
first-class cars
on said
said railways,
with all the modern
modern improvements
improvements for Cars.
railways, with
cars on
first-class
the
convenience and
comfort of
shall run cars
cars thereon
thereon
of passengers, and shall
and comfort
the convenience
during
the day
day as
often as
four minutes
the
minutes on the route from the
every four
as every
as often
during the
departments, to
railroad depot and
capitol, via
via the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad
and departments,
to
the Baltimore
capitol,
the Circle;
Circle; and
on the other routes
once in fifteen minutes
minutes each
each way,
routes once
and on
the
and until
until twelve o'clock at night as often as every
every half hour; and
and
and
convenience may
throughout day
and night
night as much oftener as public convenience
day and
throughout
require.
require.
company shall procure
SEC. 10.
10. And
enacted, That said company
procure
further enacted,
it further
And be it
SEC.
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Articles
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such passenger-rooms,
and depots at such points as
stables, and
ticket-offices, stables,
passenger-rooms, ticket-offices,
such
rethe business
business of
railroad and the convenience
convenience of the public may reof the railroad
the
rails
such rails
quire. And the said company is hereby authorized
authorized to lay such
through transverse
transverse or
streets as
be necessary
necessary for the exclusive
may be
as may
other streets
or other
through
purpose of
of connecting
the said
said stables
stables and
and depots
depots with the main tracks.
connecting the
purpose
And the
the said
said company
company is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to purchase
purchase or lease such
is hereby
And
lands or
be necessary
for the
passenger-rooms, ticketthe passenger-rooms,
necessary for
may be
as may
buildings as
or buildings
lands
offices,
and depots
above mentioned.
mentioned.
depots above
stables, and
offices, stables,
S
EC. 11.
11. And
be it
enacted, That all articles of value that
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
said
may
be inadvertently
inadvertently left
vehicles of the said
any of the cars or other vehicles
in any
left in
may be
company
shall be
be taken
taken to
to their
principal depot,
depot, and
of'
entered in aabook of
and entered
their principal
company shall
record
unclaimed goods,
which book
be open to the inspection
inspection of
shall be'
book shall
goods, which
of unclaimed
record of
the public
public at
at all
all reasonable
reasonable hours of business.
the
SEC. 12.
12. And
And be
be it further
enacted, That within five days after the
further enacted,
SEC.
a mapassage
of
this
act
the
corporators
named in the first section, or a
named
corporators
the
act
this
of
passage
jority
of them,
them, or
or if
if any
or neglect
act,ghen aa majority of the
to act,-then
neglect to
refuse or
any refuse
jority of
remainder,
cause books
books of
the capital stock of said
to the
subscription to
of subscription
shall cause
remainder, shall
accessible
and accessible
company
to
be
opened
and
kept
open,
in
some
convenient
convenient
some
in
open,
kept
and
opened
company to be
place in
in the
from nine
nine o'clock in the forenoon till
Washington, from
of Washington,
city of
the city
place
five o'clock
o'clock in
afternoon, for
for a
period to
fixed by said corporators,
be fixed
to be
a period
the afternoon,
in the
five
not less
less than
than two
two days,
days, unless
subscribed
whole stock shall be sooner subscribed
the whole
unless the
not
for, and
arid said
said corporators
corporators shall
shall give
give public
public notice,
advertisement in the
notice, by advertisement
for,
daily
published in
in the
Washington, of the time when and
of Washington,
city of
the city
papers published
daily papers
said
the place
subscribers upon said
said books shall be opened. And subscribers
where said
place where
the

the company shall be held to be stockholders:
of the
books
to the
capital stock
stockholders:
stock of
the capital
books to
subscribing
Provided,
That
every
subscriber
shall
shall pay at the time of subscribing
subscriber
every
Provided, That
treasurer
twenty-five
per centum
centum of
by him
him subscribed to the treasurer
amount by
the amount
of the
twenty-five per
void:
appointed by
the corporators,
corporators, or
or his
his subscription
subscription shall be null and void:
by the
appointed
of the
Provided, further,
received in payment of
be received
shall be
nothing shall
That nothing
further, That
Provided,
Protwenty-five
centum at
subscribing except money: Prothe time of subscribing
at the
per centum
twenty-five per
than
more
vided,
further,
That
no
person
shall
be
allowed
to
subscribe
for
mare
allowed
be
shall
person
no
That
vided, further,
fifteen thousand
dollars. And
when the books of subscription to the
And when
thousand dollars.
fifteen
capital stock
said company
company shall
be closed,
corporators named
named in
closed, the corporators
shall be
of said
stock of
capital
them
of
any
case
in
the
first
section,
or
a
majority
of
them,
any
refuse or
and
of
majority
a
the first section, or
neglect
to act,
then a
majority of
remainder, shall, within twenty
of the remainder,
a majority
act, then
neglect to
stockholders of said company,
thereafter, call the first
first meeting
meeting of the stockholders
company,
days thereafter,
First meeting. days
to meet
which
thereafter for the choice of directors, of which
days thereafter
ten days
within ten
meet within
to
public notice
notice shall
given for
for five
days in two public newspapers
newspapers pubfive days
be given
shall be
public
lished daily
Washington, or by written personal notice to
of Washington,
city of
the city
in the
daily in
lished
each
the clerk
clerk of
the corporation. And in all meetings of
of the
by the
stockholder by
each stockholder
the
stockholders each
each share
share shall
shall entitle the holder to one vote, to be
the stockholders

Directors.
Directors.

Quorum.
Treasurer.
Treasurer.

Vacancies.

By-laws.

given in person or by proxy.
government and direction
Sue.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That the government
it further
be it
13. And
SEC. 13.
of
the
affairs
of
the
com pan y: shall
shall
be
vested
in
the
board
directors, seven
board of directors,
the
in
vested
be
company
the
of
of the affairs
in
shall be
be stockholders,
hold their office for
who shall hold
and who
stockholders, and
who shall
number, who
in number,
one
others are
are duly
duly elected
elected and qualified to take their places
till others
and till
year, and
one year,
as
directors.
the
said
(a majority
majority of whom, the president
president
directors
the
And
as directors.
being one,
shall be
be a
a quorum)
quorum) shall elect one of their number to be presone, shall
being
ident of
of the
the board,
they
also be president of the company; and they
who shall also
board, who
ident
to said
shall
choose a
said
a treasurer, who shall give bonds with surety to
also choose
shall also
company,
such sum
the said directors may require, for the faithful
as the
sum as
in such
company, in
discharge
of his
his trust.
trust. In
In case
a vacancy
vacancy in the board of directors by
of a
case of
discharge of
the
death, resignation,
resignation, or otherwise, of any director, the vacancy occathe death,
sioned
remaining directors.
thereby shall be filled by the remaining
sioned thereby
S
EC. 14.
14. And
And be
directors shall have full
further enacted, That the directors
it further
be it
SEC.
power to
to make
and prescribe
by-laws, rules, and regulations as they
such by-laws,
prescribe such
make and
power
shall deem
deem needful
proper, touching
management
touching the disposition and management
and proper,
needful and
shall
to
of
the stock,
effects of the company, not contrary to
property, estate, and effects
stock, property,
of the
the
or to
ordinances of
the laws of the United States and the ordinances
to the
charter, or
the charter,
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the city
city of
of Washington:
Washington: Provided,
That there
regulation exthere shall be no regulation
Provided,That
the
color.
cluding
any
person
from
any
car
on
account
of
of
account
on
car
any
cluding any person from
SEC. 15. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That there
there shall
shall be
be an annual Annual meetAnd be it further
SEC. 15.the
at such ing"
holden
meeting of
stockholders,
for
choice
of
directors,
jog.
be
to
directors,
of
choice
for
stockholders,
the
of
meeting
said
as
time and place,
place, under
such
conditions,
and
upon
such
notice,
the
said
notice,
such
upon
and
under such conditions,
time and
company in
in their
their by-laws
by-laws may
may prescribe;
and said
said directors
directors shall annuprescribe; and
company
ally make areport
report in
in writing
of
their
doings
to
the
stockholders.
stockholders.
the
to
doings
their
of
writing
ally make a
Company to
SEC. 16. And be
it further
enacted, That
That the
company shall have Company
said company
the said
further enacted,
SEC. 16. And be it
roadway.
at all times the
free and
and uninterrupted
use
of
the
roadway. And
r
O adNV :
any
if
And
roadway.
the
of
use
uninterrupted
free
the
at all times
person or pe,rsons shall
shall wilfully
and unnecessarily
unnecessarily obstruct
impede Penalty for
or impede
obstruct or
wilfully and
person or persons
the passage on or over
over said
railway, or
any part
part thereof,
or
or shall obstructing cars.
thereof,
any
or
railway,
said
or
on
passage
the
injure or
destroy the
depot stations,
property belonging
belonging to
any property
or any
stations, or
cars, depot
the cars,
or destroy
injure
said railway company,
the person
forfeit and
and
offending shall forfeit
so offending
persons so
or persons
person or
said railway company, the
to be
pay for every such
such offence
offence the
the sum
sum of
five
dollars to
company,
said
to
dollars
five
of
pay for every
recovered and
and penalties
penalties in
in said cities; and
fines and
other fines
as other
of as
disposed of
recovered and disposed
shall remain
liable, in
in addition
said penalty,
penalty, for any loss or damage
damage
to said
addition to
remain liable,
shall
occasioned ty
his, her,
her, or
their act,
act, as
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; but no suit shall be
or their
by his,
occasioned
have
brought unless
unless commenced
commenced within
within sixty
sixty days
after such offence shall have
days after
brought
been
committed.
been committed.
SEC. 17. And
be it
enacted, That
That unless
unless said
said corporation
corporation shall Road to be
be,
further enacted,
it further
9
n
c
.
1withSEC. 17. And be
completed
I~
time.
what tune.
inomplete
capitol
make
and
complete
their
said
railways
between
ca
p
itol and
and SevenSeven_
withthe
between
railways
said
their
complete
and
make
been
have been
teenth street
west within
within four
months after the company
company shall have
four months
street west
teenth
organized,
the railways
on the
[Time extended.
extended.
routes herein described within [Time
other routes
the other
railways on
and the
organized, and
426.]
p.
Post,
shall426.]
act
this
then
organized,
one
year
after
the
company
shall
have
been
org
anized,
then
this
act
shall
Post,
p.
shall
company
the
one year after
it.
under
be null and
void,
and
no
rights
whatsoever
shall
acquired
acquired
be
shall
be null and void, and no rights whatsoever
Repealing
SEC. 18. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
That all
and parts of acts Repealing
acts and
all acts
enacted, That
18. And be
SEC.
clause.
this
provisions
heretofore passed
passed which
are
inconsistent
with
any
of
provisions
of
clause.
the
of
any
with
inconsistent
which are
heretofore
act
are, for
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this act,
hereby repealed,
repealed, so far as the same
same
act, hereby
for the
act are,
are
inconsistent
herewith.
herewith.
are inconsistent
Individual
Sac. 19.
And be
of the
the stockholders
Individual
stockholders in liability
each of
That each
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
of stockSEC. 19. And
h a V e

ir

of

liability of stockall holders.
for all
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Railroad
Railroad Company
shall be
individually liable for
be individually
Company shall
the

the
debts and
and liabilities
of said
amount
company to an amount equal to the amount
said company
liabilities of
the debts
of
such stockholder.
stockholder.
by such
held by
stock held
of stock
S
EC. 20.
And be
enacted, That
railroad company
company Flagstones and
and
the said railroad
That the
further enacted,
it further
be it
20. And
SEc.
shall keep in good repair and in
in clean
condition
the
flagstones
or
.'r
e
osst
s
,l
a
a
l
kns to be
be
walks
cross- c
or crossflagstones
the
clean condition

shall keep in good repair and
walks
leading to,
and over
sev- P
at the crossings of the sevtracks at
their tracks
over their
upon, and
to, upon,
walks leading
therefrom
removing
eral
streets
which
intersect
their
railroad,
therefrom snow
snow and
and
their
eral streets which intersect
whenever
ice,
as mud,
dirt, or
or other
other annoyance;
and shall further, whenever
annoyance; and
mud, dirt,
well as
as well
ice, as
necessary to
render such
such crossings
elevate
dry and convenient, raise or elevate
crossings dry
to render
necessary
adjoining
the same
sufficiently for
for that
purpose; and shall adjust the adjoining
that purpose;
same sufficiently
the
pavement,
so as
as to
to make
it convenient
carriages to pass said crossfor carriages
convenient for
make it
pavement, so
ings.
ings.
not
SEC. 21.
be it
it further
farther enacted,
enacted, That
That for
for each
every violation Penalty
Penalty for not
and every
each and
And be
wamnga c
ctossSEC. 21. And
crosskeping
sum
a
pay
and
forfeit
shall
company
of
the
foregoing
provisions,
the
said
company
shall
forfeit
and
p
a
y
a
sum
ice
of the foregoing provisions,
clean.
not less than
five dollars,
and not
not more
more than
than one
one hundred
hundred dollars, which c
l
ean .'
dollars, and
less than five
not
aggrieved,
may
be
recovered
with
costs
of
suit,
on
complaint
of
any
person
complaint
on
suit,
of
costs
with
recovered
may be
Such
in
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction in the District of Columbia. Such
any court
in any
action may
may be
prosecuted in
Washington, and
and
name of the city of Washington,
the name
in the
be prosecuted
action
city of
one half
penalties recovered
of
recovered shall be for the use of the city
the penalties
of the
half of
one
Proviso.
Provided, Proviso.
complainant: Provided,
Washington, and
the other
other half
half for
use of the complainant:
the use
for the
and the
Washington,
file with
action,
such
however,
That
any
party
complainant
before
action,
with
shall,
complainant
party
any
That
however,
be
to be
the
clerk of
supreme court
court of
District of Columbia, aa bond to
the District
of the
the supreme
of the
the clerk
approved by
by the
the clerk
said court,
be
with at least one surety, to be
court, with
the said
of the
clerk of
approved
approved by
by said
penalty of one hundred dollars, condia penalty
in a
and in
clerk, and
said clerk,
approved
tioned that
the complainant
complainant shall
well and
and truly
truly save harmless
harmless and indemshall well
that the
tioned
charges which shall
costs
all
nify
the
said
city
against
the
payment
and
shall
of
payment
the
against
city
said
nify the
failure
be
recovered
against
said
city
by
reason
the
of the complainant
complainant
of
reason
by
be recovered against said city
to prosecute
prosecute or
maintain his said complaint.
or maintain
to
company
SEC. 22.
22. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the said railroad company
be it
SEC.
28*
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shall,
by the
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of
of January,
the completion
completion of said road,
after the
January, after
shall, by
day thereafter,
thereafter, transmit
and annually
annually on
on or
or before
before that
that day
transmit to
to congress
congress a
afull
full
Contdnts of re- report of the affairs, business, and
condition
of
the
said
company
for
the
Contnts of re- report of the affairs, business, and condition of the said company for the
port.
year terminating
December thirty-one
thirty-one preceding
such report, and such
such
preceding such
terminating December
year
port.
report shall
and sworn
sworn to
to by
by the
the president
and treasurer
of the
treasurer of
president and
signed and
be signed
shall be
report
company, or
or by
by a
of the
and shall
shall specify the followdirectors, and
the directors,
majority of
a majority
company,
items:—
ing items:First. Capital
Capital stock
stock fixed
fixed by charter.
First.
Second. Capital
Capital stock
subscribed and
and actually
actually paid
in, in
cash.
in cash.
paid in,
stock subscribed
Second.
Third.
made to
to stockholders
stockholders on
on the capital stock of the
Dividends made
Third. Dividends
company, and
when made.
and when
company,
Fourth. Total
Total capital
capital stock
previous year.
termination of the previous
at the
the termination
stock at
Fourth.
Fifth.
the company, and in what way secured.
debt of the
Funded debt
Fifth. Funded
Sixth.
Floating debt of the company.
Sixth. Floating
Seventh.
Total indebtedness
of company
company exclusive
exclusive of capital.
indebtedness of
Seventh. Total
Cost
Road:
Cost of Road:
road;
of road;
Cost of
Eighth. Total cost of rails, chains, spikes, and other iron used in construction.
struction.
Ninth.
Total cost
of ties,
ties, stringers,
wood or timber used in
other wood
and other
stringers, and
cost of
Ninth. Total
construction.
construction.
Tenth.
Cost of
gravel, and
material used in conother material
and other
paving-stone, gravel,
of paving-stone,
Tenth. Cost
struction, not above enumerated.
enumerated.
struction,
Eleventh. Cost
construction of the road.
the construction
in the
labor in
Cost of labor
Eleventh.
Twelfth.
of engineering
officers and ageSits
agelits
engineering and salaries paid to officers
Cost of
Twelfth. Cost
of
the company,
company, and
discount or interest paid on loans.
and discount
of the
expended in repairs of road.
Thirteenth.
Thirteenth. Amount expended
Equipment:
of
equipment.
Cost of Equipment:
of equipment.
Fourteenth.
Number and cost of cars.
Fourteenth. Number
Fifteenth. Number
Number of
of horses or
service of the road,
or mules used in the service
Fifteenth.
and cost.
Sixteenth.
harnesses and other appointments.
of harnesses
Cost of
Sixteenth. Cost
Seventeenth.
including furniture of offices.
of tools and fixtures, including
Cost of
Seventeenth. Cost
Eighteenth. Cost
Cost of
real estate
estate and
improvements thereon by the
and improvements
of real
Eighteenth.
company.
company.
Characteristics.
Characteristics:
Characteristics:
Characteristics.
Nineteenth. Total
length of road, measured as single track, including
Total length
Nineteenth.
switches
and turnouts.
switches and
Twentieth.
Weight and character
character of rail.
Twentieth. Weight
Twenty-first.
passengers carried during the year.
Number of passengers
Twenty-first. Number
Twenty-second.
passengers per trip.
Average number of passengers
Twenty-second. Average
Income.
Income of
Road:
of Road:
Income
Income.
Twenty-third.
receipts from passengers.
Total receipts
Twenty-third. Total
Twenty-fourth.
from other sources, and what sources.
receipts from
Total receipts
Twenty-fourth. Total
Road:
Expenses
Maintenance of Road:
and Maintenance
Operation and
of Operation
Expenses of
Twenty-fifth. Amount
of the
the company.
officers of
paid to officers
salaries paid
of salaries
Amount of
Twenty-fifth.
Twenty-sixth. Aniount
employees, with the number each of
AmNount paid to employees,
Twenty-sixth.
clerks, conductors,
conductors, drivers, station-keepers,
station-keepers, and laborers.
clerks,
for taxes of all kinds, and insurance.
Twenty-seventh. Amount paid for,
Twenty-seventh.
Twenty-eighth.
reconstruction of, and repairs to, track,
for reconstruction
Amount paid for
Twenty-eighth. Amount
structures.
turnouts, and other structures.
Miscellaneous:
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous:
Miscellaneous.
Twenty-ninth.
dividends paid
during the preceding year,
paid during
of dividends
Amount of
Twenty-ninth. Amount
in cash,
stockholders, and per centage
centage of
of
dividends in stock to stockholders,
and dividends
in
cash, and
each.
each.
Thirtieth.
Increase of capital stock, if any, during the year.
Thirtieth. Increase
Thirty-first.
Number of
seriously injured, on the road
road
killed, or seriously
of persons
persons killed,
Thirty-first. Number
during
the previous
previous year,
and the causes thereof.
year, and
during the
further enacted,
SEC. 23. And be it further
enacted, That it shall be the duty of said
SEC.
company,
when said
road is completed, to have prepared tickets for passsaid road
company, when
Annual
report
Annual report
to
to congress.
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age on their cars, and to keep them at their office for sale by the package .
Package
Package
age on their cars, and to keep them at their office for sale by the package tickets.
the dollar.
for the
twenty-five
of twent
of twenty-five,
rate of
y-five for
dollar.
twenty-five, or over, at the rate
of
APPROVED,
July 1,
1864.
1, 1864.
APPROVED, July
CHAP. CXCI.incotporate the
Potomac Ferry
Company.
Ferry Company.
the Potomac
toincorporate
Act to
-AnAn Act

CHAP. CXCI.

1864.
1, 1864.
July 1,

Be it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Be it enacted by
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Henry
Henry D.
Cooke, John
Potomac ferry
John B. Potomac
D. Cooke,
America in
of America
States
Hutchinson, H.
C. Fahnestock,
Clyde, and William B. Hatch, ompaioed r
Thomas Clyde,
Fahnestock, Thomas
H. C.
Hutchinson,
and their associates and successors, or a majority of the m,
hereby rom
raPteaa7 ine"and their associates and successors, or a majority of them, are hereby
created and
and constituted
body politic
and corporate
corporate by the name
name and
and
politic and
a body
constituted a
created
style
of the
Ferry Company.
Company.
Potomac Ferry
the Potomac
style of
SEC. 2. And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
of said
stock
Capital stock
com- Capital
said cornstock of
capital stock
the capital
2. AAd be it
SEC.
than
more
nor
pally
shall
not
be
less
than
one
hundred
thousand
and shares.
shares.
dollars,
thousand
hundred
one
than
less
be
not
shall
pany
five hundred
dollars, to
divided into
into shares
shares of one hundred
be divided
to be
thousand dollars,
hundred thousand
five
dollars
dollars each.
S
EC. 3.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
said company
authorized
is authorized
company is
That said
be it
3. And
SEC.

vessels
Line of vessels

off vessels,
a line or lines o
and
to establish
vessels, propelled
pro pelled ibeten and ashestablish and run a
empowered to
and empowered
by
steam
or
other
power,
between
the
cities
of
Alexandria
and
Wash- Alexandria.
Alexandria
of
cities
the
between
power,
other
or
by steam
ington,
and
other
ports
in
the
State
of
Virginia,
on
the
Potomac
River,
on
Virginia,
of
State
ington, and other ports in the
C.hesapeake
Bay, or
the tributaries
tributaries of the same.
or the
Chesapeake Bay,
and j
author- Powers and
S
EC. 4.
4. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
company is also authorsaid company
That said
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
privileges
necessary privileges.
ized
to purchase,
hold, and
and grant
real estate
as may be necessary
estate as
such real
grant such
purchase, hold,
ized to
necessary
to
effect the
the purposes
purposes of
this act, and to build all necessary
of this
into effect
carry into
to carry
docks, wharves,
wharves, and
thereon for
for their own use; may transport
buildings thereon
and buildings
docks,
passengers and
and freight
every description,
description, subject to the rules and reguof every
freight of
passengers
may sue and be sued; may have aa
lations
and
laws
of
the
United
States;
States;
United
lations and laws of the
common
seal, and
and generally
may have
have and
the rights and privileges
possess the
and possess
generally may
common seal,

corporations.
usually
possessed by similar corporations.
usually possessed
SEC. 5.
5. And
it further
further enacteg,
the affairs
company Directors and
said company
of said
affairs of
That the
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC.
shall be
managed by
by such
such officers
officers as
as the
officers.
general meeting officers.
in general
stockholders in
the stockholders
be managed
shall
shall elect,
as may
be appointed
appointed by the board of direcmay be
agents as
such agents
and such
elect, and
shall
tors. The
The persons
the first
of
first section of this act, or aa majority of
in the
named in
persons named
tors.
meeting
organizing First meetings
them,
may
call
a
meeting
of
the
stockholders
for the
purpose of organizing
the purpose
for
stockholders
the
of
meeting
a
call
them, may
upon,
said
company,
at
such
time
and
place
as
they
may
determine
upon,
after
they
as
said company, at such time and place
advertising the
and place
place of
days, in one or
of such meeting for ten days,
time and
the time
advertising
of
officers
The
more
newspapers
published
in
the
city
of
Washington.
officers of
Washington.
of
city
the
in
more newspapers published
said company
company once
shall hold
their offices until their successors
hold their
elected shall
once elected
said
are
chosen.
are chosen.
SEC. 6.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the said
directors
of directors
board of
said board
That the
it further
SEC. 6. And
may make
necessary rules
rules and
the stock
and by-laws for the transfer of the
all necessary
make all
may
and the
of the
business of said company; and each
the business
management of
general management
the general
and
stockholder
in said
said company
claims
be individually liable for all claims
shall be
company shall
stockholder in
against the
the time such claims accrue.
same at the
the same
against
enforced from
be enforced
SEC. 7.
be it
it further
enacted, That
shall be
act shall
this act
That this
further enacted,
And be
7. And
SEC.
the
passage
thereof.
thereof.
the passage
SEC. 8.
further enacted,
That congress
congress may
may at
at any time
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
8. And
SEC.
hereafter
or repeal
repeal this
act.
this act.
amend, or
alter, amend,
hereafter alter,
APPROVED, July
1864.
1, 1864.
July 1,
APPROVED,

CHAP.
authorizing the Levy
DtsCourt of Washington County, in the DtsLevy Court
Act authorizing
CXCII. --AnAn Act
CHAP. CXCII.
the Act
Direct Tax imposed by the
trict of
Columbia, to
to levy
levy and collect
Act
Portion of the Direct
collect its Portion
of Columbia,
trict
and sixty-one.
of Congress
Congress of
eighteen hundred and
five, eighteen
August five,
of August
of

By-laws.

be
Act, when to be
in force.
Act may be

altered or realtered
pealed.
1864.
1, 1864.
July 1,

the United
of the
Representatives of
House of Representatives
and House
Be
the Senate
United
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
court
Wash- TriaLevy
court of WashStates of
Congress assembled,
That the
L,elLec'
a
u
n
r
t
d
levy court
the levy
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States

direct
colect the
:ngton
in the
District of Columbia, is hereby
hereby authorized and collect
de direct
the District
County, in
:ngton County,
tax.
empowered
to
levy
and
collect,
in
the
same
manner
as
other
county
taxes
tax.
same
the
in
collect,
and
empowered to levy
in
of Washington
sufficient to
and collected, aa sum sufficient
levied and
are levied
Washington are
county of
said county
in said
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1861, ch. 45.
ch. 45.
1861,

Vol.
292.
p. 292.
xii. p.
Vol. xii.
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of
pay
the county's
county's proportion
proportion of
of the
the direct
direct tax
tax imposed on the District of
pay the
Columbia by
approved August
August five, eighteen hundred
congress approved
of congress
act of
the act
by the
Columbia
and that
collecting the same, .and
and
and the
and cost
cost of collecting
expense and
the expense
sixty-one, and
and sixty-one,
shall
the
aggregate
of
said
direct
tax
imposed
by
the
act
aforesaid
be dis
aforesaid
act
the
by
imposed
tax
direct
said
of
the aggregate
tributed
the cities
cities of
of Washington
Washington and George
between the
apportioned between
and apportioned
tributed and
town,
and that
that part
part of
said county
of Washington
Washington lying outside the limits
county of
of said
town, and
in
of
said cities,
valuation of property made in
assessed valuation
the assessed
to the
according to
cities, according
of said
the
jurisdiction of
of each
each by
assessment last prior
prior to the date of the
the assessment
by the
the jurisdiction
passage of
act of
August five,
hundred and sixty-one.
eighteen hundred
five, eighteen
of August
said act
of said
passage
1, 1864.
APPROVED, July
July 1,
APPROVED,

July 1,
1, 1864.

City of
of WashCity
ington may
may
ington
assess, &c., atax
a tax
&c direct
Oassess,
to
pay the
tax.
1861,
ch. 45.
1861, ch.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 292.
Vol.
Proviso.
Proviso.

July
1864.
July 1, 1864.

of Washington
C
HAP. CXCIII.
eXCIE —
Act to
authorize the
Corporation of
Washington to levy
levy and
and colthe Corporation
to authorize
An Act
- An
CHAP.
lect
the Direct
Tax imposed
imposed by
approved August
hundred and sixty-one.
five, eighteen hundred
August five,
Act approved
by Act
Direct Tax
lect the

of the United
Be
enacted by
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
States
corporation of the city
assembled, That the corporation
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
of Washington
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
to assess and collect
collect a
a
authorized to
they are
and they
be, and
Washington be,
of
tax not
fifteen cents on every one hundred
hundred dollars
of fifteen
rate of
the rate
exceeding the
not exceeding
tax
of the
of all
all real
real and
and personal
property in said city, and on any and
personal property
value of
the value
of
all other
other subjects
of taxation
by the board of assessreturned by
and returned
made and
as made
taxation as
subjects of
all
government
ors
enable the
corporation to pay to the government
said corporation
the said
to enable
city, to
said city,
of said
ors of
of the
States the
imposed by
act approved
approved August
eighfive, eighAugust five,
by act
tax imposed
the tax
United States
the United
of
teen hundred
hundred and
Provided, That any surplus that may accrue
accrue
sixty-one: Provided,
and sixty-one:
teen
be deposited
from the imposition of the tax as herein provided shall be
deposited and
and
applied to
to the
the general
Washington.
said city of Washington.
the said
of the
fund of
general fund
of the
use of
the use
applied
1864.
1, 1864.
July 1,
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
State oj
the State
CHAP. CXCIV.
An Act
Act to
to expedite
the Settlement
of Titles
in the
of
Lands in
to Lands
Titles to
Settlement of
expedite the
- An
CXCIV. —
CHAP.
California.
California.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatibes of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
States of
whenever the surveyorassembled, That whenever
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
of California
California shall,
in compliance
the thirteenth
of
thirteenth section of
with the
compliance with
shall, in
general of
When plats are general
land claims
the
made
of
private
ascertain
to
an
act
entitled
"
An
act
ascertain
and
settle
private
land
claims in
in
"An
entitled
act
an
private
of
made
land claims in
State of
approved March
eighteen hundred and
third, eighteen
March third,
California," approved
of California,"
the State
otice the
Californi a, notice
California,
a plat
fifty-one, have
have caused
any private
private land
plat
land claim to be surveyed and a
caused any
to
giver, and fifty-one,
be given,
to be
a
by a
has been
surveys,
&e., to
that the
notice that
give notice
to to be made
surveys, &c.,
made thereof, he shall give
the same
same has
been done
done by
be open to inspecpublication, once
once a
aweek
for four
four consecutive
newspapers,
weeks, in two newspapers,
consecutive weeks,
week for
spe- publication,
tion.
tion
the
1851,
one published
published near the
published in the city of San Francisco, and one published
one
1851, ch. 41.
Vol. ix. p. 633. land surveyed; and shall retain in his office, for public inspection,
inspection, the
the
ix. p. 633. land surveyed; and
Vol.
survey and
ninety days
days from the date of the first publication
publication in
until ninety
plat until
and plat
survey
objections
no
San
Francisco
shall
have
expired;
and
objections
are
made to said
if
and
expired;
have
shall
San Francisco
survey, he
he shall
shall approve
approve the
same, and.transmit
a copy of the survey and
and.transmit a
the same,
Copies to be survey,
Washland-office at Washsent
to Washingthereof" to the commissioner
commissioner of the general land-office
plat thereof'to.
Washing- plat
sent to
tton.
o
to
ington,
for
his
examination
and
approval;
if
objections
are
made
but
approval;
and
examination
his
ington, for
n.
said survey
within the
the said
claiming to have
any party claiming
by any
days, by
ninety days,
said ninety
survey within
said
an
interest in
embraced by
par; thereof,
thereof,
by the survey, or in any par;
tract embraced
the tract
in the
an interest
such
to writing, stating distinctly the interest of
reduced to
be reduced
shall be
objections shall
such objections
the
and signed
by him
surveyoror his attorney, and filed with the surveyorhim or
signed by
objector, and
the objector,
general,
together
with
such
affidavits
or
or other proofs as he may produce in
affidavits
such
with
together
general,
support of
of the
expiration of said ninety days the surthe expiration
At the
objections. At
the objections.
support
general landveyor-general shall
landshall transmit to the commissioner of the general
veyor-general
and
objections,
and
plat,
and
the
office
at
Washington
a
copy
of
survey
objections,
and
copy
a
office at Washington
proofs filed
filed with
with him in support of the objections, and also of any proofs
proofs
produced by
the claimant
claimant and
and filed with him in support of the survey,
by the
produced
together
opinion thereon;
thereon; and
and if
if the
survey and plat are apthe survey
his opinion
with his
Approval
together with
Approval or
a certificate
disapproval
proved by
said commissioner
he -shall indorse thereon
thereon a
certificate of
of
commissioner he-shall
the said
by the
of proved
disapproval of
commissioner of his approval. If disapproved by him, or if, in his opinion,
ends ofjusthe
opinion,
his
in
if,
or
him,
by
his approval. If disapproved
landgeneral
general landtice would
be subserved
subserved thereby, he may require a
afurther report from the
the
would be
tice
office.
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surveyor-general
California, touching
touching the
the matters
matters indicated
by him,
or
him, or
indicated by
of California,
surveyor-general of
proofs to
be
taken thereon,
thereon, or
or may
may direct
a
new survey
and
plat to
to be
be
plat
and
survey
new
a
direct
taken
be
to
proofs
made.
objections are
are disposed
disposed of,
of, or
or the
the survey
plat
and plat
survey and
the objections
Whenever the
made. Whenever
are
or a
anew
survey and plat
are made
in conformity
with his
his
conformity with
made in
plat are
new survey.and
corrected, or
are corrected,
directions, he
he s>-All
shall indorse
upon the
the survey
plat adopted
certifihis certifiadopted his
and plat
survey and
indorse upon
directions,
cate of
of approval.
approval. After
After the
the survey
survey and
plat have
have been,
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore
been, as
and plat
cate
provided,
approved
by
the
commissioner
of
the
general
land-office,
it
it
land-office,
general
the
of
commissioner
the
by
approved
provided,
shall
be the
the duty
the said
said commissioner
commissioner to
cause a
patent to
to issue
to Patents when
when
issue to
a patent
to cause
of the
duty of
shall be
the
as soon
after such
to issue.
issue.
approval.
such approval,
as practicable
practicable after
soon as
claimant as
the claimant
Sac. 2.
be it
it further
provisions of
the precedprovisThese provispreced- These
of the
the provisions
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
2. And
SEC.
ing section shall apply to
surveys and
by the
ions applicable
applcable
of ions
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
plats by
and plats
all surveys
ing section shall apply to all
California
heretofore made,
which have
have not
not already
been approved
by aprvedysnot
t
a
°
I
nVorci
el.
'
eYs not
approved by
already been
made, which
California heretofore
one of
the district
district courts
courts of
United States
States for
or by the
California, or
for California,
the United
of the
of the
one
commissioner
of the
general land-office:
where proProviso.
pro- Proviso.
That where
Provided, That
land-office: Provided,
the general
commissioner of
ceedings
for
the
correction
or
confirmation
ora
survey
are
pending
on
the
the
on
pending
are
survey
of'a
ceedings for the correction or confirmation
passage
this act
in one
said district
district courts,
courts, it
shall be
for
lawful for
be lawful
it shall
the said
of the
one of
act in
of this
passage of
determisuch
district
court
to
proceed
and
complete
its
examination
and
examination
its
complete
and
proceed
to
court
such district
nation
decree thereon
subject to appeal to
be subject
shall be
thereon shall
its decree
and its
matter, and
the matter,
of the
nation of
the
circuit court
court of
for the
manner, and
like manner,
in like
district in
the district
States for
United States.
the United
of the
the circuit
with like
effect, as
as hereafter
provided for
appeals in
in other
other cases
the
to the
cases to
for appeals
hereafter provided
like effect,
with
circuit court;
court; and
appeals may
in like
like manner
disposed of
by
of by
manner disposed
be in
may be
such appeals
and such
circuit

said circuit
circuit court.
said
S
EC. 3.
be it
it further
where a
survey Appeals from
from
and survey
plat and
a plat
That where
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
3. And
SEC.
of apapof
decreeiof
have
already been
approved or
corrected by
by one
one of
district courts
courts of decree
the district
of the
surrey
or corrected
been approved
have already
prove
surey
the
States for
from the
ofto
proval
of ap- and
decree of
the decree
appeal from
an appeal
and an
California, and
for California,
United States
the United
plat
be
supreme
proval
correction has
taken to
to the
the supreme
supreme court of
of the heard in supreme
been taken
already been
has already
or correction
proval or
court.
United States,
States, the
supreme court
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and court.
shall have
court shall
said supreme
the said
United
determine
appeal. But
approval or corsuch decree of approval
where from such
But where
the appeal.
determine the
appe
no appeal
rection
no
appeal
has
been
taken
to
the
supreme
court,
appeal to When
court,
supreme
the
to
taken
been
has
appeal
no
rection
When appeal
that court
shall be
appeal may
within twelve
twelve may be taken.
taken, within
be taken,
may be
an appeal
but an
allowed, but
be allowed,
court shall
that
months after
this act
act shall
shall take
the circuit
United
of the United
circuit court of
to the
effect, to
take effect,
after this
months
States
for California,
California, and
said circuit
court shall
proceed to fully detershall proceed
circuit court
and said
States for
mine the
the matter.
court shall
have power
power to affirm or
shall have
circuit court
said circuit
The said
matter. The
mine
order
reverse
or
modify
the
action
of
the
district
or
the case back
court,
district
the
of
action
the
modify
or
reverse
to the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general for
for a
anew
survey. When
When the
the case is
ordered
is ordered
new survey.
to
New surveys
surveys.
back for
for a
a new
new survey,
survey, the
the subsequent
survey of
of the
surveyor-general New
the surveyor-general
subsequent survey
back
shall
be
under
the
supervision
of
the
commissioner
of
the
landgeneral
the
of
commissioner
shall be under the supervision of the
office,
circuit court
of the
United States.
States.
the United
court of
or circuit
district or
the district
of the
not of
and not
office, and
S
EC. 4.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That whenever
district judge
.
Ifjudge
pfdisdisof
If judge
of t
judge of
the district
whenever the
further enacted,
And be
4. And
SEC.
nis
trict
te
riret court
cocli,r
e
tas
is
eini
to
este
case to
any one
of the
the district
courts of
the United
United States for California is inter- terested,
of the
district courts
one of
any
ested in
land, the
the claim
claim to
under the
of March
third, be trunsferred
transferred to
March third,
act of
said act
the said
which, under
to which,
any land,
in any
ested
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-one,
fifty-one, is
him, on
court.
the circuit court
appeal from the
on appeal
before him,
pending before
is pending
eighteen
board of
of commissioners
created by
said act,
the said district court shall
shall
act, the
by said
commissioners created
board
order the
to be
the circuit
circuit court
court of
of the
the United States
to the
transferred to
be transferred
case to
the case
order
for California,
California, which
which court
court shall
shall thereupon
thereupon take
take jurisdiction
and deterdeterjurisdiction and
for
Other cases
a transfer
mine the
same. The
The said
said district
district courts
transfer to the Other
also order a
courts may also
the same.
mine
said circuit
circuit court
of any
arising under
under said
ay .be
be transact, pending before may
said act,
cases arising
other eases
any other
court of
said
them,
affecting the
the title
lands within the corporate limits of any city or 'err'
to lands
title to
them, affecting
town, and
in such
cases both
and circuit judges may sit.
district and
the district
both the
such cases
and in
town,
SEC. 5.
5. And
be it
That all
all the
right and
title of
the Rights of the
of the
and title
the right
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
to
United
United
States to
lands within
the corporate
an
ni
r riStates
t te
ns to
of the city of San F
corporate limits of
within the
the lands
to the
United States
relinFrancisco,
as defined
in the
Franc i
sco „iithe leg- Francisco
by the
passed by
city, passed
said city,
incorporating said
act incorporating'
the act
defined in
Francisco, as
islature
the State
State of
California, on
on the
the fifteenth
of April, one thousand quished.
fifteenth of
of California,
of the
islature of
eight
and fifty-one,
are hereby
hereby relinquished
relinquished and granted to the
fifty-one, are
hundred and
eight hundred
said
and its
successors, for
uses and
and purposes
specified in the orpurposes specified
the uses
for the
its successors,
city and
said city
dinances
city, ratified
act of the legislature of the said state,
an act
by an
ratified by
said city,
of said
dinances of
approved
eleventh of
hundred and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, eneighteen hundred
March, eighteen
of March,
the eleventh
on the
approved on
titled "
An act
concerning the
city of
of San
ratify and
and
and to ratify
Francisco, and
San Francisco,
the city
act concerning
"An
titled
confirm
of the
the common
council of
of said city," there
common council
ordinances of
certain ordinances
confirm certain
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Certain
lands
Certain lands
devoted
to public
public
devoted to
uses
excepted.
uses excepted.

RelinquishRelinquishment
affect
to affect
not to
ment not
private rights.

private rights.

Confirmed private land
claims
land claims
vate
to be surveyed.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Surveys to
follow
follow decree.

Separate
locaSeparatelocations.
tions.

1861.
1864.

being excepted
from this
all sites
or other parsites or
grant all
and grant
relinquishment and
this relinquishment
being excepted from
States
United States
cels
been, or now are, occupied by the United
which have been,
lands which
of lands
eels of
as
parcels as
other sites
or such other
for
sites or
or parcels
for military, naval, or other public uses, or
United
may
hereafter
be
designated
by
the
President
the
States,
the
of
may hereafter be designated by the President
within
one year
the rendition
land-office, by the
general land-office,
the general
to the
rendition to
after the
year after
within one
surveyor-general, of
plat of
of the
exterior limits of San Franthe exterior
approved plat
an approved
of an
surveyor-general,
cisco, as
as recognized
in this
this section,
section, in
in connection
connection with
the
with the lines of the
recognized in
cisco,
public
surveys:
And
provided,
That
the
relinquishment
and grant by this
relinquishment
the
That
provided,
public surveys: And
bona fide
act shall
manner interfere
interfere with or prejudice any bona
fide claims
claims
no manner
in no
shall in
act
of others,
others, whether
whether asserted
asserted adversely
derived from Spain,
Spain,
adversely under rights derived
of
a judicial
Mexico,
of the
preclude a
judicial examinor preclude
States, nor
United States,
the United
laws of
the laws
or the
Mexico, or
nation
and adjustment
adjustment thereof.
nation and
S
EC. 6.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
it shall be the duty of the
That it
it further
be it
6. And
SEC.
surveyor-general of
California to
cause all
the private
private land
land claims
finally
claims finally
all the
to cause
of California
surveyor-general
whenconfirmed to
accurately surveyed
surveyed and plats thereof to be made, whenbe accurately
to be
confirmed
requestever
requested
by
the
claimants
:
Provided,
That
each
claimant
That
Provided,
ever requested by the claimants:
ing
survey and
plat shall
first deposit
the district
district court of the district
district
in the
deposit in
shall first
and plat
a survey
ing a
within
which
the
land
is
situated
a
sufficient
sum of money to pay the
sufficient
a
situated
is
land
the
which
within
expenses
of such
and plat,
plat, and
and of
of the publication
publication required by the
survey and
such survey
expenses of
first
section
of
this
act.
Whenever
the
survey
and
shall
and plat requested shall
survey
the
Whenever
act.
this
of
section
first
general
have
forwarded to
the commissioner
commissioner of the general
to the
and forwarded
completed and
been completed
have been
land-office,
required by
by this
act, the
district court
court may direct the apthe district
this act,
as required
land-office, as
plication
of
the
money
deposited,
or
so
much
thereof
as
necessary,
as may be necessary,
thereof
much
so
or
deposited,
money
the
of
plication
to
the payment
of the
expenses of
said survey
publication.
and publication.
survey and
of said
the expenses
payment of
to the
SEC. 7.
7. And
be it
further enacted,
That it shall be the duty of the
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
surveyor-general
of
California,
in
making
surveys of the private land
land
surveys
making
in
surveyor-general of California,
confirmation as closely as
claims
to follow
the decree of confirmation
follow the
confirmed, to
finally confirmed,
claims finally
practicable
whenever such
such decree
boundaries of the
designates the specific boundaries
decree designates
practicable whenever
claim.
out-boundaries within
only the out-boundaries
designates only
decree designates
such decree
when such
But when
claim. But
which
to be
be taken,
taken, the location of such quantity
quantity
is to
confirmed is
quantity confirmed
the quantity
which the
shall
be
made,
as
near
as
practicable,
in
one
a compact form.
tract and in a
one tract
in
practicable,
as
near
shall be made, as
And if
character of
of the
the land,
land, or
intervening grants,
grants, be
be such as to renor intervening
the character
if the
And
der
the
location
impracticable
in
one
tract,
then
separate location
separate
each
then
tract,
one
in
impracticable
location
the
der
shall
be made,
made, as
compact form.
form. And it shall be
a compact
in a
practicable, in
as practicable,
near as
as near
shall be
a
the
duty of
of the
of the
land-office to require a
general land-office
the general
commissioner of
the commissioner
the duty
before
substantial
compliance
with
the
directions
of
this
section
before
approving
section
this
of
directions
the
with
compliance
substantial
any
survey and
plat forwarded to him.
and plat
any survey
" An act to
8.
be it
it further
enacted, That the act entitled "
further enacted,
And be
8. And
jurisdiction
the
an
act
entitled
An
act
to
define
and
regulate
jurisdiction
of
regulate
and
define
to
act
An
'
an act entitled
surthe district
courts of
of the
the United
United States in California, in regard
regard to the surdistrict courts
the
approved June fourvey and
and location
location of
of confirmed
confirmed private
claims,'" approved
private land claims,'"
vey
inconsistent,
teen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty, and all provisions of law inconsistent
and sixty,
teen,
repealed.
with
with this act, are hereby repealed.
1864.
1, 1864.
APPROVED, July
July 1,
APPROVED,

S
EC.
Repeal
SEC.
Repeal of act
of 1860, ch. 128, amend
amend
3128,
ih.
of860,
Vol. xii. p. 33.

Vol.
x. .

July I, 1864.
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C
RAP. CXCV.
CXCV. -— An
An Act
for the Sale
of Land in Iowa, in the Fort Crawford
a Lot of
of a
Sale of
Actfor
CHAP.
Reservation.
Rleservation.

United
the United
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
the Senate
it'enacted
Be it"
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That it shall and may be lawful
America in
A lot of land in States
after
sold, after
to be
Iowa to
be sold.
sold. for
for the
the commissioner
commissioner of the general
general land-office
land-office to cause to
be sold,
to be
Iowa
ninetytownship
public
notice,
the
tract
described
as
lot
numbered
one,
in
township
numbered
lot
as
described
tract
the
public notice,
five north
north; of
of range
three west
the fifth
fifth principal
principal meridian, in the State
of the
west of
range three
five
1
of
Iowa, situated
in what
is known
known as
Crawford military reserthe Fort Crawford
as the
what is
situated in
of Iowa,
the said commissioner
price
vation,
subject
to
such
minimum
per
acre
as
commissioner
minimum
such
vation, subject to
fifty
may establish
as fair
fair and
and reasonable, not less than two dollars and fifty
establish as
may
public
at
of
being
cents
per
acre;
and
in
the
event
of
said
lot
not
disposed
public
of
event
the
in
and
acre;
per
cents
sale,
the commissioner
commissioner is
hereby authorized
reoffer the same
same at public
public
to reoffer
authorized to
is hereby
sale, the
sale,
or after
after the
offering to
of said lot at such minimum as
dispose of
to dispose
second offering
the second
sale, or
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he may
may establish,
and for
the sale
so made
made aa patent
patent shall
shall issue
issue as
as in
ordiin ordisale so
for the
establish, and
he
.
nary cases.
cases.
nary
S
EE. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That if
it shall
shall appear
there Other
lots may
may
Other lots
that there
appear that
if it
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
are
other lots
reserve not
disposed of
of by
the United
United States,
States, it
it be
be sold'
sold.
by the
not disposed
in said
said reserve
lots in
any other
are any
shall
and may
may be
be lawful
for the
to dispose
of the
same
the same
dispose of
commissioner to
the said
said commissioner
lawful for
shall and
in
the manner
provided in
foregoing section.
in the foregoing
manner provided
in the
APPROVED,
1864.
1, 1864.
July 1,
APPROVED, July
CHAP. CXCVI.
the Compensation
of Registers
of
Receivers of
and Receivers
Registers and
Compensation of
to regulate
regulate the
Act to
An Act
CXCVI. -- An
CHAP.
the Land
the several
in the
the Location
by States
States
Lands by
of Lands
Location of
Territories, in
and Territories,
States and
several States
in the
Offices in
Land Offices
the
and Corporations
from Congress.
Congress.
Grantsfrom
under Grants
Corporationsunder
and

July
1, 1864.
1864.
July 1,

United
Be
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That from
the passage
of regisregisFees of
passage Fees
after the
and after
from and
States
of
act, in
in the
the location
location of
of lands
by states
states and
under grants
tersand receivers
grants toefrisand_orfeacceeisv.ers
corporations under
and corporations
lands by
of this
this act,
from congress
congress for
for railroads
railroads and
and other
(except for
agricultural
for agricultural
purposes, (except
other purposes,
from
colleges,)
the registers
registers and
and receivers
of the
several
land-offices of the several
the land-offices
receivers of
colleges,) the
states and
and territories,
territories, in
in the
districts where
such lands
located, for
for
be located,
may be
lands may
where such
the districts
states
their services
services therein,
be entitled
entitled to
receive a
afee
fee of
of one
one dollar
for
dollar for
to receive
shall be
therein, shall
their
each final
of one
hundred and
and sixty
sixty acres,
the state
state
by the
paid by
to be
be paid
acres, to
one hundred
location of
final location
each
or corporation
corporation making
such location,
location, the
be accounted
accounted for
for in
in the
the
to be
the same
same to
making such
or
same
fees and
and commissions
commissions on
on warrants
warrants and
preemption localocaand preemption
as fees
manner as
same manner
tions, with
to maximums
salary prescribed
prescribed by
existing
by existing
of salary
maximums of
as to
limitations as
with limitations
tions,
laws, in
in accordance
with such
such instructions as
as shall be given by the comaccordance with
laws,
missioner
general land-office.
land-office.
of the
the general
missioner of
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
Burlington and
and Missouri
Burlington and
and
Missouri Burlington
the Burlington
That the
itfurther
And be
SEC.
River
railroad company
may so
far change
modify the
River
River
of the
the Missouri
location of
the location
or modify
change or
so far
company may
River railroad
m h
uncompleted
thereof now
.
c
now on
on file
file itsRt.10lomahangen
the map
map thereof
of its
its line,
line, as shown
shown by the
uncompleted portion
portion of
a
tTon
i c
.ange
in
general land-office
land-office of
States, so
so as
secure a
a better
better
as to
to secure
the United
United States,
of the
the general
in the
and
route to
to the
the terminus
terminus of
of said
on the
the Missouri
Missouri
line on
said line
expeditious route
more expeditious
and more
River, said
said new
be located
located within
limits of
the land
land grant made
of the
the limits
within the
to be
line to
new line
River,
by
the United
United States to
construction; and said change shall not
its construction;
to aid
aid in its
by the
impair
the right
to, nor
nor change
location of,
of, their present land grant.
change the location
right to,
impair the
A map
the change
change shall
shall be
the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
the general
general Post,
528, 573.
573.
Post, pp. 528,
with the
be filed
filed with
of the
map of
A
land-office
within one year
passage of this act.
year after the passage
land-office within
APPROVED,
1, 1864.
1864.
July 1,
APPROVED, July

other Purposes.
CHAP. CXCVII.
to establish
Postmasters, and
Purposes.
for other
and for
for Postmasters,
Salariesfor
establish Salaries
Act to
-An Act
CXCVII. —An
CnAP.

1, 1864.
July
July 1,

Be
the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
Postmasters to
to
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
annual compensation
compensation Postmasters
the annual
assembled, That
America in
States of
of postmasters
shall be
at a
salary, in
in lieu
of commissions,
commissions, to
be be
paid
to be
beFive
paid classes,
salaries.
be at
a fixed
fixed salary,
lieu of
of
postmasters shall
Five
classes,
divided
classes, exclusive
postmaster of
of the
city of
the city
of New
New &c.
the postmaster
exclusive of
of the
into five
five classes,
divided into
&c.
York. Postmasters
of the
the first
class shall
not more
more than four Salary of those
shall receive
receive not
first class
Postmasters of
York.
of 1st
lst class;
class;
thousand
nor less
than three thousand
thousand dollars; postmasters of of
less than
dollars, nor
thousand dollars,
of 2dclass;
2d class;
the
second class
receive less
less than
than three thousand dollars and not of
shall receive
class shall
the second
3d class;
class;
of 3d
less
two thousand
dollars; postmasters
third class
class shall receive of
the third
postmasters of the
thousand dollars;
less than
than two
dollars;
less
than two
dollars and not less than one thousand dollars;
two thousand dollars
less than
4th class;
class;
of 4th
postmasters of
fourth class
class shall receive less than one thousand dollars of
the fourth
of the
postmasters
th class.
class.
of 6th
and
not less
less than
hundred dollars; postmasters
postmasters of the fifth class shall of
one hundred
than one
and not
receive
less than
than one
compensation of the postThe compensation
one hundred dollars. The
receive less
Postmaster of
of
Postmaster
master
ot New York shall be six thousand dollars per annum, to take New
master of
York.
effect on
on the
first day
of July,
sixty-four; and the New York.
hundred and sixty-four;
eighteen hundred
July, eighteen
day of
the first
effect
compensation of
of postmasters
postmasters of the
several classes aforesaid shall be estabthe several
compensation
lished by
by the
hereinafter provided.
the rules hereinafter
under the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General under
lished
offices
What offices
Whenever
compensation of postmasters
postmasters of the several offices, (except
(except What
the compensation
Whenever the
to be
rated as
1st
as 1st
be rated
the office
New York,)
for the
the two
two consecutive
consecutive years next preceding the to
York,) for
of New
office of
the
class.
first
day of
of July,
July, eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, shall have amounted class.
eighteen hundred
first day
to
average annual
annual sum
sum not
dollars, such offices
three thousand
thousand dollars,
than three
not less
less than
an average
to an
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the first
first class;
class; whenever
whenever it
shall have amounted to
it shall
to the
assigned to
What offices to shall
be assigned
shall be
be rated
2t1
less
three thousand
but not less than two thousand dollars,
dollars, but
thousand dollars,
than three
less than
as 2d
rated as
be
class;
class;
such offices
assigned to
the second
second class;
whenever it
shall have
have
such
offices shall
shall be
be assigned
to the
class; whenever
it shall
thousand
amounted to
to less
less than
than two
two thousand
thousand dollars, but not less than one thousand
amounted
3d
dollars, such offices shall be assigned to the third class; whenever it shall
dollars,
class;
3d class;
have amounted
to less
dollars, but not less than one
thousand dollars,
one thousand
than one
less than
amounted to
have
4th class;
hundred dollars, such offices shall be assigned to the fourth class; and
hundred
whenever
shall have
have amounted
amounted to
less than
hundred dollars, such
one hundred
than one
to less
it shall
whenever it
5th
5th class.
offices shall be assigned to the fifth class. To offices of the first, second,
and
assigned salaries, in even hundreds
classes shall be severally assigned
and third classes
Salaries of
several classes.
as nearly
as practicable
same as, but not examount the same
in amount
practicable in
nearly as
dollars, as
of dollars,
classes of
several
ceeding, the
compensation of
the postmasters
postmasters thereof
thereof for the two
of the
average compensation
the average
ceeding,
years next
offices of
of the
class shall
shall be assigned
fourth class
the fourth
to offices
and to
preceding; and
next preceding;
years
severally salaries,
salaries, in
even tens
tens of
dollars, as
practicable in
in
as nearly
nearly as practicable
of dollars,
in even
severally
amount the
exceedina, such average compensation
compensation for the
but not exceeding,
as, but
same as,
the same
amount
two years
next preceding;
preceding; and
offices of the fifth class shall be severand to ()feces
years next
two
amount
ally assigned
assigned salaries,
salaries, in
even dollars,
dollars, as
practicable in amount
as practicable
nearly as
as nearly
in even
ally
the
same as,
not exceeding,
exceeding, such average
average compensation
compensation for the two
but not
as, but
the same
preceding. Wherever
returns showing the average of annual
Wherever returns
next preceding.
years next
Estimates of years
certain offices.
compensation of postmasters
postmasters for the two years next preceding
preceding the first day
compensation
offices
certain
of July,
received at
sixty-four, shall not have been received
and sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
July, eighteen
of
the Post-Office
Department at the time of adjustment, the same may be
the
Post-Office Department
estimated by
by the
of adjusting the salthe purpose of
for the
Postmaster-General for
the Postmaster-General
estimated
aries of
of postmasters
postmasters herein
provided for.
shall be the duty of the
it shall
And it
for. And
herein provided
aries
auditor of
of the
Post-Office Department,
Department, to obtain from postfor the
the Post-Office
treasury for
the treasury
auditor
a correct
masters their
quarterly accounts
with the
vouchers necessary
necessary to a
correct
the vouchers
accounts with
their quarterly
masters
adjustment thereof,
report to
to the
Postmaster-General all failures of
the Postmaster-General
to report
and to
thereof, and
adjustment
a proper period
postmasters to
period after the close
close
render such returns within a
to render
postmasters
of each
quarter.
each quarter.
of
enacted, That the Postmaster-General
SEC. 2.
it further
Postmaster-General shall
further enacted,
And be it
2. And
SEC.
special cases, upon satisfactory represenrepresenand in special
Salaries
two years, and
in two
once in
review once
Salaries to be review
readjusted every
every tation, as much oftener
readjusted
oftener as he may deem expedient, and readjust,
readjust, on the
two
years.
two years.
basis of the
the preceding
basis
preceding section, the salary
salary assigned
assigned by him to any office;
office;
but
salary shall not take effect until the first day
change made in such salary
but any change
of the
the quarter
following such
such order,
order, and
and all
all orders
orders made assigning or
next following
quarter next
of
changing salaries
be made
made in writing
recorded in his journal,
and recorded
writing and
shall be
salaries shall
changing
Post-Office Department.
and notified
notified to the
the Post-Office
auditor for the
the auditor
and
S
EC. 3.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That salaries
salaries of
of the
first, second,
second,
the first,
enacted, That
Salaries,
And be
3. And
SEC.
Salaries, when
to
and third classes shall be adjusted to take effect on the first day of July,
to take
take effect.
effect.
eighteen
and sixty-four, and of the fourth and fifth classes at the
hundred and
eighteen hundred
same
time, or
or at
practicable
commencement of aaquarter as early as practicable
at the
the commencement
same time,
thereafter.
been
Salaries at
SEC. 4. And be it
further enacted, That, at offices which have not been
itfurther
SEC.
Salaries
offices not estab- established for two years prior to the first day of July, eighteen hundred
hundred
eighteen
July,
of
day
first
the
to
prior
years
two
for
established
nttewabofiees
lished for two
and
the salary
salary may
be adjusted
adjusted upon
by
satisfactory return by
a satisfactory
upon a
may be
sixty-four, the
and sixty-four,
years.
office:
the
postmaster of
expenditures, and business of his office:
of the
the receipts, expenditures,
the postmaster
Proviso.
Provided, That fifty per centum of the gross revenue of such office shall
Provided,
be,
cases, the
the largest
largest amount
allowed to such postmasters for their
their
amount allowed
in all
all cases,
be, in
salaries, respectively,
except in cases
cases where it shall be aaseparating or disrespectively, except
salaries,
section of this act.
as provided for in the sixth section
tributing office, as
SEC. 5.
enacted, That at the post-office of New York
further enacted,
be it
it further
5. And
And be
SEC.
Allowance for and
Postmaster-General shall
of the first and second classes, the Postmaster-General
and offices of
Allowance
a just and reasonable
postmaster a
office-rent,
reasonable sum for the necessary cost,
office-rent, clerks, allow to the postmaster
Sze.
in
whole or
in part,
lights, and clerks, to be adjusted upon aa
fuel, lights,
of rent, fuel,
part, of
or in
in whole
satisfactory
of the
fourth, and
and
at offices of the third, fourth,
the facts. And at
exhibit of
satisfactory exhibit
1865, ch.
§3.fifth
fifth classes,
classes, such expenses
except as in
in
shall be paid by the postmaster, except
expenses shall
1865,
ch. 89, §3.
Post, p. 505.
the sixth
sixth section
section provided;
provided; it being
being intended that such allowances shall
p. 505. the
Post,
made in
accordance with existing usages.
be made
in accordance
Postmaster-General may
S
EC. 6.
it further
enacted, That the Postmaster-General
further enacted,
SEC.
6. And be it
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designate
convenient offices,
offices, at
intersection of mail
mail routes, as
the intersection
at the
certain convenient
designate certain
distributing offices,
certain others
offices; and where Distributing
Distributing
as separating
separating offices;
others as
and certain
offices, and
distributing
offices.
any
the third,
post-offices, he may offices.
fifth class of post-offices,
or fifth
third, fourth, or
is of
of the
office is
such office
any such
make
reasonable allowance
such postmaster
for the
the necessary
cost, in
necessary cost,
postmaster for
to such
allowance to
make aareasonable
whole or
or in
part, of
services arising
arising from such duties.
clerical services
of clerical
in part,
whole
Postages and
and
at Postages
S
EC. 7.
And be
it further
enacted, That
all postages
and box-rents
box-rents at
postages and
That all
further enacted,
be it
7. And
SEC.
box-rents to be
post-offices, and
all other
other receipts
a post-office,
post-office, shall be borents
and emoluments
emoluments at a
receipts and
and all
post-offices,
part offto
postalbe
received and
accounted for
as a
apart
revenues; and
and any
any part
revenues.
part revenues.
the postal
postal revenues;
part of
of the
for as
and accounted
received
thereof
which the
ought to
to have
neglected to
collected, but has neglected
have collected,
the postmaster
postmaster ought
thereof which
collect,
charged against
in his account,
account, and he shall be liable
him in
against him
be charged
shall be
collect, shall
therefor
in the
as if
been collected;
collected; and he shall
the same had been
if the
manner as
same manner
the same
therefor in
receive
no fees
fees or
or perquisites
beyond his
his salary.
salary.
perquisites beyond
receive no
of foreign
SEC. 8.
8. And
enacted, That
United Rates offoreign
uniform rate of United
the uniform
That the
be it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
States postage,
reference to
to distance,
distance, upon
letters and other mailpostagemail- postage.
upon letters
without reference
postage, without
States
able matter
matter addressed
or received
foreign countries, when forreceived from, foreign
to, or
addressed to,
able
warded from,
from, or
received in, the United States by steamships
steamships or other vesor received
warded
sels regularly
in the
the transportation
of the
be as
as
shall be
mails, shall
the mails,
transportation of
employed in
regularly employed
sels
follows, viz:
cents per single rate of half an ounce or under, on letviz: ten cents
follows,
ters; two
two cents each on newspapers;
newspapers; and the established domestic rates
ters;
on pamphlets,
pamphlets, periodicals,
periodicals, and
other articles
which
matter; which
printed matter;
articles of printed
and other
on
received:
postage
collected on matter received:
matter sent, and collected
prepaid on matter
shall be
be prepaid
postage shall
Proviso.
Provided,
always, That
these rates
to letters or other Proviso.
apply to
shall not apply
rates shall
That these
Provided, always,
mailable
addressed to, or
from, any foreign place or counor received fiom,
matter, addressed
mailable matter,
try,
to and
and from
from which
which different
different rates of postage have been, or shall be, estry, to
tablished
convention or arrangement
arrangement already conconpostal convention
international postal
tablished by international
cluded
cluded or hereafter to be made.
SEC. 9.
it further
enacted, That
Postmaster-General is Postage-stamps
Postage-stamps
the Postmaster-General
That the
further enacted,
SEC.
9. And
And be it
may be
be sold
sold at
at
authorized
to sell,
.cause to be sold, to individuals, corporations,
corporations, and may
sell, or
or.cause
authorized to
discount.
discount
one
hundred
than
of
not
less
business
postage-stamps, in quantities
quantities
business firms, postage-stamps,
exceeding five per centum from the face
dollars in value, at aadiscount not exceeding
Stamped envelcause to be sold, stamped envelopes, Stamped
and to
to sell, or cause
stamps, and
value of such stamps,
opes.
a discount opes.
in packages
packages containing
not less than five hundred envelopes, at a
containing not
in
exceeding five per centum from the current prices thereof when sold
not exceeding
in less
less quantities.
of
Amendment of
twenty-eighth section of Amendment
That the
S
E0. 10.
further enacted,
the twenty-eighth
enacted, That
it further
be it
10. And
And be
SEC.
act 1863,
the
"An act
amend the
the laws
28,
to the
the Post-Office
Post-Office ach
laws relating
relating to
act entitled
entitled "An
act to
to amend
the act
ch. 71,. §§28,
p. 706.
xii. p.
706.
Vol. xii.
sixty-three, Vol.
hundred and
Department,"
approved March
three, eighteen
and sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
March three,
Department," approved
following
be,
same is hereby,
by the addition of the following
amended by
hereby, amended
the same
be, and
and the
Letters reclause,
letter bearing
request for
return to
Letterstorefor its return
to quested
bearing a
a request
clause, namely:
namely: And
And when any letter
redtobe
quested
to bberethe
in case
case of
non-delivery, shall
have been
been so
so returned
returned to
to the
the turned
to
be reshall have
the writer,
writer, in
of its
its non-delivery,
ceived,ereand
postpostand
ceived,
shall
and
then,
it
was
office
which
originally
mailed,
in
that
case,
it
shall
be
at
which
office
age paid.
paid.
returned, to re- age
obligatory upon
upon the person to whom such letter has been returned,
obligatory
ceive the
and to
to pay therefor
therefor the postage
postage specified by this section;
same, and
ceive
the same,
and in
in default
default of
of said
returned,
receive and pay for the letter so returned,
writer to receive
said writer
and
a penalty of ten dollars, to be recovered
he shall
shall be subject to a
recovered in any Penalty.
court
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
court of competent
for
SEC. 11.
be it
further enacted,
authorized Penalty for
enacted, That if any person, not authorized
it further
And be
11. And
SEC.
setting up or
by
the Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, shall
shall set
set up
profess to
keep any
any office,
uppostor
or keeping
setting
to keep
office, or
or profess
up or
by the
keeping postany
place of
business bearing
the sign,
sign, name,
or title
post-office, every
every office;
title of
of post-office,
office;
any place
of business
bearing the
name, or
forfeit and pay the sum of five
five hundred
hundred dollars for
person shall
shall forfeit
such person
offence.
every such
such offence.
unlawfully
if any
any person
enacted, That
it further
And be
be it
SEC.
S
EC. 12.
12. And
further enacted,
That if
person employed in for unlawfully
detaining
or
or
detainingletters,
any of
of the
departments of the post-office establishment shall unlawfully opening
the departments
any
tt
oenng
.
detain, delay, or
open, any letter, packet, bag, or mail of letters, with Szo.
or open,
detain,
which he
which shall have come to his possession,
possession,
or which
be intrusted,
intrusted, or
he shall be
which
conveyed by post, or to be carried
and which are intended
intended to be conveyed
carried or delivered
route-agent,
mail-messenger, letter-carrier, route-agent,
by any mail-carrier,
mail-carrier, mail-messenger,
livered by
or
person employed
employed in
in any of the
departments of the post-office
post-office
the departments
or other
other person
establishment
delivered
United States, or to be forwarded or delivered
of the United
establishment of
VOL.
XIIL PUB.
PUB. —
VOL. XIIL
-29 29
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through or
from any
any post-office
or branch-post
office established by aubranch-post office
post-office or
or from
through
thority
of the
the Postmaster-General
such
of the United States; [or] if any such
Postmaster-General of
thority of
secreting or
packet intrusted
or packet
letter or
any letter
destroying letters
secrete, embezzle, or destroy,
destroy, any
intrusted
ttr person shall secrete,
sereting
not
containing
to such
aforesaid, and
and which
which shall
shall not contain
contain any security for,
as aforesaid,
person as
such person
to
not containing
described, every
valuables;
or assurance
relating to,
money, as
as hereinafter
hereinafter described,
every such
to, money,
assurance relating
or
valuables;
offender, being
convicted, shall, for every such offence, be
duly convicted,
thereof duly
being thereof
offender,
fined not
not less
less than
three hundred
hundred dollars,
or imprisoned
imprisoned not less than six
six
dollars, or
than three
fined
months, or
both, according
aggravations of the
circumstances and aggravations
the circumstances
to the
according to
or both,
months,
offence.
as aforesaid
secrete, emshall secrete,
aforesaid shall
employed as
person employed
any person
if any
And if
offence. And
containing'
bezzle,
or destroy
letter, packet,
bag, or mail of letters, with which
packet, bag,
any letter,
destroy any
or
bezzle,
containing;
valuables;
posvauaes;
he or she shall be intrusted, or which
which shall have come to his or her possession,
to be
by post, or
or to be carried or deconveyed by
be conveyed
intended to
are intended
and are
session, and
route-agent,
livered by
any mail-carrier,
mail-carrier, mail-messenger,
mail-messenger, letter-carrier, route-a
gent,
by any
livered
post-office
or other
other person
employed in any of the departments
departments of the post-office
person employed
or
forwarded or delivered
establishment of
of the
States, or to be forwarded
delivered
United States,
the United
establishment
established by authrough
or
from
any
post-office
or
branch
post-office
established
post-office
branch
or
post-office
any
through or from
thority of
of the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General of
the United
packet,
United States, such letter, packet,
of the
thority
bag, or
of letters,
any note,
revenue
note, bond, draft, check, revenue
containing any
letters, containing
mail of
or mail
bag,
stamp,
postage-stamp, money
money order,
certificate of stock, or other pecuniary
pecuniary
order, certificate
stamp, postage-stamp,
obligation,
government security
security of any description whatever, issued,
or government
obligation, or
officer
by any officer
or
that may
may hereafter
by the
the United
United States, or 1Dy
issued, by
be issued,
hereafter be
or that
or
thereof, any
any bank
or bank
exchange,
bill of exchange,
post bill, bill
bank post
note or
bank note
agent thereof,
fiscal agent
or fiscal
warrant of
of the
the treasury
treasury of
of the
States, note of assignment of stock
United States,
the United
warrant
annuities
in
the
funds,
letters
of
attorney
for
receiving
annuities or dividends, or
or
receiving
for
attorney
of
letters
funds,
in the
for selling
in the
receiving the interest thereof, or any
any
for receiving
or for
funds, or
the funds,
stock in
selling stock
for
letter
or note
note for,
relating to, payment of moneys, or any
or relating
for, or
credit, or
of credit,
letter of
or
bond,
or
warrant,
draft,
bill,
or
promissory
note, covenant, contract, or
promissory note,
or
bill,
draft,
warrant,
bond, or
agreement, whatsoever,
whatsoever, for,
or relating
relating to, the payment of money, or the
for, or
agreement,
delivery
of any
any article
performance of any act, matter,
or the performance
value, or
of value,
article of
delivery of
any
or
or any
any receipt,
receipt, release,
release, acquittance,
discharge of, or from, any
acquittance, or discharge
thing, or
or thing,
debt,
or demand,
demand, or any part thereof, or any copy of any record
covenant, or
debt, covenant,
any
of
judgment, or
decree, in
court of
law, or chancery,
chancery, or any
of law,
any court
in any
or decree,
any judgment,
of any
execution which
which may
may have
have issued
issued thereon,
or any copy
other
copy of any other
thereon, or
execution
record, or
or any
any other
other article
article of value, or any writing representing the
record,
for
taking
same;
or
if
any
such
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall steal, or take,
employed as
person, employed
same; or if any such person,
for taking
valuables out
the same
same out
that
any letter, packet, bag, or mail of letters, that
of any
out of
of the
any of
of any
out of
valuables
totters,
shall come to his or her possession, whether
whether such letter or packet, bag, or
or
&c.;
letters, 4Scc.;
his or
mail of letters
have come or been placed in his
or her
her possession
possession
letters, shall have
mail
to
be forwarded
or delivered
delivered in
regular course of his or her official
the regular
in the
forwarded or
to be
any
duties,
or
shall
have
come
or
been
placed
in his or her possession in any
placed
been
or
come
have
shall
or
duties,
other manner,
manner, and
and provided
that such
letter or packet, bag or mail of
of
such letter
provided that
other
it
letters, shall
shall not
person or persons to whom it
delivered to the person
been delivered
have been
not have
letters,
imis directed,
such person
person shall,
offence, be imshall, on conviction for any such offence,
directed, such
is
twenty-one years; and
prisoned not
not less
less than
than ten
exceeding twenty-one
nor exceeding
years, nor
ten years,
prisoned
the
fact that
packet, bag or mail of letters, shall have
or packet,
letter or
such letter
any such
that any
the fact
by
post-office established
been
deposited in
in any
established by
post-office or branch post-office
any post-office
been deposited
authority
other
Postmaster-General of the United States, or in any other
the Postmaster-General
of the
authority of
authorized
depository of
letters, or
postmaster,
or in charge of any postmaster,
mail letters,
of mail
authorized depository
assistant postmaster,
postmaster, clerk,
clerk, carrier, agent, or messenger
messenger employed in the
assistant
post-office establishment
establishment of
United States, shall be taken and held as
as
of the United
post-office
evidence that
the same
same was "
conveyed by post"
post" within
" intended to be conveyed
that the
evidence
ulloa
mailthe
charge
statute; and if any person who shall have taken charge
this statute;
of this
meaning,of
the meaninc
upon mailcarrier
for desertsame
desert the
or desert
quit or
of the United
for desert- of the mails of
carrier
ing
mails,
United States
States shall
shall voluntarily
voluntarily quit
the same
at
kept
before
such
person
delivers
it
into
the
post-office
the
termination
post-office
the
into
it
before such person delivers
of the
route, or
or some
some known
known mail-carrier,
mail-carrier, or agent of the general postthe route,
of
same, every such person, so offending,
office
authorized
to
receive
the
offending ,
receive
to
office, authorized
shall:forfeit
exceeding five
five hndred
hundred dollars, for every
every
not exceeding
sum not
a sum
pay a
and pay
forfeit and
shall
such offence;
offence; and
person concerned
carrying the mail of the
concerned in carrying
any person
if any
and if
such
United States
or carry
carry any
letter, or packet, or shall
any letter,
receive, or
collect, receive,
shall collect,
States shall
United
Penalty for
for
Penalty
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25, ch.
ch. 64,
21,
64, §§21,
1825,
cause
or procure
procure the
the same
same to
contrary to
act, every
every such 18
this act,
to this
done, contrary
be done,
to be
cause or
ol. iv.
p.
107.
p. 107.
iv.
Vol.
offender
shall
forfeit
and
pay,
for
every
such
offence,
a
sum
exceeding
V
exceeding
not
sum
a
offence,
such
every
for
offender shall forfeit and pay,
hundred
fifty
Section twenty-one,
of March
three, eighteen hundred
March three,
Act of
twenty-one, Act
dollars. - Section
fifty dollars.—

and
twenty-five.
and twenty-five.
letters
letters
S
EC. 13.
13. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
Dead
valua- Dead
containing valualetters containing
dead letters
That dead
And be
SEC.
th valuable
ble enclosures
shall be
in the
when it
appears enclosures,
w
eni
it appears
and when
department; and
closures, &c.
&c.
the department;
registered in
be registered
enclosures shall
ble
that they
they can
can neither
neither be
to their
their address
address nor
nor to the writers, the
delivered to
be delivered
that
contents
thereof, so
so far
as available,
used to promote the effibe used
shall be
available, shall
far as
contents thereof,
ciency
of
the
dead-letter
office,
according
to
the
provisions of the seventh
seventh
provisions
the
to
according
office,
ciency of the dead-letter
1861, ch
ch. 57,
7.
57, §§7.
section
act approved
approved February
February twenty-seventh,
hundred and 1861,
eighteen hundred
twenty-seventh, eighteen
of act
section of
Vol. xii. p. 168.
sixty-one,
entitled "An
"An act
act to
to establish
establish certain
routes;" and the Vol. xii. p. 168.
post routes;"
certain post
sixty-one, entitled
amount
thereof shall
shown in
subject
report, and shall be subject
annual report,
the annual
in the
be shown
shall be
amount thereof
to reclamation
by either
either the
addressed or
or by
four
the sender for four
by the
party addressed
the party
reclamation by
to
years from
from registry
registry thereof,
being kept
kept of the same. All
account being
careful account
thereof, careful
years
addressed,
other letters
value or
of importance
importance to
the party addressed,
to the
or of
of value
deemed of
letters deemed
other
or
to
the
writer,
and
which
it
appears
cannot
be
returned
either
destieither
to
returned
be
cannot
appears
it
which
and
writer,
the
or to
nation, shall
be disposed
of as
as the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall direct.
disposed of
shall be
nation,
Letter-carriers.
SEC. 14.
be it
letter-carriers shall be em- Letter-carriers.
That letter-carriers
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
14. And
SEC.
direct
shall
ployed
at
such
post-offices
as
the
Postmaster-General
for
Postmaster-General
the
as
ployed at such post-offices
post-offices
the
of letters
letters in
places respectively where such post-offices
the places
in the
delivery of
the delivery
a
are
established;
and
for
their
services
they
shall
severally
receive
receive a
severally
shall
they
services
their
for
and
established;
are
Salaries.
salary to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
exceeding eight Salaries
Postmaster-General, not exceeding
the Postmaster-General,
by the
salary
of
hundred
per year:
year: Provided,
Provided, That,
satisfactory evidence
That, on satisfactory
dollars per
hundred dollars
their diligence,
and experience
experience as
as carriers,
carriers, the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
fidelity, and
diligence, fidelity,
their
may
increase their
their respective
salaries from
time to time, to any sum not
from time
respective salaries
may increase
exceeding one
thousand dollars;
dollars; and
and each
each of the said carriers shall give
one thousand
exceeding
bond, with
with sureties,
sureties, to
to be
be approved
approved by
the Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, for the safe
by the
bond,
received by him.
--2ustody
aistody and
all letters,
moneys received
packets, and moneys
letters, packets,
of all
delivery of
and delivery
Expenses of
Expenses of
S
EC.
15.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
all
expenses
for the letter etter-carriers,
expenses
all
That
enacted,
SEc. 15. And be it further
branch-orfices,
be
shall
thereto,
incident
carriers,
and receiving-boxes,
branch-offices,
receiving-boxes, or incident
branch-offices, and
carriers, branch-offices,
c., to
entered
be entered
to be
&c.,
entered and
and reported
reported in
account from
from the
ordinary postal ex- &
the ordinary
separate account
a separate
in a
entered
n separate acacseparate
in
the
with
penses
of
such
post-office,
and
shall
be
shown
in
comparison
l
e
in
shown
ount.
penses of such post-office, and shall be
proceeds of
postages on
on local
local mail
mail matter
order that
matter at each office, in order
the postages
of the
proceeds
expenditures for that
the
may be
guided in the expenditures
be guided
Postmaster-General may
the Postmaster-General
of act
branch
the postal
income derived
therefrom.
derived therefrom.
by income
service by
postal service
Repeal of act of
of the
branch of
71, §§ 8,
a
ch.
183,
863,
71,
eleventh,
S
EC.
16.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
eighth,
eleventh,
foureighth,
the
That
enacted,
further
it
be
SEC. 16. And
1, 14, 17,
17, 18.
" An act 11,
entitled "
act entitled
teenth, seventeenth,
eighteenth sections
sections of
of the
the act
and eighteenth
seventeenth, and
teenth,
Vol. xii. p. 701.
to amend
amend the
laws relating
Post Office-Department,"
Office-Department," approved Vol. xii. p- 701
the Post
to the
relating to
the laws
to
See ch. 241.
See ch. 241
which
March
three,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-three,
the
provisions
of
which
provisions
the
March three, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
Post, p. 382.
p. 32
are
same
the
have
been modified
and incorporated
in this act, be, and
incorporated in
modified and
have been

repealed.
hereby,
hereby, repealed.
Pay of special
special
SEC. 17.
it further
enacted, That the special agent
agent of the Post- Pay
further enacted,
be it
And be
17. And
SEc.
agent in Pacific
agent n Pacific
as
receive
shall
Office
Department
in
the
Pacific
states
and
territories
receive
territories
and
states
Pacific
the
in
States,
&c.
Department
&c.
Office
States,
Post,
compensation five
per diem.
Post, p.
p. 505.
diem.
dollars per
five dollars
compensation
1864.
APPROVED,
1, 1864.
July 1,
APPROVED, July
CHAP.
additional Grant
Grant of Lands to the State of
making an additional
Act making
Ann Act
CXCVIII.- — A
CHaP. CXCVIII.
Telegraph Lines.
Kansas to aid
aid in the
Railroad and
and Telegraph
Construction of Railroad
the Construction
Kansas

July 1, 1864.
1, 1864.
July

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
there be, and hereby is,
assembled,
Congress
States of America in
Lands granted
granted to
to the
the State
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, to
to aid
aid in
in the
the construction
of aarailroad
railroad to Lands
construction of
Kansasgrantei
formagranted
and telegraph
from Emporia,
Emporia, via
Council Grove, to aa point near roads and televia Council
line from
telegraph line
and
graphs.
Fort
Riley, on
on the
the branch
branch Union
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad, in said state, every graphs.
Union Pacific
Fort Riley,
alternate section
section of
in
by odd numbers for ten sections in
designated by
land designated
of land
alternate
Grant subject
subject
width
side of
That this grant shall be sub- to Grant
Provided,That
road: Provided,
said road:
of said
each side
on each
conditions.
width on
con ons
to
regard
in
conditions,
and
ject
all the
the provisions,
provisions, restrictions,
restrictions, limitations,
to all
ject to
1863,
ch. 98.
98.
1863, ch.
to selection
and location
of lands
and otherwise,
congress Vol.
otherwise, of an act of congress
lands and
location of
selection and
to
xii. F. 772.
772
.
xii.
Vol.
"An
entitled
approved
March
three,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-three,
entitled
"
An
sixty-three,
and
hundred
approved March three, eighteen
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Kansas, in alternate sections,
act for a
grant of lands to the State of Kansas,
a grant
in said
said
to aid in the construction
construction of certain railroads
railroads and telegraphs in
state":
Provided, That
That said
said railroad
highway and shall
shall
railroad shall be aa public highway
state ": Provided,
of
transport
and munitions
munitions of
war of
United States free of
of the United
of war
troops and
transport troops
charge.
Sac. 2.
it further
branch railroad and telthe branch
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
2. And
SEC.
Route of a
cera cerRoute
tain railroad
railroad and
and earaph
point
a point
" Lawrence, by the valley of the Wakarusa
tain
egraph from "Lawrence,
Wakarusa River, to a
telegraph
telegraph
on
the
Atchison,
Topeka,
and
Santa
Fee
railroad,
where
said
road
interinterroad
said
where
railroad,
Fee
Santa
and
Topeka,
on the Atchison,
changed.
a grant of
sects the
Neosho River,"
River," to
to aid
in the construction
construction of which a
of
aid in
the Neosho
sects
lands
was made
by the
March, eighteen hundred and
third of March,
of third
act of
said act
the said
made by
lands was
sixty-three, shall
be so
to run
run from
from Lawrence
to Emporia,
Emporia,
Lawrence to
as to
so changed
changed as
shall be
sixty-three,
and have and receive the grant of lands made by said act: Provided,
Proviso.
That the
the line
line of
of railroad
railroad and
and telegraph
telegraph from
Leavenworth, by way of
from Leavenworth,
That
Lawrence and
the Ohio
City crossing
southern
Osage River, to the southern
of the
the Osage
crossing of
Ohio City
and the
Lawrence
line of
of the
Galveston Bay, shall run via Baldwin
in the direction of Galveston
state in
the state
line
city.
APPROVED, July
July 1,
1864.
1, 1864.
APPROVED,
Railroad to
to be
be
Railroad
a
public highway.
apublichighway.

July 1,
1, 1864.
July
Preamble.

CHAP. C
XCI
X.
— An Act
Telegraphic Communication
Communication bebefacilitate Telegraphic
and facilitate
to encourage
encourage and
Act to
CXCIX.--An
CHAP.
and Western
Eastern and
tween the
tween
the Eastern
Western Continents.
Continents.
W HEREAS the
governments of
Russia and
and Great
Great Britain
have granted
Britain have
of Russia
the governments
WHEREAS
to Perry
MacDonough Collins,
United States, the right
citizen of the United
Collins, aa citizen
to
Perry MacDonough
to construct
respectelegraph through their respeca line of electric telegraph
maintain a
and maintain
to
construct and
tive territories,
territories, from
from the
the mouth
mouth of
Amoor River, in Asiatic Russia,
the Amoor
of the
tive
by way
strait and
northern
along the Pacific coast to the northern
and along
Behring's strait
of Behring's
way of
by
boundary
the United
United States,
thereby uniting the telea view of thereby
States, with a
of the
boundary of
and
graphic
graphic systems of both continents, and of promoting international and
commercial
government of Russia, in furwhereas, the government
and whereas,
intercourse; and
commercial intercourse;
a line of telegraph through
therance
constructing a
object, is now constructing
of that object,
therance of
its
Asiatic territory
territory to
to unite
unite at the mouth of the Amoor River
River with the
its Asiatic
government of the United
line
projected by
said Collins; and whereas the government
by said
line projected
in
Russia and Great Britain in
States desires
cordially to cooperate
cooperate with Russia
desires cordially
States
communication; now,
the
establishment and maintenance
maintenance of such aa line of communication;
the establishment

therefore —
therefore

United
Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be
MacDonough Colassembled, That Perry MacDonough
Congress assembled,
in Congress
MacD.
of America in
States of
Perry MacD.
Collins
and assoasso- lins, of California, his associates
Collins and
associates and assignees,
assignees, shall have the right to conciates
ciates may construct
and
maintain
a
line
or
lines
of
telegraph
point or points on
on
any point
from any
of
telegraph from
or
lines
a
line
struct
lines
of
maintain
and
struct
of
struct
telegraph
to
telegraph, constructed
constructed in pursuance
pursuance of the act of
the line of the Pacific telegraph,
telegraph to
boundaries
of
boundaries of
congress, approved
June sixteen,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty, northerly,
northerly,
and sixty,
sixteen, eighteen
approved June
British America. congress,
of
the boundaries
through any
boundaries of
of the United States, to thd
territories of
of the
the territories
189, ch. 137.
any of
through
1860,
Vol. xii. p. 41.
America, with such branch
branch lines as may be needed to open comcomBritish America,
Voi. xii. p. 41. British
munication
the various
various mining
mining districts
said
other settlements in said
and other
districts and
with the
munication with
territories.
And for
for the
the purposes aforesaid,
aforesaid, the said Collins, his assoterritories. And
Right of way
a permanent
permanent right of way over any unciates
ciates and assignees, shall have a
Rightofway
over
public lands.
over publiclands.

to
right to
with the
States, together
United States,
of the
appropriated
appropriated public
public lands
lands of
the United
together with
the right

take any
any timber
construction purposes; and for the purpose
stone for construction
and stone
timber and
take
of establishing
and maintaining
stations necessary
necessary for
lines and the stations
maintaining said lines
establishing and
of
Grant
lands the repair and working thereof, there is hereby granted to said parties the
Grant of lands
for stations.
stations.
for
use of so much
much unappropriated
unappropriated public lands not sold, granted, reserved,
reserved,
forstatons. use
preempted, nor occupied by homestead settlers, as may be necessary
necessary for
for
preempted,
stations, not
constructed
exceeding forty acres for each fifteen miles of line constructed
not exceeding
stations,
across
public lands of the United States, so long as the same may be
the public
across the
Proviso.
used for said purpose:
purpose: Provided,
Provided, however, that so much of section one of
this
telegraph lines to open commuconstruction of telegraph
as authorizes
authorizes the construction
act as
this act
nications
various mining districts and other settlements
settlements in said
nications with the various
branch-lines shall be comterritories, shall be null and void, unless said branch-lines
hereof.
pleted within five years from the approval hereof.
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SEC. 2. And
further enacted,
in order
to encourage
encourage and
and aid
aid Secretary
Secretary of
of
order to
That in
enacted, That
it further
be it
Nea
v
s
z
SEC. 2. Artd be
in
aid
to
vessel
United
the
construction
of
said
line
of
telegraph
beyond
the
limits
of
the
United
of
limits
the
beyond
telegraph
of
line
said
the construction of
States, the
the Secretary
Navy is
is authorized
to detail
detail for
laying telegraph.
telegraph.
for the use of laying
authorized to
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
States,
the surveys
surveys and
and soundings
that portion
portion of
coast both of
of
Pacific coast
the Pacific
of the
along that
soundings along
the
one
telegraph,
said
America
and
Asia,
where
it
is
proposed
to
establish
telegraph,
one
establish
to
America and Asia, where it is proposed
and soundsteam or
sailing vessel,
his discretion,
to assist
assist in
in surveys
surveys and
sounddiscretion, to
in his
vessel, in
or sailing
steam
conings, laying
laying down
submerged
cable,
and
in
transporting
materials
conmaterials
transporting
in
and
cable,
down submerged
ings,
nected
such assistance
assistance as may be
be deemed
deemed
afford such
generally afford
and generally
therewith, and
nected therewith,
best
to secure
secure a
of the
the enterprise.
enterprise.
promotiop of
successful promotiop
a successful
calculated to
best calculated
SEC. 3.
be it
it further
enacted, That
of the United
United Governmen
Governmen so
co
government of
the government
That the
further enacted,
And be
3. And
SEC.
in
States
shall, at
times, have
have priority
in the
of the
the line
line or
lines, so
so have
have priority
priority
in
or lines,
use of
the use
priority in
all times,
at all
l
ines.
States shall,

whens
territory,,and shall have
far
the same
have the
the right,
ri g
ht, when use of
are within its territory
same are
as the
far as
telegraph with any milauthorized by
connect said
said line
line or
lines by
by telegraph
or lines
to connect
law, to
by law,
authorized
itary posts
posts of
of the
United States,
States, and
use the
same for
for government
government pur- Security
Security from
from
the same
to use
and to
the United
itary
poses. And
And in
order to
to secure
secure the
same from
by savages
savages or
other injury
injury by
by
or other
injury by
from injury
the same
in order
poses.
savages.
Sec-- savages.
of the public business,
ev
il-disposed persons,
business, the
the Sec
interruption of
the interruption
to the
persons, to
evil-disposed
military
of
retary
of
War
is
authorized
to
direct
the
commanders
the
military
commanders
the
direct
to
retary of War is authorized
districts
or stations,
stations, and
other officers,
officers, acting
authority of the United
acting under authority
and other
districts or
States
in
the
territories
traversed
by
said
telegraph,
to
available
to use any available
telegraph,
said
by
traversed
States in the territories
prior
force at
at their
command to
to protect
protect the
the same.
same. Subject to the right of prior
their command
force
times
all
be
use
by
the
government,
as
aforesaid,
said
line
or
lines
shall
at
times
shall
lines
or
line
said
aforesaid,
as
government,
the
use by
open to
to the
public and
and to
to any
other telegraph
telegraph company
payment Lines to be
upon the payment
company upon
any other
the public
open
open
despatches,,and all despatches public.
of the
the regular
for transmission
open to
to public.
transmission of despatches
charges for
regular charges
of
their
of
received shall
be
transmitted
over
said
line
and
lines
in
the
order
their
order
the
in
lines
and
line
said
over
transmitted
received shall be
reception
and the
the answers
answers to said despatches shall
office; and
telegraphic office;
the telegraphic
at the
reception at
be
delivered
to
such
parties
as
may
be
directed
by the sender.
directed
be
may
as
parties
such
to
be delivered
Act may
may be
be
accomplish the Act
SEC. 4.
4. And
the better to accomplish
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
&c.
altered
by
interest and
object of
of this
this act,
act, namely,
the public
public interest
and welfare,
welfare,
altered, &e.
promote the
to promote
namely, to
object
facilitating international
international and
commercial intercourse
intercourse between
between the
the eastern
eastern
and commercial
facilitating
and western
western continents
the construction
telegraph, and keeping
keeping
construction of said telegraph,
in the
continents in
and
government
the
the
same
in
working
order,
and
to
secure
government
at all times,
to
secure
to
and
order,
working
in
same
the
but
in time
use and
and benefits of the same for dipthe use
war, the
of war,
time of
particularly in
but particularly
other purposes, congress
lomatic,
naval, military,
commercial, and
congress
and other
postal, commercial,
military, postal,
lomatic, naval,
act.
this
repeal
amend,
may,
at
any
time,
add
to,
alter,
or
repeal
alter,
to,
may, at any time, add
of charges
t of charges
f Rate
SEC. 5.
5. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
rate of
of charges
charges for public for
messages.
the rate
And be
SEC.
or
private messages
not exceed
the average usual
usual rates
rates
exceed on said line the
shall not
messages shall
or private
be
shall be
service, or such rates as shall
in
Europe and
same service,
the same
for the
America for
and America
in Europe
States, Russia,
ascertained and
fixed by
between the United States,
Russia,
convention between
by aaconvention
and fixed
ascertained
for
and Great
Provided, That
That it
it shall
shall not
be lawful
Despatches for
lawful for the owners Despatches
not be
Britain: Provided,
Great Britain:
and
fo&
tOepsaaper
or
officers of
of said
said telegraph
telegraph line
line to
to make
contract, either
either directly
s
afinerese
re
,
directly or raP
any contract,
make any
or officers
transmission of dethrough
intervening party
or parties,
parties, for
de- all.
for the transmission
party or
any intervening
through any
different
spatches
any newspaper
newspaper or
or newspaper
newspaper association,
association, upon
upon terms different
for any
spatches for
newspaper
newspapers
other
all
from
those
open
to
the
enjoyment
of
all
newspapers
or
newspaper
of
enjoyment
the
to
open
those
from
associations.
associations.
APPROVED,
July 1,
1864.
1, 1864.
APPROVED, July

CHAP. CC.
Ail Act
ing so
so much
of,"An
to supply
supply Deficiencies
Deficiencies in the Appro- July
July 1, 1864.
1864.
Act to
"An Act
much of
Act repealing
CC. - An
CHAP.
June, eighteen hundred 1864,
priations for
Service of
the Fiscal
Fiscal Year
Year ending the thirtieth
thirtieth of June,
1864, ch. 30.
30.
of the
the Service
for the
priations
and sixty-four,
and for
for other
other Purposes,"
Purposes," approved
approved March
fourteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred Ante, p. 26.
Marchfourteen,
sixty-four, and
and
HosNaval
a
erecting
for
Dollars
and
sixty-four,
as
appropriates
twenty-five
thousand
Dollars
erecting
a
_Hosthousand
twenty-five
and sixty-four, as appropriates
Maine.
pital
pital at Kittery, Maine.
House of Representatives of
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
of the
the United
United
enacted by
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That so much
much of 'An
"An act
act to
to Repeal
Repeal of
of
of America
States of
aUnthoritytoerect
year
supply
deficiencies
in
the
appropriations
for
the
service
of
the
fiscal
year
aauntah,o,failtyhotsop?trae?t
fiscal
the
of
service
the
for
appropriations
the
in
supply deficiencies
ending
June, eighteen
sixty-four, and for at Kittery,
Kittery, Me.
Ile.
hundred and sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
of June,
thirtieth of
the thirtieth
ending the
eighteen hundred
other
hundred and
and sixtys
ixt y
purposes," approved, March fourteen, eighteen
other purposes,"
at Kittery,
four, as
"for erecting naval hospital at
Kittery , Maine,
Mai ne,
appropriates "for
as appropriates
four,
repealed.
is hereby,
same is
twenty-five
thousand dollars," be, and
and the
the same
hereby, repealed.
twenty-five thousand
1864.
1, 1864.
APPROVED,
July 1,
APPROVED, July
29*
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Navy.
the Navy.
C
HAP. CCI.
COI.
Act to
provide for the
the Efficiency
of the
Efficiency of
to providefor
An Act
-— An
CHAP.
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
America in
That any person enlisted in the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
Persons in
military
service,
military
service of
Univ-cl States, who
who shall apply to the Navy
Navy Dethe United
of the
military service
service,
military
how transferred
partment
to
be
transferred
to
the
navy
or
marine
corps
shall,
if
his appliapplihis
if
shall,
corps
marine
or
navy
the
to
to
to naval service. partment to be transferred
cation be
the President
of the
United States,
States, be transferred
the United
President of
by the
approved by
be approved
cation
to the
navy or
or marine
the residue
enlistment
of his term of enlistment
residue of
serve the
to serve
corps to
marine corps
the navy
to
therein, subject
to the
and regulations
the government
government of the
for the
regulations for
laws and
the laws
subject to
therein,
transferred pertransfer shall not release the transferred
navy:
such transfer
Proviso.
Provided, That such
navy: Provided,
Proviso.
son from
any indebtedness
indebtedness to
to the
without the
the consent
consent of
nor, without
government, nor,
the government,
from any
son
the President
of the
incurred for
for aabreach
breach
penalty incurred
fromany penalty
States, from,any
United States,
the United
President of
the
of
law.
military law.
of military
S
EC. 2.
And be
That any
seaman or mariner, or
any seaman
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
Seamen, &c.,
&c.,
be it
2. And
SEC.
Seamen,
military service,
drafted into
mili- person
may have
who may
person who
have served as such, drafted
drafted into the military
service,
into milidrafted
tary
tary service
service may
may,
by
order
of
the
President
of
the
United
States,
be
transferred
to
to
transferred
be
States,
United
the
of
President
the
of
order
be transferred
to
by
may,
transferred
the
naval service,
subject to the laws and regulations
regulations for
for
serve therein, subject
service, to serve
service.
the naval
naval service.
the
government of
the navy,
for the
term, or
or residue
residue of the term, for
the term,
navy, for
of the
the government
which he
was drafted.
he was
which
SEC. 3.
3. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
enlistments into the naval
all enlistments
That all
it further
And be
Enlistments in- SEC.
to the
credited to
to
or marine
marine service
or marine
marine corps during the present war
war shall be
be credited
the
service or
navyor
to navy
corps, how
as
manner
appropriate
township,
precinct,
or
district,
in
the
same
manner
as
enlistsame
the
in
district,
or
precinct,
township,
appropriate
credited.
July 1,
1, 1864.

credited.

Persons
Persons enlisting into
into navy
navy or
ing
marine corps to
corpsto
marine
receive same
bounty asifenas if enbounty
listing in
in army.
army.
listing
resRepeal
Repeal of resolution.
olation.a
Pub.
Pub. Res. No.
15.
402
p. 402.
15o
Post, p.
Proviso.
rroviso.

ments
ments for the army.
S
EC. 4.
4. And
it further
enacted, That
hereafter enlisted
enlisted into
into
persons hereafter
That persons
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
the naval
service or marine corps during
during the
the present war shall be entitled
naval service
the
to receive
receive the
same bounty
army. And the resoluthe army.
in the
enlisted in
if enlisted
as if
bounty as
the same
to
sixty-four,
tion approved
twenty-four, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty
:
Tour,
hundred and
February twenty-four,
approved February
tion
entitled
resolution relative
relative to the transfer of persons
persons in the military
military
"A resolution
entitled "A
service
to the
the naval
naval service,"
service," is
Provided, nevertheless,
repealed: Provided,
hereby repealed:
is hereby
service to
as bounty
That
such sums
have been
been paid
paid as
bounty to persons
persons transferred
transferred
may have
as may
sums as
That such
from
the military
the naval
corps shall be charged to,
marine corps
or marine
service or
naval service
to the
military to
from the
and
the proper
proper naval
naval appropriation,
appropriation for the
or appropriation
appropriation, or
of; the
out of,
paid out
and paid
marine corps.
corps.
marine
APPROVED, July
July 1,
1, 1864.
APPROVED,

July 1,
1, 1864.
1864.
July

Portland and
Leavenworth
Leavenworth
made ports of
f
deliverty
delivery.
Surveyors
Surveyors

authorized.
authorized.

1831, ch. 87.

Vol.
p. 480.
480.
iv. p.
Vol. iv.

July I,
1864.
1, 1864.
July

CHAr.
CHAr.

the State
COil. -— An
to establish
establish Portland,
Portland, in
State of
of Oregon, and Leavenworth,
in the
Act to
An Act
CCI.
Ports of Delivery.
in the
State of
Kansas, Ports
of Kansas,
the State
in

Be it
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Portland, in the State of
of
That Portland,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States
Leavenworth, in
Oregon, and
and within
pregon, and Leavenworth,
in
collection district of Oregon,
within the collection
Oregon,
Mississippi, be,
the State
State of
within the
collection district of Mississippi,
be,
the collection
and within
Kansas, and
of Kansas,
the
and hereby
are, declared
declared to
within their respective
respective
to be ports of delivery within
hereby are,
and
collection
districts.
And
there
shall
be
appointed
a
surveyor of customs,
customs,
a surveyor
appointed
be
shall
there
And
districts.
collection

receive
and receive
the duties
said ports,
each of
at each
to
reside at
of said
ports, who
who shall perform
perform the
duties and
to reside
the
and emoluments
emoluments prescribed
prescribed in the act of congress apcompensation and
the compensation
second, eighteen
proved March
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-one, being
being "An
"An
the second,
March the
proved
Pittsburg,
act allowing
allowing the
on foreign
foreign merchandise
merchandise imported
imported into Pittsburg,
duties on
the duties
act
Natchez to be
and Natchez
Wheeling, Cincinnati,
Louisville, St.
St. Louis,
Louis, Nashville,
Nashville, and
Cincinnati, Louisville,
Wheeling,
places."
secured
paid
at
those
places."
and
secured
APPROVED, July
July 1, 1864.
APPROVED,
and Crew
Officers and
the Officers
CFIAP. CCIII.
CCIII. -An
—An Act
compensate the
Crew of
of the
the iron-clad
iron-clad Gunboat
Gunboat
to compensate
Act to
CHAP.
Arkansas.
Ram Arkansas.
the rebel
rebel Ram
the Destruction
Essexfor
Essex for the
Destruction of
of the

Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the United
House of Representatives
by the
it enacted
Be

twenty-five
Appropriation States
States of
of America
in Congress
That the sum of twenty-five
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
Appropriation
hereby, appropriated,
same is
to
pay the officers,
officers, thousand
dollars be,
be, and
the same
is hereby,
appropriated, out of
of any
any
and the
thousand dollars
topathe
of' the .ssex,
c.,
8:c.

of the
hc.,
e Essex '

money in
in the
treasury not
enable the Secretary
Secretary
to enable
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the treasury
money
crew of the iron-clad
of the
to pay
iron-clad gunboat
gunboat Esthe officers and crew
pay to the
Navy to
the Navy
of
sex, for
for the
destruction of
of the rebel ram Arkansas, the bounty
bounty provided
provided
the destruction
sex,
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843
343

by
the fourth
fourth section
of the
the act
act entitled
entitled "
An act
act for
for the
the better
govern- 1862,
204, §
§4.
4.
ch.204,
1862, oh.
better govern"An
section of
by the
0
meat
navy of
United States,"
States," approved
approved July
July seventeen,
eigh- Vol. xn.
p. 606.
6.
xii. p.
seventeen, eighthe United
of the
the navy
of the
ment of
teen
sixty-two.
and sixty-two.
hundred _and
teen hundred
APPROVED, July
July 1,
1, 1864.
1864.
APPxOVED,
C
HAP. CCIV.
CM -V.
—An
prescribing the Punishment
enticing or aiding Seamen to
Punishmentfor enticing
Act prescribing
-An Act
CHAr.

July 1,1864.
I, 1864.
desert the Naval Service of the United States.
Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That any
person who
who shall nyellnaltyzeor
Penalty for
any person
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
entice
or procure,
procure, or
or attempt
endeavor to
to entice
entice or
or procure
procure any
seaman p
eeri
s
c
o
i
nsgin
in the
tie
persons
any seaman
or endeavor
attempt or
entice or
or other
other person
the naval
naval service
of the
United States,
or who
who has
has naval service
service to
to
States, or
the United
service of
in the
person in
or
been
recruited for
to desert
desert therefrom,
therefrom, or who
who shall in any desert.
service, to
such service,
for such
been recruited
deserting, or in
wise
aid or
or assist
any such
such seaman
other person in deserting,
seaman or other
assist any
wise aid
attempting
to desert
desert from
service, or
who shall
conceal,
harbor, conceal,
shall harbor,
or who
naval service,
said naval
from said
attempting to
protect,
any wise
assist any
seaman or
or other
who may
person who
other person
such seaman
any such
wise assist
in any
or in
protect, or
knowing him to have
have deserted
service, knowing
have deserted
deserted therenaval service,
said naval
from said
deserted from
have
from, or
or who
refuse to
to give
up and
and deliver
person on the demand
such person
deliver such
give up
shall refuse
who shall
from,
of
any officer
authorized to
receive him,
punished by imprisonment
imprisonment
be punished
him, shall
shall be
to receive
officer authorized
of any
not less
less than
than six
three years,
fine of not
not
and by fine
years, and
than three
more than
nor more
months nor
six months
not
more
thousand dollars, to be enforced in any court of the United
two thousand
than two
more than
States
having jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
States having
APPROVED, July 1, 1864.
Property in the
Cusp.
CCV. -—An
Disposal of Coal
Coal Lands and of Town Property
for the Disposal
Act for
An Act
CHAP. CCV.
Public
Public Domain.
Domain.

July 1,
1, 1864.
1864.
ch. 107.
1865,
1865, eh. 107.
Post, p.
p. 529.
529.
United Post,
the United
and House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of 'the
Be it

States of
That* where any tracts embrac- Disposal of coal
Congress assembled, Thaf
in Congress
America in
of America
States
lands and town
and town
ing
coal-beds or
constituting portions
portions of the
domain, and lands
the public domain,
coal-fields, constituting
or coal-fields,
ing coal-beds
propert7.
eighteen
act
of
preemption
16.
the
excluded from
"mines," are excluded
from
preemption act
eighteen 1841, ch. 16.
which, as "mines,"
p. 453.
453.
v. p.
Vol V.
legislation are
are not liable
liable to Vol.
and forty-one, and which under past legislation
hundred and
to
ordinary private
lawful for the
the President to
private entry, it shall and may be lawful
ordinary
cause such tracts,
offered at public sale
tracts, in suitable legal subdivisions, to be offered
cause
to
not less than three months,
months, at
bidder, after public notice of not
highest bidder,
to the highest
a
per acre;
acre; and any lands not thus disa minimum price of twenty dollars per
posed of
thereafter be liable to private entry at said minimum.
of shall thereafter
posed
Town or
or.city
city
further enacted, That in any case in which
S
EQ. 2. And be it further
which, parties Town
SEC.
fo
sites in public
may hereafter
hereafter desire
desire to
to found,
or town
town on
on la
have already
already founded, or may
found, aa city
city or
lands.
itfis.
i11 public
the public lands,
lawful for them
them to cause to be filed
filed
shall and may be lawful
lands, it shall
the
a plat
with
recorder for the county
county in which the same is situated,
situated, a
plat
with the recorder
thereof,
hundred and forty
forty acres, describing its exfor not exceeding six hundred
thereof, for
terior
according to the lines
lines of the public
public surveys, where
where such
boundaries according
terior boundaries
surveys
giving the name of such city or town,
surveys have been executed; also giving
and exhibiting
exhibiting the
streets, squares,
squares, blocks,
blocks, lots, and alleys, the size of the
the streets,
and
sub-division, the lots
same, with measurements
municipal sub-division,
measurements and area of each municipal
same,
in which
which shall
each not
not exceed
exceed four thousand
hundred square feet,
thousand two hundred
shall each
in
character of the improvewith
statement of the extent and general character
improvewith aa statement
statement to be verified
ments; the said map and statement
verified under
under oath
oath by the
proposing to establish such
party acting
acting for, and in behalf, of the persons
persons proposing
such
city or town; and within one month after such filing there shall be transmitted to
to the
verified transcript of such
such map and
a verified
land-office a
the general land-office
mitted
statement, accompanied
accompanied by the
the testimony
testimony of two witnesses that
that such
such city
city
or town has been established
established in good faith, and
and when the
the premises are
within
land district, aasimilar map and
and statewithin the limits of an organized land
ment
register and receiver,
receiver, and
and at any time after
after
ment shall be filed with the register
land-office,
general land-office,
testimony in the general
of such map, statement, and testimony
the filing of
h
shall and
and may
cause the lots embraced
embraced
may be lawful for the President to cause
it shall
within
town to be offered at public
public sale to the
of such
such city or town
limits of
the limits
within the
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City and
town highest
highest bidder,
bidder, subject
minimum of
ten dollars
for each lot; and such
dollars for
of ten
to aaminimum
subject to
and town
City
lots.
lots,
lots as may not
not be disposed of at public
public sale, shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be liable to
private
entry
at
said
minimum,
or
at
such
reasonable
increase
or diminuincrease or
reasonable
such
at
or
minimum,
private entry at said
tion
as the
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may order
order from time to
Secretary of
the Secretary
thereafter as
tion thereafter
time,
at least
months' notice,
view of
decrease
increase or decrease
of the
the increase
in view
notice, in
three months'
least three
after at
time, after
Actual
Provided,That any actual
the value
property: Provided,
actual settler
settler
municipal property:
the municipal
of the
value of
in the
settlers. in
Actual settlers.
upon
lot, as
as aforesaid,
upon any
any additional
he
additional lot in which he
and upon
aforesaid, and
one lot,
any one
upon any
may
have substantial
substantial improvements,
improvements, shall
entitled to
to prove
prove up and
be entitled
shall be
may have
purchase
the same
same as
as a
apreemption,
said minimum,
minimum, at any time before
at said
preemption, at
purchase the
the day
for the public
public sale.
fixed for
day fixed
the
S
EC. 3.
be it
it further
such cities
cities or
towns are
or towns
when such
That when
enacted, That
further enacted,
When estab3. And
And be
SEC.
lished upon un- established upon
upon unsurveyed'lands,
unsurveyedolands, it
it shall
and may be lawful,
lawful, after the
shall and
established
unupon
lished
surveyed lands,
extension thereto
of the
the public
to adjust
extension limits
limits of
of
the extension
adjust the
surveys, to
public surveys,
thereto of
limits extension
extension liits
how adjusted.
the
according to
to those
done without interthose lines, where it can be done
the premises
premises according
how
which may
ference
with rights
may be
be vested
vested by sale;
sale; and
and patents for all
rights ;filch
Patents to
ference with
lots so disposed of at public or private
issue.
private sale shall
shall issue as in ordinary cases.
SEC. 4.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
if within
within twelve
twelve months
months from
from
it further
And be
4. And
SEC.
I
&c.,
Iffmaps, &c.,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, in the public domain,
the establishment
of a
town, as
domain,
or town,
a city
city or
establishment of
are not filed in the
twelve months,
the parties
interested shall refuse or fail to file in the
the general
general land-office
land-office
parties interested
months, the
twelve
surveys, &c., may

map with
the statement
and testimony
testimony called
called for
for by
by the
the proprostatement and
with the
transcript map
and lots transcript
be made, and.
visions of the second section
section of this act,
act, it shall
shall and may be lawful
lawful for
•the
Secretary of
of the
cause a
survey and
and plat
plat to
to be made
made of
of
a survey
to cause
Interior to
the Interior
the Secretary
such city
city or
or town,
town, and
lots in
in the
the same
same shall
of
shall be disposed of
the lots
thereafter the
and thereafter
such
as required
said provisions,
exception, that they shall each be
this exception,
with this
provisions, with
by said
as
required by
at
an increase
increase of
of fifty
fifty per
centum on
on the
aforesaid minimum
minimum of ten
dolten dolthe aforesaid
per centum
at an
per lot.
lars
lars per
enacted, That effect shall be given to the
SEC. 5.
5. And
be .it
.it further
further enacted,
Regulations to
And be
SEC.
Regulations
carry act
into
foregoing
act into
carry
foregoing act, according to such regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the
effect.
for the relief of
Secretary
of
the
Interior.
The
act
entitled
"An
act
act
"An
entitled
act
The
Interior.
the
Repeal
Repeal of act of Secretary of
the citizens of towns upon the lands of the United States, under certain
1844, ch. 17.
certain
Vol.
v. p.
p. 657.
657. circumstances,"
Vol. v.
circumstances," approved May
May' twenty-three,
twenty-three, anno Domini
Domini eighteen
eighteen hunhundred
other acts
acts and
and parts
inconsistent with
parts of acts inconsistent
all other
and all
forty-four, and
and forty-four,
dred and
this
same are
are hereby, repealed.
repealed.
the same
and the
be, and
act, be,
this act,
APPROVED, July
1864.
1, 1864.
July 1,
APPROVED,

disposed of.

the Act of the seventeenth of June,
CCIX.—
June, eighteen hundred
hundred
Act to repeal the
- An
An Act
CHAP. CCIX.
Exchange.
prohibiting the Sales of Gold and Foreign
Foreign Exchange.
and sixty-four, prohibiting
United
of Representatives
Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
act entitled
the act
Repeal
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
entitled "An
"An act
act
of America,
America, in
States of
act States
of act
Repeal of
prohibiting
to prohibit
prohibit certain
of gold
gold and
foreign exchange,"
exchange," approved
approved June
June
and foreign
sales of
certain sales
prohibiting cer- to
sales of gold.
tain sales
the same is hereby,
1864,
127.
seventeen,
eighteen hundred
sixty-four, be, and the
and sixty-four,
hundred and
seventeen, eighteen
ch. 127.
1864, ch.
repealed.
.Ante, p. 132.
Ante,
repealed.
1864.
July 2,
ARPROVED,
2, 1861.
ARPROVED, July
July 2,
1904.
2,1864.
July

July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
July

CHAP.
Appropriationsfor sundry Civil Expenses of the Governmaking Appropriations
Act making
An Act
CCX. -— An
CHAP. CCX.
and for
ment for the Year ending the Thirtieth
hundred and sixty-ive,
sixty-five, and
Thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
mentfor
Purposes.
ether Purposes.
other

Representatives of
Be it
by the
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be
it enacted
following sums be,
That the
assembled, That
States of
America in
the following
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States
hereafter
and the
the same
appropriated, for the objects hereafter
same are hereby, appropriated,
Civil expenses and
appropriation.
expressed, for the fiscal year ending
ending the thirtieth
thirtieth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
appropriation,
viz.:and sixty-five, viz.:—
Survey of
of the
the Coast.
Coast. -— For
the survey
survey of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic and
and Gulf
Gulf coasts
coasts
For the
Survey
Coast-survey.
Coast-survey.
of the
States, including
including compensation
engaged in the
compensation of civilians engaged
United States,
the United
of
emoluments of officers
officers of the army and
work, and excluding pay and emoluments
officers and men of the navy employed in the work, one
one
navy, and petty officers
thousand dollars.
and seventy-eight
hundred
seventy-eight thousand
hundred and
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For continuing
survey of
of the
the western
western coast
of the
the United
States,
United States,
coast of
the survey
For continuing the
hundred
including
compensation
of
civilians
engaged
in
the
work,
one
hundred
work,
the
in
engaged
civilians
of
including compensation
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For
continuing the
survey of
the Florida
reefs and
and keys,
ineluding
keys, including
Florida reefs
of the
the survey
For continuing
compensation of
of civilians
in the
excluding pay
pay and
and
and excluding
work, and
the work,
engaged in
civilians engaged
compensation
emoluments of
officers of
of the
army and
and navy,
and petty
officers and
men
and men
petty officers
navy, and
the army
of officers
emoluments
of the
the navy
navy employed
the work,
ele,ven thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
work, eleven
in the
employed in
of
For
publishing the
observations made
in the
progress of
of the
the survey
survey
the progress
made in
the observations
For publishing
of
the coast
United States,
States, including
including compensation
of civilians
civilians
compensation of
the United
of the
coast of
of the
employed
work, four
thousand dollars.
dollars.
four thousand
the work,
in the
employed in
For repairs
used in
in the
the coast-survey,
coast-survey,
schooners used
sailing schooners
and sailing
steamers and
of steamers
repairs of
For
four
dollars.
thousand dollars.
four thousand
For pay
rations of
in the
the hydrogused in
steamers used
four steamers
for four
engineers for
of engineers
and rations
pay and
For
raphy
of
the
coast
survey,
no
longer
supplied
by
the
Navy
Department,
Department,
Navy
the
by
supplied
longer
no
survey,
coast
the
of
raphy
nine thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
nine
Light-house
the Atlantic,
Atlantic, Gulf,
Lake coasts,
coasts,
and Lake
Gulf, and
For the
Establishment.-— For
Light-house Establishment.

Viz:viz
viz ::—
For
supplying the
and beacon-lights
with oil,
oil, wicks,
wicks, glass
glass
beacon-lights with
light-houses and
the light-houses
For supplying
and
chimneys,
and
other
necessary
expenses
of
the
same,
and
and
repairing
and
same,
the
of
expenses
necessary
other
chimneys, and
thoukeeping in
repair the
apparatus, one
one hundred and fifty-six thoulighting apparatus,
the lighting
in repair
keeping
sand and
eighty-seven dollars.
dollars.
and eighty-seven
sand
For repairs
and incidental
improving lightrefitting and improving
expenses, refitting
incidental expenses,
repairs and
For
thousand
houses and
and buildings
one hundred
hundred and two thousand
therewith, one
connected therewith,
buildings connected
houses
two
hundred dollars.
two hundred
For
salaries of
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine keepers
keepers of light-houses
light-houses
hundred and
five hundred
of five
For salaries
and
lighted beacons,
and their
their assistants,
assistants, two
two hundred
hundred and thirteen
thirteen thoubeacons, and
and lighted
sand
one hundred
hundred and
and ninety-three
ninety-three dollars
dollars and
and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
sand one
For
forty-three keepers
keepers of
twenty-three thoulight-vessels, twenty-three
of light-vessels,
of forty-three
salaries of
For salaries
sand nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
sand
For seamen's
repairs, supplies,
supplies, and
incidental expenses of fortyand incidental
wages, repairs,
seamen's wages,
For
three
light-vessels,
one
hundred
and
eighty-two
thousand
hundred
three hundred
thousand three
eighty-two
and
hundred
one
three light-vessels,
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Coast
survey.
Coast survey.

Light-house
Light-house
establishment.
establishment.

and two dollars.
For
cleaning, painting,
remooring, and
and
repairing, remooring,
painting, repairing,
raising, cleaning,
of raising,
expenses of
For expenses
supplying
beacons and
and for chains and
and sinkers
sinkers for
buoys, and
and buoys,
of beacons
losses of
supplying losses
the
same, one
and twelve
twelve thousand
thousand three
three hundred and fifty dollars.
hundred and
one hundred
the same,
For
of visiting
visiting and
inspecting lights and
and other aids to naviganavigaand inspecting
expenses of
For expenses
tion,
tion, two thousand dollars.
1851, ch.
32.
For commissions,
commissions, at
two and
and a
ahalf
half per
per centum,
such superintendents
ch. 32.
1851,
superintendents vol.
to such
centum, to
at two
For
ix. p. 608.
608.
p.
ix.
Vol.
eighteen
as
are
entitled
to
the
same
under
the
proviso
to
act
March,
eighteen
March,
third
to
act
proviso
as are entitled to the same under the
hundred and
fifty-one, on
the amount
have been disbe or may have
may be
that may
amount that
on the
and fifty-one,
hundred
dollars:
bursed
by
them,
thousand
thousand
dollars:
ten
bursed by them,
To enable
the light-house
board to reestablish
re&tablish lights and other aids
light-house board
enable the
To
to
navigation,
which
have
been
injured
southern
or destroyed, on the southern
injured
been
have
which
navigation,
to
coast,
hundred thousand dollars.
one hundred
coast, one
For completing
the light-house
works at
in addition to
Milwaukie, in
at Milwaukie,
light-house works
completing the
For
former appropriations,
eighty-seven
two hundred and eighty-seven
thousand two
twelve thousand
appropriations, twelve
former
dollars and
and twenty-six cents.
dollars
former
For
completeing the
light-house works
works at
in addition
addition to former
Racine, in
at Racine,
the light-house
For completeing
appropriations,
twenty-one thousand
three hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars
thousand three
appropriations, twenty-one
and
twenty-eight cents.
and twenty•eight
For the
of a
light-house on
on Point
between Big
Point Peninsula, between
a light-house
erection of
the erection
For
and Little
Little Bays
in the
the State
of Michigan,
thousand
Michigan, fifteen thousand
State of
Noguet, in
de Noguet,
Bays de
and
dollars.
For
on Land
Land Point,
west side of Little Bay de
the west
on the
Point, on
beacon-light on
For beacon-light
Noguet, in
Michigan, five thousand
thousand dollars.
State of Michigan,
the State
in the
Noguet,
For beacon-light
Fox River,
River, in the State of Wisconsin,
of Fox
mouth of
the mouth
at the
beacon-light at
For
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five
For
removing and
and reconstructing
becon [beacon]
on Capen
Caren [Cape]
[Cape]
light on
[beacon] light
reconstructing becon
For removing
Henlopen, Delaware,
Delaware, seventeen
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
seventeen thousand
Henlopen,
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For erecting aa light-house
light-house on Cape Arago, State of Oregon,
Oregon, fifteen
fifteen
thousand dollars.
For additional
additional aids
aids to
to facilitate
the entrance
to Portland,
Portland,
entrance to
facilitate the
to navigation
navigation to
For
Maine, by
Rock and
Bulwark Shoal,
Shoal, or
otheror otherand Bulwark
Alden's Rock
suitably marking
marking Alden's
Maine,
by suitably
wise,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars,
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
be found
found necesnecesthereof as
dollars, or
wise, twenty
sary.
sary.
Light-houses,
For
Coasts of
Oregon, and
and Washington.
Washington. -— For
For supplying
supplying
of California,
California,Oregon,
Forthe
the Coasts
Light-houses,
&c.on
the
coasts twenty light-houses
84
cen t
hecoasts
light-houses and beacon-lights
beacon-lights with oil, glass chimneys, chamois
of
lifornia O egon,
and Vashsk ins, polishing
polishing powder,
and other
transportation,
materials, transportation,
cleaning materials,
other cleaning
powder, and
W'h- skins,
egon, and
lamps and
and machinery
machinery in repair, and
and publishing
publishing
expenses of
of keeping
keeping lamps
ington.
notices
mariners of
of aids
aids to
to navigation,
navigation, twenty-one
thousand
twenty-one thousand
of changes
changes of
notices to
to mariners
seven hundred
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
seven
hundred and
For
repairs and
expenses of
twenty light-houses
light-houses and
and buildbuildof twenty
and incidental
incidental expenses
For repairs
ings
therewith, ten
dollars.
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
ings connected
connected therewith,
For
salaries of
of forty
and assistant
of light-houses,
at
light-houses, at
assistant keepers
keepers of
keepers and
forty keepers
For salaries
an
average not
not exceeding
dollars per
annum, thirty-two
thirty-two
per annum,
eight hundred
hundred dollars
exceeding eight
an average
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For
of raising,
raising, cleaning,
repairing, remooring,
remooring, and
and
cleaning, painting,
painting, repairing,
For expenses
expenses of
supplying
losses of
floating buoys
buoys and
and beacons,
beacons, and
and sinkers
sinkers
for chains
chains and
and for
of floating
supplying losses
for
same, and
and numbering
all the
buoys, ten
thousand
ten thousand
the buoys,
numbering all
and for
for coloring
coloring and
for the
the same,
dollars.
dollars.
Special works.
For special
special works,
works, viz:-viz:—
For
breakwater, and
and rebuilding
dwelling at
at Newport
Newport
keeper's dwelling
rebuilding keeper's
For repairing
repairing breakwater,
harbor
Rhode Island, six
thousand dollars.
six thousand
harbor light-house,
light-house, Rhode
For
repairs and
rennovations at
at Block
Block Island
Island light-house,
Rhode
light-house, Rhode
For repairs
and rennovations
Island,
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Island, three
three thousand five hundred
For
of two
inspectors of
customs acting
as superintensuperintenacting as
two inspectors
of customs
For compensation
compensation of
stations on
coasts of Long Island
Island and New
on the coasts
dents for
for the
the life-saving
life-saving stations
Jersey,
thousand dollars.
Jersey, three thousand
For
fifty-four keepers
stations, at two hundred
keepers of stations,
For compensation
compensation of fifty-four
dollars each,
ten thousand
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand eight
dollars
each, ten
For
repairs of
of the
the court-house
court-house and
post-office at
at Windsor,
Windsor,
and post-office
the roof
roof of
of the
For repairs
Vermont, ten
thousand dollars,
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
thereof as
dollars, or
Vermont,
ten thousand
For
to be
be expended
expended under the
light-boats, to
and repair
repair of
of light-boats,
For construction
construction and
direction of
of the
Treasury, one
and fifty
thouhundred and
fifty thouof the
the Treasury,
one hundred
direction
the Secretary
Secretary of
sand dollars.
and
Public buildPublic
Public Buildings
Buildings and
and Grounds.
Grounds. —For
- For care,
care, support,
support, and
and medical
medical and
ings and grounds. surgical
treatment of
forty transient
transient paupers,
and surgical
surgical patients
patients
ing
surgical treatment
of forty
paupers, medical
medical and
proper medical
institution in
Washington, to be sein the
the city
city of Washington,
in some proper
medical institution
lected by
the commissioner
commissioner of
buildings, six thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
of public
public buildings,
lected
by the
For hire
on the
the public
grounds, two
thousand dollars.
public grounds,
two thousand
For
hire of
of carts
carts on
For purchase
grounds, four hunand repair
repair of
of tools
tools used in the public grounds,
For
purchase and
dred dollars.
To
the public
public gardener
three years
years ago
ago for
for
gardener three
ashes purchased
purchased by
by the
To pay
pay for
for ashes
the public
public grounds,
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
grounds, one
one hundred
hundred and
dollars.
the
For
tree-boxes, to replace,
replace, when necessary, such
such
For purchase
purchase of trees
trees and tree-boxes,
planted by the
the United
tree-boxes and
and
as have been planted
United States, to whitewash tree-boxes
fences,
and to
to repair
repair pavements
pavements in
in front
of the
the public
grounds, three
three
front of
public grounds,
fences, and
thousand dollars.
For
annual repairs
repairs of the capitol,
water-closets, public
public stables,
capitol, water-closets,
stables, waterwaterFor annual
pipes,
Square, broken
broken
the Capitol Square,
walks within
within the
and other
other walks
pavements, and
pipes, pavements,
protection of
keeping the
of the
the building, arid
and keeping
glass, and
and locks, and for the protection
main
unencumbered, eight
main approaches
approaches to
to it unencumbered,
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
change Tiber
Creek, where
through the botanic
To change
Tiber Creek,
where it
it runs
runs through
botanic garden, into
a
hundred and
fifty dollars, to be expended
expended under
under
a sewer,
sewer, ten
ten thousand
thousand one
one hundred
and fifty
the
of the
the commissioner
commissioner of
buildings.
the direction
direction of
of public
public buildings.
enable the commissioner
commissioner of
public buildings
buildings to
reconstruct five
To enable
of public
to reconstruct
five of
[burnt-out] furnaces
furnaces now under the old portion
the old burt-out
burt-out [burnt-out]
portion of the
the
capitol, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Light-house es
es-Light-house
tablishment.
tablishment.
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For annual
repairs of
furniture, improveimprove- President's
President's
and furniture,
house and
President's house
the President's
of the
annual repairs
For
ment of
purchase of
of plants
plants for
and contingent
expenses house,
house, &c.
contingent expenses
garden, and
for garden,
grounds, purchase
of grounds,
ment
incident
six thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
thereto, six
incident thereto,
For
fuel, in
in part,
part, of
of the
President's house,
house, two
two thousand
four hundred
hundred
thousand four
the President's
For fuel,
dollars.
dollars.
For repairs,
summer residence
residence
the President's
President's summer
furnishing the
and furnishing
refitting, and
repairs, refitting,
For
at
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home,
Home, three
thousand dollars.
three thousand
at the
For lighting
lighting the
the capitol
capitol and
and President's
President's house,
house, the
public grounds
grounds Lighting capithe public
For
avenue,,groands
Pennsylvania avenue
around them,
around the executive offices,
offices, and Pennsylvania
them, and around
around
t
g
h
•ri
ouan
nds
d pub
Bridge and
and High
streets in
Georgetown, Four-and-a-Half
Four-and -a-Half street,
public
Seventh
street, Seventh
in Georgetown,
High streets
Bridge
and Twelfth
streets across
the mall,
mall, and
and Maryland
avenue west,
west, and
Maryland avenue
across the
Twelfth streets
and
Sixth
street south,
south, sixty-three
sixty-three thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
Sixth street
avenFor repairs
the Potomac
and upper
bridges, six
six thousand
dollars.
Bridges, aventhousand dollars.
upper bridges,
Potomac and
of the
repairs of
For
ues, &c.
For
and aiding
aiding in
clean and ues,
in keeping it clean
avenue, and
Pennsylvania avenue,
of Pennsylvania
repairs of
For repairs
free from
from dust, six thousand dollars.
free
For public
public reservation
reservation number
thousand
two thousand
Square, two
Lafayette Square,
and Lafayette
two and
number two
For
dollars.
For
care of
south of
the President's
President's house, contincontinof the
grounds south
the grounds
of the
taking care
For taking
uing
the improvement
of the
same, and
destroyed, repairtrees destroyed,
replacing trees
and replacing
the same,
improvement of
uing the
ing
and other
injuries, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
other injuries,
fences, and
ing fences,
For repairs
repairs of
of water-pipes,
hundred dollars.
five hundred
water-pipes, five
For
avenue, and
and repairrepairFor cleaning
out the
the sewer-traps
sewer-traps on Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania avenue,
cleaning out
For
ing
ing the same, three hundred dollars.
For casual
repairs of
the furnaces
furnaces under the capitol, five hundred
hundred
all the
of all
casual repairs
For
dollars.
For deficiency
floor of the library
library of congress,
congress, one thouin tiling
tiling the floor
deficiency in
For
sand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
Marble floor in
in
Sae.
enacted, That
marble floor, similar
similar to that Marble
That aamarble
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
2. And
SEC. 2.
old hall of the
of
the congressional
library or
Senate vestibule,
be constructed
constructed House
old hallof
thre
vestibule, shall
shall be
congressional library
or the
the Senate
of the
of Representatives.
in the
old hall
hall of
House of Representatives,
marble as may sentatives.
Representatives, using such marble
of the
the House
in
the old
Structures, &c.,
&c.,
be
on hand
hand and
not otherwise
otherwise required,
required, and
and that suitable structures
structures forStructures,
and not
now on
be now
statuary.
and
shall be
erected for
reception and protection of for statuary.
for the reception
therein erected
be therein
railings shall
and railings
supervision and direction of the
statuary,
under the supervision
and the same shall be under
statuary, and
commissioner of
of public
much of the moneys now or
buildings; and so much
public buildings;
commissioner
as may be necessary,
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
extension .as
necessary,
for the oapitol extension
heretofore
not exceeding
the sum
of fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars, is hereby set apart
apart and
sum of
exceeding the
not
hereinbefore mentioned.
shall be
porses [purposes]
[purposes] hereinbefore
mentioned. And
the parses
for the
be disbnrsed
disbursed for
shall
the
is hereby
and all the states to proism- i States to be
be
each and
to invite each
authorized to
hereby authorized
President is
the President
sn
ta
v
t
i
u
teed
s.
i
teto
vide
marble or bronze,
bronze, not exceeding
exceeding two in.number
in.numberfurnish
to furnish
statues, in marble
furnish statues,
and furnish
vide and
thereof, and
for
each state,
of deceased
persons who
citizens thereof,
have been citizens
who have
deceased persons
state, of
for each
illustrious
renown or from distinguished
distinguished civic or military
their historic renown
for their
illustrious for
services,
such as
as each
shall determine
determine to be worthy of this national
state shall
each state
services, such
commemoration; and
and when
when so furnished
furnished the same shall be placed
placed in the
commemoration;
old hall
hall of
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, in the
the capitol
capitol of the United
United
of the
old
States,
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
is hereby
hereby set apart, or so much
which is
States, which
as
national statuary
hall, for
indicated.
purposes herein indicated.
the purposes
for the
statuary hall,
a national
as a
To reimburse
public buildings
buildings for
money expended
expended Iron panel
panel in
for money
of public
commissioner of
the commissioner
reimburse the
To
ceiling of library
congress'i
in
the ceiling
ceiling of the library of concon - cefi
replacing one of the iron panels in the
in replacing
of congress.
commissioner to secure all the panels by
by fastening
fastening
gress, and to enable the commissioner
roof, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
with iron shackles to the roof,
them with
President's house, three thousand
For repairs
repairs of
of the
basement of the President's
the basement
For
dollars.
dollars.
Water-pipes to
To enable
enable the
commissioner of public buildings to remove
remove the waterwater- Water-pipes
the commissioner
To
President'ss
the President
Square to
pipes which
which conduct the water from the spring
spring at
at Franklin
Franklin Square
to the
house.
rendered necessary by the grading
President's
house, rendered
grading around
around the treasury
treasury
President's house,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
extension, and to lay them down in another place, five
Enclosing
To enable
he commissioner
commissioner of
of public
public buildings to enclose Franklin
Franklin Enclosing
enable the
To
Franklin Square.
Square.
Square
with a
wooden fence
guard the same and plant it with trees Franklin
to guard
and to
fence, and
a wooden
Square with
and
shrubbery, three thousand dollars.
and shrubbery,
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Armory Square,
Square, five hundred and
and thirtythirtyfence around
around Armory
repairing fence
For repairing

three dollars.
dollars.

For painting
painting the
the iron
iron railing
around the
fifteen hunhunthe capitol grounds, fifteen
railing around
For
dred
dred dollars.
For
cleaning and
passages under the rotundo,
and passages
the crypt and
painting the
and painting
For cleaning
two thousand
thousand dollars.
To pay
pay expenses
incurred by
the commissioner
of public
buildings in
in
public buildings
commissioner of
by the
expenses incurred
To
enlarging
in supreme
supreme court
thousand two hundred
hundred and
court room,
room, one thousand
bench in
enlarging bench
fourteen dollars.
fourteen
For repairs
of navy-yard
navy-yard bridge,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty-five thousand
bridge, twenty-five
repairs of
For
For balance due
draughtsman for his services in charge
charge and contincontindue the draughtsman
For'balance
uation of
of the
the series
ordered by resolution
May,
resolution of the fourth May,
of maps ordered
series of
uation
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and forty-eight,
year ending in
fiscal year
part of the fiscal
forty-eight, for part
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
hundred and
dollars and
and
twenty dollars
and tWenty
fifteen hundred
sixty-two, fifteen
eighteen
thirty-eight cents.
thirty-eight
For
to the
the Potomac
Potomac River
River at
two
at Little
Little Falls, two
across the
the bridge
bridge across
For repairs
repairs to
hundred and fifty dollars.
hundred
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
to provide
temporary accomaccomprovide temporary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
Secretary of
AccommodaTo
Accommodations for
for State
State
modations for the State Department, and for such of the clerks
clerks of the secDepartment.
accommodated in Winder's
Department.
ond auditor
auditor of the treasury as
as cannot be accommodated
Winder's buildbuilding,
dollars.
ing, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
the jail
Jail
of the
District of
Columbia.—F
or salary
salary of
of warden
warden of
of the
jail
- For
of Columbia.
Jail in
in the Disthe District
Jail of
DisJail
trict
in Columbia. in the District of Columbia,
trictin
Columbia, from February
February twenty-ninth to thirtieth
thirtieth of
of
Salary of
June, eighteen
sixty-four, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of sixteen
sixteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June,
warden.
dollars
five hundred
hundred and forty
forty dollars
dollars and sixty-five
sixty-five cents.
dollars per annum, five
Smithsonian
Smithsonian
preservation of the
the
Smithsonian Institute.
Institute. -— For the preservation
the collections
collections of the
Institute.
Institute.
exploring and surveying expeditions
expeditions of the government,
government, four
four thousand
thousand
dollars.
Government
Hospital for the Insane.
--. For the support, clothing, and
Insane. —.For
Government Hospital
Government
hospital
for the
and the
the revenuerevenueof the
of the
the medical
medical treatment
treatment of
the insane
insane of
the army
army and
and navy
navy and
hospital for
insane.
insane.
cutter service,
service, and
and of
of the
the District of
cutter
of Columbia,
Columbia, at the government
government hospital
for
the insane
in said
said district, including
including five hundred
hundred dollars for books,
books,
insane in
for the
stationery, and incidental
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
sixty thousand five
incidental expenses, sixty
stationery,
For
heating, and
and lighting additional
additional accommodaaccommodaFor finishing,
finishing, furnishing, heating,
east wing, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
tions in the east
hospital, ten
For continuation
continuation of the
the wall enclosing
enclosing the grounds of the hospital,
ten
thousand dollars.
battlement of the
For iron coping of the battlement
the hospital
hospital edifice,
edifice, two thousand
thousand
five hundred dollars.
set
of the
The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and required
required to set
Secretary ofthe
Navy to rethe marine corps,
corps,
any officer
officer of the navy,
navy, or of the
apart from the
the pay
pay of any
Nvy
to re-f
serve part of pay
for
who may
be under
under treatment
the government
government hospital for
in the
order in
his order
by his
treatment by
who
may be
of officer in insane hospital.
the insane,
a portion of the monthly
insane, such a
monthly pay of said
said officer as may be
be
personal use and comfort in addition to the ordinary
needed for his personal
ordinary reSuperintendent
Superintendent sources of that establishment. The superintendent
superintendent of the government
government
to recommend the hospital
torecommendthe
hospital for the insane shall recommend
recommend the portion
portion of the pay of such
amount.
officer
of the
navy, or
or of the marine
shall be set apart
the
apart in the
marine corps,
corps, that shall
the navy,
officer of
hereinbefore described,
manner and for the purpose hereinbefore
described, but the Secretary
Secretary
increase or reduce
of the Navy may, in his discretion,
discretion, increase
reduce the sum so
recommended to be set apart. The said sum set apart for the perrecommended
Portion set
Portion
sonal benefit
benefit of any
any officer
officer of the navy, or of the marine
marine corps, under
under
apart
to be
government hospital for the insane, by order of the
paid treatment
apart
to
be paid
treatment in the government
the
to superintendsuperintendSecretary
the Navy,
be paid
said superintendent
superintendent of
the said
paid to the
shall be
ent.
Navy, shall
of the
Secretary of
that institution, by the paymaster
paymaster having
having charge of the said officer's
officer's
accounts; and the
the receipt
receipt of said superintendent
superintendent for the sum which
which
he is authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Navy to draw from the said
Secretary of the Navy
paymaster
paymaster shall be equivalent to the receipt of the legal
legil guardian
guardian of
of
said officer,
officer, or to that
himself. The said superintendent
that of the
the officer himself.
superintendent
shall disburse
disburse the money
money thus set apart
apart and drawn by him, and he shall
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account
for it
in quarterly
quarterly statements
statements to
the fourth
fourth auditor
of the
the
auditor of
to the
it in
account for
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treasury.
treasury.
Botanic
—For grading,
grading, draining,
draining, procuring
procuring manure,
manure, tools,
tools, Botanic
Botanic
Garden.-For
Botanic Garden.
fuel,
repairs, purchasing
purchasing trees
shrubs under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
garden.
the garden.
and shrubs
trees and
and repairs,
fuel, and
library
of congress,
congress, three
three thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
committee of
library committee
For pay
pay of
of superintendent
of botanic
garden, and
assistants in
in the
the
and assistants
botanic garden,
superintendent of
For
botanic garden
green-houses, to
to be
be expended
direction of
of
the direction
under the
expended under
and green-houses,
garden and
botanic
the
library
committee
of
congress,
six
thousand
one
hundred
and
fortyfortyand
hundred
one
thousand
six
congress,
of
committee
library
the
five dollars
doTlars and
eighty cents.
cents.
and eighty
five
Columbian
the Deaf
and Dumb
and Blind.
Blind.—
For salasala- Institution
Institution for
for
- For
Dumb and
Deaf and
for the
Institutionfor
Columbian Institution
ah
t
ne
dd
i
Z t umb,
ries and
embracing, in
the objects
objects hereto- thedeaf, dumb,
in addition
addition to the
expenses, embracing,
incidental expenses,
and incidental
ries
fore provided
provided for
appropriation, the
the salary
salary of
of an
an additional
additional teacher,
teacher,
this appropriation,
in this
for in
fore
construction
new sewer,
and repairs
fences,
repairs of fences,
construction and
the construction
and the
sewer, and
of aanew
construction of
seven thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
seven
For
the work
the accommodation
the students
students and
and Purchase
Purchase of
of
of the
accommodation of
for the
work for
continuing the
For continuing
land.'
inmates in
said institution,
institution, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore land
in said
inmates
made,
the purchase
purchase of
tract of
of improved
about
containing about
land, containing
improved land,
a tract
of a
for the
viz::for
made, viz
thirteen
bordering on
Boundary street
of the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington,
street of
on Boundary
acres, bordering
thirteen acres,
and adjoining
now belonging
belonging to
to the
institution, to
to enable
enable it to inthe institution,
lot now
the lot
adjoining the
and
struct the
the male
male pupils
and agriculture,
and to
to furnish
furnish sites
agriculture, and
horticulture and
in horticulture
pupils in
struct
for mechanic
shops and
and other
other necessary
necessary buildings,
buildings, twenty-six
thousand
twenty-six thousand
mechanic shops
for
dollars:
before the
the purchase
purchase of
of the
the said
thirteen acres
Proviso.
acres is Proviso.
said thirteen
That before
Provided, That
dollars: Provided,
consummated,
the owner
owner shall
shall complete
the premises
premises
the title in fee to the
complete the
consummated, the
a release
now
held and
by said
said institution,
institution, by executing a
release or conoccupied by
and occupied
now held
outstanding in him
veyance
of the
him to the
and reversions now outstanding
remainders and
the remainders
veyance of
said institution.
To bring
the Potomac
Potomac water
water into
institution from the nearest water
water Potomac
Potomac
the institution
into the
bring the
To
thousand two hundred
mains, or
or other
other adequate
sources in
the city, three
three thousand
hundred water.
wa ter '
in the
adequate sources
mains,
dollars.
arranging, and taking
Patent- Office. —
expenses of
of receiving,
receiving, arranging,
taking care Patent
Patent office.
office,
For expenses
- For
Patent-Office.
copyright matter, one thousand eight
of
copyrighf books,
eight
books, charts, and other copyright
of copyright
hundred dollars.
preparing illustrations and descriptions
descriptions for report, six
six thousand
For preparing
dollars.
Survey
of the
the Public
surveying the public lands, (excln(exclu- Survey
Survey ot
of
Lands. - For surveying
Public Lands.—
Survey of
Mexico, Kansas, Nebraska,
sive of
Oregon, Washington, New
New Mexico,
Nebraska, public
public lands.
lands.
California, Oregon,
of California
sive
Montana,) includUtah,
Dakota, Colorado,
Arizona, Idaho,
Idaho, and Montana,)
Nevada, Arizona,
Colorado, Nevada,
Utah, Dakota,
ing incidental
island surveys
surveys in the interior, and all other
other
expenses and island
incidental expenses
ing
special and
surveys demanding
demanding augmented
augmented rates, to be appordifficult surveys
and difficult
special
according to the
tioned and
the several
several surveying
surveying districts, according
to the
applied to
and applied
tioned
unexpended balances
exigencies
of the public
public service, in addition to the
the unexpended
balances
exigencies of
of
former appropriations
appropriations for the
the same
same objects,
objects, fifty thousand dollars.
all former
of all
For surveying
California and Nevada,
Nevada, fifty thoupublic lands in California
the public
surveying the
For
sand dollars.
For surveying
the public lands in Oregon, twenty thousand dollars.
surveying the
For
For
Washington Territory, twenty thousurveying the public lands in Washington
For surveying
sand dollars..
dollars.
For surveying
public lands in the Territory
Territory of Colorado,
Colorado, twenty
the public
survyhng the
For
thousand dollars.
Kansas and Nebraska,
For
surveying the public lands in Kansas
Nebraska, fifty
fifty thousand
For surveying
dollars.
For surveying
surveying the
Territory of Dakota, five thoulands in the Territory
public lands
the public
For
sand dollars.
For the
military road
Iowa, to Fort
Fort Ranfrom Sioux City, Iowa,
road from
a military
of a
survey of
the survey
For
Nebraska Territory, to Fort
from Niobrara, Nebraska
Territory, and tom
dall, Dakota Territory,
Randall,
Vermillion Rivers and other
other
to bridge the Dakota and Vermillion
Randall, and to
streams,
dollars.
streams, fifteen thousand dollars.
For
public lands
thousand dollars.
lands in New Mexico, ten thousand
the public
surveying the
For surveying
VOL.
xift. PUB.
PUB. -30
— 30
VOL. xm.
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For
public lands
lands in
the Territory
of Arizona, ten
thouten thouTerritory of
in the
the public
surveying the
For surveying
sand
sand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Territory of Idaho,
For
Idaho, ten thousand
For surveying
surveying the public lands in the Territory
dollars.
For
public lands
lands in the
Montana, ten thouthe Territory of Montana,
the public
surveying the
For surveying
sand dollars.
3Eseellaneous.—
earring [carrying]
on the
the work
work of
of the
commisthe commis[carrying] on
For earring
- For
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
the first
first article
the reciprocity
treaty with Great
Great
reciprocity treaty
of the
article of
under the
Vol. x. p.
sion appointed
appointed under
p. 1089. sion
Vol.x.
Britain, eight
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Britain,
eight thousand
Capitol
extenFor
capitol extension,
extension, three hundred
hundred thoucontinuing the work on the capitol
For continuing
Capitol extension.
sand
sand dollars.
dollars.
Patent-office
patent-office building, seventy-five
Patent-office
For finishing the
the patent-office
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
building.
building.
To enable
agriculture to pay
a debt incurred
enable the commissioner
commissioner of agriculture
pay a
incurred by
by
eighthe commissioner
commissioner of patents
patents in preparing
preparing the agricultural
agricultural report for eighthe
hundred and sixty-one,
transferred to the
the account
account of the
the agrisixty-one, and transferred
teen hundred
cultural department
department in
in pursuance
pursuance of
Attorney-General
opinion of
of the Attorney-General
of an
an opinion
cultural
September eighteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, three
three thousand
thousand
eighteenth, eighteen
of September
seven hundred and four dollars
dollars and five cents.
restore the
salary of the chief messenger
messenger in the department
department of
of
the salary
To restore
agriculture
hundred dollars
dollars per annum, at which it is fixed, three
to nine
nine hundred
agriculture to
hundred dollars.
facilitating communication
annual subsidy for
For the annual
for facilitating
communication between
between the
Telegraph
Telegraph between the
the AtlanAtlan- Atlantic and Pacific states by electrical telegraph,
tween
telegraph, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
tic and Pacific.
For the
the continuation
continuation of
north wing
wing of
of the
the treasury
treasury extension,
five
extension, five
of the
the north
For
Treasury
Treasury extension.
hundred thousand dollars.
Treasury
treasury building,
twenty-five thousand
Treasury
furniture for treasury
For furniture
building, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
building.
"building
For the construction
construction of vaults, as an additional security to the public
Vaults
funds
States depositories, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
funds in United States
For
repair and
and preservation
custom-houses, marine-hospitals,
marine-hospitals,
preservation of custom-houses,
the repair
Repair. &c.,
For the
&c., of
Repair.
custom-houses.
supervision of the Treasury
and other public
custom-houses.
public buildings under
under the
the supervision
Treasury Department, forty thousand dollars.
For
the purpose
building a
custom-house at Portland, Maine,
Maine,
a new custom-house
of building
purpose of
For the
Custom-house
at Portland,
Portland, Me.
Me. on the site owned
at
owned by the United
United States, fifty thousand dollars.
Furniture and
For furniture
furniture and repairs of furniture of the various public buildings
buildings
repairs
repairs of
of public
public under the supervision
supervision of the Treasury
Treasury Department, fifteen thousand
thousand dolbuildings.
lars.
lars.
Heating
appar•
centre wing
For heating
Heating apparheating apparatus for the east front and centre
wing of the treastreasatus.
atus. t us .
nry building, in addition
ury
addition to available
available appropriations,
appropriations, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand five
sixty-seven cents.
hundred
hundred and thirty-seven dollars and sixty-seven
Plates, paper,
For plates, paper, and special dies, and the printing
printing of circulating
circulating
&c., for circulat&c., for circulat- notes, and expenses
expenses necessarily
necessarily incurred
incurred in procuring
procuring said notes, includincluding notes.
ing
miscellaneous items,
items, four
four hundred
forty-one thousand
huntwo hunthousand two
hundred and
and fbrty-one
ing miscellaneous
and fifty dollars.
dred and
For the discharge
miscellaneous claims, not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
discharge of such miscellaneous
for, as shall be admitted
admitted in due course
course of settlement at the
the treasury, ten
ten
thousand dollars.
Messengers to
Messengers
For the payment
respective states for conveying
payment of messengers of the respective
conveying
bring electoral
to the
the seat
government the
votes of the electors of said states for Presthe votes
of government
to
seat of
votes.
thousand dollars.
ident and Vice-President
Vice-President of the United States, twenty
twenty thousand
ident
For stationery for the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, forty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Biennial RegisRegis- For compiling and supervising
Biennial
supervising the Biennial Register, per act of March
scn
ter.
second,
and sixty-one,
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
sixty-one, five
hundred and
eighteen hundred
second, eighteen
1861, ch. 44.
Vol. xii. p. 141.
Vol.
To
a deficiency
in the
the branch-mint
To supply
supply a
deficiency in
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the
branch-mint at
at San
San
Branch
lranch mint
mint at
at Francisco
for the year
Francisco tbr
year ending thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and
an Francisco.
Francisco.
3an
thousand three hundred
hundred and
and eleven
eleven dollars and ten
ten
sixty-four, seventy-one
seventy-one thousand
cents.
Indian
hostiliIndianhostilia deficiency
To supply a
deficiency in the appropriation
appropriation for the costs, charges,
charges, and
and
ties inMilnesota.
in Minnesota. expenses properly
properly incurred by the State of Minnesota in suppressing
ties
of
Indian hostilities in the
the year eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two, the sum of
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Proviso.
one hundred
hundred and
seventeen thousand
only so
so Proviso.
That only
Provided, That
dollars: Provided,
thousand dollars:
and seventeen
one
1863, ch.
ch. 210,
210,
much df
said sum
shall be
be paid
paid the
the State
of Minnesota
as is
is allowed
allowed by
by 1863,
Minnesota as
State of
sum shall
6f said
much
22, vol. xii. p.
the
proper
accounting
officers
unter
[under]
the
twenty-second
section
of
p.
xii.
22,vol.
§
of
section
twenty-second
the
[under]
unter
the proper accounting officers
54.
the
act approved
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, entitled 7.
hundred and
third, eighteen
March third,
approved March
the act
"An
making appropriations
for sundry
civil expenses
governexpenses of the governsundry civil
appropriations for
act making
"An act
ment
for the
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen eighteen
and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
year ending
the year
ment for
sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth of June, eighteen
ending thirtieth
year ending
the year
for the
and for
sixty-four, and
and
and for
for other
other purposes."
purposes."
sixty-three, and
and sixty-three,

Montana.
—F or salaries
salaries of
of governor
and superintendent
of Indian
Indian
superintendent of
governor and
Montana.-For

Territory
of
Territory of

lontana.
•
affairs, chief-justice
chief-justice and
two associate
associate judges,
judges, and
and secretary,
nine thou- Montana.
secretary, nine
and two
affairs,
dollars.
sand
seven
hundred
hundred
sand seven
For contingent
said territory,
thousand dollars.
one thousand
territory, one
of said
expenses of
contingent expenses
For
legislative asFor compensation
of the
the members
members of the legislative
mileage of
and mileage
compensation and
For
sembly,
officers, clerks,
clerks, and
and contingent
contingent expenses
of the
the assembly,
twenty
assembly, twenty
expenses of
sembly, officers,
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
American
American
To
enable the
the joint
joint library
library committee
purchase aa collection
collection of
committee to purchase
To enable
naps, &c
for
early American
and plans,
chiefly manuscript
originals illustrative
illustrative I
for
&ofc ..,conmlaps,
manuscript originals
plans, chiefly
maps and
American maps
early
ihraryf.
conlibrary
of
the
French
war,
and
the
war
of
the
Revolution,
for
deposit
in
the
gress.
the
gress.
in
deposit
for
the
Revolution,
war
of
the
and
of the French war,
library
of congress,
congress, one
one thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
library of
Plans for
capifor capiFor plans
plans and
and detailed
proposed changes
in the
the capitol
capitol Plans
changes in
for proposed
drawings for
detailed drawings
For
tol wings,

venti-

w&c.
wings to
to secure
improvement in
in the
and acoustics
acoustics of
of i'ti
heating, and
ventilation, heating,
the ventilation,
secure improvement
wings
lating,
&c.venti-

much
the
the sum
of fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars, or so much
sum of
congress, the
of congress,
halls of
the halls
thereof
may be
be necessary;
necessary; the
authorized and apthe said outlay to be authorized
as may
thereof as
houses upon
proved
by the
the joint
joint select
committee of the two
two houses
upon the venvenselect committee
proved by
tilation, &c.,
&c., of
halls, and
appropriation
to be paid out of the aforesaid appropriation
and to
of said
said halls,
tilation,
extension.
for the capitol
capitol extension.
Assistant treastreasoffice of the assistant
For additional
assistant treasurer
treasurer at Assistant
force in the office
clerical force
additional clerical
For
PPhiladelurer at
iladelat
urer
dollars.
Philadelphia, four
four thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
Philadelphia,
phia.
SEC. 3.
3. And
the sum of one hundred thou- phi
enacted, That the
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEc.
sand
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of any moneys in the treasury
is hereby
dollars is
sand dollars
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
meeting any
any expenses
expenses in
appropriated, for the purpose of meeting
not
of
Detection of
detecting
bringing to
to trial
trial and
and punishment
punishment persons engaged
engaged in coun- Detection
and bringing
detecting and
counterfeiting
culnter"eitinf
terfeiting
treasury notes, bonds, or other securities of the United States, U.
terfeiting treasury
S.
S. notes,
notes, &ec.
&c.
as
coin of
of the
States: Provided,
Provided, That in the courts of Proviso.
United States:
Proviso.
the United
the coin
as the
as well
well as
W
itn
ess
es.
the
be no exclusion
exclusion of any witness on account
account Witnesses.
States there shall be
United States
the United
of color,
color, nor
in civil
civil actions
he is a
in, the Post,
Post, p. 533.
interested in,
to, or interested
party to,
a party
because he
actions because
nor in
of
issue tried.
Pay of clerk to
to
compensation of the clerk Pay
SEC. 4.
4. And
enacted, That the compensation
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
committee of
to
of ways
and means
shall be
twenty-one hundred
hundred and
and CO"isnted
eans.
be twenty-one
means shall
ways and
to the
the committee
committee of
ways and
means.
sixty
dollars per
per annum
annum to commence
commence with the present session
session of conconsixty dollars
gress;
necessary to pay the same
same be, and
and
gress; and such sum as may be found necessary
appropriated.
is hereby, appropriated.
Pay. of
of per
,ons
per-olhs
ac- Pay
To compensate
compensate persons
persons on
the U.
Cincinnati," in acS. gunboat"
gunboat " Cincinnati,"
U. S.
board the
on board
To
on board U. S.
CinUingunboat
nineteenth,
February
approved
cordance
with
the
joint
approved
February
[April]
nineteenth,
resolution,
cordance with the joint
gunboat Cincinnati.
nati.
eighteen
seven thousand two
two hundred dollars.
hundred and sixty-four, seven
eighteen hundred
Pub.
No.
Re s., No.
ub. Res.,
For compensation
compensation of
stamp-clerk in the office
office of the assistant treas- 24
of stamp-clerk
For
24.
p.
Post,
much
urer
at San
San Francisco,
hundred dollars, or so
Post, p. 404404.
two thousand four hundred
Francisco, two
urer at
thereof as may be necessary.
Clerks, &c.,
&c., in
in
and extra
For compensation
compensation to
extra clerk-hire, in addition to that
clerks and
to clerks
For
office of Secretary
of Secretary
the Treasury,
of the
already appropriated,
office of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury, one office
in the
the office
appropriated, in
already
of Treasury;
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
dollars.
Little, Drown,
Brown,
For
payment to
Little, Brown
for three hundred and Little,
Brown & Co., for
Messers. Little,
to Messers.
For payment
& Co.,
Co., for
0th'
for 10th'
ninety-five
copies of
volumes each of the Statutes at &
the 10th and 11th volumes
of the
ninety-five copies
and 11th vols. of
Statutes at Large.
Large, at
delivered by order of Statutesat
fifty cents per volume, delivered
and fifty
dollars and
three dollars
at three
Large,
the Secretary
of the
dated February
February twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hunhunInterior, dated
the Interior,
Secretary of
the
hundred and sixty-five
dred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, two
thousand seven hundred
sixty-five dollars.
two thousand
dred and
Salaries of
For payment
payment of
salaries for
for additional
additional clerks
clerks in the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, Salaries
of salaries
For
additional clerks
for the
year ending
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
dditionalin Navy
clerks
Departamet.
nine
thousand and
and eight
ment.
dollars.
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
nine thousand
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For compensation
to the
the clerk
clerk of
of the
the committee
of elections
elections for
for prepre.
committee of
For
compensation to
paring
for publication
of the
digest of
of election
election cases,
be
cases, to
to be
the digest
continuation of
paring for
publication aacontinuation
expended under the direction
direction of
committee, the sum
sum of one thousand
thousand
of said
said committee,
dollars,
much thereof
thereof as
as in
the opinion
opinion of
of said
be
said committee
committee shall
shall be
in the
or so
so much
dollars, or
necessary therefor.
therefor.
necessary
To
deficiency in
in the
miscellaneous items
items for
for
for miscellaneous
the appropriation
appropriation for
To supply
supply a
a deficiency
the Senate
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
the
Senate for
for the
the fiscal
sixty-four, fifteen
fifteen thousand
seven hundred
hundred and
and thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
thousand seven
sixty-four,
For deficiency
for the
the Congressional
Congressional Globe
Globe for
for the
the present
present session,
session,
For
deficiency for
twenty-five thousand
thousand and
and sixty-five
dollars and
and twelve
twelve cents.
sixty-five dollars
twenty-five
SEC. 5.
5. And
it further
enacted, That
addition to
to the
the sum
ten
Vaults,
in addition
sum of
of ten
And be
be it
further enacted,
That in
'Vaults, &c.,
&c., in
SEC.
custom-house at thousand dollam,
appropriated by the
the eleventh section of the act of
of
custom-house
dollars, appropriated
Philadelphia.
eighteen
hundred and
construction of
Philadelphia.11 March
March
three,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-three,
for
the
construction
of
11.
1863, ch. 79, §
§11.
and the
the fitting
fitting up
offices in
custom-house building
building at
at PhilPhilup of
of offices
in the
the custom-house
Vol. xii. p.
p. 752. vaults
vaults and
adelphia, for
the accommodation
assistant treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the United
United
of the
the assistant
adelphia,
for the
accommodation of
States
at that
that city,
city, there
there is
hereby appropriated,
out of
of any
any
States at
is hereby
appropriated, payable
payable out
moneys
the treasury
treasury not
appropriated, the
sum of
thouof forty
forty thounot otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
moneys in
in the
sand dollars,
dollars, to
expended under
under the
the direction
of the
Secretary of
the
the Secretary
of the
direction of
sand
to be
be expended
Treasury, for
the object
object provided
for in
in said
said section,
section, and
and in such alteraalterafor the
provided for
Treasury,
tions of
said buildings
required to adapt
adapt the
the same to the receipt,
receipt,
may be
be required
tions
of said
buildings as may
public money
assistant treasurer
treasurer
of the
the public
money by the assistant
and disbursement
disbursement of
custody, and
aforesaid, as
as well
well as
as to
convenient accommodation
accommodation therein
therein of
of the
offithe offito the
the convenient
aforesaid,
customs at
at the
the port of
of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
cers of the
the customs
Sac. 6. An.d
And be it
it further
enacted, That
Pay of district
further enacted,
That the President of
of the United
United
SEC.
attorneys, marattorneys,
mar- States be, and hereby
hereby is, authorized to expend
expend during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year endshals, &.,
&c., for
for
ing the
thirtieth day
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
so much
much
sixty-five, so
day of
the thirtieth
services in sup- ing
pression of slave- of the appropriation
appropriation of second
as
second March, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one, as
trade;
he may deem expedient
expedient and proper, not exceeding in the whole ten thouutradeand
and
judges
dollars, for
for compensation
compensation to
United States
marshals, district
district attorattorto United
States marshals,
arbitrators, &c.
&c. sand
sand dollars,
1862, ch.
ch. 140,
1862,
140, neys, and other
other persons employed
in enforcing
the laws
employed in
enforcing the
laws for
for the
the suppressuppresVol. xii. p. 531.
sion
slave-trade, for any
services they may render,
and for
for
xii.
.
s.ion of the African slave-trade,
any services
render, and
which
allowance is
by law;
is otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by
law; and also, so much of
of
which no
no allowance
said
appropriation as may be necessary
necessary to pay the
the salaries
salaries of the judges
said appropriation
and
pursuant to
to the act
act of congress,
congress, apappointed by
by him pursuant
and arbitrators
arbitrators appointed
proved
July eleven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two, entitled
entitled "An act to
proved July
carry
between the United
States and her Britannic
United States
Britannic
effect the
the treaty
treaty between
carry into
into effect
Majesty
suppression of the African
African slave-trade,"
slave-trade," and for the exMajesty for
for the suppression
penses
of the
of justice provided for by said treaty.
penses of
the mixed courts of
SEC. 7. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That section eleven of an act entiSEC.
tled ""An act for the release of certain persons held
held to service
service or labor in
in
Repeal of 1862, the District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved April
sixteen, eighteen
April sixteen,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ch. 54, §11.
that part
of the
first section
an act
entitled ""An
An act
act
cho.
5, xii.
§i p.
1.38. sixty-two,
sixty-two, and
and also
also that
part of
the first
section of
of an
act entitled
Vol.
Vol. xii.
p. 378.
appropriations for sundry civil
making supplemental appropriations
civil expenses of the govgovernment
hundred and sixtyJune thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ernment for the year
year ending
ending June
1862,
162, eh. 182, 8§1.
1. three, and for the year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyVol.
xii.
p.
582.
Vol. xii. p. 582. two,
two, and
other purposes,"
and for
for other
purposes," approved
approved July sixteen,
sixteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and
reads as
the President
President to
to carry
carry
To enable
enable the
which reads
as follows
follows ""To
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, which
out
congress for the
the slaves in
the emancipation
emancipation of
of the
in the District
out the
the act
act of
of congress
of Columbia, and to colonize thoses to be made free
free by the probable
probable passage
thousand dollars, to
to be repaid to
confiscation bill, five
five hundred
hundred thousand
sage of aaconfiscation
used at the discretion
discretion of
the treasury out of confiscated property, to be used
securing the
the right
colonization of said persons made
the President in
in securing
right of colonization
payment of the
the necessary
expenses of their removal," be, and
free, and in payment
necessary expenses
repealed: Provided,
Provided, however, That this section
section shall
the same are hereby, repealed:
Proviso.
not be construed so as to interfere
expenditure that
interfere with any expenditure
that may have
have
been incurred by carrying
effect the parts of acts
carrying into effect
acts above
above repealed, or
any
necessary to
existing engagements
to fulfil
fulfil existing
engagements in relation
relation thereto.
any expenditure
expenditure necessary
Surgeon-genSurgeon-genSEC.
8. And be it
it .further
Sac. 8.
further enacted,
enacted, That, until otherwise
otherwise directed
directed by
by
eral's district in
conand the
the
Mexico, and
ew Mexico,
the
law, the
districo,
New's
law,
Territory
of
Territory of
Arizona shall
shall conconlaw,
the Territory
Territory of
of New
New
Mexico,
the Territory
Territory
of Arizona
Arizona
shall
Mexico,
Nqew
New Mexico,
Digest ofelecof election
cases.
0on
cases,
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stitute one surveyor-general's district;
That the Territory of Idaho and Arizona, Idaone surveyor-general's district; That the Territory of Idaho and Arizona, Idastitute
Nevada shall constitute, and be
a
part
of, the surveyor-general's district n al\ easn*ada,
DaDad MouNevada shall constitute, and be a part of, the surveyor-general's district ho, Nevada.
of Colerado; That the
Territory
of Dakota
Dakota and
and Montana
shall
constitute taw
,:
tana.
constitute
shall
Montana
of
Territory
the
That
Colorado;
of
one surveyor-general's district,
and that there shall be but one office of
one surveyor-general's district, and that there shall be but one office of
surveyor-general for
surveyor- general's
the provisions
provisions
That the
district; That
general's district;
each surveyorsurveyor-general for each
of
this
section
shall
be
executed
under
such
rules
and
regulations
may
as may
regulations
and
rules
such
under
executed
be
shall
of this section
be prescribed by the
the commissioner
commissioner of
general land-office;
land-office; and
Repeal.
that Repeal.
and that
the general
of the
be prescribed by
all acts and parts
parts of
acts in
conflict
with
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
section are
are
the
with
conflict
in
acts
of
and
all acts
hereby repealed.
repealed.
hereby
Sao. 9. And be it further enacted,
eight and
nine of
of an
Coastwise ,
an abCoastwise
and nine
sections eight
That sections
SEa. 9. And be it further enacted, That
1
hibtade
act
entitled
"
An
act
to
prohibit
the
importation
of
slaves
i
nto
a
n
y
p
ort
VTt
drade pro
proor
port
any
into
slaves
of
importation
the
prohibit
to
act
"
An
entitled
act
act
Repeal of act
after the first 1Repeal
place within
within the
States, from
from and
and after
United States,
the United
of the
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
place
day of January, in the
year of
of our
Lord
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eight,"
eight," 1807,
ch. 22,
22, §§
1807,
eighteen
Lord
our
year
the
in
January,
of
day
which said
sections undertake
the coastwise
coastwise slave-trade,
ii .p.
p. 429.
are 8'ol .i ii.
slave-trade, are
regulate the
to regulate
undertake to
which said sections
hereby repealed,
the coastwise
coastwise slave-trade
forever.
prohibited forever.
is prohibited
slave-trade is
and the
repealed, and
hereby
APPROVED, July
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,

Crap. CCM. — An Act
making Appropriations for the
the Construction,
Construction, Preservation,
1864.
Preservation,and July 2, 1864.
CCXI. -- An Act making Appropriationsor
CHAP.
Repairs of certain Fortifications and
other Works
of Defence
Defence for
for the Year ending the
Works of
Repairs of certain Fortifications and other
thirtieth
of June,
Purposes.
sixty-five, andfor other Purposes.
and sixty-five,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
thirtiethof
the United
of
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
of the
United
Representatives
of
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
following sums
be, and
Appropriation
and fore.Appropriation
sums be,
the following
assembled, That
America in
States of America
fortnications,
&o
othnot
treasury
the
in
money
any
of
out
they are
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of
money in the treas ur ynot othare hereby,
they
and repairs of cererwise appropriated,
construction, preservation,
preservation, and
certhe construction,
for the
appropriated, for
erwise
thirthe
ending
tain
fortifications
and
other
works
of
defence
for
the
year
the
for
defence
of
works
other
and
tain fortifications
tieth of
June, eighteen
sixty-five :—
hundred and sixty-five:eighteen hundred
of June,
tieth
For
Fort Montgomery,
at outlet
outlet of
Fort Montfifty Fort
York, fifty
New York,
Champlain, New
Lake Champlain,
of Lake
Montgomery, at
For Fort
thousand
dollars.
gomery.
gorery.
thousand dollars.
For Fort
at narrows
narrows of
Maine, one hundred
hundred Fort Knox.
River, Maine,
Penobscot River,
of Penobscot
Knox, at
Fort Knox,
For
thousand
thousand dollars.
one
For fort
fort at
at entrance
Popham,) Maine,
Maine, one
(Fort Popham,)
River, (Fort
Kennebec River,
of Kennebec
entrance of
For
hundred
dollars.
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
Maine,
For
fort on
on Hog
Hog Island
Portland harbor,
harbor, Maine,
Georges,) Portland
(Fort Georges,)
Ledge, (Fort
Island Ledge,
For fort
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
one
For Fort
harbor, Maine,
one hundred and fifty thouthouMaine, one
Portland harbor,
Preble, Portland
Fort Preble,
For
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
one hundred thousand
For
Scammel, Portland
harbor, Maine,
thousand
Maine, one
Portland harbor,
Fort Scammel,
For Fort
dollars.
For New Fort Constitution,
Constitution, Portsmouth
Portsmouth harbor,
harbor, New
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, one
one

For New Fort

Fort Popham.
Popham.
Fort
Fort
Georges.
Fort Georges.
Fort
Preble.
Fort Preble.
Fort Scammel.
Scammel.
Fort
tioFort

ConstituConstitaFort
i.

tion.
hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred thousand
McClary.
Fort McClary.
fifty thousand
For Fort
Portsmouth harbor,
harbor, New
thousand Fort
Hampshire, fifty
New Hampshire,
McClary, Portsmouth
Fort MeClary,
For
dollars.
Fort Winthrop.
For Fort
Boston harbor, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, Fort Winthrop.
Island, Boston
Governor's Island,
Winthrop, Governor's
Fort Winthrop,
For
fifty
fifty thousand dollars.
Fort Warren.
For Fort
thousand Fort Warren
Massachusetts, twenty thousand
harbor, Massachusetts,
Boston harbor,
Warren, Boston
Fort Warren,
For
dollars.
Sea-wall
For
Brewster's Island,
forty thousand
dollars.
Sea-wall
at
thousand dollars.
Island, forty
Great Brewster's
of Great
sea-wall of
Great
Brewster.
For sea-wall
For
of sea-walls
on Deer
and on
Island, ten
tea thousand On Deer
Deer and
and
on Lovell's Island,
Deer and
sea-walls on
repair of
For repair
dollars.
Lovell's Islands.
Islands.
Lovell's
dollars.
For permanent
Bedford harbor,
harbor, Massachusetts,
one hunhun- Forts at New
Massachusetts, one
New Bedford
at New
forts at
permanent forts
For
dred
Bedford
Be d harbor.
dollars.
dred thousand
thousand dollars.
Fort Schuyler.
dollars.
thousand
For
Fort
Schuyler,
East
River,
New
York,
twenty-five
Schuyler.
twenty-five
York,
New
River,
East
For Fort Schuyler,
WilFor fort
at Willet's
Willet's Point,
Point, opposite
opposite Fort Schuyler,
Schuyler, New York, one hunhun- Forts
Forts at
at Wilfort at
For
dred
and
fifty
thousand
dollars.
let's
Point.
s
Po
dollars.
and
fifty
thousand
dred
For
of Fort
Columbus, Castle
South Battery,
Battery, Fort
Fort FortColunbus.
Fort Columbus.
Williams, South
Castle Williams,
Fort Columbus,
repairs of
For repairs
Wood,
and Fort
Fort Gibson,
New York
harbor, one hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
York harbor,
Gibson, New
Wood, and
Fort Hamilton.
For new
near Fort
Fort Hamilton,
Hamilton, at the Narrows,
Narrows, New York,
York, sevsev- Fort Hamilton.
battery near
new battery
For
dollars.
enty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
enty-five
30*
30 *
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Fort
Fort Richmond.
mond.
Fort
Fort on site of
Fort Tompkins.
Tompkins.
Battery of
Staten Island.
Staten
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For Fort
Fort Richmond,
Staten Island,
Island, New
New York,
York, twenty
twenty thousand
dollars.
For
Richmond, Staten
thousand dollars.
For fort on site
Fort Tompkins,
Tompkins, Staten
Staten Island,
Island, New
site of
of Fort
New York,
York, one
one hunhun-

dred
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
and fifty
dred and
cas[e]mated battery on Staten Island, New York, seventy-five thouFor cas[e]mated
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
For
repairs and
sea-wall at
thousand
Sea-wall at
For repairs
and completion
completion of
of sea-wall
at Buffalo,
Buffalo, thirty-seven
thirty-seven thousand
Buffalo.
Buffalo.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Fort at Sandy
For fort at Sandy
Sandy Hook, New
Jersey, one
one hundred
hundred and
twenty-five
New Jersey,
and twenty-five
Hook.
Hook.
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Mifliin.
Fort Mifflin.
For Fort Mifflin, near
near Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, twenty thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Delaware
For permanent
permanent work for
Delaware breakwater
breakwater harbor,
harbor, one
one hundred
for Delaware
hundred
breakwater.
breakwater.
thousand dollars.
thousand
Fort Carroll.
For Fort Carroll, Baltimore
Baltimore harbor,
Maryland, one
hundred thousand
thousand
harbor, Maryland,
one hundred
dollars.
Fort Monroe.
For Fort Monroe, Hampton
Hampton Roads, Virginia, fifty thousand dollars.
For Fort
Fort Wool,
Wool, Hampton
Roads, Virginia,
Virginia, two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Fort Wool.
For
Hampton Roads,
dollars.
For Fort
Fort Clinch,
Cumberland Sound,
Sound, Florida,
one hundred
hundred
For
Clinch, entrance
entrance to
to Cumberland
Florida, one
Fort Clinch.
thousand
thousand dollars.
Fort at Ship
For fort at Ship Island,
Island, coast of Mississippi, one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Island;
Island;
For fort
at Fort
Fort Point,
bay, California,
California, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand
Point, San
San Francisco
Francisco bay,
For
fort at
at Fort Point;
dollars.
dolla rs.
at Alcatraz
Alcatraz
For fort at Alcatraz
Alcatraz Island, San Francisco bay, California,
California, ninety thouIsland.
Island.
sand
sand dollars.
Defences at
hundred and
For land defences
defences at San Francisco,
Francisco, one hundred
seventy-seven
and seventy-seven
San
Francisco.
San Francisco.
thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That no portion of the same shall be expended on
on other
other fortifications
fortifications now
now in
in progress
pended
progress there.
there.
At mouth of
For defences
defences in Oregon
Oregon and in Washington Territory,
Territory, at or near
near the
Columbia
River. mouth of Columbia
Columbia River.
Columbia River, one hundred thousand dollars.
For
repairs and
and alterations
alterations of
of barracks,
quarters, hospitals,
For repairs
barracks, quarters,
hospitals, storerooms,
storerooms,
Repairs, &c.,
Ste., of
barracks, &c.
&c.
permanent forts not occupied
and fences at permanent
occupied by
by troops,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
troops, fifty
fifty thousand
Platforms
Platforms for
For construction
construction of permanent
platforms for modern
permanent platforms
modern cannon of large
cannon.
cannon.
calibre
calibre in existing fortifications
fortifications of important harbors, one hundred
hundred and
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
Tool and siege
For tool and
and siege
siege trains
trains for
for armies
For
armies in
field, two
hundred thousand
thousand
in the
the field,
two hundred
trains.
trains.
dollars.
For bridge
trains and
and equipage
equipage for
in the
hundred
Bridge trains
For
bridge trains
for armies
armies in
the field,
field, five
five hundred
and equipage.
equipage.
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
contingencies of
fortifications, including
including field
field works
works and
and field
operContingencies.
Contingencies.
For contingencies
of fortifications,
field operthousand dollars.
ations, seven hundred thousand
dollars.
Obstructions in
Obstructions
For providing
For
providing obstructions
moored in
in the
the Potomac
Potomac River
River to
to render
obstructions to
to be moored
render
Potomac River.
River. the shore batteries
against
batteries more
more efficient for the protection
protection of Washington
Washington against
maritime attack,
dollars.
attack, three
three hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
Defences of
Defences
of
rendering more permanent
permanent the defences of WashFor completing
completing and rendering
Washington.
Washington.
ington, three
three hundred
dollars.
ington,
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Surveys of
For surveys of the northern and northwestern
northwestern lakes, including
including Lake
lakes.
Superior, one hundred thousand
Superior,
thousand dollars.
Chart of lake
For engraving and printing chart
chart of lake surveys,
surveys, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
surveys.
For
pdrchase and
repair of
of instruments,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and repair
instruments, fifteen
Purchase,
&c.,
For purchase
Purchase, &c.,
of instruments.
For surveys
surveys for military defences,
defences, and for purchase of campaign
campaign maps,
maps,
Surveys
Surveys for
for
manuscript
maps of surveys of railroads
manuscript notes, and mai:it
railroads and canals, one hunmilitary defiences.
defences.
dred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
dred
&c.
&c.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
July 2,
2, 1864.

CHAP.
CCXII.—An
CIIAP. CCXII.
-An Act
Act to authorize
authorize the United
United States to acquire Land in Wallabout
Bay, belonging
of Brooklyn, and to authorize the Exchange of
belonging to the City of
of other Lands
Lands
therefor.
therefor.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America, in Congress
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
Navy
of the Navy
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empowered to
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and empowered
the city
city Lands
Lands in Walto negotiate
negotiate with
with the
Walof Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, in
of New
New York,
York, and
to- effect
exchange of
of lands
lands labout
'about Bay.
in the State
State of
and to
effect an
an exchange
in Wallabout
Wallabout Bay between
between the United States
the said
city, and
and
States and
and the
said city,
thereupon to make, execute,
thereupon
execute, and deliver
deliver good
and sufficient
sufficient deeds
deeds and
and
good and
releases
therefor.
releases therefor.
APPROVED,
July 2,
1864.
APPROVED, July
2, 1864.
CHAP.
-— An Act granting
2, 1864.
Lands to the State of Oregon,
Oregon, to aid
CHAP. CCXII.
CCXIII.
granting Lands
aid in the Con- July
July 2,1864.
struction
a Military Road
Roadfrom
struction of a
from Eugene City to the Eastern
Eastern Boundary of said
said State.
State.
and House
of Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Rouse of
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
there be,
be, and
hereby is,
is,
That there
and hereby
granted to the State of Oregon,
Lands granted
Oregon, to aid in the
the construction
construction of a
amilitary
military Lands
granted
to Oregon for a
City, by way of
wagon-road from Eugene City,
of Middle
of Willamette
Willamette military
Middle Fork
Fork of
io
Oregonwagonfor a
military
wagonpass in Cascade
River, and the most feasible pass
of mountains,
Cascade range
range of
mountains, near
near road.
Diamond Peak,
to the
Diamond
Peak, to
boundary of
of the
the State,
alternate sections
sections
the eastern
eastern boundary
State, alternate
of public lands, designated
designated by odd numbers, for
for three
three sections
width
sections in
in width
on each side of said road: Provided,
Provided,That
That the lands
hereby granted
shall Lands
Lands to
be
lands hereby
granted shall
to be
applied exclube exclusively applied in the construction
shall be disconstruction of said road, and shall
dis- applied
excluconsively
in
conposed of only as the work progresses;
progresses; and
and the same shall be applied
applied to
to structing
structing such
such
no other purpose
providedfurther,
purpose whatever; and provided
further, That
That any
and all
all lands
lands road.
any and
Lands heretoreserved to the United States
heretofore reserved
of congress,
or other
States by
by act
act of
congress, or
other comcom- foreresered
exfore reserved expetent authority,
authority, be, and the same are, reserved
reserved from
from the operation
operation of
of cepted
cepted from this
act.
this act, except
necessary to locate the route of said act.
except so far as it may be necessary
road through the same, in
case the
the right
right of
of way
way is
is granted.
granted.
in which
which case
SEC. 2. And be it
further enacted,
Sac.
it further
enacted, That the said lands hereby
hereby granted Lands granted
granted
to said
said state
state shall
shall
be
disposed
of
by the
the legislature
thereof for
be disposed
disposed of
tobe
of
state
to
of by
legislature thereof
for the
the purpur- by
shall be
be disposed
disposed of
legislature,
1"slature,
road shall
pose aforesaid,
aforesaid, and for no other; and the said road
and remain
remain &c.
e
.egl
shall be and
W
aapublic highway for the use of the government
government of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
free from tolls or other charge
charge upon
upon the transportation
transportation of
any property,
of any
property,
or mails
mails of
troops, or
United States.
States.
of the United
SEC.
it further
Width, grade,
grade,
S
EC. 3.
3. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That said road shall be constructed
&c., of
of road.
with such width, graduation,
graduation, and bridges,
bridges, as to permit of its regular
regular use
use &c.
road.
as aawagon-road, and in such other special manner
manner as the
the State of
Oregon
of Oregon
may prescribe.
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the
S
EC. 4. And be it
the lands
lands hereby
hereby granted
to Mode of digranted to
disdisposed of only in the following
manner, that is to position of lands.
lands.
said state shall be disposed
following manner,
a quantity of land not exceeding
exceeding thirty
say: that a
thirty sections
said road
road
sections for
for said
may be sold; and when the governor
governor of said
said state
state shall
shall certify
certify to
to the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior that any ten continuous
continuous miles
miles of
of said
said road
road are
are
completed,
completed, then another quantity of land hereby
hereby granted,
granted, not
not to
to exceed
exceed
to time
thirty sections, may be sold, and so from time to
time until
until said
road is
said road
is
completed; and if said road is not completed within five
five years,
years, no further
completed;
further Land to revert
revert
if, &c.
&-c
sales shall be made, and the land
land remaining
remaining unsold shall revert
revert to the if,
United States.
States.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
2, 1864.
1864.
July 2,
CHAP.
CCXIV.-An
Crier. CCXIV.
—An Act to establish
establish Colfax Street in the City of
of Washington and DisDis- July
2,1864.
July 2,
1864.
trict of Columbia.
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
of the tfnited
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That from and after
after the passage
passage
hereof, the alley;
square seven
alley; which
which is
is sixty feet wide,
wide, across
across square
seven hundred Colfax street
street
and
twelve, and
and which
connects L
L and
and M
M streets
north, and the
and twelve,
which connects
streets north,
the west line established.
established.
of
of the
of which
which is two hundred
hundred and twelve feet east of
the east
east line
line of First
First
street east, shall be known
known as Colfax
Colfax street.
street.
SEC.
further enacted, That
hereafter, at any This act may
S
EC. 2. And be it further
That congress may hereafter,
may
time, amend or repeal this act.
be amended, &c.
APPROVED,
A.PPROVED, July
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
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July
2, 1864.
July 2,
1864.

Sentences
Sentences
against
guerilla
against
guerila
marauders,
who
marauders,
who
may carry into
may
effect.
effect.

1863, ch. 75, §21.
186
cP.. p.752.
Vol. xii.
735.

Officer ordering
ordering
court-martial
court-martial
remit, &c.,
&c.,
may remit,
sentence
of court.
sentence of

Repeal
Repeal of

1862,
ch. 201,
§ 5.
5.
1862, ch.
201, §
Vol.
p. 598.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
598.

Soldiers sick in
hospital and dischsital
ar but
ndtdis
charged,
dying in hospital,
&c.,
to be entitled
entitled
&c.,tobe
to
to bounties.
bounties.

July
1864.
July 2,
2,1864.

1862 ch.
ch.120.
1862,
120.
Vol. xii.
489.
xii. p.
p. 489.
Vol.
1865,
ch.
88.
1865, ch. 88.
Post,
p. 504.
504.
Post, p.
Shares
capiShares in
in capiPacital stock of Pacific Railroad
Railroad to be
fio
$100
$100 each.
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Sass. I
On. 215,
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CONGRESS. SEss.
I.. CH.
215, 216.
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CHAP. CCXV.
speedy Punishment
Punishment of Guerilla
MaraudCHEAP.
CCXV. - An Act to provide
provide for the more speedy
GuerillaMaraud.
aridfor other
ers, andfor
other Purposes.
Purposes.
Be
by the
the Senate
and Rouse
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
twenty-first section
section of
act entitled
entitled "
An act
act for
for enrolling
enrolling and
and calling
calling
twenty-first
of an
an act
"An
out
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved third
March,
third March,
national forces,
forces, and
and for
out the
the national
shall apply
to the
the sentences
of
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, shall
apply as
as well
well to
sentences of
military commissions
commissions as
those of
courts-martial, and
and hereafter
the comcorahereafter the
of courts-martial,
as to
to those
military
manding general
the field,
or the
the commander
commander of
of the
department, as
as the
the
the department,
in the
field, or
manding
general in
case may
may be,
to carry
all sentences
sentences against
against
power to
carry into
into execution
execution all
case
be, shall
shall have
have power
guerilla marauders
for robbery,
arson, burglary,
rape, assault
assault with
with intent
intent
burglary, rape,
marauders for
robbery, arson,
guerilla
to commit
commit rape,
for violation
violation of
of the
the laws
customs of
of war,
war, as
as well
well
laws and
and customs
and for
to
rape, and
as
mutineers, deserters,
deserters, and
and murderers.
murderers.
against pies,
spies, mutineers,
as sentences
sentences against
Sac. 2.
2. And
be it
enacted, That
That every
every officer
officer authorized
authorized to
to
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
And be
order aageneral
court-martial shall
have power
order
general court-martial
shall have
power to
to pardon
pardon or
or mitigate
mitigate any
any
punishment
ordered by
such court,
court, including
including that
confinement in
in the
the
of confinement
that of
by such
punishment ordered
penitentiary, except
except the
sentence of
or of
of cashiering
cashiering or
or dismissing
dismissing
the sentence
of death,
death, or
penitentiary,
an
sentences it
shall be
be competent
competent during
during the
the continuance
continuance of
of
which sentences
it shall
an officer,
officer, which
the
present rebellion
for the
the general
general commanding
commanding the
the army
army in
in the
field, or
or
the field,
rebellion for
the present
the
department commander,
as the
the case
case may
may be,
remit or
and
mitigate; and
or mitigate;
to remit
be, to
commander, as
the department
the
fifth section
act approved
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
July seventeenth,
the act
approved July
the fifth
section of
of the
one, be,
and sixty-two, chapter
chapter two
two hundred
hundred and
and one,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
repealed,
so far
it relates
relates to
sentences of
of imprisonment
imprisonment in
the penitenpenitenin the
to sentences
repealed, so
far as
as it
tiary.
tiary.
SEC.
further enacted,
That when
when aasoldier sick
hospital
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
enacted, That
sick in
in hospital
shall have
or shall
shall be
be discharged,
the military
service,
from the
military service,
discharged, from
shall
have been
been discharged,
discharged, or
but shall
be unable
unable to
leave, or
to avail
himself of
of his
his discharge,
in concondischarge, in
to leave,
or to
avail himself
but
shall be
sequence
sequence of sickness or of wounds, and
and shall subsequently die in such
such
hospital,
to have
died in
military service,
hospital, he
he shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
have died
in the
the military
service, so far as
bounties.
relates to
relates
to bounties.
APPROVED,
uly 2,
2, 1864.
APPROVED, J
July
1864.

C
HAP. =
VI.
—An Act
Act to aid in the Construction
Construction
ClAp.
CCXVI.
-An
Act to amend
amend an Act entitled
entitled ""An
An Act
a Railroad
Railroad and
Pacific Ocean,
Ocean, and
of a
and Telegraph
Telegraph Line
Line from
from the Missouri
Missouri River to the
the Pacific
to
secure to
Government the
the Use
Use of
of the
the same
and other
Purposes,"
other Purposes,"
Military,and
Postal, Military,
for Postal,
samefor
the Government
to the
to secure
approved
July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
hundred and
approved July

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
Be
of Representatives

States
of America
Ameri in in
in Congress
ongress assembled,
assembled, That
States of
That the
the capital
capital stock
stock of
of the
the
*
company entitled
the Union
Union Pacific
Company, authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Railroad Company,
Pacific Railroad
entitled the
company
act of which this act
be in
in shares of
one hundred
act is amendatory,
amendatory, shall be
of one
hundred
dollars, instead
instead of
of one
thousand dollars,
dollars, each;
each; that
the number
of shares
dollars,
one thousand
that the
number of
shares
Number of
of
instead of
of one
one hundred
thousand; and
shall be one million, instead
hundred thousand;
and that
that the
the numnumshares.
shares.
ber
of shares
person shall
ber of
shares which
which any
any person
shall hold to entitle
entitle him to serve
serve as aa
Directors to
five directors
to be
appointed by
director in said company
company (except
(except the
the five
directors to
be appointed
by
hold fifty shares.
hold fifty shares, government)
government) shall
be fifty
shares, instead
instead of
of five
five shares;
shares; and
and that
that every
every
shall be
fifty shares,
subscriber
capital stock
share of
of one
one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars,
for each
each share
subscriber to
to said
said capital
stock for
heretofore subscribed,
subscribed, shall
shall be
entitled to
a certificate
shares of
heretofore
be entitled
to a
certificate for
for ten
ten shares
of
dollars each;
and that
that the
the following
following words
in section
section first
first of
of act of
of
words in
one hundred
hundred dollars
each; and
Part of
of one
1862, ch.
ch. 120,
1, said act: "
1862,
120, §§1,
" which
two
which shall be subscribed
subscribed for and held in not more
more than two
repealed.
and the
same are
are hereby,
hereby, repealed
repealed
the same
be, and
person," be,
any one
one person,"
by any
shares by
hundred shares
p. 490.
Vol.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
490. hundred
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
That the
S
EC. 2.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the Union
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad
of sub- Company
Books of
Company shall
books to
to be
be kept open to receive
subscriptions to
the
shall cause
cause books
receive subscriptions
to the
scription to be
company, (until the entire capital
cription to becer- capital stock of said company,
capital of one hundred
lept
'kept open in cermillions of
of dollars
shall be
be subscribed,)
subscribed,) at
at the
the general
general office
office of
said comcomof said
millions
dollars shall
tain cities.
pany in
the city
city of
York, and
and in
each of
cities of
of Boston,
Boston, PhilaPhilapany
in the
of New
New York,
in each
of the
the cities
delphia, Baltimore,
Cincinnati, and
and Saint
Saint Louis,
at such
such places
places
delphia,
Baltimore, Chicago,
Chicago, Cincinnati,
Louis, at
as
as may
may be
be designated
designated by
by the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and in
in such
such
other
other localities
localities as
as may
may be
be directed
directed by
by him.
him. No
No subscription
subscription for
for said
said stock
stock
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shall be deemed
unless the subscriber
at the
the time
time of
of Subscription
Subscription
deemed valid unless
subscriber therefor
therefor shall,
shall, at
t
subscribing, pay
to the
the treasurer
treasurer of
of the
company an
an amount
per untless
nt: b&ad
be yellct
subscribing,
pay or
or remit
remit to
the company
amount per
share subscribed
subscribed by
to the
the amount
share previously
previously paid
paid
share
by him
him equal
equal to
amount per
per share
by the then existing stockholders.
shall make
make assessassess- Assessments.
Assessments.
stockholders. The
The said
said company
company shall
ments
of not
share, and
andat
at
ments upon
upon its
its stockholders
stockholders of
not less
less than
than five
five dollars
dollars per
per share,
intervals
months from
passage of
of this
this
intervals of
of not exceeding
exceeding six
six months
from and
and after
after the
the passage
act,
the par
par value
of all
shares subscribed
subscribed shall
shall be
be fully
fully paid;
paid; and
and
act, until
until the
value of
all shares
money only shall be receivable
any such
such assessment,
assessment, or
as equivalents
equivalents
receivable for
for any
or as
for any portion of the
hereinbefore authorized.
authorized. The
capital
the capital
capital stock
stock hereinbefore
The capital
stock of said company
company shall
shall not be increased
actual cost
cost of
said Stock
Stock not to be
be
increased beyond
beyond the actual
of said
road.
company shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed personal
property, increased,
Inctre
o tseeders
,&c.;
t;91
road. And the stock
stock of the company
personal property,
and shall be transferable
transferable on the books of the
the company,
company, at the general
general property
property.P.,
office of said company
company in
city of
such other
transfer
in the city
of New
New York,
York, or
or at
at such
other transfer
establish.
office as the company may establish.
SEC.
SEC. 3. And be it further
further . enacted,
enacted, That
the Union
Railroads may
may
That the
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Railroads
e
isa
n
n
e
d
eeh
s
o
s
t
aa
ry
Company,
Company, and all other companies provided for in this act and the
the act to take
rankc
and
hold
amendment, be, and hereby are, empowered
empowered to enter
which this is an amendment,
enter upon,
upon, for
for road,
road, &c.
&e.
purchase, take, and hold any lands
purchase,
lands or
or premises
premises that may be necessary
and
necessary and
proper for the construction
construction and working
working of
road, not
of said
said road,
not exceeding
exceeding in
in
centre line, unless
width one hundred feet on each
each side of its centre
unless aagreater
greater
width be required
required for the purpose
purpose of excavation or embankment;
embankment; and
and
also any lands or premises
and proper
proper for
for turnouts,
turnouts,
premises that may be
be necessary
necessary and
standing places for cars, depots, station house[s],
standing
house[s], or any other structures
structures
operating of said
required in the construction
construction and operating
said road.
road. And each of said
companies shall have the right to cut and remove
companies
remove trees or other
other materials
materials
that
falling. encumber its road-bed, though standing
that might by falling,
standing or
being
or being
more than one hundred feet therefrom. And
And in case the owner or claimcompany cannot
ant of such lands or premises and such company
cannot agree
agree as to the
damages, the amount shall
determined by the appraisal
appraisal of three disdamages,
shall be determined
dis- Damages
Damages.
interested
interested commissioners,
commissioners, who
who may
may be appointed
appointed upon application
application by any
any
party
record in any of the territories in which
party to any judge of a
acourt of record
the lands or premises
premises to be taken lie; and said
said commissioners,
commissioners, in their
their
assessments
Appraisement
assessments of damages, shall appraise
appraise such premises at what
what would
would have Appraisement.
been the value
had not
and upon
return
been
value thereof
thereof if
if the
the road had
not been
been built; and
upon return
appraisement, and upon the payment to the clerk
into court of such appraisement,
clerk thereof
thereof
of the amount
amount so awarded
awarded by the commissioners
benefit of
of
commissioners for
for the
the use
use and benefit
the owner thereof, said premises shall be deemed
deemed to be taken by said
said
company, which shall thereby acquire
acquire full
full title to the same for the purposes aforesaid.
aforesaid. And either party
party feeling
feeling aggrieved
aggrieved by said assessment
assessment
may, within thirty days, file an appeal
appeal therefrom,
therefrom, and demand
demand a
from
a jury
jury of Appeal from
twelve men to estimate
estimate the damage
damage sustained;
sustained; but such appeal
appeal shall
shall assessmentas ses sment'
not interfere
company to enter
interfere with the rights of said company
enter upon
upon the premises
premises
taken, or to do any
any act necessary
necessary in the construction
construction of its road. And
And
said party appealing shall give bonds with sufficient
sufficient surety or sureties,
sureties, for
for
the payment
payment of any costs
costs that may
may arise
And in
case
arise upon
upon such
such appeal.
appeal. And
in case
the party appealing
appealing does not obtain a
a more favorable
party
favorable verdict,
verdict, such
such party
shall pay the whole cost incurred by the appellee,
appellee, as well
well as its own.
own.
And the payment into court for the use of the owner
owner or claimant,
claimant, of aa
sum equal to that finally
finally awarded
awarded shall be
company
be held
held to vest
vest in
in said
said company
the title of said land, and the right to
to use and
and occupy
occupy the same
same for the
construction, nAintaining,
construction,
road of
of said
said company.
maintaining, and
and operating
operating of
of the
the road
company.
And in case any of the lands to be taken
aforesaid shall be held by any
any
taken as aforesaid
person residing without the territory, or subject
subject to any
anylegal
l
egaldisability,
di sa bility, the
theto Damages to
a proper person
court may appoint a
person who
who shall give bonds with sufficient
sufficient land of
of absent
absent
execution of his
surety or sureties,
sureties, for the faithful
faithful execution
his trust,
trust, and who may
may owners
owners.'
represent in court the person disqualified
disqualified or absent
absent as aforesaid,
-when the
represent
aforesaid,-when
the
same proceeding
appraisement of the
proceeding shall be had in reference
reference to the appraisement
the
already depremises to be taken, and
and with the same
same effect as have been
been already
scribed. And the title of the company
company to the land
land taken by virtue of this
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Damages to
Damages
unoccupied
unoccupied
lands.

lands.

Agreements as
Agreements
to damages of
under
persons under
disability.
disability,

Amendments

of
§§
of act
act
of 1862,
§§633, 7,7iof
ch. 120.
of
Vol. xii. p.
p. 492.

3
Mineral land"
"Mineral
land"
not
not to
to include
include
coal and iron.

Preemption,
Preemption,
homestead, &c.,
&c.,
homestead,
rights not affected
hetbyntafected
hereby.

Limit to exemption.
emption.

Timber.

Lands
Lands granted
granted
to colleges not includedheerenin.cluded herein.

1862, ch. 130.
Vol. xii. p.
p. 503.

Time for designating route,
figing map'
Sling
map, &.,
&c.,
extended, &c.
&c.
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affected nor impaired
reason of any failure
failure by
guar.
impaired by
by reason
by any guar.
act shall
shall not be
be affected
dian
discharge faithfully
his trust.
trust. And
And in
shall be
be necessary
dian to
to discharge
faithfully his
in case
case it
it shall
necessary for
for
either of the said companies to enter
enter upon lands
lands which are unoccupied,
unoccupied,
and of which there is no apparent owner or claimant,
claimant, it may proceed to
railroad, and may institake and use the same for the purpose
purpose of its said
said railroad,
tute proceedings
proceedings in manner described for the purpose of ascertaining
ascertaining the
value
the same;
determine
same; and
and the
the court
court may
may determine
acquiring a
a title to, the
value of, and acquiring
the
owners, and may
may in its
the kind of notice
notice to
to be
be served
served on
on such
such owner
owner or owners,
discretion appoint an agent
agent or guardian to represent
owners
represent such owner or owners
no
in case
case of his
his or their
their incapacity
incapacity or non-appearance.
non-appearance. But in case no
claimant
shall appear
within six
from the
the time
time of
of the
the opening
opening of
claimant shall
appear within
six years
years from
of
said
shall
said road across any land, all
all claim
claim to damages
damages against said company shall
be barred. It
It shall be competent
competent for
for the legal
legal guardian of any infant, or
or
any
person under
under guardianship,
to agree
agree with
with the
proper company
company
the proper
guardianship, to
other person
any other
as
damages sustained
reason of
of the
taking of
of any
any lands
any such
lands of
of any
such
sustained by
by reason
the taking
as to
to damages
aforesaid, for the
the use
use as
aforesaid; and
as aforesaid;
and upon
person under
under disability,
disability, as aforesaid,
and approved
approved by the court having
having supervissuch agreement
agreement being made,
made, and
official acts of
said guardian, the said guardian
guardian shall have
have full
ion of
of the
the official
of said
power to make
make and execute a
conveyance thereof
company
a conveyance
thereof to the said company
which shall vest the title thereto in the said company.
SEC.
further enacted, That section
S
EC. 4. And
And be it
it further
section three
three of said act be
hereby
amended by striking out the word
"five," where
where the same occurs
occurs
word "five,"
hereby amended
in
by inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
word "
;" and
and by
by
" ten
ten;"
in said
said section,
section, and
and by
in lieu
striking out the word "ten," where the same
same occurs in said section,
section, and
ot
by inserting
inserting in.
in, lieu thereof
thereof the
the word ""twenty."
twenty." And section
section seven
seven of
said act is hereby amended
word "
where the
the
amended by striking out the word
" fifteen,"
fifteen," where
same occurs in said section, and inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word ""twentytwentyfive." And the term "
min,eral land," wherever
same occurs
occurs in this
"mineral
wherever the same
act, and the act to which
which this is an amendment,
amendment, shall not be construed to
include
lands granted
granted by this act,
include coal
coal and
and iron land.
land. And any
any lands
act, or the
the
act to which this is an amendment,
shall not defeat or impair
impair any preamendment, shall
emption,
homestead, swamp land, or
other lawful claim, nor include any
any
or other
emption, homestead,
improvements of any
government reservation
reservation or mineral
mineral lands, or the improvements
any
bona
or any
lands,
as mineral
mineral lands,
denominated as
and denominated
returned and
any lands
lands returned
fide settler,
settler, or
bona fide
and the timber necessary to support his said improvements
improvements as a
aminer,
miner, or
or
agriculturalist, to be ascertained
been or may be
agriculturalist,
ascertained under such rules as have been
established by the commissioner
commissioner of the general
general land-office,
land-office, in conformity
conformity
with the provisions of the preemption laws: Provided,
Provided, That the
the quantity
quantity
thus exempted
exempted by the
thus
the operation
operation of this act, and the act to which
which this act is
an amendment,
amendment, shall not exceed one
one hundred
hundred and sixty
sixty acres for
for each
each
agriculturalist, and
settler who claims as an agriculturalist,
and such quantity
quantity for each
each settler
settler
commissioner may establish by general
who claims
claims as a
a miner, as the said commissioner
regulation:
also, That the
regulation: Provided,
Provided, also,
the phrase ""but where the same shall
shall
contain timber, the timber thereon
thereon is hereby
hereby granted to said company,"
company," in
the proviso to said section three, shall not apply to the timber growing or
or
one
being on any land farther than ten miles from the
the centre lne
line of any one
of said roads or branches mentioned
mentioned in said act, or in this act.
And all
lands shall be excluded from the operation of this act, and
and of the act to
which were located,
located, or selected to be
be
amendment, which
this act is an amendment,
which this
located, under the provisions
provisions of an act entitled
entitled ""an act donating
donating lands to
territories which
the several states and territories
which may provide'
provide' colleges
colleges for
for the
benefit
agriculture and
mechanic arts,"
arts," approved July
second,
July second,
the mechanic
and the
benefit of
of agriculture
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and notice
notice thereof given at the proper
proper
land-office.
land-office.
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the time for designating
SEC. 5. And
designating the
general route
route of
of said
said railroad,
of filing
the map
of the
the same,
same, and
the
and the
map of
filing the
and of
railroad, and
general
completion of that part of the railroad
railroadsirequired
time for the completion
required by the terms
terms
and the same
same is hereby, extended
of said act of each company, be, and
extended one
designated; and that the Central Pacific
year from the time in said act designated;
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Railroad Company
be required
required to
twenty-five
to complete
complete twenty-five
shall be
of California
California shall
Company of
Railroad
miles of
their said
said road
each year
year thereafter,
thereafter, and
to the
the state
state Part
of corncm Part of
the whole
whole to
and the
in each
road in
of their
miles
line within
within four
four years,
and that
only one
one half
compensation for
pensation to
pay
to pay
for pensation
the compensation
of the
half of
that only
years, and
line
se rvices rendered for
the government
by said
said companies
companies shall
be required
required for bonds.
shall be
government by
rendered for the
services
to be
the payment
payment of
in
government in
the government
by the
issued by
bonds issued
the bonds
of the
to the
applied to
be applied
to
aid of
of the
the construction
construction of
of said
said roads.
roads.
aid
rn
rodi
s
Commissioners
Sac.
it further
That the
the proviso
ifoners
proviso to section four of foret°hm
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
6. And
And be
SEC. 6.
e
said act
act is
follows, viz:
viz: And
the President
the 1862,
4.
§4.
1862, ch. 120, §
of the
President of
And the
as follows,
modified as
is hereby
hereby modified
said
United
States is
at any
any time
time after
after the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Vol.
vol. xii.
xii. p. 492.
authorized, at
hereby authorized,
is hereby
United States
ace, to
every of
roads three
three commissioners,
commissioners, as
of said
said roads
and every
each and
for each
to appoint
appoint for
act,
provided
in the
the act
is amendatory;
the verified
amendatory; and the
this is
which this
to which
act to
for in
provided for
statement
the president
president of
of the
the California
California company,
company, required
said
required by said
of the
statement of
section
shall be
of the
the United
States surveyor-gensurveyor-genUnited States
office of
the office
in the
filed in
be filed
four, shall
section four,
eral
of California,
being presented
presented to
the President
President
to the
of being
instead of
California, instead
State of
the State
fbr the
eral for
of
United States;
States; and
the said
said surveyor-general
surveyor-general shall
thereupon notify
notify
shall thereupon
and the
the United
of the
the
said commissioners
commissioners of
filing of
statement, and
and the
the said
said comcomsuch statement,
of such
the filing
of the
the said
missioners shall
shall thereupon
proceed to
examine the
the portion
portion of said railroad
to examine
thereupon proceed
missioners
and telegraph
telegraph line
completed, and
and make
make their
their report
report thereon
thereon to the
so completed,
line so
and
President
of the
United States,
States, as
provided by
act of
of which this
this is
the act
by the
as provided
the United
President of
amendatory. And
And such
statement may
may be
be filed,
such railroad
Statement may
and Statement
railroad and
and such
filed, and
such statement
amendatory.
telegraph
line be
examined and
and reported
on, by
the said
said commissioners,
s
e
l,
ab
c
onds,
besufiledbonds.
commissioners, Le
by the
reported on,
be examined
telegraph line
and
amount of
appertain - when, &c..
&e:,
of bonds may be issued and the lands appertainrequisite amount
the requisite
and the
ing
may be
be set
apart, located,
provided
and patented, as provided
entered, and
located, entered,
set apart,
thereto may
ing thereto
in
this act
act and
the act
which this
is amendatory,
amendatory, upon
construction
the construction
upon the
this is
to which
act to
and the
in this
by
said railroad
railroad company
company of
of California
portion of
of not
not less than
any portion
of any
California of
by said
twenty
of their
their said
said railroad
line, upon
railroad and telegraph line,
miles of
consecutive miles
twenty consecutive
the
certificate of
of said
said commissioners
that such
such portion
portion is completed as recommissioners that
the certificate
Amendment to
quired by
to which
which this is
amendatory. And section ten of the Amendment
is amendatory.
act to
by the
the act
quired
10.
act
which this
hereby amended
amended by inserting, after
after the §10.
is hereby
amendatory is
is amendatory
this is
of which
act of
"and
words "
United States,"
States," in the last clause, the words
words "
and states inter"United
words
vening."
Repeal of
reofreS
EC. 7.
7. And
be it
seventeen Repeal
much of section seventeen
so much
enacted, That so
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
quirement that
of said
act as
provides for
for a
a reservation
reservation by
by the
portion portion
that
quirement
of aaportion
the government
government of
as provides
of
said act
or bonds

of the
the bonds
bonds to
the said railroads is should
should be
be reconstruction of the
aid in the construction
issued to aid
to be
be issued
of
served.
hereby repealed.
repealed. And
And the
any one company to comply fully served.
failure of any
the failure
hereby
Failure of one
of one
Failure not
with
the conditions
conditions and
requirements of this act, and the act to which this company
and requirements
with the
company
not to
to
affect
others.
others.
affect
or
privileges,
rights,
is
amendatory,
shall
not
a
forfeiture
of
the
forfeiture
a
work
not
is amendatory, shall
complied
franchise
of any
other company
companies that shall have complied
company or companies
any other
franchise of
with the same.
Portion of
enacted, That for
Sac.
for the purpose
purpose of facilitating
facilitating Portion
And be it further enacted,
SEC. 8. And
bonds may be
Ohe work
railroad, and
of enabling
as early as
as issued
bonds may
company as
the said
said company
enabling the
and of
said railroad,
on said
She
work on
whenbe
Sze.,
practicable
commence the grading
grading of said railroad in the region of the engineer, &c.,
to commence
practicable to

certify that a
part
apart
Mountains and the certifythat
mountains, between
between the
the eastern
eastern base
base of
of the
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains
mountains,
of
of the
the work,
work, &c.,

is done.
western base
Nevada Mountains,
Mountains, so that
that the
the same
same may be is
Sierra Nevada
the Sierra
of the
base of
western
done.
provided
finally completed
hereby provided
time required by law, it is hereby
the time
within the
completed within
finally
engineer of the said company, and said commisthat whenever the chief engineer
a certain proportion
sioners, shall certify that a
proportion of the work
work required
required resuperstructure on any such section of
quired
prepare the
of
the road for the superstructure
to prepare
quired to
verified,) the
twenty
miles is
is done,
(which said certificate
shall be duly
duly verified,)
certificate shall
done, (which
twenty miles
authorized and required, upon the
Secretary of the
the Treasury is hereby authorized
Secretary
delivery of
of such
such certificate,
company aaproportion of said
certificate, to issue to said company
delivery
authorized to be
bonds, not
exceeding two
amount of bonds authorized
thirds of the amount
two thirds
not exceeding
bonds,
construction of such
issued under the provisions of the act, to aid in the construction
any case
case exceeding
exceeding two thirds of
of the value
value
of twenty miles, nor in any
section of
of the
remaining one third to remain until the said secthe remaining
done, the
work done,
of
the work
commissioners appointed by the
tion
certified by the commissioners
fully completed and certified
tion is fully
President, according
according to the terms and provisions
provisions of the said act; and no
President,
Railroad Company
Union Pacific Railroad
Company for work
bonds shall issue to the Union
such bonds
hundred
section, more than three hundred
Salt Lake City under this section,
done west of Salt
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miles in
advance of
of the
completed continuous
continuous line of
railroad from
from
of said railroad
the completed
miles
in advance
the point
point of
hundredth meridian
of longitude.
longitude.
one hundredth
meridian of
of beginning
beginning on
on the
the one
the
SEC. 9. And
And be
That to enable any one of said corit further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC.
be it
Corpovitiona
por4ions to
convenient and
and necessary
necessary connections
connections with
with other
other roads,
Corporations porations
to make
make convenient
roads,
may establish,
•
it
is
hereby
authorized
to
establish
and
maintain
necessary
ferries
all
necessary
ferries
upon
authorized
to
establish
and
maintain
&ca
fesrblish,d
it
is
hereby
&c., ferries, and

construct bridges. and
and across
Missouri River
and other
other rivers
rivers which
its road
may pass
pass in
in
road may
which its
River and
the Missouri
across the
constructbridges.

Draws.
Draws.

Connection
Connection

with
with Union Pacific
Sc Railroad.
Railroad

Proviso.

First mortgage
mortgage

bonds.
bondsh
1862, oh. 120,
5.
1862 ch. 120,5.
p.. 492.
492.
Vol. xii. 1p.

Lien of the
United States.

Provision
Provision for
bonds already
issued
by any
by
any
issued
company.

its
course; and
given said
corporation to
to construct
construct
hereby given
said corporation
its course;
and authority
authority is
is hereby
bridges
River, and
convenience
the convenience
and all other rivers for the
said Missouri
Missouri River,
bridges over
over said
of said
road: Provided,
any bridge
bridge or
or bridges
it may
construct over
over
bridges it
may construct
Provided, That
That any
of
said road:
the
Missouri River, or any other
other navigable
navigable river on the line of said road,
the Missouri
shall
constructed with
suitable and
proper draws
draws for
for the
the passage
of
passage of
with suitable
and proper
be constructed
shall be
steamboats,
be built,
built, kept,
kept, and
at the
the expense
of said
said
steamboats, and
and shall
shall be
and maintained,
maintained, at
expense of
company in
such manner
manner as
for
rivers for
not to
to impair
impair the
the usefulness of said rivers
in such
as not
company
navigation
any greater
than such
such structures
structures of the
approved
the most approved
to any
greater extent
extent than
navigation to
character necessarily
company auaudo: And
And provided,
provided, further,
further, That any company
character
necessarily do:
construct its
telegraph line from the Misits road
road and
and telegraph
Misthorized by this act
act to construct
souri River
to the
initial point
point aforesaid,
aforesaid, may construct its road and telethe initial
souri
River to
graph line
to connect
connect with
the Union
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
at any
any point
point
Railroad at
with the
as to
line so
so as
graph
westwardly
westwardly of such initial point,
case such
company shall deem
such
point, in case
such company
deem such
westward connection more practicable
practicable or desirable;
desirable; and in aid of
conof the cona departure
struction of so much of its road and telegraph
telegraph line as shall be a
from the route hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
provided for its road, such company
company shall be
subject to all the
the conditions and restricentitled to all the benefits,
benefits, and be subject
tions, of this act: Provided,
Provided,further, however, That the bonds
bonds of the United
States shall
shall not be issued
issued to such company for aagreater
greater amount
amount than is
States
hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided, if the same had united with the Union Pacific Railroad on the 100th degree of longitude; nor shall such company
company be enentitled to receive any greater
greater amount of alternate
alternate sections of public lands
than are also herein
herein provided.
provided.
o3
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted, That section
S
EC. 10. And
section five of said act be 30
Company, the
modified
modified and amended
amended that the Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
the
Central Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, and
any other
other company
company authorized
authorized to
to
and any
Central
completion of
of
construction of said road, may,
participate
participatq in the construction
may, on the completion
each section
section of said
said road,
road, as provided
provided in this act and the
the act to which
which this
act is an amendment, issue their
first mortgage
their-first
mortgage bonds on their respective
respective
lines to an amount not exceeding
exceeding the amount of
railroad and telegraph
telegraph lines
the bonds of the United States,
States, and of even tenor and
and date,
date, time of
maturity,
character of interest
interest with the bonds authorized
maturity, rate and character
authorized to be
And the lien of the
issued to said railroad companies
companies respectively.
respectively.
United
States bonds
be subordinate
to that
the bonds
bonds of
of any
any or
or
United States
bonds shall
shall be
subordinate to
that of
of the
either of said companies hereby authorized
authorized to be issued on their respective
respective
provisions of the sixth
roads, property, and equipments,
equipments, except as to the provisions
section of the act to which
which this act is an amendment,
amendment, relating
transrelating to the transmission of despatches
despatches and the transportation
transportation of mails, troops, munitions
munitions of
war, supplies and public stores for
for the government
government of the United States.
amended by striking
And said section is further
further amended
striking out the
the word ""forty,"
forty,"
" on each and every
and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the words "
every section
section of
of not
less than twenty."
SEC. 11.
11. And
And be
be it
itfurther
further enacted,
if any
any of
of the
the railroad
railroad companies
companies
SEC.
enacted, That
That if
entitled to bonds of the United States, or to issue their
their first mortgage
act,
of
this
time of
the
has,
at the
for,
bonds herein
herein provided
bonds
provided for,
for, has,
has, at
the time
of the
the approval
approval of
of this
this act,
act,
approval
time of
at the
provided
bonds herein
issued, or shall thereafter
thereafter issue, any of its own bonds or securities in such
manner as in law or equity to entitle
entitle the
form or manner
the same
same to priority or
or prefpreference
erence of payment to the said guaranteed
guaranteed bonds, or said first
first mortgage
mortgage
bonds, the amount of such corporate
corporate bonds outstanding
outstanding and unsatisfied,
unsatisfied,
deducted from the amount
or uncancelled,
uncancelled, shall be
be deducted
amount of such government
government
and first mortgage bonds which the
the company
company may be entitled to receive
receive
amount only of such government
government bonds and
and such
and issue; and such an amount
such
first mortgage bonds shall be granted or
or permitted,
permitted, as added to such out-
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Outstanding
standing,
or uncancelled
uncancelled bonds
bonds of
company shall
Outstanding
up bonds.
make up
shall make
the company
of the
unsatisfied, or
standing, unsatisfied,
bonds
the
per mile
mile to
which the
the company
company would otherwise
otherwise have
to which
amount per
whole amount
the whole
Provisos.
been
shall be
so Provisos.
be so
bonds shall
any bonds
before any
That before
further, That
provided, further,
And provided,
entitled: And
been entitled:
given
by
the
United
States,
the
company
claiming
them
shall
present
to
to
present
shall
them
claiming
company
the
given by the United States,
the
Secretary of
affidavit of
of the
the president
and secretary
secretary
president and
an affidavit
Treasury an
of the
the Treasury
the Secretary
of
the
company,
to
be
sworn
to
before
the
judge
of
a
court
of
record,
setsetrecord,
of
court
a
of
judge
the
before
to
sworn
be
to
company,
the
of
ting
forth whether
said company
company has
has issued
any such
such bonds
or securities,
securities,
bonds or
issued any
whether said
ting forth
and, if
if so,
so, particularly
particularly describing
the same,
same, and
evidence as
other evidence
such other
and such
describing the
and,
the secretary
may require,
as to
him to
to make
deduction
the deduction
make the
enable him
to enable
so as
require, so
secretary may
the
herein required;
and such
such affidavit
then be
be filed
deposited in
in
and deposited
filed and
shall then
affidavit shall
required; and
herein
the office
the Secretary
of the
the Interior.
And any
swearing
person swearing
any person
Interior. And
Secretary of
of the
office of
the
falsely to
to any
any such
affidavit, shall
shall be
perjury, and, on
of perjury,
guilty of
deemed guilty
be deemed
such affidavit,
falsely
conviction thereof,
thereof, shall
be punished
as aforesaid:
also, That
That
Provided, also,
aforesaid: Provided,
punished as
shall be
conviction
no
by this
shall be
conveyed to
or parties,
parties, and
and
party or
any party
to any
be conveyed
act shall
this act
granted by
land granted
no land
no
shall be
to any
any company
company or
party or
or parties,
parties,
companies, party
or companies,
issued to
be issued
no bonds
bonds shall
on
any road
or part
thereof, made
of the
the
passage of
the passage
to the
prior to
made prior
part thereof,
road or
of any
account of
on account
act
which this
this act
made subsequent
subsequent thereto
thereto under
under
or made
amendment, or
an amendment,
is an
act is
to which
act to
the
this act,
act, and
amended
act amended
the act
and the
than this
other than
acts other
or acts
act or
any act
of any
provisions of
the provisions
by
by this act.
Union
Pacific
Union Pacific
SEC. 12.
12. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
Leavenworth, Pawnee, and Railroad,
enacted, That the Leavenworth,
And be
SEC.
eastern
Railroad,
division,
&
_eastern
c., to
to
Western
Railroad
Company,
now
known
as
the
Union
Pacific
Railroad
&c.,
division,
Railroad
Pacific
Union
the
as
known
now
Company,
Railroad
Western
build
railroad,
railroad,
build
Company,
eastern
division,
shall
build
the
railroad
from
the
mouth
of
Kansas
Company, eastern division, shall build the railroad from the mouth of Kansas &c.
River,
the way
way of
of Leavenworth,
or, if
if that
be not
deemed the
the best
best route,
route, &c.
not deemed
that be
Leavenworth, or,
by the
River, by
then the
the said
two years,
from the
a railroad
railroad from
build a
years, build
within two
shall, within
company shall,
said company
then
of
city
Leavenworth to
to unite
the main
main stem at
or near the city of
at or
with the
unite with
of Leavenworth
city of
company
Lawrence;
to aid
aid in
the construction
construction of said
branch the said company
said branch
in the
but to
Lawrence; but
entitled to
to
Not entitled
shall
not be
be entitled
entitled to
And if the Union
Union Pacific
Railroad Not
Pacific Railroad
bonds. And
any bonds.
to any
shall not
bonds therefor.
Company
in good
to build the said railroad bonds therefor.
faith to
good faith
proceeding in
be proceeding
not be
shall not
Company shall
through the
the territories
Pawnee, and Western
Leavenworth, Pawnee,
the Leavenworth,
when the
territories when
through
Railroad
Company, now
now known as the Union Pacific Railroad Company,
Railroad Company,
eastern division,
have completed
completed their
to the
the hundredth
degree
hundredth degree
road to
their road
shall have
division, shall
eastern
of longitude,
longitude, then
then the
company may
may proceed
proceed to
to make
make said road
last-named company
the last-named
of
westward until
until it
it meets
meets and
Pacific Railroad
Railroad
the Central Pacific
with the
connects with
and connects
westward
Company on
on the
the same
same line.
line. And
And the
said railroad
railroad from
from the
the .mouth
mouth of
of
the said
Company
Kansas
River to
longitude shall be made
of longitude
meridian of
hundredth meridian
one hundredth
the one
to the
Kansas River
by the
the way
way of
of Lawrence
and Topeka,
Topeka, or
the bank
River
Kansas River
the Kansas
bank of the
on the
or on
Lawrence and
by
Proviso.
opposite
towns: Provided,
Provided, That
bonds _shall
be issued or land Proviso.
shall be
no bonds
That no
said towns:
opposite said
certified
the United
United States
to any
any person
conperson or company, for the conStates to
by the
certified by
struction
of any
part of
of the
trunk-line of
of said
said railroad
railroad west of the
main trunk-line
the main
any part
struction of
one hundredth
hundredth meridian
meridian of
of longitude and east of the Rocky Mountains,
one
Missouri
until said
said road
road shall
shall be
completed from or near Omaha, on the Missouri
be completed
until
River, to
to the
the said
said one
hundredth meridian of longtitude.
one hundredth
River,
election
SEC. 13.
13. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That at and
and after the next election
it further
be it
SEC.
Number of
of directors,
directors, the
the number
number of
of directors
directors to
stockholders Number
to be elected by the stockholders
of
directors.
shall
and the
number of
of directors
to be appointed by the directors.
directors to
the number
fifteen; and
be fifteen;
shall be
President
be five;
and the President
additional
President shall appoint three additional
five; and
shall be
President shall
election, and thereafter
directors
thereafter five dithe next regular election,
until the
serve until
to serve
directors to
rectors.
one of
of said
directors shall
shall be
Government
placed on Government
be placed
government directors
said government
At least
least one
rectors. At
directors.
each of
the standing
standing committees
committees of said company, and at least one on directors.
of the
each
every special
that may
may be
The government directappointed. The
be appointed.
committee that
special committee
every
ors shall,
time to
to time,
time, report
report to
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, in Report to
to the
from time
shall, from
ors
Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
answer to
to any
inquiries he
he may
may make
make of
touching the condition,
condition, Interior.
of them, touching
any inquiries
answer
management,
communicate to theInterior.
and progress of the work, and shall communicate
management, and
Secretary
Interior, at any time, such information as should be in
Secretary of the Interior,
the
possession of
of the
the department.
They shall, as often as may be necesdepartment. They
the possession
management of the line,
sary
full knowledge
knowledge of the condition and management
a full
to a
sary to
visit
line of
whether built or surveyed;
surveyed; and
road, whether
of road,
the line
of the
portions of
all portions
visit all
while
attending to their duties as directors, shall be
home, attending
from home,
absent from
while absent
reapaid their
their actual
allowed and paid such reaexpenses, and be allowed
travelling expenses,
actual travelling
paid
-31
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Next electioa
election
of
of directors.
directors.

Regular
elecRegular
s
tions.
tion .

Roads and
telegraph to
telegraph
be
to be
used as one continuous line.
line.

Companies
may be cconsoliconsolil
dated.e
dated.

proMode of procedure.
cedure.
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sonable
actually employed
employed as
as the
of
board of
the board
time actually
for their
their time
compensation for
sonable compensation
directors
directors may decide.
decide.
SEC.
And be itfurther
S
EC. 14. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the next election
election for directors
Wednesday of October
of said
said railroad
railroad shall be held on the first Wednesday
October next, at
at
the office
office of
the city
York, between
between the
the hours
hours of
of New
New York,
in the
city of
company in
of said
said company
the
ten
o'clock a.
a. m.
m. and
four o'clock
p. m.
m. of
of said
and all
all subsequent
said day;
day; and
and four
o'clock p.
ten o'clock
regular elections shall be held annually thereafter
thereafter at the same place; and
the directors shall hold their offices
offices for one year, and until their successors
are qualified.
S
EC. 15.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the several companies
companies authoAnd be
be it
it further
15. And
SEC.
rized to
construct the
roads are hereby
required to operate
operate and
hereby required
the aforesaid
aforesaid roads
to construct
rized
communication, travel,
use said roads
roads and
and telegraph for all purposes
purposes of communication,
travel,
and
transportation, so
so far
as the
the public
public and
the government
government are
are concerned,
concerned,
and the
far as
and transportation,
operation and use, to afford and seand, in
in such
such operation
continuous line; and,
as one
one continuous
cure
each equal
equal advantages
advantages and
facilities as
as to
to rates,
time, and
and transtransrates, time,
and facilities
cure to
to each
portation, without
without any discrimination
favor of the road or
or
discrimination of any kind in favor
portation,
business of
or either
either of
companies, or
to the
busithe road
road or busiadverse to
or adverse
of said
said companies,
of any
any or
business
ness of
of any
either of
of the
and it shall not be lawful for the prothe others, and
or either
any or
ness
prietors
of any
of telegraph,
telegraph, authorized
authorized by this
this act, or the act
any line
line of
prietors of
amended
act to refuse, or fail to convey for all persons
persons requiring
requiring
this act
amended by
by this
the transmission
transmission of
news and messages
character, on pain of forlike character,
messages of like
of news
the
feiting
offence, the sum of one 'hundred dolperson injured
injured for each offence,
feiting to the
the person
lars,
suffered on account of said
said
as he
he may
may have suffered
other damage
damage as
lars, and such other
refusal
sued for and
and recovered
recovered in any court
court of the United
to be
be sued
refusal or
or failure,
failure, to
States, or
state or
jurisdiction.
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
or territory
territory of
or of
of any
any state
States,
SEC.
further enacted, That
S
EC. 16. And be it
it further
That any
any two
two or
or more
more of the comcompanies authorized
authorized to
benefits of
of this
this act,
act, are
are hereby
auhereby anthe benefits
in the
to participate
participate in
panies
thorized at
at any
unite and
and consolidate
consolidate their
their organizations,
as the
organizations, as
the
any timetime to
to unite
thorized
same may
shall be,
such terms and conditions, and
and in such manbe, upon such
may or
or shall
same
ner as they may agree
incompatible with this
agree upon, and as shall not be incompatible
which the roads
act, or the laws of the state or states in which
roads of such comcompanies
assume and
adopt such
style as
such corporate
corporate name and style
and adopt
panies may
may be, and to assume
they
upon, with
exceed the actual
actual cost of
of
not to exceed
with a
a capital
capital stock not
they may
may agree
agree upon,
the roads so to be consolidated,
consolidated, and shall file
file a
a copy of such consolidation
consolidation
in
Interior; and
thereupon such organization,
organization, so
and thereupon
of the
the Interior;
in the Department
Department of
formed
consolidated, shall succeed
receive
possess, and
and be entitled
entitled to receive
succeed to, possess,
formed and
and consolidated,
from
singular the grants,
government of the United States, all and singular
from the government
benefits,
and things
things to be
be done and performed,
performed,
guarantees, acts, and
benefits, immunities,
immunities, guarantees,
restrictions, and requireand
conditions, restrictions,
requireand be subject to the same terms, conditions,
ments
ments which said companies respectively, at the time of such consolidation, are or may be entitled or subject to under this act, in place and
consolidated respectively. And
substitution of said companies so consolidated
And all other
other
substitution
provisions of this
applicable relating
relating or in any manner apso far
far as applicable,
this act, so
provisions
pertaining
the companies
companies so
thereof, shall
shall apply
apply
pertaining to
to the
so consolidated,
consolidated, or
or either
either thereof,
and
consolidated organization.
organization. And
And in case upon
and be of force as to such consolidated
the completion
such consolidated
organization of the
the roads, or either
either of
of
consolidated organization
completion by
by such
the
them,
companies so
consolidated, any
any other
other of the road or roads
roads of
of
so consolidated,
them, of the companies
either
companies authorized
authorized as
(and forming,
forming, or inas aforesaid,
aforesaid, (and
either of
of the other companies
tended or
portion of
of a
a continuous
from each
each of
to form,
form, a
a portion
continuous line from
tended
or necessary
necessary to
hereinbefore designated,
the several points on the Missouri
Missouri River, hereinbefore
designated, to the
Pacific
have constructed
constructed the
ihe number of miles of its .said
.said
Pacific coast,)
coast,) shall not
not have
organization is
road
time herein required,
consolidated organization
is
required, such consolidated
road within the
the time
hereby
authorized to continue
construction of its road and telegraph
telegraph
continue the construction
hereby authorized
general direction and
route upon which
in the general
and route
which such incomplete
incomplete or unconhereinbefore authorized
structed road is hereinbefore
authorized to be built, until such continuation
continuation
constructed
of
consolidated organization
organization shall reach the constructed
of the road of such consolidated
road and telegraph
telegraph of said other company,
rad
company, and at such
such point to connect
connect
and unite therewith;
therewith; and for and in aid thereof the said consolidated organization
ganization may do and perform,
perform, in
in reference
reference to such portion
portion of road and
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constructed road
road and
and teltel- Powers
Por sandduanVu
in continuation
continuation of its constructed
as shall so be in
telegraph as
egraph, and to the construction and equipment thereof, all and singular, ,atesd organiaaegraph,
the several
andacts
to the
and construction
things hereinbefore
and equipment
provided,
authorized,
all and
orsingular,
granted dated
tion.
tion.
authorized,
or
granted
provided,thereof,
and
things
hereinbefore
the several
acts
to
company hereinbefore
hereinbefore authorized
equip
authorized to construct and equip
be done by the company
to be
the
benefits, immuimmulike grants, benefits,
entitled to
to similar and like
the same, and
and shall be entitled
nities, guarantees, acts, and things to be done and performed
performed by the gov
ernment of the United States, by the President of the United States, by
the Secretaries
commissioners in refrefthe Treasury
Treasury and
and Interior, and by commissioners
Secretaries of
of the
the
erence
road hereinbefore
the'road
hereinbefore auportion of the
erence to
to such company, and to such portion
thorized to be constructed by it, and upon the like and similar terms and
and
conditions, so far as the same are applicable
applicable thereto. And said consolidated company
company shall pay to said defaulting
defaulting company
company the value to be estimated by competent
competent engineers of all the work done and material
furnished
material furnished
may be adopted and used by said conconby said defaulting company, which may
of
provisions of
solidated company in the progress of the work under the provisions
this section: Provided,
company may at Proviso.
Proviso.
defaulting company
Provided, nevertheless,
nevertheless, That said defaulting
receiving pay for its said work and material,
hereinany time, before receiving
material, as hereinbefore provided, on its own election,
election, pay said consolidated
company the
consolidated company
and material
material furnished
consolidated comfurnished by said consolidated
comvalue of the work done and
pany, to be estimated
estimated by competent
competent engineers,
engineers, necessary
necessary for, and used in,
in,
the construction of the road of said defaulting company,
company, and resume
resume the
privileges which
control of its said road; and all the rights, benefits, and privileges
section, shall -be
shall be acquired,
acquired, possessed, or exercised, pursuant to this section,
benefits, and privileges
hereinto that extent an abatement
abatement of the rights, benefits,
privileges hereinbefore granted
company. And in case any
any company
authobefore
granted to such other company.
company authorized thereto,
thereto, shall not enter into such consolidated
consolidated organization,
organization, such
rized
company, upon the completion of its road as hereinbefore
company,
hereinbefore provided, shall
be entitled to, and is hereby
hereby authorized
continue and extend the same
same
authorized to, continue
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this
under the circumstances,
circumstances, and in accordance
section, and to have all the benefits thereof, as fully and completely
completely as are
herein provided, touching
organization. And in case
case
herein
touching such consolidated
consolidated organization.
more than one such consolidated organization shall be made, pursuant to
this act, the terms and conditions
conditions of this act, hereinbefore
hereinbefore recited
recited as to
effect to the other.
other. Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
Proviso.
one, shall apply in like manner, force, and effect
interests at any time acquired
one such conconhowever, That rights and interests
acquired by one
solidated organization,
impaired by another thereof. It is
solidated
organization, shall not be impaired
is
further provided
provided that, should the Central Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company of
of
California complete their line to the eastern line
line of the State of CaliforRailroad Company shall
shall have been
been
nia, before the line of the Union Pacific Railroad
extended westward so as to meet the line of said first-named
first-named company,
company, said
first-named
eastward one hundred
hundred
first-named company
company may extend their line of road
road eastward
and fifty miles on the established
route, so
so as to meet and connect with
established route,
the line of the Union Pacific
Pacific road, complying
complying in all respects with the prorestrictions of this act as to said Union Pacific
Pacific road, and upon
visions and restrictions
doing so, shall enjoy all the rights, privileges,
privileges, and benefits
benefits conferred by
this act on said Union Pacific Railroad Company.
Company.
SEC. 17. And be it further
further enacted,
fourteen .Branch from
from
section fourteen
SEC.
enacted, That so much of section
branch from Sioux City be, and the same is Sioux
Smit816x2CeitiT.
of said act as relates to a
a branch
City. 120,
1862, ch. 120
hereby, amended so as to read as follows:
follows: That whenever
whenever a
a line of rail- § 14.
Voal xii.
Minnesota, to vol.
xii• p.
P. 496..
road shall be completed through the States of Iowa, or Minnesota,
company, now organized
organized
Sioux City, such company,
organized or may hereafter
hereafter be organized
under the laws of Iowa, Minnesota, Dakota, or Nebraska,
Nebraska, as the President of the United States, by its request, may designate
designate or approve
approve for
operate a
a line of railroad
railroad and telegraph
telegraph
that purpose, shall construct and operate
from Sioux City, upon the most direct and practicable
practicable route, to such a
a
point on, and so as to connect
connect with, the Iowa branch of the Union Pacific
Railroad from Omaha, or the Union
Union Pacific Railroad, as such company
company may
may
select,
select, and on the same terms and conditions as are provided in this act
and the act to which this is an amendment, for
foT the construction
construction of the
Iies c

onso
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said Union
Pacific Railroad
Railroad and
line and
and branches; and said
telegraph line
and telegraph
and Pacific
Union and
said
company shall
shall complete
same at the rate of fifty miles per year:
year:
the same
complete the
company
Provided,
That said
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company
Company shall
shall be,
be, and
is
and is
said Union
Provided, That
hereby,
the construction
construction of
comof said branch. And said comfrom the
released from
hereby, released
pany
constructing said
branch shall not be entitled to
to receive
receive in bonds an
said branch
Bonds.
pany constructing
amount
Pacific Railroad Company would be
be
Union Pacific
the said Union
than the
larger than
amount larger
and
entitled
receive if
if it
it had
constructed the
branch under this
this act and
the branch
had constructed
to receive
entitled to
the
to which
is an
amendment; but said company shall be entitled
entitled
an amendment;
this is
which this
act to
the act
to receive alternate sections
of land
land for
for ten
in width
width on
on each
side
each side
miles in
ten miles
to receive alternate sections of
Lands.
Lands.
of
the whole
length of
further,
And provided, further,
branch: And
said branch:
of said
whole length
along the
same along
the same
of the
That if
if a
arailroad
should not
not be
be completed
completed to
to Sioux
Sioux City,
City, across
across Iowa
Iowa
railroad should
That
Time
of corcomTimeof
pletion.
or Minnesota, within eighteen months
months from the date of this act, then
then said
or
pletion.
company designated
designated by
President, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, may commence,
commence, conconthe President,
by the
company
tinue, and
and complete
complete the
construction of
of said
said branch
branch as contemplated
contemplated by
by
the construction
tinue,
the
of this
this act'
act: Provided,
however, That
That if the said company
company
Provided,however,
provisions of
the provisions
so
aforesaid shall not complete
complete the
the said
said
as aforesaid
President as
the President
by the
designated by
so designated
Railroad within ten years from the
branch from
Sioux City
the
Pacific Railroad
City to the Pacific
from Sioux
branch
passage
of this
act,
then, and
in
that
case, all
all of
of the
railroad
which
shall
shall
which
the
railroad
case,
in
that
and
act,
then,
this
of
if
passage
Forfeiture,
Forfeiture, if,
been constructed
constructed by
by said
said company
shall be
be forfeited
forfeited to, and become
company shall
have been
&c.
' have
&c.
the
of, the United States.
the property of,
S
EC. 18.
18. And
be it
it further
That the
the Burlington
Burlington ard
ard MisMisenacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Burlington and
Burlington
Missouri River
souri River
corporation organized
organized under and by
by
Company, aa corporation
Railroad Company,
River Railroad
souri
Missouri
Toad may
hereby is,
and hereby
be, and
Iowa, be,
extend virtue of the laws of the State
may extend
road
State of Iowa,
is, authorized
authorized to
to
its road.
extend i[t]s
i[t]s road
road through
the Territory
Territory of Nebraska
from the point
point
Nebraska fiom
through the
extend
where it
it strikes
River, south of the mouth of the Platte
Missouri River,
the Missouri
strikes the
where
of
River,
further west than the one hundredth
hundredth meridian
meridian of
some point not further
River, to some
most practicable
practicable route,
route, with the
longitude, so as to connect, by the most
west longitude,
main trunk
trunk of
of the
that part of it which runs
runs
Railroad, or that
Pacific Railroad,
Union Pacific
the Union
main
meridian of west longitude.
from Omaha
Omaha to
longitude. And,
And,
hundredth meridian
one hundredth
to the said one
from
for the
purpose of
Burlington and Missouri
Missouri River
River Railroad
Railroad
said Burlington
of enableing
enableing said
the purpose
for
Company to
portion of
the
authorized, the
herein authorized,
road herein
of their
their road
that portion
to construct
construct that
Company
Right of
of way.
hereby granted to said company
through the public lands is hereby
company
way through
of way
right of
way. right
Right
for
the construction
And the right,
right, power, and authority
authority is
construction of said road. And
for the
hereby
company to take from
from the public lands adjacent to the
said company
given to said
hereby given
line
of said
said road,
earth, stone,
stone, timber,
timber, and
and other
the construcconstrucmaterials for the
other materials
road, earth,
line of
tion thereof.
thereof. Said
right of
of way
granted to said company
company to the extent
extent
is granted
way is
Said right
tion
of
two hundred
hundred feet
may pass over
including
over the public lands, including
it may
where it
feet where
of two
all
necessary grounds
for stations,
buildings, workshops,
workshops, depots,
depots, machine
machine
stations, buildings,
grounds for
all necessary
And
shops,
side-tracks, turn-tables,
turn-tables, and water-stations.
water-stations.
And the
switches, side-tracks,
shops, switches,
Indian titles
titles to
to United States shall extinguish,
Indian
extinguish, as rapidly
rapidly as may be,
be, consistent with pubbe
extinguished.
welfare of the said Indians,
be extinguished.
lic policy and the welfare
Indians, the Indian
Indian titles
titles to
to all
all lands
lands
falling
under the
the operation
required for
for the said right
section and required
this section
of this
operation of
falling under
of
grant of
land herein made.
of land
way and grant
of way
Sac.
19. And
it further
enacted, That
the purpose
purpose of aiding in
That for the
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 19.
Lands granted.
granted to the said
hereby is, granted
there be, and hereby
road, there
construction of said road,
granted, the construction
Lands
Burlington and
and Missouri
River Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, every alternate secMissouri River
Burlington
tion of
public land
(excepting mineral
mineral lands as provided in this act) desland (excepting
of public
tion
ignated
alternate sections per mile
numbers, to the amount of ten alternate
odd numbers,
ignated by odd
on each
each side
of said road,
reserved, or
road, on the line thereof, and not sold, reserved,
side of
on
a preemption
otherwise
United States, and to which
which a
preemption or
er
the United
of by the
disposed of
otherwise disposed
homestead claim
not have attached
attached at the time the line of said road
road
may not
claim may
homestead
Proviso.
grant
Provided, That said
is definitely
definitely fixed: Provided,
said company
company shall accept
accept this
thin grant
Proviso.
acceptance
passage of this act, by filing such acceptance
within
year from the passage
within one year
with
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and shall also establish
establish the line
line of
of said
with the
road,
thereof with
with the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior within one
one
a map thereof
file a
road, and file
year
date of
of said
when the said Secretary
Secretary shall withacceptance, when
said acceptance,
the date
of the
year of

Union Pacific
Union
Railroad
need
Railroad need
not construct
construct
the branch.
branch.c

in this
from market.
market.
grant from
this grant
embraced in
the lands
lands embraced
draw the
to draw
Commission to
S
EC. 20.
it further
enacted, That
That whenever
said Burlington
Burlington
whenever said
further enacted,
be it
And be
20. And
appointed.
SEC.
be appointed.

Company shall have completed twenty conRailroad Company
and Missouri River Railroad
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secutive miles
miles of
the road
road mentio
.
ned in
in the
the foregoing
foregoing section,
section, in
in the
the manmanmentioned
of the
secutive
ner provided
provided for
other roads
mentioned in
in this
this act,
and the
act to
to which
which
the act
act, and
roads mentioned
for other
ner
this
is an
an amendment,
amendment, the
shall appoint
appoint
States shall
of the
the United
United States
the President
President of
this is
three commissioners
commissioners to
to examine
examine and
and report
report to
to him
in relation
thereto; and
and
relation thereto;
him in
three
if
appear to
twenty miles
of said
said road
road have
com- Patents to
have been
been coto him
him that
that twenty
miles of
if it
it shall
shall appear
Patents to
pleted as
required by
this act,
then, upon
of said
commission- issue.
pleted
as required
by this
act, then,
upon certificate
certificate of
said commissioner[s]
to
that
effect,
patdnts
shall
issue
conveying
the
right
and
title
to
said
er[s] to that effect, patents shall issue conveying the right and title to said
lands to
to said
company on
each side
said road,
road, as
far as
as the
same is
is comcomas far
the same
side of
of said
on each
lands
said company
pleted, to
to the
amount aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
such examination,
examination, report,
and conconreport, and
and such
the amount
pleted,
veyance, by
patents, shall
shall continue
continue from
from time
to time,
like manner,
manner, ununtime to
time, in
in like
veyance,
by patents,
til said
said road
road shall
And the
the President
President shall
shall appoint
appoint
been completed.
completed. And
shall have
have been
til
said
commissioners, fill
vacancies in
in said
commission, as
in relarelaas provided
provided in
said commission,
fill vacancies
said commissioners,
tion
mentioned in
act to
to which
which this
amendment.
an amendment.
this is
is an
in the
the act
to other
other roads
roads mentioned
tion to
And the
said company
entitled to
all the
the privileges
privileges and
and immuniimmunibe entitled
to all
And
the said
company shall
shall be
ties
granted to
the Hannibal
Saint Joseph's
Railroad Company
Company by
by the
the
Joseph's Railroad
and Saint
to the
Hannibal and
ties granted
Provisos.
said
act, so
same may
applicable: Provided,
be applicable:
Provided, Provisos.
as the
the same
may be
so far
far as
said last-mentioned
last-mentioned act,
That
government bonds
be issued
issued to
the said
Burlington and
Misand Misto the
said Burlington
shall be
bonds shall
That no
no government
souri
to aid
of said
said extension
extension
Company to
aid in
in the
the construction
construction of
souri River
River Railroad
Railroad Company
of
its road:
road: And
further, That
shall be
be completed
completed
provided,further,
That said
said extension
extension shall
of its
And provided,
within the
the period
period of
ten years from the
passage of this
this act.
the passage
of ten
within
of surveysurvey.
S
EC. 21.
21. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
any land
land granted
by .Cost
granted by
Cost of
it further
enacted, That
That before
before any
SEC.
ins, &c,, to be
this
be.conveyed to any company
or party
thereto under
under inde,
this act shall
shall be.conveyed
company or
party entitled thereto
orto con.
n.
paid before
this act,
act, there
there shall
shall first
first be
be paid
into the
United States,
States, veyances
this
paid into
the treasury
treasury of
of the
the United
veyances are
the cost
surveying, selecting,
selecting, and
same, by
com- made.
ade.
by the said
said cornconveying the
the same,
and conveying
the
cost of
of surveying,
pany or
or party
in interest,
interest, as
titles -shall
he required
required by
said company,
company,
by said
party in
as the
the titles
shall be
pany
which
shall, without
without any
any further
further appropriation,
stand to
the credit
credit
appropriation, stand
to the
which amount
amount shall,
of
the proper
to be
be used
used by
by the
commissioner of
the general
general landlandof the
the commissioner
of the
proper account,
account, to
of the
the public
public lands
along the line
prosecution of the
survey of
lands along
office for
for the
the prosecution
the survey
of said
road, and
so from
year to
year until
the whole
shall be
completed,
of
said road,
and so
from year
to year
until the
whole shall
be completed,
this act.
as provided
provided under
under the provisions of this
SEC. 22.
22. And
be it
it further
congress may,
may, at
any time,
time, alal- This act may
SEc.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That congress
at any

act.
ter'amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this act.
ter,
amend, or
APPROVED,
July 2,
2, 1864.
APPROVED, July
1864.

aid ia
Construction of
Cu. COXVIL
— An Act granting
granting Lands to aid
in the Construction
of a
a Railroad
Railroad and
CaP.
CCXVIL -An
Superior to Puget's
Pugets Sound, on the Pacific Coast, by the
Telegraph Line from Lake Superior
Teleyraph
Northern
Northern Route.

be
&e.
be altered,
altered, &¢.

July
2, 1864.
July.. 2,1864.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Northern PaciStates of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Richard
John A. Northern
Richard D. Rice,
Rice, John
States
America in
Railroad
Corn.
Railroad Corn
P. Kimball,
Kimball, ffic
Poore, Samuel P.
P. Strickland,
Strickland, Samuel C. Fessenden, Charles P.
pany mcorporAugustine Haines, Edwin
Augustine
Edwin R. W. Wiggin, Anson P.
P. Morrill,
Morrill, Samuel
An- ated.
Samuel J.
J. -Anr
Names ofcorof eorderson,
of Maine;
Maine; Willard
Sears, I.
S. Withington,
Withingten, Josiah
Josiah Perham,
Perham, James
James Names
Willard Sears,
I. S.
derson, of
poraters.
John Newell,
L. Rogers,
M.
Abiel Abbott,
Newell, Austin
Austin L.
Rogers, porators.
M. Becket,
Becket, A.
A. W. Banfield,
Banfield, Abiel
Abbott, John
Nathaniel Greene, jar.,
0. Bresbrey,
Bresbrey,
Nathaniel
jnr., Oliver
Oliver Frost, John A.
A. Bass,
Bass, John 0.
Shiverick, Edward
George Shiverick,
Edward Tyler,
Tyler, Filander
Filander J.
J. Forristall,
Forristall, Ivory
Ivory H.
H. Pope,
Massachusetts; George
Fairley Holmes,
Holmes, John
Phiof Massachusetts;
George Opdyke, Fairley
John Huggins, Philander Reed, George
George Briggs,
Briggs; Chauncy
Chauncy Vibbard,
Vibbard, John
John C. Fremont, of New
P. Jackson,
jr., of
S. 1M
M.
York; Ephraim Marsh,
Marsh, John P.
Jackson, jr.,
of New
New Jersey;
Jersey; S.
John Toy,
Toy, O.
J. Dickey, B.
B. F.
Archer, G.
G. W. Cass, J.
0. J.
F. Archer,
J. Edgar
Edgar
Felton, John
Thompson, John
John A.
A. Green,
Pennsylvania; T.
T. M.
M. Allyn,
Moses W.
W.
Allyn, Moses
Green, of
of Pennsylvania;
Thompson,
Wilson,
Whittaker, Ira
Wilson, Horace
Horace Whittaker,
Ira Bliss, of Connecticut;
Connecticut; Joseph A. Gilmore,
Gilmore,
Onslow .Stearns,
Stearns, E.
E. P.
P. Emerson,
Frederick Smyth,
Smyth, William
William Er
ChanE; ChanEmerson, Frederick
Onslow
dler,
Aldrich, H.
Cyrus Aldrich,
H. M. Rice,
Rice, John McKusick,
McKusick,
dler, of
of New
New Hampshire;
Hampshire; Cyrus
H. C. Waite, Stephen
Chapin, John
John GregH.
Stephen Miller,
Miller, of Minnesota;
Minnesota; E.
E. A. Chapin,
GregVermont; James
ory
George Merrill, of Vermont;
James Y. Smith, William
William S.
ory Smith,
Smith, George
Slater, Isaac
H. Southwick,
Rhode Island;
Island; Seth Fuller,
Slater,
Isaac H.
Southwick, Earl
Earl P.
P. Mason,
Mason, of Rhode
William Kellogg,
Kellogg, U.
Grant, William
William B.
William G.
G. Greene,
Greene,
William
U. S.
S. Grant,
B. Ogden,
Ogden, William
Leonard Sweat,
Sweat, Henry
Henry W. Blodgett,
Porter Sheldon,
Blodgett, Porter
Sheldon, of Illinois;
Illinois; J.
J. M.
M.
Leonard
Winchell,
Elsworth Cheesebrough,
Richard
Cheesebrough, James S.
S. Emery, of Kansas;
Kansas; Richard
Winchell, Elsworth
31*
31*
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Northern
Paci- F. Perkins,
Samuel Brannan, George Rowland,
Rowland,
Perkins, Richard Chenery, Samnel
Northern Pacific Railroad
Railroad CornCom- Henry Platt, of California;
fic
F. Mercer,
Mercer, James W. Brownley,
Brownley, of
California; William
William F.

pany.

pany

Powers,
Ste.
Powers, &c.

lay out,
May lax.
&c.,
&a., a
- railroad
railroad
telegraph
and telegraph
line.

Capital
Capital stock.
stock.

Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Quorum.
Quorum.
First meeting
rs
of Fi
commissioners.
commissioners.

Officers, &c.
&c.
Officers,

Maryland; GreenLatrobe, W. Prescott
Virginia; John H. B. Latrobe,
Prescott Smith, of Maryland;
bury
A. J.
J. Boreman,
of West
West Virginia;
E. Bramlette,
Bramlette,
Thomas E.
Virginia; Thomas
Boreman, of
Slack, A.
bury Slack,
Frank
Kentucky; aohn
Brough, John A. Bingham, Oran
John Brough,
of Kentucky;
Shorin, of
Frank Shorin,
Follett, John
L'Hommedieu, Harrison G. Blake, Philo
Gardner, S. S. L'Hommedieu,
John Gardner,
Follett,
Chamberlin, of
of Ohio;
Ohio; John
John A.
Samuel d11.
of DelHarrington, of
M. Harrington,
A. Duncan,
Duncan, Samuel
Chamberlin,
aware;
Thomas A.
A. Morris,
Williams, of Indiana;
Indiana; Samuel
Samuel L.
L. Williams,
Jesse L.
Morris, Jesse
aware; Thomas
Case, Henry
L. •Hall,
Hall, David H. Jerome,
Jerome, Thomas D. Gilbert, C. A.
Henry L.
Case,
Alexander Mitchell,
Trowbridge,
Broadhead, Alexander
Mitchell,
Michigan; Edward H. Broadhead,
of Michigan;
Trowbridge, of
Benjamin
Sterling, Marshal,
Wisconsin; J. C.
Marshal, of Wisconsin;
Levi Sterling,
Ferguson, Levi
Benjamin Ferguson,
Ainsworth, Orlando
Orlando Humason,
H. W.
W. Corbett,
Corbett, Henry
Failling, of Oregon;
Oregon;
Henry Failling,
Humason, H.
Ainsworth,
J. B.
S. Todd,
M. K.
Armstrong, J.
of
Gregory, J. Le Berge, of
J. Shaw
Shaw Gregory,
K. Armstrong,
Todd, M.
J.
B. S.
Dakota
John Mullan,
Mullen, Anson
Anson G.
G. Henry,
Henry, S.
S. D. Smith, Charles
Territory; John
Dakota Territory;
Terry, of Washington
Territory; H. W. Starr, Platt
Platt Smith,
Smith, Nixon DenDenWashington Territory;
Terry,
Reuben Noble, John L. Davies, of
ton, William
William Leighton,
Allen, Reuben
of
B. F. Allen,
Leighton, B.
ton,
Iowa; Willard
Willard P.
George R.
R. Smith,
H. Gayle
Gayle King,
King, John
SarJohn C. SerSmith, H.
P. Hall,
Hall, George
Iowa;
Wallace, of Idaho
geant, of
Idaho Territory;
Territory ;J.
J. H.
William H. Wallace,
Missouri; William
of Missouri;
geant,
Lathrop,
Merrick, of the District of Columbia,
E. Merrick,
D. Cooke,
Cooke, H. E.
Henry D.
Lathrop, Henry
and al
such other
other persons
persons who
shall or
with them, and
associated with
or may
may be associated
who shall
and
all.such
their successors,
successors, are
and erected
body,corporate and
and
erected into aabodycorporate
hereby created
created and
are hereby
their
politic, in
style., and
and title of the"
the" Northern
Northern
and in
in law, by the name, style
in deed and
politic,
Pacific Railroad
and by
by that
perpetual
name shall have perpetual
that name
Compatny," and
Railroad Company,"
Pacific
succession,
and shall
be able
sue and
and to
sued, plead
plead and be
be
to be sued,
to sue
able to
shall be
succession, and
impleaded, defend
defend and
be defended,
defended, in all
equity
all courts of law and equity
and be
impleaded,
within
United States, and may make and
and have aa common
common seal.
seal.
within the United
And said corporation
corporation is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to lay out, locate,
and enjoy
enjoy aa continuous
railroad and
and
continuous railroad
maintain, and
furnish, maintain,
construct, furnish,
cate, construct,
a point on
telegraph line,
appurtenances, namely, beginning at a
line, with the appurtenances,
telegraph
Lake
in the
the State
Minnesota or
Wisconsin;;thence westerly
or Wisconsin
State of Minnesota
Superior, in
Lake Superior,
determined by said comby the
the most
railroad route,
route, as shall be determined
comeligible railroad
most eligible
by
a line north of the
pany,
of the
States, on a
United States,
the United
territory of
the territory
within the
pany, within
forty-fifth
degree of
Puget's Sound, with aa
to some point on Puget's
of latitude
latitude to
forty-fifth degree
branch, via the valley of the
the Columbia
Columbia River,
River, to aa point at or near Portland,
Oregon, leaving the main trunk-line at the most
most suitin the State of Oregon,
land, in
terminus;
able
than three hundred
miles from its western terminus;
hundred miles
not more
more than
place, not
able place,
and
vested with all the powers, privileges,
privileges, and immunities
immunities neand is hereby vested
cessary
to carry
carry into
effect the
the purposes
of this act as herein
herein set forth.
forth.
purposes of
into effect
cessary to
The capital
capital stock
stock of said company
company shall consist of one million shares
shares of
of
one
deemed personal
personal
each, which shall in all respects be deemed
dollars each,
hundred dollars
one hundred
property,
and shall
transferable in
manner as the by-laws
by-laws of said
such manner
in such
shall be transferable
property, and
hereinbefore named are hereby
corporation
corporation shall provide. The persons hereinbefore
appointed commissioners,
commissioners, and shall be called the board of commissioners
constitu[t]e
of
Railroad Company,"
Company," and fifteen
fifteen shall constitu[t]e
" Northern Pacific Railroad
of the
the "
aaquorum
quorum for the transaction
transaction of business.
business. The first meeting
meeting of said board
Bosin
the
hall, in
Melodion
be
held
of commissioners
commissioners
of
shall be
at the
the IVIelodion
in the
the city
city of
of BosBoscity
of
shall
be held
held at
at
the
Melodion hall,
hall,
of
commissioners shall
Massachuany five
five commissioners
commissioners herein
herein named from Massachuton, at
at such time as any
shall appoint, not more than three
three months after
after the passage
passage of
of this
setts shall
commissioners by
act, notice of which shall be given by them to the other commissioners
newspaper in the cities of Bospublishing said notice in at least one daily newspaper
Cincinnati, Milwaukee,
York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,
Milwaukee, and Chicago, once aa
ton, New
New York,
week
four weeks
weeks previous to the day of meeting. Said
Said board shall
shall
week at least four
number of a
a president, vice-president, secorganize
organize by the choice from its number
sectreasurer, and
and they shall require from said treasurer
treasurer such bonds
retary, and treasurer,
as
may from
from time to time
time increase
increase the amount
amount
deemed proper, and may
as may be
be deemed
thereof
as they
they may
deem proper.
The secretary.
secretary. shall be sworn to the
proper. The
may deem
thereof as
faithful performance
performance of his duties, and such
such oath shall be entered upon
thereon.
company, signed by him, and
records of the
the company,
and the
the oath
oath verified
verified thereon.
the records
secretary of said
president and secretary
said board
board shall in like manner
manner call all
The president
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other meetings,
the time
and place
thereof. It
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty Meetings.
Meetings.
other
meetings, naming
naming the
time and
place thereof.
of said
said board
board of
of commissioners
commissioners to
to open
open books,
cause books
to be
be opened,
opened,
or cause
books to
books, or
of
Ty,olts of
of subsubat such
times, and
in such
such principal
cities or
or other
places in
in the
the United
United Books
at
such times,
and in
principal cities
other places
scription.
States, as
as they,
they, or
or a
aquorum
of them,
them, shall
within six
six months
months scription.
determine, within
shall determine,
quorum of
States,
after
of this
this act,
to receive
subscriptions to
to the
the capital
capital stock
stock
act, to
receive subscriptions
after the
the passage
passage of
of
said corporation,
cash payment
payment of
per centum
centum on
on all
all subscripsubscripof ten
ten per
of said
corporation, and
and a
a cash
tions,
and to
So soon
as twenty
thousand shares
shares shall
shall
tions, and
to receipt
receipt therefor.
therefor. So
soon as
twenty thousand
in
subscribed for, and
dollars per share
share actually
ten dollars
actually paid
and ten
in good
good faith be subscribed
into the
the treasury
of the
the company,
the said
said president
and secretary
secretary of
of said
said
president and
into
treasury of
company, the
board
of commissioners
commissioners shall
appoint a
atime
and place
place for
for the
first meeting
meeting First meeting
meeting
shall appoint
time and
the first
board of
subscribers
to
of
company, and
and shall
shall give
thereof of
of
subscribers
to
give notice
notice thereof
to the
the stock
stock of
of said
said company,
of the
the subscribers
subscribers to
stock.
in
at least
one newspaper
newspaper in
in each
each state
in which
which subscription
have st
in at
least one
state in
subscription books have
been
days previous
to the
of meeting,
at least
least fifteen
fifteen days
previous to
to to
the day
day of
meeting, and
and such
such
been opened,
opened, at
subscribers
shall attend
called, either
by
so called,
either in
in person
person or
or by
subscribers as
as shall
attend the
the meeting
meeting so
lawful proxy,
and there
shall elect
thirteen directors
for Directors.
lawful
proxy, then
then and
there shall
elect by
by ballot
ballot thirteen
directors for
Directors.
said corporation;
such election
election each
each share of said
said capital
capital stock
stock
said
corporation; and
and in such
secretary
shall entitle the owner
owner thereof
thereof to one
one vote. The president
president and secretary
of the
the board of commissioners,
commissioners, and, in case
case of
of their
their absence or
or inability,
inability,
Inspectors of
officers of said
board, shall act
act as
any two of the officers
said board,
as inspectors
inspectors of said elecelec- Inspectors
election.
hands the
Of the
the directors elected election.
their hands
the names
names of
tion, and
and shall
shall certify
certify under their
and secretary,
secretary, shall
shall to Commissioners
Commissioners
at said meeting;
meeting; and
and the
the said commissioners,
commissioners, treasurer, and
deliver to
then deliver
deliver over
over to
said directors
the properties,
subscription books,
books, directors,
then
to said
directors all
all the
properties, subscription
directors.
possession, and thereupon
thereuphn the duties
duties of said
and other
other books in
in their possession,
said commissioners, and the officers
officers previously
previously appointed
appointed by them, shall cease and
and
determine forever, and thereafter
thereafter the stockholders
stockholders shall
shall constitute said
determine
body
meetings of
stockholders of
the Annual
body politic
politic and
and corporate.
corporate. Annual
Annual meetings
of the
the stockholders
of the
meetAnnual meetDigs.
(when they are to be chosen)
chosen) ings.
officers (when
said corporation
corporation for the choice of officers
for the transaction
holden at
such time and place
place
and for
transaction of
of business shall
shall be holden
at such
and
by-laws.
and upon
upon such notice as may be
be prescribed
prescribed in the by-laws.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And
right of way
through the
way.
And be it further
further enacted, That the right
way through
the Right of way.
said ""Northern
Northern Pacific.
Pacific
public lands be, and
and the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, granted
granted to
to said
Railroad Company,"
Company," its soceessors
construction of a
arailRailroad
successors and assigns,
assigns, for
for the construction
road and telegraph as proposed;
proposed; and
and the right,
right, power, and authority
authority is
public lands, adjacent
adjacent to
hereby given to said corporation
corporation to take from the public
material of earth, stone,
Materials for
for
the line of said road, material
stone, timber, and so forth, for the
the Materials
construction.
construction thereof. Said way is granted to said railroad
railroad to the .extent construction.
railroad where it may
of two hundred feet in width on each side of said railroad
domain, including
including all necessary
necessary ground
ground for stapass through the public domain,
tion buildings, workshops,
workshops, depots, machine
machine shops, switches, side
side tracks,
turn-tables,
turn-tables, and water-stations;
exempt
water-stations; and the right of way shall be exempt
taxation within the territories
the United
United States. The United
United Indian titles
from taxation
territories of the
titles to
States shall extinguish, as rapidly as may be consistent with public
public policy
policy bbee extinguished.
extinguished.
and the welfare of the said Indians,
Indians, the Indian titles to all lands falling
falling
under
under the operation of this act, and acquired
donation to the
acquired in
in the
the donation
the [road]
[road]
named
named in this bill.
SEC. 3.
3. And
That there
hereby is,
SEC.
And be
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That
there be, and
and hereby
granted
granted to the ""Northern
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,"
Company," its successors
successors and Grant of public
assigns, for the purpose of aiding in the construction
lands.
construction of said railroad and lands.
telegraph line to the
secure the
the safe
speedy
telegraph
the Pacific
Pacific coast,
coast, and to
to secure
safe and
and speedy
transportation
transportation of the mails,
mails, troops,
troops, munitions of war, and public stores,
over the route of said line of railway, every alternate
alternate section of public
numbers, to the
twenty
land, not mineral, designated
designated by odd
odd numbers,
the amount
amount of twenty
alternate sections per mile, on each side
side of said railroad
railroad line, as
as said
company may adopt, through the territories
territories of the
the United
United States, and ten
ten
alternate sections
sections of land-per
land -per mile on each side of said railroad whenever
whenever
it passes through
through any state, and whenever
whenever on the line thereof, the United
United
reserved, sold,
granted, or otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
States have full
full title, not reserved,
sold, granted,
appropriated,
and free from preemption,
preemption, or other claims
claims or rights, at the time the
definitely fixed,
plat thereof
thereof filed
filed in
in the
office
line of
of said road
road is definitely
fixed, and
and aa plat
the office
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of
of the
the general
general land-office;
and whenever,
whenever, prior
of the
the commissioner
commissioner of
land-office; and
prior
to
any of
said sections
parts of
of sections
shall have
been
to said
said time,
time, any
of said
sections or
or parts
sections shall
have been
granted,
reserved, occupied
homestead settlers,
or preempted,
granted, sold,
sold, reserved,
occupied by
by homestead
settlers, or
preempted,
or
disposed of,
be selected
selected by
by said
in
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
of, other
other lands
lands shall
shall be
said company
company in
Lands in
in lien
lieu thereof, under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, in
in alalrteserved,
of those reserved,
&e.
ternate sections,
sections, and
designated by
by odd
odd numbers,
not more
more than
than ten
ten miles
miles
numbers, not
and designated
r s e r ve dternate
&cte.
Provisos.
Provisos,
beyond the limits of said alternate
alternate sections: Provided,
said route
Provided, That if
if said
shall
route to
to aid
aid in
in the
the conconshall be found upon
upon the line of any other railroad
railroad route
struction
which lands
been heretofore
granted by the United
struction of
of which
lands have
have been
heretofore granted
United
line, the
the amount
amount of
of
States, as far as
as the
the routes
routes are
are upon
upon the same
same general line,
land
heretofore granted
granted shall
shall be deducted
deducted from the amount
granted by
by
land heretofore
amount granted
this
further, That the railroad
company receiving
receiving the
this act: Provided, further,
railroad company
previous
grant of
land may
may assign
their interest
to said
said ""Northern
previous grant
of land
assign their
interest to
Northern Pacific
Pacific
Railroad
consolidate, confederate,
confederate, and
and associate
associate with
with
Railroad Company,"
Company," or may
may consolidate,
said company
company upon
section of
of this
act:
upon the terms
terms named in
in the
the first
first section
this act:
Minerallands
Provided,further,
Mineral lauds Provided,
further, That all mineral lands be, and the same are hereby,
hereby,
excluded,
excluded from the
and in
in lieu
lieu thereof
like quanquanthe operations
operations of this
this act, and
thereof aalike
tity
unappropriated agricultural
in odd
odd numnumtity of unoccupied
unoccupied and
and unappropriated
agricultural lands,
lands, in
bered sections,
sections, nearest
nearest to the line
line of said road may be selected
selected as above
above
provided:
the word
word ""mineral,"
mineral," when
when it
it ococprovided: And
And provided, further,
further, That
That the
not be
be held
to include
include iron
iron or
or coal:
And provided,
provided,
curs in this
this act, shall
shall not
held to
coal: And
further, That no money shall be drawn from the treasury
further,
the United
treasury of
of the
United
construction of the
the said
said "Northern
Pacific Railroad."
States to
to aid in the
the construction
"Northern Pacific
Railroad."
S
EC. 4. And
it further
That whenever
said "Northern
"Northern
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
whenever said
Commissioners.
Railroad Company"
twenty-five consecutive
consecutive miles of
Commissioners. Pacific Railroad
Company" shall
shall have twenty-five
of
any portion of said railroad and
and telegraph
telegraph line
ready for
for the
the service
service conline ready
contemplated,
United States
three comcomtemplated, the
the President
President of the
the United
States shall
shall appoint three
missioners to examine
the same,
same, and if it shall
twenty-five
examine the
shall appear that twenty-five
consecutive
telegraph line
line have
completed in
in
consecutive miles of said road and telegraph
have been completed
aagood, substantial, and
workmanlike manner,
as in
in all
all other
other respects
and workmanlike
manner, as
respects rerequired by this act, the commissioners
report to the
the President
President of
of
commissioners shall so report
Pat
ent.
the United States, and patents of
Patents.
as aforesaid,
shall be
be issued
issued to
to
of lands,
lands, as
aforesaid, shall
said
to said
the right
right and
and title
title to
to said
said lands,
said company, confirming
confirming to
said company
company the
lands,
situated opposite
opposite to, and coterminous
coterminous with,
with, said completed
completed section
section of
of said
said
road; and, from time to time, whenever
whenever twenty-five
twenty-five additional
additional consecuconsecutive miles shall have been constructed,
constructed, completed,
completed, and in readiness
readiness as
aforesaid,
aforesaid, and verified by said commissioners
commissioners to the President
President of the
United
United States, then patents
shall be
issued to said
conveying
patents shall
be issued
said company
company conveying
the additional sections
sections of land as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
every
and so on as fast as every
Provisos.
twenty-five miles of said
said road is completed
completed as aforesaid:
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That
That
not more than ten sections of land per mile, as said road
road shall
shall be
be comcompleted, shall be conveyed
conveyed to said company
company for all
said railrailall that part of said
road lying east of the western
western boundary
boundary of the State
State of Minnesota,
until
Minnesota, until
the whole
whole of said railroad shall be finished and in good running order,
place of beginning
on Lake
Lake Superior
Superior to
to
as aafirst-class railroad, from the place
beginning on
the western boundary
boundary of Minnesota:
Minnesota: Provided,
also, That
That lands
shall
Provided, also,
lands shall
not be granted under
under the provisions
provisions of this act
act on
on account
account of
any railrailof any
road, or part thereof, constructed
constructed
at the date of
passage of this act.
of
the
passage
act.
Railroad to be
SEC. 5.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
said Northern
Northern Pacific
Pacific RailRailconstrcted tine
SEC.
5. And
further enacted,
That said
constructed
in,
&c.
&c.
constructed in
substantial and workmanlike
workmanlike manner,
manner, with
with
road shall be constructed
in aasubstantial
all the
necessary draws, culverts,
culverts, bridges,
viaducts, crossings,
turnouts,
the necessary
bridges, viaducts,
crossings, turnouts,
stations, and watering
watering places,
places, and
appurtenances, including
including furnifurniand all other
other appurtenances,
ture, and rolling stock, equal
equal in all respects
respects to railroads of the
the first class,
when prepared for business, with rails of the best quality, manufactured
manufactured
Gauge.
from
American iron. And aa uniform gauge
gauge.
from American
gauge shall be
be established
established throughout the entire length
length of the road. And there shall be constructed
constructed aateleTelegraph
line. graph line, of the most substantial and approved
approved description,
description, to be operTelegraph line,
ated along the entire line: Provided,
Provided, That
That the said company
company shall not
the government
government higher rates than they do individuals for like
charge the
like
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transportation
And it
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
the
be the
service. And
and telegraphic
telegraphic service.
transportation and
Northern
Railroad Company
Company to
to permit
any other
railroad which
which
other railroad
permit any
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Other roads
roads
shall be
authorized to
to be
built by
or by
the legislature
Other
legislature may
States, or
by the
by the
the United
United States,
be built
be authorized
shall
form cconof any
or state
which the
the same
to form
form netionS
nbe situated,
situated, to
in which
same may
may be
any territory
territory or
state in
of
nections.
running connections
on fair
and equitable
terms.
running
connections with
with it,
it, on
fair and
equitable terms.
SEC. 6.
it further
enacted, That
That the
President of
of the
the United
further enacted,
the President
United Lands
Lands on both
SEC.
6. And
And be
be it
of road to
States
shall cause
the lands
surveyed for
for forty
in width
on sides
to
width on
sides
ofroad
to be
be surveyed
forty miles
miles in
States shall
cause the
lands to
be surveyed, &c.
both
the entire
entire line
of said
said road,
be
surveye
both sides
sides of
of the
line of
road, after
after the
the general
general route
route shall
shall bee
fixed, and
as fast
as may
be required
by the
the construction
construction of
said rail
rail
of said
required by
and as
fast as
may be
fixed,
road; and
and the
the odd
oJd sections
sections of
shall not
be liable
liable to
to
granted shall
not be
of land
land hereby
hereby granted
road;
sale, or
or entry,
entry, or
or preemption
preemption before
before or
after they
are surveyed,
surveyed, except
or after
they are
except
sale,
by said
as provided
this act;
act; but
the provisions
of the
the act
act
by
said company,
company, as
provided in
in this
but the
provisions of
ch. 16,
16,
of September,
granting pre'emption
1841, ch.
preemption 1841,
and forty-one,
forty-one, granting
hundred and
eighteen hundred
of
September, eighteen
v. p. 453.
rights,
and the
amendatory thereof,
act entitled "
" An act
act Vol.
Vol v.
p. 453thereof, and
and of
of the
the act
rights, and
the acts
acts amendatory
to
homesteads to
actual settlers
settlers on
domain," approved
to secure
secure homesteads
to actual
on the
the public
public domain,"
approved
1862, ch.
May
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, shall
and the
the same
same are
are 1862,
shall be,
be, and
ch. 75,
75,
Mlay twenty,
twenty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 392
392.
hereby, extended
to all
the line
of said
when sursur- Vol.
line of
said mai,
rocd, when
all other
other lands
lands on
on the
hereby,
extended to
veyed,
those hereby
hereby granted
said company.
And the
the reveyed, excepting
excepting those
granted to
to said
company. And
reserved
sections shall
shall not
be sold
sold by
by the
the government
government at
price
served alternate
alternate sections
not be
at aa price
two dollars
dollars and
and fifty
when offered
for sale.
sale.
less than
than two
fifty cents
cents per
per acre,
acre, when
offered for
S
EC. 7. And
it further
further enacted, That the said ""Northern
Pacific Company
SEC.
And be it
Northern Pacific
Company may
may
o
take lands necesRailroad
Company" be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
and empowered
empowered to
to take
lands ne ea.
is hereby,
authorized and
Railroad Company"
and is
sary for its road.
enter
upon, purchase,
purchase, take,
take, and
and hold
any lands
that may
may be
be sary for i road.
hold any
lands or
or premises
premises that
enter upon,
necessary
and
proper
for
the
construction
and
working
of
said
road,
not
necessary and proper for the construction and working of said road, not
exceeding in width two
railexceeding
two hundred feet on each
each side
side of
of the
the line of its
its railroad,
required for the purpose
purpose of
or
road, unless aagreater
greater width
width be required
of excavation
excavation or
embankment; and
any lands
lands or
may be
and
embankment;
and also
also any
or premises
premises that
that may
be necessary
necessary and
proper
proper for
for turnouts,
turnouts, standing
standing places
places for
for cars, depots, station-houses,
station-houses, or any
any
other structures
structures required in the
the construction
construction and
and working
working of said road.
road.
And the said company shall have
have the right to cut and remove trees and
other
material that might, by
encumber its road-bed,
road-bed, though
standother material
by falling,
falling, encumber
though standing or being more than two hundred feet from the
the line of said road.
road.
And
lands or premises
premises and the
company
And in
in case the
the owner of such lands
the said
said company
agree as to the value of the premises taken,
cannot agree
how
taken, or to
to be taken,
taken, for
fbr Damages, how
determined.
determined by the ap- determined.
the use of said road, the value
value thereof
thereof shall be determined
praisal of three disinterested commissioners,
commissioners, who may be appointed, upon
application by either party, to any
any court of record
record in any
any of the
the territolie; and
ries in which the
the lands
lands or premises to be taken
taken lie;
and said
said commiscommissioners, in their assessment of damages, shall appraise
appraise such
such premises at
what would have been
been the value thereof
thereof if the road had not been built.
court of such
And upon
upon return
return into court
such appraisement,
appraisement, and
and upon
upon the payment
payment
into the same of the estimated value of the premises
premises taken for the
use
the use
deemed to be
and benefit of
of the owner
owner thereof,
thereof, said
said premises
premises shall
shall be deemed
be
which shall
full title
title to
to the
same
taken by
by said
said company,
company, which
shall thereby
thereby acquire
acquire full
the same
either party
party feeling
aggrieved at
for the purposes
purposes aforesaid. And either
feeling aggrieved
at said
appraisement may, within thirty days after the
returned Appeal from
appraisement
the same
same has been returned
from
assessment.
and demand
demand aajury of twelve men to assessment.
into court, file an appeal therefrom, and
estimate the damage
damage sustained; but such
appeal shall
not interfere
such appeal
shall not
interfere with
the rights of said company to enter upon the premises
any
premises taken,
taken, or to
to do any
act necessary
necessary and proper
proper in the construction
construction of its road. And said party
appealing shall give bonds, with sufficient
sufficient surety or sureties, for
for the payappealing
ment of
cost that
that may
arise upon
upon such
appeal; and
in case
ment
of any
any cost
may arise
such appeal;
and in
case the
the
party appealing
increasing or diminishing,
appealing does not obtain
obtain aaverdict,
verdict, increasing
diminishing, as
as
the case may be, the award of the commissioners,
commissioners, such
such party
party shall pay
pay
the appellee,
appellee, as
as well
well as
as his
his own,
the paypaythe whole cost incurred
incurred by the
own, and
and the
ment into
into court,
court, for
for the
use of
the owner
said premises
of aasum
ment
the use
of the
owner of
of said
premises taken,
taken, of
sum
equal to that finally awarded, shall be h.eld
held to vest
vest in said company the
title of said land, and of the right to use and occupy the same
same for the
the
construction, maintenance,
naaifttenance, and operation
operation of said
And in case
construction,
said road.
road. And
case any
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be held
held by
by any
infant, femme
femme
of the
the lands
lands to
to be
be taken,
taken, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall be
any infant,
covert, non compos, insane
residing without
without the
the territerriinsane person,
person, or
or persons
persons residing
Lands
Lands held by tory within which the lands
lands to be taken lie, or persons
persons subjected to any
any
is t
infants or persons l
legal disability,
may appoint
appoint a
for any
party under
under
any party
guardian for
a guardian
the court
court may
disability, the
under anyeg
any legal
disability.
any disqualification,
disqualification, to
appear in
proper person,
person, who
who shall
bonds,
to appear
in proper
shall give
give bonds,
with sufficient
sufficient surety
surety or
and faithful
faithful execution
of
or sureties,
sureties, for
for the
the proper
proper and
execution of
represent in court the
the person
disqualified, as
as aforehis trust,
trust, and
and who
who may represent
person disqualified,
aforeshall be
be had
had in
refersaid, from appearing,
appearing, when
when the
the same
same proceedings
proceedings shall
in reference to the appraisement
appraisement of the
taken for the
use of
of said
said
the premises to be taken
the use
company, and
with the
the same
already described;
and
and with
same effect
effect as
as has
has been
been already
described; and
this act
not
the title of the
the company
company to
to the
the lands
lands taken
taken by virtue
virtue of this
act shall
shall not
be affected
or impaired
reason of
of any
any failure
failure by
by any
any guardian
guardian to
to disdisbe
affected or
impaired by
by reason
charge
trust. And
And in
any party
party shall
have a
right or
or
charge faithfully
faithfully his
his trust.
in case
case any
shall have
a right
term of
of years,
or any
any interest
interest therein,
possesclaim to any
any land
land for
for aaterm
years, or
therein, in
in possesreversion, or remainder,
sion, reversion,
remainder, the value
any such
less than
than a
value of any
such estate,
estate, less
a
fee
in the
the manner
hereinbefore
fee simple, shall
shall be
be estimated
estimated and
and determined
determined in
manner hereinbefore
set
in case
shall be
necessary for
for the
company to
to enter
enter
set forth.
forth. And
And in
case it
it shall
be necessary
the company
upon
any lands
lands which
which are
unoccupied, and
of which
there is
is no
upon any
are unoccupied,
and of
which there
no apparent
apparent
owner
proceed to
to take
take and
same for
for the
purowner or
or claimant,
claimant, it may proceed
and use
use the
the same
the purposes of
of said
railroad, and
and may
may institute
proceedings, in
in manner
manner described,
described,
poses
said railroad,
institute proceedings,
ascertaining the
of, and
and of
of acquiring
acquiring title
title to,
to, the
the
for the purpose
purpose of
of ascertaining
the value
value of,
same; but the judge
judge of the
hearing said suit shall determine
determine the
the kind
kind
the court
court hearing
of
served on
owner or
or owners,
and he
he may
may in
of notice to be served
on such owner
owners, and
in its
its discrediscreguardian to
to represent
such owner
or owners
owners in
in case
case
tion appoint an
an agent or
or guardian
represent such
owner or
Claims to
to be of his or their incapacity
non-appearance. But in case no claimant
incapacity or non-appearance.
claimant
made within six
made within six shall appear within six years from
from the time
tinie of the opening of said road
years.
across any land, all claims to damages
damages against said
said company shall be barred.
Conditions
Conditions of
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 8. And be it
it further
enacted, That each and every grant,
right,
grant, right,
grant.
grant.
and privilege herein are so made
and
made and given to, and accepted
accepted by, said
Northern
Railroad Company,
Company, upon
upon and
and subject
to the
following
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railroad
subject to
the following
conditions,
shall commence
work on
conditions, namely:
namely: That the
the said
said company
company shall
commence the
the work
on
years from the approval of
said road within two years
of this act
act by the
the President,
and shall
shall complete
less than
than fifty
fifty miles
year after
after the
the second
dent, and
complete not
not less
miles per
per year
second
equip, furnish,
and complete
complete the
the whole
year, and shall
shall construct, equip,
furnish, and
whole road
road
by
the fourth
day of
of July,
July, anno
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-six.
seventy-six.
by the
fourth day
anno Domini
If company
company
If
SEC. 9. And
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the United States make the
Sac.
breaks
condibreaks condiseveral
conditioned grants
grants herein,
herein, and
the said
Pacific
tions, &c.,
the
several conditioned
and that
that the
said Northern
Northern Pacific
&c., the
United States
Railroad
Railroad Company accept
accept the
further condition
condition that
that if
the
the same,
same, upon
upon the
the further
if the
may complete
may
complete
said
company
make
any
breach
conditions
hereof,
and
allow
the
company
make
any
breach
of
the
conditions
hereof,
and
allow
the
:the road..
same
upwards of
of one
then, in
in such
such ease,
time
same to
to continue
continue for upwards
one year,
year, then,
case, at
at any
any time
hereafter,
the United
United States,
by its
its congress,
congress, may
do any
any and
and all
all acts
and
hereafter, the
States, by
may do
acts and
things which may
may be needful and
speedy completion
completion
and necessary
necessary to insure
insure aaspeedy
of the said road.
Any person
person
SEC.
S
EC. 10. And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That all people of the
the United
may subscribe to
the right
right to
subscribe to
to the
stock of
the Northern
Northern
States shall
shall have
have the
to subscribe
the stock
of the
maysubscrbe
to States
stock.
Pacific
Railroad Company
the whole
whole capital
capital named
named in
act of
of
Pacific Railroad
Company until the
in this
this act
incorporation is taken
complying with
the terms
terms of
of subscription;
subscription;
incorporation
taken up,
up, by
by complying
with the
No mortgage
mortgage
and no mortgage
mortgage or
construction bonds
bonds shall
shall ever
be issued
issued by
by said
said comcomor construction
ever be
unless,
unless, &c.
&c.
pany on said road, or mortgage,
mortgage, or lien made in any way, except by the
consent of the congress
congress of
United States.
consent
of the United
Railroad
Railroad to be
be
SEC.
SEC. 11.
11. And
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That said Northern Pacific
Pacific RailRailpost route and
road,
any part
thereof, shall
shall be
be a
post route
route and
military road,
road,
and aa military
a post
or any
part thereof,
ilitarytroad.
roand
road, or
military
subject
postal, military,
naval, and
and all
all
subject to the use of
of the
the United
United States,
States, for
for postal,
military; naval,
other
government service,
also subject
subject to
to such
as conconother government
service, and
and also
regulations as
such regulations
gress may
restricting the
charges for
for such
government transgress
may impose
impose restricting
the charges
such government
transportation.
portation.
Company to
SEC.
S
EC. 12. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the acceptance
acceptance of the terms,
terms,
signify i
n writing
and impositions
of this
this act
act by
the said
said Northern
Pacific Railby the
Northern Pacific
impositions of
conditions, and
itgnepy'tan
its
acceptance onf
of conditions,
terms,
terms, &c.,,of
road Company shall be signified in writing under the
the corporate
corporate seal of
of
grant.
grant.
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said company,
company, duly executed
executed pursuant
the direction
direction of
of its
board of
of
pursuant to
to the
its board
directors first had and obtained,
acceptance shall
shall be
within
obtained, which acceptance
be made
made within
two years after the passage
passage of this act, and
not afterwards,
afterwards, and
and shall
be
and not
shall be
served
served on the President of the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
SEC. 13. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
That the
the directors
of said
said company
company Annual report
enacted, That
directors of
of directors.
directors.
shall make an annual
annual report of their proceedings
proceedings and
yeti- of
and expenditures, verified by the affidavits of the president
president and at least
least six
the directors,
and
six of
of the
directors, and
they shall, from time to time, fix, determine,
determine, and
regulate the
the fares,
fares, tolls,
tolls,
and regulate
and charges to be received and 'paid for
of persons
persons and
for transportation
transportation of
and
property on said
said road,
any part
part thereof.
property
road, or
or any
thereof.
SEC.
14. And
And be
further enacted,
SEC. 14.
be it
it further
directors chosen
chosen in
in purpur- President
enacted, That
That the
the directors
and
President and
officers.
suance
suance of the first section of this act shall, so soon as may be after
after their
their other
other officers.
election, elect from their own number
number a
president and
vice-president;
a president
and vice-president;
and said board of directors
directors shall,
from time
to time,
time, and
and so
as may
may
shall, from
time to
so soon
soon as
be after their election,
election, choose a
secretary, who
who shall
hold
a treasurer
treasurer and secretary,
shall hold
their offices at the will and pleasure of the board
of directors.
directors. The
The treastreasboard of
urer and secretary
secretary shall give such
with such
such security
security as
as the
the said
said
such bonds, with
board from time to time may require. The
before enterenterThe secretary
secretary shall,
shall, before
ing upon his duty, be sworn
sworn to the faithful discharge
and said
discharge thereof,
thereof, and
said
oath shall be made a
a matter of record upon the books of said
said corporation.
corporation.
No person shall be aadirector of said company
unless he
stockcompany unless
he shall
shall be
be a
a stockholder, and qualified
qualified to vote for directors at the election
election at
shall
at which
which he
he shall
be chosen.
chosen.
SEC.
it further
SEC. 15. And be it
further enacted,
the president,
vice-president, Term of office
enacted, That the
president, vice-president,
office
of president
and
and directors shall hold their offices for the period
period indicated in the by-laws
by-laws of
president and
other officers.
of
company, not exceeding
years, respectively,
and until
until others
others other officers.
of said company,
exceeding three
three years,
respectively, and
are chosen in their place,
qualified. In
In case
case it
it shall
that
place, and
and qualified.
shall so
so happen
happen that
an election of directors shall not be
any day
day appointed
by the
be made
made on
on any
appointed by
the
by-laws of
company, the
corporation shall
shall not
for that
that excuse
excuse be
be
of said
said company,
the corporation
not for
deemed to be dissolved, but such election
on any
any day
day
election may
may be holden
holden on
which shall be appointed
appointed by the directors.
directors. The
The directors,
whom seven,
seven,
directors, of
of whom
including the president, shall be aaquorum
quorum for
transaction of
business, Quorum.
for the
the transaction
Quorum.
of business,
shall have
power to
to make
and prescribe
regu- By-laws.
have full power
make and
prescribe such
such by-laws,
by-laws, rules,
rules, and
and regulations as they shall deem needful
needful and proper
proper touching the disposition and
and
management
management of the stock, property,
property, estate, and
and effects
effects of
of the
the company,
company,
the transfer'of shares, the
conduct of
of their
their officers
officers and
and servants
servants
the duties
duties and
and conduct
touching the election and meeting of the directors, and
matters whatwhatand all
all matters
soever
soever which may appertain
appertain to
of said
said company;
company; and
and the
the
to the
the concerns
concerns of
said board of directors may
may have full
full power
or vacanpower to
to fill
fill any
any vacancy
vacancy or
vacancies that may occur from any cause
cause or causes from
to time
time in
from time to
in their
their
said board. And the said board of directors
directors shall
power to
to appoint
appoint Power of direshall have
have power
directors.
such engineers, agents, and subordinates
subordinates as may
may from
to time
be tors.
from time
time to
time be
necessary
necessary to carry into effect the object
and to
to do
do all
all
object of the
the company,
company, and
acts and things touching the location and
and construction
construction of
of said
road.
said road.
SEC.
S
EC. 16. And be it further
enacted, That
That it
be lawful
for the
the
further enacted,
it shall
shall be
lawful for
Payment of
of
directors of said company to require payment
payment of the sum
sum of ten per
per Payment
centum cash assessment.upon
assessment.upon all subscriptions
subscriptions received
of all
all subscribers,as
subscribers, cash assessment.
received of
assesment
and the balance thereof at such times and
proportions and
and in such proportions
and on such
such
conditions as they shall deem to be necessary
necessary to complete
complete the
the said
road
said road
and telegraph line within the time
prescribed. Sixty
Sixty days'
time in this
this act
act prescribed.
days'
previous notice shall be given of
payments required,
and of
of the
the time
time Notice.
of the
the payments
required, and
Notice.
and place of payment, by publishing aanotice
notice once a
a week
one daily
daily
week in one
newspaper in each of the cities of Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, and
and
York, Philadelphia,
Chicago; and in case any
any stockholder
shall neglect
neglect or
or refuse
to pay,
stockholder shall
refuse to
pay, in
in
pursuance
pursuance of such notice, the stock
such person
person shall
be forfeited
forfeited Stock to be
stock held
held by such
shall be
absolutely to the use of the company, and also any payment
forfeited, &c.
payment or payments
payments forfeited,
&c.
that shall have been
been made on account thereof, subject
subject to
to the
condition
the condition
that the board of directors may
may allow the redemption
on such
terms as
redemption on
such terms
as
they may
they
may prescribe.
prescribe.
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authorized
SEc.
it further
said company is authorized
That the said
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
17. And
SEC. 17.
Cotnpany may
Company
&c.,
donation, loan,
to
loan, power, franchise,
franchise, aid,
to accept to its own use any grant, donation,
accept, &c.,
grants.
conferred upon, said company
which may
grants.
or assistance which
may be granted
granted to, or conferred
company
or
by
the United
United States,
States, by
by the
legislature of any state, or
the legislature
of the
congress of
the congress
by the
authorized
by any
corporation, person,
or persons;
persons; and
and said
corporation is authorized
said corporation
person, or
any corporation,
by
to hold
hold and
and enjoy
any such
such grant,
grant, donation,
donation, loan, power, franchise,
franchise, aid,
aid, or
enjoy any
to
assistance, to
the purpose
purpose aforesaid.
aforesaid.
use for the
own use
its own
to its
assistance,
SEC. 18.
18. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That said
Northern Pacific Railsaid Northern
it further
Company to
And be
SEC.
Company
gain consent
consent of
of road Company
any state
of any
consent of the legislature
Company shall obtain the consent
legislature of
gain
legislatures, through which any portion of said railroad line may
state legislatures,
to
may
pass,
previous
pass,
line
railroad
said
of
portion
any
which
through
&c.. legi
commencing,
construction thereof;
but said
said company
company may
may have the
the
thereof; but
the construction
commencing, the
right
to put
on engineers
the route
route before
before obtaining the consurvey the
and survey
engineers and
put on
right to
sent
the legislature.
of the
sent of
SEC. 19.
19. And
And be
be it
further enacted, That
That unless said Northern Pacific
Pacific
Act
be void,
void,
it further
SEC.
to be
Act to
unless,
&c.
said
bona fide subscriptions
Company shall obtain bona
Railroad
unless, &c.
Railroad Company
subscriptions to the stock of
of said
centum
company
to
the
amount
of
two
millions
of
dollars,
per
centum
ten
with
dollars,
of
millions
two
of
amount
the
company to
paid within
within two
two years
after the
the passage
passage and
of this
this act,
act, it shall
approval of
and approval
years after
paid
be null
null and void.
be
enacted, That
may be
SEC. 20. And
it further
That the better to accomplish
accomplish the
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Act mav
altered, Sic.
object of this act, namely, to promote the public interest
&c.
altered,
interest and welfare
welfare by
the construction
construction of
of said
said railroad
railroad and telegraph
keeping the same
same
telegraph line, and keeping
the
in
order, and
and to
to the
the government
government at all
all times (but parsecure to
to secure
working order,
in working
ticularly
in time
war) the
and benefits
of the
the same for postal,
benefits of
use and
the use
of war)
time of
ticularly in
military,
and other
other purposes,
congress may, at any time, having
having due
purposes, congress
military, and
regard
rights of
Pacific Railroad
Company, add to,
Railroad Company,
Northern Pacific
said Northern
of said
the rights
for the
regard for
alter, amend,
act.
repeal this act.
or repeal
amend, or
alter,
APPROVED,
1864.
2, 1864.
July 2,
APPROVED, July
J
uly 2,
1864.
2,1864.
July

CHAP.
CCXVIII.-An
—An Act
Act to quiet the Titles
de
Titles to Lands within the Rancho Laguna de
CHAP. CCXVIII.
Calle; in the State of California.
California.
Santos Call',

Be
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
and House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
in Congress
may and shall be lawful
lawful
Congress assembled, That it may
America in.
States
the
within the
lands within
grantees or their assigns of lands
for all purchasers
purchasers from the grantees
Rancho Laguna
Laguna de
Santos Calle,
the State
State of California,
California, to file, within
within
in the
Calle, in
de Santos
Rancho
twelve
from the passage
passage of this act, with the
the register of the landlandmonths from
twelve months
lands so purchased
office
at Marysville,
applications describing
describing the lands
purchased by them
Marysville, applications
office at
purchase from
respectively,
from the said grantees
grantees or
bona fide purchase
proofs of bonâ
with proofs
respectively, with
their assigns;
assigns; arid,
such proofs
proofs being found
found satisfactory, the
the said purupon such
and, upon
their
chasers shall
shall be
according to the lines of the public
enter, according
to enter,
permitted to
be permitted
chasers
surveys,
twenty-five cents per
per acre,
acre, the lands
lands so purdollar and twenty-five
one dollar
at one
surveys, at
chased
the limits
of said
said rancho,
described in the petition preas described
rancho, as
limits of
within the
chased within
to the
of commissioners
the act
of March
March 3,
3, 1851,
1851,
act of
under the
commissioners under
board of
the board
1851,
sented to
ch. 41. sented
1851, eh.
entitled "An
to ascertain
ascertain and
and settle
private land claims in
in the
settle the private
p. 631.
631. entitled
act to
"An act
Vol. ix. p.
State of
of California,"
to the
the extent
lands so purchased
purchased have
which the lands
to which
extent to
California," to
State
been
reduced to
to possession,
possession, and
and are
held by
by said
said purchasers:
purchasers: ProPronow held
are now
been reduced
vided,
That any
any person
person who
who shall
himself of the provisions
provisions of this
avail himself
shall avail
vided, That
act shall
thereafter debarred
debarred any further
further claim
claim under the grantee
grantee in
be thereafter
shall be
act
confirmation of the grant.
final confirmation
a final
event of a
the event
Costs of
Sae.
And be
be it
it further
where any
any additional surveys
That where
enacted, That
further enacted,
2. And
SEC' 2.
addiof addiCosts
tional
surveys.
may
effect to this act, the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of
full effect
give full
to give
necessary to
found necessary
be found
may be
tional surveys.
the
land-office shall
shall cause
cause such surveys
surveys to be made
made at the
the cost of
general land-office
the general
80th,
1862,
oh, 86,410.
provided by
the 10th
10th section
the act of May 30th,
section of the
by the
as provided
purchasers, as
the purchasers,
86, j 10. the
1862, oh.
Vol. xii.
entitled ""An
sale of
reduce the expenses of the survey and sale
act to reduce
An act
1862, entitled
410. 1862,
p. 410.
xii. p.
Vol.
Proviso.
the public
public lands
United States:"
States:" Provided,
Provided, That no entry of
the United
of the
lands of
the
provis.
be
mineral lands
lands or
or lands
for military or other public uses, shall be
reserved for
lands reserved
mineral
permitted
acquired under
under the
the preprenor shall any rights acquired
this act, nor
under this
permitted under
emption laws
the United States be
be affected
affected hereby.
hereby.
of the
laws of
emption
Sac. 3.
3. And
it further
further enacted,
it shall be the duty of the
enacted, That it
be it
And be
SEC.

Titles to lands
in the
Rancho
in
the Rancho
Laguna de Santos Calle, CaliCalifornia,
quieted.
fornia, quieted.
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CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
O .219,
219, 220.
220.
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THIRTY-EIGHTH
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1864.
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373

register
and receiver
receiver of
of the
the proper
land-office to
receive all
applications Duty
Duty of
of regisregisall applications
to receive
proper land-office
register and
in
presented under
under this
to such
such instructions
as may
may ters
ters and
and receivers
receivers
instructions as
act, pursuant
pursuant to
this act,
in cases
cases presented
be
prescribed by
commissioner of
general land-office,
land-office, and
and to
to ad-der
ad- under ts
this act.
of the
the general
the commissioner
by the
be prescribed
judge all
such cases
as preliminary
to a
a final
final decision
decision in
due course
course of
of
in due
preliminary to
all such
cases as
judge
law.
law.
APPROVED,
1864.
July 2,
2, 1864.
APPROVED, July
CHAP. CCXIX.
CCM. —An
July 2,
2, 1864:
1864:
-An Act to authorize
authorize assimilated
assimilated Rank to be given to the Warrant
Warrant July
CHAP.
Officers
of the
the United
United States
Purposes.
for other
other Purposes.
andfor
States Navy,
Navy, and
Officers of

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
rant stiomwilaatreradnt
States
in Congress
That the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the President
President of the rank
Assimilated
States of
of America
America in
to warrant
United
States
is
hereby
authorized,
if,
in
his
judgment,
it
shall
be
conofficers
in the
United States is hereby authorized, if, in his judgment, it shall be con- officers in
the
ducive to
to the
assimilated rank to the
the war- navy.
to give assimilated
of the
the service,
service, to
the interest
interest of
ducive
rant officers
officers of the navy,
boatswains, gunners,
gunners, carpenters,
sailcarpenters, and sailnavy, viz:
viz: boatswains,
rant
makers, as
follows: After
five years
of service
ensigns; and
and
with ensigns;
After five
years of
service to
to rank
rank with
makers,
as follows:
after ten
years service
to rank
rank with
with masters.
masters.
ten years
service to
after
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
after the
the passage
passage of
of To
To be called
called
enacted, That,
That, from
from and
and after
SEC.
be it
"warrant
ffarrasnt scc.
preceding section
section shall be known as officers,"
named in the preceding
this act,
act, the officers named
warrant officers
officers in
in the
United States,"
shall be
be
States," and
and shall
of the
the United
the naval
naval service
service of
""warrant
entered upon the Naval
Naval Register.
Register.
so entered
SEe. 3. And
of'
Expenses of
SEc.
And be it
it further
further enacted, That
That in all cases
cases where
where it has been,
been, Expenses
or may
be, found
necessary during
present war
in confineconfine- co
ea
rsfio
n
ne
s
m
th
e
u
n
n
t
d
o
f
in
confinement
to detain
detain in
war to
the present
during the
may be,
found necessary
or
0
persons
foundofin
ment persons
persons found
found on
of eaptured
vessels, the
expenses of
of the
the c
P
aptured vessels.
ment
on board
board of
captured vessels,
the expenses
captured
vessels.
detention of
such persons,
persons, when
when not
not chargeable
chargeable to
to the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of prize
prize
detention
of such
or
for defraying
defraying the
the
shall be
be paid out
out of the appropriation
appropriation for
or other fund,
fund, shall
expenses
which the
United States
are concerned,
the
the United
States are
concerned, and that the
of suits in
in which
expenses of
expenses
of prisoners
naval court-martial
in
to confinement
confinement in
sentenced by
by naval
court-martial to
expenses of
prisoners sentenced
penitentiary shall
be defrayed
defrayed from
from the
the same
same fund.
fund.
shall be
aapenitentiary
S
EC. 4.
4. And
be itfurther
it further enacted,
following addition
addition be
Additional
SEC.
And be
enacted, That
That the
the following
be made
made Additional
to the
the clerical
clerical force
authorized by
by law
in the
the Navy
Navy Department:
Department vierks in the Navy
clerksintheNavy
law in
force now
now authorized
to
Bureau of
provisions and clothing, two clerks
clerks of
of the
ePartmen t
Bureau
of provisions
the third
third class and epartment.
two
class.
the first class.
two of
of the
ordnance, one
third class.
class.
Bureau of ordnance,
one clerk of the
the third
Bureau of equipment
equipment and recruiting,
recruiting, one
one clerk of the second class and
and
Bureau
one clerk of the first class.
APPROVED, July
1864.
July 2,
2, 1864.
APPROVED,

CHAP. CCXX.-An
CCXX.—An Act for
increased Facilities
Facilitiesof
of Telegraph Communication between the
CHAP.
for increased
Atlantic
Pacific States and the Territory
_Idaho.
Atlantic and Pacific
Territory of Idaho.

2, 1864.
July 2,
1864.

Be
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
The United
United
States
in Congress
assembled, That
Tele- The
That the
the United
United States
States TeleAmerica in
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
States Telegraph
graph Company,
and their
associates, are
to erect
melga
Compansy
graph
Company, and
their associates,
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
erect aaCompany
may
line
telegraph between
between the
and the
erect lines beline or
or lines of magnetic
magnetic telegraph
the Missouri
Missouri River
River and
the erect
between
the
Misthe MisFrancisco, in the State
State of California, on such route as they tween
city of San
San Francisco,
souri River and
United States Telegraph
Telegraph San
may select, to connect with
with the lines
lines of
of the
the said
said United
San Francisco, tto
connect with
Company,
constructed, and
states of connect
with
and being constructed
constructed through
through the states
Company, now constructed,
other lines.
lines.
company shall have
have the use of such unoccupied
unoccupied land other
the Union. The said company
way
and mate- Right of way
of the United States as
as may
may be necessary
necessary for the right of way, and
&c.
repairs, not &C.
stations along said line for r'epairs,
rials, and for the establishing of stations
exceeding
stations Stations.
exceeding at
at any station
station one quarter
quarter section of land; and such stations
whole line, unless
not to exceed one in fifteen miles on the average
average of the whole
said lands shall be required by the
the government
the United States for
government of the
for
right to
preempt any No right
railroad
purposes: And provided, That no right to preempt
railroad or, other purposes:
preemption.
United States
of said lands
lands under the laws of the United
States shall enure
enure to said
said com- preemption.
pany
agents, or
whatsoever.
persons whatsoever.
pany or
or their
their agents,
or any other person or persons
S
EC. 2.
enacted, That
That the
TeleSEC.
2. And
And be
be it
it further enacted,
the said
said United
United States Telegraph Company,
Company, under
the President
United States,
of the
the United
graph
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
President of
-32
VOL. XIII.
XIII. PUB.
VOL.
PUB. —32
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874

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
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C. 220, 221,
221, 222.
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THIRTY-EIGHTH

authorized to
to
is hereby
hereby authorized
Line of telegraph
from Fort
graph from
Fort Walla and the Dalles
Hall to Portland
Oregon, and
from Fort
Fort
Oregon, &c.
and from
&c. 'Oregon,
Oregon,

erect a
telegraph from
from Fort Hall, by Wallaa line of telegraph
of
and San Francisco to Portland,
Portland, in the
the State of
Hall
to Bannock
Bannock and
City, in
in the
the TerriTerriVirginia City,
and Virginia
IIall to
tory of
Idaho, with
the same
as to
to the
right of way, and so
the right
privileges as
same privileges
with the
of Idaho,
tory
forth, as
in the
section of
act; the United States to
of this act;
first section
the first
provided in
as is
is provided
forth,
have priority
in the
the use
use of
said lines of telegraph
telegraph to Oregon and Idaho.
of said
priority in
have
SEC. 3.
3. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the aforesaid
aforesaid company
company is
auis auThat the
be it
And be
This company
SEC.
may
&c.,
thorized
receive despatches
despatches on payment
payment of the
by this act to send and receive
thorized by
may send,
send, &c.,
over
despatches
despatches
regular charges
charges for
for transmission
over any
any line
line that
that may
may now
now
despatches over
of despatches
transmission of
other
lines upon ,regular
othr lines,
or
aid of congress,
congress, to connect
connect
the authority or aid
be constructed
constructed by the
&c.
or hereafter
hereafter be
&c.
with any
erected by the Russian
Russian or English
or erected
authorized or
or lines
lines authorized
line or
with
any line
governments,
and that
that all
despatches received
received by said
said line or lines shall
all despatches
governments, and
Despatches
transmitted in the order
order of their
their reception, and the
the answers thereto
Despatches to be transmitted
be transmitted i
Company for
for transStates Telegraph
said United
to said
United States
Telegraph Company
transshall be
be delivered
delivered to
be
transmitted in shall
order of recepmission
lines to
whence the
message was
original message
the original
office whence
to the
the office
tion.
their lines
over their
mission over
tion.
sent,
whenever so
directed by
the sender thereof.
by the
so directed
sent, whenever
Certain railrailenacted, That
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
And be it
Certain
SEC. 4. And
That the several
several railroad
railroad companies
companies
road companies
authorized by
by act
congress July
one, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
hundred and
July one,
of congress
act of
authorized
ake ani
rmay make
may
arare authorized
authorized to
with the
the United
United States
States Telearrangements with
into arrangements
rangements with
to enter
enter into
with are
this
telegraph
graph company
company so
Missouri River
River
line of
of telegraph
telegraph between the Missouri
so that
that the
the line
graph
thi
telegraph
company.
and San
San Francisco
Francisco may
made upon
and along
the line
line of
of said
said railroad
railroad
along the
upon and
be made
may be
18S2, ch. 120. and
1862,
and if
and branches
fast as
said roads
roads and
branches are
are built,
built, and
if said
said
and branches
Vol. xii. p. 489. and
as said
as fast
branches as
arrangements be
be entered
entered into
into and
and the
transfer of
of said
said telegraph
telegraph line be
be
the transfer
arrangements
made
accordance therewith
therewith to
to the
line of said
said railroads and branches,
branches,
the line
made in
in accordance
such
transfer shall,
all purposes
purposes of
of the
act referred
referred to,
to, be
be held
held and
the act
for all
shall, for
such transfer
considered
the part
part of
railroad companies
of the procompanies of
of said
said railroad
on the
fulfilment on
a fulfilment
considered a
vision
the act
regard to
construction of
telegraph line; and, in
of aatelegraph
the construction
to the
in regard
act in
of the
vision of
case
disagreement, said
said telegraph
company are
are authorized
authorized to remove
telegraph company
of disagreement,
case of
their
of telegraph
telegraph along
along and
and upon the line of railroad therein contemline of
their line
plated,
companies.
rights of said railroad companies.
to the
the rights
prejudice to
without prejudice
plated, without
APPROVED, July
1864.
July 2, 1864.
APPROVED,

Public Lands.
Sale of Reservations of
Act in Relation
Relation to the Sale
-AnAn Act
CHAP. CCXXI.
CCXXL —
of the Public

July 2, 1864.

the United
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
enacted by
Be it

assembled, That whenever
whenever any reservain Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of _America
Minimum price States

may he fixed
fixed for
maybe
for tion of public
public lands shall be brought into market
market under existing
existing laws, it
reservations, &c.
to fix
of the
the general
shall
be lawful
lawful for
for the
commissioner of
general land-office
land-office to
fix aa
the commissioner
shall be
minimum price,
price, not
not less
less than
than one
one dollar
dollar and
twenty-five cents
cents per
per acre,
acre,
and twenty-five
minimum

below
which such
shall not
not be
be disposed
disposed of.
of.
lands shall
such lands
below which
APPROVED, July
1864.
2, 1864.
July 2,
APPROVED,

July
2, 1864.
1864.
July 2,

CHAP. CCXXII.-An
CCXXii. — An Act
relating to the Law
District of Columbia.
in the District
Law of Evidence in
Act relating
CHAP.
the United
of the
Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
Representatives of
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

Partie
States
America in
in Congress
on the
the trial
trial of
of any
any issue
issue
That on
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
and
States of
Parties.sand
persons mterested •
any
arising
inquiry
on
any
or
or
question,
may
be
witnesses
joined,
or
of
any
matter
or
question,
or
on
any
inquiry
in
any
matter
any
of
or
peaybe witnesses joined,
in civil
civil suits in
suit, action,
or other proceeding
any court
court of justice in the District
District of
proceeding in any
action, or
in suit,
in
the Disbia.
trict of
C
ol
um bi a, or b
ef
ore any parson having by law, or by consent of parties,
any person having by law, or -y consent of parties,
or before
Columbia,
DstrUict
of
the
Colum

Coluba.

Limitations
Limitations
the
the rule.

authority to
examine evidence
evidence within
the
said District,
District, the
within said
receive, and
and examine
authority
to hear,
hear, receive,
parties thereto,
and the
the persons
persons in
any such action or other
other
behalf any
in whose
whose behalf
thereto, and
parties
defended, and any and all persons
proceeding may be brought
persons interbrought or defended,
proceeding
ested
in the
excepted, be competent
competent and
as hereinafter
hereinafter excepted,
except as
shall, except
the same,
same, shall,
ested in
compellable
give evidence,
voce or by deposition,
deposition, according
according
viva voce
either viva
evidence, either
to give
compellable to
to
the practice
court, on
behalf of either
either or any
any of the parties
on behalf
the court,
of the
practice of
to the

to
the said
said action
or other
other proceeding:
That nothing
nothing herein
herein
Provided, That
proceeding: Provided,
action or
to the
to to
contained shall
any person
who is
charged with
offence
with any offence
is charged
person who
render any
shall render
contained
in
criminal proceeding
compellable to give
give evidence
evidence for
for
or compellable
competent or
proceeding competent
in any
any criminal
render any
any person compellable
compellable to
or against himself or herself, or shall render

THIRTY—EI GHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I
CH. 223,224,
223, 224, 225.
225.
.. CH.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

1864.
1864.

375
375

answer any
tending to
criminate himself
himself or
or shall
shall in
in
to criminate
or herself,
herself, or
answer
any question
question tending
any criminal
criminal proceeding
render any
any husband
to
husband competent
competent or
or compellable
compellable to
any
proceeding render
evidence for
or against
or compelcompelgive evidence
wife, or
or any
any wife
wife competent
competent or
for or
against his
his wife,
give
lable to
to give
give evidence
evidence for
for or
husband, or
in any
any proceeding
or in
proceeding
lable
or against
against her
her husband,
instituted
consequence of
combe comnor shall
shall any
any husband
husband be
of adultery;
adultery; nor
instituted in
in consequence
pellable to
any communication
to him
him by
by his
during
made to
his wife
wife during
pellable
to disclose
disclose any
communication made
the
nor shall
shall any
wife be
to disclose
disclose any
communibe compellable
compellable to
any communithe marriage,
marriage, nor
any wife
cation
made to
by her
her husband
during the
cation made
to her
her by
husband during
the markiage.
marriage.
APPROVED, J
uly 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
July
CRAP. CCXXITT.
Act authorizing
authorizing the
of Buildings
Buildings for
the Branch-Mint
at
for the
Branch-Mintat
Ereshonof
the Erestwn
CCXXIII. -— An
An Act
CHAP.
San Francisco.
San
Francisco.

July 2,
July
2, 1864.
1864.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the United
United
of the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
Be it
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
hundred Appropriation
Appropriation
of three
three hundred
That the
the sum
sum of
States of
America in
in Congress
thousand dollars
be, and
hereby, appropriated,
out of
of any
inorsbarialttalleiinseto
branch-mint
any for
appropriated, out
same is
is hereby,
and the
the same
dollars be,
thousand
money in
in the
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
under
be expended,
expended, under
the treasury
not otherwise
money
the direction
direction of
Secretary of
of aasite,
the
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, in
in the
the purchase
purchase of
site,
if necessary,
and the
erection of
of a
building or
or buildings
the
for the
a suitable
suitable building
buildings for
if
necessary, and
the erection
use of
the branch-mint
San Francisco,
in the
the State
of California.
California.
State of
Francisco, in
of the
branch-mint at
at San
use
APPROVED,
1864.
July 2,
2, 1864.
APPROVED, July
CHAP. C
.
CXXIV.
An Act
prescribing the
shall be
be
Exemplifications shall
- An
Act prescribing
the Terms
Terms on
on which
which Exemplifications
QCXXIV.
CHAP.
General Land-Office.
furnished by
by the
the General
Land-Office.
furnished

July 2,1864.
2, 1864.
July

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
States of
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
and after the
the first Fees for exemThat, from
from and
States
of America
America in
day of July next, all exemplifications
file, or
of Plfiets,
iptenarksenn
exemplifications of patents, or
or papers
papers on file,
or of
&c.fin
record
land-office, which
may be
by parties
parties interinter- the
the general
fandrecord in the
the general
general land-office,
which may
be required
required by
general landested,
furnished by
office upon the pay- office'
office.
be furnished
by the
the commissioner
commissioner of said office
ested, shall be
ment by such parties at the rate of fifteen cents per hundred
hundred words, and
two
diagrams, with
with an additional
additional
two dollars for
for copies of township
township pates
plates or diagrams,
commissioner's certificate
certificate of verification
verification with
sum of one dollar
dollar for the
the commissioner's
land-office seal;
said office
shall
one of
of the
the employees
employees of said
office shall
the general
general land-office
seal; and one
commissioner as the receiving
and the
receiving clerk, and
be designated
designated by
by the
the said
said commissioner
received shall, under the direction
direction of
commissioner,
of the,
the said
said commissioner,
amounts so
so received
treasury of the United
effect to be given to this
this
be paid into
into the treasury
United States;
States; effect
act
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary
may be
be prescribed
by the
act according
according to
to such
such regulations
regulations as may
of
inconsistent with
the United
Pro- Proviso.
Proviso.
of the
the Interior
Interior not
not inconsistent
with the
the laws
laws of
of the
United States:
States: Provided,
stipulated in
shall not
not apply
apply
vided, That
That the
the fees
fees stipulated
in the
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions shall
to such authenticated
authenticated copies as may be required
required by the officers
officers of any
any
branch of the government, nor to such unverified
commisunverified copies as the commissioner in his discretion may deem proper
proper to furnish.
furnish.

APPROVED, July
July 2,
APPROVED,
2, 1864.
1864.
several Acts
CHAP.
An Act
CHAP. CCXXV.CCXXV.
— An
Act in
in addition
addition to
to the
the several
Acts concerning
concerning Commercial
Commercial InterIntercourse
course between
between loyal
loyal and
and insurrectionary
insurrectionaryStates,
States, and
and to
to provide
provide for
for the
the Collection
Collection of
of capcapthe Prevention
Prevention of
Fraudsin
declared in
tured
abandoned Property,
and the
of Frauds
in States
States declared
in InsurInsurtured and
and abandoned
Property,and

July
2, 1864.
July 2,1864.

rection.
rection.

of the
United
Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States
That sales of captured
captured and
assembled, That
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
abandoned
abandoned property under
under the act
act approved March
March twelve,
twelve, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, may
may be
such places,
places, in
states declared
declared in
in
dred and sixty-three,
be made
made at
at such
in states
designated by the Secretary
insurrection, as may be
be designated
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, as
authorized by said
well as at other places now authorized
said act.
SEC. 2. And be it further
addition to
captured
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That,
That, in
in addition
to the
the captured
and
property to
received, collected, and disposed
disposed of, as proproand abandoned
abandoned property
to be received,
charge of and lease, for pevided in said act, the said agents shall take charge

Sales ofabanof abanSales
doned, &e.,
prop&c., propdoned,
erty may be
made where.
1863
1863,, ch
eh.. 120.
120.
Vol. xii. p. 820.

Abandoned
Abandoned
lands, houses,
houses,
lands,
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nods
exceeding twelve
twelve months,
the abandoned
abandoned lands,
lands, houses,
houses, and
and tenetenemonths, the
not exceeding
riods not
ments
districts therein
shall also provide,
provide, in such
and shall
named, and
therein named,
the districts
within the
ments within
leases
or otherwise,
for the
employment and
general welfare
welfare of
of all
perall perand general
the employment
otherwise, for
leases or
sons within
within the
the lines
lines of
of national
military occupation'
within said
said insurrecinsurrecoccupation within
national military
sons
tionary
states formerly
formerly held
as slaves,
who are
or shall
become free.
shall become
are or
slaves, who
held as
tionary states
Property, real
real or
as abandoned
abandoned when
when the
lawthe lawregarded as
be regarded
When property
shall be
personal, shall
or personal,
property Property,
When
ful owner
owner thereof
shall be
be voluntarily
voluntarily absent
absent therefrom,
therefrom, and
and engaged,
engaged,
is to be
thereof shall
deemed ful
be deemed
is
abandoned.
abandoned.
either in arms or otherwise,
otherwise, in aiding
aiding or encouraging
encouraging the rebellion.
rebellion.
SEc.
be it
enacted, That
all moneys
from the
the
arising from
moneys arising
That all
it further
further enacted,
And be
3. And
Moneys from
SEC. 3.
leasing of
abandoned lands,
houses, and
tenements, or from sales of capcapand tenements,
leases
lands, houses,
of abandoned
leases and sales leasing
to be paid into
tured
abandoned property
pursuance of
of said
said act,
in pursuance
sold in
and sold
collected and
property collected
and abandoned
tured and
teasudrnt
thetreasury.
the
or of
act, or
fees collected
regulations made
made
rules and regulations
the rules
under the
collected under
from fees
or from
this act,
of this
or
by
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, and
and approved
by the
the President,
President, dated
approved by
the Treasury,
the Secretary
by the
respectively
day of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
August, eighteen
of August,
twenty-eighth day
the twenty-eighth
respectively the
sixty-two,
thirty-first day
March, and
the eleventh day of Septemand the
of March,
day of
the thirty-first
sixty-two, the
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
or under
under any
amendments or modany amendments
sixty-three, or
hundred and
ber,
ifications thereof;
which have
have been
been or
or shall
shall be
made by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
be made
thereof, which
ifications
the Treasury,
and approved
by the
for conducting
conducting the comcomPresident, for
the President,
approved by
Treasury, and
the
mercial
intercourse which
which has
been or
or shall
licensed and permitted
permitted by
be licensed
shall be
has been
mercial intercourse
the President,
with and
and in
states declared
insurrection, shall,
shall, after
after
in insurrection,
declared in
in states
President, with
the
satisfying therefrom
therefrom all
all proper
necessary expenses,
expenses, to be approved
approved by
and necessary
proper and
satisfying
the Secretary
of the
Treasury, be
paid into
into the
treasury of
of the
United
the United
the treasury
be paid
the Treasury,
Secretary of
the
States;
and
all
accounts
of
moneys
received
or
expended
in
connection
connection
in
expended
or
received
moneys
of
accounts
all
States; and
therewith
shall be
be audited
audited by
the proper
proper accounting
officers of the treastreasaccounting officers
by the
therewith shall
"Act to provide for the collection
Act of
186 3
ury.
section of the "Act
collection of
of
ury. That the first section
of1863,
00.
Chnd1e
1, ex - abandoned property
the prevention
of fraud
insurrectionary
fraud in insurrectionary
prevention of
for the
and for
te
,§ 1
ex- abandoned property .and
te d24
March twelve, eighteen
Vol. xii.
the United
United States,"
eighteen hundred
approved March
States," approved
in the
districts in
820. districts
p 820.
xii. p
Vol
and
sixty-three,
is
hereby
extended
so
as
to
include
the
descriptions of
the
include
to
as
so
extended
hereby
is
sixty-three,
and
property mentioned
in an
An act
act further
further to provide
provide for the
entitled ""An
act entitled
an act
mentioned in
property
collection of
of duties
duties on
on imports,
imports, and
and for
purposes," approved
approved July
other purposes,"
for other
collection
1861, ch.
thirteen, eighteen
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, and
and an
act entitled
entitled ""An act to
an act
hundred and
eighteen hundred
3, thirteen,
1861, ch. 3,
xii. p.
255. suppress
to punish
treason and
and rebellion,
rebellion, to
to seize and conpunish treason
insurrection, to
suppress insurrection,
p.255.
Vol. xii.
fiscate
the property
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July
for other
and for
rebels, and
of rebels,
property of
fiscate the
1862, ch. 195.
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
respectively; and
and that
that the
the
sixty-two, respectively;
hundred and
seventeen, eighteen
1862, ch. 195. seventeen,
p. 589.
589. sales
sales provided
act first
mentioned may
may be
at such places
made at
be made
first mentioned
said act
in said
for in
provided for
xii. p.
Vol. xii.
Secretary of the Treasury. And section
as may
be designated
designated by
the Secretary
by the
may be
as
six of
said first-mentioned
act is
hereby amended
as to
to include
include every
every
so as
amended so
is hereby
1863, ch. six
first-mentioned act
of said
Act of 1863,ch.
property mentioned
mentioned in
in the
eighteen
acts of July thirteen, eighteen
the acts
6, amended.
of property
description of
amended. description
§6,
12, §
Vol.
821. hundred and sixty-one, and July seventeen, eighteen
and sixtyeighteen hundred
p. 821.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
hundred and
sixtytwo,
aforesaid; and
that all
property, real
real or personal,
described in the
personal, described
all property,
and that
two, aforesaid;
Property, when
when acts
addition, shall
be regarded
regarded as abandoned
abandoned when the
shall be
in addition,
is in
this is
which this
to which
acts to
Property,
to
deemed
lawful
owner thereof
absent therefrom, and engaged,
engaged,
be voluntarily
voluntarily absent
shall be
thereof shall
lawful owner
to be
be deemed
abandoned.
abandoned.
either in arms or otherwise,
otherwise, in aiding or encouraging the rebellion.
rebellion.
Prohibitions of
S
EC. 4.
enacted, That
provisand provisprohibitions and
the prohibitions
That the
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
4. And
SEC.
Prohibitions of
act
of 1861,
ch. 3,
3) ions
July thirteen,
thirteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
approved July
act approved
the act
of the
ions of
1861, ch.
act of
to
apply.top.what.
Vol.
acts amendatory
supplementary thereto, shall apply to all
amendatory or supplementary
of the
the acts
and of
25 and
iitop. 256.
toappl
commercial
intercourse by
between persons residing or being
being within
and between
by and
commercial intercourse
occupation
districts
within the
or future
future lines
lines of national
national military
military occupation
present or
the present
districts within
in
states or
declared in insurrection, whether
whether with each
each
of states
states declared
parts of
or parts
the states
in the
other or
with persons
residing or
within districts
declared in insurdistricts declared
being within
or being
persons residing
or with
other
rection and
and not
not within
within those
those lines;
all persons
persons within
within the United
United
that all
and that
lines; and
persons rection
What persons
subject to
to proStates,
not native
native or
naturalized citizens
thereof, shall be subject to the
citizens thereof;
or naturalized
States, not
prqsubject
hibitions.
same
all commercial
commercial intercourse
intercourse with inhabitants of
in all
prohibitions, in
same prohibitions,
hbons.
states or
parts of
of states
declared in
insurrection, as
as citizens
citizens of
of loyal states
in insurrection,
states declared
or parts
states
are subject
under the
act or acts.
said act
the said
to under
subject to
are
That whenever any
further enacted,
it further
SEC.
When
loyal
states
parts ofe
SEC. 5. And be it
enacted, That
any part
part of
of a
aloyal
loyal
b
states to be
loyal
subject to
state
shall
be
under
the
control
of
insurgents,
or
shall
be
in
dangerous
dangerous
in
be
shall
or
insurgents,
state shall be under the control of
subject to
commercial intercourse
prohibitions,
proximity
intercourse therein
therein
under their control, all commercial
places under
to places
proximity to
prohibitions,
and
therewith shall
prohibitions and conditions as
the same prohibitions
subject to the
be subject
shall be
and therewith

and tenements,
may
leased.
be leased,
may be
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are created
by the
the said
as to
to such
such intercourse
intercourse between
between loyal
loyal and
and ininacts, as
said acts,
created by
are
surrectionary
states, for
for such
such time
such extent
extent as
time
from time
shall from
as shall
to such
and to
time and
surrectionary states,
to
time become
become necessary
to protect
interests, and
and be
be directed
directed
public interests,
the public
protect the
necessary to
to time
by the
of the
the President.
President.
of the
approval of
the approval
with the
Treasury, with
the Treasury,
Secretary of
the Secretary
by
Mode ofdistriof distriSEC. 6.
6. And
be it
so much
much of
of the
the fifth
fifth section Mode
That so
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
bution of fines,
of fines,
of the
May twenty,
and sixty-two, and bution
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty, eighteen
approved May
act approved
the act
of
forfeitures,
&c.
Repeal of
of part
part
the fourth
approved March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and Repeal
twelve, eighteen
March twelve,
act approved
of the
the act
section of
the
fourth section
of 1862,
1862, ch.81,
ch..81,
sixty-three,
as directs
directs the
the manner
distributing fines,
fines, penalties,
penalties, and for- of
of distributing
manner of
sixty-three, as
5.
feitures, is
and that,
distribution thereby
thereby Vl.
of the
the distribution
in lieu
lieu of
that, in
repealed, and
xii. p. 404.
hereby repealed,
feitures,
is hereby
1863,
ch.
20, §
§4.
4.
ch. 20,
directed
to
be
made
to
informers,
collectors,
and
other
officers
of
the
cus1863,
cusdirected to be made to informers, collectors, and other officers of the
xii. p.
820.
p. 820.
Vol. xii.
toms,
condemnation may
such compensation
compensation to Vol.
award such
may award
decreeing condemnation
court decreeing
the court
toms, the
customs-officers,
informers, or
or other
persons, for any
any service
service connected
connected
other persons,
customs-officers, informers,
therewith,
as will
will tend
promote vigilance
vigilance in
protecting the public
public interin protecting
to promote
tend to
therewith, as
ests,
and as
as shall
be just
case, however,
however, to exceed
exceed the
no case,
in no
equitable, in
and equitable,
just and
shall be
ests, and
aggregate amount
by the
the said
section.
fifth section.
said fifth
directed by
heretofore directed
amount heretofore
aggregate
Sac. 7.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That no
seized or
taken Property
taken
Property taken
or taken
no property
property seized
further enacted,
7. And
And be
SEC.
on
inland waters
waters
upon any
any of
of the
of the
the United
by the
on inland
forces not
naval forces
the naval
States by
United States
waters of
inland waters
the inland
upon
to be deemed
thereof, shall
shall be
prize; but
property so
so seized
seized maritime
maritime prize;
but all
all property
as maritime
maritime prize;
regarded as
be regarded
thereof,
prize;
delivered
be delivered
to be
or taken
be promptly
proper officers of the courts, to
delivered to the proper
promptly delivered
shall be
taken shall
or
prop er offiers.
officer. s.
proper
to1,
or as
provided in this act and in the said act approved
approved March
March twelve, to
as provided
or
8
820.
Vol. xii. p. 820.
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-three.
and sixty-three.
eighteen hundred
S
EC. 8.
8. And
That it
it shall
for the
the SecSec- Agents
be lawful
lawful for
shall be
enacted, That
ie it
it further
further enacted,
And óe
SEC.
Agents to
to purpurretary
of the
Treasury, with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
President, to
authorize chase,
chase 'for the
to authorize
the President,
the Treasury,
retary of
United States,
States,
agents
to purchase
products of states declared United
United States any products
the United
purchase for the
agents to
any products
products of
of
any
in
places therein
as shall
shall be
in insurby him, at states in
be designated
designated by
therein as
such places
at such
in insurrection,
insurrection, at
insurrection.
such
prices as
on with
with the seller, not exceeding
market rection.
exceeding the market
agreed on
be agreed
as shall
shall be
such prices
value thereof
place of
delivery, nor exceeding
exceeding three
three fourths
fourths of the
the
of delivery,
the place
at the
thereof at
value
market-value thereof
thereof in the city of New York at the latest quotations
quotations
market-value
Purchaseknown
to the
Provided, That no part of the purchasepurchase- Purchasepurchasing: Provided,
the agent
agent purchasing:
known to
money
come
to to
come
money for
purchased shall
agreed to be paid, money
shall be paid,
paid, or agreed
so purchased
any products
products so
money
for any
from
what fund.
fund.
from what
property sold
other fund than that arising from property
sold as
as captured
captured or
or
any other
out of any
Disposition
of
of
Disposition
act.
this
provisions
under
abandoned,
or
purchased
the
provisions
of
All
sold
and
abandoned, or purchased
property purproperty so
purchased shall
forwarded for sale at such place
place or places
places chaYased.Y
be forwarded
shall be
so purchased
property
chased.
designated by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, and the moneys
moneys
be designated
as shall be
other
purchase-money and the
arising
payment of the
the purchase-money
the other
after payment
therefrom, after
arising therefrom,
connected therewith, shall be paid into the treasury
expenses connected
treasury of the
the United
United
States;
the accounts
accounts of
of all
moneys so received
received and paid shall be
all moneys
and the
States; and
rendered
to, and
audited by, the proper accounting
accounting officers
officers of the treasury.
treasury.
and audited
rendered to,
Authority to
to
section five of the Authority
And be it further enacted,
SEC.
S
EC. 9. And
enacted, That so much of section
license corp.act
of thirteenth
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-one, aforesaid,
relations
l relations
aforesaid, aslter
and sixty-one,
of July,
thirteenth of
act of
mercial
authorizes
President, in his
discretion, to license or permit.commereial
permit.commercial with states in inhis discretion,
the President,
authorizes the
surrection rerea surrection
nlations in
any state
inhabitants of which
which are declared
declared in a
the inhabitants
or section
section the
state or
in any
rslations
pealed, except,
necessary paled except,
insurrection, is hereby repealed,
repealed, except so far as may be
be necessary
state of
of insurrection,
3, §
§5.
5.
ch. 8,
to authorize
the necessities
necessities of loyal persons
persons residing
residing in insur- 1861, ch.
to
authorize supplying the
Vol. xii. p. 257.
rectionary
rectionary states, within the lines of actual
actual occupation by the military
military Vol. xii. p. 257.
forces
United States,
States, as
indicated by
published order of the comcomby published
as indicated
of the
the United
forces of
occupied;;and, also, exmanding
of the
the department
department or district so occupied
general of
manding general
within such
cept
necessary to authorize
authorize persons
persons residing within
may be necessary
far as may
cept so far
lines
to bring
bring or
market in the loyal states
states any products which
which
to market
or send to
lines to
they
have produced
labor or the labor of freedmen,
freedmen,
produced with their own labor
they shall have
or others
ethers employed
employed and paid by them,
them, pursuant to rules relating thereto,
established under proper
proper authority. And no goods,
goods, wares,
wares,
be established
may be
which may
insurrection, or
or merchandise
merchandise shall
taken into a
declared in insurrection,
or
a state declared
be taken
shall be
or
places and
transported therein,
therein ' except to and from such places
and to such monthly
monthly
transported
amounts
been previously
previously agreed
agreed upon in writing by the
have been
as shall have
amounts as
commanding general of the department
department in which such
such places
places are situated
Secretary of the Treasury
and an officer
officer designated
designated by the Secretary
Treasury for that purpose.
enacted, That all officers
S
EC. 10.
officers and privates of
of
further enacted,
be it
it further
10. And
And be
SEC.
32 *
*
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the regular
regular and
volunteer forces
forces of
of the
the United
States, and all officers, sailUnited States,
and volunteer
the
marines in the naval service,
service, are hereby
hereby prohibited
prohibited from buying
buying
and marines
ors, and
or
selling,
trading,
or
in
any
way
dealing
in
the
kind
description of
of
or description
kind or
the
in
or selling, trading, or in any way dealing
property mentioned
mentioned in this act,
which this is in addition,
addition,
act, and the act to which
property
whereby
expect any profit, benefit,
benefit, or advantage
advantage to himself,
receive or expect
to receive
whereby to
with
or
any
other
person,
directly
or
indirectly
connected
with him; and it
connected
indirectly
or
directly
person,
other
or any
shall be
be the
duty of
of such
such officer,
officer, private,
private, sailor, or marine,
marine, when such
such
the duty
shall
property
or custody,
custody, or
or within
within his control,
control,
possession or
his possession
into his
come into
shall come
property shall
Penalty for
so to
give notice
notice thereof
appointed by virtue of this act, and
and
thereof to some agent, appointed
to give
for so
Penalty
doing,
to turn the same over to such agent without
without delay:
delay: any officer
officer of the
&c.
doing, &c.
United
States, civil,
military, or
any sutler,
sutler, soldier,
soldier, marine,
marine, or
or
or any
naval, or
or naval,
civil, military,
United States,
other person,
shall violate
any provision
of this
this act, or who shall take,
provision of
violate any
who shall
person, who
other
or cause
to be
be taken,
declared to
to be
insurrection, or to any
any
in. insurrection,
be in
state declared
into aastate
taken, into
cause to
or
other
point to
to be
be thence
thence taken
taken into
transport or
or
such state, or who shall transport
into such
other point
sell,
otherwise dispose
dispose of
therein, any
any goods, wares, or merchandise
merchandise
of therein,
or otherwise
sell, or
whatsoever,
pursuance of
and authority
authority of the
the President,
license and
of license
in pursuance
except in
whatsoever, except
provided in
in said
said fifth
fifth section
of the
act of
July thirteen,
eighteen hunhunthirteen, eighteen
of July
the act
section of
1861,
5. as
as provided
3,§§5.
1861, ch. 3,
Vol. xii.
257. dred
aforesaid, and any officer
officer or other
other person
person aforesaid
aforesaid who
dred and sixty-one, aforesaid,
p. 257.
xii. p.
Vol.
shall
make any
or representation
upon which
which license and
representation upon
statement or
false statement
any false
shall make
authority shall
shall be
be granted
granted for
for such transportation,
transportation, sale, or other disposiauthority
license
tion, and
and any
or other
other person
under any license
person aforesaid who shall, under
officer or
any officer
tion,
or authority
authority obtained,
obtained, wilfully
wilfully and
transport',sell, or
or otherwise
knowingly transport^sell,
and knowingly
or
dispose of,
of, any
any other
merchandise than such as are in good
good
wares, or merchandise
goods, wares,
other goods,
dispose
knowingly transport,
faith
so licensed
authorized, or shall wilfully and knowingly
and authorized,
licensed and
faith so
sell, or
or dispose
of the
same, or
thereof, in
violation of
of the
in violation
portion thereof,
any portion
or any
the same,
dispose of
sell,
terms of
regulation prescribed.
prescribed,
any rule or regulation
or of any
authority, or
or authority,
license or
such license
of such
terms
by the
of the
the Treasury
concerning the
the same,
same, or shall be guilty
guilty
Treasury concerning
Secretary of
the Secretary
by
misappropriation of public or private
of any
private
embezzlement, of wilful misappropriation
of embezzlement,
act of
any act
of
money or
keeping false
accounts, or
or of
of wilfully
wilfully making
making any
false accounts,
of keeping
property, of
or property,
money
a felony,
false
returns, or
or of
of any
any other
felony, shall be liable to
other act amounting to a
false returns,
thousand
indictment
for a
and fine
fine not exceeding
exceeding five
five thousand
misdemeanor, and
a misdemeanor,
as for
ipdictment as
dollars, and
in the
the penitentiary
exceeding three years,
penitentiary not exceeding
to punishment
punishment in
and to
dollars,
before
military, competent
competent to try the same. And itit
or military,
civil or
court, civil
any court,
before any
shall be
the duty
duty of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, from time to time, to
of the
be the
shall
such investigations
be necessary to detect
detect and prevent
prevent
investigations as may be
institute such
Investigations
Investigations institute
to prevent
prevent frauds
transactions contemplated
the trade
trade and other transactions
contemplated by this
frauds frauds and abuses in the
to
and
abuses.
and and abuses. act,
act, or
agents maksupplementary. And the agents
this is supplementary.
which this
or by
by the acts to which
attendance of
ing such
investigations shall
shall have
have power
power to
compel the attendance
of witto compel
such investigations
Attendance of ing
oath.
witnesses.
nesses, and to make examinations
examinations on oath.
enacted, That the Secretary
further enacted,
be it further
And be
SEC.
S
EC. 11.
11. And
Secretary of the'Treasthe TreasRules and regulations in this
ury,
with
the
approval
of
the
President,
shall
make
such
rules and
reguand regusuch rules
make
shall
President,
the
of
approval
the
s ury, with
matter.
matter.
execution of
lations
as are
are necessary
to secure
secure the
of
economical execution
proper and economical
the proper
necessary to
lations as
the
provisions of
this act,
act, and
all expenses
expenses of
of such
such execution
execution
defray all
shall defray
and shall
of this
the provisions
from
the proceeds
proceeds of
imposed by
said rules
rules and
and regulations, of sales
by said
fees imposed
of fees
from the
of captured
captured and
and abandoned
hereinbefore authorized.
property, and of sales hereinbefore
abandoned property,
of

and
Officers and
men in
and
land and
in land
men
service pronaval service
hibited from dealhibitedfromdealcaptured,
ing in captured,
&c. property.
property.
&c.

APPROVED,
1864.
2, 1864.
July 2,
APPROVED, July

1864.
2, 1864.
July 2,

for
C
HAP. CCXXVI.
An Act
satiefying Claims for Bounty Lands, and
and/or
Act providingfor satisfying
CCXXVI. -- An
CHAP.

Purposes.
other Purposes.
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be

States of
of America
in Congress
That the act entitled ""An act
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States
satisfying claims for bounty lands for military services in
to
provide for satisfying
in
to provide
the
late war
with Great
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July
July
for other
and for
Britain, and
Great Britain,
war with
the late
twenty-seventh, in
year one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred and forty-two,
the year
in the
twenty-seventh,
and the
the two
approved January
January twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, in the year one thouacts approved
6, 7. and
two acts
1835, ch. 6,7.
Vol. ix.
T.
749. sand
and thereby
thereby revived,
revived, and
and also
also
therein and
thirty-five, therein
and thirty-five,
hundred and
eight hundred
sand eight
749.
ix.p.
Vol.
the
to the
intent and
purpose, respectively
respectively approved
approved the
and purpose,
same intent
the same
acts to
two acts
the two
1848, ch.
ch. 74.
1848,
Vol.
day of
of June,
year eighteen hundred
hundred and
and forty-eight,
in the year
June, in
twenty-sixth day
240. twenty-sixth
p. 240.
ix. p.
Vol. ix.

Claims for
bounty
lands.
bounty lands.
1842, ch.
ch. 69.
69.
1842,
Vol. v. p. 497.

THIRTY—
EI GHTH CONGRESS.
SEss. I
Ca. 237.
THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. SEss.
.. Ca.
237.

1864.
1864.

379
379

and the
eighth day
day of
February, in
in the
eighteen hundred
and fiftyfifty- 1854,
and
the eighth
of February,
the year
year eighteen
1854, ch. 10.
10.
hundred and
x. p.
p. 267.
267.
hereby, renewed
renewed and
and continued
continued in
force and
and Vol.
four, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same are
are hereby,
in force
Vol. x.
time of
of location
location of
said
effect, without restriction or
or limitation
limitation as
as to
to the
the time
of said
warrants
thereof'.
warrants issued in
in virtue thereof.
SEc.
That all
all warrants
for bounty
bounty lands
lands Warrants
SEC. 2. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
warrants for
Warrants alalready issued may
heretofore issued in virtue of any of the
heretofore
several acts hereinbefore
hereinbefore named,
named, ready
the several
issued
may
be located
located hereherebe
may be
be located
located at
any time
time subsequent
passage of
of this
this act,
act, in
con- after.
may
at any
subsequent to
to the
the passage
in conformity with the general laws in
the time
such location;
and
in force
force at
at the
time of
of such
location; and
that all entries and locations heretofore
heretofore made
made with
warrants shall
shall Former entries
with such warrants
entries
confirmed.
be as valid and effectual
several acts
bad not
expired confirmed.
effectual as if'
if the several
acts aforesaid
aforesaid had
not expired
at the
the time
time of
of such
entry and
location, any
law to
notwithat
such entry
and location,
any law
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
standing.
SEC.
SEE. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
acts and
parts of
of acts
That all
all acts
and parts
acts inin- Repealing
Repealing
clause.
consistent with the provisions
are hereby,
provisions of this act,
act, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same are
hereby, clause.
repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED,
1864.
APPROVED, July
July 2,
2, 1864.

CHAP.
CCXXXVII. -An
further to regulate
C
HAP. CCXXXVII.
—An Act
Act further
regulate and
and providefor the enrolling
enrolling and calling
out
Forces, and
for other
Purposes.
out the
the National
National Forces,
andfor
other Purposes.

July
4, 1864.
July 4,1864.

the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
The President
States of America in
States
in Congress
President of
of the
Congress assembled, That the
the President
the The
President
may call for any
any
United States may, at his discretion,
any time
hereafter call
for any
discretion, at any
time hereafter
call for
any number
number of
of volunvolunnumber
number of men as volunteers for the respective
respective terms of one, two, and teers for one,
two, or three
military service; and
any such
or, in
in case
of two,
three years
years for military
and any
such volunteer,
volunteer, or,
case of
or three
years.
years.
hereinafter provided,
provided, any
any substitute,
substitute, shall
be
credited
to
the
draft, as
as hereinafter
shall be credited to the Volunteers
Volunteers or
or
substitute, how
how
ward of
city, precinct,
or election
election district,
or of
town, township,
township, ward
of aa city,
precinct, or
district, or
of aasubstitutes,
to be credited.
county not so subdivided,
subdivided, towards
towards the
quota of
may have
have volvol- to be credited.
the quota
of which
which he may
unteered
unteered or engaged
engaged as a
who is
is accepted
accepted
a substitute; and
and every
every volunteer
volunteer who
and mustered into the service
service for a
a term of one year, unless
unless sooner disdischarged, shall receive, and be
be paid
paid by
the United
bounty of
of one
Bounty;
by the
United States,
States, a
a bounty
one Bounty;
hundered
hundered dollars; and if for a
discharged,
a term of
of two years,
years, unless
unless sooner
sooner discharged,
a bounty of two hundred dollars; and
a
and if for
three years,
years, unless
for aaterm of three
unless
sooner discharged, aabounty of
dollars; one
one third
third of
which
of three
three hundred
hundred dollars;
of which
bounty shall be paid to the soldier at the
into
the time of his being
being mustered
mustered into
the service, one third at the expiration
expiration of
half of
of his
term of
of service,
service,
of one
one half
his term
and one third at the expiration
expiration of his term
term of service;
service; and in case of his how paid in
in
case of
of death.
death.
death while in service, the residue of his bounty
bounty unpaid shall be paid to case
his widow,
widow, if he shall have left
widow; if not,
to his
children, or
if there
left aawidow;
not, to
his children,
or if
there
be none, to his mother, if she be a
widow.
a widow.
If quota
quota is
is not
not
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted,
That in
case the quota,
or any
any If
enacted, That
in case
quota, or
filled within fifty
part thereof, of any town, township, ward
precinct, or
or election
election flaled
ward of aa city, precinct,
witehinfifty
days after the
district, or of any county not so subdivided, shall
the call, draft to be
shall not
not be filled
filled within
within the
be
ordered.
space of fifty days after such call, then the
the President
President shall immediately ordered.
a draft for one year to fill such quota, or any part thereof, which
order a
may be unfilled; and in case of any such draft no payment
payment of money No commutacommutation allowed.
allowed.
accepted or received
shall be accepted
received by the government
government as commutation
commutation to re- tion
lease any enrolled or drafted man
personal obligation
obligation to
to perform
perform
man from
from personal
military service.
Recruiting by
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 3. And be it
it further
enacted, That it shall
the Recruiting
shall be lawful
lawful for the
by
executives of
executive of any of the states •to
to send recruiting
recruiting agents
agents into
into any of
of the states
executives
of in
states allowed
allowed in
states declared to be in rebellion,
rebellion, except
except the states
states of Arkansas, Ten- states
states declared
declared to
be in
in rebellion,
rebellion,
nessee, and Louisiana, to recruit volunteers
volunteers under any call under the be
&c.
provisions of this act,
credited to
the state,
to the
the rere- except,
act, who shall
shall be credited
to the
state, and
and to
[Repaled, Post,
[Repealed,
Post,
spective subdivisions
which may procure the
subdivisions thereof, which
491.]
the enlistment.
enlistment.
p. 491.]
Organization
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 4. And
And be it further
enacted, That drafted
drafted men,
men, substitutes,
and Organization
substitutes, and
of dratted men.
organized in, or assigned to, reg- of
drafted men.
volunteers, when mustered in,
in, shall be organized
iments, batteries, or other organizations
organizations of their own states,
states, and, as far
far as
as
practicable,
practicable, shall, when assigned, be permitted
own regipermitted to
to select
select their
their own
regi-
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Discharge of
of

Discharge

minors.
minors,
Consti uction of
of
Construction
act 1864
13,
ch. 13,
1864, ch.
act
420.
§
20. ,

SEss.
SESS. I.

C. 237. 1864.
Ci.

ments, batteries,
or other
organizations from
from among those of their respecother organizations
batteries, or
ments,
tive
states which
which at
at the
the time
of assignment
their
assignment may not be filled to their
time of
tive states
maximum
maximum number.
SEC. 5.
5. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
twentieth section
section of
the
of the
the twentieth
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
act
An act
enrolling and
amend an act entitled ''An act for enrolling
act to amend
entitled, ""An
act entitled,
ii

ca
lli ng out
out the
the national
national forces,
and for
for other
approved FebFeb.other purposes,'" approved
forces, and
calling
ruary
twenty-four, eighteen
hundred and
construed to
sixty-four, shall be construed
and sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
ruary twenty-four,
minors under the age
Ante, p. 10.
mean that
War shall discharge
discharge minors
age of
of
Secretary of War
the Secretary
that the
mean
1863, ch. 75.
Vol. xii. p.
731. eighteen
eighteen years
years under
under the
circumstances and
the conditions
conditions prescribed
prescribed
on the
and on
the circumstances
Vol. xii. p. 731.
Persons
enin said
section; and
and hereafter,
if any
any officer
United States shall
the United
of the
officer of
hereafter, if
said section;
in
Persons enservice any person
military service
six - enlist
or muster
the military
person under the age of
of
into the
muster into
enlist or
listed under sixteen to be disis
teen to be dissixteen
the consent
consent of
of his
his parent
parent or
or guardian,
guardian, such
such
without the
or without
with or
years, with
sixteen years,
charged
charged.
person
so enlisted
enlisted or
recruited shall
shall be
immediately discharged
discharged upon rerebe immediately
or recruited
person so
payment
of all
bounties received;
mustering offisuch recruiting or mustering
and such
received; and
all bounties
payment of
Penalty for
for
cer who
shall knowingly
any person
sixteen years
years of age,
age,
under sixteen
person under
enlist any
knowingly enlist
who shall
cer
I'enalty
allowances,
knowingly
dismissed the service,
service, with forfeiture
forfeiture of all pay
pay and allowances,
shall be dismissed
knowingly enl
isting such perand shall
shall be
be subject
such further
punishment as
as a
a court-martial
court-martial may
further punishment
to such
subject to
snsuchper- and
sons.
direct.
direct.
Draft to
to be
SEC. 6.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That section three of an act entientiit further
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
be
Draft
calling
'An act for enrolling
made for 100 per tied
"An
An act to amend an act
act entitled
entitled 'An
enrolling and calling
led "
made
cent. more than
quota.
out
the national
for other
purposes,'" approved
approved February
February
other purposes,'"
and for
forces, and
national forces,
out the
quota.
1864, ch.
13, §
3. twenty-four,
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, be, and the same
same is hereby,
hereby,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-four, eighteen
§ 3.
ch. 13,
1864,
Ante,
p. 6.
6.
amended,
and direct
provost-marshals, under the
direct district provost-marshals,
authorize and
to authorize
so as
as to
amended, so
Ante, p.
direction
of the
provost-marshal general, to make aadraft for one hundred
the provost-marshal
direction of
per centum
in addition
addition to
to the
number required
to fill
fill the quota of any
required to
the number
centum in
per
district as
section.
provided by said section.
as provided
district
Transportation
S
EC. 7.
7. And
enacted, That
That instead
of travelling
travelling pay,
pay, all
all
instead of
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Transportation
rendezvous shall
to and
persons reporting
reporting at
at the place of
of rendezvous
shall be
be allowed
allowed
drafted persons
to
and from ren- drafted
dezvous.
persons discharged
discharged at
dezvous.
transportation from their places of residence;
transportation
residence; and persons
the place
place of
their places
places of
transportation to their
allowed transportation
be allowed
shall be
rendezvous shall
of rendezvous
the
residence.
Certain
SEC. 8.
it further
That all
persons in the naval
naval serall persons
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
8. And
SEC.
persons
Certain persons
in
naval service,
vice of
the United
United States
States who have entered
entered said service
service during the presof the
service, vice
in naval
be
&c., ited.
Sze.,
to be
ent rebellion,
rebellion, who
have not
not been
to the quota
town, disdis quota of any town,
credited to
been credited
who have
ent
credited.
trict, ward,
ward, or
or state,
state, by
being in said service
service and not
reason of their being
by reason
trict,
enrolled
prior to
February twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixtyto February
enrolled prior
four,
be enrolled
enrolled and
and credited
credited to
the quotas
town, ward, disquotas of the town,
to the
shall be
four, shall
trict,
or state,
state, in
which they
they respectively
respectively reside,
satisfactory proof
reside, upon satisfactory
in which
trict, or
of
their residence
made to
to the
Secretary of War.
the Secretary
residence made
of their
EC. 9. And be it further enacted, That,
That, if any person duly drafted
drafted shall
SEC.
Persons absent S
from h
dome when be absent from home in
i
on of hi s usua lb
us i
ness, t
he provostprovos tthe
of his usual business,
prosecution
in prosecut

be absent from home
marshal of
of the
the district
district shall
cause him
to be duly
notified as soon
soon as may
may
duly notified
him to
shall cause
marshal
a deserter, nor liable as such,
Not
be,
such, until notice
he shall not be deemed a
and he
be, and
Not to be
deemed adeserter has
given to
to him,
and reasonable
allowed for him to returnr
return
reasonable time allowed
him, and
been given
has been
deemedadeserter
until, &c.
estc.
until,
and report
report to the
the provost-marshal
his district;
district; but such
and
provost-marshal of his
such absence
absence shall
liability under this act.
not
affect his liability
otherwise affect
not otherwise

fdrftehtomehe
drafte
to be
notified.
notified.

Act
of 1864,
1864, ch.
ch.
Act of

§
not altered.
altered.
17, not
4 17,
Ante 'P
p..9.
9.
Ante,

Substitutes
Substitutes
may
be furnished,
maybefurnished.

SEC. 10.
it further
further enacted,
nothing contained
contained in
this
in this
That nothing
enacted, That
be it
And be
10. And
SEC.

act shall
shall be
construed to alter, or in any way affect, the provisions of the
be construed
act
seventeenth section
section of an act approved
approved February
February twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen
seventeenth
hundred and
and sixty-four,
entitled "
An act
act entitled
entitled ''An
amend an act
to amend
act to
" An
sixty-four, entitled
hundred
act for
for enrolling
enrolling and calling
calling out the national
national forces,
forces, and for other puract
poses,'" approved
approved March
sixty-three.
hundred and sixty-three.
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
March third,
poses,'"
SEC. 11.
11. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That nothing contained in this act,
it further
And be
SEC.

laws relashall be
be construed
construed to
to alter
alter or
the provisions
of existing
existing laws
relaprovisions of
change the
or change
shall
tive to
permitting persons
persons liable
liable to
military service
substitutes.
service to furnish substitutes.
to military
to permitting
tive
APPROVED, J
uly 4,
4, 1864.
1864.
July
APPROVED,
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THIRTY—
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CONGRESS. SESS.
Sass. I
Ca. 238,
1864.
I.. CH.
238, 239,
239, 240.
240. 1864.
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Car. CCXXXVIII.
CCXXXVIII. -— An Act to repeal
repeal a
a Joint
Joint Resolution
CHAP.
4, 1864.
Joint Resolution entitled ""Joint
July 4,1864.
to grant
grant additional
additional Rooms to the Agricultural
Agricultural Department," andfor other Purposes.
Purposes.
Pub.
Pub. Res.
Res. No.
No. 63.
63.

p. 415.
it enacted
enacted by
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Post,
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Post,
p.415.
Resolution
States of America
America in
States
That the
joint resolution
entitled granting rooms to
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the joint
resolution entitled
he agricultural
agricultural
"Joint
"
Joint resolution to
to grant
grant additional
additional rooms
to the
depart- the
t
rooms to
the agricultural
agricultural departdepartment rement," be,
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
ment,"
and the
repealed.
pealed.
re
pealed.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further.
further. enacted,
of the
the Interior
Interior
enacted, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
and directed
to assign
the temporary
temporary
be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
assign for
for the
commissioner of
the Interior
use of
of the commissioner
of agriculture
agriculture such
such rooms
rooms in
in the
Interior DepartDepart- Rooms for the
ment suitable
suitable for
the business
business of
said commissioner,
and necessary
necessary to
to enament
for the
of said
commissioner, and
ena- commissioner
gricultusser of
agriculture. of
ble him to perform efficiently the
can be
be so
so apthe business
business of
of said
said office,
office, as can
appropriated
least inconvenience
inconvenience to
the transaction
of other
other public
propriated with
with the
the least
to the
transaction of
public
business.
business.
SEC.
Sac. 3. And
And be it
it further
That the
the commissioner
of agriculfurther enacted, That
Commissioner
commissioner of
agricul- Commissioner
may rent
rent suitsuitture is authorized
accommodation of his may
authorized to rent suitable rooms for the accommodation
able rooms for his
office, and to make necessary improvements,
rent of
of the
the office.
improvements, and to
to pay the
the rent
mace.
Appropriation
same for one year, the sum of three thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars
is Appropriation
dollars is
or rent.
appropriated out of any money in the treasury
hereby appropriated
treasury not otherwise
otherwise ap- for
rent.
propriated:
rooms shall
shall not
not be
be rented
period longer
propriated: Provided,
Provided, Such
Such rooms
rented for
for a
a period
longer Proviso.
years.
than three years.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
1864.
July 4,
4, 1864.

CCXXXIX..-An
Appropriation to carry
CHAP. CCXXXIX
—An Act making an Appropriation
"An Act
Act to
carry into
into Effect "An
prevent Smuggling."
prevent
Smnqugg
ing."

July
July 4,
4, 1864.
1864.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
America in
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
sum of
of fifteen
That the sum
fifteen thousand
thousand Appropriation
Appropriation
to prevent
smugdollars
hereby, apprcpriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the to
dollars be, and the same is hereby,
prevent smugtreasury
treasury not otherwise appropriated, to enable the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreas- g ng.
ury to carry into effect an act entitled "An
" An act to prevent smuggling,
smuggling, and
and 1864,
164, ch.
ch. 164
164.
for other purposes,"
purposes," passed at the
the present session of congress.
congress.
Ante, p. 197.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 4,
1864.
4, 1864.

CHAP. COXL
CCXL..—
-AnAn Act to restrict
restrict the Jurisdiction
Court of Claims, and to provide
CRAP.
Jurisdiction of the Court
for the Payment
Payment of certain
certain Demands for Quartermasters'
Quartermasters'Stores and Subsistence Supplies
furnished to the Army
Army of
of the United States.

July 4, 1864.

Be it
it enacted
and House
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the

States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
in Congress
That the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of
of
claims
court of claims shall not extend
extend to or include
include any claim against
against the
the United
United court
court of
of claims
not
not to
extend to
to
to extend
States growing out of the destruction
destruction or appropriation
appropriation of, or damage
to, certain
damage to,
certain claims.
property by the army or navy, or any
army or
navy, engaged
engaged
any part
part of
of the
the army
or navy,
in the suppression of the rebellion,
rebellion, from
from the commencement
c,Ommencement to the
close
the close
thereof.
SEC.
2. And
be it
S
EC. 2.
And be
it further
enacted, That
claims of
of loyal
loyal citizens
citizens in
in Claims
further enacted,
That all
Claims ofterofcerall claims
tain loyal
loyal citizens
citizens
states not in rebellion,
rebellion, for quartermasters'
quartermasters' stores actually
actually furnished
furnished to the
the tain
quarterfor quarterarmy of the United States, and receipted
receipted for by the proper
proper officer
receiv- masters'
officer receivmasters' stores,
how to
to besettled.
be settled.
been taken
by such
ing the same, or which may have
have been
taken by
such officers
officers without
without how

giving such receipt,
receipt, may be submitted to the quartermaster-general
quartermaster-general of
of the
United
accompanied with such
United States, accompanied
such proofs as
claimant can
as each
each claimant
can present
present
of the facts in his case; and it shall be
be the duty of the quartermasterquartermastergeneral
general to cause such claim to be examined,
examined, and, if convinced that
that it
it is
is
just, and of the loyalty of the claimant, and that the stores have been
been
actually received or taken for the use of and used by said army, then to
report each case to the third auditor
auditor of the treasury, with a
arecommendarecommendasettlement.
tion for settlement.
SEC.
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all claims
claims of loyal
citizens in Claims of
cerloyal citizens
ofcerloyal
states not in rebellion, for subsistence
subsistence actually
iain
actually furnished
furnished to said army,
army, and tain
soal
l
b
citizens for subreceipted for by the proper officer receiving
receipted
receiving the same, or which
which may have
have sist,ence
sistence furnished
furnished

382
382
to
the
to the
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I.. C241,
SESSI.
CONGRESS. SEss.
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army, how
how

army,

to
settled.
be settled.
to be

1864.

receipt, may be submitted
been taken
taken by
by such
such officers
officers without
submitted
without giving such receipt,
been
such proof
with
accompanied
subsistence,
to
the
commissary-general
subsistence,
accompanied
with such
proof as
as
of
to the commissary-general
each
claimant may
may have
shall be the duty of the commisit shall
and it
offer; and
to offer;
have to
each claimant
sary-general of
of subsistence
each claim to be examined,
examined, and, if
cause each
to cause
subsistence to
sary-general
convinced
is just,
loyalty of
of the
the claimant, and that the
the loyalty
of the
and of
just, and
it is
that it
convinced that
stores have
been actually
received or
or taken
taken for the
the use of, and
and used by
by
actually received
have been
stores
the
auditor
third
the
to
said
army,
then
to
report
each
case
for
payment
auditor
of the
payment
for
case
said army, then to report each
treasury
recommendation for settlement.
settlement.
a recommendation
with a
treasury with
APPROVED,
July 4,
4, 1864
1864.
APPROVED, July

July 4,
4, 1864.
July
Part o
of act of
1864,
197, §
§16,
ch. 19,
1864, ch.
repealing
portion
repealing portion
of former act,
of former act,
repealed.
Ante, p. 339.
Ante,
1863, ch.
ch. 71.
71.
1863,
Vol.
p. 71.
701.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.

July
1864.
4,1864.
July 4,

Branch mint
Branch
established at
at
established
Mlles
])alles City,
Oregon.

eighteen
of June
CHAP. CCXLI.
CCXLI.-— An
AnAct
Act to
correct aaclerical
in the
the Law
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
Law of
Error in
clericalError
to correct
CHAP.
hundred and
sixty-four, relating
Department.
Post-Office Department.
the Post-Office
to the
relating to
and sixty-four,
hundred

Be it enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it enacted by the
thirtieth
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
much of
of the
net of thirtieth
the act
so much
That so
America in
States of America
sixty-four, as repeals the
June, [first
of July]
eighteen hundred sixty-four,
the sevensevenJuly] eighteen
[first of
June,
of the
teenth, eighteenth,
the
hirty-ninth, and forty-first sections of
thirty-fih, thirty-ninth,
eighteenth, thirty-fifth,
teenth,
act
"An
entitled
sixty-three,
act
of
March
third,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-three,
entitled
"
An
act
and
hundred
act of March third, eighteen
to
amend the
laws relating
relating to the Post-Office
Post-Office Department,"
Department," be, and
and the
the
the laws
to amend

repealed.
same is
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
same
'
APPROVED, July
July 4, 1864.
*APPROVED,

C
iur. CCXLII.
CCXLIT.
—An
Act to
establish aaBranch
Branch Mint
Mint of
of the
the United
United States
States at
at Dalles
Datles City,
City,
to establish
-An Act
CArP.
in
the State
Oregon.
of Oregon.
State of
in the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
Slates of
assembled, That
That a
a branch of the mint of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
Slates
the State
established at Dalles City, in the
the
States be
be located
State
located and established
United States
the United
of
and silver.
silver.
goid and
of goal
coinage of
the coinage
for the
Oregon, for
of Oregon,
S
EC. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That,
carrying on the business
for carrying
That, for
it further
And be
SEC.

appointed, as soon a.
of
said branch,
the following
following officers
shall be
be appointed,
officers shall
branch, the
the said
of the
the
the
interest shall
require their service,
service, upon
upon the nomination
nomination of
of th
shall require
public interest
the public
one
namely:
Senate,
of
consent
President,
by
and
with
the
advice
and
consept
the
namely:
one
advice
the
with
and
by
President,
superintendent, one
one melter
melter and
and refiner, and one
one coiner;
coiner;
and one
assayer, and
one assayer,
superintendent,
workclerks,
and
the
superintendent
shall
employ
many
clerks,
subordinate
as
employ
shall
superintendent
the
Clerks, work- and
Clerks,
of
Secretary
the
of
direction
men
and
laborers,
under
the
Secretary
the
Treasury,
the
men,
&c.
under
laborers,
and
men
men, &c.
be
as may
be required.
The salaries
salaries of
of the said
said officers
officers and clerks shall be
required. The
may be
as
Salaries.
to
dollars;
thousand
as
follows:
To
the
superintendent,
the
sum
of
two
thousand
dollars;
to
superintendent,
the
To
as follows:
and
melter
the
assayer,
the
sum
of
eighteen
hundred
to
the
melter
dollars;
hundred
the assayer, the sum of eighteen
workmen,
refiner, eighteen
eighteen hundred
the clerks,
clerks, subordinate
subordinate workmen,
to the
dollars; to
hundred dollars;
refiner,
according
customary,
and
laborers,
such
wages
•
and
allowances
as
are
customary,
according
allowances
and
wages
such
and laborers,
to
their respective
and occupations.
occupations.
respective stations and
to their
Officers,
to
SEC. 3.
further enacted,
enacted, That
the officers
officers and clerks to be
That the
itfurther
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
&c.,to
Officers, &C.,
the execution
take oath.
appointed
under
this
act,
before
entering
upozi
execution of their
their
upon
entering
before
act,
this
appointed under
take oath.
offices,
take an
judge of the
the United
United
oath or affirmation before some judge
an oath
shall take
offices, shall
States
of the
the supreme
supreme court of said state,
state, faithfully
faithfully and diligently
diligently to
to
or of
States or
to
bound
each
shall
and
perform
the
duties
of
their
offices,
shall
become
bound
to the
the
perform the duties of their offices,
United
States of
America, with
one or
satisfaction
or more sureties, to the satisfaction
with one
of America,
United States
of
the
director
of
the
mint
or
the
district
judge of the United States for
judge
district
the
or
mint
the
of
of the director
Treasury, with the conthe district
district of
of Oregon
Oregon and
and of
of the
Secretary of the Treasury,
the Secretary
the
dition of
faithful performance
performance of the duties of their offices.
offices.
the faithful
of the
dition
direction of the
Branch to
be
S
EC. 4.
4. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
general direction
That the general
SEC.
to be
Branch
under
control, business
said branch
mint of the United
United States shall
shall be
be under
under the
the
branch mint
of said
business of
the control,
under the
&c., of the direcsubject
Philadelphia,
at
mint
the
of
director
the
of
tor
of
the
mint.
control
and
regulation
of
the
director
the
mint
at
Philadelphia,
subject
regulation
and
control
tor of thel int.
to the
of the
the Secretary
of the Treasury; and for that purSecretary of
approbation of
the approbation
to
Rules and regu- pose it shall be
the
duty
of
the
said
director to
prescribe such regularegulato prescribe
director
said
the
of
duty
the
be
shall
it
Rules and regu- pose
Wiens.
tions,
and to
require such
such returns,
returns, periodically
periodically and occasionally, and to
to require
tions, and
lations.
shall
establish
such charges
for parting,
parting, assaying,
assaying, refining, and coining, as shall
charges for
establish such
the
effect
into
carrying
of
appear
to
him
to
be
necessary
for
the
purpose
purpose
the
for
necessary
be
to
him
to
appear

Officers
the
Officers of the
branch
branch mint.
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intention of this act in establishing said branch,
branch, also for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
uniformity of weight, form, and
preserving uniformity
and finish in the coin
stamped at
coin stamped
said branch.
branch.
said
SEC.
itfurther
Branch mint to
Sac. 5. And be it
further enacted,
enacted That
That said branch mint shall
shall be aa Branch
be aplace of deplace of deposit for such public moneys
moneys as
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury be
as the
the Secretary
of the
aplace of de
posit for public
may direct. And the superintendent
superintendent of said branch
shall perbranch mint, who
who shall
per- moneys.
Superintendent
form the duties of treasurer
treasurer thereof,
thereof, shall
shall have
have the
the custody of the same, and Superintendent
to be assistant
also perform
perform the duties of assistant treasurer;
and for
that purpose
be treasu'rer.a
treasurer; and
for that
purpose shall
shall be
treasurer.
contained in
subject to all the provisions
provisions contained
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
to proproin an
an act
act to
vide for the better organization
organization of
the treasury,
treasury, and
and for
the collection,
collection,
of the
for the
safe-keeping, transfer, and
and disbursement
approved
disbursement of
of the
the public
public revenue,"
revenue," approved
August six, eighteen hundred
forty-six, which
hundred and forty-six,
which relates
relates to the treasury
treasury 1846, ch. 90.
Vol. ix.
ix. p.
p. 59.
59.
mint at
at New
Orleans.
of the branch
branch mint
New Orleans.
Vol.
SEc.
S
EC. 6. And be it further
enacted, That
superintendent of
said Certificates
further enacted,
That the superintendent
of said
Certificates of
of
da
ergsittrmay
mo
ardbe
be
branch mint be authorized,
authorized, under
under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the deposit
Treasury, and on terms to be prescribed
Treasury,
prescribed by him, to
to issue
issue in
the payment
paymentdust
in the
ullion.
I
ltstand
andgbullion.
of the gold dust and bullion deposited
deposited for assay
or bars,
bars,
assay and
and coinage,
coinage, or
drafts, or certificates of deposit, payable
at the
subpayable at
the treasury,
treasury, or
or any
any subtreasury of the United States, to any
depositor electing
electing to
to receive
receive paypayany depositor
ment in that form.
form.
SEC.
further enacted, That all the
SEC. 7.
7. And be it further
the laws and parts of
of laws Laws
Laws for reguregunti
now in force for the regulation of the mint of the United
ltionof
United States, and for
for lation
of mlyo
mint,
&c., to apply to
the government of the officers and persons
persons employed therein,
therein, and
and for
for the
the this branch.
braanpet.
to
punishment of all offences
offences connected
punishment
connected with
mint or
or coinage
coinage of
of the
the
with the mint
declared to be in full force
force
United States, shall be, and they are
are hereby,
hereby, declared
in relation to the branch of the mint by this
as far
far as
the
this act established,
established, as
as the
same may be applicable
same
applicable thereto.
SEC.
Appropriation
S
ac. 8. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That the sum of one hundred thou- Appropriation
to carry
act into
carry
t
sand dollars be, and the same
same is hereby,
appropriated, out
of any
any money
money to
hereby, appropriated,
out of
effec
. t act into
effect.
appropriated, to carry into effect the
in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the provisions of this act, and to meet the expenses of the current
current year,
and. for
for
year, and
the fiscal year
year ending
ending the thirtieth
thirtieth day
day of
June, 1865.
of June,
1865.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 4,
4, 1864.
1864.
CHAP. CCXLITI.
CCXLIII. -An
regulate Proceedings
Proceedingsin Cases between Landlord and TenCan..
— An Act to regulate
ants in
of Columbia.
Columbia.
ants
in the
the District
Districtof

July 4,
4, 1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
of the United.
United.
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That a
a tenancy at will shall not .Tenancy
Tenancy at
at
created without an express
arise or be created
express contract
l
etti ng to
t
o that
th ateffect,
effect, will
will and by sufsatcontract or
or letting
ferance;
and that all occupation, possession, or holding
messuage or real
holding of any messuage
real
estate
estate without express contract
contract or lease, or
or by
or lease
the
by such
such contract
contract or
lease the
terms of which have expired, shall be deemed
deemed and held to be tenancies
tenancies
by sufferance;
sufferance; and all estates at will and sufferance
sufferance may be determined'
determined'
by a
a notice, in writing, to quit, of thirty
thirty days, delivered
delivered to the tenant
tenant in may
may be deterdeter.
hand, or to some person of proper age upon the premises, or in the absence mined
min e
u
r
iby what
what
notice,
noti ,and how
how
of such tenant or person, then such notice
notic e ma
yb
by affixing
affi xi
ng the
th
e served,
may
bee serve
serveddby
served.
same
a conspicuous
same to
to a
conspicuous part of the premises, where
where it may be conveniently
conveniently
attornment of a
a tenant to a
a stranger
read. The attornment
stranger shall be void, and
and shall
shall
not affect the rights
rights of the landlord, unless it be made
made with the
consent,
the consent,
express or implied, of the landlord:
Provided, That
landlord: Provided,
of this
this
That no part
part of
section other than that which relates to attornment
attornment of a
a tenant
section
tenant to aa
stranger
shall apply to contracts made, or to any
tenancy existing prior to
stranger shall
any tenancy
the passage of this act, except
except in cases of waste, or refusal
refusal to
to pay rent.
rent.
SEC.
enacted, That when forcible
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted,
forcible entry is made,
made, f In
111cases
9ses tof
of r
· forcible entry, or
or when
a peaceable
peaceable entry
is made
the possession
detainer
,e,
&.
or
when a
entry is
made and the
possession unlawfully
unlawfully held by
bY cie
r
g e
e
r
e
&r
e
3
.
'
'e
force, or when possession is held without
without right, after
after the estate
estate is deterdetermined by the terms of the lease by its own limitation, or by notice
notice to quit,
or otherwise,
otherwise, on written complaint on oath of the person
person entitled
entitled to the
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premises, to
to a
justice of
of the
charging a
forcible entry or detainer
detainer
a forcible
peace, charging
the peace,
a justice
premises,
of real
real estate
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, aasummons may
may be issued to aaproper
proper officer,
estate as
of
commanding
person complained
complained of to appear and show
show cause
cause why
why
the person
commanding the
judgment should
should not
against him,
him, which
which shall be served
served like
rendered against
be rendered
not be
judgment
If
other
of summons
summons at
at least
least seven
seven days
days before
before his appearance. If
writs of
other writs
it appears
appears by
by default
default or
upon trial
trial that
complainant is entitled to the
the complainant
that the
or upon
it
possession of
execution for the
judgment and execution
have judgment
shall have
he shall
premises, he
the premises,
of the
possession
possession and
nonsuit and
and fails to prove
becomes nonsuit
complainant becomes
the complainant
if the
costs; if
and costs;
possession
his right
the defendant
defendant shall have judgment
judgment and
and execution
execution
possession, the
to possession,
right to
his
for his costs.
Proceedings if
S
EC. 3.
3. And
upon trial,
defendant pleads
trial, defendant
if, upon
That if,
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
if
Proceedings
whom he
person under
or in
in himself,
at trial defendant title to the premises in
himself, or
in another
another person
under whom he
pleads
title.
coma reasonable
recognize in a
pleads title,
claims the premises,
premises, he shall recognize
reasonable sum to the comto
conditioned
sureties,
sufficient
plainant,
to
be
fixed
by
said
justice,
sufficient
sureties,
conditioned
with
justice,
said
by
fixed
plainant, to be
pay all
all intervening
and costs
and reasonable
reasonable intervening
intervening rent for
for
costs and
damages and
intervening damages
pay
the
premises; and
in like
manner recognize
recognize to the
like manner
shall in
complainant shall
the complainant
and the
the premises;
defendant conditioned
conditioned to
to enter
suit at
at the
the next
supreme
next term of the supreme
the suit
enter the
defendant
court of
the district,
and pay
adjudged against him; and thereall costs adjudged
pay all
district, and
of the
court
upon the
the proceedings
proceedings shall
certified to said
said court
court by
by the justice. If
If
be certified
shall be
upon
either party
recognize, judgment
judgment shall be rendered against
against
to recognize,
so to
neglects so
party neglects
either
him as
on nonsuit
default, and
execution shall issue accordingly
accordingly as
and execution
or default,
nonsuit or
as on
him
aforesaid.
aforesaid.
SEC. 4.
And be
it further
enacted, That
party against which
which
That either party
further enacted,
be it
4. And
SEC.
may
Appeals,
and
judgment
is
rendered
by
a
justice
of
the
appeal from such
peace,
the
of
justice
a
by
rendered
is
Appeals, and judgment
how tried,
tried,
judgment to
to the supreme
District of Columbia,
Columbia, in the same
same
supreme court of the District
judgment
how
manner as
are taken
taken to the said court in other cases; but in case
appeals are
as appeals
manner
If defendant
defendant
of an
by aadefendant,
to the
in
the bail required in
addition to
in addition
shall, in
he shall,
defendant, he
appeal by
an appeal
of
If
appeals,
cases, recognize
recognize in
complainant, to be fixed
reasonable sum to the complainant,
in aareasonable
other cases,
addi- other
in addappeals, in

Summons
to
Summons to
issue, &c.
&c.
issue,

ail,
ti
on to
bgother bail,
to other
tion
he
must reco
nize
to
pay
internize to pay intervening
vening damages.

intervening
conditioned to
sureties, 'conditioned
sufficient sureties,
justice, with
by said
said justice,
with sufficient
to pay
pay all
all intervening
rent
intervening
waste
from
resulting
damages
to
the
leased
property
resulting
waste
and
intervening
rent
property
damages to the leased
the same
for the premises; and such appeals
appeals shall be tried in
in the
same manner
manner
and
further proceedings
proceedings had
therein according
according to the practice
practice in appeals
appeals
had therein
and further
in
court.
in other cases in said court.
S
EC. 5.
be it
enacted, That on the trial
trial of said suit in the
further enacted,
it further
And be
5. And
SEC.
Damages for
Damages
supreme court
court of
the district, if the jury
jury find for complainant,
complainant, they
complainant, if,
if, supreme
of the
complainant,
&c. &c .
of default
shall assess
and intervening
intervening rent;
rent; and in case
case .of
default the
damages and
the damages
assess the
shall
by the court.
same shall be assessed by
the
Fees of
Sc. 6.
That the fees
fees of the
the justice
justice issuing
issuing the
further enacted, That
it further
And be it
6. And
SEC.
justice
of justice
Fees
and officer.
officer.
process,
up the record,
record, and certifying
certifying
the issue, and making up
hearing the
and hearing
process, and
and
allowed
the
same, and
and the officer for serving the process, shall be those
those allowed
the same,
in
in civil causes.
S
Ec. 7.
And be'it
be it further
enacted, That
parts of acts inThat all acts and parts
further enacted,
7. And
SEC.
Repeal
Repeal of inconsistent acts.
acts. consistent
consistent
consistent with this act are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, July
July 4, 1864.
APPROVED,
July 4,
4, 1864.
July

Repairs, Liabilities, and
CHAP.
COXIAV.—An
Act to provide
provide for the Supervision, Repairs,
-An Act
CHOP. CCXLIV.
Aqueduct:
Completion
Completion of the Washington Aqueduct:

United
of the United
Representatives of
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be
hundred
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
sum
of
one
hundred
one
of
sum
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
Appropriation
of
States
Appropriation
appropriated out
and the
fifty thousand
the same
same is, hereby
hereby appropriated
out
be, and
for
dam, &c.,
for and
dollars be,
thousand dollars
and fifty
&c., for
for dam,
Washington
purpose
for the
appropriated,
of
any
money
in
the
treasury
otherwise
appropriated,
the
purpose
otherwise
not
treasury
the
in
money
any
of
aqueduct
aqueduct.
of constructing
constructing the
dam of solid masonry across the Maryland
Maryland branch of
the dam
of
the Potomac
Great Falls, and for constructing
constructing the conconnear the Great
River, near
Potomac River,
the
duit around
the Receiving
[Reservoir], and for paying
paying existing
existing
Receiving Resavoir [Reservoir],
around the
duit
liabilities and
expenses, engineering,
engineering, superintendence,
superintendence, and repairs of said
and expenses,
liabilities
aqueduct.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 4, 1864.
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CHAP. CCXLV.
An Act
to regulate
the Sessions
Sessions of
Circuit and
Courts
and District
District Courts
Act to
regulate the
of the
the Circuit
CHAP.
CCXLV. - An
for the Northern
of New York, andfor
and for other Purposes.
Purposes.
Northern District
Districtof
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July 4,
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July
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Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
enacted by
by the
Be
States of
of America
instead of
of the
the times
times now
now Times and
and
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That instead
States
America ire
in Congress
fixed
by law
law for
for holding
district courts
the United
United States
States fbr
for the northof holding
north- places
of the
holding district
courts of
fixed by
ieso
c
fo
h
u
o
r
i
t
d
sing
district
in
district courts
ern district
district of New
hereafter be held at the
em
New York,
York, the
the said court shall hereafter
the the northern
dis-:
northern (Ls
trict of
following
times and
places, that
to say,
the city
of Albany
Albany on the trict
of New
New
city of
say, at
at the
that is
is to
and places,
following times
York.
third
Tuesday of
of January;
January; at
the city of
the third Tuesday in York.
of Utica on the
at the
third Tuesday
March;
at the
the city
city of
of Rochester
Rochester on
second Tuesday
Tuesday in May;
May; at
the
at the
on the
the second
March; at
city of
Buffalo on
third Tuesday
at the
city of
Auburn
the city
of Auburn
in August;
August; at
Tuesday in
on the
the third
city
of Buffalo
on
and, in
in the discretion
discretion of the judge
in November;
November; and,
on the third Tuesday in
of said
annually at such
within
such place,
place, within
such time and in such
one term
term annually
of
said court,
court, one
Lawrence, Clinton,
Franklin,
Oswego, or Franklin,
Clinton, Jefferson, Oswego,
the counties
counties of
of St. Lawrence,
by aa nothe judge of said district
district shall from time to time appoint, by
as the
paper of the State
State
tice of at least twenty days, to be published in the state paper
of New
place where
published at the place
New York,
York, and also
also in one
one newspaper published
of
of
the said court is to be held, which term shall be held only for the trial of
nothing herein concounties; but nothing
issues of fact arising within the said counties;
concourt from holding special terms
terms
tained shall prevent
prevent the judge of said court
thereof
thereof at the places above
above specified,
specified, or at any other places
places in said
said disdisnecessary.
trict, in addition to said regular terms, he shall deem necessary.
and
instead of the times and places
SEc. 2. And be it further
enacted, That instead
places Times and
SEC.
further enacted,
lding
a
c
celitof
of holding
holding
places
now provided by law for holding the terms
terms of the circuit court of the Vru
m
oircuit court in
United States for the northern
northern district of
court the northern
of New
New York, the
the said
said circuit
circuit court
northern disdistrict of New
New
shall be held at the times and places following, that is to say: at the vil- triet
York.
lage of Canandaigua
Canandaigua on the third Tuesday
Tuesday in June, at the city
city of Albany York.
on the second Tuesday in October;
October; and the term of said court appointed
appointed
by this act to be held at the city of Albany
Albany in October shall, when it is
adjourned,
adjourned, be adjourned to meet in the city of Albany the third Tuesday
Tuesday
in January, and that the adjournment
adjournment of said adjour[n]ed
adjour[n]ed term shall
shall be
be
further
further adjourned
adjourned to meet at the city of Utica
Utica on the third Tuesday in
in
March, and the said adjourned
adjourned term shall
shalt be held for the transaction
transaction of
of
civil business only; and no jury
jury shall be drawn
drawn for service therein exclusively, but the jury drawn to serve
serve in the district court at the same
same
time and place of the said adjourned
adjourned terms of said circuit shall be used
used
for the trial of issues of fact arising in civil causes
causes in said circuit
circuit court,
proceedings upon
and the verdicts of said jury and all proceedings
upon the
the trial
trial of said
said
issues shall be as valid and of the same effect as if the said jury
jury had
been drawn to serve
serve in the said circuit
circuit court.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That
That no process issued or proceedproceed- Pending
Pending process in
other
in other
avoided or impaired by the ess
courts shall be avoided
ings pending in either of said courts
court not avoided
change of time and place of holding such court; but all process, bail
bail or impaired.
impaired.
bonds, and recognizances
recognizances returnable
returnable at the next term
terra of either of said
said
courts, shall be returnable and returned to the said court next held acaccording to this act, in the same
same manner
manner as if so made
made returnable
returnable on the
the
continuances
face thereof,
thereof, and shall have full effect
effect accordingly;
accordingly; and all continuances
conform to the provisions
provisions of
may be made to conform
of this act.
enacted, That in place and in lieu of the salary
Salary of
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 4. And be it further
salary Salary
judge.
now paid to the judge
judge of the
the district court of the United States for the judge.
quarterly
northern district of New York, there shall be allowed and paid quarterly
United States,
to said judge, out of the treasury of the United
States, the sum of three
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars per year.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 4, 1864.
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of Representatives
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Commissioner United
States is hereby
and consent
hereby authorized, by and with the advice and
United States
Commissioner
of immigration to
of
the Senate,
Senate, to
to appoint
appoint a
a commissioner
of immigration,
immigration, who shall be
commissioner of
of the
be appoiSnted.
appointed.
subject
the direction
of the
the Department
Department t'f
Pf State, shall hold his office
office
direction of
to the
subject to
five
for four
four years,
shall receive
salary at the rate of two thousand
thousand five
receive aasalary
and shall
years, and
Term of office for
and salary.
commissioner may
a year. The
hundred dollars a
The said commissioner
may employ not more
hundred
salary.
and
than three
three clerks,
designate,
Secretary of State shall designate,
as the Secretary
grade as
of such
such grade
clerks, of
than
Clerks.
to
him, with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
and
Secretary of State, and
by him,
appointed by
be appointed
to be
to
hold their
pleasure.
offices at his pleasure.
their offices
to hold
SEc.
contracts that shall be
That all contracts
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
2. And
And be
SEC. 2.
Contracts by
emigrants pledgpledg- made by emigrants
conformity
foreign countries, in conformity
emigrants to the United States in foreign
emigrants
ing
wages to
to.
a ma
their wages
ing their
to
regulations
that
may
be
established
by
the
said
commissioner,
whereby
whereby
commissioner,
said
the
by
established
be
may
that
repay expensesof
expenses of to regulations
a term
emigration
valid, emigrants
term not exceeding
wages of their labor for a
the wages
pledge the
shall pledge
emigrants shall
emigration valid,
and
may be
en- twelve months, to repay
repay the expenses
expenses of their
their emigration,
emigration, shall be held to
and may
be enforced.
be
in law,
and may
be enforced
enforced in
the courts
courts of the United States,
in the
may be
law, and
valid in
be valid
of the
states and
and territories;
teiritories; and
and such
so stipuadvances, if so
such advances,
several states
the several
Advances may, or
or of
if,
&c.,
be a
alien
lien lated
in the
the contract
reporded in the recorder's office
office
be recorded
contract be
and the
contract, and
the contract,
lated in
&c.,
be
if.
after in the county where the emigrant shall settle, shall operate as alien upon
npon
upon land after
acquired by the in the county where the emigrant shall settle, shall operate as a lien upon
any land
land thereafter
whether under the homeacquired by the emigrant, whether
emigrant.
thereafter acquired
any
stead law
law when
when the
title is
is consummated,
or on
on property
property otherwise
otherwise acquired
consummated, or
the title
stead
until
by the
the emigrant;
nothing herein
contained shall be
herein contained
but nothing
emigrant; but
liquidated by
until liquidated
deemed to
to authorize
authorize any
any contract
contravening the Constitution of the
contract contravening
deemed
United
States, or
creating in
in any
way the
servitude.
relation of slavery or servitude.
the relation
any way
or creating
United States,
SEc.
3. And
emigrant to the United
United
no emigrant
That no
enacted, That
No
emigrant to
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 3.
No emigrant
be enrolled
enrolled for
States who shall
arrive after the passage of this act shall
shall be compulsively
compulsively
shall arrive
for States
b.
military service, nrolled fo
enrolled
for military
military service
existing insurrection,
insurrection, unless such
the existing
during the
service during
enrolled for
unless, &c.
&c.
unless,,t
emigrant
shall voluntarily
voluntarily renounce
allegiance to the councoununder oath his allegiance
renounce under
emigrant shall
try
of his
his birth,
birth, and
and declare
declare his
to become
citizen of the
the United
become aacitizen
intention to
his intention
try of
States.
further enacted,
S
EC. 4.
enacted, That there shall be established
established in
'Emigrant office
office
4. And be it further
SEC.
'Emigrant

to be
known as
office to
be established
established the city of New York
to
York an office
to be
be known
as the
the United
United States
States EmiEmiin New York.

grant
Office; and
and there
there shall
shall be
be appointed,
by and
and with
with the advice and
appointed, by
grant Office;
consent of
of the
the Senate,
an officer
for said
said city,
city, to
to be
be known
known as superintendsuperintendofficer for
Senate, an
consent
thousand dollars;
dollars; and the
the
ent of immigration,
immigration, at an annual salary of two thousand
said superintendent
superintendent may
employ a
class; and such
a clerk of the first class;
may employ
said
superintendent
shall, under
under the
direction of the
commissioner of immithe commissioner
the direction
superintendent shall,
transportation
contracts with the
gration, make contracts
the different
different railroads and transportation
gration,
companies of the
to be
the United States for
for transportation
transportation tickets, to
be furnished
furnished
to
such immigrants,
immigrants, and to be paid for by them, and shall, under such
to such
immigration, protect
rules
as may
be prescribed
the commissioner
commissioner of immigration,
protect
by the
prescribed by
may be
rules as
such
fraud, and shall furnish them
them such
imposition and fraud,
immigrants from imposition
such immigrants
cheapest
information
and facilities
facilities as
as will
enable them to proceed in the cheapest
will enable
information and
and most
manner to
to the
the place
of their destination.
destination. And such
such
place of
expeditious manner
most expeditious
and
superintendent of immigration
immigration shall perform
perform such other
other duties as may be
superintendent
Provided, That the
prescribed by
the commissioner
immigration: Provided,
the
commissioner of immigration:
by the
prescribed
duties hereby
imposed upon
upon the
superintendent in the city of New York
the superintendent
hereby imposed
duties
shall not
be held
held to
powers and
and duties
duties of
of
commissioner of
the commissioner
of the
the powers
to effect
effect the
not be
shall
immigration of
of the
the State
of New
York; and it shall be the duty of said
New York;
State of
immigration
superintendent
in the
the city
city of
New York
that the provisions
provisions of the
see that
York to see
of New
superintendent in
act
known as
as the
the passenger
complied with, and
passenger act are strictly complied
commonly known
act commonly
all
breaches thereof
according to law.
punished according
thereof punished
all breaches
SEc. 5.
5. And
it further
qualified
enacted, That no person shall be qualified
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
persons
Certain persons
not to
be officers
officers to fill any office
to be
not
office under this act who shall be
be directly or indirectly interunder this act.
corporation having lands for sale to immigrants,
under this act. ested in any corporation
immigrants, or in
in the
the
carrying or
or transportation
transportation of
immigrants, either
countries to
either from foreign countries
of immigrants,
carrying
the
any part thereof, or who shall
territories, or to any
and its territories,
States and
United States
the United
receive
any fee
reward, or
or the promise
service perper.
promise thereof, for any service
or reward,
fee or
receive any
or any
any benefit
benefit rendered;
rendered; to
the line of
of
any person or persons in the
to any
formed, or
this act shall
his duty
under this act.
And if any
any officer
officer provided for by fins
act. And
duty under
his
receive from
company any fee or reward,
rewarh or Promise
oromise thereof,
person or company
from any person
receive

Superintendent
Superintendent
of immigration.
immigration.
Salary.
Clerk.
Clerk.
Powers and
duties
superinof superinduties of
tendent.
tendent.
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for any
any services
services performed
any benefit
benefit rendered
rendered to
to any
Penalty on
on
for
performed or
or any
any person
person or
or perper- Penalty
sons in
in the
the line
act, he
conviction, be
be officer
offinefreereczeivirt),ogr
sons
line of
of his
his duty
duty under
under this
this act,
he shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction,
receiving
fined
dollars, or
fined one thousand dollars,
imprisoned, not
not to
to exceed
exceed three
years, at
at o
a
f6cial services.
Lervi"ces.
or be
be imprisoned,
three years,
official
the discretion
discretion of
of aa court
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, and
forever after
after be
be
the
court of
of competent
and forever
ineligible to
any office
office of
the United
ineligible
to hold
hold any
of honor,
honor, trust,
trust, or
or profit
profit in
in the
United States.
States.
S
EC. 7.
7. And
enacted, That
That said
of immiimmiSEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
said commissioner
commissioner of
gration shall,
commencement of
of each
each annual
gration
shall, at
at the
the commencement
annual meeting
meeting of
of congress,
congress,
submit aadetailed
detailed report
of the
the foreign
foreign immigration
the preceding
preceding Report
Report to consubmit
report of
immigration during
during the
conyear, and
all expenditures
expenditures under
act.
gress, &c.
&c.
year,
and aadetailed
detailed account
account of
of all
under this
this act.
gress,
S
EC. 8.
And be
the sum
of twenty-five
twenty-five thouthou- Appropriation
Appropriation
SEC.
8. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
sum of
sand dollars,
dollars, or
or so
as may
may be
in the
judgment of
of to
eff
to ect
carr
. y act
act into
into
carr'
sand
so much
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary,
necessary, in
the judgment
the President, is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
money in
the treasury
treasury
any money
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
purpose of
carrying the
provisiobs of
of
not
appropriated, for
for the
the purpose
of carrying
the provisions
this act into effect.
APPROVED, July
July 4,
1864.
4, 1864.
APPROVED,

CHAP. CCXLVII.
CCXLVii. -— An Act
Act supplementary to an
Act to
to grant
grant PenPenCHAP.
an Act entitled
entitled "An
" An Act
July 4,
4, 1864.
1864.
July
sions," approved Julyfourteenth,
July fourteentk eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
1862
1862,
166.
1862, ch. 166.
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the United
xii. p.
p. 566.
Be
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United Vol. xii.
States of
of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the biennial
biennial examinations
assembled, That
examinations Biennial
Biennial exexaminations of
of pensioners
hundred aminations
of
pensioners required by an act approved
approved March three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
a e
and fifty-rine,
fifty-ine, may
may be
by one
one surgeon
surgeon only,
provided he
he is
be made by
only, provided
is aasursur- pensionemrsa,dheo.w
meiyybe made.
1859, ch.
ch. 88,
88, §
geon of the army or navy, or an examining
§ 2.
examining surgeon
surgeon duly appointed by 1859,
xi. p. 439.
the commissioner
certificate of two Vol.
Vol. xi.
p. 439.
commissioner of pensions; nor shall the biennial
biennial certificate
unappointed civil
civil surgeons
in any
case, except
except upon
upon satissatisunappointed
surgeons be
be accepted
accepted in
any case,
factory evidence
examination by a
a commissioned
appointed
evidence that an examination
commissioned or duly appointed
surgeon is impracticable.
surgeon
impracticable.
paid
SEC. 2. And be it
enacted, That all fees
examining Fees paid
SEc.
it further enacted,
fees paid to examining
surgeons for
surgeons for biennial
examinations, or for examinations
examinations specially
surgeons
for
biennial examinations,
specially ordered,
ordered, biennial
biennial examiexamithe act to grant pensions,
as provided by the eighth
eighth section of the
approved nations to be repensions, approved
sixty-two, shall be refunded
by funded.
July fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
refunded by
181162,e(Ci. 166, 8.
the agent
pensions in
in the
district within
within which
the
agent for
for paying
paying pensions
the district
which the
the pensioner
pensioner Vol.
xi. p.
Vo. xi.
p. 56S.
569.
or
of any
any money
money appropriated
appropriated for
payment of
or claimant
claimant resides,
resides, out
out of
for the
the payment
of
pensions, under such
pensions,
pensions may
may
such regulations
regulations as the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of pensions
prescribe.
prescribe.
SEC.
3. And
be it
SEC. 3.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That declarations
declarations of
of pension
pension claimclaim- Declarations
Declarations of
of
pension claimants
claimants
a court of record, or before
ants shall be made before a
before some officer
officer thereof pension
to
made before
to be
be made
before
having custody
having
custody of its
its seal,
seal, said
officer being
hereby fully
fully authorized
and court
said officer
being hereby
authorized and
court of
of record.
record.
empowered
to administer
affirmation relating
relating to
to
empowered to
administer and
and certify
certify any
any oath
oath or
or affirmation
pension or application
any pension
application therefor:
therefor: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
commissioner Proviso.
the commissioner
of
of pensions
pensions may designate,
designate, in localities
twenty-five miles
localities more
more than twenty-five
miles disdisqualified
tant from any place at which such aacourt is holden, persons
persons duly qualified
be made
made and testimony
to administer oaths, before whom declarations
declarations may be
testimony
taken.
Sac. 4.
4. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
section twelve
the act
act to
to Section
SEC.
And be
it further
That section
twelve of
of the
Section 12 of
act of
of 1802,
ch.
grant
fourteen, eighteen
sixty-two, act
18G2, ch.
grant pensions, approved July fourteen,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
166, repealed.
is hereby
hereby repealed;
of pensions
pensions is
is authorized
and Vol.
repealed; and
and the
the commissioner
commissioner of
authorized and
olexii.
xii. p.
p. 569.
569.
empowered to detail,
time to
to time,
time, clerks
clerks in
empowered
detail, from time
investigate Clerks to
inin his
his office to investigate
to insussuspected
vestigate
sussuspected attempts at fraud on the government
government through
through the pension-office,
pension-office, vestigate
pected attempts
pected
attempts
ard
so offending,
and to aid in prosecuting
prosecuting any persons so
offending, with
with such additional
additional to defraud.
defraud.
is customary
customary in cases
cases of special
special service.
compensation as is
service.
Pensions to
SEC.
5. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
persons now
law entiS
EC. 5.
further enacted,
That all
all persons
now by
by law
enti- Pensions
those
tied
those
whoofehe
have
tled to aaless pension than hereafter specified,
specified, who shall
have lost both lost
feet;
stboth
both feet;
States and
and in
in the
line of
of duty,
duty, both hauds
feet in the military service
service of
of the
the United
United States
the line
hauls or
shall be entitled to aapension of twenty
eyestwenty dollars
dollars per month; and those
those who eyes:
same conditions
have lost
lost both
both hands
under the same
conditions have
hands or both
both eyes
eyes shall be
be
entitled
of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars per
entitled to
to a
a pension
pension of
per month.
month.
•
SEC. 6. And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That no pension
pension claim
claim now on
on file,
file,
it further
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unless prosecuted
prosecuted to
to aasuccessful
successful issue
issue within
within three
years from the passage
three years
Pension claims unless
to a successful
prosecuted
not thus
hereafter filed,
claim hereafter
filed , not
t
hus p
rosecuted to a successful
te
years
from the
date of
of such
such filing,
filing, shall
shall be
be admitted
admitted
the date
years from
beprosecutfiled to issue
within what
time, without
without satisfactory
the War
Department to estabWar Department
from the
evidence from
record evidence
satisfactory record
whattime.
within
lish
every case
case in
claim for
for pension
shall have
pension shall
which aaclaim
in which
in every
and in
same; and
the same;
lish the
been filed
filed for
for more
more than
the discharge
discharge or
of the
the
decease of
or decease
after the
years after
three years
than three
been
shall
allowed,
party
on
whose
account
the
claim
is
made,
the
pension,
allowed,
shall
if
pension,
the
made,
is
claim
the
account
whose
on
party
commence from
date of
of filing
the last
last paper
said case
case by the party
in said
paper in
filing the
the date
from the
commence
prosecuting the
the same.
same.
prosecuting
S
EC. 7.
be it
it further
enacted, That
the remarriage
remarriage of
of any
any widow
widow
on the
That on
further enacted,
Pension to
And be
7. And
SEC.
to
Pension
renewed
be renewed
widow
to termitermi- receiving
and shall
shall not be
pension, such pension shall terminate, and
aapension,
receiving
to
widow
nate upon her reshe again
become a
widow.
a widow.
again become
should she
marriage, &c.
&c. should
marriage,
duly
surgeons, duly
S
EC. 8.
8. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That examining
examining surgeons,
be it
Examining
And be
SEC.
Examining
surgeons may be appointed by the commissioner of
required by him,
of pensions,
pensions, may
be required
may be
commissioner
the
by
appointed
kee
ma
euirgeon
required to make
from time
time to
he shall
for the interests
interests of the government,
government,
deem for
shall deem
as he
time, as
to time,
special examina- fom
pensioners on the
tions of
of pento
special examinations
examinations of pensioners
the rolls of their respecmake special
to make
pentions
sioners.
precedence over previous
tive
and such
such examinations
examinations shall have precedence
previous
districts, and
tive districts,
ioners.
examinations,
whether special
injustice is alleged
alleged
biennial. But when injustice
or biennial.
special or
examinations, whether
to
been done
done by
any examination
the commissioner
commissioner of
so ordered, the
examination so
by any
have been
to have
Examining
pensions
may, at
his discretion,
discretion, select
board of three duly appointed
select aa board
at his
pensions may,
Examining
board.
examining surgeons,
who shall
meet at aaplace
place to be designated by him,
shall meet
surgeons, who
examining
board.
and shall
as may
may be
ordered before
before them on appeal
appeal
be ordered
cases as
such cases
review such
shall review
and
from any
any special
special examination
examination as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and the
the decision
decision of such
such board
board
from
compensation of
shall be
the question
so submitted
submitted thereto.
thereto. The compensation
of
question so
on the
final on
be final
shall
all such
shall not exceed
exceed that which has
has been customarily
customarily
surgeons shall
such surgeons
all
Pay.
made
appropriations made
allowed
such cases,
cases, and
shall be paid out of any appropriations
and shall
in such
allowed in
for
of pensions,
pensions, in the same manner as the ordinary
ordinary fees of
of
payment of
the payment
for the
authorized to be
appointed
surgeons are or may be authorized
be paid.
paid.
appointed surgeons
Pension claims

Of this act, and no
on file,
le and
and those of
r
fi
etlear
rii
sueswita
filed, tooissue
hereafter
be prosecuted'
within five
five
within

Volunteers, not
not
Volunteers,

enlisted,
disabled
enlisted, disabled

persons, not enlisted
those persons,
SEC. 9.
9. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
enlisted
That those
be itit further
SEC.
volunteered for the
who volunteered
soldiers in
the time
time being
being to
to serve
serve with
with
army, who
the army,
in the
soldiers

any
regularly organized
States ,or
or
organized military or naval force of the United States,
any regularly
where persons
persons otherwise
any envolunteered and rendered service in any
otherwise volunteered
where
gagement with
rebels or
or Indians
Indians since
fourth day
day of
of March,
March, eighteen
eighteen
since the fourth
with rebels
gagement
hundred and
sixty-one, shall,
shall, if
if they
disabled in consequence
consequence
they have been disabled
and sixty-one,
hundred
of wounds
in battle,
such temporary
temporary service, be entitled to the
the
in such
battle, in
received in
wounds received
of
same benefits
benefits of
pension laws
laws as
those who have been regularly
regularly
as those
the pension
of the
same
mustered into the United States service. And
the widows, or other
other
And the
Their widows mustered into the United States service.
Their
temporary
such persons
persons as
been killed
killed in the
the temporary
as may have been
any such
of any
and
dependents. dependents,
dependents, of
and dependents.
service
aforesaid shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to pensions
pensions in the same
same manner
manner as they
service aforesaid
mustered: Provided,
regularly mustered:
would
been had
had such
persons been regularly
Provided,
such persons
have been
would have
That no
claim under
section shall be valid unless presented
presented and
this section
under this
no claim
Claims
Claims to be That
from and
presented within
within prosecuted
a successful issue within three years from
prosecuted to a
and after
after the
the
presented
three years.
All such claims shall
passage
years.
three
passage of this act. All
shall be
be adjudicated
adjudicated under
under such
such
special rules
rules and
regulations as
commissioner of pensions
pensions may prethe commissioner
as the
and regulations
special
scribe, most
guard against fraud.
effectually to guard
most effectually
scribe,
Sae.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
entitled to
That if any person entitled
And be
10. And
SEC. 10.
Any person
entitled
to an
an
an invalid
invalid pension
pension under
under the
provisions of the act granting pensions,
the provisions
an
to
entitled
pension,
invalid pension,
approved July fourteen, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, has
has died,
died, or
or shall
shall
and dying while approved July fourteen, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
hereafter
die, while
such pension
pension is pending, and having
application for such
an application
while an
application
hereafter die,
application isis
pending, his
entitled to receive
widow or
receive aa pension by reason of
of
dependent relative entitled
or dependent
a widow
his to a
pendiwng &c.,
widow,
his
service
and
death,
as
provided
in
said
then the pension to such
act, then
said
in
provided
as
death,
and
his service
receive it.
it.
1862,
166. widow
commence from the date
date at
at which
which the
the
widow or other person shall commence
ch. 166.
1862, ch.
Vol. xii.
he survived,
pension would have
decedent's invalid pension
p. 566.
566. decedent's
xii. p.
Vol.
have commenced
commenced had
had he
survived,
subject
the conditions
and the act
act to which this is
this act, and
conditions of this
to the
subject to
Post,
500.'
Post, p. 500.
amendatory.
amendatory.
the
soldiers in
all enlisted
That all
further enacted,
SEC. 11. And be it
soldiers
disabled
it further
enacted, That
enlisted soldiers
in the
Enlisted
soldiers, disabled,,
shall
they
whether
to have
army who
shall have
have become
the service,
service, whether they
in the
disabled in
become disabled
who shall
of army
benefit of
have ,benefit
to
be entitled to
pension
laws )
regularly mustered in or not, shall be
to the
the same
same
have been regularly
pension laws,
mustered
regularly
been
who have
those
laws as
pension
the
of
not musthoughin.not
though
tered
urns- benefits
benefits
of
the
pension
laws
as
those
who
have
been
regularly
mustered
tered int.

by
benefits
of
enefitstoof
b vewounds,
have
ha
pension laws.
laws,
pension
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widows
into
United States
the widows
widows or
other dependents
dependents Their widows
or other
and the
service; and
States service;
the United
into the
nd dependents.
dependents.
entitled to
to pensions
act of
July fourteen,
fourteen, aand
of July
the act
by the
prescribed by
as prescribed
law, as
by law,
pensions by
entitled
eighteen
hundred and
any such
such soldier who
who may have been
been
of any
sixty-two, of
and sixty-two,
eighteen hundred
killed,
shall have
or shall
shall hereafter
hereafter die,
reason of
of any
any wound
wound
by reason
die, by
died, or
have died,
or shall
killed, or
received
or disease
while in
the line
of
line of
in the
and in
service and
said service
in said
contracted while
disease contracted
received or
duty,
though such
soldier had
such soldier
as though
pension as
same pension
the same
to the
entitled to
be entitled
shall be
duty, shall
been
regularly mustered
the service.
into the
mustered into
been regularly
Fees of
of pension
pension
SEC. 12.
And be
be it
agents and Fees
the fees of agents
enacted, That the
further enacted,
it further
12. And
SEC.
gents and attorand
to
at
agent
attorneys
causing to
executed the
the papers
necessary n
a
papers necessary
be executed
to be
and causing
out and
making out
for making
attorneys for
eys not to ex- reed, &c.
&e.
ceed,
to
and other allowance
before the c
allowance before
bounty, and
a pension,
pension, bounty,
for a
claim for
establish aaclaim
to establish
pension-office, under
under this
this act,
act, shall
not exceed
exceed the
rates: For
For
following rates:
the following
shall not
pension-office,
making out
be duly
declaration by the appliexecuted aa, declaration
duly executed
to be
causing to
and causing
out and
making
cant,
with the
necessary affidavits,
affidavits, and
forwarding the same
same to the penpenand forwarding
the necessary
cant, with
sion-office,
with the
correspondence, ten
ten dollars;
dollars; which
which sum
sum
the requisite
requisite correspondence,
sion-office, with
shall
be received
received by
by such
such agent
or attorney
in full
services in
for all services
full for
attorney in
agent or
shall be
obtaining
such pension,
and shall
not be
be demanded
or received
received in whole
demanded or
shall not
pension, and
obtaining such
Repeal of
or
in part
part until
such pension
pension shall
shall be
obtained; and
and the
sixth and
and Repeal
of §§
§§ 6,
the sixth
be obtained;
until such
or in
7 act 1862,
1862, ch.
ch.
pensions," approved
seventh
sections of
of an
an act
entitled "
An act
grant pensions,"
approved 17,act
act to grant
" An
act entitled
seventh sections
146.
July
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, are
hereby repealed.
repealed.
are hereby
July fourteenth,
Vol. xii. p. 568.
568.
Penalty upon
upon
SEC. 13.
13. And
enacted, That
That any agent or attorney who Penalty
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
agent, &c., who
&c., who
agent,receive
shall,
indirectly, demand
demand or
receive any
compensation shall
any greater compensation
or receive
or indirectly,
directly or
shall, directly
receive
fees, &e.
&c.
for
his
services
under
this
act
than
is
prespribed
in
the
preceding
section
greater tees,
section
preceding
for his services under this act than is prescribed in the
of
this act,
act, or
who shall
shall contract,
contract, or agree
prosecute, any claim for aa
agree to prosecute,
or who
of this
pension,
condition that
or other allowance, under this act, on the condition
pension, bounty, or
he
receive a
a per
portion of the amount of such
any portion
upon any
centum upon
per centum
shall receive
he shall
claim, or
or who
wrongfully withhold
pensioner or other claimwithhold from aa pensioner
shall wrongfully
who shall
claim,
ant
the whole
any part
of the
pension or claim allowed and due to such
the pension
part of
or any
whole or
ant the
a high misdemeanor,
pensioner
be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and
and
or claimant,
claimant, shall be
pensioner or
exceedupon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall, for every such offence,
offence, be fined not
not exceedupon
ing
three hundred
hundred dollars, or
imprisoned at hard labor
labor not exceeding
exceeding two
or imprisoned
ing three
circumstances and aggravations
years,
aggravations of the
according to the circumstances
or both, according
years, or
offence.
offence.
Widows, &c.,
&c.,
S
EC. 14.
14. And
it further
farther enacted,
That the widows and children
children of Widows,
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC.
of colored soldiers
or receivediers
colored
colored soldiers who have been, or who may be hereafter, killed, or who may
pensions upon
received in battle, or who have pensions
have
hereafter die, of wounds
wounds received
have died,
died, or may hereafter
what proof of
of
of
died,
contracted in the
the military service ,
of what.proof
die, of
of disease
disease contracted
hereafter die,
or may hereafter
died, or
marriage.
the
United States,
receive themarriage.
the
and in the line of duty, shall be entitled to receive
States, and
the United
marriage than that
pensions
that
without other proof of marriage
by law, without
now provided
provided by
pensions now
parties had habitually
habitually recognized
recognized each
each other as man and wife, and
the parties
definite period
period next preceeding
proceeding the soldier's
soldier's
a definite
lived together as such for a
enlistment,
shown by the affidavits
affidavits of
enlistment, not less than two years, to be shown
Marriage, when
credible
Provided, however, That such
such widow and
and children
children are Marriage,
witnesses: Provided,
credible witnesses:
to be
be proved'as
proverras
further, That if such parties resided in any state to
free
Provided,further,
persons: Provided,
free persons:
usuaL
in
legally solemnized,
solemnized, the usual usuaL
marriage may have been legally
their marriage
which their
in which
evidence shall be required.
required.
evidence
Repeal of ininenacted, That all acts
SEC.
SEC. 15. And be it further
further enacted,
acts and parts of acts Repeal
consistent laws.
laws.
consistent
inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
repealed.
inconsistent
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 4, 1864.
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Actfr
CHAP. CCXLVIII.
for the Relief of Seamen and Others borne on the Books of July
-An Act
CCXLVIII. —An
CHAP.
in the Naval Service.
Vessels wrecked or lost en
United
Representatives of the United
and House of
Be
of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
when the
the
States of
the proper accounting
accounting Day when
assembled, That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
loss
of missing
missing
oess eofa
officers of
hereby, authorized,
authorized, under
under the
the vessel
treasury be, and they are hereby,
of the treasury
officers
vessel of the
the navy
navy
deemed
accounts of seamen,
shall be deemed
direction
direction of the Secretary of the
the Navy, in settling the accounts
seamen, shall
to have
occurred
have occurred
and
others, not
the books of any vessel in the navy, to
borne on the
not officers, borne
and others,
how may be dedee
which
shall have
have been
have been unheard from thomaiy
which shall have
been wrecked,
wrecked, or which
which shall
termined.
so
shall have been dedeso long that her wreck may be presumed, or which shall
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stroyed
lost, with
with the
the rolls
rolls and
papers necessary
necessary to
exact
and exact
to aaregular and
and papers
or lost,
stroyed or
settlement
of such
such accounts,
to fix
fix a
day when
such wreck,
destruction, or
or
wreck, destruction,
when such
a day
accounts, to
settlement of
loss
deemed and taken to have occurred.
occurred.
loss shall be deemed
SEc.
be it
further enacted,
accounting officers
officers
the proper
proper accounting
That the
enacted, That
Accounts of
it further
And be
SEC. 2.
2. And
Accounts
petty officers, seaauthorized, in settling
hereby, authorized,
sea- of
Of the treasury
pettyofficers,
treasury be, and they are hereby,
settling the acsuch counts of the petty officers, seamen, and others, not officers, on board of
men, &c., on such
be counts of the petty officers, seamen, and others, not officers, on board of
how to be
vessel, how
any
vessel in
the employ
employ of
of the
United States,
States, which by any
casualty, or
or
any casualty,
the United
in the
settled.
any vessel
in
the enemy,
enemy, has
been or
or may
be sunk
sunk or
or otherwise
otherwise destroyed,
destroyed,
may be
has been
with the
in action
action with
together
the rolls
rolls and
and papers
necessary to
the exact
ascertainment
exact ascertainment
to the
papers necessary
with the
together with
of
several accounts
accounts of
the same
same at
at the
of such
such loss,
loss, to
to assume the
date of
the date
of the
of the
the several
last
quarterly return
return of
the paymaster
any such
vessel as the basis
basis for
for
such vessel
of any
paymaster of
of the
last quarterly
the
computation of
of the
the subsequent
credits to
board, to the date
date
those on board,
to those
subsequent credits
the computation
of
such loss,
be no
no official
evidence to the
the contrary. Where such
official evidence
if there
there be
loss, if
of such
quarterly
return has,
from any
accounting
any cause, not been made, the said accounting
has, from
quarterly return
officers are
hereby authorized
authorized to adjust
adjust and
accounts on prinand settle said accounts
are hereby
officers
ciples of
of equity
equity and
justice; and
allow and
and pay
pay to
each person,
not an
an
person, not
to each
to allow
and to
and justice;
Compensation ciples
Compensation
otherwise destroyed,
to be
be paid
paid for loss
loss officer, employed
employed on a
avessel so sunk or otherwise
destroyed, and whose
of personal
personal effects
effects have
been lost,
exceeding sixty
dollars as
comas comsixty dollars
not exceeding
sum not
lost, aasum
have been
personal
effects.
effects.
effects.
pensation
pensation for loss of his personal effects.
SEC. 3.
enacted, That in case of the death of such
it further enacted,
And be it
If such petty
SEC.
3. And
officer or
or seaman
officer, such payment shall
seaman petty officer, seaman, or
officer
or other person,
person, not an officer,
payment
o
payment
is dead,
dead, payment
be made
made to
to the
the widow,
child or
father, mother,
mother, brothers
brothers and
and sissischildren, father,
or children,
widow, child
to be made
made to his be
&c., and ters, (jointly,)
widow, &c.,
(jointly,) in that
that order of preference,
preference, under such rules as the second
second
from what
from
what
comptroller
comptroller of the treasury may prescribe;
prescribe; such credits
credits and gratuity
gratuity to
money.
appropriated.
be paid
paid out
out of
of any
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
treasury not
the treasury
money in the
any money
be
1864.
APPROVED, July
July 4,
4, 1864.
APPROVED,
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July 4,

in Steamships
of Passengers
C
HAP. CCXLIX.
further to
the Carriage
Carriage of
Passengers in
Steamships
regulate the
to regulate
Actfurther
An Act
CCXLIX.-—An
CHAP.
and other
other Vessels.
and
Vessels.

and House of Representatives
Senate and
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted by the Senate
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
term "contiguous
"contiguous terassembled, That the term
America in
States of
ritory," in the first section of the act entitled "An
"An act to regulate the
carriage of
of passengers
and other
other vessels,"
March
approved March
vessels," approved
steamships and
in steamships
passengers in
carriage
three, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, shall not be
be held to extend
extend to any
any
port or place
place connecting with any
any inter-oceanic
inter-oceanic route
route through
through Mexico.
SEc. 2.
eleventh
enacted, That the provisions of the eleventh
further enacted,
it further
2. And
And be it
SEC.
Provisions of
§11
11 of act of
of
section
section of said act be, and the same are hereby, extended
extended to all vessels
1855,
213,
1855, ch. 213,
whose passengers,
passengers, or
or any
of them,
them, are
are or
or shall
shall be
be bound
bound from
from or
or to
part of
any part
whose
'
extended.
overland route
Vol. x.
p. 719.
719.
places therein mentioned, by way of any overland
x. p.
any of the ports or places
Central America.
or routes through
through Mexico or Central
Three copies
enacted, That
SEC.
copies of
of S
Three
EC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
That hereafter
hereafter there shall
shall be deinspectors' certiflivered
to
masters
or
owners
of
vessels
three
copies
inspectors'
cerinspectors'
of
the
copies
three
vessels
of
owners
or
masters
to
livered
givenf
icntestorbe
icates to be given
masters, &c.
Sze.
tificates
tificates directed
directed to be given them
them by collectors
collectors or other chief
chief officers of
of
masters,
"An
the customs, by the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth section
section of the act
act entitled "
An act to
security of the
act entitled
entitled 'An
An act to
to provide
for the better
better security
provide for
an act
amend an
ch.106,§25.
1852, ch.
106, §25. amend
Vol. x.
p. 71.
by
passengers on board of vessels
vessels propelled
propelled in whole
whole or in part by
Vol.
x. p.
71. lives of passengers
steam,'
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved August thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
steam,' and for other
one of
of which
which copies
be placed, and at all times kept,
shall be
copies shall
fifty-two, one
One to be kept and
and fifty-two,
in aaconspicuous
conspicuous by said masters
masters or owners,
owners, in some conspicuous
conspicuous place in the vessel,
vessel, where
place in
in thee
it
will
be
most
likely
to
be
discovered
by
steerage
passengers,
and
and the
passengers,
steerage
by
discovered
be
to
likely
most
be
it will
vessel.
refusing
others as now
now provided
provided by law:
law; and the penalty for neglecting
neglecting or refusing
to place
place and
and keep
up such
such additional
additional copy
be the
the same
same as
as is
prois proshall be
copy shall
keep up
to
Penalty.
vided by the said twenty-fifth section in the other cases therein mentioned.
S
EC. 4.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the list of passengers
passengers required
required
be it
SEC.
4. And
And be
List of passengersiers
to
thirty-five of the said act of August thirty, eighteen
be open
open to
to to be kept by section thirty-five
to be
eighteen
inspection.
and fifty-two,
also be
be open
open to
to the inspection
passenger
inspection of any passenger
shall also
fifty-two, shall
hundred and
After clearance
clearance hundred
and before sailsailduring all reasonable
reasonable hours; and that after any clearance
clearance is granted,
granted, but
but
ing, master
master to
to file
file
allowed to depart, the master or other person in
ing,
before the vessel shall be allowed

"contigTerm "
contiguous territory"
territory"
not to extend
not
extend to
s.
ccrtaineport
certain
ports.
1855, ch. 213,
213, §
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 715.
715.
Vol.
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charge of
of such
vessel, carrying
passengers, shall
shall file
file with
the collector,
or sworn
sworn passenger
passenger
with the
collector, or
such vessel,
carrying passengers,
charge
list with collector.
other officer
of the
customs granting
granting the
the clearance,
verified by
with collector.
by the list
a list, verified
clearance, a
the customs
other
officer of
oath
of the
the master,
master, or
or other
agent, or
or owner
owner of
the vessel,
passenof the
vessel, of
of all
all passenother agent,
oath of
gers received,
received, or
or to
be received,
received, on
on the
the vessel
so cleared,
cleared, for
for conveyance
conveyance
vessel so
gers
to be
during the
proposed voyage,
designating cabin
cabin and
and and
passteerage pasand steerage
voyage, designating
during
the proposed
sengers distinctly;
receipt by
by such
such customs
customs officer
officer on
on the
the full
full
the receipt
distinctly; and
and on
on the
sengers
list so
so verified,
verified, a
departure permit
permit shall
given, without
no vessel
Departure perwithout which
which no
vessel Departure
shall be
be given,
list
a departure
mit;
conveying
to sea;
sea; and
such departure
shall be mit;
and such
departure permit shall
go to
passengers shall
shall go
conveying passengers
shown
to the
each vessel
vessel before
he shall
have authority
authority to
to take
shown to
the pilot
pilot of
of each
before he
shall have
take to be shown
the vessel
to sea;
sea; and
authority being
pilot.
being pilot.
without such
such authority
who shall, without
and any pilot who
the
vessel to
Penatv upon
Penalty
shown to
to him,
him, pilot
pilot a
avessel
to sea,
shall be
subject to
to a
afine
hundred pilot,
be subject
fine of
of one
one hundred
pilotnif,
shown
vessel to
sea, shall
if, tc.P
&c.
dollars,
and a
revocation of
license.
of his
his license.
a revocation
dollars, and
See. 5.
That the
of pasof Master
Master ofpasit further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the master
master or
or commander
commander of
SEC.
5. And
And be
be it
a.t
nger
a v
pe
as
t
s
t
e
any
carrying passengers
from any
any port
or ports
vessel,
United States
States se
senger
ports in
in the
the United
port or
passengers fiom
any vessel
vessel carrying
&c., at port in
in
to
any port
or place
place in
in Mexico
Mexico or
Central America
shall, imm
imnc ediately
to any
port or
or Central
America shall,
ediately on
on Mexico
&c.,
to
Mexico, Sze., to
give
to
consul
arriving
at
such
last-mentioned
port
or
place,
deliver
to
the
Ui
ited
States
arriving at such last-mentioned port or place, deliver to the Ui ited States give to consul
two copies of
two copies
of
consul, vice-consul, or commercial agent
agent at such port two copies of the list lists
of passenof
be kept
on such
such vessel
by said
said section
of passengers
passengers required
required to
to be
kept on
vessel by
section thirtythirty- gers.
hundred and fifty-two, embracing
five of the act of August thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
embracing
all the passengers
vessel at any time during its voyage
up
passengers on board the
the vessel
voyage up
to its said arrival, and duly verified by the oath
oath of such master or commander, and by the inspection
inspection of the consul, vice-consul,
vice-consul, or commercial
agent,
landing of
passengers; one of
agent, previous
previous to
to or
or at the
the landing
of the passengers;
of which copies
copies Disposition of
of
the copies.
copies.
the
commercial agent shall file in his office,
office, the
the said
said consul, vice-consul, or commercial
and
which he shall transmit, without delay, to the collector of
of
and the
the other
other of which
for
the
port in
United States
States from
the port
in the
the United
from which
which the
the vessel last cleared. And if Penalty for
neglect.
such master or commander
commander shall refuse
refuse or neglect to comply with the re- neglect.
knowingly make a
afalse return
return of the
quirements of this section, or shall knowingly
list of passengers,
passengers, he, together with the owner or owners of said vessel,
vessel,
shall be subject
subject to
to aa fine of
of not
not less than
than ten
ten thousand dollars, and such
fine shall be aalien upon the vessel until paid.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the provisions of section twelve
SEC. 6. And be it further
twelve Provisions of
of
12 of
act of
of act
of exof the act entitled ""An act to provide for the better security
security of the lives §§12
191, ex, 1838, ch. 191,
of passengers
passengers on board of vessels propelled
propelled in whole
whole or
or in
in part
part by steam,"
steam," tended.
tended. 1
approved
approved July seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, be, and the Vol. v. p. 306.
same are hereby, extended to the owner or owners of any steamboat or
or
other vessel propelled
propelled in whole or in part by steam, and to all public
officers,
consequence of,
of, whose fraud, connivance,
connivance, misconduct, or
officers, by, or in consequence
or
violation
violation of law, the life or lives of any person or persons
persons on board such
steamboat
steamboat or vessel may be destroyed.
S
EC. 7. And be it further
if the
the owner
or owners,
owners, master,
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
owner or
master, Penalty
Penalty upon
upon
for
owner, &c.,
&c., for
commander, or other person in charge of any steamboat
steamboat or other vessel, owner,
pres enting
f
false
shall wilfully present, or cause to be presented,
presenting
false
presented, any false or fraudulent
fraudulent list lists
passenvice-consul, com- gers.
or lists of its passengers, or copies thereof, to any consul, vice-consul,
officer,, or of the departure
mercial agent, collector, or other custom-house officer
departure

pilot, he
they shall
shall be
guilty of
permit to
to any
any pilot,
permit
he or
or they
be held
held guilty
Of misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
and
on conviction thereof shall be
he imprisoned for a
aterm not exceeding two
years; and the vessel shall be liable to seizure and forfeiture.
SEC.
And be it further
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury Synopsis of
SEC. 8. And
further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary
passenger laws
shall cause
to be prepared
prepared aa synopsis of
of such of
of the
the laws
relating to
to the
the passenger
laws to
to
shall
cause to
laws relating
be printed, &c.;
carriage
passengers, and their safety on vessels propelled
ore printed, &c.;
carriage of passengers,
propelled in whole or
expedient, and have the same printed
in part by steam, as he shall think expedient,
in convenient
convenient form to be framed
framed under glass, and give to any such vessel two
two
master, who shall, without unnecescopies, on application
application of its owners or master,
sary delay, have the same framed under glass, and place and keep them in to be kept in
in
conspicuous places in such vessel, in the same manner as is provided by law conspicuous
conspicuous
conspicuous
place on board
in regard to certificates
certificates of inspectors; and no clearance
clearance shall
shall be
be issued
issued to vessel.
esel boar
not
such vessel until the collector
collector or other chief [officer]
[officer] of the customs shall Clearance not
be issued until,
until,
provisions of
of this
this section
shall have
have been
be
issued
be
be satisfied
satisfied that
that the
the provisions
section shall
been complied
complied tto
Sze.

&C.

892
892

Forfeiture.
Informers enent
titled to
to half
of
o
hf
titled
penalty,
&c.
penalty, &c.
Steamers bound
to
foreign
to or
or from
from foreign
ports shall receive
on board
board certain
gold,
gold, &c.
&c.
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with
by such
such owners
owner8 or
and in
owners or master
master shall
case such owners
in case
master; and
or master;
with by
neglect
or refuse
comply with
provisions of this section,
section, he or they
they
with provisions
to comply
refuse to
neglect or
shall furthermore
forfeit and
and pay
for each
each offence
offence one hundred
hundred dollars,
pay for
furthermore forfeit
shall
and
such fine
shall be
upon the
the vessel
until paid.
paid.
vessel until
a lien
lien upon
be a
fine shall
and such
SEC. 9.
9. And
That informers
entitled to
informers shall be entitled
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
collected under
one
half of any penalty
penalty or fine
fine collected
under this
this act,
act, or the
the said
said act
act of
one half
March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, upon
March third,
third, eighteen
upon their information.
SEC. 10.
10. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
all steamers
and other
other vessels
vessels
steamers and
be it
And be
SEC.
belonging to a
acitizen or to citizens of the
the United
United States, and
and bound from
belonging
any port
port in.
the United
to any
other port
port therein,
any foreign
foreign
to any
or to
therein, or
any other
States to
United States
in the
any
port, or
from any
any foreign
foreign port
port to
to any
port in
the United
United States,
shall, bebeStates, shall,
in the
any port
or from
port,
fore clearance,
clearance, receive
on board
bullion, coin, United
United States notes
such bullion,
board all such
receive on
fore
and bonds
bonds and
other securities
the government
government of
of the
the United
United States or
as the
securities as
and other
and
any department
department thereof,
thereof, or
or any
consul, vice-consul,
vice-consul, or
or commerminister, consul,
any minister,
any
cial or
er agent
agent of
United States
abroad shall
offer, and shall
shall
shall offer,
States abroad
of the
the United
or otl
otl er
cial
securely
co nvey and
to the
the proper authorities
same to
the same
deliver the
promptly deliver
and promptly
securely coavey
or
of destination,
and shall receive
receive for
for
destination, and
port of
at the
the port
arriving at
on arriving
consignees on
or consignees
such
service such
such reasonable
reasonable compensation
compensation as may be allowed to other
other
such service
carriers
ordinary transactions
transactions of business.
carriers in the ordinary
APPROVED, J
uly 4,
4, 1864.
July
1864.
APPROVED,

and for
CRAp. CCL.
Part, for publishing
publishing the Debates of Congress, and
pay, in Part,
CCL. -— An Act to pay,
CHAP.
other Purposes.
Purposes.
Be
eniicted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
and House of
Senate and
by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the secretary
secretary of the
the Senof America
States of
Setof
Set
of CongresCongres- States
sional Globe
Globe and
and ate and the clerk of the
the House of Representatives
Representatives be, and they
they are hereheresional
Appendix for
by, directed
purchase from
of the
the Congressional
Congressional Globe
Globe
publishers of
the publishers
from the
to purchase
directed to
each senator, &c.
&c. by,
and Appendix,
Appendix, for
each senator,
senator, representative,
representative, and delegate
delegate in the prespresfor each
and
ent and
heretofore received the
congress, who has not heretofore
succeeding congress,
and each succeeding
ent
same, one
one complete
the Congressional
Appendix.
Globe and Appendix.
Congressional Globe
of the
set of
complete set
same,
SEC. 2.
enacted, That there shall be paid
paid to the
further enacted,
2. And
And be it further
SEC.
Pay to pubpublishers
secretary
Appendix, by the secretary
Congressional Globe and
publishers of the Congressional
of Globe
Globe publishers
lishers of
and Appendix,
and Appendix for
of the
and the
clerk of the
Representatives, out of the
House of Representatives,
the House
the clerk
the Senate
Senate and
of
Appendi
exand
extra
pages.
contingent
copies of
according to the number of copies
houses, according
of the two houses,
funds of
contingent funds
the
Congressional Globe
Globe and Appendix taken by each,
each, one
one cent for
for every
the Congressional
five
exceeding three thousand pages for a
a long session,
session, or fifteen
fifteen
five pages exceeding
hundred
for a
a short session, including the indexes and the laws of
hundred pages for
congress.
the United States for this and each future congress.
SEC. 3.
3. And
it further
further enacted,
That the sum of ninety-eight
ninety-eight thouenacted, That
be it
And be
SEC.
Appropriation,
Appropriation,
sand five
hundred and
dollars be,
same is hereby, apthe same
be, and the
forty-four dollars
and forty-four
five hundred
sand
treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
propriated, out of any money in the treasury
named for the present congress;
congress; and
and that thirty
for the
the purposes herein named
thousand four hundred
hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four dollars of the
the same be disbursed
disbursed
how disbursed. thousand
by
Senate, and the
the remainder
remainder by the clerk
clerk of
of the
by the secretary of the Senate,
Representatives.
House of Representatives.
IIouse
S
EC. 4.
4. And
acts init further enacted, That all acts and parts of acts
And be it
SEC.
Repealing
Repealing
clause.
clause.
consistent herewith
herewith be, and the same are hereby, repealed: Provided,
Provided,
however,
made upon
upon the
the express
condition
express condition
are made
provisions are
above provisions
the above
That the
however, That
Either party
abrogated by either
may abrogate
abrogate
that they may be abrogated
either congress
congress or the publishers
publishers of the
these
provisions Congressional
Appendix at any time
hese provions
Congressional Globe and Appendix
time after giving
giving two years
by two years'
notice for that purpose.
purpose.
notice
notice.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 4, 1864.
July 4,1864.
4, 1864.

CHAP. CCLI.
Act making an
Appropriation for testing Submarine Inventions.
an Appropriationfor
-AnAn Act
CCLI. —
CHAP.
Representatives of the United
it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
United
Be it
twenty-five
assembled, That the sum of twenty-five
Appropriation
of America in Congress assembled,
States..of
Appropriation States
for testing certain thousand dollars is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated for the purpose
purpose of testing subsubmarine inven- marine
• batteries and other inventions, to be applied under the direction
subion.
marine batteries
inventions, to be applied
applied under the direction
direction
other inventions,
batteries and other
marine
tions.

4, 1864.
July 4,
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of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
to experiment
experiment upon
upon such
such devices
for subsubdevices for
the Navy
Navy to
of the
marine
operations as
as may
may be
be recommended
as worthy
of practical
test by
by
practical test
worthy of
recommended as
marine operations
a
commission of
competent naval
and scientific
men, now
herenow or
or herescientific men,
naval officers
officers and
of competent
a commission
after
to be
their examination.
examination.
for their
be organized
organized for
after to
APPROVED, July
4, 1864.
1864.
July 4,
APrpOVED,
July 4,
4, 1864.
1864.
Crier. CCM.
authorize the Secretary
Edu- July
provide for the Eduthe Navy to provide
Secretary of the
to authorize
-AnAs, Act to
CHAP.
CCLII. —
cation of Naval
Constructors and Steam Engtneers,
for other Purposes.
Purposes.
andfor
Engineers, and
Naval Constructors
cation
Be
by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of
States
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy Education
Education ot
of the
assembled, That
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
naval constructconstructauthorized to
provide, by
by regulations
regulations to be issued by naval
to provide,
be, and
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
ors
steam
ors and steam
him, for
for the
the education
such midshipmen
or others
others at
Naval AcadAcad- engineers.
him,
education of
of such
midshipmen or
at the
the Naval
engineers.
emy
as
show
a
peculiar
aptitude
therefor
as
naval
constructors,
or
civil
or
civil
emy as show a peculiar aptitude therefor as naval constructors,
and steam
and may
form a
a separate
separate class
class for
for this
to
purpose, to
this purpose,
may form
and
steam engineers,
engineers, and
be styled
engineers, or
afford to
to such
such persons
all proper
proper Cadet engibe
styled cadet
cadet engineers,
or otherwise
otherwise afford
persons all
neers.
facilities for
for such a
them for neers.
will fit them
mechanical education
education as will
a scientific
scientific mechanical
facilities
such professions.
such
Appointments
recommendation of Appointments
S
EC. 2.
enacted, That, upon the recommendation
further enacted,
SEC.
2. And
And be it further

of such persons.
the academic
board, such
such persons
persons connected
connected with
with the
and ofsuch
person.
the scientific
scientific and
the
academic board,

mechanical
class as
graduate therein
may be
be immediately
immediately
therein with
with credit, may
as graduate
mechanical class
appointed
naval constructors
constructors or
or warranted
as engineers.
engineers.
warranted as
appointed as
as assistant
assistant naval
Number and
and
SEC. 3.
3. And
it further
cadet engineers,
not to exceed
exceed Number
engineers, not
That cadet
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC.
And be
appointment.
Pro- appointment.
fifty
appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy:
Navy: Proshall be appointed
fifty in
in number, shall
vided,
That no
no person,
midshipmen, shall be
such
for such
be eligible for
than midshipmen,
person, other than
vided, That
appointment
who shall
shall not produce
mechanical
satisfactory evidence
evidence of mechanical
produce satisfactory
appointment who
proficiency, and
employed at least
least two years
years in
he has
has been
been employed
skill and
and proficiency,
and that he
the actual
actual fabrication of
of steam
steam machinery.
machinery.
SEC. 4.
4. And
it further
engineers, when
when apap- Age.
Age.
enacted, That
That cadet engineers,
And be
be it
further enacted,
SEC.
years of age, and shall have
have passed
passed aa
pointed, shall be under eighteen years
Examination.
They shall be admitted to the Naval
Naval Examination.
physical examination.
examination. They
mental and physical
be admitadmitMay be
Academy, where
according to May
shall be
be examined
examined from time to time, according
where they
they shall
Academy,
ted to naval
to naval
the regulations prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of. the Navy; and if found ted
academy.
deficient at any examination,
examination, or dismissed for misconduct, they shall not
deficient
continued in
service, except
except upon recommendain the academy,
academy, or in the service,
be continued
tion of the academic
academic board.
Length of
acaSEC. 5.
And be itfurther
it further enacted,
cadet Length
ofacaacademic course of cadet
the academic
enacted, That the
SEC.
5. And
demic course.
engineers
be two
two years,
years, and their pay the same as that of midship- demic course.
shall be
engineers shall
men.
men.
of
Number of
SEC. 6.
it further
further enacted,
the number of chief engineers
engineers Number
That the
enacted, That
SEC.
6. And
And be it
assistchief and assistnavy, ant
ant engineers
shall
not exceed
exceed one
one for
each first
and second
second rate
vessel in
in the
the navy,
shall not
for each
first and
rate vessel
engineers for
for
those acting
third assistant
engineers, or
with such
first, second,
and third
with
such first,
second, and
assistant engineers,
or those
acting as
as vessels.
such,
service actually
And that, from
from and
actually require. And
such, as
as the
the wants
wants of the service
Pay
of
engiPayofficers
of engipassage of this act, the annual
annual pay of the engineer officers of neer
after the passage
officers of
the navy, on the active
active list, shall be
be as
as follows
follows ::—
nav;
navy;
of chief engiofchiefengiEvery chief
engineer on duty, for the first five years after the date of
chief engineer
Every
neer.
neer.
his commission,
commission, two thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
For
the second
second five
years after
after the
date of
two thouthouthe date
of his
his commission,
commission, two
For the
five years
sand five hundred dollars.
thousand
For the third five years
years after the date of his commission,
commission, two thousand
eight hundred dollars.
After fifteen
years after
date of
commission, three
three thousand
thousand
the date
of his
his commission,
After
fifteen years
after the
dollars.
dollars.
engineer on leave or waiting
Every chief engineer
waiting orders, for the first five years
years
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
after the date of his commission, one thousand
For
date of his commission,
commission, one thou
five years after
after the
the date
For the second
second five
sand
dollars.
sand six
six hundred dollars.
commission, one thousand
For the third five years after the date
date of his commission,
seven
seven hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
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After
thousand eight
After fifteen
fifteen years after
after the
the date
date of
of his
his commission, one thousand
eight
hundred dollars.
Every first
first assistant
assistant engineer
duty, one
one thousand
hundred
Pay of first asEvery
engineer on
on duty,
thousand five
five hundred

sistant engineer;
engineer;

of second asas-

sistant engineer;
engineer;
of third assistant
engineer.
ant engineer.

Where
articles
areWhere
bid for
articles
i
n
ferin
are Sbid
classes,
certain
classes,
certain
bids may be rejected.
p. 828.
Vol. xii. p.

July 4,
4,1864.

dollars.

While on
on leave
leave or
or waiting
waiting orders,
orders, one
thousand one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
While
one thousand
dollars.
Every
Every second assistant engineer
engineer on duty, one thousand
thousand two hundred

dollars.
dollars.
While
on leave
leave or
or waiting
waiting orders,
nine hundred
dollars.
orders, nine
hundred dollars.
While on
Every
assistant engineer
Every third assistant
engineer on duty, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred dollars.
While on leave or waiting orders, eight hundred
dollars.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 7. And be it further
enacted, That
That section two of joint resolution
"
authorizing the
of the
to adjust
the equitable
claims
adjust the
equitable claims
the Navy
Navy to
the Secretary
Secretary of
"authorizing
of
contractors for
naval supplies,
and regulating
regulating contracts
contracts with
the Navy
Navy
with the
for naval
supplies, and
of contractors
Department," approved
Department,"
approved March three, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three,
be,
the same
same is
is hereby,
amended by
by adding
to the
the same
the following
following
hereby, amended
adding to
same the
be, and
and the
proviso,
Provided, That
That where
where articles
are advertised
advertised and
and bid
in
articles are
bid for
for in
proviso, viz
viz::Provided,
classes,
judgment of
head of
the department,
department, any
any one
one or
or
classes, and
and in
in the
the judgment
of the
the head
of the
more
articles appear
appear to
bid for
for at
or unreasonable
more articles
to be
be bid
at excessive
excessive or
unreasonable prices
prices
exceeding
above their
market-value, he shall be
be
exceeding ten
ten per
per centum above
their fair market-value,
authorized to
such bid.
authorized
to reject
reject such
APPROVED,
4, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, July
July 4,

CRAP. CCLIII.
CCLIII.
Organization of the Quartermaster's
CHAP.
-— An Act
Act to provide
provide for
for the better
better Organization
Quartermaster's
Department.
Department.
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Organization States
Congress assembled,
there shall be established
established
That there
Organization
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
of quartermasquartermasin the office
office of the
the quartermaster-general
quartermaster-general of the
the army, to
to
exist
during the
the
ter's department.
ri
Certain divisdivis- present
and one
thereafter, the
the following
following divisions,
divisions, each
each of
of
year thereafter,
one year
present rebellion
rebellion and
Certain
ions established,
established, which shall be
be placed
placed in the
the charge
charge of
of aacompetent
competent officer
oicer of the quartermaster's
department, to be assigned
duty by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
master's department,
assigned to such duty
War,
the quarterWar, who shall, under such
such rules as
as may be prescribed by the
master-general,
with the
approval of
Secretary of War, transact
the approval
of the Secretary
transact the
master-general, with
wit :business of
of such
such division as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, to wit:
1st division.
The first division shall
shall have
have charge
charge of the purchase, procurement,
procurement, and
and
wagon and ambucavalry, artillery, wagon
disposition of
of horses and
and mules for cavalry,
lance
trains, and
and all
other purposes
which horses
horses or
mules may
be
lance trains,
all other
purposes for
for which
or mules
may be
procured for the armies of the United
United States.
The second division shall have charge
charge of the purchase, procurement,
2d division.
knapsacks, camp
camp and garrison
of cloth
cloth and
and clothing
clothing,, knapsacks,
issue, and disposition of
provided by the
of the
the soldier
soldier which
which are provided
equipage, and
and all
all accoutrements
accoutrements of
quartermaster's department.
department.
quartermaster's
shall have
have charge of the
purchase, charter, hire, and
and
3d division.
The third division shall
the purchase,
maintenance
maintenance of all vessels to be used in the transportation
transportation of the army,
and
and of prisoners
prisoners of
of war, and
and of
of their
their supplies,
supplies, on the ocean
ocean, and the bays
bays
and sounds connected therewith,
therewith, and upon the northern and
and northwestern
northwestern
lakes, including all vessels propelled
propelled by steam or otherwise, owned or
or
employed
Department, excepting river steam-vessels
steam-vessels and
employed by the War Department,
barges upon the western
western rivers.
rivers.
4th
The fourth
fourth division
of the
the purchase,
purchase, charter,
charter, hire,
charge of
shall have
have charge
division shall
The
4th division.
maintenance,
transportation for the army, and its
maintenance, and procurement
procurement of all transportation
supplies by land and upon the western rivers, (other
(other than transportation
transportation
by animal power
power in the field, and at camps, garrisons, posts, depots,
depots, and
stations,) including
telegraph lines
operated by the United
stations,)
including all
all railroad and telegraph
lines operated
United
States
for military
and of
of all
rams and
owned
purposes, and
all steam
steam rams
and gunboats
gunboats owned
States for
military purposes
employed by the War Department
Department upon the western
western rivers, until other
other
or employed
made of them by competent authority.
disposition shall be made
The
division shall
have charge
charge of
the purchase,
procurement,
of the
purchase, procurement,
shall have
The fifth
fifth division
5th division.
disposition of forage and straw for the army.
issue, and disposition
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Quartermaster's
The sixth
sixth division
charge of the erection,
procurement, Quartermaster's
erection, procurement,
shall have
have charge
division shall
The
department.
maintenance, disposition,
so forth,
forth, of
of all
barracks, hospital
hospital buildings,
buildings, department.
maintenance,
disposition, and
and so
all barracks,
storehouses, stables,
stables, bridges,
bridges, (other
than railroad
railroad bridges,)
bridges,) wharves,
wharves, and
storehouses,
(other than
and 6th
6th division.
division.
other structures
in whole
whole or
or in
part of
of lumber,
and of
of all
all lumlumother
structures composed
composed in
in part
lumber, and
ber, nails,
and hardware
of the
hire and
and comcomber,
nails, and
hardware for
for building
building purposes;
purposes; and
and of
the hire
mutation of
of quarters
for officers,
the hire
for troops,
the hire
troops, the
hire
officers, the
hire of
of quarters
quarters for
mutation
quarters for
of grounds
grounds for
for cantonments,
cantonments, or
or other
other military
purposes, and
and the
the repair
repair
of
military purposes,
and care
buildings and
and other
herein mentioned,
mentioned, and
and of
all
and
care of
of all
all buildings
other structures
structures herein
of all
grounds owned,
occupied for
for military
purposes, except
such as
as
except such
hired, or
or occupied
military purposes,
grounds
owned, hired,
are lawfully
lawfully under
under the
the charge
of other
the War
War Department;
are
charge of
other bureaus
bureaus of
of the
Department;
erecting barracks,
fatigue
and of extra
extra pay
pay to
to soldiers
soldiers employed
employed in erecting
barracks, or other fatigne
duty, under
under the
the acts
of March
March second,
hundred and
and nineteen,
nineteen,
duty,
acts of
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and August
and fifty-four.
fifty-four.
and
August fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
The seventh
seventh division
charge of
of the
the purchase,
procurement, 7th division.
The
division shall
shall have
have charge
purchase, procurement,
issue, and
disposition of
all wagons,
wagons, ambulances,
forges and
and
issue,
and disposition
of all
ambulances, travelling
travelling forges
furnished by the
ordnance department,)
department,) and
and
harness, (except
(except such
such as
as are
are furnished
the ordnance
provided; and of all fuel for
for
of all hardware
hardware except
except as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided;
officers and enlisted men, camps, garrisons,
garrisons, hospitals,
hospitals, posts, storehouses,
officers
transports, steam-rams,
offices, public transports,
steam-rams, and
and army
army gunboats,
gunboats, and of
of all
transportation by
by animal
power in
in the
the field,
at camps,
camps, garrisons,
transportation
animal power
field, at
garrisons, posts,
posts,
depots, and stations;
stations; and of the
the construction
construction and repair
repair of roads
depots,
roads other
other
than railroads;
railroads; and of the compensation
compensation of wagon and forage masters,
masters,
,and of clerks to officers of the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department;
department; and of the
.and
purchase of heating and cooking
cooking stoves; and
and of the expenses of courtspurchase
courtsmartial,
martial, military commissions,
commissions, and courts
courts of inquiry;
inquiry; and of mileage
mileage and
and
allowances
allowances to officers
officers for the transportation
transportation of themselves
themselves and their baggage when travelling upon duty without troops, escorts, or
or supplies,
supplies, and
of supplies for prisoners of war and such refugees as the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War may direct to be temporarily provided for;
for; and of
the purchase
of
of the
purchase of
stationery,
blank books
books for the quartermaster's
stationery, blanks and blank
quartermaster's department;
department;
and of the printing
printing of the division and department
reports;
department orders and reports;
expenses for the movements
and of the proper and authorized
authorized expenses
movements and operoperations of an army not expressly
expressly assigned
assigned to any other
other division
division or department.
The eighth division shall have charge
charge of all inspections of the quarter- 8th division.
division.
master's department,
department, and of all reports made by officers
officers assigned
assigned to inspecreceived, and communition duty, analyzing
analyzing and preserving
preserving the reports
reports as received,
to the chiefs
cating through
through the quartermaster-general,
quartermaster-general,.to
chiefs of the proper
proper divisions such portions of these reports as may be necessary
necessary for their information
information
Provided, That the
assigned to inspection duty
and use: Provided,
the officers
officers assigned
kali have Power
duty shall
Power of ininspecting officers.
power not only to report and to point out any errors or abuses
abuses which specting
they may discover in the practical
practical operations
quartermaster's deoperations of the quartermaster's
department,
partment, but to give, by order of the quartermaster-general,
quartermaster-general, the orders
which
immediately necessary
/Mich may be immediately
necessary to correct
correct and to prevent
prevent a
contina continaance
uance of such abuses or errors:
errors: Provided,
Provided, further,
further, That
That all
all such
such orders Proviso.
Proviso.
shall
lla.11 be immediately
immediately reported to the chief of the inspection division for
for
the approval,
quartermaster-general.
approval, or otherwise,
otherwise, of the quartermaster-general.
'The ninth division shall have charge of all the
The
the correspondence,
correspondence, returns, 9th division.
division.
reports, and records received, filed, and preserved
preserved in the office of the
quartermaster-general,
quartermaster-general, and of the transmission
transmission thereof
thereof to the several other
other
divisions
departments of the government.
divisions of this office, and departments
SEc.
And be it further
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And
enacted, That the heads
heads of the
the several
several Heads ofsevof several divisions
divisions to
quartermaster- eral
to
divisions above mentioned shall, under
under the
the direction of the quartermasterproadvertise for
for proadvertise
advertise for
proposals for
the supplies
neces- posals for supgeneral, from
from time
time to
to time, advertise
for proposals
for the
supplies necessupsary for the movements
movements and operations
operations of the several
several armies, posts, plies.
detachments,
detachments, garrisons, hospitals, and
and for other military
military purposes, in newsnewspapers' having general
papers
general circulation
circulation in those parts of the country
country where
such supplies can be most advantageously
advantageously furnished, having regard
regard also
delivered and used; and
to the places
places where
where such supplies are
are to be delivered
and all
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so purchased
contracted for,
careful
shall be subject to careful
for, shall
or contracted
purchased or
supplies, so
such supplies,
Supplies to be such
Supplies
Inspected.
inspection, and
clothing and camp and garrison
garrison equipage,
equipage, shall be suband all clothing
inspection,
inspected,
ject to
to a
double inspection,
inspection, first,
to the
the quality
material, and
and
of the material,
quality of
as to
first, as
a double
ject
second,
to the
the kind
kind and
and character
character of
of the
the workmanship,
workmanship, which inspecas to
second, as
tion shall
in all
cases be
with suitinspector, with
competent inspector,
by aa competent
performed by
be performed
all cases
shall in
tion
able assistants,
who shall
experience in
in the
inspection of
the inspection
ample experience
had ample
have had
shall have
assistants, who
able
cloth, clothing,
and garrison equipage; and all payments
payments
knapsacks, camp and
clothing, knapsacks,
Payments for cloth,
supplies, how
for supplies
supplies so
purchased
shall be
be made
made under
under the
the direction
direction of the officers
officers
shall
purchased
so
for
how
supplies,
made.
in charge
charge of
the several
several divisions
mentioned, upon receipts
receipts or cerabove mentioned,
divisions above
of the
in
tificates from
inspecting and
and receiving
receiving such
such supplies, prepared
officers inspecting
the officers
from the
tificates
in such
such form
form and
attested in
in such
manner as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by the
the
such manner
and attested
in
quartermaster-gen eral.
quartermaster-general.
SEC. 3.
further enacted,
enacted, That
it shall
shall be the duty
duty of the
the
That it
it further
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
Depots for reconceiving and
and disquartermaster-general to establish
establish depots, from time
time to time, at places condis- quartermaster-general
ceiving
tributing supplies
venient to the principal armies in the field, for receiving and distributing
distributing
for armies in tshe
the venient to the principal armies in the field, for receiving and
toramiesbuin
the supplies
necessary for
detachments, posts, and
armies, and for the detachments,
for such
such armies,
supplies necessary
the
field.
hospitals most
most accessible
such depots
and the
the business
inspecting,
of inspecting,
business of
depots;;and
to such
accessible to
hospitals
weighing,
measuring, and
and receiving
receiving supplies
such armies, detachments,
detachments,
supplies for such
weighing, measuring,
posts,
and hospitals,
hospitals, and
of giving
giving receipts
certificates therefor
therefor to the
receipts or certificates
and of
posts, and
persons
furnishing such supplies,
supplies, shall be
be carried on as far as practicable
practicable at
at
persons furnishing
such
depots; but
quartermaster-general, or
heads of the several divisor the heads
the quartermaster-general,
but the
such depots;
ions
mentioned, may
may cause
cause such supplies
supplies to be sent from the place
place
above mentioned,
ions above
of
purchase directly
quartermasters of the commands
commands for whose
whose
directly to the quartermasters
of purchase
use
they are
are procured,
in any
any cases
economical or
cases where it may be more economical
procured, in
use they
clothing, or
where horses, mules, clothing,
advantageous
to do;
and in cases where
or
do; and
so to
advantageous so
camp and
and garrison
garrison equipage
equipage may be so sent, suitable and competent
competent inincamp
spectors
shall be
be sent
sent to
examine the
before they shall be issued and
same before
the same
to examine
spectors shall
receipted for.
In emergencies,
emergencies,

S
EC. 4.
4. And
it further
when an
an emergency
emergency shall
shall
That when
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.

the necessary
requiring the immediate procurement
procurement of supplies for the
necessary
supplies may be exist requiring
obtained
obtained without
without
such supmovements
and
operations
of
an
army
or
detachment,
when
and
detachment,
or
army
an
of
operations
and
movements
advertisement.
advertisement.
established depot of the quartermaster's
plies cannot
procured from any established
quartermaster's
be procured
cannot be
plies
the head
head of the division
division charged
charged with
with the duty of
department, or from the
lawful
furnishing such supplies, within the required time, then it shall be lawful
for the
the commanding
of such
such army
detachment to order the chief
chief
army or detachment
officer of
commanding officer
for
quartermaster
such army
army or
or detachment
detachment to
to procure such supplies durof such
quartermaster of
emergency, but no longer, in the most expeing
continuance of such emergency,
ing the continuance
ditious
manner, and
and without
without advertisement;
advertisement; and it shall be the duty of
ditious manner,
such
to obey
obey such
accounts of the disbursesuch order; and his accounts
quartermaster to
such quartermaster
ment
moneys for such
such supplies shall be accompanied
accompanied by the order
order of
of moneys
ment of
the commanding
aforesaid, or a
a certified copy of the same, and
and
as aforesaid,
officer as
commanding officer
the
also by
statement of
particular facts
facts and circumstances,
circumstances, with their
their
of the particular
by aa statement
also
emergency.
dates, constituting such emergency.
Quartermasterenacted, That it shall be
it further
further enacted,
And be it
SEC. 5. And
Sac.
be the duty
duty of the
Quartermastergeneral to requartermaster-general,
immediately
after
the
passage
of
this
act, and
and at
at
act,
this
of
passage
quartermaster-general, immediately after the
quire monthly
quire
least once
once in
every month
month thereafter,
thereafter, to
to require
principal quarguarrequire from the principal
in every
least
statements
statements of
supplies on
the several
of the
several military departments
departments and depots,
depots, approximate
approximate
termasters of
hand,,termasters
on hand
supplies
and A.tiroates.

statements
the aggregate
estimates
aggregate amounts of supplies on hand, and estimates
of the
statements of
required for
of
the additional
additional amounts
amounts required
for the service
service for the ensuing
ensuing month,
of the
amounts
stating at
places such
such supplies
supplies will
will be required, and what amounts
what places
at what
stating
are
but not yet delivered.
delivered. And it shall be the duty
contracted for but
legally contracted
are legally
several divisions
divisions above mentioned
mentioned to cause
cause to be
be made
made
heads of the several
the heads
of the
contracts for the supplies
purchases or contracts
supplies which the quartermaster-general
quartermaster-general
purchases
accordance with law, and all quartermay estimate
estimate to
be necessary
necessary in accordance
quarterto be
may
quartermaster-general, to be
masters
shall forthwith
be referred
referred
report to the quartermaster-general,
forthwith report
masters shall
to
several divisions above
above mentioned,
mentioned, all contracts
contracts not
not
the several
of the
heads of
to the
the heads
States,
yet
fulfilled which
which they
they may
may have
executed on behalf of the United 'States,
have executed
yet fulfilled
proposals which they may have received
received in answer
answer to advertiseadvertiseand all proposals
ments
regularly report to the
the
hereafter regularly
shall hereafter
and shall
supplies, and
future supplies,
for future
ments for
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quartermaster-general
copies of
made and
and all
all proposals
proposals rere- Copies of conquartermaster-general copies
of all
all contracts
contracts made
tracts and proceived for
of any
kind to
and proif any
any quarterquarter- tracts
to be
be furnished.
furnished. And
And if
supplies of
any kind
ceived
for supplies
posals.
posals.
master shall
or refuse,
refuse, for
for the
the space
space of
of one
one month,
month, to
to report
report to
master
shall neglect
neglect or
to Penalty for
for
neglecting, &c.,
the quartermaster-general
such contract
contract or
proposal, such
such neglect
or neglecting,
the
quartermaster-general any
any such
or proposal,
neglect or
&c.,
to report conrefusal
prima facie
facie evidence
of fraud,
and the
the pay
pay of
of to
repot&c.conevidence of
fraud, and
refusal shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed prima
tracts,
such
be stopped
stopped until
until he
shall have
have made
satisfacmade aasatisfacquartermaster shall
shall be
he shall
such quartermaster
tory
explanation to
to the
or refusal.
refusal.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War of
of such
such neglect
neglect or
tory explanation
SEc.
be it
enacted, That
That all
mules, Inspectors to be
SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
all inspectors
inspectors of
of horses,
horses, mules,
sworn.
clothing,
forage, lumber,
and other
supplies of the sworn.
hired transports,
transports, and
other supplies
fuel, forage,
lumber, hired
clothing, fuel,
quartermaster's
department, shall be sworn
quartermaster's department,
sworn (or
(or affirmed)
affirmed) to
to perform their
their
for corduties
impartial manner,
manner, and
shall, for any
any corruption,
corruption, Penalty for
duties in aafaithful
faithful and
and impartial
and shall,
ruption, w
wilful
wilful neglect,
neglect, or
fraud in
performance of
of their
their duties, be
be liable to
to raption,
ilful
wilful
or fraud
in the
the performance
neglect, &c.
imprisonment, by sentence
sentence of court-martial
court-martial or neglect, &
punishment by fine and imprisonment,
Penalty upon
military commission; and if any
any contractor
contractor or
person furnishing
furnishing such Penalty
military
or person
upon
contractor for
for
offer to
to give, to any inspector of contractor
supplies or
or transportation
transportation shall give, or offer
offering, &e.,
Stc.,
offbring,
transportation, or
for his
his use,
use, directly
directly money, &c.,
such supplies or
or transportation,
or to
to any
any other
other person
person for
&c., to
inspector.
or indirectly,
or other
other valuable
valuable consideration,
consideration, such
such person
person givgiv- inspector.
or
indirectly, any
any money
money or
valuable consideration,
shall
ing, or offering
offering to give, such
such money
money or
or other valuable
consideration, shall
forfeit to the United States the
the full amount of his contract or contracts
contracts
with the United States, and the
and offence
offence of
the name
name and
of such person
person shall be
be
published in general
general orders,
general circulaordePs, and also
also in one
one newspaper
newspaper of general
residence.
tion nearest to his place of residence.
Agents or
or asasfurther enacted,
SEC. 7. And be it further
enacted, That the provisions of the sixteenth Agents
signees of certain
section of the act entitled "An
emoluments of contractors
"An act to define
define the pay
pay and emoluments
subcontractors
&c.
certain officers
officers of the army, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved July
July ject
ject to, &c.
ch. 200,
200,
1862, ch.
seventeen, eighteen
seventeen,
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, shall apply to all persons enen- 1862,
§16.

gaged
executing the
therein referred
to, whether
whether as
as agents
agents of
of V -.
gaged in
in executing
the contracts
contracts therein
referred to,
-96
Vol. xii. p. 096.
such contractors
claiming to be assignees
otherwise, and
contractors or as claiming
assignees thereof, or otherwise,
and Bail
allowed,
Bail allowed,
to
the United
States for the inspection
inspection of subto all inspectors employed
employed by
by the
United States
sub- &c.
&c.
descripsistence, clothing, arms, ammunition, munitions of war, or other description
Provided,
tion of
of supplies
supplies for
for the
the army
army or navy
navy of
of the United States: Provided,
That any person arrested
arrested to answer charges
charges for aaviolation of the
the provisions of this act, or of the act to which it is in addition,
addition, shall be admitted
admitted
to bail for his appearance
appearance to answer
answer the charges
against him before
charges made against
any
court-martial constituted
him, in such
sureany court-martial
constituted to try him,
such sums and with such sureties
designated and approved
approved by the judge
judge of the district court
ties as shall
shall be designated
court
of the district in which the arrest is made, or the offence is charged
charged to
have been committed, or any commissioner
commissioner appointed
appointed by such court.
Penalty on
on
contractor or person
SEC.
And be it further
S
EC. 8. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if any
any contractor
person Penalty
ctorsiisupplies,,
transportation shall give, or offer
furnishing supplies or transportation
offer to give, or cause contractors
ningsupplies,to
be given,
given, to
to any
any officer
or employee
employee of
of the
quartermaster's department
to be
officer or
the quartermaster's
department &c.,
&c., for offering,
offering,
&c., money,
money, &c.,
&c.,
having charge
charge of the receipt or disposition of the supplies or transporta- &c.,
to any officer,
officer,
tion
furnished by
or in
in any
connected therewith,
any money
money or
tion furnished
by him,
him, or
any way
way connected
therewith, any
or &c.,
&c., in quarterquarterconsideration, directly or indirectly, all contracts
other valuable consideration,
contracts and
and char- master's department, &c.
the option of the Secretary of War, be null ment,
&c.
ters with
with such person shall, at the
upon officer for
and void; and if any officer or employee
employee of the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's departdepart- aeponofficefucor
accepting such
knowingly accept
ment shall knowingly
accept any such money or other valuable considera- money, &c.
Ste.
tion from such person, he shall be deemed guilty of malfeasance,
malfeasance, and
and shall
shall
be punished
punished by fine and imprisonment,
imprisonment, or
or both,
both, as
as aacourt-martial
court-martial or military commission
direct.
tary
commission may
may direct.
for
S
EC. 9. And be it further
shall become Rules
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
whenever it shall
Rules for
s
orcfhoarsqinugarvteesr-necessary
necessary to purchase any steam or sailing vessel
vessel for the use of the quar- sUrchasing
vestermaster's department,
department, the same shall be first inspected by one or
or more master's
termaster's
master's departdepartment.
officers detailed
detailed in accordance
the ment.
competent naval officers
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the
"act
"act authorizing the detail of naval officers for the service of the War
War
Department," approved
Department,"
approved February
February twelve, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two, 1862, ch. 21.
Vol. xiixii. p.
and all steam-vessels
p. 338.
338.
steam-vessels shall be inspected by an officer skilled in the concon- Vol.
struction and operation of steam machinery,
machinery, in addition
addition to the other usual
Proviso.
inspection of such vessels:
vessels: Provided,
Provided, That the
the provisions
provisions of this section Proviso.
vol.. Xni.
XIII. PB.
PUB. -— 34
VOL.
34
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shall
apply to
to steamboats
steamboats or
other vessels
in military
military service
service on the
vessels in
or other
not apply
shall not
shall
western
rivers;
but
such
river
steamboats
vessels
be
so inspected
inspected
vessels
or
steamboats
river
such
but
rivers;
western
by
competent builders,
to be
for that purpose.
designated for
be designated
builders, to
by competent
Officers
in
S
EC. 10.
be it
officers placed in charge
charge
further enacted, That the officers
it further
And be
10. And
SEC.
Officers in
shall,
charge
of divis- of the several
of this act, shall,
section
ions
to
have
several
divisions
provided
the
first
section
by
for
provided
divisions
chage of divi- of the
what rank and
during the
time they
they remain
remain in
such charge,
charge, each
have the rank, pay, and
each have
in such
the time
what rank and during
pay.
emoluments of
of a
quartermaster's department:
department: Provided,
Provided,
the quartermaster's
in the
colonel in
a colonel
emoluments
pay.
of the Secretary
approval
Distribution
That
the
quartermaster-general
may,
with
Secretary
the
with
may,
That the quartermaster-general
Distribution
of duties
may be
of War,
to time,
time, and
and according
according to the necessities
necessities of the public
public
time to
from time
War, from
be of
may
duties
of
changed.
and all
service,
distribution of duties among them; and
all such
such
service, change the distribution
changed.
changes
shall be
be forthwith
published in
orders of
War Deof the War
general orders
in general
forthwith published
changes shall

partment.
partment.
S
EC. 11.
11. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That during the continuance
continuance of the
be it
And be
SEC.
inspectors
present rebellion,
may assign to duty,
duty, as inspector8
War may
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
rebellion, the
present
officers, to be selected
of the
the quartermaster's
department, six officers,
selected from the
quartermaster's department,
of
regular
volunteer officers
officers of
of that
that staff
staff corps, who have
have served not
and volunteer
regular and
less
than one
one year,
year, who
who shall
shall have,
have, while
while so
and acting, the temassigned and
so assigned
less than
porary
rank, pay,
pay, and
and emoluments
emoluments of
colonels of the quartermaster's
quartermaster's deof colonels
porary rank,
partment;
and
also,
when
in
his
judgment
is
necessary,
may assign to
necessary,
is
it
judgment
his
in
partment; and also, when
each army
in the
the field,
than one army corps,
corps, and to
of more than
consisting of
field, consisting
army in
each
ten
exceeding
depot,
each
military
department
and
to
each
not
exceeding
principal
each
to
and
department
military
each
officer
an
department,
in
number
at
any
one
time,
of
the
quartermaster's
department,
officer
quartermaster's
the
of
in number at any one time,
Chief quarter- to
act as
or senior
quartermaster of
of said
said army, military department,
department,
senior quartermaster
chief or
as chief
quarter- to act
Chief
the temporary rank, pay, and
master
of
army
or
depot,
who
shall
have
while
assigned
so
while
have
shall
who
depot,
or
army
master of
corps,
emoluments
quartermaster's department;
department; and also to
a colonel of the quartermaster's
emoluments of a
&c.,
corps, Stc.,
Division
assign
brigades, a
aquartermaster,
quartermaster, as divisdivisdivision of two or more brigades,
each division
to each
assign to
Division
shall have the temacting,
quartermaster,
ion
quartermaster,
who,
while
so
assigned
and
assigned
so
while
who,
quartermaster,
ion
quartermaster.
porary
and emoluments
of a
a major
major of the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's
emoluments of
pay, and
rank, pay,
porary rank,
Provisos.
department:
That when
any of said officers is relieved
relieved from
when any
Provided, That
department: Provided,
Provisos.
cease,
shall
such
duty,
his
temporary
rank,
pay,
and
emoluments
cease, and he
emoluments
and
pay,
rank,
such duty, his temporary
provided, further,
shall
return to
his lineal
lineal rank
rank in
the department:
department: And
And provided,
further,
in the
to his
shall return
That
limits of
of any
department there shall be not
not
any military department
the limits
within the
when within
That when
more
than one
one army
quartermaster of the army
then the chief quartermaster
corps, then
army corps,
more than
corps
also the
department quartermaster.
quartermaster.
the duties of the department
perform also
shall perform
corps shall
the
at least two thirds of all the
Two
thirds
of
S
EC.
12.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That,
enacted,
further
it
be
And
12.
SEC.
Two thirds of
officers of
each
officers of
of each
grade or
rank provided for
for under the
the provisions
assigned rank
or assigned
each grade
officers
each
of
officers
provided
grade
, ,.
grade provided
volunteer
for under this act or t
hi sact shall be selected from among quartermasters of the volunteer
o under this act of this act shall be selected from among quartermasters
service.
to be
volun- service.
be from volunenacted, That all acts and parts of acts inteer
serv
l
ice.
SEC. 13.
13. And
in And be itit further enacted,
SEC.
service.
teer
Repea of inconsistent
proconsistent
with
the
provisions
of
same are hereby,
hereby,
this act be, and the same
of this
provisions
the
with
consistent pro- consistent
visions.
repealed.
visions,
repealed.
APPROVED, July
July 4, 1864.
APPROVED,

Inspectors
of
Inspectors of
the quartermasquarternasthe
ter's department.
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RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.

Dec.
1863.
Dec. 17,
17,1863.
cers and
Soldiers who
have fought
his Command
Rebellion; and
procers
and Soldiers
who have
fought under
under his
Command during
during this
this Reellion;
and providing that
riding
that the
the President
Presidentof
of the United States shall
shall cause a
a Medal
Medal to be struck, to be preGrant in
People of
of the
ofAmerica.
sented to
to Major-General
Major-GeneralGrant
in the
the name
name of
of the People
the United
United States
States of
America.
Be
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it resolved
resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
be, The thanks of
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the thanks
thanks of
of congress
congress be,
congress to
and
Major-General Ulysses S.
Grant, and
and they
they hereby
hereby are, presented
presented to Major-General
S. Grant,
and congress
through
to the
the officers
officers and
soldiers who
who have
have fought
under his
his corncom- Grant,
through him
him to
and soldiers
fought under
hisoeGrant, his
no
egcers, and
soldiers.
mand
this rebellion,
for their
and good
conduct in
in the
the cers,
good conduct
and soldiers.
mand during
during this
rebellion, for
their gallantry
gallantry and
battles
in which they
battles in
have been
President of
the
they have
been engaged;
engaged; and
and that the
the President
of the
Gold medal
medal for
United
be requested
to cause
with suitasuita- Gold
United States
States be
requested to
cause aagold
gold medal
medal to
to be
be struck,
struck, with
for
General Grant.
Grant.
inscriptions, to be presented to Major-General
Major-General General
ble emblems, devices, and inscriptions,
Grant.
Copy of
resoluSEC. 2.
And be
be it
resolved, That
That when
when the
said medal
shall have
SEC.
2. And
it further
further resolved,
the said
medal shall
have Copy
ofresolu.
tion tobe
to be given
given
shall cause aacopy
copy of
of this joint resolution
resolution to be tion
been struck, the
been
the President
President shall
with medal.
engrossed
on parchment,
parchment, and
shall transmit
same, together
together with
with the
the with medal.
engrossed on
and shall
transmit the
the same,
said medal, to Major-General
Major-General Grant,
Grant, to
to be
be presented
presented to
to him in the name
of
the United
of America.
of the
the People
People of
of the
United States
States of
America.
Appropriation.
SEC. 3.
further resolved,
resolved, That
sufficient sum
sum of
money to
to Appropriation.
SEC.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
That a
a sufficient
of money
carry this
this resolution
resolution into effect
carry
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money
effect is hereby
hereby appropriated,
in
appropriated.
in the
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, December
December 17,
17, 1863.
1863.
[No. 1.]
11 Joint
Thanks to
Ulysses S.
and the
OffiJoint Resolution
Resolution of
of Thanks
to Major-General
Major-General Ulysses
S. Grant,
Grant and
the Offi-

1863.
Dec. 23,
23, 1863.
his Duties.
the United
United States
States Navy, for eminent Skill and
and Zeal •
in the Discharge
Discharge of his
Senate and
and House of Representatives of
of the United
Be it resolved by the Senate
States of America
assembled, That, in pupuance
the recrec - Thanks of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
pursuance of
of the
ommendation
of the
the President
President of
of the
States, and
and to
to enable
enable him
to CapCaphim to
to congress to
ommendation of
the United
United States,

[No. 2.)
2.] Joint Resolution
Resolution tendering
Congress to Captain
Rodgers, of
tendering the Thanks of
of Congress
Captain John Rodgers,

tain John
advance Captain Rodgers one grade, in pursuance
advance
pursuance of the ninth
ninth section of Rodgers.
t
il
ud
t
gj
e
°
,.h
s.n
eighteen hundred a
ind
the act of congress of sixteenth July, eighteen
‘
nd sixty-two,
sixty-two, the 1862, ch.
ch :183, §
§9.
9.
thanks
they are
Captain John Vol.
xu. p.
p. 584.
tendered to Captain
Vol. xii.
thanks of
of congress
congress be, and they
are hereby,
hereby, tendered
Rodgers, "for
"for the eminent skill and gallantry
gallantry exhibited by him in the enengagement with the rebel armed iron-clad
' Fingal,'
Fingal,' alias ''Atlanta,'
gagement
iron-clad steamer '
Atlanta,'
whilst in command of the United States iron-clad
iron-clad steamer
steamer ''
Weehawken,'
Weehawken,'
which led to her capture
June seventeenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtycapture on June
seventeenth, eighteen
bravery, and general
general good conduct shown by
three; and also for the zeal, bravery,
by
this officer on many occasions."
occasions."
APPROVED, December
December 23,
APPROVED,
23, 1863.
1863.

Appropriationsfor
[No. 3.]
Joint Resolution
Deficiencies in the Appropriations
for the PubPub[No.
8.] Joint
Resolution to supply, in Part,
Part,Deficiencies
lie
and to supply Deficiencies
Deficiencies in the Appropriations
tic Printing,
Printing, and
Appropriations for Bounties to Volunteers.

Be it resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
deficiencies, in
States
in Congress
That to
to supply
supply deficiencies,
in

Dec. 23,
23, 1863.
1863.
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part, in-the
the sum of
of fifty thouprinting, the
public printing,
the public
for the
appropriations for
Appropriation
in-the appropriations
Appropriation part,
sand dollars
dollars be,
be, and
and the
the same
hereby is, appropriated,
appropriated, out of
of any money
money in
in
same hereby
sand
the treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated.
treasury
otherwise appropriated.
That
the sum
sum of
of twenty
twenty millions
of dollars,
dollars, or
or so
so much thereof as may
may
millions of
That the
for bounties and
be required,
required, be,
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated
appropriated for the payment
payment of
of
advance
pay
of
and the
be
of
pay
advance
volunteers.
bounties
and
advance pay:
Provided,
That no
bounties, except such as
as
bounties,
no
That
Provided,
pay:
advance
and
bounties
Proviso.
are
now provided
provided by
by law,
shall be
be paid
enlisted after the
persons enlisted
any persons
to any
paid to
law, shall
See Post,
are now
Post,
Nos.
17.
fifth
day of
next.
January next.
of January
fifth day
5,17.
Nos. 5,
Sac.
it further
That the
money paid
paid by
by drafted
drafted perperthe money
resolved, That
further resolved,
be it
Commutation
And be
2. And
SEC. 2.
Commutation
and
national
the
money paid
by
out
calling
sons
under
the
"
Act
for
enrolling
and
national
forces
enrolling
for
Act
"
the
under
sons
by
paid to
honeydrafted,
those
sixtyfor
other
purposes"
approved
third
March,
eighteen
hundred
and
and
be pai
paidintoreasinto treas- for other purposes," approved third March, eighteen hundred
be
be
treasury of the United States, and shall be
three, shall
the treasury
ury, &c.
&c.
paid into the
be paid
shall be
three,
urv,
1863,
ch. 75,
§
13. drawn
moneys, and
drawn out
requisitions, as in the case of other public
public moneys,
and the
the
out on requisitions,
33.
.7,
ch.
1l63,
Vol. xii. p. 733.
money so
so paid
paid shall
kept in
in the
the treasury
treasury as
as aaspecial
applicable
special deposit, applicable
be kept
shall be
See
No. 6,post.
6, post. money
See No.
for
substitutes;
of
only
to
the
expenses
of
draft
and
for
the
procuration
of
substitutes;
for
procuration
the
for
and
draft
of
expenses
the
to
only
these
it is
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
is hereby
purposes it
these purposes
December 23, 1863.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, December

for
in
deficiency in
for deficiency
public
printing;
public printing;

January
January

13,
1864. [N
o,4,]
4.]
[No.
13,1864.

Report
comof comReport of
missioner of
inof inmissioner
ternal revenue to
be printed.
printed.

Joint
provide for
Printing annually
of the Report
annually of
the Printing
for the
to provide
Resolution to
Joint Resolution
missioner
Internal Revenue.
of Internal
missioner of

of the Com-

Be
it resolved
resolved by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
the duty
be the
That it shall be
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
duty of
of the
the
of America
States
the
annually to print, for the use of
superintendent of the public
of the
public printing annually
superintendent
commissioner of
internal revenue,
thousand copies of his report to the
one thousand
revenue, one
of internal
commissioner
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
APPROVED,.
January 13, 1864.
APPROVED: January

January 13,
13, 1864.
1864.
January

[No.
[No. 5.]

continue the Bounties heretofore paid.
Joint
paid.
Resolution to continue
Joint Resolution

Representatives of the United
Be
Senate and House of Representatives
by the Senate
resolved by
it resolved
Be it
bounties heretofore
Bounties to
States of
of America
in Congress
heretofore paid,
assembled, That the bounties
Congress assembled,
America in
States
to
Bounties
men
enlisting
to under
regulations and
orders from
from the War Department, to men enlisting
and orders
under regulations
to
enlisting
men
to be continued
1111tii, &.
Sze.
in
regular or
United States
States for three
three years or
or
forces of the United
volunteer forces
or volunteer
the regular
in the
until,
during the
shall continue
continue to
from the fifth day of January,
January,
paid from
be paid
to be
war, shall
the war,
during
anyMarch next, anyeighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, until the
the first day of March
hundred and
eighteen
Ante,
144.
thing in
resolution] approved
approved December twenty-third,
twenty-third,
[joint resolution]
act [joint
the act
in the
thing
p. 144.
Ants, p.
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
notwithstanding. This
sixty-three, to the contrary notwithstanding.
eighteen hundred
resolution to
to be
passage.
force from and after its passage.
be in force
resolution
APPROVED, January 13,
13, 1864.
APPROVED,
January
16, 1864. [No.
6.]
[No. 6.]
January 16,1864.

Deficieneies
A Resolution
Resolution amendatorytof
amendatory.of the
Resolution ""to
in Part,
Part, Deficierzeies
supply, in
to supply,
JointResolution
the Joint
A
Deficiencies in the Approin
the Appropriationsfor
Appropriations for the
the Pulic
Public Printing,
Printing, and to supply Deficiencies
in the
priations
priationsfor Bounties to Volunteers."

and House of Representatives
R6olved by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and
Resolved
States
assembled, Thaj
That the money paid by drafted
drafted
in Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
pur.
persons
the act
act for
for calling out the national
national forces and for other
other purunder the
persons under
or
poses,
approved
March
third,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-three,
that
sixty-three,
and
hundred
eighteen
poses, approved March third,
treaspaid into
purposes, shall be paid
1863, ch.
ch. 75,
under any act for like purposes,
into the
the treas13, may be paid under
75, §13,
1863,
Vol.
xii. p.
733. ury of the United
United States, and shall
p.733.
xii.
shall be
be drawn
drawn out
out on
on requisitions,
requisitions, as
as are
are
Vol.
See No. 3, ante.
the procurafor the
and for
draft and
expenses of the draft
other public
public moneys,
moneys, for the expenses
procuraee .3, anteother
tion of
of substitutes,
which purposes
purposes the money so paid in is hereby approfor which
substitutes, for
tion
priated.
priated.
January 16, 1864.
APPROVED, January
APPROVED,

Money paid
by
drafted
drafted
by
persons,
persons, how to
applied.
be applied.
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[No. 71
7.1 A
expressive of
of the
to Major-General
January 28,
1864.
28,1864.
Nathaniel January
Major-General Nathaniel
of Congress
Congress to
the Thanks
Thanks of
Resolution expressive
A Resolution
[No
P.
and the
the Officers
and Soldiers
under his
his Command
at Port
Port Hudson.
Hudson.
Command at
Soldiers under
Officers and
P. Banks
Banks and
Resolved
by the
and Rouse
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
ouse of
Senate and'
the Senate
Resolved by
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the thanks
thanks of
of congress
congress are
are The
The thanks
thanks of
of
That the
America in
States of
hereby
to Major-General
Major-General Nathaniel
P. Banks
Banks and
the officers
c
araslt amnir
officers congresstoMajorand the
Nathaniel P.
hereby tendered
tendered to
and soldiers
under his
courage, and
endurance which his officers, and
and
and endurance
skill, courage,
for the skill,
his command
command for
and
soldiers under
compelled
surrender of
of Port
Port Hudson,
ob- men at Port
removed the last ob_
and thus removed
Hudson, and
the surrender
compelled the
struction to
to the
free navigation
navigation of
River.Hudson.
Hudson.
Mississippi River.
the Mississippi
of the
the free
struction

APPROVED,
28, 1864.
1864.
January 28,
APPROVED, January

[No.
8.]
[No. 8.]

A
Resolution of
of Thanks
Thanks to
E. Burnside
and the
the Officers
January 28,
28, 1864.
1884.
Officers January
Burnside and
Ambrose E.
to Major-General
Major-General Ambrose
A Resolution
and Men
Men who
who fought
fought under
under Ms
Command.
his Command.
and

Resolved
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
and House
House of
Senate and
Resolved by
States
of America
thanks of congress be,
the thanks
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of

and they
they hereby
presented to Major-General
Major-General Ambrose
E. Burnside,
Burnside,
Ambrose E.
hereby are, presented
and
under his corncornofficers and men who have fought under
and through him to the officers
mand, for
their gallantry,
good conduct,
conduct, and
and soldierlike
soldierlike endurance.
endurance.
gallantry, good
for their
mand,
Sac.
2. And
President of the United
United
the President
That the
resolved, That
it further
further resolved,
And be
be it
SEC. 2.

;I I
.
:i
'
eLhaels i
of

The thanks of

congres to
Major-General

Baq r
si d
-e,71:
a
his
Burnside,

officers, and men.
officers,

President to
to
President
States
be requested
resolution to
to be
be communicated
communicate this
communicated communicate
foregoing resolution
the foregoing
cause the
to *cause
requested to
States be
to Major-General
Burnside in
such terms
terms as
he may
resolution.
calculated resolution
may deem best calculated
as he
in such
to
Major-General Burnside

thereto.
to give
give effect thereto.

APPROVED,
January 28,
28, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, January

[No. 9.1
8.1 A
A Resolution
eipressive of
of the
Thanks of
Major-General Joseph January
January 28,1864.
28, 1864.
to Major-General
Congress to
of Congress
the Thanks
Resolution expressive
[1o.
and the
0. Howard,
Howard, and
Hooker,
George G. Meade,
Major-General Oliver 0.
Meade, Major-General
Major-General George
Hooker, Major-General
Officers
of the
the Potomac.
Potomac.
Army of
of the
the Army
Soldiers of
and Soldiers
Officers and
Resolved
by the
Rouse of
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
United States
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved by
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the AmenAmeri- The thanks of
gratitude of
that the
the gratitude
That that
assembled, That
of America
America in
can
people and
representatives in congress
congress are due, and
the thanks of their representatives
and the
can people

of
congress
,io
ll
e
igree:siand
e
t
totc
o
iof

are hereby tendered,
tendered, to Major-General
Joseph Hooker
Hooker and
and the officers Major-Generals
mafr
o
'
r-Lerais
Major-General Joseph
and
soldiers of
the skill, energy, and en- Hooker,
Hooker, Meade,
Meade,
Army of the Potomac, for the
of the Army
and soldiers
durance which first covered
Washington and Baltimore
Baltimore from
from the
the meditated
li
oget
g, and
meditated Vir
andHroward,
covered Washington
durance
men.
blow
advancing and
and powerful
powerful army
of rebels
led by
General Robert m
en.
by General
rebels led
army of
of the
the advancing
blow of
E. Lee;
Lee; and
Major-General George
George G. Meade, Major-General
Oliver
Major-General Oliver
and to Major-General
E.
0.
Howard, and the officers and soldiers
soldiers of that army, for the
the skill and
and
0. Howard,
heroic valor
at Gettysburg
back,
repulsed, defeated, and drove back,
Gettysburg repulsed,
which at
valor which
heroic
broken and dispirited,
dispirited, beyond
beyond the Rappahannock,
Rappahannock, the veteran
veteran army of the
broken
rebellion.

APPROVED,
January 28, 1864.
APPROVED, January

[No. 10.]
10.] A
A Resolution
Resolution presenting
the Thanks
of Congress
Congress to
Cornelius Vanderbilt
a January
January 28,186.
28, 1864.
Vanderbilt for a
to Cornelius
Thanks of
presenting the
[No.
Gift of
Steamship Vande'bilt.
Vandei•bilt.
of the
the Steamship
Gift
W HEREAS Cornelius
Cornelius Vanderbilt,
during the spring
The thanks of
The
New York, did, during
of New
Vanderbilt, of
WHEREAS
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
free gift to
imperilled coun- ncoeTgres;atnoaCerorto Corcongress
a free
to his
his imperilled
sixty-two, make
make a
of
nelius Vandertry of
of his
and staunch
of five
five thousand
thousand tons
tons bilt.sus
" Vanderbilt,"
Vanderbilt," of
staunch steamship
steamship "
try
his new
new and
burthen,
greatest care,
the best material, at a
acost
care, of the
him with the greatest
burthen, built by him
of
thousand dollars,
steamship has ever since been
dollars, which steamship
eight hundred thousand
of eight
actively
service of the
the republic
republic against
against the rebel devasactively employed in the service
and whereas the said Cornelius
Vanderbilt has
Cornelius Vanderbilt
tations of her commerce; and
in
no Manner
sought any
any requital
requital of
of this magnificent
any official
official
magnificent gift, nor any
in no
nmanner sought
recognition thereof: Therefore,
recognition
Resolved
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
States
the United
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved by
of
assembled, That the thanks
thanks of congress
congress be prein Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
Vanderbilt for this unique manifestation
manifestation of a
a fervid
Cornelius Vanderbilt
sented to Cornelius
large-souled patriotism.
patriotism.
and large-souled
S
EC. 2.
be it
further resolved,
That the President
President of the United
resolved, That
it further
2. And
And be
SEC.
34*
34*
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. RES.
15. 1864
1864.
11, 12, 14, 15.
RES. 11,
THIRTY-EIGHTH

President to
to
President
have aagold
medal
struck,
Sm.,
medalstruck,&c.,
and present it.
[Appropriation,
[Appropriation,
Post, p.
p. 462.]
462.]
Post,

States be
be requested
requested to
struck, which shall
shall fitly
fitly
gold medal to be struck,
cause aagold
to cause
States
medal
which
for this
ratitude for
embody an attestation of the nation's gratitude
this gift;
gift;
which
medal
which medal
of the nation's gratitude for this itgift;
attestation
an
embody
being made and
shall
to Cornelius
copy of
Vanderbilt, aacopy
Cornelius Vanderbilt,
forwarded to
be forwarded
shall be
deposited for
preservation in
the library
library of congress.
congress.
in the
for preservation
deposited
APPROVED,
January 28,
28, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, January
[No.
11.]
[No. 11.[

3, 1864.
Feb. 3,

A Resolution
Resolution in
in Relation
Printing.
Public Printing.
the Public
to the
Relation to

A

States
Resolved
and House
House of
Representatives of the United States
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
joint
of America in Congress assembled, That the second section of
joint
Seven
hundred of America in Congress assembled, That the second section of the
Seven hundred
copies
of each
resolution
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, be,
be,
approved March
resolution approved
each
copies of
bill,
&c., to be
bill, &c.,
and the
is hereby,
hereby, repealed;
that the
the superintendent
superintendent of public
and that
repealed; and
same is
the same
and
printed.
printed
printing be
be directed
directed to
print hereafter
hereafter seven
seven hundred
hundred copies
copies of every
every bill
to print
Repeal
Repeal of former printing
la
w.
law.
Senate
or
joint
resolution
ordered
or
required
to
be
printed
by
either
the
the
Senate
either
by
printed
be
to
required
or
ordered
826. or joint resolution
p. 826.
Vol. xii. p.
Vol.
or the
of Representatives,
Representatives, under
under any
any rule of either
either house, unless
House of
the House
or
some
number be
specially required
required by
by the
the House
House ordering
ordering the
the same.
be specially
other number
some other
APPROVED,
3, 1864.
1864.
February 3,
APPROVED, February
Feb.
19, 1864.
1864.
Feb. 19,

W. T.
Major-General W.
[No.
Joint Resolution
Resolution tendering the Thanks of Congress to
to Major-General
12.] Joint
[No. 121
Sherman.
Sherman.

Be it
resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
it resolved
Be
The thanks
thanks of
of America
in Congress
thanks of congress
congress
Congress assembled, That the thanks
America in
States of
of States
The
congress and
of and
and of
of the
people
of
United Slates
are due,
and that the same are
due, and
Slates are
the United
of the
people
the
o
and
congress
the people to
Major-General
hereby tendered,
tendered, to
to Major-General
Major-General W.
commander of the
the
T. Sherman, commander
W. T.
Major-Eeneral hereby
who
Sherman, his
his
department
and army
army of-the
of the Tennessee,
Tennessee and the officers and soldiers
soldiers who
department and
Sherman,
officers, and men.
services in
their gallant
gallant and
and arduous services
in marching
marching to
to
served under him, for their
and men. served
officers,
and
for
the
relief
of
the
army
of
the
Cumberland,
and
their
gallantry
and heroCumberland,
the
of
army
the
of
the relief
ism
the battle
of Chattanooga,
contributed in aa great
great degree
degree to
which contributed
Chattanooga, which
battle of
in the
ism in
the success
success of
arms in that glorious victory.
our arms
of our
the
APPROVED,
19, 1864.
February 19,
APPROVED, February
Feb. 22,
22, 1864.
1864.
Feb.

[No.
14.]
[No. 14.]

certain
Taxes on certatn
for the Payment of Taxes
Appropriationfor
Joint
making Appropriation
Joint Resolution malcing
Lands
Lands owned by the United States.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
resolved by
it resolved
Be
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That,
to pay
pay taxes on lands
to
That,
Appropriation States of America in Congress assembled,
Appropriation
thousand dollars, or so
owned by
United States, the sum of twenty
twenty thousand
so
the United
by the
owned
to pay taxes on
lands owned
owned by
by much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same
appropriated
hereby, appropriated
United by much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same is
the United
out of
of any
treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated; and the
otherwise appropriated;
the treasury
in the
money in
any money
out
States.
Secretary
the Treasury
directed to report
report to congress
congress upon
upon
hereby directed
is hereby
Treasury is
of the
Secretary of
so
amount
the
and
paid,
be
what
lands
such
taxes
may
amount
paid.
taxes
such
lands
what
1864.
22, 1864.
APPROVED,
Feb. 22,
APPROVED, Feb.

Feb. 24, 1864.

[No. 15.]
15.]
[No.

A
to the
the Transfer
Persons in the Military
Military Service to the
of Persons
Transfer of
relative to
Resolution relative
A Resolution
Naval Service.

United States
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
by the
Resolved
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Provost-Marshal Genassembled, First: That the Provost-Marshal
Enlistment into of
America in
Enlistmentinto
to

hereby, directed
eral
be, and
is hereby,
directed to enlist
enlist such persons
persons as
as may
may desire
desire to
and is
eral be,
such
under
enter
into
the
naval
service
of
the
United
States,
under
directions as
States,
enter into the naval service of the United
may
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Secretary of War and
the Secretary
by the
given by
be given
may be
which
enlistments
shall
be
credited
to
the
appropriate
district: Provided,
Provided,
appropriate
the
to
credited
be
shall
which enlistments
nevertheless, That
That inasmuch
inasmuch as
persons enlisted
service reenlisted in the naval service
as persons
nevertheless,
ceive prize
be entitled to receive any
any
shall not be
enlisting shall
so enlisting
persons so
money, persons
prize money,
Not to receive
receive ceive
prize
money.
bounty
upon their
President of the United
Second::That the President
enlistment. Second
their enlistment.
bounty upon
prize money.
States
judgment the
the public
public service requires,
requires, authorin his judgment
whenever in
may, whenever
States may,
in sea
ize and
and direct
direct the
the transfer
of persons
persons who have been
been employed
employed in
sea
transfer of
ize
Transfer
such
from
service,
land
for
authorized.
in
service,
now
enlisted
regiments
for
are
and
service,
authorized,

the
naval service.
service.
the naval
(Repealed.
See
(Repealed. See
1864, ch. 108.
Ante,
p. 119.)
Ante, p.110.)
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I. RES.
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CONGRESS.

1864.
1864.
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regiments
service, upon
such terms
according to
to such
such
and according
terms and
upon such
naval service,
to the
the naval
regiments to
rules
regulations as
as he
he may
prescribe: Provided,
nevertheless, That
&c.,
Company, &c.,
That Company,
Provided,nevertheless,
may prescribe:
and regulations
rules and
not to be.reduced
the
number of
of transfers
transfers from
from any
any company
company or
regiment shall
shall not
not be
so s
reduced
be so
not
to
or regiment
the number
b
tr
eleo
n
w
gtbe
rumum
great
to reduce
company or
or regiment
regiment below
minimum strength
strength strength.
the minimum
below the
such company
reduce such
as to
great as
required
the regulations
of the
military service:
service: And
further,
provided,further,
And provided,
the military
regulations of
by the
required by
That
such sum
have been
been paid
to persons
transferred, as
as bounty
bounty Bounty.
Bounty.
so transferred,
persons so
paid to
may have
as may
sum as
That such
for
into the
military service,
the rerefrom the
transferred from
be transferred
shall be
service, shall
the military
entering into
for entering
cruiting
of the
the naval
naval service
service to
the credit
the proper
appropriaproper appropriaof the
credit of
to the
fund of
cruiting fund
tion
the land
land service.
service.
for the
tion for
of
Sac.
be it
it further
resolved, That
That there
there shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
to each enAdvance of
en- Advance
further resolved,
And be
SEC. 2.
2. And
three months' pay
listed
ordinary seaman,
hereafter enlisted
the naval
service, tothree
months'
pay
into the
naval service,
seaman, hereafter
enlisted into
listed able
able or
or ordinary
enlisted
enlisted able,
able,
an
advance of
of three
as a
abounty
to be
refunded to
to the
treas- &c.,
Sze., seamen as a
a
the treasbe refunded
bounty to
pay, as
months' pay,
three months'
an advance
bounty, to be
ury
to which
such enlisted
man may
may be
entitled,
be
to
bounty,
be entitled,
enlisted man
which such
money to
any prize
prize money
from any
ury from
refunded, &c.
APPROVED, February
February 24,
24, 1864.
ref ed, &c.
1864.
APPROVED,

1864.
March 3,3,1864.
re- March
Soldiers who have reCongress to the Volunteer Soldiers
Resolutions of Thanks of Congress
Joint Resolutions
[No. 16.] Joint
Army.
enlisted in the Army.
Be
resolved by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
Be it
it resolved
The thanks
of
thanks of
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the thanks of congress are The
America in
States
congress to
congress toranhereby
given to
men who, having
having already so gal- volunteers
brave men
and brave
to those noble
noble and
hereby given
volunteers
regnlantly
endured the
and perils
perils of
of war,
war, for
for more
more than
than two
years, listing.
two years,
the hardships
hardships and
lantly endured
in
of their
country's flag,
spectacle of again
again
sublime spectacle
present the sublime
flag, present
their country's
in support
support of
voluntarily
enrolling themselves
themselves in
in the army of the
for another
another
the Union for
voluntarily enrolling
three
or so
so long
long as
continue.
war shall continue.
as the
the war
campaign, or
three years'
years' campaign,
SEc.
it further
the Secretary
cause These resoluresoluof War
War cause
That the
Secretary of
be it
further resolved,
resolved, That
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
tions to
to be
be read
read
these
resolutions to
be read
to each
each of the veteran
veteran regiments who have tions
read to
to be
these resolutions
to the regiments.
the
regiments.
the-to
of
reenlisted,
or
shall
reenlist,
in
both
the
volunteer
regular
forces
the.
regular
and
reenlisted, or shall reenlist, in both the volunteer
United
United States.
States.
APPROVED,
March 3, 1864.
APPROVED, March

[No. 17.] Joint
Payment of
of Bounties.
Joint Resolution
Resolution to continue
continue the Payment
[No.

3, 1864.
March 3,

Be
resolved by
and louse
Representatives of the United
Bouse of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Senate and
it resolved
Be it
States
in Congress
That the
bounties authorized
to Bounties to enauthorized to
the bounties
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of
of America
America in
enbe
men to be
listed men
be paid
under existing
regulations and orders of the War listed
laws, and by regulations
existing laws,
paid under
be
continued.
Department,
to veterans
reenlisting, or
in the
the regular
regular or continued.
enlisting in
persons enlisting
or persons
veterans reenlisting,
Department, to
Ante, Nos.
volunteer
of the
the United
years, or during the war,
war, See Ante,
three years,
States for three
United States
service of
volunteer service
8, 5, p., 400.
shall
contique] to
be paid
paid from the first
eighteen hundred 3, 5, p. 400.
first day
day of March, eighteen
to be
shall contin[ue]
and
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
day of
of April,
April, eighteen
to the first day
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, to
notwithstanding; the
anything in any law or regulation
regulation to the contrary notwithstanding;
said bounties
bounties to
paid out
any moneys
moneys already
already appropriated
for such
such
appropriated for
of any
to be
be paid
out of
said
purposes.
purposes.
APPROVED, March
1864.
3, 1864.
March 3,
APPROVED,
Resolution of
C,ommodore Cadwalader
7, 1864.
Ringgold, the March 7,1864
CadwaladerRinggold,
Congress to Commodore
of Thanks of Congress
A Resolution
[No. 18.] A
Officers,
United States Ship " Sabine."
of the United
and Crew of
Officers, and
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the United States
Representatives of
House of
Resolved by
of
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
hereby The thanks
thanks of
congress are hereby
the thanks
thanks of congress
assembled, That the
of America
America in
tendered
Commodore Ringgold, the officers, petty officers, and
and men of conrressto Comtendered to Commodore
the
States ship
ship "
for the
skill displayed
displayed in
in gold, his officers,
the daring
daring and
and skill
" Sabine,"
Sabine," for
the United
United States
rescuing the
crew of
wrecked in aagale and men.
" Governor,"
Governor," wrecked
steam-transport "
of the steam-transport
the crew
rescuing
sixty-one, having on
on the first day
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one,
on
hundred and
day of November,
November, eighteen
on
board aabattalion
battalion of
Major
under the command of Major
marines under
United States marines
of United
board
of, the United
John
search for, and rescue
rescue of,
United States
John G. Reynolds, and in the search
" Vermont,"
line-of-battle ship "
line-of-battle
Vermont," disabled in a
agale upon the twenty-sixth
of February last, with her crew and freight.
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Resolution to
to
Resolution

be communicommunibe
cated.
cated.

1864.

SEc.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
resolved, That
That the
the Secretary of the Navy
Navy
further resolved,
SEC. 2.
be directed to communicate
communicate the foregoing
foregoing resolution to Commodore
Commodore RingRinggold, and
and through
through him
him to the
the officers
officers and
and men
men under his command.
gold,
command.
APPROVED,'
March 7,
1864.
7, 1864.
APPROVED,'March

March 17,
17, 1864.
1864. [No.
20.]
[No. 20.]
March

Secretary of
of
Secretary
Treasury may
Treasury may
anticipate
the
interest
interest on the
public
debt.
public debt,

Treasury to anticipate
of the
Joint Resolution
Resolution to
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
anticipate the PayPayto authorize
Joint
ment of
of Interest
the Public
and for
other Purposes.
Purposes.
for other
Debt, and
Public Debt,
on the
Interest on
ment
Be
it resolved
resolved by
House of
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the
America in
States of

Treasury
anticipate the
interest on the public
public
payment of interest
the payment
to anticipate
be authorized
authorized to
Treasury be
debt,
period not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year,
year, from
from time to time, either with
by aaperiod
debt, by
rebate of interest
a rebate
or without
without a
interest upon the coupons,
coupons, as to him may seem expedient;
and he
he is hereby
the treastreasauthorized to dispose of any gold in the
hereby authorized
pedient; and
ury
of the
the United
United States
necessary for
the payment
payment of interest
interest of the
for the
not necessary
States not
ury of
Proviso.
public
debt: Provided,
obligation to create the sinking fund
fund
the obligation
Provided, That the
public debt:
Proviso.
ch. 33.
1862,
33.
1862, ch.
to the
February twenty-fifth,
and sixtysixtyhundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-fifth, eighteen
of February
act of
the act
according to
p. 345. according
xii. p.
Vol. xii.
two,
impaired thereby.
two, shall not be impaired
1864.
17, 1864.
March 17,
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,

March
25, 1864.
1864. [No.
[
No. 21.]
21.]
larch 25,

Steamer "Mohawk."
a Register to the Steamer"
Issue of
A Joint
the Issue
of a
Mohawk."
authorizingthe
Resolution authorizing
A
Joint Resolution

Resolved by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved
be,
of the
Secretary of
assembled, That
of America in
Register to
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury be,
issuesteamer
is sue to steamer
Mohawk.
and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
an American
American register
register to
the CanadianCanadianto the
issue an
to issue
M:ohawk.
and is
built steamer
steamer "Mohawk,"
Warren Chapman,
Chapman, George
George
owned by Warren
now owned
"Mohawk," now
built
Parmelee,
Joseph, in the State of
of MichiMichiMatthias Teetzel, of Saint Joseph,
and Matthias
Parmelee, and
contained shall in anywise
Proviso.
gan: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing herein contained
anywise affect
affect any
Proviso.
" Mohawk."
proceedings now pending in regard to the said steamer
legal proceedings
steamer "
Mohawk.'

1864.
APPROVED, March
M'arch 25,
25, 1864.
APPROVED,

April 19,
1864.
19, 1864.
April

[No.
22.1
[No. 22.]

Porter.
of Congress to Admiral Porter.
Joint
tendering the
the Thanks
Thanks of
Resolution tendering
Joint Resolution

Be
it resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
resolved by
Be it
Thanks of
of
States
in Congress
assembled, That,
That, the
the thanks
thanks of congress
congress be,
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
Thanks
ClDgress to
congress
to
commanding
and
they
are
hereby,
tendered
to
Admiral
David
D.
Porter,
commanding
Porter,
D.
David
Admiral
to
tendered
hereby,
are
they
and
Amirat Porter.
Admiral
A
the
Mississippi squadron,
for the
the eminent
eminent skill,
skill, endurance,
endurance, and gallantry
squadron, for
the Mississippi
exhibited
him and
and his
his squadron,
cooperation with the army, in
in cooperation
squadron, in
by him
exhibited by
opening
Mississippi River.
opening the Mississippi
APPROVED, April
1864.
19, 1864.
April 19,
APPROVED,
April 19,
1864.
19, 1864.
April

of the Navy to sell at Public
[
No. 23.]
23.] Joint
Joint Resolution
the Secretary
Secretary of
Public Auction
authorizingthe
Resolution authorizing
[No.
Harbor, New
in the
Lot
Thirteen, in
the Village of Sackett's Harbor,
New York.
Number Thirteen,
Lot Number

Representatives of the United
Be
House of Representatives
the Senate and Rouse
by the
resolved by
it resolved
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
the Navy
Navy
America in Congress
States of America
of States
Secretary of
Navy ma
may sell
empowered, at his discretion, to sell
authorized and empowered,
he is hereby, authorized
sell aa be, and he
Navy
lot of land at
at public
auction, after
convey, by
by quitto convey,
and to
advertisement, and
proper advertisement,
after proper
auction
in Sackpublic auction,
Sack- at
auction in
ett'
Harbor,
ett'ssHarbor,
New
New York.
York.

of Sackett's Harbor,
in the
claim or
or otherwise,
otherwise, lot
thirteen, in
the village
village of
lot number
number thirteen,
claim

New York, the same
same not being wanted for use by the United States.
1864.
19, 1864.
April 19,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April

19,1864.
April 19,
1864.
April

Oicers, Seamen, and
relative to the Accounts
Resolution relative
[No.
[No. 24.]
24.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Accounts of the Petty Officers,
States Gunboat
others
the Crew
the United
United States
Gunboat ""Cincinnati."
Cincinnati."
of the
Crew of
of the
others of
the United
Be
it resolved
by the
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
resolved by
Be it
accounting
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
the proper
proper accounting
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States

officers
treasury be, and
and they are hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized, in settling the
the treasury
of the
officers of
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accounts
officers, seamen,
and others
of the
the crew
of the
Allowance to
to
the Allowance
crew of
others of
seamen, and
petty officers,
of the
the petty
accounts of
'o
office
" Cincinnati,"
pay taiyertetv
thedpetty
United States gunboat "
Cincinnati," to allow each of them all back pay
offchers
and
sum, not
not exceeding
exceeding fifty
dollars, for
loss of
4"Cincinnati."
other propprop- "Cincinnati."
and other
clothing and
of clothing
for loss
fifty dollars,
and aasum,
erty,
the sinking
in the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Vicksnear VicksRiver, near
said vessel
vessel in
of the
the said
sinking of
erty, by
by the
burgh,
day of
of May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyand sixtytwenty-seventh day
the twenty-seventh
on the
burgh, on
three.
three.
APPROVED,
1864.
19, 1864.
APPROVED, April
April 19,
[No.
25.]
[No. 25.]

Joint
21, 1864.
to examine
examine April 21,1864.
of the War to
directing the Committee on the Gonduct of
Resolution directing
Joint Resolution
FortPillow.
into the recent Attack on Fort

Be
resolved by
by the
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it resolved
Be it
States of
of America
in Congress
committee on
on Committee
on
Committee on
joint committee
the joint
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States
the
conduct of
the war
be, and
are hereby,
to inquire
the conduct
of the
war be,
and they
they are
hereby, instructed
instructed to
inquire wthaeretoondexuegntehe
thrt eamfinthe
into
truth of
of the
the rumored
rumored slaughter
the Union
Union troops,
troops, after
after their
sur- into the attack
their surof the
slaughter of
the truth
into the
render,
the recent
of the
the rebel
rebel forces
Pillow, TennesTennes _upon
on Fort
Pillow,
Fort Pillow,
Fort Pillow,
upon Fort
forces upon
attack of
recent attack
at the
render, at
see; as
also, whether
whether Fort
Pillow could
could have
have been
84 '
reinforced, &
sufficiently reinforced,
been sufficiently
Fort Pillow
as also,
see;
or evacuated,
evacuated, and,
and, if
why it
was not
that they
report the
the
they report
and that
done; and
not done;
it was
so, why
if so,
or
facts to
to congress
as possible.
possible.
soon as
as soon
congress as
facts
APPROVED,
April 21,
21, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, April
IN°. 26.] A
relating to the Publication
Court April 22, 1864.
Supreme Court
Decisions of the Supreme
Publicationof the Decisions
A Resolution
Resolution relating
INo.

sixty-three.
hundredand sixty-three.
eighteen hundred
for December Term, eighteen
States for
of the United States

Resolved by
by the
and House
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That so
act of
of publiof Time
Timeofpubliof the
the act
much of
so much
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States
congress, approved
approved August
August twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, eighteen
hundred and
cation of
of reports
and forty-two
forty-two, cation
reports
congress,
eighteen hundred
as
the reporter
decisions of
supreme court
;
o
f: y
e
r
c
e
e
m
me
be
c
r
o
u
rt
shall for
December
as provides
provides that
that the
reporter of
of the
the decisions
of the
the supreme
court shall
not
be paid
the compensation
compensation provided
by the
the said
said act
act unless
print and
term 1863.
and term,
he print
unless he
provided by
paid the
not be
264.
publish
after such
decisions shall
shall be
be made,
made, it,
ch. 264.
publish the
the decisions
decisions within
within six
six months
months after
such decisions
1842, ch.
shall
not
be
held
to
apply
to
the
decisions
of
December
term,
eighteen
shall not be held to apply to the decisions of December term, eighteen
hundred
and sixty-three,
present reporter
reporter of
of the
court not
not havhavthe said
said court
the present
sixty-three, the
hundred and
ing been
been appointed
until near
near the
the close
the term:
however,
Provided, however,
term: Provided,
of the
close of
appointed until
ing
That such
be published
published within one year from the passage
passage of this
decisions be
such decisions
That
resolution.
resolution.
April 22, 1864.
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
April
29, 1864.
1864.
[No. 27.1
Joint Resolution
Resolution.to
increase temporarily
temporarily the
Imports.
April 29,
on Imports.
the Duties
Duties on
to increase
27.1 Joint
[No.
1865, eh. 171, §20
20.
Resolved
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the Unitedl865,
United Ante,
ch.1721,
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Resolved by
p. 216.
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
until the
the end
end of
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That until
of sixty
sixty days
days Duties on imimtemporarily
ports temporarily
from the
the passage
resolution, fifty
per cent.
the rates of
of duties ports
of the
cent. of
fifty per
of this
this resolution,
passage of
from
increased.
and imposts
now imposed
imposed by
by law
all goods,
goods, wares,
wares, merchandise,
merchandise, and
and Post,
and
imposts now
law on
on all
increased
No. 49, p.
articles imported,
imported, shall
be added
the present
imposts now
now 4
1.
and imposts
duties and
present duties
to the
411.
added to
shall be
articles
429, 430.
430.
charged
on the
importation of
of such
such articles:
articles: Provided,
Provided, That
pp. 429,
Post, pp.
paper Post,
printing paper
That printing
the importation
charged on
unsized,
used for
for books
books and
newspapers exclusively,
exclusively, shall
shall be exempt from
from
and newspapers
unsized, used
the operation
operation of this resolution.
resolution.

APPROVED,
April 29,
29, 1864.
A
PPROVED, April
1864.

[No.
28.]
[No. 28.]

Joint
for the
Payment of
for not less than One
outfor
called out
Volunteers called
of Volunteers
the Payment
Resolutionfor
Joint Resolution
Hundred
Hundred Days.
Days.

April
29, 1864.
April 29,1864.

House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the United
it resolved
resolved by the Senate and House
Be it
States of
of America,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the sum
sum of
of twenty-five
twenty-five forthrionptreieartsiofnor
States
America, in
forAppropriation
volunteers for
millions
of dollars
and the
is hereby,
appropriated out
out of
of any
100
any not less than mo
hereby, appropriated
same is
be, and
the same
dollars be,
millions of
moneys
the treasury
not otherwise
appropriated for
for arming,
arming, equipping,
equipping, days.
otherwise appropriated
in the
treasury not
moneys in
clothing, subsisting,
subsisting, transporting,
and paying volunteers
volunteers that may be retransporting, and
clothing,
term not
not less than one hundred days.
ceived by
for any
any term
by the President
President for
ceived
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
May 6,
6, 1864.
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1864.
1864.

[No. 29.1
A Resolution
Resolution to
Operations of
of
1864. [No.
Printing of official Reports of the Operations
for the
the Printing
to provide
providefor
29.] A
19,1864.
May 19,
the
States.
United States.
the United
the Armies
Armies of the

Official reports
of
the armies
armies
of the
of
the United
States, and documents relating
relating to
to
the rebellion to
be printed
printed.

Number of
copies, and
and distridistricoies
bution thereof.

Complete
Complete
Index to
be prepreindex
to be
pared.
pared.

Resolutions of
Resolutions
present
present session
directing such
rnting resclndprinting
rescinded.

May
1864.
May 19,
19, 1864.

Resolved by
by the
and House
Representatives of
the United
States
United States
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved
of
Secretary of War be, and
and
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
he
hereby, directed
directed to furnish
superintendent of public printing
the superintendent
furnish the
he is
is hereby,
with
copies of
of all
all such
correspondence, by
otherwise, reports
reports
or otherwise,
by telegraph
telegraph or
such correspondence,
with copies
documents of every
commanding officers,
of commanding
officers, and documents
every description
description in relation to
the
existing rebellion,
rebellion, to
be found
the archives
archives of
since
department since
his department
of his
in the
found in
to be
the existing
the first
day of
of December,
December, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty, to
present
to the present
eighteen hundred
first day
the
time, and
the continuance
continuance of
of said
said rebellion,
rebellion, which
which may
may be, in
in his
during the
and during
time,
opinion, proper
be published,
published, [which]
correspondence, reports, and
said correspondence,
[which] said
to be
proper to
opinion,
documents
chronological order.
proper chronological
arranged in their proper
be arranged
shall be
documents shall
superintendent of public
SEC. 2. And
further resolved,
resolved, That the superintendent
And be it further
SEC.
printing
printing shall cause
cause to be printed and bound (in addition to the usual
number) ten
of such
such correspondence,
reports, and
and docudocucorrespondence, reports,
copies of
ten thousand
thousand copies
number)
ments, in
exceeding (as
(as near
as may
may be)
eight hundred
be) eight
near as
not exceeding
of not
volumes of
in volumes
ments,
octavo
octavo pages each, which shall be distributed by the Secretary of the
Senate as
as follows,
to wit:
five hundred
to the
the War
War Department;
Department;
copies to
hundred copies
wit: five
follows, to
Senate
one
library of every state in the Union, and
state library
complete copy to each state
one complete
five
copies to
each congressional
congressional district
district of
of
in each
libraries in
to public
public libraries
five complete
complete copies
the
States, to
representatives of
present
of the
the present
the representatives
by the
be designated
designated by
to be
United States,
the United
thousand
congress from
from such
such district; and
remaining copies three thousand
and of
of the
the remaining
congress
shall
present Senate and six thousand
be for the use
use of members of the present
shall be
Representatives.
for the
use of
members of
of the
the present
present House of Representatives.
of members
for
the use
SEC. 8.
3. And
duty of
SEC.
And be it further resolved, That it shall also be the duty
the Secretary
Secretary of War to cause aa complete index of the matter contained
contained
in each
volume to
be prepared
in
each volume
to be
prepared and
and inserted
inserted therein.
therein.
Sac.
be it
it further
adopted by
by
resolutions adopted
That all
all resolutions
resolved, That
further resolved,
4. And
And be
SEC. 4.
either house of congress, at its present session, directing the printing of
any of
of the
the correspondence,
or documents,
documents, as
as above contemplated,
contemplated,
reports, or
correspondence, reports,
any
be, and the same are hereby, rescinded.
APPROVED, May
May 19, 1864.

[No. 30.]
80.]

A Resolution
Resolutionfor
the Payment of Expenses incurred
A
for theincurred by the Joint
Joint Committee on
the Conduct
the War.
Conduct of
of the

Resolved
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representativesof
of the
the United States
Appropriation of
Appropriation
assembled, That the sum of twenty thousand dolof America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
for expenses of lars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same is hereby,
ttof lars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same is hereby,
foinr
epes
joint
committee
pay the
of the joint committee of congress
the expenses
expenses of
to pay
appropriated, to
the conduct of appropriated,
on the
the war.
appointed to inquire into the conduct and expenditures
expenditures of the war; and
that
sum shall
shall be
be drawn
drawn from
treasury, upon the order
order of the
from the treasury,
that said
said sum
How to be
&c.
drawn, &c.
secretary of the Senate, as the same shall be required
required from
from time to time
committee having such investigation
charge; and
by the
the committee
investigation in
in charge;
and any portion
of the amount
amount hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated that shall be allowed by the said joint
committee to witnesses attending
attending before it, or to persons employed
employed in its
necessary expenses,
expenses, and paid by
service, for per diem, travelling, or other necessary
by
the secretary
secretary of the Senate in pursuance
pursuance of the order of that joint committee, shall be accordingly credited and allowed by the accounting
officers
accounting officers
of the Treasury
Treasury Department.

APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
19, 1864.
May 19,
1864.

May 20,
1864.
20,1864.
&c., of
Pay, &c,
staff officers of
lieuienantthe lieutenantgeneral.

[No. 31.]
[No.
31.]

Joint Resolution
Resolution relative
Joint
relative to Pay of
of Staff
Staff Officers of the Lieutenant-General.
lieutenant General.

Be it resolved by the
the Senate and
and House
Bouse of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the staff officers on the
staff
be entitled
entitled to
receive the
the same
pay,
same pay,
to receive
shall be
the lieutenant-general
lieutenant-general shall
of the
staff of
emoluments, and allowances
allowances as staff officers of the same grade on the

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. RES.
RES. 32,
32, 35.
35.
SAss.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

1864.
1864.
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MX
the same
to take
effect from
their See Post,
Pod) No.
of their
the day
day of
from the
take effect
same to
commanders, the
of corps
corps commanders,
stiff of
appointment
the staff
staff of
of the
the lieutenant-general.
78,
78, p. 417.
lieutenant-general. 417.
on the
appointment on
APPROVED
May 20,
1864.
20, 1864.
APPROVED,)May

[No.
32.]
[No. 32.]

Joint
Congress for
for the
of Congress
a Member of
the Election
Election of a
for the
providing for
Joint Resolution
Resolution providing
State at large.
Illinois by the State
large.
State of Illinois

May 20,1864.
20, 1864.
May

Be
resolved by
by the
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it resolved
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
election of
repre- Election
of
Election of
of reprein the
the election
That in
America in
of America
States of
member of consentatives
from the
State of
Illinois, the
the additional
additional representaofconrepresenta- member
of Illinois,
the State
to congress
congress from
sentatives to
gress from
Illinois
tive
allowed to
to said
said state
act entitled
An act
number of
of by the state at
at
the number
act fixing
fixing the
an act
entitled ""An
state by
by an
tive allowed
large, until,
until, &c.
&c.
the
House of
of Representatives
from and
and after
after the
third day
March, large,
of March,
day of
the third
Representatives from
the House
1862, ch. 36.
eighteen
sixty-three," approved
approved March
fourth, eighteen
March fourth,
eighteen hunhun- 162i
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,"
xii.h.p.356.
353.
dred
and
sixty-two,
may
be
elected
by
the
state
at
large,
until
the
the
said
dred and sixty-two, may be elected by the state at large, until
state
shall be
be re-districted
re-districted by
by the
legislature thereof,
thereof, for
election of
of the
for the
the election
the legislature
state shall
fourteen
said state
state is now entitled
entitled by law.
which said
to which
members to
fourteen members
APPROVED, May
1864.
20, 1864.
May 20,
APPROVED,

[No.
[No. 35.]
35.]

A
Washington.
City of Washington.
Charterof the City
A Resolution
Resolution to amend the Charter

June 1,
1, 1864.

the United
Resolved
Representatives of
of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved by
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
iperson who
who Qualified
Qualifiedvoters,
in case
case any
any 'person
voters,
That in
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
is a
a qualified
in other
respects shall
offer and claim
not registered,
registered,
the right
right to not
claim the
shall offer
other respects
voter in
qualified voter
is
claiming right to
ri beht to
city. of Washington, whose name is notclainge
election held in the city
vote at any election
vote, shall
registered.
registered, his
his name
name shall
registered by the commissioners
commissioners of election registered.
be registered
shall be
registered,
and
and conditions following, namely, he shall take an oath as Terms and
the terms and
upon the
of
conditions of
follows: You
swear that
answer make
make to such conditions
will true answer
you will
that you
do solemnly
solemnly swear
You do
follows:
registry.
questions
as shall
shall be
you touching
as an
an elector regstry.
your qualifications
qualifications as
touching your
be asked
asked you
questions as
at
this poll;
poll; So
you God;
or an
affirmation to
which
the same effect, which
to the
an affirmation
God; or
help you
So help
at this
oath
affirmation, if he be unable to understand the English language,
or affirmation,
oath or
may
interpreted to
him by
by one
one of the commissioners, or an interpreter,
to him
be interpreted
may be
sworn
by a
interpreter shall also interpret his ana commissioner,
commissioner, which interpreter
sworn by
swers
to the
the commissioners.
commissioners. If, in his answers on oath, he shall state
state
swers to
positively
that he
resided in
preceding the day
day
one year next preceding
city one
in the city
has resided
he has
positively that
of
election, designating particularly the place of his residence, and
of said
said election,
if, furthermore,
that
the other
qualifications of an elector, and if,
furthermore,
other qualifications
he possesses the
that he
a candidate
some
elector of the city, not a
candidate for any office at that
that
some qualified elector
election,
commissioners, which any one of
of
take an oath before said commissioners,
shall take
election, shall
them
may administer,
administer, that
that he is
applicant; that
acquainted with such applicant;
is well acquainted
them may
he
in fact,
fact, aaresident in the city, and has been one year next previous
he is, in
to
such election,
election, and
(qualified elector) has good reason to believe,
he (qualified
that he
and that
to such
and
does believe,
believe, that
all the
the statements
applicant are true, the
such applicant
of such
statements of
that all
and does
and
commissioners
cause his name
registered by their clerk, and
to be registered
name to
shall cause
commissioners shall
shall
receive the
applicant; or
applicant shall
or if said applicant
said applicant;
of said
vote of
the vote
then receive
shall then
present
himself and
qualified elector, duly certified
certified by
by
and aa qualified
of himself
the affidavit
affidavit of
present the
of
any
the peace
peace in
Washington, District of
for the county of Washington,
and for
in and
of the
justice of
any justice
Columbia, which
satisfy the
commissioners that
that the applicant has
the commissioners
shall satisfy
which shall
Columbia,
election,
been
resident of
of the
city one
year next
next preceding
preceding the
the day
day of such election,
one year
the city
been aaresident
commissioners may cause
and
that he is
otherwise a
aqualified elector, the commissioners
cause
is otherwise
and that
provided, and they
hereinbefore provided,
the
to be registered, as hereinbefore
name to
applicant's name
the amilicant's
swearing
False swearing
shall then
then receive
&Id if said applicant
applicant or such qualified elector
elector False
receive his vote; and
shall
this oath'
this
oath
under
shall, in
said matter,
matter, wilfully
wilfully make
any false statement, he shall be under
make any
in said
shall,
to be perjury.
guilty of perjury, and, on conviction, be subject to the pains and to be perury
deemed guilty
penalties thereof.
1, 1864.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 1,
1864.
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38,39,40,41,42.
THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
Sass. I
39, 40, 41, 42.
I.. RES. 38,
THIRTY-EIGHTH

June
1864.
7, 1864.
June 7,

Allowance
to
Allowance to
petty officers
officers and
petty
of the
crew
"Baron de
de
"Baron
Kalb."
Kalb."

[No.
38.]
[No. 88.]

1864.
1864,

Kalb "for
Baron de Kalb"
" Baron
A
compensate the Sailors
for
Sailors on the Gunboat "
to compensate
Resolution to
A Resolution
Loss of Clothing.
Clothing.

United
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the
Resolved
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
proper accounting offiassembled, That the proper
in Congress
America in
States
cers of
the treasury
authorized, in settling
settling the
be, and they are hereby, authorized,
treasury be,
of the
cers
the
of
accounts
of
the
petty
officers,
seamen,
sailors,
crew of
of
others
and
sailors,
seamen,
officers,
petty
accounts of the
the
States gunboat
Kalb," to.allow
toallow to each aasum not
gunboat'"" Baron de Kalb,"
United States
the United
exceeding fifty
fifty dollars
dollars as
for the damage
damage they may have
remuneration for
a remuneration
as a
exceeding
sustained
in
the
loss
of
their
clothing
by
the
destruction
of
of said vessel, to
destruction
the
by
clothing
their
of
loss
the
in
sustained
be
out of
of any
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
the treasury
in the
money in
any money
paid out
be paid
7, 1864.
June 7,
APPROVED,
1864.
APPROVED, June

7, 1864.
June 7,
Solomon
Solomon Sharp,
surgeon in the
i athe
sUnted
United States
Navy,
acceDt
mayaccet
Navy, may
testimonial from
from
testimonial
Great Britain.

Great
Britain.

June
1864.
1, 1864.
June 11,

[No.
39.}
[No. 89.)

GovTestimonialfrom the Gov.
A
Resolution authorizing
authorizing the
of a
certain Testimmial
a certain
Acceptance of
the Acceptance
A Resolution
ernment of
of Great
Great Britain.
Britain.
ernment

United
Resolved
by the
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate aind
the Senate
Resolved by
Sharp,
States of
of America
Congress assembled, That Surgeon Solomon Sharp,
in Congress.
America in
States
of the
the United
United States,
be, and
hetleby is, authorized
authorized to ache hereby
and he
States, be,
of the
navy of
the navy
of
government of
cept
the piece
piece of
plate recently
to him by the government
presented to
recently presented
of plate
cept the
Great Britain
appreciation of the unremitting attenattenBritain as aa mark of high appreciation
Great
tion
and kindness
kindness shown
shown by him to certain officers of the British ship
ship
tion and
"
while in
in the
naval hospital
under his
Norfolk,
his charge, at Norfolk,
hospital under
the naval
Greyhound," while
" Greyhound,"
Virginia.
APPROVED, June
7, 1864.
1864.
June 7,
APPROVED,
[
No. 40.]
40.]
[No.

Joseph
Lieutenant-Colonel Joseph
Congress to Lieutenant-Colonel
A Resolution
tendering the Thanks of Congress
Resolution tendering
A
Bailey
of the
Fourth Regiment of Wisconsin Volunteers.
the Fourth
Bailey of

United
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the .United
House of
by the
Resolved by
assembled, That the thanks of congress
States of
in Congress
congress be,
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
tendered to Lieutenant-Colonel
and
Lieutenant-Colonel Joseph Bailey, of
are hereby, tendered
they are
and they
the
volunteers, acting engineer
engineer of the nineWisconsin volunteers,
regiment Wisconsin
fourth regiment
the fourth
teenth
army corps,
for distinguished
distinguished services
services in the recent campaign on
corps, for
teenth army
the
which the
the gunboat
gunboat flotilla
flotilla under
under Rear Admiral David
by which
River, by
Red River,
the Red
D.
was rescued
imminent peril.
from imminent
rescued from
Porter was
D. Porter
Copy ofresoluof resoluS
EC. 2.
it further
resolved, That the President of the United
further resolved,
be it
And be
2. And
SEC.
Copy
of this resolution to be transmitted
requested to cause aacopy a
States be requested
tin
tic
nutted.
.
m tto be trans- States
to Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel Bailey.
to
APPROVED,
11, 1864.
1864.
June 11,
APPROVED, June

Thanks of
Thanks
congress
to
congress to
Lieut.-Col.
Joseph Bailey.

the
in the
Des Moines, in
City of Des
[
No. 41.]
Joint Resolution granting
certain Privileges
Privileges to the City
granting certain
Jane 15,
1864. [No.
41.] Joint
16,1864.
June
State
State of

Iowa.
Iowa.

Be
resolved by
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it resolved
Be it
States
of America
United States hereby
Congress assembled, That the United
in Congress
America in
States of
Rights of the
United States
to
a municipal
relinquish to
to the
the city
city of
of Des
Des Moines,
Moines, in the State of Iowa, a
relinquish
to
States
United
certain coal-beds
all
corporation
established
under
the
laws
of
said
state,
their
right
and insaid
of
laws
the
under
corporation established
to
relinquished to
limits
underlying the river Des Moines,
Moines, within the limits
coal-beds underlying
the
the coal-beds
in the
terest in
the city of Des terest
be made
Moines.
Provided, That no disposition
of said city: Provided,
disposition or use thereof
thereof shall
shall be
made
Moines.
which
shall obstruct
obstruct the
of said river; nor shall any one
navigation of
free navigation
the free
which shall
grant of
privilege of
longer period
period
mining the same extend for aa longer
of mining
the privilege
of the
grant
than ten
years.
ten years.
than
APPROVED,
June 15,
15, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June
June 18, 1864.
1864.

June 18,

Laws
the
of the
Laws of
District of
Colof ColDistrict
umbia to be re-

vised, azo.
&.
viSed,

[No. 42.]
42.]
[No.

Cohumia.
District of Columbia.
A
Resolution to
Revision of the Laws of the District
the Revision
for the
providefor
to provide
A Resolution

under
W
HEREAS the
revised code
code of the District of Columbia, prepared under
the revised
WHiEREAS
the authority
of congress,
congress, entitled
entitled "An
"An act to improve the laws of the
authority of
the
arch third,
approved
same,"
the same,"
codify
to
and
of Columbia,
District
approved March third,
same," approved
the
codify the
to codify
and to
Columbia, and
District of

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

Sass.
1.
SESS. L

RES.
REs. 43,
43, 45.

409
409

1864,

1855,
ch. 174.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
was published
by order
of con174.
1855,x.ch.
order of
con- Vol.
published by
and which
which was
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, and
eighteen
p. 642.
gress
the year
eighteen hundred
and whereas
code Vol. . . 642.
said code
whereas said
and fifty-seven;
fifty-seven; and
hundred and
in the
year eighteen
gress in
is believed
have been
complete, and
comaccurate comand accurate
comprehensive, complete,
been aa comprehensive,
believed to
to have
is
pilation
the laws
laws of
said District
District at
at the
period of
of its
its execution,
execution, and
that
and that
the period
of said
pilation of
of the
measures
have the
the work
work brought
present
the present
down to
to the
brought down
to have
should be
be taken
taken to
measures should
time and
Therefore -perfected: Therefore
and perfected:
time
United
Representatives of the United
Be
and House of Representatives
it resolved
resolved by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
committees on
on the
assembled, That the committees
of America
America in
States of
District of
of Columbia
the two
two houses
houses of
congress, respectively,
respectively, be
inbe inof congress,
of the
District
Columbia of
structed
code to
so revised,
revised, amended,
amended, and
and corrected,
and Revised
Revised code
to
code to
corrected, and
be so
cause said
said code
to be
structed to
to cause
compilation be
also the laws of congress for said District passed since the compilation
be brought down
down
aforesaid, as
as shall
adapt the
to the
the present
of the
the laws,
and
laws, and
the same
same to
present condition
condition of
aforesaid,
shall adapt
may employ
employ not
not more
than two
two suitable
persons on
preparation of
the
of the
on the
the preparation
suitable persons
more than
may
work, at
employed.
day for the
the time employed.
at a
a compensation
compensation of
of ten
ten dollars per day
work,
And said
said code
code so
so prepared
printed by
by direction
direction of
said committees
committees
of said
shall be
be printed
And
prepared shall
congress;
committees and congress;
in aaneat and convenient
convenient form for the use of the committees
report the same to
respective houses
houses at the
shall report
to their respective
and said
said committees
committees shall
next
session of
of congress
adoption.
for adoption.
congress for
next session
.
APPROVED, June 18, 1864.
APPROVED,
June 18,
1864.
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "
"An
Act extending
extending the
for the
18, 1864.
[No.
A Resolution
Resolution explanatory
[No. 43.]
43.] A
explanatory of
qf an
An Act
the Time
Time for
the June
completion
Marquette and
and Ontonagon
Ontonagon Railroad
Railroad of
the State
State of
i3fichigan."
completion of
of the
the Marquette
of the
of Michiqan."
1864, ch. 134.

Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United States
Resolved by the Senate
of America
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
the act
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
act entitled
entitled
"
An act
completion of the
"An
act extending
extending the time for
for the completion
the Marquette
Marquette and
and OnOnbe'so
construed as to
tonagon railroad of the State of Michigan,"
Michigan," shall be
so construed
extend
the time
time for
for completing
completing only
only so much of said road as lies between
between
extend the
Marquette and Ontonagon.
Marquette
APPROVED, June
18, 1864.
APPROVED,
June 18,
1864.

1864,
134.
1864, ch.
eh. 134.
Ante,
p. 137.
137.
Ante, p.
Construction of
aCostruction
act
concerning of
the Marquette
Marquette
and Ontonagon
Ontonagon
and
railroad.

railroad.

Contract June 25, 1X4.
Resolution authorizing
[No. 45.1
[No.
451 Joint
Joint Resolution
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretaty of the Navy
Navy to amend the Contract
1E.34.
the ""Dicwith
John Ericsson
Ericssonfor
Construction of
of two
two impregnable
with Tohn
for the
the Construction
impregnable Floating
Floating Batteries,
Batteries, the
Dictator"
and the
" Puritan."
Puritan."
tator "and
the "
Preamble.
W HEREAS the Navy Department on the twenty-eighth day of July, Preamble.
WHEREAS

contract with Capt. John
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, entered into contract
construction of two impregEricsson,
York, for the construction
impregEricsson, of the city of New York,
nable
batteries, the
Dictator" and the ""Puritan
;" and wherewherethe "
" Dictator"
Puritan;"
nable floating
floating batteries,
a similar class of vessels in actual conflict and during
as experience
experience with a
aavaried service of more than two years has.demonstrated
demonstrated that many improvements could be made to render
render them
complete and efficient
efficient as
them more complete
provements
to
whereas these improvements
improvements have added largely to
vessels of war; and
and whereas
the cost of construction of each of these vessels, rendering
rendering it impossible for
for
the contractor
contractor to complete them under existing arrangements;
arrangements; and wherecountry
importance to
to the
the honor
honor and
and interests of the country
as itit is
is of the utmost
utmost importance
moment:
that they should be finished and ready
ready for service at the earliest moment:
Therefore,
Therefore,
House of Representatives of
Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
of the United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of the
States of
of America
America in
That the Secretary
the Navy
Navy Contract
with
Contract with
be,
to amend
amend the
contract for
for the
the concon- John
be, and he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized to
the existing
existing contract
John Ericsson
Ericsson in
in
regard to
to the
the
so far
the "Puritan,"
struction'.of
of these
vessels so
struction
these vessels
far as
as it
it relates
relates to
to the
Puritan," and
and to
to regard
appoint
competent board
board to
to ascertain
the present
far as
as comcorn- :
r
e
a
n
r
d
irea
d
n"
appoint a
a competent
ascertain the
present value,
value, as
as far
"in
Puritan
pleted, of that vessel, and of the material
material on hand deemed
deemed actually
actually necesEricsson, the contractor,
sary to her construction,
construction, and to pay to Capt. John Ericsson,
the amount of valuation so ascertained, deducting therefrom
therefrom any sums
the' complition of said vessel; and that upon
already
already advanced
advanced towards the
said payment
payment being
being made by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy the rights of the
cease
contractor to said vessel and material,
thereof, shall cease
material, or any portion thereof,
VOL.
xII.
PUB. -— 35
3
VOL. XIII.
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THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.
I. RES. 46, 47.
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

1864
1864.

and be
be vested
wholly and
and absolutely
which shall
States, which
the United States,
in the
absolutely in
vested wholly
and
thenceforth proceed
proceed to
complete said
said vessel
arrangements as
vessel under such arrangements
to complete
thenceforth
may be
be deemed
deemed most
most advantageous:
advantageous: Provided, however,
nothing
however, That nothing
may
contract for the construcContract
for the herein
herein contained
contained shall
construemanner affect the contraet
any manner
in any
shall in
Contractforthe
contractor upon
"
Dictator."
completed by said contractor
tion of the
the ""Dictator," which shall be completed
"Dictator."
the same
same terms
terms and
conditions as
as if
this resolution
passed:
resolution had not been passed:
if this
and conditions
the
further, That no action shall be had under this resolution
provided, further,
resolution
And provided,
Provisos.
until said
to the
Secretary of
in
Navy, in
of the Navy,
the Secretary
signified to
have signified
shall have
contractor shall
said contractor
until
superintend
writing, his
his acceptance
acceptance of
provisions and
his willingness to superintend
and his
its provisions
of its
writing,
to
completion the
Puritan :" Provided,
Provided, further,
further, That
"Puritan:"
of the
the "
construction of
the construction
to completion
this
not take
take effect
the completion
delivery of the
and delivery
completion and
until the
effect until
shall not
resolution shall
this resolution
"Dictator :" Provided,
also, That
That it
be the
the duty of the Secretary of
of
shall be
it shall
Provided, also,
"Dictator:"
the Navy,
Navy, in
resolution into
execution, to
apportion and
and apply
apply
to apportion
into execution,
this resolution
in carrying
carrying this
the
to the
payment for
only such portion of the
vessel, only
that vessel,
for that
in payment
Dictator," in
the ""Dictator,"
to
thousand dollars
gross
price of
the two
million three
dollars
hundred thousand
three hundred
two million
of the
contract price
gross contract
Dictator" would
($2,300,000)
the ""Dictator"
Dictator" and
Puritan" as the ""Dictator"
and ""Puritan"
for the
($2,300,000) for
justly
to if
if both
and
completed at the price and
been completed
had been
vessels had
both vessels
entitled to
be entitled
justly be
reference
in the
mode of
construction specified
in the
contract, special reference
the contract,
specified in
of construction
the mode
in
being had
had to
to the
difference of
the two vessels arising from
between the
cost between
of cost
the difference
being
contract.
the difference
in their
provided for in the contract.
construction provided
their construction
difference in
the
APPROVED, June
June 25, 1864.
APPROVED,
June
25,1864.
June 25,1864.

(No. 46.1
461 Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution amendatory
amendatory of
of "An
"An Act
Act to
provide for
for the Deficiency in the
to provide
[No.
DepartAppropriation
Pay of
of Officers
Men actually employed in the Western DepartOficers and Men
the Pay
for the
A---ppropriationfor
ment, or
or Department
Department of Missouri."
meat,
Representatives of the United
House oJ
and House
Be it
it resolved
he Senate
of Representatives
Senate and
by (he
resolved by
Be
Amounts
States of
of America
assembled, That where any person or perCongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
ad- States
imounts adto
vanced
holding any
any power
power of
assignment executed
executed subsequent to
of attorney or assignment
sons holding
certain sons
vanced certain
officers and
Januto
and
sixty-three,
and
hundred
August
sixteenth,
eighteen
sixty-three,
and
prior
to
Janu
eighteen
sixteenth,
August
pon
soldiers
oldiers ,on
s
adjudged
assignments,
to ary
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, for the sum adjudged
eighteen hundred
twenty-second, eighteen
ary twenty-second,
assignments, to
appointed under joint
be
repaid, &O.
due to
to any
any officer
soldier by
commissioners appointed
joint
by the commissioners
or soldier
officer or
&c. due
be repaid,
resolution
approved February
February sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
resolution approved
shall have
have paid
paid any
or soldier
soldier on the faith of such
officer or
any officer
to any
money to
any money
shall
Vol.
xii. p.
p. 824.
824. power
of attorney
attorney or
that the paymaster appointed to disburse
or assignment,
assignment, that
power of
Vol. xii.
the funds
appropriated by
January twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighby the act approved January
funds appropriated
the
teen
and sixty-four,
provide for the deficiency in the approto provide
sixty-four, to
hundred and
teen hundred
actually employed in the western
priation for
pay of officers
officers and men actually
for the pay
priation
department, or
or department
department of
of Missouri,
Missouri, be, and he is hereby, authorized
department,
and directed
directed to
to pay
to such
such person
person or
the amount
paid to any
thus paid
amount thus
persons the
or persons
pay to
and
attorney or assignee making and filing an
officer or soldier, upon such attorney
officer
or
affidavit to
was actually
actually paid to said officer or
effect that the amount was
the effect
to the
affidavit
soldier, and
and upon
paymaster being
being satisfied
satisfied that the amount was acthe paymaster
upon the
soldier,
tually paid;
paid; and
paid such attorney or assignee under this reamount paid
the amount
and the
tually
officer or soldier, anysolution shall
be deducted
deducted from
amount due said officer
the amount
from the
shall be
solution
thing in
in any
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
congress to the contrary
of congress
action of
previous action
any previous
thing
APPROVED, June 25, 1864.
APPROVED,

3,
1864, ch. 3,
Ante,
p. 1.
1.
Ante, p.

June
1864.
25,1864.
June 25,

[No.
[No. 47.]

at the Kittery and Philadelphia
Clerks at
A Resolutionfor
Resolution for the Relief of Clerks
Philadelphia Navy
A
Yards.
States
United States
House of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives of the United
Senate and House
Resolved by the Senate
assembled, That in the settlement
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
settlement of the accounts
accounts
of clerks
clerks of America
Pay of
at
the Kitteryand
Kittery and of
the Kittery
Kittery and Philadelphia
accounting officers
Philadelphia navy yards, the proper accounting
of the
at the
Philadelphia
such sums as
navy
yards.
of
the
treasury
be,
and
they
are
hereby,
authorized
to
allow
authorized
hereby,
are
they
and
be,
treasury
the
of
navy yards.
have
appropriated by congress for the pay of clerks at said
have already been appropriated
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, to July, eighteen
yards, from October, eighteen
hundred
hundred and fifty-nine.
APPROVED, June 25, 1864.
APPROVED,

THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. SEss..
I.. RES.
THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
53. 1864.
1864.
RE. 49,
49, 50, 51,
51, 53.
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[No. 49.] Joint
Joint Resolution to continue
inforce the
entitled "
continue inforce
the Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution entitled
" Joint
Joint ResoluResolu- June
1864
June 27, 1864.
tion to increase
increasetemporarily
temporarily the Duties
Duties on Imports," approved
approved April twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four.
hundred
Ante, No. 27,p.
405.
405.

Be it resolved by
and House
the United
United
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
assembled, That the
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the joint
resolution injoint resolution
in- duties
Increased
Increase
on id
creasing the duties on imports, approved
approved April
April twenty-ninth,
eighteen dutienuontimports
twenty-ninth, eighteen
continuedJuly
hundred
hundred and sixty-four, be, and is hereby, continued
continued in
until the
in force
force until
the first
first 1st, 1864.
day
of July
next.
day of
July next.
APPROVED, June
1864.
APPROVED,
June 27,
27, 1864.

g

[No.
60.] Joint
Joint Resolution correcting
correcting aa clerical
(No. 50.]
Error in
clericalError
in the Award of
of the Emancipation
Emancipation June 28, 1864.
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Be it resolved
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
the Uiited
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Clerical error
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
award
authorized to correct
correct a
a clerical
clerical error
error in in
in entering award
of certain comentering the amount of the award of
commissioners under
the act
of ofiseotnan
of the
the commissioners
under the
act of
missioners corcorthe sixteenth of April, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, entitled
entitled ""An
An rected.
ch. 54.
act for the release of certain persons held to service or labor in the DisDis- 1862,
1862, ch.
54.
Vol. xii
xii. p.
p. 376.
trict of Columbia,"
Columbia," in the case
by Martha
case of Nicholas Bowie,
Bowie, claimed
claimed by
Martha Vol.
376.
Manning.
Manning.
APPROVED,
June 28,
28, 1864.
APPROVED, June
1864.

[No. 61.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution to incorporate
incorporate the Young Men's Christian
Christian Association
Association of the June 28, 1864.
City
City of Washington.
Washington.
resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it resolved
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
Benjamin Stinemets,
Stinemets, Young Men's
in Congress
assembled, That
That Benjamin
•Young Men's
Samuel McElwee, jr., A. I. Stoddart, Samuel Ker Roberts, S. Jordan, ChristianAssociChristian Associ-

of the city
of
Albert
M. Powell,
Powell, Warren
Albert Ebeling, Charles H.
H. Norton, George
George M.
Choate, ton
Warren Choate,
ationofthe
city of
Washington inNicholas
Nicholas Du Bois, Joseph T. Brown, and Joseph
Clayton, and
and their
Joseph C.
C. Clayton,
their corporated.
successors in office,
office, be, and they are hereby, incorporated
made
a
incorporated and
and made a

body politic
politic and corporate
of the
the Young
Men's Christian
body
corporate by the name of
Young Men's
Christian

Association of the City of Washington,
and by
name may
may sue
sue and
Washington, and
by that
that name
and
be sued, plead and be impleaded, in
in any
law or
or equity,
equity, and
any court
court of
of law
and may
may
have and use a
a common
common seal, and the same
change at
pleasure, and
have,
same change
at pleasure,
and have,
use, and exercise the powers, rights, and privileges
privileges incident to
such corto such
corporation.
poration.

SEC.
it further
further resolved,
corporation shall be
SEC. 2. And be it
resolved, That the said corporation
be May hold real
an
personal
capable of acquiring, receiving, taking, and holding
holding real
and personal
real'and
personal anal
anperso
l
estate.
estate, which estate
estate shall never
never be divided among the members of
the
of the
corporation,
corporation, but shall descend
their successors
the promotion
promotion of
of
descend to
to their
successors for
for the
religious, moral, educational, and benevolent purposes
corporation.
purposes of
of said
said corporation.
SEC.
And be it further
resolved, That this corporation shall have Constitution
S
EC. 3. And
further resolved,
Constitution
power
power to alter and amend its constitution
Provided, That
That and by-laws
constitution and
and by-laws:
by-laws: Provided,
by-laws may
may
they do not conflict with the laws of the United States, or
of be amended.
or the laws
laws of
the corporation of the city
city of Washington.
Washington.
SEC.
And be it further
further resolved,
S
EC. 4. And
resolved, That said corporation
corporation shall
shall not
not Corporation
Corporation
to exercise
exercise
banking privileges, or issue or put in circulation bank notes, or notnitto
exercise
exercise banking
banking priviany note, paper, token, scrip, or
used as
currency.
or device
device to
to be
be used
as currency.
norissue
leges, nor
issue
currency.
SEC.
be it
it further resolved,
resolved, That
That congress
S
EC. 5. And
And be
congress reserves
reserves the
the right
to currency.
right to
This act may be
alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this
this act
act at
at any
time.
any time.
amended,
&c.
amended, &c.
APPROVED, June
June 28,
28, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,

[No. 63.]
(No.
53.1

Joint Resolution to authorize
authorize the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-Generalto extend the Contract
Joint
Contract with
with
the Overland
Company.
Overland Mail Company.

it resolved
resolved by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
Representatives of
the United
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America
America in
assembled,That the Postmaster-General
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Postmaster-General be,
be,

June
June 30, 1864.
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and he
hereby, authorized
and empowered,
empowered, in his discretion, to extend
extend
authorized and
is hereby,
he is
and
the
contract number
hundred and
and seventy-three
seventy-three
seven hundred
thousand seven
ten thousand
number ten
mail contract
the mail
commonly
with
contractors, or
any other
parties, commonly
responsible parties,
other responsible
or any
present contractors,
the present
with the
known
the Overland
Mail Company,
for the term of one
one year
year from
from
Company, for
Overland Mail
as the
known as
the first
first day
day of
July next,
the same
terms and
conditions with the
and conditions
same terms
upon the
next, upon
of July
the
present existing
existing contract,
contract, except
except as
as to
to schedule
schedule time, which shall not expresent
ceed
eight months
months of
the year,
year, and
and twenty
twenty days for the
of the
for eight
days for
sixteen days
ceed sixteen
remaining
four
months;
and
except
as
to
compensation,
shall not
which shall
compensation,
to
as
except
and
months;
four
remaining
the
beyond
thousand
exceed
the
sum
of
eight
hundred
and
twenty
dollars,
twenty
and
hundred
Pay
not
to
exeight
of
Pay not to ex- exceed the sum
ceed $820,000,
amount
paid
carrying
matter by water.
carrying of the printed matter
for
paid
amount
$820,000,
cd
&c.
A PPROVED, June
June 30,
30, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,

Contract with
with
Contract
overland mail
be
overland
company mail
may be
extended.
extended.

.June 30,1864.
30, 1864.
.lune

[
No. 54.]
54.1
[No.

Joint
Resolution to
provide for the Publication
afull Army
Army Register.
Register.
Publicationof afull
to providefor
Joint Resolution

.Be
it resolved
resolved by
United
Representativesof the Uniited
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
be,
War
Secretary
the
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Secretary
of
be,
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
Army
with
connection
in
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
required
connection
with
the
Army
required
and
authorized
Full
and he is hereby,
army
Full army
register to
to be
be
Register
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, to cause to be
the year
for the
Register for
register
published.
published.
printed
and
published
a
full
roster
roll
all field,
field, line, and
and staff
of
roll
or
roster
full
a
published
and
printed
published.
officers
of volunteers
volunteers who
who have
have been
been in
United States
in the army of the United
officers of
since the
beginning of
of the
present rebellion,
rebellion, showing
are
showing whether they are
the present
the beginning
since
and giving casualties
yet
in
the
service,
or
have
been
discharged
therefrom,
casualties
therefrom,
discharged
been
yet in the service, or have
and
other explanations
explanations proper
for such
whole
register. And to defray in whole
such register.
proper for
and other
fifty thousand
of fifty
edition
an
publication
• Number
of
copor
in
part
the
the
expenses
of
this
publication
edition
thousand
this
of
expenses
the
the
part
in
or
copof
Number
to
sold to
may be
register shall
ies to
to be
printed, copies
copies of
enlarged register
shall be published
published and
and may
be sold
such enlarged
of such
be printed.
ies
officers, soldiers,
or citizens,
at aa price
price which
which shall not more than
than cover
citizens, at
soldiers, or
officers,
case
any case
the actual
cost of
binding, and shall not in any
printing, and binding,
paper, printing,
of paper,
actual cost
the
exceed
volume.
dollar per volume.
one dollar
exceed one
1864.
30, 1864.
A
PPROVED, June
June 30,
APPROVED,
June 30, 1864.

June 30,1864.

The
Irish
"Irish
The "

[No. 65.1
Resolution authorizing
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury to release
release certain
certain
Joint Resolution
55.] Joint
[No.
and Penalties
Parties from
from Liabilities
Liabilities or
or Payment
Payment of
Penalties therein mentioned.
of Duties and
Parties

Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in Congress
America in
of America
States of

dischargee
and
release
to relea
National
harged
Fafrom Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
se
and dischar g
Fair"
National
disc
of and from all
liability for sell- the "
Irish
National
Fair,"
recently
held
at
Chicago,
of
Chicago,
at
held
recently
Fair,"
National
"Irish
the
liability forsellsold goods and
ipg,
Sze., without
ing, &c.,without
license or
or stamps.
stamps

license

liability heretofore
incurred for, or on account of, having sold goods and
heretofore incurred
liability

from the
and of
lottery
without license or stamps, end
of and
and from
the payment
payment
tickets without
lottery tickets
of the
reason
by
of
all
license
fees,
stamp
duties,
or
penalties
incurred
reason
incurred
penalties
or
duties,
stamp
fees,
of all license
sales aforesaid.
aforesaid.
sales

A PPROVED, June
June 30,
30, 1864.
APPROVED,

June 30, 1864.

June 30, 1864.

[
No. 56.]
56.]
[No.

preserve
Joint Resolution
Resolution authorizing
Secretary of
Interior to reclaim
reclaim and preserve
of the Interiorto
the Secretary
authorizingthe
Joint
certain
Property of
United States.
the United
of the
certain Property

Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
United
House of Representatives
and House
Be
Inthe
of
Secretary
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Secretary
the
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
Improper
improper
the
prevent
to
terior
be,
and
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
'to
improper
directed
and
appropriation
of
authorized
hereby,
is
of terior be, and
appropriation
treets, &c., in
appropriation or
any of
the public
public streets,
streets, avenues,
avenues, squares,
of the
of any
occupation of
or occupation
be appropriation
ngton beWashington
Waesh
the
or
reservations
in
the
city
of
Washington
belonging
to
the
United States,
to
belonging
Washington
of
city
the
in
reservations
or
longing
the
to
longing
United
States, to
to
United States,
be prevented.

be prevented

and
to reclaim
reclaim the
same if
appropriated; and particularly to
to
unlawfully appropriated;
if unlawfully
the same
and to
prevent
the erection
erection of
building upon any property rerepermanent building
of any permanent
prevent the
authorized
served
to or
for the
use of
of the
States, unless plainly
plainly authorized
United States,
the United
the use
or for
served to
by act
congress, and
to report
report to
the congress
commencement
congress at the commencement
to the
and to
of congress,
act of
by
of its
next session,
session, his
his proceedings
proceedings in
the premises,
together with
with aa full
premises, together
in the
its next
of
the
authority,
statement
of
all
such
property,
and
how,
and
by
the same
same
what
by
and
how,
and
property,
statement of all such
is
herein contained
contained shall be construed
construed to
to
Nothing herein
claimed. Nothing
or claimed.
occupied or
is occupied
interfere with
the temporary
proper occupation
occupation of any
any portion of
of
temporary and proper
with the
interfere
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such
property, by
authority, for
for the
the
purposes of
of the
the legitimate
legitimate purposes
by lawful
lawful authority,
such property,
United States.
United
States.
APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
June 30,
30, 1864.
1864.
Relief of the
[So. 57.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolutionfor
for the Reliefof
the Officers
Offcers of
of the Fourth
Fourth and Fifth
Fifth Indian
Indian June 30,1864.
30, 1864.
Regiments.
'Regiments.
Be
Home of
Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
proper accounting
accounting Claims of
States
America in
assembled, That
That the
the proper
officers of
of certain
officers
the treasury
directed to
and settle
settle the
the officers
certain
hereby directed
to adjudicate
adjudicate and
officers of
of the
treasury are
are hereby
Indian regiments
claims
of those
of the
the fourth
fourth and
who were
were tndian
rgiments
and fifth
fifth Indian
Indian regiments
regiments who
officers of
claims of
those officers
to be paid.
commissioned
War Department,
accepted their
appointments,
and accepted
their appointments,
commissioned by
by the
the War
Department, and
for
time as
as they,
or either
either of
were actually
performing duty
duty
they, or
of them,
them, were
actually performing
for such
such time
other
than that
for said
regiments, and
to pay
pay such
such claims
claims
other than
that of
of recruiting
recruiting for
said regiments,
and to
out
moneys in
the treasury
treasury not
otherwise appropriated:
Provided, Proviso.
Proviso.
not otherwise
appropriated: Provided,
out of
of any
any moneys
in the
however,
That no
no compensation
compensation shall
beyond the
and
shall be
be allowed beyond
the pay and
however, That
emoluments
the respective
respective rank
of the
several officers;
officers; nor
nor
rank of
the several
emoluments incident
incident to
to the
shall
claim be
be considered
considered or
or allowed
except accompanied
by the
the
shall any
any claim
allowed except
accompanied by
official
officer of the regular
or
regular or
official certificates
certificates or orders
orders of the commanding
commanding officer
volunteer officers
officers of the U. S. army assigning them to such duty.
APPROVED,
June 30, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, June

[No.
[No. 59.]
69.]

A
the State of Wisconsin.
A Resolution
Resolutionfor the Relief of the

July
July 1, 1864.

Resolved by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of
United
Wisconsin to be
Wisconsin
to be
Secretary of the charged
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
States of America in
assembled, That the
with the
Department
adjusting the
amount
State proceeds
Department of the
the Interior shall, in adjusting
proceeds of sales
the •
amount due
due the State
of land
land granted
granted
of
Wisconsin, under
laws, as
as five
five per
net proceeds of
per centum of the net
existing laws,
under existing
of Wisconsin,
to the Milwaukie
d h
of lasalesi of nte hui
of
lands within
limits, estimate
estimate and
against and.
of sales
sales of
of the
the public
public lands
within her
her limits,
and charge
charge against
and Rock River
River
canal;
her
twenty-five thousand
hundred canal;
hundred and
and twenty-five
thousand four hundred
her the
the value
value of the
the one
one hundred
and thirty-one
thirty-one and eighty-two
eighty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres of land granted to the
Milwaukie and
Territory of Wisconsin, to aid in the construction
construction of the Milwaukie
Rock River Canal which
which have been
been sold by said territory
territory or said state, at
twenty-five cents
one dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre, and as much more as the territhereof at aa
tory and state
state received
received upon the same upon sales of any part thereof
to be
be credited
credited
state with the amount that has
higher price, and shall credit said .state
has been to
with what.
legally and
and properly
applied by
said state
state or
or territory
towards the
cost with what.
territory towards
the cost
legally
properly applied
by said
of selling
selling said
land and
the construction
said canal. And
And the
of said
and towards
towards the
construction of
of
said land
Allowance to
said
secretary shall
Milwaukie and Rock Allowance
allow to
to the
the Milwaukie
said secretary
shall also
also settle and
and allow
the canal comcanal comRiver Canal Company
Company such sums of money as have been properly
properly ex- the
pany.
pended
company in the
by said
said company
the survey
survey and
and location
location of said canal,
canal, in the
pended by
together
construction
far as the same has been constructed,
constructed, together
construction thereof,
thereof, as far
and
slack-water navigation,
with dams,
dams, locks,
locks, and slack-water
navigation, and in the management
management and
keeping the same in repair; and the same shall be paid to the said
said canal
canal
company out of any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, not
exceeding
exceeding in amount, however,
however, the balance charged
charged against the State of
of
after
Wisconsin
required, after
Wisconsin upon the sales of said canal lands, as above required,
deducting the sum allowed
allowed said state for money
money paid by her out of the
deducting
same fund. The same to be received
received by said
said canal
canal company
company in full paysaid company
company against
against the State of
of
ment and
and satisfaction of all claims of said
Wisconsin and of the United States on account
canal land grant,
account of said canal
Wisconsin
of
or
action of the Territory
State of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, or of
Territory or State
or on
on account
account of any action
the United States, in relation thereto.
commissioner of the Commissioner
further resolved, That the commissioner
S
EC. 2.
2. And be it further
SEC.
Commissioner
land-office be, and he is hereby, appointed
appointed commissioner
commissioner to
general land-office
to adjust of general landadjust
office to
to adjust
the accounts
accounts herein provided
provided for, under
under the supervision
supervision of the Secretary
Secretary office
the accounts.
of the Interior, and to determine
determine what
what sum shall be
be charged
charged to said State the accounts.
canal;
of Wisconsin for the lands granted for the construction
construction of said canal;
and what sums shall be credited,
credited, respectively,
respectively, to said
said state and said comcorn35*
35*
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pany for
for the
the moneys
moneys expended
them in
the construction
construction of said locks
in the
by them
expended by
pany
provided.
and
as herein provided.
canal as
and canal
A PPROVED, July
July 1, 1864.
APPROVED,

An Act to reduce the Ex.
[
No. 60.] A
Exof the Tenth Section of ""An
July 1,
A Resolution explanatory of
1, 1864.
1864. [No.
July
approved, May
penses of the Survey
of the Public Lands in the United States, approved,
Survey and Sale of
chpenses
1862,
1862,
10. 30
86, §
§10.
ch. 86,
1862, ch.
30, 1862.
1862.
Vol. xii.o
xii. p.
p. 410.1862
410.
United
Resolved
by the
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
section of an
That the tenth section
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
act entitled
"An act
act to
expenses of
survey and
and sale
sale of the
of the survey
the expenses
reduce the
to reduce
entitled "An
act
public lands
lands in
States," approved
approved the thirtieth day of May,
United States,"
the United
in the
public
Deposits for ex- eighteen hundred and sixty-two, providing for the deposit
money in a
a
for ex eighteen hundred and sixty-two, providing for the deposit of money
Depositsof surveys
penses
lands,
public
the
for
proper
United
States
depository
to
pay
for
survey
of
lands,
depository
States
of
public
lands.
United
proper
of public lands.
shall
be construed
construed to
an appropriation
the sums so deposited for the
of the
appropriation of
be an
to be
shall be
objects
contemplated in
in the
the said
said tenth
Secretary of the
the Secretary
and the
section, and
tenth section,
objects contemplated
section
Treasury
is authorized
authorized to
to cause
cause the
the sums deposited
deposited under the said section
Treasury is
to
be placed
placed to
to the
the credit
of the
appropriations for the surveying
surveying
proper appropriations
the proper
credit of
to be
service:
Provided, That
any excesses
and
excesses in the sums so deposited, over and
That any
service: Provided,
above the
actual cost of the surveys, comprising all expenses
expenses incident
incident
the actual
above
thereto, for
for which
which they
they were
were severally
severally deposited,
deposited, shall be repaid to the
thereto,
depositors
respectively.
depositors respectively.
1864.
1, 1864.
A PPR OVED, July
July 1,
APPROVED,

1, 1864.
July 1,
July

[
No. 61.]
61.]
[No.

Landfor
A
Resolution to
Acquisition ofcertain
for the Use of
of the
the
certainLand
the Acquisition
authorize the
to authorize
A Resolution
the Insane,
for the
ernment Hospital
Hospital for
Insane.
-ernment

GoG017.

Resolved
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
the Senate
Resolved by
Secretary of the InteStates
That the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
rior is
is hereby
authorized to
John Perkins
Perkins a
a portion of the exto John
deed to
to deed
hereby authorized
rior
Land to be
treme south
south point
angle of
the farm
government hospital
hospital for the
farm of the government
of the
or angle
point or
deeded to John
treme
deeded
Perkins
Perkins in exinsane,
in
exchange
for
two
acres
of
land,
more
or
less,
now
owned
and
owned and
now
less,
or
more
land,
of
change for lands insane, in exchange for two acres
occupied
the said
Perkins, and
situated near the
the middle
middle of that side
and situated
said Perkins,
by the
occupied by
of his for the
That
hospital for
for the
of the hospital
hospital farm which fronts upon the public
public roads: Provided,
Provided, That
the Of
hospital
insane.
not
snore
than
three
acres
is
given
for
one
contained
in
the
last-described
last-described
the
in
contained
one
for
not more than three acres is given
Provisos.
piece of
of land
land belonging
belonging to
to the
the said
Perkins: And
provided, further,
That
further, That
And provided,
said Perkins:
piece
a good
the said
said Perkins
Perkins is
is able
able to
good
does give, to the United States a
and does
give, and
to give,
the
and sufficient
sufficient title
title to the
the piece
and occupied
occupied by him.
piece of land now owned and
and
[
SEC. 2.]
be it
resolved, That
That the Secretary of the Intefurther resolved,
it further
And be
2.] And
[SEC.
Certain exrior
is further
authorized to defray
defray the expense
expense of moving the dwellingfurther authorized
rior is
exCertain
provided
penses
penses provided
of
house
on the
present Perkins'
Perkins' tract
to the
the tract
tract exchanged
exchanged for it, and of
tract to
the present
house on
for.
digging and
any appropriation
appropriation already made, or that
of any
out of
well, out
a well,
walling a
and walling
digging
may be
be made,
made, for
hospital.
inclosing the grounds of the hospital.
for inelosing
may
1, 1864.
A
PPROVED, July 1,
APPROVED,

July
uly 1,, 1864.

Fund.
[No. 62.]
62.] A
regulating the Investment of the Naval-Pension
Naval-Pension Fund.
Resolution regulating
A Resolution
[No.
United
the
of
Representatives
of
House of Representatives of
Resolved by
the Senate
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
Navy,
the Navy,
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
States of

Moneys belong- as
as trustee
the naval
naval pension
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized and
he is hereby,
fund, be,
pension fund,
of the
trustee of
Monevsbelong-

lug to
directed to
be invested in the registered
registered securities of the United
to be
cause to
to cause
naval directed
fhe naval
to the
ing
year,
July of
first day of
pension fund
fund
pension
States, on the first day
day of January and the first
of July
of each
each year,
how to be invested.
vested.ein

so much
much of
in the
treasury of
the United
United States as may
of the
the treasury
then in
fund then
said fund
the said
of the
so
not be
required for
the payment
fiscal
pensions for the then current fiscal
naval pensions
of naval
payment of
for the
be required
not
year; and
requisition of
of the
the said secretary,
secretary, so much of the said
the requisition
upon the
and upon
year;
fund
may not
not be
such payment
pensions accruing
Acruing dur
dur
payment of pensions
for such
required for
be required
as may
fund as
ing
year, shall
treasury on the days aforeshall be held in the treasury
fiscal year,
current fiscal
the current
ing the
said in
order for the purpose
purpose of such immediate
year, subject to his order
each year,
in each
said
investment; and
the interest
interest payable
payable in coin upon the said securities in
in
and the
investment;
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which the said fund shall be invested,
invested, shall
when clue,
to the
the
shall be
be so
so paid,
paid, when
due, to
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
is hereby
authorized and
and
order of
of the
the Secretary
Navy, and
and he
he is
hereby authorized
exchange the
amount of
such interest
interest when
when paid
paid in
in coin,
for
directed to exchange
the amount
of such
coin, for
of the
United States
as may
may be
be obtained
obtained
so much of
of the
the legal currency of
the United
States as
therefor at the current
current rates of premium
on gold,
and to
to deposit
deposit the
said
premium on
gold, and
the said
the said
naval peninterest so converted
converted in the
the treasury
treasury to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
said naval
pension
That nothing
contained shall
to
sion fund;
fund; Provided,
Provided, That
nothing herein
herein contained
shall be
be construed
construed to
interfere with the payment of naval pensions
pensions under
under the
tho supervision
supervision of
of the
the
Secretary of the Interior, as now regulated
Secretary
law.
regulated by
by law.
APPROVED, July
July 1,
1, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
[No.
Joint Resolution
Resolution to grant
grant additional
Agricultural Department.
Department.
[
No. 63.] Joint
additional Rooms to the Agricultural
July 1,, 1S64.
1864.
July
W
HEREAS the
department of
of agriculture
agriculture in
in the
the
WHEREAS
the space assigned to
to the
the department
patent-office building, included
patent-office
included between
crypt and
the west
west
between the
the central
central crypt
and the
wing in the first story on the south front, is
is entirely
inadequate to
Preamble.
entirely inadequate
to the
the Preamble.
necessities
necessities of the department,
two of
of the
the rooms
within these
department, two
rooms within
these limits
limits being
being
used as furnace-rooms for the patent-office,
patent-office, one
one as a
a chemical
chemical laboratory,
laboratory,
and another
another having recently
recently been taken for the use of the land-office,
land-office, [Repealed,
[Repealed, Ante,
Ante,
leaving but five rooms, with one small storeroom,
business of the P.
storeroom, for the
the business
P. 381.381.1
department:
additional rooms
department: and whereas, additional
are indispensably
indispensably necessary
rooms are
necessary
for the convenience
commissioner, for the accommodation
convenience of the commissioner,
of clerks
accommodation of
clerks
engaged
engaged in the collection
collection and compilation of statistics,
and in
in other
statistics, and
other official
official
duties; for the better accommodation
accommodation of the operations
operations of the chemist in
in
making
making agricultural tests, analyses,
analyses, and experiments,
experiments, and
and for
for the arrangearrangement and exhibition of pomological,
entomological, and
agricultural specspecpomological, entomological,
and agricultural
imens, models, and paintings:
paintings: Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United Additional
Additional
States of America in
assembled, That, in addition to the rooms
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
rooms for the
rooms rooms
now occupied by the department
department of agriculture, there
there shall be, and hereby
hereby agricultural
agricultural deis, assigned
assigned to the
th e s
uit e o
up
on th
rs tfloor
fl oorpartment.
is,
the said
said department
department the
suite
off rooms
rooms upon
thee fifirst
partment.
included between the southwest corner and the western
western entrance
entrance of
of the
the
patent-office building.
building.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 1,
1, 1864.
1864.

[No. 66.] A
A Resolution
Resolution requesting
requesting the President
President to appoint
appoint a
a Day for National
Hum2lia- July
National HumiliaJuly 2,
2, 1864.
tion and
and Prayer.
Prayer.
and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
of the
United States
States
Representatives of
the United
Congress assembled, That the President
of America in
in Congress
President of the United
United States The President
President
be requested to appoint a
a day
day for humiliation
humiliation and prayer
prayer by the people
people of apponted
r
a
ep
q
p
u
oint aday for
the United States ;
; that he request
constitutional advisers
request his constitutional
advisers at the head fasting, &c.
&c.
of the executive
departments to unite with him
executive departments
the chief
chief magistrate
magistrate of
him as
as the
of
the nation, at the city of Washington,
Washington, and the members
members of
and
of congress,
congress, and
all magistrates, all civil, military, and naval officers, all soldiers,
sailors,
soldiers, sailors,
and marines, with all loyal and
and law-abiding people
to convene
convene at
people, to
at their
their
usual places
places of worship, or wherever
where ver they
may be,
and to
they may
be, to
to confess
confess and
to
repent of their manifold sins; to implore the compassion
compassion and forgiveness
forgiveness
of the Almighty, that, if consistent with His
rebellion
His will, the existing rebellion
may be speedily
may
speedily suppressed,
suppressed, and the supremacy
supremacy of the constitution
constitution and
laws of the United States may be established throughout
throughout all the states;
states;
to implore Him, as the Supreme Ruler of
of the world, not to destroy
destroy us as
as
a people, nor suffer us to be destroyed
a
connivance of
of
destroyed by
by the
the hostility
hostility or
or connivance
other nations,
nations, or by obstinate adhesion to our own counsels,
counsels, which
which may
may
be in
in conflict
purposes, and to implore
implore Him to enlighten
be
conflict with His eternal purposes,
enlighten
the mind of the nation to know and do His will;
the
will; humbly
humbly believing that
that
it is in accordance with His will that our place should be maintained
maintained as a
a
united people
implore Him to grant
people among the family of nations;
nations; to implore
grant to
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our armed
masses of
people that
that courage,
courage, power of
the people
of the
the masses
and the
defenders and
armed defenders
our
resistance, and
and endurance
endurance necessary
to secure
that result;
result; to implore Him
secure that
necessary to
resistance,
in His
His infinite
infinite goodness
goodness to
enlighten the
the minds, and
hearts, enlighten
the hearts,
soften the
to soften
in
down
quicken the
the consciences
those in
in rebellion,
rebellion, that
that they
they may lay down
of those
consciences of
quicken
their arms,
arms, and
and speedily
speedily return
allegiance to the
the United
United States,
their allegiance
to their
return to
their
be
that they
they may
may not
be utterly
destroyed, that
that the effusion
effusion of blood may be
utterly destroyed,
not be
that
stayed, and
and that
that unity
and fraternity
fraternity may
may be
be -restored,
restored, and
and peace
peace estabunity and
stayed,
lished throughout
borders.
throughout all our borders.
lished
APPROVED,
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, July

July 2,
1864.
2,1864.
July

Relation to the Professors
[No.
Joint Resolution in Relation
Professors of the Military Academy
Academy at West
67.] Joint
[No. 674

Point.
Point.
Resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives of
of the United States
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
of America in Congress assembled, That the thirty-first section of the act,
act,
Professors of of America in Congress assembled, That the thirty-first section of the
entitled "
act for
enrolling and
the national forces, and for
for
calling out the
and calling
for enirolling
An act
" An
entitled
the military „
.
academy at
West other
March third, eighteen
other purposes,"
approved March
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
purposes," approved
at West
academy
Point may be
or the
the eleventh
act to
to increase
increase the
pay of
of soldiers
in the
soldiers in
the pay
An act
of ""An
section of
eleventh section
or
&c.
absent, &c.
approved June
1663, ch.
ch. 75,
United States
States army,
army, and
and for
for other purposes,"
June twentieth,
.purposes," approved
31. United
§ 31.
75, §
1663,
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 736.
736. eighteen
the
abridge the
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, shall not
not be
be construed
construed to
to abridge
Vol.
145,
1864, ch. 145,
privileges
allowed to
to the professors
military academy,
academy, of
professors of the military
usually allowed
privileges usually
h.
§1
§
11.
the suspension of the ordinary
ordinary academic
academic studies of
during the
absent during
being absent
p. 145. being
Ante, p.
that
institution.
that institution.
APPROVED,
2, 1864.
APPROVED, July 2,

of
Pay of
[No.
68.] A
of an
Act entitled
entitled "
"An
An Act to increase
increase the Pay
an Act
explanatory of
A Resolution
Resolution explanatory
[No. 68.]
Soldiers
in
approved, June twentieth,
twentieth,
Army, and for other Purposes," approved,
United States Army,
in the United
Soldiers
.
15
1864, ch. 145, 1.
eighteen
4
and sixty-four.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
144.
1864,
Ante,
p.'144.
Ante, p.
p.'14
.
Representatives of
Resolved by
of the United States
of Representatives
Senate and House of
the Senate
by the
Resolved
Word
musi- of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
That the
the word "musicians"
"musicians" in the
the
America- in
of America"musiWord "
cians "not to infirst section of an act entitled
entitled "
"An act to increase the
the pay of soldiers
soldiers in
in- first
clns
clude,"notto
&c.
the
States army, and
and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June
June twenUnited States
the United
tieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, is
construed to include
is not to be construed
tieth, eighteen
musicians,
than leaders,)
leaders,) employed
employed as members of brigade
brigade and
and
(other •than
musicians, (other
regimental
but such
members of bands
bands shall be paid
paid as heretofore,
heretofore,
such members
bands; but
regimental bands;
one
fourth of
members of each band thirty-four
thirty-four dollars per month,
the members
of the
one fourth
one fourth
fourth of
of them
half of
of
twenty dollars per month, and the remaining half
them twenty
one
seventeen dollars per month.
month.
them seventeen
July
2, 1854.
1814.
July 2,

APPROVED,
July 2,
1864.
2, 1864.
APPROVED, July

July 4,
4, 1864.
Pay of hospihospie
tal
matrons
to be
tPYatyof
increased.
increased.'

[No.
[
No. 75.]

Hospitals.
Matrons in the Hospitals.
Compensation of Matrons
increase the Compensation
A Resolution
Resolution to increase
A

United States
Resolved
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
and House of
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by
of America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That from
from and after
after the first day of
July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
hospital matrons shall be entitled
entitled
sixty-four, hospital
and sixty-four,
July, eighteen
to
to and shall receive ten dollars per month and one ration.
4, 1864.
APPROVED, July
1864.
July 4,
APPROVED,

Joint Resolution
for the
the Relief
by a
a late Accident at the U
U. S.
of the Sufferers by
Relief of
Resolution for
Joint
D. C.
Washington, D.
Arsenal in Washington,
W HEREAS nearly
persons, mostly
females, were
were terribly
terribly injured,
mostly females,
thirty persons,
nearly thirty
WHEREAS
Appropriation
Appropriation
for the relief of
nineteen of them fatally,
fatally, by
by an explosion
explosion in the cartridge
cartridge factory
factory at the
nineteen
the sufferers by
seventeenth day of
United States
States arsenal
arsenal in
Washington, D. C., on the
the seventeenth
of
in
Washington,
United
by
ufferers
the
the accident at
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four;
sixty-four; and whereas
wounded are
whereas all of the wounded
hundred and
June, eighteen
Washington June,
the Washington
arsenal.
poor, and dependent
arsenal.
dependent upon
upon daily labor
labor for bread,
bread, who by this calamity
calamity
have
power to earn their
their living, and are without
without the
the
the power
of the
deprived of
been deprived
have been
4, 1864.
July 4,

[No.
76.]
[No. 76.]
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means
to procure
the care
comforts necessary
to their
recovery;
their recovery;
necessary to
and comforts
care and
procure the
means to
Therefore,
Therefore,
United
Be
it resolved
the Senate
of Representatives
Representativesof the United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
resolved by
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the sum
of two
two thousand
thousand
sum of
assembled, That
America in
States of
dollars be,
be, and
the same
same is
of any
any money
money in
the
in the
out of
appropriated out
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated
and the
dollars
treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, for
for the
relief of
of the
of such
such
victims of
the victims
the relief
otherwise appropriated,
treasury
explosion, -— said
money to
to be
be distributed
Major
the direction
direction of Major
under the
distributed under
said money
explosion,
Benton,
commanding at
and in
in such
manner as
as shall
shall most
most
such manner
arsenal, and
at said
said arsenal,
Benton, commanding
conduce to
sufferers, according
according to
to their
their
said sufferers,
of said
relief of
and relief
comfort and
the comfort
to the
conduce
necessities respectively,
respectively, and
and that
that he
to this
house.
this house.
he report
report to
necessities
APPROVED, July
4, 1864.
July 4,
APPROVED,
[No. 77.]
77.] Joint
Resolution imposing
imposing a
aspecial
Duty.
1864.
4,1864.
July 4,
special Income Dtuty.
Joint Resolution
[No.
the
United
Representatives of
Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
inStates
That, in
addition to
to the
the income
income coAdditional
Admitonat
in addition
assembled, That,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
come duty for the
year
ending
Deshall
be
levied,
assessed,
and
collected
duty
already
imposed
by
law,
there
duty
on thealready
first day
imposed
of October,
by law,eighteen
there shall
hundred
be levied,
and sixty-four,
assessed, and
aspecial
collected
in- yeianreendii'ig
cember 31, 1863.
on the first day of October, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, a special in- cember 31, 1863.
come
duty upon
upon the
income for the year ending
ending the
the
the gains, profits, or income
come duty
time herein
thirty-first day
day of
December next
next preceding
herein named,
named, by
by
preceding the time
of December
thirty-first
levying,
assessing, and
duty of all persons residing within
within
collecting said duty
and collecting
levying, assessing,
the United
or of citizens of the United States residing
residing abroad,
abroad, at
the
United States, or
the rate
rate of
of five
c,entum on
on all
all sums exceeding
exceeding six hundred dollars,
per centum
five per
the
collected, except
shall be levied, assessed, estimated, and collected,
except as When
When to be
and the same
same shall
to the
provisions of
laws for the colleccollec- levied,
levied, collected,
existing laws
of existing
to the
the provisions
according to
rate, according
to
the rate,
hereto; and the
tion of
income duty,
duty, annually,
annually, where
the &C.
"
not inapplicable hereto;
where not
an income
tion
of an
authorized to make such
Secretary
hereby authorized
such rules and
and
Treasury is hereby
the 'Treasury
Secretary of the
and mode, or other matters,
regulations as
matters, to enforce the colleccollecas to time and
regulations
duty herein provided
tion of
of the
provided for, as may be necessary:
necessary:
income duty
special income
the special
tion
Ptovided, That in estimating the annual gains, profits,
profits, or income, as aforeProvided,
said, for
foregoing special
special income
deductions shall be
be made
made
duty, no deductions
income duty,
the foregoing
for the
said,
for dividends
received from
corporation, or
association, corporation,
any association,
from any
or interest
interest received
for
dividends or
any salary or pay
company, nor
nor shall
be made
made for
pay received.
for any
deduction be
shall any
any deduction
company,
APPROVED, July 4,
4, 1864.
APPROVED,

[No,
78.1
[No. 781

Pay of
relative to Pay
Resolution relative
Resolution explanatory
Joint
explanatory of a
aJoint Resolution
of Staff
Staff OffiJoint Resolution
Lieutenant-General.
cers of the Lieutenant-General.

July
4, 1864.
July 4,1864.

See Ante, No.
p.
406.
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the United 31'
31 '
13 *
4°6 '
resolution relaThat the joint resolution
States
of America
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
Pay
of staff
officers of the lieutenant-general,
tive to pay of staff officers
lieutenant-general, approved
approved May oficalsOffse
lieutenanttwenty, eighteen
shall be so construed
construed as
as to lieutenantand sixty-four,
sixty-four, shall
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty,
the staff of the lieutenant-general
entitle
officers on the
lieutenant-general to general.
staff officers
the staff
all the
entitle all
and allowances
allowances of cavalry
receive
pay, emoluments, and
cavalry officers of the
receive the pay,
same grade.
same
4, 1864.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 4,

PUBLIC ACTS OF THE THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS
THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS
OF THE
OF
THE

UNITED

STATES.
STATES.

Passed
at the
which was
was begun
and holden
holden at
the City
City of
of
at the
begun and
the second
second session,
session, which
Passed at
Washington, in
of
fifth day of
on Monday, the fifth
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
in the District
District of
Washington,
December, A.
A. D.
the fourth
fourth day of March,
and ended Saturday,
Saturday, the
D. 1864, and
December,
A. D. 1865.
ABRAHAM
HANNIBAL HAMLIN,
HAMLIN, Vice-President,
Vice-President,
President. HANNIBAL
LINCOLN, President.
ABRAHAM LiNcoLx,
President of the Senate. DANIEL CLARK was elected
elected President
President
and President
of the
acted
the ninth
ninth day
day of February, and so acted
the Senate, pro
pro tempore, on the
of
until
month. SCHUYLER
SCHUYLEB
that month.
the nineteenth
nineteenth day of that
until and
and including the
COLFAX, Speaker
of the
the House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
COLFAX,
Speaker of
CHAP.
I.- An
An Act in
"Act respecting
respecting Quarantines
Quarantines and
and Health Laws,"
the "Act
in Addition
Addition to
to the
CHAP. I.twenty-fifth, one thousand
thousand seven hundred and
and for
for the
and ninety-nine, and
approved February
Februarytwenty-fifth,
third Section
thereof.
better Execution
Execution of the third
Section thereof.

Dec. 15,1864.
15, 1864.

1799, ch.
h. 12
1799,
12.
Vol. i. p. 619.
19.
Vol.

Be
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Warehouses to
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of the Warehouses
That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
States of
be erected
erected in
in
purchase or erect
Treasury
erect suitable
suitable be
authorized to purchase
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and be
he is
be, and
Treasury be,
New
for
New York
York for
warehouses
and other
other conveniences
conveniences for the
goods and merchanmerchan- storage of imthe storage
storage of goods
warehouses and
in vessels
vessels
dise
in any
any vessel
subject to
restraint, pur- ports in
to quarantine
quarantine or other restraint,
vessel subject
imported in
dise imported
subject to quarsuant
to the
the health
health laws
laws of the State of
York, at
convenient aect
at such convenient
of New
New York,
suant to
antine. to quarplace or places within or near the port
port of New York as the safety of the
place
public revenue
revenue and
health laws
laws may require; and the
such health
and the
the observance
observance of such
public
sum
thousand dollars
is hereby
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money Appropriation.
sum of
of twenty
twenty thousand
dollars is
hereby appropriated,
Appropriation.
appropriated, to defray
otherwise appropriated,
defray the expense
expense thereof.
thereof.
treasury not otherwise
in the treasury
15, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, December
December 15,
APPROVED,
CRAY.
An
CHA. II.
II. —
- An

Act
of a
a special
special Session of the United States
Act authorizing
authorizing the
the Holding
Holding of
District Court
Court for
for the
the District
Indiana.
District
District of
of Indiana.

Dec.
Dec. 20, 1864.
1864.
Ate, p.
3
Ante,
p. 3.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
special session
of the
the Special
Special session
session
That a
a special
session of
in Congress
States of
of district
district court
court
United States
States district
Indiana shall
shall be holden
holden at of
district court for the district of Indiana
United
in Indiana.
January, Indiana
holding said court on the first Tuesday
Tuesday in January,
usual place of holding
the usual
eighteen hundred and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
SEc.
And be
further enacted,
That all
all suits
suits and
and proceedings
of a
a Pending, &c.,
&c.,
proceedings of
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
civil
or criminal
criminal nature,
returnable to said court, shall process.
process.
or returnable
pending in or
now pending
nature, now
civil or
be proceeded
at, said special
special
determined by said court, at
and determined
tried, and
in, heard, tried,
be
proceeded in,
session,
regular term
of said
said court,
court, and
and the
judge Jurors.
Jurors.
as at
at a
a regular
term of
the judge
session, in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
thereof
empowered to
petit and
and grand
empanelling of aapetit
the empanelling
to order the
is hereby
hereby empowered
thereof is
jury for
session.
for said
said session.
jury
APPROVED,
1864.
20, 1864.
December 20,
APPROVED, December
CHAP. III.III.
- An
Construction of
Cutters on the
of Rettersue
Revenue Cutters
the Purchase
Purchaseor Construction
An Act
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
CHAr.
Lakes.
Lakes.

Dec. 20, 1864.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the
Secretary of the
the Six steam revthe Secretary
in Congress
States of
cuttersufor
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized to
;liu as
and alter,
alter, not exceeding enue
purchase and
to construct,
construct, or purchase
Treasury
Lakes; and for that purpose ized.
six steam revenue cutters, for service on the Lakes;
much thereof
thereof as is
necessary, is Appropriation.
is necessary,
Appropriation.
dollars, or so much
the sum
sum of one million
million of dollars,
appropriated, out of any
hereby appropriated,
any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise
hereby
appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, December 20, 1864.
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H. 6,
6, 8,
8, 9,11.
9, 11.
CH.

1865.
1865.

HAP. VI
Grade of
of Vice-Admiral
ViceAdmiral in
in the
the United
United States
States Navy.
Navy.
the Grade
establish the
to establish
Act to
An Act
1864. C
VI-— An
CHAP.
21, 1864.
Dec. 21,
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
thf United
of Representatives
House of
and House
enacted by
Be
States of
assembled, That the President
President of the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Grade of
of vice- States
America in
of America
Grade
admiral estabUnited
States
be, and
is hereby,
and
empowered, by and
authorized and empowered,
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
be,
States
United
estabadmiral
lished.
who
consent of the Senate, to appoint one vice-admiral,
with
vice-admiral, who
with the advice and consent
lished.
shall
be selected
selected from
from the
the list
list of
of active
rear-admirals, and
and who shall be the
active rear-admirals,
shall be
ranking officer
officer in
navy of
of the
the United
States, and
and whose
whose relative rank
rank
United States,
the navy
in the
Appointment, ranking
rank,
&c.
with
officers of the army shall be that of lieutenant-general
lieutenant-general in the army.
with officers
rank, &c.
SEc. 2.
2. And
be it
enacted, That
That the
the pay
of the
the vice-admiral
vice-admiral
pay of
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
Pay.
of
be seven
thousand dollars
dollars when
when at
at sea,
sea, six
thousand
six thousand
seven thousand
shall be
navy shall
the navy
of the
dollars
when on
five thousand
waiting orders.
when waiting
dollars when
thousand dollars
and five
duty, and
shore duty,
on shore
dollars when
SEC. 3.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the first
first section
section of
of an
an act,
act, apapfurther enacted,
3. And
And be
SEC.
Provision of
former act
act not
not to
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, entitled
entitled
twenty-lirst, eighteen
December twenty-first,
proved December
to proved
former
apply hereto.
"An act
act further
promote the
efficiency of
of the
the navy,"
navy," shall not be so
the efficiency
to promote
further to
"An
pply
1861,hereto.
ch. 1, §1.
construed
as
to
apply
to
any
one
holding
a
commission
as vice-admiral
vice-admiral
as
commission
a
holding
one
any
to
apply
Vol.
xii. p.
329. construed as to
p.329
Vol. xii.
in
in the navy.
December 21, 1864.
APPROVED, December
1864.
APPROVED,

internalRevenue to
CHAP. VI
II. —An
Act to
amend the Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide internal
to amend
-An Act
VIII.
22, 1864.
1864. CHAP.
Dec. 22,
1864,
173,
1864, ch. 173,

§§55.
55.
Ante, p. 243.
243.

"January"
"
January "
substituted
substituted for
February""in
""February
fifty-five.
section fifty-five.

Dec.
Dec.

22,
1864.
22, 1864.

other Purposes,"
Interest on the public Debt, and for other
support
the Government,
Purposes,"
to pay Interest
Government, to
support the
and sixty-four.
approved
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
sixty four.
June thirtieth,
approved June

Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
States
That section
section fifty-five
fifty-five of
of' an act
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
entitled "An
"An act
act to
internal revenue
support the government,
government,
revenue to support
provide internal
to provide
entitled
to pay
pay interest
interest on
the public
public debt, and for other purposes," approved
approved June
on the
to
thirtieth, eighteen
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, be amended
amended by
by striking out the
the
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth,
word ""February
February "
inserting, in lieu
lieu
it occurs in said section, and inserting,
wherever it
" wherever
word
thereof, the word January.
APPROVED,
22, 1864.
1864.
December 22,
APPROVED, December
allowed for the Withdrawat
CHIP. IX.
IX.—
Withdrawat of certain
certain Goods
Act to extend the Time allowed
- An Act
CHAP.
Stores.
public Stores.
therein named
named from public
therein

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
the :S'enate
by the
enacted by
Be
in computing
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
computing the three
America in
Time
States of
Time for with- States

section of
by the
the twenty-first
years allowed by
twenty-first section
of the
the act
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act
purposes,"
increasing
temporarily
the
duties
on
imports,
and
purposes,"
other
for
and
imports,
on
duties
the
increasing temporarily
approved
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, for the withJuly fourteenth,
approved July
drawal
of goods
any public
store or
bonded warehouse
warehouse for exportation
exportation
or bonded
public store
from any
goods from
drawal of
§ 21.
§
21.
to
foreign
countries,
or
transshipment
to
any
port
of
the
Pacific
or
western
or western
Pacific
the
of
port
to
any
ii.
. p. 559. to foreign countries, or transshipment
ol. xii.
Vol.
any
coast
States, if
if such
exportation or transshipment
transshipment of
of any
such exportation
United States,
the United
of the
coast of
goods
shall, either
for the
any pail
three
part of the said term of three
or any
whole or
the whole
either for
goods shall,
years have
prevented by reason of any
any order
order of the President
President of the
have been prevented
years
United States,
States, the time during which such exportation
exportation or transshipment
transshipment of
United
such
goods shall have been so prevented,
prevented, as aforesaid, shall
shall be excluded from
from
such goods
the
computation.
the said computation.

drawal
certain
drawal of certain
goods from public stores extended.
1862, ch. 163,
163,
1862,

APPROVED,
22, 1864.
1864.
December 22,
APPROVED, December

10, 1865.
Jan. 10,1865.

Two regents

of Smithsonian
Smithsonian
of

Institution need.
snot bee members
not
members
of National Institute.
stitute.

requiringcertain
CHAP. XI.
Act to repeal the Provision
certain Regents of the SmithProvisionof Law requiring
An Act
- An
XI. CHAP.
sonian Institution
sonian
Institution to be Members of
of the National
National Institute.
Institute.
United
House of
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
Be it
of the
much of
so much
States of
in Congress
That so
the act "To
"To
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
establish
diffusion of
establish the Smithsonian Institution, for the increase and diffusion
regents
the
knowledge
among
men"
as
requires
that
two
of
the
regents
of
said instiof
two
that
requires
as
men"
among
knowledge
tution
the National
National Institute
Institute in the city of Washingof the
members of
be members
shall be
tution shall
ton, be,
be, and
and the same is
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
ton,
APPROVED,
January 10,
10, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, January

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
II. C
H. 12,
12, 13,
13, 16.
THIRTY-EIGHTH
SESS.
CH.
16.

1865.
1865.

421
421

CHAP. XII.
XII. Apprv.riations for
CHAP.
- An Act making Appropriations
for the
the Payment of
of invalid
invalid and
and other Pensions of the United
United States
sions
thirtieth of
of June, eighteen
States for the Year ending the thirtieth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six.
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
States
in Congress
assembled, That
the following
following sums
sums be,
be,
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the

Pensions
Pensions apap-

two,
two, seven
seven million
million dollars.
dollars.
SEC.
2. And
And be
enacted, That
S
EC. 2.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the
the following
following sums
sums be,
be, and
the
and the

1862, ch. 166.
1862,
166
Deficiency ap-

Jan.
1865.
Jan. 11,
11, 1865.

propriation.
and the same are hereby, appropriated,
treasury propriation.
appropriated, out of any
any money
money in the treasury
payment of
the year
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, for the payment
of pensions
pensions for
for the
year endendeighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
ing the thirtieth of June, eighteen
sixty-six::-—
For invalid pensions under various
various acts,
acts, four million dollars.
Invalid.
For revolutionary
revolutionary pensions, per acts of March
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen Revolutionary.
March eighteenth,
Revolutionary.
hundred and eighteen;
1818, ch. 19.
fifteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighteen; May
May fifteenth,
and twenty-eight;
twenty-eight; 1818,
28 cch. 53.
June seventh, eighteen hundred and thirty-two; third section
section of act of
of 1828,
h. 53.
18
1832,, ch.
126
1832,
ch. 126.
thirty-eight; March
July seventh, eighteen hundred and
and thirty-eight;
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen 1838, ch.
eh. 189.
1843,
ch.
102.
hundred and forty-three;
June
seventeenth,
eighteen
hundred
forty-three; June
eighteen hundred and forty1843, ch. 102.
1844, ch.
ch. 102.
and fortyforty- 1844,
four; February
February second and July twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
12.
1848, ch. 8,120.
eight; and second section [of]
[of ]act of February
February third,
eighteen hundred and
third, eighteen
and 18a3,
1853, ch. 41.
41.
fifty-three,
hundred and thirty thousand dollars.
fifty-three, two hundred
For pensions to widows, mothers,
the first
first secsec- Widows, chilchilmothers, children,
children, and
and sisters,
sisters, under the
he.
tion of the act of fourth July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty-six;
thirty-six; act of July dren,
dren, &c.
forty-eight; first section of the
18368 ch. 362
twenty first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-eight;
the act of
1
1
8
8
3
4
6
8
,
,c .11
0.
.
February third, eighteen
and fifty-three;
June third,
third, eighteen
eighteen 1853,
February
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-three; June
1853, ch.
ch. 41.
41.
1858,
ch.
85.
fifty-eight; and July fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and
hundred and fifty-eight;
and sixtysixty- 1858, ch. 885.

propriation.
same are hereby, appropriated
same
appropriated to supply
supply deficiencies in the
the appropriations
appropriations propriation.
for
the present
fiscal year:
year: for
of pensions
acts of
for the
present fiscal
for the
the payment
payment of
pensions under
under the
the acts
of
March eighteenth, eighteen hundred
and eighteen;
May fifteenth,
fifteenth, eigheighhundred and
eighteen; May
eighteen hundred
hundred and
teen hundred and twenty-eight;
twenty-eight; June seventh, eighteen
and thirtythirtytwo; third section
hundred and
and thirty-six;
thirty-six;
section of
of act
act of
of July
July fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
July seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and
January [June]
[June] sevensevenand thirty-eight;
thirty-eight; January
teenth, eighteen
teenth,
hundred and
forty-four; March
March third,
third, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
and forty-four;
eighteen hundred
and forty-three;
and July twenty-ninth,
forty-three; February
February second
second ana
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and forty-eight; and second section of act of February
February third,
eighteen
third, eighteen
sixty-five thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-three, sixty-five
dollars.
For
the payment
payment of
the first
first section
of the
the act
act of
of July
For the
of pensions
pensions under
under the
section of
July
fourth,
eighteen hundred
July twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen
fourth, eighteen
hundred and
and thirty-six;
thirty-six; act
act of
of July
hundred
and forty-eight;
hundred and
forty-eight; first
section of
of the
the act
act of
of February
February third,
eighfirst section
third, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-three;
teen
fifty-three; June
eighteen hundred
and fifty-eight;
fifty-eight;
June third,
third, eighteen
hundred and
and July fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two, three million
million five
five
hundred thousand dollars.
hundred
APPROVED,
11, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, January
January 11,

CHAP.
CHAP. XIII.
XIII.
—An
Act entitled "An
"An Act for the Punishment
- An Act to amend
amend an Act
Punishment of Crimes Jan. 13,1865.
13, 1865.
in the District
Districtof Columbia," approved
approved March
thirty-one.
March second, eighteen hundred and thirty-one.
1831.
-ch372.
178-3
1, ch. K§ -2
.
Vol. iv. p. 448.
448.
Be
it enacted
House of
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United Vol.
Punishment of
of
States of
America in
an Punishment
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the second
second section
section of an
manslaughter,
act entitled "
"An
An act for the punishment
punishment of crimes
crimes in the District of &c.in
uthe
Dishe., in the DisColumbia," approved
approved March
March second,
eighteen hundred
,
Columbia,"
second, eighteen
and thirty-one,
thirty-one, be,
be, trict of Columbia.
hundred and

amended so as to read
and the same is hereby, amended
read as follows:
followi: That every
person duly convicted
convicted of manslaughter,
manslaughter, or of any
any assault
assault with intent
intent to
kill, shall be sentenced
sentenced to suffer imprisonment
the first
first
imprisonment and labor,
labor, for the
offence, for aaperiod not less than two nor more than eight
offence,
eight years, for the
the
second offence, for aaperiod
period not less than six nor
nor more
more than fifteen
fifteen years.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
13, 1865.
January 13,
1865.
CHAP.
an Act entitled "An
Act to provide for carrying
CHAP. XVI. -An
—An Act
Act to amend an
"An Act
20, 1865.
carrying the Jan. 20,
1865.
Mailsfromt
United States to Foreign
Foreign Ports,
other Purposes," approved
approved March
March 1864, ch. 40,
Mails from the United
Ports, andfor
and for other
twenty-fifth,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four.
§§4.
twenty-fifth, eighteen
hundred and
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United Ante,
Ante, p. 36.
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
the United
36.
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the fourth
fourth section
of America in Congress
section of an
VOL.
VOL. XIII.
MIL POE.
PUB. —36
-36

422
422
Postage on
On
mail
bematter bemail matter
tween Kansas
Kansas
tween
and
and California.

Jan. 24,
1865.
Jan.
24, 1865.

THIRTY—EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. II.
18.
II. Cm 18.
SESSI.

1865.
1865.

act entitled
for carrying
the mails
mails from
from the
the United
United
carrying the
to provide
provide for
act to
" An act
entitled "An
act
States to
foreign ports,
and for
for other
purposes," approved
March twentytwentyapproved March
other purposes,"
ports, and
to foreign
States
fifth, eighteen
hundred and
be no
as to
to insert
insert in
the
in the
amended as
so amended
sixty-four, be
and sixty-four,
fifth, eighteen hundred
proviso in
in said
the word
newspapers," the
the words
words "
" periodiper;odi"newspapers,"
word "
after the
section, after
said section,
proviso
cals, magazines,
magazines, and
read: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this
it will
will read:
so that
that it
and exchanges,"
exchanges," so
cals,
section shall
shall not
not be
be held
the transmission
transmission by
by mail
mail of
newsof newsto the
to extend
extend to
held to
section
papers, periodicals,
magazines, and
exchanges, from
from a
office of
of
a known
known office
and exchanges,
periodicals, magazines,
papers,
publication, to
to bona
bona fide
not exceeding
one copy
copy to
each subsubto each
exceeding one
subscribers, not
fide subscribers,
publication,
scriber from
from any
office.
any one office.
scriber
APPROVED,
January 20, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, January
CRAP.
the Consular
Consular and
and Diplomatic
Diplomatic ExExfor the
Appropriationsfor
making Appropriations
An Act
Act making
XVIII. -— An
CHAP. XVIII.
penses
the Government
the Year
ending thirtieth
thirtieth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty.
sixtyYear ending
for the
Government for
of the
penses of
six.
six.

Be
by the
the Senate
and Rouse
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
sums be,
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
be, and
and
following sums
of America
America in
States of
diplomatic aptreasury
diplomatic ap- the same are hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
propriation.
hereafter expressed,
for the
the objects
objects hereafter
not otherwise
appropriated, for
not
otherwise appropriated,
expressed, for
for the
the fisfispropriation.
cal
ending the
thirtieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-six,
and sixty-six,
hundred and
the thirtieth
year ending
cal year
namely:
namely:-—
For
salaries of
of envoys
and commissioners
of
commissioners of
ministers, and
extraordinary, ministers,
envoys extraordinary,
Envoys, minisFor salaries
ters, and cormcomthe
Great Britain,
Britain, France, Russia,
Spain,
Russia, Prussia, Spain,
the United States
States at
at Great
missioners.
Austria, Brazil, Republic of Mexico, China, Italy, Chili, Peru, Portugal,
Switzerland, Rome,
Belgium Holland,
Holland, Denmark,
Denmark, Sweden,
Turkey, New
Sweden, Turkey,
Rome, Belgium,
Switzerland,
Granada, Bolivia,
Venezuela, Guatemala,
Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, Sandwich
Sandwich
Ecuador, Venezuela,
Bolivia, Ecuador,
Granada,
Islands, Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica, Honduras,
Argentine Confederation,
Japan,
Paraguay, Japan,
Confederation, Paraguay,
Honduras, Argentine
Islands,
and
Salvador, three
and eight
eight thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
hundred and
three hundred
and Salvador,
For
of legation,
legation, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
of secretaries
secretaries of
salaries of
Secretaries of
For salaries
of
Secretaries
For salaries of assistant secretaries
legation and
secretaries of legation
legation at London and Paris,
assistants.
assistants.
three
dollars.
three thousand
thousand dollars.
thousand
For salary
to the legation
legation to
China, five thousand
to China,
interpreter to
of the
the interpreter
salary of
For
Interpreters.
dollars.
For salary
salary of
of the
the secretary
secretary of
Turkey, acting
acting as interpreter,
interpreter,
of legation
legation to Turkey,
For
three thousand dollars.
For
salary of
of the
the interpreter
Japan, two thousand
the legation
legation to Japan,
interpreter to the
For salary
five hundred dollars.
For
contingent expenses
expenses of all the missions abroad, sixty thousand
For contingent
Contingent expenses.
dollars.
For contingent
expenses of
of foreign
foreign intercourse,
eighty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
intercourse, eighty
contingent expenses
For
For expenses
expenses of
of intercourse
with the
the Barbary
Powers, three
three thousand
thousand
Barbary Powers,
intercourse with
Barbary PowFor
Barbary
ers.
dollars.
dollars.
For
expenses of
of the
the consulates
in the
the Turkish
Turkish dominions,
dominions, namely:
namely: ininconsulates in
Consulates in
For expenses
Turkish
dominterpreters, guards,
and
other
expenses
consulates at
Constantinople,
at
Constantinople,
the
consulates
expenses
of
and
other
guards,
dominterpreters,
Turkish
iions.
on
s.
Smyrna,
Alexandria, and
and Beirut,
Beirut, two
five hundred
Smyrna, Candia,
Candia, Alexandria,
two thousand
thousand five
hundred
dollars.
For the
protection of American
American seamen
countries,
seamen in foreign countries,
and protection
relief and
For
the relief
American seamen.
men.
two hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
may be
be incurred
acknowledging the services
services of
of
in acknowledging
incurred in
which may
expenses which
For expenses
Rescuing seamen.
rescuing citizens
the masters and crews of foreign
foreign vessels in rescuing
citizens of the United
United
States from
from shipwreck,
seven thousand
thousand dollars.
shipwreck, seven
States
For
purchase of
of blank-books,
stationery, bookcases,
bookcases, arms
arms of
the
of the
blank-books, stationery,
the purchase
For the
Blank-books,
stationery, &c.
&c.
United
flags, and
payment of postages
for the payment
and flags,
and for
presses, and
States, seals,
seals, presses,
United States,
stationery,
and
the consuls
consuls of
of the
the United
United States, includof the
expenses of
miscellaneous expenses
and miscellaneous
ing
ing loss
loss by exchange, fifty-five thousand dollars.
For
office rent
consuls-general, consuls,
consuls, and
agents
and commercial
commercial agents
for those
those consuls-general,
rent for
For office
Office rent.
who are
are not
not allowed
to trade,
trade, including
including loss
exchange thereon, fifty
loss by exchange
allowed to
who
tkousand
thousand dollars.
consuls-general, consuls,
consuls, commercial
thirteen
commercial agents, and thirteen
Consuls-genFor salaries
salaries of consuls-general,
Consuls-general,
n
es
ou
nl
s
s
u
t,
eni
c. consular clerks, namely: eral, consuls, &c.
consular clerks, namely: —

Consular and

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

SESS. H.
II. C
H. 18.
SESS.
CH.
18.

1865.
1865.

I. CONSULATES
GENERAL.
I.
CONSULATES GENERAL.
SCHEDULE B.
SCHEDULE
B.
Alexandria,
Calcutta, Constantinople,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Havana,
Havana,
Alexandria, Calcutta,
Constantinople, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Montreal,
Montreal, Shanghai.
Shanghai.
III. CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.
III.
SCHEDULE B.
SCHEDULE
B.
Acapulco, Aix-la-Chapelle,
Algiers, Amoy,
Amoy, Amsterdam,
Acapulco,
Aix-la-Chapelle, Algiers,
Amsterdam, Antwerp,
Antwerp,
Aspinwall, Aux
Barcelona, Bankok,
Bankok, Basle,
Belfast,
Aspinwall,
Aux Cayes,
Cayes, Bahia,
Bahia, Barcelona,
Basle, Belfast,
Beirut, Bergen,
Bermuda, Bilbao,
Bilbao, [Bilboa,]
Bordeaux, BreBeirut,
Bergen, Bermuda,
[Bilboa,] Buenos
Buenos Ayres,
Ayres, Bordeaux,
Bremen,
Brindisi, Boulogne,
Callao, Candia,
Candia, Canton,
Chin
men, Bristol,
Bristol, Brindisi,
Boulogne, Cadiz,
Cadiz, Callao,
Canton, Cardiff,
Cardiff, Chin
Coaticook, Cork,
Cork, Curagoa,
Curagoa, Demarara,
Demarara, Dundee,
Dundee, Elsinore,
Elsinore,
Kiang, Clifton, Coaticook,
Erie, Foo Choo, Funchal,
Gasp 4Basin,
Geneva, Genoa,
Genoa, Gibraltar,
Gibraltar,
Funchal, Galatz, Gaspe
Basin, Geneva,
Glasgow,
Gottenberg, Guaymas,
Guaymas, Halifax,
Halifax, Hamburg,
Hamburg, Havre,
Havre,
Glasgow, Goderich,
Goderich, Gottenberg,
Honolulu, Hong-Kong,
Jerusalem,: Kanagawa,
Kanagawa, Kingston,
Kingston, Kingston
Kingston in
in
Honolulu,
Hong-Kong, Jerusalem,;
Rochelle, Laguayra,
Laguayra, Lahaina,
Lahaina, La
La Paz,
Paz, La
Union, Leeds,
Leeds,
Canada, La
La Rochelle,
La Union,
Lisbon, Liverpool,
Leghorn, Leipsic, Lisbon,
Liverpool, London,
London, Lyons,
Lyons, Macao,
Macao, Malaga,
Malaga,
Malta,
Manchester, Manzanillo,
Maracaibo, Matanzas,
Marseilles, MauriMalta, Manchester,
Manzanillo, Maracaibo,
Matanzas, Marseilles,
Mauritius,
Messina, Moscow,
Nagasaki, Nantes,
Nantes, Naples,
Naples,
tius, Melbourne,
Melbourne, Messina,
Moscow, Munich,
Munich, Nagasaki,
Nassau,
(West Indies,)
Indies) Newcastle,
Nice, Odessa,
PanNassau, (West
Newcastle, Nice,
Odessa, Oporto,
Oporto, Palermo,
Palermo, Panama, Paramaribo,
Paris, Pernambuco,
Pernambuco, Pictou,
Ponce, Port
Port Mahon,
Mahon, PresPresama,
Paramaribo, Paris,
Pictou, Ponce,
cott,
Prince Edward
Island, Quebec,
Janeiro, Rotterdam,
cott, Prince
Edward Island,
Quebec, Revel,
Revel, Rio
Rio de
de Janeiro,
Rotterdam,
San Juan
Juan del
del Sur,
San Juan,
Santiago de
de Cuba,
Cuba,
San
Sur, San
Juan, (Porto
(Porto Rico,)
Rico,) Santander,
Santander, Santiago
Santos, Port Sarnia, Scio,
Scio, Singapore,
Singapore, Smyrna,
Smyrna, Southampton,
Southampton, Stockholm,
Stockholm,
Saint John, (Newfoundland,)
(Newfoundland,) Saint
Saint John,
John, (New
(New Brunswick)
Saint PetersBrunswick,) Saint
PetersSaint Pierre, (Martinique,)
burg, Saint
(Martinique) Saint
Thomas, Stuttgardt,
Stuttgardt, Swatow,
Saint Thomas,
Swatow,
Helena, Tabasco,
Tabasco, Tampico,
Tampico, Tangier,
Toronto, Trieste,
Trieste,
Saint Helena,
Tangier, Tehuantepec,
Tehuantepec, Toronto,
Trinidad de Cuba, Trinidad,
Trinidad, Tripoli,
Tripoli, Tunis,
Valparaiso,
Tunis, Turk's
Turk's Island,
Island, Valparaiso,
Valencia, Venice, Vera Cruz, Vienna,
Valencia,
Vienna, Windsor, Zurich.
Zurich.

IV. COMMERCIAL
AGENCIES.
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.

Commercial
Commercial

agents.
agents.

SCHEDULE
B.
SCHEDULE B.

Amoor
(Honduras,) Gaboon,
Gaboon, Madagascar,
Amoor River, Antigua, Balize, (Honduras)
Madagascar, San
San
Juan del Norte, Saint Domingo, Saint Marc.
V. CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.
V.

Consuls.

SCHEDULE C.
C.
SCHEDULE

Barbadoes, Batavia, Bay of Islands, Cape
Haytien, Cape
Cape Town,
Town, CarCarCape Haytien,
thegena, Ceylon, Cobija, Cyprus,
Cyprus, Falkland
Falkland Islands,
Guyaquil,
Islands, Fayal,
Fayal, Guyaquil,
Lanthala,
Lanthala, Maranham,
Maranham, Matamoras, Mexico, Montevideo, Omos,
Omos, Payta,
Paso del Norte, Piraeus,
Pirmus, Rio Grande, Sabanilla,
Sabanilla, Saint Catherine,
Catherine, Santa
Santa
Cruz, (West Indies,)
Indies,) Santiago, (Cape Verde,)
Stettin, Tahita,
Verde,) Spezzia,
Spezzia, Stettin,
Talcahuano,
Talcahuano, Tumbez, Zanzibar.

COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
VI. COMMERCIAL
AGENCIES.

Commercial
Commercial

agents.

SCHEDULE C.
C.
SCHEDULE

Apia, Saint Paul de Loando,
Loando, [Loanda,1
[Loanda,l including
including loss by exchange
exchange
thousand dollars.
thereon, four hundred
hundred and fifty thousand
For interpreters
interpreters to the consulates in China, including
including loss by exchange
exchange
thereon, five thousand eight hundred dollars.
dollars.

Interpreters.
Interpreters.

424
424
Persons
charged with

with
charged
crime.
crime.
Marshals
Marshals in
consular
courts.
consular courts.

THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH.
Cu. 19,
19, 20.
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

1865.

Secretary of State,
incurred, under instructions from the Secretary
expenses incurred,
For expenses

in bringing
from foreign
foreign countries
persons charged
with crime,
crime, and
and
charged with
countries persons
home from
bringingP, home
in

dollars.
expenses incident
incident thereto,
thereto, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
expenses
For
of the
consular courts
courts in
in Japan,
Japan, China,
the consular
for the
the marshals
marshals for
salaries of
For salaries

Siam,
and Turkey,
Turkey, including
including loss
loss by
by exchange
exchange thereon,
thereon, nine
nine thousand
thousand
Siam, and

dollars.
dollars.
For rent
in Japan,
Japan, China,
China, Siam,
Siam. and
and
convicts in
American convicts
for American
of prisons
prisons for
rent of
For
Prisons.
Turkey, and
for wages
wages of
of the
keepers of
of the
the same,
same, nine thousand
thousand dollars.
the keepers
and for
Turkey,
For salaries
of commissioners
commissioners and
consuls-general to
to Hayti
Hayti and
and Liberia,
Liberia,
and consuls-general
salaries of
For
Hayti and Liberia.
eleven
eleven thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Suppression of
under the act
congress to carry into
into effect the treaty
For expenses
expenses under
act of
of congress
slave-trade.
e
between the
United States
and her
Britannic Majesty
Majesty for
the suppression
suppression
for the
States and
her Britannic
the United
140. between
V8
62 ch.
ch. 140.
1862,

of the
African slave-trade,
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
slave-trade, seventeen
the African
Vol.
p. 531.
531. of
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
twenty-five
encourage immigration,
expenses under the act to encourage
immigration, twenty-five
For expenses
1864, ch.
ch. 246.
246. thousand
1864,
thousand dollars.
Ante, p. 385.
For
neutrality act,
act, twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty thousand
the neutrality
under the
expenses under
For expenses
Neutralitv.
Neutrality.
For
expenses of
of the
commission to
mark the
the boundary
boundary line
line
and mark
to run
run and
the commission
For expenses
Boundary line
commissioners.
between the United
possessions bounding on
on
United States and the British possessions
commissioners. between
Washington Territory,
thirteen thousand
hundred and
dollars.
and fifty dollars.
thousand two hundred
Territory, thirteen
Washington
1865.
24, 1865.
APPROVED,
January 24,
APPROVED, January
Immigration.
Immigration.

24, 1865.
1865.
Jan. 24,

CHAP.
CHAP. XIX.

and
the Navy
An Act
to provide
an Advance
Advance of
to Officers
Officers of
of the
Navy and
Rank to
of .Rank
for an
Act to
provide for
-An
Miarine
Corpsfor
Merit.
Marine Corps
for distinguished
distinguished Merit.

it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the United
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
That any officer
officer of the navy or
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
Certain officers States
of
and navy marine corps, by and
of army andnavy
and with the advice
advice and consent
consent of the Senate,
Senate, maybe
may' be
advanced
may be advanced
advanced,
not exceeding
exceeding thirty
numbers in
having exhibited
for having
rank, for
in rank,
thirty numbers
advanced, not
in rank.
eminent
conspicuous conduct in battle,
extraordinary heroism.
battle, or extraordinary
and conspicuous
eminent and
To be promot-

or
enacted, That
SEC. 2.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That any
any officer
officer of the navy or
SEC.
2. And

ed though
though grade
grade marine corps, either
ed
either of volunteers
volunteers or otherwise, who shall be nominated
nominated
is
full
is full.
to
a higher
higher grade
to a
grade by
by the
the provisions
provisions of
of the first
first section of this act, or of
An act to establish
Section nine of an act
act entitled ""An
establish and
and equalize
equalize
that of section
approved July
United States navy," approved
the grades of line officers
officers of the United
July sixsixhundred and sixty-two, shall be promoted,
promoted, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
eighteen hundred
teenth, eighteen
1862, ch. 183, teenth,
1862,
§
9.
§ 9.
the number of said grade
grade may be full, but no further promotions
promotions shall
Vol.
584.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p.584.
take place in that grade, except for like cause, until the number
number is reduced
reduced
to that provided
provided by law.
S
EC. 3.
3. And
further enacted,
That all acts, or parts of acts, which
which
enacted, That
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
Repealing
clause.
clause.
inconsistent with the provisions
are inconsistent
provisions of this act, are
are hereby repealed.

APPROVED, January
APPROVED,
January 24,
24, 1865.
1865.
"An Act to prescribe
to an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
prescribe an
an Oath
Oath of
of
An Act
Act supplementary
supplementary to
XX. -—An
CHAP. XX.
Jan. 24,
24, 1865.
1865. CHAP.
Office, and
other Purposes,"
approved .Tuly
hundred and
and sixty-two.
sixty two.
eighteen hundred
two,- eighteen
July two,
Purposes," approved
for other
andfor
Ofice,
1862, ch. 128.
1862,
128.
Be it
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 502.
Vol.
502.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
date
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That no
no person,
person, after
after the
the date
in Congress
States of
Attorneys and States
counsellors
of the
admitted to the bar of the supreme court of
in
counsellors in
of this
this act, shall
shall be admitted
the
national courts
United
States, or
any time
after the
the fourth
of March next,
next, shall be
be
fourth of
time after
at any
or at
United States,
totake
to
take oath.t
oath.
admitted to the bar of any circuit
circuit or district
district court
court of the United States,
or of
of the
claims, as
or counsellor
counsellor of such
such court, or
attorney or
as an attorney
court of
of claims,
or
the court
of
shall be allowed to appear
appear and be heard in any such
such court, by virtue of
any previous admission, or any special power of
of attorney,
attorney, unless he shall
have first taken and subscribed
subscribed the oath prescribed
prescribed in "An
"An act
act to preof' office,
office, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved July two, eighoath of
scribe an oath
teen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, according to the forms and in the manner
manner in
the said
said act
act provided;
which said
so taken
and subscribed
subscribed shall
shall be
be
taken and
oath so
said oath
provided; which
the
Oath to be
preserved
filed.
preserved among
among the files of such court,
court, and any
any person
person who shall falsely
falsely
Falsely taking, take the said oath shall be guilty of perjury, and, on conviction,
conviction, shall be
be
to be perjury.
liable to the pains and penalties
to be perjury.
penalties of perjury, and the additional pains and
penalties in the said act
act provided.
provided.
January 24,
24, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, January
APPROVED,

THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. IL
THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
II.

Cu. 22,
22, 23.
23.
CH.

1865.
1865.

42$
425

c
l
up. XXII.
XXII. —
An Act
to amend
amend an
Act entitled
entitled "An
for Jan. 28, 1865.
CHtAP.
-An
Act to
an Act
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide Ways
Ways and
and Means
Meansfor
the
of the
the Government,
Government, and
other Purposes,"
approved June
June thirtieth,
eighteen the Support
Support of
andfor
for other
Purposes," approved
thirtieth, eighteen
1864, ch.
172.
1864,
ch. 172.
hundred
and sixty-four.
sixty four.
hundred and
Ante,
p. 218.
218.
Ante, p.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
and House of
of Representatives
the United
States
Congress assembled,
That in
in lieu
lieu of
of any
any bonds
bonds auau- Treasury
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Treasury notes
notes
thorized to be issued by the first
first section of the act entitled ""An act to may be
be issued in
lieu of bonds.
of bonds.
government," approved
provide
provide ways and means for the support
support of the government,"
approved lieu
hundred and
may remain
unsold
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, that
that may
remain unsold
Treasury may
under
at the date of this act, the 'Secretary
'Secretary of the
the Treasury
may issue, under
the authority of said act, treasury
treasury notes of the description
character
description and character
Provided, That the
authorized by the
the second section
section of
of said
said act:
act: Provided,
the whole
whole
and
amount of bonds authorized as aforesaid, and
treasury notes
and treasury
notes issued and
and Bonds
Bonds and
to be
be issued
issued in
in lieu
shall not
not exceed
sum of
four hundred
to
lieu thereof,
thereof, shall
exceed the
the sum
of four
hundred n1 not
otes
ex--00
1
13 t
0,to
t
0
o
0r,0
millions of dollars;
dollars; and such treasury
treasury notes
disposed of for
for lawnotes may
may be disposed
law- how
how disposed
disposed
ful
treasury notes
certificates of
indebtedness of;
ful money, or for
for any
any other
other treasury
notes or
or certificates
of indebtedness
certificates of deposit issued under any previous act
or certificates
and exempt from
act of congress; and
from
such notes shall be exempt from taxation
taxation by or under
timid state or municipal
municipal taxation.
authority.
authority.
SEc.
it further enacted,
encected, That any
known as fivefive- Certain
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
any bonds
bonds known
Certain fivefive.
may be
be
twenties may
twenties, issued under the act of twenty-fifth February, eighteen hundred twenties
sold.
millions
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, remaining
remaining unsold to an amount
amount not exceeding
exceeding four millions
562, ch.
1862,
ch. 33.
of
may be
be disposed
of by
the Secretary
of the
in the
of dollars,
dollars, may
disposed of
by the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury in
the Vol.
ol. 'xii.
xii. p.
p. 345.
345.
United
expedient, in
United States,
States, or, if he shall find it
it expedient,
in Europe,
Europe, at
at any
any time,
on such terms as he may deem most
advisable: Provided,
most advisable:
Provided, That this
this act
act No additional
additional
legal tender nOtes
shall not be so construed as to give
give any authority for the issue of any legaltendernotes
authorized
legal tender notes, in any form, beyond the balance unissued of the hereb.ed
hereby.
amount authorized
authorized by the second
second section of the act to which
which this is an
an
amendment.
amendment.
APPROVED, January
APPROVED,
January 28,
28, 1865.
1865.

gZis$

28, 1865.
CHAP. XXIII.
XXIII.
Appropriations for the Service of the Post-Office DepartDepart- Jan. 28,1865.
CHAP.
- An Act making Appropriations
ment during
during the fiscal
42x.
fiscal Year ending the thirtieth
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty
sixty-six.
of Representatives
of the United
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
of America
assemaed, That
That the
the following
sums be,
be, Post-office
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
following sums
Post-office appropriation.
appropriated, for the service
service of the
Post-Office propriation.
and the same are hereby, appropriated,
the Post-Office
Department for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Department
sixty-six, out of any moneys in the treasury
treashry arising from the revenues
revenues of
of
the said department, in conformity
the second of July, eigheighconformity to the act of the
thirty-six:
teen hundred and thirty-six
:-—
transportation of the mails, (inland)
(inland,) seven million
For transportation
million eight hundred
hundred Transportation
Transportation
of mails.
mails.
of
thousand dollars.
Ship, &c., letterhip
&., letFor ship, steamboat, and way letters, eight thousand dollars.
ters.
For compensation
postmasters, three
three million
million one
one hundred
hundred and
and Postmasters.
compensation to
to postmasters,
seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
For clerks for post-offices, one million three hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
Clerks.
For payment to letter-carriers,
letter-carriers, four
four hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Letter-carriers.
Letter-carriens.
For wrapping paper, seventy-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seventy-five thousand
Wrapping
Wrapping
thousand dollars.
paper, twine,
For twine, seventeen thousand
stamps, &c.
&c.
stamps,
For office stamps, six thousand dollars.
For letter balances, two thousand
thousand Ave
hundred dollars.
five hundred
For compensation
compensation to blank agents and assistants,
dol- Blank agents,
assistants, seven
seven thousand
thousand dol&c.
&c.
lars.
For office furniture, two thousand dollars.
Advertising.
For advertising, sixty-eight thousand dollars.
Postage stamps
stamps
For postage
postage stamps and stamped envelopes, two hundred and fifty Postage
and envelopes.
envelopes.
thousand
and
thousand dollars.
Special agents.
agents.
Special
agents, seventy thousand dollars.
dollars.
depredations and special agents,
For mail depredations
Mail bags,
For mail-bags, sixty thousand dollars.
Mail
dollars.
locks and
and keys.
For mail locks and keys, eight thouslocks
thousand dollaeys
dollars.
36*
36 *

426
426

THIRTY—EIGIITII
CONGRESS.
THIIRTY-EIGIITII CONGRESS.

Balances to
countries.
foreign countries,
Foreign
mail
Foreign mail

transportation.
transportation.

SESS. II.
II. CH.
Cu. 24, 25,
25, 26.
SESS.

1865.

For payment
payment of balances
balances due to foreign
foreign countries, three hundred and
fifty thousand dollars.
For
miscellaneous payments,
payments, two
two hundred
and fifty
thousand dollars
dollars.
For miscellaneous
hundred and
fifty thousand
For
foreign mail
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For foreign
mail transportation,
transportation, two
APPROVED,
January 28,
28, 1865.
APPROVED, January
1865.

Jan. 30,
HAP. XXIV.
An Act
to amend
of the
th4 "Washington
GasLight Company."
Company."
" Washington Gas-Light
Act to
amend the
the Charter
Charterof
CHAP.
XXIV. -- An
Jan.
30, 1865.
1865. C
Be it
it enacted by
Representatives of
of the United
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Price of gas in States
assembled, That so much of the
the acts of
Washington,
June twenty-five,
twenty-five, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty, and July eleven,
Washington,
eleven, eighteen
D.C.
D. C.
hundred
and
sixty-two,
as
relate
to
the
price
of
gas
furnished
by the
the
by
furnished
gas
of
price
1860 ch
ch..211. hundred and sixty-two, as relate to the
1860,
Washington Gas-Light
Gas-Light Company,"
hereby, repealed;
repealed;
Vol. xii. p.107.
p.107. ""Washington
Company," be,
be, and the same
same are hereby,
1862, ch. 143. and
"Washington Gas-Light
Gas-Light Company"
hereby
1862,
and the act
act incorporating
incorporating the
the "Washington
Company" is hereby
xii.p.
Vol. xn.
534. so amended
P.
amended as to prohibit
prohibit the
the said company
company from receiving, on and after
18o48,'
'9
9722.
clay of December, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, for the benefit
benefit
0
4
1
8
.'ixcl.
1
13
.
6
7
.
22. the first day
1
v
8
of its stockholders, aa greater
greater price
cents per hundred
price for gas than forty
forty cents
cubic
centum on all bills for gas
cubic feet, subject to
to a
a discount
discount of
of ten yer
per centum
gas furnished
nished to the general
government, and five per centum on all bills for gas
general government,
furnished
furnished to other consumers, if paid at the office
office of the company
company within
within
seven days from the rendition
rendition thereof.

80, 1865.
APPROVED,
January 30,
1865.
APPROVED, January

Jan. 30,1865.
30, 1865.
1864, ch.
ell. 100,
1-~0
1864,
§
§ 17.
Ante, p.
329.
Ante,
p. 329.
Time
Time for cornplet ilia. ePortionded.
portion d.
detroad extende

Proviso.
Proviso,

CHAP.
CHAP. XXV.
XXV.—An
incorporate the MetropoiMetropoli- An Act to amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act to incorporate
eighteen huntan Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, in
of Columbia," approved July first, eighteen
District of
in the District
tan
drecl and
dred
and sixty-four.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That section
section seventeen
seventeen of the
the act
act
to
Company, of
the District
District of
of CoCuof the
Railroad Company,
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Railroad
to incorporate
incorporate the
lumbia, approved
approved July
July first, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, be,
and the
be, and
same is hereby, amended
amended so as to extend the time for the completion of
of
their
line, except
between Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street
their railroad line,
except that
that part thereof
thereof between
Street
of this act: Provided,
and the Capitol,
Capitol, for one year from the passage
passage of'
Provided,
however, That the line from Seventeenth Street and the
the Capitol be completed, equipped, and running, within thirty days from the passage of this
act.
APPROVED,
1865.
APPROVED, January
January 30,
30, 1865.

Jan. 30, 1865. CHAP.
CHAP. XXVI.--An
Act entitled
entitled "An
and extend the
XX VI .— An Act to amend the Act
"An Act to amend and
1838, ch.
ch. 16.
Charter
qf the
Franklin Insurance
Insurance Company,"
Company," approved
approved second
second March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
the Franklin
16.
Charterof
1838,
Vol. vi.
vi. p.
p. 704.
704.
and thirty-eight.
thirty-eight.
and
Vol.
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,
assembled, That the act to amend and exCharter of
Eranklin
charter of
of the
the Franklin
Franklin Insurance
Company, passed
passed on
on the
secthe seeInsurance Company,
the charter
tend the
pan'sl- tend
sraenkCompan);
auce
for
eighteen hundred
extended t'or
ond day of March, eighteen
hundred and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, be, and the same is
twenty years.
hereby, extended and continued in force for the period of twenty years,
years, from
the ninth day of April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-eight, the time at which
expired; and that all proceedings
proceedings had by the said
such amendatory
amendatory act
act expired;
said
Acts legalized. Franklin Insurance
Insurance Company,
Company, and all legal
legal rights accrued or acquired, and
and
all legal obligations
entered into by said company
obligations entered
company between the ninth day
of April, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, and the date of this act be,
and the same are hereby, made
made valid for all legal purposes.
Increase
SEC.
enacted, That the Franklin
Franklin Insurance ComIncrease of
S
EC. 2. And be it
it further enacted,
Corncapital stock.
authorized to increase
pany are hereby authorized
increase their capital stock to an amount
not exceeding two hundred
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
APPROVED, January
APPROVED,
January 30,
30, 1865.
1865.

THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY—EIGHTH CON
GRE SS.

SESS.
SESS. IL CH.
CH. 29,
29, 30,
30, 32.
32.

1865.
1865.

CHAP.
XXIX.-- An Act
CHAP. XXIX.
Ad for the Relief of certain
certain friendly Indians
of the Sioux Nation,
Indians of

Minnesota.
in Minnesota.

427
427
F
eb, 9,
9,
Feb.

1865,
1865.

certain Indians of the Sioux
did, during
during the
Sioux nation
nation did,
outbreak Relief
Relief of
of
the outbreak
in Minnesota in eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
friendly .Sioux
in
sixty-two, at the risk of
of their frieudly
SMu?c
d in MinIndians
lives, aid in saving many white
women, and
child ren from
f
rom being
being n
esota
ians
.
white men,
men, women,
and children
nesota.
massacred, and, in consequence
consequence of such action, were compelled
massacred,
compelled to
to
abandon their homes and property, and are now entirely destitute
destitute of
of
Therefore,
the means of
of support: Therefore,
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
of America
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the President
President of
of the
the Examinaticu
Examination
United States be, and he hereby is, authorized
authorized and requested
cause an
of facts
facts to
b
e
requested to cause
an of
to be
made,
and their
examination to be made in relation to all the facts pertaining
examination
pertaining to the action wefitfre
l
ice
n alLe providl,
providvd
of the said Indians, and to make
make such provision
provision for their welfare
welfare as their
their for.
necessities and future
future protection
protection may
require.
may require.
SEC. 2. And be it
Sac.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That,
That, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
carrying Appropriation.
of carrying
Appropriation.
out the provisions of this act, the sum of seven thousand five
five hundred
dollars
dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
any money
money in
in the
the
out of
of any
treasury not otherwise appropriated; one third of said sum
sum to be
be paid
to be
expaid and
and How
How to
be exexpended for the benefit
benefit of Am-pe-tu-to-ke-cha,
Am-pe-tu-to-ke-cha, or John Other-day, and Pended•
pended.
expended
the remainder
remainder for the benefit of such
such other
Indians as
as shall
shall appear
appear spespeother Indians
cially entitled thereto, for their friendly, extraordinary,
extraordinary, and
services
and gallant
gallant services
in rescuing white settlers from massacre
massacre in Minnesota: Provided,
Provided, That
That Proviso.
Proviso.
not more than the sum of five hundred dollars
dollars shall be expended
expended for
any
for any
one Indian, except the chief above mentioned; and that the Secretary of Report
Report to conwrithe Interior
Interior shall report to the next congress
congress the names of the Indians
Indians gress.
&Tessfor whose benefit the same shall be expended, and
and the
the amount
expended
amount expended
for each.
each.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
9, 1865.
February 9,
1865.
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS

CasP.
XXX. —An
-An Act to extend to
to certain Persons
C
HAP. XXX.
Persons in the Employ
Employ of
the
of the Government,
Government, the

Feb.
Feb. 9,
9, 1865.
1865.
Benefits of the Asylum
Insane in the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Asylum for the Insane
District of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
Be
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States
in Congress
assembled. That
That during
during the
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled.
the continuance
continuance of
of
Certain
Certain persons
person,
the
rebellion, civilians
employed in
be admitted
admitted
may be
the rebellion,
civilians employed
in the
the service
service of
of the United
United States in may
asylum
for
to
the
asylum
for
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department
department and
and subsistence
subsistence department
department of the army, the insane in the

who may be, or may
employment,
may hereafter
hereafter become
become insane while in such
such employment,
shall be admitted,
admitted, on the order of the
the Secretary
Secretary of War, the same
same as perpersons belonging
belonging to the
the army and navy, to the benefits
benefits of the asylum for
for
the insane
insane in
in the District
District of Columbia,
the
Columbia, as
as provided in such other
other cases
cases by
by
the fourth section of the "
" Act to organize
organize an institution for
for the insane of
the army
the
army and navy, and of the District of Columbia in the said
said District,"
District,"
approved March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five.
fifty-five.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 9,
1865.
9, 1865.

the insane in the

District of
of CoColum
lumbia.
bia.

1855,
199,
1855, ch.
ch. 199,
4.
§§4.
Vol.
x.
Vol. x.

p.
p. 682.
682.

CHAP.
provide for Acting Assistant Treasurers
C
HAP. XXXII.--An
XXXII .— An Act to provide
Depositaries of
Treasurersor
or Depositariesof
certain Cases.
the United States in certain
Cases.

Feb.
1865.
Feb. 13,
13, 1865.

unavoidable absence of any assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer or depositary of the
unavoidable
United
the United
States from
from his office,
States
office, he may, with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury, authorize
authorize the chief clerk, or some other clerk employed
employed therein,
to act in his place, and to discharge
discharge all the duties
duties required by law of
of such
such
assistant treasurer or depositary:
depositary: Provided,
That the
the official
official bond
given
Provided, That
bond given
by the principal
principal of the office shall
shall be held
held to cover and apply to
acts
to the acts
hislis place in such cases:
of the person
person appointed to act m
in
eases: And
And provided
provided
further, That such acting officer
shall, for the
further,
officer sisal],
the time being, be subject to all
all
the liabilities
liabilities and
and penalties
penalties prescribed
prescribed by law for the official misconduct
the
in like
cases, of the assistant
depositary respectively for whom
in
like cases,
assistant treasurer or depositary
he shall act.
act.
APPROVED,
February 13,
13, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, February

Acting assistant
ant treasurers
treasurers
and depositaries
depositaries
of
the
United
of the United

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
America in
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
in case
case of
of the
the sickness
sickness or
or

States.

Bond.

Bond.

Acting officers
subject
to
penalsubject to penalties.
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428
14, 1865.
Feb. 14,1865.
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XXXIV. -— An
to incorporate
inccaporate the
the National
Insurance Company of
Union Insurance
National Union
Act to
An Act
CHAP. XXXI.
Washington.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the Unitea
Unitea
Representatives of
House of
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
James Harper,
Thomas
Harper, Thomas
That James
assembled, That
of America
States of
Patton, C.
C. H.
Moody, John
W. Magill,
John M.
Reilly, B.
B. F. Guy, ValValM. Reilly,
Magill, John
John W.
H. Moody,
Patton,
entine Blanchard,
Blanchard, Thomas
J. Fisher,
Fisher, Hudson
Augustus F.
F. Perry,
Perry,
Taylor, Augustus
Hudson Taylor,
Thomas J.
entine
D.
Walker, James
J. May, or any five
five of them, be,
Joseph J.
Montgomery, Joseph
James Montgomery,
D. Walker,
and
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
empowered to
to receive
receive subscriptions
subscriptions
and empowered
and they
to
capital stock
be denominated
denominated ""The
The National Union
to be
company to
of aacompany
stock of
the capital
to the
Insurance
of Washington,"
open a
book for that
that pura book
shall open
who shall
Washington," who
Company of
Insurance Company
pose
Washington, at
at the
time and
place to
to be by
by them desand place
the time
of Washington,
the city
city of
in the
pose in
ignated,
of which
they shall
shall give
notice in
more of the
the
in two
two or more
days' notice
ten days'
give ten
which they
ignated, of
daily
papers of
said city,
city, and
and shall
shall keep
keep the
same open
open until
thouuntil twenty thouthe same
of said
daily papers
Amount of
and
subscribed; and
value sand shares of fifty dollars aashare each shall have been subscribed;
capital and value
of shares.
shares.
lawful age,
age, and
citizen of
of the
the United
States, shall
shall be
perbe perUnited States,
a citizen
and a
of lawful
person of
any person
Membership.
Membership. any
mitted
subscribe upon
paying five
dollars on each share at the
the time of
five dollars
upon paying
to subscribe
mitted to
it shall
shall be
for the
the said
said corporation
corporation to
have a
a
to have
lawful for
be lawful
And it
subscribing. And
Seal, powers, subscribing.
common
be sued, plead and be impleaded,
impleaded, and have and
and
common seal, sue and be
&c.
&c.
exercise
privileges, and
and immunities
immunities for the
purposes of the
the purposes
rights, privileges,
the rights,
all the
exercise all
corporation hereby created.
created.
corporation
company
SEc. 2.
it further
the affairs of the company
further enacted, That the
be it
And be
2. And
SEC.
Directors, how
and
when elected.
elected. shall be managed by nine directors, to be elected
elected annually
annually by ballot
ballot on the
the
and when
second Monday
of July
July by
empowered
by their
their legally empowered
or by
the stockholders
stockholders or
by the
Monday of
second
agents; and
and each
share of
holder thereof
thereof to one
one
of stock shall entitle the holder
each share
agents;
Votes.
vote; the election
be held at the office
office of the company
company at aageneral
general
election to be
vote;
convened for
meeting of
the stockholders
stockholders convened
for that purpose, by ten days' public
of the
Notice of meet- meeting
ing.
in two or more of the daily
notice
ing.
notice in
daily papers of the city of Washington:
Washington:
Provided, That the first
first election
election for directors
directors shall be held pursuant
pursuant to
First election. Provided,
ten days'
days' notice
notice given
given in one or more of the daily papers of the city of
ten
Washington by the
any
the persons
persons named in the first section of this act, or any
Washington
five of them, who shall designate
designate the time when and
and the
the place where said
said
election
held; and the stockholders
stockholders shall then and there
there elect nine
shall be held;
election shall
directors to serve until the
the next ensuing
ensuing election as provided
provided for
for in this
act.
And at
at the
of the
directors after
after every eleeelecthe directors
meeting of
ensuing meeting
first ensuing
the first
act. And
Directors to
number as president, who, together
appoint one of their
their number
together
tion, they shall appoint
elect aapresident. tion,
with themselves,
shall hold
office until
the next ensuing
herein
ensuing election as herein
until the
hold office
themselves, shall
Term of office; with
quorum.
provided for;
for; and
five members
said board shall compose
compose aaquorum.
quorum.
members of
of said
and five
provided
quorum.
And in
that an
an election
pursudirectors should not be made when pursuelection for directors
in case
case that
Failure to hold And
election
at apapshould have been made, the
the company for that cause
cause shall
shall
ant to this act it should
election at
pointed time.
within forty days thereafter, to
be dissolved;
dissolved; and it shall be lawful, within
not be
pointed tme.
hold and
make an election
election for directors in such manner
manner as the by-laws
by-laws of
of
and make
hold
the
may prescribe,
and the
directors for the time
time
the president
president and directors
prescribe, and
the company
company may
being shall be continued in office, until such election
election take
take place. And in
the
of death,
resignation, or
or removal
removal of
office, his
any director from office,
of any
death, resignation,
event of
the event
Vacancies in
place for the remainder
office.
remainder of his
his term may
may be filled
filled by the president
president and
directors
being, in such manner as
as the by-laws
by-laws may prethe time being,
directors for the
scribe.
scribe.
SEO. 8.
8. And
be it
further enacted,
president and directors
directors
enacted, That the president
it further
And be
SEC.
Appointment
of officers, agents, shall
a secretary
appoint a
shall have
power to
to appoint
secretary and such
such other officers,
officers, agents,
have power
ofofficers,agents,
&c.
and clerks as may to them appear proper, to fix their compensation
&c.
compensation and
pay the same.
S
Ec. 4.
4. And
be it
enacted, That
the capital
capital stock
stock shall
shall be
be
That the
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
Capital stock,
Capital
how called in.
called in, and paid in such
such instalments
instalments and proportions,
proportions, and at such times
and place, as the president and directors for the time being may require
require
and
designate, who
give fifteen
fifteen slays'
notice thereof in two or more
more
lays' notice
shall give
who shall
and designate,
daily papers
papers of the city of Washington.
Washington. And if any
any stockholder, subDelinquent
Delinquent
subscribers.
subscribers.
scriber, their assignee or transferee,
transferee, shall refuse
refuse or neglect
neglect to pay such
such
instalment, at the time
proportion or instalment,
time and place appointed,
appointed, such stockholder,
stockholder,
proportion
assignee shall, at the option
subscriber,
subscriber, transferee,
transferee, or assignee
option of the president and

National Union
Insurance ComComInsurance
pany of Washington incorpoincorpoington
rated.
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directors, forfeit
of the
the company
or their
their right,
right, title,
title,
directors,
forfeit to
to the
the use
use of
company all
all his,
his, her,
her, or
and
to every
share on
on which
instalment has
has not
been
and interest
interest in
in and
and to
every share
which such
such instalment
not been
duly
be opened
opened for
for the
the same,
in such
duly made;
made; and
and fresh
fresh subscriptions
subscriptions may
may be
same, in
such
manner as
the by-laws
)3,-laws may
may prescribe,
president and
and directors
directors may,
may,
manner
as the
prescribe, or
or the
the president
at
option, commence
commence suit
suit for
for the
the same
against the
the holder
at their
their option,
same and
and recover
recover against
holder
of said
stock for
the amount
of the
instalment or
or proportion
proportion so
so unpaid:
unpaid:
of
said stock
for the
amount of
the instalment
Provided, That
stockholder or
subscriber shall
be permitted
permitted to
to vote
vote at
at Delinquent
Provided,
That no
no stockholder
or subscriber
shall be
Delinquent
stockholders not
not
any
election' for
for directors,
at any
general or
or special
meeting of
of the
the corncom- stockholders
any election
directors, or
or at
any general
special meeting
to vote.
pany, on
whose shares
any instalments
or arrearages
arrearages may
may be
pany,
on whose
shares any
instalments or
be due
due more
more than
than
fifteen days
previous thereto.
thereto.
days previous
fifteen
SEC.
Sac. 5.
enacted, That
That the
for By-laws.
5. And
And be it
it further
further enacted,
the president
president and
and directors
directors for
By-laws.
the
being shall
shall have
ordain, establish,
put in
in execution
execution
the time
time being
have power
power to
to ordain,
establish, and
and put
such
ordinances, and
and by-laws
by-laws as
may deem
essensuch rules,
rules, regulations,
regulations, ordinances,
as they
they may
deem essential for the well government
government of
institution, not
to the
laws Generalpowers
of the institution,
not contrary
contrary to
the laws
General powers
of directors.
directors.
and Constitution
Constitution of
United States,
States, or
or of
of this
generally to
do of
and
of the
the United
this act,
act, and
and generally
to do
and perform all
corporation may
may or
or can
all acts,
acts, matters, and
and things
things which
which a
a corporation
can
lawfully do.
do.
lawfully
Sac. 6.
And be
it further
enacted, That
That the
the president
and directors
directors are
are Corporation
SEC.
6. And
be it
further enacted,
president and
Corporation
insure
hereby empowered and fully authorized,
authorized, on behalf
may insure
behalf of the company, to may
against loss by
insurance against losses by fire
house, building,
building, tenement,
tenement, fire,
make insurance
fire on any
any house,
filre ss c. o.s by
manufactories,
mills, or
or other buildings;
manufactories, mills,
and
buildings; on goods, wares,
wares, chattels,
chattels, and
effects of all kinds therein, or otherwise;
otherwise; upon grain,
grain, produce,
produce, and
and impleimplements, and upon vessels
vessels building on the stocks,
stocks, in port or at moorings;
moorings;
and, generally, upon all and every sort and description
of property, of
description of
of
whatever kind
land or
or water;
to make,
perfect, Policies,
whatever
kind soever,
soever, on
on land
water; and
and to
make, execute,
execute, perfect,
Policies, how
and conclude so many contracts,
bargains, agreements,
agreements, policies,
contracts, bargains,
policies, and other executed.
executed.
case shall
or may
may require;
and all
instruments as
as the
the nature
nature of
of the
the case
shall or
require; and
all such
such
instruments,
bargains, contracts,
instruments, bargains,
contracts, policies,
policies, or agreements
agreements shall
shall be
be in
in print
print
or in writing, and shall be signed by the
the president
president and
and secretary,
secretary, or such
such
other persons as the managers
appoint for such purpose,
managers may
may appoint
shall be
be
purpose, and
and shall
under the seal of the
the company:
company: Provided,
Provided, That
said president
direc- Premiums.
That said
president and
and direcPremiums.
tQrs
tura may,
may, at
at their option
option and
and discretion,
discretion, make
make insurance
terms
insurance on such termn
and conditions
equitable, reserving
premiums,
conditions as
as to them
them may appear
appear equitable,
reserving the premiums,
or appropriating
appropriating and returning such
such portions
portions thereof
thereof to the
the insured as
may to them appear conducive
conducive to the
the interest
interest of the company and the
insured, in such manner and on such conditions
conditions as may appear to them
just and
and proper.
SEC.
president and directors
SEC. 7. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the president
directors Yearly dividend of profits.
shall, on the third Monday in June
June of each and every year,
year, divide so dendofprofits.
much of the profits
profits of said company as to them may appear advisable,
advisable,
first deducting
deducting all expenses, and pay the same to the respective
respective stockholders or their agents, duly
duly empowered,
ten days
days thereafter;
empowered, in ten
Thereafter; but the
money received
received as premiums
premiums upon
which remain
upon risks which
remain outstanding
outstanding and
undetermined
be
undetermined at the time of declaring
declaring such dividend, shall not then
then be
considered
profits; and if the capital stock
considered as part of the profits;
stock paid in shall be
lessened by
by losses,
losses, no subsequent
dividend shall
lessened
subsequent dividend
shall, be
be made or declared
declared until
diminution shall
have been
to the
the capital
capital stock.
stock.
aasum
sum! equal to
to said
said diminution
shall have
been added
added to
SEC. 8. And
enacted, That
That the
of
SEC.
And be
be it
it further enacted,
the stock
stock of said company
company Transfer
Transfer of
shall be transferred
stock.
transferred on the books of the company in such manner only as stock.
the by-laws of the company
shall direct.
company shall
direct.
SEC.
S
EC. 9. And
And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That nothing in this act
act shall
shall be
be Act
be
Act may be
altered, &c.
&c.
construed as making
making it perpetual, but
but congress
congress may
may at
at any
any time
time alter,
alter, altered,
the same.
amend, or
or repeal
repeal the
same.
APPROVED,
February 14,
APPROVED, February
14, 1865.
1865.

CrHA.
of Collectors
Collectors and Surveyors of the Customs in
C
HAP. XXXV. -— An Act for the Relief
Relief of
certain Cases.
Be
enacted by
House of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of _Representatives
Representatives of
States of
of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
cases in
in which
any
assembled, That in all
all cases
which any

14, 1865.
Feb. 14,1865.
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collector
surveyor of
of the
customs has
has paid
paid or accounted
accounted for, or is
the customs
or surveyor
collector or
charged
accruing under the ""Joint resolution to increase
increase temduties accruing
with duties
charged with
porarily
the
duties
on
imports,"
approved
April
twenty-ninth,
eighteen
porarily the duties on imports," approved April twenty-ninth, eighteen
Treasury shall
Secretary of the
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
the,Treasury
and in which the Secretary
hundred
be satisfied that the collection of the
the said duties was omitted
omitted by such
collector or
surveyor, for
that he
he was not informed
informed of the pasreason that
the reason
for the
or surveyor,
collector
sage
of said
resolution when
when said
said duties
accrued, the
Secretary be,
the said Secretary
duties accrued,
said resolution
sage of
he is
is hereby,
such rules
as he
he may
prescribe, to
to
may prescribe,
rules as
under such
authorized, under
hereby, authorized,
Ante,
405, 411. and
and he
pp.405,411.
Ante, pp.
remit or
the case
case may
require, such
collector or
such duties to such collector
may require,
as the
refund, as
or refund,
remit
surveyor.
APPROVED,
February 14,
14, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, February

Certain collectors and surveysurveytors
ors of customs
customs
may have certain
duties remitted
to them.
them.
to

Feb. 17, 1865.
17,1865.
Feb.

Csar. XXXVII.
—An Act
authorize the
of Ocean Mail-Steamshzp
MailSteamship
Establishment of
the Establishment
to authorize
Act to
XXXVII.--An
CHAr.

Service between
United States
States and
and China.
China.
the United
between the
Service

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
United
of Representatives
House of
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Proposals tc
tc be
be States
States of
of America
America in
in congress
assembled, That
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
That the
Congress assembled,
Proposals
public advertiseby public
proposals by
invite proposals
for,, be,
advertised efor
advertisedt
be / and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
to invite
advertise for mail-steammail-samship service be- ment,
for the
the period
sixty days,
days, in
one or
or more
published
newspapers published
more newspapers
in one
of sixty
period of
ship service be- ment, for
Boston, and
tween
cities of
of Washington,
Washington, New
New York,
York, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Boston,
and San
the cities
in the
Fran- in
San Frantween San
cisco
respectively, for
for mail-steamship
service between
port of
between the port
mail-steamship service
Francisco, respectively,
China Francisco,
and China
cisco and
and Japan.
Francisco, in
United States,
States, and some port or ports
ports in the Chiin the United
San Francisco,
nd Japan San
nese empire,
empire touching
the Sandwich
Sandwich Islands,
Islands, and one or
in the
Honolulu, in
at Honolulu,
touching at
nese
more ports
ports in
Japan, by
by means of aa monthly
monthly line of first-class American
in Japan,
more
sea-going
thousand tons burden
burden
be of not less than three thousand
to be
steamships, to
sea-going steamships,
Monthly
trips,
each,
and
of
sufficient
number
to
perform
twelve
trips per annum
round
twelve
perform
to
number
sufficient
of
Monthly trips. each, and
Lowest
between
said ports,
the lowest responsible
responsible bidder for
for
contract with the
to contract
and to
ports, and
between said
reLowest rea term of not more than ten years,
sponsible bidder
years 'to commence
commence from the
bidder said service for a
to
to hav
have contract
for ten
t
eneyears.
years
contract
. day
day the
the proposed
shall depart from the port of
proposed line shall
of the
steamship of
first steamship
the first
for
Bids
Francisco with
with the
China: Provided,
That no bid shall be
Provided, That
for China:
mails for
the mails
San Francisco
from San
be from
to be
Bids to
amount to more
citizens, and not considered
more than five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars
considered which shall amount
to call for over
$500,000
for the
trips per
per annum,
unless the same is from aacitizen
annum, nor unless
round trips
twelve round
the twelve
ear, for
a year,
$o500,a00 a
&c.
accompaniRd by an offer of good and
and
or citizens of the United States, and accompanied
&c.
Sureties.
sufficient
sureties
(also
citizens
of
United States) for the faithful perUnited
the
of
citizens
(also
sureties
sufficient
Sureties.
formance
contract.
formance of such contract.
any contract
Contract,
S
EC. 2.
be it
it further
contract which
which the PostThat any
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
2. And
SEC.
when
Contract, when
to
into effect.
effect. master-General
master-General may
execute, under the authority of this act,
act, shall go into
may execute,
to go
go into
effect
on or
or before
eight hundred
first day of January, one thousand eight
the first
before the
effect on
and
sixty-seven, and shall, in addition to the usual
usual stipulations
stipulations of ocean
ocean
and sixty-seven,
steamships accepted
accepted for the
mail-steamship contracts, provide that the steamships
Provisions as mail-steamship
to construction
service
shall be
best material
material and after approved
approved modthe best
of the
constructed of
be constructed
service shall
to construction
of
the vessels.
els,
the modern improvements
steamships of
improvements adapted to sea-going steamships
all the
with all
els, with
the
subject to inspection
inspection and survey by an expeexpeclass, and shall be subject
the first class,
rienced naval
naval constructor,
constructor, to be detailed
detailed for that purpose
purpose by the Secretary
rienced
Postmaster-General.
of the
Navy, whose
whose report
report shall be made to the Postmaster-General.
the Navy,
of
transThat
government of the United
United States
States shall be entitled
entitled to have transThat the government
Mail-agents,
ported,
expense, on each and every
every steamer, aamail-agent,
mail-agent, to take
take
free of expense,
ported, free
Mail-agents.
charge
accommodation
of and arrange the mail-matter, to whom suitable accommodation
charge of
That in case
Deductions for
for that
purpose shall
case of failure
failure from any
any
assigned. That
be assigned.
shall be
that purpose
for for
Deductions
cause
regular monthly voyages
voyages stipulated for in the
perform any of the regular
to perform
cause to
failures,
compensation on
contract,
deduction shall be made from the compensation
rata deduction
pro rata
a pro
contract, a
Fines for deaccount
omitted voyage
voyage or voyages.
voyages. That suitable fines and
and
account of such omitted
irregularities in the performance
lays, &c.
&C.
penalties
for delays
delays and
and irregularities
penalties may be imposed for
lays,
Contract
may of
the service,
service, and
and that the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall have the power
power to
of the
Contract may
determine the contract
be
whdetermined
contract at any
any time in case of its being underlet
underlet or
or assigned
assigned
be
desterined;; determine
party.
to any
any other
other party.
to
February 17,
APPROVED,
17, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, February
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Act supplementary
July fourteen,
eighteen
XXXVIII.-- An Act
supplementary to
to an
an Act
Act applovecl
approved July
fourteen, eighteen
hundredand sixty-two, entitled "An
hundred
" An Act to establish
establish certain
certain Post-Roads."

4:11
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Feb. 17.
Feb.
17. 1865.
1865.
182,
167.
1862, ch.
ch. 167.
1862, ch. 167.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
p. 569.
569.
of the
the United
United Vol.
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the act
congress approved
act of congress
approved A railroadeighteen hundred
hundred and
"An act to estab- bridge
July fourteen,
fourteen, eighteen
and sixty-two, entitled "An
bridge may
be
l, !th
yb
e
e
lish certain
certain post-roads," shall be, and the
same is
is hereby,
so amended
amended as
the same
hereby, so
as Ohio
Oio River
River at the
to authorize
falls.
Railroad Company,
authorize the Louisville and Nashville
Nashville Railroad
Company, and
and the
the head of the falls.
Jeffersonville
Jeffersonville Railroad Company (stockholders
in the
Louisville Bridge
Bridge
(stockholders in
the Louisville
Company) to construct aarailroad-bridge
railroad-bridge over the Ohio River
Company)
River at the head
sf the falls of the Ohio, subject
9f
subject to all the provisions
said act:
act: Provided
provisions of
of said
Provided,
That the said bridge may be constructed at aaheight
than fifty-six
fifty-six Height, spans.
height not
not less than
spans.
draws, &e.
feet above
above low-water mark, and with
to pass
pass the
the draws,
with three draws, sufficient
sufficient to
&c.
largest boats navigating
navigating the Ohio
Ohio River;
over the
chute, one
River; one
one over
the Indiana
Indiana chute,
one
over the middle chute, and one over
Provided, That
That the
the spans
spans
over the
the canal:
canal: Provided,
of said bridge shall not be less than two hundred
forty feet,
feet, except
hundred and
and forty
except
over the Indiana and middle chute and the canal;
said bridge
bridge shall
shall be
be
canal; said
constructed
constructed with draws
of one
hundred and
and fifty
on each
each side
side
draws of
one hundred
fifty feet
feet wide
wide on
of the pivot pier over the Indiana and
and ninety
feet wide
wide
and middle
middle chutes,
chutes, and
ninety feet
over the canal: Andprovided
And provided further,
further, That said
said bridge
bridge and
and draws
draws shall
shall Navigation not
not
to be
be interrupted.
interrupted.
be so constructed as not to interrupt
interrupt the
the navigation
navigation of the Ohio River.
to
SEC.
Sac. 2. And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That the bridge
bridge erected
erected under
under the
the Bridge
Bridge to be a
a
post-route.
provisions of this act shall be aalawful structure, and shall be recognized
recognized post-route.
and
and known
known as
as aapost-route.
post-route.
APPROVED, February
February 17,
1865.
17, 1865.
CHAP. XXXIX.
XXXIX. -- An Act to establish
CHAP.
a Bridge across
River at
establish a
across the Ohio
Ohio River
at Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Feb.
Post-Road.
-a Post-oad.
Ohio, a

17, 1865.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the bridge
States
bridge across
across the Ohio The bridge
River at
River
at Cincinnati,
of Ohio,
Ohio, and
and at
in the
the State
State nati
Cincinnati, in
in the
the State
State of
at Covington,
Covington, in
ierossate
Cininss
the
Ohio
r
:er
at
Cincinof Kentucky, is
is hereby
declared to
hereby declared
to be,
be, when
accordance nati made
when completed,
completed, in
in accordance
made aapostroad.
with the laws of the States of Ohio and Kentucky, aalawful structure
structure and road.
post-road for the conveyance of
mails of
of the
the United
United States.
of the
the mails
States.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 17,
1865.
17, 1865.
CHAP.
- An Act authorizing
aulthorizing the President
CHAP. XLI.
XLI.—
President to appoint
a Second Assistant
Secretary
appoint a
Assistant Secretary
of War.
War.
of
War.

Feb. 2,
21!), 1865.
1864,
1864, ch.
ch. 2.
2.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives-of
United Ante, p. 1.
of the
the United
1.
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Second assistassembled, That the President
President be, and he
ant
is hereby, authorized to appoint, by and with the
the advice
and consent
consent of
of war
advice and
authorized.
rs:icrthti
t
o
areT.
the Senate, for the term of one year from the passage of this act, an officer
officer
in the War Department, to be called
called the Second Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of
Salary and
and
War, whose salary shall be three thousand
thousand dollars
dollars per annum,
annum, payable in Salary
duties.
the same
same manner as that of the Secretary
shall perform
perform all
all duties
Secretary of
of War,
War, who
who shall
such duties in the office of the Secretary
Secretary of
to that
Deof War, belonging
belonging to
that Department, as shall be prescribed by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
or as
as may
may be
War, or
be
law.
required by law.
APPROVED,
February 20,
20, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, February
CHAP.
the District
CHAP. XLII.--An
%LH.
—An Act to enlarge
enlarge the Port
Port of Entry and Delivery for the
District of
of
Feb. 20, 1865.
Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House of
of Representatives
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the port of entry and de- Boundary
Boundary of
livery for the district of Philadelphia
Philadelphia shall be bounded
bounded on the
of entry
livery
the river Del- the
2: por
P:fltptfileaferi):
aware
aware by Frankford
Frankford Creek, on the north, and Broad Street, on the south.
south. phi.
phia.
elSEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
S
EC. 2. And be it further
That all acts
acts or parts of acts
acts concon- Repealing
Repealing
flicting
clause.
flicting with the provisions of this act be, and the same are hereby,
hereby, claim.
repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 20,
20, 1865.
1865.
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CRAP. xLm. —An Act
to repeal
repeal an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
the United
United States
States
remove the
to remove
an Act
Act to
XLI-. -An
Feb. 20, 1865. CHAP.
Arsenal from the
the City
City of
Louis, and
and to
provide for
for the
the Sale
of the
the Lands
Lands on which
which
Sale of
to provide
Saint Louis,
of Saint
Arsenalfrom
1861,
ch. 80.
1861,xii.
oh.
80.208. the
^ g,
„is loco^.
Vol.
p.
same
located.'
located."
is
same
the
Vol. xii. p. 208.
Feb. 20, 1865.

Be it enacted hy the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
House of
it enacted by the Senate
Be
"An
Repeal of
a act
assembled, That
That the
the act entitled "
An Act
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
act States
Repeal
requiring
to
remove the
the United
United States
States arsenal
arsenal from
the city of Saint Louis, and to
from the
to remove
the
requiring the
removal of the
arsenal
St.
from St.
arsenal from
Louis, &c.

Louis, &c.

approved
Provide for
for the
the sale
sale of
of the
the lands
on which
the same
same is located,"
located," approved
which the
lands on
provide
March second,
second, eighteen
be, and
and the
the same is hereby,
sixty-one, be,
and sixty-one,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
March
repealed.
APPROVED,
1865.
20, 1865.
February 20,
APPROVED, February

XLV. -An
—An Act
Act to
extinguish the
Indian Title to Lands in the Territory
Territory of Utah
Utah
the Indian
to extinguish
CHAP. XLV.
Feb. 23, 1865. CRAP.
mineral Purposes.
suitable for agricultural
Purposes.
agriculturaland mineral
suitable

Feb. 23, 1865.

United
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be

Indian titles in States
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
the
President of
the President
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
titles in States of
Indian
authorized, by and
Utah Territory
Territory to
to United
United States
States be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized,
and with
with the
the advice
advice
is hereby,
he is
Utah
be
extinguished
be
by extinguished
treaty.

consent of
the Senate,
to enter
treaties with the various tribes
into treaties
enter into
Senate, to
of the
and consent
bey treatyngshed and
of Indians
Territory, upon
terms as
may be
be deemed just to
as may
such terms
upon such
Utah Territory,
of Utah
Indians of
of
said
Indians
and
beneficial
to
the
government
of
the
United
States: ProProStates:
United
the
of
government
the
to
beneficial
and
said Indians
vided, That
shall provide
provide for
surrender to the
for the absolute surrender
treaties shall
such treaties
That such
vided,
Proviso.
United States,
by said
of their
possessory right to all the agritheir possessory
Indians, of
said Indians,
States, by
United
cultural
and
mineral
lands
in
raid
territory
except such agricultural
agricultural lands
except
territory
said
in
lands
cultural and mineral
as
said treaties
treaties may
be set
for reservations
for said Indians:
Indians: And
And
reservations for
apart for
set apart
may be
by said
as by
as
points
Reservations.
provided,
further,
That
all
such
reservations
shall
at
selected
be
shall
reservations
such
all
That
further,
provided,
Reservations.
remote
may be
be practicable
practicable from
from the
the present
Utah Tersettlements in Utah
present settlements
as may
remote as
ritory.
Agricultural
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
agreeing with
witll said Indians
in agreeing
it further
be it
SEC.
Agricultural
treaties
of the treaties
implements
upon the
the amounts
amounts to be paid to them under the
the provisions
provisions of
upon
implements,
k,&cp.a
,
netto
be negotiated
in pursuance
of this
this act,
be taken to obtain
obtain
shall be
care shall
act, care
pursuance of
negotiated in
to be
&c.ytoe
stoceki

g
st°c

;

t

mo

eb

as far as
possible. from
Indians, to
to the
greatest possible
possible extent, their consent to receive
receive
the greatest
the Indians,
from the
as possible.
asfar
for such
such payments
agricultural implements,
implements, stock,
stock, and other
other useful articles,
payments agricultural
for
rather than money.
money.
rather
Appropriation.
SEC. 3. And
it further
enacted, That
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of negotiating
negotiating
That for
further enacted,
be it
SEC. 3. And be
Appropriation.
said
and carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of this act, making presents
out the
treaties and
said treaties
to
Indians, and
defraying the
the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident to such
such
and defraying
said Indians,
to said
negotiation,
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasnegotiation, there
ury
of the
United States
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of
of twentyStates not
the United
ury of
five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five thousand

1865.
APPROVED,
February 23,
23, 1865.
APPROVED, February

Feb.
1865.
23, 1865.
Feb. 23,

and
certain Lands and
CHAP.
Act to
to provide for the Payment of the Value of certain
An Act
XLVI..-— An
CHAP. XLVI
Reservafor Indian Reservathe Itnited
Improvements of private Citizens, appropriated
appropriated by the
rnited States for
Improvements
Territory of Washington.
tions,
tions, in the Territory
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it

thousand
assembled,That
Appropriation
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the sum of eighteen thousand
America in
of America
Appropriation States
to pay for lands, six
• hundred and eleven dollars and
as
thereof
much
so
or
and
sixty-two
cents,
thereof
cents,
sixty-two
dollars
eleven
and
hundred
six
lands,
for
pay
to
&c. taken for
treasury
the
in
money
any
of
out
Indian
reservamay
be
necessary,
is
hereby
appropriated,
any
treasury
appropriated,
Indian reserva- may be necessary, is hereby
tions in
otherwise appropriated,
the purpose
purpose of paying
payina for the lands
lands and
and
for the
appropriated, for
not otherwise
Washing- not
in Washingtions
ton Territory.
.
improvements
of private citizens, taken and appropriated,
appropriated, by order of the
ton Territory,

Claims,
Claims, how
allowed, &c.
&c.

allowed,

improvements of private
Department of
reservations and uses in the TerIndian reservations
for Indian
Interior, for
the Interior,
of the
Department
be
ritory of
of Washington;
and the claims herein
herein provided
provided to be paid shall be
Washington; and
ritory
allowed and
and paid
manner and upon
upon such proofs of the value of
of
in such manner
paid in
allowed
Secretary of the Interior.
the property
property as
be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Interior.
shall be
as shall
the
1865.
23, 1865.
APPROVED,
February 23,
APPROVED, February

F
eb. 23,
1865.
23,1865.
Feb.

United
facilitate the Collection
Act to facilitate
XLVII.-An
— An Act
Collection of certain
certain Debts due the
the United
CHAP. XLVII.

States.
States.
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the Unitea
Unitect
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
where debts
assembled, That in all cases where
Congress assembled,
States of
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are
from postmasters,
postmasters, mail-contractors,
mail-contractors, or
agents, or
or When
When warrant
warrant
or other
other officers,
officers, agents,
are due
due from
employees of
of the
who are
are in
default or delin- of
mayissueoaf
attachment t_
attachment
in default
Department, who
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department,
employees
a
gainst
issue against
a may issue against all property, real and may
quency,
warrant of
of attachment
attachment may
property of debtquency, a
a warrant
issue against all property, real and property
personal,
possessions,
and
rights
legal,
equitable,
and
contingent,
belonging
ors
to
mt-Office
personal, possessions, and rights legal, equitable, and contingent, belonging ors to Post-Office
to
officer and
and his
or either
either of
of them,
them, in
following cases:
cases: Department.
Department.
in the
the following
sureties, or
his sureties,
to such
such officer
First. When
When any
any such
such officer,
officer, agent,
agent, or
employee, and
and his
sureties, or
or Those
Those in
rebelFirst.
or employee,
his sureties,
in rebeleither
them, has,
has, within
within the
meaning of
of July
July seventeen,
seventeen, lion.
lion.
of the
the act
act of
the meaning
of them,
either of
ch., 195.
eighteen
chapter one hundred
ninety-five, and 1862,
r612,.e.!
195
5
8
.
9
hundred and ninety-five,
sixty-two, chapter
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
the
proclamation of
of the
the President
in pursuance
thereof, dated
dated the
the twentytwenty- Vol.
V2
°6
o
1
.
.xii.
xiii. P.
•
the proclamation
President in
pursuance thereof,
fifth
of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
aided, p. 1266.
1.6.
sixty-two, participated
participated in, aided,
hundred and
fifth day
day of
abetted,
or countenanced
countenanced any
any rebellion
rebellion against
against the
Unite'd States.
the Unitdd
States.
abetted, or
Second.
agent, or
or employee,
his sureties,
sureties, or
or Non-residents,
Non-residents,
and his
employee, and
such officer,
officer, agent,
Second. When
When such
either
them, is
officer was
was 8'
of them,
is aa non-resident
non-resident of
of the
the district
district where
where such
such officer
either of
appointed,
has departed
departed from
from such
the purpose
of residing
purpose of
residing
district for
for the
such district
appointed, or
or has
permanently
such district,
of defrauding
defrauding the
States, or
of
the United
United States,
or of
permanently out
out of
of such
district, or
or of
avoiding
the service
civil process.
service of
of civil
process.
avoiding the
Conveyance,
Third. When such officer or his sureties, or either of them, has con- Conveyance,
veyed
is about
to convey
convey away
property, or
or any
any part
thereof, &e.,
&9 71 of
property
of property
part thereof,
away his
his property,
about to
veyed away
away or
or is
s
d
v
e
itm
with
intent to
or
about to
fraudt
.
ent to
his property, or any part thereof,todefraund.
to remove his
or is
is about
or has
has removed
removed or
from the district
district wherein the same is situated, with intent
intent to defraud
defraud the
United
where such
removal has
certified copies
copies Removal
Removal of
of
United States.
States. And
And where
such removal
has taken
taken place,
place, certified
of
any other
other district into which property.
property.
of the
the warrant may be sent to the marshal of any
such
certified copies
copies At
'it
have been
been removed,
removed, under
under which
which certified
such property
property may have
shall
property and
such property
and convey it to
lawful for such
such marshal
marshal to seize such
shall be lawful
some
convenient point
the court from which the
the jurisdiction of the
point within the
some convenient
warrant
originally issued.
may issue
issue upon
upon due
due applicaapplica- Alias
warrants.
warrant originally
issued. Alias
Alias warrants
warrants may
Alias warrants.
tion,
;validity of the
warrant first
continue until the
the warrant
first issued shall continue
tion, and the ,alidity
return day thereof.
SEC.
And be it further
application for such warrant Application for
S
EC. 2. And
further enacted,
enacted, That application
may
made by any
assistant district
how
district attorney,
attorney, or any warrant, how
or assistant
any district
district attorney
attorney or
may be
be made
made.'
before any
other
authorized by the Postmaster-General,
any judge,
judge, or, made
Postmaster-General, before
other person
person authorized
in his absence, before any clerk of any court of the United States having
having
original jurisdiction of the cause of action.
action. Such application
application shall be
made
applicant, or some other credible
credible person,
made upon an
an affidavit
affidavit of the
the applicant,
stating
the existence
existence of either of
attachment enumerated
enumerated
of the grounds
grounds of attachment
stating the
in
the first
section of
and upon
production of
of legal
legal evidence
upon production
evidence of
of
in the
first section
of this
this act,
act, and
the
Upon such
such application,
application, and
and upon
order of
of any
any judge
judge of
of the
the Issuing
Issuing and
the debt.
debt. Upon
upon due
due order
and
court,
absence of any judge
judge without such order, the clerk shall execution
execution of warcourt, or in the absence
rant.
issue aawarrant for the attachment
attachment of all the
the property
property of any
any kind belong- rant
ing
shall
in the affidavit,
affidavit, which
which warrant shall
ing to
to the
the party
party or
or parties
parties specified in
be
executed with
possible despatch
by the
take the
the
shall take
the marshal, who
who shall
despatch by
be executed
with all
all possible
property attached,
if personal,
his custody,
custody, and
hold the
the same
same subject
subject
and hold
into his
attached, if
personal, into
property
to
interlocutory or
orders of
of the
the court.
or final orders
to all
all interlocutory
SEc. 3.
party or parties
Ownership of
That the party
parties whose Ownership
enacted, That
SEC.
3. And
And be it further enacted,
property is
may, at
at any
before the re- property
liar
o
oritx
,e atdays before
twenty days
time within
within twenty
any time
is attached
attached may,
property
. tached, iaow
how dede
turn day of the warrant, on
t
ed.
on giving to
to the
the district
district attorney
attorney notice of his termiaed.
traversing the
intention, file aaplea in abatement, travdsing
the allegations
allegations of the affidavit,
intention,
defendants, or
denying the ownership of the property attached
attached in the defendants,
or
or denying
either
application of
eithet
of either
court may,
may, upon application
of them, in
in which case
case the court
either of
party, order
an immediate
trial by
jury of
of the
affidaissues raised
raised by the affidathe issues
by jury
immediate trial
order an
party,
vit
But the
the parties
parties may,
waive a
atrial
trial by
by jury,
jury, in
in. Trial
Trial by
by jury
vit and
and plea.
plea. But
may, by
by consent,
consent, waive
jury
which case
the court
court shall
shall decide
the issues
the affidavit
affidavit and or by the court.
by the
issues raised
raised by
decide the
case the
which
clainimg ownership of the
the property attached and a
aspespe- Other
Other remedies
remedies
plea. Any party claiming
cific return
confined to
afforded by Unpaired.
t
hi s not impaired.
this
to the remedy afforded
be confined
same shall
shall be
cific
return of the same
trespass or other action for damages
damages shall
act, but
but his right to an action of trespass
not be impaired hereby.
SEC. 4. And
the property
property attached
attached Proceeds of
when th&
SEC.
And be
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That when
shall
interlocutory order of the court, or when it shall be sale
sa
l
eof
o
fattached
attaohed
any interlocutory
shall be sold on any
i
ro L i to
ibs
be
h ¥ property
producing any
revenue, the
revenue shall invested,
Evetretyi, &c.
&c.
producing
any revenue,
the money
money arising
arising from such
such sale or revenue
XII.
PuB.VOL. XIII.
PI113. — 37
37
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Accretions,
Accretions.
Publication of
of
Publication

attachment
to be
be
attachment to
made.
m
ade

.
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be
invested in
securities of
the United
United States, under
under the order of the
of the
in securities
be invested
court,
and all
all accretions
be held
held subject
subject to
to the order
order of the court.
shall be
accretions shall
court, and
S
EC. 5.
And be
it further
enacted, That
That immediately
immediately upon the execufurther enacted,
be it
5. And
SEC.
publication
tion
attachment the marshal shall cause
cause due publication
warrant of attachment
the warrant
of the
tion of
of
attachment to
be made,
in the
ihe case
case of absconding
absconding debtors or adhemade, in
to be
such attachment
of such
four
rents
the rebellion,
rebellion, for
for two
months, and
in case
of non-residents
non-residents for
for four
case of
and in
two months,
of the
rents of
months.
be made
made in
in some
newspaper or newspasome newspaper
shall be
publication shall
Such publication
months. Such
pers
the district
the property
attached is situated, and the
property attached
where the
district where
within the
pers within
details
of
such
publication
shall
he
regulated
in each
by the
order
the order
case by
each case
in
regulated
be
shall
publication
such
details of

under
warrant is issued.
which the warrant
under which
S
EC. 6.
be it
after the first publication of
of
That after
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
6. And
SEC.
newspapers required
such notice
of attachment
in all
all the
the newspapers
required by this or any
any
attachment in
notice of
such
subsequent
act, every
every person
indebted to
to the
the defendants,
defendants, or either
either of them,
person indebted
subsequent act,
and
such notice,
property is liable to attachnotice, whose property
of such
knowledge of
having knowledge
and having
knowledge,
ment, and
and every
every person having possession
possession of any property
property belonging to
knowledge, tto ment,
account therefor.
aforesaid,
thereor. such defendants, or either of them, and
acount
and having
having knowledge
knowledge as aroresaid,
shall account
and answer
for the
such debt and
and for the value
value
amount of such
the amount
answer for
account and
shall
Sales,
8m.,
of such
property, and
any disposal
or attempt
dispose of any such propattempt to dispose
disposal or
and any
such property,
of
Sales, &c.,
erty
the injury of the United States shall be illegal and void. When
When
to the
erty to
void.
the
so indebted
or having
having possession of the property
to or
indebted to
persons so
or persons
person or
the person
of such
such defendants,
or either
either of
of them,
known to the
the district attorthem, shall be known
defendants, or
of
no- ney
marshal, it shall be the duty of such officer to see that personal
the marshal,
or the
ney or
Personal notice.
notice
of such
attachment is
is served
served upon
upon such persons,
persons, as in cases
cases of garsuch attachment
notice of
tic e.
nishees;
the want
want of
of such
invalidate the attachment.
attachment.
such notice shall not invalidate
but the
nishees; but
Discharge of
of
SEC. 7.
be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That upon application
application of
of the
the party
party
And be
7. And
SEC.
Discharge
may
judge
any
court
warrant
ot
atwhose
property
has
been
the
court
or
any
thereof
may
attached,
been
has
property
whose
atot
warrant
tachment.
discharge the
the warrant
warrant of
attachment as to the property of
of the applicant:
applicant:
of attachment
tachment. discharge
Bond to
Provided,
That such
execute to the United
shall enter into and execute
applicaht shall
such applicaht
Provided, That
be
to be
Bond
sufficient penal bond
given.
bond in double
double the amount
amount of the value
value
a good and sufficient
States a
given.
of
the property
attached, conditioned
the return of said property, or
conditioned for the
property attached,
of the
rendered by the court in the premto
answer any
judgment which
which may
may be rendered
any judgment
to answer
ises,
which bond
bond shall
shall be
court or any
any judge thereof.
by the court
approved by
be approved
ises, which
Fees, costs,
costs,
S
EC. 8.
8. And
be it
it further
enacted, That the fees, costs, and expenses
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Fees,
and
expenses,
of issuing
serving the
attachment authorized
authorized by this act
of attachment
warrants of
the warrants
and serving
issuing and
Of
and expenses.
shall
as possible
the existing
existing laws of the
the United
United
by the
possible by
far as
as far
regulated as
be regulated
shall be
States and
the rules
rules of
of court
made in
in pursuance
thereof. In the case of
of
pursuance thereof.
court made
and the
States
preliminary
trials as
to the
the validity
validity of the attachment or the right of
as to
preliminary trials
property,
marshals' fees
fees shall
be the same
ordinary cases,
same as in ordinary
shall be
and marshals'
clerks' and
property, clerks'
and the
docket fee of the district attorney
attorney shall be ten dollars.
the docket
and
This act
act not
SEC. 9.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That this act shall not be construed
construed
And be
9. And
SEC.
not
This
to interfe,re,
so as
as to
limit or
or abridge
abridge in
in any
any manner
manner such
such rights
rights of
of the
the United States
to limit
&c so
interfere, &c.
to
as have
any district under
under the former practice
in any
allowed in
been allowed
or been
accrued or
have accrued
as
of the
United States
States courts
courts or the adoption
adoption of state laws by said courts.
the United
of
AP
PROVED, February
February 23,
23, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,

After publicapublicaAfter
tion, persons
persons inintion,
debted to, or having property of
ho
intprotperty
defendants,
with
de endants, with

F
eb. 23,1865.
23, 1865.
Feb.

1820, ch. 104.
ch. 104.
1820
Vol. iii.p.
587.
p.87.
Vol'iii
1864,
ch.
81.
ch. S.
186t,
Ante, p. 68.

CHAP. XLVIII.
— An Act
to amend
amend an
Act to incor.
incorAn Act to amend an Act
entitled ""An
Act entitled
an Act
Act to
XLVIII. -An
CHAP.
porate the
the Inhabitants
Inhabitants of
of the
the City
City of
Washington, passed May fifteen, eighteen hundred
of Washington,
prate
hundredand sixtyfour.
eighteen hundred
and
twenty," approved
approved May
sixty four.
fifth, eighteen
May fifth,
and twenty,"

and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
States of
Congress assembled,
May
assembled, That the act, approved May
in Congress
America in
of America
States
fifth,
eighteen hundred
sixty-four, entitled ""An act to amend ' An act
and sixty-four,
hundred and
fifth, eighteen
to incorporate
city of Washington,'
Washington,' passed
passed May
May
of the city
inhabitants of
the inhabitants
incorporate the
to
fifteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty,"
twenty," be
amended so as to read
construed amended
be construed
fifteen,
Taxes
for local
local as
power and Tauthority
authority
have full power
shall have
corporation shall
said corporation
the said
That the
follows: That
as follows:
Taxes for
improvements,
to lay taxes on particular
far their
their
particular wards, parts, or sections of the city, for
improvement
&c.
the
to cause
particular local improvements,
&c.
particular
improvements, and
and to
cause the
the curb-stones
curb-stones to
to be
be set,
set, the
be
to
they
Paving.
foot
and
carriage
ways,
or
so
much
thereof
as
they
may
deem
best,
thereof
much
so
or
ways,
foot and carriage
Paving.
necessary sewerage
Sewerage.
graded and
sewerage and drainage
introduce the necessary
paved; to introduce
and paved;
graded
Sewerage.
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facilities
under and
upon the
the whole
whole or
or any
portion of
of any
street,
facilities under
and upon
any portion
any avenue,
avenue, street,
and at
at all
or alley;
alley; to cause the same
same to
to be
be suitably
suitably paved
paved and
and repaired,
repaired, and
all
times properly
properly cleaned
cleaned and
and watered;
watered; to
to be
be erected
erected therein,
therein, Street
Street lamps.
lamps.
to cause
cause lamps
lamps to
cost thereof,
thereof, the
the corporation
corporation of
of
and to
to light
light the same
same and
and to pay
pay the
the cost
Washington
Washington is hereby authorized
authorized to lay and
and collect
collect a
a tax upon
upon all prop- Tax.
erty bordering
bordering upon
that may
be paved,
erty
upon each
each street
street or
or alley
alley that
may be
paved, sewered,
sewered,
cleaned, or watered
said corporation
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
lighted, cleaned,
watered by
by said
corporation in
provisions of this act. And also to lay, or cause
cause to be laid,
simultaneously
laid, simultaneously
with the grading
grading or paving of any avenue, street, or alley in
main Water and gas
gas
in which a
a main
Water-pipe or main
gas-pipe, or
sewer may
may have
have been
laid, water
or pipes
lateral
water-pipe
main gas-pipe,
or main
main sewer
been laid,
water or
pipes and lateral
gas service
pipes or
or lateral
lateral house
house drains,
drains, from
water or
gas main
main or
ordrains.
gas
service pipes
from such
such water
or gas
house drains.
main sewer to one foot within the curb line in front of every
every lot or subon such
such avenue,
or alley,
alley,
divisional part of a
a lot which may bound on
avenue, street,
street, or
and to which aagas or water
water service
service pipe or house drain
not have
have
drain slay
nay not
been already
already laid,
laid, and
pay the
the cost
thereof, shall
full power
and Tax.
T.
been
and -to
to pay
cost thereof,
shall have
have full
power and
authority to lay and collect
authority
collect aaspecial tax on
on every such lot or
or subdivisional
subdivisional
part of aalot.
APPROVED, February 23, 1865.
APPROVED,

CHAP.
-AnAn Act
Act to incarporate
C
RAP. XLIX.
XLIX. —
of Mercy in the District
Columbia.
incorporate the Sisters of
District of Columbia.

Feb. 23,
23, 1865.
1865.
Feb.

enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
" Sisters of
States
of America in
in Congress
That Isabel
Isabel Atkinson, Eliza- me"reSist,efisi
of
beth Medcalf, Teresa Byrne, Ellen Matthews, Mary Duffy, Teresa Moran, Distrct of Coand Ellen Wynne, and their successors, hereafter to become Sisters of lumbia incorpoappointed according
according to the rules and
regulations that rated.
Mercy, and to be appointed
and regulations
rated '
have been
been or may hereafter
established by their association,
association, be,
be, and
hereafter be
be established
and
declared, and constituted
they are hereby,
hereby, made, declared,
constituted a
a corporation
corporation or body
body
politic, in law and in fact, to have continuance
style,
continuance forever, by
by the name, style,
and
title of
of the
Sisters of
of Mercy
in the
of Columbia."
Columbia."
and title
the "
" Sisters
Mercy in
the District
District of
SEc.
enacted, That all and singular
here
S
EC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
singular the
the lands, Property heretok: Pe
i
rty to
tofore
given
houses,
houses, tenements,
tenements, rents, legacies, annuities, rights, property,
property, privileges,
privileges, become
beconlyvested
ves
n
te d
c
'
in
goods, and chattels, heretofore
given, granted, devised or bequeathed
bequeathed to the corporation
heretofore given,
corporation
the said Sisters of Mercy, in the District of Columbia, or to any individindividual of the said corporation,
or to any person or persons
corporation, .or
persons for
for the use
use of
of
said corporation,
corporation, or that have been
been purchased
purchased for or on ,account
account of the
same be, and they are hereby, vested in, and confirmed
confirmed to, the said corporation; and that the said
said corporation
corporation may purchase,
purchase, take,
hold, Corporation
Comrdatgi e
n
take, receive,
receive, hold,
and apply to the uses and purposes
purposes of the same,
same, according
according to the rules, proypeh.od
mr
p
a
oPerty.' &
regulations,
regulations, and by-laws that they may establish from time to time, for
for the
management
management of the concerns of
of the said society or corporation,
any lands,
corporation, any
tenements,
rights,' property, and privileges, or
tenements, rents, legacies, annuities,
annuities rights
or
what kind
which
any goods,
goods, chattels, or other effects of
of what
kind or nature
nature soever,
soever, which
shall or may have been or may hereafter
hereafter be given, granted, sold, bequeathed
bequeathed
or devised unto the said association
association or corporation
corporation by any person
person or peror
sons, bodies politic or corporate, capable of making such grants, sale, or
corporation of the Sisters of
bequest, and that the said association
association or corporation
of
Mercy, in the District of Columbia, may dispose of and
and convey the same
same
torty
land
as they may deem proper: Provided,
Provided, That the said association
association or cor- Limit
Li
npiri
o
t
pe
an
.d
poration shall not, at any one time, hold, use, possess, and enjoy, within
within and
an d property.
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, either by legal seizure, or trust, for its use
use and
and
benefit, more than three
three hundred and twenty
twenty acres of land, nor shall
shall the
the
corporation hold, in its own right, or by any other persaid association
association or corporation
person in trust, or for its benefit,
benefit, real estate the annual
annual net income
income of which,
which,
after discharging
liabilities, shall
discharging all its expenses,
expenses, debts, and -liabilities,
shall exceed
exceed the
sum of fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Suits.
SEC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
Sac.
enacted, That the
the said corporation,
corporation, by the
the Suits
Columbia, be, and
name of the Sisters of Mercy, in the District
District of Columbia,
and shall
shall
be hereafter, capable in law and in equity to sue and
and be sued, within the
and
beth Ellen
Mede,alf,
Wynne,
Teresa
andByrne,
their Ellen
successors,
Matthews,
hereafter
Mary to
Duffy,
become
Teresa
Sisters
Moran,
of lumbia
Distriet'incorpoof
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District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, in
as effectual
effectual a
amanner
manner as other
other per.
perin as
of Columbia
District
sons or
or be
sued, and
that the
the said
corporation, or
said corporation,
and that
be sued,
sue or
can sue
corporations can
or corporations
sons
majority of
the persons
composing the
the same,
adopt and use aa
shall adopt
same, shall
persons composing
of the
aa majority
common
seal, and
the same
same to
change at pleasure, and from
use, alter, or change
to use,
and the
Sealcommon seal,
Seal.
time
time make
make such
such by-laws,
with the Constitution of
inconsistent with
not inconsistent
by-laws, not
to time
By-laws.
time to
By-laws.
the
United
States
or
any
law
of
congress,
as
they
may deem
deem expedient
expedient
may
they
as
congress,
of
law
any
or
the United States
and proper
objects of
the said
said association
association or
or
of the
the objects
effect the
into effect
carrying into
for carrying
and proper for
Objects of as- corporation,
care, control,
control, and
and education
children; the care,
education of children;
sociation.
the care,
including the
corporation, including
sociation.
protection,
employment of
of destitute
destitute females;
females; the care,
and employment
instruction, and
protection, instruction,
nursing,
the sufferings
sufferings of
of sick
sick or
wounded persons, and
and
or wounded
of the
alleviation of
and alleviation
nursing, and
such
other objects
objects of
of literature
and charity
as may
upon
be determined upon
may be
charity as
literature and
such other
by
their by-laws,
which their
their means and net income may
and which
aforesaid, and
as aforesaid,
by-laws, as
by their
enable them
support.
and support.
effect and
to effect
them to
enable
SEC. 4. Ai&
be it
it further
if, at
at any
time hereafter,
hereafter, any
any
any time
That if,
enacted, That
further enacted,
SEC. 4. Apd be
Persons
Persons named
of the
the persons
persons hereinbefore
hereinhefore named,
named, or
or any
successors, as Sisters
any of their successors,
herein as
corpo- of
as corpoherein
rators, and
oth- of
of Mercy,
to belong
belong to
to the
the said
said
Mercy, in the District of Columbia, shall cease to
and thrators,
ers, when to have
such
association
or
corporation,
according
to
the
said
by-laws,
such
persons
shall
by-laws,
said
the
to
according
no
&c.
association or corporation,
no control, &c.
thereafter have
part or
in the
proceedings of the said associaassociathe proceedings
control in
or control
no part
have no
thereafter
tion
under or
or in
pursuance of
of the
provisions of this act.
the provisions
in pursuance
corporation under
or corporation
tion or
SEC. 5.
further enacted,
the said
said association
association or
corporaor corporaThat the
enacted, That
itfurther
be it
And be
Officers, agents,
5. And
agents, SEC.
Officers,
tion
shall have
have power
power to
to appoint
appoint such
such officers,
officers, agents,
and persons as
as may
agents, and
&c.
tion shall
&c.
be necessary,
necessary, and
and to
purchase such buildings
buildings or to create such
such
or purchase
construct or
to construct
be
and
establishments as
may be
be required
required to effect and carry
carry out the humane and
as may
establishments
charitable objects
objects of
of its
its institution,
institution, in accordance
accordance with its by-laws and
and regcharitable
ulations, as aforesaid, under this act.
S
EC. 6.
other inenacted, That the schools and all other
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
stitutions of
of instruction,
established by the
the
education, or employment, established
instruction, education,
stitutions
subject
Sisters
of Mercy
the District
District of Columbia, shall at all times be subject
in the
Mercy in
Sisters of
Visitation and
to the
the visitation
and inspection
inspection of
the justices
justices of the supreme
supreme court
court of the
of the
visitation and
and to
Visitation
inspection.
District
of Columbia,
committees on the District
District
or any one of them, or the committees
Columbia, or
District of
inspection.
of
in either
either house
other committee
committee of
congress, or any other
house of congress,
Columbia in
of Columbia
congress
that either
house may
appoint, and
the books, records, and proceedand the
may appoint,
either house
congress that
ings
said Sisters
of Mercy
Mercy shall at all times be subject to the examiexamiSisters of
of said
ings of
committee.
nation
inspection of
of said
justices or any such committee.
said justices
and inspection
nation and
S
EC. 7.
7. And
That this act may, at any
any time
time hereenacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Act may be
amended, &c.
&c.
after,
be amended,
amended, altered,
altered, or
repealed, in whole or in part, according to
or repealed,
after, be
amended,
the pleasure of congress.
congress.
APPROVED,
February 23, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, February
Suits.
Suits.

Feb. 23, 1865.
— An Act
to amend
amend an
entitled "An
"An Act
incorporate the Columbia InstiInstiAct to incorporate
Act entitled
an Act
Act to
L. -An
CHAP T.
23, 1865. Crrer
Feb.
Blind," approved
tution
for the
Instruction of
of the Deaf and
and Dumb and the Bli,"
approved February sixsixthe Instruction
tutionfor
.
1857,
ch. 46.
and fifty-seven.
fitly-seven.
teen, eighteen hundred aw
1857,xi. . 46161. teen,
Vol. xi
Vol.
.p. 1.
61 .
United
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the United
and House of
Senate and
Be
Teaching
the
States
Congress assembled, That so much
much of said act as
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Teaching the
is
the same
blind not
not rerequires the
the teaching
be and the
same is
teaching of the blind in said institution be,
requires
reblind
quired.
shall hereand style
name and
corporate
repealed,
hereby,, repeale
Change of cor- hereby
d, and
and the
the cor
porate name
style thereof
thereof shall hereDeaf and
porate name.
name,
after be
be "
The Columbia
and
Columbia Institution for the instruction of the Deaf
" The
after
porate
Dumb."
Secretary of the Interior
Indigent blind,
SEC. 2.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
Interior
That the Secretary
it further
And be
2. And
blind, SEC.
Indigent
where
to be
be eduedu- be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
cause all indigent
indigent blind
blind children
children who
authorized to cause
is hereby,
where to
as it
entitled, under the
become entitled,
cated.
are now, or may hereafter
hereafter become
the law
law as
it now
now exists,
exists,
to
be instructed
instructed in some institution for the
institution, to be
said institution,
in said
instruction in
to instruction
education of
of the
blind, in Maryland,
Maryland, or some other
other state,
state, at aa cost not
not
the blind,
education
time
the
greater
for
each
pupil
than
is,
or
may
be
for
being, paid by such
may
or
is,
than
pupil
each
for
greater
United
state, and
treasury of
of the
the United
and to cause the same to be paid out of the treasury
state,
States.
SE0. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That this act shall take
take effect from
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
When act to
hundred and sixty-five.
and after
thirtieth day of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-five.
after the thirtieth
take
and
take effect.
February 23, 1865.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
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Navy, and
other Persons
of the
Army and
bur.
LII.- An
An Act
Act to
to prevent
prevent Oficers
Officers of
the Army
and Navy,
and other
Persons
CHAP. LII.—
moved
military and
and naval
naval Service
Service of
of the
United States,
from interfering
interfering in
in
the United
States, from
in the
the military
enaged in
Elwtions
the States.
States.
in the
Elections in
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Feb.
Feb. 25
25, 1865.
1865.

Be
enacted by
of the United
of Representatives
Representatives'of
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
assembled, That
it shall
Interference in
not be
be lawful
lawful for Interference
That it
shall not
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
any
naval officer
officer of
of the
the United
States, or
or other
other person
engaged etleientoloffinseebz
etainofis yroperson engaged
United States,
any military
military or
or naval
in the
military, or
or naval
the United
United States,
to order,
bring, hibited.
P
order, bring,
in
the civil,
civil, military,
naval service
service of
of the
States, to
keep, or
or have
under his
his authority
or control,
any troops
troops or
or armed
men at
at
armed men
authority or
control, any
keep,
have under
the place
any general
general or
or special
election is
any state
state of
of the
in any
the
special election
is held
held in
the
place where
where any
United States
States of
of America,
shall be
to repel
repel the armed
unless it
it shall
be necessary
necessary to
United
America, unless
enemies of
United States, or to keep
keep the peace
enemies
of the
the United
peace at the polls. And
that it
it shall
shall not
not be
be lawful
officer of
of the
army or
of the
the
the army
or navy
navy of
lawful for
for any
any officer
that
United
to prescribe
prescribe or
by procproc- Qualifications
or fix,
fix, by
Qualifications
or fix,
fix, or
or attempt
attempt to
to prescribe
prescribe or
United States
States to
lamation, order,
order, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, the
the qualifications
of voters
state of
to
not to
in any
any state
of of voters !lot
voters in
qualifications of
lamation,
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, or
any manner
manner to
to interfere
with the
be prescribed
ri re scribed
the freefree- be
interfere with
or in
in any
the
dom of
election in
any state,
state, or
or with
exercise of
the free
right
the exercise
of the
free right
in any
with the
dom
of any
any election
of suffrage
suffrage in
in any
of the
the United
States. Any
Any officer
officer of
the army
army
of the
United States.
any state
state of
of
or navy
navy of
other person
engaged in the
the civil, milior other
person engaged
of the
the United States, or
or
tary, or
naval service
section of
violates this
this section
service of the United States, who violates
tary,
or naval
this act,
shall, for
every such
to indictment
indictment as
as for
misfor aamissuch offence,
offence, be
be liable
liable to
this
act, shall,
for every
demeanor, in
any court
court of the United
United States
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear,
States having
in any
demeanor,
try, and
determine cases
cases of
and on conviction
conviction thereof shall
shall .Penalty for
of misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
try,
and determine
this
pay aafine
fine not
exceeding five
five thousand
thousand dollars,
suffer imprisonment
v
e
lot.latton of this
violation
imprisonment in a
and suffer
dollars, and
not exceeding
pay
the penitentiary
penitentiary not
less than
than five years,
years, at
nor more than
not less
than three months, nor
the
the discretion
discretion of
convicted as
and any
any person
person convicted
trying the
the same;
same; and
of the
the court
court trying
the
aforesaid shall, moreover, be disqualified from holding any office of honor,
profit,
government of
the United
United States:
States: Provided,
Suffrages of
Provided, Suffragesof
of the
the government
or trust,
trust, under
under the
profit, or
ike. tnot
offiers,
not
construed as to prevent
That nothing herein contained shall be so construed
prevent any le
rfered
ers 'dei,
with
officers, soldiers,
from exercising
exercising the right
right of suffrage
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, or marines, from
officers,
qualified
in
election district to which
may belong,
belong, if otherwise qualified
which he may
any election
in any
according
to the
the laws
laws of the state in which he shall offer to vote.
according to
S
EC. 2.
be it
Interfering
person in the Interfering
officer or person
That any officer
enacted, That
And be
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
2. And
military
or naval
naval service
of the
the United
States, who
who shall
shall order
rtwh elections,
order or advise, with
United States,
service of
military or
menace, intimidation,
or
who shall
shall directly
directly or
indirectly, by
force, threat,
intimidation, ° Pe
threat, menace,
by force,
or indirectly,
or who
or
otherwise, prevent
prevent or
prevent any
qualified voter of any
any
any qualified
to prevent
attempt to
or attempt
or otherwise,
state
of' the
America from
from freely exercising the right of
state of
the United States of America
United
general or special election in any state of the United
suffrage at any general
States,
or who
shall in
in like
manner compel,
or attempt
attempt to
to compel,
officompel, any officompel, or
like manner
who shall
States, or
cer of
in any
any such
such state
vote from
from a
aperson
person not
to receive
receive aavote
state to
an election
election in
cer
of an
impose any
legally qualified to vote, or who shall impose or attempt to impose
rules or
or regulations
regulations for
conducting such
election different
those preprefrom those
different from
such election
for conducting
rules
scribed by
officer of said elecin any
any manner
manner with any officer
by law,
law, or interfere in
scribed
tion
in the
the discharge
discharge of
his duties,
duties, shall for any
any such
such offence
liable to
offence be liable
of his
tion in
indictment
as for
misdemeanor, in
in any
any court
of the
the United
having
United States having
court of
for a
a misdemeanor,
indictment as
jurisdiction
to hear,
try, and
on
of misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and on
cases of
determine cases
and determine
hear, try,
jurisdiction to
conviction
pay aafine
of not
five thousand dollars,
not exceeding
exceeding five
fine of
shall pay
thereof shall
conviction thereof
and
in the
the penitentiary
years, at
not exceeding
exceeding five years,
penitentiary not
suffer imprisonment
imprisonment in
and suffer
the discretion
court trying
the same, and any person convicted as
trying the
the court
of the
the
discretion of
aforesaid shall,
moreover, be
be disqualified
any office
office of
of honor,
honor,
holding any
from holding
disqualified from
shall, moreover,
aforesaid
profit,
or trust,
trust, under
under the
the government
States,
government of the United States.
profit, or
APPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,
C
HIP. LIII.
to increase
increase the
the Efficiency
Efficiency of
Medical Corps
of the
the Army.
Feb. 25,1865.
25, 1865.
Feb.
Army.
Corps of
of the
the Medical
-An Act
Act to
CaAP.
LII. —An
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
of
the
United
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
States
of America
Congress assembled,
medical director
director of Rank
Rank and
assembled, That the medical
in Congress
America in
States of
pay
of
certain
army corps, and the medical M
i
t=
ee
ln
an army in the field consisting of two or more army
medical
direcdirector (f(_.!.‘ a
department in
which there
States gen- tors.
a military department
in which
there are United States
director
eral
or upwards, shall have the
thousand beds or
containing four thousand
eral hospitals
hospitals containing
rank,
pay, and
and emoluments
emoluments of a
colonel of cavalry;
cavalry; and the medical dia colonel
rank, pay,
37
37 *
*
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Increase, how
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continue.
to continue,
longg to
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duty.
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rector of
an army
army corps
corps in
in the
the field,
or of
of a
department in which there
a department
field, or
of an
rector
are United
general hospitals
hospitals containing
containing less
than four
four thousand
thousand beds,
less than
States general
are United States
of cavshall
have
thl
rank,
pay,
and
emoluments
of
a
lieutenant-colonel
lieutenant-colonel
a
of
emoluments
and
pay,
rank,
the
shall have
airy.
But this
this increased
medical
rank and pay shall only continue to medical
increased rank
airy. But
officers
discharging such
such special
special duties; and the assignments from
from
while discharging
officers while
made
them
of
time
to
time
to
such
duty
shall
be
at
least
two
them
made
from
thirds
two
least
at
be
shall
duty
time to time to such
among the
the surgeons
surgeons and
surgeons of volunteers.
volunteers.
assistant surgeons
and assistant
among
25, 1865.
APPROVED, February
February 25,
APPROVED,

New York.
Feb. 25, 1865. CHAP.
to create
create the
Judicial District
of the
the State
State of
of New
District of
Eastern Judicial
the Eastern
Act to
-An Act
LIV. —An
25, 1865. CHAP. LIV.
Feb.
Eastern
judiEasternjudicial
district in
ia districtin
New York created.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Unitea
the Unitea
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the counties of Kings,
in Congress
America in
States

in the State
Queens, Suffolk,
Suffolk, and
and Richmond,
Richmond, in
State of New York,
York, with
with the
the
Queens,
of the
waters
thereof,
are
hereby
constituted
a
separate
judicial
district
judicial
separate
a
constituted
hereby
are
waters thereof,
United
States, to
to be
styled the
district of
New York. The Presof New
eastern district
the eastern
be styled
United States,
ident
of the
States, by
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of the
and with
by and
United States,
the United
ident of
who
district
Judge.
Senate,
shall
appoint
a
district
judge
for
shall reside
reside
said
for
judge
district
a
appoint
shall
Senate,
Judge.
Jurisdiction
therein,
and who
who shall
shall possess
possess the
perform the same
same
the same powers and perform
therein, and
Jurisdiction
and pay.
duties within
within said
said district
district which
are now
now possessed
possessed and performed
performed by the
the
which are
duties
pay.
and
district judge
district of New
New York. The said judge
southern district
the southern
of the
judge of
district
shall
the same
as is by
by law
law provided
provided for the
compensation as
same compensation
receive the
also receive
shall also
judge of
said southern
southern diotrict.
the trial
diotrict. District and circuit courts for the
of said
Terms of dis- judge
trict and circuit of causes shall be held in
Wednesday
first
the
on
in
the
city
of
Brooklyn
on
Wednesday
Brooklyn
of
city
the
held
be
trict and circuit of causes shall
courts.
court.
of every month. The courts so to be held shall have the same jurisdiction
as is
is now
or may
hereafter be
vested in other district and circuit
be vested
may hereafter
now or
tion as
courts
United States.
States. Such
Such officers
appointed for
for said
shall be appointed
officers shall
the United
of the
courts of
Other officers
officers
of court.
district
and court,
the same manner and
and with the same fees and
and
court, and in the
district and
court.
of
emoluments as
prescribed by law for other districts and courts
courts of
of the
as prescribed
emoluments
United
United States.
Sue.
it further enacted,
enacted, That the
the district court for the said
And be itfurther
2. And
SEC. 2.
Concurrent
Concurrent
jurisdiction
of
eastern district
district shall
have concurrent
concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction with the district court
shall have
of eastern
jurisdiction
this
court.
the counties
for the southern district
this court.
district of New York
York over the waters
waters within
within the
of New
York, Kings,
and Suffolk, in the
the State of New York,
Queens, and
Kings, Queens,
New York,
of
and
over all
seizures and
done in such waters;
waters; and all
or done
made or
matters made
and matters
all seizures
and over
said courts, or by
Process.
writs
other process
or orders
orders issued
out of either of said
by
issued out
process or
or other
writs or
Process.
any judge
judge thereof,
thereof, shall
shall run
executed in any part of said waters.
and be executed
run and
any
inability on
Judge
to hold
hold
S
EC. 3.
3. And
And be it
enacted, That, in case of the inability
on
further enacted,
it further
SEC.
Judge to
of the
co
southernnaccount
in souther
urt in
account of sickness of the judge
judge of
the district
district court
court of
of the
the United
United States
States
court
when,
district, when,
&c.
for
the southern
southern district
district of
of New
York, to hold any
any court therein, it shall
New York,
for the
&c.t
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
of the
the said
said eastern
hold
eastern district of New York to hold
judge of
the judge
be
such
court and
lo and
and perform
perform all the acts and
and duties
duties of the judge of said
and ao
such court
southern district
district without
without any
additional compensation;
compensation; and
and whenever,
whenever,
any additional
southern
from pressure
public business
cause, it shall be deemed desirabusiness or other cause,
of public
pressure of
from
ble by
by the
judge of
southern district of New York, that the judge
said southern
of said
the judge
ble
of
said eastern
eastern district
district perform
perform the duties of a
a judge in said southern
of said
district,
an order
may be entered
entered to that effect in the records of said disorder may
district, an
trict
court, and
and thereupon
thereupon the
the judge of said eastern
eastern district shall be emtrict court,
powered to
to do
compensation, within
within said
without additional compensation,
perform, without
and perform,
do and
powered
southern district
the
York, and in the district court thereof, all the
New York,
of New
district of
southern
acts and
and duties of the district judge thereof.
acts
1865.
APPROVED,
25, 1865.
February 25,
APPROVED, February
Feb.
25, 1865.
Feb. 25,1865.
1863, ch.
52.
ch. 52
Vol. sit.. p. 658.
8.
Vol.

a Part
annex a
to annex
"An Act
an Act entitled "An
supplemental to an
CHAT. LV.-An
LV.— An Act
Act supplemental
Act to
Part of
of the
the
CHAP.
appoint an Assistant
State of
New Jersey
Jersey to
the Collection
Collection District
District of
York, and
to appoint
and to
New York,
of New
to te
ofNe
State
eighteen hundred
Februarytwenty-one, eighteen
Collector
at Jersey
Jersey City,"
City," approved
hundred and
and
approved February
reside at
to reside
lector to
sixty-three.
sixty-three.

House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
by the Senate and House
Be it
assembled, That the
States
in Congress assembled,
the assistant
assistant collector
collector
America, in
of America,
States of
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appointed under the act entitled "An
"An act to annex
annex a
part of
the State
State of
of Enrolment
Enrolment and
and
a part
of the
New Jersey to the collection
York, and
to appoint
appoint an
an license
license of
collection district
district of
of New
New York,
and to
of certain
certain
vessels
owned
in
assistant
City," approved
Hudson and Berassistant collector to reside at Jersey City,"
approved February
February twenty- linesOn7.7dBle7,
one, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three, be,
be, and he
he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
to gen
Ken Counties,
authorized to
Counties,
license, according
according to the laws of the United
enrol and license,
all vessels
vessels new
Jersey'
United States,
States, all
New Jersey.
in the coasting-trade
engaged in
and fisheries,
owned in
in whole
in part
by
coasting-trade and
fisheries, owned
whole or
or in
part by
residents of the counties of Hudson
Bergen, in
in the
the State
of New
New
Hudson and
and Bergen,
State of
Jersey; and all such enrolments and
and licenses
licenses shall
be as
as valid
valid and
effectshall be
and effectual as if the same had been
effected in
other port
of the
the United
United
been effected
in any
any other
port of
States; and the
States;
the enrolment
and licensing
licensing of
the said
said assistant
assistant collector,
collector, in
in the
enrolment and
of
vessels,
laws of
vessels, shall be subject to the laws
liable to
to all
all
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and liable
responsibilities imposed
the penalties and responsibilities
upon collectors
like cases.
imposed upon
collectors in
in like
cases.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 25,
25, 1865.
1865.
Feb. 25,
25, 1865.
Feb.
1865.
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
and House
United
States of America in Congress assembled,
Corporation of
of
States
That the
the corporation
corporation of
of GeorgeGeorge- Corporation
assembled, That
I )
Georgetown m
ma
town be, and they are hereby, authorized
empowered to
authorized and empowered
levy and
and colcol- Georgetown
to levy
levy certain a
lect, in the
the same manner
which other
other taxes
taxes are levied
and collected
collected taxes.
manner in
in which
levied and
in said town, an annual tax, not to exceed in any year
fifteen-hundredths
year fifteen-hundredths
assessed value
of one per centum
centum of the assessed
in said
said
value of
of the
the taxable
taxable property
property in
town, to
to be
be applied
applied to the
payment of
the interest
and the
the extinction
of
the payment
of the
interest and
extinction of
the principal of the debt recently
contracted by
by said corporation
recently contracted
in filling
filling
corporation in
quota under the several
several drafts for
its 'quota
the present
for troops
troops made
made during
during the
present
war.
SEC.
said corporation
S
EC. 2. And be itfiurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That the said
are hereby
hereby Direct tax of
corporation are
Direct tax of
further
authorized and empowered
further authorized
empowered to levy and collect, in manner
manner aforeafore- 1861.
said, aasum sufficient
to
pay
the
said
town's
proportion
direct tax 1861,
sufficient
proportion of the direct
1861, ch. 45,
8.
approved §
imposed on the District of Columbia by the act
act of congress
congress approved
§ 8.
Vol
x p. 296.
sixty-one, and the cost and expenses
August fifth,
fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
expenses Vol. xii.
i.p. 296of collecting
collecting the
same.
the same.
APPROVED, February
February 25, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,

CHAP.
-— An Act to authorize
authorize the Coywation
Corporation of Georgetown to levy
C
am>. LVI.
LVI.
levy certain Taxes.

CHAP.
-An
authorizing and requiring
CHIP. LVII.
LVII.
— An Act authorizing
requiring the Opening of Sixth Street West.
West:
Feb.
Feb. 25, 1865.
Be it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Howe of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
and House
of the
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the corporate
States
Congress assembled,
authorities Sixth
Sixth Street
Street
corporate authorities
Washington be, and they are hereby, authorized
of the city of Washington
authorized and
and re- west
7est in WashWash"
quired to
Sixth Street
Street west,
from. the
canal to
to Maine
under beopned.
In
e
g
o
topn
ea C., to
quired
to open
open Sixth
west, from
the canal
Maine Avenue,
Avenue, under
to
the direction of the commissioner of public buildings, in accordance
accordance
approved in May, eighteen
with the plan approved
and twenty-two,
by
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-two, by
Monroe, then President
James Monroe,
the United
United States:
President of
of the
States: Provided,
Provided, however,
however,
That Sixth Street through the public grounds
grounds known as
as Armory
Armory. Square
Square
not be
be opened
shall not
the removal
the army
army hospital
hospital from
opened until after
after the
removal of
of the
from
such public ground, or until the consent
of the
the
consent of the
the surgeon-general
surgeon-general of
United States army shall be first had
had and obtained.
obtained.
APPROVED, February 25, 1865.
APPROVED,
1865.

Ca.
LVIII. —
- An Act in .Reference
Reference to Prosecutions
Districtof
Crte.r. LVIII.
Prosecutions for Libel in the District
of Columbia.
Feb. 25,
25, 1865.
1865.
Columbia. Feb.
Senate and House of
Representatives of
the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
States of
assembled, That
in all prosecutions
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That in
prosecutions or
or In
In libel
libel suits,
snits,
indictments
hereafter be instituted, in
indictments for libel instituted, or which may hereafter
i
n &c.,
the DisDis&c., in
in the
t
tii
e
cto
tr a
f
t
C
holm
um
aybii
:i t;
thereof may
may be given in evidence
the District
District of Columbia, the truth thereof
evidence the
h
tr'uth
Clumba
under
under the general
general issue as aajustification
justification of the alleged
alleged libel; and if it given in evieviappear that the matter charged
charged as
libel[l]ous was
and was
written dence.
deuce.
as libel[l]ous
was true,
true, and
was written
or published
justifiable ends, the defendant
defendant
published with good motives and for justifiable
acquitted.
shall be acquitted.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 25,
25, 1865.
1865.
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Circuit Courts
LIX.-An
—An Act
Act for
for changing
changing the
Courts in the Dis.
Die.
for holding the Circuit
Time for
the Time
CHAP. LIX.
Feb. 25, 1865. CHAP.
trict
Virginia.
of Virginia.
trict of
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the Unitea
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
in the
Terms of
States of
America in
circuit courts in
the
assembled, That the circuit
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
cir- States
of cirTerms
at Norheld
be
shall
Richmond,
at
holden
heretofore
the
cult
courts
in
district
of
Virginia,
heretofore
holden
a
t
Richmond,
shall
be
held
at
Norcuit courts
district of
of Virdistrict
November
ginia.
folk, on
on the
the first
and on
the fourth
fourth Monday
Monday of November
on the
May and
in May
Monday in
first Monday
folk,
ginia.
in each
each year;
year; and
and all
and process
process in or issuing out of the
proceedings and
all proceedings
in
said
which are
or may
made returnable
returnable to any other times or
or
be made
may be
are or
court which
said court
places
appointed
for
holding
the
same
than
specified, shall
shall be
those above specified,
places appointed for holding the same than those
deemed legally
returnable on
on the
days and
and at
at the
the place
specified, and
place above specified,
the days
legally returnable
deemed
said
not otherwise; and
and all
suits
and
other
proceedings
in
court which
in
proceedings
other
and
all suits
not otherwise;
stand continued
to any
any other
or place
than those above
above specified,
specified,
place than
time or
other time
continued to
stand
this act,
shall be deemed
continued
to
the
place
and
time
prescribed
by
prescribed
time
and
place
the
to
continued
shall be deemed
and
no other.
and no
APPROVED, February
February 25, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,
Feb. 25, 1865.

a Circuit
CHAP. LXIV.— An Act
providing for a
District and a
Circuit Court of the United
United
a District
Act providin
Feb. 27,1865. CHAP. LXIV. -An
States for
Purposes.
Nevada, andfor other Purposes.
of Nevada,
Distrct of
the District
fo the
States

Feb. 27, 1865.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives of the United
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the State of Nevada
America in
of America
States
the district
vada to
to consticonstishall
hereafter constitute
constitute one
called the
district
judicial district, and be called
one judicial
shall hereafter
vadaa
actjudicial
judicial
tute
di
str i
.
of Nevada;
and
for said
said district
a
district judge,
judge, aa marshal, and aa .disdistrict
a
district
for
and
Nevada;
of
district.
Judge,
trict attorney
attorney of
of the
States shall be appointed.
the United States
attor- trict
Judge, attorNevada
That the said district of
ney,
end marshal.
S
EC. 2.
be it
jUrther enacted,
enacted, That
of Nevada
it Jfrther
And be
2. And
SEC.
ney,andmarshal.
and a term
circuit;
part
of shall
be attached
attached to
and constitute
constitute a
a part of the tenth c
ircuit ;and a term
to
be
shall
tenthircui
To be
of
part
ct.
Terms of cirof the circuit court of the United States for the
the said
said district shall be
be held
Terms of cir- of the circuit court of the United States for
of
cult
and
in the
of Carson,
in the
the State
State of
of Nevada,
Nevada, on the first
first Monday
Monday of
Carson, in
city of
the city
district in
cuit and district
Monday of
courts.
March, and
and on
on the first Monday of August, and on the
the first
first Monday
of
March,
courts.
United
December
of each
each year;
and a
court of the United
a term of the district court
year; and
December of
States for
district shall
be held
held at the said city of Carson on
on the
the
shall be
said district
the said
for the
States
the
on
and
May,
of
Monday
first
Monday
of
February,
and
on
the
first
Monday
the
the
on
and
February,
of
Monday
first
first
Monday of
October of each year.
of October
first Monday
Jurisdiction of
Sac. 3.
be it
it further
enacted, That
the United
That the district court of the
further enacted,
And be
3. And
SEC.
of
Jurisdiction
the
possess
shall
judge
district
court;
States
for
the
district
of
Nevada,
and
the
judge
thereof,
possess
the
Nevada,
of
district
the
for
States
court;
district
and
courts
district
same
powers
and
jurisdiction
possessed
by
and
other
the
by
possessed
same powers and jurisdiction
district
judges of
of the
the United
States, and
and shall be governed by the same
United States,
district judges
laws
and
regulations.
regulations.
and
laws
of circuit court.
Sac.
be it
further enacted,
That the
the circuit
circuit court of the United
enacted, That
it further
And be
4, And
SEC. 4,
circut court.
of
States
for the
the said
the judge thereof, shall possess
possess
Nevada, and the
of Nevada,
district of
said district
States for
the
same powers
powers and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
said district
district which
which are vested
vested in said
in said
the same
court
and said
judge in
the other
other districts of the tenth circuit.
circuit.
in the
said judge
court and
State of
of NeNeState

Pay of district
Pay of district

judge;
judge;

of district
of district
attorney and
attornev
marshal.
mashal.
1853, ch.
80.
1853, ch. 80.
vol.
x. p.
161.
p. 161.
Vol- x.

Sao. 5. And be
it further
enacted, That
That the
district judge appointed
appointed
the district
further enacted,
be it

SEC. 5. And
of
for the
of Nevada
Nevada shall receive as his compensation
compensation the
the sum
sum of
district of
the district
for
thirty-five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars a
ayear,
instalments, on
on
payable in four equal instalments,
year, payable
thirty-five
year.
the
first days
days of
April, July, and October, of each year.
January, April,
of January,
the first
S
EC. 6.
6. And
enacted, That the marshal and
and district
district attorfurther enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
disalso for
of Nevada,
district of
United States for said district
Nevada, and
and also
for the
t
hedisney of the United
triet of
Oregon, shall
shall severally
severally be
receive for the
be entitled to charge and receive
of Oregon,
trict
services
may perform
perform double
double the
fees and
and compensation
compensation allowed by
by
the fees
they may
services they
clerks,
allowed
be
to
costs
fees
the
act
entitled
"An
act
to
regulate
fees
and
costs
clerks,
the
regulate
to
act
"An
entitled
the act
of the United

Proviso,
Proviso,
Special sessee:
Special
sions of circuit
ritvada.
ourtsf
courts in Nevada.
1864, ch.
11.
1864, ch. 11.
Ante,
p. 4.
Ante, p.4.

district courts
marshals, and
of the circuit
circuit and district
courts of the United
attorneys of
and attorneys
marshals,

eighteen
States, and
for other
approved February twenty-six, eighteen
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
and for
States,
compensation
aggregate
the
hundred
and
fifty-three:
Provided,
That
aggregate
compensation
Provided,
fifty-three:
hundred and
allowed said
exceed the
amount provided
provided for such offioffithe amount
not exceed
shall not
officers shall
said officers
allowed

cers
cers by said act.
fifth secthe third,
enacted, That
further enacted,
S
EC. 7. And be it
it further
That the
third, fourth,
fourth, and
and fifth
seeSEC.
sixty-four,
and
hundred
eighteen
tons ot
the act
act of
February nineteenth,
nineteenth,
hundred and sixty-four,
of February
ot the
tions
to, an
entitled "An
"An act
supplementary to,
an act
act to
to provide
provide
amendatory of, and supplementary
act amendatory
entitled
purother
for
and
Oregon,
and
California
circuit
courts
for
the
districts
of
California
and
pardistricts
the
for
courts
circuit
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poses,"
poses," approved March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
shall be
1863, ch.
ch. 100.
100.
March third, eighteen
sixty-three, shall
be 1863,
applicable to the appointment
applicable
appointment of special sessions
sessions of
circuit courts
courts in
in Vol
Vol. xii.
iii. p.
p. 794.
794.
of the circuit
the district of Nevada, and to the appointment
of clerks
clerks and
deputy clerks
clerks
Clerks
and
appointment of
and deputy
Clerks and
of the circuit courts of the districts of Nevada
and Oregon;
Oregon; and that
that the
deputies.
Nevada aild
the deputies.
clerk of the circuit court in the districts of
Nevada, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and CaliforCaliforof Nevada,
nia shall be also clerk of the district court in said
and shall
shall reresaid districts,
districts, and
compensation which are
ceive for like services the same fees and
and compensation
are allowed
allowed
by law to the clerks
clerks of the circuit and district courts
courts of
United States
States
of the
the United
for California: Provided, That the clerk in each
each of said
Limit
said districts shall
shall be
be Proviso. Limit
allowed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior to retain of the fees
and emoluemolu- to fees retained,
retained,
fees and
Stc.
ments received
received by him as clerk of both courts, over and above the
necesthe necessary expenses
expenses of his offices
offices and necessary
-hire included,
to be
necessary clerk
clerk-hire
included, to
be
audited and allowed by
proper accounting
accounting officers
officers of
the treasury,
treasury,
by the proper
of the
as is
is now
now allowed
law to
one of
of
only such sum per
per annum
annum as
allowed by
by law
to the
the clerk
clerk of
of one
said courts, and shall pay the remainder into the public treasury, under
under
oath, in the manner
manner and under the
regulations now
now prescribed
prescribed by
by law.
law.
the regulations
SEC.
SEC. 8. And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
of appeal
appeal or
or writ
writ of
of
and
be it
it further
That all
all cases
cases of
Appeals
and
8
error
and now
pending in the
the supreme
supreme court
writ
error heretofore
heretofore prosecuted
prosecuted and
now pending
court of the
the pending
writs of
of error
error
in the
United States, upon
upon any
from the
the supreme
supreme court
pending
theof
any record
record from
court of
of the
the Territory
Territory supreme
court
supreme in
of Nevada, may be heard and determined
determined by the supreme court of the
United
the the United
United States, and the mandate
mandate of execution
execution or of further proceedings
proceedings States.
shall be directed by the supreme
supreme court of the United
United States to the district
district
court of the United States for the district of Nevada,
Nevada, or to the
the supreme
supreme
court of the State of Nevada, as the nature of said appeal
appeal or writ of error
error
successor of the sumay require, and each
each of these courts shall be
be the successor
preme court of Nevada Territory as to all
with full
full power
to
all such cases, with
power to
hear and determine the same,
same, and to award
final process
award mesne or final
process thereon.
thereon.
And from all judgments and decrees of the supreme court of the Territory of Nevada, prior to its admission
as aastate,
state, the
the parparadmission into the
the Union
Union as
ties to said judgments and decrees shall have
have the same right to prosecute
prosecute
and writs of error to the federal
appeals awl
federal courts'as
courts as they would have
had
have had
under the laws of the United States if this act had been
been passed simultanesimultaneously with the act admitting
admitting said state into the Union: Provided,
Provided, That Proviso.
Proviso.
said appeals shall be prosecuted
prosecuted and
errors sued
at any
and said writs of
of errors
sued out
out at
any
time before the first day of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 9.
9. And be it
it further
enacted, That no possessory
possessory action
action between
between Possessory acindividuals in
of the
United States
States for
the recovery
recovery of
individuals
in any of the courts
courts of
the United
for the
ofthe
tions for the
recovery
recovery of minany mining title, or for damages to any
be affected
i
ng titles.
any such
such title,
title, shall be
affected by
by the
the ing
fact that the paramount title to
such mines
mines are,
in
to the land on which
which such
are, is
is in
the United
United States, but each case shall be adjudged
adjudged by the law of possespossession.
APPROVED, February
February 27,
APPROVED,
27, 1865.
1865.
CHAP.
-An Act to revive certain
certain Provisons
CHIP. LXVII.
LXVIL —An
Provisions of
of the Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act further
providefor the
the Collection
to provide
Collection of Duties on Imports and Tonnage,"
Tonnage," approved March three,
eighteen hundred and
eighteen
andfifteen,
Purposes.
ifteen, andfor
for other Purposes.
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senitte
and fouse
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of

States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the first sentence
of the
the
sentence of
section of the act entitled "
"An
second section
An act
act further to provide for the colapproved March
lection of duties on imports
imports and tonnage,"
tonnage," approved
March three, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, to wit: "
it shall be
be lawful
lawful for
collector, naval
" That it
for any
any collector,
naval
officer, surveyor
surveyor or inspector of the customs, as
as well
well in
disin any adjoining
adjoining dissearch, and examine any carriage
trict as that to which he belongs,
belongs, to stop, search,
carriage
or vehicle of any kind whatsoever, and
and to stop any person travelling
travelling on
foot
beast of
of burden
which he
he sh
all s
uspect th
er eare
ar egoods,
go ods, wares,
wares,
foot or beast
burden on
on which
shall
suspect
there
or merchandise which are subject to duty, or which
which shall have been
been introduced into the United
United States
States in any manner contrary
contrary to law; and if such
such
officer shall stop any goods, wares, or merchandise
merchandise on any such carriage,
carriage,
vehicle, person travelling
travelling on foot or beast of burden,
burden, which he shall
shall have
have

28, 1865.
Feb. 28,1865.
1815, ch.
ch 941815,
94.
Vol. iii.
Vol.
iii. p.
p. 231.
231.

Beasts .
of burburBeasts
of
cr, carriaing
carries,
&ec,
smuggled
smuggled goods,
h7 may
maY be
how

seized
and con
conysi
c
z
a
e
t
d
ecznd con-

iecated
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probable
cause to
are subject
subject to
duty or
or have
have been unlawfully
unlawfully into duty
believe are
to believe
probable cause
troduced
into the
he shall
shall seize
secure the
the same for
for
and secure
seize and
States, he
United States,
the United
troduced into
trial," be,
and the
same is
is hereby,
and reenacted;
reenacted; and every
every
revived and
hereby, revived
the same
be, and
trial,"
such beast
vehicle, together
together with
with the
teams or
or other
other
the teams
or vehicle,
carriage, or
burden, carriage,
of burden,
beast of
such
motive
power,
and
all
the
appurtenances
used
in
conveying
goods,
such
conveying
in
used
appurtenances
the
all
and
power,
motive
wares, or
or merchandise,
to seizure
seizure and
and forfeiture
in like
forfeiture in
subject to
be subject
shall be
merchandise, shall
wares,
manner
is by
by law
law now
now provided
provided in
in regard
regard to
such goods,
goods, wares, and
and
to such
as is
manner as
merchandise;
and all
fines, penalties,
forfeitures recovered
recovered under this
and forfeitures
penalties, and
all fines,
merchandise; and
act, or
or in
consequence of
shall be
be disposed of as is provided
provided
seizures, shall
such seizures,
of such
in consequence
act,
to
in other
other cases
cases by
by the
the ninety-first
ninety-first section
section of
of the
the act
entitled "An
"An act to
act entitled
1799,
eh, 22,
in
1799, eh.
regulate
the
collection
of
on imports
imports and
and tonnage,"
tonnage," approved March
March
91.
duties on
of duties
collection
the
regulate
697
P.
5§91I.
Vol. i. p. 697.
second, seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred and
and the last proviso of said
ninety-nine; and
and ninety-nine;
second,
ninety-first
is hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
Repeal.
section is
ninety-first section
Repeal.
Sac. 2.
be it
it further
enacted, That
the power
power and
and authority
authority giveh
given
That the
further enacted,
And be
au2. And
SEC.
Certain ancollectors, naval
officers, and
and surveyors
surveyors by the sixty-eighth
sixty-eighth section of
of
thority of
naval officers,
to collectors,
collec- to
of collecthorit
tors, &c., exthe said last-mentioned act be, and the same are hereby, extended to
to inintended to inspecinspec- the said last-mentioned act be, and the same are hereby, extended
tended
of the
customs; and
any officer
officer or other person
person entitled to or
or
and any
the customs;
specters of
tors of customs. spectors
forfeiture incurred
share of
fine, penalty, or forfeiture
any fine,
of any
or share
part or
in aapart
interested in
p. 677. interested
Vol. i.i. p.
examined as
Persons inter- under
as aa
this or any other law of the United States, may be examined
under this
Persons
w
penalty witness
ested in penalty
in any
of the
proceedings
for the
recovery of
such
fine, penalty,
penalty,
fine,
such
of
recovery
the
for
proceedings
the
of
any
in
witness
t
may be witor forfeiture
forfeiture by
by either
either of
of the
the parties
examination shall
thereto, and such examination
parties thereto,
or
nesses.
nesses.
not deprive
deprive such
of his
his or her share
share or interest
interest in such fine, penwitness of
such witness
not
forfeiture.
alty, or forfeiture.
SEC. 3.
further enacted,
case any
any store, warehouse,.
warehouse,.
in case
That in
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
Search of
buildings
or other
shall be upon or near the boundary line
line between
between the
the
building shall
other building
near or
buildings near
of United States and any foreign country, and
boundary
boundary line of
that
believe
to
reason
is
and
there
reason
believe
there
country,
foreign
any
and
States
United
the United
dutiable
are deposited
deposited or have
have been placed therein or carried
carried
goods are
States.
dutiable goods
through or
or into
into the
violation of
without payment of duties, and in violation
same without
the same
through
officer, or surveyor of cuslaw,
and the
collector, naval officer,
deputy collector,
collector, deputy
the collector,
law, and
magistrate competent
toms,
shall make
make oath
oath before
before any magistrate
competent to administer the
toms, shall
same,
that he
he has
has reason
believe, and
does believe, that such offence has
and does
to believe,
reason to
same, that
such
been
therein committed,
committed, such
such officer
officer shall
shall have the right to search such
been therein
building
premises belonging
thereto; and if any such goods
goods
belonging thereto;
the premises
and the
building and
shall be
be found
the same,
same, together
building, shall be
with such building,
together with
therein, the
found therein,
shall
building
seized, forfeited,
forfeited, and
disposed of according
according to law, and the said building
and disposed
seized,
Forfeiture.
Forfeiture.
shall be
down or
removed. And
And any person or persons
persons
or removed.
taken down
forthwith taken
be forthwith
shall
who shall
deposited in such building, or carried through
through
received or deposited
have received
shall have
who
the
goods, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or shall have aided therein,
therein, in violation
violation
any goods,
same, any
the same,
of
law, shall,
due conviction
conviction before
competent jurisdicbefore any court of competent
upon due
shall, upon
of law,
imexceeding ten thousand dollars,
tion,
fine not exceeding
dollars, or
or by
by imtion, be punished by fine
Penalty for
aueh
fine and
both such fine
exceeding two years, or by both
and imprisonimprisonsmuggling. prisonment not exceeding
such smuggling.
ment.
Penalty
for,
SEC. 4.
be it
it further
enacted, That
the first section of the act of
That the
further enacted,
And be
4. And
SEC.
Penalty for,
entitled "An act directing
forty-four,
April second, eighteen hundred
increased.
increased.
hundred and
and forty
-four, entitled "An act dire ctin g
merchandise, seized
Vol.).
1844,
8, §1. the disposition
disposition of certain
certain unclaimed
unclaimed goods,
goods, wares,
wares, or
or merchandise,
seized
144, ch. 8,§
that in
amended that
65. for being illegally imported
Vo v.
v. . 653.
imported into the
the .United
:United States,"
States," be
be so
so amended
in
place
ofthe
the word
be found
found in said section,
section,
one," wherever the same may be
word ""one,"
place of
"five" shall be inserted.
the word "five"
APPROVED, February
28, 1865.
1865.
February 28,
APPROVED,

and
Appropriationsfor the Construction, Preservation,
Feb. 28,1865.
28, 1865. CHAP.
VIII. —
An Act
Act making Appropriations
Preservation, and
- An
LXVIII.
CHAP. LX
Feb.
ending the
Defence, for the Year ending
Repairs of
certain Fortifications
FortTwations and other Works
Works of Wince,
of certain
Repairs
and sixty-six.
thirtieth
June, eighteen hundred and
thirtieth of June,
Be
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the Senate and House of
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Congress assembled,
Appropriations States
assembled, That the
the following
following sums be,
be, and
and
America in Congress
of America
States of
Appropriations
not
for
appropriated, out
&c.fortifications, they
out of any money
money in
in the
the treasury
treasury not
they are hereby, appropriated,
ffortifications,
of
repairs
and
otherwise
appropriated,
for
the
construction,
preservation,
repairs
of
preservation,
construction,
the
for
otherwise appropriated,
certain fortifications
other works
defence for the year
year ending
ending the
works of defence
and other
fortifications and
certain
sixty-six:
hundred and
thirtieth of
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six:
of June, eighteen
thirtieth
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For Fort Wayne, near
near Detroit,
Michigan, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
dollars. Fort
Fort Wayne.
Detroit, Michigan,
thousand dollars.
Wayne.
For repairs of Fort Niagara,
Niagara, near Youngstown,
"Zoungstown, New
New York,
York, twenty-five
Niagara.
twenty-five Fort
Fort Niagara.
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
For Fort Ontario, Oswego, New
York, fifty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Ontario.
New York,
fifty thousand
Fort Ontario.
MontFor Fort Montgomery, at outlet of
of Lake
Lake Champlain,
Champlain, New
New York,
fifty gofort
York, fifty
Fort Montthousand
thousand dollars.
gomery.
For Fort Knox, at narrows
Maine, seventy-five
seventy-five Fort Knox.
narrows of
of Penobscot
Penobscot River,
River, Maine,
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For Fort Popham, Kennebec
Fort Popham.
Popham.
Kennebec River, Maine, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
dol- Fort
thousand dollars.
Fort Preble.
For Fort Preble, Portland, Maine,
Maine, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort
Preble.
For Fort Scammel, Portland,
Portland, Maine,
Maine, fifty
fifty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Fort Scammel.
Scammel.
For Fort Georges, on Hog
Hog Island Ledge,
Ledge, Portland,
Maine, seventy-five
seventy-five Fort Georges.
Portland, Maine,
Georges.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For Fort Constitution, Portsmouth, New
twenty-five thouthou- Fort ConstituNew Hampshire,
Hampshire, twenty-five
&liars.
sand dollars.
tion.
For Fort McClary,
McClary, Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand doldol- Fort
Fort McClary.
McClary.
lars.
lars.
For Fort Winthrop,
Winthrop, Boston, Massachusetts,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort Winthrop.
Winthrop.
Massachusetts, ten
ten thousand
Massachusetts, five
For Fort Independence,
Independence, Boston, Massachusetts,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars. deF
ne
o
e
rt IndepenIndepenFort
dence.
For Fort Warren
Warren,' Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, ten thousand
Fort
Warren.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ort Warren.
For sea - wall of Great Brewster's
Massachu- Great BrewBrewster's Island, Boston harbor, Massachusetts, twenty
dollars.
ster.
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
For repair
repair of sea-walls on Deer and on Lovell's
Lovell's Islands,
Boston liarIslands, Boston
har- Deer and Lovbor, Massachusetts,
ell's
Islands.
Massachusetts, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
el's Islands.
For permanent
permanent forts at New Bedford harbor, Massachusetts, fifty
New
fifty thouthou- Forts at New
sand dollars.
Bedford harbor.
Bedford
For Fort
Newport, Rhode
dollars.
Fort Adams
Adams, Newport,
Rhode Island,
Island, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Fort Adams.
For Fort Hale, New Haven, Connecticut,
Connecticut, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort Hale.
For Fort Schuyler, East River, New York, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand doldol- Fort Schuyler.
lars.
For fort at Willet's Point, opposite Fort Schuyler,
WilSchuyler, New
New York,
York, fifty
fifty Fort
atin.
Wil
Forta
tt
thousand
let 's Point.
Po
thousand dollars.
dollars.
let's
For repairs of Fort Hamilton, New
New York,
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars. Fort Hamilton.
York, twenty-five
For fort on site of Fort Tompkins, Staten Island, New York, fifty thou- Fort
Fort Tompsand
sand dollars. kins.
kins.
For fort
For
Hook, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, fifty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort at Sandy
fort at Sandy Hook,
fifty thousand
Fort
For repairs
Miffli n,near
near Phil
ad
elphi a,
t
wen ty thousand
th
ousan ddollars. HVoki at Sandy
For
repairs of
of Fort
Fort Miffin,
Philadelphia,
twenty
dollars. Fort Mifflin.
For repairs of Fort Washington,
Washington, on Potomac
Potomac River,
twenty-five thouthou- Fort WashingWashingRiver, twenty-five
sand do,llars.
dollars.
ton.
For Fort Monroe, Hampton
Hampton Roads, Virginia, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dol- Fort
Fort Monroe.
Monroe.
lars.
For Fort Clinch,
Clinch, Florida, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Fort Clinch.
For Fort Taylor, Key West, Florida, two hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort Taylor.
Jefferson, Garden Key, Florida, one hundred
For Fort Jefferson,
hundred thousand
thousand dol- Fort Jefferson.
Jefferson.
lars.
rt on Ship
Fort
Island, coast of Mississippi,
dollars.
For fort on Ship Island,
Mississippi, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Island.
s1d.
For fort at Fort Point, San Francisco
hundred Fort
Francisco Bay, California, one hundred
Fort at Fort
Fort
and fifty thousand dollars.
Point.
dollars.
Point.
Alcatraz Island, San Francisco
For fort at Alcatraz
Francisco Bay, California,
hun- Fort
Fort at AlcaAlcaCalifornia, one
one hundred and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
traz Island.
dollars.
traz
Island.
Deknan
cees
iso
co
For additional
additional defences at San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
Califor nia, fifty
th ousan ddoldol- an
fifty thousand
Deernces
of.
lars.
San
lars.
Defences of
of
defences
defences of Washington, three hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
Washington.
field works and field operations, one million
million dollars.
works,
dollars.
Field works,
bridge trains and equipage
in the
equipage for armies in
field, three
three hundred
hundred &CBrid
%ridge trains,
trains,
the field,
thousand dollars.
&c.
tr..c.
For tool and siege trains for armies
armies in the field,
field, five
five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand Tool and siege
siege
dollars.
trains.

For
For
For
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Surveys for
Surveys
military
defences.
military defences.
Survey
of lakes.
Surveyoflakes.

1865

For
military defences,
for purchase
purchase of
of campaign
campaign maps, three
three
defences, for
for military
surveys for
For surveys

thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
dollars.
For survey of
northern and
northwestern lakes,
Lake Supeincluding Lake
lakes, including
and northwestern
For survey of northern
rior,
one
hundred
and
twenty-five
thousand
dollars.
thousand
twenty-five
and
hundred
one
rior,
For
printing charts
surveys, fifteen thousand
charts of lake surveys,
and printing
engraving and
For engraving

Engraving
and
Engraving and
printing lake sur- dollars.
dollars.
veys.
Instruments.
Fort Porter.

Feb.
28, 1865.
Feb. 28,
Enrolment and
Enrolment and
license of
vessels
of vessels
license
in western rivers
&c., where may
&c., where may
be made.
made.
be

Bond,
&c.
Bond, &c.

Proceedings.
Proceedings.

Proviso.
Proviso.

For purchase and
repair of
of instruments,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
instruments, twenty
purchase and repair
For
For repairing, equipping,
and enlarging
enlarging Fort
Porter, at
at Buffalo,
Buffalo, fifty
Fort Porter,
equipping, and

For repairing,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
APPROVED,
February 28, 1865.
APPROVED, February

Vessels.
of certain
CHAP. LXIX.
Lxix. --An
Act relating
certain Vessels.
Enrolment and License of
relating to the Enrolment
An Act
CHAP.
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
whenever it shall become
States of
Congress assembled,
That whenever
become
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States
of the United
vessel
necessary
for
the
owner
or
owners
United States
States
any
of
owners
or
necessary for the owner
northeastern,
the
navigating
the
western
rivers
and
waters
on
northern,
northeastern,
waters
the
and
rivers
western
the
navigating
and
and northwestern
northwestern frontiers
sea, and
of the United States otherwise than by sea,
frontiers of
and
proto
belong,
shall
being
in
a
district
other
than
that
to
which
such
vessel
belong,
vessel
such
being in a district other than that to which
cure her
her enrolment
license, or
or license,
or renewal
same
renewal thereof, the same
license, or
and license,
enrolment and
cure
proceedings
may
be
had
in
the
district
in
which
said vessel then shall be,
which
in
district
proceedings may be had in the
enas are
or shall
by law,
law, on
application for such enon application
required by
be required
then be
shall then
now, or
as are now,
in
be,
may
case
the
as
rolment
and
license,
or
license,
or
renewal
thereof,
as
may
thereof,
renewal
or
license,
or
license,
and
rolment
bond
of
giving
the
excepting
belong,
the
district to
to which
which such
such vessel
excepting
of bond
vessel may
the district
and
and issuance
issuance of license;
license; and
and the officer
officer before whom
whom
enrolment and
the enrolment
and the
such proceedings shall
shall certify
the same
same to
collector of the
the collector
to the
certify the
had shall
be had
such proceedings shall be
the said
district
to which
which such
such vessel
shall belong,
belong, who shall thereupon,
thereupon, on the
said
vessel shall
district to
the
duly
cases,
owner
or
owners
giving
bond
as
required
in
cases,
enrol
other
in
required
as
bond
giving
owners
or
owner
had
application
the
said
vessel
and
issue
license
in
the
same
as
if
the
application
had
form
same
the
in
said vessel and issue license
originally been
been made
made in
in his
his office;
either deliver the said
said license
license to
and either
office; and
originally
to
certified
who
officer
said
owner
or
owners,
or
forward
it
by
mail
the
certified
to
mail
by
it
forward
or
owners,
said owner or
him the
preliminary proceedings,
shall, in
case, deliver the
such case,
in such
who shall,
and who
proceedings, and
the preliminary
him
said
owner or
Provided,
owners or master of the vessel: Provided,
or owners
the owner
to the
license to
said license
That
this
act
shall
not
be
construed
so as in any respect
respect to change
change existso
construed
be
not
That this act shall
enrolment
ing
in so
far as
such owners to procure
procure enrolment
enable such
it enable
as it
so far
excepting in
laws, excepting
ing laws,
home
their
vessels
or
license,
or
renewal
thereof,
without
returning
their
to
home
their
returning
without
thereof,
renewal
or
license,
or
ports
ports or districts.
APPROVED.,
February 28, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, February

Feb. 28, 1865.
28, 1865.
Feb.
1864, ch. 83.

1864, c. 8
Ante,
p. 69.
69.
Ante p.

Cabins, &c.,
above deck
pot
deck pot
above
to be measured
tobenneaured
for
tonnage

Admeasurement
regulate the
"An Act
CRAP.
LXX.— An
An Act
to amend
Act entitled "An
Act to regulate
the Admeasurement
an Act
amend an
Act to
CHAP. LXX.of Tonnage of
and Vessels
Vessels of
the United
United States,"
States," approved May sixth, eighteen
of the
Ships and
of Ships

of Tonnage
hundred and sixty-four.
hundred
Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
the
That
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the act entitled "An
"An act
act
assembled,
States of America in Congress
to
vessels of
of the
the
admeasurement of tonnage of ships and vessels
the admeasurement
regulate the
to regulate
United
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
May sixth,
approved May
States," approved
United States,"
admeasshall
so construed
construed that
no part of any ship or vessel shall be
be admeasthat no
be so
shall be
and
state-rooms,
or
cabins
for
ured
or
registered
for
tonnage
that
used
for
state-rooms,
and
is
that
tonnage
for
registered
or
ured
hull.
the
to
deck
a
is
constructed
entirely
above
the
first
deck,
which
not
a
the
which
deck,
first
the
above
constructed entirely
APPROVED,
1865.
February 28, 1865.
APPROVED, February

Feb. 28, 1865. CHAP. LXXI.
Act concerning
concerning the
of Salem and Beverly, in
in MasMasDistrictof
Collection District
the Collection
An Act
28, 1865. CHAP. LXXI. - An
Feb.
sachusetts.
sachusetts.
Representatives of
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the United
United
and House of Representatives
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
officer
naval
office
Naval officer
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
of
naval
officer
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
Naval officer States
Massachusetts, be,
at Salem and
for
the district
district of
of Salem
Salem and
and Beverly,
Beverly, in the State of Massachusetts,
be,
for the
and
Salem
at
Beverly,
Mass.
abolished.
is hereby,
hereby, abolished.
and the
Beverly, Mass.
and
the same
same is
Surveyor, resi
EC. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
That the office of surveyor
surveyor for said
said
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
Surveyor, resi- S
abolished.
hereby, abolished.
is hereby,
dance.
district, to reside at Beverly, be, and
and the same
same is
district,
deuce.
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SEC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
Site.
That the
the salary
salary of
surveyor of
of said
of surveyor
said
shall hereafter
hereafter be four hundred dollars
district shall,
per annum.
dollars per
annum.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
1865.
February 28,
28, 1865.

Salary.

CHAP.
LXXII. -An
C
HAP. LXXIL
—An Act
Act granting
granting to
the Michigan
City Harbor
of GovGovto the
Michigan City
Harbor Company
Company the
the Use
Use of
eminent Piers
Piersin said
saidHarbor
Harborfor the purpose
purpose of protecting
ernment
_Harbor.
protecting said
said Harbor.

Feb. 28,
28, 1865.
1855.
Feb.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of the
the United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
is hereby
hereby granted
assembled, That
That there
there is
granted to
to Use
of certai
certai
Use of
Michigan City, in
the Michigan
Michigan City Harbor Company,
Company, at Michigan
the State of
in the-State
granted to
of piers
piers granted
to
Michigan
City
Indiana, the privilege of using the
the old
government MHarbor Colt
the foundations
foundations of
of the
old government
Harbor Compiers now in said harbor, for the purpose of
and protecting
protecting the
the paliy.
of improving
improving and
pany.
said harbor, and no expenses made by
by the
said harbor
harbor company
company for
for this
this
the said
a charge
purpose shall be considered
considered a
charge against
government.
against the
the government.
SEc.
And be it further
enacted, That Michigan
SEC. 2. And
further enacted,
City, in
in the
the State
State Michigan City
Michigan City,
City
of Indiana, is hereby constituted aa port of delivery,
made a
aport
of
subject to
to the
the same
same made
delivery, subject
port of
delivery
and
anregulations and restrictions
restrictions as other
other ports
of delivery
delivery of
the United
States, nexed to Chicago
ports of
of the
United States,
nexed Chicago
and the
the said port of delivery is hereby annexed
and
annexed to, and made
made part
of,
the
part of, the district.
collection district of Chicago, in the State
State of Illinois.
Illinois. And
And there
there shall
shall be
be
a surveyor of the customs,
appointed a
customs to
at said
wh
o s
hall rere - Surveyor.
to reside
reside at
said port,
port, who
shall
ceive
annual compens
aticustoms,
on of
ceive an
an annual
compensation
of three hundred
hundred and fifty dollars per
per
annum.
annum.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1865.
1865.

CHar.
LXXIII.- An
An Act
Act making
Appropriationsfor
C
HAP. LXXIII.—
making Appropriations
the legislative,
legislative, executive,
and judifor the
executive, and
judicial
Expenses of
for the
cial Expenses
of the
the Government
Government for
the Year
Year ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and
ending June
thirtieth,eighteen
hundred and
sixty-six, and
Appropriationsfor
sixty-six,
and additional
additional Appropriations
for the
Year.
the current
currentfiscal
fiscal Year.

March 2,
March
2, 1865.
1865.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
United
of the
the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
sums be,
be, Legislative,
the following
following sums
Legislative,
and the
same are hereby, appropriated, out of any money in
and
the same
in the
the treasury
treasury executive, and
judicial approappronot otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed,
expressed, for
for the
the jUdicial
priation.
fiscal
ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen
fiscal year ending
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, priation
namely:
namely:
Legislative. —
- For compensation
compensation and
and mileage
Legislative.
mileage of
senators, two
of senators,
two hundred
hundred

and forty-seven thousand four hundred
hundred and
and thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the officers,
officers, clerks, messengers, and
others receivreceivand others
ing
annual salary in the service
ing an
an annual
service of the Senate, viz: secretary
secretary of the
Senate, three thousand
thousand six hundred dollars;
with disbursedisbursedollars; officer
officer charged
charged with
ments of the Senate, four hundred and eighty
chief clerk,
clerk, two
two
eighty dollars;
dollars; chief
thousand five hundred dollars; principal
principal clerk
clerk and
and principal
principal executive
executive
clerk in the office of the secretary
secretary of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, at
at two
two thousand
one
thousand one
hundred and sixty dollars each; eight clerks
hundred
clerks in office
office of
of the
secretary of
of
the secretary
the Senate,
Senate, at one thousand eight hundred and
the
and fifty dollars
each; keeper
keeper
dollars each;
of the stationery, one thousand
thousand seven
hundred and
fifty-two dollars;
dollars; two
two
seven hundred
and fifty-two
messengers,
messengers, at one thousand and eighty
eighty dollars
dollars each;
one page,
page, at
at five
five
each; one
hundred
sergeant-at-arms and doorkeeper,
hundred dollars;
dollars; sergeant-at-arms
doorkeeper, two thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars;
assistant
assistant doorkeeper, one thousand seven hundred
hundred dollars; postmaster
postmaster to
to
the Senate,
Senate one
thousand seven
red and
an d fifty
oll ars; ass i
stant postone thousand
seven hund
hundred
fifty d
dollars;
assistant
postmaster and
and mail-carrier,
master
mail-carrier, one thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and
forty dollars;
dollars; two
two
and forty
mail-boys, at one thousand dollars each; superintendent
of the
document
superintendent of
the document
room, one
one thousand five hundred
room,
hundred dollars; two assistants
assistants in
room,
in document
document room,
at one thousand two hundred dollars
of the
the foldingfolding
dollars each;
each; superintendent
superintendent of
room, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars; two
messengers, acting
acting as
as assistassisttwo messengers,
ant doorkeepers,
doorkeepers, at one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each; seventeen
seventeen
messengers,
messengers, at one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars
each; clerk
or secretary
dollars each;
clerk or
secretary
to the
the president
president of the Senate,
Senate, one thousand
thousand seven
hundred and
seven hundred
and fifty-two
fifty-two
dollars;
clerk to
to the committee
committee on finance,
dollars; clerk
finance, one thousand
thousand eight
hundred
eight hundred
and fifty dollars; clerk to the committee
committee on
on claims,
one thousand
thousand eight
claims, one
eight
hundred and fifty dollars; clerk
clerk of
of printing
one thousand
thousand eight
eight
printing records,
records, one
hundred
superintendent in
hundred and fifty dollars; superintendent
of the
the furnaces,
one
in charge
charge of
furnaces, one
XIII.
VOL. XIII.
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Pay and
Pay
and milemileage
age of senators,
senators,
officers,
clerks,l
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thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars;
in charge
charge of furnaces,
furnaces, seven hunassistant in
dollars; assistant
thousand
seven hundred and twenty dollars
;
laborer
in
charge
of
private
passages,
passages,
private
of
dred and twenty dollars; .laborer in charge
dred and
twenty dollars;
dollars; two
laborers, at
and seventy-six
seventy-six
five hundred and
at five
two laborers,
and twenty
dred
dollars
each; chaplain
chaplain to
Senate, seven
seven hundred
hundred and fifty dollars; makthe Senate,
to the
dollars each;
ing seventy-nine thousand
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
dollars.
forty-six dollars.
and forty-six
seventy-nine
ing
Contingent
For
sontingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, viz:
viz:
contingent
For
Contingent
expenses.
For stationery,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seventeen thousand
For stationery, seventeen
Stationery.
Stationery.
For
newspapers,
three
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
thousand
three
newspapers,
For
Newspapers.
Newspapers.
For Congressional
Congressional Globe,
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Globe, thirty-five
For
Congressional
Congressional
For reporting
reporting proceedings
proceedings in
in the
Globe for the first session
session of
Daily Globe
the Daily
Globe.
For
Globe.
the
thirty-ninth
congress,
twenty
thousand
dollars.
thousand
twenty
congress,
thirty-ninth
the
For paying
Congressional Globe and Appendix,
the Congressional
of the
publishers of
the publishers
paying the
For
Globe and
according
to the
the number
number of
cent for every five pages
one cent
taken, one
Appendix.
copies taken,
of copies
according to
Appendix.
the laws of the United
exceeding
three
thousand,
including
the
indexes
and
indexes
the
including
thousand,
three
exceeding
dollars.
States,
twelve
thousand
nine
hundred
States, twelve thousand nine hundred
For
complete set
set of
the Congressional
Appendix for
for
Congressional Globe and Appendix
of the
one complete
For one
Sets to new
new
received
already
not
has
who
senators.
each
senator
in
the
thirty-ninth
congress
already
received
congress
thirty-ninth
the
in
senator
each
senators.
them, six
six thousand
thousand eight
dollars: Provided,
That any
any
Provided, however, That
hundred dollars:
eight hundred
them,
Representatives
senator
who
has
already
as
a
member
of
of
Representatives
House
the
of
member
a
as
already
has
senator who
received a
portion of
of a
set of
Congressional Globe,
Globe, shall only
only be enthe Congressional
of the
a set
received a portion
titled
to receive
receive as
the additional
complete
additional volumes required to complete
senator the
such senator
as such
titled to
one full set.
Senate for
For the
the usual
usual additional
additional compensation
reporters of the Senate
for
compensation to the reporters
For
Additional
Additional
for
Senate for
reporting the proceedings
compensation to
to the
the Congressional
proceedings of
of the
the Senate
Globe for reporting
Congressional Globe
compensation
reporters.
thirty-ninth congress,
regular session of the thirty-ninth
congress, eight
eight hundred
hundred ddldolthe first regular
rIters.
lars
four thousand dollars.
dollars.
each, four
lars each,
Clerks to
cornFor
clerks to
committees, pages,
and carryalls, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand
pages, horses, and
to committees,
For clerks
to corClerks
Senate.
Senate.

&c.
mittees, &c.
mittees,

Capitol police.

Capitol police.

Heating and

Heating and

ventilating.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

dollars.
dolFor
nineteen thousand
thousand one hundred and seventy dolpolice, nineteen
capitol police,
For capitol

lars.
For expenses
expenses of
of heating
and ventilating
ventilating apparatus,
apparatus, sixteen
sixteen thousand
heating and
For

dollars.
thousand dollars.
items, thirty thousand
For miscellaneous
dollars.
miscellaneous items,
For

For compensation
compensation and
mileage of
members of the House
House of
of RepRepof members
and mileage
For
thousand
hundred
three
territories,
from
representresentatives
and
delegates
from
territories,
three
hundred
thousand
delegates
and
resentatives
representdollars.
atives, &c.;
dollars.
officers, clerks,
clerks,
For compensation
compensation of
the officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
and others
others receivreceivof the
For
officers,
viz:
Representatives,
of
House
the
of
Stc.
ing
an
annual
salary
in
the
service
Representatives,
viz:
service
the
in
salary
annual
an
ing
&c.
hundred
six
thousand
clerk of
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, three
hundred doldolclerk
hundred
one
two
lars;
chief
clerk
and
one
assistant
clerk,
thousand
one hundred
at
clerk,
assistant
one
and
clerk
lars; chief
and sixty
sixty dollars
each; eleven
eleven clerks,
clerks, at one
thousand eight hundred dolone thousand
dollars each;
and
lars each;
in the
the office,
office, at four dollars and eighty
messenger in
principal messenger
each; principal
lars
cents
one thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
fifty-two dollars; three
three
hundred and fifty-two
day, one
per day,
cents per
messengers,
at one
one thousand
thousand two
two hundred dollars
dollars each; messenger
messenger to
to the
the
messengers, at
seven
thousand
one
day,
per
cents
speaker,
at
four
dollars
and
eighty
cents
per
one
thousand
seven
eighty
and
dollars
four
at
speaker,
hundred and
dollars; clerk
to the
ways and means,
means
committee of ways
the committee
clerk to
fifty-two dollars;
and fifty-two
hundred
Pay and mileand milePay

age
of
age of

of

committee of
the committee
to the
two
hundred and sixty dollars;
dollars; clerk
cler k to
thousand one hundred
two thousand
on public
to
claims,
one
thousand
eight
hundred
dollars;
clerk
committee
public
dollars;
hundred
eight
thousand
claims, one
thousand
two
lands,
one
thousand
eight
hundred
dollars;
sergeant-at-arms,
sergeant-at-arms,
dollars;
lands, one thousand eight hundred
one hundred
hundred_ and
clerk to
sergeant-at-arms, one thouthe sergeant-at-arms,
to the
dollars; clerk
sixty dollars;
and sixty
one
sand eight
eight hundred
dollars;
messenger
to
the
sergeant-at-arms, one thousergeant-at-arms,
the
to
messenger
hundred dollars;
sand
sand
dollars; postmaster,
two thousand one hundred
hundred and
postmaster, two
hundred dollars;
two hundred
sand two
and forty
seven
thousand
one
sixty
dollars;
assistant
postmaster,
hundred
and
forty
postmaster,
assistant
dollars;
sixty
dollars
forty
and
hundred
dollars;
four
messengers,
at
one
thousand
four
hundred
forty
dollars
one
at
dollars; four messengers,
each; two
mail-boys, at
at nine
dollars each;
each; capitol
capitol police,
police, ninehundred dollars
nine hundred
two mail-boys,
each;
thousand
doorkeeper,
teen
thousand
one
hundred
and
seventy
doorkeeper,
two
thousand
dollars;
seventy
and
hundred
one
teen thousand
one hundred
hundred and
sixty dollars;
folding-room, one
superintendent of the folding-room,
dollars; superintendent
and sixty
one
thousand
hundred dollars;
messengers, at one thousand
thousand seven
seven
two messengers,
dollars; two
eight hundred
thousand eight
thousand seven
one
at
hundred
and
fifty-two
dollars
each;
one
messenger,
at
seven
messenger,
one
each;
dollars
hundred and fifty-two
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hundred
and forty
forty dollars;
five messengers,
messengers, at
at one
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
one thousand
dollars; five
hundred and
dollars
each; six
six messengers,
messengers, at
one thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
each;
thousand two
at one
dollars each;
twelve
messengers, to
be employed
employed during
during the
the session
session of
of congress,
at the
the
congress, at
twelve messengers,
to be
rate
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each
annum; chaplain
to
chaplain to
each per
per annum;
rate of
of one
one thousand
thousand two
the
of Representatives,
seven hundred
and fifty
making
hundred and
fifty dollars;
dollars; making
House of
Representatives, seven
the House
one hundred
nine thousand
four hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight
dollars.
one
hundred and
and nine
thousand four
twenty-eight dollars.
Contingent exContingent
exFor
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
viz:
For contingent
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, vjz:
penses
penses of House.
For
cartage, two
two thousand
dollars.
Cartage.
Cartage.
thousand dollars.
For cartage,
For
the Congressional
Congressional Globe
Globe and
and Appendix
Appendix for
for Congressional
Congressional
For twenty-four
twenty-four copies
copies of
of the
Globe and
and ApApeach
and delegate
the first
of the
thirty-ninth Globe
the thirty-ninth
regular session
session of
of the
first regular
delegate of
member and
each member
pendix.
congress, and
and one
one hundred
hundred copies
the same
same for
for the
the House
library, pendix.
House library,
copies of
of the
congress,
twenty-nine
dollars.
four hundred dollars.
thousand four
twenty-nine thousand
Clerks to
to comFor the
compensation of
clerks to
and temporary
clerks in
in Clerks
corntemporary clerks
of clerks
to committees,
committees, and
For
the compensation
&c.,
and
and
&c.,
mittees,
of Representatives,
the
the House
House of'
Representatives, eighteen
eighteen thouthou- mittees,
the office of the clerk of the
temporary clerks.
sand
five hundred
hundred and
•
temporary clerks.
sand five
and seventy-six
seventy-six dollars.
dollars.
For
the publishers
publishers of
of the
the Congressional
Congressional Globe
and Appendix,
Appendix, Globe
For paying
paying the
Globe and
Globe and
and
Appendix.
according
to the
copies taken,
taken, one
for every
every five
pages Appendix.
five pages
one cent
cent for
the number
number of
of copies
according to
exceeding
thousand, including
the indexes
indexes and
and the
the laws
of the
the United
United
laws of
including the
exceeding three
three thousand,
thousand nine
nine hundred dollars.
States, ten thousand
ets to
to new
new
Appendix for Sets
For
Congressional Globe and Appendix
For one complete set of the Congressional
each
delegate in
in the
the first
of the
the thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth members.
each representative
representative and
and delegate
first session
session of
congress,
same, twenty-three
thousand
congress, who
who has
has not
not already
already received
received the
the same,
twenty-three thousand
dollars.
For
including materials,
materials, thirty
thousand dollars.
Folding.
For folding documents,
documents, including
thirty thousand
For fuel and
and lights, pay of engineers,
and laborers,
repairs, Fuel
engineers, firemen,
firemen, and
laborers, repairs,
Fuel, lights
lights,
&c.
&c.
fifteen thousand dollars.
and materials, fifteen
For furniture, repairs, and packing-boxes
packing-boxes for
for members, ten thousand
thousand Furniture,
Furniture, &c.
&c.
dollars.
Horses, carFor horses, carriages, and saddle-horses,
saddle-horses, nine thousand
Horsia
es, carthousand dollars.
riages, &c.
laborers, eight thousand
four hundred dollars.
For laborers,
thousand four
dollars.
Laborers.
Laborers.
thousand dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, thirty
thirty thousand
dollars.
MIiscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
one thousand
dollars.
For newspapers,
newspapers, one
thousand dollars.
Newspapers.
For pages and temporary
mail-boys, ten thousand
thousand and eighty
Pages, &c.
&c.
temporary mail-boys,
eighty dollars.
&c.,
For reporting
and publishing
publishing proceedings
Globe, at seven
seven Reporting, &c.,
Daily Globe,
in the
the Daily
proceedings in
reporting and
For
in Daily Globe.
twenty thousand
in
Daily Globe.
thousand dollars.
fifty cents
cents per column,
column, twenty
dollars and
and fifty
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For stationery,
stationery, twelve
Stationery.
Stationery.
usual additional
additional compensation
compensation to
the reporters
reporters of
the House
House Additional
For the usual
to the
of the
pay
Additional pay
to reporters.
reporters.
proceedings of the House
Congressional Globe, for reporting
House to
reporting the proceedings
for the Congressional
for
first regular
regular session
session of
of the
hundred
congress, eight
eight hundred
the thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth congress,
for the
the first
dollars
dollars each, four thousand eight hundred dollars.
Tiling of floor
floor
For
completing the tiling of the floor
floor of the old hall of representatives,
representatives, Tiling
For completing
of old House.
old House.
under
same authority
authority that the work has already been done, three of
under the same
thousand eight hundred
seventy-five dollars.
hundred and seventy-five
thousand
printing.
Pteblic
Printing. —For
the superintendent
superintendent of
of the Public printing.
of the
- For compensation
compensation of
Public Printing.
Pay of
of supersuperpublic printing, and the clerks and messenger
messenger in his office, nine thousand
thousand Pay
intendent, &e.
intendent, &c
hundred and
seven hundred
and fourteen
fourteen dollars.
dollars.
seven
For
postage, ad- Contingencies.
Contingencies.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of his
his office,
office, viz:
viz: For
For stationery, postage,
vertising, furniture,
expenses, horses
horses and
miscellaand wagons, and miscellafurniture, travelling expenses,
vertising,
neous items, two thousand dollars.
Additions to
to
printing-office and the necessary presses, Additions
For addition to the public printing-office
printing-office.
machinery, and fixtures, sixty-one
sixty-one thousand dollars;
dollars; so much thereof
thereof to printing-office.
Secretary of the Interior as may
may
be expended under the direction of the Secretary
be necessary for the erection of said addition.
Public printprintfour Public
hundred and thirty-nine
thirty-nine thousand four
public printing,
printing, three
three hundred
For the
the public
ing.
l'g.
hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five dollars and fifty cents.
Paper for
for
public printing, six hundred
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine thouthou- Paper
For paper for the public
printing.
printing.
sand and forty dollars.
Binding.
For
binding, three
three hundred
thousand seven
seven Binding.
hundred and
and seventy-three
seventy-three thousand
For the
the public
public binding,
hundred and ten dollars and twenty-four
twenty-four cents.
cents.
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Mapping.
Lithographing
Lithographing
and engraving.
engraving.

ant
Library
Library of
congress.
congress.

Books.
Books.
Law
Law books.
Enlargement
Enlargement
of library
buildlibrary buildof
ing.
ing.
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For
mapping in
in cases
cases pending
in the
the supreme
supreme court of the United
pending in
For mapping

States, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
States,
For
lithographing and
and engraving
for the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of RepreRepreengraving for
For lithographing
sentatives, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
sentatives,
assistant
Library
of Congress.—For
compensation of librarian,
librarian, three
three assistant
Congress.- For compensation
Library of
dollars.
hundred
eight
librarians,
messenger,
and
laborers,
ten
thousand
hundred
laborers,
and
librarians, messenger,
For contingent expenses
of said
said library,
library, two
thousand dollars.
dollars.
two thousand
contingent expenses of
For
dollars.
For purchase
purchase of
books
for
said
library,
eight
thousand
thousand
eight
library,
said
for
of books
For
thousand dollars.
For purchase
law books
books for
for said
dollars.
library, two thousand
said library,
of law
purchase of
For
include
For an enlargement
enlargement of
the
library
of congress,
congress, so
as
in two
to
as
so
of
library
the
of
For an
measlibrary,
present
wings,
built
fire-proof,
the
space
at
either
end
present
the
of
end
either
at
space
the
wings, built fire-proof,
uring about
in length
by thirty
thirty feet
accordance with
in width, in accordance
feet in
length by
feet in
eighty feet
about eighty
uring
aplan to be approved
approved by
on the
the library,
library, one
hundred and
one hundred
committee on
the committee
by the
a plan to be
sixty thousand dollars,
dollars, to
under the
the direction
direction of the Secreexpended under
be expended
to be

sixty thousand

Court
Court of
claims.

Attorneys.
Attorneys.
Executive.
Executive.

tary
of the
the Interior.
tary of
Court of
of Claims.
Claims.—
salaries of
five judges of the court of claims,
of five
For salaries
- For
Court
the
solicitor, deputy
assistant clerk,
clerk,
solicitor, clerk and assistant
deputy solicitor,
assistant solicitor,
solicitor, assistant
the solicitor,
bailiff, and
and messenger
messenger thereof,
thereof, thirty-six
thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand
thirty-six
bailiff,
For stationery,
books, fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, laborers'
laborers' hire, and
and other contingent
contingent
stationery, books,
For
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, three
thousand dollars.
three thousand
and
For compensation
to attend
testimony, witnesses,
to taking testimony,
attend to
attorneys to
of attorneys
compensation of
For
and
commissioners, one
one thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
and commissioners,
Executive.
For compensation
of the
the President of the United States,
compensation of
Executive. -— For

thousand dollars.
President and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
President

Vice-President.

Vice-President.

Secretary, &c.
&c.
Secretary,

Contingent
Contingent

eight
For
the United States,
States, eight
Vice-President of the
of the Vice-President
compensation of
For compensation

thousand dollars.
thousand
For
compensation of
sign patents
patents for public lands, one
to sign
secretary to
of secretary
For compensation

thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
For compensation
to the
the private
private secretary,
messenger of
of
secretary, steward, and messenger
compensation to
For
the President of
United States,
States, four
six hundred dollars.
thousand six
four thousand
the United
President of the
the
For contingent
expenses of
the executive
executive office,
office, including stationery
stationery
of the
contingent expenses
For

therefor,
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
therefor, two
Department of
For compensation
compensation of
of the
Secretary of State and
and
the Secretary
State. - For
Department of State.—
clerks,
statistics,
of
assistant
secretary
of
state,
chief
clerk,
superintendent
statistics,
superintendent
clerk,
chief
state,
of
secretary
assistant
laborers in his office,
messenger, assistant
office, fifty-eight
fifty-eight
and laborers
messenger, and
assistant messenger,
messenger,
thousand
hundred and eighty dollars.
thousand eight hundred
tary, &c.
For the incidental and
of the
Department of State.
the Department
Expenses of
contingent Expenses
the incidental and contingent
For
Contingent
Contingent
For publishing
the laws
form and-in
andin newspapers
newspapers of the
the states
statts
pamphlet form
in pamphlet
laws in
publishing the
expenses.
For
expenses.
Washington, seventeen thousand
and territories,
territories, and in the city of Washington,
thousand one
one
Pamphlet
and
Pamphlet
laws, &c.
hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
laws, &c.
for the
Proof-reading,
For proof-reading
and packing
packing the laws and documents
documents for
the various
various
proof-reading and
For
Proof-reading,
the
of
transportation
and
boxes
sw.
legations
and
consulates,
including
transportation
of
the same,
same,
including
consulates,
and
legations
&c.
three
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
three thousand
fixtures, and
and repairs,
repairs,
Stationery, &c.
For stationery,
stationery, blank
blank books,
binding, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
books, binding,
Stationery, &c. For
five
thousand
dollars.
five thousand
For
items, two
five hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand five
two thousand
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
Copper-plate
printing,
&c.
For
printing, books, and maps, five thousand dollars.
copper-plate printing,
For copper-plate
Copper-plate
thousand dollars.
teh thousand
Extra clerkFor extra
and copying,
copying, ten
dollars.
clerk-hire and
extra clerk-hire
For
Extra clerknortheast
of the
two laborers
watchmen and
For compensation
compensation of four watchmen
and two
laborers of
t
he northeast
hire.

expenses.
expenses.

State
DepartState Department.
ment.
Pay
of
secrePay of secretary, &c.

dollars.

Northeast exex executive building, four thousand three hundred and twenty
Northeast
repairs,
For contingent expenses of said building, viz: for fuel, light,
ecutive building.

and miscellaneous expenses, five thousand five hundred dollars.
conFor the payment of the first annual instalment of the proportion
Capitalization
Scheldt
the
of
capitalization
the
toward
States
of Scheldt dues. tributed by the United
the condues,- to fulfil the stipulations contained in the fourth article of
of May,
twentieth
the
of
Belgium,
and
States
Post: Treaties, vention between the United
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, the sum of fifty-five thousand five hunp. 6-9.
as may be
dred and eighty-four dollars, in coin, and such further sum
for the
providing
convention
the
of
necessary to carry out the stipulation
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payment of
principal
payment
of interest on
on the said sum
sum and
and on the portion of
of the
the principal
remaining unpaid.
unpaid.
remaining
Treasury Department.
Department. -—For
compensation of the Secretary
Treasury DeFor compensation
Secretary of the Treasury
partment.
Treasury, two assistant secretaries
secretaries of the treasury, chief clerk, supervising
supervising partment.
Pay
Pay of secresecrearchitect and
and assistant
clerks, messengers,'assistant
messengers,'assistant messenger,
messenger, tary
architect
assistant architect,
architect, clerks,
and assisttary and
assistone hundred
hundred and
and eighteen
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty ants.
and laborers,
laborers, one
eighteen thousand
ants.
thousand nine
dollars.
For
compensation of the
chief clerk,
and the
the clerks,
clerks, 1st comptroller.
For compensation
the first
first comptroller,
comptroller, chief
clerk, and
messenger, and
office, forty-three
forty-three thousand
thousand seven
and laborers
laborers in his
his office,
seven hundred
hundred
and forty
dollars.
and
forty dollars.
For
second comptroller,
chief clerk,
clerk, and
and the
the 2d comptroller.
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the second
comptroller, chief
comptroller.
clerks, messenger,
messenger, assistant
assistant messenger,
in his
his office,
office, including
messenger, and laborer
laborer in
including
three
of class
three clerks
of class
class three,
three, three
clerks of
of class
three clerks
clerks of
class four,
four, three
clerks of
three clerks
class
two,
annual salary
seven
two, three clerks
clerks of class one, twelve clerks
clerks at
at an
an annual
salary of
of seven
hundred
twenty dollars
each, and
and one
one laborer
laborer at
annual salary
hundred and
and twenty
dollars each,
at an
an annual
salary of
of Additional
Additional
seven
twenty dollars,
authorized to
to be
be apap- clerks authorized
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
dollars, who are
authorized
are hereby
hereby authorized
pointed, one hundred and thirty-four thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the first
mes- 1st auditor.
first auditor, chief clerk, and the clerks,
clerks, messenger, assistant messenger,
office, forty-eight
messenger, and laborer
laborer in his
his office,
thousand
forty-eight thousand
three hundred
dollars.
hundred and sixty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the second
second auditor, chief clerk, and the clerks, 2d
2d auditor.
messenger, assistant messengers,
messengers, and laborers
laborers in his office,
office, including
including three
Additional
clerks of class four, twenty
twenty clerks
clerks of class three,
three, forty clerks
clerks of class two, Additional
i. .clerks
clerks and laborseventy of class one, one assistant
assistant messenger
messenger at
eight
hundred
and
forty
at eight hundred and forty ers
ers authorized.
authorized.
dollars per annum, and three laborers
laborers at seven hundred and twenty dollars
dollars
appointed, five
per annum,
annum, each,
each, who are hereby authorized
authorized to be appointed,
five hundred
hundred
and eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand seven hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the third auditor, chief
chief clerk, and the clerks, 3d auditor.
Additional
messengers, assistant messengers,
messengers, and laborers in his office,
messengers,
office, including
including five
five Additional
clerks, &c., auclerks of class three, thirty
clerks of class
class two,
two, clerrks&dc.,
clerks of class four, fifteen
fifteen clerks
thirty clerks
aa thorized.
and fifty clerks of class one, who are hereby
hereby authorized
appointed,
authorized to
to be
be appointed,
and eighty
eighty dollars.
three hundred and eighty-four
eighty-four thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and
auditor.
For compensation
compensation of the fourth
fourth auditor,
auditor, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, and the clerks, 4th
4th auditor.
messenger,
messenger, and laborer
hundred
messenger, and assistant messenger,
laborer in his office,
office, one hundred
and ten thousand nine hundred
hundred and sixty dollars.
dollars.
auditor.
clerk, and the clerks, 5th auditor.
For compensation
compensation of the fifth auditor, chief
chief clerk,
messenger, and laborer in his office,
office, forty-eight
forty-eight thousand eight hundred
hundred
and forty dollars.
Auditor for
For compensation
for
compensation of the auditor
auditor of the treasury
treasury for the
the Post-Office Auditor
P.-0. DepartDepartment, and the clerks,
clerks, messenger, assistant
assistant messenger, and
and laborers P.-O
ment. Departin his office, one hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred and sixty
dollars.
Treasurer.
For compensation of the treasurer
treasurer of the United
United States,
States, assistant
assistant Treasurer.
treasurer, cashier, assistant cashier, chiefs
chiefs of division, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, tellers, assistant tellers,
tellers, chief clerk, and the clerks, messenger,
messenger, assistant
assistant messengers, and laborers
hundred and
laborers in his office, one hundred
and sixty-nine thousand
thousand
three hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the register of the treasury, assistant register, Register.
chief clerk, and the clerks, messengers,
messengers, assistant messenger, and
and laborers
laborers
hundred and twenty dollars.
in his office,
office, ninety-one thousand five hundred
Solicitor.
For compensation
compensation of the solicitor of the treasury, chief
chief clerk, and the Solicitor.
messenger in his office, eighteen
eighteen thousand five hundred dollars.
clerks and messenger
For compensation
compensation of the commissioner
commissioner of customs, chief clerk, and the Commissioner
Commissioner
of customs.
office, forty
customs.
clerks, messenger,
messenger, and laborer in his office,
forty thousand nine hundred of
and twenty dollars.
For compensation
Light-house
compensation of the chief clerk, clerks, messenger, and
and laborer of Light-house
board.
the light-house
oard
light-house board, nine thousand five hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
For compensation of the comptroller
comptroller of the currency,
currency, deputy comp38 *
38*
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troller, clerks,
clerks, messenger,
and laborer,
laborer, sixty-four
sixty-four thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
messenger, and
troller,
and forty dollars.
Treasury Department.Contingent
Department. —
of the Treasmy
Expenses of
Contingent
Contingent Expenses
Contingent
Treasury:
expenses
In the offi
office of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury:
ofof
expenses of
Treasury Deforeign
translating
registers,
ships'
binding,
For
copying,
labor,
binding,
sealing
registers,
translating foreign
labor,
copying,
For
partment;partment;
collecting
and extra
preparing and collecting
clerk-hire for preparing
extra clerk-hire
advertising, and
in
languages, advertising,
in office of the languages,
secretary.
information to
to be
be laid
laid before
congress, and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, fifty
fifty
before congress,
information
secretary.
thousand dollars.
thousand
Pay of ternFor compensation
compensation to
clerks in the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
temporary clerks
to temporary
For
of ternPay
department: Provided,
same
clerks
porary
clerks,
and
for
additional
compensation
to
clerks
in
same
department:
Provided,
compensation
additional
for
and
clerks,
porary
be classified according
may
for
provided
herein
Clerks
may
be
That
the
temporary
clerks
herein
provided
according
clerks
temporary
the
That
Clerks may be
classified, &c.
further, That
to the character of their services;
services; And provided
provided further,
That the
the SecreSecre&.
classified,
Additional pay tary of
Treasury may
award such
additional compensation
clerks
compensation to clerks
such additional
may award
the Treasury
pay tary of the
Additional
pubprior
1, as
in his
judgment may
may be
be deemed
deemed just and may be required
required by the pubhis judgment
as in
July 1,
to July
prior to
secretary
lic
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
dollars; but the said
said secretary
thousand dollars;
service, two
lic service,
1S66.
shall
the authority
award any such additional
additional compensation
compensation
to award
authority to
have the
not have
shall not
to
clerks after
day of
of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six.
first day
the first
after the
such clerks
to such
Contingent
exIn
office of
of the
the first comptroller:
comptroller:
the office
In the
Contingent expostage,
territorial statutes,
penses
in office
office of
of
F
or furniture,
f
urn iture ,public documents,
documents, state and
and territorial
statutes, postage,
For
penses in
let comptroller
thousand dollars.
miscellaneous items, one thousand
st comptroller; and miscellaneous
office of the second comptroller:
comptroller:
In the office
of 2d comptrolcomptroller;
For
subscription to one
one
miscellaneous items, including subscription
and miscellaneous
furniture and
For furniture
ler
four
the
city
newspaper,
to
be
bound
and
preserved
for
use
of
office,
four
the
for
preserved
and
bound
be
to
city newspaper,
thousand dollars.
thousand
of 1st auditor;
In the
the office
office of
of the
auditor:
first auditor:
the first
In
1st auditor;
of
For office
office furniture
furniture and
thousand five hundred
miscellaneous items, one thousand
and miscellaneous
For
dollars.
auditor:
of 2d
2d auditor;
In
the office
office of
the second
second auditor:
of the
In the
auditor;
of
For
city
items, including two of the city
miscellaneous items,
and miscellaneous
furniture and
office furniture
For office
newspapers, to
to be
be filed
filed and
office, twenty-five
twenty-five
preserved for the use of the office,
and preserved
newspapers,
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
auditor:
of
auditor;.
In
office of the third auditor:
In the office
3d auditor;of 3d
For
office furniture,
furniture, carpeting,
carpeting, two
preserving files and
newspapers, preserving
two newspapers,
For office
fifteen
items,
papers,
bounty-land
service,
and
miscellaneous
fifteen thousand dolmiscellaneous
and
papers, bounty-land service,
lars.
of 4th
4th auditor;
auditor;
office of the fourth auditor:
auditor:
In the office
of
office, three thousand dollars.
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the office,
For contingent
of 5th
In
office of
auditor:
of the fifth auditor:
the office
In the
auditor;
5th auditor;
of
For postage,
postage, furniture,
furniture, and miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, in
in which
which are
are ininFor
cluded
newspapers, two
two thousand dollars.
daily newspapers,
two daily
cluded two
In the
the office
office of
the treasurer:
treasurer:
of the
In
of treasurer;
For
contingent expenses
office, ten thousand dollars.
expenses of the office,
For contingent
register:
In the
the office
office of the register:
In
of
of register;
For
arranging and
binding cancelled
marine papers, cases for official
official
cancelled marine
and binding
For arranging
papers and
and records,
records, and
and miscellaneous
including office furniture,
items, including
miscellaneous items,
papers
eight thousand dollars.
dollars.
treasury:
Office of the solicitor of the treasury:
Office
of
of solicitor;
For labor
miscellaneous items, and for statutes and
and reports, two
two
and miscellaneous
labor and
For
thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
of commiscommisOffice
the commissioner
commissioner of customs:
customs:
of the
Office of
of

Comptroller
Comptroller of
the
the currency.
currency.

sioner
of customs;
customs;
sioner of

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items and
and office
office furniture,
three thousand
thousand dollars.
furniture, three
For

Office of
of the
the comptroller
currency:
comptroller of the currency:
Office
dollars.
furniture and miscellaneous
of currency.
currency.
For furniture
miscellaneous items, five thousand dollars.
of
bureaus,
Treasury Department
Furniture.
For stationery
Department and
and its several bureaus,
stationery for the Treasury
For
Furniture.
Stationery.
Stationery,
one hundred thousand dollars.
Southeast exFor
purposes of
of the
the Southeast
Southeast Executive Building, includgeneral purposes
the general
For the
Southeast exand eleven
of
comptroller
of comptroller

ecutive building,
building, b
ig the
the extension.
compensation of twelve watchmen
watchmen and eleven
For compensation
- For
extension.—
ing
ecutive

hunthousand five
executive building, sixteen
laborers of
of the
southeast executive
sixteen thousand
five hunthe southeast
laborers
dred and sixty
sixty dollars.
dred
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For contingent expenses
expenses of
of said
said building,
viz: for
for fuel,
light, labor,
labor, and
building, viz:
fuel, light,
and
miscellaneous
seventy-five thousand
dollars.
miscellaneous items,
items, seventy-five
thousand dollars.
Department of
of
Department
- For compensation
Department of the Interior.
Interior.—
compensation of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Department
Interior.
Interior, assistant secretary, chief
chief clerk, and
clerks, messenger,
and the
the clerks,
messenger, assist- Interior.
Pay of secreant messengers,
messengers, watchmen, and laborers
forty-eight thousand
laborers in his office, forty-eight
thousand tary,
Pay
of secreSze.;
hundred and
and sixty
dollars.
one hundred
sixty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the commissioner
commissioner of
general land-office,
land-office, chief
chief of commisof the
the general
sioner ;
li
:ffegeneral
,
clerk, recorder,
draughtsman, assistant
assistant draughtsman,
draughtsman, clerks,
messengers, sonr
clerk,
recorder, draughtsman,
clerks, messengers,
fgeneral
assistant
watchmen, and laborers
assistant messengers, packers, watchmen,
laborers in his office,
office, one
one
hundred
hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars.
dollars.
two hundred
compensation of additional
clerks in
general land-office,
For compensation
additional clerks
in the
the general
land-office, under
under of additional
additional
clerks;
the act of third March,
March, one thousand
hundred and fifty-five,
grant- clerks;
thousand eight hundred
fifty-five, grant1855, ch.
ch. 207.
207.
ing bounty land, and for laborers
laborers employed
employed therein,
therein, fifty-eight
fifty-eight thousand 1855,
Vol.
x. p.
p. 701.
701.
Vol. x.
six hundred
hundred and forty dollars: Provided,
Secretary of the InteProvided, That the Secretary
Inte- Proviso.
Proviso.
rior, at his discretion, shall
to use
any
shall be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
use any
portion of said appropriation
appropriation for piece-work,
piece-work, or by
day, week,
week, month,
month,
by the
the day,
or year, at such rate or
may deem
and fair,
fair, not
exceeding
or rates
rates as he
he may
deem just
just and
not exceeding
a
twelve hundred dollars
a salary of
of twelve
dollars per
per annum.
annum.
of the
of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, and
and of
of commisFor compensation
compensation of
the commissioner
commissioner of
commissioner of Indian
the clerks, messenger, assistant messenger, watchmen,
watchmen, and
and laborer
laborer in his affairs;
iner ofIndian
office, thirty-two thousand six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
commisFor compensation of the commissioner
of commiscommissioner of pensions,
pensions, chief clerk, and the of
sioner of penclerks, messengers assistant messengers,
watchman, and
and laborers
laborers in
in his
messengers, watchman,
his sions;
sione
penoffice, two hundred and sixteen thousand nine
twenty dollars.
dollars.
nine hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty-one thousand
additional
For additional
additional clerks in the pension office, twenty-one
thousand dollars:
dollars: additional
clerks;
Provided, That the Secretary
Provided,
Secretary of the Interior, at his discretion,
discretion, shall be, clerks;
Proviso.
and is hereby,
hereby, authorized to use any portion of said appropriation
appropriation for Proviso.
piece-work, or by the day, week, month,
piece-work,
month, or year, at such rate
rate or
or rates
rates as
as
he may deem just and fair, not
twelve hundred
hundred doldolnot exceeding
exceeding aa salary
salary of
of twelve
lars per annum.
of commiscommisFor compensation
commissioner of
public buildings,
and the
the of
compensation of the
the commissioner
of public
buildings, and
sioner
sioner of public
clerk and messenger
messenger in his office, four
two hundred
hundred dollars.
four thousand
thousand two
dollars.
buildings.
-buildings.
Contingent Expenses —
Contingent
the Interior.
interior. -—
- Department
Department of
of the
Contingent expenses.
Office of the Secretary
Interior:
penses.
Office
Secretary of the Interior:
Office of
of SecreSecreFor stationery, furniture,
furniture, and other contingencies,
contingencies, and for books and Office
tary.
tar
maps for the library,
library, seven thousand dollars.
y.
For repairs of the patent-office
patent-office building, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand five
hundred Patent office.
five hundred
dollars.
For expenses
expenses of packing
distributing congressional
journals and
and Distributing
packing and distributing
congressional journals
Distributing
documents.
documents,
resolu- documents.
documents, in pursuance of the provisions
provisions contained
contained in the joint resoluVol.
xi. p.
253.
p. 253.
twenty-eighth January, eighteen hundred and Vol. xi.
tion of congress, approved
approved twenty-eighth
1859, ch. 22.
fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, and act fifth February,
February, eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-nine, six
six V8'9,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-nine,
322.79
Vol. xi.
xi.. p.
p. 379.
fifty-seven,lVol.
379.
thousand dollars.
For fuel and lights for the patent-office
patent-office building,
building, including
salaries Fuel andlights.
including the
the salaries
and lights.
and assistant
assistant engineer
engineer of
eighteen thousand
thousand doldolof engineer and
of the
the furnaces,
furnaces, eighteen
lars.
Office
Indian Affairs:
Office of Indian
Affairs:
Office of Inand miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
including dian
dian affairs;
affairs;
For blank
blank books, binding, stationery,
stationery, and
items, including
two of the daily city newspapers,
newspapers, to be filed, bound, and
for the
and preserved
preserved for
use of the office, four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Office of the Commissioner of Pensions:
of commisFor stationery,
stationery, engraving, and retouching
retouching plates for
for bounty
penbounty land warwar- stoner
sioner of pensions;
rants, and binding the same, office furniture, and
same, and
and ins;
and repairing
repairing the
the same,
miscellaneous items, including
filed, bound,
including two city daily newspapers,
newspapers, to be filed,
bound,
and preserved for the use of the office,
thousand dollars.
office, fifteen thousand
dollars.
Office
Office of
of Public
Public Buildings:
of
commisof the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Buildings:
of commissioner
For stationery,
stationery, blank books,sr
plans, drawings, and other contingent
contingent exex_
public
ione of public
hundred dollars.
dollars.buildings.
penses of
of his
his office,
office, five
five hundred
buildings.
Surveyors-General
SurveyorsGeneral and their Clerks. —For
compensation of the
ear-For
compensation
the sur-
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veyor-general of
Iowa, and
and the
the clerks
eight
clerks in his office, eight
and Iowa,
Wisconsin and
of Wisconsin
Snrveyors-gen- veyor-general

Surveyors-gen-

eral and their
clerks.
alerks.

lerk.

three hundred dollars.
thousand
thousand three
dollars.

For compensation
compensation of
the surveyor
general of
of Minnesota,
and the clerks
clerks
Minnesota, and
surveyor general
of the
For
in
his office,
office, eight
three hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand three
eight thousand
in his
For
of the
surveyor-general of
of the
the Territories
Territories of Dakota
the surveyor-general
compensation of
For compensation
and Montana,
Montana, and
and the
clerks in
in his
his office,
office, eight
eight thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred
the clerks
and

dollars.
dollars.

For compensation
the surveyor-general
of Kansas
Kansas and
and
and Nebraska, and
surveyor-general of
of the
compensation of
For
the
clerks in
his office,
office, eight
thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
eight thousand
in his
the clerks
For
compensation of
of the
the surveyor-general
of the
the Territories
Territories of
of Colorado,
Colorado,
surveyor-general of
For compensation
Utah
and Idaho,
and the
clerks in
in his
seven thousand dollars.
office, seven
his office,
the clerks
Idaho, and
Utah and
For
compensation of
of the
the surveyor-general
of New
New Mexico
Mexico and Arizona,
surveyor-general of
For compensation
and
the
clerks
in
his
office,
seven
thousand
dollars.
thousand
seven
office,
his
in
and the clerks
For
of the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
California and Nevada,
of California
compensation of
For compensation
and the
the clerks
clerks in
his office,
fourteen thousand dollars.
office, fourteen
in his
and
For compensation
clerks in
Oregon, and the clerks
of Oregon,
surveyor-general of
the surveyor-general
of the
compensation of
For
his office,
office, six
thousand five
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
six thousand
his
For compensation
compensation of
of the
Washington Territory,
surveyor-general of Washington
the surveyor-general
For
and
the clerks
five hundred
hundred dollars.
office, six thousand five
his office,
in his
clerks in
and the
surveyors-general,
For
compensation of
clerks in
in the
offices of the surveyors-general,
the offices
the clerks
of the
For compensation
to
be apportioned
apportioned to
them according
according to
the exigencies
exigencies of the public
public serto the
to them
to be
vice,
and to
to be
be employed
employed in
field-notes of surveys, for the
transcribing field-notes
in transcribing
vice, and
purpose of
of preserving
them at
the seat
seat of
government, ten thousand
thousand dolof government,
at the
preserving them
purpose

Recorder of
of
Recorder

land-titles in
Missouri.
Translator.
Missouri.

Expenses of
of
Expenses
courts
the
of the
courts of
'United States,
safe-keeping
of
United Stateof
prisoners,
and
prisoners, and
prosecution of
of
prosecution

cr im e

.

War
DepartWar Department.
ment.
Pay of secresecrePayof
tary, &c.

tary, &C.

lars.
Missouri, five hundred
For compensation
compensation of
hundred
land-titles in Missouri,
of land-titles
recorder of
of recorder
For

dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
of translator
office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of New
the office
translator in the
For
Mexico
Arizona, two thousand
thousand dollars.
and Arizona,
Mexico and
For
rent of
of surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office
office in Oregon,
Oregon, fuel, books, stationery,
stationery,
For rent
hundred
and other
including pay of messenger, seven hundred
incidental expenses, including
other incidental
and
dollars.
For rent
rent of
of the
the surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office
office in California,
California, fuel, books, staFor
tionery, and
other incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, including
including pay of messenger, six
six
and other
tionery,
thousand dollars.
thousand
Washington Territory,
For
office-rent for
for the
surveyor-general of Washington
Territory, fuel,
fuel,
the surveyor-general
For office-rent
books, stationery,
other incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
and other
stationery, and
books,
For office-rent
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Kansas and Nebraska,
Nebraska, fuel,
of the
office-rent of
For
and
incidental expenses,
expenses, one thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
and incidental
For rent
rent of
Territory of Dakota,
Dakota, fuel,
surveyor-general's office in the Territory
of surveyor-general's
For
books,
stationery, and
expenses, six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
incidental expenses,
other incidental
and other
books, stationery,
For
rent of
office for
for the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Colorado, Utah, Nevada,
Nevada,
of office
For rent
and Idaho
Idaho Territories,
other incidental exfuel, books, stationery, and other
Territories, fuel,
and
penses,
thousand dollars.
penses, one thousand
clerk in the consolidated
For the
the wages
wages of one clerk
consolidated land-office
land-office at
at
of the
pay of
the pay
For
Des
thousand dollars.
Des Moines, Iowa, one thousand
[Expenses
the United
United States.]—For
the expenses
States.]-Fordefraying the'expenses
of the
Courts of
of Courts
[Expenses of
including
of
supreme court
the United
United States, including
district courts of the
and district
court and
the supreme
of the

the
Columbia, and
and also for jurors and
arid witnesses,
witnesses, in
in aid
aid of
of funds
fu nds
District of Columbia,
the District
arising
fines, penalties,
penalties, and
forfeitures, in the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
and forfeitures,
from fines,
arising from
likeand likeand sixty-five, and previous
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
previous years,
years, and
hundred and
thirtieth,
wise for
defraying the expenses
expenses of suits in which the United States are
for defraying
wise
concerned,
and of
of prosecutions
offences committed
committed against the United
for offences
prosecutions for
concerned, and
States, and
and for
safe-keeping'of
prisoners, seven
hundred thousand
thousand doldolseven hundred
of prisoners,
the safe-keeping
for the
States,
fund
balances of appropriations
lars,
appropriations for the judiciary
judiciary fund
unexpended balances
the unexpended
and the
lars, and
shall return
return into
treasury.
into the treasury.
shall
War
Department. -— For compensation
compensation of the Secretary of War,
War, asslstassistWar Department.
clerks, messenger,
ant
and the clerks,
messenger,
secretaries of war, solicitor, chief clerk, and
ant secretaries
assistant
messengers, and laborer
sixty-four thousand and
laborer in his office, sixty-four
assistant messengers,
dollars.
sixty
sixty dollars.
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For compensation
compensation of the clerks
in the
the office
office of
the adclerks and
and messengers
messengers in
of the
ad- Office of adjujutant-general,
twenty-four thousand four hundred
jutant-general, two
two hundred
hundred and twenty-four
hundred dollars. tant-general;
taut-general;
quartermasand of quartermasFor compensation of the clerks, messengers,
messengers, assistant messengers,
messengers, and
ter-general;
quartermaster-general, three hundred
office of the quartermaster-general,
laborers in the office
hundred and ter-general;
ninety-five
and forty
dollars.
ninety-five thousand eight hundred
hundred and
forty dollars.
For
compensation of
of the
messengers in
office of
For compensation
the clerks
clerks and
and messengers
in the
the office
of the
the of paymastergeneral;
paymaster-general,
two hundred
nine thousand
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and general;
hundred and
and nine
paymaster-general, two
eighty
dollars.
eighty dollars.
For
of the
the office
office of commissaryFor compensation
compensation of
the clerks,
clerks, messenger,
messenger, and
and laborers
laborers in
in the
commissarygeneral;
of the commissary-general,
commissary-general, eighty-six
eighty-six thousand one hundred and
and sixty general;
dollars.
dollars.
For
compensation of
of the
clerks, messenger,
and laborer
of of surgeonFor compensation
the clerks,
messenger, and
laborer in
in the
the office
office of
hundred and
general;
the
surgeon-general, forty-four
forty-four thousand
and twenty
twenty dollars. general;
the surgeon-general,
thousand one hundred
For
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
and laborer
laborer in
the office
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the clerks,
in the
office ofchiefengiof chief engineer;
twenty-nine thousand three hundred
of the chief engineer, twenty-nine
of
hundred and twenty neer;
dollars.
dollars.
For
and messenger
messenger in
in the
office of
colonel of colonel
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the clerks
clerks and
the office
of the
the colonel
colonel of
of ordnance, one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-three
thousand two
two hundred
and ordnance;
of
seventy-three thousand
hundred and
ordnance;
eighty
dollars.
eighty dollars.
For compensation
of the
in the
the office
of military
military justice,
justice, seven
compensation of
the clerks
clerks in
office of
seven of military
military
justice.
justice.
thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
Contingent
Expenses of
of the
War Department.
Contingent Expenses
the War
Department.Contingent
Contingent expenses.
Office of the Secretary
Office
Secretary of War:
enses.
For blank
blank books, stationery, labor, books,
maps, extra
extra clerk-hire,
clerk-hire, and
and Office of Secrebooks, maps,
tary of
of War;
miscellaneous
thousand dollars.
tary
War;
miscellaneous items, twenty thousand
Office
of the
the Adjutant-General:
adjutantof adjutantOffice of
Adjutant-General:
general;
For blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, twenty- general;
five thousand dollars.
Office
Office of the
the Quartermaster-General:
Quartermaster-General:
of quartermasquartermaster-general;
For blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, twenty ter-general;
thousand dollars.
Office of the Paymaster-General:
Paymaster-General:
Office
of paymasterpaymastergeneral;
For blank books, stationery,
stationery, binding, and miscellaneous items, ten thouthou- general;
sand dollars.
dollars..
Commissary-General:
of commissaryOffice of the Commissary-General:
general ;
For blank books, stationery, and binding, including rent of office and general;
hire of
of watchmen,
watchmen, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Office of the
Office
Engineer:
the Chief Engineer:
of chief engimiscellaneous items, three neer;
neer;
For blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Office of
of the
Office
the Surgeon-General:
Surgeon-General:
surgeonof surgeongeneral;
For blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including
including general;
rent of office, twelve
twelve thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
of
of chief
chief of ordOffice of the Chief of
of Ordnance:
Ordnance:
nance;
For blank books, stationery,
stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, ten thou- nance;
sand dollars.
of military jusOffice
of
Office of Military
Military Justice:
Justice:
tice.
For blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one thou- tice.
sand five
five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Northwest expurposes of
of the Northwest
Northwest Executive
Executive Building.
- For Northwest
For
Building.—
For the
the general
general purposes
ecutive building.
building.
compensation
compensation of superintendent,
superintendent, four watchmen,
watchmen, and two laborers of the ecutive
building, four
four thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and seventy
executive building,
seventy dolnorthwest executive
lars.
&c
For labor,
labor, fuel, light, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars. Labor, fuel, &c
For
general purposes
purposes of
of the
the Building
corner of
of F
F and
and Seventeenth
Seventeenth Building corFor the
the general
Building corner
ner F
Fand
andSeven
Seven
Streets. - For compensation
superintendent, four
Streets.—
compensation of superintendent,
four watchmen,
watchmen, and two ner
teenth Streets.
laborers
thousand five hundred
laborers for said building, four
four thousand
hundred and seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars. een Streets.
firemen, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, six thouthouFor fuel, compensation
compensation of firemen,
sand dollars.
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Fifteenth
and Fifteenth
F and
For
the general
general purposes
of the
Building corner
corner of
of F
the Building
purposes of
For the
miscellaStreets.
—
For
superintendent,
watchmen,
rent,
fuel,
lights,
and
miscellafuel,
rent,
watchmen,
superintendent,
Streets. - For

neous items, fifteen thousand dollars.
Navy Department. —
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
compensation of
For compensation
Department.- For
Navy
assistant secretary
secretary of
of the
the navy,
navy, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, and
and the clerks,
clerks, messenger,
messenger,
assistant
ment.
tary&ocf.
Pay
secre- assistant
ass i
st
an tmessenger,
messenge
r,
and laborers in his office, including
including four
four clerks
clerks of
of class
class
Pay of seerehundred and twenty
seven
of
salary
annual
an
at
laborer,
one
and
four,
tary,,&c.
four, and one laborer, at an annual salary of seven hundred and twenty
al
appointed, fifty-dollars per
authorize d to
to be
be app ointed, fifty
annum, which are hereby authorized
per annum,
dollars
leAdditinal,&
thorized.
c.,
five
thousand
eight
hundred
dollars.
hundred
eight
five thousand
thorized.
Bureau of yards
For compensation
of the
the chief
chief of
the bureau
bureau of navy-yards
navy-yards and
of the
compensation of
For
Bureauofyards
and
docks,
clerk, clerks, messenger, and laborers
chief clerk,
engineer, chief
civil engineer,
the civil
and the
docks, and
docks;
and docks;
in
his office,
office, nineteen
hundred and forty dollars.
six hundred
thousand six
nineteen thousand
in his
of equipment
For compensation of the
the chief
of the
the bureau
of equipment
reand reequipment and
bureau of
of
chief
of
compensation
For
of equipment
his office,
in
laborer
and
messenger,
and
recruiting;
cruiting,
chief
clerk,
and
the
clerks,
messenger,
laborer
office,
clerks,
the
and
clerk,
chief
cruiting,
recruiting;
and
including one
one clerk
class three,
three, and
and one
one clerk
clerk of class one, which
which are
of class
clerk of
including
Additional
hereby authorized
appointed, sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and
be appointed,
to be
authorized to
hereby
Additional
clerks
twenty dollars.
authorized. twenty
clerks authorized,
of navigation;
For compensation of
chief of
of the
bureau of
of navigation,
navigation, chief clerk,
the bureau
the chief
compensation of the
of navigation; andFor
the
clerks, messenger,
and laborer
laborer in
his office,
office, ten thousand
thousand one hunin his
messenger, and
the clerks,

teenth

Navy DepartNavy Department.

and

dred
dollars.
twenty dollars.
and twenty
dred and
of ordnance;
For
compensation
of the
the chief
of' the
bureau of ordnance,
ordnance, and
and the asthe bureau
chief of
of
compensation
For
of ordnance;
in his
sistant,
chief
clerk,
clerks,
draughtsman,
and
laborers
messenger,
draughtsman,
clerks,
clerk,
sistant, chief
office, nineteen
nineteen thousand
and ninety-six
ninety-six dollars.
hundred and
one hundred
thousand one
office,
of construction
For compensation
of the
the chief
chief of
the bureau
bureau of construction
construction and repair,
of the
compensation of
For
construction
of
his
and laborer in
draughtsman,
and
repair;
chief
clerk,
and
the
clerks,
draughtsman,
messenger,
and
in his
clerks,
the
and
chief clerk,
and repair;
office, including
additional temporary
temporary clerk
which is
clerk of class two, which
one additional
including one
office,
twenty dolAdditional
hereby authorized
be appointed,
dolappointed, eighteen thousand and twenty
to be
authorized to
hereby
Additional

clerk authorized.
authorized. lars.
la rs.
clerk
For compensation
compensation of
of the
chief of
of the
bureau of steam engineering,
the bureau
the chief
For
of steam engihis
messenger, and laborer
chief clerk,
clerk, and
clerks, draughtsmen,
draughtsmen, messenger,
laborer in
in his
neering;
the clerks,
and the
chief
neering;
office,
thousand and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
eleven thousand
office, eleven
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the chief
chief of
the bureau
provisions and clothing,
of provisions
bureau of
of the
For
of provisions
thousand
chief
clerk, and
the clerks,
clerks, messenger,
twenty-four thousand
messenger, and laborers, twenty-four
and
clothing;
and the
chief clerk,
and clothing;
six
hundred and twenty dollars.
dollars.
six hundred
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the chief
chief of
of the
bureau of
medicine and surgery,
surgery,
of medicine
the bureau
For
meditine
of medicine
assistant, and
the clerks,
messenger, and laborer
laborer in his office, ten thousand
clerks, messenger,
and the
and
surgery.
assistant,
and surgery.
eight hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
eight
Department.-—
Contingent
incidental and
and contingent
Expenses of the Navy Department.
contingent Expenses
Incidental
Contingent
Navy:
expenses.
Office of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy:
expenses.
miscellaneous items,
Office
of SecreSecreFor
labor, newspapers,
newspapers, periodicals,
periodicals, and miscellaneous
stationery, labor,
For stationery,
Office of
tary
of
Navy.
five
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
five thousand
tary of Navy.
Bureau
yards
of yards
Bureau of

and docks;
docks;
and

of equipment
equipment
of

and
recruiting;
and recruiting;

of
navigation;
of navigation;

Bureau of Yards and Docks:
Bureau
Docks:

For stationery,
books, plans,
plans, drawings,
drawings, and incidehtal
incidehtal labor, one thouthoustationery, books,
For
sand
eight hundred dollars.
sand eight
Recruiting:
Bureau of
Equipment and Recruiting:
of Equipment
Bureau

For
books, and
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
miscellaneous items, eight
and miscellaneous
stationery, books,
For stationery,
Navigation:
Bureau of
of Navigation:
Bureau
For stationery,
stationery, blank
blank books,
books, and
and miscellaneous
items, eight
eight hundred
hundred
miscellaneous items,
For

dollars.
dollars.
of ordnance;
ordnance;
of
of
construction
of construction
and
repair,
and repair;
of
of steam engi-

ne,ering;
neering;

of provisions
provisions
and
clothing.
and clothing.

Bureau of
of Ordnance:
Ordnance:
Bureau
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
stationery and
For stationery
Bureau of
of Construction
and Repair:
Repair:
Construction and
Bureau
For
miscellaneous items,
items, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
and miscellaneous
stationery and
For stationery
Bureau
Engineering:
Steam Engineering:
of Steam
Bureau of
For stationery
miscellaneous items, two thousand
thomand five hundred
and miscellaneous
stationery and
For

dollars.
dollars.

Bureau of
of Provisions
Clothing:
and Clothing:
Provisions and
Bureau
miscellaneous items,
items, one
one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
and miscellaneous
For stationery
For
stationery and
dollars.
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Medicine and
Surgery:
Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery:
Bureau
Bureau of
of
medicine and
and
For
miscellaneous items,
eight hundred
hundred medicine
For blank
blank books, stationery,
stationery, and
and miscellaneous
items, eight
surgery.
dollars.
dollars.
surgery.
For the general
purposes of
For Southwest
For
general purposes
of the
the Southwest
Southwest Executive
Executive Building.—
Building. - For
Southwest executive building.
compensation
of five
five watchmen
of the
the southwest
execu- ecutive
southwest execubuilding.
and two
two laborers
laborers of
compensation of
watchmen and
tive
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars.
dollars.
tive building,
building, four
four thousand seven hundred
hundred and
For
expenses of
of said
building, viz:
For contingent
contingent expenses
said building,
viz:
For labor, fuel, lights, and miscellaneous
hunmiscellaneous items,
items, six
six thousand
thousand five
five hundred dollars.
dred
dollars.
—For compensation
compensation of
of the
Post-Office Department.
Department.-For
the Postmaster-GenPostmaster-Gen- Post-Office
Post-Office
Department.
eral,
assistant postmasters-general,
postmasters-general, chief clerk,
clerk, and
eral, three assistant
and the
the clerks,
clerks, mes- Department.
senger, assistant messengers,
messengers, watchmen,
laborers of said department,
department,
watchmen, and laborers
hundred and sixty
thousand three
three hundred
and sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
sixty thousand
hundred and
For compensation
compensation of twenty-five additional
clerks, twenty
thousand
additional clerks,
twenty thousand
dollars.
Contingent
Contingent Expenses of
of the Postblank Contingent exPost - Office
Office Department.
Department.-— For
For blank
penses of
of PostPostbooks, binding, and stationery, fuel for the general
general post-office
post-office building,
building, penses
Office
Office Departincluding
men epart
including the auditor's office,
office, oil, gas, and candles,
candles, printing,
printing, repair of the ment.
general post-office
office furniture,
furniture, glazing,
glazing, painting,
whitewashgeneral
post-office building, office
painting, whitewashthe fireplaces
and furnaces
in order;
order; for
for engineer
engineer for
for
ing, and
and for keeping
keeping the
fireplaces and
furnaces in
steam-engine,
laborers, watchmen,
watchmen, repairs
repairs of
furniture, and
for miscelsteam-engine, laborers,
of furniture,
and for
miscellaneous items, forty thousand dollars.
Money-Order
Bureau. — For
of superintendent
superintendent and
and the
the Money-order
Money-Order Bureau.For compensation
compensation of
Money-order
bureau.
clerks in his office, seven
seven thousand
thousand five
five hundred dollars.
dollars.
bureau.
Department
of commissioner
of Department
Department of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.—For
- For compensation
compensation of
Department of
commissioner of
agriculture.
agriculture, chief clerk, and the clerks and employees
office, thirtyagriculture,
employees in his office,
thirty- agriculture.
nine thousand six'hundred
six hundred dollars.
dollars.
For contingencies,
contingencies, viz: For stationery, purchase
Contingencies.
purchase of library,
library, laboratory, Contingencies.
miscellaneous items, seven thousand five
rent, and miscellaneous
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Agricultural
thousand dollars.
Agricultural
For collecting agricultural
agricultural statistics, twenty
twenty thousand
dollars.
statistics.
For purchase and distribution of new
new and
and valuable
valuable seeds, viz: For
For statistics.
Seeds
purchase of cereal,
vegetable, and flower
purchase
cereal, vegetable,
flower seeds,
seeds, and for labor in putting Seeds
up
sixty-one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
up seeds, seed-bags,
seed-bags, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, sixty-one
For employees in seed-room,
seed-room, five thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
For propagation
propagation and distribution of plants, cuttings, and shrubs, four- Plants, cuttings, &c.
&c.
teen
teen thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That the propagation
propagation of plants, cuttings, tings,
Proviso.
and shrubs shall be confined
general cultiva- Proviso.
confined to such as are
are adapted to general
tion and to promote the general interests of horticulture
horticulture and agriculture
throughout the United States.
throughout
garden in
number two, eight
eight thousand
thousand Experimental
For experimental
experimental garden
in reservation
reservation number
Experimental
garden.
dollars.
garden.
dollars.
Mint
at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.—
For salaries
of the
the director,
assayer, Mint
Mint at
- For
salaries of
director, treasurer,
treasurer, assayer,
Mint at Philadelphia.
melter
engraver, assistant
melter and refiner, chief coiner
coiner and engraver,
assistant assayer, and seven delphia.
clerks, twenty-six thousand four hundred dollars.
For wages of workmen
workmen and adjusters, one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand
thousand dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses,
expenses, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
For specimens of ores and coins to be preserved
preserved in the cabinet of the
mint, three hundred dollars.
Branch Mint at
at San Francisco,
Francisco, California.
California. - For salaries
salaries of super- Branch at San
intendent, treasurer, assayer, melter and refiner,
Francisco.
refiner, coiner, and six clerks, Francisco.
thirty thousand five hundred dollars.
For wages of workmen and adjusters,
adjusters, one hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses,
expenses, repairs, and wastage, fifty
fifty
thousand dollars.
Assay
York. - For salaries of superintendent, assayer, and Assay office,
Assay Office, New York.—
N e York.
officers, and clerks, twenty-three
w York
melter and refiner, assistant assayer, officers,
twenty-three New
thousand nine hundred dollars.
thousand
dollars.
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For
wages of
of workmen,
workmen, forty-eight
thousand dollars.
forty-eight thousand
For wages
For incidental
contingent expenses,
expenses, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and contingent
incidental and
For
Branch mint at Branch
at Denver.—
superintendent, assayer,
melter, refiner,
refiner,
assayer, melter,
For superintendent,
Denver. - For
Mint at
Branch mint at Branch Mint
Denver,
coiner, and
and clerks,
thousand dollars.
thirteen thousand
clerks, thirteen
coiner,
Denver.
For wages
of workmen,
seven hundred
hundred and fiftythousand seven
twenty-one thousand
workmen, twenty-one
wages of
For
five dollars.
dollars.
five
For incidental
and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
incidental and
For
Governments
Governments
in the territories.
New Mexico.
Mexio.r

New

Utah.
Utah.

TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENTS IN
IN THE
THE TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENTS
Territory of
For salaries
salaries of
of governor,
governor, chief-justice
chief-justice and
and
Mexico. - For
New Mexico.—
of New
Territory
two
judges, and
and secretary,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twelve thousand
secretary, twelve
associate judges,
two associate
For
of said
said territory,
thousand dollars.
one thousand
territory, one
expenses of
contingent expenses
For contingent
For
interpreter
and
translator
in
the
executive
office,
hundred
five hundred
office, five
executive
the
in
translator
and
For interpreter

dollars.
dollars.
For
compensation and
and mileage
of the
of the
legislative assemthe legislative
members of
the members
mileage of
For compensation
bly,
officers,
clerks,
and
contingent
expenses
of
the
assembly, twenty
twenty
assembly,
the
of
expenses
bly, officers, clerks, and contingent
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Territory
of Utah.-For
Utah.—F or salaries
of governor,
governor, chief-justice,
chief-justice, two
assotwo assosalaries of
Territoryof
ciate
judges, and
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
secretary, twelve
and secretary,
ciate judges,
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the territory,
territory, two thousand
thousand five hundred
For contingent
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
mileage of
of the
members of
of the
legislative asthe legislative
the members
and mileage
compensation and
For
sembly, officers,
officers, clerks,
contingent expenses
expenses of the assembly, fifteen
and contingent
clerks, and
sembly,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Territory of
of Washington.
Washington.—
For salaries
salaries of
of governor,
governor, chief-justice,
chief-justice, two
- For
Territory
hundred
associate
judges,
and
secretary,
twelve
thousand
five
hundred
dollars.
five
thousand
twelve
secretary,
and
judges,
associate
hundred
For contingent
expenses of
of said
said territory,
one thousand
thousand five hundred
territory, one
contingent expenses
For

fteen

Washington.

Washington.

Nebraska.
Nebraska.

Colorado.
Oolorado.

Nevada.
Nevada.
D
akot
a.
Dakota.

Arizona.
Arizona.

dollars.
legislative asmembers of the legislative
the members
For
compensation and
mileage of the
and mileage
For compensation
sembly, officers,
clerk, and
contingent expenses
expenses of the assembly, fifteen
fifteen
and contingent
officers, clerk,
sembly,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Territory
Nebraska. -—F
or salaries
salaries of governor, chief-justice
chief-justice and
For
of Nebraska.
Territory of
two associate
judges, and
thousand five
five hundred dollars.
ten thousand
secretary, ten
and secretary,
associate judges,
two
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of said territory,
territory, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For contingent
members of the legislative
For
compensation and
mileage of
of the
legislative asthe members
and mileage
For compensation
sembly, officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, and
and contingent
expenses of the
the assembly,
assembly, eighteen
eighteen
contingent expenses
sembly,
thousand dollars.
thousand
governor and superintendent
Territory of
of Colorado.—
For salaries
superintendent
of governor
salaries of
Colorado.- For
Territory
of
chief-justice and
and two
associate judges, and secretary,
two associate
affairs, chief-justice
Indian affairs,
of Indian
nine
hundred dollars.
thousand seven hundred
nine thousand
For
contingent expenses
of said
said territory, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
expenses of
For contingent
For
compensation and
mileage of
the members
members of the legislative asasof the
and mileage
For compensation
sembly, officers,
clerks, and
the assembly, eighteen
expenses of the
contingent expenses
and contingent
officers, clerks,
sembly,
thousand dollars.
thousand
State of
of Nevada.
Nevada. —Tor
of superintendent
superintendent of Indian affairs, two
two
salary of
-For salary
State
thereof as may be
thousand dollars,
dollars or
or so much
much thereof
be necessary.
necessary.
thousand

governor and superintendent
of governor
salaries of
Territory
of Dakota.
Dakota.—
For salaries
superintendent of
of
- For
Territory of
judges, and secretary,
Indian
associates judges,
secretary, nine
nine
two associates
and two
chief-justice and
affairs, chief-justice
Indian affairs,
thousand
seven hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand seven
For
expenses of the territory,
territory, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
contingent expenses
For contingent
For compensation
compensation and
mileage of
the members
members of the legislative
legislative asof the
and mileage
For
contingent expenses of the assembly, fifteen
sembly, officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, and
and contingent
fifteen
sembly,
thousand
thousand dollars.
Territory
Arizona.—For salaries
salaries of governor,
governor, chief-justice
chief- justice and
of Arizona.--For
Territory of
twelve thousand
two
associate judges,
judges, and
and secretary,
secretary, twelve
thousand dollars.
dollars.
two associate
For contingent
thousand dollars.
dollars.
expenses of the territory, one thousand
contingent expenses
For
For interpreter
in the
office, five
five hundred dolthe executive office,
translator in
and translator
interpreter and
For

lars.
For
compensation and
and mileage of the members
members of the legislative
legislative as
as
For compensation
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sembly, officers,
officers, clerks,
contingent expenses
of the
twenty Governments
Governments
clerks, and
and contingent
expenses of
the assembly,
assembly, twenty
thousand dollars.
the territories.
territories.
in the
Territory
Idaho.- For salaries of governor
Territory of Idaho.—
and superintendent
Idaho.
governor and
superintendent of
of Idaho.
Indian
chief-justice and
Indian affairs, chief-justice
and two
judges, and
and secretary,
secretary,
two associates
associates judges,
twelve thousand
twelve
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For contingent expenses
expenses of the
thousand dollars.
dollars.
the territory,
territory, one
one thousand
For compensation and mileage
mileage of the members
the legislative
legislative asasmembers of
of the
sembly, officers, clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses
the assembly,
assembly, twenty
expenses of
of the
twenty
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
,erritory
%
Territory of Montana.
Montana. —
compensation of
of governor
and superinsuperin- Montana.
AIontana.
- For compensation
governor and
tendent of Indian
Indian affairs, chief-justice and two associate
judges, and
and secsecassociate judges,
retary,
twelve thousand
dollars.
retary, twelve
thousand dollars.
For contingent expenses
expenses of the territory, one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one thousand
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members
members of
legislative asof the
the legislative
assembly, officers, clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.

JUDICIARY.
JUDICIARY.

Judiciary.
Office of the Attorney- General.
General. -— For
salaries of
the AttorneyAttorney-General,
For salaries
of the
General, Office
Office of Attorattorney-general, and the clerks
ney-General.
assistant attorney-general,
clerks and messenger
messenger in his office,
office, ney-General.
twenty thousand four hundred dollars.
Contingent expenses of the office of the Attorney-General,
namely:
Attorney-General, namely:
For fuel, labor, furniture, stationery, and
miscellaneous items,
items, three
three
and miscellaneous
thousand five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For purchase
purchase of law and
For
and necessary
necessary books for the office of the
the AttorneyGeneral, five
dollars.
,
General,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For legal assistance
assistance and other necessary
necessary special
special and
and extraordinary
extraordinary Land-claims
Land-claims in
in
expenses
in the disposal
disposal of private land-claims
expenses in
land-claims in California, ten thou- California.
sand dollars.
Justices of
of the Supreme Court
United States. -—F
For
Justices
Court of the United
or salaries of Justices
Justices of sunoun.t
the chief-justice
chief-justice and nine associate justices, sixty
thousand five
five hundred
sixty thousand
hundred preme
preme cour
dollars.
For travelling expenses of the judge
assigned to
to the
tenth circuit
circuit for
for
judge assigned
the tenth
attending
attending session of the supreme
supreme court of the United
States, two
two thouthouUnited States,
sand dollars.
For salaries
salaries of the district judges of the United States,
States, one hundred
hundred District
District judges.
judges.
and eighteen thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
For salaries of the chief-justice
chief-justice of the
of the
the District
District Courts in Disthe supreme
supreme court
court of
Disof Columbia, the associate
associate judges, and
of the
the orphans'
court, fourfour- trictofColumbia.
and judge of
trict of Columbia.
orphans' court,
teen thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For salary of the reporter of the decisions
of the
court of
of Reporter of
decisions of
the supreme
supreme court
of
the United
United States,
States one thousand three hundred dollars.
dollars.
decisions.
decisions.
For compensation
compensation of the district attorneys,
attorneys, nineteen
nineteen thousand
one hunhun- District attorthousand one
dred dollars.
neys.
neys.
For compensation
compensation of the district
district marshals, twelve
thousand dollars.
twelve thousand
dollars.
Marshals.
Marshals.
Independent Treasury.
Treasury. -— For salaries of the assistant
assistant treasurers
_Independent
treasurers of
the Independent
of the
Independent
United States at New York, Boston, Charleston, and St. Louis, sixteen treasury.
treasury.
thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For additional
additional salary
salary of the treasurer of the mint at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, one
one
thousand dollars.
For additional
additional salary
For
salary of the treasurer of the
the branch
branch mint at New OrOrleans, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For additional
additional salary of the treasurer of
branch mint
mint at
at Denver,
Denver,
of the
the branch
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For salaries of the clerks and
and messengers
messengers in office
office of assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer
at Boston, eight thousand one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For salaries
salaries of
of additional
For
additional clerks
clerks in the office
office of the assistant treasurer Additional
at Boston, which are hereby
clerks at
Boston.
hereby authorized, eleven
eleven thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred clerks
at Boston.
dollars.
watchmen, in
For salaries of clerks, messengers,
messengers, and watchmen,
of the
in office
office of
the
VOL, xm.
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Philadelphia, eighteen
thousand three
hundred
three hundred
eighteen thousand
at Philadelphia,
treasurer at
assistant treasurer

dollars.
dollars.

For
salaries of
of clerks,
and watchmen,
watchmen, in
in office
assistant
of assistant
office of
messengers, and
clerks, messengers,
For salaries
treasurer at
at New
York, one
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and
five thousand
and five
hundred and
one hundred
New York,
treasurer
twenty
twenty dollars.
For
clerks, messenger,
and watchmen,
watchmen, in
the office
office of the
in the
messenger, and
of clerks,
salaries of
For salaries
assistant treasurer
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty
nine thousand
Louis, nine
St. Louis,
at St.
treasurer at
assistant
dollars.
For
additional salaries
the messenger
at four
hundred dollars per
four hundred
messenger at
to the
salaries to
For additional

hundred dollars
at one
salaries to
annum, and
and to
to the
one hundred
dollars per annum
annum each,
watchmen at
four watchmen
the four
clerks annum,
to clerks
salaries
at St. Louis.

which increase
increase is
treasurer
authorized, in the office of the assistant treasurer
hereby authorized,
is hereby
which
at
St.
Louis,
eight
hundred
dollars.
hundred
eight
at St. Louis,
For salaries
salaries of
of clerks
porter, and
the office
office of the assistin the
watchmen, in
and watchmen,
clerks, porter,
For
ant
New Orleans,
Orleans, nine
thousand six hundred dollars.
nine thousand
at New
treasurer at
ant treasurer
For
compensation of
of the
the depositary
the clerk, watchFd, and the
Santa Fe,
at Santa
depositary at
For compensation
man,
porter in
his office,
four thousand
thousand eight
dollars.
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
office, four
in his
and porter
man, and
For salary
of the
to the
the acting
aSsistant treasurer at Denver, one
one
acting assistant
clerk to
the clerk
salary of
For
thousand eight
eight hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand
For salaries
additional clerks,
clerks, and
and additional
additional compensation
compensation of officers
of additional
salaries of
For
1840, ch.
ch. 90.
clerks, under
under act
act of
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and forty-six,
forty-six, for
hundred and
of August
August sixth,
and clerks,
90. and
1846,
Vol. ix.
organization of
of the
section of act of March
March
treasury, and tenth section
the treasury,
better organization
the better
59. the
p. 59.
ix. p.
Vol.
1853, ch.
97,
third,
fifty-three, making
appropriations for the civil
making appropriations
and fifty-three,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
ch. 97,
1853,
§ 10.
§
Vol. x. p. 212.
diplomatic expenses
expenses of
of the
ending the thirthirgovernment for the year ending
the government
and diplomatic
212. and
Vol.
tieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
the
hundred and fifty-four, at such further rates as the
tieth
secretary
deem just and
reasonable, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
and reasonable,
may deem
secretary may

at St. Louis.

Designated
Designated
depositaries.
depositaries.

For
to designated
designated depositaries,
under fourth section
section of
of
depositaries, under
compensation to
For compensation
act
August sixth, eighteen hundred and forty-six, for the collection,
collection,
of August
act of'
safe-keeping,
of the
public revenue,
revenue, eight thouthe public
disbursement of
and disbursement
transfer, and
safe-keeping, transfer,

sand dollars.
For
special agents
agents under act of sixth of August, eigh
to special
compensation to
For compensation
teen hundred
hundred and
and forty-six,
dollars.
forty-six, eight thousand dollars.
teen
Inspectors
of
For salaries
salaries of
supervising and fifty local inspectors, appointed
nine supervising
of nine
For
Inspectors of
steamboats,
under-act thirtieth
better
thirtieth August, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, for the better
under
steamboats.
1852, ch. 106. protection of the lives of passengers by steamboats, with travelling and
and
152, c. 106. protection of the
other expenses
expenses incurred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eighty thousand
them, eighty
by them,
incurred by
other
For contingent
sixth August, eighteen
eighteen hunhununder the act of sixth
expenses under
contingent expenses
For
dred
forty-six, for
the collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
safe-keeping, transfer,
and disbursedisbursetransfer, and
for the
and forty-six,
dred and
ment
of' the
premium which may be received
addition to premium
revenue, in addition
public revenue,
the public
ment of
expended
on
transfer drafts:
drafts: Provided,
part of said sum shall be expended
no part
That no
Provided, That
on transfer
for
services, two hundred
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
clerical services,
for clerical
For
necessary expenses
the several acts of concarrying into effect the
in carrying
expenses in
For necessary
Expenses of
Expenses
treasury notes.
gress authorizing
loans and
the issue of treasury notes, two million dollars
and the
authorizing loans
notes. gress
treasury
Provided,
That the
proper accounting
accounting officers
the treasury
treasury be, and they
officers of the
the proper
Provided,That
Accounts of
Accounts
Stuart
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to examine
examine and
and adjust the
the accounts
accounts
are hereby,
Stuart Gwynn to are
be adjusted, &.
&c. of Stuart Gwynn for printing-presses,
printing-presses, machinery, material,
material, and labor
labor furbeadjusted,
Department, and for expenditures
nished
supplied to
expenditures
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
to the
and supplied
nished and
under the
the authority
secretary, and to report
report to him such sum as
the secretary,
of the
authority of
under
further, That for items
Contract price.
may be
equitably due
said Gwynn:
Provided, further,
Gwynn: Provided,
to said
due to
be equitably
price. may
Contract
furnished or
or supplied
under contract,
contract, no greater
greater sum than the
the contract
contract
supplied under
furnished
further, That before any payment
provided, further,
Gwynn to
price shall be allowed:
allowed: And provided,
payment
price
make
nve certain
be made,
said Stuart
Stuart Gwynn
Gwynn shall, in such form as may be prepre the said
made, the
shall be
certainto shall
make
the United
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, fully
fully convey
convey and
and secure to the
the Treasury,
scribed by
States scribed
United States
the
before
use the said presses, and any additional number
right to use
the right
States the
United States
receiving United
before receiving
payment.
paylmentt.
thereof, with their machinery
machinery and future
future improvements
improvements in the
the treasury
treasury
building, or
or any
any other
other buildings
directed by
secretary for any and all
by the secretary
buildings directed
building,
Dies,
printing the
government may desire
desire for its own use and purposes.
purposes.
the government
stamps, printing
Dies, stamps,
and
adhesive stamps, paper,
pager, printing
printing forms and
and
procuring dies, stamps, adhesive
For procuring
expenses un- For
and expenses
der internal r
other expenses
expenses of carrying into effect
effect the
and other
advertising, and
enue act.nactrevev- regulations,
regulations, advertising,
enue
1804, ch.
ch. 173.
revenue act
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
of June
act of
internal revenue
173. internal
1864,
Special agents.
agents.
Special

Ante,
Ante, p. 223.

hundred thousand
one hundred
one million
thousand dollars.,
dollars,
million one
one
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For paper, special
special dies,
printing of
of circulating
notes, and
and Paper, dies,
dies, and the printing
circulating notes,
and printing
printing
expenses
expenses necessarily incurred (including express
procuring and
express charges)
charges) in procuring
notes.
office of
comptroller of
of the
currency,
six
hundred
the same, in the office
of the
the comptroller
the currency, six hundred notes
and
seventy-seven thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
and seventy-seven
thousand five
five hundred
Commissioners of Direct
Commissioners
Direct Taxes in
in Insurrectionary
or corncorn - Commissioners
InsurrectionaryDistricts.
Districts.-—F
For
of direct
direct taxes.
taxes.
pensation of thirty-three
thirty-three commissioners,
commissioners, at
at three
three thousand
thousand dollars
dollars each
each,,of
and eleven
twelve hundred
dollars each,
hundred and
and twelve
eleven clerks
clerks at
at twelve
hundred dollars
each, one
one hundred
twelve
thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand two
two hundred
dollars.
For contingent expenses, advertising, and surveying,
thousand
surveying, forty
forty thousand
dollars.
For compensation
compensation to
the laborer
laborer in
of the
in the
the Laborers.
to the
in charge
charge of
the water-closets
water-closets in
capitol, five hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
dollars and
and sixty
sixty cents.
cents.
For compensation
compensation of
two thousand
thousand eight
eight hunhunof four
four laborers
laborers in
in capitol,
capitol, two
dred and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
For compensation
compensation to the public gardener,
gardener, one
thousand four
four hundred
hundred Public garone thousand
gardener.
and forty dollars.
dener.
For compensation
compensation of a
foreman and
twenty-one laborers
laborers employed
in
a foreman
and twenty-one
employed in
the public grounds, sixteen
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
sixteen thousand
thousand and
For compensation
compensation of the keeper of the western gate, Capitol Square,
Gate-keeper.
Square, Gate-keeper.
one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
For compensation
watchmen employed
compensation of two day watchmen
employed in the
the Capitol
Capitol Watchmen.
Watchmen.
Square, one thousand four hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the doorkeeper
doorkeeper at
at the
the President's
house, seven
seven Doorkeepers.
President's house,
Doorkeepers.
hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of assistant doorkeeper
doorkeeper at the President's
President's house,
seven hundred and twenty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of one night watchman
watchman at the public stables
and Watchmen.
stables and
Watchmen.
carpenters'
carpenters' shops
capitol, one
one thousand
dollars.
shops south
south of the capitol,
thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation of watchman in reservation
number two,
reservation number
two, seven hundollars.
dred and twenty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of eight draw-keepers
draw-keepers at the Potomac
Potomac Bridge, and Draw-keepers.
Draw-keepers.
for fuel, oil, and lamps, seven thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three doldollars and sixty cents.
cents.
For compensation
compensation of two draw-keepers
draw-keepers at the two
two bridges across the
the
eastern branch of the Potomac, and for fuel,
fuel, oil, and lamps, one thousand
thousand
three hundred and ninety-six
ninety-six dollars.
furnace-keeper under
old hall
of the
For compensation
compensation of
of furnace-keeper
under the
the old
hall of
the House
House FurnaceFurnacekeepers.
keepers.
of Representatives,
Representatives, seven hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
For compensation
furnace-keeper at the President's house,
compensation of furnace-keeper
house, seven
seven
hundred and twenty dollars.
Metropolitan Police.
Police.-— For salaries and
other necessary
Metropolitan
and other
necessary expenses of Metropolitan
Metropolitan
police.
the metropolitan police for the District of Columbia, one hundred and ten police.
thousand dollars. And the compensation
compensation of said metropolitan
police force,
force,
metropolitan police
lIncrease of
officers, and clerks, is hereby increased
increased fifty
crease of
fifty per centum.
centum, upon the amount pay.
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, commencing
day of
July, eighteen
huncommencing on the first
first day
of July,
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, said increase to be borne by the cities of Washington
Washington How allotted.
the District
District of
of ColumColumand Georgetown, and the county of Washington
Washington in
in the
patrolmen allotted severally
bia, in proportion
proportion to the number of patrolmen
severally to the
city of Washington,
Washington, to the city of Georgetown,
Georgetown, and the county
county of Washington, and the levy court of said county
county are
hereby authorized
emare hereby
authorized and
and empowered to levy a
a special tax not exceeding
exceeding one quarter of one per centum
centum Special tax.
for
Mr the purpose
purpose aforesaid.
aforesaid.
SEC.
itffurther
enacted, That, to enable the Secretary
S
EC. 2. And
And be it
further enacted,
Secretary of the Temporary
Temporary
accommodations
Treasury
comnlo
Sta te 1.t ions
temporary accommodations
Treasury to provide temporary
accommodations for the State Department, accommodations
for State DepartDepartand for the accommodation
accommodation of such of the clerks of the Treasury
Treasury Depart- ment
ment and
And clerks
clerks
the treasury.
accommodated in the present
present building, the sum of of the
ment as cannot be accommodated
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, and for
for the purpose
purpose
Attorneyof furnishing and fitting up suitable rooms
rooms for the office of the AttorneyGeneral, if it shall be necessary for him to remove from the Treasury
Treasury
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Department, the
the sum
sum of
ten thousand
thousand dollars
dollars is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, or
of ten
Department,

Nevada
Nevada included
in sursurcluded in
veying district of
f
Clitoia.tt
California.
Salaries of
assistant secretaries, attorneyaieseral attornegeneral,
and
postmasters-genpostnlasters-general.
eral.

necessary.
so
thereof as
as may
may be necessary.
much thereof
so much
SEC. 3.
And be
be it
That from
from and
and after
after the
the passage of
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
3. And
SEC.

purfor surveying
Nevada shall,
of Nevada
this act, the public
public lands in the
the State of
s
hall, for
surve yin g p
urposes, be
attached
to
and
included
in
the
surveying
district
California.
California.
of
district
poses, be attached to and included in the surveying
SEc. 4.
4. And
And be
be it
That from
from and
after the
commencethe commenceand after
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
ment of
the next
next fiscal
fiscal year,
salary of each of the assistant secretathe salary
year, the
of the
ment
ries of
of the
assistant attorney-general,
attoiney-general, and
and
the assistant
departments, the
executive departments,
the executive
ries
five
the
three
assistant
postmasters-general,
shall
be
three
thousand
hunthousand
three
be
shall
postmasters-general,
assistant
three
the

dred dollars per annum.
act apSEc.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That the provisions
provisions of
of the
the act
ap
it further
be it
5. And
SEC. 5.
"increasing
proved
hundred and
and sixty-four, "
increasing
eighteen hundred
twenty-nine, eighteen
April twenty-nine,
proved April
extended
the
inspectors of customs in certain
certai n ports,"
po rts, "be
be extended
compensation of inspectors
the compensation
sixty-six.
and
to
July
first,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty
six.
hundred
eighteen
first,
to July
Site. 6.
6. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
no part of the money
money approThat no
further enacted,
SEC.
priated either
either by
by this
this act or former acts, shall be applied to the payment
priated
account of
mileage on
constructive mileage
for constructive
any claim
off any
claim for
on account
of any
any extra
extra session
session of
of
either house
house of
of congress.
either
Sac. 7.
7. And
That the
the appropriations
hereinbefore
appropriations hereinbefore
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
Condition to
SEC.
Condition
that herecondition
shall be
appropriations
Congressional Globe
Globe shall
be upon
upon the
the cond
ition that hereappropriations made for the Congressional
for Congressional
after
the
proceedings
of
congress
shall be published in the Daily Globe
Globe
congress
of
proceedings
the
after
gressiona
Glo
Globe.
had, an
delivanddd
of
the day
day subsequent
subsequent to
the day
e vsuch proceedings were had,
day such
to the
of the
the
- this
ered
to both
houses at
meeting —
this to take effect
effect at
at the
at their time of meeting
both houses
ered to
Globe
the Congressional
publishers of the
the publishers
next session
congress; but the
Congress ional G
lo
be
session of congress;
next
shall not,
be required
columns
to publish daily more than forty columns
required to
however, be
not, however,
shall
not
any speeches
of the
the proceedings
proceedings of the two houses
houses of congress, and
and any
speeches not
of
can
same
the
until
postponed
be
actually
delivered
in
either
house
shall
postponed
same
house
either
in
delivered
actually
proceedings beyond
the proceedings
be published
published without increasing
increasing the extent of the
bey ond
be
forty columns.
Deficiencies for
S
EC. 8.
be it
it further
further enacted,
following sums be, and the
enacted, That the following
And be
8. And
SEC.
for
Deficiencies
appropriations
the appropriat
deficiencies in
appropriated, to supply deficiencies
1865
hereby, appropriated,
in the
i
ons
same are hereby,
1865..
June, eighteen
of June,
fiscal year ending the thirtieth
thirtieth of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
for the fiscal
sixty-five,
any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated:
appropriated:
out of any
sixty-five, out
items
For
office furniture,
furniture, carpeting,
carpeting, preserving
preserving files, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
For office
3d auditor's
office.
in the office
office of the third
third auditor, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
office.
For stationery
stationery for
Treasury Department and its several
several bureaus,
bureaus ,
for the Treasury
For
Stationery in
Treasury
DeTreasury Detwenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
partment.
building,
for the
miscellaneous items
For fuel, labor, light, and miscellaneous
partment.
items for
the treasury
treasury building,
Fuel, &c.
thousand dollars.
including the
Fuel, &c.
including
the extension,
extension, twenty
twenty thousand
dollars.
hunAugust sixth,
the act
Disbursement,
For contingent expenses
expenses under
under the
act of
of August
sixth ,eighteen
eighteen hunDisbursement,
transfer, and disbursecollection, safe-keeping,
&e.,
rev - dred
dred and
and forty-six,
forty-six, for
safe-keeping, transfer,
disbursefor the collection,
public revof public
&c., of

Pay
certain
of certain
Pay of
inspectors
cusof cusinspectors of
toms. t o
,
1864, ch. 71.
Ante, p. 61..
61.
No
payment
No payment
for constructive
constructive
for
mileage.
mileage.

be
of said
public revenue, provided
provided that
that no part of
said sum
sum shall
shall be
ment of the public
dollars.
expended
for
clerical
services,
fifty
thousand
thousand
fifty
services,
expended for clerical
For compensation
compensation to
clerks in office of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general in Califorto clerks
For
ni
a for
f
or the
th e year ending the thirtieth
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixty nia
hundred and
three hundred
three, one
three,
one thousand
thousand three
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
thirty-two
two hundred
For hire of carts on the public grounds,
grounds, two
hundred and
and t
hirty
-two
dollars.
dollars.
the insane
For
the support,
clothing, and medical treatment
treatment of the
insane of
of the
the
support, clothing,
For tie
Insane of the
the District
army
navy. army and navy and the revenue-cutter
revenue-cutter service,
service, and of
of the
District of
of
and navy.
army and
thousand
Columbia,
thirty thousand
at the hospital for the insane in said district, thirty
Columbia, at
dollars.
Navy-yard
For
the navy-yard
bridge, to enable
enable the commissioner
commissioner of
navy-yard bridge,
of the
repairs of
For repairs
Navy-yard
bridge ,
public
buildings to erect a
anew
new draw,
draw, one thousand
thousand dollars.
public buildings
bridge.
Bureau
For compensation
military justice,
justice, viz:
viz:
compensation of clerks in the bureau of military
For
Bureau of miliand two of
two,
tary justice.
justice.
one
o
f
cl
ass four,
f
our,one
one
of
class
three,
class
of
one
three,
class
of
class
of
one
tary
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
class one, seven thousand
miscellaneo/s
'Office
cornFor
office, hire of watchmen,
watchmen, and
and miscellaneots
For stationery, rent of office,
Office of corcommissary-general, five
itms
m
issary-general.
items in the office of the
the commissary-general,
five thousand
thousand dollarsdollarsmissary-general.

846 ch 90.
enue
1,
.
Vol. ix.
59.
ol. ix. p.p.59.
Clerks
in office
office
Clerks in
survevor genof surveyor-general of
of California.
California.
eral
Public grounds.
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For stationery
stationery and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items in the office
paymaster- Miscellaneous.
office of
of the paymasterMiscellaneous.
general, six thousand
thousand dollars.
general,
dollars.
For stationery, blank books, and
items in
the office
office of
of the
the
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
in the
bureau of military justice, one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
For labor, fuel, lights, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items in
War Department,
Department,
in the
the War
fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
For fuel, compensation
compensation of firemen,
firemen, and miscellaneous
for the
the
miscellaneous items for
building corner of
of F
F and Seventeenth
Seventeenth Streets, six thousand
thousand dollars.
For reimbursing the appropriation
appropriation for
the rev- Collection of
for expenses
expenses of
of collecting
collecting the
revenue.
enue from customs, the amount heretofore transferred
transferred from that fund
fund to revenue.
the appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of a
loan, under
under act
of March
a national loan,
act of
March
third, eighteen hundred and nine, two million dollars.
For supplying
a deficiency
deficiency in the fund
supplying a
of sick
sick and
and disdis- Sick,
fund for
for the relief of
&c.,
Sick, &c.,
seamen.
abled seamen, one hundred
dollars.
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars:
seamen.
For refunding to the treasury extension
the amount
payments made
made Furniture.
extension the
amount of
of payments
Furniture.
for furniture, sixteen thousand nine hundred
hundred and eleven dollars
and fiftyfiftydollars and
cents.
three cents.
For furniture, carpets, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items for
treasury buildfor the
the treasury
building, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
For deficiency
deficiency for pay of physician,
physician, blacksmith
blacksmith and assistant, farmer, Reservations
Reservations
in California.
California.
and carpenter
carpenter for each of the four
four reservations
reservations in California,
California, nine thou- in
sand six hundred dollars.
dollars.
For armament
armament of fortifications, nine hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Armament
Armament of
fortifications.
of' the ordnance
For current expenses
expenses of
ordnance department,
department, and for ordnance
ordnance fortifications.
Ordnance.
Ordnance.
service, six hundred thousand dollars.
For national armory, six hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Armory.
For gunpowder and lead, four
Gunpowder
thousand dollars.
four hundred
hundred thousand
Gunpowder
and
hundred thousand
and lead.
lead.
For contingencies
contingencies of fortifications,
fortifications, eight hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Tool, &c.,
&c.,
For tool and siege trains, one
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
trains.
trains.
For Fort Taylor, Key West, Florida, one hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five Fort Taylor.
hundred and
thousand dollars.
For Fort Jefferson, Garden Key, Florida, seventy-five
Jefferson.
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars. Fort Jefferson.
For the medical
medical and hospital department,
department, three
two hundred
hundred Hospital dethree million two
department.
and fifty-one
fifty-one thousand
thousand dollars.
partment.
For the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department, viz:
viz :—
For purchase
purchase of cavalry
artillery horses,
seven million
million six
six hundred
cavalry and artillery
horses, seven
hundred Cavalry, &c.,
&c.,
horses.
thousand dollars.
horses.
transportation of the army, nineteen
nineteen million
For transportation
million eight hundred
hundred and
and Transportation.
Transportation.
fifty-six thousand one hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars.
dollars.
Fcr regular supplies, twenty million
For
million dollars.
For barracks and quarters, two
dollars.
two million
million dollars.
Barracks
For incidentaland
incidental•and contingent
contingent expenses, one million dollars.
For military telegraph,
telegraph, seven hundred and
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars. Telegraph.
and twenty-five
For supplies and the expenses of providing
providing for
for prisoners
of war,
war, two
two Prisoners
prisoners of
Prisoners ot
ot
war.
million dollars.
war.
For clothing, camp and garrison
garrison equipage, thirty million dollars.
Clothing and
equipage.
For pay of the capitol police, three thousand eight hundred and camp
camp equipage.
Capitol police
eighty-five dollars and seveity-two
eighty-five
seventy-two cents.
Capitol
police
To supply deficiencies
deficiencies in the contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the
the House of ContingentexContingent exRepresentatives
:—
Representatives,'viz
viz:For folding
folding documents, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
For fuel and lights, including
engineer, ten thousand
including pay of engineei,
thousand dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, twenty-four
twenty-four thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and five
five
dollars and fifty-two cents.
For stationery, six thousand dollars.
deficiency in the
appropriation for
for the
the payment
payment of
of salsalTo supply a
a deficiency
the appropriation
comptroller of the currency,
aries in the bureau of the comptroller
currency, twelve
twelve thousand
dollars.
To supply deficiency in the appropriation for capitol police, to be added
39*
39

penses of House

penses of House
of
RepresentaRepresentatives.
en

Comptroller
Comptroller
of
of currency.
currency.

Capitol police.
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to the
contingent fund
fund of
two thousand
hundred and
thousand nine hundred
Senate, two
the Senate,
of the
the contingent
to
fourteen dollars
cents.
twenty-eight cents.
and twenty-eight
dollars and
fourteen
To
supply a
adeficiency
in the
appropriation for the public printing, one
the appropriation
deficiency in
To supply
Public printing.
hundred
hundred and eighty thousand dollars.
lag.
To
deficiency in
in the
the appropriation
paper for
for the
the public
appropriation for paper
a deficiency
supply a
To supply
Paper.
printing,
four
hundred
and
fifty
thousand
dollars.
thousand
fifty
and
hundred
four
printing,
To supply
appropriation for the public
public binding,
the appropriation
in the
deficiency in
a deficiency
supply a
To
Binding.
ninety
thousand dollars.
ninety thousand
To
supply a
a deficiency
deficiency in
appropriation for compensation
compensation to the
in tne appropriation
To supply
Reporters.
reporters
of the
Congressional Globe,
Globe, eight hundred dollars.
the Congressional
reporters of
To supply
deficiency for
compensation of clerks in the Denver branch
for compensation
a deficiency
supply a
To
Branch mint
at Denver;
Denver;
mint, four
four hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars.
and fifty
mint,
at
To
the appropriation
appropriation for the branch
branch mint at San
in the
deficiency in
a deficiency
supply a
at San FranTo supply
cisco.
and eightyhundred
eight
Francisco,
one
hundred
and
thirty-four
thousand
hundred
thirty-four
and
hundred
one
Francisco,
cisco.
sixty-eight cents.
nine dollars
dollars and sixty-eight
nine
Department.-—
Navy DepartNavy Department.
ment.
Bureau of Navigation:
ment.
Bureau
Navigation:
of
Bureau of
For binnacles,
binnacles, binnacle
lamps,
and alidades;
for bunting, muslin, and
alidades; for
and
lamps,
binnacle
For
navigation.
sewing
materials; for
distinctive flags and marks, signal
signal
jacks, distinctive
ensigns, jacks,
for ensigns,
sewing materials;
flags
foreign flags,
for making flags of all kinds; for logs, log-lines,
and for
flags, and
and foreign
flags and
log-reels, log-slates,
log-paper, log-books,
log-books, and sand glasses;
glasses; for leads,
leads, leadlog-slates, log-paper,
log-reels,
for signal
and
reels,
lead-lines,
armings
for
leads,
and
sounding
cups,
signal
cups,
sounding
and
leads,
reels, lead-lines, armings for
apparatus
signal flags,
flags, one
twenty-five thousand
one hundred and twenty-five
than signal
other than
apparatus other
dollars.
For freight
navigation materials, instruments,
instruments,
of navigation
transportation of
and transportation
freight and
For
books, and
postage on
public letters;
letters; for telegraphing
telegraphing for proon public
for postage
stores; for
and stores;
books,
posals;
for packing-boxes
and materials;
materials; for blank books, forms, and
packing-boxes and
posals; for
stationery at
offices; for maps,
maps, drawing, and models; and for
for
navigation offices;
at navigation
stationery
appropriation, three thouincidental
expenses not
applicable to any other appropriation,
not applicable
incidental expenses
sand dollars.
For
purchase of
nautical and
astronomical instruments, nautical
and astronomical
of nautical
the purchase
For the
Nautical inand for
struments.
books,
repairs of instruments,
instruments, and
for binding
binding
books, maps, and charts, and for repairs
struments.
dollars.
thousand
hundred
and
backing
books
And
charts,
one
hundred
dollars.
and backing books anrd charts,
Equipment and
Bureau
Recruiting:
Equipment and Recruiting:
Bureau of Equipment
and
Equipment
recruiting.
For fuel
for the
the transportation
transportation and expenses
expenses thereof,
and for
navy, and
the navy,
for the
fuel for
For
recruiting.
five
million three
hundred and
thousand four
four hundred dollars.
sixty-seven thousand
and sixty-seven
three hundred
five million
For
equipment of
five hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
vessels, five
of vessels,
For equipment
Bureau
Provisions and Clothing:
Clothing:
Bureau of Provisions
Provisions and
clothing.
For provisions,
one million
million five
hundred thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five hundred
provisions, one
For
clothing.
thousand dollars.
For
seven hundred
hundred thousand
For clothing, seven
Gold
For a
gold medal
medal to
Cornelius Vanderbilt,
pursuant to aajoint resolution
resolution
Vanderbilt, pursuant
to Cornelius
a gold
For
to
medal to
Gold medal
Cornelius VanVanapproved
January twenty-eight,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, three
twenty-eight, eighteen
January
approved
dornelius
derbilt.
401, 402. thousand dollars.
Ante, pp. 401,402.
Contingent
sum of
of forty-three
thousand dollars is hereby appropriated
appropriated to
forty-three thousand
the sum
And the
ex- And
Contingent exRepresentatives for
of Representatives
House of
inseepsroeQinotause
added to the contingent
contingent fund
fund of the House
for tht
tho
of House be added
penses
ofeRepresentaby
directed
tives.
purpose
of
paying
such
contingent
expenses
as
reso
be
may
as
purpose of paying such contingent expenses
ives.
lution of the House.
APPROVED,
March 2, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1865.
1565. CHAP.
CHAP. LXXIV.—
Appropriationsfor the Naval Service for the year
making Appropriations
Act nzaking
An Act
LXXIV. - An
March
sirty-six.
hundred and sixty-six.
Jeartieth, eighteen hundred
ending June thirtieth,

approNavy appropriation.
priation.
Pay.

Pay.

the United
of the
Representatives of
Be it
of Representatives
United
the Senate and House of
enacted by the
it enacted
Be
Congress assembled, That
in Congress
States
That the following
following sums
sums be,
be, and
and
States of America in
in the
they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to be paid
paid out of any money in
the treastreasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
the year ending the thirtieth of June,
for the
not otherwise
ury not
sixty-six :—
eighteen hundred and sixty-six:
For pay
pay of
petty officers
officers and
and seamen,
seamen, includwarrant, and petty
commission, warrant,
of commission,
For
ill.
engineer corps
three hundred
twenty-three million three
the navy, twenty-three
of the
corps of
the engineer
ing the
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and twenty-seven
twenty-seven thousand seven hundred and twenty-two
dollars and
and fifty
twenty-two dollars
fifty
cents.
For the completion and repair of vessels of
mill- Repair, Sze.,
of the
the navy,
navy, twenty-four
twenty-four mill&c.,
vessels.
ion five hundred and thirty thousand dollars.
of vessels.
For the purchase of hemp
hemp and other materials
materials for
the navy,
five hunhun- Hemp.
for the
navy, five
Hemp.
dred and seventy thousand dollars.
For fuel for the navy, and for the transportation
and expenses
expenses thereof,
thereof, Fuel
transportation and
Fuel.
seven million six hundred and eighty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eighty thousand
For bounties
bounties to seamen,
seamen, one
dollars.
one million
million dollars.
Bounties.

For the
the equipment
For
equipment of
vessels in
in the
the navy,
navy, viz
:—
of vessels
viz:Equipment.
Equipment.
For the purchase of various
various articles of equipment,
equipment, viz: canvas,
canvas, leather,
leather,
iron, cables and anchors,
furniture, galleys,
anchors, oil, furniture,
galleys, and stores,
stores, and
for the
and for
the
payment of labor on articles manufactured
manufactured in
for outfit
outfit
in the navy-yard,
navy-yard, and
and for
stores in the masters', boatswains',
boatswains', and sailmakers'
sailmakers' department
department of
of vessels,
vessels,
five million eight hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For provisions for commission,
warrant, and petty officers
commission, warrant,
officers and
and seamen, Provisions.
Provisions.
including engineers
engineers and marines attached
attached to
service, twelve
twelve
to vessels
vessels for
for sea
sea service,
million nine hundred and twenty-three
twenty-three thousand
two hundred
hundred and
eiglity
thousand two
and eighty
dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
For the.
the construction, repair, wear
and tear
of machinery
vessels Construction,
wear and
tear of
machinery of
of vessels
Construction,
&c., of
of mamain commission,
commission, seventeen
seventeen million one hundred
hundred and forty-five
forty-five thousand
thousand &c.
chinery.
dollars.
dollars.
chinery.
For surgeons'
surgeons' necessaries
necessaries and appliances
appliances for the
the sick and hurt
hurt of the Surgeons'
Surgeons'
navy, including
engineer and marine
including the coast survey, and engineer
marine corps, two necessaries,
necessaries, &c.
&c.
hundred and twenty-seven
five hundred
hundred dollars.
hunched
twenty-seven thousand five
dollars.
For ordnance
ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores, including
including labor
labor and
ex- Ordnance
and incidental
incidental exand
Ordnance and
stores.
penses, eight million three hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
stores.
For navigation apparatus and supplies, and for purposes incidental to Navigation
Navigation
navigation, four hundred thousand
apparatus.
thousand dollars.
apparatus.
For clothing for the navy, one million dollars.
Clothing.
For contingent expenses
expenses of the navy, two hundred and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand Contingencies.
Contingencies.
dollars.
Bureau of Yards and
and Docks. -— For contingent
contingent expenses
that may
ac- Bureau of
expenses that
may acBureau of
crue for the following purposes,
purposes, viz:
viz For freight
freight and
transportation ;for
for yards and
and transportation;
and docks;
docks;
printing, advertising, and stationery
stationery ;for books, maps, models,
drawmodels, and
and drawings;
ings; for the purchase and repair of fire-engines;
fire-engines; for
for machinery
machinery of every
description, and patent right to use the same; for repairs
repairs of steam-engines
steam-engines
description,
and attendance;
maintenance of oxen and
attendance; for purchase
purchase and maintenance
and horses, and
and
driving teams; for carts, timber-wheels,
timber-wheels, and
workmen's tools of every
and workmen's
every
description
navy-yard purposes;
description for navy-yard
purposes; for telegrams
telegrams and postage
postage of letters
on public service; for furniture for government
government offices and
and houses;
houses; for
for
coals and other fuel; for .candles,
candles, oil, and gas;
gas; for
for cleaning
cleaning and clearing
clearing
up yards;
yards; for flags, awnings, and packing-boxes;
packing-boxes; for pay of watchmen;
watchmen;
for incidental labor at navy-yards..not
applicable to any
navy-yards,not applicable
any other
other appropriation; for rent of landing at Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire;
for tolls
tolls and
Hampshire; for
and
ferriages;
ferriages; for water tax; and for rent of stores and
one millmilland rendezvous,
rendezvous, one
ion seven hundred
hundred and sixty thousand dollars.
Bureau
For contingent
Bureau of Navigation.Navigation. —For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
bureau of
of of navigation;
the bureau
navigation;
navigation, viz:
viz:
transportation of navigation
For freight and transportation
navigation materials,
instruments,
materials, instruments,
books, and stores
stores;;for postage
telegraphing on public
postage on public
public letters; for telegraphing
public
business;
business; for advertising for proposals; for packing-boxes
packing-boxes and materials;
materials;
for blank books,
books, forms, and stationery at navigation
for
navigation offices;
offices; for maps,
charts,
drawings, and models; and for
charts, drawings,
for incidental expenses
expenses not applicable
applicable
to any other appropriation,
appropriation, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Bureau
Construction and
and Repair.
For contingent
Bureau of Construction
Repair. -—For
contingent and incidental of construction
construction
and repair.
repair.
expenses,
:—
and
expenses, viz :
For postage
postage,) drawings,
transportation of materials, seventy-nve
drawings, and transportation
seventy-live
thousand
thousand dollars.
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Bureau of
of Steam
expenses, viz:
viz :
contingent expenses,
For contingent
Engineering.- For
Steam Engineering.—
Bureau
experiments, adFor
transportation of
materials, printing, stationery,
stationery, experiments,
of materials,
For transportation
ing;
vertising,
ing;
vertising, books, drawings,
drawings, models,
models, postage,
postage, and
and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses,
eighty-five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
eighty-five
viz:
of provisions
provisions
Bureau of
of Provisions
Provisions and
contingent expenses, viz:
For contingent
Clothing.- For
and Clothing.—
Bureau
of
transportation from
and clothing;
clothing;
For candles
foreign stations, transportation
from station to
candles, freight to foreign
For
and
station
United States,
States, cooperage,
cooperage, pay
pay of
inspectors,
assistants to inspectors,
of assistants
the United
within the
station within
advertising
printing paymasters'
paymasters' blanks,
for
blanks, and stationery for
proposals, printing
for proposals,
advertising for
cruising
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
six hundred
vessels, six
cruising vessels
and Surgery.—For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
of medicine
Bureau
vessels,
of
Surgery.--For contingent
of Medicine and
Bureau
of medicine
and
surgery.
bureau
of medicine
medicine and
and surgery,
seventy-five thousand dollars.
surgery, seventy-five
bureau of
and surgery.
non-commissioned officers, musiMarine corps.
Marine
officers, non-commissioned
of officers,
pay of
Corps.- For pay
Marine Corps.—For
Marine
cians, privates,
privates, clerks,
clerks ' messengers,
steward and
and nurse, and servants; for
for
messengers, steward
cians,
rations and
and clothing
clothing for
servants; additional
officers for
for
additional rations to officers
officers' servants;
for officers'
rations
five years'
years' service;
clothing and
and rations,
rations, and
and bounties for reundrawn clothing
for undrawn
service; for
five
sixty-five
enlistments,
and forty
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five
thousand eight
forty thousand
million and
one million
enlistments, one
dollars
dollars and forty-five cents.
Provisions.
For
hundred and
and sixty-nine thousand nine hundred
hundred and
one hundred
provisions, one
For provisions,
Provisions.
fifty cents.
seven
seven dollars and fifty
Clothmg.
For
hundred and
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
three hundred
clothing, three
For clothing,
Clothing.
dollars.
and twelve dollars:
Fuel.
For
fuel, thirty-two
hundred and twenty-six dollars
dollars and
thousand six hundred
thirty-two thousand
For fuel,
Fuel.
seventy-five cents.
cents.
seventy-five
Stores.
For
stores, viz:
viz: pay
pay of mechanics,
mechanics, repair of arms, purchase
military stores,
For military
Stores.
of
accoutrements, ordnance
ordnance stores,
stores, flags, drums, fifes, and other instruof accoutrements,
ments,
ments, sixteen thousand dollars.
TransportaFor
and expenses of
of
their servants, troops, and
officers, their
of officers,
transportation of
For transportation
Transportation.
recruiting,
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
recruiting, twenty-five
Barracks,
Svc.
For
repairs of
of barracks,
barracks, and
and rent
rent of
offices where
where there are no public
of offices
For repairs
Barracks, &c.
buildings,
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
buildings, fifteen
Contingencies.
For contingencies,
contingencies, viz:
viz: freight,
freight, fbrriage,
cartage, wharfage; purtoll, cartage,
ferriage, toll,
For
Contingencies.
chase
and repair
of boats;
judge-advocates; per diem
to judge-advocates;
compensation to
boats; compensation
repair of
chase and
for
attending courts-martial,
and for constant
constant labor;
labor;
courts-martial, courts of inquiry, and
for attending
house
in lieu
of quarters;
quarters; burial
burial of
of deceased
deceased marines; printing, stalieu of
rent in
house rent
apprehension of deserters;
tionery, postage,
postage, telegraphing;
telegraphing; apprehension
deserters; oil, candles,
tionery,
gas; repairs
repairs of
of gas
gas and
water fixtures;
fixtures; water
water rent, forage,
forage, straw, barrack
barrack
and water
gas;
wrapping-paper, oilbed-sacks, wrapping-paper,
officers' quarters;
furniture; furniture
quarters; bed-sacks,
oilfurniture for officers'
furniture;
cloth,
rope, twine,
twine, spades,
picks, carpenters'
carpenters' tools;
tools;
spades, shovels, axes, picks,
crash, rope,
cloth, crash,
keep
of a
a horse
horse for
messenger; pay of matron,
matron, washerwoman,
washerwoman, and
for the messenger;
keep of
fire-engine; purchase
porter
the hospital
hospital headquarters;
headquarters; repairs to fire-engine;
purchase and
at the
porter at
repair
engine-hose; purchase
purchase of lumber
lumber for benches,
benches, mess-tables, and
and
of engine-hose;
repair of
bunks;
to public
repair of harness;
harness; purpurchase and repair
carryall; purchase
public carryall;
repairs to
bunks; repairs
chase
repair of
handcarts and
scavengering; purchase
wheelbarrows; scavengering;
and wheelbarrows;
of handcarts
and repair
chase and
and
repair of galleys;
galleys; cooking-stoves,
cooking-stoves, ranges; stoves
stoves where there
there are no
no
and repair
grates;
gravel for
repair of pumps;
pumps; furniture
furniture for staff
staff
parade-grounds; repair
for parade-grounds;
grates; gravel
and commanding
commanding officers'
brushes, brooms, buckets, paving, and
and
offices; brushes,
officers' offices;
and
for
thousand dollars.
for other purposes, sixty thousand

Bureau
of
Bureau of
steam engineerengineersteam

Navy-yards.

Portsmouth.

Boston.

NAVY-YARD
NAVY-YARDS.S.
Portsmouth,
Hampshire.—For reservoir,
reservoir, gutters,
oakum, store,
gutters, oakum,
New Hampshire.-For
Portsmouth, New
siding-mill,
extension of
railway for floating
floating dock;
dock; maship-house R; railway
of ship-house
siding-mill, extension
chinery
and tools;
completing plumbers',
plumbers',
tools; grading gutters and drains; completing
chinery and
piers;
coppersmiths',
and tin
tin shops;
walls; completing mooring
mooring piers;
shops; quay walls;
coppersmiths', and
[slips];;and
completing
extension of
launching ships [slips]
and
of ship-house S; two launching
completing extension
for
kinds, three
three hundred
hundred and sixteen thousand two
two hundred
all kinds,
of all
repairs of
for repairs
and fifty dollars.
dollars.
Boston.—
addition to
to second
ropewalk, two building
building slips,
slips,
second story of ropewalk,
For addition
Boston. - For
one
spinning preparation
ropewalk machinery,
machinery, tar pit,
repairs of ropewalk
and repairs
preparation and
set spinning
one set
and for
repairs of
kind, two hundred and fifty-four
fifty-four thousand
thousand five
five
all kinds,
of all
for repairs
and
hundred dollars.
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For completion
completion of joiners'
joiners' building,
building, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty-five thousand
York.--For continuing
New York.—
continuing quay wall;
receiving store;
grading aiwd
and
wall; receiving
store; grading
filling; drains, paving,
paving, and flagging; muster-office
addition; completing
completing
muster-office addition;
new foundry; continuation
continuation of machine
machine shop
and iron-plating
iron-plating shop;
shop; launchlaunchshop and
ing ways, ship-house D; launching
launching ways
steamers; joiners'
joiners' shop
adways for
for steamers;
shop addition; water-pipes
water-pipes and hydrants;
hydrants; general
of machinery
in the
general increase
increase of
machinery in
the
yard; and repairs of all kinds, eight hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five
thousand
ninety-five thousand
seven hundred
dollars.
seven
hundred and
and sixty-three
sixty-three dollars.
Philadelphia.-— For boat shop; machine
Philadelphia.
machine shop;
saw-mill; storehouse;
storehouse;
shop; saw-mill;
plumbers'
plumbers' shop; crib
wall around
around
crib foundation
foundation for
for launching
launching ways
ways;• brick
brick wall
new purchase;
purchase; bulkhead
purchase; repairs
ways;
new
bulkhead at
at new
new purchase;
repairs
of dry dock; repairs
of dredger; filling on new purchase;
all kinds,
two hunhunpurchase; and
and repairs
repairs of
of all
kinds, two
dred and eighty-five
eighty-five thousand six hundred and
eighty dollars.
and eighty
Washington. - For completing copper-rolling
Washington.—
copper-rolling mill extension;
completextension; completing storehouse for provisions;
provisions; new
depot and
and
new cradle
cradle for
for railway;
railway; coal
coal depot
machinery; machinery
machinery and tools; flagging
dredging chanflagging and
and draining;
draining; dredging
channels; rail tracks; and repairs of all
kinds, two
eighteen
all kinds,
two hundred
hundred and
and eighteen
thousand three hundred dollars.
Norfolk. —
- For repairs of boat-shed
Norfolk.
boat-shed number
number twenty-nine;
twenty-nine; repairs
repairs of
of
timber-sheds number
timber-sheds
number thirty and
and thirty-one; repairs
repairs of naval store
store number
number
carpenters' shop;
fifteen; repairs of stables; repairs
repairs of carpenters'
repairs of
of buildshop; repairs
buildings number nineteen and thirty-seven;
thirty-seven; machinery
machinery and
and tools;
tools; dredging
dredging
channels; and repairs of all kinds, four hundred
hundred and
thousand
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight thousand
five hundred dollars.
Pensacola.- For
Pensacola.—F
or repairs of machine
machine shop,
shop, storehouse,
storehouse, commandant's
commandant's
officers' quarters,
quarters, commander's quarters, officers'
of all
all kinds,
kinds,
quarters, and repairs
repairs of
one hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Mare Island.—
Island.- For continuing grading
Mare
grading and paving;
paving; foundry
establishfoundry establishment; completing
completing iron-wharf
iron-wharf cranes;
cranes; smithery, tools, and
and machinery;
machinery;
cistern
saw-mill machinery;
cistern and holder for gas-works;
gas-works; saw-mill
machinery; coal house and
and
wharf;
wharf; sea-wall
sea-wall continuation; guard-house;
guard-house; completing
of storestorecompleting one
one half
half of
house;
house; and repairs of all kinds, two hundred and eight thousand
thousand eight
eight
hundred
hundred dollars.
Sackett's Harbor.
- For repairs of all kinds, two thousand dollars.
Sackett's
Harbor.—
dollars.
HOSPITALS.
HOSPITALS.

Boston. - For repairs
Boston.—
repairs of buildings, roads, fences, painting
painting hospital, enlargement of cemetery, glazing, painting,
miscellaneous
painting, furniture,
furniture, and
and miscellaneous
items, eight thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
New York.—
York.- For repairs of hospital
hospital buildings, appendages,
appendages, roads,
roads,
fences,
fences, walls, stables,
stables, painting, glazing
glazing in hospital
hospital and
and laboratory,
and
laboratory, and
labor on cemetery
cemetery and grounds, fourteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fourteen thousand
Washington,
Washington, District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.—
For completing
author- For
completing building
building authorized by act of March fourteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, thirty
thirty
fourteenth, eighteen
and sixty-four,
thousand
thousand dollars.
Norfolk.--For
Norfolk. —F or plastering, glazing, painting, repair
repair of wharves
wharves and
and
bridges, repair of cemetery
cemetery enclosure,
enclosure, gas fixtures,
fixtures, and flagging, twelve
twelve
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
Pensacola.
- For extension
Pensacola.—
extension of building, enclosures,
for distributdistributenclosures, rooms
rooms for
ing stores, and for general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements, ten thousand
thousand five
five
hundred
hundred dcAlars.
dollars.
Memphis.
- For repairs and improvements,
Memphis.—
improvements, seven thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Orleans. —
- For repairs and improvements,
improvements, five thousand
New Orleans.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
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Navy-yards.
Navy-yards.
New York.
New
York.

Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.

Washington.
Washington.

Norfolk.
Norfolk.

Pensacola.
Mare Island.
Island.

Sackett's HarSackett's

bor.

Hospitals.
Hospitals.

Boston.

New York.
York.
New

Washington.
Washington.

Norfolk.
Norfolk.

Pensacola.
Memphis.
New Orleans.
New

MAGAZINES.
MAGAZINES.

Magazines.
Magazines.

Portsmouth.—For
- For shot-beds; quay walls; boiler, boiler-room,
Portsmouth.
boiler-room, and
machinery; grading grounds;
grounds ;and repairs
repairs of all kinds,
forty-seven thouthoukinds, forty-seven
sand four hundred
hundred and twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
Boston. - For repairs of magazine, shell-houses,
shell-houses, wharf
Boston.—
wharf at Chelsea, and

Portsmouth.
Portsmouth.

Boston,
Boston,
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Magazines.
Magazines.
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powder-boat;
of ordnance
store, shell-houses,
gun and shot
shot park
shell-houses, gun
ordnance store,
repairs of
powder-boat; repairs
at the yard; repairs
repairs of
nitre
depot
at
Malden;
and
tools
gun-carriage
gun-carriage
for
tools
and
Malden;
at
depot
nitre
of
at the yard;
shop,
six thousand
hundred and
dollars.
seventy-eight dollars.
and seventy-eight
three hundred
thousand three
shop, six
New
York. —
For ordnance
machinery, and
and repairs of all kinds, fiftyordnance machinery,
- For
New Tork.

five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five thousand
Philadelphia. —
For two
two stone
stone magazine
magazine buildings,
six
buildings, fifteen thousand six
- For
Philadelphia.
hundred
and
ninety-six
dollars.
dollars.
hundred and ninety-six
Washington, District
Columbia. —For
repairs to buildings in ord- For repairs
of Columbia.
Washington, District of
Washington.
Washington.
nance yard,
repairs
to branch
branch magazine,
magazine, cleaning,
cleaning, and
and improving
improving ordnance
ordnance
to
repairs
yard,
nance
machinery,
yard,
erecting
temporary
buildings,
additional
ordnance
machinery, and
and
ordnance
additional
buildings,
yard, erecting temporary
continuing work
new ordnance
ordnance foundry,
foundry, eighty-seven
eighty-seven thousand dollars.
on new
continuing work on
Norfolk.
Norfolk. —For
improvements and
and repairs
repairs of buildings at magazine
magazine
For improvements
Norfolk.Norfolk.
Fort Norfolk,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ten thousand
Norfolk, ten
Fort
Mare
Island. —F or continuing
shell-house and
and powder
powder magazine
magazine at
continuing shell-house
Mare
Mare Island.--For
Island.
Mare Island.
continuing
north
end
of
yard,
building
a
second
shell-house
magazine,
continuing
magazine,
at
shell-house
second
a
building
north end of yard,
preparations for
for gun-park,
tools and
and machines
ordnance shop, repairs
for ordnance
machines for
gun-park, tools
preparations
to building
building number
number seventy,
occupied by
by ordnance;
ordnance; repairs to magazine;
magazine;
seventy, occupied
to
and
at magazine
building new addition,
addition,
magazine and building
wharf at
old wharf
strengthening old
for strengthening
and for
forty-four
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and eighty-six
eighty-six dollars.
forty-four thousand
Miscellaneous.
superintendents, naval
constructors, and
and
naval constructors,
of superintendents,
pay of
For pay
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.-—For
Miscellaneous.
all the
the civil
of the
the several
several navy-yards
navy-yards and stations, one
establishments of
civil establishments
all
hundred and
thirty-two thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and seventy dollars.
and thirty-two
hundred
For
expenses
of
professors,
watchmen,
and others,
and contingencies
contingencies
others, and
and
watchmen,
professors,
For expenses of
Naval Acadof
the United
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, one hundred and fifteen thousand
emy.
of the
emy.

Philadelphia.

six hundred
hundred and twenty-six dollars.
six
Naval ObservObservNaval
Observatory. —
astronomer, three aids,
aids, and
and
pay of assistant astronomer,
For pay
- For
Naval Observatory.
Naval
story.
clerk, eight thousand dollars.
atory.
For wages of
maker, two
two watchmen,
watchmen, porter,
porter, messenger, and
instrument maker,
wages of instrument
For
laborers;
keeping grounds
and repairs
enclosrepairs to buildings and enclosorder, and
in order,
grounds in
laborers; keeping
transfreight,
for
and
ures;
fuel,
lights,
office
furniture,
and
stationery;
freight,
stationery;
and
furniture,
office
lights,
fuel,
ures;
dollars.
thousand
portation,
postage,
and
incidental
expenses,
fourteen
thousand
incidental
portation, postage, and
For
preparing for
for publication
the American
Nautical Almanac,
Almanac, twentyAmerican Nautical
publication the
For preparing
Nautical Aland fifty
five thousand
thousand eight hundred and
fifty dollars.
dollars.
manac.

Naval Asylum,
Philadelphia.

NATAL
ASYLUM, PHILADELPHIA.
PHILADELPEfIA.
NAVAL ASYLUM,

whitewashing;
house-cleaning and
For furniture
and whitewashing;
furniture and repairs of same; house-cleaning
For
furnaces,
and ranges;
gas and
water rent; improvement
improvement of
and water
ranges; gas
grates, and
furnaces, grates,
grounds;
and lots;
lots; and
and for
hospital, and
and repairs
repairs of all kinds,
for hospital,
wharves and
grounds; wharves
dollars.
fire
thousand
six
hundred
dollars.
hundred
six
five thousand
For support
of beneficiaries,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
forty-two thousand
beneficiaries, forty-two
support of
For
MissisTo meet
meet emergencies
at the Atlantic,
Atlantic, East and West Gulf, and Missisemergencies at
To
Emergencies.
thousand dollars.
sippi
stations, five
five hundred
hundred thousand
dollars.
sippi stations,
For
pay of
of photographer
in the
the bureau
ordnance, three hundred
hundred
bureau of ordnance,
photographer in
For pay
Photographer.
Photographer.
dollars.
S
EC. 2.
further enacted,
enacted, That
midshipman shall be apThat no midshipman
it further
be it
And be
2. And
SEC.
Appointment
congress.
in
of
midshipmen.
pointed
for
any
district
represented
congress.
represented
not
district
any
for
pointed
of midshipmen.
Pay of
officer
S
EC. 3.
3. And
it further
further enacted,
much of the second section
section
That so much
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC.
Pay of officer
regulate the pay
experimenting in
of an
entitled "
act to increase and regulate
pay of
of the
the navy
navy
" An act
act entitled
an act
in of
experimenting
gunnery.
hundred and sixty,
one,,eighteen
of the United
gunnery.
67
United States," approved
approved June
June one
eighteen hundred and sixt y,
1860 ch.
at the
with experiments
§860§
2.
provided that the officer charged with
experiments in
in gunnery
gunneryat the
,ch. 67,, as provided
Vol.
27. navy-yard,
sea-service pay of the grade
grade next
next
receive the sea-service
shall receive
Washington, shall
navy-yard, Washington,
p. 27.
xii. p.
Vol. xii.
above him,
him, be,
be, and
same is hereby, repealed.
the same
and the
above
necessary exSEC. 4.
And be
it further
the necessary
That to defray the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
4. And
SEC.
Pay of comcornfor aanavysite for
approved site
"to
mission on
site
penses
commission "
to select the
the most approved
navythe commission
of the
penses of
on site
mission
for navy-yard.
its
of
one
upon
or
River,
Mississippi
yard
or
naval
station
Mississippi
one
of
its tributatributathe
on
station
yard or naval
for navy-yard.
hundred and ninety dollars is hereby
ries,"
the sum
thousand five
hereby
five hundred
two thousand
of two
sum of
ries," the
appropriated.
appropriated.
hundred thouSac. 5.
And be
it further
enacted, That the sum of one hundred
thoufurther enacted,
be it
5. And
Enlargement
SEC.
Enlargement
accommodations for
of
accommodasand dollars
dollars is
appropriated to enlarge
enlarge the accommodations
for
hereby appropriated
is hereby
sand
ofaccommoda-

Philadelphia.
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sick, wounded, and otherwise
at the
the Naval
otherwise disabled
disabled at
Naval Asylum,
Asylum, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, tions for sick,
ho., at
at naval
naval asyauthorized
authorized by act of congress of March fourteen, eighteen
hundred and &c.,
eighteen hundred
asylum.
lum.
sixty-four.
sixty-four.
1861,
eh
30.
Sixty-four.
1864, ch 30.
SEC.
further enacted,
Sao. 6. And be it
it further
enacted, That
be,
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Ante, p.
p. 26.
26.
Navy be,
Ante,
and is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to purchase
purchase the
the balance
balance of square nine hundred
hundred Land for naval
and forty-eight, in the city of Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, some
some hWshingiton
Washi
ital
ngton.
in
fourteen thousand feet, upon which a
a naval
naval hospital is now in course
course of
of
erection: Provided
Provided the same
be
obtained,
in
the
judgment
of
the
secsame can
can be obtained, in the judgment of the secretary, upon terms deemed
deemed just and
and reasonable.
reasonable.
SEC.
enacted, That
Sac. 7. And be it further enacted,
That so much
the proviso
proviso of
of the
the Repeal
much of
of the
Repeal of
of part
part
act of third March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and forty-three,
forty-three, entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act of
hundred and
of 1843,
1843, ch.
ch. 83.
"Vol.
v.
p.
617.
making appropriations
appropriations for the naval service for the half
year, Vol . . . 617.
half calendar year,
beginning the first of
and ending
the thirtieth
day of
of June,
eighof January
January and
ending the
thirtieth day
June, eighteen hundred and forty-four,"
requires that
provisions, and
and all
all other
other
forty-four," as
as requires
that provisions,
materials of every name and nature, for the use of the navy,
navy, be
be furnished
furnished
by contract with the lowest bidder,
bidder, after
after advertisement,
and the
the
advertisement, shall be, and
same is
modified, that
that it
it shall
not apply
is hereby,
hereby, so far
far modified,
shall not
apply to
to bunting
bunting delivered
delivered
for the use of the army and navy; that it shall
shall be
lawful for
the Secretary
Secretary
be lawful
for the
of War, the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Navy, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
to enter into contract for bunting,
bunting, of American
manufacture, as
as their
American manufacture,
their Bunting
Bunting for
for
respective
respective services require, for aaperiod
period not exceeding
exceeding one year,
year, and
army and
and navy.
navy.
and at
at army
aaprice not exceeding
exceeding that at which an article
article of
of equal
quality can
can be
be
equal quality
imported.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
2, 1865.
1865.
March 2,

ZHAP.
Military Academy
RAP. LXXV.-An
LXXV.—An Act
Act making Appropriationsfor
Appropriations for the Support of the
the Military
Academy March
March 2,1865.
2, 1865.
for the year
ending the
year ending
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Military AcadStates of
America in
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
following sums
sums be,
and Military
the following
be, and
Academy appropriathe same are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
treasury not
money in the treasury
not em
0
tion. appropriaotherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the support of the Military
Military Academy
Academy for
for the
the
year ending the thirtieth
thirtieth of June, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
officers, instructors, cadets,
For pay of officers,
cadets, and musicians,
musicians, one hundred
hundred and
and
fifty-four
fifty-four thousand seven hundred and
and fifty-six
fifty-six dollars.
dollars.
For commutation of subsistence,
subsistence, four thousand one hundred and
and sixtysixtyone dollars.
For pay in lieu of clothing to
servants, sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
to officers'
officers' servants,
For current and ordinary expenses,
expenses, as
as follows:
improvefollows: repairs
repairs and
and improvements, fuel and apparatus,
postage, telegrams,
apparatus, forage,
forage, postage,
telegrams, stationery, transtransportation, printing, clerks, miscellaneous
miscellaneous and incidental
and
incidental expenses,
expenses, and
departments of instruction,
departments
instruction, fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyseven dollars.
For increase
increase and expense of library, one
one thousand dollars.
dollars.
For forage for artillery and cavalry
cavalry horses, seventeen
dollars.
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
For supplying
supplying horses for artillery and
*and cavalry
thousand
cavalry exercise,
exercise, one thousand
dollars.
For repairs of officers' quarters,
quarters, one thousand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand five hundred
For targets and batteries
batteries for artillery exercise,
exercise, one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For furniture for hospital for cadets,
cadets, two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For annual repairs of gas-pipes and retorts, three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
For warming apparatus for academic
and other
other buildings,
ten thousand
thousand
academic and
buildings, ten
dollars.
For building
building public wharf, five thousand dollars.
subaltern officers,
For quarters for subaltern
officers, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
For fire apparatus, three thousand dollars.
SEc.
enacted, That section four
S
EC. 2. And
And be it further enacted,
four of chapter
chapter fortyforty- Cadets
Cadets found
found
five of the public acts of the first
deficient.
first session of the
the thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth congress,
congress, deficient.
18
1864,
ch.
relating to cadets ""found deficient,"
deficient," is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
nte p. 39.45.
Ante, p. 39.
APPROVED, March 2, 1865.
APPROVED,
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Naval JudgeAdvocate.
March 2,1865.
2, 1865. CHAP.
LXXVI.
establish the
the Office
of Solicitor and Naval
Judge-Advocate.
Office of
to establish
Act to
An Act
-—An
CxAP. LXXVI.
March
Be
and House
Representatives of
of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the President
President be, and he
he
That the
America in
of America
States of
Solicitor and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
appoint, by
and with the advice and
and consett
consent of
of
by and
naval
judgeto appoint,
is
naval judgeadvocate general the Senate, for service during the rebellion
rebellion and one
one year thereafter, an
an
generdal the Senate, for service during
tobcte
to
be appointed.
"Solicitor
officer
in the
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, to be called
Solicitor and Naval
called the "
ooo
icer in
Judge-Advocate General,"
annual salary
of three
three thousand
thousand five
five hunsalary of
an annual
at an
General," at
Judge-Advocate
thirdred
dollars,
and
that
until
the
close
of
the
fiscal
year
June
ending
year
fiscal
the
of
close
the
until
dred dollars, and that
tieth, eighteen
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, the
the salary
salary herein
herein provided for shall
hundred and
eighteen hundred
Salary.
tieth,
be paid
paid from
from any
any money
money in
the treasury
treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
not otherwise
in the
be
SEc. 2. And be
That the
the fees
fees for
naval
in naval
record in
for record
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
2. And be it
SEC.
Fees for reccourts-martial
shall not
not in
in any
any one
case exceed
exceed the sum
sum of two hundred
hundred
one case
ord
naval
courts-martial shall
ord in naval
courts-martial.
courts-martial

March
March

dollars.
dollars.
1865.
APPROVED, March
March 2, 180.
APPROVED,

the Support ofthe
— An Act
to provide
provide Ways
Means for
for the
of the Government.
and Means
Ways and
Act to
LXXVII.-An
3, 1865. CHAP.
CHAP. LXXVII.
3,1865.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
House of
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Secretary of
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
of the
the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
he is
is hereby,
authorized to borrow, from time
time to time,
time,
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
Treasury may
Treasury be,
Treasury
borrow
borrow not
over on the credit of the United States,
o oover
amounts heretofore
addition to the
the amounts
in addition
and on the credit of the United States, in
$6 0,000,000,
$600,000,000,
and
any sums
not exceeding
in the
aggregate six
six hundred
hundred millions
millions
the aggregate
exceeding in
sums not
authorized, any
issue bonds, &c. authorized,
of
dollars, and
and to
to issue
therefor bonds
or treasury
treasury notes of the United
bonds or
issue therefor
of dollars,
States, in
such form
as he
thereof as may be
be
prescribe; and so much thereof
may prescribe;
he may
form as
in such
States,
Bonds, and
Bonds,
and
when
of denominations
denominations not less than fifty dollars, and
be of
shall be
bonds shall
in bonds
issued in
redeema- issued
when redeemable. bl e
may
made payable
payable at
any period
more than
from date
than forty years from
not more
period not
at any
be made
may be
of
issue, or
or may;
may be
be made
at the
the pleasure
pleasure of the government,
government,
redeemable, at
made redeemable,
of issue,
at
after any
any period
years nor more than forty years
not less than five years
period not
or after
at or
may
from
may be
be made
made redeemable
redeemable and payable
payable as aforesaid,
aforesaid, as may
or may
date, or
from date,
be expressed
expressed upon
may be issued in
face; and so much thereof as may
their face;
upon their
be
treasury notes
notes may
may be
convertible into any bonds authorized by this
made convertible
be made
treasury
Treasury
- and
notes.
- not less than fifty
net,
fifty dollars —
and
may be of such denominations —
and may
act, and
notes.
bear
such dates
dates and
be made
redeemable or
or payable
periods as in
payable at such periods
made redeemable
and be
bear such
may be deemed expedient.
the
opinion of
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
of the
the opinion
on
And
interest on such bonds shall
shall be payable
payable semi-annually;
semi-annually; and
and on
Interest.
And the interest
treasury
notes authorized
by this
the interest
interest may be made payable
payable
this act the
authorized by
treasury notes
Principal and
interest how
how
interest
payable.
payable.
Rate of interest.

semi-annually, or
at maturity
maturity thereof;
thereof; and the
the principal, or
or
or at
annually, or
or annually,
semi-annually,
payable in coin or in other lawful money:
interest, or
may be
be made
made payable
money:
both, may
or both,
interest,
bonds or
such bonds
rate of
Provided, That the rate
Provided,
of interest
interest on
on any
any such
or treasury
treasury
notes, when
payable in
shall not
not exceed
exceed six
per eentum
annum;
centum per annum;
six per
coin, shall
in coin,
when payable
notes,

per
and when
when not
not payable
payable in
in coin
shall not
not exceed
exceed seven
seven and three
three tenths per
coin shall
and
exshall
interest
of
centum
per
annum;
and
the
rate
and
character
be
character
and
rate
the
and
annum;
per
centum
pressed
on all
such bonds
bonds or
or treasury
And provided,
provided, further,
further, That
That
treasury notes: And
all such
pressed on
of
support
the
act
entitled
"An
act
to
provide
ways
and
means
the
for
means
and
ways
provide
to
act
"An
entitled
act
1864,
ch.
172.
1864, ch. 172. the

thirtieth, eighteen
the
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
June thirtieth,
eighteen
approved June
government, and
the government,
hundred
sixty-four, shall be
authorize the issue of
be so construed as to authorize
and sixty-four,
hundred and
bonds of
any description
treasury notes
notes
description authorized by this act. And any treasury
of any
bonds
or other
other obligations
interest, issued
issued under
under any act of congress,
congress,
bearing interest,
obligations bearing
or
may, at
at the
discretion of
of the
Secretary of the
the Treasury, and with
with the
the Secretary
the discretion
may,
authorof
description
consent
of
the
holder,
be
converted
description
bonds
any
into
converted
be
holder,
the
of
Convertible.
Convertible. consent
a part
ized
act; and
authorized shall be considered
considered a
and no bonds so authorized
this act;
by this
ized by
of
amount of six hundred
hundred millions hereinbefore
hereinbefore authorized.
authorized.
of the amount
S
Ec. 2.
be it
it further
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Secretary of
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
2. And
SEC.
Bonds, where
may dispose
issued under
under this
this
dispose of any of the bonds or other obligations issued
disposed may
may be disposed
such
and at
manner, and
such manner,
of and
and at
at what
elsewhere, in
or elsewhere,
what act, either in the United States
States or
in such
at such
of
rates.
rates,
and under
conditions, as he
coin, or
he may think advisable, for coin,
such conditions,
under such
rates, and
for
lawful money
money of
of the
United States, or for any treasury notes,
notes,
the United
other lawful
for other
representacertificates of
of indebtedness,
certificates of deposit, or
or other
other representaindebtedness, or certificates
certificates
conhave been or may be issued under
under any act
act of
of contives of value, which have
Ante,
218.
p. 218.
Ante, p.
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gress; and
and may,
may, at
at his
discretion, issue
bonds or
treasury notes
authorized
gress;
his discretion,
issue bonds
or treasury
notes authorized
by
requisitions for materials
supplies which
which
materials or supplies
any requisitions
payment for any
act, in
in payment
by this act,
shall have
been made
by the
the appropriate
appropriate department
department or
or offices
upon the
the
offices upon
made by
shall
have been
treasury
the United
United States,
on receiving
receiving notice
notice in
writing through
through the
the
in writing
treasury of
of the
States, on
department
making the requisition,
requisition, that
that the
claim
the owner of the claim
or office
office making
department or
for
the requisition
desires to
for an
of
subscribe for
an amount
amount of
for which
which the
requisition is
is issued
issued desires
to subscribe
loan
will cover
said requisition,
thereof; and all bonds
bonds or
or
requisition, or
or any part
part thereof;
loan that
that will
cover said
other
exempt from
from taxation
taxation by
by
other obligations
obligations issued
issued under
under this
this act
act shall
shall be
be exempt
or
under state
municipal authority.
authority.
or municipal
state or
or under
SEc.
it further
enacted, That
That all
the provisions
of the
the act
act
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
all the
provisions of
entitled "
support of the governgovern" An act
act to provide ways and means for the support
entitled
ment,
and for
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
approved June thirtieth,
purposes," approved
for other purposes,"
ment, and
and
and the printing,
relation to forms, inscriptions, devices, and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, in relation
attestation,
counterfeiting thereof,
others as
as
with such others
thereof, with
attestation, sealing, signing, and counterfeiting
are
applicable, shall
bonds and
and other
issued under
under
obligations issued
apply to
to the
the bonds
other obligations
are applicable,
shall apply
this
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing herein
contained shall
shall be
be construed
construed as
this act: Provided,
herein contained
legal-tender notes in any form-;
authorizing
authorizing the issue of legal-tender
form; and a
asum, not
obligations
exceeding
bonds and other obligations
one per centum of the amount of bonds
exceeding one
issued under
under this
act, is
is hereby
to pay
of prepreissued
this act,
hereby appropriated
appropriated to
pay the
the expense
expense of
paring and issuing the same, and disposing thereof.
1865.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
APPROVED,
Our.
LXXVI
I
I
.
— An Act
to amend
amend an
an Act
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide Internal
RevCHAP. LXXVIII.
-An
Act to
Act entitled
"An Act
Internal Rev-

Interest on the Public Debt, and for other PurGovernment, to pay Interest
enue
Purenue to
to support
support the Government,
hundred and
and sixty-four.
eighteen hundred
poses," approved
Tune thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
approved June
poses,"

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate 'and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of

4459
>9

Bonds may be
issued for
for supissued
supplies.
plies.

Exempt
Exempt from
from
taxation.
taxation.
Form of notes,
notes,
&c.
&c.
1864, ch.
ch. 172.
172.
1864,
Ante, p. 21.8.
e p

Legal tenders
tenders
not authorized
authorized
not
hereby.
hereby.
Appropriation
Appropriation
expenses
for expenses

March 3, 1865.
March,
1
186.
1
1864, ch,
3.
At,
. 2 173.
Ante, p.
p. 223.
223.
Ante,

assembled, That the act entitled ""An act
act to
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
provide internal revenue
revenue to support
support the government,
government, to pay interest
interest on the
public debt, and for other purposes,"
approved June thirtieth, eighteen
purposes," approved
eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, be, and the same is hereby, amended as hereinhereinnamely: —
forth, namely:
after set forth,
That
by striking out
word "five,"
"five," and
That section four
four be
be amended
amended by
out the word
and in- Number
Number of
agents.
agents.
" ten."
serting in lied thereof the word "
ten."
That section eight be amended
amended by
after the words
wopds ""within Assessors to
by striking
striking out,
out, after
appoint assistwhenever there appoint
each of which the," the words ""Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, whenever
ants.
shall
public interest shall require,
require, shall appoint, with ants.
shall be aavacancy, or the public
the
assistant assessor, who
who shall be Ante,
the approval
approval of the said commissioner, one assistant
Ante, p. 224.
a resident of the district of said assessor,"
thereof the
a
assessor,". and inserting in lieu thereof
"assessor, whenever
words "assessor,
whenever there shall be a
avacancy,
vacancy, shall appoint,
appoint, with
the approval of said commissioner, one or more assistant assessor[s],
assessor[s], who
shall be a
aresident of such assessment district."
That section fourteen be amended by striking
striking out the word "fifty,"
"fifty," and Penalty
Penalty for not
not

making returns.
returns.
making
" twenty-five."
lieu thereof
inserting in
inserting
in lieu
thereof the words "
twenty-five."
That
amended by
inserting after
after the
words ""four Commissions
That section twenty-five
twenty-five be amended
by inserting
the words
Commissions of
collectors.
"and
hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,"
dollars," the words "
and not exceeding
exceeding one million of collectors.
Ante,
dollars, and one eighth of one per centum on all sums above
above one million
Ante, p. 232.
"reasonable charges for,"
for," the
dollars;"
of dollars
;" by inserting after
after the words
words "reasonable
word "advertising;"
"advertising ;" and by striking out all of the first proviso; and by
by
striking out the word ""further ""in the second proviso.
That section twenty-six
the word
word "
apporThat
twenty-six be amended
amended by striking
striking out the
"apportionment," and inserting in lieu thereof
"appointment."
tionment,"
thereof the word "
appointment."
That section twenty-eight
twenty-eight be amended
amended by striking
striking out all after
after the enactenactCollector to
thereof the words ""That each
ing clause, and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
each of said colcol- Collector
give notice
notice when
when
lectors
collection list give
lectors shall, within twenty days after receiving his annual collection
and
where taxes
taxes
and where
from the assessors,
assessors, give notice, by advertisement
advertisement published
published in each
each county are
are payable.
payable.
newspaper printed in such county, if any
in his collection district, in one newspaper
any
such there be, and by notifications
Ante, pp. 232,
notifications to be posted
posted up in at least four public Ante,
233.
places in each county in his collection
collection district, that the said duties have 233.
become
become due and payable, and state
state the time
time and place within said county
county
VOL. XII.
- 40
VOL.
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at which
deputy will
to receive
time
receive the same, which time
attend to
will attend
his deputy
or his
he or
which he
at
shall
not be
be less
less than
days after
such notification.
And if any person
person
notification. And
after such
ten days
than ten
shall not
Notice
neglect to
than ten days, it shall be the
more than
for more
aforesaid, for
as aforesaid,
pay, as
to pay,
shall neglect
to those
those shall
Notice to
a notice,
neglecting
duty
of .the
the collector
issue to such person a
notice, to be
his deputy to issue
or his
collector or
duty of
to
neglecting to
pay.
left at
at his
his dwelling
sent by mail, demanddemandusual place of business, or be sent
dwelling or usual
left
pay.
ing the
payment of
of said
said duties
or taxes;
stating the
with aa
the amount thereof, with
taxes, stating
duties or
the payment
ing
Costs.
fee of
of twenty
cents for
for the
and service
notice, and with
service of such notice,
issuing and
the issuing
twenty cents
fee
Costs.
four cents
for each
each mile
and necessarily
travelled in serving the
necessarily travelled
actually and
mile actually
cents for
four
If
same. And
And if
if such
such person
duties or taxes, and
and the fee
fee
the duties
pay the
not pay
shall not
person shall
same.
paid
not paid
If not
twenty cents and mileage
mileage as aforesaid,
aforesaid, within
within ten days
days after
after the service
of twenty
after notice, to be of
collected with
eollected
costs and penalty.
penalty. or
by mail
mail of
the duty
duty of
of the collector
collector
be the
it shall
shall be
notice, it
such notice,
of such
sending by
the sending
or the
costsand
or his
deputy to
to collect
the said
said duties
duties or
or taxes, and fee of twenty cents
collect the
his deputy
or
and mileage,
with a
apenalty
of ten
ten per
per centum
centum additional
additional upon the amount
amount
penalty of
mileage, with
and
of duties.
And with
with respect
respect to
to all
included
duties or taxes as are not included
such duties
all such
duties. And
of
in
lists aforesaid,
and duties the collection of which
which
aforesaid, and all taxes and
annual lists
the annual
in the
is not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
this act, it
duty of each
each colcolit shall be the duty
in this
for in
provided for
is
aDemand
leetor, in
payment thereof, in the manner
manner
deputy, to demand payment
by deputy,
or by
in person
person or
lector,
for
Demand for
receiving the list thereof
not '
last mentioned,
ten days
days from and after receiving
thereof
within ten
mentioned, within
inn last
t not
taneuals,
annual
list.
expiration of
from the
assessor, or
or within
within twenty
twenty days
days fiom
from and after the expiration
of
the assessor,
from
the
time within
within which
such duty
or tax
tax should
have been paid; and
and if the
the
should have
duty or
which such
the time
after
annual
paid within ten days from and after
be paid
shall not be
duties shall
other duties
or other
annual or
such
therefor, it shall be lawful for such collector, or his deputies,
deputies,
demand therefor,
such demand
Collection by to proceed
taxes, with ten
ten per centum
centum addiaddiproceed to collect the said duties or taxes,
Collection
dist
leraint and
ti
ona lthereto,
th
ereto, as
f
oresa id, b
y di
st
ra i
ntand
an d s
ale of
goods, chattels, or
of the goods,
sale
by
distraint
aforesaid,
as a
tional
and
distraint
sa.
sale.
Proceedings
in effects
effects of
of the
persons delinquent
delinquent as
And in case of distraint
distraint it
aforesaid. And
as aforesaid.
the persons
Proceedings in
cause
ease
of distraint.
distraint. shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
the officer
charged with
collection to make, or cause
with the collection
officer charged
of the
be the
case of
to be
made, an
distrained, a
acopy
copy of which,
which,
of the goods or chattels distrained,
account of
an account
be made,
to
signed
by the
making such
such distraint,
distraint, shall be left with the owner or
officer making
the officer
signed by
possessor
of such
chattels, or effects, or at his or her
her dwelling,
dwelling, or
goods, chattels,
such goods,
possessor of
usual place
of business,With
discretion, if
business, with some person of suitable age and discretion,
place of
usual
and
any
such can
be found,
note of the
the sum demanded, and the time and
a note
found, with a
can be
any such
place
of sale;
sale; and
the said
forthwith cause
cause a
anotification
notification to be
officer shall forthwith
said officer
and the
place of
published
some newspaper
newspaper within
county wherein said distraint
distraint is
within the county
in some
published in
county, or to be publicly
made,
if there
there is
published in said county,
newspaper published
is aanewspaper
made, if
nearest to
posted up
up at
post-office, if there
there be one within
within five
five miles, nearest
the post-office,
at the
posted
distrained, and
whose property
the residence
residence of the
property shall be distrained,
and in not
not
the person whose
the
less than
specify the articles
articles
places, which notice shall specify
public places,
other public
two other
than two
less
distrained, and
thereof, which
which time shall not
not
for the sale thereof,
place for
and place
time and
the time
and the
distrained,
be less
less than
than ten
more than twenty
twenty days from the date of'
of such notificanor more
ten nor
be
tion, [and]
sale not more
snore than
than five miles distant
proposed for sale
place proposed
the place
[and] the
tion,
When
from the
place of
of making
any
such distraint. And in any case in which any
making such
the place
returns from
When returns
r
.
to person,
made to
not made
are
bank,
association,
company, or
or corporation
required by
by law
to
law to
required
corporation
company,
association,
bank,
person,
oemnotionderto
commissioner.
make
return to
commissioner of internal revenue shall refuse
refuse or negto the
the commissioner
make return
lect
make such
specified, the
the amount of circucircureturn within the time specified,
such return
to make
lect to
proper
lation,
shall be estimated
estimated by the proper
and capital, or either, shall
deposit, and
lation, deposit,
certified by him to the
the comassessor or assistant assessor, and shall be certified
association, commissioner. And
all cases
person, bank, association,
cases in which the person,
in all
And in
missioner.
pany, or
or corporation
corporation required
the
by law to make payment of taxes to the
required by
pany,
commissioner,
payment within the
neglect or refuse to make such payment
shall neglect
commissioner, shall
commissioner shall
required, the commissioner
shall certify
certify the amount of tax due
due by
Tax, how col- time required,
such person, bank, association,
association, or corporation,
corporation, with all the penalties, addiaddilected.
tions,
expenses accruing,
accruing, to the collector of the proper district,
district, who
and expenses
tions, and
shall
by distraint
and sale, as in other cases.
cases. And the
the
distraint and
same by
the same
collect the
shall collect
same
proceedings may
had to
enforce the collection of taxes which
which
to enforce
be had
may be
same proceedings
have
already accrued
accrued and
which still
still remain
any person,
person,
unpaid. And if any
remain unpaid.
and which
have already
bank,
company, or corporation,
corporation, liable to pay
pay any duty, shall
shalt
association, company,
bank, association,
Amount due to
neglect or
pay the
the same
demand, the
the amount
amount shall
be aalien
lien
shall be
after demand,
same after
to pay
refuse to
or refuse
Amount due to neglect
in favor
of the
the United States
the time it was due until paid,
paid, with the
the
States from the
in
favor of
lien.
be a
a lien,
accrue in addition thereto,
interests,
thereto, upon all
penalties, and costs that may accrue
interests, penalties,
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property
property and rights to property; and the collector, after demand,
Levy.
demand, may levy Levy.
or by warrant may authorize
authorize aadeputy
levy upon
property
deputy collector
collector to
to levy
upon all
all property
and rights to property
property belonging to such person,
person, bank, association,
association, company, or corporation,
corporation, or on which the said
said lien
lien exists, for
payment of
for the payment
of
the sum due as aforesaid,
interest and penalty
aforesaid, with interest
for non-payment,
non-payment, and
penalty for
and
also of such further sum
fees, costs,
costs, and
exsum as shall
shall be
be sufficient
sufficient for
for the
the fees,
and expenses of such levy. And in all cases of sale, the
the certificate
certificate of such
sale Effect
Effect of
of cercersuch sale
tificate of
of sale.
by the collector shall have the same effect as is prescribed
prescribed by the
hun -tificate
the one
one hunsale.
dred and nineteenth section of the act
act to which this
amendment.
this is an
an amendment.
And all persons
persons and officers of companies
required, on
companies or corporations-are
corporations are required,
on
demand of aacollector
collector or deputy collector about
about to distrain or having distrained on any property
property and rights of property, to
to exhibit
books cbnconBooks
to be
he
exhibit all
all books
Books to
taining or supposed
evidence or statements
taming
supposed to contain evidence
statements relating
the exhibited.
exhibited.
relating to
to the
subject or subjects of distraint, or the property
property or
rights of
of property
property
or rights
liable to distraint for the tax so due
due as aforesaid:
Provided, That
That in
in
aforesaid: Provided,
le7 a
any case of distraint
for the
the payment
th e duties
duti es or
or taxes
t
axes a
f
oresa id,
71
11
9
tndi,how
17
distraint for
payment ooffthe
aforesaid,
Wh
n and
me
a
e
y
the goods, chattels, or effects
effects so distrained shall
may be
be restored
restored to
to g
.'tored.
shall and
and may
ay
be ;es
restored.
the owner
owner or possessor, if prior to the sale payment
payment of
the amount
due
of the
amount due
or tender
tender thereof shall be made to the proper officer
or
officer charded
charged with
with the colcollection
lection of the full amount demanded,
demanded, together
together with
with such
such°fee
fee for
levying,
for levying,
and such sum for the necessary
necessary and reasonable
reasonable expense
removing, adadexpense of removing,
vertising, and keeping [the] goods,
goods, chattels, or
effects so
so distrained,
as may
may
or effects
distrained, as
be prescribed by the commissioner of internal
internal revenue; but in case
case of
of
non-payment
non-payment or tender as afbresaid,
aforesaid, the said officers
officers shall
shall proceed to sell the
the
said goods, chattels, or effects at public
shall and
and may
may retain
retain
public auction,
auction, and
and shall
from the proceeds of such sale the amount demandable
demandable for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the
United States, with the necessary and reasonable
reasonable expenses
expenses of
of distraint
distraint
and sale, and a
a commission
commission of five per
centurn thereon
thereon fir
own use,
use,
per centum
for his
his own
rendering
rendering the overplus, if any there be, to the person whose goods,
chat- Overplus
Overplus to be
goods, chatbe
l
tels, or effects shall have been distrained:
Provided,further,
distrained: Provided,
there retur
returned.
further, That there
ed.
shall be exempt from distraint the tools
tools or
or implements
trade or
or proExempt from
from
implements of
of aatrade
pro- Exempt
fession, one cow, arms, and provisions,
provisions, and household furniture
furniture kept
kept for distraint.
distraint.
necessary for
family."
use, school-books,
school-books, and
and apparel
apparel necessary
for a
a family."
That section thirty-eight be amended
amended by striking therefrom the words
words
"thirty-five,"
"thirty-five," and inserting in lieu thereof the
the words
thirty-six."
words "
" thirty-six."
amended by inserting after the words
That section forty be
be- amended
"appointwords "appointa successor,"
" Provided, That in case
ment of a
successor,' the words: "Provided,
case it shall
in ofshall appear
appear Vacancy
Vacancy in
ofSecretary of the Treasury that the interest
to the Secretary
of the
the government
interest of
government lice
fice of collector.
collector
shall so require,
require, he may, by his order, direct
direct said
said duties
to be
be performed
performed Ante,
p. 239.
duties to
Ante, p.
239.
by such other one of the said deputies
deputies as he may in such
sueh order
order designate."
designate."
That section fifty-two be amended
amended by inserting
inserting before
before the
words "That
"That Oaths.
the words
Oaths.
all assessors,"
assessors," the words "And
;" by inserting
"And be it further
further enacted
enacted;"
inserting after
An p.
p. 2.
242.
after Ante,
deputies," the words "
" revenue
agents;" and by striking out
the word ""deputies,"
revenue agents;"
out
after the word ""charged
charged "
the word
word "
and," a
nd i
nser ti ng in
i
n li
eu thereof
" the
" and,"
and
inserting
lieu
thereof
" or."
the word
word "
That section fifty-three
fifty-three be
by inserting
inse rti ng after
aft er th
wor d "
di s- Ante, p.
be amended
amended by
thee word
"disp. 242.
242.
tiller," where
where it first occurs, the
the words
words ""before
distilling any
any spirits;
spirits ;"" by
by
before distilling
preceding the words ""still or
striking out after the word
word "any,"
"any," and preceding
or
stills," the word "additional;"
"additional; "by striking out after the
word "used,"
"used," and
and
the word
preceding the words "shall
"shall be erected,"
erected," the words "as
"as aforesaid,"
aforesaid," and
and
" for distilling;"
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the words "for
distilling;" and by inserting
inserting after
after
"shall be erected," the words "
the words "shall
or used."
" or
used."
That section fifty-four be amended
striking out the words
amended by striking
words ""the same,"
same," Application
for
Application for
t
l
i
i
c
ne
e
n
rse as
and inserting in lieu thereof
owning
thereof the words "and
"and own
i
ng the
th e same
i
nga
as a dissame,,an
anddown
owning
license
the building used as aa distillery, and the land on which
which the same is located,
located,
er
and if the building or land is leased, the terms and conditions
of the
conditions of
lease;"
inserting in lieu thereof
lease ;"and by striking out the word ""one," and inserting
thereof
the word "
" three."
That section fifty-five be amended
amended by inserting
after the
the words
said
inserting after
words ""said
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duties shall
be aalien,"
the words
and ;" and by
on the spirit distilled and;"
words ""on
lien," the
shall be
Tax aalien on duties
and
" except
spirits distilled,
adding at
at the
end of
proviso the words
words "
except when made and
the first proviso
of the
the end
distilled, adding
s·irts
Stc.
used in
in the
manufacture of
vinegar or
acetic acid,
which case
case the duties
duties
in which
acid, in
or acetic
of vinegar
the manufacture
used
shall be
on the
the basis
basis of
the actual proof."
of the
collected on
be collected
shall
That
be amended
amended by
adding at
at the
the end
of the
section
the section
end of
by adding
fifty-six be
section fifty-six
That section
"
Gallon"
" to
"Gallon
mean
what.
the following
following words,
to wit:
hereafter made,
"and in all sales of spirits hereafter
wit: "and
words, to
the
what.
mean
Ante, p. 243.
where
not otherwise
otherwise specially agreed, aagallon shall be taken
taken to be aa galgalwhere not
Ane,p. 24.
lon of
proof, according
according to
to the
the standard
standard set forth
forth and declared
declared for
for
first proof,
of first
lon
the inspection
and gauging
gauging of
the United States."
throughout the
spirits throughout
of spirits
inspection and
the
That
section fifty-seven
fifty-seven be
be amended
striking out
out the
the words
words ""twentytwentyby striking
amended by
That section
Brandy from
Brandv
adding
&c.
fifty "in its place;
place; and by adding
five," in the last proviso, and inserting ""fifty"
grapes, &c.
Ante, p. 204
to the
proviso the
the following
following words, "and
"and distilled
distilled from apples
apples or
said proviso
the said
Ante, p. 24 to
peaches,
shall pay
pay one
dollar and
fifty cents
gallon."
cents per gallon."
and fifty
one dollar
peaches, shall
That section
fifty-nine be
amended by striking
striking out
out the words ""so ininbe amended
section fifty-nine
Duty on cercerThat
Dinty
sentence;
forthwith," in the last clause of the first sentence;
" forthwith,"
spected and," and also "
tain spirits.
spirits.
and
by adding
warehouse," the
the words
" warehouse;"
the word "
after the
sentence, after
said sentence,
the said
to the
adding to
and by
"before the
the day
day prescribed
by law
making return
same ;" and
and
return of the same;"
for making
law for
prescribed by
Penalty for
"before
Penalty
hundred," and inserting in lieu thereof
changing inspecwords ""one hundred,"
thereof the
the
striking out the words
by striking
inspec- by
changing
tion mark.
on mark.

Coal oil may
be placed
placed in
warehouse, &c.
25.
waneh
Ante, se.
p. 245.

Penalty upon
brewers and
disand disbrewers

tillers.
l

248.
te p. 248.
An
Ante,

Disposition of
Disposition
goods
peddler
of&e.
peddler
goods of
seized,
seized, &c.

&c.
eie,
Ane, p. 249.

Ante, p. 249.

Persons who
who
may
may carry
carry on
on
on
carrys
bn
business as copartners.
partners.
p. 251.
Ante, p.
Lottery-ticket
dealers.
dealers.
Ante, p. 252.
Brokers.

words"
words "three
three hundred."
hundred."

" and
That
section sixty-one
striking out after
after the words "
and
sixty-one be amended by striking
That section
oil," and inserting
all,"
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof the words
words
words ""refined coal oil,"
the words
all," the
by inalso by
benzole;" also
distillate benzoin or benzole;"
oil, distillate
"distilled or
refined coal
incoal oil,
or refined
"distilled
serting
word ""warehouse,"
"and no drawand before the words "and
warehouse," and
the word
after the
serting after
back," the
the following
following words,
and the
same fees shall be paid for exports
the same
words, ""and
back,"
custom-house;" and
as
and
exporters for like services in the custom-house;"
to exporters
charged to
are charged
as are
"for
by
after the
words "redistilled,"
" redistilled," and before the words "for
the words
inserting after
by inserting
export," the words
words "or
"or canned."
canned."
suits""
That section
sixty-eight be
amended by inserting
inserting after
after the word
word ""suits
be amended
section sixty-eight
That
a misdemeanor,
shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and be subject
subject
the words ""and shall
that the proto
imprisonment for
not exceeding
one year;"
and that
proyear;" and
exceeding one
term not
for aa term
to imprisonment
words ""forfeiture
viso to
section be
be amended
amended by
by adding
adding after the words
said section
to said
viso
"" and by striking
shall have"
"been ;
striking out the word
word "the"
"the"
word "been;
have" the word
shall
where it
it occurs
the second time before
before the word ""nature."
nature."
occurs the
where
That
section seventy-four
amended by striking
striking out the word
word ""or"
or "
seventy-four be amended
That section
one;"
after
the word
and inserting,
word ""one;"
inserting, in lieu thereof, the word
with," and
word ""with,"
after the
and
by striking
striking out
out the
words ""and
and hold the
the same until the license is prothe words
and by
assessor of
the assessor
" and
thereof the words "
duced,"
and the
of the
the
duced," and inserting in lieu thereof
district
in which
has occurred
occurred may, on ten days'
days' notice,
notice, pubseizure has
the seizure
which the
district in
lished
newspaper in the district, or served
served personally
personally on the
the pedpedany newspaper
in any
lished in
any
dler,
his dwelling-house,
require such peddler to show
show cause, if any
dwelling-house, require
at his
or at
dler, or
he
why the
horses, wagon,
wagon, and contents, pack, bundle,
bundle, or basket so
so
the horses,
has, why
he has,
seized
shall not
forfeited; and,
and, in case no sufficient cause is shown, the
not be forfeited;
seized shall
assessor
may direct
forfeiture, and issue an order to the collector or to
direct aaforfeiture,
assessor may
any deputy
deputy collector
collector of
district for
the sale
sale of the
property so forfeited;
forfeited;
the property
for the
the district
of the
any
and one
of the
same, after
after payment
payment of the expenses of the proceedthe same,
half of
one half
and
ings, shall
paid to
to the
the officer
officer making
the seizure,
seizure, and the
the other half
making the
be paid
shall be
ings,
thereof to the collector
collector for the
the use of the
the United States."
thereof
That section
amended by inserting in the first paraseventy-nine be amended
section seventy-nine
That
patent
" Z5
graph, after
after the
words "
claim agents,"
words "
patent agents;"
agents ;" by
agents," the words
" claim
the words
graph,
striking
out,
in
the
same
paragraph,
the
words
"
carrying
on such,"
such," and
and
carrying
"
words
the
paragraph,
same
the
in
striking out,
on;;"" by striking
inserting in
lieu thereof
the words
striking out, in
"may carry on
words "may
thereof the
in lieu
inserting
Provided,
business: " Provided,
paragraph, the words
words ""may transact such business:"
the same paragraph,
a lottery now
That no
no license
license shall
managers of a
now
hereafter issue until the managers
shall hereafter
That
existing
existing shall give bond, in the sum of one thousand dollars, that the person
such license
any ticket, or supplementary
supplementary
license shall not sell any
receiving such
son receiving
ticket
of such
such lottery
lottery which
has not been
according to law;
law;
been duly stamped according
which has
ticket of
" other securities,"
by inserting,
securities," the
paragraph nine, after the words "
in paragraph
inserting, in
by
words
"for themselves
themselves or others;"
others ;" by striking
striking from said paragraph
paragraph the
words "for
form to
the form
affirmation, according to
words "and
"and shall make oath or affirmation,
to the
to be
be
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prescribed by
by the
the commissioner
of internal
that all
their transtransprescribed
commissioner of
internal revenue,
revenue, that
all their
actions are made for a
commission ;" by striking
striking out
the proviso
proviso at
at the
Insurance
a commission;"
out the
the Insurance
end of
twenty-eight ;" by
adding to
to paragraph
paragraph thirty-two
&e.
end
of paragraph
paragraph "
" twenty-eight;"
by adding
thirty-two the
the agents,
agents, &c.
following
proviso: "Provided,
"Provided, further,
fmrther, That
That no
no man
man between
between the
ages of
of
Ante, p.
p. 20.
25.4.
Ante,
following proviso:
the ages
twenty
enrolled for
duty, or
or regularly
regularly Peddlers.
twenty and
and forty-five
forty-five who
who is
is not
not enrolled
for military
military duty,
Peddlers.
exempted from
draft for
for physical
physical disability,
entitled
exempted
from enrolment or draft
disability, shall
shall be
be entitled
to
to aalicense
license as
as aapeddler."
peddler."
By
striking out
out all
paragraph "forty-nine,"
"forty-nine," and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
By striking
all of
of paragraph
and inserting
thereof
the following,
to wit:
wit: —
thereof the
following, to
"
license the
the sum
sum of
" Forty-nine. Miners shall
shall pay for
for each and
and every
every license
of Licenses.
ten
or company
company who
who shall
shall employ
employ others
others in
in Miners.
ten dollars.
dollars. Every person,
person, firm,
firm, or
Miners.
the business of mining for coal,
copper, lead,
lead, iron,
iron, zinc,
coal, or for gold,
gold, silver, copper,
zinc,
spelter, or
-minerals, not having
having taken
taken out
out a
license.as
manufacor other
other minerals,
a license
as aamanufacturer, and no other, shall be regarded as aaminer
miner under
under this act:
act: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
That this
to any
from his
his mine
mine shall
shall
That
this shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
any miner
miner whose
whose receipts
receipts from
not
annually one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
not exceed
exceed annually
dollars.
" Fifty. A license of ten dollars
"
dollars shall
required of
every person,
Express-men.
shall be required
of every
person, Express-men.
firm, or company
company engaged in the carrying
carrying or delivery
delivery of money,
money, valuable
valuable
papers,
pay, or
express business,
business, whose
gross
papers, or any articles
articles for
for pay,
or doing
doing an
an express
whose gross
receipts therefrom
therefrom exceed
eiceed the sum of
per annum.
of six hundred
hundred dollars per
annum.
But
of ten
dollars shall
be required
one person,
person,
But one
one license fee
fee of
ten dollars
shall be
required from
from any
any one
firm, or company in respect
respect to all the business to be done
done by such
such person,
person,
firm,
route, ard
and the
payment of
such license
firm, or company
company on
on a
a continuons
continuous route,
the payment
of such
license
fee shall cover all business done upon such
such route
route by
such person,
person, firm,
firm, or
by such
or
anywhere in the United States; and such license'fee
company, anywhere
licenselee shall be
be
required
required only from the principal
principal in
business, and
and not
any subsubin such business,
not from
from any
ordinate.
"Fifty-one. Substitute brokers shall pay one hundred
"Fifty-one.
hundred dollars for
for each
each Substitute brabroand every license, and in addition thereto
thereto ten dollars
dollars for each substitute
kers '
substitute kers.
procured
procured by him and actually
actually mustered
mustered into the military
service of the
military service
United
United States. Every person who shall furnish
offer to
to furnish
for pay,
furnish or offer
furnish for
pay,
fee, or reward,
reward, volunteers,
volunteers, representative
representative recruits,
recruits, or
substitutes for
for men
or substitutes
men
drafted or liable to be drafted, for the military
military or naval
naval service
service of the
United States,
be deemed
deemed aa substitute
broker under
under this
act: ProProUnited
States, shall
shall be
substitute broker
this act:
appointed by any
Proviso.
vided, however, That persons appointed
any state, county, city, towntown- 'Proviso.
ship, or district,
district, or the officers thereof, to
of volunvolunto procure the enlistment
enlistment of
teers or substitutes to fill the quota of such state, county, city, township,
township,
or district, for the military service
service of the United States, under
under the call
call
of the President of
United States,
not be
be considered
considered substitute
of the United
States, shall
shall not
substitute
brokers:
Andprovided,
brokers: And
provided, further,
person or
or agent
agent shall
shall receive
receive Proviso.
Proviso.
further, That
That such
such person
no compensation
compensation except
by such
such state,
town,
except that which
which is
is given by
state, county,
county, town,
city, or district.
district.
""Fifty-two. Insurance
Insurance brokers
twenty-five dollars for each Insurance
Insurance brobrokers shall pay
pay twenty-five
license.
insurance in behalf
kers.'
license. Any person who shall negotiate
negotiate or procure
procure insurance
behalf kers
of another person or party for which he shall receive any
any pay,
pay, commission,
commission,
or compensation,
compensation, shall be
regarded as
insurance broker
broker under
under this
act,"
be regarded
as an insurance
this act,"
and the licenses herein provided
for shall
shall take
effect on
on the
the first
first day
of
provided for
take effect
day of
May next.
That section eighty-one be
amended by striking
the words
words258.Ante, p.
be amended
striking therefrom
therefrom the
p. 258.
" seventy-three,"
seventy-three," and inserting
"
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
seventy-four "
the words
words ""seventy-four,"
and
by striking
the words
words "
vi
nters," a
nd inserting
i
ns e
rti ng i
n lie
thereof
and by
striking out
out the
" to
to vinters,"
and
in
lieuu thereof
the words "
" nor to vintners."
That section eighty-three
eighty-three be
by inserting
after the
words Manufacturers
Manufacturers
be amended
amended by
inserting after
the words
"
within his
monthly," the
the words
words "
the twentwen"within
his district, monthly,"
" within
within ten
ten days
days from
from the
inserting after
tieth day of each month,"
month," and by inserting
after the words ""such duties
within" the word "
within'
ten days,"
days,"
" said,"
said," and
and by striking
striking out after the
the words
words "
" ten
" after demand in writing
following the words "
writing delivered
delivered to him
him in person,
person,
or left at his house or place of business,
manufactory, or
or sent
sent by
by mail."
mail."
business, or manufactory,
That section eighty-four
eighty-four be amended by striking out the words
words ""eighty
eighty
40*
40*
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first" and
and inserting
inserting in
the words
"eighty-second," and by
words "eighty-second,"
thereof the
lieu thereof
in lieu
first"
striking
words "
eighty-fourth." and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
and inserting
"eighty-fourth."
the words
out the
striking out
words
eighty-fifth."
" eighty-fifth."
words "
Manufacturers.
That section
eighty-six be
be amended
amended by
striking out
out the
"deposit
the words "deposit
by striking
section eighty-six
That
Manufacturers.
Freight,
at the
the time
of sale,"
sale," after'the
after .the words
"freight from the place of,"
of," and ininwords "freight
time of
at
Freight.
Ante. p.
serting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
the word
word "manufacture,"
following
"manufacture," and in the next following
thereof the
p. 261.
261. serting
Ante.
occurs, and
paragraph by
by striking
striking out
the word
word "that"
"that" where
where it first occurs,
out the
paragraph
"the."
inserting in
thereof the word "the."
lieu thereof
in lieu
inserting
Manufacturers
That
section eighty-seven
striking out after the words
by striking
amended by
be amended
eighty-seven be
That section
Manufacturers
of tobacco,
tobacco, &c.;
" accurately
for," and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
"for,"
word "
the word
setting" the
accurately setting"
&c.; "c
of
word
and after
"description of the manufactured
manufactured
words "description
the words
after the
"forth," and
word "forth,"
article," by
striking out
"the proposed
proposed market
market for the same,
words "the
the words
out the
by striking
article,"
whether foreign
or domestic,"
domestic," and
after the
the word "assessor,"
"assessor,"
inserting after
by inserting
and by
foreign or
whether
"or."
and
preceding the
word "assistant,"
"assistant," the
wore"
or."
the word
the word
and preceding
That section
section ninety
be amended
amended by
striking out all
all after the enacting
by striking
ninety be
That
Ante,
p.
262.
clause
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
the
following:
"That any person,
person,
"That
following:
the
thereof
lieu
in
inserting
and
clause
Ante, p. 262.
firm,
company, or
or corporation,
now or
hereafter engaged
engaged in the
the manufacmanufacor hereafter
corporation, now
firm, company,
ture
or cigars
cigars of
description whatsoever,
whatsoever, shall be,
any description
of any
snuff, or
tobacco, snuff,
of tobacco,
ture of
to make
reand
required to
the assistant assessor
out and deliver to the
make out
to make
is, required
hereby is,
and hereby
to
make requantity
a true statement or inventory of
Jan- of the assessment
&c.,of Janturns,3st
uary
each
assessment district a
of the
the quantity
uary 1st of each
tin-foil,
)'ear;
of
each
of
the
different
kinds
of
tobacco,
snuff-flour,
snuff,
cigars,
snuff,
snuff-flour,
tobacco,
of
kinds
different
the
of
each
of
year;
of
licorice,
and stems
stems held
owned by him or them
them on the first
first day of
or owned
held or
licorice, and
January
of each
each year,
year, or
or at
commencing business
business under this
time of commencing
fhe time
at the
January of
act,
what portion
manufactured or produced
said goods was manufactured
portion of said
forth what
setting forth
act, setting
by
was purchased
from others,
others, whether chewing,
purchased from
what was
and what
them, and
or them,
him or
by him
prepared snuff,
snuff-flour, or prepared
smoking, fine-cut,
fine-cut, shorts,
shorts, pressed,
snuff, or
pressed, plug, snuff-flour,
smoking,
cigars, which
or inventory
shall be verified
verified by the oath or afafinventory shall
statement or
which statement
cigars,
firmation of
be in manner
manner and form as presuch person or persons, and be
of such
firmation
scribed by
the commissioner
revenue; and every such person,
person,
internal revenue;
of internal
commissioner of
by the
scribed
company, or corporation
corporation shall keep in aa book,
book, in such
such manner
manner and
and form
form
company,
accurate account
as said
prescribe, an .accuiate
account of all the
the artiartimay prescribe,
commissioner may
said commissioner
as
cles
thereafter purchased
them, the quantity of tobacco,
purchased by him or them,
aforesaid thereafter
cles aforesaid
snuff',
snuff-flour, or
cigars, of
of whatever
whatever description sold, consumed,
consumed, or
or cigars,
snuff, snuff-flour,
removed
for consumption
place of manufacconsumption or sale, or removed from the place
removed for
month,
and each
ture; and he or they shall, on or before the tenth day
day of each month,
furnish
assistant assessor of the district
district a
atrue and
and accurate
accurate copy
copy
furnish to the assistant
month.
of
the entries
book during the preceding
preceding month, which copy
copy shall
entries in said book
of the
If duties
duties are
are
be
or affirmation;
case the duties shall not be paid
affirmation; and in case
oath or
by oath
verified by
be verified
If
not
within five
five days
days after
collector may, on one day's
the said collector
thereof, the
demand thereof,
after demand
within
not paid.
paid.
amount
notice, distrain
per centum additional on the amount
same, with ten per
the same,
for the
distrain for
notice,
thereof,
relating to licenses, returns,
the provisions of law relating
all the
to all
subject to
thereof; subject
assessments, payment
payment of
of taxes,
penalties, and
and forfeitures,
forfeitures, not
fines, penalties,
liens, fines,
taxes, liens,
assessments,
inconsistent
in the
manufacturers; and such duty
other manufacturers;
case of other
the case
herewith in
inconsistent herewith
shall
be paid
paid by
the manufacturer
person for whom the goods
goods are
or the person
manufacturer or
by the
shall be
manufactured,
as the
assessor may deem best for the collection
collection of the
the
the assessor
manufactured, as
revenue:
Provided, That
That it
be the
manufacturer or
or
the duty of any manufacturer
shall be
it shall
revenue: Provided,
covering manufactured
vendor of tin-foil
other material
material used in covering
manufactured tobacco,
tin-foil or other
cov- vendor
Tin-foil for coyering
tobacco.
on demand
officer of internal revenue, to render to such
such officer
officer aa
any officer
demand of any
on
ering tobacco.
affirmation, of the quantity
correct statement,
oath or affirmation,
quantity and
by oath
verified by
statement, verified
correct
amount
of tin-foil
other materials
materials sold or delivered
delivered to any person
person or
or other
tin-foil or
amount of
persons
demand; and in case of refusal or neglect to renpersons named in such demand;
der
cause to believe
believe such statement
statement to be incorrect
incorrect
der such statement, or of cause
examination of
or fraudulent,
the assessor
the district may cause
cause an examination
of
assessor of the
fraudulent, the
or
persons,
and papers to be made in the same
same manner
manner as provided in
in
books, and
persons, books,
the
fourteenth section
section of this act: Provided,
Provided, further,
further, That
That manufactured
manufactured
the fourteenth
Tobacco
snuff, or
or cigars
manufacture or imported,
imported,
whether of domestic manufacture
cigars, whether
tobacco, snuff,
may tobacco,
Tobacco may
be transferred
to may
transf
erre d, without
without payment
payment of the duty, to aabonded warehouse
warehouse
bee transferred,
may b
transferred to
be
bonded
house. wareestablished in
conformity with
and treasury
regulations, under such
such
treasury regulations,
law and
with law
in conformity
established
house. are
regulations and upon
upon the
the execution
execution of such transportation
transportation bonds
rules and regulations
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or other security
security aS
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury may
may prescribe,
prescribe, said
Tobacco.
as the
the Secretary
of the
said Tobacco.
bonds or
to be
the collector
the district
district from
from
or other security to
be taken
taken by
by the
collector of
of the
which such removal is made;
made; and
transported from
from such
such aawarewareand may
may be
be transported
a bonded warehouse
warehouse used for
house to a
for the storage of
any
of merchandise
merchandise at
at any
port of entry, and may be withdrawn
withdrawn from bonded
for conbonded warehouse
warehouse for
consumption on payment of the duty,
export to
duty, or removed
removed for
for export
to a
a foreign
foreign
country without payment of duty, in
conformity with the
the provisions
provisions of
of law
law
in conformity
distilled spirits, all the rules,
relating to the removal of distilled
rules, regulations,
regulations, and
and
conditions of which,
which, so far as applicable,
apply to
to tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
or
applicable, shall
shall apply
cigars in bonded warehouse.
And no
shall in
in any
any case
case be
be No
drawback
warehouse. And
no drawback
drawback shall
No drawback
on tobacco,
allowed upon any manufactured
manufactured tobacco,
snuff, or
any&c
tobacco, snuff,
or eigar4,
cigars, upon
upon which
which any
on
tobacco, &c
excise duty has been
either before
it has
placed in
in
been paid,
paid, either
before or
or after
after it
has been
been placed
bonded
bonded warehouse."
warehouse."
by striking
striking out
after the enactenactThat section ninety-one
ninety-one be
be amended
amended by
out all
all after
ing clause, and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
That all
all manumanuthe following:
following: "
" That
factured
snuff, or cigars, whether
factured tobacco, snuff,
whether of domestic
domestic manufacture
manufacture or
snuff,
or Tobacco, snuff
imported,
imported, shall, before
before the same is used or removed for consumption,
consumption, be
&c., to be ininbe &c,
inspected and weighed
weighed by
by an
an inspector
under the
fifty-eighth&c.
spected, &c.
inspected
inspector appointed
appointed under
the fifty-eighth
spected,
section
section of the act to which this is an amendment, who
who shall
shall mark
mark or
or affix
affix
a stamp upon the box or
a
containing such
such tobacco,
snuff, or
or other package
package containing
tobacco, snuff,
or
cigars, in a
a manner to be prescribed by the
the commissioner
revcommissioner of
of internal
internal revenue, denoting
denoting the kind or form of tobacco
tobacco and the
of such
such packpackthe weight
weight of
inspection and
ofthe
th e inspector.
i
ns pec t
or . The
Th e fees
feesFees.
age, with
with the
the date
date of
of inspection
and the
the name
name of
Fees.
of such inspector
inspector shall
all cases
be paid
of the
the manumenushall in
in all
cases be
paid by
by the
the owner
owner of
factured
factnred tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or cigars, so inspected and weighed. And the
the
penalties
penalties for the fraudulent
fraudulent marking
marking of any box or
of toor other package
package of
to- Penalties,
Penalties.
bacco,
snuff, or cigars, and for any fraudulent
bacco, snuff,
fraudulent attempt
to evade
evade the
the duties
duties
attempt to
on tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or cigars, so inspected,
in any
manner the
the
inspected, by
by changing
changing in
any manner
package
package or the marks thereon,
thereon, shall be the same as are provided in
in relarelation to distilled
distilled, spirits by existing
existing laws. And all cigars
cigars manufactured
manufactured Cigars to be
be
after
shall be packed in boxes. And
after the passage of this act shall,
And any
mann _packed.
packed.
any manufactured
factured tobacco, snuff,
snuff, and cigars, whether of domestic manufacture
manufacture or Certain toto be
imported,
out
&c., to be
imported, which shall be sold or pass,
pass, o
ut of the
the hands
hands of
ofthe manufacmanufac- bacco,
lf)oaref:WI6C"
turer or importer, except
bonded'warehouse, without the inspection forfeited.
except into aabonded`warehouse,
marks or stamps affixed by the inspector, unless otherwise provided, shall
shall
be forfeited, and may be seized wherever
wherever found,
found, and shall
shall be sold,
sold, one
one
half of the proceeds
proceeds of such sale to be paid to the informer, and
and the other
other
moiety to the United
commissioner of
United States. The commissioner
shall
of .internal
internal revenue
revenue shall
keep an account of all stamps delivered to the several inspectors;
inspectors; and Stamps.
said inspectors shall also keep an account
stamps by
used or
or
account of
of all stamps
by them
them used
placed
containing cigars, and
placed upon boxes containing
and cigars
and of
of all
all tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, and
cigars
inspected,
inspected, and the name of the person,
person, firm, or company
company for
whom the
the
for whom
same
inspected, and return
same were so inspected,
return to the assessor of the district a
aseparate
rate and distinct account of the same; and also
also return to the said
comsaid commissioner on demand all stamps not otherwise accounted
accounted for, and shall
shall
give
a faithful
performance of all the
give aabond for a
faithful performance
the duties to which he may
may
be assigned, and to return or account
account for all stamps
stamps which may be
be placed
placed
in his hands."
That section ninety-two
ninety-two be amended by striking
striking out
words "by
"by this
out the words
this
act,"
act," and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the words ""by law."
law."
That section ninety-four be amended
amended by inserting after the words "pea
"pea Pea coal.
coal"
coal" the words "or
"or coal that
that will pass through
five-eighth inch,
inch, and
through a
a five-eighth
and
a three-eighth
mesh;" in the paragraph
over a
three-eighth inch mesh;"
paragraph relating
relating to gas, by add- Gas.
ing after the words "understood
"understood to be,"
be," in the first proviso, the
the words "in
"in
addition
addition to the gas consumed
consumed by said company
company or other party;"
party ;" by inserting
paragraph on gas, after
" coal- Ante, pp. 26-,
serting in the last proviso in the paragraph
after the words "
264, 255.
2T5.
tar," where they first occur, the words
words "and
ammoniacal liquor;"
and by
by
"and ammoniacal
liquor;" and
inserting after the words "
" coal-tar,"
coal-tar," where they occur the second time in
in
"and the products
products of the manufacture
said proviso, the words "and
manufacture of ammoammo-
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niacal
liquor ;" by
after the
the word
"naphtha," in the paragraph
paragraph
word "naphtha,"
inserting after
by inserting
niacal liquor;"
relating to
coal
illuminating
oil,
the
word
"distillate ;" by inserting after
after
"distillate;"
word
the
oil,
illuminating
coal
to
relating
"removing to and withdrawthe
"returns, assessments,"
the words "removing
assessments," the
words "returns,
the words
ing from
from the
the proviso
proviso relating
relating to naphtha,
striking from
by striking
warehouses ;" by
ing from warehouses;"
inserting in lieu
and
after
the
word
"exceeding,"
the
word
"eighty,"
"eighty,"
word
the
"exceeding,"
after the word
thereof the
the word
word "seventy;"
"seventy;" by
by striking
striking out
of
first
paragraph rethe
of
out
thereof
striking
by
and
Muscovado;"
Sugar.
lating
to
"
sugar"
the
words
"brown
Muscovado
;
"
striking out
out
or
brown
"
words
the
"
sugar
"
to
lating
Sugar.
clarified
"all
Ante, p. 266.
of
the
second
paragraph
relating
to
"swear"
words
"
all
clarified or
the
"sugar"
to
Ante, p. 265. of the second paragraph relating
refined;"
of the
third paragraph
paragraph relating to "sugar"
"sugar"
the third
out of
striking out
by striking
and by
refined; " and
reparagraph
the
the words
words "
all
clarified
or
refined;"
by
striking
from
paragraph
from
striking
by
;"
refined
or
clarified
"all
the
Gunpowder.
lating to
the words
words "
at twenty-eight
twenty-eight cents per pound or less,
" at
gunpowder the
to gunpowder
lating
Gunpowder.
of one
cent per
per pound;
valued above
twenty-eight and not
not
above twenty-eight
when valued
pound; when
one cent
duty of
aaduty
and
exceeding
thirty-eight
cents
per
pound,
a
duty
one
and a
ahalf cent per
per
of
duty
a
pound,
per
cents
exceeding thirty-eight
pound," and
inserting in
lieu thereof"
at thirty-eight
per pound
pound or
cents per
thirty-eight cents
thereof" at
in lieu
and inserting
pound,"
last line
the
in
out,
less,
five
per
centum
ad
valorem
;
"
and
striking
line
striking
by
and
valorem;"
ad
centum
per
less, five
the
thereof
of said
paragraph,
the
word
"
eight,"
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
;the
inserting
and
of said paragraph, the word "eight,"
to "bill-heads,
relating
Bill-heads, &c.
word
"
ten
;
"
by
inserting
in
paragraph
relating
"bill-heads,
paragraph
the
in
inserting
by
"ten;"
word
&c.
Bill-heas,
conveyancers'
printed," after
word ""circulars,"
circulars," the
the words
"law-blanks, conveyancers'
words "law-blanks,
the word
after the
printed,"
blanks, and
and other
printed forms;"
adding at the end of the paragraph
paragraph
forms;" by adding
other printed
blanks,
relating to
books the
the words
words "
publishers
" which shall be paid by the publishers
printed books
to printed
relating
photographs, after the
Photographs.
in the
paragraph relating
relating to photographs,
the paragraph
inserting in
by inserting
thereof;" by
Photographs. thereof;"
words
"being copies
of engravings
or works
"when
works of art," the words "when
engravings or
copies of
words "being
exceeding
not
price
a
at
the
same
are
sold
by
the
producer
at
wholesale
a
price
exceeding
wholesale
at
producer
the
by
sold
the same are
Hulls of
of vessels.
vessels, ten
ten cents
each, or
or are;"
are;" by
paragraph relating to
to "hulls,
"hulls,
striking from the paragraph
by striking
cents each,
Hulls
as launched,"
the word
word "launched,"
"launched," and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the words
words
launched," the
as
"finished, including
including cabins,
inner and
and upper
works ;" by inserting
inserting after
after
upper works;"
cabins, inner
"finished,
relating to "sails,
Sails,tents,&c.
the word
word "sewing,"
"sewing," in
the proviso
proviso to the paragraph
paragraph relating
"sails,
in the
tents, &c. the
Sails,
pasting;"
tents, awnings,
the words
"or past
/
Mg ;" by inserting
inserting at the
the
words "or
bags," the
and bags,"
awnings, and
tents,
following:
the
hollow-ware
and
end
of
the
paragraph
relating
to
stoves
hollow-ware
following:
stoves
to
end of the paragraph relating
Railroad
On railroad
railroad, boat, and ship spikes and
and tubes, made
made
and railroad,
chairs, and
railroad chairs,
""On
Railroad
in
out,
striking
by
chairs,
&c.
of
wrought
iron,
five
dollars
per
ton;"
;"
the second
second proton
per
dollars
five
iron,
wrought
of
chairs, &c.
rivets," the words ""upon
to ""rivets,"
Ante,
268.
viso of
the paragraph
paragraph relating
relating to
upon which
which no
no duty
duty
of the
viso
p. 268.
Ante, p.
has been
or,, paid,"
paid," and
and inserting
thereof the words "the
"the
inserting in lieu thereof
assessed or
been assessed
has
duty to
to which
was liable;"
liable;" and
after the
"loops," in the line folfolthe word "loops,"
and after
it was
which it
duty
lowing,
paid;" by
striking out the paragraph
paragraph
by striking
been paid;"
having been
"not having
inserting "not
lowing, inserting
relating
to steam-engines,
and inserting
thereof the following
following words:
words:
lieu thereof
in lieu
inserting in
steam-engines, and
relating to
boilers
the
Steam, &c.,
"
On
steam,
locomotive,
and
marine
including
the
boilers and
and all
all
engines,
"On steam, locomotive, and marine
Steam, &c.,
when
That when
Provided,
valorem:
engines.
their
parts,
a
duty
of
five
per
centum
ad
valorem:
Provided,
centum
per
five
of
duty
a
parts,
their
engines.
such boilers
once assessed
assessed and
and aa duty
duty, previously
previously paid
been once
have been
shall have
boilers shall
such
finthereon, the
shall be
be deducted
deducted from the duties on the finpaid shall
so paid
amount so
the amount
thereon,
Naphtha.

Naphtha.

ished engine.
engine.
ished
Boilers, tanks,
"
On boilers
of all
all kinds,
kinds, water-tanks,
water-tanks, sugar-tanks,
sugar-tanks, oil-stills, sewing-masewing-m5boilers of
" On
tanks,
Boilers,
&e.
chines,
lathes, tools,
tools, planes,
planes, planing-machines,
gearing, aaduty
planing-machines, shafting and gearing,
chines, lathes,
&c.
of
five per
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
per centum
of five
Iron railings,
"On iron
iron railings,
railings, gates,
fences, furniture, and statuary,
statuary, aa duty of
of five
five
gates, fences,
"On
Iron railings,
relating
paragraph
the
of
end
gates,
&c.
per
centum
ad
valorem;"
by
adding
at
the
paragraph
relating
by
valorem;"
ad
centum
per
gates, &c.
Quicksilver,
quicksilver the
the following:
"Provided, That
may be transThat quicksilver may
following: "Provided,
to quicksilver
Quicksilver. to
ferred, without
without payment
payment of
of the
to a
bonded warehouse
warehouse established
established
a bonded
duty, to
the duty,
ferred,
and
rules
such
under
regulations,
treasury
in
conformity
with
law
and
treasury
under
such
rules and
and
law
with
in conformity
other
or
bonds
transportation
regulations
and
upon
the
execution
of
such
transportation
or
other
regulations and upon the execution
bonds or
prescribe; said
security as
as the
Secretary of
Treasury may prescribe;
said bonds
or
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
security
such
which
from
district
the
of
other
security
to
be
taken
by
the
collector
such
collector
the
by
taken
be
other security to
removal
and may
may be
be transported
transported from
warehouse to a
abonded
bonded
such warehouse
from such
made; and
is made;
removal is
and
of
port
any
warehouse
used
for
the
storage
of
merchandise
of
entry;
at
merchandise
of
storage
the
for
used
warehouse
for
warehouse
bonded
the
from
quicksilver
so
bonded
may
be
withdrawn
bonded
warehouse
for
withdrawn
be
quicksilver so bonded may
foreign
removed for export
consumption
payment of
export to
to aaforeign
the duty, or removed
of the
on payment
consumption on
the provisions
country without
without payment
payment of duty, in conformity
conformity with the
provisions of
of
country
regulations,
rules,
all
law
relating
to
the
removal
of
distilled
the
regulations,
spirits,
distilled
law relating to the removal of
and
so far
far as applicable, shall
shall apply to quicksilver
quicksilver
which, so
of which,
conditions of
and conditions
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in bonded warehouse; and no drawback
drawback shall
shall in any
case be
allowed upon
upon No
No drawback
any case
be allowed
drawback
any quicksilver
quicksilver upon which
which any excise
excise duty
duty has been paid,
paid, either
either before
before on quicksilver
quicksilver
or after it has been placed
placed in bonded warehouse;"
by adding
adding at
the end
end
warehouse ;" by
at the
of the paragraph relating to copper
copper and lead ingots
ingots the
proviso:
the following
following proviso:
" Provided,
"
Provided, however, That brass made of copper
copper and
spelter, on
on which
which a
a Brass.
Brass.
and spelter,
duty of three per centum ad valorem
valorem shall have been assessed
duty
assessed and
and paid,
paid,
shall be assessed and pay aaduty of three per centum on
shall
increased
on the
the increased
value only
only thereof;"
paragraph relating
value
thereof;" by inserting in the paragraph
relating to rolled
rolled brass,
brass,
after the word "
"sheets,"
sheets," the words "copper,
"copper, zinc, and brass
nails or
or rivriv- Copper,
Copper, &c.,
&c.,
brass nails
ets;"
ets;" by adding to the paragraph
paragraph relating to patent, enamelled,
and nails.
enamelled, and
nails.
tent &c.
&
japanned
Provided, That when aaduty has been paid
japanned leather, the words ""Provided,
paid lleather.
teanth

on the leather in the rough, the duty shall be assessed and
only on
on
and paid only
the increased
increased value;"
value;" by striking out all
first sentence
of the
the proproall of
of the
the first
sentence of
viso
paragraph relating to wines or liquors, and
viso in the paragraph
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu Wines or
or
thereof the words "Provided,
" Provided, That the return,
return, assessment, collection,
collection an
liquors.
anddliquors.
the time of collection
duties
collection of the duti
es on such
suc h wines,
wi
nes, and
an d wine
made of
of
Ante, p.
p. 269.
269.
wine made
Ante,
grapes, shall
shall be subject to the regulations of the commissioner
of internal
commissioner of
internal
revenue ;"
revenue
;" by inserting in the paragraph
paragraph relating to cloth, after
the word
Cloth.
after the
word Cloth.
"felted,"
"felted," the words ""articles or;"
or;" after the
the word "warps,"
"warps," in the
the proviso
proviso
of said paragraph,
paragraph, by striking
striking out the word
word "for,"
"for," and
and inserting
in lieu
lieu
inserting in
thereof the words "sold
"sold before;"
before ;" by inserting
inserting in the
the paragraph
paragraph relating
relating
to ready-made
" dress,'
dress," the words "not
to
ready-made clothing, after the word "
" not otherwise Clothing.
assessed and taxed as such;"
such ;" and by striking
striking out
of the
the same
out of
same paragraph
paragraph
" does not exceed
exceed the sum
all after the words "
sum of,"
of," and
the words
words
and inserting
inserting the
"one
thousand dollars
"
one thousand
dollars per annum shall be exempt
exempt from duty;"
duty; by
by insertinserting in
in the paragraph
paragraph relating to manufactures
manufactures of cotton,
after the
Manufactures
cotton, after
the word
word Manufactures
"cloths," in the first proviso, the words " or articles," and after the word of ootton.
"fabrics,"
cloths," in
in the
the first
second
proviso,
pro vi
so
the
,th
words
e word
"sor"or
articles"
articles;"
and by
after
striking
the word
out of Ante,
cotton.p. 270.
"fabrics,"
in
the
second
proviso, the words "or articles;" by striking out Ante, p. 270.
the
"as
occur the second
the words "
as aforesaid,"
aforesaid," where
where they occur
second time
time in
in said
said proproviso,
proviso the words "and
viso, and by inserting at the end of said proviso
"and when
when
made wholly by the same manufacturer
manufacturer shall be
to a
aduty
duty only
only of
be subject
subject to
of
five per centum
valorem;" by striking out
centum ad valorem;"
out in
[the] paragraph
relating
in [the]
paragraph relating
to diamonds,
diamonds, precious
precious stones, and imitations
imitations thereof, and
other jewelry,
jewelry, Diamonds, &c.
&e.
and all
all other
the
" ten," and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the word ""five;"
the word "
by striking
striking
five;" by
out
out of
of said
said section the several paragraphs from the words "
cavendish,
" on cavendish,
plug, twist," down to and including the
and the
the other
other to
to the
the United
United
the words
words ""and
States," and inserting
inserting in lieu
the following:
lieu thereof the
following:
"On
snuff, manufactured
"On snuff,
manufactured of tobacco or any substitute for
for tobacco,
tobacco, Snuff.
Snuff.
ground dry or damp, pickled, scented,
scented, or otherwise, of
of all
all descriptions,
descriptions,
when 'prepared
prepared for use, forty
forty scents
cents per
per pound.
pound.
""On
On cavendish,
cavendish, plug, twist, and all other
other kinds
kinds of manufactured
manufactured tobacco,
tobacco, Tobacco.
Tobacco.
not herein otherwise
otherwise provided for,
forty cents
cents per
pound.
for, forty
per pound.
""On
On tobacco
reduced from leaf into aa condition
tobacco twisted by hand, or reduced
condition to
to
be
consumed, without
without the
the use of any machine
be consumed,
machine or
or instrument,
instrument, and without being pressed,
pressed, sweetened,
sweetened, or otherwise prepared,
prepared, thirty
thirty cents
per
cents per
pound.
"On
manufactured with
"On fine-cut chewing
chewing tobacco, whether
whether manufactured
the stems
stems in
in
with the
or
whether loose, in bulk, or in rolls,
or not, or however
however sold, whether
rolls, packages,
packages,
papers, wrappers,
wrappers, or boxes, forty cents per pound.
pound.
"On
"
On smoking
smoking tobacco of all kinds, and
thereof, not
not otherwise
otherwise
and imitations
imitations thereof,
herein provided for, thirty-five
thirty-five cents
cents per
pound.
per pound.
"On smoking tobacco made exclusively of stems, and so
"On
fifteen
so sold,
sold, fifteen
cents per pound.
"On
of tobacco,
tobacco, enclosed
a paper wrapper, and
"On cigarettes
cigarettes made
made of
enclosed in a
and put Cigarettes.
up
in packages
packages containing not
up in
not more than twenty-five cigarettes, and valued at not more than five dollars per hundred
five cents
cents per
hundred packages,
packages, five
per
package.
""On
all cigars,
cigars, cheroots,
On all
cheroots, and cigarettes,
cigarettes, made wholly of tobacco, or of Cigars,
Cigars, &c.
any
any substitutes therefor, ten dollars per thousand
thousand cigars;"
cigars ;" by inserting
in
inserting in
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the last
relating to
to cigars,
after the
the words
words ""imprisonment
imprisonment not
not
cigars, after
paragraph relating
last paragraph
the
exceeding thirty
words, ""And
person furnished
furnished with
with such
such
any person
And any
the words,
days," the
thirty days,"
exceeding
permit
may apply
to the
the assistant
inspector of the district
district to
assessor or inspector
assistant assessor
apply to
permit may
cigars of their own manufacture
manufacture counted;
counted; and on receiving aa
have any cigars
certificate
of the
the number
number for
for which
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the
by the
fee as
such fee
which such
certificate of
commissioner
of internal
internal revenue
shall be
be paid
paid by
by the
the owner
owner thereof,
revenue shall
commissioner of
may sell
such cigars
any purchaser,
the presence
presence of said
said
in the
purchaser, in
to any
cigars to
deliver such
and deliver
sell and
may
assistant assessor
or inspector,
inspector, in
in bulk
or unpacked,
payment of
without payment
unpacked, without
bulk or
assessor or
assistant
the duty.
copy of
of the
the certificate
retained by
by the
assistant
the assistant
be retained
shall be
certificate shall
A copy
duty. A
the
assessor, or
inspector, who
shall return
the same
assistant
same to the assistant
return the
who shall
by the
the inspector,
or by
assessor,
assessor
the district.
district. The
purchaser shall
shall pack
pack such
cigars in boxes,
such cigars
The purchaser
of the
assessor of
and have
have the
marked or
or stamped
according to the
stamped according
and marked
inspected and
same inspected
the same
and
provisions
act, and
same as inspected
a return
return of the same
make a
shall make
and shall
of this
this act,
provisions of
removed to aa bonded
to
the assistant
assistant assessor
and, unless
unless removed
assessor of the district, and,
to the
warehouse,
pay the
the duties
on such
such cigars
cigars within
five days after
after
within five
duties on
shall pay
warehouse, shall
purchasing them
them to
collector of
of the
the district
district wherein
were manumanuthey were
wherein they
the collector
to the
purchasing
factured,
and before
same have
removed from the store
store or buildbeen removed
have been
the same
before the
factured, and
ing
purchaser, or
or from
from his possession;
and any such purchaser
purchaser who
who
possession; and
of such
such purchaser,
ing of
shall neglect
for more
more than
and have
cigars duly inhave such cigars
pack and
to pack
days to
five days
than five
neglect for
shall
spected, and
the duties
thereon according
according to this
shall
this act, or who shall
duties thereon
pay the
and pay
spected,
purchase any
any cigars
cigars from
from any person
person not holding such permit, the duties
purchase
thereon not
not having
having been
shall be
deemed guilty
misdemeanor,
guilty of aa misdemeanor,
be deemed
paid, shall
been paid,
thereon
and be
fined not
five hundred
hundred dollars,
and be
not
imprisoned not
be imprisoned
dollars, and
exceeding five
not exceeding
be fined
and
exceeding
six months,
at the
of the
and the cigars
cigars shall
court, and
the court,
the discretion
discretion of
months, at
exceeding six
benefit of the informer, one fourth
be forfeited
forfeited and
fourth
and sold, one fourth for the benefit
be
for the
officer who
who seized or had
had them condemned,
condemned, and one
one half shall
shall be
the officer
for
paid
government."
to the government."
paid to
That
section ninety-six
ninety-six be
be amended
inserting after
after the
the words
con" conwords "
by inserting
amended by
Cider and ciderThat section
centrated milk,"
words "cider
"cider and
and cider-vinegar,
cider-vinegar, and sugar or molasmilk," the words
centrated
vinegar.
articles than
than the
;" by
out after
after
striking out
by striking
sugar-cane;"
the sugar-cane
other articles
from other
made from
ses made
Ante, p. 272. ses
words ""materials
materials prepared
prepared for the manuexclusively," the words
use exclusively,"
the words ""use
facture
hoop-skirts exclusively,
exclusively, and unfit
unfit for other use,
use, such as," and
and
facture of hoop-skirts
Hoop-skirts.
Hoop-skirts.
inserting
in lieu
thereof the word
word "
and," and by striking out the words
" and,"
lieu thereof
inserting in
"for
joining hoops
hoops together,"
and inserting in
thereof the words ""used
used
in lieu thereof
together," and
"for joining
in
manufacture of hoop-skirts."
hoop-skirts."
the manufacture
in the
"gold
That
section ninety-nine
ninety-nine be
be amended
amended by
gold
striking out the words "
by striking
&c., of
That section
Sales, &c.,
gold, Sm.
and
coin," and by striking
striking out the words
words ""of all conbullion and coin,"
silver bullion
and silver
&c.
gold,
" upon any
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
the words "upon
any
tracts for such sales," and
Ante, p. 273. tracts
sales
the sale
coin, one
and silver bullion and coin,
gold and
of gold
sale of
for the
or contracts
contracts for
sales or
tenth
of one
per centum
the amount of such sales or contracts."
contracts."
centum on the
one per
tenth of
That section
one hundred
hundred and
and three
three be
amended by
by adding
followadding the followbe amended
section one
That
Railroads,
after the word "vehicle,"
"vehicle," where
where it occurs
occurs the second time in the
steamboats, ca- ing after
nal-boats,
stages,
nal-boats, stages, section:
section: "Provided,
" Provided, That this section
section shall
shall not apply to those teams,
&c.
wagons,
used in
in the
the transportation
transportation of
of silver
silver ores from the
vehicles used
and vehicles
wagons, and
mines
the same
same is
is [are]
excavated to
to the
the place
where they
they are
are replace where
[are] excavated
where the
mines where
Ante, p.
p. 275.
duced
duced or worked."
worked."
That
hundred and three be further amended by inserting
inserting
That section one hundred
after the
any foreign
foreign port,"
the words
words ""but
shall
duty shall
but such duty
port," the
and any
words ""and
the words
after
be assessed
assessed upon
transportation of
of persons
and property shipped from
from
persons and
the transportation
upon the
be
a port
a
United States,
States, through
through aa foreign territory,
territory, to a
port
the United
within the
port within
a port
within
collected from,
and shall
shall be assessed upon, and collected
States, and
United States,
the United
within the
persons,
firms, companies,
companies, or
corporations within
within the United States reor corporations
persons, firms,
ceiving such
such freight
section one hundred
or transportation."
transportation." And that section
freight or
ceiving
and three
be amended
amended by
by adding
adding at the
end of said section
section the following:
following:
the end
three be
and
"
provided further, That
That no
tax under
under this section
section shall be assessed
assessed
no tax
" And
And providedfurther,
receipts do not exceed one thousand dollars
upon
person whose
whose gross receipts
any person
upon any
per
per annum."
That section
and five
five be
the
striking out, at the
be amended
amended by striking
one hundred
hundred and
section one
That
end thereof,
thereof, the
quarter then
then next preceding."
preceding."
" for the quarter
words "
the words
end

Permit for sale
of cigars
cigars before
before
of
inspection.
inspection,
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That section
section one hundred and nine be amended
amended by striking
striking but,
but, after
after
the words "one
"one hundred and," the word
word "
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
" two,"
two," and
thereof the
the word
word ""thre."
three."
That section one hundred and ten be amended by
by striking
after Savings
banks.
striking out,
out, after
Savings banks.
thereof," the words
the words "and
"and redemption
redemption thereof,"
words ""nor
nor to
savings bank
bank Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 278.
278.
to any
any savings
having no capital stock, and whose
whose business
to receiving
business is
is confined
confined to
receiving dedeposits and loaning the same
same on interest for
the depositors
depositors
for the benefit
benefit of
of the
only, and which do no
of banking."
banking."
no other
other business
business of
That section
section one hundred
hundred and
and sixteen be
amended by
by striking
striking out
all
be amended
out all
after the enacting clause, and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
following:
in lieu
thereof the
the following:
" That there shall be levied, collected, and paid
"
paid annually
annually upon
upon the
the annual
Income tax.
tax.
annual Income
gains, profits,
profits, and income
income of every person residing in
the United
United States,
States,
in the
or of any citizen
citizen of the United
United States residing
abroad, whether
derived Ante,
p. 281.
residing abroad,
whether derived
Ante, p.
281.
from any kind of property, rents, interests, dividends,
dividends, or
or salaries,
salaries, or
or from
from
any profession,
profession, trade,
trade, employment,
employment, or
in the
United
or vocation,
vocation, carried
carried on
on in
the United
elsewhere, or from any other source whatever, aaduty
States or elsewhere,
of five
five per
per Rate.
duty of
centum on the excess
excess over six hundred
hundred dollars and
not exceeding
exceeding five
five
and not
thousand
a duty of ten per centum
thousand dollars, and a
centum on
on the
the excess
over five
five
excess over
thousand
ascertaining the income
thousand dollars;
dollars; and in ascertaining
liable to
to Incomes,
income of
of any
any person
person liable
Incomes,
an income tax, the amount of income received
received from institutions
institu tions whose how
ascernuned.
how ascertained.
officers,
officers, as required
required by law, withhold a
the dividends
dividends made
a per centum
centum of the
made
by such institutions and pay the same to the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal
revenue, or other officer
officer authorized
authorized to receive the same, shall
included;
shall be included;
and the
the amount so withheld
withheld shall
shall be deducted
deducted from the tax
tax which otherwise would be assessed
assessed upon such person. And
And the duty
duty herein provided
provided
for shall be assessed, collected,
collected, and paid
paid upon the gains, profits,
and income
income
profits, and
for the year ending the thirty-first
thirty-first day of December
December next preceding
the
preceding the
time for levying, collecting, and
said duty:
duty: P
rov ided, Th
atincomes
incomesProviso.
and paying
paying said
Provided,
That
Proviso.
derived from interest upon notes, bonds,
bonds, and other securities
securities of
of the
the United
United
States, and also all premiums on gold and
be included
included in
in
and coupons
coupons shall
shall be
estimating
estimating incomes under this section. Provided,
Provided, further,
further, That
one
That only
only one
deduction of six hundred dollars
dollars shall be made
made from the aggregate
aggregate inin- Deduction.
comes of all the members of any
any family composed
composed of
parents and
minor
of parents
and minor
children, or husband and wife: And
And provided, further, That
That net
profits Profits, &c.,
80.,
net profits
e
frrates
realized by
by sales of real estate
for
which
from
sales
realized
estate purchased
purchased within the year
year f
or w
hi ch incomereal
a
i
es of
of real
is estimated,
estimated, shall be chargeable
chargeable as income; and
is
and losses on sales of real estate
estate estate.
purchased within
within the year for which income
income is
shall be
be deducted
deducted
is estimated,
estimated, shall
from the income of such year."
That section one hundred
seventeen be
hundred and
and seventeen
by striking
out
be amended
amended by
striking out
enacting clause, and inserting in
all after the enacting
the following:
in lieu thereof
thereof the
following:
"That
estimating the annual
"
That, in estimating
annual gai
ns, p
ro fit s,an
i
ncome o
person,Deductions.
gains,
profits,
anddincome
offany
any person,
Deductions.
all national,
national, state, county, and municipal
all
municipal taxes
taxes paid within
within the year
year shall
shall Taxes.
Taxes.
be deducted from
from the gains, profits,
profits, or income
income of the person
who has
has
person who
actually paid the same, whether
whether owner,
owner, tenant,
tenant, or
or mortgagor;
mortgagor; also the
the
services in the
salary or pay received for services
the civil, military, naval,
naval, or other
other
service of the United States,
representatives, and deleservice
States, including
including senators,
senators, representatives,
delegates in congress, above
above the rate of six hundred
hundred dollars
annum; also
also
dollars per annum;
the amount paid by any person for the
the
the rent of the homestead used or
Rent.
or Rent.
occupied by himself or his family, and the rental value
value of any
any homestead
homestead
used or
or occupied by any person
person or by his family, in his own right or in
in
the right of his wife, shall not be
be included
included and
and assessed
assessed as part of
of the
the inincome
come of such person. In estimating
estimating the
gains, profits,
profits, or
the annual
annual gains,
or income
income
of any person, the interest received
received or accrued
accrued upon all notes, bonds,
and Interest.
Interest.
bonds, and
mortgages, or other forms of indebtedness
indebtedness bearing
bearing interest, whether
whether paid
paid
or not, if good and collectable, less the interest paid by or
or due
from such
such
due from
person,
included and assessed
person, shall
shall be included
assessed as part of the income of such person
for etch
each year;
also
year ; and
anda
l
so all
all i
ncome or
i
ns derived
deri
ve df
rom t
he purc
hase and
andfromGains
Gains from
income
or ga
gains
from
the
purchase
sale of stocks or other property, real or personal, and of
of live stock,
stock, and
and sales.
sales.
the amount
amount of live stock, sugar, wool, butter, cheese, pork, beef, mutton,
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or
meats, hay
hay and
and grain,
or other
other vegetable
vegetable or
or other
productions,
other productions,
grain, or
other meats,
or other
being
growth or
produce of
of the
the estate
of such
person sold, not includsuch person
estate of
or produce
the growth
being the
ing
part thereof
thereof unsold
on hand
hand during
during the
the year
year next
next preceding
preceding
or on
unsold or
any part
ing any
the
thirty-first
of
December,
until
the
same
shall
be
sold,
shall
be
included
included
be
shall
sold,
be
shall
same
the
until
the thirty-first of December,
and assessed
as part
income of
person for
each year,
year, and
and his
his
for each
such person
of such
the income
of the
part of
and assessed as
share
the gains
gains and
of all
all companies,
companies, whether
whether incorporated
incorporated or
or
profits of
and profits
of the
share of
partnership, shall
be included
estimating the
annual gains,
profits, or
or
gains, profits,
the annual
in estimating
included in
shall be
partnership,
income of
of any
person entitled
to the
the same,
divided or
or otherwise.
otherwise.
whether divided
same, whether
entitled to
any person
income
Amounts paid In estimating deductions from
as aforesaid,
when any
any person
person
aforesaid, when
income, as
paid In estimating deductions from income,
Amounts
for
labor, &c.
rents buildings,
or other
other property,
property, or
labor to
to cultivate
cultivate land,
land,
or hires
hires labor
lands, or
buildings, lands,
&c. rents
for labor,
or to
to conduct
any other
from which
which such
actually deincome is actually
such income
business from
other business
conduct any
or
rived, or
or pays
actual incumbrance
incumbrance thereon,
thereon, the
the amount
amount
any actual
upon any
interest upon
pays interest
rived,
actually
for such
such rent,
labot, or
or interest,
interest, shall
deducted; and
also
and also
be deducted;
shall be
rent, labor,
paid for
actually paid
Repairs.
the amount
paid
out
for
usual
or
ordinary
repairs,
not
exceeding
the
averaverthe
exceeding
not
repairs,
ordinary
or
usual
for
the amount paid out
Repairs.
age
for the
five years,
be dedeshall be
years, shall
preceding five
the preceding
purposes for
such purposes
for such
out for
paid out
age paid
ducted,
no deduction
deduction shall
be made
for any
amount paid
out for new
paid out
any amount
made for
shall be
but no
ducted, but
buildings,
permanent improvements,
improvements, or
increase the
made to increase
betterments, made
or betterments,
buildings, permanent
Proviso,
value
any property
Provided, That
That in
in cases
cases where
where the
salary
the salary
estate: Provided,
or estate:
property pr
of any
value of
Proviso.
or
to any
the employment
or service
service of
employment or
in the
person in
any person
paid to
compensation paid
other compensation
or other
the
United States
not exceed
exceed the
the rate
of six
six hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
per
rate of
shall not
States shall
the United
annum,
be by
by fees,
irregular in
in the
the amount
amount or
or in
in
or irregular
uncertain or
or uncertain
fees, or
shall be
or shall
annum, or
such
earned,
been
the
tirne
during
which
the
same
shall
have
accrued
or
earned,
such
accrued
have
shall
same
the
which
during
time
the
salary
or other
other compensation
compensation shall
shall be
included in estimating
estimating the annual
annual
be included
salary or
gains,
income of
the person
person to
the same
same shall
shall have been
whom the
to whom
of the
or income
profits, or
gains, profits,
paid,
in such
the commissioner
of internal
revenue, under the
internal revenue,
commissioner of
as the
manner as
such manner
paid, in
direction of
of the
the Secretary
prescribe."
may prescribe."
Treasury, may
the Treasury,
of the
Secretary of
direction
List or
return.
That
one hundred
and eighteen
eighteen be
be amended
striking out all
by striking
amended by
hundred and
section one
That section
or return.
List
" That
after the
the enacting
enacting clause,
clause, and
inserting in
thereof the words, "
lieu thereof
in lieu
and inserting
after
a list
Ante, p.
p. 282.
it shall
shall be
duty of
of all
all persons
of lawful
age to make and
and render
render a
lawful age
persons of
the duty
be the
282. it
Ante,
or
manner as
as may
prescribed by
by the commay be prescribed
and manner
form and
such form
in such
return, in
or return,
missioner
internal revenue,
the assistant
assessor of
of the
the district
district in
assistant assessor
to the
revenue, to
of internal
missioner of
which
they reside,
the amount
income, gains, and profits, as
their income,
of their
amount of
of the
reside, of
which they
aforesaid;
and all
all guardians
trustees, whether
whether as executors, adminisand trustees,
guardians and
aforesaid; and
a list
trators,
or in
any other
other fiduciary
capacity, shall
shall make and render a
list
fiduciary capacity,
in any
trators, or
which
district
or
return,
as
aforesaid,
to
the
assistant
assessor
in
which
the
of
assessor
assistant
the
to
aforesaid,
as
return,
or
such guardian
guardian or
resides, of
of the
the amount
amount of income, gains, and
and
trustee resides,
or trustee
such
profits of
of any
minor or
they act as guardian
guardian or trustee;
trustee;
person for whom they
or person
any minor
profits
verified
and
the assistant
assistant assessor
list or
return to be verified
or return
every list
require every
shall require
assessor shall
and the
Oath.
by
the oath
oath or
or affirmation
affirmation of
party rendering
rendering it,
it, and may increase
increase
the party
of the
by the
Oath.
Increase,
the
amount of
any list or return,
return, if he has reason to believe that the
of any
the amount
Increase.
same is
is understated;
in case
persoh, guardian,
guardian, or trustee,
trustee, shall
any person,
case any
and in
understated; and
same
Neglect,
neglect or
or refuse
refuse to
and render such list or return, or shall
shall render a
a
make and
to make
neglect
or
Neglect, or
false
returns,
false
shall be
be the duty of the assessor or the
it shall
return, it
or return,
list or
fraudulent list
or fraudulent
false or
false returns.
assistant assessor
assesor to
make such
according to the best information
information he
such list, according
to make
assistant
can obtain,
obtain, by
by the
examination of
such person,
person, and
and his books and acof such
the examination
can
a
counts,
any other
and to
twenty-five per centum
centurn as a
add twenty-five
to add
evidence, and
other evidence,
or any
counts, or
Penalty.
penalty to
to the
the amount
amount of
the duty
such list in all cases of wilful
wilful
due on such
duty due
of the
penalty
Penalty.
neglect or
refusal to
to make
render aalist or return, and, in all cases of
and render
make and
or refusal
neglect
false or
or fraudulent
fraudulent list
having been rendered,
rendered, to add one
one hunreturn having
list or return
aafalse
dred
centum, as
penalty, to
to the
duty ascertained
be
ascertained to be
of duty
amount of
the amount
as aa penalty,
per centum,
dred per
due,
duty and
and the
additions thereto
as penalty
penalty to
assessed and
to be assessed
thereto as
the additions
the duty
due, the
collected
the manner
neglect or
or
provided for in other cases of wilful neglect
manner provided
in the
collected in
refusal
render a
fraudulent
a list or return, or of rendering aa false and fraudulent
to render
refusal to
Proviso.
return:
in his
his or her own behalf, or as guarparty, in
any party,
That any
Provided, That
return: Provided,
Proviso.
dian
or trustee,
trustee, shall
shall be
permitted to
declare, under oath or affirmation,
affirmation,
to declare,
be permitted
dian or
commissioner
the
form and
shall be prescribed by the commissioner
which shall
of which
manner of
and manner
the form
of internal
that he
he or
or she,
she, or
or his or her ward or beneficiary,
beneficiary,
revenue, that
internal revenue,
of
was not
of an
hundred dollars,
dollars, liable to be assix hundred
of six
income of
an income
possessed of
not possessed
was
or
sessed according
according to
to the
the provisions
this act;
act; or
or may
may declare
declare that he or
of this
provisions of
sessed

Live stock,
stock,
Live
produce, &c.
&c.
produce,
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she has been assessed
assessed and paid an income
income duty
in the
the same
same Income
Income paid
paid in
in
duty elsewhere
elsewhere in
year, under authority of the United States, upon
upon his or her
her gains
and another
another district.
district.
gains and
profits, as prescribed by law, and if the assistant
assistant assessor
be satisfied
assessor shall
shall be
satisfied
of the truth of the declaration,
declaration, shall thereupon
be exempt
exempt from
from income
income
thereupon be
duty in said district; or if the list or
any party
shall have
have been
been
or return
return of
of any
party shall
increased
increased by the assistant assessor, such
may exhibit
his books
books and
and
such party
party may
exhibit his
accounts,
accounts, and be permitted to prove and declare,
declare, under oath or affirmaaffirma- Amount
inAmount of
of intion,
tim, the amount of annual income
income liable
assessed; but
such oaths
oaths =
.ay be
liable to
to be
be assessed;
but such
come dinnay
he
and evidence shall not be considered
considered as conclusive
conclusive of the facts,
facts, and no
no proved
deductions
deductions claimed
claimed in such cases shall
be made
made or
or allowed
allowed until
until approved
shall be
approved
by the assistant assessor. Any person feeling
feeling aggrieved
aggrieved by
by the
the decision
decision
of the assistant
assistant assessor in such cases may appeal
of the
the Appeal
AppeaL
appeal to
to the
the assessor
assessor of
thereon, unless
district, and his decision thereon,
unless reversed
by the
the commissioner
reversed by
commissioner
of internal revenue, shall be final, and
time, and
and manner
manner of
of
and the
the form,
form, time,
proceedings shall be subject to rules and
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
and regulations
by
the commissioner
commissioner of internal
revenue."
internal revenue."
That section one hundred
hundred and nineteen
nineteen be
out the
tax,
be amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
the Income
Income tax,
days," and, after
words ""for thirty days,"
after the words "for
after," inserti
nsert when payable.
"for ten
ten days after,"
when
payable.
ing the words "
" notice and."
Ante, p.
p. 283.
283.
and."
Ante,
That section
section one hundred and twenty be amended by striking out, at
That
at Ante, p. 284.
"ac t," an
i
nserti
ng i
li eu thereof
th
ereo fthe
the word
the end
end thereof,
thereof, the
the word
word "act,"
andd inserting
inn lieu
word Ante p. 284.
"section."
"section."
That section
section one
hundred and twenty-five
That
one hundred
twenty-five be amended
amended by striking thereAnte, p.
p. 287.
287,
Ante,
from the word "and,"
"and," following
following the word
word ""custody,"
custody," and
lieu
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
"any."'
thereof the
the word
word "any."
That section
section one
thirty-three be amended
amended by adding, at Succession
That
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-three
Succession tto
the end
thereof, the
the following
the
end thereof,
following words:
words: "Provided,
"Provided, That no duty
shall realestate.
real estate.
duty shall
be levied in respect
respect of any succession
succession vesting
subsequent to
to Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 289.
289.
vesting before
before or
or subsequent
the passage of this act, where
where the successor
successor shall be the
wife of
of the
the predepredethe wife
cessor."
That section one hundred and thirty-five
amended by strikintY
thirty-five be amended
therestrikinge therefrom the word "
extensio n," and
an dinserting
i
nserti
ng i
li eu t
hereo ft
he word
"ex" extension,"
inn lieu
thereof
the
word "extinction."
tinction."
That
section one hundred and forty-nine be amended
That section
amended by striking
striking out
out Ante, p.
p. 291.
the word ""assment,"
assment," and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
word "assessment."
"assessment."
That section one hundred
hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight be amended
amended by
out
by striking
striking out
all after the enacting clause, and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
p. 293.
the following,
following, Ante, p.
293.
to wit:
wit: "
"That
to
That any person or persons
persons who shall make, sign,
or issue,
issue, or
or Penalty
for
sign, or
Penalty for
who
shall cause
cause to be made, signed,
who shall
signed, or issued,
issued, any instrument,
instrument, document, making,
making, paying,
paving,
or paper
paper of
any kind
kind or
whatsoever, or shall accept, negotiate, &c,
tunsntaipled
or
of any
or description
description whatsoever,
fo'es'eruumnisctuatusi,ildc.
or pay, or cause to be accepted, negotiated,
negotiated, or paid,
paid, any bill of exchange,
exchange,
draft, or order, or promissory note, for the
the payment
payment of
money, without
without the
the
of money,
same being duly stamped
stamped or having thereupon
thereupon an adhesive
adhesive stamp
for dedestamp for
chargeable thereon, with
noting the duty chargeable
intent to
to evade
evade the
the provisions
provisions of
with intent
of
this act, shall for every
every such offence forfeit the sum
dollars, and
and
sum of fifty
fifty dollars,
such instrument,
instrument, document,
docuimeft, or paper, bill, draft, order, or note
such
be
note shall
shall be
deemed invalid and of no effect: Provided,
deemed
Provided, That the title
purchaser Title
to real
real esestitle of
of aapurchaser
Title to
of land, by deed duly stamped,
stamped, shall not be defeated or affected
affected by the
ate'
the ttate.
want
a proper stamp on any deed conveying
want of a
conveying said land by any person
person
fiom, through,
through, or under whom his grantor
from,
grantor claims or holds
holds title: And
And
provided, further,
further, That hereafter,
provided,
hereafter, in all cases where
where the party has not
When and how
affixed to any instrument
by th
und
redand
an dfifty-fi
rs tsecsec -unstamped
un
strs
ut
,
a
nt
e
nxte
sd
nini
instrument [as]
[as] required
required by
thee one
one h
hundred
fifty-first
struments
may
tion of the act of June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four; or the be
be stamped.
stampe d! 3
schedule
B thereunto
and the stamp thereby required to Ante, p.
schedule marked
marked B
thereunto annexed,
annexed, and
p. 291
291,
be thereunto
thereunto affixed, at the time of making or issuing the said
said instrument,
instrument,
and
and he
he or
or they or any party having an interest therein
therein shall be subsequently
quently desirous of affixing such stamp'to said
said instrument, he
he or
or they
they shall
shall
appear before the collector of the revenue of the proper district,
district, who
who
shall, upon the payment of the price of the
stamp required
required by
by
the proper
proper stamp
VOL.X.
VOL.
XIII.

PUB.
PUB.—
41.
-PB-41.
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Penalty may
Penalty
be
remitted
be remitted
when, &c.
&c.

Stamp duty

not

required on,
on, &c.
Sc.c.
required
Ante, p.
p. 294.

Ante, p.
p. 296.

&c.,
Matches,
Matches, &c.,

not to
be made
not
to be
made in
bonded warehosde
house. ware-

Ante, p.
p. 297.
Receipts of ex
press companies.
companies.
press

Ante,.p.
Ante,.p. 300.

Playing-cards.
Playing-cards.
Ante, p. 302.
Ante, p.
p. 300.

Assignment of
lea
lease.
se.

Drawback.
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law, and
penalty of
fifty dollars,
dollars, and,
and, where
where the
the whole
whole amount
amount of
th(
of th(
of fifty
and of
of aa penalty
law,
duty
by the
stamp required
required shall
exceed the
the sum of
of fifty dollars,
shall exceed
the stamp
denoted by
duty denoted
on
at the
the rate
of six
six per
cent, on
from
on said duty from
per cent.
rate of
of interest
interest at
also of
on payment
payment also
the
which such
stamp ought
to have
have been
been affixed,
affixed, affix
the proper
proper
affix the
ought to
such stamp
on which
the day
day on
stamp
to such
note upon
upon the
the margin
instrument
said instrument
of said
margin of
and note
instrument and
such instrument
stamp to
the date
date of
of his
his so
doing, and
the fact
fact that
that such
penalty has
has been
been paid,
paid, and
such penalty
and the
so doing,
the
such instrument
instrument shall
held to
to be
as valid
valid to
to all
all
be as
and held
deemed and
be deemed
shall thereupon
thereupon be
such
intents and
and purposes
purposes as
when made
made or
or issued:
issued: Andprovided,
And provided,
stamped when
as if
if stamped
intents
further,
where it shall appear
appear to
otherto said collector, upon oath or otherfurther, That
That where
wise, to his satisfaction that any such instrument
instrument has not been
been duly
duly
stamped
at the
the time
or issuing
issuing the
the same
same by
by reason
reason of
of accident,
accident,
making or
time of
of making
stamped at
mistake, inadvertence,
inadvertence, or
or urgent
necessity, and
any wilful design
without any
and without
urgent necessity,
mistake,
to defraud
defraud the
United States
States of the stamp duty, or to evade
evade or delay the
the
the United
to
payment thereof,
thereof, then
then and
and in
in such
case, if such instrument
instrument shall, within
within
such case,
payment
twelve calendar
months after
the making
or issuing
issuing thereof,
thereof, be.
brought to
be. brought
making or
after the
calendar months
twelve
the
collector of revenue
revenue to
and the stamp
stamp duty chargebe stamped
stamped and
to be
the said
said collector
able
thereon shall
collector to remit
remit
be lawful
lawful for the said collector
be paid,
paid, it shall be
shall be
able thereon
stamped."
the
aforesaid and
instrument to be duly stamped."
cause such instrument
and to cause
penalty aforesaid
the penalty
amended by inserting before
That section one hundred
hundred and sixty be amended
before the
the
"accidental,"
word "
word
"injury" the
the word
accidental," and by striking
striking out the
the words
word "injury"
certifi"
after the words
words "nor
"nor on certifistriking out after
travelling;" also by striking
" while
while travelling"
inserting in lieu thereof
cates " the word
cates"
word "
"or," and inserting
thereof the word "of;"
"of ;" and
inserting in lieu
by
lieu thereof
thereof
articles," and inserting
by striking out the words ""other articles,"
"hay."
hay."
the word "
sixty-five be amended by striking out in
hundred and sixty-five
That section
section one hundred
in
contained," and inserting
the proviso
proviso the words "act
"act contained,"
inserting in lieu thereof the
" section."
word "
section."
section one hundred and sixty-seven
sixty-seven be amended
amended by striking
striking out
out
That section
the
word "or"
"or" where
where it occurs the second time, and inserting
inserting after
after the
the word
sale."
sell""the words
"expose
words "
expose for sale."
word ""sell
That
amended by striking out
one hundred
hundred and sixty-eight be amended
section one
That section
the words
" lucifer
matches and cigar-lights
words "
lucifer or friction matches
cigar-lights or wax
wax tapers."
tapers."
That section
hundred and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine be
be amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
after
one hundred
section one
That
offer," the words "or
"or expose;"
expose ;" and by inserting
inserting
the words
words ""who shall offer,"
inserting
exposed;"
" or exposed
"so offered,"
offered," the
the words "
;" and by inserting
words "so
after the
the words
in the proviso,
proviso, after
after the words
words "imported
"imported articles,"
articles," the words
words ""except
except
friction matches, cigar-lights,
tapers."
cigar-lights, and wax tapers."
lucifer or friction
That
hundred and seventy-one,
seventy-one,
preceding section one hundred
" Schedule B," preceding
That "Schedule
be amended
amended in the paragraph
paragraph marked
marked "
"receipts,"
receipts," by inserting, after
after the
the
word
property," the
the words
words "
by any
any persons,
persons, firms,
firms,
issued by
receipts issued
" except
except receipts
word ""property,"
or companies doing business as an express or express company on
on the
the
delivery of any property for transportation,"
transportation," and that ""Schedule C," preseventy-one, be amended
ceding section one hundred and seventy-one,
amended in all the paraparagraphs
concerning "playing-cards"
"playing-cards" by striking out, wherever
wherever it occurs,
occurs,
graphs concerning
the word
word "
retail." Add
end of
of the
"receipts,"
marked "receipts,"
the paragraph
paragraph marked
at the
the end
Add at
"retail."
the
the following:
more persons
persons shall sign the
"Provided, That when two or more
following: "Provided,
same receipt,
one or
more stamps,
equal in value to the several
several stamps
stamps
stamps, equal
or more
same
receipt, one
required
required by this act, may
may be affixed to said receipt in lieu of said
said several
stamps."
preceding section one hundred and seventy-one,
That ""Schedule
Schedule B," preceding
seventy-one,
amended by striking
be further amended
striking out the word "'lease"
lease" in the proviso in
in
&c:; and
and also by adding to said proviso
"mortgages," &c.;
the clause taxing "mortgages,"
provided further,
the following: "And
"And provided
further, That upon each
each and every
every assignrequired and paid equal
ment of any lease a
a stamp
stamp duty shall be required
equal to that
original instrument,
instrument, increased
increased by a
a stamp duty on the
the
imposed on the original
consideration or value
consideration
value of the assignment
assignment equal to that imposed upon the
conveyance
consideration or value."
conveyance of land for similar consideration
That section one hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one be amended by inserting
inserting
" refined coal-oil," the words ""crude petroleum
before the words "refined
petroleum or rock-
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oil;"
"all descriptions,"
oil;" and after the words "all
descriptions," by
inserting the
the words
words
by inserting
"bullion,
"bullion, quicksilver, lueifer or friction matches, cigar-lights,
and wax
wax
cigar-lights, and
tapers."
tapers."
In prosecuprosecuThat section one hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine be amended
amended by striking
striking In
tions, one half of
therefrom
" if a
a collector
therefrom the words "
collector or deputy
deputy collector,"
collector," and
by adding
adding at
and by
at fi'nsto
goeto in
fines to go to inthe end of the words ""use of the United
words ""and
where former.
United States,"
States," the
the words
and where
any penalty is paid without suit, or before
before judgment;
and aamoiety
moiety of
of the
the Ante, p. 305.
judgment; and
same is claimed by any person as informer, the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
the Secretary
on application
application to him, under such regulations
regulations as he
prescribe, shall
shall
he shall prescribe,
determine whether any claimant
claimant is entitled to such
moiety and
and to
whom
such moiety
to whom
the
paid."
the same
same shall
shall be
be paid."
SEC.
S
EC. 2. And be it further enacted, That from and
after the
passage
and after
the passage
of this act the proviso
proviso to section one hundred
and sixty-nine
of the
the act
to Ante, p. 297.
hundred and
sixty-nine of
act to
amendment shall not be held to
which this act is an amendment
to lucifer
lucifer Matches,
to apply
apply to
Matches,lights,
lights,
matches, friction matches, or other articles made in part of wood and
and tapers.
tapers.
and used and
for like purposes, nor to
wax tapers.
tapers.
to cigar-lights
cigar-lights and
and wax
SEC.
S
EC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That from and
after the
the thirtieth
and after
thirtieth Amounts
Amounts colcolday of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, the gross
lected, Sat.,
gross amount of all
all lected,
&c., to
to be
h
paid
into
the
duties, taxes, and revenues
revenues received or collected
collected by virtue
several Paid into t e
virtue of
of the several
treasury daily,
acts to provide
provide internal
internal revenue to support the
and to
to pay
pay the
the witolou
the government
government and
without deduc'deducn
tion.
interest on the public debt, and of any
any other act or acts that may
may now
now or tio
connected with the internal revenues,
hereafter be in force connected
revenues, shall
paid
shall be paid
by the officers, collectors, or agents receiving
receiving or collecting
the same,
same, daily
daily
collecting the
into the treasury
treasury of the United
United States, under the instructions
of the
the Secinstructions of
SecTreasury, without any abatement
abatement or
retary of the Treasury,
on account
account
or fleduction
deduction on
of salary, compensation, fees, costs, charges,
charges, expenses
expenses or claims of any
any
description whatever, anything
anything in any law to the
contrary notwithstandnotwithstandthe contrary
ing. And all moneys now directed by law to be paid
paid to the commissioner
commissioner
of internal
internal revenue, including
including those derived
the sale
shall
derived from the
sale of
of stamps,
stamps, shall
be paid into the treasury
treasury of the United
United States
making such
such
States by
by the
the party
party making
payment; and aacertificate of such payment stating
stating the name
name of the
the dede- certificate
of
Certificate of
positor and the specific account on which the deposit was
was made,
signed by
made, signed
by payment.
payment.
the treasurer, assistant treasurer, designated depositary, or proper officer
officer
of aadeposit bank,
bank, and transmitted to
received by
by the
commissioner
to and received
the commissioner
a compliance
of internal revenue, shall be deemed a
compliance with the law requiring
requiring
payment to be made to the commissioner,
commissioner, any law to the
the contrary
contrary notnot.
withstanding::Provided,
Provided, That in districts
districts where,
from the
the distance
of the
the Proviso.
where, from
distance of
collecting such duties, taxes, and
officer, collector, or agent receiving
receiving or
or collecting
and
revenues from aa proper government
government depository, the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Treasury
Treasury may deem it proper, he may extend the
the time
making such
such
time for making
payment, not exceeding, however, in any
any case, the
the period of one month.
month.
SEC.
4. And be it further enacted,
money as may be Appropriation
SEC. 4.
enacted, That so much
much money
Appropriation
necessary
expenses of
of
necessary for the payment of the lawful expenses,
expenses, incident to carrying
carrying for
for expenses
l
carrying the act
into effect the various acts relative
relative to the assessment
assessment and
the car
and collection
collection of
of the
''ieg
the act
into
eftect.
effect.
internal revenues
revenues after the thirtieth day of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-five, until the first day of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
and
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
and the
the same
same is
hereby, appropriated
appropriated from
from
for, be, and
is hereby,
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
any money in the treasury
appropriated. And
shall be
And it shall
be
the duty of such of the collectors
collectors of internal
internal revenue
Secretary of
of
revenue as
as the
the Secretary
Certain colleccollecCertain
the Treasury may direct to act as disbursing agents to pay the aforesaid
to disburse
aforesaid tors to
without
pay.
expenses, without increased
expenses,
increased compensation
compensation therefor,
therefor, and
and to give good and without pay.
sufficient bonds and sureties for the faithful performance
performance of
of their
their duties
duties
as such disbursing agents, in such sum and
and form as shall
shall be prescribed
prescribed by
by
the first comptroller of the treasury
approved by the Secretary.
treasury and approved
Secretary.
SEC.
Sae. 5. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That in
addition to
the duties
duties imim- Additional
in addition
to the
diAdditional duposed
ninety-four of the act to which
certain arposed in
in section
section ninety-four
which this is an amendment, as ties on certain
ticles.
hereinbefore
collected, and
hereinbefore amended, there shall be levied, collected,
and paid upon the tiles.
goods, wares, and merchandise therein
therein mentioned, except
except as hereinafter
hereinafter Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 264.
otherwise provided, an increase of one fifth or twenty per centum
centum of the
the
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duties or
of duty
in said
section, whether ad valorem
valorem
said section,
provided in
now provided
duty now
rates of
or rates
duties
or
Provided, That
That the
the additional
additional duties
herein
duty herein
or rates
rates of duty
duties or
specific: Provided,
or specific:
naphtha,
Exceptions,
mentioned
shall
not
apply
to
coal
illuminating
oil,
refined,
and
and
refined,
oil,
illuminating
coal
to
apply
not
shall
mentioned
Exceptions.
benzine
paper of
of all
all descriptions,
descriptions, printed
screws, paper
wood screws,
benzole, wood
and benzole,
benzine and
books,
similar publications,
publications, cotton,
and similar
reviews, and
pamphlets, reviews,
magazines, pamphlets,
books, magazines,
manufactured
tobacco, snuff;
and cheroots.
snuff, cigars, cigarettes, and
manufactured tobacco,
Tax
on bank
S
EC. 6.
be it
it further
That every
every national
national banking
banking assoassoenacted, That
further enacted,
And be
6. And
SEC.
bank
Tax on
circulation
bank, or
state banking
per
association, shall pay aatax of ten per
banking association,
or state
state bank,
ciation, state
after, ciation,
circulation after,
&c. &.
centum
amount of
notes of'
bank or state
state banking
banking assoof any state bank
of notes
on the
the amount
centum on
ciation,
paid out
out by
by them
after the
day of
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
of July,
first day
the first
them after
ciation, paid
sixty-six.
sixty-six.
Existing state
S
EC. 7.
And be
be it
further enacted,
That any
any existing
existing bank
organized
bank organized
enacted, That
it further
7. And
SEC.
Existing state
banks
pre- under
under the
paid-up capital of not less
less than
state, having aa paid-up
any state,
laws of any
the laws
banks to be preferred until, &c.; 'ev e • nye thousand
thousand
dollars,
which
shall
apply
before
the
first
day
of
day of
first
the
before
apply
shall
which
dollars,
ungtilo
ferred
in
applying
to&c;
be- seventy-five
come
nationat
July next
next for
for authority
authority to
national bank
bank under
under the
act entitled
entitled
the act
become aa national
to become
July
come nationat
secured by aapledge
banks.
"
An act
act to
currency secured
pledge of United
to provide
provide aa national currency
"An
banlks.
1804, ch. 106.
circulation and
and redemption
redemption thereof,"
thereof,"
the circulation
for the
provide for
to provide
and to
bonds, and
States bonds,
ch. 106. States
1864,
Ante,
approved June
June third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
comply
sixty-four, and shall comply
approved
99.
p. N.
Ante, p.
with all
the requirements
requirements of
of said act,
shall, if such bank be found by the
act, shall,
all the
with
comptroller
standing and
and credit, receive
receive
the currency to be in good standing
comptroller of the
such
in preference
to new
associations applying for
for the same:
same:
new associations
preference to
authority in
such authority
Proviso.
Provided,
That it
be lawful
lawful for
bank or banking
banking association
association
for any bank
shall be
it shall
Provided, That
Proviso.
organized
under state
state laws,
branches, the capital being joint
and having branches,
laws, and
organized under
and
to and
and used
used by
by the
the mother
branches in definite
definite promother bank and branches
assigned to
and assigned
portions,
to become
banking association in conformity
conformity with existnational banking
a national
become a
portions, to
ing
to retain
retain and
keep in operation
operation its branches,
branches, or such one or
and keep
and to
laws, and
ing laws,
more
of them
it may
may elect
retain; the amount
amount of the circulation
circulation
to retain;
elect to
as it
them as
more of
redeemable
the mother
branch to be regulated
regulated by the
mother bank and each branch
at the
redeemable at
used by each.
amount
of capital
assigned to
to and
and us,ed
capital assigned
amount of
Tax
on crude
crude
S
EC. 8.
8. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That there
there shall be levied, collected,
collected,
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Tax on
petroleum;
and paid on all crude
crude petroleum
petroleum or rock-oil
rock-oil that may be produced
produced and sold,
petroleum;
or
for consumption
or sale,
sale, a
duty of one dollar
dollar on each
each and
and every
a duty
consumption or
or removed
removed for
barrel of
not more
than forty-five
gallons; and all petroleum or rock-oil
rock-oil
forty-five gallons;
more than
of not
barrel
that
may be
possession of the producers
production on the
producers at the place of production
be in
in possession
that may
day when
treated as if produced on
held and treated
be held
shall be
effect, shall
takes effect,
act takes
this act
when this
day
when payable;
shall be paid by the owner, agent, or supersuperday; and the said duty shall
that day;
intendent of
the well
from which the petroleum
petroleum or rock-oil has been prowell from
of the
intendent
duced, within
the time of rendering
rendering the account
account required
after the
days after
ten days
within ten
duced,
to be
rendered by
by law
rock-oil so chargeable
chargeable with duty;
duty;
petroleum or rock-oil
law of petroleum
be rendered
to
to
lien,
and
and the said duty shall be aa lien upon the same and on the well produca lien.
to be a
ing
the buildings, fixtures,
fixtures, vessels, machinery, and tools,
ing the same, with the
and
on the
or tract
tract of
land where
where the same
same may be, until the said duty
of land
lot or
the lot
and on
shall
paid; and
person paying
paying such duty, if other than the actual
the person
and the
be paid;
shall be
owner
of said
petroleum, shall have a
a lien
lien on such petroleum
petroleum for the repayrepaysaid petroleum,
owner of
Provided, That any person who
advanced by him: Provided,
ment
who
the duties so advanced
ment of the
Penalty.
shall produce
petroleum or
or rock-oil,
rock-oil, and
and use
use or
or refine the same without
without
produce petroleum
shall
Penalty.
having
shall, in addition
addition to all other penalties
aforesaid, shall,
as aforesaid,
duty as
the duty
paid the
having paid
as aforesaid
amount of
and
forfeitures, be
liable to
to pay
the amount
of duties
duties as
aforesaid
double the
pay double
be liable
and forfeitures,
That when casks,
Proviso.
thereon:
Provided, further,
further, That
casks, barrels,
barrels, or other vessels,are
vessels are
thereon: Provided,
Proviso.
used, holding
than forty-five
paid for at
forty-five gallons, the excess shall be paid
more than
holding more
used,
the rate
rate of
of one
one dollar
dollar for every forty-five gallons.
the
Collecting,
SEC. 9.
9. And
be it
it further
enac t
ed, .Th
atevery
person who
who shall
shall be the
the
every person
That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
&c.,
Collecting, &e.,
tax on
petroleum. owner
owner of
producing petroleum
petroleum or rock-oil, or who shall have
any well producing
of any
onpetroleum.
tax
such well
under his superintendence,
either as agent for the owner or on
on
superintendence, either
well under
such
his own
own account,
account, and
aforesaid,
every person who shall use any well as aforesaid,
and every
his
either as owner,
owner, agent, or otherwise,
otherwise, shall, from day
day to day, make true
either
'and
or cause
be entered in aabook to be kept for that purcause to be
entry, or
exact entry,
and exact
barrelled or
pose,
number of barrels
barrels of crude petroleum or rock-oil, barrelled
or
the number
pose, the
removed
or for consumption;
consumption; which book shall be
removed for storage, or for sale, or
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open at all times when required for the
the inspection
of the
the assessor,
assessor, assistassistinspection of
ant assessor, collector, deputy collector or inspector,
may take
take any
any
inspector, who may
memorandums
memorandums or transcript
transcript thereof;
thereof; and
and on the
eleventh, and
twenty- Returns
the first, eleventh,
and twentyReturns trifirst days of each and every month, or within
within five
the monthly.
five days thereafter,
thereafter, the
monthly.
owner, agent, or superintendent
render to
to the
the assessor
the district
district
superintendent shall render
assessor of
of the
an account in duplicate of the number of
rock-oil
of barrels
barrels of
of petroleum
petroleum or
or rock-oil
sold, and of the number of barrels removed
removed for
for consumption
or sale
sale or
or
consumption or
storage, not before accounted
accounted for.
for.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 10. And be it further
enacted, That wherever,
wherever, under
under the
the proviso
proviso Railroad,
Railroad, &c.,
fares.
to section one hundred
hundred and three, the addition
addition to any fares shall amount
amount fares.
to aasum involving the fraction
fraction of one cent, any person or company liable
Ante, p. 276.
276.
to the duty of two and one half per cent., as in said section provided,
shall
provided, shall
be authorized to add to such fare
fare one cent
in lieu
cent in
lieu of
of such
such fraction.
fraction.
SEC.
enacted, That
That lucifer
SEC. 11.
11. And be it
it further enacted,
lucifer or friction
friction matches,
matches, and Lucifer matchcigar-lights and wax tapers, may be transferred,
es, &c.,
may be
&., may
transferred, without payment
payment of duty, es,
be
transferred to
manufacture to aabonded warehouse
directly from the place of manufacture
established bonded
warehouse established
wt
bonded warein conformity
conformity with law and treasury regulations;
regulations; and upon the
execution house.
the execution
transportation bonds, or
of such transportation
or other security,
of the
the
security, as the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury may prescribe,
prescribe, said bonds
Treasury
bonds to be taken
taken by
the collector
collector in
the
by the
in the
district from which such removal
may be
be withdrawn
there- Withdrawal.
-emoval is
is made,
made, and may
withdrawn thereWithdrawal.
from. for consumption after affixing
affixing the
provided by
by the
the stamps
stamps thereto,
thereto, as
as provided
the
act to which this act is an amendment,
amendment, or
be removed
removed therefrom
therefrom for
or may
may be
for
export
export to aa foreign country
country without
without payment
payment of duty or affixing
affixing stamps
thereto, in conformity with the provisions
provisions of the'act
the act aforesaid,
aforesaid, relating
relating to
to
the removal of distilled spirits, all the rules and
and regulations
regulations and
and conditions
conditions
of which, as far as applicable, shall apply to lucifer
lucifer or friction
matches,
friction matches,
cigar-lights, and wax tapers in bonded
bonded warehouse. And no drawback
drawback shall No drawback.
drawback.
in any case be allowed
allowed upon any lucifer
lucifer or friction
friction matches, cigar-lights,
cigar-lights, or
or
wax tapers upon which
which any excise
excise duty
duty has been paid, or
stamps affixed,
affixed,
or stamps
either before or after they have been
been placed in
warehouse.
in bonded
bonded warehouse.
SEC.
SEC. 12. And be it further enacted,
enacted, that
that any person required
required by law Manufacturers
Manufacturers
ise
c
co
e,
n&c.,to
a manufacturer
to be licensed as a
manufacturer of tobacco, snuff, or cigars, before
before said of tobaf
tobcco,
&e.,
before
license is issued, shall give aabond to the
the United
such sum
sum as
United States in
in such
as give
bond.
give
shall be required by the collector,
collector, and
and with
with one or more
sureties to
to be
more sureties
be
conditioned that he will
approved by the collector, conditioned
comply with all
all the
the
will comply
requirements of law, in regard
regard to any persons, firms,
firms, companies,
companies, or
or corporac6rporations engaged in
of tobacco,
snuff, or
or cigars;
that he
he will
will
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
tobacco, snuff,
cigars; that
manufacture tobacco, snuff,
not manufacture
manufacture nor employ others to manufacture
snuff; or
or cigars
cigars
without first obtaining the requisite
requisite permit for such
that he
such manufacture;
manufacture; that
he
will not engage in any attempt by himself or by collusion
Conditions of
collusion with
with others to Conditions
of
bond.
defraud
government of any duty or tax on any manufacture
defraud the government
manufacture of tobacco,
tobacco, bond.
snuff, or cigars; that he will render
snuff,
render truly
correctly all
all the
the returns,
truly and
and correctly
returns,
statements,
manufacturers of tobacco, snuff,
statements, and inventories prescribed
prescribed for
for manufacturers
and cigars, and will pay to
the district
duty or
or
to the
the collector
collector of
of the
district all
all the
the duty
taxes which may or should be assessed
assessed and due on any
or
any tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
cigars, so manufactured,
manufactured, and that he
not knowingly
or
he will not
knowingly sell,
sell, purchase,
purchase, or
receive
receive for sale any such tobacco, snuff, or cigars
cigars which
which has
has not
not been
been ininspected, branded,
branded, or stamped, as required by
which the
the tax
tax
by law, or
or upon which
has not been paid.
SEC.
enacted, That all persons and
SEC. 13.
13. And be it further enacted,
every person
and every
person Lott,ery
Lottery dealers
dealers
who shall engage or be concerned
license;
concerned in the business
a lottery
business of a
lottery dealer with- without
without license;
out having first obtained aalicense so to do, under such rules and regulations as shall be prescribed
Secretary of the Treasury,
prescribed by the Secretary
Treasury, shall forfeit
forfeit
and pay a
a penalty of one thousand
dollars, to
to be
assessed by
the assessor
thousand dollars,
be assessed
by the
assessor penalty.
of the proper district and collected
collected as assessed taxes
taxes are collected,
collected, subject,
nevertheless,
nevertheless, to the provisions
provisions of law relating to erroneous
erroneous assessments,
assessments,
and shall, on conviction by any court of
competent jurisdiction,
suffer im.imof competent
jurisdiction, suffer
prisonment
a period not exceeding
prisonment for a
exceeding a
a year, at the discretion
discretion of
of the
the
court. And it shall be the duty of all managers
managers and.
and proprietors,
proprietors, and
*
41 *
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their agents,
or cause
be kept,
kept, just
true bpoks
books of
of account
account
Managers
to be
just and
and true
agents, to
to keep,
keep, or
cause to
Managers of their
lotteries to
to keep
keep wLerein
lotteries
wherein all their transactions shall be plainly and
and legibly
legibly set forth, which
which
books,
boo0,&c.G.
books
of account
books of
account shall
shall at all reasonable
reasonable times and hours be subject to the
inspection
assistant assessor,
assessor, revenue
agent, and
and inspector
inspector
revenue agent,
of the
the assessor,
assessor, assistant
inspection of
of
proper district;
manager, proprietor,
proprietor, agent,
agent, or
or vender
vender
any manager,
of the
the proper
district; and
and any
who shall
of his
his or
or their
their
inspection of
refuse or
or prohibit
prohibit such
such inspection
Penalty
under this
this act,
act, who
shall refuse
Penalty for re- under
aforesaid, shall
shall pay a
apenalty of one thousand dollars,
suffer
fusing inspection. books, as aforesaid,
dollars, or
or suffer
imprisonment
exceeding one
year for
for every
every such offence.
offence.
one year
for a
a term
term not
not exceeding
imprisonment for
SEC. 14.
14. And
And be
be it
That the
the capital
capital of
any state
state bank
bank
What to be
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
of any
deemed the
the capior
banking association
association which
has ceased,
ceased, or
or shall
cease
to
exist, or
or which
deemed
capior
banking
which
has
shall
cease
to
exist,
which
tal of
of a
a state
state
°
has been
be converted
converted into
into a
national bank,
the purposes
purposes
for all
all the
a national
bank, for
been or
or shall
shall be
bank, for purhas
poses of
of this act. of the act to which
amendment, shall be assumed
which this is an amendment,
assumed to be the capcapital as
it existed
existed immediately
immediately before
such bank
bank ceased
ceased to
to exist
exist or
or was
conwas conbefore such
ital
as it
verted as
as aforesaid.
And whenever
the outstanding
any
circulation .of
of any
outstanding circulation
aforesaid. And
whenever the
verted
bank, association,
or person
person shall
be reduced
reduced to
an
Circulation
shall be
to an
corporation, company,
company, or
Circulation
bank,
association, corporation,
when
of tax.
tax. amount not exceeding
when free
fiee of
exceeding five
five per centum of the chartered
chartered or declared
declared capital
the time
the same
was issued,
said circulation
shall be
be free
free
circulation shall
at the
time the
same was
issued, said
tal existing
existing at
from
whenever any
any state
or banking
banking association
association has
has
state bank
bank or
taxation. And
And whenever
from taxation.
been
national banking
banking association,
association, and
and such
such national
national
into a
a national
been converted
converted into
banking
association has
the liabilities of such
such state bank or bankhas assumed
assumed the
banking association
ing association,
including the
the redemption
bankits bills, such national bankredemption of its
ing
association, including
ing association
association shall
shall be
required return
return and payment
payment on
be held to make
make the
the required
ing
the
five
the circulation
circulation outstanding, so long as such circulation shall exceed five
per centum
centum of
the capital
conversion of such state bank
bank or
per
of the
capital before such conversion
banking association.
banking
further enacted,
If in any port
SEC. 15. And
enacted, That in any port of the United
SEC.
And be it further
there
more
there is
States in which there is
more
collector of internal revenue, the
is
more
is
more
than
one collector
than one collector
collector
Secretary
shall designate
designate one
one of
of said
said collectors
collectors to
to have
have
the Treasury
Treasury shall
of internal revSecretary of
of the
enue,
enue, one
one to be
be charge of all matters relating to the exportation
exportation of articles
articles subject to
designated te atinternal revenue;
revenue; and at such ports as
to provide
provide internal
duty under the
the laws to
designoatedptat- duty
tend to exportathe
the Treasury
deem necessary
necessary there
there shall
shall be
be an
an offioffimay deem
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury may
&c.
tion, &c.
exportation and drawcer
superintend all matters of exportation
drawcer appointed by him to superintend
back,
compensation therefor
therefor
the collector,
collector, whose
whose compensation
the direction
direction of
of the
back, under
under the
shall
prescribed by the Secretary
not exceeding,
exceeding,
shall be prescribed
Secretary of the Treasury, not
however,
in any
which, tothousand dollars, which,
an annual rate
rate of two thousand
however, in
any case, an
gether
office expenses of such superinten[den]ce,
superinten[den]ce, shall not be
gether with the office
included in
of the
the aggregate
of the
office of the
expenses of
the office
the maximum
maximum of
aggregate expenses
included
in the
said
bureau of
documents in the bureau
said collector. And
And all books, papers,
papers, and
and documents
Drawbacks.
drawback in the
the different
different ports, relating
drawback of duties paid
paid
relating to the drawback
Drawbacks.
under the internal
internal revenue
delivered to said collector
collector of
revenue laws, shall be delivered
internal revenue.
Repealing
Repealing
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted,
SEC. 16. And
enacted, That
That all provisions of any former
clause.
clause.
repealed: Proact inconsistent with the provisions
provisions of this act are
are hereby repealed:
by any
any previous
has
Saving of du- vided,
previous act, which has
That no
no duty
duty imposed
imposed by
vided, however,
however, That
ties imposed and
and become due or of which return
be
return has been or ought
ought to be made, shall be
fines, &c.,
of fines,
&c., inremitted
by this
act, but
the same
same shall
be collected
collected and
paid,
and paid,
shall be
but the
this act,
or released
released by
remitted or
curred.' &
curred.
and all fines and penalties heretofore
heretofore incurred
incurred shall be enforced
enforced and collected, and all offences
heretofore committed
committed shall be punished as if this
offences heretofore
act
passed; and
commissioner of
internal revenue,
of internal
revenue,
and the
the commissioner
act had
had not been passed;
to
authorized to
under
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, is authorized
under the direction of the Secretary
make all necessary
prescribe all necessary
necessary forms and
and
necessary regulations
regulations and to prescribe
proceedings
for the
of such
such taxes
taxes and
and the
enforcement of
of such
such
the collection
collection of
the enforcement
proceedings for
fines and penalties for the execution of the provisions of this act.
S
EC. 17.
17. And
it further
enacted, That
That the
the privilege
privilege of
of purchasing
Supplies for the
purchasing
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
United States
supplies
supplies of goods imported
imported from foreign
foreign countries
countries for the.
the use of the
may be purchased
hereafter shall exist by promay be purchased United States, duty free, which now does or hereafter
duty tree.
vision of law, shall be extended,
extended, under such regulations as the Secretary
of the Treasury may prescribe,
prescribe, to all
all articles of domestic
domestic production which
are
are subject
subject to
to tax
tax by the
the provisions
provisions of
of this act.
act.
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SEC. 18. And be it
SEc.
it further
That this
this act
shall be
and When act takes
further enacted,
enacted, That
act shall
be in
in force
force and
takes
effect.
effect on and after the first day of
and effect.
of April,
April, in the
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, unless otherwise
otherwise provided
by this
act.
sixty-five,
provided by
this act.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
S
EC. 19. And be it further
That the Secretary
Treasury Commission
Secretary of
of the Treasury
Commission
authorized to appoint aacommission,
raising revis hereby authorized
commission, consisting
consisting of three persons,
persons, upon
upon raising
revenue
taxation.
to inquire and report, at the earliest practicable
practicable moment,
moment, upon
upon the subject
subject enue by
by taxation.
of raising, by taxation,
taxation, such revenue
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary in
in order
order to
to Duty and
revenue as
Duty and
supply the wants of the government, having
having regard
and including,
including, the
regard to,
to, and
the power
power of corncommissioners.
sources from which such
such revenue should be
drawn, and
the best
and most
most missioners.
be drawn,
and the
best and
efficient mode of raising the same, and to
the form
of a
abill;
bill; and
and
to report
report the
form of
that such commission
commission have power to inquire
inquire into the manner
and effimanner and
efficiency of the present and past methods
collecting the
internal revenue,
revenue,
methods of collecting
the internal
and to take testimony in
and under
under such
such regulations
as may
may
in such manner
manner and
regulations as
be prescribed
prescribed by
the Treasury.
Treasury. And
such commissionby the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
And such
commissioners shall receive for their services three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars a
month for
for the
the Pay.
a month
Pay.
time necessarily employed, and
travelling expenses.
and their
their necessary
necessary travelling
expenses.
SEC.
SEC. 20. And
further enacted,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasAnd be it
it further
enacted, That
Treas- Clerks
office
Clerks in office
ury may, at any time prior to the first.day
first day of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and of commissioner
commissioner
revsixty-six, assign to the office
office of the commissioner
commissioner of internal revenue of
internal revof internal
enue.
enue.
such number of clerks as he may deem necessary,
of
necessary, or the
the exigencies
exigencies of
the public service may require;
the privilege
franking all
all letters
letters Franking
require; and the
privilege of
of franking
Franking
privilege.
pertaining to the duties of his office, and of receiving
and documents pertaining
receiving free
free privilege.
of postage all such letters
and documents,
documents, is
hereby extended
extended to
to said
said comcomletters and
is hereby
missioner.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
LXXIX. —
- An
An Act to amend
CHAP. LXXIX.
several Acts
Acts heretofore
provide for
the
amend the several
heretofore passed
passed to
to provide
for the
Enrolling
Forces, andfor other Purposes.
Purposes.
Enrolling and Calling out the National
National Forces,

March 3,
8, 1865.

A

. .

Ante, p. 6.

enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
Senate and House
Representatives of
United
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
measure of
of allowallow- Officers'
assembled, That the
the measure
Officers' sera private soldier as fixed vants.
ance for pay for an officer's
officer's servant is the pay of a
vants.
by law at the time; that no non-commissioned
non-commissioned officer
officer shall
shall be
detailed or
or
be detailed
employed to act as a
aservant, nor shall any private
private soldier be
be so detailed
detailed
or employed except with
with his
consent; that
that for
for each
each soldier
soldier employed
employed
his own
own .consent;
as aaservant
servant by any officer there shall
be deducted
deducted from
from the
the monthly
shall be
monthly pay
pay
of such officer the full monthly pay and
allowances of
of the
so ememand allowances
the soldier
soldier so
ployed;
and' that, including any soldier or soldiers so employed,
ployed; and.
employed, no officer
officer
shall be allowed for any greater number
number of
of servants than
now provided
than is
is now
provided
by law, nor be allowed
allowed for any
not actually
and in
in fact
fact in
any servant
servant not
actually and
in his
his
employ.
employ.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That non-commissioned
non-commissioned officers and
and Clothing for
for
privates in the volunteer service shall receive
in volunsame amount
of clothcloth- soldiers
receive the
the same
amount of
soldiers involunteer service.
ing as non-commissioned officers and privates of the
service.
the same arm of the teer
regular army.
regular
army.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 3. And
And be it further
enacted, That
That if
discharged for
for Bounty due cerif a
a soldier,
soldier, discharged
soldiers, to
wounds received
received in battle, die before receiving
receiving the bounty
bounty provided
provided by tain soldiers,
whom payable.
the act of March third, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, entitled ""An
An whom
payable.
1863,
1863, ch.
ch. 84.
84.
act to amend an act to authorize
authorize the employment
employment of
volunteers, and
and so
so Vol. xii.
of volunteers,
xii. p.
p. 78.
758.
forth," the bounty due shall be paid to the following
following persons, and in the
the
order following, and to no other person, to wit: first,
of such
such
first, to
to the
the widow
widow of
deceased soldier, if there be one; second,
second, if there
there be
be no
then to
to
no widow,
widow, then
the children
children of such deceased soldier, share and share alike; third,
if such
such
third, if
a widow, or child or children,
soldier left neither
neither a
children, then
then and
in that
that case
case
and in
such bounty shall be paid to the following
following persons, provided
they be
be resiresiprovided they
dents of the United States, to wit: first, to his father; or if he shall not
not
be living, or has abandoned the support of
then to
to the
the mother
of his family, then
mother
of such soldier; and if there be neither father nor mother
aforesaid,
mother as
as aforesaid,
then such bounty shall be paid to the brothers and
sisters of
of the
and sisters
the deceased
deceased
resident as
soldier, resident
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
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Persons
dieS
EC. 4.
be it
it further
further enacted,
every non-commissioned
non-commissioned officer,
officer,
That every
enacted, That
And be
4. And
SEC.
Persons disdischarged
hereafter be, discharged
person, who has been, or shall hereafter
charged
by
private,
or other person,
private, or
charged by
reason
of wounds, from the army of the United States by reason of wounds
received in
&c.,
wounds received
' from the army of the United States by reason
reeiv's
toto receive
&c,°
bounty.
battle, on
on skirmish,
skirmish, on picket,
action, or in the line of duty, shall be
picket, or in action,
battle,
bounty.
entitled to
to receive
the same
as if
served out his
term;
his full term;
had served
he had
if he
bounty as
same bounty
receive the
entitled
and all
all acts
acts and
parts of
of acts
this are
hereby repealed.
repealed.
are hereby
with this
inconsistent with
acts inconsistent
and parts
and
Pay
SEC. 5.
5. And
That all
all persons
persons of
color who were
of color
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
allow- SEC.
and allowPay and
ances
persons enlisted
enlisted and mustered into the
the military service
service of the United States in
of persons
ances of
of color enlisted, South Carolina, by and under
Major-General Hunter
Sze.
direction of Major-General
Hunter
olorenlisted, South Carolina, by and under the direction
and
Brigadier-General
Saxton,
in
pursuance
the
the
the authority from the
of
pursuance
in
Saxton,
and Brigadier-General
Secretary
War, dated
dated August
hundred and sixtyeighteen hundred
twenty-fifth, eighteen
August twenty-fifth,
of War,
Secretary of
two, "that
"that the
the persons
so received
into service,
service, and their
their officers,
officers, to be
received into
persons so
two,
entitled to
to and
the same
same pay
rations as
allowed by law to
are allowed
as are
and rations
pay and
receive the
and receive
entitled
other volunteers
the service;"
service;" and
every case
case where
where it
be
it shall be
in every
and in
in the
volunteers in
other
made to
appear to
satisfaction of
of the
the Secretary
of War that any regiSecretary of
the satisfaction
to the
to appear
made
ment of
of colored
colored troops
troops has
has been
been mustered
mustered into
into the service
service of
of the United
United
ment
States, under
any assurance
President or the Secretary
Secretary of War,
by the President
assurance by
under any
States,
that the
non-commissioned officers
officers and
and privates
regiment should
should
privates of such regiment
the non-commissioned
that
be paid
paid the
the same
same as
troops of
the same
arm of the service,
service, shall,
same arm
of the
other troops
as other
be
from the
of their
pay and
and allowances
allowances as
same pay
the same
receive the
enlistment, receive
their enlistment,
date of
the date
from
are
allowed by
to other
in the
the military
military service;
service; and the
the
volunteers in
other volunteers
law to
by law
are allowed
Secretary of
of War
shall make
necessary regulations
regulations to cause
cause payment
payment
all necessary
make all
War shall
Secretary
accordance herewith.
to
herewith.
to be made in accordance
enacted, That
Six
SEC. 6. And
it further enacted,
That the President
President is hereby
hereby authorauthorAnd be it
SEC.
regiments
Six regiments
of volunteer
volunteer enen- ized
to enlist
or organize,
out of troops
service, six regiments
troops already in the service,
or
organize, out
enlist
to
ized
of
gineers.
of
engineers, to be organized in accordance
accordance with
with existing laws,
volunteer engineers,
of volunteer
eers.
Pay,
to
pay and
regular
engineer troops of the regular
allowances of engineer
and allowances
same pay
the same
have the
to have
&c.
Pay, &c.
army,
and to
to be subjected
subjected to the rules and articles of war.
army, and
Volunteer enSac. 7. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the President is hereby authorAnd be it further
SEC.
enVolunteer
regiment of
gineers.
ized to
two additional
additional companies
added to the regiment
companies to be added
enlist two
to enlist
ized
gineers.
volunteer
under the provisions of an act approved
approved May
May
raised under
engineers raised
volunteer engineers
" An
1864,
02.
twentieth, eighteen
sixty-four, entitled
entitled "
An act to organize
organize
hundred and sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
twentieth,
ch. 92.
1864, ch.
considered
regiment shall be considered
Ante,
P. 80.
80.
of veteran
veteran volunteers,"
volunteers," and said regiment
aaregiment
regiment of
Ante, p.
one of
of the
the regiments
regiments authorized
preceding section of this act.
authorized in the preceding
one
Reduced
reguSac. 8.
8. And
it further
That whenever
whenever aa regiment
regiment in the
the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Reduced reguhr regiments.
regiments.
regular
army is reduced
officer shall be
be
below the minimum number, no officer
reduced below
regular army
lar
necessary for tfe
appointed
regiment beyond
beyond those
those necessary
tile command
command
appointed in such aa regiment
of such reduced
reduced number.
enacted, That
Brevet officers
SEC. 9.
9. And be
further enacted,
That officers
officers by brevet in the regular
regular
be it
it further
SEC.
officers
Brevet
allowance as brevet officers
in
army. army
shall receive
same pay and allowance
officers of the
the same
receive the
army shall
in regular
regular'army.
same grade
grade or
the volunteer
volunteer service, and no more.
in the
rank in
or rank
same
Double
rations
SEC. 10.
And be
it further
construction of the
the
further enacted, That the true construction
be it
10. And
SEC.
Double rations
organization of the army, and for
allowed
to sixth
sixth section
section of the "act
for
"act respecting the organization
only to
allowed only
what officers.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
purposes," approved
officers.
what
1842,
ch. 186, other purposes,"
approved August
August twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
and
§
6.
forty-two, and
and of
of all
relating in any way to the allowance
allowance of double
double
laws relating
all laws
forty-two,
§ 6.
allowance to the following
Vol. v.
p. 513.
513. rations
rations to officers,
officers, authorizes such allowance
following officers,
officers, and
and
v. p.
Vol.
commanding the armies
general-in-chief commanding
to no
others whatever:
armies of
whatever: to the general-in-chief
no others
to
a separate
the United
general officer commanding
commanding in chief a
separate
States; to each general
United States;
the
general officer commanding
commanding a
a geoarmy actually in the field; to each general
departments; and to
military departments;
graphical division
embracing one or more ylitary
division embracing
graphical
each officer
commanding a
military geographical
department; and that
that
geographical department;
a military
officer commanding
each
any general
general order
order or
regulation or usage allowing
allowing double rations
rations to aa
or regulation
any
officer than those above mentioned is illegal
chief of staff
other officer
staff or any other
chief
and void.
enacted, That the bounty
Bounty
S
EC. 11.
11. And
And be it further enacted,
bounty of one hundred
hundred
SEC.
to
Bounty to
the heirs
to the
of dollars, provided by present
&c.,
Zo
i
irtet
eded
present laws
laws to be paid
paid to
heirs of
of volunteers
volunteers
widow,
volunteers killed
in
battle.
killed
in battle,
extended to the widow
widow if living, or if she be dead
dead
be extended
shall be
battle, shall
killed in
in battle.
to the
the children
any volunteer
have been or may
may be killed in
shall have
who shall
volunteer who
of any
children of
to
the service,
service, whether
whether he
shall have
have enlisted
enlisted for two years or for a
a less
less
he shall
the
period of time.
period
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SEc. 12. And be it further
further enacted,
Sac.
enacted, That in case
of the
the milicase any
any officer
officer of
mili- Officers dismissed may
may apaptary or naval service
service who may be hereafter
hereafter dismissed by authority
authority of
of the
the missed
ply for atrial.
President shall make an application
application in writing for a
a trial, setting
setting forth
forth ply for a trial.
wrongfully and
under oath that he has been wrongfully
unjustly dismissed,
the PresiPresiand unjustly
dismissed, the
dent shall, as soon as the necessities
of the
public service
service may
may permit,
permit,
necessities of
the public
convene aa court-martial
convene
court-martial to try
such officer
the charges
he
try such
officer on
on the
charges on
on which
which he
was dismissed. And if such court-martial
court-martial shall not award
award dismissal
dismissal or
or When order ot
dismissal void.
death as the punishment
punishment of such officer,
officer, the order of dismissal shall
shall be
be dismissal
void.
void. And if the court-martial
court-martial aforesaid
aforesaid shall not be
for the
the
be convened
convened for
trial of such officer within
within six months from the presentation
presentation of
of his
his appliapplication for trial,
sentence of
dismissal shall
shall be
be void.
trial, the sentence
of dismissal
void.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 13. And be it further
enacted, That
enrollment Revised enrolenrolThat where
where any
any revised
revised enrollment
in any congressional or draft district has been
been obtained or made prior
prior to ment.
ment.
any actual drawing of names from
the enrol/ment
lists, the
the quota
quota of
of such
such
from the
enrollment lists,
district may be adjusted and apportioned
apportioned to such revised enrollment
enrollment inin- Adjustment of
of
stead of being applied to or based
the enrollment
enrollment as
as it
it may
may have
have quota.
based upon
upon the
quota.
stood before the revision.
revision.
SEC.
itfurther enacted,
enacted, That
S
EC. 14. And be it
persons mustered
mustered Persons musThat hereafter
hereafter all
all persons
mnsinto service,
service,
in[to] the military or naval service, whether as volunteers,
volunteers, substitutes,
substitutes, reprep- tered
ter ed into
where
to
be
credresentatives, or otherwise, shall be credited
credited to the state
the ward,
state and
and to
to the
ward, ited.
ited.
township, precinct, or other enrolment
enrolment sub-district where such
such persons
persons
belong by actual residence, (if such
such persons have an actual
residence
actual residence
within the United States,)
States,) and where such
such persons were
were or
or shall
shall be
be enenrolled, (if liable to enrolment;)
enrolment;) and it is hereby made
made the duty
duty of
the
of the
provost-marshal
provost-marshal general to make
make such
such instructions
instructions to
to Rules and insuch rules
rules and
and give
give such
instructions.
the several
mustering officers
several provost-marshals,
provost-marshals, boards
boards of enrolment,
enrolment, and mustering
officers structions.
as shall be necessary
necessary for the faithful enforcement
enforcement of the provisions
provisions of this
section, to the end that fair and just credit shall
given to every
section
shall be given
every section
of the country:
Provided, That in any
country :Provided,
hereafter no
no county,
county,
any call
call for troops hereafter
election district
town, township,
township, ward,
ward, precinct,
precinct, or election
district shall
except Credits on
shall have
have credit
credit except
on
for men actually furnished on said call or the preceding
calls.
future calls.
preceding call by said future
precinct, or election
county, town,
town, township,
township, ward, precinct,
election district,
district, and
and mustered
mustered
into the
naval service
service on
the quota
quota thereof.
thereof.
the military or
or naval
on the
SEC.
further enacted,
That in computing
S
EC. 15. And be it further
enacted, That
computing quotas herehere- Credits in comcomputing quotas.
quotas.
credit shall be given to the several states, districts, and sub-districts
after, credit
sub-districts puting
furnished from them, respectively,
for all men furnished
respectively, and not heretofore
heretofore credited,
credited,
during the present rebellion,
rebellion, for any
of service
of not
not less
than
any period
period of
service of
less than
three months, calculating
calculating the number
number of days
days for which
which such service was
furnished,
furnished, and reducing the same to years: Provided,
Provided, That such credits Proviso.
shall not be applied to the call for additional troops made
made by
the Presiby the
dent on the twenty-first
twenty-first day of December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyfour.
SEC.
persons who have been,
SEC. 16. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That persons
been, or Drafted
Drafted persons
persons
furnishing subsubmay hereafter be, drafted, under the provisions
provisions of the several
several acts to
to furnishing
stitates,
stitutes, to
to be
be
which this is an amendment, for the term of one year, and who
have exempt, &c.
who have
&c.
actually furnish, acceptable
actually furnished,
furnished, or may actually
acceptable substitutes
substitutes (not
(not
liable to draft) for the term of
shall be
be exempt
military
of three
three years,
years, shall
exempt from
from military
duty during the time for which such substitutes shall not be liable to
to draft,
not exceeding
exceeding the time for which such substitutes
substitutes shall
shall have been
been musmustered into the service, anything
February twenty-fourth,
anything in the act of February
twenty-fourth, 1864,
1864, ch.
ch. 13.
eighteen
Ante, p.
p. 6.
6.
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
SEC.
Sac. 17. And
And be it further
agent, substifurther enacted,
enacted, That
That any
any recruiting
recruiting agent,
substi- Penalty
Penalty for enes.
tute broker, or other person who, for pay
isting insane perpay or profit,
profit, shall enlist, or cause listinginsaneperI
ons,
convicts,
to be enlisted, as aavolunteer or substitute, any
any insane person,
person, or convict, sons, convicts,
ninors, &e.
or person under indictment for aa felony, or who is held to bail to answer
answer
for aafelony, or person in aa condition of intoxication,
intoxication, or
deserter from
or aa deserter
from
between the ages of sixteen
the military or naval service,
service, or any minor between
and eighteen
eighteen years, without the consent
consent of his parents or
guardian, or any
any
or guardian,
knowing him, in either
minor under the age of sixteen years, knowing
either case
before
case before
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Penalty for
mentioned, to
or who
who shall
shall defraud
or illegally
illegally deprive any vol.
defraud or
such, or
be such,
to be
for dede- mentioned,
Penalty
priving soldier
soldier unteer
unteer or
substitute of
any portion
State, local,
local or United
United States
States
the State,
of the
portion of
of any
or substitute
priving
of bounty.
of
bounty.
bounty, to which he may
may be entitled, shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction in any court of
of
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, be
be fined
dollars, nor
exceeding one thousand dollars,
fined not exceeding
competent
less
two hundred
hundred dollars,
not exceeding
years and
two years
exceeding two
imprisoned not
or imprisoned
dollars, or
than two
less than
not less
less than
than three
months, or
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the court aforeof the
both, in
or both,
three months,
not
said.
Penalty
for
Site. 18.
be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
any officer
officer who
who shall muster
muster
That any
And be
18. And
SEC.
Penalty for
mustering
desert- into
into the
United States any
any deserter from
or naval
naval service of the United
the military
military or
mustering deserters,
&c. into
into se
ser- said
a condition of intoxication,
said service, or insane
insane person, or person in a
intoxication, or
ers, &e.,
vice.
any minor
minor between
the ages
and eighteen
eighteen years,
years, without
without the
of sixteen
sixteen and
ages of
between the
any
consent of
parents or
age of sixteen
minor under the age
any minor
or any
guardian, or
or guardian,
his parents
of his
consent
years, knowing
knowing him
him to
such, shall,
by any
any court-mar
court-mar
conviction by
upon conviction
shall, upon
be such,
to be
years,
tial, be
be dishonorably
dishonorably dismissed
service of the United States.
the service
dismissed the
tial,
Proceedings
SEC. 19.
19. And
And be
be itfurther
it further enacted,
in every
every case
ease where
where a
substia substiThat in
enacted, That
SEC.
Proceedings
where
tute is
is furnished
place of
of an enrolled
enrolled or drafted man, and it is
the place
to take
take the
furnished to
improper tute
where improper
have
persons
persons
have as shown by evidence that shall be satisfactory to the Secretary of War that
been
furnished
been furnished as shown by evidence that shall be satisfactory to the Secretary of War that
substitutes.
such
at the
enlistme.nt, known by the party furtime of his enlistment,
the time
was, at
substitute was,
such substitute
substitutes.
nishing
him to
to be
non cornpos
mentis, or in
condition of intoxication,
intoxication, or
in aacondition
compos mentis,
be non
nishing him
under
conviction or
offence of the grade of felony
felony at
at
indictment for any offence
or indictment
under conviction
the
law, or
or to
to have
been guilty
desertion unof aaprevious act of desertion
guilty of
have been
common law,
the common
satisfied
by pardon
existing infirmity
pardon or punishment, or by reason of any existing
satisfied by
or
physically incapable
incapable of
of performing
performing the
the ordinary
of aa
ordinary duties of
ailment, physically
or ailment,
service in the ranks, or minor between the ages
soldier in actual service
ages of sixsixteen
and eighteen
without the consent of his parent
parent or guardian, or
years, without
eighteen years,
teen and
a
age of sixteen years, it shall be the duty
duty of the provthe age
under the
a minor
minor under
ost-marshal
advice of the fact, to report
report the same to the
the
on advice
general, on
ost-marshal general,
provost-marshal of
the proper
and if such
such. person
person so enlisted and
and
district; and
proper district;
of the
provost-marshal
incapable shall have been, since the passage of this act, mustered
mustered into
incapable
the
service as
as a
a person liable
liable to draft and not actually
actually
a substitute
substitute for a
the service
drafted,
name of the person so liable who
who furnished
furnishet1 such substitute
substitute
the name
drafted, the
shall be
again placed
and he shall be subject
subject to draft
draft thereon the list, and
placed on
be again
shall
after as
though no
no such
such substitute
substitute had been furnished by.him;
by .him; and if such
such
as though
after
aforesaid shall
substitute so
so enlisted
enlisted and
incapable as aforesaid
shall have
have been,
been, since the
and incapable
substitute
passage of this
mustered into the
the service
service as aasubstitute
substitute for aaperson
person
this act, mustered
passage
actually drafted,
drafted, then it shall be the duty of the provost-marshal
provost-marshal gengeneral
the provost-marshal
provost-marshal of the
the district
district immediately
immediately to notify
notify
direct the
to direct
eral to
substitute that
the person
person who furnished
furnished such substitute
that he is held to service
service in
the
be
the place of such substitute,
substitute, and
and he shall
shall stand in the same relation
relation and be
subject
to the
the same
same liability
as before
before the furnishing of such substitute.
substitute.
liability as
subject to
enacted, That in case any substitute shall
And be it further enacted,
Substitute
SEC. 20. And
SEC.
Substitute
desert from the army, and it shall appear by evidence
evidence satisfactory
satisfactory to the
princi- desert
deserting, princithe
pal to
to take
pal
take the
shall have, in
place,
if,
&c.
Secretary
of
War
that
the
party
furnishing
substitute
substitute
such
Secretary of War that the party furnishing
place, if, &c.
desertion, or to
any way,
way, directly
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, aided or abetted
abetted such desertion,
any
been privy to any intention on the part of
of such
such substitute
substitute to desert,
have been
placed in the army, and shall
then such
such person
shall be immediately
immediately placed
shall serve
person shall
then
for the
liable to draft, such service
service to commence
commence
which he was liable
for which
the period for
for
desertion of the substitute.
substitute.
the date
date of the desertion
at the
enacted, That, in addition
Penalty
S
EC. 21.
21. And
addition to the other
other lawfurther enacted,
be it further
And be
SEC.
for
Penalty for
desertion,
&c•
ful
penalties of
desertion from
from the
the military or naval
naval service,
service,
the crime of desertion
of the
ful penalties
desertion, &c.
all
persons who have deserted the military or naval service
service of the United
United
all persons
a
States, who shall
return to said service,
service, or report themselves
themselves to a
shall not return
States,
proclamation hereinafter
provost-marshal
hereinafter
within sixty days after the proclamation
provost-marshal within
mentioned,
be deemed
voluntarily relinquished
relinquished
deemed and taken to have voluntarily
shall be
mentioned, shall
become citizens;
Rights as citi- and forfeited their rights of citizenship and their rights to become
citizens;
seas
and
such deserters
deserters shall
forever incapable
office of trust
incapable of holding any office
be forever
shall be
and such
forfeited,
aens forfeited,
or
exercising any rights of citizens
citizens
or profit under the United States, or of exercising
thereof;
hereafter desert
desert the military or naval
naval
thereof; and all persons who shall hereafter
service,
depsrt the jurisall persons who, being duly enrolled, shall depArt
service, and all
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diction of
the district in which
diction
of the
which he is enrolled,
enrolled, or go beyond
beyond the
the limits
of Leaving
limits of
Leaving the
the United States, with intent to avoid any draft into the
country to
to avoid
avoid
the
or country
the military
military or
draft to incur like
naval
be liable
liable to
naval service,
service, duly ordered,
ordered, shall
shall be
of this
section penalty.
to the
the penalties
penalties of
this section.
penalty.
And
the President
President is
is hereby authorized
authorized and required
And the
required forthwith, on
on the
the President
President to
to
passage of this act, to issue his proclamation
proclamation setting
provisions proclaimthislaw.
setting forth
forth the
the provisions
proclaim this law.
of
this
section,
in
which
proclamation
of this section,
proclamation the President is
requested to
notify
is requested
to notify
all deserters
deserters returning
returning within sixty days as aforesaid
that they
shall be
be
aforesaid that
they shall
pardoned
returning to their regiments
pardoned on condition of returning
regiments and
and companies
companies or
or
to such other organizations
organizations as they may be
be assigned
assigned to,
until they
to, until
they shall
shall
have served
served for a
aperiod of time equal to
original term
of enlistment.
enlistment.
to their
their original
term of
SEc.
further enacted,
enacted, That
S
EC. [22.] And be it further
That the
the third
of the
the act
third section
Permission to
section of
act Permission
in states
entitled "An
regulate and provide for the
entitled
"An act [further] to regulate
and recruit
the enrolling
enrolling and
reruit
in
states
in
rebellion
recalling out the national forces, and for
purposes," approved
for other purposes,"
approved July
July pealed.
fourth,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-four,
be,
fourth, eighteen
sixty-four,
and the same is hereby,
hereby, 1864, ch. 237,
repealed.
§
3.
§ 3.

Ante, p. 379.
*SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That any person
SEQ. [23.]
[23.] And be it further
or persons
en- Enrolld
person or
persons enEnrolled perrolled in any sub-district nay,
may, after notice of aadraft,
and before
before the
the same
same sons may cause
draft, and
cause
shall
have taken place, cause to be mustered into the service of the
recruits to
to be
be
shall have
the United
United recruits
mustered into
States such number of recruits, not subject
States
subject to draft, as
as they
they may
may deem
deem service,
servic, when,
when,
expedient, which recruits shall
shall stand to the credit of the persons thus
&c.
thus &c.
causing them to be mustered in, and
substitutes for
and shall be
be taken
taken as
as substitutes
for such
such
persons, or so many of them as may be drafted, to the
the extent
extent of
of the
the numnumber of such recruits, and in the order designated
designated by
at the
by the
the principals,
principals, at
the
time such recruits
recruits are thus
thus as
as aforesaid
aforesaid mustered
mustered in.
in.
SEC.
[24.]
further enacted,
SEC. [24.]. And be it further
enacted, That
That section
section fifteen
fifteen of
of the
the act
act Penalty for

approved
February twenty-fourth,
false swearing beapproved February
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, entienti- falseswearingbeand sixty-four,
fore board of entied
tled "An
"An act
act for
for enrolling
enrolling and calling out the national forces, and for ro
len t.
rolment.
other purposes,"
purposes," be, and the same
same is hereby, amended
by inserting
after 1864, ch. 13,
amended by
inserting after

the
words "
" any
any civil
civil magistrate,"
" or any person authorized §§15.
the words
magistrate," the
the words
words "
Ante, p.
p. 9.
9.
by law to administer
administer oaths."
oaths."
Ante,
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. [25.]
[25.] And be it further
enacted, That the Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby Officer
of War
War is
Officer to adadauthorized to detail one or more of the
minis:.er oaths.
oaths.
authorized
the employees
employees of the War
War Depart- mins'er
ment for the purpose of administering
ment
administering the oaths
law in
oaths required
required by
by law
in the
the
settlement of officers'
accounts for clothing, camp, and
settlement
officers' accounts
and garrison
garrison equipage,
equipage,
quartermaster's
quartermaster's stores, and ordnance,
ordnance, which
which oaths
oaths shall
be administered
administered
shall be
without expense to the parties taking them,
shall be
upon
them, and
and shall
be as
as binding
binding upon
the
persons taking
taking the same, and if falsely
the persons
falsely taken, shall subject
subject them
them to
to the
the
same
same penalties, as if the same were
were administered
administered by
by a
magistrate or
or jusa magistrate
justice of the peape.
peace.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That acting
SEC. [26.] And be it further
acting assistant
assistant surgeons,
surgeons, Certain
Certain acting
acting
contract
and surgeons and commissioners
assistant sursurcontract surgeons,
surgeons, and
commissioners on the enrqlling
mu:Tilling
assistant
· geons,
&c.,
not
boards, while in the military service
service of the United
States„shall hereafter
hereafter geons
United States,,shall
,'c
liable ,to
to da7t.
draft.ot
be
exempt
from
all
liability
to be drafted
be exempt from
drafted under
under the provisions of
of any
any act
act
for enrolling
for
enrolling and calling out the national
national forces.
SEC.
And be it
That this
S
EC. [27.]
[27.] And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
this act
shall take
take effect
effect When
act shall
When act takes
takes
from and after its passage:
Provided, That nothing herein contained shall
effect.
passage: Provided,
shall effect.
operate to postpone the pending draft, or
or interfere
interfere with
with the
assigned
the quotas
quotas assigned
therefor.
APPROVED, March
March 3, 1865.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
-An Act amendatory
amendatory of certain
CHAP. LXXX.
LXXX. —An
certain Acts
Ads imposing Duties
In:Duties upon foreign Importations,
portations,

March 3,
3, 1865.
March
1865.
1864, ch. 171
171,

Be
it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
the United
United §
§66-'
of the
Ante, p. 208.
of A
mer i
ca i
n Congress
Congress assembled,
assem bled
, That
Th at section
six of
of an
an act
States of
America
in
section six
act enen- Ante,
p. 208.
titled "
" An
An act
to increase
increase the duties on imports, and for other
titled
act to
other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved
approved June
June thirty, eighteen hundred and
and sixty-four, be amended,
so
Amendments.
amended, so
Amendments.
that paragraphs
paragraphs second,
that
second, third, and fourth,
fourth, of section six
of said
said act,
act, shall
shall
six of
read as
follows:
as follows:
Second. On all manufactures of cotton
becond.
cotton (except
denims, drillings,
drillings,
(except jeans,
jeans, denims,
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of
Manufactures bed-tickings,
cottonades, pantaloon
pantaloon stuff, and goods
goods of
plaids, cottonades,
ginghams, plaids,
bed-tickings, ginghams,
Manufactures
like
description) not
colored, stained,
stained, painted,
painted, or printed,
printed, and not
not
bleached, colored,
not bleached,
like description)
exceeding
one hundred
to the
square inch,
inch, counting
counting the warp
warp and
and
the square
threads to
hundred threads
exceeding one
per
filling,
exceeding in
in weight
weight five
five ounces
ounces per
per square
square yard, five cents per
and exceeding
filling, and
colif
yard;
square
yard;
if
bleached,
five
cents
and
a
half
per
square
yard;
colsquare
per
half
a
and
cents
five
bleached,
if
yard;
square
ored,
stained, painted,
or printed,
and a
a half per square
square yard,
cents and
five cents
printed, five
painted, or
ored, stained,
lighter
and, in
in addition
per centum
centum ad
valorem. On
On finer and lighter
ad valorem.
ten per
thereto, ten
addition thereto,
and,
goods
of like
description, not
not exceeding
hundred threads to the square
two hundred
exceeding two
like description,
goods of
inch, counting
counting the
the warp
and filling,
unbleached, five cents per square
filling, unbleached,
warp and
inch,
yard;
and a
a half
cents per
per square
square yard; if colored,
half cents
five and
if bleached,
bleached, five
yard; if
a half cents per
stained, painted,
painted, or
or printed,
per square yard,
yard, and, in
five and a
printed, five
stained,
addition thereto,
thereto, twenty
centum ad
valorem. On
On goods of like dead valorem.
per centum
twenty per
addition
scription, exceeding
exceeding two
hundred threads
the square
square inch, counting
countiro, the
threads to the
two hundred
scription,
warp and
and filling,
cents per square yard; if bleached,
bleached', five
five
unbleached, five cents
filling, unbleached,
warp
and a
ahalf
cents per
stained, painted, or printed,
colored, stained,
if colored,
yard; if
square yard;
per square
half cents
and
per
five and
and aahalf
per square
square yard,
and, in addition thereto, twenty per
yard, and,
cents per
half cents
five
centum ad valorem.
Cotton jeans,
jeans,
Third. On
On all
all cotton
cotton jeans,
jeans, denims,
denims, drillings,
drillings, bed-tickings,
bed-tiekings, ginghams
ginghams,
Third.
Cotton
denims,
Sze.
plaids, cottonades,
cottonades, pantaloon
and goods of like description,
description, or for
for
stuffs, and
pantaloon stuffs,
plaids,
denims, &c.
similar
if unbleached,
unbleached, and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding one hundred
hundred threads
threads to the
use, if
similar use,
square inch,
counting the
the warp
exceeding five ounces to
filling, and exceeding
warp and filling,
inch, counting
square
the square
square yard,
yard, six
six cents
cents per
cents and aa
per square yard; if bleached, six cents
the
cents
half
per square
square yard;
yard; if
if colored,
colored, stained,
stained, painted, or printed, six cents
half per
and
per square
addition thereto, ten
ten per centum
centum ad
and, in addition
yard, and,
square yard,
half per
and aa half
exceeding two
valorem.
or lighter
lighter goods
of like
description, not exceeding
like description,
goods of
finer or
On finer
valorem. On
sounting the warp
hundred
threads to the square inch,
inch, aounting
warp and filling, if ununhundred threads
cents per
half cents
bleached, six and aahalf
per
bleached, six cents per square yard; if bleached,
square yard;
yard; if
colored, stained,
stained, painted, or printed, six and a
ahalf cents
if colored,
square
per
yard, and,
and, in addition
centum ad valorem.
addition thereto, fifteen per centum
square yard,
per square
the
hundred threads to the
On goods
goods of
lighter description,
description, exceeding
exceeding two hundred
of lighter
On
square inch,
unbleached, seven
seven cents per
per
inch, counting the warp and filling, if unbleached,
square
square yard;
yard; if bleached,
bleached, seven and
and a
ahalf cents per square
square yard; if colsquare
seven and aahalf cents
ored, stained,
stained, painted,
painted, or printed, seven
cents per
per square
square yard,
ored,
Proviso,
and, in
thereto, fifteen
per centum
centum ad
valorem: Provided,
Prpvided, That
ad valorem:
fifteen per
addition thereto,
in addition
and,
Proviso.
foregoing schedule,
upon
all plain
cotton goods, not included in the foregoing
schedule,
woven cotton
plain woven
upon all
valued
unbleached,
over sixteen
sixteen cents
square yard, bleached,
bleached, valued
per square
cents per
at over
valued at
unbleached, valued
at
twenty cents
cents per
per square
square yard,
colored, valued at over twenty-five
twenty-five
yard, colored,
over twenty
at over
cents per
square yard,
jeans, denims and drillings, unbleached,
unbleached,
yard, and cotton jeans,
per square
cents
valued
per square
square yard,
cotton goods
goods
and all other cotton
yard, and
cents per
twenty cents
over twenty
at over
valued at
cents per
twenty-five *cents
of every
every description,
description, the
the value
value of which
exceed twenty-five
per
which shall exceed
of
a duty
square yard, there shall be levied, collected, and paid a
duty of thirty-five
square
Proviso,
per centum
ad valorem:
provided further,
That no cotton
cotton goods havfurther, That
And provided
valorem: And
centum ad
per
Proviso.
the square
ing more
more than
than two
hundred threads
square inch, counting the warp
warp
threads to are
two hundred
ing
and filling,
filling, shall be
rate of duty than is provided
provided for
for
be admitted to aa less rate
and
goods which
number of threads.
which are of that number
goods
Fourth. On
cents per
per dozen
spools, contain
contain-dozen spools,
six cents
cotton, six
of cotton,
thread of
spool thread
On spool
Fourth.
Spool thread
of cotton,
&c.
in,c,, on
spool not
one hundred
thread, and, in
hundred yards of thread,
exceeding one
not exceeding
each spool
on each
ing
cotton, &c.
of
addition thereto,
thirty per
ad valorem;
valorem; exceeding
hundred
exceeding one hundred
centum ad
per centum
thereto, thirty
addition
yards, for
every additional
additional hundred
yards of thread on each
each spool or fracfrachundred yards
for every
yards,
tional
thereof; in
excess of one
one hundred yards, six cents
cents per dozen,
in excess
part thereof,
tional part
and
thread or yarn when
when
thirty-five per centum ad valorem. On cotton thread
and thirty-five
advanced
beyond single
yarn, by•twisting
more strands together, if
by.twisting two or more
single yarn,
advanced beyond
not
wound upon
upon spools,
spools, four (4)
cents per skein
skein or hank
hank of eight
eight hundred
hundred
(4) cents
not wound
and
cent. ad valorem.
(840) yards, and thirty per cent.
forty (840)
and forty
Additional
SEC.
2. And
it further
enacted, That from and after the day when
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 2.
Additional
heretofore imposed
duty
effect, in addition to the duties heretofore
imposed by law
takes effect,
act takes
this act
duty on brandy, this
importation of the articles mentioned in this section,
&c.
ruin.
rum, &C.
on the importation
section, there
there shall
shall be
levied,
collected, and
following duties and rates of duty, that is to
paid the following
and paid
levied, collected,
say: On
brandy, rum,
and on cordials, liquors,
liquors, rligin, and whiskey, and
rum, gin,
On brandy,
say:

of
cotton.
of cotton.

pi-
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queurs,] arrack,
arrack, absynthe, and all other
other spirituous
spirituous liquors
spirituous
liquors and
and spirituous
beverages,
beverages, fifty cents per gallon, of
of first proof and
strength, and
shall
and less strength,
and shall
be increased
increased in .proportion for any greater
greater strength
[than] the
the strength
strength
strength that
that [than]
proof. On spun silk for filling in skins or cops,
of first proof.
per centum
Spun silk.
silk.
cops, ten per
centum Spun
ad valorem.
valorem. On iron bars for railroads or inclined planes, ten cents
ad
Railroad iron,
cents per
per Railroad
iron,
one hundred pounds. On wrought-iron
wrought-iron tubes, one
pound.
&c.
one cent
cent per
per pound.
&c.
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
S
ac. 3. And be it
enacted, That
and after
after this
this act
act takes
takes
That from
from and
heretofore imposed by law on
effect, in lieu of the duties heretofore
the importation
on the
importation
of the articles mentioned in this
thi section,
shall be
section, there
there shall
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected,
and paid the fbllowi6g
following duties and rates of duty, that is to
Duty on
on cotton.
to say:
say: On cotton,
cotton, Duty
cotton.
five cents per pound. On illuminating
illuminating oil and naphtha, benzine,
benzine, and
Illuminating
and Illuminating
benzole,
benzole, refined or produced
produced from the distillation
distillation of coal,
coal, asphaltum,
asphaltum, shale,
shale, oil,
oil, &C.
&c.
peat, petroleum, or rock-oil, or other bituminous substances
used for
like Ante, p.
p. 213.
substances used
for like
213.
purposes,
petroleum, or rock-oil,
purposes, forty cents per gallon. On crude petroleum,
twenty Petroleum.
Petroleum.
rock-oil, twenty
cents
cents per gallon;
gallon; on crude coal-oil, fifteen cents
cents per gallon.
Tobacco sterns.
gallon. On
On tobacco
tobacco Tobacco
stems.
stems, fifteen
fifteen cents per pound. On ready-made
ready-made clothing
silk, or
or of
Clothing of
of
clothing of silk,
of Clothing
which silk shall be aacomponent material
material of chief
chief value, sixty
sixty per
centum silk.
silk '
per centum
ad valorem. On quicksilver, fifteen per centum
Quicksilver.
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
Quicksilver.
SEC.
further enacted, That section fifteen of an act
SEC. 4. And be it further
en- Tonnage
Tonnage duty.
duty.
act entitled
titled. ""An act increasing
increasing temporarily
temporarily the duties on imports, and for
for other
other 1862,
1862, ch.
ch. 161,
161,
purposes," approved July fourteen,
purposes,"
fourteen, eighteen hundred and
be, and
and §
§V
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, be,
15.ol p. 558.
the same hereby i8,
is, amended so as to impose aa tax or tonnage
tonnage duty
duty of
of
thirty cents per ton, in lieu of ""ten cents,"
cents," as
as therein
therein mentioned:
mentioned: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
Proviso.
That the receipts of vessels
vessels paying
paying tonnage
shall not
be subject
subject to
tonnage duty
duty shall
not be
to
the tax provided in section one hundred
hundred and three
three of "An
"An act
act to
1864, ch.
ch. 172,
to provide
provide 1864,
172,
internal revenue
revenue to support the government, to pay interest
interest on the
the public
1°
3*
public § 103.
Ante, p. 275.
purposes," approved
debt, and for other purposes,"
approved June thirtieth,
ei
ght een hundred
hun dre d Ante, p. 275.
thirtieth, eighteen
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, nor by any
any act amendatory thereof:
thereof: Provided
Provided further,
further, Proviso.,
Proviso..
That no ship, vessel,
vessel, or steamer, having aalicense
license to trade
trade between
differbetween different districts of the United
United States, or to carry on the bank, whale,
whale, or other
other
fisheries, or on [nor] any
any ship, vessel, or steamer
steamer to
or from
any port
port or
or
to or
from any
Mexico, the British provinces
provinces of North America,
place in Mexico,
America, or any
any of
of 'the
the
West India islands, or in all these trades, shall be required
pay the
required to
to pay
the
tonnage duty, contemplated
contemplated by this act,
tonnage
act, more
more than once
once a
ayear.
year.
SEC
A.nd be it further
S
EC. 5.. And
fur/her enacted, That the term "statuary,"
"statuary," as
as used
used Statuary.
Statuary.
in the laws now in force
force imposing duties on foreign importations, shall
shall be
be
understood
to include
include professional productions
understood to
productions of a
astatuary or of a
asculptor only.
SEC.
itfurther
Sac. 6. And be it
further enacted,
en ac t
ed, Th
atthere
th ere shall
sh
all be
be hereafter
here after colcol- Ten per
That
per cent.
lected
and paid on all goods, wares,
merchandise of the growth
raddtiosalst
lected and
wares, and merchandise
growth or p
a
do
r
d
d
ita
i
're
e
la
°
,1onor
produce of countries [east]
[east] of the
produce
the Cape of Good Hope, (except
Cape of
of Good
Good
(except raw
raw cot- Cape
ton and raw silk, as reeled f
from
cocoon,,or
ro
m the
th e cocoon
f
urt h
er a
dvance d than
th
animported,,
Hope imported,.
or no
nottfurther
advanced
Hope
tram, thrown, or organzine,)
organzine,) when imported from places west
west of
Cape
•
of the
the Cape
of Good Hope, a
a duty of ten per centum
centumad
in addition
addition to
to the
the Ante,
p. 216.
216.
ad valorem,
valorem, in
Ante, p.
duties imposed on any such article when imported
duties
imported directly from the
place
the place
or places of their growth or production.
production.
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That i
inn all cases
cases where
S
EC. 7. And
wh
ere there
th ere i
Assessment of
iss or of Assessment
anyy ad
valorem
shall be imposed an
ad va
l
orem rate
ra t
e o
dut
y on any goods,
goo d
s, wares,
wares, or valorem
ad
iesvalorem duoffduty
ad
merchandise imported into the United States, and
and in all
all cases
the
cases where the
duty imposed by law shall be regulated by, or directed
duty
directed to be
or
be estimated or
based upon, the value of the square yard, or of any specified
specified quantity
quantity or
or
parcel of such goods, wares, or merchandise,
merchandise, it shall be
the duty
the
be the
duty of
of the
collector, within whose district
imported or entered,
collector,
district the same shall be imported
entered, to
cause the actual market value, or wholesale
wholesale price
cause
price thereof, at the period
period
of the exportation
exportation to the United States, in the principal
of
principal markets
of the
the
markets of
country from which the same shall have been imported
country
imported into
United
into the United
States,
value shall be considered
States, to be appraised, and such appraised value
considered the
the
value
upon which duty shall be assessed. That it shall be lawful for the
value upon
the
agent
wares, or
owner, consignee, or a
gent of any goods, wares,
or merchandise,
which
merchandise, which
VOL XIIL
XII. PUB.-42
PUB. 242
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shall have
actually purchased,
or procured
purprocured otherwise than by purpurchased, or
been actually
shall have been
chase, at
not afterwards,
when he shall produce
produce his
his original
original
afterwards, when
and not
time, and
the time,
at the
chase,
invoice, or
or invoices,
invoices, to
and make
make and verify
verify his written
written entry
collector and
the collector
to the
invoice,
of his goods, wares,
or
merchandise,
as
provided by
section thirty-six
thirty-six of
section
by
provided
as
merchandise,
or
wares,
goods,
his
of
"An
entitled
the act
of
March
two,
seventeen
hundred
and
ninety-nine,
entitled
"An
ninety-nine,
and
hundred
seventeen
two,
3799,
;99, ch. 22, the act of March
act to regulate the collection of duties on imports and tonnage," to make
make
. p. 6655. act to regulate the collection of duties on imports and tonnage,"
such addition in the entry to the cost or value given in the
the invoice as in
p
l i. 655. such addition in the entry to the cost or value given
or wholesale
value
his
opinion
may
raise
the
same
to
the
actual
market
wholesale
market
actual
the
to
his opinion may raise the same
price of
such goods,
wares, or
or merchandise,
merchandise, at
at the
the period
period of exportation
exportation to
to
goods, wares,
price of such
the
which
from
the United
States,
in
the
principal
markets
of
the
country
the
of
markets
principal
the
the United States, in
same shall
shall have
have been
imported; and
and it
it shall
shall be
collector,
be the duty of the collector,
been imported;
same
such
cause
within
whose
district
the
same
may
be
imported
entered,
to
cause
or
imported
be
may
same
the
district
whose
within
with
accordance
in
appraised
be
actual
market
value
or
wholesale
to
appraised
accordance
with
price
wholesale
or
Actual market actual market value
Actual
appraised
value to be apthe provisions
provisions of
existing
laws, and
if
such
appraised value shall exceed
exceed
such
if
and
laws,
existing
of
the
tobeapvalue
praised.
by ten per
more the
so declared
declared in
the entry,
entry, then, in
in
in the
value so
the value
or more
centum or
by ten per centum
Penaltv for
Penalty
for
addition to the duties imposed by law on the
there shall be levied,
levied,
undervaluation.
undervaluation. addition to the duties imposed by law on the same,
collected,
of twenty
twenty per
centum ad valorem on such apper centum
duty of
paid aaduty
and paid
collected, and
an
praised
value:
Provided,
That
the
duty
shall not be assessed
assessed upon
upon an
shall
duty
the
That
praised value: Provided,
Proviso.
proviso.
amount less
less than
invoice or
any act of congress
congress to tile
the
value, any
entered value,
or entered
the invoice
than the
amount
Repeal of 1864, contrary notwithstanding: And
provided frther,
further, That
That the sections
sections twentytwenty1864, contrary notwithstanding: And provided
Repeal§§of23,24.
hunch. 171, §§
and twenty-fourth
the act
approved June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hunact approved
of the
twenty-fourth of
third and
171, 23, 4. third
cl.
Ant e, pp.. 216,
died and
entitled "An
"An act to increase
increase duties on imports, and
and
sixty-four, entitled
and sixty-four,
216, dred
Ante,
217.
be
for
purposes," and
all acts
acts and
and parts
acts requiring duties
duties to be
parts of acts
and all
other purposes,"
for other
21
assessed upon
commissions, brokerage,
brokerage, costs
costs of transportation,
transportation, shipment,
shipment,
upon commissions,
assessed
transhipment,
and other
other like
charges incurred
incurred in placing
placing any
any
costs and charges
like costs
transhipment, and
of acts
parts
or
goods,
wares,
or
merchandise
on
shipboard,
and
acts
all
and
shipboard,
on
goods, wares, or merchandise
inconsistent with
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this act, are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
with the
inconsistent
Sac. 8. And be it
further
enacted,
That
so
much of
of an
an act entitled
much
so
That
enacted,
SEC. 8. And be it further
Guano,
Guano,
States
"An act
act to
to authorize
authorize protection
protection to
to be
citizens of the United
United States
given to citizens
be given
"An
who may
discover deposits
of guano,"
guano," approved
approved August eighteen, eighteen
eighteen
deposits of
may discover
who
export
hundred and
and fiftp.six,
the export
export thereof,
thereof, is hereby
hereby suspended
prohibits the
as prohibits
fifty-six, as
hundred
of.
export of.
section
1656, ch. 164.
in relation
all persons
persons who
who have complied
provisions of
of section
complied with the provisions
to all
relation to
1856, ch. 164. in
eighteen
fourteenth,
July
after
from
years
two
01
'
x1 'P'
lig
'
second
of
said
act
for
years
and
July
fourteenth,
eighteen
for
act
said
of
second
119.
Vol. xi. p
sixty-five.
hundred and sixty-five.
effect on and
When act
Sue. 9.
be it
enacted, That
That this act shall take effect
and
further enacted,
it further
And be
9. And
SEC.
act
When
sixty-five.
hundred
takes
effect.
after
the
first
day
[of]
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-five.
April,
[of]
day
first
after the
takes effect.
Act of 1799,
SEC. 10.
And be
further enacted,
sections thirty-nine,
so much of sections
That so
enacted, That
it further
be it
SEC. 10. And
of 1799,
Act
of the
forty-four
§§
39-44
revived,
forty,
forty-one,
forty-two,
forty-three,
and
forty-four
the act
act entitled
entitled
forty-three,
forty-two,
forty-one,
forty,
§§ 39-4 revived.
tonnage,"
on
duties
Vol.
i.
p.
659. "An
"An
act
to
regulate
the
[collection
of]
imports
and
tonnage,"
[collection
act to regulate the
Vol. i. p. 659. approved
March second,
second, seventeen
seventeen hundred
ninety-nine, as requires
and ninety-nine,
hundred and
approved March
and ca-es
vessels, and
chests,
casks,
the
branding
or
marking
and
certifying
of
cases
certifying
and
marking
or
the branding
to
revived,
hereby
is
containing
distilled
spirits,
or
teas,
be
and
the
same
hereby
revived,
same
the
and
be
containing distilled spirits, or teas,
by
be
such rules
regulations as shall be prescribed
prescribed by
and regulations
rules and
under such
executed under
be executed

Additions to
Additions to
invoice
invoice value,
value.

the
Secretary of the Treasury.
the Secretary
SEC,
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
machinery and
and
flax and hemp machinery
That flax
itfurther
11. And
SEC. 11.
-.
Flax, & , ma[twenty-one]
21
section
in
designated
as
chinery.
steam
agricultural
machinery,
designated
in
section
21
[twenty-one]
machinery,
agricultural
steam
chinery.
Ante, p. 216.
216.
of the
act "to
increase duties
on imports,
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," apapimports, and for
duties on
"to increase
the act
of
Anitep.
proved June
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, may be imported
imported
hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
proved
free from
duty for
for one
year from
from the passage
passage of this
this act.
one year
from duty
free
Judgment for
SEC. 12.
And
be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
in all
all proceedings
brought
proceedings brought
it
be
And
12.
SEC.
for
Judgment
as well of duties upon
recovery
due
duties, &e., to
to .be
be by
the
United
States
in
any
court
upon
for
court
any
in
States
United
the
by
&c.,
duties,
non-payment thereof,
collected in
in coin.
imports alone
thereof, the
the judgment
judgment
alone as of penalties for the non-payment
coin. imports
collected
shall recite
recite that
the same
for duties, and such judgment, ininrendered for
is rendered
same is
that the
shall
duties,
for
receivable
law
by
coin
in
payable
terest,
and
costs
shall
payable
the
law
receivable
for
duties,
be
shall
costs
and
terest,
and
execution issued
on such
judgment shall set forth that the recovrecovsuch judgment
issued on
the execution
and the
ery
and shall
shall require
the marshal
satisfy the same in the
marshal. to satisfy
require the
duties, and
for duties,
is for
ery is
of
coin by
by law
receivable for
duties; and
and in case
ease of levy upon
upon and sale of
for duties;
law receivable
coin
the
property of
marshal shall refuse
refuse payment
payment
judgment debtor, the marshal
the judgment
of the
the property
from
purchaser at
such sale
other money
money than that specified in
in
in any other
sale in
at such
any purchaser
from any
Flax, 8dc.,

ma-

the
execution.
the execution.
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SEC.
SEC. 13. And be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the eighth
eighth section
the act
act
further enacted,
section of
of the
[eight] eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, "
exof March twenty-third,
twenty-third, [eight]
"toto extend the warehousing system by establishing
establishing private
private bonded
bonded warehouses,
warehouses,
and for other purposes,"
purposes," which authorized
the Secretary
the Treasury,
authorized the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury,
in case of the actual injury or
wares, or
merchandise
or destruction
destruction of goods,
goods, wares,
or merchandise

Duties upon
certain goods
certain
goods
destroyed by
cstrtyedtobebe
casualty
abated.
abated.
1854, ch.
ch. 30,
30,
1854,
8.
by
or other
casualty, while
in warehouse
under bond,
bond, &c.,
&c., §§s.ol
by accidental
accidental fire
fire or
other casualty,
while in
warehouse under
p
23
Vol. x. p. 273.
to abate or refund the
be extended
extended so
as
the duties
duties paid
paid or
or accruing
accruing thereon,
thereon, be
so as
to include goods,
merchandise injured
injured or
or destroyed
like mangoods, wares, or merchandise
destroyed in
in like
manner while in the custody of
officers of
customs, and
and not
not in
in bond,
of the
the officers
of the
the customs,
bond,
and also to goods, wares, and merchandise
injured or
merchandise so injured
destroyed after
after
or destroyed
their arrival within the limith
any port
port of
entry of
the United
United States,
limits of any
of entry
of the
States,
before the same
bonded [landed]
under the
and before
same have been
been bonded
[landed] under
the suspension
suspension
[supervision] of
of the
of the
the customs:
Provided, That
this act
act shall
shall Proviso.
the officers
officers of
customs: Provided,
That this
apply
only to
arising from
after its
and to
to cases
cases where
where
apply only
to cases
cases arising
from and
and after
its passage,
passage, and
duties have
not already
been paid.
the duties
have not
already been
paid.
APPRO VED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
APPROVED,
1865.

CHAP.
LXXXI. -An
C
HAP. LXXXI.
— An Act makinq
making Appropriations
the Army
Army for
for the
the
Appropriationsfor the Support of
of the
thirtieth June,
Year ending thirtieth
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
hundredand sixty-six.

March
1865.
March 3, 1865.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives

States of America in Vongress
assembled, That
the following-sums
following-sums be,
be, and
Congress assembled,
That the
and Army approapproout of
of any
money in
in the
the treasury
treasury not
the same are
are hereby, appropriated, out
any money
not priations.
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the support
support of the
the army
army for
the year
year ending
ending
for the
the thirtieth of June,
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six:
sixty-six:
For expenses of recruiting,
of recruits,
and compensacompensa- Recruiting, &c.
recruiting, transportation
transportation of
recruits, and
Recruiting, &e.
tion to citizen surgeons for medical attendance,
attendance, three
three hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
dollars.
For bounties and premiums
premiums for the enlistment
recruits for
for the
the reguenlistment of
of recruits
regu- Bounties, &e.
&c.
lar army, three hundred
hundred and
fifty thousand
dollars.
and fifty
thousand dollars.
For pay of the army,
dollars.
army, ten million dollars.
Pay.
For commutation
commutation of officers'
officers' subsistence,
subsistence, one
and Commutation.
one million
million seven
seven hundred
hundred and
Commutation.
and forty-seven thousand
twenty-four dollars.
and
thousand three
three hundred and twenty-four
For commutation of
forage for
for officers'
horses, one
one hundred
hundred and
and four
four
of forage
officers' horses,
thousand six hundred dollars.
dollars.
For payments in lieu of clothing
officers' servants,
servants, eighty-two
clothing for
for officers'
eighty-two thouthou- Pay in
inlies.
lier. of
of
sand
sand seven
seven hundred
hundred and sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
clothing.
For payments to discharged
discharged soldiers
soldiers for
for clothing
clothing not
not drawn,
drawn, one
one hunhundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For pay of volunteers, two hundred
hundred million dollars.
volunPay of volunteers.
For subsistence
subsistence in kind for regulars, volunteers, and
and drafted
drafted men,
men, teers.
te ce in
Subsistence
ninety-two
hundred and eighty-two
ninety-two million
million seven hundred
eighty-two thousand
thousand and
and forty-three
forty-three kid
.
kind.
dollars and
and seventy
seventy cents.
cents.
For the regular supplies of the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department,
department, consisting
consisting QuartermasQuartermaster's departmeuL
departmeut.
of fuel for the officers, enlisted men, guard, hospitals, storehouses,
storehouses, and ter's
offices; of forage in kind for the horses, mules, and oxen
for the
the quarteroxen for
quartermaster's department, at the several posts and stations,
with the
the armies
armies
stations, and with
in the field; for the horses of the several
several regiments
regiments of cavalry,
cavalry, the
batthe batteries of artillery, and such companies
companies of infantry
infantry as
mounted, and
and
as may
may be
be mounted,
officers' horses
for the authorized number of officers'
horses when
in the
the field
field and
arid
when serving
serving in
at the outposts, including bedding for the animals;
animals; of
for soldiers'
of straw
straw for
soldiers'
bedding, and of stationery,
stationery, including blank
blank books for the quartermaster's
quartermaster's
discharged soldiers, blank forms
department, certificates for discharged
for the
the pay
pay
forms for
departments; and
and quartermaster's
quartermaster's departments;
the printing
and
and for
for the
printing of
of division
division and
department orders and reports, fifty million
million dollars.
dollars.
quartermaster's department, consistFor the incidental expenses
expenses of the quartermaster's
consist- Incidental exing of postage on letters
letters and packages
packages received
received and
and sent
sent by officers
officers of the penses of quarter-

master's
army on public service; expenses of courts-martial, military
aster's departdepartmilitary commissions,
commissions, ment.
ment_
and courts of inquiry, including the addition4
compensation of
judgeadditional compensation
of judgeadvocates,
advocates, recorders, members,
members, and witnesses, while on that service;
service;
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1802, ch. 9,
under
March sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and two, extra pay to
of March
act of
the act
under the
1802, ch. 9,
department,
employed, under
22.
§§ 21,et. N.
ii.p. 136. soldiers employed,
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the quartermaster's
quarte rmaster '
s department,
in the
V• ii..13.
in the erection
erection of barracks,
barracks, quarters,
quarters, storehouses,
storehouses, and hospitals;
hospitals; in
the
Vol.
construction
of roads,
and on
constant labor,
periods of not less
for periods
labor, for
other constant
on other
roads, and
construction of
1819, ch. 45.
acts of
of March
second, eighteen
hundred and nineteen,
eighteen hundred
March second,
under acts
days, under
ten days,
than ten
ch. 45. than
1819,
P. 488
fourth, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, including
including those ememeighteen hundred
August fourth,
and August
488.- and
Vol. iii. p.
1854, ch.
ployed as
division and
department headquarters;
headquarters; expenses
expenses of
of
and department
at division
clerks at
as clerks
247, ployed
ch. 247,
1854,
§8.
Vol. x. p. 576. expresses to
and from
the frontier
frontier posts
armies in the field;
field; of
and armies
posts and
from the
Vol. x. p. 576. expresses to and
escorts to
to paymasters
paymasters and
other disbursing
disbursing officers
officers and
and to trains where
and other
escorts
military
escorts
cannot
be
furnished;
expenses
of
the
interment of
of offiinterment
the
of
expenses
furnished;
be
cannot
escorts
military
cers killed in
action, or
or who
die when
on duty
duty in
the field,
field, or
or at
at posts
posts on
on
in the
when on
who die
killed in action,
cers
the frontiers,
frontiers, or
or at
and places
places when
when ordered
ordered by the Secretary
Secretary
posts and
other posts
at other
the
of War,
of non-commissioned
non-commissioned officers
and soldiers;
soldiers; authorized
authorized office
office
officers and
and of
War, and
of
furniture;
laborers in
in the
department, including
including
quartermaster's department,
the quartermaster's
of laborers
hire of
furniture; hire
the
of interpreters,
and guides
guides for
compensation of
the army; compensation
for the
spies, and
interpreters, spies,
hire of
the hire
clerks to
to officers
of the
department; compensation
compensation of
quartermaster's department;
the quartermaster's
officers of
clerks
1838, ch.162,
forage and
wagon masters,
masters, authorized
July fifth, eighteen
eighteen
the act of July
by the,
authorized by
and wagon
ch.162, forage
1838,
hundred and
the apprehension
apprehension of deserters, and
and the
thirty-eight; for the
and thirty-eight;
hundred
§§10.
10.
vol.
v. P.
257. expenses incident to their pursuit; and for the
the following
following expenditures
expenditures
p. 257.
Vol. v.
required
regiments of
cavalry, the
batteries of light artilthe batteries
of cavalry,
several regiments
the several
for the
required for
lery,
and such
such companies
companies of
of infantry
infantry as
as may
may be
viz: the
the purmounted, viz:
be mounted,
lery, and
chase
forges, blacksmiths'
and shoeing
shoeing tools,
and mule
tools, horses and
blacksmiths' and
travelling forges,
of travelling
chase of
shoes and
and nails,
nails, iron
and steel
steel for
for shoeing,
shoeing, hire
veterinary surgeons,
surgeons,
of veterinary
hire of
iron and
shoes
medicines for
for horses
mules, picket
shoeing the horses
horses
picket ropes, and for shoeing
and mules,
horses and
medicines
of the
the proper
and authorized expenses
proper and
generally, the
also, generally,
named; also,
corps named;
the corps
of
expressly assigned
for the
movements and
operations of
of an
an army
assigned to
army not expressly
and operations
the movements
for
any
department, ten
ten million dollars.
dollars.
other department,
any other
million
Cavalry,
&c.,
For the
the purchase
cavalry and artillery horses, twenty-one
twenty-one million
purchase of cavalry
For
Cavalry, &c.,
horses.
Officers'
gage.
Officers' bag-

Transportation.
Transportation.

Quarters.
Quarters.

Stoves.
Stoves.
Telegraph.
Telegraph.
Prisoners of
Prisoners
war.

war.

dollars.
dollars.
For
transportation of
of officers'
officers' baggage, five hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
For transportation
troops
the troops
of the
the baggage of
including
army,
For
transportation
including
the
of
For transportation
when moving,
moving, either
by land
land or
or water;
garrison
water; of clothing, camp, and garrison
either by
when
equipage, from
from the
the depots
depots at
Philadelphia, Cincinnati,.
Cincinnati, and New York to
at Philadelphia,
equipage,
the
several
posts
and
army
depots,
from
those depots
depots to the troops
troops in
and
depots,
army
and
the several posts
the
field; and
and of
of subsistence
subsistence stores
stores from the places of purchase,
purchase, and from
the field;
circumstances
the
places of
such places
places as the circumStances
under contract, to such
delivery under
of delivery
the places
of
the service
service may
may require
require them
ordnance, or ordnance
to be sent; of ordnance,
them to
of the
stores, and
from foundries
and armories to the arsenals,
arsenals, forfounderies and
arms, from
small arms,
and small
stores,
and
tolls, and
wharfage, tolls,
tifications, frontier
and army depots; freights, wharfage,
posts, and
frontier posts,
tifications,
ferriages; for
hire of horses, mules, oxen,
oxen, and harness,
harness,
purchase and hire
for the purchase
ferriages;
and the
the purchase
and repair
repair of
of wagons,
and drays,
drays, and of ships, and
wagons, carts, and
purchase and
and
transportation
the
for
required
other
sea-going
vessels,
and
boats
required
transportation of supsupboats
and
vessels,
other sea-going
plies
garrison purposes
for drayage
several
drayage and cartage at the several
purposes;;for
for garrison
and for
plies and
posts;
teamsters; transportation
transportation of funds
funds for the pay and other
other
of teamsters;
hire of
posts; hire
disbursing departments;
departments; the
the expense
of sailing
public transports
transports on the
sailing public
expense of
disbursing
various rivers,
Atlantic and
and Pacific;
Pacific; and
and for
for
the Gulf of Mexico, and the Atlantic
rivers, the
various
procuring water
their situation,
situation, require
require it
it to
to be
be
water at such posts as, from their
procuring
brought from
from a
a distance;
distance; and for clearing
clearing roads, and removing
removing obstrucbrought
tions
roads, harbors,
extent which
which may be required
required
harbors, and rivers, to the extent
from roads,
tions from
million dollars.
thirty
for
the
actual
operations
of
the
troops
in
the
field,
troops
the
of
operations
for the actual
For
the hire
hire or
military duty;
duty;
commutation of quarters for officers on military
or commutation
For the
safe-keeping of military
storehouses for the safe-keeping
hire of
of quarters
military
troops; of storehouses
quarters for troops;
hire
of temstores; of
summer cantonments;
cantonments; for the construction
construction of
temgrounds for summer
of grounds
stores;
at
porary
huts, hospitals,
public buildings
buildings at
hospitals, and stables, and for repairing public
porary huts,
established posts, five million
million dollars.
established
For heating
cooking stoves,
thousand dollars.
stoves, one hundred thousand
and cooking
heating and
For
For constructing
constructing and
extending the
the telegraph
telegraph for military purposes, and
and extending
For
for
five hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
operating the same, five
expenses in operating
for expenses
one million
war one
For supplies,
million
transportation, and care of prisoners of war,
supplies, transpOrtation,
For
dollars.
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For clothing for the army, camp
equipage, and
and for
for exexcamp and garrison
garrison equipage,
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Clothing
and
Clothing and

penses of
of offices
and arsenals,
arsenals, fifty
million dollars.
dollars.
fifty million
penses
offices and

camp equipage.
equipage.
camp

tars.

Commanding
general's office.
office.
general's

thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand

and lead.

For
the army,
army, four
hundred thousand
dollars.
Contingencies.
Contingencies.
four hundred
thousand dollars.
For contingencies
contingencies of
of the
For
medical and hospital
hospital department,
million dollars.
Medical,
&c.,
For the medical
department, six million
dollars.
Medical, &c.,
For expenses
expenses of
of the
the commanding
commanding general's
office, ten
ten thousand
thousand doldol- department.
department.
For
general's office,
Commanding

hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
service.
For the secret service, one
one hundred
dollars.
Secret service.
armament of
fortifications, three
million five
hundred thousand
thousand Armam.nt
of
For armament
of fortifications,
three million
five hundred
Armanmet of
dollars.
fortifications.
dollars.
fortifications.
For the current
Ordnance
current expenses of the ordnance
ordnance service, one million two hun- vic0rdnance
e.
serdred
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
dred and
and fifty
vlce.
For ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance
horses, and
and the
Ordnance,
ordnance stores, and supplies,
supplies, including
including horses,
the Ordnance,
purchase and manufacture of army accoutrements
equipments stores, &c.
&c.
accoutrements and
and horse
horse equipments
for
volunteers and
million dollars.
ibr volunters
and regulars,
regulars, twenty
twenty million
dollars.
For the manufacture
manufacture of arms
national armory,
three million
arms at
at the national
armory, three
million five
five Manufacture
hundred thousand dollars.
hundred
of arms.
For
machinery at
the national
&e.,
For repairs, improvements,
improvements, and
and new
new machinery
at the
national armory,
armory, Repairs, &c.,
one hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
at armory.
the purchase
gunpowder and
and lead,
two million
five hundred
Gunpowder
For the
purchase of
of gunpowder
lead, two
million five
hundred Gunpowder

For repairs
improvements at arsenals,
repairs and improvements
and additions
additions Arsenals.
Arsenals.
arsenals, including
including new
new and
to present buildings, and machinery, tools, and fixtures,
fixtures, five hundred
hundred
thousand dollars.
For signal service of the army, one hundred
Signal service.
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For salaries of two clerks in the signal office,
office, two
two thousand
thousand eight
eight hunhundred dollars.
S
EC. 2.
be it
in the
the Deficiency
for
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That to
to supply
supply aa deficiency
deficiency in
Deficiency for
appropriations for the current
current fiscal year, for ordnance, ordnance
1865,eto
ordnance stores, n188.62c,Lcordtbr ordand supplies, including the purchase
purchme and manufacture
manufacture of arms, accoutreaccoutre- nance, &.
ments, and horse equipments for volunteers
volunteers and regulars, the sum of seven
seven
millions of dollars is hereby appropriated
in the
appropriated out
out of
of any
any money in
the TreasTreasury
ury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC. 3. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That from
from and
and after
the first
first day
day Commutation
Commutation
SEC.
And be
after the
of March, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, and during
continuance of "s'ff officers'
during the continuance
officers' subsub-the present
present rebellion,
commutation price
officers' subsistence
subsistence shall
shall Bistenm
rebellion, the
the commutation
price of
of officers'
sstencesaid increase
not apply
to Proviso.
Proviso.
be fifty
fifty cents
cents per
per ration: Provided,
Provided, That
That said
increase shall
shall not
apply to
the commutation
commutation price of the rations of any
any officer
officer above the rank
of
rank of
brevet
brigadier-general, or of any
officer entitled
entitled to
commutation for
for fuel
brevet brigadier-general,
any officer
to commutation
fuel
or quarters.
or
quarters.
C
vo
ert,a
ni
t
n
eeorfsfi
officers
S
EC. 4.
officers of
of volunteers
volunteers now
SEC.
4. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
all officers
now 0fh
Certain
officers
.of volunteers too
in commission, below the rank of brigadier-general,
brigadier-general, who shall conti
n ue in
three
continue
in have three
the military service to the close of the war,
war, shall be entitled to receive,
receive, months'
months' pay
pay
when mustered
upon being mustered out of said service, three months'
months' pay proper.
out of service.
service.
SEC.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That commissioned
S
EC. 5. And be
it further
commissioned officers
of the
the Officers
the
officers of
Officers in
in the
army, serving in the field, shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be permitted
permitted to purchase
purchase rations
rations field may buy
buy
rzotions on
for
credit, from
any commissary
commissary of
of subsistence,
subsistence, at
for their
their own use,
use, on
on credit,
from any
at cost
costcredit,
rations
on credit,
prices, and the amount
amount due for rations so purchased
purchased shall
shall be reported
reported
monthly to the paymaster-general,
the payment
next
paymaster-general, to be
be deducted
deducted from
from the
payment next
following
purchase. And the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
is hereby
directed
following such
such purchase.
hereby directed
to issue such
best calculated
calculated to
to
such orders
orders and regulations
regulations as he may
may deem
deem best
insure the proper
proper observance hereof.
hereof.

SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary
Secretary of War
Tobacco e
for at
S
EC. 6. And
And be it further
War is :01::1:er
hereby authorized and directed
directed to cause
cause tobacco to be furnished
furnished to the
the enlisted men at
a
la ft7
enlisted men of the army at cost prices,
prices, exclusive of the
the cost
cost of transportation, in such quantities
quantities as
they may
may require,
exceeding sixteen
as they
require, not
not exceeding
ounces per
per month,
month, and
and the
the amount
therefor shall
be deducted
deducted from
from
ounces
amount due
due therefor
shall be
their pay in the same manner
provided for
of
manner as at present
present provided
the settlement
for the
settlement of
clothing accounts.
SEC.
And be it
itfurther
S
EC. 7. And
further enacted,
amount hereenacted, That, in addition to
to the amount
here- Additional ap42*
42*
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propriation for
propriation
pay of army.
of army.
pay

inbefore appropriated for the pay of the army, the sum of thirty-six millinbefore appropriated for the pay of the army, the sum ofinthirty-six
the Treasury
ions
of dollars
dollars is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
out of any money
Treasury
appropriated out
ions of
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
not
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APPROVED,
March 3,
1865.
3, 1865.
APPROVED, March

National Cu,
At to provide aaNational
CHAP. LXXX1I.
—An Act to amend an Act entitled "An
"An Alt
Cu,
March 3,1865.
3, 1865. CHAP. LXXXII. - An Ac to amend an Act entitled
March
rency, secured by a Pledge of
United States
Bonds, and
to proviae
provide for
the Circulation
Circulation and
and
the
for
to
and
Bonds,
States
United
of
Pledge
a
by
reney, secured
06
1864, ch. 106,
Redemption
thereof."
Redeomption thereof:"
§ 21.
§

United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
of
twenty-one
section
States of
of America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
twenty-one
of
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States
follows:
said act
be
so
amended
that
said
section
shall
follows:
as
read
said act be so amended that said section shall
SEC. 21. And be
transfer and
and delivery
the transfer
upon the
That upon
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
21. And be it
Banking asso- of SEC.
provided in
the foregoing
foregoing section,
section, the assoin the
as provided
ciations
after
treasurer, as
the treasurer,
to the
bonds to
of bonds
alter
ciations
transfer, &c., of ciation making
same shall be entitled to receive from
from the comptroller
comptroller
the same
&c.,re-of ciation making the
transfer,may
bonds,
in blank, regof
the
currency
circulating
notes
of
different
denominations,
denominations,
different
of
notes
the currency circulating
ceive
ceive circulating of
istered and
and countersigned
countersigned as
as hereinafter
provided, equal in amount to
hereinafter provided,
notes.
istered
notes.
ninety per
centum
of
the
current
market
value of
of the
the United States
States bonds
value
market
current
the
of
centum
per
ninety
of the
centum
so transferred and
delivered,
but
not
exceeding
ninety
per
ninety
exceeding
not
but
so transferred and delivered,
Limit of
amount of
the par
par value
value thereof,
bearing interest
interest at aarate
thereof, if bearing
at the
bonds at
amount of
said bonds
of said
notes amount
of notes
amount
circu-to be received.
th an five
er centum
per annum;
annum ;and the amount of said circu
centum per
five per
not less than
be received
to
to
proportion
in
shall
latin'g
notes
to
be
furnished
to
each
association
be
to
association
each
to
lating notes to be furnished
its .paid-up
paid-up capital
and no
no more:
more: To
each association
association whose
whose
To each
follows, and
as follows,
capital as
its
capital
shall not
thousand dollars,
dollars, ninety
ninety per centum
hundred thousand
five hundred
exceed five
not exceed
capital shall
of
such capital;
capital; to
association whose
exceeds five hundred
hundred
whose capital exceeds
each association
to each
of such
thousand
dollars, but
but does
not exceed
centum
one million dollars, eighty per centum
exceed one
does not
thousand dollars,
of such
such capital;
capital; to
association whose
exceeds one million doldolwhose capital exceeds
each association
to each
of
centum
seventy-five per centum
lars, but
does not
exceed three
millions of
dollars, seventy-five
of dollars,
three millions
not exceed
but does
lars,
of such
such capital;
capital; to
each association
whose capital
exceeds three millions
capital exceeds
association whose
to each
of
Apportionment of dollars, sixty
sixty per
per cent.
of
such
capital. And that one hundred and
and
capital.
such
of
cent.
dollars,
of
Apportionment
of authorized
fifty millions
the entire
entire amount
amount of circulating
circulating notes
notes authorauthorof the
dollars of
of dollars
millions of
fifty
authorized
of
in
states,
apportioned to associations
circulation.
ized to
to be
be issued
be apportioned
associations in
in the
the states, in the
the
shall be
issued shall
ized
circulation.
representative
to
according
District
of
Columbia,
and
in
the
territories,
according
representative
District of Columbia, and in the territories,
of
population,
and the
the remainder
remainder shall
shall be
apportioned by the Secretary
Secretary of
be apportioned
population, and
Disthe
in
states,
the
in
the
Treasury
among
associations
formed
several
in
the
Disformed
the Treasury among associations
trict of
and in
territories, having
regard to the existing
existing
due regard
having due
the territories,
in the
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
trict
terriand
district,
states,
banking
capital,
resources,
and
business
of'
and
terrisuch
of
business
and
resources,
banking capital,
Ante, p.
105.
p. 105.
Ante,

tories.

3, 1865.
APPROVED,
1865.
March 3,
APPROVED, March

March 3, 1865.

March 3, 1865.

tn
Crime tn
CHAP. LXXXIII.
to prevent
the Enlistment
Enlistment of Persons
Persons charged with
with Crime
prevent the
Act to
An Act
-—An
LXXXIII.
CHAP.
the District
of Columbia, as
as Substitute
p1
or as
as Volunteers
Volunteers in
in the
the Army
Army or
or iavy,
Navy, and to
or
Is]
Substitute
Columbia,
of
District
the
prevent
Frauds at
District Jail,
Jail, in
in the
the City of
of Washington.
Washington.
the District
at the
prevent Frauds

Be
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
in
Congress
assembled,
That,
from
the paspasfrom and after the
That,
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States
sage of
act, it
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any person, with knowledge of
of the
the
it shall
this act,
of this
sage
muster-in
the
inofolumany
or
crime
or officer,
agent
fact,
to
present
or
offer
to
any
recruiting
agent
officer,
or
any
muster
-in
recruiting
crime
in
the
any
to
offer
or
present
to
fact,
Dstritofolum
District C
bia not
officer in
in the
military or naval service,
service, either as a
avolunteer
volunteer
States military
United States
the United
of- officer
be ofto be
not to
bia
with the commission
nany person,
a substitute for any
fered as
as voblu
or
as a
person, any
any person
person charged
char ged with the commission
or as
volunfered
teem
su stiteere or substitrial of such
the
for
bail
on
held
or
tutes.
of
any
criminal
offence,
and
confined
or
held
o
n
bail
for
the trial of such
of any criminal
sbs
tute
like
in
offence, within
within the
the District
District of
Columbia;
and
shall
manner be
be
it
and
Columbia;
of
offence,
in
unlawful for
for any
any person,
person, in
in any
any way
or manner,
assist in
manner, to abet, aid, or assist
way or
unlawful
for
held
or
charged
so
any
of
procuring
the
offer
or
acceptance
of
any
,
person
charged
or
held
for
acceptance
or
offer
the
procuring
trial,
bail and
awaiting trial, either as aavolunteer
volunteer or
or as
as a
a
and awaiting
on bail
released on
or released
trial, or
substitute
person drafted
military or
or naval
naval
drafted or liable to draft in the military
any person
for any
substitute for
to
drafted or
service of
the United
United States,
States, whether
whether the
the person so drafted
or liable
liable to
of the
service
draft shall be aresident of the District of Columbia,
shall reside elsedraft shall be a resident of the District of Columbia, or
Punishment of where.
And any person who shall
against the
the provisknowingly offend against
shall knowingly
Punishment of where. And any person who of
deemed guilty
principals and
this section,
such provisions,
provisions, shall be
be deemed
guilty
section, or either
of this
ions of
and ions
principals
of
a court
thereof, before
conviction thereof,
accessories,
upon conviction
before a
court of
misdemeanor, and shall upon
a misdemeanor,
of a
accessories.
Persons
Persons
charged with
with
charged
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competent
punished by
fine of
of not
less
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in said
said district,
district, be
be punished
by aa fine
not less
hundred and
fifty dollars,
and not
not more
more than
than one
thousand doldolthan two
two hundred
and fifty
dollars, and
one thousand
lars, and
and by
by imprisonment
imprisonment in
the district
district prison
not less
less than
than
lars,
in the
prison for
for aaterm
term not
six months
more than
than one
one year.
six
months nor
nor more
year.
Site. 2.
enacted, That
the district
district jail
Officers, or
SEC.
2. And
And be it further
further enacted,
That any
any officer
officer of
of the
jail Officers,
or
Tiptlaocnegs at
fees
th e
of the
the District
Columbia, or
or any
or any
any attachd
or emof
District of
of Columbia,
any guard
guard thereof,
thereof, or
employees
attache or
em- jail
taking feesthe
ployee connected
with said
jail, who
who shall
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly for information
ployee
connected with
said jail,
shall demand
demand or
or directly
information
priscompensation, fee,
fee, reward,
or gratuity
gratuity for
for any
any information
information respecting
receive, any compensation,
reward, or
respecting prisintent,
with intent,
oners .with
given in respect
respect to any prisoner confined
confined therein,
therein, or awaiting
awaiting trial upon Tiers
&c.,
how pun&c., how
bail,
for any
assistance, or
given, or
or exerted,
exerted, ished.
bail, or
or for
any service,
service, assistance,
or influence
influence rendered,
rendered, given,
ished.
with any
view,
intent,
or
purpose
of
having
such
person
thus
charged
or
any view, intent, or purpose of having such person thus charged or
held
in [on]
await trial,
taken, offered,
offered, or
used
held for
for trial, or
or held in
[on] bail
bail to
to await
trial, taken,
or used
substitute for
for any
any other
other in
in the
military or
naeither as
as a
a volunteer
volunteer or
or as
as a
a substitute
the military
or naval
for any
any act
act done
by virtue
virtue of
of
val service, or who
who shall corruptly
corruptly receive,
receive, for
done by
his
employment, any
gratuity, shall
shall
his office
office or
or employment,
any fee,
fee, compensation,
compensation, reward,
reward, or
or gratuity,
be
guilty of
misdeanor [misdemeanor]
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdeanor
[misdemeanor] [and]
[and] shall
shall on
on conviction
conviction
thereof
of competent
jurisdiction, be
be punished
punished by
by aa
thereof in any district
district court
court of
competent jurisdiction,
fine
hundred and
and fifty
and not
than
fine of
of not less than
than two
two hundred
fifty dollars,
dollars, and
not more
more than
one
by imprisonment
prison for
for aa
one thousand
thousand dollars, and
and by
imprisonment in
in the
the district
district prison
term not less than three months nor more
more than
than one year.
year.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.

CHAP.
An Act supplemettary
supplementary to the several
C
HAP. LXXXIV.
LXXXIV. -—An
Acts relating
relating to Pensions.
Pensions.
several Acts

March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
March

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
now Invalid
assembled, That no
no invalid
invalid pensioner now
penInvalid pensioners not
not to
or hereafter
hereafter in the service
service of the United
United States shall be entitled
entitled to draw sioners
to
draw pensions
aapension
pension for any period of time
during which
which he
he is
or shall
shall be
be entitled
to while
time during
is or
entitled to
while reciving
receiving
the full pay or salary which an
able-bodied person
like duties
duties full salary, &c.
an able-bodied
&c.
person discharging
discharging like
to
law.
to the
the government
government is
is allowed
allowed by
by law.
SEC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That
SEC.
further enacted,
That acting
acting assistant or contract
contract sur- Acting assistdisease contracted
contracted while actually
actually ant, &c,surgeons,
geons disabled by any wound
wound received
received or
or disease
di?a' ct)lse
lid,g eon
if tdisabled,
performing
performing the duties of assistant
assistant surgeons
acting assistant
assistant surgeons,
surgeons, &c.;
surgeons or
or acting
to
&a.; entitled to
with any military forces in the field or in transitu, shall be entitled to the pensions.
benefits of the pension laws in the same
manner as
same manner
as if they
they had
had actually
actually
been mustered
mustered into
service with
"assistant surgeon,"
surgeon," and
and
into the service
with the
the rank
rank of
of "assistant
the widows,
dependents of acting assistant surgeons
widows, minor children, or the dependents
surgeons
dying while
while performing
performing the
shall ih
in like
like manner
dying
the duty
duty aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
manner be
be entitled
entitled
to the same benefits of the
deceased had
had been
the pension
pension laws
laws as
as if
if the
the deceased
been
into the
actually mustered
mustered into
the service
service as
as assistant
assistant surgeons.
surgeons.
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
all persons
persons now
now by
law entitled
Persons loslosSEC.
That all
by law
entitled Persons
ing foot
foot and
and hand
hand
to a
a less pension than hereafter specified who shall have lost
lost one foot and
and ing
to
$20 aa
to have
have $20
the
military
service
of
the
United
States,
and
in
the
line
of
one hand in
in the military service of the United States, and in the line of month.
his
[their] duty, shall be
per month.
his [their]
be entitled
entitled to
to twenty
twenty dollars
dollars per
month.
SEC. 4. And be
enacted, That
or other
SEC.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That if
if any
any officer
officer or
other person
person Widow or
or
of cercernamed in the first section of an act entitled
"An act to grant pensions,"
children of
entitled "An
pensions," children
&c.,
tain officers,
officers, &c.,
approved
approved July fourteen, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, has
has died since
since to
to recefivepenreceive penthe fourth day of March,
hundred and sixty-one,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-one, or shall here- sion,
sion, &c.
&c.
1862, ch.
ch. 166,
166,
reason of any wound
received or disease contracted
while in
in 1862,
after die by reason
wound received
contracted while
the line
of duty,
duty, his
or §
the service
service of the United
United States,
States, and
and in
in the
line of
his widow,
widow, or
§ 1.Vol.
.Vol xii.
xii. p.
566
p. 566.
if there be no widow, or in case of her death
death or marriage, without
without paypayment to her of any part of the pension hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned,
mentioned, his
or
his child or
children, under sixteen years of age, shall
shall be
same
be entitled
entitled to receive the same
pension as the husband or father
father would have
have been
been entitled
entitled to under
under said
said
act, had he been totally disabled, to commence from the death
act,
death of the
the husband or father, and to continue to the
the widow during her widowhood,
widowhood, or to
to
the child or
severally attain to
years,
or children until
until they
they severally
to the
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years,
Provided, That when such
and no longer: Provided,
pension has
or shall
such pension
has been,
been, or
shall Proviso.
hereafter be, paid to the widow, such
such child or children shall only be enen-

500
500

Farther
proFarther proviso.
viso.

1864,
1864, ch. 247,
0
§10.
. p. 388.
§ Ante,

nte, p. 388.
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titled to
receive the
pension, to
to commence
from the
the death
or marriage
marriage of
death or
commence from
the pension,
to receive
titled
further, That nothsuch widow
widow and
[to] continue
continue as
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided,further,
as aforesaid:
and [to]
such
ing herein
contained shall
shall be construed
construed to repeal or modify the tenth secherein contained
ing
tion of
'An act
act to
to grant
pensions,'
grant pensions,'
to 'An
supplementary to
act supplementary
"An act
entitled "An
act entitled
an act
tion of an
approved
July
fourteenth,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-two,"
approved July
approved
sixty-two,"
and
hundred
eighteen
approved July fourteenth,
fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
and said section is hereby
hereby desixty-four, and
fourth, eighteen
clared
be in
in full
full force
all cases
arising under this act
act to
cases arising
in all
effect in
and effect
force and
to be
dared to
which
said section
is applicable,
applicable, saving
saving and
excepting such
such cases
cases as are
and excepting
section is
which said
embraced
in the
preceding proviso.
proviso.
the preceding
embraced in
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
APPROVED,

March 3, 1865. CHAP. L/
CXXV.—An Ad
provide for
for a
aChief
Chief of
V* Staff
Staf to
Lieutenant-General
to the Lieutenant-General
to provide
Act to
March 3,1865. CHA'P. LXXXV. -Ancommending
the Armies of the Lnitecl
btates.
United States.

commanding the Armies of the

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
Chief of
congress assembled,
the President of the
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
staff States
Chief of staff
of the Senate,
consent
and
to
lieutenantUnited
States
may,
by
and
with
the
advice
consent
advice
the
with
and
by
may,
States
United
to lieutenantgeneral.
commanding the
lieutenant-general commanding
appoint a
achief of staff to the lieutenant-general
the armies
armies
general.
a
of a
allowances
and
Bank,
pay,
&c.
of
the
United
States,
who
shall
have
the
rank,
allowances
pay,
rank,
the
have
shall
who
States,
United
the
of
&c.
pay,
Bank,
brigadier-general in
in the
the United
States army.
army.
United States
brigadier-general
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
APPROVED, March
CHAP. LXXXVI .—An Act regulating Proceedings in criminal
criminal Cases, and for
far other
3 1865.
March 3,
1865. CHAP. LXXXVI. - An Act regulating Proceedings
March
Purposes.
Purposes.

Be
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Vitited
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
every grand
grand jury
jury impanimpanThat every
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
elled
any district
circuit court
States to inquire
court of the United States
or circuit
district or
before any
elled before
into
and
presentment
make
of
public
offences
against
the
United States,
United
the
against
offences
public
of
into and presentment make
committed or
or triable
triable within
district for
for which
which the court is holden, shall
the district
within the
committed
consist
not less
less than
sixteen and
and not
twenty-three persons.
exceeding twenty-three
not exceeding
than sixteen
of not
consist of
placed
If of
of the
summoned less than sixteen
sixteen attend, they
they shall be placed
persons summoned
the persons
insufficient If
If insufficient
either
on the
the grand
jury, and
and the
court shall
shall order
to summon,
summon, either
number attends.
marshal to
the marshal
order the
the court
grand jury,
number attends. on
not
district,
immediately
or
for
a
day
fixed,
from
the
body
and
from
the
of
body
the
from
fixed,
day
a
for
or
immediately
the
sufficient number
persons to
to complete
complete the grand jury.
of persons
number of
a sufficient
bystanders, a
the bystanders,
And
whenever a
juror is allowed, and
grand juror
individual grand
an individual
to an
challenge to
a challenge
And whenever
Challenges.
there
not other
other jurors
in attendance
attendance sufficient
sufficient to complete
complete the grand
grand
jurors in
are not
there are
jury, the
the court
shall make
to the
marshal to summon aasuffisuffithe marshal
order to
like order
make aalike
court shall
jury,
found,
be
shall
cient
number
of
persons
for
that
purpose.
indictment
indictment
No
purpose.
that
for
persons
of
cient number
shall any
presentment be
made, without
without the
the concurrence
concurrence of at
least
at least
be made,
any presentment
nor shall
Twelve must nor
twelve grand
grand jurors.
jurors. From
From the persons
summoned and accepted
accepted as grand
grand
persons summoned
twelve
vote for bill.
shall appoint.
appoint, the
who shall
adhave power to adshall have
foreman, who
the foreman,
court shall
the court
jurors, the
Foreman may jurors,
swear
witnesses. minister
minister oaths
oaths and
and affirmations
affirmations to witnesses appearing
appearing before the grand
swear witnesses.
jury.
SEc. 2.
2. And
be it
when the
the offence
offence charged
charged be
be
That when
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
Challenges,
treason or
defendant shall be entitled to twenty and
the defendant
number
offence, the
capital offence,
or aacapital
treason
ofi
number of;
the United
to five
challenges. On aatrial for any other
other
peremptory challenges.
five peremptory
States to
United States
the
offence
which the
the right
right of
peremptory challenge
challenge now
now exists, the defenddefendof peremptory
in which
offence in
ant
ten and
and the
United States
States to two peremptory
peremptory chalchalthe United
to ten
entitled to
be entitled
shall be
ant shall
All challenges,
whether to the array or panel
panel or to individual
individual
challenges, whether
lenges. All
to be tried by lenges.
aid of
the
jurors
of
or favor, shall be tried by the court without the aid
cause or
for cause
jurors for
court
Ihe court
triers.
person
any person
Sentences for
SEC.
3. And
it further
enacted, That
in every
case where
where any
every case
That in
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 3.
for
Sentences
more
convicted
offence against the
the United States shall be sentenced
sentenced to
to
any offence
convicted of any
a
than a
more than
.
year, where too be
the
year,
executed.
where to be imprisonment
period longer
than one
one year,
year, it shall be lawful
lawful for the
longer than
a period
for a
imprisonment for
execut
be court by
is passed
passed to
the same
same to
executed in
to be executed
order the
to order
sentence is
the sentence
which the
court by which
such
where
state
any
state
prison
or
penitentiary
within
the
district
or
district
the
within
penitentiary
or
prison
any state
court is
is held,
the use
which prison
prison or
or penitentiary
allowed by the
penitentiary is allowed
of which
use of
held, the
court
legislature of
of such
state for
for such
purposes; and
and the
attendant
the expenses attendant
such purposes;
such state
legislature
Expenses.
by
paid
be
upon
the
execution
of
such
sentence
shall
the United States.
sentence
such
of
execution
the
upon

juries
Grand juries
in district or
to
courts
circuit
circuit
rtto
of how
cinsist
consist of
many
members.
many members.
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501

Sac.
of fact
in civil
civil cases
in Issues
SEC. 4. And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That issues
issues of
fact in
cases in
of fact
Issuescases
of
any
any circuit
circuit court of the United'States
may be
determined by the
United'States may
be tried
tried and determined
the in
cases
civil
in
may
1
3e
1 tried by
court
jury, whenever
parties, or
or their
their atat- court, if,
court without
without the intervention
intervention of
of aajury,
whenever the
the parties,
ifT&c.
c.y
torneys
torneys of record, file
clerk of
of the
the court
court
file aa stipulation
stipulation in writing
writing with
with the
the clerk
waiving a
The finding
finding of
of the
the court
facts,.which
finding Effect of findwaiving
a jury. The
court upon
upon the
the facts,
which finding
finding.
special, shall
the verdict
verdict ing.
may be either general or special,
shall have
have the
the same
same effect
effect as
as the
a jury. The rulings of the
of a
court in the
[cause] in
the court
the court
court [cause]
Exceptions to
in the
the progress
progress Exceptions
rulings.
excepted to at
of the trial, when excepted
at the time, may be reviewed
reviewed by the su- rulings.
preme court
court of the United States
writ of
error, or
or upon
upon appeal,
States upon
upon aawrit
of error,
appeal,
provided the rulings be duly presented
presented by a
abill
bill of
When the
the
of exceptions.
exceptions. When
finding
review may
finding is special, the review
may also extend
extend to the determination
determination of the
the
to support the judgment.
sufficiency of the facts found io
judgment.

SEC. 5.
5. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
Sac.
it further
all acts
acts and
and parts
of acts
acts in
in
parts of

Repealing
Repealing

clause.
conflict with this act be, and
and the same are hereby, repealed.
clause.
When act
act takes
Sac.
6. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
act shall
shall take
take effect
on the
SEC. 6.
And be
be it
it further
That this
this act
effect on
the When
takes
effect.
first day of June,
and sixty-five.
June, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-five.
effect.

APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
APPROVED, March
1865.

CHAP.
LXXXVII. -An
Act for the ColC
HAP. LXXXVII.
—An Act
Act further to amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act
lection of direct
direct Tares
Tsres in
in the insurrectionary
insurrectionary Districts
Districts within
within the United
United States, and for
other Purposes,"
Purposes," approved
approved June seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.

March 3,
3, 1865.
March
1862,
h. 98
1862, ch.
98.
Vol. xii. p. 422
422

Be'it
enacted by
BeAenacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
Senate and
Representativesof
the United
States of
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That in any case in which
which aasale Tax commiscommissioners, after
after
of lands or tenements has been or shall be made by aaboard of tax corcom- sioners,
sale of lands, &c,
&c.,
missioners,
missioners, appointed
appointed pursuant to the
the act of which this is an amendment, and
and certificate,
certificate,
to
and aacertificate
certificate of sale issued by
purchaser or
or purchaspurchas- may issue writ
by the
the board
board to the purchaser
writ to
put
)es purchaser
en
in
ers of said lands
lands or tenements,
tenements, it shall and
and may be lawful
lawful for
com- put
for the tax
tax cornpuchaser
in
missioners
missioners to issue, in such form as the Secretary
secretary of the
the Treasury shall
shall
prescribe,
prescribe, aawrit, directed
directed to the marshal of the
the district in which
which said lands
or tenements are
are situated, commanding
commanding him
him to
the said
said purchaser
purchaser or
or
to put
put the
purchasers
purchasers forthwith into possession
possession of the said
said lands or tenements, and to
make return of his proceedings
proceedings under the said writ within thirty days
Return.
days to Return.
the commissioners, who shall keep a
a record
record of their proceedings
proceedings in the
matter, and who may, in case
of the
the said
said marmar- Alias
case of any
any failure
failure on the
the part
part of
and
Alias and
shal to execute
execute the first
first writ, issue alias
alias and
pluries writs,
circum- pluries
and pluries
pilules writs.
writs, as
as the circum[stances] may to [them]
[them] seem to require.
require. In case the marshal
marshal of the If marshal is
unable to
to exeexecute such unable
district shall be unable, either by himself or by deputy,
deputy, to execute
execute writ, who
who
cute
writ,
writ, or in case there shall be no marshal
marshal of
United States
of the
the United
States within
within the may
so.
do
may
said district at the time of the issuing
issuing of said writ, the same
same may
may be
be exeexecuted and returned by any fit
fit person, to be specially
specially appointed
appointed by the said
said
board of tax commissioners
commissioners for the purpose, which
which appointment
appointment shall
shall be
be in
in
writing
writing and indorsed
indorsed in the said writ: Provided,
Provided, That where the
the lands or
or Issuing of
of
be sussustenements so sold shall, at the time of
of such sale,
sale, be occupied
occupied by
the United
United writ
by the
writ to
to be
pended
if
if
lands
l
ands
pende
ocdcupied by
States authorities for hospital or other purposes, the issuing of such
are
) occupied
such writ are
pied by
the United
United
shall be suspended
suspended during such occupancy,
occupancy, and the purchaser
purchaser or
purchas- the
or purchasers of such lands or tenements
tenements shall be entitled
such rent or States.
entitled to and
and receive
receive such
States.
Purchasers to
compensation for the
compensation
the use of such lands
lands or tenements
tenements as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of receive
receive rent.
rent.
the Treasury,
prescribed by him, shall
Treasury, under regulations
regulations prescribed
shall order or direct.
SEC.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 2.
enacted, That
That after
after the
the time
time allowed
the Patents when
allowed for
for the
to issue
the
redemption
tenements which
redemption of any lands
lands or tenements
which have been
been or shall be sold by to
issue for
for the
lands purchased.
aa board of tax commissioners shall have
have passed, and
and after
after the purchasepurchase- lans purchased.
money shall have been fully paid, the President
President is authorized
authorized and required
required
to cause a
be issued to any
any such
such person
the
a patent or patents
patents to
to be
person as
as may be
be the
purchaser, owner, assignee,
transferee of such
bona fide purchaser,
assignee, or transferee
such lands or
or tenetenements under and by virtue
virtue of any
any certificates
and by
certificates of sale,
sale, or under and
by
certificate: Provided,
virtue of any assignment or transfer of such certificate:
Provided, That Proviso.
transfer of a
a certificate
in case of an assignment or transfer
certificate of sale, the person apto the
the commissioner
commissioner
plying for such patent
patent shall give satisfactory
satisfactory proof
proof to
of the general
land-office of the preceding
general land-office
preceding transfers or assignments.
assignments.
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Site. 3.
3.. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
majority of
board of
of tax
tax
a board
of a
That aa majority
further enacted,
nd be
SC
commissioners shall
have full
authority to transact all business and to perfull authority
shall have
commissioners
form all
required by
performed by
by such
board, and no
no
such board,
be performed
to be
law to
by law
duties required
all duties
form
proceeding of
of any
any board
board of
commissioners shall
shall be
be void or invalid in
tax commissioners
of tax
proceeding
consequence of
absence of
of said
commissioners.
said commissioners.
one of
any one
of any
the absence
of the
consequence
Site. 4.
4. And
enacted, That
lien creditor
creditor (being
loyal
(being aaloyal
any lien
That any
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
Lien
SEC.
Lien creditors,
rebellion, or

Majority
Majority of
of tax
board of
commissioners
cmmiioners
may aact.
may

citizen of
of the
the United
United States
States from
from the
the commencement
commencement of this rebellion, or
if loyal,
citizen
&c.,
loyal, &c.,
if
may be
from alien
nation who
alien subject
who shall not have taken part against
against
friendly nation
of a
a friendly
subject of
be paid
paid from
may
proceeds of sale,
tenements
the United
United States
States in
rebellion) of
person whose
whose lands
or tenements
lands or
a person
of a
this rebellion)
in this
if, &c.
the
&c.
if,
and not
shall
been sold
by a
board of
of tax
tax commissioners
not redeemed,
redeemed,
commissioners and
a board
sold by
have been
shall have
shall,
of redemption
redemption has
elapsed, be
be entitled
entitled to
to payment
payment
has elapsed,
period of
the period
after the
shall, after
out
the balance
balance of
the proceeds
of such
such lands
lands and
and tenements,
tenements,
sale of
of sale
proceeds of
of the
of the
out of
the United
after
the same
shall have
have been
been paid
into the
treasury of
of the
United
the treasury
paid into
same shall
after the
left for such
States, of
of the
the amount
his lien,
lien, if
if aasufficient
sum shall
shall be
be left
sufficient sum
of his
amount of
States,
purpose,
the payment
of all
all claims
claims of
of the
the United
United States,
together
States, together
payment of
after the
purpose, after
with
the costs
costs and
and expenses
of sale,
sale, and
the payment
of all
all prior
prior liens,
payment of
and the
expenses of
with the
under such
such rules
and regulations,
and after
after exhibiting
such proof
proof of
of his
exhibiting such
regulations, and
rules and
under
right,
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
shall
prescribe.
prescribe.
shall
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
the
as
right,
Site. 5.
5. And
be it
it further
That each
each board
board of
tax commissioncommissionof tax
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Tax commisa transcript
ers shall
shall file
in the
the department
department of
of the
treasury a
transcript of its prothe treasury
sioners to
file in
ers
file
to file
sioners
transcript of
occur, and dupliceedings
to time
as the
the said
said proceedings
proceedings shall
shall occur,
time as
time to
from time
ceedings from
cetedtheirs
their proceedand
of all
orders, resolutions,
resolutions, documents
and papers,
papers, drafts. plats,
plats, and
documents and
all orders,
cates of
&c., with cates
ings, Sm.,
such
treasury departas often
surveys, made
them, and
often and under such
and as
by them,
issued by
or issued
made or
of surveys,
maps of
depart- maps
treasury
ment.
Treasury shall
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
shall prescribe;
prescribe; and copies
copies
the Secretary
as the
regulations as
be regulations
Copies may
Copies
may be
or proceedings,
of
any
such
orders,
resolutions,
documents,
papers,
or
proceedings, duly
duly
papers,
documents,
resolutions,
orders,
such
used
in
evidence.
any
of
evidence.
used in
certified to
to be
be full
full and
the hand
hand of
of the
the said
said SecreSecreunder the
copies, under
correct copies,
and correct
certified
and duplicates,
tary
or of
of the
officer having
having custody
of the
the said
transcripts and
duplicates,
said transcripts
custody of
the officer
tary or
effect as
same effect
under the
seal of
of the
treasury, shall
be evidence
evidence with
with the
the same
as
shall be
the treasury,
the seal
under

the originals.
originals.
the
by or
SEC. 6.
it further
enacted, That
the expenses
caused by
or
expenses caused
That the
further enacted,
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
incident to
to the
the proceedings
any board
board of tax commissioners
commissioners shall be
be
of any
proceedings of
incident
have
sales which
of the
paid by
by the
out of
the proceeds
proceeds of
the sales
which have
of the
commissioners out
the commissioners
paid
Provided,
been or
shall be
be made
made by
any lands
lands or
or tenements:
tenements: Provided,
of any
them of
by them
or shall
been
however, That
the bills
of such
such expenses
expenses shall
to and
and
submitted to
first submitted
be first
shall be
bills of
That the
however,
Proviso.
Proviso,
Treasury.
approved
by the
of the Treasury.
Secretary of
the Secretary
approved by
SEC. 7.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
in any
any case
in which
which lands
lands
case in
That in
it further
7. And
SEC.
Principal and
Principal
of commissioners,
the board
by the
shall
be redeemed
redeemed after
made by
board of
commissioners, and
and
sale made
after sale
interest of purshall be
interest
chase-money to
after the
money
received
by
them on
on the
sale of
of such
such lands
lands has been paid
paid
the sale
by them
received
money
the
after
if
land
bhrepamion
be repaid, if land
the provisions
into
the owner
complying with
all the
provisions of the
the
with all
owner complying
by the
treasury, by
the treasury,
into the
is redeemed.
redeemed.
with on
law relating
to redemption
necessary to
to be
on his part, the
complied with
be complied
redemption necessary
relating to
law
said board
certify to
to the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury the fact that
that
Secretary of
shall certify
board shall
said
purchase-money paid
of the
such lands
lands have
been redeemed,
redeemed, the
the amount
amount of
the purchase-money
have been
such
together
paid, together
by the
and when
when the
the said
said purchase-money
purchase-money was
was paid,
purchaser, and
the purchaser,
by
regulation or
Secretary, by general
with such
general regulation
or
circumstances as the Secretary,
other circumstances
such other
with
the Secretary, on being satisfied
special
require, and
and the
satisfied
shall require,
instructions shall
special instructions
redeemed, shall repay, by draft drawn
that
the lands
lands have
have been
been duly
duly redeemed,
drawn on
on
that the
purchaser the principal
the
of the
United States,
said purchaser
principal and
the said
States, the
the United
treasury of
the treasury
interest
of the
purchase-money; and
and the
the purchaser
purchaser shall forthwith
forthwith
said purchase-money;
the said
Purchaser to
interest of
Purchaser
aforesaid: Provided,
put the owner
owner in
in deliver
redeeming as
possession to the owner
deliver possession
owner so redeeming
as aforesaid:
Provided,
putthe
possession.
to redeem
however, That
That no
no owner
owner shall
be entitled
entitled to
redeem unless,
unless, in addition
addition to
shall be
not to however,
Owner
Owner not to
oath prescribed
prescribed by
existing laws,
laws, he
he shall
shall swear
swear that
that he
he has
has not taken
taken
by existing
the oath
be put in posses- the
given
sion
he
part with
the insurgents
insurgents in
in the
the present
present rebellion,
rebellion, or in any
any way
way given
with the
part
unless he
sion unless
makes
oath, &c.
&c. them aid or comfort, and
board of
satisfy the
makes oath,
and shall
shall satisfy
the board
of commissioners
commissioners that
that the
the
said oath
oath is
Provided, also,
at suff[e]rance
suff[e]rance or
or at
at
tenant, at
a tenant,
That a
also, That
true: Provided,
is true:
said
Proviso.
tenant for years be
will, shall
shall not
to redeem,
nor shall
shall aa tenant
he
redeem, nor
allowed to
be allowed
not be
will,
Tenants
Tenants at
in
will or
by suffer
redeem, unless
unless he
he shall satisfy
satisfy the board
board of
of commissioners,
commissioners, in
to redeem,
allowed to
suffer--allowed
or by
will
ante.
the
of the
that the
requirements of
addition to
ance.
to the
the other
other requirements
of the
the law,
law, that
the owner
owner of
this
reversionary
has been
been loyal and not in any manner
manner engaged
engaged in
in this
estate has
reversionary estate
rebellion, nor
nor in
aid or
or comfort
comfort to
to rebels.
rebels.
giving aid
in giving
rebellion,

Expenses of
board,
board, how paid.
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SEC.
S
EC. 8. And be it further enacted, That when
when lands
tenements, parlands,'tenements,
par- Preemption
Preemption
rights.
eels,
cels, or lots of land, which have been
selected under
unde r direction
direction of
the rights.
been selected
of the
President for government
government use, or which
which have been purchased
purchased at
at any
any sale
sale
made by aaboard of tax commissioners
United States,
States, have
commissioners for
for the
the United
have been
been
entered
entered upon by persons
persons claiming preemption
therein, with
with the
preemption rights
rights therein,
the conconsent or by the authority of the board
board of tax
commissioners, and
and in
accordtax commissioners,
in accordinstructions heretofore issued by the
ance with instructions
of the
the United
United
the President of
States, such persons shall
taken and
and deemed
to have
rights of
of
shall be
be taken
deemed to
have acquired
acquired rights
preemption in said lands; and all certificates
issued or
certificates that have
have been
been issued
or
that shall shall hereafter
hereafter be issued by the
said board
of commissioners
to
the said
board of
commissioners to
such persons shall be valid
as though
though issued
issued pursuant
pursuant to
to the
valid and effectual,
effectual, as
the
act of
of which this
this is
is amendatory.
amendatory.
SEC.
S
EC. 9. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That boards
tax commissioners
commissioners Tax commisit further
boards of
of tax
sioners to
give _
shall give such notice, by advertisements,
advertisements, of
sales of
of lands
by sioners
of sales
lands to
to be
be made
made by
to give
can
otd
ics.eoff sales
of
ales of
them, by authority of law, as the commissioner
commissioner of internal
revenue, under
under notice
internal revenue,
d
direction
direction of the Secretary of
shall order
and direct.
direct.
of the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
order and
SEC.
S
EC. 10. And be it further
enacted, That section
section seven
seven of
of the
the act
further enacted,
act 1863, ch.
eh. 21,
§7
7.
entitled
"An act to amend an act
entitled "An
act for
for the
collection of
of §
act entitled
entitled 'An
'An act
the collection
..
'Vol. xii. p. 640
insurrectionary districts
direct taxes in insurrectionary
districts within the United States, and for Vo. ii. p. 640
other purposes,'"
by striking
striking therefrom
the following
following words,
words, of
purposes,'" be
f
f
ormnedr
m
ma
act. t
be amended by
therefrom the
of Afrmerndnt
that is to say:
say :"or
"or request the same
to
be
struck
off
to
a
purchaser
for
same to be struck off to a purchaser for
aaless sum than
than two thirds of
the assessed
of said
[several] lots
or
of the
assessed value
value of
said [several]
lots or
parcels
parcels of ground."
ground."
SEC.
enacted, That
S
EC. 11.
11. And be it further
further enacted,
That in case application is
to Tax may
is made
made to
mav be
apportioned.
pay tax on a
a part of any tract or tracts, lot or lots of land embraced
embraced in apportioned.
one valuation, it shall be competent
competent for
the
for the commissioners,
commissioners, whether
whether the
valuation
valuation shall
shsll have been made by them or by the state
state authorities, to
apportion
apportion such valuation and tax in
such manner
they may
may deem
deem just
just
in such
manner as
as they
and reasonable, and the tax
apportioned and fixed
tax so apportioned
lien upon
fixed shall be aalien
upon Lien.
the different
different parts or parcels, the same as if each
been thus originally
originally
each had been
valued
valued or assessed.
assessed.
SEC.
And be it
SEC. 12. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That each tax commissioner
commissioner is
is Commissioners
Commissioners
may administer
administer
empowered to administer
hereby authorized and empowered
administer oaths
oaths or affirmations
in may
affirmations in
oaths.
oaths.
all cases where
where the same may be required under this
this act, and
and any
any person
person Penalty for
Penalty for
who shall wilfully
a false oath or
wilfully take a
in any
any such
such case
case shall,
shall, false swearing.
or affirmation
affirmation in
swearing.
upon conviction thereof, be liable to the punishment
propunishment and penalties
penalties provided by the laws of the United States for
the crime
shall
for the
crime of
of perjury,
perjury, and
and shall
moreover forfeit the sum of five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 13. And be it further
enacted, That purchasers
purchasers at any sale, per- Fees
cerFees for
for cersons redeeming
redeeming or in whose behalf writs of possession may be issued,
issued, shall
tificates of sale,
shall tificates
sale,
writs,
&c.
commissioners for
pay to the board of tax commissioners
for their use the
two dollars
dollars writs, &c.
the sum of two
tbr each certificate
certificate of redemption,
for
certificate of sale, certificate
redemption, or writ,
delivered, Commisions
writ, delivered,
received, together
provided that the fees thus received,
together with the salary
com- and
salary of the
the comandCommissions
salaries not
not
salaries
missioners for any district, shall not exceed
exceed the sum of four thousand to exceed,
exceed, &c.
dollars to each of said commissioners,
commissioners, and
and that any
any excess
excess that may be
Excess, how
bow
received over that amount shall be applied
applied.
received
applied in payment
payment of clerks
clerks or other
other applied.
per.ons employed
commissioners in pursuance
pursuance of
persons
employed by said commissioners
far
of this act, so far
as may be necessary,
necessary, and the balance, if any, paid
proceeds of
the
paid as the proceeds
of the
required to be paid.
sales of lands sold by them are required
paid.
SEc. 14. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That any board of
SEC.
commis- Clerks, survev
of tax
tax commissurveyors, and
and assistassistsioners may employ the requisite
surveyors, and assist- Ors,
requisite number of clerks, surveyors
ants.
ants, who shall receive such compensation
compensatio n as
asthe Secretary
Secre t
ary of
ofthe Treas- ants
uiy may prescribe; and that any clerk appointed
ury
appointed by said
board may
may be
be
said board
Clerks may
may
collect moneys
moneys
specially empowered
receive and
specially
empowered by the said Secretary
Secretary to 'receive
and collect
collect moneys collect
due for taxes.
due for
for direct
direct taxes,
taxes, and rents for lands
due
lands leased, and
and to pay them over to
lle said board: Provided,
however, That he first
the
Provided, however,
first give
in such
such sum
sum
give security
security in
and with such conditions
Secretary may direct, with sureties
conditions as the said Secretary
sureties
commissioner shall
to be approved by him; and each tax commissioner
shall be held to
have Tax commisto have
commisentered on the discharge
sioners enter
enter
discharge nf his duties when
when he shall have given
given approved
approved sioners
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taken the
the required
received his
commission, and
and reported
reported
his commission,
oath, received
required oath,
security, taken
upon their offices security,
when,
of the
the Treasury
at
office of
of the
Secretary of
Treasury for duty, unless the said
the Secretary
at the
the office
&c.
when, &c.
Secretary
in any
case direct
direct otherwise.
otherwise.
particular case
any particular
shall in
Secretary shall
SEC. 15.
15. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
where lands
lands or
or tenements
tenements
That where
it further
And be
SEC.
Lands held in
Lands
severalty
be, sold
have
hereafter be,
sold under
under the
the provisions
provisions of the several
several
shall hereafter
or shall
been, or
have been,
and
severalty and
taxes
sold
sold for taxes
acts of congress relating to the sale of lands for direct taxes in insurrecmay
may be redeemed acts of congress relating to the sale of lands for direct taxes in insurrectime of
at the
the time
tionary districts,
tracts which,
of sale, were
were held by two or
which, at
in tracts
by
owner. if, tionary
districts, in
by any
any owner,
&c.
more
any one
of these
owners, being
being otherthese owners,
one of
severalty, any
in severalty,
owners, in
freehold owners,
more freehold
&C.
wise
to redeem,
shall be
be allowed
allowed to
to redeem
redeem for
for the
the piece or parcel
parcel
redeem, shall
entitled to
wise entitled
of
land held
held by
him as
as a
freehold owner,
owner, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, on
on paying
paying his
his proa freehold
by him
of land
the
portionable
of the
tax, penalty,
penalty, costs,
costs, expenses,
interest — the
and interestexpenses, and
the tax,
part of
portionable part
said proportionable
proportionable part
to be
be ascertained
ascertained by
by the
said commissioners.
commissioners.
the said
part to
said
And it
with the
either to
to retain
retain the residue
residue of
purchaser either
the purchaser
Option
of purpur- And
optional with
be optional
shall be
it shall
Option of
chaser in such
a part, or to surrender
of a
the tract
after aaredemption
surrender his cerredemption of
purchased, after
tract purchased,
the
in such
chaser
cases.
tificate of
the commissioners,
'and receive
receive back
from them
them the
the
back from
commissioners, 'and
to the
purchase to
of purchase
tificate
interest: and in case he shall
amount of
of the
the purchase-money
purchase-money paid,
paid, with
with interest:
amount
elect
to retain
the piece
unredeemed, he
he shall
his cercersurrender his
shall surrender
parcel unredeemed,
or parcel
piece or
retain the
elect to
board shall
tificate for
for the
tract purchased,
and the
the said
said board
shall issue aanew
new
purchased, and
whole tract
the whole
tificate
land retained.
of land
certificate
or certificate
certificate for
for the
the piece
parcel of
retained.
or parcel
piece or
piece or
the piece
for the
certificate for
APPROVED,
March 3,
1865.
8, 1865.
APPROVED, March
LXXX
—
an Act
"An Act
in the
the Con
aid in
to aid
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
to amend
amend an
Act to
-AnAn Act
March
CHAP. LXXXVIH.
1865. CHAP.
3, 1865.
March 3,
Pacific Ocain,
struction
Railroad and
Telegraph Line
from the
the Missouri
River to the Pacific
Ocean,
MissouriRiver
Linefrom
and Telegraph
a Railroad
of a
struction of
Pur.
other
and
military,
postal,
for
1862, ch.
ch. 120.
Use of the same
and
to secure
secure to
military,
PurGovernment the Use
to the
the Government
and to
120.
1862,
amendan
amend
Vol.
xii.
p.
489.
and
sixty-two,
and
hundred
eighteen
Julyfirst,
poses,"
approved
July
first,
eighteen
and
sixty-two,
and
to
amend
an
Act
Vol. xii. p. 489. poses," approved
eighteen hundred and sixty-four.
1864,
approved July second, eighteen
thereof, approved
atory
atory thereof,
216.
1864, ch. 216.
Ante, p. 306.
of Representatives of the United

House of Representatives of the United
and House
enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section ten
ten of
of said
said act
of
act of
States of America
Certain raileighteen hundred
modified and
and amended
amended
so modified
be so
sixty-four, be
and sixty-four,
hundred and
second, eighteen
July second,
roads may issue July
bonds
on their
Company, and
as to
to allow
the Central
Central Pacific
and the
the Western
Western PaRailroad Company,
Pacific Railroad
allow the
as
their
bonds on
separate roads.
Railroad Comthe Union
cific Railroad
California, the
Union Pacific Railroad
Comof California,
Company, of
Railroad Company,
separate roads. cific
pany, the
the Union
eastern division,
and all
all other
division, and
Company, eastern
Railroad Company,
Pacific Railroad
Union Pacific
pany,
companies provided
in the
the said
said act
the second
second of
of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen
of the
act of
for in
provided for
companies
centum thirty years'
per centum
hundred and
sixty-four, to
six per
years' bonds,
their six
issue their
to issue
and sixty-four,
hundred
money of the United States, upon
interest payable
payable in
lawful money
upon their
their
any lawful
in any
interest
to,issue,
said companies
separate
companies are hereby
hereby authorized to
issue,
the said
And the
roads. And
separate roads.
Authority to
advance
respectively,
their bonds
extent of
of one
one hundred
hundred miles
miles in advance
the extent
to, the
bonds to,
respectively, their
issue.
construction.
of
continuous completed
completed line
line of
of construction.
a continuous
of a
S
EC. 2.
be it
it further
enacted, That
the assignment
assignment made
by the
the
made by
That the
further enacted,
And be
2. And
SEC.
Assignment
Assignment by
Western Pacific
the Western
Central
Railroad Company
of California
to the
California to
Company of
Pacific Railroad
Central Pacific
Central Pacific
Central
R.
A. Co.toc
Co. to
that portion
said state,
of said
Railroad Company
state, of the right to construct all that
portion
Company of
Railroad
e R.e
Western
Pacific
Western Pacifle
city of
.
of
said
railroad
and
telegraph
from
the
city
of
San
Jose
to
the city
of
the
to
Josd
San
of
city
the
from
ratified. of said railroad and telegraph
R. R. Co. ratified
Sacramento
is hereby
hereby ratified
and confirmed
confirmed to
to the
the said
said Western
Western Pacific
ratified and
Sacramento is
Railroad
with all
and benefits
benefits of the several
several acts
acts
privileges and
the privileges
all the
Company, with
Railroad Company,
thereof:
of
congress relating
thereto; and
subject to
all the
conditions thereof:
the conditions
to all
and subject
relating thereto,
of congress
said Western
the said
Provided,
which the
Western Pacific Railroad
Railroad
within which
time within
the time
That the
Provided, That
Company
construct the
the first
first twenty
miles of
their
of their
twenty miles
to construct
required to
be required
shall be
Company shall
First twenty
one year
be one
miles
road,
said road,
road, shall
shall be
year from the first day
day of July, eighteen hundred
hundred
said
miles of road,
when to be com- and sixty-five, and
San Jose
that the
the entire
entire road shall be completed
completed from
from San
Jose
whentodbe com and sixty-five, and that
pleted.
PaCentral
said
the
with
point
latter
the
at
to
Sacramento,
connecting
at
the
latter
point
Paconnecting
to Sacramento,
cific Railroad,
Railroad, within
four years
thereafter.
years thereafter.
within four
cific
3, 1865.
APPROVED,
March 3,
1865.
APPROVED, March
Ante, p. 36.

March
1865.
3,1865.
March 3,
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HAP. L
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Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
Unpaid
States
America, in
assembled, That
all domestic
domestic letters, exexThat all
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America,
States of
doUnpaid doand
and duly
mestic
letters, except letters
letters lawfully
lawfully franked,
duly certified letters of soldiers and
franked, and
ex- cept
mestieletters,
&c., to be
cept,
cept, Stc.,

eent
to dead-letdead-letsent to

ter
office.
ter office.

for
States, which are
United States,
mariners
in the
of the
the United
are deposited
deposited for
service of
the service
mariners in
mailing in
mailing
in any
any post-office
post-office of the
the United States,
States, on
on which
which the
the postage
postage is
is
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unpaid,
unpaid, shall be sent by the postmaster to the dead-letter
dead-letter office
in WashWashoffice in
ington; and
and all letters
ington;
letters deposited for mailing, paid
part, shall
be Part-paid letpaid only
only in
in part,
shall be
forwarded
forwarded to destination,
destination, charged
charged with the unpaid rate,
rate, to
be collected
to be
collected o
foronn ters to be tordelivery.
warded.
warded.

SEC.
2. And
And be
be it further enacted, That the provisions
SEC. 2.
provisions of
act entienti - Provisions
of the
the act
Provisions of
red
tied "An
"An act for the relief of postmasters who have been robbed by
by con
73,
con-_act 1864,
1864, ch. 73;
ex
federate
extended.
forces
or
rebel guerrillas,"
guerrillas," approved
federate forces or rebel
approved April twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, eighteen
eighteen tend ed.
62
Ante, p. 62.
hundred
sixty-four, be,
be, and the same
hundred and
and sixty-four,
same are
are hereby,
hereby, extended
extended to cases
ease
of loyal
loyal postmasters
of
postmasters where, by reason
reason of the
the presence
presence of
of armed
armed forces,
forces, a
a
post-office is destroyed
destroyed and the postmaster
postmaster loses
post-office
the fixtures
fixtures and
and furniture
loses the
furniture
or
envelopes; and also
or postage
postage stamps, and stamped envelopes;
to cases
cases where
sucl
also to
where such
losses
are
occasioned
losses are occasioned by armed
armed forces other than those
those of
of the
the so-called
so-called
Confederate
Confederate States.
SEC.
3. And
And be
enacted, That, in addition
S
EC. 3.
be itfurther
it further enacted,
addition to the
the items
rent , Allowance
items of
of rent,
Allowance at
fuel,
and clerks enumerated
fuel, light,
light, and
enumerated in the fifth section of the act
act approved
approved certain
certain offices
for
offices for
stationJuly first,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
July
first, eighteen
and sixty-four, the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General be,
be, furniture,
fryiu,
&.statio
ery, &c.
and he
and
he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized to allow, at his discretion,
of the revenues
revenues 1864, ch. 197,
discretion, out
out ofthe
1864, ch. 197,
of the
the office
at New York, and of offices
first, second, third, and
of
office at
offices of the first,
and §
§ 5.
5.
fourth classes,
a just
just and
and reasonable
reasonable sum for the necessary
Ante, p.
p. 336.
336.
necessary cost, in
fourth
classes, a
in Ante,
whole or
as well
well of the foregoing items, as of furniture,
whole
or in
in part,
part, as
furniture, stastationery, printing,
tionery,
printing, and other items of expenditure required
at offices
offices of
of
required at
those classes,
classes, to be adjusted
satisfactory exhibit of
those
adjusted upon a
asatisfactory
of the
the facts;
facts; and
and Certain exthat
be authorized
to pay, out of the
proceeds of the money-order
money-order busithat he
he be
authorized to
the proceeds
busi- penses of moneyorder business
ness,
the
cost of
of stationery
ness, the cost
stationery and
and such other incidental
incidental expenses as
as are
are to
om
to be
be paid
paid from
necessary for the transaction of that business.
necessary
proceeds.
proceeds.
SEC.
4.
And
be
it further
SEC. 4. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the seventh
seventh section of the act
act Pay
adverPay for
for adverentitled "An
"An.act
Post-Office Departentitled
.act to
to amend
amend the laws relating
relating to the Post-Office
Depart- tising letters not
not
ment," approved March three, eighteen hundred
exceed two
ment,"
hundred and sixty-three, be,
be, and
and to
ctoescecdhtw
cents
each.
the same
hereby, amended
authorize the Postmaster-General
the
same is
is hereby,
amended so as to authorize
Postmaster-General 1863, ch. 71,
1863, ch. 71,
to
for the publication, in newspapers, of the list of
to allow
allow for
non-delivered §
of non-delivered
§7.
7.
letters
at
any
post-office,
compensation at aarate
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 702.
702.
rate not to exceed two cents Vol.
letters at any post-office, compensation
for each letter so advertised.
SEC.
5. And
And be
seventeenth section of the
SEC. 5.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the seventeenth
the Salary
speSalary of speact
"An act
to establish
establish salaries for postmasters,
in Paact entitled
entitled "An
act to
postmasters, and for other cial
ial agent in
Pastates, &c.
purposes," approved
approved July
July one, eighteen
purposes,"
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, be, and cific
i864c
cte' &c9
1864, ch. 197,
the same
same is
is hereby,
so as
as to restore,
restore, from the date of its passage,
the
hereby, amended
amended so
passage, §
§17.
17.
to
of the
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department
to the
the special.agent
special.agent of
Department in the Pacific states
states Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 339.
339.
and territories,
territories, his regular salary of two thousand
and
thousand five
five hundred
dollars
hundred dollars
per
annum, under
the act of March two, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
per annum,
under the
sixty-one, 1861, ch. 73,
and sixty-one,
with an
an allowance,
with
allowance, in addition thereto, of a
not exceeding
exceeding five
five dollars
dollars §
a sum
sum not
§5
5.
205.
Vol. xii. p. 205.
per
diem, to
provide for
for his
his actual travelling and incidental
per diem,
to provide
incidental expenses while
while
actively
actively employed
employed in the service. And the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General is
hereby
is hereby
authorized
to appoint
authorized to
appoint an additional
additional special
Special agent
agent for .the
.the Pacific
Pacific states
states Additional
Additional spespeand territories,
territories, and
superintend postal
and
and two additional
additional special
special agents
agents to superintend
postal ccial
agents.
ial agents.
matters connected
connected with
railway mail
service of the United
matters
with the railway
mail service
United States,
States,
who shall
who
shall receive the same salary and per diem allowance
for travelling
travelling
allowance for
and incidental
incidental expenses, to be paid out of the appropriation
and
appropriation for
for mail
mail transtransp Nation.
rtation.
pc
SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
That hereafter
Sac.
it further
further enacted,
hereafter special agents of the bpecial
Special agents
Post-Office Department,
to be
be allowed
for
Post-Office
Department, other than those appointed for the Pacific
Pacific states to
llowe&for
travelling,
&c.,
and
territories, or those appointed
appointed under
and territories,
under the authority
of the
preceding expenses.
authority of
the preceding
expenses.
section
of this
this act
superintend postal matters connected
connected with the railway
section of
act to
to superintendrailway
service
the United
States, shall
allowed for their necessary
service of
of the
United States,
shall be allowed
necessary traveltravelling
and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, while actively employed
ling and
employed in the service, aa
sum
not exceeding
exceeding five dollars per diem.
sum not
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 7.
7. And
enacted, That the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General be,
be, Post-route
and
he is
appropriation for
and he
is hereby, authorized
authorized to pay, out of the appropriation
maps may
be
for miscelmiscel- maps
may be
laneous
repared and
expenses,
sum of
of ten
thousand dollars, or so much thereof
laneous expenses, the
the sum
ten thousand
thereof as 1,pueblihednd
)
ublished.
may be
be required,
may
required, for defraying
defraying the
the necessary
necessary expense
expense of
of preparing
preparing and
and
VOL.
PUB.--43
VOL. XIII.
XIIL PUB.
— 43
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publishing
of post-route
post-route maps
arranged by
by states
states and
and groups
groups of
of
maps arranged
a set
set of
publishing a
states, and
showing all
the permanent
distances, and postmail routes, distances,
permanent mail
all the
and showing
states,
offices
in the
the United
other statistical
statistical information.
information.
with other
States, with
United States,
thereon in
offices thereon
S
EC. 8.
8. And
for the
the purpose
of assorting
assorting
purpose of
That for
enacted, That
Clerks in railit further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
way
and distributing
letters and
matter in
railway post-offices,
post-offices, the
the
in railway
mail matter
other mail
and other
distributing letters
way post-offices.
post-offices. and
Postmaster-General
may, from
from time
time to
to time,
who shall
shall be
be
clerks, who
appoint clerks,
time, appoint
Postmaster-General may,
Provided,That the
paid out of
transportation: Provided,
appropriation for mail transportation:
of the appropriation
paid
Pay.
salary of
of each
each head
head clerk
clerk so
so appointed
and employed,
shall not
exceed
not exceed
employed, shall
appointed and
salary
'fourteen
per annum,
and that
of other
other clerks
clerks
salary of
the salary
that the
annum, and
dollars per
hundred dollars
,fourteen hundred
shall not
exceed twelve
twelve hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each
each per
per annum.
annum.
shall
not exceed
Sac. 9.
be it
it further
That the
provisions of
the fourth
fourth
of the
the provisions
enacted, That
further enacted,
9. And
And be
SEC.
Mail service by
steamship to
entitled ""An
appropriations for the service
service
An act making appropriations
the act
act entitled
to forfor- section
section of the
steamship
eign ports, &c.,
of the Post-Office Department during the fiscal year ending the thirtieth
thirtieth
maybe
iow
how may
be paitd.
paid. of the Post-Office Department during the fiscal year ending
of June,
hundred and
fifteen, eighteen
eighteen
June fifteen,
approved June
sixty-one," approved
and sixty-one,"
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
of
1860, ch. 131,
sixty, be
modified so
so as
as to
to authorauthorhereby modified
same are
are hereby
the same
be and
and the
and sixty,
hundred and
ch. 131 hundred
§4.60,
4.
ize the
the Postmaster-General
mails to be transported
transporte.d between
between
the mails
cause the
Postmaster-General to cause
Vol. xi. p.
p. 39. ize
Vol.
the
States and
and any foreign
between ports of the
the
foreign port or ports, or between
United States
the United
United
States, touching
foreign port,
port, by
by steamship,
steamship, allowing
and payallowing and
at aaforeign
touching at
United States,
ing therefor,
if by
by an
American vessel,
sum not exceeding
exceeding the
the sea
any sum
vessel, any
an American
therefor, if
ing
and
United States
States inland
inland postage,
if by
by a
aforeign
foreign vessel,
vessel, any
not
any sum not
and if
postage, and
and United
exceeding
the sea
sea postage
on the
the mails
mails so conveyed.
conveyed.
postage on
exceeding the
S
EC. 10.
it further
enacted, That
That no steamship
other vessel
steamship or other
further enacted,
be it
Letters and
and.
10. And
And be
SEC.
packets,
departing from the United States for aaforeign port
packets, unless departing
port or ports, shall be perregularly posted mitted to receive on board, or convey any letters or letter packets origiregularly
post-office mitted to receive on board, or convey any letters or letter packets origiat the post-office
nating in
the United
United States,
States, which
which have
have not
not been
regularly posted
at, and
posted at,
been regularly
in the
of the port, not nating
to
received by
by received
to be
be received
received from, the post-office
post-office at the port
port of departure;
departure; and it shall be the
steamships, &c.
duty or
the collector
collector or
or other
other officer
port empowered,to
cleargrant clearempowered to grant
of the
the port
officer of
of the
Conditions
Conditions of duty
a condition
clearance of ves- ances of vessels, to require as a
condition of clearance,
clearance, from the master
master or
or
clearance
ls
sels..
se
affirmation that he has
commander of such steamship or vessel, an oath or affirmation
not received
received on
board his
his ship
ship or
or vessel,
under his care
care or
and has not under
vessel, and
on board
not
receive and convey any letters or letter
within
control, and will not receive
letter
his control,
within his
packets
foreign country,
except as hereinafter
hereinafter excepted,
country, except
to aa foreign
addressed to
packets addressed
which
delivered to him from the
the post-office
post-office at the port
been delivered
hire have
have not been
which hire
of
departure :Provided,
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
shall
section shall
however, That
Provided, however,
of departure:
Proviso.
not
to any
letter packets
packets which relate to the cargo
cargo and
and are
or letter
any letters
letters or
apply to
not apply
addressed to the
the owner
other vessel, or
or
owner or consignee of such steamship or other
addressed
which are enclosed in aa.United States stamped
stamped
letters or packets which
to any
any letters
envelope of
of a
adenomination
denomination sufficient
sufficient in amount
amount to cover the
the United States
envelope
postage legally
legally chargeable
thereon, if such
such letters
letters or packets had
had been
chargeable thereon,
postage
posted and
transmitted by
the regular
regular mail.
by the
and transmitted
posted
SEE. 11.
enacted, That nothing contained
contained in the act
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
11. And
SEC.
Deputy postmasters may
may dede- entitled
"An act to establish
money-order system," approved
approved
establish aa postal money-order
entitled "An
masters
posit in certain
May
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, or
or in
in any
any other
other act,
act,
and sixty-four,
seventeen, eighteen
May seventeen,
natSinalcbaern
national
banks,
construed as to prevent deputy postmasters
and negotiate
negotiate
shall be so construed
postmasters at money-order
money-order or
by the
drafts, &c.,
in the
the national
national banks
other offices from depositing
&c.,
depositing in
banks designated
designated by
the SecreSecrethrough them.
as
deputy
tary
of
the
Treasury
as
public
depositories,
to
their
credit
deputy
credit
own
their
to
depositories,
public
as
Treasury
the
ch 87. tary of
1864, ch.
1864,
postmasters,
other funds in their charge, under the direcor other
money-orders, or
postmasters, money-orders,
Ante, p.
p.76.
tion
Postmaster-General, nor to prevent
prevent their negotiating
negotiating drafts,
drafts,
the Postmaster-General,
tion of
of the
orders,
debt through these banks, as they may be
be
of debt
evidences of
other evidences
or other
orders, or
required by the .Postmaster-General.
Postmaster-General.
instructed and required
SEC. 12.
12. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
balance which may remain
Appropriation s SEC.
That the balance
be it
it further
And be
Appropriations
for money-order
unexpended of the appropriation
for
money-order unexpended
appropriation of one hundred
hundred thousand dollars to meet
system for 1865
system
the proceeds
system during
during the
the prespresthe money-order
money-order system
of the
proceeds of
in the
deficiencies in
may supply defiany deficiencies
defl- any
ciencies
approved May sevtbr 1866. ent fiscal year, under the thirteenth
ciencies for
thirteenth section
section of the
the act approved
enteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, may be used, as far as may be
enteen,
necessary,
deficiencies in the proceeds
proceeds of the afbresaid
afbresaid system
supply deficiencies
necessary, to supply
luring the
year commencing
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyJuly first, eighteen
commencing July
fiscal year
the fiscal
luring
five.
SEC. 13.
it further
enacted, That
That if
if any
any person
person or persons
shall
persons shall
further enacted,
And be
be it
13. And
SEC.
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wilfully and maliciously
maliciously injure, tear
wilfully
tear down,
down, or
or destroy
destroy any
any letter-box
letter-box,, wilful, &c..
&e.,
pillar-box,
other receiving-boxes
receiving-boxes established by authority
pillar-box, or
or other
authority of
of the
the Po:
t_iniurv
injury to
lett erPo.tto lettermaster-General
&e., how
master-General of the United States for the safe deposit
deposit of
for the
th boxes
of matter
matter for
iboxes&c.,
how
epunished.
mails
for delivery;
delivery; or shall
mails and
and for
shall wilfully aid and
and assist in
injuring, tearing
tearing
in injuring,
down,
destroying any such box or boxes,
down, or
or destroying
boxes, every
offender, being
being
every such
such offender,
thereof duly
thereof
duly convicted,
convicted, shall, for every such offence,
offence, be
fined not
than
be fined
not less
less than
one
more than one thousand
one hundred,
hundred, nor
nor more
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
be imprisoned
imprisoned not
not
or be
less
than one
less than
one year, nor more than three
three years,
both, according
according to
to the
the
years, or
or both,
circumstances
aggravations of the
circumstances and aggravations
the offence.
And if
any clerk
clerk or
or Penalty up
offence. And
if any
on
upon
other
other person
person employed in any of the departments
departments of
of the
the post-office
post-office estabestab _clerks,
clerks, S
ze ., in
i
n
&c.,
lishment shall
post-office, for
wilfully and unlawfully remove from any letter
lishment
shall wilfully
letter posted
posted at
a unlas
'ftll r
retunlawfully
eor received
post-office or branch
or
received in any post-office
branch post-office,
established by
by authorit
post-office, established
authorityv moving
pOsta ge InoVil: postageof
the
Postmaster-General
", stamps
from letletof the Postmaster-General of the United States,
States, any
postage-stamp or
o
any postage-statamp
tam' from
ters.
stamps affixed
affixed thereto
thereto in payment
paymen tof
ofpostage,
such offender,
offender, being
postage, every
every such
being
thereof
convicted, sh
shall,
thereof duly convicted,
all, for
f
or every
offence, be
ne d no
every such
such offence,
be fi
fined
nott more
more
than one hundred dollars,
or imprisoned
i
mp
ri
sone d not more than six months, accorddollars, or
not more than six months, according to
aggravati
ons of the offence.
to the circumstance
circumstancess an
anddaggravations
of the offence.
SEC.
it fu
further
S
EC. 14. And be it
rth er enacted,
enac t
ed, That
Th at the
th
e yearly
advertisement fo
yearly advertisement
forr Publication
Publication of
proposals
carry
thee mails
offt
proposals to ca
rry th
ma il s o
he United States
be published
publish edherehere _adve'liscmenrs
the
States shall
shall be
advertis cin enti
after for aaperiod
for proposals
of six weeks i
peri od.of
n one
ut not
to exceed
exceed five,
five carrpsiug
in
one or more,
more, b
but
not to
the tor
newspapers, printed
i
n th
t
at
e or
i
tory where
where the
the mail service is to carrying the
printed in
thee s
state
or terr
territory
mail service is to mails.
be performed,
performed, one
w hi ch s
hall be
be printed
pri
nte d at the seat of government of
one of
of which
shall
at the seat of government of
such state
state or
or territory.
territory.
SEC.
S
EC. 15. And
fur th er enacte
d, Th
at noth
i
ng contained in the act
And be
be it
itfurther
enacted,
That
nothing
contained in the act Delivery of
of
entitled
entitled "An
"An act to
am end th
l
aws re
l
at i
ng to
the Post-Office
Post-Office Depart- mail matter Iron
to amend
thee laws
relating
to the
Depart- mailO atter
from
post-offices.
ment,"
ment," approved
approved M
arc hthird,
thi rd, eighteen
ei
gh
teen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three,
shall
be
March
and sixty-three, shall be 18t3 ch 71.
so construed
18E3, eh. 71.
construed as to repeal
rep ea lor mo
dify t
he second
section of the act entitled
modify
the
second section
of the act entitled Vol.
xii.
xii. p.
p. 701.
701.
"
An act maki
ng appropriations
app ro p
ri
ati ons for
f
or the
t
he service
service of the Post-Office Depart"An
making
of the Post-Office Department during the fiscal
fiscalyear
year ending
en di ng t
h
e
t
hi
rt
i
eth
of
June,
eighteen
hundred
the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred 1801,
18G1, ch. 131,
131,
and sixty-one," for
fo r the
th e delivery
deli very o
etters and
post. §
offl
letters
and other
§2.
2.
other mail
mail matter
matter from
from postoffices where the system
Vol.
xii.
p.
offfree
sy
st
em o
f
ree d
eli very by
not
been
estabdelivery
by carriers
carriers has
ha, not been estab- VOl xii. p. 29.
29.
lished:
nevertheless, and
and it is hereby further
lished: Provided,
Provided, nevertheless,
further enacted,
enacted, That
the System of free
That the
free
system of free delivery
all b
esta bli sh
ed in
i
n every
every place containing a
delivery sh
shall
bee established
place containing a delivery
to be
be
delivery to
population of fifty thousand withi
th e delivery
deli very o
th
e off
ice thereof,
thereof, and established,
withinn the
offthe
office
and when,
esabe, &ed'
&c.
at such other places
asthe
th e Postmaster-General
Postmaster-G eneral in
shall diplaces as
in his
his judgment
judgment shall
direct:
And provided,
provided,further,
rect: And
further, That the prepayment
prepay men tpostage
postage on
on drop-letters
drop-letters Postage
Postage on
on
in all places
places where
whe refree
f
ree d
eli very i
i
shed shall be one cent only.
delivery
iss not
not establ
established
shall be one cent only. drop-letters.
drop-letters.
SEC.
S
EC. 16. And
And be it further enacted, That
That no
no o
bscene b
oo k
, pamp
hl et,
obscene
book,
pamphlet,
books,
Obscene books,
picture, print, or othe
ubli ca ti on of
ofa
a vulgar
vu l
gar and
character,
otherr p
publication
and indecent
indecent character,
&re.,
not to
be adad&c.,not
to be
shall be admitted i
nt
o th
e
ma
il
s
o
f
t
h
e
U
n
i
ted
States;
any
person
or
perinto
the mails of the United States; any person or per-smitted into malls.
sons who shall
deposit or
cause to
epos i
ted, i
post-office or branch
shall deposit
or cause
to b
bee d
deposited,
inn any
any post-office
or branch
post-office
post-office of th
nit ed States,
Sta t
es ,
f
or ma
ili ng or
f
or del i
very, an obscene
thee U
United
for
mailing
or for
delivery,
an obscene
book,
book, pamphlet,
pamphlet, picture,
pi ct
ure ,
pr
i
nt
,
or
o
th
er
pu
bli
cat
i
on,
knowing
the
same to
print, or other publication, knowing the same
to Penalty
Penalty for
for
be of aavulgar and
i
nd
ecen tcharacter,
ch
aracter, shall
sh
all b
eemed guilty of a misand indecent
bee d
deemed
guilty of a mis- knowingly
knowingly des
l
convicted
demeanor, and, being duly c
onv i
ct
ed t
h
ereo
f,
s
h
a
ll
f
or
every
such
offence
thereof, shall for every such offence book
f
or
pos i
t
inge,csu
c.,chfhor
be fined not more th
an fi
ve h
un d
re d d
oll ars, or
or imprisoned
i
mpri
soned not
more than
than
five
hundred
dollars,
not more
than mailing.
one year, or both,
accor di ng t
i
rcumstances and aggravations of the
both, according
too th
thee c
circumstances
and aggravations of the
offence.
offence.
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
APPROVED,
1865.
CHAP.
C
HAP.

XC. -An Act to
Xe. — An Act
to establish
establish a
aBureaufor the Relief
Relief of
of Freedinen
March 3,1865.
3, 1855.
Freedmen and
and Refugees.
Refugees.
March
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House of Representatives of the United
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby established
States of America in, Congress assembled,
That there is hereby established Bureau
Bureau
bfia:ndonreelit.
of reas.
in
War Department,
in the
the War
Depar t
men t, to
to continue during the
present war
ofrebellion,
re b
elli on ,
the present
war of
gees, free dmen,
gees,
tivda freedmen,
and for one year
ye ar thereafter,
th erea f
ter, a
a b
ureau of
of refugees,
freedmen,
and
abanbureau
refugees, freedmen, and aban- lddabandoned
doned
lands, to
to which
which shall be committed,
doned lands,
committed, as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, the
the Dut,
Duty, &c.,
&e., of
of
supervision
and management
management of all abandoned
supervision and
abandoned lands,
lands, and
and the
the control
control of
bureau.
of all
all bureau.
subjects
relating
to
refugees
subjects
and freedmen
freedmen from
states, or
or from
any
from rebel
rebel states,
from any
district of country
the territory
territory embraced
embraced in the operations
district of country within
within the
operations_ of the
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army, under
under such
regulations as
as may
may be
prescribed by the heed
heart
be prescribed
and regulations
rules and
such rules
army,
of the
and approved
by the
the President.
The said bureau shall
shall be
President. The
approved by
bureau and
the bureau
of
commissioner to be appointed
a commissioner
Commissioner
the management
management and control
control of a
appointed by
by
under the
Commissioner., under
the
President,
by
and
with
the
advice
and
consent
whose
Senate,
the
of
consent
and
advice
the
with
and
by
the President,
compensation shall
number
annum, and such number
per annum,
dollars per
thousand dollars
three thousand
be three
shall be
Pay.
compensation
Pay.
of clerks
clerks as
as may
may be
him by
Secretary of War, not exceedexceedthe Secretary
by the
to him
assigned to
be assigned
of
Clerks.
five
and five
Ina one
one chief
clerk, two of the fourth
fourth class, two of the
the third
th ird class,
class, and
chief clerk,
ing
under
of the
first class.
class. And
the commissioner
and all
persons appointed
appointed under
all persons
commissioner and
And the
the first
of
office
Oath of
of office,
this act,
act, shall,
entering upon
their duties, take the oath
oath of office
upon their
before entering
shall, before
office. this
Oath
prescribed
entitled "An
prescribe an oath of office, and
and
to prescribe
act to
An act
act entitled"
an act
in an
prescribed in
and sixtyeighteenn hundred
1862, ch.
8.
approved July
ch P.128.
186-2,
vol.
xii.
p.
12502. for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
July second,
second, eightee
hundred and sixty
two,
commissioner and the chief clerk
clerk shall, before entering
entering upon
upon
the commissioner
and the
two, and
Bonds.
their
duties, give
bonds to
to the
of the United
United States, the
the former
former
treasurer of
the treasurer
give bonds
their duties,
Bonds.
of ten
sum
the
in
in
the
sum
of
fifty
thousand
dollars,
and
the
latter
ten
the
and
dollars,
thousand
fifty
of
sum
in the
thousand
dollars, conditioned
conditioned for
for the
the faithful
their duties reredischarge of their
faithful discharge
thousand dollars,
spectively, with
securities to
to be
be approved
approved as sufficient by
by the
the AttorneyAttorneywith securities
spectively,
General,
bonds shall
shall be
be filed
filed in
in the
the office
office of the first comptroller
comptroller of
which bonds
General, which
the
to be
be by
by him
in suit
suit, for
for the
the benefit
benefit of any
any injured
injured party
put in
him put
treasury, to
the treasury,
conditions thereof.
upon
any breach
breach of the conditions
upon any
S
EC. 2.
it further
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of War may
may
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
2. And
SEC.
Issues of prodirect such
such issues
issues of
of provisions,
provisions, clothing,
clothing, and
and fuel,
fuel, as he
he may deem needneedvisions,
clothing, direct
visions, clothing,
destitute and
and supply
an
fuel for
refu- ful
shelter and
immediate and temporary shelter
supply of
of destitute
and
.ul for the immediate
for refuand fuel
gees and freedunder
and
suffering
refugees
and
freedmen
and
their
wives
and
children,
under such
suffering refugees and freedmen and their
men, &C.
&c.
rules and regulations
regulations as he may direct.
direct.
rules
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
President may, by and
and
That the President
it fitrther
be it
Assistant comcorn- SEC.
Assistant
commiswith
the advice
consent of the Senate, appoint an assistant commismissioner for
advice and consent
with the
for
missioner
each state in in- sioner for each of the states declared
not exceeding
insurrection, not
exceeding
statein in- sine for each of the states declared to be in insurrection,
eaurch
surrection.
ten
who shall,
shall, under
under the
direction of the commissioner,
commisSioner, aid in
the direction
number, who
in number,
ten in
the execution
execution of
the provisions
provisions of
this act;
act; and
he shall give
give aabond to the
the
and he
of this
of the
the
Bond.
dollars, in
Treasurer
of
the
United
States,.in
the
sum
of
twenty
thousand
twenty
of
sum
the
in
States,
Treasurer of the United
the form
form and
Each of
section of this act. Each
first section
the first
in the
prescribed in
manner prescribed
and manner
the
thousand
two
of
salary
Pay.
said
commissioners
shall
receive
an
annual
salary
•
thousand
five
annual
an
receive
shall
commissioners
said
Pay.
services. And
Military
officers hundred
hundred dollars
dollars in
in full
full compensation
And any
any milimilicompensation for all his services.
Military officers
without
may
tary officer may be detailed and assigned to duty
duty under
under this
this act
act witho
ut
assigned tary
be assigned
may be
to this duty.
comthe
before
shall,
commissioner
Annual
and
increase
of
p
a
y
or
allowances.
The
commissioner
before
the
cornincrease of pay or allowances.
Annual and
special reports of
of mencement
regular session
session of congress, make full report
report of his
each regular
of each
mencement of
specialreports
commissioners.
proceedings
exhibits of
the President,
of the state of his accounts to the
with exhibits
proceedings with
commissioners.
who
shall communicate
communicate the
same to
to congress,
shall also
also make
make special
special
congress, and shall
the same
who shall
reports
to do
so by the President or either house of
do so
required to
whenever required
reports whenever
Assistants to
congress; and
and the
assistant commissioners
commissioners shall
shall make quarterly
quarterly reports
the assistant
Assistants to congress;
other special
commissioner, and
report
of t
he i
r proceedings
proceedi.gs to the commissioner,
and also such
such other
special
their
quarterly. of
report quarterly,
reports
time may be required.
as from time to time
reports as
commissioner, under the
Abandoned
S
EC. 4.
be it
enacted, That the commissioner,
the
further enacted,
it further
And be
4. And
SEC.
Abandoned
lands
insi=
direction of the President, shall have authority to set apart, for the use of
insurrecin
lands
may be
set
apart
ree- direction of the President, shall have authority to set apart, for the use of
land.within the
freedmen, such tracts of lan'd.within
tiona r
yloyal
refugees and freedmen,
the insurrectionary
insurrectionary
loyal refugees
besteataest
tiay
shall
States
United
the
to
or
abandoned,
for
refugees
and
states
as
shall
have
been
abandoned,
which
United
States shall
been
have
shall
as
for refugees and states
freedmen.
have acquired
to every
every male
male
acquired title by confiscation or sale, or otherwise, and to
have
freedmen.
citizen,
aforesaid, there shall be assigned
assigned
freedman, as aforesaid,
or freedman,
refugee or
whether refugee
citizen, whether
Limit of land
was so
the person to whom
and
land,
not
more
than
acres
of
such
land,
whom it
it was
so
acres
forty
than
assigned.
more
not
assigned.
assigned shall
be protected
protected in
the use and enjoyment
enjoyment of the land
land for the
the
in the
shall be
assigned
upon
term
years at
at an
annual rent
rent not exceeding
exceeding six per
per centum upon
an annual
three years
of three
term of
Rent.
the value
value of
of such
such land,
the state authorities
authorities in the
the
appraised by the
was appraised
it was
as it
land, as
the
year eighteen
hundred and
and sixty,
the purpose
case
purpose of taxation, and in case
for the
sixty, for
eighteen hundred
year
no
can be
the rental
rental shall be based
based upon the
found, then the
be found,
appraisal can
such appraisal
no such
estimated
value of
in said
said year,
year, to
be ascertained
ascertained in such
such manner
manner
to be
land in
the land
of the
estimated value
as the
the commissioner
may by regulation
the end of said
said
regulation prescribe. At the
commissioner may
as
term, or
or at
any time
said term,
the occupants
so
occupants of any parcels so
term, the
during said
time during
at any
term,
Occupants
may purchase.
assigned may
receive such
such title thereto as the
land and receive
the 'land
purchase the
may purchase
may purchase. assigned
United
States can
can convey,
upon paying
paying therefor the value of the land, as
convey, upon
United States

THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
ass. II.
II. Cu.
CH. 91.
91.
SESS.
ascertained
ascertained and
aforesaid.
SEC.
5. And
SEC. 5.
And
inconsistent
inconsistent with
with

1865.
1865.

509
509.

fixed for the
the purpose of determining
the annual
rent
determining the
annual rent
be it
it further
further enacted,
be
enacted, That all acts and parts of
of acts
acts Repealing
Repealing
the provisions
provisi ons of
ofthis
thi s act,
here by repealed.
repealed.clause.
the
act, are
are hereby
clause.

APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
CHA

P. XCI.
XCI. -An
incorporate a
ational military and naval
CIIAP.
— An Act to incorporate
a national
nasal Asylum
Asylum for
for the
th e
Rlief
disabled Officers and Men of the Volunteer Forces
Relief of the totally disabled
Forces of
of the
United
the United
States.
States.

3, 1865.
March 3,1865.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Pe
it enacted
the Senate
the United
Unite
of the
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Uly[s]ses
States
S. Grant,
Grant, David
Davi d A
Uly[s]ses S.
Anational
national milmilG. Farragut, Hannibal Hamlin, Andrew Johnson,
P. Chase,
Chase, EdEd itar"
itary and
and naval
naval
Johnson, Salmon
Salmon P.
asylum incorpowin
win M. Stanton, Gideon Welles, John A. Dix, George
George Bancroft,
William rated.
Bancroft, William
rated.
T. Sherman,
.T.
Sherman, John A. Andrew, Andrew
Andrew G.
G. Curtin,
Curtin, Oliver
Oliver P.
Morton
P. Morton,
Corporators.
Corporators.
Benjamin F.
F. Butler, George G.
Brough, Nathaniel
Nathaniel P.
P.
G. Meade,
Meade, John
John Brough,
Banks, Joseph Hooker, Samuel
Samuel R.
Oglesby, David
David
R. Curtis, Richard
Richard J.
J. Oglesby,
Tod, Henry Ward Beecher, Ambrose E.
Burnside, John
A. Logan,
Logan, DanDanE. Burnside,
John A.
iel S. Dickinson, William A. Buckingham,
iel
Buckingham, Carl
Schurz, Oliver
Oliver 07Howard,
Carl Schurz,
O. Howard,
Hamilton
Hamilton Fish,
Fish, Frank Sigel, Francis Wayland, Austin
Austin Blair,
Blair, Thomas
Thomas C.
C.
Fletcher, Robert Breckinridge,
Breckinridge, L
Fletcher
ovell H.
Rousseau, Horace
Horace Greeley,
Greeley,
Lovell
H. Rousseau,
George H. Stuart, Joseph Henry,
Fletcher,
John G.
Henry, John
G. Barnard,
Barnard, Henry
Henry J.
J. Raymond
Raymond,/
William B. Astor
Astor, James
James Gordon
Gordon Bennett,
Bennett, H. W.
W. Halleck,
William E.
E.
Halleck, William
Dodge, William
William M. Evarts, James T. Brady, Gerritt
Dodge,
Smith, Reuben
E.
Gerritt Smith,
Reuben E.
Fenton Bellamy
Bellamy Storer,
eorge P.
P. Mcllvaine,
M cIl va i
ne, Galusha A. Grow, Henry
Fenton,
Storer, G
George
Galusha A. Grow,

Henry
W.
J. S. C. Abbott, Jay Cooke, Oliver
W. Bellows,
Bellows, J.
Oliver Wendell
Wendell Holmes,
Holmes, Israel
Israel
Washburn, Jr., Ichabod Goodwin,
Goodwin, Frederick
Frederick Smyth,
Z. Goodrich,
Goodrich,
Smyth, John
John Z.
Charles Henry Davis, William Claflin, J.
A.
J. Wiley
Wiley Edmands,
Edmands, Amos
Amos A.
Lawrence, Edward
Edward S. Tobey, Thomas
Thomas Russell,
Charles G.
Loring George
George
Russell, Charles
G. Loring,
B. Upton, Charles
Charle s G.
G. Greene,
Greene ,J.
M.S
W ill i
ams, George G. gtannard,
J. M.
S..Williams,
George G. Stannard,
Henry
Henry M.
M. Rice,
Rice, Grenville
Grenville M. Dodge, Morton
Morton M'Michael,
I./Michael, Thomas WebWebster, James
ster,
James M. Scovel,
Scovel, Nathaniel
Nathaniel B. Baker, Richard
Richard J.
Field, Henry
J. Field,
Henry C.
C.
Carey,
Carey, John W. Forney, Bishop M. Simpson, G.
S. Griffith,
Griffith, William
William
G. S.
Henry Channing, James E. Yeatman, Dwight
Durkee, A.
A. T.
T. Stewart,
Dwight Durkee,
Stewart,
Barnabas
Barnabas Hobbs, Montgomery
Montgomery Blair, Joseph
Ward,
Joseph R.
R. Barnes,
Barnes, E.
E. 13.
B. Ward,
Henry Benham,
Henry
Benham, Frank Moore, Alfred Lee, Edward
Edward Solomon, Thomas
Thomas C.
C.
Bryan, B. B. French, Samuel J.
J. Crawford,
Crawford, James
T. Pratt,
Pratt, Alfred
H.
James T.
Alfred H.
Terry,
Tonmpkins, Moses F.
F. Odell, and
Terry, Edward Tornpkins,
their successors,
duly
and their
successors, duly
chosen, are hereby
chosen,
hereby constituted and created
created a
the Disa body corporate
corporate in
in the
District of Columbia.
tridt
Columbia.
SEC.
2. And
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the said corporation
S
EC. 2.
corporation hereby
hereby Corporation to
Corporation to
constituted
shall consist
one hundred
hundred members. They shall have power
constituted shall
consist of
of one
power consist of one
m
e
to fill
fill all vacancies created
memcreated by death, resignation, or otherwise,
to hundred
otherwise, and
and to
t'bers
bers.
make
by-laws, rules, and regulations:
Provided, That such
make by-laws,
regulations: Provided,
such by-laws,
rules,
by-laws, rules,
owers.
Powers.
and regulations
are not
repugnant to the constitution or laws of the
and
regulations are
not repugnant
the United
United
States.
SEC.
3. And
And be
be it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 3.
enacted, That the business of said corporation
corporation Directors.
Directors.
shall
be managed by aaboard of twelve
shall be
twelve directors, who
who shall
elect from
from their
their
shall elect
number
a president,
a secretary;
secretary; and
number a
president, two vice-presidents,
vice-presidents, and a
and seven
seven of
of Officers.
the
directors, of whom the president
president or one of the vice-presidents
the directors,
vice-presidents shall
be
shall be
one,
transaction of
one, shall
shall form aa quorum for
for the transaction
business at
special Quorum.
of business
at any
any special
meeting of the board of direcans.
directors.
SEc. 4. And
That the
the board of directors
shall Site for aamili.
SEC. 4.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
directors *shall
milihave authority
tary asylum.
asylum.
authority to procure
procure for early use, at
at aa suitable
suitable place,
place, a
a site for a
atary
military
military asylum
asylum for officers and men of the volunteer forces
of the
United
forces of
the United
States who
who have
States
have been
been or may hereafter
hereafter be totally
totally disabled
by wounds
wounds
disabled by
received
sickness contracted
received or
or sickness
contracted while
while in the line of their duty
during the
the
duty during
present
present rebellion; and to have the necessary
necessary buildings erected, having
having due
due Buildings.
regard to the health of the location, facility
facility of
competency to
to
of access,
access, and
and competency
accommodate the persons provided
accommodate
provided for
for in
this act.
in this
act.
*
43 *
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SEC. 5.
That for
for the
the establishment
establishment and supenacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
5. And

SEC.
Certain stopof this
there shall
appropriated all stoppages
stoppages or fines adadshall be appropriated
pages, fines,
and port
asylum there
this asylum
port of
fines, and
page,
courts-

forfeitures, to go judged
against volunteer
volunteer officers, soldiers, or seamen
seamen by sentence
sentence of
of courtstongo judged against
forfeitures,
to establish and
necessary
amounts
martial
or
military
commission,
over
and
above
the
necessary for
for
the
above
and
over
commission,
support
asy- martial or military
support the asyon
the
reimbursement of
government or of individuals, all forfeitures
forfeitures on
lum.
the government
of the
the reimbursement
lum.
account
desertion from
the volunteer
volunteer service,
service, and all moneys
moneys due defrom the
of desertion
account of
be,
ceased volunteer
volunteer officers,
officers, soldiers,
now are, or may
may be,
seamen, which now
soldiers, or seamen,
ceased
unclaimed for
for three
years after
such officers, soldiers, or seaseaof such
death of
the death
after the
three years
unclaimed
men, to
be repaid
repaid upon
upon the
the demand
or legal
legal representatives
representatives
the heirs or
of the
demand of
to be
men,
of such
officers, soldiers,
seamen. And
And the said directors are
or seamen.
soldiers, or
deceased officers,
such deceased
of
hereby authorized
donations of
of money
money or property, made
all donations
receive all
to receive
authorized to
Donations.
hereby
Donations.
by
any
person
or
persons,
for
the
benefit
of
the
asylum, and to hold or
asylum,
the
of
benefit
the
for
by any person or persons,
dispose
the same
for its
its sole
exclusive use.
and exclusive
sole and
same for
of the
dispose of
Site for naval
EC. 6.
it further
selection of the site for
for
That the selection
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
Site for naval theS
asylum,
buildings, and the rules and
and regulathe buildings,
plan of the
the plan
and the
asylum, and
said asylum,
the said
asylum.
Buildings.
tions for
the general
general and
and internal
direction of the asylum, shall be
be made
made
internal direction
for the
tions
Buildings.
govby
the
directors,
and
they
may
do
all
other
acts
necessary
for
the
necessary
acts
other
all
do
by the directors, and they may
ernment and
interests of
of the
the same
same as
hereby authorized:
authorized: Provided,
Provided, howas hereby
and interests
ernment
Proviso.
ever, That
no selection
said asylum
asylum or
or adoption
any plan
plan of
adoption of any
for said
site for
of aasite
selection of
That no
ever,
buildings shall
be agreed
agreed upon
upon until
until after
after the
half a
amillion of doldolthe sum of half
shall be
buildings
treasury
paid
and
lars
shall
have
been
first
subscribed
or
donated
paid
into
the
treasury
donated
or
subscribed
first
been
have
shall
lars
of
said corporation.
corporation.
of said
Officers of the
S
EC. 7.
be it
it further
further enacted,
officers of the asylum shall
That the officers
enacted, That
And be
7. And
SEC.
Officers of the
asylum.
consist of
a
governor,
a
deputy governor,
a
secretary and aatreasurer, and
and
secretary
a
governor,
deputy
a
governor,
a
of
consist
asylum.
such officers
officers shall
shall be
from the
pensioned officers
officers of the
the volunvolunthe pensioned
appointed from
be appointed
such
teer
service, and
they may
appointed and removed
removed from time
tune to
to
be appointed
may be
and they
teer service,
of dithe
time,
as
the
interests
of•
the
institution
may
by
board
require,
may
institution
the
of
time, as the interests
rectors.
rectors.
the following
Who
SEC. f3.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the
following persons only
only shall
shall
enacted, That
And be
8. And
SEC.
entitled
Who entitled

upon
admitted thereto
be admitted
to benefits
of asyasy- be
to the
the benefits
benefits of
of the asylum,
asylum, and may
may be
thereto upon
entitled to
be entitled
benefits of
to
l um
the recommendation
recommendation of
the board
namely: all volunteer
volunteer offioffiof directors, namely:
board of
of the
the
.

cers, soldiers,
soldiers, and
and seamen
who have
present war, who
served during the present
have served
seamen who
cers,
have been
been or
or who
who may
may be
disabled by
wounds received
received or sickness
by wounds
totally disabled
be totally
have
contracted
the line
of their
their duty,
duty, and
such persons on becoming
becoming ininand such
line of
in the
contracted in
the time
mates of
of this
this asylum
shall
assign
thereto
their
pensions
during
during
pensions
their
thereto
assign
asylum shall
mates
benefits.
they
remain therein
receive its benefits.
and receive
therein and
shall remain
they shall

Directors to
S
EC. 9.
further enacted,
enacted, That
the directors
directors shall make an
an
That the
it further
be it
And be
9. And
SEC.
to
Directors
the War
of the
annually,
the condition
condition of
the asylum
asylum to
to the
War Department,
Department,
of the
report of
annual report
annually, annual

report
report

which shall
shall be
communicated to
congress on the first Monday of every
every
to congress
be communicated
which
January
after
the
passage
of
this
act,
and it
shall be the duty of the
the said
said
it shall
and
act,
this
of
January after the passage
accounts of
audit the accounts
Treasurer's acdirectors to
to examine
and audit
of the
the treasurer
treasurer of
of this
this asyasyexamine and
ac- directors
Treasurer's
counts.
lum quarterly,
inspect them
them at least
least six times
times aayear.
year.
quarterly, and to visit and inspect
lum
counts.
the asylum
Inmates subsubSEC. 10.
10. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all inmates
inmates of
of the
asylum
it further
And be
SEC.
Inmates
the rules
hereby, made subject
ject
to articles
of shall
and they
they are
are hereby,
subject to
to the
rules and
and articles
articles of
of
be, and
shall be,
articles of
ject to
war. ar
war,
and will
will be
be governed
were in
same manner as if they were
in the same
thereby in
governed thereby
war, and
.
the army
United States.
navy of the United
or navy
army or
the
Act may
be al-EC. 11.
11. And
And be
it further
further enacted, That congress may at tny
any time
time
be it
SEC.
al- S
Act may be
act.
tered,
&c:
hereafter
alter,
amend,
or
repeal
this
actthis
repeal
or
hereafter alter, amend,
tered, &c.
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, March
March

3,1865.
3, 1865.

FreedThe Freedman's Savings
and Trust Comand Tirsorn-opany
incorporated.
Names
of corcorNames of
porators.
porators.

Company.
Savings and Trust Company.
Freedman's Savings
CHAP. XCII.
XCII.
incorporate the
the Freedman's
to incorporate
Act to
An Act
- An
CHAP.

Representatives of the United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
William C.
Peter Cooper, William
That Peter
assembled, That
States of America
William A.
Marshall, William
Bryant,
A. A.
Low, S.
Charles H. Marshall,
A.
Chittenden, Charles
S. B. Chittenden,
A. Low,
Bryant, A.
Booth, Gerritt Smith,
A. Hall,
Hall, William
Allen, John Jay, AbraWilliam Allen,
William A.
Booth, Gerritt Smith, William
ham
S. Barnes,
Barnes, Hiram
Samuel
Hiram Barney, Seth B. Hunt, Samuel
A. S.
Baldwin, A.
ham Baldwin,
Wallis,
Holmes,
Charles
Collins,
R.
Walter S. Griffith,
Griffith, A. H.
H. Wallis,
Graves,
R.
R.
Collins,
Charles
Holmes,
T.
Walter
Hatch,
S.
A.
Whipple,
George
Alvord,
W.
D:
S.
Gregory,
J.
George
Whipple,
A.
S.
Hatch,
Walter
T.
D. S. Gregory,
R H.. Manning,
Hatch,
E. A.
Lambert, W.
W. G.
Lockwood, R.
Manning,
Lambert, Roe Lockwood,
G. Lambert,
A. Lambert,
Hatch, E.
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R. W.
Ropes, Abert Woedruff, and Thos. Dewey, of
R.
W. Ropes,
of New
York; John
John
New York;
M.
M. Forbes,
Forbes, Wm. Claflin, S. G. Howe, George L.
AtkinL. Stearns,
Stearns, Edward
Edward Atkinson, A.
A. Lawrence,
Lawrence, and John
Williams, of
son,
A. A.
John M. S. Williams,
Edof Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; Edward Harris
Harris and Thomas Davis
Stephe n C
ol
we ll, J.
Davis,' of
of Rhode
Rhode Island
Island;; Stephen
Colwell,
J.
Wheaton
Smith, Francis E. Cope, Thomas Webster,
Wheaton Smith,
B. S.
S. Hunt,
and
Webster, B.
Hunt, and
Henry
Henry Samuel,
Samuel, of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; Edward
Edward Harwood, Adam
Adam Poe,
Poe, Levi
Levi
Coffin,
Coffin, J. M. Waldon, of Ohio, and their successors,
successors are
constituted a
abody
body
are constituted
corporate, in the.
the city of Washington,
Washington, i
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, by
the
inn the
by the
name of
of ""The Freedman's
name
Freedman's Savings
Savings and Trust
Company," and
that
Trust Company,"
and by
by that
name may sue and be sued in any court
of the
the United
United States.
court of
States.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be it
it further
enacted, That the persons
named in
in the
the first
first Trustees.
Trustees.
persons named
section of
of this
trustees of
section
this act shall be
be the first trustees
the corporation,
corporation, and
and all
all
of the
vacancies by
vacancies
by death,
death, resignation,
resignation, or otherwise,
otherwise, in the office
office of
of trustee,
trustee, shall
shall Vacancies.
be
board by ballot, without unnecessary
unnecessary delay,
be filled
filled by
by the
the board
and at
at least
least
delay, and
ten
election of any trustee.
ten votes
votes shall
shall be necessary for the
the election
The trustees
trustees Monthly
trustee. The
Monthly meetmeetshall hold
hold a
a regular
regular meeting at least once in each month, to
shall
receive reports
reports ings•
to receive
ings.
of
their officers
officers on
on the affairs of the corporation,
of their
corporation, and
to transact
such busibusiand to
transact such
ness as may be necessary; and any trustee omitting
ness
to attend
attend the
the regular
omitting to
regular
meetings
meetings of the board for six months in succession, may
thereupon be
be conmay thereupon
considered as
having vacated his place,
sidered
as having
place, and a
asuccessor may
may be
fill
be elected
elected to
to fill
the same.
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
SEC. 8.
3. And
it further
enacted, That the business of the
the corporation Trustees
Trustees to
to
shall
and directed
directed by the board of trustees, who shall
shall be
be managed
managed and
elect manage
t
I
Itoa
n
n
.
age corporashall elect
from their number aapresid
en tand
an d two
t
wo v
i
cepres id ents; and
an d may
may appoint
appoint
president
vice-presidents;
tfficers.
such other officers as they may
ni
ne o
th
e trustees,
ofwhom
whom the
may see
see fit
fit;; nine
offthe
trustees, of
the Officers.
ers
president
or one of the vice-presidents
president or
vice-presidents shall be one,
quorum Quorum.
one, shall form
form a
a quorum
Quorum.
for
business at any regular
for the
the transaction
transaction of
of business
regular or adjourned
adjourned meeting
meeting of
of the
the
board
of trustees;
board of
trustees; and
and the affirmative vote of at least seven members
members of
of
the
board
shall
be
requisite
in making
the board
making any order
for, or
or authorizing
authorizing the
the
order for,
investment of
investment
of any moneys, or the sale or transfer
transfer of
any stock
or secuof any
stock or
securities belonging
corporation, or the appointment
rities
belonging to the corporation,
appointment of
of any
any officer
officer rereceiving any salary
salary therefrom.
therefrom.
SEC.
4. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 4. And be
That the
the board of trustees
trustees of the By-laws.
By-laws.
corporation shall have power, from
corporation
from time to time,
to make
and establish
establish
time, to
make and
such
by-laws
and regulations
regulations as they shall judge proper with
such by-laws and
with regard
regard to
to
the elections
elections of
of officers
respective functions
functions, and
the
officers and
and their respective
and generally
for
generally for
the management
management of the aff
affairs
ai
rso
th e cor
porat i
on ,provided
provided such
such by-laws
offthe
corporation,
by-laws
and
and regulations
regulations are not repugnant
repugnant to this act
act or to the
constitution or
or
the constitution
laws of the United States.
SEC.
And be
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That
S
EC. 5.
5. And
That the general
general business
business and
and obob- Objects
Objects and
and
ject of
of the
corporation hereby
bi
ject
the corporation
hereby created
created shall be
be to receive
receive on deposit such business
of the
o
sums
of money
money as m
may
bee from time to time offered
sums of
ay b
offered therefor, by, or
or on
on corporation.
cusne
orporastsionf
.the
behalf
behalf of,
of, persons
persons heretofore
heretofore held in slavery
slavery in the United
United States,
or their
their
States, or
descendants, and
and investing the
descendants,
the same in the stocks, bonds, treasury
treasury notes,
notes, Investments
Investments
or other securities
securities of the United States.
States.
SEC.
6. And
And be
be it
SEC. 6.
it firther
further enacted,
enacted, That
That it shall
shall be the duty of
of the
the Deposits
Deposits to
to be
be
trustees of the
the corporation to invest, as soon as practicable,
trustees
practicable, in
in the
securi- invested
the securities named
named in
in the next preceding section,
section, all sums received
ties
received by
them
by them
beyond an
an available
available fund, not
beyond
not exceeding
exceeding one third of the total
total amount
amount
of deposits
discretion of the trustees, which
of
deposits with
with the
the corporation,
corporation, at the discretion
which
available funds
funds may be kept by the trustees to meet
available
meet current
currekit payments
payments
of the
corporation, and may by them be left
of
the corporation,
left on
deposit at
interest or
or
on deposit
at interest
otherwise, or
or in such available form
otherwise,
form as the trustees may
direct.
may direct.
SEC.
And be
S
EC. 7.
7. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the corporation
corporation may, under
under Corporation
Corporation to
to
such regulations
such
regulations as the board of trustees shall from time to
time prescribe,
prescribe, receive
rnecteriuvset.deposits
to time
deposits
Iin trust.
receive any
deposit hereby
hereby authorized
receive
any deposit
authorized to be received, upon such trusts
and
for
such
purposes,
not
contrary
to
the
laws
of
the
United
and for such purposes, not contrary
the
the United States, as
may
indicated in writing
may be
be indicated
writing by
by the
the depositor, such
writing to
-subsuch writing
to be
be subscribed
by the
the depositor
depositor and
and acknowledged
acknowledged or proved before
scribed by
before any
any officer
officer
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in
of the
the United
States, the certificate
certificate of
United States,
service of
military service
or military
civil or
the civil
in the
writing;
the
which
acknowledgment
or
proof
shall
be
indorsed
on
writing; and
and
indorsed
be
shall
proof
or
acknowledgment
which
the
proved shall
shall accompany
accompany such deposit and
and
or proved
acknowledged or
so acknowledged
writing so
the writing
Declaration
of be
among the
papers of the corporation,
corporation, and be carefully preserved
preserved
the papers
filed among
be filed
Declaration of
trust
to
be
filed,
therein,
and
may
be
read
in
evidence
in any court or
or before
before any judicial
judicial
in
read
be
may
and
therein,
filed.
be
to
trust
officer
of the
United States,
and the certificate
certificate of
proof; and
further proof;
without further
States, without
the United
officer of
acknowledgment
proof shall
facie evidence
due
evidence only of the due
prima facie
be prima,
shall be
or proof
acknowledgment or
Deposits repaid
repaid

Deposits
with interest.
with interest.

Trusts
to be
be
Trusts to
performed.
performed.

execution
of such
such writing.
execution of
deposit
S
EC. 8.
be it
it further
That all
all sums
received on deposit
sums received
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
8. And
SEC.
with
shall
be
repaid
to
such
depositor
when
required,
at
such
time,
such
at
required,
when
depositor
such
to
shall be repaid
interest,
not exceeding
seven per
per centum
centum per
per annum, and under such regexceeding seven
interest, not
ulations
of trustees
trustees shall,
shall, from
from time
time to
to time,
time, prescribe,
which
prescribe, which
board of
the board
as the
ulations as
regulations
shall be
up in
conspicuous place in the room
some conspicuous
in some
posted up
be posted
regulations shall
not
where
of the
corporation shall
be transacted,
transacted, but shall
shall not
shall be
the corporation
business of
the business
where the
be
altered
so
as
to
affect
any
previously
made.
deposit
any
affect
to
as
so
be altered
all
S
EC. 9.
9. And
it further
enacted, That
which, and all
That all trusts upon which,
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
purposes for
which any
deposit shall
shall be made, and which shall be indiindiany deposit
for which
purposes
cated
writing to
such deposit,
deposit, shall
faithfully perpershall be faithfully
accompany such
to accompany
the writing
in the
cated in
formed by
performing of
rendered
of the same is rendered
the performing
unless the
corporation, unless
the corporation,
by the
formed

impossible.
impossible.
T-hat when any depositor
SEC. 10.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
depositor shall
shall
it further
And be
10. And
SEC.
credit, and
with the
deposit with
remaining on deposit
deceased
d
hel
epodsi- die, the funds remaining
the corporation
corporation to
to his
his credit, and
deposideceased
tors, how held
and' disposed
accumulations thereof,
belong and be paid
paid to the personal
personal represhall belong
thereof shall
all accumulations
of all
and disposed of.
sentatives
depositor, in
have left aalast
last will and testacase he shall have
in case
such depositor,
of such
sentatives of
ment;
and in
any person
person qualilast will and testament, or of any
a last
of a
default of
in default
ment; and
fying under
last will
testament competent
competent to
act as executor, the
to act
and testament
will and
under aa last
fying
remaining on
corporation
entitled, in
in respect
respect to
to the funds so remaining
be entitled,
shall be
corporation shall
thereon in
administration
to
deposit
to
the
credit
of
any
such
administration
depositor,
such
any
of
credit
the
to
deposit
preference
to all
all other
other persons,
and letters
administration shall
shall be
letters of administration
persons, and
preference to
granted
corporation accordingly
accordingly in
in the
manner prescribed
prescribed by law in
in
the manner
the corporation
to the
granted to
annexed,
...espect
to the
the granting
granting of
letters of
administration, with the
the will annexed,
of administration,
of letters
;espect to
Deposits
of
Deposits of

intestacy.
in cases of intestacy.
and in
SEC. 11.
it further
enacted, That
That in the case of the death of
of
further. enacted,
be it
And be
11. And
SEC.
any depositor,
depos it or ,w
hos edeposit
deposit shall not be held upon
upon any trust created
created purpur whose
any
to the
contained, or where
where it may provd
prove
hereinbefore contained,
provisions hereinbefore
the provisions
suant to
soghtfor.
the corporation
of
duty
shall
impossible
to
execute
such
trust,
be
the
corporation to
to
it
trust,
such
impossible to execute
deceased
make diligent
efforts to
ascertain and
and discover
discover whether such deceased
to ascertain
diligent efforts
make
depositor
left a
ahusband,
husband, wife,
corporaor children surviving, and the corporawife, or
has left
depositor has
tion
shall keep
keep a
of the
efforts so made, and of the results thereof,
thereof,
the efforts
record of
a record
tion shall
shall
or
discovered,
be
shall
thereto
Deposits
not
and
in
case
no
person
lawfully
entitled
thereto
discovered,
shall
entitled
lawfully
person
no
case
in
and
not
Deposits
called
for, how to
remaining to the credit of
of such
such depositor
depositor before
before
appear, or claim the funds remaining
to appear,
called for,
be
invested and
nd
invested
applied,
two years
years from
the death
death of
of such
such depositor,
depositor, it shall be
from the
of two
expiration of
the expiration
and the
ppied a
lawful
the corporation
to hold
hold and
funds as a
a separate
and invest such funds
corporation to
for the
lawful for
education
thereof, to the education
accumulations thereof,
trust-fund, to
applied, with
with the accumulations
be applied,
to be
trust-fund,
and improvement
of persons
persons heretofore
heretofore held
held in slavery, or their descendimprovement of
and
ants, being
being inhabitants
the United
manner and through
through
United States, in such manner
of the
inhabitants of
ants,
such
the board
trustees shall
shall deem best calculated
calculated to effect
effect
of trustees
board of
as the
agencies as
such agencies
that
within
That if any depositor be not heard from within
Provided, That
object: Provided,
that object:
the
Advertisements, five
from the
the date
date of
of his
the trustees shall advertise
advertise the
his last deposit, the
years from
five years
Advertisements.
same in
in some
general circulation
princicirculation in the state where the princiof general
paper of
some paper
same
pal office
office of,
company is
established, and
in the
the state where the
also in
and also
is established,
the company
of the
pal
also in the state where
principal
office of
is established,
established, and also
company is
the company
of the
principal office
such
the depositor
depositor was
thereafter such
from; and if within two years thereafter
heard from;
last heard
was last
the
depositor,
depositor
shall not
m child of such depositor,
a husband, wife, oi
nor a
appear, nor
not appear,
depositor shall
to
claim his
they shall
be used
used by the board of trustees
trustees as hereshall be
deposits, they
his deposits,
to claim
section.
inbefore
provided
in
this
in
for
inbefore provided
°Officers not to
SEC. 12.
12. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
president, vice-president,
vic,e-president,
enacted, That no president,
SEC.
Officers not to
or indirectly,
shall, directly
b 1TOWofor
orcorporause
the corporation
of the
officer, or servant
trustee, officer,
use
borrow
funds
servant of
corporation shall,
directly or indirectly,
use
in
or
or
tion.
borrow
the
funds
of
the
corporation
its
deposits,
any
manner use
borrow the funds of the corporation
tion.

Representatives
Representatives
of
deceased
to be
be
deceased to
of
sought for.
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the same, or any part thereof, except
except to
necessary expenses,
under
to pay
pay necessary
expenses, under
the direction of the board of trustees.- All certificates
[or] other
other evicertificates [or]
evidences of deposit made by the proper officers
be as
binding on
officers shall
shall be
as binding
on
the corporation
corporation as if they were made under
under their
their common
common seal.
seal. It
It shall
shall
be the duty of the trustees to regulate
regulate the rate
interest allowed
the Rate
of interest
rate of interest
allowed to
to the
Rate of
interest.
depositors
so that
that they
shall re
ce i
ve as
nearl
y as
be a
a ratable
ratabl e pro depositors, so
they shall
receive
as nearly
as may
may be
proportion of?all the profits of such corporation
after deducting
necessary
corporation after
deducting all
all necessary
.expenses: Provided,
Provided, however, That
That the
trustees may
allow to
depositors,
the trustees
may allow
to depositors,
to the amount of five hundred dollars or upwards,
upwards, one
per centum
centum less
less
one per
than the amount allowed others: And provided, also, Whenever
shall Dividends.
Whenever it
it shall
Dividends.
appear that, after
after the payment
payment of the usual
interest to
to depositors,
there is
is
usual interest
depositors, there
in the possession
possession of the corporation
corporation an excess of profits
the liabilities
liabilities
profits over
over the
amounting to ten per centum upon the deposits, such
excess shall
be
such excess
shall be
invested for the security
security of the
the depositors
depositors in
in the
therethe corporation;
corporation; and
and thereafter, at each annual examination
examination of the affairs of the
corporation, any
the corporation,
any
surplus over and above
above such ten per centum
centum shall,
shall, in
addition to
to the
the
in addition
usual interest, be divided
rateably among
divided rateably
among the depositors, in
such manner
in such
manner
as the board of trustees shall
shall direct.
direct.
SEC.
further enacted, That whenever
whenever any deposit
SEC. 13. And be it further
deposit shall
mishall Deposits of minors;
be made by any minor, the trustees of the corporation
corporation may,
may, at
their disat their
dis- nors;
cretion, pay to such depositor such sums as may be due
due to
to him,
him, although
although
no guardian
guardian shall have been appointed
appointed for such minor, or the
guardian of
the guardian
of
such
such minor
minor shall not have authorized
authorized the drawing of the same; and the
check, receipt, or acquittance of such minor
check,
be as
valid as
if the
minor shall
shall be
as valid
as if
the
executed by a
a guardian
same were executed
guardian of such minor, or
or the
the minor
Were of
of
minor were
full age, if such deposit was made personally
personally by
by such
minor. And
such minor.
And whenwhenever any deposits shall have been made by married
married women,
the trustees
trustees of
of married
women, the
married
receipts.
may repay
repay the same on their
their own receipts.
women.
women.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 14. And be it further
enacted, That
trustees shall
Trustees, exexThat the
the trustees
shall not,
not, didi- Trustees,
rectly
rectly or indirectly, receive
receive any payment
payment or emolument
emolument for their services
services cept president,
&c.,
&c.,pay.
receive
to receive
as such,
such, except
except the president
president an
vi
ce -p res id en t,
no
anddvice-president.
no
pay.
SEC.
vice-presi- Official bonds.
S
EC. 15.
15. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted, That the president and vice-president, the subordinate officers
officers and agents of the corporation shall respecrespectively
give such security
security for their fidelity
tively give
fidelity and
and good conduct
conduct as
as the
the board
board
of
trustees may
may from
from time to time require,
of trustees
require, and the board
board shall fix the
the Salaries.
officers and agents.
salaries of such officers
agents.
SEC.
16. And
be it
it further
enacted, That the books of the corporation
S
EC. 16.
And be
further enacted,
corporation Books to be
be
shall, at
at all
all times during the hours of business, be open
open for inspection
inspection and
and open
open for
for iuspecinspecttion.
examination
examination to such persons as congress
congress shall designate
designate or appoint.
appoint.
on.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 3, 1865.
1865.
CHAP. XCIII.
- An Act
CHA.P.
3COM.—
Act for the better
Organization of
of the
Subsistence Department.
better Organization
the Subsistence
Department.

March
March 3,
3, 1365.

Be it enacted by the
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Me Senate
the United
United
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That, during
States
during the continuance
continuance A chief comof the
the present rebellion, the Secretary
missary of
of subsubSecretary of War
may, when
War may,
when in his judgment missary
sistence,
and asassistence, and
it
is necessary,
it is
necessary, assign to each geographical
geographical military division, to each sepasepa- sistant,
may
sistant, may be
be
rate army
army in the field consisting
rate
consisting of more than one army corps, to each
each assigned
h
to
each
asMgtanre dct?ve
lyon
military department,
subsistence depot, not exceeddepartment, and to each principal subsistence
exceed- milityar division,
mrmy, Lc.
a
ing ten
ten in
in number,
department to act
ing
number, an officer
officer of the subsistence
subsistence department
act as chief
chief arm
commissary
commissary of such military division, army, military department,
depot,
department, or
or depot,
and
also an
and also
an officer of the subsistence
subsistence department
department as assistant in the
office
the office
of the
the commissary-general
commissary-general of subsistence, each
of
each of whom, while so assigned
assigned
and acting, shall have the rank, pay, and emoluments
emoluments of
of a
colonel of
of the
the Rank,
a colonel
Rank, pay, &e.
Sm.
subsistence department;
department; and, in like manner
y ass
i
gn,f
or purposes
of
manner,,ma
may
assign,
for
purposes of
inspection or
or other special duty in the subsistence department, commissainspection
commissa- Commissaries
Commissaries
ries of
exceeding six in number,
for inspection.
ries
of subsistence,
subsistence, not
not exceeding
number, each of whom, while so forinspection.
assigned and
acting, shall
shall have the rank, pay, and emoluments
emoluments of aa lieuassigned
and acting,
lieutenant-colonel
of the
subsistence department;
department; and
tenant-colonel of
the subsistence
and to each
each army corps an
an
officer
of the
officer of
the subsistence denartment
department to be chief
chief commissary of
of the corps,
corps,
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with
Rank,
&c. with
Rank, pay, &c.

the like
like rank
of lieutenant-colonel;
like manner,
manner, may assign
and, in like
lieutenant-colonel; and,
rank of
the
to each
each division
two or
more brigades
brigades a
while so asa commissary,
commissary, who, while
or more
of two
division of
to
signed
signed and acting, shall have the
the rank, pay, and emoluments of aa major
major
of
the subsistence
subsistence department:
Provided, That
That when any
any one of said offidepartment: Provided,
of the
cers
is relieved
from such
increased rank, pay, and emoluments,
duty, his increased
such duty,
relieved from
cers is
allowed
assignment, shall cease, and he shall return to his
of such assignment,
because of
allowed because
commissioned
rank in
the subsistence
subsistence department:
department: And provided
provided further,
in the
commissioned rank
assigned by this act shall be selected for
for
authorized to be assigned
officers authorized
the officers
That the
Officers to be That
selected
equally
grade from
subsistence who hold commissions or
of subsistence
commissaries of
the commissaries
from the
each grade
equally each
selected
volunteers
from volunteers
rank
in the
service and
in the
the regular
subsistence department
department in
in
regular subsistence
and in
volunteer service
the volunteer
rank in
and regulars.
proportion to the
each of said classes respectively
respectively in service at
number of each
the number
proportion
the
date of
the passage
passage of this
this act.
of the
the date
SEC. 2.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That all
all laws
laws and
of laws
laws ininparts of
and parts
enacted, That
And be
2. And
SEC.
Repeal of inconsistent
consistent with
with the
are hereby repealed.
repealed.
act are
this act
of this
provisions of
the provisions
laws. consistent
consistent laws.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
APPROVED,
Commissary to
Commissary
each
division.
each division.
When relieved,
increased
pay,
increased pay,
&c., to cease.
&c., to cease.

CHAP. XCIV.
to provide
of Steamboats
in
Steamboats in
Inspectors of
local Inspectors
assistant local
two assistant
for two
provide for
Act to
An Act
XCIV. -— An
March 3, 1865. CaAP.
reestablish
the City
York, and
two local
Inspectors at
at Galena,
Galena, Illinois,
Illinois, and
and to
to reestablish
local Inspectors
for two
and for
New York,
of New
City of
the
approved June
Act approved
the Act
amend the
the Board
of local
Inspectors at
at Wheeling;
and also
also to
to amend
Wheeling; and
local Inspectors
Board of
the
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
entitled "An
"An Act
to create
create an
an additional
additional Inspector
Inspector
Act to
sixty-four, entitled
and sixty-four,
eiqhth,
Districtsof Memphis
Collection Districts
for Collection
of Steamboats
two local
Inspectors of
of Steamboats
Steamboats for
local Inspectors
and two
of
Steamboats and
and Oregon,
Oregon, and
other Purposes."
purposes."
for other
andfor
and

Local inspectors
of steamsteamtors of
boats and assistants in
in New
York
and Galena.
YorkandGalena.
Pay
and duties.
duties,
Pay and

1852, ch. 106.
Vol. x.
61.
x. p.
p. 61.
Vol.
Fees for inspection.
tion.
1864, ch. 113,
6
§
§ 6..
Ante, p. 120.

A

Repealing
Repealing
clause.
clause.

.Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
Senate and
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there
there shall
shall be designated
designated
America in
of America
States of
and appointed, in the mode
mode prescribed
prescribed by law, two assistant
assistant local inspecinspectors
of
steamboats
in
the
city
of
New
York,
and
two
local inspectors
inspectors at
at
local
two
and
tors of steamboats in the city of New York,
Galena, Illinois, with an
an annual
annual compensation
compensation of twelve
twelve hunhunthe city of Galena,
inspectors in the city of New York,
dred dollars for the said assistant local inspectors
and eight
dollars for
two local inspectors
inspectors at the city of Galena,
the two
for the
hundred dollars
eight hundred
and
Illinois, as
in case
of other
other like
like inspectors;
inspectors shall
shall persaid inspectors
and said
inspectors; and
case of
as in
Illinois,
form the
the duties
and be
be subject
subject to the
the provisions
provisions of the steamboat
steamboat act of
duties and
form
August
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-two. And
And the local board of
of
and fifty-two.
hundred and
August thirtieth,
inspectors at Wheeling is hereby
hereby reestablished.
reestablished.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
enacted, That,
That, in
in lieu
fees for
for inspection
inspection
the fees
of the
lieu of
further enacted,
it further
SEC.
prescribed
entitled ""An act to create an adsixth section of the act entitled
the sixth
prescribed by the
ditional
supervising inspector
inspector of steamboats and two local
local inspectors of
ditional supervising
steamboats
for the
the collection
collection district
Tennessee, and two local
local
district of Memphis, Tennessee,
steamboats for
inspectors
collection district of Oregon, and for other purposes," apthe collection
for the
inspectors for
shall be
proved June
June eighth,
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, there
there 'shall
be levied
levied
proved
and paid
each steam-vessel
steam-vessel of
one hundred
hundred tons
twenty-five
tons or under, twenty-five
of one
for each
paid for
and
dollars, and
and in
for each and every
every ton, in excess
excess of one
addition thereto for
in addition
dollars,
hundred tons, five cents.
hundred
SEC. 3.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That all
all acts
acts or
or parts
parts of
of acts
inconacts inconenacted, That
3. And
SEC.
sistent with this act
act are hereby repealed.
repealed.
1865.
March 3,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
3, 1865.

of the
Publication of
March 3,, 1865.
CV .—An Act
the Publication
the Opinions
Opinions of
of the Attorneysfor the
provide for
to provide
Act to
XCV.-An
1865. CHAP. X
March
States.
General of
of the
United States.
the United
General
the United
Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Attorney-General be,
in Congress
States of
Congress assembled, That
That the Attorney-General
be,
America in
of _America
Attorney-GenAttorney-Gen- States
eral
may contract
United States
he is hereby,
contract and
eral may
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized to contract on behalf of the United
States
publishing
for publishing
with a
book-publisher for
publishing of
of the
the untinand publishing
printing and
the printing
for the
suitable book-publisher
a suitable
opinions
opinions of attor- with
neys-general
neys-general
since March 4,
arch 4
85
1851.

Style of publi-

cation.

b

attorneys-general of the United
published opinions
opinions of the attorneys-general
United States, delivpublished
ered
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, on the
hundred and
eighteen hundred
March, eighteen
of March,
fourth of
the fourth
since the
ered since
terms
following, to
to wit:
said opinions
opinions to
be published
published in
as many
many
in as
to be
The said
wit: The
terms following,
volumes
as may
may be
be necessary,
which shall
be, as
the quality
quality of
of paper,
to the
as to
shall be,
necessary, which
volumes as
printing,
binding, of uniform
uniform style and appearance
appearance with the eighth
eighth
and binding,
printing, and
volume
published by Robert
Robert Farnham, in the
the year eigheighof said opinions, published
volume of
teen hundred
fifty-eight, and, as nearly
nearly as possible,
possible, of uniform
uniform size
and fifty-eight,
hundred and
teen
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with
said eighth volume, and which
with said
which shall be numbered
numbered in regular
regular order
order
after the
the said
said eighth volume; the copyright thereof
after
thereof to be
out by,
and Copyright.
be taken
taken out
by, and
be for the use of,
publisher, w
ho shall
sh
all d
eli ver t
th
e Attorney-G eneral
of, the
the publisher,
who
deliver
too the
Attorney-General
for the use of the United States, within one month
for
month after
after the
the publication
publication
thereof, three hundred
thereof,
hundred sets of said volumes, at the price of
of three
three dollars
dollars
per volume, payable after they are so delivered. And
Attorney-GenAnd the
the Attorney-General
is hereby
hereby authorized to employ a
a competent person to
eral is
edit and
pre- Editor,
Editor, and
to edit
and preand his
his
pare the said opinions for
publi ca ti on ,
as
af
oresa id ,w
i
th proper
proper h
ea d
-notes,dunes.
for publication,
as aforesaid,
with
head-notes,
duties.
and a
a full and complete
and
complete index, and to supervise
supervise the
the said
said publication.
publication.
When the
the said three hundred sets shall have been
When
for the
the use
been delivered
delivered for
use
of the United States, the Attorney-General
of
Attorney-General shall cause
cause them
them to
be disto be
distributed as follows:
tributed
follows: For the President
President of the United
States, two
Distribution.
United States,
two sets;
sets; Distribution.
for the Department of State, ten sets; for the
the Department
Department of
of the
the TreasTreasury and the heads of the bureaus thereof, twenty-five
sets; for
the Detwenty-five sets;
for the
Department of War
War and the heads of the bureaus
thereof, twenty-five
twenty-five sets;
bureaus thereof,
sets;
for the Department of the Navy and the beads
for
thereof, fifteen
heads of
of bureaus
bureaus thereof,
fifteen
sets; for the Department
Department of the Interior
Interior and the
thereof,
the heads
heads of
of bureaus
bureaus thereof,
twenty sets;
sets; for the Department
Department of the Post-Office,
twenty
sets; for
Post-Office, ten
ten sets;
for the
the
Attorney-General's office,
Attorney-General's
office, ten sets; for the judges of the
supreme court
court
the supreme
of the United States, one set each;
of
each; for the
of said
court, three
the library
library of
said court,
three
sets; for the judges of the court of claims,
and alsistant
claims, the
the solicitor
solicitor and
a&sistant and
and
deputy
deputy solicitors of said court, one set each; for the
congress,
the library
library of
of congress,
fifty sets, for the use of both houses
of congress;
congress; the
the said
houses of
the residue
residue of
of the
said
three hundred sets to remain in charge of
congress, at
at the
of the
the librarian
librarian of
of congress,
the
future
future disposal
disposal of congress.
congress. And the sum of seven thousand
is Appropriation.
thousand dollars
dollars is
Appropriation.
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise apin the
the treasury
appropriated, to pay for the editing of
said opinions
and the
of the said
opinions and
the price
price of
of
the said three hundred
the
hundred volumes, which money
money shall
be disbursed
shall be
disbursed on
on
apprpved by the Attorney-General.
vouchers approved
Attorney-General.
APPROVED, March 3,
APPROVED,
1865.
3, 1865.
CHAP.
C
HAP. XCVI.
XCVI.
—

An
to remove all Disqualification
Disqualificationof Color
An Act
Act to
Color in carrying
carrying the
the Mails.
Mails.

March 3.
March
3. 1865.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Be
it enacted
by the
of Representatives of the United
States
of America in Congress
States of
Congress assembled, That from and after
the passage
after the
passage Color not
not to
to
of this
this act no person, by reason of color,
of
color, shall be disqualified
disqualified from
em- disqualify for carfrom emcarl
ployment
rying the
mails.
the mails, and all acts and parts of acts establishing rying
ployment in
in carrying
carrying the
t e mails.
such
such disqualification,
disqualification, including especially the seventh section
section of
of the
the act
act of
of 1825, ch. 64,
March
third, eighteen
hundred and
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, are hereby
§§77..
March third,
eighteen hundred
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Vol. iv. p. 104.
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
APPROVED,
1865.
ol. iv p. 104.
"HAP. XCVII.
XCVII. -An
relating to the
the Clerkships
"HAP.
—An Act relating
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department.
Department.
Clerkships in the
March 3,1865.
March
3, 1865.
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
United
States of America in
in Congress assembled, That the
the third
third section
an act
section of
of an
act Chief
Chief clerk in
in
of
congress entitled
entitled "An
"An act making appropriations for the civil and dipof congress
assistdip- office of
ofassistlomatic
expenses
of
the
government
ant
postmastersfor
the
year
ending
thirtieth
lomatic expenses of the
ending
of June, ant postmastersgeneral.
general.
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,"
approved the third of March,
eighteen
fifty-four," approved
March, eighteen
eighteen 1853, h. 97,
1853, ch. 97,
hundred and fifty-three,
hundred
fifty-three, be, and the same is hereby,
so as
to
auhereby, amended
amended so
as to au- §§33..
thorize
the
appointment
of
a
chief
clerk
in the offices
offices of each of
thorize the appointment
a
three Vol.
Vol. x. p.
p. 209.
of the three
assistants
assistants postmaster-general,
postmaster-general, at a
asalary of two thousand
per anan- Salary.
thousand dollars
dollars per
Salary.
num each.
SEC.
2. And
And be it further
SEC. 2.
further enacted,
in lieu
lieu of
of temporary
temporary clerks
clerks Additional perenacted, That,
That, in
now
employed in the Post-Office
Post-Office Department
Department and paid out of
now employed
of the approappro- manent
nmanent clerks
clerks
in lieu of tempoin
tempopriation
envelopes and
priation for postage-stamps
postage-stamps and stamped envelopes
the proceeds
proceeds of
and the
of raryclerks.
rary clerks.
sales
waste paper,
paper, the Postmaster-General
sales of
of waste
Postmaster-General be,
he is
aube, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
appoint two
two clerks
clerks of class three, two clerks of class
thorized to
to appoint
two, and
and
class two,
five clerks of
of' class
class one.
SEC.
enacted, That the sum of eighteen
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
be it further enacted,
thousand Appropriation.
eighteen thousand
dollars
dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated, out
out of
the
of any
any money
money in
in the
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Appropriation
Appropriation
temporary
for temporary
clerks.

Unclaimed
Unclaimed
money
dead
money in dead
letters, and from
sales of waste paper, to be deposited.

Wilful neglect
to deposit, how
to
punished.
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treasury
appropriated, to
to pay
the clerks
clerks provided for in the
pay the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
treasury not
two
preceding
sections
of
this
act.
this
of
sections
two preceding
S
EC. 4.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
sum of six thousand dolthe sum
That the
itfurther
be it
4. And
SEC.
lars
be, and
and the
same is
is hereby,
appropriated, out of any money in the
hereby, appropriated,
the same
lars be,
treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
payment of such temporary
temporary
the payment
for the
not otherwise
treasury not
clerks as
as the
Postmaster-General may,
necessary.
time to time, deem necessary.
may, from time
the Postmaster-General
clerks
SEC. 5.
5. And
And be
That unclaimed
unclaimed money in dead letenacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
SEC.
ters
for which
which no
owner can
can be
be found,
found, and
and also all money derived from
no owner
ters for
sales of
of waste
waste paper
other public
property in
post-offices or the Postin post-offices
public property
or other
paper or
sales
Office
Department,
be
deposited
in
the
treasury
of the United States,
treasury
the
in
deposited
be
Office Department,
under the
the direction
direction of
Postmaster-General, for the service
service of the Postthe Postmaster-General,
of the
under
a post-office, or any
Office Department;
and any
postmaster or clerk in a
any postmaster
Department; and
Office
other clerk,
officer, or
of the
the Post-Office
Post-Office Department, having temagent of
or agent
clerk, officer,
other
porary custody
money, and wilfully neglecting to deposit the
such money,
of such
custody of
porary
same as
herein provided,
provided, shall
be deemed
deemed to be guilty of felony, and be
shall be
as herein
same
subject to
to a
exceeding double
double the
sum so
clerk
so retained by such clerk
the sum
not exceeding
fine not
a fine
subject
years,
exceeding three years,
imprisonment not exceeding
or other
other agents
aforesaid, or imprisonment
as aforesaid,
agents as
or
or
both, at
the discretion of the court.
at the
or both,
APPROVED, March
March 3,
1865.
3, 1865.
APPROVED,

Attorney-General's
of the Acts relative
March 3,
1865. CHAP.
CVIII.—An
amendatory of
relative to the Attorney-General's
Act amendatory
-An Act
XCVIII.
CHAP. X
3, 1865.
March
Clerks.
and Clerks.
his Assistant
Office, and
and to
to fix
fix the
Assistant and
of his
Compensation of
the Compensation
Ofice,

Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That hereafter the salary of
America in
States of
to
the
assistant attorney-general
shall be,
and the
same is
is hereby,
hereby, raised
raised to
the same
be, and
attorney-general shall
the assistant
the sum
of thirty-five
thirty-five hundred
the
sum of
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum.
annum.
provisions of law
the provisions
of the
Clerks in
S
EC. 2.
2. And
lieu of
in lieu
That in
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
office
in office
Clerks
to the
of Attorney-Genprescribing the
Attorney-General's powers
as to
the employment
employment of clerks
powers as
the Attorney-General's
Attorney-Gen- prescribing
of
eral. e r a
in his
the Attorney-General
Attorney-General shall be, and he is
is
that the
provided that
is provided
it is
office, it
his office,
in
of
a salary of
his
Salaries,
hereby,
authorized
to
employ
in
office one chief clerk
clerk at a
in
employ
to
authorized
hereby,
Salaries.
two
thousand and
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per annum,
annum, two fourth-class clerks
and two
two thousand
(being
one "
pardon clerk"
and one
one "opinion
"opinion clerk") at annual salaries
clerk" and
"pardon
(being one
of
eighteen hundred
dollars each,
each, two
two third-class
third-class clerks at annual salaries
hundred dollars
of eighteen
of
hundred dollars
each, and
and one first-class clerk at an annual
dollars each,
sixteen hundred
of sixteen
salary of
of twelve
hundred dollars,
dollars, besides
besides such temporary clerks as may
twelve hundred
salary
allowances to
Proviso,
from
Provided,however, That the allowances
needed: Provided,
be needed:
time be
to time
time to
from time
Proviso.
such
temporary clerks
shall in
no one
year exceed
exceed one thousand dollars.
one year
in no
clerks shall
such temporary
Additional
pay
S
EC. 3.
it further
purpose of paying, for
enacted, That for the purpose
further enacted,
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
Additional pay
the
compensation above provided, the
fiscal year, the increased compensation
to
bal-un- the
current fiscal
the current
to come from
expended
already
ances.
Attorney-General
is
hereby
authorized,
in
addition
to
the
amounts
in
authorized,
hereby
is
Attorney-General
al
ances
appropriated for
for the
the payment
payment of
of salaries
salaries in
in his
office in the appropriation
his office
appropriated
from the unexpended
bill
for the
the current
fiscal year,
to draw
and use
use from
unexpended
on and
draw on
year, to
current fiscal
bill for
balance
standing on
on the
the books of the treasury, on the first of
moneys standing
of moneys
balance of
July last,
last, to
to the
clerks and messenger,
messenger,
for the pay of clerks
office for
his office
of his
credit of
the credit
July
or from
any other
other appropriation
appropriation then standing to the credit of his office,
from any
or
in
exceeding, in
a sum not exceeding,
and yet
yet subject
to his
his control
unexpended, a
and unexpended,
control and
subject to
and
the whole,
whole, twenty-four
hundred dollars,
compendollars, towards such additional compentwenty-four hundred
the
sation for
the current
current fiscal year.
for the
sation
1865.
3, 1865.
APPROVED,
March 3,
APPROVED, March

Salary ofasof asSalary
sistant attorneyattorneysistant
general.
general.

March 3,
1865. CHAP.
An Act
provide for
the Construction
Wagon-Roads in the
certain Wagon-Roads
of certain
Construction of
for the
to provide
Act to
XCIX. -— An
CHAP. XCIX.
3, 1865.
March
Nebraska.
Territories of
Montana, Dakota,
Dakota, and
and Nebraska.
Idaho, Montana,
of Idaho,
Territories

the United
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
the Inin Congress
"g"" States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the
InAmerica in
of America
Certain wagonroads authorized
authorized
toads
survey,
empowered
in
Idaho,
Moatstenor
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
empowered
to
locate,
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
terior
Montain Idaho,
wagon-roads:
the following
and
followinc,wagon-roads:
construct the
and construct
River,
First.
Turtle Hill
Hill River,
road from Niobrara to the mouth of the Turtle
A road
First. A
City,
Virginia
to
mouth
of
Tarand
thence,
upon
the
most
direct
practicable
route,
to
Virginia
in
to
route,
practicable
direct
most
the
to mouth of Tur- and thence, upon

na, Dakota, and
Nebraska.
Nebraska.
From Niobrara
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Montana Territory, with a
abranch
branch from the mouth of Turtle Hill
Hill River,
River, tie Hill
Hill River,
River,
and thence
thence to
to
and
such other
point as
as may
may be
be selected,
or such
other point
selected, to
to Omaha.
Omaha.
irgi
nia
Virginia City,
City,
a point at or
Second. A road from a
the Big
Big Sioux
Sioux with branch
or near
near the
the mouth
mouth of
of the
to
branch'to
Omaha.
River, via Yancton, Dakota Territory, to aapoint at or near
mouth of
of Omaha.
near the
the mouth
From Big Sithe Big Sheyenne River, thence up said river
up oFx
river to its main forks
forks,'thence
thence up
Rierg
,vi
oux River, via
ith th
roa dfrom
the north
north fork to
to aapoint
point of
of intersection
intersection w
with
thee road
from Niobrara.
Niobrara.
Yancton, &c.ac.
Third. For a
aroad from a
apoint on
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, From western
on the
the western
western boundary
boundary of
to be determined by the Secretary of the Interior, to a
a point at
at or
or near
near boundary
boundary of
of MinMinnesota to Big
Big
nesota
the mouth of
River.
of the
the Big
Big Sheyenne
Sheyenne River.
Sheyenne
Sheyenne River.
Fourth. A road from Virginia City, in Montana,
Montana, upon
upon the
the most
most pracprac- From Virginia
Virginia
ticable route,
route to Lewiston,
Lewiston, in
in Idaho.
Idaho.
City to Lewiston,
in Idaho.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That, to
to enable
the Secretary
enable the
Secretary of
of "d
in
ato.
Appropriation,
the Interior to carry out the provisions
the foregoing
foregoing section,
provisions of
of the
section, the
the and apportionsum of one hundred and forty thousand
thousand dollars
be, and
and the
is ment
dollars be,
the same
same is
ment thereof.
hereby, appropriated
appropriated out of any money in the treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, fifty thousand
thousand dollars of
of which
which shall
shall be
be applied
the
applied to
to the
construction
construction of the road from Virginia
Virginia City to
thousand
to Lewiston;
Lewiston; fifty
fifty thousand
dollars shall be applied to the construction of the road from
Niobrara and
and
from Niobrara
branch to Omaha; twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars shall be applied
the conconapplied to
to the
struction of the road from
mouth of
Big Sheyenne
to its
its intersecintersecfrom the
the mouth
of the
the Big
Sheyenne to
tion with the Niobrara
Niobrara road;
road; ten thousand
thousand dollars
applied to
dollars shall
shall be
be applied
to the
the
construction of aabridge over the Big
much of
this
Big Sioux River,
River, or
or so
so much
of this
sum as may be necessary,
necessary, and any balance
to be
balance remaining
remaining to
be applied
applied to
to
continuing
continuing and improving the road from Sioux
Iowa, to
the Big
Sioux City,
City, Iowa,
to the
Big
Sheyenne,
Sheyenne, Dakota
Dakota Territory, and the remainder
remainder shall
be applied
applied to
the
shall be
to the
construction
construction of the road from the western
western boundary
boundary of
Minnesota to
to the
the
of Minnesota
Big Sheyenne
Provided, That
Sheyenne River: Provided,
any unexpended
unexpended money
money now
now in
in the
That any
the Proviso.
treasury, appropriated
appropriated for the
construction of
of a
road from
from Sioux
Sioux City
City to
the construction
a road
to
Fort Randall, Dakota
Dakota Territory, shall
shall be,
and is
hereby, transferred
transferred from
be, and
is hereby,
from
the War Department
Department to the Department
Interior.
Department of
of the
the Interior.
APPROVED, March
1865.
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
CHAP. C.

- An Act
Act to authlwrie
authorize the Coinage
and for
for other
Coinage of Three-Cent
Three-Cent Pieces,
Pieces, and
other PurPurposes.

—

March 3,1865.
3,1865.
March

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
assembled, That so soon as practicable
practicable after
after A
A three-cent
three-cent
the passage
passage of
act, there
the re shall
sh all b
i
ne d a
th e m
i
n tof
oft
he United
Uni
te d piece
to be coined.
of this act,
bee co
coined
attthe
mint
the
piecetobecoined.
States aathree-cent piece, composed of copper and
propor- Composition,
and nickel
nickel in
in such
such proporComposition,
t
we
nty-fi ve p
er cen
t
um o
i
ck
el
,as
as shall
sh
all b
eter- weight,
shape,
tions, not
not exceeding
exceeding twenty-five
per
centum
offn
nickel,
bee d
deterweight, shape,
device, Si c.
mined by
the director
director of
of the
i
nt, the
th e standard
st
an d
ard we
i
gh
t of
ofwhich
w hi ch s
hall be
be device'
mined
by the
the m
mint,
weight
shall
&e.
thirty grains, with no greater deviation than
than four
to each
each piece,
and
four grains
grains to
piece, and
Ihe shape, mottoes, and flevices
devices of said coin shall be determined
the
by the
determined by
the
director of the mint, with the
of the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury.
Treasury.
And the laws now in force relating
And
relating to the coinage of cents, and providing
providing Laws applicaapplica'or the purchase of material
material and prescribing
tor
prescribing the appropriate
appropriate duties
of the
the ble.
ble•
duties of
officers
officers of the mint, and of the Secretary of
of the
Treasury be,
and the
the Treasury
be, and
the
same are hereby, extended
extended to the
provided for.
for.
the coinage
coinage herein
herein provided
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all laws now in force, relating
SEC. 2.
be it
relating to Laws relating
relating
the coins of the
the United States, and the striking
striking and
and coinage
coinage of
the same,
same, to
coins and
of the
to coins
and eCall
coin
aff e nt ele d to
shall so
applicable be
exte nded to
t
o the
th e coinage
co i
nage h
ere i
n authorized,
aut h
ori
ze d
,
to
so far as applicable
be extended
herein
thie coit,
whether said laws are penal or otherwise, for
security of
the coin,
for the
the security
of the
coin,
regulating and guarding the
the process
process of
striking and
coining, for
for preventof striking
and coining,
preventdebasement, or counterfeiting,
ing debasement,
counterfeiting, or for any other purpose.
purpose. And
of
And the
the Director
Director of
director of the mint shall prescribe suitable regulations to insure a
adue
emut
ia
t
to
m
na
s.
k
due rm
mint
too
make
conformity to the required weights and proportions
proportions of alloy in the said regulations.
g
coin, and shall order trials thereof
coin,
thereof to be made from time to
the
to time, by
by the
assayer of the mint, whereof aa report shall be made in
in writing
writing to
to the
the
director.
SEC.
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
coin shall
be aalegal
be legal
That the
the said
said coin
shall be
legal To
To be
legal
t
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tender for
in any
payment to
the amount
amount of sixty cents. And it shall be
to the
any payment
tender in
for sixty
sixty tender
tender
lawful to
to pay out
currency of the
out said coins in exchange for the lawful currency
lawful
cents.
(except cents or half-cents or two-cent pieces issued under
United States, (except
The three-cent United
coin may be paid
paid „
out
in exchange
iormer acts
of congress,)
in suitable
sums by the
the treasurer of the mint,
suitable sums
congress,) in
acts of
exchange former
out in
for
lawful curand
other depositaries
depositaries as
as the Secretary of the Treasury may
such other
by such
and by
for lawful
rency,
except, &c.
&C. designate, and under general
approved by the Secretary
rency, except,
general regulations approved
Secretary of the
Treasury.
And under
the like
exchanged
same may be exchanged
the same
regulations the
like regulations
under the
Treasury. And
and the
in
for any
currency of the United States; alid
lawful currency
any lawful
sums for
suitable sums
in suitable
Expenses, how
to such
such exchange,
transmission may
exchange, distribution, and transmission,
incident to
expenses incident
how expenses
Expenses,
paid .
be paid out of the profits of said coinage, and the net profits of said
said coincoinbe
paid.
of
age, ascertained
ascertained in
in like
like manner
as is
is prescribed
in the
the second
second section
section of
prescribed in
manner as
age,
the act
act entitled
entitled "
An act
relating to
foreign coins,
coins, and the coinage of cents
to foreign
act relating
" An
the
1857,
at
of the
the United
United States,"
States," approved
approved February
February twenty-first, eighmint of
the mint
at the
5
h. 56,
1857, ch.
teen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, shall
shall be transferred
transferred to the treasury of the
teen
§§2.2.
Vol.
p. 163. United
after the passage of this act,
Provided, That from and after
States: Provided,
United States:
Vol. xi. p.
a less deNo
issues of
of fractional
notes of
of the
United States shall be of a
the United
fractional notes
no issues
fractional no
N'o fractional
note
than five
denomination, at
cents, and all such issues of aaless denomination,
five cents,
nomination than
issued nomination
to he
be issued
note to
cents.
under
five cents,
niiier five
that time
shall, when
paid into
into the
treasury or
designated
or any designated
the treasury
when paid
outstanding, shall,
time outstanding,
entthat
depositary
the United
United States,
States, or
or redeemed
exchanged as now proor exchanged
redeemed or
of the
depositary of
vided
law, be
be retained
retained and cancelled.
cancelled.
by law,
vided by
Knowingly
S
EC. 4.
4. And
further enacted,
enacted, That if
if any person or persons shall
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
Knowingly
making or
pass" knowingly
knowingly make, issue, or pass, or cause to be made, issued, or past
or passmaking
to- ,
coin toig any
ing
anv coin,
a &c., cfor coin Lpasseill any
ken,
coin, card,
token, or
device, whatsoever,
whatsoever, in
in metal
or its
its corncornmetal or
or device,
card, token,
c. for coin [passed], any coin,
ken,
authorized
authorized
pounds, intended to pass or be passed as money, for the coin authorized
authorized by
this
ished.
act, how
punhowpunthisact,

such person
of equal
by
act, or
equal value,
value, such
person or persons shall be
be
coin of
or for
for coin
this act,
y this

deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor, and
and shall
thereof be punconviction thereof
on conviction
shall on
a misdemeanor,
guilty of
deemed
imprisonment
ished by
dollars, and by imprisonment
thousand dollars,
one thousand
exceeding one
not exceeding
fine not
by aafine
ished
for a
term not
not exceeding
exceeding five
five years,
discretion of the court.
the discretion
years, at the
a term
for
"
SEC. 5.
5. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That, in addition to the devices and
be itfurther
And be
SEC.
we
God we
"InIn God
trust,"
may
be
legends upon
the gold,
shall
and other coins of the United States, it shall
silver, and
gold, silver,
upon the
be legends
may
trust,"
placed on coins
Vearcel
d
f
t:
az.
be
lawful
for
the
director
of
the
mint, with
the approval
Secretary
of the Secretary
approval of
with the
hereafter issued. be lawful for the director of the mint,
of the
the Treasury,
to cause
cause the
motto "In
trust" to be placed upon
God we trust"
" In God
the motto
Treasury, to
of
such coins
hereafter to
to be
be issued
issued as
shall admit of such legend thereon.
as shall
coins hereafter
such
enacted, That the one and two cent coins of
S
EC. 6.
6. And
"One-cent"
And be it further enacted,
SEC.
One-cent"
and "
"two-cent
a legal tender for any payment exceeding
and
two-cent"" the United
United States shall not be a
exceeding
legal
coins to be legal
four
cents
in
amount;
so
much of the laws of the United States
so
and
amount;
in
tender
tender only for four cents
four cents.
heretofore enacted as are in conflict with the provisions
provisions of this act, are
heretofore
hereby repealed.
repealed.
hereby
APPROVED, March
1865.
3, 1865.
March 3,
APPROVED,

the Northern,
on the
March 3,
CHAP. CI.--An
CI.
— An Act
Act to
regulate the
of Custom-House
Custom-Rouse Oficers
Ojylcers on
Northern,
Fees of
the Fees
to regulate
1865. CHAP.
3, 1865.
March

Northeastern,
and Northwestern
of the
United States.
States.
the United
Frontiersof
Northwestern Frontiers
Northeastern, and

UIited
the United
Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Fees of custom- States of America
now
assembled, That, in lieu of the fees now
in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America
of
States
customof
Fees
house
officers
on
house officers on
authorized by
law to
be collected
by customs
northern,
officers on the northern,
customs officers
collected by
to be
by law
northern,
northern, north- authorized
eastern, and
northeastern, and northwestern
eastern,
northwestern frontiers of the United States, there shall
northwestern
northwestern
be levied
levied and
and collected
:—
collected:be
frontiers.
tfontiers.
For
admeasurements of
of vessels,
fees prescribed
act entitled
the act
by the
prescribed by
the fees
vessels, the
For admeasurements
AdmeasureAdmeasureships and vessels
of ships
ment of
vessels. "
An act
act to
to regulate
regulate the
of tonnage
tonnage of
admeasurement of
the admeasurement
"An
of vessels.
rment
1864, ch.
ch. 83,
the United
United States,"
States," approved
approved May six, eighteen hundred and sixtyof the
83, of
1864,
§
4.
§4.
four.
four.
Ante,
72.
p. 72.
Ante, p.
Certificate
bond, two
and twenty-five
cents.
twenty-five cent.
dollars and
two dollars
including bond,
of registry,
registry, including
Certificate of
Certificate of
registry, &c.;
dollar.
register, one dollar.
Indorsement
Indorsement on
on register,
Certificate
enrolment, including
including bond on vessel not exceeding fifty
of enrolment,
of enrolment.
enrolment.
Certificate of
tons,
of above
and not
not exceeding
hundred
one hundred
exceeding one
fifty and
above fifty
vessel of
on vessel
dollar; on
one dollar;
tons, one
and fifty
tons, one
dollar and fifty cents; on vessel of over one hundred
one dollar
fifty tons,
and
and fifty tons, two dollars.
License, including
vessel of
hundred and
tons,
and fifty tons,
one hundred
over one
not over
of not
on vessel
bond on
including bond
License.
License,
License.
one
vessel of
of over
over one hundred
hundred and fifty tons, one dollar and
on vessel
dollar; on
one dollar;
fifty cents.
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Indorsement
Indorsement on license of change of master,
including master's
master, including
master's oath
oath,
fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
Certifying manifest, and granting clearance
clearance for
for a
vessel to
to go
g
a licensed
licensed vessel
Manifest
°
Manifest and
and
from district to district, on vessel of fifty tons or under, twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents;;clearance.
clearance.
on vessel of
tons, fifty
cents.
of over fifty
fifty tons,
fifty cents.
Receiving
Receiving certified
certified manifest and granting
granting permit
permit to
to unlade
of a
a
unlade on
on entry
entry of
vessel from any other district, on vessel of
or under,
under, twenty-five
twenty-five
of fifty
fifty tons
tons or
cents; on vessel of over fifty
one dollar.
fifty tons,
tons, one
dollar.
Entry of a
a vessel from a
a foreign port otherwise
than by
otherwise than
by sea,
sea, if
if vesse
vessel1 Entry of vessel
vesse
of fifty tons or under, fifty cents; if of over fifty tons, one
one dollar;
dollar; and
and and clearance.
clearance.
the same fees for clearance
clearance of
vessels to
to foreign
ports.
of like
like vessels
foreign ports.
Receiving manifest
manifest of goods brought into
the United
United States
from foreign
into the
States from
foreign iManifcst
Manifest and
and
countries adjoining,
adjoining said frontiers by land vehicles, and
and permit
permit to
to unlade
unlade permit to unlade.
the same, twenty-five cents.
cents.
Receiving
Receiving manifest of baggage of
arriving from
corm
of passengers
passengers arriving
from foreign
foreign countries, adjoining said frontiers, including
including permit
unlade the
permit to
to unlade
the same,
same, twenty
twentyfive cents.
Granting permit to aavessel not belonging [to]
the United
United Permit to go
[to] aa citizen
citizen of
of the
States to go from district to district, two dollars, and [the]
for from district
[the] same
same fee
fee for
district to
to
ct and
a nd undistrict
unreceiving
receiving manifest and granting permit to unlade such vessel
vessel on
on arrival
arrival in
in district
l
lade.
district from
from another
another district.
aadistrict
district.
Entry of goods imported from any
foreign port
place for
for consumpconsump- Entry ofgoods.
any foreign
port or
or place
Entry of goods.
tion, warehousing, re-warehousing, transportation or exportation,
exportation, entry,
inentry, including official certificate or oath
fifty cents,
oath on
on entry
entry or
or to
to invoice,
invoice, fifty
cents, and
and
for every
entry, forty
forty cents.
cents.
every post
post entry,
Permit to land or deliver goods not above
Permit
above provided
cents. Permit to land.
provided for,
for, twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
Official bonds not
for, each
each one
one dollar.
dollar.
not herein
herein provided
provided for,
Official bonds.
bonds.
Official
Debenture on [or] other official certificate not
not herein
herein provided
for, Debenture.
provided for,
Debenture.
twenty-five cents.
cents.
Bill of health, twenty-five
twenty-five cents.
Bill of health.
Crew-list, including bond,
bond, one
one dollar.
dollar.
Crew-list.
Protection,
Protection, fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
Protection.
Protection.
Recording bill of sales, mortgages,
Recording
mortgages, hypothecations,
hypothecations, or
or conveyances,
conveyances, fifty
fifty Recording
Recording bill
cents each, and certified copies thereof, fifty cents
;nodcents each.
each.
of sale, mortgage, &c.;;
Recording certificates
Recording
certificates for discharging
discharging and cancelling such
conveyances, gage,
such conveyances,
&ccertificates
certificates of
of
fifty cents; copies thereof, twenty-five cents.
fifty
ce
discharge.ates of
Certificate setting forth the names of the owners
Certificate
owners of
of aavessel,
vessel, with
with their
their Certificate statrespective
respective interest, and also the material facts of any existing bill
sale, ing
of
bill of
of sale,
ing names
nales of
mortgage,
mortgage, hypothecation,
hypothecation, or other incumbrance, the date and amount of owners,
owners, &c.
&c.
such
such incumbrance,
incurnbrance, and the parties thereto, one dollar:
Provided, That
no Bill of sale, he.,
dollar: Provided,
That no
&c.,
bill
of sale,
sale, mortgage,
mortgage, hypothecation,
hypothecation, conveyance,
recordbill of
conveyance, or discharge
discharge of mort- not
not to be recorded
unless
acgage or other incumbrance
incumbrance of any
recorded unless
the klnowledged
any vessel,
vessel, shall
shall be
be recorded
unless the
knowledged
same is duly acknowledged
acknowledged before a
anotary public
or other
other officer
public or
officer authorauthorized to take acknowledgments of
of deeds.
deeds.
APPROVED,
March 3,
APPROVED, March
3, 1865.
1865.
CHAP.
-An
grantingLand to
to the State of Michigan,
C
HAP. CII.
CII.
— An Act granting
aHarbor
Harbor
Michigan, to aid in
in building a

and Ship-Canal
Ship- Canal at Portage
PortageLake,
Lake, Kewenaw Point,
and
Point, Lake Superior.
Superior.

March 3,
8, 1865.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That there be,
States
Congress assembled,
be, and
and is
hereby, The
is hereby,
The State of
of
granted to the State of Michigan the right of locating
locating and
constructing a
,
and constructing
Michigan
may
a Michigan
may
breakwater
and
harbor
and
ship-canal
ocate, &c., a
ashipshipthrough any publiclands
upo locate.&c.,
breakwater and harbor and ship-canal through
public lands at or upon
'
canal, &c.,
the
neck of land
land on Lake Superior known as ""The Portage:"
the neck
Portage :"Provided,
Provided, thro
','tgli
The
through "
The
That not more than one thousand feet in width
the bank
Su- l'ortage."
width on
on the
Portage."
bank of
of Lake
Lake Superior shall be occupied by said breakwater and
harbor, and
strip Limit to
and harbor,
and that
that aastrip
to grant.
grant.
of land not more than four hundred feet in
of
said neck
neck of
of land
land
in width on
on said
shall be occupied by said canal:
provided, further,
shall
canal: And provided,
That sai'd
said shipship
further, That
Width
and
Width and
canal shall
shall be
be at
at least one hundred
a depth of
canal
hundred feet in width, with a
of water
water depth of canal.
not less than thirteen feet.
feet.
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SEC.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
granted
there be, and hereby is, granted
That there
be it
it further
2. And
SEC. 2.
to
the said
said State
eonof Michigan, for the purpose of aiding said state in conState of
to the
structing and
and completing
harbor and
to connect the waters
ship-canal to
and ship-canal
completing aa harbor
structing
canal.
of
Lake Superior
Portage Lake, two hundred thousand
the waters of Portage
with the
Superior with
of Lake
canal.
subdivisions agreeably
How
agreeably to the United
to be selected in subdivisions
public lands, to
of public
acres of
and where acres
How and
selected.
States survey,
or agents
appointed by the governor of said
agents appointed
agent or
by an
an agent
survey, by
States
selected.
state,
approval of
the Secretary
any
Secretary of the Interior, from any
of the
the approval
to the
subject to
state, subject
Prolands
peninsula of
of said
subject to
private entry: Pro..
to private
state, subject
said state,
upper peninsula
the upper
in the
lands in
odd-numProviso.
vided,
selections shall
shall be
alternate and odd-numfrom alternate
be made from
said selections
That said
vided, That
Proviso.
bered
sections of
of land
location of said canal in said upper
the location
nearest the
land nearest
bered sections
peninsula,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
not from
from lands designated
designated by
by
and not
peninsula, not
the United
States as
as "
mineral " before
before the passage of this act, nor from
" mineral"
United States
the
lands to
to which
the rights
rights of
of preemption
have attached.
or homestead
homestead have
preemption or
which the
lands
Lands granted
S
EC.
3.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
the
said
lands
hereby
granted
hereby granted
lands
said
the
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That
ILnds granted
or, if the
to be
to
shall
subject to
disposal of
of the
legislature of said state, or,
the legislature
to the
the disposal
be subject
shall be
subject to
be subject
to
deposal by the
the
legislature thereof
thereof shall not be in session, or shall adjourn within ten
ten
legislature
disposal
state.state
days after the passage
passage and approval of this act, then said lands shall be
subject
of the
the governor
governor and
and board
board of
of control of said state,
disposal of
to the
the disposal
subject to
Canal
to
be
for
the
purpose
aforesaid
and
for
no
other;
ad
the said canal shall be
and
other;
no
for
and
aforesaid
purpose
the
fbr
Canal to be
remain a
apublic highway
highway for the use of the government
government of the United
public highway, and remain
t
United State's
toll or
charge upon
the vessels
vessels of said government,
government, or
upon the
or charge
from toll
free from
States, free
State to° States,
aUnited
any
transportation of any
upon
employed by said government in the transportation
vessels employed
upon vessels
vessels.
property
States.
United States.
the United
of the
troops of
or troops
property or
shall be
before it
Route of
SEC. 4.
4. And
enacted, That
it shall
be competent
competent for
for
That before
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
of canal
canal
Route
to fore
be
andsished
sa
id state
state to
spose o
any of
ofsaid
sa id l
an d
s,
t
o b
se l
ec t
ed as
asaforesaid,
afo resaid, the
the
to
bee selected
lands,
offany
to di
dispose
said
established
to
be establ
. Grant
to MichMichGrant to

igan
public
igan of public
in
lands
lands to aid hi
b„ildi
ng shi p _
building ship-

before lands are

plan
of said
said breakwater
and harbor,
harbor, and
and the
the route
said canal shall
shall be
of said
route of
breakwater and
plan of
established as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and aa plat or plats thereof shall be filed in the
established
duplicate thereof
office of
of the
thereof in the office of the
the War Department, and aaduplicate
office
commissioner of the general
general land-office.
commissioner
Unless canal,
canal,
SEC. 5.
And be
enacted, That
if the
the said
said breakwater,
harbreakwater, barThat if
further enacted,
it further
be it
5. And
SEC.
Unless
&c., completed
completed
bor, and
completed within two years from the pasship-canal shall not be completed
bor,
and ship-canal
&c.,
the United
in
years,
sage
of this
the lands
lands hereby
hereby granted
granted shall
revert to
to the
United States.
States.
shall revert
act, the
this act,
age of
to
n two
land
to revert.
Account of
of
S
EC. 6.
6. And
be it
That the
legislature of said state
the legislature
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
Account
proceeds
sales of
of lands,
lands,
shall cause
cause to
to be
be kept
kept an
an accurate
accurate account
account of the sales and net proceeds
shall
sales
and net proceeds
procee.ds of the lands hereby granted, and of all expenditures
expenditures in the construction,
and
ahd
and
earnings and
and earnings
expenditures
to
repairs, and
and operating
operating of
of said
canal, and of the earnings thereof, and shall
said canal,
repairs,
expenditures to
Interior;
be kept.
statement of the same annually to the Secretary of the Interior;
return aastatement
advances
all
When
state
and
whenever
said
state
shall
be
fully
reimbursed
for
advances
made
reimbursed
fully
be
shall
state
said
whenever
and
When state
reimbursed, tolls
for the
construction, repairs,
repairs, and operating of said canal, with legal interthe construction,
tolls for
reimbursed,
to
to be such only
payment
as
pay exex- est
est on
until the
the reimbursement
of the
the same, or upon payment
reimbursement of
advances, until
all advances,
on all
shall pay
as shall
penses
canal,
advances over such receipts
receipts
United States of any balance of such advances
by the
the United
penses of canal.
from said
said lands
with such
such interest,
interest, the
the said
said state shall be allowed
canal, with
and canal,
lands and
from
sufficient to pay
to tax
shall be sufficient
of said canal only such tolls as shall
use of
the use
for the
tax for
to
all necessary
for the
charge, and repair of the same.
care, charge,
the care,
expenses for
necessary expenses
all
3, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
APPROVED,

be
disposed
l of.
of.
disposed

are

March
1865.
3, 1865.
March 3,

Additional
Additional
lands granted
to
granted to
lands
Michigan,
aid
Michigan, to aid
onstruction
in construction
certain railof certain
roads.
roads,

C
HAP. 0
M .
for the Completion
certain Railroads
Railroads to which
Completion of certain
Timefor
An Act to extend the Time
-— An
CIII.
CHAP.

the States of Michigan
Land
Grants have
Michigan and Wisconsin.
have been made in the
Land Grants

Representatives
Be
it enacted
the Senate
esentatives of the United
and House of Rein
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
hereby is,
there be, and hereby
assembled, That there
America in
of America
States of
granted to the State of Michigan,
Michigan, for the purpose of aiding in the conconstruction
of a
railroad from
from Marquette,
Superior, to
to the
the WisconLake Superior,
on Lake
Marquette, on
a railroad
struction of
Menomonee River, for the
sin
state line,
at or
the mouth
mouth of
of the
the Menomonee
the
near the
or near
line, at
sin state
benefit and use of the Chicago and Northwestern
Northwestern Railway
Railway Company, a
a
from MarWiscconsin and from
Michigan, Illinoi,
corporation
Illiaois, Wisconsin,
corporation of the States of Michigan,
Marquette and Ontonquette
to Ontonagon,
Ontonagon, for
for the use
use and benefit of the Marquette
quette to
agon
Company, a
corporation of the State of Michigan,
Michigan, and for
a corporation
Railroad Company,
agon Railroad
twenty
miles westerly
of the Bay de Noquet and MarMarquette of
from Marquette
westerly from
twenty miles
quette Railroad,
Noquet and Maibenefit and use of the Bay de Noquet
for the benefit
Railroad, for
quette
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quette
four additional
additi ona la
lt erna t
e sec
ti ons of
ofl
an d
, per
quette Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, four
alternate
sections
land,
per
mile, to that
granted by
of congress
congress approved
approve d June
June t
hi rd,
that already
already granted
by act
act of
third,
A. D. eighteen hundred
and fifty-six,
oi
ntreso
l
uti
on supplementary
supp l
ementary
hundred and
fifty-six, and
and j
joint
resolution
1856,
ch. 44.
1856, ch.
44.
p. 21.
upon the
sam e con
diti ons ,restr
i
cti
ons, and
an d limitali m i
ta- Vol.
thereto, to be
be selected
selected upon
the same
conditions,
restrictions,
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
21.
contained in
in the
co ngress entitled
ent i
t
l
ed"An
"An act
act ma ki ng a
tions as
as are
are contained
the act
act of
of congress
making a
grant
rant of lands to the State of Michigan,
Michigan, in
i
n alternate
alternate sections,
sections to
in th
to aid
aid in
the
construction of railroads
construction
railroads in said state," approved
approved June
third, eighteen
June third,
eighteen
hundred and
th e land
l
an dto
t
o b
so l
ocate d b
y e
i
th
ei• Lands how seand fifty-six:
fifty-six : Provided,
Provided, That
That the
bee so
located
by
either
selected.
be selected
selected from
lt erna t
e sect
i
ons, d
es i
gnate d by
by lected.
of said roads
roads shall be
from the
the a
alternate
sections,
designated
odd
within twenty
twenty miles
miles of
of the
the line
said roa
d.
odd numbers, within
line of
of said
road.
SEC. 2. And be it further
SEc.
enacted, That
the l
an d
s gran
t
edby
by sa
id act
ac t Lands how
further enacted,
That the
lands
granted
said
how
of congress
congress and
by this
this act
shall be
be disposed
di spose d o
on l
y in
i
n the
th
e following
f
oll ow i
ng disposed
and by
act shall
offonly
disposed of.
of.
is to
th e governor
of t
he S
tate ofMi chi gan
manner, that
that is
to say:
say: When
When the
governor of
the
State
of Michigan
to the
the Secretary
of the
th e Interior
Int
er i
or that
th at any
any ten
consecut i
ve
shall certify
certify to
Secretary of
ten consecutive
the route
route of
of either
either of
of s
aid roa
ds,is
i
s comp
l
ete din
i
n a
a good
goo d an d
miles, upon
upon the
said
roads,
completed
and
substantial
substantial manner,
first-class railroad,
rail roa d, then
th en th
Secretary of
oft
he InInmanner, as
as a
a first-class
thee Secretary
the
terior shall cause a
certificate or
cer tifi ca t
es t
o issue
i
ssue to
said state
state f
or one
one
a certificate
or certificates
to
to said
for
Certificate
to
Certificate to
hundred sections
sections of
for the
the be
nefit an
use of
of suc
an dso
so issue
of land,
land, for
benefit
andd use
suchh company,
company, and
issue as building
building
roads goes on.
from
to time
each completed
co m pl et
edsection
sec ti on o
ten miles
m il es o
ei
th
er o
sa i
d of
from time to
time for
for each
offten
offeither
offsaid
of roads
goes on.
roads, one hundred
sections of
of land,
til th
wh
ol
e s
hall be
be comp
l
ete d:
hundred sections
land, un
until
thee whole
shall
completed:
Provided,
none of
the a
dditi ona ll
an d
s grante
by t
hi s act
Provided, That
That none
of the
additional
lands
grantedd by
this
act for
for that
that Marquette and
portion of the Marquette
nt
onagon R
ail road now
now comp
l
ete d shall
sh
all Ontonagon
Marquette and
and O
Ontonagon
railRailroad
completed
Ontonagon railroad.
be certified to the State of Michigan,
Michi gan ,by the
th e t
erms hereof,
terms
hereof, until
until the
the said
said road.
railroad
shall be
be completed
completed from
f
rom a
poi
nt' t
wenty m
il es west
arquette
railroad shall
a point'
twenty
miles
west o
offM
Marquette
to Ontonagon;
Ontonagon; and
atnone
ddi ti
ona llands
this act
act
and th
that
none o
offth
thee aadditional
lands granted
granted by
by this
the railroad
m Marquette
M arque tt e to
t
o th
scons i
n state
for that portion of
of the
railroad fro
from
thee Wi
Wisconsin
state !toad
Road from MarMarat or
or near
near the
uth of
ofthe
th e M
enomonee River,
Ri ver, now
now completed,
line at
quette to
Wisconthe mo
mouth
Menomonee
completed, shall
shall quette
to Wisconstate line.
certified until
il roads
hall b
l
ete d f
rom B
ay de
o- sin
be so certified
until the
the said
said ra
railroad
shall
bee comp
completed
from
Bay
de N
Nosin state
line.
quet to the said Wiscon
si
n s
t
at
e line
line at
at or
or near
near the
uth of
ofthe
th e M
eno Wisconsin
state
the mo
mouth
Menomonee
aforesaid.
monee River aforesaid.
SEC. 3.
be it
3. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
That the
the ti
me limited
li m it ed for
f
or the
th e com
enacted, That
time
cor-- aTime for completion
pletion of
road from
rqu ett e t
o th
Wi scons i
n state
state li
ne, at
at or
or near
of the
the road
from Ma
Marquette
to
thee Wisconsin
irue r
toadfrom
line,
near pleting
plcting
road
from
to
the
the Menomonee
Menomonee Ri
ver,
be,an
he same
ere b
y, extended
the mouth
mouth of
of the
River,
be,
anddt
the
same i
iss h
hereby,
extended Wisconsin
isconnuette
to
n state
for
the term
of five
ye ars, f
rom and
an d after
aft er t
he t
hi rd d
ay ofJ
une, A. D.
for the
term of
five years,
from
the
third
day
of June,
A. D. linemextended.
line•extended.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That no lands
l
an d
s to
t
o be
be set
se tapart
f
or the
th
e
apart for
Lands
road
Lands for
for road
road
Marquette to
Noquet, a
nd f
rom M
arque tte to
Ontona -froui
road from
from Marquette
to Bay
Bay de
de Noquet,
and
from
Marquette
to Ontonafroll Marquette
d
e
Bay de Noquet
and
gon, shall be selected a
nd certified
certified east of that
that porti
on of
ofthe
th e range
ne to
portion
range liline
anto
Ontnaet
and to Ontonadividing
ranges twenty-six
t
wen ty- si
x and
an d twenty-seven,
t
wen t
yseven, that
th
at is,
i
s, south
south of
the towndividing ranges
of the
town- gon.
gon.
ship line
townships forty-seven
fo rty- seven an
or t
yei
gh
t, nor
nor south
sout h of that
line between
between townships
andd f
forty-eight,
of that Where to be
be
portion of the township
ne dividing
di vidi ng t
owns hi ps f
orty seven and
forty- selected
selected and
certownship li
line
townships
forty-seven
and fortyand certified.
eight,
lies
east
o
f
th
e
di
v
idi
ng
range
li
ne
a
b
ove
named
;
and
that
no
eight, that
that lies east of the dividing range line above named; and that no
lauds
lands to be set
apa rtf
or th
roa dfrom
on Lake
Super i
or ,t
set apart
for
thee road
from Marquette,
Marquette, on
Lake Superior,
too Lands for road
the Wisconsin
Wisconsin state line, at or
nomonee River,
Ri ver ,from Marquette
or near the
the mouth
mouth of
of the
the Me
Menomonee
Marquette
to Wisconsin.
shall be selected an
andd certified
certifi ed wes
of the
range line
line didi- state
westtof
of that
that portion
portion of
the range
Sine.
state line.
viding ranges
ranges twenty-six
t
wen ty- si
x and
an d twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, that
that is,
is, north
north of
the township
to wns hip
of the
dividing townships
townships forty-two
forty-two and
and forty-three,
forty-three, nor
nor nor th ofth e town line dividing
north of the township line dividing townships forty-seven
and forty-eight;
forty-eight; and
and that,
that, for
for the
the
ibrty-seven and
purpose of
of making
up an
defi ci
ency of
ofl
and
s to w hi ch the li
ne of road
purpose
making up
anyy deficiency
lands
to which the line
of road Deficiency of
from Marquette
Marquette to
de Noquet
No que tma
ybe
be entitled
en titledto
t
o make
mak
e i
ts grant
equal lands
to Bay de
d
i
sfor
t;or road
may
its
grant equal
lands
Marrqouaedtte
to ten
ten sections
sections to
to the
e,th
sh
all b
ifi ed on
on the route from
to
the mil
mile,
thee same
same shall
bee cert
certified
the route from to
to Bay de NoNoMarquette
n,
w ithi n t
wen t
y m
iles o
th
e line
li ne o
i
d road, and
Marquette to
to Ontonago
Ontonagon,
within
twenty
miles
offthe
offsa
said
road, and quet.
of the
the range
range line
di vidi ng ranges
ranges thirty-one
thi rty one and
an d thi rty-two, and in
east of
line dividing
thirty-two, and in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
he re i
nb
ef
ore contained.
contai
ne d
. And
Andthat,
th
at, whenprovisions hereinbefore
when- Certificates of
of
ever the governor
of the
State of
governor of
the State
of Michiga
sh all certify
cer tify to
t
o th
ecretary lands
Michigann shall
thee S
Secretary
lands for
for road
from
Marquette
from
Marquette
of
the Interior
t
wen ty consecu
ti ve miles
m iles of
of t
he line
li ne of
of road from
of the
Interior that
that twenty
consecutive
the
road from to
to bay
de NoNoBay de
Marquette
to Bay
Bay de
de N
oqueth
as b
een comp
l
ete din
i
n a
good and substanMarquette to
Noquet
has
been
completed
a good
and substan- quet to be isissued
as
road
is
tial manner, as a
a first-class railroad, the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Int
er i
or shall
shall sued as road is
built.
cause
be issued
at
e of
ofMi
chi gan, for
f
or the
th
e use and b
enefit of the
cause to
to be
issued to
to said
said St
State
Michigan,
use and benefit of the
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Bay
de Noquet
Noquet and
and Marquette
Railroad Company,
Company, assignee
of the
the State
assignee of
Marquette Railroad
Bay de
of
certificate or
certificates for
two hundred
hundred sections of land,
for two
or certificates
a certificate
Michigan, a
of Michigan,
selected and
and located
located from
from the
sections designated
designated by
by odd
numbers,
odd numbers,
the sections
Selection and to
be selected
to be
Selection
location.
on
line from
from Marquette
to Ontonagon,
Ontonagon, and
and within
said
within twenty miles of said
Marquette to
on the
the line
location.
line.
SEC. 5.
And be
be it
enacted, That
for the completion of
time for
the time
That the
it further
further enacted,
Time for corncom5. And
SEC.
Time
pleting
road from
from the
the railroad from Fond du Lac, on Lake Winnebago, to the Wisconsin
pleting road
Fond
Fond du Lac to
at or
the mouth
of the
Menomonee River,
shall be,
be, and
and
River, shall
the Menomonee
mouth of
near the
or near
line, at
state line,
Wisconsin state state
line
extended.
hereby is, extended
extended for the period of five
five years from and after the third
hereby
line extended.
day
June, one
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-six;
any
sixty-six; and that any
hundred and
one thousand
of June,
day of
and
all grants
grants of
land to
road shall
continue and remain in full
shall continue
said road
to said
of land
and all
force
force and effect.
Sac.
6. And
be it
further enacted,
each of
said companies
shall
companies shall
of said
That each
enacted, That
it further
Each road
road to
And be
SEC. 6.
Each
grade twenty
grade,
in a
a good
and substantial manner, ready for the ties, twenty miles
good and
grade, in
twenty
grade
miles in two
of its road within two years, and twenty miles additional
additional thereof in each
each
5eils
years,iandenty
and twenty of its road within two years, and
year
thereafter: Provided,
if said companies, or either of them, shall
That if
Provided, That
miles each year
year thereafter:
miles
thereafter.
thereafter,
neglect or fail to do so, or to complete its road within the time herein
specified,
the land
company shall
shall revert to the United
to such
such company
granted to
land granted
Lands
to revert ,
specified, the
Landstorevert,
if,
&c.
if,&c.
States.
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
APPROVED,
March 3,1865.
March
Certain
postCertain postroads
roads established.
established.
Cal
ifornia.
California.

Post-Roads.
CHAP.
CIV.—
certain Post-Roads.
establish certain
Act to establish
-AnIn Act
CHAP. CIV.

and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following be established
established
in Congress
America in
States of America
as
as post-roads:post-roads :—
CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.
From San Jose
Jos6 to Alviso.
From
From Santa
Santa Clara
to Alviso.
Alviso.
Clara to
From
From
Virginia City
in Nevada,
via Crystal
Crystal Peak, Donner Lake, SumNevada, via
City in
From Virginia
mit Valley,
Valley, and
Sacramento.
to Sacramento.
Dutch Flat, to
and Dutch
mit
From Folsom
to Coloma,
Coloma, Nevada.
Folsom to
From
From
Monterey, via
Francisco.
Watsonville, to San Francisco.
via Watsonville,
From Monterey,
From Murpheys,
Bigtrees, Big Springs, Silver Valley, to Silver
Murpheys, via Bigtrees,
From
Mountain,
thence, via
via Mount
Carcy's Mills, and
Markleville, Carey's
Mount Bullion, Markleville,
and thence,
Mountain, and
Fredericksburgh, to Geneva.
Fredericksburgh,
From
Austin, Lander
County, to lone
Tone City.
Lander County,
From Austin,
Walker's Lake,
From Wellington
Station, on
Walker River, by Walker's
West Walker
on West
Wellington Station,
From
Deep Well
Well Station,
Kentucky District,
Hot Spring,
Spring, Mammoth
District,
Mammoth District,
District, Hot
Station, Kentucky
Deep
Augustine and Washinglone City,
City, the
county seat
seat of
Nye County, St. Augustine
of Nye
the county
Ione
ton
and Middletown,
Middletown, to the city of Austin, the
City, and
Canon City,
districts, Canon
ton districts,
-county
seat of
County.
Lander County.
of Lander
county seat

Nevada,
Idaho,
Nevada, Idaho,

Mlontana.
Montana.
aa n

t.

Illinois.
Illinois.

MONTANA.
NEVADA AND
TERRITORIES IDAHO AND MONTANA.
AND TERRITORIES
NEVADA
Unionville, the county seat of Humboldt County, via Star City,
From Unionville,
Dun
Moore's and
White's Ranch,
Ranch, Pah
Pah Ute
The Knob, in the State of
and White's
Glen, Moore's
Dun Glen,
Nevada,
and Jardans Creek mines, Boise City, Idaho City,
Owyhee and
the Owyhee
Nevada, the
Centreville, and
and Placerville,
Territory of
of Idaho,
Idaho, to
to Virginia City,
the Territory
in the
Placerville, in
Centreville,
in
Territory of Montana.
in the Territory
ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS.
Morrison, in
From
Savanna,
in
Carroll
County,
Baker's Spring, to Morrison,
via Baker's
County,
in
Carroll
Savanna,
From
Whiteside
Whiteside County.
K. Jacob's store, DurFrom
Carthage, in
in Hancock
Hancock County,
County, via Jacob K.
From Carthage,
hams, and
and McQueen's
McQueen's Mill, to Burlington, Iowa.
hams,
From Newport,
Vermillion County, Indiana, to Ridge Farm, Vermillion
Newport, Vermillion
From
County, Illinois.
From
Cerro Gordo,
Gordo, Piatt
Piatt County, on the Great Western
Western Railroad, to
From Cerro
Lovingston, Moultrie
Moultrie County.
Lovingston,
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From Richmond,
Richmond, via Elgin, Clintonville
Junction, and
Cottage Grove,
Grove,
Clintonville Junction,
and Cottage
to
to Chicago.
Chicago.
Williamson County,
From Marion, Williamson
County, via
Harrisburg, Saline
County, to
via Harrisburg,
Saline County,
to
Shawneetown.
Shawneetown.
From Waterloo,
Waterloo Monroe
Monroe County,
County, to
Bud, in
i
n Randolph
Ran dol
phCounty.
County.
to Red
Red Bud,
From Platteville, via Kendall and Specie
to Yorkville.
Yorkville.
Specie Grove,
Grove, to

INDIANA.
From Wabash, in Wabash
Wabash County, via
via Emmon's
Emmon's Church
Church and
and Roanna,
Roanna,
to Nicouzah,
Nicouzah, in
Miami County.
County.
in Miami
County, to
From Farmland, Randolph
Randolph County,
to Hagerstown,
in Wayne
County.
Hagerstown, in
Wayne County.

IOWA.
IOWA.

Indiana.

Iowa.
Iowa,

From Charles City, via Howardsville, Huntsville,
Howard, and
Huntsville, Busti,
Busti, Howard,
and
Vernon
Vernon Springs, to New Oregon.
Oregon.
From State Centre, Marshall
From
Marshall County, via Minerva,
Illinois Grove,
Minerva, Illinois
Grove, New
New
Providence, Quebec,
Quebec Point
Cott age ,to
t
o Iowa
Iowa F
all s.
Point Pleasant,
Pleasant, and
and Cottage,
Falls.
From Muscatine, Iowa, via Buffalo
and Aledo,
Buffalo Prairie,
Prairie, Millersburg,
Millersburg, and
Aledo, to
to
Monmouth, in
in Illinois.
Monmouth,
Illinois.
From Decatur City, Iowa, via Terre Haute,
Haute, to
to Eagleville,
Eagleville, Missouri.
Missouri.
From Decatur
Decatur City,
Afton.
City, via
via Hopeville,
Hopeville, to
to Afton.
From Hampton to
to Marble
Marble Rock.
Rock.
From Winthrop
to Fayette.
Winthrop to
From Chariton, Lucas County, via Garden
Garden Grove,
Grove, to
to Leon,
Leon, Decatur
Decatur
County.
County.
From New Oregon, Iowa, to Preston,
Preston, Minnesota.
Minnesota.
From Fort Dodge, via Eagle Grove, Grant,
Belmond, and
and Upper
Upper
Grant, Belmond,
Grove, to
Grove,
to Clear
Clear Lake.
Lake.
From Alden, via Oakland,
Lake, Grant,
Oakland, Wall Lake,
Eagle Grove,
to
Grant, and
and Eagle
Grove, to
Dakota, in Humboldt
Humboldt County.
County.
From Algona,
Algona, Iowa, via Armstrong's
Armstrong's Grove,
Grove, to
thence
to Charin
Charin Lakes,
Lakes, thence
to intersect the route from
from Blue
to Isterville.
Isterville.
Blue Earth
Earth City
City to
From Bedford, Taylor County, via Buchanan,
Buchanan, Bradyville,
Bradyville, College
College
Spring, Walaen's Grove, to Hamburg,
Fremont County.
County.
Hamburg, Fremont
CONNECTICUT.
From Cornwall Bridge, via Cornwall
Cornwall and
and Milton,
Milton, to
to Litchfield.
Litchfield.
From
From
From
From

KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.
Vernon to
to Somerset.
Somerset.
Mount Vernon
Irvine, Estell
Este11 County,
County, to
to Vienna,
County.
Vienna, Clarke
Clarke County.
McKee, in Jackson County, to
Hill, in
in Madison
to Big
Big Hill,
Madison County.
County.
Whiteley
Whiteley Court-house
Court-house to John Davis,
Davis, in
in Whiteley
County.
Whiteley County.

MAINE.
From
Sherman, via
via Sherman's Mills, to Golden
Ridge, in
From Sherman,
Golden Ridge,
in Aroostook
Aroostook
County.
County.
From Fort Fairfield, via Eaton
to Caribou,
County.
Eaton Grant,
Grant, to
Caribou, in
in Aroostook
Aroostook County.
From Waldoboro
Waldoboro to
to Friendship.
Friendship.
From Belfast, through Waldo,
Waldo, Brooks,
Thorndike, Unity,
Brooks, Knox,
Knox, Thorndike,
Unity, and
and
Benton, to Fairfield.
Fairfield.
MICHIGAN.
From
Eagle, to
From Grand Ledge, Eaton County, via Eagle,
to Portland,
Portland, in
in Ivonia
Ivonia

County.
From Dowagiac,
Dowagiac, Cass County,
County, to
to Volinia,
Volinia, in
in same
same county.
county.
From
Climax Prairie to Galesburgh,
-on on the Michigan
Michigan Central
From Climax
Galesburgh,—
Central RailRailroad,
-in in Kalamazoo
road,—
Kalamazoo County.
County.
From Flint, via Davison, to Lapeer.

Connecticut,
Connecticut,

Kentucky.

Kentucky.
Kentucky.

Maine.

Michigan.
Michigan.
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From
via Frontier,
Amboy.
to Amboy.
Frontier, to
Hillsdale, via
From Hillsdale,
From Otisco,
Otisco, Ionia
Ionia County,
County, via
Ashley and
Courtlandt
White Swan, to Courtlandt
and White
via Ashley
From
Centre, in
in same
county.
same county.
Centre,
From
Manistee, Mason
Mason County,
County, to Stromach, in same county.
From Manistee,
Minnesota.
Minnesota.

New York.
York.
New

MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.
From Elk
County, to
to Princeton,
in Mille
Sac [Lac]
[Lac]
Mille Sac
Princeton, in
Sherburne County,
River, Sherburne
Elk River,
From
County.
County.
From
Minneapolis, via
via Crystal
Crystal Lake,
Maple Grove, and Wassan,
Lake, Osseo, Maple
From Minneapolis,
to Monticello.
Monticello.
From
Winnebago Agency,
Agency, Blue
Earth County,
Minnesota Lake,
County, to Minnesota
Blue Earth
From Winnebago
Faribault County.
Faribault
From Elk
Elk River,
River, Sherburne
Sherburne County,
Princeton, Mille Lac County.
to Princeton,
County, to
From
From Mantonville
Mantonville to
Madison.
to Madison.
From
From Mankato
Mankato to New
New Ulm.
From
Redwood Falls.
From New Ulm to Redwood
NEW
YORK.
NEW YORK.
From Keene,
Keene, in
in Essex
Essex County,
County, to Keene Flats.
From
From Cannonsville
Cannonsville to
to Rocky Rift, in Delaware County.
From
Otsego County.
From Cannonsville
Cannonsville to Unadilla, in Otsego
From Danby
Danby to
to West
West Danby,
Danby, in
in Tompkins
County.
Tompkins County.
From
Woodstock, in Ulster County.
From West Hurley to Woodstock,
From
Saugerties, in
Greene
in Ulster County, to Hunter Village, in Greene
From Saugerties,
County.
County.
From Malone,
Malone, Franklin
Trout River,
county.
in same county.
River, in
to Trout
County, to
Franklin County,
From
From
Downsville, in Delaware County.
County.
to Downsville,
Walton to
From Walton
Canandaigua.
From
via Reed's Corners, to Canandaigua.
From Rushville, via
From
via Eastford
and Speonk,
Speonk, to West Hampton.
Eastford and
Manorville, via
From Manorville,
From
Haneoze, via Hemlock
Livonia Station.
Lake, Livonia, to Livonia
Hemlock Lake,
From Haneoze,
From
Lawrence County, to Madrid, in the same county.
From Morley, Saint Lawrence

Ohio.

OHIO.
OHIO.
From East
Liverpool, Columbia
County, via Calcutta, Spruce Vale,
Columbia County,
East Liverpool,
From
Clarkson,
Fairfield, to Waterford.
Waterford.
and Fairfield,
Carmel, and
Clarkson, Carmel,
From
Youngston, Mahoning
Sharon, Mercer
Mercer County,
Mahoning County, Ohio, to Sharon,
From Youngston,
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
From Logan,
Logan, Hocking
Hocking County,
County, to
to South Bloomingville,
county.
Bloomingville, in same county.
From
a westerly direction along or near
Ottawa, Putnam County, in a
From Ottawa,
northeastern bank of the
the northern
northern bank
River, and northeastern
Blanchard River,
bank of Blanchard
the
Auglaize
to Charlove,
Charlove, Paulding County.
River to
Auglaize River
Farmer, Defiance County, westward to Milo, in same county,
From Farmer,
and
northward to Edgerton, in Williams County.
County.
and from Milo northward
From Delta,
Delta, Fulton
Fulton County,
County, to Liberty Centre,
Henry County.
County.
Centre, Henry
From
From Hamilton,
Hamilton, via
Millville, Bunker
Bunker Hill,
Reily, Ohio, to Springand Reily,
Hill, and
via Millville,
From
field, Indiana.
field,

Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.
AEtna.
Mount Zion and Greble, to Mount
Mount /Etna.
Lebanon, via Mount
From Lebanon,
From
Hillville.
Bend to Hillville.
Brady's Bend
From Brady's
From
McKean County,
County, to Wilcox, Elk County.
From Smethport,
Smethport, McKean
From
Northumberland County,
From Herndon, in Lower Mahoning township, Northumberland
via Jordan
Jordan township,
Klingerstown, in Schuylkill
Schuylkill County.
township, to Klingerstown,
via
From
Philadelphia and Erie Railto Linden
Linden Station, on the Philadelphia
Linden to
From Linden
road.
From Emlenton,
Venango County,
Shippensville, Clarion County.
County, to Shippensville,
From
Emlenton, Venango
Rockland, Venango County, via Cranberry, to Laytonia, in said
From Rockland,
county.
From Callensburg, Clarion County, to Cranberry, Venango County.
From
From
to Kerr's store, in said county.
County, to
Greenville, Clarion County,
From Greenville,
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Vermont.

From East Berkshire, via Montgomery
Montgomery and Belvidere,
Belvidere, to
to Eden.
Eden.
From Windsor,
Windsor, Vermont, via Plainfield, to Meriden,
From
New Hampshire.
Hampshire.
Meriden, New
From Pittsfield, via South Chittenden and East Pittsford,
Pittsford, to
Rutland.
to Rutland.
ARIZONA.
ARIZONA.
From Agua Caliente to La Paz.
Paz.
From Tucson, via Tubac, to Patagonia
Patagonia Mines.
Mines.
From Tubac, via Cerro Colorado, Fresnal, and
Cabibi, to
Tucson.
and Cabibi,
to Tucson.
From Casa Blanca, via Weaver,
Weaver, Walnut Grove, and
Hassa y
and Upper
Upper Hassa
y
Am pa, to
Ampa,
to Prescott.

Arizona.

From
From La Paz, via Williamsport, Castle Dome City, Laguna,
Arizona
Laguna, Arizona
City,
City, to Fort Yuma.
From Prescott to
to Mojave
Mojave City.
City.

From Mojave
Mojave City to Los Angelos, via San Bernardino.
From Mojave City, via Aubry,
Aubry, to
to La
La Paz.
Paz.
From Mojave
Mojave City, via Santa Clara, to Fillmore City,
Territory
City, in
in the
the Territory
of Utah.
DAKOTA.

Dakota.
Dakota.

From Bon Homme, via Spring Lakes, to Ponca
From
Agency, in
in Todd
Ponca Agency,
Todd
County.
From Pembina to Saint Joseph.
Joseph.
IDAHO.
From Placerville, via Washington,
Washington, to
Florence.
to Florence.
From Elk City to Virginia City,
in the
Territory of
City, in
the Territory
of Montana.
Montana.
From Boise City to Bannock City, in the Territory
Territory of
of Montana.
Montana.

MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.
From Butler Post-Office to Mantua Mills, in Baltimore
Baltimore County.
County.
NEW
NEW MEXICO.
MEXICO.
From
Union, via
via Antonchico, Agua Negra, Fort Sumner, Fort
From Fort
Fort Union,
Fort
Stanton, and Tularoza,
Tularoza, to Igesilla.
Mesilla.
From
Albuquerque, via Chilili, Tajique, Manzano,
From Albuquerque,
de la
la Agua,
Agua,
Manzano, Punta
Punta de
Fort Stanton, Tularoza, to Franklin, Texas.
Texas.
From Santa Fe, via 5anta
santa Cruz, Los Luceros,
From
Abiquin, to
to Sierra
Luceros, Abiquin,
Sierra
Amarilla.
Amarilla.
From Paraje,
Alamosa el Bointo and Santa Barbara, to
From
Paraje, via Alamosa
to Dona
Ana.
Dona Ana.
From
Blanca, Santo Domingo, Cuvora,
From Santa Fe, via Pena Blanca,
Cuvora, Algodones,
Algodones,
San Isdora, to Canon de Jemez.
Jemez.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
NEW
HAMPSHIRE.

Idaho.

Maryland.
Maryland.

New Mexico.

New Mexico.

New
New HampHamp-

From Rochester, Strafford County, via Strafford
Blue Hills,
Strafford Corner,
Corner, Blue
Hills, shire.
shire.
and Clark's Corner, to Centre Barnstead, in
in Belknap
County.
Belknap County.
WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
From City
City of Appleton, Outagami County, to the town
From
Osborn, via
town of
of Osborn,
via

Freedom, in
in said
said county.
county.

OREGON.
From
Auburn,
via
Pocahontas,
From Auburn, via Pocahontas, Riggsville, and Dealy's
DeaIfs Station,
Station, to
Umato Umatilla, with
a branch
to Granite
Independence City,
tilla,
with a
branch to
Granite Creek Mines and Independence
City, from
from

Oregon.
Oregon.

Dealy's Station.

KANSAS.
KANSAS.
From Topeka, Shawnee
Shawnee County,
County, to
to Ottawa.
Ottawa.
From Twin
Twin Mound, in Douglas County, to
From
Auburn, in
to Auburn,
in Shawnee
Shawnee

County.

Kansas.
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From Junction
City, up
Lynn Creek,
Centre, in
in Marion
Marion
Junction City,
up Lynn
Creek, to
to Marion
Marion Centre,
From
County.
County.
Albany, in Wilson County.
Eureka, in
in Greenwood
Greenwood County,
County, to Albany,
From Eureka,
Neosha Falls to
From Neosha
to Albany, Wilson
Wilson County.
From Washington,
Washington, via
to Salt
Salt Marsh,
in Republic
via Hadden,
Hadden, to
Marsh, in
Republic County.
County.
From
Anderson County,
Garnett, in
in Anderson
County, to
to Fort Scott, in
in Bourbon
Bourbon County.
County.
From Garnett,
From
Jackson County,
County, via
Seneca, to
to Pawnee,
Pawnee, in
in NeNeFrom America,
America, in
in Jackson
via Seneca,
braska.
From
Humboldt, in
in Allen
County, to
From Humboldt,
Allen County,
to Catholic
Catholic Mission,
Mission, in
in Neosha
Neosha
County.
From
via Grey
Stone, to
Albany, in
in Wilson
Wilson County.
From Humboldt,
Humboldt, via
Grey Stone,
to Albany,
County.
From
Seneca, Nehema
From Seneca,
Nehema County, via Pleasant
Pleasant Valley, Nebraska,
Nebraska, to
to
Miles
in Richardson
Richardson County.
Miles Ranch,
Ranch, in
County.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
the Time
Time for
the Completion
Completion of
certain Land-grant
of certain
Land-grant Rail
Bail
An Act
Act extending
extending the
for the
-— An
roads in the States of
Purposes.
roads
of Minnesota
Minnesota and Iowa,
Iowa, andfor
for other Purposes.
Representatives of
United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Additional land
assembled, That
Additional
land States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the quantity of
of lands
lands
granted to Min- granted to the State of Minnesota, to aid in the construction of certain
granted
to
Mingranted
to
the
State
of
Minnesota,
to
aid
in
the
construction
of
certain
nesota for railrailroads
said state,
state, as
as indicated
indicated in
in the
section of
of an
an [act]
entitled
first section
[act] entitled
roads.
the first
railroads in
in said
"An
act making
grant of
in alter"An act
making a
a grant
of land
land to
to the
the Territory
Territory of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, in
alternate
railroads in said terrinate sections, to
to aid in
in the
the construction
construction of certain
certain railroads
tory,
and granting
lands, in
sections, to
of
tory, and
granting public
public lands,
in alternate
alternate sections,
to the
the State
State of
Alabama,
construction of
Alabama, to aid in the construction
of a
a certain
certain railroad
railroad in said state,"
state,"
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, shall
be increased
shall be
increased
hundred and
approved March
1857, ch. 99. approved
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 195. to ten sections per mile for each of said railroads and branches, subject to
any
limitations contained
contained inany and all
all limitations
in said act and
and subsequent
subsequent acts,
acts, and as
hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided.
SEC. 2.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
first proviso
in the
the first
first
the first
proviso in
Lands granted
SEC.
2. And
it further
to be
be taken
taken withwith- section of the act aforesaid
to
aforesaid shall be so amended as to read as follows, to
in twenty
twenty miles
wit:
to be
be so
so located
located shall
shall in
be further
further
in no
no case
case be
land to
That the
the land
wit: Provided,
Provided,That
of the road.
than twenty miles from the lines of said roads and branches, to aid in the
construction
construction of each of which
which said grant is made; and said
said lands
lands granted
granted
shall,
Secretary of the
shall, in
in all
all cases,
cases, be indicated
indicated by the Secretary
the Interior.
Interior.
SEC. 3.
3. And
further enacted,
That any
all lands
lands heretofore
heretofore
any and
and all
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
Lands before
SEC.
reserved
reserved exexreserved to the United States by any act of congress, or in any other
other
cepted from this
by competent
competent authority,
authority, for
for the
of aiding
aiding in
any object
of
object of
in any
the purpose
purpose of
manner by
act, except,
except, &e.
Ste. manner
internal
other purpose
whatever, be,
and the
the same
are
internal improvement
improvement or
or other
purpose whatever,
be, and
same are
operations of
hereby, reserved
reserved and excepted
excepted from
from the operations
of this act, except so
so
far
far as may
may be found necessary
necessary to locate
locate the
the route
route of said
said road
road through
through
such
reserved lands,
lands, in which
be •granted,
the right of way
way shall be-granted,
such reserved
which case the
subject
President of the
Provided,
the United States: Provided,
subject to the approval
approval of the
the President
have been
Lands granted
granted further,
may have
been granted
granted to
to the Territory
Territory or
further, That
That any
any lands
lands which may
to
the state
for
to the
state
for State of Minnesota for the purpose of aiding in the construction
construction of
of any
any
railroads
inrailroads
railroad, which
which lands
lands may
may be
be located
located within
within the
the limits
limits of
of this
this extension
of
extension of
railroad,
cluded in this
grant to be dededucted from the full quantity of lands
said grant or grants,
grants, shall be deducted
dutted.
ducted.
hereby granted,
granted, and
and that any lands which may have been so granted shall
accordance with the terms
terms and
and conditions of said
be strictly applied
applied in accordance
modified by law.
act or
or acts,
acts, unless
unless 'subsequently
subsequently modified
law.
Sue.
4. And
Remaining
sections and
and parts
parts of
of secsecfurther enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the sections
SEC. 4.
And be it further
lands not
not to
be
lands
to be
tions of land,
land, which by said acts and this grant shall remain
remain to the United
sold for less than
States, within
within ten
ten miles
miles on
on each
of said
branches, shall
shall not
not
side of
said roads
roads and
and branches,
each side
double the mini- States,
price.
mum price,
be sold for less than double the minimum price
price of public lands when sold,
nor shall any of said lands become subject to sale at
private entry
until
entry until
at private
To be
be first
To
first of
of- nor shall any of said lands become subject to sale
same shall
first offered
offered at
highest bidder
bidder
sale to
to the
the highest
at public
public sale
been first
fered
shall have
have been
the same
tered at public. the
sale.
eale.
at or above the minimum price as aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That actual bona
Bona
fide setBona fide
set- fide settlers under the preemption laws of the United States may, after
after
tlers may purthe
of settlement,
settlement, improvement,
occupation, as
as now
now provided
provided by
by
and occupation,
improvement, and
the proof
proof of
ehmae. p
chase.
3, 1865.
March 3,1865.
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law, purchase
purchase the same at the increased
minimum price:
And, provided,
provide d,
increased minimum
price: And,
also,
provisions of the homestead
also, That
That settlers
settlers under the provisions
homestead law,
law, who
who compl
comply
y Settlers under
under
with
the terms
terms and
requirements of said act, shall be entitled
ts homestead
act.
with the
and requirements
entitled to paten
patents
homestead act.
for
an amount
exceeding eighty acres
for an
amount not exceeding
acres each,
anything in
this act
act to
to the
th
each, anything
in this
contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
SEC.
5. And
And be
it further
SEC. 5.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the lands hereby granted sha
shall
11 Lands granted
be
to the
the disposal
be subject
subject to
disposal of the legislature of the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, for
fo tfbdt:au
to be disposed of
of
r by the
the purposes
purposes aforesaid, and no other. And
the
the said
branche sof Minnesota.
And the
said railroads
railroads and
and branches
shall be
be and
and remain
remain public highways
shall
highways for the use of
government of
th e Railroads to
of the
the government
of the
to be
be
United States,
charges upon the transportation
United
States, free of all toll or other charges
ofpublic
transportation of
public highways.
highways.
any property or troops of the
the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 6.
6. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That the lands hereby
hereby and heretohereto - Mode of disfore granted
granted to
said Territory
Territory or State of Minnesota
fore
to said
Minnesota shall be disposed
ofposing
of the
the
disposed of
posing of
by said
for the
the purposes aforesaid only, and in manner
by
said state
state for
manner following,
following lands.
ands.
namely:
When the governor
namely: When
governor of said state shall certify
certify to
to the
the Secretary
Secretar
of
of the
the Interior
Interior that any section of ten consecutive
consecutive miles
of said
miles of
said road
road i
is
completed
in a
a good, substantial, and workmanlike manner,
completed in
manner, as
as aafirst-clas
first-class
railroad,
and
the
said
secretary
railroad, and the
shall be satisfied that
state has
that said
said state
has comcomplied
plied in
in good faith with this requirement, the
Secretary of
the said
said Secretary
of the
the InteInterior shall
shall issue
issue to the said state patents
rior
patents for all the lands
granted an
lands granted
and
d Patents to
to issue
issue
selected
as aforesaid,
not exceeding
time to
to time
time
selected as
aforesaid, not
exceeding ten sections per mile, situated opposit
oppositee from
from time
portions of the
to and
within aa limit of twenty miles of
to
and within
of the
line of
of said
said section
section of
of road
road asas
the line
are
built,h
road
are
built,
thus
completed, extending along the whole length of
thus completed,
said completed
completed sec
of said
sec--&c.
&c.
tion of
of ten
miles of
of road,
road, and no further. And when the
tion
ten miles
the governor
governor of
of
said
state shall
shall certify
said state
certify to the Secretary of the Interior,
the secretary
secretary
Interior, and
and the
shall
satisfied that
that another
shall be
be satisfied
another section of said road, ten consecutive
consecutive miles
miles
in
in extent, connecting
connecting with the preceding
or with
with some
some other
other firstpreceding section
section or
firstclass
railroad, which
class railroad,
which may be at the time
operation, is
comtime in
in successful
successful operation,
is completed
as
aforesaid,
the said Secretary of
pleted
the Interior
Interior shall
shall issue
issue to
to the
the
of the
said
state patents
for all the lands granted and situated
said state
patents for
situated opposite
opposite to
to and
and
within
within the
the limit
limit of twenty miles of the line of said
section of
of
said completed
completed section
road or
or roads,
and extending
extending the length of said section, and
road
roads, and
and no
no further,
further,
not exceeding
ten sections of land per mile for all
not
exceeding ten
part of
of said
road
all that
that part
said road
thus completed
completed under the
thus
the provisions of this act and
act to
and the
the act
to which
which this
this
is
amendment, and so, from time to time, until said
is an
an amendment,
said roads
and branches
branches
roads and
are
completed. And
And when the governor of said state shall
are completed.
certify, and
shall so
so certify,
and
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior shall be satisfied
satisfied that the
the whole
whole of
any one
one
of any
of said
roads and
and branches
of
said roads
branches is completed
completed in aa good,
and workgood, substantial,
substantial, and
workmanlike
manner, as
a first-class
manlike manner,
as a
first-class railroad, the said Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
shall
issue to
the said
state patents to all the remaining lands granted
shall issue
to the
said state
granted for
for
and on
account of
of said completed road and branches in
and
on account
in this
this act,
act, situated
situated
within the
within
the said
said limits
limits of twenty
twenty miles from the line thereof,
thereof, throughout
throughout
the entire
entire length
length of said road and branches: Provided,
the
That no
no land
Provided, That
land Lands
Lands not to
shall be
granted or
or conveyed to said state under the
shall
be granted
provisions of
of this
this act
the provisions
act be conveyed for
for
on
account
of
the
construction
certain
roads.
on account of the construction of any railroad or part thereof that has
has certainroads.
been
under the provisions of any other act
been constructed
constructed under
at the
of the
the
act at
the date
date of
passage of
of this
passage
this act, and adopted as a
apart of the
line of
of railroad
provided
the line
railroad provided
for
in this
this act:
And provided,
provided, That nothing herein contained shall
for in
act: And
shall interinter- Existng
rights
Existing rights
fere
any existing
existing rights
rights acquired
fere with
with any
acquired under any
congress heretoany law
law of
of congress
hereto- not interfered
interfered
fore
enacted
making
grants
of
land
fore enacted
to the State of Minnesota
with.
Minnesota to
to aid
aid in
in withthe
construction of railroads: And provided,
the construction
That said
lands, Lands
provided, further,
further, That
said lands,
to
Lands not to
granted by this
or prior
prior acts,
acts, shall
granted by
this or
shall not in any manner be disposed of,
of, exdisposed of
ex- be
be disposed
of
cept
as
the
same
are
patented
patentcept as the same are patented under
under the
the provisions
provisions of this act; and should ed
exceptas
mcf.
under
e
as this
pateant.
the state
state fail
fail to
to complete
of said roads or branches
the
complete any
any one
one of
branches within eight
eight whei to revert
When to revert
years
after
the
passage
of
this
act,
years after the passage
then the said lands undisposed
as to the
undisposed of
the United
of as
United
aforesaid, granted
granted on
on account of said road or branches, shall
aforesaid,
shall revert
to the
the States.
revert to
States.
United States.
SEC.
7. And
And be
be it
it further
S
EC. 7.
further enacted,
enacted, That as soon as the
governor of
of the
the governor
the Lands
Lands to be
be
said State
said
State of
of Minnesota
Minnesota shall
shall file or cause to be filed with the Secretary
Secretary withdrawn
withdrawn from
from
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of the
designating the
the routes
routes of
of said road and
branches,
and branches,
maps designating
Interior maps
the Interior
of
as maps
of road,
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to withdraw
as
maps of
road, then it shall be the duty of the Secretary
are filed.
from
the lands embraced within the provisions of this act.
market the
from market
&c., e filed
further enacted,
SEC.
Mails
S
EC. 8. And be it
it further
enacted, That the United States mail shall
to be
be
Mails to
transported.
transported.
be transported
transported on said road, under the direction
direction of the Post-Office
Post-Office Department, at
such price
price as
as congress
may by
Provided, That until
provide: Provided,
by law
law provide:
congress may
at such
ment,
such price
price is
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall have power to
law, the
by law,
is fixed
fixed by
such
compensation.
fix the rate of compensation.
SEC. 9.
be it
it further
the provisions
act shall
shall
of this
this act
provisions of
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
9. And
SEC.
apThis act
to apact to
This
ply to
portion of
of also be
construed so as
as. to apply and extend to that portion of the line
be construed
ply
to portion
line vacated,
resolution approved
&c. authorized
line
vacated, &c.
authorized to be vacated
vacated by the joint resolution
approved July twelfth,
Vol.
xii. p.
eighteen hundred
authorizing
sixty-two, entitled ""A joint resolution authorizing
and sixty-two,
hundred and
Vol. xii.
p. 624.
624. eighteen
the State
State of
Minnesota to
line of
in
railroads in
branch railroads
certain branch
of certain
the line
change the
to change
of Minnesota
the
said state,
state, and
for other
other purposes,"
notwithstanding the
vacation thereof
thereof
the vacation
purposes," notwithstanding
and for
said
to
resolution had not passed, and also to
by said state, as though said joint resolution
the line
adopted by said
so, vacated.
said state, in lieu of the portion of the line so
line adopted
the
SEC. 10.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the•time
in an
act
an act
mentioned in
the-time mentioned
be it
it further
And be
10. And
SEC.
Time
Time for completing certain
certain
pleting
entitled "
"An
An act making a
agrant
grant of lands to the State of Iowa, in alterexroads
in Iowa
roads in
Iowa exto aid
construction of
of certain
certain railroads
railroads in
in said
state,"
said state,"
the construction
in the
aid in
sections, to
nate sections,
x nate
tended. I
for the
the completion
completion of
in said
the same
is
same is
and the
be, and
said act,
act, be,
named in
railroads named
the railroads
of the
1856, ch.
ch. 28, §
4. for
§ 4.
1856
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 10.
Vol.
10. hereby, extended
extended two years.
SEC. 11.
11. And
And be
enacted, That
That the
last clause of the second
the last
be it
it further
further enacted,
Maps of change
change SEC.
Maps
of location
location of
of
section
of
section of an act entitled ""An act to regulate the compensation
compensation of regisregisBurlington
and
Burlin gton and
ters and
and receivers
receivers of
of the
land-offices in
the several
states and
and territories,
territories,
several states
in the
the land-offices
Missouri River
River ters
Missoari
Railroad to be
in the location of lands by states and corporations under general grants
Railroad
tiled in three
from congress,
for other
purposes," be,
and the
same is
is hereby,
hereby, so
so
the same
be, and
other purposes,"
and for
congress, and
from
milonthsre
months.
amended as
to read:
read: "A
"A map
map of
change shall
shall be
be filed
filed with
with the
the comr
comthe change
of the
as to
196, amended
1864, ch. 196,
missioner of
within three months after the said
said
land-office within
general land-office
of the general
missioner
2.
§§2.
Ante, p.
335.
Ante,
p.33.
change
change of location shall
shall be made."
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
APPROVED,
market as
soon
as soon
market

March
3, 1865.
1865.
March 3,
Defendants in
Defendants
in
criminal
cases
in
in
eimnsal
catses
the District of
Columbia
Columbia may
have
have commiscommissions to take tessimon
timony. take tes
Who to be
commissioner.
commissioner.

Commission to
Commission
state
what.
state what.

Notice to dis-

trict attorney.
attorney
trict

Cross-interrogCross-interrogatories by disi
t
i
tTcrt
i
e
a
s
t
t
I
3
o
3r
4;,
.
trict
attorney,
by clerk.
or by
clerk.
or

C
HAP. CVI.
An Act
Act to
to regulate
the Taking
Taking of
of Depositions
Depositions in
in certain
certain Cases.
Cases.
regulate the
CVI. -- An
CHAP.

United
Be it
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
the Senate and Rouse
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
assembled, That any defendant
States of
of America in Congress assembled,
defendant in a
acrimial case, in the District of Columbia,
nal
Columbia, either after preliminary
preliminary examination,
indictment, or
information, may
examine witnesses
witnesses on
commission
on commission
may examine
or information,
tion, indictment,
in such manner as is hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed.
SEC.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
wishirtg to take
defendant wishiug
That a
a defendant
And be
SEC. 2.
the
witness residing
that one
one hundred
hundred miles
from
miles from
more that
residing more
of aa witness
deposition of
the deposition
a comthe city of Washington
Washington may select any of the following
following officers as a
cornmission[er]
to take
take such
such deposition
or judge of any court of
the clerk
clerk or
deposition: the
mission[er] to
record, or
or any
any notary
either
notary public, or any consul of the United States, either
record,
by
by the
the name of office of such officer, or by his individual name and official
commissioner
style; and
constituted commissioner
which such constituted
court of
of which
of the court
name of
and the
the name
style;
is clerk or judge, and the name of the state and
and, county, or if without the
United States the name of the state and town, or city, in which such
notary
or consul
resides must
be stated
the notice
notice and in the comin the
stated in
must be
consul resides
notary or
mission.
S
EC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That five days' notice must be given
SEC.
a commission
by a
a defendant,
defendant, or his or her attorney, of the time when a
will
office of the clerk of the criminal court
court for the
the
the office
sued out of the
will be sued
District of
Columbia for taking
the deposition of the witness, (giving the
taking the
of Columbia
District
a copy of
name of
of the
witness,) which
which notice
accompanied with a
notice must be accompanied
the witness,)
name
the interrogatories
such witness.
witness.
asked such
interrogatories to be asked
the
SEC. 4.
4. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
That at
or before
before the
time fixed
in
fixed in
the time
at or
enacted, That
be it
SEC.
cross-interrogatories; but if he
the notice,
notice, the district attorney may file cross-interrogatories;
fail
so to
following: —
the following:
file the
shall file
clerk shall
the clerk
to do,
do, the
fail so
1. Are
Are all
all of
in the
foregoing answers
answers made from your
your
the foregoing
statements in
your statements
of your
1.
personal knowledge;
knowledge; and if not, do your answers show what are made
personal
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from your personal knowledge,
knowledge, and what from information,
the source
information, and
and the
source
of that information?
information? If
If not, now show what is
from information,
is from
information, and
and
give its
its source.
source.
2. State everything
everything you know concerning
concerning this case
case favorable
favorable to
to either
either
the government
or the
the defendant.
defendant.
government or
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 5. And be it further
enacted, That the notice
notice and
and copy
intercopy of
of inter-

seyviee
of nonoService of
rogatories
and by
rogatories may
may be served and returned
returned in the same manner
manner and
by the
the tice
IIn and
copy of
and copy
of
same officers or persons as is provided
provided by
law for
service and
interrogatories.
by law
for the
the service
and return
return interrogatories.

of a
a summons or subpcena
subpoena in civil actions within
District of
of Columbia.
within the
the District
Columbia.
SEC.
6. And be it further
S
EC. 6.
further enacted,
enacted, That the commission shall
issue in
in Commission,
commission,
shall issue
the name of the criminal court, and under its seal, and
and must
must be
be signed
signed how
how to
to issue,
issue, and
and
what to
to contain.
by the clerk, and need contain nothing but the authority conferred
upon what
conferred upon
contain
the commissioner and instructions
instructions to guide
guide him,
him, a
statement of
the cause
cause
a statement
of the
in which the testimony is to
and aacopy
of all
all the
the interrogatories
interrogatories
to be
be used, and
copy of
filed
appended.
filed appended.
SEC.
enacted, That the person before whom
S
EC. 7. And be it
it further
further enacted,
whom any
of the
any Duties
Duties of
the
of the depositions
depositions above
above contemplated
contemplated are taken must cause the
the interinter- commissioner.
commissioner.
rogatories
rogatories appended
appended to the commission to
out, and
answers
to be
be written
written out,
and the
the answers
thereto to be inserted immediately
underneath the
immediately underneath
the respective
respective questions;
questions;
the whole, when completed,
completed, being read over by or
to the
or to
the witness,
witness, must
must
be by him or her subscribed and sworn to in
in the
usual manner.
the usual
manner.
SEC.
enacted, That all exhibits produced
SEC. 8. And be it further
further enacted,
to be
be
produced before
before Exhibits
Exhibits to
the person
person taking
taking the deposition, or proved or referred
by any
witness, appended.
referred to
to by
any witness,
appended.
or correct copies thereof,
appended to
and rerethereof, must
must be
be appended
to the
the depositions,
depositions, and
turned with them,
them, unless sufficient reasons
reasons be shown
shown for not
not so
so doing.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the
S
EC. 9. And be it further
person taking
the person
taking the
the deposideposi- commissioner
Commissioner
tion shall attach his certificate
certificate thereto, stating that
subscribed and
that it
it was subscribed
and to
totiattach
attach his
his cercerdeponent at
ti me and
an d p
l
ace th
ere i
n ment
i
one d; the
the t
sworn to
to by
by the
the deponent
at th
thee time
place
therein
mentioned;
tifcateContents
of
whole, including
including the commission and interrogatories, must
must then
sealed certificate.
then be
be sealed
certificate.
up and returned to the clerk of the criminal
criminal court of
District of
of
Return.
of the District
Return.
Columbia, by mail, unless the defendant
defendant and the
the district
district attorney
attorney agree
agree
upon some other mode; and,
and, when received
received by
said clerk,
clerk, he
he shall
shall open
open
by said
the package and place the deposition on
on file
file in his
his office.
office.
S
EC. 10. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
Th atun
i
mp
or t
an tdeviations
dev i
ati ons f
rom
SEC.
And be
enacted, That
unimportant
from
Substantial
cdon
S
i
tiplir.is
a
t
i
a
lcn
e
tiw
alith
above directions
directions shall
sh all not
no tcause
cause th
depos i
ti
on to
any of
of the above
thee deposition
to b
bee excluded
excluded compliance with
directions
to
be
where no substantial
substantial prejudice
prejudice could
the government
government by
„th.e• octifeonnts. to be
could be
be wrought
wrought to
to the
by suffiient.
deviation.
such deviation.
SEC.
SEC. 11. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That, subject to the regulations
regulations Court may
may
hereinbefore
hereinbefore contained,
contained, the court may establish
further rules
for taking
taking establish
establish further
further
establish further
rules for
rules.
connected therewith.
depositions and all other acts connected
therewith.
rues.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
3, 1865.
March 3,
1865.

CHAP.
CVII. -AnAn Act
supplemental to
CHAT. Clni.
Ad supplemental
eighteen hu
nd
re d March
March 3,
1865.
to the
the Act
Act approved
approved ,first
first July,
Judy, eighteen
hundred
3,1865.
and sixty/our,
sixty-four, "for the Disposal
Coal Lands
Lands and
of Town
Town Property
Disposal of
of Coal
and of
Property in
in Me
the Public
Public
Domain?
Domain."

1864,
205.
1864, ch.
ch. 205.
p. 343.

Aute,

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representaiives
Representatives of the United
United
84
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That in
in the
any citizen
citizen Citizens
the case
case of
of any
Citizens actactof
United States
States who,
passage of this act, may be in the business laiel3orall,ili7nedq
ially engaged
of the
the United
who, at the passage
in coal mining
of bona
bona fide actual coal-mining
coal-mining on the public lands, except
of
except on lands rere- on
on public
i
nos
public la
lands

the United
United States
served by the President of the
States for
for public
public uses,
for purposes
purposes may
may enter
160
uses, for
enter 160
a
t
t
ir.
of commerce,
commerce, such citizen,
upon maki
ng p
roo fsa
ti sf
ac t
ory to
he reg
i
ster$20
m :t
citizen, upon
making
proof
satisfactory
to t
the
register
acres,
at $20
and receiver
receiver to that effect, shall have the right to enter, according
according to
to legal
subdivisions, a
a quantity of land not exceeding one
hundred and
sixty acres,
one hundred
and sixty
acres,
to embrace
embrace his improvements
to
improvements and mining premises,
premises, at the minimum
minimum price
price
of twenty
twenty dollars per acre, fixed in the coal and town property
of first
property act
act of
first
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four: Provided,
Provided, That
the mining
mining Description
Description of
That where
where the
of
improvements
improvements and premises
premises are on land surveyed
surveyed at the passage
passage of thid
premises, when
this premises,
when
act, aasworn declaratory
declaratory statement
statement descriptive
descriptive of the
tract and
and prem
i
ses, to
to be
filed.
the tract
premises,
be filed.
showing
showing also the extent and
character of
shall be
be filed
filed
and character
of the
the improvements,
improvements, shall
VOL.
XIII. PunB.VOL. xfu.
Pus. — 45
45
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Proof
and paywithin six
months from
the date of
shall
of this act;
act; and proof and payment shall
from the
six months
pay- within
Proof and
ment.
ment,
be made within one year from the date of such filing; but where such
mining
be on
on lands
hereafter to be surveyed, such declaralands hereafter
may be
premises may
mining premises
tory
shall be
filed within
within three
months from
from the
the return
return to
to the
three months
be filed
statement shall
tory statement
district
land-office of
proof and
and payment
payment
and proof
plat; and
township plat;
the official
official township
of the
district land-office
shall
be made
made within
one year
from the
the date
of such
filing.
such filing.
date of
year from
within one
shall be
Town or
or city
city
Town
sites on the public lands.
lands,
lie

Minimum
price
Minimum price

of
of lots,
lots.

Mineral
veins.
Mineral veins,

No title recogrecogs
nizedmin possesnmining
Pn eOzedfor
foi
sors
for mining
sors
purposes.

SEC. 2.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
case of
of any
any city
city or
or town
town
in the
the case
be it
2. And
And be
SEC.
which,
which, at the passage of this act, may be existing on the public lands, in
which
which the lots therein may be variant
variant as to size from the limitation fixed
in the
said act
act of
of first
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four, and
which
in which
and in
and sixty-four,
hundred and
first July,
in
the said
the lots
and buildings
buildings as
as municipal
municipal improvements
improvements shall cover an area
lots and
the
greater than
hundred and
acres, such
such variance
variance as to size of lots or
forty acres,
and forty
six hundred
than six
greater
excess
in area
area shall
prove no
bar to
to such
city or
or town
claim, under said
said
town claim,
such city
no bar
shall prove
excess in
act
of first
first July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, effect to be given to this
July, eighteen
act of
act
according to
such regulations
regulations as
as may
prescribed by the
Secretary
the Secretary
be prescribed
may be
to such
act according
of
the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the minimum
minimum price
of each said lots in any
any
pricebof
of the
such town
town or
greater number
number of
than
square feet
feet than
of square
a greater
may contain
contain a
which may
or city,
city, which
such
the maximum
maximum named
named 'in
'in the
the act
act to
which this is an amendment,
amendment, shall be
to which
the
increased
such reasonable
as the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
Secretary of the
amount as
reasonable amount
to such
increased to
by rule
rule establish:
further, That where mineral veins are posProvided, further,
establish: Provided,
by
sessed, which
which possession
recognized by local authority, and to the extent
is recognized
possession is
sessed,
so possessed
and recognized,
acquired shall be
town lots to be acquired
title to town
the title
recognized, the
so
possessed and
subject to
recognized possession and the necessary
necessary use thereof: ProProsuch recognized
to such
subject
to
vided,
contained herein shall be so construed
construed as to
vided, however, That nothing contained
recognize
against
title in possessors for mining purposes as against
of title
any color of
recognize any
the government
the United
States.
United States.
of the
government of
the
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Act making a Grant of alternate Sections
of Public
Lands to
the State
to
of Michigan,
Michilan, to
State of
to the
Public Lands
Act making a Grant of alternate Sections of
1864, ch. 110.
110.
1864,
aid
the Construction
Construction of
certain Railroads
in said
other Purposes.'"
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for other
and for
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Railroads in
of certain
in the
Ante,
p. 119.
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aid in
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Patents may
issue
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Stocklands
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sin.

Conflicting
claims.

SUited
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Be
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by the
Be it
assembled, That section one of an act
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
act
States of America in
a grant of
' An act making a
entitled
"An
entitled "
An act to amend an act entitled '
alternate sections
public lands
lands to
to the
the State
of Michigan,
Michigan, to aid
aid in the
State of
of public
sections Of
alternate
construction of certain
certain railroads in said state, and for other purposes,'"
purposes,'"
construction
which said
said amendatory
amendatory act
approved June
June seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
was approved
act was
which
and
sixty-four, be,
be, and
hereby, amended
so as to make the last
amended so
is hereby,
same is
and the
the same
and sixty-four,
proviso in
Provided, further,
further, That
section to read as follows, to wit: Provided,
in said section
proviso
the
specified in
in the
the act hereby amended, for the
fourth section of the
the fourth
the time
time specified
completion
road, shall
shall be,
be, and
same is hereby, extended eight
and the
the same
said road,
of said
completion of
years.
1865.
March 3,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
3, 1865.
Town
Lands in the Town
CHAP. CIX.
CDC.-An
—An Act
Act to
authorize the
Issuing of
for certain
certain Lands
of Patents
Patentsfor
the Issuing
to authorize
CHAP.
Purposes.
andfor
State of
of
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, and
for other Purposes.
of Stockbridge,
Stockbridge, State

Representatives of the United
Be it
by the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be
it enacted
proof
States
qf America
America in
Congress assembled,
That, upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof
assembled, That,
in Congress
States of
occupant[s] of unpatented land in the town of StockbeingZ5made that any occupant[s]
bridge, Calumet
Calumet County,
in the
the State
State of
Wisconsin, which
which has,
has, by
treaty
by treaty
of Wisconsin,
County, in
bridge,
Stockbridge
merhbers of the Stockbridge
otherwise, been allotted to any individual meffibers
or otherwise,
assignees of
grantees, or assignees
or Munsee
Indians, are the purchasers,
purchasers, grantees,
of Indians,
tribe of
or
Munsee tribe
such
members of
of said
said tribes,
the President
authorthe United States be authorPresident of the
tribes, the
such members
purchasers, grantees,
ized
to issue
issue patents
patents for the
grantees,
the land so occupied to such purchasers,
ized to
or
respectively: Provided,
Provided, That in case of conflicting claims to
or assignees,
assignees, respectively:
any
the lots
of land
land the commissioner
commissioner of the general
general land-office
land-office is
lots of
of the
any of
authorized
s
to hear
proofs of the respective claimants, and to decide
hear the proofs
authqrized,to
which of
justly entitled to said land, and patents shall
are justly
of such
such claimants are
which
be
in accordance
accordance with
with such
decision.
such decision.
issued in
be issued
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SEC.
2.
And
be itfurther
enacted, That patents
SEC. 2. And be
it further enacted,
patents issued according
thi A Patents to
according to
to this
to vest
act shall vest in
in the
patentee title
title to the land described
act shall vest
the patentee
described in such patent,
patent, i
subject to
to
inn the
the fee
fee subject
fee
simple,
subject
to
any
valid
lien
valid
liens.
or incumbrance
fee simple, subject to any valid
incumbrance thereon
thereon created
b valid lies.
created by
said patentee or those under
whom he
under whom
he claims.
claims.
SEC.
And be
S
EC. 3.
3. And
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the lots
lots of
of land
land in
in said
said tow
town71 Lands in
in
of
Stockbridge belonging
of Stockbridge
belonging to the United States, not hereinbefore
hereinbefore directed
directe d Stockbridge
Stockbridge not
not
to
be attached
a part of the Menasha
to be
be patented,
patented, shall
shall be
attac,hed to and form a
lan
Menasha landd patented
patented l
toolvie
flor
e
t
:;-'
r1
district,
and
if,
in
the
opinion
of the commissioner
district, and
of the
the general
commissioner of
general land
land--asha
asha land
land dis
die
office, it shall be for the public
publi c interest,
i
nt
erest, t
he same
same may
may be sold at the min
the
be sold at the min-_trict.
imum price of three dolla
dollars
perr acre for
imum
rs pe
f
or lots
l
ots fronting
frontin g on
Lake Winnebago,
b
on Lake
May be sold.
May
sold.
g
five dollars
per acre
acre for the two tiers of lots fronting
five
dollars per
road,
fronting on
on the
the military
military
road,
one
tier
of
on each
each side thereof, and two dollars
one tier of lots
lots on
fifty cents
cents per
per
dollars and
and fifty
acre
the residue
residue of
land to actual settlers thereon
acre for
for the
of said ,
the
thereon possessing
possessing the
qualifications
qualifications requisite
requisite to acquire preemption
preemption rights,
rights, who
shall prove
prove to
to
who shall
the
of the
the register of the land-office
land-office at
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
at Menasha,
Menasha, Wisconsin
Wisconsin,
that he or she
has made
made improvements
that he or
she has
improvements to the value of not less
less than
than fifty
fifty Time
of paypayTime of
dollars, and is
is actually
actually residing
residing upon
upon the land; the time of paying the
dollars, and
the ment extended
extended

purchase
price may
certain pura period not
purchase price
may be
be extended
extended for a
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year
year fiom
from tochaserstn
P1.chasers.

the
passage of
Provided, That no such actual settler
the passage
of this
this act:
act: Provided,
be Not more than
settler shall
shall be
Not more than
permitted
to preempt
preempt more
permitted to
more than two contiguous lots
on which
which he
or she
she two
lots on
he or
contiguous
two contiguous
has
made
improvements
of
the
value
of
not
less
than
one
hundred
dollars.
prehas made improvements
dollars. lots can
ca be
be preThe
lands
not
empted.
sold
within
m
The lands not sold within ore
eerie year as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
provided, shall
shall be
be La
ds
when
to
Lands
when
to
brought into
market and
and sold at not less than the minimum
brought
into marlFet
prices fixed
fixed be brought
minimum prices
brought into
by this
by this act.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
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Act to
to quiet Titles in Favor
CHAP. CX.
Favor of Parties
of Lands
Parties in actual
actual Possession
Possession of
Lands March 3,
3, 1865.
ISM.
situated in the Districtiof
situated
District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by

the Senate
House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
States of
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
of America
That all
heretofore reall deeds
deeds heretofore
re- Quieting of
of
corded in the land records of the District of Columbia,
corded in the land records of the District of Columbia, which have
have been land-titles
land-titles in
in the
executed
and
acknowledged by femmes covert
District 'oft Coexecuted and acknowledged
covert (their husbands
husbands having
having lumbia.
Distlic'tof
osigned
and sealed
the same)
signed and
sealed the
same) for conveying any real estate,
or interest
estate, or
interest
therein,
situated
in
said
district; and all acknowledgements
therein, situated
deeds heretohereto- Defective
acknowledgements of
of deeds
ac
Defective acfore recorded,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, which have been made
fore
recorded, as
made by
covert knowledgments
by femmes
femmes covert
knowledgments
(whether
they
have
executed
the
deed
cured.
or
not)
for the purpose
(whether they have executed
purpose of releasreleas- cared.
ing their'claims
their'claims to
to dower
ing
dower in the lands described
as aforedescribed therein,
therein, situated
situated as
aforesaid, in
said,
in which
which acknowledgements
acknowledgements the form prescribed
prescribed by
law has
not been
bylaw
has not
been
followed;
and
all
deeds
heretofore recorded,
recorded, as
followed; and all
heretofore
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, which
which have
have
been
executed
and acknowledged
acknowledged by an attorney-in-fact, duly
been executed and
duly appointed
appointed
for conveying
real estate
estate situated
for
conveying real
situated in said district; and
all deeds
heretofore
and all
deeds heretofore
recorded, as
aforesaid, executed
acknowledged, or
recorded,
as aforesaid,
executed and acknowledged,
only acknowledged
or only
acknowledged
by such
such attorney-in-fact,
by
attorney-in-fact, for conveying real estate
in said
estate situated
situated in
said district,
district,
as to
which the
as
to which
the acknowledgement
acknowledgement was made before
officers different
from
before officers
different from
those
before
whom proof of the power of attorney was
those before whom
was made,
made, and
to
and as
as
to
which the
the power
which
power of
of attorney
attorney was proved before
before only one
the
one justice
justice of
of
the
peace;
and
all
deeds
heretofore
peace; and all
executed and
recorded as
as aforesaid
aforesaid for
and recorded
for the
the
purpose of
purpose
of conveying
conveying land situated
situated in said district, acknowledged
out of
of
acknowledged out
the District
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, before a
ajudge of a
court, or
or bea United States
States court,
before
a city, or the chief magistrate of
fore two
two aldermen
aldermen of
of a
or before
before a
of aacity,
city, or
a
notary
public; and all deeds heretofore executed
notary public;
recorded as
aforeexecuted and
and recorded
as
aforesaid for
for the purpose
conveying land
said
purpose of conveying
situated
in
said
district,
acknowlland situated in said district, acknowledged
by an
an attorney-in-fact,
edged by
attorney-in-fact, duly appointed, or
an officer
or by
by an
officer of
of aacorpocorporation, duly
authorized, who has acknowledged
ration,
duly authorized,
acknowledged the
his act
the same
same to
to be
be his
act and
and
deed,
instead
of
the
act
and
deed of the grantor
deed, instead of the act
grantor or
the corporation;
corporation; and
or of the
and
all
deeds
executed and recorded
all deeds heretofore
heretofore executed
recorded as aforesaid
aforesaid for
for the
the purpose
purpose
of
of conveying
conveying land
land situated
situated in said district to which there
not annexed
there is
is not
annexed
aalegal
legal certificate
certificate as to the official character
officer or
or officers
officers taking
character of
of the
the officer
taking
the
acknowledgment, shall be, and the same are hereby,
the acknowledgment,
hereby, declared
be of
declared to
to be
of
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the same
and validity
validity to
to pass
pass the
the fee
fee simple
simple or
intended
estate intended
other estate
or other
effect and
same effect
the
to be
be conveyed,
bar dower
dower in
in the
therein mentioned
mentioned in
estate therein
the real estate
and bar
conveyed, and
to
favor of
actual possession,
under and through
through such
claiming under
possession, claiming
in actual
parties in
of parties
favor
deeds, as
if such
deeds had
been by
by such femmes covert executed and
had been
such deeds
as if
deeds,
acknowledged, or
acknowledged in
case of
of a
dower right, in the form
a dower
in case
or acknowledged
acknowledged,
heretofore prescribed
prescribed by
by law;
if such
and
such deeds had been executed and
as if
law; as
heretofore
acknowledged by
by the
the grantor
the deed;
deed; as if such power of attorney
attorney
in the
grantor in
acknowledged
had been
been proved
proved before
before the
officer or
or officers
acknowledgment;
taking the acknowledgment;
officers taking
the officer
had
as if
such power
power of
before two justices of the
proved before
been proved
had been
attorney had
of attorney
if such
as
peace; as
acknowledgment had
been made before any judge of aa
had been
such acknowledgment
if such
as if
peace;
state court,
or before
two justices
justices of
the peace;
as if such attorneys-inattorneys-inpeace; as
of the
before two
court, or
state
fact
or officer
of a
corporation had
deed
acknowledged the deed to be the deed
had acknowledged
a corporation
officer of
fact or
of the
or of
the corporation;
as if
if such deeds had thereto annexed
annexed
corporation; as
of the
grantor or
the grantor
of
acknowlin legal
form, that
that the
the officer
officer or
or officers
officers taking the acknowllegal form,
aacertificate,
certificate, in
edgment were
were really
purport to be:
Provided, That the cerbe: Provided,
they purport
what they
really what
Proviso.
edgment
Proviso.
tificate
acknowledgement by
by a
a femme
femme covert shall show that the acof acknowledgement
tificate of
knowledgement was
was made
made ""apart"
or ""privily"
privily" from
her husband,
husband, or
or
from her
apart" or
knowledgement
out of
use
some
other
term
importing
that
her
acknowledgment
was
made
was
acknowledgment
her
that
importing
term
use some other
his
willthat she willdeclared that
or declared
acknowledged or
she acknowledged
that she
also that
and also
presence, and
his presence,
ingly
acknowledged the deed, or that the
willingly acknowledged
she willingly
that she
or that
executed or
ingly executed
provided, also,
same was
was her
her voluntary
voluntary act,
act, or
effect: And provided,
also, That
That
to that effect:
or to
Proviso.
same
Proviso.
a femme
when the
the power
power of
have [been] executed by a
shall have
attorney shall
of attorney
when
covert the
the same
same shall
shall be
be effectual
effectual and
and sufficient
sufficient if
there shall have been
been
if there
covert
such an
an acknowledgement
acknowledgement of the same as would be sufficient, under the
the
such
a
provisions of
of this
to pass
pass her
therein were
were she a
and interest therein
her estate and
act, to
this act,
provisions
party
executing the
deed of
the record
record and
and copy thereof of
conveyance, the
of conveyance,
the deed
party executing
any deed
recorded as
as aforesaid
manevidence thereof, in the same manbe evidence
aforesaid to be
deed recorded
any
ner and
and to
to have
have the
the same
as if
if such
deed had been
originally exebeen originally
such deed
effect as
same effect
ner
cuted, acknowledged,
recorded according
to law.
according to
and recorded
acknowledged, and
cuted,
Sac. 2.
2. And
further enacted,
That all
all exceptions
exceptions in favor of
enacted, That
it further
be it
Exceptions in
And be
SEC.
Exceptions
favor
be
laws be
by existing laws
of parties
parties parties beyond the District of Columbia, which may by
favor of
beyond the disreplied
on in
any action
action or
or proceeding
brought in
in said
district,
said district,
proceeding brought
in any
relied on
trict
abrogated.
or relied
replied or
trict abrogated.
are hereby
abrogated: Provided,
Provided, That this section shall not
and abrogated:
repealed and
hereby repealed
are
Proviso.
affect the
parties in
now pending,
pending, and
and such as may be
actions now
in actions
of parties
right of
the right
affect
brought within
within three
passage of this act.
three years from the passage
brought
Construction
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
enacted, That the acts of congress approved
it further
further enacted,
be it
SEC.
Construction
of certain
certain acts
acts of
of May
hundred and thirty-two, and April twenty,
eighteen hundred
thirty-first, eighteen
May thirty-first,
of
con-congress conaccongressthe
eighteen
in reference
acknowledgement
reference to the acknowledgement
thirty-eight, in
and thirty-eight,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
cerning the acbe taken
knowledgment,
recording of
diArict, shall he
taken
of deeds of land situated in said district,
and recording
knowledgment, and
cumulative with the acts of Maryland
the
Sze.,
ot
construed as cumulative
Maryland on the same subsub and construed
of deedsofin and
&c., District
Col
um bi a.
ject
force in
in said
district at
at the
the passage
passage thereof, and that an acknowlacknowlsaid district
in force
ject in
Columbia.
1832,.ch.
edgement made and certified
certified in compliance with any one of said acts,
acts ,and
and
ch. 112. edgement
1832,
ol.v.
P. 520
before any
authorized by
by either of said acts to take an acknowlofficers authorized
any officers
520.'before
iv. p.
Vol.
1808, ch. 52726.
Columbia,) shall be good
V
. edgement,
edgement, (whether
(whether in
or out
of the District of Columbia,)
out of
in or
1838,ch. 5726
acknowledged said
and effectual;
effectual; and
and if it
grantor ""acknowledged
it shall appear that the grantor
and
acknowledged the
deed," it
shall have
the same
effect as if he or she acknowledged
same effect
have the
it shall
deed,"
What acknowl. deed
to be
be his
his or
her act
act and
and deed.
deed. And
any acknowledgement
made by
acknowledgement made
And any
or her
What acknowl- deed to
sufedgment
(which shall be
be suffemme covert under either of said acts of congress (which
edgment of mar- aafemme
husher
by
executed
any
act)
of
provisions
.e.d
womabna
r
sufficient
under
this
of
deed
executed
by
her
husthe
under
ficient
sufwoman
ied
ficient to
dower.
band, and
and heretofore
recorded in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall be good
the District
heretofore recorded
band,
dower.
and
bar all
all claim
on her
her part
dower in the lands described
part to dower
claim on
to bar
effectual to
and effectual
therein,
in said
said district, although
although she shall not have
have executed
executed the
situated in
therein, situated
same.
same.
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
APPROVED,

Defective acDefective
knowledgments
knowledgments
of deeds in the
Dsriece ofi the
O
District
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Columbia cured.
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—An Act
for the
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to Provide
Providefor
further to
Act further
CHAP.
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Ryresentatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
it enacted
Be
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
all consular
consular officers of the
all
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
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United States be, and they are hereby, authorized to
to require
require before
before certicerti - Consular offioffifying any invoice or invoices
cers
certiinvoices under the provisions
provisions of
the first
of the
first section
section of
of fying
cerS before
befbre
certiinvoices,
the act
the
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act to prevent and punish frauds upon the
revenue may
the revenue,
may require
require satto provide
speedy collection of
to
provide for the more certain and ispeedy
of
of claims
claims in
in favor
favor isfactory
isfactory proof
proof of
of the
United States,
States, and
and for other
purposes," approved
of
the United
other purposes,"
approved March
March third,
third ,their
their correctness.
correctness.
h 76.
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, satisfactory evidence, either
1863, cch.
either by
by the
the oath
oath 1863,
. 76.
Vol. xii. p. 737.
of the
the person or
or persons presenting
of
presenting such invoices
invoices or otherwise, that such Vol xii. . 737.
invoices are correct
correct and true: Provided,
That in
the exercise
exercise of
the disdisProvided, That
in the
of the
cretion hereby given, the said consular officers shall be governed
cretion
governed by
by such
such
general
general or special regulations or instructions as
may from
time to
as may
from time
to time
time
be established or given by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 3,
1865.
3, 1865.

CHAP.
CXII. -— An Act
C
RAP. CXII.
Act amendatory
amendatory of
Actentitled
en titled 'An
'A n Act
Actto
to pro
of "An Act
Act to
to amend
amend an
an Act
pro-. March 3,
3, 1865.
mote the Progress
Progressof
of the
the useful
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty
useful Arts,
Arts,' approved
approved March
March three,
hundred and
and sixty1863,
102.
1863, ch
ch. 102.
three."
three."

Vol. xii. p. 796.
796.
enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That any person
States of America in
person having
having an
an Inventors, &c.,
&c.,
failed
to pay
interest in an invention,
invention, whether as
as inventor
inventor or
assignee, for
for which
which aawho
or assignee,
who
failed
to
the final fee, pay
patent was ordered
ordered to issue upon the payment
of the
the final
payment of
final fee,
fee, as
as provided
provided may apply for
for
in section three of an act approved
approved March three, eighteen
within
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and patents
patents within
two years,
years, &c.
Sze.
sixty-three,
sixty-three, but who has failed to make payment of
the final
fee as
of the
final fee
as propro- two
vided in said act, shall have the right to make
for aapatent
patent
make an
an application
application for
for his invention
invention the same as in the case of an original
prooriginal application,
application, provided such application be made within two years after
after the
date of
of the
the•althe date
allowance of the original
original application:
application: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
nothing herein
shall Persons who
herein shall
who
have
used, &c.,
&c.,
damages any
be so construed
construed as to hold responsible
responsible in damages
who have
any persons
persons who
have
have
used,
·
.the
article not
the article
not liiimanufactured or used any article or thing for which
aforesaid able in
which a
a patent
patent aforesaid
in damages.
damages.
was ordered to issue. This act shall apply
apply to
cases now
to all
all cases
now in
in the
the patentpatent- Act to apply to
to
hereafter be filed. And
office, and also to such as shall hereafter
acts or
And all
all acts
or parts
parts what
what cases.
cases.
of acts inconsistent
inconsistent with this act
act are
hereby repealed.
are hereby
repealed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
CHAP.
-An Act to
to amend the
the third
C
HAP. CXIII.
CXIII .—An
of an
entitled "An
"An Act
making March
third Section
Section of
an Act
Act entitled
Act making
March 3, 1865.
1865.
Appropriations
Appropriations for sundry Civil Expenses of
of the
the Government
Government for
for the
Year ending
ending the
the Year
the 1864,
ch. 210.
.
1864,
ch.
210.
thirtieth
day
of
June,
eighteen
hundred
and sixty-five,
Mirtieth
„Tune,
hundred and
for other
other Purposes,"
as Ante, p 35. §3.
sixty-five, and
andfor
Purposes," so
so far
far as
Ante, p. 351.
relates to
the same relates
to Witnesses
Witnesses in
in the
Courts of
of the
United
States.
the Courts
the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
an act
the third
third section
section of
of an
act In actions by
by
entitled "Au
" An act making appropriations
appropriations for sundry civil expenses of
entitled
of the
the or against execu-

4
.
1
:r: g4
z!!7;
. t
n
e
e
'
itelLar
the year
year ending
ending the
government for the
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
hundred party,
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
&allcithert
pare),
sa .
all testify
purposes," be,
and sixty-five, and for other purposes,"
same hereby
is,
be, and
and the
the same
hereby is, unless, &c.
Svc.
amended by adding thereto the following proviso:
Provided, further,
proviso: Provided,
further,
That in actions by or against executors,
administrators, or
or guardians,
executors, administrators,
guardians, in
in
which judgment
judgment may be rendered
rendered for or against
party shall
against them,
them, neither
neither party
shall
be allowed to testify against the other as to any
transaction with,
stateany transaction
with, or
or statement by the testator, intestate,
intestate, or ward, unless called
to testify
testify thereto
called to
thereto by
by
the opposite party, or required to
to testify
testify thereto
court.
thereto by
by the
the court.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.

CHAP. CXIV.
CXIV.
—An Act. in Relation to
Na valObservatory.
Observa t
ory .
1865.
-An
to the
the Naval

March 3,
March
3, 1865.

Be
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
States
America in
in Congress
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That so much of the first sec- Law requiring
requiring
tion of the act of third
thi rdo
ugus t, one
th ousan deight
ei
gh
t hundred
hun dred and
and fortyforty- dent
the
ottlei
offA
August,
one thousand
the superintensuperinteneight,
" An act making appropriations
appropriations for the naval service
eight, entitled "
service for
for; the
vat observatory
observatory
the val
year
ending the
June, one
one thousand
eight
to berepealed.
a captain,
year ending
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
of June,
thousand ...
hundred and forty- &c
a
ne,, hundred
requi res that
th atth
super i
nten d
ent of
of the
th
e nava
ob
servatory at
!
,
repealed.
nine," as requires
thee superintendent
navallobservatory
at &c.c1848,
c. 121.
Washington
Washington city shall
sh
all be
be aa captain,
ca pt ai
n,
comman
der, or
li eutenant in
i
n the
commander,
or lieutenant
the navy,
navy,
45*
45
*

1n48 ch 121 .

1701.2z.
p
..
26 .
6.
Vol. ix. p.
266.
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be,
repealed, and
and no
no officer
officer of the navy employed as superhereby, repealed,
is hereby,
and is
be, and
intendent shall
than the shore-duty pay of his grade.
other than
receive other
shall receive
intendent
1865.
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
APPROVED, March
CHAP. CXV.
CXV.
—
An Act
Act for
Relief of
of the
the Lands
of the Ex-mission
Lands of
Occupants of
the Occupants
of the
the Relief
for the
-An
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865. CHAP.
March
of
San Jose,
Jose; in
in the
State of
California.
of California.
the State
of San

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and Rouse
Be it
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That every
every person who has the
assembled, That
States of
as against
possession
against all
all others
others except
except the United
United States, or,
rightfully as
possession rightfully
as is, as against all others except as aforesaid, enbeing out of
of possession,
possession,
as aforesaid, enexcept
others
all
against
as
is,
being out
titled to
the possession
possession of
of any portion of the tract of land situate in the
to the
titled
and
the county
county of
State of California,
California, known as the lands of the ex-mission
ex-mission
of Almeda,
Almeda, State
purchase the
and purchase
seine of the
October,
of
San
Jose,
as
included
in
the
map
and
survey
made
thereof,
survey
and
map
the
in
included
as
Jos6,
United States. of San
eighteen hundred
hundred and
by E.
E. H.
Dyer, deputy United States
H. Dyer,
sixty-four, by
and sixty-four,
eighteen
surveyor, shall
have the
and
granted to each and
is hereby
hereby granted
right is
the right
and the
right, and
the right,
shall have
surveyor,
sum
every such
such person,
person, to
to enter
purchase of
of the
the United
United States, at the sum
and purchase
enter and
every
or price
one dollar
dollar and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
acre, such portion of said
per acre,
cents per
of one
price of
or
tract
so rightfully
rightfully possessed
by him,
him, her,
them, or to which he, she, or
or them,
her, or
possessed by
tract so
they may
so have
have such
such right
person claim the
possession, whether such person
right of possession,
may so
they
Alvarado,
same
conveyance from
from or
or under
Andres Pico and Juan B. Alvarado,
under Andres
by conveyance
same by
or
either of
of them,
Provided, however, That any perthem, or by possession only: Provided,
or either
Proviso.
son
under this
to a
a parcel
parcel of less than eight acres shall in all
act to
this act
entitled under
son entitled
such
cases pay ten dollars for the same.
such cases
SEC. 2.
2. And
it further
claiming any
That every person claiming
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Persons desiring the
benefit
benefit
shall, within one year from the passage thereof, prethis act shall,
under this
benefit under
the benefit
ing
of
of this act to
sent to
to the
register and
and receiver
United States
States land-office
land-office at San
the United
of the
receiver of
the register
sent
present survey
present
tract claimed
said tract
Francisco a
plat of
of the
the portion
of said
claimed by him, her,
portion of
or plat
within one year, Francisco
a survey
survey or
within
and written
state- or
shall exhibit
or them,
them, and
which shall
exhibit the quarter section or sections, or
or parts
parts
and which
written stateand
ment.
thereof, included in said plat, made by or under the direction of the United
me.
States
surveyor-general for
California, and therewith a
awritten statement
statement
for California,
States surveyor-general
setting forth
forth the
the right
right of
of such
such claimant
claimant to enter and purchase such portion
setting
under the
the provisions
provisions of
has acthis act, and whether the said claimant has
of this
under
quired
title of
said Pico
Alvarado, or either of them thereto,
and Alvarado,
Pico and
of said
alleged title
the alleged
quired the
holds by
by possession
possession only;
and thereupon
thereupon such
register and receiver
receiver
such register
only; and
or holds
Register and or
commissioner of
receiver to
to take
be prescribed
such rules
rules as
as may
may be
prescribed by the commissioner
of the
the
under such
shall, under
take shall,
receiver
evidence, &c.
evidence
examine the evidence
land-office, proceed
proceed and
take, hear, and examine
and take,
general land-office,
evidence, &c. general
or against such claim,
which may
be offered
support of
of or
claim, and, upon the
the
in support
offered in
may be
which
Procided,
same: Provided,
the same:
proofs
closed, shall
shall determine
determine upon
upon and
and decide
decide the
being closed,
proofs being
Proviso.
approved
until approved
That no
no decision
decision of
of said
said register
shall be
be final
final until
receiver shall
and receiver
register and
That
land-office.
by
the commissioner
the general
general land-office.
of the
commissioner of
by the
Sac. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
whose favor
favor
in whose
claimant in
the claimant
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Person
Person in
the receiver of the land-office
to the
final decision
decision has
been made,
upon paying
paying to
whose
favor final
fina final
made, upon
has been
wh6se favor
decision is made at San
sum
Francisco for
for the
land embraced
embraced in such final decision the sum
the land
is made at San Francisco
toecision
have patent.
therefor
this act,
act, shall
be entitled
to aa
entitled to
shall be
of this
section of
first section
the first
in the
prescribed in
therefor prescribed
of
patent
for such
land from
the United
conveying all the interest of
States, conveying
United States,
from the
such land
patent for
the
United States
States therein to such claimant.
the United
S
EC. 4.
4. And
it further
further enacted,
upon all
all proceedings
proceedings under this
That upon
enacted, That
be it
And be
publi o
SEC.
Lines of public
the
of the
court of
surveys
ex -act being closed, and upon the appeal, taken to the supreme court
to be exaurveys to
`ended over said
against
lands
said
of
claimants
others,
and
United
States
by
E.
L.
Beard
and
claimants
of
said
lands
against
Beard
L.
E.
by
ad United States
lands when
lands,
when, &c.
the United
being dismissed, or the decree appealed from affirmed,
States, being
United States,
the
tile
California shall cause
the surveyor-general
of the United
cause the
United States for CaliMrnia
surveyor-general of
the
lines
of the
public surveys
surveys to
to be
be extended
land
extended over all portions of said land
the public
lines of
which shall
shall not
have been
hereof, and
been disposed of under the provisions hereof,
not have
which
other public
thereafter
public
the same shall be disposed of as in the case of other
thereafter the
lands.
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
APPROVED,

Rightful occnoccuRightful
pants of
the
of the
pants
lands
exthe exof the
ands of
mission
nission of San
Jose
may
enter
enter
Jose may
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CHAP.
CXVI. —An
-An Act
Act to
to enable
CHAP. CXVI.
enable the
accounting Officers
the Treasury
Treasury to
to settle
settle the
the March 3,
the accounting
Officers of
of the
3, 1865.
Claim
of the
the State
State of
Kansas.
Claim of
of Kansas.
enacted by
by the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the proper
States
Congress assembled,
offi- Claim
proper accounting
accounting offiClaim of the
the
State of Kansas
cers of the treasury
treasury be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to
to receive
sec- to
receive sectabe
aoSto
be allowed
allowed
ondary evidence, in lieu of the original vouchers,
vouchers, in
in support
support of
of a
a claim
claim an amount not
&c.
for expenses incurred by the State of Kansas, provision for reimburse- exceeding,
exceeding, &c.
h
ment of which was made by the "Act
"Act to
for exto indemnify
indemnify the
the states
states for
ex- 1884,
1864
cch.
i. 21.
Vol. xii.: 1276
penses
by them
penses incurred
incurred by
of the
the United
them in
in defence
defence of
United States,"
States," approved
approved July
July Secondary evitwenty-seven,
twenty-seven, eighteen hundred
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, said
original
vouchers
hundred and
dence
to be
resaid original vouchers dence to
be received in
of
having been destroyed by fire at the late massacre in Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kansas:
Kansas: ceived
in lieu
lieu
of
original vouchoriginal
vouchProvided,
Provided, That, in the settlement
settlement of
the above-mentioned
of the
above-mentioned claim,
claim, there
there ers.
shall not be allowed
allowed to the State
State of Kansas a
exceeding the
the sum
of
a sum exceeding
sum of
twelve thousand three hundred fifty-one
fifty-one dollars
four cents
($12,dollars and
and four
cents ($12,351.04).
351.04).
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
CXVII. —
- An
Act to
to extend
CHAP. CXVII.
An Act
extend the
Provisions of
of the
the first
of "An
"An Act
for the
the Provisions
first Section
Section of
Actfor
the

Governnent
of Persons
Persons in
certain Fisheries,"
Fisheries," approved
Government of
in certain
approved June
June nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and
thirteen.
and thirteen.
and thirteen.

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
it enacted by
the Senate
the United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
provisions of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
of the
the first
first

March
3, 1865.
March 3,
1866.

181- , ch 2§ 1

8 10 ch. 2,
§1.
i1813,
'. 2 ' 2.
§"
Vol.
iii. p. 2.

Provisions re-

fia
st
h
i
n
ei
g
yt
a
hp
epc
l
o
yd
section of "An
"An act fbr
for the government
government of persons in certain fisheries,"
fisheries," I
lating
totoot
the
cod
approved on
on the nineteenth
on
nineteenth of June,
to apply
approved
June, in
one thousand
thousand eight
in the
the year
year one
thousand
eight to
toshery
mackerel
mackerel
fishery.
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, shall extend
extend and apply to the master or skipper fishery.
and seamen of vessels of the
burthen of
tons or
qualified
the burthen
of twenty
twenty tons
or upwards,
upwards, qualified
according
according to law for carrying
carrying on the mackerel
fisheries, bound
from a
mackerel fisheries,
bound from
a
port in the United States to be employed in such fisheries, in the same
same
way as if such fisheries had been
said act:
act: Provided,
Provided, That
That Proviso.
been embraced
embraced in
in said
the agreement named in said section shall
made, indorsed,
shall be
be duly made,
indorsed, and
and
countersigned.
countersigned.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
3, 1865.
1865.
March 3,

CHAP.
CXVIII. -An
to incorporate
incorporate the
CHAP. CXVIII.
— An Act
Act to
Union Benevolent
Benevolent Association.
Association.
March 3,1865.
3, 1865.
the Colored
Colored Union
March
Be it
enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted by the Senate
House of
the United
United
of the
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America in
in Congress
That Gurden
Gurden Snowden,
Colored Union
Union
Snowden, Charles
Charles Colored

Brown, James Wright, Sandy Alexander, He
nry Logan,
Logan ,Ch
ar l
es Wil
son, Benevolent AsAsHenry
Charles
Wilson,
sociation
rt
incorsociation
nc
Henry
Brooks, John
John Shorter,
Shorter, Joseph
Joseph Sh
or t
er ,an
d th
ei
r associates
assoc i
ates and
and pa
Henry Brooks,
Shorter,
and
their
porated. incorsuccessors, be, and they are hereby, constituted
constituted and
and declared
to be
be aabody
declared to
body
politic and corporate,
corporate, by
and title
of the
the Colored
Colored Union
Union Benevoby the name and
title of
Benevolent Association,
Association, located in the city of Washington,
Washington, and
by its
its corporate
and by
corporate
association shall have perpetual
name said association
perpetual succession,
succession, with
with power
Corporate
power to
to sue
sue Corporate
and be sued, to implead and be impleaded,
impleaded, in any court of the United
United powers.
Powers.
States or of the District of Columbia
Columbia of
to receive
of competent
competent jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; to
receive
subscriptions,
subscriptions, gifts, and benefits, and to
rules and
by-laws as
to make
make such
such rules
and by-laws
as
shall be deemed
deemed necessary and expedient for the government
assogovernment of
of the
the association,
ciation, and to alter
alter the same, from time to time, in such
shall
such mode as
as shall
be prescribed therein: Provided,
Provided, a
l
way
s,That
Th atsuch
suc h rules
ru l
es an
always,
andd by-laws
by-laws By-laws.
By-laws.
shall be in nowise inconsistent
laws of
of the
inconsistent with
with the
the constitution
constitution and
and laws
the
United States, or with the objects of the association. The objects
objects of
the Objects
Objects of
of the
the
of the
association are
are hereby
declared to
to be
to provide
fo r the
the care
f
ort association.
association.
hereby declared
be to
provide for
care an
andd com
comfort
of such members as shall be sick, disabled,
disabled, or dependent,
of the
the famfamdependent, and
and of
ilies of such members, in cases where
where the proper
associaproper officers of
of the
the association shall deem it expedient,
expedient, and
and also
to provide
for the
decent interment
also to
provide for
the decent
interment
of such persons as may die
die in
in membership
membership of
of the
the association
association or
or belonging
belonging
to the families of such members.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 2. And be it further
That said
association shall
said association
shall have
have May
May hold real
real
power to hold real estate, or p
personal
ers o
na land
an d mixed
m i
xe d es
t
at
e, by
hase, and
t
en]. prsoual
estate,
by purc
purchase,
personal esesgift, or devise,
devise, for the
purposes of
su ch assoc
i
ation and
an d no other,
oth
er,
an
at
a, &c.
the purposes
of such
association
anddto
to tate,
e.

536
536

Act may be

altered.
altered.

March
March 3, 1865.
1864 ch.
190.
190.
1864,
,ch.
Ante, p.
326.
p. 326.
Ante,

Location
Location

changed.
changed.

Rates of
fare.
of fare.
Rates

Road subject
subject
Road

to
municipal
to municipal

regulations.
regulations.

Capital stock
stock
Capital
increased,
increased.

Payment.
Payment.

be
may be
Stock may
sold in
default.
in default,
sold
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lease, sell,
or convey
convey such
or mixed
mixed estate,
estate, or personal propestate, or
real estate,
such real
sell, or
lease,
leasing
erty, as
devised or
or donated
to such
association, and the leasing
such association,
donated to
be devised
may be
as may
erty,
or sale
sale of
of which
the interests
interests of
of said
association.
said association.
promote the
will promote
which will
or
SEc. 3.
3. And
be it
further enacted,
congress shall
have the right,
shall have
That congress
enacted, That
itfurther
And be
SEC.
at any
any time,
time, to
to modify,
modify, amend, or repeal this act.
at
APPROVED,
March 3, 1865.
APProvEp, March
CHAP. CXIX.—
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to incorporate
incorporate the MetropoliMetropoliAct entitled
an Act
amend an
to amend
Act to
CXIX. -AnAnAct
CHAP.
Railroad Company in
Columbia."
Districtof Columbia.'
in the District
tan Railroad

United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
and House
by the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
act entitled
entitled "An
to
act to
"An act
an act
That an
assembled, That
America in
of _America
States
incorporate
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Railroad
Railroad Company
Company in
in the District of Columincorporate the
bia,"
first, eighteen
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, be,
and the
be, and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
July first,
approved July
bia," approved
same
hereby is,
is, amended
amended as
hereinafter set
set forth,
first
forth, namely, that the first
as hereinafter
same hereby
section
hereby is,
is, amended
amended by
words
by striking out all after the words
and hereby
be, and
section be,
"
along H
to Seventeenth
Seventeenth street
street west,
doublewest, intersecting the doublenorth to
street north
H street
"along
track
road," and
inserting: also
double or
or single track railway,
railway, comalso aa double
and inserting:
track road,"
mencing
street north
and Four-and-a-half
street
Four-and-a-half street
north and
D street
of D
intersection of
the intersection
at the
mencing at
west,
street west
to the
the gate
gate of
the arsenal;
arsenal; also a
a
of the
west to
Four-and-a-half street
along Four-and-a-half
west, along
double or
or single
single track
intersection of
commencing at the intersection
railway, commencing
branch railway,
track branch
double
Ninth street
and the
Washington canal, along Ninth street west to
the Washington
west and
street west
Ninth
M
street
north,
along
M
street
north
Twelfth street west, and along
along
north to Twelfth
street
M
along
M street north,
Twelfth
west to
to the
the Washington
Washington canal
Maryland avenue to the
canal and Maryland
street west
Twelfth street
Potomac
River; also
double or
or single
branch railway, commenctrack branch
single track
a double
also a
Potomac River;
ing
at the
intersection of
of Massachusetts
Massachusetts avenue
avenue and H street north, along
the intersection
ing at
Massachusetts avenue
avenue to
K street
street north,
circle,
north, along K street north to the circle,
to K
Massachusetts
along
with
the
privilege
of
extending
said branch road at any time along
the
extending
of
privilege
the
with
K street
street north
north to
Water
over Rock creek to Water
bridge over
the bridge
across the
creek, across
Rock creek,
to Rock
K
street, Georgetown,
along Water
Water street
street in
Georgetown to Green street,
in Georgetown
Georgetown, along
street,
along Green
street, and
and along
along Gay
Gay street and First street to
Gay street,
to Gay
street to
Green street
along
Fayette street,
street, Georgetown,
Georgetown, with
privilege of extending at any time
the privilege
with the
Fayette
the road
road now
now in
in operation
operation from
from Seventeenth
Seventeenth street west to the Capitol,
the
from the
the present
street
road on A street north, along A street
said road
of said
terminus of
present terminus
from
north to
along First
First street
street east
Capitol street,
east to East Capitol
east, along
street east,
First street
to First
north
along East
East Capitol
Capitol street
street east,
east, along Ninth street east to
Ninth street
to Ninth
street to
along
L
street south,
thereon, drawn by
right to run public carriages thereon,
the right
with the
south, with
L street
horse
power,
receiving
therefor
a
rate
of
fare
exceeding
eight cents
exceeding
not
fare
of
rate
a
therefor
horse power, receiving
per
between the termini of either of the said
distance between
any distance
for any
passenger, for
per passenger,
main
or between
between the termini of said branch railways, or between
between
railways, or
main railways,
either
terminus of
said main
main railway
terminus of either of said
and the terminus
railway and
of said
either terminus
branch
That the
maintenance of the said
use and maintenance
the use
Provided, That
railways: Provided,
branch railways:
road
shall be
be subject
to the
regulations of the city of Washingmunicipal regulations
the municipal
subject to
road shall
ton
corporate limits.
ton within
within its
its corporate
limits.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That section eight be, and hereby
hereby
be it
SEC.
is,
amended by
by striking
hundred thousand
thousand dollars, and
striking out the words ""five hundred
is, amended
inserting the
words "one
"one million
million dollars:"
Provided, That the directors
dollars:" Provided,
the words
inserting
of said
power to require the
Company shall have power
Railroad Company
Metropolitan Railroad
said Metropolitan
of
respectively
subscribers to
to the
the capital
to pay the amount
amount by them respectively
stock to
capital stock
subscribers
subscribed at
such time,
they
time, in such manner, and in such instalments as they
at such
subscribed
pay
may deem
proper; and if any stockholders shall refuse or neglect to pay
deem proper;
may
any instalments,
as required
required by aa resolution
resolution of the board of directors,
instalments, as
any
after reasonable
reasonable notice
notice of the same, the said board of directors may sell
after
at public
public auction,
to the
highest bidder,
bidder, so many shares of said stock as
the highest
auction, to
at
shall pay
pay said
said instalments,
instalments, (and the highest bidder shall be taken to be
shall
for the
shares for
of shares
the person
the
person who offers to purchase the least number of
the
the
in the
assessment
general regulations as may be adopted in
due,) under such general
assessment due,)
by-laws
said corporation,
corporation, or may sue for and collect the same in any
of said
by-laws of
court
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
of competent
court of
seventeen be, and
Sac.
3. And
further enacted, That section seventeen
be it further
And be
SEC. 3.
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hereby
hereby is, so amended
amended as to allow the said
three years
said corporation
corporation three
years from
from Time for comconthe date of the approval
approval of this act in which to complete the
railways pletion of
the railways
of the
the
herein described
described and those described
described in the act to which this is an amendamend- road.
road.
ment.
SEC. 4.
4. And be it further
further enacted,
SEc.
enacted, That the twenty-second
twenty-second section be,
Package tickbe, Package
and hereby is, amended
amended by striking out the words "at
twenty- ets.
"at the rate
rate of
of twentyeta.
five for one dollar," and inserting the words "
at the rate
sixteen for
for
"at
rate of
of sixteen
the dollar."
SEC. 5. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the provision prohibiting
prohibiting any
any Color not to
exclusion
exclude persons
persons
exclusion from any car on account of color, already
already applicable to the exclude
Metropolitan Railroad,
Railroad, is hereby extended to every other railroad in the
Metropolitan
the from
from cars.
cars.
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
APPROVED,
March 3,
APPROVED, March
3, 1865.
1865.
CHAP.
-AnAn Act to incorporate
incorporate the
the Continental
Continental Hotel Company
C
HAP. CXX.
CX .
Y.Company of
of the
the City
of
City of
Washington.

March
3, 1865.
March 3,
1865.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Lewis
of New
New Continental
Continental
Lewis Delinonieo,
Delmonico, of
York
York City, B. B. French, Henry
Henry D. Cooke, John W. Forney,
Forney, of
.
otel Company
of WashWash- P
Hotel
Company
ington City, Stephen Flanagan,
Flanagan, William O
ver fi eld, Jr.,
Jr., J.
Brown, Incorporated.
Overfield,
J. Warren
Warren Brown,
incorporated.
of Maine, Thornton
Thornton Smith, George D. Kellogg,
Kellogg, and
George Plowman,
Plowman, of
and George
of
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, and their associates, and all persons
or hereafter
persons who
who now
now or
hereafter
may be holders of the stock hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned,
mentioned, shall
and they
shall be,
be, and
they are
are
a body politic
hereby, declared
declared to be constituted
constituted a
corporate by
the style
style
politic or
or corporate
by the
of the Continental Hotel
Hotel Company,
Company, to have perpetual
perpetual succession,
succession, to
Powers.
to be
be Powers.
capable in law of suing and being
being sued, to have aacommon seal,
and to
seal, and
to
have, hold, receive, enjoy,
enjoy, and
absolute conveyance
conveyance in
fee
and take, either
either by
by absolute
in fee
simple or upon ground rent, and in case of
of aa conveyance
conveyance upon
upon ground
ground
rent with power to execute
execute the necessary
necessary covenant
covenant for
for securing
securing the
the paypayment thereof, such
such real estate as may be necessary
proper fbr
for the
the connecessary or
or proper
construction of aa hotel in the city of Washington,
Washington, with
such supplermetary
supplementary
with such
buildings
buildings as may be adapted to and form part of the general
general plan
deplan and design thereof, with
w;th power to furnish and equip the
for the
the accommoaccommothe same for
dation and use of any partieg
may be
of renting
renting and
and occupyoccupyparties who may
be desirous
desirous of
ing the same, and the real estate, or any part thereof,
in the
thereof, when
when in
the opinion
opinion
of said corporation it may be proper to
sell and
and to
to convey
convey to
any
to do
do so,
so, to
to sell
to any
person or persons who may be desirous of purchasing the
the furnifurnithe same
same the
ture and equipment
equipment thereof.
thereof.
SEc.
enacted,] That the capital
Sue. 2. [And be it further enacted,]
capital stock
of said
said Capital
Capital stock.
stock.
stock of
corporation
corporation shall not exceed two million dollars, divided into
thouinto twenty
twenty thousand shares
shares of one hundred
hundred dollars each, and
that it
it shall
shall be
as perperand that
be held
held as
sonal property, and may be transferred
transferred under such
such regulations
regulations as
as the
the
corporators
corporators shall
convenient.
shall judge
judge convenient.
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That a
a general
general meeting
meeting of
of the
the corcor- Annual meetmeetporators shall be annually held on the second Monday
porators
Monday of January,
January, for
mg.
for the ing.
election of five marnagers,
election
managers, and the transaction
transaction of other business;
but if
Managers.
business; but
if Managers.
such meeting or election
such
election shall not then take place,
place, the corporation
corporation shall not
not
for that cause be dissolved, but such meeting
meeting or election
election shall
take place
place
shall take
as soon thereafter as may be, one week's public notice
thereof being
notice thereof
being first
first
given in at least two daily newspapers
city of
of Washington.
Washington.
newspapers in the city
SEC.
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the election
SEC. 4. And
election of managers
managers shall
E
n
t
a
e
g
etei
r
o
s. of
shall Election
n
be by ballot from among
co rpora t
ors ,and
an dthat
th atin
i
n the
th e enac
t
ment o
by-managers.
among the
the corporators,
managers.
enactment
offbylaws for the government of the corporation
corporation and its officers,
and in
the deofficers, and
in the
decision of all questions,
questions, whether
whether of election
election of
of officers
or disfranchisement
officers or
disfranchisement
of corporators,
corporators, either because
because of
of their
their delinquency
in paying
the
delinquency in
paying for
for the
amount of stock
stock by them purchased of the corporation, or
for other
or for
other causes,
causes,
and on all questions
questions at the
me eti ngs o
cor p
ora ti on ,th
corporatorsproxies.
votes, proxies.
the meetings
offth
thee corporation,
thee corporators
Votes,
present, either
either in person or by proxy, shall severally vote once
once for
for each
each
share of stock held by them.
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Officers.
Officers.
Vacancies.

Quorum.
Corporators
Corporators to
managers
be managers
until,
&c.
until, &c.
Act
be
Act may be
amended.
amended.

March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
March
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continue
Sac.
5. And
it further
enacted, That the managers
managers shall continue
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 5.
in
until their
successors are
are elected;
elected; they
president
shall elect aa president
they shall
their successors
in office
office until
from among
whether .occafrom
among themselves, supply vacancies in their number, whether
sioned
death, resignation,
resignation, or
have the
general
the general
shall have
act, and
and shall
to act,
or refusal
refusal to
by death,
sioned by
and entire
affairs and
of the
the company,
company, except
far
except so far
interests of
and interests
the affairs
of the
control of
entire control
and
as may
may be
provided by
by the
the eorporators.
shall
members shall
Three members
corporators. Three
otherwise provided
be otherwise
as
be aaquorum
quorum at
these meetings.
at these
be
S
EC. 6.
it further
officers shall
shall be
be
other officers
until other
That until
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
6. And
And be
SEC.
duly
of this
this act
act shall be held
named in
in the
the first
first section of
duly elected, the persons named
to be
to
be managers of the said corporation, and shall have power and authority
as such.
such.
ity as
SEc.
be it
it further
That congress
at any
any time
time heremay at
congress may
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
7. And
SEC. 7.
after alter, amend, or repeal this charter.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
CXXI .
-—
CHAP. CXXI.

An
the Confinement
Confinement of
against the
the
Offenders against
juvenile Offenders
of juvenile
for the
providing for
An Act
Act providing
Laws of
of the
United States
States in
of 1?efuge.
Refuge.
Houses of
in Houses
the United
Laws

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
House of
and louse
Be it
Confinement of
of States
juvenile offenders against
That juvenile
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
Confinement
iuvenile
offend- the laws of the United States, being under the age of sixteen years, and
juvenile offendin
ers convicted in
may hereafter
the United
States,
United States,
of the
court of
any court
by any
crime by
of crime
convicted of
be convicted
hereafter be
any
who may
any court of the who
the
punishment whereof
whereof shall
confined during
during
imprisonment, shall be confined
shall be imprisonment,
United States.
the punishment
the term
of sentence
refuge to be designated by the Sechouse of refuge
in some
some house
sentence in
term of
the
retary of
of the
the Interior,
shall be
be transported
and delivered
to the
warden
the warden
delivered to
transported and
and shall
Interior, and
retary
or keeper
of such
of refuge
marshal of
of the district where
by the
the marshal
refuge by
house of
such house
keeper of
or
such
shall have
have occurred;
conviction be
be had
in the
of
District of
the District
had in
such conviction
or if
if such
occurred; or
such shall
Columbia, then,
then, and
case, the
transportation and delivery shall be
the transportation
such case,
in such
and in
Columbia,
by
the warden
warden of
of the
of said
district, and
and the
the reasonable
actual expense
reasonable actual
said district,
jail of
the jail
by the
of
the transportation,
transportation, necessary
subsistence, and hire, and transportation
transportation
necessary subsistence,
of the
of
and the
the marshal
marshal or warden,
warden, only, shall be paid by the Secreassistants and
of assistants
tary
Interior, out of
judiciary fund.
the judiciary
of the
the Interior,
of the
tary of
S
EC. 2.
2. And
be it
enacted, That
duty of the Secbe the
the duty
shall be
it shall
That it
it further
further enacted,
And be
Secretary of
SEC.
Secretary
Interior to
to con.managers or persons having
con- retary of the Interior to contract
Interior
contract with the .managers
tract
for
their
tr
o
tract for their
control of
of such
houses of
for the
the imprisonment,
imprisonment, subsistence,
and
subsistence, and
refuge for
of refuge
subsistence, &c.
&c. control
such houses
proper
employment of
juvenile offenders,
offenders, and to give the several
of all such juvenile
proper employment
courts of
of the
United States
of the District of Columbia notice of the
and of
States and
the United
courts
places so
provided for
the confinement
offenders; and such offendsaid offenders;
of said
confinement of
for the
so provided
places
ers shall
be sentenced
sentenced to
refuge nearest the
confinement in the house of refuge
to confinement
shall be
ers
place of
of conviction
conviction so designated
designated by the Secretary of the Interior.
place
APPROVED,
3, 1865.
1865.
March 3,
APPROVED, March

March
3, 1865.
March 3,1865.

48
ch 48.
864, ch.
1864,
Ante, p.
p. 39.

CHAP.
Act to
to amend
amend an
provide for the
Orthe better
better Orto providefor
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
an Act
Act entitled
An Act
CXXII. -— An
CHAP. CXXII.
ganization
Affairs in
in California."
California."
Indian Affairs
of Indian
ganization of

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and House
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the sum
of sixty
thousand
sixty thousand
sum of
the
That
assembled,
Appropriation
Appropriation States of America in Congress
dollars, or
so much
much thereof
may be necessary, be, and the same is
as may
thereof as
or so
to pay settlers in dollars,
Ploopa
hereby, appropriated,
money in the treasury not otherwise apany money
of any
out of
appropriated, out
looparnall,for hereby,
California,
propriated, for
for the
purpose of
of enabling
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to pay
enabling the
the purpose
propriated,
their improveimprovements
on
Inthe settlers
in Hoopa
Hoopa Valley,
improvements on the InCalifornia, for their improvements
Valley, California,
settlers in
In- the
the Inon the
ments
dian reservation.
part of
dian
reservation
therein:
Provided, That
That before
before the
the same
same or
or any
any part
of
Provided,
therein:
reservation
dian
reservation.
din
Proviso.
Proviso.
the
hereby appropriated
improvements shall
shall
said improvements
paid, the said
shall be paid,
appropriated shall
money hereby
the money
be
superintendent of Indian affairs, the Indian agent at
the superintendent
by the
appraised by
be appraised
said reservation,
and the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of California; and if,
if, in the
reservation, and
said
reasonappraisement shall be reasonopinion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, their appraisement
of the
opinion
able, and
and shall
appropriated,
aggregate exceed the sum herein appropriated,
not in the aggregate
shall not
able,
the
authorized to apply the same, or so much
Secretary is hereby authorized
said Secretary
the said
thereof
as may
may be
payment for the said improvements, taking
taking
in payment
be necessary,
necessary, in
thereof as
the
releases therefor:
therefor: And
further, That the moneys
And provided, further,
proper releases
the proper
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hereby appropriated
appropriated be reimbursed from the
of the
In- To be reimthe proceeds of
the sales
sales of
of Inreimdian
reservations in
in said
bursed from
from sales
sales
said state under
dian reservations
under the provisions
provisions of the act to provide bursed
of the reservafor the better organization
organization of Indian affairs in
approved April
in California, approved
April tions.
erv
tions.
eight, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four.
sixty-four.
1864, ch. 48.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
Ante,
p. 40.
40.
Ante, p.
CHAP.
CXXIII. —
-AnAn Act
Act authorizing
the Treasury
Treasury to
to lease
lease or
Casa,.CXXIII.
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
or sell
sell March 3,
3, 1865.
certain Property
Property of the United States situated
situated at
certain
at Bath,
Bath, in
in the
State of
Maine.
the State
of Maine.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of
Congress assembled,
States
of America in Congress
assembled, That the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasthe Secretary
Treas- Wharf
Wharf at Bath,
Bath,
ury is hereby authorized
Maine, may
may be
authorized to lease the wharf
wharf property belonging
belonging to
to the
the Maine,
be
leased
or
sold.
United States situated at Bath, in the State of Maine, for aaterm
term of
of years,
years,
the lessee
lessee making
making all repairs thereupon; or he may sell the
same at
his
the same
at his
discretion if it is no longer in use or required
required for the
public service,
and
the public
service, and
he is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to make, execute, and deliver all needful conveyconveypurchaser or purchasers
ances to the purchaser
purchasers thereof.
thereof.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
1865.
3, 1865.
CHAP.
- An
Act to
to increase
the Pay
C
RAP. CXXIV.
CXXIV.
—
An Act
increase the
Pay of
of Midshipmen
Midshipmen and
and others.
others.

March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States
of America
America in Congress
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That midshipmen,
midshipmen, after
after their
their Pay
Pay of midmidfinal academic
final
academic examination
examination and until their promotion to the grade of en- shipmen.
shipmen.
sign, shall be paid at the rate of eight hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum,
annum, while
while
on sea service.
SEC.
enacted, That acting masters'
S
Ec. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
be Pay and style
masters' mates
mates shall
shall be
styled mates,
and the
Secretary of the Navy is hereby
acting masters'
ofactingmasters'
styled
mates, and
the Secretary
hereby authorized to in- of
mutes.
crease their pay to aasum not exceeding sixty dollars per month.
mutes.
SEC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
Sac.
hereafter mates
mates may
may be
rated, Mates,
enacted, That
That hereafter
be rated,
Mates, how
under
under authority of the Secretary of the Navy, from seamen and ordinary may be rated.
seamen
samen who have enlisted in the naval service for
not less
less than
two years,
for not
than two
years,
and such rating of an enlisted
appointment as an officer,
enlisted man, or his appointment
officer, shall
shall
not discharge him from his enlistment.
enlistment.
SEC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
Sac.
enacted, That no person appointed
appointed or rated
rated No person rated
an officer or clerk in the navy shall receive any bounty
anoothcer
or clerk
clerk
bounty while
while holding
holding an
an an
ticer or
to receive bounty.
appointment.
appointment.
to
receive bounty.
SEC.
enacted, That
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted,
That all
parts of
acts which
all acts or
or parts
of acts
which Repealing
Repealing
are inconsistent
clause.
inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
clause.
SEC.
further enacted,
That acting
SEC. 6. And be it further
enacted, That
acting passed
passed assistant
assistant surgeons
surgeons Acting passed
and
surgeons may
may be
be appointed
appointed in the same manner as acting as- assistant
surassistant
and acting
acting surgeons
sur-how
geons, &c.,
&c.,
geons,
how
sistant surgeons are now
now appointed,
appointed, who
shall receive
compensation appointed,
who shall
receive the
the compensation
pay,
appointed, pay,
of their respective
respective grades.
&c.
&c.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
CnAP.
-- An
incorporate the "capitol
Hotel Company,"
C
HAP. CXXV.
CXXV.
An Act
Act to incorporate
"Vapitol Hotel
Company," in
in Washington
Washington
City, District
City,
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

March 3, 1865.
1865.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
United
of the
the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Charles C. Little
Little and
and A.
A. Capitol
Capitol Hotel
C.
Washburn, of Boston, in the State of Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; George Folsom, Company
Company incorC. Washburn,
incorporated.
Charles A. Stetson, and Frank Moore, of New York city,
city, in the State
State of porated.
New York; and Z. C. Robbins, of Washington,
Washington, in the District of
New
of ColumColumbia, and their associates and successors, be, and they are hereby, incorpoincorporated and made a
a body corporate, by the name of
"The Capitol
Capitol Hotel
of "The
Hotel Name.
Company," and by that name may sue and be sued, plead and
Company,"
inand be impleaded, in any court of law or equity, of competent jurisdiction, and
be
and be
entitled to use and exercise
exercise all the powers, rights, and privileges incident
incident
to such
such corporation,
establishing and maintaining in
to
corporation, for the purpose
purpose of establishing
in said
said Purposes
Purposes of
of
city of Washington building
building or buildings for a
ahotel, with rooms, shops,
and corporation.
shops, and
corporation.
offices, to be used therefor and therewith;
offices,
therewith; and
and they
may purchase
they may
purchase and
and
hold real and personal estate required and
convenient therefor;
therefor; and
may,
and convenient
and may,
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therefor
after construction
thereof, sell,
or lease, and receive
receive rent therefor
convey, or
sell, convey,
construction thereof,
after
in whole
whole or
or in
part, as
may choose
choose and
find for
interest of said
the interest
for the
and find
they may
as they
in part,
in
corporation.
corporation.
Capital
Otock.
SEC.
And be
it further
enacted, That
That the
capital stock of said corthe capital
further enacted,
be it
2. And
SEC. 2.
Capital stock.
poration shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
sum of
of one
one million
five hundred
hundred thousand
million five
the sum
poration
thousand
Shares,
trans- dollars,
and that
that the
stock shall
shares of one thousand
shall be divided into shares
the stock
dollars, and
Shares, transdollars
shall be deemed
deemed personal property, transferable
transferable in such
and shall
each, and
dollars each,
fer.
manner
said corporation
corporation by its by-laws may direct.
the said
as the
manner as
Directors.
S
EC. 3.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
government and direction
direction
the government
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
SEC.
Directors.
of
the affairs
affairs of
the corporators
shall be invested
invested in a
a board of directors,
corporators shall
of the
of the
not less
less than
than five
five in
number, who
be elected
elected by
the stockholders
by the
shall be
who shall
in number,
not
Annual meetat their
annual meeting,
meeting, which
which shall
firA Monday of May
May
held on the fir-st
be held
shall be
their annual
meet- at
Annual
mg.
in each
succestheir associates and succescorporators and their
the corporators
among the
from among
year, from
each year,
in
ing.
sors, in
in such
manner as
as the
the by-laws
by-laws of
of said
said corporation
corporation may direct.
such manner
sors,
By-laws, &c.
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it
That the said corporation shall have
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
&c.
By-laws,
full power
to make
and prescribe
prescribe such
as
rules, and regulations as
by-laws, rules,
such by-laws,
make and
power to
full
they may
needful and
proper for
and management
management
disposition and
the disposition
for the
and proper
deem needful
may deem
they
of
the stock,
estate, and
of the
the corporation,
corporation, not contrary
effects of
and effects
property, estate,
stock, property,
of the
of
to
or to
to the
laws of
United States and the ordinances of
the United
of the
the laws
charter or
to the
the charter
the
city of
Washington, and
and shall
shall have
have power to
to alter or amend the same,
of Washington,
the city
from
as the interests
interests of the corporation, in their opinion, may
time, as
to time,
time to
from time
require.
require.
altered, amendAct may
be reSEC. 5.
5. And
And be
be it
amendThat this act may be altered,
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
may be
Act
pealed,
ed, or repealed,
repealed, at
the pleasure
pleasure of congress.
congress.
at the
&c.
pealed, &c.
APPROVED,
March 3,
1865.
3, 1865.
APPROVED, March
March
March

several
HAP. CXXVI.
CXXVI. —An
Act supplemental
supplemental to
Act entitled
the several
entitled "An Act to amend the
an Act
to an
-An Act
3, 1865.
CsAP.
1865. C
3,
thirty-one,
eighteen hundred
Acts respecting
February third,
hundred and thirty-one,
third, eighteen
approved February
Copyright," approved
respecting Copyright,"
Acts
and
ddition thereto and
and Amendment thereof
thereof.
and to the Acts in Addition

1864,
ch.
18V4, ch.
Vol.

.p.

Photographs,
Photographs,
86o., may
may be
be
&C.,
copyrighted.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
act
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the provisions of said act
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
which
thereof which
negatives thereof
shall extend
extend to and include photographs
photographs and the negatives

opyrighted.shall hereafter
hereafter be made, and shall enure to the benefit of the authors of
the same
same in
the same
and to
the same extent,
extent, and upon the same
to the
manner, and
same manner,
in the
the
conditions as
to the
authors of
prints and engravings.
engravings.
of prints
the authors
as to
conditions
SEC. 2.
it further
copy of
every book,
book,
of every
printed copy
a printed
That a
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
2. And
SEC.
Copy of each
composition, print, engraving, or photobook,
map, chart, musical composition,
pamphlet, map,
book, pamphlet, pamphlet,
ffor which
&c.,
sent
to be sent
&c.,
graph,
which a
shall be
be secured
under said
said acts,
acts, shall
be
shall be
secured under
a copyright
copyright shall
graph, for
otfoebpense
fre
free of
expense
transmitted
free of
of postage
other expense
the author
author or
proprietor
or proprietoi
by the
expense by
or other
postage or
to
transmitted free
library of
to library
thereof, within one month of the date of publication,
publication, to the library of
congress.
congress
at Washington
Washington for
use of
of said
said library;
and the
librarian of
of
the librarian
library; and
the use
for the
congress at

Receipt therecongress
is hereby
writing for the same.
in writing
a receipt
receipt in
give a
to give
required to
hereby required
congress is
t
for.ept
for.
SEC. 3.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That if
any proprietor
of a
book,
a book,
proprietor of
if any
it further
further enacted,
3. And
SEC.
Copyright forfeited
unless copy
copy
feited unless
is
after desent after
is sent
&re
mandt
mand,
&c.

print, engraving,
pamphlet, map,
composition, print,
engraving, or photomusical composition,
chart, musical
map, chart,
pamphlet,

graph, for
copyright shall
aforesaid, shall
neglect
shall neglect
as aforesaid,
secured as
be secured
shall be
which aa copyright
for which
graph,
to deliver
deliver the
the same
requirement of this act, it shall be
pursuant to the requirement
same pursuant
to
the
of congress
make demand
demand thereof in writing,
to make
congress to
librarian of
the librarian
of the
duty of
the duty
at
any time
time within
within twelve
twelve months
months after
publication thereof; and in
the publication
after the
at any
default of
of the
within one month after the demand shall
thereof within
delivery thereof
the delivery
default
have been
the right of exclusive
exclusive publication secured
secured to such promade, the
been made,
have
prietor under
under the
the acts
acts of
respecting copyright shall be forfeited.
congress respecting
of congress
prietor
SEC. 4.
further enacted,
in the
the construction
construction of this act
That in
enacted, That
itfurther
be it
And be
4. And
SEC.
"
Book " to
"Book"
mean what;
what;
volume and part of aa
the
mean every volume
construed to mean
be construed
shall be
"book" shall
word "hook"
the word
mean
engravings belonging
volume, together
together with
all maps,
maps, prints
or other engravings
prints or
with all
volume,
subsequent edition
a copy of any second or subsequent
thereto; and
include a
and shall include
to include sub- thereto;
toincladesubsequent
which shall be published with any additions,
additions, whether
whether the first edition of
editions. which
sequent editions.
such
shall have
been published
before or after
after the passing of this
published before
have been
book shall
such book
act:
Provided, however, That it shall not be requisite to deliver
deliver to the
Proviso.
act: Provided,
Proviso.
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said library any copy of the second
.second or
subsequent edition
of any
or any subsequent
edition of
any
book, unless the same shall contain additions
book,
additions as aforesaid,
aforesaid, nor
nor of
of any
any book
book
which is not the
subject of
the subject
of copyright.
copyright.
APPROVED,
A
PPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
CHAP.
CXXVII. -An
Appropriationsfor
CILELP. CXXVII.
— An Act making Appropricttions
for the
the current
and contingent
3, 1865.
current and
contingent ExEx- March
March 3,
1865.
Senses
the Indian
fufilling Treaty Stipulations
with various
penses of
of the
Indian Department,
Department, and for fulfilling
Stipulations with
various Indian
Indian
Trbes
the Year ending
ending thirtieth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Tribes for
for the
thirtieth June,
June, eighteen
and sixty-six,
and for
for other
sixty-six, and
other
Purposes.
Purposes.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the following
be, Appropriations
following sums
sums be,
Appropriations
and
and they
they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
expenses
treasury not
not for
for the
the expenses
a
the
de•
otherwise
appropriated, for the purpose of paying the current and conotherwise appropriated,
eon- pf
partment.
the Indian
India de.
tingent expenses of the Indian
department and fulfilling
Indian department
stipulations
fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
with the various Indian tribes:
tribes:-—
For the current and contingent expenses
expenses of
department,
of the
the Indian
Indian department,
namely:
namely:
For
the pay
pay of superintendents of Indian affairs and
For the
of Indian
Indian agents,
and of
agents, SuperintendSuperintendeighty-seven
eighty-seven thousand
thousand four hundred and fifty dollars.
ents, agents, subagents,
clerks,
For pay of sub-agents, six
six thousand dollars.
dollars.
agents,
clerks,
&c.
For pay of clerk to superintendent
superintendent at
St. Louis,
one
thouat St.
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, one thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
For pay of temporary clerks
clerks by superintendents
superintendents of
Indian affairs,
five
of Indian
affairs, five
thousand dollars.
For pay of clerk to superintendent
superintendent of Indian
Indian affairs
affairs in
California, one
one
in California,
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For pay of interpreters, twenty-eight
hundred dollars.
twenty-eight thousand
thousand four
four hundred
dollars.
Interpreters,
presents, provisprovisFor presents to Indians, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
presents,
ions, &c.
For provisions
provisions for Indians,
For
Indians, eleven thousand eight hundred dollars.
dollars.
ions,
&c.
For buildings
buildings at agencies
For
agencies and repairs thereof, ten thousand dollars.
Buildings and
and
For contingencies
contingencies of the Indian department, thirty-six thousand
For
five repairs.
thousand five
ontingencies.
Contingencies.
hundred dollars.
Contingencies.
Treaty
stipulaFor fulfilling
fulfilling treaty stipulations with the various Indian tribes:
tribes:
Treaty
stipulations.
Blackfoot
Blackfoot Indians.
Indians. -— For last of ten instalments
instalments as
to be
exas annuity,
annuity, to
be ex- Blackfoot
InBlackfoot Inpended in the purchase of such goods, provisions, and other useful
articles dians.
useful articles
as the
the President, at his discretion, may from time
as
to time
determine, per
per
time to
time determine,
ninth article
article of the treaty of seventeenth
ninth
seventeenth October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
vol. xi.
hundred and
and Vol.
xi. p.
p. 659.
659.
fifty-five, twenty thousand dollars.
fifty-five,
dollars.
For last of ten instalments as annuity, to be expended
For
expended in
in establishing
establishing
and instructing them in agricultural
agricultural and
and mechanical
pursuits, and
and in
mechanical pursuits,
in edueducating their children,
children, and promoting civilization
civilization and
and Christianity,
at the
the
Christianity, at
discretion of the President, per tenth article
article of
of the
treaty of
seventeenth
the treaty
of seventeenth
October, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, fifteen
dollars.
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
Chasta, Scoton,
Scoton, and Umpqua
Umpqua Indians.
Indians.—For
- For eleventh
Chasta,
eleventh of
fifteen inin- Chasta,
of fifteen
Chasta, Scoton,
Scoton,
stalments of annuity, to be expended
expended as directed by the
President, per
and Umpquas.
the President,
per and
Umpquas.
third
article
treaty
eighteenth Novemberi
third article treaty eighteenth
November ; eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 1122.
fifty-four., Vol.
two thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
For eleventh
eleventh of fifteen instalments
instalments for the pay of a
a farmer, per
per fifth
fifth
article treaty eighteenth
eighteenth November, eighteen hundred and
fifty-four, one
one
and fifty-four,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
eleventh of fifteen instalments
physician, medicines,
For eleventh
instalments for pay of physician,
medicines, and
and
expense of
of care of the sick, per fifth article treaty eighteenth
expense
eighteenth November,
November,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four, one
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
one thousand
hundred dollars.
For eleventh
eleventh of fifteen
fifteen instalments
instalments for pay of
teachers and
purchase of
of
of teachers
and purchase
books
and stationery, per fifth article treaty eighteenth
books and
eighteenth November,
eighNovember, eigheen
fifty-four, one thousand two hundred dollars.
ken hundred and fifty-four,
Chippewas
of Lake
- For
Chippewas of
Lake Superior.
Superior. —F
or two thirds of twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of
of Chippewas
Chippewas of
of
Superior.
twenty-five instalments in money, per fourth article
article treaty fourth
October, Lake
fourth October,
Lake
superior
Vol.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
p. 592.
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth
Sep- Vol.
thirtieth Sep. 09.
Vol. x.
x. p.1109.
VOL. XIII.
XIII.
PUB. -46
— 46
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tember,
hundred and
and fifty-four,
three hundre
hundro
thousand three
eight thousand
fifty-four, eight
eighteen hundred
tember, eighteen
and
thirty-three dollars
cents.
thirty-three cents.
and thirty-three
dollars and
and thirty-three
For
two thirds
of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments for the pay
of twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of
thirds of
For two
of
two carpenters,
per fourth
article treaty
treaty fourth
eighteen hunOctober, eighteen
fourth October,
fourth article
carpenters, per
of two
dred
and eighth
treaty thirtieth
September, eighteen
thirtieth September,
article treaty
eighth article
forty-two, and
and forty-two,
dred and
hundred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
For
two thirds
thirds of
of twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments in goods, per
per
For two
fourth
article treaty
treaty fourth
fourth October,
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-two, and
October, eighteen
fourth article
eighth
treaty thirtieth
eighteen hundred and fifty-four
fifty-four
September, eighteen
thirtieth September,
article treaty
eighth article
seven
thousand dollars.
seven thousand
For
thirds of
of twenty-fourth
of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments for
supthe supfor the
twenty-fourth of
two thirds
For two
port
of schools,
per fourth
article treaty
fourth October,
eighteen hundred
hundred
October, eighteen
treaty fourth
fourth article
schools, per
port of
and
and eighth
eighth article
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hunforty-two, and
and forty-two,
thirty-three dollars
dred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, o.ne
thousand three
hundred and thirty-three
three hundred
one thousand
dred
and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
and
For two
thirds of
twenty-five instalments for the pay
of twenty-five
twenty-fourth of
of twenty-fourth
two thirds
For
of two
farmers, per
per fourth
fourth article
October, eighteen hundred
fourth October,
treaty fourth
article treaty
of
two farmers,
and forty-two,
forty-two, and
eighth article
thirtieth September,
eighteen hunhunSeptember, eighteen
treaty thirtieth
article treaty
and eighth
and
dred
six hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
sixty-seven cents.
and sixty-seven
dollars and
sixty-six dollars
fifty-four, six
and fifty-four,
dred and
For
thirds of
of twenty-fourth
of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments for the purtwenty-fourth of
two thirds
For two
chase
of provisions
tobacco, per
treaty fourth October,
article treaty
fourth article
per fourth
and tobacco,
provisions and
chase of
eighteen hundred
forty-two, and
eighth article
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth Sepand eighth
and forty-two,
hundred and
eighteen
tember,
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one
one thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
hundred and
tember, eighteen

thirty-three
dollars and thirty-three cents.
thirty-three dollars
For
instalments in
in coin,
article treaty
treaty
coin, per fourth article
twenty instalments
of twenty
eleventh of
For eleventh
thirtieth
September, eighteen
fifty-four, five
five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
and fifty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth September,
For
twenty instalments
goods, household
household furniture,
furniture, and
and
in goods,
instalments in
of twenty
eleventh of
For eleventh
cooking
thirtieth September,
eighteen
September, eighteen
treaty thirtieth
article treaty
fourth article
per fourth
utensils, per
cooking utensils,
hundred
and fifty-four,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
eight thousand
fifty-four, eight
hundred and
For
twenty instalments
instalments for
for agricultural
and
implements, and
agricultural implements,
of twenty
eleventh of
For eleventh
cattle,
carpenters' and
other tools,
tools, and
materials, per
fourth article
per fourth
building materials,
and building
and other
cattle, carpenters'
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
eighteen hundred
three thoufifty-bfur, three
and fifty-four,
hundred and
September, eighteen
treaty
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
For
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
moral and
and educational
educational purposes,
purposes,
for moral
eleventh of
For eleventh
three
hundred dollars
which to be paid to the Grand Portage band
dollars of which
three hundred
yearly, to
to enable
them to
school at
fourth
village, per fourth
their village,
at their
a school
maintain a
to maintain
enable them
yearly,
article treaty
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
three
fifty-four, three
hundred and
thirtieth September,
treaty thirtieth
article
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For
eleventh of
of twenty
instalments for
for six
smiths and
assistants, per
and assistants,
six smiths
twenty instalments
For eleventh
second and
and fifth
fifth articles
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
treaty thirtieth
articles treaty
second
fifty-four, five
five thousand
thousand and
fbrty dollars.
and forty
fifty-four,
For eleventh
eleventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for the
support of six smiths'
smiths' shops,
the support
For
per
second and
articles treaty
September, eighteen hundred
thirtieth September,
treaty thirtieth
fifth articles
and fifth
per second
and
fifty-four, one
one thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and twenty dollars.
and fifty-four,
For
of twenty
twenty instalments
for the
smith and assistant,
assistant,
seventh smith
the seventh
instalments for
ninth of
For ninth
and support
support of
of shops,
shops, per
per second
second and
articles treaty thirtieth Sepfifth articles
and fifth
and
tember, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-four,
sixty dollars.
and sixty
thousand and
one thousand
fifty-four, one
eighteen hundred
tember,
For support
support of
of a
assistant, and shop
shop for the Bois Forte band,
a smith,
smith, assistant,
For
during
pleasure of
the President,
President, per
per twelfth
twelfth article treaty thirtieth
of the
the pleasure
during the
September,
and fifty-four,
dolsixty doland sixty
thousand and
one thousand
fifty-four, one
hundred and
eighteen hundred
September, eighteen
lars.
lars,
For support
support of
two farmers
Bois Forte
during the pleasband, during
Forte band,
the Bois
for the
farmers for
of two
For
ure
of the
twelfth article
article treaty
eighteen
thirtieth September, eighteen
treaty thirtieth
per twelfth
President, per
the President,
ure of
hundred
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
fifty-four, one
and fifty-four,
hundred and
Chippewas
Chippewas of
of the
the Mississippi.
Mississippi. —
For one
one third
twenty-fourth of
of twenty-fourth
third of
-For
Chippewas
of
Chippewas of
per fourth article
the
twenty-five instalments
in money,
money, per
article treaty fourth October,
instalments in
the Mississippi. twenty-five
p.
Septhirtieth Sepeighth article
p. 592.
592. eighteen
Vol. vii.p.1109.
eigi
•1teen hundred
hundred and forty-two, and
and eighth
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
tember, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, four thousand one hundred and
hundred and
tember,
sixty-six dollars
and sixty-seven
cents.
sixty-seven cents.
dollars and
sixty-six
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For one third of twenty-fourth of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments for
the pay
for the
pay
of two carpenters,
carpenters, per fourth article
article treaty
treaty fourth
fourth October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and forty-two, and
and eighth article
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
eighteen
article treaty
September, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For one third of twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments in
goods, per
in goods,
per
founth
fourth article treaty fourth October,
hundred and
and
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and forty-two
forty-two, and
eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four,
three thousand five hundred dollars.
For one third of
twenty-fourth of
of twenty-five
supof twenty-fourth
twenty-five instalments
instalments for
for the
the support of schools, per fourth article
treaty fourth
fourth October,
eighteen hundred
hundred
article treaty
October, eighteen
and forty-two, and eighth article
article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and fifty-four, six hundred
hundred and sixty-six dollars
dollars and
cents.
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
For one third of twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of
twenty-five instalments
instalments for
purof twenty-five
for the
the purchase of provisions
provisions and tobacco, per fourth article treaty fourth OctoOctober, eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-two, and
article treaty
and eighth
eighth article
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth
September, eighteen hundred
hundred and
six hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, six
sixty-six
dollars and
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
For one third of twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments for
for the
the supsupport of two smiths'
smiths' shops, including the pay of two
assistants,
two smiths and
and assistants,
and furnishing iron and steel, per fourth
article treaty
October,
fourth article
treaty fourth
fourth October,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-two,
forty-two and eighth
eighth article treaty
Septreaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
hundred and
fifty-four, six
six hundred
and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars
dollars
cents.
and sixty-seven cents.
For one third of twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of twenty-five instalments for pay of
of
two farmers, per fourth
fourth article
October, eighteen
article treaty
treaty fourth October,
eighteen hundred
hundred
and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and fifty-four, three hundred
hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three dollars
dollars and
and thirty-three
thirty-three
cents.
cents.
For
instalments of
in money,
per third
For eleventh
eleventh of twenty instalments
of annuity
annuity in
money, per
third artiartiFebruary, eighteen
and fifty-five,
cle treaty
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second February,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-five, twenty
twenty
thousand dollars.
Chippewas, Pillager,
Pillager, and Lake Winnebagoshish
Chippewas,
Winnebagoshish Bands.
Bands. -— For
elev- i9)1PPewas,
For elevChippewas,
and
enth of thirty instalments of annuity in money,
article [treaty]
money, per third article
[treaty] P
Lakeger,
WinnebaLake Winnebatwenty-second
February, eighteen
ten thousand
six goshish
twenty-second February,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, ten
thousand six
goshish bands.
hundred and sixty-six dollars
cents.
dollars and sixty-six cents.
1105.
Vol. x. p.
p.1165.
For eleventh
eleventh of thirty instalments
instalments of annuity in
per third
third artiin goods, per
artitwenty-second February,
cle treaty twenty-second
February, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, eight
eight
thousand dollars.
For eleventh
eleventh of thirty
thirty instalments for
purposes of
utility, per
per third
artifor purposes
of utility,
third artitwenty-second February,
cle treaty twenty-second
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
four
February, eighteen
hundred and
fifty-five, four
thousand dollars.
For eleventh of twenty instalments
instalments for purposes of education, per third
twenty-second February,
article treaty twenty-second
February, eighteen
and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-five,
thousand dolltirs.
dollars.
three thousand
For eleventh of fifteen •annual
instalments for
support of
of two
smiths
annual instalments
for support
two smiths
and smiths' shops, per third article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second February,
February,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, two thousand
one hundred
hundred and
twenty
thousand one
and twenty
dollars.
engineer to
and saw
saw mill
mill at
Lake, six
For pay of an engineer
to grist
grist and
at Leech
Leech Lake,
six hunhundred dollars.
dollars.
and the
Chippewas of
of the
the Mississippi,
Mississippi, and
the Pillager
Pillager and
and Lake
Lake WinnebagoWinnebagoshish Bands
of Chippewa
second of
shish
Bands of
Chippewa Indians
Indians in
in Minnesota—For
Minnesota.- For second
of ten
ten Chippewas
Chippewas of
of
the Mississippi
Mississippi
instalments
instalments for ten yoke of
of work-oxen,
work-oxen, per
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty eleventh
eleventh the
and the Pillager
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
thousand dollars.
March,
hundred and
sixty-three, one
one thousand
dollars.
and
and Lte
Lake WinneWinneFor the employment
employment of a
asawyear, at
at the discretion
discretion of
of the
bagoshish bands
bands
the President,
President, bagoshish
of
Chippewa
Inper sixth article
article treaty eleventh March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, dians
of Cl'il'lnpwa
l'n
Minnein Minredians in
six hundred dollars.
sota.
For compensation
compensation of
the reservation,
reservation, who
in- Vol.
of female teachers
teachers on
on the
who shall
shall invol. xli.
xii. p.
p. 1250.
1250.
struct the Indian girls in domestic
domestic economy,
economy, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
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Chippewas
of
Chippewas
aad Black
For last
of
last of
River. - For
Black River.—
Creek, azd
Swan Creek,
Saginaw, Swan
of Saginaw,
Chippewas of
Chippewas of
annual instalments in coin,
coin, to be distributed per capita, in the
Saginaw, Swan ten equal annual
Creek, and Black

usual
of paying
annuities, per
second article
article of
of the
the treaty
treaty of
of secseeper second
paying annuities,
manner of
usual manner
xi. p.
634. ond
August, eighteen
hundred and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ten thousand
fifty-five, ten
and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
ond August,
x.
p. 634.
For
last of
instalments for
the support
support of
per
shop, per
blacksmith shop,
of one
one blacksmith
for the
of ten
ten instalments
For last
second article
of second
second August,
and fiftyhundred and
eighteen hundred
August, eighteen
treaty of
the treaty
of the
article of
second
five, twelve
and forty dollars.
hundred and
twelve hundred
five,
For
last of
of five
five equal
equal annual
annual instalments
educational purposes, uninstalments for educational
For last
der
direction of
President, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
the President,
of the
the direction
der the
For
last of
instalments in
agricultural implements,
implements,
in agricultural
annual instalments
equal annual
of five
five equal
For last
three
three thousand dollars.
MeCnhoimppoenweaess,,
Chippewas,
Winnebagoes, and
and New
Hew York
York Indians.
Indians.—
For
Chippewas,
Chippewas, Menornonees,
Menomonees, Winnebagoes,
- For
Winnehagoes,
education
the pleasure
pleasure of
of congress,
treaty eleventh
eleventh
article treaty
fifth article
per fifth
congress, per
during the
education during
Winnebagoes,
and New
New York
August, eighteen hundred
twenty-seven, one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred and twenty-seven,

River.
River.

vol.
Vol.

Indians.
Vol. vii. p. 304.
Chickasaws.
Chickasaws.

dollars.
dollars.
Chickasaws. -— For
annuity in
per act
act of
twenty-fifta
of twenty-fifta
in goods,
goods, per
permanent annuity
For permanent
Chickasaws.
1799, ch. 11.
11.
February, seventeen
seventeen hundred and ninety-nine,
ninety-nine, three thousand dollars.
February,
vol.
i. p. 618.
Choctaws.—
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
ol. i.
- For
Choctaws.
For permanent
permanent annuity,
annuity, per
per second
second article
sixteenth
Choctaws.
Vol.
vii. p. 99.
99. November,
five, and thirteenth article treaty twentyNovember, eighteen hundred and five,
VIolt.
ii.
Vol.
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three thousand dollars.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 614. second June, eighteen
Vol.
213.
For
for support
thirteenth
per thirteenth
horsemen, per
light horsemen,
of light
support of
annuity for
permanent annuity
For permanent
p. 213.
vii. p.
Vol. vii.
article
treaty eighteenth
eighteenth October,
October, eighteen
twenty, and thirhundred and twenty,
eighteen hundred
article treaty
teenth
treaty twenty-second
hundred and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
twenty-second June,
article treaty
teenth article
hundred dollars.
six hundred
For
provision for
for education,
second article treaty twenper second
education, per
permanent provision
For permanent
Vol.
tieth January, eighteen
hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and thirteenth
thirteenth article
eighteen hundred
p.235. tieth
Vol. vii. p.
thousand
fifty-five, six thousand
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
June, eighteen
treaty
dollars.
dollars.
blacksmith, per sixth article treaty eighFor
provision for blacksmith,
permanent provision
For permanent
teenth
thirteenth article treaty
teenth October, eighteen hundred and twenty, and thirteenth
twenty-second June,
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, six hundred
hundred dollars.
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
twenty-second
For permanent
permanent provision
provision for
iron and steel,
ninth article
article treaty
steel, per ninth
for iron
For
twentieth January, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and thirteenth
thirteenth artitwentieth
cle of
treaty twenty-second
June, eighteen
fifty-five, three
three
and fifty-five,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-second June,
of treaty
cle
hundred and
twenty dollars.
dollars.
and twenty
hundred
For interest on
hundred thousand
thousand dollars, at five per centum per
per
five hundred
on five
For
annum, for
beneficial
government, and other beneficial
the government,
support of the
education, support
for education,
annum,
purposes, under
under the
the direction
general council of the Choctaws,
Choctaws, in
direction of the general
purposes,
conformity with
the provisions
provisions contained
contained in the tenth and thirteenth artiwith the
conformity
cles of
of the
tp.eaty of twenty-second
twenty-second June, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
the treaty
cles
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
twenty-five
Camanches,
Camanches,
Kiowas, and
Apaches of
of Arkansas
Arkansas River.
- For
For the
the secCamanches, Kiowas,
and Apaches
River.—
seeK iowas, and
Kiowas,
and
Apaches
of
Arond
of
five
instalments,
being
the
second
series
for
the
purchase
of
goods,
goods,
of
purchase
the
for
series
second
the
being
Aro o nd f five instalments,
d
Apachesof
kan
,as River.
provisions, and agricultural
agricultural implements, per sixth article treaty twentyprovisions,
kansas
fifty-three, eighteen
eighteen thousand
hundred
eighteen
Vol.
1014. seventh
vol. x.
x, p.
p.1014.
seventh July, eighteen
hundred and fifty-three,
thousand dollars.
five instalments of
For expenses of transportation of the second of five
goods, provisions,
agricultural implements,
article treaty
implements, per sixth article
and agricultural
provisions, and
goods,
twenty-seventh July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-three,
fifty-three, seven
seven thousand
thousand
twenty-seventh
dollars.
dollars.
Creeks.
Creeks. -—F
or permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in
money, per
per fourth
fourth article
treaty
article treaty
in money,
For
Creeks.
Creeks.
vol. vii. p.36.
seventh August, seventeen
article treaty
treaty
seventeen hundred and ninety, and fifth article
Vol.
p. 36. seventh
vol.
xi. p.
seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six, one thousand
thousand five hunhunp. 700. seventh
Vol. xi.
dred dollars.
For
money, per second article treaty sixteenth
For permanent
permanent annuity in money,
eighteen hundred
69. June, eighteen
vol.
p. N.
hundred and two, and fifth article treaty seventh
seventh August,
Vol. vii. p.
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six, three thousand dollars.
twenty-fourth
For
permanent annuity in money, per fourth article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
For permanent
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
eighteen hundred
and twenty-six,
and fifth article treaty seventh
twenty-six, and
hundred and
January, eighteen
p.287. January,
Vol.
August,
August, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, twenty thousand dollars.
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For permanent
permanent provision
provision for blacksmith and assistant, and for shop
shop and
and
tools, per eighth article treaty twenty-fourth
January, eighteen
hundred
twenty-fourth January,
eighteen hundred
and twenty-six, and fifth article treaty seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and fifty-six, eight hundred and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
For permanent provision for iron and steel for shop, per eighth article
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-six, and
and twenty-six,
and fifth
fifth
article treaty seventh
seventh August,
August, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, two
two hundred
hundred
and seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars.
and
For permanent provision
a wheelwright,
provision for the pay of a
wheelwright, per
per eighth
eighth
article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth January,
January, eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-six,
twenty-six,
and fifth article
article treaty seventh
seventh August, eighteen hundred
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, six
hundred and
six
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For blacksmith and assistant and shop and tools during the pleasure
of
pleasure of
the President,
President, per fifth article treaty fourteenth February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and fifth article treaty seventh
seventh August,
eighteen
August, eighteen
hundred and fifty-six, eight hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
For iron and steel for shop during the pleasure of the President, per
per
fifth article
article treaty fourteenth February,
February, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and thirtythirtythree, and fifth article treaty seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fiftyhundred and
and fiftysix, two hundred and seventy
seventy dollars.
For wagon-maker
wagon-maker during the pleasure
pleasure of the President,
fifth article
President, per
per fifth
article
treaty fourteenth February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and fifth
fifth
article treaty seventh
seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, six
six hundred
hundred
dollars.
For assistance in agricultural
agricultural operations during the pleasure of
of the
the
President, per eighth article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth January, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and twenty-six, and fifth article treaty seventh August, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-six,
thousand dollars.
fifty-six, two thousand
dollars.
For education
article
For
education during
during the pleasure of the President, per fifth article
treaty fourteenth February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-three,
and fifth
thirty-three, and
fifth
article treaty
treaty seventh
seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six, one thouthousand dollars.
For five
five per centum interest on two hundred
hundred thousand dollars for
for purpurposes of education,
education, per sixth article
article treaty
treaty seventh
eighteen hunhunseventh August,
August, eighteen
dred and fifty-six, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Delawares.
For life annuity
chief, per private article
Delawares. -—For
annuity to chief,
article to
to supplesuppletwenty-fourth September,
September, eighteen hundred
mental treaty twenty-fourth
and twentytwentyhundred and
nine, to treaty of third October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighteen, one
one
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For interest
interest on forty-six thousand and eighty dollars,
at five
per centum,
dollars, at
five per
centum,
being the value of thirty-six sections of
apart by
by treaty
eighof land set apart
treaty of
of eighteen hundred and twenty-nine
teen
twenty-nine for education, two thousand three hundred
hundred
and four dollars.
dollars.
lowas.
- For interest in lieu of investment
Iowas.—
investment on fifty-seven thousand
thousand five
five
fifty-seven thousand
hundred dollars, balance
balance of one hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
thousand five
five
hundred dollars, to the first of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, at
five per centum per annum, for education
five
education or other beneficial purposes,
under the direction of the President, two thousand
eight hundred
thousand eight
hundred and
and
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
Kansas.
- For interest in lieu of investment
Kansas.—
investment on two hundred thousand
dollars, at five per centum
centum per annum, ten thousand dollars.
Kiekapoos.
- For twelfth instalment
Kiekapoos.—
instalment of interest, at five
centum, on
five pear
per centum,
on
thousand dollars, for educational
one hundred
hundred thousand
educational and other beneficial
beneficial purpurposes, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For twelfth instalment on two hundred
hundred thousand dollars, to
to be paid
paid in
in
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, per second article
article treaty eighteenth May,
May,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
dollars.
fifty-four, seven
seven thousand
thousand dollars.
Menomonees. - For tenth Of
of twelve instalments
.illenomonees.—
instalments for
for continuing
continuing and
and
a blacksmith
blacksmith shop, and providing
keeping up a
providing the
usual quantity
quantity of
of iron
iron
the usual
46 *
*
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Vol.
p.419.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
4t9.

Delawares.
Delawares.

Vol. vii. p.
p. 188.
188.
Vol.

Iowas.
lowas.

Kansas.
Kickapoos.
Kickapoos.

Vol. x. p.
p. 1078.
Menomonees.
Menomonees.
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and steel,
per fourth
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
p. 952. and
hundred
Vol. ix. p.
steel, per
fourth article
article treaty
treaty eighteenth
eighteenth October,
x. p. 1065. and forty-eight,
hundred
Vol. x.p.
forty-eight, and
and third
third article
article treaty
treaty twelfth May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, nine
nine hundred and
and sixteen
sixteen dollars and sixty-six cents.
For last
last of
of ten
of annuity
thousand
upon two hundred
hundred thousand
For
ten instalments
instalments of
annuity upon
dollars, balance
three hundred
thousand dollars
dollars for
cession of
dollars,
balance of
of three
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
for cession
of
article treaty eighteenth
hundred and
and
lands, per fourth
fourth article
eighteenth October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
forty-eight, and third article
eighteen hundred
forty-eight,
article treaty twelfth May, eighteen
hundred and
and
fifty-four, twenty
thousand dollars.
fifty-four,
twenty thousand
dollars.
For tenth
of fifteen
fifteen instalments
for pay
third article
article treaty
For
tenth of
instalments for
pay of
of miller,
miller, per
per third
treaty
twelfth
hundred dollars.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, six hundred
twelfth May, eighteen
Miamies
permanent provision
for blacksmith
blacksmith and
provision for
and
Miamies of
Miamies of
of Kansas.—For
Kansas.- For permanent
Kansas.
Kansas.
assistant, and iron and steel for shop, per fifth article treaty sixth October,
Vol.
p. 191.
191. eighteen hundred
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
hundred and eighteen, and fourth
fourth article treaty June fifth, eighVol.
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 1095.
1095. teen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, nine hundred and forty dollars.
For
For permanent
permanent provision for miller,
miller, in lieu of gunsmith,
gunsmith, per
per fifth article
treaty
and eighteen,
treaty
sixth October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighteen, fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty sixth
twenty-third
eighteen hundred
article
October, eighteen
hundred and thirty-four, and fourth
fourth article
twenty-third October,
treaty
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, six
six hundred dollars.
treaty fifth June, eighteen
interest on
on fifty
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
per centum,
for educaeducaFor interest
fifty thousand
at five
five per
centum, for
eighteen hundred
tional purposes, per third article treaty fifth June, eighteen
hundred and
and
fifty-four, two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For
twenty instalments
instalments upon two
For sixth
sixth of
of twenty
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars,
per
article treaty
per third
third article
treaty fifth
fifth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, seven
seven
thousand
dollars.
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Miamies
Indiana. —For
and twenty-one
twenty-one
of Indiana.
- For interest
interest on
on two
two hundred
hundred and
Miamies of Inliamies of
diana.
thousand two hundred and fifty-seven dollars and eighty-six cents, uninVol. vii.
p. 582.
582. vested,
Vol.
vii. p.
vested, at
at five
five per
for Miami
Indiana, per
per centum,
centum, for
Miami Indians
Indians of
of Indiana,
per Senate's
Senate's
Vol.
x. p.
p.1095.
ol. x.
1095. amendment
amendment to
to fourth
fourth article treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred
hundred and fiftyfifty-

Miamies, Eel
giamies,
River.
Vol.
p. 51.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
51.

thousand and sixty-two dollars and
and eighty-nine
eighty-nine cents.
four, eleven
eleven thousand
Miamies
Eel River.
or permanent
permanent annuity
in goods
goods or
or otherotherFor
annuity in
Miamies —
- Eel
River. -—F
wise, per fourth article treaty third August, seventeen
seventeen hundred and nine-

ty five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
For
permanent annuity
annuity in
or otherwise,
otherwise, per
per third
third article
treaty
article treaty
in goods
goods or
For permanent
August, eighteen
and five,
and fifty
fifty
hundred and
five, two
two hundred
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-first August,
Vol. vii. p. 91. twenty-first
dollars.
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in
in goods
or otherwise,
otherwise, per
per third
third and
and separate
separate
For
goods or
to treaty
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
and nine,
nine, three
three
Vol. vii. p. 114. article
article to
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
Nisgually, Puyallup,
Puyallup, and
Indians.—F
or
- For
Bands of
of Indians.
and Bands
Nisqually,
other Tribes
Tribes and
and other
Nisqually,
Nisqually,
Puyallup,
Puyallllp, and
eleventh instalment, in part payment for relinquishment
relinquishment of title to lands,
other bands of
applied to beneficial
article treaty
other
hands of to be applied
beneficial objects, per fourth article
treaty twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth
Indians.
December, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four, twelve
twelve hundred dollars.
December,
twenty instalments
For eleventh
eleventh of
of twenty
instalments for
for pay
pay of
of instructor, smith,
carpenter, farmer,
necessary, per
physician, carpenter,
farmer, and assistant,
assistant, if
if necessary,
per tenth
tenth artitle
article
treaty twenty-sixth
December, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-four,
thoufifty-four, six
six thoueighteen hundred
twenty-sixth December,
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 1134. treaty
sand seven hundred dollars.
dollars.
Omahas.—
eighth of
of ten
this amount,
fourth
of this
amount, per
per fourth
For the
the eighth
ten instalments
instalments of
Omahas.
Omahas.
- For
sixteenth March,
hundred and
Vol. x. p.1044. article
thi, y
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, thiay
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
March, eighteen
thousand dollars.
For pay of miller and assistant miller, farmer, blacksmith and assistant,
smith's shop with tools and keeping the same
for iron and steel, supplying smitll's
same
in
in repair,
repair, keeping
keeping in
in repair grist and saw
saw mill, and
and for
for pay of an
an engineer
engineer
and
engineer, for
eighteen
ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and assistant engineer,
for the
the fiscal year ending
hundred
thousand eight
hundred and
eight hundred
and forty
forty dollars:
dollars:
hundred and
and sixty-six, four
four thousand
Provided, That
any tolls
tolls or
or profits
working of
the mill
Profits from Provided,
That any
profits arising
arising from
from the
the working
of the
mill
working the
the mill or shops
working
be accounted
shops shall
shall be
accounted for
for to
to the
the agent
agent and
and by
by him applied
applied to
to the
the use
use
or
shops to
go to
to and benefit of said Indians.
or shops
to go
and
benefit
of
said
Indians.
the
the Indians.
Indians.
Osages.—
one hundied
hund NJ
twenty
r and
nd twenty
thousand one
sixty-nine thousand
on sixty-nine
For interest
interest on
°sages.
Osages. - For
Osages.
dollars, at five per centum, being the value of fifty-four sections ef
cf land
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set apart second
eighteen hundred
second June, eighteen
hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, for
for educational
educational
purposes, per Senate resolution nineteenth
nineteenth January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-eight, three thousand four
and fifty-six
dollars.
four hundred
hundred and
fifty-six dollars.
Ottoes and Missourias.—
Missourias.- For eighth
eighth of
of ten
being the
the secten instalments,
instalments, being
sec- Ottoes and
ond series, in money or otherwise, per fourth article
Missourias.
fifteenth March,
article treaty fifteenth
March, Missourias.
Vol.
p. 1039.
1039.
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, thirteen
thirteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
Vol. x.
x. p.
For the balance
balance due the confederated
confederated tribes of the Kaskaskias,
Peorias, Kaskaskias,
Kaskaskias, Peorias,
Baskaskias,
Weas,
"trust
Weas, and Piankeshaws,
Piankeshaws, arising from the sale of their "
trust lands
lands"
" by
by Peorias, Weas,
i
r
:r71 PiankePiankeWilliam Brindle, late receiver of the land-office, as reported
reported by the
com- and
the cornshaws.
shaws.
missioner of the general land-office,
land-office, held by said
receiver Brindle,
Brindle, unsaid late receiver
unaccounted for and not deposited in
States treasury,
thousand
in the United States
treasury, six
six thousand
eight hundred and eighteen dollars and thirty
thirty cents:
cents: Provided,
Provided, That
That when
when
said sum shall be received, it shall be paid into the
of the
the United
the treasury
treasury of
United
States.
Ottawas
and Chippewas
Ottawas and
Chippewas of Michigan.
Michigan. -—For
ten equal
For last
last of
of ten
equal annual
annual Ottawas and
of
instalments for educational
educational purposes, to
to be
be expended
under the
direction Chippewas
expended under
the direction
Chippewas of
Michigan.
of the President, according to the wishes of the Indians,
as may
be Michigan.
Indians, so
so far
far as
may be
reasonable and just, per second article of'
the treaty
treaty of
of thirty-first
July,
of the
thirty-first July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six
fifty-six [five], eight thousand dollars.
dollars.
For last of ten instalments
instalments for the
shops,
the support of
of four
four blacksmith
blacksmith shops,
per second article of the treaty
thirty-first July,
July, eighteen
hundred and
and Vol. xi. p.
treaty of thirty-first
eighteen hundred
p. 623.
623.
fifty-five,
fifty-five, four thousand two
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
two hundred
hundred and
of ten instalments of principal,
For last of
principal, payable
payable annually
annually for
ten years,
years,
for ten
to be distributed per capita, in
in the
the usual
usual manner
of paying
manner of
paying annuities,
annuities, per
per
second article of the treaty of thirty-first
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftythirty-first July,
July, eighteen
five,
thousand dollars.
five, ten
ten thousand
dollars.
For interest on two hundred and
six thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, unpaid
unpaid part
part of
and six
of
the principal sum of three hundred
hundred and six.
six, thousand dollars,
year,
dollars, for
for one
one year,
at five per centum
centum per annum, to be distributed per capita, in
in the
the usual
usual
manner of paying annuities, per second
second article of the
the treaty
treaty of
of thirtythirtyfirst July, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, ten thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred
Jollars.
iollars.
For last of ten equal annual instalments
on thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
instalments on
thousand dollars,
dollars,
in lieu of former treaty stipulations, to be
be paid
paid per
to the
Grand
per capita
capita to
the Grand
River Ottawas, per second article of
of the
of thirty-first
thirty-first July,
July, eighthe treaty
treaty of
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, three thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand five
Pawnees. -For
Pawnees.—
For third of five instalments of
in goods
of the second
second series
series in
goods Pawnees.
and such articles as may be necessary
necessary for
article treaty
treaty
for them,
them, per
per second
second article
twenty-fourth September, eighteen hundred
twenty-fourth
hundred and fifty-seven,
thirty thouthoufifty-seven, thirty
Vol. xi. p. 729.
sand dollars.
dollars.
manual-labor schools
For support of two manual-labor
annually, during
the pleasure
pleasure
schools annually,
during the
of the President, per third article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, ten
dollars.
ten thousand dollars.
For pay of two teachers, under the difection
third
direction of the
the President, per
per third
article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven,
eighteen hundred
one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For purchase of iron and steel, and other necessaries
for the
durnecessaries for
the shop,
shop, during the pleasure of the President, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth
September, .eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For pay of two blacksmiths, one of
whom to
gunsmith and
tinsmith,
of whom
to be
be a
a gunsmith
and tinsmith,
twenty-fourth September, eighteen
per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-seven, one thousand two
fifty-seven,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
two hundred
compensation of two strikers or
For compensation
or apprentices
apprentices in
fourth arin shop,
shop, per
per fourth
article of treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September, eighteen hundred and
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven,
four hundred
hundred and
eighty dollars.
and eighty
dollars.
For eighth of ten instalments for farming utensils and
and stock, during
during the
the
pleasure of the President, per fourth article treaty
twenty-fourth Septemtreaty twenty-fourth
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-seven, one thousand two hundred
hundred doldollars,
larm.
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For pay
pay of
farmer, per
per fourth
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September
September
fourth article
of farmer,
For
eighteen hundred
six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, six
hundred and
eighteen
For seventh
of ten
ten instalments
instalments for
of miller, at the discretion
of the
discretion of
pay of
for pay
For
seventh of
President,
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September,
huneighteen hunSeptember, eighteen
per fourth
fourth article
President, per
dred and
fifty-seven, six
dollars.
six hundred
hundred dollars.
and fifty-seven,
dred
For seventh
of ten
pay of
engineer, at
the discretion
at the
of an
an engineer,
for pay
instalments for
ten instalments
For
seventh of
of the
fourth article
article treaty
nighSeptember, eightwenty-fourth September,
treaty twenty-fourth
per fourth
President, per
of
the President,
teen hundred
hundred and
one thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
fifty-seven, one
and fifty-seven,
teen
For
compensation to
apprentices, to
to assist
assist in working the mill, per fourth
to apprentices,
For compensation
article
fifty-seven,
and fifty-seven,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
September, eighteen
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September,
article treaty
five
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
For grist
grist and
saw mill,
and keeping
keeping the
hundred
three hundred
in repair,
repair, three
same in
the same
mill, and
and saw
For
dollars.
dollars.
Pottawatomies
Pottawatondes
Huron.—
permanent annuity
annuity in
in money
money or
or otherotherFor permanent
- For
of Huron.
Pottawatomies of
Pottawatomies
of
wise,
seventeenth November, eighteen hundred
treaty seventeenth
wise, per second article treaty
of Huron.
Vol. vii.
Vol.
VII. p.
P. 105. and seven, four hundred dollars.
Pottawatomies.
Pottawatondes. -—F
or permanent
permanent annuity in silver, per fourth article
For
Pottawatomies. Pottawatomies.
Vol. vii.
p. 51.
R. treaty
third August,
seventeen hundred
hundred and
thousand
one thousand
ninety-five, one
and ninety-five,
August, seventeen
treaty third
vii. p.
Vol.
dollars.
dollars.
Vol.
vii. p.
114.
For permanent
permanent annuity
silver, per
per third
third article
article treaty
thirtieth SepSeptreaty thirtieth
in silver,
annuity in
For
p.114.
Vol. vii.
tember,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and nine, five hundred dollars.
tember, eighteen
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
185.
For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in
silver, per
per third
third article
treaty second
Octosecond Octoarticle treaty
in silver,
For
p. 185.
Vol.
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, two thousand five hundred dollars.
ber,
'Vol.
vii. p.
For permanent
permanent annuity
per second
treaty twentieth
twentieth
article treaty
second article
money, per
in money,
annuity in
317. For
p. 317.
Vol.vii.
September,
hundred and
twenty-eight, two
dollar ,.
thousand dollars.
two thousand
and twenty-eight,
eighteen hundred
September, eighteen
twenty-ninth
vii. p.
permanent annuity
annuity in
specie, per
per second article treaty twenty-ninth
in specie,
For permanent
320. For
p.320.
Vol. vii.
July,
hundred and
sixteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty-nine, sixteen
and twenty-nine,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
life annuity
per third
article treaty
twentieth October,
treaty twentieth
third article
chief, per
to chief,
annuity to
For life
379. For
vii. p.
p. 379.
Vol. vii.
eighteen hundred
and thirty-two,
two hundred
hundred dollars.
thirty-two, two
hundred and
eighteen
Vol.
vii. p.
p. 432.
For
annuity to
chiefs, per
treaty twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth SeptemSeptemarticle treaty
per third
third article
to chiefs,
For life
life annuity
Vol. vii.
ber,
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, seven
hundred dollars.
seven hundred
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ber, eighteen
For
during the
pleasure of
congress, per third
treaty
third article treaty
of congress,
the pleasure
education during
For education
Vol.
p. 296. sixteenth
eighteen hundred and twenty-six, second article treaty
sixteenth October, eighteen
Vol. vii. p.
Vol.
p. 317.
twentieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight,
arfourth artwenty-eight, and fourth
317. twentieth
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
five
Vol.
ticle treaty
twenty-seventh October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-two, five
treaty twenty-seventh
Vol. vii. p. 379. tide
thousand
thousand dollars.
For
provision for the payment of money in lieu of tobacco,
permanent provision
For permanent
Vol. vii.
p.317.
second article
twentieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
treaty twentieth
article treaty
per second
steel, per
and steel,
317. iron,
iron, and
vii.p.
Vol.
hundred
tenth article
article of
of the
the treaty
treaty of the fifth and
and
and tenth
twenty-eight, and
and twenty-eight,
hundred and
Vol. ix.
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six, three hundred dollars.
p. 855. seventeenth
seventeenth June,
Vol.
ix. p.
For permanent
permanent provision
three blacksmiths
and perperand assistants, and
blacksmiths and
for three
provision for
For
manent provisions
provisions for
for iron
iron and
and steel
for shops,
third «article
treaty
article treaty
per third
shops, per
steel for
manent
sixteenth
October, eighteen
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, second
second article
article treaty
treaty
hundred and
eighteen hundred
sixteenth October,
twentieth
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-eight, and second artiSeptember, eighteen
twentieth September,
cle
treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth July,
eighteen hundred
and twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, two thouhundred and
July, eighteen
cle treaty
a deficiency in this
sand
hundred and
and sixty
this
to supply a
dollars; and to
sixty dollars;
one hundred
sand one
fourteen
appropriation
for the
the current
year, seven hundred
hundred and fourteen
current fiscal year,
appropriation for
dollars.
For permanent
permanent provision
provision for fifty barrels of salt, per second article of
For
treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth July,
hundred
and twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, two hundred
hundred and
eighteen hundred
July, eighteen
treaty
dollars.
and fifty
fifty dollars.
For interest
hundred and forty-three
forty-three thousand dollars, at five
on six hundred
interest on
For
per centum,
eentum, per
the treaty of
seventeenth
fifth and seventeenth
of the fifth
of the
article of
seventh article
per seventh
per
June,
eighteen hundred
thousand one hundred
forty-six, thirty-two thousand
and forty-six,
hundred and
June, eighteen
and fifty
fifty dollars.
and
Quapaws.
Quapaws. —F
or education
President, per
of the President,
pleasure of
the pleasure
during the
education during
- For
Quapaws.
Quapaws.
Vol. vii.
p.425.
third article
article treaty
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, one
one
hundred and
eighteen hundred
May, eighteen
thirteenth May,
treaty thirteenth
vii. p.
425. third
Vol.
thousand dollars.
thousand
For blacksmith
assistant,snop
snop and tools, and iron and steel for shop,
and assistant,
For
blacksmith and
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during the pleasure
pleasure of the President, per third
thirteenth
third article treaty
treaty thirteenth
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
May, eighteen hundred
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, one
one thousand
thousand and
For farmer during the pleasure
pleasure of the President, per
per third
third article
article treaty
treaty
thirteenth May, eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three, six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
Rogue Rivers.
- For twelfth of sixteen
Rogue
Rivers.—
sixteen instalments
instalments in
in blankets,
blankets, clothcloth- Rogue
Rogue Rivers.
farming utensils, and stock, per third
ing, forming
third article treaty
treaty tenth
tenth September,
September, Vol. x. p.1018.
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-three,
fifty-three, two thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For balance due claimants.under
treaty of
of Septemclaimants under third article
article of
of the
the treaty
September tenth, eighteen hundred and
and fifty-three,
Indians,
fifty-three, with
with the Rogue
Rogue River Indians,
for improvements
improvements made
on the
reserve, eight
eight
made by
by land
land claimants
claimants on
the Indian
Indian reserve,
hundred
and eighty-two
eighty-two cents.
cents.
hundred and fourteen
fourteen dollars
dollars and
Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi.—
Mississippi.- For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in
in goods
goods or
or Sacs and Foxes
otherwise,
treaty third
third November,
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and of
otherwise, per
per third article
article treaty
hundred and
of Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Vol. vii. p. 85.
four, one thousand dollars.
Vol. vii. p. 5.
For interest on two hundred thousand
five per
centum, per
per
thousand dollars, at five
per centum,
second article
article treaty twenty-first
twenty.-first October, eighteen
thirty- Vol.
eighteen hundred and thirtyVol. vii. p.
p.540.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seven, ten thousand
F6r interest on eight hundred thousand
For
dollars, at
per centum,
per
thousand dollars,
at five
five per
centum, per
p. 596.
second article treaty eleventh
eleventh October, eighteen hundred and forty-two, Vol.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
forty
dollars.
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
Sacs
For interest
one hundred
Sacs and
and Foxes of
of Missouri.
Missouri. —
- For
interest on
on one
hundred and
and fiftyfifty- Sacs
Sacs and Foxos
Foxes
of Missouri.
seven thousand
thousand four hundred dollars, at five per centum, under the
the direction
direction of
Missouri.
of
second article treaty
October, eighteen
eighteen Vol. vii. p.
p. 540.
of the
the President, per second
treaty twenty-first
twenty-first October,
hundred and thirty-seven,
thirty-seven, seven
seventy dollars.
seven thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and seventy
dollars.
Seminoles. -— For the ninth of ten instalments
Seminoles.
schools, Seminoles.
instalments for
for the support
support of
of schools,
702.
per eighth article treaty seventh
seventh August, eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, Vol. xi. p.
p.702.
three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
instalments for
for agricultural
agricultural assistance,
assistance, per
per eighth
For the ninth of
of ten
ten instalments
eighth
article treaty seventh August, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, two
two thouthoueighteen hundred
sand dollars.
For the ninth of ten instalments for the support of
smiths'
of smiths and
and smiths'
shops
article treaty
treaty seventh
August, eighteen
shops, per
per eighth
eighth article
seventh August,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
fifty-six,
fifty-six, two
two thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred dollars.
For five per centum interest on two
thousand dollars,
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
dollars,
to be paid as annuity, per eighth article treaty seventh August, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-six, twelve thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
at five
For interest on
on two hundred
dollars, at
five per
per
centum, to be paid as annuity, they having
west, per
having joined their
their brethren
brethren west,
per
eighth article
article treaty seventh
seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-six,
fifty-six,
twelve thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Senecas.—
permanent annuity
annuity in.
in, specie,
per fourth
article treaty
treaty Senecas.
Senecas. - For
For permanent
specie, per
fourth article
Senecas.
twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventeen, five
hundred Vol. vii. p.
hundred and
and seventeen,
five hundred
p. 161.
dollars.
For
permanent annuity
fourth article
article treaty
seventeenth Vol. vii. p.
For permanent
annuity in
in specie,
specie, per
per fourth
p. 179.
treaty seventeenth
September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, five
dollars.
September, eighteen
five hundred
hundred dollars.
tools, and
and iron
iron and
and steel,
steel, during
during
For blacksmith
blacksmith and
and assistant,
assistant, shop
shop and
and tools,
pleasure of
treaty twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth FebFeb- Vol. vii.
the pleasure
of the
the President, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
vii p.
p. 349.
ruary, eighteen
eighteen hundred
dollars.
hundred and
and thirty-one,
thirty-one, one
one thousand
thousand and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
For miller during the pleasure
pleasure of the
article tt'eaty
the President, per
per fourth
fourth article
treaty
twenty-eighth
eighteen hundred
thirty-one, six
six hundred
twenty-eighth February,
February, eighteen
hundred and
and thirty-one,
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
Senecas of New York.—
Senecas
permanent annuity,
of interest
on Senecas of
York. - For permanent
annuity, in
in lieu
lieu of
interest on
stock, per act of nineteenth February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one,
thirty-one, New
New York.
York.
1831,
26.
ch. 26.
1831, ch.
six thousand dollars.
Vol. iv.
v p.
p 44S.'
For interest, in lieu of investment, on seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars, at
at
five per centunm,
centurn, per act of twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh June, eighteen hundred ana 1P4f
ch. 3
4
1W ch.
A..
vVol
o ix D. 36
forty-six, three thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
Win D. 36
For interest, at five per centum, on forty-three
thousand and
and fifty
fifty dol
forty-three thousand
dol
lars, transferred
transferred from Ontario
Ontario Bank to the United
United States treasury,
treasury, per
per act
ace
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of
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six, two thousand one
twenty-seventh June,
of twenty-seventh
hundred
fifty-two dollars and fifty cents.
hundred and fifty-two
Senecas
and
Senecas
and Shawnees.
Shawnees.—
permanent annuity
fourth
per fourth
specie, per
in specie,
annuity in
- For
For permanent
Senecas and
Senecas and
Shawnees.
article
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighteen, one
seventeenth September, eighteen
article treaty
treaty seventeenth
Shawnees.
Vol.
Vol. vii. p. 179.
179 thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For blacksmith
blacksmith and
assistant, shop
and tools,
tools, and
and iron
steel for
for
and steel
iron and
shop and
and assistant,
For
shop, during
pleasure of
fourth article
treaty twenarticle treaty
per fourth
President, per
the President,
of the
the pleasure
during the
shop,
sixty dollars.
Vol. vii.
tieth July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
thirty-one,.one thousand
thousand and
and sixty
and thirty-one,.one
hundred and
vii. p. 352. tieth
Vol.
Shawnees.
Shawnees. —For
permanent annuity
for educational
purposes, per
per
educational purposes,
annuity for
For permanent
Shawnees.Shawnees.
Vol. vii.
fourth article
article treaty
treaty third
seventeen hundred
hundred and ninety-five,
ninety-five, and
August, seventeen
third August,
p. 51.
51. fourth
vii. p.
Vol.
Vol. x.p.1.066.
article treaty
treaty tenth
tenth May,
May, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, one thoueighteen hundred
third article
x. p. 1066. third
Vol.
sand dollars.
centum, on forty thouFor twelfth
instalment of interest, at five per centum,
twelfth instalment
For
sand dollars
dollars for
for education,
article treaty
treaty tenth
eighteen hun
hun
tenth May, eighteen
third article
per third
education, per
sand
-dollars.
tired
dollars.
fifty-four, two thousand dred and fifty-four,
For permanent
permanent annuity
educational purposes,
purposes, per fourth article
for educational
annuity for
For
seventeen, and
Vol. vii.
p. 46. treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
September, eighteen
twenty-ninth September,
treaty twenty-ninth
vii. p.
Vol.
third
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, two thoutenth May, eighteen
treaty tenth
article treaty
third article
sand
sand dollars.
Six
of
Six Nations
New York.
York.—
clothing and
and
in clothing
annuity in
permanent annuity
For permanent
- For
of New
Nations of
Six
Six Nations
Nations of
seventeen
tneaty eleventh November, seventeen
New York.
other useful articles, per sixth article treaty
Vol. vii. p.
p. 46. hundred and ninety-four, four thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Treaty of
of Fort
Fort
Treaty
Laramie.—
For last
last of
instalments, at the discreof five
five instalments,
- For
Fort Laramie.
of Fort
Treaty of
Treaty
merchandise, for payment of anLaramie.
tion of the President, in provisions and merchandise,
Laramie.
749. nuities,
transportation of the
to certain tribes of Indians, seventy
the same,
same, to
and transportation
nuities, and
Vol. xi. p. 749.
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Umpquas,
Umpquas,
Band.)— For
For twelfth of twenty instalments in
Creek Band.)-(Cow Creek
Umpquas, (Cow
Umpquas,
blankets, clothing, provisions,
(Cow Creek
provisions, and stock, per third article treaty nineteenth
nineteenth
Band.)
Band.)
and fifty
Vol.
x. p.
p. 1027.
1027. September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-three,
fifty-three, five
fifty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
five hundred
September, eighteen
Vol. x.
first of
Oregon. - For first
Umpquas
Umpquas and
and Calapooias,
of Umpqua
of
Valley, Oregon.—For
Umpqua Valley,
Calapooias,of
Umpquas
and
Umpquas and
beneficial objects,
Calapooias
five
annuity for beneficial
objects, to be
the third series, of annuity
instalments, of the
five instalments,
Calapooias of
1J
pqua Valley.
nineteenth
article treaty
per third
as directed
Valley. expended
IJmpqua
expended as
directed by the President, per
third article
treaty nineteenth
x. p.
seven hundred
hundred
three, one
one thousand seven
hundred and
and fifty
Vol. x.
p. 1027.
1027. September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fiftrthree,
dollars.
For
instalments for
physician and
pay of aa physician
the pay
for the
fifteen instalments
of fifteen
eleventh of
For eleventh
Vol.
p.1127. Purchase of
medicines, per
sixth article
article treaty
treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth November,
November,
per sixth
1127. purchase of medicines,
x. p.
Vol. x.
eighteen hundred
thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-four, two thousand
eighteen
a teacher and purFor
eleventh of twenty
instalments for the pay of a
twenty instalments
For eleventh
chase of
of books
and stationery,
per sixth
sixth article
article treaty
twenty-ninth Notreaty twenty-ninth
stationery, per
books and
chase
hundred and
hundred and fifty-four, one thousand four hundred
and
vember, eighteen hundred
fifty dollars.
Winnebagoes.
Winnebagoes.—
For interest
interest on
on one
one million
million dollars,
at five
per centum,
centum,
five per
dollars, at
Winnebagoes.- For
Winnebagoes.
Vol. vii. p. 545.
545 . per fourth article treaty
hundred and
and thirtythirtyeighteen hundred
November, eighteen
first November,
per fourth article treaty first
Vol.
seven,
fifty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
seven, fifty
eighty-five thousand
For nineteenth
nineteenth of thirty instalments of interest
interest on eighty-five
For
Vol.
ix. p.
878. dollars,
at five
five per
fourth article
article treaty thirteenth October,
per centum,
centum, per fourth
dollars, at
p. 878.
Vol. ix.
eighteen
hundred and forty-six,
forty-six, four thousand two hundred and fifty dollars.
eighteen hundred
Mississippi,
For
payment of goods
purchased for the Winnebagoes,
Winnebagoes, Mississippi,
goods purchased
For the payment
by the bur[n]ing
Yancton Sioux, to replace
replace those lost .by
bur[n]ing of the
and Yancton
Sioux, and
eighteen
Goods
steamer "
Welcome "
fifteenth day
day of July, eighteen
on the fifteenth
Louis, on
at Saint
Saint Louis,
" at
" Welcome
lost by steamer
Goods lost
seventy-one
burning of
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, fifty-four
hundred and seventy-one
seven hundred
thousand seven
fifty-four thousand
hundred
of
burning
steamer Welcome.
dollars and eighty-three
cents; and to replace the goods
goods destined
destined for Ineighty-three cents;
dollars
come.
"Welcome"
dians in New Mexico,
burned on the steamer
steamer "
Welcome " at
Mexico, which were burned
dians
Saint
Louis on
the fifteenth
fifteenth day of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
on the
Saint Louis
cents;
eighty-three cents;
two thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
dollars and eighty-three
forty-five dollars
and forty-five
two
replace the goods destined
destined for Indians in the Territory of Utah,
Goods burned and to replace
in wagons.
wagons,
which were
wagons transporting the same from Newere burned
burned on one of the wagons
which
in
twenty-second day of August, eighteen hunbraska city
huncity to Utah, on the twenty-second
braska
dred
sixty-four, six thousand three hundred and thirty-one dollars and
and sixty-four,
dred and
vii.
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thirty-eight
cents::Provided,
Provided,however,
however, That any moneys
•
thirty-eight cents
to be
be recovered
recovered Insurance remoneys to
to be
be
for insurance upon said goods shall be refunded
refunded to the treasury
treasury of the
the covered
covered to
paid to the
Unitfed
United
States.
United States.
United States.
States.
For the payment
payment of
made by
by the
of the
the Interior,
to Payments of
of awards
awards made
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, to
be paid as damages growing out of the loss and destruction
destruction of
of improveimprove- awards
awards for
for damdamage to
ages
ments made upon the lands known as the Winnebago
Winnebago Reservation,
Reservation, in Blue ments
nt oonimprovemrineWinneEarth County, Minnesota, by the bona
settlers thereon,
thereon, under
bona fide actual
actual settlers
under bago reservation.
the preemption
preemption laws of the United States,
same was
was selected
States, before
before the
the same
selected
and set apart as an Indian reservation,
reservation and
was made
made p
urand which
which award
award was
pursuant to an act of congress entitled "
in act
of preemptors
preemptors
" An
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
on the home reservation of
the Blue
Blue Earth
Earth region
of the Winnebagoes,
Winnebagoes, in
in the
region
in the State of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," approved
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred 1862,
approved July
July fourteenth,
1862, ch. 165.
and sixty-two, and to be paid to the several
in the
the said
Vol. xii.
p. 566.
several parties named
named in
said Vol.
xii. p.
566.
award, seven thousand three hundred
and two
dollars and
six cents.
hundred and
two dollars
and six
cents.
Yancton Tribe
Tribe of Sioux.
Sioux. —
Tancton
ten instalments
to be
paid Yancton
- For seventh
seventh of
of ten
instalments to
be paid
Vancton Sioux.
to them or expended
expended for their benefit,
benefit, commencing
commencing with
the year
year in
in which
with the
which
they shall remove
remove to
to and
and settle
and reside
upon their
reservation, per
settle and
reside upon
their reservation,
per
fourth article .treaty nineteenth
fifty-eight, Vol. xi. D.
nineteenth April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eight,
D.744.
744.
sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Calapooias, Molalla,
Molalla, and
Calapooias,
and Clackamas
6Oackamas Indians,
Indians, of
of Willamette
Willamette Valley.
Valley. -—
Calapooias,
Calapooias,
For first of five instalments of the second series
annuity for
of
series of
of annuity
for beneficial
beneficial Molallas,
Molallas, &c.,
&c., of
W
1
Vi
y
.
11amette Valobjects,
objects, per second article
twenty-second January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hunarticle treaty
treaty twenty-second
hun- tillaette
Valdred and fifty-five, six thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
dollars.
Vol. x.
p. 44
Vol.
x. p.1144.
Poncas.
Poncas. -— For the second of ten instalments of
of the
the second
second series,
series, to
to be
be Poncas.
poncas.
paid to them or expended
expended for their benefit,
benefit, commencing
year in
in
commencing with
with the
the year
which they shall remove
remove to and settle upon
tract reserved
for their
their
upon the
the tract
reserved for
future homes, per second
second article treaty
hundred Vol. xii. p.
treaty twelfth
twelfth March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
997.
p.997.
and fifty-eight, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
dollars.
For seventh of ten instalments for the establishment
maintenance
establishment and
and maintenance
of one or more manual-labor schools, under the direction
of the
President,
direction of
the President,
per second article
article treaty twelfth
twelfth March,
March, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight,
five thousand dollars.
dollars.
For seventh of ten instalments, or
of the
or during
during the
the pleasure
pleasure of
the President,
President,
to be expended
expended in furnishing
furnishing said Indians with such aid and assistance
assistance in
in
agricultural and mechanical
mechanical pursuits,
including the
the working
working of
the mill
pursuits, including
of the
mill
provided for in the
provided
of this
Secretary of
the first part
part of
this article,
article, as
as the
the Secretary
of the
the InteInterior may consider advantageous
advantageous and necessary
necessary for
second article
article
for them,
them, per
per second
treaty twelfth March, eighteen hundred and fifty-eight,
seven thousand
thousand
fifty-eight, seven
five hundred
hundred dollars.
D'
other allied
allied Tribes
Tribes in Washington
D' Wamish and other
Washington Territory.—
Territory.- For
For sixth
sixth D'Wamish,
D' %Famish,
&c., in
in ±Washinstalment
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, under
instalment on one hundred and
under the
the direction
direction &c-,
Washington
Territory.
of the President, per sixth article
twenty-second January, eighteen
article treaty twenty-second
eighteen igton Territory.
Vol. xii. p. 927.
hundred
thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, ten thousand
dollars.
Vol. xi. p.927.
For sixth of twenty instalments for the establishment and
support of
of
and support
an agricultural
agricultural and
and industrial
industrial school, and
aijd to provide said
with a
said school with
a
suitable
suitable instructor or instructors, per fourteenth article treaty twentytwentysecond January, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, three thousand
eighteen hundred
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for the establishment
establishment and
and support
support of
of a
a
smith and carpenter
carpenter shop, and to furnish them with the necessary
necessary tools,
tools,
per fourteenth article
article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January, eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for the employment
employment of a
a blacksmith,
blacksmith,
carpenter, farmer, and physician who shall furnish
medicines for
for the
sick,
furnish medicines
the sick,
per fourteenth article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January,
hundred
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five, four thousand six hundred dollars.
Makah Tribe.
Tribe. —
- For last of three instalments on thirty thousand dollars, Makah
Makah tribe.
tribe.
under the direction of the President, per fifth article treaty thirty-first Vol.
under
xii. p.
p.940.
94,
Vol. xii.
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
thousand dollars.
fifty-five, two
two thousand
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for the support of an agricultural
and
agricultural and
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industrial
pay of
per eleventh
eleventh article
article treaty
treaty thirty
thirty
of teachers,
teachers, per
and for
for pay
school, and
industrial school,
first
January, eighteen
and fifty-five,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
two thousand
fifty-five, two
hundred and
eighteen hundred
first January,
dollars.
dollars.
For
sixth of
twenty instalments
instalments for
for support
smith and
and carpenter's
carpenter's
of a
a smith
support of
of twenty
For sixth
shop, and
and to
to provide
provide the
tools therefor,
per eleventh
treaty
article treaty
eleventh article
therefor, per
necessary tools
the necessary
shop,
thirty-first
January, eighteen
hundred and
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
fifty-five, five
and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
thirty-first January,
For
of twenty
the employment
employment of
of aablacksmith,
for the
instalments for
twenty instalments
sixth of
For sixth
carpenter, farmer,
and physician
physician who
who shall
shall furnish
medicines for
the sick,
sick,
for the
furnish medicines
farmer, and
carpenter,
per eleventh
eleventh article
thirty-first January,
January, eighteen
hundred and fiftyeighteen hundred
treaty thirty-first
article treaty
per
five four
four thousand
hundred dollars.
six hundred
thousand six
five,
iealla- Walla,
Walla, Cayuse,
and Umatilla
Tribes. —
For first
five instalof five
first of
- For
Umatilla Tribes.
Cayuse, and
Wallaments
of second
series, to
to be
under the
the direction
direction of
of the Presibe expended
expended under
ments of
second series,
dent, per
per second
article treaty
treaty ninth
ninth June,
June, eighteen
and fiflyfiftyhunderd and
eighteen hunderd
second article
dent,
five, six
six thousand dollars.
five,
For sixth
purchase of
of all
necessary mill
all necessary
for the
the purchase
instalments for
twenty instalments
of twenty
sixth of
For
fixtures and
and mechanical
and
books and
stores, books
hospital stores,
and hospital
medicines, and
tools, medicines,
mechanical tools,
fixtures
stationery for
for schools,
schools, and
and furniture
the employees,
employees, per
fourth article
article
per fourth
for the
furniture for
stationery
treaty ninth
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
three thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
ninth June,
treaty
For sixth
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
the pay
pay and
of one
one
subsistence of
and subsistence
for the
sixth of
For
superintendent of
of farming
farmer, two
two millers,
millers, one
one blackblackone farmer,
operations, one
farming operations,
superintendent
smith, one
maker, one
joiner, one
one
and joiner,
carpenter and
one carpenter
plough maker,
and plough
wagon and
one wagon
smith,
physician, and
teachers, per
fourth article
ninth June,
eighteen
June, eighteen
treaty ninth
article treaty
per fourth
two teachers,
and two
physician,
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, eleven
eleven thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars.
tuwo hundred
hundred
For
sixth of
of twenty
the pay
of each
of the
head chiefs
chiefs
the head
each of
pay of
for the
instalments for
twenty instalments
For sixth
of the
the Walla-Walla,
Cayuse, and
bands, the
the sum
five hunhunof five
sum of
Umatilla bands,
and Umatilla
Walla-Walla, Cayuse,
of
dred dollars
per annum,
article treaty
eighteen hunhunJune, eighteen
ninth June,
treaty ninth
fifth article
per fifth
annum, per
dollars per
dred
dred and
thousand five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
one thousand
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one
dred
For sixth
twenty instalments
instalments for
the son
son of Pio-pio-moxsalary for the
for salary
of twenty
sixth of
For
mox, per
article treaty
treaty ninth
ninth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-five,
and fifty-five,
hundred and
fifth article
per fifth
mox,
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one
Takama
of five
for
series, for
of second
second series,
five instalments,
instalments, of
first of
-For first
Nation.—For
Yakama Nation.
discretion of the President, per fourth article
beneficial objects, at the discretion
treaty ninth
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, eight thousand dollars.
ninth June,
June, eighteen
treaty
For sixth
support of
two schools,
schools, one of
of two
the support
for the
instalments for
twenty instalments
of twenty
sixth of
For
which
and industrial
repair
keeping in repair
school;;keeping
industrial school
agricultural and
be an
an agricultural
is to
to be
which is
school-buildings, and
for providing
providing suitable
suitable furniture,
furniture, books, and stationand for
school-buildings,
ery, per
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty ninth
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
hundred and
ninth June,
ery,
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five
For sixth
sixth of
twenty instalments
employment of
of one
one superinthe employment
for the
instalments for
of twenty
For
tendent of
of teaching
teaching and
and two
teachers, per fifth article treaty ninth June,
two teachers,
tendent
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
three thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand two
fifty-five, three
hundred and
eighteen
For
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for the employment
employment of one superinsixth of
For sixth
tendent of
and two
two farmers,
farmers, two
millers, two
two blacksmiths,
one tinblacksmiths, one
two millers,
farming and
of farming
tendent
ner,
carpenter, and
and one
per
maker, per
and plough maker,
one wagon
wagon and
one carpenter,
gunsmith, one
ner, one
one gunsmith,
fifth
treaty ninth
June, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-five,
nine thoufifty-five, nine
eighteen hundred
ninth June,
article treaty
fifth article
sand four
four hundred dollars.
For sixth
twenty instalments
flouring
instalments for keeping in repair saw and flouring
of twenty
For
sixth of
mills,
and for
for furnishing
article
necessary tools and fixtures, per fifth article
the necessary
furnishing the
mills, and
treaty
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
fifty-five, five
and fifty-five,
hundred and
ninth June,
treaty ninth
For
of twenty
for keeping
keeping in repair the hospital, and
and
instalments for
twenty instalments
sixth of
For sixth
providing
the necessary
necessary medicines
medicines and
and fixtures
therefor, per
article
fifth article
per fifth
fixtures therefor,
providing the
treaty
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
hundreddollars.
three hundred.dollars.
fifty-five, three
ninth June,
treaty ninth
For sixth
twenty instalments
instalments for
the pay
of aa physician,
physician, per fifth
pay of
for the
of twenty
sixth of
For
article treaty
treaty ninth
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
one thousand
thousand
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one
hundred and
ninth June,
article
four hundred
hundred dollars.
four
For
sixth of
instalments for
keeping in
in repair
the buildings
rebuildings rerepair the
for keeping
twenty instalments
of twenty
For sixth
quired for
the various
various employees,
and for
necessary furnifurnithe necessary
for providing
providing the
employees, and
for the
quired
ture therefor,
therefor, per
per fifth
eighteen hundred and
treaty ninth June, eighteen
article treaty
fifth article
ture
fifty-five, three
dollars.
hundred dollars.
three hundred
fifty-five,
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For sixth of twenty instalments for the
salary of
of such
person as
as the
the
the salary
such person
confederated tribes and bands of
said confederated
select to
to be
be their
of Indians may
may select
their head
head
chief, per fifth article treaty ninth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Nez
Perce Indians.
Her Perce
Indians. -— For sixth of
for the
Nez Force
Inof twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
the support
support Nez
Perce Inof two schools, one of which to
be an
an ag
ri
cu lt ura land
an d industrial
i
nd
us t
ri
alschool;
sc h
ool;
dians.
to be
agricultural
dian s.
keeping
keeping in repair school-buildings,
school-buildings, and
providing suitable
suitable furniture,
furniture,
and for
for providing
books,
books, and stationery,
stationery, per fifth article treaty eleventh June, eighteen hunhun- Vol.
958.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 958.
dred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
instalments for the employment
For sixth of twenty instalments
employment of
superinof one
one superintendent
tendent of teaching
teaching and two teachers, per fifth article treaty
treaty eleventh
eleventh
June, eighteen hundred
fifty-five, three thousand
hundred and fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand two
two hundred
For sixth of twenty instalments
instalments for keeping
keeping in
repair blacksmiths',
in repair
blacksmiths', tintinsmiths', gunsmiths', carpenters'
carpenters' and wagon
wagon and
and plough
plough makers'
makers' shops,
and
shops, and
for providing
providing necessary tools therefor,
per fifth
article treaty
treaty eleventh
therefor, per
fifth article
eleventh
June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments
instalments for
employment of
of one
one superinfor the employment
superintendent of farming, and two farmers, two
two blacksmiths,
two millers,
millers, two
blacksmiths, one
one
tinner, one gunsmith, one carpenter, and one
and plough
plough maker,
maker,
one wagon and
per fifth article treaty eleventh
eleventh June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, nine
nine
thousand four hundred dollars.
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for keeping in
and flouring
in repair
repair saw
saw and
flouring
mills, and
and for furnishing the necessary
necessary tools
tools and
fixtures therefor,
therefor, per
per
and fixtures
fifth article treaty eleventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
five
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
hundred dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for
repair the
the hospital,
and
for keeping
keeping in
in repair
hospital, and
providing
providing the necessary
necessary medicines and furniture
furniture therefor,
fifth artiartitherefor, per
per fifth
cle treaty eleventh
eleventh June, eighteen hundred and
three hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
hundred
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for pay of
physician, per
article
of a
a physician,
per fifth
fifth article
treaty eleventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one
one thousand
four
thousand four
hundred dollars.
For first of five instalments
instalments of second series, for beneficial
beneficial objects,
objects, at
at
the discretion
discretion of the President, per fourth article
article treaty eleventh
eleventh June,
June,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments
For
instalments for keeping in repair the
buildings for
for
the buildings
the various employees, and for providing
the necessary
therefor,
providing the
necessary furniture
furniture therefor,
per fifth article treaty eleventh
eleventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-five, three
and fifty-five,
three
hundred dollars.
For sixth of twenty
twenty instalments for
salary of
such person
as the
the
for the
the salary
of such
person as
tribe may select to be their head chief, per
fifth article
article treaty
per fifth
treaty eleventh
eleventh
June,
June eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
Flatheadsand
and other confederated
confederated Tribes.
Flatheads
Tribes. -— For the
Flatheads and
and
the second
second of
of five
five instalinstal- Flatheads
other con
federments on one hundred and twenty thousand dollars, being the second
second other
confederated
tribes.
ated tribes.
series,
series, for beneficial
beneficial objects, at the discretion
discretion of the President,
President, per fourth
Vol. xii.
976.
Vol
i p. 976
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five thousand
thousand
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for the
of an
an agricultural
the support
support of
agricultural and
and
industrial school,
school, keeping
keeping in repair the buildings, and
providing suitable
suitable
and providing
furniture, books, and stationery, per
article treaty
July,
per fifth
fifth article
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
three hundred
hundred dollars.
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
dollars.
For sixth of twenty
instalments for providing
twenty instalments
providing suitable
suitable instructors
instructors theretherefor,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
for, per fifth article treaty sixteenth July, eighteen
one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for keeping in repair
repair blacksmiths',
blacksmiths', tin
tin
and gunsmiths', carpenters'
carpenters', and wagon and plough
shops, and
and
plough makers'
makers' shops,
providing necessary tools therefor, per
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
July,
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
For sixth
sixth of twenty Instalments
For
instalments for the employment of two farmers,
two
farmers, two
XIII.
VOL. Ins.
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Flatheads, &e.
&c. millers, one blacksmith, one tinner, one gunsmith, one carpenter, and one
one
wagon
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
July, eighteen
wagon and
and plough
plough maker,
maker, per
per fifth
fifth article
eighteen
hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, seven thousand four
four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments
instalments for
for keeping
keeping in
in repair
repair saw and
and flouring
flouring
therefor, per
fifth
mills, and for furnishing the
the necessary
necessary tools and
and fixtures
fixtures therefor,
per fifth
hundred and
article treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five hundred
hundred
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments
repair the hospital, and
instalments for
for keeping
keeping in repair
providing the
medicines and
furniture therefor,
therefor, per
the necessary
necessary medicines
and furniture
per fifth article
treaty
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
three hundred
doltreaty sixteenth July,
July, eighteen
hundred and
fifty-five, three
hundred dollars.
For
For sixth
sixth of
of twenty
twenty instalments for pay of aa physician,
physician, per fifth
fifth article
treaty
eighteen hundred
thousand four
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
July, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one
one thousand'
four
hundred dollars.
hundred
twenty instalments for
reFor sixth of twenty
for keeping
keeping in repair
repair the
the buildings
buildings refurnishing necessary
quired for the various
various employees,
employees, and furnishing
necessary furniture
furniture therethe-eeighteen hundred
fifty-five,
for, per fifth article
article treaty sixteenth July,
July, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-five,
three hundred dollars.
instalments for
For sixth of twenty instalments
for the
the pay of each
each of the head
head chiefs
chiefs
of
per fifth
fifth
of the Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper
Upper Pend d'Oreilles
d'Oreilles tribes,
tribes, per
article treaty sixteenth July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, fifteen
fifteen hunhundred dollars.
Transportation of
Transportation
of annuity
annuity goods and
and provisions
provisions for
for the Flathead
Flathead InIndians,
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
dians, per fifth
fifth article
article of
of the
the treaty
treaty of
of July
July sixteenth,
hundred
and fifty-five, for the present fiscal year, eleven thousand nine hundred and
and
forty-one cents, or so much thereof as shall
be necestwenty dollars and forty-one
shall be
necessary.
Insurance and
transportation of
Insurance
and transportation
of annuity
annuity goods and
and provisions
provisions for
for the
Flathead Indians, per fifth article
article of the treaty.of
treatynf July sixteenth, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, for the fiscal year ending
ending June thirtieth,
hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
twenty dollars
hundred and
and sixty-six, eleven
eleven thousand nine
nine hundred
and twenty
necessary.
and forty-one cents, or so much thereof as shall be necessary.
Confederated
and Bands
Middle Oregon.
Middle Oregon,.
Oregons.
Confederated Tribes
Tribes and
Bands of
of _Indians
Indians in
in Middle
Oregon. —
- For
For
first of five instalments, second series, of six thousand dollars, for beneficial
beneficial
vol. xii. p.
second article treaty
Vol.
p. 964.
964. objects, at
at the discretion
discretion of the President, per
per second
treaty twentyfifth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, six thousand
thousand dollars.
For sixth of fifteen instalments for pay and subsistence
subsistence of one farmer,
one blacksmith,
blacksmith, and one wagon and plough maker,
fourth article treaty
treaty
maker, per
per fourth
twenty-fifth
fifty-five, three
three thousand
twenty-fifth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
thousand five
five
hundred dollars.
hundred
For
twenty instalments
instalments for
For sixth of twenty
for pay
pay and subsistence
subsistence of
of one
one physiphysician,
superintendent of
and
cian, one
one sawyer, one
one miller, one superintendent
of farming
farming operations,
operations, and
one school-teacher, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty twenty-fifth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five thbusand
thbusand six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments for payment of salary to the head chief
chief
of said confederated
confederated bands, per fourth
fourth article treaty twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth June,
eighteen
fifty-five, five
dollars.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Molels.
MoleIs.
Indians.—
Molel Indians.
- For sixth of ten instalments for keeping in repair
repair
saw and flouring mills, and for the pay of necessary employees, the beneconfederated bands, per second
second
fits of which to be shared alike by all
all the
the confederated
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 981.
981. article
treaty twenty-first
December, eighteen
hundred and
artiele treaty
twenty-first December,
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, one
one
and fifty-five,
thousand five hundred dollars.
carpenter and joiner to aid
For sixth of ten instaltnents
instalments for the pay of aa carpenter
in
buildings and
furnish
in erecting
erecting buildings
and making furniture
furniture for
for said
said Indians,
Indians, and
and to
to furnish
twenty-first December,
December,
tools in
in said
said service, per second
second article treaty twenty-first
eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two thousand dollars.
manual-labor school, for
materials
For pay of
of teachers to manual-labor
for all necessary
necessary materials
therefor, and for the subsistence
subsistence of the pupils, per second article treaty
twenty-first
twenty-first December, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, three thousand
dollars.
dollars.
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Qui-nai-elt
and Quil-leh-ute Indians.—For
Indians.- For last
Qui-nai-elt and
three instalments
instalments Qui-nai-elts
last of
of three
Qui-nal-el ts
on
and Quil-lehseries), for beneficial
on twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars (being the third series),
beneficial obob- and
Q'il-lehutes.
direction. of the President, per fourth
jects, under the direction.
fourth article
article treaty
treaty first
first te.Vol. xii.
xii. 972.
p. 972.
July, eighteen
July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, one thousand
thousand six
hundred dollars.
dollars.
six hundred
For
sixth
For sixth of twenty instalments for the support of an agricultural
agricultural and
and
industrial school,
school, and for pay of suitable instructors, per
industrial
tenth article
per tenth
article treaty
treaty
first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, two
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
dollars.
For sixth
sixth of twenty instalments for support of
shop,
of smith
smith and
and carpenter
carpenter shop,
and to provide
necesary, tools therefor,
provide the necesary
per tenth
tenth article
treaty first
first
therefor, per
article treaty
fifty-five, five
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
For sixth of twenty
For
twenty instalments
instalments for the employment
employment of
of a
a blacksmith,
blacksmith,
carpenter, and farmer,
farmer, and aa physician
carpenter,
physician who shall
for
shall furnish
furnish medicines
medicines for
the sick,
sick, per tenth article
the
article treaty first July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
four thousand
thousand six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
S'Klallams.—For
-For last of three instalments on sixty
S'Klallams.
sixty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, S'Klallams.
S'Klallams.
(being the third series,) under the direction of
of the
the President,
per fifth
President, per
fifth
article
treaty
twenty-sixth
article
twenty-sixth January, eighteen hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, four
four Vol. xii.
p. 934.
xii. p.
934.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
For six[th]
six[th] of twenty instalments for the support of
and
of an
an agricultural
agricultural and
industrial
school, and
and for
for pay for suitable teachers, per eleventh
industrial school,
eleventh article treaty
treaty
twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth January, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, two
thousand five
two thousand
five
hundred
hundred dollars.
For
sixth of twenty instalments
For sixth
instalments for the employment
employment of
blacksmith,
of a
a blacksmith,
carpenter,
farmer, and aa physician who shall furnish medicines
carpenter, farmer,
for the
the
medicines for
sick, per eleventh
sick,
eleventh article treaty twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, four thousand six hundred dollars.
and
Ottawa Indians
Indians of Blanc/lard's
Blanchard's .Fork
Fork and
Ottawa
and Roche
Bceuf —
third Ottaiias
Roche de
de Bceuf
- For
For third
Ottawas of
of
of four
four instalments,
instalments, in money, per fourth article
l3lanchard's
of
article treaty twenty-fourth June, Blanchard's
Fork
and Roche
Fork
Roche
c and
eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
eight thousand
thousand five
dollars.
sixty-two, eight
five hundred
hundred dollars.
euf.
de Bceuf.
For interest on seventeen
For
seventeen thousand dollars,
dollars, at
five per
centum, per
per
at five
per centum,
fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, Vol xii.
xi!. p.
p. 1238.
1238.
eight hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
For this amount, being the first
of the
the principal
principal and
first of
of four
four instalments
instalments of
and
interest
to June
thirtieth, eighteen
interest to
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
payable for
sixty-two, payable
for
stocks
stocks held by the government, one thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
fifty-five
dollars and thirty-eight
thirty-eight cents.
cents.
For
interest on one thousand
For interest
thousand six hundred
hundred and fifty-five
dollars, from
from
fifty-five dollars,
July first, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two, to June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hunthirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, two hundred
ninety-seven dollars
dred
hundred and ninety-seven
dollars and
ninety-six
and ninety-six
cents.
For second of four instalments
instalments of
interest due
due on
of the
the principal
principal and
and interest
on
stock, two thousand eight hundred and forty-nine
stpck,
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven
forty-nine dollars
dollars and
cents.
For interest
the balance of the stock, eight thousand
For
interest on
on the
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
and forty-nine
and
forty-nine dollars and sixty-one cents, held in trust from
from June
June thirtithirtieth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, to June
eth,
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and
and sixty-five,sixty-five; one thousand
thousand five hundred and thirty-eight dollars
dollars and
and
ninety-three cents.
cents.
ninety-three
For third
of four instalments of the principal sum held
For
third of
held, in
in stocks
the
stocks by
by the
government,
government, to be paid as annuity in
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, two
in eighteen
two
thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and forty-nine dollars
and eighty-seven
cents.
dollars and
eighty-seven cents.
For interest on five thousand six hundred
hundred and
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine dollars
dollars and
and
seventy-four
seventy-four cents, from June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
to
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, two
to June
June thirtieth,
hundred and
two hundred
and fortyforty.
one dollars and ninety-eight
ninety-eight cents.
Arapahoes
Indians of
the Upper
Upper Arkansas
Arapahoes' and
and Cheyenne Indians
of the
River. -— For
For Arapahoes and
Arkansas River.
and
fifth of fifteen instalments of annuity of thirty
be exex- Cheyennes
thirty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, to
Cheyennes of
of the
to be
the
pended
Arkansas.
pended for
for their
their benefit, -— that is to say, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars
dollars per
annum Upper
per annum
Upper Arkansas.
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for each tribe,
with the
the year
they shall
remove to
to
shall remove
which they
in which
year in
commencing with
for each tribe, commencing
and
reservations, — thirty
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
their reservations,upon their
settle upon
and settle
For third
of five
instalments to
said Indians
mill
a mill
with a
Indians with
the said
provide the
to provide
five instalments
For third of
suitable
sawing timber
and grinding
grinding grain,
one or
or more
shops,
mechanic shops,
more mechanic
grain, one
timber and
for sawing
suitable for
with
for the
the same,
same, and
dwelling-houses for
an interpreter,
interpreter,
for an
and dwelling-houses
tools for
necessary tools
with necessary
miller,
mill, (if
farmers, and
and the
the mechanics
mechanics
necessary,) farmers,
be necessary,)
one be
(if one
for mill,
engineer for
miller, engineer
that
their benefit,
benefit, five
five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
for their
employed for
be employed
may be
that may
For transportation
transportation and
and necessary
necessary expenses
of delivery
of annuities,
annuities,
delivery of
expenses of
For
Delivery of
annuities;
goods,
and provisions,
provisions, five thousand
thousand dollars.
goods, and
annuities;
For insurance,
insurance, transportation,
transportation, and
necessary expenses
of the
delivery
the delivery
expenses of
and necessary
to ChiNpewas
For
Chippewas
to
of annuities
annuities and
and provisions
provisions to
the Chippewas
Chippewas of
Lake Superior,
thoufive thouSuperior, five
of Lake
of Lake
Lake Superior;
uperior; of
to the
of
sand
seven hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars
dollars and
sixty-three cents.
cents.
and sixty-three
sand seven
For insurance,
transportation, and
and necessary
expenses of
the delivery
delivery
of the
necessary expenses
to Chippewas
insurance, transportation,
For
to
of annuities and
provisions to
to the
the Chippewas
the Mississippi,
thouof Mississippi.
three thouMississippi, three
of the
Chippewas of
of annuities and provisions
of Mississippi.
sand
eight
hundred
and
eighty-six
dollars
and
seventy-five
cents.
cents.
seventy-five
and
dollars
eighty-six
and
hundred
eight
sand
Chippewas of
and Pembina
Pembina Tribe
of Chippewas.
For ananChippewas.-— For
Tribe of
Lake, and
Red Lake,
Chippewas
of Red
Chippewas
of
Chippewas of
nuity to
to be
to the
the Red
Red Lake
Lake band of Chippewas, during
Red Lake
Lake and
capita to
per capita
paid per
be paid
and nuity
Red
Pembina
Pembina tribe.
the pleasure of
the President,
President, per
per third
third article
article treaty
treaty second
second October,
eighOctober, eighpleasure of the
the
66
Pembina,
Post, p.. 668.
treaty'
teen
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
second article
article supplementary
supplementary to treaty*
and second
hundred and
teen hundred
p
twelfth
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
sixty-four, ten
and sixty-four,
hundred and
twelfth April,
For
Pembina band
during the pleasChippewas, during
of Chippewas,
band of
the Pembina
to the
amount to
this amount
For this
ure of
the President,
President, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
of the
ure
For the
second of
instalments to
to be
annually for the
expended annually
be expended
fifteen instalments
of fifteen
the second
For
purpose of
of supplying
supplying them
them with
gilling twine,
calico, linsey,
matter, calico,
cotton matter,
twine, cotton
with gilling
purpose
blankets,
sheeting,
flannels,
provisions,
farming-tools,
and
for
such
other
such other
for
and
farming-tools,
provisions,
flannels,
sheeting,
blankets,
useful
articles, and
and for
for such
other useful
useful purposes
purposes as may
may be deemed for
such other
useful articles,
their
best interests,
interests, per
per third
third article
article supplementary
supplementary treaty
of twelfth
tNv elfth April,
treaty of
their best
eighteen
thousand dollars.
eight thousand
sixty-four, eight
and sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
For
the second
second of
instalments for
Pembina
objects for the Pembina
same objects
for same
fifteen instalments
of fifteen
For the
band
of
Chippewas,
four
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
thousand
four
Chippewas,
of
band
For
for pay
blacksmith, one
one physione blacksmith,
of one
pay of
instalments for
fifteen instaIments
of fifteen
second of
For second
cian,
who shall
furnish medicine
the sick,
one miller
and one
farmer,
one farmer,
miller and
sick, one
for the
medicine for
shall furnish
cian, who
three thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
three
For
of fifteen
fifteen instalments
for the
the purchase
purchase of iron and steel and
instalments for
second of
For second
other
articles
for
blacksmithing
purposes,
one
thousand five hundred dolone
purposes,
blacksmithing
for
articles
other
lars.
carpentering and
For second
second of
fifteen .instalments,
expended for carpentering
and
to be expended
instalments, to
of fifteen
For
other
purposes,
one
thousand
dollars.
thousand
other purposes, one
For second
second of
of fifteen
to defray
board of
expenses of aaboard
the expenses
defray the
instalments, to
fifteen instalments,
For
visitors, to
consist of
not more
more than
than three persons, to attend upon the
of not
to consist
visitors,
annuity
said Chippewa
Chippewa Indians, whose salary shall not
the said
of the
payments of
annuity payments
exceed
five dollars
dollars per
day, nor
nor more
more than
than twenty
twenty days,
ten cents per
days, and ten
per day,
exceed five
mile
expenses, and
exceed three hundred miles, three
to exceed
not to
and not
travelling expenses,
for travelling
mile for
hundred
and ninety dollars.
hundred and
For
insurance and
and transportation
transportation of
goods and provisions, and
annuity goods
of annuity
For insurance
material for
for building
including machinery, iron and steel for blackmill, including
building mill,
material
Pembina tribe, ten thousand
smiths,
for the
the Chippewas
thousand
Red Lake and Pembina
Chippewas of Red
smiths, for
dollars.
dollars.
For the
per fourth
fourth article
article of
of the
the treaty
treaty of October secpayment per
first payment
the first
For
ond,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-three,
to
be
expended
in the
of
the purchase of
in
expended
be
to
sixty-three,
and
hundred
eighteen
ond,
powder, lead,
such other
other beneficial
beneficial purposes
may
purposes as the chiefs may
or such
twine, or
lead, twine,
powder,
request, to
equitably distributed
among the said bands, two thousand
thousand
distributed among
be equitably
to be
request,
dollars.
For
the sum
sum of
of five
five hundred
dollars to be paid to each of the seven
hundred dollars
For the
chiefs
of
said
bands,
at
the
first
payment,
enable each to build for himto enable
payment,
first
the
at
bands,
said
of
chiefs
hundred and
self a
ahouse,
per fifth
article treaty
October second, eighteen ,hundred
treaty October
fifth article
house, per
self
sixty-three, three
five hundred
hundred dollars.
three thousand five
sixty-three,
Eastern
instalments, to
- For second of twenty instalments,
Shoshonees. —For
of Shoshonees.
Bands of
Eastern ShoShoEastern Bands
of such
shonees.
expended, under the direction
be expended,
direction of the President, in the purchase of
such
Bhonecs.
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articles as he may deem suitable to their wants, either
either as
as hunters
hunters o
or
herdsmen, ten thousand
herdsmen,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Western Band
Band of Shoshonees.
Shoshonees. —
- For first of twenty instalments in sucl
such Western Shoarticles, including cattle for herding or other purposes, as the Presiden
Presidentt shonees.
shonees.
shall deem suitable for their wants and condition,
either as
condition, either
as hunters
hunters o
or
herdsmen, per seventh
herdsmen,
seventh article treaty October
October first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
an
sixty-three, for the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
For second of twenty instalments
instalments for
same objects,
for the
the fiscal
year
for same
objects, for
fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, five
five thousand
thousand dolhundred and
and sixty-six,
dollars.
Northwestern
Bands of Shoshonees.
Shoshonees. —
- For second
Northwestern Bands
second of twenty instalments,
instalments , Northwestern
Northwestern
to be expended, under the direction
direction of the President, in the purchase
purchase of Shoshonees.
Shoshonees.
such articles as he may deem suitable to their
as hunters
or
their wants,
wants, either
either as
hunters or
herdsmen,
herdsmen, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Goship Bands
Shoshonees.- For
Goship
Bands of Shoshonees.—
For second
of twenty
instalments, to
second of
twenty instalments,
to be
Goship bands
be Goship
expended, under the direction of the President, in the purchase
of Shoshonees.
Shoshonees.
purchase of
of such of
articles, including cattle for herding, or
or other
as he
he shall
deem
other purposes,
purposes, as
shall deem
suitable for their wants and condition,
as huntsmen
condition, either
either as
huntsmen or
or herdsmen,
herdsmen,
one thousand
thousand dollars.
Creek Nation.—
Nation. - For interest on
on two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at five
five Creek nation.
permanent annuity to
per centum per annum, as permanent
money,
to be paid them
them in
in money,
or for such mechanical
mechanical labor or useful articles as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InInterior may from time to time direct, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For payment of second of five instalments,
instalments, to be expended
their
expended for their
benefit
benefit in the purchase of stock, horses, sheep, clothing, and
such other
and such
other
articles
articles as the Secretary of the Interior, with the council of said
said nation,
nation,
may direct, forty
ferti thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Indian
in New
Ne.w Mexico.
- For
Indian Service in
Mexico.—
For general
general incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of Indian service
service
in New
New Mexico;
New. Mexico
Mexico, presents of goods, agricultural
the Indian service
service in New
imple- in
agricultural impleMexico;
ments, and other useful articles, and
and to assist
assist them
them to
to locate
locate in
in permanent
permanent
abodes, and sustain themselves by
pursuits of
life, to
to be
be exeicby the
the pursuits
of civilized
civilized life,
pended under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the
thousand
the Interior,
Interior, fifty
fifty thousand
dollars.
Indian Service in the District
_Indian
leased from the
the Choctaws
District of
of Country
Country leasedfrom
Choctaws for
for in country
country
the
Indians lately residing
leased from Chocexpenses of
the Indians
residing in
in Texas. -For
—F or the
the expenses
of colonizing,
colonizing, leasedfrom
Choctaws.
supporting, and furnishing agricultural
agricultural implements
of necesneces- taws.
implements and stock, pay
pay of
sary employees, purchase
purchase of clothing, medicines,
medicines iron
iron and
and steel,
steel, and
and mainmaintenance
tenance of schools
schools for Indians lately residing
residi ng in
in Texas,
Texas, to
to be
be expended
expended
under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
the Interior,
dollars.
For the Wichitas
Bands.-— For
For
Wi,chitas and other affiliated
affiliated Bands.
For the
of Wichitas, &c.
the expenses
expenses of
colonizing,
colonizing, supporting, and furnishing
furnishing said bands with agricultural
agricultural impleimplements and stock, pay of necessary
necessary employees, purchase
of clothing,
medipurchase of
clothing, medicines, iron and steel, and maintenance
maintenance of schools, to
expended under
under
to ,be
be expended
the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Interior,'twenty
twenty thousand
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous. -— For the general incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
the Indian
Indian serser- Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
vice in California,
California, including travelling
travelling expenses of the
superintending Indian service
the superintending
service
in
undred dollars.
agents, seven thousand five hundred
dollars.
in California.
California.
For the purchase of cattle for beef and milk, together
with clothing
and
together with
clothing and
food, teams and farming tools for Indians in California, fifty-five thousand
thousand
dollars.
Extra clerks
For the compensation
compensation of five extra clerks, employed
employed in
office Extra
in the
the Indian
Indian office
clerks in
in
Indian office.
ofice.
under the acts of fifth August, eighteen hundred
fifty-four, and
and third
third Indian
hundred and
and fifty-four,
18s4,
ch.267.
1854, eh. 267.
March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, and
appropriations made
made Vol.
and under
under appropriations
576.
Vol. x. p.
p. 576.
ch. 175.
175.
from year to year,
Provided, That
1855, ch.
year, seven thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
That the said extra 1855,
Vol.
x.
p.
643.
clerks shall not be employed after the thirtieth
thirtieth day of June, eighteen
eighteen Proviso.
Proviso.
hundred and sixty-six,
unless
specially
sixty-six,
specially provided
provided for by law.
law.
For compensation
compensation of one clerk in the
office, to
enable the
the Indian
Indian office,
to enable
the SecreSecretary of the Interior
Interior to carry
carry out the regulations
regulations prescribed
give effect
prescribed to
to give
effect
47*
47*
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to the
seventh section
section of
of the
the act
act of
of March
March third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
third, eighteen
the seventh
to
fifty-five, granting
bounty lands
to Indians,
Indians, fourteen
fourteen hundred
hundred dollars:
dollars:
lands to
granting bounty
fifty-five,
employed after the thirtieth day
Provided, That
said clerk shall not be employed
the said
That the
Proviso.
Provided,
Proviso.
of June,
June, eighteen
sixty-sii, unless
for by
provided for
specially provided
unless specially
and sixty-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
of
law.
For compensation
compensation of
clerks in
the Indian
office, employed to
Indian office,
in the
extra clerks
two extra
of two
For
carry
out the
treaty with
with the
the Chickasaws
Chickasaws in
adjustment of
of their
their claims,
claims,
the adjustment
in the
the treaty
carry out
Proviso,
two
eight hundred
hundred dollars: Provided,
Provided, That the said extra clerks
thousand eight
two thousand
Proviso.
shall
after the
thirtieth day
day of June,
June, eighteen hundred
the thirtieth
employed after
be employed
not be
shall not
and
unless specially
provided for by law.
specially provided
sixty-six, unless
and sixty-six,
For
insurance, transportation,
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
delivery
of the delivery
transportation, and
Delivery of
of
For insurance,
Delivery
annuities
to
provisions to the Indian tribes in Minnesota
Minnesota and Michiand provisions
annuities and
of annuities
In- of
to Inannuities
inMinne- gan, twenty thousand three hundred and fifty dollars and
dians in
and sixty-two
sixty-two cents.
cents.
Iici- gan, twenty thousand three hundred and fifty dollars
sota and Michidelivery
For
necessary expenses
expenses of the delivery
transportation, and necessary
gan;
insurance, transportation,
For insurance,
gan;
to Pawnees,
Pawnees,
of Pawnee,
Pawnee, Ponca,
Ponca, and
and Yancton
Yaneton Sioux
Sioux annuity
annuity goods and provisions, ten
of
to
and
Poncas, and
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Sioux thousand
Yaonc
Yancton Sioux;
For expenses
of transportation
transportation and
and delivery
of annuity
annuity goods
goods to
the
to the
delivery of
expenses of
For
Blackfeet
to Blackfeet
Blackfeet
Indians, for the year, seventeen thousand dollars.
Blackfeet Indians,
Indians.
Indians.
For expenses
attending the
five
vaccination of Indians, two thousand five
the vaccination
Vaccination.
expenses attending
For
Vaccination.
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
For the
general incidental
incidental expenses
service in
in Oregon
Oregon
Indian service
the Indian
of the
expenses of
the general
Indian
For
service
Indian service
Washington Territory,
transportation of anTerritory, including insurance and transportation
in
and Washington
in Oregon and and
Washington.
therefor is made by
nuity goods
no special provision therefor
(where no
presents, (where
and presents,
goods and
nuity
Washington.
superintendent and
treaties,)
and
office
and
travelling
expenses
the
superintendent
and
of
expenses
travelling
and
treaties,) and office
sub-agents,
thirty-five thousand dollars.
sub-agents, thirty-five
For defraying
defraying the
the expenses
removal and
subsistence of Indians
and subsistence
the removal
of the
expenses of
For
Removal and
Removal
subsistence
of InWashington Territory,
Oregon and
and Washington
Territory, (not
(not parties to any treaty,)
treaty,) and for
In- in Oregon
subsistence of
dians in Oregon
dians
Oregon

pay of
necessary employees,
fifty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
employees, fifty
of necessary
Washington. pay
and Washington.
of
Indian Service
Nevada. -— For
expenses of
incidental expenses
general incidental
the general
For the
in Nevada.
Indian service
service
Service in
Indian
Indian

in Nevada;
Nevada;
in

in
in Utah;

in Colorado.
in

implements,
the Indian
Indian service
service in
agricultural implements,
in Nevada,
Nevada, presents of goods, agricultural
the
and other
other useful
useful articles,
to assist
locate in
permanent abodes,
in permanent
to locate
them to
assist them
and to
articles, and
and
and sustain
themselves by
the pursuits
pursuits of
of civilized
civilized life,
expended
be expended
to be
life, to
by the
sustain themselves
and
twenty-five thousand
under the
direction of
Secretary of the Interior, twenty-five
the Secretary
of the
the direction
under
dollars.
dollars.
Indian
Service in
the general
incidental exexgeneral incidental
For the
Territory.- For
Utah Territory.—
in Utah
Indian Service
presents ot goods, agripenses of
of the
the Indian
Utah Territory, presents
in Utah
service in
Indian service
penses
cultural
implements, and
and other
other useful
and to assist them to locate
articles, and
useful articles,
cultural implements,
in
abodes, and
civilized
themselves by the pursuits of civilized
sustain themselves
and sustain
permanent abodes,
in permanent
life, to
be expended
expended under
the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
under the
to be
life,
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
_Indian
Service in
in Colorado
Colorado Territory.—
Territory.- For the general incidental
Indian Service
expenses of
Indian service
service in Colorado
Colorado Territory.
Territory, presents of goods,
the Indian
of the
expenses
agricultural
implements, and other useful articles, and to assist them to
agricultural implements,
themselves by the pursuits of
locate in
permanent abodes, and sustain themselves
in permanent
locate
civilized life,
life, to
expended under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the
to be expended
civilized
Interior, twenty-five thousand dollars.
Interior,
For
interest on
on fifteen
fifteen thousand
abstracted bonds,
dollars, abstracted
thousand dollars,
of interest
payment of
For payment

Interest on
sixty-five,
abstracted bonds,
bonds ,
ending June
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-five,
for
abstracted
Cherokee school for the Cherokee school-fund,
school-fund,
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
Cherokee
the
for
school
Cherokee
and national
national

For
of interest
sixty-eight thousand dollars, abstracted
abstracted
on sixty-eight
interest on
payment of
For payment
bonds,
for the
year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
fiscal year
the fiscal
bonds, for
sixty-five,
of the
national fund, four thousand and eighty
Cherokee national
the Cherokee
sixty-five, of
dollars.
subsistence for the Navajo
For subsistence
in New
Mexico. —For
New Mexico.Indians in
Navajo Indian
Navajo Indians
Indianss Navajo
in New Mexico. Indians,
other
the purchase
agricultural implements, seeds, and other
purchase of agricultural
for the
and for
New Mexico. Indians, and
in
articles necessary
breaking the ground on the reservation
reservation upon the
the
necessary for breaking
articles
of
Provided, That any part of
Pecos
hundred thousand dollars: Provided,
River, one hundred
Pecos River,
said
said
to furnish wool or other necessary materials to said
used to
be used
may be
sum may
said sum
Indians,
be by
them manufactured
manufactured into clothing and blankets.
by them
to be
Indians, to
funds.
faads.
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For
of interest
For payment
payment of
interest on one million six hundred
hundred and
ninety thou
and ninety
thou-- Interest
Interest on
on
sand three
dollars, non-paying
sand
three hundred
hundred dollars,
non-paying stock held by the Secretary
th e non-paving
non-paying stock
stock
Secretary of
of the
held
in'trust
Interior in
held in
trust for
for
in trust for various Indian tribes,
Interior
tribes, up
up to
including the
the interes
to and
and including
interesttIndian
tribes.
Indian tribes.
payable July
hundred and sixty-six, four
payable
July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fortyforty
four hundred
hundred and
six thousand
four hundred
six
thousand four
hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three dollars
and fifty
cents.
dollars and
fifty cents.
For subsistence,
subsistence, clothing, and general
For
general incidental
incidental expenses of
Sisse - Expenses of
of the
the Sisseof
ton,
Wahpaton, Medawakanton,
Medawakanton, and Wahpakoota
Sisseton, WahpaWah paWahpakoota bands
ton, Wahpaton,
bands of Sioux or Da
a- Sisseton,
ton,
Medawaliankota
Indians, at
kota Indians,
at their new homes, one hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ton,
ton, and WahpaIndian
Service in
Idaho Territory.—
Territory. - For the general
general incidental ex
Indian Service
in Idaho
hands of
ex- krta
koota bands
of
Sioux
Indians.
penses
of the
Indians.
the Indian
service in
in Idaho Territory,
Territory, presents of goods,
penses of
Indian service
goods, agri
agri- Sioux
Indian
service
Indian service
cultural
cultural implements,
implements, and other useful articles, and to assist
them to
to locate
beat ein
assist them
in Idaho;
Idaho;
in permanent
abodes, and sustain
themselves by
in
permanent abodes,
sustain themselves
by the
the pursuits
pursuits of
of civilized
civilized
life, to
life,
to be
be expended
expended under the direction
direction of the
the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior,
Secretary of
of the
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
dollars.
Indian Service
Service in
in the
the Territory of
Arizona. - For the
_Indian
of Arizona.—
general inciinci- in Arizona.
the general
Arizona.
dental expenses
dental
expenses of the Indian service
service in the Territory
of Arizona,
Arizona, prespresTerritory of
ents
of
goods,
ents of goods, agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, and
and other
useful articles,
and to
to
other useful
articles, and
assist
them to
locate in
assist them
to locate
in permanent
permanent abodes, and sustain themselves
themselves by
by the
the
pursuits of
civilized life, to be
pursuits
of civilized
be expended
expended under the direction
direction of
of the
the SecSecretary of the Interior, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
retary
dollars.
All
that part
of the public
All that
part of
public domain in.
in. the
the Territory
Territory of
of Arizona,
lying Indian reservaArizona, lying
Indian reservawest
west of
of aadirect
direct line
line from Half-Way
Half-Way Bend to Corner Rock
Rock on
on the
the ColoColo _ tion.
tion.
rado River,
River, containing
containing about
seventy-five thousand
rado
about seventy-five
of
land,
shall
thousand acres
acres of land, shall
be set
be
set apart for an Indian reservation
reservation for
for the
Indians of
of said
said river
river and
and
the Indians
its tributaries.
tributaries.
To supply
supply deficiencies
To
deficiencies in the Indian service
service in
Arizona Territory,
Territory, Deficiencies.
in Arizona
Deficiencies.
twelve
twelve thousand nine hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for
the present
present fiscal
year.
for the
fiscal year.
Indian
Service in
in Montana
Indian Service
Montana Territory.-For
Territory.—For the general
general incidental
ex- Indian
incidental exIndian service
penses
of the
the Indian
Indian service
service in Montana
in Montana.
Montana.
penses of
Montana Territory,
Territory, presents of goods, in
agricultural
implements, and other
agricultural implements,
other useful articles,
assist them
them to
to
articles, and
and to
to assist
locate in
in permanent
permanent abodes,
locate
abodes, and sustain themselves
themselves by
pursuits of
of
by the
the pursuits
civilized
life, to
to be
civilized life,
be expended
expended under the direction of the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
Interior, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
To enable
enable the
To
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to negotiate
negotiate a
treaty with
a treaty
with the
the To negotiate
negotiate a
a
Blackfoot and other tribes of Indians to relinquish
relinquish so
Blackfoot
much of
of their
reser- treaty
treaty with
with the
so much
their reserthe
vation as
Blackfeet and
lies south
south of the
vation
as lies
the Missouri
Missouri River, fifteen
dollars.
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
otlher
other Idian
Indian
California.
- For pay of one physician,
physician, one
California.—
one blacksmith,
blacksmith, one
one assistant
assistant tribes.
blacksmith,
one farmer,
one carpenter, upon each of the four
blacksmith, one
farmer, one
reservations Indian
four reservations
service
Indian service
of
i California;
California, at
at the
the rate
rate of
fifty dollars per month, twelve
of California,
of fitly
twelve thousand
thousand in
California;
dollars.
Indian
Service in
Territory.- For
Indian Service
in Dakota
Dakota Territory.—F
or the general
general incidental
incidental exex- in Dakota.
penses
of the
the Indian
Indian service
Dakota Territory,
penses of
service in Dakota
Territory, presents
of goods,
presents of
goods,
agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, and other useful articles,
them to
to
articles, and
and to
to assist
assist them
locate in
permanent abodes and sustain
locate
in permanent
sustain themselves
by the
the pursuits
pursuits of
themselves by
of
civilized life,
to be
expended under the direction of the
civilized
life, to
be expended
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
dollars.
To
Yankton Sioux
To enable the agent of the Yankton
to restore
restore to
the friendly
friendly To restore
Sioux to
to the
members
of said
goods to
to YankYankmembers of
said tribe the goods and property
property and
and provisions
taken from
from goods
provisions taken
ton Sioux.
them by
by the
troops of
of the
the United
them
the troops
United States, ten thousand dollars.
ton
Sioux.
To enable the superintendent
superintendent of
of Indian
To enable the
Indian affairs
affairs of Dakota
Dakota Territory, To negotiate
negotiate
under
the direction
of the President, to negotiate
under the
direction of
negotiate a
a treaty
treaty of
of peace
and treaty with
with hoshospeace and
amity with
with the
the hostile Sioux, and other hostile
amity
hostile tribes
them, tile Sioux.
tribes allied
allied with
with them,
twenty thousand dollars.
For the
the transportation
transportation and necessary
necessary expenses
For
delivery of
of provisprovis- Delivery to
expenses of
of delivery
ions to the
the Indians
Indians within
within the
Utah superintendency,
superintendency, twenty-two
Utahs.
ions to
the Utah
twenty-two thou- Utahs.
sand five hundred dollars.
For salary
of aaspecial
For
salary of
special agent to take
take charge of Winnebago
Winnebago and
and PottaPotta- Special
Special agent
agent
watomie Indians
Indians now in the State of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, one thousand
watomie
five hundred
hundred for Winnebago
thousand five
Winnebago
dollars.
dollars.
Indians.
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Tabeguache Band of Utah Indians.— For the first of
of ten instalments
Tabeguache Band of Utah Indians.- For the firstSecretary
the Infor the
the purchase
purchase of
under the
direction of the Secretary of the
Inthe direction
goods, under
of goods,
for
eighteen
terior, per
per eighth
eighth article
treaty
of
October
seventh,
eighteen hundred and
seventh,
October
of
treaty
article
terior,
sixty-three, and
amendment of
of March
eighteen hunhunMarch twenty-fifth, eighteen
Senate amendment
sixty-three, and Senate
dollars.
dred
and
sixty-four,
ten
thousand
ten
sixty-four,
and
dred
For the same
for the
year ending
thirtieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ending thirtieth
the year
the same for
For
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, ten
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
and
For the
of ten
ten instalments
instalments for
for the
under
purchase of provisions, under
the purchase
first of
the first
For
the
direction
of
the
Secretary
the
Interior,
ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
of
the direction of the Secretary
For the
same for
year ending
ending thirtietk
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
the year
for the
For the same
and
sixty-five,
ten
thousand
dollars.
and sixty-five, ten thousand
For the purchase
of five
five American
American stallions,
treaty
ninth article treaty
per ninth
stallions, per
the purchase of
For
amendSenate
and
seventh
October,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-three,
Senate
amendsixty-three,
and
hundred
eighteen
seventh October,
ment of twenty-fifth
March, eighteen
sixty-four, two thouand sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ment of twenty-fifth March,
dollars.
sand
sand
agriof agriFor
of five
five instalments,
instalments, to
to be
be applied
applied for the purposes of
first of
the first
For the
animals, ten
culture, and for
for the
purchase
of
farming
utensils and
stock
and
utensils
farming
of
purchase
the
and
culture,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
hundred
For the
the same
same for
year ending
eighteen hundred
ending thirtieth of June, eighteen
the year
for the
For
and
sixty-five,
ten
thousand
dollars.
ten
and sixty-five,
For insurance, transportation,
and general
incidental expenses
expenses of the
general incidental
insurance, transportation, and
For
thousand
delivery
of
goods,
provisions,
and
stock,
five
thousand
dollars.
five
stock,
and
provisions,
goods,
of
delivery
enable the
To enable
- To
innebagoes
Winnebago and
Pottawatomie Indians
Indians of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.—
the
and Pottawatonmie
WTinnebago
Winnebagoes
Winneof
certain stray bands
of
charge
and PottawatoSecretary
of
the
Interior
to
take
charge
bands
of
Winneto
Interior
the
of
Secretary
and Pottawatoten thousand
Wisconsin, ten
miss of Wiscon. bago and
Pottawa.tomie Indians
Indians in the State of Wisconsin,
thousand
mies of Wiscon- bago and Pottawatomie
dollars.
Chippewas of
Chippewas
of the
and Pillagers
Lake Winnebagoshish
Winnebagoshish
Pillagers and Lake
Mississippi and
the Mississippi
Chippewas of
Chippewas of
apbe apto be
the Mississippi,
Bands
of
Chippewa Indians
Minnesota.-— For this amount to
in Minnesota.
Indians in
Chippewa
of
Beands
ississippiM,
the
and.
Pilla
W
Pillagers, and
comdepredations
claims for
off claims
Lakegers,
nneb
a- plied
for depredations
Mpayment towards the settlement o
in payment
plied in
W\innebaLake Wi
third
goshish bands.
by said
said Indians
eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, per
per third
in eighteen
Indians in
mitted by
goshish bands. mitted
Payment for
of the
the treaty
treaty May
May seven,
hundred and sixty-four, for
for the
the
eighteen hundred
seven, eighteen
article of
Pa yment for article
claims
lc
dollars.
thousand
twenty
year,
fiscal
Post,
;
p. 694.
present
thousand dollars.
6
aim;,
P
Mississippi bands
For this amount
amount to be paid to the chiefs of the Mississippi
bands of
of
For
treaty
article
third
treaty,
this
to chiefs;
Chippewas
upon
the
ratification
of
per
article
treaty
of
ratification
the
upon
Chippewas
to chiefs;
fiscal year,
May seven,
seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fbr the present fiscal
year,
sixty-four, for
and sixty-four,
hundred and
May
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
ten
depredato Hole-in-theFor
this amount
amount to
to be
Hole-in-the-Day for
for depredapaid to the chief Hole-in-the-Day
be paid
For this
Hole-in-theto
hundred
furniture
Day.
tions
committed
in
burning
his
house
and
furniture
in
eighteen
hundred
house
his
tions committed in burning
Day.
and
hundred
and sixty-two,
per
third
article
treaty
May
seven,
eighteen
seven,
May
treaty
article
third
per
and sixty-two,
thousand
sixty-four,
for
the
present
fiscal
five
dollars.
year,
fiscal
sixty-four, for the present
For clearing,
grubbin g,breaking,
breaking, and planting on the reserreserstumping, grubbing,
For clearing, stumping,
Clearing,
&c.,
Clearing, &c.,
of Mississippi,
vation
hereby
set
apart
for
the
Chippewas
Mississippi, in lots of not
not
Chippewas
the
for
apart
reservation.
set
vation hereby
reservation.
fourth article
less
than ten
ten acres
for the
the five bands of Indians, per fourth
article
each, for
acres each,
less than
of
seven, eighteen
present
hundred and sixty-four, for the present
eighteen hundred
May seven,
treaty May
of treaty
fiscal
year,
seven
thousand
hundred
dollars.
five
fiscal year, seven thousand
of
each of the chiefs of
For this
amount to
in building for each
expended in
be expended
to be
this amount
For
Houses for
fourth
the
in
provided
chiefs.
the
five
bands
of
the
Chippewas
Mississippi,
for
in
fourth
of
Chippewas
the
of
the five bands
chiefs.
hundred and sixty-four,
article
sixty-four, one
one
eighteen hundred
seven, eighteen
May seven,
of May
treaty of
the treaty
of the
article of
of
house each,
each, under
the
direction
of the
the Secretary
the Interior,.for
Interior,.for the
Secretary
of
direction
the
under
house
fiscal year
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, five thouhundred and sixty-six,
June thirty,
ending June
year ending
fiscal
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
yoke
with ten
For
of ten
ten instalments
ten yoke
to furnish said Indians with
instalments to
first of
For first
Oxen and aggrubbing-hoes, ten
hundred
two
log-chains,
of
good
work-oxen,
twenty
log-chains,
hundred
grubbing-hoes,
ten
twenty
ricultural
implework-oxen,
good
of
implericultural
handled, twenty
ments.
ploughs,
axes, handled,
twenty spades,
spades, and
and
grindstones, one hundred axes,
two grindstones,
ploughs, two
ments.
eighteen
other farming
per fifth
article treaty May seven, eighteen
fifth article
implements, per
farming implements,
other
hunfive hunthousand
hundred
and
sixty-four,
for
the
present
year,
one
fiscal
present
the
for
sixty-four,
and
hundred
dred dollars.
eighteen
endingg June thirty, eighteen
For the
same object
for the
fiscal year endin
the fiscal
object for
the same
For
dollars.
hundred
five
thousand
one
hundred
and
sixty-six,
thousand
hundred
dollars.
hundred and sixty-six,

Tabeguache
Tabeguache
band of
Utah
band of Utah
Indians.
nd ia ns
-6
Post, p. 675.
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For
For the
the employment
employment of two carpenters, one thousand eight
hundred Carpenters,
eight hundred
Carpenters,
dollars, and
and two
two blacksmiths, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
dollars,
dollars ; four
four smitshs,2bonrers,
smiths,
laborers,
physician,
and
farm laborers,
laborers, two thousand four
un d
re d d
oll ars; one
one physician,
physician' one
one 1,12
a
four h
hundred
dollars;
pedicine.
d
76 '
thousand two hundred dollars;
tiollars; and medicine
for sick,
five hundred
medicine for
sick, five
hundred doldollars,
lars, per
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty May seven,
seven, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four,
for the present fiscal year, seven thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For the same object for the fiscal year ending June thirty,
For
eighteen hunhunthirty, eighteen
dred and sixty-six, seven thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
For this amount to be applied towards the support
saw-mill to
to be
be Saw-mill.
Saw-mill.
support of
of a
a saw-mill
built
the common use of the Chippewas
Chippewas of Mississippi, and
built for the
and the
the Red
Red
Lake
Chippewas,
Lake and Pembina bands of Chippe
was, so long as
the President
as the
President may
may
deem it necessary, per sixth article treaty
May seven,
seven, eighteen
hundred
treaty May
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, for the present
present fiscal
year, one
thousand dollars.
fiscal year,
one thousand
dollars.
For same object for the fiscal year ending
hunending June
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
For this amount to be expended
expended in building a
a road, bridges,
&c., to
to Road,
Road, bridges.
bridges.
bridges, &c.,
their new agency, per sixth article treaty May
May seven,
seven, eighteen
eighteen hundied
hundi.ed
and sixty-four,
and
sixty-four, for the present fiscal year, seven thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
dollars.
For new
new agency buildings to be located
For
located by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Inte- New
agency
the InteNew agency
rior
for the common use of the Chippewas of Mississippi,
nor for
Mississippi, Red
Lake, and
and buildings.
buildings.
Red Lake,
Pembina,
Pembina, and Pillagers, and Lake Winnebagoshlsh
Winnebagoshith bands
bands of
Chippewa
of Chippewa
Indians, per sixth article treaty May
seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtyMay seven,
sixtyfour, for the fiscal year ending June
June thirty
thirty eighteen
sixty-six,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars, or so much
as shall
shall be
necessary.
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary.
For pay of services
services and travelling
travelling expenses
board of
visitors, to
Expenses of
expenses of
of aaboard
of visitors,
to Expenses
of
consist
consist of not more than five persons, to attend the annuity payments
payments to
to board of
of visitors.
visitors.
the Indians,
the
Indians, and so forth, and to inspect the fields,
fields, buildings,
mills, and
and
buildings, mills,
improvements as stipulated in
other improvements
in the
the seventh
article treaty
treaty May
seven,
seventh article
May seven,
eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, not exceeding
eighteen hundred
exceeding any
more than
any one year
year more
than
twenty days' service, at five
five dollars per
twenty
or more
more than
per day,
day, or
than three
three hundred
hundred
miles travel, at ten cents per mile,
mile, for
for the
year ending
ending June
June thirty,
thirty,
the fiscal
fiscal year
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, six hundred
and fifty
dollars.
hundred and
fifty dollars.
For
For expenses
expenses of the removal of Chippewas,
Chippewas, of Mississippi, to
to their
Removal of
of
their new
new Removal
homes, per
twelfth article treaty May seven,
homes,
per twelfth
seven, eighteen hundred and sixtysixty- Chippewas.
Chippewas.
four, at aa rate not exceeding
exceeding ten
dollars each
each person,
ten dollars
person, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending June thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
thousand dolsixty-six, eleven
eleven thousand
dollars, or so much thereof as shall be necessary.
necessary.
For the expenses
subsistence of eleven hundred
For
expenses of subsistence
of
hundred Chippewas,
Chippewas, of
of the
the Subsistence
Subsistence of
Mississippi, for six months at their new homes, at a
a rate not exceeding
Mississippi,
Chippewas.
exceeding Chippewas.
thirty-eight cents per day for each person, per
per twelfth
twelfth article
article treaty
treaty May
May
seven, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, for
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
for the
fiscal year
June
thirty,
eighteen
hundred and sixty-six,,
sixty-six, seventy-five
thirty,
seventy-five thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred
and
dollars, or so much thereof
and forty
forty dollars,
thereof as shall be necessary.
necessary.
For transportation
For
transportfttion of subsistence
subsistence for Indians,
Indians, for
months, to
to their
Subsistence.
for six
six months,
their Subsistence.
new
new homes, per twelfth article
article treaty
treaty May seven,
seven, eighteen
and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, at aa rate not exceeding seven
cents per
pound, for
seven cents
per pound,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year
year ending
ending June
June thirty, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
thirty thousand
sixty-six, thirty
thousand
four hundred and ninety-two dollars,
dollars, or
thereof as
be necesor so much
much thereof
as shall
shall be
necessary.
For
payment of female
female teachers
teachers employed on the
For the payment
Female teachteachthe reservation
reservation to
to Female
instruct
Indian girls
in domestic
domestic economy, per thirteenth article treaty ers.
instruct Indian
girls in
era.
May seven,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, for the fiscal
May
seven, eighteen
fiscal year
year ending
ending
June thirty,
June
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
SEC.
And be it further
enacted, That, to provide
SEC. 2.
2. And
further enacted,
provide for
usual distrifor the
the usual
distri- Medals.
Medals.
bution of medals among the chiefs of
of the
Indian tribes,
surf' of
five
the Indian
tribes, the
the suri
of five
thousand dollars
dollars be,
and the same is hereby, appropriated,
thousand
be, and
appropriated, out of
any
of any
money in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC.
SEC. 3.
8. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the
of the
Treasury
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
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is
authorized to
to pay
coin such
annuities as
the terms
of any
is authorized
pay in
in coin
such of
of the
the annuities
as by
by the
terms of
any
treaty of the United States with any Indian tribe, are required
required to
treaty
to be
be paid
paid
in coin.
coin.
Chiefs, &c.,
&c., of
Chiefs,
SEC.
of
enacted, That
That each
each of
SEC. 4. And be it
it further enacted,
of the
the chiefs,
chiefs, warriors,
warriors,
Stockbridge
Stockbridge
and
of
Indians
and heads
heads of families of the Stockbridge Munsee
Munsee tribes
tribes of
Indians rereMunsees
Munsees may enensiding in
of Shawana
State of
may, under
under the
the
a homestead. siding
in the
the County
County of
Shawana and
ter a
and State
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, may,
direction
Secretary of
direction of the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, enter
homestead and
and become
become
of the
enter a
a homestead
entitled
entitled to
to all
all the
the benefits
benefits of
an act
act entitled
An act
act to
to secure
of an
entitled ""An
secure homesteads
homesteads
1862, ch. 75.
domain," approved
May twenty,
eighteen
to actual settlers on the public domain,"
approved May
twenty, eighteen
Vol.
392. hundred and sixty-two,
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 392.
hundred and sixty-two, free from any
any fee or charge
charge whatever, and
and any
any
Abandoned
Abandoned
be
part of the lands being aa part of their present reservation,
reservation, which
which may
may be
reservations may
reservatiSns
may abandoned under the foregoing
foregoing provisions,
the direcdirecprovisions, may be sold under the
be sold.
tion
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
tion of
of the
the Interior,
and the
the proceeds
proceeds applied
applied for
for the
Interior, and
the benefit
benefit
of such
such Indians
as may
may settle
Indians as
settle on
aid them
on said
said homesteads,
homesteads, to
to aid
them in
in improving
improving
Homestead not the same. The said homestead
shall not be
be subject
subject to
to any
any
homestead thus secured
secured shall
subject to tax,
sbject
to
tax,
tax,
levy,
levy,
or
sale
whatever,
nor
shall
the
same
be
sold,
conveyed,
mortor
sale
whatever,
nor
shall
the
same
be
sold,
conveyed,
mort&c.
gaged, or
or in
any manner
manner encumbered
except upon
decree of
the disdisgaged,
in any
encumbered except
upon the
the decree
of the
trict
court of
of the
the United
provided. Whenever
Chiefs. &c.,
trict court
United States,
Chiefs,
&c.,
States, as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
Whenever any
any
chiefs, warriors,
warriors, or
or leads
heads of
families of
of said
tribes, having
filed
of said
said chiefs,
may become
heroine citiciti- of
of families
said tribes,
having filed
ns
zens.
ze .
with
the clerk
of the
the district court
a declaration
with the
clerk of
court of the United States a
declaration
of his intention
intention to
become a
to become
citizen of
the United
United States,
and to
to dissolve
dissolve
a citizen
of the
States, and
Proceedings.
Proceedings.
two years previous thereto,
shall apall relations
relations with any Indian
Indian tribe, tWo
thereto, shall
appear in
in said court,
prove to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction thereof,
pear
court, and
and prove
thereof, by
the testimony
by the
testimony
of two
two citizens
citizens of
of
United States,
States, that
last past
past he
he has
has
of the
the United
that for
for five
five years
years last
adopted the
the habits
of civilized
civilized life,
life, that
that he
adopted
habits of
himself and
he has
has maintained
maintained himself
and
family by his own Industry,
industry, $hat
and speaks
speaks the
hat he reads and
the English
English lanlana peaceable
peaceable and
and orderly
guage, that he is well
well disposed
disposed to become
become a
orderly citicitithat he
he has sufficient
capacity to
zen; and that
sufficient capacity
his own
own affairs;
the
to manage
manage his
affairs; the
a decree
decree admitting
admitting him to
to all
all the rights
court may
may enter a
rights of
of a
citizen of
of
a citizen
the United States, and
and thenceforth
thenceforth he
he shall
shall be
no longer
held or
or treated
be no
longer held
treated
as a
a member
of any
any Indian
tribe, but
shall be
be entitled
to all
rights
as
member of
Indian tribe,
but shall
entitled to
all the
the rights
subject to all the
tile duties
duties and
and liabilities
and privileges, and be subject
liabilities to
to taxation
taxation
of other
citizens of
the United
of
other citizens
of the
United States.
States. But
contained shall
shall
But nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
be construed to
to deprive
deprive them
them of
which they
they are
or may
be
of annuities
annuities to
to which
are or
may be
entitled.
entitled.
SEC. 5.
5. And
And be it
it further
enacted, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior
of
SEC.
Portions of
further enacted,
That the
the Interior
appropriations for be, and
appropriations
and lie
he is hereby, authorized
authorized to expend such part of the amount herein
herein
tribes in hostility,r 0a
appropriated to
to carry
stipulation with
with any
any tribe
or
maybeexppended
carry into
into effect
effect any
any treaty
treaty stipulation
tribe or
may
be expended appropriated
for individual
tribes
tribes of
Indians, all
any portion
portion of
of whom
be in
in a
of Indians,
all or
or any
whom shall
shall be
a state
state of
of actual
actual
loyal
members of
of hostility to the government of the United States, including
loyalmembers
Creeks,
hostility
government
including the
the Creeks,
tribe.
Choctaws, Chickasaws,
Choctaws,
Chickasaws, Seminoles,
Seminoles, Wichitas,
Wichitas, and
and other
tribes,
other affiliated
affiliated tribes,
as well as the
the Cherokees,
Cherokees, as
may be
as may
be found
found necessary
to support
such
necessary to
support such
of said
said tribes
tribes as
as have
have been
been driven
individual members of
driven from
from their
their homes
homes
or reduced
reduced to
to want
want on
or
on account
account of'
of their
their friendship
friendship to
to the
the United
United States,
States,
and enable
to subsist
until they
enable them to
subsist until
they can
themselves in
own
can support
support themselves
in their
their own
Account to be country:
country: Provided,
Provided, That
That an
an account
shall be
kept of
the sums
for
account shall
be kept
of the
sums so
so paid
paid for
kept.
kept.
the benefit
benefit of the said members of said tribes, which account
account shall be
be
rendered
to congress,
congress, at
rendered to
at the
the commencement
commencement of
of the
the next
session thereof,
thereof,
next session
Purchases
Purchases
and
purposes above
above set
set forth,
and all the purchases
purchases of articles for the purposes
forth, shall
shall be
be
how made.
made.
how
made of
of the
the lowest
responsible bidder after .nfficient
admade
lowest responsible
sufficient public notice by advertisement
vertisement in
also, That
That .the
said
in appropriate
appropriate newspapers:
newspapers: Provided,
Provided, also,
-the said
Secretary
Secretary shall
shall not
required to
accept any
any bid
bid which
which is
is in
judgnot be
be required
to accept
in his
his judgment unreasonable
unreasonable in
in its
character: Provided,
Provided, further,
further, That
no part
part of
of
No part to be ment
its character:
That no
expended for cer- said annuities
annuities shall
shall be expended
expended for Indians outside of the Indian
Indian TerriTerritain Indians.
ta
Indians.
tory
except in providing
or
tory south
south of
of Kansas,
Kansas, except
providing for such individual
individual Indians or
families as are sick
sick and
and unable
unable to
remove to
that territory,
territory, or
to remove
to that
or such
such as
as
may
be driven
driven out
may be
that territory
armed rebels,
rebels, after
of
out of
of that
territory by
by armed
after the
the passage
passage of
this
this act.
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 6. And
enacted, That
That the
Secretary of
the Treasury
the Secretary
of the
Treasury
Certain annuities
ities to
to be
be paid
paid
in coin.
iin
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be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed, in
lieu of
of the
the bondS
the The Secretary
and directed,
in lieu
bonds for
for the
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
sum of two hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty thousand dollars,
dollars, appropriated
appropriated for the. use
use of
to pay $250,000
of the Choctaw
appropria- in
Choctaw Indians,
Indians, by an act entitled
entitled "An
"An act making
making appropriato
Pny
$250,000
money
in lieu
contingent expenses
tions for the current and contingent
expenses of the Indian
Indian department,
department, of bonds, for supcertain
fulfilling treaty stipulations
and for fulfilling
stipulations with the various
various Indian
Indian tribes,
tribes, for port
port of
of certain
Cherokees,
the year ending June thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,"
sixty-two," approved
approved Creeks, &c.
&c.
sixty-one, to
March second, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
pay to
Secretary 1861, ch.
to pay
to the Secretary
85.
ch. 85.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 238.
238.
of the Interior
relief and
Interior two hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars for the relief
and Vol.
support of individual
individual members
members of Cherokee,
Cherokee, Creek,
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
Chickasaw,
Creek, Choctaw,
Seminole, Wichita,
Seminole,
Wichita, and other affiliated
tribes of
of Indians,
Indians, who
who have
affiliated tribes
have been
been
driven from their homes and reduced
reduced to
their friendto want on
on account
account of
of their
friendship to the government, as contemplated
contemplated by
the provisions
of an
an act
act enenby the
provisions of
titled "An
"An act making appropriations
the current
and contingent
contingent
appropriations for the
current and
1862, ch. 135.
expenses
expenses of the Indian department,
department, and for
treaty stipulations
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
stipulations Vol.xii.
Vol. xii. p
p. 528.
528.
with the various Indian tribes for
year ending
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
for the
the year
ending June
June thirtieth,
hundred and sixty-three,"
sixty-three," approved
approved July
fifth, eighteen
hundred
and
July fifth,
eighteen hundred and
sixty-two.
sixty-two.
SEC.
S
EC. 7. And be it further
further enacted,
Secretary of War be,
and Secretary
enacted, That the Secretary
be, and
Secretary of
of
he is hereby, authorized
War to
to furnish
furnish
authorized to furnish the
the so-called
so-called refugee Indians in the War
temporary
relief
Indian Territory
Territory such temporary
temporary relief
necessary, temPorary relief
relief as
as may
may be absolutely
absolutely necessary,
to refugee Inincluding clothing and provisions
provisions .during
fiscal year
during the
the residue
residue of
of the
the fiscal
year dians.
dians.
ending
June, eighteen hundred
ending the thirtieth of June,
hundred and
to be
be furand sixty-five,
sixty-five, to
furnished out of any money appropriated
appropriated for
and quarterquarterfor the commissary
commissary and
detailed report
shall be
be made
to Report to conmaster's department:
department: Provided,
Provided, That
That aadetailed
report shall
made to
congress.
congress, at its next session, of all expenditures
expenditures made
made for their relief.
gress.
SEC. 8.
it further enacted,
That any
person who
who may
drive or
or Unlawful
SEC.
8. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
any person
may drive
Unlawful driv&c., stock,
as hereinafter
provided, any
or other
other stock
remove, except
except as
hereinafter provided,
any cattle,
cattle, horses,
horses, or
stock ing,
ing, &c-stock,
horses, Kc.,
&c., from
from
Territory for the purposes
from the Indian Territory
purposes of
of trade
trade or
shall be
or commerce,
commerce, shall
be Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory,
a felony, and on conviction
guilty of a
conviction be
fine not
not exceeding
be punished
punished by
by fine
exceeding &c.,
&c., how punpunfive thousand
thousand dollars, or by imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
exceeding three
three years,
or ished.
years, or
ished.
by both
imprisonment.
both such
such fine
fine and
and imprisonment.
SEC.
9. And be it further enacted,
S
EC. 9.
enacted, That
agent of
each tribe
tribe of
That the
the agent
of each
of Agents
Agents of InIndian tribes
tribes may
may
Indians, lawfully
lawfully residing
residing in the said
said Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory, be, and he is
here- dian
is heresell horses, cattle
by, authorized
authorized to sell for the benefit of said
said Indians any
any cattle,
cattle, horses, &
forIn'datsle
&c.,
for Indians.
or other live stock belonging to said Indians, and
not required
for their
their
and not
required for
use and subsistence,
subsistence, under such
such regulations
regulations as
be established
established by
the
as shall
shall be
by the
Secretary of the Interior:
Provided, That
nothing in
in this
and the
the prepre- Proviso.
Interior: Provided,
That nothing
this and
ceding section
section shall
shall interfere
interfere with
with the
any order
the execution
execution of
of any
order lawfully
lawfully
movement or
or subissued by the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, connected
connected with
with the
the movement
subsistence of the
sistence
the troops
troops of the United States.
States.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
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RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.

[No. 1.]

Resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
.Toint Resolution
Navy to expend a
Portion of
of
a Portion
contingent Fund
Fundfor
the contingent
for enlarging
enlarging the Navy Department
Department Building.
Building.

Dec.
15, 1864.
Dec. 15,
1864.

Be it
it resolved
resolved by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of Representatives
of the
States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy Enlargement
Enlargement
That the
Secretary of
be,
and he
hereby is,
be, and
he hereby
authorized to
to expend
expend so
much of
the contingent
of Navy
Navy DepartDepart.
is, authorized
so much
of the
contingent of
b
fund
heretofore appropriated
may be
be necessary
necessa ry for
f
or th
en l
argemen tof
ofuilding.
meat buildg
fund heretofore
appropriated as
as may
thee enlargement
ment
the Navy
Navy Department
Department building
the
building to
the wants
wants of
the department.
to meet
meet the
of the
department.
APPROVED, December
APPROVED,
15, 1864.
December 15,
1864.
[No. 3.]
A Resolution tendering the
the Thanks
Thanks of Congress
8.] A
JAn A.
A. Winslow,
Congress to
to Captain
Captain John
Winslow,
U.
on Board
Board the
the U.
U. S.
Steamer
U. S. Navy, and
and to the Officers and
and Men under his Command on
S. Steamer
K earsarge, in her Conflict
the "Alabama
;" in
Kearsarge,
Conflict with the piratical
piraticalCraft
Craftthe
"Alabama;"
in Compliance
Compliancewith
with the
the
President'sRecommendation to Congress
President's
and
Congress of the fifth
fifth of
of December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four.
sixty;four.

Dec. 20,
1864.
Dec.
20,1864.

Resolved by the
of the
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of

States
Congress assembled,
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the thanks
of congress
thanks of
congress Thanks
Thanks to
to
are due, and are hereby tendered,
tendered, to
to Captain
Captain John
John A.
A. Winslow,
Winslow, of
the Capt.
,ca
cPtI
t
h
l
n
e
slirr
eL_
of the
Winslow,
officers, petty
petty officers,
officers, seamen,
United States navy, and to the officers,
seamen, and
and marines
marines sargf
sarg
"e. the
ea
of the
the United
United States
States steamer
steamer "Kearsarge,"
"Kearsarge," for
the skill
skill and
of
for the
and gallantry
gallantry
exhibited by
by him
him and
and the
exhibited
the officers
command, in
the
officers and
and men
men under
under his
his command,
in the
brilliant
action on
brilliant action
on the
hundred and
the nineteenth
nineteenth of
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtysixtyfour,
between that
ship and
four, between
that ship
craft "Alabama"
vessel suand the
the piratical
piratical craft
"Alabama" -— a
a vessel
superior to
own in
in tonnage,
the number
number of
her crew.
perior
to his
his own
tonnage, in
in guns,
guns, and
and in
in the
of her
crew.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, December
December 20,
20, 1864.
1864.
tendering the Thanks of
[No. 4.] A
A Resolution tendering
of Congress
Congress to Lieutenant
Lieutenant William B.
B. CushCush-

United States
States Navy, and
and to the Officers and Men who assisted
ing, of the United
assisted him in his galgalperilous Achievement in
"Albemarle," in
lant and
andperilous
in destroying
destroying the rebel Steamer
Steamer "Albemarle,"
in Compliance
Compliance
the.President's
President'sRecommendation
Recommendation to Congress
with the.
Congress of the fifth of December, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred
[and] sixty-four.
dred [and]

20, 1864.
1864.
Dec. 20,

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
That the
of congress
to
the thanks
thanks of
congress are
are .Thanks
Thanks to
e
hiTeg,
due,
and are
due, and
are hereby
William B.
Cushing, of
of the
hereby tendered,
tendered, to
to Lieutenant
Lieutenant William
B. Cushing,
the lart
Lieut.ior%s
Cushing,
&c., for the
deUnited States
States navy,
and to
to the
the officers
and men
under his
his command,
command, for
stn.:cuon
of t
h,3,
United
navy, and
officers and
men under
for struction
of
thsthe skill and gallantry
gallantry exhibited
exhibited by
them in
by them
in the
the destruction
rebel Albemarle.
Albemarledestruction of
of the
the rebel
iron-clad
"Albemarle," at
the
iron-clad steamer
steamer "Albemarle,"
at Plymouth,
Plymouth, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, on
on the
night of the
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh of
of October,
hundred and
and sixty-four.
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four.
APPROVED, December
APPROVED,
20, 1864.
1864.
December 20,
[No. 5.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution tendering
the Thanks
Thanks of the People
tendering the
Congress to
10, 1865.
People and of Congress
to MajorMajor- Jan.
Jan. 10,
1865.
General William 2'.
T. Sherman, and
and the Officers and Soldiers
General
Soldiers of his Command,
Command, for
for their
their
gallant
gallant Conduct in their late brilliant
Georgia.
brilliantMovement through
through Georgia.

House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it resolved by the Senate and House
of the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the thanks
thanks of
Thanks to
of the
the people
people Thanks
to
and of
of the
congress of
the United
the congress
of the
United States
States are
are due
due and
are hereby
tendered M
r
%a
G
ne
nrI
ca
and are
hereby tendered
Major-General
to Major-General
Major-General William
William T. Sherman, and through
through him
him to
to the
the officers
officers Sherman &c.
for their
and good
and men under his command, for
their gallantry
gallantry and
good conduct
conduct in
their
in their
VOL. XIII.
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48
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late
from Chattanooga
Chattanooga to
to Atlanta,
Atlanta, and
and the
the triumphal
triumphal march
campaign from
late campaign
thence
through Georgia
to Savannah,
terminating in
in the capture
capture and
and
Savannah, terminating
Georgia to
thence through
occupation of
city; and
and that
President cause
cause aacopy of this joint
the President
that the
that city;
of that
occupation
resolution to
to be
engrossed and
Major-General Sherman.
Sherman.
to Major-General
forwarded to
and forwarded
be engrossed
resolution
APPROVED, January
January 10,
10, 1865.
APPROVED,
Jan.
18, 1865.
1865.
Jan. 18,

Treaty of fifth
[No. 6.]
61 Joint
for the
the Termination
Termination of
of the Reciprocity Treaty
providing for
Resolution providing
Joint Resolution
[No.

Notice to
terto terNotice

W HEREAS it
it is provided
provided in the Reciprocity
Reciprocity Treaty concluded at WashWHEREAS

Britain.
June,
eighteen hundred
and fiftyfour,
filly-four, between
between the
States and
Great Britain.
and Great
United States
the United
hundred and
June, eighteen

minate theTeRe- ington, the fifth of June, eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, between
the
between the
hundred and
minate
ciprocitythe
Treaty ington, the fifth of June, eighteen
Britain
with
Great
BritUnited
States,
of
the
one
part,
and
the
United
Kingdom
of
Great
Britain
Great
of
Kingdom
United
the
and
part,
one
the
of
States,
United
BritGreat
with

"shall
am.
and Ireland,
Ireland, of
of the
the other part, that this treaty
treaty "
shall remain in force for
and
ain.
Vol.
p. 1089.
ten years
years from
from the
at which
it may come into operation, and further
which it
date at
the date
1089. ten
x. p.
Vol. x.
until the
the expiration
expiration of
of twelve
after either
contracting
either of the high contracting
months after
twelve months
until
parties
the other
terminate the same;"
same;"
of its wish to terminate
other of
to the
notice to
give notice
shall give
parties shall
and whereas
appears, by
by a
proclamation of
of the
President of the United
the President
a proclamation
it appears,
whereas it
and
Vol.
x. p.
p.1179.
sixteenth March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
date sixteenth
bearing date
States, bearing
1179. States,
Vol. x.
that the
came into
on that day; and whereas, further, it
operation on
into operation
treaty came
the treaty
that
is no
continue the same in
interests of the United States to continue
the interests
for the
longer for
no longer
is
force: Therefore,
Therefore,
force:

Resolved
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Resolved by
States of
assembled, That notice be given of the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
termination of
of the
Reciprocity Treaty,
according to the provision therein
Treaty, according
the Reciprocity
termination
contained
for
the
termination
of
the
same; and the President
President of the
of
termination
the
for
contained
United
States is
charged with
the communication of such notice
with the
hereby charged
is hereby
United States
to
the government
government of
Britain and Ireland.
Great Britain
of Great
Kingdom of
United Kingdom
the United
of the
to the
APPROVED, January
January 18, 1865.
APPROVED,

Jan. 24,
1865.
24, 1865.
Jan.

[No. 71
7.]
io.

Alfred
Major-GeneralAlfred
to Brevet
of Congress
A
Resolution to
the Thanks
congress to
Brevet 3fajor-General
Thanks of
present the
to present
A Resolution
IP Terry,
and the
Officers and
his Command.
Command.
under his
Men under
and Men
the Officers
Terry, and
H,

Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
Resolved by
Thanks
States
in Congress
assembled, That the thanks of congress
congress are
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
to
Thanks to
Brevet
Majorhereby
presented
to
Brevet
Major-General
Alfred
H.
and to the
Terry,
H.
Alfred
Major-General
Brevet
to
IGeneral
presented
hereby
Terry
C eneetMaTer-ry
, officers
officers and
and men
men under
his command,
command, for
unsurpassed gallantry
gallantry and
the unsurpassed
for the
under his
s&e.
ke.
skill exhibited
exhibited by
them in
attack upon Fort Fisher, and the brilliant
brilliant
the attack
in the
by them
skill
and decisive
victory by
by which
captured from
been captured
has been
work has
important work
that important
which that
decisive victory
and
authority of
the rebel
rebel forces
placed in
in the possession
possession and under the authority
and placed
forces and
the
unwaverand
services
the
United
States;
and
for
their
and
faithful
services
unwaverand
long
their
for
and
States;
the United
ing devotion
devotion to
to the
the cause
of the
the country,
in the
the midst of the greatest
country, in
cause of
ing
difficulties
difficulties and dangers.
President of the United
That the
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
resolved, That
the President
further resolved,
it further
SEC.
tion
of resolution.
resolution. States
t ion of
requested to communicate
States be,
communicate this resolution
resolution to
be. and he hereby is, requested
General
Terry,
and
through
him
to
the
officers
and
soldiers
under his
officers
the
to
him
through
General Terry, and
command.
1865.
APPROVED,
24, 1865.
January 24,
APPROVED, January
CommunicaCommunica-

Jan.
24, 1865.
1865.
Jan. 24,

Thanks to
to
Thanks
Rear-Admiral
PoareAdmral
Porter, &c.

PorDavid D.
Rear-Admiral David
Thanks of
[No.
81 A
the Thanks
of Congress
Congress to
to Rear-Admiral
D. Portendering the
Resolution tendering
A Resolution
[No. 8.]
Command, for
Marines under his Command,
Seamnen, and Marines
ter,
to the
the Officers,
Officers, Petty
Officers, &amen,
for
Petty Officers,
and to
ter, and
Fort Fisher.
Capture of Fort
their
Gallantry and good Conduct in the recent Capture
Fisher.
their Gallantry
Resolved by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Resolved
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the thanks of congress are
Congress assembled,
America in
States
hereby presented
to Rear-Admiral
David D. Porter, and to the officers,
Rear-Admiral David
presented to
hereby
petty officers,
officers, seamen,
marines under his command,
command, for the unsurseamen, and marines
petty
passed
and skill
exhibited by them in the attacks upon Fort
skill exhibited
gallantry and
passed gallantry
important
Fisher, and
and the
the brilliant
brilliant and
and decisive
decisive victory by which that important
Fisher,
work has
been captured
captured from
forces and placed
placed in the possession
possession
the rebel forces
from the
has been
work
and under
under the
authority of
of the
States; and for their long and faithUnited States;
the United
the authority
and
ful services
and unwavering
to the cause of the country in the
devotion to
unwavering devotion
services and
ful
midst
the greatest
greatest difficulties and dangers.
of the
midst of
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SEC. 2. And be it
further resolved, That the President of the
Sue.
it further
United ,Communication
Communication
the United
States be requested to communicate
communicate this resolution to
of resolution.
to Admiral
Admiral Porter,
Porter, of
resolution.
and through him to the officers,
officers, seamen, and marines
marines under his command.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January 24,
24, 1865.
1865.
[No.
Joint Resolution
Resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury
Treasury to give the necessary
[No. 9.] Joint
necessary
Notice stipulatedpending the Intention of the United
UnitedStates to
to purchase
purchase the Building
Building known
Merchants' Exthange,
as Me'rchants'
E=hange, New
New York
York City, now usedfor Custom-House
Purposes.
Custom-House Purposes.

Jan.
25, 1865.
Jan. 25,
1865.

Be it
resolved by the Senate and House
it resolved
of the
the United
House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Notice to
Secretary of
of the
the Notice
to
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
t
o the
th e owners
nvan
n
e
t
r
s
s
,of Mere
Treasury
he is
authorized to
to give
give notice
notice to
owners o
offowners
the building in New York city known as the Merchants'
Merchants' Exchange, and
New
and change in
in New
occupied
a custom-house,
custom-house, of the intention
occupied as a
intention of the United States to pur- York.
sum of
in accordance
chase the same, for
for the
the sum
of one
one million
million dollars,
dollars, in
accordance with
with the
the
terms stipulated in the existing lease of the property to
to the
government.
the government.
APPROVED,
January 25,
APPROVED, January
25, 1865.
1865.
[No. 10.]
Joint Resolution reserving Mineral
from the
Operation ofall
of all Acts,
passed
10.] Joint
MineralLands
Landsfrom
the Operation
Acts, passed
Thirty-eighth Congress,
granting Lands,
or extending
extending the
th e Time
Time of
of
at the first Session of the Thirty-eighth
Congress,granting
Lands, or
former
Grants.
former Grants.

Jan. 30,
Jan.
30, 1865.
1865.

Be it
it resolved
resolved by
and House
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
That no
passed at
the first
first Grants
assembled, That
no act
act passed
at the
Grants of
of lands
lands
session of the thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth congress, granting lands to
corpora- to states
to states
states or corporastates or corporations
not
tions, to aid in the construction
construction of roads or for other purposes,
purposes, or to pocateiosnot to
to
include mineral
extend the
the time of grants
grants heretofore
construed us
heretofore made, shall
shall be
be so
so construed
as to
to lands.
embrace
embrace mineral lands, which
shall be,
and are,
which in all cases
cases shall
be, and
are, reserved
reserved exexclusively
clusively to the United States, unless otherwise specially provided
the
provided in
in the
act or acts making
making the grant.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
1865.
January 30, 1865.
[No. 11.]

A
Resolution submitting to the
the Legislatures
A Resolution
Legislatures _of
several States a
Proposition
of the several
a Proposition
Constitution of
to amend the Constitution
of the
th e United States.
Resolved
by the
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, (two
(two thirds
thirds of
of both
Houses conboth Houses
con-

Feb.
1865.
Feb. 1,
1, 1865.

curring,)
curring,) That the following
following article be proposed
proposed to the
the legislatures
of
Proposed
legislatures of
Proposed
the several states as an amendment
amendment to the constitution
constitution of the United
amendment of
of
United amendment
States,
by three
three fourths
said legislatures,
legislatures, shall
sh all be
the constitution.
States, which,
which, when
when ratified
ratified by
fourths of
of said
beconstitution.
the
valid, to all intents
intents and purposes,
purposes, as a
a part of the said constitution,
constitution,
namely :namely:

ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE
XIII.
SECTION
S
ECTION 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except
except as
as aa
punishment
punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly
duly convicted,
convicted,
shall exist within the United States, or any place subject
subject to
to their jurisjurisdiction.
SECTION
S
ECTION 2. Congress
Congress shall have power
power to enforce this article
article by
approby appropriate
legislation.
priate legislation.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 1,
1, 1865.
1865.
[No. 12.]
12.] Joint
Joint Resolution declaring
declaring certain
certain States
States not entitled
entitled to
to Representation
Representation in
in the
the
College.
.Electoral
Electoral College.

Feb. 8, 1865.

WHEREAS
W HEREAS the inhabitants
inhabitants and
States of
Virginia,
and local authorities
authorities of
of the
the States
of Virginia,
North Carolina,
Carolina, South
South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida,
Florida, Alabama,
Alabama, Mississippi,
North
Carolina, Georgia,
Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Tennessee rebelled
rebelled against
against the governgovernment of the United States, and were in such condition on the eighth
eighth day
day
of November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, that no
valid election
no valid
election for
for
electors of President and Vice-President
Vice-President of
accordof the United
United States,
States, according to the constitution and laws thereof, was held therein on said day:
day:
Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it
it resolved by the
the Senate and House
the United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United

Preamble.
Preamble.
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568
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Certain states
in rebellion
dein
rebellion declared
not enclared not
titled
representitledtoto representation in the elecelectoral college.
toral college.

Feb. 9,1865.
9, 1865.
Feb.

SEss. IL
II.
SESS.

RES. 13,
13, 14,15.
14, 15.
RES.

1865
1865

States
of America
the states
states mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
representation in the
entitled to representation
are not
preamble
to this
this joint
resolution are
not entitled
joint resolution
preamble to
electoral college
college for
choice of
of President
and Vice-President
Vice-President of
the
of the
President and
the choice
for the
electoral
term of
States, for
United
for the
the term
of office
office commencing
commencing on the fourth day of
of
United States,
electoral votes
sixty-five; and no electoral
March,
hundred and
and sixty-five;
votes shall be
be
eighteen hundred
March, eighteen
received or
from said
said states
states concerning
President
of President
the choice
choice of
concerning the
counted from
or counted
received
of office.
and
for said
said term
term of
office.
Vice-President for
and Vice-President
APPROVED,
1865.
8, 1865.
February 8,
APPROVED, February

regu[
No. 13.]
Resolution to
terminate the
Treaty of
of eighteen
and seventeen,
seventeen, reguhundred and
eighteen hundred
the Treaty
to terminate
Joint Resolution
18.] Joint
[No.
lating the
the naval
naval Force
Force on
on the
Lakes.
the Lakes.
lating

Preamble.
W HEREAS the
States, of
of the
United Kingdom
Kingdom
the United
and the
part, and
one part,
the one
United -States,
the United
WHEREAS
Preamble.
Vol. viii. p.231.'Of
p.231.Of Great
Great Britain
and Ireland,
the other
part, by
by aa treaty
treaty bearing
bearing date
date
other part,
of the
Ireland, of
Britain and
Vol.
force
April,
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, have
have regulated
regulated the
naval force
the naval
eighteen hundred
April, eighteen
upon
the lakes,
and it
it was
was further
further provided
should
party should
either party
"if either
that "if
provided that
lakes, and
upon the
should give
hereafter
be desirous
of annulling
annulling this
this stipulation
and should
give notice
notice
stipulation and
desirous of
hereafter be
the exexafter the
be binding
binding after
to
that effect
party, it
it shall
cease to
to be
shall cease
other party,
to the
the other
effect to
to that
piration
of six
six months
months from
from the
;"and
whereas.the
and whereas.the
notice;"
of such
such notice
date of
the date
piration of
peace
of our
our frontier
frontier is
is now
now endangered
endangered by
by hostile
expeditions against
against the
hostile expeditions
peace of
commerce of
the lakes,
and by
by other
acts of
which the
the
persons, which
lawless persons,
of lawless
other acts
lakes, and
of the
commerce
be
existing treaty,
naval
of the
the two
two countries,
countries, allowed
allowed by
by the
the existing
treaty, may
may be
force of
naval force
of the United
President of
further, the
insufficient
whereas, further,
the President
United
and whereas,
prevent; and
to prevent;
insufficient to
the
States has
has proceeded
proceeded to
required for
termination of
of the
the termination
for the
notice required
the notice
to give
give the
States
on the twenty-third
took effect
which took
treaty
effect on
twenty-third Novemcommunication which
by aacommunication
treaty by
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Therefore,
Therefore,
hundred and
ber,

Notice to ter-

mutate
minate the treaty
regulating
the
regulating the
navalTore
force on
on
naval

the lakes.
lakes.

Be
it resolved
Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
the Senate
by the
resolved by
Be it
assembled, That the notice given by the
States of
in Con
.
gress assembled,
Congress
America in
of America
States

Britain and
to the
the government
President of
the United
United States
government of
of Great
Great Britain
and
States to
of the
President
Ireland to
to terminate
terminate the
treaty of
eighteen hundred
seventeen, regureguand seventeen,
hundred and
of eighteen
the treaty
Ireland
is hereby
lakes, is
force upon
lating
naval force
upon the
the lakes,
hereby adopted and ratified
ratified as if
lating the
the naval
by congress.
congress.
been authorized
authorized by
the same
had been
the
same had
APPROVED, February
9, 1865.
1865.
February 9,
APPROVED,

1865.
Feb. 9,
9, 1865.

[No. 14.]

Philip H.
Major-General Philip
to Major-General
Joint Resolution
Thanks of
of Congress
Congress to
the Thanks
tendering the
Resolution tendering
Joint
under his Command.
Command.
and Men
Men under
Sheridan
Sheridan and
and the
the Officers
Officers and
United
of the
Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
House of
and House
the Senate
Be it
the thanks of congress are
Thanks
States
of Anzerica
assembled, That
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Thanks to
and to
to the
officers
Philip H.
H. Sheridan
Sheridan and
hereby
tendered to
Major-General Philip
Major-General
Major-General
hereby tendered
to Major-General
the officers
Sheridan,
anden.
his
his
Sheridan, and
and
men under
under his
command, for
the gallantry,
gallantry, military
military skill,
courage
and courage
skill, and
for the
his command,
and men
officers and men.
m
displayed
the brilliant
series of
victories achieved
achieved by
by them
them in
in the
the valley
valley
of victories
brilliant series
in the
displayed in
at Cedar Run, on the
their services
for their
and especially
of
Shenandoah, and
especially for
services at
of the
the Shenandoah,
sixty-four, which
hundred and
nineteenth
day of
and sixty-four,
which re
re
eighteen hundred
of October,
October, eighteen
nineteenth day
great disaster.
disaster.
and thus
thus averted
trieved
fortunes of
of the
the day,
day, and
averted aagreat
the fortunes
trieved the
SEC.
2. And
be it
it further
That the
the President
President of
the United
United
of the
resolved, That
further resolved,
And be
SEC. 2.
Resolution to
be communicommuniStates be, and hereby is, requested
be
requested to communicate
communicate this resolution to
cated.
cated.
Major-General Sheridan,
and through
Major-General
Sheridan, and
through him to the officers
officers and soldiers
command.
under his
under
his command.
APPROVED,
9, 1865.
February 9,
1865.
APPROVED, February
Feb. 14,1865.
14, 1865.
Feb.

[No. 15.]

at each
Congressional Directory
Directory at
the Compilation
Compilationof a
A Resolution
Resolution providing
providing for the
A
aCongressional
Session.
Session.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
of the
the United
House of
Representatives of
Resolved by
Directhe Congressional
assembled, That
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Congressional DirecStates of
of America
America in
Congressional States
Directory.
Directory.
tory be compiled under
under the direction of the joint committee on public
first
printing, and
published by
by the
superintendent of
printing -— the
the first
of public
public printing
the superintendent
and published
printing,
week after
within one
for distribution
distribution within
edition
for each
each session
to be
be ready
ready for
one week
after
session to
edition for
the commencement
thereof.
the
commencement thereof.
APPROVED, February
February 14,
14, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,

THIRTY-EIGHTH
SESS.
THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
II. REs.
RES. 16, 17, 18, 19.
[No. 16.]

A
A Resolution

appointini
Delafield to be a
appointin, General
General Richard
Richard Delafield
a Regent of the Smithscmian Institution.
Institution.
sonian

1865.

569

1865.
Feb. 14,
14,1865.

Resolved by the
Representatives of the United
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
States
in Congress
Richard Delafield,
RichStates of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Richard
Delafield, resident
resident General Richard Delafield
Delafield
ard
of Washington city, be, and he hereby is, appointed aa regent of the to
be regent of
Smithsonian Institution, in
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Inin the place of
of Joseph
Joseph G. Totten,
Totten, deceased.
deceased.
Smithsonian
InAPPROVED,
February 14,
14, 1865.
1865.
stitution.
APPROVED, February
171 A
Resolution to
extend the
the Time
Time for
for the
to the
the United
United States
of the
[No. 17.]
A Resolution
to extend
the Reversion
Reversion to
States of
the Feb. 17
1865.
17, 1865.
Lands
Construction of a
aRailroad
Railroadfrom Pere
Marquette
Lands granted
granted by Congress
Congress to
to aid
aid in the
the Construction
Pere Marquette
to
Flint,
and
for
the
Completion
of
said
Road.
to Flint, and for the Completion of said Road.
Resolved
and House
United
Resolved by
by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
time specified
specified in
in the
the Time for reverStates
of America
America in
That the
the time
sion to
to the
the United
United
fourth section of the act of congress approved
approved June three, eighteen hun- sion
States
certain
.
States of certain
I
o
a1c

dred
fifty-six, entitled
An act
grant of
of alternate
alternate sections
dred and
and fifty-six,
entitled ""An
act making
making a
a grant
sections lands in Michigan
Michigan
railof
public lands
construction of granted
granted to raillands to
to the
the State of Michigan
Michigan to aid in the construction
of the
the public
certain
railroads in
in said
state, and
for other
the reversion
other purposes,"
purposes," for
for the
reversion roads,
roads, extended.
extended.
certain railroads
said state,
and for
eh. 44,
to
United States
of the
lands granted
by said
net to aid in the con- § 1..856,
1856, ch.
44,
States of
the lands
granted by
said act
to the
the United
struction
of a
arailroad
railroad from
from Pere
Marquette to
and for
for the
the complecomple- Vol. xi. p.
struction of
Pere Marquette
to Flint,
Flint, and
p. 22.
tion of
said road,
road, be,
and the
for the
the term
of
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, extended
extended for
term of
tion
of said
years.
five years.
APPROVED,
1865.
APPROVED, February
February 17,
17, 1865.
[No. 18.]
18.] .Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution to
to enable
enable the
Secretary of
of the
Title to
to Feb.
23, 1865.
[No.
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury to
to obtain
obtain the
the Title
Feb. 23,1865.
certain Property
Carson City
Nevada, for
for the
the Purposes
of a
aBranch
Branch Mint
certain
Propertyin Carson
City and State
State of Nevada,
Purposesof
Mint
Place.
located in
in said .Place.
W
HEREAS the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
United States, in
order Preamble.
Preamble.
WHEREAS
Treasury of the United
in order
to carry
carry into
effect an
an act
act entitled
act to
mint of
of
to establish
establish aabranch
branch mint
to
into effect
entitled "An
"An act
Territory of Nevada,"
the United States in the Territory
Nevada," approved
approved March
March third,
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-three,
has purchased
purchased of
Moses Job
Job and
eighteen
sixty-three, has
of Moses
and 1863,
1863, ch. 96.
Vol. xii.
770,
Margaret, his
preemptors and occupants Vol.
xii. p. 770,
the preemptors
and James L. Riddle, the
Margaret,
his wife, and
thereof, certain
certain city or town lots in said Carson City, together with all
whereas it is highly
the valuable improvements
improvements thereon; and whereas
highly imporimporinterest of
government to obtain,
tant for the interest
of the
the government
obtain, at an early day, the
the
use and
and possession of said property, to establish
establish and
and open
open said branch
mint: Therefore,
Resolved by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the Title to certain
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
certain
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to receive
receive and
saidinreal estate in
and accept
accept from
from said
Treasury
Moses Job
Job and
and Margaret,
Margaret, his
L. Riddle,
such relinquishcCbtaned
:t
r
a
s
i
o
n
n
emfor t
a
Moses
his wife,
wife, and
and James
James L.
Riddle, such
relinquish- o
aobe
be
ments and
and conveyances
conveyances of
of their
their right
right and
and claim to
to said
said lots
lots and property branch mint.
extinguishment of
as he,
he, the said Secretary,
Secretary, shall
shall deem sufficient
sufficient for
for the extinguishment
of
any claim,
or title
title which
the said
said Moses
Job and
and Margaret,
Margaret, his
wife,
any
claim, right,
right, or
which the
Moses Job
his wife,
and James L.
L. Riddle may
may or
or can have
have thereto;
thereto; and
and said lots
lots and
and proppropreserved from public
preemption, or homeerty shall thereafter
thereafter be
be reserved
public sale, preemption,
stead settlement,
settlement, and
shall remain
remain the
United States.
stead
and shall
the property
property of
of the
the United
States.
APPROVED, February
23, 1865.
APPROVED,
February 23,
1865.
[No. 19.] Joint
ofcertain
certain Accounts of the American
American Feb. 23, 1865.
[No.
Joint Resolution
Resolution to
tofacilitate
facilitate the Adjustment of
Colonization
recaptured Africans in Liberia.
Colonization Society for the Support
Support of recaptured
Liberia.
Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Accounts
of
States
Secretary of the In- tmAncua
American
nt :
tsf
os
authorized and directed
directed to adjust and settle the the American
terior be, and is hereby, authorized
Colonization Soaccounts of the
for the
support of
o
oto
yto
nd- oaccounts
the American
American Colonization
Colonization Society
Society for
the support
of recaprecap- d
ciety
to be'oa
adLiberia, under contracts made for that purpose under justed.
tured Africans in Liberia,
act of congress approved June sixteenth, eighteen 1860, ch. 136.
the authority of the s.ct
Vol. xii. p. 40.
xii. p. 40.
Vol.
hundred and sixty; on the principles of equity.
hundred
APPROVED, February 23, 1865.
APPROVED,
1865.
48*
48*

570
570

THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. RES.
RES. 20, 23;
25.
23, 24, 25.
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTII

Feb. 25, 1865.

1865.
1865.

issue American RegisReas.
directing the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
[No. 20.] Joint Resolution directing
Treasury to issue
ters to
ters
to British
Williams . and
M. Baxter."
British Schooners
Schooners "Minnie
"Minnie Williams
and "" . M.
Baxter."

Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Registers
Registers to
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
issue to the
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed
to issue
issue American
American registers
registers
directed to
authorized and
Min- Treasury
schooners "Minschooners
to the
the British-built
schooners ""Minnie
Williams"" and
E. M.
M. Baxter,"
nie Williams,"
Williams," to
British-built schooners
Minnie Williams
and ""E.
Baxter,"
and
"E. M.
andE"E.
M. BaxBax- said vessels being now owned
a citizen of Buffalo, New York.
owned by a
ter."
APPROVED, February
1865.
February 25,
25, 1865.
APPROVED,
Feb.
28, 1865.
1865.
Feb. 28,

[No.
23.]
[No. 23.]

Joint Resolution
to the
the Distribution
of Books
Books and
and Documents.
Documents.
in Relation
Relation to
Distriution of
Joint
Resolution in

Be it
by the
and House
of Representatives
the United
Be
it resolved
resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
Distribution
of States
That the
the undistributed
portions
undistributed portions
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America
America in
in Congress
States of
Distribution of
;ertain
aertain books and of the books and documents
documents heretofore
heretofore printed
printed or purchased
purchased for
for its use by
documents.
order of either house of congress,
documents,
congress, previous to the thirty-seventh congress,
congress,
and noW
deposited in
in the
Interior Department
elsewhere, be
and
now deposited
the Interior
Department and
and elsewhere,
be distribdistributed to
the present
the direction
direction of
of the
under the
the
uted
to members
members of
of the
present congress,
congress, under
joint
on printing;
printing; and
and said
said committee
is hereby
tc
hereby directed
directed te
committee on
committee is
joint committee
whole
divide the books in
in question
question into
into parcels equal in number to the whole
number
number of senators,
senators, representatives,
representatives, and
and delegates
delegates from territories, and
and
as
nearly equal
as nearly
equal in value
value and
and importance
importance as
as possible,
possible, and to
to distribute
them
representatives, and delegates
delegates by
them to the senators, representatives,
by such method
method as
as
may
and proper.
found most
most feasible
feasible and
may be found
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1865.
APPROVED,
1865.

March
2, 1865.
March 2,

Full army
armv
register
register to be
published.
published.

Copies may
be
may be
Copies

sold.

March 2,
2, 1365.
1865.

24.] Joint
Joint Resolution
to providefor
provide for the
of a
full Army
Register.
the Publication
Publicationof
afull
Army Register.
[No. 24.1
Resolution to
Be
Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of War
be,
War be,
the Secretary
That the
States of
America in
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and required to cause to be printed and published a
a full
ifll roster or roll of all general, field,
field, line, and staff officers of
volunteers who
who have
army of
of the
the United
States at
at any
United States
any time
time
have been
been in
in the
the army
volunteers
since the
of the
present rebellion,
including all
informal organorganthe present
rebellion, including
all informal
since
the beginning
beginning of
izations which
have been recognized
United
recognized or accepted
accepted and paid
paid by
by the United
izations
which have
States, showing
showing whether
whether they
they are
are yet
or have
have been
been disyet in
in the
the service,
service, or
disStates,
charged
explanations proper
proper
charged therefrom,
therefrom, and giving
giving casualties
casualties and other explanations
for
such register.
And, to
whole or
in part
of
expenses of
the expenses
part the
or in
in whole
defray in
to defray
register. And,
for such
publication, an edition
of twenty-five
thousand copies
copies of
of such
such enlarged
enlarged
this publication,
edition of
twenty-five thousand
register
published and
and may
be sold
to officers,
officers, soldiers,
citizens,
may be
sold to
soldiers, or
or citizens,
register shall
shall be
be published
at a
price which shall not more
cast of
more than
than cover the
the actual
actual cost
of paper,
paper, printat
a price
ing,
and binding,
binding, and
and shall
shall not
in any
ing, and
not in
any case
case exceed
exceed one
one dollar
dollar per
per volume.
volume.
APPROVED, March
2, 1865.
March 2,
1865.
APPROVED,
[No. 25.] Joint
aContract
with William
William H.
H. Powell
Powell for
for a
aPicture
Joint Resolution
Resolution authorizing
authorizing a
Contract with
Picture
for the Capitol.
Capitol.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
Be
it resolved
resolved by
Representatives of
of the
United

States of
America in
assembled, That
the joint
committee on
on the
the
joint committee
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
Contract with States
William
William H.
H. PowPow- library be.
be, and they are hereby, directed
directed to enter into a
a contract with
ell for picture.
ell for picture.
William H.
-I. Powell, of the State
State of
of Ohio,
Ohio, to
to paint aapicture
picture for the
the United
States, to
to be
staircases in
in the
the
of one
one of the grand
grand staircases
be placed
placed at
at the
the head
head of
States,
Capitol, illustrative
some naval
victory; the
the particular
subject of
of the
the
naval victory;
particular subject
Capitol,
illustrative of
of some
on by
Expense
by the committee
committee and the artist
artist:- Provided,
Provided, That
That
Expense not to painting
painting to
to be
be agreed
agreed on
exceed $25,000.
expense of said picture shall
twenty-five thousand
exceed $25,u00. the entire expense
shall not exceed
exceed twenty-five
thousand
Mode of paydollars, and
and two
two thousand
thousand dollars
dollars shall
shall be paid
paid to said William H.
H. Powell,
ment.
ment.
prepare for the work,
in advance,
advance, to enable him to prepare
work, the remainder
remainder of said
instalments
instalment to
instalments at intervals
intervals of not
not less than one
one year,
year, the last
last instalment
be
retained until
until the
picture is
is completed
and put
the picture
completed and
put up.
up.
be retained
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1865.
APPROVED,

THIRTY-EIGHITH
II. RES. 27, 28, 29,
THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . SEss.
Sass. II.
30.
29, 30.

i865.
i865.

[No. 27.] A
Resolution to encourage
encourage the Employment of disabled and discharged
dischargedSoldiers.
[No.
A Resolution
Soldiers.

March 3,1865.

571
571

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States of America, in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
persons honorably
That persons
honorably disdis- Preference
in
Preference in
charged
appointments to
charged from the military
military or naval
naval service
service by reason of disability result- appointments
to
eivil
offices to be
offices
be
ing from wounds or sickness incurred
incurred in the line of duty, should be
be prepre- civil
given
to
disabled
given to disabled
ferred for appointments
appointments to civil offices, provided
provided they shall be
found to
to and discharged
be found
discharged
soldiers.
possess the
possess
the business
business capacity necessary
necessary for the proper discharge
discharge of the soldiers.
duties of such offices.
offices.
SEC. 2.
And be
it further
SEC.
2. And
be it
further resolved,
resolved, That, in grateful recognition of General
General prefre
erence recomthe services,
services, sacrifices, and sufferings of persons
persons honorabry
honorably discharged
discharged mended
.
mended.
from the military
military and naval
naval service
service of the country, by reason of wounds,
disease, or the expiration of terms of
recomof enlistment, it
it is
is respectfully
respectfully recommended to bankers, merchants, manufacturers,
manufacturers, mechanics, farmers, and
mended
and
persons engaged
engaged in industrial
industrial pursuits, to give them the preference
preference for
for
appointments to remunerative
remunerative situation[s]
situation[s] and employments.
employments.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3, 1865.
1865.
[No. 28.] Joint
2fajor-General George
George E.
Joint Resolution of Thanks to Ilfajor-General
EL Thomas
the Army
Thomas and
and the
Army March
March 3,
3, 1865.
under his Command.
Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
the United
United
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the thanks
thanks of congress Thanks of
of conconto
Majorare due, and are hereby tendered, to Major-General
Major-General George H. Thomas gress
gener
MajortO
General Thomas,
and the officers and soldiers under his command
command for their skill
skill and
and dauntdaunt- &c.
&c.
less courage, by which the rebel army under
General Hood
Hood was
signally
under General
was signally
defeated and driven from the
the State
State of
of Tennessee.
Tennessee.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
[No. 29.]

A Resolution
Resolution to encourage
encourage Enlistments and to promote the
A
the Efficiency
the
Efficiency of
of the
military Forces
military
Forces of the United
United States,

March
3,1865.
March 3,1865.

Resolved by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
and House
House of
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That, for the purpose
States
Congress assembled,
purpose of
Wife and
and chilchitof encourencour- Wife
aging enlistments and promoting
dren
promoting the efficiency
efficiency of the military
military and naval
naval e
d
i
r:i
n
st°,
of
persons
i f
dPin"tOtt
eli!listed
into the
forces of the United States, it is hereby
enacted that
the wife
and children,
children, military
or naval
naval
hereby enacted
that the
wife and
military or
if any he have, of any person that has been;
been, or may be, mustered
mustered into
the service
service to
to be
be free.
into the
free.
military or naval service of
shall, from
and after
the
of the
the United
United States,
States, shall,
from and
after the
passage
passage of this act, be forever
forever free, any law, usage, or custom whatsoever
whatsoever
to the contrary notwithstanding;
notwithstanding; and in determining
determining who
is or
or was
was the
the Evidence
who is
Evidence of
of
wife and who are the children of
person herein
herein mentioned,
mentioned, marriage,
marriage, &c.
of the
the enlisted
enlisted person
&C.
evidence
evidence that he and the woman claimed
claimed to be his wife
wife have
cohabited
have cohabited
together, or associated
associated as husband and wife, and so continued to
to cohabit
or
cohabit or
associate at the time of the enlistment,
enlistment, or
or evidence
evidence that
that aa form
form or
or cereceremony of marriage,
marriage, whether
marriage was
was or
authorized or
or
whether such marriage
or was
was not
not authorized
recognized by law, has been entered
recognized
entered into or
or celebrated
and that
that
celebrated by
by them,
them, and
the parties thereto thereafter
thereafter lived together,
together, or associated
associated or
as
or cohabited
cohabited as
husband and wife, and so continued
live, cohabit,
cohabit, or
at the
the
continued to
to live,
or associate
associate at
time of the enlistment,
enlistment, shall be deemed
deemed sufficient
sufficient proof
for
proof of
of marriage
marriage for
the purposes of this act, and the children born of
shall
of any such marriage
marriage shall
be deemed and taken to be the children
children embraced
within the
provisions of
embraced within
the provisions
of
this act, whether such marriage shall or
have been
been dissolved
or shall
shall not have
dissolved at
at
the time of such enlistment.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
APPROVED,
3,
- 1865.
1865.
[No.
A Resolution
[No. 30.]
30.1 A
Resolution to auttionze
an Inventory
Articles in
in the
Quarter- March
March 3,
authonze and direct
direct an
Inventory of
of Articles
the Quarter3, 1865.
1865.
master's Depots of the United
United States, and in the Possession
Possessionof the Naval Storekeepers
master's
Storekeepers of
of
United States.
the United
Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary of
War Inspection
to
the Secretary
of War
Inspection to
a strict inspection
be, and. is hereby, directed
directed to cause a
inspection to be
be made of
of the
the be made of qUarquartermaster's
as
soon
department,
as
practicable after
the passage
passage
en
quartermaster's department,
quartermaster's
passage of
partment.
be
t
e
r
m
in a
a
s
d
t
e
e
r°' eu
as soon
as practicable
after the
of this
this ppartment.
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Comparison
Comparison
between
reports
between reports
and articles on
and
on
hand.
Inventory
of
Inventory of
property
posproperty in
in possession of
of naval
naval
storekeepers.
storekeepers.

SESS. II.
II. RES.
RES. 31,
31, 32,
33.
SESS.
32,33.

1865

resolution, and a
acomparison
comparison to be
between the
ot31
resolution,
be made
made between
the reports of the
the ofi
cers
charge of the quartermaster's
York, Philadelphia,
cers in
in charge
quartermaster's depots at New York,
Philadelphia,
Cincinnati, Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, and Louisville,
Louisville, and
and the articles
articles on
on hand.
hand.
SEC. 2. And be it
further resolved,
Secretary of
in
SEC.
itfurther
resolved, That the
the Secretary
of the Navy, in
like manner, be directed
directed to cause
cause an inventory
inventory to be made
made of all the
the property
possession of
erty of
of the United States, in possession
of the several
several naval storekeepers
storekeepers
of the United States.
APPROVED, March 3, 1865.
APPROVED,
1865.

March 3, 1865.
R&solution relating
International Exhibitions
1865. [No. 81.1
31.1 A
A Resolution
relating to International
Bergen, in Norway, and
Exhzibitons at Bergen,
Oporto, in
Oporto,
in Portugal,
Portugal,during
during the Summer of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
Preamble.

International
International
exhibitionsor
a
way
t
eBrgibiion N,
aty
Bergen,
and Oporto,
PortOporto,Portugal.

Proviso,
Proviso.

March

8, 1865.
1865.
3,

W
HEREAS the
of the
kingdom of
of Sweden
WHEREAS
the governments
governments of
the kingdom
Sweden and
and Norway,
Norway,
and
kingdom of
have communicated
communicated to
to the
the government
and of
of the kingdom
of Portugal,
Portugal, have
government
of
international exhibitions
exhibitions
of the
the United States the programmes
programmes of
of two international
respectively at
to be held
held respectively
at Bergen,
Bergen, in Norway,
Norway, and
and at Oporto,
Oporto, in Portugal,
during the summer of eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five: Therefore,
Therefore,
Resolved by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the President of the
States
Congress assembled,
United
is hereby
charged with
with the
the duty
to
United States
States is
hereby charged
duty of
of making
making known
known to
the
people of
of the
by proclamation,
or otherwise,
as shall
shall
the people
the United
United States,
States, by
proclamation, or
otherwise, as
to him seem best, the facts in his possession relating to the international
international
exhibitions proposed to be held at Bergen, Norway, and Oporto,
Oporto, Portugal, during the summer of
of eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and
and of
of inviting
inviting
their
expense shall
their participation therein: Provided,
Provided, That
That no expense
shall be
be incurred
incurred
for any agency
agency with regard
regard to such exhibition;
exhibition; nor shall any claim of any
any
agent of
government be
recognized.
of our government
be hereafter
hereafter recognized.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
1865.
APPROVED,
3, 1865.
[No.
Resolution to
amend the
Resolution entitled
entitled "Joint
in RelaRda[No. 32.]
32.] Joint
Joint Resolution
to amend
the joint
joint Resolution
"Joint Resolution
Resolution in

Vol.
p. 117
Vol. xii. p.
117.

tion
to the
Printing," approved
twenty-third, eighteen
sixty.
approved June
June twenty-third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty.
tion to
the Public
Public Printing,"

March 3, 1865.

[No. 33.]
38.] A
A Resolution
Resolution directing
Inquiry into
into the
the Condition
Condition of
of the
Indian Tribes,
their
and their
the Indian
Tribes, and
directing Inquiry
[No.
by the Civil and Military
Authorities.
Treatment by
Military Authorities.

Be it
resolved by
by the
and House
Representatives of the United
the Senate and
House of Representatives
Be
it resolved
States of
of America
That the
PaperforprintAmerica in
in Congress
Paper
for print- States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the superintendent
superintendent of
of
ing, how purpublic
printing shall
shall be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
to purchase
ngshow
purpublic
printing
is
hereby,
authorized
to
purchase the
the
chased.
se
paper
public printing
accepting the
the sealed
sealed proposals
proposals
d.
paper required
required for
for the
the public
printing by
by accepting
of
bidder or
for any
specific portion
portion or
or portions
portions of
of the
of the
the lowest
lowest bidder
or bidders
bidders for
any specific
the
whole
any particular
paper required,
required, for
for either
whole amount
amount of
of any
particular kind
kind of
of paper
either three
three
months,
minimum portion to be
specified by
months, six
six months,
months, or one year, the minimum
be specified
by
the
superintendent in his
the superintendent
his advertisement
advertisement for
for proposals, and
and to be
be as
as low as
will,
most advantageous
will, in
in his judgment, most
most increase
increase competition,
competition, and
and be
be most
advantageous
to
respects the
to the United States.
States. In all
all other respects
the proposals
proposals and
and contracts
subject to the conditions and requirements
requirements of
law;
shall be subject
of the
the existing law;
and
failing to
of his
contract, under
under
and any
any contractor
contractor failing
to comply
comply with
with the
the terms
terms of
his contract,
this
shall be
be liable
same extent,
extent, and
and in
in the
same manner
manner
this resolution,
resolution, shall
liable to
to the
the same
the same
as
provided in
the like
like case
case in
in the
the joint
resolution hereby
hereby amended;
amended; and
as provided
in the
joint resolution
and
it shall
the duty
the superintendent
superintendent to
to report
fully in
all
it
shall be
be the
duty of
of the
report fully
in regard
regard to
to all
proposals and
his annual
congress, and
and
proposals
and contracts
contracts for
for paper
paper in
in his
annual report
report to
to congress,
also
in regard
regard to
proposals and
and contracts
lithographing and
engravalso in
to all
all proposals
contracts for
for lithographing
and engraving.
APPROVED, March
1865.
3, 1865.
March 3,
APPROVED,

Resolved
Senate and
House of
of the
States
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United States
Resolved by
by the
Joint commit- of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That there be raised aajoint committee,
committee,
tee
tee on
on the
the condicondi- to consist of three members of the Senate, to be appointed
appointed by the president
president
tion
tion of
of the
the Inof
and four
four members
members of
of the
the present
present House,
by
be appointed
appointed by
House, to
to be
of the
the Senate,
Senate, and
dian tribes.
the
speaker of
of the
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, to
to inquire
into the
the present
present
Duties and
the speaker
the House
inquire into
powers.
condition of the Indian tribes, and especially
in'which
especially into the manner in
which
they
are treated
treated by
by the
civil and
military authorities
authorities of
the United
United States,
States,
the civil
and military
of the
they are
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RES.. 34,
34, 35,
36.
I.
35, 36.
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1865.
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573

with power to sit during the recess of congress; to send for
for persons
persons and
and
papers; to employ
employ a
a clerk, to subpoena
subpcena or compel the attendance of
of witwitnesses; to hear
hear the complaints of Indian chiefs, and
into
and examine
examine fully
fully into
the conduct of Indian
superintendents, and also
Indian agents and superintendents,
also into
into the
the manmanagement of the bureau of Indian affairs in the Department
Department of
of the
the Interior;
Interior;
and to report
congress such legislation
report at the next session of congress
as may
legislation as
may be
be Report.
necessary for the better administration
administration of Indian affairs;
necessary
affairs; and
that there
and that
there Appropriation.
Appropriation.
be, and is hereby, appropriated
appropriated out of any money in the treasury
treasury not
othernot otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of fifteen thousand dollars
the exexdollars to defray
defray the
penses of the same.
same.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3, 1865.
1865.
[No. 841
84.] A
A Resolution to extend the Time for constructing
constructing the Burlington
1865.
Burlington and
and Missouri
Missouri March
March 3,3,1865.
River Railroad,
Railroad,in Iowa,
Iowa, and
andfiling a
a Map of
Relocation.
of Relocation.

Resolved by the
the Senate and
andHouse of
of the
the United
United States
States
of Representatives
Representatives of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
of
assembled, That the time allowed by the eighth
eighth Time for conconsection of the act entitled "
" An act to amend an act
An act
mak- l
i
t
iir
g
nc
io
tinnL13
dl is_
act entitled
entitled '
' An
act makstruoting
Buring a
a grant of lands to the State of Iowa, in alternate sections, to
ing
aid in
in souri
River RailRailto aid
souri River
the construction
construction of certain railroads in said state,' approved
the
approved May
May fifteenth,
fifteenth, r
troad
et e
ltc.,
&c., ex
ex-eighteen hundred
fifty-six," for
for the
the construction
construction annually
annually of sections te nde
h. 28.
eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-six,"
1856; ch.
of twenty
twenty miles each of
andMissouri
Mi ssouriRi
ver railroad,
rail roa d
,be,
be, Vol.
Vol. xi.
p.9.
of the
the Burlington
Burlington and
River
xi. p.9
and the same is hereby, extended
extended one year, and that
the 1864,
1864, oh.
ch. 103.
that the provision
provision of
of the
103.
second section of the act approved first of July,
July, eighteen hundred
and sixtysixty- §
§88'
hundred and
Ante, p. 98.
four, entitled
compensation of registers and re- 1864'
four,
entitled "An
"An act to regulate
regulate the compensation
1864, c.
ch. 196
196,
ceivers of the land-offices
2.
ceivers
land-offices in the several states and territories in the loca- §
§2.
tion of lands by the states and corporations under grants
grants by congress,"
congress," Ante,
Ante, p.
P. 335
335..
which
which requires that a
a map of the change of location shall
shall be
be filed
with the
the
filed with
commissioner
commissioner of the general
general land-office within
within one
one year,
year, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same
is hereby, repealed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 3, 1865.
[No. 35.] A Resolution
Resolution transfrriny
transferring Maps
Maps and
and other Documents
Documents relating to the Surveys of
of March
March 3,
3,1865.
1865.
the Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Department of the Interior.
Railroadto the Department
Interior.
Resolved by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States
the United
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all maps, profiles,
of America
profiles, and
aid other
other drawdraw- Department
Department of
ings, together with estimates
estimates and reports connected
connected with explorations
explorations and
and the
the Interior
Interior to
possess
maps,
surveys for the Pacific Railroad, made under the authority
authority of
the governgovern- posess all
of the
altemps,
&c., of surveys
ment, and all other information upon the subject of
road
in
the
posof said
said road in the pos- for Pacific
Pacific RailRailroad.
department of the government, be transferred
session of any department
the Departtransferred to
to the
Depart- road.
ment of the Interior; and that
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
be authorized
authorized Copies to be
that the Secretary
Interior be
be
furnished.
to furnish copies
copies of the same, free of charge, to
to the
the Union
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad furnished.
Company, so far as they may
useful in
said company
determay be useful
in aiding
aiding said
company in
in determining the proper route for said
said road.
road.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
[No. 86.]
86.1

A Resolution respecting the Publication
A
Papers of James
Publicationof the Papers
James Madison.

3,1865.
March 3,
1865.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS the joint committee
two houses
congress on
on the
committee of
of the
the two
houses of
of congress
the Preamble.
Preamble.
library were authorized
authorized by an act
act approved
August 18th,
approved August
18th, 1856,
1856, and
and 1856, ch. 162.
161
amended June
June 25th, 1860, to cause to be printed and
one thouand published
p. 117.
published one
thou- Vol. xi. p.
c
1860, ch.
211.
sand copies of the papers of James Madison; and whereas the sum apap- 1860,
h. 211.
Vol. xii. p.109.
propriated for such purpose
propriated
purpose has been found insufficient:
insufficient: Therefore,
Therefore,
Vol.
xip.109.
Resolved by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United States
and House
House of
of the
States
Congress assembled, That
of America in Congress
the said
joint library
That the
said joint
library committee
committee Edition
Edition of
papers.
are hereby
hereby authorized to contract for the publishing
publishing of five hundred
hundred copies
copies Madison
Madison papers.
of said papers,
papers, in lieu of the one thousand
thousand copies
heretofore authorized,
copies heretofore
authorized,
and for the same sum.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 3,
3, 1865.
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THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
Sass. II.
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THIRTY-EIGHTH

1865.
186.

[No. 37.] A Resolution to purchase
Marshall Smith's
Patent
Smith's Patent
or Boxes of Marshall
March 3,
3, 1865. [No.
Mail Pouches
Pouches or
purchase Mail
March
Purposes.
other Purposes.
for other
Service, and for
Postal Service,
for the Postal
Mail-pouches,
Mail-pouches,
&c.,
of Marshall
Marshall
&c., of
Smith's patent
may
ought
mayt be bought
for postal service.
Patent for
fastening
fastening mailmailbags.

g

States
United States
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Resolved by
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Postmaster-General be, and
and
That the Postmaster-General
of America
America in
he
purchase of Marshall
Marshall Smith such number
number of
he is
is hereby, authorized to purchase
mail pouches
or boxes
on the
of letters-patent
letters-patent issued
issued
principle of
the principle
(constructed on
boxes (constructed
pouches or
mail
April
sixty-three, and May seventeen,
hundred and sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
twenty-eight, eighteen
April twenty-eight,
eighteen
proper
said Smith) as he may deem proper
sixty-four, to said
hundred and sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
to
service; and also to test
utility and value in the postal service;
to fully
fully test their utility
a new mode of fastening
a
fastening mail-bags, invented by Solomon Andrews, and to
secure
patent for
for the
the same,
same, and that the expense thereof shall be paid
secure aa patent
out
any appropriation
appropriation heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter to
to the
the
made to
to be made
made or
heretofore made
of any
out of
Post-Office
Post-Office Department.
1865.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 8,
3, 1865.

PRIVATE ACTS
THIRTY-EIGIIT CONGRESS
OF THE THIRTY-EIGHTH
ACTS OF
PRIVATE
OF THE
THE
OF

UNITED
UNITED

STATES,
STATES,

Passed at
session, which
which was
at the City of Washwas begun and held at
the first
first session,
at the
Passed
ington,
in the
the District
Columbia, on
of
on Monday, the seventh day of
of Columbia,
District of
ington, in
December,
A. D.
1863, and
ended on
on Monday,
day of July,
fourth day
the fourth
Monday, the
and ended
D. 1863,
December, A.
A.D.
D. 1864.
A.

Vice-President
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President.
H
ANNIBAL HAMLIN,
H AMLIN, Vice-President
HANNIBAL
President.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
and
CLARK was elected President
the Senate. DANIEL CLARK
President of the
and President
of the
Senate, pro
pro tempore,
tempore, on
the twenty-fifth
and
twenty-fifth day of April, and
on the
the Senate,
of
Speaker
so acted
until the
CHUYLER COLFAX, Speaker
SCHUYLER
session. S
of the
the session.
end of
the end
so
acted until
of the
Representatives.
House of Representatives.
of
the House

Glen.
CHAP. X.
X .-— An
British Schooner Glen.
the British
the Owners of the
to indemnify the
Act to
An Act
CHAP.

leo.
Iii, 1864.
1864.
lee. 13,

United
Representatives of the United
Be
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the Senate
it enacted by
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
Indemnity to
That there be paid to the Indemnity
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
owners of
the British
British schooner
schooner ""Glen,"
of any
in the
the treasury
treasury an
oe
or
ns
e of
Glen.
British
Glen.
schooner
any money
money in
out of
Glen," out
of the
owners

not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of seventeen thousand one hundred
not
and
dollars and sixty-six
same being the amount awarded
sixty-six cents, the same,
fifty dollars
and fifty
as
an indemnification
indemnification to
the parties interested, by the district court of the
to the
as an
United States
States of
America for the southern district of New York, for
of America
United
costs, damages,
damages, and
and expenses, by reason of
said
of the illegal seizure of the said
costs,
vessel and cargo
cargo as prize.
APPROVED, February
February 13, 1864.
APPROVED,

r

Noah Wiswall.
the Heirs
Heirs of Noah
An Act for the Relief of the
-An
XII..—
CHAP. XII

Feb.
Feb. 22, 1864.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
Accounts of
of
proper accounting
States
assembled, That the proper
accounting ;Accounts
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
heirsofNo i
t
Wiswall w
wth the
officers of
United States
States be,
directed to audit an ac- hirswao
and are hereby, directed
be, and
of the
the United
officers
to
count
between the
the United
United States
States and
representatives of Noah United States to
legal representatives
the legal
and the
count between
adjusted and
and
be adjusted
Wiswall, assignee
assignee of
of Daniel
amount of purchase-money
purchase-money be
the amount
Chilson, for the
Daniel Chilson,
Wiswall,
paid.
paid
eighteen hunChilson on the thirteenth day of July, eighteen
by said Daniel Chilson
paid by
Stephenson,
W.
J.
dred and
Stephenson,
agent, Amariah Watson, to
his agent,
thirty-five, by his
and thirty-five,
dred
receiver of
at Galena,
Galena, Illinois, per receipt number twelve
moneys at
public moneys
of public
receiver
hundred and
and eighty-two,
eighty-two, for eighty acres of the west half of the southhundred
west
quarter of
fifteen, in township number
number sixteen north,
of section number fifteen,
west quarter
of
range number
number eight east, of the fourth principal meridian,
meridian, at the rate
of range
of
twenty-five cents'per acre; and that the Secretary of
and twenty-five
of one dollar and
Treasury be,
be, and is hereby, directed to pay said amount upon such
the Treasury
adjustment, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriaappropriaadjustment,
ted.
APPROVED,
February 22,
1864.
22, 1864.
APPROVED, February

8, 1864.
C. March 3,
CRAP. XIX.
XI
X. -An
—An Act
Act to authorize
Paymaster E.
E. C.
authorize the Settlement of the Accounts of Paymaster
CaAP.
Doran.
Doran.

United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
assembled, That all the payments
payments made by
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States
William H.
Peters, of Virginia,
mechanics, laborers, and other
other
Virginia, to the mechanics,
H. Peters,
William
employees
the Norfolk
Norfolk Navy
Navy Yard,
wages due to them by the
Yard, for wages
of the
employees of
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United States,
States, for
services and
and labor rendered
of
rendered to the twentieth day of
for services
United
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
vouchers theresixty-one, and the rolls and vouchers
and sixty-one,
hundred and
April,
for on
file in
the office
office of
of the
fourth auditor
auditor of
the treasury,
treasury, be,
be, and
of the
the fourth
in the
on file
for
Edward C.
the same
benefit of Paymaster
Paymaster Edward
legalized for the benefit
are hereby, legalized
same are
the
Doran, of
of the
United States
accounting officers of the
States Navy; and that the accounting
the United
Accounts
Accounts of Doran,
Edward C.
C. Doran
authorized to credit the said PaymasDoran treasury be, and they are hereby, authorized
Edward
adjusted
to be adjusted
Edward C.
C. Doran,
Doran, in
in the
of his
his account,
the sum
of
sum of
with the
account, with
settlement of
the settlement
ter Edward
$29,381 paid ter
and $29,381
tvventy-nine thousand
dollars. ($29,381.)
($29,381.)
him.
thousand three hundred and eighty-one dollars.
twenty-nine
him.
APPROVED, March 3, 1864.
APPROVED,

8,1864.
March 8,

Caldwell,
K. Caldwell,
C
HAP. XXV.
XXV.—
of John H. Shepherd and Walter K.
the Relief of
for the
Act for
- An
An Act
CHAP.
of Missouri.
Missouri.

Be
by the
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster-General be
Payments to be States of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster-General be
Payments
Shepherd and Caldwell, all sums
to allow
allow and pay to the said Shepherd
made John H.
instructed to
iH. instructed
Shepherd and
withheld by the post'of money remaining due and unpaid and heretofore
Shepherd
and .of
heretofore withheld
Walter K. Calddepartment for
carrying the
the mails
mails during
during the
years eighteen
huneighteen hunthe years
for carrying
well
for carrying office
office department
well forcarrying
the mails.
dred and fifty-four
fifty-four and eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, on routes numeight thousand eight
bered eight
eight thousand
thousand eight
and.eight
hundred and eighteen and
eight hundred
bered
hundred
and forty-nine, in the State of Missouri; said payments to be
hundred and
made for
for the
said
was actually performed on said
which service was
during which
time during
the time
made
routes, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of twenty-one
twenty-one hundred
hundred dollars per year on route numroutes,
ber eight
thousand eight
eight hundred
eighteen, and at the rate of fourhundred and eighteen,
eight thousand
ber
teen hundred
hundred and sixty
thousand eight hunsixty dollars on route number eight thousand
teen
dred and
making any deduction
deduction on account
account of the
and forty-nine, without making
dred
refusal of
of said
said contractors
to enter
enter into
into new
performing extra
extra
contracts for performing
new contracts
contractors to
refusal
service, or on account
reletting the same. And the Postmaster
Postmaster Genaccount of reletting
service,
eral
instructed to pay to said contractors any sums of
of money
further instructed
is further
eral is
due
routes numbered
numbered eight
eight thousand eight
on routes
mails on
the mails
carrying the
for carrying
them for
due them
hundred
seventy-two,
nineteen and eight thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,
hundred and nineteen
in
during the
withheld by the post-office
post-office
aforesaid, and withheld
years aforesaid,
the years
State, during
said State,
in said
department, on
account of
reletting of the
routes first named.
the two routes
of ,the
the reletting
on account
department,
APPROVED,
March 8, 1864.
APPROVED, March
March
1864.
8,1864.
March 8,

F. Cartee.
L. F.
C
HAP. XXVI.
XXVI.
—An Act
for the Relief of L.
Cartee.
Actfor
-An
CHAP.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
Payment of
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the commissioner
commissioner of the
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of
Payment
$3033.50
$3033.50 to L. F. general
general land
be, and
and he
he is
authorized to pay to L. F.
hereby, .authorized
is hereby,
office be,
land office
Cartee for
for surCartee
thirty-three dollars and fifty cents
vs of
of lands
three thousand and thirty-three
cents,
in Cartee the sum of three
lands in
veys
Oiegon.
for
services performed
in surveys
public lands in the State of Oreof the
the public
surveys of
performed in
for services
Oregon.
of Oregon,
gon
excess of
contract with the surveyor-general
Oregon, dated
surveyor-general of
his contract
of his
in excess
gon in
October
eighteen hundred
and sixty,
thouthree thouof three
sum of
the sum
and the
sixty, and
hundred and
fourteen, eighteen
October fourteen,
sand
thirty-three dollars
appropriated for
and fifty cents is hereby appropriated
dollars and
and thirty-three
sand and
said
out of
the treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropritreasury not
in the
money in
any money
of any
payment, out
said payment,
ated:
Provided, That
provided for by
before any payment is made, as provided
That before
ated: Provided,
L. F. Cartee shall be tested
performed by said L.
this
tested in the
this act, the work performed
field
actual examination
examination thereof;
under the direction of the surveyorthereof, under
by actual
field by
general
of Oregon,
and any
correction made, necessary
necessary to make it conany correction
Oregon, and
general of
governing
instructions governing
formable
the laws
laws of
of the
the United States and the instructions
to the
formable to
the
surveys of
the public
at the
the expense of the said L. F. Cartee,
Cartee,
lands, at
public lands,
of the
the surveys
deducting said
and the
the balance
balance only
only of
appropriation paid him after
after deducting
of said appropriation
and
expense of
of inspection
inspection and
correction, and
and when
when the
certificate of the surthe certificate
and correction,
expense
commissioner of the general
veyor-general of
Oregon is filed with the commissioner
general
of Oregon
veyor-general
land office
that said
said survey
survey is
according to the law and regulacomplete according
is complete
office that
land

tions governing public surveys.
8, 1864.
March 8,
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,

THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. C.29,
CH. '29, 32, 38, 43.
SESS..
THIRTY-EIGHTH

1864.

CHAP. XXIX.
=C. -An
— An Act for the Benefit
Benefit of John Dickson, of Illinois.
CHAP.

577

March
11,1864.
March 11,1964.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
it enacted
damStates of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the sum
twenty-one $21,000 damof twenty-one
sum of
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
States
be
paid
to
thousand dollars
dollars be
be paid to John Dickson, of Illinois, to compensate himages
thousand
.1T•n%ibeUri i
,
dfor
for
the damages
damages he
he sustained
sustained by
the failure
cailure of
of J.
J. W.
W. Belger,
Belger, breach
breach of conof the
by reason
reason of
for the
tract.
quartermaster of
of United
United States volunteers, to receive one hundred thou- tract.
quartermaster
a contract
sand bushels
of corn
contract
tendered him by said Dickson, under a
corn tendered
bushels of
sand
therefor, and
and that
that the
the same
same be
be paid
treasury
of any money in the treasury
out of
paid out
therefor,
appropriated.
not otherwise appropriated.
APPROVED,
March 11,
11, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, March

Penn- March 14, 1864.
Burns, of
John L.
L. Burns,
granting a
CHAP. XXXII.
XXXII —
-An
An Act
Act granting
a Pension
Pension to John
of Gettysburg, PennCHAP.
sylvania.
sylvania.
Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be
it enacted
to
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of the In- Pension to
the Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States
tenor
hereby, directed
John L,
L, Burns.
place the name of John L. Burns, Burns.
directed to place
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
terior be,
of Gettysburg,
State of
pension roll, at
the pension
upon the
Pennsylvania, upon
of Pennsylvania,
in the
the State
Gettysburg, in
of
the rate
of eight
dollars per
services at the battle of
of
month, for patriotic services
per month,
eight dollars
the
rate of
Gettysburg,
he was
was wounded,
first day of July, anno Domwounded, on the first
where he
Gettysburg, where
ii eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, at
pension shall
which time said pension
at which
and sixty-three,
hundred and
ini
commence.
commence.

APPROVED,
March 14,
1864.
14, 1864.
APPROVED, March

French Ship "La
of the Owners of the French
C
HAP. XXXVIII.
—An Act for the
"La March 22, 1864.
the Relief of
XXXVIII. -An
CHAP.
Mane
he
Manche."

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
Be it
Indemnityto
paying Indemnity
States
of America
for the
purpose of
of paying
to
the purpose
That for
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
the owners of the
the
owners of
of the
Manche,"the
ship ""La Manche,"
French ship
the French
the owners
to the
awarded to
indemnity awarded
the indemnity
slu e,
there
be appropriated,
of any
any money
in the
otherwise "Kr
i
e
,
a
l
an
aManche."
not otherwise
the treasury
treasury not
money in
out of
appropriated, out
there be
on
exchange
appropriated,
a
sufficient
amount
to
purchase
a
exchange
Paris
of
bill
a
appropriated, a sufficient amount to purchase
for
the sum
sum of
of one
one hundred
hundred and
forty thousand seven hundred and
and
and forty
for the
thirty-five
and fifteen
fifteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths francs, with interest on the said sum
thirty-five and
at six
six per
from February
February five,
past, down
the date of the
to the
down to
last past,
five, last
centum, from
per centum,
at
bill of exchange.
APPROVED, March
22, 1864.
1864.
March 22,
APPROVED,
CHAP. XLIIL
XLIIL -— An
An Actfor
Act for the Relief
Samuel A. Wood.
E. F. and
and Samuel
Relief of
of E.
CHAP.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representativet of
of the
the United
United
and House
it enacted
Be it
States of
That the
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States

March

28, 1864,
1864.
28,

of
Duplicates of

Treasury
and he
hereby, directed
to issue,
be issued,
Oregon
nineteen Oregon
issued, nineteen
to be
cause to
or cause
issue, or
directed to
is hereby,
he is
be, and
Treasury be,
war
to be
bonds
war bonds
E. F.
delivered to E.
F. and Samuel A. Wood
Wood duplicates
duplicates of the issued
and delivered
executed, and
to E.toF.be
and
Samuel
A.
following described
described bonds
bonds of
of the
United States
States of America
America treasury
treasury de- and Samuel A.
the United
following
Wood, upon
their
upon their
Wood,
partment,
for the
the Oregon
Oregon war
war debt,
issued by the
the United States under an giving
debt, issued
partment, for
the usual
act of
congress approved
two, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, gndemnnity.usu
eighteen hundred
March .two,
approved March
act
of congress
payable
time after
after the
first day
day of
of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and 1861
ch. 71.
the first
at any
any time
payable at
1861, ch.
p. 199.
eighty-one,
at the
United States,
States, with
with interest
rate' Vol. xii. p.
at the rate'
interest at
of the
the United
treasury of
the treasury
eighty-one, at
of six
per centum
numbers thirteen hundred
hundred and twentycentuin per annum, viz: numbers
of
six per
nine, and
and thirteen
thirteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four,
thirty-four, to
hundred and thirtyto thirteen
thirteen hundred
nine,
eight,
inclusive, for
sum of
five hundred
dollars each;
each; and number
number
hundred dollars
of five
the sum
for the
eight, inclusive,
two
fifty dollars, dated Washington,
Washington, March
seventy-one for fifty
and seventy-one
two hundred and
twenty-four, eighteen
and sixty-two;
hunnumbers thirteen hunsixty-two; and numbers
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-four,
dred
fifty-two to
to thirteen
inclusive, for five
fifty-nine, inclusive,
and fifty-nine,
hundred and
thirteen hundred
and fifty-two
dred and
hundred dollars
number six
six hundred
hundred and
one hundred
and sixty-five
sixty-five for one
each; number
dollars each;
hundred
dollars, and
and number
number two
two hundred
sixty-six for
for fifty
dated
dollars, dated
fifty dollars,
and sixty-six
hundred and
dollars,
Washington, March
sixty-two; and
hundred and sixty-two;
eighteen hundred
twenty-four, eighteen
March twenty-four,
Washington,
number
eight hundred
hundred and
hundred dollars; numfor one
one hundred
seventy-seven for
and seventy-seven
number eight
twenty-second,
ber four
hundred for
for fifty
dollars, dated
dated Washington, May twenty-second,
fifty dollars,
four hundred
ber
-4949
VOL.
PRIV. —
XIII. PIV.
VOL. xm.

578
578

THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. Sss.
SESS. I.
I. C
u. 44,
44, 55,
55, 56.
CH.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

1864.
1864.

"L.
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
L. E.
and each and severally signed "
sixty-two, and
hundred and
eighteen
Chittenden,
of the
Treasury," entered
entered R. E., recorded
recorded J. O.,
0.,
the Treasury,"
Register of
Chittenden, Register
with thirty-seven
thirty-seven interest
coupons attached
to each of the five hundred
attached to
interest coupons
with
dollar bonds
bonds for
for fifteen
dollars each,
semi-annually; eighteen inpayable semi-annually;
each, payable
fifteen dollars
dollar
terest coupons
coupons attached
to bond
bond number
number six hundred and sixty-five, and
attached to
terest
nineteen interest
attached to
hundred and
to bond number eight hundred
coupons attached
interest coupons
nineteen
seventy-seven for
six dollars
dollars each;
eighteen interest
coupons attached to
interest coupons
each; eighteen
for six
seventy-seven
bonds numbers
two hundred
seventysixty-six and two hundred and seventyand sixty-six
hundred and
numbers two
bonds
one ;nineteen
bond number
number four hundred
hundred for
to bond
attached to
coupons attached
interest coupons
nineteen interest
one;
three dollars
each, payable
which coupons
coupons are signed
of which
all of
annually, all
payable annually,
dollars each,
three
"
for the
of the
Treasury;" in
in all
all nineteen
nineteen Oregon
war
Oregon war
the Treasury;"
Register of
the Register
Luff, for
G. Lutf,
" G.
bonds, amounting
to the
sum of
of seven
thousand three
three hundred and fifty
seven thousand
the sum
amounting to
bonds,
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That before
the issue
duplicate bonds said
issue of such duplicate
before the
dollars:
E. F.
and Samuel
A. Wood,
of them,
shall execute, or cause to
them, shall
either of
or either
Wood, or
Samuel A.
F. and
E.
be executed,
executed, and
and deposited
Secretary of the Treasury of the
the Secretary
with the
deposited with
be
secretary,
United
States,
to
the
full
acceptance
and
satisfaction
satisfaction of said secretary',
and
acceptance
full
the
to
States,
United
regulations of the
such bond
of indemnity
as is
required by the regulations
usually required
is usually
indemnity as
bond of
such
treasury department
department for
duplicate certificates
certificates of inscribed
issue of duplicate
the issue
for the
treasury
stocks and bonds.
APPROVED,
March 28, 1864.
APPROVED, March
March 28,
28, 1864.
1864.
March

1$1500
$1500

to
be
to be
paid the
legal
pait
the legal
representatives
of
Israel C.
C. Wait.
Wait.
of Israel

1857 ch.
ch. 00.
00.
1857,
vol. xi.
p. 000.
000.
xi p.
Vol.

1864.
9,1864.
April 9,

April

Wait.
C. Wait.
Israel C.
CHAP. XLIV.
XLIV.-— An
An Act
in Favor
Favor of
of the
Representatives of
of Israel
Legal Representatives
the Legal
Act in
CHAP.

United
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
America in Congress
of America
States of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, directed
representatives
to the legal representatives
pay to
to pay
directed to
Treasury
of Israel
Israel C.
C. Wait,
lieutenant in
in the
the United
United States navy, the sum of
late lieutenant
Wait, late
of
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, it
the amount of an unpaid balance due the
it being the
fifteen
said
Wait under
the act
act of
fifty..
eighteen hundred and fiftysixteenth, eighteen
January sixteenth,
of January
under the
said Wait
seven,
entitled
"
An
act
to
amend
an
act
entitled
An
to
promote
the
to
act
'An
entitled
act
an
seven, entitled "An act to amend
efficiency
navy,'" and
sum of fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars is hereby
hereby
the sum
and the
the navy,'"
of the
efficiency of
appropriated
for this
this purpose.
appropriated for
APPROVED,
1864.
28, 1864.
March 28,
APPROVED, March
CHAP. LV.
— An Act
for the
the Relief
of Daniel
Wormer.
Daniel Wormer.
Relief of
Actfor
LV. -An
CHAP.

Be
by the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
Payment to
Payment
Daniel Wormer. the
Treasury be,
and he
directed, out of any money in the
is, directed,
hereby is,
he hereby
be, and
Wormer. the Treasury
Daniel
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to pay
pay to
Daniel Wormer
the sum of
Wormer the
to Daniel
appropriated, to
not otherwise
treasury
one
seven hundred
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight dollars
dollars and thirty-six
hundred and
thousand seven
one thousand
cents,
full for
percentage retained
government on payments
by the government
retained by
all percentage
for all
in full
cents, in
heretofore
him, and
and for
all timber
timber or
materials furnished
other materials
or other
for all
to him,
made to
heretofore made
by
of the
pier at
at Little Sodus Bay, on Lake
the pier
construction of
the construction
in the
him in
by him
Ontario.
Ontario.
APPROVED,
April 9,
1864.
9, 1864.
APPROVED, April

April 9,
9, 1864.
1864
April

Payment
to
Paymentto
Darius 6.
Cole.
S. Cole.
Darius

CrtAr. LVL
— An Act
Act for
the Relief
Cole.
S. Cole.
Darius S.
of Darius
Relief of
or the
LVL -An
CH.

Be it
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary of the
in Congress
States of
treasury
in the treasury
money in
Treasury
be, and
hereby, directed,
directed, out
out of
of any
any money
is hereby,
he is
and he
Treasury be,
not
appropriated, to
pay to
to Darius
Darius S.
S. Cole the sum of two
to pay
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
thousand two
and twenty-four
full for
materials furfor materials
in full
dollars, in
twenty-four dollars,
hundred and
two hundred
thousand
construction of the pier in Little
nished to
to the
the United
States for the construction
United States
nished
Sodus Bay,
Bay, Lake
Lake Ontario.
Ontario.
Sodus
APPROVED, April
1864.
9, 1864.
April 9,
APPROVED,

THIRTY-EIGHTH
THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SEss. I
H. 57, 62, 75,
SESS.
I.. C
CH.
75, 76.

1864.

.
VII.—An
Adler
William G.
Brown.
CHAP. L
LVII.
-An Act
fr the
the Relief
Relief of
of William
G. Brown.

579

April 9,
1864.
April
9,1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
assembled, That
That the
the Payment to
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
William G.
Treasury
Treasury be, and he hereby is, directed, out of any money in the treasury
treasury William
G.
Brown.
Brown the
sum 6frown
of
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to pay to William
William G.
G. Brown
the sum
ninety-nine
ninety-nine dollars, in
by order
of the
the
in full
full for stone or
or other
other materials
materials used
used by
order of
agents
agents of the government
of a
Sodus
government in the
the construction
construction of
a pier
pier in
in Little
Little Sodus
Bay, on Lake Ontario, in the year one thousand eight
fiftyeight hundred and fiftythree.
APPROVED, April
184.
APPROVED,
April 9,
9, 1864.
CaAP. LXIL
- An
CHAP.
LXII.—
An

Act confirming
confirming the
the Title
Title of
Joseph Ford
Lands in
in Rice
Act
of Joseph
Ford to
to certain
certain Lands
Rice
County, in
of Minnesota.
County,
in the
the State
State of
Minnesota.

April 19, 1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the &nate
Representatives of
the United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
'Rates of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
States
Congress assembled,
That the
the title
title of Joseph
Joseph Ford
Ford Title
Title of
of Joseph
Joseph
Ford to certain
in and to
lands, to
south half
of the
the northnorth- lFnrdstO
to the following
following described
described lands,
to wit:
wit: the
the south
half of
lands in crtine
Minneeast quarter, and the southeast quarter
quarter of the
and the
the sota confirmed,
the northwest
northwest quarter, and
confirmed,
patent to
northwest quarter of the southeast
and patent
to
northwest
southeast quarter
quarter of section six, in township
township one and
issue therefor.
nineteen, in Rice
hundred and eleven, of range
range nineteen,
Rice County, in the State of ssue therefor.
Minnesota, containing one hundred and
same is
is
and sixty
sixty acres, be,
be, and
and the
the same
hereby, fully and absolutely
absolutely confirmed,
that a
patent be
to the
the
confirmed, and
and that
a patent
be issued
issued to
said Joseph Ford for the same.
same.
APPROVED, April
1864.
APPROVED,
April 19,
19, 1864.
CHAP.
—An
CrAP. LXXV.
LXXV.-An

Act for
and Others.
Others.
Act
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of William
William C.
C. Walker,
Walker, and

May 3,
1864.
3,1864.

Be
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Payments
Payments
to
l
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, directed to pay, out of any money in the William C.
Warr, ,T-Ohn S.
treasury not
not otherwise
of six
six hundred
and sixtysixty- EWalke,
treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
hundred and
AJon .
Emrie, A. G.
dollars and
following persons,
persons, and
four dollars
and ninety
ninety cents
cents to
to the
the following
and in
in the
the sums
sums Crane,
Crane George
Geore W.
W.
following,
viz: To
To William
William C.
Walker, eighty-three
eighty-three dollars
dollars and
twenty- Pilbean, E.Goodfollowing, viz:
C. Walker,
and twentyPilbe
,
Jacob
.rich,
Cox,
five
cents; to
to John
A. G.
Crane, ninetyninety- Thomas
five cents;
John S.
S. Emrie,
Emrie, seventy
seventy dollars;
dollars; to
to A.
G. Crane,
Lamkin,
Thomas Lamkin,
seven
fifty cents;
to George
twenty-one dollars
dollars Porter
seven dollars and
Duren,
and fifty
cents; to
George W.
W. Pilbean,
Pilbean, twenty-one
Porter Durell,
Ranand
cents; to
to E.
Goodrich, eighty-seven
and seventy-five
seventy-five Matthew
and fifty
fifty cents;
E. Goodrich,
eighty-seven dollars
dollars and
MatthewRandall,
David
dall David
twenty-five cents;
cents; to
to Thomas
Thomas Lynn,
cents; to
to Jacob Cox,
Cox, eleven
eleven dollars
dollars and
and twenty-five
Lvnn, Andrew
Andrew
Lamkin, ninety-two dollars and twenty-five
Lisk,keV
twenty-five cents; to Porter Durell, Lisi
William
illiam
r ,William
Matthew Randall,
dollars and
seventy-five Depuy.
ninety dollars;
dollars; to
to Matthew
Randall, ninety-six
ninety-six dollars
and seventy-five
Bueresp
William
cents; to David Lynn, five dollars and
and fifty
to Andrew
Andrew Lisk,
Lisk, four
fifty cents;
cents; to
four
dollars; to
three dollars;
dollars; to
to William
William Depuy,
Depuy, two
dollars;
to William
William Burkes,
Burkes, three
two doldoltwenty-five cents,
cents, for
for labor
done and
and performed
the aboveabovelars and
and twenty-five
labor done
performed by
by the
the bridge
bridge across
across the
River and
and
named persons, respectively,
respectively, on
on the
the Ohio
Ohio River
floating battery
battery at Paducah,
Paducah, by and under the direction
direction of General John.
John
C.
while commanding
commanding the
the west.
west.
C. Fremont,
Fremont, while
the army
army of
of the
APPROVED, May
3, 1864.
APPROVED,
May 3,
1864.

(iCox,
ca

LXXVI.—
for the
the Relief
Relief of
Jesse Williams.
CHAP. LXXVI.
-AnAn Act
Actfor
of Jesse
Williams.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
United
House of
of Representatives
of the United
States of America
States
assembled, That
commissioner of
America ire
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the commissioner
of the
the
general
land-office be
directed to
issue a
to Jesse
Jesse Williams,
Williams, of
general land-office
be directed
to issue
a patent
patent to
of
Jefferson County, Iowa,
Jefferson
Iowa, for the west half of the northwest
northwest quarter of
of secsection fifteen,
north of
fifteen west,
in the
the State
State
tion
fifteen, township
township sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, north
of range
range fifteen
west, in
That no
no rights
rights acquired
acquired by
by other
of Iowa.
Iowa. Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
other persons
persons
shall
by this
this act.
act.
shall be effected
effected by
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
May 3,
3, 1864.
1864.

3, 1864.
May 3,1864.
Land
Land patent to
to
issue to
to Jesse
Jesse

Proviso.
Proviso.

580
THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
Sans. I
E. 87,
100, 105.
91,100,
87, 90, 91,
CH.
L. C
580 THIRTY-EIGHTH
May
16,1864.
1864.
May 18,

Accounts of
of
Accounts

Asahel Bush,

Bush, of
Asahel
public printer
Oregon, to be
be
settled.
settled.

1864.

late
A. Bush,
of A.
C
HAP. LXXXVII.
Act to
authorize the
the Settlement
the Accounts
Bush, late
Accounts of
of the
Settlement of
to authorize
-AnAn Act
LXXXVII. —
CHAP.
of Oregon.
Public
the Territory
Oregon.
Territory of
for the
Printerfor
Public Printer
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
by the
Be
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the proper acin Congress
America in
United States
counting officer
officer of
of the
authorized to audit and
treasury be, and hereby is, authorized
the treasury
counting
allow the
the account
account of
Bush, late
late public
public printer
Territory of
printer of the Territory
Asahel'Bush,
of Asahel
allow
hundred
Oregon, for
for printing,
binding, and
forth, in the year eighteen hundred
and so forth,
printing, binding,
Oregon,
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
hundred copies
copies of
the statutes
legislative
the legislative
enacted by the
statutes enacted
of the
five hundred
and
assembly of
of said
territory at
its sessions
of eighteen hundred and fiftysessions of
at its
said territory
assembly
three
and
four,
and
eighteen
hundred
and
allow
fifty-four and five, and allow
and
hundred
eighteen
and
three and four,
for the
the same
same such
prices as were by law allowable
allowable for such services at
such prices
for
that time;
time; and
that the
account
the amount that shall be found due upon said account
and that
that
shall
be paid
out of
money in
in the
the treasury
not otherwise appropritreasury not
any money
of any
paid out
shall be

ated.

APPROVED, May
1864.
16, 1864.
May 16,
APPROVED,

May
1864.
19,1864.
May 19,

Stafford, Widow of Reuben StafCHAP. XC.
IC.-—An
for the
the Relief
of Margaret
M. Stafford,
StafMargaret M.
Relief of
Act for
An Act
CHAP.
ford,
of Coshocton
Coshocton County,
County, Ohio.
Ohio.
ford, of

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
Inassembled, That
States
of America
in Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary of the InCongress assembled,
America in
States of
Margaret M.
directed to place the name of Margaret
hereby, directed
gust M.
M. Stafford. terior
tenor be,
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
garet
Stafford,
widow of
Coshocton County, Ohio, on the
of Coshocton
Stafford, of
Reuben Stafford,
of Reuben
Stafford, widow
commence on the
pension-roll,
at
the
rate
of
eight
dollars
per
month, to commence
per month,
dollars
eight
of
rate
the
pension-roll, at
twenty-sixth day
day of
of August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, and to
twenty-sixth
continue during her widowhood.
widowhood.
continue
APPROVED, May
May 19,
19, 1864.
APPROVED,
Pension to
Marto MarPension

L. Nelson.
CHAP. XCI.
XCI.
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Charles
Nelson.
Charles L.
Actfor
An Act
-— An
CHAP.

May
19, 1864.
May 19,1864.

Payment to
Charles L.
L. Nel-

BOIL
son.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled,
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
Congress assembled, That
States ofbe,America
UnitedTreasury
of
and
he is
hereby, directed
directed to
to pay
Charles L.
NelL. Nelto Charles
pay to
is hereby,
and he
the Treasury be,
of the
son
the sum
three hundred
and eight
eight dollars, out of any money in the
hundred and
of three
sum of
son the
treasury
appropriated, it being
being for his services as agent for
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
treasury not
the
harbor of
of Burlington,
Burlington, Vermont,
Vermont, from the fifteenth
the harbor
of the
improvement of
the improvement
day
of January,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-three,
fifty-three, to the second day of
January, eighteen
day of
April, eighteen
dollars per day.
four dollars
at four
inclusive, at
fifty-three, inclusive,
and fifty-three,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
April,

1864.
APPROVED,
May 19,
19, 1864.
APPROVED, May

May 28, 1864.

May 28,1864.

Pension to
to
Pension

Julia
A. Ames.
Ames.
Julia A.

June
2, 1864.
June 2,1864.
Payment
to
Payment to
Frederick A.
Beelen.

C
HAP, C:
C.—
An Act
for the
the Relief
Relief of
Julia A.
Ames.
A. Ames.
of Jula
Actfor
- An
CHAP.
Be it
it enacted
by. the
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the Secretary of the
That the
assembled,
Congress
in
States of America
Interior
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized and
and directed
directed to place the name
is hereby,-authorized
he is
Interior be,
of Julia
A. Ames,
of John
John E.
E. Ames,
sergeant in the sixth
Ames, late aa sergeant
widow of
Ames, widow
Julia A.
of
of injuries received
regiment
of
Massachusetts
volunteers,
and
who
died
received
who
and
volunteers,
Massachusetts
of
regiment
in
the city
city of
hundred
eighteen hundred
April, eighteen
of April,
nineteenth of
the nineteenth
on the
Baltimore on
of Baltimore
in the
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, upon
upon the
pension-roll, at
per
the rate of eight dollars per
at the
the pension-roll,
and
and
month, from
said nineteenth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
nineteenth day of April, eighteen
the said
from the
month,
sixty-one, to continue
continue during her widowhood.
sixty-one,
28, 1864.
May 28,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May

Legation
C
HAP. CV.
— An Act
for the
of Frederick
Secretary of
of Legation
late Secretary
Beeen, late
A. Beelen,
Frederick A.
Relief of
the Relief
Act for
CV. -An
CHAP.
to
Chili.
to Chili.
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
America in
in Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasassembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
ury
is
hereby
authorized
to
pay
to
Frederick
A.
Beelen,
Secretary
late Secretary
Beelen, late
A.
Frederick
to
pay
to
authorized
ury is hereby
of
legation to
Chili, the
the sum
of one
one hundred
hundred and
and
dollars and
sixty-six dollars
and sixty-six
sum of
to Chili,
of legation
sixty-six cents,
cents, out
out of
any money
in the
otherwise appropriapproprinot otherwise
treasury not
the treasury
money in
of any
sixty-six
ated, in
in full
full for
in salary
salary under
under the
the several
several acts
of congress
on
congress on
acts of
difference in
for difference

ated,

THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
Sass. II. CH.
On. 112,146,
112, 146, 161,186.
161, 186. 1864.
1864.

581
581

that subject, while he acted as such
such secretary, before
informed of
of
before he
he was
was informed
such reduction, and until he had full time to return
return to the
United States.
the United
States.
APPROVED, June 2,
APPROVED,
2, 1864.
1864.

CHAP.
Cu. CXI.
CXII. —
Act for the
the Relief
of Warren
Warren W.
W. Green.
- An
An Actfor
Reliefof
Green.
June
June 7,
1864.
7,1864.
'Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to
out of
money in
to pay,
pay, out
of any
any money
in Payment
Payment to
to
the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to Warren
Warren W. Green the sum Warren
Warren W.
W.
of forty-seven
forty-seven dollars and seventy-nine
seventy-nine cents, being for his services on the Green.
Green.
Fort Kearney and Honey Lake
Lake wagon-road,
wagon-road, in the year eighteen
huneighteen hunfifty-seven.
dred and
and fifty-seven.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 7,
1864.
7, 1864.
*
Be

CHAP.
-— An
Relief of
of Rhoda Wolcott,
C
HIP. CXLVI.
CXLVI.
An Actfor
Act for the
the Relief
Widow of
Henry Wolcott.
June 20,
Wolcott, Widow
of Henry
Wolcott. June
20, 1864.
1864.
Be it
enacted by the
and House
House of
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America
States
in Congress
the Secretary
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to place
place the
the name
name
of Rhoda
Rhoda Wolcott, widow of
Wolcott, w
ho was
pri
vate in
i
n a
ato Pension
Pension to
of Henry
Henry Wolcott,
who
was a
a private
company of New York United States detached militia, of the regiment
regiment Rhoda
Rhoda Wolcott.
Wolcott.
commanded by Colonel
Colonel Thomas B. Benedict,
Benedict, in the
of eighteen
eighteen hunthe war
war of
hundred and twelve, on the pension roll, at
four dollars
dollars per
at the
the rate
rate of
of four
per
month, said pension to begin on the fourteenth
fourteenth day
day of
November, eighteen
eighteen
of November,
hundred and sixty, and to continue during her
her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED,
APPRO
VED, June
June 20,
20, 1864.
1864.
CHAP.
CLXL -An
Act to
CHAP. CLXL
— An Act
to increase
the Pension
Pension of
of Isaac
Isaac Allen.
Allen.
increase the

June
25,1864
June 25,
1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the InInthe Secretary
Secretary of
of the
terior be, and he hereby
terior
hereby is, authorized and directed to
pension of
Pension of.
of.
to raise the
the pension
of Pension
Isaac Allen from a
a half to a
and to
pay him
increased Isaac
a full pension,
pension, and
to pay
him such
such increased
Isaac Allen
Allen ininpension
twenty-sixth day of April, in the year
pension from the twenty-sixth
our Lord
Lord one
creased.
year of
of our
one creased.
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-four, and
continue during
his natural
natural
and continue
during his
life.
life.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
1864.
June 25,
25, 1864.

CHAP.
-AnAn Act concerning certain
certain Locations
Locations of
CHAP. CLXXVI.
CLXXXVI.
—
of Lands
the State
of
Lands in
in the
State of
Missouri.
Missouri.

June 30, 1864.
1864.

it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Unitea
Unitea

States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
all of
of the
right, title,
title, and
and
the right,

The interest of

the United
United_ States
States
interest
States in
interest of the United States
in and
and to
to all
the lands
lands within
all of
of the
within the
the respective
respective the
in certain lands
boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the following
in township
following described
described locations
1111
lam l
ands
locations in
township forty-five
forty-five i1
in Missouri
Missouri

north, of the base line, in range
range seven east, of the fifth
meridian granted
fifth principal
to
principal meridian
granted to
line, in the State of Missouri, made by virtue of
certificates issued
issued under
under
of certificates
the act of congress, approved
approved February the seventeenth,
hundred 1815, ch. 45.
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
45.
and fifteen,
Vol. iii.
p. 211.
211.
fifteen, entitled "An act for the relief of the inhabitants
late Vol.
inhabitants of
of the
the late
iii. p.
county of New
New Madrid, in the Missouri Territory, who suffered
suffered by
earthby earthquakes,"
quakes," shall be, and the same
same are
and
are hereby,
hereby, granted,
granted, relinquished,
relinquished, and
conveyed by the United States,
fee simple
and in
in full
to the
States, in
in fee
simple and
full property,
property, to
the
respectively, or their respective
following mentioned
mentioned persons, respectively,
respective legal
legal reprerepresentatives, in whose names said locations
locations were
were severally
severally made,
wit:
nade, to
to wit:
Location under certificate
certificate number one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, being
being sursurvey number two thousand five hundred,
in the
the name
name of
of Joseph
Hunot, or
or Joseph Hunot,
hundred, in
Joseph Hunot,
his legal representatives;
representatives; location under
certificate number
hundred
under certificate
number three
three hundred
49*
49*
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CONGRESS. S
ESS. I
CH. 186,187,188,206.
186, 187, 188, 206. 1864.
L. CH.
SESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH

and
forty-eight, being
number two
hundred and
thousand seven hundred
two thousand
survey number
being 'survey
and forty-eight,
the name
name of
representatives; location
location
James Conway, or his representatives;
of James
James
Conway, twelve,
in the
twelve, in
James Conway,
under
number one
one hundred
fifty-nine, being survey number
and fifty-nine,
hundred and
certificate number
under certificate
two
ninety-one, in the name of J.
j. Smith, or
and ninety-one,
hundred and
J.
four hundred
thousand four
two thousand
J. Smith,
Smith,
his
location under certificate number one hundred
representatives; location
legal representatives;
his legal
and forty-five,
forty-five, being
number two
two thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and
survey number
being survey
and
representatives;
ninety-nine, in
in the
the name
Martin Coontz,
Coontz, or his legal representatives;
of Martin
Martin
name of
Coontz, ninety-nine,
Martin Coontz,
location under
number nineteen,
number two
survey number
being survey
nineteen, being
certificate number
under certificate
location
Genereux,
thousand
six hundred
hundred and
ninety-two, in
in the
the name
name of Joseph Genereux,
and ninety-two,
Joseph
thousand six
Joseph
Genereux,
or
his representatives;
representatives; location
under certificate
number sixteen, being
certificate number
location under
or his
Genereux,
survey
thousand six
six hundred
and twenty,
the name
of
name of
in the
twenty, in
hundred and
two thousand
number two
survey number
Francis Delisle,
Delisle, or
and location under certificertifirepresentatives; and
legal representatives;
his legal
or his
Francis Delisle,
Delisle, Francis
Francis
cate number
number one
one hundred
and sixty-four,
being survey
survey humber
Snumber two thousixty-four, being
hundred and
cate
sand five
in the
John Brooks,
or his
his legal
legal
Brooks, or
of John
name of
the name
forty-one, in
and forty-one,
John Brooks.
hundred and
five hundred
Brooks. sand
John
representatives: Provided,
however, That
That nothing
forecontained in the forenothing contained
Provided, however,
Nothing herehere- representatives:
Nothing
tofore
provisions of this act shall, directly or indirectly, comprehend, inconveyed going provisions
tofore conveyed
granted hereby.
hereby. elude,
granted
clude, extend to, grant, relinquish, or convey, the whole or any part of
any
lot, tract,
tract, piece,
piece, or
land in
said township
which has heretotownship which
in said
of land
parcel of
or parcel
any lot,
fore been
confirmed and
the United
United States
States to any person or
by the
surveyed by
and surveyed
been confirmed
fore
persons, or
to the
of any
person or
or persons:
persons: And
any person
representatives of
legal representatives
Rights
third persons,
the legal
or to
of third
Rights of
persons
not afaf- provided,
further, That nothing in this act shall in any manner abridge,
provided,further,
persons not
fected hereby.
divest, impair,
impair, injure,
injure, or
or prejudice,
prejudice, any adverse
interest of
adverse right, title, or interest
fected hereby, divest,
any
person or
in or
or to
to any
portion or
part of
the aforesaid lots,
of the
or part
any portion
persons in
or persons
any person
relinquished, or contracts, pieces,
pieces, or
parcels of
of land
which are granted, relinquished,
land which
or parcels
tracts,
veyed
this act.
veyed by this
APPROVED,
June 30,
APPROVED, June
30, 1864.
1864.
HAP. CLXXXVII.
— An Act
for the
Relief of
Lieutenant William
P. Richner,
Richner, SeventyWilliam P.
of Lieutenant
the Relief
Act for
CLXXXVI. -An
June
30, 1864. C
CHAP.
June 30,1864.

Payment
to
Payment to
William P
P..
William
Richner.
Richner.

seventh Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer Infantry.
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Muse of
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
it enacted
Be
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
of War be,
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States
and
hereby, directed
directed to
to cause
paid to
William P.
P. Richner,
first
Richner, first
to William
be paid
to be
cause to
is hereby,
he is
and he
lieutenant
company H
H seventy-seventh
volunteer infantry,
regiment Ohio volunteer
seventy-seventh regiment
lieutenant company
out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the pay and
emoluments of
of a
lieutenant, from
from the
the thirty-first
December,
day of December,
thirty-first day
first lieutenant,
a first
emoluments
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-one, to
to the
the thirty-first
thirty-first day
day of
eighteen
August, eighteen
of August,
and sixty-one,
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-two.
and sixty-two.
hundred

APPROVED, June
30, 1864.
1864.
June 30,
APPROVED,
June
June 30, 1864.

Kendall.
C
HAP. CLXXXVIII.
—An Act for the Relief of the Estate of B. F. Kendall.
CLXXXVIII. -An
CHAP.

United
Be
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the proper accounting offiin Congress
America in
States of
authorized to
cers of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department be,
and they are
are hereby, authorized
be, and
cers
Allowance
accounts of B. F. Kendall,
Kendall, deceased, late
settlement of the accounts
allow, in the settlement
in allow,
Allowance in
settlement of
the
superintendent of Indian
Washington Territory, the sum of
Indian affairs for Washington
superintendent
the
settlement
accounts ofofB.
F.
two thousand
one hundred
and eight
eight dollars
same
and thirty cents, the same
dollars and
hundred and
thousand one
two
Kendall.
Kendall.
being
the amount
shown to
lifetime,
been disbursed by him in his lifetime,
have been
to have
amount shown
being the
and
which no vouchers
vouchers were to be found.
for which
and for
30, 1864.
APPROVED,
1864.
June 30,
APPROVED, June
July
1864.
1,1864.
July 1,

Wara Land Warthe Interior
Secretary of the
CHAP. CCVI.-An
CCVI.
— An Act to authorize
authorize the Secretary
Interior to issue a
rant to Richard
Richard Fitch, of Ohio.
rant

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the
the Senate and
Be it

Land warrant
warrant States
Land
States of
Secretary of the Intethe Secretary
assembled, That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
Rich- rior be, and he
to Richto issue
issue to
warrant
a land warrant
authorized and directed to issue a
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
ard
Fitch.
ard Fitch.
for
and sixty
sixty acres of land to Richard Fitch, of Ohio, in conhundred and
one hundred
for one

THIRTY-EIGHTH
THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
uss. I.
I. CH.
CH. 207,
229.
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
207, 208,
208, 227, 228,
228, 229.
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sideration
sideration of
or military
military services
services rendered in the
States
the army of
of the
the United States
during
during the last war with Great
Great Britain.
APPROVED, July
1, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
July 1,

CHAP.
CCVI. - An
Act for
for the
C
RAP. COWL
An Act
the Relief
Relief of
F. Nesbitt.
of George
George F.
Nesbitt.

July 1,
1864.
July
1,1864.

Be it enacted by
the Senate
House of
of the
United
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
America in
States of America
assembled, That
George F.
F. Nesbitt be, and
F.
Nesin Congress
Congress assembled,
That George
and George
George F.
Neshe
authorized and
empowered to put an
end to
contract bitt may termitermihe is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and empowered
an end
to his
his contract
I nate his contract
e
with
United States,
with
with the
the United
States, entered
entered into
into with
with the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General on
on the
thea=
with the
the United
twenty-seventh day of March,
March, anno Domini eighteen
twenty-seventh
hundred and sixty- States.
eighteen hundred
States.
two, for furnishing
furnishing the Post-Office
envelopes and
Post-Office Department with
with stamped
stamped envelopes
and
newspaper wrappers,
newspaper
wrappers, on giving to the
Postmaster-General sixty
sixty days'
the Postmaster-General
days'
notice
notice in writing.
writing.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 1,
1, 1864.
1864.

CHAP. CCVIII.
CCVIII.
—
Act for
the Relief
of Ida
Ida Hoffman.
CHAP.
-AnAn Act
for the
Relief of
Hoffman.

July
July 1,
1, 1864.
1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InteInteStates of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
of the
Ida
rior be, and he is hereby, directed to place the name of Ida Hoffman,
Hoffman, Pension to
to Ida
widow of
of the
the late
late Solomon
Solomon Hoffman,
Hoffman, of
Carroll County,
County, Indiana,
Indiana, who
w ho w
as
widow
of Carroll
was
shot and instantly killed
eighteen hunhunkilled on
on the fourteenth day
day of
of March,
March, eighteen
dred and sixty-three, while engaged
engaged in
in the
the performance
performance of the duties
duties of
of
of pensioners,
at the
rate of
of eight
deputy provost-marshal,
provost-marshal, on
on the
the roll
roll of
pensioners, at
the rate
eight
dollars per
commence from
day of
of March,
March,
dollars
per month,
month, to
to commence
from the
the fourteenth
fourteenth day
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three, and to continue
continue during her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED,
1, 1864.
APPROVED, July
July 1,
1864.

Cner. CCXXVII.
CCXXVII. —An
Act for
for the
CHAr.
-An Act
the Relief
Relief of
of Richard
Richard G.
G. Murphy.
Murphy.

July 2,
1864.
July
2,1864.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
Senate and House
House of Representatives
of the
the United
States of America
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That there be
be paid, out
out of
of any
any
money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Richard
Richard G.
G. Murphy, .Payment
Payment to
i
lchard G.
of Minnesota,
formerly Indian
agent, for
services and
expenses in
G. MurMurof
Minnesota, formerly
Indian agent,
for services
and expenses
in the
the P
Richard
removal of Sioux Indians,
in the
the year
one thousand
thousand eight
and phy.
P
removal
Indians, in
year one
eight hundred
hundred and
fifty-three,
the sum
sum of
dollars.
fifty-three, the
of six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
APPROVED,
2, 1864.
APPROVED, July
July 2,
1864.

CHAP.
CHAP. C
CXXVIII. —An
Act for
for the
Relief of
the Widow
Widow of
Haun.
CCXXVIII.
-An Act
the Relief
of the
of C.
C. A.
A. Haun.

July 2,
1864.
July
2,1864.

of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of the
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
of the InteInterior be, and he is
authorized to place
name of
of Mrs.
A. Pension
Pension to
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
place the name
Mrs. C.
C. A.
to Mrs.
Mrs.
Haun,
Hann, of the county of Greene and State of Tennessee, on the pension C.
A. Ham.
C. A.
Haun.
roll at the rate of eight dollars per month, to commence
commence on the eleventh
eleventh
day of December, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, and
and to continue during
during
her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED,
2, 1864.
APPROVED, July
July 2,
1864.

CHAP.
CHAP. CCXXIX.
—An Act
Act for
Relief of
Williams.
CCXXIX. -An
for the
the Relief
of John
John Williams.

July 2,
1864.
July
2, 1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
quartermaster-general
assembled, That the quartermaster-general
audit and
pay the
the account
account of
of John
Account of
of
be, and
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to audit
and pay
John Account
Williams, for twenty-five cords 'of
Of wood,
seventy-five John Williams,
Williams,
Williams,
wood, at
at two
two dollars
dollars and
and seventy-five
ffor
p
oar
i
zood,
to be
be
cents per cord, delivered
delivered by said Williams to the United States,
States, at OshOsh- paid.wood, to
a contract made with the quartermaster
kosh, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, under
under a
quartermaster of
of the
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CONGRESS. SESS..
Sass. I. C.
230, 231.
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H. 230,

1864,
1864

twenty-first regiment Wisconsin volunteers, said
said account
account amounting
to
amounting to
sixty-eight dollars and seventy-five
sixty-eight
seventy-five cents, to be paid out
of any
money
out of
any money
which
which has been, or may hereafter be,
for defraying
the exexbe, appropriated
appropriated for
defraying the
bureau of said quartermaster-general.
penses of the bureau
quartermaster-general.
APPROVED, July
July 2,
2, 1864.
APPROVED,
1864.

July

July 2,1864.
2, 1864.

C.HAP. CCXXX.
-An Act for
Rlief of Major
C
CCXXX. —An
fir the Belie
Major N.
IV. S.
Brenton, a
a Paymaster
S. Brenton,
Paymaster in
in the
the
United States Army.
United
rmy.

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United

of the United
St
$2,600,000 to
e2o,60.0000
&ates of America in
in Congress
amgress assembled,
the proper
proper accounting
offiassembled, That
That the
accounting offibe allowed Major States
N. S.
S. Brenton,
Brenton, in cers of the Treasury Department
Department be,
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
and
be, and
and they
they are
authorized
and
the settlement
settlement of required to allow Major N. S. Brenton, on
required to allow Major N.
the settlement of his accounts,
accounts,
his accounts, if,
accunt.,

if, a
a credit of two million six hundred thousand
for money
money in
his
thousand dollars
dollars for
in his
hands as paymaster
paymaster in the army, on
on board
board the
and dedethe steamer
steamer Ruth,
Ruth, and
stroyed
stroyed by fire on the night of
the fourth
fourth of
August, eighteen
of the
of August,
eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-three,
"if on examining
sixty'-three, "if
examining the
the evidence
by the
the paymaster-genevidence by
paymaster-general, he, the said paymaster-general,
paymaster-general, shall
him justly
justly entitled
entitled to
to
shall deem
deem him
said credit; but such credit shall not
paynot be
be allowed
allowed without
without the
the said
said paymaster-general
master-general shall certify his
approval thereof."
thereof."
his approval
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.

July
2,1864.
July 2, 1861

H

CrHAP.. CCX
CCXXXI.
- An
Actfor
the Relief
Zelief of
Sawyer and
C
-X1(1.
.—
An Act
for Me
of William Sawyer
and Others,
the State
State
Others, of
of the
of
of Ohio.
Ohio.

Value of
of cercerWHEREAS
by the
the treaty
the Miami
W HEREAS by
treaty of Saint Mary's
Mary's with
with the
Miami Indians,
Indians, of
of
tain lands ía
isr
Auglaize
County, October six,
six, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, the
half of
numAuglaize County,
the west
west half
of section
section numascer- ber
Ohio, to be asterber twenty-six, the east half
half of
of section
and section
section number
number twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, and
section
tained, Sm.
taVl
vii,
&.
189number
twenty-seven, lying
number twenty-seven,
lying in
in the
the county
of Auglaize
Auglaize and
of Ohio,
Ohio,
county of
and State
State of
Vol. vii. p. 189.

were reserved and granted to Joseph
Richardville and
and Joseph
RichardJoseph Richardville
Joseph Richardville,
junior; and whereas
ville, junior;
whereas all of said lands have since
been sold
in sevsevsince been
sold in
eral parcels
parcels to divers persons by
the United
United States
by the
the State
State of
by the
States and
and by
of
Ohio, under and by virtue of aagrant from the
United States;
States; and
and wherethe United
whereas, by virtue of aajudicial sale
upon a
judgment rendered
against the
the said
said
sale upon
a judgment
rendered against
Joseph
Joseph Richardville, junior, survivor and sole heir-at-law
heir-at-law of
the said
of the
said Joseph
Joseph
Richardville, senior, the title granted to the said
Richardville,
said Joseph
Joseph Richardvillg,
Richardvillq,
senior, and Joseph
Joseph Richardville,
junior, by
by said
said treaty,
treaty, in
said lands,
lands,
Richardville, junior,
in all
all of
of said
has
Sweetser, the purchaser
has become vested
vested in one Madison
Madison Sweetser,
sale;
purchaser at
at said
said sale;
and whereas the said Madison
Madison Sweetser has
has established
his title
said
established his
title to
to said
lands by sundry judgments
judgments in
in the
court of
in ejectment,
ejectment, recovered
recovered in
the circuit
circuit court
of
the United States for the northern district of Ohio, against
the
against the
the tenants
tenants in
in
possession, holding under
possession,
under titles derived, directly
directly or
from the
or indirectly,
indirectly, from
the
United States as aforesaid:
Therefore,
aforesaid: Therefore,
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
assembled, That the Secretary
States of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the InteInterior be, and he hereby
authorized and required
hereby is, authorized
required to
to cause
cause the
the unimunimproved
proved value of the said tracts
tracts of land to be
by the
the valuation
valuation
be ascertained,
ascertained, by
and assessment
commissioner to
assessment of aacommissioner
him for
that purto be
be appointed
appointed by
by him
for that
purpose, and which commissioner
commissioner shall, before
before he
he proceeds
proceeds to
to the
assessment
the assessment
and valuation
valuation of the same, take an oath faithfully and
and
and impartially
impartially to
to perperform his duties as such commissioner. And when
form
the said
Secretary of
when the
said Secretary
of
the Interior
Interior shall thus ascertain the unimproved value of
the
of said
said lands
he
lands he
shall
shall report
report the same to the House
House of Representatives
Representatives at
pracat the
the earliest
earliest practicable
ticable moment.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.

THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY—EIGHTH
SESS. I.
I. C
u. 232,
233, 234,
235, 236. 1864.
CH.
232,233,
234,235,236.
1864. 585
585
CHAP. CCXXXTT
CCXXXIL -— An
Act for the Relief of Martha
An Act
Martha Jane
Jane Skaggs.
Skaggs.

July 2,
1864.
July
2,1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the United
United
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That
of the
InThat the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed to place the name
P
rt
el,'salanto
t:
name of maPension
Martha
Martha Jane Skaggs, widow of Alfred Sykes
Sykes Skaggs, late a
a private of skaggs
karha .
Jane
company
company E, of the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh regiment of
died
of Kentucky,
Kentucky, and
and who
who died
at Elizabethtown,
Elizabethtown, Kentucky,
Kentucky, on
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day
day of
of January,
January, eigheighon the
roll from
twentyteen hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, upon the
the pension
pension roll
from the
the said
said twentyseventh
seventh day of January,
January, anno Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two,
at the
the rate
dollars per
month, to
continue during
during her
her widowhood
widowhood
at
rate of
of eight
eight dollars
per month,
to continue
APPROVED, July
July 2,
1864.
APPROVED,
2, 1864.

CHAP. CCXXXTII.
CCXXXIII. -

An Act
for the Relief of Eliza Cass
Cass Woodbridge.
Actfor
Woodbridge.

July 2,
1864.
July
2,1864.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
America in Congress
States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the InInterior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized to place
place the name of Eliza Cass Pens
io nto
Pension

n
l3
iroodWoodbridge,
of the
the State
Wood
Woodbridge, of
State of
Michigan, the
the widow
widow of
aj
or F
ranc i
s bEliz
brge.
El id Cas
"sk
of Michigan,
of M
Major
Francis
Wood-

Woodbridge, deceased,
deceased, on the roll of the pension-office, at the
the rate
rate of
of
twenty dollars per month, during her
life and
her widowhood,
and
her natural life
and her
widowhood, and
that said pension shall date from the first day
day of January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and sixty.
APPROVED,
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, July

CHAP. CCXXXIV.
- An
amend an
an Act entitled
entitled "An
CCXXXIV.—
An Act to amend
"An Act to
uly 2, 1864.
to enable
enable the Trustees J
July
1864.
of the Blue Mont College to preempt a
102,
a certain
certain Quarter
Quarter Section of Land,"
Land," approved
approved 1861,
1861, ch.
ch. 102,
March
March two, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one.
p. 891.
Vol. xis.
xii. p.
891.

Senate and
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
United
and House of Representatives
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the act entitled
entitled ""An act
act Trustees of
Blue Mont
Mont College
College to
to preempt
preempt a
a
ontioo
el
to enable the
the trustees
trustees of
of the
the Blue
a certain
certain rue
Blue mM
Mont
Colquarter section
section of land," approved March
two, eighte
en hundred
hun dre d and
and oengetheirYland
March two,
eighteen
on their land

sixty-one,
be, and.
sixty-one, be,
and, is
so amended
to authorize
authorize the
legally conmilitary bounty
bounty
is hereby,
hereby, so
amended as
as to
the legally
con- military

stituted trustees
trustees of
of said
college to
to locate
locate on
on said
of land
land any
any military
land warrants.
stituted
said college
said tract
tract of
militarywarrants.
land
bounty land warrant or land warrants issued
the military
issued under the
military bounty
bounty
land warrant act of
said warrants
warrants being
1200 6.
207
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, said
being 1855,
h. 207,
the property of said college,
college, in the
and for
for the
an d use
ol. x. p.
the name
name and
the benefit
benefit and
use o
off V
Vol.
p. 701:
701.
said college, said location to be made in accordance
the rules
rules and
accordance with the
and
regulations of the
land-office, and
and not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
the proprothe general
general land-office,
with the
visions of this act.
act.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.

CHAP.
-An
C
HIP. CCXXXV.
CCXXXV.
—An Act for the Relief
Relief of Sarah
Sarah Robinson, Widow
Widow of Hon. John L.
Marshal for the
the District
Dtstrict of
of Indiana.
Robinson, late
late United States
States Marshalfor
Indiana.

2, 1864.
July 2,1864.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
enacted by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
States of
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasof America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to credit to the account of Hon.
.n
..countofJohn
obinson Job
to be
Hon. John LA.
L.RobunJtof
L. Robinson, late United States marshal
marshal with said
department, the
said department,
the sum
sum credited $675.
of six hundred and seventy-five
rendered by
by said
seventy-five dollars
dollars for
for services
services rendered
said dedeceased in making
making preparations
preparations for
eighteen
for the taking
taking of
of the
the census
census of
of eighteen
hundred and sixty; and that in the legal adjudication
adjudication of the
the accounts
accounts of
of
the said marshal, judgment
judgment thereon
shall be
be rendered
the balthereon shall
rendered only
only for
for the
baldue.
ance found to
to be
be due.
APPROVED, July
2, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
July 2,

CHAP. CCXXXVI.
CCXXXVI. -An
— An Act for the Relief of Dr.
Wetheritl.
Dr. Charles
Charles M.
M. Wetherill.

the Senate and
House of
Be it enacted
enacted by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of
That the Secretary
of the
the TreasTreas-

July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
July

586
586

TIHRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS. S
THIRTY—EIGHTH
ESS. /.
CR. 254,255,256.
254, 255, 256. 1864.
SESS.
1. CH.
1864.

Payment to Dr. ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
Payment
and directed
pay to
to Dr.
Dr. C.
C. M.
M.
authorized and
directed to
to pay
C.
M.Wetherill.
Wetherill. Wetherill, the sum of seven hundred
C. at.
hundred and
dollars, in
in full
full for
and fifty
fifty dollars,
for his
his serservices as chemist of the agricultural
vices
agricultural department,
department, out of
any money
in the
of any
money in
the
treasury not
appropriated.
treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
APPROVED, July 2,
APPROVED,
2, 1864.
1864.
July
4,1864.
July 4,
1.864.

CHAP.
CCLIV. —
CHAP. CCLIV.
Act/or the
C. Mc
McConnell.
-AnAn Actfor
the Relief
Relief of
of John
John C.
Connell.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary of
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
Treesthe TreasPayment to ury be, and is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay
to John
John C.
C. McConMcConauthorized and
and directed
pay to
John
C..McCon- nell, the sum of two thousand
J
ohn
C
thousand dollars, out of
of any
money in
in the
the treasury
treasury
any money
nell.
nell.
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, in
in full
payment for money
not otherwise
full payment
money advanced and service rendered
troops in
in the
of Maryland.
Maryland.
rendered in raising
raising troops
the State
State of
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 4,
4, 1864.
1864.

July 4,1864.
4, 1864.
July

Pension to
Horace Gates.

C
HAP. CCLV.
CCLV. —An
Act for the
of Horace
Gateq.
CHAP.
-An Actfor
the Relief
Reliefof
Horace Gates.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
States
of _America
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
the InteInterior
nor be, and he is hereby, directed to place the name
of
name of
of Horace
Horace Gates,
Gates, of
Franklin, in the State
Vermont, upon
of invalid
invalid pensions,
pensions, at
at
State of
of Vermont,
upon the
the roll
roll of
the rate of eight dollars per month,
to commence
first day
day of
month, to
commence on
on the
the first
of JanJanuary, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and continue during
during his
his natural
natural

life.
life.
APPROVED,
4, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, July
July 4,

July 4,1864.
July
4, 1864.

AP
CHAP.
CCLVI.
—
for the
the Relief
of Richard
CH
. CCLVI.
-AnAn Act
Actfor
Relief of
Richard G.
G. Murphy.
Murphy.

enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Senate and House
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreesury be, and he
Payment to
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and required
required to
to pay
to Major
Major RichRichhe is
is hereby,
pay to
MuRihard
G
ard G. Murphy,
Mb
Murphy, out of any money
money in
treasury not
not otherwise
approin the
the treasury
otherwise approurpy. G.
eighteen hundred dollars, in full,
priated, the sum of eighteen
for that
that amount
full, for
amount
charged to and paid by him as agent
agent for the Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians, upon
upon false
false
vouchers transmitted
transmitted to the
Indian bureau
bureau by
by Willis
Willis A.
A. Gorman,
Gorman, late
the Indian
late
superintendent of Indian affairs for the northwestern
northwestern superintendency.
superintendent
superintendency.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the solicitor
SEC. 2. And be it
it further
the treasury
solicitor of
of the
treasury
be, and he is hereby, required
and directed forthwith to cause
required .and
cause to
cornto be
be comWillis A.
A. Gor- menced
menced against the said Willis A. Gorman, such suits as
he may
may deem
deem
as he
man
to be
man to
he sued. proper for the recovery
recovery of any money which
which the
said Gorman
Gorman may
may have
the said
have
wrongfully
wrongfully obtained from the treasury.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
1864.
July 4,
4,1864.

THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I
RES. 13, 19,
I..RES.
19, 33, 34.
34.

1864.
1864.

587
587

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
[No.
Joint Resolution
Resolution authorizing Payment of Prize Money due
[
No. 13.] Joint
Feb. 29,1864.
29, 1864.
due to Commander Feb.
Abner Read,
Read, U.
U. S. Navy, to his Widow, Constance
Constance Read.
.Read.
Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
_Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
pfoper accounting
accounting
the proper
officers
officers of the treasury be, and
and they are hereby,
authorized to
to pay
hereby, authorized
pay to
to
Mrs. Constance Read,
Commander Abner Read,
Read, widow
widow of Commander
Read, late of the Prize money
money
United
United States navy, the share of prize
prize money
money due,
or to
to become
become due,
to clubentieme
due, or
due, to
dbner R adnmdeary
mande
the said Abner Read, for prizes taken by the
States vessel
vessel New
be paid
his
the United
United States
New be
paid his
London,
London, while under his command, in the year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and widow.
widow.
sixty-one;
sixty-on;;taking, upon such payment, the receipts
receipts of the
the said
said Abner
Abner
Read, placed by him in the hands of said Constance, to enable her
her to
collect said prize money
money for
for her
her own
own use:
use:
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
29, 1864.
February 29,
1864.

[No.
[
No. 19.]

Joint Resolution authorizing the Settlement of
Joint
of the Accounts of
March 16,
1864.
of J.
J. N.
N. Carpenter,
Carpenter, March
16, 1864.
a
Paymaster in
States Nary.
Nev.
a Paymaster
in the United
United States

Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate and
and Rouse
House of
of the
United
of Representatives of
the United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That the
the proper
proper accounting
accounting
officers of the treasury be, and they are
authorized, in
settling
are hereby,
hereby, authorized,
in settling
the accounts
accounts of J.
J. N. Carpenter,
Carpenter, paymaster
paymaster in the
the U.
navy, to
to allow
allow Paymaster
J.
U. S. navy,
Paymaster J.
and
him with
with the
the sum
sum of two
Carpenter to
and credit
credit him
two hundred
hundred dollars, the same being the N. eCraercriteendawritah
value of articles
of clothing
articles of
clothing stolen
stolen from
from the
the U.
U. S.
sloop "Saratoga,"
"Saratoga," after
after 8200
stolen
S. sloop
r200
stolen
said vessel had been put out of commission
commission at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, in January,
January, money.
money.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three.
sixty-three.
APPRO
VED, March
16, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
March 16,
[No. 33.]

Joint
Joint Resolution relating
relating to Green Clay Goodloe.

May
20, 1864.
May 20,1864.

resolved by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of the United
Be it resolved
of _Representatives
States of America in
assembled, That nothing
in Congress
Congress assembled,
an act,
act, entitled
nothing in
in an
entitled
" An act making
"
making appropriations
appropriations for the support
of the
military academy
academy Green
Green Clay
Clay
support of
the military
for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
hu n dre d an
si
x ty-fi ve ,"be
Goodloe
eighteen hundred
andd sixty-five,"
Goodloe may
maybe
approved,
approved, April
eighteen hundred
sixty-fo ur,shall
sh
all b
so con
April first,
first, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four,
bee so
con--cadPetpskpin
cadetship
in the
to
the
h
d
strued as to prevent the reappointment
the naval
naval academy.
academy.
reappointment of Green
Green Clay
Clay Goodloe,
Goodloe, hy
by the
President of the United
States, to
cadetship at
ats
aid military
m ilit ary academy.
aca d
emy .
45. 1864,
ch. 45.
United States,
to aacadetship
said
1864, ch.
APPROVED, May
1864.
APPROVED,
May 20,
20, 1864.
[No.
[
No. 84.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution referring
referring the
Claim of
of .1
Clark 4.•
to the
the Court
Court of
of May
May 26,
26, 1864.
1864.
the Claim
J. H.
H. Clark
6 Co.
Co. to
Claims.
Claims.

Be it resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
J. H.
Clark Claim
Claim of
of J.
J. H.
H.
the claim
claim of
of J.
H. Clark
& Co., heretofore
heretofore pending before
and the
the same
before congress,
congress, be,
be, and
same hereby
hereby is, Clark & Co. re-

claims.
referred to the court of claims,
APPROVED,
May 26,
APPROVED, May
26, 1864.
1864.

f
C
e
r
i
a
r
r
ell

l
e
e
.re -

ofourt
claims.
ccourt of
claims.

588
June
1864.
June 2,, 1-864.

THIRTY-EIGHTH
THIRTY—
EIGHTH CONGRESS.
ESS. L
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
I.

RES. 36,37.
36, 37. 1864.
RES.

[No. 36.]
86.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution to
the Account
Account of
of James
James Keenan,
Keenan, late
at Hong
Hong
to settle
settle the
late Consul
Consul at
Kong,
China.
Kong, China.

Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
th,e Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the United
United
Representatives of
States of America
in, Congress
the Secretary
of the
the TreasTreasAmerica in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
Account of
ury is directed
directed to settle the account
account of James
James Keenan,
Keenan, late consul
consul at
James
Keenan
to
Hong
eight hundred and
Kong, China, by allowing him two thousand eight
to
Hong Kong,
Keenan
James
be settled and
certain credits one dollars
dollars and eighty-four
certain cases
cases
eighty-four cents, the
the amount
amount of
of judgment
judgment in
in certain
allowed.
obtained
against him and paid by him; and also
obtained against
also to pay
amount
pay him
him the
the amount
incurred by him in the exchange between
between the countries,
whatever it
may
countries, whatever
it may
be, and charge him with any balance on the
the treasury
treasury against
against
the books
books of
of the
hin the balance,
balance, if any appears
him, and to pay hitt
appears in his favor, out of
of any
any
treasury not otherwise
money in the treasury
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 2,
2, 1864,
1864.
June 3,
June
1864.
3,1864.

[No. 87.]
37.]
[No.

Joint
the Claim
Claim and
and Letters-Patent
Letters-Patent of
of William
William Wheeler
Whaler
Joint Resolution
Resolution relative
relative to
to the
Hubbel.
Hubbell.
Claim of WilWHEREAS
William Wheeler
W HEREAS William
Wheeler Hubbell
Hubbell claims compensation
compensation for the
the use
liam
Hubbell
Wheeler
th be re- of his patent
fuse, which
which he
he claims
cl ai
ms were
iHubbell
bam
Wheelere
patent for the thunderbolt
thunderbolt shell
shell and
and fuse,
to be referred to court of patented
patented by him, and have been used by the government, under
verbal
under aaverbal
claims.
contract, as he alleges, between
claims,
between him and the late
late George
George Bomford, colonel
colonel
of ordnance
United States,
ordnance of the United
States, and for.the use of
patent percussion
percussion
of his
his patent
apparatus for
letters-patent are
dated January
for exploding
exploding shells,
shells, and
and said
said letters-patent
are dated
January
twenty-two, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, reissued
reissued January
nineteen,
January nineteen,
fourteen years
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, for fourteen
for the shell,
years for
shell, January
seven, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two, for
for seventeen years
the fuse,
fuse,
years for the
and January twenty-four, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty, for
hundred and
for fourteen
fourteen years
for the percussion
device; and whereas
percussion _device;
whereas the
support of
of said
said
the testimony
testimony in support
claim submitted with said patents,
especially with regard
patents, and especially
regard to
to the
validity of the same
same and the verbal
iS very
voluminous,
verbal contract
contract aforesaid,
aforesaid, is
very voluminous,
and the shells and fuses
fuses in
which said
said Hubbell
Hubbell claims,
claims, are
are
in the
the service,
service, which
made and used in great numbers
numbers by the government,
government, and
committee
and this committee
feel that they have
have neither the time nor
witnesses
nor means
means for procuring
procuring witnesses
and giving the case the careful
careful legal
investigation which
importance
legal investigation
which its
its importance
demands:
demands: Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it resolved by the Senate and
and House
Rouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the claim of
Congress assembled,
of William
Wheeler Hubbell
Hubbell be referred
referred to the court of claims,
claims, which
which is hereby
hereby
vested with jurisdiction, and whose
whose duty it
investigate and
and
it shall be to
to investigate
determine -—
Points
First.
Is William
Wheeler nubbell
the original
the shell
shell
Points to
to be
be
First. Is
William Wheeler
Hubbell the
original inventor
inventor of
of the
determined by and fuse and percussion
aforesaid, or either of them, and has he aa
determined
percussion device aforesaid,
court.
cour
t.
compensation for the same;
just and equitable
equitable right to compensation
same; and -—
Second. What amount of compensation is
entitled to
to receive
receive for
the
is he
he entitled
for the
use of his inventions
inventions and patents, as claimed, up to the time of adjudicaadjudication, and for aafull and entire transfer
patents to
to the
the United
United States.
States.
transfer of his
his patents
it further
Third. And be it
further resolved,
resolved, That either party
party may appeal
to
appeal to
Appealto
Appeal
to sup- the supreme court
States within
ninety days,
days, and
and the
the
court of
of the United
United States
within ninety
court.
reme court,
court of claims shall certify any judgment
judgment that may
may be
be rendered
rendered in
in favor
favor
of said William
William Wheeler
Wheeler Hubbell,
Hubbell, his
his heirs
legal representatives
representatives in
heirs or
or legal
in
the same manner, and the same when presented
Secretary of
presented to
to the Secretary
of the
the
Treasury shall have the
provided by
by law,
law, and
paid
the same
same effect
effect as now
now provided
and be
be paid
out
any general
general appropriation
in relation
relation to
to judgments
judgments of
of said
said court,
court,
out of
of any
appropriation in
or for private claims:
claims: Provided,
Provided, That the sum
authorized to
to be
be
sum hereby
hereby authorized
paid shall not exceed one hundred
hundred thousand dollars,
dollars, which
which sum the
the
claimant agrees to accept in full
full of all claims whatever
whatever by virtue of said
said
against the government. And
patents and contract
contract against
And the payment
payment of such
such
judgment shall test the full and absolute
absolute right
right to said
said patents
patents in the
United States.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
3, 1864.
1864.
June 3,

THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY—EIGHTH
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. I
48, 52,58.
52, 58. 1864.
1864.
SESS.
L. R
Re. .44,
44,48,
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[No. 44.] A
Joint Resolutionfor
A Joint
Resolution for the Relief
RelVqf
20, 1864.
of Rev. W. B. Matchett.
June 20,1864.
it resolved
United
Be it
resolved by the
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
of America in
in Congress
assemblea, That
of Amount
due
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
the paymaster-general
paymaster-general of
Amount due
W.B. Matchett,
the United States be authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to adjust
Adjust and pay to W. B. tWor.bBe.
Matchett
amount due
him as
as chapl[a]in
of the
regi men tof
ofNew
New toee
SeepNo.
52. *
Matchett the
the amount
due him
chapl[a]in of
the tenth
tenth regiment
o. 52.
York volunteers,
to which
was last
to the
the time
time Infra.
volunteers, from
from the
the time
time up to
which he
he was
last paid
paid to
Infra.
said regiment
regiment was
was mustered out of service.
service.
APPROVED, June
June 20,
APPROVED,
20, 1864.
1864.

[No. 48.]
[No.
48.]

Joint Resolution
Joint
Resolution for
the Relief'
Major Morris
Morris S.
of the
the QuarterQuarter- June
June 25,
1864.
for the
Relief of
of Major
S. Miller,
Miller, of
25,1864.
master's
Department.
master's Department.

Be it resolved by
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
by the
the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
States of America in
States
assembled, That the
proper accounting
accounting Morris
S. Milin Congress
Congress assembled,
the proper
Morris S.
Milofficers of the
treasury be, and
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed leftt;o6tlbaeouctredited
officers
the treasury
and they
authorized and
ler to be credited
with about
to credit the account
account of Major
Major Morris
Morris S.
S. Miller,
United `km
Miller, quartermaster,
quartermaster, United
$j37,000.
States army, with the sum of about thirty-seven
thirty-seven thousand
thousand dollars, or so
much thereof as was paid by him during the
the years eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-nine and eighteen
hundred and silty,
sixty, to the
eighteen hundred,
the respective
respective firms
firms of
of
Majors &
Waddell, Brown
& Russell,
Russell, anel
Majors &
& Russell,
Russell,
Russell, Majors
& Waddell,
Brown &
and Majors
upon the orders of the Secretary
Secretary of War
War and the quartermaster-general,
quartermaster-general,
or either of them.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
1864.
June 25,
25, 1864.

62.] Joint
Joint Resolution to declare
a Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolutionfor the Relief
June
28, 1864.
[No. 52.]
declare the Construction
Construction of a
Relief J
une 28,
of
B. Matchett,
Matchett, approved
twenty, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four.
sixtyfour.
1864.
eighteen hundred
approved June
June twenty,
of W.
W. B.
Be
it resolved
resolved by
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
above-entitled joint
joint AccountofW.
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the above-entitled
Account of W.
acusa
te
t.hett to be
resolution shall
be construed
construed to
and direct
the paymaster-genBi
iMcd
resolution
shall be
to authorize
authorize and
direct the
paymaster-gen- Bdjaettto
be
eral
eral of the United
United States to adjust
adjust the
the account
account of
of W.
W. B. Matchett, See No. 44.
chaplain
New York volunteers,
Supra.
chaplain of the
the tenth
tenth regiment
regiment of
of New
volunteers, and
and pay
pay him
him the Spra
amount of the pay and allowances of a
achaplain for
for and
and during the
period
the period
that said regiment
regiment was in the service of the United
United States, and up to the
the
time the same was mustered out of service, deducting the
amount heretoheretothe amount
fore paid him as such chaplain.
chaplain.
AkPROVED, June
June 28,
28, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
[No. 68.]
58.]
[No.

Joint
Resolution for
the Relief
Relief of
of Mary
Joint Resolution
for the
Mary Kellogg.
Kellogg.

June 30,1864.
30, 1864.
June

Be it resolved
of Representatives of
of the
resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
the United
States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the name
name of
of Spencer
Spencer
Kellogg be
entered upon the
rolls of
the Navy
the rank
rank Pension
to
Kellogg
be entered
the rolls
of the
Navy Department,
Department, with
with the
Pension to
of
the first
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and Mary Kellogg.
of fourth
fourth master, to date from the
first of June,
Kellogg.
sixty-two, and that Mary
Mary Kellogg, widow of Spencer
Spencer Kellogg,
Kellogg, deceased,
incident to the rank
rank of her
be put upon the pension list, with the pension•
pension incident
her
husband. And that the proper
proper accounting
accounting officers of the treasury be,
be, and
and
they are hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to settle and adjust the
the accounts
authorized and
of said Spencer
Spencer Kellogg, deceased,
lieutenant of infantry,
from
deceased, as
as a
a first
first lieutenant
infantry, from
the fourteenth day of September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-one, to the
the
hundred and sixty-one,
twenty-eighth
hundred and
twenty-eighth day of
of October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one;
sixty-one; and his
accounts as
navy, from the first
August,
accounts
as fourth master
master in
in the
the navy,
first day
day. of August,
eighteen hundred
sixty-two, up to the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-two,
day of September,
September,
eighteen
the date
date of
of the
the execution
execution of
of said
said KelKeleighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, the
logg at Richmond,
Richmond, Virginia, by the rebels;
rebels; and to pay any money due Payment.
Kellogg, out of any moneys in the treasury
not
him to his
his widow,
widow, Mary
Mary Kellogg,
treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
otherwise
APPROVED, June 30, 1864.
VOL.
XIII. PRIV.PRIV.-50
60
VOL. XII.
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THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
THIRTY—EIGHTH
CONGRESS. Sass.
65, 69,
69, 70.
70. 1864.
1864.
I.. RES.
RES. 64, 65,

July 1,
1, 1864.

Accounts of
Henry W. DirHemny
W. Dim= to be adman
justed.

[No. 64.]

A Resolution
Resolution providing for Adjustment of
of the Accounts of
of Henry W. Diman.
Diman.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the accounting
accounting officers of
of
the treasury
treasury be, and they
they are hereby,
hereby, directed
directed to adjust
adjust the accounts of
Henry W. Diman, late
late acting assistant paymaster
paymaster in the navy, (whose
(whose
books and papers were
and lost in
steamer ""Whitman"
Whitman "
were sunk and
in the
the transport
transport steamer
in July, anno Domini
Domini, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two, in
Mississippi
in the Mississippi
River,) according to
of equity
equity and
and justice.
justice.
to the
the principles
principles of
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 1,
1, 1864.
1864.
[No. 65.]
[No.
65.]

July 1, 1864.

A Resolution
Resolutionfor the Relief of Carlisle
A
Carlisle Doble.

1,1
July

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
States of America in
Congress assembled,
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
be, and he hereby
hereby is,
to examine
examine and
and adjust
adjust the
the claim
is, authorized
authorized to
claim of
of
Claim of Caron, Carlisle Doble for marrying
Garrying the
the mails bet
we e
n Taylor's
Taylor '
s Falls,
Fall s,Minnesota,
Minnesota,
between

lisle
for
Superior, Winconsin, from April to
to November,
November, eighteen
lis
ca r
lr
e yD
inoble
o
g
bt
lh
e efo
mr
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
carrying
the
mail, and Superior, Winconsin, from
o
fifty-seven,
and to
to the
said Carlisle
Carlisle Doble
Doble such
such sum
of money
money
as
to be adjusted.
adjusted.
fifty-seven, and
to pay
pay to
the said
sum of
as
shall be found to be justly and equitably
equitably due to him
him for
carrying the
the
for carrying
mails as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
and the
the sum thus
due shall
shall be
be paid
paid out
out of
any
thus found
tbund due
of any
money in the treasury
otherwise appropriated.
treasury not otherwise
appropriated.
APPROVED,
July 1,
APPROVED, July
1, 1864.
1864.

July 2, 1864.

[No. 69.]

Joint
authorizing the Settlement of
of the Accounts of the late
Joint Resolution authorizing
late Captain
Captain
Daniel Hebard,
Hebard, of the United
States Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
and of
of other
other Offcers.
Officers.
Daniel
United States

Resolved by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
States
That in
in the
the settlement
settlement of
of the
the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
accounts
accounts of the late Captain
Captain Daniel
Daniel Hebard,
Hebard, of the
the United
United States
States volunvolunAccounts of
teers,
adjutant-general on
staff of
of General
General Gorman,
Gorman, the
the
teers, an
an assistant
assistant adjutant-general
on the
the staff
Daniel Hebard
Hebard,
William M.
M.Este, Secretary
Secretary of War is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
and pay
pay for
for
to allow
allow and
and
Maxwell
and Maxwell
the
whole time said
officer
was actually employed and on duty in the
the
said
officer
V.
Z.
Woodhull
V. Z. Woodhull
military
before or
or after
after the
the date
of
military service
service of the
the United
United States, whether
whether before
date of
to be settled.
his commission.
commission. And that the like principle
principle of allowance and payment
payment
be observed in the
the settlement
settlement of the
William M.
M. Este,
Este,
the accounts
accounts of Major
Major William
and Captain Maxwell
Maxwell V. Z. Woodhull, aides-de-camp
aides-de-camp on the staff
staff of
of
Major-General Robert
Major-General
Robert C. Schenck
Schenck from
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
day of
of DeDefrom the
cember, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, when
when they
they entered
entered upon
upon their
their
cember,
hundred and
staff of
commandhag general
general of
of the
the middle
middle department
duties on the staff
of the
the commanding
department
and eighth army corps,
corps, until the
the date
date when
when they respectively
respectively received
received
and accepted their commissions as aides-de-camp,
deducting only
from the
the
aides-de-camp, deducting
only from
allowances of Major
Major Este,
he received
in any
any part
part of
of that
that
pay and allowances
Este, what he
received in
time as aalieutenant
lieutenant of
regiment of
of Ohio
Ohio volunteer
volunteer infantry.
of the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth regiment
infantry.
APPROVED, July
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,

2,1864.
July 2,
1864.

[No.
70.]
[
No. 70.]

Joint Resolution
Resolution to settle and pay the Accounts of
Joint
of John
Phelps, of
of Missoun,
John S. Phelps,
as
of the
Congress.
as a
a Member of
the Thirty-seventh Congress.

Resolved
and House
Representatives of
the United
United States
States
Resolved by
by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the proper
proper officers
officers of
of the
the treasof America in
in Congress
That the
treasury are
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
and pay
the balance
balance due
are hereby
to settle
settle and
pay the
due
Accounts
a member of the thirty-seventh
Accounts of
to John S. Phelps, of Missouri,
Missouri, as a
thirty-seventh conconJohn
ttled
S. Phelps to gress,
any amount
amount which
which he
he may
may have
have
be settledps.
gress, for
for salary
salary and
and mileage,
mileage, deducting
deducting any
be
se.
received thereon,
he may
may have
received as
as military
received
thereon, or
or which
which he
have received
military governor
governor of
of
the sum
sum sufficient
to pay
pay the
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, apArkansas; and
and the
sufficient to
the same
same be,
appropriated out
money in
in the
the treasury
treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
propriated
out of
of any money
not otherwise
APPROVED,
July 2,
2, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, July

THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY
—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.
I. RES.
RES. 71,
71, 72, 73,
73, 74.
74.
[No. 71.]

1864.
1864.

Joint
Joint Resolution for the Relief
Relief of Thomas J.
J. Galbraith.
Galbraith.

591
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July 2, 184.
1864.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Accounts of
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the proper
proper accounting
accounting officers
officers -of ThAociicirjr.t.G.aflThomas J. GalTreasury Departments
the Interior and Treasury
nd th
ey are
here by, authorau th or -braith
oe
Departments be,
be, a
and
they
are hereby,
braith to be
ized and directed
directed to settle and adjust the money and property accounts
accounts settled.
and claims of Thomas J.
J. Galbraith, as agent of the United States
for the
the
States for
Sioux Indians of Minnesota, upon principles
principles of equity and
justice; and
and
and justice;
that he be allowed,
allowed, upon such settlement,
settlement, credit for all moneys
moneys and propproperty actually
actually expended by him, in good faith, in and about
the affairs
affairs of
about the
of
his agency, and for the use of said
his affidavit
affidavit or
or affidavits,
affidavits,
said Indians,
Indians, upon
upon his
duly sworn to, of such expenditure;
expenditure; and that he be discharged
discharged from all
all
liability for, or on account of, Indian trust property, which,
affidavit or
or
which, by his affidavit
affidavits
affidavits as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall clearly
clearly appear
appear to have
have been
destroyed or
or taken
taken
been destroyed
and carried away by hostile Indians,
Indians, or by the troops or citizens
citizens of
the
of the
United States, or of the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, against his
without
his will
will and without
his fault or connivance: Provided,
ti the
affidavits aforeProvided, That,
That, in addition
addition tq
the affidavits
aforesaid, the said officers
discretion, require
corroborative, coun
officers may, in their discretion,
require corroborative,
coun
explanatory evidence
tervailing, or explanatory
evidence of
the matters
and statements
statements in
in said
said
of the
matters and
affidavits
and sworn
sworn toto..
affidavits set forth
forth and
APPROVED, July
2, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED,
July 2,
[No.
72.J
[
No. 72.1

Joint Resolution to refer the Claim of
Joint
Court of
of
of Naham Ward back to the Court
Claims.
Claims.

July
2, 1864.
1864.
July 2,

and House of
Representatives of .the
the United
Be it
it resolved by the Senate and
of Representatives
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
of America in
in Congress
That the claim
claim of Naham
Naham Ward Claim
Claim of
be, and is hereby, referred back to the court
Naham Ward recourt of claims:
claims: Provided,
Provided, That
That Naham
ee
f
o
rredob
fa
c
c
i
k
ait
mo
s
the
said court shall allow no larger amount than the sum heretofore
heretofore allowed forretd baclk tthe
by
by said court.
court.
APPROVED, July
2, 1864.
July 2,
1864.
[No. 78.]
78.] Joint Resolution authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Navy
Navy to settle and pay the July
July 2,
2, 1864.
Claim of Anthony
Anthony &ceding,
Sweeting, late Pilot
Pilot of
United States Steamer ""Juniata."
Juniata."
Claim
of the United
it'resolved
and House of
Be ir
resolved by the Senate and
of Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America,
America, in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy Claim
of
That the
the Secretary
Claim of
authorized to
to settle
and pay
pay the
the claim
claim of
of Anthony
Anthony Anthony
sw.eetbe, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
settle and
Anthony SweetSweeting, late pilot of the
Sweeting,
Juniata," for
for losses
losses or
lug to
to be
be paid.
paid.
the United
United States
States steamer
steamer "
" Juniata,"
or ig
fines sustained
sustained by him in consequence
dl' his employment
employment in
the service
of
consequence df
in the
service of
vessels of the United
Provided, That
That the
amount of
of said
claim
United States: Provided,
the amount
said claim
shall not exceed
exceed five hundred dollars.
dollars.
APPROVEb, ,July 2, 1864.
APPROVED
1864.
[No. 74.]

Joint
Joint Resolution for the Relief of Alexander Cross.

July 2,2, 1864.
July
1864.

WHEREAS
Alexander Cross heretofore
heretofore filed his
W
HEREAS Alexander
petition in
in the
the court
court of
of Petition
of
his petition
Petition of
claims of the United States, praying relief
relief on account
account of certain
certain rents
rents alal- Alexander
Alexander Cross
leged
tooot
be heed
leged to be due from the United States
States to him as assignee of one Daniel
Daniel t
back referred
to the
Saffarans, by virtue of certain
certain alleged contract
contract of
lease between
the said
said court
of lease
between the
court of
of claims.
claims.
Saffarans (who
(who is now deceased)
Daniel Saffarans
deceased) and
and the United
and
United States;
States; and
whereas the said court
court of claims, on the twenty-fourth
of January,
January, eigheightwenty-fourth of
teen hundred and
decision adverse
to the
the prayer
of
and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine, rendered
rendered a
a decision
adverse to
prayer of
said petition, on the sole ground of an alleged
alleged technical
technical defect
defect in
in the
the asassignment of said lease from the said Daniel
Daniel Saffarans
petiSaffarans to the said
said petitioner: Now,
Now, therefore,
therefore,
Be it resolved by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in
States
the said
said cause
be remanded
remanded
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
cause be
to said court of claims for
a further
for a
further hearing, upon the testimony
testimony hereto-

f:1
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THIRTY-EIGHTH
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and such further
either party may
may take
further testimony
testimony as either
fore filed
filed therein, and
and file
pursuant to
to the
rules of
the further hearif, upon the
the rules
of said
said court;
court; and if,
and
file pursuant
ing
shall appear
the said
petitioner is the equitable
equitable
said petitioner
appear that the
ing of
of said
said cause, it shall
owner
the rents (if any)
any)
lease, and in justice
justice and equity entitled to the
owner of said lease,
to
said court shall be authorized to
due thereon from the United States, the said
render
technical dehis favor, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any technical
judgment therefor
therefor in his
render judgment
No money
Provided, That no money
money shall
shall be
No
money to
to fect
feet in the assignment
assignment of said lease: Provided,
be
be paid until
paid out
out of
of the
the treasury
treasury upon
upon any
judgment which
shall be
be rendered
rendered in
in
which
shall
judgment
any
paid
is
bond
given.
bond is
favor of
of the
petitioner in
said cause,
cause, until
he shall
have filed
filed with
the
with the
until he
shall have
the petitioner
in said
favor
Secretary of
of the
Treasury a
a bond,
with ample
security, in
in such
sum as
as
ample security,
such sum
the Treasury
bond, with
Secretary
will fully
fully indemnify
the United
demand which
which may be
be
against any demand
United States against
will
indemnify the
set up
up and
and established
by, or
or on
on behalf
behalf of,
of, the
the heirs
heirs or
reppesentatives of
of
or representatives
established by,
set
Daniel Saffarans,
Saffarans, deceased,
deceased, under,
under, or by virtue of, said contract
contract
the said Daniel
or lease.
APPROVED,
uly 2.
1864.
APPROVED, J
July
2. 1864.

PRIVATE
CONGRESS
PRIVATE ACTS OF THE THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS
OP THE
or
THB

UNITED
UNITED

STATES.
STATES.

Passed
the second
second session,
session, which
which was
"at the
the City
Passedat
at the
was begun
begun and
and holden
holden 'at
Gity of
of
Washington,
in the
District of
Monday, the
the fifth
fifth day
day of
Washington, in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, on Monday,
of
December, A. D.
Saturday, the
the fourth
of March,
March,
December,
D. 1864,
1864, and ended
ended Saturday,
fourth day
day of
A.
A. D.
D. 1865.
1865.

ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, President.
HANNIBAL HAHLIN,
Vice-President,
President. HANNIBAL
HAMLIN, Vice-President,
and President of the Senate. DANIEL CLARK
elected President
President
CLARK was elected
of the Senate, pro
pro tempore, on the
the ninth
ninth day
day of February,
February, and
and so acted
acted
until and including the nineteenth day of
SCHUYLER
of that month. SCHUYLER
COLFAX,
C
OLFAX, Speaker of
Representatives.
of the House of Representatives.

C
RAP.
CHAP.

Act for
of William
William H.
Paymaster in
in the
the Valid
20, 1864.
Act
for the
the Relief
Relief of
H. Jameson,
Jameson, aaPaymaster
United Dec.
Dec. 20,1864.
Army.
States Army.
Be
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
States of America
America in Congress
States
assembled, That the
proper accounting
Credit to be
he
Congress assembled,
the proper
accounting Credit
officers of the Treasury Department be, and
are hereby,
hereby, required
and they
they are
required to allowed William
William
allow Major
on settlement
settlement of
his accounts,
accounts, aa credit
credit ttJameson n
Major William
William H. Jameson,
Jameson, on
of his
of
hundred and
and fifty-nine
dollars and
cents, for
for money
in his
his accounts,
accounts, it,
of nine
nine hundred
fifty-nine dollars
and fourteen
fourteen cents,
money in
if, &c.
hands as paymaster in the
steamer Ruth,
and destroyed
destroyed
the army,
army, on board
board the steamer
Ruth, and
by
of August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyby fire
fire on the night
night of
of the
the fourth of
and sixtythree,
by the
paymaster-general, he,
he, the
the
three, if, on examining
examining the
the evidence
evidence by
the paymaster-general,
said
deem him
to said
said credit;
credit;
said paymaster-general,
paymaster-general, shall
shall deem
him justly
justly entitled
entitled to
but such credit shall not be allowed without
without the said
paymaster-general
said paymaster-general
certify his
thereof.
shall certify
his approval
approval thereof.
W.—An
IV. - An

APPROVED,
20, 1864.
1864.
APPROVED, December
December 20,

CHAP.
CHAP. V.
V.—An
for the
the Relief
George W.
W. Murray.
Murray.
- An Act
Act for
Relief of
of George

Dec. 20,
20,1864.
1864.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of
of Representatives
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of penpen- Pension to
to
Congress assembled,
to pay
pay to
to George
George W.
Murray the
the penpen- George
George W.
W.
sions be, and he
he is
is hereby, directed
directed to
W. Murray
M
which he was entitled by the act of congress
congress approved
approved on
sion to which
on the urray.
Murray.
of March,
March, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
thirty-seven, entitled
entitled 1837, ch. 38.
third of
and thirty-seven,
Vol. v.
180.
"An
"An act for the more equitable administration
pension fund."
fund." Vol.
administration of the navy pension
v. p.
P. 180APPROVED,
APPROVED, December
December 20,
20, 1864.
1864.
C
HAP. VII.
VII.
—
Act for
Relief of
of Deborah
Deborah Jones.
Jones.
CHAP.
- An
An Act
for the
the Relief

Dec. 21,1864.
21, 1864.

Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and Rouse
House of
of Representatives
United
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the InteInte- Pension to
States of
of America
America in Congress
Secretary of
of the
Deb( rah Jones.
rior
authorized and directed
directed to
place the
the name
name of
of Debcrah
rior be,
be, and
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to place
Jones.
Deborah Jones, the widow of the late Captain Ezekiel
Rzekiel Jones,
Jones, and of the
Oneida, and the State of New York,
county of Oneida,
roll; at
at
York, upon
upon the pension
pension roll;
twenty dollars
dollars per
per month,
month, according
according to
provisions of
the act
the rate of
of twenty
to the
the provisions
of the
act
to grant pensions,
pensions, approved July fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty- 1862, ch. 166.
ail. p
p. 566.
566.
Vol. xii.
two, and that said pension shall commence
commence from the
the sixth day of November, Vol.
eighteen
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
eighteen hundred and
APPROVED
December 21,
21, 1864.
APPROVED December
1864.
50*
50
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CHAP.
CHP. X
X..-—An
An

1865
1865

Act
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Charles
Charles M.
Act for
M. Pott.
Pott.

Be it enacted
Senate and House of
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
United
of Representatives
of the
the United
Pension to
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
That the Secretary
Secretary a
of the InteInteCharles
M.
Pott.
Charles M.Pott. rior be,.and
be, and is hereby, required to place the name
name of Charles
Charles M. Pott, late
of company K,
seventy-ninth P.
IC, one hundred
hundred and seventy-ninth
the pension
pension roll,
roll,
P. M.,
M., on the
at the rate of eight dollars
dollars per month, from
date of
of his
his discharge,
discharge,
from the date
March seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
for total
total disability
disability sussussixty-three, for
tained by the loss of an arm by accident
accident while in
the hospital
hospital detained
detained for
for
in the
his pay after his discharge
discharge had been
been ordered.
ordered.
APPROVED, December
22, 1864.
184.
APPROVED,
December 22,
Jan. 18,1865.
18, 1865.

Payment to

Charles Anderharessigndeerson, assignee.

Jan. 18,1865.
18, 1865.

Payment
Payment to
George Mowry.

20, 1865.
Jan. 20,1865.
Payment to
Jacob Weber.
JacoWeber.

CHAP. XIV.
An Act
Act for
the Relief
Charles Anderson,
Anderson, Assignee
Assignee of
John James,
of
XIV. —
-An
for the
Relief of
of Charles
of John
Jatns, of
Texas.
Texas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
War be,
be,
of War
and he
he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to Charles
Charles Anderson,
Anderson,
and
to pay
pay to
assignee
assignee of John James,
James, of Texas,
Texas, the sum of one
thousand and
forty-one
one thousand
and forty-one
dollars and sixty-six cents, being the
certified by
the quartermasterquartermasterthe amount
amount certified
by the
general
general to be due to the said John James for
rent of Camp Hudson,
Hudson,
for back rent
in Texas, prior to the first of
July, eighteen
and fifty-nine,
the
of July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-nine, the
same having
regularly assigned
having been regularly
Anderson.
assigned to the said Charles
Charles Anderson.
APPROVED, January
18, 1865.
January 18,
1865.
CHAP. XV.
XV.-An
—An Act
Act for
of George
CHAP.
for the
the Relief
Relief of
George Mowry.
Mowry.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
in Congress
the
Treasury
Treasury be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
and directed,
directed, out
out of
of any
money
authorized and
any money
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to pay
pay to
to George
George Mowry
Mowry the
the
in the
the treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, to
sum of seventy-two
seventy-two dollars
cents, in
in full
payment for
for conveying
conveying
dollars and
and twelve
twelve cents,
full payment
two prisoners from Somerset
Somerset jail, in Pennsylvania,
to Pittsburg,
Pittsburg, in
in the
the
Pennsylvania, to
eighteen hundred and forty-one,
year eighteen
by order
order of
of the
the United
United States
States deputy
deputy
forty-one, by
marshal for the western
western district
district of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
APPROVED, January
1865.
APPROVED,
January 18,
18, 1865.
CHAP.
—An
CHAP. XVII.
XVII. -An

Act
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Jacob
Jacob Weber.
Weber.
Act for

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
of the
the United
United
and House of
of Representatives of
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That there
there be
be paid
paid to
to private
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
private
Jacob Weber, of the fourth regiment of
out of
of Ohio
Ohio volunteer
volunteer infantry,
infantry, out
of
any money in the treasury
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
not otherwise
sum of
of nine
nine
hundred and thirteen dollars and thirty-three
cents, to
reimburse him
him for
thirty-three cents,
to reimburse
for
money advanced
Scott Allen,
Allen, A.
A. Hyatt,
Henry Olden,
Olden, A.
advanced by
by him to pay
pay Scott
Hyatt, Henry
A.
Cook, Lewis
Shindollar, and
were employed
employed as
as
W. Cook,
Lewis Shindollar,
and James
James Garland,
Garland, who
who were
teamsters
fourth regiment
regiment of
of Ohio
Ohio volunteer
volunteer infantry
infantry between
between
teamsters for the said
said fourth
the first day of August,
anno Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, and
August, anno
and
the
of July,
anno Domini
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, and
the first day
day of
July, anno
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
received
of said
from the
the said
Jacob Weber,
received the price of
said employment
employment from
said Jacob
Weber, who
who
advanced the same, on
certificates, to
said employees,
employees,
on the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's certificates,
to said
with the assurance
assurance of the
the said quartermaster
said
quartermaster and the commander
commander of said
regiment that the amount
amount so advanced
would very
thereafter be
be repaid
repaid
advanced would
very soon
soon thereafter
and refunded
refunded to him by
the government,
government, through
through said
said quartermaster.
quartermaster.
by the
APPROVED,
January 20,
20, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, January

1865.
Jan. 24,
24,1865.

CHAP.
for
CHAP. XXI.
XXI. —
-AnAnAct
Act for

the
Relief of
Emily A.
A. Lyon.
Lyon.
of Emily
the Relief

and House
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
the InInPension to
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Emily A. Lyon.
Lyon. terior be, and he is hereby, directed
directed to place
place upon the pension roll the
the
widow of
Alfred M.
M. Lyon,
Lyon, a
a late
late sutler
sutler in
name of
of Emily A.
A. Lyon,
Lyon, widow
of Alfred
in the
the
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twenty-third regiment of Iowa volunteers, but
who volunteered
pribut who
volunteered as
as aa private in company A of the said regiment, and
and while
while serving
in that
that capaserving in
capacity was mortally wounded
wounded at the battle at Black River,
Mississippi, on
the
River, Mississippi,
on the
seventeenth
seventeenth day of May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
and died
died on
on
the field; the said pension to be at the rate
of eight
dollars per
per month,
month,
rate of
eight dollars
commencing
commencing on the seventeenth
seventeenth day of May,
sixiyMay, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixythree,
three and continuing during
pens i
oner.
during the
the widowhood
widowhood of
of th
thee pensioner.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January 24, 1865.
CHAP.
- An Aet
Actfor
CHAP. XXVII. —
for the Relief of Isaac R. Diller.
Diller.

180.
Jan. 30,
30,186!b.

Be it
the Sent*
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
the United
of the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled, That
States
in Congress
of the
Treas- Payment
of
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the TreasPayment of
ury be, and he
be is hereby, directed, out of any money in the
the treasury
treasury not
not $3000 to Isaac
Isaac
r
otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to pay to Isaac R. Diller, late consul
consul at
Diller.at Bremen,
Bremen, Dille
the sum of three thousand dollars, in full
the expenses
by him
him
full for the
expenses incurred
incurred by
for extra clerk-hire in his office,
office, and
for moneys
advanced to
to destitute
destitute
and for
moneys advanced
American
American citizens during the interval
interval between
the first
fist day
day of
August,
between the
of August,
eighteen hundred and
anti fifty-seven, and the
the twentieth
twentieth day
day of
of September,
September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one.
sixty-one.
APPROVED, January
30, 1865.
APPROVED,
January 30,
1865.

IL
R.

CHAP.
XXVII. —
- An
Actfor
C
HAP. XXVITI.
An Act
for the Relief
of Mary
Jan. 30,
1865.
Relief of
Mary Scales
Scales Accardi.
Accardi.
Jan.
30,1865.
Be it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress' assembled, That the
the Secretary
the InSecretary of
of the
In- Pension to
to
terior be, and he hereby is, directed
Mary Scales
Scales
terior
directed to place
place the name
name of Mary
Scales Mary
Mary Scales
Accardi.
Accardi,
Accardi, the widow of Salvador
Salvador Accardi,
Accardi, upon the roll of
of widows
widows of in- Accardi.
valid pensioners, and that the said Mary
Mary Scales
paid a
apension,
pension,
Scales Accardi
Accardi be
be paid
at the rate of six dollars per month, commencing
commencing July
July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
January 30,
1865.
30, 1865.
CHAP. XXXI. —An
- An Act
the Relief
Om-.
Act for
for the
Relief of
of Louis
Louis Roberts.
Roberts.

Feb.

9,1865.
9,1865.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
in Congress
That the Secretary
the TreasTreas- Payment
Secretary of
of the
Payment of
of
ury
and he
is, authorized
$2740.99 to
to Louis
Louis
ury be,
be, and
he hereby
hereby is,
authorized and directed
directed to pay
pay to Louis Roberts,
Roberts, $2740.99
Roberts.
out of any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of
two thousand seven hundred
hundred and forty dollars
dollars and
cents, that
that
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine cents,
being the amount of money
advanced by
by said
said Roberts,
out of
of his
his own
own
money advanced
Roberts, out
means,
means, to replace certain
certain Indian indemnity
indemnity goods,
accidentally destroyed
destroyed
goods, accidentally
by fire in November, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
while being
being transtransand fifty-five,
fifty-five, while
ported
ported by him from Saint Paul, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to Redwood
Redwood Agency,
for R.
Agency, for
R. G.
G.
Murphy,
Murphy, United States Indian agent for the Sioux
Indians in
Minnesota.
Sioux Indians
in Minnesota.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 9,
9, 1865.
1865:

CHAP.
XXXIII. —
-AnAn Act for the Relief of
C
HAP. XXXIII.
Wadsworth.
of Solomon
Solomon Wadsworth.
Feb. 13,1865.
13, 1865.
Senate and
Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House of
of Representatives
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
an act
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act Former act for
assembled, That
That an
for
Wadsworth," approved
approved the
Solomon
for the relief of Solomon Wadsworth,"
the sixteenth
of June,
June, relief of Solomon
sixteenth day
day of
Wadsworth
one thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and is
is hereby,
hereby/ amended
amended by
and sixty,
sixty, be,
be, and
by amdnsdweth
amended.
striking out the word ""ninety-four,"
ninety-four," and
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
word 1860, ch. 146.
and inserting
in lieu
ninety-five.
ninety-five.
Vol. xii. p. 860.
860.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 13,
13, 1865.
1865.
CHAP.
XXXVI. —
-AnAnAct for the Relief of
C
HAP. XXXVI.
T. Atocha.
Feb. 14,1865.
14, 1865.
of Alexander J.
Atocha.
Feb.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That
That the court
court of
claims be,
be,
Alexof claims
Claim of Alext
a
o
leer
e.I
x
aA
mt
i
o
nc
el
d
ia
1..
Atocha
and the said court is hereby, directed
directed to
to examine
examine into.
into, the
claims of
of ander
the claims
to be examined
Alexander
J.
Alexander
Atocha against the government
government of
Mexico for
losses sussus- by the court
court of
of
of Mexico
for losses
claims.
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tamed by
by him
reason of
republic in eighteen
eighteen
of his expulsion
expulsion from that republic
him by
by reason
tained
hundred
if they
they shall
said claim
claim
that the said
shall be of opinion that
and if
and forty-five,
forty-five, and
hundred and
against Mexico
Mexico when
Vol. ix. p. 922. was aajust one against
when the treaty
treaty of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
forty-eight was
embraced by said treaty, they shall then
ratified, and was embraced
was ratified,
forty-eight
fix and
determine the
the same;
same; and
and that
that the
the loss or damage
of the
the amount
amount of
and determine
fix
so
sustained being
determined by
by said court, the same
same
being adjudicated
adjudicated and determined
so sustained
shall
said Alexander
Alexander J.
J. Atocha, out of any money in the
shall be
be paid to the said
treasury
otherwise appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
Provided, however, That
That the amount
amount
treasury not otherwise
a
so
be paid
shall in
no event exceed
and a
balance of the three and
exceed the balance
in no
paid shall
so to
to be
Vol. ix.
of dollars
dollars provided
the treaty of
by the fifteenth
fifteenth article of the
provided by
millions of
p. 933.
933. quarter
quarter millions
Vol.
ix. p.
Guadalupe
Hidalgo for
payment of
of citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United
claims of
of claims
for the
the payment
Guadalupe Hidalgo
States
against the
the government
of Mexico,
remains unapplied
unapplied
which still remains
Mexico, which
government of
States against
that object.
to that
object.
APPROVED, February
February 14, 1865.
1865.
Feb. 17,
1865.
17,1865.
Feb.

C
HAP. XL.
XL.
—
for the Relief
of Almond D.
deceased.
D. Fisk, deceased.
the Heirs
Heirsof
Relief of
of the
Actfor
- An
An Act
CHAP.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
House of
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and House
by the
Be
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Phebe
Fisk, as
as
Ann Fisk,
Phebe Ann
in Congress
Extension
America in
of America
of States
Extension of
the patent
patent to
executrix
a
executrix of Almond D. Fisk, deceased, who obtained aa patent for a
Almond D. Fisk
"new and
and useful
in coffins,"
coffins," dated
the fourteenth
of
fourteenth day of
dated the
improvement in
useful improvement
ay be almdplied
may
applied "new
November,
hundred and
and forty-eight,
forty-eight, for fourteen years, which
November, eighteen hundred
for.
has
apply to
commissioner of patents
to the
the commissioner
be authorized
authorized to apply
expired, be
has now
now expired,
for
patent for seven years, under
under the
the rules and regextension of said patent
for an extension
ulations
for the
extension of patents, as if she had made
the extension
in force
force for
now in
ulations now
application
expiration, as required
law; and the ComComrequired by law;
its expiration,
to its
previous to
application previous
missioner is directed
directed to investigate
investigate and decide the application
application for extenmissioner
same evidence
evidence and in the same manner as other applications
applications
sion on the
the same
for extension
extension are
notwithstanding the surrender
surrender and reissue of
are decided,
decided, notwithstanding
for
application
March sixth,
and sixty:
Provided, That
That the application
sixty: Provided,
hundred and
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
March
within thirty days from the approval of this act,
for extension be made within
and the
decision of
of the
the commissioner
commissioner be
be rendered
within ninety
ninety days
days
rendered within
the decision
and
from the
application in the patent office:
office: And provided,
provided,
the filing
filing of said application
from
also, That
nothing herein
responsible in
shall be
be so construed as to hold responsible
herein shall
That nothing
also,
manufactured coffins containing the
damages any persons who may have manufactured
damages
aforesaid improvements
improvements between
between the
and the appatent and
the expiration
expiration of the patent
aforesaid
of this act.
proval of
APPROVED, February
1865.
February 17, 1865.
APPROVED,
Feb. 20,1865.
20, 1865.
Feb.

CHAP. XLIV.
Act for theRelief
Relief of Henry A. Brigham.
-An Act
CHAP.
XLIV. —An
enacted by
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
Payment
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
in Congress
of America
America in
to
States of
Payment to
Henry A.
treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, directed,
directed, out of any money in the treasury
Henry
A. BrigBrig- Treasury
ham.
Henry A. Brigham
appropriated, to pay to Henry
not otherwise
an.
otherwise appropriated,
Brigham the sum of two
thousand dollars,
dollars, being
favor of the
in favor
the amount
amount of his check drawn in
being the
thousand
of
assistant treasurer
treasurer of
the United
States at
at New York, on the seventh of
United States
of the
assistant
November, anno
Domini eighteen
sixty-two.
hundred and sixty-two.
eighteen hundred
anno Domini
November,
APPROVED,
February 20, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, February
Feb.
23, 1865.
1865.
Feb. 23,

C
HAP. LL
Schreiner.
of George
George A.
A. Schreiner.
CHAP.
LI. —
- An
An Act
Act for the Relief
Relief of

Be
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives of the United
and House of
Be it enacted
Secretary of the
Pension to
to
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States of
Pension
George A. Schrei- Interior
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to place the name
name
hereby, authorized
and he
Interior be,
tier.
ner.
of George
A. Schreiner,
Schreiner, of
of the
the county
Wyandott, State
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas,
of Wyandott,
county of
of
George A.
upon the
the list
of pensioners,
at the rate of eight dollars
dollars per month, to
pensioners, at
list of
upon
commence
from the
first day
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four,
of January,
day of
the first
commence from
natural life.
and
and to continue
continue during his natural
23, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, February
February 23,
APPROVED,
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CHGA.
-An Act for the Relief of
Harriet and Emily W. Morris,
unmarriedSisters Feb. 25,1865.
CHAP. LX.
LX.
—An
of Harriet
Morris, unmarried
25, 1865.
late Commodore Henry VV.
of the late
W. Morris.
Morris.
it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United
the United
States of America in
assembled, That
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That Harriet
Harriet and Emily
W. Pension
Emily W.
Pension to
to
H
orris
Morris,
unmarried sisters of
Morris, the unmarried
late Commodore
Commodore He
nry W.
M orr i
s,yarwt;paE7of the
the late
Henry
W. Morris,
arret and
Embe entitled to and receive
receive the
the same
same pension
as the
brother would
have Y '•
pension as
the brother
would have
'
been entitled to had he been totally disabled, to commence
commence from
from the
the death
death
of the brother; and the Secretary of the Interior
Interior be, and he is
hereby,
is hereby,
directed to place the names of the
Harriet and
and Emily
W. Morris
the said Harriet
Emily W.
Morris
upon the pension
pension roll of navy pensions:
pensions: Provided,
Provided, That in case
case of
of the
the
death or marriage
marriage of either of the
shall cease.
cease.
the said
said sisters
sisters her
her pension
pension shall
APPROVED, February
February 25,
APPROVED,
25, 1865.
1865.

CHAP.
-— An Act to chdnge the Name of Dorsey Edwin William Towson,
CHAP. LXI.
M .
Towson, of
v•
George. Feb. 25, 1865.
Georgetown, in the District
District of Cdumbia,
Columbia, to that of Dorsey Edwin William Carter.
Carter.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Dorsey Edwin
Name of DorEdwin William NameofDorGeorgetown, in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, be, and
Towson, of Georgetown,
and he is hereby, sey
7/11=0rEdwin Wilauthorized, from and after the passage of this act, to take and use the surstir- changed.
changed.
o
name of Carter, and that his name hereafter
Edwin William
William
hereafter he
be Dorsey
Dorsey Edwin
Carter;
Carter; and all acts done and
and entered
entered into by that
that name
name shall
shall have
have the
the
same effect
effect and operation
operation in law as if his name had originally
originally been
been DorDorsey Edwin William Carter, of Georgetown,
Georgetown, in
the District
District of
Columbia.
in the
of Columbia.
APPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1865.
1865.
APPRovED,
CHAP.
CHAP. LXII.
LXII.
Act for
the Relief
Relief of
of Mary
Shircliff.
-— An Act
for the
Mary Shircliff.
Feb. 25,1865.
25, 1865.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and Muse
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That the Secretary
Pension to
to
Secretary of the InteInte- Pension
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
nor
authorized and
and directed
directed to place the
of Mary
Mary Shircliff.
Shircliff.
the name of
Mary Shircliff, widow of John Shircliff, on the
the pension roll,
roll, and
pay her
and pay
her
a pension,
a
pension, at the rate of eight dollars
during her
dollars per
per month,
month, during
her widowhood,
widowhood,
from
this act.
act.
from the passage
passage of
of this
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 25;
25; 1865.
1865.

CHAr. LXIM.
LXM.—An
the Relief
of Rebecca
Rebecca S.
S. Harrison.
-An Act for
for the
Relief of
larrison.
25, 1865.
Feb. 25,
1865.
and House of
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
the United
United
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
to ReRethe Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the LateInte- Pension
Pension to
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
nor
authorized and
and directed
directed to
place upon
upon the.naval
the.naval becca
becca S.
S. HarriHarrito place
n
pension roll the name of Rebecca
Rebecca S. Harrison,
Harrison, widow of the late LieuLieu- 88"
.
tenant Horace
Horace N. Harrison,
Harrison, at the rate of
of seventeen
dollars per
month,
seventeen dollars
per month,
to commence
commence from the first day
and sixty-four,
sixty-four,
day of April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and to continue
widowhood; and
continue during her widowhood;
and in case of her
mar- Provision
Provision in
her death or
or marin
ease of
of death
or
riage the same to be continued
continued to her children,
children, until
until the youngest shall mturiage.
case
death or
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
have reached
reached the
the age
years.
marriage.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 25, 1865.
1865.
CHP. LXV. -An
Cues.
—An Act
of the
of the
Revolution, five
in
Act to pay to
to each of
the surviving
surviving Soldiers
Soldiers of
the Revolution,
five in
Number, whose Names are
the Pension
are on the
Pension Roll, three hundred Dollars
as a
aGraDollars annually,
annually, as
Grathe Pension
paid
them.
tuity, in Addition to the
Pension now
now paid them.

Feb. 27,1865.
27, 1865.
Feb.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in
from and
and after
the pasGratuity to
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
That, from
after the
pas- Gratuity
to
sage of this act, there shall be paid, out of any
any money
money in the treasury not s
e: r
e
v
l
i
io6
d
v
eacl.
of thesoldiers
five
surviving
i
e
ers
otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of three hundred
hundred dollars, to
to be
be paid
paid anof the
the Reiolution.
Res olution.
an- of
nually, to each
each of the persons hereinafter
five in
hereinafter named,
named, five
in number,
number, during
during
a gratuity on the part
their natural lives, as a
government; the
the five
five
part of the government;
persons hereinafter named
named being the
survivors of
of the
the army
army of
the
the sole
sole survivors
of the
Revolution
Revolution whose names are enrolled
enrolled on the books of the pension-office
pension-office -—
said gratuity to be paid to them by the commissioner
commissioner of pensions,
pensions, in addiaddi-
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tion to the pensions now paid
paid them, under former acts
acts of
of congress;
congress; said
said
hereinafter named to cease
payment to each of the persons
persons hereinafter
on the
the death
death
cease on
person :—
of such person:Lemuel Cook.
To Lemuel
Lemuel Cook, enlisted
enlisted at Hatfield,
Hatfield, Massachusetts,
is now
about
Massachusetts, is
now about
ninety-eight
ninety-eight years of age, and resides in Clarendon,
Clarendon, Orleans
Orleans County,
County, New
New
York,
York, three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Samuel DownTo Samuel
Samuel Downing, enlisted in Carroll County,
New Hampshire,
is
County, New
Hampshire, is
ing.
now about
about ninety-eight
ninety-eight years
now
years of age, and lives in Edinburg, Saratoga
County, New York,
three hundred
dollars.
York, three
hundred dollars.
William HutchTo William Hutchings,
Hutchings, enlisted at Newcastle, Maine,
Maine, (then
MassacL!i(then MassacLaiings.
setts,)
is now
now one
hundred years
setts) is
one hundred
years old, and resides in Penobscot,
Penobscot, Hancock
Hancock
County, Maine,
Maine, three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Alexander
Alexander Maroney,
To Alexander
Maroney, enlisted
enlisted at L
ake George,
George ,New
New York,
York, as
as a
a
Lake
Maroney.
Maroney.
drummer-boy, is
drummer-boy,
rs old,
old, his
hi s residence
res id ence is
i
s Yates,
Yates,
is now
now about
about ninety-four
ninety-four yea
years
Orleans County, New
York, three
hundred dollars.
New York,
three hundred
dollars.
James Barham. To
James Barham,
drafted man in South Hampton
To James
Barham, substitute for a
a drafted
County, Virginia, lives in the State of
Missouri, and
and is
is in
in his
one hundred
hundred
of Missouri,
his one
and first year,
year, three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Copy of this
SEC.
SEC. 2. And
And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That it
it shall
shall be
be the
of the
the comcomthe duty
duty of
act to be sent
eact to
beseet
missioner of pensions,
pensions, as soon
act has
has been
been passed
passed by
by both
both houses
houses
soon as
as this act
each
soldier.
of congress, and approved
approved of by the President, to have
have made
out five
made out
five
copies of the same,
same, each
each signed by the speaker of the
House, the
the presithe House,
president of the Senate, and the President of
the United
and to
to send
send aa
of the
United States,
States, and
copy of the same to each of the Revolutionary
soldiers in
this act
act above
above
Revolutionary soldiers
in this
mentioned.
takes
When act takes
SEC.
3. And be it further
further enacted,
SEC. 3.
enacted, That this act take effect and be
in
be in
erect.
effect.
force from and after its passage.
APPROVED, February
February 27,
27, 1866.
APPROVED,
1865.
Feb. 27,
1865.
Feb.
27,1865.

CHAP.
An Act
Chapin Had.
CHAP. LXVI.
LXVL -— An
Act for the Relief of Chapin
Hall.
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Damages
to
Damages to
States
America ire
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Secretary of the
States of America
That the Secretary
Chapin Hall.
ap a Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
required to
pay Chapin
Chapin
and required
to pay
Hall, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of twenty-five
twenty-five hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, in full for damages
sustained by
by him
him
damages sustained
in consequence
consequence of the
using his
his lumber,
Louisville, KenKenthe taking
taking and
and using
lumber, at
at Louisville,
General McCook's division
tucky, by General
the United
United States
States army,
army, in
in the
the
division of
of the
month of September, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
APPROVED, February
February 27,
APPROVED,
27, 1865.
1865.
March 3,1865.
3, 1865.
Damages to
Charles A.
A.
Pitcher.
Pitcher.

C
HAP. CXXVIII.
CXXVIII.
—
An Act
Charles A.
A. Pitcher.
Pitcher.
CHAP.
- An
Act for
for the
the Relief of
of Charles
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the UTnsed
United
of Representatives
States of
of America
Secretary of
TreasStates
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and required
required to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any
money
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to Charles
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
Charles A. Pitcher
Pitcher
the sum of five thousand dollars for
for damages
sustained by
by reason
reason of
of the
the
damages sustained
a patent on a
infringement of a
for making
making brooms,
brooms, and
and the
the use
use
a machine
machine for
of the same
same in the penitentiary
penitentiary of the United States, from
November first,
first,
from November
eighteen hundred and fifty-nine, to the twentieth of September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
1865.
March 3,
3, 1865.

March
3,1865.
CHAP. CXXIX.
CXXLY.-— An Act granting
Pension to Sophia
Brooke Taylor,
Taylor, Widow
of the
the
granting aaPension
March 3,
1865. CuH.
Sophia Brooke
Widow of
late Major
Major Francis
Francis Taylor.
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives of
Be it enacted
he United
United
of he
Pension to
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InInSophia Brooke
Brooke
Sophia
terior be, and hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed to place
place the
the name
name of
of SoSoTaylor.
phia Brooke
Brooke Taylor, widow of
phia
of the late Francis Taylor, major of the first
first
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regular United
artillery, who died
*United States artillery-,
died of yellow
while in
in comyellow fever
fever while
command of the post at Fort Brown,
Brown, Texas, on
the twelfth
day of
of October,
October,
on the
twelfth day
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, upon
upon the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, at
at the
same rate
the same
rate
of pay which he would have been entitled
entitled to
to if
he had
had been
totally disdisif he
been totally
abled at the time of his death, for and
and during
the period
period of
of her
her natural
natural
during the
life or widowhood.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
1865.
3, 1865.
CHAP.
-An Act for
CHAP. CXXX.
CXXX. —An
for the
the Relief
of W.
W. H.
H. and
C. S.
S. Duncan.
Duncan.
Relief of
and C.

March
3,1865.
March 3,
1865.

Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum
States
in Congress
two hundred
hundred Payment to
sum of two
dollars and eighty cents be, and the same is hereby,
hereby, appropriated
appropriated out
out of
of W.
W. ti.
and C.
C. S.
S.
H. and
Duncan.
any
money in the treasury
appropriated to be paid
any money
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
paid to W. H. Duncan.
and C. S. Duncan, of the city of Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kansas
compensation in
in
Kansas, for
for compensation
full for goods
provisions furnish
ed Captain
Captai
n W
alker's company,
company, Kansas
goods and provisions
furnished
Walker's
Kansas
militia, by order of Governor
Governor Geary,
Geary, in
eighteen hundred
and fifty-six.
fifty-six.
in eighteen
hundred and
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
CHAP.
-An
Actfor
C
HAP. CXXXI.
CXXXI.
— An Act
for the
Relief of
of Samuel
L. Gerould.
Gerould.
the Relief
Samuel L.

March 3,1865.
3, 1865.
March

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
of Representatives
of the
and House
House of
Representativesof
the United
United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreas- Payment
Payment to
to
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
auth or i
ze dand
an ddirected
diiec t
edt
out o
money S
amuel L. Gertoo pay
pay,,out
offany
any money
Samuel
in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriat ed, to
t
o S
amuel L.
Gerould, late
late ould.
°uld.
L. GerSamuel
L. Gerould,
sergeant company
company G,
fourteenth New
New Hampshire
the sum
sum of
G, fourteenth
Hampshire volunteers,
volunteers, the
of
one hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine dollars
dollars and
cents, for
for his
his services
services as
as
and twenty
twenty cents,
clerk to a
general court-martial,
court-martial, from
eighteen
a general
from September
September twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
December twenty-fourth,
hundred and sixty-three, to December
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and
and sixty-four.
APPROVED,
APPROV
ED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
CHAP.
CXXXI. -—An
An Act for the
the Relief
of John
C
HAP. CXXXIL
Relief of
John Hastings,
Collector oJ
of the
the Port
of
Hastings, Collector
Port of
Pittsburg.
Pittsburg.

March 3,
3, 1885.
1865.
March

enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
Sehate and
House of
of the
the United
United
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of

States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
States of
of the
the TreasTreas-

Credit to
to be
Credit
be

ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
direc t
ed, in
i
n a
dj usti
ng the
th
e acacJohn
_ given
to John
authorized and
and directed,
adjusting
given to
as in ns.
counts of John Hastings, as collector
of the
port of
of PittsPitt s-itastings.
collector of
the customs
customs at
at the
the port
burg, to give him credit for the
nine thousand
nine hundred
the sum
sum of
of nine
thousand nine
hundred and
and
fifty-six dollars and sixty-two cents,
cents, the amount
amount of the public
public money
money of
of
which he was robbed on
of March,
March, anno
anno Domini
eighteen
on the
the tenth
tenth day
day of
Domini eighteen
hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, while
while acting in the
capacity.
the aforesaid
aforesaid capacity.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
3, 1865.
March 3,
1865.

CaUP. CXXXIIT.-An
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Baker,
Baker, Widow
CXXXTU.— An Act
Act for the Relief of
of BrigadierBrigadier- March
3,1865.
Widow of
March 3,1865.

General
General Edward
Edward D.
D. Baker.
Baker.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
House of
Representatives of
the United
States of America
America in
assembled, That
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
the InteInte- Pension
Pension to
to
Secretary of
of the
rior
nor be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized and
directed to
t
o place
pl ace the
th e name
name of
of
Baker.
Mary A.
and directed
Mary
A- Baker.
Mary
Mary A. Baker, widow
widow of
Brigadier-General Edward
Edward D.
on the
of Brigadier-General
D. Baker,
Baker, on
the
pension roll, at the rate of fifty dollars a
from the
the twenty-first
twenty-first day
a month,
month, from
day
of October,
October, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, to continue
continue during
her widowwidowduring her
hood.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
3, 1865.
1865.
March 3,
CHAP.
CXXXIV. -An
Act granting
C
HAP. CXXXIV.
— An Act
granting a
Pension to
to Ellen
Ellen M.
Whipple, Widow
of the
a Pension
M. Whipple,
Widow of
the
late Major-General
Major-GeneralAmid W.
W. Whipple, of
of the United States Army.
Army.

March 3, 1865.

March 3,1865.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
atth
Secretary of
of the
Tote- Pension
assembled, Th
That
thee Secretary
the IntePension to
to .
Ellen M. ma prior be
be directed
directed to
to place
. of
he pie.
rior
place the name
name of Ellen M. Whip-ple,
Whipple, wid
widow
of the
pie.
Whipple,
widow
the
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Whipple, of the
late Major-General
Major-General Amiel
Amiel W. Whipple,
the United
United States army,
army, on the
the
pension roll at the rate of fifty dollars a
amonth,
month, from
from the seventh
seventh day
day of
of
June, eighteen
sixty-two, for and during
eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
during her
her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3, 1865.
1865.
March 3,1865.
3, 1865. CHAP.
CHAP. CXXXV.
CXXXV.
Act granting
Pension to
the Widow
Widow of
of the
Afajor-General
March
-—An
An Act
granting a
a Pension
to the
the late
late Major-General
Hiram G. Berry.
Berry.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InInPension to
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
of the
Eliza Berry.
terior be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed to place
place the name
name of
Eliza Berry,
Berry, widow
widow of Major-General
Major-General Hiram
Hiram G.
G. Berry,
pension
Berry, on
on the
the pension
a month,
roll, at the rate of fifty dollars
dollars a
of May,
May, anno
anno
month, from the third
third day of
hundred and sixty-three,
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
continue during
during her
her widowwidowsixty-three, to
to continue
hood.
hood.

APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 8,
3, 1865.
1865.

March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.

CHAP. CXXXVI.
CXXXVI.-granting a
Pension to
to Ezekiel
Darling.
CHAP.
- An
An Act granting
a Pension
Ezekie Darling.

Be it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
Pension to Eze- States
States of
of America
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
InAmerica in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
the Inkiel Darling.
terior be, and he is hereby, authorized
tenor
authorized to place
the name
name of
of Ezekiel
Ezekiel DarDarplace the
ling on the pension rolls, at the
of four
four dollars
dollars per
per month,
month, during
the rate
rate of
during his
his
natural
natural life, said pension to commence
commence from the passage
passage of
of the bill.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
March 3,
1865. CHAP.
CRAP. CXXXVII.-An
CXXXVII.
—An Act
for the
Relief of
of Jean
Lander, Widow
Widow of
F. W.
W.
March
3,1865.
Act for
the Relief
Jean Al.
M. Lander,
of F.
Lander,
Lander, deceased.
deceased.

Be it enacted
House of
the United
United
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Payment to
Payment
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of War be,
be,
Jean M.
M. Lander.
Jean
Lander. and
and he
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to audit
audit and settle
settle the account
account
of Brigadier-General
Brigadier-General F. W. Lander,
deceased, for
rendered and
and
Lander, deceased,
for services
services rendered
expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by him in making a
reconnoissance for a
railroad from
a reconnoissance
a railroad
from
Pugees Sound
Sound to the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, in
in eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-four,
Puget's
hundred and
and fifty-four,
amount the
the said
said Secretary
Secretary shall
find to
be justly
due shall
be paid
paid
and the
the amount
shall find
to be
justly due
shall be
to
the deceased,
deceased, to
to wit,
Jean M.
M. Lander,
Lander, out
out of
to the widow of the
wit, Jean
of any
any money
money
in the treasury not
appropriated: Provided,
Provided, The
The same
shall not
not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated:
same shall
exceed
four thousand
seven hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars,
dollars, and
and it
it
exceed the
the sum
sum of four
thousand seven
hundred and
shall be in full consideration
services and
and expenses.
consideration for
for said
said services
expenses.
APPROVED,
March 3,
1865.
APPROVED, March
3, 1865.
March 3,1865.
3, 1865.
Pension to
Thomas
Booth.
Thomas Booth.

3,1865.
March 3,
1865.
Pension to
Elizabeth B.
eienth B.
Leppien.

CHAP. CXXXVIII.
CXXXVIII. —
-AnAn

Act
granting a
Pension to
Thomas Booth.
Booth.
Act granting
a Pension
to Thomas

the Senate and
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
and House
House of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
States of
of America in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
the InteInterior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed to place the
the name
name of
of
Thomas
Thomas Booth on the invalid
invalid pension
the United
United States,
States, at
at the
rate
pension roll
roll of the
the rate
day of
of May
May eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
of four dollars per
per month,
month, from
from the
the first
first day
and to
his natural
natural life.
life.
sixty, and
to continue
continue during
during his
APPROVED, March
1865.
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
CHAP.
CXXXIX.
C
HAP. CXX
XIX.
—An
Pension to
to Elizabeth
B. Leppien.
Leppien.
-An Act
Act granting
grantingaaPension
Elizabeth B.
Be it enacted
by
enacted
the United
United
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Inte.
Secretary of
of the
the Intenor
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to
name of
Elizabeth B.
B. LepLeprior be,
hereby, directed
to place
place the
the name
of Elizabeth
pien on
pensioners, at the
rate of
of thirty
dollars per
per month,
to
on the list
list of
of pensioners,
the rate
thirty dollars
month, to
commence on the twenty-fourth
day of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtytwenty-fourth day
of May,
May, eighteen
sixtythree, and continue during
during her
her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED,
1865.
APPROVED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
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OCAP.
CXL.
Rachd Mills, Widow of Peter Mills,
CHAP. C
XL. -AnAn Act granting
granting a
a Pension
Pension to Rachel
Mills, March
March 3,1865.
3, 1865.
deceased, late
late a
Major in the United States Army.
deceased,
aMajor
.Army.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
the Intelute- Pension
Pension to
to
of the
rior be,
he hereby
hereby is,
is, directed
nor
be, and
and he
directed to place upon the pension roll of the Rachel Mills.
United States the name of Rachel
Rachel Mills, of
Binghamton, New
New York,
York,
of Binghamton,
widow of Peter Mills, late aamajor in the United States army,
widow
at the
the rate
army, at
rate
of twenty dollars per month, from
from the date
of April
April first,
first, in
year
date of
in the
the year
eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four.
hundred and
and sixty-four.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.

CtnAP. CXLI.
CXLI. —
- An
An Act
Act for the
the Relief of
Surgeon in
Cusp.
of Benjamin Vreeland,
Vreeland, Surgeon
in the
Navy of
of March
March 3,1865.
3, 1865.
the Navy
United States.
States.
the United

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That there
States
Congress assembled,
paid to
to Benjamin
to
there be
be paid
Benjamin Payment
Payment to
Vreeland,
Vreeland, surgeon in
avy of
of the
th e U
nited States,
Stat
es,
out o
any money
money i
n Benjamin VreeVreein the
the n
navy
United
out
offany
in
the treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum
otherwise appropriated,
hundred and
and an
"
sum of
of four
four hundred
forty-nine
forty-nine dollars and seven cents, being
difference of
of compensation
compensation
being the
the difference
to an assistant surgeon and aapast assistant surgeon,
from the
the ninth
day
surgeon, from
ninth day
of May, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
day of
of March,
March,
fifty-five, to
to the
the thirtieth
thirtieth day
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-seven.
fifty-seven.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 3,
1865.
3, 1865.

perm

VOL. xnI.
xm.

Pav.
Paw. —
Si
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THIRTY-EIGHTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY—EIGHTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. RES.
EES. 2,21,22.
2, 21, 22.

1865.
1865.
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RESOLUTIONS,
RESOLUTIONS.
[No. 2.1
2.]
[No.

Joint
the Treasury
to dispose
Joint Resolution
Resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary of
of the
Treasury to
dispose of
certain Dec. 15, 1864.
1864
of certain
mentioned.
Moneys therein
therein mentioned.
-

Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in
in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States
Secretary of the
Treas- Certain
Certain money
the Treasmoney
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to pay over
over to Henry C. De
De Ahna
Ahna may be paid ovet
ove,
O.
said
the sum of two thousand dollars,
dollars, deposited
dep os ited by sa
id De
De Ahna
Ah na with
w i
th Jay De
AtohHnae.nry
AhHer C.
De
Cook and Company
Company to the credit of C. V. Hogan, an employee
employee in
the
in the
secret service of the Treasury Department,
Department, or any
any part thereof, or
or to
to
cause the whole or part of the same
same to be confiscated
confiscated and
and paid
paid over
over to
to the
the
treasury of the United States, as, in
in the judgment of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, may
may
appear
Ju•:t.
appear just.
APPROVED,
A
PPROVED, December
December 15,
15, 1864.
1864.
[No.
21,]
[
No. 21,]

Joint Resolution
Resolution in the Matter of Sergeant
Sergeant Daniel Collett,
Collett, Jr.,
Jr., deceased.
Joint
deceased.

Feb. 25,
25, 1865.
Feb.

Be
resolved by
by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
Be it
it resolved
of Representatives
States of
Congress assembled,
States
of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War be
be Daniel Collet
of War
Daniel Collett
directed to cause
cause the name of Daniel
Daniel Collett, Jr., who died of wounds rere- Jr., deceased,
deceased, to'
to
ceived in battle, to be entered and
and borne
borne upon
upon the rolls of the army
as a
a be on
rolls of
army as
on rolls
lieutenant of the fortieth regiment
regiment of
first lieutenant
of Ohio
Ohio volunteer
from lutenasnt,f
volunteer infantry,
infantry, from
the ninth day of May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, the date to which
office by the governor
he was commissioned
commissioned to that office
governor of the
State of
of Ohio,
the State
Ohio,
the same as if he had been on that
that day mustered
mustered in
first lieulieuin as such
such first
tenant.
APPROVED,
A PPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1865.
1865.
[No.
22.] A Resolution for
[
No. 221
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of James
Royce.
James B.
B. Royce.
WHEREAS,
W HEREAS, James
James B. Royce, of the town
town of Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury and
and State
State of
of

Feb.
25, 1865.
1865.
Feb. 25,
Preamble.
Preamble.

Vermont, entered
entered the service of the United States as
in comcomas aa private
private in
pany I,
volunteers, on the tenth
I, seventh regiment of Vermont
Vermont volunteers,
tenth day
day of
Febof February,
hundred and sixty-two, and continued to serve
ruary, eighteen
eighteen hundred
serve in said
said
company and regiment
regiment until the tenth day of February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-three,
Barrancas, Florida, by the premasixty-three, on which day, at Fort Barranca.s,
premaengaged in
ture discharge of aacannon
cannon at which he was
was engaged
in target practice,
practice,
he received
received injuries which resulted
resulted in the
the loss of his left
left
left arm and
and left
eye, by reason of which disabilities
disabilities he was
was discharged
discharged from
service
from the service
eighteen hundred
on the fourth of December, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
having
sixty-three, having
served twenty-one
twenty-one months and twenty-two
twenty-two days;
by reason
reason
days; and
and whereas,
whereas, by
of not having been discharged
discharged for wounds
wounds actually
actually received
battle, he
he
received in
in battle,
is not entitled to the benefit of the act entitled
"An act
to amend
amend an
an act
act
entitled "An
act to
entitled ' An
An act to authorize
of volunteers
in enen- 1861, h. 9.
authorize the
the employment
employment of
volunteers to
to aid
aid in
1861, ch. 9.
forcing the laws and protecting public
public property,'
property,' approved
approved July
July twentytwenty- Vol.
Vol. xii.
p. 268.
268.
ii. p.
sixty-one," approved March
two, eighteen hundred and sixty-one,"
third, eighteen
eighteen 1863,
ch. 84.
84.
March third,
1863, ch.
hundred and sixty-three; and whereas
whereas his case
case comes within
within the
the spirit
spirit Vol.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
758,
p.758.
and intent of said act: Therefore,
Therefore,
Resolved by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
United
States of A
America
States
meri
ca in
i
n Congress
Congress assembled,
assem bled, That
Th atthe
th e said
sa id James
James B.
B. Royce,
Royce ,
Royce
Jas. B.
13. Royce
Jas.
of Shre
Shrewsbury,
w sb ury, Vermont,
Vermon t, b
e,an
he is
is hereby,
declared entitled
entitled to
to the
entitled to
be,
andd lie
hereby, declared
the botuty.
entitled
to
bounty.
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THIRTY—EIGHTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

Sass.
II.
SESS. II.

RES. 26,38,39,40.
26, 38, 39, 40.
RES.

1865.

benefit of
of said
said act,
March third, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyapproved March
act, approved
benefit
three,
had been
been discharged
discharged from
from the service by reason
as if
if he had
same as
three, the same
of wounds
wounds received
in battle,
served out
period of his enout the full period
battle, or had served
received in
of
listment.
listment.

1865.
February 25,
APPROVED,
25, 1865.
APPROVED, February

March
1865.
2, 1865.
March 2,

S.
Paul S.
[No.
26.] Joint
authorizing the
the Secretary
Navy to
to advance
advance to
to Paul
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
Resolution authorizing
Joint Resolution
[No. 26.]
Forbes
two hundred
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand Dollars
additional out
out of
the Sum
be paid
paid him
him
to be
of the
Sum to
Dollars additional
hundred and
Forbes two
under
Ids Contract
for building
Screw Sloop-ofWar.
Sloop-of- War.
a Steam
Steam Screw
building a
Contractfor
under his

Be it
resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
Senate and
Be
it resolved
of the
States
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
the Navy
Navy
Secretary of
Advance
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
of
Advance of
3250,000
to Paul
authorized to pay to Paul S. Forbes, of the city of
250t,000 to
Paul be, and he is hereby, authorized
of
S. Forbes.
and fifty
fifty thousand dollars, in addition
S. Forbes. New York, the sum of two hundred and
to the
to apply
contract of
the date
date of May
of the
his contract
on his
apply on
paid, to
heretofore paid,
sums heretofore
to
the sums
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, for building
building aa steam
twenty-second,
screw sloop-of-war,
payment on the contract,
contract,
advance payment
being an advance
sloop-of-war, the same being
screw
to aid
completion of
of said
Provided, That
That no part of
said sloop-of-war:
sloop-of-war: Provided,
the completion
in the
to
aid in
said sum
sum shall
shall be
be paid
without the
the assent
assent in writing of the suieties
sufeties of said
paid without
said
Paul
Forbes: And
And provided
nothing in this resolution
That nothing
further, That
provided further,
S. Forbes:
Paul S.
contained shall
so construed
any manner
manner to affect or vary said
be so
construed as in any
shall be
contained
contract, except
except as
time of making
making said payment.
payment.
to the
the time
as to
contract,
APPROVED, March 2, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,
March
3, 1865.
1865.
March 3,

[
No. 38.]
Relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Lucy
Rice, late
of Richmond,
Richmond, Virginia.
Virginia.
late of
Lucy A.
A. Rice,
for the
the Relief
Resolutionfor
38.] A
A Resolution
[No.

W HEREAS Mrs.
Lucy A.
A. Rice,
late of
Virginia, by
her courcourby her
Richmond, Virginia,
of Richmond,
Rice, late
Mrs. Lucy
WHEREAS
age
and patriotic
and
in saving
saving Colonel Streight and his party, and
devotion in
patriotic devotion
age and
enabling
to make
hands of the rebels, has
from the hands
escape from
their escape
make their
them to
enabling them
deserved
deserved well of the country,
Resolved by
and House
Representatives of
United States
States
of the
the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Resolved
one thousand
thousand five
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the sum
sum of
of one
five
Gift
in Congress
America in
of America
of $1500
$1500 of
Gift of
to Lucy
Lucy A.
Rice. hundred
hundred dollars
be, and
the same
same is
appropriated to said Lucy A.
is hereby, appropriated
and the
dollars be,
A.Rice.
to
Rice,
heirs or
or administrators,
administrators, out
moneys in the treasury not
any moneys
out of any
her heirs
Rice, her
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
otherwise
APPROVED, March
1865.
3, 1865.
March 3,
APPROVED,
Preamble.
Preamble.

3,1865.
March 3,
March
1865.

[
No. 39.]
391 A
the Acceptance
Sword of
of Hona
Hones from
from the
the GovernGovernof a
a Sword
Acceptance of
authorizing the
A Resolution
Resolution authorizing
[No.
United States
ment
by Captain
S.. Stellwagen,
of the
States Navy.
Navy.
the United
Stellwagen, of
Henry S.
Captain Henry
Great Britain,
Britain,by
ment of
of Great

Captain
SteilCaptain Stellwagen of
the
of the
wagen
navy
remay renavy may
sword of
ceive aasword
honor from government of
of Great
ernment
Great
Britain.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United States
States
of the
the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Resolved
S. Stellwagen,
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Captain Henry
Stellwagen,
Henry S.
That Captain
in Congress
of America
America in
of the
of the
the United
United States,
accept
authorized to accept
he hereby
hereby is, authorized
be, and he
States, be,
navy of
Of
the navy
the
of honor
recently presented
presented to
to him
him by
by the
the government
of Great
Great
government of
honor recently
sword of
the sword
Britain as
as a
mark of
of their
for the
the assistance
rendered by him,
assistance rendered
gratitude for
their gratitude
a mark
Britain
while in command
command of the frigate Constellation,
Constellation, to the British brigantine
brigantine
condition.
a disabled
Mersey when
when in a
disabled condition.
APPROVED, March
1865.
3, 1865.
March 3,
APPROVED,

--

ritai.

March 3,
1865.
3,1865.
March
Garrett R.
R.
Garrett
Barry
released
released
Barry
as surety
of
as
surety of
Bree.
De Bree.
John De

[No. 40.]
40.]
[No.

A Resolution
for the
Relief of
of Garrett
Barry, a
aPaymaster
Paymaster in
in the
the United
United
R. Barry,
Garrett R.
the Relief
A
Resolution for
States
Navy.
States Navy.

United States
Resolved by
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Resolved
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Paymaster
Paymaster Garrett
Garrett R.
R. Barry,
America in
of America
United
navy, be,
and he
liability as
from his liability
released from
hereby, released
he is
is hereby,
be, and
States navy,
United States
surety
of John
Bree, formerly
paymaster in
in the
the navy
the United
United
of the
navy of
formerly paymaster
De Bree,
John De
surety of
States.
APPRO
VED, March
March 3,
3, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,

TRPE-TY
TflE
A.
TY

WITHT
DENM[ARK. -J
JULY
WI TH DENMARK.
ULY 11.
11, 1861.
1861.
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TREATIES

Additional
Additional Articles to the General
of Friendship,
General Convention
Convention of
Friendship, Commerce,
and Navigation
Navigation between the United
United States
Denmark, of
States and
and Denmark,
of April
April
26, 1826. Concluded
11, 1861;
1861; Ratifications
Ratifications exexConcluded at
at Washington, July 11,
changed, September
September 18, 1861. Proclaimed
Proclaimed by the President
President of the
United States,
States, September 20, 1861.
1861.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATE S OF
AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

July 11,
11, 1861.
1861.
July

W HEREAS additional
additional articles
articles to
the General
General Convention
Convention of
of Friendship,
Friendship,
WHEREAS
to the
Preamble
Commerce,
between the
of
Preamble.
Commerce, and
and Navigation
Navigation between
the United
United States
States and
and Denmark,
Denmark, of
the 26th
of April,
were concluded
by the
respectivep.340
Vol. viii.
viii. p. 3o0.
the
26th .of
April, 1826,
1826, were
concluded and
and signed
signed by
the respective
Vol
Plenipotentiaries of the parties,
parties, at Washington,
Washington, on
on the eleventh
eleventh day
day of
of
July last, which additional articles, being
being in the English and French
languages,
languages, are word for word
:—
word as
as follows
follows:-

ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL ARTICLES.
ARTICLES.
To the General Convention
of
Convention of
Friendship,
NaviFriendship, Commerce
Commerce and Navigation,
concluded at Washington
gation, concluded
Washington
on the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth day
day of
April,
of April,
of
1826, between
between the United
United States
States of
America and
America
and His Majesty the
the King
King
of Denmark.
The United States of America
and
and His
His Majesty the
the King
King of
of DenDenmark, wishing to favor
favor their
their mutual
mutual
commerce by affording, in their
their
ports,
necessary assistance
assistance to
ports, every
every necessary
to
their respective vessels,
vessels, the underundersigned Plenipotentiaries,
Plenipotentiaries, being duly
duly
empowered for that
empowered
that purpose, have
have
agreed
upon the
agreed upon
the following
following additionadditional
al articles
articles to
to the
the General
General ConvenConvention of Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and
and
Navigation,
Navigation, concluded
concluded at WashingWashington
twenty-sixth dny
day of
of
ton on
on the
the twenty-sixth
April, 1826, between
between the contractcontracting
ing parties.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.

ARTICLES ADDITIONNELS.
ARTICLES
ADDITIONNELS.

Additional
Additional
articles.
articles.

Ala
A
la Convention
Convention Generale
Generale d'Amid'Amitie, de
de Commerce
Navigation
tie,
Commerce et
et de
de Navigation
conclue a
conclue
a Washington
Washington le
le vingt-six
vingt-six
Avril mil huit cent vingt-six
Avril
vingt-six entre
entre
Sa
Majeste le
le Roi
Roi de
Sa Majeste
de Danemark
Danemark et
et
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique.
d'Am4rique.
Majeste le
le Roi
de Danemark
Danemark
Sa Majest
Roi de
d'Amerique desiret les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d6sireux
commerce
eux de
de favoriser
favoriser leur
leur commerce
reciproque,
accordant dans leurs
r6ciproque, en accordant
leurs
ports toute
aide et
et assistance
necesports
toute aide
assistance necessaire
respectifs, les
saire a
a leurs
leurs navires
navires respectifs,
les
soussignes
Plenipotentiaires ayant
ayant
soussign6s Plenipotentiaires
&A
dement autorises
cet effet,
ete dument
autorises ha cet
effet,
sont tombes
tomb& d'accord
d'accord sur
stir les articles
suivants,
additionnels a
hla
la ConvenConvensuivants, additionnels
tion
tion Gen6rale
Generale d'Amitie, de
de Commerce et de Navigation
merce
Navigation conclue
conclue Xa
Washington
Avril mil
Washington le
le vingt-six
vingt-six Avril
mil
halt cent
vingt-six, entre
entre les
les deux
deux
huit
cent vingt-six,
parties contractantes.
contractantes.
parties

ARTICLE I.I.
ARTICLE

The
Les
Consuls, Consuls-GenConsuls-GenThe respective
respective Consuls-General,
Consuls-General,
Les Consuls-G4neraux,
Consuls-Gdenraux, Consuls,
&a.,
Vice-Consuls and
Cora- Vice-Consuls,
Vice-Consuls, et
et Agents
Agents Commer
Conamer- eral,
Consuls, Vice-Consuls
and Comeral, consul?,
consuls, &.,
mercial
shall have
have the
right ciaux
ciaux respectifs
droit maanarbitrators.
nal sit rs2jtuodrfes
mercial Agents,
Agents, shall
the right
respectifs auront
auront le
le droit
51
51**
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TREATY WITH
WITH DENMARK.
JULY 11,
11, 1861.
1861.
TREATY
DENMARK. JULY

as
as such to sit
sit as judges
judges and arbitrators in such differences
as may arise,
differences as
either at sea or in port, between
between the
captain, officers and crew
crew of the
vessels belonging to the nation
vessels
whose
to
interests are
are committed
committed to
whose interests
charge, particularly
particularly in refertheir charge,
ence to the adjustment
adjustment of wages and
ence
execution of contracts,
without
contracts, without
the execution
interference of the
the local authoriauthorithe interference
ties, unless
unless the conduct
conduct of the crew
and the officers, or of the captains,
captains,
should disturb the order or trancountry.
quilliiy of the cpuntry.
It
understood that
that
It is
is however
however understood
Not to prevent
resort
resort to the juju- this species of judgment
judgment or arbitraarbitradicial
authority. tion shall not
dicial authority.
deprive the contending
deprive
contending
parties
have to reparties of the right they
they have
sort
the judicial
judicial
return to the
sort on their return
authority
authority-of their country.

ARTICLE II.
IL
ARTICLE

ARTICLE II.
IL
ARTICLE
Consuls-GenConsuls-Genmay require the
assistance of the
assistance
authorities
local authorities
to arrest
arrest desertdesertr
&.
crs,
ers, &c.

The

Consuls-General,
Consuls-General, Consuls,

eral, consuls,
eral,
consuls, &c., Vice --Consuls
Consuls

and
and

comnne tels, de sieger
sieger comrne
et
comme
comme juges et
arbitres
differents qui se
arbitres dans
dans les diffdrents
seront eleves
seront
@eves en mer
mer on s'eleveront
s'61everont
entre le capitaine, les
dans les ports entre
l'equipage des batimens
batimens
officiers et l'quipage
les
de la nation dont ils soignent les
interets,
le
inter8ts, particulierement
particulierement pour le
reglement
salaires et l'execution
l'execution
reglement des salaires
des engagements
engagements reciproquement
reciproquement
consentis, sans que les autorites
locales puissent y
y intervenir, ai
moms que
que la conduite
c,onduite de l'equipage,
moins
l'equipage,
des officiers ou des capitaines
capitaines ne
ne
troublat l'ordre
l'ordre on
la tranquillite du
du
ou la
pays.
11 est bien entendu
entendu cependant,
que cette
cette espece
espece de jugement
jugement ou
on
que
d'arbitrage ne saurait priver
priver les
d'arbitrage
parties contendantes
qu'elles
parties
contendantes du droit
droit qu'elles
out, a
recourir aux
aux
ont,
a leur retour, de recourir
autorites judiciaires
judiciaires de
de leur
leur pays.
autorites

Les Consuls-Generaux,
Consuls-Generaux, Consuls,
Consuls,
Les

Commercial
Commercial Vice-Consuls,
Vice-Consuls, et Agents CommerCommer-

ciaux seront
seront autorises
requerir
Agents
authorized to
require ciaux
autorises ia requerir
to require
are authorized
Agents are
the assistance
autorites locales
locales pour
pour
assistance of the local authorities Fassistance
I'assistance des autorites
recherche, l'arrestation
l'arrestation et l'emfor the
the search,
arrest and
imprison- la reoherche,
and imprisonsearch, arrest
for
prisonnement des deserteurs
deserteurs des
ment of the deserters
deserters from the ships prisonnement
batimens de guerre
guerre et de commerce
commerce
of war
war and
and merchant-vessels
merchant-vessels of batimens
leur pays. Ils s'addresseront
s'addresseront h
Mode of pro
pro-- their country. For this purpose
purpose de
de leur
cedure.
cedure.
they shall apply to the competent
effet aux tribunaux,
juges et
competent cet effet
tribunaux, juges
and officiers competents
competents et reclameront
reclameront
judges and officers,
officers, and
tribunals, judges
de- par dent
susmentionecrit les deserteurs susmentiondemand said
said deshall in
in writing
writing demand
serters,
exhibition of
l'exhibition des
of nes en prouvant par l'exhibition
the exhibition
serters, proving by the
on roles des
registres des batimens ou
the registers of the vessels,
vessels, the rolls registres
dquipages ou par
par d'autres documens
of the crews, or by other official
official equipages
officiels, ou si
batiment etait
parti
dtait parti
si le batiment
documents, or, if the vessel
shall officiels,
vessel shall
documents,
pieces dCment
dament
departed, by copy of said docudocu- par copie des dites pieces
have departed,
certified par eux, que
que ces individus
individus
ments duly
duly certified
certified by them,
them, that certified
partie du dit equipage.
equipage. Cette
such individuals form part of the font partie
reclamation, ainsi justifiee, la remise
reclamation being
being reclamation,
crew; and on this
this reclamation
no pourra
pourra leur Etre
etre refusee
refuge h
moms
t moins
substantiated, the surrender
surrender ne
thus substantiated,
prouve que
que les
les
shall not
not be
be refused,
refused, unless
ne soit
soit dilment
dument prouve
unless there
there be
be qu'il ne
shall
individus sont des sujets ou des
sufficient proof of the said persons
persons dits individus
sufficient
eitoyens du pays ou
oU la remise
eat
remise est
being citizens
subjects of the citoyens
being
citizens or subjects
when country where their surrender
Deserters when
surrender is r6clarnme.
reclamee. Ces
deserteurs, lorsqu'ils
Ces deserteurs,
arresisposed
ted howof.to demanded.
deserters, when
when auront
auront ete arretes,
arretes, seront mis a
ala
la
Such deserters,
how of demanded. Such
abrresed
be
d
Consuls-Genearrested,
placed at the
disposition des dits Consuls-Genethe disdis- disposition
arrested, shall be placed
Vice -Consuls ou
posal of
of said Consuls-General,
Consuls-General, -Con- raux, Consuls, ViceCommerciaux, et pourront
pourront
Agents Commerciaux,
suls, Vice
-Consuls or Commercial
Commercial Agents
Vice-Consuls
prisons pubAgents,
les prisons
pubetre enfermes
enfermes dans les
and may
may be
be confined in the etre
Agents, and
requisition et aux fraix
fraix
liques h
h la requisition
public
public prisons at the request and liques
reclarnent pour etre
cost
who shall
them, de
de ceux
ceux qui les reclament
claim them,
those who
shall claim
cost of those
jusqu'au moment
moment oh
ils
ou ils
in order
detained until the retenus
retenus jusqu'au
order to be detained
etre renclus
batimens
rendus aux batimens
time when they shall be restored
restored to pourront
pourront etre
auxquels ils
its appartenaient
appartenaient ou
on pour
pour
the
which they belonged,
belonged, auxquels
the vessels
vessels to
to which
I-on
AS+
.annlrPo
r-lnP
novav
llr
UVYiUw oVntlrLir
LVn~
tiIt
UcLnt
VAt'L5
renvoyes
dans .1leur
pays
or
own
VI sent
DIullu back
udu.n to
LV their
Mll'Ii
VW,. country
k;VU-"VI
i etre
Cj.11-jI-FP
-cur
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DENMARK.
by aa vessel of
of the
the same
same nation,
nation, or
or
any other
other vessel
vessel whatsoever.
whatsoever. But
But
back within
within three
three months
months
if not
not sent back
from the day of
they
of their
their arrest,
arrest, they
shall be set at liberty,
and shall
shall not
liberty, and
not
be again arrested for the
the same
cause.
However, if the
deserter should
However,
the deserter
should
be found to
committed any
any
to have committed
crime or
or offence,
offence, his
his surrender
surrender may
crime
may
be delayed until
the tribunal
tribunal before
until the
before
which his case
case shall be
be depending
depending
shall have pronounced
pronounced its
sentence,
its sentence,
and such sentence
sentence shall have
have been
been
carried
carried into
effect.
into effect.
The present
present additional articles
articles
shall have
same force
and value
value
have the
the same
force and
inserted, word
as if they were inserted,
word for
for
convention signed
word, in the convention
signed at
at
Washington
Washington on the twenty-sixth
eight
day of April,
April, one thousand
thousand eight
hundred
hundred and twenty-six, and
being
and being
approved
approved and ratified
ratified by the PresiPresident of the United States, by Ind
md
with the advice and consent
the
consent of
of the
Senate thereof, and by
by His Majesty
Majesty
the King
Denmark, the
the ratiratiKing of Denmark,
fications shall
be exchanged
fications
shall be
exchanged at
at
Washington within
months from
from
within six
six months
the date hereof, or
or sooner,
sooner, if
if pospossible.
In faith whereof, we, the
the underundersigned, in
of our
our respective
respective
in virtue
virtue of
full powers, have signed
signed the
the present
present
additional articles, and have thereto
thereto
affixed
seals.
affixed our
our seals.
Done in triplicate at the city
city of
of
Washington,
on the
eleventh day
of
Washington, on
the eleventh
day of
July, in the year of our
our Lord ene
one
thousand eight hundred and
sixtyand sixtyone.
one.

J
ULY 11,
1861.
JULY
11, 1861.
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des batimens
batimens nationaux
on auaunationaux ou
tres.
tres.
Mais s'ils ne sont
sont pas renvoyes
renvoyes
dans fespace
l'espace de trois
mois a
a compcomptrois mois
ter du jour de leur arrestation,
arrestation, us
ils
seront
libert6 et ne
seront mis en liberte
pourront
ne pourront
plus etre arrates
arrest& pour
pour la
memo
la m~me
cause.
cause.
Toutefois
Toutefois si le d6serteur
ddserteur se
trou- Offences
Offences
se trouvait avoir
avoir commis
commis quelque
crime ou
ou againstlaws
against laws of
of
quelque crime
dêlit ii
to be
delit
il pourra
sa rere -pthuenauendt.ry
pourra etre
&tre sursis
sursis a sa
the cuntry to
be
misejusqu
mise jusqd a
acc
tribunal saisi
saisi p
ce que le tribunal
de l'affaire
l'affaire nit
rendu an
sentence et
et
ait rendu
sa sentence
que
que celle-ci ait men
execution.
requ son
son ex6cution.
Les presents articles
articles additionnels
additionnels Effect
Effect of presauront
m8me force et
auront la mterne
et valeur
valour que
que ent
ent articles.
articles.
s'ils 6taient
inser6s, mot
etaieiat inseres,
mot,
mot pour
pour mot,
dans la convention
convention signee
Washsignee a
a Washington le vingt-six Avril
mil huit
Avril mil
huit
cent vingt-six, et
et dtant
&ant approuves
approuves
et ratifids
ratifies par
par Sa
Sa Majestd
Majeste le
le Roi
Roi
Danemark et par
de Danmark
President
par le President
des Etats-Unis
avec l'avis
l'avis
Etats-Unis par
par et
et avec
et le consentement
du Senat
Sena des
des
consentement du
dits Etats, les ratifications
en seratifications en
seront echangees
dans
6changees aa Washington
Washington dans
l'espace de six mois
mois a
a dater
dater de
de ce
cc
jour ou plut6t
pint& si
se peut.
si faire
faire se
peut.
En foi de quoi nous, les
soussigles soussignes, en vertu
vertu de nos pleins
pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs
respectifs,
respectifs, avons signe les
presents
les presents
articles additionnels
additionnels et
et y
avons
y avons
appose nos
appose
nos sceaux.
sceaux.
triplicata en
la cite
de
Fait par
par triplicata
en la
cite de
Washington
Washington le
onze juillet
juillet l'an
l'an de
de
le onze
grace mil-huit-cent
mil-huit-cent soixante
soixante un.
un.
(Signed)
Signature.
(Signed)
Signatnre.
W. R
R. RAASLOFF.
RAASLOFF.
[L. s.]
s.]
[L.
WILLIAM H.
[L. s.]
s.]
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD.
SEWARD. [L.

WILLIAM
WILLIAM H.
H. SEWARD.
[L. s.]
SEWARD. [L.
S.]
[L. s.]
[L.
s.]

RAASLOFF.
W. R. RAASLOFF.

And whereas the said additional
And
additional articles have been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
on
both parts and the respective
respective ratifications
ratifications of
were exchanged
of the
the same
same were
exchanged in
in
the city of Washington, on the eighteenth
eighteenth instant,
H. Seward,
Seward,
instant, by
by William
William H.
Secretary
Secretary of State of the United
United States, and W. R. Raasloff,
Raasloff, Charge
Charge
d'Affaires of His Majesty
d'Affaires
Majesty the King of Denmark
Denmark in the
the United
United States,
States, on
on
the part of their respective
governments:
respective governments:
Now, therefore, be it known that I,
I, Abraham
President of
of the
the
Abraham Lincoln,
Lincoln, President
United States of America, have caused
caused the said
additional articles
articles to
said additional
to be
be
made public, to the end that the
and every
every clause
and article
article therethe same and
clause and
thereof may be observed and. fulfilled with good faith
faith by
United States
States and
by the
the United
and
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
In witness whereof IIhave hereunto set my hand, and
and caused
caused the
the seal
seal
of the United
United States to be affixed.

Ratification.
Ratification.

Proclamation.
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Done .in
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington this
this twentieth
of SepSepday of
twentieth day
the city
Done
telpher, in
the year
year of
of our
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred
eight hundred
our Lord
Lord one
tember,
in the
and sixty-one,
and of
the United
United States
States
of the
of the
the Independence
Independence of
and
sixty-one, and
the eighty-sixth.
eighty-sixth.
the
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
By
the President,
President,
By the

(L. s.]
[L.
s.]

W
ILLIA.M H.
EWARD,
H. S
SEWARD,
WILLIAM
Secretary of
of State.

TREATY
TREATY

WITH THE
THE OTTOMAN
OTTOMAN EMPIRE.
EMPIRE.

FEBRUARY
25, 1862.
1862.
FEBRUARY 25,

609
609

Empire.
Treaty between the United States
States of
of _America
America and
and the
the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire.
Concluded at Constantinople,
Constantinople, February
Concluded
February 25, 1862; ratifications
ratifications exchanged,
changed, June 5, 1862; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
President of
of the United
United
States,
2, 1862.
States, July 2,
1862.

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
February25,1862.
W HEREAS aa treaty of commerce and navigation between
between the United February25,1862.
concluded and
States of America
America and the Ottoman Empire
Empire was
was concluded
and signed Preamble.
by their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Constantinople on the twentyPlenipotentiaries at Constantinople
fifth day of February
February last, which treaty, being in the English and French
French
languages,
is word
word as
as follows:follows :—
languages, is
word for
for word
Treaty
Commerce and
NavigaTreaty of Commerce
and Navigation between the
the United
United States
States
America and
Ottoman Emof America
and the
the Ottoman
pire.

Trait dde Commerce et de NavigaNavigaTraitd
tion entre les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amgrd'AmSrique,
Imperiale
ique, et
et Sa
Sa Majeste
Majeste Itnperiale
le
Sultan de
le Sultan
de l'Empire
l'Empire Ottoman.
Ottoman.

States of
America
The United States
of America
Contracting
d'Amerique d'une Contracting
Les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'AmSrique
Majeste ImpSriale
parties.
Impdriale le parties.
on the
the one part, and his
his Imperial part,
part, et
et Sa Majest6
Majesty
Ottoman de
Majesty the Sultan
Sultan of
of the
the Ottoman
Ottoman Sultan
Sultan de
de l'Empire
1'Empire Ottoman
de
Empire
being l'autre
l'autre part, Stant
Sgalement animes
animSs
Empire on the
the other part,
part, being
etant egalement
equally
animated by
the desire
dSsir d'etendre
d'Stendre les relations comby the
desire of
of du d4sir
equally animated
extending
relations merciales
merciales entre
entre leurs pays
pays respectifs,
extending the commercial
commercial relations
between their
respective countries,
countries, sont
convenus, a
cot effet,
effet, de
Consont convenus,
a cet
de Contheir respective
between
agreed, for this
Traits de Commerce et de
have agreed,
this purpose, to
to clure un Traite
Navigation, ont nomme
and Navigation,
nomme pour leurs
conclude aa treaty of commerce and
PlenipotenPlenipotentiaires, savoir:
savoir: Le Presi- Plenipotennavigation, and
their Plenipotentiaires,
navigation,
and have
have named
named as their
dent des
tams..
d'Amrique -— tiaries..
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'AmSrique
respective Plenipotentiaries,
respective
Plenipotentiaries, that is dent
to say:
The President
President of
Ministre ResiEdward Joy
Joy Morris,
Morris, Ministre
of the UnitUnit- Edward
to
say: The
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
d'Amerique
des Etats-Unis
ed States of
of America,
America, Edward
Edward Joy dent des
Resident at the
pres la Sublime
Sublime Porte;
Porte;
Morris, Minister
Minister Resident
Sublime
Porte; and
and his
his Imperial
Imperial
Majeste Imperiale
Sultan,
le Sultan,
Imp6riale *le
Sa Majeste
Sublime Porte;
Mouhammed-Emin -— Aali
Aali Pacha,
Majesty the Sultan
Pacha,
Majesty
Sultan of the
the OttoOtto- Mouhammed-Emin
des Affaires
Affaires EtranSon Ministre
Ministre des
man Empire, his highness
highness MehemMehem- Son
Ores, decor6
(Wore des
Ordres Imperiaux
Imperiaux
des Ordres
ed
Pacha, Minister
Emin Aali Pacha,
Minister of geres,
ed Emin
l'OsmaniS en
en brillants, du
du MedForeign
with the
the de l'Osmani6
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs, decorated
decorated with
jidie
Merite de 1er
1° Classe,
Glasse,
Imperial
orders of
the Othmanieh
Othmanieh
et du
du Merite
jidi6 et
Imperial orders
of the
Grand Croix
plusieurs Ordres
Ordres
in
Majidieh, and
in Brilliants, the Majidieh,
and Or- Grand
Croix de
de plusieurs
Etrangers.
der
der of
of Merit
Merit of
of the first
first class, and Etrangers.
s'etre commucommaLes quels, apres s'etre
the grand crosses
crosses of several foreign
foreign
pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs respecrespecniqu6 leurs
leurs pleins
orders; who, after having communi- niqud
dile forme,
trouves en
en bonne
bonne et
et due
forme,
respective tifs,
tifs, trouves
cated to each
each other their
their respective
good and
due sont convenus
convenus des articles
articles suivants.
suivants.
full powers,
powers, found in
in good
and due
form, have agreed upon the following
form,
following
articles :—
articles
:-
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ARTICLE I.I.
ARTICLE
All rights,
rights, privileges,
and immuimmuAll
privileges, and
nities which
which have
have been
been conferred
conferred on
on
the citizens
citizens or
or vessels
the United
United
the
vessels of
of the
States
States of
of America
America by
by the
the treaty
treaty alal-

privileges, or
privileges,
immunities which
which the
or immunities
the
Sublime
may
Sublime Porte
Porte now
now grants
grants or
or may
hereafter grant
to, or
or suffer
suffer to
to be
hereafter
grant to,
be
ships, comenjoyed by the
the subjects,
subjects, ships,
commerce, or navigation
navigation of
of any
any other
other
fereign Power, shall be equally
foreign
equally
granted
exercised and
granted to
to and
and exercised
and enenjoyed by
citizens, vessels,
joyed
by the citizens,
vessels, comcommerce, and navigation
navigation of
of the
the United
United
States
States of America.
America.
ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
II.

ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE

The
of the
the United
United States
The citizens
citizens of
States
of
of America,
America, or
or their
their agents,
agents, shall
shall
purchase, at
at all
all
be permitted
permitted to
to purchase,
places
in the
places in
the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire
Empire and
and
its possessions, (whether
(whether for
for the
the
purposes of
internal trade
expurposes
of internal
trade or
or of
of exportation,) all
all articles,
articles, without
without any
any
portation,)
exception whatsoever,
whatsoever, the
the produce
exception
produce
or
of the
said Empire
Empire
or manufacture
manufacture of
the said
and
possessions; and
the Sublime
Sublime
and possessions;
and the
of the
Porte having,
having, in virtue
virtue of
the secsecond
ond article
article of the
the convention
convention of
of
commerce
of August,
commerce of
of the 16th
16th of
August,
formally
1838, with
with Great
Great Britain,
Britain, formally
engaged
all monopolies
engaged to
to abolish
abolish all
monopolies
of
of agricultural
agricultural produce,
produce, or
or of
of every
every
other article
article whatsoever,
well as
whatsoever, as
as well
as
" permits" (tezkerehs) from the
all
all "
permits " (tezkerehs) from the
local
local governors,
either for
for the
the purpurgovernors, either
chase of any
its rerechase
any article
article or for
for its
another
moval from one
one place
place to
to another
when purchased, any
any attempt
attempt to
to
compel the
United
compel
the citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
States
America to
receive such
States of America
to receive
such
"
permits "
governors
"permits
" from
from the
the local
local governors
shall be considered
considered as
infraction
as an infraction
of
the Sublime
of this treaty, and
and the
Sublime Porte
Porte
punish with
with seshall immediately
immediately punish
severity any
any viziers
viziers or
other officers
verity
or other
officers
of such
such
who shall have
have been guilty of
fll
--- S
.- A Rhs-ll
-A-nlxt and
misconduct,
shall render
full
justice to
citizens of the
to citizens
the United
United

II sera permis aux citoyens
citoyens des
des
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
d'Amerique, ou
ou a
a leurs
leurs
ayant cause, d'acheter dans
dans toutes
toutes
les parties de l'Empire
l'Empire et des
des possessions Ottomanes (soit
(soit pour
pour en
en
faire le commerce
commerce a
a l'interieur,
l'interieur, soit
soit
les exporter)
exporter) tons
pour les
tous les
les articles,
articles,
sans
provesans exception
exception quelconque,
quelconque, provenant du sol on
l'industrie cm
dit
ou de l'industrie
duu dit
Empire,
dites possessions;
et
Empire, et
et des
des dites
possessions; et
la
deuxla Sublime Porte,
Porte, en
en vertu
vertu du
du deuxieme article de In
Convention Cornla Convention
Commerciale du 16 Amit
Aoft 1838 avec la
la
Grande Bretagne,
Bretagne, s'6tant
s'etant engagee,
engagee,
Grande
formellement, a
forrnellement,
tons les
a abolir tous
les MoMonopoles sur les produits de
de l'Agriculture
article quelquelculture on
ou tout
tout autre
autre article
conque, ainsi que
Permis (Tez(Tezque les
les Permis
keres) 6manant
emanant des Gouverneurs
beaux
autoriser l'achat
l'achat d'un
locaux pour
pour autoriser
d'un
article ou son
d'un lieu
son transport d'un
lieu aa
un autre apres l'acquisition,
l'acquisition, toute
toute
tentative ayant pour but de contraindre les citoyens des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique a
d'Am6rique
a recevoir
recevoir d'un
d'un GouverGouverneur Local ces sortes de
pertnis,
de permis,
sera
une infracsera consider&
consideree comme
comme une
infraction
Traites, et
et la
la Sublime
Sublime Porte
Porte
tion aux Traites,
punira, immediatement,
imm6diatement, avec seves4v6rite tout Visir, ou
on autre
autre fonctionnaire
fonctionnaire

ready existing between the United
United
States
of America
America and
and the
States of
the Ottoman
Ottoman
Empire, are confirmed, now and forever,
exception of
of those
those
ever, with the
the exception
clauses
said treaty
which it
clauses of
of the
the said
treaty which
it
is the object
object of
treaty
of the present treaty
Rights of most to
modify; and
and it
it is
is moreover
moreover exto modify;
exfavored nation.
pressly
stipulated that
all rights,
rights,
favored
pressly stipulated
that all

"Permits"
"Permits"
abolished.
abolished,

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.I.

Tons les droits, privileges et immunites, qui
qui ont ete
ete confores
conferes aux
aux
citoyens ou aux batimens des
des EtatsUnis d'Amerique
d'Amerique par
déjà
par le
le Traite
Trait6 deja
existant entre
les Etats-Unis
d'Ameexistant
entre lea
Etats-Unis d'Amerique et 1'Empire
l'Empire Ottoman
Ottoman sont conconfirm6s
firm& maintenant
maintenant et pour toujours,
toujours,
du dit
dit
a l'exception
l'exception des clauses
clauses du
Trait6 que le present
Traite
Traite a
pour
present Traite
a pour
objet de modifier; et il est, en outre,
outre,
expressement
que tous
expressement stipule
stipule que
tous les
les
droits, privileges et
que la
et immunites
immunites que
la
Sublime Porte
a present,
present,
Porte accorde
accorde A
ou pourra accorder
accorder a
a l'avenir, aux
aux
sujets, batirnens,
bitimens, commerce
commerce ou navinavigation de toute autre Puissance
Etrangere, ou dont elle
pourra toletoleelle pourra
rer la jouissance
jouissance seront egalement
egalement
accordes, et l'exercice
accordes,
l'exercice et
et la jouisjouissance
en seront
seront laiss6s
laisses aux
aux citoyens,
sance en
citoyens,
batimens, commerce, et navigation
navigation
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique.
d'Amerique.

Privileges, Sze.,
&c.,
of former treaties
confirmed
confirmed, except as herein
modified.

Citizens of the
United States
States
may
purmay make
make purchases in
in the
Ottoman Empire.

FEBRUARY 25,
25, 1862.
FEBRUARY
1862.

-- sera
---- rendu
-.-- 3 .- -coupable de
A- cette
-.
qui se
onuIt
n r uuucnLIU
UUpaUe
i
eCcOLL
et
infraction et
et rendra
rendra pleine
pleine justice
justice
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FEBRUARY 25,
25, 1862.

States of America for all losses or
injuries
may duly
duly prove
injuries which they may
prove
themselves to
have suffered
suffered thereby.
thereby.
themselves
to have

citoyens des
Etats-Unis d'Ameaux citoyens
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique pour tout
tout prejudice
pr6judice ou toute
toute
perte, qu'ils pourront
pourront dement
perte,
dument prou
ver avoir subis pour cette
cette cause.
cause.

ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.

ARTICLE III.
A.RTICLE
III.

If
If any
any articles of Ottoman
Ottoman propromanufacture be
be purchased
duce or
or manufacture
purchased
United States
by citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
States of
of
America, or
their agents,
agents, for
the
America,
or their
for the
purpose of
purpose
of selling
selling the same for ininternal consumption
consumption in
ternal
in Turkey,
Turkey, the
the
said citizens or their agents shall
pay
at the
and sale
sale of
of
pay at
the purchase
purchase and
such
of
such articles, and
and in
in any
any manner
manner of
trade
therein, the
the same
same duties
duties that
that
trade therein,
are
similar circumstances
are paid in
in similar
circumstances by
by
the
the most
most favored class of
of Ottoman
Ottoman
subjects,
or of
of foreigners
foreigners in
the
subjects, or
in the
internal
internal trade
trade of
of the
the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire.
pire.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
IV.
No other
.No
other or higher
higher duties
duties or
charges shall be imposed in
in the dodominions
of either
either of
minions and possessions of
of
the contracting
the exthe
contracting parties,
parties, on
on the
exto the
portation of any
any article
article to
the dodominions
minions and possessions of the other,
other,
payable
than such
such as
as are
are or may be
be payable
on the exportation
exportation of
of the like article
article
foreign country;
country; nor
nor
to any
any other foreign
shall
imposed on
shall any
any prohibition
prohibition be
be imposed
on
from
the exportation
exportation of
of any article
article from
the
possessions of
the dominions
dominions and
and possessions
of
either
of the
contracting PowPoweither of
the two
two contracting
ers to the dominions and possessions
possessions
of
shall not
equalof the
the other,
other, which shall
not equally
exportation of
ly extend
extend to
to the
the exportation
of the
the
like article
article to any other country.
No
charge or
No charge
or duty whatsoever
whatsoever
will
demanded on any
will be
be demanded
any article
article of
of
Ottoman
or manufacture
Ottoman produce
produce or
manufacture
purchased
purchased by citizens of
of the United
United
or their
agents,
States of America,
America, or
their agents,
either at the place where such article is purchased
purchased or in its transit
trangt
from that place to the
place whence
the place
whence
it is exported, at which it will
will be
be
subject
subject to
to an export duty not
not exexceeding eight
calculated
eight per cent., calculated
on the value at
at the
the place
place of shipshipment,
payable on exportation;
exportation;
ment, and payable
and all articles which
once
which shall
shall once
have paid this duty shall not
again
not again
be liable
liable to the same duty,
duty, however
however
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Etats-Unis Duties on
arLes negociants
ndgociants des Etats-Unis
on art
vecs
om
plr.
chats
ie
o.
d
d'Amerique,
ou leurs. ayant cause, f
d'Amerique, on
ties
opurchased
qui acheteront
acheteront un produit quel- in Turkey. P
l'industrie
conque du
du sol ou de l'industrie
Ottomane dans
le revenOttomane
dans le but
but de
de le
revendre pour la consomrnation
consommation dans
dans l'inl'inlors
terieur de
de la
la Turquie,
Turquie, paieront
paieront lors
de l'achat et de la vente de cet objet, et pour toute espece d'op&ation
d'op6ration
commerciale y
y relative,
memos
commerciale
relative, les
les memes
payes dans
les circirdroits, qui
qui sont payes
dans les
constances analogues par les plus
constances
favorises
favorises parmi
parmi les
les sujets
sujets Ottomans
ou etrangers
&rangers engages
comou
engages dans
dans le
le commerce intdrieur
interieur de PEmpire
PEmpire OttoOttoman.
ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE
Au
cun droit,
aucune charge
charge imposd
on exAucun
droit, aucune
impose Duties on
dans
ou les
les Possessions
Possessionsbeports not to be
dans le Territoire
Territoire ou
higher than, &c.
de l'une
Pune des Parties
Parties Contractantes
Contractantes higher than,&c.
l'exportation d'un article
article quelsur 1'exportation
quelconque
etre importe
dans
conque destine
destine a
a 8tre
importe dans
le
le Territoire,
Territoire, on
ou les Possessions de
de
l'autre
I'autre Partie,
Partie, ne seront
seront autres,
autres, ni
ni
&eves que ce qui
peut
plus eleves
qui est,
est, ou peut
etre
payable sur
sur l'exportation
etre payable
l'exportation de
de ce
ce
meme article
article destine It
importe Prohibitions.
a etre importd
dans tout autre pays; et
et il
il n'y aura
aura
de
frappant l'exportation
de prohibition
prohibition frappant
l'exportation
d'un article, quelconque, du
du TerriTerritoire ou des Possessions de
de l'une
l'une
Contractantes, et
et
des deux
deux Parties
Parties Contractantes,
destine aIt etre importe dans
dans le
le TerTerritoire ou les possessions de
de l'autre
Partie, qu'autant que cette
cette prohibiprohibi- Export duty of
of
tion
l'ex_ eight per cent.
6galement sur
sur l'extion s'etendrait
s'6tendrait egalement
portation
tout
portation de ce
ce meme article
article aIt tout
autre
autre pays.
pays.
Aucune charge, aucun droit,
Aucune
droit, quelquelconque ne
exige sur un
conque
ne sera exige
un article
article
de production
production ou
ou de
de fabrication
fabrication Otcitoyens des
tomane, achet4
achete par des citoyens
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, on
ou leurs
leurs
ayant
cet
ayant cause, soit
soit Ita Pendroit
P'endroit oil
oh cet
achete, soit
de
article aura
aura et6
ete achet6,
soit lore
lors de
son
son transport
transport de cet
cet endroit
endroit aal'enl'endroit
oa ii
droit d'oi il
il sera
sera exporte, et oh
il
sera
assujetti h
It un
un droit
droit d'exportasera assujetti
d'exportapour
tion qui
qui n'excedera
n'exc6dera pas
pas huit
huit pour
cent,
calcule sur
cent, calcul6
sur la
la valeur Ita Pechelle,
l'6chelle,
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reduced
To be reduced
one per
per cent.
cent. annually.

WITH THE OTTOMAN
OTTOMAN EMPIRE.
WITH
EMPIRE.

they may have changed hands within any part of the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire.
It is furthermore
furthermore agreed that the
duty of eight per
per cent,
cent. above menby
tioned will be annually reduced by
one -per
per cent., until it shall be, in
this manner, finally reduced to aa
per cent,
cent. ad
fixed duty of one per
ad valorem, destined to cover the-general
the-general
expenses of administration and control.

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.
Duties on im-

No
other or
higher duties
duties . shall
shall
No other
or higher

ports not to be
be imposed on the importation
importation into
higher
than, &c.
&c.
ligher than,

Prohibitions.

Import duties
duties
Import
not to exceed
exceed
not
eight per cent.

America of
the United States of America
any article the produce
produce or manufacpossesture of the dominions and possessions of his Imperial Majesty the
Sultan,
arrivSultan, from
from whatever
whatever place arriving,
whether by
land;
ing, whether
by sea or by land;
and no other or higher duties shall
importation into
be imposed on the importation
his
the dominions and possessions of his
Imperial Maje4ty,
Imperial
Majesty, of any article the
produce or manufacture
of the UnitUnitproduce
manufacture of
ed States of America, from whatmay
than are
are or may
arriving, than
ever place arriving,
the
on the like article the
be payable
payable on
produce or manufacture
manufacture of any
any other
foreign country;
country; nor
proany proforeign
nor shall any
maintained or imposed
imposed
hibition be maintained
on the importation of any article,
produce or
manufacture of
the
or manufacture
of the
the produce
dominions and possessions of either
either
of the contracting parties, into the
dominions and possessions of the
other,
other, which
which shall not equally extend to the importation
importation of the like
like
articles,
articles, being the
the produce
produce or manmanufacture of
ufacture
of any
any other
other country.
country.
His Imperial
Imperial Majesty further engages that, save as hereinafter excepted,
he will
will not
not prohibit the
the imcepted, he
portation
portation into
into his
his dominions
dominions and
possessions of any article the produce and manufacture
manufacture of the United
whatever
States of America, from
from whatever
place
arriving; and that
place arriving;
that the
the duties
to
to be
be imposed on every article the
produce
manufacture of the
produce or manufacture
America imported
United States of America
into the empire and possessions of
Imperial Majesty
Majesty the Sultan,
his Imperial
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et payable an
d'être ex
au moment d'etre
article qui aura acport6; et tout article
quitte
ne sera
point assujetti
assujetti
quitt6 ce
ce droit ne
sera point
de nouveau
nouveau a
drOit, dans
dans
a ce meme
meme droit,
aucune autre partie de l'Empire
Ottoman, quand meme
merne il
ii aurait
Ottoman,
aurait
change
change de mains.
II
Il est en outre convenu
convenu que le
droit
cent sera
droit precit6
precite de
de huit
huit pour
pour cent
sera
reduit chaque armee
annde de un pour
pour
jusqu'a ce qu'il soit de la sorte
cent, jusqu'a
.(16finitivement
.definitivement reduit a
a une taxe
fixe de un pour cent (ad valorem)
valorem)
fixe
destine a
h couvrir les frais generaux
g6neraux
d'administration et de surveillance.
surveillance.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V.
Aucun droit impose
impos6 sur l'imporAucun
l'importation dans les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amed'Am6rique d'un article quelconque
quelconque produit du sol ou de l'industrie de
l'Empire et des possessions de Sa
Majeste
Imperiale le Sultan, (de
Majest6 Impdriale
quelque lieu qu'il arrive, que ce soit
par terre ou par mer)
mer) a
a aucun droit
l'importation dans les
impose sur l'importation
Etats et possessions de Sa Majest6
Majestd
Imperiale d'un article quelconque
quelconque
produit du sol ou
on de l'industrie des
Etats-Unis
quelque
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique (de quelque
lieu qu'il arrive) ne sera autre
autre ou
plus dlevd
Cleve que ce qui est, ou
ou peut
pout
payable sur
sur le
le meme
meme article
etre payable
produit du sol ou de l'industrie de
tout autre
autre pays.
prohibition ne
De plus, aucune prohibition
sera, ni maintenue, ni impos6e,
imposee, sur
on
un article quelconque
quelconque produit du
sol on
ou de l'industrie des Pays et
Possessions de l'une
l'une des Parties
Contractantes,
importaContractantes, lors de
de son
son importaPossessions
tion dans les Pays et Possessions
l'autre, si la dite prohibition
prohibition ne
de l'autre,
s'etend pas a
l'article en question,
a 1'article
question,
s'dtend
quand il est produit du sol ou
on de
l'industrie de tout autre pays.
Se
s'engage en
Majestd Imp6riale
Imp6riale s'engage
Se Majest6
outre,
exceptions ci-apres,
ci-apres, a
outre, sauf
sauf les
les exceptions
ne' pas prohiber
prohiber l'importation
l'importation dans les
ne'pas
Etats et Possessions d'aucun article
produit du sol ou de l'industrie des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amdrique, de quelque
lieu
et, a
a ce
lieu qu'il
qu'il arrive;
arrive; et,
ce que
que les
les
droits
produits
sur les
les produits
droits a
a percevoir
percevoir sur
du sol on
ou de l'industrie des EtatsUnis d'Amdrique
d'Am6rique importds
import& dans
dans les
les
Unis
Etats et
et Possessions
Possessions de
de Sa
Sa Majeste
Majeste
Etats
Imperiale, n'excedent
n'excedent en aucun cas,
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TREATY WITH
snail
snail in
in no
no case
case exceed one
one fixed
fixed
rate
rate of
of eight per
per cent. ad valorem,
or
specific duty,
common
or a
a specific
duty, fixed by common
consent,
thereto. Such
Such
consent, equivalent
equivalent thereto.
the
rate shall
shall be calculated
calculated upon the
value
wharf,
value of such
such articles at the wharf,
and
and shall be payable
payable at
at the time of
their
if brought
brought by
their being
being landed,
landed, if
sea,
custom-house
sea, or
or at
at the
the first custom-house
they
if brought by
by land.
land.
they may
may reach,
reach, if
If these articles,
articles, after
If
after having paid
paid
the
of eight
eight per cent.,
the import
import duty
duty of
are sold
sold either
at the
their
the place
place of
of their
are
either at
arrival or
or in
in the
the interior of
of the
the
country, neither
the
country,
neither the buyer nor the
charged with
any
with any
seller shall
shall be charged
them;
further duty in respect to them;
and if such
such articles
articles should
should not
not be
be
sold
for consumption
consumption in
in the
the OttoOttosold for
man Empire, but
but should
should be
be reexreexported
of six
six
ported within
within the space of
months,
months, the
the same shall
shall be
be considered
merchandise in transit
ered as merchandise
transit by
land,
as is
stated
treated as
is stated
land, and
and be
be treated
hereinafter
Article XII. of this
hereinafter in Article
treaty;
administration of
of the
treaty; the administration
customs being bound ,to
at
,to restore, at
customs
to
reixportation, to
the time of
of their reexportation,
required
the merchant,
merchant, who shall
shall be required
to furnish
furnish proof
proof that
that the
the goods in
question have paid the import
import duty
difference beof eight
eight per cent., the difference
tween that
that duty
duty and the duty levied
levied
on goods
goods in
in transit by
by land,
land, as set
set
forth
forth in the
the article
article above cited.
cited.
ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE

It
understood that
It is
is understood
that any article,
the
manufacture of a
the produce
produce or
or manufacture
a
intended for imporforeign country intended
imporPrincipalities
tation into
into the
the United
United Principalities
of Moldo-Wallachia,
Moldo-Wallachia, or into the
Principality
Principality of
of Servia,
Servia, which
which shall
shall
pass
the
pass through any other part
part of
of the
Ottoman
Ottoman Empire,
Empire, will not be
be liable
liable
to the payment of customs duty
until
principalities ;
until it
it reaches
reaches those
those principalities;
and,
and, on
on the
the other hand,
hand, that any
any
foreign produce
produce or manarticle of
of foreign
ufacture passing through those principalities but destined
destined for some
some
other
part of
of the
Empire,
other part
the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire,
will not be
be liable to
to the payment
payment
of custom§
custom §duty until such article
reaches the first custom-house
custom-house under
reaches
under
administration of the Subthe direct
direct administration
Sublime Porte.
The
The same course shall
shall be folVOL.
XIII. TREAT.
52
VOL. XIII.
TREAT.-—52
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un
fixe de
pour cent
(ad
un taux
taux fixe
de huit
huit pour
cent (ad
valorem)
tarification equivavalorem) ou une tarification
lente, fix6e
fixee de commun accord.
accord.
calcule sur la
sera calculi
la vavaCe taux sera
leur des articles a
a Pechelle,
l'echelle, et
et paypayable an
debarqueau moment de leur ddbarquemeat s'ils
arrivent par
ment
s'ils arrivent
par mer, ou
ou a
a la
la
premiere Douane,
premiere
Douane, s'ils
s'ils arrivent
arrivent par
terre.
articles, apres
further
Si ces articles,
apres avoir pay
payee No further
le droit
droit d'importation
huit pour
duty
articles
duty on articles
de huit
pour sold
d'importation de
le
in
counthe coonsold in the
cent., sont vendus,
vendus, soit an
oil ils
us
-- try.
au lieu ou
arrivent soit dans l'interieur
l'interieur du
pays, ni
nil'
acheteur ni
ne
vendeur, ne
ni le vendeur,
1' acheteur
pays,
pourront elre
pourront
'tre ensuite
ensuite soumis àaucun
aaucun
relativement ia ces obautre droit relativement
jets;
ces articles
ne doivent
doivent
et si
si ces
articles ne
jets; et
vendus pour la consomconsornpas etre
etre vendus
mation dans
l'Empire Ottoman,
Ottoman,
mation
dans 1'Empire
mais
etre exportes
exportes de Reexportation.
Reexportation.
mais qu'ils doivent etre
nouveau
ils
ddlai de six mois, us
nouveau dans le delai
seront
consideres comme marchanmarchanseront consideres
dice
par terre, et traites
dise de
de transit par
comme il est dit dans I'Article
l'Article XII.
comme
l'
1' administration des Douanes &ant
etant
alors tenue de restituer au moment
moment
de
au negociant
n6gociant
de leur reexportation,
reexportation, au
fournir la preuve
sera requis de fournir
(qui sera
que le droit d'import.ation
d'importation de huit
huit
pour
acquitte) la diffe6t6 acquitte)
a et6
pour cent. a
rence
de
rence entre ce droit et le droit de
transit
Particle precite.
transit specifie
spdcifie dans l'article

VI.
ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE

Ii est entendu que
II
que les articles
articles Articles ind'importation
etrangere destin6s
destines aux
for
aux tended for
d'importation etrangere
Principautes
al orSeria;
Sa
ersa
:ia ;
Principautes Unis de
de Moldo-ValaMoldo-Vala- chia,
chie
et a
et tra'verde Serbie,
Serbie, et
a celle
celle de
chie et
sant
de l'Empire
les autres parties de
sant les
Ottoman
de
Ottoman n'acquitteront
n'acquitteront les droits de
leur arrivee
arrivee dans ces
Douane qu'a leur
Principautes
et
reciproquement,
et rdciproquement,
Principautes
que
les marchandises
d'Importation
marchandises d'Importation
que les
etrangere
Principauces Principautraversant ces
dtrangbre traversant
tes
pour se
dans les
les autres
autres
rendre dans
se rendre
tes pour
parties
l'Empire Ottoman,
Ottoman, no
ne departies de lEmpire
vront
acquitter les
droits de
de Douane
Douane
les droits
vront acquitter
qu'au premier
premier bureau
bureau des
des Douanes
other
other parts
parts
Douanes offor
qu'au
the Ottoman
the
administrd directement par la Subadministre
Sub- Empire.
lime Porte.
Ii
II en
en sera
sera de
de meme pour les proces
de Pindustrie
l'industrie de ces
duits du sol
sol on
ou de
Principautes
aussi bien
que pour
pour
bien que
Principaut6s aussi
ceux
du reste
1'Empire Ottoman Same rule as
reste de l'Empire
ceux du
destines
dans les
les to
"p orts '
to exports.
'exportation dans
ta Pexportation
destines a
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lowed with
any article
article
lowed
with respect
respect to
to any
the produce or manufacture
those
manufacture of
of those
principalities, as well
rewell as
as with respect to any article the
the produce
produce or
or
manufacture of
of any
any other
other portion
manufacture
portion
of the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire, intended
intended
Such articles
for exportation.
exportation. Such
articles will
will
customs
be liable
liable to the payment of
of customs
duties,
to the
the customduties, the
the former
former to
customhouse of the aforesaid
aforesaid principalities,
house
principalities,
and the latter to the Ottoman
Ottoman custom-house
object being
tom-house;; the
the object
being that
that
neither import nor export
export duties
duties
shall in
in any
any case
case be
be payable
shall
payable more
more
than once.
once.
than

pays &rangers,
etrangers, qui
qui devront
devront payer
payer
les
les premiers
les droits
droits de
de Douane
Douane les
premiers
entre les
de l'administration
l'administration
les mains
mains de
Principautes, et
et
Douaniere de ces
ces Principautes,
les
Fisc Ottoman,
Ottoman, de
de
les derniers
derniers au
au Fisc
telle sorte que les droits
droits d'importad'importation et d'exportation
d'exportation ne
pourront
ne pourront
en tous les cas etre
etre pergus
pergus qu'une
qu'une
seule
seule fois.

ARTICLE VII.
VII.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.

The subjects and
and citizens
the
citizens of
of the
contracting parties
shall enjoy,
contracting
parties shall
enjoy, in
in
bounties, draw- the dominions
of the
the
and possessions
possessions of
backs, &c.
other, equality
equality of
of treatment
treatment with
with
native subjects
subjects or
citizens in
in regard
regard
or citizens
to warehousing, and also
regard
also in
in regard
to
drawto bounties,
bounties, facilities,
facilities, and
and drawbacks.

Rights of

warehousing,
warehousing,

Imports
Imports in
vessels of either
country
to be
country to
be
charged
the
charged the
same duty.
duty.

Same rule as
exports.
to exports.
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Les citoyens, ou sujets
chacune
sujets de
de chacune
des
Contractantes, seront
seront
des Parties
Parties Contractantes,
traitds dans les Etats et possessions
traits
possessions
de l'autre sur le meme
que les
meme pied
pied que
les
citoyens indigenes
indigenes relativerelativesujets on
ou citoyens
ment aux Droits
d'emmagasinage,
Droits d'emmagasinage,
ainsi qu'
qu' a
al'egard
l'egard des primes,faciliprimes,facilites, et remboursements
remboursements de
de Droits.
Droits.

ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

All
articles which
are or
be
or may
may be
which are
All articles
United
legally importable
importable into
into the
the United

Tout article etant,
tant, ou pouvant
pouvant
importable dans
dans les
les
etre legalement
legalement importable
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
sur des
batid'Amdrique sur
des batimens des Etats --Unis,
Unis, pout,
peut, de
de
meme, etre
import e sur
sur des
des batimeme,
Atre importe
batimens Ottomans,
Ottomans, sans
sans etre
etre soumis
soumis a
droit ni
aucun droit
ni charge
charge (quelle
(quelle qu'en
qu'en
soit la denomination)
denomination) autre,
on plus
autre, ou
plus
41eve que
article etait
&sit importe
importe
elev4
que si
si cet
cet article
des Etats-Unis;
Etats-Unis; et
sur un
un b5.timent
batiment des
et
reciproquement, tout
article &ant,
reciproquement,
tout article
etant,
legalement imporimporou pouvant
pouvant etre
etre legalement
table dans les Etats et Possessions
Possessions
Sultan sur
sur des
de Sa
Sa Majeste
Majestd le
le Sultan
des
batimens Ottomans, pourra,
memo
pourra, de
de meme
etre
importe sur
des batimens
batimens des
8tre importd
sur des
des
Etats-Unis, sans etre
etre soumis
soumis Ita aucun
aucun
droit ou
on charge
charge (quelle
(quelle qu'en soit
soit la
la
denomination)
plus eleve
eleve
denomination) autre
autre on
ou plus
que
sur des
des
que s'ils
s'ils etaient
etaient imports
importes sur
batimens Ottomans.
Ottomans. Cette
mesure
Cette mesure
reciproque sera
egaler6ciproque
sera appliquee
appliquee egalement, et sans distinction, soit
soit aux
aux
articles arrivant
arrivant directement
directement du
lieu
du lieu
a ceux arrivant
de leur origine, soit a
arrivant
de tout autre pays etranger.
etranger.
De meme,
parfaite reelDe
meme, ilii y
y aura
aura parfaite
reiprocite
procitd en
en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
concerne l'exporta1'exportation.
tion. Ainsi, les
les memes
memes droits
droits d'exd'exportation
portation seront payds
payes et
at les
les memes
memes

States of
America, in
States
of America,
vessels of
of the
the
in vessels
United
may likewise
imUnited States,
States, may
likewise be
be imported in Ottoman vessels
vessels without
without
other or
being liable to any
any other
or higher
higher
duties or charges, of whatever
whatever denomination,
nomination, than if such
such articles
were
were imported in
in vessels
vessels of
of the
the
United
States; and,
United States;
and, reciprocally,
reciprocally,
all articles
articles which
which are
or may
are or
may be
be lelegally importable into
dominions
into the
the dominions
Imperial
and possessions of his
his Imperial
Majesty the
vesMajesty
the Sultan in
in Ottoman
Ottoman vessels, may likewise be
be imported
imported in
in
vessels of the United States without
without
or higher
being liable to any other
other or
higher
duties or charges, of
whatever deof whatever
denomination, than
than if
nomination,
if such
such articles
articles
were imported in
vessels.
were
in Ottoman
Ottoman vessels.
Such reciprocal
reciprocal equality
of treatequality of
treatment shall take effect without disdistinction, whether
whether such
come
such articles
articles come
directly from the place
origin or
place of origin
or
from
other country.
country.
In
the
from any
any other
In the
same manner there shall be perfect
perfect
equality of treatment in regard
regard to
to
exportation,
that the
the same
exexportation, so
so that
same export duties shall be paid,
and the
the
paid, and
same bounties and drawbacks
drawbacks al-

.

.
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lowed
lowed in the dominions
dominions and
and possespossessions
sions of either
either of
of the
the contracting
contracting
parties
exportation of any
parties on
on the exportation
any
article
be, legally
legally
article which is,
is, or
or may
may be,
exportable
whether such
such
exportable therefrom,
therefrom, whether
exportations
in
exportations shall
shall take place
place in
Ottoman
Ottoman or
or in
in vessels of
of the United
United
States, and
and whatever may
may be
be the
place
destination, whether
whether a
port
place of
of destination,
a port
of either of the contracting parties,
or
of any
any third
third power.
power.
or of

les memes
rembourseprimes et
et les
mrmes remboursements de droit seront accord&
accord6s dans
les
Possessions de l'une
les Etats
Etats et Possessions
l'une ou
de l'autre
contractantes
l'autre des Parties contractantes
sur
sur l'exportalion
l'exportation d'un article
article quelquelconque qui est, ou pourra etre,
etre, legalegalement
etre exporte,
lement susceptible
susceptible d'en
d'en 8tre
exporte,
soit
l'exportation alt
un
soit que l'exportation
ait lieu sur
sur un
batiment Ottoman
Ottoman ou des EtatsUnis
lieu
Unis d'Amerique,
d'Am6rique, soit
soit que le
le lieu
destination se
trouve 8tre
etre un
port
de destination
se trouve
un port
on, d'une
de rune
'une des Parties, ou,
d'une PuisPuissance tierce quelconque.
quelconque.

ARTICLE
IX.
ARTICLE IX.

ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE

No duties of
of tonnage,
tonnage, harbor,
harbor, pipiquarantine, or
lotage, light-house,
light-house, quarantine,
corresponding duduother similar or
or corresponding
ties of
of whatever
ties
whatever nature,
nature, or
or under
under
whatever denomination,
whatever
denomination, levied
levied in
in
govthe name or for the profit
profit of govpublic functionaries,
ernment, public
functionaries, priindividuals, corporations,
vate individuals,
corporations, or
or esestablishments of any kind, shall be
imposed in
in the ports of
of the
the domindominions and possessions
possessions of
of either councounother
try upon the vessels of the
the other
country which shall not equally,
and
and under
under the
the same conditions,
conditions, be
be
imposed
imposed in the
the like
like cases on
on national
vessels in
tional vessels
in general.
general.
equality of
treatment shall
shall
Such equality
of treatment
apply
to the
respective
the respective
reciprocally to
apply reciprocally
vessels,
whatever port or place
vessels, from
from whatever
they
they may arrive and
and whatever
whatever may
be
of destination.
be their
their place
place of
destination.
ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.
according to
All vessels
vessels which, according
to
United States,
the laws of the United
States, are
are
to be deemed
deemed vessels of the United
United
States,
States, and
and all vessels
vessels which, accordaccording to Ottoman laws,
laws, are
are to be
be
deemed Ottoman vessels, shall, for
treaty, be
the purposes
purposes of
of this treaty,
be
deemed vessels of the United States
and Ottoman vessels
vessels respectively.
respectively.
ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE
whatsoever shall be
be
No charge
charge whatsoever
made upon goods of the United
United
produce or
States, being the produce
or manumanufacture of the
the United
United States
States of
of
America, whether in vessels
vessels of the
United States or other vessels, nor
upon
upon any goods
goods the produce
produce or
or
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Aucun
Tonnage dmdude Tonnage, de Tonnage
Aucun Droit de
Port, de
de Pilotage,
Phare, Quaranbhaorubsoer,sm.
Port,
Pilotage, Phare,
Quaran- tis;
harbo
light-house,
&c.
taine, ou autres
autres semblables (quelle
(quelle duties.
ou la
la denominaqu'en soit la
la nature,
nature, on
tion) leve au
au profit
profit
an nom, ou an
du gouvernement,
gouvernement, de
de fonctionnaires
fonctionnaires
du
publics, de particuliers,
particuliers, de
de corporacorporapublics,
tions,
d'aucune
tions, on
ou d'etablissements
d'etablissements d'aucune
sorte ne sera impose dans les ports
Possessions de l'un
des Etats et Possessions
des deux
deux pays
pays sur les
les navires de
des
conditions differl'autre dans les conditions
entes de
de celles
celles relatives
relatives aatout batientes
xnent national
national en
general se
se troutrouen general
ment
ens. Cette revant dans le meme cas.
ciprocite s'appliquera
mix batimens
batimens
ciprocit6
s'appliquera aux
respectifs des
Puissances, de
de
des deux
deux Puissances,
respectifs
quelque port
endroit qu'ils vienquelque
port ou endroit
nent,
leur
lieu de leur
quelque soit le lieu
nent, et quelqne
destination.
destination.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.
X.
Tout
batiment consider6
considere comme
be
comme What to be
Tout batiment
deemed vessels
Americain
par les
lois des
des EtatsEtats- of
Am6ricain par
les lois
deemed
vessels
the United
Unis d'Amerique,
et tout
tout batiment
what
Unis
d'Am6rique, et
batiment States and what
Ottoman vessels.
considere comme
Ottoman par
les Ottoman
par les
vessels.
comme Ottoman
consid6r6
lois Ottomanes,
Ottomanes, sera pour ce qui
qui conconlois
cerne ce
Traite, considere
considere respecce Traite,
respeccerne
'Aliment Americomme batiment
tivement comme
cain, ou
on batiment
batiment Ottoman.
Ottoman.
cain,
ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE
Aucun Droit
Droit quelconque
sera No charge
Aucun
quelconque ne
ne sera
preleve
sur les
les marchandises,
pro- upon certain
certain
marchandises, propr6levd sur
de goods
oods of the
the
duits
sol ou
de l'industrie
l'industrie des
United States.
duits du
du sol
ou de
des °nited
States.
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
soit
qu'elles
qu'elles
soit
d'Amerique,
Etats-Unis
arrivent
b&timens AmenAmeriarrivent sur des batinsens
cams, ou
ou d'autres,
on
d'autres, ni
ni sur les
les marmarcains,
chandises provenant
provenant des
des produits du
du
chandises
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manufacture
of any
any other
ether toreign
foreign
manufacture of
country
vessels of
the
country carried in
in vessels
of the
United
the same
same shall
United States,
States, when
when the
shall
through the
of the
pass through
the Straits
Straits of
the
Dardanelles,
or of
the Bosphorus,
Bosphorus,
Dardanelles, or
of the
whether such goods
shall pass
whether
goods shall
pass
through those
those straits
straits in the vessels
vessels
shall have
have
that brought them,
them, or
or shall
been
to other
other vessels;
vessels;
been transshipped
transshipped to
having been
been sold
or whether,
whether, after
after having
sold
for exportation,
exportation, they
they shall,
shall, for
for a
a
certain limited
limited time,
time, be landed,
landed, in
in
vessels
order to be placed
placed in other
other vessels
for
voyage.
for the continuance
continuance of
of their
their voyage.
In the latter case, the goods in
in quesquestion shall be
deposited at
be deposited
at ConstanConstantinople, in the
magazines of
the magazines
of the
the custom-house, called transit magazines;
magazines;
there
and in
in any other
other places
places where there
placed
is no
no entrepet
entrep6t they
they shall
shall be
be placed
under
charge of
the administraadministraunder the charge
of the
tion of
of the
the customs.
ARTICLE XII.
ARTICLE
XII.
Transit duty
to be
be reduced,
reduced.

Frauds may
be prevented,
prevented.

Taxes upon
and rights of
of

citizens of the

United States.
United

FEBRUARY 25,
1862
FEBRUARY
25, 1862

sol
sol et de l'industrie
l'industrie de
de tout
tout autre
pays etranger, chargees
chargees sur des bitibatimens
ces marmarmens des Etats-Unis, quand
quand ces
chandises
Detroits des
chandises passeront
passeront les
les Detroits
des
Dardanelles et flu
soit
du Bosphore,
Bosphore, soit
qu'elles traversent ces Detroits sur
sur
les b&timens,
bitimens, qui
qui les out
ont apportees
apportees
ou qu'elles
ete transbordees
transbordees
on
qu'elles aient
aient 6et
batimens, ou que vensur d'autres bitimens,
dues pour
pour l'exportation,
elles soient
dues
l'exportation, elles
soient
debarquees pour
d6barquees
pour un
un temps
temps limite
limite
bord d'autres
pour etre
etre mises
mises a
a bord
d'autres
batimens
bitimens et continuer
continuer leur voyage.
Dans'ce dernier cas, ces marchanDans*ce
marchanfuses devront etre deposees
dises
deposees aaConConstantinople dans
fans les
les magasins
magasins de
stantinople
de la
la
et placees
Douane, dits
dits de
de Transit et
placees
partout
ailleurs ou
ou il
ii n'y
n'y aurait
aurait pas
partout ailleurs
pas
d'entrepOt,
sous la
la surveillance
de
d'entrep6t, sous
surveillance de
l'administration
des Douanes.
I'administration des
Douanes.

ARTICLE
XII.
ARTICLE XII.

The
Sublime Porte,
Porte, desiring
desiring to
La Sublime
Sublime Porte
desirant accorThe Sublime
Porte desirant
to
accorgrant, by means
means of
gradual concesconces- der, au
of gradual
moyen de
au moyen
de concessions
concessions gragrasions,
its power
sions, all
all facilities in
in 'its
power to
to duelles,
duelles, toutes les
les facilites
facilites en
en son
son
transit by land, it is
and pouvoir au
is stipulated
stipulated and
par terre,
terre, il
il a
au Transit
Transit par
a
agreed
per elte
agreed that
that the duty
duty of
of three
three per
stipule et
ete stipule
et convents
convenu que
que le
le Droit
Droit
cent., levied up to this tithe
tithe on artiarti- de
cent. pr6lv6
prelve jusqu'
de trois pour
pour cent.
jusqu' ah
cles
Ottoman Emcles imported
imported into the
the Ottoman
Em- ce
imce jour sur les marchandises
marchandises impire, in their passage through
through the
portees dans
dans l'Empire
l'Empire Ottoman
the portees
Ottoman pour
pour
Ottoman
other countries,
countries, en etre expediees
Ottoman Empire
Empire to
to other
expedites dans d'autres
d'autres pays,
pays,
shall be reduced
reduced to two per cent.,
cent., sera reduit
Deny pour cent.,
payardduit a
a Deux
cent., payapayable
payable as the duty of three per ble
pour
ble (comme
(comme le droit de
de Trois
Trois pour
on arar- cent. aa6et
cent. has
has been paid
paid hitherto,
hitherto, on
ete paye jusqu'ici)
jusqu'ici) a
a leur ararriving in the Ottoman dominions;
dominions; rivee dans
et
dans les
les Etats Ottomans,
Ottomans, et
and at the end of eight years,
be au bout de huit-ans, a
years, to be
cotnpter du
a compter
du
of the
the exex- jour oh les Ratifications
reckoned from the
the day
day of
Ratifications du
present
du present
change of the
of the
the Trait6
change
the ratifications
ratifications of
Traite auront ete echangees,
echangees, a
une
h une
present treaty, to a
a fixed and defidefi- taxe fixe, et definie, d'un
d'un pour
pour
nite tax of one per cent., which
qui sera
sera pr6lev6
preleve (comme
which shall
shall 'cent.,
cent., qui
(comme cc
ce
be
the case
with sera egalement
be levied, as
as is
is to be
be the
case with
egalement le-cas
le-cas pour
pour l'exporl'exporrespect to Ottoman produce export- tation
pour
tation des
des produits
produits Ottomans)
Ottomans) pour
ed,
defray the
of regised, to
to defray
the expense
expense of
regis- couvrir les
les frais d'enregistrement.
d'enregistrement.
tration.
tration.
declare, en
en
La Sublime
Sublime Porte declare,
The Sublime
Sublime Porte,
the same
le droit
droit
meme temps,
temps, se reserver
reserver le
Porte, at
The
at the
same meme
time,
time, declares
declares that
that it
it reserves
reserves to
to d'etablir par
par une
disposition speciale,
speciale,
une disposition
itself the right to establish, by
mesures a
a adopter
pour preve
by a
a spespe- les
les mesures
adopter pour
preve
enactment, the
cial enactment,
nix' la
the measures
measures to
to nir
la fraude.
prevention of
be adopted for
for the
the prevention
of
fraud.
fraud.
ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE
XIII.

ARTICLE
XIII.
ARTICLE XIII.

Citizens of the United States of
of
America, or
trading in
in
America,
or their agents,
agents, trading
or manufacture
goods the produce or
manufacture

Les citoyens des Etats
Etats - Unis
Unis
d'Amerique,
ayant cause,
d'Amerique, ou
ou leurs ayant
cause,
se
fans l'Empire Ottoman,
Ottoman,
se livrant
livrant dans
A
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of
foreign countries,
countries, shall
subshall be
be subof foreign
ject to
to the
and enjoy
enjoy
the same
same taxes and
ject
the
and imrights, privileges,
privileges, and
the same
same rights,
foreign subjects
subjects dealing
munities, as
as foreign
in goods
manufacproduce or manufacin
goods the
the produce
ture
of their
their own country.
country.
ture of

au
Commerce des
des articles,
articles, produits
au Commerce
prodults
du
l'industrie des Pays
du sol, ou de l'industrie
4trangers,
acqnitteront les memes
memes
etrangers, acquitteront
taxes et jouiront
jouiront des
des memes droits,
taxes
privil6ges et
et immunites
les susuque les
immunit6s que
privileges
jets
trafiquant des marjets Etrangers
Etrangers trafiquant
chandises
du
produits du
provenant des produits
chandises provenant
sol
propre
leur propre
de rindustrie
lindustrie de leur
sol ou
ou de
pays.
pays.

ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE

An exception
exception to
stipulations
to the
the stipulations
An
laid
laid down in the fifth article shall
be
regard to
to tobacco
tobacco in
any
in any
in regard
be made
made in
shape
whatsoever, and
realso in
in reand also
shape whatsoever,
gard
articles shall
shall
which two
two articles
gard to
to salt,
salt, which
cease
to be
included among
those
among those
be included
cease to
citizens of the United
United
which the citizens
States
of America
America are
are permitted
to
permitted to
States of
import
dominions.
the Ottoman
Ottoman dominions.
into the
import into
Citizens of
of the United States,
agents, buying or
however, or their agents,
selling tobacco
consumpsalt for consumpselling
tobacco or salt
tion in the
the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire, shall
regulations
be subject
subject to
to the same regulations
and shall pay the same duties as
favored Ottoman
Ottoman subjects
the most
most favored
trading in the two articles aforesaid;
furthermore, as
as a
a comcomsaid; and furthermore,
pensation
for the prohibition
prohibition of the
pensation for
two
articles above mentioned,
two articles
mentioned, no
duty
future be
whatsoever shall in future
duty whatsoever
levied on those articles
articles when exOttoman Empire
ported from the Ottoman
the United
United States.
by citizens of the
the United
United States
Citizens of
of the
shall,
nevertheless, be bound to deshall, nevertheless,
clare
quantity of tobacco
tobacco and
clare the
the quantity
salt thus exported to the proper
proper
custom-house
custom-house authorities, who
who shall,
as
right to
heretofore, have
have the right
as heretofore,
these arwatch over the export of these
ticles, without
without thereby being entitled
thereon on
to levy
levy any
any tax
tax thereon
on any
pretence whatsoever.
whatsoever.
pretence

exception aux stipulations
Par exception
stipulations de
l'Art.
V., le tabac, sous toutes les
1'Art. V.,
formes,
et le
le sel,
sel, cessent
cessent d'etre
d'tre corncornformes, et
pris
an nombre des articles que les
pris au
citoyens
d'Arnerique
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
citoyens des
ont
facult6 d'importer dans l'Emont la faculte
pire
cependant les
les ciciOttoman; cependant
pire Ottoman;
toyens
Etats-Unis d'Amdrique,
d'Amerique,
toyens des Etats-Unis
on
ayant cause,
achetecause, qui acheteleurs ayant
ou leurs
ront
on vendront du tabac, ou du
ront ou
sel
pour la
la consommation
l'Emconsommation de 1'Emsel pour
pire
Ottoman, seront
seront soumis aux
pire Ottoman,
memes
r4glements, et payeront
payeront les
memes rdglements,
memes
memes droits que les sujets Ottoceux
mans
favoris& parmi ceux
mans les plus favoris6s
qui
au commerce
commerce de
livreront an
qui se
se livreront
deux articles, et en outre, comme
ces deux
compensation
cette prohibition
prohibition
de cette
compensation de
des
sus-mentionnes,
deux articles sus-mentionnes,
des deux
aucun
l'avenir
a l'avenir
percu a
aucun droit ne sera pereu
cur
ils seront exquand us
sur ces
ces articles quand
port&
Ottoman par des
portes de l'Empire Ottoman
citoyens
Etats-Unis d'Amdrique.
d'Am6rique.
citoyens des Etats-Unis
Les
citoyens des
d'
Etats-Unis d'
des Etats-Unis
Les citoyens
Amerique s4ront,
tenus
n6anmoins, tenus
seront, neanmoins,
Amdrique
de declarer
declarer aux autorites
autorites de la
Douane la
et de
de tabac et
quantitd de
la quantite
Douane
sel exportde,
exportee, et
dites autorites
autorites
les dites
et les
sel
conserveront, comme
comme par le passe,
passé,
conserveront,
le droit
de surveiller
surveiller l'exportation
rexportation
le
droit de
de ces
articles, sans
pouvoir pour
pour
sans pouvoir
ces articles,
de
cola
autorisees a
les frapper
frapper
ia les
etre autoris6es
cela etre
d'aucune
pretexte
un pretexte
sous un
taxe sous
d'aucune taxe
quelconque.
quelconque.

ARTICLE XV.
XV.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XV.
XV.

It
between the
the two
It is understood
understood between
contracting parties that the Subreserves to itself
itself the
lime Porte
Porte reserves
faculty and right
right of issuing
issuing aa general
against the imporeral prohibition
prohibition against
importation
tation into the
the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire of
gunpowder,
cannon, arms of war,
gunpowder, cannon,
or military stores, but such prohibprohibition will not come into operation
operation
until it
it shall
been officially
until
shall have
have been
officially
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I

Tobacco and
and
salt
not to be
importedinto
imported into
Turkey.
Turkey.

Traders
in
Traders in
tobacco and salt
tobacuco and salt
inTurkey.

No
No export
export duty
on tobacco and
on
tobacco and
salt.

Regulations as
Regulations
to their exportato
theirexportation.
tio

11 est
entendu entre
Importation of
deux Importation
les deux
entre les
est entendu
II
n
iT
na
Hautes Parties
Parties Contractantes
Contractantes que
quegunpowder,
Hautes
iarmsw&.ermay
la
aohib.ited. Y
fac- be prohibited.
reserve la facse reserve
Porte se
la Sublime
Sublime Porte
ulte
et le
le droit
droit de
frapper d'une proprode frapper
ulte et
hibition
generale l'importation
rimportation de la
la
hibition gdenrale
poudre,
arines de guerre,
poudre, des canons, armes
ou munitions militaires dans les
ou
Etats
Ottoman. Cette
l'Empire Ottoman.
de l'Empire
Etats de
prohibition
pourra Ptre
etre en
vien vine pourra
prohibition ne
gueur qu'autant
qu'autant qu'elle sera officiellegueur

52*
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notified,
only to
to the
the
notified, and
and will
will apply only
articles
decree
articles mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the decree
enacting
prohibition. Any
of
enacting the
the prohibition.
Any of
these articles which have not been
prohibited shall,
shall, on
on
so specifically
specifically prohibited
being imported
imported into
into the
the Ottoman
Ottoman
Empire,
regEmpire, be subject to the local regulations, unless the legation
legation of the
the
United States
America shall
States of America
think fit
fit to
special lilithink
to apply
apply for
for aa special
cense, which will in
in that
that case
case be
be
granted,
provided no
granted, provided
no valid
valid objecobjection thereto can be
Gunbe alleged.
alleged. GunStipulations as powder,
powder, in particular,
alStipulations
particular, when
when alto gunpowder
lowed to be imported,
gunpowder
imported, will
will be
be liable
liable
when imported.
.
.
to the following
following stipulations:stipulations :—
It shall
citizens
1. It
shall not be sold by citizens
of the
the United
United States
States in
in quantities
quantities
exceeding the
the quantities
prescribed
exceeding
quantities prescribed
by
by the
the local regulations.
2. When
When a
acargo or a
alarge quanquantity
an OtOttity of gunpowder
gunpowder arrives
arrives in
in an
toman port, on board a
a vessel of
of
the
such vessel
shall
the United
United States,
States, such
vessel shall
be anchored
anchored at a
a particular
particular spot,
to be designated
designated by the local authorities, and the gunpowder
gunpowder shall
thence be conveyed, under
under the ininspection
of such
such authorities,
spection of
authorities, to
to dedepots, or fitting places designated
by
designated by
the government,
government, to which
which the
the parparaccess unties interested
interested shall
shall have
have access
under
der due
due regulations.
Fowling-pieces, pistols,
pistols, and
and ororFowling-pieces,
Not to apply
to what.
namental
namental or fancy
fancy weapons, as also
small quantities
quantities of
gunpowder for
for
small
of gunpowder
sporting, reserved for private
private use,
use,
be subject
to the
the stipulastipulashall not
not be
subject to
tions of
of the
the present
present article.

Firmans.

Manifests to be
Manifests
deposited in custom-house.

tom-house.
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ment notifiee,
notifide, et ne pourra s'etendre
que sur les articles specifies
specifis dans
dans le
le
Decret qui les interdit. Celui
Celui de ces
ces
articles qui ne
articles
ne sera
sera pas
pas ainsi
ainsi prohibe,
prohibe,
sera
son introduction
introduction
sera assujetti, a
a son
dans 1'Empire,
l'Empire, aux Reglements
Reglements loles cas
cas oi
oir la
in Legation
caux, sauf les
Legation
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique dernande
demande
une permission exceptionelle,
exceptionelle, la
la
accordee, a
quelle sera alors accordee,
h moms
moins
serieuses ne
ne s'y
opque des
des raisons
raisons serieuses
s'y opposent. La
La poudre
poudre en
en particulier,
particulier,
posent.
si son introduction
introduction est permise,
permise, sera
sera
assujettie
arpc obligations
assujettie ayx
obligations survantes.
survantes.
re

Elle ne
par
ne sera
sera pas
pas vendue
vendue par
1re Elle
les
les citoyens
citoyens des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerid'Ameriin quantit6
quantite prescrite
qu' au-delh,
au-dela de la
prescrite
Reglements locaux.
beaux.
par les Reglements
2d
cargaison, on
une
Quand une
une cargaison,
ou une
2 d Quand
quantite
quantit6 considerable de
de Poudre
Poudre
arrivera
Ottoman aa
arrivera dans un
un port
port Ottoman
batiment des
bord d'un batiment
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, ce
sera tenu
d'Amdrique,
ce batiment
batiment sera
tenu
de mouiller
mouiller sur
cur un
particulier
de
un point
point particulier
autorites locales,
designe par
par les
les autorit6s
locales, et
et de
de
debarquer
sa poudre
poudre sous
l'inspection
debarquer sa
sous l'inspection
de
ces memes
autorites, dans
des
de ces
mdmes autorites,
dans des
entrepOts
endroits qui
qui seseentrepots ou
ou autres
autres endroits
ront
designes par
ront egalement
dgalement design6s
par elks,
elles, et
et
aux
aux quels
quels les
les parties
parties interessees
interess6es
auront
acces en
en se
conformantt aux
aux
auront acces
se conformantt
reglements
r6glements voulus.
Ne sont pas cornpris
compris dans les
les rerestrictions
strictions du
du present
prdsent article,
article, les
les fusils
chasse, les
les pistolets,
sils de
de chasse,
pistolets, les
les
armes
ainsi qu'
qu' une
une petite
armes de luxe,
luxe, ainsi
petite
quantite
reserquantity de
de poudre
poudre de chasse rdservee
prive.
vee aal'usage
l'usage prive.

ARTICLE XVI.
ARTICLE
XVI.

ARTICLE XVI.
XVI.
ARTICLE

The
required for
for mermerThe firmans
firmans required
chant-vessels of the
United States
chant-vessels
the United
of America,
America, on
of
on passing
passing through
through
Dardanelles and
the Dardanelles
and the
the Bosphorus,
delivered in such
shall always be delivered
manner as
manner
as to occasion
occasion to such vesvessels
sels the least possible
possible delay.
delay.

Imperiaux)
Les Firmans
Firmans (ordres
(ordres Imperiaux)
exiges
exig6s des
des batimens
batimens marchands
marchands des
des
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique a
aleurs
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
leurs passages
Bossages par
par les
les Dardanelles
Dardanelles et
et le
le Bosphore,
seront toujours
phore, leur
leur seront
toujours delivrOs
delivres
de maniere a
a leur occasionner
occasionner le
moms de retard
retard possible.
moins
possible.

ARTICLE XVII.
ARTICLE
XVII.

ARTICLE XVII.
ARTICLE
XVII.

The captains
merchant-vessels
of merchant-vessels
The
captains of
of the United States laden with
goods destined for the Ottoman
Ottoman
Empire
shall be
obliged, immediimmediEmpire shall
be obliged,
ately
ately on
on their
their arrival at
at the
the port of
of
their destination,
deposit in the
destination, to deposit

Les
Les Capitaines
Capitaines des
des batimens de
de
commerce des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am6rid'Amerique
marchandises
que ayant
ayant k
a bord
bord des
des marchandises
a
destination de l'Empire
Ottoman,
a destination
l'Empire Ottoman,
seront
seront tenus, immediatement
immediatement apres
apres
leur
destination,
lear arrivee
arriv6e du
du port
port de
de destination,
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custom-house of said
said port
port a
a true
true
copy
copy of
of their
their manifest.
manifest.

de deposer Is
i la
la Douane une
une copie
exacte
manifeste.
exacte de leur
leur manifeste.

ARTICLE XVIII.
ARTICLE
XVIII.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVIII.
XVIII.

Contraband
goods will
will be
liable
Contraband goods
be liable
to
by the
the Ottoman
Ottoman
to confiscation
confiscation by
treasury; but
but a
a report
or proas
treasury;
report or
proces
verbal,
verbal, of the alleged act
act of
of contrasaid goods
band, must,
must, so
so soon
soon as
as the said
goods
are seized
authorities, be
are
seized by
by the
the authorities,
be
drawn
communicated to
to the
the
drawn up and
and communicated
consular authority of
of the citizen
citizen or
or
subject
subject to whom
whom the
the goods said
said to
to
be
belong; and
be contraband
contraband shall
shall belong;
and no
no
goods can be confiscated
confiscated as contracontraband
unless the
the fraud
fraud with
with regard
band unless
regard
to them shall be duly and legally
legally
proved.
proved.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIX.
XIX.
All merchandise,
merchandise, the produce
produce or
or
manufacture
manufacture of the Ottoman
Ottoman dodominions
possessions, imported
imported
minions and
and possessions,
into
of America,
America,
into the
the United States
States of
shall be treated
treated in the same manmanner
merchandise, the
ner as the like merchandise,
the
produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of the
the most
most
favored nation.
favored
nation.
All
All rights,
rights, privileges,
privileges, or immunities, which are now or
or may herehereafter be granted to, or suffered to
to
enjoyed by the
vessels,
be enjoyed
the subjects,
subjects, vessels,
commerce,
navigation of
forcommerce, or
or navigation
of any
any foreign power
power in the United States
States of
America shall be
equally granted
be equally
granted
to,
exercised and
and enjoyed
by
to, and
and exercised
enjoyed by
the subjects, vessels, commerce, and
and
navigation of the Sublime Porte.
navigation
Porte.

ARTICLE
XX.
ARTICLE XX.
The
The present
present treaty,
treaty, when
when ratified,
ratified,
shall
the commercommershall be substituted
substituted for the
cial
Aucial convention
convention of the 16th
16th of
of Aubetween the Sublime
gust, 1838, between
Sublime
Porte and Great
Great Britain,
Britain, on
on the
the
footing of
of which the commerce
commerce of
of
the United States
States of America
America has
has
placed, and shall
been heretofore
heretofore placed,
shall
continue in force for twenty-eight
twenty-eight
years
years from the day of the exchange
exchange
of the ratifications;
ratifications; and each of the
two contracting parties being, however, at liberty to give to the other,
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marchandises introduites en Contraband.
Les marchandises
contrebande
contrebande seront
seront passibles
passibles de conconfiscation au
au profit du
du tresor
tresor Ottoman;
Ottoman;
mais un rapport, ou
on proces
proces verbal
verbal
du fait de
allegue devra,
de contrebande
contrebande all6gue
devra,
aussitOt que les marchandises
seront
aussit6t
marchandises seront
saisies par
les autorites,
dresse
parles
autorit6s, etre
etre dress6
et communique
communique a
Is 1'autorit6
l'autorite ConsuConsulaire du citoyen ou sujet auquel
hire
auquel appartiendraient
partiendraient les objets reputes
reputes de
de
contrebande;
contrebande; et aucune
aucune marchandise
marchandise to Proceedings
Proceedings to
no
etre confisquee
ne pourra
pourra etre
confisquee comme
comme confiscate.
confiscate.
contrebande tant
contrebande
taut que
fraude
que la
la fraude
dement et
legalement
n'aura pas etd
ete dOment
et legalement
prouvee.
prouvde.
ARTICLE XIX.
ARTICLE
XIX.
produit du
du Subjects, vesToute marchandise,
marchandise, produit
sol,
de findustrie
sol, ou
ou de
l'industrie Ottomane,
Ottomane, soit
soit sels,
sels, and
and mermerchandise of
the
of the
de
soit de
Dependan- chandise
de l'Empixe,
1'Empire, soit
de ses
ses DependanSublime Porte in
ces
importee dans
dans les
ces importee
les Etats-Unis
United
Etats-Unis the United
to have
d'Amerique,,sera traite
d'Amerique„sera
traite sur
sur le
meme States
le meme
states
to
have
the rignhts
rights of
of the
*
-.
.,
the
the
pied que la
marchandise produit
produit du
la marchandise
du most
favored
most
nation.
sol
on de
la
nation
la
sol ou
de l'industrie,
l'industrie, de
de la nation la nation.
plus favorisee.
Tons les
on
Tous
les Droits,
Droits, privileges,
privileges, ou
immunites accordes
accordes maintenant,
maintenant, on
ou
pouvant
accord& plus
plus tard,
pouvant etre accordes
tard, aux
aux
on navnavsubjets, batimens,
batimens, commerce
commerce ou
igation
igation de
de toute
toute Puissance etrangere
etrangere
dans les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
ou,
jouissance pourra
ou, dont In
la jouissance
pourra yy etre
etre
toleree,
seront egalement
egalement accord6s
adcordes
toleree, seront
aux
batimens, commerce
commerce et
et
aux sujets, batimens,
navigation de la Porte
Ottomane et
et
navigation
Porte Ottomane
l'exercice
en
l'exercice et la jouissance leur en
seront laisses.
laiss6s.
ARTICLE XX.
XX.
ARTICLE
Le pr6sent
present Trait6,
Traite, une
fois ratifie
Le
une fois
ratifi,
Present treaty
treaty
to be
be su
substituted
sera
substitue a la
la Convention
con: to
bstituted
sera substitue
Convention conforr whasttt
clue
Aoilt 1838,
1838, entre
entre la
la Subclue le
le 16
16 Aoft
Sub- fo what;
Grande Bretagne,
lime Porte
Porte et la Grande
Bretagne,
deja applicable
applicable au
an comet qui etait
dtait d6jh
comEtats-Unis d'Amerique;
d'Amerique;
merce des Etats-Unis
pour vingt
huit
et il
il sera en vigueur pour
vingt huit
ans,
l'echange
ans, aIs partir du
du jour
jour de
de l'echange
des ratifications. Chacune
for
Chacune des ParPar- to continue for
ties
Contractantes aura,
aura, cependant,
cependant, twenty-eight
twenty-eight
ties Contractantes
la
de faire
savoir a
al'autre,
l'autre, a years.
years '
la faculte
facultd de
faire savoir
l'expiration
quatorzieme anl'expiration de
de la
la quatorzieme
nee
n6e (époque
(epoque aIs laquelle
laquelle les provi-
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Notice to terminate maybe
may he
given, &c.

years, (that
(that
at the end
end of
of fourteen
fourteen years,
time
fixed, as the
time being fixed,
the provisions
of
of this
this treaty
treaty will then
then have come
come
into
force,) notice
into full force,)
notice for its
its revision, or
or for its
its determination
determination at
at the
expiration
expiration of
of a
a year from
from the
the date
date
of that notice, and so again at
at
the end of twenty-one
twenty-one years.
Treaty to be
Treaty
The present
present treaty shall receive
executed in all
executed
execution in all and
its
execution
and every
every one
one
the provinces of
provinces of the Ottoman
of the provincez
the Ottoman
Empire.
Empire.
Empire; that is to say,
say, in
in all
all the
the
possessions of his Imperial
Majesty
possessions
Imperial Majesty
Europe or
or in
the Sultan, situated in
in Europe
in
Asia, in Egypt, and in the other
other
parts of Africa belonging
belonging to the
Sublime Porte, in
in Servia,
Servia, and
and in
in
the united Principalities
Principalities of MoldaMoldavia and Wallachia.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXI.
XXI.

Treaty
Treaty to be
construed fairly.

sions
rep leur
auront recu
leur
sions du
du Traite
Traite auront
pleine
execution) de
pleine et entiere execution)
memo
de la
la vingt-et
qu' a
a Pexpiration
l'expiration de
vingt-et
meme qu'
unieme annee,
si elle
elle a
hle
projet de
de
unieme
annde, si
le projet
le
reviser, ou
de le
cesser a
ou de
le faire
faire cesser
le reviser,
l'expiration
annee, a
partir dc
de
i partir
l'expiration d'une
d'une annee,
la
notification.
la date de
de cette notification.
Le
present Traitd
Traite sera executoire
executoire
Le present
dans
toutes et dans chacune
chacune des
dans toutes
Provinces de
1'Empire Ottoman,
Ottoman,
de l'Empire
Provinces
c'est-a-dire, dans
Etats de
de Sa
Sa
dans tons
tous les
les Etats
c'est-a-dire,
Majeste,
le Sultan
Sultan situes
situ6s
Majest6 Imperiale
Imperiale le
en
Europe ou
ou en
Egypte et
et
en Egypte
en Europe
en Asie,
Asie, en
dans
les autres
autres parties
parties de
de l'Afrique,
l'Afrique,
dans les
appartenant
Porte, en
en
appartenant a
a la
la Sublime
Sublime Porte,
Serbie,
dans les
Principautes
les Principaut6s
Serbie, et
et dans
Unies de
de Moldavie
de Valachie.
Unies
Moldavie et
et de
Valachie.

ARTICLE XXI.
XXI.
ARTICLE

It is always
Ii
est toujours
toujours entendu
GouIt
always understood that the
entendu quo
que le
le Gou1l est
vernement des
d'Amergovernment
government of the United States vernement
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerpretend point,
point, par
par aucun
aucun ararof America does not pretend, by ique
ique ne
ne pretend
any article
article in the present treaty
treaty to ticle
du present
Traite stipuler
au
stipuler an
ticle du
present Traitd
stipulate for more than
plain dela
than the
dela du
du sens
the plain
equitable des
des
sens clair
clair et
et equitable
and fair construction
termes employds,
employes, ni entraver,
construction of the terms termes
entraver, en
employed, nor
preelude in any aucune
nor to
to preclude
maniere, le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
aucune maniere,
manner the
Ottoman government
government Ottoman,
manner
the Ottoman
Ottoman, dans
dans l'exercice
ses droits
l'exercice de
de ses
droits
from the exercise
exercise of its rights of
of d'administration
interieure, autant,
d'administration interieure,
internal administration
ces droits
administration where
where the toutefois,
droits ne
nc porteront
porteront
que ces
toutefois, quo
exercise
exercise of these rights does not pas
priviune atteinte
atteinte manifeste
manifeste aux privipas une
evidently infringe
evidently
infringe upon the priviprivi- leges
accordes par
les Trait6s
Traites anpar les
leges accordes
leges accorded
accorded by ancient treaties
treaties ciens,
citoyens
aux citoyens
ou par
par celui-ci aux
ciens, ou
or by the
the present treaty
treaty to
to cit- des
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
d'Amerique, ou aa
des Etats-Unis
izens of the United States or their
their leurs marchandises.
marchandises.
merchandise.
merchandise.
ARTICLE XXII.
ARTICLE
XXII.

The high contracting parties
Tariff of cusparties
Tariff
tom-house duties have agreed
tom-house
agreed to appoint, jointly,
6 be agreed on.
t6

commissioners
commissioners for the settlement of
of
custom-house duties, to
aa tariff
tariff of
of custom-house
to
conformity with the
be levied
levied in
in conformity
the
stipulations
stipulations of
of the
the present
present treaty,
treaty,
as well upon merchandise
merchandise of
of evevproduce
ery description,
description, being
being the produce
manufacture of
or manufacture
of the
the United
United States
States
of America,
America, imported
imported into
the OttoOttoof
into the
man Empire, as upon articles
articles of
of
every
description the
produce or
every description
the produce
or
manufacture
Ottoman Emmanufacture of the Ottoman
pire and its possessions, which citizens
izens of
of the United States or
or their
their
agents are free to purchase in any
part
part of
of the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire for
for exportation
United States or
or
portation to the United

ARTICLE XXII.
ARTICLE
XXII.
Les
Les Hautes
Hautes Parties
Parties ContractanContractantes
convenues de
contes sont
sont convenues
de nominer, conjointement des
Commissaires pour
jointement
des Commissaires
pour
etablir le Tarif des Droits de
dtablir
Douane
conformement
Douane a
a percevoir,
percevoir, conformement
aux
stipulations du present Traite,
Traite,
aux stipulations
marchandises de toute
tant sur les marchandises
espece provenant
provenant des
du
des produits
produits du
espece
on de l'industrie
l'industrie des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
sol ou
d'Amerique importees
clans l'Empire
l'Empire
d'Amdrique
import6es dans
Ottoman, que
quo sur
de
sur les
les articles, de
Ottoman,
provenant des produits
toute sorte, provenant
de l'Empire
1'Empire
du sol,
sol, ou de
de l'industrie
l'industrie de
Ottoman, articles
articles quo
citoyens
que les
les citoyens
Ottoman,
dAm6rique,ouleurs
des Etats-Unis d
Arnerique, on leurs
ayant cause
d'acheter
libres d'acheter
ayant
cause sont libres
dans toutes
toutes les parties
l'Empire
parties de l'Empire
dans
Ottoman, pour les
exporter soit
dans
les exporter
soit dans
Ottoman,
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to any
any other
other country.
country. The
in
The new
new les Etats-Unis
remainin
to
d'Am6rique, soit en To remain
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
seven years.
tariff,
to be
be so
shall rere- d'autres
concluded, shall
so concluded,
tariff, to
nouveau Tarif
Tarif force
forcesevenyears.
d'autres pays.
pays. Le nouveau
main
main in force during seven years, It
visorte, restera en via etablir de la sorte,
dating from
ex- gueur
pendant sept
du
the date
date of the exfrom the
dating
sept ans, aa dater du
gueur pendant
change
of the
jour`de
Fechange des
des Ratifications.
ratifications.
change of
the ratifications.
Ratifications.
jour'de l'6change
when
Each
and when
How and
contracting parties
parties
Each of the contracting
Chacune des Parties ContractanContractan- How
may be revised.
shall
before the
the tes
have the right,
right, aayear
year before
shall have
le droit, un
un an avant l'ex- may be revised
tes aura
aura le
expiration
demand piration de ce
of that term, to demand
expiration of
cc terme, de demander
demander
the revision of
revision du
du Tarif.
pentariff. But if, la
of the tariff.
the
si, penTarif. Mais
Mais si,
la revision
during the
neither the dant
seventh year, neither
during
the seventh
septieme annde
ni
annde ni l'une ni
dant la septieme
contract- l'autre
the other
other of the contractone nor
nor the
Tarif
ce droit, le Tarif
n'use de
de ce
l'autre n'use
ing parties shall
itself of continuera
shall avail itself
Lois
ing
d'avoir force de
de •Lois
continuera d'avoir
existing pour
annees, aIt dater
dater
the tariff
tariff then
then existing
this right, the
sept autres
autres annees,
pour sept
shall
force of
the force
du
de l'expiration
shall continue to have the
des sept an'expiration des
du jour
jour de
law
for seven
years more,
more, dating
dating. nees
precedentes; et il en sera de
seven years
law for
nees precedentes;
from
expiration of merne
periode successive
from the
the day of the expiration
successive
chaque periode
meme aa chaque
years; and the de
the seven
seven preceding years;
de sept
sept ans.
same shall
shall be
respect
be the case with respect
same
to every
every successive
successive period
of seven
seven
period of
to
years.
ARTICLE
XXIIL
ARTICLE XXIII.

ARTICLE
XXIII.
ARTICLE XXIII.

The
be ratiratitreaty shall be
Le present Traite sera
The present
present treaty
ratifie,,et to Treaty
when
sera ratifie
be ratified.
when
ratifications en seront
echangees aa
and the ratifications shall be les
fied and
seront echang6es
les ratifications
exchanged
Constantinople in
in Constantinople
l'espace de trois
at Constantinople
Constantinople dans l'espace
exchanged at
three calendar
calendar months, or sooner,
mois,
plus tot
tot si
si faire
faire se peut,
peut, et
et
three
ou plus
mois, on
if
carried il
il sera
sera mis a
a execution
execution a
, partir du
if possible,
possible, and shall be carried
into
ratified.
when ratified.
des Ratifications.
Ratifications.
into execution
execution when
jour de
de l'echange
1'echange des
Constantinople le rit,
Fait a
It Constantinople
When conconConstantinople on the
Done at
at Constantinople
fevrier, mil-huit-cent-soixante-deux.
eluded.
twenty-fifth
February, eight- fevrier,
mil-huit-cent-soixante-deux. eluded.
day of February,
twenty-fifth day
[L. S.]
AALI.
een hundred and sixty-two.
EDWARD JOY
EDWARD JOY
JOY MORRIS.
[L. S.]
S.]
MORRIS. [L.
S.] EDWARD
JOY MORRIS. [L. s.]
EDWARD
A
ALI.
.s.]
[L .S.]
A.AL.
vq

And whereas the said treaty
treaty has been duly ratified on both parts, and Exchange
Exchange of
the
respective ratifications
ratifications of
exchanged at Constantinople
ratification.
Constantinople ratifications.
same were
were exchanged
of the
the same
the respective
on
the fifth
Edward Joy
Joy Morris,
Minister Resident
Resident of the
the
Morris, Minister
on the
fifth ultimo, by Edward
United
States at
the Sublime
Sublime Porte,
Porte, and
by his
his highness
highness Mehemed
Mehemed Emin
and by
at the
United States
Aali Pacha,
Paella, Minister of Foreign Affairs of his Imperial Majesty
Majesty the Sultan of
the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire, on
part of
respective governments:
governments:
of their respective
on the part
tan
of the
Now,
be it
it known
Proclaimed by
LINCOLN, Presi- Proclaimed
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
known that
that I, ABRAHAM
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
nt
dent
of the
the United
of America,
have caused
treaty to be the
t
tt e
ePreside
ti
'rne
i
s
te
iddent of
the said
said treaty
caused the
America, have
States of
United States
dent of
made
public,
to
the
end
that
the
same,
and
every
clause,
and
article
thereStates.
made public, to the end that the same, and every clause, and article there- States.
of, may
may be
be observed
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
good faith
faith by
by the United States
with -good
observed and
of,
thereof.
and the citizens
citizens thereof.
In
hereunto set my hand
hand and caused
caused the seal
In witness whereof II have hereunto
of
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
of the United States to
Done
of Washington,
day of July, in
in
Washington, this second day
Done at the City of
hundred and
the
Lord one thousand eight hundred
our Lord
the year of our
sixty-two,
of the
of the
the United States
States
Independence of
and of
the Independence
a.]
[L. S.]
sixty-two, and
the
the eighty-sixth.
eighty-sixth.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the President:
President:
By
F.W.
W .S
EWARD, Acting Secietary
Secretary of State.
F.
SEWARD,
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TREATY WITH
WITH THE
KICKAPOO INDIANS.
INDIANS. JUNE
JUNE 28, 1862.
THE KICKAPOO
TREATY

Treaty
of America
Amerita and
of
Treaty between the
the United States of
and the Kickapoo Tribe
Tribe of
Indians.
Concluded June
June 28,
1862. Ratification
Ratification advised,
advised, with
Indians. Concluded
28, 1862.
with amend1863. Amendment accepted
5, 1863.
ment, by Senate,
Senate, March
March 13,
13,1863.
accepted May 5,1863.
Proclaimed by
President of
of the
May 28,
Proclaimed
by the
the President
the United
United States,
States, May
28, 1863.
1863.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN,
ABRAHAM
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA,
STATES OF AMERICA,
SINGULAR TO WHOM
PRESENTS SHALL COME,
GREETING:
TO ALL AND SINGULAR
WHOM THESE PRESENTS
COME, GREETING:

June
June

28,
28, 1862.
1862.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS a
a treaty was
was made
made and concluded
concluded at
at the
the Agency
Agency of
of the
the Preamble.
Preamble.
Kickapoo Tribe
Kickapoo
Tribe of
of Indians, on the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of June,
June, in the
the
year of
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, by and beyear
of our Lord
Lord one thousand
between
of the United
United States,
tween Charles
Charles B. Keith,
Keith, Commissioner,
Commissioner, on the
the part
part of
and the hereinafter
Headmen, and Delegates
Delegates of the
hereinafter named Chiefs,
Chiefs, Headmen,
the KickaKickapoo
for and
poo Indians,
Indians, fbr
and on
on behalf
behalf of
of said Indians, and
and duly
duly authorized
authorized thereto
by them, which treaty is in the words
words and figures
wit:
figures following, to wit:
Contracting
Treaty made and concluded
Kickapoo Contracting
Articles of a
a Treaty
concluded at the agency of the Kickapoo
parties.
Tribe
Lord one parties.
Tribe of Indians, on the 28th day of June, in the year of our Lord
between Charles
thousand eight hundredand
4nd sixty-two, by and between
Charles B. Keith,
Commissioner,
United States,
and the undersigned
undersigned
Commissioner, on the part of the
the United
States, and
Headmen, and Delegates
Delegates of the
nation, on behalf
behalf of said
Chiefs, Headmen,
the Kickapoo
Kiekapoo nation,
said
nation.
Reservation to
ARTICLE
con- Reservation
ARTICLE I
I.. The Kickapoo Tribe of Indians, believing that it will conbe surveyed.
surveyed.
a portion of their be
tribute to the civilization of their people to dispose of a
present reservation
reservation in Kansas,
one hundred
and fifty thousand
thousand
present
Kansas, consisting
consisting of one
hundred and
acres of land, to allot land in severalty
severalty to those
those members
tribe
members of said
said tribe
separate tracts
tracts of
and have
customs
who desire to
to have
have separate
of lands,
lands, and
have adopted
adopted the customs
of the whites, and to set apart
apart for the others
tribe a
portion of
Portion to be
others of said tribe
a portion
Portion
set apart.
apart.
said
by them in common, or (if a
amajority of them
them set
said reservation,
reservation, to be held by
so
elect) provide
elsewhere, to be held
held by
so elect)
provide for them aasuitable
suitable home
home elsewhere,
by them
them
in
therefore hereby
hereby agreed
Indian
in common,
common, it is
is therefore
agreed that the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
See page 20.
Affairs shall cause the
be surveyed
the
the whole
whole of said reservation
reservation to be
surveyed in
in the
same
public lands are
and the quantity
land
same manner as the public
are surveyed,
surveyed, and
quantity of land
hereinafter
desire to
hereinafter mentioned to be set
set apart to those
those of said
said tribe
tribe who
who desire
have
severalty; and,
elected by
the others
have their land in
in severalty;
and, if
if so
so elected
by aamajority
majority of the
quantity of land
land -hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned
mentioned to
to- be
of said tribe, the quantity
be by such
such
remainder of the
after the special
others held
held in
in common,
common, and the
the remainder
the land,
land, after
reservations hereinafter
shall have
made, to be sold Remainder to
reservations
hereinafter provided
provided for shall
have been
been made,
be sold.
sold.
be
benefit of said tribe.
for the benefit
ARTICLE II.
It shall be the duty
duty of the agent
United States for
ARTICLE
II. It
agent of the
the United
for Census of the
tribe to be taken.
said tribe to take an accurate
accurate census of all the members
members of the
the tribe, and tribe
See page
page 21.
showing the
names, ages, and numbers See
to classify them in separate
separate lists, showing
the' names,
Separate lists
those desiring lands in comcom- Separate
of those desiring lands in severalty, and of those
to be made.
be made
respectively; each adult to
chiefs and heads
heads of families respectively;
mon, designating
designating chiefs
choosing for himself or herself, and each head of aafamily for the minor
minor
choosing
children of such
and persons
children
such family, and
and the
the agent
agent for
for orphans
orphans and
persons of an unsound mind and otherwise
otherwise incompetent,
incompetent, as to which
of these
classes they
which of
these classes
they
will
belong. And thereupon
Assignments
Assignments
will belong.
thereupon shall be assigned,
assigned, under
under the direction
direction of
of land.
land.
chief, at the signing
signing of the of
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to each chief,
treaty,
each other head
sectreaty, one
one half
half section;
section; to
to each
head of
of aafamily,
family, one
one quarter
quarter secacres of land;
include in every
tion; and to each other person, forty acres
land; to include
case,
family, their improvements
reacase, as far as
as practicable,
practicable, to each
each family,
improvements and a
a reasonable portion of timber, to be selected according
subdiyision
according to
to the
the legal
legal subdivision
Certificates to
shall have been completed,
completed, certifi- Certificates
When such
such assignments
assignments shall
of survey. When
issue.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the tracts issue.
cates shall be issued by the Commissioner
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assigned
assigned in severalty, specifying the names of the individuals
individuals to whom
whom
they have been assigned respectively,
respectively, and
that said
and that
said tracts
tracts are
are set
set apart
apart
for the perpetual
perpetual and exclusive use and benefit of such assignees and
and their
their
heirs. Until
otherwise provided
provided by
law, such
tracts shall
shall be
exempt f
rom
heirs.
Until otherwise
by law,
such tracts
be exempt
from

alienable in fee,
otherwise
levy, taxation, or sale, and
and shall
shall be alienable
fee, or
or leased, or
or otherwise
disposed of only to the United States,
persons then
being members
members
disposed
States, or to persons
then being
Kickapoo tribe,
Indian blood,
with the
of the
of the Kickapoo
tribe, and of
of Indian
blood, with
the permission
permission of
the
President, and under such
as the
Secretary of
such rules
rules and regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
of the
the
Persons reInterior shall provide, except
hereinafter provided. And on
reexcept as may be hereinafter
ceiving
receipt of
of such
such certificates,
certificates, the
the person[s]
to whom
are issued
issued shall
shall be
ceivig
certfiperson[s] to
whom they
they are
be
cates
relin- - receipt
cates to certifi
relinal
quish, &c.
deemed to have
have relinquished
relinquished all right
the lands
assigned
quish,
deemed
right to
to any
any portion
portion of
of the
lands assigned
to others in severalty, or to aa portion
poKtion of the tribe in common, and to
to the
the
proceeds of
of sale of
of the same whensoever
whensoever made.
made.

ARTICLE
Patents in feefee ARTICLE III.
III.At
At any
any time
time hereafter,
when the
of the
the United
United
hereafter, when
the President
President of
simple
whllottee
entos. S
tates shall
sh
al
lh
ave b
ecome sat
i
sf
ied that
being males
males and
and heads
heads
simple when
States
have
become
satisfied
that any
any adults,
aduts, being
issue
issue to
to allottees.
a
.
-

of families, who may be allottees
foregoing
allottees under the
the provision
provision of
of the
the foregoing
article, are sufficiently
sufficiently intelligent
intelligent and prudent
and
prudent to
to control
control their affairs
affairs and
interests, he may, at the requests of such
such persons, cause the land severally held by them to be conveyed
conveyed to them by patent in fee-simple, with
with
power of alienation; and may, at the
the same
same time,
time, cause
cause to
to be
be paid
paid to
to
Their shares them, in cash, or in the bonds of the United
the
United States,
States, their
their proportion
proportion of
of the
of credits
credits to
be
of
to be
paid them.
cash value of the credits of the tribe, principal and interest, then held in
them,
trust by the United States, and also,
their
also, as the same may be
be received, their
See page 21.
See page 21
proportion
proportion of the proceeds of the sale of lands under
provisions of
under the provisions
of
this treaty. And on such patents being issued, and
and such
such payments
payments orordered to be made by the President, such competent
competent persons
to
persons shall cease
cease to
Theyto
become be members of said tribe, and shall become
They
to become
become citizens
States;
citizens of
of the
the United
United States;
citizens
of the
citizens of
the
thereafter the
the lands
so patented
patented to
levy, taxtaxUnited States.
States. and
and thereafter
lands so
to them
them shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to levy,
ation, and sale, in like
property of
other citizens:
like manner
manner with
with the
the property
of other
citizens: ProProvided, That, before making
making any such application
application to the President, they
shall appear
appear in open court, in the district court of the
the United States
States for
for
the district of Kansas,
Kansas, and make the same
oath
same proof
proof and
and take
take the
the same
same oath
Oath of alle
of allegiance
allegiance as
as is
provided by
for the
naturalization of
aliens; and
alle-- of
is provided
by law
law for
the naturalization
of aliens;
and

glance and proof.
giance
and proof shall also make proof, to the satisfaction of
they are
are suffisuffiof said court, that they
ciently
ciently intelligent and prudent to control their affairs
that
affairs and interests;
interests; that
habits of
of civilized
civilized life,
life, and
and have
have been
able to
to supsupthey have adopted the habits
been able
themselves and
and families.
families.
port, for at least
least five
five years,
years, themselves
Provision for
ARTICLE
IV. To those members
members of
A RTICLE IV.
to hold
their
of said
said tribe
tribe who
who desire
desire to
hold their
those members
who wish to hold lands in commbn,
common, there shall be set apart from the present
present reservation
reservation of
of
their lands in
the tribe an undivided quantity, sufficient
sufficient to allow one half section to each
common.
common,
chief, one quarter
quarter section to each other head of
of' aafamily, and
and forty acres
acres
to each
each other person;
person; and said land shall be
that portion
of the
be held by that
portion of
the
tribe for whom
whom it is set apart by the same tenure as
as the whole reserve
has been held by all of said
And upon
said tribe under
under the treaty of
of 1854.
1854. And
upon
as-- such land being assigned in common, the persons to whom
Effect of as
whom it is assigned
assigned
signment in
shall
be held
held to
all title
lands assigned
assigned in
severalty,
shall be
to have
have relinquished
relinquished all
title to
to lands
in severalty,
common.
common.
and in the proceeds
whenever made;
or should
should a
majorproceeds of
of sales thereof whenever
made; or
a majority of the adult males of said class decide to remove to the Indian country
south of Kansas,
Kansas, then, and in that case, their new home shall
shall not be
be limlimited to the quantity above
above designated, but shall be as
as large as
as can be purpurchased with the proceeds of the sale of the tract to which
which they
they would
would have
been entitled had they determined to remain upon the present
present reservation,
twenty-five
computing the same at the
the rate
rate of at
at least one dollar
dollar and
and twenty-five
New home
to cents
cents per acre: Prov ided
That t
he purchase
such new home shall b
New
home to
per acre: Provided,, That
the
purchase ooffsuch
new home shall bee
be purchased,
&c.
Commissioner of
&c
made by
by the Commissioner
of Indian
Indian Affairs, under the direction
direction of the
Secretary of the Interior, and at such locality
locality within said Indian country
country
as he may select: And
Andprovided,
provided, also, That such new home shall
shall be
be purpurchased and the Indians entitled removed thereto, at
See page 21.
United
at the
the cost of the
the United
States, within the period of two years after
after the completion
completion of the
the surveys
surveys
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herein provided
And such
shall be
entitled to
to the
benefits
herein
provided for.
for. And
such Indians
Indians shall
be entitled
the benefits
proportionate share
said tribe,
in
of their full
fall proportionate
share of all assets belonging
belonging to
to said
tribe, in
such removal
the same
same manner
manner that
that they would have
have been entitled had such
removal
not been made.
ARTICLE
V. The
the opinion
ARTICLE V.
The Kickapoo
Kickapoo tribe of Indians, entertaining
entertaining the
opinion Atchison and
that it
the desire
desire of
the government
government and
United States
i
l
)
tRailpeople of
of the
the United
States Pike's
Pike's Pea
Peak
that
it is
is the
of the
and the
the people
as possible
in the
the shortest
shortest roainl'andUs.
r
cea
rtai n
atad.
r
to extend
extend railroad
railroad communication
communication as
as far west as
possible in
enhance the value
value of their
possible time, and
and believing
believing that
that it will greatly enhance
their
lands
reserved in
in severalty
severalty by
having a
railroad built,
connecting with
lands reserved
by having
a railroad
built, connecting
with the
the
eastern
eastern railroads
railroads running
running from
from the
the city
city of
of Atchison, in the state of KanKansas,
Colorado territory; and
sas, westerly in the
the direction
direction of the
the gold
gold mines in Colorado
and
entertaining
Comentertaining the
the opinion
opinion that
that the
the Atchison
Atchison and
and Pike's
Pike's Peak Railroad
Railroad Company,
by an
an act
act of
of the
the territory
of the
territory
legislative assembly
assembly of
the legislative
incorporated by
pany, incorporated
of Kansas, approved
approved February
of
February 11th,
11th, 1859, has
has advantages
advantages for
for travel
travel and
and
transportation over
oth6r companies,
therefore provided
the
transportation
over all
all other
companies, it is therefore
provided that
that the
Atchison and
Railroad Company
Atchison
and Pike's
Pike's Peak
Peak Railroad
Company shall
shall have
have the
the privilege
privilege of
of
buying the remainder of their land within
within six months
months after
after the tracts
otherwise disposed
selected and
and set
apart, propro- Proviso.
Proviso.
herein otherwise
disposed of
of span
shall have
have been
been selected
set apart,
vided
company purchase
surplus lands at
vided said railroad
railroad company
purchase the
the whole of
of such surplus
at
the
when the
the rate
rate of
of one
one dollar and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents per
per acre;
acre; arid when
the selecselections
have been
been made
and assigned
assigned as
as aforesaid,
it shall
be the
the duty
duty
tions shall
shall have
made and
aforesaid, it
shall be
of
of Indian
Indian Affairs
notify the
the president
president of
said railrailof the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Affairs to
to notify
of said
road
consent
road company
company thereof;
thereof; and
and if
if said railroad
railroad company
company signifies
signifies its
its consent
to purchase
purchase said surplus lands, the
21.
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior shall issue
issue See page 21.
to
certificates of purchase,
certificates
to said railroad
railroad company certificates
purchase, and such certificates
shall
courts as evidence of title and
possession
shall be deemed
deemed and held in all
all courts
and possession
in
company to
unless the
the same
same
in said
said railroad
railroad company
to all or
or any
any part of
of said
said lands,
lands, unless
forfeited as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
And if
if said
said railroad
railroad company
Conditions of
shall 1;le
be forfeited
provided. And
company Conditions
of
purchase.
make
considerations, viz: purchase.
make such purchase, it shall be subject to the following considerations,
They shall
shall construct
construct and
equip a
a good
good and
and efficient
railroad from
from
They
and fully
fully equip
efficient railroad
six years,
the city of
of Atchison,
Atchison, in the state
state of
of Kansas,
Kansas, westerly, within
within six
years,
follows: The first
comand as follows:
first section
section of
of fifteen miles
miles of said road to
to be completed within
three years
from the
of said
said purchase,
purchase, and
the second
pleted
within three
years from
the date
date of
and the
second
boundary of said reservation
reservation
section to aapoint
point as far west
west as the western boundary
said
within three
three years thereafter;
thereafter; and
and no
no patent
patent or
or patents
patents shall issue
issue to said
portion of
of said
section
company or its assigns
assigns for any portion
said lands
lands until
until the
the first
first section
of
more than
than one
one half
of said
said road
road shall
shall be completed,
completed, and then
then for not
not more
half of
of
said
issue to
to said
said company
or its
its
said lands;
lands; and no patent
patent or patents shall
shall issue
company or
second
assigns for
for any of the
the remaining
remaining portion of said lands
lands until said second
section of
of said
railroad shall
shall be
completed as
aforesaid; and
before any
any
section
said railroad
be completed
as aforesaid;
and before
for
patents shall
shall issue for any part of
of said lands, payments
payments shall
shall be
be made for
dollar and
twenty-five cents
the lands to be patented at the rate of one doHar
and twenty-five
cents
purchaseper acre.
acre. And said
said company
company shall
shall pay
pay the
the whole amount
amount of the purchasemoney for
for said
said lands
lands in
in the securities
securities of the United States to the
the Secreof,the
trust for
of Indians,
Indians, within
tary of
the Interior, in
in trust
for said
said Kickapoo
Kickapoo Tribe
Tribe of
within
purchase; and when
six years
years from the
the date
date of
of such
such purchase;
when so
so paid the
the PresiPresident
authorized hereby
hereby to issue patents
dent is
is authorized
patents therefor. Said company
company shall,
in like manner,
manner, pay
pay to
to the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior, in trust
trust as aforesaid,
each
been
each and
and every year,
year, until the
the whole purchase-money
purchase-money shall
shall have been
paid,
interest from
date of
of purchase,
at six
per cent.
annum, on
on all
all the
the
paid, interest
from date
purchase, at
six per
cent. per
per annum,
purchase-money
purchase-money remaining
remaining unpaid. Said
Said interest,
interest,, and
and the interest
interest due
due on
on
the
the purchase-money
purchase-money after
after it is
is paid
paid to the
the United
United States, shall be
be held in
in
trust
every
trust and paid
paid to said
said Indians on
on the first
first day
day of April
April of each
each and
and every
year; and in ten years from the ratification of this treaty there shall be
paid
thousand dollars, as
paid by
by the United States
States to said tribe
tribe of Indians
Indians ten thousand
as
instalment upon
purchase-money, and ten
ten
their first
first instalment
upon the amount
amount of said
said purchase-money,
thousand
thereafter until all is paid.
thousand dollars each
each and every year thereafter
o n to
ARTICLE VI.
VI. In case said railroad company shall fail to complete p.nCohtraect
e
rga
tis'
e
ali
tr
either
either section of said railroad
railroad in aagood and efficient
efficient manner,
manner, or
or shall fail be null and void.
VOL. XIII.
XIII.
VOL.
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to pay the whole of the purchase-money
purchase-money for said lands within
within the
the time
time
herein prescribed, or shall fail to pay all or any part of the interest upon
the same each year as aforesaid, within thirty
when such
thirty days
days from
from the date when
such
See page 21. payment
See
payment of interest shall fall due, then the contract or
purchase shall
or purchase
shall be
be
deemed and held absolutely
absolutely null and void,
void, and
and shall
cease to
to be
shall cease
be binding
binding
on either of the parties hereto, and said company
company or
or its assigns shall forforfeit all payments
payments of principal and interest
interest made on such purchase, and all
all
right and title, legal and equitable, of any kind
kind whatsoever, in and
and to all
and every part of said lands which shall not have been before the date
of
forfeiture earned
for pursuant
to the
provisions of
of this
this
of such
such forfeiture
earned and paid for
pursuant to
the provisions
Patents to con- treaty.
whenever any
issue to
to said
said railroad
treaty. And
And whenever
any patents
patents shall
shall issue
railroad company
company
tali, what concontain the
said comftn
con- for any part of
of said lands,
lands, it
it shall contain
the condition
condition that
that the
the said
comons.
pany shall
sell the
described in
such patent,
patent, except
except so
much as
as
pany
shall sell
the lands
lands described
in such
so much
be necessary
necessary for
working of
of the
the road,
within five
from the
the
shall be
for the
the working
road, within
five years
years from
company shall have
the perpetual
right
issuing of such patent.
patent. And
And said
said company
have the
perpetual right
Kickapoos not
construction
of way over the lands of
of the Kickapoos
not sold
sold to it
it for the
the construction
and operation
operation of said railroad, not exceeding
exceeding one
in width,
width,
one hundred feet in
and use
use such
gravel, stone,
stone,
and the right to enter on said lands and take and
such gravel,
as may
may be
earth, water, and
and other material, except timber,
timber, as
be necessary
necessary for
for
for
the construction
construction and
and operation
operation of the
the said
said road,
road, making
making compensation
compensation for
any damages to improvements
improvements caused by obtaining
material, and
obtaining such
such material,
and for
for
any
arisin g from the
the location
location or
any damages
damages arising
or running
running a
of said
said road,
road, to
to improveimprovements
before the
the road
compensation,
ments made
made before
road was
was located;
located; such
such damages
damages and
and compensation,
in cases where said company and the persons whose
improvements are
whose improvements
are
injured or the property
property taken cannot agree, to be
ascertained and
be ascertained
and adjusted
adjusted
Indian Affairs.
And in
in case
under the direction of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Affairs. And
case
said company shall not promptly pay the amount
amount of such
such damages
damages and
and
compensation, the Secretary of the Interior may withhold
for any
compensation,
withhold patents
patents for
any
of the
part of the lands purchased by
by them
them until
until payment be
be made of
the amount
amount
the date
of such damages, with six per
per cent,
cent. interest
interest thereon
thereon from
from the
date when
when
ascertained and
and demanded;
and in
in case
said
the same shall have been ascertained
demanded; and
case said
company
company shall not purchase said surplus lands, or having purchased, shall
shall
Secretary of
forfeit the whole or
or any part thereof,
thereof, the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall
thereupon
thereupon cause the same to be appraised
appraised at not less than
than one
one dollar
dollar and
twenty-five cents per acre,
acre, and shall sell the
quantities not
twenty-five
the same
same in
in quantities
not exexceeding one hundred and sixty acres at auction,
auction, to the highest
highest bidder
bidder for
for
cash,
not less
less than
than [the]
appraised value:
value: Provided,
cash, at
at not
[the] appraised
Provided,however,
however, In
In case
case any
any
conveyed to
by said
of said lands have been conveyed
to bona fide purchasers
purchasers by
said railroad
railroad
company, such purchasers shall be entitled
lands so
so
company,
entitled to a
a patent
patent for
for said
said lands
purchased
payment of one
twenty-five cents
cents per
per
purchased by them on payment
one dollar
dollar and twenty-five
acre
and regulations
as may
may be
prescribed by
by
acre therefor, under
under such rules
rules and
regulations as
be prescribed
of the
On the
of said
said lands
by the
said
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior.
Interior. On
the purchase
purchase of
lands by
the said
railroad company
Kansas, but
company the same shall
shall become
become aapart
part of the
the state of
of Kansas,
but
taxation until
have been
none of said lands shall
shall be subject to taxation
until the
the patents
patents have
been
issued therefor.
Statement of
ARTICLE
Kickapoos having
heretofore negotiated
negotiated treaties
ARTICLE VII.
VII. The Kickapoos
having heretofore
treaties
amounts due
due the with the
the United States containing
amounts
containing various stipulations
stipulations in their behalf,
behalf,
Kickapoos under
under
treaties
and of
which they
they claim
claim have
not been
been fully
fully complied
it is
provided
have not
complied with,
with, it
is hereby
hereby provided
treaties, and
of which
amounts'sreceived that aacorrect statement of the amount that was agreed to be paid by any
amount
any
and all treaty stipulations, of all the treaties
to be made.
heretofore made,
made, and
of
treaties heretofore
and also
also of

tribe by virtue
virtue of
of such treaty
treaty stipulations,
all amounts
amounts received
received by said
said tribe
shall be made under the direction of
of the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian Affairs;
Affairs;
and in case any amount shall be found due or
the
or unpaid
unpaid to
to said Indians,
Indians, the
same,
annuities which have not
been kept
kept up
up
same, together
together with all annuities
not heretofore been
and paid, shall now
with all
all the
the
now be paid up
up in full to said tribe, together with
interest
interest thereupon.
thereupon.
Dwelling house
ARTICLE
of comfortably
comfortably establishing
the KickDwelling-house
ARTICLE VIII.
VIII. For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
establishing the
Kickto be erected
erected for apoo Tribe of Indians upon the lands to
to them
them in
to be
be assigned
assigned to
in severalty,
severalty,
See page

21.
21.

each head of
family.
family.
page 21.
See page

svaty
the agent
said tribe,
the ratification
of this
treaty, shall
shall cause
cause
this treaty,
tribe, upon
upon the
ratification of
the
agent of
of said
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to be
be erected
erected for each head of a
a family a
a suitable dwelling-house,
to
dwelling-house, to
to be
be
paid
out of the first moneys due said Indians, and
paid for
for out
and not
not otherwise
apotherwise appropriated.
ARTICLE IX.
IX. It
ARTICLE
It is hereby agreed that the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
India , Certain losses
losses
Affairs, with
the
with the
Secretary of the Interior, shall
Affairs,
the concurrence
concurrence of the Secretary
shall ap
ap- sustained
s.iStkapoosd byhow
tho
Kickapoos
point aa commissioner
commissioner whose duty it shall be to ascertain
point
ascertain the
the amount
amount o
offto
to be
be ascertained
ascertained
losses sustained
sustained by
by said Kickapoo
Kickapoo nation by reason of the destruction
and paid.
paid.
losses
destruction of
of and
their timber,
timber, and
and the stealing of their horses, cattle,
their
cattle, and
other propert
and other
property
by
Ihdians, and said amount, when
by the
the whites and hostile Indians,
when so
so ascertained
ascertained,, See page 21.
shall
paid as follows,
follows, viz: the amount of losses
shall be
be paid
losses sustained
sustained by
by the
the de
destruction
struction of
of their
their timber
timber shall be invested
invested in the purchase
purchase and
erection of
and erection
of
aasteam
steam saw
grist mill, provided said sum shall not
saw and
and grist
mor
not amount
amount to
to more
than
thousand dollars; the residue, if any, shall
than eight
eight thousand
be invested
invested in
shall be
in six
six
per cent. United
per
United States or state bonds and
and added
added to
to the
the fund
now held
held in
fund now
in
trust
the United
United States for said tribe; and to
trust by
by the
each member
of said
to each
member of
said
tribe shall be paid, in gold or silver, the
tribe
he or
or she
she may
may have
have lost
lost
the amount
amount he
by
by reason
reason of the stealing of horses, cattle, and
and other
other property:
property: Provided
Provided,
exceed
, Not
Not to exceed
That
said amounts shall
shall not,
not, altogether,
altogether, exceed
exceed fifty
fifty thousand
in the
850,o0 in
That said amounts
thousand dollars.
dollars. $50,000
whole.
And
if
a
larger
sum
shall
be
claimed
and proved up, the amount shall
And if alarger
shall
be paid
paid pro
pro rata,
be
rata, and shall be in full of all demands
arising from
such
demands arising
from such
causes.
causes.
ARTICLE X.
X. Whereas some
some years
ARTICLE
years since
of the
the Kickapoos
Kickapoos
since a
a portion
portion of
Provision as to
went down among
the Southern
and there is reason to believe Kickapoos
went down
among the
Southern Indians,
Indians, and
Kickapoos who
that
heretofore
went
but
few,
if
any,
of
them
will
ever
that
return, and
having been
noti- South.
and they
they having
been notified of the provisions of this treaty, it
agreed that
that they
they shall
it is
is hereby
hereby agreed
shall
receive
benefits arising therefrom, unless they return to
receive no
no benefits
the present
present See page 21.
to the
21.
reservation
of
the Kickapoos within six months
reservation
date of
this
months from
from the
the date
of this
instrument,
instrument, in which case it is hereby
hereby agreed
that forty
acres each
be
agreed that
forty acres
each be
allotted
to them, with the understanding
understanding that
allotted to
occupy, improve,
improve,
that they
they will
will occupy,
and
and cultivate
cultivate the same, and in every
every respect
by the
respect to
to be
be governed
governed by
the same
same
rules
and regulations
regulations as is prescribed
rules and
prescribed for
the government
government of
of the
the lands
for the
lands
reserved by the preceding
preceding articles.
articles.
ARTICLE
There shall
shall be
be reserved
reserved six hundred and
ARTICLE XI.
XI. There
and forty
forty acres
acres of
of
Reservation
Reservation for
for
land to
gristbe selected
land
to be
selected by the chiefs of said tribe of Kickapoos
Kickapoos as
as aa site
site for
for ilmsaaw .and grista saw and grist mill, three
a
three hundred
hundred and
the missionand twenty
twenty acres
acres where
where the
missionhouse
now is,
is, and
one hundred and sixty acres where the house
house now
and one
house built
built for
for See page 21.
21.
the agency now is, which, with the
improvements thereupon,
thereupon, shall
be disdisthe improvements
shall be
posed of when the objects
posed
objects for which they
reserved shall
shall have
have
they have
have been
been reserved
been accomplished,
been
accomplished, in such a
amanner and for such
Secresuch purposes
purposes as
as the
the Secretary of the Interior shall determine to be
be just
just and
and equitable
equitable for
for the
the benebenefit of the Kickapoos.
Kickapoos.
ARTICLE XII.
XII. The
The fund
ARTICLE
fund now held in trust by
by the
the United
United States
for bnvestment
States for
v
t
e
oi.
stentooff
fund f educasaid tribe of Indians for educational
said
educational purposes
purposes shall
shall be
be invested
invested in
six per
per tioal
in six
purposes.
tional
purpOses.
cent. United
United States or state bonds, and the interest
cent.
thereof expended
expended Interest, how
interest thereof
Interest, how
annually,
under the direction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, for
annually, under
for applied.
agricultural,
agricultural, school, and other beneficial purposes for
for said
Indians.
said Indians.
See page 21.
ARTICLE XIII.
XIII. Inasmuch as
as it
ARTICLE
it was
was provided
by the
the treaty
treaty between
between Expenses
provided by
Expenses of
of
the United States
surveys to
to be
States and said Kickapoos, entered
into on
on the
18th day
day of
of srveys
entered into
the 18th
be
paid by the
May, A. D. 1854, that the President may
may cause
cause to
be surveyed,
surveyed, in
the United States.
to be
in the
same
same manner
manner that
that the public lands are surveyed,
surveyed, the reservation
reservation provided
provided Vol. x. p.
p. 1078.
for the Kickapoos,
Kickapoos, it is agreed
for
agreed that the expense
of said
said surveys
expense of
surveys shall
shall be
be
paid by the United
United States, and
all
expenses
incident
to
the
negotiation
and all expenses incident to the negotiation See page 21.
and execution
and
execution of this treaty,
treaty, and not otherwise provided
provided for,
for, shall
shall be
be
defrayed by the Kickapoos;
Kickapoos; the
same to
to be
any funds
funds
the same
be deducted
deducted From
From any
applicable
to
that
applicable to
purpose ilow
now or hereafter held for
them in
the
for them
in trust
trust by
by the
United
States; and the Commissioner
United States;
Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, with
with the
conIndian Affairs,
the concurrence
of the Secretary
See page
page 21
21.
currence of
Secretary of the Interior, shall, from time to
and as
to time, and
as See
promptly as practicable, adopt such measures
and institute
promeasures and
institute all
all such
such proceedings as may be necessary
necessary and not otherwise
otherwise provided
order to
to
provided for,
for, in
in order
the full execution
execution of all and every part
this treaty.
part of
of this
treaty.
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Reservation
Reservation
ceded to the

ARTICLE XIV.
agreed that
that all
all rights,
rights, title,
title, and
ARTICLE
XIV.It
It is further agreed
and interest
interest ot
ot
the
Kickapoo4:.in
in their
their present
present reservation
shall cease,
the same
same is
is
the Kickapoos
reservation shall
cease, and
and the
hereby ceded
ceded to and vested in the United States, subject
to the
limitations
subject to
the limitations
and for the purposes herein expressed
and provided
provided for.
for.
expressed and
Inconsistent
Inconsistent
ARTICLE XV.
XV. Any
ARTICLE
Any stipulation
stipulation in
in former
treaties inconsistent
inconsistent with
with those
those
former treaties
stipulations of
noembraced
stipulations
ofno
embraced in the foregoing articles shall be of no force or
effect.
or effect.
effect.
ARTICLE
XVI.Should
Should the
the Senate
reject or
or amend
amend any
Effect of
ofrejecARTICLE XVI.
Senate reject
any of
of the
the foreforere,*
such rejection
tion,
going articles,
articles, such
tion, &c.,
&c., of any
any going
rejection or
or amendment
amendment shall
shall not
not affect
affect the
the other
other proproarticle
this
article of this
visions of
visions
of this treaty, but the same shall go into effect when
when ratified and
and
treaty.
treaty.
approved.
ceded
the
UnitedtoStates.

Signature.
Signature.

In testimony whereof,
whereof, the said Charles B. Keith, commissioner
commissioner as aforeaforesaid, and the undersigned
undersigned chiefs, headmen,
headmen, and delegates
delegates of the
the KickaKickapoo Tribe of Indians, have hereunto set
hands and
and seals,
the
set their
their hands
seals, at
at the
place, on the day, and in
hereinbefore written.
written.
in the
the year hereinbefore
CHARLES
[sEAL.]
CHARLES B.
B. KEITH,
KEITH, [SEAL.]
Commissioner
on behalf
United States.
Commissioner on
behalf of
of the
the United
States.

CHIEF PAR-THEE, or
mark.
or the
the Elk
Elk Chief,
Chief, his
his x
x mark.
CHIEF
or John
John Kennekuk,
Kennekuk,
CHIEF PAII-KAH-KAH,
PAII-KAH-KAH, or

[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]

his x
x mark.
mark.
his

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

his xx mark.
his
mark.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

his x
x mark.
mark.
his

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

CHIEF MACK-A-TAIR-CHEE-QUA,
MACK-A-TAIR-CHEE-QUA, or
or Black
Thunder,
Black Thunder,
KEN-NE-KUK, or Stephen
Pen-sion-eau,
Stephen Pen-sion-eau,
•

MAH-MAH-SHE-COW-AH,
MAH-MAH-SHE-COW-All, or Bear
Bear Track,
Track,

her
her x
x mark.
mark.

[S
EAL.]
[SEAL.]

Rolling Thunder,
Thunder, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
PET- TI-QUAUK, or Rolling

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

his x
x mark.
his
mark.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

JOHN
JOHN C.
C. ANDERSON,
ANDERSON,
TOTH-WAY,
or Frank
Frank Cadue,
Cadue,
TOTH-WAY, or

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Executed in presence
presence ofof—
JOHN E.
BADGER.
JOHN
E. BADGER.
H.C.
C.PURSEL.
H.
PURSEL.

NELSON
S.SHALER.
SHALER.
NELSON S.
PASCHALL
PASCHALL PENSIONEAU,
PENSIONEATI, his
his xx mark,
U. S.
S. Interpreter.
mark, V.
Interpreter.
W..D.
D. BARNETT, witness to
W
Paschall Pensioneau.
to signature
signature of
of Paschall
Pensioneau.
Ratification,
Ratification,
with amendment.

And whereas, the foregoing
foregoing treaty having been submitted
ena te
submitted to
to the
the S
Senate
of the United States
States for
constitutional action
the Senate
for its
its constitutional
action thereon,
thereon, the
Senate did,
did,
on the thirteenth
thirteenth day of
hundred and
and sixtyof March, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
sixtythree, advise and consent to the ratification of the same by resolution,
resolution, and
and
with an amendment
amendment in the words and
following, to
to wit:
and figures
figures following,
wit:
IN
EXECUTIVE S
SESSION,
I
N EXECUTIVE
ESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES,
THE UNITED
STATES,
March 13th, 1863.
March

2Resolved, (two thirds of the Senators
Resolved,
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
the
Senators present
That the
Senate
Senate advise and consent to the ratification
ratification of
of a
treaty
of the
the "
" Articles
Articles of
a treaty
made and concluded at the Agency
Agency of
of Indians,
Indians, on
on
of the
the Kickapoo
Kickapoo Tribe
Tribe of
the 28th day of Jun6,
June, in the year of our
one thousand
eight hunour Lord one
thousand eight
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, by and between
Keith, commissioner
commissioner on
on
between Charles B. Keith,
the part of the United
United States, and the
undersigned chiefs,
chiefs, headmen,
and
the undersigned
headmen, and
delegates
delegates of the Kickapoo
Kickapoo nation, on behalf of
with the
the
of said
said nation,"
nation," with
following
Amendments.
Amendments. following
AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

15.
See page 15.

Article 1,
1, line 15, after ""the ""strike out ""Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian AfArticle
fairs," and insert in lieu thereof: Secretary
interior
Secretary of the
the Interior

TREATY
INDIANS. JUNE
JUNE 28, 1862.
TREATY WITH THE KICKAPOO
KICKAPOO INDIANS.
Article 2,
2, lines
and 2,
2, strike
out ""Agent
Agent of
of the
for said
1 and
strike out
the United
United States
States for
said
Article
lines 1
take," and
of the
the
tribe to take,"
and insert in
in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof: Secretary
Sectetary of
Interior
made.
Interiorto cause
cause to
to be
be made.
and 14,
14, strike
"paid to
to them,
Article 3,
3, lines
lines 12,13,
12,13, and
strike out
out the
the following:
following: "paid
them,
insert in
in cash
cash or in
in the
the bonds
bonds of the pnited
United States," and insert
in
lieu thereof:
apart and
and placed
their credit
credit severally.
lieu
thereof: set
set apart
placed to
to their
severally.
Article 4, line 39, strike out the words "at
"at the cost of the United
States." At
At the
the end
article 4
States."
end of
of article
4 insert:
insert: deducting
deducting theretherefrom
necessary expenses
expenses of
from the
the necessary
of their
their removal.
removal.
Article 5, line 34,
within sixty
sixty days
Article
34, after
after the
the word
word "
" lands"
lands" insert:
insert: within
days
thereafter, and
and shall
make, execute,
and deliver
Secrethereafter,
shall make,
execute, and
deliver to
to the
the Secreof the
the Interior
the bonds
bonds of
said company
company in
in a
a
tary of
Interior the
of the
the said
penal
to double
double the
value of
surplus lands
penal sum
sum equal
equal to
the value
of said
said surplus
lands
as heretofore
condition that
as
heretofore ascertained,
ascertained,with
with the
the condition
that the
the said
said
bonds shall
said company
company shall
shall
bonds
shall become
become void
void whenever
whenever the
the said
comply with
with the
the treaty.
treaty.
comply
the conditions
conditions of
of the
Article
"title and"
and" and
and insert:
insert: the
right of.
Article 5,
5, line 39, strike out "title
the right
of.
11, strike
out "
shall ""and
insert: may.
may.
Article 6,
6, line
line 11,
strike out
"shall
and insert:
" "lines
lines 12, 13, and 14, strike
words "and
"and shall
strike out the
the words
shall cease
cease to
to
be binding
binding on
on either
parties hereto,"
hereto," and
and insert:
insert: if
if
be
either of
of the
the parties
the Secretary
the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall so
so determine.
determine.
"" line 57, after the word "same"
not including
"same" insert:
insert: not
including imimprovements.
provements.

"
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See page
page 15.
15.

See page 16.
See page 16.

See page
page 17.
17.

See page 18.

"line
line 72,
72, after
after "
payment "strike
strike out
out "
and insert:
to the
the
"payment"
" of"
of" and
insert: to

"

United States
States in
trust for
Kickapoos of
of the
the appraised
appraised
United
in trust
for said
said Kickapoos
value
of their
their improvements)
not less
less
value thereof
thereof (exclusive
(exclusive of
improvements) and
and not
than.
than.
Strike
Strike out
out Article
7.
Article 7.
Strike out Article 8.
Strike out
out Article
Article 9.
Strike
9.
Article 10,
six months
months from
from the
date of
of
10, lines 11 and
and 12,
12, strike
strike out "
"six
the date
this
in lieu
thereof: one
year from
from
this instrument," and
and insert
insert in
lieu thereof:
one year
the ratification
treaty.
the
ratificationof
of this
this treaty.
Article
13, 14,
15, strike
out "the
"the Secretary
Secretary of
Article 11,
11, lines
lines 13,
14, and
and 15,
strike out
of the
the InteInterior shall determine to be just and equitable
equitable for the benefit
benefit
of the
the Kickapoos,"
thereof: may
be pro.
may be
proinsert in
in lieu
lieu thereof:
Kickapoos," and
and insert
of
vided by
by law.
law.
Strike out
out Article
Article 12.
12.
United States"
insert: out
proceeds
Article 13, line
line 7, after
after "
"United
States" insert:
out of
of the
the proceeds
of the sales
sales of said
said lands.
lands.
" " " lines 12,13,14,15,16,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and
the following
and 17, strike
strike out the
following words:
words:
"and the
the Commissioner
Affairs, with
with the
the concur"and
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
concurSecretary of the
from time
to
rence of
of the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, shall,
shall, from
time to
time, and
and as
adopt such
such measures
measures
time,
as promptly
promptly as
as practicable,
practicable, adopt
and institute
all such
such proceedings
proceedings as
be necessary
and
institute all
as may
may be
necessary and
and
nOt otherwise
otherwise provided
for in
in order
to the
not
provided for
order to
the full
full execution
execution
of
all and
of this
this treaty."
of all
and every
every part
part of
treaty."
Attest:
J.
W. FORNEY,
Attest:
J. W.
FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.

See
pages 18,19.
Seepages
18,19.

See page
page 19.
19.

See page 19.
19.
See
See page
page 19.
See
19.
page 19.
See page

And whereas the foregoing
foregoing amendment
interpreted and
and Amendment
Amendment
amendment having
having been fully
fully interpreted
explained
chiefs, headmen,
headmen, and
and delegates
of assented to.
explained to the
the hereinafter
hereinafter named
named chiefs,
delegates of
the
Tribe of
Indians, they
they did,
on the
day of
of May,
May, one
the Kickapoo
Kickapoo Tribe
of Indians,
did, on
the fifth
fifth day
one
thousand
sixty-three, give
voluntary asasthousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
give their
their free
free and
and voluntary
sent
same, in
in the
and figures
following, to
wit:
sent to
to the
the same,
the words
words and
figures following,
to wit:
And
the foregoing
foregoing amendments
amendments have
have been
been submitted
submitted and
And whereas
whereas the
and fully
fully
interpreted
undersigned, chiefs,
and headmen
the
interpreted to the
the undersigned,
chiefs, delegates, and
headmen of
of the
Kickapoo nation,
thereunto duly
for
Kickapoo
nation, and we, being
being thereunto
duly authorized,
authorized, do
do hereby,
hereby, for
treaty and
and the
and on behalf
behalf of
of said nation,
nation, agree to and ratify
ratify the said
said treaty
the
amendments thereto as above set forth.
53*
53*
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In testimony
testimony whereof
whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals
seals this fifth
fifth
A. D.
day of May,
May, A.
D. 1863.
1863.
CHIEF PAR-THEE, or the Elk,
x mark.
[sEAL.]
his x
mark. [SEAL.]
CHIEF PAH-KAH-KAH,
PAH-KAH-KAH, or
Kennekuk,
or John
John Kennekuk,
his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his x
x mark.
CHIEF MACK-A-TAIR-CHEE-QUA,
or Black
Thunder,
MACK-A-TAIR-CHEE-QUA, or
Black Thunder,
his x
x mark.
his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
PET-TI-QUAUK,
PET-TI-QUAUK, or Rolling
Rolling Thunder,
x mark.
[SEAL.]
his x
mark. [SEAL.]
KEN-NE-KUK, or Stephen
Stephen Pen-sion-eau,
Pen-sion-eau,
KEN-NE-KUK,
his xx mark.
mark. [sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
IVIAH-MAH-SHE-COW-AH,
Track,
MAH-MAH-SHE-COW-AH, or
or Bear
Bear Track,
her x
x mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
JOHN C.
JOHN
[SEAL.]
C. ANDERSON,
ANDERSON,
[SEAL.]
Executed in
presence of—
Executed
in presence
ofJOHN E.
BADGER.
JOHN
E. BADGER.
N
S.SHALER.
SHALER.
N..S.
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM FOSTER.
FOSTER.

PASCHALL
PASCHALL PENSIONEAU,
PENSIONEATJ, his x
x mark. U S.
S. Interpreter.
Interpreter.
H
PURSEL, witness to signature
Pensioneau.
H..C.
C. PURSEL,
signature of
of Paschall
Paschall Pensioneau.
I hereby certify
I
certify that the foregoing
foregoing treaty between the United
United States
and the Kickapoo
Kickapoo Tribe of Indians, concluded on the 28th
June,
28th day
day of
of June,
with the
amendments thereto
thereto made
1862, together
together with
the foregoing
foregoing amendments
made by
by the
the SenSenate of the United States on the 13th day of March, 1863, were
and
were read and
explained by me to said Indians through Paschall
fully explained
Paschall Pensioneau,
Pensioneau, the
the
Interpreter, and that
that the
the chiefs,
chiefs, headmen,
United States Interpreter,
headmen, and
and delegates
delegates
named, on behalf
this day
day in
assembled; did
above named,
behalf of
of said tribe, this
in council
council assembled
did
freely accept
accept and consent
consent to said.
said. treaty, together with
amendments,
with said
said amendments,
and subscribe their names and affixed their
in my
presence.
their seals
seals thereto
thereto in
my presence.
Given under my hand this 5th day of May, A. D. 1863.
1863.
CHARLES B. KEITH, U.
U. S.
S. _Indian
Indian Agent.
Agent.
Proclaimed by
by
Proclaimed

Now, therefore,
therefore, be it known that I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President
President

the
the President
President of
of of the United States of America, do, in pursuance of the advice and consent
of the United States of America, do, in pursuance of the advice and consent
the United
United
the
States.
States.

of the Senate, as
of March,
March,
as expressed
expressed in their resolution
resolution of the
the thirteenth
thirteenth of
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, accept,
accept, ratify,
ratify, and
and confirm
amendment as
said treaty, with the amendment
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
I have hereto signed my name and
In testimony whereof
whereof I
and caused
caused the
the
seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Washington, this twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day
Done at the city of Washington,
day of May,
r
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
[L. s.]
hundred and
[L. s.]
sixty-three, and
Independence of
of the
States
and of the Independence
the United
United States
the eighty-seventh.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
President:
By the President:
SEWARD,
F.
F.W.
W .S
EWARD, Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

CONVENTION WITH ECUADOR
ECUADOR.
CONVENTION

NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 25,
1862.
25, 1862.
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Convention between the United States
Convention
and the
the Republic
Republic of
of
States of
of America
America and
Ecuador;
Ecuador; Concluded
Concluded at Guayaquil,
by
Guayaquil, November
November 25,
25, 1862;
1862; Ratified
Ratified by
the President
February 13, 1863; Ratifications
President of the United States, February
Ratifications
exchanged at Quito, July
July 27, 1864; Proclaimed
exchanged
Proclaimed by
by the
of
the President
President of
the United
United States,
States, September
September 8,
8, 1864.
1864.
BY
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
BY THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

Nov.
1862.
Nov. 25,
25,1862.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
a Convention
Convention between the United States of America
W HEREAS a
America and the
the
Republic
Republic of Ecuador,
Ecuador, for the mutual adjustment
adjustment of
was concluded
concluded
of claims,
claims, was
and signed by their respective
Plenipotentiaries, at
respective Plenipotentiaries,
at the city
city of
of Guayaquil,
Guayaquil,
on the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of November, in
the year
Lord one
one thouthouin the
year of
of our
our Lord
sand eight hundred and sixty-two, which Convention,
Convention, being
in the
being in
the English
English
and Spanish languages, is, word for word, as
follows :as follows:
America and
The United
United States
States of
of America
and
the Republic
Republic of
Ecuador, desiring
to
of Ecuador,
desiring to
adjust the claims of citizens of said
said
States against
Ecuador, and
and of
citiagainst Ecuador,
of citizens of Ecuador
Ecuador against
United
against the
the United
States, have, for that purpose,
purpose, apappointed and conferred full
full powers,
respectively, to wit: The President
President
of the United States on
on Frederick
Frederick
Hassaurek, Minister
Hassaurek,
of
Minister Resident
Resident of
the United
United States in Ecuador, and
and
the President of Ecuador
Ecuador on
Juan
on Juan
Jose
General-in-Chief of
of the
Jose Flores,
Flores, General-in-Chief
the
Armies
Armies of the Republic, who, after
after
exchanging their full powers,
powers, which
which
were found in good and
and proper
proper form,
form,
the following
following artihave agreed on the
articles :—
cles:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.

All claims on the part of
corporaof corporations, companies, or individuals, citicitizens of the United States,
States, upon
upon the
the
government
government of Ecuador, or of corcorporations, companies,
companies, or
or individuals,
individuals,
citizens of Ecuador, upon the govgovernment
ernment of the United
United States,
States, shall
shall
be referred to aa Board of Commissioners, consisting of two members,
members,

Preamble.

La Repfblica
Ct ntr
.actmg
Contractng
Rephblica del Ecuador y
y los pars
de America,
Ame ri
ca ,desedese -parties.
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
ando atender aalas reclamaciones
de
reclamaciones de
ciudadanos
ciudadanos del Ecuador
los
Ecuador contra
contra los
Estados Unidos y
y de ciudadanos
ciudadanos de
de
los Estados Unidos contra el
Ecuael Ecuador, han nombrado
nombrado con
enunciado
con el
el enunciado
conferido plenos poderes;
objeto, y
y conferido
poderes;
el Presidente
Presidente del
del Ecuador
Ecuador a
a Juan
Juan
Jose
Jose Flores, General en
en Jefe
Jefe de
de los
los
ejercitos de la Repdblica,
Reptiblica, y
yel PresiPresidente
dente de los
Estados Unidos
Fedlos Estados
Unidos a
a FedHassaurek, Ministro
Ministro Residente
Residente
erico Hassaurek,
de los Estados Unidos en el
el EcuaEcuador, quienes, despues
despues de haber cancanjeado sus
y de
sus plenos
plenos poderes
poderes y
de halhallarlos en debida forma, han
han conveconvenido en los articulos
articulos siguientes:
siguientes :—
ARTICULO
ARTICULO I.
I.

Las reclamaciones
reclamaciones de
between
de particulares,
particulares, Claims between
the contracting
compafiias, 66 corporaciones
del Eccornpailias,
corporaciones del
Ec- paties
partiesctrobe
to be rene
uador contra
contra los
los Estados
Unidos, 6
ferred to
to comcomEstados Unidos,
6 ferred
missioners.
las de particulares, companias
compailias 66corcor- missioners.
poraciones de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
poraciones
Unidos
contra el Ecuador se
al
se someteran
someteran al
examen y
una comision
comision
y decision de
de una
compuesta
conapuesta de dos individuos
individuos nomnompor
Gobiemo
brados,, el
el uno
uno ,,
por el
el Gobierno
del
. . - del
-
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WITH ECUADOR
ECUADOR.

. ._. .one
___of whom

-" *

NOVEMBER 25,
1862.
NOVEMBER
25, 1862.
I

.

t

Ecuador, y
el otro
el de
los
one or wnom shall
snail be
De appointed
appointea by
Dy jcuador,
y el
otro por
por el
de los
Government of
of the
the United
States, Estados
the Government
Estados Unidos.
En los
los casos
United States,
Unidos. En
casos de
de
and one
One by the Government
Government of Ecua- muerte,
renuncia, 6
6 ineamuerte, ausencia,
ausencia, renuncia,
incador. In case of death, absence, res- pacidad
dos comipacidad de alguno de
de los dos
comior incapacity
incapacity of
com- sionados, 6
ignation, or
of either
either com6 de
de que
que falte 6
6 cese
cese en el
el
missioner, or in the event of either
missioner,
either ejercicio
ejercicio de sus
sus funciones, el
el GobiGobicommissioner omitting or ceasing
ceasing to erno del Ecuador,
commissioner
de los
Ecuador, 66el
el de
los EstaEstaGovernment of the
act, the Government
the United
Unidos, respectivamente,
United dos
dos Unidos,
respectivamente, 66 el
el
States or that of Ecuador,
Estados Unidos
Unidos ReReEcuador, respec- Ministro
Ministro de
de los
los Estados
Minister of the
tively, or the Minister
the United
United sidente en el Ecuador,
Ecuador, aanombre
de
nombre de
States
in Ecuador,
in the
the name
of su
Gobierno, procederAn
procederin inmediataStates in
Ecuador, in
name of
su Gobierno,
inmediatahis
forthwith prohis Government,
Government, shall forthwith
pro- mente aaIlenar
llenar la vacante.
Vacancy.
Vacancy.
ceed to fill the vacancy
vacancy thus occaLos comisionados
comisionados se reuniran
reuniran en
en
sioned.
commissioners so named
sioned. The
Guayaquil dentro
The commissioners
named la
la ciudad
ciudad de Guayaquil
dentro de
de
of Guayaquil
Time of meet- shall
shall meet
meet in
in the
the city
city of
Guayaquil noventa dias
dias contados
contados desde
desde el
el canje
canje
mg.
ingwithin ninety days from the exchange de las ratificaciones
ratificaciones de esta Convenof
convention, cion;
Antes de
ejercer
of the
the ratifications
ratifications of
cion; yyantes
of this convention,
de empezar
empezar a
a ejercer
and before proceeding
proceeding to business
business sus funciones prestaran
prestaran juramento
juramento
Oath.
Oath,
shall make solemn oath that they de examinar
examinar escrupulosamente
escrupulosamente las
will
and imparimpar- reclamaciones que les sean sometiwill carefully
carefully examine
examine and
tially
justice, das,
tially decide
decide according
according to
to justice,
das, de fallar
fallar acerca de
de ellas con
and
the provisand in
in compliance
compliance with
with the
provis- estricta justicia yy con arreglo aa lo
lo
claims estipulado
estipulado en la presente convenions of this
this convention, all
all claims
convenand cion. Dicho
that shall
shall be submitted to
constarA en
en
to them;
them; and
Dicho juramento
juramento constara
such oath shall
shall be
be entered
entered on the
the el registro de sus trabajos.
trabajos.
proceedings.
record of
of their proceedings.
cotnisionados procederAn
procederan en
en
Los comisionados
The
commissioners shall then
The commissioners
nombrar un arbitro
Arbitro para
then propro- seguida aónombrar
para
Umpire.
ceed
en los
Umpire.
ceed to
to name
name an abitrator
abitrator or
or umpire, que decida definitivamente
definitivamente en
los
to decide
esten de acuerdo 6
6
decide upon
upon any case
case or
or cases conque no est6n
con- casos que
cerning which they
they may
or acerca
acerca de las diferencias
puecerning
may disagree,
diferencias que puedisagree, or
which dan suscitarse en
upon any point
erapoint of difference
difference which
en el
el curso
curso de sus
sus trapudieren con
venirse
may arise
arise in
in the
the course
course of
Si no
no pudieren
of their
their propro- bajos. Si
convenirse
ceedings. And
And if
if they
they cannot
cannot agree
agree en la eleccion del arbitro,
Arbitro, este sera
ceedings.
sera
in the selection, the umpire
umpire shall
nombrado por el
shall be nombrado
el Encargado
Encargado de
de Neappointed by her Britannic
Britannic Majesty's
Majesty's gocios
appointed
gocios da Su Magestad
Magestad Britanica
Britanica 6
Charge
(excepting the cualquier otro
Charge d'Affaires,
d'Affaires, or (excepting
otro Ajente
Ajente Diplomatic°
Diplomatico
Minister Resident of
Gabinete de Quito,
of the
the United en
en el Gabinete
Quito, previa
previa ininStates)
diplomatic vitacion de las dos altas
States) by any other
altos partes
partes conother diplomatic
conagent in
in Quito
Quito whom
the two
two high
agent
esceptUa al Ministro
whom the
high tratantes. Se esceptua
contracting parties shall
Estados Unidos por estar
contracting
de los
los Estados
shall invite
invite to
to de
estar impedido.
make such appointment.
appointment.
pedido.
Appointment,
appointment.

I

-

.

.

I

ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO II.
II.

The
arbitrator or
or umpire
The arbitrator
umpire being
being
appointed,
appointed, the commissioners
commissioners shall,
shall,
proceed to
to examine
without delay, proceed
examine
the claims
which may
may be
the
claims which
be presented
presented
to
to them
them by either
either of the two
two Govshall hear,
ernments; and they
they shall
hear, if
if
required, one person
in behalf
behalf of
required,
person in
of
government on
each government
on every
every separate
separate
Papers to be
claim. Each government
government shall furfurnished.
furnished.
nish,
nish, upon
upon request
request of either commissuch papers
in its
possession
sioner, such
papers in
its possession
as
to the
the
as may be
be deemed important
important to
just
determination of
just determination
of any claim
claim or
or
claims.
Amounts to be
In cases where they agree to

Examination
claims.
of claims.

paid.

-

Luego
haya sido
sido nombrado
el
Luego que haya
nombrado el
Arbitro, la
procederâ a
aexla comision procedera
aminar detenidamente
detenidamente las reclamaciones
que le
le dirija
dirija cualcualciones yy pruebas
pruebas que
quiera
quiera de
de los dos Gobiernos, y
y oira
oira
(si se exijiere)
por
(si
exijiere) a,a una
una persona por
parte
exaparte de
de cada Gobierno
Gobierno en el
el eximen de una 6
6 mas reclamaciones.
reclamaciones.
cualCada Gobierno, ita peticion de
de cualquier
quier comisionado,'
comisionado,' suministrara
suministrar4 los
los
documentos
y que
el
documentos que
que posea,
posea, y
que el
comisionado
necesarios para
para
comisionado estime
estime necesarios
formar
y fallar
foliar con
on acierto.
formar su juicio y
acierto.
Cuando
in comision
conceda una
Cuando la
comision conceda
una
indemnizacion
fijara la
indemnizacion cualquiera,
cualauiera. fiiara
la
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indemnity, they
they shall
de- cantidad que se debe pagar;
award an indemnity,
shall deen
pagar; y
y en
termine
to be
termine the amount
amount to
be paid.
paid. In
In caso de que los comisionados no pupucases in which said commissioners
commissioners edan ponerse
ponerse de acuerdo
acuerdo someteran
someteran
cannot
agree, the
points of
difference sus
cannot agree,
the points
of difference
diferencias al
oira
sus diferencias
al arbitro,
drbitro, quien
quien oira
shall
shall be referred
referred to
to the
the umpire,
umpire, bebe- a cada uno de
de ellos
ellos si
si lo
lo estimaren
estimaren
fore whom each of the commissioncommission- necesario. El fallo del arbitro
sera
arbitro sera
ers may be
and whose
whose decisbe heard,
heard, and
decis- definitivo.
definitivo.
ion shall be
be final.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
III.

The commissioners
commissioners shall
cershall issue
issue certificates of the sums to
to the
the
to be
be paid
paid to
claimants respectively,
respectively, whether
by
whether by
virtue of
awards agreed
agreed to
to beof the
the awards
between
tween themselves
or of
those made
made
themselves or
of those
and the
aggregate
by the
the umpire; and
the aggregate
amount of all sums decreed
decreed by
by the
the
commissioners, and of
all sums
acof all
sums accruing from awards
by the
the
awards made
made by
umpire,
under the
the authority
conumpire, under
authority conferred by the fifth article,
be
article, shall
shall be
paid to the government to which
which
the
claimants belong.
belong.
the respective
respective claimants
Payment
Payment of
of said sums
sums shall
shall be
be
made in equal annual instalments,
to be completed
years
completed within
within nine
nine years
from
of the
termination of
of
from the date of
the termination
the labors of the commission,
commission, the
the
first payment to
six months
to be
be made
made six
months
after the same date.
these
date. To
To meet
meet these
payments
payments both governments
governments pledge
pledge
the revenues
revenues of their respective
respective nanations.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
IV.

The commission shall terminate
its labors in twelve
from the
the
twelve months from
date of its organization. They
shall
They shall
keep a
arecord of their
proceedings,
their proceedings,
and may appoint a
secretary versed
versed
a secretary
knowledge of
in the knowledge
of the English
English and
and
Spanish languages.
languages.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO III.
certificados Certificates
Certificates
La comision expedira
expedira certificados
aLque fueren
amounts
de las sumas I
fueren acreedores of
°f am
d°un
d ts
sea en
de awarded.
awar a
los reclamantes,
reclamantes, ya
ya sea
en virtud
virtud de
sus fallos 6
6 de los que pronunciare
pronunciare
el Arbitro;
y la
la cantidad
cantidad aIL que
arbitro; y
que asascendieren los
expedidos
cendieren
los certificados
certificados expedidos
por los comisionados yy la
la que
que resulresultare de los fallos del arbitro
Arbitro en virvirtud de lo acordado
acordado en el articulo
articulo 5°,
5°,
se pagara al Gobierno de
que depende que
dependan los reclamantes,
reclamantes, verificando
verificando didicho
partes dentro
cho pago
pago por novenas
novenas partes
dentro
de nueve afios,
aflos, contados, desde
desde la
la
fecha
fecha en que la
termine Payment.
la comision termine
sus trabajos, y
dividendo
y el
el primer
primer dividendo
Para verificar
seis meses
meses despues.
despues. Para
verificar
los pagos mencionados,
mencionados, with&
ambds GobiGobiernos comprometen
comprometen las
las rentas
rentas de
ernos
de sus
sus
respectivas naciones.
naciones.

Revenues

Revenues
pledged.

ARTICULO IV.
ARTICULO
IV.

terminara sus
sus funciof corn.
La comision terminara
funci- End of
cor.
ones doce meses
meses despues
del dia
de mission.
mission.
despues del
dia de
su instalacion,
instalacion, llevara
llevara un rejistro
rejistro de
de
sus
y podra
podra nombrar
un
sus trabajos y
nombrar un
Secretary.
secretario
la lengua
lengua essecretario que
que conozca
conozca la
es- Secretary.
paflola
la inglesa.
paflola y la
inglesa.

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.

ARTICULO V.
ARTICULO
V.

The proceedings
commisproceedings of
of this
this commission shall be final
conclusive
final and
and conclusive
with respect to all pending
pending claims.
claims.
Claims
shall not
not be
be presented
presented
Claims which
which shall
to the commission within
twelve
within the
the twelve
months it remains in existence will
be disregarded by both governments,
governments,
and considered invalid. In
In the event
event
that, upon the termination of
laof the lacommission, any
any case
case or
or
bors of said commission,
cases should be
be pending
pending before
before the
the
umpire,
umpire, and awaiting his decision,
decision,

Los trabajos de la comision ponen
termino a
a las reclamaciones
reclamaciones pendit6rmino
pendientes,
y las
le sean
dirijidas
sntes, y
las que
que no
no le
sean dirijidas
dentro
de los
los doce
doce meses
meses fijados,
lentro de
fijados,
seran desestimadas
seran
desestimadas por ambos
ambos GobiGobiernos
y se consideraran
considerarAn prescritas.
prescritas.
ernos y
En caso de
En
al concluirse
los
de que al
concluirse los
trabajos de
trabajos
de la
la comision
comision quedaren
quedaren
pendientes
pendientes una 6
6 mas decisiones
decisiones del
del
Arbitro,
se autoriza
este para
proirbitro, se
autoriza a
a este
para prolunciar su fallo
nunciar
fallo y
expedir los
los corcory expedir
respondientes certificados,
respondientes
certificados, poni6nponi6n-

Proceedings to
Proceedings
to
be conclusive as
be
conclusive
as
to pending
clanis.
claims.
Claims to be
presented while
commission
exists.

Claims to be
tcommdwhiles
exists.

Duty of umpire as to certain
eases.

Duty of umcaes to certain
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Pay of commissioners and
nd
of the umpire.

of the umpire.

Ratifications.
Ratifications.

Exchange
Exchange of
ratifications.
ratifications.

CONVENTION WITH
ECUADOR.
CONVENTION
WITH ECUADOR.

NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 25,
25, 1862.
1862.

said
is hereby
authorized to
to
said umpire
umpire is
hereby authorized
make
make his decision or
or award
award in
in such
such
case or cases,
cases, and his
his certificate
thereof in
in each
case, transmitted
transmitted to
to
thereof
each case,
governments, shall
shall
each of the
the two governments,
be held to be binding
binding and
and conclusive:
conclusive:
provided however, that his decision
decision
shall be given within
within thirty
thirty days
days
from
termination of
the labors
from the
the termination
of the
labors
of the commission, at the expiration
expiration
of which thirty days his power
and
power and
authority
authority shall
shall cease.
cease.

dolo en
conocimiento de
de los
en conocimiento
los dos
dos
Gobiernos, que
que los
los estimarAn
estimaran valiGobiernos,
y obligatorios.
obligatorios. El
dos y
El arbitro
arbitro dara
darA
decisiones dentro
de treinta
treinta dias
sus decisiones
dentro de
dias
perentorios, contados
aquel en
contados desde aquel
en
que la comision
c,omision termine sus
sus trabajos,
trabajos,
quedando sin valor ni
quedando
efecto los que
que
ni efecto
se
pronunciaren despues.
despues.
se pronunciaren

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.

ARTIC EFL 0 VI.
ARTICULO
VI.

government shall
pay its
Each government
shall pay
its
commissioner; but the umpire,
umpire,
own commissioner;
as well as the incidental expenses
expenses of
of
the commission, shall
shall be
be paid one
one
half
and the
half by
by the
the United
United States
States and
the
other
Ecuador.
other half
half by
by Ecuador.

Cada Gobierno
Gobierno costeara
recosteara su
su respectivo
spectivo comisionado,
comisionado, pagara
pagara la mitad de lo que se
se asigne al
al arbitro y
y
satisfara
satisfara la mitad de los
que
los gastos que
ocasionare
comision.
ocasionare la comision.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII.
VU.

ARTICULO VII.
VII.
ARTICULO

The
present convention
shall be
The present
convention shall
be
ratified and
ratified
and the
the ratifications
ratifications exexcity of
Quito.
changed in the
the city
of Quito.
we, the
the respecrespecIn faith whereof,
whereof, we,
tive Plenipotentiaries,
Plenipotentiaries, have
have signed
signed
this convention and hereunto
hereunto affixed
affixed
our
seals, in
in the
city of
of Guayaquil,
our seals,
the city
Guayaquil,
this twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day
November,
day of
of November,
in the year of our Lord,
Lord, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.

Convencion sera
La presente
presente Convencion
sera ratiratificada,
canficada, yylas ratificaciones
ratificaciones seran cangeadas
ciudad de
de Quito.
geadas en
en in
la ciudad
Quito.
En fe
In cual, nosotros
los refe de lo
nosotros los
respectivos
Plenipotenciarios hemos
hemos
spectivos Plenipotenciarios
firmado esta Convencion y
firmado
y selladola
selladola
con
en
con nuestros
nuestros sellos
sellos particulares
particulares en
la ciudad de Guayaquil aaveinticinco
la
le Noviembre
de
Noviembre de mil ochocientos
ochocientos
sesenta
y dos.
sesenta y
dos.

F.
F. HASSAUREK.
s.]
[L. S.]
JUAN JOSE
JOSE FLORES.
FLORES. [L.
JUAN
[L. s.]
S.]

JUAN JOSE FLORES.
[L. s.]
FLORES. [L.
S.]
F. HASSAUREK.
F.
[L. S.]
s.]
[L.

And whereas
convention has
has been
been duly
on both
both parts,
And
whereas the
the said
said convention
duly ratified
ratified on
parts,
and the respective ratifications
ratifications of the same were exchanged
exchanged in the city of
of
Quito
day of
of July
Quito on the
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day
July last:
last:
known, that
that I,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
Now, therefore, be
be it
it known,
I, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President
President
of the United States
America, have
have caused
caused the
to be
States of
of America,
the said
said Convention
Convention to
be
made
every clause
clause and
and article
article thereof
thereof
made public, to the
the end
end that
that the
the same
same and
and every
may be observed and
faith by
by the
the United
United States
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
States and
and
the
citizens thereof.
the citizens
thereof.
In witness whereof, IIhave hereunto
caused the
the seal
hereunto set
set my hand, and caused
seal
of the United
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
of Washington,
this eighth
eighth day
of September,
September, one
one
Done at the city
city of
Washington, this
day of
and sixty-four,
and of
the Indepenthousand eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, and
of the
IndepenStates of
of America
America the
eighty-ninth.
[L. B.]
s.] dence
dence of
of the United States
the eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By the
the President:
President:
By
F.
W .S
EWARD, Acting Secretary
State.
F. W.
SEWARD,
Secretary of
of State.
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Convention between
between the United States of America
America and
Convention
Republic of
and the
the Republic
of
Peru.
Concluded at
at Lima, December
December 20, 1862; ratified
Peru.
Concluded
Presiratified by
by the
the President of the
the United States,
States, February
February 24, 1863; exchanged
dent
exchanged at
Lima,
at Lima,
April 24, 1863; proclaimed
April
proclaimed by the President
of the
the United
United States,
President of
States,
tli
r
ay.19, 1863.
May.19,
1863.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:

Dec. 20,
20, 1862.
Dec.
1862.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
W HEREAS a
a Convention between the United
United States
States of
America and
and
of America
the
the Republic
Republic of Peru was concluded
concluded and signed
signed by
respective
by tpeir
their respective
Plenipotentiaries at the city of Lima on
Plenipotentiaries
on the
the twentieth
twentieth day
day of
of December,
December,
in the
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
in
eight hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, which
hundred and
which
Convention,
Convention, being in the English and Spanish languages,
languages, is,
is, word
for
word for
word, as follows:follows: —
Convention
wonventon
States of
of
public of

I .__
between
oetween

the United
the
Unitee

America and
ReAmerica
and the
the Re

Peru.

Whereas differences
differences having
having arisarisen between the United States of
o:
America
America and the Republic
Republic of
of Peru,
Peru,
originating in the capture
capture and
and conconfiscation by the latter of two ships
ships
belonging to citizens of the United
United
States, called the "
" Lizzie ThompThompson" and "
"Georgiana";
son"
Georgiana "; and
the
and the
two governments
governments not being able to
to
come to an agreement
agreement upon the
the
questions involved
involved in said capture
capture
confiscation, and being equally
and confiscation,
equally
animated with the desire
desire to
to mainmaintain the relations of harmony which
which
have always existed,
existed, and
and which
it
which it
is desirable to preserve
preserve and
and strengthstrengthen between
between the two governments,
governments,
have agreed to refer
refer all the
the questions, both of law and fact, involved
involved
in the capture
capture and confiscation of
of
said ships by the -government
-government of
of
Peru, to the decision of some
some
friendly Power; and it
it being
being now
now
expedient to proceed
proceed to and
reguand regulate the reference
reference as above describdescribed, the United States of
of America
America
Republic of Peru have for
and the Republic
for
that purpose named their respective
respective
Plenipotentiaries -— that
Plenipotentiaries
is to
that is
to say,
say,
the President
President of the United States
has appointed Christopher
Christopher RobinRobinson their Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary and
and
Minister Plenipotentiary
to Peru,
Peru,
Plenipotentiary to
and the President
President of Peru Don
Don
Jose Gregorio Paz Soldan,
Soldan, Minister
Minister
of State in the office of Foreign

Preamble.
Preamble.

Convencion
Convencion entre el
Perti y
el Perd
y los
los
Estados Unidos de America.
Amdrica.
Por cuanto
ban suscitado entre Claims upon
cuanto se han
the capcapRepdblica del
la Republica
ael Perd
Perti y
y los
Estados Peru
los Estados
Peru for
for the
ture, &c., of the
Unidos de
Unidos
de America
America algunas
algunas diferdifer- "Lizzie
Lizzie
,
ThfompThomporiginadas por la captura y
and
encias originadas
y son"
son" and
Georgiana"
to
confiscacion
pertene- "
"Georga
confiscacion de dos buques pertenena" to
be
be referred
referred to
to the
the
cientes a
a ciudadanos
ciudadanos de
de los
los Estados
Estados decision of some
some
Unidos, titulados
titulados "Lizzie
"Lizzie ThompThomp- friendly
friendly power.
power.
son "
"y
y ""Georgiana,"
Georgiana," yyno habiendo
habiendo
podido los dos
gobiernos arribar
arribar d.
dos gobiernos
a
un arreglo de las cuestiones
cuestiones proveprovenientes de dicha captura
y confiscaconfiscacaptura y
cion,
cion, y
y estando animados ambos
del
ambos del
deseo de mantener
mantener las relaciones
de
relaciones de
amistad y
quo siernpre
y armonia que
siempre ban
han
y que desean continuar
existido y
continuar y
y
estrechar, ban
han convenido
convenido en
en someter
someter
todas
todas las cuestiones
cuestiones tanto
hecho
tanto de
de hecho
como de derecho, anexas
anexas 6
a la
la capcaptura y
y confiscacion
confiseacion de
buques
de los
los buques
""Lizzie
Lizzie Thompson"
"Georgiana"
Thompson " y
y "Georgiana"
6
una potencia
amiga.
a la decision
decision de
de una
potencia amiga.
Y estando convenidos en
en proceder
proceder
asi y
y arreglar
arreglar de este modo las
las
diferencias mencionadas,
mencionadas, la
la RepdbReptiblica del Peri
Per& y
y los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America han nombrado con
con tal
tal
objeto sus respectivos
respectivos PlenipotenciaPlenipotenciarios, a
a saber; el Presidente
President° del
del
Periu
Don Jos6
Perti a Don
Jos6 Gregorio
Gregorio Paz
Sol- PlenipotenPlenipotenPaz Soldan, Ministro
Ministro de Estado en el
el DesDes- tiaries.
tiaries.
pacho de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
Exteriores y
y
pacho
Presidente del Consejo de Ministros,
Presidente
Ministros,
y los Estados
y
Estados Unidos
de America
Unidos de
America aa
Don Cristobal Robinson, Enviado
Enviado
Extraordinario y
Extraordinario
y Ministro PleniPlenipotenciario
de dichos
dichos Estados
Estados en
en
potenciario de
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The King of
Belgium
be
Belgium to
to be
arbiter.

arbter

CONVENTION WITH
PERU.
WITH PERU.
CONVENTION

DECEMBER
20, 1862.
DECEMBER 20,

Relations and President
President of
the
of the
Relations
Council of Ministers,
after
Ministers, who, after
Council
having
exchanged their
their full powers,
having exchanged
form,
to be
be in
in due and proper form,
found to
following
have agreed upon the following
articles :
articles:

Lima, quienes, despues de baber
haber
respectivos plenos
canjeado sus respectivos
poderes
hallandolos en buena yy
poderes yy hallandolos
debida forma, han convenido en los
articulos
siguientes;
articulos sigulentes;

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

ARTICULO I.
ARTICULO
I.

The two contracting
contracting parties agree
in naming as arbiter, umpire,
umpire, and
and
his' Majesty the
friendly arbitrator, ha
conferring upon
upon
King of Belgium,
Belgium, conferring
decide
him the most ample power to decide
and
determine all
both
all the
the questions both
and determine
of
of law and fact involved in the
proceedings
the government
government of
of
proceedings of the
capture and confiscaPeru in the capture
tion
Lizzie Thomp" Lizzie
tion of
of the ships "
son"
Georgiana."
son" and
and ""Georgiana."

Las dos
partes contratantes
contratantes conconLas
dos partes
vienen
en nombrar
arbitro, arbitraarbitravienen en
nombrar arbitro,
dor
corn ponedor a
a S. M.
dor y
y amigable
amigable componedor
el
confiriendole
de los Belgas, confiriendole
el Rey de
el
para que
que
amplio poder
poder para
el mas
mas amplio
decida
y resuelva
cuestodas las cuesresuelva todas
decida y
tiones, tanto
tanto de
hecho como
decomo de aede hecho
tiones,
procedentes de la conducta
conducta
recho, procedentes
observada por
el Gobierno
Peruano
por el
Gobierno Peruano
observada
en la
la captura
captura y
confiscacion de
y confiscacion
en
Lizzie Thompson"
Thompson" yy
los buques ""Lizzie
"Georgiana."
Georgians."

ARTICLE IL
ARTICLE
II.

ARMIN.° II.
II.
ARTICULO

The
two contracting
parties will
will
contracting parties
The two

Las
contratantes ememLas dos
dos partes contratantes
plearan los
medios conducentes
conducentes para
los medios
plearan
suplicar y
M. el Rey
y obtener de S. M.
suplicar
los Belgas
the
la aceptacion
aceptacion del
to act
act in the de
de los
Belgas la
King of Belgium to
the King
office
conferred upon
cargo
confieren.
upon him.
le confieren.
que le
cargo que
office hereby conferred
Despues
S. M.
M. haya maniKing of
Despues que S.
After his Majesty the Kin°.
so aquiescencia
aquieseencia para
Belgium
declared his festado
ejercer
para ejercer
Belgium shall have declared'
festado su
assent
arbi- el
ambas partes
of arbithe office
office of
to exercise
exercise the
el cargo de arbitro, arnbas
assent to
ter,
contracting parties
will contratantes
someteran, por medio
parties will
contratantes someteran,
ter, the
the two
two contracting
de sus agentes
diplomaticos resiagentes diplom6.ticos
submit,
through their diplomatic de
submit, through
dentes en
en Bruselas, aa S. M. copias
agents,
agents residing at Brussels, to his dentes
de toda
toda la
pruebas,
la correspondencia,
correspondencia, pruebas,
correspon- de
Papers to be Majesty copies of all the corresponsubmitted to him. dence,
dence, proofs,
documents papeles
and documents
papers, and
papeles yy documentos que han sido
proofs, papers,
which
between the two cambiados
cambiados entre los dos gobiernos yy
which have passed between
respectivos representantes;
y
representantes; y
governments
or their
their respective
sus respectivos
respective sus
governments or
partes contratantes
si alguna
alguna de las partes
representatives;
either si
and should
should either
representatives; and
conveniente presentar
presentar al
al
party
present to creyere
creyere conveniente
to present
proper to
party think proper
papeles, pruebas
pruebas
arbitro otros papeles,
dicho Arbitro
said
arbiter any
other
papers, dicho
any other
said arbiter
documentos ademas
de los
los men.
menproofs,
ademas de
addition to
to 6
6 documentos
documents in addition
proofs, or documents
those
ab.ove mentioned, the same eionados,
serail comunicados
oionados, estos seran
those above
la otra
otra parte
termino de
shall
communicated to
el termino
parte en el
to the
the other aa la
be communicated
shall be
party within
within four
cuatro meses
meses despues
ratifica
de la ratifica
the cuatro
despues de
four months
months after the
party
cion de
este convenio.
convenio.
cion
de este
ratification
ratification of this convention.

The King of

Belgium
to
be
properly
Belgium solicited
to be
adopt
. the
the proper
proper measures
measures to solicit
properly solicited adopt
to act
act as
Majesty
obtain the
the assent of his Majesty
and obtain
to
as arbiter,
arbiter. and

ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III,
equally interBoth parties
parties being equally
suib ested in having aadecision upon the
to be submonths,
questions hereby
submitted, they
hereby submitted,
questions
months.
arbitep
agree
agree to
to deliver to the said arbiter
documents referred to in the
all the documents
second article within six months
after he
conhis conhave signified his
he shall
shall have
after
sent to act as such.
Documents,

&?.,
&c.,

'rutted within
six
mitted
within six

ARTICITLO III.
III.
ARTICULO

igualmente
Estando
Estando ambas partes igualmente
interesadas
se decidan
decidan las
en que
que se
interesadas en
cuestiones
cuestiones sometidas, convienen en
entregar
al dicho
arbitro todos los
dicho arbitro
entregar al
documentos mencionados
meneionados en el art.
documentos
2°
terrnino de seis meses,
en el trmrino
2° en
despues que
que el
el arbitro
Arbitro hays
prestado
haya prestado
despues
consentimiento.
su consentimiento.
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Il
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
IV.

The sentence or
or decision
decision of
of said
said
arbiter, when given,
given, shall be
be final
final
and conclusive
conclusive upon
the quesupon all
all the
questions hereby referred,
referred, and
conand the
the contracting parties hereby
agree to
hereby agree
to
carry the same into immediate
immediate efeffect.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V.

convention shall
This convention
shall be
be ratified
ratified
and the ratifications
ratifications exchanged
exchanged in
in
the term of six months from
the
from the
hereof.
date hereof.
In faith whereof the PlenipotenPlenipotentiaries of the two
two governments
governments
have signed and sealed,
with their
sealed, with
their
respective
respective seals, the present
convenpresent convention.
tion.
Done in the city of Lima,
Lima, in
in
duplicate,
duplicate, on the
day of
of
the twentieth
twentieth day
December, in the year
our Lord
Lord
year of
of our
one thousand eight hundred and
one
and
sixty-two.
Sixty-two.
CHRISTOPHER
CH
.
RISTOPHER ROBINSON.
ROBINSON.
[L. s.]
s.]
[L.
JOSA G. PAZ SOLDAN.
JOSE
[L. s.1
S.]
[L.

.
..... 1862.
DECEMBER
20,
IuJU.
EUCEMBER ZU, 1862.
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ARTICULO IV.
IV.
La sentencia 6
6 decision de
de dicho
dicho Decision
Decision of
of
arbitro seri
sera, la conclusion
conclusion de
todas arbiter
arbiter tobefinal.
to be final.
de todas
las cuestiones mencionadas
mencionadas anterianteriormente, yy las partes contratantes
contratantes
se comprometen
a cumplir inmediacomprometen t
inmediatamente esta decision.
decision.
ARTICULO V.
ARTICULO
V.

Esta convencion sera
serd ratificada
Esta
ratifieada Ratifications
Ratifications to
to
yy se cangearan
cangearan las ratificaciones
be exchanged
ratificaciones en
en be
exchanged
within
within
six
six
el termino de seis meses contados
mouths.
contados monthYs
despues de firmado
firmado este convenio.
convenio.
En fe
1'6 de lo
lo cual
cual los
los PlenipotenPlenipotenciaros de los gobiernos han
ciaros
firmado
han firmado
y sellado con sus sellos respectivos
y
respectivos
la presente convencion.
convencion.
Hecha en Lima por cuadruplicuadruplicado a6
a los veinte
del mes
mes de
veinte dias
dias del
de
Diciembre del afo
ailo del
Sefior mil
del Sefior
mil
ochocientos sesenta y
y dos.
dos.
JOS]G. PAZ SOLDAN.
JOSE

Signature.
Signature.

[L.
[L. s.]
s-]

CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER ROBINSON.
ROBINSON.
[L.
s.]
[L. S.]

And whereas
the said Convention
And
whereas the
Convention has been duly
on both
both parts,
parts,
duly ratified
ratified on
Exchange of
of
Exchange
and
the respective
and the
respective ratifications
ratifications of the same were exchanged
the city
exchanged in
in the
city of
of ratifications.
ratifications.
Lima
on
the
twenty-fourth day
Lima
twenty-fourth
day of
of April
April last:
last:
Now,
be it known that I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
LINCOLN, PresiPresi- Proclamation
Proclamation
dent of
of the
dent
the United
United States of America,
America, have caused the
said Convention
Convention by the President
the said
President.
to
be
to be made
made public, to the end that the same
and every
every clause
clause and
article
same and
and
article
thereof may
thereof
may be
be observed
observed and fulfilled with good
faith by
by the
the United
good faith
United
States and the citizens thereof.
thereof.
In
witness
whereof IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and caused
In witness whereof
caused the
the seal
seal
of the United States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
[L.
[L. S.1
s.]

Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this
Done
of May,
May, in
this nineteenth
nineteenth day
day of
in
the year of
of our
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixtyour Lord
Lord one
and
sixtythree,
and of
of the Independence of the United
three, and
United States
of AmerAmerStates of
ica the eighty-seventh.

President:
By the President:

ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.

WILLIAM
H. SEWARD,
Secretary of
W ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
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Convention between the United
and the
Republic of
United States of America
America and
the Republic
of
Peru. Concluded
January 12, 1863;
Peru.
Concluded at Lima, January
ratified by
1863; ratified
by the
the PresPresident of the United
ident
United States, February
February 24,
24, 1863;
1863; exchanged
exchanged at
at Lima,
Lima,
April 18, 1863; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
President of the
the United
United States,
States,
May
May 19, 1863.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA:

January 12,
1863.
January
12,1863.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
a Convention between the United
W HEREAS a
United States of America
America and
the Republic
Republic of Peru, for the settlement
settlement of
the citcitof the
the pending
pending claims
claims of
of the
izens of either country against the other,
other, was
concluded and
signed by
was concluded
and signed
by
their respective
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries at the city of Lima on the twelfth
day
twelfth day
of January,
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
and
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-three, which
Convention, as amended
which Convention,
by the
the contracting
parties,
amended by
contracting parties,
and being in the English and Spanish
is, word
for word,
word, as
as
Spanish languages,
languages, is,
word for
follows::—
follows
Convention between
Convention
between the
the United
United
States of America and the ReRepublic
for the
the settlement
settlement
public of Peru for
of
pending claims
claims of
of the
the citicitiof the
the pending
zens
against
zens of
of either
either country
country against
the
the other.
other.

"

onvencion entre
del Contracting
Convencion
entre la
la Reptiblica
Repilblica del
Contracting
Peril
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
Perui y
y los
de parties.
parties.
America para el arreglo
arreglo de
las
de las
reclamaciones
reclamaciones de los
ciudadanos
los ciudadanos
naciones contra
contra los
los rede ambas naciones
respectivos
gobiernos.
spectivos gobiernos.

The United States
America
States of America
and
desiring
and the
the Republic
Republic of
of Peru,
Peru, desiring
to settle and
and adjust
adjust amicably
amicably the
the
claims which have been made by
the
country against
the citizens of each
each country
against
the
government of
the other,
the government
of the
other, have
have
agreed
arrangements for
agreed to make
make arrangements
for
that purpose by means
means of aaConvenConvention, and have named
named as
plenas their
their plenipotentiaries
to confer
agree
ipotentiaries to
confer and
and agree
thereupon as
The PresiPresias follows: The
dent of the United States ChristoChristoRobinson, Envoy
pher Robinson,
Envoy ExtraordiExtraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
of said States
States to Peru,
and the
Peru, and
the
President of
Jose GreGreof Peru
Peru Don Jose
gorio Paz Soldan,
Minister of
Soldan, the
the Minister
of
Foreign Relations
Relations and
of
and President
President of
the Council of Ministers, who, after
after
having communicated
communicated to each
each other
other
their respective
respective full powers,
powers, found
found
due and
proper form,
form, have
to be in
in due
and proper
have
agreed as
as follows
agreed
follows::-—

La RepUblica
Pere y
Repfblica del Peril
y los
los EsEstados Unidos de America,
America, deseando
deseando
ajustar y
y arreglar
arreglar amigablemente
amigablemente
las reclamaciones de
de los
los ciudadanos
ciudadanos
de ambos paises
paises contra
contra los respectirespectivos gobiernos,
gobiernos, han
convenido en
han convenido
en ararreglarlas por medio de una
una ConCony con tal objeto han
vencion, y
han nombrado como Plenipotenciarios
Plenipotenciarios para
proceder
proceder a
a este arreglo, el
el Presidente
Peru a,
dente del Peril
d Don Jos6
Jose GreGregorio Paz
Soldan, Ministro
de ReRegorio
Paz Soldan,
Ministro de
laciones Exteriores
Presidente del
del
laciones
Exteriores y
y Presidente
y el
el PresiConsejo de Ministros;
Ministros; y
Presidente de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
America a
Am4rica
a Don
Don Cristobal
Cristobal Robinson,
Robinson,
su Enviado
Enviado Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
y MinMinLima;
istro Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario en
en Lima;
de haber
haber cangeado
cangeado
quienes, despues
despues de
respectivos plenos poderes,
poderes, y
yhalsus respectivos
hallandolos en
debida forma,
forma,
landolos
en buena y
y debida
han convenido
convenido en
lo siguiente
:
ban
en lo
siguiente:-

ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

ARTICIMO I.
I.
ARTICULO

All claims
claims of
of the
UnitAll
of citizens
citizens of
the UnitGovernment
ed States against
against the Government
of citizens
of Peru
of Peru, and
and of
citizens of
Peru
against the Government of
of the
the

-

Preamble.
Preamble.

.

Todas las reclamaciones
reclamaciones de
log
de los
Claims against
referqu
o to
a be y
xe
e
fedrdel
Go- Peru
del Pere
Peril contra el
el Gored
mixed
red totoa bereferbierno
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, y
las
comm
i
ss
i
on
.
bierno de
y las commission.
de los ciudadanos de los Estados

ciudadanos
eiudadanos
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United
States, which
have not
United States,
which have
not been
been
embraced
embraced in conventional or diplomatic agreement
arepmernt. between
hpbtwpen thP
twn
the two
governments or their
governments
their plenipotenplenipotentiaries, and statements
statements of which,
which, sosoliciting the interposition
interposition of
of either
either
government,
previously to
to the
the
government, may,
may, previously
exchange of the ratifications
this
ratifications of
of this
convention,
convention, have
have been filed
filed in
in the
the
Department
of State
State at
Department of
at WashingWashington, or the Department
Department of Foreign
Foreign
Affairs
Affairs at Lima,
Lima, shall be referred
referred to
commission composed
composed of
aa mixed commission
Number
Number and
and
of
appointment of
of four members,
appointed
as
folmembers,
appointed
as
folcommissioners.
lows: Two by
of
by the
the Government
Government of
the United States and
by the
the
and two
two by
Government of
of
of Peru. In
In case
case of
the death, absence,
absence, or incapacity
incapacity of
the event
either commissioner,
commissioner, or
or in
in the
event
Vacancies.
Vacancies.
of either
either commissioner
commissioner ceasing
ceasing to
to
act, the Government
Government of the United
United
States,
States, or its Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary in
Peru, acting under its
direction, or
its direction,
or
that of the Republic
Republic of
shall
of Peru,
Peru, shall
forthwith proceed
proceed to fill the vacancy
vacancy
thus occasioned.
occasioned.

Commissioners
to name an umpre;
pre;

to meet in
Lima within
Lima
within
three months
after, &c.;

to take and
subscribe
an
subscribe
an
oath.ibe an

J
ANUARY 12,
1863.
JANUART
12, 1863.

Unidos
Unidos contra
contra el
el Cobierno
Gobierno del
del Peru,
Peri,
las cuales
cuales no
no hayan
hayan sido
sido comprendicomprendidCn.E
n arreglos
nrrpelno pnlnv*n;nn,
al
A
das en
convencionales
diplomaticos entre los dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos
Plenipotenciarios, y
ycuyas
cuyas soso66sus
sus Plenipotenciarios,
sus
licitudes por
por la
la interposicion
interposicion de
de sus
gobiernos, antes del cange de
de las
las
ratificaciones de
de esta
esta Convencion,
ratificaciones
Convencion,
hayan
hayan side
sido presentadas
presentadas al
al MinisteMinisterio de
Exteriores en
de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
en
Lima 6
0 al Departamento
Departamento de
de Estado
Estado
Washington, seran sometidas
sometidas a
en Washington,
una Comision
Comision Mixta,
compuesta de
una
Mixta, compuesta
de
cuatro miembros,
miembros, nombrados
nornbrados asi:
asi:
dos por
Gobierno del
del Peri,
Peru, y
dos
por el
el Gobierno
y dos
dos
por
Gobierno de los
los Estados
por el
el Gobierno
Estados UniUnidos. En caso de muerte,
ausencia
muerte, ausencia
6
de algun
6 incapacidad
incapacidad de
algun comisionado,
comisionado,
de que
que por
per algun
algun
66 en
en que caso de
motivo
deje de
de funcionar,
funcionar, el
el Gomotivo deje
Gobierno
Perii y
Estados
bierno del
del Perd
y el
el de
de los
los Estados
Unidos,
Unidos, 6
6 su
su Enviado
Enviado ExtraordinaExtraordinario
prorio yyMinistro
Ministro Plenipotenciario,
Plenipotenciario, procediendo
en su
su nombre,
nombre, llenará
la
cediendo en
llenara la
vacante
vacante ocasionada.
ocasionada.

ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
II.

ARTICITLO
IL
ARTICULO II.

commissioners so
The commissioners
so named
named shall
immediately after their organization,
organization,
and
before proceeding
proceeding to any other
and before
other
business, proceed
fifth
proceed to name
name aa fifth
person to act as
or
as an
an arbitrator or
which
umpire in any
any case
case or
or cases
cases in
in which
they may themselves
themselves differ
in opindiffer in
opinion.
ion.

Los Comisionados
en
Comisionados nombraclos
nombrados en
esta forma,
forma, despues
despues de organizarse
organizarse
y
de proceder
y antes
antes de
proceder aa ningun
ningun otro
otro
asunto,
asunto, nombraran
nombraran una
una quinta
quinta perpersona que ejerza
tercero
ejerza el cargo de
de tercero
en discordia,
discordia, en
que
en el caso
caso en
en que
aquellos no
estuvieren de
aquellos
no estuvieren
de aeuerdo.
acuerdo.

ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE III.

ARTICULO III.
ARTICULO

The commissioners
commissioners appointed as
as
aforesaid shall meet
in Lima
aforesaid
meet in
Lima within
within
three months
months after
after the
exchange, of
three
the exchange,
of
the ratifications
ratifications of
of this Convention;
Convention;
and each one
commissioners,
one of the
the commissioners,
before
to any
any business,
business,
before proceeding
proceeding to
shall
oath, made
made and
and subshall take
take an
an oath,
subscribed
Excellent
scribed before
before the
the most
most Excellent
Supreme Court, that they will
will carecareimpartially defully examine and
and impartially
decide, according to
of
to the principles
principles of
justice and equity,
of
equity, the principles of
international law and
and treaty
stipuinternational
treaty stipulations, upon all
laid bebelations,
all the
the claims
claims laid
fore theni under
of
under the provisions
provisions of
this Convention,
Convention, and
accordance
and in accordance
with the evidence
evidence submitted
submitted on
on the
the
part of either government.
simgovernment. A
A sim-

Los Comisionados
Comisionados nombrados
nombrados en
en
esta forma se rcuniran
reuniran en Lima
Lima tres
tres
msese despues del cambio de las
meses
las
ratificaciones de esta
ratificaciones
esta Convencion;
Convencion;
yy cada uno
uno de
de ellos
ellos ante's
antes de
de proproceder
ningun asunto,
asunto,
ceder a
a ocuparse
ocuparse en
en ningun
prestaran y
suscribiran un
y suscribiran
un juramenjuramenExcelentisima Corte
to ante
ante la Exceleutisima
Corte SuSucon cuiprema, de
de que examinaran
examinaran con
cuiy decidiran
decidiran con
con imparcialidad,
imparcialidad,
dado y
y segun los principios
de justicia
y
principios de
justicia y
y
equidad y
y las
equidad
las prescripciones
prescripciones del
del
Derecho
Derecho de
de Gentes y
y los Tratados,
se les
todas las
las reclamaciones
reclamaciones que
que se
les
someterdn conforme
conforme esta ConvenConvensometeran
pruebas que
que
cion, y
y en
en virtud
virtud de
de las
las pruebas
presente cada gobierno.
Tin juragobierno. Un
juraigual sera
prestado y
y suscrito
mento igual
sera prestado
suscrito

CONVENTION
CONVENTION WITH
PERU. JANUARY
JANUARY 12,
12, 1863.
WITH PERU.
1863.
ilar
liar oath shall
subshall be taken
taken and
and su
bby the
person selected
scribed by
the person
selected by
Iby
the
as arbitrator
the commissioners
commissioners as
arbitrator ior
or
umpire,
shall be
umpire, and said oaths
oaths shall
be ene:ntered
upon the
the record
record of
of the
the protered upon
pr oceedings
of said
said commission.
commission.
ceedings of
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
IV.

The arbitrator or umpire
being
umpire beir
ng
appointed, .the
commissioners shall,
the commissioners
sha 11,
without delay, proceed
to examii
examine
proceed to
ne
and determine the
claims specified
the claims
specificed
article, and
shall hear,
hear, if
if
in the first
first article,
and shall
required, one person in
in behalf
behalf of
of
government on each
each separa
separate
each government
te
claim. Each government shall fu
furrnish, at
at the
the request
request of
of either
either of
of the
tlhe
commissioners,
commissioners, the
papers in
in its
posthe papers
its po
ssession
important ito
session which
which may
may be
be important
to
the just determination of
of tt
the
of any
any of
le
claims referred.
referred.
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.

From the
comthe decision of
of the
nthe con
missioners there shall be no appeal;
appeal1;
and the agreement of three of
them
of thei
m
and effect
shall give
give full
full force
force and
effect to
1to
with respe¢
respect
their decisions, as
as well
well with
ct
to the justice of their claims as
as to
tto
of indemnification
indemnification that
the amount of
thiat
may be adjudged to the claimant
claimants,
S,
and in case
commissioners cai
cancase the
the commissioners
nnot agree, the points of
difference
of different
ce
shall be referred
referred to the arbitrator or
cor
umpire, before
before whom the
commisthe commit
ssioners may be
his debe heard,
heard, and
and his
deecision shall be
be final.
final.
ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.
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por la persona elegida
elegida• por
umpor los
los CoCo- --.Oath
Oath of
ofummisionados como Arbitro
Arbitro 6
6 Tercero
Tercero pre.
pire.
en Discordia; y
y estos
estos juramentos
juramentos
formarin parte de
formaran
de la
la
de las
las actas
actas de
Comision.
Comision.
ARTIC1JLO IV.
ARTICULO
IV.
Nombrado el
el arbitro
Tercero,
arbitro 66 Tercero,
los Comisionados
procederhn sin
sin deComisionados procederan
demora aa examinar y
y determinar 'las
las Claims
Claims to be
reclamaciones especificadas
reclamaciones
especifieadas en
en el
el examined.
articulo primero, y
yoiran,
oiran, si lo
lo tienen
tienen
por conveniente, una persona en de- Mode of
proofprofensa de cada gobierno
gobierno para cada
cada cedure.
cedure.
reclamacion.
Gobiernos, h
a Papers
reclamacion. Los dos Gobiernos,
Papers to be
solicitud de cualquiera
cualquiera de los
los CoCo- furnished.
misionados,
misionados, presentar&n
presentarin los
los papeles
papeles
que tengan
tengan y
y que puedan
puedan conducir
conducir
a la justa decision de las reclamareclamaciones.
ciones.
ARTICUL 0 V.
V.
ARTICULO
La decision 6
6 sentencia
sentencia de
de la
la Decision of
onilsioners
Comision sera sin
apelacion; y
y bassin apelacion;
bas- tr
commissioners
t
final.
tara
voto de
tara el
el voto
de tres
tres Comisionados
Comisionados beeAgnia.ee.
Agreement
ofpara dax
plena fuerza
efecto a
a sus
sus three
of.
WTI.
para
dar plena
fuerza y
y efecto
three to
to ment
be suffi.
cle
decisiones,
la jusdecisiones, tanto
tanto respecto
respecto h.
4 la
jus- ment.
nt.
ticia
las reclamaciones
ticia de
de las
reclamaciones como
como al
al
monto de las indemnizaciones
indernnizaciones que
que
puedan ser
los reclareclaser adjudicadas
adjudicadas a
6alos
mantes;
mantes ;y
los
y en caso de
de discordia,
discordia, los
puntos
diferencia serail
sometidos
puntos de diferencia
seran sometidos
al arbitro 6
6 Tercero, ante
ante el
el cual
cual
deben ser
los Comisionados;
ser oidos 1s
Comisionados;
del Tercero
Tercero sera
sera el
el
yy la
la decision del
y conclusion.
conclusion.
final y
ARTICULO
ARTICULO VI.
VI.

The
decision of
of the
the mixed
comThe decision
1mixed con
La decision de la Comision
Comision Mixta
MixtA
Each uarty
harty
mission shall be executed
sera ejecutada
ejecutada sin
sin apelacion
apelacion por
por cada
exeeme ft
tt ,
executed without
withot It sera
cada shall
sha1 execute
d
a
v
epa
creae
l. without
wahom
decree
the contracting
appeal by each
each of the
las partes
partes contratantes;
contractin g una de
de las
contratantes; y
y appal.
parties, and
be the
the duty
and it
it shall
shall be
duty of
sera cleber
Comisionados prepredeber de los Comisionados
of sera
the commissioners
commissioners to
the
to report
report to
to th
los respectivos
gobiernos el
.e sentar a6los
respectivos gobiernos
el
respective governments the resu
result
resultado de sus
procedimientos; y
y
It resultado
sus procedimientos;
of their proceedings;
proceedings; and if
if the
the dede si
Si la decision
los dichos
decision de
de los
dichos ComiComicision of said commissioners
commissioners require
requir e- sionados requiriere
requiriere el
de inel pago
pago de
inthe payment of indemnities
indemnities to
any demnizaciones
demnizaciones en
de alguno
alguno Payments,how
to an
en favor
favor de
Payments,how
the sums
of the
the claimants, the
de los
las sumas
sums determindetermirn- de
los reclamantes,
reclamantes, las
sumas deterdeter- made.
made.
commissioners shall
ed by
by the
the said
said commissioners
Comisionados
sha11 minadas por
por dichos
dichos Comisionados
be paid by the government
government against
againsst seran
serail pagadas
pagadas por
por el
el Gobierno
Gobierno conconawarded within
one
which they
they are
are awarded
within on
e
un mes
destra el cual se
se decreten,
decreten, un
mes desmonth after said government
government shall
sha11 pues que este
este haya
haya recibido
recibido la
la sensenhave received
received the report
said
report of
of sai
Comision; y
y por
d tencia de la
la Comision;
por cualcualcommissioners; and
for any
any dela
delay
commissioners;
and for
en el
el pago
pago de
suma
quier demons
demora en
de In
la suma
y quier
in the payment of
of the
the sum
sum awarded
awarde d acordada,
de cumplido
el
acordada, despuea
despues de
cumplido el
54*
54*
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after the expiration of said
said month,
month
Interest,
Interest, when
when the sum of six per cent. interes
interest
be paid.
t paid
be
shall be paid during such time as
said delay shall continue.
continue.

Secretary
Secretary to
the
commission.
the commission.
Rules of business.
ness.

Decisions to be
final.

mes estipulado,
estipulado, se
pagara el
se pagara
el interes
interes
ciento sobre
legal de
de seis
seis por
por ciento
sobre la
la cancantidad, mientras
mientras dure
dure la
tidad,
la demora.
demora.

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VII.

ARTICULO
VII.
ARTICULO VII.

For the purpose of facilitating
facilitating
the labors of the mixed
mixed commission,
commission
each government
government shall appoint
appoint aa
secretary to
transaction
secretary
to assist
assist in
in the
the transaction
of their business and to
recto keep
keep aarecord of their proceedings,
proceedings, and
and for
for the
the
conduct of
their business
said comconduct
of their
business said
commissioners are authorized to
to make
make
all necessary
necessary rules.

de facilitar
facilitar los
Con el
el objeto
objeto de
los tratrabajos de la Comision
Comision Mixta
Mixta cada
cada
Gobierno
un Secretario
Gobierno nombrari
nombrarA un
Secretario
para que auxilie k los
los Comisionados
Comisionados
en sus trabajos
trabajos y
y lleve
la acta
lleve la
acta rerespectiva;
spectiva; para
para el modo
modo de
de organiorganitrabajos y
zar sus trabajos
y procedimientos
procedimientos
los Comisionados
los
Comisionados estan
estan autorizados
autorizados
para
las reglas.
para dictar las
reglas.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE vim
vm.

ARTICULO VIII.
ARTICULO
VIII

The decisions
decisions of
of this
this commission,
The
commission,

or
the umpire
umpire in
in case
case of a
a difor of
of the

ference
commissioners,
ference between
between the
the commissioners,
shall be final and conclusive, and
and
shall be carried
by
carried into full effect
effect by
Commission
Commission
The
the two contracting parties.
parties. The
to conclude labors
commission
its lalatoconcludelabors
commission shall
shall terminate
terminate its
in six months.
bors in
months from
from and
and includbors
in six
six months
including the day of its
organization; proits organization;
proif at
at the
the time
vided, however, if
time stipstipulated
ulated for the termination
termination of said
commission, any case or
or cases should
should
Decision of
of umum- be
be pending
pending before
before the
the umpire
umpire and
and
pending awaiting
pire on pending
his decision,
decision, it
it is underawaiting his
cases may be
1
i
it i
stood
the two
two conconmade within
stood and
and agreed
agreed by
by the
thirty
thirty days
days after. tracting
parties, that
that said
said umpire
tracting parties,
umpire is
is
authorized to
and make
his
authorized
to proceed
proceed and
make his
decision
decision or award
award in such case
case or
or
cases, and
and upon
his report
cases,
upon his
report thereof
thereof
two governments,
to each
each of the two
governments,
mentioning the
mentioning
the amount
amount of
indemniof indemnity,
shall have
have been
ty, if
if such
such shall
been allowed
allowed
by
be final
by him, such award
award shall
shall be
final
and conclusive
conclusive in
in the same
same manner
manner
as
as if
if it
it had
had been
been made
made by
by the
the comcommissioners under their own
own agreeagreement; provided that said
said decision
decision
shall be
be made
made by said
said umpire
umpire within
within
thirty days
days after
after the final
final adjournadjourncommission, and
and at
at the
the
ment of
of said commission,
expiration of
the said
thirty days,
expiration
of the
said thirty
days,
the
authority hereby
hereby
the power
power and
and authority
granted to said umpire shall
shall cease.
cease.
ARTICLE IX.
ARTICLE
IX.

Expenses
Expenses of
Each government
government shall pay
of
pay its
its
C
uO
m
nipm
ire
Is,&i e
,r
h
No w own
own commissioners
commissioners and
secretary,
and secretary,
commissioner,
to
paid.
but the
umpire shall
shall be
paid, one
half
be paid,
one half
but
the umpire
to be paid.
Government of
the United
United
by the Government
of the

Las decisiones de la Comision 6
6
del
discordia
del Tercero, en
en caso
caso de
de discordia
entre los Comisionados,
entre
Comisionados, serin
seran conconcluyentes
cluyentes y
finales, y
llevarin a
y finales,
y se
se llevaran
por las
partes condebido efecto por
las dos
dos partes
contratantes. La
terminari
tratantes.
La Comision
Comision terminara
sus trabajos seis meses despues del
del
dia
dia de su
su organizacion,
organizacion, inclusive
inclusive
aquel; sin embargo
embargo si
si al tiempo
tiempo
estipulado para
terminaCion de
para la termination
de
sus trabajos
trabajos hay algunos
algunos puntos
pantos
pendientes ante
en dispendientes
ante el
el Tercero en
discordia, queda entendido
entendido y
y conveconvenido por las dos partes contratantes,
contratantes,
Tercero queda
que el
el mencionado Tercero
queda
autorizado
emitir su
decision 6
autorizado para
para emitir
su decision
6
bando,
y presentara
presentara al
tel Gobierno
bando, y
Gobierno el
el
indemnizacion, si
si esta
valor de
de la indemnizacion,
esta
se decreta, y
bando sera
seri el
el
y este
este bando
final
conclusion del
del mismo
mismo modo
final yy conclusion
modo
que si hubiera sido expedido
expedido por
por
los
Comisionados en
en sus
sus acuerdos.
los Comisionados
acuerdos.
Esta decision sin
seth exsin embargo
embargo sera
expedida
por el
el Tercero
treinta dias
dias
pedida por
Tercero treinta
despues de
sesion de
de la
de la Ultima
ultima sesion
la
mencionada
Comision; y
ydespues
mencionada Comision;
despues de
de
este plazo estipulado
de treinta
estipulado de
treinta dias,
dias,
cesan
encargo del
cesan los
los poderes
poderes yy el
el encargo
del
Tercero en Discordia.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO IX.
IX.

Cada
Cada Gobierno pagara,
pagarA sus
sus CoComisionados
pero el
misionados y
y Secretario;
Secretario; pero
el
Tercero
sera pagado,
rercero en Discordia
Discordia sera
pagado, la
la
nitad
nor
del
v
mitad
por
Peril
ev-- el
- Gobierno
,
-Peri y
v--
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CONVENTION
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J
ANUARY 12,
1863.
JANUARY
12, 1863.

States
and one
one nalt
half by
the Republic
Olates and
by the
Jtepublic

la mitad por
por el
el de
de los
los Estados
UniEstados Unidos.
dos.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.
X.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO X.
X.

of Peru.

The present
shall be
present Convention
Convention shall
be
ratified and the ratifications
ratifications thereof
thereof
shall be exchanged
in the
of
exchanged in
the term
term of
four months from the date hereof.
hereof.
In faith whereof, the
the respective
respective
Plenipotentiaries have
Plenipotentiaries
the
have signed
signed the
same and affixed
affixed their respective
respective
seals.
seals.
Done in the city of Lima
Lima this
this
twelfth day of January, in the
year
the year
of our Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight
hundred and
and sixty-three.
hundred
sixty-three.
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER ROBINSON.
ROBINSON.
[L. s.]
s.]
[L.

JOSE
JOSE G. PAZ SOLDAN.
SOLDAN.

[L.
s.]
FL. S.1
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La presente Convencion
Convencion sera
Ratifications to
sera rara- Ratifications
to
tificada y
ylas ratificaciones
cambia- be
be exchanged
ratificaciones cambiaexchanged
within
six
six
das en el tdrmino
tarmino de
de cuatro
meses months.
cuatro meses
de su fecha.
En fd
f6 de lo
los respectivos
respectivos
lo cual
cual los
Plenipotenciarios
Plenipotenciarios la han
firmclo y
y
ban firmado
puesto sus sellos.
sellos.
Hecha
Hecha en Lima a los doce
doce dias
dias Signature.
del mes de Enero del
del afio
del Sefior
Senor
aio del
de mil ochocientos sesenta y
y tres.
tres.
PAZ SOLDAN.
SOLDAN.
JOSE G. PAZ
[L.
s.]
[L. S.]
CHRISTOPHER ROBINSON.
CHRISTOPHER
[L.
[L. S.]
S.]

J

And
Convention, as amended,
And whereas
whereas the
the said
said Convention,
amended, has been duly ratified
ratified Ratifications.
on both parts, and the respective
respective ratifications
ratifications of
exchanged
of the
the same
same were
were exchanged
at the city of Lima on the eighteenth
eighteenth day
day of
of April
April last:
last:
Now, therefore,
Now,
therefore, be it known that I,
I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, PresPres- Proclamation
Proclamation
ident of
of the United States of America, have caused the
ident
said Convention
Convention by the President.
the said
to be made public, to the end that the
the same
same and
and every
every clause
clause and
and article
article
thereof
thereof may be observed and fulfilled with
good faith
by the
the United
States
with good
faith by
United States
and the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
In witness whereof,
whereof, I
I have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
the seal
seal
set my
my hand
and caused
caused the
of the United States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this
nineteenth day
clay of
May, in
in the
this nineteenth
of May,
the
year of our Lord
year
Lord one thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty[L. s.]
Independence of the United
[L.
s.] three, and of the Independence
States of
of AmerAmerUnited States
ica the eighty-seventh.
eighty-seventh.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM H. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

TREATY WITH
WITH GREAT BRITAIN.
TREATY
BRITAIN.
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1863.
FEBRUARY
17, 1863.
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Additional
Article to the Treaty for the Suppression
Additional Article
Suppression of
of the
African SlaveSlavethe African
Trade,
between the United
United States of America
America and her
Trade, between
Britannic Majesty,
Majesty,
her Britannic
of
the 7th
7th of
of April,
April, 1862; concluded February
of the
February 17, 1863;
ratified by
by
1863; ratified
the United
States,W
March 5, 1863; ratifications
the
United States,
ratifications exchanged, April
April 1,
1, 1863;
1863
and proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
and
President of
of the United
United States,
April 22,
22, 1863.
1863.
States, April
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
BY THE
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
AMERICA::

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
additional article to the treaty for the suppression
W HEREAS an
an additional
suppression of
of th
the
African slave-trade,
African
slave-trade, between
between the United
United States of America
America and
and he
her
Britannic
Majesty, of the 7th of April, 1862, was concluded
Britannic Majesty,
concluded and
and signed
signe
at Washington
respective plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries, on the 17th
at
Washington by
by their respective
of
17th day
day of
February, 1863,
1863, which
February,
which additional article is, word for word, as
as follows
fbllows:--

February 11,1863.
17,1863.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Additional
Additional Article
Article to the Treaty between the United
United States of
America
of America
and
her Britannic
Britannic Majesty for the Suppression
Suppression of
and her
African SlaveSlaveof the African
Trade, signed
signed at
at Washington
Washington April 7,
Trade,
7, 1862.
1862.
WHEREAS,
article of the treaty between
W HEREAS, by
by the
the first
first article
between the United States
States Right
of search
Rightof
search
of America
her Majesty
Majesty the Queen
and detention
detention of
of
of
America and
and her
Queen of the United Kingdom
Kingdom of Great and
certain
certain
vessels
Britain and
for the suppression of the African
Britain
and Ireland,
Ireland, for
African slave-trade,
slave-trade, signed
signed may
may be exercised
exercised
at Washington
Washington on the 7th
at
7th of April, 1862, it was
was stipulated
stipulated and
agreed within thirty
and agreed
thirty
leagues
of Madas
that
those
ships
of the respective
that those
respective navies
navies of the two high contracting
contracting gascar,
gasar, Pue
rto
Puerto
parties
which shall
shall be provided
special iniiructions
parties which
provided with special
iostructions for
for that
that purpose
purpose Rico,
Kico, and San
San
as
mentioned, may
may visit such merchant-vessels
merchant-vessels of the two Domingo.
as thereinafter
thereinafter mentioned,
Domingo.
nations as may, upon reasonable
reasonable grounds, be
be suspected
suspected of
of being
being engaged
engaged
in
the African
in the
African slave-trade, or of having been fitted
fitted out
out for
for that
that purpose,
purpose, Vol. xii.
xii. p.1225.
p.1225.
or
or of
of having, during the voyage on which they
are met
met by
the said
they are
by the
said
cruisers, been
been engaged
engaged in the African slave-trade
cruisers,
slave-trade contrary
contrary to
the provisprovisto the
ions of
said treaty; and that such cruisers may
ions
of the
the said
detain and
and send
send or
may detain
or
carry
carry away
away such vessels in order that they may be
brought to
trial in
in the
be brought
to trial
the
manner thereinafter
thereinafter agreed upon; and whereas
manner
whereas it
it was
by the
the said
article
was by
said article
further stipulated
stipulated and agreed
further
agreed that the reciprocal right of
search and
deof search
and detention should
should be exercised
tention
exercised only within the distance
distance of
two hundred
miles
of two
hundred miles
from
the coast
coast of Africa, and to the southward
from the
southward of the
thirty-second paralthe thirty-second
parallel
north latitude,
and within
within thirty leagues from the coast of
lel of
of north
latitude, and
of the
the island
island
of
of Cuba;
Cuba; and
and whereas
whereas the two high contracting
contracting parties are
are desirous
desirous of
of
rendering
rendering the said treaty
treaty still more efficacious
efficacious for
for its
purpose, the
pleniits purpose,
the plenipotentiaries
potentiaries who signed the said treaty have, in
in virtue
virtue of
of their
their full
full
powers,
powers, agreed
agreed that the reciprocal
reciprocal right of visit and detention, as
as defined
defined
in
the
article
aforesaid,
exercised also within thirty leagues of
in the article aforesaid, may be exercised
of the
the
island of
island
of Madagascar,
Madagascar, within thirty leagues
leagues of the island
island of
Rico,
of Puerto
Puerto Rico,
and within
thirty leagues
leagues of the island of San Domingo.
and
within thirty
Domingo.
The present
additional article
The
present additional
article shall have the same force
and validity
validity as
as This article
force and
article to
if it
had been
been inserted
inserted word for word in the treaty concluded
if
it had
concluded between have
have same effect
effect
as
if
it
formed
the
two
high
contracting
parties on the 7th of April, 1862,
as if
formed
the two high contracting parties
1862, and shallpart
f it formed
part
former
c
have
the same duration as that treaty. It
It shall be ratified,
have the
ratified, and
and the
the ratifiratifi- treaty.
treaty.
cations
shall
be
exchanged
at
London
in
six
months
to
cations shall be exchanged
from this date, or Ratifications
abtifications to
be exchanged
exchanged in
sooner if possible.
six months.

In
witness whereof
plenipotentiaries have
In witness
whereof the respective
respective plenipotentiaries
signed the
have signed
the
same, and have thereunto affixed the seal of
arms.
of their
their arms.

six months.

•
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TREATY
WITH GREAT
BRITAIN.
GREAT BRITAIN.
TREATY WITH

FEBRUARY 17, 1863.
FEBRUARY

Signature.

Done at
Washington, the
17th day
of February,
in the
the year
of our
our
year of
February, in
day of
the 17th
at Washington,
Done
Lord
one th9usand
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-three.
and sixty-three.
thgusand eight
Lord one
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD.
[L.
[L. s.]
s.]
SEWARD.
WILLIAM H.
[I,. s•]
S.]
LYONS.
[L.

Ratification.,.
Ratification

both
And whereas
whereas the said additional article has been duly ratified
ratified on both
parts,
and the
the respective
respective ratifications
ratifications of
exchanged at
were exchanged
of the same were
parts, and
ExLondon on
1st instant, by Charles Francis Adams, Esq., Envoy Exon the 1st
London
traordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary
the United States, at the
Plenipotentiary of the
and Minister
traordinary
Court
of St.
and Earl
Earl Russell,
Britannic Majesty's
Majesty's principal
principal
Russell, her Britannic
St. James,
James, and
Court of
Secretary
State for
for foreign
affairs, on
on the
their respective
respective
part of
of their
the part
foreign affairs,
of State
Secretary of

Proclamation
Proclamation
by the
the President.
by
President.

governments:
governments:
Now,
therefore, be it known
I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, Presknown,' that I,
Now, therefore,

id ent of
oft
he U
ni
te d S
tates of
of America,
America, have
have caused
caused the
the said
said additional
additional
ident
the
United
States

article to be made public, to
to the end
end that the same, and every clause and
article
part thereof,
thereof, may
may be
be observed
and fulfilled
faith by
by the United
with good
good faith
fulfilled with
observed and
part
States
thereof.
States and
and the
the citizens thereof.
In
In witness whereof, II have hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal
United States
States to be affixed.
of the United
Done
at the
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this twenty-second
twenty-second day
of
day of
the City
Done at
1 April,
in
the
year
of our
Lord
eight hundred
hundred
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
in
the
year
of
our
. April,
Independence of the United
E
L' sL'JS and sixty-three, and of the Independence
States the
eighty-seventh.
States
the eighty-seventh.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
President:
By the President:
State.
SEWARD,
WILLikm H.
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
WILLIAM
H. S

CONVENTION WITH BELGIUM.
BELGIUM.

M AT 20.
20, 1863.
MAY

647
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Convention between the United
United States
Convention
His Majesty
States of
of America
America and
and His
Majesty the
the
King of the Belgians;
King
Belgians; Dated
Dated at Brussels, May
20, 1863;
1863; Ratified,
Ratifed,
May 20,
March
Exchanged, June 24, 1864; Proclaimed
March 6, 1864; Exchanged,
the PresiPresiProclaimed by
ry the
dent of the United
United States,
November 18,
States, November
18, 1864.
1864.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
BY
TIM PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

May
20, 1863.
May 20,1863.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
WHEREAS
a convention
W
HEREAS a
convention between
between the United States of
America and
and his
his
Preamble.
of America
Preamble.
Majesty the King of the Belgians, to complete by
by new
new stipulations
stipulations the
the
treaty of commerce and navigation
treaty
navigation between
between the
the United
and BelBelUnited States
States and
gium, of
of the
seventeenth of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
gium,
the seventeenth
hundred and fifty-eight,
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
fifty-eight, was
was Vol.
p. 1043.
1043.
concluded
concluded and signed
signed by their respective
respective plenipotentiaries,
at Brussels,
Brussels, on
on
plenipotentiaries, at
the twentieth day of May, eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
which
conhundred and
sixty-three, which convention,
vention, being in the English and French
French languages,
languages, is
is word
word for
for word,
word, as
as
follows
:—
follows:The President of the United States
of America,
America, on the one side,
side, his
his
Majesty the King
King of the Belgians,
Belgians,
on the other
side, having
deemed it
other side,
having deemed
it
advantageous
advantageous to complete, by
new
by new
stipulations, the treaty of
of commerce
commerce
and navigation entered into
by the
the
into by
United States and Belgium
Belgium on
on the
the
seventeenth day of July, eighteen
seventeenth
eighteen
hundred and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, have
have reresolved to make aaconvention in adaddition to that arrangement,
arrangement, and
and have
have
appointed
appointed for their plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries,
namely :-—
namely:
The President of the United
United States,
States,
Henry Shelton Sanford, aacitizen
citizen of
of
the United States, their minister
minister resresident near his Majesty
Majesty the
the King
King of
of
the Belgians; his Majesty
King
Majesty the
the King
of the Belgians,
Belgians, the Sieur
Sieur Charles
Charles
Rogier,
Rogier, grand officer of
of the
the Order
Order
of Leopold,
Leopold, decorated with
with the
the iron
iron
cross, grand cross of
order of
of
of the
the order
the Ernestine
Ernestine Branch
Branch of
of Saxony,
Saxony,
of the Polar Star of St. Maurice
Maurice
and St. Lazarus,
Lazarus, of Our
of the
the
Our Lady
Lady of
Conception of Villa-Vicosa,
Villa-Vicosa, of
the
of the
Legion of Honor, of the White
White Eagle,
Eagle,
&c., a
a member
member of the
the Chamber
of
Chamber of
Representatives, his minister of
Representatives,
of forforeign affairs; who, after having comcommunicated
municated to each other
other their
their full
full
powers, found to be in gbod
good and
and
proper form, have agreed
agreed upon
upon the
the
following articles
:—
articles:-

Le President
President des
Etats- Unis Contracting
des Etats-Unis
Contracting
d'Amerique, d'une
part, et
et Sa
Ma- parties.
d'une part,
Sa Majeste le
Roi des
des Belges,
Beiges, d'autre
part,
le Roi
d'autre part,
ayant jug6
juge utile de completer
completer par
de
par de
nouvelles
nouvelles stipulations le
le trait6
traite de
de
commerce
commerce et de navigation
navigation sign4
sign4
entre les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
et la
Belgique
la Belgique
le dix-sept Juillet mil
cinmil huit
huit cent
cent cinquante huit,
limit, ont
de conclure
ont tholu
resolu de
conclure
convention additionnelle
une convention
cet
additionnelle a
a cet
arrangement et
arrangement
et ont
ont nomme
nomme pour
pour
leurs Plenipotentiaires,
Plenipotentiaires, savoir:savoir —
President des Etats-Unis,
Le Pr6sident
Etats -Unis,
Henri Shelton Sanford, citoyen des
des
Etats-Unis, son
son Ministre Resident
R6sident
pres Sa Majeste
Majest6 le
des Beiges;
le Roi
Roi des
Belges;
Sa Majest6
Majest6 le
des )3elges,
le
leIoiRoi des
Belges, le
Sieur Charles Rogier, Grand
Grand OffiOfficier de l'Ordre de Leopold,
cier
&core
L6opold, ddcore
de la Croix de
de Per,
Fer, Grand
Grand Cordon
Cordon
des Ordres de
de la
Branche Ernestine
la Branche
Ernestine
de Saxe, de l'Etoile
l'Etoile Polaire, des
des
SS. Maurice et Lazare,
Lazare, de
de Notre
Notre
Dame de la Conception de
de VillaVillaVi9osa,
Vicosa, de la Ldgion
Legion d'Honneur
d'Honneur et
et
de l'Aigle Blanc, &a.,
&a., Membre
Membre de
de
la Chambre des Representants,
Representants, son
son
Ministre des Affaires
Affaires Etrangeres,
lesEtrangeres, lesquels, apres
apres6'etre
leurs
s'etre communiqué
communique leurs
pleins pouvoirs,
pouvoirs, trouves en bonne
bonne et
et
due forme, sont convenus
convenus des
des artiarticles suivants
suivants: -
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A
RTICUE I.
I.
AItTICLE

From and after the day when the
the
capitalization of the
capitalization
levied
the duties
duties levied
upon navigation
navigation in
in the
the Scheldt
Scheldt shall
shall
general ararhave been
been secured by
by a
a general
rangement
rangement —
Tonnage dues.
1st. The
tonnage dues
levied in
in
1st.
The tonnage
dues levied
Belgian ports
ports shall cease.
cease.
Fees for pilot2d. Fees for pilotage
pilotage in Belgian
Belgian
age.
age.
ports and in the Scheldt, in
so far
in so
far
as it depends
Belgium, shall
depends on
on Belgium,
shall be
be
reduced twenty
twenty per centum
centum for
for sailsailing vessels,
twenty-five per
per centum
vessels, twenty-five
centum
per centum
centum
for vessels in tow,
tow, thirty
thirty per
for steam vessels.
&e.
3d.
dues and
other charges
charges
Port dues, &c.
3d. Port dues
and other
levied by the city of
shall
of Antwerp
Antwerp shall
be throughout
throughout reduced.
reduced.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE U.
U.

In
derogation to
the ninth
ninth article
article
Transportation
In derogation
to the
of
salt.
of the treaty of the seventeenth
of salt,
seventeenth of
July,
eighteen hundred
fiftyJuly, eighteen
hundred and
and fiftyVol. xii. p. 1046. eight, the flag of the
States
the United
United States
to that
that of
shall be
be assimilated
assimilated to
of BelBelgium
of salt.
salt.
gium for
for the
the transportation
transportation of

Tariff of import duties.

port duties.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE PR.
1Is.
A partir du jour
o la
la capitalijour ou
capitali.
sation du peage
l'Escaut sera
p 6 age de l'Escaut
sera
assuree par
par un
un arrangement
arrangement genegeneral:ral:1°.
Le droit
1°. Le
droit de
de tonnage
tonnage preleve
prelev6
dans les ports
d'être
ports beiges cessera
cessera d'etre
percu;
pergu;
2°.Les droits
dans
2°.
droits de
de pilotage
pilotage dans
les ports belges
beiges et
et dans l'Escaut,
l'Escaut, en
en
tant
taut qu'il ddpendra
dependra de
de la
la Belgique,
Belgique,
seront reduits:
rdduits: de 20 p.
les
p. c. pour les
navires a
p. c.
c. pour
les
a voiles, de
de 25
25 p.
pour les
navires remorques,
p. c.
c. pour
pour
remorquds, de
de 30
30 p.
les
vapeur;
les navires aavapeur;
Le regime
taxes locales
3°. Le
regime des
des taxes
locales
impos6es
imposees par la
vine d'Anvers
la ville
d'Anvers sera
sera
degreve dans son ensemble.
ensemble.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IL
II.

Par derogation
derogation b.hal'art.
traite
'art. 9
9 du
du traitA
du
du dix-sept
dix-sept Juillet
Juillet mil
mil huit
huit cent
cent cincinquante
le pavilion
des Etatsquante huit,
huit, le
pavilion des
EtatsUnis sera assimile au pavilion beige
beige
pour
transport du
du sel.
pour le transport
sel.

ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
III.

ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE II.

The
tariff of
of import
import duties
The tariff
duties resultresulting from the treaty of the first of
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyand sixtyone,
between Belgium
France,
one, between
Belgium and
and France,
to goods
imported from
is extended to
goods imported
from
the United States, on
on the
the same
consame conditions with
it was
was extended
extended
with which
which it
to Great Britain by the treaty of
of the
twenty-third
twenty-third of
eighteen hunof July,
July, eighteen
hunand sixty-two.
sixty-two.
dred and
The reduction
reduction made by the
the treatreaties entered into
into by
by Belgium
Belgium with
with
Switzerland
Switzerland on the eleventh of
of DeDecember, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyand sixtytwo, with Italy
Italy on the
the ninth
ninth of
of April,
April,
eighteen
and sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three,
Netherlands on the twelfth
with the Netherlands
twelfth
of May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixsixty-three,
with France
France on
on
ty-three, and
and also
also with
the twelfth
twelfth of May, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and sixty-three, shall be
be equally
equally
applied
goods imported
the
applied to
to goods
imported from
from the
United
United States.
It is agreed that
shall
It
that Belgium
Belgium shall
also extend
extend to the United States
States the
the
reductions of
duties which
which
of import
import duties
may result from her subsequent
subsequent treatreaties with other
other powers.
powers.

Le tarif resultant du traite
traite du
du
premier Mai mil
soixante
mil huit cent soixante
et un entre la
Belgique et
la Belgique
et la
la France
France
est etendu aux marchandises
marchandises imporimpordes Etats-Unis
dans les
tees des
Etats-Unis dans
les memes
mgmes
conditions
conditions qu'il l'a ete
det aal'Angleterre
l'Angleterre
par le traite
traitd du 23 Juillet
Juillet mil
mil huit
huit
cent soixante
soixante deux.
deux.
Seiont egalement
Seront
6galement appliques
appliques aux
aux
dites marchandises
degrevements
marchandises les
les degrevements
operes
°per& par les traites
conclus par
traites conclus
par la
la
Belgique
Belgique avec la
la Suisse le
le ooze
onze DeDecembre mil huit
cent soixante
soixante deux,
deux,
cembre
huit cent
avec l'Italie
Phalle le neuf Avril mil huit
huit
soixante trois,
Pays
cent soixante
trois, avec
avec les
les Pays
Bas le douze Mai
Mai mil huit
huit cent
cent
soixante trois,
et avec
avec la
soixante
trois, et
la France
France
egalement le
le douze
douze Mai
Mai mil
egalement
mil huit
huit
soixante trois.
cent soixante
convenu que
II est
est convenu
que ht
la Belgique
Belgique
6tendra aussi
aux Etats-Unis
re6tendra
aussi aux
Etats-Unis les
les reductions de
de tarif
qui pourraient
pourraient rereductions
tarif qui
traites subsequents
avec
sulter de
de ses traites
subsequents avec
d'autres puissances.
puissances.
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ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.

Contribution
Prenant en consideration
consideration les pro- Contribution
Prenant
The
United States,
view of
in view
States, in
The United
United
faites par la Belgique pour of the United
ositions faites
the
made by
to positions
Belgium to
by Belgium
proposition made
the proposition
commun accord,
la capicapi- eSatpatiteasiitzoatteot
States to the
accord, la
regulate, by
by a
a common
d'un commun
4gler, d'un
common accord, the regler,
regulate,
dues;
rEscaut, les the Scheldt dues;
du page
peage de lEscaut,
alisation do
capitalization of
Scheldt dues, talisation
the Scheldt
of the
capitalization
contribuer
a contribuer
Etats-Unis consentent a
consents
contribute to
this capital- Etats-Unis
to this
to contribute
consents to
cette
capitalisation sous les condicette capitalisation
ization
under the
following condithe following
ization under
tions
suivantes :—
ions suivantes:
tions:—
tions:A. Le
n'excedera pas une
A.
Le capital n'excedera
A. The
The capital
capital sum
exshall not exsum shall
A.
somme
trente-six millions de
de trente-six
omme de
wed thirty-six
millions of francs.
thirty-six millions
ceed
rancs.
B.
Belgium shall assume for its francs.
B. Belgium
sa
B. La
prendra ita sa
Belgique prendra
B.
La Belgique
part one-third
one-third of
of that
amount.
that amount.
part
charge
le
tiers
cc
capital.
capital.
ce
de
tiers
le
harge
C.
The
remainder
shall
be
apshall
remainder
C. The
lea
C.
sera reparti entre les
Le reste sera
C. Le
portioned
the other
other States,
among the
portioned among
,utres Etats, dans la proportion de
pro
to their navigation in the autres
rata to
pro rata
leur
eur navigation dans l'Escaut.
Scheldt.
D. La
La quote-part
quote-part des
Etats-Unis, not
to exceed,
exceed,
not to
des Etats-Unis,
D.
D.
The proportion
proportion of the United
D. The
&c.;
devant
etre
fixee
d'apres
Sze.;
regle,
cette
d'apres
fixee
6tre
levant
States,
to
be
determined
in
accorddetermined
be
States, to
ke pourra s'elever au-dessus d'une
ance
this rule,
shall not exceed ne
rule, shall
with this
ance with
deux millions sept cent
de deux
omme de
the sum
millions seven hun- somme
two millions
of two
sum of
the
neuf mille
mule deux cents
eptante neuf
dred and
seventy-nine thousand
thousand two septante
and seventy-nine
dred
francs.
iancs.
hundred francs.
E. Le
dite quote- how to be paid.
de la dite
paiement de
Le paiement
E.
E.
The payment
the said proof the
payment of
E. The
annuites,
en dix annuites,
effectu6 en
sera effectue
)art sera
portion
annual part
portion shall be made in ten annual
comprendront le
valeur, qui comprendront
1'egale valeur,
instalments
equal amount,
amount, which d'egale
of equal
instalments of
i quatre pour
et les
intdrets a
les interets
capital et
include the capital and the in- capital
shall include
des parties
capital nondu capital
parties du
cent des
terest on
on the portion remaining un- cent
terest
ichues.
paid
at the
the rate
centum. &hues.
of four per centum.
rate of
paid at
La premiere
premiere annuit6
annuite sera
payable
sera payable
La
The
The first instalment shall be payBruxelles le 1'
1" Avril 1864 ou
able
Brussels, on
on the first day of iti Bruxelles
at Brussels,
able at
que le
Congres des
le Congres
apres que
aussit6t apres
April, eighteen
hundred and sixty- aussitot
eighteen hundred
April,
aura vote les fonds neEtats-Unis aura
four, or
immediately after the Con- Etats-Unis
or immediately
four,
rinteret
Dans tout cas, l'interet
cessaires. Dans
gress
of the
have cessaires.
States shall have
United States
the United
gress of
cours a
a partir de la date
prendrait cours
made
the requisite
appropriation. prendrait
requisite appropriation.
made the
premier Avril
Avril mil huit
huit
du premier
snsdite du
In
event, the
interest shall susdite
the interest
either event,
In either
cent
soixante
quatre.
soixante
cent
the
of
commence
to
run
date
the
on
run
to
commence
first of
and
April, eighteen hundred and
of April,
first
sixty-four,
above mentioned.
sixty-four, above
Le
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
Le Gouvernement
The
government of the United
United
The government
l'extinction antireserve d'operer rextinction
antici se reserve
States reserves
reserves the right
right of anticiStates
cipee de sa quote-part.
propor cip6e
pating the
the payment
payment of the proporpating
tion of the United States.
4nbncees
Les conditions
conditions ci-dessus
ci-dessus erioncees
Les
The
conditions
above-mentioned conditions
The above-mentioned
capitalisation du
du peage de
la capitalisation
pour la
Scheld pour
for
capitalization of the Scheldt
the capitalization
for the
4
eres dans un
seront ins
inserees
l'Escaut seront
dues shall
shall be
inserted in a
general l'Escaut
a genera
be inserted
dues
general qui sera arrete par
treaty, to
adopted by
by a
conference traite general
a conference
be adopted
to be
treaty,
une conference
conference des Etats maritimes
interested une
of the maritime States interested,
of
interesses, conference
dans lequel les
les
conference dans
and
United States shal
shall interesses,
the United
in which the
and in
Etats-Unis
seront
representes.
representes.
seront
Etats-Unis
be
represented.
be represented.
ARTICLE.
V.
ARTICLE. V.
The
presThe articles I. and IV. of the pres
ent additional
additional convention
convention shall b
be
ent
perpetual; and the
remaining art
artithe remaining
perpetual;
cles
shall, together
together with the treat
treaty
cles shall,
mad
of
and navigation
navigation made
commerce and
of commerce
partie
between
contracting parties
between the high contracting
VOL. XITI.
XIII.
VOL.

TREAT. -55
TREAT.
—55

V.
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE

La
prosente convention
convention additionaddition- Duration of
La pr4sente
nelle sera
cc qui r
e_ this convention.
reen ce
perp6tuelle en
sera perpetuelle
nelle
garde
les articles
et, pour le
IV. et,
I. et
et IV.
articles I.
garde les
surplus,
elle aura,
aura, ainsi
que le traite
ainsi quo
surplus, elle
du
dix-sept Juillet
Juillet mil
mil huit cent cindu dix-sept
quante huit,
meme force et la
huit, la meme
quante
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Exchange of
Exchange
ratifications.
ratifications.

Signature.

Declaration
annexed.
annexed.

Signature.

Ratified.
Ratified.

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

CONVENTION WITH
CONVENTION
WITH BELGIUM.
BELGIUM.
on
seventeenth of
July, eighteen
on the seventeenth
of July,
eighteen
hundred and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, have the
the
same force
the treaforce and
and duration
duration as
as the
treaties mentioned in
III.
in Article III.
The ratifications
thereof shall
The
ratifications thereof
shall be
be
exchanged
exchanged with the
possible
the least possible
delay.
In faith whereof, the respective
respective
plenipotentiaries have signed
plenipotentiaries
signed the
present convention,
and have
have affixed
present
convention, and
affixed
thereto their
seals.
thereto
their seals.
Made in duplicate, and
Made
and signed at
at
Brussels
twentieth day
Brussels the
the twentieth
day of
of May,
May,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three.
sixty-three.
H. S. SANFORD. [L.
s.]
[L. s.]
Declaration
Declaration annexed
annexed to
to the
the addiadditional convention signed this day
between the United States and Belgium.
The Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of the
Unitthe United States having required
that the
required that
the
attributions
attributions of the consuls of the
United States
should
United
States in Belgium
Belgium should
become the
become
the object of farther
farther stipulastipulabeen impractiimpractitions, and it
it having
having been
cable
cable to complete
complete in season
season the
the exexof the
stipulations, it
it
amination of
the said
said stipulations,
that the
governis agreed that
the Belgian
Belgian government will continue that examination
examination
with the
sincere intent
come to
to
with
the sincere
intent to
to come
an agreement
agreement as early as
as may be
possible.
possible.
Done
at Brussels,
in duplicate,
Done at
Brussels, in
duplicate,
the
of May,
the twentieth
twentieth of
May, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred
sixty-three.
dred and
and sixty-three.
H. S.
S. SANFORD.
SANFORD.
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meme duree que les trait&
traites mentionmentionnes a
nes
a l'article
rarticle 3.
3.
ratifications en
echanLes ratifications
en seront
seront echangees dans
court d6lai
delai possipossidans le
le plus court
ble.
ble.
PlenipotenEn foi de quoi, les
les Plenipotenflakes
respectifs font
et y
tiaires respectifs
l'ont sign&
signee et
y
out appose
appose leurs
leurs cachets.
cachets.
ont
Fait
signe h
Fait en
en double
double original
original et
et signe
Bruxelles,
Bruxelles, le
vingtieme jour
du mois
le vingtieme
jour du
mois
Mai mil
de Mai
mil huit
huit cent
cent soixante
soixante trois.
trois.
CH. ROGIER.
ROGIER. [L.
CH.
[L. S.]
s.]
Declaration annexee
Declaration
annexee aala
la convenconvenadditionnelle signee
signee en
de
tion additionnelle
en date
date de
entre les
Etats-Unis et
ce jour
jour entre
les Etats-Unis
et la
la
Belgique.
Belgique.
Le
des EtatsEtatsLe Plenipotentiaire
Plenipotentiaire des
que les
les attriUnis ayant
ayant demande
demandd que
attributions
Americains en
butions des
des consuls
consuls Am6ricains
en
Belgique fissent l'objet
l'objet de
de quelques
quelques
stipulations
nouvelleb, et
et l'etude
l'etude des
des
stipulations nouvelles,
dites stipulations n'ayant
n'ayant pu
pu se
terse teril est
est convenu
convenu
miner en temps
temps utile, il
le Gouvernement
en pourpourque le
Gouvernement Beige
Belge en
suivra l'examen
sinsere ininsuivra
l'examen avec
avec la
la sinsere
tention d'arriver
accord le
tention
d'arriver ah un accord
le plus
plus
tat possible.
tot
possible.

Fait ahBruxelles,
Bruxelles, en
en double
double origiorigijour du
mois de
nal, le
le vingtieme
vingtieme jour
du mois
de
Mai mil huit cent soixante
soixante trois.
trois.
CH.
CH. ROGIER.
ROGIER.

And
whereas the
said convention
convention has
has been
been duly
And whereas
the said
duly ratified
ratified on
on both
both parts,
parts,
and the respective ratifications of
were exchanged
exchanged at
of the same were
at Brussels
Brussels
June last:
on the
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of
of June
last:
Now,
be it
it known,
known, that
that I,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
I, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President
President
of the United States of America,
America, have
have caused
the said
convention to
be
caused the
said convention
to be
made public, to the end that the
clause and
and article
thereof
the same
same and
and every
every clause
article thereof
may be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with
the United
States and
with good
good faith
faith by
by the
United States
and
the citizens
the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
In
my hand,
caused the
seal
In witness whereof, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
hand, and
and caused
the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
eighteenth day
Washington, this eighteenth
Novemday of November, in the year
year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and
eight hundred
[L. s.] sixty-four, and of the Independence
Independence of the United
United States of
of
America the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
America
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
By
By the
the President:
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM
Secretary of
of State.
State.
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Treaty for the
thefinal
Treaty
final Settlement of the
Claims of
of the
the Hudson's
Hudson's Bay
the Claims
Bay and
and
Puget's Sound Agricultural
Agricultural Companies
Puget's
Companies between
States of
of
between the United States
America and
Her Britannic
Britannic Majesty;
Majesty; concluded
America
and Her
1863;
concluded July 1, 1863;
ratified by the United
United States,
March 2, 1864;
ratified
States, March
1864 ; ratifications
ratifications exexchanged March
Mlarch 5, 1864; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
changed
President of
the United
of the
United
States, March
March 5,
5, 1864.
States,
1864.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF
BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA::

A
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS a
a treaty between the United States of America and her
her
Britannic Majesty, for the final settlement Of
df the claims of the Hudson's
Bay and Puget's Sound Agricultural
Agricultural Companies,
Companies, was
was concluded
concluded and
and
signed at Washington,
Washington, by their
their respective
respective plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries, on
on the
the first
first
day of July, 1863,
1863, which
which treaty is;
follows:
is; word for word, as
as follows:

J
uly 1,
July
1, 1863.
1863.
Preamble.

Preamble.

The United States of America and her Majesty
Majesty the Queen of the
the United Contracting
Contracting
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, being desirous to prowide
provide for the parties
final settlement
settlement of the claims
claims of the Hudson's
Puget's Sound
Hudson's Bay
Bay and
and Puget's
Sound
Agricultural Companies specified
specified in articles
of the
articles III.
III. and
and IV.
IV. of
the treaty
treaty
between the United
of America
America and
Britain, on
concluded between
United States of
and Great
Great Britain,
on
the 15th of June, 1846, have resolved
resolved to conclude a
a treaty
for this
this purpurtreaty for
pose, and have named as their Plenipotentiaries,
Plenipotentiaries, that
say: the
the Presthat is
is to
to say:
President of the United States
William H.
Seward, Secretary
States of
of America,
America, William
H. Seward,
Secretary
of State; and her Majesty the Queen
Queen of the United
Great
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Great
Britain and Ireland,
Ireland, the Right Honorable
Honorable Richard
Richard Bickerton Pemell,
Pemell,
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, a
knight grand
grand cross
cross of
Lord Lyons, a
a peer of
of her
her United
a knight
of her
her
most
honorable order
the Bath,
and her
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
most honorable
order of
of the
Bath, and
her Envoy
and
Plenipotentiary to the United States of America; who,
Minister Plenipotentiary
who, after
after
communicated to
having communicated
to each
each other
powers, found
other their
their respective
respective full
full powers,
found in
in
good and due
form, have
agreed upon
concluded the
the following
due form,
have agreed
upon and
and concluded
following
articles :
articles:
ARTICLE I. Whereas
Whereas by the 3d and 4th articles of the
Commissioners
the treaty concon- Commissioners
Washington on
eluded at Washington
the United
to be appointed
on the 15th
15th day of
of June,
June, 1846,
1846, between
between the
United to
appointed
Majesty the Queen of
Kingdom of
to examine,
exam ine, &c.,
States of America and
and her
her Majesty
of the
the United
United Kingdom
ofto
Great Britain and Ireland, it was stipulated
agreed that
that in
soles Bay
stipulated and agreed
in the
the future
future Slo's
Bay and
and
appropriation
south of
of the
the 49th
49th parallel
parallel of
of north
latitude, Puget's Sound
appropriation of
of the
the territory
territory south
north latitude,
Sound
as provided in the first article of the said treaty, the possessory
possessory rights
ne
npu
al
rit
lie7.1
Agricultural
s o of a
Companies.
the Hudson's Bay Company, and
and of
of all
all British subjects
subjects who
who may
may be
be
already in the occupation
acquired
occupation of land or other property
property lawfully
lawfully acquired
within the said territory, should
that the
the farms,
farms, lands,
should be
be respected, and
and that
lands,
and other property of every description,
description, belonging to
to the Puget's Sound
Sound
Agricultural
on the
the north
north side
side of
the Columbia
Columbia River,
River, should
should
Agricultural Company,
Company, on
of the
be confirmed to the
situation of
those
the said
said company;
company; but
but that in
in case
case the
the situation
of those
farms
United States
States to
to be
be of
of public
farms and lands should be
be considered
considered by
by the
the United
public
political importance,
United States
government should
signify
and political
importance, and
and the
the United
States government
should signify
aadesire to obtain
or of
propobtain possession
possession of
of the whole
whole or
of any
any part
part thereof,
thereof, the
the property so required
required should
should be transferred
to the
said government
at a
aproper
transferred to
the said
government at
proper
valuation, to
upon between
valuation,
to be
be agreed
agreed upon
between the
the parties:
parties:
And whereas it is desirable that all
questions between
the United
United
all questions
between the
States authorities on the one hand, and the Hudson's
Hudson's Bay
Bay and
and Puget's
Agricultural Companies on
Sound Agricultural
to the
on the other,
other, with respect to
the possessory
possessory
rights and claims of those companies,
companies, and of
of any
any other
other British
British subjects
subjects in
in
Oregon and Washington
Washington Territory, shOuld
settled by
by the
transfer of
should be
be settled
the transfer
of
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those rights and claims to the government
government of the United
United States
States for
for an
an
adequate money consideration:
consideration:
adequate
It is hereby agreed that the United States of
It
America and
and her
Britanof America
her Britannic Majesty shall, within twelve months after the
exchange of
ratifithe exchange
of the
the ratificommissioner for the
cations of the present treaty, appoint each aa commissioner
the purpose
purpose
of examining
examining and deciding upon all claims arising out
of the
the provisions
provisions
out of
above-quoted articles of the treaty of June 15, 1846.
of the above-quoted
Commissioners ARTICLE
ARTICLE II. The commissioners
commissioners mentioned in
preceding article
in the
the preceding
article
lo meet where
to
meet to be
shall, at the earliest convenient
after they
convenient period after
they shall
shall have been
been respecand how where,
be
and
named, meet
meet at
at the
of Washington,
Washington, in
Columbia,
tively named,
qualified;
the city
city of
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
and shall, before proceeding
proceeding to any business, make
subscribe a
asolemn
solemn
make and subscribe
declaration
impartially and carefully
declaration that they will impartially
carefully examine
examine and
and decide,
decide,
to the best of their judgment, and
justice and
and equity,
withand according
according to
to justice
equity, without fear, favor, or affection to their own country, all the matters
matters referred
referred
to them for their decision,
decision, and such declaration
declaration shall be
be entered
entered on
on the
the
record of their proceedings.
proceedings.
shall then
then proceed
to name
umpire
The commissioners
commissioners shall
to name an
proceed to
name an
an arbitrator
arbitrator or
or umpire
umpire.
to decide upon any case or cases on which they may
opinion;
may differ
differ in
in opinion;
and if they cannot agree in the selection,
the said
arbitrator or
or umpire
selection, the
said arbitrator
umpire
If they do not shall be appointed
whom the
two high
contracting
appointed by
by the
the King
King of Italy,
Italy, whom
the two
high contracting
agree,
King
of
agree,
King of parties shall invite to make such appointment, and whose selection shall
shall
Italy to appoint
Ityto
appoint be conclusive
conclusive on both parties. The person so to be chosen
chosen shall,
shall, before
before
one.
Umpire to be proceeding
proceeding to act, make' and subscribe aa solemn
declaration, in
in a
a form
solemn declaration,
form
qualified.
qualified,
similar to
to that which
which shall
shall already
similar
already have been made and subscribed by the
commissioners, which declaration
declaration shall also be entered on
on the record
record of
of
Vacancy in
Vacancy
in
the
event of the death, absence, or incapacity
of
proceedings.
In the event
incapacity of
pmpire,
office of
of umpire,
such person,
of his
or declining
declining or
or ceasing
to act
act as
bow filled.
such
person, or
or of
his omitting
omitting or
how
ceasing to
as such
such
arbitrator or umpire, another person shall be named,
in the
named, in
the manner
manner aforeaforesaid,
said, to act in his place or stead, and shall make and subscribe
such
subscribe such
declaration
declaration as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Decision of
Decision
of
The United
United States of America and her Britannic Majesty engage to
to
commissioners,
commissioners,
consider the
the decision
the two
two commissioners
commissioners conjointly,
conjointly, or
or of
the
&c.,
consider
decision of
&c., to bU
be final.
of the
of the
arbitrator or umpire, as the case may be, as final
final and
and conclusive
conclusive on
on the
the
matters to be referred
referred to their decision, and forthwith to give
give full
full effect
effect to
to
the same.
Records of proIII. The commissioners and the
ARTICLE III.
arbitrator or
or umpire
shall
the arbitrator
umpire shall
ceedings
be
eeedings to
to be
keep accurate
accurate records and correct minutes or notes of all their proceedkeep
kept.
ept.
ings, with the dates thereof,
thereof, and shall appoint and employ such clerk or
or
Clerks.
clerks or other persons as they shall find necessary to assist
in the
the
assist them
them in
transaction of the business
business which
which may come before
before them.
them.
Salaries.
Salaries.
The salaries of the commissioners
commissioners and of
clerks shall
be
of the clerk
clerk or
or clerks
shall be
respective governments.
paid by their respective
governments. The salary
salary of the
arbitrator or
the arbitrator
or
umpire and the contingent expenses•shall
defrayed in
moieties by
expenses'shall be
be defrayed
in equal
equal moieties
by
the
the two governments.
governments.
Awards
Awards of
of comcomARTICLE IV.
IV. All sums of money which may be
ARTICLE
by the
combe awarded
awarded by
the commissioners
be
nissioners to
to be

paid in instal-.
instalments.

e

Ratifications,
when and where
when
and where
to
be exchanged.

to be exchanged.
Signature.
Signature.

missioners,
or by
by the
the arbitrator
arbitrator or
or umpire,
on account
account of
of any
any claim,
missioners, or
umpire, on
claim, stall
shall

be paid by the one government to the other in two equal annual
annual instalinstalments, whereof the first shall be
paid within
twelve months
months after
be paid
within twelve
after the
the date
date
of the award, and the second within twenty-four
twenty-four months
months after
after the
the date
date of
of
the award, without interest, and without
without any deduction
deduction whatever.
whatever.
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
present treaty
shall be ratified, and
and the
the mutual
mutual exexV. The
The present
treaty shall
change
of ratifications
place in
change of
ratifications shall
shall take
take place
in Washington,
Washington, in
in twelve
twelve months
months
from the date hereof,
hereof, or earlier, if possible.
In faith whereof, we, the respective
respective plenipotentiaries, have
signed this
have signed
this
treaty, and have hereunto affixed
affixed our seals.
seals.
Done in duplicate,
duplicate, at Washington,
Washington, the
day of
Domini
the first
first day
of July,
July, anno
anno Domini
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-three.
and sixty-three.
WILLIAM H.
WILLIAM
IL SEWARD.
Ls
LYONS .
EL. S.
LYONS.
L.
L. S.
s.
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And whereas the said treaty
treaty has been
been duly ratified on
of
on both
both parts,
parts, and
and prchrge
Exchange of
respective ratifications
of the
same were
were exc
hange d at
atW
as hi ngton ,
ratifications.
the respective
ratifications of
the same
exchanged
Washington,
ratifications.
on the second instant, by William
William H.
Seward, Secretary
of State
of the
H. Seward,
Secretary of
State of
the
United States, and the Right Honorable
Lyons, her
her Britannic
Honorable Lord Lyons,
Britannic
Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
on the
Plenipotentiary, on
the
part of their respective governments:
governments:
Now, therefore, be it known that I, ABRAHAM
Presi- Proclaimed
Proclaimed by
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, Presiby
dent of the United
United States of America, have caused the said treaty
be the President.
treaty to
to be
made public, to the end that the same, and every clause
clause and
article therethereand article
of,
of, may be observed and fulfilled with good faith
the United
faith by
by the
United States
States
and
citizens thereof.
thereof.
and the
the citizens
In witness whereof I
I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the
the seal
seal
of the United
United States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of
this fifth
fifth day
day of
March, in
in
of Washington,
Washington, this
of March,
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
and
[L. s.]
sixty-four, and of the
Independence of
the United
United States
the Independence
of the
States
the eighty-eighth.
eighty-eighth.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
President:
By the President:
W
WILLIAM
ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
State.
SEWARD,
Secretary of
of State.
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Treaty between the United
United States
States of America and
the King
and his
his Majesty the
King
of the Belgians;
Extinguishment of the Scheldt
Scheldt dues;
Belgians; Extinguishment
dues; Dated
Dated at Brussels, July
July 20, 1863; Ratified,
sels,
Ratified, March 5, 1864; Exchanged,
June 24,
24,
Exchanged, June
1864; Proclaimed
Proclaimed by the President,
President, November 18, 1864.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
BY
AMERICA.

July 20,1863.
20, 1863.
July

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS a
between the
the United
United States
States of
of America
and his
his
a treaty
treaty between
America and
Majesty
Majesty the King of the Belgians, for the
extinguishment of
the Scheldt
the extinguishment
of the
Scheldt
dues, was concluded and signed by their
at
their respective
respective plenipotentaries,
plenipotentaries, at
Brussels, on the twentieth
twentieth day of July, eighteen
sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
which treaty, being in the English and
for
and French
French languages,
languages, is
is word
word for
word
follows :
—
word as
as follows:mi

The
Ine United
unitea States
itates of
of America
America
and his
his Majesty
King of
of the
the
and
Majesty the
the King
Belgians, equally
equally desirous
of liberliberdesirous of
ating forever
navigation of
ating
forever the
the navigation
of the
the
Scheldt from the dues which encumencumit, to assure the
ber it,
of
the reformation
reformation of
the maritime
maritime taxes
taxes levied
in Bellevied in
Belgium, and to
the
to facilitate
facilitate thereby
thereby the
development of trade and navigadevelopment
navigation, have
tion,
have resolved
to conclude
resolved to
conclude aa
treaty to
treaty
to complete
complete the
the convention
convention
signed on the
the 20th
20th of
of May,
May, 1863,
1863,
between the United
United States
BelStates and
and Belgium, and have
have appointed
appointed as
as their
their
plenipotentiaries, namely:
namely: The
plenipotentiaries,
The PresPresident of the United States
States of
Amerof America, Henry Shelton Sanford, aa citicitizen of
the United
United States,
of the
States, their
their minminister resident
ister
resident to
to his
Majesty the
the
his Majesty
King of the Belgians;
Belgians; and his
his MajMajesty the King of the Belgians,
Belgians, Mr.
Mr.
Charles Rogier,
officer of
of the
the
Rogier, grand
grand officer
Order of Leopold,
Leopold, decorated
decorated with
with
the iron cross, &c.,
&c., his
his minmin&c., &c.,
&c., &c.,
ister of foreign affairs;
affairs; who,
after
who, after
having exchanged their
full powers,
powers,
their full
found to
and due
due form,
to be
be in
in good
good and
form,
have agreed
upon the
the following
following artiagreed upon
articles:
cles:—
TT-

s

:

J-

, ·

.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE L
I

.

--

Les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
Contracting
Les
d'Amerique et
et sa
sa Contracting
Majeste le
Majeste
partim
le Roi des
des Beiges
Belges egaleegale-parties.
ment
meat animes
desir de
liberer aIt
animes du
du desir
de lib6rer
jamais la navigation
navigation de
de l'Escaut
l'Escaut du
du
peage
la greve,
page qui la
greve, d'assurer
red'assurer la
la reforme des
maritimes percues
des taxes
taxes maritimes
percues
en Belgique et
de faciliter
par la
et de
faciliter par
la le
le
developpement
developpement du commerce et
la
et de
de la
navigation,
navigation, oat
resolu de
ont resolu
de conclure
conclure
un traite
completant la
traits compldtant
la convention
convention
signee
sign& le vingt Mai
mil huit
Mai mil
huit cent
cent
soixante trois entre les
Etats-Unis
les Etats-Unis
et la Belgique, et
et ont
nomme pour
ont nomm6
pour

leurs
plenipotentiaires, savoir:
Plenipotentialeurs plenipotentiaires,
savoir: Le
Le PlenipotentiaPresident
President des Etats-Unis d'Amd'Ame- rre,.
ies.
rique, Henri
rique,
Henri Shelton
Shelton Sanford,
Sanford, citoyen
citoyen
des Etats-Unis,
des
leur ministre
resiEtats-Unis, leur
ministre resident pres sa
Majeste le
Roi des
des
sa Majest6
le Roi
Belges, et sa
Belges,
Majeste le
le Roi
des
sa Majeste
Roi des
Beiges, le
Beiges,
Charles Rogier,
Rogier,
le Sieur
Sieur Charles
grand officier
officier de
de l'Ordre
de Leopold,
'Ordre de
Leopold,
&core
la croix
Fer, &a,
&a,
decore de
de la
croix de
de Fer,
&a, &a,
son ministre
des affaires
&a, son
ministre des
affaires &ranetrangeres; lesquels,
geres;
lesquels, apres
apres avoir
avoir echange
echange
leurs pleins pouvoirs,
trouves en
en
pouvoirs, trouv6s
bonne
et due
sont convenus
convenus
bonne et
due forme,
forme, sont
des
suivants :
des articles
articles suivants
:-—

ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

contracting parties
The high contracting
parties take
take
Les
Les hautes
hautes parties
parties contractantes
contractantes
note of,
record :note
of, and
and record:
prennent
acte :—
prennent acte:
1st. The treaty concluded
on the
concluded on
the
1° du traite
traite conclu le
Mai
le douze
douze Mai
twelfth
twelfth of May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred mil huit
huit cent
cent soixante
soixante trois
trois antre
entre la
la
,,

p

Preamble.
Preamble.

-

Scheldt dues
Scheldt
dues
renounced.
renounced.
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and sixty-three,
sixty-three, between
Belgium
and
between Belgium
Netherlands, which
which will
reand the
the Netherlands,
will remain
to the
the present
treaty,
main annexed
annexed to
present treaty,
and
King
and by which
which his Majesty
Majesty, the
the King
of the
the Netherlands
of
Netherlands renounces
renounces forever
the dues
established upon
ever the
dues established
upon
navigation in
navigation
in the Scheldt,
Scheldt, and its
its
mouths, by
by the
mouths,
the third
third paragraph
paragraph of
of
the 9th
9th article
article of
of the
treaty of
of the
the
the
the treaty
nineteenth of
eighteen hunnineteenth
of April,
April, eighteen
hundred and
and his
dred
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
his Majesty
Majesty
the King
of the
the Belgians
engages to
to
King of
Belgians engages
pay the
the capital
capital sum
sum of
redemppay
of the
the redempthose dues,
amount to
tion of
of those
dues, which
which amount
to
17,141,640
17,141,640 florins.
florins.
Extinguish2d. The
The declaration
made in
in the
2d.
declaration made
the
ment
applies to
ment applies
to name of his Majesty
Majesty the King of the
all
a flags.
las.
Netherlands
on the fifteenth
Netherlands on
fifteenth of July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
to
eighteen
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, to
the plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries of
of the
the high
high conthe
contracting parties,
parties, that
tracting
that the
the extinguishextinguishment of the Scheldt dues consented
consented
to by
by his
his said
all
to
said Majesty
Majesty applies
applies to
to all
flags, that
dues can
can never
flags,
that these
these dues
never be
be
reestablished under
under any
any form
whatreestablished
form whatsoever, and
and that
that this
soever,
this suppression
suppression
shall not affect in any
any manner
manner the
the
other
provisions of
the treaty
treaty of
of the
other provisions
of the
the
nineteenth of
April, eighteen
hunnineteenth
of April,
eighteen hundred and
dred
thirty-nine, which
declaraand thirty-nine,
which declaration shall be considered
considered inserted
inserted in
in
the present
it shall
the
present treaty,
treaty, to
to which
which it
shall
remain also
annexed.
remain
also annexed.

Same subject.

J
ULY 20,
18no.
JLY
20, 18bo.
`

I

Belgique
Bas, qui
Belgique et
et les
les Pays
Fays Bas,
qui restera
restera
annexe au
an pr6sent
present traite
trait e et
et par
lepar lequel sa
Roi des
quel
sa Majeste
Majestd le
le Roi
des Pays
Pays Bas
Bas
jamais au
au page
sur
renonce ahjamais
p6age etabli
dtabli sur
de l'Escaut
la navigation de
ses
l'Escaut et de
de ses
embouchures par
de Part.
embouchures
par le
le §§33de
rart. 9
9 du
du
trait6 du 19
19 Avril,
traite
Avril, 1839,
1839, et
et sa
sa MaMajeste
Roi des
jest6 le
le Roi
des Beiges
Belges s'engage
s'engage a
capital de
payer le capital
de rachat de ce
ce
peage,
17,141,640 florins.
peage, fixe
fixd a
a 17,141,640
florins.

2
declaration faite
faite au
nom
2°0 de
de la
la declaration
au nom
de
sa Majest6
Majeste le
de sa
le Roi
Roi des
des Pays
Pays Bas,
Bas,
le
cent soisoile quinze
quinze Juillet
Juillet mil
mil huit
huit cent
xante
aux pl6nipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires des
des
xante trois,
trois, aux
hautes
contractantes, et
et porhautes parties
parties contractantes,
portant
que la
suppression du
peage de
de
tant que
la suppression
dn p4age
l'Escaut,
par sa
dite Mal'Escaut, consentie
consentie par
sa dite
Majeste,
s'applique ahtous
tous les
pavilions,
jeste, s'applique
les pavilions,
que ce
ce pdage
'adage ne
retabli
que
ne pourra
pourra etre
Atre retabli
sous une
forme quelconque,
quelconque, et
que
sous
une forme
et que
cette suppression
suppression ne
aucune
cette
ne portera
portera aucune
atteinte aux
atteinte
aux autres
autres dispositions
dispositions du
du
traite du
du dixneuf
traite
dixneuf Avril
Avril mil
mil huit
huit cent
cent
trente neuf,
neuf, declaration
declaration qui
qui sera
sera concontrente
sider&
inseree au
au present
sid6ree comme
comme inseree
present
traite,
auquel elle
restera egalement
egalement
traite, auquel
elle restera
annexee.
annexee.

ARTICLE IL
ARTICLE
II.

ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE

His Majesty
Majesty the
King of
BelHis
the King
of the
the Belgians makes,
gians
makes, for
for what
concerns him,
him,
what concerns
declaration as
the same declaration
that which
which
as that
is
in the
is mentioned
mentioned in
the second
second paraparagraph of the preceding
article.
preceding article.

le Roi
Sa Majeste
Majeste le
Beiges fait,
fait,
Roi des
des Belges
pour
la meme
meme
pour ce
ce qui
qui In
la concerne,
concerne, la
declaration
declaration que
que celle
celle qui
qui est
est menmentionnee au
an paragraphe
paragraphe 2
de radicle
tionnde
2 de
l'article
precedent.
precedent.

ARTICLE M.
ARTICLE
m.

ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
III.

that the
the tontonTonnage dues, It
It is
is well
well understood
understood that
pilotage, and lo- nage dues
dues suppressed
suppressed in
in Belgium,
Belgium,
in conformity
conformity with
with the
the convention
in
convention
of the
of May,
May, eighteen
of
the twentieth
twentieth of
eighteen
and sixty-three,
sixty-three cannot
cannot be
be
hundred and
reestablished,
and that
reestablished, and
that the
the pilotage
pilotage
dues and
and local
local taxes
under
dues
taxes reduced
reduced under
the same
same convention
convention cannot
cannot be
be again
again
the
increased.
increased.
The
of pilotage
The tariff of
pilotage dues
dues and
and of
of
local taxes
taxes at
at Antwerp
Antwerp shall
shall be
be the
the
same for
for the
United States
as those
those
same
the United
States as
which
down in
in the
which are set down
the protocols
of the
conference at
at Brussels.
Brussels.
of
the conference

Tonnage dues,
pilotage, and local taxes,

"''

II
est bien entendu
Il est
le droit
de
entendu que
que le
droit de
tonnage
supprime en
en Belgique
Belgique contonnage supprime
conformement
la convention
convention du
du vingt
formement a
a la
vingt
Mai
huit cent
soixante trois
Mai mil
mil huit
cent soixante
trois ne
ne
pourra
et que
que les
droits
pourra etre
etre retabli,
r6tabli, et
les droits
de pilotage et
de
les taxes
locales rereet les
taxes locales
duits
la meme
mettle convention
duits d'apres
d'apres la
convention ne
ne
pourront etre
etre releves.
pourront
releves.
Le tatif
de pilotage
Le
tarif des
des droits
droits de
pilotage et
et
X Anvers
celui des taxes locales a
seront les
tames pour
pour les
les Etatsseront
les memes
EtatsIlnis
Unis que
que ceux
ceux qui
qui sont
sont inscrits
inscrits dans
dans
les protocoles
protocoles de
conference de
de
de la
la conference
Bruxelles.
Bruxelles.
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ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
IV.

In regard
regard to the proportion of
of the
the
United
the capital
capital sum
United States
States in
in the
sum of
of
extinguishment of
of the
the Scheldt
the extinguishment
Scheldt
dues, and the
the manner,
manner, place,
place, and
and
payment thereof,
thereof, referrefertime of the
the payment
made by
the high
ence is made
by the
high contracting
contracting
parties to
the twentwento the convention
convention of
of the
tieth of
of May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-three.
sixty-three.
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.
The
execution of
the reciprocal
The execution
of the
reciprocal
engagements contained
in the
engagements
contained in
the prespresent treaty is made subordinate, in
in so
so
far as
is necessary,
necessary, to
far
as is
to the
the formalities
formalities
established by
the constiand rules established
by the
constitutional laws of the
the high
high contracting
contracting
parties.
parties.

JULY
20, 1863.
JULY 20,
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
IV.

En ce qui
gui concerne
concerne la quote-part Proportion of
of
des
dans le
capital de
de the
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis dans
le capital
the United
rachat
du page
ainsiStates.
rachat du
peage de
de l'Escaut,
1'Escaut, ainsi
ates.
que le mode, le
que
le lieu,
et repoque
lieu, et
l'epoque du
du
de cette quote-part,
paiement de
quote-part, les
les
contractantes se
hautes parties contractantes
se rereferent
Mai
ferent a
a la
la convention
convention du
du vingt
vingt Mai
mil
soixante trois.
trois.
mil huit
huit cent soixante
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.

L'execution
L'execution des
des engagements
re- Execution
Execution of
engagements reciproques
c,ontenus dans
present this
this treaty.
ciproques contenus
dans le
le present
treaty.
trait6
traite est
eat subordonnee,
subordonnee, en
tant que
en tant
que
de besoin,
besoin, h
a l'accomplissement
raccomplissement des
des
formalites et
et regles
par les
les
formalit6s
regles etablies
etablies par
lois constitutionelles
constitutionelles des hautes
hautes parparties contractantes.
contractantes.

ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.

It
It is well understood
understood that-the
that the proprovisions of Article 33 will
be•
will only beobligatory
obligatory with respect
respect to the
State
the State
those
which has taken part
part in,
in, or
or those
which shall
adhere to,
to, the
the treaty
which
shall adhere
treaty of
of
of the
this day, the King
King of
the Belgians
Belgians
reserving to
expressly the
reserving
to himself
himself expressly
the
right to
to establish
establish the manner
manner of
of
treatment as to fiscal and
and customs
treatment
customs
regulations of
of vessels
regulations
vessels belonging
belonging to
to
States which
shall not
not be
be parties
parties to
States
which shall
to
this treaty.
this
treaty.

bien entendu
que les
les disposiIIt est
est bien
entendu que
dispositions
l'art. 3
ne seront
obligatoires
tions de
de l'art.
3 ne
seront obligatoires
part
qu' aaregard
rIgard de
de retat
l'6tat qui
qui aapris
pris part
ou
ou de
adhereront au
de ceux
ceux qui
qui adh6reront
au traite
trait6
de
jour, sa
Majeste le
le Roi
Roi des
de ce
ce jour,
sa Majest6
des
Belges se
expressement le
le
se r6servant
reservant express6ment
droit de
de regler
regler le
le traitement
traitement fiscal
fiscal et
et
des navires
navires appartenant
douanier des
appartenant
dtats qui
de
aux etats
qui resteront
resteront en
en dehors
dehors de
cc traite.
trait&
ce

ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
VIL

ARTICLE VII.
VII.
ARTICLE

The
shall be
The present
present treaty
treaty shall
be ratiratified,
fied, and
and the
the ratifications
ratifications thereof
thereof
shall
with
shall be
be exchanged
exchanged at
at Brussels,
Brussels, with
the
least possible
the least
possible delay.
delay.
In faith
respective
faith whereof,
whereof, the
the respective
plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed the
the
same in duplicate,
same
duplicate, and
thereand affixed
affixed thereto their
their seals.
to
Done at
at Brussels,
twentieth
Brussels, the
the twentieth
day
day of
of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-three.
sixty-three.
H.S
a.]
H.
S..SANFORD.
SANFORD. [L.
[L. S.]
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Article
Article III. to
to
m t
b
er
s.to what

ato what

Exchange
of
Le present
present traite sera ratifie
ratifie et les ratifi
ca
chnge
t
ions. of
ratifications
en seront
ratifications en
seront echangees
echang6es ratifications.
Bruxelles, dans
dans le
le plus
court delai
clelai
plus court
possible.
possible.
En foi
foi de
quoi les
les pl4nipotenplenipotenEn
de quoi
tiaires
signe 'en
'en doudoutiaires respectifs
respectifs l'ont
l'ont sign
ble
original et
et y
oat appose
appose leurs
leurs
ble original
y ont
cachets.
cachets.
Fait a
k Bruxelles,
Bruxelles, le
vingtieme Date.
Fait
le vingtieme
Date.
jour du
mil huit
halt
jour
du mois
mois de
de Juillet
Juillet mil
cent
soixante trois.
trois.
cent soixante
CH.RO
GIER. [L.
s.1
CH.
ROGIER.
[L. S.
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BELGIUM.
TREATY

J
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[Translation.]
[Translation.]
Treaty between
May 12,
12, 1863, between
between Treaty of May
Belgium and the
Belgium and
Netherlands, ananBelgium
and the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands.

Traite
12 Mai,
Mai, 1863,
1863, entre
entre la
la
du 12
Traite du
Belgique et
et les
les Pays
Pays Bas,
Bas, annexe
annexe
Belgique
an traite
Juillet, 1863
traits du vingt Juillet,
au

His Majesty
Majesty the King of the BelMajesty the King of
gians and .his
.his Majesty
the
having come .to
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, having
to an
agreement upon the conditions
conditions of
agreement
capitalization, of
the redemption, by capitalization,
established upon the navthe dues
dues established
Scheldt, and
and of
of its
igation of the
the Scheldt,
mouths, by paragraph
mouths,
paragraph 33 of
of the 9th
article of the treaty of the 19th
article
April, 1839, have
have resolved to consubject,
clude aaspecial
special treaty on
on this subject,
appointed for their pleniand have appointed
potentiaries,
:—
potentiaries, namely
namely:PlenipotentiaHis
Majesty the King of
His Majesty
of the
the
Plenipotentiaries.
fnes .
Belgians,
Belgians, M. Aldephonse
Aldephonse Alexander
Alexander
commander
Felix, Baron
Baron du Jardin,
Jardin, commander
of the Order
Order of Leopold, decorated
decorated
commander of
with the iron cross, commander
chevathe Lion of the Netherlands,
Netherlands, chevalier grand
grand cross
cross of
of the Oaken
Oaken Crown,
commander of sevgrand cross and commander
orders, his
extraoreral other
other orders,
his envoy
envoy extraordinary and
and minister
minister plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary
near
near to his
his Majesty
Majesty the King
King of
of
the
Netherlands:
the Netherlands:
King of
of the
the
His Majesty
Majesty the
the King
Netherlands, Messrs. Paul Vander
Vander
Netherlands,
Maesen de
chevalier grand
Maesen
de Sombreff,
Sombreff, chevalier
Order of
cross of
of the
the Order
of the Nichan
Nichan
Tunis, his
his minister of forIftihar of Tunis,
eign
eign affairs,
affairs, M.
M. Jean Rudolphe
Rudolphe Thorbecke, chevalier
chevalier grand cross
cross of
of the
the
becke,
Order
Order of
of the Lion
Lion of the
the NetherNetherof
cross of the Order of
lands, grand cross
Leopold
Belgium, and
and of
of many
Leopold of
of Belgium,
other
orders, his
his minister
minister of
of interior,
interior,
other orders,
and M.
M. Gerard
Henri Betz,
Betz, his
his minminand
Gerard Henri
finance;
ister of finance;
Who,
their
having exchanged
exchanged their
Who, after
after having
in good and due
due
full powers, found in
concluded upon
upon the
the folform, have
have concluded
lowing
articles :—
lowing articles
:-

Sa Majeste
Majest6 le
le Roi
Roi des
des Belges
Beiges et
et
Sa
sa
Majeste le
Bas,
des Pays
Pays Bas,
le Roi
Roi des
sa Majeste
Grand Due
Due de
de Luxembourg,
Luxembourg, s'etant
s'6tant
Grand
mis d'accord sur les conditions du
capitalisation, du
voie de capitalisation,
rachat, par voie
peage etabli
sur la
la navigation
navigation de
de
etabli sur
peage
embouchures par
de ses embouchures
l'Escaut et de
le §
Part. 99 du
du traite du 19
§ 33 de Fart.
le
Avril, 1839,
1839, ont
resolu de
de conclure
conclure
ont resolu
Avril,
a ce sujet
sujet et out
un traite
traite special a
nomme pour
pour leurs
leurs plenipotentiaires:
pl6nipotentiaires:
nomme

etherlands.

exed to the treaty of July 20,
nexed
1863.

ARTICLE
L
ARTICLE I.

Scheldt dues
renounced.
renounced.

His Majesty
King of
of the
the
the King
Majesty the
His
Netherlands renounces forever, for
the
of 17,140,640 florins of
the sum of
Holland,
dues levied upon the
Holland, the dues
navigation
navigation of the Scheldt, and of
its
by virtue
of paragraph
paragraph
virtue of
its mouths,
mouths, by
3
3 of article
article 9
9 of the
the treaty
treaty of 19th
April,
April, 1839.

Sa Majeste
le
des Belges,
Belges, le
Sa
Majeste le Roi des
Sieur
Aldephonse Alexander
Felix
Alexander Felix
Sieur Aldephonse
Baron du Jardin, command
eur de
de
commandeur
Baron
l'Ordre de
la
decore de
de la
l'Ordre
de Leopold,
Leopold, &core
Croix
Per, commandeur
commandeur du Lion
Croix de Fer,
Neerlandais,
grand croix
chevalier grand
Neerlandais, chevalier
de
Couronne de
grand
de Chene, grand
de la Couronne
croix et commandeur
commandeur de
de plusieurs
croix
autres ordres,
ordres, son
son envoye
extraordienvoye extraordiautres
naire et
et ministre
plenipotentiaire
ministre plenipotentiaire
naire
pres an
sa Majeste le Roi des Pays
Bas:
Sa
Majeste le
Roi des
des Pays Bas,
le Roi
Sa Majest4
Messire Paul Vander Maesen
Maesen de
Sombreff, chevalier
chevalier grand
de
grand croix
croix de
Sombreff,
l'Ordre du.Nichan
du Nichan Iftihar
Iftihar de
de Tunis,
Tunis,
rOrdre
4trangeres;
son ministre des
des affaires
affaires etrangeres;
Thorbecke,
le Sieur
Sieur Jean Rudolphe Thorbecke,
chevalier grand
croix de
l'Ordre du
du
de l'Ordre
chevalier
grand croix
Lion Neerlandais,
grand croix de
Lion
Neerlandais, grand
Leopold de Belgique et
l'Ordre de Leopold
plusieurs autres
ordres, son minautres ordres,
de plusieurs
istre de rinterieur;
l'interieur; et le Sieur Geistre
rard Henri
Henri Betz, son ministre des
finances;
finances;
echange
Lesquels, apres avoir echange
trouv6s e'n
eh
leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouves
bonne et
les.
ont arrete les,
bonne
et due forme, ont
articles suivants: —
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.
Majeste le Roi des Pays
Pays Bas
Sa Majeste
a jamais, moyennant
moyennant une
renonce a
cent
dix-sept millions cent
somme de dix-sept
quarante et un mille
mile six cent quaquarante
rante florins des Pays Bas, au droit
pergu our
navigation de l'Escaut
l'Escaut
sur la navigation
percu
et de
de ses
ses embouchures
embouchures en
du
en vertu du
et
de l'art.
?art. 9
9du
Avril,
du 19
19 Avril,
traite du
du traite
§§3
3 de
1839.

TREATY WITH
WITH BELGIUM.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.

This
shall be
paid to
to the
This sum shall
be paid
the govgovernment
Netherlands by
the
ernment of the Netherlands
by the
Belgian
government, at Antwerp,
Antwerp, or
or
Belgian government,
at Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, at
at the choice
choice of
of the
latter,
at 47e
latter, the franc
franc calculated
calculated at
47¼
cents
as folfolcents of
of the Netherlands, as
lows
lows::-—
One
One third immediately
immediately after the
exchange of
ratifications, and
and the
exchange
of ratifications,
the
two
two other thirds in three equal instalments, payable
stalments,
payable on the
the 1st
1st May,
May,
1864, 1st May, 1865, and 1st May,
1866.
The Belgian
government
1866. The
Belgian government
may anticipate
anticipate the above-named
above-named
payments.
ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.

From and
and after
after the
the payment of
of
the
the first
first instalment
instalment of one
one third,
third, the
the
dues
dues shall cease
cease to
to be
be levied
levied by
by the
the
government
Netherlands.
government of the
the Netherlands.
The sums not immediately
immediately paid
shall bear
bear interest at the rate
rate of 44
per
annum in favor of the
per cent. per
per annum
treasury of
the Netherlands.
Netherlands.
treasury
of the
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
IV.
It is understood
understood that
the capitaliIt
that the
zation of
of the
dues shall
shall not
zation
the dues
not in
in any
any
affect the
the engagements
engagements by
by which
which
way affect
the two States are bound in what
what
concerns the
by treaties
treaties in
in
concerns
the Scheldt
Scheldt by
force.
force.
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JULY 20, 1863.
JULY
1863.
ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.

Cette
gou- Payment by
by
Cette somme
somme sera payee
payee an
au gouvernement
Belgium.
gou- Belgium.
par le
le gouNeerlandais par
vernement Necrlandais
Belge aIs Anvers
vernement Beige
Anvers ou aIs Amsterdam, au choix de ce dernier, le
le
franc calcule
calcule Isa 471
474 cents
cents des
des Pays
Pays
Bas, savoir:
savoir :—
-

Un tiers sit6t
sitOt apres l'echange
rechange des
ratifications, et les deux autres
autres tiers
4gaux echeant
en trois termes
termes egaux
&Want le Ir
lr
Mai, 1864, le Ir
lr Mai, 1865,
1865, et le
lr
le lr
Mai, 1866. D
Il sera loisible au gouvernement
Beige d'anticiper
susvernement Belge
d'anticiper les
les susdites
dites dcheances.
4cheances.
ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE
A dater
premier Duties,
Duties, when
when to
to
A
dater du
du payement
payement du
du premier
tiers,
le peage
peage cessera
cessera d'etre
d'être percu
cease tobe
to be levied.
levied.
pergu cease
tiers, le

par le gouvernement
gouvernement des
des Pays Bas.

Les sommes non immediatement
immediatement
soldees porteront
porteront interet a
a4
4 p.
p. c.
fan,
Fan, an
au profit
profit du tresor
tr6sor Neerlandais.
Neerlandais.

ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.
entendu que
capitalisation TreatyengageTreaty engageque la
la capitalisation
IIl est entendu
n
du peage
peage ne
ne portera
portera aucune
mdents
ts not affectaffectaucune atteinte
atteinte me
du
ed.
engagements qui
aux engagements
qui resultent,
rdsultent, pour
pour
les deux etats des
des trait&
traites en
en vigueur
vigueur
en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
concerne l'Escaut.
en
l'Escaut.

ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.

ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.

The
The pilotage
pilotage dues
dues now
now levied-on
the
reduced-—
the Scheldt
Scheldt are reduced
20
cent, for sailing vessels.
vessels.
20 per
per cent.
and
25 per
per cent. for
for towed
towed vessels,
vessels, and
vessels.
for steam vessels.
30 per cent. for
It is,
agreed that the
moreover, agreed
It
is, moreover,
pilotage dues
the Scheldt
can
pilotage
dues on
on the
Scheldt can
never be higher than
than the pilotage
dues levied at
at the
the mouths of
of the
Meuse.

Les droits de pilotage
pilotage actuelleactuellement pergus
percus sur
sur l'Escaut sont rement
duits de 20 p.
p. c.
c. pour les
les navires
navires Ish
voiles; de
de 25
25 p. c.
c. pour
pour les
les navires
voiles;
remorques ;et
le
remorques;
et de 30 p. c. pour le
navires Isa vapeur.
Ii
d'ailleurs convenu
convenu que
II reste d'ailleurs
que les
droits de
pilotage sur
sur l'Escaut
l'Escaut ne
droits
de pilotage
pourront jamais 8tre
etre plus eleves que
que
les droits
de pilotage
pilotage percus
pergus aux
aux ememles
droits de
bouchures de
de la Meuse.
bouchures

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.
VI.

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.

Le
present trait6
traite sera
ratifie et
et
The present
present treaty shall
shall be ratisera ratifie
Le present
be les ratifications
ratifications en
shall be
fied, and the
the ratifications
ratifications shall
en seront echangees
4chang4es
Is La
La Haye
dans le
Mai de
de quatre
exchanged
four a
exchanged at
at the Hague, within four
le delai
quatre
Haye dans
months, or earlier
earlier if possible.
mois
pent.
ou plus
plus tot
tot si faire se peut.
mois ou
In
In faith
faith whereof, the plenipotenplenipotenEn foi
foi de
de quoi
quoi les
les plenipotenti-

e

•

Pilotage dues.

Ratification.
Ratification.
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TREATY WITH
WITH BELGIMIL
TREATY
BELGIUM.

JULY 20,
1863.
JULY
20, 1863.

tiaries above
have signed
Pont signd
signe et
et y
y ont
ont aptiaries
above named
named have
signed the
the aires susdits
susdits Font
apsame and affixed their seals.
seals.
pose leur
cachet.
pose
leur cachet.
Done
Hague the 12th
Done at
at the Hague
12th May,
Haye le
le 12
May,
Fait a La Haye
12 Mai,
Mai, 1863.
1863.
1863.
1863.
BARON DU
BARON
DU JARDIN.
s.]
JARDIN. [L.
[L. S.]
BARON DU JARDIN. [L.
[L. s.]
s.]
P.
P. VANDER MAESEN
MAESEN
P.
MAESEN
P. VANDER MAESEN
DE SOMBREFF.
SOMBREFF.
[L. s.]
S.]
DE SOMBREFF.
[L.
[L. s.]
s.]
......

........

THORBECKE.
THORBECKE.
BETZ.
BETZ.

.

..

[L. s.]
[L.
S.]
[L.
s.]
[L. S.]

THORBECKE
THORBECKE.
BETZ.
BETZ.

.

[L.
s.]
[L. s.]
[L. s.]
S.]
[L.

[Translation.j
[Translation.]
Protocol.
Protocol.

Protocol of
July 15,
15, 1863,
1863, annexed
Protocol
of July
annexed Protocole
Juillet,1863, annexe
Protocole du 15 Juillet,
annexe
to the
the treaty of
of July 20,
20, 1863.
1863.
au traite
traite du 20 Juillet,
Juilet, 1863.
plenipotentiaries undersigned,
The plenipotentiaries
undersigned,
having come together
together in
in conference
conference
to determine the general treaty relative to the redemption of
of the
the Scheldt
Scheldt
dues,
dues, and having
having judged it useful,
before
drawing up
up this
before drawing
this arrangement
arrangement
in due form, to be enlightened
enlightened with
with
respect to the treaty concluded the
the
12th of May, 1863, between Belgium and Holland,
Holland, have resolved,
resolved, to
this end, to invite
invite the
the minister
minister of the
the
Netherlands
in the
Netherlands to
to take a
a place in
the
conference.
conference.
The plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary of the
the Netherlands
himself in
in rereerlands presented
presented himself
sponse to this invitation,
invitation, and made
made
the
following declaration:
declaration :—
the following
"The
"
The undersigned,
undersigned, envoy extraorextraordinary
plenipotentiary
dinary and minister
minister plenipotentiary
of his Majesty the
the King
King of
the NethNethof the
in virtue
virtue of
the spespeerlands, declares,
declares, in
of the
cial
which have
have been
delivcial powers
powers which
been delivered to him, that
that the extinguishment
extinguishment
dues, consented
to by
of the
the Scheldt dues,
consented to
by
his august sovereign
the treaty
treaty of
sovereign in
in the
of
the 12th May, applies to all
flags;
all flags;
can never
never be
that these
these dues
dues can
be reesreestablished
tablished in any form
form whatsoever;
whatsoever;
extinguishment shall
shall
and that this
this extinguishment
pronot affect in any way
way the
the other provisions of
of the
the treaty
treaty of
of the
the 19th
19th
April,
April, 1839.
1839.
"BARON GERICKE
D'HER"BARON
GERICKE D'HERWYNEN.
WYNEN.
"
"Brussels,
Brussels, July
July 15, 1863."
and record
record
Note has been
been taken
taken and
which shall
made of
of this
this declaration,
declaration, which
shall
be inserted
inserted in
in or
or annexed
annexed to
to the
the
general treaty.
Done at Brussels, the
the 15th
15th July,
July,
1863.
BARON GERICKE
GERICKE D'HERWYNEN.
WYNEN.

[L.
8]
[L. s.]

Les
plenipotentiaires soussignes
soussignes
Les plenipotentiaires
s'etant
reunis en
conference pour
s'6tant reunis
en conference
pour
arreter
general relatif
arreter le
le traite
traite general
relatif au
au
rachat
peage de l'Escaut,
I'Dzcaut, et
ayant
rachat du p6age
et ayant
de formuler
formuler cet
juge utile,
utile, avant
avant de
cet
arrangement,
de s'eclairer
s'eclairer sur
sur la
arrangement, de
la
port&
conclu le 12
port6e du trait conclu
12 Mai,
Mai,
1863,
la Belgique
Belgique et
les Pays
1863, entre
entre la
et les
Pays
out resolu
Bas ont
resolu d'inviter le ministre
ministre
des Pays
Pays Bas
Bas aaprendre
prendre place
place aacet
cet
effet dans
conference.
effet
dans la
la conference.
des Pays
Le plenipotentiaire
pl6nipotentiaire des
Pays Bas
Bas
voulu se
rendre a
acette
aabien
bien voulu
se rendre
cette inviinvitation et aa fait la
la declaration
declaration sui-

vante :—
vante:
-

Le soussigne, envoye
envoy6 extraordiextraordinaire et ministre plenipotentiaire
plenipotentiaire de
des Pays
Pays Bas,
sa Majeste
Majest6 le Roi des
Bas,
pouvoirs spedeclare, en vertu des
des pouvoirs
sp6ciaux
ete delivres,
ciaux qui
qui lui
lui cat
ont ete
delivres, quo
que la
la
suppression
du peage
de l'Escaut,
l'Escaut,
suppression du
peage de
souverain,
consentie par son august
august souverain,
dans
traite du
du 12
12 Mai,
s'applique
dans le
le traitd
Mai, s'applique
cc page
a tons
tous lea
les pavilions,
pavilions, que
que ce
p6age
ne
retabli sous
sous une
une forme
forme
ne pourra
pourra etre
8tre retabli
quelconque, et que
quo cette suppressuppression ne portera aueune
aucune atteinte
atteinte aux
aux
19
autres dispositions du
du traite
traitd du
du 19
Avril, 1839.
Bruxelles,
Bruxelles, le 15 Juillet, 1863.
1863.
BARON GERICKE
GERICKE MIERD'IIERWYNEN.

Il
Ii aaete pris acte de
declarade cette d6claration, qui sera inseree ou annex6e
annexee au
au
traite
traitd general.
Fait aa Bruxelles,
Bruxelles, le 15
15 Juillet,
Juillet,
1863.
BARON
BARON GERICKE
GERICKE D'HERWYNEN.
WYNEN.

[L. S.]
S.]
[L.

TREATY
WITH BELGIUM.
BELGIUM.
TREATY WITH

J
ULY 20,
20, 1863.
1863.
JULY

s. BARON DE HUGEL.
BARON
'L.L. S.
DE HUGEL.
BARON DE
AMARAL.
s. J. T.
T. DO AMARAL.
L. B.
J.
J. T. DO AMARAL.
AMARAL.
L.
CARVALLO.
L. S. M. CARVALLO.
M. CARVALLO.
CARVALLO.
BILLE BRAHE.
L.
P.
BILLE BRAHE.
L. S. P. BILLE
BRAHE
P. BILLE
D. COELLO DE PORTD.
D. COELLO DE PORfUGAL.
[L.
L. s.]
UGAL.
s H. S. SANFORD.
H. S. SANFORD.
SANFORD.
s.
MALARET.
.S..] MALARET.
MALARET.
MALARET.
HOWARD DE WALDEN
WALDEN
HOWARD
HOWARD DE WALDEN
ET SEAFORD.
ET
SEAFORD.
I. S.
[L.
S.
ET SEAFORD.
VON HODENBERG.
L.
VON HODENBERG.
L. S. VON
MONTALTO.
L. S.
S. CTE. DE MONTALTO.
MONTALTO.L.
CTE. DE MONTALTO.
L.
YRIGOYEN.
MAN. YRIGOYEN.
L. S. MAN. YRIGOYEN.
L.
V'TE DE SEISAL.
I. S. V'TE
V'TE DE
DE SEISAL.
SEISAL.
I. S. SAVIGNY.
SAVIGNY.
SAVIGNY.L.
ORLOFF.
[L.
S. ORLOFF.
[L. S.
ORLOFF.
ADALBERT MANSMANSADALBERT
ADALBERT MANSADALBERT
BACH.
L. S.
BACH.
BACH.
MUSURUS.
L. s. C. MUSURUS.
C. MUSURUS.
MUSURUS.
L. S. GEFFEKEN.
GEFFEKEN.
ROGIER.
S. CH. ROGIER.
CH. ROGIER.
ROGIER.L.
BN. LAMBERMONT.
LAMBERMONT.
LAMBERMONT.
L.
BN. LAMBERMONT.
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L.. s.]
S.]
L. S.
S
L. S.:.
LL.
L.
S.
L. S.]

[L.
S.]
[L. S.]
[L.
S.
[L. S.]
[L. S.3
[L.
S.
[L. S.]
[L.
s.]

[L. S.]
[L.
S.]
[L.
s.]
[L. S.]
[L.
S.]
[L. S.]
L.
S.]
[L.
E
L. S.]
a.
:L. S.]

[L.
s.]
[L. S.]

[L.
S.
[L. S.]
L. S.
[L.
s.
[L.
S.
LL. S.
[L.
S.]
'L.s.]

[L. s.]
St.
S.]

And
whereas the
the said
said treaty
ratified on
both parts,
and
parts, and
on both
duly ratified
has been
been duly
treaty has
And whereas
the
respective ratifications
of the
the same
same were
Brussels on the
at Brussels
exchanged at
were exchanged
ratifications of
the respective
twenty-fourth of
of June last: —
twenty-fourth
Now, therefore,
be it
it known,
known, that
that I,
I, ABRAHAM
PresiLINCOLN, PresiABRAHAM LINCOLN,
therefore, be
Now,
dent of
the United
States of
have caused
treaty to be
be
said treaty
thp said
caused dip
America, have
of America,
United States
dent
of the
and article
article thereof
made
to the
end that
that the
and every
every clause and
same and
the same
the end
public, to
made public,
may
be fulfilled
fulfilled with
good faith
by the
the citizens
citizens
and the
States and
United States
the United
faith by
with good
may be
thereof.
thereof.
set my
hand and
and caused
the seal
seal
caused the
In witness
witness whereof,
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
whereof, IIhave
In
of
the United
United States
States to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
of the

of NovemDone
Washington, this
eighteenth day
day of
this eighteenth
of Washington,
city of
at the
the city
Done at
ber,
year of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
hundred and
and
eight hundred
thousand eight
Lord one
in the
the year
ber, in
[L.
sa
sixty-four,
and of
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of
United States
of the
sixty-four, and
[L. S.]
America
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
America the
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By
President:
the President:
By the
WILLum H.,
SEWARD, Secretary
of &ate.
State.
Secretary of
H., SEWARD,
WILLIAM
VOL.xm.
XIII.
VOL.

TREAT.- 56
56
TREAT.-

Ratified.

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

TREATY WITH
SHOSHONEE INDIANS.
INDIANS.
WITH THE
THE SHOSHONEE
TREATY

tIIILT
1863.
JULr DO,
30, 1863.
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663

Northwestern Bart's
Ba4ds
States of America and the
the Northwestern
Treaty between
between the
the United
United States
of
Shoshonee Indians,
Indians, concluded
Box Elder,
July 30,
1863; RatificcRatific080,1863;
concluded at
at Box
Elder,July
of Shoshonee
tion
advised, with
with Amendments,
7, 1864;
1864; AmendAmendby the
the Senate,
Senate, March
March 7,
tion advised,
Amendments, by
President of
Proclaimed by the President
of
aisented to, November 18, 1864; Proclaimed
ments aisented
the United States,
January 17,
17, 1865.
1865.
States, January
the

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN,
PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMF.RICA,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
TO ALL
ALL AND
AND SINGUJLAL
SINGIILAB TO
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME.
GREETING:
TO
TO WHOM
COMEt GcREETING:

July 30,
July
30, 1863.
1863.

W
HEREAS a
Preamble.
concluded at Box Elder, in the Ter- Preamble.
WHEREAS
a treaty
treaty was made and concluded
ritory
of Utah,
the thirtieth day of July, in
year of our Lord
Lord one
in the
the year
ritory of
Utah, on
on the
Duane
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, by
by and between
between James Duane
Doty, Commissioner,
Brigadier General
General P.
Edward Connor,
part
P. Edward
Connor, on
on the
the part
Doty,
Commissioner, and Brigadier
of the
United States,
States, and
and the
the hereinafter
hereinafter named
named chiefs
warriors of
of
and warriors
of
the United
chiefs and
the
bands of Shoshonee
said bands
Shoshonee Indians, on
on the
the part of said
the northwestern
northwestern bands
of Indians,
Indians, and
and duly
authorized thereto
which treaty
in the
of
duly authorized
thereto by
by them,
them, which
treaty is
is in
the
words
figures following,
to wit
;—
following, to
wit:words and
and figures
Articles
this, tlairArticles of agreement
agreement made at Box Elder, in Utah Territory, this.
Contracting'
tir- Contracting'
y parties.
tieth day of July,
July, A. D. one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three,, Xq
Parties '
and
States of
America, represented
by Brigadier-Gbn».
Brigadier-Gem.
and between
between the
the United
United States
of America,
represented by
eral P.
P. Edward Connor, commanding the military district
district of
of Utah,
Utah, and
and
bands of
James Duane Doty,
Doty, commissioner,
commissioner, and
and the
the northwestern
northwestern bands
of the
the ShoShoshonee Indians, represented
warriors:
shonee
represented by
by their chiefs
chiefs and
and warriors:
ARTICLE I. It
It is agreed
agreed that friendly and amicable
amicable relations
relations shall
shall be Peace and
and
friendship.
reestablished between
between the bands of the Shoshonee
Shoshonee Nation, parties hereto, friendship.
and the United States; and it is declared
declared that a
afirm and perpetual
perpetual peace
peace
shall be henceforth
henceforth maintained
maintained between the said bands and the United
States.
ARTICLE II.
The treaty
treaty concluded
concluded at
Fort Bridger
Bridger on
2nd day
day of
ARTICLE
II. The
at Fort
on the
the 2nd
of Treaty of Fort
t
i
,o
July, 1863,
3ridger assented
Nation, being
beingassented
Bridger
the United
United States
States and the Shoshonee
Shoshonee Nation,
July,
1863, between
between the
interpreted and explained
read and
and fully
fully interpreted
explained to the said chiefs
chiefs and
and warriors,
warriors,
they do
do hereby
their full
and free
assent to
to all
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of
they
hereby give
give their
full and
free assent
all of
said
treaty, and
hereby adopted
part of
of this
said treaty,
and the same
same are hereby
adopted as a
a part
this agreement,
agreement,
and
binding upon
and the
the same
same shall be binding
upon the
the parties hereto.
hereto.
ARTICLE III.
III. In
In consideration
the stipulations
in the
the preceding
ARTICLE
consideration of
of the
stipulations in
preceding Annuity ininarticles,
increase the
Shoshonee creased.
articles, the United
United States
States agree
agree to
to increase
the annuity
annuity to the Shoshonee
creased.
nation five thousand dollars,
dollars, to be paid in the manner provided
provided in
in said
treaty. And the said northwestern bands hereby acknowledge
acknowledge to have
have re- Receipt.
ceived
signing of these
articles, provisions
provisions and
and
ceived of the
the United
United States, at
at the
the signing
these articles,
goods to the
the amount
amount of two thousand
relieve their
their immediate
nethousand dollars,
dollars, to
to relieve
immediate neof utter
cessities, the said
said bands
bands having been
been reduced
reduced by
by the war to
to a
a state
state of
utter
destitution.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
IV. The country claimed by Pokatello for
Boundary of
of
for himself and his
his Boundary
people
River and
P
okatello's counPokatello's
bounded on
on the west by Raft River
and on the
the east
east by the
the Porte- try.
people is
is bounded
neuf
try
neuf Mountains.
Mountains.
Done at Box Elder, this thirtieth day of July, A. D. 1863.
JAMES DUANE
DUANE DOTY,
DOZY,
Governor and
Superintendent of
Governor
and Acting
Acting Superintendent
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs in
in Utah Territory.
Territory.
CONNOR,
P. EDW. CONNOR,
Brig.Genl. U.
U. S.
Conad'g Dist.
Dist. of
Utah.
Brig.- Genl.
S. Vols., Comnd'g
of Utah.
POKATELLO,
POKATELLO,
TOOMONTSO,
TOOMONTSO,

his x
x mark,
mark, chief.
his x
x mark,
his
mark, ""
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TREATY
INDIANS.
TREATY WITH
WITH THE SHOSHONEE
SHOSHONEE INDIANS.
SANPITZ,
SANPITZ,
TOSOWITZ,
TOSOWITZ,
YAHNOWAY,
YAHNOWAY,
WEERAHSOOP,
WEERAHSOOP,
PAHRAGOOSAHD,
PAHRAGOOSAHD,
TAHSWETOONAH,
TAHKWETOONAH,
OMASHEE,
(John Pokatello's
Pokatello's brother,)
brother,)
OMASHEE, (John

J
ULY 30,
JULY
30, 1863.

his x
x mark,
mark,
his
his xx mark,
mark,
his x
x mark,
his
x mark,
his x
x mark,
his x
his
his x
x mark,
mark,
his
mark,
his x
x mark,

chie£
chief
"
"
"
"
"
""
"
"

Witnesses:
Witnesses:
ROBT. POLLOCK,
C. V.
ROBT.
POLLOCK, Col.
Col. 3d
3d Inry,
Inf'y, C.
V.
M .G.
LEWIS, Capt. 3d Inry,
M.
G. LEWIS,
Inf'y, C. V.

S. E.
OCELYN, 1st
1st Lieut.
Lieut. 3d
Inf'y, C.
C. V.
V.
S.
E. J
JOCELYN,
3d Inf'y,
Jos.
GEBONE, Indian
Interpreter.
A. GEBONE,
Indian interpreter.
Jos. A.
J
OHN BA.RNARD,
mark, Special
JOHN
BARNARD, Jr.,
Jr., his
his xx mark,
Special interpreter.
Interpreter.
W
ILLIS H. BOOTHE,
BOOTHE, Special
Special Interpreter.
Interpreter.
WILLIS
H
ORA.CE WHEAT.
W HEAT.
HORACE

Submitted to

Senate.

And whereas
whereas the
the said
treaty having
having been
been submitted
submitted to
to the
Senate of
of
the Senate
And
said treaty

the United States for its constitutional
constitutional action thereon,
thereon, the Senate
Senate did,
seventh day of March, one
thousand eight hundred
on the seventh
one thousand
hundred and sixtyratification of the same by aaresolution,
four, advise and consent to the ratification
resolution, with
with
an
figures following,
:—
an amendment,
amendment, in
in the words and figures
following, to
to wit
wit:IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, S
ENATE OF
TATES, }
IN
SENATE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES,
March
March 7,
7, 1864.

Ratified
Ratified with
with
amendment.

RESOLVED,
concurring,) That the
RESOLVED, (two thirds of the senators
senators present
present concurring,)
ratification of the "
" articles of agreement
agreement
Senate advise and consent to the ratification
Territory, the thirtieth day
day of July, A.
A. D.
made at Box Elder, in
in Utah
Utah Territory,
one thousand
sixty-three, by
between the
the United
United
by and
and between
one
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
States
of America,
America, represented
Connor,
by Brigadier-General
Brigadier-General P.
P. Edward
Edward Connor,
States of
represented by
commanding the
military district
district of
and James
James Duane
Doty, Comcommanding
the military
of Utah,
Utah, and
Duane Doty,
Commissioner, and
missioner,
and the northwestern
northwestern bands
bands of the
the Shoshonee
Shoshonee Indians, repreamendment: -—
" with the following amendment:
sented by their
their chiefs
chiefs and warriors
warriors;;"
At
follows:
At the
the end of
of article
article 44insert aanew article, as follows:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V. Nothing
Nothing herein contained
contained shall be construed or taken to
greater title or
or interest in the
the lands
lands embraced
embraced within
within the
the
admit any other
other or greater
territories
described in
said tribes or
or bands
bands of
of Indians
Indians than
than
territories described
in said treaty in said
Mexico by the
in them upon the acquisition
acquisition of
of said territories
territories from Mexico
existed in
laws thereof.
laws
thereof.
Attest:
J. W.
Attest:
J.
W. FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.

Amendment
Amendment
assented to.

And whereas
whereas the foregoing amendment having been fully interpreted
Toomontso, Sanpitz, Tosowitz,
Tahkwetoonah,
and explained
explained to Pokatello, Toomontso,
Tosowitz, Tahkwetoonah,
and
Omashee, (John,)
(John,) Pokatello
's brother, chiefs and warriors
warriors of the northPokatello's
and Omashee,
western bands of Shoshonee Indians, they did, on the eighteenth day of
of
November,
November, one
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, give their free and
voluntary assent
to the
the same,
same, in
the words
to wit
:—
figures following,
following, to
wit:voluntary
assent to
in the
words and
and figures
Whereas a
treaty of peace and friendship, by "
Articles of agreement,"
a treaty
"Articles
Territory of
was made
made and
and concluded
concluded at
at Box Elder,
Elder, in
in the Territory
of Utah,
Utah, on
on the
1863, between
thirtieth day [of] July, A. D.
D. 1863,
between the United
United States, reprerepreBrigadier Gencommissioner, James
James Duane Doty, and Brigadier
sented by their commissioner,
eral
P. Edward Connor,
eral P.
Connor, and Pokatello
Pokatello and other chiefs
chiefs and
and warriors
warriors of
of
the
Senthe Shoshonee
Shoshonee nation
nation of
of Indians, which
which treaty was ratified by the Senate of
of the
the United
United States
amendment: -—
States with
with the following amendment:
ate
"
ARTICLE 5.
5. Nothing
construed or
shall be
be construed
or taken
taken to
Nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
"ARTICLE
within
embraced within
admit any other or greater title or interest
interest in the lands embraced
the territories described
described in said treaty in said tribes or bands of Indians
Indians
existed in them
than existed
them upon
upon the acquisition of
of said
said territories from
from Mexico
Mexico
by
by the
the laws thereof."

TREATY WITH
WITH THE
INDIANS. J
ULY 30, 1863.
JuLY
SHOSHONEE INDIANS.
THE SHOSHONEE
TREATY
November, A.
Now, the said amendment having been, this 18th day of November,
a council held with the said chiefs and warriors at Box Elder,
D. 1864,
1864, at a
submitted to the
instructions of the President of the United States, submitted
the instructions
under the
said
acceptance, and the
consideration and acceptance,
their consideration
warriors for their
and warriors
said chiefs and
same
having been read and fully interpreted
interpreted to them in their own lansame having
guage,
and warriors,
warriors, for themselves and for the Shoshonee
said chiefs
chiefs and
the said
guage, the
nation,
hereby agree and consent to the said amendment
amendment to the said
do hereby
nation, do
treaty; and do stipulate that the same shall be and is hereby accepted and
adopted as one of the articles thereof, and forever binding upon them
and their said nation.
Superintendent of
Commissioner and the Superintendent
In witness whereof the said Commissioner
Indian Affairs
of Utah,
Utah, on the part of the United States,
the Territory
Territory of
in the
Affairs in
Indian
and
chiefs and warriors, on the part of the Shoshonee
Shoshonee nation, have
and the
the said chiefs
hereunto set their
eighteenth day of November, A. D.
D. 1864.
their hands this eighteenth
hereunto
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Signature.

JAMES
DUANE DOTY,
DOTY, Commissioner.
Commissioner.
JAMES DUANE
0.
Affairs.
Supt. Indn.
Indn. Affairs.
0. H. IRISH, Supt.
POKATELLO,
x
x his mark.
POKATELLO,
xxhis mark.
TOOMONTSO,
SANPITZ,
x
xhis mark.
SANPITZ,
TOSOWITZ,
x
x his mark.
TOSOWITZ,
x his mark.
TAHKWETOONAH,
x
TAHKWETOONAH,
x his mark.
OMASHEE
Pokatello's brother,
x
OMASHEE (John), Pokatello's

Witnesses:
Witnesses:
Amos
Utah Ty.
Ty.
Secretary of Utah
REED, Secretary
AMOS REED,
ALVIN NICHOLS.
NICHOLS.
ALVIN
D.
U S
Interpreter.
S..Ind.
Ind. Interpreter.
B. HUNTINGTON,
HUNTINGTON, U.
D. B.
W ILLIS BOOTHE,
BOOTHE, Special
Interpreter.
Special Interpreter.
WILLIS

LINCOLN, PresiNow,
therefore, be
that I,
I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
it known
known that
be it
Now, therefore,
of the advice and
dent
the United
of America,
America, do,
pursuance of
do, in pursuance
States of
United States
of the
dent of
consent
of the
Senate, as
as expressed
expressed in
in their
resolution of
of the
seventh of
of
the seventh
their resolution
the Senate,
consent of
and sixty-four, accept, ratify, and conMarch, one
one thousand
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
March,
firm the
the said
treaty, with
with the
the amendment, as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
said treaty,
firm
have
In testimony
testimony whereof
have signed
hand, and
and have
my hand,
same with
with my
signed the
the same
I have
whereof I
In
caused the
the seal
of the
United States
to be hereto affixed.
affixed.
States to
the United
seal of
caused
of JanuDone at
at the
the city
of Washington,
Washington, this
this seventeenth
seventeenth day of
city of
Done
hundred and
ary,
of our
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
thousand eight
our Lord
year of
in the
the year
ary, in
[SEAL.] sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
of the
of the
the
States the
the United
United States
the Independence
Independence of
and of
[SEAL.]
eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the President:
President:
W ILLIAM H. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
WILLUAM
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Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

TREATY WITH
TREATY
WITH THE
THE CHIPPEWA
CHIPPEWA INDIANS.
INDIANS.

OCTOBER 2,
1863.
OCTOBER
2, 1863.
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Treaty
between the United
States and
Treaty between
United States
and the
Red Lake
Lake and
Pembina Bands
the Red
and Pembina
Bands
of Chippewa
of
Chippewa Indians;
Indians; concluded in
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, October
1863;
October 2,
2, 1863;
ratified by
by the
the Senate
Senate with Amendments, March
ratified
1, 1864;
March 1,
1864; amendamendments assented to, April 12, 1864; proclaimed
ments
by the
the President
of
proclaimed by
President of
the United
United States,
States, May 5,
5, 1864.
1864.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
TO ALL AND SINGULAR

PRESENTS SHALL
TO ALL AND SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
WHOM THESE PRESENTS
SHALL COME,
GREETING :
COME, GREETING:

WHEREAS

treaty was
W HEREAS a
atreaty
was made
made and
and concluded
concluded at the Old Crossing of
of
Bed Lake
Iled
Lake River,
River, in the State of Minnesota, on
second day
day of
of OctoOctoon the
the second
ber, in
in the
year of our Lord
ber,
the year
Lord one thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three,
hundred and
by and
between Alexander
Alexander Ramsey and Ashley C.
by
and between
CommissionC. Morrill,
Morrill, Commissioners, on
on the
part of the United States, and
ers,
the part
Chiefs,
and the
the hereinafter
hereinafter named
named Chiefs,
Headmen, and Warriors
Headmen,
Warriors of the Red Lake and
Bands of
of ChipChipand Pembina
Pembina Bands
pewa
Indians, on the part of said Bands, and duly
pewa Indians,
duly authorized
authorized thereto
thereto by
by
them,
which treaty
them, which
treaty is in the words and figures following,
following, to
:—
to wit
wit:-

October
October

2,1863.
2,1863.

Preamble.
Preamble.

ARTICLES
OF A
A TREATY
made and concluded
ARTICLES OF
TREATY made
concluded at the Old
of Red
Old Crossing
Crossing of
Red Contracting
Contracting
Lake River, in the State
of Mi
nneso t
a,
on
th
e secon
day of October,parties.
State of
Minnesota,
on the
seconddday
of October, parties.
in
the
year
eighteen
in the year
hundred and sixty-three, between
between the
United
the United
States of
of America,
America, by their Commissioners,
States
Commissioners, Alexander
and
Alexander Ramsey
Ramsey and
Ashley
C. Morrill, agent for the Chippewa
Ashley C.
Red
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, and
and the
the Red
Lake
and Pembina
Chippewas, by their
Lake and
Pembina Bands
Bands of Chippewas,
Chiefs, Headmen,
Headmen,
their Chiefs,
and Warriors.
ARTICLE
The peace and friendship now existing between
ARTIC
LE I.
I. The
between the
the
United States and the
Lak e an
em bi na b
an d
so
hippewa Inthe Red Lake
andd P
Pembina
bands
off C
Chippewa
Indians shall be perpetual.

ma
Perpetual
tua
and frlend; rpe

Perpetual
peace and friend

ARTICLE

The said
Red Lake
ARTICLE II.
II. The
said Red
Lake and
and Pembina bands of Chippewa theLands
United
Lands
ceded to
to
ceded
Indians do
hereby cede, sell, and convey to the United States
Indians
do hereby
all their
States all
their the United
right,
title,
and
interest
in and
to all
all the lands
right, title, and interest in
and to
lands now owned and claimedttes
claimed States '
by them
by
them in
in the
the State
State of Minnesota
Minnesota and in the Territory
Dakota within
Territory of
of Dakota
within
the
the following
following described boundaries,
boundaries, to
wit: Beginning
point where
to wit:
Beginning at
at the
the point
where
the international
international bound
ary between
bet
ween th
ni
te d States
States and
the BritishBoundaries.
boundary
thee U
United
and the
British Boundaries.

possessions
intersects the shore of the Lake
possessions intersects
Lake of
thence in
of the
the Woods;
Woods; thence
in aa
direct line
line south-westwardly
direct
south-westwardly to the head of Thief
down the
Thief River;
River; thence
thence down
the
main
main channel
channel of
of said Thief River to its mouth on the
the Red
Red Lake
River;
Lake River;
thence in
a south-e4sterly
south-eysterly direction,
thence
in a
direction, in aa direct line -towards
head of
-towards the
the head
of
Wild Rice
Rice River,
to the point where such line would intersect
Wild
River, to
intersect the
the northnorthwestern boundary
a tract ceded to the United
western
boundary of a
United States
States by
by a
atreaty
contreaty concluded at Washington
twenty-second day
cluded
Washington on the twenty-second
day of
of February,
the year
year Vol.
x. p.
no.
February, in
in the
Vol. x.
p.1165.
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
eighteen
fifty-five, with the Mississippi,
Pillager, and
Mississippi, Pillager,
and Lake
Lake
Winnebigoshish bands of Chippewa Indians; thence
Winnebigoshish
thence along
along the
the said
said
boundary
boundary line of the said cession to the
of Wild
Wild Rice
Rice River;
the mouth
mouth of
River;
thence
the main
main channel of the Red River to the
thence up
up the
mouth of
of the
the Shaythe mouth
Shayenne; thence up the main channel of
enne;
the Shayenne
River to
to Poplar
of the
Shayenne River
Poplar
Grove; thence in a
a direct line to the
of Stumps,
called
the Place
Place of
Stumps, otherwise
otherwise called
Lake Chicot;
Chicot; thence in a
a direct line to the
Lake
bead of
main branch
the head
of the
the main
branch of
of
Salt River;
a direct line due north
Salt
River; thence in a
to the
the point
such line
line
north to
point where
where such
would intersect
the international
would
intersect the
international boundary aforesaid; thence
thence eastwardly
eastwardly
along said
said boundary to the place of beginning.
along
beginning.
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Payment
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Post, page
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49.

Proviso.
Amount reserved.
served.

Amnesty for
for
past offences.
offences.

See Post,
Post,p. 50.

Appropriation

Appropriation

for former depredations.

dations.
Claims, how
to be audited.
See Amend-

ment, Post,
Post, p. 46.
Appropriation
for powder, lead,
&c.

fAppopwriation
&c.

Appropriation
Appropriation
to encourage the
adoptionofehtahb
adoption of habits of civilized
life;
life;

for road from

to
Leech Lake to
Red Lake.

Board of visitors; their appointment, duty,

poantmhenduty,
pay.
pay.

Spirituous
Spirituous
liquors prohibited.

OCTOBER 2,
1863.
OCTOBER
2, 1863.

ARTICLE III.
III. In consideration
foregoing cession,
ARTICLE
consideration of
of the
the foregoing
the United
cession, the
United
States agree to pay to the said Red Lake and Pembina
ChipPembina bands
bands of
of Chippewa Indians
Indians the following
following sums,
Twenty thousand
thousand dollars
sums, to
to wit:
wit: Twenty
dollars per
per
years; the
the said
to be
be distributed
distributed among
annum for
for twenty
twenty years;
said sum
sum to
among the
the ChipChippewa Indians of the said bands in equal amounts
capita, and
amounts per
per capita,
and for
for this
this
purpose an accurate
accurate enumeration
enumeration and enrollment
of the
the
enrollment of
the members
members of
of the
respective
respective bands and families shall be
by the
of the
the United
be made
made by
the officers
officers of
United
States: Provided,
Provided, That so much of this sum as the President of
of the
the
United States shall direct, not exceeding
thousand dollars
dollars per
exceeding five thousand
per year,
year,
may be reserved from the above
above sum, and applied to
to agriculture,
agriculture, educaeducation, the purchase
tion,
purchase of goods, powder, lead, &c.,
&c., for their use, and to such
such
other beneficial purposes, calculated
calculated to
prosperity and
happito promote the prosperity
and happiofthe
ness of'
the said Chippewa Indians,
he may
prescribe.
Indians, as he
may prescribe.
ARTICLE IV.
And in
in further
further consideration
of the
the foregoing
foregoing cession,
cession,
IV. And
consideration of
ARTICLE
and of their promise to abstain
abstain from such
acts in
future, the
United
such acts
in future,
the United
agree that the said
said Red
Lake and
and Pembina
Chippewa
States agree
Red Lake
Pembina bands
bands of
of Chippewa
Indians shall not be held liable to
past offences.
in
to punishment
punishment for
for past
offences. And
And in
order to make compensation
compensation to the injured parties
parties for
for the
the depredations
depredations
committed by the said
of certain
said Indians
Indians on
on the
the goods
goods of
certain British
British and
and AmerAmerican traders at the mouth of
Lake River,
of Red
Red Lake
River, and
and for
for exactions
exactions forcibly
forcibly
levied by them
of the
the steamboat
plying on
on the
Red
them on
on the
the proprietors
proprietors of
steamboat plying
the Red
River, and
and to
enable them
their just
United States
States
River,
to enable
them to
to pay
pay their
just debts,
debts, the
the United
agree to appropriate the sum of one hundred
hundred thousand dollars;
dollars; it
it being
being
understood
understood and agreed that the claims of individuals
individuals for damages
damages or
debt
or debt
under this
this article
article shall
and audited,
in consultation
consultation with
with
under
shall be
be ascertained
ascertained and
audited, in
the chiefs of said bands, by a
acommissioner or
commissioners appointed
or commissioners
appointed by
by
the
President of
of the
the United
States, and
and that
that after
after such
such damages
damages and
the President
United States,
and debts
debts
shall have been paid, the residue of the above sum shall be distributed
among the chiefs. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the sum of
of two
thousand dollars
two thousand
dollars shall
shall
be expended
expended for powder, lead, twine, or such other beneficial purposes
be
purposes as
the chiefs may request,
distributed among
among the
the said
request, to be equitably
equitably distributed
said bands
bands
at
the first
payment.
at the
first payment.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V..To
V. To encourage
encourage and aid the chiefs of said bands in preservpreserving
order and
and inducing,
by their
example and
and advice,
members of
of
ing order
inducing, by
their example
advice, the
the members
their
bands to
adopt the
the habits
and pursuits
their respective
respective bands
to adopt
habits and
pursuits of
of civilized
civilized life,
life,
there shall be paid to each of the said chiefs annually, out of
there
of the
the annuities
annuities
of the said bands, a
asum
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars,
to
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding one
dollars, to
be determined by their agents according to their
respective merits.
merits. And
And
their respective
for the better promotion of the
sum of
the above
above objects,
objects, aafurther
further sum
of five
five hunhundred
be paid
paid at
at the
first payment
payment to
of the
to
dred dollars
dollars shall
shall be
the first
to each
each of
the said
said chiefs
chiefs to
for himself
house. Also,
the sum
of five
enable him to build for
himself a
a house.
Also, the
sum of
five thousand
thousand
dollars
shall be
the United
States for
out a
road
dollars shall
be appropriated
appropriated by
by the
United States
for cutting
cutting out
a road
from Leech Lake to Red Lake.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.
VI.The President
President shall appoint a
a board of
of visitors, to
to conconsist
less than
than two
two nor
nor more
more than
than three
three persons,
persons, to
selected
sist of
of not less
to be
be selected
from
Christian denominations
denominations as
as he
he may
designate, whose
from such
such Christian
may designate,
whose duty
duty it
it
shall be to attend
attend at
payments of
of the
at all annuity
annuity payments
the said
said Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
to inspect their fields and other improvements, and to
to report
report annually
annually
thereon on or before the first day of November, and also as
as to the qualifications and moral deportment
residing upon
deportment of
of all
all persons
persons residing
upon the
the reservareservation under the authority
authority of law; and they shall receive for their
their services
services
five dollars aaday for the time actually employed,
employed, and
and ten
ten cents
cents per
per mile
mile
for travelling expenses:
expenses: Provided,
Provided, That
one shall
be paid
paid in
in any
That no
no one
shall be
any one
one
year for more than twenty days' service,
three hunservice, or for
for more than
than three
hundred miles' travel.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII.
VII.The laws of the United States now in force, or that
that
may hereafter
the introduction
and sale
sale of
spiritmay
hereafter be
be enacted,
enacted, prohibiting
prohibiting the
introduction and
of spirituous liquors in the Indian country, shall
in full
full force
and effect
effect
shall be
be in
force and
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throughout the country
country hereby
otherwise directed
by conthroughout
hereby ceded, until
until otherwise
directed by
congress or the
the President of the United
United States.
States.

ARTICLE
In further
the foregoing
foregoing cession,
ARTICLE VIII.
VIII.In
further consideration
consideration of
of the
cession, it
it is
is

Grant
Grant of 160

hereby
acres .of land to
hereby agreed.that
agreed•that the United States shall grant to each male adult halfhalf. aeres
to
breed
or mixed-blood
mixed-blood who
by blood
blood to
said Chippewas
Chippe w as of
of Idians.the
li
errai
n
ns.
of these
breed or
who is
is related
related by
to the
the said
the habits
and
the said Red
Red Lake
Lake or Pembina
Pembina bands
bands who
who has
has adopted
adopted the
habits and
customs of civilized life, and who is a
States, a
a
a citizen
citizen of the
the United
United States,
homestead of one hundred and sixty acres of land, to
selected at his
to be
be selected
option, within the limits of the tract
hereby ceded
ceded to
to the
the
tract of country
country hereby
previously occupied
occupied by
settlers or
or
United States,
States, on
on dny land
land not previously
by actual
actual settlers
covered
covered by prior grants, the boundaries
boundaries thereof
thereof to be adjusted
adjusted in concon- See amendformity with
the lines
of the
the official
when the
the same
same shall
shall be
made,P.ment,
formity
with the
lines of
official surveys
surveys when
be made,
ment. p. 46.
46.
and with the laws and
regulations of the United
and regulations
United States affecting
affecting the
the localocation
entry of
of the
tion and
and entry
the same.
same.

ARTICLE IX.
Upon the
request of
of the
the Indians,
Reservations
ARTICLE
IX. Upon
the urgent
urgent request
Indians, parties
parties to
to this
this Reservations
;each
treaty,
there shall
reservation gr6ttie
treaty, there
shall be
be set
set apart from the tract hereby
hereby ceded aa reservation
for the chieafs
(640) six hundred
the mouth
Thief River
of (640)
hundred and forty acres
acres near the
mouth of
of Thief
River for
for Moose Dung
the chief"
and a
alike
like reservation
the
chief " Moose
Moose Dung,"
Dung," and
reservation of
of (640)
(640) six
six hundred
hundred and
and and Red Bear.
forty
foity acres for the chief "
" Red Bear," on the
the north
north side of
of Pembina
Pembina
River.
River.
In
whereof, the
the said
Ashley C.
MorIn witness
witness whereof,
said Alexander
Alexander Ramsey
Ramsey and
and Ashley
C. MorStates, and
and the
the chiefs,
chiefs, headrill, commissioners on the part of the
the United States,
headmen, and warriors of the Red Lake and Pembina
Pembina bands
bands of
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
of Red
Red Signature.
dians, have hereunto
hereunto set
set their
their hands, at the Old
Old Crossing
Crossing of
Signature.
Lake
second day
October, in
in the
the October
October 2,
2, 183.
1863.
Lake River, in the State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, this
this second
day of
of October,
year
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
and sixty-three.
sixty-three.
year of
of our
thousand eight
eight hundred
ALEX.
RAMSEY,
ALEX. RAMSEY,
ASHLEY C. MORRILL,
MORRILL,
ASHLEY
Commissioners.
Commissioners.

MONS-O-MO, his x
x mark, Moose
Moose Dung,
MONS-O-MO,
Dung, Chief
Chief of Red Lake.
KAW-WASH-KE-NE-KAY, his
KAW-WASH-KE-NE-KAY,
his x
x mark, Crooked
Crooked Arm,
Arm, Chief
Chief of
of
Red Lake.
ASE-E-NE-WUB, his
mark, Little
Red Lak[e].
ASE-E-NE-WUB,
his x
x mark,
Little Rock,
Rock, Chief
Chief of
of Red
Lak[e].
MIS-CO-MUK-QUOH, his
his x
Bear, Chief
of Pembina.
Pembina.
MIS-CO-MUK-QUOH,
x mark,
mark, Red
Red Bear,
Chief of
ASE-ANSE, his
Little Shell,
Chief of
of Pembina.
Pembina.
ASE-ANSE,
his x
x mark,
mark, Little
Shell, Chief
MIS-CO-CO-NOY-A, his x
x mark,
Red Rob,
Rob, Warrior
Warrior of
MIS-CO-CO-NOY-A,
mark, Red
of Red
Red Lake.
Lake.
KA-CHE-UN-ISH-E-NAW-BAY,
mark, The
Big Indian,
KA-CHE-UN-ISH-E-NAW-BAY, hi's x
x mark,
The Big
Indian,
Warrior of
Warrior
of Red Lake.
Lake.
NEO-KI-ZHICK,
x mark,
mark, Four
Skies, Warrior
Warrior of
NEO-KI-ZHICK, his
his x
Four Skies,
of Red
Red Lake.
Lake.
NEBENE-QUIN-GWA-HAWEGAW, his
mark, Summer
Summer
NEBENE-QUIN-GWA-HAWEGAW,
his x
x mark,
Wolverine,
Wolverine, Warrior
Warrior of Pembina.
Pembina.
JOSEPH
x mark,
of Pembina.
Pembina.
JOSEPH GORNON,
GORNON, his
his x
mark, Warrior
Warrior of
JOSEPH MONTREUIL,
MONTREUIL, his
JOSEPH
his x
x mark,
mark, Warrior of
of Pembina.
Pembina.
TEB-ISH-KE-KE-SHIG,
x mark,
TEB-ISH-KE-KE-SHIG, his x
mark, Warrior
Warrior of Pembina.
MAY-ZHUE-E-YAUSH,
Wind, Head
Head WarMAY-ZHUE-E-YAUSH, his
his x
x mark, Dropping
Dropping Wind,
Warrior of Red Lake.
MIN-DU-WAH-WING,
mark, Berry
Berry Hunter,
Warrior of
of
MIN-DU-WAH-WING, his
his x
x mark,
Hunter, Warrior
Red
Lake.
Red Lake.
NAW-GAUN-E-GWAN-ABE,
his x
x mark,
mark, Leading
Leading Feather,
NAW-GAUN-E-GWAN-ABE, his
Feather,
Chief of
of Red Lake.
Lake.
Signed in
in presence
of —
Signed
presence of-

PAUL
PAUL H.
H.BEAULIEU,
BEAULIEU, Special
Special Interpreter.
_Interpreter.
PETER Roy,
"
ROY,
PETER
T.
A. W
ARREN, U.
S._Interpreter.
T. A.
WARREN,
U. S.
Interpreter.
J.
HEELOCK, Secretary.
J. A.
A. W
WHEELOCK,
Secretary.
RETJBEN OTTMAN,
OTTMAN,
46
REUBEN
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Vol.
GEORGE A. CAMP, Major 8th Regiment
Regiment Min. VOL
W ILLIAM T.
T.ROCKWOOD,
WILLIAM
ROCKwOOD,
Capt.
K,
"tc
"
Capt. Co.
Co. K,
P.B.
DAVY, Capt. Co.
P.
B. DAVY,
Co. L,
L, 1st Regt. Min.
Min. M. Rangers.
G.
M .DWELLE,
Minn. Battery.
G. M.
DWELLE, 2d Lieut.
Lieut. 3d Minn.
F.
Surgeon 8th Regt. M. Vols.
F. RIEGER,
RIEGER, Surgeon
Rangers.
L. S.
S. KIDDER,
KIDDER, 1st Lieut. Co. L,
L, 1st M. M.
M. Rangers.
S
AM. B.
SAM.
B. ABBE.
ABBE.
C.
KUFFER.
C.A.
A.M
UTER.
PIERRE
X BOTTINEAU.
PIERRE X
BOTTINEAU.

whereas the
treaty having been
submitted to
of
And whereas
the said
said treaty
been submitted
to the
the Senate
Senate of
thereon, the Senate
the United States for its constitutional action thereon,
Senate did,
did, on
on
the first day of March,
March, one thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, advise
ratification of the
amendthe same by
by a
a resolution
resolution with
with amendMarch, 1,
1, 1864. and consent to the ratification
ments
following, to
ments in the words
words and figures
figures following,
to wit:
wit: —
-

Ratification
Ratification
with amendments.

I
EXECUTIVE S
ESSION S
ENATE OF
OP THE
THE UN/TED
STATES,
INN EXECUTIVE
SESSION
SENATE
UNITED STATES,
March 1,
1S64.
March
1, 1864.
Resolved,
(two-thirds of
of the
the Senators
Senators present
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
Resolved, (two-thirds
That the
the
Senate advise
and consent
to the
ratification of
Senate
advise and
consent to
the ratification
of the
the ""Articles
Articles of
of aaTreaty
Treaty
made
of Red
Red Lake
Lake River,
River, in
in the State
made and concluded
concluded at
at the
the Old Crossing
Crossing of
of
Minnesota, on
on the
second day
day of
of October,
in the
eighteen hundred
of Minnesota,
the second
October, in
the year
year eighteen
hundred
and
America, by their
the United
United States of America,
their commiscommisand sixty-three,
sixty-three, between the
sioners,
Alexander Ramsey
Ramsey and
agent for
for the
the ChipChipsioners, Alexander
and Ashley
Ashley C. Morrill, agent
pewa
by
pewa Indians, and
and the
the Red
Red Lake
Lake and
and Pembina
Pembina Banda
Bands of
of Chippewas,
Chippewas, by
their
warriors," with
with the
the following
following
headmen, and
and warriors,"
their chiefs, headmen,
AmENDmENTs:
AMENDMENTS:
Amendments. In article 4, strike out in lines 19,
words:
Amendments.
19, 20,
20, and 21,
21, the
the following
following words:
Ante, p. 44.
'Ante,
"and
"and that after
after such damages and debts shall have been paid, the residue
residue
of the above sum shall be distributed among the chiefs."

article 4,
At the
the end
end of article
4, insert the following:—
following:Provided, That
part of the
dollars
That no
no part
the sum
sum of one hundred thousand
thousand dollars
Provided,
shall
paid to make
for damages
damages or for
or paid
make compensation
compensation far
shall be
be appropriated
appropriatedor
Indians until the
said comcomthe said
owing from said
said Indians
the payment
payment of
of any
any debts
debts owing
missioner or
repqrt each
proofs thereeach case,
case, with the proofs
or commissioners
commissioners shall
shall reprt
missioner
on, to
Secretary of the
Congress, with
the Interior,
Interior, to
to be submitted to Congress,
on,
to the Secretary
after such
such damages
opinion thereon,
thereon, for its action;
action; and that,
that, after
damages and
his opinion
debts
shall have been paid,
paid, the
residue of said
said sum
added to the
sum shall
shall be added
the residue
debts shall
annuity funds
of said
said Indians,
to be
be divided
divided equally
upon said
said
equally upon
annuity
funds of
Indians, to
annuities.
annuities.
At the
end of
of article
article 8,
following: —
the following:8, insert
insert the
At
the end
Provided, That no scrip
shall be issued under the
Provided,
scrip shall
the provisions
provisions of this
this
No
No scrip
scrip to
to
article,
and
no
assignments
made
of
right,
title,
or
interest
article,
and
no
assignments
shall
be
made
of
any
right,
title,
or
interest
issue.
issue.
at
shall issue, and
patent shall be
a patent
patent shall
and no
no patent
be
at law
law or in
in equity until a
Assignments,
Assignments,
patents, &c.
five years' actual
residence and
actual residence
and cultivation,
cultivation,
issued until
until due
due proof of five
as
,act entitled
homesteads on the
the .act
entitled "
" An
An act to
to secure
secure homesteads
as required
required by the
public domain."
public
domain."
J.
Secretary.
Attest:
J. W.
W. FORNEY,
FORNEY, Secretary.

Appropriation
Appropriation
of $100,000,
$100,000, how
how
of
to be
disposed of.
of.
to
be disposed

Amendment.
Amendment.

Assented to
Assented
April 12,
1864.
April
12,1864.

And
whereas the
the foregoing
foregoing amendments
amendments having
been fully
fully interpreted
interpreted
having been
And whereas
and explained
explained to
May-dwa-gua-no-nind, Mons-o-mo,
Mons-o-mo, Ase-e-ne-wub,
and
to May-dwa-gua-no-nind,
Ase-e-ne-wub, MisMisco-muk-quah,
Naw-gon-e-gwo-nabe, Que-we-zance,
Que-we-zance, May-zha-ke-osh,
co-muk-quah, Naw-gon-e-gwo-nabe,
May-zha-ke-osh, Bwaness,
Wa-bon-e-qua-osh, Te-bish-co-ge-shick,
Osh-shayTe-besh-co-be-ness, Osh-shayTe-bish-co-ge-shick, Te-besh-co-be-ness,
ness, Wa-bon-e-qua-osh,
o-sick,
Sa-sa-goh-cum-ick-ish-cum, Kay-tush-ke-wub-e-tung,
I-inge-eKay-tush-ke-wub-e-tung, I-inge-eo-sick, Sa-sa-goh-cum-ick-ish-cum,
gaun-abe, and Que-we-zance-ish,
Que-we-zance-ish, chiefs, headmen,
warriors of the
headmen, and warriors
gaun-abe,
Red Lake
and Pembina
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, they
did, in
in articles
articles
they did,
Bands of
of Chippewa
Red
Lake and
Pembina Bands
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supplementary to
at the
District
Washington, District
the city of Washington,
treaty, concluded
concluded at
to this
this treaty,
supplementary
of
Columbia, on
day of
of April,
April, one
one thousand
hundred and
thousand eight hundred
the twelfth
twelfth day
on the
of Columbia,
sixty-four, (which
(which articles
been duly consented
consented to
to
articles supplementary
supplementary have been
sixty-four,
and
ratified, and
the twenty-fifth
on the
twenty-fifth day of April, one
and were
were proclaimed
proclaimed on
and ratified,
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
provisassent to
to the provisand assent
sixty-four,) agree and
and sixty-four,)
thousand
ions
in an
an article
article of the following tenor: —
treaty, in
ions of
of this treaty,
"AnneLE
Chippewa
Pembina bands
bands of Chippewa
I. The
The said Red Lake and Pembina
"ARTICLE L
Indians
do hereby
hereby agree
agree and
provisions of the said treaty,
and assent to the provisions
Indians do
concluded at
at the
the Old
Old Crossing
Crossing of
as amended
amended by the
Lake River,
River, as
of Red
Red Lake
concluded
Senate of
resolution bearing
bearing date the first day of
States by
by resolution
United States
Senate
of the United
March, in
eighteen handred
hundred and
and sixty-four."
sixty-four."
year eighteen
in the
the year
March,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
that I,
I, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President
President Proclaimed by
by
it known
known that
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
Now,
be it
of the United
pursuance of the advice and consent the President.
America, do, in pursuance
United States of America,
of
of
expressed in their resolution of the first of March,
of the Senate,
Senate, as expressed
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
confirm
accept, ratify, and confirm
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, accept,
one
thousand eight
the
treaty and amendments
amendments thereto.
thereto.
the said
said treaty
In
hand, and have
have
testimony whereof, IIhave signed the same with my hand,
In testimony
caused
be hereto
hereto affixed.
the seal
seal of the United States to be
caused the
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this fifth day of May, in the year May 5,
1864.
5,1864.
of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, and
and
[L. s.]
States the eighty-eighth.
of the United States
Independence of
the independence
[L. S.] off the
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By the
the President::
B3
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARBD,
SEWAMD, Secretary
State.
Seeretary of State.
WILLIAM
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Band
America and
and the Tabeguache
Treaty between
the United
Tabeguache Band
United States of America
between the
Treaty
of
Ratification advised,
advised, with
7, 1863; Ratification
October 7,
concluded October
Utah Indians,
Indians, concluded
of Utah
Amendments assented
Amendments,
by the
assented to,
March 25, 1864; Amendments
the Senate,
Senate, March
Amendments, by
the United
October 8,
Proclaimed by
United States,
President of the
by the President
8, 1864;
1864; Proclaimed
October
December
1864.
14, 1864.
December 14,

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
ABRAHAM
OF AMERICA,
PRESIDENT
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
To ALL
ALL AND
AND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO
WHOM THESE
PRESENTS SHALL COME,
GREETING:
COME, GREETING:
THESE PRESENTS
TO WHOM
TO

October 7, 1863.

Tabeguache Agency
concluded at
at the
the Tabeguache
W
HEREAS a
treaty was
Agency Preamble.
and concluded
a treaty
was made and
WHEREAS
October, in the year
at Conejos,
Colorado Territory,
on the
the seventh day of October,
Territory, on
at
Conejos, Colorado
of our
our Lord
thousand eight
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, by and between
eight hundred
one thousand
Lord one
of
Contracting
corJohn Evans,
Evans, Michael
Steck, Simeon
Whiteley, and
and Lafayette
Lafayette Head, coinContracting
Simeon Whiteley,
Michael Steck,
John
missioners on
the part
part of
the United
United States,
States, and
the hereinafter
hereinafter named parties.
and the
of the
on the
missioners
chiefs
and warriors
warriors of
Tabeguache band of Utah Indians, on the part
of the Tabeguache
chiefs and
of said
said band
band of
Indians, and
authorized thereto
thereto by them, which treaty
treaty
duly authorized
and duly
of Indians,
of
wit::—
is in
in the
the words
words and
figures following, to wit
and figures
is
Utah Indians claim an exclusive right Boundaries
Whereas
the Tabeguache
Tabeguache band
Boundaries of
band of Utah
Whereas the
lands and hunting-grounds
to
the following
described country
country as
hunting-grounds lands,
lands, &c.
"
as their lands
following described
to the
United States of America, being bounded and
within
of the
the United
the territory of
within the
wit::—
deicribed
described as follows, to wit
on the 37th degree
"
degree of north latitude, at the eastern base of
" Beginning
Beginning on
the
Sierra Madre Mountains;
Mountains; running thence
thence northerly with the base of
the Sierra
the
Rocky Mountains
forty-first parallel
parallel of north latitude; thence
to the
the forty-first
Mountains to
the Rocky
west
forty-first parallel of north latitude to its interof said forty-first
line of
the line
west with
with the
section with
northwest of the North
the Snowy range northwest
the summit
summit of the
with the
section
Park; thence with the summit of the Snowy range southerly to the Rabbit-Ear Mountains;
Mountains; thence
thence southerly
the summit of said Rabbit-Ear
Rabbit-Ear
southerly with the
bit-Ear
River; thence
range of
of the
Middle Park,
Park, to
thence
to the Grand River;
the Middle
west of
of mountains,
mountains, west
range
with the
Grand River
to its
its confluence
confluence with
River;
with the Gunnison River;
River to
said Grand
the said
with
thence
Gunnison River to the mouth
mouth of the Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre
thence with the said Gunnison
River;
with the
said Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre River to its source
source in the sumthe said
thence with
River; thence
mit
Snowy range, opposite the source
source of the Rio Grande
Grande del Norte;
Norte;
of the
the Snowy
mit of
Sierra La Plata range
thence
in a
aright
the summit
summit of
of the Sierra
to the
line south
south to
right line
thence in
of
mountains, dividing
dividing the
the waters
San Juan
Juan River from those of the
of the
the San
waters of
of mountains,
Rio Grande
Grande del Norte; thence with the summit of said range southeastRio
erly to
to the
north latitude; thence with the line
thirty-seventh parallel of north
the thirty-seventh
erly
beginning:"
of said
said parallel
parallel of
of latitude to
to the place of beginning:"
of
And whereas
whereas the
the said
said Indians,
for the
the purpose
friendly
maintaining 'friendly
of maintaining
purpose of
Indians, for
And
of the United
relations with
with the
and government
government of
United States of Amerpeople and
the people
relations
mentioned, are willing to cede
herein mentioned,
ica,
and for
for the
cede
considerations herein
other considerations
the other
ica, and
a
of said
and to enter
enter into the covenants
covenants and agreements
country, and
said country,
a portion
portion of
America, by John
herein set
set forth,
the President
the United
United States
States of America,
of the
President of
forth, the
herein
and ex officio Superintendent
Evans, Governor
Governor of
of Colorado
Superintendent of
Territory, and
Colorado Territory,
Evans,
Indian
Michael Steck, Superintendent
Superintendent of Indian AfAfsame; Michael
for the
the same;
Affairs for
Indian Affairs
fairs
Mexico; Simeon Whiteley and Lafayette
Lafayette
fairs for the Territory of New Mexico;
appointed as commissioners
Head,
agents, duly
duly authorized
commissioners for
authorized and appointed
Indian agents,
Head, Indian
and the undersigned
the purpose,
of the
undersigned chiefs and warriors of
part, and
the one
one part,
purpose, of
the
the
Tabeguache band
Utah Indians,
Indians, of
of the other part, have made and
of Utah
band of
the Tabeguache
President
by the President
entered
following treaty,
treaty, which,
which, when ratified by
the following
into the
entered into
the United
United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
of
of the
wit:shall be binding on both parties, to wit
:—
TREAT.--57
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WITH THE
TABEGUACHE INDIANS.
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Authority of
the United
States admitted.
States
admitted.

Cession of
lands.

Boundary.

Military posts,
&c., may be
established on
established
on
lands not ceded.

Mining.
Prohibition of
Prohibition
other settlement.

Mohuache

band of Utahs.
Protection to
be given
given to certain
tain persons.
persons.

Redress of
injuries.

Delivery of
offenders.
offenders.

ARTICLE I.
I. It
of Utah
Indians
band of
Utah Indians
by the
the Tabeguache
Tabeguache band
ARTICLE
It is
is admitted
admitted by
that they reside within the territorial limits of the United States, acknowledge their supremacy,
protection. The said band
supremacy, and claim tlheir
their protection.
band
also admits the right of the United States to regulate all trade and intercourse with them.
ARTICLE
Tabeguache band
Indians hereby
cede, conARTICLE II.
II. Said
Said Tabeguache
band of
of Utah
Utah Indians
hereby cede,
convey, and relinquish all of their claim, right, title, and interest
interest in and to any
any
and
and all
all of their lands within the territory of
of the
the United
United States,
States, wherever
wherever
excepting that
boundaries,
situated, excepting
that which
which is included within
within the following boundaries,
viz. :—
viz.:
Beginning
at the
River; thence
Gunof the
the Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre River;
thence down
down GunBeginning at
the mouth
mouth of
nison
River to
confluence with the Bunkara
Bunkara River; thence
nison River
to its confluence
thence up
up the BunBunkara
Roaring Fork
kara River
River to
to the Roaring
Roaring Fork of the same;
same; thence up the Roaring
to
summit of the
to its source; thence
thence along the
the summit
the range
range dividing the
the waters
waters
of
Gunnison River
of the
the Arkansas
Arkansas from those of
of the
the Gunnison
River to
to its
its intersection
intersection with
with
the lunge
range dividing
dividing the waters
waters of the
the San Luis valley from those
those of
of the
the
Arkansas River; thence
source of
Arkansas
thence along
along the summit
summit of said range to
to the
the source
Creek
the Sandy Creek
Creek of
of the San
San Luis
Luis valley;
valley; thence
thence down the
the Sandy Creek
waters sink
water; thence
to the
the place
place where its waters
sink at low water;
thence in
in aaright line to
the point where the centre of the channel of the Rio Grande del Norte
longitude west from
crosses the 106th line of
of longitude
from Greenwich;
Greenwich; thence
thence up the
the
centre of the main channel of the Rio Grande del Norte to the line of the
107th degree of longitude west from Greenwich;
Greenwich; thence south along said
said
line to the summit of the range
range dividing
dividing the waters of the Rio Grande
summit
del
del Norte
Norte from those of the San Juan River; thence along said summit
a point due south of the source of the Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre River;
westerly to a
River;
thence to
channel of said Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre
to said source and down the main channel
River to its mouth, the place of beginning.
ARTICLE III.
is further
agreed that
that the
United States
States shall
have
the United
shall have
ARTICLE
III. And
And it
it is
further agreed
the right to establish
establish one or more military posts, with their needful reservations, upon
by the
the Tabeguache
Tabeguache
ceded by
not ceded
hunting-grounds not
and hunting-grounds
lands and
the lands
upon the
vations,
construct, and maintain railband in this treaty; also the right to locate,
locate, construct,
highways through the
roads and
and highways
the same, and along the
roads and other roads
points, to establish
establish and
and
routes of United States mail lines, at suitable points,
maintain stations.
The
right of
any citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
United States
to mine
mine without
without interferinterferStates to
The right
of any
ence or molestation
molestation in any
country hereby
hereby retained by said
said
ence
any part of
of the
the country
Indians, where gold or other metals or minerals
minerals may be found, is hereby
hereby
also
conferred and
guaranteed. And
And for all
excepting as
all other
other purposes, excepting
and guaranteed.
also conferred
herein stipulated, settlement by other persons
persons than Indians is hereby prohibited.
ARTICLE IV.
And the
the said
Tabeguache band
band hereby
its consent
consent
hereby gives
gives its
said Tabeguache
ARTICLE
IV. And
that the Mohuache
Mohuache band of Utah
Utah Indians
Indians may also be settled
settled with them
them
upon
the lands
lands and
treaty.
reserved in this
this treaty.
and hunting-grounds
hunting-grounds reserved
upon the
ARTICLE V.
V. And
And the
Tabeguache band
band further
further agrees
agrees to
give safeto give
safethe said
said Tabeguache
ARTICLE
conduct
to all
all persons
persons who may be
be legally
legally authorized
authorized by the
the United
conduct to
United States
,oo pass through their country, and to protect in their persons and property
temporarily
persons sent by the United States to reside temporarily
all agents or other persons
among them.
among
ARTICLE VI.
VI. That
the friendship
friendship which
which is
is now
the
between the
now established
established between
Thatthe
ARTICLE
United
Tabeguache band of Utah Indians should
United States and the Tabeguache
should not be
interrupted
interrupted by the misconduct
misconduct of individuals, it is hereby
hereby agreed that for
injuries done
retaliation shall take place,
place, but,
but, instead
instead
done no
no private
private revenge
revenge or retaliation
injuries
superintenthereof, complaints
complaints shall be made by the party injured
injured to the superintenthereof,
Presiof Indian
Indian affairs, or other person appointed by the President or
or agent of
dent. And
be the
duty of
chiefs of
of said
said Tabeguache
band,
Tabeguache band,
And it
it shall
shall be
the duty
of the
the chiefs
dent.
upon complaint
complaint being
aforesaid, to deliver
deliver up
up the
the person or permade as
as aforesaid,
upon
being mhde
sons against whom the complaint is made, to the end that he or they may
be punished
punished agreeably to the laws of the United
United States. And in like
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manner, if any robbery, violence, or murder shall be committed
committed on
on ;iv
any InIndian or Indians
Indians belonging
belonging to said band, the person or
so offending
or persons
persons so
offending
shall be tried, and if found guilty,
shall be punished
guilty,shall
like manner
manner as
punished in
in like
as if
if the
the
injury had been done
a white man. And it is agreed
none to a
agreed that
of Recovery
Recovery of
of
that the
the chiefs
chiefs of
said Tabeguache
Tabeguache band shall, to the utmost of their power, exert themselves
themselves stolen property.
to recover
recover horses
horses or other property which may be stolen
stolen or
taken from
from any
any
or taken
citizen or citizens
citizens of the United States by any individual or
or individuals
individuals
of said band; and the property so recovered shall
be forthwith
delivered
shall be
forthwith delivered
to the agents or other persons
persons authorized
authorized to receive it,
be reit, that
that it
it may
may be
restored to the proper owner. And for
such property
as any
Indian or
or
for such
property as
any Indian
Indians belonging to said band may have
have taken
the United
taken from
from citizens
citizens of
of the
United
States which cannot
cannot be restored,
restored, payment shall be reserved
reserved from
from the
the annuannu- Deduction
Deduction
ities which the said band is to receive, upon sufficient
sufficient proof of the
the fact.
fact. from annuities.
And the United States hereby guarantee
guarantee to any Indian or
of said
said Guaranty
or Indians
Indians of
Guaranty by
by
band a
a full indemnification
horses or other property
indemnification for any ho'rses
property which may
be the United States.
may be
stolen from them by any of their citizens: Provided,
property
Provided, That the
the property
so stolen cannot
cannot be recovered,
recovered, and that sufficient proof is
that it
it
is produced
produced that
was actually
actually stolen by a
acitizen of the United States. And the
the said
said TabeTabeguache
guache band
band engages,
engages, on the requisition or demand
of the
President of
of Surrender
Surrender of
demand of
the President
of
the United
United States, or of the agents, to deliver up any white man resident white men.
among them.
ARTICLE
aforesaid prpmise
ARTICLE VII.
VII. And the chiefs and warriors as aforesaid
premise and
and

Munitions of
of
Munitions

engage
engage their band will never, by sale, exchange,
exchange, or as presents, supply any war.
war.
nation or tribe of Indians, not in amity with the United States,
States, with
with guns,
guns,
ammunition,
ammunition, or other implements
of war.
implements of
war.
VIII. For the period of ten years the said band shall receive,
ARTICLE VIII.
receive, Annuity.
Annuity.
annually,
annually, by such distribution as the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
may direct,
direct,
of the
ten thousand dollars'
dollars' worth of goods, and
ten thousand
and also
also ten
thousand dollars'
dollars' worth
worth
of provisions.
ARTICLE IX.
IX. For the purpose of improving
improving their
of horses,
their breed of
horses, the
the Horses.
Horses.
band shall receive
receive five American stallions the first year after the
the ratificaratification of this treaty.
ARTICLE X.
X. Each family that shall announce through
through its head
head to
to the
the Donations
of
Donations of
agent
to begin
begin and
agent of the band aawillingness and determination
determination to
and follow
follow the
the stock.
stock.
pursuits of
farming or
of' agriculture, by farming
or raising
stock and
and growing
growing wool,
wool,
raising stock
upon
according to such
such regulations
regulations as
upon such lands
lands and according
as the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the

Interior
Interior may prescribe,
prescribe, shall receive the following donations
of stock
donations of
stock to
to
aid them in their endeavor
endeavor to gain a
livelihood by
pursuits, viz.:
a livelihood
by such
such new
new pursuits,
viz.:
cattle, one head annually
Of cattle
annually during
during five
five years,
years, beginning
beginni ng with
with th
tithee ra
ratification
cattle,
of
fication
of
this treaty.
Of sheep, ten head annually
annually during the first two years after
after the
the ratifiratification of this treaty, and five head annually during the
years therethe three
three years
thereafter.
The Secretary of the Interior may
direct that
that their
their share
annumay also
also direct
share of
of annuity goods and provisions shall be of a
a character suited
to such
such change
change of
suited to
of
life: Provided,
Provided, however, That such stock shall only be donated as long
as
long as
such family shall in good faith keep
keep and use the same
same for the purpose
purpose
indicated
indicated in this article.
article.
All the Indians of said band
band who may adopt
conform to
to the
proadopt and
and conform
the provisions
visions of this article shall be protected in. the quiet and peaceable
peaceable pospossession of their said lands and property.
property.
The government also agrees to establish and maintain aa blacksmith
blacksmith Blacksmith
B
dI
s
a
h
c
o
k
p
s
.
mith
shop, and employ aacompetent blacksmith,
blacksmith, for
purp ose o
re p
ai
ri
ng the
an
for the purpose
offrepairing
the and
shop.
guns and agricultural
agricultural implements
implements which
may be
said band
which may
be used
used by
by said
band of
of
Indians.
Indians.
In testimony whereof, the said commissioners,
commissioners, as
the said
Signature.
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and the
said Signature.
chiefs and warriors
chiefs
warriors of the Tabeguache
Tabeguache band of Utah Indians, have hereunto set their hands and seals, at the Tabeguache
Tabeguache agency, at
Colat Conejos, Col-
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orado Territory,
this the
day of
of October,
October, in
in the
year of
of our
our
the year
orado
Territory, on
on this
the seventh
seventh day
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three.
sixty-three.
Lord
JNO. EVANS,
JNO.
EVANS, [SEAL.]

[SEAL.]

M.
STECK,
M. STECK,

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

SIMEON
SIMEON WHITELEY,
WHITELEY,

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Gov. C.
Supt. Ind.
and Commissioner.
Commissioner.
T., Supt.
Ind. Affairs,
Afairs, and
Gov.
C. T.,
Supt. Ind.
Ind. Affrs.
Affrs. New
and Commissioner.
Commissioner.
New Mex.
Mex. and
Supt.
U. S.
S. Agent
Grand River
Uintah
and Uintah
Agent to
to the
the'.Grand
River and
U.
Bands of
of Utah
Utah Indians
and Commissioner.
Bands
Indians and
Commissioner.

LAFAYETTE HEAD,
HEAD,
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
LAFAYETTE
U. S.
S. lnd.
lnd. Agt.
Commissioner.
U.
Agt. and Commissioner.
UN-COW-RA-GUT, or
Red Color,
Color,
his x
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
x mark.
or Red
UN-COW-RA-GUT,
SHA-WA-SHE-YET,
or Blue
Blue Flower,
his x
mark. [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
SHA-WA-SHE-YET, or
Flower,
his
x mark.
COLORADO,
his
mark. [SEAL.]
his x
x mark.
[SEAL.
COLORADO,
U-RAY, or
or Arrow,
Arrow,
his
mark. [SEAL.
[SEAL.]
U-RAY,
his x
x mark.
NO-VA-VE-TU-QUAR-ET, or
or
NO-VA-VE-TU-QUAR-ET,
One
Slides under
under the
the Snow.
his x
x mark.
[SEAL.]
Snow.
his
mark. [SEAL.]
One that
that Slides
SA-WA-WAT-SE-WICH,
or Blue
River, his
his x
x mark.
[SEAL.]
SA-WA-WAT-SE-WICH, or
Blue River,
mark. [SEAL.]
A-CA-MU-CHE-NE, or
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
A-CA-MU-CHE-NE,
or Red Wind,
Wind,
his x
[SEAL.]
MU-CHU-CHOP,
his
MU-CHU-CHOP, or Lock
Lock of Hair,
Hair,
his x
x mark. [SEAL.]
SA-PATCH, or
or White
White Warm,
Warm,
his x
x mark.
his
mark. [SEAL.
[SEAL.]
SA-PATCH,
CINCHE, or
or Left
Left Hand.
Hand.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
CINCHE,
Witnesses
treaty:
Witnesses to
to the treaty:
Commission.
JNO. G.
NICOLAY, Secretary
JNo.
G. NICOLAY,
Secretary to
to the
the Commission.
CHAS.
PHILLIPS, Assist.
Assist. Secretary
Secretary to
to Commission.
Commission.
CHAS. E. PrztmaPs,
Dist.
J. W.
W. CHROUGHTON,
CHROUGHTON, Col.
Col. 1st
Cav. of
of Col'do,
Col'do, Comd'g
J.
1st Cay.
Comd'g Dist.
of Colorado.
Colorado.
SAMUEL
F. TArrAN,
TAPPAN, Lieut.-Col.
Lieut.-Col. 1st
SAitunr. F.
1st Cav.
Cay. of
CHARLES
Cavl. of
CHARLES KERBER,
KERBER, Capt.
Capt. 1st
1st Cavl.
of Colorado.
Colorado.
J.
P. BENESTEEL,
BENESTEEL, Capt.
Cay. of
of Col.
Col.
J. P.
Capt. 1st
1st Cav.
Interpreters:
Interpreters:
JUAN V.
V. VALDES.
JUAN
VALDES.
13ERNARDO• SANCHEZ,
xmark.
mark.
BERNARDOSANCHEZ, his
his x
AMADOR SANCHEZ,
SANCHEZ,
his x
x mark.
AMADOR
his
mark.

to
Submitted to
Submitted

Siate.
S.

And
whereas the
said treaty
treaty having
having been
been submitted
submitted to
the Senate
Senate of
of
to the
And whereas
the said

the United States for its constitutional
constitutional action thereon,
thereon, the Senate did, on
on
the twenty-fifth
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
twenty-fifth day of March, one thousand eight
sixty-four,
advise and consent to the ratification
ratification of the same by aa resolution
resolution with
amendments in the
amendments
the words and
and figures following,
following, to wit:
wit:
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SENATE OF
STATES, I
IN
SESSION, SENATE
OF THE
THE U.
U. STATES,
March
25, 1864.
March 25,1864.
j

RESOLVED,
RESOLVED, (two
(two thirds of the senators present concurring,)
concurring,) That the
Senate
advise and consent
ratification of the
Senate advise
consent to the
the ratification
the "
" Treaty concluded
concluded on
on
the
Conejos,
the seventh
seventh day
day of
of October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three, at
at Conejos,
Colorado
between John
Colorado Territory, between
John Evans,
Evans, Governor
Governor and
and ex officio SuperSuperintendent of
of Indian Affairs
intendent
Affairs of
of said
said Territory,
Territory, Michael Steck, SuperintenSuperintenIndian Affairs
the Territory
Territory of
of New
Whiteley
dent of
of Indian
Affairs for
for the
New Mexico,
Mexico, Simeon
Simeon Whiteley
and Lafayette
Head, Indian agents, commissioners
commissioners on the part
part of the
the
Lafayette Head,
United States,
and warriors
band of
United
States, and
and the chiefs
chiefs and
warriors of
of the
the Tabeguache
Tabeguache band
of
Utah Indians,"
Indians," with
the following
Utah
with the
following
Amendments.
Amendments.

AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

Page 1,
1, line
line 2,
2, of
of the preamble,
preamble, after
after the
the word "claim"
insert: as
as
"claim" insert:
against
all other
Indian tribes.
tribes.
against all
other Indian
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Page 3, in lines 37 to 43, inclusive
inclusive, strike out of the preamble the following words: "And whereas
whereas the said Indians, for the
maintaining friendly relations with the people
purpose of maintaining
and government
government of the United States of America, and
for the other considerations herein mentioned, are willing to cede a
a portion of said country, and to enter into
the covenants and agreements herein set forth."
of
Page 5, article 2, line 5, after the word "all," strike out the words ""of
their."
64
boundaries," insert: which are
" 5, "• 2, line 8, after the word "
"boundaries,"
are
hunting-grounds, viz.:
viz.:
hereby reserved as their
their hunting-grounds,
"
"Arkansas," and insert in
" 5, "" 2, line 18, strike out the word "Arkansas,"
lieu thereof:
thereof: Gunnison's
Gunnison's Fork
Colorado.
Fork of the
the Great
Great Colorado.
a 5, • 2, strike out from the word "to," in line 20, to the word
5, " 2, strike out from the word " to," in line 20, to the word
""the," in line 33, the following words: ""the source of the
thence down the
Sandy Creek of the San Louis valley; thence
Sandy Creek to the place where its waters sink at low
where the
a right line to the point where
water; thence in a
centre of the channel
channel of the Rio Grande del Norte
Greencrosses the 106th line of longitude west from Greenwich; thence up the centre of the main channel of the
Rio Grande del Norte to the line of the 107th degree
degree
of longitude
longitude west from Greenwich;
Greenwich; thence south along
along
said line to the summit of the range dividing the waters
waters
of the Rio Grande del Norte from those of the San
Juan River; thence along said summit westerly to a
a
point due south of."
of."
"thence,"
""6,6, " 2, in line 34,
84, after the word "
thence," strike out the word
"toto ""and insert: from.
"
"
2, after
after line 36, insert the following words: Nothing con" 6, "" 2,
construed or taken to admit
this treaty
treaty shall be construed
tained
tained in this
title
any other or greater
on the part
part of the United
greater title
United States
States any
reserved in
interest in the lands
in
lands above excepted and reserved
or interest
said
tribe or band of Indians
Indians than
in them upon
than existed in
said tribe
said Territory
the acquisition
acquisition of said
Territory from Mexico by the
laws thereof.
thereof.
"the
* 7, "" 3, line 12, strike out the words "
•
the right of."
"to,"
"
" 3, line 13, strike out the word "
to," and insert: may, in
" 7, "
lieu thereof.
retained by," and insert
" retained
"" 7, "
" 3, line 15, strike out the words "
in lieu thereof the words: reserved
reserved to.
"found," in line 16, strike out the fol" 3, after the word "found,"
"44 7, •
hereby also conferred and guaran"isis hereby'also
lowing words: "
teed. And for all other purposes
purposes excepting as herein
herein
stipulated,
persons than Indians
Indians is
stipulated, settlement by other persons
hereby prohibited."
hereby
" 9, "" 5, line 5, strike out
"
out, the word "country;"
"country ;" insert in lieu
thereof: reservation.
reservation.
11, "
line 29,
29, after
after the
the word
word " citizens,"
citizens," insert: or
resior white resi"" 11,
" 6,
6, line
dents.
"
11, "" 6, line
citizens," insert: or
resor white res"citizens,"
line 37,
37, after the word "
"11,
idents.
• 11,
6, line
line 45,
after the
the word
citizens," insert: or white resiresi" citizens,"
word "
45, after
" 6,
11, "
dents.
dents.
" 11,
11, "a 6,
6, line
after the
"citizen," insert:
or white
white resinsert: or
the word
word "citizen,"
line 49,
49, after
ident.
ident.
"
15, "" 10,
words "
family," and after
" Each
Each family,"
the words
strike out
out the
line 2,
2, strike
10, line
" 15,
the word
that "in same line
case the chiefs
in case
line insert:
insert: in
the
word ""that"
of
said band.
band.
of said
57*
57*
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article 10,
2, after
word "
announce," strike
out the
the
Page 15, article
10, line
line 2,
after the
the word
"announce,"
strike out
words
words ""through its head."
head."
15, "" 10,
3, after
after the
word "agent,"
"agent," strike
strike out
out the
words
"fi 15,
10, line
line 3,
the word
the words
"
of the
"of
the band."
band."
lf
word "determination,"
"determination," insert:
insert: on
on theii•
" 15,
15, "
" 10,
10, line
line 4,
4, after
after word
their
part
and on
part of
part and
on the
the part
of their
their people.
people.
15, "
5, after
follow," strike
out the
"ic 15,
" 10,
10, line
line 5,
after the
the word
word "
"follow,"
strike out
the words
words
"
the pursuits
pursuits of
of agriculture,"
agriculture," and
in lieu
"the
and insert
insert in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
agricultural or
pastoral pursuits.
agricultural
orpastoral
pursuits.
"
after the
the word
" 15,
15, "" 10,
10, line
line 7,
7, after
word "lands,"
"lands," insert:
insert: to
to be
be selected
selected
and set
apart within
within said
reservation.
and
set apart
said reservation.
before the
the word
"shall," insert:
insert: they.
"ig 15,
15, "
" 10, line
line 9,
9, before
word "shall,"
they.
10, line
line 12,
12, after
the word
word "cattle,"
"cattle," strike
strike out
the word
word
"" 15,
15, "
" 10,
after the
out the
"
one," and
in lieu
not exceeding
"one,"
and insert
insert in
lieu thereof:
thereof: not
exceeding one
one hunhundred
dred and
andfifty.
ifty.
"
10, line
line 15,
the word
word "sheep,"
"sheep," strike
out the
the word
word
" 15,
15, "
" 10,
15, after
after the
strike out
"ten,"
"
ten," and insert
thereof: not
exceeding one
one
insert in lieu
lieu thereof:
not exceeding
thousand.
thousand.
15, "
10, line
17, after
after the
five," insert:
insert: hundred.
hundred.
"a 15,
" 10,
line 17,
the word
word "
"five,"
15, "" 10,
line 24,
24, after
after the
strike out
out the
" 15,
10, line
the word
word ""such,"
such," strike
the word
word
"
family ;" insert
insert in lieu thereof
the word:
"family;"
thereof the
word: chiefs.
"" 15,
" 10, at the end of
15, "
And
of line
line 26, insert the
the following
following words:
words: And
provided, That
That the
provided,
expended under
under this
the amount
amount expended
this article
article
shall not
thousand dollars
annually.
shall
not exceed
exceed ten thousand
dollars annually.
Attest:
J. W.
J.
W. FORNEY, Secretary,
ft

By
W. HICKEY,
Chief Clerk.
By W.
HICKEY, Chief
Clerk.

And whereas
foregoing amendments
whereas the foregoing
amendments having
having been
been fully interpreted
interpreted
and explained
and
or Red
Sha-wa-she-yet, or
or Blue
Blue
explained to
to Un-cow-ra-gut,
Un-cow-ra-gut, or
Red Color,
Color, Sha-wa-she-yet,
Flower, U-ray,
or One
who Slides
Slides under
under
U-ray, or Arrow,
Arrow, Ne-va-ve-tu-quar-et,
Ne-va-ve-tu-quar-et, or
One who
the Snow, Colorado,
Sa-wa-wat-se-wich, or
Blue River,
CamiColorado, Sa-wa-wat-se-wich,
or Blue
River, Can-i-yet,
Can-i-yet, CamiCamelion, and Nan-tos,
Nan-tos, chiefs
chiefs and
leon, or Camelion,
and warriors
warriors of
of the
the Tabeguache
Tabeguache
band of Utah
Utah Indian's,
band
on the
of October,
October, one
one thousand
thousand
Indians, they did, on
the eighth
eighth of
eight
free and
assent to
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-four, give their
their free
and voluntary
voluntary assent
to the
the
same,
figures following,
wit :same, in
in the words and
and figures
following, to
to wit:
Assent to
amendments.
amendments.

We,
the undersigned,
chiefs and
and warriors
warriors of
of
We, the
undersigned, chiefs
of the
the Tabeguache
Tabeguache band
band of
Utah Indians,
Indians, with
the concurrence
of said
said band,
do hereby
hereby give
our free
free
Utah
with the
concurrence of
band, do
give our
made by
by the
and voluntary
voluntary assent
assent to
to the foregoing
foregoing amendments
amendments made
the Senate
Senate of
of
the United States on
D. one
thousand eight
eight
on the
the 25th day of March,
March, A. D.
one thousand
hundred and
concluded by
by us
the United
United
and sixty-four, to
to the
the treaty
treaty concluded
us with
with the
States, on
and
on the 7th
7th day
day of October, A. D.
D. one thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-three,
fully explained
sixty-three, the same having
having been
been fully
explained to
to us
us in full council
council asassembled, by John Evans, commissioner
the part
part of
of the
United States,
States,
commissioner on
on the
the United
appointed
appointed for the
purpose.
the purpose.
In testimony whereof,
whereof, we have hereunto
hereunto set
set our hands
hands and
and affixed
affixed our
our
seals, respectively,
Colorado Territory, this
respectively, at Conejos, Colorado
8th day
of October.
October.
this 8th
day of
A. D.
D. one thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-four.
sixty-four.
UN-COW-RA-GUT,
or Red
Red Color,
his
UN-COW-RA-GUT, or
Color,
[SEaL.]
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.
SHA-WA-SHE-YET, or
or Blue
Flower,
his
mask. [SEAL.
SHA-WA-SHE-YET,
Blue Flower,
LSEAL.J
his x
x mark.
U-RAY,
or Arrow,
Arrow,
his
x mark.
[SEAL.
U-RAY, or
his x
mark. [SEAL.]
NE-VA-VE-TU-QUAR-ET, or
NE-VA-VE-TU-QUAR-ET,
or
One who
under the
the Snow,
his x
xmark.
mark. [SEAL.
[SEAL.
One
who Slides
Slides under
Snow,
his
COLORADO,
his
COLORADO,
his x
x mark.
mark.
SA-WA-WAT-SE-WICH,
or Blue
SA-WA-WAT-SE-WICH, or
Blue River,
River, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
his x
mark.
CAN-I-YET,
CAN-I-YET,
his
x mark.
his x
x mark.
mark.
CAMILEON,
his
Camelion,
CAMILEON, or Camelion,
NAN-TOS,
his
NAN-TOS,
his x
x mark.
mark.

SEAL.
[SEAL.
[SEAL.
[SEAL.
SEAL.]
SEAL.
SEAL.]
SEAL.]
sm.]
SEAL.J
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Witnesses:
Witnesses:
J
NO. EVANS,
EVANS, Com'r.
Com'r.
JNO.
LAFAYETTE
U.S.
S.Ind.
LAFAYETTE HEAD,
HEAD, U.
Ind. Agt.
Agt.

SIMEON W
HITELEY, U.
U.S
Indian Agt.
Agt.
SIMEON
WHITELEY,
S..Indian

L. B.
Interpreter.
L.
B. McLAmr,
McLAIN, Interpreter.
his
MARTIN
X RODRIGES,
RODRIGES, Interpreter.
Interpreter.
MARTIN X

mark.

CHARLES KERBER,
Captn. Cavl.
of Colorado.
Colorado.
CHARLES
KERBER, Captn.
Cavl. of
GEO. H.
H.STILWELL,
STILWELL, Adjt.
Adjt. 1st
of Col.
Col.
GEO.
1st Cay.
Cav. of
A.
E.B.
B.SOPRIS,
SOPRIS, Lt.
3d Regt.
Col. Cavalry.
A. E.
Lt. 3d
Regt. Col.
Cavalry.
A.S
AYENDORF.
SAYENDORF.
A.
Wm. J.
J. GODFROY.
GoDEaor.
WM.
Now,
therefore, be
be it
it known
known that
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
PresiNow, therefore,
that I,
I, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President of
of the
the United
United States
of America,
America, do,
in pursuance
pursuance of
advice and
and
dent
States of
do, in
of the
the advice
consent
of the
the Senate,
Senate, as
as expressed
resolution of
the 25th
25th of
of
consent of
expressed in
in their
their resolution
of the
March, one
eight hundred
ratify, and
conMarch,
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, accept,
accept, ratify,
and confirm the
said treaty
treaty with
with the
the amendments
amendments as
firm
the said
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In
whereof, IIhave
the same
same with
with my
my hand,
hand, and
and have
have
In testimony
testimony whereof,
have signed
signed the
caused
the seal
United States
caused the
seal of
of the
the United
States to
to be
be hereto
hereto affixed.
affixed.
Washington, this
Done at
at the
the city
city of
of Washington,
this fourteenth
fourteenth day
day of
of DecemDecemin the
our Lord
eight hundred
and
hundred and
one thousand
thousand eight
of our
Lord one
ber,'in
the year
year of
[SEAL.
[
SEAL .] ber
[SEAL] sixty-four, and of the Independence
Independence of the United States the
eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
By the
By
the President:
President:
W
ILLIAN H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
WILLIAM
SEWARD,
Secretary of

Ratified.
Ratified.
Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.
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Treaty between
between the
the United
United States
States of
America and
and the
the ,Shoshonee-Goship
Shoshonee-Goship
of America
Treaty
Bands of
Indians, concluded
concluded at
at Tuilla
12, 1863;
1863; RatifiRatifiValley, October
October 12,
Tuilla Valley,
Bands
of Indians,
cation advised,
advised, with
Amend7,1864;;AmendSenate, March
March 7,1864
by the
the Senate,
Amendment, by
with Amendment,
cation
ment assented
assented to,
November 24,
by the
the President
of
President of
Proclaimed by
24, 1864;
1864; Proclaimed
to, November
ment
the
States, January
January 17,
1865.
17, 1865.
United States,
the United

ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
PRESIDENT
OF THE
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
STATES OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
TO
AND SINGULAR
TO WHOM
PRESENTS SHALL
COME, GREETING:
SHALL COME,
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS
SINGULAR TO
ALL AND
TO ALL

concluded at Tuilla Valley, in the TerW
HEREAS a
atreaty
treaty was
was made and concluded
WHEREAS
ritory of
on the
the twelfth
October, in the
year of
of our Lord one
the year
of October,
day of
twelfth day
of Utah,
Utah, on
ritory
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-three, by
and between
between James
James Duane
by and
and sixty-three,
thousand
on the part of the United
Doty
Edward Connor,
Connor, Commissioners,
Commissioners, on
and P.
P. Edward
Doty and
men, and warriors
States, and
hereinafter-named chiefs,
chiefs, principal men,
the hereinafter-named
and the
States,
Shoshonee-Goship bands of Indians, on the part of said bands of Inof
of the
the Shoshonee-Goship
which treaty is in the words
dians,
and duly
thereto by
by them, which
duly authorized
authorized thereto
dians, and
and
figures following,
wit :—
to wit:following, to
and figures

October 12,
1863.
12, 1863.
October

Preamble.
Preamble.

Treaty of
peace and
friendship made
at Tuilla
the Territory
Territory of
of Contracting
Contracting
in the
Tuilla Valley,
Valley, in
made at
and friendship
Treaty
of peace
parties.
D. one
one thousand eight hundred parties.
Utah,
this twelfth
A. D.
of October, A.
day of
twelfth day
Utah, this
represented by
and sixty-three,
between the United States of America, represented
and
sixty-three, between
Commissioners, and the Shoshonee-Goship
Shoshonee-Goship bands of Inthe undersigned,
undersigned, Commissioners,
principal men, and warriors, as
dians, represented
represented by
by their
their chiefs,
chiefs, principal
dians,
follows:
follows:
hereby established and shall be Peace and
ARTICLE I.
I. Peace
Peace and
and friendship
is hereby
friendship is
friendship.
hereafter maintained
maintained between
the Shoshonee-Goship
Shoshonee-Goship bands of Indians friendship.
between the
hereafter
and
the citizens
citizens and
and government
government of
of the
United States;
States; and
said bands
bands
and the
the said
the United
and the
depredations upon the emigrant
stipulate
hostilities and
and all depredations
emigrant
that hostilities
and agree
agree that
stipulate and
trains,
mail and
telegraph lines,
lines, and upon the citizens of the United
and telegraph
the mail
trains, the
States,
country, shall cease.
within their country,
States, within
Routes through
by said bands that the several Routesthrough
ARTICLE II.
is further
further stipulated by
It is
II. It
ARTICLE
to
theiri:ce
and to
country
or hereafter
routes of
hereafter used by white their
now or
country now
their country
through their
of travel
travel through
routes
be free
and
peaceful.
unobstructed by them, for the use of the peaceful.
men shall
shall be
be forever
forever free and unobstructed
men
all emigrants
emigrants and travellers
government
States, and
and of
travellers
of all
United States,
the United
of the
government of
molestation or injury
within
protection, without molestation
its authority and protection,
within it under its
from
And if
if depredations
committed by bad men
are at any time committed
depredations are
them. And
from them.
of
their own
own or
or other
other tribes
tribes within
offenders shall be
within their country, the offenders
of their
Surrender of
of
immediately.
and delivered
delivered up to the proper officers
officers of the United
United Surrender
taken and
immediately taken
ers.
offenders.
may deserve;
deserve; and the safety of all offend
States,
to be
be punished
punished as
as their
their offences
offences may
States, to
passing peaceably over either of said routes is hereby guarantravellers passing
travellers
teed by
by said
said bands.
teed
posts
Military posts
Military
established by the President of the United Military
may be established
Military posts may
a
ln
odset:tion.
nhusesatin.
country; and station-houses lus
States
routes, or
elsewhere in
in their
their country;
or elsewhere
said routes,
along said
States along
be necessary
may
be erected
occupied at
points as
necessary for
as may be
such points
at such
and occupied
erected and
may be
the use of the mail or telthe
convenience of
of travellers,
travellers, or for the
and convenience
comfort and
the comfort
egraph companies.
companies.
Telegraph and
and
been es- Telegraph
AaricLE III.
III. The
The telegraph
and overland
having been
stage lines having
overland stage
telegraph and
ARTICLE
overland
tage
companies under the authority
tablished and
authority of the United ines..erlandstage
and operated
operated by companies
tablished
expressly agreed
States
country occupied by said bands, it is expressly
through the country
States through
that
same may
molestation, or injury
hindrance, molestation,
without hindrance,
be continued
continued without
may be
the same
that the
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from the people of said bands, and that their
and the
the lives
their property, and
lives and
and
property
property of passengers in the stages, and
of the
the respecrespecand of
of the
the employees
employees of
tive companies, shall
by them.
shall be
be protected
protected by
them.
Railway and
Railway
And further, it being understood that provision has
been made
the
has been
made by
by the
branches.
government
of the
construction of a
branches,
government of
the United
United States for the construction
from
a railway
railway from
the plains west to the Pacific Ocean, it is stipulated
stipulated by
bands that
by said
said bands
that
the said railway
branches may be located, constructed,
railway or its branches
constructed, and
and operated,
operated,
and without molestation
molestation from them, through
country
through any
any portion
portion of
of the
the country
claimed or occupied by
by them.
them.
Mines, mills,
ARTICLE IV. It
It is further
further agreed by the parties
parties hereto
hereto that
that the
country
the country
and
ranchos.
of the Goship tribe may be explored and prospected
and ranchos,
prospected for
for gold
gold and
and silver,
silver,
or other minerals and metals; and when mines
may
mines are
are discovered
discovered they
they may
be worked, and mining and agricultural settlements formed
and ranchos
formed and
ranchos
wherever they may be required.
established wherever
Mills may
may be
be erected
erected and
and
required. Mills
Timber.
timber taken
taken for their use, as also for building
other purposes,
purposes, in
in any
any
building and
and other
part of said country.
Boundaries.
understood that
of the
claimed
Boundaries.
ARTICLE V.
V. It
It is
is understood
that the
the boundaries
boundaries of
the country
country claimed
and occupied
occupied by the Goship tribe, as defined
defined and
by said
said bands,
and described
described by
bands,
are as follows:
follows: On the north by the middle
middle of the
Great Desert;
on the
the Great
Desert; on
the
west by Steptoe Valley; on the south
by Tooedoe,
Tooedoe, or
or Green
Green Mountains;
south by
Mountains;
and on the east by Great Salt Lake,
and Rush
Lake, Tuilla
Tuilla and
Rush valleys.
valleys.
Reservations.
Reservations.
ARTICLE VI.
VI.The said bands agree
that whenever
whenever the
agree that
the President
President of
of the
the
United States shall deem it expedient
them to
to abandon
abandon the
the roaming
roaming
expedient for
for them
life which they now lead, and become
become settled as
herdsmen or
or agriculturists,
agriculturists,
as herdsmen
authorized to make such reservations
he is hereby authorized
for their
their use
as be
reservations for
use as
he may
may
deem
necessary; and
and they
they do
agree to
to such
such
Residence
deem necessary;
do also
also agree
to remove
remove their
Residence
their camps
camps to
thereon.
thereon,
reservations as
indicate, and
and to
to reside
reside and
and remain
remain thereon.
reservations
as he may indicate,
thereon.
Annuities.
ARTICLE
VII. The United States
ARTICLE VII.
States being aware
aware of
of the
the inconvenience
inconvenience
resulting to the Indians,
consequence of
Indians, in consequence
away and
destrucof the
the driving away
and destruction of game along the routes travelled
travelled by
and by
by the
by white
white men,
men, and
the formaformation of agricultural
agricultural and mining settlements,
settlements, are
fairly compensate
compensate
are willing
willing to
to fairly
them for the same.
Therefore, and
and in
in consideration
of the
same. Therefore,
consideration of
the preceding
preceding
stipulations, and of their faithful observance
by said
bands, the
United
observance by
said bands,
the United
States promise and agree to
Goship tribe,
to pay
pay to
to the
the said
said Goship
tribe, or
or to
to the
the said
said
bands, parties hereto, at the option of the President
President of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
annually,
annually, for the term of twenty
twenty years,
years, the
sum of
of one
dollars,
the sum
one thousand
thousand dollars,
Cattle.
in such
Cattle.
in
such articles, including cattle for herding or other purposes,
purposes, as
the
as the
President
President shall deem suitable for their wants
wants and
condition either
either as
as hunthuntand condition
ers or herdsmen. And the said bands, for themselves
themselves and
and for
for their
their. tribe,
tribe,
Receipt.
hereby acknowledge
Receipt.
hereby
acknowledge the reception of the said stipulated
stipulated annuities as
as a
afull
full
compensation and equivalent
equivalent for the loss of
of game
game and
rights and
and privand the
the rights
privileges hereby conceded; and also one thousand
provisions and
and
thousand dollars
dollars in
in provisions
goods at and before the signing of
of this treaty.
treaty.
JAMES
JAMES DUANE DOTY, Commissioner.
Commissioner.
P. EDW. CONNOR,
P.
Brig.Gent. U.
U. S.
Vols., Cowry
Dist. of
of Utah.
Brig.-Genl.
S. Vols.,
Comdg Dist.
Utah.
TABBY,
his
mark.
his x
x mark.
ADASEIM,
his xx mark.
mark.
TINTSA-PA-GIN,
TINTSA-PA-GIN,
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
HARRAY-NUP,
HARRAY-NUP,
his
mark.
his x
x mark.

Witnesses::—
Witnesses
AMos
Amos REED.
REED.
CHAS. H.
and CSief
H. HEMPSTEAD, Capt.
Capt. and
Chief Commissary
Commissary Dist.
.Dist. of
Utah..
of Utah.
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM LEE,
LEE, interpreter.
Interpreter.
Jos. A. GEBON, Interpreter.
Interpreter.
Submitted to
to
the Senate.
the
Senate.

And whereas
whereas the said treaty having been submitted to
to the
the Senate of
of the
the
United States for its constitutional
constitutional action thereon,
thereon, the Senate did, on the
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seventh day
March, one thousand
hundred and sixty-four, advise
eight hundred
thousand eight
of March,
day of
seventh
and consent
consent to
to the ratification
the same by aaresolution, with an amendof the
ratification of
and
ment, in
in the
the words
and figures
figures following, to wit: -—
words and
ment,
IN EXECUTIVE
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES, )1
STATES,
IN
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
March 7,
7, 1864.
1864.
March

5

RESOLVED, (two
(two thirds
thirds of
concurring,) That the
present concurring,)
of the senators present
RESOLVED,
Senate advise
advise and
and consent
the ratification
ratification of
of the
the "
of peace and
" Treaty
Treaty of
to the
consent to
Senate
friendship,
[the]
at Tuilla Valley, in the Territory of Utah, this [the]
friendship, made at
twelfth
October, A. D. one thousand eight hundred and sixtyday of October,
twelfth day
three, between
between the
America, represented by their comUnited States of America,
the United
three,
missioners, and
and the
the Shoshonee-Goship
Shoshonee-Goship bands
represented by
bands of Indians, represented
missioners,
following
chiefs, principal men, and warriors," with the following
their chiefs,

Amendment.

AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT.

a new article, as follows:
At
follows:
the end of article 7, insert a
At the

-—

ARTICLE
Nothing herein
shall be construed
or taken
construed or
contained shall
herein contained
VIII. Nothing
ARTICLE VIII.
to
admit any
other or
or greater
title or
or interest
in the
the lands
lands embraced
within
embraced within
interest in
greater title
any other
to admit
the
in said
treaty in
in said
Indians
tribes or bands of Indians
said tribes
said treaty
described in
territories described
the territories
than
existed in
in them
them upon
the acquisition
acquisition of
of said
said territories
territories from Mexico
upon the
than existed
by the
laws thereof.
thereof.
the laws
by
Attest:
J.W
Secretary.
W..FORNEY,
FORNEY, Secretary.
J.
Attest:

interpreted Amendment
And whereas
whereas the
the foregoing
foregoing amendment
amendment having been fully interpreted
Amendment
And
and
to Tabby,Adaseim,
chiefs, assented
assented to.
Moni, chiefs,
Dick Moni
and Dick
Tintsa-pa-gin, and
Tabby, Adaseim, Tintsa-pa-gin,
explained to
and explained
Indians,
Shoshonee-Goship bands of indians,
principal men,
and warriors of the Shoshonee-Goship
men, and
principal
they
did, on
twenty-fourth day of November, one thousand eight hunon the
the twenty-fourth
they did,
dred
sixty-four, give
voluntary assent
assent to the same, in
in
their free and voluntary
give their
and sixty-four,
dred and
the words
figures following, to wit: -—
words and figures
the
Whereas
treaty of
peace and
friendship was
was made
and concluded at
made and
and friendship
of peace
a treaty
Whereas a
Tuilla Valley,
in the
of Utah,
12th day of October, A. D.
Utah, on the 12th
Territory of
the Territory
Valley, in
Tuilla
one thousand
eight hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, between
United States
States
the United
between the
hundred and
thousand eight
one
represented by their Commissioner, James Duane Doty, and
of America,
America, represented
Brigadier-General
Edward Connor,
the Shoshonee-Goship
Shoshonee-Goship bands
and the
Connor, and
P. Edward
Brigadier-General P.
of
Indians, represented
represented by
chiefs, principal
principal men, and warriors;
warriors;
their chiefs,
by their
of Indians,
which
ratified by the Senate of the United States on the 7th
was ratified
treaty was
which treaty
day
of March,
with the following
amendment:-—
following amendment:
1864, with
March, 1864,
day of
"Article VIII.
contained shall
to
taken to
construed or taken
be construed
shall be
herein contained
Nothing herein
VIII. Nothing
"Article
within
admit
any other
greater title
title or
lands embraced within
the lands
interest in the
or interest
or greater
other or
admit any
the territories
territories described
treaty in said tribes or bands of Indians
said treaty
in said
described in
the
than existed
existed in
them upon
the acquisition
of said
said territories
territories from Mexico
Mexico
acquisition of
upon the
in them
than
by the laws thereof:"
thereof:"
by
Now, the
the said
said amendment
amendment having
this 24th day of November,
having been, this
Now,
A. D.
1864, at
council held with the said chiefs, principal
principal men, and wara council
at a
D. 1864,
A.
riors,
at Tuilla
Valley, under
under the
the instructions
instructions of the President of the United
Tuilla Valley,
riors, at
States,
the said
chiefs, principal
men, and
their
for their
and warriors, for
principal men,
said chiefs,
to the
submitted to
States, submitted
consideration
and acceptance,
and the
the same having been read, and fully
fully
acceptance, and
consideration and
principal
interpreted
language, the said chiefs, and principal
own language,
their own
in their
them in
to them
interpreted to
men,
and warriors,
warriors, for
themselves and
the Shoshonee-Goship
Shoshonee-Goship bands of
for the
and for
for themselves
men, and
Indians,
do hereby
and consent
consent to the said amendment to the said
agree. and
hereby agree.
Indians, do
treaty; and
and do
stipulate that the same shall be and hereby is accepted
do stipulate
treaty;
and adopted
adopted as
as one
upon
of the
the articles thereof, and forever binding upon
one of
and
them and
and their
their said
nation.
said nation.
them
El
the said
Commissioner and the Superintendent
Superintendent of Signatures.
said Commissioner
whereof the
Ih witness
witness whereof
Indian
Affairs in
the Territory
Territory of Utah, on the part of the United States,
in the
Indian Affairs
and
the said
said chiefs,
principal men, and warriors, on the part of the Shochiefs, principal
and the
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shonee-Goship bands
shonee-Goship
of Indians,
Indians, have
hereunto set
set their
this twentybands of
have hereunto
their hands
hands this
twenty.
of November,
November, A.
fourth day of
and sixty-four.
A. D.
D. one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-four.
JAMES
Commissioner.
JAMES DUANE
DUANE DOTY,
DOTY, Commissioner.
0.
IRISH, Supt.
Supt. Indian
O. H.
H. IRISH,
lndian Affairs.
Affairs.
TABBY,
ADASEIM,
ADASEIM,
TINTSA-PA-GIN,
TINTSA-PA-GIN,
DICK
MONI,
DICK MONI,

x mark.
his x
mark.
his
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
mark.
his x
x mark.
his x
mark.
his
x mark.

Witnesses
Witnesses :—
:Amos REED,
REED, Secretary
Secretary of
of Utah
Utah Territory.
AMOS
Territory.
D. B.
B. HUNTINGTON,
U.S
D.
HUNTINGTON, U.
S..Interpreter.
Interpreter.
W
ILLIAM LEE,
LEE, Special
WILLIAM
Special Interpreter.
Interpreter.

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be it known, that I, ABRAHAM
President
LINCOLN, President
of America,
America, do, in pursuance
of the United
United States of
advice and
and consent
pursuance of
of the
the advice
consent
Senate, as
of the Senate,
expressed in
their resolution
resolution of
of the
the seventh
March,
as expressed
in their
seventh of
of March,
one thousand
thousand eight
and sixty-four,
and confirm
one
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, accept,
accept, ratify,
ratify, and
confirm the
the
said treaty,
treaty, with
with the
amendment, as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
said
the amendment,
signed the
the same
same with
with my
hand, and
and have
have
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave
have signed
my hand,
caused
to be hereto affixed.
caused the seal of the United States to
affixed.
Done
at the
of Washington,
seventeenth day
day of
of January,
January,
Done at
the city
city of
Washington, this
this seventeenth
in the
the year
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
and sixtysixty.
in
year of
thousand eight
hundred and
[SEAL.] five, and
and of
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
States the
the
of the
of the
eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the President:
By
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
WILLIAM
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CONVENTION
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Convention between the United
United States of America
and the
the United
States
Convention
America and
United States
Colombia; Dated
at Washington,
10, 1864;
Ratified by
by
of Colombia;
Dated at
Washington, February
February 10,
1864; Ratified
Exthe President
President of
of the
the United
United States of
of America,
America, July 9,
9, 1864;
1864; Exchanged at
Washington, August
Presichanged
at Washington,
August 19, 1865 ;
; Proclaimed
Proclaimed by
by the Presi1865.
dent of the United
United States of
of America,
America, August
August 19,
19, 1865.
Feb. 10,1864.
10, 1864.
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
AMERICA. Feb.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
convention between the United States of America
W
HEREAS aa convention
America and
concluded and signed by
the United States of Colombia was
was concluded
by their respecrespective plenipotentiaries,
Washington, on the tenth day
of
plenipotentiaries, at the city of
of Washington,
day of
February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
eight hundred and sixtyfour,
hundred
four, supplemental
supplemental to that
that of the tenth
tenth of
of September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
convention, being
being in
in the
the English
English and
Spanish
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, which
which convention,
and Spanish
languages,
follows :
is, word for
for word, as follows:
-—
languages, is,
Whereas a
a convention
convention for the
concluded
adjustment of
of claims was
was concluded
between the United States of Amerbetween
Republic of New Graica and the Republic
on
nada, in
in the city
city of Washington,
Washington. on
the
1857, which
which
the 10th
10th September,
September, 1857,
convention,
amended
convention, as
as afterwards
afterwards amended
by
parties, was
was proby the
the contracting
contracting parties,
proPresident of the
claimed by the President
United States on the 8th NovemNovember, 1860;
1860;
whereas the joint commisAnd whereas
sion organized under the authority
conferred by the preceding
preceding mentioned convention did fail, by reauncontrollable circumstances,
son of uncontrollable
circumstances,
to decide
decide all the claims laid before
before
them under its provisions, within
within
the time to which their proceedings
proceedings
were limited by the 4th article
article
thereof;
thereof;
The United
America
United States of America
and the United States of Colombia
Colombia
—
-thethe latter representing the late
Republic of New Granada
Granada-— are
are
desirous that the time originally
originally
fixed for the duration of the commission should be so extended
extended as
as to
to
admit the examination
examination and adjustment of such claims as were presented to, but not settled by, the
the
joint commission
commission aforesaid, and to
to
this end have named
named plenipotentiaries to agree upon the best mode
mode

VOL.
XuI.
VOL xm.

TRAT. -— 58
58
TREAT.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Por cuanto una convencion
convencion para
Contracting
Contracting
reclamaciones se
el arreglo de
de reclamaciones
se cele_
cele- parties.
parties.
br6 entre la Repdblica
Nueva
bre
Reptiblica de la Nueva
Granada i los Estados Unidos de
de
America,
America, en la ciudad de WashingWashington, el
10 de Setiembre, de 1857, cuya
ell°
cuya
convencion,
convencion, como se enmend6
enmend6 despues por las partes contratantes,
contratantes, fu6
file
proclamada
Presidente de los
proclamada por el Presidente
Estados Unidos el 8
8 de Noviembre
de 1860;
1860;
I
mixta
I por cuanto la comision mixta
organizada
organizada de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con la
la autorizacion conferido por
per la convencion
ya mencionada,
mencionada, dej6 de decidir, por
circunstancias
insuperables, las recircunstancias insuperables,
reclamaciones que se ,le
le presentaron
segun sus disposiciones,
disposiciones, dentro del
del
t6rmino aA que sus procedimientos
termino
procedimientos
estaban limitados por el articulo
articulo 4°
de la misma;
misma;
II por cuanto los Estados Unidos
de Colombia, que representan
representan la
Nueva
estinguida Reptblica
Republica de la Nueva
Granada, ii los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America, desean que se estienda el
Amgrica,
tiempo que se fijo originalmente
originalmente para
para
duracion de la comision, para que
la duraeion
pueda
pueda admitir
admitir el examen
examen ii la dedecision de aquellas reclamaciones
reclamaciones que
a la comision mixta
se presentaron
presentaron A
mixta
ya mencionada, pero que no feuron
feuron
decididas par ella, han nombrado con
PlenipotentiaPlenipotentiaeste objeto plenipotenciarios
plenipotenciarios para que ries.
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FEBRUARY 10,
COLOMBIA, FEBRUARY
10, 1864.
1864.
accomplishing this
that
of accomplishing
this object
object -— that
is to say, the President of the United
United
States of America,
America, William H.
H. SewSeward, Secretary
Secretary of State
United
State of
of the
the United
States of America, and the President of the United States of Colombia, Senor
Manuel Murillo,
Murillo, EnEnSenor Manuel
voy Extraordinary
and Minister
Minister
Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary
States
Plenipotentiary of
of the
the United
United States
of Colombia;
Colombia;
Who, having exchanged
their full
full
exchanged their
powers,
powers, have agreed
agreed as follows
:
follows:-

convengan en
Ileconvengan
en el
el mejor
mejor medio
medio de
de lle4 saber,
varlo a
i cabo, A
saber, el
el Presidente
Presidente
de los Estados Unidos de
de Colombia
Colombia
al Sefor
Seftor Manuel Murillo,
Murillo, Enviado
Enviado
Estraordinario
Estraordinario i
Ministro Plenipoi Ministro
Plenipotenoiario de los Estados Unidos
tenciario
Unidos de
de
Presidente de
de los
Colombia, i
i el
el Presidente
los EsEstados Unidos de
de America
America aaWilliam
William
H. Seward, Secretario de Estado
de
Estado de
los Estados Unidos de America;
Am6rica;
Quienes, despues de cambiar
cambiar sus
sus
plenos poderes, ban
en lo
lo
ban convenido
convenido en
siguiente
siguiente: -

ARTICLE I.
ARTICLE
I.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO I°.
I°.

Time for ter- The high contracting
agree
contracting parties agree
mination of corn- that the time limited in the convenmission extended.
tion above
above referred to for the termitermination of the commission shall be
extended for a
aperiod
period not
exceeding
extended
not exceeding
nine months from the exchange of
of
convention, it
ratifications of this convention,
it
being agreed
agreed that nothing
nothing in this
article contained
contained shall in any other
other
wise alter the provisions of the
the convention above
above referred to; and that
that
the contracting
contracting parties shall
shall appoint
appoint
Commissioners.
commissioners anew, and an umpire
Commissioners, commissioners
Umpire.
shall be chosen anew, in the
the manner,
manner,
and with the duties
duties and
and powers
powers
respectively expressed in the said
said
former convention.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.

Ratifications,
The
present convention
convention shall
shall be
be
Ratifications,
The present
when to be ex
be
ex--ratified and the
the ratifications
ratifications shall be
changed.
exchanged at Washington as
changed.
exchanged
soon as
as
as soon

Signatures.
Signatures.

Ratifications
Ratifications
exchanged.

possible.
In witness whereof the
respective
the respective
plenipotentiaries have
plenipotentiaries
have signed
signed the
the
same, and have hereunto
hereunto affixed
affixed
their seals.
seals.
their
Done at Washington
Washington this tenth
day of February,
year of
February, in the
the year
of our
our
Lord one thousand eight
hundred
eight hundred
and sixty-four.
WM. H. SEWARD.
SEWARD. [L.
[L. s.]
S.]
MURILLO.
M. MURILLO.
[L. s.]
S.]

conLas altas partes contratantes
contratantes convienen en que el tiempo limitado
limitado en
en
la convencion
convencion ya mencionada
mencionad.a para
la terminacion
comision, se
terminacion de la comision,
se
estienda por un periodo
period() que
no sea
estienda
que no
sea
rneses, contados
contados
mayor d6
de nueve meses,
desde el canje de las ratificaciones
ratificaciones
de esta convencion, bien entendido
entendido
que nada de lo contenido en
en este
este
manera altera
articulo de
de ninguna manera
altera
las disposiciones
disposiciones de la
la convencion
convencion
ya mencionada;
quo las parte3
mencionada; i
i que
partes
contratantes nombraran
nombraran de
de nuevo
contratantes
nuevo
comisionados, iion
comisionados,
un arbitro
arbitro se
se elejira
elejira
tambien
tambien de nuevo, en los
terminos, ii
los terminos,
deberes iilos poderes que se
se
con los deberes
espresan respectivamente
respectivamente en
espresan
en dicha
dicha
convencion
anterior.
convencion anterior.
ARTICULO II°.
II°.
ARTICULO

La presente
presente convencion
convencion ser&
sera, ratificada, i
seran cancani las ratificaciones
ratificaciones seran
jeadas en
en Washington
Washington tan pronto
como sea posible.
posible.
En
de lo
los rereEn testimonio de
lo coal,
cual, los
plenipotenciarios heinos
spectivos plenipotenciarios
hemos
convencion, i
firmado esta convencion,
i sellado
sellado
con nuestros
nuestros sellos.
Hecha en Washington,
Washington, el decimo
decimo
dia de Febrero del afio
Seiler
aflo del Sefior
mil ochocientos sesenta ii cuatro.
cuatro.
M.
MURILLO.
M. MURILLO.
WM.
SEWARD.
WM. H.
H. SEWARD.

[L.
s.]
[L. S.]
[L. s.]
[L.S.]

And whereas
whereas the said convention has been duly ratified
ratified on
on both
both parts,
parts,
and
respective ratifications
ratifications of
of the
the same
same were
were exchanged
in the
city
and the
the respective
exchanged in
the city
Secretary of
of Washington
Washington on
on this
this day,
day, by William
William Hunter,
Hunter, Acting
Acting Secretary
of
State of the United
United States, and Eustorjio
Eustorjio Salgar, Envoy
Extraordinary
Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of the United
United States of
of Colombia, on the
the
part of their respective
respective governments:
governments:
Now, therefore, be it known, that I, ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON, PresiPresi-

CONVENTION WITH
COLOMBIA, FEBRUARY
CONVENTION
WITH COLOMBIA,
FEBRUARY 10,
10, 1864.
1864.
convention
dent of
of the United States
States of America,
America, have
have caused
caused the said
said convention
to be made public,
public, to the
the end that
that the
the same,
same, and
and every clause
clause and article
thereof, may be
be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good
good faith by the
the United
United
States
citizens thereof.
States of
of America
America and
and the
the citizens
thereof.
In
whereof, I
hereunto set
the seal
seal
In witness
witness whereof,
I have
have hereunto
set my hand,
hand, and caused
caused the
America to be
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
be affixed.
affixed.
Done
Washington, this
nineteenth day
Done at the
the city
city of
of Washington,
this nineteenth
day of
of August,
August, in
in the
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
[L. S.]
and of the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
s.]
America the
ninetieth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
the President
President
By the
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
of State.
WILLIAM
Secretary of
State.
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Supplementary Articles
Articles to
to the
the Treaty
Treaty between
between the
United States
Supplementary
the United
States and
and the
the
Bed
Pembina Bands
Bands of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Red Lake
Lake and Pembina
Indians, concluded at
at
Washington,
21,
Washington, April 12,
12, 1864;
1864; ratified
ratified by the Senate April 21,
1864;
President of the United
United States April
25,
1864; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
April 25,
1864.

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
TO

ALL

AND SINGULAR
THESE PRESENTS
PRESENTS
AND
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
WHOM TBESE

SHALL
SHALL

COME,
COME, GREETING:
GREETIN1:

April 12, 1884.
April
1804.

WHEREAS
made and
and concluded
concluded at
at the
city of
WashingWHEREAS a
a treaty
treaty was
was made
the city
of Washington,
year
ton, in the
the District
District of Columbia, on the
the twelfth
twelfth day
day of April,
April, in the
the year
of
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
between
of our
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, by
by and
and between
Clark
W. Thompson
Morrill, Commissioners,
the part
part
Clark W.
Thompson and
and Ashley
Ashley C.
C. Morrill,
Commissioners, on
on the
Headmen, and
and
of the United States, and the hereinafter-named
hereinafter-named Chiefs,
Chiefs, Headmen,
Warriors
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, on
the Red Lake and
and Pembina
Pembina bands of
of Chippewa
Warriors of
of the
behalf of and duly
thereto by said bands,
is in
bands, which
which treaty
treaty is
duly authorized
authorized thereto
behalf
the words
words and
and figures
figures following,
to wit
wit::—
following, to
the

Preamble.

ARTICLES SUPPLEMENTARY
the treaty
treaty made
made and
concluded at
at the
ARTICLES
SUPPLEMENTARY to
to the
and concluded
the Old
Old

Supplementary
Supplementary

Crossing of
of Red
Red Lake River,
Minnesota, on the
articles.
the second
second articles.
River, in the State of Minnesota,
Crossing
day
sixty-three, between
between
the year
.year eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
day of
of October,
October, in
in the
the
United States
W.
by their
their commissioners,
commissioners, Clark W.
America, by
the United
States of America,
Thompson
Ashley C.
the Red
Red Lake
Lake and
and Pembina
Pembina
and the
C. Morrill,
Morrill, and
Thompson and
and Ashley
bands
headmen, and warriors,
bands of
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians, by their
their chiefs,
chiefs, headmen,
warriors, Contracting
Contracting
concluded at
at the
the city
Washington, District
parties.
Columbia, on the parties.
District of
of Columbia,
of Washington,
city of
concluded
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, beyear eighteen
twelfth day of
of April,
April, in the year
tween the
the said
said commissioners,
commissioners, of
of the
the one part,
States, by
by the
the United
United States,
tween
and the
bands of
of Chippewa
their chiefs,
chiefs, headmen,
headmen, and
by their
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, by
and
the said
said bands
warriors, of
of the
the other
other part.
part.

ARTICLE I.
The said
Red Lake
Lake and
and Pembina
bands of
of Chippewa
Chippewa Assent
Assent to
to
Pembina bands
ARTICLE
I. The
said Red
treaty of
Octoof OctoIndians
assent to the provisions of the said treaty, treaty
and assent
hereby agree and
Indians do hereby
ber 2, 1863, as
concluded
the Old
of Red Lake River, as amended by the Sen- amen'ded.63
at the
Old Crossing of
concluded at
amended. as
ate
United States by resolution bearing date the first day of March,
ate of
of the United
in
eighteen hundred and sixty-four.
in the
the year eighteen
in_
ARTICLE II.
II. In
consideration of
cession made by
Paymentin
said treaty,
treaty, Payment
by said
of the
the cession
In consideration
ARTICLE
ofannturiety.
concluded at
at the
the Old
Old Crossing
Crossing of
Lake River,
River, and
and in
of the
concluded
of Red
Red Lake
in lieu
lieu of
the anan- lieu
fleu former
of annuity
nuity payment
provided for
for by
by the
third article
article of
last-mentioned
of said
said last-mentioned
the third
nuity
payment provided
treaty,
the United
United States
will pay
pay annually,
annually, during the pleasure
44.
Ante, p.
p. 44.
pleasure of
of the Ante,
States will
treaty, the
President
the United
to the
Red Lake
Chippewas the
band of
of Chippewas
the Red
Lake band
States, to
United States,
of the
President of
sum of
of ten
ten thousand
of Chippewas the
the Pembina
Pembina band of
dollars, and to the
sum
thousand dollars,
sum
of five
thousand dollars,
which said
said sums
distributed to the
the
be distributed
sums shall
shall be
dollars, which
sum of
five thousand
members of said bands, respectively, in equal amounts per capita, for
which purpose
purpose an
accurate enumeration
memof the
the memenrollment of
enumeration and enrollment
an accurate
which
bers of
the respective
respective bands
bands shall
shall be
be made
by the
officers of
of the
the United
United
made by
the officers
bers
of the
States.
expenARTICLE III.
United States
States will
will also
also expend
for the
the Annual
Annual expenannually, for
expend annually,
The United
III. The
ARTICLE
ditures forblankdituesprovisions,
for bankperiod of fifteen
fifteen years, for the Red Lake band of Chippewas, for the pur- seztcs,.
pose
with gilling
twine, cotton
mater, calico,
calico, limey,
linsey, &c.
cotton mater,
gilling twine,
them with
of supplying
supplying them
pose of
58*
58*
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blankets, sheeting,
and for
such
for such
farming-tools, and
provisions, farming-tools,
flannels, provisions,
sheeting, flannels,
blankets,
other useful
useful articles,
articles, and for such
purposes as may be
such other useful purposes
other
dollars;
deemed
for their
their best
best interests,
interests, the
the sum of eight thousand
thousand dollars;
deemed for
and
will expend
manner, and for aa like period, and for like
in like
like manner,
expend in
and will
purposes,
thousand
Pembina band of Chippewas, the sum of four thousand
the Pembina
for the
purposes, for
dollars.
dollars.

ARTICLE
Blacksmith,
ARTICLE
physician, miller,
farme
'ron, iller, Indians,
In dians, for
aysinron
steel,
steel,

c.
&c.

Saw-mill and
and
Saw-mill

millstones.
millstones,

Modification
Modification

of article iv. of
former treaty-.
former treaty

Scrip to
issue
to issue
Scrip

to mixed bloods
in lieof
lieu of lands.
lands.
in
Ante, p.
p. 44.

Signature.
Signature.

April
12, 1864.
April 12,1864.

IV.
The United
United States
States also
also agree
agree to
to furnish
IV.
The
furnish said
said bands
bands of
of

the period of fifteen
fifteen years, one blacksmith,
blacksmith, one physician,
one miller,
miller, and
one farmer;
farmer; and will also furnish them annually, during
and one
one
the same
fifteen hundred
dollars' worth of iron, steel, and
hundred dollars'
with fifteen
period, with
same period,
the
for blacksmithing
blacksmithing purposes, and one thousand dollars for
articles for
other articles
carpentering,
carpentering, and other purposes.

ARTICLE V.
also agree
said Indians
Indians
for said
to furnish
furnish for
agree to
States also
United States
The United
V. The
ARTICLE
at some suitable point, to be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior,
millstones attached.
a run of millstones
with a
saw-mill with
aasaw-mill
ARTICLE
VI. It
It is
is further
by and
and between
the parties
hereto,
parties hereto,
between the
agreed, by
further agreed,
ARTICLE VI.
concluded at the Old Crossing of Red
that article four of the said treaty, concluded
Lake River,
amendment to said article, shall be modified as folthe amendment
and the
Lake
River, and
lows: that
to say,
twenty-five thousand dollars of the amount thereby
is to
say, twenty-five
that is
lows:
stipulated shall
shall be
be paid
paid to the chiefs of said bands, through their agent,
stipulated
upon the
ratification of
of these
these articles,
practicable,
soon thereafter as practicable,
so soon
articles, or so
the ratification
upon
to
them to purchase provisions and clothing, presents to be disto enable
enable them
which
tributed
people upon their return to their homes; of which
their people
tributed to their
amount
thousand dollars
shall be
expended for the benefit
their
benefit of their
be expended
dollars shall
five thousand
amount five
chief,
May-dwa-gwa-no-nind; and that from the remaining seventy-five
seventy-five
chief, May-dwa-gwa-no-nind;
thousand
dollars the
claims of
depredations committed
injured parties for depredations
of injured
the claims
thousand dollars
by
said Indians
Indians on
certain British and American
American traders at
of certain
the goods
goods of
on the
by said
the mouth
mouth of
River, and
and for exactions forcibly levied by them
Red Lake
Lake River,
of Red
the
on the
of the
the steamboat
Red River, shall have
the Red
steamboat plying on the
proprietors of
on
the proprietors
priority of payment,
payment, and be paid in full, and the remainder thereof
thereof shall
priority
incurred since
be paid
rata upon
since the first day
debts of said tribe incurred
upon the debts
pro rata
be
paid pro
ascertained
of January,
January, in
in the
eighteen hundred
fifty-nine, to be ascertained
hundred and fifty-nine,
year eighteen
the year
of
by their
agent in
in connection
with the
the chiefs,
chiefs, in
lieu of,
of, the
the commissioner
commissioner
in lieu
connection with
their agent
by
or commissioners
conin the fourth article of said treaty confor in
provided for
or
commissioners provided
cluded at
the Old
Old Crossing of Red Lake River.
at the
cluded
ARTICLE
VII. It
It is
is further
parties hereto,
hereto, that,
in
that, in
by the
the parties
agreed by
further agreed
ARTICLE VII.
provided for
said
for the mixed
mixed bloods by article eight of said
the lands
lands provided
lieu of the
treaty concluded
concluded at
Old Crossing
CrcNsing of
Lake River,
River, scrip
shall
scrip shall
Red Lake
of Red
at the
the Old
treaty
shall so elect, which
which
be issued to such of said mixed bloods as shall
and' may be located
shall entitle
the holder
amount of land, and
to aa like amount
holder to
entitle the
shall
elsewhere, and
upon any
any of
of the
said treaty, but not elsewhere,
the lands ceded by said
upon
for
shall be accepted by said mixed bloods in lieu of all future claims for
annuities.
annuities.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, the
the said
commissioners, on
of the
the United
United
behalf of
on behalf
said commissioners,
In
States, and
and the
the said
said chiefs,
Red
the Red
behalf of the
war[r]iors, on behalf
and war[r]iors,
headmen, and
chiefs, headmen,
States,
affixed
Lake
Pembina bands of Chippewa Indians, have hereunto
hereunto affixed
Lake and Pembina
their
hands and
and seals
seals this
day of
of April,
in the
year eighteen
hun
eighteen hun
the year
April, in
twelfth day
this twelfth
their hands
dred
dred and sixty-four.
CLARK
[SEAL.]
THOMPSON, [SEAL]
W. THOMPSON,
CLARK W.
[SEAL.]
ASHLEY
[SEAL.]
MORRILL,
C. MORRILL,
ASHLEY C.
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Principal Red
Lake chief,
MAY-DWA-GUA-NO-NIND, (He
chief, MAY-DWA-GUA-NO-NIN'D,
Red Lake
Principal
that
spoken to,)
his
[SEAL.]
mark. [SEAL.J
his x
x mark.
to,)
is spoken
that is
his xx mark. [SEAL.J
(Moose-dung,)
Red
[sEAL.]
MONS-O-MO, (Moose-dung,)
Red Lake
Lake chief, MONS-O-MO,
Red
Lake chief ASE-E-NE-WUB,
(Little Rock,)
ASE-E-NE-WUB, (Little
Red Lake

his
mark. [SEAL.]
[sEA.L.]
his x
x mark.
Principal
Pembina chief,
(Red Bear,)
Bear,)
MIS-CO-MUK-QUAH, (Red
chief, MIS-CO-MUK-QUAH,
Principal Pembina
his x
[sxst..1
mark. [SBAL.1
his
x mark.
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(Leading
Red Lake
headman, NAW-GON-E-GWO-NABE,
NAW-GON-E-GWO-NABE, (Leading
Lake headman,
Red
Feather,)
his x
x mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
Feather,)
Red
QUE-WE-ZANCE, (The Boy,)
war[r]ior, QUE-WE-ZANCE,
Lake war[r]ior,
Red Lake

his
[sEAL.]
mark. [SEAL.]
x mark.
his x

Red Lake
Lake headman,
MAY-ZHA-KE-OSH, (Dropping
(Dropping Wind,)
headman, MAY-ZHA-KE-OSH,
Red

his
[SEAL.]
mark. [SEAL.]
his xx mark.
[SEAL.]
Red
Lake headman,
headman, BWA-NESS,
BWA-NESS, (Little
(Little Shoe,) his x
x mark. [sEAL.]
Red Lake
Red
Lake headman,
headman, WA-BON-E-QUA-OSH,
WA-BON-E-QUA-OSH, (White
(White Hair,)
Red Lake
his x
[SEAL.]
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
his
Pembina
TE-BISH-CO-GE-SHICK, (Equal Sky,)
headman, TE-BISH-CO-GE-SHICK,
Pembina headman,
his
[sEAL.]
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
his x
Bird,)
Red Lake
TE-BESH-CO-BE-NESS, (Straight
(Straight Bird)
warrior, TE-BESH-CO-BE-NESS,
Lake warrior,
Red
his
[SEAL.]
mark. [SEAL.]
his xx mark.
interpretation,)
Red
Lake warrior,
warrior, OSH-SHAY-O-SICK,
OSH-SHAY-O-SICK, (no interpretation,)
Red Lake
his
[SEAL.]
mark. [SEAL.]
his x
x mark.
Red
warrior, SA-SA-G011-CUM-ICK-ISH-CUM,
SA-SA-GOH-CUM-ICK-ISH-CUM, (He
Lake warrior,
Red Lake
that
the ground
ground tremble,)
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
tremble,)
makes the
that makes
Red Lake
KAY-TUSH-KE-WUB-E-TUNG, (no inwarrior, KAY-TUSH-KE-WUB-E-TUNG,
Lake warrior,
Red
terpretation,)
his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x mark.
his x
terpretation,)
Pembina
(Wants Feathers,)
I-INGE-E-GAUN-ABE, (Wants
warrior, I-INGE-E-GAUN-ABE,
Pembina warrior,
his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his xx mark.
Red
QUE-WE-ZANCE-ISH, (Bad Boy,)
Lake warrior, QUE-WE-ZANCE-ISH,
Red Lake
his
mark. [sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x mark.
his x
Signed
in presence
—
ofpresence of
Signed in
P. H. BEAULIEU,
BEAULIEU, Special
Special Interpreter.
Interpreter.
P.

J. G.
G. MoumsoN,
MORRISON,
J.

"
"

Roy,
44
CC
"
ROY,
T. A.
Interpreter.
S. Interpreter.
U. S.
WARREN, U.
A. WARREN,
T.
CHAS. E.
CHAS.
E. GARDELL.
GARDELL•
PETER
PETER

CHARLES
CHARLES BOTTENEAU.
BOTTENEAU.

And, whereas,
treaty having
to the
the Senate
Ratification,
Senate of Ratification,
submitted to
been submitted
having been
said treaty
the said
whereas, the
And,
the United
for its
thereon, the
the Senate
21 1864.
did, on April 21,1864.
Senate did,
action thereon,
constitutional action
its constitutional
States for
United States
the
the
twenty-first day
day of
April, one
one thousand
hundred and sixty-four,
thousand eight hundred
of April,
the twenty-first
advise and
and consent
ratification of
of the same by aa resolution in the
the ratification
to the
consent to
advise
words and
figures following,
wit: —
to wit:
following, to
and figures
words
7

STATES,
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
IN
April
1864.
April 21, 1864.

}

f

RESOLVED,
(two thirds
present concurring,)
concurring,) That the
senators present
the senators
of the
thirds of
RESOLVED, (two
Senate
advise and
and consent
consent to
to the
ratification of
The articles
supplearticles supple" The
of "
the ratification
Senate advise
mentary
to the
at the
Crossing of
RedI
the Red
of the
Old Crossing
the Old
concluded at
and concluded
made and
treaty made
the treaty
mentary to
Lake
in the
in
of Minnesota, on the 2d day of October, in
the State of
River, in
Lake River,
the
between. the United States of America,
America, by their comcomyear 1863, betweenthe year
missioners,
Thompson and
and Ashley C. Morrill, and the Red
W. Thompson
Clark W.
missioners, Clark
Lake and
and Pembina
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians, by their chiefs, headmen,
headmen,
bands of
Pembina bands
Lake
and warriors,
warriors, concluded
at the
the city
of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
city of
concluded at
and
on the
in the
the year
year 1864,
1864, between
between the United States,
April, in
of April,
day of
12th day
on
the 12th
by the
the said
said commissioners,
of the
the one
and the said bands of
one part, and
commissioners, of
by
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, by
chiefs, headmen,
headmen, and
and warriors, of the
their chiefs,
by their
Chippewa
other
part."
other part."
Attest:
J. W.
W. FORNEY,
FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.
J.
Attest:

Now,
therefore, be
it known
known that
LINCOLN, PresPresABRAHAM LINCOLN,
I, ABRAHAM
that I,
be it
Now, therefore,
ident
States of
America, do, in
pursuance of the advice
in pursuance
of America,
United States
the United
of the
ident of
and
of the
the Senate,
Senate, as
as expressed
expressed in
in their resolution of the twentyconsent of
and consent
first of
of April,
one thousand
and sixty-four, accept, ratify,
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
April, one
first
and confirm the said treaty.

Proclaimed by
Proclaimed

President,
the P
r
l
i
ege11 4
P

•
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testimony whereof,
hand, and
and have
In testimony
whereof, IIhave signed the same with my hand,
caused
affixed.
be hereto
hereto affixed.
United States to be
seal.of the United
caused the seal.of
Washington, this
this twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of April,
Done at the city of
of Washington,
[L.
s.1 in
in the
the year
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
and
eight hundred
year of
of our
our Lord
[L. S.]
sixty-four.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
By the President:
President:
By
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
H. SEWARD,
Secretary of
WILLIAM
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the
Treaty between
between the
the United
States of
Ohippewas of the
America and the Chippewas
of America
United States
Treaty
Mississippi
and Pillager
and Lake
Lake Winnebagoshish
Bands of Chippewa
Winnebagoshish Bands
Pillagerand
Mississippiand
Indians
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, concluded
May 7,
Ratification advised,
advised,
7, 1864;
1864; Ratification
concluded May
Indians in
February 9, 1865; Amendment
with
Amendment, by
Amendment
the Senate, February
by the
an Amendment,
with an
President of the
assented
to, February
1865; Proclaimed
Proclaimed by the President
14, 1865;
February 14,
assented to,
United
March 20, 1865.
States, March
United States,

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF
TO ALL
ALL AND
IND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
THESE PRESENTS
SHALL COMB,
cOmE, OREETING:
GREETING:
PRESENTS SHALL
WHOM THESE
TO

May 7,
7, 1864.
1864.
May

Preamble.
W HEREA.8 aatreaty
was made
made and
concluded at the City of Washington, Preamble.
and concluded
treaty was
WHEEuAS
in the
District of
Columbia, on
on the
the seventh
day of May, in the year of
seventh day
of Columbia,
the District
in
our Lord
hundred and
and sixty-four, by and between Wileight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
Lord one
our
liam P.
P. Dole,
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, and Clark
Clark W. Thompson,
Dole, Commissioner
liam
Superintendent of
for the
the northern superintendency,
superintendency, on
Affairs for
Indian Affairs
of Indian
Superintendent
the
part of
of the
United States,
States, and
the Chippewa
chief Que-we-zance,
Que-we-zance, or
Chippewa chief
and the
the United
the part
Hole-in-the-day, and
or Turtle,
Turtle, on the part of the ChippeMis-qua-dace, or
and Mis-qua-dace,
Hole-in-the-day,
was
the Mississippi,
Lake Winnebagoshish
Winnebagoshish bands of
and Lake
Pillager and
and Pillager
Mississippi, and
of the
was of
Chippewa
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
and duly
authorized thereto
thereto by them,
duly authorized
Indians in
Chippewa Indians
which
following, to
to wit
:—
wit:figures following,
and figures
words and
the words
in the
is in
treaty is
which treaty
Contracting
Contracting
Articles of
of agreement
and convention
concluded at the City of
and concluded
made and
convention made
agreement and
Articles
parties.
P. parties.
Washington
day of May, A. D. 1864, between William P.
seventh day
this seventh
Washington this
Dole, Commissioner
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Thompson, SuClark W. Thompson,
and Clark
Affairs, and
Commissioner of
Dole,
perintendent of
Indian Affairs
Affairs for the northern
northern superintendency,
superintendency, on
of Indian
perintendent
the part
of the
United States,
States, and
Chippewa chief Hole-in-the-day,
Hole-in-the-day,
the Chippewa
and the
the United
part of
the
and
for and
on behalf
Chippewas of the Missisof the Chippewas
behalf of
and on
Mis-qua-dace, for
and Mis-qua-dace,
Insippi,
and Pillager
Pillager and
and Lake
Chippewa InWinnebagoshish bands of Chippewa
Lake Winnebagoshish
sippi, and
dians in
Minnesota.
in Minnesota.
dians

ARTICLE I.
The reservations
Gull Lake, Mille Lac, Sandy Gull lake and
known as Gull
reservations known
I. The
ARTICLE
other reservareservaLake,
Lake, Pokagomin
Pokagomin Lake,
described in other
and Rice Lake, as described
Lake, and
Rabbit Lake,
Lake, Rabbit
tions ceded to the
to the
ceded
the
clause of
the second
second article
the treaty with the Chippewas tions
article of the
of the
second clause
the second
United States,
States,
United
&c.
&c.
except,
to
of
the
twenty-second
of
February,
1855,
are
hereby
ceded
the
United
hereby
are
1855,
of the twenty-second of February,
p.1166.
Vol. x. p.1165.
States, excepting
of land,
the mission buildings Vol.
including the
land, including
half-section of
one half-section
excepting one
States,
John
to John
at Gull
which is
hereby granted
granted in
in fee
Reverend Grant
Grant to
fee simple to the Reverend
is hereby
Lake, which
Gull Lake,
at
John Johnson,
Johnson, missionary,
section of
of land,
land, to be located by the Johnson.
one section
and one
missionary, and
John
o eSecretary
of the
Interior, on
on the
the southeast
southeast side
of Gull
Lake, and which Hole-in-theGull Lake,
side of
the Interior,
Secretary of
is
in fee
to the
the chief
Hole-in-the-day, and
a section
section day.
and a
chief Hole-in-the-day,
simple to
fee simple
granted in
hereby granted
is hereby
to.
at Sandy
like manner,
one section to Mis-qua-dace.
and one
manner, and
in like
Lake, in
Sandy Lake,
Mis-qua-dace, at
chief Mis-qua-dace,
to. chief
Shaw-voshShaw-voshchief Shaw-vosh-kung,
Mille Lac
Lac in
in like manner.
at Mille
Shaw-vosh-kung, at
chief
kung.
kung.
ARTICLE
II.
In
consideration
of
the
foregoing
cession,
United
the
cession,
foregoing
the
of
ARTICLE II. In consideration
Reservation
States
agree to
for the
future home of the Chippewas of the Mis- forReservation
the future
apart for
set apart
to set
the ChippeStates agree
sissippi,
the lands
lands embraced
embraced within
within the
boundaries, was of the Misthe following described boundaries,
all the
sissippi, all
sissippi.
excepting
reservations made
and described
described in the third clause of the sissippi.
made and
the reservations
excepting the
Pillager
second article
said treaty
treaty of
of February
February 22d,
the. Pillager
22d, 1855, for the.
the said
of the
article of
second
a point one Boundaries.
and Lake
Lake Winnebagoshish
bands; that is to say, beginning at a
Winnebagoshish bands;
and
mile
of the
the most
most southerly
point of Leach Lake, and running thence
southerly point
south of
mile south
in
an easterly
course to
to a
apoint
one mile
southerly point
most southerly
the most
of tile
south of
mile south
point one
easterly course
in an
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of Goose
Goose Lake,
due south
from the
the intersection
intersection
Lake, thence
thence due east
east to
to a
a point
point due
south from
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
on the
of the Pokagomin reservation
reservation and
and the
River, thence
thence on
the
dividing line between Deer
Mashkordens River
Deer River and lakes
lakes and
and Mashkordens
River and
and
lakes,
reached north
the first-named
river ard
and lakes;
lakes;
lakes, until
until aa point
point is
is reached
north of
of the
first-named river
thence in a
a direct line
northwesterly to
of Two
Two Routs
Lake,
line northwesterly
to the
the outlet
outlet of
Routs Lake,
then
direction to
Lake, thence
thence southwesterly
southwesterly to
then in
in aasouthwesterly
southwesterly direction
to Turtle
Turtle Lake,
to
the head water of Rice River, thence northwesterly along the
of the
the litre
line of
the
Red Lake
reservation to
to the
the mouth
mouth of
of Thief
River, thence
down the
Lake reservation
Thief River,
thence down
the
centre
of Red
Lake River
to a
opposite the
the
centre of the main
main channel
channel of
Red Lake
River to
a point
point opposite
mouth
thence southeasterly
in a
adirect
with the
the outlet
mouth of
of Black River, thence
southeasterly in
direct line
line with
outlet
of Rice Lake to aapoint due west
of beginning,
thence to
to
west from the
the place
place of
beginning, thence
the
beginning.
the place
place of
of beginning.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
III.In consideration
foregoing cession
to the
the United
United
consideration of
of the
the foregoing
cession to
States further
States, and the valuable
valuable improvements
improvements thereon,
thereon, the
the United
United States
further
Annuities to be
Annuities
be agree, first, to extend the ppresent annuities of
of the
the Indians, parties to this
extended
for
extended
fortoten
ten
treaty,
for ten
beyond the
periods respectively
years.
treaty, for
ten years
years beyond
the periods
respectively named
named in
in existing
existing
to pay
pay towards
the settlement
of the
the claims
depPayments tow- treaties;
treaties; second,
second, and
and to
towards the
settlement of
claims for
for depards
settlement
ards settlement redations
redations committed by said Indians in 1862, the sum of twenty thousand
thousand
for depredations,
dollars; third,
third, to
to the
the chiefs
of the
Chippewas of
the Mississippi,
ten thouthouand to the chiefs.
chiefs, dollars;
chiefs of
the Chippewas
of the
Mississippi, ten
and
sand dollars, to be paid upon the ratification
and five
five thouratification of
of this
this treaty;
treaty; and
thousand dollars to
Hole-in-the-day, for
for depredations
committed in
to the chief Hole-in-the-day,
depredations committed
in
burning
in 1862.
1862.
burning his
his house
house and
and furniture
furniture in
ARTICLE
IV.The
The United
agree to
seven thousand
thousand
Payments
Pavments for
ARTICLE IV.
United States
States further
further agree
to pay
pay seven
clearing, &c.,
clearing
&c., lots
lots five hundred ($7,5Q0)
($7,500) dollars for clearing, stumping, grubbing, breaking,
breaking,
in reservation.
reseaion
and planting, on the reservation
Chippewas of
of
reservation hereby
hereby set
set apart for the
the Chippewas
less than
than ten
ten acres
point or
or
the Mississippi, in lots of
of not
not less
acres each,
each, at
at such
such point
See Art. xiv.
points as
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
select, as
follows, viz:
points
as the
of the
Interior may
may select,
as follows,
viz: For
For
the Gull Lake band, seventy (70)
Mille Lac
seventy
(70) acres;
acres; for
for the
the Mille
Lac band,
band, seventy
(70)
Sandy Lake
band, fifty
acres; for
for the
the Pokago(70) acres;
acres; for
for the
the Sandy
Lake band,
fifty (50)
(50) acres;
Pokagomin band, fifty (50)
(50) acres; for the
Lake band,
band, forty
forty (40)
the Rabbit Lake
(40) acres;
acres;
for the Rice Lake band, twenty
to expend
thousand
twenty (20)
(20) acres;
acres; and
and to
expend five
five thousand
Houses for
dollars
($5,000) in
in building
the chiefs
chiefs of
bands one
one house
house each,
each,
dollars ($5,000)
building for
for the
of said
said bands
chiefs.
chiefs.
under the direction of
the Interior.
Interior.
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Oxen, ploughs,
ploughs,

ARTICLE
United States
States agree
to said
said Indians,
Indians, parparARTICLE V.
V. The
The United
agree to
to furnish
furnish to

and agricultural
and
agricultural ties to this treaty, ten
ten (10)
(10) yoke of good steady vrork
work oxen,
oxen, and twenty
implements to
to be
be
implements
log chains
chains annually
annually for
provided the
log
for ten
ten years,
years, provided
the Indians
Indians shall
furnished.
shall take
take proper
proper
furnished.
care of and make proper use of
for the
same period
of the same; also for
the same
period anannually
nually two hundred
hundred (200)
(200) grubbing hoes,
hoes, ten
ten (10)
(10) ploughs,
ploughs, ten
(10)
ten (10)
grindstones,
grindstones, one hundred (100)
(100) axes, handled, not
not to
to exceed
exceed in
in weight
weight
three and
(20) spades,
spades, and
and other
and one half
half pounds each,
each, twenty
twenty (20)
other farming
farming
implements, provided it
implements,
it shall
shall not
not amount to
to more
more than
than fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred
Carpenters,
two carpenters,
carpenters, and
and two
blacksmiths, and
and four
four
blCarpemntersi-la- dollars
dollars in
in one
one year;
year; also
also two
two blacksmiths,
blacksmiths,
borers, and
and phyand one
one physician.
physician.
borers,
phy- farm
farm laborers,
laborers, and
sician.
sician.
ARTICLE VI.
VI. The United States further agree to pay annually one
ARTICLE
one
Saw-mill.
thousand dollars ($1000)
($1000) towards the support of a
built for
a saw-mill to
to be
be built
for
Chippewas of
of the
Mississippi and
and the
the Red
Red Lake
the common use of
of the
the Chippewas
the Mississippi
Lake
and Pembina
Pembina bands of Chippewa Indians,
the President
the
Indians, so
so long
long as
as the
President of
of the
bridges, United States may deem it necessary;
Road, bridges,
necessary; and
and to expend
expend in building
building aaroad,
road,
&c.
&c.
&c., to their new agency
bridges, &c.,
agency seven thousand
five hundred
thousand five
hundred dollars
dollars
($7,500) ;and
expend for
new agency
to be
be located
located by
the
Buildings.
($7,500);
and to expend
for new
agency buildings
buildings to
by the
Secretary of the Interior for
Secretary
of the
of the
the
for the
the common
common use
use of
the Chippewas
Chippewas of
Mississippi,
Mississippi, Red Lake, and Pembina, and Pillager and
Winnebagoand Lake
Lake Winnebagoshish bands of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000).
($25,000).
Board of visitARTICLE VII.
VII.There shall be a
a board of visitors to
less
to consist
consist of not
not less
ors to be present
ors
to be present
selected from such Christian
at
payat annuity
annuity
pay-d than two nor more than five persons, to be selected
ments,
ments. make inspection,
spection, and
report
annually.
reportannually.

denomination or
denominations as
the chiefs
chiefs in
in Awned
denomination
or denominations
as the
council may
may designate,
designate,

whose duty it shall be to be present at all annuity payments
payments to the Indians,
whether of goods, moneys, provisions,
dians, whether
provisions, or other articles, and to
to
inspect the fields, buildings, mills,
improvements made
ar to
to be
mills, and other
other improvements
made or
be
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made,
report annually
before the first day of Noor before
thereon, on or
annually thereon,
to report
and to
made, and
vember;
as to
moral deportment
deportment of all
and moral
qualifications and
the qualifications
to the
also as
and also
vember; and
persons
residing upon
sanction of law or reguthe sanction
under the
reservation under
the reservation
upon the
persons residing
Pay.
lation,
and they
they shall
for their
their services
services five dollars per day for the Pay.
receive for
shall receive
lation, and
expenses;
travelling, expenses;
time actually
actually employed,
ten cents per mile for travellinc
and ten
employed, and
time
provided that
that no
no one
paid in any one year for more than twenty
shall be paid
one shall
provided
days' service,
service, or
or for
for more
more than
hundred miles' travel.
three hundred
than three
days'
with
Chiefs with
a chief
as a
ARTICLE
VIII.No
shall be
be recognized
chief whose
whose band Chiefs
recognized as
person shall
No person
ARTICLE VIII.
ands of less than
numbers
fifty persons;
persons; and
and to
to encourage
encourage and
said chiefs
chiefs bands
ofless than
the said
aid the
and aid
than fifty
less than
numbers less
fty not to be rece
ognize
in
preserving order,
order, and
and inducing
inducing by
by their
and advice
advice the
the memmem- 0
example and
their example
gnized.
in preserving
hers
of their
bands to
to adopt
pursuits of civilized life, there
adopt the pursuits
respective bands
their respective
bers of
shall be
to each
of said.chiefs
said chiefs annually
annually out of the annuities of said Gratuities.
each of
paid to
be paid
shall
bands a
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding one
hundred and
($150), to be dedefifty dollars ($150),
and fifty
one hundred
a sum
bands
termined by
their agent
according to
to their
respective merits.
their respective
agent according
by their
termined
teachARTICLE
To improve
morals and
habits of
said InIn- Agents,
Agents, teachof said
industrial habits
and industrial
the morals
improve the
IX. To
ARTICLE IX.
rs, &c., to have
families.
dians,
it is
is agreed
that no agent,
era- ;
teacher, interpreter, trader, or other emamities.
agent, teacher,
agreed that
dians, it
ployees
be employed,
employed, appointed,
licensed, or permitted
permitted to reside
appointed, licensed,
shall be
ployees shall
within
to the
the Indians,
Indians, parties to this treaty,
belonging to
reservations belonging
the reservations
within the
a family residing with them at
missionaries excepted,
shall not have a
excepted, who shall
missionaries
their respective
employment or trade
agency, whose
whose
trade within the agency,
of employment
places of
respective places
their
moral habits
fitness shall
be reported
reported upon
annually by the board of
upon annually
shall be
and fitness
habits and
moral
Improper pervisitors;
and no
no person
of full
mixed blood,
educated or partially edu- Improper
blood, educated
or mixed
full or
person of
visitors; and
one not to have
have
to treanot of
cated,
is not
tenefits
to the welfare sons
conducive to
not conducive
otherwise, is
or otherwise,
morally or
fitness, morally
whose fitness,
cated, whose
ties.
of
said Indians,
shall receive
receive any
from this
any former
ies.
treaties, t
former treaties,
or any
this or
benefit from
any benefit
Indians, shall
of said
and
may be
expelled from the reservation.
be expelled
and may
ARTICLE X.
under this
or former
paid Payment of
be paid
shall be
treaties shall
former treaties
this or
annuities under
All annuities
X. All
ARTICLE
nnuities.
as the
the chiefs
chiefs in
council may
may request,
with the
approval of
a
the Secretary of annuities.
of the
the approval
request, with
in council
as
the Interior,
otherwise altered
amended, which shall be done
done
or amended,
altered or
until otherwise
Interior, until
the
whenever the
board of
by the
the requests
requests of the chiefs, may recomvisitors, by
of visitors,
the board
whenever
mend it;
no change
shall take
oftener than once in
take place ottener
change shall
that no
provided that
it; provided
mend
two
years.
two years.
Preference
ARTICLE XI.
XI. Whenever
the services
of laborers
upon Preference
required upon
are required
laborers are
services of
Whenever the
ARTICLE
full or
eentzlfuolds
to fll or
given
the
reservation, preference
to full or mixed bloods, if they gmivixed
given to
be given
shall be
preference shall
the reservation,
aborers.
laborers.
shall be
be found
competent to
perform them.
them.
to perform
found competent
shall
Indians not
not to
to Indians
ARTICLE
obligatory upon
upon the
Indians, parties
parties to
the Indians,
be obligatory
not be
shall not
It shall
XII. It
ARTICLE XII.
emove from
this treaty,
present reservations
reservations until
the United
United remove
r
from
until the
their present
from their
remove from
to remove
treaty, to
this
reservapresent
r
oe
n
s
s
e
,
nu
t
n
reservar
e
t
i
s
l,
States shall
shall have
have first
first complied
with the
the stipulations
Articles IV.
IV. and tions,
tlins, until, &c.
of Articles
stipulations of
complied with
States
all
VI.
of this
treaty, when
when the
the United
States shall furnish
furnish them with
United States
this treaty,
VI. of
See
AmendSeeAmendnecessary transportation
to their new
new homes and subsist- ment,
subsistence to
and subsistence
transportation and
necessary
p. 88.
p. 88.
ence
for
six
months
thereafter:
Provided,
That,
owing
to
the
heretofore
ment,
heretofore
the
to
owing
That,
ence for six months thereafter: Provided,
good conduct
conduct of
of the
the Mille
Mille Lac
Indians, they
compelled to
not be compelled
shall not
they shall
Lac Indians,
good
remove
so long
long as
as they
in any
any way
way interfere
any
interfere with or in any
not in
shall not
they shall
remove so
manner
or property
property of
whites.
the whites.
of the
the persons
persons or
molest the
manner molest
Certain females
females
Certain
government may
ARTICLE
XIII. Female
Female members
of the
family of
of any
any government
the family
members of
ARTICLE XIII.
be paid as
doemploye[e]
residing
on
the
reservation,
who
shall
teach
Indian
girls
doteachers.
girls
Indian
teach
shall
employe[e] residing on the reservation, who
mestic economy,
economy, shall
allowed and
and paid
not exceeding
exceeding ten
ten doldolsum not
paid aasum
be allowed
shall be
mestic
lars
per
month
while
so
engaged:
Provided,
That
not
more
than
one
Proviso.
one Proviso.
than
more
not
That
Provided,
engaged:
so
while
month
per
lars
that
and
thousand
dollars
shall
be
so
expended
during
any
the
year,
one
any
thousand dollars shall be so expended during
President of
of the
United States
States may suspend or annul this article whenthe United
President
ever he
he may
it expedient to do so.
deem it
may deem
ever
for
Provision for
ARTICLE
It is
is distinctly
understood and
that the
the clear- Provision
agreed that
and agreed
distinctly understood
XIV. It
ARTICLE XIV.
e
na
dr
s
i
n
tg: ,
learing,
ing
and breaking
breaking of
of land
Chippewas of the Mississippi,
Mississippi, as pro- lands
for the Chippewas
land for
ing
in
to be&c.
i and
former
vided for
in the
article of
treaty, shall
in lieu
of. all
'former lieu of former
all'former
lieu of.
be in
shall be
this treaty,
of this
fourth article
the fourth
for in
vided
provisos.
engagements of
of the
United States as to the breaking
breaking of lands for those provisos.
the United
engagements
Vol. xii. p. 1249.
banes,
that this
treaty is
lieu of the treaty made by the same Vol.xii.p.1249.
in lieu
is in
this treaty
and that
bands, and
tribes,
March 11th, 1863.
approved March
tribes, approved
Signature.
In testimony
testimony whereof
whereof the
the said
Dole and
and Clark W. Thompson, Signature.
P. Dole
Wi. P.
said Wm.
In
on
behalf
of
the
United
States,
and
Chippewa
Hole-in-the-day
chiefs, Hole-in-the-day
Chippewa
and
States,
on behalf of the United
and Mis-qua-dace,
Mis-qua-dace, on
behalf of
parties to
this treaty, have hereto this
Indians parties
of Indians
on behalf
and
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unto set their hands and affixed
affixed their seals
this seventh
May, A.
seals this
seventh day
day of
of May,
A. D
D
one thousand eight hundred and
and sixty-four.
sixty-four.
W. P.
P. DOLE, Commr.
Commr. lnd.
Affairs.
[SEAL.
Ind. Affairs.
[SEAL.]
CLARK
Affairs.
CLARK W. THOMPSON,
THOMPSON, Supt. Ind.
lnd. Affairs.
[SEAL.
[SEAL.J
QUE-ZE-ZANCE,
QUE-ZE-ZANCE, or HOLE-IN-THE-DAY,
HOLE-IN-THE-DAY, his
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.
[SEAL.]
MIS-QUA-DACE,
MIS-QUA-DACE, or TURTLE,
mark.
[SEAL.
TURTLE, his
his x
x mark.
[SEAL.]
Signed in presence of
PETER RoY,
PETER
for, Special interpreter.
Interpreter.
BENJN. THOMPSON.
THOMPSON.

Ratified
by the
Ratified by
Senate with
amendment.
amendment.
Senate with

And whereas the said treaty having
submitted to
to the
Senate of
of
having been
been submitted
the Senate
the United States for its constitutiohal action
the Senate
did, on
action thereon,
thereon, the
Senate did,
on
the ninth day of February, one thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
advise and consent to the ratification
ratification of the same, with
with an
amendment, in
an amendment,
in
the words and figures following,
following, to wit:—
wit: INN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
I
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
THY TNITED
TTNITED STATES,
STATES, }
OF THF
W
ASHINGTON, February
February 9,
9, 1865.
1865.
WASHINGTON,

RESOLVED,
RESOLVED, (two thirds of the senators present
That the
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
the
Senate advise and consent to
the ratification
ratification of
agreement
to the
of the
the articles
articles of
of agreement
and convention
convention made and concluded
concluded at
of Washington
this [the]
[the]
at the
the City
City of
Washington this
seventh day of March,
D. 1864, between Wm.
March, [May,]
[May,] A. D.
Wm. P.
P. Dole,
ComDole, Commissioner of Indian
missioner
Indian Affairs, and Clark W. Thompson,
Superintendent of
of
Thompson, Superintendent
Indian Affairs for the northern superintendency,
superintendency, on
on the
United
the part
part of
of the
the United
States, and the Chippewa
States,
Chippewa chief [s], Hole-in-the-day and Mis-qua-dace,
Mis-qua-dace, for
for
and on behalf of the Chippewas
Mississippi, Pillager,
Pillager, and
and Lake
WinChippewas of
of the
the Mississippi,
Lake Winnebagoshish
nebagoshish bands of Chippewa Indians in
Minnesota with
with the
fbllowing
in Minnesota
the following
Amendment.
Amendment.

AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT.
Add to article twelve
the following
twelve the
following proviso:
proviso:--Provided,
Provided, That those of the tribe residing
residing on
the Sandy
Sandy Lake
on the
Lake reservareservation shall not be removed
removed until
until the
the President
President shall
shall so
so direct.
direct.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.
Attest:
J.
Secretary.

Amendment
Amendment
assented
assented to.
to.

And whereas
whereas the foregoing amendment
amendment having
having been
interpreted
been fully
fully interpreted
and explained to Que-we-zance,
Que-we-zance, or Hole-in-the-day,
Hole-in-the-day, he
of
he did,
did, in
in behalf
behalf of
the Indians
Indians concerned,
concerned, on the fourteenth
day of
of February,
February, one
thousand
fourteenth day
one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, give his free and voluntary
assent to
the
voluntary assent
to the
same, in the words and figures following, to wit:
same,
wit: —
W ASHINGTON CITY,
CITY, D.
D.C.
C.
WASHINGTON
February 14th, 1865.
February
1865.
The amendment to Article XII. of the foregoing
foregoing treaty,
in the
the followfollowtreaty, in
ing
ing words, viz
viz::—
-

Provided, That those of the
""Provided,
Sandy Lake
Lake reserthe tribe
tribe residing
residing on
on the
the Sandy
reservation shall not be removed
removed until the President shall so
so direct,"
having
direct," having
been made at my instance, I,
behalf of
the Indians
do
I, in behalf
of the
Indians concerned,
concerned, do
hereby assent
hereby
assent thereto.
thereto.
QUE-WE-ZANCE,
QUE-WE-ZANCE, or HOLE-IN-THE-DAY,
HOLE-IN-THE-DAY, his x
x mark.
mark.
Signed in
presence of
in presence
of
ASHTON S.
ASHTON
S.H.
H.WHITE,
W HITE,
CHARLES
CHARLES E.
E. Mix,
Mix,
PAUL H.
BEAULIEU, Interpreter,
Interpreter,
PAUL
H.BEAULIE'U,
PETER
PETER ROY,
ROY,
"
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Now, therefore, be it known, that
that I,
LINCOLN, PresiI, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
President of the United
United States of America,
pursuance of
of the
the advice
advice and
and
America, do,
do, in
in pursuance
consent of the Senate, as expressed
in their
their resolution
of the
the ninth
of
expressed in
resolution of
ninth of
February,
February, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
accept, ratify,
and
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, accept,
ratify, and
confirm
the said
said treaty,
treaty, with
with the
the amendment,
amendment, as
aforesaid.
confirm the
as aforesaid.
In testimony, whereof,
whereof, I
have signed
signed the
same with
hand, and
I have
the same
with my
my hand,
and have
have
caused the seal of the
the United
States to
United States
to be
be hereto
hereto affixed.
affixed.
Done
at the
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
Done at
the city
this twentieth
twentieth day
day of
of March,
March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixty[SEAL] five,
[sEAL]
the Independence
Independence of
of the
five, and
and of
of the
the United
United States
States the
the
eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN!
By the
President:
By
the President:
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM H.
Secretary of State.
State.
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Treaty between
between the United
United States of America and
Honand the
the Republic
Republic of Honduras;
Concluded at Comayagua,
duras; Concluded
Comayagua, July 4, 1864; Ratified
Ratified by the PresPresident of the United
United States,
States, March 9,
0, 1865; Ratifications
Ratifications exchanged at
at
Tegucigalpa,
Tegucigalpa, May 5, 1865;
1865; Proclaimed
Proclaimed by the President
President of the United
States, May 30,
30, 1865.
BY
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
BY TUE
AMERICA.

July
July 4,1864.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS a
a treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation
navigation between
between
the United States of America
America and the Republic
Republic of Honduras
Honduras was
was concluded and signed by their respective
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries at
at Comayagua,
Comayagua,
on the fourth day of July, one thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-four,
which treaty, being in the English and Spanish
is, word
Spanish languages, is,
word for
for
word, as follows
:—
follows:--

-

- -

Preamble.
Preamble.

7

Treaty
offriendship,
and Tratado
Tratado de Amistad, Comereio
Comercio yy
treaty oJ
rzendshzp, commerce,
commerce, and
navigation, between the
navigation,
the United
United
Navegacion, entre
Navegacion,
Reptiblica de
entre la
laRepublica
States
States of America
America and
and the ReHonduras yy los .Estados
Estados Unidos
Honduras
Unidos
Honduras.
public of Honduras.
de America.
.

I

7

having
Commercial intercourse
intercourse having
established bebeen for some time established
tween the United States and the ReHonduras, it seems
public of Honduras,
seems good
for the
the security
security as
as well
well as
as the enencouragement
commercial incouragement of
of such
such commercial
tercourse, and for the maintenance
maintenance
of good understanding
understanding between
between the
United States and the said RepubRepublic, that the relations
relations now subsisting
subsisting
between them should be
be regularly
regularly
acknowledged and confirmed
confirmed by the
signature of a
a treaty
treaty of
of amity,
amity, comcommerce, and navigation.
navigation.
For this purpose they have
have named
named
their respective plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries,
that is to say:
say:
The President of
of the
the United
States, Thomas H. Clay,
Clay, Minister
Minister
Resident of the United
United States to
to
the Republic
Republic of Honduras;
Honduras;
And his Excellency, the
the PresiHonduras,
dent of the Republic of
of Honduras,
Seiler Licenciado
Licenciado Don Manuel
Manuel CoSefior
Colindres, Minister
Minister of Foreign Relations of that Republic;
Republic;
Who, after having communicated
communicated
to each other their full powers,
found to be in due and proper
proper form,
form,
have agreed upon and concluded the
following articles: —
-

trafico comercial
Habiendo trafico
comercial esta- Contracting
Contracting
blecido
hace algun
entre la
laparties.
blecido hace
algun tiempo,
tiempo, entre
parties.
Repdblica
Reptiblica de Honduras
Honduras y
y los Estados Unidos, ha parecido
parecido conveniente,
para la seguridad,
seguridad, como tambien
tambien
fomento de sus mdtuos inpara el foment°
intereses, y
de la
y para la conservacion
conservacion de
la
buena
buena inteligencia
inteligencia entre la menciomencionada Rep6blica
RepUblica y
y los Estados UniUnirelaciones que
dos, que las relaciones
que ahora
ahora
existen entre ambas
alphas partes
partes, sean
sean
reconocidas yy confirmadas
reconocidas
formalconfirmadas formalmente, por medio
medic, de un tratado de
de
amistad, comercio, y
y navegacion.
navegacion.
Con esto objeto, han
han sido
sido nombranombrados los respectivos
respectivos plenipotenciarios,
plenipotenciarios,
saber:
aa saber:
Por su Excelencia
Excelencia el Presidente
PienipotentiaPlenipotentiaReptiblica de Honduras, el ne.
ries '
de la Repiblica
Seilor
CoSeiior Licenciado
Licenciado Don Manuel Colindres, Ministro
Ministro de Relaciones
Relaciones ExRepilblica;
teriores de dicha Rephblica;
Presidente de
Y por el Presidente
de los
los EstaEstados Unidos, Thomas
Thomas H.
H. Clay,
Clay, Ministro Residente de los
Estados Unilos Estados
Unidos en la Repdblica
Reptiblica de
de Honduras;
Honduras;
Quienes,
de habeFse
coQuienes, despues
despues de
haberse comunicado mftuamente
miituamente sus plenos
municado
plenos popoyhalladolos
debida y
deres y
halladolos en
en debida
y reguregular forma, ban
han acordado y
y concluido
articulos siguientes:siguientes
los articulos
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ARTICLE I.

Peace and amThere shall be perpetual
perpetual amity
it'.
its.
between the
the United States
States and
and their
their
citizens on
citizens
on the one part, and
and the
the
government of the Republic
HonRepublic of
of Honduras
on the
the other.
other.
uras and
and its citizens
citizens on
ARTICLE II.
II.

There shall be, between all the
territories of the United States and
territories
territories of the
the territories
the Republic
Republic of
of
Honduras, a
a reciprocal
reciprocal freedom
freedom of
of
commerce. The subjects
commerce.
subjects and citicitizens of the two countries, respecfreely and
tively, shall have
have liberty,
liberty, freely
and
securely, to come
come with
with their ships
ships
cargoes to all
ports, and
and cargoes
all places,
places, ports,
and
rivers in
rivers
in the
the territories
territories aforesaid,
aforesaid, to
to
which other foreigners
be
foreigners are or
or may
may be
permitted
permitted to
to come; to enter into the
the
reside in
in
same, and
and to
to remain
remain and
and reside
any
also
any part thereof,
thereof, respectiyely;
respectively; also
to hire and occupy
occupy houses
houses and warehouses
houses for the purposes
purposes of
of their
their comcommerce;
merce; and,
and, generally,
generally, the
the mermerchants
chants and
and traders of
of each
each nation,
nation,
respectively, shall
shall enjoy the
the most
most
complete
for
complete protection
protection and
and security
security for
Subject
to laws. their commerce;
commerce; subject,
to
Subjecttolaws.
subject, always,
always, to
the laws and statutes of the two
two
countries respectively.
respectively.
countries
In like
Ships of war In
like manner,
manner, the
the respective
respective
and post-office
post-office
packets
ships of war and post-office
post-office packets
packets.
packets.
of the
the two countries
countries shall have libof
erty,
freely and
to come
to
erty, freely
and securely,
securely, to
come to
all harbors, rivers,, and places to
which other
other foreign
foreign ships
ships of
of war and
and
packets are, or
permitted to
to
packets
or may
may be
be permitted
come, to
to enter into
into the
the same, to
to anchor and
and to
to remain
remain there and
and refit;
refit;
subject, always,
always, to the
the laws and
and statstatutes of
of the
the two
two countries
countries respecutes
respectively.
By the
the right
right of
Coasting trade
By
of entering
entering the
the
included.
not included.
places, ports, and rivers mentioned
mentioned
privilege of carryin this article, the
the privilege
carryis not
uning on the
the coasting
coasting trade
trade is
not understood; in which trade, national
national
country where
vessels only of the
the country
carried on are
permitted
the trade is carried
are permitted
engage.
to engage.
ReciprocalfreeReciprocal
freedom ofcommerce.
of commerce.

ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE

Jul.
JuLYv. 4, 1864.
ARTICITLO
ARTICULO I.
I.

Habra
enHabra una
una perpetua
perpetua amistad
amistad entre el gobierno de la Reptiblica
do
Repiblica do
Honduras
sus ciudadanos
una
Honduras y
y sus
ciudadanos por
por una
parte, y
y los
los Estados
Unidos y
y sus
parte,
Estados Unidos
sus
ciudadanos
ciudadanos por
por otra
otra parte.
parte.
ARTICULO II.
ARTICULO
II.

Habra entre
de la
entre los
los territorios
territories de
la
Repdblica
Honduras y
ytodos
Repdblica de Honduras
todos los
los
territorios de los Estados
territories
Estados Unidos
Unidos
libertad de
una reciproca
reciproca libertad
de comercio.
comercio.
Los
ciudadanos y
Los ciudadanos
siibditos de
y sdbditos
de los
los dos
dos
paises, respectivamente, tendran
tendran lipaises,
libertad para
para ir, libre y
y seguramente,
seguramente,
con sus buques
buques yy cargamentos,
cargamentos, aatotorids en
en los
dos parages, puertos, y
y rios
los
territories
territorios antedichos,
los cualei
cual6
antedichos, aa los
se permite 6
6se
permitiere ir
otros
se permitiere
ir aaotros
estrangeros,
entrar en
en los
mismos, y
y
estrangeros, entrar
los mismos,
permanecer y
permanecer
cualquiera
y residir en cualquiera
parte de ellos, respectivamente;
parte
respectivamente;
tambien para
alquilar y
ocupar casas
tambien
para alquilar
y ocupar
casas
y almaenes
almaenes para
los objetos
sti
y
para los
objetos de
de su
comercio; y
generalmente los
los cococomercio;
y generalmente
merciantes
y traficantes de cada namerciantes y
don, respectivamente,
cion,
respectivamente, gozaran
gozaran la
la
Inas completa
completa proteccion
proteceion y
mas
y seguridad
seguridad
para
para su comercio;
comercio; estando siempre
siempre
sujetos a
alas
leyes y
y estatutos
de los
sujetos
las leyes
estatutos de
los
paises respectivamente.
dos paises
respectivamente.
los respectivos
respectivos
Del mismo modo,
modo, los
guerra y
ypaquetes
buques de guerra
paquetes de correo de los dos paiseg,
paises, tendran libertad para llegar
llegar franca yyseguramente
seguramente
a todos
todas los puertos, rios y
y lugares,
aaque se permite ó
6 se permitiere llegar buques de guerra y
y paquetes
paquetes de
correo
corm) de otras naciones, entrar
entrar en
los mismos, anclar y
y permanecer
en
permanecer en
repararse, sujetos siempre
ellos, yyrepararse,
siempre a
las leyes yy estatutos
estatutos de los
los dos poipaises respectivamente.
respectivamente.
entrar 6n
en paraPor el derecho
derecho de entrar
ges, puertos,
puertos, y
y rios
rios de que
que se hace
relacion; en este
este articulo,
articulo, no
esta
relacion;
no esta
comprendido el privilegio
privilegio del
del comercomercomprendido
cio de escala y
y cabotage,
cabotage, que
que tinicadnicamente
mente sera permitido a
buques naa buques
cionales del
hiciere
cionales
del pais donde se
se hiciere
semejante comercio.
semejante
A.RTICIILO
ARTICULO

III.

Privileges of
It
being the
the intention
intention of
the two
Siendo
la intencion
intencion de
de las
las dos
Siendo la
dos
Privileges
of
It being
of the
two
most favored na.
na- high contracting parties to bind altas partes
partes contratantes,
contratantes, el
el obligarse
non.
tion.
themselves by the preceding
themselves
preceding arti- por los articulos
precedentes a
A, tratraarticulos precedentes
cles, to
treat each
the footfoot- tarse
tame in
la una
una a
a la otra en los mismos
cles,
to treat
each other
other on
on the

TREATY
HONDURAS.
TREATY WITH
WITH HONDURAS.
...
lag
the most
nation, it
it is
is
ing of
ot te
most favored
tavored nation,
hereby agreed between
between them,
that
them, that
any favor, privilege, or
or immunity
immunity
whatever, in matters of commerce
commerce
and navigation, which
either conconwhich either
tracting party has actually granted,
granted,
or may hereafter grant,
grant, to
to the
the subsubjects or citizens of
state,
of any
any other
other state,
shall be extended
extended to the subjects
subjects or
or
citizens of the other
other high
high contracting
contracting
party gratuitously, if the concession
concession
in favor of that other nation
nation shall
shall
have been gratuitous; or
return
or in
in return
for a
a compensation
compensation as nearly as pospossible of proportionate
proportionate value
and efvalue and
effect, to be adjusted by mutual
mutual agreeagreement, if the concession shall have
been conditional.
conditional.
!-or,-

ARTICLE

IV.
IV.

No higher nor other duties
duties shall
shall
be imposed
imposed on the importation
into
importation into
the territories of the United
United States
States
of any articles being of the growth,
growth,
produce, or manufacture
manufacture of
the, Reof the
Republic of Honduras,
Honduras, and
no higher
and no
higher
nor other duties shall be imposed
imposed
on the
tle importation
importation into
into the
the territerritories of the Republic
Republic of Honduras
Honduras
of any articles being the growth,
growth,
produce, or manufacture
manufacture of the terterritories
ritories of the United
States, than
than
United States,
are or shall be payable
payable on the
like
the like
articles, being the
the growth,
growth, produce,
produce,
or manufacture
manufacture of any other
other foreign
foreign
country; nor shall any other
or
other or
higher duties or
or charges
charges be
be imposed
imposed
in the territories
territories of
either of
of the
of either
the
high contracting
contracting parties,
on the
the exparties, on
exportation
portation of
the terterof Any
any articles
articles to
to the
ritories of the
the other,
such as
other, than
than such
as
are or may be
payable on
exbe payable
on the
the exportation of the like'articles to
to any
any
other foreign country nor
shall any
nor shall
any
prohibition be imposed upon
exupon the
the exportation or importation
importation of
any artiartiof any
cles the growth, produce,
Or manuproduce, or
manufacture of the territories of
the
of the
United States,
of the
Republic
States, or
or of
the Republic
of Ionduras,
Honduras, to or
or from
from the
the said
said
territories of the United
United States,
States, or
or
to or from the Republic of HonduHonduras,
ras, which
which shall not
equally
not extend
extend equally
to all other
nations.
other nations.
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terminos
terrainos que a
ala nacion
nacion mas favorefavorecida, por el presente,
presente, convienen
convienen mumdtuamente en que cualquier
cualquier favor,
favor,
privilegio,
privilegio, 66 inmunidad, de
cualde cualquiera especle
especle que fuere, que
en mamaque en
terias de
navegacion haya
haya
de comercio yynavegacion
concedido actualmente
actualmente 6
en
6 pueda en
adelante conceder,
conceder, alguna
de las
las paralguna de
parcontratantes a
tes contratantes
ciua los stibditos
sdbditos 66ciudadanos de otra nacion
nacion cualquiera,
cualquiera,
extensivo a
se hara
hard extensive
stibditos ó
ciua los sdbditos
6 ciudadanos de la otra alta parte
parte contracontratante gratuitamente;
gratuitamente; siempre que
que la
la
concesion en
la otra
en favor
favor de
de la
otra nacion
nacion
hubiere sido
side gratuita; pues
pues siendo
siendo
condicional,
condicional, en tal caso por mituo
mtituo
convenio, se
acordara una
se acordara
una compencompensacion equivalente,
equivalente, cuanto sea
sea posiposiy proporcionada,
proporcionada, asi en el
ble, y
valor
el valor
como en los resultados.
resultados.
ARTICULO IV.
Iv.
ARTICULO

No se impondran
impondran otros
mas alotros 66mas
altos derechos a
a la importacion
importacion en
en los
los
territorios
territories de la Repdblica
Reptiblica de HonHon- Duties
Duties on
on imimduras, de cualesquiera
cualesquiera articulos
articulos del
del ports
ports
producto natural,
producciones, 6
natural, producciones,
manufacturas
manufacturas de los
territorios de
de
los territorios
los Estados Unidos,
se impondran
Unidos, ni
ni se
impondran
otros 6
altos derechos
la im6 mas
mas altos
derechos a
t la
importacion en los territorios
territories de
de los
los
Estados Unidos de
arde cualesquiera
cualesquiera articulos del producto
natural, producproducto natural,producciones, 6
o manufacturas
manufacturas de
de la
la RepubRepdblica de Honduras, que los
los que
que se
se
pagan 66pagaren por semejantes
semejantes ararticulos,
tieulos, cuando scan
product° natunatusean producto
producciones, 6
ral, producciones,
manufacturas
6 manufacturas
cualquiera otro
de cualquiera
estrangtaro;
otro pais
pais estrangoro;
ni se impondran
impondran otros 66 mas
mas altos
altos
6 impuestos en
derechos 6
territoen los
los territorios de cualquiera
cualquiera de las
partes
las altas partes
contratantes ad la exportacion
contratantes
exportacion de
de
cualesquiera articulos para
terripara los
los territorios de
de la
otra, que
los que
la otra,
que los
que se
se papagan 6
6 pagaren por la exportacion
exportacion de
de
iguales articulos
articulos para
cualquiera
para cualquiera
otro pais estranger°;
Duties on
estrangero; ni
ni se
se impondra
impondra Duties
on exex3
prohibicion
probibicion alguna
alguna a
exportacion Po1t
port's'
a la
la exportacion
de cualesquiera
cualesquiera artiarti66 importacion
importacion de
culos
cubes del producto
producproducto natural,
natural, producclones
6 manufacturas
ciones ó
los terrimanufacturas de
de los
territorios de la Rep6blica
Repfiblica de
Honduras,
de Honduras,
66 de los territories
territorios de los
Estados
los Estados
Unidos para los
cliches, 6
los dichos,
6 de
de los
los didichos territorios de
de la
la RepUblica
Rep6blica de
de
Honduras; 6
ó para
para los dichos,
dichos, 6
6 de
de
los dichos territories
Icts
territorios de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos, que no
igualno se
se extiendan
extiendan igualmente
mente a
atodas las otras
otras naciones.
naciones.
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ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE

ARTICTILO
V.
ARTICULO V.

No
nor other
No higher
higher nor
other duties
duties or
or
payments
payments on account
account of tonnage, of
light, or
or harbor
harbor dues,
of pilotage,
pilotage, of
dues, of
of
light,
salvage, in case
case either of damage or
salvage,
shipwreck, o0
ix on
of any
any
on account
account of
shipwreck,
charges, shall be imposed
other local charges,
in any
of the
Republic
in
any of
the ports
ports of the Republic
of
vessels of the
the
of Honduras,
Honduras, on
on vessels
United
United States, than those payable
of BonHonin the same ports
ports by
by vessels of
dqras; nor
nor in any of the
the ports of
dqras;
on vessels
vessels of
the United States,
States, on
Honduras,
than shall
shall be payable in
Honduras, than
vessels of the
the same ports on
on vessels
the
United States.
United

alNo se impondran
impondran otros ni mas altos
derechos ni
razon de
por razon
de
tos derechos
ni pagos
pagos por
toneladas,
emolumentos de
de
toneladas, fanal, emolumentos
puerto,
derecho de
alvade Walvapuerto, practico, derecho
mento,
perdida 6
6 naufranauframento, en caso de perdida
gio,
de algunas
algunas otras
otras
gio, ni
ni por
por razon
razon de
cargas
ninguno de
en ninguno
de los
cargas locales en
puertos
puertos de los Estados
Estados Unidos, a
a los
buques
Honduras, sin6
buques de Honduras,
sin6 los que
tinicamente
pagan en
en los
los mioams,
mimnos,
dnicamente pagan
los
los Estados
Estados Unidos;
Unidos;
los buques
buques de
de los
ni
los puertos
de la
la Reptiblim
Republica
en los
puertos de
ni en
de
Honduras se impondrin
impondran A los
de Honduras
buques de los Estados
buques
Estados Unidos, otras
cargas
que, en los mismos
mismos
cargas que las
las que,
puertos, pagan
pagan los buques de HonHonpuertos,
duras.

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.

ARTICULO VI.
ARTICULO
VI.

Duties same
same on
The
same duties
shall be
on
The same
duties shall
be paid
paid on
importation into
the
territories
imports and ex- the
the importation
into
the
territories
ports in vessels of ,
either
country.
o
the Republic
Republic of
of Honduras
Honduras of
of any
any
off the
either country.
article
of the growth,
growth, produce,
article being
being of
or
or manufacture
manufacture of the territories of
the
United States,
such imStates, whether
whether such
the United
portation
shall be
be made
made in
vessels
in vessels
portation shall
of
of Honduras
Honduras or of the United
States; and
and the
duties shall
shall
the same
same duties
States;
be
into the
on the importation
importation into
be paid
paid on
territories
territories of
of the
the United States
States of
the growth,
growth,
article being of the
any article
produce,
manufacture of
of the ReReproduce, or manufacture
public
such
whether such
public of
of Honduras,
Honduras, whether
United
importation shall be made in United
States
Honduras vessels
vessels.
States or
or in
in Honduras
same dues
shall be paid,
paid, and
and
dues shallbe
and The
The same
Bounties and

drawbacks
the same
same bounties
bounties and
drawbacks
drawbacks to be the
and drawbacks
the
same.
the same.
allowed,
allowed, on the exportation
exportation to the

Republic
Honduras of
any artiartiof any
Republic of
of Honduras
cles being
produce, or
growth, produce,
or
cles
being the
the growth,
manufacture of
manufacture
of the territories
territories of the
United States,
States, whether
whether such
such exporexporUnited
tations shall be made in vessels of
Honduras
of the
States;
the United States;
Honduras or
or of
and
paid,
and the
the same duties shall be paid,
and
and drawand the same bounties and
backs
exportation of
of
on the exportation
backs allowed,
allowed, on
any
being the
growth, prodprodthe growth,
any articles
articles being
uce,
manufacture of
Repubof the Repubor manufacture
uce, or
lic
Honduras to
territories of
lic of Honduras
to the territories
the
the United
United States, whether such exportation
portation shall
shall be made in United
States
Honduras vessels.
vessels.
States or in Honduras

Se pagarin
pagaran los
derechos
los mismos derechos
Se
importacion en
en los
los territorios
territorios de
de importacion
los Estados Unidos por
por los artif,ulos
artifulos
productos naturales,
naturales, produc-kiees
product:Liles
de productos
manufactures de
de la ReptiMi,..?
Rep6bli, de
yy manufacturas
Honduras,
imprztaaos en
sean impcrtdtos
en
Honduras, bien scan
buques
Estados Unijio
Uni:tos 4
4en
de los
los Estados
en
buques de
los
Honduras; y
ylos
--,smos derelos de
de Honduras;
los rn
m-;smos
pagaran por là
importacion
chos se pagaran
la importacion
la Repdblica
Reptiblica
en los territorios
territorios de ih
Honduras, de las
manufactures,
de Honduras,
las manufacturas,
efectos y
y produccionee
produccionee de
efectos
de los territorios
torios de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos, aunque su
su importacion
importacion sea
que
sea en
en buques
buques
en los
los de
de los
los Estados
de Honduras
Honduras 66en
Unidos.
Los mismos derechos pagaran y
y
gozaran las
franquicias y
y
gozarin
las mismas fianquicias
descuentos concedidos
concedidos aala
la exportaexportadescuentos
cion
Estalos territorios
territorios de los
los Estacion para los
dos Unidos,
Unidos, cualesquiera
cualesquiera articulos
articulos
dos
de
prodgctos naturales,
naturales, producproducde los productos
ciones,
manufactures de
Reptibde la
la Reptbciones, 66manufacturas
lica
lica de
de Honduras,
Honduras, ya
ya sea que la exexportacion
portacion se
se haga en
en buques de los
Estados Unidos 66en los de Honduras;
ras; y
y pagarkn
pagarhn los mismos
mismos derechos,
y
se concederan
concederan las
las mismas
mismas franquiy se
cies
descuentos O.
exportacion
eias yy descuentos
a la exportacion
para
para la
la Reptiblica
Repdblica de Honduras, de
cualesquiera articulos
articulos de los produccualesquiera
producciones, 6
manutos naturales, producciones,
6 manufactures de los territorios de los Es
facturas
tados
esta exportaexportatados Unidos,
Unidos, sea
sea que esta
Honduras
dle Honduras
cion se haga
haga en buques de
66en los de los Estados Unidos.
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ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
VII.
All
of
commanders of
All merchants,
merchants, commanders
ships,
ships, and
and others,
others, citizens of the
United
States, shall
shall have
have full
full liberty,
liberty,
United States,
in all
territories of the Repubin
all the
the territories
lic
to manage
manage their
their
lic of
of Honduras, to
own
own affairs
affairs themselves, or to commit
management of
of
mit them to
to the
the management
whomsoever
whomsoever they
they please,
please, as broker,
broker,
agent, or interpreter;
interpreter; nor
factor, agent,
obliged to
shall they
they be obliged
to employ
employ any
any
capacities than
other persons in
in those capacities
employed by citizens of HonHonthose employed
duras,
other
duras, nor to pay
pay them any
any other
salary
remuneration than such as
salary or remuneration
citizens of
is paid in
in like
like cases
cases by citizens
Honduras,
absolute freedom
freedom —
and absolute
Honduras, and
in
in all
all cases shall
shall be allowed to the
buyer
and seller to
fix
to bargain
bargain and fix
buyer and
the
wares, or
the price of any
any goods, wares,
merchandise
or eximported into or
merchandise imported
ported
the Republic
Republic of Honduported from the
ras,
ras, as
as they
they shall
shall see good,
good, observing the
laws and
and established
customs
established customs
ing
the laws
of the country.
country.
The same
same privileges
privileges shall
shall be
be enenThe
joyed
in the
United
of the
the United
territories of
joyed in
the territories
States
by the
the citizens
citizens of
Repubof the
the RepubStates by
Honduras under the same conlic of
of Honduras
ditions.
ditions.
The
the high
The citizens
citizens of
of the
high contractcontracting
reciprocally receive
receive
shall reciprocally
ing parties
parties shall
and enjoy full and
perfect protection
protection
and perfect
and
for
their persons
and property,
and
persons and
property, and
for their
shall have
free and
and open
access to
open access
have free
shall
the courts
courts of justice in the said
countries,
prosrespectively, for the proscountries, respectively,
ecution
defence of their just
ecution and defence
rights:
be at liberty
liberty
they shall be
rights: and they
to
employ, in
in all
the advoadvocases, the
all cases,
to employ,
whatagents of whatcates, attorneys,
attorneys, or agents
description, whom
whom they
they may
ever description,
proper, and they shall enjoy
think proper,
in this respect
same rights and
respect the same
in
privileges therein
therein as native citizens.
privileges
ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

::

In
whatever relates
police
to the
the police
relates to
In whatever
of the ports,
ports, the lading and unlading of
of ships, the
safety of the merthe safety
ing
chandise, goods, and effects, the
the succhandise,
cession to personal estates by will or
or
cession
otherwise,
perand the
the disposal of perotherwise, and
sonal
property of
every sort and
and
of every
sonal property
denomination,I by
sale, donation, exdenomination,
-
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ARTICUL
0 VII.
ARTICULO
VII.
comandante de Rights of UnitTodo comerciante,
comerciante, comandante
citizens
ed States
States citizens
otros ciudadanos
y otr9s
buque
buque y
ciudadanos de la Re- ed
in Honduras;
publica
pUblica de Honduras
Honduras gozaran
gozarein de lib- in ondra
ertad completa en todos los territorios de los Estados Unidos, para manejar por si sus propios negocios,
negocios,
6
para encargar
manejo a
a quien
quien
6 para
encargar su
su manejo
mejor les parezca, sea
facmejor
sea corredor,
corredor, factor,
agente, 6óinterprete;
lea
tor, agente,
int6rprete; y
y no
no se
se les
obligara,
emplear para estos objeobligara aa emplear
que
tos aaninguna
ninguna otra persona
persona mas que
las que se emplean
emplean por los cindaciadade los
los Estados
Estados Unidos, ni
ni estadanos de
ran obligados a
salario
a pagarles mas salario
6
semeque la
la que, en seme6 remuneracion,
remuneracion, que
jantes
ciudadanos
jantes casos, se paga por ciudadanos
y se
concede los
los Estados
Estados Unidos;
Unidos; y
se concedera
dera libertad
libertad absoluta en todos casos
al comprador
comprador y
para ajusajusy vendedor,
vendedor, pars
al
Ajar el precio
cualesquiera
tar yy fijar
precio de cualesquiera
mercaderias, y
ygeneros imefectos, mercaderias,
portados 6
6 exportados
exportados de la RepUbRepfbportados
conHonduras como
como crean
crean conlica de Honduras
veniente, conformandose
conformandose con las
veniente,
leyes y
costumbres establecidas
en of citizens of
leyes
y costumbres
establecidas en
Honduras in
in the
the
el pais.
Los mismos
mismos privilegios
privilegios disdis- Honduras
pais. Los
el
United States.
frutarAn en los territorios
territorios de la Re- United States.
frutaran
publica
ciudadanos
de Honduras los ciudadanos
publica de
Estados Unidos yy sujetos a,
de los
los Estados
las mismas c,ondiciones.
condiciones.
ofjustice
ciudadanos de
Courts ofjustice
de las altas
altas partes Courts
Los ciudadanos
open.
equally open.
contratantes
gozaran re- equally
contratantes recibiran yygozartn
ciprocamente
completa y
y perfects
perfecta
de completa
ciprocamente de
proteccion
en sus
sus personas
y propepropepersonas y
proteccion en
dades,
y tendren
acy facil
facil actendran libre y
dades, y
ceso
los tribunales
justicia en
en
de justicia
tribunales de
a los
ceso a
los
respectivamente
paises respectivamente
los referidos
referidos paises
pars
prosecution y
ydefensa
defensa de sus
para is
la prosecucion
justos
derechos; y
liberen libery estarin
estaran en
justos derechos;
tad de
eraplear en todos casos
los
casos los
de emplear
tad
abogados, procuradores,
procuradores, 6
agentes
6 agentes
abogados,
de cualquier
cualquier clase, que juzguen conconde
veniente; y
y gozarein
este reen este
gozaran en
veniente;
specto, los
mismos derechos y
y privilos mismos
specto,
legios
alli disfrutaren
ciulos ciudisfrutaren los
que alli
legios que
natives.
dadanos nativos.
ARTICUL
0 VIII.
VIII.
ARTICULO
Por
lo que
toca d
la policia
policia de los Other privia la
que toca
Por lo
citize ns
de l
leges
ofcountries
citizens
y descarga
la carga y
puertos,
puertos, a
a is
descarga ,.e
e
ges
tio
both
count
r
i
es
ofef
both
buques,
de las
mercan- the same.
las mercanla seguridad
seguridad de
buques, la
cias,
bienes y
yefectos,
la sucesion
sugesion de
de
efectos, la
cias, bienes
las
propiedades personales
personales por testalas propiedades
ment°,
de otro
ot.ro modo,
modo, y
yal
al derecho
derecho
6 de
mento, 6
de disponer
de la
is propiedad
propiedad perde
disponer de
sonal,. de
cualquiera
clase 6
6 denodenoclase
de cualquiera
sonal,
.
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change,
or in
any other
other
in any
testament, or
change, testament,
manner
the adalso the
whatsoever, as also
manner whatsoever,
ministration
citizens
ministration of justice, the citizens
of
two high contracting
contracting parties
of the
the two
shall
same
the same
enjoy the
reciprocally enjoy
shall reciprocally
privileges,
as
and rights as
liberties, and
privileges, liberties,
native
thez shall not
citizens, and they
native citizens,
be
charged in
respects
in any of these respects
be charged
with
any higher
duties
imposts or duties
higher imposts
with any
than
than those which are paid or may
be
paid by
by native
native citizens; submitbe paid
ting,
of course,
course, to the local laws and
and
ting, of
regulations
respeccountry respecof each
each country
regulations of
tively.
tively.
Estates of
of perperIf
citizen of either of the two
If any
any citizen
sons deceased.
high
contracting parties shall die
high contracting
without will or testament in any of
without
territories of the
the other,
other, the conthe territories
sul-general or
nation
or consul of the nation
sul-general
to which
which the
the deceased
belonged, or
deceased belonged,
to
the representative
representative of such consulgeneral or
consul in his absence,
or consul
general
shall have
have the
right to
nominate cucuto nominate
the right
shall
rators to
charge of the propto take
take charge
rafors
erty of
the deceased,
deceased, so
so far
the
far as the
erty
of the
laws of
of the
country will
will permit,
for
permit, for
the country
laws
the benefit
and
lawful heirs
heirs and
of the
the lawful
the
benefit of
creditors of
of the
deceased, giving
giving
the deceased,
creditors
proper notice
notice of
of such nomination
nomination to
proper
the authorities
authorities of the country.
the

ARTICLE
ARTICLE
Exemption from
Exemption
from
compulsory
tary service.

ul .

United States
The citizens of the United

....

$

ARTICUL
0 IX.
ARTICULO

Estados
ciudadanos de los Estados
Los ciudadanos

mili- residing
residing in
in the
residentes en la
Repdblica
Hondu- Unidos
la Republica
of HonduUnidos residentes
the Republic
Republic of

Diplomatic
Diplomatic
agents and conagents
suls.

IX.
IX.

minacion, por
yenta, donacion,
per.
minacion,
por venta,
donacion, permuta, testamento,
testamento, 6
modo
6 de otro modo
muta,
cualquiera, asi
como tambien
la
tambien aa la
asi como
cualquiera,
administracion de
de justicia,
justicia, los ciuciuadministracion
dadanos de
alias partes
partes conlas dos
dos altas
de las
dadanos
tratantes gozarin,
gozaran, recfprocamente,
reciprocamente,
tratantes
libertade; yy
los mismos privilegios,
privilegios, libertade;
derechos, que si fueran ciudadanos
ciudadanos
derechos,
nativos,
los cargara
cargard en
ninno se
se les
en ninnativos, y
y no
6 casos, maguno de estos puntos 6
yores
los
yores impuestos
impuestos 6
6 derechos que
que los
pagan, 66 en adelante pagaren
que pagan,
ciudadanos nativos, sujetos por
por
los ciudadanos
supuesto a
a las leyes y
y estatutos losupuesto
respectivamente.
de cada
cada pais respectivamente.
cales de
caso que
que muriere algun ciuEn caso
de cualquiera
cualquiera de las dos
dadano de
partes contratantes,
contratantes, sin haber
haber
altas partes
6 testaultima disposicion 6
hecho su dltima
ment°,
cualquiera de los territomento, en cualquiera
rios
la otra, el consul-general
c6nsul-general 6
rios de
de la
consul de la nacion a
a que perteel c6nsul
necia
ausencia, el
necia el
el difunto, id6 en su ausencia,
representare a.
a dicho c6nsulque representare
general
consul tendrd
derecho
tendra el derecho
6 c6nsul
general 6
de nombrar
curadores, que se encarencarnombrar curadores,
de
guen
la propiedad
difunto,
del difunto,
propiedad del
de la
guen de
en cuanto
cuanto las
leyes del
pais lo
lo perperdel pais
las leyes
en
mitieren,
beneficio de los legftimos
mitieren, aabeneficlo
difunto;
herederos y
y acreedores
acreedores del difunto;
herederos
conveniente 6alas audando noticia conveniente
toridades del
del pais.
toridades

ras, and
and the
the RepubRepubof the
citizens of
the citizens
ras,
lic of
residing in the
Honduras residing
of Honduras
lic
United States,
States, shall
be exempted
exempted
shall be
United
from all
compulsory military
military service
all compulsory
from
whatsoever, either by sea
sea or by
whatsoever,
forced loans or
land, and
and from all forced
military
requisitions,
exactions or requisitions,
military exactions
and they
they shall
compelled,
be compelled,
shall not be
and
under any
any pretext
to
whatsoever, to
pretext whatsoever,
under
ordinary charges,
charges, requipay other ordinary
or taxes
taxes greater than those
sitions, or
by native
native citizens of
that are paid by
parties respectively.
respectively.
the contracting
contracting parties

ciudadanos de
de la
de Honduras,
Honduras, yy los ciudadanos
RepUblica
Honduras residentes
Republica de Honduras
estaran exEstados Unidos,
Unidos, estaran
en los
los Estados
entos de todo servicio militar forzacualquier especie, de mar 6
do de cualquier
yde
de tierra
tierra y
de todo prestamo
prestamo forzoso,
o
militare ,:, 6
6 requisirequisi6 exaceiones
exacciones militares,
ciones; ni
serail compelidos
compelidos a
pagar,
ciones;
ni scran
Apagar,
bajo
ningun pretexto,
pretext°, cualesquiera
cualesquiera
bajo ningun
cargos ordinarios,
requisiciones, 66
cargos
ordinaries, requisiciones,
impuestas mayores, que los que paimpuestos
guen los
nativos de las
ciudddanos nativos
guen
los ciudadanos
partes
contratantes respectivamente.
respectivamente.
partes contratantes

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.
X.

ARTICULO X.
ARTICULO

It shall
shall be
free for
of the
the
for each
each of
be free
It
contracting parties
aptwo high contracting
parties to
to ap.
point consuls for the protection
protection of
trade,
of the territerriin any of
trade, to reside in
tories
before
party; but before
tories of
of the
the other
other party;
any
consul shall act as such, he
any consul
shall,
the usual
usual form,
form, be
shall, in
in the
be approved
approved

dos alias
altas partes
Cada una
una de las dos
con tratantes podra
podra nombrar conc6ncontratantes
para la
comerla proteccion
proteccion del cornersules, para
cio, que
qualquiera de
en qualquiera
que residan en
cio,
los
de la
la otra
otra parte;
parte; pero
los territorios
territorios de
antes que
que ningun
ningun consul
funcione
c6nsul funcione
antes
como tal,
ser aprobado
ad,
aprobado yy adtal, debera,
deberd ser
como
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to
and admitted
government to
admitted by the government
and
which he
he is
is sent;
and either
either of
of the
sent; and
which
high contracting
parties may
may except
except
high
contracting parties
from the
the residence
residence of consuls such
from
particular places
places as
fit
judge fit
they judge
as they
particular
to
be excepted.
excepted.
diplomatic
The diplomatic
to be
agents
consuls of
of Honduras
Honduras
and consuls
agents and
the
shall
the territories
territories of the
in the
enjoy in
shall enjoy
United
privileges,
whatever privileges,
States whatever
United States
exemptions,
and immunities
or
are or
immunities are
exemptions, and
shall
agents of the
granted to agents
shall be granted
same rank
to the most
belonging to
rank belonging
same
favored
manner
nation; and in like manner
favored nation;
the
diplomatic agents
agents and
and consuls of
the diplomatic
the
the United States in the territories
of
of Honduras
Honduras shall enjoy, according
whatever
reciprocity, whatever
strictest reciprocity,
to the
the strictest
privileges, exemptions,
exemptions, and immuniprivileges,
are or
or may be granted in the
ties are
Republic
of Honduras
the diploHonduras to the
Republic of
matic agents
most
of the
the most
agents and consuls of
matic
favored nation.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI.

For
security of combetter security
For the better
merce between the citizens of the
merce
United
States and the citizens of
United States
the Republic of Honduras, it is
agreed,
agreed, that if at any time any interruption
of friendly
intercourse,
friendly intercourse,
terruption of
unfortunately
or
rupture should unfortunately
or any rupture
take place
place between
high
between the two high
take
contracting parties,
of
parties, the citizens of
contracting
either of the
contracting
high contracting
the two high
either
parties who
who may
may be within
of
within any of
parties
the
territories of the other, shall, if
the territories
residing
coast, be allowed
allowed
residing upon the coast,
six
months, and, if
interior,
the interior,
if in the
six months,
whole year,
to wind up their acyear, to
aawhole
counts and
and dispose of their propcounts
erty;
and a
a safe
safe conduct shall be
erty; and
given
them to embark at the port
given them
which
they themselves
select;
shall select;
themselves shall
which they
and
even in the event of aa rupture,
and even
all
such citizens
of the two
of either of
citizens of
all such
high contracting
contracting parties who are eshigh
of
tablished in any of the territories of
the other,
any
the exercise
exercise of any
other, in the
the
trade
employment, shall
special employment,
or special
trade or
have
privilege of remaining, and
have the privilege
of
of continuing
continuing such trade and employment therein without any manner of interruption,
interruption, in the full enner
joyment
property
their liberty and property
joyment of their
neaceablv
bhave peaceably,
as Innor
as
long
as the.v
they behave
rod --- .1
__
-0 as
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mitido
acostumbrada
en la forma acostumbrada
mitido en
por el gobierno
por
gobierno a
a quien se dirige;
dirige;
y
cualquiera de
alias partes
las altas
partes cony cualquiera
de las
tratantes
exceptuar de la res- Residence.
Residence.
tratantes puede exceptuar
idencia de cansules
c6nsules aquellos puntos
idencia
puntios
particulares,
por
particulares, en
en que
que no tengan
tengan por
conveniente
conveniente admitirlos. Los agentes
agentes
diplomatic&
cansules de la
diplomatico' y
y los c6nsules
Repdblica de Honduras
Reptiblica
Honduras gozaran
gozaran en
los
los territorios de los Estados Unidos
de
exenciones
de todos
todos los
los privilegios,
privilegios, exenciones
6
inmunidades concedidas,
concedidas, 66 que se
se,
6 inmunidades
concedieren,
a los
los agentes
agentes de igual
concedieren, a
rango
favorecida;
de la
la nacion Inas
mas favorecida;
rango de
y
diplolos agentes diplomismo modo,
modo, los
y del
del misrno
maticos y
y cansules
c6nsules de los Estados
territories de la ReUnidos,
Unidos, en los territorios
pablica
Honduras gozaran,
gozaran, conpdblica de Honduras
forme
exacta reciprocidad,
reciprocidad,
forme aala mas exacta
6
todos
todos los
los privilegios, exenciones 6
inmunidades
en
conceden, 6
6 en
inmunidades que se conceden,
a los agenadelante se concedieren,
concedieren, a
agenadelante
diplornaticos y
cansules de la nay c6nsules
tes diplomaticos
Repdblica
mas favorecida, en la Repfiblica
cion ram
de
Honduras.
de Honduras.
ARTICULO
XI.
ARTICULO XI.
Para
del comereitiof citicomer- Rights of
mayor seguridad
seguridad del
Para mayor
cm
entre los
ciudadanos de
Esta_ zens
of
zens in case of
los Estade los
los ciudadanos
cio entre
c
b
o
e
u
taez
e
n
s.
the
between the
dos
los ciudadanos
ciudadanos de
de lIt
la iwar
w
t
wa
o
r
w
Unidos y
y los
dos Unidos
o countries.
Reptiblica
de Honduras, se estipula
Reptblica de
que
si en
algun tiempo
tiempo ocurriere
ocurriere
en algun
que si
desgraciadamente
interrupcion
desgraciadamente una interrupcion
y se
amistosas, y
en
en las relaciones amistosas,
efectuare,
rompimiento entre las
efectuare, un rompimiento
dos
contratantes, se
partes contratantes,
altas partes
dos altas
concederan
cualciudadanos de cuallos ciudadanos
concederan 6alos
quiera
partes conconquiera de las dos altas partes
tratantes,
los
dentro de los
est6n dentro
que esten
tratantes, que
territorios
territories de la otra, si residen en
las
ago enmeses, yyun ano
seis meses,
costas, seis
las costas,
tero a
los que
residen en el interior,
que residen
a los
tero
para
sus negocios
negocios y
y disarreglar sus
para arreglar
poner de
de sus
y se les
propiedades; y
sus propiedades;
poner
(lard,
conducto, para que se
un salvo
salvo conducto,
dara un
embarquen
el puerto
que ellos
puerto que
en el
embarquen en
elijieren;
caso de un romen caso
aun en
y aun
elijieren; y
pimiento,
todos aquellos
ciudadanos
aquellos ciudadanos
pimiento, todos
de
dos altas
altas partes
partes
de las
las dos
cualquiera de
de cualquiera
contratantes que
esten establecidos
establecidos
que est6n
contratantes
en cualquiera
cualquiera de
de los
territorios de
los territorios
en
la otra,
otra, en
en el
el ejercicio
ejercicio de
algun trade algun
la
fico fCi ocupacion
ocupacion especial,
tendran el
el
especial, tendran
fico
privilegio
de permanecer
permanecer y
ycontinuar
continuar
privilegio de
dicho
y ocupacion,
ocupacion, en el retrafico y
dicho trafico
ferido
que se
se les
interrumles interrumsin que
pais, sin
ferido pais,
pa en
en manera
manera alguna
alguna en
en el goze abpa
soluto de
bienes,
sus bienes,
y de
de sus
libertad y
su libertad
de su
soluto
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and commit
offence against
against the
and
commit no
no offence
the
laws; and their goods and effects of
of
whatever description
description they
they may
may be,
whatever
be,
whether
whether in their
their own custody or inintrusted
the State,
State,
trusted to
to individuals
individuals or
or to
to the
shall not be liable to seizure or sequestration,
to any
other charges
charges
questration, nor
nor to
any other
or
than those'
which may
may
or demands
demands than
those'which
effects or
be made
made upon the like
like effects
or
property belonging
belonging to
the native
property
to the
native
citizens of the
which
citizens
the country
country in which
citizens may reside.
In the
the
such citizens
In
same case
case debts between
between individuals,
individuals,
property in
in public
public funds,
funds, and
and shares
shares
of companies,
companies, shall never be
be confisconfissequestered, nor
detained.
cated, sequestered,
nor detained.

mientras se conduzcan, pacificamenpacificamente,
y no
no cometan
ofensa alguna
conte, y
cometan ofensa
alguna contra las leyes; y
y sus bienes
y efectos
bienes y
de cualquiera
cualquiera clase que sean,
sean, bien
bien
que esten
eaten bajo su propria custodia
custodia
6
indviduos 6
6 al
al Esta6 confiados
confiados aa indviduos
Estado, no estaranestaran. sujetos
sujetos aa embargo
embargo 66
secuestro, ni a
ninguna carga
ima ninguna
carga 6
6 imposicion que la que se
se haga
haga con
con respecto aalos efectos
efectos 66bienes
bienes pertepertenecientes
necientes a
alos
pais
los ciudadanos
ciudadanos del pais
en que dichos ciudadanos
ciudadanos residan.
De
caso,
De igual modo 66 en
en el
el mismo
mismo caso,
ni las deudas entre
entre particulares, ni
ni
los fondos pdblicos ni las acciones
acciones
compafilas seran
jamas confiscaconfiscade compafiias
seran jamas
das, secuestradas,
secuestradas, 66detenidas.
detenidas.

ARTICLE
XII.
ARTICLE XII.

ARTICITL
0 XII.
XII.
ARTICULO

Liberty of perThe
citizens of the United
United States
The citizens
States
son;
the citizens
and ,the
citizens of the Republic
Republic of
of
Honduras,
Honduras, respectively,
respectively, residing
residing in
in
of the
the other
any of the
the territories
territories of
other
party, shall
enjoy in
in their
houses,
party,
shall enjoy
their houses,
persons, and properties,
properties, the protection of the government,
government, and
and shall
continue in possession
possession of the guarguarantees which they
they now enjoy. They
They
shall
molested, or
shall not
not be
be disturbed,
disturbed, molested,
or
annoyed in any manner
manner on
on account
account
of religious be- of their religious belief, nor in
in the
lie£ e
proper
religion,
proper exercise
exercise of
of their
their religion,
either
their own
private
either within
within their
own private
houses or
houses
or in the places of
of worship
worship
destined
purpose, agreeably
agreeably
destined for that
that purpose,
to the system of tolerance
tolerance estabestablished in the territories of the
the two
two
parties; provided
high contracting parties;
provided
they respect the
the religion
religion of the
the nation in which
which they
they reside, as well
well as
as
the
and customs
the constitution,
constitution, laws,
laws, and
customs
Rights
of burial. of the country.
country. Liberty
Rishtsofburial,
Liberty shall also
also
be granted
bury the
citizens of
be
granted to
to bury
the citizens
of
either
either of the two high contracting
contracting
parties who may die in
in the
the territoaforesaid, in
burial-places of
ries aforesaid,
in burial-places
of
their own, which in
the same
manin the
same manner may be
freely established
and
be freely
established and
maintained;
maintained; nor
nor shall the
the funerals
the dead
be disor sepulchres
sepulchres of
of the
dead be
disturbed in any way, or upon any acaccount.

ARTICLE
XIII.
ARTICLE XIII.

Los ciudadanos de In
la Repdblica
Reptdblica
ciudadanos de los
de Honduras yylos
los ciudadanos
Estados
Unidos, que
que residan
residan en
en cualEstados Unidos,
ctalterritorios de
otra
quiera de los
los territories
de la
la otra
reciprocamente en
en
parte gozarin
gozaran reciprocamente
sus casas, personas,
personas, y
y bienes,
la
bienes, de la
proteccion
continuproteccion del gobierno, yy continuaran en posesion de las garantias
garantias
que
actualmente tienen.
tienen. No
No seran
seran
que actualmente
inquietados,
ni perturinquietados, molestados,
molestados, ni
perturbados en manera
manera alguna,
alguna, en razon
razon
de su creencia
creencia religiosa,
religiosa, ni
ni en
en los
ejercicios propios
religion, ya
ya
ejercicios
propios de
de su religion,
dentro de sus casas
casas particulares,
particulares, 66
en los lugares del
del culto
culto destinados
destinados
para aquel objeto, conforme
conforme al
al sistolerancia establecido
establecido en
tema de tolerancia
en
los territories
territorios de las dos altas
alias partes
partes
contratantes;
contratantes; con tal
tal que respeten
respeten
la
la religion
religion de la
la nacion en
en que
que resiresicomo la
leyes,
dan, asi
asi como
la constitucion, leyes,
y
establecidas. Tendran
y costumbres establecidas.
Tendran
tambien
enterrar a
a los
tambien libertad
libertad de
de enterrar
ciudadanos de cualquiera
ciudadanos
cualquiera de
de las
las dos
dos
altas
contratantes, que
altas partes
partes contratantes,
que mumurieren
referidos territorios,
en
rieren en los referidos
territorios, en
sus proprios cementerios,
cementerios, que
que popodran
mode libremente
libremente
dran del
del mismo modo
establecer
establecer yy mantener;
mantener; yy no se
se momolestaran
lestaran los
los funerales ni los sepulsepulcros de los muertos, de
ningun modo
de nmngun
ni
ni por
por motivo
motivo alguno.
alguno.
ARTICULO
ARTICIJL
0 XIII.
XIII

Right to termiIn order
order that
the two
two high
Right
termIn
that
the
high conconPara
partes conPara que las dos
dos altas partes
con.
.
tracting parties
parties may
may have
the opporoppor- tratantes
tratantes tengan, en lo futuro, oporhave the
cles of this treaty tracting
upon notice.
tunityI of hereafter treating
treatingp and
and tunidad
tunidad de
v aiustar
cualestratar y
ajustar
cuales_I
------

nate
artinate certain
certain arti-
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agreeing upon such other arrange
agreeing
arrange- quiera otros arreglos que tiendan
tiendan
ments as may tend
further to
tend still
still further
tA nun
aun mas eficazmente
estrechar las
eficazmente a
a estrechar
las
the improvement
improvement of
their mutual
in- relaciones
of their
mutual in
existentes, y
al adelanto
relaciones existentes,
y al
adelanto
tercourse,
tercourse, and to the advancemenadvancement de los intereses
intereses de los respectivos
of the interests of their
their respective
respectiv( ciudadanos,
ciudadanos, se ha convenido, que
que en
en
citizens, it is agreed that, at
at anj
any cualquier tiempo,
tiempo, pasados siete
siete aftos,
anos,
time after the expiration
expiration of
of seven
sever desde la fecha
fecha en que
cang4en las
las
que se
se cangeen
years from the date of exchange
exchange of
o: ratificacioftes
ratificaciorres del presente tratado,
tratado,
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
the present
present treaty,
treaty cualquiera
cualquiera de las
alias partes
partes
las dos altas
either
either of the high contracting parties
partieE contratantes
contratantes podra
podra poner
poner en
en conoconoshall have the right of giving to
to the
the cimiento de la
sus intenla otra
otra parte
parte sus
intennotice of
its intention
to ciones de terminar
other party notice
of its
intention tc
terminar los
los Articulos
Articulos IV,
IV,
terminate Articles IV,
and VI
VI V, y
IV, V,
V, and
y VI del presente
presente tratado;
tratado; yy
of the present treaty;
that at
treaty; and
and that
at que al espirar
alio desde
desde que
que
espirar un ano
the expiration of twelve
twelve months
months una de las partes haya recibido de
after such notice shall have been
been la otra dicha noticia,
los espresados
espresados
noticia, los
received by
party from
the articulos,
by either party
from the
articulos, y
y todo su
su contenido,
contenido, dedeother, the
articles, and
the said
said articles,
and all
all the
the jaran
jarin de ser obligatorios
obligatorios a
las dos
dos
a las
stipulations contained therein, shall
stipulations
shall altas
alias partes
partes c,ontFatantes.
contsatantes.
on the
high
cease to
to be
be binding on
the two
two high
contracting
parties.
contracting parties.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.

Inasmuch
Inasmuch as a
a contract was
was enentered into by the
government of
of
the government
Honduras
Honduras and a
a company entitled
entitled
the "
" Honduras Inter-oceanic
Inter-oceanic RailRailCompany" for the construction
way Company"
of aa railway from the
to
the Atlantic
Atlantic to
the Pacific oceans, through the
the territerritories of Honduras, which
which contract
contract
was ratified by the constitutional
constitutional
powers of the State, and proclaimed
proclaimed
as aalaw on the 28th day
of April,
day of
April,
1854; and inasmuch
inasmuch as,
the
as, by the
terms of article 5,
section 6,
6, of
of said
said
5, section
contract, the
the government
government of
of HonduHondu" the view
ras, with "
secure the
the
view to secure
route herein contemplated from all
interruption and disturbance
disturbance from
from
any cause,
cause, or under
any circumunder any
circumstances, engages to
to open
open negotianegotiations with the various governments
governments
with which
which it may .have
-have relations
relations
for their separate recognition of
of the
the
perpetual
perpetual neutrality, and for the
protection of the aforesaid
aforesaid route
;"
route;"
therefore,
therefore, to carry
carry out
out the
the obligaobligations thus
thus incurred:
incurred:
1. The government
1.
Honduras
government of Honduras
agrees that the right
right of
of way
way or
or trantransit over such route or
or any
or road, or
any
other that may be
constructed within
be constructed
within
its territories,
territories, from sea to sea,
shall
sea, shall
be at all times open and
and free
free to
to the
the
government
government and
citizens of
of the
and citizens
the
United States for
purfor all
all lawful
lawful pur-

ARTICULO XIV.
XPT.
ARTICULO

En atencion
a que
que ha
sido conatencion d
ha sido
con- Honduras Interntercluido
contrato entre
entre el
Railway
cluido un
un contrato
el gobierno
gobierno oceanic
oceanic Railway
de Honduras y
y una Compaiiia
in- Company '
Compafia in-Company.
titulada ""Compaiiia
Compania del Camino de
titnlada
de
Hierro
Hierro Inter-oceinico
Inter-oceanico de
de HonduHonduras," para
ferro y
ras,"
para oonstruir
construir un
un ferro
y
carril
carril entre
entre el
Atlintic,o -el
-el PaPael Atlantico
cifico, por el territorio de HonduHonducup contrato
ratificado
ras, cuyo
contrato fu6
fu6 ratificado
por los poderes
Estapoderes supremos
supremos del
del Estado el 28 de Abril
do
1854; y
Abril de 1854;
y en
en
atencion a
atencion
el articulo
4 que,
que, segun
segun el
articulo 5,
seccion
dtcho contrato,
contrato, "
el goseccion 6,
6, de
de dicho
"el
gobierno
Honduras, con
con objeto
objeto de
bierno de Honduras,
de
asegurar la
asegurar
interrupla ruta de
de toda
toda interrupcion
disturbio, por
cion 6
6 disturbio,
por cualquiera
cualquiera
causa
obliga A
causa 66 circunstancia,
circunstancia, se
se obliga
A
abrir
con los
los gobiernos
gobiernos
abrir negociaciones
negociaciones con
con
acerca
con quienes tenga
tenga relaciones,
relaciones, acerca
del
reconocimiento y
yperpetua
perpetua neunenlel reconocimiento
tralidad
de la
in ruta
ruta retralidad y
y proteccion
proteccion de
referida
:" —para llenar
llenar esta
esta obligaferida:"-para
obligacion:
cion:

1°.
gobierno de
P. El
El gobierno
de Honduras
Right of
Honduras Right
of tran.
tranconviene
derecho de
sit, Stc.
conviene en
en que
que el
el derecho
de trilltran- sit,
&c.
site
por dicha
sito por
dicha ruta,
ruta, 6ó cualquiera
cualquiera
otra
que se
construya por
otra que
se construya
por su
su territerritnrio,
mar, seri
todo
prio, de
de mar
mar 4ó. mar,
sera en
en todo
tiempo
y libre
libre para
goiempo abierta
abierta y
para el
el gobierno
ciudadanos de
de los
los Estados
)ierno y
y ciudadanos
Estados
Unidos,
para todo
Nin.
Jnidos, para
todo objeto
objeto legal.
legal. Nin-
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poses whatever.
whatever. No
No tolls,
duties, or
tolls, duties,
poses
charges
any kind
shall be
be imimkind shall
charges of
of any
posed
by the
government of
of HonHonthe government
posed by
duras
transit of
of property
property beon the
the transit
duras on
longing to
to the
the
the government
government of the
longing
United
or on
public mails
the public
mails
States, or
on the
United States,
sent
same,
of the
the same,
sent under
under authority of
nor
on the citizens
United
the United
citizens of the
nor on
States.
produce,
And all lawful produce,
States.
manufactures,
merchandise, or other
manufactures, merchandise,
property
of the
the
to citizens
citizens of
belonging to
property belonging
United
passing from
from one
one
States, passing
United States,
ocean
either directo the
the other,
other, in either
ocean to
tion,
subject to no
no import
import or
be subject
tion, shall be
export
duties whatever,
whatever, nor
to any
any
nor to
export duties
discriminating
charges for
tolls or charges
discriminating tolls
conveyance
such
conveyance or transit, on any such
route or
and shall
shall
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
route
or road
road as
be
secure and
protected from
all ininfrom all
and protected
be secure
terruption or detention
part
detention on the part
terruption
of the
of HonThe Republic
Republic of
State. The
of
the State.
further agrees
other
agrees that any other
duras further
privilege
commercial
or advantage,
advantage, commercial
privilege or
or
be granted
granted
or other, which is or may
may be
or citizens of any
to the subjects
subjects or
other
country, in
regard to such
in regard
such
other country,
or road
road as aforesaid, shall also,
route or
and at
the same
same time,
extended
time, be
be extended
and
at the
the United
United States; and
to citizens of the
evidence of its dispofinally, as an
an evidence
and
sition to accord to the travel
travel and
commerce of
of the
the world
world all
all the adcommerce
vantages resulting
resulting from
from its
its position
position
vantages
in respect to
to the two
two great oceans,
Honduras, of her own
Honduras,
own good-will, engages to
to establish
establish the ports
ports at the
extremities of
extremities
of the contemplated
contemplated road,
road,
purposes of
as free ports,
ports, for
for all the
the purposes
of
commerce and trade.
commerce
2. In
consideration of
of these
conthese conIn consideration
2.
Sovereignty
and property of cessions, in order to secure the conHonduras in and
Honduras
and struction
struction and
and permanence
permanence of the
of
over the line of
road herein
contemplated,
herein contemplated,
or road
road recognized route
route or
and guarantied. and also to secure, for the benefit of
mankind, the
mankind,
the uninterrupted
uninterrupted advancommunication from
from
tages of stich
such communication
sea
sea to
to sea,
sea, the United
United States
States recogrecogsovereignty and
nizes the rights
rights of
of sovereignty
property of
property
of Honduras
Honduras in
in and
and over
over
fer the
the line of
of said road, and
and for
the
same
guaranties positively
reason guaranties
positively
same reason
and efficaciously
efficaciously the entire neutrality of the same, so long as the United
privileges
ed States shall enjoy
enjoy the privileges
conceded to
conceded
to it in
in the
the preceding
preceding section of this
this article. And
And when
when the
proposed road shall have
have been completed,
pleted, the United States equally
equally enen-

gun impuesto,
derechd 6
6 carga de
gun
impuesto, derecho
cualquier
impondra por
por
especie, se impondra
cualquier especie,
eI gobierno
gobierno de
de Honduras, en el tranel
sit°,
que pertenezpropiedad que
toda propiedad
sito, aé. toda
ca
al gobierno
gobierno de
Estados Unide los Estados
ca al
dos,
malas publicas enviadas
las maks
dos, aa las
bajo
su autoridad,
autoridad, ni
ni sobre
sobre los ciubajo su
dadanos
in misma
Y
misma nacion.
nacion. Y
dadanos de la
todo
manufacturas,
legal, manufacturas,
producto legal,
todo producto
mercancias
de los ciuciupropiedades de
mercancias 66propiedades
dadanos
Norte-Americanos, que padadanos Norte-Americanos,
sen
aquella direccion,
direccion, no seran
seran
en aquella
sen en
sujetas a
a ningun
ningun derecho
derecho de
de imporsujetas
tacion
exportacion, ni a' arbitratacion 66 exportacion,
'Hos
impuestos 6
cargas de
de transito,
transit°,
6 cargas
rios impuestos
y
aseguradas y
y protegidas de
seran aseguradas
y serail
toda
interrupcion 6
6 detencion de
toda interrupcion
parte
Tambien se obestado. Tambien
parte del estado.
liga el gobierno
gobierno de la Republica
Reptiblica de
Honduras, a
privilegio 6
que todo
todo privilegio
a que
Honduras,
cualquiera
ventaja
comercial 6
6 de cualquiera
ventaja comercial
especie,
que se
se conceda
conceda a
sUbditos 6
6
a subditos
especie, que
ciudadanos
nacion, sera
sera igualigualotra nacion,
de otra
ciudadanos de
mente
estensible a
a los
ciudadanos
los ciudadanos
mente estensible
y por iltide los Estados Unidos; y
una prueba
prueba de
dispode su
su dispocomo una
mo, como
sicion
conceder al
y cocotransito y
al transit°
i conceder
sicion a
mercio
ventajas
todas las ventajas
mundo todas
mercio del mundo
que
respeto 4
presenta su posicion respeto
que presenta
los
oceanos, Honduras se obliga
los dos oceanos,
establecer puertos francos, los
los dos
a establecer
de
estremidades de la lfnea,
linea, para
para
de las
las estremidades
todo
todo objeto
objeto de comercio legal.

2°. En
consideracion a
a estas con2°.
En consideracion
cesiones,
construcasegurar la construecesiones, para asegurar
cion
ypermanencia
permanencia de la
ruts, refela ruta
cion y
como las ventajas
ventajas que
que su no
rida, asi
asi como
interrupcion ofrece al genero huhuinterrupcion
mano,
gobierno de los Estados
el gobierno
mano, el
Unidbs
reconoce los derechos
derechos de sosoUnidos reconoce
berania
Honduras
propiedad de Honduras
beran/a yy propiedad
y por is
la
sobre la linea de la ruta; y
misma
y
misma razon
razon garantiza positiva y
eficazmente
entera sneutralidad,
'neutralidad,
eficazmente su entera
en
gnbierno de los Esen tanto
tanto que el gocbierno
tados
goce de
de los
los privilegios
tados Unidos goce
concedidos en el articulo
articulo anterior.
Y
camino proyectado
proyectado sea
sea
el camino
Y cuando
cuando el
concluido,
gobierno de los Estados
Estados
el gobierno
concluido, el
Unidos igualmente
se compromete
compromete
igualmente se
Unidos
union con
con el
el de
de Hona protejerlo,
protejerlo, en
en union
de toda interrupcion, ataque
duras, de
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gages, in
conjunction with
with Honduras,
Honduras,
gages,
in conjunction
interrupfrom interrupto protect the same from
tion, seizure,
seizure, or
confiscation,
or unjust confiscation,
tion,
quarter the
the attempt
attempt
from whatsoever
whatsoever quarter
proceed.
may proceed.
3.
the United
United States,
3. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, the
in
according its
its protection
the said
said
to the
protection to
in according
route
guaranteeing its
or road, and guaranteeing
route or
neutrality
when comsecurity when
neutrality and security
pleted,
always understand
understand that
that this
pleted, always
protection
are grantand guarantee
guarantee are
protection and
ed
conditionally, and may
may be
be withed conditionally,
United States should
drawn if the United
deem that
the persons
company
or company
persons or
deem
that the
undertaking or
same
managing the same
or managing
undertaking
adopt or
establish such
regulations
such regulations
or establish
adopt
concerning the traffic thereupon as
concerning
are
to the
the spirit
and intenintenspirit and
are contrary
contrary to
tion of
making
article, either by making
of this article,
tion
unfair
discriminations in favor of the
unfair discriminations
commerce of
of any
any nation
nation or
nations
or nations
commerce
over
commerce of
other naof any
any other
over the
the commerce
tion
imposing opby imposing
or nations, or by
tion or
pressive exactions
exactions or unreasonable
unreasonable
pressive
passengers, vessels, goods,
tolls upon passengers,
wares,
merchandise, or other artiwares, merchandise,
cles.
protection and
and
The aforesaid
aforesaid protection
cles. The
guarantee
not, however, be
guarantee shall not,
withdrawn
withdrawn by the United States
without first giving six months' noHonduras.
tice
Republic of Honduras.
tice to the Republic

6
6 injusta confiscacion
confiscacion de cualquiera
cualquiera
parte
que proceda.
parte que
proceda.

ARTICLE XV.
XV.
ARTICLE

ARTICULO XV.
ARTICULO

The
present treaty shall be
be ratiThe present
fied, and the
ratifications shall be
be
the ratifications
fied,
exchanged
at Comayagua
Comayagua within
within the
exchanged at
space
of one
year, or
if pospossooner if
or sooner
one year,
space of
sible.
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, the
respective
the respective
In
plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have signed the
affixed thereto their
same, and have affixed
respective seals.
seals.
respective
Done
at Comayagua
Comayagua this fourth
Done at
day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-four.
THOS.
[L. s.]
S.]
H. CLAY. [L.
THOS. H.
M.
FL. S.]
COLINDRES. [L.
M. COLINDRES.

;

-

entenderse Protection and
debe entenderse
3°. No
No obstante,
obstante, debe
may be
que
conceder el
el gobierno de los guaranty
gi!tail.faintymaY
al conceder
que al
withdrawn.
Estados Unidos su proteccion
y gar- vn rawn.
proteccion y
antia sobre la neutralidad
neutralidad de la ruta,
condicion de que la reties con la eondicion
redrara
rara si
si las
las personas
personas que
que componen
componen
compafia adoptan 6
6 establecen
la compania
establecen
regulaciones concernientes
regulaciones
concernientes al trace,
trafico,
contrarias al espiritu 6
intencion de
contrarias
6 intencion
articulo, ya sea haciendo
haciendo distineste artfculo,
distinnacion 6
6
clones en favor de alguna nacion
6 sobre
sobre el
el comercio de alnaciones, 6
exacciones
guna de ellas, imponiendo exacciones
sobre los pasageros, buopresivas sobre
mercancias 6
6 articulos.
ques, efectos,
efectos, mercancias
Pero
gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados
Pero el
el gobierno
Unidos,
no retirara
proteccion
retirara dicha
dicha proteccion
Unidos, no
sin dar aviso al de Honyy garantia,
garantia, sin
duras
seis meses antes.
duras seis

El
presente tratado
tratado sera
sera, ratificado,
ratificado, Ratifications,
Ratifications,
El presente
ratificaciones cambiadas
cambiadas en
en CoCo- when to be exlas ratificaciones
yylas
changed.
, changed.
o a ng
mayagua en el t6rmino de un ano, 6
mayagua
antes
Si
posible
fuese.
antes si posible fuese.
En
fe de lo cual,
los respectivos
respectivos
cual, los
En fd
plenipotenciarios han
han firmado
firmado el
el prepreplenipotenciarios
sente, sellandolo
con sus
resellos resus sellos
sellAndolo con
sente,
spectivos.
spectivos.
Hecho en
de ComayComayciudad de
en la
la ciudad
Hecho
agua,
el dia
dia cuatro
Julio, del
del ano
de Julio,
cuatro de
agua, el
de
Selior mil ochocientos
ochocientos
de nuestro
nuestro Senor
sesenta
cuatro.
sesenta yycuatro.
M.
[L. s.]
S.]
COLINDRES. [L.
M. COLINDRES.
THOS.
[L. 8.]
S.]
H. CLAY.
CLAY. [L.
THOS. H.

And
whereas the
said treaty
treaty has been duly ratified
ratified on both parts, and
the said
And whereas
the
respective ratifications
exchanged at Tegucigalpa
Tegucigalpa
ratifications of the same were exchanged
the respective
on
fifth day
May last:
on the
the fifth
day of
of May
Now, therefore,
be it
PresiJOHNSON, Presithat I,
I, ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
it known,
known, that
Now,
therefore, be
dent of
of the
States of
America, have
the said
said treaty
treaty to
to be
be
caused the
of America,
have caused
dent
the United
United States
made public,
the end
same, and
and article
article therethereevery clause
clause and
the same,
and every
end that
that the
public, to
to the
made
of,
may be
observed and
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
good faith
faith by
by the
the United
and
States and
United States
with good
be observed
of, may
the citizens thereof.
thereof.
60
VOL. XIII.
TREAT.— 60
XIII. TREAT.VOL.

Signatures.
Signatures.
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witness whereof, I
hereunto set my hand and caused the seal
In witness
I have hereunto
affixed.
of the United States to be affixed.
year
Done at the city of Washington, this thirtieth day of May, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and of

[SEAL.] the
of the
the United
United States
States of
America the
[SEAL.]
the Independence
Independence of
of America
the eightyeightyninth.
ninth.
President:
By the President:

ANDREW JOHNSON.

W .HUNTER,
HUNTER, Acting
Acting Secretary
W.
Secretary of State.
State.
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Treaty
Extradition of
and for
for the Extradition
of
Treaty of Amity,
Amity, Commerce,
Commerce, and
and Navigation,
Navigation, and
and the ReUnited States
States of America and
Fugitive
Criminals, between the United
Fugitive Criminals,
public
Port-au-Prince, November
public of Hayti;
Hayti; Concluded
Concluded and
and Signed at Port-au-Prince,
Ratified by
1865;
3, 1864;
1864; Ratified
by the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States, May 18,
18,1865;
Ratifications Exchanged
Washington, May
Ratifications
Exchanged at
at Washington,
May 22,
22, 1865;
1865; Proclaimed
Proclaimed
by the
the President
of the
the United
States, July
July 6,
6, 1865.
by
President of
United States,
1865.
BY
BY

STATES OF AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENT

Nov.
3, 1864.
Nov. 3,1864.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
navigation, and for the
W
HEREAS a
a treaty
treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation,
WHEREAS
extradition of fugitive
America
the United
United States of America
criminals, between
between the
fugitive criminals,
extradition
and
concluded and signed
signed at Port-au-Prince,
Port-au-Prince,
was concluded
the Republic of
of Hayti, was
and the
on
thousand
day of
of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand
on the third day
eight hundred
English and
and
which treaty, being in the English
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, which
eight
follows::—
French languages,
languages, is word for word as follows
The
America
The United
United States
States of
of America
desiring
of Hayti, desiring
and the
the Republic
Republic of
lasting and firm the friendto make
make lasting
ship
understanding which
ship and good understanding
happily
between both nahappily prevail between
tions,
commercial
tions, and to
to place their commercial
relations
relations upon the most liberal basis,
manner
have resolved to fix, in aa manner
clear,
the rules
and positive, the
clear, distinct, and
which
religiously
which shall,
shall, in future,
future, be religiously
observed between the one and the
other,
by means
means of
of a
a treaty
treaty of amity,
other, by
commerce, and navigation, and for
commerce,
the extradition of fugitive criminals.
For
purpose they have apFor this purpose
pointed as their plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries, to
wit:
President of
of the United
wit: the
the President
States, Benjamin F.
Whidden, comF. Whidden,
States,
missioner
consul-general of
of the
the
missioner and consul-general
Republic of
United States to the Republic
President of Hayti,
Hayti; and the President
Boyer Bazelais,
Bazelais, chef d'escadron, his
aide-de-camp
secretary, who.
aide-de-camp and secretary,
after
communication of
after aareciprocal communication
their
found
powers, found
their respective
respective full powers,
in due and proper form, have agreed
to the following articles:articles :
—

ARTICLE I.
L
ARTICLE

Preamble.
Preamble.

,__.___,,__

La
La

Republique
les
q"
tracti
ng
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti et
et les
uon"a"ungs
Etats Unis
Unis de
paties.
d6sirant parties.
l'Amerique, desirant
de l'Amerique,
Etats
rendre durables et solides
solides l'amitie
rendre
et
la bonne
bonne entente, qui regnent
et la
heureusement
heureusement entre les deux nations
et
commerciaet asseoir
asseoir leurs relations commerciales sur les
libdrales,
plus liberales,
bases les plus
les bases
les
ont
resolu de
de fixer
maniere
fixer d'une
d'une maniere
ont r6solu
claire,
et positive,
les regles
qui
regles qui
positive, les
claire, nette,
nette, et
devrout
l'avenir, religieusereligieuseetre, aa l'avenir,
devront etre,
meat, suivies,
l'une et l'auentre l'une
suivies, entre
ment,
tre,
au moyen
d'un traite
d'amitie,
traite d'amitie,
moyen d'un
tre, au
de commerce
et de
de navigation,
navigation, ainsi
commerce et
de
que d'extradition
criminels fufud'extradition de criminels
que
gitifs.
gitifs.
Dans ce
ce but,
us ont
ont appointe
Plenipotentiaappointe pour .Plenipotentiabut, ils
Dans
plenipotentiaires, a
savoir: le
le nes
nes.•
a savoir:
leurs pl6nipotentiaires,
President
d'Haiti, le
Boyer
le Sieur Boyer
President d'Haiti,
Bazelais,
d'escadron, son aideaidechef d'escadron,
Bazelais, chef
de-camp
et son
secretaire; et
et le
le
son secretaire;
de-camp et
President
des Etats
le Sieur
Sieur
Unis, le
Etats Unis,
President des
Benjamin F.
commissaire
Whidden, commissaire
F. Whidden,
Benjamin
et
Unis
des Etats Unis
consul-general des
et consul-general
pres la
Republique d'Haiti;
d'Haiti; lesla R6publique
pres
quels, apres
apres une
communimutuelle communiune mutuelle
quels,
cation de
pleins pouvoirs
pouvoirs rereleurs pleins
de leurs
cation
spectifs, trouves
en bonne
bonne et
et due
due
trouv6s en
spectifs,
ciforme, sont
des articles
articles ciconvenus des
sont convenus
forme,
aprèS
apres::—
ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.

Ti
paix parfaite,
solide, et
and amity.
amity.
et Peace
Peace and
parfaite, solide,
y aura
aura paix
n y
There
shall be
perfect, firm,
firm,
be aa perfect,
There shall
inviolable, et
amite sincere
la
sincere entre
entre la
et amite
ni.i-nTl
- peace
-hl --- I sincere
-in
foA inviolable.
and
inviolable
and
-ut
.Un
jv.AS
1as
.a
'.'--
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Privileges
Privileges

most favored
favored
most
tion.
tion.

TREATY
HAYTL
TREATY WITH
WITH HAYTI.
between the
friendship between
the United
United States
States
of
America and
Republic of
of
the 'Republic
of America
and the
posHayti, in
in all the extent of
of their
their possessions and
and territories, and
and between
between
respectivetheir people
people and citizens, respectively, without distinction
distinction of
of persons or
or
places.

R,epublique d'Haiti
Etats
Republique
d'Haiti et
et les
les Etats
dans toute
Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amnrique, dans
toute l'etendue de
leurs possessions
possessions et
due
de leurs
et territoire
territoire
citoyens, reet entre
entre leur
leur people
peuple et citoyens,
respectivement, sans distinction
spectivement,
distinction de perpersonnes ni
ni de lieux.

ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
II.

ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
II.

Republique d'Haiti
d'Halti et
La Rppublique
et les
les
of
America
The United States of America
of The
nana- and
and the
Republic of
of Hayti,
d'Amerique, desirant
Etats Unis d'Amerique,
desirant
the Republic
Hayti, desiring
desiring Etats

Rights
case
Rights in
in case

of war.
war.
of

NOVEMBER 3,
3, 1864.
1864.
NOVEMBER

harmony with
with
to live
live in
in peace
peace and
and harmony
all the
the other
other nations
nations of the
the earth,
earth,
by means
of a
frank and
by
means of
a policy
policy frank
and
equally
friendly with
equally friendly
with all, agree
agree that
that
any favor, exemption,
exemption, privilege, or
or
immunity whatever, in
in matters of
of
commerce or
or navigation,
navigation, which
which either
either
commerce
of them has granted, or
or may
may herecitizens or subjects
after grant, to
to the citizens
subjects
of any other
other government,
government, nation,
nation, or
or
state, shall
shall extend,
extend, in
in identity
identity of
of
state,
circumstances, to
cases and
and circumstances,
to the citicitiparty;
zens of the
the other
other contracting
contracting party;
concession in
gratuitously, if the
the concession
government, nafavor of that
that other
other government,
tion, or state, shall have been gratuitous; or in return for an
an equivacompensation, if the
concession
lent compensation,
the concession
shall have been conditional.

vivre en paix et en harmonie
harmonic avec
avec
toutes les autres nations
nations de
de la terre,
terre,
an
au moyen d'une politique franche
franche
et
amicale envers
envers toutes,
et egalement
egalement amicale
toutes,
convenus que toute
sont convenus
toute faveur, exexemption, privileges
emption,
privileges on
ou immunites
immunites
quelconques,
matiere de comcomquelconques, en matiere
navigation, que
lune
merce ou
ou de navigation,
que l'une
ou
des deux parties aa accord&
accordes ou
pourra, par
par la
In suite,
pourra,
suite, accorder
accorder aux
aux
goucitoyens ou sujets
sujets de tout
tout autre gouou etat, s'etenvernement, nation,
nation, on
dront, en
en idenitite
identite de
de cas et
et de
de circirconstances, aux citoyens de
constances,
de l'autre
partie
gratuitement, si
partie contraciante,
contraclante, gratuitement,
si
in concession
favour de cet aula
concession en faveur
nation, on
tre gouvernement,
gouvernement, nation,
ou etat,
etat, aa
ete gratuite;
gratuite; on
6t6
ou en retour d'une
d'une
compensation
la concompensation equivalente,
equivalente, Si
si la
concession
ete conditionnelle.
cession a
a det
conditionnelle.

ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.

ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE

If
If by any fatality (which cannot
cannot
be
forbid)
be expected,
expected, and
and which
which God forbid)
the
the two
two nations should
should become involved in war,
war, one with
with the other,
months after the
the term of six months
declaration
thereof shall
declaration thereof
shall be allowed
allowed
merchants and other citizens
citizens
to the merchants
inhabitants respectively, on each
and inhabitants
each
side,
side, during
during which
which time
time they
they shall be
be
at liberty to withdraw
withdraw themselves,
with their
their effects
movables,
with
effects and
and movables,
which they shall have the right to
which
carry away, send
send away,
away, or sell,
sell, as
as
they please, without the least obstruction;; nor shall their
struction
their effects,
effects,
seized
much less their persons, be
be seized
during such
such term of
of six months;
months;
which immunity
immunity is not
in any
which
not in
any way
way
construed to
to be construed
to prevent
prevent the
the exeexecution of
of any existing
existing civil or
or comcomconmercial engagements;
engagements; on the
the conshall be
trary, passports
passports shall
be valid
valid for
for a
a
term
and
term necessary
necessary for their
their return, and
shall
shall be
be given to
to them
them for
for their
their vesves-

Si, par
quelque fatalitW,
fatalite, (a
(A laSi,
par quelque
laquelle
ne peut
que
quelle on
on ne
peut s'attendre
s'attendre et
et que
Dieu detourne!)
detourne!) les
les deux nations
nations
venaient
elles,
venaient a
ta6tre
tre en guerre
guerre entre
entre elles,
le ddlai
deal de six mois, apres
apres la
la decladeclaration d'une
d'une- telle
guerre, sera
sera, acacration
telle guerre,
corde
corde aux negociants
negociants et autres citoycitoyens et habitants, respectivement
respectivement de
de
chaque cot6,
cette, durant lequel délai,
us
delai, ils
seront libres de se retirer
retirer avec
avec leurs
et mobiliers,
auront le
effets et
mobiliers, qu'ils
qu'ils auront
le
ou
droit d'emporter, de faire partir ou
semblera,
de vendre, comme
comme bon leur
leur semblera,
empechement; et
et
sans le moindre empechement;
ne pourront leurs
leurs effets,
effets, bien
bien moms
moins
leurs personnes,
personnes, etre saisis durant ce
delai
alai de six mois; immunite, qui
qui ne
aucune maniere,
entendoit etre,
etre, en aucune
maniere, entendue comme emp6chant
empechant l'execution
l'execution
des engagements
engagements civils et commer
commer
ciaux existants; tout au contraire
contraire
passe-ports, qui seront
seront valables
des passe-ports,
pour
pour le temps que necessitera
n6cessitera leur
leur
retour,
retour, leur seront
seront donnes
donnes pour leurs
leurs
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sels
which they may
and their
their effects
effects which
sels and
wish
carry with
with them or send away,
wish to
to carry
and
passports shall be a
a safe
and such passports
conduct
against the insults and capconduct against
attempt
tures
which privateers
privateers may attempt
tures which
against their
persons and
effects.
and effects.
their persons
against

navires
voudront
navires et les effels
effets qu'is voudront
emporter
expedier, et de tels
smporter ou exp6dier,
passe-ports
sauf-conduit
passe-ports seront un sauf-conduit
contre
captures
insultes et
et les captures
contre les insultes
que
corsaires pourraient
pourraient tenter
tenter
que des corsaires
contre
personnes et leurs
leurs effets.
contre leurs personnes

ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE

Neither
the money,
money, debts,
debts, shares
Neither the
in
or
public funds or in banks, or
in the public
any
either party,
of either
any other
other property, of
shall
event of war or
in the
the event
ever, in
shall ever,
national
difference, be sequestered
sequestered
national difference,
or confiscated.
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Ni
creances, les ac- Property not to
Ni l'argent,
l'argent, les creances,
tions
les fonds
dans be confiscated.
ou dans
publics ou
fonds publics
dans les
tions dans
les
ni aucune autre proles banques, ui
priete
rune ou
on de l'autre partie,
priete de l'une
ne
ne pourront
pourront jamais, en cas de guerre
on
seguesetre sequesde differend
differend national, etre
ou de
tres on
confisques.
ou confisques.
ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.

The
of the
the high
of each
each of
citizens of
The citizens
contracting
or esparties, residing or
contracting parties,
tablished
of the
the territory of
in the
tablished in
other,
be exempt
exempt from
all comcomfrom all
shall be
other, shall
pulsory
duty by sea or by
pulsory military duty
land,
and from
from all
forced loans
loans or
all forced
land, and
military exactions
exactions or requisitions,
nor shall
shall they
compelled to pay
they be compelled
nor
any
whatever higher
contributions whatever
any contributions
or
other than
those that are
are or may
than those
or other
be
paid by
by native
citizens.
native citizens.
be paid

Les
chacune des
Les citoyens
citoyens de
de chacune
Exeption
.
Exemption
hautes
compulsory
resi- from compulsory
hautes parties
parties contractantes
contractantes restdant
sur le
le territoire
territoire de
military duty.
de military
dtablis sur
ou etablis
dant on
rautre,
1'autre, seront exempts de toute contrainte au service militaire, sur terre
comme sur mer,
de tous emprunts
mer, de
comme
forces et
exactions ou retoutes exactions
et de toutes
forces
pourront
quisitions militaires; ils ne pourront
a fournir
pas, nonplus
etre obliges h
fournir
nonplus 6tre
pas,
contribution
maniere plus
aucune maniere
en aucune
contribution en
fortement ou autrement
autrement que les nafortemerit
tionaux.
ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.
The
concitizens of each of the conThe citizens
tracting parties shall be permitted
tracting
to
enter, sojourn, settle, and reside
to enter,
in
all parts
territories of the
of the
the territories
parts of
in all
other,
engage in
hire and
business, hire
in business,
other, engage
occupy warehouses,
warehouses, provided they
occupy
submit to
to the laws, as
as well
well general
submit
as special,
special, relative
relative to the rights
as
travelling, residing, or trading.
of travelling,
While they conform
conform to the laws and
While
regulations
regulations in force, they shall be at
liberty
manage themselves their
liberty to manage
own business,
business, subject
jurisdicthe jurisdicsubject to the
own
tion of either
party respectively, as
either party
tion
well in
respect to
consignment
the consignment
to the
in respect
well
and
and sale of their goods as with respect
to the loading,
unloading, and
loading, unloading,
spect to
sending
sending off their vessels. They may
also employ
employ such
brokers
agents or brokers
such agents
also
as they
may deem
deem proper;
proper; it being
they may
as
distinctly understood
are
they are
understood that they
distinctly
subject
the same laws.
to the
also to
subject also

60*
60*

Ii
Rights of
restde Rights
of resiII sera perrais
permis aux citoyens de
chacune des
contractantes dence and busiparties contractantes
des parties
chacune
ness.
sejourner, de
de s'etablir
s'etablir et ness•
de sejourner,
d'entrer, de
de
dans toutes
parties du
toutes les parties
resider dans
de resider
territoire de
de l'autre;
d'entreprendre
l'autre; d'entreprendre
territoire
le commerce,
loner et
d'occuper
et d'occuper
de louer
commerce, de
le
des
se soupourvu qu'ils se
magasins, pourvu
des magasins,
mettent
lois tant
generales que
que
tant generales
aux lois
mettent aux
speciales
concernant le
droit de voyle droit
sp6ciales concernant
ager,
de resider
de commercer.
commercer.
et de
resider et
ager, de
Tout
le temps
temps qu'ils
gulls se
conformese conformeTout le
rout
aux lois
lois et
et aux
reglements en
aux reglements
ront aux
vigueur, ils
seront libres de
de diriger
ils seront
vigueur,
eux-memes leurs
propres affaires,
affaires,
leurs propres
eux-mAmes
sous la
ou de
l'une on
de rune
juridiction de
la juridiction
sous
l'autre partie,
respectivement, tant
tant ais
partie, respectivement,
l'autre
regard de
la opnsignation
et de
la
de la
consignation et
de la
rl'gard
vente
de leurs
leurs marchandises,
marchandises, qu'is
qu'a
vente de
regard
dechargedu dechargechargement, tin
du chargement,
l'gard du
ment
et de
leurs
l'exp6dition de leurs
de rexpedition
ment et
navires.
aussi emempourront aussi
Ils pourront
navires. Ils
ployer tels
tels agents
agents on
courtiers qu'ils
qu'ils
ou courtiers
ployer
jugeront
d'employer, cececonvenable d'employer,
jugeront convenable
ci
&ant clairement
qu'ils
entendu qu'ils
clairement entendu
ci etant
sont
aussi soumis
soumis a
la meme
loi.
meme loi.
A la
sont aussi
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l
The
citizens of
the contracting
contracting
'he
citizens
of the
to the
the
parties shall
shall have free access to
tribunals of justice, in
in all cases to
to
which they may be a
a party, on
on the
same terms which are
granted by
are granted
by
the laws and usage of the
the country
country to
to
native citizens, furnishing security
in the cases required: for which
purpose
purpose they may employ in the
the
defence
defence of their interests and rights
rights
such advocates,
advocates, solicitors, attorneys,
attorneys,
agents as
think
and other agents
as they
they may
may think
proper, agreeably
agreeably to the
the laws
laws and
and
usage of the country.

Les
parties contraccontracLes citoyens
citoyens des parties
tantes
auront libre
libre acces
tantes auront
acces pres
pres les
les
tribunaux
de justice
dans toutes
toutes les
tribunaux de
justice dans
les
causes
causes on
ou ils
ils seront
seront interesses,
interesses, aux
aux
memos
conditions que
les lois
les
memes conditions
que les
lois et
et les
usages du pays font aux nationaux;
nationaux;
fournissant des
sUretes dans
fournissant
des suretes
dans les
les cas
cas
requis. A
l'effet de
us pourpourrequis.
A l'effet
de quoi,
quoi, ils
employer, pour defendre
defendre leurs
leurs
ront employer,
interests et
leurs droits,
droits, tels
int6rets
et leurs
tels avocats,
avocats,
procureurs,
charges d'affaires
d'affaires et
procureurs, charges
et
mitres
jugeront conconadtres agents
agents qu'ils
qu'ils jugeront
venable
venable de
de nommer,
nommer, conformeinent
conformement
aux
pays.
aux lois et
et usages
usages du
du pays.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII.
VII.

ARTICLE
VII.
ARTICLE VII.

Books and pa-

There shall be no
examination or
no examination

des
Aucun examen,
examen, ni
ni inspection
inspection des

examined,
&. unless,
meess,

accounts of
of 'the
the citizens
of either
accounts
citizens of
either
the jurisdiccountry residing within
within the
jurisdiction
legal
tion of
of the
the other without the
the legal
order of a
a competent
competent tribunal
tribunal or
or
judge.
judge.

ens
run des
ens de l'un
des deux
deux pays
pays residant
residant
dans
juridiction de
dans les
les limites de
de la
la juridiction
de
l'autre, ne pourra
pourra avoir lieu,
lieu, sans
sans
un
ordre legal emane
emane d'un
d'un tribunal
tribunal
un ordre
on
d'un juge
competent.
ou d'un
juge competent.

ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE
VIII

pers not to be inspection
of the books,
inspection of
books, papers, or
or livres, papiers ou comptes
comptes des citoycitoyexamined, unless,

each of
high
The citizens of
of each
of the
the high
contracting
contracting parties,
parties, residing
residing within
within
the
of the
shall enthe territory
territory of
the other,
other, shall
enjoy full liberty of conscience.
conscience. They
They
molested
shall not
not be disturbed
disturbed or
or molested
account of their
religious opinon account
their religious
opinions.
worship, provided
they
ions. or
or worship,
provided they
established
respect the laws and established
of the country. And the
the
bur customs of
Rights of burial.
bodies of the citizens of the
the one
one
who may die in
in the
the territory of
of the
the
in the
the public
other shall be
be interred
interred in
public
cemeteries, or
or in
in other
decent places
places
cemeteries,
other decent
which shall be protected
of burial, which
from
the
from all violation
violation or insult by the
local authorities.
authorities.

Liberty of con
:Liberty
science,
science.

ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE
of propeach of
the high
high
Disposal ofpropThe citizens of
of each
of the
erty by will.
will,
contracting parties, within the jurisdiction
diction of
of the other,
other, shall have
have power
power
property
to dispose of their personal property
donation, testament,
or otherby sale, donation,
testament, or
otherwise;
personal representarepresentawise; and their personal
tives, being
being citizens
citizens of
of the
the other
tives,
other conconSuccession to tracting party,
party, shall succeed
succeed to their
personal
properpersonal
personal proper- personal property, whether by testatestament
ment or ab
ab intestato.
intestato. They
They may
may
take
either by
take possession
possession thereof,
thereof, either
by

ehacune des
des
Les citoyens
citoyens de
de chacune
hautes
contractantes, resihautes parties contractantes,
residant
territoire de
de l'autre,
l'autre,
dant sur
sur le territoire
jouiront d'une entibre
entiere liberte
liberte de
de
conscience.
inquieconscience. Ils
Ils ne seront
seront ni
ni inquietes,
molestes a
a cause de
de leurs
t6s, ni molestes
leurs
opinions
de leur
leur culte,
culte,
opinions religieuses
religieuses et de
pourvu -qu'ils
respectent les
les lois
et
pourvuqu'ils respectent
lois et
les coutumes
coutumes etablies du pays. En
En
citoyens de
outre, les
les corps
corps des citoyens
de
viendront ahdel'une des parties, qui
qui viendront
deceder sur
territoire de
de l'autre,
ceder
sur le
le territoire
l'autre,
seront enterres
enterrds dans les cimetieres
cimetieres
ou dans tons
autres lieux
publics, on
tons autres
lieux
convenables
convenables de
sepulture, qui
de sdpulture,
qui seront
seront
proteges
violation ou
ou
proteges contre toute violation
toute insulte par
par les
les autorites
autorites locales.
cales.
ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE
Les citoyens de
de chacune
chacune des
des
hautes parties
parties contractantes
contractantes auront,
auront,
dans la
la juridiction de l'autre, la
la
faculte
facultd de
de disposer
disposer de
de leurs
leurs biens
biens
mobiliers par
par vente,
vente, donation,
donation, testament, ou autrement;
autrement; et,
et, leurs successuccesseurs, citoyens
citoyens de l'autre partie
partie concontractante, pourront
leurs
pourront heriter de leurs
biens mobiliers soit par testament,
testament,
soit
ab-intestat. Ils
en
soit ab-intestat.
Ils pourront en
prendre possession
possession suit par
par eux.
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themselves
themselves or by others acting
acting for memes, soit par
agissant
par des
des tiers
tiers agissant
them, at their pleasure, and dispose
dispose pour eux, comme ils
ils le voudront, et
et
such duty
only en disposer
of the
the same,
same, paying such
duty only
disposer sans
sans payer
payer d'autres
d'autres
the country
as the citizens
citizens of
of the
country wherewhere- droits que ceux auxquels sont
sont assuassupersonal property
property is
is sitsit- jettis, dans les
in the
the said personal
mettles circonstances,
les m~mes
circonstances,
to pay
in like
uated shall be
be subject
subject to
pay in
like les citoyens du pays, oil
ou sont situes
situ4e
cases. In the absence of aapersonal les
mobiliers. En
En l'abl'ables dits
dits biens
biens mobiliers.
representative, the
same care
shall sence de successeur,
representative,
the same
care shall
successeur, il
du
il sera pris du
law bien les memes soins
be taken of
of the property
property as by
by law
coins qu'en pareille
would be taken of the property of
of a
a occurrence,
occurrence, la
ordonne de
la loi ordonne
de prenprennative in
in a
similar case,
case, while
the dre du bien d'un national, et
native
a similar
while the
et ce,
ce,
owner may
take measures
measures for
for tandis que celui qui y
lawful owner
may take
yaura
legitimeaura legitimesecuring it. If
If aaquestion as to
the ment droit, prendra
to the
prendra ses mesures
rightful ownership
ownership of
the property
rightful
of the
property pour
pour se
Si, parmi
parmi les
se l'assurer.
l'assurer. Si,
les
should
claimants, the
the pretendants,
should arise
arise among
among claimants,
pr4tendants, II
il s'eleve
s'6leve une contestacontestasame
determined by
the tion sur la
same shall
shall be
be determined
by the
legitimite de leur
droit
la legitimit6
leur droit
judicial tribunals of the country in
in respectif
propriete, cette
cette conconrespectif aa la propriete,
which
which it
it is
is situated.
testation sera jug&
jugee par les tributribunaux
pays on
le bien
naux de
de justice
justice du
du pays
ou le
bien
est situe.
situe.
ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE

The high contracting
contracting parties hereby
whatever kind
of
by agree that
that whatever
kind of
produce,
merchanproduce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
foreign country
be,
dise of any
any foreign
country can
can be,
from time to
to time, lawfully imported
imported
into the
the United States
States in
in their
their own
own
imported in
the
vessels, may also
also be imported
in the
vessels of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of Hayti,
Hayti,
and no
no higher
higher or other duties
duties upon
upon
cargo of the vessels
the tonnage or cargo
vessels
shall be levied or collected,
collected, than
than
shall
shall be levied
levied or
or collected
collected of the
the
vessels
vessels of
of the most favored nation.
nation.
And
whatever kind
And reciprocally
reciprocally whatever
kind
of
manufactures, or merof produce,
produce, manufactures,
merchandise
chandise of any
any foreign
foreign country can
can
be, from
from time
lawfully imimtime to
to time, lawfully
ported into Hayti in her
her own vesvesimported in the
sels, may
may be also
also imported
the
vessels of the
the United States, and no
no
other duties
tonhigher or
or-other
duties upon
upon the tonthe vessels
shall
nage or
or cargo
cargo of
of the
vessels shall
be
levied or
collected, than
be
be levied
or collected,
than shall
shall be
levied or
or collected
collected of
of the
the vessels of
of
the most favored
favored nation.

ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE
It is
is also
also hereby
that
hereby agreed
agreed that
It
whatever may be lawfully
lawfully exported
whatever
exported
reexported from
country
or reexported
from the
the one
one country
in
in its own
own vessels,
vessels, to any
any foreign
foreign
country, may
may in
in like manner
manner be exported
ported or reexported
reexported in vessels of
.

ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.

Imports.
Les hautes parties
parties contractantes
contractantes Imports.
conviennent par
par ces
ces presentes,
conviennent
presentes, que
que
les
manufactures
les produits,
produits, articles
articles manufactures
et marchandises
marchandises de
de toutes
toutes sortes
sortes
et
qui
d'un pays
pays etranger
etranger quelconque,
quelconque, qui
peuvent etre
de temps
peuvent
8tre de
temps aa autre,
autre, lelegalement importes aux
Unis
galement
aux Etats
Etats Unis
leurs propres
pourront
par leurs
propres navires,
navires, pourront
l'etre egalement par navires d'Haiti,
d'Haiti,
l'8tre
preleve
et qu'il
qu'il ne
ne sera impose
impose on
ou preleve
mitres; sur
sur
des droits
droits plus eleves
eleves on
ou autres,
le
tonnage ou
on la
le tonnage
la cargaison
cargaison des
des navinavipreleves sur
res que ceux imposes
imposes on
ou preleves
sur
les navires de la nation la
la plus
plus favofavorisk. Et,
risee.
Et, reciproquenaent,
reciproquement, les
les produits,
articles manufactures
manufactures et
uits, articles
et marmarchandises
sortes d'un
pays
chandises de
de toutes
toutes sortes
d'un pays
&ranger
qui peuvent
etranger quelconque,
quelconque, qui
peuvent
etre
autre legalement
etre de
de temps
temps ita autre
legalement imimporta
naviportes a
a Haiti
Haiti par
par ses
ses propres
propres navires,
par nanares, pourront
pourront l'etre
1'8tre egalement
6galement par
vires
vires appartenant
appartenant aux
aux Etats
Etats Unis;
Unis;
et,
il ne
sera impose
ni prelev6
preleve des
des
et, il
ne sera
impose ni
droits plus
plus forts
forts ou
ou autres,
sur le
droits
autres, sur
le
tonnage et
et la
tonnage
la cargaison,
cargaison, que
que ceux
ceux
imposes ou
navires
imposes
ou preleves
preleves sur
sur les
les navires
de la
la nation
plus favorisee.
favorisee.
de
nation la
la plus
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XL
XI.
Ii
convenu, par
par les
est de memo
meme convenu,
II est
les Exports.
Exports.
presentes, que
que tout
qui pourra
pr6sentes,
tout ce
ce qui
pourra
etre
on reex8tre legalement
legalement exporte
export6 ou
r6exporte
d'un des
deux pays,
par
porte d'un
des deux
pays, par
ses propres
pour un
un pays
ses
propres navires
navires pour
pays
&ranger
etre
etranger quelconque,
quelconque, pourra
pourra etre
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the other; and
and the same
same duties,
duties,
bounties, and
bounties,
and drawbacks
drawbacks shall
shall be
be
collected
collected and
and allowed
allowed as
as are
are colcollected of
allowed to the most
lected
of and allowed
most
favored nation.
favored
nation.

Coasting
Coasting trade
trade

included.
not included,

Rates of
Rates
of duties.

It it also understood
understood that
It
that the foreforegoing principles
shall apply,
going
principles shall
apply, whether
whether
the vessels
vessels shall
shall have
have cleared
cleared directdirectly from the ports
ports of
of the
the nation
nation to
to
which they
appertain, or from
which
they appertain,
from ports
ports
of any
any other
other nation.

egalement
exports ou reexporte
egalement exporte
rdexportW par
par
les
et les
les navires
navires de
de l'autre;
l'autre; et
les memes
memes
droits seront
memos
seront preleves, les
les memes
primes
drawbacks seront accord6s,
accordos,
primes et drawbacks
que
nation la
que pour
pour les
les navires
navires de
de la
la nation
plus favorisee.
favorisde.
prin.
II est
est aussi entendu
entendu que les
les principes
appliques, que
cipes ci-dessus
ci-dessus seront
seront appliques,
que
les
navires aient
ete exp6dies
expedies diles navires
aient et6
rectement
rectement des ports de
de la
la nation aa
laquelle ils appartiennent
appartiennent on
ou des
ports
nation.
ports de toute autre
autre nation.

ARTICLE XII.
XII.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
XII.
ARTICLE XII.

The provisions
provisions of
of this
this treaty
treaty are
are
understood as applying
not to
to be understood
applying to
to
the coasting
coasting trade of
of the
the contracting
contracting
parties, which
which is
respectively rereparties,
is respectively
served by
by each
each exclusively,
exclusively, to be
be
regulated
regulated by
by its own
own laws.

ce traite
Les dispositions
dispositions de
de ce
traite ne
ne
doivent
etre entendues
entendues comme
comme
doivent pas
pas etre
s'appliquant
commerce de
cabos'appliquant au
au commerce
de cabotage
tractantes, lequel
tage des
des parties con
contractantes,
demeure
respectivement reserve,
par
demeure respectivement
reserve, par
chacune d'elles,
d'elles, exclusivernent
chacune
exclusivement pour
pour
etre regl6
regle par
par ses
ses propres
etre
propres lois.
lois.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.

ARTICLE
XIII.
ARTICLE XIII.

No
or other
duties shall
shall
No higher
higher or
other duties
be
on the
the importation
be imposed
imposed on
importation into
into
the
the United
United States of any article the
growth,
or manufacture
manufacture of
of
growth, produce, or
Hayti
Hayti or
or her
her fisheries;
fisheries; and no higher
higher
or
duties shall
imposed on
on
or other duties
shall be
be imposed
the
any
the importation
importation into Hayti
Hayti of
of any
article
article the growth,
growth, produce,
produce, or
or manumanufacture of the United States or their
their
fisheries,
fisheries, than
than are
are or shall
shall be
be payable on the like articles the
the growth,
produce,
manufacture of
any
produce, or manufacture
of any
other
foreign country or its
other foreign
its fisheries.

Aucun
Aucun droit
droit plus
plus eleve
eleve ou autre
ne sera impose sur l'importation aux
aux
quelconque,
Etats Unis d'un article quelconque,
crfi, de la
du cru,
la production
production ou
ou de la
la
fabrication
on de ses
fabrication d'Haiti ou
ses pedroit plus
eleve ou
cheries; aucun
aucun droit
plus elev6
ou
autre ne sera
sera impose sur l'importation
tation en
en Haiti
Haiti d'un
d'un article quelconque
crii, de
conque du
du crfi,
de la
la production
production ou
ou
de
Unis ou
on
de la
la fabrication
fabrication des
des Etats Unis
de leurs pecheries,
pecheries, que ceux qui
sont
qui sont
on
ou seront payes pour les
les rnemes
memes ararticles
production, de
ticles du crii,
crui, de
de la production,
de
la fabrication de tout autre
autre pays
etranger, on
ou de
de ses
ses pecheries.
Il ne sera
droits ou
on
I1
sera impose
impose de
de droits
frais
autres ou
ou plus
Etats
frais autres
plus Cleves
eleves aux
aux Etats
Unis, sur l'exportation
l'exportation d'un article
article
quelconque
Pa Ha:iti
quelconque pour
pour Haiti,
Haiti, ni
ni an
Haiti
sur
l'exportation d'un
quelsur l'exportation
d'un article quelconque
Etats Unis,
Unis, que
que
conque pour
pour les Etats
ceux qui sopt on
seront payds,
payes, a
l'exou seront
a l'exportation
memes articles
portation des
des memes
articles pour
pour
n'importe quel
n'importe
quel pays etranger.
etranger.
no sera etablie
Aucune prohibition
prohibition ne
etablie
contre l'importation,
l'importation, des
des Torts
'ports des
des
Etats Unis aa ceux d'Haiti
d'Haiti ou
ou de
de
d'Haiti a
ceux des
ceux d'laiti
h ceux
des Etats
Etats Unis,
Unis,
d'un article du cru,
ern, de la production,
production,
de
on
de la
la fabrication
fabrication des Etats Unis ou
de leurs pecheries, on
de
ou d'Haiti
d'Haiti et
et de
ses
ses pecheries,
pecheries, qui ne s'etendra egaleegalement
etranger.
ment a
a tout autre pays
pays etranger.

No other or higher duties or
charges shall be imposed
imposed in the
Urtited
exportation of
United States on
on the exportation
any
Hayti, nor
any article
article to
to Hayti,
nor in
in Hayti,
Hayti,
on the exportation of any article
article to
the United
United States,
States, than such
such as
as are
are
or
payable on the exportaor shall
shall be payable
tion of the like article to
foreign
to any
any foreign
country.
No
No prohibition
shall be
be imposed
No prohibition
No
prohibition shall
imposed
prohibition
on importation. on the importation of any
any article
article the
the
growth, produce, or manufacture
manufacture of
of
the United States or their fisheries,
fisheries,
or of Hayti and
and her fisheries, from or
or
to the ports of the United States or
Hayti,
which shall
exHayti, which
shall not
not equally
equally extend to
to any other foreign
foreign country.
country.

TREATY WITH
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WITH HAYTI.
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ARTICLE
XIV.
ARTICLE XIV.
It
either
if either
agreed that if
hereby agreed
is hereby
It is
of the
the high
parties
contracting parties
high contracting
of
should hereafter
impose discrimihereafter impose
should
nating
duties upon
the products
products of
upon the
nating duties
any
other nation, the other party
any other
shall be
determine the
to determine
liberty to
at liberty
be at
shall
origin of
own products intended
intended
its own
of its
origin
to enter
country by which the
the country
enter the
to
discriminating duties
are imposed.
duties are
discriminating

ARTICLE
XIV.
ARTICLE XIV.

II est
convenu par les presentes
presentes Discriminating
Discriminating
est convenu
II
que
rune ou
l'autre des hautes duties.
duties .
ou l'autre
si I'une
que si
parties
contractantes venait par la
parties contractantes
suite
etablir des droits
differentiels
droits differentiels
suite aaetablir
sur
les procluits
de tout autre nation,
nation,
produits de
sur les
l'autre
faculte de del'autre partie aura la facult6
terminer
terminer l'origine de ses propres
produits
destines. ha entrer
entrer dans le
produits destines
pays
oil les
differentiels sont
les droits diffdrentiels
pays ou
etablis.
dtablis.
ARTICLE
XV.
ARTICLE XV.

ARTICLE XV.
XV.
ARTICLE

Whenever
citizens of either
the citizens
Whenever the
of the
contracting parties
parties shall be
the contracting
of
forced to
to seek
asylum in
refuge or asylum
seek refuge
forced
the rivers,
dominions of the
the
or dominions
ports, or
rivers, ports,
the
other
with their
whether
their vessels, whether
other with
merchant
of
or war, through stress of
merchant or
eneweather,
pursuit of
of pirates or -eneweather, pursuit
mies, or
or want
want of
provisions or water,
of provisions
mies,
they shall
shall be
be received
and treated
received and
they
with
giving to
to them
all
them all
humanity, giving
with humanity,
favor
and protection
protection for repairing
repairing
favor and
their
themselves
placing themselves
and placing
vessels, and
their vessels,
in
condition to
continue their voyto continue
in aacondition
age without
obstacle or hindrance
without obstacle
age
any kind.
of any
And the
the provisions
article
provisions of this article
And
shall
privateers or private
private
apply to privateers
shall apply
vessels of
of war,
war, as
as well
well as public,
vessels
paruntil the
the two
two high
contracting parhigh contracting
until
of
ties may
relinquish that
that mode of
may relinquish
ties
warfare,
genconsideration of the genin consideration
warfare, in
eral
relinquishment of the
the right oof
cral relinquishment
capture
private property
upon
property upor
of private
capture of
the high
high seas.
seas.
the
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Toutes
les fois
que les
citoyens de Rights of asyles citoyens
fois que
Toutes les
lum and refuge.
Pune
l'autre des parties concon- lum and refuge.
ou de l'autre
l'une ou
de
forces
trouveront
tractantes
tractantes se trouveront forces de
chercher
ou asile, dans les
refuge ou
chercher refuge
fleuves,
possessions
ports ou les possessions
fleuves, les ports
de
leurs navires, soit
soit
l'autre, avec leurs
de l'autre,
de
guerre, par
par
de guerre,
soit de
commerce soit
de commerce
suite de
mauvais temps, de pourde mauvais
suite
suite de pirates
d'ennemis, ou de
pirates ou d'ennemis,
suite
manque de provisions ou d'eau, ils
manque
seront accueillis
accueillis et traites
traites avec huseront
facilit6 et
naanite,
recevant toute
toute facilite
et
manite, recevant
protection
pour reparer
leurs navirdparer leurs
protection pour
continuer
res
et se
se mettre
mettre en etat
etat de continuer
res et
leur
sans obstacle ni emvoyage sans
leur voyage
pechement
d'aucune sorte.
pechement d'aucune
Et
dispositions de cet article
les dispositions
Et les
ou
seront
applicables aux
corsaires, on
aux corsaires,
seront applicables
navires prives
guerre aussi bien
prives de guerre
navires
qu'aux
navires publics
publics de guerre,
guerre,
qu'aux navires
jusqu'
deux hautes parles deux
que les
ce que
a ce
jusqu' a
ties
contractantes aient
aient abandonn6
abandonne
ties contractantes
ce mode
mode d'hostilite,
d'hostilite, par suite de
ce
l'abandon general
general du
du droit de capl'abandon
priv6e sur les
turer la
propri6et privee
la propriete
turer
hautes
mers.
hautes mers.
ARTICLE XVI.
XVI.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE XVI.
XVI.
ARTICLE

Quand
navire de
l'une des
Rights of those
des Rightsof
de l'une
un navire
Quand tin
parties
aura fait
naufrage, aura
shipwreckea.
aura shipwreckea.
fait naufrage,
parties aura
autrement en6et autrement
echoue
enaura ete
ou aura
6choue on
dommage
sur les
cOtes ou dans
la
dans la
les c6tes
dommag6 sur
juridiction
de l'autre,
l'autre, les citoyens,
mtoyens,
juridiction de
respectivement,
pour euxrecevront pour
respectivement, recevront
leur
memes aussi
aussi bien
bien que pour leur
m6mes
navire et
effets, la meme
meme assisassisleurs effets,
et leurs
navire
tance qui
qui efit
et ete
ete due,
due, en pareil cas,
cas,
tance
aux habitants
pays ou
oil l'accident
l'accident
du pays
habitants du
aux
est survenu,
survenu, et
ils seront
dans l'obl'obseront dans
et ils
est
ligation de
de payer
payer les memos
depenmemes d6penligation
ses
et les
mames frais
frais de sauvetage
les memes
ses et
circonstance aurasemblable circonstance
qu'en semblable
ient payes
pay& les
memes habitants.
ient
les memes
habitants.
Repairs
s.epairs of ves
vesels.
Qftr.anelp
Si les r6earations
reparations qu'exige
qu'exige un seili
whh
-nnr>iia stranded
_
Si
+-h
TXC
If
the
repairs
which
- '&IV~I~jr!U-- - -- - - - -

part,
When
vessel of either party
any vessel
When any
other
shall
wrecked, stranded, or otherbe wrecked,
shall be
with
wise damaged
on the
coasts or withthe coasts
damaged on
wise
thei:
in
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the other, their
in the
respective citizens
receive, as
shall receive,
citizens shall
respective
well for
themselves as for their ves
vesfor themselves
well
sels
assistance
same assistance
effects, the same
and effects,
sels and
inhabi
winch
would be
be due to the inhabiwhich would
tants
the country
country where the acci
acciof the
tants of
dent
they shall
shall be
happened; and they
dent happened;
an
liable
charges and
pay the same charges
liable to pay
dues of
of salvage
the said inhabiinhabi
as the
salvage as
dues
tants would
like
would be liable to pay in lik
tants
cases.
cases.
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vessel
require shall
render it
it
vessel may
may require
shall render
necessary
whole or any
any part
part
that the
the whole
necessary that
of
should be unloaded,
unloaded, no
of her
her cargo should
no
duties
of custom,
or fees
fees on
on
duties of
custom, charges,
charges, or
as may
be carried
carried away
away
such cargo as
may be
as are
shall be
be paid,
paid, except
except such
such as
are
cases by
national
payable in like cases
by national
vessels.
vessels.

navire
echou6 rendent
necessaire
navire echoue
rendent necessaire
le
de la
la totalite
le dechargement
dechargement de
totalite ou
ou
d'une partie quelconque
quelconque de
de sa earcargaison,
ii ne
no sera
gaison, il
sera paye sur
sur la carcargaison
gaison qui aura
aura 60
et6 remportee
d'autres
et
d'autres droits
droits de
de douane,
douanc, frais
frais et
retributions,
qu'auraient eu
eu
retributions, que ceux qu'auraient
aa, payer,
payer, en pareil cas, les navires
navires
nationaux.
nationaux.

ARTICLE XVII.
XVII.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE XVII.
XVII.
ARTICLE

Ships of either
It
It shall be lawful for the citizens
country not afof either republic to sail with their
fcterby
fected
by notafowner- of either republic to sail with their
ships and
and merchandise
(contraband
ship of merchanmerchan- ships
merchandise (contraband
board, goods excepted)
dise on
on board,
manner of
of
excepted) with
with all manner
contraband
excontraband ex-d) w
a
liberty
and security,
no distinction
distinction
security, no
liberty and
copted.
cepted.
being
who are
are the
being made
made who
the proprietors
proprietors
of
merchandise laden
laden thereon,
thereon,
of the
the merchandise
from
any port
port to
to the places of those
those
from any
who
who now
now are,
are, or
or hereafter
hereafter shall
shall be,
be,
the contractcontractat enmity with
with either
either of
of the
ing
ing parties.

It
It shall
shall likewise be
be lawful
lawful for
for the
the
citizens aforesaid
aforesaid to
to sail
sail with
citizens
with their
their
ships and
and merchandises
merchandises before
before menships
mentioned,
same
tioned, and to trade
trade with
with the same
liberty
not only
liberty and
and security,
security, not
only from
from
ports
places of
are
ports and
and places
of those
those who
who are
enemies
of both
or either
either party,
to
enemies of
both or
party, to
ports
neutral
ports of the
the other, and
and to
to neutral
places,
but also
also from
from one
place bebeplaces, but
one place
longing
place
longing to an
an enemy
enemy to
to another place
belonging
whether they
belonging to
to an enemy,
enemy, whether
they
be
be under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of one
one or
or
several
powers, unless
unless such ports
several powers,
ports or
or
places
besieged, or inplaces are
are blockaded, besieged,
invested.

ARTICLE XVIII.
XVIII.
ARTICLE
And whereas
whereas it
it frequently
frequently haphapAnd
Rules as to
&c.
blockade, &c.
pens that vessels sail for aa port or
or
enemy without
without
place belonging to an
an enemy
knowing that the same
either besame is
is either
sieged, blockaded,
blockaded, or
or invested,
invested, it
it is
is
hereby agreed by the high
high contractcontracting parties that every vessel so circumstanced may
turned away
away
cumstanced
may be
be turned
from such port or place, but
but she
she shall
not be detained, nor any part of her
her
if not
confiscargo, if
not contraband,
contraband, be
be confiscated, unless, after
after notice
notice of such
blockade or investment,
investment, she shall
she
again attempt
attempt to
to enter;
enter; but she
permitted to go to any other
shall be permitted
other

11 sera permis aux
citoyens de
II
aux citoyens
de
rune
de l'autre
l'autre r6publique
republique de
de
I'une on
ou de
faire voile
voile avec leurs navires et marmerchandises
articles de
chandises (les articles
de contrecontrebande
et
bande exceptes)
exceptes) en
en toute liberte
liberte et
en
securite, et sans distinction
distinction
en toute
toute s6curite,
aucune, quant a
qui sont
aucune,
a qui
sont proprieproprietaries
chargees
taries des marchandises
marchandises charg6es
sur c&s
navires, d'un
quelconque
sur
ces navires,
d'un port quelconque
vers
sont
ceux qui sont
vers les
les places de ceux
actuollement on
actuellement
ou pourront
pourront etre par la
la
suite en 6tat
l'ene
etat d'hostilite
d'hostilite avec l'une
on l'autre
parties contractantes.
contractantes.
ou
l'autre des
des parties
11
permis aux
aux ciII sera
sera egalement permis
toyens susdits
toyens
susdits de
de faire voile avec
avec
navires et marchandises
merchandises susleurs navires
mentionees et
de commercer
commercer avec
mentionees
et de
avec la
la
meme liberte
securite,
meme
liberte et la meme
meme s6curit6,
seulement des ports et des
non seulement
places de ceux qui sont ennemis
ennemis des
des
places
parties ou de l'une d'elles,
deux parties
ports de
aux ports
de l'autre
1'autre et aux ports
neutres, mais
neutres,
mais aussi d'une
d'une place appartenant A
a on
entre
a une autre
partenant
un ennemi a
un ermemi,
ennemi, que
place appartenant
appartenant a
aon
que
place
ces places
juridiction
soient sous
sous la juridiction
ces
places soient
plusieurs puissances,
d'une ou de plusieurs
puissances,
except e si
ports ou places
si les dits ports
excepte
bloques, assieg4s
assieges ou
on investis.
investis.
sont bloques,
ARTICLE
XVIII.
ARTICLE XVIII.
Et, comme
comme il
il arrive
arrive frequemment
frequemment
Et,
que
des navires
navires partent
un port
que des
partent pour
pour on
port
ou
une place
place appartenant
appartenant h
arennemi,
ou une
l'ennemi,
sans savoir
sans
savoir que
que ces
ces points
points sont
sont asassieges,
on investis,
investis, il
ici
il est
est ici
sieges, bloques
bloques ou
convenu
entre les
les hautes
hautes parties
convenu entre
parties
contractantes, que tout navire
ndvire qui se
se
contractantes,
trouvera
cc cas
cas pourra
pourra etre
etre
trouvera dans
dans ce
renvoy6
ports ou
on places, mais
renvoye de ces ports
detenu, ni aucune
ne sera
sera pas
pas ddtenu,
aucune partie
de
c,argaison, si elle
n'eat de
de sa
sa cargaison,
elle n'est
contrebande,
confisquee, a
a moins
moms
contrebande, confisqude,
qu'apres
qu'apres l'avis d'un tel blocus ou d'un
ne
meme navire
tel investissement
investissement le memo
navire no
tentat encore d'entrer. Mais il
ii lui
tentat
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port
port or
or place
place she
she shall
shall think proper,
proper,
provided
blockaded,
provided the
the same be
be not blockaded,
besieged,
shall
besieged, or invested. Nor shall
any
parties
any vessel
vessel of either
either of the parties
that
have entered
entered into
into such
that may
may have
port
port or place before
before the
the same
same was
was
actually besieged,
besieged, blockaded,
blockaded, or inactually
vested by the
the other, be restrained
her
from quitting such place
place with her
cargo, nor,
found therein
therein after
the
if found
after the
cargo,
nor, if
reduction and
and surrender
surrender of
of such
such
vessel or her cargo
place, shall such vessel
be
confiscation, but
liable to confiscation,
but they
be liable
shall
restored to
to the owners
owners
shall be restored
thereof.
thereof.

sera
tout autre
lera permis d'aller vers
vers tout
port
on place,
son desir,
desir, pourvu
pourvu
port ou
place, selon
selon son
que
ne soient
soient ni
que ces
ces derniers
derniers points
points ne
ni
bloques,
Les
bloques, ni
ni assidges,
assi6g6s, ni investis. Les
lavires de rune
l'une ou de Fautre
'autre des
navires
deux
parties qui seraient
seraient entres dans
leux parties
de
ports ou
avant que
ces
le tels
tels ports
ou places,
places, avant
que ces
ports
on places,
ports ou
places, efissent
efssent ete
6et effectiveeffectivement assieges,
assidegs, bloques on
ou investis
meat
par
ne seront
pas empaches
empeches
par rautre,
'autre, ne
seront pas
de les quitter, avec leurs chargede
chargements,
trouves apres
apres
ments, et s'ils
s'ils yy sont
sont trouves
la reduction
reddition de la
reduction on
ou la reddition
place,
place, iLs
ils ne
ne seront
seront pas
pas sujets
sujets aaconfiscation,
fscation, mais
mais devront
devront etre remis a
le.urs
le.urs proprietaires.
proprietaires.

ARTICLE XIX.
XIX.
ARTI'CLE

ARTICLE XIX.
XIX.
ARTICLE

The two
two high contracting
contracting parties
parties
The
recognize
as permanent
permanent and imrecognize as
mutable
the following
following principles,
principles, to
to
mutable the
wit:wit:1.
ships make
make free
free
free ships
1. That
That free
goods;
is to
to say: that the efgoods; that
that is
goods belonging
belonging to subjects
fects or goods
citizens of
at
of aa power or
or state at
or citizens
war are free
confiscapture or
or confisfree from
from capture
war
cation
neutral
cation when found on board neutral
vessels,
articles
the exception
exception of articles
vessels, with the
contraband
contraband of war.
2.
neutrals
2. That
That the property of neutrals
on board
board of
of an
enemy's vessel
vessel is not
not
an enemy's
on
unless the
to confiscation,
confiscation, unless
subject to
same be contraband
contraband of war.
The
The like neutrality shall be extended
tended to persons who are on board
a
neutral ship,
ship, with
with this
this effect,
that
effect, that
a neutral
although they may be enemies of
of
although
both
both or
or either party, they are not to
ship, unless
of that ship,
be taken
taken out of
they are
are officers or soldiers, and in
the enemy.
enemy.
the actual service of the
The
engage to
The contracting
contracting parties engage
apply
these principles
principles to
the comto the
apply these
merce
navigation of all such
such
merce and navigation
powers
states as shall
consent
shall consent
and states
powers and
to adopt them as permanent
permanent and
immutable.

ARTICLE XX.
XX.
ARTICLE

parties contraccontracLes
deux hautes
hautes parties
Les deux
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Recognition of
Recognition

certain principrincireconnaissent comme
tantes reconnaissent
comme perma- certain
tantes
ples.•

nents
et immuables
les iorincipes
nents et
immuables les
rincipes ps.
ci-apres, a
a savoir
ci-apres,
savoir:-:—
ships make
1. Que
Que le
le navire
navire libre
fait la
la marmar- Free ships
libre fait
1.
free goods.
goods.
ehandise libre, c'est a
a dire, que les free
chandise
effets et marchandises,
marchandises, appartenant
appartenant
effets
sujets on
aux sujets
on aux
aux citoyens
citoyens d'une
puissance
d'un &at
puissance ou
ou d'un
etat en
en guerre,
guerre, ne
peuvent
etre ni saisis
saisis ni
ni confisques,
confisquds,
peuvent etre
si on les trouve
bord d'un navire
navire
trouve Iabord
neutre,
moms que
des
ce ne soient des
que ce
neutre, aamoins
articles
guerre.
contrebande de guerre.
articles de contrebande
Property of
of
2.
Que la
des neutres
neutres B Property
la propriete
propriete des
2. Que
neutrals.
bord
d'un navire
navire ennemi
n'est pas
pas neutrals
ennemi n'est
bord d'un
sujette a
aconfiscation,
confiscation, A
amoms
qu'elle
moins qu'elle
sujette
ne soit
contrebande de guerre.
ne
soit contrebande
La
neutralite
aux
La memo
mrme
neutralite s'etend aux
personnes trouvees
naa bord d'un natrouvees a
personnes
avec cette consequence,
consequence,
vire neutre, avec
personnes
que, quoique ces personnes
a savoir
savoir que,
puissent
des ennemis des deux
deux
puissent etre des
parties ou
on de
elks ne
de l'une
r'une d'elles, elles
parties
pourront pas
pas etre
etre enlevees
enlevees du
du dit
pourront
cc ne soient des
des
a moms
moins que ce
navire, a
service
officiers ou
on des soldats
soldats au service
officiers
actuel
Les parties
parties
l'ennemi. Les
de rennemi.
actuel de
contractantes
s'engagent iaappliquer
appliquer
contractantes s'engagent
t la
ces
principes au commerce
commerce et a
la
ces principes
navigation
puissances
navigation de toutes les puissances
et
de tons
tons les
qui consentiront
consentiront
les etats
6tats qui
et de
les adopter
comme permanents
permanents et
aales
adopter comme
immuables.
immuables.
ARTICLE XX.
XX.
ARTICLE

La
de navigatiOn
et de
de Contraband of
of
navigation et
La liberte
libertd de
The
navigation and
The liberty of navigation
commerce s'etendra
s'etendra a
a toutes
toutes sortes
sortes war
include
war to
to include
vmmerce shall
extend to all kinds
kinds commerce
shall extend
vommerce
de marchandises,
marchandises, a
seulei l'exception,
l'exception, seuleonly de
excepting those only
of merchandise,
merchandise, excepting
ment, de
celles d6signdes
designees sous
sous le
le
de celles
distinguished by the name
name ment,
are distinguished
which are
-
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of contraband of war, and under
under
this
comprehended: -—
this name
name shall
shall be
be comprehended:
1.
howitzers,
1. Cannons,
Cannons, mortars, howitzers,
swivels,
blunderbusses, muskets,
muskets, fufuswivels, blunderbusses,
sees,
pikes,
sees, rifles, carbines,
carbines, pistols,
pistols, pikes,
swords,
sabres, lances,
lances, spears,
halswords, sabres,
spears, halberds,
grenades, bombs,
berds, grenades,
bombs, powder,
matches, balls, and
matches,
and everything
everything belonging to the
arms.
longing
the use of arms.
'2. Bucklers,
Bucklers, helmets,
helmets, breastplates,
breastplates,
2.
coats-of-mail,
accoutrements, and
and
coats-of-mail, accoutrements,
clothes
made up
form
military form
clothes made
up in military
and
and for
for military use.
3.
Cavalry belts
and horses,
horses, with
belts and
with
3. Cavalry
their harness.
4. And, generally,
generally, all
all offensive
offensive or
or
defensive
defensive arms, made
made of
of iron,
iron, steel,
steel,
brass, copper,
of any
any other
mabrass,
copper, or
or of
other material prepared
prepared and
and formed
formed to make
war by land or at sea.

Goods not incontraand
eluded
in list
to of
listo
ludebdin
contraband
to be
free
free for cornconmerce.

Merchant ships
Merchant
in time of war to
exhibit,
&c.
exhiit, &c.

nom
de contrebande
de guerre,
guerre, et
et
nom de
contrebande de
sous
nom som
compris: -—
som compris:
sous ce
ce nom
1.
1. Les canons,
canons, mortiers, obusiers,
obusiers,
pierriers, espingoles,
espingoles, mousquets,
mousquets, fufupierriers,
ails, mousquetons,
carabines, pistomousquetons, carabines,
pistosils,
lets,
epees, sabres, lances,
lances, javjaylets, piques, 6epes,
dines, hallebardes,
hallebardes, grenades,
grenades, bombes,
bombes,
elines,
poudre, mIches,
meches, boulets
boulets et
tout ce
ce
et tout
poudre,
qui tient
tient a
it l'emploi
l'emploi des
des armes.
qui
armes.
2.
Les boucliers,
boucliers casques,
2. Les
casques, cuirasses,
cottes de
maide, accoutrements
accoutrements
es, cottes
de maille,
et vetements
militaires confectionconfectionet
vetements militaires
nes
nes dans
dans la forme
forme et pour un service
militaire.
3.
Les ceinturons
ceinturons de cavalerie
cavalerie et
3. Les
les chevaux
chevaux avec leurs harnais.
4. Et
Et generalement
generalement toutes
armes
toutes armes
4.
offensives
et defensives
defensives fabriquees
fabriquees
offensives et
avec
l'acier, du cuivre,
cuivre, de
de
avec du
du fer, de l'acier,
l'airain,
on avec
l'airain, ou
avec toute
toute autre prepapreparation et dans le but de faire
faire la
ration
guerre par
par terre
ou par
par mer.
mer.
guerre
terre ou

ARTICLE XXI.
ARTICLE
XXI.

ARTICLE XXI.
XXI.
ARTICLE

All
merchandises and
and things
All other
other merchandises
things
of
not
comprehended
in
articles
of
articles
the
in
comprehended
not
no
contraband
explicitly enumerated
enumerated
contraband explicitly
classified as above
and classified
above shall
be held
held
shall be
and
considered as free,
and considered
free, and
and subjects
of free
and lawful
lawful commerce,
commerce, so
so
of
fiee and
that they
and transported
they be
be carried
carried and
transported
that
manner by
the citizens
in the
the freest
freest manner
by the
citizens
of both
both the
parties, even
the contracting
contracting parties,
even
of
places belonging
to places
belonging to an
an enemy,
excepting only those places
places which
which
excepting
are at the time
time besieged
besieged or
or blockblockaded.

Toutes autres
autres marchandises
marchandises et
et
tons autres
autres articles, non
tous
non compris
compris
parmi ceux
de contrebande
contrebande expliciteexpliciteparmi
ceux de
classes comme
ment enumeres
6numeres et
et classes
consideres libres et
dessus, seront consideres
objets d'un
commerce libre
libre et
et legal,
legal,
objets
d'un commerce
pourront ainsi etre
etre transportes
de
et pourront
transportes de
in maniere
maniere la
la plus
plus libre,
libre, par
par les
les citoycitoyla
contractantes,
ens de
de deux parties contractantes,
meme a
a des
des places
meme
places appartenant
appartenant A
l'ennemi,
l'exception de
de celles
celles de
de
l'ennemi, aa 1'exception
ces places
qui se
trouveront actuelces
places qui
se trouveront
actuellement assiegees
assiegees ou bloquees.
bloquees.
lement

ARTICLE XXII.
XXIL
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
XXII.
ARTICLE XXII.

In time
time of
of war
the merchant
ships
war the
merchant ships
In

belonging
belonging to the citizens of either
either
of the contracting
contracting parties
parties which
shall be bound
bound to
to aa port of the
the
enemy of
parties, and
enemy
of one
one of
of the
the parties,
and
concerning whose
whose voyage
voyage and
and the
concerning
there may be
articles of
of their cargo
cargo there
just grounds
be
just
grounds of
of suspicion, shall be
obliged
exhibit not
their
obliged to exhibit
not only
only their
certifipassports but likewise
likewise their
their certifishowing that
cates, showing
that their goods are
not
those specified
specified
not of the
the quality
quality of
of those
as contraband
in this
this treaty.
as
contraband in
treaty.

ARTICLE XXIII.
XXIII.
ARTICLE

and
To avoid all kind of vexation and

En
les batiments
En temps
temps de guerre, les
batiments
de
commerce appartenant
appartenant aux
citoy·de commerce
aux citoyens
on de
de l'autre
des parparens de
de l'une
t'une ou
l'autre des
expéties contractantes,
contractantes, qui seront expedids
pour un
ennemi de l'une
dies pour
un port ennemi
'une
des
deux parties,
parties, seront, si
leur
des deux
si leur
voyage
voyage et les
les articles de
de leur chargement
fournissent de justes
justes motifs de
ment fournissent
de
suspicion, tenus
tenus d'exhiber non seulement
passe-ports', mais
encore
ment leurs
leurs passe-ports,
mais encore
les certificats
certificats dont ils sont porteurs
pour
prouver que
que leurs
leurs marchan
marehan
pour prouver
dises
de
dises ne sent
sont pas de la qualite
qualite de
celles
comme contrebande
contrebande
celles speeifiees
specifi6es comme
par
ce traite.
par ce
ARTICLE XXIII.
XXIII.
ARTICLE
&triter toutes sortes
sorts de vexaPour dviter
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Neutralves sels
tion et d'abus dans l'examen
l'examen des tsorcNeutralvessels
ave passpo
papiers
desrts,ch.
passport,
propriet6 des
concernant la
la propriete
papiers eoncernant
appartenant aux citoyens
navires appartenant
citoyens
des parties
parties contractantes,
contractantes, il est conconvenu, par les presentes,
venu,
lorsque
presentes, que, lorsque
l'une des parties se trouvera
rune
en
trouvera en
gierre et que
gtierre
que l'autre
rautre sera neutre,
neutre,
batiments de la partie
les batiments
partie neutre seseront munis de passe-ports,
qu'il
passe-ports, afin qu'il
soit
soit par la evident
evident qu'ils
qu'ils appartienappartiennent reellement
reellement a
a des citoyens de
la. partie neutre.
neutre. Ces
Ces passe-ports
passe-ports
seront valables
un nombre
nombre quelquelseront
valables pour
pour un
conque de voyages,
voyages, mais seront
conque
seront renouvelds
nouveles tons les ans.
ans.
7ti
_e vessels are
laden, in addibatiments sont charg4s,
charges, il
il
f .e
Si les
are laden,
les batiments
above named,
leer sera,
en outre
outre des passe-ports
passe-ports
tion t.v. the passports
passports above
named, leur
sera, en
susmentionnes, fourni
fourni des
des certificats,
ley shall be provided with certificertifi- susmentionnes,
certificats,
.hey
due forme
forme et delivres
par
dresses en
en due
ddlivres par
cates, in due form, made
made out by the dresses
In place
place du ddpart,
depart,
officiers de la
officers
whence they
officers of the
the place whence
they les officiers
ron puisse
puisse savoir
known afin
afin que
que l'on
savoir si les
les dits
sailed, so that
that it may be known
b5.timents sont porteurs
d'articles
whether they
carry any contraband
contraband batiments
porteurs d'articles
whether
they carry
Et, s'il
de contrebande.
contrebande. Et,
s'il n'appert
n'appert
And ifif it
it shall not appear
appear de
goods. And
pas de ces certificats
certificats qu'il existe a
certificates that there pas
from the said certificates
contrebande, les
articles de
de contrebande,
are
contraband goods
bord des
des articles
goods on
on board,
board, the
the bord
are contraband
batiments seront
misses libres
libres de
seront laisses
vessels stall
stall be
be permitted
permitted to proceed
proceed batiments
poursuivre leur
leur voyage.
voyage.
S'il reon
their voyage. If
it shall
shall appear
appear poursuivre
on their
If it
certificats
de ces
ces certificats
suite, au
au contraire,
contraire, de
from
certificates that there are suite,
from the certificates
de contrebande
contrebande exexdes articles
articles de
que des
contraband
such que
contraband goods
goods on
on board
board any such
tel navire,
navire, et si le
un tel
le comistent sur
sur un
vessel, and
and the
the istent
the commander
commander of
of the
vessel,
navire offre
offre de s'en
s'en
mandant de ce navire
same
deliver them
them up,
up, mandant
same shall
shall offer
offer to
to deliver
cette offre
il
sera acceptee,
acceptde, ii
offre sera
dessaisir, cette
a dessaisir,
shall be accepted,
accepted, and a
that offer shall
en sera
sera delivre
delivro recu
et le
navire
recu et
le navire
lui en
receipt for
shall be given,
given, lui
receipt
for the same
same shall
laisse libre
continuer son
libre de continuer
sera laissd
liberty to sera
vessel shall
shall be at liberty
and the vessel
moms que
les articles
articles de
que les
voyage, aamoins
pursue
quan- voyage,
pursue her voyage, unless the quansoient en trop grande
grande
ne soient
contrebande ne
tity
contraband goods
greater contrebande
goods be greater
tity of
of contraband
pour pouvoir
pouvoir etre
commoetre commoquantite pour
received quantite
can be conveniently
conveniently received
than can
reps a
du navire
navire de
de
a bord
bord du
dement regus
on
priva- dement
board the
the ship-of-war
ship-of-war or privaon board
Dans ce deron du corsaire.
corsaire. Dane
guerre ou
other guerre
teer, in which
which case, as in all other
cas, comme
dans tous
autres
les autres
tous les
comme dans
nier cas,
vessel nier
detention, the vessel
cases of
of just
just detention,
cas d'unejuste 'd6tention,
detention, le
le navire
navire
d'une juste
nearest safe
safe cas
shall be carried to the nearest
sera dirige
dirige sur
port le
le plus
voisin,
plus voisin,
le port
sur le
port for
for the delivery
delivery sera
and convenient
convenient port
le
plus cur
convenable
plus convenable
et le
le plus
sur et
le plus
of the
the same.
pour la
la delivrance
dits articles.
articles.
des dits
d6livrance des
pour
Dane
batiment
ou un
un batiment
Dans le
le cas oil
In
In case any vessel shall not be
ete muni
d'un passe-port
passe-port
muni d'un
pas ete
n'aura pas
furnished
passport or cer- n'aura
furnished with such passport
certificats, dont
necesdont il est necesou de
de certificats,
tificates
as are
required for
for on
are above
above required
tificates as
saire qu'il soit
pourvu d'apres
ce
d'apres ce
soit pourvu
the
exam- saire
the same, such case may be examque dessus,
dessus, un tel cas sera examine
examine
ined by a
tribunal; que
a proper judge or tribunal;
par un
un juge
on un
tribunal compecompeun tribunal
juge ou
and if
if it
other par
appear from other
it shall
shall appear
and
tent; et
et s'il
appert d'autres
d'autres docudocus'il appert
documents .or
admissible by tent;
or proofs,
proofs, admissible
documents
ment S ou
d'autres preuves,
preuves, admisou d'autres
the usage of
of nations,
nations, that
that the ves- ments
the
sibles suivant
us et
et coutumes
des
coutumes des
les us
suivant les
oi sibles
sel belongs to citizens or subjects of
appartient
que le
le batiment appartient
nations, que
the
be nations,
it shall
shall not be
the neutral
neutral party,
party, it
citoyens on
la
de la
sujets de
aux sujets
ou aux
aux citoyens
confiscated,
be released
released aux
shall be
confiscated, but shall
neutre, ii
ne sera
sera pas
conpas conil ne
partie neutre,
(contraband goods
goode partie
with her cargo, (contraband
avec son
son
reliche avec
sera relfiche
mais sera
fisqu6, mais
excepted,) and
permitted to propro fisque,
excepted,)
and be permitted
chargement
articles de
de contrecontre(les articles
chargement (les
ceed on her voyage.
voyage.
bande
exceptes) et
et sera
libre
sera laisse
laisse libre
bande except6s)
de poursuivre
son voyage.
voyage.
son
poursuivre
Ide
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Abuse
examination of the
the
abuse in the examination
papers rzlating
relating to the ownership
ownership of
of
he vessels
belonging to
to the citizens
citizens
.he
vessels belonging
contracting parties,
)f the centracting
parties, it is here')3,agreed that
one party shall
that when
when one
shall
by
be
be engaged in war, and
and the
the other
other
party
vessels
be neutral,
neutral, the vessels
party sLall
sLall be
Jf
neutral party shall be furjf the
the reutral
furnished with
with passports,
passports, that
that it may
may appear
belong
pear thereby that they really
really belong
to
citi:.en-s of
neutral party.
to citize,ns
of the
the neutral
These
passports shall be
These passports
be valid
valid for
any
voyages, but
shall be
be
any number
number of
of voyages,
but shall
renened
rene'.ed every
every year.
4

a
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ARTICLE XXIV.
ARTICLE
XXIV.

ARTICLE XXIV.
XXIV.
ARTICLE

Manner
of
In
order to
to prevent
all kinds
kinds of
Manner of
In order
prevent all
o
search of vessels,
visiting and
and examivessels. disorder in the
the visiting
examination of the vessels
vessels and
and cargoes
cargoes of
o:
the
both the contracting
contracting parties
parties on
on th(
high seas, it is hereby
agreed that
that,
hereby agreed
whenever a
ship-of-war shall
shall meet
a ship-of-war
meet
with a
aneutral
neutral of
of the
the other contractcontracting party, the first shall remain
remain at
at a
a
convenient
distance, and
and may
convenient distance,
may send
send
its boats, with two or three men
men
order to
to execute
the examexamonly, in order
execute the
concerning the
ination of the papers concerning
the
ownership and
vessel,
ownership
and cargo
cargo of
of the vessel,
without causing the
the least
least extortion,
extortion,
which
violence, or ill-treatment,
ill-treatment, for which
commanders of
of the
said armed
the commanders
the said
armed
ships shall be responsible
responsible with
with their
their
persons and property;
property; for which
which
parpose
purpose the commanders
commanders of
of all
all priprivate armed vessels
vessels shall, before
before receiving their commissions, give
give sufsufficient security to answer for all
damages they may commit; and
and it
it
is hereby agreed
agreed and understood
that the neutral
neutral party shall in
no
in no
case be required
required to go on board
board the
the
examining
examining vessel
vessel for the purpose
purpose of
of
for any
any
exhibiting his papers, or for
other purpose whatever.

ARTICLE XXV.
ARTICLE
XXV.

Ships under
under
It is expressly
It
expressly agreed
the
agreed by the
envoy not
to
be hioh
stipthat the
the stipparties that
contracting parties
to be
higlh.contracting
notsearchconvoe
visited or
ed.
ulations
relative
ed.
ulations before
before mentioned,
mentioned, relative
to the conduct
observed on the
conduct to be observed
the
sea by the cruisers
the belligerbelligercruisers of
of the
ent party toward the ships of
of the
the
neutral
neutral party, shall be applicable
applicable
only to ships sailing without a
a conshall
voy; and when
when the
the said
said ships shall
be convoyed,
convoyed, it being the intention
intention
of the parties to observe
observe all the regards due to the protection
protection of the
displayed by
it
flag displayed
by public
public ships, it
lawful to
shall not be lawful
to visit
visit them;
them;
but the verbal declaration
declaration of
of the
the
commander of the convoy
the
commander
convoy that the
ships he convoys belong to the
nation
the nation
whose flag
flag he carries, and that
that they
they
have no contraband
contraband goods
board,
goods on
on board,
considered by the respecshall be considered
tive cruisers as fully sufficient;
sufficient; the
two parties reciprocally
engaging
reciprocally engaging
not to admit, under the protection
protection
of their convoys, ships
shall
ships which
which shall
have on board contraband
contraband goods
goods
destined to an enemy.
destined

3,
8, 1864.
1864.

Afln de pr4venir
Afin
prdvenir tout
tout d4sordre
desordre
l'examen des batibatidans la visite et
et l'examen
ments et des cargaisons
cargaisons des
deux
des deux
parties contractantes
contractautes sur les hautes
mers,
tners, il eat
convenu, que, lorsqu'un
lorsqu'un
est ici convenu,
navire de
de guerre
guerre rencontrera
un
rencontrera un
batiment neutre de l'autre
l'autre partie
partie
contractante, le
le premier
premier se
se tiendra
tiendra a
contractante,
une distance
enverra
une
distance convenable,
convenable, et
et enverra
seulement deux
deux ou
on
sa chaloupe
chaloupe avec seulement
effectuent
trois hornmes,
hommes, pour qu'ils effectuent
1'examen
l'examen des papiers
papiers relatifs aa In
la
propriete du batiment
batiment et de
son
propriet6
de son
chargement,
chargement, sans se livrer a
a aucune
aucune
exaction, violence
traiteexaction,
violence ou mauvais
mauvais traitement, ce
cc dont
les commandants
commandants des
des
dont les
navires armes seront
seront responsadits navires
bles de leurs
leurs personnes
personnes et de leurs
biens.
biens. Pour cet effet les commancommandants de
tons navires prives
armes dededants
de tous
prives armes
avant de recevoir
recevoir leurs
leurs commisvront, avant
commisgarantie suffisante
suffisante
sions, fournir une garantie
de tons
toes les
pour repondre
repondre de
les dommages
dommages
qu'ils pourront
pourront occasioner;
oceasioner; et il est ici
ici
convenu et entendu
entendu que
que la
la partie
convenu
partie
neutre ne sera, clans
aucun cas,
ens, apdans aucun
pelee sur le navire visitant,
visitant, ni
pour
pelde
ni pour
la presentation
presentation de ses
ses papiers
papiers ni
ni
pour aucun autre motif quelconque.
quelconque.
ARTICLE XXV.
ARTICLE
XXV.

II est
expressement convenu
eat expressement
eonvenu enles deux hautes
hautes parties
parties contractre les
contractantes que
que les stipulations
stipulations ci-dessus
ci-dessus
concernant la
In conduite aa tenir sur
sur
concernant
-mer
croiseurs de la
la partie
partie
mer par les
les croiseurs
belligerante
envers les batiments
de
belligerante envers
batiments de
la partie neutre
ne seront
seront applicaneutre ne
applicaqu'aux batiments voyageant
bles qu'aux
voyageant
sans convoi;
convoi; que lorsque
lorsque les dits
batiments seront convoyes,
batiments
convoyes, l'intenl'intention des parties &ant
d'obsernr
dtant d'observer
tons
egards dtts
protection
tous les egards
dfs hk la protection
du pavilion qui llotte
flotte sur les navires
publics,
publics, il ne
ne sera
sera pas
pas permis
permis de les
visiter; mais que la declaration
declaration ververbale du commandant
commandant du convoi,
convoi, que
que
les batiments
batiments escortds
escortes par lui appartiennent
dent il
il porte
le
tiennent a
a la
la nation,
nation, dont
porte le
pavilion et n'ont atleur
pavilion
leur bord aucun
aucun
article de
de contrebande,
contrebande, sera consideree comme
clerk
comme entierement
entierement snffisante
suffisante
par
croiseurs respectifs,
respectifs, les deux
deux
par les croiseurs
parties
s'engageant reciproquement
reciproquement
parties s'engageant
a ne pas admettre
admettre sous la protection
protection
3e leurs eonvois
convois des
de
des batiments qui
qui
seraient
porteurs d'articles
conseraient porteurs
d'articles de contrebande
ennemi.
trebande destines iit un ennemi.
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ARTICLE XXVI.
ARTICLE
XXVI.
Whenever vessels shall be capWhenever
capcarried into
tured or detained, to be carried
port under pretence
pretence of carrying
carrying to
to
the enemy contraband
contraband goods,
goods, the
the
captor shall
shall give
give aa receipt
receipt for such
such
of the papers of the vessel
vessel as
as he
he
receipt shall
shall retain, which receipt
shall be
annexed to a
a copy of said papers;
papers;
break up
up
and it shall be unlawful to break
chests, trunks,
or open the hatches, chests,
trunks,
casks, bales, or vessels
vessels found
found on
board, or
part
or remove
remove the
the smallest
smallest part
of the goods, unless the lading
lading be
be
brought on shore
presence of the
the
shore in presence
competent
an inventory
competent officers,
officers, and
and an
inventory
be made by them of the same.
same. Nor
shall it be lawful to sell, exchange,
exchange, or
or
alienate
alienate the said articles of contraband in any manner, unless there
shall have been lawful process,
process, and
and
shall
the competent judge or judges
judges shall
have pronounced
goods
have
pronounced against
against such
such goods
sentence of confiscation.
confiscation.

ARTICLE XXVII.
ARTICLE
XXVII.
That proper care may
may be taken
of the vessel and cargo,
cargo, and embezembezzlement prevented
prevented in time of war, it
is hereby agreed
agreed that it shall not be
lawful
lawful to remove the master, commander, or supercargo
supercargo of any captured vessel from on board there.of,
thereof,
during the time the vessel may be
be
at sea after her capture, or pending
pending
her
the proceedings
proceedings against her, or her
anything relating thereto;
cargo, or anything
thereto;
and in all cases where a
a vessel
vessel of
citizens of either
either party shall be
the citizens
captured or seized and held for
for adjudication, her officers,
officers, passengers,
passengers,
and crew shall be hospitably treated.
They
not be
deThey shall
shall not
be imprisoned
imprisoned or
or deprived of any part of their wearing
wearing
apparel, nor of the possession and
use of their money, not exceeding
exceeding
captain, supercargo,
for the captain,
supercargo, mate,
mate,
and passengers, five hundred dollars
each, and for the sailors one hundred
hundred
each,
dollars each.
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ARTICLE XXVI.
ARTICLE
XXVI.

TouteS les fois
betiments
Toutes
fois que
que des batiments
seront captures
captures ou detenus
detenus pour
pour etre
etre
conduits dans un port sous la charge
charge
d'apporter
l'ennemi des articles
articles de Provisions
Provisions in
d'apporter aa l'ennemi
contrebande,
devra fourfour- case
case of
captures.
contrebande, le
le capteur devra
of captures.
re.u de ceux des papiers du badnir recu
batiment qu'il aura retenus,
retenus, lequel
lequel recu
regu
sera annexe a
dits
a une
une copie des
des dits
papiers;
de
papiers; et
et il
il ne sera
sera pas
pas permis de
,
x,
briser ou
ou d'ouvrir
d'ouvrir les panneau
panneaux,
coffres,
malles, barils, colis ou
coffres, manes,
on vases
vases
trouves a
abord,
d'enlever la
la moinmointrouves
bord, ni
ni d'enlever
moms que le
le
dre partie des effets, aa moins
chargement ne soit
soft transports
chargement
transport6 aaterre
presence des officiers
officiers competents
competents
en prdsence
dresse
et qu'il n'en soit,
soit, par eux,
eux, dresse
inventaire.
inventaire. II
11 ne sera pas non plus
plus
permis de vendre, d'echanger
d'echanger ni
ni
permis
d'aliener d'aucune
d'aucune facon les dits
d'aliener
articles de contrebande,
contrebande, sans qu'il y
y
articles
ait en
eu poursuite
poursuite legale,
legale, et que le
juge on
aient
juge
ou les juges competents
comprtents aient
prononce contre
contre de tels articles
articles sensenprononce
tence de confiscation.
tence
confiscation.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXVII.
XXVII.
Afin que des soins convenables
convenables
soient pris des batiments
hatiments et de leurs
chargements,
que toutes malverchargements, et que
malversations soient empechees,
Cam of capcapempechees, en temps Care
de
convenu qu'il tured
property.
de guerre,
guerre, il est
est ici convenu
tured property.
d'eloigner du
du
ne sera pas permis d'6loigner
bord le maitre,
maitre, le commandant
commandant ou le
subrecargue
batiment capture,
subr6cargue d'un batiment
durant le temps que ce
cc bitiment
bitiment
sera
sera encore en mer apres
apres la capture,
capture,
ou
ou durant
durant in
la procedure
procedure qui se pourpoursouivra
sa
souivra contre
contre le dit
dit batiment, sa
cargaison
cc qui
trait;
cargaison ou tout ce
qui y
ya
a trait;
et, dans tons
on batiment
tous les cas
cas oi
ou un
batiment
appartenant
citoyens de l'une
appartenant a
a des citoyens
ou de l'autre partie aura ete capture, confisque
confisque et
et detenu
pour etre
etre
ture,
detenu pour
adjuge, ses
sea officiers,
officiers, ses passagers
et
adjuge,
passagers et
devront etre
son equipage
equipage devront
etre traites
traites
avec hospitalit.
hospitalite. Its
devront pas
avec
Ils ne devront
etre emprisonnes,
8tre
emprisonnes, ni etre prives
d'aucune partie de
de leurs vetements,
vetements,
d'aucune
possession de leur argent, n'exde la possession
cedant pas
pas pour
le subcedant
pour le
le oapitaine,
oapitaine, le
subrecargue, le second
recargue,
second et les passagers,
passagers,
chacun, cinq cents
cents dollars, et pour
pour
matelots, chacun,
chacun, cent
les matelots,
cent dollars.

F'it
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ARTICLE XXVIII.
ARTICLE
XXVIII.

ARTICLE
XXVIII.
ARTICLE XXVIII.

Prize
It
Prize courts
It is further agreed
agreed that in
in all
all
alone
to take
take cogcog- cas esthe established courts for prize
alone
to
nizance
of
prize
cases
the established courts for prize
nizance
prize
cases.
causes, in the country
cases,
to which
the
country to
which the
prizes may be
be conducted,
conducted, shall
shall alone
alone
take cognizance
cognizance of them.
them.
And
And
whenever
whenever such tribunal of either
either
of the parties shall pronounce
pronounce judgjudgment against any
vessel, or
goods,
any vessel,
or goods,
property claimed
claimed by the citizens
or property
citizens
of the other party, the sentence
sentence or
or
decree
decree shall mention the
the reasons
reasons or
or
motives on which the same shall
shall
have been founded,
fbunded, and an
an authenauthenticated copy
copy of the sentence
sentence or
or dedecree, and all
in
all of the proceedings
proceedings in
the case, shall, if demanded,
be dedemanded, be
delivered
livered to the commander or agent
agent
of the said vessel without
without any
any delay,
delay,
he paying
paying the legal
legal fees for the
the
same.

Il est
II
eat de plus convenu
convenu que,
que, dans
dans
tous
tons les
les cas, les cours etablies
6tablies pour
pour
le jugement
jugement des prises
prises seront, dans
dans
le pays oi
oi) les prises seront
seront amenees,
amenees,
seules habiles
habiles a
a en
en connaitre.
Et,
connaitre. Et,
toutes
toutes les fois qu'un tel tribunal
tribunal de
de
l'une
rune ou de l'autre
l'autre partie
partie aura
aura proprononce
nonce son jugement
jugement con
tre un navire,
navire,
contre
des marchandises
marchandises ou des
des proprietes
proprietes
reclamees par des
reclamees
des citoyens
citoyens de
de l'autre
l'autre
partie, la sentence
sentence ou le decret
decret devra
devra
mentionner les raisons
raison-; et
et les
motifs
les motifs
sur lesquels
lesquels on s'est fond6;
fonde; et copie
copie
authentique de
cette sentence
de
authentique
de cette
sentence on
ou de
ce decret et de toute
toute la
la procedure
procedure yy
relative sera, sur sa demande, derelative
delivrde au capitaine
livree
capitaine ou
l'agent du
du
ou aal'agent
dit batiment, et
cc, sans
delai et
et ce,
sans delai
et
moyennant
moyennant paiement des frais 16legaux.
gaux.

ARTICLE XXIX.
ARTICLE
XXIX.

No duties on
prize
ships or
prize ships
or
their
their captors.
captors.

ARTICLE XXIX.
ARTICLE
XXIX.

When the ships-of-war
ships-of-war of
of the
the two
two
Quand des navires
navires de guerre
guerre des
des
contracting parties, or those belongcontracting
belong- deux parties contractantes,
contractantes, ou
on des
des
ing to their citizens which
are armed
which are
armed navires
navires appartenant
citoyens
appartenant aaleurs citoyens
in war, shall be admitted
admitted to enter
enter et armes
arm6s en guerre,
guerre, seront admis
admis a
a
with their
their prizes the
the ports of either
either entrer
entrer avec leurs prises, dans les
of the two parties, the said
said public
public ports de l'une ou de l'autre partie,
partie,
or private
private ships, as well as their
their us
ils ne seront
seront obliges
obliges de pa-er
payer aucun
aucun
prizes, shall not be
be obliged to pay
pay droit
Iroit ni aux officiers de la place,
place, ni
ni
any duty either to the officers
officers of
of the
the aux
aux juges, ni ia tous
tons autres;
les
autres; les
place, the judges, or any
any others;
nor prises,
others; nor
3rises, quand elles
elks arriveront
arriveront et
et enenshall such prizes, when they
they come
come to
to treront
;reront dans les ports d'une
d'une des
des
and enter the ports of either party,
party, parties,
seront non
non plus
plus ni
arreparties, ne seront
ni arrebe arrested or seized, nor shall
shall the
the tees
:ees ni saisies, et les officiers de
la
de la
place make
make examinaexamina- place
officers of the place
place ne pourront
pourront faire aucune
aucune pertion concerning
concerning the
the lawfulness
tion
lawfulness of
of quisition
quisition sur la legalite
legalite de telles
such prizes, but they may hoist sail
sail prises;
prises; mais les navires
navires pourront,
pourront,
at any time and
and depart
and carry
carry en tout temps
depart and
temps hisser leurs voiles,
voiles,
their prizes to the places
places expressed
expressed partr
partir et conduire
conduire leurs
leurs prises vers
in their commissions,
commissions, which
the les lieux mentionn6s
which the
mentionnes dans leurs comcomcommanders
commanders of such ships shall
shall be
be missions,
que
commandants
missions,
que
les
commandants
des
hI;AAA +F. 1...
T------- -.
I _
obliged
is understood,
ui',cu,
u to show.
-uw.
u
1It 1is
unaerslooa, elts
dits navires
navires seront
seront tenus
tenus d'exhiber.
however, that the privileges
privileges concon- Il
11 est
est entendu
entendu toutefois,
toutefois, que
que les
les
ferred by this article shall
not exshall not
ex- privileges
privileges conferes
confdrds par cet article
article
tend beyond those allowed by
by law
law ne s'dtendront
s'aendront pas au-dela de
ceux
de ceux
or by treaty
treaty with the most favored
favored accerdes
accordds soit par
par la loi, soit par
par
nation.
traitd avec la nation la plus favotraite
risee.
risee.

ARTICLE XXX.
XXX.

Foreign privaIt shall not be lawful
Foreign
it
lawful for
for any
any
teers.
teers,
foreign privateers
commisforeign
privateers who
who have
have commis-

la plus favo-

ARTICLE XXX.
ARTICLE
XXx.

n ne sera pas permis
Ii
permis h
a des
des corcorsairpes etrangers,
traners e qui ttiennent
iennent leuir
mires
leurs
sions from any prince or state in en- commissions d'un prince ou
on d'un
d'un
mity with either nation
nation to fit their etat
dtat en guerre
guerre avec l'une
Pune des deux
deux
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ships
ships in the ports of either,
either, to
to sell
their
in any
any manner
manner to
their prizes,
prizes, or
or in
to
exchange
exchange them;
them; neither shall
shall they
be
purchase provisions,
provisions,
be allowed to purchase
except such as shall be necessary
necessary to
their going to the next port of that
prince or
prince
or state from
from which they
have received
their commissions.
commissions.
have
received their

nations;
nations, d'equipper leurs navires
dans
de Pune
dans les ports de
l'une ou de l'autre,
vendre ni
changer, en
en
tre, d'y
d'y vendre
ni d'y
d'y 4changer,
aucune
facon, leurs
il ne
leurs prises;
prises; il
aucune fagon,
leur
permis de
leur sera pas non plus permis
s'y
excepte
s'y procurer
procurer des
des provisions, except6
cc
necessaire pour
ce qui
qui leur
leur sera
sera ndcessaire
slier
voisin aple plus
plus voisin
apaller vers le
le port
port le
partenant
an prince
de
prince ou aIt l'etat
l'etat de
partenant au
qui
tiennent leurs
leurs commissions.
commissions.
qui ils
ils tiennent

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXXI.
XXXI.

ARTICLE XXXI.
XXXI.
ARTICLE

No
citizen of
of Hayti
Hayti shall
No citizen
shall apply
apply
for or take any
any commission
commission or letters
for
of marque
or
of
marque for arming any ship or
privateers against
against
as privateers
ships to act as
the
of
the said United
United States, or any of
them, or against the citizens, people,
or
inhabitants of the said United
United
or inhabitants
them, or against
against
of them,
any of
States, or any
the property of any of the inhabitants
of them,
them, from any
tants of any of
prince or state with which the said
United States shall be at war; nor
United
shall any citizen of the said United
States,
apply for or
States, or any
any of them, apply
of
take
letters of
commission or letters
take any commission
marque for
ship or
or ships
ships
any ship
marque
for arming any
to
privateers against the citito act
act as privateers
zens
zens or inhabitants
inhabitants of
of Hayti, or any
of
of
of them, or the property of any of
them,
from any
any prince or state
state with
them, from
Republic shall be at
which the said Republic
war;
either
of either
if any
any person
person of
war; and if
commission or
nation shall take such commission
punletters of marque, he shall be punrespective
according to
to their
their respective
ished according
laws.
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Aucun citoyen d'Haiti ne
pourra Citizens
Citizens of eieine pourra
demander
un prince
ou a
aun
&at ther
ther country
not
country not
un 6tat
prince ou
a un
demander a
in
te artecik
ue
e teta
tIn
rest of
en guerre
avec les
Etats Unis,
en
guerre avec
les Etats
Unis, ni to tae ttrs of
accepter d'eux
d'eux de
de commission
commission ou
on de
accepter
de the other.
lettre de
de marque
marque en vue d'armer
d'armer un
on
lettre
etre employes
ou des navires
navires pour 8tre
comme corsaires
corsaires contre les dits
Etats Unis, ou Fun
l'un des dits Etats,
contre les citoyens,
citoyens, le peuple,
people, ou
ni contre
habitants des dits 6tats
etats ou de
les habitants
Pun
d'eux, ou
on contre
proprietes
contre les
les proprietes
l'un d'eux,
d'aucun
habitants.
Les
de leurs
leurs habitants.
d'aucun de
citoyens
des dits
Etats Unis
Unis ne
dits Etats
citoyens des
pourront
demander It
a
plus, demander
pas, non plus,
pourront pas,
aucun
prince on
en
a aucun etat en
ou a
aucun prince
guerre
in Republique
Republique d'Eaiti
guerre avec
avec la
ni accepter
accepter d'eux
commission ou
on
de commission
d'eux de
ni
de lettre
marque, en vue d'armer
d'armer
de
lettre de marque,
un ou
on des
navires pour gtre
etre emdes navires
un
ployes comme
contre les
corsaires contre
comme corsaires
ployes
citoyens
les habitants
habitants d'Haiti ou
citoyens ou
ou les
contre les
proprietes d'aucun
d'aucun d'eux.
les proprietes
contre
Et,
de
quelconque de
personne quelconque
Et, si
si une personne
Pune
nation accepte
accepte
ou de
de l'autre nation
l'une ou
de telles commissions
commissions ou
on de telles
telles
lettres
de marque,
marque, cette
cette personne
personne
lettres de
serra
conformement aux
aux lois
punie conform6ment
serra punie
respectives
chaque pays.
respectives de chaque
ARTICLE XXXII.
ARTICLE
XXXII.

ARTICLE XXXII.
XXXII.
ARTICLE

Les
parties contraetantes,
Equal rights of
contractantes, .F.teual
hautes parties
Les hautes
desirant eviter
inegalite ,tom.ati
dansagents
2
12.1omatic agents
dans
toute inegalite
4viter toute
desirant
leurs communications
publiques et
et •
communications publiques
leurs
dans leurs
officiels, sont
sont
rapports officiels,
dans
leurs rapports
convenues d'accorder
d'aecorder a
a leurs
leurs enconvenues
voyes, ministres
autres agents
agents
et autres
ministres et
voy4s,
diplomatiques
memes faveurs,
fa.veurs,
diplomatiques les mgmes
privileges,
immunites, et exemptions
exemptions
privileges, immunites,
dont
on jouiront
jouiront les
nations
les nations
jouissent ou
dont jouissent
les plus
favorisees; et,
et, il
demeure
il demeure
plus favoris4es;
les
entendu
que soient
soient les
les
que, quels
quels que
entendu que,
faveurs, privileges,
privileges, immunites et exfaveurs,
emptions
d'AmeUnis d'Ameemptions que les Etats Unis
rique on
la Rdpublique
Republique d'Haiti
ou la
rique
aux
jugeront
propos de
conferer aux
de conferer
jugeront aIt propos
1*
61*

The high contracting
contracting parties, deavOid all inequality
inequality in
in their
their
siring to
to avoid
official inpublic communications
communications and official
tl;eir entercourse, agree to grant to their
voys, ministers,
ministers, and
diplomatic
and other diplomatic
voys,
agents,
favors, privileges,
privileges,
the same
same favors,
agntits, the
immunities, and
exemptions which
which
immunities,
and exemptions
the
shall
the most favored nations do or shall
enjoy;
understood that
that
it being
being understood
enjoy; it
whatever favors,
whatever
favors, privileges, immunities, or exemptions, the United
United
States of America
America or the Republic
Republic
of
of Hayti may
may find it
it proper to
to give
to
other
and other
to the
the envoys,
envoys, ministers,
ministers, and
diplomatic
any other
other
of any
diplomatic agents,
agents, of
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Consuls and
vice-consuls.
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Exequaturs.
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I 1 I.1 the same act be
' '
power, shall
ministres et
agents
power,
snail by
by tne same act e( envoys,
envoyes, ministres
et autres
autres agents
extended to those of each of
of the diplomatiques d'une
puissance etrand'une puissance
dtrancontracting parties.
parties.
gere quelconque,
quelconque, ces privileges,
&ca.,
privileges, &ca.,
&ca.,
&ca., seront par le
le meme acte,
acte, etendtendus aux agents de
parde chaeune
chacune des parties contractantes.
contractantes.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXXIII.
XXXIII.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE %XXIII.
XXXIII.

To protect more effectually
effectually the
the
commerce and navigation
commerce
navigation of their
their
respective citizens, the United States
respective
States
of America and the Republic
Republic of
of
Hayti agree to admit and receive,
receive,
mutually,
mutually, consuls and vice-consuls
vice-consuls
foreign
in all their ports
ports open to
to foreign
within
commerce, who
who shall enjoy,
enjoy, within
respective consular
their respective
consular districts,
districts,
imall the rights, prerogatives, and immunities of the consuls and
and viceconsuls of the most favored nation.
nation.

Afin
protdger plus efficaceMtn de proteger
efficacement
commerce et la navigation
ment le commerce
navigation
Etats
de leurs citoyens
citoyens respectifs,
respectifs, les
les Etats
Republique
Unis d'Amerique
d'Amdrique et
et la Republique
d'Haiti sont convenus
convenus d'admettre
et de recevoir, mutuellement,
des
mutuellement, des
consuls et vice-consuls
vice-consuls dans tous
tons
leurs ports ouverts au commerce
commerce
exterieur;
lesquels jouiront, dans
dans
extdrieur; lesquels
l'etendue
l'etendue de leurs circonscriptions
cireonscriptions
consulaires, de
de tous
tons les
consulaires,
les droits,
droits, preprerogatives
rogatives et immunites
immunites des consuls
et vice-consuls
vice-consuls de
de la
la nation
nation la
la plus
plus
favorisee.
fa-vorisde.

ARTICLE
XXXIV.
ARTICLE XXXIV.

ARTICLE XXXIV.
ARTICLE
XXXIV.

In order
In
order that
and
that the
the consuls
consuls and
vice-consuls of the two contracting
contracting
parties may enjoy
preenjoy the rights, prerogatives,
rogatives, and immunities
immunities which bebelong to them by their public characcharacbefore exercising
exercising
ter, they shall, before
their official
official functions,
functions, exhibit to
the government
government to which they
they are
are
accredited their commissions
accredited
commissions or patpatents in due form;
form; and, having
having obobtained their exequatur,
shall be
be
exequatur, they
they shall
acknowledged, in their official character, by the authorities, magismagis,
trates, and inhabitants, in the
conthe consular district in which they reside.

Pour que les consuls et
et vice-consuls des deux parties contractantes
eontractamtes
puissent jouir
jouir des droits,
droits, prerogaprerogatives, et immunitds
immunites attachds
attaches au
caau cnractere
ractere public
public dont ils sont
sont revetus,
revetus,
avant d'entrer
clans
ils devront, avant
d'entrer dans
l'exereice de leurs
bears fonctions
officiell'exereice
fonctions officielgouvernement pres
pres
les, exhiber
exhiber au
au gouvernement
duquel
duquel ils sont accredites
accredites leurs commissions on
ou lettres
missions
lettres patentes
patentes en due
due
forme;
forme ;et, lorsqu'ils
lorsqu'ils auront
auront obtenu
obtenu
leur
exequatur, ils
reconnus,
leur exequatur,
ils seront
seront reconnus,
dans leur caractere
caractere officiel, par les
autorites,
les habiautorites, les
les magistrats et
et les
habitants de la circonscription
circonscription consulaire
consulaire
de leur residence.

ARTICLE XXXV.
XXXV.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
XXXV.
ARTICLE XXXV.

It
is also
also agreed,
agreed, that
consuls,
II eat
quo les
les conconest aussi convenu
convenu que
Consuls, &c.,
It is
that the
the consuls,
exempt from per
secretaries, officers,
exempt
per--their secretaries,
officers, and
and perper- suls,
suls, leurs secrdtaires,
secretaires, officiers
et
officiers
et
sonal taxes, &c.
sonal
&c. sons
attached to
to the
service of
of consons attached
the service
con- autres
autres personnes
personnes attach6s
attaches is
leur
i leur
suls, they not being citizens of the
the service,
service, ails
no sont pas citoyens
s'ils ne
country in which the consul
consul resides,
resides, du pays ou
on reside le consul, seront
seront
fiom all kinds of
shall be exempt from
of exempts
tons impOts,
exempts de
de tous
impots, taxes,
taxes, et
et
imposts, taxes, and
and contributions,
contributions, contributions,
contributions, isa l'exception
l'exception de
de ceux
ceux,,
except those which
which they shall be
be qu'ils
qu'ils seront obliges de payer aa
obliged to
to pay on account of
of their
their cause
cause de leur commerce et
et de
de leurs
leurs
property, to
commerce or property,
to which
which the
the proprietes,
auxquels sont assujettis
proprietes, et auxquels
assujettis
citizens or inhabitants, native or for- les
.es citoyens ou les habitants
habitants du pays
pays
eign, of the country in which they ou
)u ils resident,
rdsident, qu'ils soient natifs
reside, are subject; being, in every- ou
)u etrangers, &ant,
tout
dtant, en outre,
outre, en
en tout
thing besides, subject
the laws
laws of
of soumis
subject to
to the
soumis aux lois des dtats
etats respectifs.
respectifs.
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the
archives
States. The archives
the respective
respective States.
and
shall
of the
the consulates
consulates shall
and papers
papers of
be
inviolably; and
under
and under
be respected
respected inviolably;
no
pretext whatever
whatever shall
shall any perno pretext
son,
magistrate, or other public auauson, magistrate,
thority
thority seize,
seize, or
or in any way interfere
with them.

Les
papiers des
des conconLes archives
archives at les
les papiers
sulats seront
seront inviolablement
inviolablement respecsulats
respect& ;et
t6s;
et sous
sous aucun
aucun pretexte
pr6texte ne
ne seratil
personae, a
a un
un
til permis
permis a
a une
une personne,
magigtrat
oti a
autorite publique
publique
magistrat ou
a une
une autorite
quelconque de
quelconque
de les saisir, ou
on de s'en
miler d'aucune
meler
d'aucune fagon.
facon.

ARTICLE
XXXVI.
ARTICLE XXXVI.

ARTICLE %XXV
I.
ARTICLE
XXXVI.

The
vice-consuls
consuls and
and vice-consuls
The said consuls
have power
require the
power to
to require
shall have
assistance
of the authorities
authorities of 'the
the
assistance of'
country
the arrest,
arrest, detention,
detention,
country for the
custody of deserters
deserters from
from the
the
and custody
ships-of-war and merchant
merchant vessels
ships-of-war
purpose
country. For
For this purpose
of their
their country.
competent
to the competent
they shall apply
apply to
an l officers, and
tribunals, judges, and
shall, in
in writing,
writing, demand
demand such deshall,
serters,
exhibition of
of
the exhibition
serters, proving by the
the
the registers of the vessels,
vessels, the
muster-rolls of the crews, or by any
any
other official documents,
documents, that such
individuals formed aa part of the
.crews;
claim being subsuband on this claim
crews; and
stantiated, the surrender
surrender shall not
be refused.
refused. Such deserters, when
when
arrested, shall be placed
placed at the disvice-conposal of
of .the consuls and vice-conconfined in the
suls, and may be confined
public prisons at the request
request .and
public
them,
cost
claim them,
cost of those who shall claim
in order
order to be sent to the vessels to
which they belong, or to others of
the same country. But if not sent
back within three months, to be
counted from the day of
of their arrest,
and
they ,hall
shall be set at liberty, and
rest, they
shall not again be arrested
arrested for
for the
same cause.
cause.
ARTICLE XXXVII.
ARTICLE
XXXVII.
For
effectuof more effectuFor the purpose of
ally protecting
protecting their commerce
commerce and
contracting parnavigation, the two contracting
navigation,
ties do hereby agree, as soon hereherecircumstances will permit,
after as circumstances
convention, which
form a
a consular convention,
to form
shall declare specially the powers
and immunities of the consuls and
vice-consuls of the respective
respective parties.
vice-consuls

ARTICLE XXXVIII.
ARTICLE
XXXVIII.

Les dits
consuls et
Vice-consuls
Lee
dits consuls
et vice-consuls

Consals, &e.,
&c.,.
Consuls,

aid
ay
l'as- o
pouvoir de
auront le pouvoir
aurora
de requerir
requerir l'asmf
ay
tkhave
l
iearlocal
l
e
octhe
ta
hl
e a
ati
'd
of
the
ansistance des autorit6s
autorites du pays, atliorities
th ori
ti
es to
t
o arrest:.
arrest,
l'effet
detenir et de &c.,
&u., deserters.
deserters.
d'arreter, de detenir
l'effet •d'arreter,
faire
garder en depot ,les deserteurs
thire garder
deserteurs
gnerre et des navires
des navires
navires de guerre
navires
marchands
marchands de
de lent.
leur pays.
pays. Pour cela,
ils devront s'adresser aux tribunau
x, juges et officiers
offieiers corn
pe tents, et
et
naux,juges
comprtents,
devront, par ecrit,
emit, faire
faire la demande
demande
devront,
de ces 'deserteurs
ileserteurs en prouvant
prouvant par
l'exhibition
l'exhibition des registres des navires,
navires,
des roles
r6les d'equipage
d'equipage on d'autres
d'autres
documents officials
officiels que de tels indidocuments
vidus font
l'equipage. Et,
font partie
partie de l'equipage.
6tablie, la rela reclamation
reclamation etant
ettint etablie,
mise
mise des ddserteurs
deserteurs ne pourra
pourra pas
refusee. A
etre
etre refusee.
A leur arrestation,
arrestatibn,
deserteurs seront mis aala dispoles deserteurs
dispoet
sition des consuls
consuls et vice-consuls,
vice-consuls, et
enfermds dans les
pourront
les pripourront etre enfermes
a la requ8te
sons publiques a
requete et aux
aux
frals
auront reclamds,
recla.mes,
irais de ceux qui les auront
envoyes aux napour etre
etre en suite
suite envoy&
appartiennent, ou
vircs a:lxquels ils
us appartiennent,
on
vires
it
tons mitres
meme pays.
navires du meme
a tous
autres navires
Mais si, dans les trois mois du jour
jour
de
pas
n'6taient pas
il's n'etaient
leur arrestation,
arrestation, il's
de leur
renvoyes
ils seront
seront alors
chez eux, us
renvoy6s chez
remis
ne pourront
pourront plus
libert6 et ne
remis en
en liberte
la meme
mame cause.
etre arretes
pour In
arretes pour
XXXVII.
ARTICLE %XXVII.
ARTICLE

En vue
vue de
proteger d'une
d'une maniere
maniere Consular conde proteger
En
plus
leur commerce
leurhad.
vention
to be
entiontobehad.
et leur
commerce et
efficace leur
plus efficace
navigation,
les deux
deux parties
parties contraccoutracnavigation, les
tantes
conviennent, par
presentes,
les pr6sentes,
par les
tantes conviennent,
de
conclure, aussitot
aussitOt que
que les circoncirconde conclure,
stances
par la suite,
permettront par
stances le permettront
enontine convention
convention consulaire qui &onune
cera
les pouvoirs
pouvoirs et
specialement les
cera specialement
les
immunites des
des consuls
consuls et des
les immunitds
vice-consuls des
parties respectives.
respectives.
des parties
vice-consuls
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXXVIII.
XXXVIII.

IIi est
et convenu que
It is
is agreed
agreed that
que les
conhigh conthat the
the high
It
contractante,
contractantes,
sur
tracting parties
requisitions parties
parties parties
contractantes, sur
on requisitions
parties shall, on
tracting

Surrender
hautes
haute,offugitives
Surrender of
from
rrequisiugiitivefrom
reqmisi- justice.
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Proof required.

made in their name.
thronh the
name, through
medium of their respective
respective diplodiplo
matic agents, deliver
deliver up
up to
to justice
justice
persons who, being charged with the
the
crimes enumerated
enumerated in
in the
the following
following
article, committed
committed within
juriswithin the jurisdiction of the
party, shall
diction
the requiring
requiring party,
shall
seek an asylum
asylum or shall be
found
be found
territories of
the other:
within the
the territories
of the
other
Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this shall
shall be
be done
done
only when
of the
when the
the fact
fact of
the commiscommission of the crime shall be so established as to justify their
their apprehenapprehension and commitment
commitment for trial, if
if the
crime had been committed
committed in the
the
country where the persons
persons so
so acaccused shall be
in all
be found;
found; in
all of
of which
which
the tribunals of said country
country shall
proceed
proceed and decide according
according to
to
their own laws.

I tions faites en
en ler
leur nom
nom nar
par l'interl'interrnediaire de leurs
m6diaire
leurs agents
agents diplomadiplomatiques respectifs,
devront livrer
livrer aux
aux
tiques
respectifs, devront
mains de la justice les
les personnes
personnes
accusees des crimes
crimes enumeres
enum6res
qui, accusees
en
ci-aprs qu'elles
auront
en l'article
l'article ci-apres
qu'elles auront
commis
commis dans netendue
juridicl'etendue de la juridiction
tion de la partie
partie requerante,
se serequdrante, se
seensuite refugiees
refugiees ou
auront ete
ete
ront ensuite
ou auront
trouvees sur
tenitoire de
de l'autre;
l'autre;
trouv6es
sur le
le territoire
pourvu 4qu'il n'en
pourvu
n'en soit
ainsi que
que
soit ainsi
lorsque
le fai,t
de la
la perperation
du
lorsque le
fait de
perp6ration du
qu'il eut
efit
crime soit
soit tenement
tellement etabli
etabli qu'il
justifie
leur prise
prise de
de corps
corps et
et leur
leur
justifi6 leur
mise
mise en jugement
jugement si le
le crime
crime avait
avait
ete commis
commis 'dans
le pays
pays ou
oa seront
seront
det
dans le
trouvees les
les personnes
personnes ainsi
ainsi accuaccutrouvees
sees.
ses. En tout quoi les
les tribunaux
tribunaux
du dit pays procederont
procederont et
et decidedecideront suivant leurs propres
rout
propres lois.
lois.

ARTICLE XXXIX.
XXXIX.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE XXXIX.
XXXIX.
ARTICLE

Crimes for
Persons
Persons shall be delivered
delivered up,
Seront livrees,
conformement aux
aux
Seront
livrees, conformdment
which surrender
surrender
to the provisions
provisions of this
according
clauses du present
present traite,
traite, les
les perperthis clauses
shall be made.
made.
shal
treaty, who shall be charged
charged with
with
any of the following
following crimes,
crimes, to
to wit:
)vit:
murder,
murder, (including assassination,
assassination, parparpoisoning,)
ricide, infanticide,
infanticide, and
and poisoning,)
attempt to commit
murder, piracy,
piracy,
commit murder,
rape, forgery,
forgery, the
the counterfeiting of
of
utterance of forged
money, the utterance
forged paper, arson,
arson, robbery,
robbery, and
and embezzleembezzlement by public officers, or by
perby persons hired
salaried, to
to the
detrihired or salaried,
the detriment of their employers,
employers, when
when these
these
crimes are subject
subject to infamous
infamous punpunishment.

accusees de
l'un des
sonnes qui seront accusees
de l'un
des
crimes ci-apres,
ci-apres, aa savoir:
savoir: meurtre,
meurtre,
(assassinat,
infanticide et
(assassinat, parricide,
parricide, infanticide
et
empoisonnement compris;)
empoisonnement
compris;) tentative
tentative
de meurtre; piraterie,
piraterie, rapt, faux;
faux;
contrefnon
de monnaie;
monnaie; mile
mite en
contrefacon de
en
circulation de faux papiers;
circulation
papiers; crime
crime
d'incendie;
ainsi que
que detourd6tourd'incendie; vol;
vol; ainsi
nement
nernent pratiqu6
pratique par
par des
officiers
des officiers
publics ou par
par des personnes
prises
personnes prises
aa gages ou salariees,
salariees, au detriment
detriment
de leurs patrons, quand
qua,nd ces crimes
crimes
entrainent
entrainent des
des peines infamantes.
infamantes.

ARTICLE XL.
ARTICLE
XL.

ARTICLE XL.
ARTICLE
XL.

shall be
be made,
Surrender to be
The surrender shall
made, on
on
La
La remise de l'accuse de la part
part
made
of each
each country,
country, only
made only by the the part of
only by
by de chaque
chaque pays, sera
faite seulement
seulement
sera faite
executive.

Certain offences

Certain offences
not included,

the authority of the executive
executive therethereof. The expenses
expenses of
of the
the detention
detention
and delivery, effected
effected in virtue
of
virtue of
the preceding
preceding articles, shall
shall be
be at
at
the cost of the party making
making the
demand.
demand.

par l'autoritd
l'autorite executive
executive et les frais
frais
de detention et de remise, faits
faits en
en
vertu des articles
vertu
articles precedents,
seront
precedents, seront
a
la partie
demandea la charge
charge de
de la
partie demanderesse.
resse.

ARTICLE XLI.
ARTICLE
XLL

ARTICLE XLI.
%LI.
ARTICLE

The provisions of the foregoing
foregoing
articles relating to the extradition
extradition of
of
fugitive criminals shall
to
shall not
not apply
apply to
offences committed
offences
the date
committed before
before the
date
hereof, nor to those
a political
political
those of a
character. Neither of
of the
the contractcontracting parties shall
deliver
shall be
be bound
bound to
to deliver

Les
Les dispositions des
des articles preprecedents,
relatives aal'extradition
l'extradition des
des
cedents, relatives
erimnels fugitifs,
crimnels
fugitifs, ne
s'appliqueront
ne s'appliqueront
pas A
pas
ades infractions
infractions commises avant
avant
la date des presentes,
la
presentes, ni
celles
ni a
a celles
lyant un caractere
ayant
caractere politique.
politique. Au.Auunne des parties
cnne
parties contractantes
contractantes ne
ne
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1

up its
its own
citizens under
par ce
delivrer
up
own citizens
under the
the propro- sera
sera tenue,
tenue, par
ce traite,
traite, de
de dellvrer
visions
treaty.
visions of
of this
this treaty.

sea
citoyens.
ses propres
propres citoyens.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XLII.
XLII.

ARTICLE
XLII.
ARTICLE XLII.

remain
The present treaty
treaty shall remain
in
in force
force for the
the term of eight
eight years,
dating
exchange of ratifidating from the exchange
cations;
and if
if one
one year
year before
before the
cations; and
expiration
expiration of
of that period neither of
contracting parties shall
shall have
the contracting
notice to
into the other
other of its ingiven notice
tention to
terminate the
same, it
to terminate
the same,
tention
shall continue
continue in
to
in force,
force, from year
year to
shall
year,
until one
an official
official
one year after an
year, until
notification to terminate the same,
as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE RUH.
XLIII.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XLIII.
XLIII.

The
The present treaty shall be submitted on both sides to the approvthe respective
respective
al and ratification
ratification of the
competent authorities
authorities of each of the
competent
contracting parties, and the ratificacontracting
tions shall be exchanged
exchanged at Washington within six months from the
date hereof, or sooner, if possible.
possible.
In
In faith whereof the respective
plenipotentiaries have signed the
plenipotentiaries
foregoing articles, in the English
foregoing
and French languages, and they
have
hereunto affixed
affixed their seals.
have hereunto
duplicate, at the city of
Done, in duplicate,
Port-au-Prince,
Port-au-Prince, this third day of
November, in the year of our Lord
hundred and
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
sixty-four.

B. P.
F. WHIDDEN.
B.
WHIDDEN.
.RAZR.T.ATS.
'RnYFR. BAZELAIS.
BOYER
-.--

Le
traits demeurera
demeurera en Treaty, how .
Le present
present trait6
vigueur
l'espace de
de huit
f
ong to remain in
huit I
long
pendant 1'espace
vigueur pendant
orce.
annees a
de
annees
a partir de la date deorce.
si,
1' echange
change des ratifications;
ratifications; et, Si,
de cette.pecettelpeun an
an avant
avant l'expiration
l'expiration de
parties
riode, ni rune
I'une ni Fautre
'autre des parties
contractantes ne notifie
notifie a
al'autre son
son
contractantes
intention
intention d'y mettre
mettre fin, le dit trait6
continuera ia etre
vigueur d'anetre en vigueur
continuera
n6e en annee,
mink, jusqu'au
terme d'une
d'une
jusqu'au terme
n6e
armee apres
apres notification
officielle
notification officielle
ann6e
fhite en vue d'y mettre fin, comme
faite
il est dit plus haut.

[L.S.]
[L.
s.]
FTr.
.
[L.. s.]
L
... J'_

Le
traite sera, des deux
Ratifications,
deux Ratifications,
Le present trait6
i
cvan
en t
eo
cOt4s,
soumis a l'approbation
hh
tod be exet ahla when
I'approbation et
c6tes, soumis
ratification
g
ratification des autorites competentes
respectives de chacune
chacune des parties contractantes,
contractantes iet les ratifications
i Washington,
Washington, dans
seront echangees
echangees a
ser9t
les six mois A
a partir de cette date,
date,
6
plustet,
on plust
t, si c'est possible.
En foi de quoi, les plenipotenplenipotenont signe les artitiaires respectifs
respectith ant
rediges tant en anglais
anglais
ci-dessus, rddiges
cles ci-dessus,
ant appose
appos6 leurs
y ont
qu'en francais,
francais, et y
sceaux.
'
vine du Porten In
la ville
Fait double, en
au-Prince, le troisieme jour de Novembre,
l'annee de
Notre Seigde Notre
de l'ann6e
vembre, de
neur mil
soixante quatre.
quatre.
huit cent
cent soixante
neur
mil huit
BOYER
BAZELAIS.
BOYER BAZELAIS.
B. F. WHIDDEN.

[L.
s.]
[L.S.J
[L.
L
L. S.]

Signatures.

And
whereas the said treaty has been duly ratified on both parts, and
And whereas
the
respective ratifications
have been
been exchanged:.
exchanged:.
of the same have
ratifications of
the respective
Now,
therefore, be
it known,
that I,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
Exchange
President Exchange
I, ANDREW
be it
known, that
Now, therefore,
of
States, have
have caused
caused the
made public,
public, to
to ratifications.
ratifications.
to be
be made
treaty to
the said
said treaty
the United
United States,
of the
the end that the same, and every clause and article thereof, may be obcitizens
served and fulfilled with good faith by the United States and the citizens
thereof.
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
the seal
and caused
caused the
hand and
set my
my hand
In
of the United States to be affixed.
Done at
Washington, this sixth day of July, in the year of
of
city of Washington,
at the
the city
Done
our
sixty-five, and of the
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five,
our Lord
[L. S.]
a.]
Independence
the United
United States of America the ninetieth.
Independence of the
[L.
ANDREW JOHNSON
JOHNSON
President:
By the President:
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
SEWARD,
H. S
WILLIAM

of
of

APPENDIX.
APPENDIX.
No.
1.
No. 1.

Sept. 24,
24,1862.
1862.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
OF AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA:

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS,
W
HEREAS, it has become
become necessary
necessary to
to call
call into
into service
service not
not only
only volunteers
volunteers
but
also portions of the militia of the states by
but also
in order
order to
the
by draft
draft in
to suppress
suppress the
insurrection
insurrection existing
existing in
in the
United States,
disloyal persons
persons are
are not
not adethe United
States, and
and disloyal
adequately restrained
restrained by the ordinary processes of
from hindering
this measof law
law from
hindering this
measure and from giving aid and comfort
comfort in
ways to
the insurrection:
insurrection:
in various
various ways
to the
Rebels
and
Now,
therefore,
be
it
ordered,
First. —That
-That during
Rebels
therefore,
the existing
insurrection and
during the
existing insurrection
and
their
as aanecessary
necessary measure for suppressing the
their abettors
abettors
as
same, all
and insurgents,
their
the same,
all rebels
rebels and
insurgents, their
within
the
within
the
aiders
and
abettors
within
United
United States to
abetto rs w ithi n the
th e U
nit ed St
at
es ,an
d all
persons discouraging
discouraging volvolStates,
and
all persons
be subject to
unteer enlistments,
enlistments, resisting
resisti ng militia
m iliti a drafts,
drafts,or
or gu ilt y ofany disloyal practice,
to
untecr
guilty of any disloyal practice,
affording
comfort to
martial law.
affording aid and comfort
rebels against
against the
the authority
authority of
the United
United States,
to rebels
of the
States,
shall be
be subject
subject to martial law and liable to trial and
shall
punishment by
and punishment
by courtscourtsmartial or military commissions:
commissions:
Habeas corpus
corpus
Second. -— That
Habeas
Second.
That the writ of habeas corpus is suspended
suspended in
in respect
to all
all perperrespect to
suspended as to sons arrested,
arrested, or who are now, or hereafter
suspended
shall be,
imhereafter during
during the
the rebellion
rebellion shall
be, imcertain persons. prisoned in any fort, camp, arsenal, military
certain
prison, or
or other
place of
of confineconfinemilitary prison,
other place
ment by any military authority or
or by the
of any
any court-martial
court-martial or
the sentence
sentence of
or milimilitary
commission.
tary commission.
In witness whereof,
I have
hereunto set my
whereof, I
have hereunto
caused the
the
my hand,
hand, and
and caused
the seal
seal of
of the
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
twenty-fourth day
of September,
September,
Washington, this
this twenty-fourth
day of
[L.
s.] in the year
[L. s.]
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two,
hundred and
the United States
and of the Independence
Independence of the
States the
the eighty-seventh.
eighty-seventh.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
By the
the President:
President:
WILLIAM
H,
SEWARD,
W ILLIAM H.S
EWARD, Secretary of
State.
of State.

No. 2.
2.
No.
April 2,1863.
2, 1863.

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
STATES OF

A PROCLA.MATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS,
pursuance of the act of congress,
W
HEREAS, in pursuance
July 13,
congress, approved
approved July
13, 1861,
1861, I
I
did, by Proclamation dated
dated August
August 16,
1861, declare
that the
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of the
the
16, 1861,
declare that
3.
Georgia, South
1861, ch. 3.
States of Georgia,
Carolina, Tennessee,
Tennessee, AlaSouth Carolina,
Carolina, Virginia,
Virginia, North
North Carolina,
AlaVol. xii.
Vol.
xii. p.
p. 257.
257. bama,
barna, Louisiana, Texas,
Texas, Arkansas,
Arkansas, Mississippi,
Mississippi, and
and Florida,
Florida, (except
(except the
the inhabiinhabi-
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tants of that part of Virginia
Virginia lying west of the Alleghany Mountains
Mountains and
and of
of such
such
other
parts of
of that state and the other states hereinbefore
other parts
hereinbefore named as might main- Vol. xii. p.
p.1262.
1262.
tain
Constitution, or might be, From
tarn a
alegal adhesion
adhesion to the Union and the Constitution
from time
to time, occupied and controlled by forces of the United States engaged
the
engaged in
in the
dispersion of said insurgents),
a state of insurrection against the
dispersion
insurgents), were in
i
na
the United
States, and that all commercial intercourse between the same and the inhabitants
thereof with the exceptions
exceptions aforesaid,
aforesaid, and the citizens
citizens of other states and other
other
parts of the United States was unlawful, and would remain unlawful, until such
such
Insurrection
insurrection should cease or be suppressed,
suppressed, and that all goods and chattels, wares
merchandise, coming from
and merchandise,
from any of said states, with the exceptions
exceptions aforesaid,
aforesaid,
into other parts of the United States, without the license and permission
permission of
of the
President, through the Secretary of the Treasury, or proceeding
proceeding to any
said
any of
of said
aforesaid, by land or water,
States, with the exceptions aforesaid,
water, together with the
the vessel
vessel
or vehicle
vehicle conveying
conveying the same to or from said states, with the exceptions
exceptions afore,
afore+
said, would be forfeited to the United States:
States:
And whereas, experience has shown that the exceptions
exceptions made
made in and
and by
by said
said
Proclamation
Proclamation embarrass the due enforcement
and
enforcement of said act of
of July 13,
13, 1861,
1861, and
the proper regulation
regulation of the commercial
commercial intercourse authorized by said act with
with
the loyal citizens
citizens of said states:
states:
Now, therefore,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
therefore, I, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President
President of the United
United States, do Exceptions
Exceptions in
hereby revoke
revoke the said exceptions,
exceptions, and declare that the inhabitants
inhabitants of the States
States proclamation
proclamation rereCarolina,
Tennessee,
of Georgia, South Carolina, North Ca
ro li na ,T
ennessee ,Al
ab
ama ,Louisiana,
Lou i
si
ana ,
v Inab
l s of
Alabama,
Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi,
Mississippi, Florida, and Virginia, (except
(except the
forty-eight councoun- certain
certain states
the forty-eight
states
ties of Virginia designated as West Virginia,
ties,
Virginia, and except, also, the ports of New declared
declared to
to be
be
Orleans, Key West, Port Royal,
and
Beaufort
in
North
Carolina,)
Royal,
Carolina,) are in aastate in insurrection.
of insurrection
against
the
United
States, and that all commercial
insurrection
commercial intercourse not
not Commercial
Commercial
licensed and conducted
conducted as provided
provided in said act between the said states and the intercourse
intercourse proinhabitants thereof, with the exceptions aforesaid, and the citizens of other states 1hibited,
inhabitants
2ibited ,except
except,,
and other parts of the United States, is unlawful, and will remain unlawful,
'
unlawful, until 41&O.
such insurrection
insurrection shall cease or has been suppressed, and notice thereof has been
been
duly given by Proclamation;
Proclamation; and all cotton, tobacco, and other products, and all Cotton and
and
other
other goods and
and chattels, wares and merchandise, coming
coming from any of said states, other products,
products,
with the exceptions
exceptions aforesaid,
aforesaid, into
into other parts of the United States, or proceedproceed -&c
&c.,., forfeited,
forfeited,
ing to any of said states,
states, with the exceptions
exceptions aforesaid,
utthe lice
nse and
andC.unless,
un l
ess, St
aforesaid, witho
without
license
&c.
permission of the President, through
through the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, will, together
together
wih the vessel or vehicle conveying
with
conveying the same, be forfeited to
United States.
to the
the United
States.
In witness whereof, I
I have hereunto
hereunto set my hand, and caused
caused the seal of the
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
this second day of April, A. D.
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington,_this
D. eighteen
eighteen
hundred
[L. S.]
a.]
hundred and sixty-three, and of the Independence of
of the United
States of America
America the eighty-seventh.
eighty-seventh.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

No. 3.
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:

April 20,
1863.
April
20,1863.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS,
W
HEREAS, by the act of congress
congress approved the 31st day of December, last, Preamble.
the State of West Virginia was declared to be one of the United States of
1862
1862, ch. 6
6.
America, and was admitted
admitted into the Union
Union on an
with the
original Vol. xii. p.
an equal footing
footing with
the original
p. 633.
states in all respects whatever, upon the condition that certain changes
changes should
be duly made in the proposed constitution for
state:
for that
that state:
And whereas
whereas proof of a
a compliance
compliance with that condition,
condition, as required
required by the
second section of the act aforesaid, has been
me:
been submitted
submitted to me:
Now,
I,,ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President
adulating
Now, therefore,
therefore, be it known, that I
President of the Act admitting
United States, do hereby, in pursuance
pursuance of the act of congress aforesaid, declare a
WgtsattVe,
to iaas
United
West
Virginia
as
in
anld proclaim
Stte, toie n
and
proclaim that the said act shall take effect and be in force from and after a
force in sixty
sixty days from the date hereof.
days from,
from, &c.
Stc.
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whereof, II have
In witness whereof,
set my
hand, and
and caused
seal of
of the
the
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand,
caused the
the seal
United
to be
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
at the
Done at
this twentieth
twentieth day
in the
year
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
day of
of April,
April, in
the year
[n. 8.]
of our
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-three,
and of
of the
the
[L.
S.] of
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
sixty-three, and
Independence
the United
United States
States the
the eighty-seventh.
eighty-seventh.
Independence of
of the
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By
the President:
President:
By the
W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM
SEWARD,
Secretary of
of State.
State.

No. 4.
No.
4.

May
8,1863.
May8,
1863 ' BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA:
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA:

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
congress of
of the United
United States at its last session enacted aa
Preamble.
W
HEREAS, The
The congress
1863,
ch. 75.
law
and calling
national forces,
and for
1863, ch.
75.
law entitled
entitled ""An
An act
act for
for enrolling
enrolling and
calling out
out the
the national
fbrces, and
for
approved on the 3d
Vol. xii. p. 731.
731. other purposes,"
purposes," which was approved
day.of
March last;
and
3d day
of March
last; and
Whereas, It
It is
recited in
there now
now exists
in the
the United
Whereas,
is recited
in the
the said
said act
act that
that there
exists in
United
States
an insurrection
rebellion against
against the
the authority
thereof, and
is, under
States an
insurrection and
and rebellion
authority thereof,
and it
it is,
under
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
United States,
the duty
duty of
of the
to suppress
suppress
the
the United
States, the
the government
government to
insurrection
insurrection and rebellion,
rebellion, to
to guarantee
to each
state aa republican
republican form
of
guarantee to
each state
form of
government, and
to preserve
public tranquillity;
government,
and to
preserve the
the public
tranquillity; and
and
Whereas, For
For these
these high
high purposes
to raise
Whereas,
purposes aa military
military force
force is
is indispensable,
indispensable, to.raise
and support
willingly to
contribute ;and
and
and
support which
which all
all persons
persons ought
ought willingly
to contribute;
Whereas, No
service can
be more
more praiseworthy
praiseworthy and
and honorable
lVJl'ercas.
No service
can be
honorable than
than that
that which
which
is
rendered for
for the
maintenance of
Constitution and
and Union,
is rendered
the maintenance
of the
the Constitution
Union, and
and the
the conseconsequent
preservation of
and
quent preservation
of free
free government;
government; and
Whereas,
For the
the reasons
recited, it
it was
was enacted
by the
that
Whereas, For
reasons thus
thus recited,
enacted bv
the said
said statute
statute that
all
male citizens
citizens of
the United
United States
and persons
persons of
all able-bodied
able-bodied male
of the
States and
of foreign
foreign birth
birth
who shall
shall have
have declared
their intention
to become
become citizens
and
declared on
on oath
oath their
intention to
citizens under
under and
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
the laws
in
between the
the ages
forty-five
laws thereof,
thereof, between
ages of
of twenty
twenty and
and forty-five
certain exceptions not
years, (with certain
be here
are denot necessary
necessary to
to be
here mentioned)
mentionled,) are
declared
constitute the
national forces,
and shall
to perf.orm
perform military
military
clared to
to constitute
the national
forces, and
shall be
be liable
liable to
service of the Unitcd
duty in the service
United States,
States, when
when called
out by
by the
the President
President for
for
called out
that
and
that purpase;
purpose ; and
Whereas,
Whereas, It
claimed by
by and
and in
persons of
of foreign
foreign birth
within the
the
It is claimed
in behalf
behalf of
of persons
birth within
act who have
ages specified
specified in said act
heretofore declared
oath their
their intentions
intentions
have heretofore
declared on
on oath
to become citizens
citizens under and
of the
laws of
of the
the United
States, and
and
and in
in pursuance
pursuance of
the laws
United States,
who
have not
not exercised
exercised the
the right
any other
political franchise
franchise
who have
right of
of suffrage
suffrage or
or any
other political
the laws
under the
the United
United States,
States, or
of any
any of
the states
that they
laws of
of the
or of
of the
states thereof,
thereof, that
they
are not absolutely concluded
by their
their aforesaid
from rereconcluded by
aforesaid declaration
declaration of
of intention
intention frloi
nouncing their purpose to become
citizens, and
and that,
on the
contrary, such
become citizens,
that, on
the contrary,
such perpertreaties or
sons under treaties
or the law
of nations
nations retain
right to
to renounce
that purpose
purpose
law of
retain aaright
renounce that
and residence
and to forego the privileges of citizenship and
residence within
the United
United States
within the
States
under the obligations imposed
imposed by
the aforesaid
aforesaid act
act of
of congress:
congress:
by the
Plea of
alienage
Now,
therefore, to
avoid
all
misapprehensions
concerning
the
liability
of
Plea
ofalienage
Now, therefore,
to avoid all misapprehensions concerning the liability of perpernot to be allowed sons concerned to perform the service required
enactment, and
and to-give
required by
by such
such enactment,
to-give
to
exempt, &C.
it full
full effect,
hereby order
and proclaim
that no
110 plea
plea of
of alienage
alienage will
be reto exempt,
&c. it
effect, I
I do
do hereby
order and
proclaim that
will be
reor allowed
ceived or
allowed to
to exempt
obligations imposed
imposed by
aforesaid act
exempt from
from the
the obligations
by the
the aforesaid
act,
of eongress,
any person
person of
foreign birth
who shall
shall have
declared on
congress, any
of foreign
birth who
have declared
on oath
oath his
his inintention to become
a citizen of
become a
of the
United States
States under
under the
and who
who
the United
the laws
laws thereof,
thereof, and
shall be
the United States
be found within the
during the
continuance of
of
States at
at any
any time
time during
the continuance
the present
present insurrection
or after
after the
the period
period of
of
insurrection and
and rebellion,
rebellion, at
at or
the expiration
expiration of
of the
sixty-five days
dlays from the date
date of this Proclamation,
Proclamation, nor
nor shall
shall any
any such
such plea
plea o(
of
alienage
be allowed
alienage be
favor of
of any
any such
person who
who has
so, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, declarel
declared
allowed in
in favor
such person
has so,
his intention to
his
of the
United States,
States, and
shall have
exercised
to become
become a
a citizen
citizen of
the United
and shall
have exercised
at any
the right
right of
suffrage, or
other political
within the
the United
United
at
any time
time the
ofsuffrage,
or any
any other
political franchise,
franchise, within
thereof, or under the
the laws
laws of any
States, under the laws thereof,
of the
the several
several states.
any of
states.
I have hereunto
In witness
witness whereof
whereof I
hereunto set my hand, and caused
caused the
the seal
seal of
of tliik
tlA
United
States to
to be
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
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city of Washington,
Washington, this eighth day of May, in the year
year of
Done at the city
our Lord
Lord one
thousand eight
eight hundred
of the
the InInand of
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
hundred and
one thousand
our
dependence of the United
United States the eighty-seventh.
eighty-seventh.
dependence
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By the
the President:
President:
By
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
WILLIAM
Secretary of

[L.
[L. s.]
B.]

No.
No. 5.
5.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:

June 15,
1863.
15,1863.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
W HEREAS, the
the armed
armed insurrectionary
insurrectionary combinations
combinations now
now existing
existing in several
several Preamble.
WHEREAS,
iito the
the States of Maryland,
threatening to make
inroads iitto
Maryland,
of the
the states are threatening
make inroads
Western Virginia,
Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, requiring
requiring immediately
immediately an
additional
an additional
Western
Pennsylvania, and
and Ohio,
military
for the
the service
service of
of the
military force
force for
the United
United States:
States:
hundred
tne hundred
LINCOLN, President
President of the United States and bne
Now,
ABRAHAM LiwcoLN,
therefore, I,
I, ABRAHAM
Now, therefore,
thousand militia
militia
and of
of the militia of thousand
Commander-in-Chief of
the Army
Army and Navy
Navy thereof, and
of the
Commander-in-Chief
called into
into
sersix serthe
states when
actual service,
service, do
do hereby
hereby call
ser- vice
vice for
call into the serinto actual
when called
called into
the several
several states
for six
vice
one hundred
hundred thousand
militia
from
the
states
folvice of
of the
the United
United States
States one
thousand militia from the states fol- months, unless,
of &c.,
&c., from —
from the State of
lowing,
from the
the State
State of
Maryland, ten thousand;
thousand; from
of Maryland,
lowing, namely:
namely: from
Maryland.
Maryland.
Pennsylvania, fifty
thousand; from
from the
thousand; from the
the State
State of Ohio, thirty thousand;
fifty thousand;
Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania.
mustered into the service of the Pennsylvania.
to be mustered
State
of West
ten thousand,
thousand, to
West Virginia,
Virginia, ten
State of
Ohio.
United States
forthwith, and
and to
to serve
for the
six months
date West Virginia
United
States forthwith,
serve for
the period
period of
of six
months from
from the
the date
Virginia
of such
such muster
muster into
into said
service, unless
unless sooner
to be
be mustered
mustered in
in How to be
said service,
sooner discharged;
discharged; to
be
of
made known
known mustered.
as
proportions which will
will be made
in proportions
and cavalry,
cavalry, in
as infantry,
infantry, artillery,
artillery, and
Places
of
renwill also designate
through
which department
department will
designate the several Places ofrenWar Department,
Department, which
through the
the War
dezvous.
.ani
places of rendezvous.
rendezvous. These
These militia
militia to be organized
organized according to the rules and deHvous
How organized,
How
regulations of
of the
service and
hereafter be
issued.
regulations
the volunteer
volunteer service
and such
such orders
orders as
as may
may hereafter
be issued.
States to be
credited.
for
enrolment
act
The
states
aforesaid
will
be
respectively
credited
under
the
enrolment
under
the
credited
will
be
respectively
aforesaid
The states
the militia
services rendered
proclamation.
under this
this proclamation.
rendered under
the
militia services
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, I/have
hereunto set
and caused
caused the
seal of
of
the seal
my hand,
hand, and
set my
have hereunto
In testimony
the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the
United States
Done
city of
of Washington
Washington this
day of
year
in the
the year
of June,
June, in
fifteenth day
this fifteenth
at the
the city
Done at
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and of the
[L.
of our
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
one thousand
our Lord
Lord one
[L. s.]
s.] of
Independence of
the eighty-seventh.
eighty-seventh.
States the
the United
United States
of the
Independence
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By
the President:
By the
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
SEwAnn, Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD,

No. 6.
6.
No.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
AMERICA:
OF AMERICA:
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT

July 15,
15, 1863.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
I
hearken to
and prayers
prayers of
of
ITThas
has pleased
pleased Almighty
Almighty God
God td
to hearken
to the
the supplications
supplications and
vouchsafe to the Army and the Navy
an afflicted
Navy of the United
people, and to vouchsafe
afflicted people,
an
furnish
States
on land
land and
on the
the sea
sea so
effective as to
to furnish
so effective
signal and
and so
so signal
and on
victories on
States victories
reasonable grounds
for augmented
that the Union of these states will
confidence that
augmented confidence
grounds for
reasonable
be maintained,
maintained, their
and their
their peace
and prosperity
prosperity perperpeace and
preserved, and
Constitution preserved,
their Constitution
be
manently restored.
victories have
have been
been accorded
accorded not
without sacrifices
sacrifices
not without
these victories
But these
restored. But
manently
of
life, limb,
and liberty,
brave, loyal,
patriotic citizens.
and patriotic
loyal, and
by brave,
incurred by
liberty, incurred
limb, health,
health, and
of life,
Domestic
every part
part of the country follows in the train of these fearin every
affliction in
Domestic affliction
ful
bereavements. It
meet and
right to
to recognize
confess the
the presence
presence
and confess
recognize and
and right
It is
is meet
ful bereavements.
of the
Father and
power of
His hand
hand equally
triumphs
in these
these triumphs
equally in
of His
and the
the power
Almighty Father
of
the Almighty
and in
in these sorrows.
sorrows.
VOL.
III.
VOL. XIII.

TREAT. —
- 62
TREAT.
62

Preamble.
Preamble.
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Day
national
Day of
of national
thanksgiving,
thanksgiving,
praise,
praise, and
and prayer
prayer
appointed.
appointed.
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Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
known that
that IIdo
the 6th
6th clay
Auday of
of AuNow,
it known
do set
set apart
apart Thursday,
Thursday, the
a day for National
and Prayer,
gust next, to be observed
observed as a
National Thanksgiving,
Thanksgiving, Praise,
Praise. and
Prayer,
and I
I invite the people
people of the United
United States to assemble on that occasion in
in
their customary
customary places
approved by their own
their
places of worship,
worship, and, in the forms approved
consciences,
the homage
homage due
due to
Majesty for
consciences, render
render the
to the
the Divine
Divine Majesty
for the
the wodierful
womlerful
things He
in the
the nation's
nation's behalf,
influence of
of His
things
He has
has done
done in
behalf, and
and invoke
invoke the
the influence
His Holy
Holy
Spirit
subdue the
the anger
long sustained
needless
Spirit to
to subdue
anger which
which has
has produced
produced and
and so
so long
sustained aaneedless
and cruel
cruel rebellion,
rebellion, to
to change
the hearts
of the
the insurgents,
guide the
the counsels
and
change the
hearts of
insurgents, to
to guide
counsels
of the government with wisdom adequate
to so great
a national
national emergency,
adequate to
great a
emergency, and
and
to visit
with tender
tender care
and consolation
throughout the
the length
length and
to
visit with
care and
consolation throughout
and breadth
breadth of
of
our land
all those
those who,
through the
of marches,
our
land all
who, through
the vicissitudes
vicissitudes of
marches, voyages,
voyages, battles,
battles, and
and
sieges, have
have been
brought to
suffer in
or estate,
estate, and
finally to
to lead
sieges,
been brought
to suffer
in mind,
mind, body,
body, or
and finally
lead
the whole nation, through
Divine
through the paths of repentance
repentance and submission
submission to the Divine
Will, back
to the
the perfect
enjoyment of
and fraternal
fraternal peace.
Will,
back to
perfect enjoyment
of union
union and
peace.
In
witness whereof,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused the
the seal
the
In witness
whereof, IIhave
have hereunto
and caused
seal of
of the
United
be affixed.
affixed.
United States to be
Done at
at the
the city
city of
Washington, this
day of
July, in
the year
Done
of Washington,
this fifteenth
fifteenth day
of July,
in the
year
[L.s.]a.] of
our Lord
Lord one
thousand eight
eight hundred
sixty-three, and
and of
the
[L.
of our
one thousand
hundred and
and sixty-three,
of the
America the
the eighty-eighth.
eighty-eighth.
Independence of
United States
States of America
Independence
of the
the United
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the
President:
By
the President:
WILLIAM
H. S
SEWARD,
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary of State.
State.

No.
7.
No. 7.
Sept. 15,
1863.
Sept.
15,1863.

BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
W
HEREAS, the
the Constitution
Constitution of
the United
United States
States has
has ordained
ordained that
that the
the privipriviof the
WHEREAS,
lege of
the writ
corpus shall
be suspended
unless when
when in
cases of
of
in cases
shall not
not be
suspended unless
lege
of the
writ of
of habeas
habeas corpus
1863,
cli 81.
1863, ch.
81.
the public
safety may
may require
require it;
and whereas,
or invasion
invasion the
public safety
it; and
whereas, a
a rebellion
rebellion
rebellion or
Vol. xii. p. 755. rebellion
day of March,
which rebellion
rebellion is
was existing
existing on the third day
March, 1863,
1863, which
is still
still existing;
existing;
and whereas,
and
whereas, by
which was
on that
enacted by
by
by a
a statute
statute which
was approved
approved on
that day,
day, it
it was
was enacted
the United
United States, in
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
in congress
congress
assembled, that
that during
assembled,
during the present
present insurrection,
the President
the United
United
insurrection, the
President of
of the
States,
whenever in
the public
public safety
may require
require it,
it, is
States, whenever
in his
his judgment
judgment the
safety may
is authorized
authorized
to suspend
suspend the privilege
of habeas
corpus in
in any
any case
case throughout
privilege of the
the writ
writ of
habeas corpus
throughout the
the
United States,
States, or
and whereas,
the PresiUnited
or any
any part
part thereof;
thereof; and
whereas, in
in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
Presipublic safety
safety does
does require
require that
that the
privilege of
said writ
shall now
now
dent, the public
the privilege
of the
the said
writ shall
be suspended throughout
throughout the United
United States in the cases
the authority
authority
cases where,
where, by
by the
of the President
the United
President of
of the
United States,
military, naval,
naval, and
officers of
of the
the
States, military,
and civil
civil officers
United States,
States, or
hold persons
persons under
their command
or in
United
or any
any of
of them,
them, hold
under their
command or
in their
their
aiders or abettors
abettors of
of the
the enemy,
custody, either as prisoners
prisoners of war, spies, or aiders
enemy, or
or
officers,
soldiers, or
seamen enrolled
enrolled or
or drafted
or enlisted
enlisted in,
officers, soldiers,
or seamen
drafted or
or mustered
mustered or
in, or
or
belonging
to, the
of the
United States,
as deserters
belonging to,
the land
land or
or naval
naval forces
forces of
the United
States, or
or as
deserters theretherefrom, or
or otherwise
otherwise amenable
to military
military law,
law, or
the rules
rules and
and articles
articles of
of war,
or
amenable to
or the
war, or
the
rules or
or regulations
regulations prescribed
military or
naval services
services by
by authority
the rules
prescribed for
for the
the military
or naval
authority
of the
of
the President
President of
the United
United States,
States, or
for resisting
resisting a
for any
of the
or for
a draft,
draft, or
or for
any other
other
offence against.the
against the military
military or
offence
or naval service:
service:
Now, therefore,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
therefore, I,
I,ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President of the United
United States, do
Writ
habeas hereby
Writ of
of habeas
hereby proclaim
proclaim and make
make known
it may
may concern,
concern, that
privilege
known to all whom it
that the privilege
corpus
suspended.
corpus is
suspended throughout
United States
in the
corpus susended. of
of the
habeas corpus
the writ
writ of
of habeas
is suspended
throughout the
the United
States in
the
that this
several cases before
before mentioned,
mentioned, and
and that
suspension will
this suspension
will continue
continue throughout
throughout
the
of the
the said
this proclamation
shall, by
the duration
duration of
said rebellion,
rebellion, or
or until
until this
proclamation shall,
by a
a subsesubsequent one to be issued by the
the President
President of
of the
the United
modified or
United States,
States, be
be modified
or
revoked. And
revoked.
require all
magistrates, attorneys,
and other
other civil
And I
I do
do hereby
hereby require
all magistrates,
attorneys, and
civil
officers within
officers
within the
all officers
officers and
military and
and
the United
United States,
States, and
and all
and others
others in
in the
the military
naval
United States,
States, to
distinct notice
of this
this suspension,
suspension, and
and
naval services
services of
of the
the United
to take
take distinct
notice of
and all
all citizens
the United
to give it full effect, and
citizens of the
States to
to conduct
and govern
United States
conduct and
govern
Preamble.
Preamble.
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themselves accordingly,
accordingly, and in conformity
conformity with the constitution of the United
United
States and the laws of congress in such ease
case made and provided.
I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal
In testimony whereof, I
affixed, this fifteenth day of September, in
of the United States to be affixed,
[L.
sa the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
[L. 8.]
of the Independence
America the eightyIndependence of the United States of America
eighth.
eighth.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
By
By the President:
W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
WILLIAM
SEWARD,
State.

No. 8.
BY THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

24,1863.
Sept. 24,
1863.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS, in my proclamation
proclamation of the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh of April, 1861,
1861, the ports
ports Preamble.
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
of the
of Virginia
Virginia and North Carolina were,
were, for reasons
reasons therein set forth,
the States
States of
of
placed under
under blockade;
since
of Alexandria, Virginia, has since
the port of
whereas the
blockade; and whereas
placed
been
blockade of said port may now be safely relaxed with
been blockaded,
blockaded, but as the blockade
commerce:
of commerce:
advantage to the interests of
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President of the Commercial
I, ABRAHAM
be it known that I,
Now,
United States,
States, pursuant
pursuant to
authority in
me vested
by the
the iv
e
e
x
rcao
n
uzi
ewith
of the
ntercourse
the fifth
fifth section
section of
in me
vested by
to the
the authority
United
subject,
" An act further to ritted,
1861, entitled "
lath of July, 1861,
mated, sulljL
e
t
r
,
act of congress, approved on the 13th
provide for
&c.
imports, and for other purposes," do hereby &c.
of duties
duties on imports,
the collection
collection of
provide
for the
5,
3, §5,
Alexandria shall so far cease and 1861, ch. 3,
declare that the blockade
blockade of the said port of Alexandria
p.257.
determine, from and after this date, that commercial intercourse with said port, Vol. xii. p.
257.
except as
information contraband
on.tral3and of
of war,
this
war, may from this
things, and
and information
as to
to persons,
persons, things,
except
on, subject to the laws of the United States, and to the limitacarried on,
date be
be carried
tions and
and in
in pursuance
pursuance of
Secretary
are prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
regulations which are
of the regulations
tions
of
Treasury in his
appended to my proclamation of the 12th
his order
order which is appended
of the Treasury
of May, 1862.
In witness whereof, I
I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of the
affixed.
United States to be affixed.
Done
of Washington,
September, in
day of
of September,
this twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
city of
Washington, this
at the
the city
Done at
[L.
[L. s.]
S.]

the
year of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-three,
and
sixty-three, and
eight hundred
Lord one
the year
of the
the Independence
eighty-eighth.
of the
the United States the eighty-eighth.
Independence of
of
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
By the President:
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
WILLIAM

No. 9.
BY THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY

Oct. 3,
3, 1863.
1863.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
THE year that is drawing toward its close has been filled with the blessings Day of thanksand praise
praise
healthful skies. To these bounties, which are so constantly givin
givingg and
fruitful fields and healthful
of fruitful
set apart.
prone to forget the source from which they come, others set
enjoved
enjoyed that we are prone
added, which are of so extraordinary
extraordinary aa nature that they cannot fail
have been added,
habitually insensible to the everto penetrate and soften the heart which is habitually
watchful providence
providence of Almighty God.
In
the midst
midst of aacivil war of unequalled magnitude and severity, which has
In the
aggressions,
sometimes
provoke their aggressions,
sometimes seemed to foreign states to invite and provoke
peace
has been
with all nations, order has been maintained, the laws
preserved with
been preserved
peace has
obeyed, and harmony
harmony has prevailed
prevailed everywhere,
everywhere,
respected and obeyed,
have been respected
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theatre has been greatly
greatly
except in the theatre of military conflict; while
while that theatre
contracted by the advancing
Union.
contracted
advancing armies and navies of the Union.
Needful
Needful diversions of wealth and of strength from the fields of
of peaceful
peaceful indusindustry to the national defence
defence have not arrested
arrested the plough, the shuttle, or the
ship; the axe has enlarged the borders of our settlements, and
as
and the
the mines,
mines, as
well of iron and coal as of the precious metals,
metals, have
have yielded
yielded even
even more
more abunabundantly than heretofore.
Population has
has steadily
steadily increased,
the
heretofore. Population
increased, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
waste that has been made in
the battle-field,
the
in the camp, the
the siege,
siege, and the
battle-field, and
and the
country, rejoicing in the consciousness
consciousness of
is perof augmented
augmented strength and
and vigor,
vigor, is
percontinuance of
large increase
of freedom.
mitted to
to expect
expect continuance
of years with
with large
increase of
freedom.
No human counsel hath devised, nor hath any mortal hand worked out
these
out these
great things. They are the
High God,
great
the gracious
gracious gifts
gifts of the
the Most
Most High
God, who,
who, while
while
anger for
nevertheless remembered
remembered mercy.
dealing with us
us in anger
for our
our sins,
sins, hath
hath nevertheless
mercy.
It has seemed to me fit and proper
proper that they should be
be solemnly,
solemnly, reverreverently, and gratefully
gratefully acknowledged
with one
one heart
one voice
voice by
by the
ently,
acknowledged as with
heart and
and one
the
whole American people. I
therefore, invite my fellow-citizens
fellow-citizens in
I do, therefore,
in every
every
part of the United States, and
those who
who are
and also those
those who
who are at
at sea
sea and
and those
are
sojourning in foreign lands, to set apart and observe
of
sojourning
observe the
the last
last Thursday
Thursday of
November
November next as a
a Day
Day of Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving and
and Praise
Praise to
to our
our beneficent
beneficent Father
Father
recommend to
while offering
offering
who dwelleth in the heavens. And
And IIrecommend
to them that,
that, while
deliverances and
blessings,
up the ascriptions justly due to Him for
for such singular
singular deliverances
and blessings,
our national
perverseness and
they do also, with humble
humble penitence
penitence for
for our
national perverseness
and disobedisobedience, commend
commend to His tender care all those
become widows, ordience,
those who have
have become
orlamentable civil
in which
which we
we are
phans, mourners, or sufferers, in the
the lamentable
civil strife
strife in
are
unavoidably
unavoidably engaged, and fervently implore the interposition
interposition of
of the Almighty
Almighty
hand to heal the wounds
wounds of the nation,
be conconnation, and to restore
restore it, as soon as
as may
may be
enjoyment of
sistent with the Divine purposes, to the
the full enjoyment
of peace,
peace, harmony,
harmony,
tranquillity, and union.
testimony whereof,
caused the
seal of
of
In testimony
whereof, IIhave hereunto set
set my
my hand, and
and caused
the seal
the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
Wasbington, this third day of October,
year
October, in
in the
the year
[L.
s.] of
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
the
and of
of the
of our
our Lord
thousand eight
eight hundred
[L. s.]
Independence
eighty-eighth.
Independence of the United States
States the eighty-eighth.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
President:
By the President:
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM
Secretary of
of State.
State.

No.
No. 10.
Oct. 17, 1863.

OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.

W
WHEREAS,
HEREAS, the term of service
service of a
volunteer forces
a part of the volunteer
forces of the United
United
States will expire during the coming year; and whereas, in addition to
men
to the men
raised by the present draft, it is deemed expedient to call out three hundred
hundred
thousand volunteers to serve for three years or the war, not
exceeding
not however
however exceeding
years:
three years:
Three
Three hundred
hundred Now, therefore, I,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, President
I,ABRAHAM
President of the United States and
thousand men
of the
the Army
and Navy
Navy thereof,
the militia
militia of
the
thlousand
ren Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief of
Army and
thereof, and
and of
of the
of the
called
for.
several states when called into actual service, do issue this my proclamation, calling upon the governors of the different states to raise and have
have enlisted into the
the
United
United States service, for the various companies and regiments
regiments in the field from
from
their respective
respective states, their quotas of three hundred
hundred thousand men.
proclaim that all
volunteers thus
enlisted shall
Volunteers to
IIfurther proclaim
all volunteers
thus called out
out and
and duly
duly enlisted
shall
receive
receive advance
advance receive advance pay, premium, and bounty, as heretofore
heretofore communicated
communicated to the
pay,
bounty,
&c.
pay, bounty, &c. governors of states by the War Department, through the provost-marshal
gen
provost-marshal gen
office, by special
special letters.
eral's office,
letters.
proclaim that
this call,
call, as
well as
all
to be credited
IIfurther proclaim
that all volunteers
volunteers received
received under
under this
as well
as all
to state.
state.
others not heretofore
credited, shall be duly credited on, and deducted
heretofore credited,
deducted from,
from, the
quotas established for
for the next draft.
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I
proclaim that
any state
to raise
the quota
quota assigned
to it
raise the
assigned to
it If state fails to
that if
if any
state shall
shall fail
fail to
to
I further
further proclaim
its quota,
quota,
raise its
in said raise
by
the War
War Department
Department under
call, then
the deficiency
deficiency in
for the
then a
a draft
draft for
this call,
under this
by the
deficiency
to
be
quota shall
shall be
made on
state, or
or on
on the
the districts
said state,
state, for4their
forwtheir due
due deficiency to be
of said
districts of
said state,
on said
be made
quota
filled by draft.
fifth day
day of filled by draft.
proportion
said quota;
and the
the said
said draft
shall commence
commence on
on the
the fifth
draft shall
quota; and
of said
proportion of
January, 1864.
1864.
January,
orders
And
proclamation shall
shall interfere
interfere with
with Existing
Existing orders
in this
'this proclamation
nothing in
that nothing
I further
further proclaim
proclaim that
And I
interfered
existing
those which
may be
for the
the states
states not
not interfered
in the
draft in
present draft
the present
be issued,
issued, for
which may
or those
orders, or
existing orders,
with.
with.
where it
it is
now in
in progress,
where it
has not
yet commenced.
commenced.
it has
not yet
or where
progress, or
is now
where
The quotas
quotas of
of the
will be
assigned by
by the
Depart- Quotas
Quotas of
the War
War Departof
districts will
be assigned
the states
states and
and districts
The
states and
and disdisment,
the provost-marshal
general's office,
due regard
for states
had for
being had
regard being
office, due
provost-marshal general's
through the
ment, through
tricts.
the
heretofore furnished,
furnished, whether
by volunteering
or drafting,
drafting, and
the rere- tricts.
and the
volunteering or
whether by
men heretofore
the men
cruiting will
be conducted
in accordance
accordance with
with such
such instructions
instructions as
as have
or
been or
have been
conducted in
will be
cruiting
may be
be issued
issued by
by that
that department.
department.
may
In issuing
this proclamation,
proclamation, I
governors of
of
to the
the governors
not only
only to
myself not
I address
address myself
issuing this
In
the
also to
good and
and loyal
thereof, invoking
them
invoking them
loyal people
people thereof,
to the
the good
but also
states, but
the several
several states,
to
lend their
cheerful, and
effective aid
thus adopted,
adopted,
measures thus
aid to
to the
the measures
and effective
willing, cheerful,
their willing,
to lend
with aa view
to reinforce
reinforce our
our victorious
now in
and bring
our
bring our
the field,
field, and
in the
armies now
victorious armies
view to
with
needful military
military Operations
to aa prosperous
prosperous end,
end, thus
thus closing
forever the
founthe founclosing forever
operations to
needful
civil war.
war.
and civil
tains of
of sedition
sedition and
tains
In
witness whereof,
hereunto set
my hand,
and caused
caused the
the seal
of the
seal of
hand, and
set my
have hereunto
1 have
whereof, I
In witness
United
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
United States
Done
of Washington
this seventeenth
day of
in the
the
of October,
October, in
seventeenth day
Washington this
city of
at the
the city
Done at
[L.
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
of
and of
hundred and
thousand eight
year of
S.] year
[L. a.]
the Independence
States the
the eighty-eighth.
eighty-eighth.
United States
of the
the United
the
Independence of
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By
President:
the President:
By the
W ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
State.
of State.
H. SEWARD,
WILLIAM

No.
No. 11.
11.
BY THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
STATES OF
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

Dec.
8, 1863.
Dec.8,1863.
Post, p.
p. 758.
758.
Post,

W
HEREAS, in
and by
by the
Constitution of
the United
United States,
it is
is provided
provided
States, it
of the
the Constitution
in and
WHEREAS,
that
have power
power to
grant reprieves
reprieves and
and pardons
offences
Preamble.
Preamble.
for offences
pardons for
to grant
shall have
" shall
President "
that the
the President
against
the United
United States,
except in
in cases
cases of
of impeachment;'
and
impeachment;" and
States, except
against the
Whereas,
rebellion now
now exists
exists whereby
loyal state
governments of
of
state governments
the loyal
whereby the
Whereas, aa rebellion
several
states have
have for
subverted, and
and many
persons have
~omhave ,onamany persons
time been
been subverted,
long time
for aalong
several states
mitted,
and are
are now
treason against
the United
and
States; and
United States;
against the
of; treason
now guilty
guilty of,
mitted, and
Whereas,
with reference
reference to
been enacted
enacted
have been
laws have
treason, laws
and treason,
rebellion and
said rebellion
to said
Whereas, with
by congress,
congress, declaring
and confiscation
confiscation of
liberation of
of
and liberation
of property
property and
forfeitures and
declaring forfeitures
by
slaves, all
upon terms
and conditions
conditions therein
therein stated,
stated, and
declaring that
that the
also declaring
and also
terms and
all upon
slaves,
President
was thereby
authorized at
at any
any time
time thereafter,
to
proclamation, to
by proclamation,
thereafter, by
thereby authorized
President was
extend
to persons
persons who
participated in
in the
the existing
rebellion, in
in any
any
existing rebellion,
have participated
may have
who may
extend to
state
amnesty, with
with such
exceptions and
at such
such
and at
such exceptions
and amnesty,
pardon and
thereof, pardon
or part
part thereof,
state or
times
and on
conditions as
as he
deem expedient
for the
the public welfare;
welfare;
expedient for
he may
may deem
on such
such conditions
times and
and
and
Whereas,
the congressional
limited and
conditional pardon
pardon acacand conditional
for limited
declaration for
congressional declaration
Whereas, the
cords
well-established judicial
judicial exposition
of the
power; and
and
the pardoning
pardoning power;
exposition of
Vith well-established
cords pith
Whereas,
reference to
Ktid rebellion,
the President
the United
United States
States
of the
President of
rebellion, the
to said
with reference
Whereas, with
has
issued several
proclamations, with
with provisions
provisions in
to the liberation
liberation of
in regard
regard to
several proclamations,
has issued
slaves; and
slaves;
and
Whereas, it
is now
now desired
by ,,some
ome persons
in said
rebelsaid rebelengaged in
heretofore engaged
persons heretofore
desired by
it is
Whereas,
to reinaugurate
lion to
to resume
their allegiance
the United
remaugurate loyal
United States, and to
to the
allegiance to
resume their
lion
state
within and
respective states:
states: Therefore
Therefore —
their respective
and for
for their
governments within
state governments
I
States, do
do proclaim,
proclaim, declare,
declare, Pardon
Pardon granted
granted
the United
United States,
of the
President of
LINCOLN, President
I,,ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
those in rebeland
to all
all persons
have directly
by implication,
partici_to
to those
implication, particior by
directly or
who have,
persons who
known to
make known
and make
pated in
in the
the existing
except as
as hereinafter
that a
afull
icH?tolliPo
si
z
i
econpar-lin
upon
confull parhereinafter excepted,
excepted, that
existing rebellion,
rebellion, except
pated
don
is hereby
hereby granted
them And
of them,
restoration of
of all
all rights
rights dn
c.
with restoration
them, with
and each
each of
to them
granted to
don is
of property,
third parparof third
rights of
cases where
where rights
and in
in property
property cases
slaves, and
as to
to slaves,
except as
property, except
of
ties shall
and upon
that every
every such
shall
such person
person shall
condition that
the condition
upon the
intervened, and
shall have
have intervened,
ties
62*
62*
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take
oath, and
keep and
maintain said
invitake and
and subscribe
subscribe an
an oath,
and thenceforward
thenceforward keep
and maintain
said oath
oath inviolate;
registered for
for permanent
preservation, and
and shall
shall
olate; and
and which
which oath
oath shall
shall be
be registered
permanent preservation,
be
of the
tenor and
and effect
be of
the tenor
effect following,
following, to
to wit:
wit: -

Form of oath.

Persons exexPersons
cepted from
amnestyom
amnesty.

do solemnly
in presence
God, that
that I
of Almighty
Almighty God,
I
"I
, ,do
solemnly swear,
swear, in
presence of
will
protect, and
and defend
of the
the
will henceforth
henceforth faithfully
faithfully support,
support, protect,
defend the
the Constitution
Constitution of
United
the Union
the States
thereunder; and
that IIwill,
United States
States and
and the
Union of
of the
States thereunder;
and that
will, in
in like
like
manner,
by and
and faithfully
faithfully support
support all
acts of
congress passed
the
manner, abide
abide by
all acts
of congress
passed during
during the
existing
with reference
far as
repealed,
existing rebellion
rebellion with
reference to
to slaves,
slaves, so
so long
long and
and so
so far
as not
not repealed,
modified, or
or held
congress, or
by decision
decision of
the supreme
supreme court;
court; and
modified,
held void
void by
by congress,
or by
of the
and
that IIwill,
manner, abide
proclamations of
of
that
will, in
in like
like manner,
abide by
by and
and faithfully
faithfully support
support all
all proclamations
the President
President made
made during
during the
the existing
having reference
so
the
existing rebellion
rebellion having
reference to
to slaves,
slaves, so
long and so far as not
not modified
modified or declared
declared void
void by
of the
supreme court.
by decision
decision of
the supreme
court.
So
me God."
God."
So help
help me

The
persons excepted
excepted from
the benefits
benefits of
foregoing provisions
are all
all
The persons
from the
of the
the foregoing
provisions are
who are,
or shall
shall have
have been,
officers or
agents of
of the
so-called
or agents
the so-called
diplomatic officers
been, civil
civil or
or diplomatic
who
are, or
Confederate
all who
judicial stations
stations under
the United
Confederate government;
government; all
who have
have left
left judicial
under the
United
States
all who
who are,
are, or
shall have
have been,
military or
or naval
naval offioffiStates to
to aid
aid the
the rebellion;
rebellion; all
or shall
been, military
cers of
so-called Confederate
Confederate government
above the
rank of
of colonel
colonel in
in the
cers
of said
said so-called
government above
the rank
the
army
of lieutenant in
army or of
left seats
the United
United States
conin the
the navy;
navy; all
all who
who left
seats in
in the
States congress to
to aid
the rebellion;
rebellion; all
all who
resigned commissions
the army
navy of
of
aid the
who resigned
commissions in
in the
army or
or navy
the United
States and
and afterwards
afterwards aided
and all
all who
who have
have engaged
engaged
the
United States
aided the
the rebellion;
rebellion; and
in any
any way
treating colored
persons, or
white persons
persons in
in charge
charge of
of such,
such, otherotherin
way in
in treating
colored persons,
or white
wise than
than lawfully
as prisoners
which persons
persons may
may have
have been
been found
wise
lawfully as
prisoners of
of war,
war, and
and which
found
in the
the United
United States
service as
soldiers, seamen,
or in
in any
any other
capacity.
in
States service
as soldiers,
seamen, or
other capacity.
And I
proclaim, declare,
declare, and
and make
make known
that whenever,
in any
ReestablishAnd
I do
do further
further proclaim,
known that
whenever, in
any
meat
ment of state
of the
the States of
of Arkansas,
Texas, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Texas,
Mississippi, Tennessee,
Tennessee, Alabama,
Alabama,
government
in
government in
Georgia, Florida, South Carolina,
Carolina, and North Carolina,
number of
not
Carolina, a
a number
of persons,
persons, not
certain states.
less than
tenth in
votes cast
cast in
at the
the presidential
presidential
less
than one
one tenth
in number
number of
of the
the votes
in such
such state
state at
election
of the year
election of
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
each
year of our
our Lord
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty,
sixty, each
having taken
taken the
and not
having since
violated it,
being aa
having
the oath
oath aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
not having
since violated
it, and
and being
qualified voter
voter by
by the
of the
state existing
existing immediately
immediately before
the
qualified
the election
election law
law of
the state
before the
so-called act
act of
and excluding
excluding all
all others,
shall reestablish
reestablish a
so-called
of secession,
secession, and
others, shall
a state
state govgovernment
ernment which
and in
in nowise
said oath,
which shall
shall be
be republican,
republican, and
nowise contravening
contravening said
oath, such
such
shall be
recognized as
as the
government of
shall rereshall
be recognized
the true
true government
of the
the state,
state, and
and the
the state
state shall
ceive thereunder
the benefits
the constitutional
provision which
which declares
declares that
that
ceive
thereunder the
benefits of
of the
constitutional provision
the United
guaranty to
state in
in this
this Union
Union a
republican
""the
United States
States shall
shall guaranty
to every
every state
a republican
form of
of government,
government, and
shall protect
protect each
them against
against invasion;
and on
on
form
and shall
each of
of them
invasion; and
application of
the legislature,
(when the
legislature cannot
cannot be
be
application
of the
legislature, or
or the
the executive,
executive, (when
the legislature
convened,) against
against domestic
violence."
convened,)
domestic violence."
Provision
Provision as
as to
to And I
I do further
further proclaim, declare, and make known that any provision which
freed
men.
freed men.
may be
be adopted by such state government
may
government in relation to the freed people of
such state,
state, which
which shall
recognize and
and declare
declare their
their permanent
freedom, provide
provide
such
shall recognize
permanent freedom,
for
their education,
may yet
yet be
consistent as
for their
education, and
and which
which may
be consistent
as a
a temporary
temporary arrangearrangement
with their
as aalaboring,
landless, and
class, will
will
ment with
their present
Dresent condition
condition as
laboring, landless,
and homeless
homeless class,
not
National Executive.
not be
be objected
objected to
to by
by the
the National
Executive.
And it
is suggested
suggested as
not improper
improper that,
in constructing
constructing a
Name, &c.,
Natme,
&c., of
And
it is
as not
that, in
a loyal
loyal state
state governgovernstate to
to be
be restate
rement in any state, the name of the state, the boundary, the
the subdivisions, the
the
;tained.
.tained.
constitution,
the general
general code of laws, as before the rebellion,
constitution, and
and the
rebellion, be maintained,
subject only
the modifications
by the
the conditions
conditions hereheretained, subject
only to
to the
modifications made
made necessary
necessary by
inbefore
and such
others, if
not contravening
and
inbefore stated,
stated, and
such others,
if any,
any, not
contravening said
said conditions,
conditions, and
deemed expedient
which may be deemed
those framing
the new
new state
state government.
government.
expedient by
by those
framing the
To avoid
misunderstanding, it
proper to
to say
so
say that
that this
this proclamation,
proclamation, so
it may
may be
be proper
Proclamation
To
avoid misunderstanding,
Proclamation
as it
to state
state governments,
has no
reference to
no reference
to states
states wherein
wherein loyal
loyal
does not refer to far
far as
it relates
relates to
governments, has
certain loyal
state governments
state
governments have all
the while
while been
maintained. And,
the same
same reaall the
been maintained.
And, for
for the
reastates, &c.
states,
&c.
son, it may be proper
proper to
to further say,
sent to
to congress
congress
say, that
that whether
whether members
members sent
from any state shall be
be admitted
rests exclusively
admitted to
to seats
seats constitutionally
constitutionally rests
exclusively with
with
the respective
respective houses,
houses, and
not to
to any
extent with
the Executive.
Executive. And
stilt
and not
any extent
with the
And still
further, that
proclamation is
is intended
the people
people of
the states
further,
that this
this proclamation
intended to
to present
present the
of the
states
wherein
wherein the national authority
been suspended,
suspended, and
an loyal
state governments
governments
authority has been
loyal state
have been
mode in
in and
which the
authority and
and loyal
have
been subverted,
subverted, a
a mode
and by
by which
the national
national authority
loyal
state governments
governments may be reestablished
reestablished within
within said
said states,
states, or
or in
any of
them; and,
in any
of them;
and,
while the mode presented
the Executive
suggest, with
his prespresented is
is the
the best
best the
Executive can
can suggest,
with his
present impressions,
impressions, it
it must not
understood that
other possible
would be
be
not be
be understood
that no
no other
possible mode
mode would
acceptable.
acceptable.
Given
my hand
hand at
Washington the
the eighth
DeGiven under
under my
at the
the city
city of
of Washington
eighth day
day of
of De-
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[L.

and sixty-three, and of the
cember,
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
thousand eight
A. D.
D. one
cember, A.
America the eighty-eighth.
Independence of
eighty-eighth.
United States of America
of the
the United
Independence
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By
the President:
President:
By the
State.
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEwARD,
Secretary of State.
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM

No.
N o. 12.
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY ;THE

Dec.
16, 1863.
Dec. 16,1863.

A.
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.
the 24th of
WHEREAS, by.
congress of
the United
States of the
United States
of the
the congress
of the
act of
by an
an act
WHEREAS,
May, one
thousand eight
twenty-eight, entitled
entitled ""An
An act
ch. ii.
act in
in addiaddi- 182
and twenty-eight,
hundred and
eight hundred
May,
one thousand
1823, ch. iii.
tion to
to an
an act
An act
act concerning
and Vol. iv. p. 308.
duties of
of tonnage
tonnage and
discriminating duties
concerning discriminating
tion
act entitled
entitled ' An
impost,'
and to
equalize the
on Prussian
Prussian vessels
cargoes," it is
their cargoes,"
and their
vessels and
duties on
the duties
to equalize
impost,' and
the
provided
that, upon
upon satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
to the
the President
President of the
given to
being giten
evidence being
provided that,
United
States, by
by the
foreign nation,
that no
discriminating
no discriminating
nation, that
of any
any foreign
government of
the government
United States,
duties
tonnage or
or impost
the ports
ports of
of the
nation
said nation
the said
in the
or levied
levied in
imposed or
are imposed
impost are
of tonnage
duties of
upon vessels
wholly belonging
belonging to
or upon the prodStates, or
United States,
of the
the United
citizens of
to citizens
vessels wholly
upon
uce, manufactures,
or merchandise
merchandise imported
imported in
the same
same from
from the
the United States,
in the
manufactures, or
uce,
to issue his procor
from any
foreign country,
authorized to
thereby authorized
is thereby
President is
the President
country, the
any foreign
or from
impost
lamation declaring
that the
the foreign
tonnage and impost
discriminating duties of tonnage
foreign discriminating
declaring that
lamation
so far as
within
the United
United States
States are
and shall
suspended and
and discontinued,
discontinued, so
be suspended
shall be
are and
within the
manufactures,
and the produce, manufactures,
respects
the vessels
of the
foreign nation,
nation, and
said foreign
the said
vessels of
respects the
or merchandise
merchandise imported
into the
United States
States in the same from the said foreign
foreign
the United
imported into
or
effect
nation, or
from any
foreign country;
suspension to
to take effect
said suspension
the said
country; the
other foreign
any other
or from
nation,
given to the President of the United
froin the
of such
notification being given
such notification
time of
the time
from
States, and
and to
continue so
so long
the reciprocal
belonging
of vessels belonging
exemption of
reciprocal exemption
as the
long as
to continue
States,
to
citizens of
of the
States, and
their cargoes,
as aforesaid,
shall be
conbe conaforesaid, shall
cargoes, as
and their
United States,
the United
to citizens
tinued, and
and no
no longer;
longer;
tinued,
And
whereas, satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
evidence has
lately been
been received
me, through
through
by me,
received by
has lately
And whereas,
and
an
official communication
Senor Don
Don Luis
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
Molina, Envoy
Luis Molina,
of Sefor
communication of
an official
Minister
Plenipotentiary of
of the
Republic of
of Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, under date of the 28th
the Republic
Minister Plenipotentiary
of November,
1863, that
that no
no other
other or
or higher
tonnage and impost have
of tonnage
duties of
higher duties
November, 1863,
of
of August, 1838, in
day of
been imposed
levied since
since the
in the ports of
of
second day
the second
or levied
imposed or
been
and
Nicaragua, upon
to citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States, and
belonging to
wholly belonging
vessels wholly
upon vessels
Nicaragua,
upon
the produce,
manufactures, or
or merchandise
merchandise imported in the same from the
the
produce, manufactures,
upon the
United
States, and
and from
from any
any foreign
country whatever,
whatever, than
are levied
on NicaNicalevied on
than are
foreign country
United States,
raguan ships
and theircargoes
their 'cargoes in
the same
same ports
under like
like circumstances:
circumstances:
ports under
in the
ships and
raguan
President of the United States of
Now, therefore,
I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
of
LINCOLN, President
therefore, I,
Now,
America,
do hereby
hereby declare
declare and
and proclaim,
proclaim, that
that so
so much
much of
of the
acts imimseveral acts
the several
America, do
posing
discriminating duties
duties of
of tonnage
and impost
States are,
are,
United States
the United
within the
impost within
tonnage and
posing discriminating
Discriminating
Discriminating
and
be, suspended
and discontinued,
far as
as respects
vessels of NiNi- duties
respects the
the vessels
so far
discontinued, so
suspended and
and shall
shall be,
of tonnage,
caragua,
and
the
produce,
manufactures,
and
merchandise
imported
into
the
d
eareospnect,
.i as respects
the
into
imported
merchandise
and
caragua, and the produce, manufactures,
vessels
of Nicavessels
other
United
States
in
the
same
from
the
dominions
of
Nicaragua,
and
from
any
other
any
and
from
Nicaragua,
United States in the same from the dominions of
disconforeign country
country whatever;
the said
suspension to
to take
take effect
from the
the day
day above
ragua disconabove ragua
effect from
said suspension
whatever; the
foreign
mentioned, and
and to
continue thenceforward,
thenceforward, so
so long
long as
the reciprocal
reciprocal exemption
exemption tinued.
tinued.
as the
to continue
mentioned,
of
the vessels
of the
and the
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, and merthe produce,
States, and
United States,
the United
vessels of
af the
same, as aforesaid,
the same,
chandise
the dominions
dominions of
of Nicaragua
Nicaragua in
in the
aforesaid,
into the
imported into
chandise imported
part of the government
shall be
continued on the part
government of Nicaragua.
be continued
shall
of
Given
my hand
hand at
of 'Washington,
Washington, the sixteenth day of
city of
the city
at the
under my
Given under
[L.
December, in
in the
year of
our Lord
one 'thousand
eight hundred
hundred and.
thousand eight
Lord one
of our
the year
s.] December,
[L. 5.]
sixty-three, and
eighty-eighth of
of the
the Independence
Independence of the United
the eighty-eighth
and the
sixty-three,
States.
States.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By the
President:
By
the President:

of State.
W ILLIAM H.
H. SEWARD,
State.
Secretary of
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM
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No. 13.
13.
No.
Feb. 18,1864.
1
81
1864 - BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
AMERICA:
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
W HEREAS, by
by my
my proclamation
proclamation of
of the
the nineteenth
one thousand
April, one
thousand
nineteenth of
of April,
WHEREAS,
Preamble.
Vol. xii.
1258. eight
eight hundred
hundred and
ports of
States of
South Carolina,
Georgia,
Carolina, Georgia,
of South
the States
of the
the ports
sixty-one, the
and sixty-one,
p. 1258.
Vol.
xii. p.
Alabama, Florida,
Florida, Mississippi,
Mississippi, Louisiana,
Louisiana, and
and Texas
reasons therein
therein
were, for
for reasons
Texas were,
Alabama,
the
set
and whereas,
the port
of Brownsville,
Brownsville, in the
port of
whereas, the
under blockade;
blockade; and
placed under
set forth,
forth, placed
of Texas, has since been blockaded, but
district of
Brazos Santiago,
but
Santiago, in the State of
district
of-Brazos
as the
blockade of
said port
port may
may now
now be
be safely
safely relaxed
the
to the
with advantage
advantage to
relaxed with
of said
as
the blockade
interests
of commerce:
commerce:
interests of
Blockade of
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
it known
that I,
I, ABRAHAM
President of the
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, President
known that
be it
of
Now,
Blockade
Brownsville to
United States,
States, pursuant
pursuant to
the authority
vested by
by the
fifth section
of the
to the
authority in
in me
me vested
the fifth
section of
the
Brownsville
to
United
"An
July, 1861,
the 13th of July,
cease— so
act of
congress, approved
approved on
on the
1861, entitled "
An act further
further
far
act
of congress,
ceaseso far
that, &c.
to provide for the collection of duties on imports, and for other
do
purposes," do
for the collection of duties on imports, and for other purposes,"
1t, &ch 3, 5 to provide
far
Vol.
,
xii. pp. 257.
declare that
that the
the blockade
of the
the said
port of
shall so far
of Brownsville
Brownsville shall
said port
blockade of
hereby declare
257. hereby
Vol.xii.
that commercial
commercial intercourse
intercourse with
cease
and determine
after this
this date, that
cease and
determine from and after
specified,
said
port, except
except as
as to
persons, things,
things, and
and information
hereinafter specified,
information hereinafter
to persons,
said port,
may,
from this
date, be
carried on,
subject to
to the
the laws
the United
United States,
States, to
to
of the
laws of
on, subject
be carried
this date,
may, from
rebelthe
prescribed by
of the
and, until the rebelthe Treasury,
Treasury, and,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the regulations
regulations prescribed
lion
shall have
have been
been suppressed,
orders as
as may
may be promulgated
promulgated by the
such orders
to such
suppressed, to
lion shall
general
officer duly authorized
authorized by him and
or by an officer
department, or
the department,
commanding the
general commanding
the
commanding
at said
said port.
This proclamation
proclamation does
not authorize
authorize or allow the
does not
port. This
commanding at
Certain
or conveyance
conveyance of
persons in,
in, or
or intending
intending to
to enter,
enter, the
of the
the ininthe service
service of
of persons
shipment or
Certain ship-.
ship- shipment
ments, &c., not surgents, or of things or
or information
information intended
intended for
for their
aid or
comfor their
their use,
use, or
or for
their aid
or comallowed.
fort, nor, except
or of
of some officer
allowed,
except upon the permission of the Secretary
Secretary of War, or
officer
duly
authorized by
him, of
the following
namely: cannon,
morcannon, morarticles, namely:
prohibited articles,
of the
following prohibited
by him,
duly authorized
hibited
List ofrtiroafrticle
pro- s.
tars,
pistols, bombs,
grenades, powder,
bullets,
balls, bullets,
sulphur, balls,
saltpetre, sulphur,
powder, saltpetre,
bombs, grenades,
firearms, pistols,
tar;, firearms,
hibitetd
pikes,
swords, boarding-caps,
(always excepting
excepting the
of the
said articles
articles
the said
the quantity
quantity of
boarding-caps, (always
pikes, swords,
ship and
and those
which
mayebe necessary
necessary for
defence of
the ship
those who compose the
of the
the defence
for the
which mayjbe
crew,)
percussion and
and other
other caps,
caps, clothclothmaterial, percussion
bridles, cartridge-bag
cartridge-bag material,
saddles, bridles,
crew,) saddles,
intoxicating
ing
for uniforms,
sailcloth of
all kinds,
cordage, intoxicating
hemp and cordage,
of all
kinds, hemp
uniforms, sailcloth
adapted for
ing adapted
native wines.
drinks,
than beer and light native
other than
drinks, other
Licenses to
To
from foreign
foreign ports
and destined
destined to
to the
of Brownsville,
Brownsville,
the port
port of
ports and
clearing from
vessels clearing
To vessels
to
Licenses
proclamation, licenses
opened
vessels
opened by this
ibis proclamation,
licenses will be granted by consuls
consuls of the United
from
vessels from
foreign ports.
ports.
States
upon satisfactory
evidence that
vessel so
so licensed
convey no
no perperforeign
States upon
satisfactory evidence
that the
the vessel
licensed will
will convey
either to or from
sons,
or information
above, either
or prohibited
prohibited above,
excepted or
information excepted
property, or
sons, property,
the said
said port;
licenses shall
be exhibited
exhibited to
the collector
collector of
said port
port imof said
imto the
shall be
port; which
which licenses
the
blockade;
to any officer
charge of the blockade;
mediately on
arrival, and,
and, if required, to
officer in charge
mediately
on arrival,
and
said port
vessel will
will be
be required
to have
from
clearance from
have aaclearance
required to
every vessel
port every
and on
on leaving
leaving said
violation of the conthe
the customs,
showing no violation
according to law, showing
of the
customs, according
the collector
collector of
Violation
ditions of the license. Any violations
said conditions
conditions will
Violation of
violations of said
involve the
forfeitwill involve
the forfeitconditions
to
tire
and condemnation
of the
vessel and
cargo, and
and the
all parties
parties
the exclusion
exclusion of
of all
conditions
to
ure
and
condemnation
of
the
vessel
and cargo,
work forfeiture.
concerned
further privilege
privilege of
entering the
the
wor
concerned from
from any
any further
of entering
the United
United States
States during
during the
war
for any
any purpose
purpose whatever.
whatever.
war for
in
the existing blockade remains
In all
respects, except
except as
as herein
remains in
specified, the
herein specified,
In
all respects,
nor is it relaxed
full
force and
as hitherto
maintained, nor
relaxed by
by
hitherto established
established and maintained,
and effect
effect as
full force
this proclamation
proclamation except
except in
in regard
regard to
to the
been
to which
which relaxation
relaxation is or has been
the port
port to
this
applied.
expressly applied.
In
have hereunto
hand, and
and caused
the
the seal
seal of
of the
caused the
hereunto set
set my
my hand,
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, II have
United
affixed.
be affixed.
States to
to be
United States
in the
the
Done at
at the
city of
Washington, this
this eighteenth
day of
of February, in
eighteenth day
of Washington,
Done
the city
hundred and sixty-four, and of the
thousand eight
eight hundred
[L. s.]
s.]
year of
our Lord
one thousand
of our
Lord one
year
[;.
the eighty-eighth.
eighty-eighth.
of the United
Independence
United States the
Independence of
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the
the President:
President:
By
Sate.
Scretary of State.
W
ILLIAM H. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM
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N o. 14.
No.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
STATES OF
March 26,
1864.
26,1864.
AMERICA: March
OF AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY
Post,
758.
p. 758.
Post, p.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

Po, p.7

W
HEREAS, it
it has
has become
become necessary
the cases
cases in
which insurgent
Preamble.
Preamble.
insurgent
in which
define the
to define
necessary to
WHEREAS,
enemies
the benefits
the proclamation
proclamation of
of the
President of the
the President
of the
benefits of
to the
entitled to
are entitled
enemies are
p. 737.
Ante, p.
1863, and
eighth day of December,
United States,
which was
made on
on the
the eighth
Dec ember, 1863,
and the737.
was made
States, which
United
manner
in which
they shall
themselves of
those benefits;
benefits;
of those
avail themselves
to avail
proceed to
shall proceed
which they
manner in
And
that proclamation
proclamation were
the insurrecinsurrecsuppress the
to suppress
were to
of that
objects of
the objects
whereas the
And whereas
tion and
and to
restore the
the authority
authority of
of the
United States;
States; and
and whereas
whereas the
the amnesty
amnesty
the United
to restore
tion
therein
offered with
these objects
objects
to these
reference to
with reference
was offered
President was
the President
by the
proposed by
therein proposed

alone:
Amnesty proeprocAmnesty
Now, therefore,
I,ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LmcoLisr,
President of
United States .tof loaomtaatiott
dtooes
per.
the United
of the
LINCOLN, President
therefore, I,
Now,
does
lamation
de
d
apply to pernott
proclamation does not
America,
do hereby
declare that
the said proclamation
that the
and declare
proclaim and
hereby proclaim
America, do
apply to the
of persons
persons who,
who, at
time when
when they
they seek
the benben- sons
sons m
If custody.
c
Y
ustody.
obtain the
to obtain
seek to
the time
at the
cases of
apply to the cases
efits
by taking
oath thereby
thereby prescribed,
are in military, naval, or civil
prescribed, are
the oath
taking the
thereof by
efits thereof
confinement or
custody, or
under bonds,
bonds, or
or on
the civil,
civil, military,
or
military, or
of the
parole of
on parole
or under
or custody,
confinement
naval authorities,
the United
or persons
persons
war, or
of war,
prisoners of
as prisoners
States, as
United States,
of the
agents of
or agents
authorities, or
naval
detained for
offences of
of any
either before
or after
and that
that on
on
conviction, and
after conviction,
before or
kind, either
any kind,
for offences
detained
the
contrary, it
does apply
apply only
those persons
persons who,
yet at
at large,
large 'and
and free
free
being yet
who, being
to those
only to
it does
the contrary,
come
from any
confinement, or
duress, shall voluntarily co
m eforward
forward and take
or duress,
arrest, confinement,
any arrest,
from
the said
the purpose
purpose of
restoring peace
peace and
and establishing
the national
national
establishing the
of restoring
with the
oath, with
said oath,
the
may
authority.
from the
amnesty offered
offered in
proelama- Prisoners
may
said proclamathe said
in the
the amnesty
excluded from
Prisoners excluded
authority. Prisoners
ytPrisoners
tiTdt
0
0
0:ter
tion
the President
clemency, like
like all
other offenders,
offenders, and
and their
their applyto the
all other
for clemency,
President for
to the
apply to
may apply
tion may
application will
consideration.
clemency.
clemency.
due consideration.
receive due
will receive
application
declare and
proclaim that
that the
oath prescribed
prescribed in
the aforesaid
aforesaid
Oath
may be
Oath may
in the
the oath
and proclaim
further declare
IIdo
do further
proclamation of
may be
be taken
and subscribed
subscribed before
before taken
taken before
before
taken and
1863, may
December, 1863,
of December,
8th of
the 8th
proclamation of the
any commissioned officer,
civil, military,
or naval,
the service
of the
the United
United whom.
whom.
service of
in the
naval, in
military, or
commissioned officer, civil,
any
States,
or any
military officer
of a
or territory
insurrecin insurrecnot in
territory not
state or
a state
officer of
or military
civil or
any civil
States, or
tion, who,
by the
laws thereof,
thereof, may
qualified for
oaths. All
All
administering oaths.
for administering
be qualified
may be
the laws
who, by
tion,
officers who receive such oaths are hereby authorized to give certificates thereon
Certificates.
officers who receive such oaths are hereby authorized to give certificates thereon Certificates.
to
respectively by
by whom
are made,
made, and
officers are
hereby
are hereby
such officers
and such
they are
whom they
persons respectively
the persons
to the
required
the original
original records
records of
of such
as early
early a
as may
may
a day
day as
at as
oaths at
such oaths
transmit the
to transmit
required to
be convenient,
to the
the Department
where they
they will
be deposited
deposited and
and
will be
State, where
of State,
Department of
convenient, to
be
remain in the archives of
government. The
The Secretary
State will
of
Reistry of
a Registry
keep a
will keep
of State
Secretary of
the government.
in the archives of the
remain
register
and will,
on application
proper cases,
of such
certiicates.
such certificates.
certificates of
issue certificates
cases, issue
in proper
application,,in
will, on
thereof, and
register thereof,
records
in the
form of
official certificates.
certificates.
of official
customary form
the customary
records in
In
whereof IIhave
have hereunto
set my
and caused
the seal
of the
the
seal of
caused the
hand, and
my hand,
hereunto set
testimony whereof
In testimony
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
United
Done
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, the
day of
in the
the
March, in
of March,
twenty-sixth day
the twenty-sixth
at the
Done at
[L. s.]
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
of
and of
hundred and
thousand eight
year of
S.] year
[L.
the
of the
United States
the eighty-eighth.
eighty-eighth.
States the
the United
Independence of
the Independence
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

By the
President:
the President:
By

W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of Stale.
Stae.
SEWARD,
WILLIAM

15.
No. 15.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLI‘L
ABRAHAM
PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
STATES OF
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
TO ALL
ALL WHOM
WHOM IT
IT MAY
CONCERN:
MAY CONCERN:
TO
A
N exequatur
exequatur bearing
date the
third day
day of
May, 1850,
been issued
having been
1850, having
of May,
the third
bearing date
AN
to
Hunt, a
the United
United States,
as Consul
Consul of
him as
recognizing him
States, recognizing
of the
citizen of
a citizen
Charles Hunt,
to Charles
Belgium,
St. Louis,
and declaring
declaring him
him free
free to exercise and enjoy
Missouri, and
Louis, Missouri,
for St.
Belgium, for
such functions,
are allowed
to the
consuls of
the most
most
of the
the consuls
allowed to
as are
privileges as
and privileges
powers, and
functions, powers,
such

May
May 19,1864.
19, 1884.
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Exequatur of
Exequatur
of
Charles Hunt,
Charlesf
unt,
consul for
for BelBetgium at St.
St.
Louis,
Louis, revoked.
revoked,
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favored nations
nations in the United
United States;
States; and the
the said
said Hunt
Hunt having
having sought
sought to
screen
to screen
himself from his military
duty to his country
country in consequence
military duty
of thus
being inconsequence of
thus being
invested with
the consular
consular functions
of a
foreign power
power in
in the
the United
it is
vested
with the
functions of
a foreign
United States,
States, it
is
deemed
that the
said Charles
Charles Hunt
Hunt should
no longer
be permitted
to
deemed advisable
advisable that
the said
should no
longer be
permitted to
continue
of said
functions, powers,
continue in the
the exercise
exercise of
said functions,
powers, and
and privileges:
privileges:
I no
These are, therefore,
therefore, to declare, that I
no longer recognize
recognize the
the said
Charles
said Charles
Hunt as Consul of Belgium
Belgium for Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, and
and will
not permit
exwill not
permit to
to exercise
functions, powers, or
ercise or enjoy any of the functions,
or privileges
privileges allowed
allowed to
consuls of
of
to consuls
that nation;
nation; and
and that I
do hereby
hereby wholly
annul the
said exequatur
exequatur
I do
wholly revoke
revoke and
and annul
the said
heretofore
heretofore given,
and do
do declare
declare the
same to
to be
null and
and void,
void, fron
from
given, and
the same
be absolutely
absolutely null
this day
day forward.
this
forward.
In testimony
have caused
to be
made patent,
patent, and
and the
the
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave
caused these
these letters
letters to
be made
seal of the
the United
States of
United States
to be
be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
of America
America to
affixed.
Washington, this
Given under my hand
hand at Washington,
this nineteenth
nineteenth day
day .of
of May,
in
May, in
[L. s.]
s.] the
the year
year of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
[L.
of our
our Lord
sixty-four,
and
and the
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
States of
America the
the eightyeightyof the
of America
eighth.
eighth.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By
President:
By the
the President:
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of &ate.
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD,
State.

No.
16.
No. 16.
July 5,1864.
5, 1864.

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
W HEREAS, by
by a
a proclamation
proclamation which
which was
the 15th
15th day
of April,
April,
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
was issued
issued on
on the
day of
Vol. xii. p. 1258.
1258. 1861, the President
President of the United States
States announced
announced and
and declared
declared that
that the
the laws
laws
of the United States had been
been for
for some
some time past,
past, and
then were,
were, opposed,
opposed, and
and
and then
thereof obstructed,
the execution thereof
obstructed, in
in certain
states therein
mentioned, by
by combicombicertain states
therein mentioned,
too powerful
powerful to
nations too
to be
be suppressed
suppressed by
by the
the ordinary
ordinary course
course of
of judicial
judicial proceedproceedings, or
ings
or by
by the
the powers
vested in
in the
marshals by
by law;
law;
powers vested
the marshals
And
whereas,
immediately
after
the
issuing
of
the
said
proclamation,
the
land
And whereas, immediately after the issuing of the said proclamation, the land
were put into
and naval forces of the
the United States
States were
into activity
to suppress
suppress the
the said
activity to
said
insurrection and
insurrection
and rebellion;
rebellion;
And whereas the congress
the United
United States,
an act
act approved
approved on
on the
3d
congress of
of the
States, by
by an
the 3d
1863, ch.
81.
day
of March, 1863,
that during
during the
said rebellion
rebellion the
the President
President of
of
h. 81.
day ofMarch,
1863, did
did enact
enact that
the said
Vol.
p. 755.
755. the United States, whenever in his judgment the public safety may
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
the United States, whenever in his judgment the public safety
require it,
suspend the
is authorized to suspend
the privilege
privilege of
of habeas
habeas corpus
in any
case
of the
the writ
writ of
corpus in
any case
throughout the United
United States,
States, or
throughout
or in
part thereof;
thereof;
in any
any part
And whereas
whereas the said insurrection
insurrection and rebellion
rebellion still continue, endangering
endangering
and government
the existence of the constitution
constitution and
government of
the United
United States;
States;
of the
And whereas
the military
of the
the United
are now
actively enenAnd
whereas the
military forces
forces of
United States
States are
now actively
gaged in
in suppressing
the said
various parts
parts of
the
gaged
suppressing the
said insurrection
insurrection and
and rebellion
rebellion in
in various
of the
states where the said rebellion
rebellion has
been successful
in obstructing
obstructing the
laws and
has been
successful in
the laws
and
pirblic authorities,
especially in
in the
the States
of Virginia and
Georgia:
public
authorities, especially
States of
Virginia
and Georgia:
Ante, p.
And
on the
the fifteenth
of September
September last,
last, the
President of
the
p. 734.
And whereas,
whereas, on
fifteenth day
day of
the President
of the
proclamation, wherein
United States duly issued his proclamation,
wherein he
he declared
declared that
that the
the priviprivilege of
of the
the writ
writ of
of habeas
habeas corpus
should be
be suspended
suspended throughout
throughout the
the United
lege
corpus should
United
States in the cases where,
where, by the
the authority
authority of
President of
the United
United States,
States,
of the President
of the
naval, and
military, narval,
and civil officers of
of the United
United States, or any
any of them,
perthem, hold
hold persons under their
sons
their command
command or
in their
their custody,
war, spies,
spies,
or in
custody, either
either as
as prisoners
prisoners of
of war,
abettors of the enemy,
soldiers, or
or seamen
or aiders or abettors
enemy, or officers, soldiers,
seamen enrolled
enrolled or
or
or enlisted
drafted or mustered
mustered or
enlisted in,
in, or
belonging to,
the land
land or
or naval
naval forces
forces of
of the
the
or belonging
to, the
or otherwise
United States, or as deserters
deserters therefrom,
therefrom, or
otherwise amenable
amenable to
to military
military law
law
or the rules and articles
articles of war, or the rules or regulations
regulations prescribed
the
prescribed for
for the
military
United States,
military or naval services
sertices by
by authority of the
the President
President of the United
States, or
or
for resisting a
a draft, or for
for any
any other
offence against
against the
the military
or naval
naval
other offence
military or
service;
service;
And whereas many citizens of the State
of Kentucky
State of
have joined
joined the
forces
Kentucky have
the forces
'ffthe insurgents,
,
insurgents, and
and such
such insurgents
insurgents have
occasions entered
entered the
the
have on
on several
several occasions
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said State of Kentucky
Kentucky in large force,
force, and, not without
without aid and comfort furdisaffected and disloyal citizens
nished by disaffected
citizens of the United States residing therein,
have not only greatly disturbed the public peace, but have overborne
overborne the civil
authorities
authorities and made flagrant
flagrant civil war, destroying
destroying property and life in various
state;
parts of that state;
And whereas it has been made known to the President of the United States
by the officers commanding the national irmies,
combinations have
have been
armies, that combinations
formed in the said State of Kentucky
Kentucky with a
apurpose of inciting rebel forces to
to
renew the said operations of civil war within the said state,
state, and thereby to
to embarrass the United States armies now operating
operating in the said States of Virginia
Virginia
and Georgia, and even to endanger their safety:
safety:
Now, therefore,
LINCOLN, President
therefore, I,
I,ABRAHAM LnstcoLx,
President of the United States, by Writ of habeas
suspended
virtue of the authority vested in me by the constitution and laws, do hereby corpus
corpus suspended
law
declare
and martial
martial law
declare that, in my judgment, the public safety especially
especially requires
requires that the sus- and
establisked
established in
pension of
the privilege
privilege of
the writ
corpus, so
in the
the said
said Kentucky.
pension
of the
of the
writ of
of habeas
habeas corpus,
so proclaimed
proclaimed in
Kentucky.
proclamation
proclamation of the 15th of September, 1863,
1863, be made effectual
effectual and be duly
enforced in and throughout
Kentucky, and
law be
throughout the said State of Kentucky,
and that
that martial
martial law
be Post,
Post, p.
p. 773.
for the present
present established
established therein. IIdo, therefore, hereby require of the military officers in the said state that the privileges of the
the writ
writ of
of habeas
habeas corpus
corpus be
be
effectually
suspended within the said state, according
according to
aforesaid proclamaproclamaeffectually suspended
to the
the aforesaid
tion, and that martial
martial law be established
effect from the date of
established therein, to take effect
of
this proclamation,
proclamation, the said suspension
suspension and establishment
establishment of martial
martial law to
to conproclamation shall be revoked or modified,
tinue until this proclamation
modified, but not beyond
beyond the
period when the said rebellion shall have been suppressed or come to an end.
I do hereby require and command,
And I
command, as well all military officers
officers as all civil
officers and authorities existing or found within the said
Kentucky, to
officers
said State
State of Kentucky,
to
take notice
notice of this proclamation,
proclamation, and to give full effect to the same.
The martial law herein proclaimed, and the things in that respect
respect herein
Lawful elections and
proordered, will not be deemed or taken to interfere
interfere with the holding of lawful tions
and proceedings of
elections, or with the proceedings
proceedings of the constitutional
constitutional legislature
legislature of Kentucky, ceedings
of
legislature
not
or with the administration
administration of justice in the courts of law existing therein
therein bebe- legislature
not
interfered with.
tween citizens
citizens of the United States in suits or proceedings which do not affect in
w
the military operations or the constituted
constituted authorities of the government
government of the
United States.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave hereunto set my hand, and caused
caused the
of
the seal
seal of
the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this fifth day of July, in the year'of our
our
[L.
a.) Lord
[L. s.]
Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and of
of the Independence of the United States the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
By the President:
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary of State.
WILLIAM
SEWARD,

No.
17.
NO. 17.

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:

July 7,1864.
7, 1864.
July

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WBsREAS
W HEREAS the Senate and House of Representatives,
Representatives, at their last session,
adopted aaconcurrent resolution,
resolution, which was approved
approved on the second day of July
instant, and which was in the words following,
following, namely:
namely:
"
United States be requested
requested to appoint a
for
" That the President of the United
a day for
humiliation and prayer by the people of the United States; that he request his
constitutional advisers at the head of the executive departments
departments to unite with
constitutional
magistrate of the nation, at the city of Washington,
Washington, and the memhim as chief magistrate
bers of congress, and all magistrates, all civil, military, and naval officers, all
soldiers, sailors, and marines, with all loyal and law-abiding
law-abiding people, to convene
convene
at their usual places of worship, or wherever
wherever they may be, to confess and to repent of their manifold sins; to implore the compassion
compassion and forgiveness of the
Almighty, that, if consistent
consistent with His
His will, the existing rebellion
rebellion may be speedily
speedily
suppressed, and the supremacy of the constitution
constitution and laws of the United States
may be established throughout
throughout all the states; to implore
iinplore Him, as the Supreme
Supreme

Preamble.
Preamble.
415.
Ante, p. 415.
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not to destroy
Ruler of the world, not
destroy us
as a
a people,
people, nor
nor suffer
us to
be destroyed
destroyed
us as
suffer us
to be
by the hostility or connivance
connivance of
nations, or
by obstinate
adhesion to
of other
other nations,
or by
obstinate adhesion
to our
our
own counsels, which may
may be
in conflict
and to
imbe in
conflict with
with His
His eternal
eternal purposes,
purposes, and
to implore Him to enlighten the mind
mind of
the nation
nation to
to know
know and
and do
do His
of the
His will,
will, humbly
humbly
believing that it is
is in accordance
accordance with
will that
mainwith His
His will
that our
our place
place should
should be
be maintained as aaunited people among the family of
nations; to
Him to
of nations;
to implore
implore Him
to grant
grant
armed defenders
defenders and
to our armed
and the
of the
the people
people that
that courage,
courage, power
the masses
masses of
power of
of rerenecessary to
sistance, and endurance necessary
result; to
to implore
in His
His
to secure that
that result;
implore Him
Him in
infinite
goodness to
the minds,
minds, and
infinite goodness
to soften
soften the
the hearts,
hearts, enlighten
enlighten the
and quicken
quicken the
the conconsciences of those in rebellion,
rebellion, that
that they
lay down
their arms
arms and
and speedily
speedily
they may
may lay
down their
return to their allegiance to
United States,
that
they
may
not
be
utterly
to the
the United
States, that they may not be utterly dedestroyed, that the effusion of
of blood
blood may
be stayed,
stayed, and
and that
that unity
and fraternity
may be
unity and
fraternity
may be
restored, and
and peace
our borders:"
borders:"
be restored,
peace established
established throughout
throughout all
all our
Day of national
Now,
therefore, I,
I,ABRAHAM
INCOLN, President
President of
of the
the United
United States,
corNow, therefore,
ABRAHAM L
LINCOLN,
States, corhumiliation
United States
humiliation .and dially concurring
concurring with the congress of the United
the penitential
and
States in
in the
penitential and
prayer
prayer appointed. pious sentiments expressed
expressed in
the aforesaid
aforesaid resolution,
resolution, and
and heartily
in the
heartily approving
approving
of the devotional design and
and purpose
thereof, do
do hereby
hereby appoint
first ThursThurspurpose thereof,
appoint the
the first
day of August next to
to be
be observed
observed by
by the
of the
States as
the people
people of
the United
United States
as aaday
day
of national
humiliation and
and prayer.
prayer.
national humiliation
IIdo hereby further
further invite and request the
the heads
heads of
of the
the executive
executive departdepartments of this government, together
together with
legislators, all
all judges
with all
all legislators,
judges and
and magismagistrates, and all other persons exercising
exercising authority
authority in
the land,
whether civil,
milin the
land, whether
civil, military, or naval, and
and all
soldiers, seamen,
seamen, and
national service,
service, and
all soldiers,
and marines
marines in
in the
the national
and
the other
loyal and
and law-abiding
law-abiding people
of the
United States,
States, to
all the
other loyal
people of
the United
to assemble
assemble in
in
their preferred
places of
of public
that day,
and then
then to
to renrentheir
preferred places
public worship
worship on
on that
day, and
and there
there and
der to the
der
the Almighty
and Merciful
Merciful Ruler
Ruler of
of the
the universe
such homages
such
Almighty and
universe such
homages and
and such
confessions,
and to
to offer
Him such
such supplications
supplications as
as the
the congress
the United
confessions, and
offer to
to Him
congress of
of the
United
States have, in their aforesaid
resolution, so
aforesaid resolution,
so solemnly,
earnestly, and
so revrevsolemnly, so
so earnestly,
and so
erently
erently recommended.
recommended.
whereof, I
I have hereunto
In testimony whereof,
hereunto set my hand, and caused
the s'eal
caused the
seal of
of
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
Done at the city of Washington
Washington this
this seventh
seventh day
July, in
in the
year of
of
day of
of July,
the year
[L.
thousand eight
[L. s.]
a.] our Lord, one thousand
eight hundred
of the
Inhundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
and of
the Independence of
of the
States the
dependence
the United
United States
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By
the President:
By the
President:
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
H. S
SEWARD,
Secretary of
State.

No.
No. 18.
18.

July 8,
8,1864.
1864.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES:
STATES:
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

Declaration
Declaration of
of
opinion as
opinion
as to
to the
the
plan of
of restoraplan
restoration of the states
tion
of the states
in rebellion.

WHEREAS,
a bill
bill to "'
W HEREAS, at the late session, congress passed a
"guarantee
guarantee to
to cercertain states, whose governments have been
been usurped
or overthrown,
usurped or
overthrown, aa republican
republican
form of government,"
government," aacopy
of -which
which is
is hereunto
annexed;
copy ofhereunto annexed;
And whereas
whereas the said bill was presented
presented to the President of
United States
of the
the United
States
for his approval less than one hour before the
adjournment of
of said
sesthe sine
sine die
die adjournment
said session, and
and was
was not
not signed
signed by
him;
sion,
by him;
And whereas
whereas the said bill contains, among
other things,
for restoring
among other
things, aaplan
plan for
restoring
the states in rebellion to their proper practical
practical relation
in the
which
relation in
the Union,
Union, which
plan expresses the sense
sense of congress
congress upon that subject, and which
which plan
it is
now
plan it
is now
thought fit
thought
to lay
lay before
the people
people for
for their
consideration:
fit to
before the
their consideration:
Now,
therefore, I,
I,ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
of the
the United
United States,
Now, therefore,
LINCOLN, President
President of
States, do
do
proclaim,
and make
that, while
while II am
am (as
in December
proclaim, declare,
declare, and
make known,
known, that,
(as I
I was
was in
December
propounded a
a plan for restoration)
restoration) unprepared
last, when
when by proclamation
proclamation IIpropounded
by
unprepared by
a formal approval of this bill,
bill, to be inflexibly
inflexibly committed
a
committed to
to any
any single
single plan
plan of
of
restoration; and,
restoration;
and, while I
am also
also unprepared
that the
state con1 am
unprepared to
to declare
declare that
the free
free state
constitutions and governments
adopted and
installed in
and Louisgovernments already
already adopted
and installed
in Arkansas
Arkansas and
Louisbe set
iana shall be
and held
for nought,
nought, thereby
thereby repelling
repelling and
and discouraging
discouraging
set aside and
held for
set up
up the
the same
the loyal citizens who have set
further effort,
same as
as to
to further
effort, or
or to
to declare
declare a
a
abolish slavery
constitutional competency in congress to abolish
but am
am at
at the
slavery in
in states,
states, but
the
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same time
sincerely hoping
hoping and
and expecting
abolamendment abolconstitutional amendment
that aaconstitutional
expecting that
time sincerely
same
ishing slavery
slavery throughout
the nation
may be
adopted, nevertheless
nevertheless I
am fully
fully
I am
be adopted,
nation may
throughout the
ishing
satisfied
the system
for restoration
the bill
proper
very proper
as one
one very
bill as
in the
contained in
restoration contained
system for
with the
satisfied with
plan
for the
of any
state choosing
adopt it, and that IIam, and
to adopt
choosing to
any state
people of
loyal people
the loyal
plan for
at all
all times
to give
aid and
and assistance
assistance to
any
to any
executive aid
the executive
give the
be, prepared
prepared to
shall be,
times shall
at
such
so soon
soon as
as the
the military
to the
have
shall have
States shall
the United
United States
resistance to
military resistance
people, so
such people,
been suppressed
in any
such state,
the people
thereof shall
have sufficiently
sufficiently
shall have
people thereof
and the
state, and
any such
suppressed in
been
United
returned to
to their
constitution and
laws of
the United
of the
the laws
and the
to the
the constitution
obedience to
their obedience
returned
States,
cases military
governors will
with directions
directions to
to
be appointed,
appointed, with
will be
military governors
which cases
in which
States, in
proceed according
according to
to the
the bill.
bill.
proceed
In
testimony whereof,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand,
hand, and
and caused
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the
whereof, IIhave
In testimony
United
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
United States
Done
the city
city of
of Washington
eighth day
of July,
July, in
of our
our
year of
the year
in the
day of
this eighth
Washington this
at the
Done at
[L.
a.] Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
Indepenand sixty-four, and of the Indepenhundred and
[L. 8.]
dence of
of the
the United
eighty-ninth.
the eighty-ninth.
States the
United States
dence
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By
the President:
President:
By the
W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
SEWARD,
WILLIAM

A Bill
guarantee to
to certain
whose Governments
Governments have
usurped or
or overthrown
overthrown
have been
been usurped
States whose
certain States
to guarantee
A
Bill to
aRepublican
Republican Form
Government.
of Government.
Form of
a
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
United States
States
the United
of the
Representatives of
House of
aMr House
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the states
rebellion Provisional
Provisional
in rebellion
declared in
states declared
in the
That in
America in
of America
governor for
for
against the
the United
States, the
the President
shall, by
by and
the advice
and concon- governor
advice and
with the
and with
President shall,
United States,
against
states declared i”
sent
of the
Senate, appoint
appoint for
each aa provisional
governor, whose
i
and stateisdeclared
pay and
whose pay
provisional governor,
for each
the Senate,
sent of
rebellion.
emoluments shall
shall not
brigadier-general of
of volunteers,
shall ebellon
who shall
volunteers, who
of aabrigadier-general
that of
exceed that
not exceed
emoluments
be clrarged
elrarged with
with the
the civil
civil administration
administration of
such state
until a
astate
government
state government
state until
of such
be
therein
be recognized
recognized as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided.
shall be
therein shall
Provisional
SEC. 2.
be it
it further
enacted,. That
That so
so soon
soon as
the military
military resistance
to Provisional
resistance to
as the
further enacted,
2. And
And be
SEC.
governor to
the United
United States
States shall
shall have
in any
any such
and the
to
the people
people governor
state, and
such state,
suppressed in
been suppressed
have been
the
direct
an
thereof shall
have sufficiently
their obedience
obedience to
constitution and
enrolan enroland direct
to the
the constitution
to their
returned to
sufficiently returned
shall have
thereof
ment of white
the
States, the
direct the
marshal m'nt
of white
the marshal
shall direct
governor shall
the provisional
provisional governor
United States,
laws of
of the
the United
the laws
male citizens,
of
as may
may be,
number of
of &c.
sufficient number
to name
name aa sufficient
be, to
&c.
speedily as
as speedily
States, as
the United
United States,
of the
deputies, and
and to
to enroll
white male
male citizens
the United
in
States, resident in
United States,
of the
citizens of
all white
enroll all
deputies,
the state
their respective
to request
one to
to take
oath to
to
the oath
take the
each one
request each
and to
counties, and
respective counties,
in their
the
state in
support the
the United
United States,
and in
in his
his enrolment
enrolment to
to designate
designate
States, and
of the
constitution of
the constitution
support
be forthshall be
those who
those who
refuse to
to take
that oath,
rolls shall
forthwhich rolls
oath, which
take that
who refuse
and those
take and
who take
those
oath
taking that eath
with
to the
governor; and
if the
persons taking
the persons
and if
provisional governor;
the provisional
returned to
with returned
shall
majority of
persons enrolled
enrolled in
in the
by procproc- Election
of
lection of
shall, by
state, he
he shall,
the state,
the persons
of the
to aamajority
shall amount
amount to
lamation,
the loyal
loyal people
the state
to elect
delegates to
to aaconvention
a
convention delegates to a
elect delegates
state to
of the
people of
invite the
lamation, invite
convention.
charged to
declare the
the people
of the
the state
reestablish- convention.
to the
the reestablishrelative to
state relative
people of
of the
the will
will of
to declare
charged
constitution
ment of
state government
government subject
to, and
in conformity
the constitution
with, the
conformity with,
and in
subject to,
of a
a state
ment
of the
the United
United States.
States.
of
Members
of
SEC. 3.
be it
it further
consist of
of as
Members of
as convention,
shall consist
the convention
convention shall
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
3. And
apmany
as both
both houses
houses of
state legislature,
p- portionment,
convention, apof the
the last
last constitutional
constitutional state
legislature, apmany members
members as
&c.
portioned
by the
governor among
among the
parishes, or
or districts
districts portionment, c.
counties, parishes,
the counties,
the provisional
provisional governor
portioned by
of
the state,
in proportion
to the
the white
returned as
electors, by
the
by the
as electors,
population, returned
white population,
proportion to
state, in
of the
governor
marshal,
in compliance
with the
act. The
provisional governor
The provisional
of this
this act.
provisions of
the provisions
compliance with
marshal, in
shall,
declare the
the number
number of
delegates to
to be
be elected
by each
each
elected by
of delegates
proclamation, declare
shall, by
by proclamation,
and
rime and
thirty Time
county, parish,
or election
name a
of election
election not
less than
than thirty
not less
day of
a day
district; name
election district;
parish, or
county,
place of
of election.
days
thereafter; designate
designate the
voting in
county, parish,
parish, or
or district,
district, place
election.
each county,
in each
of voting
the places
places of
days thereafter;
conforming
as nearly
may be
be convenient
to the
elecstate electhe state
in the
used in
places used
the places
convenient to
as mav
nearly as
conforming as
tions
next preceding
preceding the
the rebellion;
appoint one
or more
hold
commissioners to hold
more commissioners
one or
rebellion; appoint
tions next
the
election at
at each
voting, and
an adequate
the
to keep
keep the
force to
adequate force
provide an
and provide
of voting,
place of
each place
the election
peace
election.
the election.
peace during
during the
Who
vote
SEC. 4.
it further
That the
the delegates
be elected
elected by
by the
the
Who may vote
shall be
delegates shall
enacted, That
be it
further enacted,
Ahd he
4. Iltd
SEC.
in the
the election
election of
loyal white
white male
male citizens
States of
of the
the age
years, in
of
twenty-one years,
of twenty-one
age of
United States
of the
the United
citizens of
loyal
delegates.
and
at the
time in
in the
the county,
parish, or
or district
district in
in which
which they
shall delegates.
they shall
county, parish,
the time
resident at
and resident
offer
to vote,
enrolled as
as aforesaid,
military service
service of the
in the
the military
absent in
or absent
aforesaid, or
and enrolled
vote, and
offer to
United
who shall
shall take
the oath
of allegiance
allegiance to
the
to the
oath of
subscribe the
and subscribe
take and
and who
States, and
United States,
ch. 128.
128.
United
in the
two, eighteen
eighteen 1862,
1862, ch.
July two,
of July
congress of
of congress
the act
act of
contained in
form contained
in the
the form
States in
United States
xii. p.
p. 502.
502.
Vol. xii.
such citizens of the United States who are in Vol.
hundred
and sixty-two
and all such
sixty-two;' and
hundred and
the military
States shall
vote at
the head-quarters
head-quarters of their
their
at the
shall vote
United States
of the
the United
service of
military service
the
respective
such regulations
as noay
be prescribed
the proby the
prescribed by
may be
regulations as
under such
commands, under
respective commands,
VOL. XIII.
APP.— 63
63
XIII. APP.VOL.
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visional governor
their votes;
votes; but
but no
no person
person who
who
visional
governor for
for the
the taking
taking and
and return
return of
of their
has
held or
any office,
civil or
state or
the
has held
or exercised
exercised any
office, civil
or military,
military, state
or confederate,
confederate, under
under the
rebel usurpation,
usurpation, or
who has
has voluntarily
arms against
against the
States,
or who
voluntarily borne
borne arms
the United
United States,
shall vote,
eligible to be elected
delegate, at such election.
vote, or be eligible
elected as delegate,
election.
Commissioners
SEC.
Commissioners
SEC. 5. And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
said commissioners,
commissioners, or
or either
either of
of
be it
the said
of election to act, them, shall hold the election
election in conformity with this act, and, so far as may be
&C.
consistent
&n
consistent therewith, shall proceed
proceed in
in the
thd manner
manner used in the state
state prior
to the
the
prior to
Oath of allealle- rebellion.
rebellion. The
oath of allegiance
allegiance shall
.Oath
The oath
shall be
be taken
and subscribed
subscribed on
the poll-book
taken and
on the
poll-book
giance,
above prescribed,
glance, hnw
how and by every voter in the form above
prescribed, but
person known
known by,
but every
every person
by, or
or
to whom administered.
proved to,
to, the
the commissioners
commissioners to
to have
held or
any office,
office, civil
civil or
or millmiliexercised any
or exercised
have held
mins-proved
terwed
tary,
or to
have voluntarily
tary, state
state or
or confederate,
confederate, under
under the
the rebel
rebel usurpation
usurpation,'or
to have
voluntarily
borne
arms against
the United
United States,
be excluded,
though he
he offer
offer to
to take
take
borne arms
against the
States, shall
shall be
excluded, though
the oath;
in case
case any
any person
person who
who shall
shall have
have borne
borne arms
arms against
against the
the United
United
the
oath; and
and in
States
offer to
to vote
be deemed
borne arms
arms voluntarily
voluntarily ununStates shall
shall offer
vote he
he shall
shall be
deemed to
to have
have borne
less he
the contrary
by the
voter. The
less
he shall
shall prove
prove the
contrary by
the testimony
testimony of
of aa qualified
qualified voter.
The
Poll-book.
poll-book, showing
showing the name
name and oath
oath of
of each
Poll-book,
each voter, shall be returned
returned to
to the
the
provisional
bethe commissioners
commissioners of
election or
or the
the one
one acting,
acting, and
and the
the
provisional governor
governor by'the
of election
provisional
shall canvass
returns, and
and declare
declare the
having
provisional governor
governor shall
canvass such
such returns,
the person
person having
the highest
highest number
the
number of
of votes
votes elected.
elected.
SEC.
6. And be it
Governor to
SEC. 6.
That the
provisional governor
governor shall,
shall, by
it further enacted,
enacted, That
the provisional
by
dele-.• proclamation,
proclamation, convene
delegates elected
as
aforesaid,
convene the deleconvene the delegates
elected as
aforesaid, at
of the
the
at
the
capital
of
gates,
admingates, to
to adminstate,
on a
not more
than three
months after
the election,
election, giving
giving at
at least
least
after the
three months
more than
a day
day not
state, on
ster the oath,
ister
oath
and preside.
preside. , thirty
thirty days'
notice of
of such
such day.
day. In
case the
said capital
capital shall
shall in
in his
his judgment
the said
judgment
and
days' notice
In case
be unfit,
unfit, he
shall in
his proclamation
proclamation appoint
appoint another
another place.
shall preside
preside
be
he shall
in his
place. He
He shall
over the
deliberations of
the convention,
convention, and
each delegate,
delegate, before
before
over
the deliberations
of the
and administer
administer to
to each
taking his
his seat
seat in
in the
the oath
of allegiance
to the
the United
United States
States in
in
taking
the convention,
convention,-the
oath of
allegiance to
the form
form above
above prescribed.
the
prescribed.
Duty of
SEC.
7. And
That the
the convention
convention shall
shall declare,
beSEC. 7.
And be it further enacted, That
declare, on
on beconvention.
half of the people of the
convention,
half
the state, their
their submission
submission to the
the constitution
constitution and laws of
of
the
following provisions,
provisions, hereby prescribed
prescribed
the United
United States,
States, and
and shall adopt
adopt the
the following
by
of the constitutional
to guarantee
guarantee aa
by the United
United States
States in
in the
the execution
execution of
constitutional duty
duty to
republican form
of evernment
to every
state, and
and incorporate
incorporate them
them in
in the
the conconrepublican
form of
gdvernment to
every state,
stitution
the state,
stitution of
of the
state, that
that is
is to
to say:
say:
Fundamental
First. No
No person
person who
who has
has held or
Fundamental
or exercised
exercised any
office, civil
civil or
or military,
military, except
except
any office,
pro
isions of
offices merely
below the grade
grade of
of colonel,
provisions
merely ministerial, and military offices
offices below
state or
or
colonel, state
constitution.
confederate,
a member
constitution,
confederate, under the usurping power, shall vote for
for or
or be a
member of
of the
the legislegislature, or
lature,
or governor.
governor.
Second. Involuntary
forever prohibited,
prohibited, and
and the
the freedom
freedom of
of all
Second.
Involuntary servitude
servitude is
is forever
all
persons
is guaranteed
in said
state.
persons is
guaranteed in
said state.
Third.
debt, state
by or
or under
the sanction
sanction of
of the
the
Third. No
No debt,
state or
or confederate,
confederate, created
created by
under the
usurping
power, shall
be recognized
recognized or
paid by
the state.
state.
usurping power,
shall be
or paid
by the
Constitution,
SEc.
further enacted, That
Constitution,
S
EC. 8.
8. And be it further
when the
the convention
convention shall
shall have
have
That when
&e., when
ted
t be
adopted
it shall
reestablish a
republican form
form of
of govgovwhen
t&c.,
adopted those
those provisions,
provisions, it
shall troceed
proceed to
to reestablish
a republican
adopo
adopted
to be
submitted to
ordain a
containing those
those provisions,
provisions, which,
which, when
when
a constitution
constitution containing
and ordain
the ernment,
ernment, and
to the
submitted
people.
adopted, the
the convention
convention shall
shall by
by ordinance
ordinance provide
submitting to
to the
the people
people
provide for
for submitting
adopted,
people.
of the
entitled to
vote under
under this
this law,
at an
an election
election to
to be
be held
held in
in the
the
to vote
law, at
of
the state,
state, entitled
manner prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the act
of delegates;
delegates; but
but at
time and
at aa time
and
manner
act for
fbr the
the election
election of
place named
by tlie
convention, at
the said
electors, and
none
and none
at which
which election
election the
said electors,
place
named by
tlhe convention,
others, shall
vote directly
for or
'against such
and form
form of
of state
govothers,
shall vote
directly for
or'against
such constitution
constitution and
state government, and
and the
the returns
of said
said election
election shall
shall be
to the
provisional govgovbe made
made to
the provisional
ernment,
returns of
ernor, who
who shall
canvass the
presence of
of the
electors, and
and if
if aamajormajorthe same
same in
in the
the presence
the electors,
ernor,
shall canvass
ity
of the
votes cast
cast shall
be for
for the
the constitution
of government,
government, lie
ity of
the votes
shall be
constitution and
and form
form of
he
shall
to the
of the
the United
States,
with aacopy
copy thereof,
thereof, to
the President
President of
United States,
shall certify
certify the
the same,
same, with
who,
the assent
assent of'
of congress,
congress, shall,
by proclamation,
proclamation, recognize
recognize the
the
who, after
after obtaining
obtaining the
shall, by
constitutional government
government of
government so
and none
the constitutional
of
none other,
other, as
as the
government
so established,
established, and
the
from the
date of
of such
recognition, and
not before,
Senators and
and
the state,
state, and
and from
the date
such recognition,
and not
before, Senators
Representatives,
and electors
for President
President and
Vice-President may
may be
be elected
electors for
and Vice-President
elected
lRepresentatives, and
in such
state, according
according to
the laws of
United States.
to the
of the
the state
state and of the United
States.
in
such state,
If convention
SEC.
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That if
if the convention
shall refuse
Sec. 9. And
And be
convention shall
refuse to reesreesrefuse
government on the
the conditions
conditions aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
the provisional
refuse to reestabreestab- tablish the state government
provisional govlish e
the
state
ernor shall
dissolved; but
but it
it shall
duty of
the President,
President, whenever
whenevez
of the
be the
the duty
shall be
it dissolved;
shall declare
declare it
ltvernmenteon
gov rnment on ernor
those conditions
he shall
shall have
have reason
to believe
believe that
sufficient number
of the
the state
state
number of
of the
the people
people of
that aasufficient
reason to
those
conditions, he
governor to
to disentitled to
to vote
in number
number not
not less
than a
majority of
of those
vote under
under this
this act,
act, in
less than
a majority
those enengovernor
dis- entitled
rolled, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, are willing
reestablish aastate
solve it.
willing to ree:stablish
state government
government on the colldicondiAnother concon- tions
tions aforesaid,
provisional .governor
order another
another election
election of
of
Another
aforesaid, to
to direct
direct the
the provisional
governor to
to order
ventiou.
manner prescribed
ventiou.
delegates to a
aconvention for the purpose
purpose and
and in the
the manner
prescribed in this
act, and
and to
to proceed
hereinbefore provided,
provided, either
either to
to dissolve
dissolve
all respects
respects as
as hereinbefore
act,
proceed in
in all
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the convention,
convention, or to certify the state
state government
government reestablished
reestablished by
by it
it to
the
to the
President.
SEc.
until the
Site. 10. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That, until
the United
shall have
have Provisional
United States shall
Provisional
governor to enenrecognized
a republican
republican form of state government,
government, the provisional
recognized a
provisional governor in governor
force
laws until,
each
until,
each of said states shall see that this act, and the laws
laws of the
the United
United States, and .force laws
the laws
of the
the state
state in
in force
government was
the &.;
the
laws of
force when
when the
the state
state government
was overthrown
overthrown by
by the
rebellion, are
are faithfully
faithfully executed
executed within
but no
no law
usage whereby
whereby
rebellion,
within the
the state;
state; but
law or
or usage
any person
person was
heretofore held
held in
in involuntary
shall be
recognized or
was heretofore
involuntary servitude
servitude shall
be recognized
or
enforced by
enforced
by any
any court
court or
or officer
officer in
the laws
the trial
trial and
and punin such
such state,
state, and
and the
laws for
for the
punishment of white
ishment
white persons
persons shall
extend to
to all
all persons,
persons, and
and jurors
shall have
have the
the
shall extend
jurors shall
qualifications of
of voters
under this
fot delegates
delegates to
the convention.
qualifications
voters under
this law
law for
to the
convention. The
The
President shall
shall appoint
appoint such
provided for
by the
the laws
laws of
of the
state when
such officers
officers provided
f6r by
the state
when
as he
he may
its government
government was overthrown
overthrown as
may find necessary
the civil
necessary to
to the
civil adminadminstate, all
all which officers
istration of the state,
officers shall
be entitled
to receive
the fees
shall be
entitled to
receive the
fees and
and
emoluments provided
by the
the state
state laws
laws for
such officers.
officers.
emoluments
provided by
for such
S
EC. 11.
And be
be it
recognition of
of a
state govgov- to assess, levy,
levy,
SEC.
11. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That until
until the
the recognition
a state
and collect
collect taxes.
ernment as
aforesaid, the
provisional governor
governor shall,
under such
as he
ernment
as aforesaid,
the provisional
shall, under
such regulations
regulations as
he and
taxes.
may. prescribe, cause
to be
assessed, levied,
levied, and
collected, for
the year
year eighteen
eighteen
may.prescribe,
cause to
be assessed,
and collected,
for the
hundred
sixty-four, and every
hundred and sixty-four,
every year
year thereafter,
provided by
by the
the
thereafter, the
the taxes
taxes provided
laws of such state to be levied during the
year preceding
preceding the overthrow
the fiscal year
overthrow
of the
thereof, in
in -the
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by
the laws
laws of
of the
of
the state
state government
government thereof,
by the
the
state, as
as may
be; and
as aforesaid,
are vested
vested
state,
as nearly
nearly as
may be;
and the
the officers
officers appointed,
appointed, as
aforesaid, are
with
of levying
collecting such
taxes, by
by distress
or sale,
as were
with all
all powers
powers of
levying and
and collecting
such taxes,
distress or
sale, as
were
vested
officers or
of the
the state
state government
government aforesaid
for those
those
vested in
in any
any officers
or tribunal
tribunal of
aforesaid fbr
purposes.
such taxes
taxes shall
shall be
accounted for
for to
the provisional
provisional
purposes. The
The proceeds
proceeds of
of such
be accounted
to the
governor,
and be
by him
him applied
applied to
to the
the expenses
the administration
adniinistration of
of the
the
governor, and
be by
expenses of
of the
laws
in such
state, subject
subject to
the direction
direction of
the surplus
surplus shall
laws in
such state,
to the
of the
the President,
President, and
and the
shall
be
deposited in
the treasury
the United
United States
credit of
such state,
state, to
to
be deposited
in the
treasury of
of the
States to
to the
the credit
of such
be
the state
state upon
appropriation therefor,
to be
be made
made when
be paid
paid to the
upon an
an appropriation
theretbr, to
when aarepubrepublican
government shall
be recognized
recognized therein
the United
United States.
lican form
form of
of government
shall be
therein by
by the
States.
S
EC. 12.
That all
all persons
persons held
held to
to involuntary
involuntary ser- Persons
SEC.
12. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
Persons held to
involuntary serservitude
labor in
in the
the states aforesaid
vitude or labor
hereby emancipated
aforesaid are
are hereby
emancipated and
and discharged
discharged involuntary
vitude, &c.,
be
therefrom,
shall be
be forever
forever free. And
if any such
&c., to
to be
therefrom, and they and their posterity
posterity shall
And if
such vitude,
free.
persons or
or their
posterity shall
be restrained
of liberty,
under pretence
of ally
persons
their posterity
shall be
restrained of
liberty, under
pretence of
any
claim to
such service
or labor,
United States
States shall,
on habeas
habeas
claim
to such
service or
labor, the
the courts
courts of
of the
the United
shall, on
corpus,
them.
corpus, discharge
discharge them.
SEC.
13. And
And be
be it further
SEC. 13.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
if any
any person
person declared
declared free
free by
this Penalty for rereby this
straining of
of
act, or
or any
any law of
of the
the United
United States,
proclamation of
the President,,
act,
States, or any
any proclamation
of the
President; be
be straining
liberty
any
one
servi- liberty any one
restrained of liberty, with intent to be held in or reduced to involuntary
involuntary servifreed by this act,
tude
labor 'the
person convicted
before aacourt
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of &d
tude or
or labor,
the person
convicted before
bwith intent,
&c., with
intent,
such act
act shall be punished
such
fine of
not less
dollars, and
and &c.
punished by
by fine
of not
less than
than fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars,
&c.
be imprisoned
imprisoned not
not less
less than five
five nor more
be
than twenty years.
years.
more than
SEC. 14. And be
That every
who shall
shall hereafter
hereafter Persons
SEC.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
every person
person who
Persons holdcertain offices
offices
hold or exercise
exercise any
any office,
civil or military, except
hold
office, civil
except offices
ministerial, ing
offices merely ministerial,
ing certain
the rebel
rebel serserand military
service, state or conin the
military offices below the grade
grade of colonel,
colonel, in the rebel
rebel service,
con- in
vice declared
declared not
not
vice
federate, is
hereby declared
not to
be a
acitizen
United States.
States.
federate,
is hereby
declared not
to be
citizen of
of the
the United
tobe
to be citizens.
citizens.

No. 19.
19.
No.
BY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA:

July 18,
19, 1864.
1864.
July

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS,
W HEREAS, by the act approved
approved July 4, 1864, entitled "An
"An act further
further to
regulate
provide for
forces, and
and
regulate and provide
for the
the enrolling
enrolling and calling
calling out
out the national
national forces,
for
other purposes,"
it is
President of
the United
United States
may,
for other
purposes," it
is provided
provided that
that the
the President
of the
States may,
any time hereafter,
hereafter, call
any number
of men,
men, as volun" at
at his discretion,
"
discretion, at any
call for any
number of
volunteers,
for the
the respective
respective terms
terms of
years, for
for military
teers, for
of one,
one, two,
two, and
and three
three years,
military service,"
service,"
and "
" that
that in
in case
the quota,
quota, or any
part.thereof, of any
any towb,
town, township,
case the
any part.thereof,
township, ward
precinct, or election
county not
not so subdivided,
subdivided, shall not
not
of aacity,
city, precinct,
election district,
district, or
or of aacounty
be filled
filled within
within the
the space
of fifty
call, then
President shall
days after
after such
such call,
then the
the President
shall
be
space of
fifty days
immediately order
for one
one year
year to
such quota,
or any
any part
thereof,
immediately
order aadraft
draft for
to fill
fill such
quota, or
part thereof,
which may
be unfilled
;"
which
may be
unfilled;"

Preamble.
Preamble.
1864,
eh. 237.
237.
1864, ch.
n
Ante,
p. 379.
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And whereas
whereas the
ordered is
so far
far completed
completed as
as
And
the new
new enrolment
enrolment heretofore
heretofore ordered
is so
that the
act of
of congress
congress may
may now
now be
operation, for
for
that
the aforementioned
aforementioned act
be put
put in
in operation,
recruiting and
pp the
the strength
of the
the armies
armies in
in the
field, for
for garrisons,
garrisons,
recruiting
and keeping
keeping up
strength of
the field,
and such
such military
military operations
operations as
and
may be
required for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
as may
be required
of suppressing
suppressing
the
and restoring
authority of
of the
States government
government in
the
the rebellion
rebellion and
restoring the
the authority
the United
United States
in the
insurgent states:
states:
insurgent
500,000
Now,
therefore, I,
I,ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President
President of
of the
the United
United States,
States, do
do
500,000 volunvolunNow, therefore,
teers for the milimill- issue this my call for five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand volunteers
volunteers for the military
military service;
service;
tary service
provided,
nevertheless, that
that this
call shall
be reduced
by all
all credits
which may
credits which
may
shall be
reduced by
this call
provided, nevertheless,
service
tary
e.11ed for.
clldr.
8 of the aforesaid
aforesaid act, on account
be established under
under section 8
account of persons who
have
entered the
the naval
during the
rebellion, and
and by
by credits
have entered
naval service
service during
the present
present rebellion,
credits for
for
men
the military
in excess
excess of
heretofore made.
men furnished
furnished to
to the
military service
service in
of calls
calls heretofore
made.
Volunteers will
accepted under
under this
for one,
one, two,
two, or
three years,
years, as
as they
they
Volunteers
will be
be accepted
this call
call for
or three
may elect,
elect, and
and will
will be
to the
provided by
by the
the period
period
may
be entitled
entitled to
the bounty
bounty provided
the law
law for
for the
of
for which
which they
enlist.
they enlist.
of service
service for
Draft
for troops
And IIhereby
hereby proclaim,
proclaim, order,
order, and
and direct,
that immediately
after the
the fifth
fifth dav
day
Draft for
troops And
direct, that
immediately after
to
fill quota
to
of September,
September, 1864.
1864, being
being fifty
fifty days
days from
the date
of this
this call,
call, aadraft
draft for
troops
to
fill
quota
to
of
from
the
date
of
for
troops
serve for one
to serve
one year
year shall
in every
town, township,
township, ward
of aa city,
preserve for on
to
serve for
for one
shall be
be had
had in
every town,
ward of
city, preyear.
cinct, or
or county
county not
so subdivided,
fill the
the quota
quota which
which
cinct,
or election
election district,
district, or
not so
subdivided, to
to fill
shall be
be assigned
assigned to
to it
it under
this call,
call, or
or any
part thereof
thereof which
which may
may be
be unfilled
unfilled
shall
under this
any part
by volunteers
volunteers on
on the
said fifth
fifth day
day of
the said
of September,
September, 1864.
1864.
by
In
have hereunto
set my
my hand,
hand, and
and caused
caused the,
seal of
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have
hereunto set
the. seal
of
be affixed.
the United
affixed.
United States to be
the
Done at
the city
of Washington,
Washington, this
this eighteenth
day of
July, in
in the
the year
Done
at the
city of
eighteenth day
of July,
year
[L. s.]
S.] of
one thousand
thousand eight
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
and of
of the
[L.
of our
our Lord
Lord one
eight hundred
hundred and
the
Independence
States the
eighty-ninth.
the United
United States
the eighty-ninth.
Independence of
of the
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By
the President:
President:
By the
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
WILLIAM
H. S
SEWARD,
Secretary of
State.

No. 20.
20.
No.
Aug.
Aug. 18, 1864.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
WHEREAS
the act
act of
W
HEREAS the
congress of
the 28th
28th of
1850, entitled
of congress
of the
of September,
September, 1850,
entitled "An
"An
act to
to create
create additional
collection districts
districts in
in the
the State
State of
California, and
and to
to
1850, eh.
ch. 79, §§16.
16. act
additional collection
of California,
Vol. ix.
change the
existing districts
therein, and
the existing
collection disdisVol.
ix. p.
p. 511. change
the existing
districts therein,
and to
to modify
modify the
existing collection
tricts in
in the
United States,"
to merchandise
merchandise warehoused
under bond
bond
tricts
the United
States," extends
extends to
warehoused under
the privilege
of being
Provinces, adjoinadjointhe
privilege of
being exported
exported to
to the
the British
British North
North American
American Provinces,
ing
United States,
the manner
of congress
of the
the 3d
3d
ing the
the United
States, in
in the
manner prescribed
prescribed in
in the
the act
act of
congress of
.3845,
§ 7. of March, 1845, which
1845, ch.
eh. 70, §
which designates
designates certain
certain frontier ports through which merv. p. 751. chandise may
exported, and further
further provides
" that
that such
such other ports,
Vol. V.
may be exported,
provides "
ports, situated
situated
on
the frontiers
adjoining the
the British
British North
North American
American
on the
frontiers of
of the
the United
United States
States adjoining
Provinces,
may hereafter
be found
found expedient,
expedient, may
may have
have extended
to them
them the
the
Provinces, as
as may
hereafter be
extended to
like
privileges, on
the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, and
and
like privileges,
on the
Secretary of
proclamation duly
duly made
made by
President of
of the
United States,
designatproclamation
by the
the President
the United
States, specially
specially designating
the ports
ports to
to which
which the
are to
extended :""
ing the
the aforesaid
aforesaid privileges
privileges are
to be
be extended:
Newport,
President of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
Newport, VerVer- Now,
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President
-mont,
accordance with the recommendation
recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasmont, made a
a America, in accordance
port for ex
exporta
do hereby declare and proclaim that the port of Newport, in the State of
orta -ury
tion to the
the British
British
uryy, do hereby declare and proclaim that the port of Newport, in the State of
tion
Vermont,
is and
and shall
shall be
entitled to
to all
the privileges
privileges in
regard to
to the
the exportaexportain regard
all the
be entitled
Provinces.
Vermont, is
Provinces.
tion of
of merchandise
bond to
to the
British North
Provinces adjoinadjointion
merchandise in
in bond
the British
North American
American Provinces
ing the
the United
which are
are extended
to the
enumerated in
in the
ing
United States,
States, which
extended to
the ports
ports enumerated
the 7th
7th
-section
the act
of congress
congress of
3d of
of March,
1845, aforesaid,
aforesaid, from
and after
-section of
of the
act of
of the
the 3d
March, 1845,
from and
after
the date
date of
of this
this proclamation.
proclamation.
the
In witness
whereof, IIhave
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and caused
caused the
the seal
of the
the
In
witness whereof,
have hereunto
hand and
seal of
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
United
Done
of Washington
Washington this
eighteenth day
the
Done at
at the
the city
city of
this eighteenth
day of
of August,
August, in
in the
[L. 8.]
year of
our Lord
one thousand
eight hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
and of
of
[L.
S.] year
of our
Lord one
thousand eight
hundred and
the
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of America
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
the Independence
United States
America the
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
By the
the President:
President:
By
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
WILLIAM
of State.
State.
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No. 21.
21.

JSY
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA: Oct. 20,1864.
20, 1864.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
ITT has pleased Almighty
I
Almighty God to prolong our national life
life another,
another year, Day of thanks
thanks
defending us with His guardian
guardian care against
against unfriendly
unfriendly designs from
from abroad, and
and giving
giving and
an dpraim
Praia'
us in His mercy
enemy,;who
vouchsafing to its
mercy many
many and signal victories over the enemy
who is appoited.
appointed.
of our own
ow'n household. It has also pleased our
our Heavenly Father to favor as well
well
vf
our citizens
citizens in their homes as our
our soldiers in their
their camps,
camps, and our sailors on the
augmented our free popupopurivers and seas, with unusual health. He has largely
largely augmented
lation by emancipation
emancipation and by immigration, while He has opened to us new sources
of wealth, and has crowned the labor of our working
working men in every department
department of
of
industry with abundant
abundant re*ards.
Moreover, He has
has been pleased
pleased to animate
and
re*ards. Moreover,
animate and
inspire our minds and hearts
hearts with fortitude,
fortitude, courage,
courage, and
and resolution
resolution sufficient
sufficient for
for
the great trial of civil war into which
which we have
have been brought by our adherence
adherence
as a
freedom and humanity,
humanity, and to afford to us reasonable
a nation to the cause of freedom
reasonable
hopes of an ultimate
ultimate and happy deliverance
and afflictions:
afflictions:
deliverance from all our dangers and
Now, therefore,
therefore, I, ABRAHAM
Now,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President
President of the United States, do
hereby appoint and set apart the last Thursday
Thursday of November
November next as a
a day
which I
I desire to be observed by all my fellow-citizens,
fellow-citizens, wherever
wherever they may then
be, as a
thanksgiving and praise
praise to Almighty
Almighty God, the beneficent
beneficent Creator
Creator
a day of thanksgiving
and Ruler of the Universe.
Universe. And IIdo farther
farther recommend
recommend to my fellow-citizens
fellow-citizens
aforesaid, that, on that occasion,
occasion, they do reverently
reverently humble themselves in the
dust, and from thence offer up penitent and
and fervent
supplications to
fervent prayers and supplications
inestimable blessings of peace,
peace,
the Great Disposer of events for aareturn of the inestimable
union, and harmony throughout the land which it has pleased Him to assign as
throughout all generations.
generations.
aadwelling-place for ourselves and for our posterity throughout
In testimony
testimony whereof,
I have
whereof, I
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and caused
caused the seal of the
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington
Washington this twentieth
twentieth day
day of October, in the year
year
Lord one
[L. s.]
e..] of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and of the
Independence
United States the eighty-ninth.
Independence of the United
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
By the President:
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
H. SEWARD,
WILLIAM

22.
No. 22.
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Oct. 31, 1864.
Oct.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS the congress of the
the United
United States passed an act, which was apPreamble.
Preamole.
WHEREAS
proved on the 21st day of March last, entitled ""An act to enable
enable the people of36.1864, eh.
ch. 36
Nevada to form aaconstitution
state government, and for the admission
admission of
Ante,
p. 30.
Nevada
constitution and state
Alie, p.
states;"
equal footing with the original states
;"
such state into the Union on an equal
And
whereas the
constitution and state
been formed,
formed,
state government
government have been
the said
said constitution
And whereas
prescribed by the fifth
pursuant to the conditions
conditions prescribed
fifth section
section of the act of congress
congress
aforesaid, and the certificate required
required by the
the said act, and also aa copy of the
constitution
have been
been submitted
submitted to the
the President
of the United
United
President of
and ordinances,
ordinances, have
constitution and
States:
States:
Now,
therefore, be it known,
Imicoric, President
Nevada adadPresident of the Nevada
Now, therefore,
known, that
that I
I,,ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
United States,
States, in
in accordance
accordance with
upon me
me by
by the
the act
of con
nint!ed into
the
into the
with the
the duty
duty imposed
imposed upon
act of
conl mitted
United
u
is Uni°n
nion *
declare and proclaim
proclaim that the said State of Nevada
Nevada is
gress aforesaid, do hereby declare
admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the original states.
In witness whereof, IIhave hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of the
the
United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington
this thirty-first day of October, in the year
year
Washington this
63 **
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[L.
a.]
EL. a.]

of our
our Lord
Lord one
and, sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
the
of
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and of
of the
Independence of
United States
eighty-ninth.
Independence
of the
the United
States the
the eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
By the
By
the President:
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.
WILLIAM
H. S
SEWARD,

No.
No. 23.
23.
Nov. 19,
1864. BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
'Nov.
19,1864.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
W
HEREAS by
by my
one thousand
thousand eight
eight
Preamble.
WHEREAS
my proclamation
proclamation of
of the
the nineteenth
nineteenth of
of April,
April, one
Vol.
1258. hundred
and sixty-one,
ixty-one, it
that the
the ports
ports of
of certain
includit was
was declared
declared that
certain states, includVol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 1258
hundred and
State of
Virginia, [and]
[and] Fernandina
Fernandina and Pensacola,
Pensacola,
ing
ofirirginia,
ing those
those of
of Norfolk,
Norfolk, in the State
in
State of
of Florida,
were, for
for reasons
therein set
set forth,
intended to
to be
placed
be placed
in the
the State
Florida, were,
reasons therein
forth, intended
under
and whereas
whereas the
said ports
were subsequently
acblockaded acunder blockade;
blockade; and
the said
ports were
subsequently blockaded
cordingly,
having, for
time past,
past, been
been in
in the
the military
military possession
possession of
of the
the
cordingly, but
but having,
for some
some time
United States,
is deemed
advisable that
that they
they should
opened to
to domestic
domestic and
and
United
States, it
it is
deemed advisable
should be
be opened
foreign
commerce:
foreign commerce:
Blockade
Blockade of
of
Now,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it known
that I,
I, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President
President of
of the
the
known that
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
Norfolk,
the authority
Norfolk, Fernan- United States, pursuant
pursuant to the
authority in me
me vested
vested by
by the
the fifth
fifth section
of the
the
section of
dina tond
and Pulse- act.of congress approved on the 18th of July, 1861, entitled "An act further to
dola
cola 'to so far sfar-act of congress approved on the 18th of July, 1861, entitled "An act further to
provide for
collection of
duties on
do hereby
hereby
purposes," do
and for
for other
other purposes,"
on imports,
imports, and
cease
&c. provide
of duties
for the
the collection
cease that,
that, &c.
declare that
that the
blockade of
the said
said ports
Fernandina, and
and Pensacola
the blockade
of the
ports of
of Norfolk,
Norfolk, Fernandina,
Pensacola
declare
shall so
so far
cease and
and after
after the
first day
day of
of December
next,
far cease
and determine,
determine, from
from and
the first
December next,
shall
that commercial
commercial intercourse
intercourse with
with those
except as
as to
to persons,
persons, things,
and
things, and
those ports,
ports, except
that
information contraband
war, may,
may, from
be carried
carried on,
on, subject
subject to
to
from that
that time,
time, be
information
contraband of
of war,
the laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States,
to the
limitations, and
pursuance of
of the
regulaand in
in pursuance
the regulathe
States, to
the limitations,
tions which
may be
be prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
and to
to such
such
Treasury, and
tions
which may
prescribed by
by the
military and
and naval
as are
now in
in force,
force, or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
found
military
naval regulations
regulations as
are now
be found
necessary.
necessary.
In
whereof, I
set my
hand, and
and caused
caused the
the seal
seal of
In witness
witness whereof,
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand,
of the
the
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
United
Done
at the
city of
of Washington
Washington this
this nineteenth
day of
the
of November, in the
nineteenth day
Done at
the city
[L. s.]
[L.
S.] year of our
our Lord
hundred and
sixty-four, and
of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-four,
and of
Independence of
United States
eighty-ninth.
the Independence
of the United
States the
the eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
By the
By
the President:
President:
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of Slate.
State.

No.
No. 24.
24.

19,1864.
Dec 19,
Dec
1864.

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA:

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
1864,
1864, ch. 237.
Ante,
p. 379.
379.
Ante, p.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS by the act approved
approved July 4, 1864, entitled
entitled ""An act further
further to
to
regulate and
and provide
provide for
the enrolling
calling out
and
regulate
for the
enrolling and
and calling
out the
the national
national forces,
forces, and
for other
provided that
the President
President of
the United
United States
may,
for
other purposes,"
purposes," it
it is
is provided
that the
of the
States may,
"at his
discretion, at
hereafter, call
call for
number of
of men,
men, as
as volunvolun"at
his discretion,
at any
any time
time hereafter,
for any
any number
teers,
of one,
military service,"
service,"
teers, for the
the respective
respective terms
terms of
one, two,
two, and
and three
three years,
years, for
for military
and
in case
the quota,
quota, or
or any
thereof, of
of any
any town,
township, ward
ward
and""that
that in
case the
any part
part thereof,
town, township,
of a
acity,
city, precinct,
election district,
subdivided, shall
shall
of any county
county not so subdivided,
of
precinct, or
or election
district, or
or of
not
within the
the space
fifty days
after such
such call,
call, then
President
not be
be filled
filled within
space of
of fifty
days after
then the
the President
immediately order a
a draft
any part
part thereof,
thereof,
shall immediately
draft for one year to fill such
such quota,
quota, or
or any
which
may be
unfilled ;
which may
be unfilled
""
And
credits allowed
in accordance
act of
of Congress,
Congress,
And whereas
whereas by
by the
the credits
allowed in
accordance with
with the act
on
five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand men,
July 18th,
18th, 1864,
the number
of
on the
the call
call for
for five
men, made
made July
1864, tlh
number of
men to
to be obtained
men
obtained under
under that call
call was
was reduced
reduced to two hundred
hundred and
and eighty
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thousand;
enemy in certain
thousand; and whereas the operations of the enemy
certain states have
rendered
rendered it impracticable
impracticable to procure
procure from them their full quotas
quotas of troops under
under
said call; and whereas, from the foregoing
foregoing causes, but two hundred
hundred and
and forty
thousand
men
have
been
put
into
the
army,
navy,
and
marine
thousand
marine corps under
under the
said call of July 18, 1864,
a deficiency
1864, leaving a
deficiency on that call of two hundred
hundred and
sixty thousand (260,000)
(260,000): :
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
1, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President
President of the United
United States of
Three hundred
hundred
America
ci
ency, and
an d to
t
o p
rov id e f
or casualcasua l- thousand volunAmerica, in order to supply the aforesaid
aforesaid defi
deficiency,
provide
for
ties in the military and naval
naval service of the United
for teers
leers called
called for.
United States, do issue this my call for
three hundred thousand
(300,000) volunteers
thousand (300,000)
volunteers to serve for one, two, or three years.
The
The quotas of the states, districts,
districts, and sub-districts, under this call, will be
assigned
provost-marshal
assigned by the War Department
Department through
through the bureau of the
the provost-marshal
general
Draft
general of the United
United States, and, "in
"in case
ease the quota or any part thereof of
Draft to be
any
town, township,
a city,
any town,
township, ward
ward of
of a
city, precinct, or election district, or
of any county
county made unless &c.
orof
&c.
not so subdivided,
before the
subdivided, shall not be filled"
filled" before
the fifteenth
fifteenth day of February,
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
then a
a draft shall
made to fill'
such quota,
sixty-five, then
shall he
be made
fill' such
quota,
or any part thereof, under this call,
call, which may be unfilled
day•
unfilled on said fifteenth
fifteenth day
of February, 1865.
In testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have hereunto
hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of the
United
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city
city of Washington,
Washington, this nineteenth
nineteenth day of December, in the
S.] year of our Lord one thousand
[L. s.]
thousand eight hundred and
and sixty-four, and
and of
of
the Independence
Independence of the United
United States
States the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

No. 25.
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA: Jan.
Jan. 10,
10, 1865.
1865.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS the act of congress
congress of the 28th
28th of September,
September, 1850,
1850, entitled
entitled "An
"An
act to create additional collection districts in the
the State
State of California, and
and to change
the existing
existing districts
districts therein,
therein, and to modify the existing collection
collection districts in the
United States,"
merchandise warehoused
bond the privilege
privilege
United
States," extends to merchandise
warehoused under bond
adjoining the United
United
of being exported
exported to the British North American
American Provinces
Provinces adjoining
States, in the manner prescribed in the
the act of
of congress
of the
of March,
March, 1845,
congress of
the 3d
3d of
1845,
which
designates certain
which, designates
certain frontier
frontier ports through
through which merchandise
merchandise may be
exported, and further provides
provides ""that such other ports situated
exported,
situated on the frontiers
frontiers
of the United States, adjoining
adjoining the British
British North American
American Provinces,
may
Provinces, as may
hereafter be found expedient,
hereafter
expedient, may
may have extended
extended to them the like privileges on
on
the recommendation
Secretary of the Treasury,
recommendation of the Secretary
Treasury, and proclamation
proclamation duly
made by the President
President of the United
United States, specially
specially designating
designating the ports to
which the aforesaid
aforesaid privileges are to be extended:
extended :""
Now, therefore, I,
I,ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President of the United States of
America, in accordance
recommendation of the Secretary
accordance with the
the recommendation
Secretary of the TreasTreas,ry, do hereby
declare and proclaim
biry,
hereby declare
proclaim that the port of St. Albans, in
in the State
State of
Vermont, is,
is, and shall be, entitled
entitled to all
all the privileges
privileges in regard to the exportaVermont,
merchandise in bond to the British North
North American
American Provinces
Provinces adjoining
tion of merchandise
the United States, which are extended
enumerated in the 7th secsecextended to the ports enumerated
tion of the act of congress
aforesaid, from
from and after
after
congress of the 3d of March, 1845,
1845, aforesaid,
the date of this proclamation.
proclamation.
whereof, I
I have hereunto
In witness whereof,
hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of the
United States to be affixed.
Washington, this tenth day of January,
January, in the year
year
Done at the city of Washington,
[L.
B.] of
sixty-five, and
of the
the
[L. S.]
of our Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
and of
Independence
America the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
Independence of the United States of America
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By the President:
President:
W
ILLIAM IL
SEWARD, Secretary
State.
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD,
Secretary of
of State.

Preamble,
Preamble.
1850, ch. 79, §§16.
Vol. ix. p. 511.
1845, ch. 70,
70, §
§7.
7.
v. p.
p. 751.
751.
Vol. v.

St.
St. Albans,

Vermont.
Vermont.
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No.
26.
No. 26.
Feb.
17, 1865.
Feb.17,1865.

BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF TIM
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
W HEREAS objects
interest to the United
United States require
require that the Senate
of interest
objects of
WHERBAS
should be
at twelve
fourth of March next, to receive
receive
on the fourth
o'clock on
twelve',o'clock
be convened
convened at
should
and act
such communications
communications as
made to it on the part
part of the
as may be made
upon such
act upon
and
Executive:
Executive:

Now, therefore,
President of the United
United States, have
have
LINCOLN, President
I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
therefore, I,
Extraordinary
Now,
Extraordinary
an
considered it
this, my
declaring that an
session
of the
session of
Proclamation, declaring
my Proclamation,
issue this,
to issue
duty to
my duty
be my
to be
it to
considered
Senate called
called for
for extraordinary
Senate
extraordinary occasion
occasion requires
requires the Senate of the United
United States
States to convene for
March
4, 1865.
March 4,1865.
the transaction
transaction of
of business
business at
at the
Capitol, in
Washington, on the fourth
in the city of Washington,
the Capitol,
the
day of
of March
March next,
next, at
that day, of which all who shall
shall
noon on that
o'clock at noon
twelve o'clock
at twelve
day
to
act as members
members of that body are hereby required
required to
at that time be entitled to act
notice.
take notice.
Given under
my hand
hand and
Washington,
the United States, at Washington,
of the
seal of
the seal
and the
under my
Given
the seventeenth
February, in the year of our Lord
Lord one thousand
thousand
seventeenth day of February,
the
Independence of the
[L. S.]
6.] eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and of the Independence
the United
United
States of
America the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
of America
States
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
President:
By the President:
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
StwAnD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
WILLIAM

No. 27.
27.
No.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
THE UNITED
March
PRESIDENT OF
1865: BY
11, 1865:
March 11,

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS the
twenty-first section
section of
of the
act of
of congress,
congress, approved
approved on
the
on the
the act
the twenty-first
WHEREAS
Preamble.
Preamble.
third instant,
entitled "An
to amend
amend the
the several
acts heretofore
heretofore passed
passed to
to
several acts
act to
"An act
instant, entitled
79 §2third
1865,865h
ch. 79,
21.
national forces,
for the
out the national
forces, and for
for other purcalling out
and calling
enrolling and
the enrolling
provide for
4901. provide
Ante,
Ante, p. 490.
lawful penalties
poses,"
requires "
that in
in addition
to the
penalties of the crime of
of
other lawful
the other
addition to
" that
poses," requires
service, all persons
desertion
the military
military or
naval service,
persons who have
have deserted
deserted the
the
or naval
from the
desertion from
to said sermilitary or
or naval
naval service
service of
of the
the United
States who
who shall
shall n6t
mit return to
United States
military
vice,
or report
report themselves
to a
aprovost-marshal
sixty days
after the
the procdays after
within sixty
provost-marshal within
themselves to
vice, or
voluntarily
lamation
hereinafter mentioned,
mentioned, shall
shall be
be deemed
and taken
taken to
to have
have voluntarily
deemed and
lamation hereinafter
relinquished
their rights
ri ghts of
of citizenship
citizenship and
and their
rights to become
become
their rights
forfeited their
and forfeited
relinquished and
o!
citizens, and
such deserters
deserters shall
shall be
incapable of
of holding
holding any
any office
office ot
fbrever incapable
be forever
and such
citizens,
trust
profit under
oe of
of exercising
exercising any rights
rights of citizens
citizens
States, or
United States,
the United
under the
or profit
trust or
thereof;
persons who
who shall
the military
service,
naval service,
or naval
military or
desert the
hereafter desert
shall hereafter
all persons
and all
thereof; and
and
persons who,
being duly
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the disdepart the
shall depart
enrolled, shall
duly enrolled,
who, being
all persons
and all
trict
enrolled, or
or go
the limits
limits of
of the
United States
States with
the United
beyond the
go beyond
is enrolled,
he is
which he
in which
trict in
intent
avoid any
any draft
draft into
military or
service, duly ordered, shall
naval service,
or naval
the military
into the
to avoid
intent to
hereby authorbe
liable to
the penalties
penalties of
of this
this section.
the President
President is hereby
And the
section. And
to the
be liable
ized
and required
required forthwith, on the
the passage of this act, to issue his proclamation
proclamation
ized and
setting forth
forth the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section,
proclamation the
the President
President
which proclamation
in which
section, in
setting
that
aforesaid that
is
requested to
deserters returning
sixty days
days as aforesaid
within sixty
returning within
all deserters
to notify
notify all
is requested
and compathey
shall be
be pardoned
on condition
of returning
to their
their regiments
regiments and
compareturning to
condition of
pardoned on
they shall
nies
to such
other organizations
organizations as
may be
be assigned
to, until they shall
assigned to,
they may
as they
such other
or to
nies or
enlistment:"
time equal to their original term of enlistment:"
have served
period of time
for aaperiod
served for
have
Now,
known that
that I,
President of
of the
the
LINCOLN, President
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
I, ABRAHAM
it known
be it
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
Deserters orDeserters
ordering
United States,
States, do
my proclamation,
as required
required by
by said
said act, ordering
proclamation, as
this my
issue this
do issue
dered to
return. United
to return.
dered
notify
I do hereby
and requiring
deserters to
to their
their proper
proper posts;
posts; and
and I
hereby notify
return to
to return
all deserters
requiring all
and
days from
them that
deserters who
who shall,
shall, within
from the date
date of this proclasixty days
within sixty
all deserters
that all
them
return ta service or remation, viz:
viz: on
or before
May, 1865,
1865, return
rethe tenth
tenth day of May,
before the
on or
mation,
port themselves
provost-marshal, shall
be pardoned,
pardoned, on
on condition
condition that
that they
they
shall be
a provost-marshal,
to a
themselves to
Pardon on
con- port
on conPardon
return to
to their
their regiments
regiments and
and companies,
companies, or
or to
such other
organizations as they
other organizations
to such
dition,
return
&c.
dition, &c.
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may be assined
assigned to, and serve the remainder
original terms of enlistment,
remainder of their original
and, in addition
addition thereto, aaperiod equal to the time lost by desertion.
In testimony whereof, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of
of
the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this eleventh day of March,
March, in the
[L. a.]
S.] year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and of
of
Independence of the Unite-d
United States the eighty-ninth.
the Independence
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
President:
By the President:
State.
W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
SEWARD,
Secretary of State.
WILLIAM

No. 28.
28.
No.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA: March
March 17,
1865.
OF AMERICA:
17,1865.
OF THE
BY THE

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS, reliable
reliable information
information has
received that
that hostile
preamble.
WHEREAS,
has been
been received
hostile Indians
Indians within
within
Preamble.
furnished with arms and munitions of
have been
been fiirnished
the limits
limits of
the United
United States have
of the
the
thereby
territory, and are thereby
war by
by persons
dwelling in
in conterminous
conterminous foreign
foreign territory,
persons dwelling
war
enabled to
prosecute their
their savage
savage warfare
warfare upon
upon the
the exposed
exposed and sparse settle
to prosecute
enabled
frontier.
ments of the frontier.
Now,
therefore, be it
I, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President
Now, therefore,
it known
known that
that I,
President of the Persons furUnited States
States of
hereby proclaim
direct that
that all
all persons
hostile
persons nishing hostile
and direct
proclaim and
do hereby
of America,
America,- do
United
detected
in
that
nefarious
traffic
shall
be
arrested
and
tried
by
court-martial at
within
at Indians within
detected in that nefarious traffic shall be arrested and tried by court-martial
the nearest
nearest military
military post,
post, and,
if convicted,
the limits of the
due to
tothe
shall receive
receive the
the punishment
punishment due
and, if
convicted, shall
thr dr.
..with
nited
States
their
Vnited
arms
Stat
toesbe
their deserts.
deserts.
with
arms
to
be
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand,
hand, and caused
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the arrested,
In
whereof, IIhave
arres t
ed, &c.
&c.
In witness
witness whereof,
affixed.
United States to be affixed.
Done
Washington, this seventeenth
seventeenth day of March, in the
Done at
at the city of Washington,
[L. a.]
year of
our Lord
Lord one
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
of
and of
hundred and
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
of our
[L.
s.] year
the
eighty-ninth.
States the
the eighty-ninth.
United States
of the
the United
the Independence
Independence of
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
By the
the President:
President:
By
W ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
State.
of State.
H. SEWARD,
WILLIAM

No. 29.

April 11, 1865.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
AMERICA: April
OF AMERICA:
TIE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS, by
by my
my Proclamations
Proclamations of
of the
the nineteenth
and twenty-seventh
Preamble.
nineteenth and
twenty-seventh days
days
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
of April,
April, one
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
the ports
ports of
of the
the United
United
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, the
of
one thousand
g e.xii. pp. 1258,
FlorVol
xii. pp. 1258
Georgia,
Carolina, South
South Carolina,
States in
in the
of Virginia,
Virginia, North
North Carolina,
the States
States of
States
Louisiana, and Texas, were declared to be subject to 5
Mississippi, Louisiana,
ida,
ida, Alabama,
Alabama, Mississippi,
blockade; but whereas
blockade;
whereas the said blockade
blockade has, in consequence
consequence of actual military
relaxed in
in
occupation
government, since
since been
set aside
aside or
or relaxed
been conditionally
conditionally set
by this
this government,
occupation by
Virginia; Beaurespect
to the
the ports
ports of
Alexandria, in the State
State of Virginia;
and Alexandria,
of Norfolk
Norfolk and
respect to
fort,
the State
State of
of North
North Carolina;
the State
State of
of South
South CaroCaroin the
Port Royal,
Royal, in
Carolina; Port
fort, in
in the
and Fernandina,
Fernandina, in the State of Florida; and New Orleans,
lina;
Pensacola and
lina; Pensacola
in the
the State
of Louisiana;
Louisiana;
in
State of
And
whereas, by
by the
of the
of congress,
congress, approved
on the
§ 4.
the 1861, ch. 3, §
approved on
act of
the act
the fourth
fourth section
section of
And whereas,
p. 257.
further Vol. xii.
thirteenth of
of July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one,
"An act further
xii. P.
257 .
entitled "An
sixty-one, entitled
July, eighteen
thirteenth
and for
for other purposes,".the
to provide
of duties on imports
imports and
purposes,"..the
collection of
for the
the collection
to
provide for
President, for
the reasons
therein set
forth, is
is authorized
authorized to close certain
certain ports
set forth,
reasons therein
for the
President,
of
of entry:
entry:
it known,
known, that I, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, President of the Certain ports
Now,
therefore, be it
Now, therefore,
United
do hereby
hereby proclaim
the ports
ports of
of Richmond,
close 1..
Tappahannock, close
Richmond, Tappahannock,
that the
proclaim that
States, do
United States,
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Cherrystone, Yorktown,
Yorktown, and
and Petersburg,
Petersburg, in
of Camden,
Camden, (Elizabeth
Virginia; of
in Virginia;
Cherrystone,
City,) Edenton,
Washington, Newbern,
Ocracoke, and
and Wilmington,
Wilmington,
Newbern, Ocracoke,
Plymouth, Washington,
Edenton, Plymouth,
City,)
in
of Charleston,
Charleston, Georgetown,
Beaufort, in South CaroCaroGeorgetown, and Beaufort,
Carolina; of
in North
North Carolina;
Molina;
of Savannah,
Savannah, St.
in Georgia';
Georgia; of Mo.
(Darien,) in
Brunswick, (Darien,)
and Brunswick,
Mary's, and
St. Mary's,
lina; of
Natchez, and Vicksburg,
bile,
in Alabama;
River, (Shieldsborough,)
(Shieldsborough,) Natchez,
Pearl River,
of Pearl
Alabama; of
bile, in
St. John's,
Key West, St. Mark's, (Port Leon,)
in
Mississippi; of
of St.
Leon,) St.
Augustine, Key
St. Augustine,
in Mississippi;
(Jacksonville,)
and Apalachicola,
Apalachicola, in'
in .Florida;
(Franklin,) in
in LouisiLouisiTeche, (Franklin,)
of Teche,
Florida; of
(Jacksonville,) and
Isabel,) and Brownsana; of
of Galveston,
Galveston, La
Salle, Brazos
de Santiago,
Santiago, (Point
(Point Isabel,)
Brazos de
La Salle,
ana;
ville, in
Texas, are
are hereby
hereby closed,
ht of
importation, warehousing,
warehousing,
of importation,
right
all rig
and all
closed, and
in 'Texas,
ville,
and other
other privileges,
shall, in
cease until they
aforesaid, cease
ports aforesaid,
the ports
to the
respect to
in respect
privileges, shall,
and
shall have
again been
been opened
order of the President; and if, while said ports
by order
opened by
have again
shall
are so
so closed,
closed, any
any ship
from beyond
having on
United States, or having
the United
beyond the
vessel from
or vessel
ship or
are
such port, the
board
shall attempt
to enter
the
enter any such
attempt to
duties, shall
to duties,
subject to
articles subject
any articles
board any
same, together
together with
its tackle,
apparel, furniture,
furniture, and cargo, shall be forfeited
forfeited
tackle, apparel,
with its
same,
to the
the United
United States.
to
and caused the seal of the
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, I
set my
hand, and
my hand,
hereunto set
have hereunto
I have
In
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
United
of April,
day of
Done
at the
the city
of Washington,
Washington, this
this eleventh
eleventh day
April, in the year
city of
Done at
of the
the
[L.
e.]
of our
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
and of
sixty-five, and
thousand eight
our Lord
of
[L. S.]
eighty-ninth.
Independence of
United States
of America
the eighty-ninth.
America the
States of
of the
the United
Independence
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By
the President:
President:
By the
State.
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
WILLIAM

No. 30.
No.
AMERICA:
April 11.,
1865 BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
11.,1865
April

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

Port of
of Key
Bey
Port
West
to remain
remain
West to
open.
open.

port of Key West, in the
W HEREAS, by
by my
of this
this date,
date, the port
Proclamation of
my Proclamation
WHEREAS,
State of
inadvertently included
among those which are not open
included among
was inadvertently
Florida, was
of Florida,
State
to commerce:
commerce:
to
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
known, that
I, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, President
of the
the
President of
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
that I,
it known,
be it
Now,
Key
United
United States, do hereby declare and make known that the said port of
of Key
West is and shall remain
remain open to foreign and domestic commerce upon the same
conditions by
by which
that commerce
commerce has there
there hitherto been governed.
which that
conditions
In
whereof, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand,
caused the seal of
of
and caused
hand, and
In testimony
testimony whereof,
affixed.
to be affixed.
the United
States to
United States
the
Done
at the
of Washington,
Washington, this eleventh
eleventh day of April, in the year
year
city of
the city
Done at
[L.
our Lord
Lord one
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and of the
one thousand
of our
S.] of
[L. S.]
Independence
of the
States of
of America
America the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
United States
the United
Independence of
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By
President:
the President:
By the
W ILLIAM 11.
SEWARD, Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
H. SEWARD,
WILLIAM

No.
No. 31.
31.

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
April 11,
1865. BY
BY THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
THE PRESIDENT
11,1865.
April

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

W HEREAS, for some
some time past, vessels of war of the United
United States have been
WHEREAS,
ports, privileges
refused,
certain foreign
privileges and immunities
immunities to which they were
foreign ports,
in certain
refused, in
entitled by
treaty, public
law, or
or the
comity of nations, at the same time that
that
the comity
public law,
by treaty,
entitled
immunities have
vessels
war of
of the
said privileges
privileges and
and immunities
the said
wherein the
country wherein
the country
of war
vessels of
been
have enjoyed
enjoyed them
and uninterruptedly
uninterruptedly in ports of the
fully and
them fully
withheld have
been withheld
United States,
States, which
things has
has not
always been forcibly resisted
resisted
not always
of things
condition of
which condition
United
they have not at any time
by the
the United
although, on
other hand,
hand, they
the other
on the
States, although,
United States,
by
failed
to protest
protest against
and declare
declare their dissatisfaction
dissatisfaction with the same; [and
[and
against and
failed to
whereas]
in the
United States,
no condition
condition any longer exists which
States, no
the United
of the
view of
the view
whereas] in
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such nations, of cuscan
be claimed
claimed to
justify the
the denial
denial to
to them,
one of
of such
any one
by any
them, by
to justify
can be
tomary
has heretofore
heretofore been
so unnecessarily
in:
unnecessarily persisted in:
been so
as has
rights, as
naval rights,
tomary naval
Now,
therefore, I
States, do
Reciprocal
United States,
the United
of the
President of
LINCOLN, President
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
I,,ABRAHAM
Now, therefore,
to
hereby
known, that
if, after
have elapsed
for intelintel- hospitalities to
elapsed for
shall have
time shall
reasonable time
a reasonable
after a
that if,
make known,
hereby make
ports vessels of war.
ligence
have reached
country in
in whose
whose ports
foreign country
any foreign
reached any
to have
Proclamation to
this Proclamation
of this
ligence of
the
shall have
been refused,
refused, as
aforesaid, they
as aforesaid,
have been
immunities shall
and immunities
privileges and
said privileges
the said
same privileges and
shall continue
and thenceforth
thenceforth the
the same
then and
refused, then
so refused,
be so
to be
continue to
shall
immunities shall
to the
the vessels
of war
that country
country in the ports of
of that
war of
vessels of
refused to
be refused
shall be
immunities
of the United
the
States and
and this
shall continue
until war
war vessels
vessels of
continue until
refusal shall
this refusal
United States
the United
States shall
been placed
upon an
entire equality
equality in
the foreign
foreign ports aforeaforein the
an entire
placed upon
have been
shall have
States
claim
said
vessels of
other countries
United States,
whatever claim
States, whatever
the United
- the
countries —
of other
similar vessels
with similar
said with
or pretence
pretence may
may have
heretofore, are
at least,
least, entitled
entitled to claim
now, at
are now,
existed heretofore,
have existed
or
and concede
concede an
an entire
friendly equality
equality of
of rights
hospitalities with all
and hospitalities
rights and
and friendly
entire and
and
maritime nations.
nations.
maritime
of the
In witness
witness whereof,
hereunto set
hand, and
caused the
the seal
seal of
and caused
my hand,
set my
have hereunto
whereof, II have
In
United
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
United States
Done at
at the
Washington, this
this eleventh
eleventh day
day of
April, in
in the
year
the year
of April,
of Washington,
city of
the city
Done
[L. S.]
8.]
of
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
of the
and of
sixty-five, and
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
of our
[L.
Independence
of the
eighty-ninth.
America the eighty-ninth.
of America
States of
United States
the United
Independence of
LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By
the President:
President:
By the
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
SEWARD,
H. S
WILLIAM

No. 32.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
AMERICA:
OF AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY THE PRESIDENT

April
25, 1865.
April25,

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
W HEREAS, by
by my
my direction,
direction, the
the Acting
Acting Secretary
to Preamble.
Preamble.
notice to
in aa notice
State, in
of State,
Secretary of
WHEREAS,
the public
public of
of the
denominations
religious denominations
various religious
the various
requested the
seventeenth,s1 requested
the seventeenth,
the
to
assemble on
instant, on
of
occasion of the obsequies of
the occasion
on the
nineteenth instant,
the nineteenth
on the
to assemble
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, late President of the United States, and to observe the
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, late President of the United States, and to observe the
same
appropriate ceremonies,
but whereas
whereas our
country has
has become
become one
one great
great
our country
ceremonies, but
with appropriate
same with
house
of mourning,
the Head
Head of
has been
away; and
and
taken away;
been taken
Family has
the Family
of the
where the
mourning, where
house of
believing that
special period
should be
be assigned
assigned for
again humbling
ourselves
humbling ourselves
for again
period should
a special
that a
believing
before Almighty
order that
that the
bereavement may
be sanctified
the
to the
sanctified to
may be
the bereavement
in order
God, in
Almighty God,
before
nation::
nation
Now,
therefore, in
in order
order to
to mitigate
grief on
can only
only be
be
Day of humilwhich can
earth which
on earth
that grief
mitigate that
Now, therefore,
assuao•ed by
by communion
in co
mp
liance with
with iation and
compliance
and in
heaven, and
in heaven,
Father in
the Father
with the
communion with
assuaged
the wishes
of senators
senators and
representatives in
communicated to
me by
.' urt:a
l ngapaP morning
by mc
to me
Congress, communicated
in Congress,
and representatives
wishes of
the
Presidentointed.
JOHNSON,
ANDREW
Capitol,,I,
Resolutions
adopted at
at the
the national
national Capitol
I,AN
DREW J
OHNSON, President
Pc'
m
•
Resolutions adopted
of the United
States, do
do hereby
hereby appoint
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day
May
of May
day of
Thursday the
appoint Thursday
the United States,
of
the country
next,
States the
flag of
of the
the flag
United States
the United
in the
wherever in
observed, wherever
be observed,
to be
next, to
may
respected, as
day of
and mourning,
recommend my
andoI recommend
mourning, andl
humiliation and
of humiliation
as aaday
be respected,
may be
fellow-citizens then
in their
their respective
respective places
worship, there
to
there to
of worship,
places of
assemble in
to assemble
then to
fellow-citizens
unite
to Almighty
God, in
in memory
memory of
the good
good man who has
of the
Almighty God,
service to
solemn service
in solemn
unite in
been removed,
removed, so
all shall
be occupied
occupied at
time, in
contemplation
in contemplation
same time,
the same
at the
shall be
that all
so that
been
of
his virtues
virtues and
and in
sorrow for
his sudden
and violent
violent end.
sudden and
for his
in sorrow
of his
In
witness whereof,
whereof, I
set my
and caused
of the
the
seal of
the seal
caused the
hand, and
my hand,
hereunto set
have hereunto
I have
In witness
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
United
Done at
the city
city of
Washington, the
twenty-fifth day
of April,
the
in the
April, in
day of
the twenty-fifth
of Washington,
at the
Done
[L.
year of
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and of
of
hundred and
Lord one
our Lord
of our
8.] vear
[L. a.]
the Independence of
of the
the United
of America
America the
eighty-ninth.
the eighty-ninth.
States of
United States
the Independence
By
President,
ANDREW -JOHNSON.
ANDREW-JOHNSON.
the President,
By the
W .HUNTER,
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
HUNTER, Acting
W.
1
TO THE
THE PEOPLE
PEOPLE OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
THE UNITED
1 TO
Day of the
The undersigned is
is directed
directed to
to announce
that the
ceremonies of
lamented
late lamented
the late
of the
funeral ceremonies
the funeral
announce that
undersigned
The
Chief Magistrate, will take' place at the
Executive Mansion, in this city, at twelve o'clock funeral ceremoceremowill take place at the Executive Mansion, in this city, at twelve o'clock funeral Abraham
Magistrate,
Chief
noon, on Wednesday, the
19th instant.
instant. The
The respective
respective religious
denominations throughout
throughout nies of
religious denominations
noon, on Wednesday, the 19th
the country
in their
worship, at
purpose of Lincoln at
hour, for the purpose
that hour,
at that
of worship,
places of
their places
meet in
to meet
invited to
are invited
the country are
Washington.
Washington.
solemnizing the
the occasion
occasion with
with appropriate
appropriate ceremonies.
ceremonies.
solemnizing
W .HUNTER, Acting
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
W. HUNTERs,

Department
of State,
Washington, April
17, 1865.
April 17,
State, Washington,
Departmentof
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No.

83.
33.

April 29,
1865. BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
April
29,1865.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF TI-114
THE UNITED
AMERICA

A
A PROCLANIATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.

W
HEREAS, by
by my
my Proclamation
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth instant,
instant: Thursday,
Thursday, the
the
WHEREAS,
Proclamation of
of the
twenty-fifth day
day of
of next
was recommended
recommended as
as aaday
day for
for special
special humiliahumiliatwenty-fifth
next month,
month, was
tion and
prayer in
of the
the assassination
of ABRAHAM
LINCOLN,
tion
and prayer
in consequence
consequence of
assassination of
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
late Piesident
President of
of the
but, whereas,
whereas, my
attention has
has since
since been
late
the United
United States,
States, but,
my attention
been
called to
to the
the day
day aforesaid
is sacred
to large
large numbers
numbers of
Christians
called
the fact
fact that
that the
aforesaid is
sacred to
of Christians

for the Ascension
as one of rejoicing for
Ascension of'
of the Saviour:
Saviour:
therefore, be it known,
Day of mournNow, therefore,
known, that
that I,
I, ANDREW
OHNSON, President
President of
ANDREW J
JOHNSON,
of the
the
ing postponed.
postponed.
United States, do hereby
suggest, that
hereby auggen,
that the
the religious
religious services,
services, recommended
as
recommended as
aforesaid, should
should be
be postponed
postponed until
the first
first day
of June
June next.
next.
aforesaid,
until Thursday
Thursday the
day of
In testimony
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand,
hand, and
and caused
caused the
the seal
of
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave
set my
seal of
United States to be affixed.
the United
Done at the city
city of Washington,
Washington, this twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
day of April, in the
[L. s.] year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred
sixty-five, and of
of
hundred and sixty-five,
eighty-ninth.
the Independence
Independence of the United States
States of America
America the
the eighty-ninth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the President:
President:
W .HUNTER,
Secretary of
State.
W.
HUNTER, Acting
Acting Secretary
of State.

No. 34.
May 2,
1865.
2,1865.

BY THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
PRESIDENT OF THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.

W
HEREAS it
appears, from
bureau of
military justice,
that
WHEREAS
it appears,
from evidence
evidence in
in the
the bureau
of military
justice, that
the atrocious murder of
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
and the
the atatof the
the late
late President
President ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, and
tempted assassination
assassination of
Honorable William
William H.
Seward, Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State,
of the Honorable
H. Seward,
were incited,
concerted, and
procured by
by and
and between
Davis, late
late of
of
were
incited, concerted,
and procured
between Jefferson
Jefferson Davis,

Richmond, Virginia;
Virginia; and Jacob
Thompson, Clement C. Clay, Beverly
Beverly Tucker,
Jacob Thompson,

George N. Saunders,
Saunders, William
William C.
C. Cl'eary,
Cleary, and
rebels and
traitors against
and other
other rebels
and traitors
against
the government
government of
of the
States, harbored
the
the United
United States,
harbored in
in Canada:
Canada:
Rewards
Now,
therefore, to
the end
that justice
may be
be done,
done, I,
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON,
Rewards ofofNow, therefore,
to the
end that
justice may
ANDREW JonxsoN,
fered
for the
fered for
the
President
President of the United
United States,
States, do offer
offer and promise
promise for
for the arrest
of said
said
arrest of
arrest
of
Jefferson
arrest of Jefferson persons, or either of
them, within
within the
the limits
limits of
the United
so that
they
of them,
of the
United States,
States, so
that they
persons, or
Davis and
can be
brought to
trial, the
the following
following rewards:
rewards:
to trial,
be brought
can
conthers', for conothers,
One
thousand dollars
arrest of
of Jefferson
Jefferson Davis.
Davis.
spiring
dollars for
for the
the arrest
to proproOne hundred
hundred thousand
spiring to
cure
cure the
the murder
murder
the arrest
Twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars for
for the
arrest of Clement
Clement C.
C. Clay.
Clay.
of
of Abraham
Abraham
Twenty-five thousand
Twenty-five
thousand dollars for the
the arrest
arrest of Jacob
Jacob Thompson,
Thompson, late
late of
of
Lincoln.
Lincoln.
Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Twenty-five
dollars for
for the
the arrest
arrest of
of George
N. Saunders.
Twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars
George N.
Saunders.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 776.
776.
Twenty-five thousand
Beveriv Tucker.
Twenty-five
thousand dollars for
for the
the arrest of Beverly

Ten thousand dollars fbr
for the arrest of William
William C.
C. Cleary, late clerk
clerk of
of
Clement C. Clay.
Marshal General
of the
The Provost
Provost Marshal
General of
the United
directed to
to cause
cause a
United States
States is
is directed
a
description
description of
said persons,
with notice
the above
above rewards,
to be
be published.
published.
of said
persons, with
notice of
of the
rewards, to
whereof, I
I have hereunto
In testimony
testimony whereof',
hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of
of
the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
day of May,
May, in
Washington, this second day
in the year of
[L.
8.] our Lord
Lord one
E
L. a.]
one thousand
thousand eight
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and of
of the
the
eight hundred
hundred and
Independence of
of the United
Independence
United States
States of
of America
America the
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
President:
By the President:
W.
W .HUNTER,
HUNTER, Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
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No. 35.
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF

May 10,
May
10, 1865.
1865.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Preamble.
W
HEREAS the
President of
the United
of the
the Preamble.
WHEREAS
the President
of the
United States,
States, by
by his
his Proclamation
Proclamation of
nineteenth
one thousand
eight hundred
sixty-one, did
did declare
declare Vol
nineteenth day
day of
of April,
April, one
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-one,
xii. p.
1258
Vol. xii.
p. 1258.
certain
States therein
mentioned in
against the
government of the
therein mentioned
in insurrection
insurrection against
the government
certain States
United States;
States;
United
And whereas
resistance to
to the
the authority
of this
this government
government in
in the
authority of
the
And
whereas armed
armed resistance
said insurrectionary
regarded as
as virtually
virtually at
an end,
end, and
perat an
and the
the perstates may
may be
be regarded
said
insurrectionary states
sons
resistance, as
as well
operations of
insurgent cruisers,
of insurgent
cruisers,
well as
as the
the operations
sons by
by whom
whom that
that resistance,
captives;
was
directed, are
are fugitives
fugitives or
or captives;
was directed,
And whereas
whereas it
some of
of those
those cruisers
cruisers are
still infesting
are still
infesting
it is
is understood
understood that
that some
And
the high
and others
others are
are preparing
preparing to
capture, burn,
vessels of
of
burn, and
and destroy
destroy vessels
to capture,
the
high seas,
seas, and
States:
the United
United States:
Insurgent
Now,
therefore, be
be it
it known,
I, ANDREW
OHNSON, President
the Insurgent
Now, therefore,
known, that
that I,
ANDREW J
JOHNSON,
President of
of the
cruisers to
to be
be ararUnited
hereby enjoin
all naval,
civil officers
officers of
of the
the United
United cruisers
and civil
enjoin all
naval, military,
military, and
United States,
States, hereby
rested, &c.
States, diligently
endeavor, by
arrest the said cruisers,
cruisers, rested &c.
by all
all lawful
lawful means,
means, to arrest
diligently to
to endeavor,
States,
and to
into aaport
port of
of the
States, in order
they may
may be
be
the United
United States,
order that
that they
and
to bring
bring them
them into
prevented fixim
on commerce,
commerce, and
and that
the perperthat the
depredations on
from committing
committing further
further depredations
prevented
them may
may no longer
longer enjoy
enjoy impunity for their crimes.
sons on
on board
board of them
Hospitalities
And IIdo
proclaim and
declare, that
that if,
reasonable time
time shall
shall Hospitalities
after a
a reasonable
and declare,
if, after
And
do further
further proclaim
be refused to
have elapsed
elapsed for
for this
this Proclamation
in the
the ports
ports of
of nations
nations to
have
Proclamation to
to become
become known
known in
to
refused
to
thebe
public
vessels
claiming
to have
been neutrals,
neutrals, the
the said
insurgent cruisers
the persons
on of
claiming to
have been
said insurgent
cruisers and
and the
persons on
ofcepltain
certain nvtions
nations,
board
them shall
shall continue
continue to
to receive
receive hospitality
in the
the said
said ports,
this govgov- showing
board of
of them
showing hospihospitality in
ports, this
to insurernment
will deem
in refusing
hospitality to
insurto the
the public
public vessels
vessels of
of talities
talities to
refusing hospitality
deem itself
itself justified
justified in
ernment will
cruisers after
such nations
United States,
States, and
adopting such
such other
other measures
measures gent
gentcruisers
after
of the
the United
and in
in adopting
such
nations in
in ports
ports of
notice.
ntice.
the national
national sovereignty.
sovereignty.
as may
may be
deemed advisable towards
vindicating the
towards vindicating
as
be deemed
In witness
set my
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the
In
witness whereof,
whereof, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand,
hand, and
and caused
be affixed.
affixed.
United
United States to be
Done
at the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
this tenth
day of
of May,
year of
tenth day
May, in
in the
the year
of
Done at
[
L. S.
s. ]]our Lord
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and of the IndeLord one thousand
thousand eight hundred
[ L.
pendence
the United
United States
States of
America the
of America
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
of the
pendence of
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
President:
the President:
By the
W
HUNTER, Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State.
of State.
W..HUNTER,

No.
No. 36.
36.

AMERICA:
BY
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

May 22,
22, 1385.
1886.
May

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
W
HEREAS, by
by the
Proclamation of
of the
the President
the eleventh
eleventh day
day of
of
Preamble.
of the
President of
the Proclamation
WHEREAS,
Ante, p.
p. 753.
753.
April last,
last, certain
certain ports
the United
therein specified,
specified, which
which had
had prepreAnte,
States therein
ports of
of the
United States
April
viously been
to blockade,
blockade, were,
for objects
of public
in
safety, declared,
declared, in
objects of
public safety,
were, for
subject to
viously
been subject
conformity with
previous special
legislation of
of congress,
congress, to
closed against
against
to be
be closed
with previous
special legislation
conformity
foreign commerce
commerce during
to be
be thereafter
thereafter expressed
expressed and
and made
made
the national
national will,
will, to
during the
foreign
ocknown
the President;
whereas events
events and
and circumstances
circumstances have
have since ocand whereas
President; and
known by
by the
curred
my judgment,
it expedient
that restriction,
restriction,
to remove
remove that
render it
expedient to
in my
judgment, render
curred which,
which, in
except as
as to
to the
ports of
Salle, Brazos
Brazos de
Santiago, (Point
(Point IsaIsade Santiago,
Galveston, La
La Salle,
the ports
of Galveston,
except
bel,)
in the
State of
of Texas:
Texas:
the State
and Brownsville,
Brownsville, in
bel,) and
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
it known,
known, that
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
President of the
the
Ports
Ports formerly
formerly
that I
I,,ANDREW
Now,
United States,
States, do
hereby declare
that the
aforesaid, not
excepted as
above, closed
closed reopened,
reopened,
ports aforesaid,
not excepted
as above,
do hereby
declare that
the ports
United
shall be
be open
foreign commerce
commerce from
from and
and after
after the
of July
next; except,
&c.
except, &c.
the first
first day
day of
July next;
shall
open to
to foreign
that commercial
commercial intercourse
said ports
ports may,
that time,
time, be
be carried
carried
may, from
from that
the said
intercourse with
with the
that
to the
the laws
of the United
on,
subject to
laws of
United States and in pursuance
pursuance of such regularegulaon, subject
tions
as may
may be
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury.
If, however,
however, any
any
Treasury. If,
by the
of the
be prescribed
prescribed by
tions as
yessel from
from a
foreign port
shall enter
enter any
of the
the before-named
before-named excepted
excepted ports
ports
any of
port shall
vessel
a foreign
in the
the State
State of
Texas, she
she will
continue to
the penalties
preliable to
to the
penalties preto be
be held
held liable
of Texas,
will continue
in
PUB. - 64
VOL.
vol.. XII.
XIII. PUB.—
64
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scribed by the act of congress approved
thirteenth day
day of July, eighteen
eighteen
scribed
approved on the thirteenth
hundred and sixty-one, and the persons on board of her to such penalties
penalties as
hundred
may be incurred, pursuant
pursuant to the laws of war, for trading or attempting
attemptmg to trade
with an enemy.

Belligerent
Belligerent
DREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
United States,
do hereby
hereby declare
declare
And I
I,,AN
ANDREW
President of
of the
the United
States, do
rights disallowed,
disallowed. and
make known
known that
the United
of America
do, henceforth,
disallow to
to
and make
that the
United States
States of
America do,
henceforth, disallow
all persons
persons trading, or attempting to trade, in any ports of the United
United States in
violation of the laws thereof, all pretence
pretence of belligerent
privileges;
belligerent rights and privileges;
and II give notice that from
from the date
date of this Proclamation,
such offenders
offenders
Proclamation, all such
will be held and dealt
dealt with as pirates.
It is also ordered
restrie - It
ordered that all restrictions upon trade heretofore
heretofore imposed
imposed in the
the
Certain restrictions upon trade territory of the United States east of the Mississippi
Mississippi River, save those relating
removed.
removed,
to contraband
contraband of war, to the reservation
reservation of the rights of the United States to
property purchased
the territory
twenty-five per
per
purchased in the
territory of an enem.y,
enemy, and to the twenty-five
cent,
purchases of cotton,
cotton, be removed.
provisions of the internal
internal revcent. upon purchases
removed. All provisions
effect under
enue law will be carried into effect
under the proper officers.
officers.
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand,
hand, and caused
caused the
the seal of the
In witness whereof,
whereof, IIhave
United States to be affixed.
Washington, this twenty-second
twenty-second day of May, in the
Done at the city of Washington,
[L. s.]
a.]
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and of
[L.
Independence of the United
United States
States of America
America the
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
the Independence
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the President:
President:
W
HUNTER, Acting Secretary
W..HUNTER,
Secretary of State.

No. 37.
37.
May 29, 1865.
May29,
1865.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
BY

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
President of the United
WHEREAS
States, on the 8th
8th day of DecemPreamble.
W HEREAS the
the President
United States,
DecemAnte,
pp. 737,
737, ber,
her, A.
A. D.
D. eighteen
Awe, PP.
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, and
and on
day of
hundred and
and sixty-three,
on the
the 26th
26th day
of March,
March,
741.
A. D.
D. eighteen
hundred and
with the
object to
to suppress
suppress the
the exex741.
A.
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, did,
did, with
the object
isting rebellion,
rebellion, to
to return
to induce
induce all persons
persons to
return to
to their loyalty, and to restore
restore
isting
the
authority of
of the
the United
States, issue
offering amnesty
amnesty and
the authority
United States,
issue proclamations
proclamations offering
and
Rardon
certain persons
persons who
who had
directly or
by implication
participated in
the
Rardon to
to certain
had directly
or by
implication participated
in the
said rebellion;
whereas many
in said
said rebellion
said
rebellion; and
and whereas
many persons
persons who
who had
had so
so engaged
engaged in
rebellion
have,
since the
issuance of
or neglected
neglected to
to take
take the
have, since
the issuance
of said
said proclamations,
proclamations, failed
failed or
the
benefits offered
and whereas
whereas many
offered thereby;
thereby; and
persons who
who have
have been
been justly
demany persons
justly deprived of
to amnesty
amnesty and
and pardon
thereunder, by
by reason
prived
of all
all claim
claim to
pardon thereunder,
reason of
of their
their parparticipation, directly
directly or
rebellion, and
hostility to
to
ticipation,
or by
by implication,
implication, in
in said
said rebellion,
and continued
continued hostility
the government
United States
since the
of said
proclamations, now
the
government of
of the
the United
States since
the date
date of
said proclamations,
now
desire
to apply
for and
and obtain
and pardon:
pardon:
desire to
apply for
obtain amnesty
amnesty and
Amnesty
To
authority of
the government
of the
United States
States
Amnesty and
To the
the end,
end, therefore,
therefore, that
that the
the authority
of the
government of
the United
granted, may be restored, and that peace,
pardon granted,
peace, order, and freedom
freedom may be established, I, ANANexcept,
DREW J
JOHINSON,
except, &c.
,Stc.
OHNSON, President
President of
of the
the United
United States,
do proclaim
proclaim and
and declare
declare that
States, do
that
hereby grant
grant to
to all
who have,
or indirectb',
indirectly, participated
participated in
in the
the
IIhereby
all persons
persons who
have, directly
directly or
existing rebellion,
pardon, with
rebellion, except
except as hereinafter
hereinafter excepted, amnesty
amnesty and pardon,
with
restoration
of all
all rights
rights of
property, except
except as
as to
to slaves,
slaves, and
and except
except in
in cases
restoration of
of property,
cases
where
legal proceedings,
under the
the laws
of the
the United
States providing
for the
where legal
proceedings, under
laws of
United States
providing for
the
confiscation
of property
property of
persons engaged
have been
instituted;
confiscation of
of persons
engaged in
in rebellion,
rebellion, have
been instituted;
nevertheless, that
every such
such person
shall take
take and
and subbut upon the
the condition,
condition, nevertheless,
that every
person shall
subscribe
the following
following oath,
affirmation,) and
thenceforward keep
keep and
and mainmainscribe the
oath, (or
(or affirmation,)
and thenceforward
and which
which oath
shall be
be registered
prestain said oath inviolate;
inviolate; and
oath shall
registered for permanent
permanent preservation,
and shall
shall be
the tenor
tenor and
and effect
effect following,
to wit:
wit:
ervation, and
be of
of the
following, to
Form of oath.
, do solemnly
swear, (or
(or affirm,)
presence of Almighty
"I, ,
solemnly swear,
affirm,) in presence
Almighty God,
God, that
that
I
and defend
defend the
Constitution of
of the
I will
will henceforth
henceforth faithfully
faithfully support, protect, and
the Constitution
the
United
the States
and that
United States,
States, and
and the union
union of the
States thereunder;
thereunder; and
that I
I will, in
in like
like
manner, abide
support all
laws, and
and proclamations
proclamations which
have
manner,
abide by,
by, and
and faithfully
faithfully support
all laws,
which have
been made
rebellion with reference
made during the existing
existing rebellion
reference to
to the
the emancipation
emancipation of
of
slaves. So
So help
God."
slaves.
help me
me God."
Classes of
The following
excepted from
the benefits
following classes
classes of persons
persons are excepted
from the
benefits of
of this
this ProcProc.
persons
excepted. lamation
lamation : —
persons excepted.
-
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1st.
who are
or shall
shall aave
pretended civil
civil or
officers, or
or
1st. All
All who
are or
-ave been
been pretended
or diplomatic
diplomatic officers,
otherwise domestic
or foreign
foreign agents,
agents, of
confederate government;
government;
domestic or
of the
the pretended
pretended confederate
otherwise
2d.
who left
under the
the United
United States
to aid
aid the
rebellion;
States to
the rebellion;
2d. All
All who
left judicial
judicial stations
stations under
3d.
All who
or naval
pretended concon3d. All
who shall
shall have
have been
been military
military or
naval officers
officers of
of said
said pretended
federate government
government above
the rank
rank of
colonel in
the army
army or
lieutenant in
in the
the
federate
above the
of colonel
in the
or lieutenant
navy;
navy;
4th.
seats in
Congress of
of the
States to
to aid
rebelleft seats
in the
the Congress
the United
United States
aid the
the rebel4th. All
All who
who left
lion;
lion;
5th.
All who
who resigned
resigned or
their commissions
in the
the
5th. All
or tendered
tendered resignations
resignations of
of their
commissions in
army
of the
States to
to evade
duty in
the rebellion;
rebellion;
army or
or navy
navy of
the United
United States
evade duty
in resisting
resisting the
6th. All
All who
who have
have engaged
in any
any way
way in
in treating
treating otherwise
than lawfully
as
lawfully as
6th.
engaged in
otherwise than
prisoners
of war
service, as
as officers,
officers, soldiers,
soldier,
war persons
persons found
found in
in the
the United
United States
States service,
prisoners of
seamen, or
or in
in other
other capacities;
capacities;
seamen,
7th. All
All persons
who have
been, or
or are,
are, absentees
absentees from
from the
United States
States for
for
the United
7th.
persons who
have been,
the purpose
purpose of
of aiding
rebellion;
the rebellion;
the
aiding the
8th.
All military
naval officers
officers in
in the
the rebel
rebel service,
were educated
educated by
by
service, who
who were
8th. All
military and
and naval
the government
in the
the Military
West Point
Point or
or the
the United
United States
States
Military Academy
Academy at
at West
the
government in
Naval Academy;
Academy;
Naval
governors of states in inoffices of
of governors
9th. All
All persons
persons who
who held the
the pretended
pretended offices
9th.
surrection
the United
States;
surrection against
against the
United States;
10th.
All persons
persons who
who left
left their
homes within
jurisdiction and
and protection
protection
the jurisdiction
their homes
within the
10th. All
of the
the United
United States,
and passed
beyond the
the federal
into the
the
federal military
military lines
lines into
of
States, and
passed beyond
pretended
confederate states
states for
for the
of aiding
the rebellion;
rebellion;
the purpose
purpose of
aiding the
pretended confederate
11th. All
All persons
persons who
who have
have been
been engaged
in the
the destruction
destruction of
of the
commerce
the commerce
engaged in
11th.
of the
the 'high
seas, and
persons who
who have
have made
raids
made raids
all persons
upon the
high seas,
and all
of
the United
United States
States upon
into the
the United
States from
or been
engaged in
the comin destroying
destroying the
combeen engaged
United States
from Canada,
Canada, or
into
merce of
of the
States upon
lakes and
and rivers
that separate
the British
British
separate the
rivers that
upon the
the lakes
merce
the United
United States
Provinces from
from the
the United
Provinces
United States;
States;
12th. All
All persons
persons who,
who, at
at the
time when
when they
they seek
seek to
to obtain
the benefits
benefits
obtain the
the time
12th.
hereof
by taking
oath herein
herein prescribed,
are in
in military,
or civil
civil conconnaval, or
military, naval,
the oath
prescribed, are
hereof by
taking the
finement,
or custody,
custody, or
or under
under bonds
the civil,
civil, military,
or naval
naval authorities,
authorities,
of the
military, or
bonds of
finement, or
or
of the
United States
States as
as prisoners
prisoners of
war, or
or persons
persons detained
detained for
for ofofof war,
or agents
agents of
the United
fences
either before
conviction;
befbre or
or after
after conviction;
fences of
of any
any kind,
kind, either
13th. All
All persons
persons who
voluntarily participated
participated in
in said
said rebellion,
rebellion, and
and the
the
who have
have voluntarily
13th.
estimated value
taxable property
property is
is over
dollars;
thousand dollars;
over twenty
twenty thousand
whose taxable
estimated
value of
of whose
14th.
All persons
persons who
oath of
amnesty as
as prescribed
the
prescribed in
in the
taken the
the oath
of amnesty
who have
have taken
14th. All
737.
President's Proclamation
D. 1863,
1863, or
or an
an oath
Ante, p.
p. 737.
oath of
of allegiance
allegiance Ante,
A. D.
of December
December 8th,
8th, A.
Proclamation of
President's
to the
government of
of the
United States
the date
of said
said Proclamation,
and
Proclamation, and
date of
States since
since the
the United
the government
to
who have
have not
not thenceforward
kept and
and maintained
maintained the
inviolate.
the same
same inviolate.
thenceforward kept
who
Provided,
application may
may be
be made
made to
to the
the President
for pardon
pardon Special
Special appliPresident for
special application
Provided, That
That special
cation may
be
may be
by any
any person
person belonging
the excepted
excepted classes
such clemency
clemency will
will be cation
and such
classes;•' and
to the
belonging to
by
made.
liberally
extended as
ts of
and the
the peace
peace made.
of the
the case
case and
with the
the fac
facts
as may
may be
be consistent
consistent with
liberally extended
and
dignity of
the United
States.
United States.
and dignity
of the
Secretary of
of
The Secretary
will establish
regulationslI for
administering Secretary
for administering
rules and
and regulations
of State
State will
establish rules
The
Secretary of
State to
to establish
establish
and recording
recording the
the said
amnesty oath,
oath, so
so as
as to
to insure
its benefit
benefit to the people, State
insure its
said amnesty
and
rules.
and guard
the government
fraud.
rules.
against fraud.
and
guard the
government against
In testimony
testimony whereof,
hereunto set
set my
my hand,
hand, and
and caused
the seal
seal of
of
caused the
have hereunto
whereof, II have
In
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the
1Rides

established by
by the
of State.
State.
the Secretary
Secretary of
qnd Regulations
Regulations established
1Rules pad
D
EPARTMENT OF
OF S
TATE, Washington,
29, 1865.
1865.
Washington, May
May 29,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
Sir:
copy of
of the
President's Amnesty
of this
is herewith
herewith appended.
appended.
this date
date is
Amnesty Proclamation
Proclamation of
the President's
Sir: A
A copy
By
the Secretary
rules and regestablish rules
State is directed
directed to establish
of State
Secretary of
the instrument,
instrument, the
clause in
in the
By aaclause
ulations
administering and recording
benefits to the
the amnesty oath, so as to insure its benefits
recording the
for administering
ulations for
people
and guard
the government
government against
Pursuant to
injunction, you
are ininyou are
to this
this injunction,
fraud. Pursuant
against fraud.
guard the
people and
formed
that
the
oath
prescribed
in
the
proclamation
may
be
taken
and
subscribed
before
formed that the oath prescribed in the proclamation may be taken and subscribed before
any commissioned
civil, military,
or naval,
naval, in
of the
States, or
or
the United
United States,
the service
service of
in the
military, or
officer, civil,
any
commissioned officer,
by the laws thereof, may
may be
a loyal
loyal state or territory, who, by
military officer of
of a
any civil
civil or
or military
qualified
for
administering
oaths.
All
officers
who
receive
such
oaths
are
hereby
authorqualified for administering oaths. All officers who receive such oaths are hereby authorized to
respectively bv
bv whom
whom they were made.
persons respectively
thereof to
to the persons
copies thereof
ized
to give
give certified
certified copies
And such
transmit the
early a
of such oaths, at as earlya
the originals
originals d
required to transmit
hereby required
such officers
officers are hereby
And
day as may
may be convenient, to this department,
department, where
where they will be deposited,
deposited, and remain in
the
archives
of
the
government?
A
register
thereof
will
be
kept
in
the
department,
and on
and
the archives of the government: A register thereof will be kept in
application,
such records
records in
in the
the customary
customary form
of such
be issued
issued of
certificates will be
in proper cases, certificates
application, in
IIam sir,
of official certificates.
Your
servant,
Your obedient
obedient servant,
WILLIAM H.
SEWARD.
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD.
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Washington, the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
Done at the city of Washington,
day of May,
May, in ttae
the
year of our Lord one
of
one thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and of
Independence of the
United States
States the
the Independence
the United
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:

Cr... s.]
a.]
[L.

W ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
of Stale.
WILLIAM
H. S
SEWARD,
Secretary of
State.

No. 38.
No.
38.
May
May 29, 1865.

BY TIIE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
OF THE
THE UNITED
TIIE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS the
the fourth
the fourth
fourth article
article of
of the
the Constitution
the
WHEREAS
fourth section
section of
of the
Constitution of
ot the
United
United States
States shall
every state
States declares
declares that
that the
the United States
shall guarantee
guarantee to
to every
state
in
form of
of government,
each of
in the Union
Union a
a republican
republican form
government, and
and shall
shall protect
protect each
of them
them
against invasion
invasion and
and domestic
domestic violence;
violence; and
and whereas
whereas the
President of
against
the President
of the
the
United
States is,
by the
the constitution,
constitution, made
commander-in-chief of
of the
the army
army
United States
is, by
made commander-in-chief
and navy,
well as
civil executive
executive officer
officer of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and is
and
navy, as
as well
as chief
chief civil
is
bound by
by solemn
solemn oath
oath faithfully
faithfully to
office of
of President
of the
the United
United
bound
to execute
execute the
the office
President of
States, and to take
take care
care that the laws be
executed; and
and whereas
be faithfully
faithfully executed;
whereas the
the
rebellion,
rebellion, which has been
been waged
waged by
by a
a portion
portion of
of the
the people
people of
of the
the United
United
States
thereof;
States against
against the
the properly
properly constituted
constituted authorities
authorities of
of the
the government
government thereof,
and revolting
revolting form,
but whose
organized and
armed forces
forces
in the
the most
most violent
violent and
form, but
whose organized
and armed
have now
now been
almost entirely
entirely overcome,
overcome, has,
has, in
revolutionary progress,
have
been almost
in its
its revolutionary
progress,
all civil
civil government;
government;
deprived the people
people of the
the State of
of North Carolina of
of all
whereas it becomes
becomes necessary
out and
enforce the
and whereas
necessary and proper
proper to
to carry
carry out
and enforce
the
obligations of the
people of
of North
Carolina, in
in securing
obligations
the United
United States
States to
to the people
North Carolina,
securing
them in
the enjoyment
enjoyment of
form of
them
in the
of a
a republican
republican form
of government:
government:
Now,
in obedience
the high
high and
solemn duties
imposed upon
upon me
me
duties imposed
Provisional
obedience to
to the
and solemn
Now, therefore,
therefore, in
governor apapby the
Constitution of
of the
United States,
and for
the purpose
purpose of
of enabling
the
governor
by
the Constitution
the United
States, and
for the
enabling the
pointed
pointed for
for North
North loyal people of said state to organize a
a state government, whereby
whereby justice
justice may
Carolina.
Carolina.
be established, domestic tranquillity
tranquillity insured, and loyal citizens protected in all
all
their rights
life, liberty,
property, I
OHNSON, President
their
rights of
of life,
liberty, and
and property,
I,,ANDREW
ANDREW J
JOHNSON,
President of
of
the United States, and commander-in-chief
commander-in-chief of
navy of
of the
of the
the army
army and
and navy
the
do hereby
appoint William
William W.
W. Holden
provisional governor
governor of
the
United States, do
hereby appoint
Holden provisional
of the
His duty
His
shall be,
be, at
practicable
duty and
and State
State of
of North Carolina, whose duty
duty it
it shall
at the
the earliest
earliest practicable
authority.
authority.
period, to prescribe such rules and regulations
regulations as may be necessary
necessary and proper
proper
for convening
convening a
aconvention,
convention, composed
composed of
delegates to
chosen by
portion
of delegates
to be
be chosen
by that
that portion
of
the people
people of
of said
state who
who are
are loyal
the United
United States,
no others,
others,
of the
said state
loyal to
to the
States, and
and no
for the purpose
purpose of altering or amending
amendin7 the
thereof; and
with
the constitution
constitution thereof;
and with
exercise, within the limits a
authority to exercise,
powers necessary
of said state, all the
the powers
necessary
and proper
proper to enable such loyal people
restore
people of
of the
the State of North
North Carolina
Carolina to
to restore
said state
state to its constitutional
to
constitutional relations
relations to
to the
the federal
federal government,
government, and
and to
present such a
a republican
state government
government as
will entitle
the state
state
present
republican form
form of
of state
as will
entitle the
and its
people to
protection
to the guarantee
guarantee of
of the
the United States
States therefor,
therefor, and
its people
to protection
by the United States against invasion, insurrection, and
domestic violence;
and domestic
violence;
that, in
may be
hereafter held
choosing delegates
delegates
Qualifications Provided
Provided that,
in any
any election
election that
that may
be hereafter
held for
for choosing
Qualifications
to
shall be
elector,
of
electors, and
and
no person
person shall
be qualified
qualified as
as an
an elector,
to any
any state
state convention
convention as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, no
of electors,
for
be eligible
eligible as
of such
such convention,
convention, unless
shall have
prefor membership
membership or
or shall
shall be
as a
a member
member of
unless he
he shall
have preof
of convention.
convention.
viously taken and subscribed the oath of amnesty, as set forth in
in the President's
Proclamation of May 29, A. D.
1865, and
voter qualified
prescribed by
by
D. 1865,
and is a
a voter
qualified as
as prescribed
the constitution and laws of the State of North
in force
North Carolina in
force immediately
immediately
before
before the 20th day of May, A. D. 1861,
so-called ordinance
ordinance of
of
1861, the date of the
the so-called
Convention,
Convention,
secession;
secession; and the said convention,
convention, when convened, or the legislature that may
may
Szc., to
to prescribe
&c.,
prescribe be thereafter
thereafter assembled, will prescribe
prescribe the qualification of electors, and the
qualifications,&d. eligibility of persons to
qualifications,&d.
eligibility of persons
hold office under the constitution and laws of the state,state,—
aa power
power the people of the several
several states composing the Federal
Federal Union have
have
rightfully exercised
exercised from
of the
the present
present time.
time.
rightfully
from the origin
origin of
the government
government to
to the
And
I
do
hereby
direct
—
And I do hereby direct All the
the departdepartAll
First. That the military
First.
military commander
commander of the department, and all officers and
and
ments of the
nttd States
Softates
service, aid and
provisional
persons in the military and
and naval
naval service,
and assist the said provisional
United
government
governor
carrying into effect
effect this Proclamation,
enjoined to
governor in carrying
Proclamation, and they are enjoined
government to
abstain from,
any way,
hindering, impeding,
or discouraging
the loyal
loyal people
aid the provisabstain
from, in
in any
way, hindering,
impeding, or
discouraging the
people
ional
ional governor.
governor. from the organization
organization of a
a state government
government as herein authorized.
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Second. That
That the
the Secretary
force all laws of the
the
State proceed to put in force
of State
Secretary of
Second.
United
administration whereof
to the
State Department,
Department,
the State
belongs to
whereof belongs
the administration
States, the
United States,
applicable
geographical limits aforesaid.
the geographical
to the
applicable to
to nominate
Third.
That the
of the
Treasury proceed
proceed to
nominate for appointthe Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
Third. That
and
and internal revenue, and
ment
assessors of
collectors of
customs and
of customs
and collectors
taxes, and
of taxes,
ment assessors
law,, and
such
other officers
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department as are authorized
authorized by law
and
of the
officers of
such other
put
in execution
execution the
revenue laws
geographical
laws of the United States within the geographical
the revenue
put in
to
shall be given to
limits aforesaid.
In making
making appointments,
appointments, the
preference shall
the preference
aforesaid. In
limits
respective duties
qualified loyal
loyal persons
persons residing
within the
districts where their respective
the districts
residing within
qualified
be found,
are
to be
performed. But
suitable residents
of the
districts shall
shall not be
found,
the districts
residents of
if suitable
But if
be performed.
are to
shall be appointed.
then
in other
other states
states or
districts shall
or districts
residing in
persons residing
then persons
post-offices and
Fourth. That
That the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General proceed
proceed to establish post-offices
and
Fourth.
within
post-routes,
and put
put into
into execution
postal laws
laws of the United States within
the postal
execution the
post-routes, and
if
the
said state,
state, giving
to loyal
loyal residents
preference of appointment; but if
residents the preference
giving to
the said
appoint agents, &c.,
suitable residents
found, then
&c., from other states.
then to appoint
not tbund,
are not
residents are
suitable
Carodistrict judge for the judicial district in which North CaroFifth.
That the district
Fifth. That
lina is
is included
to hold
hold courts within said state, in accordance with
proceed to
included proceed
lina
the
provisions of
of the
congress. The
Attorney-General will instruct
instruct the
The Attorney-General
of congress.
act of
the act
the provisions
proper
officers to
to judgment,
confiscation, and sale, property
judgment, confiscation,
bring to
and bring
libel, and
to libel,
proper officers
said
subject
to confiscation,
and enforce
enforce the
the administration
administration of justice within said
confiscation, and
subject to
jurisdiction of the federal
state in
in all
all matters
matters within
and jurisdiction
federal
cognizance and
the cognizance
within the
state
courts.
property
possession of all public
take pos§ession
Sixth. That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy take
public property
Secretary of
Sixth.
said geographical
belonging
to the
the Navy
within said
geographical limits, and put in
Department within
Navy Department
belonging to
to naval
operation
acts of
of congress
in relation
naval affairs having application to
relation to
congress in
all acts
operation all
the
the said state.
Seventh.
That the
the Interior
Interior put
to
relating to
laws relating
the laws
force the
in force
put in
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Seventh. That
the geographical
the
Interior Department
Department applicable
applicable to
geographical limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
to the
the Interior
of
seal of
In testimony
have hereunto
my hand,
hand, and
caused the seal
and caused
set my
hereunto set
whereof, IIhave
testimony whereof,
In
the United
United States to be affixed.
the
twenty-ninth day of May, in the
Done at
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
this twenty-ninth
at the
Done
[L.S.]
S.] year
of our
one thousand
of
sixty-five, and of
and sixty-five,
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
Lord one
our Lord
year of
[L.
eighty-ninth.
of the United States the eighty-ninth.
the Independence
Independence of
the
JOHNSON.
AN)DREW
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
By the
the President:
President:
By
State.
SEWARD,
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
H. S
WILLIAM

No. 39.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA: June 13, 1865.
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Preamble.
W
HEREAS the
fourth article
article of
the Constitution of the
of the
the fourth
of the
section of
fourth section
the fourth
WHEREAS
United States
States declares
declares that
United States
guarantee to every state in
in
States shall guarantee
the United
that the
United
the Union
Union a
of government,
shall protect
protect each
each of them
and shall
government, and
form of
a republican
republican form
the
against invasion
the President of the
violence; and whereas the
domestic violence;
and domestic
invasion and
against
commander-in-chief of the army
United
States is,
is, by
by the
the constitution,
made commander-in-chief
constitution, made
United States
and
as well
well as
chief civil
civil executive
executive officer
officer of the United States, and is
is
as chief
navy, as
and navy,
bound
by solemn
faithfully to
the office
office of President
President of the United
United
execute the
to execute
oath faithfully
solemn oath
bound by
States, and
to take
care that
the laws
laws be
be faithfully
whereas the
executed; and whereas
faithfully executed;
that the
take care
and to
States,
rebellion,
has been
by a
portion of
people of the United
United
the people
of the
a portion
waged by
been waged
which has
rebellion, which
.States
against the
the properly
authorities of the government thereof,
constituted authorities
properly constituted
.States against
in the
violent and
and revolting
but whose
whose organized
organized and armed forces
form, but
revolting form,
niost violent
the most
in
have now
now been
been almost
overcome, has,
in its
its revolutionary
revolutionary progress,
progress,
has, in
entirely overcome,
almost entirely
have
deprived
the State
Mississippi of
of all
civil government;
government; and
and
all civil
of Mississippi
State of
of the
people of
the people
deprived the
and enforce the obligawhereas
it becomes
becomes necessary
necessary and
and proper
carry out and
to carry
proper to
whereas it
tions
United States
States to
the people
people of
Mississippi, in
in securing them in the
of Mississippi,
to the
the United
of the
tions of
enjoyment
republican form of government:
government:
a republican
of a
enioyment of
Now, therefore,
in obedience
to the
and solemn
solemn duties
duties imposed
imposed upon
Provisional
me Provisional
upon me
high and
the high
obedience to
therefore, in
Now,
by the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
States, and
for the
enabling the
the governor
governor apapof enabling
purpose of
the purpose
and for
United States,
the United
by
loyal people
people of
of said
state to
to organize
state government,
whereby justice pointed
pointed for Mis.
M
government, whereby
a state
organize a
said state
loyal
may
and loyal
citizens protected
protected in sisippi.
818SI PP 1'
loyal citizens
insured, and
tranquillity insured,
domestic tranquillity
established, domestic
be established,
may be
all
rights of
of life,
life, liberty,
and property,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
President
I, ANDR;EW
property, I,
liberty, and
their rights
all their
64*
64*
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of the United
of
United States,
and commander-in-chief
commander-in-chief of
the army
army and
navy of
of the
the
States, and
of the
and navy
United States, do
do hereby
William L.
L. Sharkey,
hereby appoint
appoint William
Sharkey, of
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, proviproviHis duty
duty and
and sional governor
governor of the State of Mississippi, whose
whose duty it
it shall
be, at
at the
shall be,
the earliest
earliest
authority.
authority.
practicable
practicable period, to prescribe such rules and regulations
regulations as
be necessary
necessary
as may
may be
and proper for convening aaconvention, composed
composed of delegates
delegates to
be chosen
by
to be
chosen by
that portion
of the
the people
portion of
said state
state who
who are
loyal to
to the
the United
people of
of said
are loyal
United States,
States,
and no
no others,
others, for
the purpose
altering or
or amending
the constitution
and
for the
purpose of
of altering
amending the
constitution thereof;
thereof;
with authority
to exercise,
limits of
of said
state, all
powers
and with
authority to
exercise, within
within the
the limits
said state,
all the
the powers
necessary and
enable such
Such loyal
State of
of Mississippi
to
necessary
and proper
proper to
to enable
loyal people
people of
of the
the State
Mississippi to
restore said state to its constitutional
constitutional relations
the federal
federal government,
relations to
to the
government, and
and
such aa republican
republican form
of state
state government
government as
as will
will entitle
the state
to present
present such
form of
entitle the
state
United States
to the guarantee of the United
States therefor,
therefor, and
and its
protection
its people
people to
to protection
by the
by
the United States
against invasion,
insurrection, and
domestic violence;
States against
invasion, insurrection,
and domestic
violence;
Qualifications Provided
Provided that,
in any
any election
may be
be hereafter
held for
choosing delegates
delegates
Qualifications
that, in
election that
that may
hereafter held
for choosing
of
electors,
and
of electors, and to any state convention
as aforesaid, no
convention as
be qualified
an elctor,
elttetor,
no person
person shall
shall be
qualified as
as an
membership
for membership
or shall
shall be eligible as aa member
convention, unless
member of such convention,
unless he
he shall
shall have
have prepreof convention.
and subscribed
the oath
oath of
of amnesty,
set forth
the President's
President's
o convent viously
iously taken
taken and
subscribed the
amnesty, as
as set
forth in
in the
Proclamation of
A. D.
D. 1865,
and is
is a
a voter
voter qualified
qualified as
Proclamation
of May
May 29,
29, A.
1865, and
as prescribed
prescribed
by the
constitution and
and laws
of the
the State
Mississippi in
by
the constitution
laws of
State of
of Mississippi
in force
force immediately
immediately
before the
ninth (9th)
(9th) of
of January,
D. 1861,
the date
the so-called
so-called
before
the ninth
January, A.
A. D.
1861, the
date of
of the
Convention,
ordinance
of secession;
and the
convention, when
when convened,
convened, or
the
Convention,
ordinance of
secession; and
the said
said convention,
or the
&c. to
to prescribe
&c.
prescribe legislature that may be thereafter ,assembled,
prescribe the
the qualification
,assembled, will prescribe
qualification of
of
qualifications,
tialifications,
electors, and the eligibility
electors,
persons to
office under
under the
the constitution
constitution and
and
eligibility of
of persons
to hold
hold office
&c.
laws
of the
power the
the people
people of
composing the
the
laws of
the state,
state, -— a
a power
of the
the several
several states
states composing
Federal Union
Union have
Federal
have rightfully
rightfully exercised
exercised from
from the
the government
the origin
origin of
of the
government to
to
the
time.
the present
present time.
And I
And
I do
do hereby
hereby direct
direct -—
First.
That the
the military
commander of
of the
department, and
and
All the departFirst. That
military commander
the department,
and all
all officers
officers and
ments of the
persons
persons in the military and naval service, aid and assist the said provisional
provisional
United States
governor in
in carrying
this proclamation,
and they
enjoined to
to
they are
are enjoined
effect this
proclamation, and
carrying into
into effect
gUnted Statesto
government
to governor
abstain
from, in
in any
any way,
or discouraging
discouraging the
the loyal
people
abstain from,
way, hindering,
hindering, impeding,
impeding, or
loyal people
aid the provisfrom the
the organization
state government
government as
authorized.
ional governor.
organization of
of aastate
as herein
herein authorized.
from
Second. That
Secretary of
of State
to put
put in
in force
the
Second.
That the
the Secretary
State proceed
proceed to
fbrce all
all laws
laws of
of the
United States,
United
administration whereof
whereof belongs
to the
the State
Department,
States, the
the administration
belongs to
State Department,
applicable
to the
the geographical
geographical limits
applicable to
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Third.
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Third. That
That the
the Treasury
proceed to
appointTreasury proceed
to nominate
nominate for
for appointment assessors
of taxes,
collectors of
customs and
revenue, and
ment
assessors of
taxes, and
and collectors
of customs
and internal
internal revenue,
and
such other officers
officers of
the Treasury
Department as
are authorized
authorized by
law, and
of the
Treasury Department
as are
by law,
and
put
in
execution
the
revenue
laws
of
the
United
States
within
the
geographical
put in execution the revenue laws of the United States within the geographical
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid. In
making appointments,
appointments, the
be given
limits
In making
the preference
preference shall
shall be
given to
to
qualified
persons residing
within the
the districts
where their
their respective
duties
qualified loyal
loyal persons
residing within
districts where
respective duties
are
to be
be performed.
performed. But
if suitable
the district
district shall
shall not
not be
be found,
are to
But if
suitable residents
residents of
of the
found,
then
persons residing
in other
other states
states or
or districts
districts shall
then persons
residing in
shall be
be appointed.
appointed.
Fourth.
Postmaster-General proceed
to establish
and
Fourth. That
That the
the Postmaster-General
proceed to
establish post-offices
post-offices and
post-routes, and
into execution
execution the
the postal
post-routes,
and put
put into
postal laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States
States within
within
the said state, giving to loyal
the preference
of appointment;
but if
loyal residents the
preference of
appointment; but
if
suitable
residents are
are not
not found,
found, then
then to
states.
suitable residents
to appoint
appoint agents,
agents, &c.,
&c., from
from other
other states.
Fifth. That the district judge
Fifth.
the judicial
which Mississippi
judge for
for the
judicial district
district in
in which
Mississippi is
is
included proceed
included
proceed to
hold courts
courts within
within said
said state,
state, in
proto hold
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions of the act
act of Congress. The
the proper
proper
The Attorney-General
Attorney-General will
will instruct
instruct the
and bring
bring to judgment,
officers to libel, and
judgment, confiscation,
confiscation, and
and sale,
sale, property
property subject
subject
to confiscation,
administration of
justice within
within said
said state
state in
to
confiscation, and
and enforce
enforce the
the administration
of justice
in
all matters
the cognizance
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the federal
federal courts.
all
matters within
within the
cognizance and
of the
courts.
Sixth. That the Secretary
Sixth.
of the
take possession
possession of
public property
property
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy take
of all
all public
belonging to
belonging
to the
within said
said geographical
the Navy
Navy Department
Department within
geographical limits,
limits, and
and put
put in
in
operation all acts of Congress in
in relation
naval affairs
affairs having
having application
relation to
to naval
application to
to
the
the said
said state.
state.
Seventh.
That the
Secretary of
put in
relating to
Seventh. That
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior put
in force
force the
the laws
laws relating
to
the
Interior Department
applicable to
to the
the geographical
geographical limits
the Interior
Department applicable
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In
whereof, II have hereunto
I
n testimony whereof,
hereunto set
set my
my hand,
and caused
caused the
the seal
of
hand, and
seal of
the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
the city of Washington
Done at the
Washington this
of June,
year
this thirteenth
thirteenth day
day of
June, in
in the
the year
[L.
of our
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
and of
the
[L. 8.]
s.] of
our Lord
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
of the
Independence
the United
States the
eighty-ninth.
Independence of
of the
United States
the eighty-ninth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON,
ANDREW
By
the President:
President:
By the
W ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
of State.
WILL]IAM
H. SEWARD,
Secretary of
State.
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No. 40.
BY THE PRESIDENT
13, 1865.
1865.
BY
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA: June 13,

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
W HEREAS, by
by my
Proclamation [Executive
of the
of Preamble.
WHEREAS,
my Proclamation
[Executive order]
order] of
the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth of
Preamble.
Post, p.
p. 776.
776.
April,
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, all restrictions upon internal, Post,
April, one thousand
domestic,
and commercial
intercourse, with
with certain
therein specified
specified
domestic, and
commercial intercourse,
certain exceptions
exceptions therein
removed "in
parts of the
the States of
and -set
•set forth, were
vvore removed
"in such parts
Tennessee, VirVirof Tennessee,
ginia,
Carolina, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia,
Mississippi,
ginia, North
North Carolina,
Georgia, Florida,
Florida, Alabama,
Alabama, .Mississippi,
and so
so much
of Louisiana
Louisiana as lies east of the Mississippi
much of
Mississippi River,
shall be
River, as
as shall
be emembraced
the lines
lines of
national military
braced within
within the
of national
military occupation";
occupation ";
And whereas,
my Proclamation
of the
thou- Ante,
And
whereas, by
by my
Proclamation of
the twenty-second
twenty-second of
of May,
May, one
one thouAnte, p.
p. 757.
sand
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, for
reasons therein
it was
was declared
sand eight
and sixty-five,
for reasons
therein given,
given, it
declared
that certain
States which
which had
been previously
closed against
against
that
certain ports
ports of
of the
the United
United States
had been
previously closed
foreign commerce,
commerce, should,
should, with
with certain
certain specified
specified exceptions,
exceptions, be
foreign
be reopened
reopened to
to such
such
commerce on
the first
day of
of July
July next,
next, subject
commerce
on and
and after
after the
first day
subject to
to the
the laws
laws of
of the
the
United
in pursuance
such regulations
as might
by
United States,
States, and
and in
pursuance of
of such
regulations as
might be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
the Treasury;
Treasury;
And whereas
whereas IIam
am satisfactorily
satisfactorily informed
informed that
that dangerous
combinations against
against
And
dangerous combinations
the
the United
States no
longer exist
the State
State of
of Tennessee;
the laws
laws of
of the
United States
no longer
exist within
within the
Tennessee;
that
heretofore existing
has been
that the
the insurrection
insurrection heretofore
existing within
within said
said state
state has
been suppressed;
suppressed;
that
the boundaries
bouhdaries thereof
thereof the
the authority
the United
United States
States is
is undisauthority of
of the
undisthat within
within the
puted,
and that
such officers
officers of
the United
States as
been duly
United States
as have
have been
duly commiscommisputed, and
that such
of the
sioned
are in
the undisturbed
undisturbed exercise
their official
functions:
exercise of
of their
official functions:
in the
sioned are
Restrictions on
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
it known,
that I,
I, ANDREW
ANDREW JonNsox,
President of
of the
the Restrictions
on
JOHNSON, President
Now,
known, that
United States,
that all
all restrictions
restrictions upon
the
internal, domestic
domestic,' trade,
trade, east
east of
of the
upon internal,
United
States, do
do hereby
hereby declare
declare that
reMississippi ,
Mississippi, reof states
states moved,—con
and
intercourse and
trade, and
and upon
removal of products of
the removal
upon the
and trade,
and coastwise
coastwise intercourse
traheretofore declared
insurrection, reserving
reserving and
and excepting
excepting only
only those
heretofore
declared in
in insurrection,
those relating
relating band
baned-oi
of war exexlo
contraband of
of war,
as hereinafter
hereinafter recited,
and also
also those
those which
lo contraband
war, as
recited, and
which relate
relate to
to the
the cepted.
reservation of
of the
of the
the United
States to
to property
property purchased
the terterpurchased in
in the
the rights
rights of
United States
reservation
ritory of
an enemy,
enemy, heretofore
heretofore imposed
the territory
of the
United States
States
territory of
the United
imposed in
in the
ritory
of an
east of
annulled, and
that they
they be
be
direct that
and IIdo
do hereby
hereby direct
River, are
are annulled,
east
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
forthwith
removed; and
on and
after the
the first
day of
all restricrestricfirst day
of July
July next,
next, all
and that,
that, on
and after
forthwith removed;
tions
foreign commerce
commerce with
with said
with the
exception and
the exception
and reservareservasaid ports,
ports, with
tions upon
upon foreign
tion
aforesaid, be
be likewise
likewise removed;
that the
commerce of
of said
said states
states shall
shall
and that
the commerce
removed; and
tion aforesaid,
be
conducted under
under the
of the
the regularly
regularly appointed
appointed officers
officers of
of the
the custhe supervision
supervision of
be conducted
toms provided
provided by
by law;
law; and
and such
such officers
of the
the customs
customs shall
shall receive
receive any
any capcapofficers of
toms
tured and
and abandoned
be turned
under the
the ktw,
to them,
them, under
law,
may be
turned over
over to
property that
that may
tured
abandoned property
by the
the military
the United
United States,
and dispose
such proppropdispose of
of such
States, and
forces of
of the
military or
or naval
naval forces
by
erty as
shall be
Secretary of
the Treasury.
The following
artifollowing artiof the
Treasury. The
the Secretary
be directed
directed by
by the
erty
as shall
cles contraband
contraband of
of this
this Proclamation:
arms,
Proclamation: arms,
excepted from
from the
the effect
effect of
of war
war are
are excepted
cles
ammunition,
from which
is made,
made, and
gray uniforms
uniforms and
and
and gray
ammunition is
which ammunition
all articles
articles from
ammunition, all
cloth.
cloth.
And
proclaim and
the insurrection,
as it
And I
I hereby
hereby also
also proclaim
and declare
declare that
that the
insurrection, so
so far
far as
it The insurrecrelates
the State
Tennessee, and
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of the
the said
said State
State tion in
in Tennesand the
State of
of Tennessee,
and within
within the
relates to
to and
of Tennesgee
constituted under
under their
their recently
adopted concon- see
supsee declared
declared suprecently adopted
and constituted
as reorganized
reorganized and
of
Tennessee as
pressed.
stitution
reorganization, and
and accepted
accepted by
them, is
and therethere- pressed.
suppressed; and
by them,
is suppressed;
stitution and
and reorganization,
fore,
also, that
all the
and disqualifications
said state
to said
state
attaching to
disqualifications attaching
the disabilities
disabilities and
fore, also,
that all
and the
the inhabitants
inhabitants thereof
thereof consequent
proclamations issued
issued by
virtue
by virtue
upon any
any proclamations
consequent upon
and
of
the fifth
of the
the act
act entitled
provide for
col- 1861, ch. 3.
the col3.
of the
fifth section
section of
entitled ""An
An act
act further
further to
to provide
for the
p. 257.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
257.
thirteenth Vol.
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
lection of
of duties
approved the thirteenth
on imports
imports, and for other
lection
duties on
day of
of July,
July, one
hundred and
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, are
are removed.
removed.
thousand eight
eight hundred
day
one thousand
But nothing
herein contained
contained shall
or construed
construed as
in any
Penalties, &c.,
&c.,
But
nothing herein
shall be
be considered
considered or
as in
any wise
wise Penalties,
not
changing or
of the
the penalties
and forfeitures
treason heretofore
heretofore for treason not
penalties and
forfeitures for treason
or impairing
impairing any
any of
changing
incurred under
of the
the United
United States,
or any
any of
the provisions,
provisions, restricrestric- impaired.
impaired.
of the
States, or
laws of
under the
the laws
incurred
tions, or
or disabilities
disabilities set
set forth
my Proclamation
bearing date
tions,
forth in
in my
Proclamation bearing
date the
the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth Former proclato
slay of
of May,
May, one
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
or as
as impairing
existing mations,
mations, &c.,
&c., to
impairing existing
sixty-five, or
.ay
one thousand
force.
regulations
for the
suspension of
of the
the exercise
exercise of
military be
in force.
of military
be in
corpus, and
and the
the habeas
habeas corpus,
the suspension
regulations for
law
in cases
cases where
it shall
shall be
for the
safety and
welpublic safety
and welnecessary for
the general
general public
where it
be necessary
law in
fare
during the
the existing
this Proclamation
affect, or
or in
fare during
existing insurrection;
insurrection; nor
nor shall
shall this
Proclamation affect,
in Ante, p. 758.
any way
way impair,
passed by
by congress,
and duly
duly approved
approved by
by
congress, and
laws heretofore
heretofore passed
any
impair, any
any laws
the President,
or any
or orders
orders issued
by him
the aforeaforehim during
during the
issued by
any proclamations
proclamations or
the
President, or
said insurrection,
insurrection, abolishing
slavery, or
way affecting
relations of
of
affecting the
the relations
or in
in any
any way
abolishing slavery,
said
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such
slavery, whether
whether of
contrary, all such
property; but, on the contrary,
or [of] property;
of persons or
slavery,

laws and
and proclamations
heretofore made
made or
or issued
issued are
expressly saved
saved and
and
are expressly
proclamations heretofore
laws
declared to
to be
full force
force and
and virtue.
virtue.
be in full
declared
In testimony
testimony whereof,
hereunto set
set my
my hand,
and caused
caused the seal of
hand, and
have hereunto
whereof, IIhave
In
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the
Done at
at the
the city
of Washington,
thirteenth day
day of June, in the
this thirteenth
Washington, this
city of
Done
[L. 6.]
year of
of our
Lord one
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and of
of
hundred and
thousand eight
one thousand
our Lord
.] year
[L.
the Independence
States of
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
of America
America the
United States
the United
of the
Independence of
the
ANDREW JOItNSON.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.

President:
By the President:

W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
SEWARD,
WILLIAM

No. 41.
June
17, 1865.
June 17,1865.

AMERICA:
BY THE
THE. PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
OF THE
BY

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Provisional
Provisional
governor
apgovernor appointed for
Georgia.
Georgia

His duty
and
duty and
His
authority.
authority.

Qualifications
Qualifications
of electors, and
for membership
of convention.

Convention,
Convention,
&c.,
prescribe
&c., to prescribe

qualification.
qualification.

the fourth section of the fourth article of the Constitution
WHEREAS
W HEREAS the
Constitution of the
United States
States declares
declares that
that the
state in
to every
every state
guarantee to
shall guarantee
States shall
United States
the United
United
the Union
republican form
form of
government, and shall protect
protect each of them
of government,
Union aa republican
the
against invasion
invasion and
and domestic
domestic violence;
violence; and
and whereas
whereas the President
President of the
against
the army
United States
by the
army
commander-in-chief of the
made commander-in-chief
constitution, made
the constitution,
is, by
States is,
United
executive officer
and navy,
officer of the United
United States, and is
civil executive
chief civil
as chief
well as
as well
navy, as
and
the office
office of President
bound
solemn oath
oath faithfully
President of the United
United
execute the
to execute
faithfully to
by solemn
hound by
States,
take care
that the
the laws
laws be
whereas the
be faithfully executed; and whereas
care that
to take
and to
States, and
rebellion,
which has
has been
portion of the people of the United
United
waged by aa portion
been waged
rebellion, which
government thereof,
States
the properly
authorities of the government
constituted authorities
properly constituted
against the
States against
organized and
revolting form, but whose
in the
whose organized
and armed forces
most violent and revolting
in
the most
have now
been almost
almost entirely
entirely overcome,
overcome, has,
has, in
revolutionary progress,
progress,
its revolutionary
in its
now been
have
civil government; and
all civil
deprived
the people
people of
the State
of Georgia
Georgia of
and
of all
State of
of the
deprived the
carry out and enforce
whereas it
becomes necessary
necessary and
and proper
proper to carry
enforce the obligait becomes
whereas
tions of
States to
to the
the people
people of
in securing
securing them in the
Georgia, in
of Georgia,
the United
United States
of the
tions
enjoyment of
of a
republican form of government:
government:
a republican
enjoyment
upon
and solemn duties imposed upon
Now, therefore,
therefore, in
obedience to
to the
the high
high and
in obedience
Now,
States, and for the purpose of enabling
me
the Congtitution
United States,
enabling
the United
of the
Constitution of
by the
me by
the
people of
of said
state government,
justice
whereby justice
government, whereby
organize aa state
to organize
state to
said state
loyal people
the loyal
may
tranquillity insured,
insured, and loyal citizens protected
protected
domestic tranquillity
be established,
established, domestic
may be
property, I, ANDREW
in
of life,
liberty, and
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, Presiand property,
life, liberty,
rights of
their rights
all their
in all
United States,
dent of
of the
States, and commander-in-chief
commander-in-chief of the army and navy of
of
the United
dent
provisional
the United
Johnson, of Georgia,
Georgia, provisional
appoint James Johnson,
hereby appoint
do hereby
States, do
United States,
the
whose duty it shall be,
governor
of the
of Georgia,
Georgia, whose
be, at the earliest practiState of
the State
governor of
cable period, to prescribe
prescribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary
necessary and
proper
convening a
convention, composed
composed of
delegates to be chosen by that
of delegates
a convention,
for convening
proper for
portion
the people
people of
of said
who are
are loyal
loyal to
States, and
and no
the United
United States,
to the
state who
said state
of the
portion of
and
others, for
purpose of
of altering
altering or amending
amending the constitution
constitution thereof; and
the purpose
for the
others,
with
exercise, within the limits of said state, all the powers necesauthority to exercise,
with authority
Georgia to restore
sary and
and proper
proper to
enable such
loyal people
people of the State of Georgia
such loyal
to enable
sary
said state
state to
to its
constitutional relations
relations to the federal government,
government, and to preits constitutional
said
sent such aarepublican
republican form of state government as will entitle the state
state to the
the
sent
to protection by
guarantee of
of the
the United
United States
States therefor,
its people
people to
by the
and its
therefor, and
guarantee
United
invasion, insurrection,
insurrection, and domestic violence;
violence; Provided
Provided
States against invasion,
United States
that, in
in any
any election
election that
hereafter held
held for
for choosing
to any
any
delegates to
choosing delegates
be hereafter
may be
that may
that,
state convention
aforesaid, no
person shall
as an
elector, or
shall
or shall
an elector,
qualified as
be qualified
shall be
no person
as aforesaid,
convention as
state
be eligible
eligible as
as a
member of
convention, unless he shall have previously
previously
of such convention,
a member
be
taken and
and subscribed
oath of
of amnesty,
amnesty, as set forth in the President's Proclathe oath
subscribed the
taken
mation of
May 29,
29, A.
A. D.
1865, and
voter qualified
qualified as
as prescribed
prescribed by the
is a
a voter
and is
D. 1865,
of May
mation
constitution
and laws
of the
State of
of Georgia
Georgia in
in force
force immediately
before the
immediately before
the State
laws of
constitution and
nineteenth
(19th) of
January, A.
D. 1861,
the date
of the
ordinance
so-called ordinance
the so-called
date of
1861, the
A. D.
of January,
nineteenth (19th)
that
of
secession; and
and the said convention,
convention, when convened, or the legislature
legislature that
of secession;
may be thereafter assembled:
qualification of
electors, and
aod
of electors,
the qualification
prescribe the
will prescribe
be thereafter assembled; will
may
the
persons to
to hold
constitution and laws of the
the constitution
office under the
hold office
of persons
eligibility of
the eligibility
state,—
the people
the several
several states
composing the Federal Union
states composing
of the
people of
power the
- aapower
state,
have rightfully
exercised from
the origin
origin of
the government
the present
present time.
time.
to the
government to
of the
from the
rightfully exercised
have
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And
direct —
And IIdo
do hereby
hereby direct
First.
the departdepartAll the
First. That the military commander
commander of the department, and all officers and All
ments of
of the
persons in the military and naval service,
provisional ments
the
service, aid and assist the said provisional
United States
governor in
in carrying
into effect
effect this
this Proclamation,
and they
they are
enjoined to
governor
carrying into
Proclamation, and
are enjoined
to United
Statesto
government
abstain from,
in any
way, hindering,
impeding, or
loyal people
people aid
from, in
any way,
hindering, impeding,
or discouraging
discouraging the
the loyal
aid the
the proviprovifrom the organization
of aastate government
from
organization of
government as
authorized.
as herein
herein authorized.
sional governor.
governor.
Second. That
That the
the Secretary
proceed to
to put
put in
force all
laws of
the
Secretary of
of State
State proceed
in force
all laws
of the
belongs to the
United States, the administration
administration whereof
whereof belongs
the State Department,
Department,
applicable to
to the
geographical limits
applicable
the geographical
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Third. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury proceed to nominate
nominate for appointappointment assessors
assessors of
of taxes, and collectors
collectors of
ment
customs and
and
of customs
and internal
internal revenue,
revenue, and
such other
other officers
officers of
the Treasury
Treasury Department
are authorized
authorized by
law, and
and
of the
Department as
as are
by law,
put in execution
the revenue
laws of the United
United States within
within the
execution the
revenue laws
the geographical
geographical
limits aforesaid. In making appointments,
preference shall
shall be
be given
given to qualiqualiappointments, the preference
fied
within the
duties are
fied loyal
loyal persons
persons residing
residing within
the districts
districts where
where their
their respective
respective duties
are
to be
be performed.
But if
of the
the districts
districts shall
shall not
not be
be found,
to
performed. But
if suitable
suitable residents
residents of
found,
then
or districts
districts shall
shall be
be appointed.
appointed.
then persons
persons residing
residing in
in other
other states
states or
Fourth. That
proceed to
to establish
establish post-offices
and
Fourth.
That the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General proceed
post-offices and
post-routes, and put into execution
execution the postal laws of the United States within
post-routes,
within
the said
said state, giving
giving to
the
to loyal
residents the
but
loyal residents
the preference
preference of
of appointment;
appointment; but
if suitable
suitable residents
residents are
are not found,
found, then to appoint
agents, &c., from other
if
appoint agents,
other
states.
states.
Fifth. That
That the
the district
district judge
judge for
the judicial
judicial district
district in
is
Fifth.
for the
in which
which Georgia
Georgia is
with the
the proincluded
proceed to
courts within
in accordance
included proceed
to hold
hold courts
within said
said state,
state, in
accordance with
visions of
the act
act of
of congress.
Attorney-General will
instrua the
the proper
visions
of the
congress. The
The Attorney-General
will instrudt
proper
officers to
libel, and
and bring
sale, property
property subject
subject
and sale,
officers
to libel,
bring to
to judgment,
judgment, confiscation,
confiscation, and
state in
to confiscation,
confiscation, and enforce
in
enforce the
the administration
administration of
of justice
justice within said state
to
the federal
federal courts.
all matters
matters within
the cognizance
and jurisdiction
of the
all
within the
cognizance and
jurisdiction of
of all public
public proppropSixth.
That the
the Navy
Navy take
possession of
Sixth. That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
take possession
erty belonging
belonging to
to the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department within
and
within said
said geographical
geographical limits,
limits, and
erty
applicaput in
in operation
operation all
all acts
acts of
to naval
naval affairs
affairs having
having applicaput
of congress
congress in
in relation
relation to
tion
to the
the said
state.
tion to
said state.
Seventh. That
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior put
the laws
to
relating to
in force
force the
laws relating
of the
put in
That the
Secretary of
Seventh.
aforesaid.
to the
the geographical
geographical limits aforesaid.
the
applicable to
the Interior
Interior Department
Department applicable
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand,
the seal
seal
caused the
hand, and
and caused
In testimony
I have
of
the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
of the
United States
affixed.
Washington, this seventeenth
Done at the city of Washington,
Done
seventeenth day of June, in the year
year
[L.
a.]
of our
our Lord
Lord one
hundred and
the
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and of the
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
[L. S.]
of
Independence of
the United
United States
States the
eighty-ninth.
the eighty-ninth.
of the
Independence
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
President:
By the
the President:
State.
SEWARD,
W
ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
WILLIAM

No. 42.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

June
17, 1865.
June 17,1865.

PROCLAMATION.
A
A PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS the
section of
of the
the fourth
fourth article
article of
of the
the Constitution
of the
the
WHEREAS
the fourth
fourth section
Constitution of
United States
States declares
declares that
that the
the United
United States
States shall
shall guarantee
to every
in the
the
every state
state in
guarantee to
United
Union aarepublican
form of
of government,
and shall
against
each of
of them
them against
shall protect
protect each
government, and
Union
republican form
whereas the
the President of the United States
invasion and
and domestic
violence; and
and whereas
domestic violence;
invasion
is, by
made commander-in-chief
commander-in-chief of
the army
and navy,
navy, as
as
army and
of the
the constitution,
constitution, made
is,
by the
well as chief
chief civil executive
executive officer of the United States, and is bound by solemn
solemn
oath faithfully
execute the
the office
office of
of President
of the
United States,
States, and
to
and to
the United
President' of
faithfully to
to execute
oath
take
care that
laws be faithfully
faithfully executed;
executed; and whereas
whereas the rebellion,
rebellion, which
which
that the
the laws
take care
a portion of the people of the United States against the
has been waged
waged by a
authorities of the government thereof,
constituted authorities
properly constituted
properly
thereof, in the most violent
violent
armed forces have now
and revolting
organized and armed
now been alwhose organized
revolting form,
form, but whose
and
the people
most entirely
entirely overcome,
has, in
in its
its revolutionary
progress, deprived
deprived the
people
revolutionary progress,
overcome, has,
most
all civil
civil government;
•of
Texas of all
government; and whereas it becomes
becomes necesState of
of Texas
of the
the State
sary
and enforce
the obligations
of the
States
the United
United States
obligations of
out and
enforce the
proper to
to carry
carry out
sary and
and proper

Preamble.
Preamble.
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to the
of the
the State
of Texas,
Texas, in
in securing
securing them
in the
of aareenjoyment of
the enjoyment
them in
State of
the people
people of
to
publican form of government:
government:
publican
Now,
therefore, in
in obedience
obedience to
to the
duties imposed
me
upon me
imposed upon
and solemn
solemn duties
high and
the high
Provisional
Now, therefore,
Provisional
by the
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
for the
the purpose
enabling the
the
of enabling
and for
purpose of
apby
the Constitution
Constitution of
governor appointed for
for
organize a
a state government, whereby justice
justice may
said state to organize
loyal people of said
pointed
Texas.
be established,
domestic tranquillity
protected in all
insured, and loyal citizens protected
tranquillity insured,
established, domestic
be
their rights
of life,
property, I
JOHNSON, President of
ANDREW JOHNSON,
I,,ANDREW
and property,
liberty, and
life, liberty,
rights of
their
the United
United States,
commander-in-chief of
the army
army and
navy of
of the
the United
and navy
of the
and commander-in-chief
States, and
the
governor
States, do
do hereby
hereby appoint
appoint Andrew
Hamilton, of Texas, provisional governor
J. Hamilton,
Andrew J.
States,
of Texas,
Texas, whose
duty it
shall be,
at the
practicable
the earliest
earliest practicable
be, at
it shall
whose duty
His duty and of
the State
State of
of the
period, to
to prescribe
prescribe such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
necessary and
and
authority.
regulations as may be necessary
period,
authority.
proper
convention, composed
chosen by that
that
composed of delegates to be chosen
convening aaconvention,
for convening
proper for
portion
of the
people of
of said
said state
state who
are loyal
loyal to
to the
United States,
no
States, and no
the United
who are
the people
portion of
others,
for the
of altering
amending the
the constitution
thereof; and
and
constitution thereof;
or amending
altering or
purpose of
the purppse
others, for
with
exercise, within
limits of
of said state,
state, all the powers necesthe limits
within the
to exercise,
authority to
with authority
sary and
proper to
to enable
enable such
such loyal
loyal people
people of
the State
restore
of Texas
Texas to restore
State of
of the
and proper
sary
said
state to
to its
its constitutional
constitutional relations
federal government, and to prerelations to the federal
said state
sent
such aarepublican
republican form
of state
state government
government as
will entitle
entitle the
the state to
to the
as will
form of
sent such
guarantee
of the
United States
States therefor,
therefor, and
and its
by the
the
protection by
to protection
people to
its people
the United
guarantee of
United
States
against
invasion, insurrection,
and domestic
violence;
Provided
Provided
violence;
domestic
and
insurrection,
invasion,
against
States
Qualification
United
Qualification
in any
that may
may be
be hereafter
held for
choosing delegates
any
delegates to any
for choosing
hereafter held
election that
of
any election
that, in
of electors, and that,
state convention
aforesaid, no person
be qualified
qualified as an elector, or shall
for membership
membership state
person shall be
convention as aforesaid,
of
eligible as
member of
previously
shall have previously
unless he shall
of such
such convention, unless
a member
as a
be eligible
conven- be
the convenofonthe
tion.
ti .
taken and subscribed the oath of amnesty, as set forth in the President's Proctaken
lamation of
May 29,
29, A.
prescribed by the
is aavoter qualified as prescribed
D. 1865, and is
A. D.
of May
lamation
constitution
the State
State of
immediately before the first
in force immediately
Texas in
of Texas
of the
laws of
and laws
constitution and
[1st]
D. 1861,
1861, the
the date
of the
the so-called
secesof secesordinance of
so-called ordinance
date of
A. D.
February, A.
day of
of February,
[lst] day
sion;
said convention,
convention, when
convened, or
or the
the legislature
may be
be
that may
legislature that
when convened,
Convention
the said
and the
sion; and
Convention,
qualification of electors, and the eligi&c., to
thereafter assembled, will prescribe the qualification
to prescribe thereafter
&c.,
qualification.
state,--—
bility
constitution and laws of the state,
to hold office under the constitution
of persons to
bility of
qualification.
a
power the
of the
the several
composing the
have
Federal Union have
the Federal
states composing
several states
people of
the people
a power
rightfully
origin of
the government
government to
present time.
to the
the present
of the
the origin
from the
exercised from
rightfully exercised
And I
direct, -—
hereby direct,
I do
do hereby
And

All the departments
ments of
of the
United
States
United States
government to
aid
theren
aid the provi-to
sional
governor.
sional governor.

First. That
the military
military commander
commander of
and all
all officers
and
officers and
department, and
of the
the department,
That the
First.
persons
in the
provisional govand naval service, aid and assist the said provisional
the military
military and
persons in
ernor
in carrying
carrying into
effect this
this Proclamation,
Proclamation, and
and they
enjoined to abstain
they are enjoine≤l
into effect
ernor in

from,
in any
the loyal
loyal people
from
people from
discouraging the
or discouraging
impeding, or
indering, impeding,
way, hindering,
any way,
from, in
the
government as
authorized.
herein authorized.
as herein
state government
of aastate
organization of
the organization
to put in force all laws of the
Second.
Secretary of
of State
proceed to
State proceed
the Secretary
That the
Second. That
United
States, the
the administration
belongs to
State Department,
Department,
the State
to the
whereof belongs
administration whereof
United States,
applicable to
the geographical
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
geographical limits
to the
applicable
Third.
the Secretary
Treasury proceed
proceed to
nominate for
for appointappointto nominate
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
That the
Third. That
ment assessors
taxes, and
and collectors
and internal
internal revenue,
revenue, and
and
customs and
of customs
collectors of
of taxes,
assessors of
ment
such other
of the
Treasury Department
Department as
are authorized
authorized by
by law,
and
law, and
as are
the Treasury
officers of
other officers
such
put
the revenue
laws of
the United
geographical
within the geogaphical
States within
United States
of the
revenue laws
execution the
in execution
put in
limits
aforesaid.
In
making appointments,
appointments, the
the preference
given to
to
be given
shall be
preference shall
In making
imits aforesaid.
qualified loyal
loyal persons
the districts
districts where
respective duties
duties
their respective
where their
within the
residing within
persons residing
qualified
are to
to be
But if
suitable residents
residents of
of the
be found,
found,
not be
shall not
the districts
districts shall
if suitable
be performed.
performed. But
are
then persons
residing in
states or'districts
or'districts shall
shall be
be appointed.
appointed.
other states
in other
then
persons residing
post-offices and
Fourth.
Postmaster-General proceed
and
to establish
establish post-offices
proceed to
the Postmaster-General
That the
Fourth. That
post-routes, and
and put
the postal
postal laws
laws of
States within
within
the United
United States
of the
execution the
into execution
put into
post-routes,
the said
said state,
of appointment;
if
but if
appointment; but
the preference
preference of
residents the
loyal residents
to loyal
giving to
state, giving
the
suitable .residents are
are not
not found,
then to
to appoint
appoint agents,
agents, &c.,
&c., from
other states.
states.
from other
found, then
suitable.residents
Fifth. That
judge for
the judicial
in which Texas is indistrict in
judicial district
for the
district judge
the district
That the
Fifth.
cluded
to hold
courts within
accordance with
with the
prothe proin accordance
state, in
said state,
within said
hold courts
proceed to
cluded proceed
visions of
act of
congress. The
instruct the
the proper
proper
will instruct
Attorney-General will
The Attorney-General
of congress.
the act
of the
visions
officers
libel, and
and bring
bring to
to judgment,
judgment, confiscation,
and sale,
sale, property
property subject
subject
confiscation, and
to libel,
officers to
to confiscation,
confiscation, and
and enforce
enforce the
justice within
state in
in all
all
said state
within said
of justice
administration of
the administration
to
matters
the federal
courts.
federal courts.
of the
jurisdiction of
and jurisdiction
cognizance and
the cognizance
within the
matters within
Sixth.
Secretary of
of the
take possession
of all
all public property
possession of
Navy take
the Navy
the Secretary
That the
Sixth. That
belonging
to the
Navy Department
Department within
within said
geographical limits,
limits, and put in
said geographical
the Navy
belonging to
operation all
acts of
of congress
in relation
naval affairs
application to
to
having application
affairs having
to naval
relation to
congress in
all acts
operation
the said
state.
said state.
the
laws relating to
• Seventh.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
put in
in force
the laws
force the
Interior put
Seventh. That
the Interior
Interior Department
to the
aforesaid.
geographical limits aforesaid.
the geographical
applicable to
Department applicable
the
of
the seal of
In
have hereunto
set my
my hand,
hand, and
caused the
and caused
hereunto set
whereof, IIhave
testimony whereof,
In testimony
to be affixed.
the United
affixed.
United States to
the
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Done at the city of Washington this seventeenth
seventeenth day of June, in the
the year
year
of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five, and of the Independence
dependence of the United States the eighty-ninth.
ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
H. SEWARD,

[L. S.]
s.]

No. 43.

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
BY THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:

June 21, 1865.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
W HEREAS the fourth section of the fourth article of the Constitution
Constitution of the
United States declares
declares that the United States shall guarantee
guarantee to every state in the
a republican form of government, and shall protect each of them against
Union a
against
of the
the United
United States
States
invasion and domestic violence;
violence; and whereas the President of
is,
is, by the constitution,
constitution, made commander-in-chief
commander-in-chief of the army and navy as well
as chief civil executive officer of the United States, and is bound by
solemn
by solemn
oath faithfully to execute the office of President
President of the United States, and to
to
take care that the laws be faithfully executed; and whereas the rebellion, which
which
has been waged
waged by a
a portion of the people of the United States against the
constituted authorities of the government thereof,
properly constituted
thereof, in the most violent
violent
and revolting
revolting form, but whose organized
organized and armed forces have now been alalmost entirely overcome,
overcome, has, in its revolutionary
progress, deprived
deprived the
revolutionary progress,
the people
people
of the State of Alabama of all civil government;
whereas it becomes
government; and whereas
becomes necessary and proper to carry out and enforce the obligations
obligations of the United States
States
securing them in the enjoyment
enjoyment of a
a republican
to the people of Alabama,
Alabama, in securing
republican
form of government:
government:
therefore, in obedience
obedience to the high and solemn duties
Now, therefore,
duties imposed upon me
by the Constitution
Constitution of the United States, and for the purpose of enabling the
loyal people
people of said state to organize
state government,
organize aa state
government, whereby justice may
be established,
established, domestic tranquillity insured, and loyal citizens protected in all
their rights
rights of life,
life, liberty, and property, I,
their
I,ANDREW
OHNSON, President
President of
of
ANDREW J
JOHNSON,
United
the United States, and commander-in-chief
commander-in-chief of the army and navy of the United
States, do hereby
hereby appoint Lewis
Lewis E. Parsons, of Alabama, provisional governor
gov&nor
earliest practicable
period,
of the State of Alabama, whose duty it shall be, at the earliest
practicable period,
to prescribe
prescribe such rules and regulations
regulations as may be necessary
necessary and proper for convening a
aconvention,
composed of
of delegates
delegates to
by that
portion of
the
vening
convention, composed
to be
be chosen
chosen by
that portion
of the
people of
said state
state who
the United
and no
people
of said
who are
are loyal
loyal to
to the
United States,
States, and
no others,
others, for
for the
the
to
purpose of altering
altering or amending
amending; the constitution thereof; and with authority
authority to
exercise, within
limits of said
said state,
state, all the powers
exercise,
within the limits
necessary and
powers necessary
and proper
proper to
to
enable such loyal people
of Alabama
to restore said
enable
people of the State of
Alabama to
said state to its
its
constitutional relations
repubconstitutional
relations to the federal government,
government, and to present
present such aarepublican form
lican
form of
state to
of the
of state government
government as will
will entitle the state
to the guarantee
guarantee of
the
United States therefor, and its people
people to protection by the United States against
against
invasion,
Provided that,
that, in any election
election that
invasion, insurrection,
insurrection, and domestic violence;
violence; Provided
may be hereafter
hereafter held for choosing delegates
delegates to
to any
any state
state convention
convention as.aforeas aforesaid,
elector, or shall be eligible as a
a member
said, no person shall be qualified
qualified as an elector,
member
of such convention, unless he
he shall
shall have
have previously
previously taken
taken and
and subscribed
subscribed the
the
D.
oath of amnesty, as set forth in the President's Proclamation
Proclamation of May
May 29, A. D.
1865,
by the
the constitution
constitution and laws of the
1865, and is a
avoter qualified as prescribed
prescribed by
the
State of Alabama
Alabama in
in force
force immediately
eleventh day
day of
of January,
January, A.
immediately before
before the
the eleventh
A. D.
D.
1861,
1861, the
the date
date of
ordinance of
secession; and
and the
the said
of the
the so-called
so-called ordinance
of secession;
said convention,
convention,
when
when convened,
convened, or
legislature that
that may
may be
preor the legislature
be thereafter
thereafter assembled,
assembled, will
will prescribe the
the qualification
qualification of
of electors,
of persons
persons to
to hold
hold office
office
scribe
electors, and
and the
the eligibility
eligibility of
under the
the constitution
constitution and
of the
people of
the several
several
and laws
laws of
the state,
state, - a
a power
power the
the people
of the
states composing the Federal Union have rightfully
rightfully exercised
exercised from the origin
origin of
of
the government
the present
the
government to
to the
present time.
time.
And I
I do hereby
hereby direct, -—
First.
and all
all officers
and
First. That the military commander
commander of the department, and
officers and
persons in the military and naval
aid and
and assist
assist the said provisional
provisional
persons
naval service, aid
governor in carrying
this Proclamation,
governor
carrying into effect
effect this
and they
they are
are enjoined
enjoined to
abProclamation, and
to abstain from,
any way,
discouraging the
the loyal
loyal people
people
stain
from, in
in any
way, hindering,
hindering, impeding,
impeding, or
or discouraging
authorized.
from the organization
organization of aastate government as herein authorized.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Provisional
governor apgovernor
pointed
Alapointed for
for Ala
bama.
anma.

His duty and
authority.
authority.

Qualification
Qualification
of electors,
electors, and
of
and
for
for
meembersip
t
n
i
i
lebelip
econvention.

Convention,
&c.,
&c., to prescribe
qualification.
qualification.

All the departments
of the
ments of
the
United States
United
Statesto
government
aid the proviproviaid
sional governor.
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Second. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
to put
put in
all laws
laws of
of the
the
in force
force all
proceed to
State proceed
Second.
United
the administration
administration whereof
belongs to
to the
Department,
State Department,
the State
whereof belongs
States, the
United States,
applicable
to the
the geographical
aforesaid.
limits aforesaid.
geographical limits
applicable to
appointThird. That
That the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury proceed
for appointnominate for
to nominate
proceed to
the Treasury
Secretary of
Third.
ment assessors
taxes, and
collectors of
customs and
internal revenue,
revenue, and
and
and internal
of customs
and collectors
of taxes,
assessors of
ment
and
such
other officers
officers of
of the
Treasury Department
as are
authorized by law, and
are authorized
Department as
the Treasury
such other
put
in execution
execution the
the revenue
laws of
the United
States within
within the
geographical
the geographical
United States
of the
revenue laws
put in
limits
aforesaid. In
making appointments,
preference shall
shall be given
given to qualthe preference
appointments, the
In making
limits aforesaid.
respective duties are
ified
their respective
where their
districts where
the districts
within the
residing within
persons residing
loyal persons
ified loyal
to
be performed.
performed. But
residents of
of the
districts shall not be found,
the districts
suitable residents
if suitable
But if
to be
shall be appointed.
then
residing in
states or
or districts
districts shall
in other
other states
persons residing
then persons
and
Fourth.
That the
the Postmaster-General
to establish
establish post-offices
post-offices and
proceed to
Postmaster-General proceed
Fourth. That
within
post-routes,
and put
put into
execution the
United States within
laws of the United
postal laws
the postal
into execution
post-routes, and
the
state, giving
giving to
to loyal
preference of appointment; but if
the preference
residents the
loyal residents
said state,
the said
other states.
suitable
residents are'not
are ,not found,
then to
appoint agents,
agents, &c.,
from other
&c., from
to appoint
found, then
suitable residents
district in which Alabama is
Fifth. That
That the
the district
for the
the judicial
judicial district
judge for
district judge
Fifth.
included
to hold
courts within
within said
said state,
state, in
in accordance
accordance with the prohold courts
proceed to
included proceed
visions
the act
act of
Attorney-General will
will instruct
proper
instruct the proper
The Attorney-General
of Congress.
Congress. The
of the
visions of
officers
to libel,
and bring
bring to
to judgment,
confiscation, and sale,
sale, property subject
subject
judgment, confiscation,
libel, and
officers to
to
confiscation, and
and enforce
the administration
administration of
said state in all
within said
justice within
of justice
enforce the
to confiscation,
courts.
matters
the cognizance
the federal
federal courts.
of the
jurisdiction of
and jurisdiction
cognizance and
within the
matters within
Sixth.
Secretary of
of the
public property
property
all public
of all
possession of
take possession
Navy take
the Navy
the Secretary
That the
Sixth. That
belonging
to the
Navy Department
limits, and
and put
put in
in
geographical limits,
said geographical
within said
Department within
the Navy
bclonging to
application to
having application
operation
all acts
Congress in relation
relation to naval affairs having
of Congress
acts of
operation all
the
said state.
state.
the said
Seventh.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior put in force the laws relating
relating to
Seventh. That
the
Interior Department
Department applicable
geographical limits aforesaid.
applicable to the geographical
the Interior
caused the seal of
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand,
hand, and
of
and caused
set my
I have
In
the
to be
be affixed.
States to
the United
United States
Done at
the city
city of
Washington, this
twenty-first day of June, in the
this twenty-first
of Washington,
at the
Done
of
of our
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five,
[L.
S.]
year
sixty-five, and of
year of
[L. S.]
United States the eighty-ninth.
the
eighty-ninth.
Independence of the United
the Independence
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the
President:
By
the President:
State.
W ILLIAM H.
H. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
WILLIAM

No. 44.
No.
44.
June
23, 1885.
June23,1865.

BY THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
of the President
W HEREAS, by
by the
the proclamations
proclamations of
President of the nineteenth
nineteenth and
and
WHEREAS,
Preamble.
Preamble.
certain
Vol.
twenty-seventh of April, eighteen hundred
pp. 1258,
1258, twenty-seventh
Vol. xii.
xii. pp.
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, aablockade
blockade of certain
1259.
1259.
ports of the United States was set on foot; but, whereas, the reasons for that
that
to exist:
measure
have ceased
exist:
ceased to
measure have
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
it known,
known, that
that I,
I, ANDREW
ANDREW J
OHNSON, President
President of the
JOHNSON,
be it
Now,
reBlockade reBlockade
scinded.
United States, do hereby declare
scinded.
declare and proclaim
proclaim the blockade aforesaid
aforesaid to be
other
Galveston and other
rescinded
all the
the ports
ports aforesaid,
including that of Galveston
aforesaid, including
as to
to all
rescinded as
the Mississippi
ports
west of
of the
Mississippi River,
Rixitr, which ports will be open to foreign comports west
and conditions
merce
on the
the first
first of
of July
the terms and
conditions set forth in my
next, on
on the
July next,
merce on
Ante,
757. Proclamation
twenty-second of May last.
Proclamation of the twenty-second
p. 757.
Ante, p.
It is
be understood,
blockade thus rescinded was
was an
an
however, that the blockade
understood, however,
to be
is to
Purposes
Purposes of the It
blockade.
sovereign rights of the
international measure
blockade.
international
measure for the purpose of protecting
protecting the sovereign
authority in the region
civil authority
United States.
States. The
region
subversion of civil
or less
less subversion
greater or
The greater
United
impracticability of at once restoring that in due
to
applied, and the
the impracticability
it applied,
which it
to which
of
efficiency,
season, make it advisable to employ the army and navy of
efficiency, may, for aaseason,
employthe United States towards carrying
carrying the laws into effect, wherever such employment may be necessary.
whereof, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand,
hand, and caused the seal of
In testimony whereof,
the United States to be affixed.
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June, in the
twenty-third day of June,
Done at the city of Washington, this twenty-third
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and of the
independence
United States of America
America the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
Independence of the United
ANDREW- JOHNSON.
By
President:
By the
the President:

[L.
s.]
[L. S.]

W
Acting Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
W..HUNTER,
HUNTER, Acting

No. 45.
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:
STATES:

June 24, 1865.
1865.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS it
general government of the United
been the desire of the general
it has been
WHEREAS
States
unrestricted commercial
commercial intercourse
intercourse between and in the several
restore unrestricted
States to restore
states,
as soon
soon as the same could be safely done in view of resistance to the
states, as
authority
insurgents;
the United States by combinations of armed insurgents;
of the
authority of
And
proclamations of the twentythat desire has been shown in my proclamations
And whereas
whereas that
ninth
of April,l
hundred and sixty-five, the thirteenth of
thousand eight hundred
one thousand
April,1 one
ninth of
June, one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and the twenty-third of June,
June,
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one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five;

oneAnd
thousand
whereas
eight
i
hundred
seems
expedient
sixty-five;
and proper
to remove
remove restrictions
upon
restrictions upon
proper to
and
expedient
seemsand
ittnow
now
whereas
And
between and
internal, domestic,
trade and
intercourse between
and
commercial intercourse
and commercial
coastwise trade
and coastwise
domestic, and
internal,
River:
territories west of the Mississippi River:
within
and territories
states and
the states
within the
on
Restrictions on
Now,
I, ANDREW
OHNSON, President of the Restrictions
JOHNSON,
ANDREW J
that I,
known, that
be it
it known,
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
United States,
do hereby
trade west
west of
the
of the
domestic, trade
upon internal,
internal, domestic,
restrictions upon
that all
all restrictions
hereby declare
declare that
States, do
United
and
insurrection,
coastwise intercourse
intercourse and trade, and upon the purchase
purchase and removal of MlGsssip
Missoi
v
sseiri River
remove
reve
products of
of states
and parts
of states
territories heretofore
declared in em
heretofore declared
and territories
states and
parts of
states and
products
insurrection 'lying
lying west
of the Mississippi
(excepting only those relating
relating
Mississippi River (excepting
west of
insurrection,
surrendered
captured by or surrendered
agents, or captured
to property
property heretofore
by the agents,
purchased by
heretofore purchased
to
to
forces of
the United
States, and
to the
transportation thereto
therein,
or therein,
thereto or
the transportation
and to
United States,
of the
to the
the forces
on
account, of
of arms,
ammunition is
which ammunition
from which
articles from
all articles
ammunition, all
arms, ammunition,
on private
private account,
hereby direct
made,
uniforms and
and gray
gray cloth),
cloth), are
and II do hereby
annulled; and
are annulled;
gray uniforms
made, gray
that
they be
and also
also that
that the
the commerce
commerce of such states,
removed; and
forthwith removed;
be forthwith
that they
regularly
and parts
parts of
states shall
supervision of the regularly
the supervision
under the
be conducted
conducted under
shall be
of states
and
appointed officers
of the
[who] shall
receive any captured and abanshall receive
customs, [who]
the customs,
officers of
appointed
law, by the milidoned property
property that
be turned
to them,
them, under
under the law,
over to
turned over
that may
may be
doned
tary or
or naval
United States,
of the
same in accordance
accordance
the same
dispose of
and dispose
States, and
of the
the United
forces of
naval forces
tary
subject, issued by the Secretary
with
on the subject,
Secretary of the Treasury.
Treasury.
instructions on
with instructions
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, II have
set my hand,
hand, and caused
caused the seal of
hereunto set
have hereunto
In testimony
the
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
the United
United States
Done at
at the
the city
Washington, this
twenty-fourth day
of June,
June, in the
day of
this twenty-fourth
of Washington,
city of
Done
[L. 8.]
'year of
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and of
Lord one
our Lord
of our
.] 'year
[L.
the Independence
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
America the
Independence of
the
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the
President:
By
the President:
W
HUNTER, Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
W..HUNTER,

No. 46.
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA:
OF AMERICA:
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

June 30, 1865.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS the
the fourth
section of
the fourth
fourth article
of the
Constitution of
of the
the
the Constitution
article of
of the
fourth section
WHEREAS
to every state in
United States
that the
States shall
shall guarantee
guarantee to
the United
United States
declares that
States declares
United
the Union
Union a
a republican
republican form of government, and shall protect each of them
the
against invasion
domestic Violenee;
United
whereas the President of the United
and whereas
violence; and
and domestic
invasion and
against
States is,
the constitution,
constitution, made
of the army and navy, as
commander-in-chief of
made commander-in-chief
is, by
by the
States
VOL.
XIII.
VOL. XIII.

Executive order.
order.
1 Executive
PUB.—
65
PUB. - 65

See Post,
Post, p.
p. 776.
See
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well
chief civil
civil executive
of the
the United
United States,
States, and is bound by solemn
solemn
officer of
executive officer
as chief
well as
oath faithfully
faithfully to
of President
the United States, and to take
President of the
office of
the office
execute the
to execute
oath
care that
that the
the laws
laws be
be faithfully
faithfully executed;
executed; and
the rebellion, which
which has
whereas the
and whereas
care
been
portion of
United States against the propof the people of the United
a portion
by a
waged by
been waged
erly constituted
constituted authorities
authorities of
of the
violent and
government thereof, in the most violent
the government
erly
almost
revoltin g form,
form, but whose organized
organized and armed
armed forces have now been
been almost
revolting
entirely overcome,
has, in
revolutionary progress,
deprived the people
people of the
progress, deprived
its revolutionary
in its
overcome, has,
entirely
whereas it becomes
State
of South
government; and whereas
becomes necesCarolina of all civil government;
South Carolina
State of
sary and
and proper
to carry
and enforce
enforce the
the obligations
obligations of the United States to
out and
carry out
proper to
sary
a republican
the people
of South
South Carolina,
in securing
securing them in the
the enjoyment of a
republican
Carolina, in
people of
the
form of government:
government:
Now, therefore, in obedience
to
the high
high and
solemn duties
imposed upon me
duties imposed
and solemn
to the
therefore, in obedience
Now,
Provisional
Provisional
by
the United
States, and
and for
for the
the purpose of enabling
enabling the
United States,
of the
Constitution of
the Constitution
by the
governor appeople of
organize aa state government,
government, whereby justice
state to organize
pointed
of said state
loyal people
pointed for South loyal
protected
Carolina.
may be established,
established, domestic
insured, and loyal citizens
citizens protected
domestic tranquillity insured,
Carolina.
in
their rights
rights of
of life,
ANDREW JOHNSOS,
JOHNSON, Presiand property, I, ANDREW
liberty, and
life, liberty,
in all
all their
dent
of the
the United
United States,
and commander-in--chief
commander-in-chief of the army and navy of
States, and
dent of
the
States, do
hereby appoint
appoint Benjamin F.
South Carolina,
F. Perry, of South
do hereby
United States,
the United
the State of South Carolina, whose duty it shall be,
governor of the
provisional governor
His duty and provisional
authority.
at the earliest
earliest practicable
practicable period, to prescribe
prescribe such rules
rules and regulations as
authority.
a convention,
may
convention, composed of deleconvening a
proper for convening
necessary and proper
be necessary
may be
gates
to be
be chosen
portion of the people of said state who
who are loyal
that portion
chosen by that
gates to
to
the United
States, and
or amending
amending
altering or
purpose of altering
the purpose
and no others, for the
United States,
to the
the
exercise, within
within the limits of
authority to exercise,
thereof; and with authority
constitution thereof;
the constitution
said state,
state, all
all the
the powers
powers necessary
necessary and
and proper
loyal people of
proper to enable such loyal
said
South Carolina
Carolina to restore
restore said state to its constitutional
constitutional relations
the State of South
to the
the federal
republican form of state govgovernment, and to present such aarepublican
federal government,
to
ernment as
as will
state to the
the guarantee
States therefor,
guarantee of the United States
entitle the state
will entitle
ernment
invasion, insurrection,
and its people
United States against invasion,
insurrection,
protection by the United
to protection
people to
and
and domestic
violence; Provided
that, in
in any
election that
that may
may be
hereafter
be hereafter
any election
Provided that,
Qualifications
domestic violence;
Qualifications and
aforesaid, no person
choosing delegates
delegates to any state
person shall
convention as aforesaid,
state convention
of
for choosing
of electors,
electors, and of held for
members
of the
elector, or shall
shall be eligible as a
amember of
of such convention,
convention,
the be qualified as an elector,
members of
convention.
set
unless
have previously taken and subscribed the
clivelntion.
unless he shall have
the oath of amnesty,
amnesty, as set
a voter
forth in the President's
May 29, A. D., 1865,
1865, and is a
voter
Proclamation of May
President's Proclamation
forth
qualified as
as prescribed
prescribed by
the constitution
and laws of the State of
of South Caroconstitution and
by the
qualified
immediately before the seventeenth
(17th) day of November,
November, A. D.
seventeenth (17th)
in force immediately
lina in
convention,
1860,
so-called ordinance
ordinance of secession ;;and the said convention,
Convention,
1860, the date of the so-called
Convention,
&c., to
to prescribe
prescribe when
legislature that may be thereafter
when convened,
convened, or the legislature
thereafter assembled,
assembled, will pre&c.,
qualifications,
scribe the qualification
qualification of electors, and the eligibility
eligibility of persons to hold office
office
scribe
cualifications,
&c.
under
constitution and laws of the state, —
power the people
people of the several
- aapower
under the constitution
exercised from the origin
rightfully exercised
states
composing the Federal
Federal Union have rightfully
origin
states composing
of the government
government to the present time.
And
hereby direct —
AndIIdo hereby
First. That the
the military
commander of
of the
and all
all officers
officers and
and
department, and
the department,
military commander
First.inThat
All the departpersons
the
military
and
nave service,
service, aid
aid and
and assist
said provisional
provisional
the said
assist the
persons in the military and naval
ments of the
to
Proclamation, and they are enjoined
governor
carrying into effect
enjoined to
effect this Proclamation,
governor in carrying
United States
discouraging the loyal people
government
to abstain
abstain from, in
in any way,
way, hindering, impeding, or discouraging
government to
tTi_ the provistate government
herein authorized.
government as herein
a state
organization of a
rove- from the organization
thegovernor.
aid
sional
Secretary of State proceed
proceed to put in force all laws of the
That the Secretary
Second. That
sional governor.
United
administration whereof
whereof belongs
Department,
belongs to the State Department,
States, the administration
United States,
applicable to the geographical
geographical limits
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
applicable
Third. That
Secretary of the Treasury
proceed to nominate
nominate for appointTreasury proceed
the Secretary
That the
Third.
assessors of taxes, and collectors
internal revenue,
revenue, and such
such
collectors of customs and internal
ment assessors
in
authorized by law, and put in
Department as are authorized
Treasury Department
of the Treasury
other officers of
execution
within the geographical
geographical limits
execution the revenue laws of the United States within
aforesaid.
making appointments,
qualified
preference shall be given to qualified
appointments, the preference
In making
aforesaid. In
be
respective duties are to be
within the districts
districts where their respective
loyal persons residing within
performed. But if suitable residents
residents of the districts shall not be found, then
performed.
persons residing
residing in other states or districts shall be appointed.
persons
Fourth.
proceed to establish
establish post-offices
post-offices and
and
Postmaster-General proceed
Fourth. That the Postmaster-General
United States within
post-routes,
execution the postal laws of the United
within
post-routes, and put into execution
preference of appointment;
the
giving to loyal residents
appointment; but if
residents the preference
the said state, giving
suitable residents
residents are not found, then to appoint
appoint agents,
agents, &c.,
&c., from other states.
FOh.
judge for the judicial district in which South
South Carolina
Carolina
the district judge
Fifth. That the,
is
proceed to hold courts within said state, in accordance
accordance with the
the proincluded proceed
is included
proper
visions
congress. The Attorney-General
Attorney-General will
will instruct the
the proper
visions of the act of congress.
officers to libel, and bring to judgment, confiscation,
confiscation, and
and sale, property
property subject
subject
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to
confiscation, and
the administration
of justice
justice within
said state
state in
in all
to confiscation,
and enforce
enforce the
administration of
within said
all
matters within
jurisdiction of
the federal
federal courts.
matters
within the
the cognizance
cognizance and
and jurisdiction
of the
courts.
Sixth. That
That the
the Navy
Navy take
take possession
of all
all public
public property
property
Sixth.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
possession of
belonging
the Navy
geographical limits,
limits, and
and put
put in
in
belonging to
to the
Navy Department
Department within
within said
said geographical
operation all
all acts
of congress
in relation
to
operation
acts of
congress in
relation to
to naval
naval affairs
affairs having
having application
application to
the said
said state.
state.
Seventh. That
That the
laws relating
to
Seventh.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior put
put in
in force
force the
the laws
relating to
the Interior
geographical limits
aforesaid.
the
Interior Department
Department applicable
applicable to
to the
the geographical
limits aforesaid.
In testimony
whereof, I
I have
have hereunto
testimony whereof,
hereunto set my
and caused
seal of
my hand,
hand, and
caused the
the seal
of
the
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
thb United
States to
to be
Done at the city of Washington
Washington this
day of June, in
in the
the year
year of
this thirtieth
thirtieth day
[L. a.]
our Lord
Lord one
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
and of
of the
Indethe Indesixty-five, and
one thousand
thousand eight
[L.
s.] our
pendence of
pendence
of the
the United
United States
States the
the eighty-ninth.
eighty-ninth.
ANDREW
ON.
ANDREW JOHNS
JOHNSON.
By the
President:
By
the President:
W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
WILLIAM
SEWARD,
Secretary of
State.

No. 47.
No.
47.
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA: July 18, 1865.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
section of
of the
W
HEREAS the fourth section
the fourth article
article of the Constitution of the Preamble.
WHEREAS
United States
that the
United States
every state
state in
in the
the
United
States declares
declares that
the United
States shall
shall guarantee
guarantee to
to every
Union
government, and
and shall
protect each
each of
of them
them against
against
Union aarepublican
republican form
form of
of government,
shall protect
invasion and
and domestic
and whereas
invasion
domestic violence
violence;;and
whereas the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States
States
is, by
made commander-in-chief
the army
and navy,
navy, as
as well
well
is,
by the
the constitution,
constitution, made
commander-in-chief of
of the
army and
solemn
as
executive officer
officer of
the- United
United States,
States, and
and is bound
by solemn
of the
bound by
as chief
chief civil
civil executive
oath
to execute
the office
the United
United States,
to
and to
of the
States, and
office of
of President
President ofoath faithfully
faithfully to
execute the
take
care that
the laws
be faithfully
faithfully executed;
and whereas
rebellion, which
which
whereas the
the rebellion,
that the
laws be
executed; and
take care
has
been waged
waged by
portion of
of the
people of
of the
against the
the
States against
the United
United States
by aa portion
the people
has been
properly
authorities of
government thereof,
thereof, in the
the most violent
violent
of the
the government
properly constituted
constituted authorities
and revolting
but whose
organized and
armed forces
have now
now been
been alaland armed
forces have
and
revolting form,
form, but
whose organized
most
in its
revolutionary progress,
progress, deprived
people
deprived the
the people
has, in
its revolutionary
most entirely
entirely overcome,
overcome, has,
it becomes
government; and
and whereas
whereas it
of
of Florida
of all
becomes necesnecesFlorida of
all civil
civil government;
of the
the State
State of
sary and
proper to
to carry
out and
enforce the
obligations of
of the
States
the United
United States
carry out
and enforce
the obligations
sary
and proper
to
the people
people of
of Florida,
them in
in the
of aa republican
the enjoyment
enjoyment of
republican
to the
Florida, in
in securing
securing them
form of
of government:
form
government:
Now, therefore,
therefore, in
in obedience
obedience to
to the high
and solemn
solemn duties
duties imposed
imposed upon me
high and
me
by the
of the
United States,
and for
of enabling
enabling the
by
the Constitution
Constitution of
the United
States, and
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the
may
loyal peo_ple
of said
to organize
organize a
whereby justice
justice may
state to
a state
state' government, whereby
loyal
people of
said state
be established,
tranquillity insured,
insured, and
and loyal
loyal citizens
protected in
all
in all
citizens protected
domestic tranquillity
be
established, domestic
their rights
rights of
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
of
I, ANDREW
President of
their
of life,
life, liberty,
liberty, and
and property,
property, I,
the United
States, and
commander-in-chief of
of the
army and
and navy
navy of
of the
the army
the United
United
the
United States,
and commander-in-chief
Provisional
States,
hereby appoint
appoint William
William Marvin
Marvin provisional
provisional governor
governor of
the State
State of
of
of the
Provisional
States, do
do hereby
governor apFlorida, whose
at the
the earliest
period, to
to prescribe
prescribe governor
apFlorida,
whose duty
duty it
it shall
shall be,
be, at
earliest practicable.
practicable. period,
pointed for
such rules
rules and
and regulations
such
regulations as may be neeessary
necessary and
and proper
proper for
for convening
convening aaconcon- Florida.
jorindfor
vention, composed
composed of
to be
be chosen
that portion
the people
of said
said His duty and
and
vention,
of deleptes
delegates to
chosen by
by that
portion of
of the
people of
authority.
state
state who are loyal to the United States, and no others, for the purpose
purpose of alter- authority.
ing or
amending the
with authority
to exercise,
exercise, within
within
ing
or amending
the constitution
constitution thereof;
thereof; and
and with
authority to
the limits
limits of
said state,
state, all
all the
the powers
powers necessary
necessary and
to enable
enable such
such
and proper
proper to
of said
the
loyal people
people of
the State
State of
to restore
its constitutional
constitutional reresaid state
state to
to its
loyal
of the
of Florida
Florida to
restore said
lations to
to the
the federal
government, and
and to
republican form
form of
of
lations
federal government,
to present
present such
such aa republican
state government
government as
as will
the state
state to
of the
the United
United States
States
to the
the guarantee
guarantee of
will entitle
entitle the
state
therefor, and
people to
protection by
by the
invasion, ininagainst invasion,
the United
United States
States against
and its
its Deople
to protection
therefor,
Qualifications
surrection,
and domestic
domestic violence;
Provided that,
that, in
in any
any election
election that
that may
may be
be
surrection, and
violence; Provided
Qualifications
of electors, and of
hereafter
held for
to any
any state
state convention
as aforesaid,
no of
hereafter held
for choosing
choosing delegates
delegates to
convention as
aforesaid, no
electors,ofand
members
theof
person
qualified as
as an
an elector,
or shall
shall be
eligible as
as a
of such
such convention.
person shall
shall be
be qualified
elector, or
be eligible
a member
member of
convention.f the
convention, unless
unless he
he shall
shall have
have previously
and subscribed
the oath
oath of
of
taken and
subscribed the
previously taken
convention,
amnesty, as
as set
set forth
forth in
of May
May 29,
29, A.
A. D.
1865,
D. 1865,
in the
the President's
President's Proclamation
Proclamation of
amnesty,
and is
is a
avoter
qualified as
as prescribed
the constitution
of the
the State
State
and laws
laws of
prescribed by
by the
constitution and
and
voter qualified
of Florida
Florida in
force immediately
10th day
D. 1861,
day of
of January,
January, A.
A. D.
1861, the
the
of
in force
immediately before
before the
the 10th
date
so-called ordinance
the said
said convention,
when concondate of
of the
the so-called
ordinance of
of secession;
secession; and
and the
convention, when
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Convention,
Convention,
that may
vened, or the legislature
legislature that
thereafter assembled,
assembled, will
will prescribe
may be thereafter
prescribe the
the
&c.,
to prescribe
&c., to
prescribe qualification
qualification of electors,
electors, and the eligibility
eligibility of persons to hold
bold office
office under the
qualification.
q
.
constitution and
and laws of
state, -a
—a power
power the
the people
the several
states
of the state,
people of
of the
several states
composing the
Union have
have rightfully
from the
the origin
origin of
of the
the
composing
the Federal
Federal Union
rightfully exercised
exercised from
government to
the present
present time.
government
to the
time.
And
do hereby
hereby direct
direct —
And IIdo
All the
the departdepartAll
First.That the military commander
of the
First.
commander of
the department, and all officers
officers and
and
ments of the
persons
in the
the military
military and
and naval
naval service,
assist the
said provisional
provisional govgovthe said
aid and
and assist
service, aid
persons in
Untd
United Stattes
States
ernor in
carrying into
into effect
this Proclamation,
are enjoined
abstain
government to
to
to abstain
Proclamation, and
and they
they are
enjoined to
ernor
in carrying
effect this
government
from, in
any way,
way, hindering,
impeding, or
the loyal
aid the
the proviaid
provifiom,
in any
hindering, impeding,
or discouraging
discouraging the
loyal people
people from
from
smnal governor.
sional
governor. the organization
government as herein
organization of aastate government
herein authorized.
authorized.
Second. That
That the
Second.
to put
put in
in force
force all
laws of
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State proceed
proceed to
all laws
United States,
States, the
the administration
whereof belongs
belongs to
to the
the State
United
administration whereof
State Department,
Department,
applicable to
to the
applicable
the geographical
geographical limits
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Third. That
That the
of the
Treasury proceed
proceed to
to nominate
nominate for
for appointappointThird.
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
ment
taxes, and
and collectors
of customs
customs and
and internal
revenue, and
and such
such
ment assessors
assessors of
of taxes,
collectors of
internal revenue,
other officers
officers of
of the
Department as
as are
are authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, and
and put
put in
other
the Treasury
Treasury Department
in
execution the
revenue laws
the United
United States
States within
geographical limits
limits
execution
the revenue
laws of
of the
within the
the geographical
aforesaid. In
In making
making appointments,
appointments, the
shall be
given to
to qualified
qualified
aforesaid.
the preference
preference shall
be given
loyal
residing within
the districts
respective duties
are to
be
loyal persons
persons residing
within the
districts where
where their
their respective
duties are
to be
performed.
the districts
be found,
found, then
then
performed. But
But if
if suitable
suitable residents
residents of
of the
districts shall
shall not
not be
persons
in other
other states
shall be
persons residing
residing in
states or
or districts
districts shall
be appointed.
appointed.
Fourth. That
That the
the Postmaster-General
proceed to
establish post-offices
post-offices and
and postFourth.
Postmaster-General proceed
to establish
postroutes,
put into
into execution
execution the
postal laws
the United
States within
within the
routes, and
and put
the postal
laws of
of the
United States
the
said
giving to
to loyal
loyal residents
residents the
of appointment;
but if
if suitsuitsaid state,
state, giving
the preference
preference of
appointment; but
able
residents are
found, then
then to
to appoint
appoint agents,
agents, &c.,
&c., from
from other
other states.
states.
able residents
are not
not found,
Fifth.
the district
for the
the judicial
district in
in which
which Florida
is ininFifth. That
That the
district judge
judge for
judicial district
Florida is
cluded
proceed to
hold courts
courts within
said state,
state, in
in accordance
with the
the proprocluded proceed
to hold
within said
accordance with
of the act
act of congress. The
The Attorney-General
visions of
Attorney-General will
instruct the
the proper
proper
will instruct
officers to
to libel,
libel, and bring
bring to judgment,
officers
judgment, confiscation,
confiscation, and
and sale,
sale, property
subject
property subject
to
and enforce
enforce the
the administration
administration of
state in
in ail
to confiscation, and
of justice
justice within
within said
said state
ail
matters
matters within the
and jurisdiction
the federal
federal courts.
the cognizance
cognizance and
jurisdiction of
of the
courts.
Sixth. That
of the
the Navy
take possession
of all
public property
property
Sixth.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy take
possession of
all public
belonging to
to the
the Navy
said geographical
limits, and
and put
put in
belonging
Navy Department
Department within
within said
geographical limits,
in
operation
acts of
in relation
relation to
to naval
naval affairs
application to
operation all
all acts
of congress
congress in
affairs having
having application
to
the said
said State.
the
State.
Seventh. That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior put
force the
the laws
relating to
to
Seventh.
That the
of the
put in
in force
laws relating
Department applicable
applicable to
the Interior
Interior Department
to the
the geographical
geographical limits
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand,
and caused
caused the
the seal
seal of
of
set my
hand, and
the United
United States
to be
the
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
of Washington,
this thirteenth
thirteenth day
day of
of July,
July, in
in the
year
Done
at the
the city
city of
Washington, this
the year
[L. s.]
of our
our Lord
Lord one
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and of
the In[L.
s.] of
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
of the
Independence of
States the
the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
dependence
of the
the United
United States
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the
President:
the President:
By
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM
Secretary of
of State..
State..

No. 48.
No.

August 29,1865.
29, 1865. BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
W
HEREAS ;by
my proclamations
thirteenth and
twenty-fourth of
of June,
June,
Preamble
proclamations of
of the
the thirteenth
and twenty-fourth
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
by my
Ante,
Ante, pp.
pp. 763,
763, one thousand eight
and sixty-five,
eight hundred and
sixty-five, removing
removing restrictions,
restrictions, in
in part,
part, upon
upon
769.
r69.
internal,
coastwise intercourse
internal, domestic, and
and coastwise
intercourse and trade
trade with those states
recently declared
declared in insurrection,
excepted from
from the
the effect
effect
insurrection, certain
certain articles
articles were
were excepted
of
as contraband
of war;
and whereas
the necessity
necessity for
for
of said
said proclamations
proclamations as
contraband of
war; and
whereas the
articles has
has now,
now, in
in aa great
restricting trade in said
said articles
ceased: it
it is
is
great measure,
measure, ceased:
All restrictions
restrictions hereby
All
ordered; that
on and
and after
after the
of September,
all restricrestrichereby ordered
that on
the 1st
1st day
day of
September, 1865,
1865, all
on trade retions aforesaid be removed, so that
that the articles declared
declared by the said
proclamasaid proclamamoved.
tions to be contraband
'lions
contraband of war,
war, may
may be imported
imported into and
and sold
sold in
states,
in said
said states,
subject only to
to such
such regulations
subject
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
prescribe.
regulations as the
the Secretary
Treasury may
may prescribe.
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testimony whereof,
whereof, I
and caused the seal of
of
In testimony
I have hereunto set my hand, and
the
States to be affixed.
affixed.
the United
United States
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
day of August, in the
[L.
thousand eight
LL. 8.]
S.] year
year of
of our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and of
of
the Independence
Independence of the United States of America the
the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By
President:
By the President:
W
LLLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
State.
WILLIAM
of State.

No. 49.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
THE UNITED
AMERICA: October 12,1865.
12, 1865.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS, by a
thousand eight
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
a Proclamation
Proclamation of the fifth day of July, one thousand
eight Preamble.
p. 742.
hundred and sixty-four, the President of the United States, when the civil war Ante, p.
was flagrant,
flagrant, and when combinations
combinations were
were in progress in Kentucky
Kentucky for the purpose
Proclamation
inciting insurgent
insurgent raids into that state, directed that the Proclamation
pose of inciting
suspending the privilege of the writ of habeas
habeas corpus
corpus should be made
made effectual
effectual
in Kentucky,
Kentucky, and that martial
martial law should
should be established
established there, and
and continue
continue
until said proclamation
be revoked
revoked or modified;
whereas since then
modified; and whereas
proclamation should be
the danger from insurgent
insurgent raids into Kentucky
Kentucky has substantially
passed away:
away:
substantially passed
JOHNSON, President
President of the
I,,ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
Now, therefore, be it known, that I
United States, by virtue of the authority
authority vested in me by the constitution,
constitution, do Martial law
law to
hereby declare
declare that the said Proclamation
thousand te
long , in
,e no longer
Proclamation of the fifth day of July, one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-four, shall be, and is hereby, modified, in so far that force in KenKenmartial law shall be no longer in force in Kentucky
Kentucky from and after
after the date tucky.
tacky.
hereof.
hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of the
In testimony whereof, I
I have hereunto
United States to be affixed.
Done
Washington, this twelfth
twelfth day of October,
October, in the year
Done at the city of Washington,
sixty-five, and of the
[L. s.] of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five,
Independence
ninetieth.
America the ninetieth.
Independence of the United States of America
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
President:
By the President:
W .HUNTER,
HUNTER, Acting Secretary of State.
State.
W.

No. 50.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA October 28,1865.
28, 1865.
STATES OF AMERICA:
BY

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS it
year which is now concornGod, during
during the year
Almighty God,
it has
has pleased
pleased Almighty
WHEREAS
country from the fearful
fearful scourge
scourge of civil
to relieve our beloved country
end, to
ing to an end,
war, and
and to
to secure
blessings of peace,
harmony,
peace, unity, and harmony,
the blessings
secure the
us to
to permit
permit us
war,

Preamble.

with aagreat
great enlargement
enlargement of
civil liberty;
liberty;
of civil
with

And whereas
whereas our
Heavenly Father
graciously
also, during the year, graciously
has also,
Father has
our Heavenly
And
averted from
from us
calamities of
of foreign war,
war, pestilence,
pestilence, and famine,
famine, while
while our
our
us the
the calamities
averted
season;
granaries are full of the fruits of an abundant
abundant season;
granaries
And whereas
righteousness exalteth
nation, while
while sin is a
reproach to any
a reproach
exalteth aanation,
whereas righteousness
And
people:
people:

Now,
therefore, be
be it
it known,
that I, ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
Day of national
of Dayofnational
President of
known, that
Now, therefore,
the
United States,
States, do
do hereby
hereby recommend
the people thereof
thankyiving apaP do set thanksgiving
that they do
thereof that
to the
recommend to
the United
apart and
and observe
the first
of December
December next
P' inte "
.
•
national pointe
a day
day of national
next as
as a
first Thursday
Thursday of
observe the
apart
and
deliverances and
thanksgiving
thanksgiving to the Creator of the universe for these great aeliverances
blessings.
blessings.
And I
further recommend
that occassion
occa.ssion the whole people make
make
on that
that on
recommend that
I do
do further
And
against His infinite
confession of our national sins against
infinite goodness,
goodness, and with one
65*
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heart and
and one
mind implore
implore the
the Divine
Divine guidance
in the
ways of national
national virtue
the ways
guidance in
one mind
heart
and holiness.
In
testimony whereof,
have hereunto
hereunto set
seal of
of
set my
my hand, and caused the seal
whereof, IIhave
In testimony
the United States to be affixed.
Done at
Washington, this twenty-eighth
day of October, in
twenty-eighth day
at the city of Washington,
Done
[L.
the
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
Lord one
the year
year of
of our Lord
[L. a.]
S.]
of the
United States
States of
of America
ninetieth.
America the ninetieth.
of the
the United
the Independence
Independence of
of
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
President:
By the President:
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
State.
of State.
H. S
SEWARD,
WILLIAM

51.
No. 51.
Dec.
1, 1865.
Dec.1,1865.

AMERICA:
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA:

Preamble.

Ante, p. 734.

Suspension
of
Suspension of
the writ
of habeas
habeas
the
writ of
corpus,
&c.,
recorpus, &c., recoked, except in
oertain estatetand
certain
states and
territories, and
and
territories,
the
District of
of
the District
Columbia.
Columbia.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS, by the Proclamation
President of the United States, of the
Proclamation of the President
WHEREAS,
fifteenth
thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, the
day of September, one thousand
fifteenth day
privilege
of the
the writ
writ of
habeas corpus
corpus was,
certain cases
therein set forth,
forth, sussuscases therein
was, in certain
of habeas
privilege of
pended
United States;
States;
the United
throughout the
pended throughout
regarded as having
that suspension
And whereas
whereas the reasons
reasons for that
suspension may be regarded
having
And
ceased
in some
the states
and territories:
territories:
states and
some of
of the
ceased in
Now therefore
therefore be
be it
it known,
I, AND1REW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
President of
of the
the
known, that
that I,
Now
suspension aforesaid
United States, do hereby proclaim and declare,
declare, that the suspension
aforesaid
privilege of the
the writ
writ of
and all
all other proclamations
proclamations and
orders suspending
and orders
suspending the privilege
of
habeas corpus
corpus in
the states
United States,
States, are revoked
revoked and
of the
the United
territories of
and territories
states and
in the
habeas
annulled, excepting
as to
to the
States of
of Virginia,
Virginia, Kentucky,
Kentucky, Tennessee,
Tennessee, North
North
the States
excepting as
annulled,
Carolina,
South Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Mississippi, Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Florida, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida,
Carolina, South
Arkansas, .and
Territories of New
And Texas, the
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and the Territories
Mexico and
Mexico
and Arizona.
Arizona.
the
In
witness whereof,
hereunto set
set my
hand, and
and caused
of the
caused the seal of
my hand,
I have
have hereunto
whereof, I
In witness
United States
States to
United
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
in the year
Done at
the city
this first
December, in
year
first day
day of December,
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
at the
Done
[L.
of
our Lord
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and of the
the
hundred and
Lord one
one thousand
S.]
of our
[L. s.]
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of America
America the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
United States
Independence
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:
W ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
H. S
SEWARD,
WILLIAM

No.
No. 52.

WILLIAM
SEWARD,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD,
SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
SECRETARY
To all
all to
whom these
these presents
come, greeting:
greeting:
To
to whom
presents may
may come,
Dec. 18,
18, 1865.
Dec.
1865.
Preamble.
Preamble.

KNOW
KNOW
February
February

ye, that
congress of
of the
the United
States on
the 1st
1st of
of
on the
United States
the congress
whereas the
that whereas
ye,
last passed
passed aaresolution
which is
is in
the words
words following,
following, namely:
namely:
in the
last
resolution which

states a
"A resolution
resolution submitting
of the
the several
several states
aproposition
proposition to
legislatures of
submitting to
to the
the legislatures
"A
amend the
Constitution of
of the
United States.
States.
amend
the Constitution
the United
Ante, p.
567.
p. 567.
Ante,

"
Resolved by
House of
the United
United States
States of
of
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
"Resolved
America in
in Congress
assembled, (two
of both houses concurring,)
concurring,) That the
the
(two thirds
thirds of
America
Congress assembled,
following article
article be
IA _proposed
to the
the legislatures
of the
the several
several states
as an
states as
an
legislatures of
proposed to
following
amendment to
the Constitution
Constitution of
the United
United States,
which, when
ratified by
by
when ratified
of the
States, which,
amendment
to the
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three fourths of said legislatures, shall be valid,
valid, to all intents and purposes, as a
a
part of the said constitution, namely:
namely:
"
ARTICLE
"ARTICLE

XIII.

"SECTION
"
SECTION 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary
involuntary servitude,
servitude, except
except as a
apunishconvicted, shall
ment for crime whereof
whereof the party
party shall have
have been duly convicted,
exist
shall exist
within the United States, or
or any
subject to
to their
their jurisdiction.
any place
place subject
jurisdiction.
"SEC.
by appropriate
"
SEC. 2. Congress shall have power
power to
to enforce
enforce this
this article
article by
appropriate
legislation."
legislation."
And whereas it appears from
in this department
from official
official documents
documents on
on file
file in
department that
Amendment to
that Amendment
proposed, as aforesaid, the
the amendment to the Constitution
Constitution of the United States
States proposed,
the constitution
constitution
has been ratified by the legislatures
legislatures of the States of Illinois, Rhode
Rhode Island, ratified
ratified by
by
t
ta
we
tn
es
tyseven
Michigan,
Virginia,
Maine,
Michigan, Maryland, New
New York.
York, West
West Virgi
ni
a,
M
ai
ne ,K
o
ansas, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, s
Kansas,
twenty-seven
Pensylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Missouri,
Nevada, Indiana,
Pensylvania,
Missouri, Nevada,
Indiana, Louisiana,
Louisiana, MinneMinnesota, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, Vermont, Tennessee, Arkansas, Connecticut,
Connecticut, New
New Hampshire,
Hampshire,
South Carolina, Alabama,
all twenty-seven
twenty-seven
Alabama, North Carolina, and
and Georgia;
Georgia; in all
states;
states;
And whereas the whole number
number of states in the United
United States
States is
is thirty-six;
thirty-six;
and whereas
whereas the before specially-named
specially-named states, whose
legislatures have
have ratified
ratified
whose legislatures
fourths of
the said proposed
proposed amendment, constitute
constitute three fourths
the whole
whole number
number of
of
of the
states in
states
in the
United States:
States:
the United
therefore, be it known, that I,
I, W
WILLIAM
Now, therefore,
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
of Amendment
Amendment
Secretary of
State of the United
United States, by virtue
virtue and in pursuance
pursuance of the
the second
second section
section of valid.
valid '
congress, approved
the act of congress,
approved the
the twentieth
of April,
April, eighteen
hundred and
twentieth of
eighteen hundred
and
provide for the
the publication
eighteen, entitled ""An act to provide
publication of
the laws
the 1818,
1818, ch.
ch. 80, §§ 2.
of the
laws of
of the
United States and for
for other
do hereby
certify that
that the
w. p.
p. 439.
439.
other purposes,"
purposes," do
hereby certify
the amendment
amendment Vol.
Vol. iii.
aforesaid has become
part of the Constibecome valid, to all intents and purposes,
purposes, as a
apart
ConstiUnited States.
tution of the United
States.
In testimony whereof, IIhave
have hereunto set my hand, and caused the
the seal
seal of
of
the
Department of
State to
be affixed.
the Department
of State
to be
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this
this eighteenth
eighteenth day
day of
of December,
December, in
in the
the
[L. B.]
S.] year
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
and of
of
hundred and
sixty-five, and
Independence of the United States
the Independence
States of America
America the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
WILLIAM
SEWARD.
WILLIAM H. SEWARD.
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE ORDERS.

No. 1.
March 10, 1863.
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE MANSION,
March 10,
1863.
MANSION, March
10, 1863.
March
IN pursuance
of the twenty-sixth
Ix
pursuance of
twenty-sixth section
of the
of congress
congress entitled
entitled Soldiers absent
section of
the act
act of
Soldiers absent
"An
An act for enrolling
enrolling and calling
calling out
out the
national forces,
for other
other purthe national
forces, and
and for
pur- without leave to
to
poses," approved
poses,"
approved on the third day of
of March,
March, in
in the year
year one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight return
return to their
their
regiments forthforthI,,ABRAHAM
and commanderhundred and sixty-three, I
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
LINCOLN, President and
commander- regiments
with.
l
in-chief of
of the
the army
army and
of the
United States,
States, do
do hereby
order and
and w
and navy
navy of
the United
hereby order
i,1863,
th. ch. 75,
command,
all soldiers,
enlisted or
drafted into
the service
of the
the United
command, that
that all
soldiers, enlisted
or drafted
into the
service of
United§ §26.•
6, c . 75,
from their
regiments without
without leave,
leave, shall
shall forthwith
return to
to Vol. xii. p. 735.
States, now absent
absent from
their regiments
forthwith return
their
their respective
regiments.
respective regiments.
And IIdo hereby
hereby declare
declare and proclaim,
proclaim, that
that all
all soldiers
soldiers now
absent from
from their
thtir Soldiers
now absent
Soldiers reporting before
April
leave, who shall,
respective regiments without leave,
on or
of April,
shall, on
or before
before the
the first
first day
day of
April, ing
before April
1,
1863, at deeighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
any rendezvous
desig- 18t"ed,
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, report
report themselves
themselves at
at any
rendezvous desigg
rtdesignated
rendeznated by
by the
number fifty-eight,
nated
the General
General Orders of the War
War Department
Department number
fifty-eight, vous,
sto to berebe rehereto
may be
hereto annexed,
annexed, may
be restored
restored to
to their
regiments without
without punishpunish- stored,
their respective
respective regiments
stored, &c.
&c.
ment, except the forfeiture of
of pay and
and allowances
absence;
and
allowances during
during their
their absence; and Others
be
Others to be
not return
all who do not
above specified
specified shall
arrested as
return within
within the
the time
time above
shall be
be arrested
as arrested
dearrested as dedeserters, and punished
punished as the law provides.
serters.
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Patriotic citiciddisposed and
have enticed
enticed
And whereas, evil
evil disposed
and disloyal
disloyal persons at sundry
sundry places have
zens exhorted
exhorted to and procured
procured soldiers to desert
desert and
and absent
absent themselves
themselves from their regiments,
regiments,
aid in restoring
restoring thereby
thereby weakening
weakening the strength
strength of the armies and prolonging
prolonging the war,
war, giving
giving
soldiers to their aid
aid and
and comfort
comfort to
to the
the enemy,
exposing the
the gallant
gallant and
and faithful
faithful
and cruelly
cruelly exposing
enemy, and
regidmenthe
regiments.
soldiers remaining in the ranks to increased hardships
hardships and danger, I
I do therefore
all patriotic
patriotic and
and faithful
and resist
the aforeaforefore call
call upon
upon al
faithful citizens
citizens to oppose
oppose and
resist the
mentioned dangerous
dangerous and treasonable
treasonable crimes, and to aid in restoring to
to their
regiments all soldiers absent without leave,
and to assist in
leave, and
in the execution
execution of the
the
act of congress for enrolling and calling out the national forces,
forces, and
and for other
other
purposes, and to support the proper authorities
authorities in the prosecution
prosecution and punishpunishment of offenders
the insurrection
insurrection and
offenders against said act, and in suppressing
suppressing the
and
rebellion.
testimony whereof, I
In testimony
I have hereunto set my hand.
the year
our
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, this tenth day
day of March, in
in the
year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
of
sixty-three, and of the Independence
Independence of
the
eighty-seventh.
the United
United States the eighty-seventh.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
ABRAHAM
President:
By the President:
EDWIN
STANTON, Secretary
of War.
EDWIN M
M..STANTON,
Secretary of
War.

No. 2.
To
all whom
these presents
presents may
concern:
whom these
may concern:
To all
W
HEREAS, for
for some
some time
past, evil-disposed
evil-disposed persons
persons have
have crossed
crossed the
the borders
borders
WHEREAS,
time past,
of the United States,
States, or entered
entered their
their ports
by sea
countries where
ports by
sea from
from countries
where they
they
are tolerated,
tolerated, and
have committed
against the
the property
property and
life
are
and have
committed capital
capital felonies
felonies against
and life
of
American citizens,
in the
the cities
in the
the rural
rural districts
districts of
the country:
country:
of American
citizens, as
as well
well in
cities as
as in
of the
Now, therefore,
the name
by the
the authority
authority of
of the
the President
President of
of the
the
Rewards for
and by
Now,
therefore, in
in the
name and
Rewards
fel- United
the arrest of felmake known
known that
that a
reward of
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars
United States,
States, IIdo hereby
hereby make
a reward
of one
ons
from
foreign
ons from foreign will be paid, at this Department, for the
the capture
capture of each of such offenders upon
upon
countries comcountries
com- his
or military
military tribunal, to
shall arrest
arrest and
and dedeto whomsoever
whomsoever shall
felonies
mitting
h conviction by aacivil or
liver
such offenders
offenders into
into the
the custody
of the
civil or
military authorities
the
of the
or military
authorities of
the civil
custody of
liver such
in the United
United States.
like reward
will be
paid, upon
upon the
the same
same terms,
terms, for
for the
the
States.
United
States. And
And the
the like
reward will
be paid,
capture
of any
States, whose
whose offences
offences shall
capture of
any such
such persons
persons so
so entering
entering the
the United
United States,
shall
be
to the
the publication
publication of
this notice.
notice.
be committed
committed subsequently
subsequently to
of this
A reward
of five
five hundred
be paid,
paid, upon
conviction, for
for the
the arrest
A
reward of
hundred dollars
dollars will
will be
upon conviction,
arrest
of
any person
shall have
have aided
abetted offenders
offenders of
of the
the class
class before
before
of any
person who
who shall
aided and
and abetted
named within
within the
named
the territory
territory of
of the
United States.
States.
the United
Given under
under my hand,
hand, and
the Department
Department of
State, at
at
and the
the seal of
of the
of State,
day of April, A. D.
D. 1865.
[L. S.]
s.]
Washington, this fourth
fourth day
1865.
WILLIAM H. SEWARD,
WILLIAM
Secretary of State.
Secretary
April 4,1865.
4, 1865.
Preamble.
Preamble.
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No. 3.
April 29,
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER,
CHAMBER, Washington,
Washington, April
29, 1865.
EXECUTIVE
BEING desirous to relieve
BEING
all loyal
well-disposed persons
persons residing
residing
relieve all
loyal citizens
citizens and
and well-disposed
unnecessary commercial
commercial restrictions, and to enin insurrectionary
insurrectionary states from unnecessary
courage them to return to peaceful
peaceful pursuits,
pursuits, -—
courage
I
T IS
IS HEREBY
HEREBY ORDERED
ORDERED —
IT
Restrictions on
I. That all restrictions
restrictions upon internal, domestic,
domestic, and coastwise commercial
commercial inRestrictions
trade in parts
parts of
of tercourse
tercourse be
be discontinued
discontinued in
in such
parts of
the States
States of
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, Virginia,
Virginia,
trade
such parts
of the
states lately in
Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Mississippi, and
and so
so
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida,
Florida, Alabama,
rebellion, remuch of
of Louisiana
Louisiana as
Mississippi River,
River, as
as shall be embraced
embraced
the Mississippi
of the
east of
as lies
lies east
much
moved.
rebmoved.
excepting only
within the lines of national military occupation;
occupation; excepting
only such restrictions as are imposed by acts of congress
congress and
and regulations
regulations in pursuance
pursuance thereof,
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, and approved
approved by the President;
President;
prescribed
excepting, also, from the effect of this order the following articles, contracontraand excepting,
band of war,
ammunition, all articles
war , to wit: Arms, ammunition,
articles from
from which
which ammunition
ammunition is
is
manufactured,
uniforms and
manufactured, gray uniforms
and cloth, locomotives,
locomotives, cars, railroad iron, and
and
1865.
April 29,
29,1865.
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machinery for operating railroads, telegraph
telegraph wires, insulators, and instruments
for operating
operating telegraphic
telegraphic lines.
II. That all existing military and naval.orders
II.
navaLorders in any manner
manner restricting inFormer orders
Former
orders
ternal,
commercial intercourse
intercourse an
dt
ra d
e,
w
ith or in t
herevoked.
ternal, domestic,
domestic, and
and coastwise
coastwise commercial
and
trade,
with
the
revoked.
localities
above named,
be, and
and the
the same
that no
no milmillocalities above
named, be,
same are
are hereby,
hereby, revoked;
revoked; and
and that
itary
officer, in
in any
any manner,
manner, interrupt
or interfere
interfere with
the same,
same, or
or
itary or naval
naval officer,
interrupt or
with the
with
any boats
other vessels
vessels engaged
therein under
proper authority,
purwith any
boats or
or other
engaged therein,
under proper
authority, pursuant
regulations of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury.
suant to
to the
the regulations
Treasury.
ANDREW JOHNSON
JOHNSON
ANDREW

No. 4.

EXECUTIVE C
CHAMBER,
Washington City,
ExEcirrivE
HAMBER, Washington
City, May
May 9,
9, 1865.
1865.
May
9, 1865.
May 9,1865.
Ordered:
Ordered:
First. That all acts and proceedings
proceedings of the political,
political, military, and civil
First.
civil or- The
The authority
authority
a state of insurrection
insurrection and rebellion,
ganizations
ganizations which have
have been in a
rebellion, within the
the of the
thu United
United
State of
of Virginia,
Virginia, against
against the
authority and
the United
States, and
and of
of Ittes
States yastabreestabState
the authority
and laws
'laws of
of the
United States,
ginie
a
d
.m Vir-,
Smith, were late
which Jefferson
Jefferson Davis, John
John Letcher,
Letcher, and
and William
William Smith,
late the
the respec- giia.
tive
and void.
void. All
persons who
who shall
shall exercise,
tive chiefs, are
are declared
declared null
null and
All persons
exercise, claim,
claim,
pretend, or
to exercise
political, military,
military, or
or civil
authority,
pretend,
or attempt
attempt to
exercise any
any political,
civil power,
power, authority,
jurisdiction,
through, or
or under
Davis, late
late of
of the
the city
city of
of
jurisdiction, or
or right,
right, by,
by, through,
under Jefferson
Jefferson Davis,
Richmond, and
his confederates,
or under
under John
Letcher, or
or William
William Smith,
Richmond,
and his
confederates, or
John Letcher,
Smith, and
and
their confederates,
confederates, or
pretended political,
military, or
or civil
civil commiscommistheir
or under
under any
any pretended
political, military,
sion or authority
authority issued
sion
or either
either of
the 17th
day of
of April,
issued by them,
them, or
of them,
them, since
since the
17th day
April,
1861, shall
be deemed
deemed and
rebellion against
against the
the United
United States,
States, and
1861,
shall be
and taken
taken as
as in
in rebellion
and
shall
be dealt
with accordingly.
accordingly.
shall be
dealt with
Second. That
That the
proceed to
to put
put in
all laws
of the
the
Second.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State proceed
in force
force all
laws of
United States,
States, the administration
whereof belongs
belongs to
the Department
Department of
of State,
State,
administration whereof
to the
applicable
applicable to the geographical
geographical limits
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Third. That
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury proceed,
proceed, without
without delay,
delay, to
to nominomiThird.
That the
the Secretary
nate
nate for
for appointment, assessors
assessors of
of taxes
taxes and
and collectors
of customs
customs and
and internal
internal
collectors of
revenue,
such other
of the
Treasury Department
Department as
authorized
revenue, and
and such
other officers
officers of
the Treasury
as are
are authorized
by
and shall
laws of
of the
United States
States within
within
by law,
law, and
shall put
put in
in execution
execution the
the revenue
revenue laws
the United
the
geographical limits
limits aforesaid.
aforesaid. In
the preference
preference shall
shall
the geographical
In making
making appointments
appointments the
be
given to
qualified loyal
loyal persons
within the
the districts
their rerebe given
to qualified
persons residing
residing within
districts where
where their
But if
if .suitable
suitable persons
not be
be found,
found,
spective
spective duties
duties are to be
be performed.
performed. But
persons shall not
residents
of the
the districts,
residing in
in other
or districts
residents of
districts, then
then persons
persons residing
other states
states or
districts shall
shall
be
appointed.
be appointed.
Fourth. That
Postmaster-General shall
shall proceed
post-offices
proceed to establish
establish post-offices
Fourth.
That the
the Postmaster-General
and
post-routes, and
the postal
postal laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States
and post-routes,
and put
put into
into execution
execution the
of appointment;
within
the said
said state,
state, giving
to loyal
loyal residents
residents the
the preference
preference of
appointment;
within the
giving to
from other
other
but
if suitable
suitable persons
are not
not found,
found, then
then to appoint
appoint agents,
agents, &c., from
but if
persons are
states.
states.
Fifth.
Fifth. That
That the district judge of said
said district proceed
proceed to hold courts within
said
accordance with
with the
provisions of
congress. The
AtThe Atof the
the act
act of
of congress.
the provisions
said state,
state, in
in accordance
to libel,
torney-General
instruct the
the proper
proper officers
officers to
libel, and
and bring to judgment,
judgment,
torney-General will instruct
confiscation, and enforce
confiscation, and sale, property
confiscation,
property subject to confiscation,
enforce the adminsaid state, in all
istration
all matters
matters civil and criminal within
within the
justice within
within said
istration of justice
cognizance
and jurisdiction
the federal
federal courts.
courts.
cognizance and
jurisdiction of
of the
provost-marshal
Sixth.
That the
of War
War assign
assign such
such assistant
assistant provostmarshal
Secretary of
Sixth. That
the Secretary
general
such provost-marshals
provost- marshals in
in each
each district
said state
state as
as he
he may
may
of said
district of
and such
general and
deem
necessary.
deem necessary.
propSeventh. The
the Navy
will take
take possession
of all
all public proppossession of
Secretary of
of the
Navy will
Seventh.
The Secretary
erty
to the
Department within
and put
put
limits, and
said geographical
geographical limits,
within said
the Navy
Navy Department
erty belonging
belonging to
naval affairs
in operation
acts of
of congress
relation to
to naval
affairs having application
application to
congress in
in relation
all acts
in
operation all
the said
state.
the
said state.
Eighth. The
Secretary of
will also
put in
in force
laws relating
relating
also put
force the laws
Interior will
of the
the Interior
Eighth.
The Secretary
to
the Department
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
to the
Department of
the federal
federal constitution
Ninth. That
carry into
into effect
by the
constitution of
effect the
the guarantee
guarantee by
to carry
Ninth.
That to
afford the
the advantage
a
and afford
advantage and security
government, and
form of
of state
state government,
a republican
republican form
of
laws, as
as well
well as
as to
complete the
of the
the authority
authority and
Aid will
will be
be
of domestic
domestic laws,
to complete
the reestablishment
reestablishment of
and Aid
laws of
the United
States, and
the full
full and
and complete
within given
given to
Govlaws
of the
United States,
and the
complete restoration
restoration of
of peace
peace within
to Govthe limits
the State
State of
of Virginia,
Virginia, ernor
emor Pierpont.
Fierpont.
H. Pierpont,
Pierpont, governor
governor of
of the
the
limits aforesaid,
aforesaid, Francis
Francis H.

a
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will be aided
aided by the federal
federal government,
may be necessary,
necessary, in the
government, so far as may
lawful measures
measures which he may take for the extension and
and administration
administration of the
state government
geographical limits of
government throughout
throughout the geographical
of said state.
In testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have hereunto
hereunto set any
my hand, and
and caused the seal
[L. s.]
of the United States to be
[L.
be affixed.
affixed.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the President:
President:
W. HUNTER,
W.
HUNTER, Acting Secretary of State.

No. 5.
Nov.

24 1865.
24,
1865.

Claims for the
reward for the
apprehension of
apprehension
Booth
and others,
others,
oothand
to be filed before
January
1 1866.
1866
e
January 1,
Ante, p.
p. 756.

W
AR DEPARTMENT,
DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
OFFICE,
WAR

Washington,
Washington, November 24,
24, 1865.
1865.

General Orders
No. 164.
164.
General
Orders No.

Ordered, That
That —
Ordered,
1. All persons claiming
claiming reward for the apprehension
I.
apprehension of John Wilkes Booth,
Lewis Payne, G. A. Atzerodt, and David E. Harold, and
and Jefferson
:
Jefferson Davis,
or
Davis, or
to file
file their
their claims
their proofs
the adjuadjueither of
of them,
them, are
are notified
notified to
claims and
and their
proofs with
with the
tant-general,
by the
the special
special commission
commission appointed
appointed to
to award
award
tant-general, for
for final
final adjudication
adjudication by
the first
first day
of January
January
and determine
determine upon the validity
validity of
of such claims,
claims, before
before the
day of
next,
which time
time no
claims will
be received.
received.
Offers of renext, after
after which
no claims
will be
2. The
The rewards
for the
the arrest
of Jacob
Thompson, Beverly
Beverly Tucker,
wards for the ar- 2.
rewards offered
offered for
arrest of
Jacob Thompson,
Tucker,
rest of Jacob
Saunders, William G. Cleary, and John
are revoked.
revoked.
George N. Saunders,
John H. Surratt, are

Thompson
and
Thompson and
others
others revoked.
revoked.

By order of the
States:
the President
President of the
the United States:
E.
D. T
TOWNSENI,
E.D.
OWNSEND, Assistant Adjutant-General
Adjutant-General

INDEX
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FOREGOING
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Ex141CUTIVE ORDERS OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
EXECUTIVE

A.
Abandoned Lands,
Abandoned
in
insurrectionary states may be set
in insurrectionary
apart for
refugees,
508
for freedmen
freedmen and refugees,.....
apart
limit to
to amount
assigned, ...........
608
amount assigned,
limit
rent, and
and how
508
determined, ............
how determined,
rent,
508
occupants may purchase,
purchase, .............
508
occupants
Property,
Abandoned Property,
sales
of,
may
be
made
where,..
.
375
375
where,..........
be
made
may
sales of,
lands, houses, &c., to be taken care of, 375,
376
376
property is to be deemed
deemed abanwhen property
376
one,
376
doned,............................
Absence,
Absence, Leave of,
145
145
during .............
provision for pay during,
146
aggregate of,
exceed, ..........
145
of, not to exceed,
aggregate
Owners,
Absent Owners,
227
227
assessed .............
of, how assessed,
property of,
Mary Scales,
Accardi, Mary
595
pension
to,
pension to,............................ 595
Accounts,
officers, for
for clothoath in settlement of officers,
ing,
ing, &c., who may administer, ...... 491
Acids,
duty
212
212
duty on, ...........................
Acknowledgment,
of
bills of
of sale,
conveyances, mortgages,
sale, conveyances,
of bills
&c., of vessels necessary
necessary before being
being
recorded,
518
recorded,......................... 518
Acknowledgment
of
Deeds,
Acknowledgment
certificate
of,
does
not
require
stamp,
294
stamp,..
require
does
not
certificate of,
certain
District of
of Coin the
the District
defective, in
certain defective,
31
lumbia,
531
cured, ....................
lumbia, cured,
in
District of
of Columbia,
acts conColumbia, acts
in the
the District
cerning, how
..
532
532
construed, ............
how construed,.
cerning,
532
what to be sufficient, ...............
532
by
executed by
feme covert, of deed executed
by feme
532
husband, to
to be sufficient to bar dower, 532
husband,
582
by married
married women, .................. 532
Acting
Navy,
Paymasters in the Navy,
Acting Assistant Paymasters
may
be
appointed
assistant
paymasters
assistant
may
between the age of 26 and 30
30, .......
39
between
Acting
Surgeons,
Assistant Surgeons,
Acting Assistant
if disabled,
disabled, &c., entitled to pensions,
pensions,... 499
if
and Depositaries,
Acting
Depositaries,
Treasurersand
Assistant Treasurers
Acting Assistant
provisions concerning,
concerning,................ 427
provisions
Acting
Commanders,
Acting Commanders,
79
appointment and pay of,.............
of,
79
appointment
Acting
Lieutenant-Commanders,
Acting Lieutenant-Commanders,
79
of,.............. 79
appointment and pay of,
appointment
Acting Masters,
Masters,
of
in
may
confirmed
put
line
proand
be
confirmed
may
if. &c
motion, if,
&c.,......................
79

_

_

__

Acting
Mates'
Acting Masters' Mates,
to be styled mates, ...................
639
639
pay
increased, ................
539
539
pay may be increased,
Acting Passed
Passed Assistant Surgeons,
how appointed,
appointed, pay, &c., of,
639
of,........... 639
Acting Surgeons,
Surgeons,
how
appointed, pay of,
of, &c.,...........
&c.,
539
639
how appointed,
Acting Volunteer Lieutenants,
Lieutenants,
may
be
confirmed,
&c.,
79
79
may be confirmed, &c.,..............
Additional Clerks,
authorized in office
office of Secretary
Secretary of
of
authorized
27,
27, 161
Treasury, .....................
of 1st and 2d comptroller,
.27, 449
449
comptroller,.......27,
of
and 6th auditor, 27, 449
449
1st, 2d,
2d, 3d,
3d, 4th, and
of 1st,
27
of treasurer
treasurer and register,.........
register,
of commissioner
customs,....27, 160
commissioner of customs,....27,
Secretary of Navy,......27,
Navy,..... 27, 373, 454
of Secretary
adjutant-general, quartermaster
quartermaster
of adjutant-general,
and
paymaster-general,
27
and paymaster-general, ........
commissary-general,
28
28
of commissary-general,...........
chief of ordnance
ordnance and chief engiof chief
neer,........................
28
28
neer,
bureau of equipment
equipment and repair,
repair, 464
454
in bureau
repair,.... 454
construction and repair,
of construction
in office of assistant treasurer
treasurer in
457
Boston,
Boston...................
615
Post-Office Department,
Department, ....... 515
in Post-Office
615
in Attorney-General's
office, ......
615
Attorney-General's office,
appointnient
of
and
appropriations
for,
28
for,.
appointment of and appropriations
appointments intemporary appointments
former temporary
cluded herein,
herein,................ 28
females may
employed as, ...
............ 28
may be employed
females
salary not to
to exceed
exceed $600,......28,
$600,
28, 160
salary
Additional
Additional Duties,
on
the revenue
revenue
under the
articles under
certain articles
on certain
law,
.. 483
...................
law......
on brandy,
brandy, gin,
gin, liqueurs,
&c.,
492, 493
liqueurs, &c.,......492,
on
Additional
of Revenue,
Inspectors of
Additional Inspectors
198
authorized,
authorized,..........................
Adjutant-General,
Adjutant- General,
appropriations
for the
the office
office of, 24,
153,452,458
24, 153,452,453
appropriations for
additional
clerks in the office of,.,
of,.,...... 27
additional clerks
appropriation
contingencies of office
office
for contingencies
appropriation for
of,
head-quarters of military departat head-quarters
of, at
126
ments,.
.........
ments, ...............
Ad
imports.
Duties. See Duties on Imports.
Ad valorem Duties.
on goods
goods from countries
countries east
east of Cape of
of
on
493
Good Hope,
Hope, ......................
493
Good
494
assessment
of,
493,
....................
assessment of,
penalty for
for undervaluation,
undervaluation,...........
494
penalty
Advertisements,
280
duty on,
on, and
and what exempt
exempt from duty,..
duty,
280
duty
for proposals
proposals to
to carry
mails, to be pubcarry mails,
for
lished,............................
507
607
lished,

780
780
8
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Advertising
Advertising Letters,
Letters,
Amendment,
(continued.)
Amendment, (continued.)
pay for, not to exceed
exceed two cents
pay
cents each,..
each,
606
50E
declared to be ratified,
ratified, ..........
774
declared
774
Affidavits,
A.fdavits,
Amendments,
Amendments,
act, by persons in
under the homestead
homestead act,
allowed
on
allowed in complaints, or
or statements, on
the military or naval service, how
summary trials
trials for
minor offences,—
125
summary
for minor
offences,... 125
made, &c.
&c., .....................
35
3 American Colonization
Colonization Society,
by persons
persons under bodily
bodily disabilaccounts of, for
recaptured
for support
support of
of recaptured
ity ...........................
ity,
35
36
Africans
adjusted,
669
Africans in Liberia, to be
be adjusted,...
669
in legal proceedings
proceedings exempt from duty, 301
301 American Maps,
Slave-Trade,
African Slave-Trade,
and
plans,
for
library
of
congress,
351
and plans, for library of congress,..... 351
treaty with Great
Great Britain
supprestreaty
Britain for
for suppresAmerican
Almanac,
American Nautical
Nautical Almanac,
sion of,
645
of ...........................
645
appropriation for,
appropriation
for, ..................
85, 466
466
Great Britain.
See Great
Britain.
American Seamen,
appropriations for
under treaty
treaty
appropriations
for expenses
expenses under
appropriation
relief and protection
138
appropriation for relief
protection of, 138
with Great Britain for suppression
suppression of, 139,
139, Ames,
Julia A.,
Ames, Julia
A.,
362
pension
to,
580
pension to,...................
852,; 424
424
...... 580
Agents,
,
c.,
Agents, d-c.,
Amnesty Proclamation,
Proclamation,
Amnesty
among Indians, to
to have
have families with
with
of
President Lincoln,
Lincoln, ...............
787
of President
787
them,..
695
them,
.........
.................
695
not to apply
apply to persons in custody, &c.,
&c ,737
737
not
Agents,
Agents,
such persons
persons may apply to the PresPresto purchase for the United
United States, prodident for clemency,
identfor
738
clemency,... .........
738
ucts of states in insurrection,..
377
insurrection, .......
377
758
of President Johnson, ...............
758
Agricultural Implements,
Agricultural
classes of
persons excepted
excepted from its
its
of persons
furnished.certain
694
to be furnished
certain Indians,..
Indians, .......
694
operation, .........................
759
Agricultural
Statistics,
Agricultural Statistics,
regulations of Secretary
759
Secretary of
of State, ..... 759
appropriations
for, ...................
155 Ampe-tu-to-Ice-cha,
appropriations for,
Am-pe-tu-to-ke-cha,
155
Department V,
Agriculture, Department
of,
payment to be made
made to,
427
to,............... 427
appropriations for,.............23,
appropriations
for,
23, 165,
155, 455 Anderson, Charles,
Charles
rooms
rooms for, ........................
381, 415
381,
415
assignee
assignee of John James,
James, payment to,...
to,
594
594
See
Department of
of Agriculture.
See Department
Andrews, Solomon,
Agriculture.
.Alabama,
Alhabama,
appropriation
to
test
his
new
mode
of
appropriation to test his new mode of
not entitled
representation in electoral
entitled to representation
electoral
fastening mail-bags,
mail-bags, ................
574
fastening
574
college,
college,......................... 567
567 Annual Reports,
provisional governor
appointed for,
provisional
governor appointed
for,..... 767
departments, &c., when and
767
of heads of departments,
and
the United States to help, ........
767
767
how to be printed
printed„ .................
185
how
185
convention, qualifications
qualifications of
electors, &c
767
convention,
of electors,
&c.,,767
number of copies,
copies, and
and how
how distribAle,
Porter,
Ale, Beer, and Porter,
uted,. ...........................
uted,
185
185
duty on, tariff
203 Annuities,
tariff, ....................... 203
Annuities,
internal revenue
242
revenue duty on,
on,............ 242
to
to Shoshonee
Indians, increased,......
increased,
£63
Shoshonee Indians,
663
Alexandria,
Alexandria,
Shoshonee-Goship
Shoshonee-Goship bands, granted,
682
granted,..... 682
consul-general
name and
and title
consul-general at,
at, to have name
title
to
Chippewas, Pillager, and Lake
to Chippewas,
Lake Winconsul-general, ........
138
of agent and consul-general,
138
nebagoshish
nebagoshish Indians, extended.......
extended,
694
694
Alexandria, D.
D. C.,
board of visitors to be present
present at payboard
commercial intercourse
intercourse with, permitted,
permitted,
ment of
of certain,...............694,
certain,
694, 697
697
ment
subject, &c., .......................
735
735
See the several
several Indian Treaties.
Treaties
Alienage,
Alienage,
Apache, Indians,
Indians,
plea of, not to
persons
to exempt
exempt certain
certain persons
appropriations for the,...........
appropriations
the,
165, 544
544
from military duty, .................
732
732
Southern
Southern agency
agency of, abolished,........
abolished,
323
323
Aliens,
and Camanches,
Comanches,
agent for, and Kioways
Kioways and
enrolment or
not to be exempted from enrolment
or
to be appointed,
appointed, ...................
323
draft,
if
they
have
voted,
&c.,
9
draft, if they have voted, &c.,....... 9
salary
salary of,
of,. ................
....... 323
Allen, Isaac,
Appeals.
Internal
Revenue.
Isaac,
Appeals. See
See Internal Revenue.
full pension
pension to, .....................
581
in cases arising
arising under
internal revenue
revenue
under internal
Ambulances,
law,
law, how made,
made, heard,
heard, and deterdeteract to establish uniform
uniform system
of, in
in
system of,
mined, ..................
mined,
228, 229
...... 228,
the armies of the
the United States,
prize cases, to be directly
directly to supreme
States,..... 20
in prize
20
directors, &c.,....
&c.,
20
authority of
of medical
medical directors,
court,..........................
310
20
310
how furnished
furnished and
each
and distributed
distributed to each
from assistant
assistant assessor to assessor
assessor in
army corps,
corps,...................... 20
matters connected
tax,
481
20
matters
connected with income
income tax,..
481
provisions
provisions for care and
and use of,
of,........ 20, 21
21 Appraisers,
Appraisers,
to be used only for certain purposes,...
and assistant,
assistant, to be appointed at Portpurposes,... 21
21
Ambulance
Ambulance Corps,
Corps,
land, Maine, and pay,
pay, .............
land,
46
officers
men, what
how
New
officers and enlisted
two additional,
enlisted men,
what and how
additional, authorized
authorized in New
detailed for service
service in,
York,
161
York............................
detailed
in,............. 20-22
20-22
161
examined, instructed,
20, 21 Appropriations,
to be examined,
instructed, &c.,
&c.,..20,
Appropriations,
designation
uniform of
21, 22
22
designation and uniform
of,..... 21,
for the army, civil
civil expenses,
expenses, consular
consular
ambulances,
furnished and
and distribdistribambulances, how
how furnished
and diplomatic
expenses, fortifications,
fortifications,
diplomatic expenses,
uted, .........................
20
uted.
Indian department, legislative,
legislative, &c.,
Indian
20
&c.,
horse
20
horse and mule
mule litters,
navy, &c.,
&c., see those
those several
several Titles.
litters ................
20
navy,
Titles.
what officers and men
deficiency of, for pay,
&c., of
of officers
officers and
men only to
to take
take the
the
deficiency
pay, &c.,
and
wounded
wounded to the rear................
rear, .
men in Western
Department,
21
men
Western Department,.......
1, 22
Amendment,
for invalid
invalid and
and other pensions,
3, 421
pensions,........3,
proposed, to the Constitution
for rebuilding stable at the
President's,.
3
Constitution of the
the UnitUnitthe President's,.
3
567
for protection of overland
overland emigrants,...
emigrants,... 14
14
ed States,
States,. ......................
567
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Appropriations,
Appropriations, (continued.)
deficiency for year
year ending June
June 30,1864,
deficiency
30,. 1864,
purposes,
and for other purposes,.............
22
for
service of Post-Office
Post-Office Department,
Department, 29,425
for service
29,425
coast,
for conveying
conveying mails on Pacific coast,...
37
treaty with
with Klamath,
Klamath,
for negotiating
negotiating treaty
Modoc, and other Indian tribes,
tribes,..... 37
87
to
Cohvention with
with
to carry into effect
effect Cohvention
Ecuador,
37,
38
Ecuador ..........
.............. 37, 88
for support of military academy,....
academy,....38,
467
8, 467
for
payment of officers
officers and
and crew
crew of the
for payment
Bain
bridge, ........................
53
Bainbridge,
53
for
destitute Indians
Indians in
for refugee
refugee and
and destitute
in
Southern confederacy,
confederacy, .............
62
Southern
62
for agricultural
agricultural improvements
improvements in Uinta
63
Valley,.........................
63
to
effect postal
money-order
to carry
carry into effect
postal money-order
system, .....................
79, 506
ending June
for years ending
June
for naval
naval service
service for
June 30, 1866,
462
30, 1865, and June
1866,..... 80, 462
for
commissioner
for payment
payment of
of awards
awards of commissioner
Indians,
92
92
Sioux Indians,......
for damages
damages by Sioux
for
Stepayment of Peruvian
Peruvian citizens, Stefor payment
phen G. Montano
Montano and Juan
Juan del CarVerge!, ....................
men Vergel,
95, 141
for
support of the army
army for years ending
ending
for support
.... 126
126
June 30, 1865, and June 30,
30, 1866,
1866,....
for
and diplomatic
expenses, 137,422
diplomatic expenses,
for consular and
legislative, executive, and judicial
for legislative,
expenses for
June 30,
for years
years ending June
expenses
45, 445
1865, and June
June 30, 1866,.........
1866,
;45,
for
sundry
civil
expenses
of
the
for sundry civil expenses of the govern844
344
ment, ..........................
preservation, and
and
construction, preservation,
for the construction,
repair of fortifications,.
353, 442
442
fortifications, .......... .. 353,
repair
erection of
of
and erection
for the purchase
purchase of site and
buildings for branch-mint
branch-mint at
at San Franbuildings
cisco,
375
cisco,.........................
376
of rooms for department of agrifor rent of
culture,.........................
culture,
. 381
carry into
into effect the act relating to
to carry
smuggling, .........................
381
81
to carry
into effect the act establishing
establishing ai
to
carry into
branch-mint at Dalles
Galles City, Oregon,.
Oregon,. 388
branch-mint
383
completion, &c.,
&c., of Washington
for completion,
aqueduct,
384
aqueduct,. ..................
.....
the act
act to
to encourage
encourage
to carry into effect the
emigration,
387
887
emigration, ........................
copies of Congressional
Congressional
for purchase of copies
Appendix,
392
Globe and
and Appendix,...............
submarine inventions......
inventions,
392
892
for testing submarine
for
and
printing and
for deficiencies
deficiencies in public printing
bounties to volunteers,
volunteers,..........
399,
400
899, 400
for payment
payment of taxes
taxes on certain
certain lands
for
owned by the United States,
402
States,........ 402
for payment of volunteers for not less
405
days,........... 405
than one
one hundred days,
incurred by
for payment of expenses incurred
joint
conduct of the
committee on the
the conduct
joint committee
war,
.
406
406
war, ............................
for petty
petty officers and crew of the gunboat
408
boat Baron De Kalb, ...............
sufferers by
accident at
relief of
of sufferers
by the accident
for relief
Washington
arsenal,
416, 417
Washington arsenal,............416,
for
expenses of Indian Department
Department for
for expenses
years ending June 30, 1865, and June
30,
161, 541
161,
80, 1866,
1866, .......................
for
expenses of
commission to carry
carry into
into
for expenses
of commission
effect treaty with Great Britain respecting
Hudson's Bay
Bay and Puget's
specting Hudson's
196
195
companies,......
Sound agricultural companies,
preservation of certain
certain public
public
for the preservation
works
works on Northern lakes and seaboard,
200, 201
board, ......................
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Appropriations, (continued.)
(continued.)
Appropriations,
for preparing
and•issuing United
United States
States
for
preparing andissuing
treasury
treasury notes,
notes, fractional
fractional notes, &c.,.
&c., 221
carrying into
for expenses incident
incident to carrying
effect the
the internal
revenue act,......
act,
internal revenue
306
settle the Navajoe
to settle
Navajoe Indian
Indian captives
323
upon aareservation
reservation in New
New Mexico,..
Mexico,
to negotiate aatreaty with certain Indians
Indians
Middle Oregon
of Middle
Oregon, ..................
324
officers and
crew of
of the Essex
Essex
to pay the officers
and crew
for the destruction
destruction of the
the Arkansas, 842
842
to erect
warehouses in or
erect warehouses
or near port of
York, to store imports subject
New York,
subject to
quarantine, ...... ..................
quarantine,
419
419
for purchase
purchase or construction
construction of six revenue steam cutters for
for the Lakes.
419
Lakes,.... 419
relief of friendly
Indians of
of the Sioux
Sioux
for relief
friendly Indians
nation in Minnesota,
Minnesota, ...............
427
427
4c., with Infor negotiating
negotiating treaties,
treaties, &c.,
dians in
Utah Territory,
Territory, ............ 432
in Utah
432
taken for
for Indian
to pay
pay for
for lands,
lands, &c., taken
reservations
in
Washington
Territory,
432
reservations in Washington Territory, 432
expenses of
of five-forty
five-forty loan,
for expenses
loan,......... 469
469
assessment and collection of internal
for assessment
internal
revenue, ............................ 483
483
publishing opinions
opinions of AttorneysAttorneysfor publishing
615
General, ...........................
615
516
for clerks in Post-Office
Post-Office Department, 515, 516
for wagon-roads
517
for
wagon-roads in certain territories,
territories,.. 517
pay settlers
settlers in
Hoopa Valley,
Valley, Caliin Hoopa
to pay
fornia, .............................
638
38
Arapahoe Indians,
Indians,
Arapahoe
appropriations
for
the,
565,
656
176,
655,
556
the,........
appropriations for
Architect,
and assistant, in construction
construction branch
branch of
and
Treasury Department, authorized,...
authorized,... 27
Treasury
Arizona Territory,
Territory,
appropriation for government
government in,...
in,. ..157,
157, 456
appropriation
for
in,
180, 559
559
service in,..........
180,
for Indian
Indian service
for surveys of public lands
lands in,....
in,
350
post-roads established
established in,...........
in,
321, 525
321,
post-roads
Arkansas,
Arkansas,
not
entitled
to
representation
in
elecnot entitled to representation
toral college, .......................
567
567
Armies of the United States,
printing
official reports
of, to be edited, 185
ofofficial
reports of,
printing of
Armored
Vessels,
Plated Vessels,
Armored Plated
appropriation
of,
. 80
80
for completion
completion of,........
appropriation for
Armory, Nationcit,
National,
appropriation
129, 497
497
for, ................. 129,
appropriation for,
Arms,
appropriation
and manufacpurchase and
appropriation for purchase
ture of;
23, 129
23,
ture
of, .......................
Army Appropriations,
Appropriations,
for
years ending
ending June
June 30, 1865, and
and
for the years
June 30, 1866,..........
1866,
495-498
126-130, 495-498
June
recruiting,
citizen surtransportation, citizen
recruiting, transportation,
geons,
126,
495
126, 495
.... ..........
geons, ......
books
of tactics
tactics and
and instruction,
126
instruction, .......
books of
contingencies of
of adjutant-general's
adjutant-general's decontingencies
126
........
partment,
126
copying official
reports of armies,......
armies,
126
126
repor
offcial ofof
copying
126,
495
enlistments,..... 126,
&c., for enlistments,
bounties, &c.,
collecting, subsisting,
subsisting, drilling,
drilling, &c.,
&c ,volcollecting,
unteers,
126
.................
unteers, ......
pay,
commutation, &c.,...
&c., ...126,
497,
127, 495, 497,
126, 127,
pay, commutation,
498
officers
soldiers as servants
officers using soldiers
127
not entitled to allowances,.......
allowances,
construction
former act
act as
to
as to
of former
construction of
compensation to offioffiadditional compensation
cers in
in command
command of
companies
of companies
cers
for
duties,
clothto
arms,
&c.,
as
for duties,
ing,
127
ing, &c., ........................

782
782
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Appropriations, (continued.)
782 Appropriations,
Army
(continued.)
Army
Army Register,
Register,
kind,............. 127, 495
subsistence in kind,
49.
resolution providing for
for publication
publication of
of aa
resolution
quartermaster's department,......
quartermaster's
department,
127, 491
495
full, ............................
412
412
incidental
incidental expenses of,.....127, 495, 49(
496
full, to be published,
published, .................
570
670
purchase of cavalry and artillery
artillery horses,
horses, 128,
128
copies may
be sold,...................
sold,
570
copies
may be
570
496
49f Arrest,
Arrest,
mileage and transportation,..........
transportation,
496
49(
of those furnishing
furnishing arms to the Indians
Indians
freight, procuring
procuring water, clearing
clearing roads,
roads,
ordered,
ordered, ...........................
753
763
&c.,..........................
128,
496
128, 49(
of Jefferson
Jefferson Davis
others, reward
reward
Davis and
and others,
quarters, &c.,
&c., hire or commutation
of,.. 128
128,
commutation of,..
offered for
for the,........................
the,
756
offered
756
496
of felons
felons from other countries
countries commitcommitconstruction of huts, &c.,.........
&c.,
128,
128, 496
496
ting felonies
felonies in this, .................
775
775
heating
heating and cooking stoves,.......
stoves,
128,
128, 496
496
claims for rewards
rewards for
Booth
for arrest of
of Booth
telegraph for military
military purposes,
purposes,.... 128, 496
496
and others,
others, to be filed by January
January 1,
prisoners of war, ................
128,
128, 496
496
1866,
777
1866. .........................
777
steam rams, ......................
128
128 Arsenal,
Arsenal,
clothing and camp equipage,
497
equipage,...... 128,
128, 497
act requiring
requiring removal
removal of,
of, from
from St.
St. Louis,
contingencies,
contingencies, ..................
128,,497
repealed,........................
432
repealed,
432
medicines, instruments,
instruments, and
and dressings,
dressings, 128,
128, Arsenal
Arsenal at Rock Island,
497
Rock Island, Illinois,
taken possespossesIllinois, to be taken
hospital stores, clothing, furniture,
furniture, bedSecretary of
of War
War and
and held,
held, 50
50
sion of by Secretary
ding, &c............................
&c.,
128
128
arsenal, &c.,
built thereon,
50
&c., to be built
thereon,....... 50
books, stationery, and printing,........
printing,
128
128
compensation
for private
private property taken,
taken, 50
50
compensation for
ice, and other
comforts for soldiers,....
other comfbrts
soldiers,
128
128
procedure,
procedure, where
where damages
damages are
are agreed
agreed
citizen
citizen nurses, ...............
......128
upon, ...........................
50
upon,
50
soldiers in,
128
private hospitals, sick
sick soldiers
in,...... 128
where damages
damages are not agreed upon,
upon, 50,
artificial
artificial limbs for soldiers and
and seamen,.
seamen, 128
128
51
citizen physicians
physicians and medicines,.
medicines,....... 129
129
commissioners to assess damages,
damages,
laborers in purveying
clerks and laborers
purveying dede&c.
&c., ...........................
51
pots, ..........................
129
129
appeal from
decision of
of commisappeal
from decision
commismeteorological
observations, ..........
129
meteorological observations,
129
sioners, .......................
51
51
medical museum
museum, ....................
129
129
52
trial by jury, &c., ................ 52
laboratory for medicines,
medicines, &c.,..........
&c.,
129
129
appeal to supreme court
court of the
appeal
washing and washing-machines,
129
washing-machines, ......
129
United States,
52
States,................ 52
commanding
office,
129,
497
commanding general's
general's office,......
129, 497
claims
claims for damages
damages to be
be adjusted
adjusted withsecret service,
129, 497
service,.................... 129,
in three years,
years,.. ..................
52
52
armament
armament of fortifications, .......
129, 497
favor of minors,
minors, married
married
saving in
in favor
ordnance service and stores,
129, 497
stores,....... 129,
497
women, and
persons under diswomen,
and persons
disdeficiency
deficiency for ordnance for 1865,
497
1865,....... 497
ability,
52
ability, ........................
52
purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of arms, 129,497
129, 497 Arsenal at Washington,
Washington,
improvements, &c.,
armory, 129,
129,
repairs, improvements,
&c., at armory,
relief
relief to
to sufferers
sufferers by a
a late
late accident
accident
497
at,
416,
at.
.......................
416, 417
417
at arsenals
arsenals, ..................
129, 497
497 Arsenals,
Arsenals, Army,
Army,
gunpowder and lead,............
lead,
gunpowder
129, 497
497
appropriations for,....................
appropriations
for,.
497
signal-service and office,
office, ............
129
signal-service
129
repairs, improvements,
improvements, &c., at,.........
at,
129
129
uniforms, &c.,
&c., of persons
pay, rations, uniforms,
persons
Artificial Limbs,
of color,
color,.. ........................
129
appropriations for,
for ................
,.. 23,
23, 128
128
appropriations
bounties,
bounties, &c., not over $100,......
$100,
129 Artillery Horses,
Horses,
bounties
bounties to certain volunteers, without
without
appropriations for,...........
for,
appropriations
24, 128,
128, 496
regard to color, ...................
129 Assay Office, New
129
New York,
York,
&e., of colored soldiers
pay, bounties, &c.,
soldiers
appropriations for,
for, .............. 156,
156, 455
455
appropriations
heretofore
129
heretofore enlisted,
enlisted, ...............
129 Assessment Districts
Districts,'
Attorney-General
Attorney-General to determine
quesdetermine quesmillet-internal revenue
revenue act,
224
under-internal
act,............ 224
tion of law
law,.....................
129
129 Assessments. See Internal
Internal Revenue.
Secretary of War to
to provide
provide pay,
pay,
under the
internal revenue
revenue law,
law,
of tax under
the internal
&c., if, &c.,
&c., ................. 129, 130
130
how made,
made ......................
226-230
enlistments in regular army
army may be for
for
erroneous,
rectified, ...........
228
erroneous, may be rectified,
228
during
rebellion,
130
three years, or
or during rebellion,.... 130
not to be increased,
unless, &c.,...
&c.,... 228, 229
229
increased, unless,
commutation of
to
of officers'
officers' subsistence
subsistence to
Assessor,
be fifty cents a
aration
ration, ..............
497
497
of internal revenue,
revenue, to appoint
appoint assistassistthis not to apply
apply to certain
certain offioffiants,.........................
469
.. 469
cers,...........
cers,
497 Assessors and
..........
and Assistant
Assistant Assessors,
officers of volunteers
volunteers now in commission
commission
under internal revenue
revenue act,
224, 225
225
under
act,....... 224,
under rank of brigadier-general
brigadier -general to
to
to
to assess,
assess, &c.,
&c., duty
duty on cotton,..........
cotton,
16
16
have three months'
months' pay when
when musmusAssignment,
tered out of service,
service,................ 497
497
of prize
prize money
in naval
naval
of
money due
due persons in
officers
officers in field may buy rations on
on
service,
310
service, ..........................
310
credit,............................ 497
credit,
497
bounty money,
money, ................
810
of bounty
310
how settled for,
for.................. 497
497
of wages,
wages, ......................
310
310
tobacco at cost for
men,
497
tobacco
for enlisted
enlisted men,........
497
to be
be void,
void, unless,
unless, &c.,..........
&c.,
810
810
additional
additional appropriation for
for pay of ararstamp-duty on,
482
of lease,
lease, stamp-duty
on.............
482
my,
497 Assistant Assessors,
my ..........................
497
Army Ration,
Army
Ration,
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, appointed by asto be same as by
1861,
law of 1861..........144
sessor.........- . --- 469
sessor, .................
f................................................................
-----, .,....., 144
..... -.-- ---
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ifssistant Attorney-General,

,ssistant Attorney-(enerat,
salary
salary of,
of, .............
460
.......... 460
salary of, established
established,.................
516
salary
16
Assistant
Assistant Commissioner
Freedmen, s-c.,
Commissioner of
of Freedmen,
-c.,
in each
each state in
appointin insurrection,
insurrection, and
and appointment, bond, and pay of, ............. .508
508
military officers may be assigned
assigned to this
duty,................ ...........
duty,
508
508
accounts and reports of...............
of,
508
508
Assistant
Depositaries,
Assistant Depositaries,
who may act as, in case
case of sickness,
sickness, or
absence
4
427
absence of,
of,.............
... .... 427
bond,
&c.,
427
bond, penalties,
penalties, &c.,..................
427
Assistant
Postmasters-General,
Assistant PostmastersGeneral,
of, .........................
salary of,
460
460
chief clerk in offices
offices of each,
each, authorized,
authorized, 515
515
salary
salary„
515
.......................
515
Assistant
Assistant Register of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
limitation of office of,
reof, for one
one year, repealed, ...... .
28
.............
. 28
Assistant Secretaries
Secretariesof Executive Departments,
Assistant
Departments,
salaries
salaries of,
460
of,.......................
460
Assistant
the Treasury,
Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury,
additional,
additional, authorized,
26,
authorized ..............
26, 27
27
salary, power, and duties, of,
of,....... 26,
26, 27
27
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War,
salary of additional,
23
additional,.................
23
appointment
of
second,
appointment
second, authorized,
&c ,431
authorized, &c.,
Assistant Treasurers
Treasurers,
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, &c., for,
for,...... 24
24
additional
additional clerks in office
office of,
of, at
at New
New
York,.
York,
161
.........................
161
additional clerical
clerical force in office
office of,
of, at
at
Philadelphia,...............
Philadelphia,
351
.. 351
clerks and employees
employees in
in office
office of,
of, at
at New
New
Orleans,.....................
161
Orleans,
161
who may act as, in case of sickness
sickness or
or
absence
of,
427
absence of, .....................
427
bond, penalties, &c.,
427
&c., ................
427
additional clerks authorized in
office at
in office
at
Boston
Boston, .......................
457
457
in office at
458
at St.
St. Louis,
Louis,............ 458
for the Deaf,
Asylum for
Deaf, Dumb, and the
the Blind,
appropriations
349
appropriations for
for the,
the, .............
349
Asylum for the insane,
Asylum
Insane,
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, certain
certain perpersons may be admitted to,
to,............ 427
42
appropriations for,..
appropriations
.
348
for,..................
348
Asylum,
Asylum, Naval,
Naval,
appropriations for, ................
85,
466
85, 466
Atchison and Pike's
Pike's Peak
Peak Railroad,.
Railroad,.
may buy certain
certain lands of the
Kickapoos, 625
625
the Kickapoos,
conditions
conditions of purchase,
625
purchase,........... 625
contract
contract or purchase
purchase when
when void,.
void,... 626
patents for lands to
contain what
patents
to contain
what

788
783
783

INDEX
Attorney,

United States, for District of Columbia,
United
of,.........195,
fees and emoluments
emoruments of,
195, 196
190
AttorneyGeneral,
Attorney- General,
appropriations
appropriations for the office
office of the,.
the,. 157, 457
questions of law as to pay,
&c.,,
to decide
decide questions
pay, &c
colored soldiers,
soldiers, ...............
129
of colored
129
rooms for office
office of, ...................
459
459
office of,
and their
salaries,
516
clerks in office
of, and
their salaries,...
516
salary of
of assistant
assistant, ...................
516
516
additional pay to come from
additional
from unexpended
unexpended
balances,
516
balances, ......................
516
may contract
contract for publishing
publishing the opinions
opinions
of the
the attorney-general,
attorney-general,...
514
.............
14
Attorneys,
courts to take
in national
national courts
take oath..........
oath,
.
424
424
oath to be filed,
filed, .....................
424
424
falsely taking,
falsely
taking, to be
perjury, .........
424
be perjury,
424
.AttorneysGeneral,
Attorneys- General,
opinions of the, to be published,...
published,... 514, 515
515
style of publication,
copyright, &c.,.
&c.,. 514,
514, 515
515
publication, copyright,
editing,
&c.,
515
editing, distribution,
distribution, &c.,.............
515
appropriation for,..
appropriation
515
for, .................... 515
Attorneys of
of the United States.
States.
See District
Attorneys.
See
District Attorneys.
Sales,
Auction Sales,
duty on, under
under internal revenue
273
revenue act,
act,... 273
Auditors
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
Auditors of
appropriations
ap,propriations for offices of,..
of,.. 149, 150, 449,
449,
450
additional clerks in
offices
of,.......
27,
449
additional
in offices of....... 27, 449
Treasury for
Department,
Auditor of Treasury
for Post-Office
Posl-Office Department,
appropriations
of' the,
the, 149,
149, 150,
150, 449
appropriations for
tbr office
office of
449
duty of, under
the money-order
money-order system,
system, 78
78
duty
under, the
to superintend
superintend the collection
collection of all
debts
all debts
due to the United
United States
States or Post-Office
Post-Office
Department, ......................
78
Department,
78
Avenues in Washington,
Avenues
appropriations
347
appropriations for, ....................
347

E.
B.

Baca,
Baca, Luis
Luis Maria,
Maaria,
heirs
heirs of,
of, may re-locate
re-locate certain land
land in
in
New
125
New Mexico,
Mexico, ......................
125
effect
re-location,
126
effect of such
such re-location,.............
126
right to former location
void,
126
location void,.........
126
Baggage,
Baggage,
to be
be inspected,
&c., on
on
of passengers
passengers to
inspected, &c.,
arrival,
197
arrival ............................
197
Bailey, Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel Joseph,
Joseph,
congress to,................
to,
408
thanks of congress
408
Orphans' Court,
Court,
Bailiff of Orphans'
conditions,
626
conditions,.............
in
of Columbia,
Columbia, may
serve procprocin District
District of
. 626
may serve
provision for bona
purchasers
bona fide purchasers
ess issued
said court,
court, ............
194
ess
issued by said
194
from railroad,..................
railroad,
fees therefor
therefor, ...... ...............
194
626
194
lands when purchased
part of
of
Bainbridge, The United States
States Brig,
Brig,
purchased to be part
Bainbridge,
Kansas,....................... ,
626
date when to
deemed to have
have been
been
626
to be
be deemed
Atocha, Alexander
J.,
Alexander J.,
52, 53
lost, .........................
52,
53
claim of,
examined by court
of, to be examined
widows
and
children,
&c.,
of
those
court of
of
widows and children, &c., of those lost
lost
claims, and paid,
claims,
paid, if, &c.,
to pay
pay
&c............... 595
to receive aa sum,
595
sum, in addition to
Attachments,
Attachments,
due, equal to twelve
twelve months'
months' pay,....
pay,.... 53
53
of property claimed by the United
accounts of
Charles C.
C. WalUnited
accounts
of paymaster
paymaster Charles
WalStates, how may be discharged,
discharged,.... 122
den
to be
be settled,
settled, ..................
53
122
den to
53
provision in case judgment
judgment is
obtained
Baker, Mary A.,
is obtained
A.,
proceedings,
122,
123
in the proceedings.............
pension
599
122, 123
pension to, ..........................
599
of property
property of certain delinquent
delinquent or dedeBanking Associations,
faulting agents of Post-Office
Post-Office Departhow may
100
may be formed,
formed, .................
100
ment, ....................
482-434
act authorizing, may at any
any time
time be
be
432-434
proceedings to obtain,
obtain, execute, and
proceedings
altered
repealed, ................
118
and disaltered or repealed,
dis118
charge warrant
charge
433,
warrant of,
persons forming,
forming, to
certificate unof, ............
433, 434
434
persons
to make
make certificate
unSee Post-Office
Department,
101
der seal,
seal, ..........................
iSee
-Post-VfficeDepartment.
I
101
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Banking
Banking Associations,
Associations, (continued.)
(continued.)
certificate to
what,
101
to specify
specify what,............
10]
to be acknowledged, &c.,
&c.,.......... 101
copies, &c., duly
certified and aucopies,
duly certified
authenticated,
thenticated, to be evidence
evidence of
of existence of bank, &c.,..............
&c.,..
101
10
copy of articles of association,
association, to be
be sent
sent
to comptroller
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.......................
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form
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Blockade,
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&c............. 751
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the United
United States rescinded,
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of ports
purpose
of
such
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locate military
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rants
Board
Commissioners,
Board of Tax Commissioners,
duties, salary, &c. of, in collecting
collecting taxes
taxes
districts,
501-504
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in insurrectionary
See Direct
Insurrectionary Districts.
Districts.
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act enrolling,
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may enter their
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limit
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entered,..... 136
limit to amount
claims of, to
to be presented
presented within
what time, ....................
136
136
Bonded Warehouses,
when goods in, may
may be entered for consumption and
and bonds be
be cancelled.....
cancelled
12
12
sumption
certain goods
goods in, may be entered for
for
consumption
and
bonds
cancelled
beconsumption
bonds cancelled
fore September
September 1,
1864,
133
183
1, 1864,............
fore
duties and charges to be paid,.....
paid,
133
goods in, subject to
to what duty,........
duty,
216
216
under internal
internal revenue
provisions
revenue act, provisions
under
concerning, ..............
245,
246, 247, 297
concerning,
from, for
for
withdrawal of goods from,
time for withdrawal
exportation, extended,..............
extended,
420
exportation,
See
Internal Revenue.
See Internal
Bonds. See Loan.
naval officers, surveyors,
of collectors, naval
&c., to be approved
approved by commissioner
commissioner
&c.,
134
of customs, .....................
Secretary
of Treasury
may issue couTreasury may
Secretary of
pon
$400,000,register, for loan of $400,000,pon or register,
218
000,
218
........................
payable
less than five,
five, nor more
payable in not less
than
218
218
than forty, years, ..................
interest
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over six per centum payable
interest not
in coin, ........................
218
218
denominations, ......................
218
denominations,
218
where and
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may be disposed
disposed of,....
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where
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all bonds, treasury
treasury notes, &c.,
to be
&c., to
be exexempt from state or municipal taxes,
218
taxes,.. 21E
Secretary may issue in lieu of
of
of part
part of
bonds, $200,000,000
$200,000,000 of
of treasury
treasury notes,
notes, 21E
218
denomination, and when payable,..
denomination,
payable,
218
21E
interest payable
payable in lawful
lawful money,..
money, — 218
218
how may be disposed
disposed of,..........
of,
218
218
to be legal
legal tender
tender for what,........
what,
218
218
to be convertible
convertible into bonds,.......
bonds,
219
219
substituted for
may be substituted
prefor notes
notes of
of previous issues,...................
issues,
219
21
Interest-bearing notes not to be tender
interest-bearing
tender
for redemption
redemption of circulation
circulation of
of
banks..........
banks,
219
...............
219
interest on bonds heretofore
heretofore issued
issued may
may
be paid semi-annually,
semi-annually, .............
219
219
bonds heretofore issued may be exexchanged
changed for seven and three
three tenth
notes,.........................
notes,
219
.
219
Secretary
Treasury may receive
Secretary of Treasury
receive temporary loans, ...........
............. 219
219
certificates of deposit to be issued
issued
therefor, ............
therefor,
............ 219
219
payable
payable after ten days'
days' notice,
notice...... 219
219
aggregate
aggregate not to exceed $50,000,000,
$50,000,000, 219
219
reserve for their payment,.........
payment,
219
219
fractional
fractional currency may be issued
issued to
amount
of
not
amount
over $50,000,000,
220
$50,000,000..... 220
provisions concerning,
concerning,..........
220
220
coupon
coupon and registered
registered bonds to
of
to be
be of
what form,
form, and how executed,
220
executed,....... 220
former bonds made valid,
220
valid,............. 220
form of treasury
treasury notes,................
notes,
220
220
printed therethereto have
have statements
statements printed
on
on, ........................
220
220
and imprint of seal
seal of treasury,
treasury,... 220
220
registered bonds may be issued for coupon bonds,
220
bonds ......................
220
mutilated and defaced
defaced bonds
bonds may
be remay be
replaced ...........................
placed,
220
220
instructions to officers receiving
receiving or
or prepreparing
paring United States notes,
......
221
notes,..........
221
expenses
expenses of preparing, &c., how borne,
borne,. 221
not to exceed one per cent.,.......
cent.,
221
221
penalty for counterfeiting, &c.,
&c., any
obany obligation
ligation or security of
the United
United
of the
States,....................
States,
221
.. 221
......
meaning of "obligation"
meaning
"obligation" or
or ""security,".
ity," .....................
222
222
for uttering, &c., such obligation,
obligation,
&c., .............
221
.........
221
for unlawful custody
custody or use of
of plates
plates
221
for printing, ...................
221
for engraving
engraving plates,
plates, .............
.
221
221
for printing or photographing
photographing notes, 222
222
for bringing into the
States
the United
United States
such printed or photographed
photographed
notes .........................
notes,
222
222
for wrongfully
wrongfully retaining plate,
plate,..... 222
222
for using plate, &c.,
&c., in counterfeitcounterfeit222
ing notes,....................
222
pending prosecutions
prosecutions not affected,
222
affected,...... 222
treasury
treasury notes may be issued in lieu
lieu of
of
those authorized
authorized by
by act of June
June 30,
30,
1864 ..............
1864,
425
.............
425
limit to issue,
425
issue ......................
425
how may be disposed
disposed of,
of,.............. 425
425
no additional
additional legal-tender
legal-tender notes
notes authorauthorized
ized,...........................
425
425
exempt from taxation,
taxation,................
425
42
certain five-twenties
five-twenties may be sold,.....
sold,
425
425
Secretarv
t+ an
an
Secretary of
of 'I'rasnr
Treasury mv
may isnoa
issue to
exceeding $600,000,000,—
amount not exceeding
$600,000,000,.. 468
468

787
787
787--

the word to mean
mean what, in
respectin acts respecting
ing copyrights,
copyrights, ..
...............
540
to include
include subsequent
subsequent e
diti
ons,
..
.....
514
editions,.........
540
Books,
&c.,
Books, 4-c.,
duty on,
213
on............................. . 21
Books and Documents,
Documents,
to be distributed
distributed to members
members of present
present
congress,.........................
congress,
570
570
Books, Charts,
Charts, 4-c.,
&c.,
appropriations
appropriations for, for navy,........
navy,
81, 462
462
81,
Books
Account
Books of
of Account,
production of,
of, may
may be required
upon
required upon
hearing of appeals
appeals under the
the internal
internal
revenue
revenue law,.
..
229
law,
....................
229
Books
Tactics, &c.,
4"c.,
Books of
of Tactics,
appropriations
appropriations for,
24, 126
126
for,................... 24,
Books, Stationery, and
and Printing,
Printing,
appropriations
appropriations for,....................
for,........ ........
128
128
Booth, Thomas,
Thomas,
pension
pension to, ........................
600
600
Boston
Charlestown,
Boston and
and Charlestown,
additional
inspectors of revenue
additional inspectors
revenue at,....
at,..
198
198
Garden,
Botanic Garden,
appropriation for,
for, ...............
349
appropriation
349
Bottles,
Bottles,
duty on.........................
on,
203
203
Boundary
Boundary Line,
between the
between
the United
United States and
and British
British
possessions
possessions bounding on Washington
Washington
Territory, expenses
expenses of
commissioners
of commissioners
to run,.....
run,
to
...... ............ 424
424
Bounties
Bounties and
and Premiums,
Premiums,
recruits in
for recruits
in regular army,
army, volunteers,
volunteers,
and drafted
drafted men,
................. 126
126
to colored soldiers,
126
soldiers, ..................
126
to be paid
paid certain
certain volunteers,
volunteers, without
rewithout regard to color
color, ..............
129
... 129
sick
sick soldiers discharged
discharged and
and dying
dying in
in
hospital.........................
hospital,
356
356
certain
certain non-commissioned
non-commissioned officer
and
officers and
soldiers of regular
regular army
army reenlisting,
to
reenlisting, to
entitled to
be entitled
to,.................
144
144
appropriation for, ..................
appropriation
400
400
time for paying limited,
400
limited, ...............
400
time for paying extended,
extended, .......
400, 403
403
400,
Bounties,
fbr Recruits,
Recruits,
Bounties, 6m.,
-c.,Jbr
appropriations for,
appropriations
495
for,....................... 495
Bountiesfor
of Enemies'
Enemies' Vessels,
Bounties
for Destruction
Destruction of
appropriation
appropriation for
for, .....................
85
85
Bounty,
Bounty,
paid to persons
persons under
under eighteen,
eighteen, to
be rereto be
discharge, ..........
paid before
before discharge,
10,
380
10, 380
to
to mariner enlisting
enlisting into navy,
navy, to be
be dededucted from prize
prize money...........
money, ......
77
to
to master
master of loyal
loyal slaves
slaves enlisting,
11
enlisting,. ....
11
to
seamen, &c., appropriation
to seamen,
80
appropriation for,
for,...... 80
to persons enlisting in navy
navy or marine
corps,.
corps, .........................
342
342
to widows
widows and children, &c.,
&c., of
soldiers
of soldiers
discharged for wounds
discharged
wounds received
received in
in
battle, and
before receiving
battle,
and dying
dying before
receiving
bounty,
bounty, .........................
487
487
how and to whom to be
be paid,.
paid,
487
......... 487
privates and others discharged
for
discharged for
wounds
wounds received
received in line
line of
tc
of duty,
duty, tc
receive same bounty as if
receive
full
term
if full term
had been served,
served, ..................
488
488
of $100
$100 allowed to heirs of volunteers
volunteers
killed
killed in battle,
to be
be extended
extended to
to
battle, to
widow,
widow,.........................
488
488
to children
children of such
such volunteer,
volunteer,
wh-lhr__i:t-fr
t..----whether
enlisted for two years
oir les ....................
U
or less, .......................
488
488

788
788
Bounty, (continued.)
(continued.)
wilfully depriving volunteers or suostisubstitutes of,
of, punished,—
punished, ... ..
.........
.
no person appointed, or rated officer or
or
clerk in navy to receive, while holding an appointment, .............
appropriation to pay
pay officers,
of gungunofficers, &c.,
&c., of
boat Essex, for
the Arkanfor destroying
destroying the
Arkansas,......................................
sas,
.
claims for, in late war with
Britwith Great
Great Britain, act providing for satisfying,.....
satisfying,
warrants already
issued, to
to be
be loalready issued,
located hereafter, ..............
former entries confirmed,
confirmed,..........
!lox-rents,
Box-rents,
to be part of postal revenues,
revenues ..........
Branch
Branch County
County,
Michigan,
Michigan, made part of eastern
eastern judicial
judicial
district,
district,......
...........
Branch
Branch Mint,
Mint,
erection of buildings for, at San
San Francisco,
cisco, authorized
authorized,.................
appropriation for, at San Francisco,
appropriation
155,
Francisco, 155,
at Denver, ................
22,
22,
at Dalles
DaIles City, in Oregon, act
act to
to estabestablish,..........................
lish,
..
officers,
officers, &c., salaries,
salaries, oath, &c.,....
&c.,
to be under control of director
mint,
director of
of mint,.
rules, &c., for, how made, ............
to be place of deposit for
moneys,
for public
public moneys,
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490
490
639
539
342
342
378
378
379
379
379
379
337
337
145
145
375
375
375
375
156
382
382
382
382
382
382
382

&c.,..........................
383
superintendent
superintendent to be assistant treas383
urer, . ......................
383
certificates of deposit for
&c.,
383
for gold,
gold, &c.,.....
383
appropriation for,........................
for,
383
383
at Carson
Carson City, Nevada,
Nevada, title of
of lands
lands
to be obtained
obtained for,
for, ...............
569
569
Duties on
on Imports.
Brandy. See
See Duties
Imports.
duty on, ..........
202,
203
.......
202, 203
distilled from grapes to
to pay internal
internal
revenue duty of twenty-five
revenue
twenty-five cents
cents a
a
gallon, ..........................
244
244
distilled from grapes, apples, and
and peaches,
distilled
peaches,
duty on,...................
472
....
472
additional
additional import duty on,
493
on,........ 492,
492, 493
Brass,
Brass, and Manufactures
Manufactures of,
of,
internal revenue
revenue duty
upon,
477
internal
duty upon,...........
477
Brazil,
Brazil,
ocean
ocean mail-steamship service
service between
between
the United
United States and,..............
and,
93
93
Breaking
Breaking
boxes, bales, packages,
penalty for
packages, &c., penalty
for
wilfully,
198
wilfuilly, .......................
198
Brenton, Major N.
N. S.,
allowance
allowance of $2,600,000
$2,600,000 to, in settle584
ment of accounts,
accounts................
84
Brevet,
officers by, in regular army
army to
to receive
receive
same pay, &c.,
&c., as
as volunteers,........
volunteers,
488
same
488
Bridge,
Bridge,
over the Ohio River
River above
above the
Falls,
the Falls,
constructed, ...............
431
may be constructed,
431
height, spans, draws, &c.,...........431
&c.,
431
to be a
a post-route,
post-route,................... 431
across the Ohio River
across
River at Cincinnati,
Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Covington, Ky.,
Ky., made
made a
a
lawful structure
structure and post-road,.......
post-road,
431
431
Bridges,
Bridges,
provisions of
internal revenue
revenue law
law conprovisions
of internal
concerning,....................27
cerning,
275, 277
277
Bridges
Potomac,
Bridges across
across the
the Potomac,
appropriation
appropriation for drawkeepers
drawkeepers of,..
of,
159,
459
159, 459
Brigham,
Brigham, Henry
Henry A.,
A.,
payment to, ..
596
..........
.......
596

Sales,
Brokers' Sales,
duty
duty on certain, under
under internal
internal revenue
act, .......................
273, 478
273
Brooks, John,
John,
lands in Missouri, granted
granted to, or his
representatives,.....................
representatives,.
582
Brown, William G.,
payment to, for stone, &c.,............
payment
&c.,
579
579
Brownsville,
Brownsville Texas,
Texas
blockade of, so far to cease that, &c.,...
blockade
&c.,
740
740
shipments of certain
certain articles
articles not
allowed, 740
740
not allowed,
Buffalo,
sea-wall
sea-wall at, .......................
354
354
Buffalo Creek,
additional
additional inspectors
inspectors authorized
authorized at,...
at,
198
198
Building Corner
Corner of F
F and Fifteenth Streets,
appropriations
appropriations for general
general purposes
purposes of,.
of,. 153,
154, 454
Building Corner
Corner of F
Seventeenth Streets,
Streets,
F and Seventeenth
appropriations
appropriations for general purposes
of, 153,
153,
purposes of,.
453
Bunting,
Bunting,
contracted for, of American
may be contracted
American
manufacture,
manufacture, .....................
467
467
contract with lowest bidbut not by contract
der, ..........................
467
467
Bureau for the Relief of Freedmen
Refugees,
Freedmen and Refugees,
act establishing
establishing,.................
507, 508
507,
508
bureau,................. 507,
duty of bureau,
507, 508
508
commissioner and
and clerks,
507
clerks ..............
507
their pay
pay and oath
oath of office,
office........... 507
507
commissioner and chief clerk to give
507
bonds, .............
....
607
5...
issues
issues of clothing, provisions,
provisions, and fuel,
fuel,. 507
507
assistant
assistant commissioner
commissioner in each state in
insurrection,
508
insurrection, .....................
508
bond and pay,
508
bond
pay,.................... 608
military officers may be assigned
assigned
to this duty
duty, ..................
508
508
accounts and
reports of,....
of,
508
accounts
and special reports
508
assistants
assistants to report quarterly,
508
quarterly,...... .508
abandoned lands in insurrectionary
abandoned
insurrectionary states
states
to be set apart for freedmen
freedmen and refugees,.
gees, ............................
508
508
limit of
508
of land
land assigned,
assigned,................ 508
rent, and
and how based,.
based, ...........
508
508
occupants
purchase,...... 508,
508, 509
occupants may purchase,......
509
Bureau
Bureau of Military
Military Justice,
established, ......................
145
145
aajudge advocate-general
advocate-general to
to be head of,
of,. 145
145
assistant judge
jage advocate-general,...
advocate-general,
l45
14E
duties of, ............................ 145
145
clerks in, Secretary
145
Secretary of
of War
War to appoint,
appoint,. 145
Bureaus in
Navy Department,
Bureaus
in the lavy
Department,
appropriations
appropriations for,.
for,. 81, 82, 154, 454, 462, 463
463
Burkes, William,
payment to, ........................
579
payment
579
Burlington
Burlington and
Company,
and Missouri
Missouri River
River Railroad
Railroad Company,
entitled
entitled to receive
receive lands
lands,.............
96
96
limits
96
limits of
of selection,
selection, ..................
96
authorized to change
location, ........
335
authorized
change location,
335
map of change of
of location to be filed in
in
335
one year,
year .......................
335
may extend its
road,
364
may
its road,..................
364
right of way and
and lands
lands granted
granted to,
to, ..... 364
right
64
Indian titles to be
extinguished ......
364
be extinguished,
364
maps
maps of change of
of location of,
of, to be filed
filed
in three months,..................
months,
528
528
time for completing
road extended
extended one
one
completing road
year,
573
year............................
573
law
requiring map
map of
change of location
law requiring
of change
location
to be filed within one year, repealed,.
repealed,. 673
Burns, John
John L.,
pension
pension to, .......................
577
677
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4..-T .- Burnside, Major-General
Burmsiae,
maJor- -enera Ambrose
A morose E.,
a.,
Canal Boats,
Canal
Boats,
thanks of congress to,
401
to, ...............
401
hulls and
and boilers
boilers of certain,
certain, to be inBush,
Asahel,
Bush, Asahel,
spected,...........................
120
120
accounts of,
accounts
printer of
Oregon,
of, as public printer
of Oregon,
fees for inspection,
inspection, ..............
....
120
120
settled ........................
to be settled,
580
680 Cancellation
Cancellation of Stamps,
provisions concerning
concerning, ................
293
. 293
who to cancel and how,
293
who
how, ...............
293
C.
penalty
penalty for
for using stamp without cancelcancelling, ........
293
..
...... ............ 293
Engineers,
Cadet Engineers,
commissioner
commissioner may
may prescribe
prescribe other effecteffectappointment
appointment of,
393
of, authorized,
authorized, ...........
893
ual modes
modes,.......................
293
293
number and who
appointed,
393
who may
may be
be appointed,....
393
articles ................
293
on proprietary
proprietary articles
293
age and examination,..................
393
39
Cannon,
Cannon,
academic course,.....................
course,
393
academic
393
importation of, into Ottoman
importation
Ottoman Empire
Empire
Cadets,
Cadets,
may be prohibited,
617
prohibited ..................
617
at Military Academy, pay
39 Cape of Good Hope,
pay of,
of,.......... 39
Good Hope,
examinations, not
deficient at examinations,
not to be
be
additional duties on goods from councontinued, &c.,
&e., unless, &c.,.......
&c.,.. ,
39
39
tries
tries east of, imported,
imported, &c.
493
&c.,......... 493
found deficient
deficient at
at examination,
examination, former
former
Cape Perpetua,
Pmpetua,
Cape
act concerning, repealed, ............
467
467
collection-district
collection-district of,
of, abolished,
126
abolished,........ 125
"Cairo," The,
Capital
Capital,
pay of petty officers
officers and
and crew
crew of
of
of tanks,
banks, &c., duty on,................
on,
277
277
the,................................
the,
85
86
associations, amount,
amount, ininof banking associations,
Calapooias,
Calapooias,
crease,
reduction of,........
crease, and reduction
of,
101,
103
101, 108
appropriations for the,....
the,.... 171,
171, 172, 550,
550, 661
551
of banks, &c., w,hat
deemed under
what to be deemed
under
Caldwell,
K.,
Caldwell, Walter K.,
revenue act,.'.........
revenue
act, '
486
..............
486
payments
payments to, for carrying the
the mails,
mails, ... 576
576 Capitol
Capitol Extension,
Extension,
Calhoun County,
County,
appropriations
appropriations for, .................
25,
350
25, 350
Michigan,
Michigan, made
made part of eastern
eastern judicial
judicial
Capitol
Capitol Hotel Company,
Company,
district, .....
145
....................
145
in Washington,
Washington, D. C., incorporated,...
incorporated,... 539
539
California,
California,
names
names of corporators,
539
corporators, ...............
539
terms of federal, circuit, and district
district
purposes of corporation,
purposes
corporation, .............
639
539
courts in,..........................
4, 5
4,
5
capital
capital stock,
stock, shares, transfer, ........
540
540
special sessions of such
4, 5
such courts,
courts,........ 4,
5
directors, annual meeting, by-laws,....
directors,
by-laws,
640
640
business, &c.,
&c., thereat,
4, 5
thereat, ..........
4,
5 Capitol
Capitol Police,
Police,
act for better organization of Indian
Indian afafappropriations
for,
26, 159
appropriations for,....................26,
159
39 Captains
fairs in,
in, ...........................
39
Captains in the Navy,
See Indian
Indian Affairs.
payments made to, ratified,.....
certain payments
182
ratified,..... 182
act for the relief of settlers upon lands
Captured Property,
Captured
Property,
within
within the grant for the Rancho
Rancho San
San
sales of, may be made
where, ......... 375
375
sales
made where,
Ramon,............................ 69
Ramon,
69 Carpenter,
Carpenter, J. N.,
claimants may contest location,
......
69
location,........
69
paymaster in the navy,
navy, to
be credited
in
paymaster
to be
credited in
if the United States has any
any title,
bona
title, bona
settlement of accounts, with money
settlement
money
fide settlers to have
have patents,
69
patents,......... 69
stolen .............................
stolen,
687
587
lines of public surveys to be extended
Carriages,
Carriages,
over tract known as the Rancho
Rancho Bolsa
BoIsa
duty on under
under the revenue
revenue law,.......
law,
274
274
de Tomales,
Tomales, .......................
136
136 Carson
Carson City, Nevada,
land
Rancho, may
land in, known as College Rancho,
title to certain lands at, to
obtained
to be obtained
be sold,...................
......... 143
143
for branch mint,
569
for
mint,. ................
569
appropriations for
services in,...
in,
179, Cartee,
appropriations
for Indian
Indian services
179,
F.,
Cartee, L.
L. F.,
557, 659
559
667,
payment
payment to, for surveys
surveys of
of public
public lands,
lands, 576
for surveys of public lands in,.....
in,
349
349
work
work of,
of. to be
be tested before
payment,
before payment,
land in,
as Point
in, known as
Point San
San Quintin,
Quintin,
&
c . ,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . 5576
Svc.,
76
granted
granted to, for state-prison
state-prison purposes,
purposes, 194,
194, Carter,
Carter, Dorsey
William,
Dorsey Edwin
Edwin William,
195
195
name
name of,
changed from that
that of
of Dorsey
Dorsey
of, changed
grant of Yo-Semite Valley to,.........
to,
325
Edwin William
697
Edwin
William Towson,
Towson,........... 597
grant of Mariposa Big-Tree
Big-Tree Grove,
Grove,.... 325
825 Cases,
act to expedite settlement of land titles
containing
containing teas, to be branded,
494
branded,........ 494
of, .......................
in state of,
332
332 Cashier
Revenue,
Cashier of Internal
InternalRevenue,
See Land
Land Titles.
appointment, salary,
224w
salary, duty,
duty,........... 224
act to quiet land titles in Rancho Laguna
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
de Santos Calle
373
Calle in, ................
373 Casks,
Casks,
post-routes established
316
post-routes
established in,
in, ............
316
exported full and returned
to be
returned empty,
empty, to
be
light-house
light-house service on coast of,
of,........ 346
346
free of duty
duty, ......................
217
free
217
appropriations
appropriations to pay settlers in Hoopa
Hoopa
containing distilled
containing
to
be
branddistilled spirits,
spirits, to be brandValley in, for improvements on Indian
ed,
494
ed.......
........................
494
reservation
538 Cavalry
reservation in, .....................
538
Cavalry and
and Artillery
Artillery Horses,
Horses,
post-roads established in,.............
in,
522
522
appropriations for
appropriations
of, 24,
24, 128,
461,
for purchase
purchase of,
128, 461,
California Land
California
Land Claims,
Claims,
496
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of private,..
private,
157 Cayuses,
Cayuses,
Camanches,
Comanches,
appropriations
173, 552
652
appropriations for
for the,..
the,............. 173,
appropriations foe
appropriations
165,
544 Cedar
for the, ...........
165, 544
Rapids and Missouri
Missouri River Railroad
Railroad Company,
CedarRapids
Company,
Camp and
and Garrison
Camp
Garrison Equipage,
Equipage,
may change
location and have
have lands,
lands,
change location
appropriations for,
appropriations
for,....... 24, 128,
128, 461,
461, 497
497
96, 97
1
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Cedar Rapids,
&c., (continued.)
Cedar
Rapids, tc.,
(continued.)
limits of selection,
selection, and conditions of
of
97,
grant, ..........................
97, 98
98
rights
of
others
not
affected,
rights
others
affected,...... 98
98
Cemeteries,
Cemeteries,
certain, in District of Columbia,
Columbia, to be
be
certain,
taxed, ............................
193
certain lots in, to be exempt,.....
exempt,
193
193
certain
Cemetery,
for navy and marine corps at PhiladelPhiladelphia, appropriation
appropriation for,.............
for,
85
Constantinople,
Cemetery at Constantinople,
appropriation for,
138
138
for, ....................
appropriation
Cent,
Cent,
standard weight, and composition of,...
of,
54
standard
54
two-cent pieces to be
be coined,........:.
coined,
• 54
two-cent
shape and device thereof,........54,
thereof,
54, 55
55
shape
extended to coinage
coinage of,
of, 55
present laws extended
director of mint to secure conformity
conformity of
director
alloy in said coins,
55
coins,................
tender, and in
in
a legal tender,
such coins to be a
what sums,.....................
sums,
55
55
intended
penalty for making coins, &c., intended
to
cents,. ..............
55
55
to be passed
passed as
as cents,
what amount,..
amount,— 518
to be aalegal tender for what
Central
Company,
Central Pacific
Pacific Railroad
til0road Comnpany,
California, provisions
provisions relating to rate
of California,
of building road, &e.,
357
&c.,..............
may issue bonds,
bonds, ....................
504
04
assignment by, to Western Pacific
Pacific Railntified and confirmed,
504
confirmed, 504
road Company,
Company, ratified
Certificate
Disability,
Certificate of Disability,
by
&c., to
exempof exempto claimant of
physician. &c.,
by physician,
10
10
for,.........
from draft,
draft, no fees for,
tion from
Certificate
Growth, 6-c.,
ec.,
Certificate of Growth,
not required in certain cases,..........
cases,
. .. 140
140
Certificates of Deposit,
Deposit,
Certificates
temporary loans to the
may be given for temporary
United States, ....................
219
219
United
may be paid for gold dust and bull- •
ion,
383
383
.............................
Cession
Cession of Lands,
to the United States, ................
667
to the United States by the Utah
Utah Indians,
674
dians, ..............................
boundaries of lands ceded,........
ceded,
674
674
boundaries
by certain
certain Chippewas, ...............
693
693
See
c.
Indians, Chippewas,
Chippewas, tic.
See Utah Indians,
Challenges,
Challenges,
in jury trials of minor
minor offences,.......
offences,
125
to jurors in United States courts,
500
courts,...... 500
in
offences,
for treason or capital
capital offences,
in trials for
defendant
United
defendant has twenty and the United
peremptory challenges,...
challenges,
500
States five peremptory
in
500
for other
other offences,
offences,............ ,. 500
in trials for
to be tried by the court, ..............
500
500
Champlain,
Champlain,
additional
authorized in,
in,.... 198
additional inspectors authorized
Chaplains,
Chaplains,
in
without command,
of,
command, rank of,
in the army,
army, without
recognized,
46
recognized,................ . ......
to be borne on rolls next after sur46
46
geons, .......................
46
of, ...........
46
allowances of,
pay and allowances
46
46
entitled to pensions, .............
reports, .....
46
to make monthly
monthly reports,.........
46
funeral services, and
and
to perform funeral
public religious
religious services,
services,... 46
hold public
Charter,
Charter,
amended,
407
of city of Washington amended,.......
Charter of Vessels,
Charter
purposes,..... 80
for naval and blockading
blockading purposes,
Charts, ?cc.,
Charts,
*c.,
appropriations
81, 462
navy,........81,
appropriations for, for navy,
^

.

.

.

w

.

.

Chastas,
Chastas,
appropriations
for the,.............
the,
162, 541
162,541
appropriations for
Cherokee Nation,
appropriations
the,.........180,
564
........ 180, 558, 564
appropriations for the,
Cheyennes,
appropriations
the,
176, 555
555
appropriations for the,...........
Chicago,
Chicago,
may erect
navigable wain navigable
erect piers in
city of, may
11
Lake Michigan,
Michigan,.............
ters of Lake
11
piers to be lighted, ...................
marine hospital and grounds
grounds at, may
may be
be
marine
sold, .. , ......
142
.....................
sold
at,.... 198
additional inspectors
authorized at,
additional
inspectors authorized
Chickasaws,
Chickasaws,
appropriations for the,.........165,
the,
165, 180, 544
544
appropriations
Chief Clerk,
516
office,......... 516
in Attorney-General's
Attorney-General's office,
offices of each of the assistant
assistant postin offices
masters-general,
......
515
authorized, .........
515
masters-general, authorized,
Chief Engineer,
Engineer,
appropriations for office
office of,.........154,
of, ..... ....154, 453
appropriations
additional clerks in office
office of,
of. ..........
28
additional
Chief Engineers
Nary,
Engineers of the Navy,
number
893
of, established,
established,....... 393
number and pay of,
Chief of
of Ordnance,
Chief
Ordnance,
appropriations
for office
office of,........153,
of,
153, 453
appropriations for
additional clerks in office
office of,
.28
of, ..........
28
salary
515
515
salary of,
of, ...........................
Chief of
of Staff,
Staff
to
lieutenant-general commanding,.....
commanding,
500
to lieutenant-general
rank, pay, and allowances
of,
500
rank,
allowances of,..........
of Indians,)
Indians,)
Chiefs (of Tribes of
persons with bands of less than fifty, not
not
persons
be recognized
as,
695
695
to be
recognized as,................
. 695
gratuities
to,
gratuities to .......................
houses and
lands for,
694
693, 694
...........
houses
and lands
Children,
Children,
certain, in Washington,
Washington, may be bound
bound
certain,
out,
131
131
out............................
certain officers,
officers, &c.,
&c., to receive
receive penof certain
sion,
499
499
sion ,..............................
enlisted into military or naval
of person enlisted
service, to be free,
free,..................
571
evidence that they are children of
evidence
of
such
person, ....................
571
such person
China,
China,
salary of interpreters
expenses of
of
salary
interpreters and expenses
courts in
in, ................
137, 189,
139, 424
ocean mail-steamship
mail-steamship service
service with, auocean
thorized, ..
430
thorized
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... 430
See Ocean Mail-Steamship
Mail-Steamship Service.
Chippewa
Indians,
Chippewa Indians,
treaty with
with the Red Lake
Lake and Pembina
Pembina
treaty
bands of,
of October
October 2, 1863,........
1863,
667
of, of
667
peace
and
friendship
to
perpetual,
667
be
perpetual,...
friendship
peace
lands
ceded
the
United
States,
667
to
the
United
States,......
lands ceded
boundaries,......................
667
boundaries
payment for, and
and how distributed, 668,
668,
payment
689
certain amount
amount to be reserved, and
and
certain
668
how applied,
applikl, .................
668
amnesty for past offences,..........
offences,
668, 690
amnesty
depredations, 668,
appropriation for former depredations,
appropriation
670, 690
670,
claims, how to be ascertained
and
ascertained and
audited,
668
audited.....................
668
&c.,
for powder, lead, twine, &c.,......
to encourage
encourage the adoption
adoption of habits
668
civilized life,................
of civilized
for road from Leech Lake to Red
Red
Lake,
668
Lake .....................
board
annuity payattend annuity
board of visitors
visitors to attend
668
668
ments, ..
....................
their appointment,
appointment, duty, pay,
pay, &c., 668
668
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Chippewa Indians,
Chippewa
Indians, (continued.)
(continued.)
Choctaws,
laws against spirituous liquors
to be
be in
liquors to
in
appropriations
appropriations for
for the,........
the,
165, 180,
180, 544
165,
544
full frce,
three,.......................................
668
668 Cigar-Lights,
Cigar-Lights,
grant of 160 acres of land
to certain
of
land to
certain of
provisions
revenue
provisions
of
revenue
law
concerning,
482,
law concerning, 482,
Indians .................
these Indians,
669, 690
690
669,
485
boundaries
485
boundaries to be adjusted,.........
adjusted,......... 669
669 Cigars.
Cigars.
Internal
Revenue.
See
Internal
Revenue.
no scrip to be issued,..........670
issued
670, 690
690
on,........................
duty
on,
203
203
assigrnments, patents, &c.,
assignanents,
670
&c.,.......
670
provisions for manufacture
manufacture of,
provisions
of, and duty
duty
ratification. with amendments,
ratification,
amendments,..... 670,
670, 671
671
upon,
internal revenue
upon, under
under internal
261, 264,
revenue law, 261,
264
amendments
amendments assented to,..........670,
to
670, 671
671
475, 477,
477, 485
485
474, 475,
supplementary articles,
articles, April 12, 1864,.
1864,. 689
689 "Cincinnati," The Gunboat, 270, 474,
The Gunboat,
assent to treaty of October 2, 1863,....
689
1863,.... 689
allowances
allowances to petty
petty officers
officers and
and crew
crew of
of
payment in lieu of
689
of former
former annuity,....
annuity,.... 689
the .........................
the,
404, 405
405
.404,
expenditures for blankets, proannual expenditures
proappropriation
appropriation
therefor,
351
therefor,................ 351
visions,
&c.,........
visions, hc.,
... ........ 689,
689, 690
690 Circuit Courts,
Courts,
blacksmith, physician, miller, and
blacksmith,
farmand farmCalifornia and Oregon,
in California
Oregon, terms of,....
of,
44
er,
.
.........................
690
690
may be held in
in different
different districts at
at
iron, steel, carpentering,............
carpentering,
690
690
the same time,
time,..................
44
saw-mill
saw-mill and mill-stones,
690
mill-stones,.............
690
special sessions, how
special
appointed and
and
how appointed
modification
modification of former
treaty,.........
690
former treaty
690
notified,
notified,......................
4
4
690
payment of
of damages,
damages,............. 690
business of
of such
such sessions,....
sessions,
44
scrip to issue in lieu of land,
690
land .....
690
no jury trials, ...............
44
signature, ratification,
ratification, he.,
690, 691
691
&c.,.........690,
clerks
clerks of,
of, how appointed
appointed and
and rereChippewas,
Chippewas,
moved,
moved, ......................
44
appropriations for the, 162, 163,
appropriations
168, 177,
163, 164,
164, 168,
177,
oath,
oath, bond, vacancy
vacancy in office of,
of, 44
541-544,
541-544, 547,
547, 556,
556, 560
560
may
appoint
deputies
and
reand reChippewas
Chippewas of the
the Mississippi,
Mississippi,
move them,...............
them '
55
treaty with, of
693
of May
May 7,
7, 1864,
1864, .........
693
oath
oath and bond of
deputies,
of
deputies,
55
Gull Lake and other reservations
ceded
reservations ceded
liable for acts of deputies,
deputies,.........
55
to the United States, ...............
693
693
fees
fees of clerks, ...................
5
grants to John
Joln Johnson,
Hole-in-the
Jolltson, Hole-in-the
trials
trials of issues of
of fact without
without a
a
Day, and other chiefs, ..............
693
693
jury,............
5
jury
.............
.
reservations to be set apart for,..
reservations
693
for ........
693
decision, appeals,
form of decision,
appeals, writs
boundaries, ................
boundaries,
693,
693, 694
694
of
error,
5
of error,................... 5
annuities to, extended for
ten years,
for ten
years, 694,
694,
for district of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, papers,
papers, recrec695
ords, &c.,
&c. in certain
certain district
cou rt
s t
o
district courts
to
payments
payments towards settlement
for depresettlement for
deprebe transferred
transferred to,
to,.................. 199
199
dations committed by, .............
694
694
cost of transfer and fees, .........
199
199
chiefs,....
to chiefs,
..
694
...
...............
.. 694
certain transcripts
transcripts certified
certified to,
to, to
to
for clearing, &c., lots in
in reservation,
694
reservation, 694
have same effect as originals,....
originals,
199
199
houses for chiefs,
chiefs, ...............
694
694
clerks to have
have custody
custody of papers,
papers,
oxen, ploughs, and other agricultural
agricultural
terms of,...................99,
terms
of,
199, 200
200
implements
implements to be furnished,
694
furnished,........ 694
terms of,
of, in
district of
of West
Tennessee,
in district
West Tennessee,
22
carpenters,
carpenters, blacksmiths, laborers,
physilaborers, physispecial terms, &c.,...................
special
&c.,
22
cian.......
cian,
.......................
.
.694694
times, &c.,
&c.,
for holding in
in northern
northern disdissaw-mill, roads, bridges,
bridges, agency
buildagency buildtrict of New York
York, .................
385
385
ings.........................
ings,
694
.
694
terms of,
of, in eastern
district of
of New
New
eastern district
board of visitors at
at annuity
payannuity payYork, .........................
438
438
ments, ...........
694
.... .. ...... 694
time for holding, in the
the district
district of
of VirVirto make
make inspection
inspection and
and report
report ananginia,. .............................. 440
ginia,
440
nually, ....................
694, 695
694,
695
terms of, in the district
district of
of Nevada,
Nevada,.... 440
440
&c.,................. 695
their pay, he.,
695
special sessions
•special
sessions of,............440,
of,
440, 441
441
chiefs
chiefs not to be recognized,
recognized, unless
unless with
with
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of,
of ................
440
440
bands of more than
than fifty,
695 Circulating
fifty,.......... 696
Notes,
CirculatingNotes,
encouragements
encouragements to those
those desiring
desiring
of banking
banking associations,
associations, provisions
for
provisions for
to adopt
adopt pursuits of civilized
civilized life,
life, 695
695
issuing, redeeming, &c...........
&e.,
105, 115
115
105,
gratuities
gratuities to, ...................
695
695
of banks, &c., duty on,...............
on,
277
277
agents, teachers, traders, &c., to
have
to have
given to banking associations
to be given
associations when,
when,
families residing with
with them,
695
them, .....
........
695
&c.,
............
hc.,
498
................ .
498
improper persons not to have
have benefit
benefit of
of
limit
limit of amount, ...................
498
498
reservations,....................... 695
reservations,
695
apportionment
apportionment of,...................
of,
408
498
may be expelled
expelled the reservation,..
reservation,
695
695
See Banking
Ranking Associations. Internal
internal Revenue.
Revenue.
payment
payment of annuities,
annuities, ...............
695
695 Circulation,
CCirculation,
preference
preference given to full or
or mixed
mixed bloods
bloods
of banks, &c., tax
upon, ...............
486
tax upon
486
as laborers, .......................
695 City
695
C'ity Sites. See Town Sites.
Sites.
not to remove
remove from present reservations,
reservations,
C'ivil Establishments
Civil
at Navy
Navy Yards,
Yards,
Establishmentsat
until, &c.,......................
695
695
appropriations
for, .................
84,
466
appropriations for,
84, 466
Mille Lac Indians not to
until,
to remove
remove until,
on public lands,
lands, provisions
provisions concernconcern&c.,
...
ha., .
.
695
.............
...........
695
ing
ing,...........................
530
630
those on Sandy Lake reservation,
696 Civil
reservation, ..... 696
C'ivilExpenses,
certain females
may
females
695
be paid as teachers,
teachers, 695
appropriation for year ending
ending June
June 30,
30,
appropriation
provision
provision for clearing, &c.,
&c., lands
lands to
to be
be
1865,
344
1865, ...........................
344
in lieu of former provisions,........
provisions.
695
695
for
for survey of
the coast.......
coast,
344, 346
345
of the
344,
amendments,
amendments, ....................
695,
696
695, 696
for light-house
establishment,...... 346
346
for
light-house establishment,......

792
792
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Civil
Civil Expenses, (continued.)
(continued.)
Civil Expenses, (continued.)
(continued.)
Oregon,
on coasts of California, Oregon,
for detection
detection of counterfeiting
counterfeiting Unitand Washington, ..........
346
ed
351
846
ed States
States notes,
notes, ...............
351
special works on,
346
on,.:............
for pay
pay of clerk
committee on
346
clerk of committee
for public buildings
buildings and grounds,
ways and means,...............
means,
351
grounds,
ways
351
&c.,........................
for pay of persons on board
U. S.
S
346
board U.
347
President's house,
gunboat "
Cincinnati,"
351
house, &c.,
&c.,.......347
gunboat
"Cincinnati,".
........ 351
lighting capitol
capitol and
and public
for pay of stamp clerk
clerk at
San FranFranpublic
at San
grounds,
347
grounds,..................
cisco ,
351
cisco,
.........................
347
351
bridges, avenues,
avenues, streets, &c.,
additional appropriation
clerks,
&c.,. 347
additional
347
appropriation for
for clerks,
marble floor in old hall
hall of Rep&c., in Treasury Department,...
Department,
351
351
resentatives, .............
347
for copies
copies of Statutes
Statutes at
at Large
Large from
from
resentatives,
for
347
structures for statuary........
statuary,
347
structures
Little, Brown & Co.............
Co.,
347
351
iron panel, &c.,
&c., in ceiling of lifor salaries
salaries of additional
additional clerks
in
clerks in
347
brary,.....................
Navy Department,............
Navy
Department,
351
347
351
repairs on basement of Presidigest of
election cases,...........
cases,
352
repairs
digest
of election
352
dent's house,.
house,
for deficiency
deficiency in Senate appropria............ 347
347
water-pipes
water-pipes in same,
same,......... 347
347
tion,. ..........................
tion,
352
352
enclosing
enclosing Franklin Square,
deficiency in
Congressional
Square,.... 347
for deficiency
in Congressional
Armory Square,
&c ,348
enclosing Armory
Globe in
in present
present session,
352
Square, &c.,
Globe
session,........ 352
for accommodations
accommodations for State
State Deappropriation for
for
for additional appropriation
Departments,
partments, ....................
.....848
vaults, &c., in custom-house
custom-house at
at
348
for salary of
of jail
jail of
of the
the
of warden
warden of
Philadelphia, .................
352
Philadelphia,
352
District of Columbia, ......... .348
for pay of
of district
mar348
district attorneys, mar348
for Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institute,
Institute, ........
shals,
348
shals, &c.,
&c., for services
services in supsupfor government hospital
hospital for Insane, 348
348
pressing
pressing slave-trade,
slave-trade ............ 352
352
349
for Botanic
Botanic Garden,
judges and arbitrators,.....
arbitrators,
352
Garden ...............
of judges
349
352
for Columbian
Columbian Institution for
for colonization, &c.,
for the
&c., repealed,
repealed,..... 352
352
deaf
deaf and dumb and blind,
blind,....... 349
349
for sea-walls, ....
...........
... 353.
353
for patent-office,
349
patent-office, .................
&c.,.
354
349
for surveys, &c.,..................
354
for survey of the public
publie lands, 349,
349, 35(11
35Q
See Surveys.
See
Surveys.
for miscellaneous
purposes,
350
miscellaneous purposes,........
Clackamas,
350 Clackarmas,
for commission under reciprocity
reciprocity
appropriations
appropriations for the,
the,............. 172, 551
551
treaty, ........................
350
See Bounty.
Bounty.
350 claims.
Claims. See
for capitol extension,
350
extension, ...........
for property
350
property lost by capture
capture by the enefor patent-office
patent-office building,
.
350
building, ...........
my, testimony
testimony may
may be
be taken
taken in
in the
350
the
for agricultural report expenses,
expenses,... 850
3650
investigation of, .................
160
160
for chief messenger's salary in
379
in agrifor bounty,
bounty,...........................379
cultural department,
• 350
department,............
of loyal citizens in loyal states
350
states for quarquarfor telegraph
telegraph between
between Atlantic
Atlantic and
and
termasters' stores, furnished and
termasters'
and rePacific, annual subsidy
subsidy for,
ceipted for, or otherwise
proved, to
for,...... 350
350
otherwise proved,
to
wing of
of the
treasury exexfor north wing
the treasury
be submitted to quartermaster-genquartermaster-gentension
350
tension ......................
eral, &c.,.........................
&c.,
381
350
381
for furniture for treasury
treasury buildbuildif apparently
apparently just, to be
*be reported
reported to
ing,
350
ing,.........................
treasury with,
&c. 381
350
third auditor of
of treasury
with, &c.
381
for vaults in United States
States deposideposiof loyal citizens, &c., for subsistence,
subsistence,
tories,........................
350
350
&c., how
bow to be
be settled,.....
...... 381,
381, 382
382
settled, ...........
for repairs on custom-houses,
custom-houses, &c.,
350
&c.,.. 350
of friendly Sioux
Sioux Indians
Indians for
for relief,
relief,.... 427
427
for new custom-house
custom-house at Portland,.
Portland, 350
350
for lands taken
taken for Indian
Indian reservations
reservations
for
for furniture
furniture and repairs of public
public
in Washington
Washington Territory,
Territory. ..........
422
432
buildings, .......................
350 Clark, J.
350
J. H.,
H., 66- Co.,
Co.,
for heating apparatus
apparatus in treasury
treasury
claim of,
of; to be
be referred
referred to
to court
of
claim
court of
building, ....................
350
claims,........................... 587
claims,
587
for plates, paper, dies, printing, and
and
Clearing,
Clearing, 6-c.,
ic., Lands,
Lands,
expenses of circulating notes,...
notes,
350
350
Indian reservations,
reservations, payments
in Indian
payments for,
for discharge
of miscellaneous
miscellaneous
&c ...........................
694, 695
694,
695
claims, ......................
350
claims,.
Clearing-House
Certificates,
350 Clearing-House Certificates,
for messengers
messengers to bring electoral
electoral
to be deemed lawful money
money for
for certain
certain
votes...............................
votes,
350
purposes for banking
banking associations,...
associations,... 109
109
350
purposes
Treasury Departfor stationery
stationery in Treasury
Clerk,
DepartClerk,
350
ment,.........................
350
to commission
commission under
under treaty
treaty with Great
Great
for Biennial Register, ............. 350
Britain,
350
Britain,.........................
652
652
deficiency in
Francisco
for deficiency
in San Francisco
Clerks.
Clerks. See Additional Clerks.
Clerks.
mint,
. 350
350
branch mint,......................
of supreme
supreme court
court of
District of Columof District
Columfor deficiency for Indian hostilities
fees, &c., of,
195, 196
196
bia, fees,
of,................ 195,
in Minnesota, provided,
&e.,
350
provided, &c., ....
350
bureau of military justice,
in bureau
justice,.......... 145
expenses of
351
for territorial expenses
of Montana,
Montana, 351
pay
pay of those of army paymasters,.....
paymasters,
145
145
purchase of
maps, &c.,
&c., for
lifor purchase
of maps,
for licertain
certain in
in office
office of
of paymaster-general
paymaster-general
brary, .......................
351
351
transferred
transferred to office of third auditor
auditor
for plans for capitol wings, ventilatventilattreasury,
161
of treasury,.....................
161
ing,
&c.,
351
ing, &c.,.....................
351
additional
additional in
in office of assistant treasurer,
treasurer,
for additional clerical
clerical force
in asasforce in
New York,
161
York..
.........
...............
161
sistant treasurer's
treasurer's office in Philain the office of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
delphia,........................
delphia,
351
361
Treasury ......................
161
Treasury,
---.....................-----.
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Clerks, (continued.)
(continued.)
Collection. See Post-Office Department.
Department.
at Kittery and Philadelphia
Philadelphia navy
yards,
navy yards,
of certain
certain debts due the United
United States,
States,
act for relief of,
410
of, .................
410
act to facilitate,
facilitate,
432
.......
.......
432
to superintendent
superintendent of Indian affairs
affairs in
to
Collection
Collection
Districts,
Districts,
California, appointment, pay, &c.,
&c., of, 40
40
Cape
Perpetua
of
Perpetua
and
Port
Orford,
aboland Port Orford, abolof circuit
circuit court for tenth circuit, apapished.........
ished,
125
.................
126
&c.,...................
pointment, &c.,
4,
4, 5
of
territory,
of
Milwaukie,
&c.,
added to,.
to, 134
134
&c., added
may appoint deputies, &c.,
&c.,.......4, .4, 55
under
internal
revenue
act
............
under
internal
revenue
act,.
224
224
to superintendent
superintendent of money-order
money-order sysCollection of Duties
Collection
Duties on Imports,
Imports,
tem,. .............................
tem,
79
79
of direct
direct taxes in insurrectionary
insurrectionary disdisto paymasters in navy, classified,
classified, and
and
tricts,
..................... 501-504
tricts,
601-504
graduated,...............
their pay graduated,
92
92
See
Duties on Imports, ...
Duties
441
................
441
government,
government, not to
receive pay
pay for
to receive
for serserCollection
Collection of Internal
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
vices in any matter
matter where
the United
where the
United
pay
of collectors,
469
collectors, ....................
469
party .................
States is aaparty,
123
123
duty of collectors,
collectors, ..................
469
469
to
to committee of ways and means, pay of, 361
351 Collectors,
Collectors,
Post-Office Department
in the Post-Office
Department authorauthorto collect
collect duty on
cotton,
16
on
cotton,..............
16
ized.......
ized,
516
...........
...............
15
internal revenue, pay of............
of internal
of,
.. 469
469
in office of Attorney-General,
Attorney-General, 516
........
616
deposit
daily
to
deposit
gross
of
collecamount
of
collecClothing,
Clothing,
tions,
tions, ................
483
. .....
483
appropriation
appropriation for,..............24,128,
for,
24, 128, 497
497
duties of, in collecting
collecting internal
internal revenue,
revenue,
non-commissioned
non-commissioned officers
and privates
officers and
privates
469, 470
470
469,
of volunteers
volunteers to receive same as those
those
to give notice when and
where duties
and where
duties
in regular
regular army,
487
................... 487
are
payable,.......
payable,
469,
........
..
469, 470
470
Coal, Bituminous,
Coal,
Bituminous, and
and other,
other,
notice to those who
who neglect
neglect to
pay for
for
to pay
duty on,
206
on ...........................
206
more than
than ten days,...............
days,
470
470
Coal-heavers,
Coal-heavers,
if not
not paid in ten days after
after notice,
notice, duduin naval
naval service, honorable
honorable discharge
discharge to
to
ties to be collected
collected with
with costs,
and
ten
costs,
and
ten
be granted to,..................
to,
120
120
per
per cent. additional,
470
additional,. .............
470
Coal-Lands,
Coal-Lands,
distraint and sale,
sale, proceedings
proceedings for,
470
for,..... 470
of, in public domain,...
act for disposal of,
domain,— 343
343
persons and companies required
required by
by law
law
may be sold at public sale, ........ 343
343
to make returns, failing
{ailing to do so, to be
to
when liable to private
private entry,
343
entry,...... 343
estimated by
assessor,
470
by assessor,...............
470
persons
persons actually engaged
engaged in
coal-mining
in coal-mining
collection
collection by distraint
distraint and
and sale,....
sale,
470
470
on the public lands may
may enter
enter 160
160
duty and costs and
and penalties
to be
be a
penalties to
a
acres at $20 an acre,
629
acre,............... 629
of the
United States
upon
lien in favor
favor of
the United
States upon
Coal-mining,
Coal-mining,
all property and rights of
property, 470,
of
property,
470,
engaged in, on
persons actually engaged
public
on public
471
471
lands, may enter 160 acres at $20
$20 an
an
effect
effect of certificate
certificate of sale,.............
sale,
471
471
acre, to embrace improvements
improvements and
and
books
books having statements of
of subjects
subjects of
of
mining premises....................
premises
629
629
taxation to be'submitted
taxation
be 'submitted for
for inspection,
inspection, 471
471
description
description of premises,
filed, 629,
529,
premises, when
when to
to be
be filed,
property distrained
distrained may be redeemed
by
redeemed by
530
530
&c., ............
471
paying, &c.,
........
471
Coasting Trade,
Coasting
Trade,
exemptions from distraint,.......
exemptions
distraint,
471
471
foreign on northern,
northern, &c.,
&c., frontiers, act
act
at ports,
ports, to
to be designated
designated to
to attend
attend to
to
to regulate,.....................
134
134
duties of exportation
exportation and drawback,
486
drawback,..
486
Coast Survey,
Collectors and
Collectors
end .Deputy
Collectors,
Deputy Collectors,
appropriations for the,............
the,
344, 345
344,
345
under
under internal
internal revenue act
act,...
224,
225
.........
224,
225
Cbastwise
aastwise Slave-Trade,
Slave-Trade,
to be disbursing
agents, ............
396
disbursing agents,.
306
prohibited,......................
prohibited
353
.
353
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
repeal
repeal of act of 1807, ch. 22,
22, §§
§§ 8,
8, 9,
9, rereCollectors of
Collectors
of Customs,
lating to,.........
to
..
.............. 353
3
annual
annual pay
pay of
of certain,
certain, on
on northern,
&c.,
northern, &c.,
Codification
Naval Laws,
Codification of Naval
frontiers,.................... .. 134
frontiers,
134
appropriation for commissioner,
appropriation
commissioner,........ 24
not to exceed
exceed aacertain sum,
sum, ...... 134
134
Coin,
Coin,
fees and emoluments
emoluments of,
of, to
be accounted
accounted
to be
penalty for counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, ........
... 120,
for.
120, 121
121
for, ..........................
134
134
duty upon sales of,
of, .
273
................
273
what
what may
may be charged
charged, ...........
134
134
judgment in suits for duties and penalpenalbonds
bonds of,
of, how
how approved
approved and where
where
ties to be collected
collected in
coin,
494
in coin, .........
494
kept, ..........................
134
134
Coinage,
Coinage,
decision
decision of, as
as to rate, &c.,
&c., of
of duty
duty on
on
of "three-cent
"three-cent pieces"
pieces" authorized,
authorized,..... 517
imports
517
imports to be final,
final, unless,.......
unless,
214, 215
216
214,
laws relating to, made applicable
applicable to
to this
this
certain,
certain, may
may have certain
certain duties
duties remitremitcoin,
coin, ....................
,
517,
517, 518
518
ted,.......
430
.....................
430
the motto, "In
"In God we trust,"
to be
trust," to
College
be
College Rancho
Rancho,
placed upon coins of the United States,
land in California, known as, may
may be
sold,
143
be sold, 143
if, 80.,
&c., ............................
if,
518
breaches df trusts, conditions, &c
518
&c.,,
Coins,
Coins,
waived by the United
United States,........
States,
144
144
of the United States, the motto, In
In God
God
Collett,
Jr.,
lollett, Daniel
Daniel Jr.,
we trust,"
trust," to be placed
placed upon,
upon, if,
if,
name
name of, to
on rolls
rolls as
as first
first
to be
be borne
borne on
&
c
.,
&c.,.........................
518
lieutenant,
603
lieutenant,....................... 603
518
ole, Darius
Cole,
Darius S.,
Collins,
See Telegraph.
Telegraph.
Perry McDonough.
Collins, Perry
McDonough. See
payment to, for materials, ............
578
authorized
authorized
to
construct
telegraph
line
to
578
to construct telegraph line to
Colfax Street. See District
District of Columbia.
boundaries of
Colunbia.
boundaries
of British America
America from
from
in the city of Washington,...........
Washington,
356
line of Pacific
Pacific telegraph,
telegraph, ............
840
856
40
VOL.
XII
VOL. MIL
Pun. -— 67
67
PUB.
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794
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Collisions,
Collisions,
on the water, act to prevent,
58
...........
58
lights on vessels of war need
not be exexneed not
hibited
hibited when, &c.,
68
&c.,..................
58
steam-ships
under sail
and not
not under
steam-ships under
sail and
under
steam to be treated
as
sailing
treated
vessels, 58
vessels,
j8
steam-ships
steam-ships under steam, whether
whether under
under
sail or not, to be treated as a
vessel
a vessel
under steam,......................
steam,
58
58
rules concerning lights,
68,
60
lights .............
8, 60
lights to be carried in all weathers,
weathers. bebetween sunset and sunrise,...........
sunrise,
58
for steam-ships
steam-tugs,.... 59
steam-ships and steam-tugs,....
59
for sailing ships, ................
69
59
exceptional
for
small
sailing
vesexceptional for small sailing vessels,.......................
sels,
59
59
for ships at anchor, ..............
59
59
for pilot vessels
vessels,.................
..
59
59
for fishing
fishing vessels and boats,
boats,...... 60
60
govetning fog-signals,
rules governing
fog-signals, ..........
60
60
steering and sailing rules,...........
rules
60, 61
60,
61
be always
always obproper precautions
precautions to
to be
observed,..........................
61
61
Colombia,
convention between the United
convention
United StatesStates.
and, of Feb. 10, 1864,
1861, .
.............. 686
685
termination of existing
time for termination
existing commission extended,
extended, ...................
686
. 686
commissioners
COMM
issimers and umpire
be apumpire to
to be
appointed anew, .....................
686
686
ratifications, when to be exchanged,
ratifications,
exchanged,.... 686
686
act to carry into effect convention
convention bebetween United
United States and,..........
and,
323
323
Colonization,
Colonization,
of emancipated slaves, &c.,
&c., former
former apappropriation for,
repealed,............. 352
for, repealed
52
Color,
not to disqualify
disqualify for carrying the mails,
mails, 515
515
exclude any person from cars of
not to exclude
of
any railroad in the District of ColumColumbia,.
bia,
537
..
............................
537
Colorado,
Colorado,
appropriations
in territerriappropriations for
for government
government in
tory of, ........................
156, 456
456
156,
Indian service in,
in,............ 180,
180, 558
558
surveys of public lands in,
349
in,...........
349
established in,
post-routes established
in,............. 321
321
act enabling people of, to form
form a
a state
state
government, and to admit the state
state
Union,
32
into the Union,........................
32
inhabitants to form state government,
government,
with same name, &c.,...............
&c.,
33
boundaries, ..........................
boundaries,
33
voters at election to choose
representachoose representatives to form convention
convention,............
33
33
if such voters
voters are
are enlisted
enlisted soldiers,
soldiers,
when and where they may
vote,
33
may vote,.
33
who may be elected
elected representative
representative to
to
con vention, .......................
33
convention,
33
time of first election,
election,................. 33
83
time and place of meeting of convention,
convention, 33
33
authority of convention,
convention,.............. 33
3
constitution to be republican,
33
republican ..........
33
to provide by irrevocable
irreloeable ordinance,
ordinance,
unless, &c., that there
there shall be
no
be no
slavery or involuntary
involuntary servitude,
slavery
servitude, 33
83
for religious toleration........
toleration,
33
33
to disclaim all right to unappropriated
priated public lands,........
34
34
not to tax lands of the
United
the United
States,
34
States.....................
84
to be submitted
submitted to popular
34, 137
popular vote,
vote, 34,
137
returns of votes to be made,
made; how and
and to
whom ........................
whom,
34
34

Colorado, (continued.)
(continued.)
Colorado,
if majority of legal votes
votes is for the constitution, result to be certified
certified to PresPresident,..............................
34
34
President by proclamation
President
proclamation to
to declare
declare
state admitted,
34
admitted,..................... 84
representative in
representative
34
in congress,
congress, ............
34
governor and state officers,
officers, first election, 34
34
lands
lands to be set apart for
schools,
34
for schools,....... 34
for public
34
public buildings,
buildings,............. 34
for penitentiary
penitentiary building,..........
building,.
34
for
34
five
five per cent.
cent, of proceeds
proceeds of sales
sales of public lands to be applied to making roads,
roads, 34
34
or to general system of irrigation,
35
irrigation,.. 35
laws
laws of
of the United States made
made applicable, ...........................
35
35
state to
to constitute
constitute one judicial district,
35
district,. 35
Colored Benevolent Union Association,
in
Washington,
D. C., incorporated,...
in
incorporated,
635
535
corporate
corporate powers, ...................
535
535
by-laws,.
by-laws, .........................
535
535
objects of the
the association,
535
association, ...........
535
may
may hold real and
and personal
personal estate,
estate,....535,
535, 536
536
act may
may be altered
or repealed,........
repealed,
536
act
altered or
536
Catholic Male
Male Benevolent
Benevolent Society,
Colored Catholic
Society,
in
Washington, D. C., incorporated,...
in Washington,
incorporated,
201
201
Colored Children,
Children,
schools
schools for, in Washington
Washington County,
County,
D. C.,
191
D.C.,...........................
191
Colored Persons,
Colored
Persons,
to
to be enrolled and form part of the nana11
tional forces,
forces,.....................
11
how
how to be
be mustered into service,.......
service,..
11
11
to be credited
quotas, ..............
11
to
credited on
on quotas
11
commission to determine
commission
determine compensation
compensation
masters of
colored volunteers,
volunteers, 11
11
of loyal masters
of colored
Colored Soldiers,
Colored
Soldiers,
pay,
rations,
pay,
bounties, &c.,
&e., ...........
129
129
Attorney-General
Attorney-General to determine
determine certain
certain
questions
questions of law,.................
129
129
&c., of,
of, to receive
widows, &c.,
receive pensions,...
pensions,
389
389
what proof of marriage
marriage required,
389
required,... 389
pay
pay and
and rations
rations of
mustered into
into
of those mustered
service in
in South Carolina,.........
Carolina,
488
service
488
Columbia Institution,
Institution, t-c.,
4-c.,
Columbia
for the
the deaf and dumb and blind,
may
blind, may
confer degrees,
degrees, &c.,.................
&c.,
4
1
5
45
appropriations
for,
349
appropriations for, .................... 349
for purchase
purchase of land for,
for, .........
349
349
portion
portion of act
act establishing,
establishing, repealed,...
repealed,
436
436
indigent blind,
blind, where
where to
educated,— 436
436
to be educated,...
See The Columbia Institution,
4-c.
Institution, 4-c.
Comanches,
appropriations for the, ...........
appropriations
165,
544
165, 544
Comforts for Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Comfortsfor
appropriation
appropriation for ice,
23, 128
ice, fruits, &c.,....
&c.,.... 23,
128
Commanders in
in Navy,
Navy,
Commanders
corps
of,
on
active
corps of,
active list to be
be temporarily
temporarily
increased,
182
increased, ........................
182
number
number of,
exceed ninetyninetyof, not
not to exceed
one, ........................
182
182
no appointments
appointments to be made
made until
number
number reduced to seventy-two,.
seventy-two,. 182
certain payments
payments made to, ratified,
ratified,..... 182
182
General's Office,
Office,
Commanding General's
appropriations
appropriations for,
129, 497
497
for, ...............
129,
Commercial Agents,
Commercial
Agents,
appropriations
appropriations for salaries of,
138, 422
422
of,...... 138,
salaries of
certain, established,..
189
salaries
of certain,
established, .....
.........
19
office of, at
Ilakodadi, changed
changed to
to that
that
office
at Hakodadi,
of consul,
140
consul,..........
..............
140
Commercial
Commercial Intercourse,
Intercourse,
with certain states, suspended, ....... 731
731
740
with Alexandria,
Alexandria, Permitted,
permitted,. .........
740
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Commercial
Commercial Intercourse
Intercourse, (continued.)
(continued.)
Commissioner of Freedmen
Freedmen and
Commissioner
and Refugees,
act concerning, between
between rebel
rebel and loyal
loyal
clerks in office,
&e., of
508
office, &c.,
of, ................
08
states
states,...............
375
..........
375
to have charge
charge of bureau for relief
relief of
of
sales of abandoned, &c.,
&c., property,
where
sales
property, where
freedmen,
freedmen, &c.,....................
&c.,
508
5608
tobe
to
be made, ........................
375
375
assistant commissioner
commissioner in each state
state in
house, lands, &c., may be leased,...
leased,
375
375
insurrection,................................
insurrection,
•
508
508
when to be deemed abandoned,....
abandoned,
376 Commissioner
376
Commissioner of
immigration,
of Immigration,
moneys, &c., from,
from, &c., to
to be
be paid
paid
appointment,
term
appointment,
office, salary,
386
of office,
salary,.... 38ti
into treasury,.................
treasury,
376
376
clerks, &c.,................
&c.,
clerks,
............3886
certain acts
acts relating
relating to,
amended,
376 Commissioner
to, amended,......
376
Commissioner of Internal
Revenue,
InternalRevenue,
prohibitions
prohibitions of act of 1861,
1861, ch.
ch. 3,
to apap3, to
appointment,
appointment, term
term of office, duties, salsalply to what, and whom,
whom, ............
376
376
&c...........
ary, &c.,
223
.............
223
parts of states, when subject
to,
376
subject to,...
376
franking privileges
to have
have franking
privileges,...........
487
487
mode of distributing
distributing fines, &c.,
377
&c.,.......
377
clerks in office of, ....................
clerks
487
487
repeal of parts of certain acts as to,....
to,
377
377
See Internal
See
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
property taken on inland waters,
not
waters, not
Commissioners,
maritime
maritime prize, .................
377
377
under
under convention
convention with Peru,.......635, 640
640
agents to purchase
purchase for United
United States
States
under
under treaty with
with Great
Great Britain,....
Britain, ....651,
651, 652
652
products of rebel
rebel states,
states,..
377
............
377
See Great
Great Britain,
Britain, Peru.
Peru.
from what fund,
377
fund ..................
377
of pertain
certain claims against
against the United
United
property purchased,
purchased, how disposed
of, 377
disposed of,
377
Ecuador, appointment,
States and Ecuador,
appointment, &c.,
authority to license with rebel states
states rereof
of. .............
631-634
.....
........
631-634
pealed,
pealed, except, &c.,
•
377
&c., .................
377
to appoint
appoint an umpire
umpire,.................
........ ......... 6B2
632
officers,
officers, &c., forbidden
forbidden from
dealing in
from dealing
in
See Ecuador.
Ecuador.
captured,
captured, &c., property, .......
............ 377
377
appropriations for pay,
pay, &c., of,......
of,
137
penalty for, ......................
377
377
of emancipation
emancipation in District of Columbia,
Columbia,
investigations to prevent
prevent frauds in, &c.,
&c ,377
377
award
411
award of, corrected,
corrected. ...............
411
attendance
attendance of witnesses
in,
377
witnesses in,........
377
of railroads
Pacific ............ 359
railroads to the Pacific,
359
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury to make
rules,
make rules,
Commissioners in Executive Departments,
Commissioners
Departments,
&c., as to,.
to, .......................
377
377
appropriations
appropriations for the,..............
the,
450,
451
450, 451
"Commercial Relations,"
"Commercial
Commusioners
Schools,
Commissioners of Primary
Primary Schools,
number of copies to
printed, and
and how
to be printed,
how
in Washington
Washington County,
C., to
to be
be apCounty, D.
D. C.,
apdistributed,
185
distributed,...........................
185
pointed, ......................
187
pointed,.
187
Commissaries of Subsistence,
Commissaries
duties, ..... ..187-193
their powers and
and duties,.......
187-193
and assistants, to be examined
examined as
as to
to
of Collectors,
Collectors,
Commissions of
qualifications,
qualifications, ...................
181
181
for sales of revenue
294
for
revenue stamps,
stamps........... 294
to be assigned to each military
military division,
division,
Committee of
of Ways and
and Means,
Means,
&c.. .......................
613,
514
513, 514
pay
d
clerk
of
151
pay ot clerk of, ......................
51
See Examining
Department.
Examining Boards. Subsistence
Subsistence Department.
Committee on
on Conduct
Conduct of
of War
War,'
General,
Commissary- General,
to investigate
investigate the
Fort Pillow,
Pillow, 405
the attack
attack on
on Fort
405
appropriations
appropriations for office
office of,
of,........ 153,
153, 453
453
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of,..........
of,
406
406
additional clerks in office of,
additional
of,........... 28
28 Commutation,
Commutation,
Commission,
Commission,
of subsistence
subsistence and
and forage,
forage, appropriation
on certain claims between
between the United
United
for,
12C
for............................
1
States and
and Ecuador,
Ecuador, ...............
631
Money,
631 Commutation
Commutation Money,
See Ecuador.
Ecuador.
See
payment
only for
that
payment of, to exempt only
for that
to determine
determine claims of Hudson's
Hudson's Bay
Bay
quota, ...........................
77
Company and Puget's Sound AgriAgriin no case for more than one
one year,
year,.
77
cultural Company
Company for damages,
damages, under
cultural
under
how to.be used ...................
399,400
399,400
treaty, ..
treaty
........................ . 195
195
paid by drafted men, how to be
be applied,
400
applied, 400
commissioner to be appointed,.........
appointed,
195 Commutation
Subsistence,
195
Commutation of
of Officers'
Officers' Subsistence,
to appoint a
195
a clerk, ................
195
price of,
be fifty cents per
ration, .... 497
497
of, to be
per ration,....
pay of,
of, ..........................
195
195
increase not to apply
apply to those
those above
above a
a
rules for doing business of commission,
195
commission,. 195
certain
certain yank,
497
rank, .....................
497
Secretary
Secretary of State to transmit
transmit papers
papers
Comptroller of
of the
Currency,
Comptroller
the Currency,
to
............................
to,
195
appropriations for
for the
the office
of the,.149,
150
195
appropriations
office of
the,. 149, 150
papers to
returned at
close of
to be
be returned
at close
to be chief
of comcomchief of currency bureau,........
bureau,
100
100
mission, ........................
195
appointment, term
term of
office,
salary,
&c
,
appointment,
of office, salary, &c.,
upon raising revenue by taxation,
taxation, SecreSecreof,
109
of,..................
...........
109
tary of Treasury to appoint,
487
appoint,........ 487
be taken
taken within
of
oath to be
within fifteen
fifteen days
days of
powers,
powers, duties, and pay
pay of commissioncommissionnotice
appointment, ..............
100
notice of
of appointment,
100
ers,.. . .......................
ers,
487
bond and
and sureties
sureties,....................
100
487
100
to take depositions
depositions of witnesses for
for denot to
be interested
any banking
to be
interested in any
banking asasfendants in criminal
criminal cases in the
the Dissociation
the act..............
act,
, 100
100
sociation under
under the
trict of Columbia
Columbia, ..............
528,
deputy to be
be appointed,
100
528, 529
appointed,. .............
529
100
salary, term, duty,
duty, &c., of,
See Depositions.
Depositions.
of,........ 100
100
Commissioner,
Commissioner,
to
report
annually
to
congress,
117
to
annually to congress,........ 117
to take depositions of witnesses
witnesses for
for decontents of report,
117, 118
contents
dereport,............ 117,
118
fendants
fendants in criminal
criminal cases in the Disduty of, as
regards banking
banking associations.
associations.
duty
as regards
528, 629
See Banking
trict of Columbia,
Columbia, ............
Banking Associations.
Associations.
528,
529
Commissioner of
Commissioner
of Customs,
Comptrollers,
Comptrollers,
appropriations for office of,
of; 149, 150,449,
150, 449, 450
appropriations for the,....149,
the,....149, 150,
160, 449,
449, 450
appropriations
450
additional clerks
160
payments
from contingent
contingent fund
fund of
of either
either
clerks in office
payments from
office Of,..
of,........ 27,
27, 160
appointment, pay, and bond of,
26
house, how
of,....... 508
how made,
508
made,.................
26

796
796
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Congress,
Congress,
transfers
balances not to be made
transfers of balances
made un26
less, . ............................
an act to pay in part for publishing deof, ...........................
392
bates of,
92
each senator, &c., to have a
set
a complete set
of Congressional
Congressional Globe, &c.,...
392
&c.,........ 392
Congressional Globe
pay to publishers of Congressional
Globe
for extra pages, ...................
392
92
appropriation for, ................ 392
appropriation
how disbursed, .............
392
either party to
provisions
to abrogate these provisions
392
by two years'
years' notice,
notice ..............
member of, from Illinois, to be elected
elected
at large, until, &c.,
&c.,.................
407
thanks of, to various
various persons.
persons.
See
6-c.
Thanks, tic.
CongressionalDirectory,
Congressional
Directoru,
568
to be compiled,
compiled, &c.,.................
568
when to be ready
ready for distribution,......
distribution,
568
668
Congressional
Congressional Globe,
condition of appropriations
condition
appropriations for,
for,........ 460
460
proceedings of congress to be
proceedings
be published
published
on day subsequent,
subsequent, ...............
460
over forty
but not
not over
forty columns,
columns,....... 460
460
speeches not delivered
speeches
delivered to be
be postpostponed,.........................
460
poned
460
Congressional
Congressional Globe and
and Appendix,
appropriattns
for,...146,
147,
446,
447,
470
appropriations for,... 146, 147,
447, 470
sets of to be furnished senators and
and representatives,
resentatives,
........
....... ... 392
392
Connecticut,
Connecticut,
post-roads established
established in,
623
post-roads
in, ............
628
Conscientious Scruples,
Conscientious
bearing arms,
how
those having, as to
to bearing
arms, how
treated, if drafted,
drafted, ................
9
9
evidence as to,
evidence
to,.........................
9
9
Constitution of
qt the United
.
States,
Constitution
UniteidStates,
proposed
amendment
to,
667
proposed amendment to,.............. 667
declared ratified,
ratified, .................
777
declared
777
Construction
Construction and
and Repair,
Repair,
appropriations
of,....81, 463,
appropriations for
for bureau
bureau of,....81,
463, 464
464
Constructive Mileage.
Constructive
Mileage. See Mileage.
no
allowance for, ....................
460
no allowance
460
Consular
Consular and
and Diplomatic
Diplomatic Expenses,
Expenses,
appropriation for the years
years ending
ending June
June
1866, 187,
30, 1865.
1866. and June 30,
80, 1866,
187, 422422421
424
salaries of envoys, ministers, and comcommissioners, ...................
137, 422
missioners,
187,
422
secretaries
&c.,
.
137, 422
secretaries of legations,
legations, &c.,....187,422
of interpreters
interpreters in
in China,
China, Turkey,
Turkey,
and Japan, ....... 137,
137, 189,
139, 422, 428
423
contingent expenses
expenses ..............
137, 422
contingent
137,
422
Barbary Powers, intercourse
with, 138, 422
422
intercourse with,..138,
consulates
dominions,
138,
consulates in
in Turkish dominions,...
188, 422
422
relief and protection of American
American seamen
men, ......................
138, 422
422
cemetery at Constantinople,.....
...... 138
Constantinople,..........
138
rewards to masters,
rescuing
masters, &c.,
&c., for
for rescuing
citizens of the United States from
citizens
from
shipwreck,
shipwreck,.....................
138, 422
blank-books,
&c.,
138, 422
blank-books, stationery, &c.,.......
salaries and office rent of certain consuls-general, consuls, and commercial
commercial
suls-general,
agents, ....................
138, 422
agents,
138,
422
certain places
salaries of
of consuls
consuls at certain
places established, ......................
139
tablished,
139
bringing
bringing home
home persons
persons charged
charged with
with
crime,
139; 424
crime,. ......................
189,
424
marshals of consular courts,........
courts,
139,
139, 424
424
convicts,
139, 424
prisons for American
American convicts,.....
139,
424
_ommissioners
Commissioners and
and consuls-general
consuls-general to
to
Havti and Liberia,
Liberia ...............
19.
Hayti
139, 424
__ - I --------------- I ___
__

Consular and Diplomatic
Consular
Diplomatic Expenses, (continued.)
(continued.)
suppression
of African
African slave-trade,.
suppression of
slave-trade,. .139,
139, 424
424
consular
clerks may be
be appointed,.....
appointed,
139
consular clerks
189
their age, duties, and pay,.....
pay,
139, 140
fitness,....... 140
to be
be examined
examined as to fitness,.......
140
not to be
be removed
cause,... 140
removed but
but for cause,...
140
fee
for
certifying
invoices
by
consulfee for certifying invoices by consulgeneral of
American
general
of British North American
provinces and subordinates,
subordinates,.........
140
provinces
140
certificate of growth
production not
not
certificate
growth and production
required
in certain
cases,
140
required in
certain cases,...........
140
office of commercial
Hakodadi
office
commercial agent
agent at Hakodadi
may be changed to that
that of
of consul,
consul,.... 140
expenses
under act
act to encourage
encourage immiexpenses under
gration,
gration, .........
.................
424
under neutrality
act,
under
neutrality act,............
424
commission to run
run and mark
of commission
boundary line between
between the
Unitthe UnitStates and
Possessions
ed States
and British
British Possessions
bounding on Washington
Washington Terribounding
tory,.............................
tory
424
Conmdar Clerks,
Consular
Clerks,
President may
thirteen,
President
may appoint thirteen,.......
139
duties, and
pay,
139
their age, duties,
and pay,............
189
examined,
140
to be examined,.........................
140
without cause,.....
cause,
140
not to be removed without
140
Consular
Courts,
Consular Courts,
salaries of marshals of,............139,
of,
139, 424
salaries
Consular
Jurisdiction,
Consular Jurisdiction,
between officers
officers and
over controversies
controversies between
and
crews of certain
vessels, .121,
121, 122
122
certain foreign vessels,.
Consular
Consular Officers,
Officers,
verification of invoices,
invoices, 533
duty of, as to verification
533
follow instruction's,
533
to follow
instructions, ................
Consulates,
in Turkish dominions, expenses
expenses of,....
of,
138
138
appropriations
for, ..............
139, 422
appropriations for,
19,
Consuls,
of
foreign countries,
certain, not
not subject
subject
of foreign
countries, certain,
17, 306
305
to income tax, when, &c.,.........
&c.,.........17,
certain foreign
have jurisjurisof certain
foreign nations to have
certain controversies
controversies bediction over certain
tween officers and crews
crews of vessels,..
vessels,.. 121
mode of exercising
exercising it,
. 121
mode
it,............
121
appropriations for salaries
of, .......138, 422
appropriations
salaries of,.......138,
salaries
salaries of certain, established,
139
established,........ 139
Belgium, attriof the United States in
in Belgium,
attributions of, .......................
650
650
Consuls
Consuls and
and Vice-Consuls,
Vice-Consuls,
provisions
provisions concerning, in treaty
treaty with
Denmark, ....................... 605,
605, 606
Consuls-General,
ConsulsGeneral,
appropriations for salaries of,
138, 422
appropriations
of,......188,
feea of, for British North American provfees
inces for certifying
certifying invoices,........
invoices,
140
140
Continental
Continental Hotel Company,
C., incorporated,—
in Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
incorporated,... 6.37
5.87
corporators and corporate powers,......
powers,
537
corporators
637
capital stock and
and shares,
shares, ..............
capital
537
annual meeting, managers,
annual
managers, votes, proxproxies,
537
ies...
...........................
587
officers, vacancies,
vacancies, quorum,
quorum,....
538
officers,
..........
638
Contingencies,
Contingencies,
of the army, appropriations
appropriations for,....128, 497
463
of the navy,
navy,............................. 463
Contraband,
Contraband,
treaty with the Otgoods subject, under
under treaty
toman Empire, to confiscation
confiscation after
after
certain proceedings,
proceedings, ..............
619
. 619
Contrabands,
Contrabands,
appropriation for, ...................
appropriation
. 223
Contractors,
Contractors,
furnish stfpplies
quartermaster's
to furnish
supplies to quartermaster's
denartment.
nanlttv upon,
-nrn
foir
franud . 397
97
department,
penalty
for
fraud,.
-- r- ------V 1-.
"
-,
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Contracts,
Contracts,
Court-mctrtial,
(continued.)
Court-martial, (continued.)
certain, with emigrants
emigrants valid,
386
valid,......... 386
eral,
eral, may remit
remit or mitigate
mitigate sentence
Contract Surgeons,
Surgeons,
Contract
of,
of; except, &c.......................
&c.,
856
856
if
&c., entitled to pensions,
if disabled, &c.,
pensions,... 499
499
repeal. of act of 1862, ch.
repeal-of
ch. 201,
201, §
§6,
5, as to, 356
Conveyance
Conveyance
for trial of officers
officers dismissed
by authorauthoidismissed by
of vessel not to be
recorded unless
acbe recorded
unless acity of the President
President, ..............
489
489
....................... 519
knowledged
519 Court
Claims,
Court of
of
Claims,
Convicts,
Convicts,
appropriations
for, .............
appropriations for.
148,
448
148, 448
transportation
transportation of,
of, from the District of
of
act
of,.......... 881
act to restrict jurisdiction
jurisdiction of,
381
Columbia,.......................12,
Columbia,
12, 13
13
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of,
of, not to
to extend to claims
claims
enlistments
489, 490
490
enlistments of,
of, punished,
punished,..........489,
growing out of destruction,
destruction, &c.,
&c., of
of
mustering into
490
into service,
service, .........
490
property by army,&c.,during
army,&c.,during rebellion,
rebellion, 381
James,
Conway, James,
Courts-martial,
(Naval,)
Courts-martial, (Naval,)
lands in Missouri, granted
granted to,.........
to,
582
582
record in
fees for record
in any case not to
to exceed
Cook
Cook, Lemuel
Lemuel,
$200 ........................
S200,
468
468
to,.......................... 598
gratuity to,
698 Courts of the Vnited
Onited States,
States,
copy of act granting, to be
be sent to, 698
698
appropriations
appropriations for,...............152,
for,
152, 452
452
Cootoz, Martin,
Coonfz,
Martin,
no exclusion
exclusion of witness in,
in, on
on account
account of
of
lands in Missouri, granted
582
granted to,
to,......... 582
color, ..........................
351
351
Copper,
Copper,
nor because
because he is a
ina party to, or induty
on,...............................
duty on,
206
206
terested
terested in,
in, the issue tried,......
tried,
351
851
Copyright,
Copyright,
counsellors
counsellors in,
in, to take
oath,
424
take an oath,........
424
acts respecting, to
to and
to extend
extend to
and include
include
Cox,
Cox, Jacob,
Jacob,
photographs
photographs and negatives,.........
negatives,
540
540
payment to,
579
to,........................
579
forfeited, unless copy of book or publiforfeited,
Crane,
A. G.,
Crane, A.
G.,
cation is sent to library
library of
of congress
congress
payment
payment to, ...................
579
579
within, &c., ....................
640
540 Credits,
Credits,
Copy Rights,
Rights,
to
to be given to state and sub-districts
for
sub-districts for
appropriation for care, &c.,
of,
344
&c., of,.........
344
volunteers, substitutes,
&c.,
substitutes, &c.,.....
4i
Cordage,
Cordage,
future calls, none to be
in future
be given except
except
duty on,............................
on,
209
209
for men actually
actually furnished
furnished on
such
on such
Cosmetics,
call or the preceding,...........
preceding,
489
.. .489
duty On,
duty•
on, under the internal revenue
revenue
Creeks,
Creeks,
law, ..............................
302
302
appropriations
the, 165,166,
165, 166, 177,
180, 544,
544,
appropriations for the,
177,180,
Cotton,
Cotton,
545, 547
rews,
45, 547
duty on all produced
produced or sold,
sold, &c.,.....15,
&c,
15, 16
16 Crews,
Crews,
that sold by or for government
government to be
of foreign
foreign vessels in United
United States ports
ports
free of duty,
16
duty,. .....................
16
consuls to have jurisdiction
jurisdiction over,
121, 124
over, 121,
124
forremoving,
penalty for
removing, &c.,
duty, 16
&c., to
to evade
evade duty,
16
vessels of the United
certain
of vessels
United States,
States, certain
duty to be marked
marked on
on bales,
bales, &c.,.......
&c.,
16
16
proportions thereof need not
proportions
not be citipermits for removal,
16
removal, .................
16
zens,
201, 202
202
zens, .........................
201,
assessors, &c., to assess and collect duty,
duty, 16
16 Crime,
Crime,
drawback
on
manufactures
drawback
manufactures of,
of,......... 16
bringing
bringing home persons
with, 139,
139,
persons charged
charged with,
provisions of internal revenue
law conrevenue law
con424
305
cerning, ...........
............
305
appropriation
prosecution of,.......
of,
152
appropriation for
for prosecution
152
drawback on articles manufactured
manufactured exexCrimes,
Crimes,
clusively of,
105
clusively
of, .......................
05
punishment of manslaughter
punishment
manslaughter in
in the
the DisDiscoming from states in insurrection withtrict of
421
trict
of Columbia,
Columbia,.................. 421
out license, confiscated, .............
731
731
wilful acting
acting with intent
intent to
to defraud
wilful
defraud or
or
Cotton and Manufactures
Manufactures cf,
Cotton
of,
proceedings, how
pundelay in prize proceedings,
how punduty on,
on,.............208,
.. .
208, 209, 491,
491, 492,
492, 493
493
ished .......................
ished,
115
. 315
concerning,. 477
provisions of revenue
revenue law
law concerning,.
477
unlawfully opening or detaining
unlawfully
detaining letters,
337
letters, 837
Counsellors,
Counsellors,
secreting
secreting or destroying
destroying letters not
not conin national courts to take oath,
..... .. 424
424
oath........
taining valuables
valuables,..................
338
338
oath to be filed,
424
filed, ......................
424
taking valuables
out
of
letters,
338
valuables out of letters,........ 838
falsely
falsely taking, to be perjury,
perjury...... 424
enticing
in
naval
serenticing or aiding persons
persons in naval serCounterfeiting.
Counterfeiting. See Bonds,
Bonds, Treasury
Treasury Notes.
vice to desert,
343
desert..................... 343
coin of the United States,
States, act to preSee Bonds, internal
Treasury Notes.
Notes.
See
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, Treasury
vent,
518 Criminal
vent, ....................
Criminal Cases,
Cases,
120, 121,
121, 518
plates, dies, &c., for United
bonds
United States
States bonds
act to regulate proceedings
proceedings in,
in, in
in United
act
United
or notes, how punished,
punished, ......... 221,
States courts,
500
221, 222
222
courts, ..................
. 500
appropriation
of,
appropriation for detection of,.........
grand
juries in
in district
district and
and circuit
circuit courts,
courts, 500
500
351
grand juries
certain
coin
of
the
United
States,
518
certain coin of the United States,...... 618
&c,
500
number, how summoned,
summoned, &c.,.....
600
County Surveyor,
Surveyor,
challenges,
500
challenges ......................
600
of Washington
Washington County, District of Cotwelve must
to find
find bill,....
bill,
500
twelve
must concur
concur to
500
lumbia, appointment,
appointment, power,
lumbia,
power, and
foreman
foreman appointed
appointed by court,.......
court,
500
and du500
ties of,
to swear
swear witnesses,
witnesses, ..........
500
of,...........................
to
193
500
Coupon Bonds,
challenges
challenges to trial-jurors,
trial-jurors,.............. 500
500
authorized by act of June
issue of, authorized
June 30,
tried by the court..........
court,
500
to be tried
500
1864,
218, 220
sentences to
imprisonment for
for more
than
1864 ..........................
sentences
to imprisonment
218,
more than
220
one year,
be executed,
500
registered, may be issued for,..........
for,
200
registered,
year, where
200
where to
to be
executed,..... 500
expenses of
of execution............
execution,
500
to be of what form,
expenses
form, how executed,
executed...... 200
200
500
issues of
fact
in
civil
cases
may
be
tried
Court-martial,
Court-martial,
issues
of fact in civil cases may be tried
every officer having power to order
order genby court, if,
&c.,
501
if, &c.,.................
gen501
67*
67 *

798
798
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Criminal Cases,
(conti nue d.)
Criminal
Cases, (continued.)
effect of finding
fnindinr by
bv court,....
mfrt ........
..
effect
601
exceptions to rulings,
501
rulings, ............
501
501
when act takes effect,
effect ................
501
defendants may have commission
commission to
to
deposition of
in the
the
take deposition
of witnesses
witnesses in,
in, in
District of Colurmbia,
Colum-bia, ................ 528
528
See Depositions.
Depositions.
Cross, Alexander,
Cross,
Alexander,
petition of, to be referred back
back to
to court
court
of claims,
691
claims, ......................
591
Currency Bureau,
Currency
Bureau,
established, officers,
officers, &c.,
&c., of,
99, 100
of,.........99,
100
rooms in treasury building
sbuilding to
to be
be a
asbigned
tigned to,......................
100
100
seal of,
100
of,.....................
...... 100
papers under such
such seal,
seal, and
and certified
certified by
by
comptroller, to be evidence,.........
evidence,
100
100
Cushing,
Willia
m
B.,
Cushing, Lieutenant
Lieutenant William B.,
his officers andmen,
and men, thanks
of congress
to,
thanksof
congress to,
destruction of
e,. 565
for the destruction
of the
the Albemarl
Albemarle,.
565
Custom-House Officers,
Custom-House
northern, northeastern,
northeastern, and
nor thon northern,
and northwestern frontiers of the United States,
States,
fees of,
518,
of, .........................
18, 619
519
for admeasurement
admeasurement of vessels,
vessels,........ 518
518
for certificate
registry, &c.,
certificate of
of registry,
&c.,......... 518
518
enrolment, &c.,............
&c.,
of enrolment,
.. 518
for license
618,
519
license ......................
18, 519
for certifying manifest
manifest and
and clearance,..
clea rance,.. 519
519
for
and clearance,.......
clearance,
519
bfr entry of vessel and
19
for receiving manifest of
of goods,
goods, ....... 819
19
of baggage
baggage of
519
of passengers,
passengers,........ 519
ves se l
s to
t
o go
go from
f
rom
for granting
granting permit
permit to
to vessels
district to district
district and unlade,
519
unlade,....... 519
619
for entry of
of goods, ..................
519
or deliver
goods,
519
for permit to land or
deliver goods,....
519
for official
official bonds,...................
bonds,
519
519
for debenture
debenture or
or other
official
certificate,
519
other official certificate, 519
for
crew-list, protection,.
protecti on ,. 619
fqr bill of health,
health, crew-list,
519
for recording
mortgages, &c.
recording bills
bills of
of sale,
sale, mortgages,
&c. 519
619
certificates for
and cancanfor discharging
discharging and
celling, .....................
519
519
for certificate
certificate stating names, &c.,
&c., of
of own.or
owners of vessels, &c.,
&c.,................. 519
519
to be
be recorded
recorded unless
unle ss
no bill of sale,
sale, &c.,
&c., to
duly acknowledged,................
acknowledged,
519
519
Custom-Houses,
Custom-Houses,
appropriations
appropriations for completion
completion and
reand repairs
25
pairs of, .........................
25
Cuttings and
Cuttings
and Seeds,
appropriations to procure and
appropriations
156,
and distribute,
distribute, 155,
455
455
Cuyahoga,
Cuyahoga,
additional inspectors
additional
authorized at,
198
inspectors authorized
at,.... 198

D.
D.
Dakota
Dakota Territory,
Territory,
part of Territory of Idaho transferred
transferred to,
to, 92
92
appropriations for government
appropriations
government in,.
in,...156,
156, 456
456
for Indian
Indian service in,..............
in
179,
559
179, 559
post-routes established
established in,.........321,
in,....
321, 525
525
surveys of public lands in,....
349, 353
353
in,.........349,
construction
in,... 516,
construction of wagon-roads
wagon-roads in,...
516, 517
517
appropriation,
617
appropriation, ...................
517
Dakotas,
Dakotas,
appropriations for the, ..............
appropriations
180
180
Damages
Damages by Sioux Indians,
Indians,
appropriation to pay awards for,.......92,
appropriation
for,
92, 93
93
claimants
claimants or their attorneys to be paid,..
paid,.. 93
93
Darling, Ezekiel,
Darling,
pension to,
600
to ........................
600

Davidson, The
Davidson,
The Steam-tug B.
B. F.,
F.,

enrolmanft
anrl license
lirens* granted
ran-tn to
enrolment and
to, .t .

119
(1

Davis, ftlferson,
Davis,
Jefferson,
reward offered
reward
offered for
756, 777
777
for his
his arrest
arrest ....... 756,
Dead-Letter
Dead-Letter Office,
Office,
unpaid
letters to
to be
be sent
sent to,........604,
to,
504, 505
505
unpaid letters
Dead
Department,— .339
Dead Letters. See Post-Office Department,...
339
unclaimed money from, to be deposited,
unclaimed
deposited, 516
616
De
De Ahna, Henry C.,
C.,
certain money may be paid over
certain
603
over to,...
to,... 603
Debates.
Debates. See Congress.
Congress.
publishing of
of congress,
act
to
pay
for
congress, act to pay for
in part, ..........................
392
392
Bees, John,
De Bree,
John,
surety
surety of, released
released from
liability,
604
from liability,......
604
Debts. See Post-Office
Post-Office Department.
Department.
due
due the United States from
postmasters
from postmasters
and other agents,
agents, &c.,
&c., of
of Post-Office
Post-Office
Department, act to
Department,
to facilitate
facilitate collection
collection
. 42-4R4
of ..........................
432-434
Deeds,
provision as
provision
as to acknowledgments
acknowledgments of,
of, in
in
the District of Columbia, ........ 531,
531, 632
532
Deer
Deer Island,
sea-wall
on,
354
sea-wall on,.............
............
354
Deficiency Appropriation,
Appropriation,
year ending June 30, 1864,....22-28
for the year
southeast
southeast executive
executive building,.........
building,
22
22
branch mint at Denver,
22
Denver,............. 22
Interior
Interior Department, ...............
22
22
surveyors-general
and clerks,....22,
23
surveyors-general and
clerks,....22, 23
Department
Department of Agriculture,
23
Agriculture, ..........
23
War Department,
23,
24
Department, ................
23, 24
Navy
Navy Department
Department, ..................
24,
26
24, 26
State Department,
Department, ...................
24
24
assistant-treasurers
assistant-treasurers and
and designated
designated dedepositaries, ........................
24
24
electric
electric telegraph,....................
telegraph,
24
24
treasury
extension, ..................
treasury extension,
24, 25
25
24,
custom-houses
custom-houses and warehouses,.......
warehouses
25
25
public buildings and post-offices,.....
post-offices,
25
25
Indian agents in
in Utah and
and Nevada,....
Nevada,
25
25
printing, paeper,
paper, lithographing,
lithographing, &c.,..
&c.,... 25,
25, 26
26
printing, blnding,
&c., to
done only
only
binding, &c.,
to be
be done
on written
written requisition,
requisition, &c.,
&c. ....... 25,
25, 118
118
report
report of superintendent
superintendent on,
on,...... 25
establishment,
26
light-house establishment,............
26
naval hospitals
hospitals and asylums,..........
asylums,
26
26
capitol police,
police,
26
......................
26
miscellaneous
and House
House of
of
miscellaneous for
for Senate and
Representatives,...................
Representatives,
26
26
unexpended balance
unexpended
balance for engraving, &c.,
&c ,
transferred ........................
26
transferred
26
additional
additional assistant Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
Treastry
authorized, ..............
26
Treasury authorized,
26
salary and duties
duties, .............. 26, 27
27
repair
repair of coal and landing
landing wharf
wharf at
at Key
Key
West,
27
West ..........................
27
letter-carriers, ...........
27
letter-carriers,
............ 27
additional
additional clerks
clerks and employees authorauthorized during the rebellion,
rebellion, and
for aa
and for
year after
after its dose,
close, in office
of Secoffice of
Secretary
of Treasury,
27
retary of
Treasury, ..............
27
of 1st
1st and 2d comptroller,
comptroller, 1st,
1st, 2d,
2d,
3d, 4th, and 5th auditor, of
of treasurer, register, commissioner
commissioner of
of
27
customs, ......................
27
of Secretary
Secretary of Navy,
27
Navy,............ 27
adjutant-general, quartermasterquartermasterof adjutant-general,
general, paymaster-general,
paymaster-general, comcommissary -general, chief of
of ordmissary-general,
ordnance,
nance, and chief
chief engineer,....27,
engineer,....27, 28
28
paid,......
28
how appointed and
and paid,
28
females may be employed,....
employed,
28
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Deficiency Appropriation,
(continued.)
Appropriation, (continued.)
Deposits, (continued.)
compensation not to
compensation
exceed,
28
to exceed,..
28
unclaimed
unclaimed from
from dead letters
letters to be detemporary
temporary clerks
and employclerks and
employ.
posited
posited, ..........................
516
.
616
ees formerly
formerly authorized,
inauthorized, inpenalty for wilful neglect
penalty
neglect so to do, 616
516
cluded
cluded herein,
28
herein .............
28 Depredations,
Depredations,
limitation of office
limitation
office of assistant
assistant
by
Indians,
payments
by Indians, payments towards
towards settleregister of treasury
treasury to
one
to one
ment of claims
ment
claims for
for,................
694
year, repealed
repealed,.
28
...........
28 Deputy Collectors,
for the
June 30,
30, 1865
1865,......
460
the year
year ending
ending June
460
at Portland,
Maine,
pay
of
...........
Portland,
47
47
Delaf
De'afield,
eld, Gen. Richard,
Richard,
Deput
Internal Revenue,
Deputy Commissioner
Commissioner of internal
to be regent of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian InstiInstiappointment, duty, &c.,
&c., of,
appointment,
of, ...........
224
tution
tution, .
569
.........................
69
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Delawares,
Delawares,
Deputy Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency,
Currency,
appropriations for
for the
166,
545
the .............
166, 545
appointment, duty, bond, &c., of....stmaste..
of,
100
100
Delisle, Francis,
Ddisle,
Francis,
Deputy
Postmasters
Deputy Postmasters
lands in Missouri, granted
to,
582
granted to,.........
582
may deposit in certain
certain national banks
banks
Delivery
Delivey
and negotiate
negotiate ddrafts..............
drafts,
506
506
of mail-matter
mail-matter from post-offices,
post-offices, ....... 507
507 Depuy, Willia
m,
.....
William,
Denmark,
to.......................
payment to,
579
679
additional articles to general convention
convention
Deserters,
Deserters,
with, July 11, 1861,
1861, ..............
605
605
enlistments of,
of, punished, .......
489, 490
enlistments
490
consuls-general, consuls, &c.,
cons'uls-general,
sityas
&c., may sites
mustering into
into service
service ..............
490
mustering
490
judges and arbitrators between officers
officers
not
not returning
returning according
according to proclamation
proclamation
and crews of vessels,.
vessels, .........
605,
606
605, 606
of
President, to forfeit
of President,
forfeit citizenship,...
citizenship,
490
local
authorities not to interfere,unless,&c.606
local authorities
interfere,unless,&c. 606
proclamation
proclamation of President
President for return of, 752
752
judicial authority of their
country may
may
their country
from
their regiments
from their
regiments ordered
ordered to
to return
to,
606
be resorted to,.....................
606
forthwith, ..................
forthwith,
775
762, 775
consuls,
consuls, &c., may require
aid of
of local
require aid
local
those
those returning
returning to
to be restored,
restored, &c.,
&c., 752,
authorities to arrest deserter,
deserter, ........
606
606
776
776
mode of procedure,
606
procedure, .............
606
patriotic citizens exhorted to aid in their
their
deserters, when arrested, how
how to
to be
disbe disreturn, ................
775
.........
775
posed of,
of,........................
606
606
from
from vessels,
vessels, provisions
provisions concerning, in
in
offences against
against laws
laws of
to be
of country,
country, to
be
treaty
treaty with Denmark,.........
Denmark,
607
606,
607
punished,.........................
607
punished
607
from ships
ships of war and merchant
merchant vessels,
vessels,
effect of these additional articles,......
articles
607
607
provisions for
of, in treaty
provisions
for arrest, &c.,
&c., of,
treaty
signature, ratification,
ratification, proclamation,
607
607
with Haytin.
Hayti, ..................
727
Denver,
Desertion,
Desertion,
certain lands in,
in, may be entered
at miniminientered at
additional penalty in loss of citizenship, 490
additional
mum price for use of town,........94,
town,
94, 95
95 Designated
Designated Depositaries,
Depositaries,
lots for government purposes reserved,.
reserved,. 95
95
banking
banking associations
associations may act as,......
as,
113
118
Departmentof Agriculture,
Department
Agricuture,
in Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, appropriations
appropriations
appropriation
appropriation for the,
23, 155,
455
the. ........
23,
155, 455
for
for, .........................
158
158
resolution
resolution granting additional rooms to,
415 Des
to, 415
Des Moines, City of
of
act repealing
repealing resolution............
resolution,
381
381
joint
joint resolution relinquishing certain
certain
Secretary of Interior
Interior to assign tempotempocoal-beds
&c. .................. 408
coal-beds to, &c.,
408
rary rooms
commissioner of,
rooms for commissioner
381
of,..... 381 Diamonds
Diamonds and
Stones,
and other precious
precious Stones,
commissioner
commissioner may rent suitable
suitable rooms
rooms
duties on,
duties
on, ........................
206
206
for office
office, ........................
381 Dickson
381
Dickson, John
John,
appropriation for rent, &c.,
appropriation
pro&c., propayment of damages
damages to,
to, for
for breach
breach of
of
vided,
vided, &c ......................
381
381
contract, ..........................
577
577
Department offthe
Interior,
the Interior,
Dictator,
Floating
Dictator, Floating Battery. See Ericsson,....
Eriesson,
409
409
appropriations
appropriations for the,
151,
451 Digest of
the, ............
151, 451
Election Cases,
of Election
Cases,
Department
Department of
of Missouri,
Missouri,
appropriation
appropriation for, ..................
850
350
appropriation
appropriation for pay, bounty,
bounty, &c.,
in,. .1,
.1, 2
2 Diller,
&c., in,.
Diller, Isaac
Isaac R.,
to whom money may be paid,
2
paid,.........
payment to,
to .
payment
595
................
595
attorney may receive
receive it, ..............
2
2 Dimon,
Diman, Henry W.,
W.,
See Western
Western Department.
accounts
to be
adjusted,...........
590
accounts of, to
be adjusted
590
Deposit,
Deposit,
Diplomatic
DiplomaticService,
act relating
relating to village of, ............
324
324
general appropriations
appropriations for,
.... 137-140,
137-140, 452
452
for,....
Depositaries,
Depositaries,
Directorsof Providence
Directors
Providence Hospital,
Hospital,
acting assistant, provisions concerning,.
concerning,. 427
427
act
incorporate the,...............
net to incorporate
the,
43
43
subject to penalties,
penalties, &c.,..............
&c.,
427 Direct
427
Direct Tax,
Tax,
Depositions,
Depositions,
none to be assessed until congress
congress
defendants
defendants in criminal
criminal cases in the
the Dispasses a
a new law requiring it,.....
it,
304
304
triet of Columbia may have
trict
have commiscommisformer tax
tax to be collected,
304
collected,. ..........
304
sion to take, of witnesses
witnesses in their
betheir belevy court may collect in
Washington
in Washington
half, ......................
half,
528, 529
528,
629
County, D. C............
C.,
331
.....
331
practice
in
obtaining
commission,.
practice
commission, 528, 529
529 Direct
Direct Taxes in Insurrectionary
Districts,
InsurrectionaryDistricts,
mode of taking
taking depositions
depositions, ...........
529
629
appropriation
appropriation for
for commissioners
commissioners of,....
of
158
158
Deposits,
Deposits,
provisions
provisions concerning
concerning the
collection of,
of,
the collection
in banking associations,
associations, tax or duty on,.
on,. 111
111
601-504
501-504
received under internal revof money received
commissioners
commissioners after sale
sale of
lands, &c.,
&c.,
of lands,
enue act, .........................
483
483
certificate, may issue
and certificate,
writ
to
put
issue writ to put
money from sales of waste
waste paper
paper and
and
purchaser
purchaser in possession, ...........
501
501

800
800
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Direct
tn Insurrectionary
InsurrectionaryDistricts,
Districts,(contin'd).
Direct Taxes in
(contin'd). Distilled
(continued.)
Distilled Spirits,
Spirits, (continued.)
writ directed
directed to marshal, .............
501
601
drawback not allowed,
drawback
allowed, if;
if, &c., ........
16
proceedings under
under it,
501
it, ...............
additional
601
additional duties
duties on,
on,..............
16, 17
17
1
5
who may execute
execute writ, if there
there is no
Distillers.
See
no
Internal
Revenue.
Distillers.
Internal
marshal, &c.,
501
duty, &c.,
&e., of,
under internal revenue
revenue
&c.......................
501
duty,
of, under
be suspended,
when, &e
issuing of writ to be
suspended, when,
&c.,,501
601
act, .............
242-248
.........
242-248
purchasers to receive
501
purchasers
make application
license before
receive rent,
rent, ............
01
to make
application for license
before
patents, when to issue
issue for lands
lands purdistilling, ......................
471
471
chased, .........................
application to state what,............
what,
501
471
proof in case of assignment, &c.,
Distraint.
&c ,
Distraint. See Internal
Internal Revenue.
of certificate of sale,..........
sale,
proceedings in case
of, under
reveproceedipgs
case of,
under the
501
the revemajority of board
board of tax commissioners
majority
commissioners
nue law,..........233,
law,
233, 234,
237, 240, 283
234, 237,
283
may
act,
502
may act,........................
502
what
what exempt from, ..............
233,
234
233, 234
lien creditors,
creditors, if loyal, &c., may
may be paid
paid
proceedings in collecting
collecting duties
duties by,
by, 470,
470, 471
471
proceedings
proceeds of sale, if,
from proceeds
if, &c.,
&c.,....... 502
502
how property distrained
distrained may
may be
be rerecommissioners
of procommissioners to file transcript
transcript of
deemed,
deemed,.....
471
................
471
Treasury Department, 502
property exempt
from,
471
ceedings with Treasury
what property
502
exempt from,.........
471
Distributing Offices,
copies of,
of, may be used in evidence,
evidence, 502
502 Distributing
expense of board of
a commissioners, how
how
expense
Postmaster-General may designate,....
Postmaster-General
designate,
367
Distribution,
paid,..........................
502
02 Distribution,
if lands are redeemed
redeemed after sale,
of prize-money in naval service,......
service,
310
sale, principrinci310
interest of
purchase-money to
pal and interest
of purchase-money
See Prize
Prize Proceedings.
to
Proceedings.
602
be paid,
paid, ........................
of certain
certain books
books and documents
documents to be
502
purchaser
purchaser to put owner in possession,
made to members
members of present
possession,.. 502
present congress,
congress, 570
District
Attorney,
District
owner not to be put
Attorney,
put in
in possession
possession unless
unless
502
for
he makes oath that, &c.,
the
of
district
Nevada,
pay,
&c.,
of 440
440
&c.,............ 502
Nevada,
&c., of,
tenants at will and by
by sufferance not
not to
district of Oregon,
Oregon, pay, &c.,
&c., of,
440
tenants
for the district
of, 440
District Attorneys,
redeem unless,
redeem
unless, &c.,
&c. .................. 602
602 District
preemption rights how acquired
acquired in
duty of, under
in such
such
under act to provide
provide for sumlands, ............................
mary
mary trial
trial of minor offences against
503
against
commissioners to give notice of sales of
of
laws of the United States,.......124,
States,125
124, 125
commissioners
laws
•503
lands, .........................
compensation of;
503
maximum compensation
196
of,........... 196
appropriations for the,.............158,
tax, when may
may be apportioned,
apportioned, ........
503
appropriations
the,
158, 457
03
457
to be a
different parts,.....
parts,
603
pay of, under
under act for suppression
a lien on different
pay
603
suppression of
of the
the
commissioners
oaths,
503
commissioners may administer oaths,..
slave-trade, ......................
352
slave-trade,
352
District
Courts,
penalty for
503
for false
false swearing,
swearing,...........
503 District Courts,
terms
fees
and
salaries
of
commissioners,
not
of,
in
district
of
West
Tennessee,
fees
of,
salaries
commissioners, not
West Tennessee, 22
special terms,
2
to exceed, &c
Sze ...................
503
special
terms, &c.,
&c ...................
503
2
503
in Indiana,
Indiana, special
authorized,
3
excess, how applied,
special session authorized,..
applied, ............
503
3
what
clerks,
clerks, surveyors, and assistants,
what suits to be heard therein,........
therein,
3
assistants,...... 503
3
in Oregon
clerks may collect money
Oregon and California,
California, terms of,....
of,
clerks
money due for
for taxes,
taxes, 503
55
special
to give bond first, ...............
503
special sessions may
may be held for trial of
of
503
minor offences,
124
minor
tax commissioners
commissioners enter upon their ofoffences,................... 124
fices, when, &c.,................
&c.,
sessions of,
of, in West Virginia,
503, 504
Virginia,.......... 124
severalty and
and sold for
for
records and files,
lands held in severalty
files, where
records
where to be kept,....
kept,
124
proceedings
taxes may be redeemed
redeemed by
by any
proceedings of, confirmed,
confirmed,........... 124
any ownown124
sessions of,
of; in Virginia,
124
er, if,
&c., .....................
504
if, &c.,
Virginia, .............
604
124
in
Wisconsin,
option
of
purchaser
in
such
cases,
504
Wisconsin,
terms
of,
199
option
of,............... 199
purchaser in such cases,..... 504
Discharge,
Discharge,
papers
papers of,
of; to be transferred
transferred to
cirto cir199
cuit court,
court..................... 199
from militafy
military service,
service, persons under
under
eighteen, when
to
10
eighteen,
when entitled to,..........
times, &c.,
&c., for holding, in northern dis10
trict of New York,
York, ...............
385
of persons under sixteen,.........
sixteen,
380
385
380
of
attachments of property
property claimed
change in,
in, not to impair pending
pending
change
of attachments
claimed by
byprocesses in either court,.......
court,
385
the United States, how effected,
effected,..... 122
885
Discharged Officers'and
Officers.and Soldiers,
Soldiers,
salary
salary of judge of,
of, ...................
Discharged
385
not
in Indiana, special session
session of,..........
of;
419
not entitled to pay,
pay, travel, &c.,
&c., when
when
419
transportation is
145
pending
pending process, ....................
419
transportation
is furnished,
furnished,......... 145
419
Discriminating
Duties,
eastern district
terms of,
of; in eastern
district of New York,
York, 438
DiscriminatingDuties,
on
goods
imported
in
certain
foreign
judge
of
eastern
district
of
New
York
judge
district of New York
on goods imported in certain foreign
vessels,
215, 216
216
vessels,......................215,
to hold
hold court in southern
southern district,
district,
when,
&c.,
438
on
Good
when,
&c.,........................
on goods
goods grown
grown east
438
east of
of Cape of
of Good
Hope, .....................
216, 493
493
Nevada,, ................
440
terms of, in Nevada,
216,
440
of Nevada
Nevada attached
attached to
to the
the tenth
tenth
district of
of tonnage as respects Nicaragua, dis.
739
circuit,
440
circuit,............................
continued, .....................
739
440
Dismissed Officers.
Officers. See
See Officers.
Officers.
jurisdiction of,
of; ........................ 440
440
jurisdiction
Dismissed
provision for
District Judge
provision
for trial
trial of
of certain,
certain,......... 489
489 District
Distilled Spirits,
Spirits,
for the district of Nevada, appointment,
Distilled
14, 202,
-c., of,......................
o,
pay, &c.,
duty on, ...................
440
14,
202, 203
203
basis of
of collection
of duty,............
duty,
14 District
District Judges of the
the United States,
basis
collection of
States,
14
penalty
for
having
for
sale,
&c.,
in
fraud
appropriations
the,
157, 158
appropriations for the,............157,
penalty for having for sale, &c., in fraud
District of Columbia
Columbia,
of law, ........................
14
14 District
proceedings to enforce forfeiture,....14,
forfeiture,....14, 15
fees of clerk, attorney,
marshal in,
195
proceedings
attorney, and marshal
15
in,. 195
certain, may be exported
payplaintiffs in suits
of; to
to
suits in supreme
certain,
supreme court of,
exported without
without payment of duty,
15
deposit fees,........................
fees,
deposit
duty .................
196
15
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District oj
of V(oltmoa,
Columbia, (continued.)
VUstnct
(continued.)
Draft. See Drafted Persons,
Draft.
Persons, National
Forces
NationalForces.
act to amend charter of Washington
Washington and
and
surgeons and commissioners
surgeons
commissioners of enrolling
enrolling
Georgetown
Georgetown Railroad,
Railroad ............... 322
3
boards
boards exempt from,
491
from, .............
491
act to incorporate
Metropolitan Railincorporate the
the Metropolitan
Railto be made, unless volunteers
volunteers called
called for
for
road Company
Company, in,.................
326
3
are furnished
furnished ......................
732
732
act in favor
favor the "
"Guardian
Guardian Society"
324
Society " of, 32
to be made
made to fill quota,
quota, if not filled
filled by
by
act to regulate
regulate proceedings
proceedings between
between
volunteers,.......
volunteers,
6, 379
:.........6, ..
379
landlord
landlord and tenant
tenant in,
383
in,............
88
further, to be
be made until quota
is full,
6, 380
380
quota is
full, 6,
tenancy at will, &c., how
how created,
383
created,.. 38
furnishing
persons
furnishing
substitutes
exempt
exempt
what are to be deemed tenancies
tenancies at
at
from, &c.,
from,
7, 380
380
................. 6,6, 7,
sufferance,
sufferance,
.................... 383
38
seamen,
seamen, drafted may enlist in naval sersernotice to determine,
determine, &c.,.........
383
38
vice, ....
... ..............
.
77
attornments
attornments by tenant, &c.,.......
&e,
383
38
in military
military service,
service, may
may so
so enlist,..
enlist,
7
7
forcible entry and detainer,....383, 38
384
who
exempt
who
from draft,..............
draft,
8, 9
89
summons to issue,
issue, &c.,
&e., when,
when,
penalty for
penalty
for resisting, &c.
&c., ............
8
8
&c., ....................
384
383
fees for preparing
exemption
preparing papers
papers for
for exemption
proceedings, &c.,
proceedings,
&c., when defendant
defendant
from,
from, ..........................
10
10
pleads title, ..................
3. 384
38
ordered to fill quota of states not full,
full,
defendant to
recognize with
with
to recognize
D - M
737,
Drafted
en,
737, 748
sureties
sureties,...................
384 Drafted
384
Men,
737, 748
appeals, and how tried,
tried,.......... 384
384
appropriation
appropriation for
for advance bounties
bounties to,
126
to,..
126
additional recognizance
recognizance in,
in,.... 384
388 Drafted
Persons. See Draft.
Drafted Persons.
damages to complainant,
complainant, if,
damages
&c.,
384
if, &c.,...
38'
furnishing
furnishing substitutes,
substitutes, for
for what time
to
time to
officers, &c.,................
fees of officers,
&c.,
384
38
be exempt from draft,.............
draft,
480
489
repeal of inconsistent acts,........
acts,
384
38'
furnishing
incompetent
furnishing incompetent substitutes, to
to
act to provide for Washington aqueduct, 384
38'
be liable to serve,...........
serve,
490
..........490
act to allow levy court of
Washington
of Washington
aiding substitutes
substitutes to
to desert,
to serve
desert, to
serve
County in, to levy
levy and
and collect
collect the
the
themselves,
themselves,.....
....
.............
490
490
1861, ................
direct tax of 1861,
331
33:
may. furnish
furnish substitutes,
substit u t
es ,
............ 6, 380
act to allow corporation
corporation of
of Washington
Washington
seamen may enlist in naval
naval service,
....
service,....
77
to levy and collect
collect direct tax
tax of
1861, 332
of 1861,
332
temporarily appointed
surgeons temporarily
appointed to
exto exjoint resolution for revision
revision of laws of,
of, 408,
408
amine, ........................
8
8
409
401
examinations
examinations of, when
when and where
to be
be
where to
witnesses in, parties, &c.,
may be,.
.374, 8Th
&c., may
be,..374,
375
held, .........................
88, 99
act to establish
establish Colfax Street in
in the
city
the city
may have
have process for witnesses,
witnesses,.......
90
of Washington
Washington, ....................
355
355
procuring exemption by fraud,
procuring
fraud, to
to be
be
persons charged
charged with crime in,
to be
in, not to
be
deemed
deemed deserters,
deserters,................
10
10
enlisted as volunteers or
or substitutes, 498,
498,
penalty
penalty upon
upon surgeon
surgeon for illegally
illegally disdis499
499
charging,
charging, .................
11
......
11
doing................. .498
penalty for so doing,
498
provisions
provisions for colored
colored persons
persons drafted,
11
drafted,.. 11
penalty upon officers,
officers, &c., of
jail, giving
giving
ofjail,
organized, &c.,................
how organized,
&c.,
379
379
certain information,................
information,
499
499
transportation of,
transportation
of; to
to and
and from
from rendezrendezact quieting land-titles in California,
531
California,... 531
vous,
vous, ....
380
....................... 380
Doble, Carlisle,
Doble,
absent
absent from
from home,
home, when
when drafted,
drafted, how
how
claim of,
of for carrying the mail, to be
be
notified,
notified, ..........................
380
380
adjusted,.......................... 590
adjusted,
590 Drawback,
Drawback,
Dogs
upon
upon certain distilled spirits not
not alalin Washington County, D. C., to
be
to be
lowed ...............
.
15
..........
15
killed if tax is not paid,
193
paid, ..........
193
upon
upon articles
articles manufactured
manufactured exclusively
exclusively
Domestic Letters,
Domestic
Letters,
of cotton,
16, 303
303
cotton,....................
16,
unpaid, except, &c., to be sent
unpaid,
to deadsent to
deadon certain articles,
articles, when exported,
exported, that
that
letter office, .................... 504,
605
04, 606
have
have paid duty,
duty ............... 302, 303
303
part paid, to be forwarded,
forwarded, and unpaid
unpaid
certain articles
articles excepted,.........
excepted,
302
collected,.................. 505
portion collected,
505
none
on
certain
quicksilver,.........
none on
quicksilver,
477
477
Donation
Donation Claims
Claims
collector
collector to be designated
designated to
to attend
attend to
to
in Oregon and Washington,
Washington, in
certain
in certain
of, ........................
duties of,
486
486
cases patents may issue for
for half guarquarDrop
)rop Letters,
Letters,
ter .section,
section .......................
62
62
postage on,
on, how free delivery
delivery is
estabis estabDoran,
Doran, Paymaster
C.,
Paymaster E.
E. C.,
lished
lished...
507
..
...............
507
payments by William
payments
William H. Peters,
Peters, legallegal)rugs, 4T,
Sc.,
Drugs,
ized
ized for benefit
benefit of;
575, 576
of,..............675,
576
duty on, ....................
211, 212
212
211,
Double Rations,
Dry
DryDocks,
Docks,
to what officers
officers only allowed, ........
488
488
two authorized
authorized to
be
built
from
approto be built from approDoughty William,
William,
priation for
for floating
floating dry
dry dock,.......
dock,
85
85
Superannuated Fund Society, &c
the Superannuated
&c.,,
Dubuque and Sioux City Railroad
Dubuque
Company,
Railroad Company,
may
may hold certain
certain property
property under
under will
will
may change
change their
&c.,
98
their line,
line, &c.,..........
98
of,
of, ............................
135 Duncan,
135
aS.,
S.,
Duncan, C.
Dower,
Dower,
payment
payment to, ......................
599
599
acknowledgment by ferne
acknowledgment
feme covert of
of deed
deed
Duncan,
H.,
Duncan, W.
W. H.,
executed
husband, to be sufficient
executed by husband,
sufficient
payment to,
599
payment
to,......................
599
..............
to bar her claim for,
for,.......
532
532 Dunkirk,
Dunkirk,
Downing, Samuel,
Samuel,
additional
additional inspectors
inspectors authorized
authorized at,....
at,
198
198
gratuity to
to, ......................... 598
598 Durell,
Porter,
urell, Porter,
copy of act granting, to be sent to,.
to, 598
598
payment to, ....................
payment
579
579
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Dutiable Value,
Dutiable
Duties
(eontinuea. j
Duties on Imports, (continuedo.
of imports, how ascertained,...217,
ascertained.. .217, 493, 494
hemp, cordage, cotton bagging,
bagging, slkeetsleethemp,
at what place to be reckoned,..217,
reckoned,. .217, 493, 494
494
. ings, &c.,
&c., ......................
20, 210
210
209,
Duties on Exports,
gunny cloth,
cloth, gunny
gunny bags,
bags, &c.,
&c., ........
209
209
treaty provisions with Hayti concernflax,
&c.,.....................
flax, &c.
210
."209, 210
715-717
ing ........................
.715-717
silk and silks, ........................
210
210
with Honduras, ............
701-703
701-703
glass, rough plate, &c.,............
&c.,
210, 211
211
Duties on Imports,
Duties
glassware
glassware and porcelain glass, ........
210
210
treaty provisions
provisions with Hayti
Hayti concernchina
porcelain ware,
china and porcelain
210
ware,............ 210
ing,...........................
ing,
•
715-717
715-717
earthern
earthern and stone
stone ware, ............
210
210
701-703
with Honduras, ............
701-703
slates,
slates, clay, chalk, kaoline,..........
kaoline,
210
210
joint resolution to temporarily
temporarily increase,
increase, 405
books, periodicals,
books,
pamphlets,
213
periodicals, and pamphlets,.....
213
to continue
continue resolution increasing
increasing in
articles paying
paying a
a duty of fifteen
fifteen per
per
force ......................
force,
401
cent.,
cent., ...........................
211
211
act to increase, of
of June
June 30, 1864,-202-218
1864,.. .202-218
of twenty-five
cent ......... - 211
211
twenty-five per cent.,
duties to be collected on and after July
fifty per cent.,.................
cent.,
213
of fifty
213
1,
1, 1864, on
acetic acid, &c., ......................
212
acetic
212
teas,
teas,..............................
202
acetate
acetate or pyrolignate
pyrolignate of ammonia,
ammonia, &c.,
&c ,212
212
sugars, syrups, and molasses,........
molasses,
202
analine
dyes
212
analine dyes,.....................
212
proviso, forfeiture,
forfeiture ..............
202
blanc fixe,
blanc
fixe, satin white,
white, &c.,...........
&c.,
212
212
brandy, distilled spirits, cordials,
cordials, wines,
wines,
French
green, Paris
Faris green,
green, &c.,......
&c.,
212
French green,
212
&c.,
202,
203
&c.,.......................
202, 203
almonds, ..........................
almonds,
212
212
duty to be collected
colleeted on basis of firstmanufactures of
manufactures
of gold or silver,
212
silver,........ 212
proof,
203
proof, .....................
203
antimony, opium,
morphine, .........
212
opium, morphine,
212
imitations to be charged same duty
arrowroot,
212
arrowroot,. ...........................
212
as genuine article,
article,............ 203
brimstone,
brimstone, castor beans,
beans, chickory root,
212
root,. 212
brandy and spirituous
spirituous liquors may be
cassia, cinnamon,
212
cinnamon, ..................
212
imported
imported in bottles, ................ 203
203
chloroform, collodion, &c.,
&c.,............
212
212
packages not to contain less than
packages
than
cologne
cologne water and other
other perfumery,
perfumery, ... 212
212
one dozen, ...................
203
203
cloves,
cloves, fusel oil,
oil, &e.,
212
&c., .................
212
bottles to pay aaseparate
separate duty,....
duty,
203
bristles,
bristles, brushes,
brushes, honey, lead,.........
lead,
212
212
spirituous liquors
liquors not enumerated,.....
enumerated,
203
percussion cups, nitric ether,.........
ether,
212
percussion
212
ale, porter, and beer, .................
203
lemons, oranges, and fruits preserved
preserved in
in
lemons,
cigars, snuff, tobacco,
tobacco,. ..............
203
their
212
their own juice, ...................
212
bar-iron,
bar-iron, iron in slabs, &c.,
&c.,............. 203
licorice
212
licorice root and paste, ................
212
pig-iron,
pig-iron, old scrap-iron,
scrap-iron, &c.,.........204,
&c.,
204, 205
nutmegs, mace, ....................
213
213
what
what shall be deemed old iron,........
iron,
205
205
castor,
213
oils, croton, olive, and castor,........
213
railroad iron,.
iron, ....... • .................
railroad
204
204
peanuts, filberts, walnuts,
walnuts, ............
213
213
band and hoop-iron,
hoop-iron ...................... 204
petroleum
illuminating oils,.......
oils,
213
petroleum and illuminating
213
smooth,
smooth, &c., sheet-iron, ...............
204
204
turpentine, sulphur,..
sulphur,
218
pepper, spirits of turpentine,
213
steel,
steel, .........................
... , 205
tannin,
tannin santonine,
santonine salt.
213
salt,................ 212
manufactures of, not otherwise
manufactures
otherwise prosaltpetre, strychnine,
strychnine, vinegar,
213
saltpetre,
vinegar, .......
213
vided for, ...................
205
watches, wood
wood pencils,................
pencils,
213
213
partial manufactures
manufactures of;
of, not otherostrich-feathers,
playing-cards, ........
ostrich-feathers, playing-cards,
213
213
wise provided
provided for,.............
for,
205
205
cork, bark, or wood, ..............
214
214
bituminous
bituminous and other coal,
coal,........... 206
hatters'
hatters' furs, fire-crackers,
fire-crackers, ........... 214
214
lead, lead-pipes,
lead-pipes, &c., pewter for remanugutta-percha, .......................
gutta-percha,
214
214
facture,
facture, .........................
206
gunpowder,
214
gunpowder ...........................
214
copper, zinc, spelter, &c.,.............
&c.,
206
copper,
marble,
mineral waters,
206
marble, mineral
waters,............. 214
214
diamonds,
diamonds, gems,
gems, and other precious
pipes, pens, soaps,
soaps, ..................
214
214
stones,
162
stones .........................
162
starch, rice, paddy
paddy, ..................
214
214
wool and hair of alpaca,
unmanufacwool
alpaca, &c.,
&c., unmanufacduty,..........216,
articles free of duty,
216, 217, 218
218
tured,.........
206
.................
decision of collector
decision
collector as
as to rate
rate and
and
when mixed with dirt,...........
dirt,
206
206
amount of duty, and costs and charges,
amount
charges,
wool,
wool, when different qualities
qualities are imto be final,
final, unless
unless written objections
objections
ported in same bale, .............. 206
are filed in ten days,
214, 215
215
days,............214,
different qualities are
when bales of different
Treasury
and appeal
appeal to Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
in same invoice, ..............
206
in thirty days
days,................
215
215
sheepskins ...................
206
sheepskins,
206
brought in ninety
ninety days afand suit brought
carpets,
carpets, mats, rugs, screens, &c.,......
&c.,
207
ter decision
215
decision of Secretary,
Secretary,....... 215
woollen
woollen cloths and manufactures
manufactures of wool, 207
suit not to be maintained
maintained before
before decision
decision
blankets, shawls, ....... 207,
207, 208
208
yarns, blankets,
of Secretary is given,
given, unless delay of
of
of
delaines,
delaines, bunting,
bunting, &c.,................
208
208
more than ninety days,...........
days,
215
more
215
oil and floor cloths,
cloths,......................
208
decision
.
decision of collector
collector as to other
other matters
matters
cotton,
cotton, raw
raw or unmanufactured,
unmanufactured, ....... 208
he final, unless,
unless, &c.,
&e., ............ 215
215
to be
manufactures of cotton unbleached,.....
manufactures
unbleached,
"208
act amending
acts imposing,........491-495
imposing
491-495
amending acts
goods,........ 208
plain woven
woven cotton goods,
manufactures
..
manufactures of cotton, ..........
492-493
cotton goods with more than 200
spool thread
thread of cotton,
492
cotton,. .............
492
threads to square inch,.........
inch,
208
additional on brandy, rum,
rum, &c.,....492,
&c.,....492, 493
493
jeans, drillings,
drillings, &c.,
208,
209
&c.,..........
on spun silk,..................
493
208,
on
493
cotton thread, ...........
............. 209
on railroad
railroad iron and iron tubes,
on
tubes,.... 493
shirts, &c., made on frames, cotton velvelon,
cotton, .........................
onr cotton,
493
vet, &c.,
&e.,......................
209
illuminating oil, petroleum,
petroleum, &c.,.......
&c.,
illuminating
493
linens, duck, &c.,.................
&c.,
209
209
tobacco stems,
tobacco
stems,.....................
. 493
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clothing of silk, ......................
493
49
quicksilver .........................
quicksilver,
493
493
tonnage duty to be thirty
thirty cents
ton,
493
cents aaton,..
493
certain vessels to pay only
one a
only one
a
year, .......................
493
493
statuary, to mean
mean what,
493
what,............. 493
cent. additional on products
ten per cent,
products of
countries east of Cape of
of Good Hope,
Hope,
imported, &c.,...................
&c.,
493
493
assessment of ad valorem
valorem duties,......
duties,
493
additions to invoice value, .........
493,
494
493, 494
actual market-value
market-value to be appraised,...
appraised,... 494
494
penalty for
494
for undervaluation,
undervaluation,........... 494
guano, exportation
exportation of.................
of,
494
494
casks and cases containing
containing distilled
distilled
teas, to be marked and
spirits and teas,
and
branded,.......................
branded,
. 494
494
flax and hemp, and steam agricultural
agricultural
machinery,
free,
494
machinery, may be
be imported
imported free,...
494
judgment in suits for
for duties
duties and
and penalpenal494
ties to be
be collected
collected in
in coin,
coin, .........
494
duties upon certain
certain goods destroyed
destroyed by
by
casualty
casualty to be abated,.............
abated,
495
495
of duties
to be
be remoney paid in excess
excess of
duties to
refunded,...................
funded,
.....
. 215
215
discriminating duty
duty of
per cent.
cent, to
discriminating
of ten
ten per
to
be paid on goods imported
imported in foreign
foreign
vessels, .......................
215
215
against treaty
treaty stipustipunot to apply as against
lations,
lations ...............
...... 215
215
ten per cent.
cent, additional
additional duty
duty on
on prodproducts of countries
countries beyond the Cape
of Good Hope, (except
(except raw cotton,) if
if
imported from places this side the
the Cape,
216
Cape, 216
goods in public stores
stores and bonded warewarehouses, subject to what
what duty,
216
duty,........ 216
certain
machinery for weaving
certain machinery
fabrics of
weaving fabrics
of
flax or hemp may come free for
for one
year, ...........................
216
216
steam agricultural
agricultural implements
and
implements and
machinery,
machinery, .................
216
216
laws for collection of duties to remain
remain in
in
force,.........................
force,
. 216
216
duties on goods not
provided for
for by
by this
not provided
this
act to remain as before April 29, 1864,
1864, 216
importer, upon entry of goods, may add
add
to invoice value,................216,
value,
216, 217
217
collector to ascertain dutiable
dutiable value
value of
of
........................
goods,
217
217
additional duty, if appraised
appraised value
exvalue exceeds, &c.,.............
&c.,
217
........
217
actual value of
at
actual
of goods
goods on board
board vessel
vessel at
last place of shipment to be
be dutiable
dutiable
value,..........................
217
217
value, how
how ascertained,
ascertained,.......... 217
&c ,
duty on philosophical apparatus,
apparatus, &c.,
217
for colleges,
colleges,..................... 217
casks, &c.,
&c., exported full and
and returned
returned
duty,
217
empty, to be free
free of duty,..........
217
invoices of goods
goods imported to be
made
be made
measures of
counout in weights or
or measures
of country whence
whence imported,..............
imported,
217
217
officers appointed to carry
effect
carry into effect
certain
certain licenses
licenses to receive $1000 aa
year additional, .................... 218
218
personal effects, baggage,
baggage, &c.,
free
&c., to
to be
be free
of duty,.........................
duty,
218
218
Duties
Duties on Imparts,
Imports, Collection
Collection of,
of,
beasts of burden, carriages,
conveycarriages, &c., conveying smuggled
smuggled goods, to be seized
seized and
and
confiscated, ....................
441,442
441,442
search of buildings
boundary
search
buildings near
near the
the boundary
line of the United States,
States, .............. 441
441

/303
803

Duty,
on circulation, deposits,
deposits, and capital
capital stock
stock
of banking
banking associations,
associations, ............
111
111
D' Wamish Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
appropriation for the,.............172,
the,
172, 551
551

E.
Eastern Judicial
JudicialDistrict
Eastern
District in New
New York,
York,
created, and
and counties
counties composing,.......
composing,
438
438
judge, jurisdiction
jurisdiction and pay,...........
pay,
438
438
when
when to hold court
court in southern
southern district of New,
York, ............
438
New. York,
438
other officers,
officers, ........................ 438
438
terms of district and
and circuit
courts,
438
circuit courts,.... 438
concurrent
concurrent jurisdiction of
of court,
438
court,....... 438
Ecuador,
Ecuador,
act to carry into effect
effect convention
convention with,
with,
for
for mutual adjustment
adjustment of claims,...37,
38
claims,... 37, 38
pay.of commissioner
commissioner,...............
. 38
38
pay.of
if minister
minister resident
resident is appointed comcommissioner,
38
missioner,..
.....................
38
contingent
contingent expenses and those
those of umpire,.........................
pire,
38
38
appropriation,.
38
appropriation...................
38
convention
convention with, of Nov. 25, 1862,.....
1862,
631
631
certain claims against, or
or the
United
the United
States, to be referred
referred to
to commissioncommissioners
ers,.....
631
......................
631
commissioners,
commissioners, appointment
appointment of, &c.,
&c., 631,
631, 632
632
vacancies in board of, how
vacancies
filled,
632
how filled,..
632
time
of meeting,................
meeting,
632
time of
632
oath of,
recorded, ..........
632
of, to be recorded
632
to name an umpire,
umpire, .............
632
632
if commissioners
commissioners cannot select
select umpire,
umpire,
how appointed, ....................
632
632
examination of claims,..............
examination
claims,
632
632
government to furnish
furnish papers,....
papers,
632
each government
632
amount of indemnity, how
how determined,
determined, 632,
632,
633
633
certificates
of amounts
amounts awarded,
633
certificates of
awarded,....... 633
mode
mode of payment of,
633
of,............. 633
revenues pledged
revenues
secure
633
pledged to secure.......
633
commission, when
when to
to end
end its
its labors,....
labors,
633
633
record of proceedings
proceedings of,..........
of,
633
633
proceedings of commissioners
commissioners conclusive
conclusive
proceedings
upon pending
pending claims,
633
claims, .............
688
claims not
not presented
presented during
during existence
existence of
of
claims
commission to be
invalid
633
commission
be invalid,..........
633
duty of umpire as to cases pending
pending when
when
commission
commission ends,
ends ...............
633, 634
634
633,
compensation
commissioners and
and umumcompensation of commissioners
pire, ..................
634
....... 634
Election
Election Cases,
Cases,
pay to clerk
clerk for
of,... 352
for continuing digest
digest of,...
852
"Election District,"
District,"
"Election
how
how to be construed
enrolment
construed in the enrolment
act,
11
act.............................
11
Elections,
Elections,
interference with,
with, by persons in
he serserinterference
in the
vice of the United States,
States, prohibprohibited-,
437
ited .............................
437
qualifications of
of voters
to be
be prequalifications
voters not
not to
prescribed, ..........................
437
437
penalty for
for violating
violating this
this act,..........
act,
437
penalty
437
right
such persons
persons not
not ininright of
of suffrage
suffrage of
of such
terfered with, ...................
437
437
Electoral
Electoral Vote,
Vote,
pay of
messengers for
conveying to
to seat
seat
pay
of messengers
for conveying
350
of government,
government ..................
850
Electric
Electric 'Telegraph,
Telegraph,
appropriation for,
between Atlantic
Atlantic and
appropriation
for, between
and
Pacific States,
States;j ....................
24
....
........

804
804
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Emancipation
Commissioners,
Emancipation
Commissioners,
Enlistments, (continued.)
(continued.)
in District of Columbia, award of,
in naval
naval service, or marine
marine corps, to be
be
amended, .........................
amended,
411
411
credited to states, towns,
towns, &c.,....342,
&c.,....342, 380
380
"E. M. Baxter," T7he
The Schooner,
Schooner,
"E.
See National
National Forces.
Forces.
See
American register
register to issue to,.......
to,
670 Enrolled
Enrolled Men,
67(
Men,
Embezzlement
Embezzlement
furnishing incompetent
incompetent substitutes,
substitutes, to
to
of moneys received
received under
under money-order
money-order
be
still liable
to draft,
draft, ..............
490
be still
liable to
490
system
system,.........................
78
7E
may
men not
subject
to
draft,
491
may muster in men
not subject to draft, 491
Emigrant Office,
Emigrant
Office,
Enrolling, 4-c.,
Forces,
Enrolling,
4&c., National
National Forces,
to be established in New York,........
York,
386
386
several acts
passed for,
487,
act amending
amending several
acts passed
for, 487,
superintendent of immigration,
superintendent
immigration,........ 386
386
491
491
clerks, pay, powers, and duties,...
duties,
386
386 Enrolment,
Enrolment,
Emigrants,
Emigrants,
liable to,
to .......
who liable
..............
7,9
by overland routes to the Pacific, apwho exempt
exempt from, ..................
. 8
8
propriation for protection
protection of,
14
propriation
of,........ 14
no longer to be made in two classes,...
classes,
8
8
contracts
contracts by, pledging wages to repay
repay
penalty for
for forcibly
&c.,
8
penalty
forcibly resisting,
resisting, &c.,......
8
expenses of emigration,
emigration, valid........
valid,
386
386
quota may be adjusted
revised,
489
adjusted to revised,.....
489
not to be enrolled for military
military service
service
Enrolment Act,
Act,
until, &c, ..........................
386
386
appropriation
appropriation for necessary
necessary expenses
expenses ununEmigrant Trains,
Emigrant
Trains,
der, ............................
126
126
Indians,
681 Enrolment
not to be molested by
by Indians,........
681
and License,
License,
Enrolment and
Emigration. See
Immigration.
Emigration.
See Immigration.
of vessels engaged
engaged in the
the coasting-trade
coasting-trade
encourage,................. 385,
act to encourage,
385, 386
886
and fisheries
fisheries owned in Hudson
and
Hudson and
expenses under
under act to encourage,......
encourage,
424
424
Bergen counties, N. J., authorized,..
authorized,
438,
488,
Emrie, John
Emrie,
John S.,
S.,
489
439
payment to, .............................
679
679
western rivers
rivers and
and
of vessels navigating
navigating western
Engineer Department,
Engineer
Department,
waters on northern,
northern, &c., frontiers,
frontiers,
appropriation for,
appropriation
for, ..................... .23
23
where may be made, ............
444
where
444
Engineers,
Engineers,
proceedings,...................
proceedings,
444
444
veteran volunteers
volunteers may
be
regiment of veteran
may be
to steam-tugs
F. Davidson
and W.
W
steam-tugs B. P.
Davidson and
organized,.........................
•
80
19
80
K. Muir, ....
......................
19
of steamboats,
steamboats, fee for license,
license .........
120
necessary for certain
necessary
certain vessels
vessels in
in coasting
coasting
of ferry-boats, tug-boats, &c., subject
subject
trade on
trade
on northern,
northern, &c.,
&c.; frontiers,....
frontiers,
131
134
to inspection,
inspection, to be classified,
classified, and
and liliEnrolment Lists,
Lists,
censed
censed,.........................
120
to include
include what names, ..............
7, 9
7,
9
sergeant-major, quartermaster,
and comsergeant-major,
quartermaster, and
comnames of what
what persons
persons to
to be
be stricken
names
stricken
missary sergeant added to
to battalion
battalion
from ...
from,
7,8
.......................
7,8
of,.................
of,
144 146
.........
144,
4^c.,
145 Envoys, 4-c.,
their pay, ......................
145
145
appropriations
&c., of,
of, ..... 137,
137, 422
422
appropriations for pay, &c.,
number of chief;
chief, &c., on board naval
naval
Equipment
Recruiting,
Equipment and
and Recruiting,
vessels, ..........................
393
393
appropriations for bureau
appropriations
bureau of,........81,
of,
81, 462
462
pay of,
of, &c.,
&c.,..........
393 Ericsson,
Ericsson, John
..............
393
John,
Engineers in the Navy,
Engineers
Navy,
joint resolution
resolution authorizing
authorizing amendment
amendment
retired pay of,
of, ...................
54
54
of contract with, for construction
construction of
of
Engineers,
Volunteer,
Engineers, Volunteer,
certain
certain floating
floating batteries,
batteries, ...........
409
409
six regiments
regiments to be enlisted,
enlisted, ..........
488
488
Puritan, .................... 409
409
as to Puritan
two companies to be added to former
former
as to
to Dictator,
409
Dictator, ..................
409
regiment, ......................... 488
Erie,
488 Erie,
Engraving,
Engraving,
additional inspectors
additional
inspectors authorized
authorized at,.....
at,
198
198
appropriations
appropriations for,............
for,
25, 148,
Gunboat,
25,
148, 448
448 Essex, Gunboat,
transfer of balances,.
26
balances, ................
appropriation to pay officers,
officers, &c.,
of
the,
26
appropriation
&c., of the,
when probable
probable cost will exceed
exceed $250,
$250, to
bounty for destroying
destroying the Arkansas,.
324
Arkansas,. 324
be awarded
awarded to lowest and best bidder,
bidder, 186
186 Este, Major
Major William
William M.,
M.,
immediate
immediate contracts
when
contracts may be
be made
made when
accounts of,
accounts
settled, ............
590
of, to be settled,
590
public exigency
exigency requires,
351
requires,.......... 186
186 Evidence. See Witnesses,
Witnesses,.................. 351
Enlisted Seamen,
in District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, parties
parties to, and
and
or marines, provisions concerning,....
concerning,.... 7,
7, 8,
8,
persons interested
interested in, civil suits,
suits, may
may
persons
342, 380
be,.
be,. ...........................
374
374
Enlistment,
provided, &c.,........
provided,
&c.,
374
............ 374
charged with crime in the
of persons charged
the
copies of certain
certain transcripts
transcripts made
made evieviDistrict of Columbia, act to
prevent,. 498
to prevent,.
498
dence,
dence, ........................
535
535
punishment
punishment of principals
principals and accessoin actions by or against guardians,
guardians, exexries,...........................
498
ecutors
&c. neither
party shall
shall testes498
ecutors, &c.,
neither party
tify,
convicts, or
unof insane persons, convicts,
or those untify, unl
unless,
ess, ,
c&c.,................... . 63
533
&c.,
der indictment
felony, or
held to
to
indictment for felony
Examination.
Navy.
or held
Examination. See
See Navy.
bail for felony, or drunken
persons, or
drunken persons,
of officers
officers in navy before
..53, 54
before promotion,
promotion,..53,
54
deserters,
deserters, or minors, punished,...489,
punished,.. .489, 490
biennial,
biennial, of pensioners,
387
490
pensioners, .............
387
Enlistments,
Enlistments,
Examining
Boards,
Examining Boards,
into the naval service
service of
drafted persons,
of drafted
persons,
for examination
quartermasters, comcomexamination of quartermasters,
or those in military service,........
service,
7
missaries,
missaries, and
and paymasters,
paymasters, and their
their
7
law allowing transfers from.
from, army
army to
to
assistants, ........................
181
assistants,
181
navy repealed,
repealed. ................
• . 119
consist, and
and to
to be
be sworn,..
sworn,
181
119
of whom
whom to consist,
181
in regular army may be
be for three
three years,
years,
what to do,
do, ........
181
how convened
convened and what
181
&c.,.....................
130
or during, &c
130
rules
rules and regulations
regulations of, ..............
181
181
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Examining Boards, (continued.)
Examining
(continued.)
Fasting,
Fasting,
officers
neglecting to
officers neglecting
to appear
appear for examiexamihumiliation,
humiliation, and mourning,
mourning, day of, apnation,
punished .............
nation, how punished,
181
pointed for the death
death of Abraham
Abraham
examination, to be
not passing examination,
Lincoln,
755
Lincoln,
..........
............
755
dropped,..................181,
dropped,
181, 182 Fees,
Fees,
dismissal not to relieve from
from liabilliabilof agents and attorneys,
for
making
attorneys, for making exoffences,........ 182
ity for previous offences,
182
emption papers,
papers, ...................
10
emption
10
records
of, to be forwarded
forwarded to heads
records of,
of
heads of
physicians
none
certificates
physicians
to
have
none for certificates
respective
respective bureaus,.................
bureaus,
182
182
disability,
10
of disability,........................
10
for examination
examination of pensioners,
388
pensioners,........ 388
for
steamboats,payments in
in
for inspection
inspection of steamboats,payments
Excess
Excess of
of Duties,
lieu
of, according to tonnage of vessel,
lien of,
i7essel, 514
514
money paid in, to be refunded, ........ 215
215
of customs-officers
customs-officers on northern,
northern, &c.,
Executive Buildings,
frontiers for various
various papers
papers and
and serserappropriations for the, 148, 150,
150, 153,
154, 348,
348,
153,154,
vices, .....
..18, .618,
519
vices,.
........
.............
519
448, 450,
450, 45368,
453, 454
454 Fees and
448,
and Emoluments,
Emoluments,
Executive Expenses,
of certain
collectors, what, and how to
certain collectors,
to
appropriations for,...........
appropriations
for,
145, 161,
145,
161, 448
448
be accounted
accounted for, ..................
134
134
See Legislative,
legislative, Executive, &c.
-c.
Females,
Females,
Executive Orders,
Orders,
may be employed
employed as
as clerks in departrespecting
respecting soldiers absent without
without leave,
leave, 775
775
ments, ........................
28
28
offering
offering rewards
rewards for the
certain
the arrest
arrest of
of certain
salary not to exceed
exceed $600,
$600, ...........
'28
28
felons,
felons,.......................
. 776
776
twenty per cent.
added
to
cent, added
pay of those
removing all restrictions
removing
restrictions upon trade,—
776
trade,... 776
in government
government employ,
employ, ...........
160
160
reestablishing the authority
reestablishing
authority of the
the
pay not to exceed
exceed $1000
$1000 a
ayear,...
year,
160
160
in Virginia,........
Virginia,
777 Fernandina,
United States
States in
777
Fernandina,
directing claims for rewards
for arrest
arrest
rewards for
blockade
blockade of, to
to cease so far that,
749
that,....... 749
of Booth and others, to
to" be filed by
by
F
. erry-Boats,
Ferry-Boats,
January 1, 1866, ..................
778
778
hulls and
and boilers of certain,
certain, to be ininExempt,
spected,
spected,.....................
120
.
..
120
from draft
drat* surgeons,
enrolling
surgeons, &c.,
&c., on enrolling
fees for inspection,
inspection, ..............
120
120
boards, ........................
491
491
provisions of internal revenue act
conact confrom taxation,
taxation, certain treasury
notes,
treasury notes,..
425
cerning,.......................
275,
277
275, 277
from distraint,
distraint, what
from
what property,
property,......... 471
471 Fifth
Auditor,
Filfh Auditor,
Exempt
from Duty,
Exenptfirom
Duty,
appropriations for office of,.
appropriations
of,.149,
449,450
149, 150, 449,
450
what articles are. See Duties on
on Imports,
Imports,
additional clerks
of, ...........
27
additional
clerks in office
office of,
27
Internal
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Fines
Fines and
Forfeitures,
and Forfeitures,
Exemption,
Secretary of Treasury
Secretary
Treasury may
198,
may remit,.....
remit,..... 198
from enrolment
enrolment or draft,
audraft, what
what to
to aufacts,
facts, how ascertained,
ascertained, ........... . 199
198
thorize,
thorize, .........................
8, 9
9
. 8,
how disposed
disposed of, ...................
199
199
certain persons
persons not entitled to,.....
to,
8, 99 Firemen,
Firemen,
claims for, to be
be verified by oath,..
oath,
99
in naval
navarservice,
service, honorable
discharge to
to
honorable discharge
obtained
obtained by fraud to be void,......
void,
10
10
be granted to,.........................
to,
120
120
fees for papers
for,
10
papers for, ..............
10 Firmans,
Firmans,
Exemption Papers,
Exemption
Papers,
to be granted without
without delay
delay to
to vessels
vessels
fees for preparing .........
.............10
10
passing through
Dardanelles and
and
passing
through the
the Dardanelles
Ex-Mission of
of San
San Jose.
San Jose.
Jose. See
See San
Jose.
Bosphorus,........................
Bosphorus,
618
618
act for relief of occupants of,..........
of,
534
First Auditor,
Auditor,
534 First
Experimental
Garden,
Experimental Garden,
appropriations for
for office
of,
149,
150,
449,
450
appropriations
office of, 149, 150, 449, 450
appropriation
appropriation for,
for,.................... 165
155
additional
additional clerks
clerks in office
27
office of, ......
..........
27
Export Duties,
First Comptroller,
First
respecting, in
with Otprovisions respecting,
in treaty
treaty with
Otappropriations
449, 450
450
appropriations for
for office of, 149,150,
149, 150, 449,
Empire, ................
toman gmpire,
611,
additional clerks
in office
office of,
of, ..........
27
611, 617
617
clerks in
27
Express
Companies,
Express Companies,
"
First Proof,"
Proof,"
"First
provisions of internal
revenue law
coninternal revenue
law conto mean what
internal revenue
revenue
what under internal
cerning, .....................
276, 277
law,
243
276,
law..........
277
.................... 248
Expressmen,
Fishing
Fishing Bounties,
license to,
473
license
to, &c.,
&c.,........................ 473
that duty
duty on
on
not to be paid
paid until
until proof that
Extortion
Extortion,
foreign
in curing
curing them
them has
has
foreign salt
salt used
used in
penalty
penalty upon collector and deputy
deputy for,
been
142
for,
been paid,
paid, .......................
142
under revenue
revenue law, ..............
238
288 Fisk,
Fisk, Almond
Almond D.,
D.,
Public Documents.
Extra Copies.
Copies. See Public
patent
may be
be extended
extended to
to
Documents.
patent obtained by,
by, may
of public documents, when and how
heirs
596
heirs of, if,
if, &c.,
&c., ....................
596
may be had,......................
had,
186
Fisk, Phebe
186 Fisk,
Phebe Ann,
Ann,
Extradition of
Extradition
of Fugitives
Justice,
may
apply
for
extension
of
patent,
590
Fugitivesfrom Justice,
may apply for extension of patent,..... 596
treaty provisions
provisions with Hayti,
treaty
Fitch;
Richard,
Hayti, concernconcernFitch, Richard,
land-warrant to
to issue
682
ing, ..........................
727-729
land-warrant
727-729
issue to,
to,.............. 682
Pay,
Five-Forty
See Bonds.
Bonds.
Extra-Duty Pay,
Five-Forty Bondi.
Bonds. See
act authorizing
authorizing issue of,
of, .............
13
enlisted men at Military Academy
act
Academy entienti13
tled to, when, &c., .................
39 Five-Forty
Loan.
Five-Forty Loan.
Loan. See
See Loan.
39
Secretary
Treasury may
not
Secretary of Treasury
may borrow
borrow not
over
468
F.
F.
over $600,000,000,
$600,000,000, .................
468
Five-Twenties,
Fast, National,
Fast,
National,
Five-Twenties,
certain
remaining
unsold,
may
be
discertain remaining unsold, may be disrecommended
recommended by congress,
congress,........... 415
415
posed
425
posed of, ..........................
appointed,....................... 744
appointed,
426
744
VOL.
VOL. XIII.
XII.

PUB.
68
PUB. —
- 68

806
806

INDEX.
INDEX.

Five-Twenty Bonds,
Fortifications, (continued.)
(continued.)
Fortifications,
certain may be issued to certain subsubFort CarroU,
Carroll, ....................
354
354
scribers,......................... 13
scribers,
13
Fort Clinch, .............
354, 443
443
354,
Flatheads,
Flatheads,
Fort Constitution,............353,
Constitution,
353, 443
443
appropriations for the,
appropriations
174, 553
553
the,............. 174,
fort at Delaware
breakwater....... 854
Delaware breakwater
854
Flax,
cf,
Flax, and Manufactures
Manufacturesof,
Francisco, 354,443
354,443
fort at Fort
Fort Point,
Point, San Francisco,
duty on,
on,......................
209
.
209
Fort Georges, ................ 353,
353, 443
443
manufacture, to
machinery designed to manufacture,
Fort Hale,
443
Hale .......................
443
duty, ....................
216
be free of duty
Hamilton,..............
353,
443
216
Fort Hamilton
353, 443
Flax,
Flax, 6-c.,
tic., Machinery,
Independence,..............
Fort Independence,
- 443
443
free,................ 494
to be imported free,
494
Fort Jefferson,
443, 461
461
Jefferson,.................443,
Fleet
Peet Engineers,
Engineers,
Knox ..................
Fort Knox,
353, 443
443
353,
rank, &c.,..
&c.,
to be appointed, rank,
..........
64
54
Fort MeClary,
353, 443
McClary,................. 353,
443
Fleet Paymasters,
Paymasters,
Fort Mifflin,..................
Mifflin,
354, 443
354,
443
to be appointed, rank, &c.
&c.,............ 54
Fort
Fort Monroe,
Monroe, ..............
354,
443
354, 443
Floating
Battery. See Ericsson.
Floating Battery.
Ericsson.
Fort
Fort Montgomery
Montgomery, .............353,
353, 443
443
Floatirnq Dry Dock,
Floating
fort at New Bedford Harbor,..
Harbor,. 354, 443
appropriation for, to be applied to build
appropriation
build
Fort Niagara,...................
Niagara,
443
443
docks,
85
two dry docks,.....................
85
Fort Ontario, ....................
443
443
Floats,
Floats,
Fort Popham,...................53,443
Popham,
353, 443
for certain
certain lands in Louisiana, ........
326
326
Fort Porter,
444
Porter .....................
444
Florida,
Florida,
Fort Preble,
353, 443
443
Preble,................. 353,
not entitled
entitled to representation
representation in electoral
electoral
Fort Richmond
Richmond,...............
354
354
college, ........
567
..............
567
fort
fort at Sandy
Sandy Hook,..........
Hook,.... ....... 354,
354, 433
provisional
provisional governor appointed
appointed for,
for,.... 771
Fort
Fort Scammel,...............
Scammel,
353, 443
353,
443
the United States to help,
. 772
772
help,........
Fort
Fort Schuyler,
Schuyler,..............
354, 443
443
354,
convention,
convention, qualifications
qualifications of electors,..
electors,.. 771
771
fort on Ship Island...........
Island,
364,
443
354, 443
Fog-Signals,
Fog-Siqnals,
Fort Taylor,
443,
461
Taylor,.................
443, 461
rules governing, ........
60
............. 60
fort
fort on site of Fort Tompkins, 354, 443
443
Forbes,
Forbes, Paul
Paul S.,
S.,
Fort Warren
Warren, ..............
353, 443
443
353,
advance
payment
advance
may be made to, on
on
Fort Washington,
443
Washington, ............... 443
contract,
contract, if,
&c. ,
604
if, &c.,
..................
604
Fort Wayne,....................
Wayne,
443
443
Forcible Entry
Forcible
Entry and
and Detainer,
Detainer,
Willett's Point,
fort at Willett's
353, 443
443
Point,........353,
provisions
Provisions of statute concerning,
concerning, in the
Fort Winthrop,
Winthrop,................ 353,
353, 443
443
District of Columbia, .........
383, 384
384
383,
Fort Wool,
Wool, ....................
354
354
Columbia.
See District
District of
of Columbia.
repairs on several
repairs
several forts
in
New
forts in New
Ford,
Ford, Joseph,
Joseph,
York Harbor,
353
York
Harbor,.. ..............
. 353
title
title of, to certain
certain lands in Minnesota,
battery on Staten Island,........
Island,
354
354
confirmed, and patent to issue theretheredefences at mouth
defences
mouth of Columbia
Columbia
for,.............
579
...............
579
River,........................ 354
River,
354
Foreign
Consuls,
Foreiqn Consuls,
repairs,
repairs, &c., of barracks,
barracks, &c.,.........
&c.,
'354
354
to be exempt from income duty
duty when,
&c., 305
305
when, &c.,
platforms
platforms for cannon
cannon, .................
354
354
Foreign
Foreign Exchange,
sea-wall
sea-wall at Great
Great Brewster's
443
Brewster's Island,
Island,.... 443
act to prohibit sales of,
of, ............. 132, 133
133
sea-walls on
sea-walls
on Deer
Deer and Lovell's
Lovell's Islands,.
Islands, 443
443
repealed,. .....................
repealed,
. 344
344
additional defences
additional
defences at San
San Francisco,
Francisco, 354,
354, 443
44'3
Foreign
Foreign Intercourse,
Intercourse,
operations, ...........
field-works and operations
443
general
general appropriation for,.........137,
for,
137, 422
422
tool and siege trains,..............354,
trains,
354, 443
443
Forfeiture,
Forfeiture,
bridge trains and equipage,........
equipage,
354,
354, 443
443
for having distilled spirits with intent
intent to
to
contingencies of,
contingencies
of, ....................
354
354
sell in fiaud
fraud of law, .............
14,
15
14,15
defences of
Washington, ........
delhnces
of Washington,
354, 443
354,
443
proceedings
proceedings to enforce,
14, 15
15
enforce,........... 14,
surveys for
for military defences,......354,
defences,
354, 444
444
for removing cotton to evade duty,.....
16
duty,..... 16
obstructions in Potomac
obstructions
Potomac River,........
River,
354
364
of spirituous liquors attempted
attempted to
to be inpurchase
purchase of campaign
campaign maps,.........
maps
444
444
troduced into Indian
troduced
Indian country,
country,....... 29
29
survey
survey of northern and
and northwestern
northwestern
Forfeitures,
Foafeitures,
lakes,............................
444
444
amount due informer,
under revenue
informer, under
revenue
charts
charts of lake surveys, ............
444
444
483
laws, how determined,
determined,............ 483
purchase
purchase and repair
repair of instruments,....
instruments,
444
444
Forgery.
Forgery. See Bonds, Internal
Internal Revenue, TreasTreasappropriation
appropriation for armament of,
461, 497
of,.....461,
ury Notes.
Notes.
Fort Laramie
Fort
Indians,
Laramie Indians,
of obligations
obligations and securities of the
the
appropriations for,...............
appropriations
for,
171, 560
171,
550
States,..................... 117
United States,
117 Fort
Fort Pillow,
Pillow,
Fort Bridger,
Fort
Bridqer,
joint resolution
resolution directing
directing committee
committee on
on
concluded with the Shoshonee
treaty concluded
Shoshonee
conduct of war to examine
examine into
into recent
recent
nation at, assented
assented to, .............
663
663
attack on,......................
on,
405
. 405
Fort
Fort Cranford
Crausfo d Reservation,
Reservation,
Fourth
Auditor,
FourthAuditor,
sale of land
land in Iowa in, ..............
334
334
appropriations for office of, 149,
appropriations
149, 150,
450
150, 449, 450
Fortifications,
Fortifications,
additional clerks in office
office of..........
of,
27
27
appropriations for, .................23,129
23, 129 Foxes,
appropriations for construction, preserappropriations for
the............ 170, 549
appropriations
for the,
vation, and repairs of certain,
certain, for
for years
years
Fractional
Currency,
FractionalCurrency,
ending 30th June, 1865, and June
June 30,
30,
may be issued to an amount not
over
not over
1866 ....................... 353,
1866,
353, 442, 444
444
$50,000,000,.....................
$50,000,000,
.
220
. 220
Adams,................... 443
Fort Adams,
443
receivable for all dues
to be receivable
dues except
except for
for
fort at Alcatraz Island,
Island,........ 354,
354, 443
443
customs,
customs, ...................
220
. 220

INDEX
INDEX.
Fractional Notes,
Fractional
issued of
of less
none to
to be
be issued
less denomination
denomination
than five cents, ....................
518
18
Franked
Matter,
FrankedMatter,
official communications
communications to heads
heads of departments,
partments, &c., to be sent free of postindorsement,..........
•age, without indorsement,
95
9
Franking Privilege,
Franking
Privilege,
of President and Vice-President,
Vice-President, to exextend to what, ...................... 30
30
commissioner
commissioner of internal revenue
to
revenue to
have, ...
...................... . •223
have
granted
granted to commissioner of internal revenue,
487
...........................
487
Franklin Insurance
insurance Company,
Franklin
Company,
charter of, extended,
426
charter
extended, ................
426
certain acts of, legalized,
legalized, .............
426
certain
426
increase of capital
426
increase
capital stock,
stock, ..............
426
Free Delivery
Free
Delivery
of postal matter to be established,
established,
where,
&c.,........................... 507
where, &c.,
507
Freedman's
Freedman's Savings and Trust Company,
established,
510
established,.
.........................
510
Freedman's Savings and
Trust
See The
The Freedman's
and Trust
Company.
Freedmen and Refugees.
Bureau, Sac.
s-c.
Freedmen
Refugees. See
See Bureau,
bureau for
of, established,
—.507, 508
bureau
for relief
relief of,
established,....507,
508
Friction Matches,
Friction
Matches,
provisions
provisions of revenue
revenue law concerning,
concerning, 482,
485
485
Fuel
for navy, appropriation
80
appropriation for,
for........... 80
Fugitive Slaves,
Fugitive
Slaves,
acts for rendition of,
of, repealed,
200
repealed .........
200
Full-bloods,
Full-bloods,
preference to
given to, as
to be given
as laborers,
laborers,
. under
.
under treaties
treaties with Indians,
695
Indians........ 695
Furniture
Furniture
of public buildings, appropriations
appropriations for,
26
for,.. 25

G.
Galbraith,
Galbraith, Thomas .I.,
J.,
accounts
accounts of,
of, as Indian agent, to be setsettled............
tled,
591
.................
591
Galena,
Galena,
two local
local inspectors of steamboats
steamboats at, au514
thorized, .......................
. 614
compensation,
&c.,
514
compensation, &c.,..............
514
Gallon,
in sales of spirits, to mean what,......
what,
472
472
Gardens,
Gardens,
experimental
experimental and propagating,
propagating, appropriations for,.
for,.,...................
155, 455
as,
Gas,
price of, in Washington,
Washington, D. C.,.........
C.,
426
Gates, Horace,
Horace,
Gates,
pension to,
586
to,........................... 586
General
General Land-Office,
Land-Office,
appropriation
office of commissioner
commissioner
appropriation for office
of, ........................
151, 451
Genereux, Joseph,
Genereux,
Joseph,
lands in Missouri,
Missouri, granted to,
582
to,......... 682
Genesee,
Genesee,
additional inspectors authorized
198
authorized at,
at,.... 198
Georgetown,
Georgetown,
front-foot water-tax
water-tax on certain
certain lots in,..
in,
133
133
general special tax may
may be laid
laid ininstead, .........................
133
188
corporation
corporation of,
of, may levy taxes to pay
debts
filling its quodebts contracted
contracted for
for filling
ta,
439
ta,.. ..........................
439
and
and to pay its
its portion of the direct
direct
tax of 1861,
439
489
1861 ....................

807
807

Georgia,
Georgia,
entitled to
representation i Al&i
rletural
not entitled
to representation
jral
college..
college, .....
, ......... .....
..... 667
............
67
provisional governor
governor appointed
appointed for,....
for, .... 764
764
provisional
the United States to help,
help, ..
..... 765
765
.. .....
convention,
convention, qualifications
qualifications of el.ctc's,..
ascters,.. 764
764
" Georgiana," The,
The,
"Georgiana,"
claims
claims of owners of, against
against Peru t,
ti be
submitted to arbitration,
submitted
arbitration........... 635
635
See Peru.
Peru.
Gerould, Samuel L.,
Gerould,
payment
payment to, for services as clerk
clerk ...... 599
599
Glass,
Glass,
duty on,
on ...............
210, 211
211
......
210,
"" Glen," The British
British Schooner,
indemnity
owners of,.............
of,
675
indemnity to owners
675
Globe, Congressional,......................
Congressional,
392
392
See Congressional
Congressional Globe.
Gold Bullion and Coin,
sales, &c.,
tax on sales,
&c., of, by brokers.......
brokers,
478
Gold
Bullion,
Gold Coin
Coin or
or Bullion,
of,...........182,
act to prohibit
prohibit sales
sales of,
132, 133
133
repealed,
344
repealed .................. ...... 344
Gold,
Manufactures of,
Gold, Manufactures
of,
duty on
on, .........................
212
212
Goodloe,
Goodloe, Green Clay,
may be reappointed
reappointed to
cadetship in the
to cadetship
Naval Academy,
Naval
Academy .................. 587
587
Goodrich, E.,
Goodrich,
E,,
payment to,
payment
579
to,.........................
679
Goods,
Goods, 4-c.,
tc.,
imported,
be unladen
unladen and
and inspectinspectimported, how to be
ed
ed at first
first port of arrival...........
arrival,
197
197
trunks, closed
closed vessels,
vessels, &c., to be
be opened,
opened, 197
to be forfeited
forfeited if dutiable goods are
found therein,
therein, ...............
197
197
penalties, fines,
fines, and
and forfeitures,
forfeitures, 197,
197, 198,
198,
199
199
Gorman,
German, Willis
Willis A.,
A.,
to be sued for recovery
recovery of money paid
paid
on
on false
false vouchers transmitted by,....
by,
686
586
Gas/up
Indians,
Goship Bands of
of Indians,
treaty with, of October
October 12, 1863,......
1863,
681
681
See Shoshonee-Goship,
Shoshonee-Goship, &ic.
&c.
Government
Hospital for the Insane,
Insane,
Government Hospitalfor
transient
transient insane persons
persons may be
be admitted,
mitted, ...........................
33
grounds of to be improved,
improved, by
exchange
by exchange
of land,..........................
land,
200
of
200
appropriation for the,................
the,
348
348
part of pay of officers
officers of navy or marine
corps
corps in,
in, to be reserved, ...........
348
348
land to be
be deeded to John Perkins
Perkins in exchange for lands of his,.............
his,.
414
change
414
Grand
Grand Juries,
Juries,
in district and circuit courts
courts of the United States,
States,......................
600
ed
500
number of, and how summoned,........
summoned,
600
500
if
insufficient number
number attend,
&c., panel
panel
if insufficient
attend, &c.,
how completed,
500
how
completed, ..................
500
challenges
600
challenges ..............
: ..-..
.... 600
twelve
500
twelve must
must concur to find aabill,
bill,...... 500
court
foreman, ...........
500
court to appoint aaforeman,
500
foreman
swear witnesses,
witnesses, ...........
500
foreman to swear
500
Grant,
Grant, Major-General
Major-General Ulysses
Ulysses S.,
S.,
thanks
of congress
congress and
and gold
medal
thanks of
gold medal
399
to,..
.........................
399
Gratuities,
Gratuities,
to
soldiers of
of the
Revto the
the five
five surviving
surviving soldiers
the Revolutionary war, ...............
597,
598
olutionary
97, 698
to Mrs. Lucy A. Rice, ..............
604
appropriation
85
for,.................... 85
appropriation for,
Great
Great Brewster,
Brewster,
appropriation
for
sea-wall
on,
854
aDDropriation
for
sea-wall
on,..........
354
-rg..................................................................
[

I

808
848
" '" '
Great Britain,

INDEX.
INDEX.

U(rea' Britain,
notice given to, for termination of
of treaty
treaty
with, relating to the naval force
force upon
upon
the lakes,
lakes, adopted
adopted,.................
668
66
additional article to the treaty with,
for
with, for
the suppression of the slave-trade,
slave-trade, of
of
February 16, 1868,
645
186, ................. 64
right of search and detention of
of cercertain vessels may
taM
exercised
may be exercised
within thirty leagues of Madagascar, Puerto Rico, and San
San DoDomingo, .....................
645
64
to have same effect
formed
effect as if
if it formed
part of former
former treaty,
treaty,......... 645
64
ratifications, when to be exchanged,
exchanged,
&c., ......................
646, 64
646
64,
treaty
treaty with, for the final
final settlement
settlement of
of
the claims of the Hudson's Bay and
and
Puget's Sound Agricultural
Agricultural CompaCompanies, of July 1, 1863, ..............
651
65
commissioners to examine
commissioners
examine claims,..
claims,.. 651,
661, 662
66'
appointment, place of meeting,
meeting, &c.,
appointment,
&c ,662
656
to name
name an umpire,
umpire,.............
662
65'
if they cannot agree, King of
of
Italy to appoint, ..............
662
656
umpire
umpire to be qualified,
662
qualified ............
65
vacancy
vacancy in office,
&c., how
office, &c.,
how
filled,
filled.................... 652
65
decision to be final, ..............
652
65
instalments,... 662
awards to be paid in instalments,„
656
arbitrator,
662
salaries of,
of, and of arbitrator,......
656
clerks to, and their pay,..........
pay,
652
665
record of proceedings to be kept,
662
kept,.. 665
Green,
W.,
Green, Warren
Warren W.,
payment
payment to, for services,...............
services,
.581
581
Guano,
Guano,
exportation
exportation of certain,
certain, permitted,
permitted,...... 494
494
Guardians,
Guardians,
of lunatics and minors in
District
in the District
of Columbia, ...................
18,
18, 19
19
GuardianSociety of
Districtof Columbia,
Guardian
of District
Columbia,
act in favor of, ...............
act
....... 324
324
Guerillas,
Guerillas,
an act to provide
provide for
punfor more speedy
speedy punishment of,
of, ......................
356
366
who may carry into effect
effect sentence
sentence
against,........
against,
356
..
.................
356
Gull Lake Reservation,
Reservation,
ceded to the United States,
except, &c.,
&e., 693
693
States, except,
clearing of lands
lands on, .................
694
694
houses for chiefs of bands, ...........
694
694
Gunnery,
pay of officer charged with experiments
experiments
in, at
Washington navy
navy yard,
466
at Washington
yard, .......
466

Gunny Cloth
Gunny
and Bagging,
Cloth and
Bagging,
duty or,
oq, .........................
209
209
Gunpowder,
Gunpowder,
appropriations
appropriations for purchase of, 129,
461, 497
497
129, 461,
duty on,.
on,.....................
214
..........
214
Gwynn, Stuart,
Stuart,
accounts of,
adjusted and
and report
report
of, to be adjusted
made, .........................
458
458
contract-price
contract-price to be observed,......
observed,
468
458
before payment, G-wynn
make conconGwynn to
to make
veyance to the United States,
States,—
458
....... 458

H.
Habeas Corpus,
Corpus,
Habeas
of, suspended as to certain persons,
writ of,
persons,
suspended,. ................
writ of, suspended,
Kentucky,.........
suspended in Kentucky,
suspension
suspension of writ of, revoked,
revoked,........

730
730
735
735
743
743
774
774

Hakodadi,
Hakodadi,
office of commercial
agent at,
at, changed
changed
commercial agent
to that of consul,
140
consul, ................... 140
Hall,
Hall, Chapin,
Chapin,
to be paid damages
damages for
for use of lumber,—
698
lumber,.. 698
Harbors,
Harbors,
appropriation
to preserve
preserve public
public works
works
appropriation to
in certain,
certain, on Lakes Champlain,
Champlain, OnOntario,
tario, Erie, St. Clair, Huron,
Huron, MichiMichigan, and Superior, .................
200
200
seaboard, ................
201
on the seaboard,
201
Harrison,
Harrison,Rebecca
Rebecca 8.,
S.,
pension
pension to, .........
697
..................
697
Hastings,
Hastings, John,
John,
credit to
money lost
lost by
by
to be
be given to,
to, for
for money
robbery,........
robbery,
699
.................. 699
Haan, C.
A.,
Haun,
C. A.,
relief
relief to the widow of,
of, ................
683
683
Hayti,
Hayti,
commissioner
commissioner and consul-general
139, 424
consul-general to, 139,
424
treaty
between the United States
treaty between
States and,
and,
of November
November 3d,
3d, 1864,
1864„ ............
711
711
peace
peace and amity and privileges
privileges of
of most
most
favored nation,
711, 712
favored
nation,................
711,
712
citizens in case
rights of citizens
case of war,
712
war ....... 712
property
property not to be
confiscated,
713
be confiscated......
713
exemption
exemption from
compulsory milimilifrom compulsory
tary
tary duty, ...................... .713
713
rights of residence
residence and of business,....
713
business,.... 713
privileges of courts,
courts,. .............
- 714
714
books and
and papers not
not to
examto be
be examined,
ined, unless,
unless, &c.,
714
&c.,............... 714
liberty
liberty of conscience
conscience and of religious belief, ................
•.. 714
714
rights of burial,................
burial,
714
714
disposal
disposal of personal
personal property
property by
will,
by will,
and succession thereto,......
thereto,
744, 715
715
74,
imports and
and exports,
exports, ............
716, 717
717
imports
715,
coasting
included,
716
coasting trade not
not included, ..........
716
rates of duties,
duties ....................
716
716
no prohibitions on
on importations,
importations, ......
716
716
provisions as to discriminating
discriminating duties,..
duties,
717
717
rights of
of asylum and refuge,
717
refuge,.......... 717
of those shipwrecked,
717
shipwrecked,............ 717
duties not to be charged
certain
charged on certain
unloaded from
from stranded
vesgoods unloaded
stranded vessels, .......................
717,
718
717, 718
ships
ships of either country not
not affected
affected by
by
ownership
ownership of merchandise
merchandise on
on board,
board,
contraband
excepted,
718
contraband excepted,...............
718
rules as to blockades,
718
blockades, &c
&c.,............ 718
free ships to make free
free goods,
719
goods,......... 719
property
property of neutrals
neutrals not subject
subject to
to conconfiscations,
fiscations &c.,......................
&c,
719
719
contraband
contraband of war to include what, 719,
719, 720
720
what
what not
not specified
specified as,
as, to be free
for
free for
commerce,
720
commerce, ..................
720
merchant vessels in time of war
merchant
war to
exto exhibit passports,
passports, &c.,
720
hibit
&c., ................
720
neutral
neutral vessels
vessels to have passports
passports and
and
certificates,......................
certificates,
721
721
manner of search
vessels
722
manner
search of
of vessels,..........
722
ships under
under convoy
convoy not to be visited or
or
searched,.
searched, .........................
722
722
provisions in
case of
of capture..........
capture,
723
in case
723
care of captured
captured property,
723
property,............ 723
prize courts
courts alone to
to take
take cognizance
cognizance
724
of prize cases,
cases .....................
724
no duties
duties on prize
prize ships or their
their capcaptors..........................
tors,
724
724
foreign privateers
foreign
724, 725
726
privateers ................
724,
citizens
citizens of either
not to
take
either country
country not
to take
letters
letters of marque against
against the other,..
other,.. 725
725
equal rights of
of diplomatic agents,
725
aeents...
.7',5
.....
- - __
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Hayti; (continued.)
(continued.)
Honduras, (continued.)
Honduras,
consuls and vice-consuls,
726
vice-consuls, .........
726
privileges of most favored
privileges
favored nation
commissions
and exequaturs
exequaturs,.......
726
commissions and
726
granted,.......................
..........
700
granted,
700
to be exempt from personal
personal taxes,
taxes, .726
726
duties
imports and exports,........
701
duties on imports
exports,
&c., may have aid of
of local
local authorauthorto be
be the same
same on goods
goods carried
carried in
ities to arrest deserters,
deserters, &c.,.....
&c.,
727
727
vessels of either country......
702
country,
7-02
consular
consular convention
convention to be had,
had,........ 727
tonnage,
light, harbor,
tonnage, light,
harbor, and
and salvage
salvage dues,
dues, 702
702
surrender of fugitives
from
justice,
727,
728
bounties
fugitiVes
727, 728
drawbacks.......... .702
702
bounties and
and drawbacks,.
what proof required,
728
what
required.............. 728
rights
rights of
of United
United States
States citizens in Honto be made only by the executive,.
executive, 728
duras,........................
703
duras,
crimes for which surrender
surrender shall
shall be
of
citizens of
in the
of citizens
of Honduras
Honduras in
the
made,
•
728
made,.....................
728
United States,.
................
703
States,
offences not included,......
included,
728
certain offences
728
courts of justice to be open equally for
for
expenses of detention and delivery
delivery
citizens
703
citizens of both countries,
countries .........
to be paid by applicant,
728
applicant ......... 728
other privileges
privileges of citizens of both
other
both countreaty to remain
remain in force, how long,
long,.... 729
tries to be the same,..............
70
same,
703
ratifications, when to be exchanged,...
exchanged,
729
729
estates
estates of
of persons deceased
deceased.........
704
exchange
729
exchange of
of ratifications,
ratifications, &c.,
&c.,........
729
exemption
military
exemption from compulsory
compulsory military
Heads
of Departments,
Heads of
Departments,
service, ..........
..........
704
service,
serbureaus, &c., not
not to receive
receive pay
pay for
for serdiplomatic
diplomatic agents
agents and consuls, ..... 704,
704, 705
vices in any
any matter
matter where
where the
the United
United
rights
of
citizens
in
case
of
war
between
rights
case
war between •
party,
123
States is a
a party,.................
. 123
the two
705
two countries, .................
705
Heating,
Heating,
liberty of the person .........
..... 706
appropriations for, .........
146,
appropriations
146, 350,
350, 441
441
of ,religious
religious belief, ...............
706
70
llehard,
Hebard, Captain
Captain Daniel,
Daniel,
rights of burial,.
burial, ............
.... 706
accounts of,
of, to be settled,............
590
590
certain articles of this treaty
certain
treaty may
May be
be
Hemp,
vemp,
terminated
notice.......... 706, 707
terminated after notice,
707
appropriation
for
navy,
80
appropriation for,
for, for navy, ...........
80
Honduras interoceanic
interoceanic railway
railway company
company
machinery designed
machinery
designed for the manufacture
manufacture
to have right of transit, &c.,
707,
&c .....
707, 703
703
of, to be free of duty, ............... 216
216
of,
sovereignty and property
property of
of HonduHonduHemp,S-c.
4-c. Machinery,
Machinery,
ras in and over the line
of
road
line
road recto be imported free, ................
494
494
ognized and guaranteed,.
...........
708
guaranteed,
Hoffman, Ida,
Ida,
protection
protection and
and guaranty may
may be withpension
pension to, .......................
683
drawn,............................ 709
drawn,
709
Hogan, C. V.,
V.,
ratifications where to be exchanged, ... 709
ratifications
709
certain money
deposited to
credit of,
of,
certain
money deposited
to the
the credit
Honduras Interoceanic
Interoceanic Railway Company,
Honduras
Company,
to be paid to Henry C. De Ahna,.....
Ahna,
-603
608
provisions
provisions concerning,
concerning, under treaty with
with
Hole-in-the-Day,
Hole-in-the-Day,
Honduras,.................. 707-709
Honduras,
693
grant of land to, ..................
693 Hooker, Major-General
Major-GeneralJoseph,
Joseph,
payment to, for losses, ...............
693
payment
693
thanks of congress to,
401
thanks
to, ..............
401
Rome
the Relief
Home
for the
Reliefof
of Friendless
Friendless Women and
Hoopa Valleu
Valley,
Children,
Children,
appropriation
pay settlers
appropriation to pay
settlers for
for their
their
act to incorporate, ............
130, 131
improvements on Indian
improvements
Indian reservations
reservations
Homestead Act,
Homestead
therein, ........................
538
638
persons
in. military
persons in
military or naval service,
service,
improvements
be appraised,........
appraised,
538
improvements to be
538
claiming benefit
benefit of,
make affiof, may make
amount not
not to exceed
exceed the appropriation,
appropriation, 539
davit before whom,
35
whom,................. 35
reimbursed from
proceeds of
of
to be reimbursed
from proceeds
such affidavit being filed with register,
register,
sales of reservations,
reservations, ..........
539
589
to take effect
effect from day of filing,
filing, if
Horse and
Mule-Litters,
and Mule-Litters,
fees are paid, .....................
85
35
when
when may be furnished
furnished in lieu of amamcommissions to register and
receiver,
35
and receiver,..
bulances,
20
35
bulances,..........................
20
persons prevented
infirmity
prevented by bodily infirmity
Horse Equipments,
from attending at land-office,
land-office, may
allowance to men furnishing, to extend
allowance
extend
make affidavit
affidavit before clerk of court,
court,. 35
145
only to, &c,
&c.,...................
145
transmitted,.........
35 Horses,
affidavit may be transmitted,
35
fees of registers and receivers
receivers in preallowance
to
allowance to men, &c., furnishing, to
emption
extend
only to, &c.,
claims,.................... 35
emption claims
extend only
&c.,................ 145
145
time for filing
filing affidavits
affidavits extended to preof officers,
officers, &c.,
&c., lost by capture
capture by the
the
emptors
enemy,
182
seremptors in the military or naval serenemy, to be
be paid
paid for
for,.............. 182
vice
36
Horses, Artillery, and
and Gaualry,
Cavalry,
vice,............................
as Horses,
appropriations
appropriations for, ...........
additional fees, &c.,
&c., to certain registers
registers
24, 128,
128, 496
496
Army,
and receivers
receivers .....................
36 Hospital
Hospital Department,
Department, Army,
appropriations
for,
23,
497
&c.,....... 366
appropriations for,............
maximum not to exceed, &c.,.
23, 128,
128, 497
Hospital
Honduras,
Honduras,
Hospital Dues,
Dues,
to
collected from United
to be
be collected
treaty between
between the United States and,
United States vessels sold
foreign ports,...........
ports,
61
of July 4, 1864, ..................
699
sels
sold in
in foreign
61
Hospital for Insane,
peace and amity,
amity,. ..................
700 Hospitalfor
Insane,
Secretary
reserve part of
of
reciprocal freedom
Secretary of
of Navy to reserve
reciprocal
freedom of commerce, subofficers
pay in,
348
officers' pay
in, ...................
ject to laws, ..................
700
348
superintendent
to
receive
and
disships of war and post-office packets of
superintendent to receive and disburse, and account
for,
348, 349
burse,
accouft for,.....
348,
the two countries to enter harbors
harbors of ..
349
appropriations
348
.....................
appropriations for,
for ................
either, ...
700
348
Hospitals and
and Hospital
privilege of coasting trade not
Hospitals
Hospital Stores,
Stores,
appropriations for,...........
for,
23, 128,
407
700
appropriations
23,
128, 497
granted hereby,..
hereby,— .............
,
700
68**
68

810
810
81..-0-- Ivaval,I
Hospitals,
nosptals, Naval,
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Immigration,
Immigration, (continued.)
(continued.)
appropriations for, .............
83, 465
4
appropriations
who may
not be
officers under
to enenwho
may not
be officers
under act
act to
House of Representatives,
courage,
386
courage, ........................
386
226
appropriation for, ................
penalty
on
officers
for
taking
fees,
&c.,
387
penalty on officers for taking fees, &c., .
. 387
appropriations
of, 146, 147, 44
appropriations for expenses of,
446
report
to congress
on, &c.,...........
&c.,
387
report to
congress on,
387
Howard, Major-General
Howard,
Major-General Oliver 0.,
appropriation
act to
to encourage
encourage
appropriation to
to carry
carry act
thanks of congress to,..............
40
to,
401
into
387
into effect,
effect, ......................
387
Hubbell, William
William Wheeler,
Hubbell,
expenses under
under act
to encourage.......
encourage
424
expenses
act to
424
of, for use of pktent,
patent, to be referred
claim of,
referred
Import
Duties. See
See Belgium.
Import Duties.
Belgium.
to court
58
court of claims, .................
588
on goods
from the
States imon
goods from
the United
United States
imHudson's
Bay
Company,
Hudson's
Company,
ported into
into Belgium,
Belgium,..............
648
ported
648
claim
of,
for
damages
against
United
claim of
the United
provisions
respecting, in
in treaty
treaty with
with
provisions respecting,
States, to be investigated
and
deterinvestigated
Ottoman
Empire, ............. 612,
612, 618
618
Ottoman Empire,
•mined by commissioners,
commissioners, ....... 195,
195, 65
651 Imported
im port
edArticles,
Articl
es ,
Humiliation
and Mourmni,
Humiliation and
Mourning,
to
be
unladen
and
inspected
at
first
port
to be unladen and inspected at first port
day of appointed for the death
death of Abraof
197
of arrival,.
arrival,......................
197
ham
755
t
runks,c
l
ose dvesse
l
s, &c.
be opened,
opene d, 197
ham Lincoln,
Lincoln,...................... 765
trunks,
closed
vessels,
&c.,,to
to be
197
Humiliation and Prayer,
Prayer,
Humiliation
be forfeited
dutiable articles
articles
to be
forfeited if dutiable
resolution
resolution requesting
requesting the President
President to
are found
197
are
found therein,
therein, .............
197
a day of national, ...........
41
appoint a
415
penalties,
forfeitures, 197,
197, 198,
198, 199
199
penalties, fines, and forfeitures,
day appointed,
appointed, ..................
744
Imports,
74' Imports,
Hunot, Joseph,
Hunot,
act increasing
duties on
on certain,...
certain,... 202,
218
act
increasing duties
202, 218
lands in Missouri
Missouri granted
granted to, ..........
resolution to increase
increase for
for sixty
sixty
581
joint resolution
Hunt, Charles,
Hunt,
Charles,
days,
duties
on,
40
days, duties on,.................... 405
exequatur of
of, as consul for Belgium
exequatur
Belgium at
continue in
force, ............
411
to continue
in force,
411
St. Louis,
Louis, revoked, ...........
741, 742
742
See
on imports.
See Duties
Duties on
Imports.
Hutchings,
act imposing
imposing duties
duties on.
on, .........
491-495
Hutchings, William,
William,
act
491-495
gratuity
gratuity to,
to,. ........................
598
Internal Revenue.
59 Income Duty. See
See Internal
Revenue.
granting, to be sent
copy of act granting,
sent to, 598
provisions of
59E
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, act concerning, ......................
281-285
cerning,
281-285
L
certain consuls of foreign
foreign countries not
not
I.
subject to, ...................
17, 305
305
subject
.. 17,
Idaho Territory,
Territory,
resolution
imposing aa special,.........
special,
417
resolution imposing
417
appropriations for government
in,.
157,
457
Income
Tax,
government in, . 157, 457 Income Tax,
Indian service
service in,................
in,
180, 559
559
provisions of
of revenue
revenue law
concerning, 479479provisions
law concerning,
surveys of public lands
in,
349,
481
surveys
lands in,........
349, 350
350
481
in, .... 321,
321, 522,
522, 520
rate of
479
post-routes established
established in,....
520
rate
of tax,
tax, .........................
479
oath of judges in, may be taken before
and collected,.......
collected,
479, 480
480
before
how assessed
assessed and
479,
whom ,. ..........................
whom,
annual
gains and
how estimated,
479
. 89
annual gains
and profits,
profits, how
estimated, 479
of, transferred
part of territory
territory of
be included,
included, and
deductransferred to
what to be
and what
what deducDakota,......................... 92
Dakota,
92
tions,
479, 480
480
tions,......................
. 479,
territory of,
lists
and returns
returns to
be rendered,.......
rendered,
480
of, may be reapportioned
reapportioned for
for
lists and
to be
480
members of legislative
legislative assembly,
142, 143
to
verified on
oath,
480
assembly, 142,143
to be
be verified
on oath,...........
480
basis
basis of apportionment,
apportionment, ...............
143
penalty for
or for
re143
penalty
for not
not making,
making, or
for rerights of members
members elect not impaired,..
impaired,
143
turning
fraudulent
lists,
....
480,
481
143
turning fraudulent lists,.... 480, 481
time of annual election
election in 1864
1864, ....... 143
provision
cases where
where income
income duty
duty
143
provision for
for cases
Nevada to constitute
constitute one surveyorsurveyorhas
been paid
paid elsewhere,
elsewhere,. ............
481
with Nevada
has been
481
general's district, ..................
353
from decision
of assistant-assesassistant-asses353
appeals from
decision of
telegraphic communicaprovisions for telegraphic
sor, ..............................
481
sor,.
481
tion with, .......................
874 Independent
374
Independent Treasury,
Treasury,
appropriations for
for the,...........
the,.
158, 457
457
See Telegraph.
appropriations
158,
wagon-roads in, authorconstruction of wagon-roads
Indiana,
ndiana,
ized,.......
.......................
ized,
516,
517
special
sessions of
of federal
federal district
district court
court
16, 517
special sessions
appropriation for, ..............
517
in,
3, 419
419
appropriation
517
in, .............................
3,
Illinois,
Illinois,
what suits to be heard
heard therein,....
therein,....
what
33
joint resolution providing for election
of
election of
provision for
for pending
pending process,
process, ........
419
419
members
members of congress from, at large,
post-routes in,
317,
522
post-routes
in, established, .......
317, 522
until, &c.,
&c., ........................
407 Indian
ndian Affairs,
post-routes in, established,....
established,.... 316,
appropriations
commissioner
316, 522,
522, 523
appropriations for
for office
office of
of commissioner
Immigration,
Immigration,
of,
151, 451
451
of, ..........................
151,
act to encourage,
encourage,.................. 385-387
385-387 Indian
California,
Idian Affairs
Affairs in
in California,
commissioner
commissioner to be appointed,
appointed, &c.,.....
&c.,..... 386
386
act
for better
of,
39
act for
better organization
organization of,..........
39
salary, term of office,
office, clerks of, &c., 386
California
to constitute
constitute one
one superintensuperintenCalifornia to
contracts by immigrants,
immigrants, pledging
pledging wadency, ,..
40
wadency
........................
40
ges to repay expenses of,
gas
of, when valid,
superintendent, appointment,
appointment, bond,
superintendent,
bond, sal&c.,...........................
&c.
of, .......................
40
386
ary, &c., of,
40
may appoint
clerk,.
40
advances on,
on, &c., to
to be
be lien on
on land,
land,
may
appoint a
a clerk,.............
40
&c.,.........................
&c.,.
land may
for
four tracts of land
386
may be
be set apart
apart for
immigrants
enrolled for milimillreservations,
40
immigrants not
not to be enrolled
reservations,....................... 40
&c,
386
be located,
40
tary serviceAunless,
serviceunless, &c.,..........
how to be
located,................. 40
386
emigrant
office to be
New
improvements therein
therein may
may be
be purchased
purchased
emigrant office
be established
established in New
improvements
York,........
York,
....................
40
386
after report to
to congress, ............
40
86
superintendent
may or
superintendent of,
of,............
3386
or may not include present
present
salary, clerK,
clerk, powers
of, &c.,..
&c.,
386
reservations,
40
reservations,.................
. 40
salary,
powers or,
B6b
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Indian Affairs
in California,
California, (continued.)
Indlan
Affatrs in
(continued.)
Indian Department,
Department, (continued.)
(continued.)
Indian
reservations not
not retained
surveyed
retained to
to be
be surveyed
New York Indians,..........
New
Indians,
164,
164, 544
644
sale
40
and offered for
for sale ................
4(
Nez
Nez Perc4s,
174, 663
Perces, .................
174,
668
minimum
minimum price, sale
sale how conducted,
40
conducted, 4(
Nisquallys,.................. 167,
Nisquallys,.
167, 546
546
agent to be appointed for each reservareservaOmahas,.................. 1
Omahas,
67, 546
167,
tion,
40
tion,.......
......
40
Osages,
167,
Osages,.....................
167, 546
546
residence,
residence, duty, bond, salary, term
Ottawas,...........
168,
Ottawas,
168, 176, 541,
541, 555
555
office ...................
41
of office,
40, 41
Ottoes,
167,
168, 547
Ottoes,.................
167, 168,
547
physician, blacksmith,
blacksmith, farmer, and car- .
Pawnees,
Pawnees, ..................
168, 547
547
•penter, for each
each reservation,
reservation, ........
41
41
Peorias
Peorias, ...............
181, 547
180, 181,
Indian reservations
reservations and others to be surPiankeshaws, ..........
180, 181,
181, 547
547
Piankeshaws,
180,
veyed
veyed under direction
direction of general
general landlandPillager
Pillager Bands,
560
Bands,.......... 164, 543, 560
office,
.........................
office,
41
41
Poncas,
172, 551
Poncas, ...................
Indian agents not to visit Washington,
Washington,
Pottawatomies, .........
Pottawatonoies,
169, 548,
548, 660
169,
560
unless ordered,
ordered,. ....................
41
41
Puyallups,................
Puyallups,
546
169, 546
to reside at agencies,
agencies, .............
41
41
Quapaws ..................
Quapaws,
169, 548
169,
548
offices and agencies in Calitbrnia,
California, not
not
Quil-leh-utes,
176, 555
Quil-leh-utes,................ 176,
555
provided for in this act, abolished,....
41
abolished,.... 41
Qui-nai-elts,
176,
555
Qui-nai-elts, .................
176, 555
Indian Agencies,
Indian
Rogue Rivers,...............
170, 649
649
Rogue
170,
in Montana,
Montana, continued, ..........
91,
91, 92
92
Sacs, ...................
170,
549
Sacs.
170, 549
Indian
Indian Agents,
Agents,
Scotons, ....................
160, 641
641
Scotons
160,
in Utah and Nevada, 'appropriation
appropriation
Seminoles........... 170,180,
Seminoles,
170, 180, 549
549
for,
25
for ..
.......................
25
Senecas,........... 170,171,
Senecas,
170, 171, 549,
649, 550
650
to search for and destroy spirituous
spirituous liqliqShawnees,..................
Shawnees,
171,
560
171, 650
uors in Indian
Indian country, &c.,
29
&c.......... 29
Shoshonees,............
177,
Shoshonees,
177, 556,
556, 557
657
41
to reside at agencies,
agencies, .............
41
180, 551,
551, 559
569
Sioux ............. 172, 180,
Washington, unless ordered,.
ordered,. 41
not to visit Washington,
171, 550
Six Nations, ...............
171,
550
for reservations
reservations in California,
41
California, ....... 40,
40, 41
S'Klallams, ...............
176,
176, 655
555
Indian
Indian Department,
Department,
Tabeguache
Tabeguache Bands,
Bands,..............
560
60
general appropriations
appropriations for, and for fulfulUmatillas,
173,
652
Umatillas,...................
173, 652
filling treaty stipulations
stipulations with
with certain
certain
Umpquas,
162, 171,
171, 541,
641, 559
559
Umpquas,......... 162,
tribes for the years 1864-65,
tithes
1864-65, 1865-66,
1865-66, 161161Upper
Upper Pen d'Oreilles,........
d'Oreilles,
554
175, 554
181, 541-563
541-563
Utahs,
568, 560
560
Utahs,.................. 180, 558,
agents, superintendents,&c.,
superintendents,&c., 161, 162,541
Walla-Wallas,
173, 552
552
Walla-Wallas,.;..............
17,
clerks, interpreters,
&c.,...... 162, 641
interpreters, &c.,..,....
Weas
180, 181, 547
647
Weas,................
180,
presents, provisions,
presents,
provisions, buildings
buildings at
at
Wichitas,
Wichitas,. .........
177, 180, 657,
662
177,
557,662
agencies, and
541
agencies,
and contingencies,
contingencies, 162,
162, 541
Winnebagoes, 164,171,
Winnebagoes,
164, 171, 172,
644, 550, 560
172,644,550,560
treaty stipulations,
treaty
stipulations, &c.,
he., with the
the
Yakamas,................. ' 173, 552
Yakamas,
652
Apaches, ...................
165, 544
544
165,
Yanctons,
172, 551
651
Yanctons,................... 172,
Arapahoes, .................
Arapahoes,.
176, 555
176,
665
Indian service in Arizona Territory,
Territory, 180,
180, 559
559
Blackfoot Indians,...
Indians,... 162,
162, 179,
179, 549,
549, 551
551
.... 179,
179, 6557,
657, 559
in California,
California,....
559
Calapooias,
171, 172,
172, 650,
Calapooias,........
171,
650, 551
551
in Colorado
Colorado Territory, 180,
180, 558
658
Camanches,
165,
Camanches,...............
165, 544
544
Dakota Territory,..
Territory,
179, 559
559
in Dakota
179,
Cayuses,..................
Cayuses,
173,.552
173,.552
in Idaho
Idaho Territory,...
Territory,
180, 559
180,
559
Chastas,...................
Chastas,
162, 541
Michigan and MinneMinnein Michigan
Cherokee
Cherokee Nation,
Nation,....... 180,
180, 558,
558, 564
564
179, 658
sota, .............
179,
558
Cheyennes,................ 176,
Cheyennes,.
555
176, 555
in Montana
Montana Territory,....
Territory,..., 559
Chickasaws, ...........
Chickasaws
165, 180, 544
544
165,180,
in Nevada
Territory,. 179,
179, 558
558
Nevada Territory,.
Chippewas, 162, 163, 164, 168, 177,
177, 542542in New
Mexico,.. 177,
177, 657,
657, 559
559
New Mexico,..
647, 556, 560
560
544, 647,
in Oregon,
Oregon,.. -.
179,
568
...........
179, 558
Choctaws, ..............
165,
180,644
165, 180,
644
in Utah
Utah Territory,
668
Tetritory,.... 180, 558
Clackamas, .................
172, 551
551
172,
in
Territory, 179,
179,
in Washington
Washington Territory,
Comanches,
•
165,
544
Comanches,...................
165, 544
558
Creeks, 165, 166, 177,
177, 180, 544, 545,
546, 557
from Choctaws,.
Choctaws,. 177,
177, 657
657
in country
country leased
leased from
Dakotas,........................
Dakotas,
180
180
annuities to Pawnees,
Pawnees, Poncas,
Poncas, and
annuities
and
Delawares,..................
Delawares,.
166, 545
545
Yancton Sioux, .......... 179,
179, 558,
658, 559
559
Yancton
Dwamish,.................
Dwamish,.
172,-551
172,'551
Chippewas,
179, 660,
561
Chippewas,............
179,
660, 661
Flatheads,................... 174, 553
Flatheads,
553
pay of agents,
agents, clerks, supervisors,
supervisors, and
and
Fort Laramie,
Laramie,............... 171,
171, 550
550
laborers, .......................
179
179
Foxes,
170,
Foxes,....................
170, 649
vaccination,
'
179,
658
549
vaccination,.......................
179, 658
lowas,...................... 166, 545
Iowas,
545
temporary subsistence
subsistence of
of the
Weas, PePetemporary
the Weas,
Kansas,
Kansas, ..................
166, 545
545
orias,
Kaskaskias, and
orias, Kaskaskias,
and Piankeshaw
Piankeshaw
Kaskaskias
Kaskaskias,............. 180,
Indians,
181
180, 181,
181, 547
547
Indians,.. .......................
181
Kickapoos, ...............
166,
to carry
carry into effect
effect the treaty
treaty with,.
with,. 180
180
166, 542
542
Kiowas, ..................
544
165, 544
subsistence
Siseeton, WahpaWahpasubsistence of the
the Siseeton,
Kootenays,
175, 554
554
Kootenays,.................. 175,
ton Medanakanton
and Wahpakoota
Wahpakoota
ton,
Medanakanton and
Lake Winnibagoshish,...
560
Winnibagoshish,... 164,
bands of
Sioux or
Dakota Indians,
Indians, 480,659
164, 643, 560
bands
of Sioux
or Dakota
480, 559
Makahs,.................. 173,
Makahs,
173, 551
appropriations to
to tribes
tribes in
in hostility,
hostility, inappropriations
inMenomonees,
Menomonees,....... 164, 166, 544, 545
cluding the
the Cherokees,
Cherokees, CQhickasaws,
chickasaws,
545
cluding
Miamies,
Miamies, ..............
166,
167, 546
Choctaws, Creeks,
Creeks, Seminoles,
Seminoles, WichiWichi166, 167,
Choctaws,
Middle Oregons,
Oregons,. ...........
554
ta,s,
other affiliated
affiliated tribes
may be
be
175, 554
tas, and
and other
tribes may
Missourias,
Missourias,............ 167,
167, 168,
expended in part
on those
from
expended
168, 547
647
part on
those driven
driven from
Molallas,.................... 172,
Molallas,
their homes,
homes, ...............
180, 562
562
172, 551
551
their
180,
175, 554
accounts to be kept,:
kept, •
180, 562
562
Molels, .....................
accounts
175,
554
.........
180,
.
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Indian
(continued.)
inaian Department,
Department, (continued.)
$250,000 to be paid in money for
$250,000
for
their support, ..................
563
566
purchases
purchases of articles
articles for Indians
Indians to be
made after advertisement,....
advertisement, .... 181,
181, 662
566
no bid unreasonable
unreasonable in its character to
to be
accepted,
181,
662
acter
be accepted....... 181, 566
no part of annuities
annuities to be expended
expended for
for
Territory
Indians outside of Indian
Indian Territory
south of Kansas, except, &c:,
&c., ... 181,
181, 662
662
expenses of board of visitors,.........
visitors,
561
of removal
removal and subsistence of the
Chippewas,
Chippewas,................... 661
female teachers,
teachers, medals, &c., .........
561
female
561
certain
562
certain annuities
annuities may be paid in coin,..
coin,
562
chiefs of Stockbridge
Stockbridge Munsee
Munsee tribe may
may
enter
enter a
ahomestead, ................
562
562
citizens, ............
562
may become citizens,
proceedings,.................. 562
proceedings,
562
abandoned reservations
reservations of,
abandoned
of, may
may be
be
sold,
662
sold.........................
662
temporary relief
relief for refugee
563
refugee Indians,—
Indians,... 663
unlawful
horses, stock, &c.
unlawful driving of horses,
563
from Indian Territory,
Territory, how punished,
punished, 563
agents of Indian tribes may sell horses,
horses,
563
cattle, &c., for Indians, ...........
563
Indian
Hostilities,
Indian Hostilities,
pay for suppressing, in Minnesota,...
Minnesota,
350,
351
Indian
Indian Refugees,
Refugees,
appropriation for
for relief
relief of, in Southern
Southern
appropriation
superintendency,
62
superintendency,..................
62
Indian Regiments,
Indian
Seyiments,
and fifth,
claims of officers of
of the fourth
fourth gnd
fifth,
to be paid,...............
paid,.
413
..... . 413
Indian
Reservations,
Indian Reservations,
in California, four tracts to be set apart
apart
for
for, ...........................
40
former reservations,
reservations, if not retained,
retained, to
•to
to be surveyed and sold,
sold,............ 40
direction of
to be surveyed
surveyed under
under direction
of gengeneral land-office,
land-office, ....................
41
Uinta Valley,
in Utah, except Uinta
Valley, may be
surveyed and sold, ...............
63
68
proceeds of sale, how applied,.........
applied,
63
63
minimum price,.....................
price,
63
63
Indians in
in territory
to
be
settled
in
territory to be settled in
Uinta Valley,
Valley,.................... 63
63
appropriation
agricultural improveimproveappropriation for
for agricultural
63
ments in
in Uinta
Uinta Valley, ............
6
in Utah Territory, where
where to be selected,
selected, 432
432
Washington
payment for
for
Washington Territory, payment
lands, &e.
citizens taken
&c.,'of private citizens
taken for, 432
claims, how allowed and paid,.....
paid, ...., 432
432
general treaty, provisions concerning,.
concerning,. 682,
682,
693,
693, 697
See Reservations.
Reservations.
Indians,
Indians,
may be competent
cases
competent witnesses
witnesses in cases
arising under
under act prohibiting
of
prohibiting sales of
spirituous liquors,.................
liquors,
29
appropriation for relief of destitute refuappropriation
gees in Southern superintendency,
superintendency,... 62
appropriation to
make
of Middle Oregon, appropriation
to make
treaty with, .....................
324
Indians, Hostile,
Hostile,
Indians,
the limfurnishing arms to those within the
its of the United
United States, to be punished,
punished, 753
753
Indian
Indian Superintendencies,
Superintendencies,
in Montana,
Montana, continued,
continued, .............
91, 92
92
Indian Titles,
Indian
in
to agricultural
agricultural and mineral
mineral lands in
Utah Territory to be extinguished
extinguished by
by
treaty,
........................
432

Indian
(continued.)
Indian Titres, (continued.)
reservations to be excepted
excepted........ 432
432
reservations
where
selected,
432
where to be
be selected,........
432
in
payments to
Indians, agricultural
agricultural imin payments
to Indians,
implements,
stock, &c.,
&c., to
given as
to be
be given
plements, stock,
far as possible, ..................... 432
far
appropriation,
432
appropriation, ....................... 432
Indian Tribes,
Tribes,
joint committee
committee to inquire
inquire into the condition of,
and their treatment
treatment by the
dition
of, and
the
authorities of
of the United States,
authorities
States, ..... 672
72
to
report to congress
congress at
next sesto report
at next
sion,........................
573
sion
573
appropriation
expenses of,
of,...... 573
appropriation for expenses
Indictment,
Indictment,
necessary in summary trials of minot necessary
nor
against laws
laws of
of the
nor offences
offences against
the United
United
States,
125
States ............................
12
Individual Liability,
Individual
Liability,
of shareholders
shareholders in banking
banking associations,
associations, 103
103
executors, trustees,
trustees, &c.,
&c., not personally
personally
liable, .........................
118
liable.
118
Informers,
amount due for
for penalties
penalties under
under revenue
amount
revenue
how determined,
determined, ..............
483
law, how
483
Inland
Inland Waters,
property taken
maritime prize,
property
taken on, not maritime
prize,.. 377
Insane.
Insane.
See Government Hospital
Hospitalfor the insane.
Insane.
certain may
may be
admitted to
to the
the asylum
asylum
certain
be admitted
for,
District of Columbia,.....
Columbia,
for, in
in the
the District
427
transient
insane persons
persons may
may be
be admittransient insane
admitted
3
ted into
into hospital,
hospital, ..................
3
government hospital
government
hospital for
for the, ground of,
to be improved
exchange of
land, 200
200
improved by exchange
of land,.
Inspection,
of
vessels, fees
120
of vessels,
fees for,.................
120
of
articles at
first port
port of
of ararof imported
imported articles
at first
rival,
197
rival,..............................
197
proceedings
port,
197
proceedings to avoid, at first port,......
197
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Inspectors. See Internal
may be
be appointed
any assessment
appointed in any
assessment
&c., the
district, to aid in enforcing, &c.,
revenue
law, .......................
revenue law,
229
their duty and
and pay,...............
pay,
224
spirits, oil, tobacco,
tobacco, cigars,
cigars, &c., to be
of spirits,
appointed,
244
appointed,........................
244
&c., of,
244
of, ..................
244
pay, duty,
duty, &c.,
Inspectors
of Customs,
Inspectors of
certain ports, may be
be inpay of, in
in certain
creased,
61, 62
62
creased,. ......................
certain authority
authority of collectors
collectors extended
extended
to,
442
to,............... I....... ..... . 442
pay of certain increased,
increased, .............
460
460
Inspectors of Steamboats,
Steamboats,
appropriations for,
for,.................... 158
appropriations
additional
supervising authorized,
authorized,....
additional supervising
120
two local, at Memphis
Memphis and Portland,...
Portland,
120
act
authorizing
at
Wheeling,
Va.,
react authorizing at Wheeling, Va., repealed,.......
pealed,
..................
120
payment for according
according to tonnage,.....
tonnage,
514
514
two
authorized
two assistant
assistant local inspectors
inspectors authorized
New York,
514
in New
York, ....................
514
two local, at Galena,
Galena, ...............
514
14
compensation
514
compensation of, ................
614
local board
at Wheeling
reestablished,
614
local
board at
Wheeling reestablished,..
614
fees for
for inspection,
inspection, vesvesin lieu
lieu of former
former fees
sels
of
100
tons
and
under
to
pay
$26,
614
sels of 100 tons and under to pay $25, 614
for
each additional
additional ton five
five cents,..
cents,
614
for each
514
Insurance Brokers,
license to,...........................
to,
473
473
license
Insurance
Insurance Companies,
Companies,
provisions
internal revenue
revenue act, conprovisions of
of internal
cerning,
276, 277,
277, 284,
284, 299
299
cerning,.............
,
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Insurgent
Cruisers,
Insurgent Cruisers,
757
to be arrested, .......................
757
hospitalities
hospitalities to be refused to the public
vessels.of certain nations showing hoshospitalities to,
to ;after notice,
notice,........... 757
757
Insurrection,
Insurrection,
the,
Tennessee declared
the in Tennessee
suppressed, 757
757
declared suppressed,
insurrectionary
Districts,
InsurrectionaryDistricts,
commissioners of
taxes
in,
158
of direct
direct taxes in,...... 158
Insurrectionary States,
Insurrectionary
States,
commercial intercourse
with,. .........
375
intercourse with,
375
prohibited,
prohibited,
731
..................... 731
abandoned
abandoned lands in.
apart for
for
in, may be set apart
freedmen and refugees,
freedmen
refugees, ............
508
508
interest,
Interest,
of five-forty
five-forty bonds, payable
payable in coin,....
coin,
219
219
on treasury notes payable, in lawful
lawful
money, .........................
219
money,
219
on all bonds heretofore
heretofore issued, payable
annually
to
be
paid
semi-annually,...
annually
semi-annually,
219
on certificates
certificates of deposit for temporary
temporary
loans ...........
219
loans
...................
219
Interest-bearing
Interest-bearingNotes,
not to be a
a legal tender
tender for redemption
redemption
of circulation of banks, ............
219
219
Interior Department,
Interior
Department,
appropriations for, ................
22, 451
Internal Revenue,
Internal
increase,.
14
act to increase,...................
14
amendment of act,
469-187
act,.............. 469-487
sold,... 14, 420
duty on spirits distilled and sold,...
to be collected
collected on basis of first proof,
14
proof, 14
to be aalien on spirits,
distillery, &c.,
14
spirits, distillery,
&c., 14
penalty for having spirits, &c., in posfraud of
session, with intent to sell,
sell, in fraud
of
duty,
duty,....................
14
......... 14
spirits, &c.,
&c., to be forfeited,.........
forfeited,
14
14
forfeiture, how enforced,........
enforced,.
14, 15
15
14,
sold
certain distilled
distilled spirits may
may be
be sold
without
without payment
payment of duty,.
duty,........... 15
drawback not allowed on certain
spirits, 15
15
certain spirits,
additional duties on distilled
distilled spirits,
16
spirits,.... 16
duty on cotton, ....................
15,
16
15, 16
to be marked
marked on bales
bales and
and packpack16
ages, . .......................
16
permits for
16
permits
for removal,
removal, ............
16
assessors,
assessors, &c.,
tie., to assess
assess and collect,
collect, 16
penalty for removing
removing with intent
intent to
to
16
evade duty, .....................
16
cotton sold by government
government to be free
free
16
of duty,.
duty ...
.....................
16
drawback on articles
articles manufactured
manufactured exexclusively of cotton,
. elusively
cotton ,.................. 16
16
provisions
provisions of act of 1833, to apply
apply to
collection of,.
of,...................... 17,
17, 303
303
act to provide,
provide, .................
•
223-306
223-306
any words
words referring
referring to persons,
persons, to in-.
incorporations, ........
elude firms and corporations,
258
258
"ton" to be two thousand
"ton"
thousand pounds,.....
pounds,
268
268
commissioner
commissioner of internal
internal revenue
revenue to
to be
be
appointed,
appointed,........................
223
223
salary, duty, authority,
authority, bond,
bond,...... 223
clerks in the office
office of,.............
of,
223
223
franking privilege,
223
to have franking
privilege,........ 223

GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
commissioner to pay over moneys daily,
to render accounts
accounts monthly,.......
monthly,
to send copy to office of Secretary
Secretary
of Treasury,...................
Treasuu,.
of,
223,
bond, conditions of,..........
223,
deputy commissioner,
commissioner, appointment,
appointment, salsalary, and duty of,
of,...................

223
223
223
223
224
224
224
224
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Internal Revenue, (continued.)
internal
(continued.)
to act as commissioner,
commissioner, and exercise
exercise
franking privilege,
privilege, .............
224
224
revenue agents,
revenue
agents, their
their duty and pay,
pay,.... 224
224
inspectors
inspectors in certain
certain assessment
assessment districts,
their pay.
pay,
224
.......................... 224
cashier of internal revenue,
revenue, salary, duty,
pay,
324
pay .........................
324
bond, and
and where kept,
kept,............ 324
324
collection
collection districts to remain as heretofore established
established,.....................
324
324
assessment districts
districts may be changed
changed
when
when required, ..................... 224
224
assistant assessor
assessor in
in each district,
224
district,...... 224
assessors to appoint assistants,........
assistants,
469
469
vacancy in office
vacancy
office of, how filled,....
filled,
224
224
oath of assessor
and
assistant
assessor,
assessor
224,
224
225
penalty for
`penalty
for acting without taking, ....................
230
229, 230
'one half
half to go to informer,....
informer,..... 230
certificate to be delivered to colcertificate
lector,.........................
225
lector,
225
collectors to give
give bonds before entering
entering
on duties,.....
duties,
....
.............
... 225
225
amount, sureties, conditions,
conditions, ......
225
225
where
where to be filed and kept,
225
kept,........ 226
to renew
renew and strengthen
them from
from
strengthen them
time to time,
225
time,................... 225
collector
collector may appoint
appoint deputies
deputies and revoke appointments,
appointments, ...............
225
225
to pay
pay deputies,
deputies, ..................
225
225
may
may require
require bonds, &c.,...........
&c.,
225
225
to be responsible
responsible for
for acts of his depdeputies, .....................
225
225
may collect
collect the whole tax and duduties, ....................
225, 469
469
225,
deputy
deputy collectors
collectorS to have power
power of colcollectors to collect
&c, ........
225
lectors
collect taxes, &c.,
225
persons,
firms, and
corporations to
to rerepersons, firms,
and corporations
turn to assistant
assistant assessor
assessor amount
amount of
of
annual
annual income and lists of articles
articles
subject to
&c.,.................
225
to tax, &c.,
225
returns, ............
225
forms, &c., of returns,
225
regulations,
regulations, instructions,
of
cominstructions, &c.,
&c., of commissioner
missioner to be
be' binding on assessors,
assessors,
&c., and collectors,
collectors, &c.,............
&c.
225
&c.,
225
assessors to cause
cause assistants
assistants to make
make out
out
assessors
tax-lists in
hi each district,........
district,
225,
225, 226
226
persons, &c., failing
failing to
return lists,
lists, may
may
to return
disclose to
officer,
disclose
to officer,
.................. 226
226
officer to
list,'...............
226
to make list,
226
list,
list; when
when signed
signed and
and sworn
sworn to,
to, to
to
of such
such persons,.........
persons
226
be list of
226
penalty for
disclosing fraudpenalty
for delivering
delivering or
or disclosing
fraudulent
226, 227
227
ulent list,
list, ...................
226,
assessors to notify
notify persons
persons ababassistant assessors
sent
call to
to return
return tax-lists,.
tax-lists,. 226
226
sent at
at time of
of call
upon refusal
refusal or
neglect to
lists,
upon
or neglect
to give
give lists,
making false ones, assessor
assessor to
or making
to
to appear
appear with
with
summon them to
books, ...............
226, 471
471
their books,
226,
penalty
for disobeying
disobeying summons,..
226
penalty for
summons,.. 226
arrest
contempt, .............. 226
226
arrest for contempt,
assessor to
to enter
enter upon
premises and
and
assessor
upon premises
make lists,
lists, ........................
227
make
227
such
good lists,
227
such lists
lists to be good
lists,........ 227
fifty per
per cent.
cent, to
to value
value
to be added
added to
of
such lists,
lists, ..................
227
of such
227
penalty
for such
such refusal,
refusal, &c.,......
&c.
227
penalty for
227
property of
owners, how
how assessed,
assessed,
property
of absent
absent owners,
&c ,
227
&c.,.........................
227
lists
of
non-resident
owners,
how
made, 227
lists of non-resident owners, how made,
227
non-resident owners
owners may
may deliver
lists
of
non-resident
deliver lists of
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Revenue,

such property
property to assistant
assistant assessor
assessor of
district where they reside,.........
reside,
227
227
such assistants to transmit
transmit such
such
lists, ...
227
....................
227
further proceedings
therewith, 227,
proceedings therewith,
227, 228
228
lists to be taken with reference
reference to
to what
what
time, ..........................
228
228
to be called
called annual, monthly, and
and
special, ..
228
..................
228
assistant assessors to make general
general lists, 228
of residents,
residents, ....................
228
228
of non-residents,................
non-residents,
228
228
forms and contents of such
such lists, 228
to deliver them to assessors within
228
thirty days,
days, ................... 228
by advertising
where
assessors to notify by
advertising where
appeals may be
228
appeals
be heard,
heard, .............
228
lists to be open to inspection
inspection of
of those
those apapplying,. ...
228
plying
...................
228
assessor
assessor to hear and determine appeals
appeals
summarily
summarily, .......................
228
228
appeals when not
... 228
not to
to be allowed,
allowed,........
228
what,.... 228
to be in writing and state
state what,....
on hearing of;
of, may require
require attendance of witnesses and production of books of account,.......
account,
229
229
attendance and mileage
mileage of wit229
nesses, ...................
229
assessments may be
rectified,
228
assessments
be rectified,...........
228
not to be increased without
without notice,
notice,. 228
228
given,........... 228
notice, how given,
228
assessors, after expiration of
time for
for
of time
hearing appeals, to make out
out lists,...
lists,
229
229
contents of lists,contents
lists,. ................
229
separate
separate lists of non-residents,.....
non-residents,
229
discopy of to be sent to
to assessor
assessor of district where
where they reside,.........
reside,
229
lists to be sent to collectors
collectors in ten days, 229
if lists furnished
special
furnished are
are incomplete,
incomplete, special
lists may be made,
made, ................
229
229
proceedings
proceedings as to special
special lists to be
be
other lists,
same as
as to other
lists, .......... .. 229
229
place of business
business of assessor to be
open
be open
during business hours, except, &o.,...
229
&c.,... 229
assessors may be exonerated from forfeiture by commissioner of internal
internal
revenue, ........................
229
revenue,
229
pay of assessors, salary how
how payable,
payable,.. 230
230
percentage upon receipts,........
percentage
receipts,
230
230
salary in no ease to exceed
S4000, . 230
exceed $4000,
230
actual
actual and necessary
expenses allowed,.
allowed, 230
necessary expenses
230
regulations as to clerk-hire,
clerk-hire, ....... 230
230
pay of assistant assessor, per diem,....
diem,
230
230
certain allowances,
230
allowances, ..............
230
assessors
assessors and assistants not to
t be paid
until accounts
accounts are approved
approved at
at the
the
treasury, ...................... 230,231
additional compensation
compensation to
to certain
certain assesassessors and to assessors in
in certain
certain states,
states, 231
231
penalty upon assessors for receiving
receiving
portion of
assistant,.......... 231
portion
of pay
pay of assistant,
231
accounts of assistant
assistant assessors
assessors for
pay
for pay
and charges to
be
made
monthly,....
231
to be made monthly,.... 231
to be approved by
by assessor,
assessor,........
231
231
if assessor negligently
negligently approves
approves too
too
much, the excess to be
deducted
be deducted
from his own
own pay,.
pay,.............. 231
231
brought,
231
or suit may be
be brought,...........
231
ten hours to be the equivalent
equivalent of aaday,
day, 231
pay and commissions
commissions of collectors,.
collectors,.231,
231, 232,
232,
469
certain charges
charges and expenses
expenses to
to be
be
allowed
allowed, ....................
232
232
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further
allowances, ...........
232
further allowances,
232
salary and
commissions not
to exceed,
exceed,
and commissions
not to
232
&c.,... .........................
. 232
accounts of collectors
accounts
collectors and
and assessors,
assessors, how
how
adjusted,
232
adjusted, .........................
232
collectors -to give three
three receipts
for lists
lists
collectors
receipts for
received
from
assessors,
232
received from assessors, ............
232
what to
to be
with them........
them,
232
what
be done
done with
282
to give
give notice that
that duties are
are paypayable,.
232, 233
233
able,...................
232,
persons neglecting
neglecting to
within time,
time, to
to
to pay within
per cent. additional,
additional, ........ 233
233
pay ten
ten per
collectors
demand personally,
personally,
collectors to
to make
make demand
dwellings, within
within ten
days from
or at
at dwellings,
ten days
from
receiving lists,
233, 469,
469, 470
receiving
lists, 470
............
233,
to distrain
distrain and sell, if not
paid in ten
not paid
days,
233, 469
469
days,......................... 233,
proceedings
proceedings in case
ease of
of distraint,
distraint, &c.,
&c., 233,
233,
469
what is exempt from distraint,
distraint, 233, 234,
469
goods, &c.,
distrained may be
be restored
restored
goods,
&c., distrained
amount due
to ownef,
owner, if
if before
before sale amount
due
and expenses
expenses are paid or tendered,..
tendered,.. 233,
233,
471
471
proceedings in
in case
sale,
233
proceedings
case of sale,.......
233
proceedings where
where property
property distrained
distrained
proceedings
is not
not divisible,
divisible, ...................
234
234
purchase for
for the
the United
United States
States proppropto purchase
erty sold in
in certain cases,...........
cases,
234
234
such
property may
may be
sold,
234
such property
be sold,........
234
account
account of charges
charges of sale to be rendered
rendered
commissioner,
commissioner,.................... 334
34
to seize
seize and sell
sell real
real estate where
where perpersonal property
sufficient,
234
property is not sufficient.......
234
proceedings in such case, ..... 234,
proceedings
234, 235
235
deed,
to
recite
what,
235
deed, to recite what,.............. 235
effect
thereof,. ...............
235
effect thereof,
235
sale may be stopped
tender of
stopped by tender
of
amount of duty and charges,....
charges,
235
235
anywhere within
lands anywhere
within the state
may be
be seized and sold,.........
sold,
235
235
lands
lands seized may be redeemed
redeemed after
sale, by
by paying, &c.,
&c, amount
amount due, 235
235
to'keep record
record of
lands,
235
to'keep
of sales of
of lands,.......
235
record, where
record,
where to be deposited,.....
deposited,
235
entry of fact of redemption
redemption of lands
to be made
made on record, ..........
235
235
claim of government
lands sold,
government on
on lands
sold,
to date from
from seizure,
seizure, .......... 235
236
to collect tax
of persons
persons
tax upon
upon property
property of
non-residents, in the United
non-residents,
United States, 235, 236
proceedings in such case,.........
proceedings
case,
236
to send names of those on lists not
not residing in his district, to collector
collector of
of
any district where
where persons
persons reside
or
reside or
have property,
property, ..................
236
236
collector
receiving to return
collector receiving
return receipt, 236
236
to return monthly statements
statements of collections to commissioner,
236
commissioner, ..............
236
complete collections,
to complete
collections, and render
render accounts, .........................
236
236
receipt of officer
officer of designated dedepository
pository to be sufficient voucher,
236
voucher,. 236
to be charged with whole amount
amount of
receipted for, ...............
taxes receipted
237
237
to
be credited
credited with
with what,.
what, ............
237
to be
237
dues from delinquent
delinquent collectors to be
be
collected by distraint and sale,..
sale,.. 237, 469
warrant of distress to issue against
warrant
against
237
his estate,
estate...................... 237
proceedings thereon,.........
proceedings
thereon,
237
real estate
estate may be seized and sold,.
sold, 237
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penalty for extortion
extortion or wilful oppresoppresassessors,
assessors, collectors,
collectors, &c., their assistassistsion under color of
of law,
law............ 238
238
ants and deputies, to be
be deemed
deemed "
" revone half to go
go to
to informer,........
informer,
238
enue officers,"......................
officers,"
241
241
collectors and deputies to give receipts
receipts
may administer
&c., ........ 242
administer oaths,
oaths, &c.,
for all sums collected,
collected, &c,
238 &c.,........... 238
perjury in taking such
such oaths,
oaths, how
how
may enter
enter places where taxable
taxable
punished,
.................... 242
242
property is kept, to
&c., 238
to examine, &c.,
238
persons having more than
than one place of
of
penalty for refusal
refusal to admit, &c.,.......
&c.,
238
238
business to be
taxed where
where commiscommisbusiness
be
taxed
for forcibly obstructing
obstructing collector,
collector,
sioner
sioner of internal revenue directs,....
directs,
280
280
&c., in discharge of his duties,...
duties,
238
238
manufacturers to be taxed at
manufacturers
at the place
to collect
collect taxes, and prosecute
prosecute to recover
recover
of their manufacture,
manufacture .............
281
281
them and all
239
all fines,
fines, &c.,&c...............
239
SPIRITS,
fines, &c., how recoverable,
recoverable, and to
SPIRITS, ALE,
ALE, BEER,
BEER, PORTER.
PORTER.
whose use, ....................
239
29
licenses to be granted for distilling,
licenses
.... 242
distilling,....
242
United
United States not liable
liable to, for cercerapplication
application to be made and bond
bond
tain costs
costs, ......................
239
239
given, .........
242,
471
.........
242, 471
if collector
collector is sick, &c.,
act,
238
&c., deputy
deputy to
to act,..
238
penalty and
and conditions
conditions of
bond, 242
242
penalty
of bond,
responsibility of collector
collector and
and suresurechanged,. 242
bond may be renewed
renewed or changed,.
242
ties, not affected,
238
affected,.............. 238
application for license to be in writapplication
if collector
collector dies, &c., deputy
to act,
act, 238,
238, 471
deputy to
471
ing, and to state what,......
what,
471
242, 471
deputy longest in service
act as
as
service to
to act
penalty for
for false
false statement,
statement, 242,
242, 243
243
collector, &c.,..................
&c.,
238
238
duties
duties on spirits in addition
addition to license,
243,
license,
243,
remedy
remedy for defaufts
defaults of such
such
476
deputy,.
deputy, ..................
239
239
on spirits, &c., in store,
store, &c.,
&c.,....... 243
243
swearing falsely, where oaths
oaths are rereto be a
lien,
243, 471,
472
a lien,..............243,
471, 472
quired by this act, to
perjury, .... 289
239
to be perjury,
no
no lower rates
rates than
than the basis of first
first
punishment
punishment therefor,............
therefor,
239
239
proof, .......................
proof,
243
243
revenue agents may administer
administer oaths,—
oaths,.. 472
472
meaning of "
first proof,"
proof," .........
243
meaning
"first
243
separate accounts
accounts to be kept at
treasury
at treasury
meaning
meaning of ""gallon,"
472
gallon,"............
472
of moneys
moneys received from each state,
239
state, . 239
owners of
stills
to
of
keep account
account of spiramount of
each species
of duty
of amount
of each
species of
duty
its distilled,
distilled, in books,
books, ..............
243
243
or tax,
239
tax .....................
239
to be open to inspection of
of assessors
assessors
abstract to be laid before
abstract
before congress
congress
and
and collectors,
243
collectors, .............
243
annually,.....................
annually,
239
239
to render accounts
accounts to collector three
three
commissioner, on
commissioner,
may refund
on appeal, may
refund all
all
times
times aamonth,............
month,
243,
244
243, 244
duties illegally assessed and collected,
collected, 239
to keep account
account of grain,
grain, &c.,
&c., used
amount,.......... 239
or excessive in amount,.
•for distillation, ................
244
244
may repay collectors,
sums paid
collectors, &c., sums
paid
to
to pay all duties,
duties, &c.,.....
244
&c.,............. 244
by them
them on judgments against
against
where duty is to
paid,
472
to be paid,.....
472
them
them officially,
officially, .............
239, 240
239,
240
brandy distilled
distilled from
to
pay
brandy
from grapes
grapes to pay
and damages,
damages, &c.,
&c., recovered
recovered
twenty-five cents a
twenty-five
gallon,.
244,
472
a gallon,.......
244, 472
against
against assessors, &c.,.......
&c.,....... 240
240
inspectors of spirits,
inspectors
spirits, coal-oil,
coal-oil, tobacco,
moneys
recovered
moneys recovered on judgments to be
be
&c., to be appointed
appointed by Secretary
Secretary of
of
paid to collector, ...................
240
240
Treasury,. ....
244
Treasury,
............
244
paid to satisfy
satisfy judgments
judgments to be by
their duties and pay,............
pay,
214
244
drafts, ........................
210
drafts,
240
penalty
to admit
admit to
penalty for
for refusing to
to
in cases of distraint and sale of goods
goods
premises,
premises, or obstructing in disdisand chattels, the bill of sale
sale thereof
thereof
charge
charge of
of duty,
duty, ................
244
244
by the officer making sale, to be
conbe conto inspect, gauge,
gauge, prove,
prove, and
and mark
mark
clusive evidence, &c.,...............
&c.,
240
240
244
spirits, &c.,
&c.,.................
244
if act cannot
cannot be executed
executed in any state at
at
inspectors' fees to
inspectors'
to be
be paid by
by
any time, it is to be put in force
force as
as
owner of
spirits,............. 244
244
of spirits,
240
soon as authority
authority is
is restored,
restored,........ 240
penalty
evade duties
duties
penalty for attempting
attempting to
to evade
officers
officers under this act to assess
and
collect
assess and collect
by changing
changing marks,............
marks,
244, 472
472
244,
duties under
under direct-tax act, 240,
240, 469,
469, 470
470
on inspector, for
fraudulent marking,
244
for fraudulent
marking, 244
and under any direct-tax
direct-tax act
act herehereusing marked
marked casks,
to sell
sell spirspirfor using
casks, to
240
after, ......................
240
different quality,....
quality, .... 244,
246
its of a
a different
244, 245
goods, on which duties are imposed,
imposed, held
held
owners of
of distillery
may
erect
wareowners
distillery may erect warewith intent to defraud
defraud the
revenue, to
the revenue,
to
house
bonded warehouse,
245
house for bonded
warehouse,.... .. 245
be forfeited,
forfeited, .....................
240
distilled spirits to
therein, 245
245
240
to be stored therein,
materials, held for manufacture
materials,
fraud
manufacture in fraud
duty thereon,
thereon, when
to be
be paid,
paid, 245
245
duty
when to
of the revenue,
revenue, and tools and
and impleimplespirits, coal-oil,
coal-oil, naphtha,
naphtha, &c.,
&c., after
spirits,
after being
being
ments, to be forfeited,
240
forfeited, ..............
inspected
marked, may
re240
inspected and
and marked,
may be
be reproceedings
proceedings to enforce
enforce forfeiture, to
to
moved
payment of
duty, 245,
245, 472
472
moved without
without payment
of duty,
be in rem.,
240
remr.,.................... 240
transportation
secutransportation bonds,
bonds, or
or other
other secupersons
persons having
having goods or materials
materials in
rity, to be executed,
executed,............
245
in
245
possession, with intent to evade the
to be removed
removed from
one bonded
from one
bonded
law, to be liable
liable to penalty,......
penalty,...... 240, 241
241
warehouse
to another,
another, .........
245
warehouse to
245
goods to be seized
seized and kept,.......
kept,.
241
be inspected
inspected again
again on
on arrival,
arrival, and
to be
241
and
perishable articles may
may be
be sold,
duty paid on any deficiency,
deficiency, &c.,
245
sold,.... 241
241
&c., 245
subsequent provisions of act as to
drawback
not to
to be
be allowed,
allowed, &c.,
245
drawback not
to "rere&c.,... 245
turns, fines, &c., to apply to what,
may be
be withdrawn,
withdrawn, after
after payment
payment of
of
may
&c...........................
duty,
245
241
duty, ..........................
241
245
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removed, without payment
payment of
of
or removed,
requested, officer to seize
seize horse, wagrequested,
duty
246,
472
duty for export,
export, .............
246, 47
on, &c.,
&c, ........
249, 472
472
............249,
entries in books of distiller
distiller to be veriveri-certain
persons not
not to
to be
licensed as
as
certain persons
be licensed
fied three times each month by
by oath,
oath, 246
24i
peddlers,
473
peddlers,..................
.....
473
form of oath, ......................
246
upon death
person licensed,
24
upon
death of person
licensed, executor,
executor,
oath where original
original entries are not
Sze.,
may carry on business,.....
business,
249,
&c., may
249, 250
250
246
made by owner, .............
24(
upon removal,
removal, person
person may exercise
exercise
duties on beer, ale, porter, and other
other
his trade
trade in new place, ......... 250
fermented liquors,
liquors, .................
246
fresh
entry required
in each
each case,
250
241
fresh entry
required in
case, ...... 250
paid,
246
when and by whom to be paid,....
241
where persons have
have more
more than one place
place
fractional
parts
of
barrels,
&c.,
246
fractional parts of barrels, &c.,.... 24(
of business,
business, tax to be collected
collected where, 280,
in bottles, &c.,
&c., .................
246
24(
281
owners of breweries
breweries making fermented
fermented
persons carrying
more than one
persons
carrying .on
on more
liquors, to enter in books, amounts of
of
trade, must have license for
for each,....
each,
250
250
materials used, and of beer,
beer, &c., promaterials
persons carrying
carrying on
on
any number
number of persons
duced ........................ 246,
246, 247
24
business at one place in copartnership,
copartnership,
books to be open to inspection
inspection of
may act under
license ........
under one license
251
assessors, collectors, &c,
auctioneers not
not to
to• sell goods,
&c., at
&c.,........ 247
24
auctioneers
goods, &c.,
at
to render
render accounts
accounts monthly
monthly to
to asprivate
private sale, ......................
250
sessors, ........................
247
license as
authorize
24
as auctioneer
auctioneer not to authorize
oath,.... 247
accounts to be verified by oath,
another to
act as auctioneer,
auctioneer, ........ 250
250
another
to act
penalty for not making returns, ... 472
472
penalty for
250
for so doing,
doing,............... 250
to pay duties at time of rendering
rendering
may sell goods of licensed
dealers, 250
licensed dealers,.
accounts,
accounts,....................
247
judicial
sales,
and
public
sales
by
exjudicial sales, and public sales by experson manufactures
manufactures in
in
provision where
where person
ecutors, &c., not subject
subject to laws
laws reecutors,
one district and
and has aa warehouse
warehouse in
auction sales, .............
250
lating to auction
250
another,
another,....................... . 247
licenses granted
granted annually
annually to
247
licenses
where
where a
more than one
one
a person has more
bankers,
bankers, ........................
251
place of
280
of business, .............
280
savings
need not have
savings banks
banks need
have
manufacturers
pay tax
tax where
manufacturers to pay
where
license, ..................
251
place of
284
of business
business is
is located,
located,.... 284
wholesale dealers,
251
wholesale
dealers, ...............
251
entries
in
books
to
be
verified
on
oath,
247
entries in books to be verified on oath,.. 247
license
license understated to be again
again
form of oath, ...................
247
247
assessed,
251
assessed, .................
251
oath where original entries are
are not
not
retail dealers,
251
retail
dealers, ....................
251
made by owner,...........
owner,
247,
248
247, 248
wholesale dealers in liquors,.......
liquors,
wholesale
251
penalty on owner, &c.,
penalty
&c., for,
for not
not making
making
retail dealers
liquors,
252
dealers in
in liquors,..........
252
entry, &c.,
&e.,.....................
248
true entry,
248
lottery-ticket
252, 472
472
lottery-ticket dealers,
dealers,..........252,
stills, liquors, &c., to be forfeited,—
forfeited,.. 248
horse
252
horse dealers, ...................
252
collector may seize
&c., ..... 248
collector
seize stills,
stills, &c.,
248
for keepkeepno additional license for
proceedings to enforce
enforce forfeiture,
proceedings
forfeiture, .. 248
248
livery-stable, .......... 252
252
ing livery-stable,
proceeding
to be in nature of aaproceeding
broker, ..............
252,
473
252, 472,
472, 473
in
rem,
248
in
....................
248
persons
persons licensed
licensed as bankers,
bankers,
if duties
duties on spirits,
spirits, ale,
&e., are
are not
not paid
paid
ale, &c.,
need not be as
brokers,
252
need
as brokers,.....
252
in time, ten per cent. additional
additional to
pawnbrokers, ....................
252
pawnbrokers
252
248
be charged,
charged,....................... 248
expressmen,.....................
expressmen,
473
473
penalty
penalty on person licensed, for not
not furland-warrant brokers,.
252
land-warrant
brokers, .............
252
&c.,
248
nishing account,
account, &c.,................
248
cattle brokers,
252
brokers ...................
252
for refusing
refusing to have his books
books exproduce
252
produce brokers, ..............
252
amined,
amined,.................... .248
commmercial
brokers,
253
commmercial brokers,...........
258
custom-house
253
custom-house brokers,
brokers, ...........
253
insurance brokers,..............
insurance
473
473
LICENSES.
LICENSES.
substitute brokers,
brokers, ..............
473
473
distillers, ,......
258
distillers
corporations, not
persons, firms, and corporations,
...............
not to
to
258
carry on certain
certain trades or business,
business,
brewers, .....................
253
brewers,
253
unless licensed,...................
licensed,
248
rectifiers,
253
rectifiers. .......................
248
253
patent agents, &c.,
&c., ...................
472
coal-oil distillers,
coal-oil
distillers,................. 253
472
253
licenses not to exempt
exempt persons
hotels, inns, taverns,...........
taverns,
253,
persons having
having
253, 254
254
laws, 250,
251
them from
from operation
operation of state
steamers and vessels
vessels furnishing
furnishing
state laws,
steamers
250, 251
from
or lodging
lodging to
to passenpassenstate laws not to exempt persons
persons from
food or
procuring license, ................
procuring
gers must
must pay aalicense,
251
license,..... 254
254
proceedings to procure
procure license,....
proceedings
eating-houses, .......
license,.... 248,
248, 249
eating-houses,
249
........... 264
254
applicant to register his name,
confectiopers,
254
name, &e.,
&c.,..... 248
248
confectioners, ..................
254
penalty for
carrying on trade,
Ste., withpenalty
for carrying
claim and patent
patent agents, .........
trade, &c.,
with254
249
fatent-right dealers,
254
out license, ....................
patent-right
dealers,.............. 254
249
license to state what, ................. 249
license
real
estate
agents,
254
agents, ................. 254
249
to authorize what, ...............
249
conveyancers, .................
254
249
254
to
to continue
continue in force, how long,
intelligence-office
intelligence-office keepers,
long, .... 249
249
keepers, ........
254
persons doing
license,
insurance
254
persons
doing business
business requiring
insurance agents,
requiring license,
agents, ...............
254
to
officer,
foreign insurance
agents, ......... 254
to exhibit license
license to revenue
revenue officer,
foreign
insurance agents,
when
249
auctioneers,
when requested,
requested, ...................
auctioneers,.................... 256
249
255
if not, to be deemed
deemed to
have no
manufacturers,
255
to have
manufacturers, .................
25
license, ....................... 249
miners, .....................
472
249
473
refuses to produce license when
when
peddlers,..............
265, 472, 473
473
if peddler refuses
266,
.
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apothecaries,
apothecaries, ...................
255
266
photographers, ..................
255
25
tobacconists,.......
tobacconists,
255
......
...
. 255
butchers,............
butchers,
256
........... .
. 256
theatres,
theatres,,
museums, concert-halls,..
concert-halls,
255
255
256
circuses, jugglers, .............
256
bowling-alleys
bowling-alleys and billiard-rooms,
256
billiard-rooms,.. 256
256
gift enterprises, ................
256
stallions and jacks,
jacks ..............
256
lawyers, ................. -&
256, 257
surgeons, dentists,.....
physicians, surgeons,
dentists, ..... 257
architects
architects and civil engineers,.....
engineers,
257
257
builders and contractors,
contractors,.........
257
257
plumbers
plumbers and gas-fitters, .........
257
257
assayers ......................
assayers,
257
257
persons engaged in any other
other trade
trade
or business,
business, exceeding, &c.,
&m, ..... 257
257
apothecaries,
confectioners,
eatingapothecaries,
confectioners,
eatingtobacconists, or retail
houses, tobacconists,
retail dealdealers, except, &c.,
&c. whose gross sales
sales do
do
not exceed
exceed *1000
not to
take
$1000 a
a year,
year, not
to take
license, ........................
257
.. 257
manufacturers
manufacturers may sell
sell their
their own
own artiarticles without additional
additional license,
license, &c.,...
&c.,
258
258

MANUFACTURES,
MANUFACTURES, ARTICLES,
ARTICLES, AND
AND PRODUCTS.
PRODUCTS.
persons, firms, or corporations,
corporations, before
before
commencing or continuing manufaccommencing
manufacture, to give to assessors aastatement, 258
258
to make monthly returns,
returns, ........
258
258
form of, ..................... 258
258
duties to be paid monthly,
473
monthly,........ 258,
258, 473
to be a
alien, .......................
258
258
manufactured on comwhere goods are manufactured
mission,
mission, or the material
material is
is furnished
furnished
by one and manufactured
manufactured by
by another,
manufacturer to pay tax and
manufacturer
collect
and collect
of owner, ......................
259
259
tax so paid to be a
alien,..........
lien,
259
259
if duty is not paid,
paid, articles are
are forforfeited, .........................
259
259
collector to take and hold possesposses259
sion, . .......................
259
subsequent
subsequent proceedings,......
proceedings,
259
259
articles when to be
forarticles
be declared
declared forfeited,.................. ....
feited,
259
259
judgment of forfeiture,
forfeiture, may
may be
be
reviewed, . ...............
reviewed,
269
259
notice of seizure,
seizure, to be given to
to commissioner, ........................
260
260
causes for seizure and forfeiture,
260
forfeiture........ 260
sale of perishable
perishable articles,
260
articles, ............
260
assessors
assessors may estimate amount of manufactures,....
260
...................
260
manufacturers
account offull
manufacturers to render account
of full
amount of actual sales,
260
sales, ............... 260
other statements in the
260
the account,
account,.... 260
commissions and freight alone to be
deducted, ........................
261
261
manufacturers
manufacturers of tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
add
snuff, aad
cigars, to make statement, and
and obtain
obtain
permit, besides license,
261, 474,
474, 477
license,..... 261,
477
fee for permit, .................
261
261
penalty for
without, .-.
261, 474
for working
working without,
.. 261,
474
notice of change of place of manumanufacture to be given,
given,....
261
.............
261
assessors
assessors to keep
keep alphabetical
alphabetical lists
of,
261, 262
262
of ............................. 261,
manufactures of tobacco, &c., duty on,
on,
how paid, when mauufactured
manufactured on
on
shares, ......................
262,
262, 477
penalty for defrauding
defrauding the governgovernment, ....................
262, 475
475
262,
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statements to be
statements
be made
made of
of different
different kinds
kinds
of tobacco, &c.,
&c., held
owned, ...... 262
262
held or owned,
annual
annual statement,
statement, .................
262, 474
474
262,
books to be kept
kept of purchases
purchases and sales,
sales, 262,
474
474
copies
copies of entries to be given assessors
262
weekly,.........................
262
duties to be immediately
duties
immediately assessed,......
assessed,
262
262
to be paid within
within five
five days,
262
days,........ 262
if not
paid,
collector
not
collector to distrain for
for
262
the same, &c.,
&c., .................
262
proceedings in such
proceedings
such case, ..... 263
263
manufacturers
manufacturers or vendors of tin-foil
tin-foil to
render
render statements,
statements, &c., ............
263
263
manufactured
manufactured tobacco, snuff, and cigars,
cigars,
may be transferred
transferred to bonded
bonded warewarehouse, without
without payment
of duty,
duty, ....
263
payment of
263
drawback
drawback not to be allowed upon,
if
upon, if
excise duty is paid, ............
263
263
manufacturers
manufacturers of tobacco,
tobacco, &c.,
to make
make
&c., to
monthly declarations
declarations, ...........
263,
474
263, 474
penalty
penalty for.false
for-false declarations,
263
declarations,...... 263
penalty for selling tobacco,
tobacco, &c., on
which
on which
duties
duties have
have not
not been
been paid,
paid,.......
263, 475
475
268,
for knowingly
knowingly purchasing or receivreceiv. ing, .. ......................
263
. 263
what manufactures
manufactures exempt
exempt from
from duty, 263,
263,
264
ad valorem duties
duties to be
by producers
producers
be paid by
or manufacturers
upon
or
manufacturers upon
candles, ......................
264
264
mineral coals, ...............
264, 475
264,
475
duty on, by
by whom paid
paid in
in cases
cases
heretofore made,..
264
of leases heretofore
made,.. 264
oils, animal or vegetable, .........
264
264
illuminating
Illuminating gas,.........264,
gas,
264, 265,
265, 475
475
duty may be added
added to
to price
price
charged consumers, ....... 264
charged
264
coal-tar exempt, ............. 264
264
competing gas companies
companies to
to
rate imposed
imposed on largest
largest
pay rate
company, ................
company,
265
265
coal illuminating
oil, &c.,
&c., ...... 265,
266, 475
476
coal
illuminating oil,
distillers of coal-oil
coal-oil to
be subject
subject to
to be
to
provisions of this act,
265
act,........... 265
naphtha
265
naphtha,.........................
265
spirits of turpentine,
turpentine, .............
265
265
ground coffee,
265
coffee, ..................
265
ground spices,
spices; .................
265
ground
265
refined
refined sugar,
sugar,.................... 265
265
brown, &c.,
&c., sugar,
sugar................ 265
265
molasses and syrups
syrups, .............
265
molasses
265
confectionery
confectionery, .................
266
,
266
chocolate and
and cocoa,
266
cocoa ..............
266
saleratus, .......................
266
saleratus,
266
266
starch, ..........................
266
tobacco, ......................
'270
270
270
snuff, .......................
270
cigars, .............
.270, 271
.....270,
271
gunpowder, .............. 266,
266, 475,
476
475, 476
-white
266
white lead,
lead, ......................
266
oxide of
zinc
266
of zinc ....................
266
sulphate of barytes,
barytes, ..............
266,
266,
paints and
and painters'
painters' colors,
266
colors,.........266
clock movements,
266
movements,........ ....... 266
pins, .........................
266
pins,
266
umbrellas and parasols,
parasols, .........
266
266
wood-screws,
266
wood-screws, ....................
266
railroad,
band,
and sheetsheetrailroad,
band, hoop, and
.
iron,......................
268, 476
476
268,
stoves and
and hollow
hollow ware...........
ware,
268
268
iron castings
bridges, &c
&c„ ...... 268
iron
castings for bridges,
268
steel ............................
steel,
268'
268
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paper, ........................
266
26
SLAUGHTERED C
ATTLE, SWINE,
SWINE, AND
AND S
HEEP.
SLAUGHTERED
CATTLE,
SHEEP.
soap, ...................
266, 267
266,
26
salt,... .....................
salt,
267
duty on, ........
274, 275
275
.........
.
26
274,
pickles, ......................
certain,
pickles,
exempt from
267
certain, exempt
from duty,
275
duty............ 275
26
glue, gelatine,
gelatine, and cement, ...
266, 267
returns of amounts
amounts slaughtered
slaughtered for
... 266,
26
for sale,
sale,
gold-leaf and gold-foil,
266
be made monthly,
275
gold-leaf
to be
gold-foil, ............
monthly, ...............
26
275
uncompounded chemicals,
uncornpounded
duties to be paid monthly
monthly, ............ 275
275
chemicals, ....... 267
26
267
penalty
for
default,
275
penalty
essential oils,
for
oils, ...................
default
...............
26
275
bill-heads, books, &c.,
267, 47
476
commissioner to prescribe
prescribe rules,
275
&c., ........
rules, &c.,
&c.,... 275
267,
photographs,...............
photographs,
267,
475
267, 47
RAILROADS,
RAILROADS, STEAMBOATS,
STEAMBOATS, FERRY-BOATS,
FERRY-BOATS, AND
AND
engines, cars, vessels,
repairs of engines,
vessels,
BRIDGES.
BRIDGES.
&c.,....................
476
. 267,
267, 47
steam-engines,.................. 268
steam-engines,
persons,
persons, &c., owning
owning or
care of
of
261
or having care
vessels,......... 267,
hulls of vessels,
476
railroads,
steamboats, &c.,
&c., used
used in
in carcar267, 475, 47
railroads, steamboats,
masts, spars, and blocks,
267
blocks,......... 26
rying passengers,
passengers, to pay duty on gross
gross
slate and marble,
marble, ...............
267
receipts,......................... 275
receipts,
275
26'
brick, tiles, &.,
267
&., ...................
duty
not
to
be
charged
upon
certain
26'
not to be charged upon certain
furniture, .....................
267
receipts,
receipts, ....................
275
26
275
mineral waters,
267
waters,................
those having
having care of toll-roads,
toll-roads, ferries,
ferries,
26'
quicksilver, ...........
268, 476,
476, 477
bridges,
47'
bridges, &c., to pay duty,......
duty,
278
275, 276
copper, brass, and lead,...
lead,
268, 269,
269, 477
47'
duty may
may be added
added to rates
rates of
.... 276
of fare, ....
276
wines, .......................
269
261
returns to be made and duties paid
paid
bullion, ..............
271
bullion,
monthly
.........
27
monthly, ......
277
....................
277
leather
leather and skins,
269, 47'
477
skins,............ 269,
proceedings
proceedings in case of neglect or
or rewire, .............
: ...........
268
fusal .......................
26E
fusal,
..
277
277
varnish,
varnish, ......................
266
express
26f
express companies,
companies, to
per
to pay three
three per
269
furs, .........................
cent.
cent, on gross amount of
business,
276
261
of business,... 276
269, 477
cloth, cotton or
or 'woollen,
woollen, ...... 269,
insurance companies,
477
insurance
companies, fire
fire and marine,
to
marine, to
diamonds and other jewellery,
jewellery, ..... 270
pay one and aa half per cent,
27(
gross
cent. on
on gross
cotton, .......................
receipts of
of premiums
premiums ............... 276
276
receipts
. 270
27(
tax to be aa lien
lien, ..............
270
27(
accounts rendered
rendered to state what,...
what,
276
276
manufactures
manufactures of cotton, wool, silk,
passports,
silk,
passports, five dollars to be
for, .
276
be paid for,....
276
&c., and of non-enumerated
non-enumerated artito whom paid
and how accounted
accounted
paid and
cles
cles, ......................
270,
477
for, ..........................
276
270, 471
276
&c., and cernewspapers, &c., boards,
boards, &c.,
telegraph
telegraph companies to pay five per cent
cent.
tain other articles, not considered
considered
on gross receipts,
276
receipts,...................
276
manufactures under this act,....
manufactures
act, .... 272
theatres, operas,
theatres,
operas, circuses,
and museums,
museums,
272
circuses, and
cigars, how to be packed and
and
to pay two per cent,
on gross receipts, 276,
cent. on
276,
stamped,.............. 270, 271,
stamped,
271, 475
475
277
sold without
without stamps to be forfeited,
express,
insurance, and
comforfeited, 271
271
express, insurance,
and telegraph
telegraph commakers
makers to obtain permit, .........
271
panies, and managers
271
managers of
panies,
of theatres,
theatres, &c.,
&c.,
penalty for making without
without permit, 271
to make returns
returns and
and pay duties
duties monthmonthrender account
account monthly,........
monthly,
271
to render
ly.
...........................
271
ly,.
277
15-,
.. 277
277
bullion, gold or silver, to be
be stamped,
272
stamped, 272
proceedings
proceedings in case
case of neglect
neglect or
or repenalty for selling without
without stamp,
272
stamp, 272
fusal. .......................
fusal,
277
277
exporting, unstamped,
for exporting,
unstamped, ....
272
272
BANKS AND
BANKS
AND BANKING.
BANKING.
duty on articles increased
increased in
in value by
by
painting,
painting, polishing, &c.,.............
&c.,
272
272
duty on deposits,..................
277
277
what exempt from duty, .........
273, 477
273,
477
capital,...............
capital,
277
.......
277
provisions
provisions as to existing
existing contracts,.....
contracts,
273
273
circulation,
278
circulation, ...............
.... 2 278
what to be included
what
included in circulacirculaAUCTION
AUCTION S
ALES.
SALES.
tion
tion, ..................
278
278
percentage
percentage to be paid on all sales
;ales at
at aucaverage
average amount of circulation
becirculation be273
tion, ................
........... . 273
yond ninety
ninety per
per cent. of capital,.
capital, 278
auctioneers to
auctioneers
to return monthly amount
amount
returns
returns to be made and duties paid
paid
of sales,
sales, .........................
273
.. 273
monthly.......................
monthly,
278
278
return to be verified by oath,......
oath,
273
273
branch-banks
branch-banks ............... .........
278
278
to p.ay
pay duty monthly,
273
monthly,............
273
certain
certain banks
banks exempt
this duty,....278
duty, ....278
exempt from this
penalty for delinquency
delinquency in making
making
savings
banks exempt
savings banks
exempt, ................
278
278
list or payment,
payment, ..............
273
273
sales by judicial and executive
executive offiLOTTERIES.
LOTTERIES.
exempt,.............. 273
cers, &c.,
&c., eXempt,
273
proprietors, &e.,
to pay
pay duty
duty
proprietors,
&c., of lotteries
lotteries to
BROKERS.
BROKERS.
of five per
per cent.
cent, of gross
gross receipts, 279,
279, 472
472
to
tender
under
oath
monthly
to tender under oath monthly rerebrokers
brokers and bankers doing business
business as,
as,
turns
of
sales
assistant
assessor,
279
to
assistant assessor, 279
to pay duty on sales,.......
sales,.. .... 273,
273, 472, 478
478
to pay
pay duties
duties monthly
monthly,............ 279
279
on contracts
sale,.
273
contracts of sale,...............
273
for
default
in making
penalty
default
making lists
penalty
for
selling,
&c.,
property
penalty for selling, &c., property
or payments,................
payments,
279
279
without license, .............
273
273
raffles
raffles at fairs, when and how exempted
exempted
CARRIAGES,
YACHTS, BILLIARD-TABLES,
CARRIAGES, YACHTS,
BILLIARD^TABLES, GOLD
GOLD
from tax,.........................
tax,
279
279
WATCHES,
W ATCHES, PIANOFORTES,
PIANOFORTES, OTHER
OTHER M
USICAL
MUSICAL
lotteries not hereby
lotteries
hereby legalized
legalized, ..........
279
279
I
NSTRUMENTS, AND
INSTRUMENTS,
AND PLATE.
PLATE.
lottery --tickets
tickets and
and certificates
certificates to
to be
be
duties assessed thereon in Schedule
Schedule A, 274
274
stamped
279
stamped, .......................
279
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penalty for selling without license,
license, 279
279
duty to be paid in thirty
thirty days,........
days,
284
284
persons purchasing from sellers
sellers
penalty for
penalty
for default
default in making list, or
or
without license,
recover
without
license, may
may recover
payment, ...............
......
. .284284
back double the amount Within
within
duties on dividends
dividends of
of life insurance
insurance
279
three years,
years...................
279
companies .when
when to be deemed
deemed due,..
due,
284
284
banks neglecting
neglecting to make additions
additions to
ADVERTISEMENTS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
surplus funds every
every six months,
months, to
return under oath
oath amount of
of profits
advertisements induty on receipts for
for advertisements
insemi-annually,
284
semi-annually, .................... 284
serted in any newspaper,
newspaper, magazine,
magazine,
to pay
pay duty of
of five per cent. on
on
&c.,
280
&c.,.............................
280
profits,
profits, ..................
284
. 284
amount of $600 of receipts,
exempt
receipts, exempt
penalty for default in making list
or
list or
from duty, ....................
280
280
paying duty, ................
284
paying
284
newspapers, circulating not over
newspapers,
over
railroad, &c.,
&c., corporations
corporations to _pay
pay duty
exempt,
280
2000 copies, exempt,...........
280
on
amount
of
interest
due
on
bonds
amount
interest
due
on
bonds
managers
managers of newspapers to return
return under
under
or coupons,
coupons, dividends
or profits,
284
dividends or
profits,.... 284
oath gross amount
amount of receipts quaramount of duty may be withamount
terly, .............................
280
terly
280
284,
285
held, ..................
284, 285
duties payable at time of such return,—
280
return,.. 280
payment of duty
duty to
discharge comto discharge
penalty
penalty for neglect, fraud, &c.,....280
&c
280
pany
pany from amount of dividend,
if returns, &c.,
&c.. are not matle,
made, assistant
assistant
&c.,.
285
&c.,......................
285
assessor
assessor to estimate
estimate the duties, &c.,..
&c.,
280
280
returns to
to be in duplicate,
duplicate,............... 285
285
duty may be added
added to price of advertisewhen to be made, ...............
'285
285
ments in certain cases, .............
280
280
duty, when payable,
payable, ............. 285
285
penalty
for
default
making
repenalty
for
default
in
making
reI
NCOME DUTY.
INCOME
turns
turns or paying duty,.........;
duty,
285
285
duty on annual gains, profits, or
income,
or income,
duties on
on incomes of those
those in the
United
the United
if over $600
- and
$600 —
and not over $5000,
$5000, 281,
281,
States service,
service, ...................
285
285
479, 480
amount to be withheld
withheld in paying
paying
if over $5000
$5000 and not over $10,000, 281,
281,
accounts,. ....................
285
accounts,
285
479, 480
payments of prize money
payments
money to be
be
if over
$10,000,.......... 281,
over $10,000,
281, 479, 480
480
regarded as
regarded
as income from
salaries,
285
from salaries, 285
on income derived
derived from United
United
States securities,.......
securities,
281, 479,
281,
479, 480
480 LEGACIES
LEGACIES AND
DISTRIBUTIVE SHARES
SHARES OP
PERAND DISTRIBUTIVE
OF PERon net profits of sales of real estate,
estate, 281
281
SONAL
PROPERTY.
SONAL PROPERTY.
deductions
to
be
made,.......
deductions
made,
281, 479, 480
personal property
$1000 in
in
personal
property exceeding
exceeding $1000
$600 from aggregate
incomes of
aggregate incomes
of
value,
value, passing
passing by will or
otherwise,
or otherwise,
&c.,...........
family, except, &c.,
281
after death
death of owner,
to pay
pay duty,
285, 286
286
after
owner, to
duty, 285,
local and state taxes, .............
281
281
rates of duty, ..................
286
286
dividends on shares
dividends
shares already
already assessed,
assessed, 281
281
what legacies,
legacies, &c.,
&c., exempt from
from
estimated, .........
281
annual gains, how
bow estimated,
281
duty, ......................
286
duty
286
annual deductions,
deductions, how
how estimated,.....
estimated,
281
281
duty
duty to be aa lien for twenty
twenty years,
286
years, 286
for what year to be assessed
assessed and
and
Hat and schedules
schedules to be rendered
rendered
list
collected, ....................
281
281
to
&c.,
286
to assessors,
assessors, &c.,...............
286
persons to make return of
of income, &c.,
&c ,282
282
penalty for neglect
neglect to
to make
make lists
lists or
or
penalty
282
to state what, ...................
282
payments,
payments,
.
286,
287
.............
.... 286, 287
in case of neglect or refusal,
refusal, assesassesfor false
287
false schedules,
schedules, ..............
287
amount and
and assors to determine
determine amount
property to be sold and applied
property
applied to
to
282
sess the same, ..................
282
payment of duty, .............
287
payment
287
assessor may increase
increase amount of income
income
effect of deed
deed of conveyance,.....
conveyance,
287
287
282,
returned, ...................
282, 283
283
persons having
having papers relating
relating to sucsucpersons may make oath as to amount
amount of
of
cession to show
assessor,
287
cession
show them
them to assessor,....
287
income,
283
income,
.......................
283
penalty for
287
penalty
for refusal,
refusal, ...............
287
appeal from
assistant assessor
assessor to
from assistant
to assesassessor, ..............................
283
283
S
UCCESSION TO
ESTATE.
SUCCESSION
TO REAL
REAL ESTATE.
decision of
283
decision
of assessor
assessor final, ...........
283
provisions of
relative to
duties upon
upon
provisions
of law relative
to duties
duty, when payable,
payable,283................ 283
successions to
to real
estate,....287, 291,
291, 481
481
successions
real estate,....287,
penalty for delay or default
default in
in paypaymeaning
of
terms
"
real
estate,"
"
sucmeaning
of terms "real estate," " sucment,.........................
283
ment
283
cession" and
this
cession"
and "persons"
"persons"
in this
amount due to be a
a lien on property
property
act,
287, 288
288
act........................
287,
from
from which
which income accrues,
accrues,..... 283
successor"
predecessor," 288
288
of "
"successor
" and
and "
"predecessor,"
enforced by
distraint
lien may be enforced
by distraint
what to constitute
constitute aa""succession,".
succession,". 288,
288, 481
481
what
and sale,.......
283
and
............
288
successions, ............
288
duties upon successions,
288
proceedings in
such case,.....
case,
283
proceedings
in such
283
provisions for
assessing and
and colcolprovisions
for assessing
certificates of sale by collector, efcertificates
eflecting, ...................
288, 291
291
lecting,
288,
fect
283
fect of,
of,.... ....................
283
duty oh dividends in scrip or
money,— 283
283
or money,..
S
TAMP
D
UTIES
.
STAMP
DUTIES.
undistributed sums added
added to suron undistributed
surlaws
time of
of passage
of this
plus funds, ...................
283
laws in
in force
force at time
passage of
283
this
corporations to pay
withhold
act to continue
continue in force
force until August
August
corporations
pay duty
duty and withhold
amount from dividend,
284
1864,..................
291,
481, 482
482
1, 1864
dividend,......... 232, 284
291, 481,
after that
date, stamp
stamp duties
duties to
to be
duplicate to
be rendered
•
lists in duplicate
after
tobe
that date,
rendered assessor
assessor
be levied
levied
284
and
collected
instrument,
&c.,..
292
collected
upon
or assistant, ....................
&c.,..
284
292
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stamp duties to be
by party
party makmakbe paid by
stamps used
used to
to be
be highest
highest of
of
ing, &c., instrument, or
or for
for whose
whose
either
either instrument,
instrument, .........
294
294
benefit it is made, .................
. 292
292
commissioner to
to sell
sell stamps
stamps to
colleccommissioner
to collecinstruments not to be recorded
without
instruments
recorded without
tors,
tors, postmasters,
and others,........
others,
294
postmasters, and
294
stamp,..........
stamp,
292
................
292
five per cent. commission to
be dedeto be
record
record to be void,
void, and not
not admissiadmissiducted,
ducted,
......
.. ..........,... . 294
294
ble in evidence, .............
292
. 292
commission to proprietors
of proprieproprieproprietors of
stamps of equivalent
equivalent value may be
be used,
292
used, 292
tary
tary articles
articles furnishing their
their own
own
except as to proprietary
292
proprietary articles,
articles,... 292
stamps.
stamps ..
..
.................... 294
294
official instruments, documents,
documents, &c.,
of
&c., of
commissioner
commissioner to make allowance
allowance for
for
United States,
States, exempt from duty,
292
duty,... 292
stamps rendered useless,
useless, ...........
294
294
penalty for forging or counterfeiting,
counterfeiting,
allowance.
allowance, not to be made
made until
until
&c., stamps
stamps or dies, ................
292
29
stamps are returned,
returned, or proof
stamps
proof
for counterfeiting
counterfeiting impression
impression of
of
made why they are
returned, 295
295
are not
not returned,
stamp or die
die on paper, &c.,
&c., with
with
certain stamps may be
be delivered
delivered on
on
intent, &c.,
292
&c.,...................
292
credit,
credit, by giving security,.........
security,
295
295
for stamping
stamping or marking
marking paper
with
paper with
bonds taken
taken as security
security may be
be put
put
forged stamp or die, with
intent,
with intent,
in suit,
suit........................
.295
295
&c ..
...................
.. 292
in
certain districts,
districts, stamps may
in certain
may be
be dedefor uttering, or selling or attempting
attempting
collector without prepaylivered collector
prepayto do so, any paper
paper with
forged
with forged
ment
ment, .......
• ..................
297
297
thereon. .........
stamp or die thereon,
292
292
collector
collector to decide upon application
application of
of
for using forged
forged stamp, &c.,
&c., knowknowany person, whether
whether any instrument
instrument
ingly, with intent to
defraud,
292
to defraud,....
292
is chargeable
chargeable with
with any
any duty,........
duty,
295
295
for fraudulently tearing
tearing or
or cutting
cutting
to affix and cancel stamp, or impress
impress
off stamp,.............
stamp,
............... 292
292
thereon a
a special
special stamp,..........
stamp,
.. 295
295
for wilfully
wilfully removing
removing cancelling
cancelling
instruments requiring to be
instruments
stamped,
he stamped,
marks from stamps,
292
stamps, ...........
292
heretofore made
heretofore
made and not
not stamped,
stamped, or
or
for knowingly selling or
or buying, or
or
having deficient
deficient stamp, not to
to be
be rereexposing
exposing tbr
for sale, washed
washed stamps,
stamps, 292
292
corded or admitted in
in evidence
evidence withwithfor knowingly
knowingly using washed stamps,
stamps,
out
out being stamped,
stamped, .................
295
29
or preparing
preparing the same
for second
second
same for
who may affix and cancel
cancel such
such
use. ...........
use,
............... 292
292
stamps,...................
stamps,
295, 481
481
295,
for making note or instrument, and
and
such instruments, if
subsequently
if subsequently
not affixing stamp,...........
stamp,
481
481 •
stamped,
stamped, not
not to
be deemed
deemed ininto be
persons using certain
cancel
certain stamps to
to cancel
valid,.....................
valid,
295, 482
482
295,
them, ...
. 293
.........................
293
powers
powers of attorney
attorney and
and other
other documents,
documents,
mode of cancellation,
cancellation .............
293
293
made in a
foreign country,
country, to
to be
used
a foreign
be used
penalty for fraudulently
fraudulently using
stamp
using stamp
United States, to pay same
in the United
same duduwithout defacing
defacing it,
it,...............
. 293
293
ty as though made
here, ...........
295
made here,
295
proprietors of proprietary
proprietary articles
articles may
may
person
person to whom they
they are issued, or
or
furnish their own stamps,..........
stamps,
293
293
used, to affix stamp,..
by whom used,
stamp,
295
295
&c., to be retained
dies, &c.,
retained by comcomprovisions
provisions as to dies,
&c., to
to apapdies, stamps,
stamps, &c.,
missioner,..
missioner,
293
.................
293
ply, except,
except, &c., to objects
objects in
schedule
in schedule
stamps to be so affixed as
to be
as to
be dedeC............................
C,
295, 296
295,
296
stroyed,..........................
stroyed,
293
293
drugs,
cosmetics,
drugs, cosmetics, perfumery,
perfumery, &c., not
not to
to
forging or fraudulently
fraudulently using such
such
be sold,
or
prepared
sold,
prepar&I for sale, without
without
stamps, how punished,
293
punished .........
293
aastamp, .........................
296
296
penalty for making, &c., bills of exexpenalty therefor,
penalty
296
therefor,. ............
296
change, &c.,
&c., or other instrument
instrument withwiththis provision not to apply to physipbysiout stamps, with design
to evade,
evade
design to
- cians'
clans' prescriptions,
prescriptions, &c.,........
296
296
&c.,
.................
293,
293, 481
penalty on makers of drugs, medicinal
medicinal
instrument, bill, or note to be void,
void, 293
293
preparations,
preparatiens, &c.,
&c., for removing,
&c.,
removing, &c.,
acceptors of foreign bills of exchange
exchange to
to
stamps, with intent
intent to
duto evade
evade duplace stamps thereon,
thereon,.............. 294
294
ties, ..........................
296
296
bills not to be negotiated
negotiated without
without
for
selling
for selling same
same without
without stamp,....
stamp,
296
296
stamp,..........
stamp,.
294
..........
294
medicinal
medicinal preparations,
preparations, matches,
matches, coscospenalty for paying or
or negotiating
bill
negotiating bill
metics, cordials,
cordials, &c.,
intended for
for exex&c., intended
stamp,......................
without stamp,
294
294
portation, may be made and removed
removed
stamp-duty
stamp-duty not required
on powers
powers of
of
required on
without duty,...................
duty,
296, 297
297
296,
attorney
attorney for bounties, back
back pay,
or
pay, or
to be made in bonded warehouses,.
296
warehouses,. 296
pensions,......................... 294
pensions,
294
manufacturer to give
manufacturer
give bonds,..
bonds,
296, 297
297
296,
on tickets or contracts of insurinsurbonded warehouses
warehouses may be
bonded
be used
used
ance against injury
injury while traveltravelfor what,.....................
what,
297
297
ling,..............
ling,
294
.........
294
articles may be removed
articles
removed from
one
from one
on deposit notes of mutual insurbonded
warehouse
another,... • 297
warehouse to another,..
297
ance companies,
&c.,.. ......... 294
companies, &c.,
294
materials
materials imported,
imported, may
may be
removbe removon certificates
certificates or acknowledgments
acknowledgments
ed in original
original packages
packages from
from shipshipdeeds,. .....................
of deeds,
294
294
board,
board, &c., to bonded
bonded warehouse,
warehouse,
on indorsements of
of negotiable
negotiable ininwithout
without payment
payment of duties,.....
duties,
297
297
struments
struments, ....................
294
294
who to be deemed
deemed manufacturer
of artiartimanufacturer of
on mortgage notes when
when mortgage
mortgage
cles named in schedule
schedule C;
297, 482
482
C;...... 297,
deed
deed is stamped, ..............
294
294
in certain
certain districts,
districts, stamps.
stamps, &c..
&c., may be
be
---- -
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delivered collector,
collector, &c.,
delivered
&c., without
without pre-.
pre-.
.. 297
payment, .....................
bond may be required,.........
required,
298
298
regulations for safe keeping
keeping of
of
such
298
such stamps,
stamps, &c.
&c.,............ 298
schedule
B of
298-301
schedule B
of stamp
stamp duties,
duties,....... 298-301
agreements or contracts,
agreements
298
contracts, ..............
298
bank-checks, .....................
298
bank-checks,
298
exchange and promissory
promissory notes,.
notes, 298
298
bill of exchange
bill
298
bill of lading, .......................
298
bill of
of sale,
sale,..................
208
..... 298
bond of indemnity,
298
indemnity,................. 298
99
bond for official duty, ................
99
bond of any other description, ........
299
299
certificate of stock, ...................
299
certificate
299
of
profits, ......................
299
of profits,
299
port
of damage, &c., issued by
by a
a port
warden,
299
warden,....................... 299
of deposits,
deposits,. ....................
299
description, .........
of any other description,
299
charter-party, ....................
charter-party,
299
contract,
—broker's
note,
or
memorancontract,-broker's note, or memorandum
299
dum of sale, &c.,
&c.,................
299
conveyance .....................
299
conveyance,
299
consumption, ............... ..
entry, for consumption,
299
withdrawal, ................
299
for withdrawal,
299
insurance, life,....................
life,
insurance,
299
marine, inland, and fire,
marine,
fire,........... 299
lease,
482
lease, &c.,
&c.,.....................
300, 482
301
legal documents, ....
..............
manifest,
300
.........................
measurers'
300
measurers' returns, ..................
300
mortgage,
.
300
mortgage, ..........................
passage-ticket, .......................
300
passage-tieket,
power of attorney,
attorney, .......................
$00
power
300
probate of will, ...................... 300
probate
protest,...........................
300
300
protest,
receipts,
300,
receipts,.......................
300, 482
482
warehouse-receipt, ..................
300
00
warehouse-receipt,
writ,
301
...........................
writ
suits
and criminal
criminal
suits by government
government and
process exempt,
exempt, ..............
301
301
process
stamp
duties
on
manifests,
bills
of ladladstamp duties on manifests, bills of
apply
ing, and passage-tickets,
passage-tickets, not to
to apply
to vessels plying between the United
United
Provinces,
301
and British
British Provinces,........
States and
affidavits
proceedings, exempt
exempt
legal proceedings,
affidavits in legal
301
from stamp duty, .................
801
STAMP
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE C OF
OP S
TAMP DUTIES.
DUTIES.
medicines
preparations,
•
medicines or preparations,.............
perfumery,
.
cosmetics, ...............
perfumery, cosmetics,
photographs, ambrotypes,
ambrotypes, &c.
&c.,• ........
friction matches, cigar --lights,
lights, wax
wax --tatafriction
-matches,
pers, . ..........................
pers.
present
and
to be
be in force on and
present duty to
aftsr September
September 1,
1864,
1, 1864,........
after
playing-cards,
playing-cards, ......................

801
302
302
302
302
302
302
302

DRAWBACK.
ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE AND
AND DRAWBACK.
allowance
articles
drawback on all articles
allowance and drawback
on which
which duties
have been
been paid,
paid, exexon
duties have
cept, &c.,
&c., equal
equal to amount of duty
paid, when
exported,
•
302,
02,
paid,
when exported,.............
paid, ................
how to
to be
be paid,
amount than
not to be for a
a less amount
$10,
$10, ...................
certificates of drawback
drawback may be received
received
certificates
in payment of duties, ..............
in the
articles manufacmanufacin
the drawback
drawback upon articles
tured
exclusively of
in addiof cotton,
cotton, in
additured exclusively
tion
to
duty
thereon,
there
shall be
be
tion to duty thereon, there shall
69**
69

303
303
303
803
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allowed the
allowed
the two
two cents per
per pound
pound tax
on cotton,
cotton,.......................
303
penalty for fraudulently
fraudulently claiming, &c.,
&c ,
drawback
303
drawback, .........................
303
303
repeal of former acts and
and parts of acts,..
acts,
certain parts kept in force,............
304
force,
301
for levying
collecting taxes, &c.,
levying and collecting
&c ,304
maintaining liens or collecting
collecting
for maintaining
fines,.. ........................
fines,
304
for completing criminal,
criminal, &c.,
&c., proceedings already
already commenced,
commenced,....: . 304
no office vacated
vacated thereby, ...........
304
duty by former act continued,
continued, until duty
hereby takes
effect, ................
304
hereby
takes effect,
304
manufactures
on hand,
when this
this act
act
manufactures on
hand, when
takes
takes effect, liable
liable to duty, and not
not
having
under
having paid duty,
duty, to pay duty under
this
this act, .........................
304
. 304
no
to be
be assessed
assessed until
until conconno direct
direct tax
tax to
gress,
gress, by
by another law, shall
shall require
assessment
collection of
first
assessment and
and collection
of first
304
tax not
not affected,
affected,. .............
804
commissioner
commissioner authorized
authorized to make all
necessary regulations
regulations under
this
act,.
304
under this act,. 304
where
no
where aa tax or duty is imposed,
imposed, but no
provision made
made for mode or time of
of
provision
assessment,
assessment, or collecting
same, to
collecting the same,
be determined
determined by regulation
regulation of Secretary of Treasury,
Treasury, ..................
305
when duty
duty on cotton is paid, bales to be
marked, ..........................
marked,
305
05
marks to indicate
indicate what,..........
what,
305
305
cotton
from
states
in
insurrection
to
be
cotton
in insurrection to be
taxed,
collected,
305
taxed, and the tax be
be collected,......
805
tax to be a
alien
lien on the cotton, ..... 805
305
cotton sold
United States to be
cotton
sold for the
the United
free of
duty,
305
free
of duty...................
.... 305
foreign consuls to be exempt
from inforeign
exeinpt from
in&c.,
305
come tax, when,
when, &c.,..............
305
collectors to prosecute for
for• recovery
recovery of
collectors
of
forfeitures, and penalties, ......
305
fines, forfeitures,
805
half to go
go to collector, &c.,
&c., inform&c.,
305
ing, &c......................
305
in district or circuit
circuit
suits to be in
courts of the United States,
305
States,.... 805
penalty
article liable to
penalty for
for selling an
an article
tax,
tax is paid,
with intent to
tax, before
before tax
paid, with
to
evade tax,
306
tax,.......................
security given for
security
for such sale,
sale, unless
in hands of an
an innocent
innocent holder, to
to
be void, ...................
.. 306
if
article
is
paid
for,
any
person
if article is paid for, any person
suing
therefor may recover
recover the
suing therefor
price, one half to his use,
use, the other
other
price,
306
to the United States, .............
06
appropriation . for expenses
expenses of internal
appropriation
revenue
306
revenue act, .... .................
collectors to be
disbursing agents,
306
agents,...... 806
be disbursing
collectors
to have no additional
additional compensacompensation,
306
... 306
tion,.....................
word "state"
"state" in this
this act
act to include
word
06
"
territory," ....................
306
"territory,"
report
printed,
400
commissioner, to be printed,..
report of commissioner,
duty on
addition to licenses
licenses
spirits in addition
duty
on spirits
after
420
420
after January,
January, 1865, ................
amendment
of act
act to
487
to provide
provide ....... 469
469--487
amendment of
469
assessors
appoint assistants, ........
469
assessors to appoint
469
pay
469
collectors, ....................
pay of collectors,,
collectors as to collection of
of
duties of collectors
taxes,
470
469,
470
.................
taxes,........
distraint and
470
goods,............ 470
and sale of goods,
distraint
persons and
to exhibit
exhibit
corporations to
persons
and corporations
books,.
471
....
.......
books............
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goods
may be redeemed,
goods distrained
distrained may
redeemed,.... 471
471
what exempt from distraint,
471
distraint, ...........
471
if collector
if
collector dies, when deputy may act,.
act, 471
471
revenue agents may administer
administer oaths,
472
oaths,.. 472
distiller to make application
distiller
application for license
license
before distilling
distilling any spirits,
471
spirits,......... 471
application
application to state what,
471
what,.......... 471
duties to be a
alien on the spirit
spirit distilled,
distilled, 471,
471,
472
in sales of spirits, "gallon"
-to
mean
"gallon" .to mean
what,...........................
.
472
472
duty on brandy distilled from grapes,
grapes,
apples, and peaches,...............472
peaches,
472
when duty on distilled
spirits is
is to
to be
be
distilled spirits
paid, ..............................
472
472
penalty
fraudulently changing
penalty for fraudulently
changing gauge
gauge
marks, ......
.... 472
472
..................
spirits, coal-oil, &c., after inspection,
inspection, may
may
be removed to warehouse,
warehouse, ..........
472
472
fees for exports, ....................
fees472
472
penalty on owners, &c.
&c. of
of vessels
vessels for
for
making fermented
liquors, for
for not
not
fermented liquors,
making returns, ..................
472
472
if peddler refuses to produce
produce license,
license, asassessor may seize his goods,
goods,......... 472
472
proceedings
proceedings in ease
case of such
such seizure,
seizure, 472
472
patent agents in copartnership
to pay
pay
copartnership to
for more
more than one license,............
license,
472
472
license for lottery not to issue, until,
472
until, &c
&c.,,472
brokers, provisions as to license of,.472, '473
473
persons between
between 18 and 25
of age,
25 years
years of
age,
not to be licensed as peddlers, unless,
unless,
&c.,..........................
473
473
miners' license, ...............
miners'
473
...
473
license for express business,
business, .......... 473
473
substitute brokers'
brokers' license,............
license
473
473
$10 for each substitute
to pay $10
substitute actuactually mustered into
into service,......
service,
473
473
certain persons not to be deemed
deemed subsubstitute brokers,
brokers...
473
..................... 473
insurance brokers'
license,............. 473
brokers' license,
473
duties upon manufactures
manufactures to be paid
paid
monthly ..................
473
....
473
time of payment,..
payment,
473
.......
........
473
manufacture of tobacco, snuff, cigars,
manufacture
cigars,
&c., to deliver to assessor true statements annually and monthly, .......
471
474
to keep books, &c.,...............
&c.,
474
474
proceedings
proceedings if duties are not
not paid,
474
paid,. 474
statements:
tin-foil, &c.,
statements as to tin-fell,
&c., covercovermanufactured tobacco,
ing manufactured
tobacco,...... 474
474
proceedings if statements
proceedings
statements are
are
not made,
made,.................
•
474
474
manufactured
manufactured tobacco, &c.,
&c., may
be
may be
transferred to bonded warehouse
withwarehouse without payment of duty,...........474,
duty,
474, 475
475
consumption
may be withdrawn
withdrawn for consumption
exportation,.................
or exportation,
475
475
no drawback allowed thereon,.....
thereon,
475
475
manufactured tobacco, &c.,
manufactured
to
be
in&c., to be inspected,
&c., before used or
spected, &c.,
or removed,
removed, 475
475
fees for inspection
inspection ................ 475
475
penalties for fraudulent
fraudulent marking,..
marking,— 475
475
cigars manufactured
manufactured to be packed
packed in
in
boxes.....
boxes,
475
............
........ 476
tobacco,
&c., going from manufacturer
tobacco, &c.,
mabufaaturer
or inspector
inspector without inspection
marks,
inspection marks,
&c.,
&c., to be forfeited,
forfeited ; ................. 475
475
account of
of.stamps
.stamps to be kept,.....
475
kept ..........
475
inspector to give bond, &c.,
&c., ..........
475
475
duty on coal, gas, sugar, gunpowder,
gunpowder,
law-blanks, photographs,
law-blanks,
photographs, hulls of
vesof vessels, sails, tents, &c.,............475,
&c.,
475, 476
476
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duties
duties on books to
paid by
the pubpubto be
be paid
by the
lishers, .........................
.. 476
476
duty on certain manufactures
manufactures of
of iron,..
iron,.. 476
476
on steam-engines
steam-engines and
and boilers,......
boilers,...... 476
476
duty paid
paid on
on boilers
boilers to be deducted
deducted from
from
finished engine,..
finished
engine,
476
.................. 476
duty
duty on tanks, stills, sewing
sewing and
and other
other
machines, ......
476
.. .......... ...... 476
iron railings, gates,
gates, &c.,.............
&c.,
176
476
quicksilver,
quicksilver, provisions
provisions concerning,
concerning, 476,
476, 477
477
brass and
and brass
brass nails,
nails, &c.,..............
&c.,
477
477
leather, patent, &c.,
477
&c.,................
477
wines and
and liquors,
liquors, ...................
477
477
cloth and ready-made
ready-made clothing,
477
clothing,........ 477
manufactures of cotton,...............
manufactures
cotton,
477
477
diamonds,
diamonds, precious
precious stones,
stones, jewelry,....
jewelry,
477
477
snuff
snuff and manufactured
tobacco,
477
manufactured tobacco,.......
477
cigars, packing
packing and inspecting------477,
478
inspecting,.... .477, 478
certain
products
certain
exempt from duty,....
duty,
478
478
duty
duty on brokers'
sales of
bullion and
brokers' sales
of bullion
and
coin ,..... :................... . .
coin,
478
. 478
no duty on certain teams and
vehicles
and vehicles
transporting silver ores,.............
ores,
478
478
duty upon aa transportation
transportation from
from a
a
port of the United Statbs
Staffis across
across a
aforfora port in the
eign country to a
the United
United
States,
478
...........................
478
no duty on certain savings
479
savings banks,
banks, ....
479
income-tax,
provisions
income-tax, provisions concerning,..
concerning,.. 479,
480
479, 480
succession
succession to real estate,.............
estate,
481
481
penalty
penalty for making
note, or
or instrument,
making note,
instrument,
&c., and not affixing
&c.,
affixing stamp, .........
481
481
in case
case of omission
omission by
mistake, stamp
stamp
by mistake,
may
may be affixed
affixed on paying
paying penalty,
penalty, 481,
482
481, 482
when penalty may be remitted,.......
remitted,
.482
482
title to certain
certain real estate not
481
not affected,„
affected,.. 481
no stamp-duty
stamp-duty required
required on
paon certain
certain papers, ........................
482
. 482
matches,
cigar-lights,
and tapers
matches,
tapers need
need
not be
manufactured
in
warehouses,
be
warehouses, .. 482
482
who
who to be deemed
deemed manufacturers
manufacturers of
of cercertain articles, ....
482
..................
482
duty on
receipts,............ ........ ... 482
on receipts,
482
where two or more
where
more sign the receipt, 482
482
duty on
on assignments
assignments of leases,
482
leases ......
482
no drawback
drawback on crude petroleum,
petroleum, or
or
rock-oil....................
rock-oil,
482, 483
483
.. 482,
nor on bullion,
bullion, quicksilver,
quicksilver, matchmatches,
es, cigar-lights,
cigar-lights, or
or tapers,
.....
483
tapers,..... 483
when penalty is paid
paid without
suit, or
or
without suit,
before
before judgment,
judgment, and
and moiety
moiety is
is claimclaimed by any person as
as informer.......
informer,
483
488
sales
sales of matches,
matches, cigar-lights,
cigar-lights, and tapers
tapers
in unbroken
unbroken packages,..............
packages,
483
483
gross amount
amount of
money received
received by
colgross
of money
by collectors, &c.,
&c., to be paid
paid into
treasury
into treasury
daily,........................
daily,
483
483
appropriation for
expenses
of
collecting
appropriation
for expenses of collecting
revenue,
revenue,
483
....................
483
collectors
collectors to act
act as disbursing
disbursing agents
agents
without additional
additional pay
pay,.............
483
483
additional duties on certain articles, 483,
484
483, 484
banks and babking
banking associations to
banks
pay
to pay
ten per cent.
cent, on notes
state banks
banks
notes of
of state
paid out by them
them after
after July 1,
1, 1866,..
1866, 484
484
existing banks
banks wishing
to become
become nanawishing to
tional banks, to have preference
of
preference of
applications
applications of
of new
new associations,
484
assoqiations,..... 484
petroleum or
duty on crude
crude petroleum
rock-oil,
484
or rock-oil,...
484
mode
mode of collection,
collection, &c.,
&c., ......
484,
485
484, 485
addition
addition to railroad
railroad fares
fares,............
485
485
matches, cigar-lights,
cigar-lights, and
and wax-tapers
wax-tapers -—
manufacture, removal, &c., of,......
manufacture,
of,
485
485
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no drawback
drawback on certain
certain, ..........
485
48
such officers
be governed
governed by
inofficers to be
by inmanufacturers
manufacturers of tobacco, snuff,
snuff, cigars,
structions
strnctions or regulations
regulations given or
or
&c.,
&c., to give bond,
bond, ..
485
............
485
established by
established
Secretary of
of State,..
State,- 533
by Secretary
533
bond............... 485
conditions of bond,.
485 Invoice Value
Value
penalty on lottery dealers,
dealers, doing
doing busiof goods,
goods, at time of importation,
importation, may
be
may be
ness without license, ..............
485
48
increased, ................... ... 217,
increased,
217, 2/8
218
managers, proprietors,
proprietors, &c.,
&c., to
to keep
keep
Iowa,
Iowa,
books,
.....................
.. 486
486
post-routes
post-routes established in,.........317,
in,
317, 523
523
penalty for refusing inspection
inspection of
of
lands granted
granted to, to aid in constructing
constructing
books,
books,......................... 486
486
railroad from Sioux City to south
south line
line
what shall be deemed capital
capital of
of any
any
of State of Minnesota,..............
Minnesota,
72
72
state bank for purposes of revenue
486
revenue act, 486
for the
the benefit of the
the McGregor
McGregor
circulation
exceeding five per
circulation not exceeding
per cent.
cent.
Western
Western Railroad,..............
Railroad,
72
72
of capital to be
be exempt
exempt from
from taxataxaif lands hereby
hereby granted have been
been before
before
tion, ..............................
486
486
reserved,
pre6mpted,
reserved, preempted, &c.,
Sze., lands
lands to be
be
association to
when national banking association
to
given in lieu thereof,
73
given
thereof, ...............
73
pay the tax,
486
tax,....................
.
486
lands
lands not
not to be located
located more than
than twenty
twenty
exportation
exportation of articles under
under internal
internal
miles
miles from
from lines of road,...........
road,
73
73
revenue
revenue act, .......................
486
486
to be applied only
purposes of
of
only to purposes
one of two collectors at any
any port to
road, 'as
progresses,....
73
as it progresses,.
.
...... 73
be designated,
designated, .................
486
. 486
former
reservations not within this
former reservations
this
officer to superintend exportation
exportation and
and
act,. ........................
act,.
73
drawback, ......
486
.................
486
minimum
minimum price of lands riot
granted, 73
73
iot granted,
&c.,'of,
salary, Sze.
of,.....................
486
486
when subject to sale at private entry,..
entry,
73
73
duties imposed by former
former act, not afactual
preemption
actual preemption settlers and
and those
these ununfected hereby, ...................
. 486
486
der homestead
homestead law,
73
law. .................
73
penalties, &c.,
&c., incurred not remitted,—
486
remitted,... 486
when
when state has completed
completed ten consecconsecdomestic
domestic goods,
may be
be
goods, paying
paying duty,
duty, may
utive miles of
of road, patents
patents to issue
issue
purchased for use of government
government free
free
for lands
lands on either side,
73
side,............. 73
of duty, ........
............ .486 486
governnor
governnor of state to give certificate
certificate
when this act takes effect, ...........
487
487
to Secretary
Secretary of Interior,.......73,
Interior,
73, 74
74
commission
commission upon raising
raising• revenue
revenue by
by
lands granted, not
not to be
be encumbered
encumbered or
or
taxation, &c.,
487
&c., ...................
487
disposed of,
&c,
74
of, except, &c.,.............
74
clerks in office
office of commissioner
commissioner of
of interlands to be used only
only for purposes
purposes of
of
nal revenue,
revenue, ...................
487
487
roads,
roads, ..........................
73
73
franking
franking privilege to commissioner,
commissioner,....487
.... 487
roads to
be public highways,
73
to be
highways, .......... 73
InternationalExhibitions,
International
Exhibitions,
to be completed
completed within ten years, 73,
73, 74
74
at Bergen,
Bergen, Norway, and Oporto, Portuif not, land
land to revert
revert to
to state,......
state,
74
if
74
gal, to be made known to the
the people
people
mails to
transported over,
over, at
at such
mails
to be
be transported
such
of the United States, ...............
.. 572
572
price
congress directs,........
directs,
74
price as
as congress
74
Interpreters,
Interpreters,
troops or property
property of
of the
the United
United
troops
in China, Turkey,
Turkey, and Japan,..137,
139, 422
422
Japan,.. 137,139,
States
States to be transported
transported over,
over, free
free
with Indian tribes, ...............
162, 541
162,
541
of toll,.. ......................
73
73
Invalid Pensioners,
Invalid
Pensioners,
act amending
amending former act
act granting
granting land
land
in the United States service,
service, not to draw
draw
to, .... ....................
95-99
95-99
pension while receiving full salary, ..
499
.. 499
provisions concerning
provisions
Mississippi
concerning the Mississippi
Invalid
Pensions,
Invalid Pensions,
and Missouri
Missouri Railroad
Railroad Company,..
Company,. .95,
95, 98
98
appropriations
appropriations for, for 1864-65,
3
1864-65,........
3
Burlington and Missouri
Burlington
Missouri River
River
appropriation
appropriation for, for 1865-66, .......
421
421
Railroad
Railroad Company,............
Company,
........ 96
96
inventors,
ranentors,
Cedar
Cedar Rapids
Rapids and Missouri
Missouri River
River
or their assignees,
to pay
pay the
the
assignees, who
who failed to
Railroad Company,.............
Railroad
Company,
96
96
required by law, may apfinal fee as required
apDubuque and Sioux City Railroad,
Railroad, 98
98
ply for patents within twn
two years
years,.... 533
533
conditions of former
former act to apply
apply to
to this,
this,
persons who have used the article
article not
not
except, &c.,.....................
&c.,
98
98
liable in damages,
damages,- .................
533
533
lands
lands granted not to be
be certified
certified until, &c.,
&c , 99
99
cases,........... 533
act to apply to what cases,
533
to be offered
offered for sale within
three
within three
Inventory,
inventory,
years, &c......................
years,
&c.,
99
99
to be made
quartermasters'
made of articles in quartermasters'
sale of lot numbered
numbered 1,
in Fort
Craw1, in
Fort Crawdepots
depots in the United States, ....
571,
571, 572
572
ford,
ford, reservation
reservation in,.............
in,
334
334
and in possessidn
possession of
naval storestoreof naval
sale
sale of other lots in,...........
in,
334
334
keepers, .............
572
time for completing
land-grant
....
completing 'certain
672
certain land-grant
Invoices,
railroads in, extended,
extended, .............. 528
railroads
528
fee for certifying, by consul-general
consul-general for
for
lower,
lowas,
British North American Provinces,
Provinces,
appropriations
'the,
166,
545
appropriations for
for the, ............
166, 545
&c., ..........................
140
National Fair,
Irish National
140 Irish
Fair,
of foreign goods, to be made
made out in
in
at
Chicago, released
at Chicago,
liability for
for
released from liability
weights and measures of country
country
selling goods and lottery tickets
tickets withwithwhence
whence imported,..............
imported,
217, 218
218
217,
out licenses or stamps,
stamps .............. 412
412
value of,
be increased,
increased, ......
217,
of, may be
217, 218
218 Iron,
Iron, and
and Manufactures of
See Duties
Duties on
on lmof. See
Inmact to provide for verification
verification of,
532,
533
of,... 532, 538
ports.
consular officers may
satisfacmay require
require satisfacduties on,
on..........
duties
203-205
..............
203-205
tory proof of their correctness,
by
correctness, by
provisions of revenue
law as
as to
duties
revenue law
to duties
oath, before certifying them to be true,
true,
upon manufactures
of, ..............
476
upon
manufactures of,
476
or otherwise, .......................
633
533
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
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8
Issues
of pact,
Fact,
Issues
of
cases, in United States courts,
in civil cases,
courts,
may be tried by court, if, &c.,
&c........ 501
of,
Italy, King
King of,
to name an umpire
umpire between
between Great
Great
Britain and the United States, if,
&c., 652
652
if, &c.,
J.
Jail,
Jail,
in the District of Columbia, appointappoint&c., of
of warden
12, 13
ment, &c.,
warden .............
12,
13
warden to have exclusive
exclusive supervision
supervision
and control, ......................
12
12
appropriation
appropriation for salary of warden
warden of,...
of,
159
159
appropriation
appropriation for,.
for, .................... 348
348
'Tames,
John,
.Tames, John,
payment to Charles Anderson,
Anderson, assignee
assignee
of
of, ............................
594
594
Jameson,
Jameson, William H.,
.,
a credit to be allowed to, in settlement
a
settlement
of accounts,
accounts, .....................
593
59
Japan.
See
Ocean
Japan.
Ocean Mail-Steamship
Mail-Steamship Service,
Service.
salary of interpreters,
interpreteis, and
and expenses
expenses of
of
court's in,
in,......................7,
137, 139
139
ocean mail-steamship
mail-steamship service
service with,
with, auauthorized ........................
thorized,
430
430
salary of interpreters
interpreters and expenses
of
expenses of
court in
422
in,........................
422
"John
"John Martin," The
Steam Vessel,
Vessel,
The Steam
register to issue to, ..................
67
57
Johnson,
John,
Johnson, John,
grant of land to, .....................
693
69
Joint Committee
Committee on Conduct
Joint
Conduct of War,
War,
to investigate
the
recent
investigate
attack upon
Fort Pillow,
Pillow, ......................
405
405
Joint
Joint Committee on Printing,
Printing,
duty of,
of; in relation to public documents,
documents, 184184186
Jones,
Jones, Deborah,
Deborah,
pension to,........................
to,
693
593
Judge-Advocate
General,
Judge-Advocate General,
and assistant, for bureau of military
jusmilitary justice,
145
tice,................
............
145
Judge-Advocate General,
Judge-Advocate
General, Naval,
Naval,
office of, established,
established, ................
468
468
Judges,
Judges,
appropriation for those
appropriation
under
those employed
employed under
concerning the suppression
the act concerning
suppression of
of
352
the slave-trade, ...................
352
Judicial
JudicialDistricts,
Districts,
boundaries of eastern and
in
and western,
western, in
Virginia, changed and defined,.......
defiled,
.. 124
124
counties of Calhoun and Branch
Branch made
made
part of eastern
eastern district of MichiMehlgan, ..........
......
143
........
143
Judicial Expenses,
Judicial
Expenses,
appropriations,
appropriations, ..............
145, 161,
161, 457
457
145,
Judiciary,
Judiciary,
appropriation
appropriation for,.............
for,
157, 457
457
152, 157,
"Juniata," The
"Juniata,"
Sweeting, pilot of the,
claim of Anthony Sweating,
to be paid,..
paid,. .......................
591
Jur'os,
Jurors, Grand.
Grand. See Grand
Grand Juries.
Juries.
in district and circuit
circuit courts of the
the
United
United States, ....................
500
500
July,
Jury,
trials without, in United States courts
courts
in California and Oregon,.
4, 6
5
Oregon, ..........
4,
trials by, of minor offences,
offences, &c.,.......
&c.,
125
125
challenges allowed, .................
125
125
Juvenile
Juvenile Offenders,
convicted in any court
court of the United
United

-
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Juvenile
(continued.)
Juvenile Offenders,
Offenders, (continued.)
States, to
to be
be confined
confined in
in some
some house
house
States,
of refuge, ........
538
..........
53
Secretary of Interior:
contract for
for their
their
Secretary
Interior to
to contract
subsistence,
subsistence, ........................
538
538

K.
Kansas,
Kansas,
post-routes
post-routes established
established in,.....
in,..... 318,
318, 525,
525,' 526
526
survey of public
public lands in,............
in,.
349
349
claim of the
the state of, to be allowed
allowed to
to
an amount
amount not exceeding, &c.,
535
&c.,....... 535
secondary
secondary evidence to
to be
be received
received in
in
lieu of original
original vouchers
535
vouchers destroyed,
destroyed,.. 535
Indians,
Kansas Indians,
appropriations for
appropriations
166, 545
545
for the,
the, ...........
166,
Kaskaskias,
Kaskaskias,
appropriations
for
the,
180,
181,
547
appropriations for the,........ 180, 181, 547
"Kearsange,"
"Kearsavge,"
thanks of congress to the officers
and
officers and
crew of
of the, ....................
565
565
Keenan,
Keenan, James,
James,
credit
credit of amount of judgment
judgment against
against
him, &c.,
&c., to be allowed in settlement
settlement
of accounts, .....................
588
588
Kellogg, Mary,
Mary,
pension
and
payment
to,
689
pension and payment to, .............
589
Kendall, B.
Kendall,
B. F.,
F.,
allowance of, in settlement
allowance
settlement of
of accounts,
accounts,
of Indian
Indian affairs,..
affairs,
582
as superintendent
superintendent of
582
Kentucky,
Kentucky,
post-routes
post-routes established
established in,
in, ........
318, 523
523
318,
habeas
habeas corpus
and martial
corpus suspended, and
martial
in, ..................
742
law declared
declared in,
742
martial
martial law no
no longer
longer in force
force in,.......
in,.
773
773
Key West, Florida,
Florida,
appropriation
appropriation for
for wharves, boal-depot,
Coal-depot,
&c.
at, ........................
27, 84
84
&c., at,
27,
port of to remain
commerce,— 754
754
remain open to commerce,...
Kickapoos,
Kickapoos,
appropriations
the,
166,
545
appropriations for
for the,............
166, 545
Kickapoo Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians,
Indians,
treaty with,
with, of June
June 28, 1862, ........
623
623
reservation to be surveyed,....
present reservation
surveyed',
623
623
part
part to be
be allotted in severalty,:...
severalty,
623
623
special reservations,
628, 627
627
reservations ..........
623,
remainder to be
sold,
628
be sold,...............
623
census
census of tribe to
taken,
628
to be taken,...........
623
separate lists
lists to
to be
be made
623
separate
made, ............
623
assignments
assignments of lands
lands to
chiefs
and
others,
623
to chiefs and others, 623
certificates
certificates to issue, and
and specify what, 623,
623, 624
lands to be exempt
exempt from taxation,
624
taxation,...... 624
receiving certificates
those receiving
certificates to
to relinquish
relinquish
rights to other lands, &c.,..
&c.,
624
.........
624
patents
patents in fee
fee simple
simple to issue to allottees,
when, &c.,....................
&c,
624
624
their
credits to be set apart for
their shares of credits
for
,them. .....................
;them,
624, 629
624,
629
such allottees then
then to become
become citizens
citizens of
of
such
the United
United States, .................
624
624
lands then to be subject
subject to
tax,
624
to tax,....
624
oath of allegiance
allegiance and
and proof,......
proof;
624
624
provision
to hold
provision for members
members wishing
wishing to
hold
their lands
lands in common,
624
common, ............
624
assignment in common,
effect of assignment
624
common,....... 624
if majority desire to remove to
new
to new
home,
624
home,..........................
624
new home to be purchased,
624
new
purchased, ..........
624
when and by whom,.............
whom,
624
624
Atchison
Atchison and Pike's Peak Railroad
Railroad ComCompany may buy certain
lands,.
625
certain lands,........ 626
conditions of purchase,...........
purchase,
625
conditions
625
contract or purchase,
purchase, when
to be
be
contract
when to
void,
626, 626
626
null and void,..............
626,
.
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Kickapoo
of Indians,
(continued.)
tickapoo Tribe
Trie of
Indians, (continued.)
Lazid-Office, General.
General,
I Land-Office.
contain what
patents for lands to contain
act prescribing terms on which exempliconditions,
626
conditions,.....
..........
.. 62(
fications of patents
fications
patents shall be
be furnished
provision for bona fide purchasers
purchasers
by, ...........................
375
375
railroad, .............
626
from the railroad,
62(
fees
fees for, &c.,....................
&c.,
375
375
lands when purchased
purchased to become
become
Land-Offices,
Land-Offices,
626
part of
of Kansas,
Kansas, ..............
62
act to regulate
regulate fees of registers
registers and
Mid restatement of amounts due
due and
and amounts
ceivers in,
334
in,........................
334
received
received under former treaties to be
be
Land
Tides,
Land Titles,
made up, ...................
626,
626, 629
629
act to quiet, within
within Rancho
Rancho Laguna
Laguna de
de
balance due to be paid in
'balance
full, 626, 629
in full,.
629
Santos
Santos Call,
California, .........
372
Calle, in California
372
dwelling-house to be
dwelling-house
erected for
for each
each
be erected
cost
additional surveys under,...
cost of additional
under
372
372
head of family, ...............
626, 629
629
duty of receivers
receivers and registers
registers
to be paid from first money due
under,...............
under,
373
...... .373
7.
Indians, ...................
627,
629
627, 629
California, act to expedite settlement
in California,
settlement
certain losses sustained by Kickapoos,
Kickapoos,
of,
332
of, . ........
......... .....
.... 332
ascertained and paid,.
how to be ascertained
.627, 629
629
paid,. .627,
notice
when plats
notice to be
be given,
given, when
plats are
are
not to exceed $50,000
$50,000 in whole, 627, 629
made of private
private claims,.........
claims,
332
332
provision
provision for Kickapoos
Kickapoos who
who heretofore
heretofore
surveys to be open to inspecsurveys
inspec627
went South, ......................
627
tion, ....................
.332
332
tion,
reservation
reservation for saw and grist-mill,
627
grist-mill ...... 627
copies of, to be sent
copies
sent to WashWashinvestment
investment of fund for
purfor educational
educational purington, ..................
332
ington,
332
poses...
poses,.
......................
627
627
commissioner of land-office
to
commissioner
land-office to
interest, how applied,.
•
627
applied, .............
627
332
approve or disapprove,
disapprove,...... 332
expenses
expenses of surveys to
to be
be paid
paid by
by the
the
patents for, when
patents
when to issue,
333
issue, ...........
333
United States,.................
States,
627,
629
627, 629
provisions of
provisions
of section
section to
apply to
all sursurto apply
to all
other expenses,
expenses, how defrayed.........
defrayed,
627
627
veys not approved,
approved, provided,
provided, &c.,
&c.,.... 333
333
rights in present reservation
ceded toreservation ceded
to
appeals from decree
decree of approval of
of disdisthe United States,..................
States,
628
628
trict court,
court, to be to
to supreme
supreme court,
333
court,... 33
inconsistent stipulations
stipulations of former treanew survey, how made,
333
made, .............
333
628
ties, ..............................
62
case to be transferred
case
transferred to circuit
circuit court
court
rejecting any article
effect of rejecting
article of this
when judge of district court
court interintertreaty,.........................
628
treaty
628
ested,
.333
ested, ......................
333
amendments,
628, 629
629
amendments, .....................
628,
other cases, how
transferred, .........
333
how transferred,
333
assented to, ................
629,
630629, 630
United States
United
States land-rights
San Franland-rights in San
Fran/Zia:mg,
io0was,
cisco relinquished,
relinquished,.................. 333
333
appropriations for
for the,...........
the,
165, 544
544
165,
except to
devoted to
to
except
to certain
certain lands
lands devoted
Kittery,
Kittery,
public uses,....................
uses,
334
334
appropriation for naval hospital
hospital at,.....
at,
26
appropriation
26
and so as not to affect
affect other
rights, 334
other rights,.
334
repealed,
341
repealed,...........................
341
claims confirmed
confirmed to be surveyed,
surveyed, propay of certain officers
navy yard
yard at,..
at, 410
officers in navy
410
vided, &c.,
334
&c..........................
334
Klamath
Indians,
Klamath Indians,
surveyor of, to follow decree,......
decree,
334
surveyor
334
appropriation to enable President to
appropriation
to conseparate locations
be compact,...
compact,
334
separate
locations to
to be
384
37
clude. treaty with, ................
87
repeal of act of 1860,
128,
334
repeal
1860, ch. 128,.........
334
Kootenays, .
in the District of
Columbia, act
act to
to quiet,
quiet,
in
of Columbia,
appropriations
for
the,
175,
554
appropriations for the, ...........
175, 554
in favor
favor of parties in
actual possession, 631
531
in actual
defective acknowledgments
acknowledgments of deeds
deeds
cured, ...........................
531
cured,
31
"Lawful Money,"
"Lawful
Money,"
L.
what
to
be
deemed,.
under
act
to
provide
what to
deemed, under act to provide
Laboratory,
Laboratory,
national currency,
currency, ................
109
109
for testing,
testing, &c., medicines,
129
medicines,...........
Laws,
129
Lake Michigan,
Michigan,
appropriation for
for publishing,.......
publishing
148, 448
appropriation
148,
448
piers may be erected
payment for
the Statutes
Statutes at
at
erected in navigable
navigable waters
for copies
copies of the
of,
of, .............................
Large,
351
Large,..........................
1
1
361
and Resolutions,
to be lighted,
lighted,...................
Laws and
11 Laws
Resolutions,
Lake Superior,
Superior,
superintendent of public
public printing to
to print
print
superintendent
grant of lands
lands to aid in
constructing railthe
copies of,.......
of,
185
in constructing
the usual number
railnumber of
of copies
185
additional copies
of,
....... 185,
186, 186
road and telegraph from,
from, to
copies of,...........
to Puget's
186
Sound,
365
Sound ..................................
Lead,
365 Lead,
Lake Winnebagoshish
Winnebagoshish Bands of Chippewcts
appropriations for
of,.129, 461,
461, 497
497
Chippewas in
appropriations
in
for purchase
purchase of,.129,
Minnesota,
Minnesota,
212
duty on,
on, ........................ 206,
206, 212
treaty with, of May 7, 1864,.
693 Lease,
1864, ..........
Lease,
693
See Chippewas, t-c.
c.
upon assignment
482
duty upon
assignment of,
of,...............482
,ake Winnebagoshish
Lake
Winnebagoshish Indians,
Indians,
Leavenworth,
appropriations for
for the,
543, 560
Pawnee
ComPawnee and
the,........ 164,
and Western
Western Railroad
Railroad Com164, 543,
660
"La Manche," The French
861
French Ship,
Ship,
pany, ..........................
361
See Union
Union and
Pacific Railroad.
Railroad.
indemnity
indemnity to the owners of, ...........
577
See
677
and Pacific
Lanikin,
Thomas,
Laoikin, homas,
Absence,
Leave of
of Absence,
payment to, .......................
579
pay may be
continued durihg,
durihg, under
under cercerpay
be continued
679
Lander,
Lander, Jean
Jean M.,
circumstances,
145
tain circumstances....................
146
payment to, of account due
Distributive Shares,
Shares,
Legacies and Distributive
due BrigadierBrigadierof personal
personal property,
interGeneral F. W.
Lander,
600
General
W. Lander,............
of
600
property, provisions
provisions of
of internal
revenue act
act concerning,
286-287
Landlord
Landlord and Tenant. See District
of Columbia.
District of
nal revenue
Columbia.
concerning,......286-287
-
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Legal Tender,
Tender,
Legislative,
Legislative, &c.,
6.e., Expenses, (continued.)
(continued.)
cent and two-cent
two-cent pieces to be, for certain
certain
s
stationery,
books, maps,
maps,
stationery, printing, books,
I
slims,
sums, .................... ......
.. 556
&c., ...
148, 484
484
.................... 148,
treasury notes, how far
far...........218,
218, 219
219
extra clerk-hire,
&c,
148, 448
448
extra
clerk-hire, &c.,...........148,
intprLct-Ut
la
-4
r
ne
n
interest-bearing
treasury
notes not
to
...... v
l
.coua..y UUla
UUb LU
Northeast Executive Building,
Northeast
148, 448
448
Building,......148,
be, for redemption of circulation
circulation of
of
capitalization of
capitalization
Scheldt dues,
dues, first
first
of Scheldt
bank%..........................
bank,
219
219
annual
annual instalment,.................
instalment,
448
448
three-cent
three-cent piece to be for sixty cents,517,
cents,517,
Treasury Department,
Department, ............. 149,
149, 449
449
Treasury
518
secretary and assistants, &c.,
secretary
149, 449
&c.,...149,
449
one- and two-cent coins for four cents,
cents,.. 518
618
comptroller's
offices,
..149,
150,
449,
450
comptroller's offices,..149, 150, 449, 450
Legal Tender
Tender Notes,
auditor's
auditor's offices,......149,
offices,
149, 150,.
150, 449,
449, 450
450
no additional
additional authorized
authorized by certain
certain acts, 425,
425,
treasurer's
treasurer's office,
149, 150,
150, 449,
449, 450
office,.....149,
450
469
469
register's
register's office,.......149,
office,
149, 150,
150, 449,
449, 450
450
Legislative, Executive
Judicial Expenses,
Executive, and Judicial
Expenses,
solicitor's
solicitor's office,.......
office,
149, 150,
150, 449,
450
149,
449, 450
appropriations
appropriations /or,
ending June
for, for years
years ending
June
commissioner
commissioner of
of customs'
customs' office, 149,
149,
30, 1865, and June 30, 1866,......146,
1866,
146 445
445
449, 450
450
150, 4449,
4
9
pay and mileage of senators,
146,
445
senators,........146, 445
light-house
board,....149,
light-house board,
149, 150, 4499 450
450
pay of officers, &c.,
&c., of Senate,.......
Senate,
146, 445
comptroller
comptroller of the
currency, ...149,
160,
the currency,...
149, 150,
contingencies
contingencies of Senate,...........146,
Senate,
146, 445
445
449,
450
449, 450
Congressional Globe,
Globe,............
146, 445
445
Congressional
146,
temporary clerks
temporary
clerks in
Dein Treasury
Treasury Dereporting proceedings
proceedings in Daily Globe,
146,
Globe, 146,
partment, ................
150, 450
partment
150,
450
445
445
secretary may classify
classify clerks, and
and
additional compensation
to reportcompensation to
assign compensation
compensation to each, 150, 450
450
ers, ....................
146, 445
146,
Southeast Executive
150, 151,450,
151, 450,
Executive Building, 150,
clerks to committees,
committees, pages, horses, car451
451
ryalls, .....
........
146, 446
......
.146,
446
Department
Department of
of the Interior,
Interior,....... 151,
151, 451
451
heating and ventilating,
'146, 446
446
ventilating, ..........
'146,
secretary's office,.............
office,
151, 451
451
secretary's
151,
miscellaneous, .................
miscellaneous,
146,
446
146, 446
general land-office............151,
land-office,
151, 451
451
general
pay of representatives
representatives and delegates, 146,
146, 446
446
commissioner
commissioner of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, 151,
151, 451
451
of officers,
officers, clerks, &c.,
146, 446
&c., of House,
House, 146,
446
of pensions,
pensions, .............
151, 451
451
151,
contingencies of House,
contingencies
House,......... 147,
147, 447
447
additional
151, 451
451
additional clerks,
clerks,..............151,
cartage,
cartage, .................
147,
....
147, 447
447
part
part may
may be
he used
used for
piecefor pieceCongressional Globe and Appendix, 147,
Congressional
147, 447
work,
.
151,
451
work,..............
151, 451
clerks to committees and temporary
temporary
travelling expenses of special
special agent, 151
clerks,...........................
clerks,
147, 447
447
147,
451
folding documents
documents and
147, 447
447
and materials,.
materials,.. .147,
contingencies, ................
contingencies,
151,
151, 451
451
fuel, lights, &c.,
&c..................
147, 447
447
147,
office of secretary, &c.,
office
&c., ........ 151,
151, 451
451
furniture,
packing-boxes,
147, 447
turniture, repairs, packing-boxes,...
147,
447
pension-office,
pension-office, ................
151, 451
151,
451
stationery, ...........
147, 447
447
..........
147,
additional
additional clerks,
451
clerks,:•...............
451
horses, carriages, and saddle-horses,.147,
horses,
saddle-horses, 147, 447
commissioner of public
public buildings,...151,152,
buildings, ...151, 152,
commissioner
laborers,
laborers, ........................
.147,
147, 447
447
451
451
miscellaneous, newspapers,.........
newspapers,
147,
147, 447
447
repairs,
repairs, &c., of patent-office
patent-office building,...
building,
451
pages, and temporary mail-boys,.
mail-boys, .. 147,
147, 447
447
packing
packing and distributing journals
journals and
and
reporting in Daily
Daily Globe,
Globe,....
147, 447
.........
147,
447
documents,
documents, ......................
.
451
451
additional compensation
compensation to reportreportsurveyors-general
surveyors-general and
and their clerks,..152,
clerks, ..152, 452
452
ers, ........................
147, 447
147,
447
rent
rent of
of office, fuel, bookst
books? &c.,.152,
&c.,.152, 452
452
tiling of floor of old hall,.............
hall,
447
447
recorder
land-titles in Missouri,...152,
recorder of land-titles
Missouri,...152, 452
452
library
library of congress, pay of officers, and
and
court expenses,
expenses, safe-keeping
safe-keeping of
of prisoners,
prisoners,
purchase of books, ............
148, 448
148,
and prosecution
prosecution of
of crime,.......
crime,
152,
452
152, 452
complete file of selections
selections from EuroEurodistrict attorneys and
and marshals, 153, 452
452
pean
pean periodicals relating
relating to the rebelWar
War Department, ................
153 452
452
153,
148
lion, ............................
148
secretary's office,
secretary's
office, ............
153,
453
153, 453
no money
money to be expended
expended until
until enenadjutant-general,
153, 453
453
adjutant-general, ............
153,
tire collection is completed and
and
qbartermaster-general,
153, 453
453
quartermaster-general, ........ 153,
index, made, ................
148
index
148
paymaster-general,
paymaster-general, ...........
153,
463
153, 453
enlargement of library building,.......
enlargement
building,
.448
448
commissary-general,
commissary-general, ..........
153, 453
153,
453
size and plan of,
of, .................
448
448
surgeon-general,
153; 453
453
surgeon-general, .............
153,
public printing, superintendent,
superintendent, &c.,
148,
&c., 147,
147, 148,
chief
153,
chief engineer,..............
153, 453
453
447
colonel of
ordnance,
153, 453
of ordnance,...........153,
453
additions to office,
office, presses,
presses, fixtures, &c., 447
contingent
contingent expenses
expenses in the
the various
ofvarious ofpaper
paper for public printing,..........
printing,
148, 447
447
148,
...................... 153,
fices, .
153, 453
453
public binding,
binding ...................
-148,
447
148, 447
Northwest Executive
Executive Building,
153, 453
453
Building,.....153,
lithographing,
lithographing, engraving, mapping, 148,
148, 448
448
building corner
corner of F
F and 17th Streets,
Streets, 153,
153,
court of claims, judges, &c.,
.
148, 448
&c.,.......148,
448
433
453
attorneys, witnesses, and commissioners,
commissioners, 148,
building
building corner
corner F
and
15th
Strects,.153,
453
F and 15th Streets,.153, 453
448
448
Navy
Navy Department
154, 454
454
Department,................154,
Executive, President and Vice-PresiVice-Presisecretary's office,
secretary's
office, .............
.154,
454
154, 454
dent, .........................
148, 448
148,
448
bureaus,........................ 454
bureaus,
454
secretary, contingencies,.......148,
secretary,
contingencies,
148, 448
448
Southwest
Southwest Executive
.... 154,
154, 455
455
Executive Building,
Building,....
State Department
Department, ................
148,
148, 448
448
Post-Office Department,
154, 155,
155, 455
Department,....... 154,
455
incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
148,
448
expenses, 148, 448
contingent
expenses, .............
155, 455
455
contingent expenses,
155,
publishing
publishing laws, pamphlets,
pamphlets, and
and
money-order bureau,
money-order
455
bureau ..................
455
newspapers, ................
148, 448
448
148,
department
agriculture, ......... 155,
16.5, 455
455
department of agriculture,
proof-reading,
proof-reading, packing, &c.,
&c., 148,
148, 448
448
commissioner and
commissioner
chief clerk,.
155, 466
455
and chief
clerk,...155,
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Legislative Sc.,
&e., Expens
es
,
(
con
ti
nue
d.)
Legislative,
Expenses, (continued.)
statistics, experiments, &c.,
165, 455
455
&c.,.....165,
females, watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
females,
messengers, and
library and laboratory,........
laboratory,
155,
455
155, 455
laborers,.
laborers, .........
............. . 160
160
distribution of
distribution
155, 455
of seeds,
seeds,...........
155,
455
no
salary
to
be
increased
salary
increased above
superintendent of
superintendent
seed-room,
155, 455
of seed-room,...155,
455
$1000,
$1000, ...................
160
160
cuttings,............155,
plants and cuttings,
155, 455
455
late reporter of decisions
decisions to
allowed
to be
be allowed
general cultito be adapted to general
salary
salary, ........
160
............
.
160
vation,
vation, ..........
........165,
155, 455
455
additional
additional clerks in office
office of commisexperimental garden,
experimental
garden,............ 15o
155
sioner of customs,
customs, ................
160
160
branches,....... . 1.56,
mint and branches,
165_156,
455,
456
..
455, 456
testimony
testimony may
may be taken
taken in
investigating
in investigating
New York assay-office,
assay-office, ............
156 455
455
156,
claims for steamboats,
steamboats, vessels, and
and
territories, government
government in,
in, 156, 157,
457
157, 456,
456, 457
other property
property lost, &c.,
while in
the
&c., while
in the
Arizona
'
157 456
456
Arizona, .............
.. 157,
military service,
160,
161
service, .............
160,
161
Colorado,
Colorado, .................
166,
456
156, 456
clerks and employees
employees in office
office of assistDakota,
.................
156,
156, 456
456
ant treasurer in New Orleans........
Orleans,
161
161
Idaho,......
Idaho,
157, 457
.............
.157,
457
chief clerk may
may act as treasurer,
Montana
Montana,...................
4467
457
when, &c.,
&c., ...............
....
161
.......161
Nebraska,
Nebraska, .............
156, 457
. 156,
457
certain clerks
clerks in office
of paymaster-genoffice of
paymaster-genNevada,
Nevada, and state, ..........
156, 456
456
156,
eral may be transferred
office of
of
transferred to
to office
New Mexico,
156, 456
456
Mexico,...............156,
third auditor of treasury,............
.
161
161
Utah,.
166, 456
456
Utah,
......
....
...
.. 156,
two additional
additional appraisers
appraisers authorized
authorized in
in
Washington, ...............
.156,
456 .
156, 456
New York, .......................
161
161
Judiciary, ..........
Judiciary,
15, 457
.....
..... 157,
457
additional clerks, .................
161
...
161
office
office of Attorney-General,
157, 457
Attorney-General, .... 157,
457
additional appropriations
appropriations for
for inspectors
inspectors
judges of supreme and
and district
district
of steamboats,
steamboats, ...................
161
161
courts,................
167, 158,
457
157,
158, 457
clerks
clerks in office of Secretary
Secretary of the
the TreasTreasjudges of supreme
supreme and
courts
and other
other courts
ury, ................
161
...... ..... 161
of District of
158, 457
457
of Columbia,
Columbia,......158,
accounts
accounts of Stewart
Stewart Gwynn
Gwynn to be
be adexpenses
expenses of private land claims
in
claims in
justed, ..............
458
...... 458
California, ................. 157,
157, 457
457
before payment,
payment, Gwynn
before
Gwymi to assign right,
reporter, ..........
158, 457
.. ......
158,
457
&c., to
&c.,
to the
the United
United States,..........
States,
458
458
district attorneys and marshals,
158, 457
457
marshals,.....158,
rooms
rooms for
for the Attorney-General,.......
Attorney-General, .....
459
459
independent treasury,
158, 457
457
independent
treasury,.............158,
public
public lands in Nevada
Nevada included
included in
in sursurdesignated depositaries
designated
depositaries and special
special
veying
veing district
district of California,.
California, .......
460
460
agents, ..................
158, 458
158,
salaries
salaries of the
the assistant secretaries
secretaries of the
contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, ........... 158,
458
158, 458
executive departments,
departments, assistant attorexecutive
attorno part, &c., to be expended
for
expended for
ney-general,
and postmasters-general,
postmasters-general, 460
460
ney-general, and
158, 458
clerical services,
services,.........158,
458
pay of certain
certain inspectors
inspectors of
customs
460
of customs,...
460
additional clerks authorized at BosBosno part
of
appropriation
to
b
e
p
a
id
for
part of appropriation to be paid for
ton,
ton, ........................
457
457
constructive
constructive mileage,
mileage, for
for any extra
increase of pay to messenger
messenger and
and
session of
460
session
of congress,
congress, ...............
460
watchmen at St. Louis,
watchmen
458
Louis,......... 458
conditions
conditions to appropriation
appropriation for
for CongresCongresinspectors
inspectors .of
161, 458
458
of steamboats,
steamboats,...... 168,
158, 161,
sional Globe
sional
Globe,...
460
....
.................
460
expenses.of treasury
treasury notes,
expensesof
notes,.... 158,
158, 458,
458, 459
459
proceedings
proceedings to be published
published on day
day
commissioners
commissioners of direct taxes in
in insurinsursubsequent,
subsequent,........ ............ 460
460
rectionary'
districts, ............
158,
rectionary districts,
158, 459
459
but not more
more than
than forty columns
columns
contingent expenses,
.158, 459
contingent
expenses,...........158,
459
each day,460
each
....................
460
public buildings, repairs and care
care of,
of, 158,
159,
158, 159,
speeches
speeches not actually delivered,....
delivered,
460
460
459
deficiency, appropriation
deficiency,
appropriation for
for 1865,......
1865,
460
460
public grounds,
•
grounds,...............158,
.158, 159,
169, 459
third
third auditor's office,.................
office,
460
460
President's house,
159, 459
459
house, ................
159,
stationery
stationery for
for Treasury Department,...
Department,
460
460
draw-keepers at bridges
draw-keepers
459
bridges,........... 159,
159, 459
labor
labor and miscellaneous
treasury
miscellaneous for
for treasury
metropolitan police, .............
159, 459
159,
building and extension,
extension,.........
460, 461
459
460,
461
pay of, increased fifty per
per cent.,
cent., 159,
169, 459
459
collection,
collection, &c.,
public revenue,......
revenue,
.460
460
&c., of public
expense of,
of, how apportioned
and
expense
apportioned and
clerks in office
office of
surveyor-general in
in
of surveyor-general
borne, ................
159, 459
159,
459
California,
California .......................
460
460
.159, 459
tax therefor,
therefor,..........159,
public grounds
and bridges,
460
459
public
grounds and
bridges,.......... 460
capitol police, .....................
159
169
insane
insane in army
army and navy, &c.,.........
&c.,
460
460
warden
warden of jail,
159
jail ....................
new draw in navy-yard
bridge
460
navy-yard bridge,........
159
460
office of treasurer of the United
United States
States
clerks, &e.,
bureau of
of military
military jus&c., in bureau
jusreorganized, .................
reorganized,
..... 159
tice, .........................
460,
461
159
460, 461
officers and clerks employed,.
160
employed,.....159,
159, 160
office of commissary-general,
office
commissary-general, .........
460
460
treasurer................. 159
assistant treasurer,
of paymaster-general,
paymaster-general, ...........
461
461
cashier and assistant, ............
159
labor
labor and miscellaneous
miscellaneous in
War Depart159
in War
Departchief of
of division of issues,
ment, .........................
461
issues,......... 159
159
461
of
redemption,
159
of redemption, .............
building corner
corner F
F and 17th Streets,
159
Streets,.... 461
461
loans ....................
of loans,
159
collection
of
revenue
from
customs,
461
collection of revenue from customs,.... 461
of
.. 169
sick and disabled
disabled seamen,
461
of accounts,
accounts, ..................
sick
169
seamen, .............
461
national banks, ...........
160
pay of physicians,
physicians, &c.,
for Indian
Indian reserreserof national
pay
160
&c., for
book-keepers,
160
vations in California,
California, ..............
461
two principal book-keepers,.......
vations
160
461
armament,
&c., of fortifications,
461
tellers and assistant tellers,
160
armament, &c.,
tellers,........ 160
fortifications,....... 461
Ordnance department
department and
and service,
461
chief and other
other clerks, and
160
ordnance
and laborers,
laborers, 160
service,....... ,
461
appropriation for,
160
national
461
national armory,
for ................
armory..................... 461
160
twenty per cent. to be added to
gunpowder
gunpowder and
to pay
pay of
of
and lead,
lead,.................. 461
461
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siege trains,.....................
461
tool and siege
Forts Taylor and Jefferson, ...........
461
medical
461
medical hospital
hospital department,
department, ..........
461
for quartermaster's
quartermaster's department, ........
......
461
cavalry and artillery
artillery horses, ...........
461
transportation of army, ...............
transportation
461
regular supplies, ...................
regular
461
barracks and quarters,................
quarters,
barracks
461
incidental
and
contingent,
461
incidental
contingent, ............
military telegraph,
telegraph,.................. 461
461
prisoners of war,
war ...................
.. 461
461
clothing and camp, &c., equipage,......
equipage,
461
contingencies
Representacontingencies of
of House of
of Representatives,...........
461
.................
461
bureau of comptroller
comptroller of the currency,
currency,.. 461
capitol police, ...................
461,
461, 462
462
public printing, binding,
public
binding, and -paper,....
paper,.... 462
462
reporters for Congressional
Congressional Globe,.....
Globe,
462
reporters
462
clerks in Denver
462
clerks
Denver branch
branch mint,
mint, .........
462
branch
mint
at
San
Francisco,
462
branch mint at San Francisco,......... 462
462
Navy Department
Department bureau of-navigation,
of navigation, 462
instruments, ............
462
nautical, &c.,
&c., instruments,
462
462
books, maps, and charts, .............
462
bureau
equipment and
and. recruiting,...
recruiting,
462
bureau of equipment
462
fuel and transportation for navy,...
navy,
462
equipment
vessels, ...........
462
equipment of
of vessels,
462
provisions and clothing, ..............
462
gold medal to Cornelius Vanderbilt,....
Vanderbilt,
462
contingent fund of
of House
House of Representexpenses,..
462
atives for contingent expenses,.......
462
Leppien, Elizabeth
Elizabeth B.,
Leppien,
.
600
pension to,
to,............................
600
Letter-Boxes,
Letter-Boxes,
..... 507
penalty for
for wilfully
wilfully injuring,
injuring, &c.,
&c.,.......
Letter- Carriers,
Carriers,
appropriations for,.............27,
for,
27, 29, 425
425
appropriations
employed at such
as the
to be employed
such offices as
Postmaster-General
direct,
339
Postmaster-General shall direct,.....
339
increased, ........
839
salaries of,
of, may
may be
be increased,
339
Letters
See Postal
Postal Laws
Laws.
Letters and Letter-Packets.
Letter-Packets. See
not
to
be
received
on
board
steamships
not to be received on board steamships
and vessels,
vessels, unless regularly
regularly posted
posted at
and
received from the
post-office at
at
and received
the post-office
the port, ................
.......
. 506
conditions
&c.,
506
conditions of clearance
clearance of vessels,
vessels, &c.,..
this
does not apply
apply to
to letters relating
relating to
this does
cargo, &c., .............................
506
cargo,
606
Levy
Court,
Levy Court,
of county of
expenses of,
of Washington,
Washington, expenses
of,
how apportioned,
apportioned, ..................
19
how
19
appoint annually
commissioners of
,to appoint
annually commissioners
primary
schools
in
Washington
empprimary schools in Washington CoVnC., .........................
187
187
ty, D. C.,
to
191
their doings,
doings, ............
to supervise
supervise their
to
school-tax annually,....188,
189
to impose
impose a
a school-tax
annually,.... 188, 189
bridges, 193
and bridges,
193
to have
have care
care of
of public roads
roads and
to
193
193
to appoint
appoint county
county surveyor, ...........
to
classify, and
for
licenses for
and tax
tax licenses
to issue,
issue, classify,
taverns, hotels,
retailing,. 194
194
taverns,
hotels, &c., and for retailing,.
maximum
. 194
maximum tax for,
for ................
194
may
direct tax immay levy
levy and collect the direct
1861,
831
331
posed by the act of 1861..............
Libel,
Libel,
in
prosecutions, &c.,
&c., for,
for, in
in the District
District of
of
in prosecutions,
Columbia,
be given
in
Columbia, the
the truth
truth may
may be
given in
evidence, ......................
499
evidence,
Liberia,
Liberia,
424
commissioner and consul-general
consul-general to,
to, 139,
139, 424
Librarian
of Congress,
Congress,
Librarianof
to give receipt for copyright publications, &c.,
&c., received,
. olu
540
tions,
receive.,.............
copy
to demand in
in writing of publisher
publisher copy
of
publication,
within,
&c.,
540
of publication, within, &c.,.......... 40

T.3hrr- of
,P Congress,
M--nr
Library
appropriations
appropriations for, ................
148, 448
file of European
periodicals relating
relating to
to
file
European periodicals
the rebellion,
rebellion, .....................
148
148
be expended
expended until comno money to be
plete, and an index,............
index,
148
148
copy of copyrighted
copyrighted publications
publications to be
copy
sent to, free
free of
of expense,.....
expense, ............
540
"License,"
"License,"
the term,
term, to
extend
to
all
vessels
lawfully
to extend to all vessels lawfully
engaged in coasting trade,...........
trade,
engaged
12
to steam-tugs B. F. Davidson, and
and W. K.
K
Muir,
Muir,.............................
19
Intercourse.
See Commercial Intercourse.
Revenue.
Licenses. See Internal
Internal Revenue.
for taverns,
taverns, hotels,
in
for
hotels, retailers,
retailers, &c.,
&c., in
Washington County, D. C., levy court
court
Washington
may issue
issue and
classify,
194
and classify,............
194
maximum tax therefor,
194
maximum
therefor,. .........
194
under internal
revenue act,
under
internal revenue
act, provisions
provisions
concerning,
248-258
concerning, ....................
248-258
exempt from
from operation
operation of
of
not to exempt
state laws
laws, ................. 250,
251
20, 261
state laws not to exempt from procuring,......................
251
officers of customs
carrying into
into effect
effect
customs carrying
certain, to
year additioncertain,
to have
have 81000
$1000 aayear
additional pay,.
pay, .............................. 218
218
Lien,
duties
duties under internal
internal revenue
revenue law to
be
a,
243, 258, 283,
286
be a,..............
14, 243,
283, 286
duties to be on property
property and rights of
of
property, .....................
470, 472
472
property,
470,
Lieutenant-General,
LieutenantGeneral,
the United
army regrade of, in the
United States army
vived,
11
vived,............................
11
appointment
authorized,
12
appointment of,
of, authorized,...........
12
pay,
and staff
staff of,..........
of,
12
pay, allowances,
allowances, and
12
rank, pay,
pay, &c., of General Scott,
not afScott, not
fected,
fected, ...........................
'12
joint resolutions
resolutions as to pay of staff of,
of, 406,
406,
417
417
chief of staff to, .....................
500
rank, pay, and allowances
allowances of,......
of,
500
rank,
500
Life-Boats and Apparatus,
Apparatus,
appropriations for,
346
346
appropriations
for,....................
Light-House
Board,
Light-House Board,
appropriations for
the,
149,
150
for the,..............
149, 150
appropriations
Light-House
Light-House Establishment,
Establishment,
appropriations for,
26, 345, 346
26,
appropriations
for................
Light-Houses
California, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and
on coasts of California,
Washington,
Washington,....................... 846
46
Lights. See Collision,
58, 60
to be carried by vessels,
vessels,............. 58,
Limitations of Actions,
Limitations
time during which persons are beyond
legal process by reason
reason of resistance
resistance
to the laws, &c.,
&c., not to make
make part of
of
time limited
limited for bringing
.... 123
123
bringing actions, ....
Lincoln, Abraham,
day for funeral
ceremonies of,
day
funeral ceremonies
of, at Washington,
755
ington,....
...................
755
day of humiliation
humiliation and mourning appointed
the death of, .............
pointed for the
756
Lisle,
Lisk, Andrew,
payment to,
579
payment
to ..........
.................
579
Lithographing,
Lithographing,
appropriations for,.............
for,
25, 148, 424
2,
appropriations
transfer
26
transfer of balances,
balances, .................
where
probable cost will be over, $250
$2500 to
where probable
be
to lowest
lowest ana
and best
186
De awarded
awarded to
Dest bidder,
Dlaaer, 10s
immediate contracts may be made
made when
public
exigency
requires,
186
public exigency requires,.......... 186
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Litters,
Litters,
Lunatics,
Lunatics,
horse and mule, when
furnished in
in lieu
lieu
when furnished
guardians
guardians of committees of, may act
in
act in
of ambulances,..........................
ambulances,
20
20
District of Columbia,
18, 19
19
Columbia,....... ..... 18,
Loan. See Bonds.
payments made to, to be aadischarge, &c.,
payments
&c., 19
19
of $200,000,000,
$200,000,000, authorized,...........
authorized,
13
13
provision as
provision
as to pay of officers
officers in the
coupon on registered
registered bonds to be issued
issued
government
government hospital
hospital for
for the insane,..
insane,.. 348
therefor ........
therefor,
13 Lynn,
..................
13
Lynn, David,
David,
interest not to exceed six per
13
per cent
cent.,, 18
payment
to,........
payment to,
579
..... . .... 579
redeemable
than five,
five, and
redeemable in
in not less than
and
Lyon,
Lyon, Emily
Li'mily A.,
A.,
payable in not more than forty
forty
pension to,.........................
to,
594
594
years, .
13
.........
.................
13 Lyons,
Lyons,
exempt from state
state and municipal
municipal
salary of consul at, .................
139
taxation...................... 13
taxation,
13
principal and interest payable
payable in coin,
13
coin,.. 13
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of,
13
of,...........
13
M.
M.
five-twenty bonds may be
be issued
to subsubissued to
Machinery,
Machinery,
scribers, .......................
*
13
13
for navy, appropriation
appropriation for, ........... 81
81
of $400,000,000
$400,000,000 authorized,........
authorized,
.218-222
218-222
certain to be free
free of duty,
216
duty,............ 216
Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury may borrow
borrow
flax
and
hemp
and
steam
flax
hemp
agricultural,
agricultural, to
$600,000,000,
$600,000,000, and issue bonds or
or treasbe imported free,
free,...................
444
444
therefor,.................. 468
ury notes therefor,
468 Mackerel Fishery,
Fishery,
bonds to be not less than
468
than $50,
$50,.......... 468
certain provisions of law relating
relating to
to the
the
redeemable in not less than
redeemable
than five,
nor
five, nor
cod fishery
fishery to apply
apply to,.............
to,
535
535
more than forty years, .........
468 Madison,
468
Madison, James,
James,
treasury notes
nOtes convertible into bonds,..
bonds,
468
468
edition
edition of five hundred copies
copies of
of papers
papers
denominations,
denominations, and
and when
when redeemredeemof, to be pullished
published, ................
573
678
able,............
able,
468 Magazines,
........
468
Magazines,
interest .on
on bonds and treasury notes,
notes,
appropriations,
for naval........
appropriations, for
naval,
83,
465
83,84, 465
when payable,.....................
468
468 Mail-Bags,
principal and interest payable
coin or
payable in
in coin
or
appropriation
Andrews's
appropriation to test Solomon
Solomon Andrews's
other lawful money,
468
money ................
468
new mode of fastening,
574
fastening, ............
674
Matter,
cent.,,468 Mail
interest in coin not to exceed six per cent
Mail Matter,
not in coin, not to exceed
exceed 77 3-10th
3-10th
certain
articles of clothing
certain articles
clothing may be transper cent, .......................
468
468
soldiers by mail,...........
mitted to
to soldiers
mail,
22
bonds authorized
authorized by former act
act may be
be
rate
rate of postage and
and prepayment
prepayment,.......,
22
issued in the form allowed by
this act,
by this
act, 468
or
Boxes,
468 Mail Pouches
Pouches or Boxes,
any treasury
treasury notes or interest-bearing
interest-bearing
may
be
bought
of Marshal
Marshal Smith's
Smith's patent
patent may be bought
obligations convertible into these
these
for postal service,
service,................... 574
74
bonds, .....................
468
Mails,
468 Mails,
such bonds not to be part of this
act to provide
provide for carrying
carrying between
between the
$600,000,000, .................
468
$600,000,000,
United States
States and
and foreign
foreign ports,
ports, .....
36
468
86
bonds or other obligations, how may
be
may be
vessels
belonging to citizens
vessels belonging
citizen's of the
the
of; ...................
•
468, 469
disposed of
carry and
deliver the
the
United States to carry
468,
469
and deliver
treasury notes may be issued
issued to
to pay
pay for
for
mails,
36
.......................
......36
materials and supplies, .............
. 469
compensation
compensation to be such
such as
by
469
as allowed
allowed by
mode
proceeding in such case,...
case,... 469
mode of proceeding
469
law, ..........................
36
36
bonds and other
other obligations exempt
from
exempt from
upon entry
entry of vessel, master
master to
to make
make
taxation .........................
taxation,
469
oath as to
to delivery
delivery of mails,.........
mails,
36
469
36
penalties
penalties of former acts against countercounterpenalty for failing to
penalty
make oath,
36
to make
oath,... 86
feiting, &c.,
ap&c., notes and bonds
bonds made
made apcontracts
contracts for conveying
Panama or
or
conveying by Panama
plicable
plicable thereto,
thereto, ...................
469
Nicaragua route,
469
Nicaragua
route, ..................
36
36
no legal-tender
legal-tender notes authorized
authorized by
expenditure, ..........
36
limit to expenditure,
by this
this
36
469
act ..............................
apportionment, if more than one
apportionment,
one
469
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of
of this act,
act,.. 469
company
469
company carries
carries the mails,......
mails,
36
36
Lotteries,
Lotteries,
contracts for
carrying
in
steamships
befor carrying in steamships beprovisions
provisions of internal
internal revenue
revenue act contween
contween ports
ports of the United
States,
..
37
United States,.... 37
cerning, ...............
279, 472,
appropriation for,
for, and for such
serappropriation
279,
472, 485,
485, 486
486
such sernot legalized,
legalized,.....................279
279
vice on
on Pacific Coast,.
Coast, .........
37
vice
37
Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General may
may suspend
opersuspend operact authorizing issue of patents for locaation of law tauthorizing
conveying
authorizing conveying
tions in the Las Orixtegas
letters otherwise than
than in
mails,
37
letters
Ormegas and La
in mails,......
37
Nana
Nana grants in, ....................
326
penalty for placing words'
words '"United
penalty
326
"United
not entitled to representation
electoral
States mail,"
mail," &c.,
&c., on
vessel
representation in electoral
on aacoach
coach or
or vessel
college
not used
carry the
the mail,..........
mail,
37
college,...........................
567
not
used to
to carry
667
37
Island,
Lovell's Island,
advertising such
or
vessel,
37
for advertising
such coach
coach or vessel, 37
sea-wall on, ......................
one half of fine to go to
person insea-wall
354
to person
854
inMasters,
Loyal Musters,
forming
forming and prosecuting,.........
prosecuting,
37
37
to have
have certificate and bounty
disqualification fbr
for carrycarrycolor to be no disqualification
bounty for
for drafted
drafted
slaves, ..........................
ing the,
..
515
ing
the ...........................
11
515
compensation
compensation for services of
Mail Service,
of their
Service,
their slaves
slaves
appropriations for
for the,.............29,
the,.
29, 80,
30,
.425
425
volunteer,...................
who volunteer,
•
11
appropriations
11
Lucifer Matches,
Matches,
Mail-Steamship Service,
Mail-Steamship
Service,
and provisions
provisions of
of revenue
duty upon, and
with China and
and Japan, ...............
430
revenue
430
See
Ocean Mail-Steamship
Mail-Steamship Service.
law concerning,...............
concerning,
482,
See Ocean
482, 488
483
Service.
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830INEX Service, (continued.)
Mail-Steamship
(continued.)
4lait-Steamship
to foreign
foreign ports, how may
may be paid,
paid,..... 506
506
if by American
vessel,
American
................... 606
606
if by foreign
vessel,................
foreign vessel,
506
506
letters not to be received
received on board
board vesvesposted, &c.,
sel, unless posted,
506
&c.,............
506
Maine,
Maine,
in,............. 523
post-roads established in,
Makahs,
Makahs,
appropriations for the,
551
the,............ 173,
173, 551
Manchester,
Manciester,
salary of consul at,................
at,
139
139
Manslaughter,
Manslauqhter,
punishment
of,
in
the
punishment
District of Colum421
bia,..............................
421
Manqfactures, Articles,
Products,
lanulfactnres,
Articles, and Products,
specific and ad
valorem duty
duty on
specific
ad valorem
on under
under
the internal
258, 273
internal revenue
revenue law,
law,....... 258,
273
See Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
Manufactures of
Manufactures
of Cotton,
import duty on, ................. 491,
491, 492
492
Mapping,
M'apping,
appropriations for, ...............
appropriations
26, 448
448
26,
Marble,
Marble,
duty on, ..........................
214
214
floor to be constructed
constructed in the
the old hall of
of
the House of Representatives,
347
Representatives, ....... 347
statuary to be placed there, ...........
347
Mare
Mare Island,
Island,
appropriations for
appropriations
for navy
navy yard and
and magazine
.zine at, .....................
82, 83, 84
84
constructing engineer at,
salary of constructing
84
at,..... 84
pay of paymaster's
altered, 92
92
paymaster's clerk at, not altered,
Marine
Marine Barracks,
Barracks,
appropriations
for
464
appropriations for,
................ 82,
82, 464
Marine Corps.
Corps. See Navy.
Marine
NTvy.
persons enlisted into, to be credited
credited to
quota, ..........................
2
2
appropriation for the, ...............
82
service may
be transtranspersons in
in military service
may be
ferred to the marine
marine corps, ..........
342
342
enlistments in, to ,be
town,
be credited
credited to
to town,
&c., ..........................
342
342
bounty to those enlisting, ............
342
342
officers
officers of the, may be advanced
advanced in rank
rank
for gallantry and heroism,
heroism, ..........
424
424
may be promoted though grade is full,..
full,
424
424
appropriation
the,
464
appropriation for the.................
464
Marine Hospital
Ho?pital
Marine
and grounds,
grounds, at Chicago, may
may be
142
be sold, 142
proceeds to to
purchase a
a
proceeds
to be
be applied to
to purchase
site,. .....................
1
42
better site
142
possession to be
142
possession
be retained
retained until,.
until, ........ 142
Marine Hospitals,
Hospitals,
Marine
appropriations
appropriations for, ................
25, 83
Mariners,
Mariners,
complaints
against,
for
minor
offences,
to
complaints against, for minor offences, to
be tried summarily, ...........
124, 125
126
124,
Mariposa
Mariposa Big-Tree
Biq-Tree Grove,
grant of,
of, to California, ..............
325
325
Maroney, Alexander,
Maroney,
gratuity
.......................
gratuity to,
598
copy of act granting, to be
be sent
sent
to,...
to,
698
.................
.
98
Marquette and
and Ontonagon
Ontonagon Railroad,
Railroad,
completion of,
time for completion
of, between
between MarMarquette and Ontonagon
Ontonagon extended,..137,409
extended,.. 137,409
resolution explanatory
act
concernexplanatory of
of act concerning, ...
409
.........
............
409
lands granted to Michigan
Michigan to
to aid in
in
completion
completion of,
of,
................. 520, 521
521
Marriage,
Marriage,
proof of, under
under pension act, of colored
colored
soldiers, ..................
889
.....

Married
Women,
Married Women,
acknowledgment
acknowledgment by, of deeds executed
executed
by husband,
dower in
in
husband, to
to bar claim
claim for dower
the District
District of Columbia,..........
Columbia,
532
532
form of acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
deeds by,..
by,
632
of deeds
532
Marshal,
Marshal,
United States,
States, for
for District
United
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
fees and emoluments
emoluments of,........
of,
195, 196
196
195,
for the district
district of Nevada,
Nevada, pay,
&c ,of,..
of,.. 440
pay, &c.,
440
for the district
district of
Oregon, pay,
8r.c
,
of,.
440
of Oregon,
pay, &c., of,. 440
Marshals,
Marshals,
appropriations
158, 457
457
appropriations for
for the,
the,........... 158,
of the URited
ITEited States,
States, maximum
maximum compencompensation of, .......................
196
sation
196
pay
act for
for suppression
suppression of
of the
the
pay of, under
under act
slave-trade, .......................
852
slave-trade,
352
Martial Law,
Martial
Law,
their aiders
alders and
and
all rebels and
and insurgents,
insurgents, their
abettors,
subject to,
to, ..........
730
abettors, to
to be subject
730
in Kentucky, proclaimed,
proclaimed, .............
743
743
declared
to
be
no
longer
in
force,
.. 773
declared
773
Maryland,
Maryland,
post-routes
post-routes established
established in, ........
318, 525
318,
525
Masonic
Association of
of the
of CoCoMasonic Hall Association
the District
Districtof
lumbia,
incorporation of,
of, ..............
55
act of incorporation
55
55, 57
57
powers and duties of corporation,....
corporation,.... 55,
Masters
Masters
vessels, complaint
complaint against
against for minor
of vessels,
minor
offences
offences to be tried summarily,..
summarily,— 124, 125
125
Matches,
Matches,
duties on,...................
on,.
302, 482,
482, 485
provisions of revenue
revenue law concerning,.
concerning,. 302,
485
when
when to take
take effect,
effect, ......... 302, 485
W. B.,
B.,
Matchett, Rev.
Rev. W.
chaplain, to be adjusted
account of, as chaplain,
and money
money paid,
paid, ..................
689
589
Mates,
Mates,
acting masters'
masters' mates to be so called,...
called,
539
539
how may be
be rated, .................... 639
539
Hospitals,
Matrons in
in the
the Hospitals,
compensation of, to be increased,.......
compensation
increased,
416
416
John C.,
C.,
McConnell, John
payment to, for raising
troops in
in Maryraising troops
land, .............................
586
586
Meade,
Major-General George
G.,
Meade, Major-General
George G.,
thanks of congress
congress to,................
to,
401
401
of Honor,
Honor,
Medals of
appropriation
for,. ....................
85
appropriation for,
85
Medical Department, Army,
Army,
appropriations for,........
appropriations
for,
82,
464
82, 129, 497,
497, 464
Directors,
Medical Directors,
of armies in
field and of
of military
military dedein the field
partments,
partments, rank, pay, &c., of,
of,........ 437
of
corps, &c.,
&c., rank,
pay, &c.,
&c ,
of an army corps,
rank, pay,
438
of; ...........................
438
rank
rank and pay,
pay, how long to continue,...
continue,
438
488
assignments to such duties to be
be two
assignments
two
from volunteers,
volunteers, .......
.....
438
thirds from
.............
438
Medical
Medical Museum,
for army,
army, appropriation
appropriation for, ..........
129
129
Medicine
Medicine and
and Surgery,
Surgery,
appropriation
appropriation for bureau
bureau of,........
of,
82, 464
82,
464
Medicines,
Medicines,
instruments
instruments and
and dressings, appropriaappropriations for, .......
128
...
..........
128
or preparations,
internal
preparations, provisions of internal
revenue law concerning,
revenue
301
concerning,....... 296, 301
Members of
Congress,
of Congress,
not to receive
receive pay for services
services in
in any
any
matter where
where the
the United
United States is aa
party, .........................
. . 123
123
penalty
123
penalty for so doing, ..............
123
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831

831
m.nlp ,
I
Memphis,
INDEX.
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Michigan (continued.)
additional
additional inspectors of steamboats at,..
at,
120
12C
canal to be a
a public highway,
and
free
highway, and free
pay and duties of,
of,...............
120
12
from
from toll
toll to vessels of,
of; or employed
employed by,
by,
Mlenasha
Menasha Lund
Land District,
District,
the United States,
States, ................
520
520
certain lands in Stockbridge, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
route
route of canal to be established
established before
before
to form part of,
of....................
531
531
lands
lands are
are disposed of;
520
of,............ 520
may be sold, &c., ................
631
531
lands
lands granted to revert
revert to the
the United
United
Menomtmees,
Menomonees,
States, unless canal is completed
completed in
in
appropriations
appropriations for the,....164, 166, 544,
544, 545
545
years, ...........
520
two years,.
...........
. 520
Merchants'
Merchants' Exchange,
Exchange, New York City,
City,
account
account of sales of lands,
of expenlands, an
and of
expennotice
notice to owners, of the intention
of the
intention of
the
ditures
upon
canal,
ditures
canal, to be kept,.......
kept,
520
520
United
United States to purchase the same,.
same,. 667
667
when state has been
been reimbursed, tolls
tolls
Mleteorological
Meteorological Observations,
Observations,
to be only such as will
pay the
the exexwill
pay
appropriation for taking
taking and recording,
recording,. 129
129
penses of the
penses
520
the canal,
canal,..............
...
20
Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police,
Police,
additional lands granted
additional
to, to
to aid
aid in
granted to,
in the
the
appropriations for,
appropriations
159, 459
459
for,................159,
construction of certain
construction
certain railroads,..
railroads,- 520-522
520-522
of, to be increased
increased fifty-per cent.,
pay of,
cent.,...159,
... 159,
lands how to be selected
selected and
and disdis469
459
posed of, ........... ..
521-522
521-522
expense of, how apportioned
apportioned and
and
completing certain
time for
for completing
of said
said railrailcertain of
borne
borne,........................
159, 459
459
159,
roads
roads extended,..............
extended,
521, 522
522,
521,
tax may be levied therefor
therefor, ....... 159,
159, 459
159
each road
road to grade twenty miles in
in t'wo
tSvo
Metropolitan Railroad
Metropolitan
Railroad Company,
years, and twenty miles
miles each
each year
year
act to incorporate, in District of
Columof Columthereafter,...............
thereafter,.
522
...
522
bia, ..........................
326,
26, 331
331
lands
lands to revert
revert to the United States,
States, ununtime for completing portion of road
road exexless conditions of grant are
complied
are complied
tended, ........................
.426
426
with,522.........................
522
portion of road to be finished in thirty
thirty
time for completing
completing certain railroad
railroad in,
in,
days,..........................
days,
426
426
extended,.......................
extended,
•
530
530
location
of, changed,
location of,
536
changed, .....................
536
time for reversion
reversion to the United
United States
States
rates of fare,
fare,. ......................
536
. 536
of lands granted
granted to,
for
construction
of
to, for construction of
use, &c.,
&c., of road subject
subject to
to municipal
municipal
railroad from Pere
Pere Marquette
railroad
Marquette to
to Flint,
Flint,
regulations
regulations .....................
536
536
extended
extended for five years,...........
years,
569
. 569
capital stock
stock increased,
536 Michigan City,
increased,............... 536
City,
payment therefor
therefor, ...............
536
536
made a
aport
port of delivery,...............
delivery,
445
445
stock may be sold in
536
in default,
default, &c.,
&c.,. !'' 536
annexed to collection district of
Chiof Chitime of completing road extended,...'..
extended,
" 537
587
cago, ................
445
......
... 445
package-tickets, price of,
of;..............
537
537
surveyor of customs
customs at,
at, pay,
pay, &c.,......
&c.,
445
445
color not to exclude
exclude persons from
from cars,.
cars,. 537
537 Michigan
City
Harbor
Company,
Michigan (ity Harbor Company,
Miamies,
MIiamies,
use of government
government piers
piers at Michigan
Michigan
appropriations for the,
appropriations
166, 167,
167, 546
546
the,.........166,
City granted
to,
445
City
granted to,............................
445
Michigan,
Michigan,
Michilimackinac,
Michilimackinac,
Indian service in,
in,................ 179,
179, 558
additional
558
additional inspectors
inspectors authorized
at, ....
198
authorized at,
198
post-routes established
in,
318, 523
established in,.........318,
Indians,
623 Middle Oregon Indians,
amendment
amendment of former act granting
granting land
land
appropriations for the, ........... 175,
appropriations
175, 554
54.
railroad, ................
to, for railroad
119 Midshipmen,
Midshipmen,
... 119
location of road changed,
119
changed.............. 119
none to be appointed from
from districts
not
districts not
limit of selection of lands,
lands, ............
119
119
represented
represented in
in congress ...........
406
466
extended, .............
time not to be extended
119
119
pay of,
after academic
examination
and
of, after
academic examination and
lands granted,
granted, how only to be
be disposed
disposed
before
before promotion
promotion to
to grade of
of ensign,
ensign, ..539
539
of..
.........................
of,.
119 Mileage,
Mileage, 4-c.,
119
tic.,
land granted for wagon-roads
wagon-roads for
milfor milofficers, appropriation
of army
army officers,
for,
128
appropriation for......
128
itary and postal purposes,
141
purposes,...... 140,
no payment
140, 141
payment for constructive,
for
constructive, allowed
allowed for
routes of roads,
140
roads,...................... 140
any extra
extra session of congress,.......
congress,
460
460
lands,
lands, how to be applied and disposed
disposed
Military Academy,
Academy,
of,
......................
of,
141
.... 110,
appropriations for,
for years
years ending
ending June
June
140, 141
appropriations
for, for
rights
rights of way granted, ................
141
30, 1865,
1865, and June
June 80, 1866,
38, 467
467
141
1866, .....
38,
wagon-roads,
wagon-roads, how to be constructed,...
constructed,
141
141
to be applied only
to
cadets
reguonly to cadets reguto be public highways
highways free of toll
larly
appointed, ...........
larly appointed,
39,
407
39, 467
charges, ..................
and charges,.
14
enlisted men employed
may have
14
employed at,
at, may
have
to be completed in five years,
141
years,..... 141
extra-duty pay, ................
39, 467
467
39,
counties of Calhoun
Calhoun and Branch made
made
pay of cadets atter
atter July 1, 1863,
39, 467
467
1863,.... 39,
part of eastern
eastern judicial district of,
143
of,... 143
cadets found
found deficient
deficient at
examination
at examination
grant of the right to locate,
locate, &c.,
&c., shipnot to be continued
academy, or
or
continued at academy,
canal, &c.,
through "
The Portage,".
519
&c., through
"The
Portage,". 519
reappointed,
&c.,
39, 46
17
6
reappointed, unless, &c.,........
39,
467
limit to grant, ................ .
519
professors of;
professors
may be
&c.,4
of, may
519
be absent,
absent, &c.,......
416
width and depth
depth of canal,
Military
Asylum,
canal,......... 519
Military
Asylum,
519
grant of 200,000 acres of public lands
lands to
established,509
established,
to
........................
509
aid in building
building ship-canal,
ship-canal, ..........
520
See
National Military
Military and
and Naval
Naval Asylum.
Asylum
See National
520
Justice,
how and where
where to be selected,....
selected,..., 520 Military
Military Justice,
to be made from odd numbers,
numbers, and
bureau
bureau of;
established, ...............
145
and
of, established,
145
not from lands designated
designated as
minas minSee Bureau
Justice.
See
Bureau of Military Justice.
eral,........................
520
Military Wagon-Road,
520 Military
lands granted to be
be subject
subject to
disposal
to disposal
to Lake
Lake Superior,
Superior, grant
grant of
of land
land to
to WisWisby the state, ......................
520
consin for,183 ...................
520
183

832
832
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Military Wagon-Road,
Waqon-Road, (continued.)
road, ........................
183
route of
of road,.
184
constructed, ...............
184
how to be constructed,
to be
be public
public highway,
toll,
183
183
of toll,......
highway, free of
to
188,
183, 184
lands, how applied, ...............
Wisconsin.
See Wisconsin.
Militia,
Militia,
one hundred
one
hundred thousand called out, to
serve
months,.............. 733
serve for six months,
three hundred
hundred thousand called for......
for,
747
three
748
five hundred
for,...... 748
hundred thousand called for,
five
Lac Reservation,
Mille Lac
ceded to the United
&c., 693
United States, except, &c.,
ceded
clearing of land
694
land on, .................
clearing
houses for
bands,
694
for chiefs of bands,...........
houses
Miller,
Morris S.,
liller, Major
Major Morris
credited with about
about $37,000, ..... 589
to be credited
Mills,
disturbed,. 682
in Indian country, not to be disturbed,
Mills, Rachel,
Rachel,
pension to, ..........................
601
Milwankie,
Miilwaukie,
certain territory, waters, &c.,
&c., added to
134
collection district of, ................
134
Company,
Milwaukie
Canal Company,
Milwaukie and Rock River Canal
413
allowances
made to, ............
413
allowances to be made
Mineral
Mfineral Lands,
Lands,
grant of public lands to states or corpo567
rations, not to include, .............
rations,
Miners,
Miners,
license
473
&c., ..... ..................
license to, &c.,
Mines,
lMines,
Indian country,
country, not to be disturbed,
disturbed,. 682
in Indian
Titles,
Mining
Mlliing Titles,
possessory
trials for,
for,.................. 441
possessory trials
Ministers,
Ministers,
appropriations for pay, &c., of,
.... 187,
137, 422
of, ....
appropriations
Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Indian
service
in,
179, 558
558
179,
Indian service in ...............
post-routes established
established in,.........319,
in,.
319, 524
524
post-routes
constructing
lands granted to, to aid in constructing
railroad from Saint Paul to Lake Su64
64
..................
perior, .......
if lands hereby
hereby granted
granted have been before
reserved, preeimpted,
preempted, &c.,
&c., other lands
reserved,
64
he given in lieu thereof,..........
thereof,
64
to be
lands not to be located more than twenty
road, ...........
64
64
from lines of road,
miles from
to.,be
applied only
to purposes
of
purposes of
only to
tombe applied
64
. 64
road, as it progresses
progresses, ..........
not to be used for roads that have
before
grants,.
64
before had grants,...............
reservations not within this
former reservations
64
................
act,.........
minimum price of lands
lands not grantminimum
ed,
64
64
ed, ..........................
completed twenty conwhen state has completed
secutive miles of road, patents to issue
65
for
65
for lands
lands on either side, ............
governor of
certificate
of state to give certificate
governor
to Secretary
65
Interior,........ 65
Secretary of Interior,
when not to be subject to
lands granted, when
65
preemption, &c.,
&c., ......................
right of way granted to road over pub65
lic lands, .............
.............
65
width of roadway,
roadway,. ..............
lands to be used only for purposes of
65
road, ............................
65
road
to be
be a
public highway,
highway, ..........
65
65
road to
a public
to
completed within eight years, 65
to be
be completed
mails to be transported over, at such
price as congress
congress directs, ......
65
hereafter constructed,
certain railroads,
railroads, hereafter
65
may connect with this, .............

Minnesota, (continued.)
(continued.)
Paul
for road
road from St. Paul
grant of
of lands to, for
to southern line of state,............
state,
74
74
lands to be selected within
within twenty
twenty
miles of line of road,...........
74
74
conditions
grant, .............
74
conditions of grant
appropriation
charges, and exexappropriation for costs, charges,
penses in suppressing Indian hostilities,
350, 351
361
ties ..........................
such sums only to be paid as are
such
allowed
officers,.. 351
allowed by accounting
accounting officers,..
additional land-grant
additional
land-grant to, to aid in completing
railroads, ........ 526, 527
pleting certain
certain railroads
lands granted to be located within twenty
miles
of
line
of road and
and branches,
branches, 526
ty
reserved excepted from
lands heretofore reserved
this act, except, &c.,
&c.,...............
526
railroads
lands granted
granted to
to the state for railroads
included in this grant to be deducted, 526
remaining lands not to be sold for less
remaining
than
double minimum
minimum price,.........
price,
526
than double
sale,
526
626
to be first offered at public sale,.....
bona fide settlers may purchase at
bona
increased minimum price,
price, .. 526, 527
increased
settlers under homestead act may
settlers
have
patents
for
not
over
have patents for not over 80 acres
527
each, 527....................
disposed of by legislands granted to be disposed
527
Minnesota, ...............
lature of Minnesota,
mode
them,
527
mode of
of disposing
disposing of them,.......
patents to issue from time to time
road are built,
built,.... 527
as portions of road
not to be disposed of for certain
certain roads, 527
except as patented under
under
nor except
this act, ...................
527
existing rights not
interfered with,.
with,. 527
not interfered
existing
lands to revert to the United
United States
States
when, &c.,
527
&c., ........................
withdrawn from market as
to be withdrawn
filed,......
527, 528
528
soon as maps are filed,
highways, free
free of
railroads to be public highways,
toll to the United States, ........... 527
527
malls to be transported,
528
528
transported,... .............
mails
price
by congress, 528
to be determined
determined by
price to
until established by law, PostmasterPostmasterGeneral to fix rate of compensation,
compensation, 528
General
"Minnie Williams,"
Williams," The Schooner,
"Minnie
American register to issue
issue to,
570
to,.......... 570
American
Minor
Offences,
Minor Offences,
against the laws of the -United States,
summary trial of,
124, 125
124,
of, ...............
Minors,
Minors,
persons under
under eighteen
eighteen entitled to dispersons
service, if,
if, &c.,..
&c.,.. 10
10
charge from military service,
discharged, 380
to be discharged,
380
persons under
under sixteen
sixteen to
guardians of,
of, may
of Coguardians
may act
act in
in District of
lumbia,
....... 16, 17
17
lumbia, .............
effect of payments
payments made
made to,.......
to,
19
19
effect
enlistments
of,
punished,
490
489,
of,
.........
enlistments
mustering into service,
service, ...........
490
mustering
Mint
Branches,
Mint and Branches,
appropriations for the,
456
the,.... 155,
155, 158, 455, 456
appropriations
Mississippi
Mississippi,
not entitled to representation
representation in electoral
567
567
college, ........................
provisional governor appointed for, ....
761
the United States to help,.
help,......... 762
convention, qualification
qualification of electors, &c.,
&c., 762
convention,
Mississippi
and
Missouri
Railroad
Mississippi and Missouri Railroad Company,
96
line,... 95,
95, 96
may change
change location
location of part of line,...
95, 96
route of newline.96
new line ...................
conveyed to,..............
to,
96
landslimits
to beof
selection,
95, 9966
96
limits of selection, ..............
96
granted, if,
may assign
assign lands granted,
if, &c.,
&c.,...... 98
98
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Mississippi River,
Mississippi
River,
navy yard on, or on its tributaries,....
tributaries,
323
823
Missouri,
Missouri,
certain
school
lands
in
township
fortycertain school lands in township fortynorth, &c.,
132
five north,
&c., granted
granted to,
to, .........
132
certain entries
entries of land
under gradugraduland in,
in, under
confirmed,................
143
ation act, confirmed
14
lands to be
143
be paid
paid for,
for,.................
143
post-routes
post-routes established
established in,............
in,
319
319
Missourias,
Missourias,
appropriation for the,.............
appropriation
the,
167, 168
167,
168
Missouri, Department
cf,
Missouri,
Department of,
appropriation
appropriation for pay, bounty, &c., of
of
men in
1,
in....
..
1, 22
Mixed
Bloods,
Mixed Bloods,
preference
given
preference
to, as laborers,.......
laborers,
695
Moe/or
Modoc Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
appropriation to enable President
President to conconelude
clude treaty with...................
with,
37
87
"Mohawk," Steamer,
Steamer,
"Mohawk,"
joint resolution,
resolution, authorizing
authorizing issue of
of
404
register to, provided,
provided, &c.,
&c.,..........
404
Mohuache
Mohuache Band
of Utah Indians may settle upon
upon reserreservations
vations of Tabeguache
Tabeguache bands,.......
bands,
674
674
Molallas,
appropriations
the,
172,
551
appropriations for
for the,............ 172, 551
Molasses. See Duties
Molasses.
Duties on Imports.
Imports.
duty on,
on.
...............
202
........
. 202
Molds,
Moels,
appropriations for
the
175, 554
554
appropriations
for the,.............
175,
Money-Order Bureau,
appropriations for the,.............
appropriations
the,
. 455
455
Money-Order
Money-Order Offices.
See Money Orders.
Orders.
Postmaster-Gencral to establish,
Postmaster-General
establish, &c.,
76
&c.,... 76
accounts of, to be kept separate.......
separate,
78
78
Money Orders,
Mloney
Orders,
postmaster
postmaster at money-order
money-order offices
offices to issue,
76
..........................
76
to whom order is payable,........
76
76
not to be issued until amount
amount and fees
fees
received, ................
76
are first
first received,
76
penalty for violation
violation of
76
of this rule,.. 76
not valid, unless
unless drawn
drawn on a
or
a printed
printed or
engraved
engraved form, ..................
76
76
applications for, to be signed,
signed, filed,
filed, and
and
preserved
preserved, .........................
76
76
not to be issued for less than $1, nor
more than $30,
76
$30, ...................
76
fees for,
76
for,............................
76
may be changed,
changed, when, &c.,...........
&c.,.
76
76
amount
amount paid for, to be repaid, if order is
returned,
76
returned. .........................
76
fees not to be repaid,
repaid,............. 76
76
to be presented
presented for payment
payment in ninety
76
days, ............................
new order may be issued, if
new fees
fees
if new
are paid, .....................
76, 77
76,
duplicate
duplicate order to issue in case
case of loss,
77
oath, ..............
77
loser to make oath,
77
second fee to be
bp paid,
paid, ............
77
77
payee of money order may indorse
indorse it to
to
another, ......
77
..............
77
receive money
indorsee may receive
money upon
upon proof,
&c., ..........................
77
only one indorsement
indorsement permitted, .......•
77
77
a new order,—
holder to apply for a
order,... 77
pay to postmasters for issuing money
orders, ........................
77
subject to provisions of law, ......
77
77
postmasters
postmasters issuing and paying
paying money
money
orders to execute new
new bonds,........
bonds,
77
77
payments and transfers of funds to meet
payments
meet
orders, .....................
77, 78
77,
70*
'70*
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Money Orders,
Orders, (continued.)
(continued.)
postmasters
and
postmasters to
to account
account for
for transfers and
payments,
payments,..............
77
auditor
' 78
78
auditor to settle accounts of
of postmasters, '
accounts
of money-order
money-order offices to be
accounts of
be
separate,.................... 78
kept separate,
78
dues
to the United States to
dues to
to be collected,
collected, 78
moneys received
received from
from sale of, to be
moneys
deemed moneys
moneys of the United States,
deemed
States, 78
what
embezzlewhit shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed embezzlement,
and
peialty
78
ment, and penalty therefor......
therefor,.
certified transcript
certified
transcript to be evidence
evidence
of receipt
receipt of money
money, ..........
78
penalty
&c..............
penalty for
for forging, &c.,
778
for altering,
altering, .... ..............
79
for knowingly
79
for
knowingly uttering forged,...
forged,
79
superintendent
superintendent of
of money-order system
system
to be appointed
appointed, ..................
79
salary,........
clerks to, and their salary,
79
79
additional
additional clerks, and appropriations,
......................
tions,.
79
79
Money-Order System,
System,
Money-Order
appropriations,
&c.,
for
1865
to
be used
appropriations,
used
for 1866, .....................
506
506
deputy postmasters
506
postmasters may deposit, &c....
&c.,
506
certain expenses
certain
expenses of, to be paid from proceeds, .......................
.505
ceeds,
505
"Mionitor," the Steamer,
Steamer,
"Monitor,"
pay of petty officers and crew
crew of
of the,...
the,
85
85
Montana,
Montana,
territory of, established,
established, ..........
85, 92
92
85,
boundaries...................
boundaries,
86
. 86
territory may be
divided,
boundaries
be divided, boundaries
changed,
changed, &c.,.....................
&c.,
86
86
rights
rights of Indians preserved,
86
preserved,....... 86
Indian
Indian territory excepted
excepted out of
of
boundaries,..................• 86
boundaries,
86
executive
executive power,...................
power,.
86
86
governor,
governor, term
term of office,
office, salary,.
salary,. 86, 90
90
to be superintendent
superintendent of Indian
affairs .................
affairs,
86
86
veto-power
of,
88
veto-power of,..............
88
secretary,
term
of
office,
secretary,
office, duty, salary, ......................
86, 87,
87, 90
90
86,
to act as governor
governor in
87
in case, &c.,
&c., 87
legislative power,.................
power,
87, 88
88
87,
legislative assembly to consist of council
legislative
council
and house of representatives,
representatives, .......
87
87
council; number, term,
term, and qualification
qualification
87,
of members,
members,. .............
.
87, 88
88
house;
house; number, term,
tern), &c., of members,
members, 87
87
apportionment for members
of council
apportionment
members of
council
and
house, ........................
87
and house,
87
census to be taken
to first
first election,
87
census
taken prior
prior to
election, 87
first election, plurality
plurality to
elect,
87
to elect,........
87
first meeting
meeting of legislative assembly,.
assembly,. 87,
87, 91
91
subsequent meetings,...........
subsequent
meetings,
87,
91
87, 91
length of
sessions, ...............
87
of sessions,.
87
voters at first elections,
elections, and qualificaoffice,.
87, 88
tions for
for office,..................
87,
88
at subsequent
subsequent elections,
at
elections,........... 88
88
extent and limits
limits of
legislative
power,
88
extent
of legislative power,.. 88
slavery not to
88
slavery
to exist therein,
therein, ............ 88
officers,
88
township, district,
district, and
and county
county officers,..
88
members
assembly not to
to hold
certain
members of
of assembly
hold certain
offices,
88
offices,.........................
88
who
not to
be members
of assembly
or
who not
to be
members of
assembly or
office-holders in
territory, .......
88
office-holders
in the territory,
88
judicial
power vested
in what,
88
judicial power
vested in
what,......... 88
jurisdiction of
courts to
be limited
limited by
by
jurisdiction
of courts
to be
law,
89
law ..................
.........
89
supreme
courqudges,
&e.,
of,
88
supreme court,
judges, &c., of,.........' 88
district
&c., of,
district courts, judges, &c.,
of,........ 88
88
probate courts
and justices
justices of
of the
the peace,.
peace,
89
probate
courts and
89

831
834
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Montana,
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(continued.)
chancery and common-law
common-law jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, 89
clerks of courts and register in chancery,
chancery,
and their
their fees.
fees, .................
.. 89
89
writs of error and appeals to supreme
supreme
court,.
court, .........................
.. 89
89
habeas corpus, &c.,
habeas
&c...................
89
89
attorney, fees and salary..............
salary,
89
89
marshal, fees and salary,
salary,............. 89
surveyor-general, compensation
surveyor-general,
and alcompensation and
lowances..
lowances, .......................
89
certain officers to be appointed
by the
appointed by
the
President, ......................
President,.
90
90
oath of executive, judicial, and
and civil
civil
officers, ..........................
90
90
pay of members
members and officers
officers of
of legislative assembly,
assembly,..................
. 90
90
assembly to have but one session, unassembly
unless, &c.,
&c.,.........................
90
90
to make annual appropriations,
appropriations, ..... 90
90
moneys, how disbursed
disbursed and expended,
expended, 90, 91
91
disbursing officers
officers to give security, 91
91
seat of government,
government, how established and
and
changed,
91
changed ,. ........................
91
delegate in congress, election, &c.,
&c., of,
91
of,.. 91
school
lands,
91
school lands,.........................
91
judicial districts, assembly
assembly may
judicial
may alter,
alter,
judges,
91
and assign judges,.................
91
treaties with the
be observed,
91
the Indians to
to be
observed, 91
existing agencies
agencies and superintendencies
superintendencies
to be continued,
92
continued,..................
92
in,
350
survey of public lands
lands in,.............
350
constitute
one
surveyorwith Dakota, to
to constitute one surveyorgeneral's district,.
district, ..................
353
general's
353
territorial
territorial government
457
government in,
in,............. 457
construction of wagon-roads
wagon-roads in, authorized, ........................
516, 517
517
516,
appropriation for,
517
appropriation
for, ................
517
post-roads established
established in,.............
in,
522
post-roads
522
Indian service
service in,
559
Indian
in,.....................
559
C.,
Montano, Stephen
Stephen G.,
payment to
95,
141
payment
.....................
95, 141
MYorris,
Morris, Emily W.,
W.,
pension to
to, .......................
597
697
Morris, Harriet,
Harriet,
Morris,
pension to, .......................
597
pension
597
Mortgage
Mortgage
of vessel not to be recorded, unless
unless acacknowledged,
519
knowledged,. .....................
519
Mommy,
Mouny, George,
George,
payment to, .........................
591
594
"Muir, 'the
"Muir,"
the Steam-Tug
Steam-Tug W.
W. K.,
K.,
enrolment and license granted
enrolment
granted to,......
to,
593
Murphy, Riclhard
Richard G.,
G.,
Murph/i,
payment to, for
in removal
of
payment
for services
services in
removal of
Sioux Indians, .....................
583
583
for money paid on false vouchers,
586
vouchers,.. 586
W.,
M.,rray, George W.,
to,..........................
593
pension to
593
""Musicians,"
llusicians,"
the word, how to be construed in act
act inincreasing pay of soldiers, ...........
416
416
Mutilated Bonds
Mutilated
and notes of the United States,
States, new
new
be substituted
substituted for,
for, ........ 220
220
ones may be

N.
N.
Names of Vessels. See Vessels.
Vessels.
act to punish fraud in,.............
in,
63, 61
64
National
National Armory,
Armory,
manufacture
manufacture of arms at,
129
at,.............
129
new marepairs, improvements, and
and new
ma..... 129
chinery at
at,................
129
- ............................... ,.....................J

...................

IkTational
National Currency,
Currency,
act to provide
provide, ....................
99-118
99-118
See
Associations.
See Banking
Banking Associations.
National
Forces,
National Forces,
the President
President may call for such
number
such number
the public
exigencies require,
of men
men as
as the
public exigencies
require, 66
quota
quota of towns, cities,
cities, wards, &c., how
how
determined, ........
determined,
.............
66
persons in naval
naval service
service to be reckoned, ........................
oned,
66
draft to be made,
is not
draft
made, if quota
quota is
not filled
filled by
by
volunteers,
6
volunteers .......................
6
to be made from
from time to
to time, until
is filled,
6
quota is
filled, .................
6
volunteers
volunteers enlisting after draft is ordered,
ordered,
but
before it
is made,
made, ..............
6
but before
it is
6
substitutes, what and by whom
whom may
may be
be
substitutes,
furnished,
furnished, and
and for how long,.........
long
..
66
may furnish,......
furnish,
drafted persons may
66
who may be employed as,.........
as,
66
persons
furnishing, to be
be how
persons furnishing,
how long
long
exempt,.......................
66
commutation
commutation money,
money, payment of, to
to exexempt from
from draft,
draft, only
only in
in filling
filling that
that
quota.............................
quota,.
77
and in no case
case for more
more than aayear,
77
enrolment to
include what
persons,
7, 9
9
enrolment
to include
what persons,....
7,
names of what persons
stricken
persons to be stricken
from list,
from
list,......................
.
77
exempts
enrolment,.
exempts from
from enrolment,.............
88
seamen,
seamen, if drafted,
drafted, may enlist
enlist in naval
naval
service,
service , ..........................
77
time, mode,
mode, and term
term of enlistment,
77
mariners
military service may
enlist
mariners in military
may enlist
in
navy,
7
in
.........................
7
regulations,
7
rules and regulations,..............
7
number
number not to exceed ten thousand,
thousand,
7
7
deducted from
from
bounty money
money to
to be
be deducted
prize money,..........
7
prize
.......
7
enlisted seamen
credited to
to towns,
towns,
enlisted
seamen to be
be credited
&c., on their quota, ................
&c.,
77
enlistments hereafter
naval service
service
enlistments
hereafter into naval
or marine
corps, to be
credited, &c.,..
&c.,
marine corps,
be credited,
88
persons
persons enrolled to be included
included in one
class,
class, ............................
88
penalty
penalty for forcibly
forcibly resisting,
resisting, &c., enrolment, ............................
88
persons employed
or persons
employed therein,......
therein,
8
8
offenders liable
liable to
punished unoffenders
to be
be punished
law,
der state law,..................
8
8
additional surgeons
additional
surgeons to examine drafted
drafted
men,. .............................
men,
88
their duties, .................
... 88
examinations
when and
examinations of
of drafted
drafted men,
men, when
and
where to be held,
held, ..................
8, 9
9
where
8,
witnesses
government before
before proprowitnesses for
for government
vost-marshals,
vost-marshals, boards
boards ofenrolment,&c.,
of enrolment,&c.,
99
may be
compelled to
to attend
attend withwithbe compelled
fees, ..........
out payment
payment of
of fees,
99
fees for attendance
attendance and travel,.....
travel,
9
fees
9
drafted men may have process for,
mileage, ..............
9
but not mileage,
9
penalty for perjury
perjury before provost-marprovost-marpenalty
shal, &c.,
shal,
&c., ........ ..................
99
provost-marshal, &c.,
&c.,
copies of record
record of provost-marshal,
to be evidence,
evidence,. ....................
99
penalty for
certifying,
penalty
for falsely
falsely certifying,......
99
persons conscientiously
opposed to bearpersons
conscientiously opposed
ing
arms,
if
drafted,
how
to
be
treated,
ing arms, if drafted, how to be treated,
99
evidence
9
evidence as to scruples,.
scruples,............
9
persons of
foreign birth,
who have
have
persons
of foreign
birth, who
voted,•not
draft,
voted,not exempt from
from draft,.....
99
claims for exemption
exemption to
verified by
by
claims
to be
be verified
oath,
&c.,.
oath, unless, &c.......................
99
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National Forces,
National
Forces, (continued.)
(continued.)
National
National Humiliation
Humiliation WO
Prayer,
ahd Prayer,
exemptions
exemptions obtained by fraud,
fraud, to
be
to be
requesting the President
resolution requesting
President to
to
void.
........................
void,
10
10
appoint
ap,point a
clay .of,
.415
a day
of, ..............
...
41
person exempted to be deemed
deemed a
a
day of, appointed,...............
appointed,
744
744
deserter, ..................
10
10 National
Military and
and Naval Asylum,
National Military
Asylum,
person in service under eighteen,
eighteen, to
to be
be
for the relief
relief of the totally
totally disabled
disabled men
men
discharged,
discharged,. ....
..... ..............
10
the volunteer
volunteer forces of the United
of the
United
bounty,
bounty, &c., to be refunded,
refunded,....... 10
10
States,
States, incorporated,.............
incorporated,
.509
509
penalty for procuring
procuring false report
report from
from
number
number of corporators,
corporators, powers, &c.,...
&c.,
509
surgeon
surgeon of board,
board, &c,
10
&c .............
10
directors, officers,
officers, quorum,
509
directors,
quorum,. .........
509
fees for making papers for exemption
exemption
site for military
military asylum,
asylum, buildings,.....
buildings,
509
509
from draft,
draft,. ..........................
10
10
forfeitures,
certain fines,
fines, forfeitures,
and
stopand stopphysicians
physicians to have none,
10
none,.......... 10
pages
pages to go to support asylum,..
asylum,
510
510
penalty
penalty for demanding or receiving
receiving
donations, how to be received
received and
and
more; .. .................... .
10
10
held......................
held,
510
510
who not to be employed in procuring
procuring
site for naval asylum,
asylum, buildings, &c.,
&c.....510
.. 510
substitutes, ........
.............
. 10
10
not
not to be selected until, &c.,
&c., .....
510
51
penalty for violation,............
penalty
violation,
10
10
officers of
asylum,
510
officers
of asylum,...............
10
certain colored
colored persons may
may be
enrolled
be enrolled
who entitled to benefits of asylum,.
asylum,.: .. 510
510
and form part of national forces,
forces,..... 11
11
inmates
subject
to
articles
inmates subject
articles of war,......
war,
510
510
slaves of loyal masters, if drafted,
drafted, masmaspersons entitled
entitled to pensions becoming
becoming
ter to have certificate
certificate and slave
slave to
to be
be
inmates,
inmates, to assign
assign pensions,
pensions, ........
510
free.........
free,
11
re
..................
11
directors to report
report annually,
annually ...........
510
5
51
10
0
bounty to go to master,
11.
master........... 11
treasurer's accounts,
treasurer's
accounts, .................
510
510
commission to determine
determine compensation
compensation
National Thanksgiving,
National
Thanksgiving,
to loyal masters,...................
masters,
11
11
appointed.................
appointed
749
..... ........
749
colored persons,
persons, dratted,
drafted, enlisted,
enlisted, &e
&c.,,
Union Insurance
Insurance Company,
Company,
National Union
to be credited on quotas, but not
not asasof Washington,
Washington, D. C., incorporated,
incorporated, 428,429
428,429
signed as state troops,..............
troops,. .
.
11
11
capital
capital stock,
stock, value
value of
of shares,
shares, how
how called
called
to be mustered as United States
in .. , ... .....................
in,
428
428
troops,
11
colored troops,................
11
who may be members
members of
the company,.
company,. 428
428
of the
surgeon for receiving
penalty upon surgeon
receiving
common seal
seal and general
428
common
general powers,
powers,...... 428
money, &c.,
&c., for making false
false report,
report, 11
11
directors
directors and officers,
428
officers,............... .428
upon members
members of board
of enrolboard of
enrolfirst meeting
meeting and other meetings,......
first
meetings,
428
428
ment fbr
for illegally
illegally discharging
discharging
appointment of officers
appointment
officers and agents,....
agents,
428
428
drafted persons,
11
drafted
persons,.............. 11
by-laws,............................
429
by-laws
429
words "precinct"
"precinct" and "election
"election diswhat may
may be
insured
against,
429
be insured against, .........
429
trict," how construed,
trict,"
construed, ..............
11
11
policies, premiums,
policies,
premiums, profits, ..........
429
429
repeal of inconsistent provisions,
provisions,...... 11
11
transfer of stock, ....................
4299
act further to regulate
regulate and provide
provide for
for
charter
charter may be altered
altered or repealed,
repealed, ...
429
429
the enrolling and calling out,........
out,
379
Nautical Almanac,
Almanac,
379 Nautical
President may call for any number
number of
of
appropriations
appropriations forAmerican,
forAmerican, ........ 85,
466
85, 466
volunteers,
volunteers, for one, two, or three
three
Nautical,
Nautical,6-c.,
afc., _Instruments,
Instruments,
years,..
years,
379
........................
appropriations
for navy,....
navy, .... 81,
81, 462,
462, 463
463
379
appropriations for,
for, for
volunteers, how to be credited,........
volunteers,
credited,
379 Navajoe
Navajos Indians,
379
Indians,
bounty to, for different terms
terms of
appropriation
to
settle,
.
323
appropriation to settle, ................
323
service,.....................
ser
vice,
379
to extend reservation
of, ..............
323
reservation of,
323
how paid in case of death, &c.,
&c ,379
379 Naval Academy,
President shall order draft
draft for
for one
one year,
year,
appropriations
appropriations for,.............
for,
24, 84,
84, 466
466
24,
filled in
sixty days
days
where quota is not filled
in sixty
students,
students, when examined
admission,
examined for admission,
after call,.
call, .......................
379
379
to be between
between 14 and
and 18
age,. 39
18 years
years of
of age,.
39
no commutation
commutation to
379
to release
release from,
from,... 379
no money
money to be applied
applied to
to support
support of midmidrecruiting
recruiting by executives
executives of
of any
any state
state
shipmen, unless regularly appointed,.
shipmen,
appointed,
84
84
allowed in states
states declared
declared in
in rebellion,
rebellion,
mileage of visitors
visitors to,
to, ...............
84
mileage
84
&c.,
except, &c.,
379
.
...........
379
additional
professors
at,
authorized,
85
additional professors at, authorized,.... 85
organization
organiztition of drafted men,
men, ..........
379
to be returned
returned to
85
379
to Annapolis,
Annapolis, .........
85
discharge of minors by Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, 380
380 Naval
Naval Asylum,
Asylum,
persons under
under sixteen, &c.,
&c., to
to be disappropriations
86, 509
509
appropriations for,
for ................
85,
charged,
charged, .......................
380
See
National Military
Military and
and Naval
Naval Asylum.
Asylum.
380
See National
penalty for knowingly enlisting, &c
380 Naval
&c.,,380
Asylum, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Naval Asylum,
draft to be for 100 per cent,
cent. more than
enlarged accommodations
accommodations for,.....
for,
466, 467
467
enlarged
466,
quota, ...........................
380 Naval
Constructors and
and Steam
Engineers,
Naval Constructors
380
Steam Engineers,
transportation
transportation to and from place
place of
of
authorize Secretary
Navy to
to
act to authorize
Secretary of
of Navy
rendezvous, .................
380
provide for
of, and
of steam
steam
for education
380
education of,
and of
certain persons in naval service,
service, &c.,
&c., to
to
engineers,
engineers,...................... 393
393
be credited
credited to, &c.,.................
&c.,.......
380
cadet engineers,
393
380
engineers, ...................
393
persons
persons absent when drafted
drafted to be notiappointment of,
notiappointment
.................. 393
93
fied,...
380
fied,
......................
age of
of, .........................
393
380
.. 393
not to be deemed deserter
examination of, ...........
deserter until,
until,
.. 393
393
&c.,..........................
380
may be admitted
admitted to
academy, 393
to naval
naval academy,
380
393
not altered,
380
act of 1864, ch.
length of
393
ch. 13,
13, §
§ 17,
17, not
length
altered,... 380
of course,
course, ...............
393
substitutes may be furnished,
380 Naval
furnished,..........
Courts-Martial,
380
Naval Courts-Martial,
act amending
amending several
several acts passed for
for enanfees
record in
in any
any case
not to
to exceed
exceed
fees for record
case not
rolling and calling out the,.........
the,
487
$200,
468
$200 .......................
487
468
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Hospital,
Naval
Navy,
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provision of law to establish,
establish, at
at Kittery,
Kittery,
if found qualified,
qualified, may
may be
be proproMaine,
Maine, repealed,
repealed, ..................
341
341
m
oted, ........
moted,
54
.............
54
in Washington,
Washington, D. C., remainder
remainder of
of
officers may
may be
be advanced,
advanced, not
not over
over
square 948 may be bought for.......
for,
467
467
thirty
thirty numbers,
numbers, for distinguished
distinguished conconNaval Hospitals
Hospitals and Asylums,
Asylums
duct in battle,
battle, &c.,
&c., .................
54
54
appropriations for,.
for, ...............
appropriations
26,
26, 509
509
fleet
fleet paymasters and
and fleet engineers
engineers may
may
Naval Judge-Advocate General,
General,
be appointed,
appointed, ......................
54
54
office of,
established.................. 468
of, established,
468
retired pay
retired
pay of surgeons,
surgeons, paymasters,
paymasters, enenNaval
Naval Observatory,
Observatory,
gineers, and other
other staff
. 54
54
gineers,
staff officers,
officers,.......
appropriation for, ................
84
84
certain
certain officers
officers in, not to be retired,
retired, ununlaw requiring
requiring the superintendent
superintendent of,
of, to
to
&c.,. ........................
less, &c.,
183
183
be aacaptain, commander,
commander, or lieutenant
lieutenant
act to provide
provide for efficiency
efficiency of,
342
of,........ 342
in the navy,
navy, repealed,
534
repealed,.......... 533,
533, 534
persons in military service,
persons
service, how
how transtransnavy officer acting as
as superintendent
superintendent to
to
ferred
ferred to, .......................
342
342
receive
shore-duty pay of his
receive only shore-duty
his
seamen, drafted into military service,
seamen,
service,
grade.................
grade,
534
.........
534
may be transferred
transferred to,..............
to,
342
842
Naval Officer,
Officer,
enlistments in, how
credited,
342
how credited,..........
342
office
of, at Salem and Beverly, abolished,
office of;
abolished, 444
444
persons enlisting in,
to receive
receive same
same
in, to
Naval
Pension Fund,
Naval Pension
Fund,
bounty as in
in army,..................
army,
342
342
money belonging
belonging to,
be investinvestto, how
how to
to be
repeal
repeal of resolution
resolution relating
relating to,
to, passed
passed
ed
............
ed,..........
414, 415
415
24th February,
1864, ...............
342
February, 1864,
342
Naval Service,
Naval
Service,
act prescribing
prescribing punishment
for enticing
enticing
punishment for
persons enlisting into, entitled
bounentitled to
to bounor aiding
aiding persons
persons to
desert from
from serserto desert
ty, . ........
342
...............
.
342
vice in,..
in,
843
vice
. ................
843
certain
certain persons in, to be credited
credited to
to
act giving assimilated
assimilated rank
to certain
certain
rank to
quota of towns, &c.,...........
&c.,
342,
380
342, 880
warrant officers
officers in,...................
warrant
in,
373
373
act for relief
relief of seamen, borne on
on books
books
officers, how called,
officers,
373
called, .............
373
of vessels
vessels lost or wrecked
wrecked in, ........
........ 389
additional
389
additional clerks,
clerks, in department
of, .... 373
department of,
373
day of loss, when
deemed to
to
to be
be deemed
expenses of
of confinement
confinement of persons
persons on
on
be,
be, ................... . ... .. . 389
board of captured
889
captured vessels, how
how paid,.
paid,. 373
373
accounts of petty officers,
how setsetofficers, how
grade
grade of vice-admiral
vice-admiral established
established in,....
in,
420
420
tled,
tled, .....................
390
.
officers
officers of the, may
may be
be advanced
advanced in
rank
390
in rank
compensation for personal effects,
compensation
390
effects,. 390
for gallantry
gallantry and
heroism, .......... 424
424
and heroism,
payment, when to be made
made to
to
may be promoted, though
thofigh grade is full, 424
widow,
widow, &c., ................
390 Navy
Navy Appropriation,
Appropriation,
390
of persons
persons from
law allowing transfer
transfer of
from
for the years ending June 80,
30, 1865,
and
1865, and
military service
service to, repealed,....
repealed,.... 119,
119, 402
June
402
June 30, 1866,......................
1866,
80, 462
462
80,
Naval Station,
pay, bounty,
bounty, &c.,.............
&c.,
80, 462,
80,
462, 463
463
on Western
Western waters, site for, to be serepair and maintenance
maintenance of vessels,..
vessels,.. 80,
80, 462
462
lected ,.......................
lected,
323
....
completion of fast steam-screw
323
steam-screw sloops of
of
commission
commission to be
be appointed,..
appointed,....... 323
war,
323
.....................
war,..
880
on Mississippi
Mississippi River, expenses
expenses of
of comcompurchase,
purchase, &c.,
&c., of vessels for Western
Western
mission to select site for,
466
for,............ 466
waters------------waters,
waters,
........................ . 80
80
Naval
Naval Storekeepers,
Storekeepers,
for naval and
and blockading
blockading purposes,
purposes, 80
80
inventory to be made of
articles in
of articles
in posposarmored
armored plated vessels, ...............
80
80
session of the,.
the, ....................
572
hemp
hemp and fuel,
80,
463
fuel, ...................
572
80, 468
Naval Supplies,
Naval
Supplies,
equipment and provisions,......
equipment
provisions,
80, 81,
81, 463
463
80,
certain bids for, &c., may
may be rejected,
rejected,
construction and repair of
construction
of machinery,
machinery, 81,
81, 463
463
when above market price, &c.,
&c.,...... 394
surgeon's
394
surgeon's necessaries,
necessaries, &c.,.......
&c.,
81,
463
81, 463
Navigation, Bureau
Navigation,
Bureau of;
of,
ordnance and ordnance
ordnance
ordnance stores,
stores, ..... 81,
81, 463
463
appropriation
appropriation for office
office of,.....
of;
81, 462,
462, 493
493
navigation apparatus
supplies,
81,
463
81,
apparatus and
and supplies,..
81, 463
Navy,
Navy,
nautical instruments, books,
nautical
books, and
and charts,
81,
charts, 81,
line officers
officers upon active list, and
and other
other
463
463
naval officers, not to be promoted,
promoted,
clothing,
clothing, .....................
81, 463
463
.. 81,
unless after examination
examination as
to mental,
as to
mental,
bureau
bureau of yards and docks,....
docks,.... 81,
81, 462,
462, 463
463
moral, and professional
professional fitness,
fitness, ......
53
5
of equipment
equipment and recruiting,
recruiting, 81,
81, 462, 463
463
board of examiners, appointment, power,
power,
of navigation
navigation, ............. 81,
81, 462,
462, 463
463
&c., . .....................
53
. ..
of construction
53
construction and repair,
repair, 81, 462,
462, 463
of whom
whom to consist, ..............
53
53
of provisions and clothing, 82,
463
82, 462,
462, 463
officers
officers interested
interested may be present,
present, if
if
of medicine and
surgery,
82,
and surgery,......
82, 464
464
they desire,
desire, ......................
53
of steam
53
engineering,
steam
82, 464
......... 82,
464
their statements
statements and testimony
testimony of
of
marine corps,
corps, barracks,
barracks, and quarters, 82,
82, 464
464
witnesses to be recorded,........
recorded,
53
53
navy yards,
82, 83,
83, 464
.....
.......
..... 82,
464
record to be presented to
to President,
President, 53
53
hospitals,
hospitals, ........................
83, 464
464
88,
no officer to be promoted unless shown
shown
magazines,........
magazines,
83, 84,
84, 464
464
............. 83,
by examination
examination to be physically
physically qualiqualicivil establishment
establishment at navy
mavy yards,...
yards,... 84, 464
464
fied,
fied, ......... .. ...... ......
53
....
53
constructing engineer at
salary of constructing
at Mare
Mare
officers examined and
and not recommended
recommended
Island, ......................
84
.
84
for promotion, to be
be placed
upon rereplaced upon
Naval
Academy
Naval Academy, ..................
84, 466
466
84,
tired list,
list .........................
53
53
no
money
no money to be
be applied
applied to
to support
support
officers not recommended
certain officers
for
recommended for
of midshipmen not appointed
appointed acacpromotion,
promotion, may present themselves
cording to
law,
84
to law,.................
84
for examination,
examination, .................
53, 64
54
53,
mileage
mileage of visitors
visitors to,............
to,
84
84
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returned to
85
to be returned
to Annapolis,
Annapolis, .....
86
additional
additional professors at,...........
at,
85
85
wharves,
wharves, depots, &c.,
&c., at Key
Key West,
West,.... 84
84
naval observatory,.................
observatory,
84, 466
84,
466
American
American Nautical
Nautical Almanac,
Almanac, ...... 84,
84, 466
466
naval asylum,....................
asylum,
86, 466
8,
466
enlarged accommodations
of,
466
enlarged
accommodations of,..........
466
cemetery
cemetery for navy
navy and marine
marine corps,
corps,...
... 85
gratuities
and
medals
of
honor,
85
gratuities and medals of honor,......... 85
bounties for destruction
destruction of enemy's
vessels, .........................
85
photographer
photographer for ordnance bureau,..
bureau,.. 85, 467
"Monipay of officers and crew of the
the "Monitor," lost at sea, ..................
85
85
of the ""Cairo," .................
86
85
two dry docks
docks authorized,
85
authorized,............ 86
application
of former
former appropriation,
86
application of
appropriation,.... 85
balance to enlarge
sectional dock,..
dock,— 85
85
enlarge sectional
emergencies
Gulf, and
emergencies at
at the Atlantic,
Atlantic, Gulf,
and
Mississippi,..................... 466
Mississippi
466
no midshipmen
be appointed
midshipmen to
to be
appointed for
for disdistrict not represented in congress,
466
congress,..... 466
pay of officer charged with experiments
experiments
gunnery,
466
in gunnery,.......................
466
expenses of commission
commission to select
select site
site for
for
the Missisnaval yard or station on
on the
Mississippi River, &c., ..................
466
466
purchase reSecretary of
of Navy may
may purchase
remainder of square 948 in Washington
Washington
for naval hospital,................
hospital,
. 467
467
bunting for army and
navy
bunting
and navy need
need not
not be
be
furnished
furnished by contract
contract with lowest bidbidder,...........................
467
467
contracts
contracts may be made for, of American manufacture,
manufacture, ............
467
467
Navy
Department,
Navy Department,
appropriations for the,.............154,
the,
164, 462
appropriations
462
Navy
Department Building,
¥avy Department
Building,
fund may
may be
portion of
of contingent
contingent fund
be exexpended for enlarging, ............... .. 565
565
Navy
Naval
Station.
Navy Yard, See
See Naval Station.
Mississippi River, expenses
expenses of
on Mississippi
of comcom466
mission to select site for,
for............ 466
appropriation for
466
appropriation
for the, ................
466
.Navy
Navy Yards,
appropriations for,..........24,
for,
..24, 82,
461
appropriations
82, 83,
83, 464
Nebraska Territory,
Nebraska
territorial government
government in,..........166,
in,
156, 456
456
territorial
construction of wagon-roads
wagon-roads in, authorconstruction
ized,
516, 617
617
ized,.. ......................
6516,
appropriation
517
appropriation for
for,................. 517
post-routes established
established in
in,..............
321
21
act enabling people of, to form
form a
a state
government, and to admit
admit the state
into the Union, ...................
47
inhabitants to form state government,
inhabitants
government,
47
with same name, &c.,
&c.,...............
47
boundaries,
boundaries........................ 47
voters at election
election to choose
choose representarepresenta47, 48
tives to form convention,
convention............47,
if such
such voters are
enlisted
soldiers,
are enlisted soldiers,
when and where
where they may vote,.
when
vote,. 48
,. who may be elected representative
representative to
convention,
convention,........................ 48
apportionment
apportionment of
of representatives,
representatives, .....
48
time of first election, ................
48
time and place
place of meeting
meeting of convenconven48
tion, ..........................
48
authority of convention,
convention ..............
48
constitution to be republican,
republican,......... 48
to provide by irrevocable
irrevocable ordinance,
ordinance,
unless, &c., that there
there shall
shall be
be no
no
involuntary servitude,
servitude, 48
slavery or involuntary
w
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for religious
religious toleration,........
toleration,.. .....
48
48
to disclaim
disclaim all
all right
right to unapprounappropriated public
lands,
48
priated
public lands,.........
48
not to tax
tax lands of the United
United
States.
States, ...................
48
48
to
to, be submitted to popular
popular vote,
vote,... 48
48
returns of votes
votes to be
be made how and to
whom,
48
whom,............................
48
if majority of legal votes is for the constitution, result
result to
to be certified
certified to President,
49
ident, ...........................
49
President
President by proclamation
proclamation to declare
state admitted,
admitted, ...................
49
state
49
representative in congress,
representative
49
congress,............ 49
governor and state officers, first
first election
election
governor
of, ...............................
49
lands to be set apart for schools,.......
schools,
49
49
for public
public buildings,
buildings,............. 49
for penitentiary
penitentiary building,..........
building, ...
for
49
for state university,............
university,
49
salt springs, with lands
lands adjoining,
49
adjoining,...... 49
five per
per cent.
sales of.
of.
five
cent. of
of proceeds
proceeds of sales
public
public lands to be
be applied
applied to support
support
schools, ...............
49
of common
common schools,
49
laws of the United
States made applicaapplicaUnited States
ble,...............................
... 49
ble
49
state to
to constitute
district,. 50
60
constitute one judicial district,.
expenses of
60
expenses
of convention,
convention, ...............
60
Nelson, Charles
Charles L.,
payment to,
580
payment
to, for
for services,
services, .............
580
Nesbitt,
Nesbitt, George
George F.,
may terminate
terminate his contract with the
United States,
States, ...................... 683
583
Neutrality
Neutrality Act,
Act,
expenses under
under the, .................. 424
expenses
424
Nevada,
Nevada,
appropriations for government
government in
appropriations
in territory of,
of, ..........................
156
Indian service
in, ...... ...179, 456,
456, 668
Indian
service in,.........179,
658
post-routes established
established in,
post-routes
in,........ .822,
822, 522
522
Idaho, to constitute one surveyorwith Idaho,
general's district,
district, ...............
363
53
act enabling people
people of,
of; to
to form
form a
a state
state
government, and to admit
admit the state
state
into the Union, ...................
30
30
inhabitants
inhabitants to form state
state government,
with same name, &c.,...............
&c.,
30
boundaries,
30
boundaries ........................
30
voters at election
election to choose representarepresentatives to form
form convention,
convention, ...........
31
tives
31
if such
such voters
voters are enlisted
enlisted soldiers,
soldiers,
when and where
they may
may vote,.
31
when
where they
vote,. 31
who
who may be elected
elected representative
representative to
to
convention,
.... 31
convention,.........................
31
time of
election, ................
31
time
of first
first election,
31
place of meeting
31
time and
and place
meeting of
of convention,
convention, 31
authority of convention,
31
authority
convention, .............
831
constitution to be
be republican,
31
constitution
republican .........
31
to provide
by irrevocable
irrevocable ordinance,
to
provide by
unless, &c., that
there shall be
that there
be
no slavery
or involuntary
involuntary serserslavery or
vitude, .......................
vitude,
31
for religious toleration,
31
for
toleration,....... 31
to
disclaim all
all right
unapproto disclaim
right to
to unappropriated public lands,........
lands,
31
lands of
United
not to
to tax lands
of tke
the United
States, ...................
States,
31
to
vote,. .31 85
to be
be submitted
submitted to popular
popular vote,..31
returns
to
returns of votes to be made, how and
and to
whom, ............................
32
whom,
32
if
legal
votes
is
for
the
conif majority
majority of
of legal votes is for the constitution, result
result to be certified
stitution,
certified to
to Pres,.....
32
32
ident, ......................
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Nevada,
1Visquallys,
Nisquallys,
President,
proclamation, to declare
President, by proclamation,
declare
appropriations for
167,
546
appropriations
for the,
the, ...............
167, 546
state admitted, .....................
3'
32 Non-Residents. See Internal
Internal Revenue.
representative in congress,
representative
congress,...........
38
provisions relating
32
provisions
relating to taxes upon,
upon, 228,
governor and state officers, first election
election
229, 265
265
229,
of, ......................
of
....... 32
32 Norfolk,
Norfolk,
lands to be set apart for schools,.......
schools,
32
32
blockade
far that,
that, &c.,...
&c.,... 751
blockade of, to cease so far
751
for public
public buildings ..............
332 North Carolina
Carolina,
for penitentiary
penitentiary building, .........
332
not entitled
entitled to representation
representation in
in electoral
electoral
five per cent.
cent, of proceeds
proceeds of sales of
of
college, ..........................
... 6567
667
college,
public lands to be applied to making
making
provisional
appointed for,.....
for,
760
provisional governor
governor appointed
760
roads,
roads, &c.,
&c..............
....... 32
32
United States
help, .....
760
United
States to
to help,.............
760
or to general
general system of irrigaconvention, qualifications
qualifications of electors,
convention,
electors,
tion, .........................
32
32
&c.,
760
&c
.,...............................
760
laws of the United
United States made applicaNorthern
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad,
Northern Pacific
ble,
32
ble .........................
..... 32
act granting
lands, &c.,
&c., to,............
to,
365
granting lands,
865
state to constitute one judicial
judicial district,.
district,
32
powers
of, &c.,..................
&c.,
366
powers of,
366
admitted
admitted into the Union as a
astate,
750
state,..... 750
to lay out railroad
railroad and
and telegraph,...
telegraph, . 366
866
state of, made aajudicial district,.......
district,
440
440
capital stock
stock of,
of, ..................
366
capital
66
attached
attached to the tenth circuit, ........... 440
440
commissioners
for,
366
commissioners for ....................
366
judge, marshal,
marshal, and attorney to
to be
be apapqporum of,
of .......................
qnorum
366
366
pointed, ..........................
440
440
meeting of,
of; ..................
366
first meeting
366
terms of the district and circuit courts,.
courts ' 440
440
officers of, &c.,...................
&c.,
366
366
jurisdiction of circuit
circuit and
our t
s,440
440
and district
district c
courts,
procedure of,.............
of,
367
mode of procedure
367
marshal, and attorney,
pay of judge, marshal,
attorney,... 440
440
right of way, &c.
367
&c., 'of,
of ..................
367
special sessions of circuit
circuit court,....440, 441
Indian titles to be
extinguished for,....
for,
367
be extinguished
367
clerks and deputies,
deputies, and
their
fees,
441
and their fees,..... 441
grant of lands to,
367
to,.......................367
limit to amount
amount of
of fees,.
fees,
441
.........441
mineral land
excluded, ........... 368
368
land excluded,
appeals and writs of error in the susuUnited States commissioners
on,....... 368
368
commissioners on,......
preme court of the United
United States,....
States,.... 441
441
as to,................
368
provisions as
368
other appeals and writs of error,.......
error,
441
441
how to
to be
be constructed,
&c.,
368
constructed, &c.............
368
possessory actions for the recovery
recovery of
gauge, .........................
368
gauge
368
affected by parmining titles not to be affected
telegraph line,
telegraph
line, .................
368
868
amount title being
amount
being in
in the
the United
United
connection
connection of other roads with,........
with,
369
369
States, ...............
...........
441
lands
lands on side of, how to be surveyed,
surveyed,
public lands in, attached to
to surveying
surveying
&c. ..........................
369
, 369
district
district of California,
California, ..............
460
460
lands
lands taken by, ...................
369
.. 369
New Hampshire,
Hampshire,
damages
damages for,....................
369
369
post-roads established
established in,
post-roads
in,.............. .525
525
appeal from assessment of,
369
of,..... 369
Jersey,
New Jersey,
when held by infants,
.....
370
infants, &c.,
&c.........
370
post-roads
post-roads established
established in,
319
in, .............
319
claims for, when
when to be made,
made,..... 370
370
New
New Mexico,
conditions of
land grants
grants to,.........
to,
370
conditions
of all land
370
heirs of Luis Maria Baca may
may relocate
relocate
broken, United
if broken,
United States may comcomcertain land in,........................
in,
. 125
125
certain
plete road,.....................
plete
road,
370
370
New
Mexico Territory,
New lMexico
Territory,
who may
fnay subscribe
to stock
stock,...........
..
370
who
subscribe to
370
appropriations for
fbr government
appropriations
government in,...156,
in,.. 156, 456
456
mortgage, unless, &c.,
no mortgage,
&c............... 370
370
Indian service
in,
.177, 557,
service in,.............177,
557, 558
post-route and
and military
road,
370
558
to be post-route
miltary road,.....
370
with Arizona, to constitute
one
surveyorconstitute one surveyorto signify acceptance,
acceptance, &c.,
&c., of
of grant,
grant, &c.,
&c ,
general's
general's district, ..............
352,
353
352, 353
in writing,..............
370
........
370
survey of public lands in,............
in,
349
349
directors of;
of, to
directors
to make
make annual
annual report
of
371
report of,..
371
post-roads established
established in, ..............
525
525
president
and
other
officers
of,
371
president and other officers of,......... 871
Newport, Vermont,
Vermont,
regulations
regulations as
to, &c.,
371
as to,
&c.,............
371
made a
a port for exportation
exportation to the Britpayment of cash assessment, ...........
371
371
ish Provinces,
Provinces, ......................
749
749
371
notice of;
of ........................
371
News-Boys' Home,
News-Boys'
Home,
stock to be forfeited,
forfeited, if,
if, &c.,.......
&c.,
371
371
99
act to incorporate,
incorporate, ...................
99
may
may accept
&c.,
372
accept grants,
grants, &c.,..............
372
New York,
must obtain consent
legislatures
must
consent of
of state
state legislatures
post-routes
post-routes established
established in, ..........
319,
319, 524
524
&c.
to, &c.,..............
............. 372
72
Northern district of,
of, sessions
sessions of
circnit
of circuit
bona fide
to, &c.,
fide subscription
subscription to,
&c.,..
........ 372
72
and district courts in,
386
in,..............
385
act void, unless,
act
unless, &c.,.
&c.,.............. 372
72
two assistant
assistant local inspectors
inspectors of steamsteammay be altered, &c.,...............
&c.,
372
act may
72
boats
boats authorized
authorized in
514 North-West
in New
New York,
York,...... 514
Executive
Building,
North- West Executive Building,
compensation,
compensation, &c.,
of; .............. 514
&c., of,
14
appropriations for
appropriations
for the,.............153,
the,
153, 453
463
New York
York Indians,
Indians,
Notaries
Notaries Public,
Public,
appropriations
appropriations for the,.............164,
the,
.164, 544
544
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, appointappoint-'
Nez Perces,
Nez
Perces,
ment, term of
of office,
office, number,
number, ...... 44
44
appropriations
appropriations for the,
174, 553
653
the,.............174,
to take oath
and give
give bond,
oath and
bond,........... 44
44
Niagara,
Niagara,
may make
make demand and protest of
of bills
bills
additional
inspectors authorized
additional inspectors
authorized at,...
at,... 198
and
44
and notes,
notes,.......................
44
Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
may take acknowledgments,
may
acknowledgments, &c.,
&c.,....... 44
44
contracts
contracts for carrying mail matter
matter by
by
keep records
official acts,
acts, except,..
except,
45
to keep
records of official
45
route of
of, .......................
.. 63
63
notarial seal,
45
to have notarial
seal, .................
45
discriminating
discriminating duties of tonnage,
tonnage, as rereseal and records
be seized
seized
seal
records not liable to
to be
739
spects, discontinued,
discontinued, ..............
739
on
execution,
45
on execution, ......................
45
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records in case of death, &c., to be placed
placed
records
in office of clerk of supreme court,
court,...
original
protest,
under
seal,
to
be
evioriginal protest, under seal, to be evidence, ...........................
certificate,
certificate, under hand and
seal, to be
and seal,
be
evidence, ........................
evidence,
fees of,
fees
of,.............................
penalty for taking
higher fees,.........
fees,
penalty
taking higher
Notice.
Notice. See District
District of Columbia.
will,
to determine tenancy at will,..........

839
839
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Officers,
Officers,

„Notaries
Publie,
lotaries Publie,

45
45
45
46
45
45
46
45
45
45
383
383

0.
0.
Oath,
Oath,
clerks of'
circuit
of clerks and deputy clerks
of circuit
courts in California and Oregon,
Oregon,..... 4,
4, 55
revenue
administer, in matrevenue agents may administer,
ters connected with internal
internal revenue,
471
revenue, 471
who may
administer in
proceedings bewho
may administer
in proceedings
before
boards of
enrolment,. ...........
491
fore boards
of enrolment,..
491
in settlements
settlements of officers'
officers' accounts
accounts
491
for clothing, &c.,
&c.,.............. 491
Oath of Office,
Oath
attorneys and counsellors
national
counsellors in national
take,
424
courts to take,...................
424
oath to be filed,
424
filed,....................... 424
falsely taking, to
falsely
to be
be perjury,
perjury,........... 424
424
"Obligation,"
"Obligation,"
meaning of the word in
June 30,
meaning
in act of June
30,
1864,. ............................
222
1864
222
6-c.,
Obscene Books,
Books, Prints,
Prints,pc.,
not to be admitted into the mail,
507
mail,....... 607
penalty for knowingly
knowingly depositing such
penalty
such
books
&c. for mailing,...............
mailing,
507
books, &c.,
507
Observatory,
Observatory, Naval,
Naval,
appropriation
for
84
appropriation for,..................... 84
Ocean
Ocean Mail-Steamship
Mail-Steamship Service,
between the United
United States
93
between
States and
and Brazil,
Brazil,.. 98
monthly
monthly line of first-class sea-going
sea-going
steamships to be
established, ........
be'established,
93
93
route of voyage, ...................
93
expenses to be
each, 93,
94
expenses
be divided, portion
portion of
of each,
93, 94
proposals for contracts
contracts for the,
93, 94
94
proposals
the,........93,
contracts, when to go
94
contracts,
go into effect,
effect, ...... 94
stipulations of,.....
of,
-..............
94
94
steamships in this service
service to
steamships
to be
be free
free
from port charges
charges here, if, &c., ...... 94
94
Japan, act
authorize, 430
with China
China and Japan,
act to authorize,
430
proposals to be advertised
proposals
advertised for, for mailsteamship service
service between
between San Francisco and China and
anti Japan
Japan, .........
430
monthly trips, touching
touching at
monthly
at Honolulu,
Honolulu, .. 430
430
lowest responsible.
responsible, bidder
bidder to
to have
have contract
430
430
tract for ten years, .................
citizens, and what
what to call
call
bids to be from citizens,
for,
430
for ................................
430
contract, when
effect, ......... 430
contract,
when to
to take effect,
construction
of
the
vessel,
430
...........
construction of the vessel,
mail-agents to
transported free
mail-agents
to be
be transported
free of exexpense,.
430
430
pense, ..................
deductions for
for failures,
430
430
failures, ...............
deductions
and penalties
penalties for delays,...
430
delays,......... 480
fines and
contract, when
terminated,
430
when may
may be terminated,....
430
contract,
Officers,
Officers,
using soldiers
soldiers as
entitled
using
as servants,
servants, not entitled
to allowance,
allowance, .....................
127
but
subject
to
deduction
from
but subject to deduction from pay,
pay, 127
127
in
command
of
company,
entitled
to
adin command of company, entitled to additional
ditional pay for
for care
care of
of clothing,
clothing, &c., 127
127
appointed to
regiments in regunot to be
be appointed
to regiments
regureduced below -minimum
lar service
service reduced
-minimum
488
number
number,.......................
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dismissed
dismissed by
by authority
authority of the President,
may apply
apply in writing for a
atrial,.....
trial,.
489
court-martial
489
court-martial to be ordered,
ordered,........... 489
order
order of dismissal to be void unless the
court award
award dismissal
dismissal or death
death, ..... 489
and
and unless court is convened
convened in six
six
months from application, ....... 489
489
Volunteers,
Officers of
of Volunteers,
certain,
certain, now.in
now jn commission, to
to have
have three
three
months' pay when
months'
when mustered
mustered out,....
out,
497
497
Offieta/ Instruments,
Instruments,
Official
documents and papers used by
documents
by United
United
States officers,
officers, need
need not be stamped,.
stamped,. 292
292
Official Reports
Reports
of armies,
copying of, for publication,..
publication,
126
armies, copying
126
Ohio,
Ohio,
post-routes
319, 524
624
post-routes established
established in, ........ 819,
Ohio
Ohio River,
bridge across
across at Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, 0., and Covington, Ky., made
made aa lawful structure
structure
and post-road,
post-road, .....................
431
431
railroad
railroad bridge
bridge may
may be built over, at head
head
of Falls,.
Falls, ..........................
431
481
height, spaces,
spaces, draws,
draws, ...........
431
navigation
navigation not to be interrupted
interrupted thereby, 431
bridge
a post-route,
bridge to be a
post-route, ...........
, 431
Ohio Volunteers
Volunteers,
payment of 2d Regiment,
Brigade of, 121
payment
Regiment, 3d Brigade
Omahas,
appropriations for the
the,............
167, 546
646
appropriations
167,
Opinions of
of the
Opinions
the Attorneys-General,
Attorneys-General,
to be published,.........................
published,
515
515
See AttorneysGeneral.
Attorneys-General.
Portugal,
Oporto, Portugal,
international
made
international exhibition at, to be made
known to the people
United
people of the United
States,
672
States,.
.....................
672
Ordnance and. Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
Ordnance
appropriations
for,
-.23,
26,
81,
129,
495,
497
appropriations for, ...23, 26, 81, 129, 495, 497
Oregon,
bona fide
fide sales of university lands
lands in,
confirmed, ......................
28
28
terms of federal, circuit, and
and district
district
courts
courts in, ........................
4, 55
special sessions of such courts,....
courts,
4, 56
business,
business, &c.,
&c., thereat, ...........
4,6
4,
Indian service
service in, ................. 179, 558
post-routes
320, 629
629
post-routes established in,
in,..........320,
survey of
public lands
lands in, .............
649
of public
49
act making
making donations
donations to settlers
settlers on pubin, ameniled,
184
lic lands in,
amended, ..............
184
where
settlement is bona
bona fide, and
claim
where settlement
and claim
except that notice was
was not
not
is perfect, except
failure not to work
work
filed in time, such failure
forfeiture, if, &c., .............
forfeiture,
.. 184
184
intervening rights not affected,
affected, .... 184
184
intervening
act
granting
land
to
state
of,
to
aid
in
conact granting land to state of, to aid in constructing
military wagon-road
from,&c., 866
355
structing military
wagon-road from,&c.,
lands
to be
be exclusively
exclusively applied
applied in conlands to
structing such
such road,
structing
road, 355...............
35
lands heretofore
reserved, excepted
excepted
lands
heretofore reserved,
355
&c., .................
....
.. 355
to
disposed of
of by legislature,
legislature, ... 355
to be
be disposed
width and grade
grade of road,356
width
..............
356
mode of disposition
disposition of lands, ......
355
.........
mode
855
to revert, if, &c.,.................
&c.,
355
land to
branch
in
Dalles
in,
383
383
City,
in,........
mint
in
Dalles
branch
Orphans'
Orphans' Court,
Court,
in District of Columbia, process
process of, how
how
served,
194
194
..........
served,.............
fees for
for service,
service,194
194
.....................
Osctges,
Osages,
appropriations
for the,
646
appropriations for
the, ............
167, 646
..
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Oswegatehie,
Oswegatchie,
Ottoman
Empi;e, (continued.)
(continued.)
Ottoman Empire,
additional
additional inspectors
inspectors authorized
198
authorized at,
at..... 198
firmans to vessels passing through
the
through the
Oswego,
Osweqo,
Dardanelles and Bosphorus,
Dardanelles
Bosphorus,. ........
618
618
additional
additional inspectors authorized
198
authorized at,
at,...
198
manifests of vessels to be deposited
manifests
deposited in
in
Otherday, John,
Otherday,
custom-house,
618,
619
custom-house, .................
618, 619
payment to be made to,...............
payment
to,
427
427
contraband goods ,liable
.liable to confiscation,
contraband
confiscation, 619
619
Ottawas,
Ottawas,
proceedings
proceedings before confiscation,....
confiscation,.... 619
619
appropriations for the,...
appropriations
the,... 168, 176, 547, 555
555
subjects,
subjects, vessels, and merchandise
merchandise of the
Ottoes,
Ottoman
Ottoman Empire in the United
United States,
States,
appropriations
appropriations for the,.........167,
the,
167, 168, 547
547
to have rights
rights of most favored
favored nation,
nation, 619
619
Ottoman Empire,
Empire,
present treaty to be
present
be substituted
substituted for contreaty
treaty of commerce
commerce and
and navigation
navigation with,
with,
vention
vention between
between Sublime Porte and
and
February 25,
25, 1862,
609
1862 .................
609
Great Britain, .....................
619
619
contracting parties
contracting
parties and plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries, 609
609
present
present treaty
treaty to continue in
in force
force
privileges of former treaties confirmed,
confirmed,
twenty-eight
twenty-eight years,.............
years,
619
619
except, &c.,
&c, .......................
610
610
notice to terminate
terminate in
in fourteen
rights of most favored nation,
610
nation,......... 610
years, &c., ............
619,
619, 620
620
citizens of the United States may make
make
to be executed
executed in all the provinces
purchases
purchases in the Ottoman Empire,...
Empire,— 610
610
of the Ottoman
Ottoman Empire,
620
Empire,........ 620
permits
governors abolished,
permits from local governors
abolished, 610
610
to be construed'
fairly,
620
construed fairly,...........
620
duties on articles of Ottoman
Ottoman produce,
produce,
duties, &c.,
&c., to
to be
tariff of custom-house
custom-house duties,
be
purchased
purchased for consumption in Turkey,
Turkey, 611
agreed upon, .....................
agreed
620
620
on exports from either country
country to
to the
the
concluded, to remain
when concluded,
remain in
force
in force
other, not to be higher than, &c
&c.,,611
seven
years, ...................
seven years,
621
621
prohibitions not to be imposed, except,
except,
when
revised,.... 621
when and how may
may be revised,
&c..........
&c,
611
...............
611
this treaty
treaty to be ratified
ratified in three
months, 621
three months,
621
export
export duty of eight
eight per
Per cent.,
311
cent.,......... 611
signature,
signature, ratification,
ratification, &c.,............
&c.,
621
621
to be
be reduced
reduced one per cent. annually,
612 Overland Emigration,
annually, 612
Emigration,
to be at last aafixed duty of one per
per
appropriation
appropriation for protection
protection of,
of, ........
14
14
cent.,.......................
cent.,
612
to be expended
expended upon
upon what
routes, . 14
14
612
what routes,
import duties not to be higher
higher than,
than, &c
&c.,,612
Overland Mail
612 Overland
Mail Company,
Company,
not to exceed eight per cent.,..
cent.,.. 612, 613
Postmaster-General may extend
613
Postmaster-General
extend contract
contract
no additional duty on articles
articles sold
sold
with
with, .........................
411, 412
412
411,
in the country,
country,................. 613
Stage Lines,
Overland Stage
613 Overland
Lines,
prohibitions,
prohibitions, &c.,...................
&c.,
612
Indians,
681
612
not to be molested by Indians,........
681
articles
articles for and from Moldo-Wallachia
Moldo-Wallachia
613
or Servia, duty on,...............
613
for and from
from other parts
parts of
of Ottoman
Ottoman
P.
P.
Empire,
Empire,........................ 613
613
rights of warehousing,
drawwarehousing, bounties,
bounties, drawPacific
Railroads. See
See Union
Pacific Railroad.
Pacific Railroads.
Union Pacific
Railroad.
614
backs, &c., .........................
614
failure
failure ofone company not to affect
affect others, 359
359
imports in vessels
either country,
country, to
vessels of either
to
commissioners
commissioners for
for each of,
of, ............
359
359
be charged
charged the same duty,.........
duty,
614
614
making
making of draws,
bridges, &c.,..
&c.,
360
draws, ferries,
ferries, bridges,
360
same rule as to exports,...........
exports,
614
614
connection of other, with Union Pacific
connection
Pacific
tonnage,
tonnage, harbor,
harbor, light-house,
light-house, quarantine,
quarantine,
Railroad, ..........................
360
360
&c., duties, .......................
615
615
with Northern
Pacific Railroad,
Northern Pacific
Railroad,.... 369
369
what
what to be deemed
deemed United
United States,
States, and
and
branch from Sioux
Sioux City
City,..............
363
363
what Ottoman
Ottoman vessels,...............
vessels,
615
615
to pay cost of surveys, ...........
365
.. 365
products, &c.,
&c., of the United
United States, passpassNorthern,
Northern, see Northern
Pacifie Railroad,.
Railroad,. 365
365
Northern Pacific
ing through
through the Dardanelles
Dardanelles or Bosmaps, profiles, &c.,
for, to
be
maps,
&c., of
of surveys
surveys for,
to be
phorus, to be free of
615, 616
of duty,
duty,...... 615,
616
transferred to Department
transferred
Department of Interior, 573
573
rules as to other
other goods,
goods, &c.,
same rules
&c., in
in
copies to be furnished
furnished without
expense to
copies
without expense
to
United States vessels,......
vessels,
615,
616
616, 616
the Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, 573
573
transit duty to be reduced,............
reduced,
•
616 Panama,
616
1Panama,
at end of eight years to be one
one per
per
contracts for carrying
mail matter
matter by
by
carrying mail
cent........................
cent.,
616
616
isthmus of, ....................
36
836
Subliine Porte may
establish measures
Sublime
may establish
measures
1Paper,
laper,
to prevent fraud, .................
616
616
for public printing,
printing, appropriation
appropriation for,
for, 25,
148,
25,148,
taxes upon,
citizens of
of the
upon, and rights
rights of, citizens
the
417
United States,
616,
States,:'...............
616, 617
617
how to
to be purchased,
572
purchased, ..............
572
tobacco
tobacco and salt, not to be imported
imported into
Pardon,
I Pardon,
Ottoman dominions,
617
dominions,. .............
617
granted
those in
738
granted to those
in rebellion,
rebellion, .........
738
duties upon traders in, ..........
617
617
not to apply to those in custody,.
741
custody,....... 741
no export.duty
export duty upon,............
upon,
617
617
proclamation of President
Johnson offerproclamation
President Johnson
offerregulations as to
of,
617
regulations
to exportation
exportation of,....
617
ing, .............................
758
758
importation of gunpowder, cannon,
impartation
cannon, &c
&c.,,
classes
classes of persons excepted
excepted from its
into Ottoman Empire, may be forbidforbidoperation, .........................
759
operation,
759
den,.......................
den,
617,
617, 618
regulations
regulations of Secretary
Secretary of State,.....
State,
769
618
759
prohibition not to operate until
ofuntil ofParkersburg,
'arkersburg,
ficial notification thereof, ... 617,
617, 618
618
West
West Virginia, made a
port
of
deliva port of delivgunpowder, when
when imported,
imported, subject
subject to
to
22
ery, ............................
22
stipulations, ......................
618
stipulations,
618
surveyor
to reside
reside thereat,
thereat, 22
22
surveyor of
of customs
customs to
certain,
certain, &c.,
&c., exempt from stipulaPassamaquoddy,
I 'assamaquoddy,
tions, .........................
618
618
additional
authorized at,.....
at,
198
additional inspectors authorized
198
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T) --- - ---Passengers.

rua~sseiys.

ar-_
C
n^-.
See
Steamships.
oee oeamnsRips.

act to regulate
regulate carriage of,
of, in steamships,..................... 390,
90, 391,
ships,
91, 392
92
Passports,
Passports,
duty on, .......
..
..........
276
276
Patent-Office
Patent-Office Building,
appropriations
appropriations for,
25,
451
for ...............
2, 451
Patents
Patents,
final fees for, not paid in time, may
may be
be
paid within six months from
from passage
passage
of
act,................... .
of. act,
....... 194
194
persons using the invention meanmeanwhile not to be liable
damages, 194
liable in damages,
194
inventors
inventors who failed to pay final fee,
fee,
may apply for, within two years,
years,..... 533
533
Pawnees,
Pawnees,
appropriations for
168,
for the,
the, ...........
168, 547
547
Pay,
Pay,
appropriation
appropriation for, of the army, 126,
127,
495,
126, 127, 495,
498
498
of colored
colored soldiers, provisions for,..
for,.. 129
129
126
in lieu of
of clothing, .............
126
non-commissioned officers and soldiers
of non-commissioned
of the army, act to increase,
increase, ........ 144
144
ofnon-commissioned
of
non-commissioned officers and soldiers,
soldiers,
144
after May 1, 1864, ................
144
army
army ration to remain the same,
144
same,....... 144
pepper
ration,
144
pepper ration,.....................
144
commutation
commutation value of rations
rations not altered,
altered, 144
144
twenty per cent,
cent. added to that
of fethat of
females, messengers,
messengers, laborers,
laborers, &c.,
in
&c., in
government employ,.................
employ,
160
160
saldry increased
increased hereby
hereby to
to over
over
no salary
$1000,
•
160
$1000, ......................
160
&c., in
Western Deof certain
certain officers,
officers, &c.,
in Western
Department, resolution concerning,
concerning,..... 410
410
of clerks, &c., in navy yards at
at PhiladelPhiladelphia and Kittery, .................
410
410
Pay, d-c.,
of Army,
Pcy,
Sc., of
Army,
appropriations for,
126, 495-498
495-498
appropriations
for,........... 126,
Payma ster- General,
General,
Paymasterappropriations
appropriations for office of,
of,........ 153,
153, 453
458
additional clerks in the
of,
additional
the office of,........
27
Paymasters,
Army. See
See Examining
Paymasters, Army.
Examining boards.
Boards.
and assistants, to be examined
examined as
as to
to
qualifications.,..................... 181
qualifications.,
181
established, .........
145
pay of clerks of,
of, established,
145
Paymasters in
Paymasters
in the Navy,
Navy,
retired pay of, ........................
54
64
not allowed clerks, except
in certain
vesexcept in
certain ves92
sels, ............................
92
clerks of, classified,
classified, and their
their pay graduated,.............................
92
uated,
92
Peddlers,
Peddlers,
property of, when seized, how disposed
property
disposed
472
of, .............................
472
certain persons not to be licensed
licensed as,
unless, &c., .......................
,478
473
unless,
Pembina,
Penbina,
additional inspectors authorized
at,.....
authorized at,..... 198
198
Penbina Band
Pembina
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, treaties
673
treaties with,
with, 667,
667, 678
See Chippewa
Chippewa Indians.
Indians.
Penalties. See Bonds,
Revenue.
Penalties.
Bonds, Internal
Internal Revenue.
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury may
remit,..... 198
198
Secretary
may remit,.....
315
for fraud, &c., in prize proceedings,.....
proceedings,..... 315
unlawfully acting as postmaster,....
for unlawfully
postmaster,.... 337
for unlawfully detaining or opening letlet&c.,..........................
ters, &c.,
337
387
for secreting or destroying
destroying letters not
not
containing valuables,
338
valuables,.............. 338
for taking valuables out of letters,.....
letters,
338
338
on mail-carriers, for deserting mails,...
mails,
338
838
carrvini of letters,.338,339
for unlawful
unlawful carzying
letters..388.889
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Penalties,
(continued.)
Penalties, (continued.)

841
841

841

for enticing,
enticing, sk.,
&c., persons
persons in naval
naval service
service
to
to desert,
desert,..........................
343
343
Penalty,
Penalty,
informer under
amount due informer
under revenue
revenue
law, how
how determined,................
determined,.
483
483
Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
post-routes
in,
established,
..........
post-routes
established,
320,
20, 524
624
Pensacola,
Pensacola,
blockade
to cease so far as, &c.,.....
blockade of,
of, to
&c.,
751
751
Pension Agents,
Pension
Agents,
act relating to compensation
compensation of,........
of
325
325
Pensions,
Pensions, to
to
Accardi, Mary
Scales, ................
595
Accardi,
Mary Scales,
595
Alien,
Allen, Isaac,..............
581
...............
581
Ames, Julia
Julia A.,.............
A.,
580
...... 580
Baker, Mary
A.,
599
Mary A.,...................
599
Berry, Eliza,.
Eliza, ...............
600
... 600
Booth,
Thomas ...
Booth, Thomas,
600
...............
. 600
Burns, John
John L.,
577
L.,..
.................
.. 577
Darling, Ezekiel,
Ezekiel, ....................
600
600
Gates,
.
586
Gates, Horace,
Horace ..........
............. 586
Hann, Mrs. C. A.,...................
A.,
583
583
Harrison, Rebecca
Harrison,
Rebecca S.,
597
S.,................
597
Hoffman,
583
Hoffman, Ida,
Ida,......................
583
Jones, Deborah,
593
Jones,
Deborah, ................
..
.. 593
Kellogg, Mary,.
Mary,
589
...................
89
Leppien, Elizabeth
Elizabeth B.,................
B.,
600
Leppien,
600
Lyon, Emily
594
Lyon,
Emily A.,
A., ......................
594
Mills,
Mills, Rachel,
Rachel, ......................
601
601
Morris,
Morris, Emily
Emily W.,
597
W.,................... 597
Morris,
Morris, Harriet,....................
597
597
Murray, George
George W.,................
W.,
59$
593
Pott, Charles M.,
594
M., ....................
694
Schreiner, George
A.,
596
George A.,...............
596
Mary, ....................
597
Shircliff, Mary,
597
Skaggs,
Skaggs, Martha Jane, ...............
585
585
Stafford, Margaret M
,.
580
M.,................
680
Taylor, Sophia
Sophia Brooke, .............
598
598
Elen M.,...................
Whipple, Ellen
M.,
599
599
Wolcott, Rhoda
Rhoda, ....................
581
581
Woodbridge, Eliza Cass,..............
Woodbridge,
Cass,
585
585
Pensions,
Pensions,
appropriations
appropriations for, for 1864-65,
1864-65, and
and 1865-186566.............................3,
66,
3, 421
421
surviving soldiers
soldiers of
the Revolution
Revolution
of surviving
of the
increased,
39
increased,.........................
39
to chaplains
chaplains in the regular
regular and
and volunvolunteer service, ......................
46
46
certain deto widows and
and children
children of certain
deceased chaplains,
chaplains, ...................
46
46
appropriation
for office
office of
of commissioner
commissioner
appropriation for
of,
151
of, .
..............................
151
act supplementary
to act
act to
to grant,.....
grant,
387
supplementary to
387
biennial
examination, persons
persons receiving,
receiving,
biennial examination,
how made,
387
made, .....................
387
fees for, to surgeons,
refunded, 887
387
surgeons, to
to be refunded,
declarations
claimants of,
of, to
to be
be made
made
declarations of
of claimants
before court
court of
record, provided, &c.,.
&c.,. 387
387
before
of record,
repeal of §
§12
ch. 12,....
12,
387
12 of act
act of 1862, ch.
387
clerks to investigate
investigate suspected frauds,Sz.c
387
frauds,&c.,,387
to
who have
lost both
both feet,
feet, hands,
hands,
to those
those who
have lost
387
or eyes,
eyes, ........................
.. 887
claims
be. prosecuted
prosecuted
claims for,
for, on file, must be
within three
years, ...............
within
three years,
. 383
388
to widows, to
on remarriage,
to terminate
terminate on
remarriage,
&c., ............................
.. 388,
388
examining surgeons
may be
be required
required to
to
examining
surgeons may
make special examinations,
examinations, .........
388
388
board
388
board of, ......................
388
pay
Pay of,........................
at
. 388
not 'regularly
enlisted,
38E1
for volunteers
volunteers not
regularly enlisted,...
388
injured in
in fighting
fighting rebels
or those
those injured
rebels
388
&c.,
or Indians,
Indians. &c................
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Pensions, (continued.)
Pensions,
Peru,
Peru, (continued.)
(continued.)
widows,
widows, &c.,
&e., of,
of; ................
388
388
conclude labors
to conclude
labors in six months,
642
months,.. 642
claims,
when
claims, when to be prosecuted,
prosecuted,.... 388
388
decision of umpire
decision
umpire in pending
pending
persons who die while claim
claim is
is prosecutprosecutcases
cases to be within thirty days
days
ing,...........................
ing,
388
888
after. ..................
after,
642
642
enlisted soldiers,
not mustered
soldiers, though
though not
mustered
expenses
expenses of,
of, how borne and paid,..
paid,
642
642
in, to have,.......................
have,
388
888
each party to execute
execute decree
decree of commiswidows, &c., of
of, ................
889
889
sion without appeal,
appeal,............ 641,
641, 642
fees of agents of;
of, &c.,
&c., not to
exceed ten
to exceed
ten
payments,
how
made
..............
payments,
made,
641
641
dollars,.
dollars,
389
.......................
89
interest,.....................
interest,
642
642
penalty for receiving
receiving more,........
more,
389
secretary
secretary to
to commission,............
commission,
642
642
widows of colored soldiers,
soldiers, &c.,
&c., what
what
ratifications, when to be exchanged,
ratifications,
exchanged, ... 643
proof of marriage
of,
&e.,
389
marriage of, &c.,...........
389
signature, ratifications,
ratifications, &c.,
&c.,
...........
643
sighature,
· provisos as to,.
to, ................
389 Peruvian
389
Peruvian Citizens,
deficiency,
appropriation for,.
deficiency, appropriation
for, .........
421
421
payment
payment of claims of, and interest,
interest, ununact supplementary
supplementary to acts relating
relating to,..
to,
499
499
der
der convention
convention with Peru,........95,
Peru,
95, 141
141
invalid
invalid pensioners in the
the United
United States
States
Peters, William F.,
B.,
service,
service, not to draw pensions while
while
certain
payments
certain payments made
made by, legalized,
legalized, for
for
receiving full salary,....
salary,
499
..........
499
benefit
Doran, .... 675, 576
benefit of Edward C. Doran,....575,
acting assistant or contract surgeons, if
Petroleum,
Petroleum,
disabled, &e.,
entitled to
499
&c., entitled
to pensions
pensions,.... 499
import
import duty
duty on
on,. ..................
493
and one
one hand,
hand, to
those losing one foot and
to
revenue law concerning, 482provisions of revenue
482have $20
a month,.................
$20 a
499
49
484
484
widow
widow or children
children of certain officers,
officers,
mode of collection
collection of tax
tax upon
upon,........
484
484
&c., to have pension,
pension, &c.,...........
&c.
499
499 Petroleum and Illuminating
Illuminating Oils,
where
where pension ha
to
hass been
been paid
paid to
duty on
on,.........................
213
213
widow, child to have pension after
after
of, to be appointed,
inspectors of,
244
appointed......... 244
death or marriage
marriage of widow, 499, 500
500
provisions
provisions of revenue
revenue law concerning,..
concerning, 244,
Peorias,
Peorias,
245,
245, 253
253
appropriations
appropriations for the,........180,
the,
180, 181,
181, 547
547 Phelps,
Phelps, John S.,
S.,
Pepper,
ePPer,
accounts
to
be
settled
and
balance
paid
to,
590
accounts to
settled and
paid
590
ration of,
144 Philadelphia,
of, to be furnished, ............
144
Philadelphia,
Pe7fumeiw,
Perfumeiy,
pay
pay of certain
certain clerks in navy yard
yard in,..
in,
410
410
duties on ...................
......... 302
302
port of entry
entry and delivery for district
district
PerishableArticles. See Internal
Perishable
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
of,
bounded .................
of, how bounded,
431
431
provisions for sale of,
under
of;
internal revPhilosophicalApparatus,
Philosophical
Apparatus,
enue law,......................
enue
law,
260
260
and instruments for colleges,
colleges, duty on,
217
on,.. 217'
Pe7jmy,
Peinury,
Photographer,
Photographer,
by attorneys and counsellors
falsely taktakcounsellors falsely
for ordnance bureau of navy.
navy, .........
85
ing oath,
.............................
. 424
424 Photographing,
Photographing,
Perkins,
Perkins, John,
John,
notes in similitude of United States
deed of certain land in Washington,
Washington, to
to
notes,
notes, how punished
punished,...............
222
222
be given to,. ....................
200
200 Photographs,
Photographs,
Personal
Effects
and Baggage,
Personal
Baggage,
duties
.....................
duties on,
302
802
to be free of duty, ..
.................
218 Photographs
218
Photographsand Negatives,
Peru,
may
be copyrighted,
copyrighted, ..............
may be
640
December 20, 1862„
convention with,
with, of December
635
1862,. 635 Piankeshaws,
Piankeshaws,
claims upon, for capture, &e.,
of the
&c., of
the
appropriations for the,.........
180, 181,
appropriations
-180,
181, 547
"Lizzie
"Lizzie Thompson"
Thompson" and "Georgi"GeorgiPilbean, George
George W.,
Pilbean,
ana," to be referred,...............
ana,"
referred
635
635
payment to,
to.....................
... 579
King of Belgium to be arbiter,........
arbiter,
PillagerBands,
636 Pillager
Bands,
to decide
decide law and fact.
fact
............
66
appropriations
636
for
the,........
164,
543,
appropriations
164, 543, 560
560
to be properly
properly solicited to act,
636 Pillager
act,......686
Chippewas in Minnesota,
Pillager Bands
Bands of
of Chippewas
papers to be submitted to
him within
to him
within
treaty
treaty with, of May 7, 1864, ..........
693
693
months,....................
six months,
636
636
See Chippewas, S-c.
decision of arbiter
final
637 Pillar
arbiter to
to be
be final,.........
637
Pillar Boxes,
ratifications, when to
ratifications,
be exchanged,....
exehanged,
637
to'be
637
penalty for wilfully injuring, &c ....
507
507
signature, &c.........................
&c.,
637 Pillow, Fort,
67
Fort,
convention with, of January
1863, .. 639
639
January-12,
12, 1868,
examination
examination into the rumored
rumored slaughter
slaughter
claims
claims of both parties to be submitted to
to
of Union
attack
Union troops
troops in the recent attack
a mixed commission,.
a
commission, .........
.689,
639, 640
upon.........................
405
upon,
commission, of whom to consist......
consist,
640
640 Pilotage.
Pilotage. See
See Belgium.
appointment, vacancies,
vacancies, &c........
&e.,
640
640
fees
for,
in
Belgian
ports
to
be
reduced,
fees
Belgian
reduced, 648
648
commissioners
commissioners to name an
an umpire,
umpire,..... 640
640
increased ..................
not to be increased,
648
to meet
meet in Lima within
three
within three
Pilots,
Pilots,
months,. .............
months,
640
..............640
steamboats, fee for license, .........
of steamboats,
120
to take and subscribe
subscribe an
640
an oath,
oath,..... 640
of ferry-boats,
ferry-boats, tug-boats, &c., subject to
oath of umpire, ................
.641
641
inspection, to be
classified and licensed, 120
be classified
to examine
examine claims without delay,..
delay,
641 Pitcher,
641
A.,
Pitcher, Charles
Charles A.,
mode of procedure,
procedure, papers, ... 641
641
damages
damages to be paid
paid to, ..............
598
598
rules of business,.
business,............. 641
641 Plants
Plants and Cuttings,
decision of;
final,.........
.641, 642
of, to be
be final
641,
642
propagation
and
distribution
of,
propagation
distribution of, ....... 155
agreement of three to give effect to
to be such
such as are
are adapted to gendecisions .......................
decisions,
641
641
eral cultivation, ..............
155
155
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Plattsburgh,
IDLnttc..„n„I
-yasuwyfl,
Postal Laws, (continued.)
Postal
(continued.)
established
established as principal
principal port of entry,—
entry,.. 119
11
part-paid letters
letters to be forwarded,........
part-paid
forwarded,
505
05
Playing-Cards,
PlayingCards,
unpaid
unpaid rate to be collected
collected on delivdelivon .................... ..... .... 30
duties on,
302
ery
.....
ery,
505
.
....................
. 505
Point San
Point
San Quintin,
Quintin,
postmasters
postmasters suffering
suffering losses
losses by
by armed
in California, granted
granted to state, for
use of
of
for use
forces, to be relieved,
505
relieved,
...............
605
state prison,
prison,.....
............... 194
194, 19
195
allowances
allowances to certain
certain officers
officers for
for rent,
rent,
Pokagomin Lake Reservation,
Pokagomin
Reservation,
stationery,
505
&c., .................
.. 505
ceded
ceded to the United States,...........
States,
693
69
certain
certain expenses
expenses of money-order
money-order busibusiclearing of lands on, .................
694
69
ness
to
be
paid
from
proceeds
ness
proceeds, ....... 505
505
house for chiefs
chiefs of
of bands,............
bands,
694
69
advertised letters,...........
pay for advertised
letters,
605
605
Pokatello,
Pokatello,
salary and travel
travel of special
special agents
agents in
in PaPaboundary of country of,.
663
of, .............
66
States
cific
States,
505
.......
......
.......
..
.. 505
Poncas,
Poncas,.
additional
additional special agent
agent for Pacific States,
States, 505
505
appropriations for the, ...........
appropriations
172,
172, 551
55
two
additional
two
additional
special agents
agents for
for railway
special
railway
Port
Dues. See Belgium.
Port Dues.
mail-service, ........ .... ........
506
.
506
levied
by the city of Antwerp, to be relevied by
special agents
agents to be allowed
for traveltravelallowed for
ducedi ............................
duced,
348
641
ling, &c.,
&c., expenses
expenses,...........
505
6....
05
cannot be again increased, ......... 656,
656, 66(
660
post-route maps
post-route
maps may be prepared and
and
Porter,Admiral
Admiral David D.,
Porter,
D.,
published......................
published,
505
505
thanks of congress
congress to,
404
to,...............
40
clerks in railway
railway post-offices,
post-offices, pay, &c.,.
clerks
&c., 506
506
Porter, Rear-Admiral
Porter,
D.,
Rear-Admiral David
David D.,
mail-service
steamship to
mail
-service by steamship
to foreign
foreign
and the officers,
officers, seamen, and marines
marines
ports, &c., how
how may be paid,........
paid,
506
506
under
under his command, thanks
thanks of
of conconletters,
&c., unless regularly
letters, &c.,
regularly posted at
at
gress to, for capture of Fort Fisher,..
Fisher,— 560
566
post-office of port, not
not to be received
received
the President requested to communicommuniby steamship, &c.,
tic., ...............
506
606
cate this resolution,
resolution, .................
667
566
collector
certain conditions
collector may require
require certain
conditions
Portland
Portland and Falmouth,
Falmouth,
of clearance,
clearance,.....................
606
506
additional
additional inspectors
inspectors authorized
authorized at,
.... 198
at, ....
19
this not to
to apply to letters, &c.,
&c., relating
relating
Portland,
Maine,
Portland,Maine,
to cargo
cargo of vessel,
&c.,
606
vessel, &c..............
606
appraiser
appraiser and assistant
assistant appraiser
appraiser may
may
postmasters may
deputy postmasters
may deposit in cercerbe appointed
appointed at, ..............
... 46
46
tain national
national banks and negotiate
negotiate
pay of,
47
of, and of deputy collectors,
collectors, .... 41
drafts, ...........................
506
06
Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
appropriations
money-order system
appropriations for
for money-order
system
additional inspectors
inspectors of steamboats
steamboats at,..
at,.. 120
for
for 1866
1865 to supply deficiencies
for
deficiencies for
of,................ 120
pay and duties of,
120
1866..........................
1866,
506
606
Port
Portof Entry and
and Delivery,
Delivery,
wilful
injury
wilful injury to letter or pillar boxes,
Philadelphia, boundaries
for district of Philadelphia,
431
boundaries of,
of, 431
punished ..............
how punished,
506,
507
506, 507
Port Orford,
Port
Orford,
penalty upon 'clerks
clerks in
post-office for
in post-office
for
collection district of, abolished,
125
abolished,....... 125
unlawfully removing
unlawfully
removing stamps from
letfrom letPort
Port Royal,
Royal,
ters,......................
507
....
507
appropriation
for
wharf, &c.,
appropriation
&c., at,........
at,......... 24
24
publication of advertisements
publication
advertisements for
for proproPorts
Ports of Delivery,
Delivery,
posals for carrying
carrying the mails,........
mails,
507
507
act to make Portland, in
Oregon, and
in Oregon,
and
delivery of mail matter from
from post-ofpost-ofLeavenworth,
Leavenworth, in Kansas, ........... 342
342
fices,......................
507
fices
507
surveyors
surveyors authorized
authorized at,..........
at,.
342
342
system of
delivery to
be established,
established,
system
of free
free delivery
to be
Parkersburg, West Virginia, made
22
made a,
a,.. 22
when,
&c.,
when, &c. .....................
507
607
Ports
Ports of Entry,
Entry,
postage
postage on drop-letters, ..............
507
507
certain closed, in
certain states
and parts
in certain
states and
parts
obscene
obscene books not to be
be admitted
into
admitted into
of states lately in rebellion......
rebellion,
753, 754
754
mails,.
753,
mails, ........................
507
507
reopened, ......................
'
757
reopened,
penalty for knowingly
knowingly depositing
depositing
757
Postage,
Postage,
for
507
for mailing,
mailing,...................
507
on articles
articles of clothing transmitted
transmitted to
to solsolPostal
Money-Order System,
Postal Money-Order
System,
diers by mail,
2
mail,.....................
2
act to establish,
establish, .....................
76
76
on mail matter between
between Kansas
Kansas and CalCalsuperintendent, &c.,
superintendent,
&c., of,
of, to
appointed, 79
to be
be appointed,
79
ifornia, ....................
421, 422
36, 421,
422
See Money Orders.
Orders.
proviso as to newspapers
newspapers and franked
franked
Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General,
matter, ......................
86, 37
to prescribe
prescribe rules
conveyance of
of cercer36,
37
rules for conveyance
certain official communications
communications to
sent
articles of
of clothing
to soldiers
soldiers by
by
to be sent
tain articles
clothing to
free, without indorsement,..........
indorsement,
mail, .............................
995
22
on foreign
foreign letters, rates
of,
387
rates of,............
may contract
contract for carrying
carrying mail
mail matter
matter
337
but not to interfere
treaties,
337
interfere with treaties,..
Panama or
or Nicaragua,
sp
by Panama
337
Nicaragua, ...........
86
stamps for, when may be sold at
discount, 337
337
at discount,
for carrying mails
snails by
steamships
by steamships
envelopes,
envelopes, stamped for,
337
for, ..........
between ports of the United
United
337
on returned letters, bearing
bearing request
request to
to
States,
37
States,.......................
37
returned, .....................
be returned,
337
may
suspend
law
authorizing
conveymay
suspend
337
law authorizing conveypenalty for neglecting
337
neglecting to
ance of letters otherwise than
in
the
ance
to pay,
pay,....... 337
than in the
Postage-Stamps. See Postage.
Postage-Stamps.
Postage.
mails, ..........................
.....
.
37
mails
3737
Postal Laws,
Postal
May credit
postmasters robbed
robbed by
guemay
credit postmasters
by guerelating
relating to village of Deposit
New
Deposit in
in New
rillas, with amount
of stamps
stamps taken,.
amount of
taken,. 62
York,
324
determine price
paid for
for transtrans..........
to determine
324
price to
to be
be paid
act relating
relating to, .................
504-507
portation
over railroads
railroads for
portation of
504-507
of mails over
for
domestic
domestic letters
letters unpaid,
unpaid, except,
to
whose aid
public lands
lands have
been
except, &c.,
aid public
&c., to
have been
be sent to dead-letter
dead-letter office,......
office,
501, 505
505
granted, .......................
66, 74
74
504,
65,

844
844
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PostmasterGeneral, (continued.)
(continued.)
I'ostnaster-(Uenerat,
844
may act in establishing
establishing direct mail
mail comcommunication with
94
munication
with Brazil,
Brazil,.......... 93,
93, 94
to establish certain salaries of postmasters, ..........................
.
335
335
duty of,
of, under the act establishing aa
system,....... 76,
postal money-order
money-order system,
76, 79
79
to establish
establish compensation
compensation of several
several
classes of postmasters,
postmasters, ............. 336
335
to make estimates for certain offices,
offices, 335
to review
review and readjust, every
every two
two
years, .......................
336
years,.
336
to allow for office-rent, &c.,
&c., at
at New York,
York, 336
336
to designate distributing, &c.,
offices, .. 337
&c., offices,
337
compensation
compensation for,...............
for,
337
337
when to sell stamps,
stamps, &c., at discount,
discount, .. 337
337
to direct for disposal of certain
certain dead letters
ters, ........
339
.....
...........
339
to increase salaries
salaries of letter-carriers,
letter-carriers, &c
&c.,,
at discretion,
discretion, &c., not exceeding,
exceeding, &c
&c.,,339
339
to advertise for proposals
mail-steamproposals for
for mail-steamship sea service
service, ..................
480
430
to appoint
appoint certain clerks, ............
515
515
Postmasters,
Postmasters,
act to establish
establish salaries
salaries of,
335
of, .............
335
to have salaries
salaries in lieu of commissions,
commissions, 335
335
New York,
York, into
into
to be divided, excepting
excepting New
five.classes,. ...................
five.classes,
335
35
of, ......................
salaries of,
335
335
New York
to have
$6000, ..........
335
of New
York to
have $6000,
335
what offices to be rated of each class,
class, .. 335
335
estimates of certain
certain offices to adjust salsalaries of,......................335,
of,
335, 336
336
salaries
salaries to be readjusted
every two
two
readjusted every
years, ..........................
336
36
when to take effect, provided,
provided, &c.,
336
&c.,.... 336
allowances to, office-rent,
allowances
office-rent, &c.,
&c., .........
336
336
may
hai eeextra compensation
compensation at
may hav
at separatseparating and distributing
distributing offices,
offices, where,
&c.,.
........................
. 3337
37
box-rents, &c.,
&c.,..
337
to account for postage, box-rents,
.. 337
penalty
penalty on persons acting as,
as, without
without
authority of Postmaster-General,....
Postmaster-General,.... 337
337
robbed by guerillas, without fault of their
their
own, of stamps, &c.,
credited with
&e., to be credited
with
the amount,.
amount, .......................
62
62
amount, if paid, to be refunded,
62
refunded,....... 62
at money-order
money-order offices,
offices, duty, pay, and
of .....................
new bond of,
76,
76, 78
78
losses of loyal,
loyal, occasioned
occasioned by armed
armed
forces, to be allowed
allowed them,
them, .........
505
505
Post-Office
Building and
and Post-Offices,
Post-Offices,
Post-Ofice Building
appropriations for,...................
appropriations
for,
.. 25
25
Post-Office Clerks
Clerks and Employees,
Employees,
penalty upon, for wilfully and unlawfully
unlawfully
removing
removing postage-stamps
from letters,
postage-stamps from
letters, 507
607
See
Postal Laws.
Laws.
See Postal
Department,
Post-Office Department,
appropriations for the,
the .... .29,
'29, 154, 155,
155, 425
425
transportation
transportation of
of mails,
mails, ........ 29, 425
425
way-letters, 29, 425
ship, steamboat,
steamboat, and way-letters,
postmasters and clerks,
29, 425
clerks,.........29,
425
wrapping-paper, twine,
wrapping-paper,
twine, office
office
stamps
29, 30, 425
stamps, ..................
blank agents, furniture, advertising,
advertising,
&c.,...........
&c.,
30, 425
.........30,
425
postage-stamps and stamped
postage-stamps
stamped envelenvelopes, .......................
30,
30, 425
425
mail-bags,
mail-bags, locks and keys,
30, 425
keys,......30,
425
foreign balances
balances, ............... 30,
426
0, 426
deficiency
deficiency appropriations, if necessary,........
30
.................
30
miscellaneous, .......................
miscellaneous,
... 426
426
foreign mail
426
foreign
mail transportation,
transportation, ............
426

Post-Office Department,
(continued.)
Post-Ofice
Department, (continued.)
dead letters
letters with
valuable enclosures,
&c ,389
339
dead
with valuable
enclosures, &c.,
to be registered,
339
registered, .................
339
delivered, contents
contents how
how
if cannot be delivered,
339
disposed of,
of, ..................
339
amount of,'
of,- to be
be annually
annually rereported,
339
ported, ...................
339
subject to be
reclaimed within
within
subject
be reclaimed
four years, ...............
339
339
other dead
dead letters deemed
valuable, how
how
deemed valuable,
disposed
disposed of, .......................
339
339
letter-carriers to be employed,
letter-carriers
employed, where,
where,
&c., .................
............ 339
339
salaries
of; ..................
339
salaries of,
.... 339
expenses
entered and
expenses of;
of, how entered
and rereported,.
ported,
339
.
.......................
339
branch-offices, receiving-boxes,
branch-offices
receiving-boxes, &c.,
&c., exexpenses
of,
how
entered
penses
bow entered and reported,.
reported,. 339
339
repeal of acts
of 1863,
ch. 71,
repeal
acts relating
relating to,
to, of
1863, ch.
71,
8, 11,
339
§§ 8,
11, 14, 17,
17, 18,
18.................
339
special agent
agent in Pacific States,
States, pay
of;
339
pay of,..
339
act
act to correct
correct clerical error in act relatrelating to, passed 30th June,
June, 1864,.......
1864,
382
382
collection
collection of debts due from
from postmasters,
postmasters,
mail-contractors, and
mail-contractors,
and other
other officers
of, 432,
officers of,
432,
433
warrant
warrant of attachment
attachment of
of
ot property of
delinquents
to issue,...
issue,
433
delinquents or defaulters,
defaulters, to
433
against those in
433
against
in rebellion,....,... 433
against
against non-residents,
non-residents, and those
those who
who
have left
left a
a district with intent,
intent,
&c., .............................
433
against those who have conveyed
conveyed
or are
are
or removed
removed their property
property or
about
about to do so, with
intent, &c.,..
&c
433
with intent,
433
proceedings
proceedings where property
property has
has
been removed, ...............
. 483
433
warrants may
issue, when,
&c.,
433
alias warrants
may issue,
when, &c.,...
433
validity
validity of first warrant
warrant to
to continue,
how
continue, how
long.............................. 433
long,
433
warrant, how applied
applied for,
and
for, issued,
issued, and
executed,........................
executed,
433
433
ownership
property attached,
how deownership of
of property
attached, how
determined,.........................
433
termined,
433
trial by
be waived,.........
waived,
433
by jury, may
may be
433
other remedies not impaired,
433
impaired, .........
433
proceeds
proceeds of sales of attached
attached property,
property,
how invested,
invested, ......................
433
433
publication of attachment, ...........
434
publication
434
after publication
persons having
having propproppublication, persons
erty of
of defendants,
defendants, or indebted
indebted to
to
them, to account
therefor,
434
account therefor,.......... 434
disposal
disposal of such
such property
property void,....
void,.... 434
434
personal notice,
to be
be given,.....
given,
434
personal
notice, when to
434
warrant, how may be discharged,......
discharged,
434
434
bond to be given
given for
return of
of property,
for return
property, 434
434
fees, costs,
costs, and
and expenses,
expenses, ..............
434
434
other rights
rights of the
the United
United States
States not
not
limited
limited by this
this act, ................
434
434
special
special agent
agent for, in Pacific
Pacific States,
States, salsalary and travelling expenses of,......
of,
505
ary
605
additional
additional agent
agent authorized,.......
authorized,
505
505
two additional special
special agents
agents for
for railway
railway
mail-service
mail-service .......................
505
505
allowance to special
special agents
agents for
for travelling
travelling
allowance
expenses,..........................
505
expenses,
605
clerks
clerks in railway
railway post-offices
post-offices, ..........
506
06
chief
chief clerk authorized
authorized in offices
offices of each
each
of the three
three assistant postmasterspostmasters
general,
general,.........................
615
515
salary
salary of,
. 515
of,..... ................
515
additional
additional permanent
permanent clerks in
in lieu
lieu of
of
temporary
clerks, ..................
515
temporary clerks,
515
appropriations
appropriations therefor
therefor,......... .515,
516
515, 516
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Post-Offce Department,
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for temporary
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516
appropriation for
temporary clerks,
516
unclaimed
unclaimed money from dead
dead letters
letters and
sales of waste
waste paper to be deposited,
516
deposited,.. 616
wilfully
how punwilfully neglecting
neglecting to
to deposit,
deposit, how
punished, .
516
ished,
........................
516
Post-Offices,
Post-Offices,
allowance of
certain,
for
furniture,
staof certain, for furniture, stationery, printing,
&c.,
505
tionery,
printing, &c.,...............
605
Post
Roads,
Post Roads,
bridge across the Ohio River at CincinCincinO., and Covington,
nati, 0.,
Covington, Ky.,
made a,
Ky., made
a, 431
certain established
established in
in
certain
Arizona T.,
321, 525
Arizona
T.,...............
321,
525
California,
316, 522
522
California,.................
316,
Colorado,.......................
321
321
Connecticut,.
523
Connecticut,.....................
523
Dakota T.,.
321, .525
Dakota
T.,...............
321,
525
Idaho
T.,.............
Idaho T.,
321, 522-525
522-525
321,
316, 522,
522, 523
523
Illinois,.................
316,
Indiana, ...................
317, 528
523
817,
Iowa,.................
Iowa,
..... 317,
17, 523
Kansas.................
Kansas,
318, 525,
525, 526
318,
523
Kentucky, ...............
318, 523
Maine, .. .......................
523
23
Maryland,
Maryland,................. 318, 625
525
Michigan, ..................
318, 523
818,
528
Minnesota, ...............
319, 524
Missouri,
Missouri,...................... 319
19
Montana
Montana T.,
T.,..................
524
524
Nebraska
Nebraska T.,
321
T.,..................
321
Nevada
T.,....................
Nevada T
322
322
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, ................
525
New Jersey,...............
319
..
,
525
New Mexico T
T.,..............
525
New York, ................
319, 524
624
319,
Ohio,
319,
Ohio,.......................
19, 524
Oregon,
526
Oregon.8.................... 320,
320, 525
Pennsylvania, ............
320, 524
320,
Utah, ..........................
322
Vermont,...... ............
Vermont,
320, 525
526
820,
Virginia,
321
West Virginia,...................
821
Wisconsin,................
320, 525
Wisconsin,
320,
526
Post-Route,
Post-Route,
railroad bridge across the Ohio
Ohio River,
above the Falls, made
431
above
made a,
a,............
431
Post-Route Maps,
Post-Route
Maps,
may
prepared and
505, 506
may be
be prepared
and published,—
published,... 505,
506
Potomac Ferry
Ferry Company,
Potomac
act to incorporate.....
incorporate,.
331
...........
331
Pott, Charles
Pott,
Charles M.,
M.,
pension
to,
594
pension to,..........................
594
Pottawatomies,
Pottawatomies,
appropriations for the,.
appropriations
the,........ 169, 548, 560
Powell
H.
Powell, William H.,
contract with,
picture for
contract
with, for
for picture
for Capitol, .. 570
670
expense not to exceed
exceed $25,000,........
$25,000,
570
expense
mode of payment,
570
.................
570
"
Precinct,"
"Precinct,"
enrolment
how to be
be construed
construed in
in the
the enrolment
act,
11
act,...............................
11
Preemption
Rights,
Preemption
in
in lands
lands sold
sold for
for taxes
taxes in
in insurrectionary districts,
503
ary
districts,...................... 503
President of the
President
the United
United States,
appropriations for
the,
148, 448
448
appropriations
for the,............
148,
assistant secretary
secretary
may appoint second assistant
of
war, ...........................
of war,
11
the
may call
call for such
such number
number of men as the
public exigencies
exigencies may
may require,
66
require,.....
may prescribe
for transfer
transfer of
of
prescribe regulations
regulations for
may
persons
in
the
military
service
to
the
persons in the military service to the
naval service,
service,.
.............
.........7
7
may appoint
12
11, 12
may
appoint a
a lieutenant-general,....
lieutenant-general, .... 11,
71 *
71*
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may
may appoint
appoint warden
warden of jail in District
District
of
Columbia
....................
12
of Columbia,
12
to
appoint
an
additional
assistant
secreto appoint
tary
of
the
treasury,
..............
26
tary of
treasury,
franking privilege
privilege of, extends
extends to all mail
matter,.........................
matter,
80
30
to issue proclamation
proclamation declaring
declaring Nevada
Nevada
admitted into the Union,
admitted
Union, when,
when, &c,.
&o,
32
Colorado,... 34
34
same declaration
declaration as to Colorado,
same as to Nebraska
49
same
Nebraska, ............
may conclude
treaty
conclude
with Indians in
southeastern Oregon,..............
87
Oregon,
37
to appoint
commissioner
appoint commissioner to adjust claims
claims
38
with Ecuador
Ecuador,....................
to appoint superintendent
superintendent of Indian
Indian afCalifornia,............... 39, 40
fairs for California,
and
.. 40
and agents
agents for each reservation,.
reservation,...
additional
Portadditional appraiser,
appraiser, &c., at Portland,
Me., ..................
land, Me.,
46
board
board of examining officers to
to examine
officers as to
fitness
amine navy officers
to fitness
for promotion,
53
promotion,...............
63
,,
may appoint
appoint acting
acting commanders
commanders and acting lieutenant-commanders,.........
lieutenant-commanders,
79
79
appoint and
of
to appoint
and commission
commission officers
officers of
regiment
veteran volunteer enregiment of veteran
gineers,
80
gineers,...........................
80
to appoint
appoint territorial officers
officers for
for the Territory of Montana,
Montana,..................
86-92
comptroller
currency,....
comptroller of the
the currency,
.... 99, 100
head
head of bureau of military
military justice,.
justice,. 145
two additional
additional appraisers
appraisers at New
New
two
York
York......................
161
161
commissioner
commissioner to investigate
claims
investigate claims
of Hudson's
Hudson's Bay and Puget's
Puget's
Sound
Sound Agricultural
Agricultural Company,...
Company,
195
to negotiate
negotiate treaty
treaty with Indians
Indians of
of
Middle Oregon,.
Oregon, ..............
Middle
324
to designate
designate places for trade
trade on Red
Red
River of the North,......
North,
.....
326
to appoint
appoint commissioners,
commissioners, ec.
for PaPa&c.,'for
cific Railroad,
&c.,
859, 861,
361, 368
368
Railroad, &c.,..........
89,
to designate
designate places of
of subscription
subscription
for stock
stock to,
356
for
to...................
356
to
compensate marshals,
marshals, &c.,
&c., for
serto compensate
for services
in suppression
suppression of
of slave-trade,..
slave-trade,
352
vices in
352
to
to warrant
warrant offito grantassicailated
grant assimilated rank
rank to
officers in
in the
373
cers
the navy,
navy,................... 373
may call
volunteers, &c.,..........
&c.,
379
may
call for
for volunteers,
379
shall
order
draft,
&c.,
when,
&c.,
379
shall order draft, &c., when, &c.,....... 379
to appoint
commissioner of
of immigraimmigrato
appoint commissioner
tion,
385
tion, &c.,
&c.,.........................
385
to
thanks of
congress to
to
to communicate
communicate thanks
of congress
Major-General
Burnside,
401
Major-General A.
A. E.
E. Burnside,......
401
to
cause gold
gold medal
medal to
to be
struck, &c.,
&c ,
to cause
be struck,
for C.
C. Vanderbilt,.
Vanderbilt, ................
402
for
402
may
authorize transfer
transfer of
persons from
from
may authorize
of persons
military to
to naval
&c., when,
when,
military
naval service,
service, &c.,
&c.,
402
&c.,.........................
402
to
transmit
thanks
to
Eieutenant-Colonel
to transmit thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel
Bailey,
#
408
Bailey,........
, .................. 408
to appoint
420
420
to
appoint aavice-admiral,
vice-admiral, ............
to
cause examination
to be
be made
made as
to
to cause
examination to
as to
acts
of friendly
Sioux Indians
427
Indians,....... 427
acts of
friendly Sioux
to appoint
appoint 2d
assistant secretary
secretary of
war, 431
431
to
2d assistant
of war,
to
make treaties
treaties with
Utah Indians,....
Indians,
432
to make
with Utah
432
to
judge, &c.,
&c., for
for eastern
disto appoint
appoint judge,
eastern district of
of New
New York,
York, ...............
438
438
trict
for
Nevada,
440
for Nevada
,......................440
to
appoint
a
solicitor
and
naval
judge
to, appoint a solicitor and naval judgeadvocate general,
468
advocate
general, ................
468
to
volunteer engiengiregiments of
of volunteer
to organize
organize regiments
neers, .............................
488
488
neers,

846
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-f -n - Al_1to- L'try
-trI certain
- -:
court-martial
vul g-lllf
l 'etdlr
dismissed
dismissed officers,..................
officers,
489
481
to make proclamation
proclamation notifying deserters
deserters
to return,.
return,
491
........................
49:
to appoint chief of staff to lieutenantgeneral,. .......
general,
................
6500
to cause patents to issue for lands
lands sold
for direct taxes in insurrectionary
insurrectionary disdistricts, . ........................
. 501
501
a commissioner of freedmen
to appoint a
freedmen
refugees.............
and refugees,
508
..........
0
and assistant commissioners,
commissioners, .....
608
....... 60E
to appoint local
local inspectors
inspectors of steamboats,
514
steamboats, 514
President's House,
President's
appropriations
appropriations for, ................. 19,
159,459
465
President's Message,
President's
Message,
and documents, when and how to be printed, ..........................
•
185
185
number of copies,
copies, and
bow distriband bow
distribted, . .......................
uted,
185
185
Presque Isle,
Presque
Isle,
district and port of, to be known as
Erie, 54
54
as Erie,
Primnary Schools,
Primary
commissioners of,
of, in Washington
Washington CounCounty, D. C., to be appointed,..........
appointed,
187
187
their powers and duties,
187-193
duties,....... 187-193
Printing,
Printing,
joint resolution
resolution to
for the,
the, of
of
to provide
provide for
official military reports,
reports,. ............
..
405
405
official reports
reports of United States armies,
and documents relating
relating to the rerebellion, to be printed,...............
bellion,
printed,
406
406
number of copies, and how disdistributed, ..........
............. .406
406
index to each volume,
406
volume ............
406
other resolutions, &c.,
&c., as
as to, rescindrescinded, .........................
406
406
Printing,
Printing, Public,
Public,
form and style of,
of, to be
determined by
by
be determined
superintendent of
public printing,....
printing,
186
of public
186
Prisoners,
Prisoners,
appropriations for safe keeping of,
152
of,.......152
Prisoners
of War,
War,
Prisonersof
supplies, transportation,
of,....128, 496
transportation, &c.,
&c., of,....128,
496
Prisons,
Prisons,
for American convicts
convicts in
&c.', 189,
139, 424
in China, &c.,
424
Prirate Hospitals,
Prirate
Hospitals,
care of sick soldiers in,................
in,
128
128
Prize,
Prize,
property,
property, taken on inland waters, not
not
maritime,
maritime, ..........................
.. . 377
377
Prize Proceedings,
Prize
Proceedings,
act to regulate..................
regulate,
306
.......806
duty of commanding officer
of captor,
630
officer of
captor,.. 680
to secure, inventory, and
and seal
up papaseal up
pers, &c.,.......................
&c.,
.306
306
to court,
with
to send same
same to
court, with
written
statement
written
306
as to,
to,..... 306
to send what witnesses,
&c.,
•306
witnesses, &c.......
06
in whose charge,.............
charge,
306
306
to what port
port, .................
.. 307
if captured
captured vessel cannot
cannot be sent in,
in,
to cause survey and appraisement
appraisement
to be had,
307
had,..................... 307
report of, to be sent to court,..
court,
307
property, unless taken for
property,
for government use, to be sold
by
sold by
commanding
eommanding officer,
officer,........ 307
307
proceeds of, where deposited,..
deposited,
307
307
duty of commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of vesvessel claiming
claiming to share
share in prize,....
prize,
307
807
to make
make what
what written statement
statement of
of
claims, &c.,
claims,
&c.,................... 307
307
convene
cv
. ent1

IPrize
Prize Proceedings,
(continued.)
Proceedings, (continued.)
how
signed and
and sent,
now signed
sent, ......... 307
807
duty of
of prize master,
307
master,............... .307
to deliver
deliver to prize
prize commiscommisto
sioner papers, &c.,
&c.,.......... 307
307
to make affidavit
affidavit of
of what
what facts,
307
facts, 307
to report to
attorney,
to district attorney,
and give
give what
what information,..
information,
307
307
to deliver persons
persons to marshal,..
marshal,— 307
307
to retain
retain prize, until process
process
from court................
court,
307
807
duty of district
district attorney, ............t
307
. 307
file libel against prize
prize prop
to file
prop
erty,..........................
307
erty
07
to obtain wayrant
to marshal
marshal to
to
warrant to
take
take custody
custody of,
of,................ 307
807
to obtain
obtain condemnation
condemnation and
and distridistribution of,
307
bution
of, .....................
307
evidence
to cause preparatory
preparatory evidence
to be taken before
before commiscommissioners,
in order
order to,.........
to,
307
sioners, in
307
depositions
depositions de
de bene
bene -esse,
307
esse,.. 307
represent United States in
to represent
in all
all
prize causes
prize
causes, ..................
307
307
not to take private
private retainer
retainer or
or comcompensation
307
pensation from
from captors,
captors,.......... 807
except
except on demand
demand for
for damages
damages
between
between claimants
claimants and,.....
and,
307
807
to examine
examine all
&c., charged
charged on
on
all fees,
fees, &c.,
prize
prize fund ..........
......80307
307
to protect
interests of
United States
States
protect interests
of United
and captors,
captors, ..................
307
07
when prize
prize causes are or may
may be
be
send statement
statement once
once
pending, to
to send
in three months to Secretary
Secretary of
of
Navy of all
all such causes
causes,.........
307
307
prize
prize commissioners,
commissioners, not
exceeding
exceeding
three, may be appointed by
court,
307
by court,....
807
one of, to be
retired naval
naval officer,
officer,
be retired
approved by
of Navy,.
Navy,. 807
307
by Secretary
Secretary of
not to receive other compensation than his
his pay,..........
pay,
307
307
to
to protect
protect interests
interests of captors
and department
department,............
. 307
307
one to be
be member of
of bar
bar of
of court,..
court,.. 808
308
not less than of three
three years'
years'
standing, ..................
308
08
acquainted
acquainted with
with taking
taking deposidepositions, ..................
308
3.
08
duty of prize
commissioners,..........
308
prize commissioners
808
to receive papers,
papers, &c,
&c, from prizemaster,................
308
. ..
308
to take affidavit
affidavit of, and
and testimony
testimony
witnesses, ................
308
of witnesses
.. 808
separate from
from each other,
separate
other,...... 308
308
on interrogatories
interrogatories prescribed
prescribed by
by
court, .....................
808
08
not
not to permit witnesses to
to see
see interinterrogatories, &c.,.................
&c.
308
08
nor
nor to consult with counsel
or
counsel or
interested
persons, without
without
interested persons,
leave of court
leave
court, ..............
308
808
to
release
neutral
witnesses
as soon
soon
to release neutral witnesses as
as possible,
308
possible ...................
308
when to
de bene
bone
to take
take depositions
depositions de
esse
ease of prize-crew,
prize-crew, &c.,
&c.,......... 308
308
to examine
examine inventory,
inventory, and
and report
report on
on
property to
prize property
to court,
court,......... 308
308
to obtain order
order for
for unlading
unlading cargo,
cargo,
308
if necessary,
necessary ...................
08
from time to time to report to
to court
on,,but
on, ,but not to have custody
custody of
of
property,
308
the property,
3...............
08
to seal
seal secure,
schedule, number,
number,
secure, schedule,
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and return into court, documents,
documents,
of wages,
wages, to state precise
precise time
time of
of
evidence, inventories,
inventories, &c.,
&c.,...... 308
308
commencement,
310
commencement,................
810
to report to Secretary
Secretary of Navy, if
if
commanding
officer to discourage
commanding officer
discourage
property would be useful in war
war
such assignments,..............
assignments,
310
310
to government, .............
. .. 308
308
never
never to
to attest, until, &c......
&e.,
810
810
duty of marshal,........................
marshal, :
308
308
appeals in
in prize
prize causes,
causes .
...
....... 310
310
to keep all prize property,
308
property,......... 308
to be made within thirty
thirty days
after
days after
to report
report what requires to
be
to be
decree
decree is
rendered,
310
is rendered, ............. 310
unladen, stored, or sold,.....
sold,
308
808
to supreme
suprerne court, ............
.....
31(y
31(
to insure, if necessary,
necessary,........ 308
308
may
claimed,
when
may
be
claimed,
when amount
amount in
in
to keep certain
certain witnesses until
until reredispute
exceeds
.dispute
exceeds
two
thousand
two
thousand
leased
leased,.....................
308
308
dollars
dollars, ,....... .................. 311
311
to sell, when and as required
by
required by
or upon certain certificate
certificate by
by
court, ...........................
308
08
district judge,
311
district
judge,
............
311
to collect and deposit gross proceeds
proceeds
what acts district court
court may
do,
may do,
of sale, ....................
308
308
after, ...............
311
.....
311
with nearest assistant treasurer
treasurer
cases -now pending in circuit
circuit courts,
courts,
of United States, ..........
308
308
how and
and when
be transferred
transferred
when to
to be
subject to order of court,.....
court,
308
308
supreme court,.............
to supreme
court,
311
311
to make full report
report to Secretary
Secretary of
of
appeals
appeals
to
claimed
and
in,
be
claimed
and
Navy
Navy when
when required,
required, ........... 308
308
allowed
allowed as in district
district courts
311
courts, 311
prize property, when may be sold,
308
sold.....
308
original
original documents,
documents, &c.,
&c., ma
y b
may
bee
to be sold by auctioneers,.........
auctioneers
308
308
sent up on order, in addition
addition to,
to,
under
under supervision
supervi si
on of
308
of marshal,
marshal,. 308
or in lieu of copies of
same, in
in
of same,
marshal
marshal to ca
use catalogues
catalogues and
and
cause
311
all, ........................
311
schedules to be made,
schedules
made, &c., ...... 309
309
costs and expenses,
expenses, allowed
allowed by court in,
in,
to advertise and post sales,
sales,.... 309
309
to be a
a
charge
property,
upon prize property,
to notify naval
naval prize commiscommisunless, &c.,.......................
&c.,
311
311
sioner at least five days
days before
before
payments
payments from
from prize
prize fund,
fund, when
and
when
and
sale, ....................
sale,.
309
309
how to be made
made, ..................
311
311
to be open to inspection
three days
inspection three
days
on appeals, security may be required
required
before
before sale,
sale,.................... 309
309
for costs,.....................
costs,
311
. 311
court to decide what vessels share in
in
net
amount for distribution
distribution to naval
net amount
naval
prize............................... 309
prize,
309
vessels to be'paid
be 'paid into United
States
United States
to order testimony to be taken
to
taken to
treasury,
311
treasury,...........................
311
show
show, ...........
............... 309
309
Treasury Department
Department to
to credit
credit
how sworn to,
to,......................... 309
309
Navy Department,
Department, and persons
persons
court to make decree
decree of distribution,...
distribution,
309
309
entitled
entitled to shares,..............
shares,
311
311
determining
determining what
what vessels share in
in
distribution
distribution to be made by
by court,
court, in
in case
case
prize,....
prize,
309
..................
309
of vessels
vessels not
noi of
311
of the navy,
navy,.......... 311
relative force of prize
309
prize,........ 309
how and to whom rnade,
311
made, .........
311
proceeds,. 309
reciting amount of gross proceeds,
809
commissioners
commissioners to make,
may be
be
make, may
costs and expenses,
expenses, ..........
309
309
appointed by court.
court, ........
311
11
residue for distribution, .......
• 309
309
vessels not
not of
but
in case of vessels
of navy,
navy, but
residue,
residue, how to be disposed of, ........ 809
809
controlled
controlled by any department
department of
of
net proceeds of prizes, how
to be
be dishow to
disgovernment,
government, to
made among
among
to be
be made
tributed,...........
309
.............
309
ship's company,
company,..................
312
312
what
what vessels to share in distribution,
distribution,... 309
309
duty
duty of clerk of district
district court,
court, ......,.. 312
312
proportions of shares of prize money,
money,.. 309
309
render semi-annual
to render
semi-annual statement
statement
or
of commanding officer
officer of
of fleet
fleet or
to Secretaries of
Navy and
of
of Navy
and of
squadron,......................
squadron,
309
309
Treasury, ..................
Treasury,.
...
312
. 312
of commanding officer
officer of division
division of
of
to keep account
account of deposits,
deposits, &c.,
&c ,
same
same, ...................
309
.... 809
with
with assistant treasurer in
in each
each
of fleet captain,
captain,. ...............
309
309
prize cause, .................
... 312
12
of commander of,
of ................
309
809
of amounts
of
costs
of costs and
and
of others, ......................
310
310
charges,....
312
charges
.......... . 312
certain
certain officers, when not to receive
receive share
share
residues for
for distribution,
distribution,312
of residues
.....
312
of certain
certain prizes, ..................
310
310
to send
send copies of
of decrees, &c.,
&c., to
to
officer temporarily
temporarily absent
absent from
ship,
from his
his ship,
Secretaries of Navy
Secretaries
Navy and of Treasif on duty, not therefore
lose share,
310
therefore to lose
share, 310
ury, .....................
312
ury,..
312
to continue
continue to share, until regularly
regularly
to draw orders for
for payments,......
payments,
312
312
discharged
discharged from his ship, ......
310
310
fees of, ......................
312
312
bounty to be paid by United States for
for
allowances
allowances and
and commissions
commissions to marshal
marshal
each
each person on enemy's vessel declerks, ........................
and clerks,
312
312
stroyed
stroyed by United States
vessel,
310
States vessel,.....
not to exceed,
310
exceed, for all
official
serall official seramount, how determined,
determined,.........
....
310
810
vices,
vices, maximum compensation
compensation alalhow divided, ...............
310
lowed by act of 1853,
1853, ch.
ch. 80,
80, §
3,. 312
312
310
§ 3,.
ransom
ransom money, salvage,
salvage, bounty
bounty and
and
except in prize
cases, and
and then
except
prize cases,
then
prize money, how distributed
and
distributed and
312
not to exceed, &c.,
&c.,.........
312
paid..............................
paid,
310
compensation of
of district
attorneys and
and
compensation
310
district attorneys
assignments
assignments of prize,
prize, bounty,
or
wages,
bounty, or wages,
prize
prize commissioners,
commissioners, except
except naval,...
naval,
312
312
&c., .................
310
............
310
attorney and prize
district attorney
prize commissioncommissionto be void, unless, how attested,
310
attested,... 310
er, except
to render
render annual
annual
except naval,
naval, to
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Prize
Prize Proceedings,
Proceedings, (continued.)
(continued.)
Proclamations by the
President, (continued.)
(continued.)
Proclamations
the President,
accounts of sums
snms received in prize
prize
declaring
discontinuance of
of disdisdeclaring the
the discontinuance
causes, ........................
causes,.
312
. 312
criminating
criminating duties
duties of tonnage
imtonnage and imdistrict attorney to retain therefrom
not
therefrom not
vessels of
of Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, 739
739
posts, as
as respects
respects vessels
more than $3000,
$3000, in addition,
&c., ... 312
addition, &c.,
that
blockade of
of Brownsville,
312
that the blockade
Brownsville,
prize commissioners,
commissioners, except
except naval, each
each
$o far that,
that, &c.,
740
Texas, shall cease,
cease, so
&c., 740
to retain therefrom
therefrom not more than
than
that the amnesty
amnesty proclamation
does
proclamation does
$3000, for all services in prize causes,
causes, 312
312
not
apply
to
persons
in
custody,.
741
not
to persons in custody,. 741
excess received by district attorney
and
attorney and
revoking
the exequatur
Charles Hunt,
Hunt,
revoking the
exequatur of
of Charles
prize commissioners
commissioners to be paid
paid over
over
consul of
at St.
St. Louis,
Louis, MisMisconsul
of Belgium
Belgium at
to naval pension fund,................
fund,.
313
741
313
souri, ........................
741
commissions of auctioneers,
commissions
313
auctioneers,...........
suspending
313
suspending the writ of
of habeas corpus
corpus
special counsel may be employed
for
employed for
and establishing martial
martial law
law in
in KenKencaptors,
captors, when, &.,.................
&c.,
313
tucky, ..........................
742
13
742
compensation to
compensation
to, ..............
313
appointing
humiliation
318
appointing a
a day of national
national humiliation
charged to what fund ........
313
and prayer, .......................
743
313
748
witness fees in, how to be paid.........
paid,
313
313
declaring the
declaring
the opinions of the President
President
prize
delivered to
prize property, when
when to be delivered
as to
to the
plan of
of
of the
the United
United States as
the plan
claimants on stipulation, &c.,
claimants
313
&c.,........ 313
restoration of
of the
the states
in rebellion,..
rebellion,
744
restoration
states ini
744
when
when captured vessel,
vessel, &c., is taken by
by
calling for
for five
volunfive hundred
hundred thousand
thousand volungovernment, before coming
coming into cuscusteers for
for the military
and
military service,
service, and
tody of prize court, ...............
314
314
ordering
ordering draft
draft for the
the quotas unfilled
unfilled
how surveyed, &c.,...............
&c., . .
314
314
after fifty days.
days. July 18,
18, 1864,.
747
1864,...... 747
value of, where
where to be then deposited, 314
314
declaring
declaring Newport,
Newport, Vt.,
port for
for exVt., a
a port
exif, because, &c., no part of
if,
of captured
captured
portation,
749
portation,......................
749
property is sent in, ...............
314
property
314
appointing
and
appointing aa day of thanksgiving
thanksgiving and
proceedings for adjudication
adjudication to be
praise,
750
be
praise, .........................
750
when and where
where commenced, ... 314
314
declaring Nevada
Nevada admitted into the
declaring
the
proceeds
of, where deposited,..
proceeds of,
deposited,
314
314
Union,
750
........................
750
when captors may institute,...
institute,
314
314
declaring the blockade
of certain
certain ports
ports to
blockade of
when other persons,
when
persons, if captors,
captors,
cease,
cease, so far that, &c.,............
&c,
751
... 751
delay, &c.,
314
&c., ..............
314
calling
calling for three
three hundred thousand
thousand volvolsalvage for recaptures, ................
... 314
unteers, ........................
751
314
unteers,
751
treaty,
- 315
not to contravene any
any treaty,......
315
declaring
declaring St. Albans,
Albans, Vt.,
Vt., a
a port
port for
for exno part of, to go to United
United States,
States, . 315
315
portation,...................... 751
portation,
751
sale of captured property,
property, when
when to
be
to be
calling
calling an
an extra session of the
Senate,
752
the Senate,..
752
transferred to another
transferred
another district,........
district,
,815
315
ordering
ordering deserters
deserters to return to their
their
duty of
marshal,
315
when the duty
of marshal,.........
315
posts,....
posts,
752
. ......................
752
marshal may be
be required
so
when marshal
required so
directing
directing that persons
arms
persons furnishing arms
to do, ......................
315
315
arrested, &c.,
753
to hostile Indians, be
be arrested,
&c.,... 753
wilful acting with
to defraud
with intent
intent to
defraud or
or
declaring
declaring certain ports
states lately
lately in
in
ports in
in states
delay captor, or claimants, &c.,
&c., how
how
rebellion,
rebellion, to J9e
as the blockade
be closed, as
blockade
punished .....
punished,
315
....................
has been
been relaxed,................
relaxed,
753,
315
has
753, 754
754
"vessels
"
vessels of the navy
navy"
315
" includes what,
what,.. 315
declaring that the port of
West is
is
of Key
Key West
provisions of act to apply to all captures
to remain open,
754
open,....................
754
315
made as prize, &c.,
&c.,................
315
relating to reciprocal
reciprocal hospitalities
hospitalities to
to vesrepealing clause, ..................
316
755
315
sels of war,
war,........................
755
Proclamationsby the President,
Proclamations
President,
appointing the 25th
May aa day
day of
of
25th of May
declaring
declaring rebels and insurgents
insurgents and
their
and their
national humiliation
humiliation and
and mourning,..
mourning,
755
national
755
aiders and abettors
abettors subject to martial
postponing
postponing the day of mourning
mourning to 1st
1st
law, and suspending
suspending the writ of habeas
June,
756
June,. ..........................
756
corpus in certain
certain cases, ............
.730
corpus
offering rewards
rewards for
for the
the arrest
arrest of
of JefferJeffer730
exceptions in proclamation
revoking exceptions
proclamation of
of
son
others, for conspiring
conspiring to
to
son Davis and others,
August 16, 1861,...................
1861,
731
August
731
procure the
procure
the murder
Abraham LinLinmurder of Abraham
act admitting
admitting West Virginia
Virginia as a
state
a state
coln , . ..........................
coln,
756
756
force, ..........
731
to be in force,
...........
ordering the arrest
insurgent cruisers,
731
arrest of insurgent
cruisers,
plea of alienage not to
allowed to
to
to be
be allowed
and declaring
declaring that hospitalities
hospitalities shall
shall
avoid military duty in the case of cerbe
be refused
refused .to
vessels of
of
to the public vessels
tain persons, ...................
732
. 732
those
showing hospitalities
those nations showing
hospitalities to
calling for one hundred
hundred thousand militia
militia
such cruisers,
757
such
cruisers,......................
757
for six months' service,
service, from
from MaryMarydeclaring ports
declaring
ports formerly closed
be
closed to be
land, Pennsylvania,
and West
West
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
open,
open, disallowing
disallowing belligerent
belligerent rights,
Virginia, ........................
733
733
and removing certain restrictions
restrictions on
on
of national
thanksappointing days
days of
national thankstrade, ........................
757, 758
758
767,
giving, praise, and prayer,
734, 736
736
prayer ...... 784,
granting pardon
pardon and amnesty, except,
suspending
suspending the privileges
privileges of the writ of
of
&c., .........................
758
&c.,
758
habeas corpus,
corpus, .....................
734
reorganizing a
a constitutional
constitutional governgovernreorganizing
permitting
permitting commercial
with
commercial intercourse
intercourse with
ment in North Carolina,
Carolina, ...........
760
760
Alexandria, under certain restrictions,
restrictions, 735
Alexandria,
reorganizing aa constitutional
constitutional govern735
reorganizing
governcalling for three hundred
hundred thousand
men
thousand men
ment in Mississippi,
761
Mississippi ................
761
to serve for three
three years, or the war,..
736
war,.. 736
declaring restrictions
restrictions on trade east of the
the
granting pardon
pardon to those
those in
in rebellion,
rebellion,
Mississippi River
removed,
763
Mississippi
River removed,......... 763
upon conditions,
conditions, and excepting
excepting certain
certain
reorganizing a
constitutional governa constitutional
persons,
persons ............................ 740
740
ment in
764
ment
in Georgia,
Georgia, .................
764
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Proclamations
(continued.)
Proclamationsby the President,
President, (continued.)
Public Documents, (continued.)
Public
(continued.)
reorganizing a
a constitutional governreorganizing
governsuperintendent of public
superintendent
public printing
printliag to
765
ment in Texas, ....................
765
print President's
President's message, reports,
reorganizing
reorganizing a
constitutional governa constitutional
governand abridgment of documents,......
185
documents,
185
ment in Alabama
Alabama, ..................
767
number of copies of
of several
several reports,
rescinding the blockade
rescinding
blockade and declaring
declaring its
&c.,....................
185
purposes,
768
purposes,......................... 768
some bound
bound and
and some in paper,....
paper,
185
185
removing all
on trade,.....
trade,
772
removing
all restrictions
restrictions on
772
when to be
delivered,. ............
185
be delivered,
185
removing restrictions
removing
restrictions on trade
trade west
west of
of
commercial relations,
commercial
relations, how
how distributed,..
distributed,
185
185
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,.
River,
769
.............. 769
carrying the
offers and contracts for
for carrying
constitutional governgovernreorganizing aa constitutional
mails not to be printed,
&c.,.. 185
printed, unless, &c.,
185
ment in South Carolina, ...........
770
770
laws and resolutions
printed,. 185, 186
186
resolutions to be printed,.
reorganizing
a constitutional
reorganizing a
constitutional governgoverncopies,........... 185, 186
number of copies,
186
ment in Florida,
Florida, ...................
771
771
to be indexed alphabetically,
alphabetically, ..........
186
186
declaring martial
martial law
longer in
force
declaring
law no
no longer
in force
proposals
proposals for paper for printing to be
773
in Kentucky, .....................
773
advertised only in two papers,
&c.,
186
advertised
papers, &c.,...
186
appointing 7th December
December a
day of
appointing
a day
of na
na--.
lithographing and engraving,
engraving, costing
lithographing
costing
tional
773
tional thanksgiving, ................
773
awarded to
to lowest
lowest
over $250, to be
be awarded
declaring
declaring amendments
amendments to constitution
constitution
and
and best bidder,...................
186
ratified,
774
ratified,...........................
774
immediate contracts
contracts may be made
made
Promotion,
Promotion,
when
when public exigency
exigency demands,.
demands,. 186
and marine
marine corps,
424
of officers in
in navy
navy and
corps,.. . 424
extra
extra copies of documents
documents to those
those preprePropagating
Propagating Garden,
Garden,
requesting and _paying
for
viously requesting
paying for
appropriation for,
155
appropriation
for, ..................
. 155
them, ..
186
them
......................
186
Property,
Property,
proceeds of sales, how
how disposed
disposed of,.
of, 186
186
officers and
soldiers lost by capture
capture
of officers
and soldiers
papers relating
relating to foreign affairs,
papers
affairs, addiby the enemy, to
182
to be paid
paid for,
for,........ 182
tional copies of, to be
be printed,.......
printed,
186
Property
Property of the United States,
form and
and style
and binding,.
binding, 186
form
style of
of printing
printing and
186
act to retain and preserve
preserve certain,
certain, in
Public
Instruction,
in
PublicInstruction,
Washington,
412
Washington, D. C.,
................
412
in county of Washington,
Washington, D. C., act to
to
Proposals
Proposals
for, .....................
provide for,
187
for
public
printing,
how
to
be
for paper
paper for public printing, how to be
commissioners of primary
to be
commissioners
primary schools to
be
advertised ..........................
186
advertised
186
appointed,
187
appointed, .......................
187
Proposals for carrying
carrying the Mails,
Proposalsfor
their
their powers
powers and duties,
duties,...... 187, 193
advertisements for,......
publication of advertisements
for,
507
607 Public
Public Lands,
Lands,
Proprietary
Proprietary Articles,
states
states may accept
accept act donating, for agriagrirevenue law
provisions of internal revenue
Iavr concultural,
&c., colleges,
colleges, within
two
cultural, &c.,
within two
cerning,.................
297, 301
years,
293, 297,
years ............................
47
Providence
Providence Hospital,
Hospital,
West
Virginia to have benefit
West Virginia
benefit of
of
in Washington, incorporated,
incorporated, .......... 43
act,
... 47
47
43
act.........................
Precisions
Provisions and Clothing,
Clothing,
in
bona fide
fide settlers
on, whose
whose
in Oregon,
Oregon, bona
settlers on,
appropriation
appropriation for bureau
bureau of,.... 82,
82, 462,
claim is
notice
462, 464
is perfect,
perfect, except
except that
that notice
Provost-Marshal
General,
Provost-Marshal General,
was not
filed in
in time,
time, not
not to
to lose
lose their
was
not filed
their
rank, pay, and emoluments
emoluments of,
of, ........
54
binds
for
such
failure,
if,
&c.,
184
lands for such failure, if, &c.,........ 184
54
Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
.intervening rights not affected
,intervening
affected
appropriation for, .....................
25
hereby,
184
hereby ...................
25
184
appropriation for office
office of commissioner
commissioner
grant of,
of, to aid in
in constructing
constructing railroad
railroad
grant
of, .........................
161,
152
of,
and
telegraph from Lake
Lake Superior
Superior to
161, 162
and telegraph
to
Public
Buildings and
Public Buildings
and Grounds,
Puget's Sound,
Sound,..................... 365
365
appropriations for, ................... 158, 159
minimum price
be fixed
fixed for
sale of
minimum
price may
may be
for sale
of
Public Debt,
Public
Debt,
reservations
of, ..................... 374
374
reservations of,
authorizing Secretary
joint resolution, authorizing
Secretary
deposits made
expenses of
of survey
survey of,
deposits
made for expenses
of,
of Treasury to anticipate payment
to be placed to
what credit,..........
credit,
414
payment of
of
to what
414
interest on,
on, ......................
404
grant of,
of, to
to Michigan
Michigan for
for ship-canal,
ship-canal, 619,
519, 520
520
404
grant
Public Documents,
to Michigan
Wisconsin for
for comcomPublic
Documents,
Michigan and Wisconsin
construction ofcertain
certain railrailact to expedite and regulate the
pleting construction
the printing of,
roads,
520, 521
of, .....
roads,....................520,.621
................
... 184
184
Minnesota and
and Iowa
Iowa for
completdepartments to
heads of departments
to Minnesota
to furnish
furnish manufor completing construction
construction of
of certain
script copy of their
their annual reports
certain rail526,
roads, .................
and documents
documents to superintendent
626, 528
superintendent of
patents for
in Stockbridge,
Stockbridge, WisWispublic printing, on or before
before Novempatents
for certain,
certain, in
consin,
to issue,...............630,
issue,531
530, 631
ber 1st in each year,
184
year, ................
consin, to
184
See Stockbridge.
number of copies to
printed,
184
number
See
Stockbridge.
to be
be printed,....
184
grant
of,
to
states
or
corporations
not
portions
of
documents
to
be
selected
for
portions of documents to be selected for
grant of, to states or corporations not to
to
include mineral
567
popular distribution, and
and indexed,
184, 186
include
mineral lands,
indexed, 184,
lands, ..............
186
567
committee on
appoint
time
reversion to the
of
joint committee
time of
of reversion
on printing to appoint
the United States of
certain, granted
granted to
to aid
aid in
in the
the construcperson
person to edit and
certain,
and select,
select,........... 185
185
construction of
railroad from
from Pere
Pere Marquette
Marquette
Secretary of
Secretary
tion
of railroad
of War to appoint
appoint person
person to edit
edit
to Flint,
extended five
years,
569
the printing of official reports
reports of operato
Flint, extended
five years,........
opera669
tions
the United
United States,
185 Public
Public Printing,
Printing,
tions of
of armies
armies of
of the
States,. . "185
appropriations for,....................25,
for,
25, 447
447
heads
departments to furnish copies
appropriations
heads of
of departments
copies
none
except upon
upon requiof
none to be done except
of reports to superintendent
superintendent of public
public
requisition,
118
25,
sition .........................
printing, on or before third Monday
25, 118
Monday
..... 147.
appropriation
for,148
147. 148
in November,
November,..................... 185
186
appropriation for,
............
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Public
Public Printing,
Printing, (continued.)
(continued.)
duty of superintendent
superintendent of,
of, as
as to
to public
public
documents,.................
- 184,
184, 186
18
See Public
Public Documents.
joint resolution to supply,
desupply, in part,
part, deficiencies in,
399
in,.....................
39
joint resolution as to.................
to,
402
40
seven hundred
hundred copies
copies of each bill to
to
be printed, ..................
.402
40
law as
as to,
....
repeal of former law
to,.... 402
40'
Public Roads and Bridges,
Public
in Washington
Washington County, D. C., to be
under care
care of levy court,.
..
193
court ............
19
time of construction of certain,
certain, exextended, .........................
193
19§
certain notices need not be given,
given, when,
when,
&c., ..........................
&c.,
194
194
Public
Public Stares,
Stores,
when goods in, may be entered for consumption,
sumption, and bonds
bonds be
be cancelled,
cancelled, .. 12
1
entered for concertain goods in, may be entered
sumption, and bonds cancelled before
before
September 1,
1, 1864, ................
133
18
duties and charges to
paid,
133
to be paid,.....
133
goods in, subject
subject to what
what duty,........
duty,
216
216
time for withdrawal
withdrawal of goods from,
from, for
for
exportation,
extended,............... 420
exportation, extended,
420
Public
Public Works,
appropriation to preserve, in
in harbors
harbors on
Northern
Northern lakes,
200
lakes,.................... 200
201
on seaboard, .....................
201
Harbors.
See Harbors.
Puget's
Puget's Sound,
grant of land to aid in constructing
constructing
railroad from Lake Superior,
Superior, to,
to,..... 365
365
Puget's Sound
Puget's
Sound Agricultural
Agricultural Company,
Company,
claim of, for damages against
against the United
United
investigatedq and deStates, to be investigate
determined by commissioners,.....195,
commissioners,
195, 651
Purchase
Vessel.,
Purchase of Vesseli,
for naval and blockading purposes,
..... 80
80
purposes,.....
Purchasers
Purchasers,
of land sold for taxes in insurrectionary
insurrectionary
possession,...... 501
districts, how
how put in possession,......
"Puritan,"
"Puritan," Floating
Floating Battery,
Battery,
contract with Ericsson
Ericsson for construction
construction
of, amended
amended,......................
409
409
Purveying
Purveying Depots,
Depots,
hire of clerks and laborers
laborers in,
... 129
129
in,........
Puyallups,
Puyallups,
appropriations
appropriations for the,...........
the,
167,
167, 546
546

Q.
Q.

Quapaws,
Quapais,
appropriations for the,
appropriations
169, 548
548
he,...........
169,
Quat'antine,
Quarantine,
storage of imports in vessels subject
subject to,
to,
in New York, ..............
... 419
419
Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Department,
act for better organization
organization of,.......394-398
of,.......894-898
certain
certain divisions established
394
established in,
in,........ 394
power of inspecting officers,
officers, &c.,...
&c.,
395
heads of,
of, to advertise for proposals
proposals supplies,.............395,
for supplies,
395, 396
supplies to be inspected,
&c.,
inspected, &c.,......... 396
396
depots for receiving, &c., in
infield,
field, .. 396
when may be obtained without
without advertising,.................. . 396
vertising,
396
monthly statements,
statements, &c.,
&c., by principal quartermaster,
quartermaster, of amount on
hand, &c., to be made to quarterquartermaster-general,
master-general, ................
396
96
penalty
penalty for neglecting
neglecting to make,
make, 397

I Ouarterm.sftrs
Deartnntf (fnntinuner
Quartermaster's Department,
(continued.)I
inspectors of horses, &c.,
inspectors
&c., to be
be sworn,
sworn, 397
397
penalties for
misconduct, &c.,..
&c.,
397
penalties
for misconduct,
397
penalties
corrupt,
penalties for trying to corrupt,
&c., ...................
397
&c.,
.. 397
agents, &c.,
&c., subject
provisions,
agents,
subject to certain
certain provisions,
provided, &c.,...................
&c.,
397
397
penalty on contractors,
contractors, &c.,
&c., for
for offering,
offering,
&c., money,
money, &c.,
any officer,
officer, &c.,
&c., in,
in, 897
397
&c., to any
rules
rules for purchasing
purchasing vessels in,
in, &c.,
397
&c.,.... 397
officers of divisions
divisions to
what rank
rank
to have
have what
&c., ...................
398
and pay, &c.,
398
distribution of
may be
be
distribution
of duties of, may
changed, ....................
398
changed,
398
inspectors of,
of, .....................
398
398
two
thirds of
of officers,
&c., to
to be
be from
from
two thirds
officers, &c.,
volunteer
volunteer service,
service, .................
398
398
appropriations
appropriations for,
for,..........
24, 495,
495, 496
. 24,
496
appropriation for
of,... 127
127
appropriation
for regular
regular supplies of,...
incidental
expenses of,............
of,
. 127
127
incidental expenses
Quartermaster's Depots,
Quartermasters
inventory to be made
made of
in the,.
517
of articles
articles in
the,. 517
Quartermaster-General,
QuartermasterGeneral,
appropriations for
office of,.....23,
of,
23, 153,
453
appropriations
for office
153, 453
additional
in office
office of,...........
of,
27
additional clerks
clerks in
27
Quartermasters
Quartermasters
and
assistants, to
to be
as
to
and assistants,
be examined
examined as to
qualifications,....................
181
qualifications,
181
See
Examining Boards.
Boards.
See Examining
Quarters,
Quarters,
for army
&c., appropriation
appropriation for,
for, 128,
128,
army officers,
officers, &c.,
496
496
Quicksilver,
Quicksilver,
duty, &c., on, .....................
476
476
import
import duty on
on, ...............
... 493
493
Quillehutes,
Quillehutes,
appropriations for
for the,.............
the,
176,
555
appropriations
176, 555
Quinaielts,
Quinaielts,
appropriations
176, 655
555
appropriations for the,
the, ...........
176,
Quotas,
of each town,
precinct, &c.,
&c., how
town, ward,
ward, precinct,
how
determined, ..................
to be
be determined,
66
filled by volunteers,
draft to
be
if not filled
volunteers, draft
to be
made,
.6,
379
made, .......................
6, 379
seamen and
and persons
persons in
in naval
service to
to
seamen
naval service
be credited,
6 7,
342, 386
386
credited, ...............
6,
7, 842,
colored persons
enlisted or drafted,
drafted, to
be
colored
persons enlisted
to be
credited,
11
credited, ........................
11
in computing
computing hereafter,
hereafter, what credits
credits to
to
be
be given, ......................
489
489
may be adjusted
adjusted to revised
revised enrolment,..
enrolment,— 488
488
in computing, credit
credit to be
be given
for men
men
given for
before
before furnished and
and not credited,....
credited,
489
489
but
the call
of December
December 21,
21,
but not
not for
for the
call of
1865,.......
.................
489
R.
R.

Rabbit
Reservation,
Tabbit Lake
Lake Reservation,
ceded
United States,
ceded to the
the United
States, ........... ....
clearing
clearing of lands
lands on, ................
..
houses for chiefs of bands,...........
bands,
houses
Raffles
Fairs,
?affles at Fairs,
for charitable,
charitable, &c.,
&c., purposes,
purposes, may
may be
be exexempt from duty,
duty, ...................
Railroad,
lailroad,
Washington
Washington and Georgetown,
Georgetown, act
to
act to
amend charter
of,. ...............
amend
charter of,
.
Railroad
Iron,
Railroad Iron,
additional import
on, ...........
import duty
duty on,
Railroads,
lailroads,
proviiions of internal
internal revenue
revenue act
act conprovisions
concerning
cerning, ..................
275, 277,

693
693
694
694
694
694
279
279
322
322
493
493
284
284
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Regents
Burlington
Burlington and Missouri River,
River, authorauthorof Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, two need
need
ized
change location, .............
ized to change
335
33
not be members
members of the National
National Inin Kansas, grant of lands
lands to state
state of,
of, in
stitute, ........................
420
420
aid of construction
construction of, provided,
provided, &c.,.
&c.,. 338
339 Regiments
change of certain route of, in Kansas,
340
Kansas,.. 34(
in
regular
service
reduced
service reduced below
below minigrant of public
public lands to Minnesota, to
to
mum number, not to have officers
officers apapaid in completion
of,............. 626-628
completion of,
526-528
pointed to, .......................
488
488
See Minnesota
Minnesota and
and Michigan.
Michigan.
Register,
Register,
time for completing certain,
certain, in Michigan,
Michigan,
appropriations
appropriations for
for office
office of,
of,......... 149,
149, 150
150
extended, ............
............. 530
53
additional
additional clerks
clerks in office of,
27
of,..........
27
in Michigan,
Michigan, lands granted in aid of, 520-522
520-522
American,
American, to issue
issue to steamer
steamer ""MoMoRailway
Railway Post-Offices,
Post-Offices,
hawk," provided,
provided, &c.,............
&c.,
404
hawk,"
. 404
clerks in, their pay, &c.,
&c.,.............. 506
06 Registered Bonds. See Bonds.
Railways and Branches,
Branches,
provisions
for
issuing,
&c.,........
provisions
&c.,
220
218, 220
not to be disturbed by Indians,........
Indians,
682
682
may be issued for coupon,. ...........
220
220
Rancho
Rancho Bolsa de
de Tomales,
to be of what form,
how executed,
executed,
form,
how
in California,
California, lines of public
public surveys to
to
&c.,
220
&c.,......
............
220
be extended over,.
over,
136
.................
136 Registers.
Vessels.
Registers. See
See Vessels.
Rancho Laguna.
Rancho
Laguna. See Land Titles.
Titles.
of vessels, to express
express what, .........
69-72
69-72
de Santos Calle, land
land titles in,
in,..... 372,
372, 373
373
to issue to schooners
schooners "
Minnie Williams
Williams"
" Minnie
"
Randall,
Randall, Matthew,
Matthew,
" E. M. Baxter,"..
and "B.
Baxter,"
570
............. 570
payment to, ........................
579 Registers
579
Registers and Receivers,
Receivers,
Rations,
of land-offices,
land-offices, commissions and
and fees
unfees unarmy, to be as by
law of
of 1861,.........
1861,
144
by law
144
der the homestead
homestead act,............
act,.
35
35
commutation
commutation value of,
144
of, not changed,
changed,.... 144
fees of, in preemption
claims,
35
preemption claims,.....
35
commissioned
commissioned officers
officers in
field
may
buy
in field may buy
additional
additional fees
allowances to
to
fees and allowances
on credit,.
credit,
497
.......................
497
those
those in California, Oregon,
AriOregon,
Arihow settled for, ...............
497
497
zona,
zona, Colorado,
Colorado, Idaho,
Nevada,
Idaho, Nevada,
of, in commutation of officers'
price of,
officers' subNew Mexico,
Washington,...... 36
Mexico, Washington,
sistence,. .....................
sistence,
497
497
maximum not to exceed,......
exceed,
36
36
Rations,
Rations, Double,
Tonnage,
Register Tonnage,
officers only allowed,
allowed,..........
to what officers
. 488
of vessels, how
how ascertained,
ascertained, and
and to
be
to be
Read, Abner,
what,
........................
70-72
.. 70-72
amount
amount due for prize money to be paid
paid
Regulars,
Regulars,
his widow, ..................
587
...... 687
certain
non-commissioned officers
certain non-commissioned
officers and
and
Read, Constance,
Constance,
of, may reinlist
soldiers of,
reenlist and
and have
have
amount of
money due
due Abner
Abner Read,
amount
of prize
prize money
Read,
bounties ............
bounties,
..... ......... 144
144
to be paid to, ...................
587 Reporter
587
Reporter of
of Decisions,
Decisions,
Rebellion,
of supreme
supreme court, ...........
158,
457
158, 160,
160, 457
certain
certain states in, not entitled
entitled to
to repreRepresentatives'
Representatives' Hall,
Hall,
electoral college,....
sentation in electoral
567, 668
568
college,.... 567,
old, to be used
used as national
nptional statuary
statuary hall,
hall, 347
347
Recaptures,
Recaptures,
Reservations,
salvage
salvage for, ........................
314
314
may be
be made for Goship
Goship Indians,......
Indians,
682
682
Receipts,
several, ceded
several,
ceded to
States,
693
to the
the United
United States,....
693
stamp-duty on, ....................... 482
482
time of removal
removal of Indians
Indians from,
695
from,...... 695
where
where two or more sign same, how
how
set apart
apart for
for the Chippewas,
Chippewas, Pillager,
Pillager,
stamped,.........................
stamped,
482
482
and Lake Winnebagoshish
Indians,
Winnebagoshish Indians,
Reciprocal
Hospitalities
Reciprocal Hospitalities
&c.,
...............................
&c ,
693
693
to be refused to vessels of war
war of certain
certain
of public
public lands, how to
to be
be surveyed,...
surveyed,
41
41
countries
.........
countries,.
755, 757
...........
75,
757
act relating
relating to sale
sale of,
of, of
of public
public lands,
374
lands,.. 374
Reciprocity
Reciprocity Treaty
Treaty
minimum price
sale of,..
of, .374
374
price may be
be fixed
fixed for sale
with Great Britain, notice to be given
given of
of
Reservations, Indian,
Reservations,
Indian,
intention to terminate, ..............
666
666
for provisions concerning,
concerning, see
see Chippewa
Chippewa
Recorder of Land
Recorder
Land Titles in
in Missouri,
Missouri,
Indians,
Indians, Kickapoo
of Indians.
Indians.
Kickapoo Tribe of
appropriation
appropriation for, ........
152
............ 152 Restrictions
Restrictions upon
upon Trade,
Trade,
Recruiting,
Recruiting,
in
east of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi rerein territory
territory east
appropriation
appropriation for, and
and for transportatransportamoved,....................
763
moved,
........ 763
tion............................
tion,
126
west of
Mississippi removed,..
removed,
769
126
of the
the Mississippi
769
in rebel states, when and how allowed,
allowed,. 380
380 Revenue Agents. See Internal
Revenue.
InternalRevenue.
law allowing in states in
by
in rebellion,
rebellion, by
to aid in matters
matters connected
connected with internal
internal
state agents, repealed,
491
repealed, ..............
491
revenue, their duty and pay,
.....
;224
224
pay,........
appropriation
appropriation for, ...................
495
Cutters,
495 Revenue
Revenue Cutters,
Redemption
six steamers
service on
on the
the lakes,
lakes, to
to
six
steamers for
for service
of lands sold for taxes
insurrectionary
taxes in insurrectionary
be provided,
provided, 419
.................
... . 419
districts, provisions concerning,..
502, 501
concerning,.. 602,
604
appropriation
therefor,
419
appropriation therefor,................ 419
Red Lake Band
"
Revenue Officers,"
Officers,"
'Revenue
of Chippewa Indians, treaties with, 667,
667, 689
689
who to be deemed,
deemed, 17..................
17
See Chippewa
Chippewa Indians.
Revolution,
Indians.
Revolution,
Red River of the North,
North,
gratuity to the five
five sole
sole surviving
surviving solgratuity
sol326
act to facilitate trade
trade on, .............. 326
diers
diers of
of the, .
598
.....................
598
Refugees. See Bureau,
4-c.
Bureau, J'c.
Revolutionary
Revolutionary Pensioners,
Pensioners,
bureau for relief of freedmen
freedmen and,
and, estabestabone hundred
hundred dollars aayear
to penpenyear added
added to
lished,...................... 507,
lished,
507, 508
508
sions now paid,
paid,38
sions
...................
38

.
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8
Rewards,
newaras,
for rescuing
rescuing citizens of the
the United States
from shipwreck,
shipwreck, ...................
1188
offered for the arrest
Jefferson Davis
Davis
arrest of
of Jefferson
and others, .........................
756
75f
for the arrest
arrest of felons from other
other
countries
committing
countries committing felonies
felonies in
in
the United
United States,............
States,
776
77(
claimants of, for the arrest of Booth and
and
others,
others, to file claims by January
January 1,
1,
1866...........................
1866,
778
778
Rice Lake Reservation,
ceded
ceded to the United
693
United Slates,
States, ...........
69
clearing
clearing of lands on, .................
694
694
houses for chiefs of bands, ...........
694
694
Rice, Lucy A.,
A.,
gratuity to,.
604
to,............
..............
604
Richner,
Bickner, William P.,
payment to, as first lieutenant,
lieutenant,........ 582
682
Right
of Search,
Search,
Right of
of certain
certain vessels suspected
suspected to be
be engaged
gaged in the African slave-trade,
slave-trade, ....
645
64
Rights
Rights of most
most Favored
Favored Nation,
Nation,
stipulations
stipulations concerning,
concerning, in treaty
with
treaty- with
Ottoman
Ottoman Empire,.
Empire,
..........610,
610, 611,619
611, 619
Ringgold, Commodore
Ringgold,
Cadwalader,
Commodore Cadwalader,
thanks of
403
of' congress to,
to, ................
403
Roads,
appropriation for clearing,
appropriation
clearing, &c.,
&c., ........ 128
128
Roberts, Louis,
Louis,
payment to, for advances
advances to
United
to the
the United
States ...........................
-595
.
695
Robinson, John L.,
Robinson,
L.,
credit to
allowed, and
to be allowed,
and judgment
judgment
against
against only for balance due,
due,........ 585
585
Robinson,
Robinson, Sarah,
Sarah,
act for relief of,
585
of,......................
585
Rock Island,
Islamt,
Illinois, to be taken possession
possession of
for
arof for arsenal
senal, ., ..........................
50
50
See Arsenal
See
at Rock
Rock Island.
Island.
Arsenal at
Rodgers,
Captain John,
Rodgers, Captain
John,
to,................ 399
thanks of congress
congress to
399
Rogue Rivers,
Rivers,
appropriations for the, ...........
170, 549
549
appropriations
170,
Rouse's Point,
Point,
no longer to be principal Port
port of entry,.
entry, 119
119
deputy collector to
119
to reside
reside at,
at,..........
119
Royce, James B.,
B.,
declared
declared entitled to bounty,
603,
604
bounty........ 603, 604
S.
S.
Sackett's
Sackett's Harbor,
Harbor,
Secretary
Secretary of Navy authorized
authorized to
sell lot
to sell
lot
of land at, .........
404
..
.............
404
Sacs,
Sacs,
appropriations for
appropriations
170,
549
for the, ...........
170, 549
Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis,
act requiring removal of arsenal
arsenal from,
from,
repealed, ..........
repealed,
432
...............
432
Salem,
Salem,
office of naval
naval officer
officer at, abolished,
abolished,..... 414.
444
salary of surveyor
surveyor of said district,.....
district,
445
445
Sales,
of gold and foreign exchange,
prohibited, 132
exchange, prohibited,
132
act prohibiting,
prohibiting, repealed,..........
repealed,
344
344
and contracts
contracts for sale of gold and silver,
bullion, and coin, duty
duty on
478
on certain,
certain,... 478
Salt. See Belgium.
importation
importation of,dnto
Turkey, prohibited,
of, into Turkey,
prohibited, 613
613
no export duty upon, ............
613
613
duties for transportation
transportation of, in
648
in Belgium,
Belgium, 648

Salvage,
Salvage,
for recaptures,
recaptures, ......................
814
814
Sandusky,
Sandusky,
additional
additional inspectors
inspectors authorized
authorized at,....
at,
198
198
Reservation,
Sandy Lake
Lake Reservation,
ceded
ceded to the United States, except,
except, &c.,
&c., 692
692
clearing of lands
clearing
lands on, ...............
. 693
693
houses
for chiefs
chiefs of
of bands,...........
bands,
houses for
. 694
694
San
San Jose,
Jose,
act for
for relief
relief of occupants
occupants of
of lands
lands of
of the
the
ex-mission of,
of, in
in California,
California .......... 534
534
rightful occupants
of such
lands
may
occupants of
such lands may
purchase the same of
enter and
and purchase
of the
the
United States,
States,.................... 534
534
persons
persons desiring
desiring the benefit
benefit of
of this
this act
act
to present
present claims within one year, and
and
written
written statement, .................
534
534
register and
and receiver
to take
register
receiver to
take evidence,
evidence,
and decide upon claim,.............
claim,
534
534
decision not final
until approved
approved
final until
by commissioner
commissioner of general
general landlandoffice
office,.....................
534
person
person in whose
whose favor
favor final
final decision
decision is
is
made to have patent
patent upon paying for
for
land,...... ......................
land,.
534
534
patent
patent to convey
convey all the interest
interest of
of
the
States, ............
534
the United
United States,
534
lines of public
public surveys
surveys to be
be extended
extended
over those lands not
disposed of,
of, ..... 634
534
not disposed
such lands to be disposed of as other
other
public lands,
534
lands, ..........................
534
San Ramon, The Rancho,
Rancho,
claimants
of
lands
within
a
grant
for,
claimants of lands within a grant for,
may
may contest the location,.
location,
........... 69
69
if the United
United States
States has
title, bona
fide
if
has a
a title,
bona fide
settlers
settlers shall have
have patents,..........
patents,
69
69
Savings Banks,
Banks
Savings
need
need not have a
license, .............
251
a license,
251
not to pay duty, .....................
278
not
278
duty upon,
upon, ..........................
479
479
Sawyer William,
William,
value of certain
certain lands
lands in
in Ohio,
to be
be asvalue
Ohio, to
ascertained
certained for
for relief
of, .............
relief of,
. 584
84
Schedules;
Schedules;
Schedule A, under internal
Schedule
revenue
law,
274
internal revenue law, 274
B,
298
B, "
"
""
"" 298
" C, "
"
'
301
" 301
Scheldt
Dues,
Scheldt Dues,
capitalization
capitalization of the, &c.,..648, 649, 656,
656, 658
658
See Belgium.
ippropriation for first instalment
ippropriation
instalment toward
toward
capitalization of, .................
448
capitalization
448
Districts,
School Districts,
in Washington
Washington County, B.
C., to remain
remain
D. C.,
187
as now, until altered,
altered, ..............
187
of, to be appointed,
trustees of,
appointed, ..........
188
188
power and duty of,...............
of,
188
188
School
School Fund,
Fund,
in Washington
Washington County, D. C., 188,
188, 189, 192
192
School
School Lands,
Lands,
certain,
certain, granted
granted to Missouri,
132
Missouri ..............
132
Schools,
in Washington
D! C.,
Washington County, Et:
,
187-193
C.,......187-193
commissioners and
commissioners
and trustees
trustees of
of primary,
primary, 187,
187,
188
188
school-houses,
school-houses, sites for,
how
obtained,
..
for, how obtained,.. 189
189
tax
tax for, how levied
levied and collected,..
collected, .188,
188, 189
189
school
school fund, provisions concerning,
concerning, 188,
188, 189,
189,
192
192
children
children between eight and fourteen
fourteen to
to
be sent to;
192
to; ........................
192
colored children, provisions
for colored
provisions concernconcerning ...........................
ing,
191
191
who may send
send children
children to,...........
to,
191
191
"

,

"
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School-Tax,
Ocnool- 1 ax,
in Washington
Washington County, D. C.,.....188,
C.,
188,
Schreiner, George A.,
A.,
Schreiner,
pension to,...........................
to,
Scotons,
appropriations for
for the............
the,..
.. ..162,
162,
Scott,
Winfield,
Scott, Wifield,
as lieutenantlieutenantpay and allowances
allowances of,
of, as
general by brevet, not affected,......
general
affected,
Seamen,
Seames,
in vessels of the United States, need not
not
be citizens,
citizens,....................201
201,
act relating
relating to,
whose
names
are
borne
to, whose names are borne
on books
lost, &c.,
&c., in
books of
of vessels
vessels lost,
in naval
naval
service,..........................389,
service,
389,
may be promoted for heroism, &c.,
&c., and
and
a gratuity
receive a
gratuity and medal of honor,
honor,

189
181
696
59(
541
54]
12
12
202
201
390
390
79,
79
80
8(

Sea
Sea Wall,
Wall,
appropriation
appropriation for, at Great Brewster,...
Brewster,... 353
353
of, at Deer and Lovell's Islrepairs of,
Islands, .........................
353
356
at Buffalo,
Buffalo,.......................... 354
354
Second Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
War,
of War,
appointment, term of office,
appointment,
office, salary,
salary, duduties,........
....A,
431
. ..................
1, 431
Second Auditor,
appropriations for office of, 149,150, 449, 450
appropriations
450
additional clerks in office of,
27, 449
449
of,.........27,
Comptroller,
Second Comptroller,
appropriations
appropriatilms for office of, 149, 150, 449, 450
in office
additional clerks
clerks in
office of,
of,........ 27,
27, 449
449
Secretaries
Legation,
Secretaries of
of Legation,
and assistants, appropriations
appropriations for
for pay
pay of,
137
of, 137
Secretary
Secretary
to commission under convention
convention with
with
Peru,
642
Peru,. ............................
642
Secretary
of Interior,
Secretary of
Interior,
may admit transient insane persons into
government hospital for insane,......
government
insane,
33
may give directions
directions as
as to
to convicts
convicts in
in
the District of Columbia,
75
Columbia....... 12,
12, 13,
13, 75
duty of;
of, as regards Indian
Indian reservations
reservations
and affairs in California,
California, ........
40,
40, 41
41
duty of,
of, under
under act incorporating
incorporating the
the
Union Gas-Light Company ..........
43
43
to cause Indian
Indian reservations
reservations in Utah
Utah to
to
be surveyed and sold,
sold,.............. 63
63
duty of,
granting lands
lands to
of, under act
act granting
to
Minnesota,
64, 65
Minnesota.........................64,
65
to Wisconsin,...........66-68,
Wisconsin,
66-68, 183,
184
183, 184
to Iowa,
Iowa ................
96-99
73, 74, 96-99
to Michigan,
Michigan................. 140,
140, 141
141
pay awards
to paY
awards for damages doneaby
donetby the
the
Sioux,..........................
Sioux,
93
93
duty as to certain entries of land
land in Missouri
souri,...........................
143
143
as to expenditure
expenditure of certain
certain Indian
Indian
appropriations,
180, 181
appropriations, ............
180,
181
as to fees and emoluments
emoluments of attorattorney and marshal
marshal of the
the District
District
of Columbia,...................
Columbia,
196
196
to give deed
deed to
to John
Perkins
of
portion
John Perkins of portion
of
land of
the insane,
of land
of hospital for the
insane, in
in
exchange, ......................
200
200
superintend expending
expending of appropriaappropriato superintend
tion for Navajoe
Navajoe Indians,
323
Indians............ 323
may diminish prices
prices of
of lots
lots liable
liable to
to priprisites
344
vate entry, in city, &c., sites,.......
344
may cause
cause surveys
certain city
surveys of certain
city sires,
sites,
344
&c., .... ......................
344
make regulations
regulations as to,
to,........... 344
to
prescribe regulations
in the
the
to prescribe
regulations for
for fees
fees in
general
375
general land-office
land-office ...............
375
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Secretary
of Interior,
(continued.)
Secretary of
Interior, (continued.)
to assign temporary
temporary rooms for commissioner
of
agricultural
sioner
agricultural department,...
department,— 381
appropriations
for office
office of,............
of,
451
appropriations for
451
to report
report to congress
congress the names of
of certain Indians,....
Indians,
427
.....
.......... 427
to cause certain indigent
indigent blind children
children
be educated,
educated, ...................
to be436
may locate and
and construct
construct certain
certain wagonwagonroads in Idaho,
Idaho, Montana, Dakota, and
and
Nebraska,
516, 517
517
Nebraska,...................6.516,
cause certificates
certificates to
to issue
issue to
states
for
to states for
lands granted for railroads,........
railroads,
521,
21, 527
duty
duty in regard
regard to certain mineral
lands,
...............
...... 530
530
to
arrange for
for confinement
confinement of
juvenile
to arrange
of juvenile
offenders, ....
538
...........
538
to pay
pay settlers
settlers in Hoopa
Hoopa Valley,.......
Valley,
638
638
Secretary
f
Navy,
Secretary of Navy,
to prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations for permitting
permitting
drafted
drafted seamen to enlist in
in the
the naval
naval
service,.
service, ........................
7
...
7
may suspend
suspend rules as to lights on vessels
vessels
of
of war
war when
when necessary,.............
necessary,
58
58
may apply appropriation
appropriation for floating
dry
floating dry
dock
dock to build
build two dry docks,........
docks,
85
85
duty of,
of, under
under act regulating
regulating prize
prize proceedings,
ceedings,. ......................
306-315
06-315
may employ special counsel for captors, ..........................
313
813
may designate
designate district
district for prize
proceedprize proceedings, when property not sent
sent in,
in,..... 314
314
require marshal
may require
marshal to transfer
transfer prize
prize
property for sale to another district,..
property
district,- 315
315
commissioner to
to select
select site
site
to appoint
appoint commissioner
for navy
on Mississippi,
Mississippi, &c.,....
&c.,
323
navy yard
yard on
323
may
may detail
detail vessel to aid in laying
laying telegraph on Pacific
Pacific coast, ............
341
341
to reserve part of pay of officer
officer in ininsane hospital, &c.,...............
&c.,
348
.. 348
to
for land on
on Wallabout
Wallabout Bay,
355
to negotiate
negotiate for
Bay, 355
certain submarine
submarine ininto direct
direct testing of certain
ventions,
392, 393
393
ventions, ......................
392,
to provide for education
education of
of naval conconstructors and
and steam
steam engineers,
engineers, ....... 893
893
structors
communicate thanks
to communicate
thanks to Commodore
Commodore
Cadwalader
Cadwalader Ringgold,.............
Ringgold,
404
404
sell lot of land at Sackett's
Sackett's Harbor,..
Harbor,- 404
404
to sell
contract witl
with John
Ericsson, 409
409
to amend
amend contract
John Ericsson,..
appropriations for office
office of,.........164,
of,
..154, 454
454
appropriations
additional clerks in office
office of,..........
of,
27
additional
27
make contract
for bunting,
bunting, ...... 467
467
may make
contract for
may increase
of acting
acting masters'
masters'
may
increase pay
pay of
mates, .......
539
....................
639
Secretary
of State,
State,
Secretary of
change the
may, at his discretion,
discretion, change
the office
office
of commercial
commercial agent
agent at Hakodadi,
Hakodadi, to
to
that
consul,
140
that of consul,........................
140
to
of certain
Peruvian citicitito pay
pay claims
claims of
certain Peruvian
zens,141
zens,
..........................
141
to
to commission
commission
to transmit documents
documents to
Hudson's Bay,
Bay, &o.,
&o., ComComon claims of Hudson's
pany ...
195
pany
.................
195
appropriations for
of,
448
appropriations
for office office
o............
448
the Treasury,
Treasury,
Secretary of
of the
clerks in the office of the,161
............
161
appropriations for
for office of
of the,
the, 149,
149, 150,
150,
appropriations
449
additional
office of,
of, authorized,
authorized, 27
27
additional clerks in
in office
may
over $200,000,000,
may borrow
borrow not over
$200,000,000, and
and
issue
bonds
therefor,
13
issue bonds therefor...............
13
may
five-twenty bonds
bonds to
may issue
issue five-twenty
to certain
certain
subscribers,13
subscribers
.........
.............
13
for removal
removal of
to prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations for
of
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ofthe
Secretary of
the Treasury, (continued.)
(continued.)
Secretary of
of War, (cohtinued.)
Secretary
(continued.)
distilled spirits for exportation
exportation witha commission to determine
to appoint
appoint a
determine
duty,
15
out payment of
of duty ....
.......... 15
claims of loyal masters of colored
colored
to prescribe regulations for tax
tax and
volunteers, .....................
11
11
drawback on cotton and manufactures
manufactures
expenditure for protecto superintend
superintend expenditure
protecof,
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16,
of,
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14
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for collecting
collecting additional
additional duty
on disdisduty on
of, under act establishing
duties of,
establishing aasystem
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tilled spirits, ...............
16,
16, 17
of ambulances,
ambulances,....................
20
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may grant enrolment, &c.
&c. to steam-tugs
steam-tugs
may take and hold Rock Island
the
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"R.
Davidson""and ""W. K. Muir,"
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Muir," 19
use of the United
United States,
50-52
States ............
5052
to prescribe duties for additional
additional assistmay enlist aaregiment
regiment of
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secretary,
26, 27
.26,
27
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&c., 54, 55
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to provide for pay of colored
colored soldiers,
to issue register
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" John
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.129, 130
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57
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57
may appoint
bureau of
of military
appoint clerks
clerks in
in bureau
military
may increase
increase the compensation
compensation of
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specters of customs.................
spectors
customs,
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to convene
convene boards for examination
of
examination of
may appoint clerks in office
office of auditor
auditor
quartermasters
commissaries and
quartermasters and commissaries
and
for Post-Office Department,
Department,............. 79
79
their assistants,..................
assistants,
181
associations, 100duty of, as regards banking associations,
100to appoint person to edit printing
printing of
of
118
official
official reports of operations
of
aroperations of armay stipulate
stipulate for release
release from attachmies, ........
.....
185
18
ment of property claimed by the
the
to superintend the
the expenditure of
of approapproUnited States,...............
122, 123
123
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priations for preservation
of public
preservation of
public
may sell marine hospital at
Chicago, &c.,
at Chicago,
&c., 142
142
works on northern 'lakes
'lakes and on seaseato select
select clerks from office of
of paymasterpaymasterboard,..........................
board,
200, 201
200,
201
general for office of 3d auditor of treastreasmay
may direct protection of telegraph on
on
ury,
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161
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Pacific coast, &c.,...............
&c.,
341
341
to cause money from sales
paper
sales of
of paperto furnish superintendent
superintendent of public printshavings
shavings and extra copies of docuing with reports of
of military
operamilitary operaments to be placed to credit of
of approapprotions, &c.,
406
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406
priation,
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priation,
186
appointment of second
appointment
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the act
act to
to
under the
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ized,
431
prevent smuggling,.................
smuggling,
197
197
salary, term of office,
office, &c........
&c.. ....
431
431
to appoint additional
additional inspectors,
198
inspectors......... 198
may make conitract
contract for
467
for bunting,
bunting .......
467
may remit fines, penalties, and forfeitforfeitto make regulations to pay colored
colored troops,
troops, 488
488
ures,............................
ures,
198
198
may detail an officer to administer oaths
duty of, under the act increasing duties
duties
required
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settlement of
of
on imports, .................... 202-218
202-218
certain
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491
491
under act authorizing
authorizing issuing of
of
to make regulations for officers in
in the
the
bonds and treasury notes,....218-222
notes,
218-222
field to buy their rations
credit,
rations on
on credit,
under
under internal revenue
act,
223-306
revenue act,....223-806
&c...,
............................
497
497
to make rules about commercial interinterto furnish tobacco to enlisted men at
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course with rebel states,
states,........... 378
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cost prices, ....................
497
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to procure
procure warehouses
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for
may issue provisions, clothing, and fuel,
storage of imports
imports in
in vessels subject
subject
to freedmen
freedmen and
refugees, ..........
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and refugees
08
to quarantine, ...................... 419
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may assign chief commissary
commissary to
each
to each
to construct or purchase, &c.,
&c., six
steam
six steam
army, &c.,
&c., ...................
.. 513
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revenue
revenue cutters for the lakes
lakes, ........ 419
419 Secret Service,
Service,
may issue certain treasury notes.......
notes,
425
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appropriations
appropriations for, ..............
129, 497
497
may make contract
contract for bunting, &c.,
&c.,... 467
Sectional Docks,
467 Sectional
Docks,
may borrow $600,000,000,
$600,000,000, and
and issue
issue
appropriation of money to enlarge,
appropriation
85
enlarge,..... 85
notes or bonds therefor,............
therefor,
468
468 ""Security,"
Security,"
duty of,
of, under amendment
amendment of
act
to
proof act to promeaning of the term in act of June 30,
vide internal revenue,..........469-487
revenue,
469-487
1864.........................
1864,
222
222
to apportion
apportion circulating notes
among
notes among
Seeds,
Seeds,
banking associations,.................
associations,
498
498
appropriations
appropriations for purchase
purchase and distribuduties in regard to collection
taxes in
collection of taxes
in
tion of,
of,. ..................
155, 455
15,
455
insurrectionary
insurrectionary districts,.........
districts,
501-507
501-507 Seminoles,
duty of, as regards the coinage
coinage of
of threethreeappropriations for the,
the........ 170,
appropriations
170, 180,
649
180, 549
cent pieces
pieces,.........................
517
617 Senate,
Senate,
may sell wharf at Bath, Maine,
639
Maine,........ 639
miscellaneous
appropriation for
miscellaneous appropriation
for,......
,
26
Secretary
of War,
Secretary of
War,
payment
payment from contingent
contingent fund and transtranssecond assistant, may be
be appointed,....
appointed,
1
1
fer of balances
balances
26
...................
26
salary and
of,
1
and duties
duties of,..............
1
appropriations for expenses
appropriations
expenses of,
of,......... 146
146
to prescribe
prescribe duties of
assistant
of second'
second assistant
extra session of
753
of the, called,
called,...........
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secretary, .........................
1
1
appropriations for expenses
appropriations
of the,
445
expenses of
the ..... 445
to detail or appoint surgeons to
to examine
Senecas,
Senecas,
drafted men,...................
men,
•
8
8
appropriations
55660
appropriations for the,... 170, 171, 549, 550
to permit examinations
examinations at different
8, 9
different points,
points, 8,
9 Sentences,
to assign
assign persons opposed
opposed to
to bearing
bearing
for offences
offences against the United States to
arms to special
special duty, when drafted,..
drafted,
99
imprisonment
imprisonment for more than a
a year,
year,
may order discharge
discharge of
of persons
persons under
under
where to be executed,
executed ............
500
500
the age of eighteen years,
•.
10
years,..........
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expense
expense of execution
execution of,
of, ho*
ho* borne,..
borne,...•. 500
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Servants,
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non-commissioned officers not to
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to be
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private
private soldier not to be, unless with
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consent, .............
...
.......
limit to allowance to officers for,.......
for,
officers using enlisted soldiers as, not entitled to allowa,nce'
for,............
allowancefor,
deduction to be made
made from pay for,
Sharp, Solomon,
joint resolution allowing to accept
accept plate
from government
government of Great Britain, for,

855
855

Siam,
Siam,
487
487
convicts, 139
,
rent of prisons in for American
American convicts,
139
Signal
Signal Service,
Service,
487
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for............... 129,
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129, 497
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and Manufactures
Manufactures of,
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487
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duty
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duty on,
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487 Silver,

manufactures of,
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manufactures
of, ..................
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127 Silver Bullion and
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and Coin,
Coin,
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tax on sales, &c.,
&c., of,
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478
of, by brokers,....... 478
Sioux City,
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branch railroad from,. ...........
363, 364
363,
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Sioux
Indians
Sioux Indians,
&c., .............................
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awards for damages
damages by, appropriation
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pay,
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appropriations for the,
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171, 550
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claimants or their attorneys
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Shawv-osh-kung,j
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saving women and children,
children,........ 427
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H.,
expended,. 427
appropriation, and how to be expended,
payments
payments to be made to, for
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for carrying
report to be made to congress,
congress,......... 427
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the
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Sheridan,
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under his comfriendly, ......................
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mand, thanks of congress
congress to,........
to,
568 Sisters
Sisters of Mercy in the
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the District
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the President
President requested
requested to communicate,
communicate, 668
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corporation
corporation of this name
name constituted,...
constituted,— 485
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W. T.,
T.,
Sherman, Major-General
Major-General W.
property
property heretofore
heretofore given to
to be
be vested
vested
thanks of congress to, ...............
402
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•
435
435
and the
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his comthe officers
officers and
and soldiers of
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hold, and convey
convey property,
435
property,.. 435
mand,
mand, thanks of the people
people and of
of
limit to amount
amount ol
o? landed property,
435
property,.... 435
congress
congress to, for their gallant conduct
conduct
suits, seal, by-laws,
435,
436
by-laws,. ............
435, 436
in their movement
movement through Georgia,.
Georgia,. 565
566
objects of the association,
............. 436
436
Ship-Canal. See
Michigan.
Ship-Canal.
See Michigan.
who to be corporators,
to cease
corporators, and
and when
when to
cease
through "The
"The Portage"
Michigan,
Portage " in Michigan,
so to act, .......................... 436
436
grant of lands to Michigan, to aid in
offiths,
officers, agents,
agents, &c.,
&c.,................... 436
436
building
,
building, ......................
619,
519, 620
visitation and inspection,
inspection, ...........
436
436
width and depth of canal,
519
canal, .............
519
&c.,
436
act may
may be
be amended,
amended, &c.,.................
436
when to be completed,
620
completed,..... ................
620 Six Nations,
Nations,
of toll
toll
to be a
a public highway
highway and
and free of
appropriations
appropriations for the, ...........
171,
171, 550
560
to the United
States,
620 Sixth Street
United States.................
620
Street West,
West,
Ships,
in Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
C. ' to be opened,...
439
opened,... 439
tonnage of, hew
hSw to be ascertained
ascertained and
not to be opened
opened through Armory
Armory
measured,
measured, .......................
72
69, 72
Square, until,
&c., .........
until, &c.,
..... .439
439
See .Vessels.
.Vessels.
Slcaggs,
Skaggs, Martha
Martha Jane,
Jane,
Shipwreck,
Shipwreck,
pension to, ...........................
5E3
6S5
rewards for rescuing
rescuing citizens of
of United
S'Klallams,
S'Klallams,
States from,...........................
from
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appropriations
the,
176, 555
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appropriations for the,...........
176,
555
Shircliff,
Shircliff Mary,
Slaughtered
Swine, and
Sheep,
Slaughtered Cattle,
Cattle, Swine,
and Sheep,
pension to
to, ........
697
.. .............
duty
ptovisions concerning,...
concerning,
274,
275
697
duty on, provisions
274, 275
Shoshonee-Goship
Shoshonee-Goship Bands
Bands of Indians
Indians,
Slaves,
Slaves,
treaty with, of October 12, 1863,
1863,....... 681
of loyal
and mustered
loyal masters, drafted
drafted and
mustered
depredations upon emigrant
emigrant trains, mail 681
into service, master
master to
have certificate
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certificate
and telegraph lines, to cease
cease, .........
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and bounty,.
bounty, ....................
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681
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routes
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be unobstructed,
commission
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unobstructed, .... 681
commission to determine
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compensation
offenders to be surrendered, ..........
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of loyal masters
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masters of
of colored
colored volunteers,
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military posts and station-houses, .....
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Slave. Trade,
Trade,
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telegraph and overland stage
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prohibited,
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424
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expenses for
for suppression
suppression of,...........
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prospected for minerals, 682
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treaty with Great
Great Britain for
for suppressuppresbe estabmines, mills,
mills, and ranchos may
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may be
estabsion of the African,...............
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lished,
See
Great Britain.
Britain.
lished ......................
See Great
..... 682
boundaries of country
tribe, 682,
J.,
country of
of Goship
Goship tribe,
682, Smith, J.,
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lands in Missouri granted to,
582
to,.......... 582
reservation and residences
residences thereon,.....
thereon,
682 Smith, Marshall,
Marshall,
annuities, including
including cattle,
cattle, ............... 688
683
to
mail pouches or
or boxes, patented
patented by,
by, to
S7zoshonee Indians,
be bought
for postal
service,........
674
Shoshonee
Indians,
bought for
postal service,
674
treaty with the northwestern
northwestern bands of,
Smithsonian institution,
of,
Smithsonian
Institution,
1863,
of July 30,
regents, need not
members of
the
30, 1863.................
two regents,
. 663
not be
be members
663
of the
peace and
friendship, ...............
663
National Institute,
peace
and friendship,
Institute, .................. 420
668
420
treaty of
to,
663
General Richard
treaty
of Fort
Fort Bridger assented
assented to,.....
General
663
Richard Delafield
Delafield appointed
appointed a
a
annuities to, increased
increased, ................
663
regent of,
annuities
663
of, ......................
569
boundary of Pokatello
Pokatello country estabestabSmuggling,
boundary
Smuggling,
lished, ...
663
197
act to
...................663
to prevent, ....................... 197
amendment
663
goods, &c., imported
imported to
unladen and.
amendment to treaty, ....................
663
to be
be unladen
and.
inspected at first port of arrival,
197
Shoshonees,
arrival, ..... 197
appropriations
the,...
..... 177, 556,
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197
trunks, closed vessels, &c., to be opened, 197
appropriations for the,
........
666, 657
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forfeited, if dutiable
dutiable articles
to be forfeited,
therein, ..............
197
are fbund therein,
197
proceedings to avoid inspection at first
proceedings
port,
197
port,. ..........................
197
regulations for
regulations
for sealing cans,
cans, marking
marking
goods, &c., ........................
197
penalty on owners, &c.,
&c., for not proceedpenalty
ing to place of destination,
destination,...... 197,
197, 198
unlawfully breaking or opening
opening
for unlawfully
seals,
&c., ..........
198
seals, fastenings, &c.,
198
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury may-remit certain
Secretary
certain
fines, penalties, &c.,...........
&c.,
198,
fines,
198, 199
199
facts to be ascertained,
199
ascertained, ...........
199
fines, &c.,
&c., how disposed
disposed of,
of,........ 199
199
appropriation to prevent,
prevent, ............
appropriation
381
carriages, &c.,
beasts of burden, carriages,
&c., carrycarrying smuggled
smuggled goods to be
be seized
seized and
and
confiscated,
•
441,
confiscated, ...............
441, 442
442
buildings near the
the boundary
boundary line of
of the
the
United States may be searched,
searched, ..... 442
certain dutiable goods found therein
therein
certain
may be seized and forfeited,
442
......... 442
Snake Indians,
Indians,
President authorized to conclude treaty
treaty
with for purchase
purchase of country,........
country,
... 37
appropriation
therefor,
37
appropriation therefor,...............
Snuff.
Internal Revenue.
Snuff. See Internal
provisions of revenue
relferme law concerning
concerning
provisions
manufacture, &c., of,...
manufacture,
of,... 474, 475, 477, 485
Soldiers,
Soldiers,
sick in hospital and discharged,
discharged, and unable to leave and dying in hospital, to
to
356
be entitled to bounties,
bounties, ..........
356
captured, &c.,
&c., property,—
not to deal in captured,
property,.. 377
377
penalty for so dealing,..........
377
encourage the employment
resolution to encourage
employment
571
of disabled and discharged, .........
571
Solicitor
Solicitor and
and Naval
Naval Judge-Advocate General,
General,
office of,
established,. ................... 468
office
of, established
468
pay and duties of,
of, .................... 468
Solicitor
of te
the Treasury,
Solicitor ofl
appropriations for
for office
office of,
of, ....... 149,
150
149, 150
appropriations
South Carolina,
Carolina,
not entitled to
to representation
representation in
in the eleceleccollege,......................
567
toral college,
governor appointed for,....
for,
770
provisional governor
770
help,
770
the United States to help,........
770
convention, qualifications
qualifications of
&c ,770
convention,
of electors,
electors, &c.,
Southeast Executive Building,
Building,
appropriations for purposes
the,.. 22,
of the,..
22, 150
appropriations
purposes of
Southwest
Southwest Executive building,
appropriations
for
purposes
of,
appropriations for purposes of,......... 154
154
Special Agents,
Treasury Department,
appropriations
of Treasury
Department, appropriations
for,
for,............................
158
Post-Office Department.
See Post-Ofice
Department.
of Post Office Department, for Pacific
states
states and
and railway
railway mail service,
service,...... 505
505
have certain allowance
allowance for travelling
to have
travelling
expenses, .........................
505
505
Spirits,
Spirits,
additional import
import duty on,
on,........ 492,
492, 493
Spirituous Liquors,
Spirituous
Liquors,
penalty
penalty for
for introducing, &c.,
&c., into the Indian country,....................
29
thr selling, or giving, &c., to Infor
dians, ......................
dians,
29
liquors and vessels and conveyances
conveyances to
be forfeited,
forfeited, ......................
29
superintendent and agents
superintendent
agents to
to search
search for
and seize,
seize ........................
29
persons or Indian may destroy,'....
destroy,'.... 29
any persons
29
Indians
Witnesses,
29
Indians may
may be
be Witnesses, ............
29
duty on
on,..............................
202
J

..........
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rsSpool
uJw Thread,
1 f.laitaU ,
on, ...................
492
import duty on,
492
Spun Silk,
additional import duty
on,.
493
duty on,.............
498
Stable
Stable
at the President's,
President's, appropriation to rebuild,
build,...........................
33
Staff Officers,
Officers,
on staff of lieutenant-general,
lieutenant-general, how paid,
paid, 406,
406.
417
417
Stafford, Margaret
Margaret M.,
pension
to,
580
pension
.......................
580
St. Albans,
Albans, Vermont,
Vermont,
made a
aport for exportation
exportation to the Britmade
Brit752
ish Provinces,
Provinces, ...................
752
Stamp Duties,
Duties,
provisions of internal revenue
revenue law concerning, .......................
291-302
cerning
penalty for
for making,
making, &c.,
&c., any
any instrument
penalty
instrument
required
required to be
be stamped
stamped without
without affixaffixing the proper
proper one, ...............
481
may
if stamp is omitted by mistake, it may
be affixed by leave of collector, and
$50, ...........
481,
482
on payment of $50
481, 482
mode
mode of proceeding
proceeding in such case,..
case,.. 481
such payment may be remitted
when,
482
when, &c.,
&c., ..................
482
title to real estate of purchaser
purchaser by
by deed
deed
duly stamped, not affected
affected by want
want
of
deed through
which his
his
of stamp on deed
through which
grantor claims title,
title,..............
481
Stamped
Envelopes.
See
Postage,
337
Stamped Envelopes. See Postage,........... 837
Stamps. See
Postage.
Stamps.
See Postage.
postage
337
for postage,.......................
337
"State,"
"State,"
the term, to include "
" territory,"
territory,"....... 306
State Department,
Department,
appropriations for the,...........
the,
148, 459
appropriations
States
States in Rebellion
Rebellion,
declaration
declaration of opinion of
of the
the President,
President,
as to plan of restoration,
744
restoratin, ...........
744
Stationery,
Stationery,
appropriations for, ...............
23, 26
appropriations
Statuary,
Statuary,
what, ................
493
work to include what
493
Statues,
Statues,
invited to furnish statues,
statues,
states to be invited
not exceeding
exceeding two, of their eminent
eminent
citizens, to be
be placed
placed in
in old
old Hall
Hall of
of
Representatives, ..................
Representatives,
347
Statute of
qf Limitations,
Limitations,
beyond
time during which persons are
are beyond
legal
reason of
of resistance
resistance
legal process,
process, by
by reason
to the laws,
laws, &c.,
not
to
make
part of
of
&c., not to make part
time limited for bringing
bringing actions,....
actions,
123
123
Large,
Statutes at Large,
appropriations
volumes
appropriations for
for copies
copies of volumes
10 and 11,
11, ...................
351
Steamboats,
supervising and local inspectors of,
of, authorized, ..............
........ 120
provisions of internal
internal revenue
revenue act conprovisions
cerning, ..................
277
254, 275, 277
Steam
Engineering,
Steam Engineering,
appropriation
for
bureau
of,
82,
464
appropriation for bureau of,........ 82, 464
Steam Engineers,
Steam
Engineers,
in navy, ............................. 393
Steam Rams,
purchase,
purchase, construction,
construction, and maintenance
maintenance
of,
128
of,...........................
Steam Revenue Cutters,
Cutters,
six to be
be provided
provided for service
service on the
lakes,
418
lakes. ............................
418
Steam
Screw
Sloops
of
War,
Steam Soeew Sloops of War,
aouropriation for completion- of,
ofI........
appropriation
_
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Steamships,
Steamshnps,
act to regulate carriage
carriage of
of passengers
in, .......................
390, 391,
91, 392
"contiguous
"
contiguous territory,"
territory," not to apply to certain ports, in,
in .........
390
certain provisions of
certain
of act of
of 1863,
1863, ch
ch.
213,
213, extended,
extended,................. 390
390
three
three copies of inspectors'
inspectors' certificates to be given
given to masters, &c
&c.,,890
390
one to be conspicuously posted
posted
in vessel, ...............
390
390
penalty for not posting,.......
posting,
390
390
passengers to be open to inlist of passengers
spection, &c.,
890
spection,
&c., ................
390
before sailing, and after clearance, master,&c.,to
anee,
master,&c.,to file sworn,
with collector, ............
391
391
departure
departure permit, &c.,
• 391
&c.,...........
pilot,.
391
to be shown to pilot,.........
391
duties of master of vessel, &c.,
&c., at
at
certain ports
Mexico, &c.,
&c., as
ports in Mexico,
as to
to
passenger
passenger lists,.................
lists,
391
391
penalty on owner,
owner, &c., for
for prepresenting false,
391
false, .............
391
synopsis of
laws to
be
of passenger
passenger laws
to be
printed, and kept in conspicuous
conspicuous
place, &c.,....................
&c.,
391
391
clearance not to issue, until, &c
&c.,,391
391
forfeiture
forfeiture if master refuses
to
refuses to
&c.,
392
comply, &c.,..............
392
half of penalty to go to informer,
&c
,
392
&c.,..................
.......
392
steamers bound to foreign port shall
shall
receive
receive gold, &c., from United
States officers,
&c., when,
officers, &c.,
when, &c.,
&c.,... 392
392
receive letters, &c.,
posted
not to receive
&c., unless
unless posted
and received
received from
from the post-office at
at
port, .........................
606
the port
606
conditions of clearance,
clearance, ..............
606
606
letters relating to cargo, &c., not included,...........................
606
606*
Steel,
Manufactures of,
Steel, and
and Manufactures
of,
duties on
on, .....................
205, 206
206
Steering and Sailing
Sailing Rules,
Rules,
for vessels meeting,
meeting, crossing, &c.,...
&c.,... 60,
60, 61
See Collision.
Collision.
Captain Henry S.,
S.,
Steltwagen, Captain
of the United States navy,
navy, may
may accept
accept
sword of honor from government
government of
Great Britain, ...................
604
Stockbridge, Wisconsin,
patents to
occupants of
of unanto issue
issue to
to occupants
patented land who are grantees
of
patented
grantees of
Stockbridge
Indians,
530
Stockbridge Indians,..............
630
if claims conflict, commissioner
commissioner of landif
landoffice to decide,
530
office
decide,..................... 630
patents to issue according
according to his decision,
530
cision, .............
......
380
patents to vest the
the fee,
subject to
fee, subject
to valid
valid
incumbrances, ..............
531
liens or incumbrances,
681
lands
lands in, not patented, to form part of
of
Menasha land district,
Menasha
district, ...............
631
may be sold, at minimum price of
of
$3 an acre,
531
$3
acre, to actual
actual settlers,
settlers,.... 531
time of payment may
extended
may be extended
for not over
over one year,..........
year,
.531
681
actual settlers not to preempt more
than two
two contiguous
contiguous lots,
lots, &c.,....
&c.,.... 631
531
lands not sold within a
be
a year, to be
brought into the
the market, at
at not less
prices,.
than minimum prices,................
631
Storage,
Storage,
of
vessels subject
of imports
imports in
in vessels
subject to
to quaranquarantine in New York, .................
419

72 **
72

857
857

Stoves,
Stoves,
for heating and cooking, appropriation
appropriation
for, .........................
128
for
128
Submarine
Submarine Inventions,
appropriation for testing certain, &c., 392, 393
appropriation
Subsistence,
Subsistence,
appropriation for,
in kind for soldiers, appropriation
for,... 127
Subsistence
Subsistence Department,
Department,
appropriations for,
23
for,.................
23
the,...... 613
act for better
better organization
organization of the,
chief commissary of subsistence and asChief
sistant may be
assigned to
to each
milibe assigned
each military division,
division, army,
army, department,
department, &c.,.
&c.,. 513
(ary
513
rank, pay, and emoluments of,
513
of,..... 513
commissaries for
013
for inspection
inspection ...........
13
rank, pay, &c., of,................
of,
513
613
chief commissary of army corps,
513
corps....... 613
commissary
commissary to each division..........
division
614
614
officers relieved
relieved from
when officers
from this duty,
duty,
increased
increased pay,
pay, &c., to cease,
cease,......... 514
514
officers to be selected proportionably
proportionably
from volunteers
volunteers and regulars,........
regulars,
514
514
Substitute Brokers,
Brokers,
license to,
to, and duty,
duty,.................. 473
473
Substitutes,
employed as,.............
as,
6
who may
may be employed
6
persons
persons enrolled
enrolled may
may furnish,
furnish, previous
previous
6
to draft,
draft, ....................
......
6
drafted persons may
a
may furnish,
furnish, ...........
who not to be employed in procuring,..
procuring,
10
those furnishing, to
to be
for how
be exempt
exempt for
how
long, .........................
6
6
to be credited to state
state and
sub-district
and sub-district
489
of residence and enrolment,..........
489
for drafted persons, to be exempt
for how
how
exempt for
long
long, ...
........................ 489
489
persons known
for drafted or enrolled
enrolled persons
known by
by
party furnishing, to be incompetent,
Incompetent,.. 490
490
defrauding of bounty -— punpunwilfully defrauding
ished, ..........
490
................
490
deserting, and party
aiding
party furnishing,
furnishing, aiding
such
490
such party,
party, to
to serve,
serve, ................
490
Columbia, — persons
in the District of
of Columbia,persons
charged with crime
charged
crime not to be received
received
as,
. 498
as, .............................
498
punishment
punishment for so doing, .............
498
498
penalty for officers,
officers, &c., of jail, giving
penalty
giving
499
certain information,
information. ................
499
Succession,
Succession,
to
of internal
internal revto real
real estate,
estate, provisions
provisions of
revenue law concerning,291
287, 291
.........
287,
no duty
where the
the succesduty to
to be levied where
succespredecessor,
481
sor is the wife of
of the
the predecessor,.....
481
Sugars,
6v.,
Sugars, Syrups, t-c.,
duty on
on,.............................
202
202
Summary
Summary Trials,
Trials,
laws of
of the
the
of minor offences
offences against laws
United
for, ..... 124,
United States,
States, provision
provision for,
124, 125
125
Superannuated
Fund Societ,y
of
the
Maryland
Superannuated Fund
Society of the Maryland
Conference,
Annual Conference,
may
under the
will of
may hold property
property under
the will
of
William
Doughty,
135
William Doughty,.................
135
may hold real
real and personal
personal property,185,
property,186, 136
136
Superintendent of
Indian Affairs,
Superintendent
of Indian
Affairs,
in California, appointment, salary,
salary, &c.,
&c., of, 39
may
appoint clerk,
may appoint
clerk, &c.,
&c.,40
..............
40
Superintendent
of
Money-Order
System,
Superintendentof Money-Order System,
appointment,
salary, clerks, &c.,.......
&c.,79
appointment, salary,
79
Superintendent of
Printing,
Superintendent
of Public
Public Printing,
annual report to state
work
annual
state amount
amount of work
ordered
25
ordered and
and done, &c.,
&c.,.............
25
documents,
duty of,
of,as to printing public
public documents,
184, 186
186
&c., .......................
184,
Public Documents.
Documents.
See Public

858
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Inspector of
Supervising Inspector
of Steamboats,
Steamboats,
additional, authorized,
authorized,.............. 120
additional,
120
Supreme
Court,
Supreme Court,
joint resolution concerning
publication
concerning publication
of decisions
during December
decisions of, .during
December
term, 1868,
1863,
405
.................
40
Supreme Court of the District
Districtof Columbia,
Columbia,
appropriations for the, .........
appropriations
157,
157, 158,
158, 457
45
Surgeon General,
SurgeonGeneral,
appropriation
department of,.....23,
appropriation for department
of,
23, 453
45
instruments and dressings,.........
dressings,
23
2
hospital stores and furniture,......
furniture,
223
books,
books, &c., ice,
ice, fruits, &c.,
&c.,......... 223
artificial limbs,...................
limbs
223
citizen physicians
physicians and nurses,......
nurses,
223
contrabands, ....................
23
2i
Surgeons,
Surgeons,
additional, to examine drafted persons,
persons,
authorized,
authorized, .......................
8
not to be members of board of enrolment,
enrolment,
8
acting
acting assistant and contract,
contract, on
on enrollenrolling boards,
boards, exempt from draft,
491
draft,....... 491
Surgeons
Surgeons in
in the Navy,
Navy,
retired pay of,
retired
of,...................
5
Surveying Districts,
Districts,
New Mexico and Arizona to be one, 352, 353
356
Idaho, Nevada, and Colorado to be one, 353
353
Dakota and Montana one.............
one,
353
353
repeal of acts relating
relating to,.
..
353
to ..............
35
to be but one office of surveyor-gensurveyor-general for each surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's disdistrict ..............................
trict,
353
353
Surveyor-Generals
and their Clerks,
Surveyor-Generals and
appropriations for, and for office-rent
appropriations
of, 23,
office-rent of,
23,
152, 221, 451,
451, 452
452
in Wisconsin
Wisconsin and Iowa, ..............
152
152
Oregon, ........................
Oregon,
152
152
California and
Nevada,
152
California
and Nevada........... 152
Washington Territory,
Washington
Territory............ 152
152
New
New Mexico.
Mexico, ...................
152
152
Kansas and Nebraska,...........
Nebraska,
152
152
Minnesota,
Minnesota, ....................
152
152
Colorado and Utah
Utah, ..............
152
152
Dakota, ......................
152
152
Arizona,........................
152
152
Idaho,
Idaho, .........................
152
152
and their clerks, appropriation
appropriation for,
.... 22, 23
for,....22,
23
Surveyor of Customs,
office of,
at
Beverly,
of,
abolished,
444
abolished ........
444
salary of,
Salem,
445
of, at
at Salem,........:..........
445
appointment
of, at Michigan
Michigan
appointment and pay of,
City, ..........................
City,
.... 445
445
Surveyors of Customs,
Customs,
certain,
certain, may have
have certain duties
duties reremitted, ........................
430
430
Surveys,
Surveys,
appropriations
appropriations for, of lakes,..
354
lakes............ 354
chart of,
of, .......................
364
354
purchase,
purchase, &c., of instruments
for,
354
instruments for,.. 354
Surveys
Public Lands,
'Surveys of Public
Lands,
deposits made for expenses
expenses of,
to be
be
of, to
placed to what credit,
414
credit, ............
414
Sweeting, Anthony,
to be paid for losses, as
the "Juas pilot
pilot of
of the
"Juniata," .......................
niata,"
691
591
Swett, Ephraim,
Ephraim,
payment to, for superintendence
superintendence of custom-house
tom-house at Belfast
Belfast, ..............
25
25

T.
T.
Tabeguache
Band,
Tabeguache Band,
of Utah Indians, treaty with
with, .........
Utah Indians.
See Utah
Indians.

673
673

Tariff,
Tariff,
TT7i,.-A,
frnm +ha
,rnnn imports
imnlo'r from
of duties
diuties upon
of
the United
States
States into Belgium,
Belgium, ..............
648
648
of custom-house
custom-house duties, &c.,
&c., under
treaunder treaty with Ottoman Empire,........620,
Empire,
620, 621
621
to remain in force seven years,..
years,.........
...... .621
621
how and when may be revised,........
revised,
621
621
Tax,
Tax,
on circulation, deposits;
stock
deposits, and
and capital
capital stock
of banking
banking associations,
111
associations,............. 111
association,
112
on shares in
in such association,...........
112
Taxation,
Taxation,
all bonds, notes, and
and other obligations
obligations of
of
the United States to be
be exempt
exempt from
from
state or municipal, ................
218
218
certain treasury notes to
be exempt
exempt from,
from, 425
to be
425
Tax
Tax Commissioners,
Commissioners,
duty, salary, &c.,
in -collecting taxes
taxes in
in
&c., in-collecting
.insurrectionary
insurrectionary districts,
501-504
districts,.......... 501-504
when they enter on
on their
their offices,
offices ....... 503
503
See Direct
Direct Taxes in
Insurrectionaryllistricts.
in Insurrectionarytistricts.
Taxes,
Taxes,
joint resolution as
on certain
as to paying,
paying, on
certain
lands of United States,
402
States,............ 402
appropriation for
appropriation
for,.................
402
402
Taylor, Sophie Brooke,
Brooke,
pension to,.................................98
to,
598
pension
Teachers,
Teachers,
among the Indians, provisions
provisions concernconcerning,........................
695
...
695
Teas,
Teas,
duty on, ............................
202
202
Telegraph,.
Telegraph,.
for military
purposes, appropriation
military purposes,
for, 128,
appropriation for,
128,
496
act to encourage communication
becommunication by,
by, between Eastern and
contitween
and Western
Western continents,
nents, ........
340
................ . 340
Perry
Perry McDonough
McDonough Collins, associates
assignees, authorized
and assignees,
construct
authorized to
to construct
line with branches from line of Pacific
Pacific
telegraph to British
British America,
America,........ 340
340
to have
right
of
permanent
way,
have right of permanent way, &c.,
&c.,
over public
public lands,...............
lands,
840
40
to use public lands, not
exceeding,
not exceeding,
&c., for stations, provided,
340
provided, &c.,
&c.,... 340
Secretary
Secretary of Navy may detail
detail vessel
vessel
to aid in laying submerged
submerged cable, 341
341
government to have
have priority
use
priority in
in use
of lines of,
341
of,..................... 341
to aid in protecting from
savfrom savages, ...................
341
341
lines to be open to public on
on paypayment of regular charges,........
charges,
341
341
act may at any time
time be
341
be altered,
altered, &c
&c.,,841
rate of charges for messages, ...... 341
341
terms of despatches
despatches for newspapers,
newspapers,
341
to be same
same to
to all,
all,..............
341
act for increased facilities of
communiof communication between
between the Atlantic
Atlantic and
and PaPacific States and territory
territory of
373
of Idaho,
Idaho,... 373
United States, company
company may erect
erect lines
lines
between Missouri River and
and San
San
Francisco,........................ 373
Francisco,
373
to connect
connect with other
lines,..
other lines,........ 373
373
right of way, &c.,.................
&c.,
373
373
stations
373
stations,...................... 373
no right to preemption, ...........
373
373
from Fort Hall to
Oregon, 374
to Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
374
may send despatches
other
despatches over other
lines, &c.,....................
&c.,
874
874
to be transmitted
transmitted in order
of recepreceporder of
tion .........................
tion,
374
374
certain railroads
railroads may
arrange
with,
374
may arrange
374
, with,....
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Telegraph
ielegrapl Companies,
(Companies,
Thanks of Congress,
Congress, (continued.)
(continued.)
provisions of internal
internal revenue
revenue act conto volunteer
volunteer soldiers who have ranreencerning, .....................
.
276, 27
277
listed
402
listed,.......................
............
402
Telegraph Lines,
to Cornelius Vanderbilt,..............
Vanderbilt,
401
401
not to be molested by Indians,
Indians,........ 681
68
Theatres,
Circuses, and Museums,
Theatres, Operas,
Operas, Circuses,
Mlseums,
in Kansas,
Kansas, grant of lands,
lands, to
to state
state of,
of, in
in
provisions of internal
internal revenue
revenue act
act conaid of construction
of, provided, &c.,
&c.,.. 339
33!
construction of,
...................... 276,
cerning, .
276, 277
change of certain
certain route of,
340 The Columbia
of, in Kansas, .. 34(
Columbia Institution
Instruction of
Institutionfor the
the Instruction
of
Temporary
Temporary Huts,
the Deaf and Dumb,
hospitals, and stables, appropriation for,. 128
436
name established,
established,. .................
Temporary
Temporary Loans,
Loans,
indigent blind children, where
where to
eduto be
be edumay be received,
received, and certificates
certificates of decated,...
436
.....................
. 436
posit bearing interest issued therefor,
therefor, 219
211
expense thereof, how paid,
paid,............ 436
436
aggregate
aggregate not to exceed $50,000,000,
$50,000,000,... 219
219 The Freedman's
Freedman's Savings and
and Trust
Trust Company,
reserve for payment,
219
reserve
payment, ..............
21
established
established at Washington, D. C.,...510-512
C.,... 510-512
Tenant at Will, 4-c.
t-c. See District
District of Columbia
Columbia.
trustees and board, how filled, ........
511
511
Tender. See Legal Tender.
Tender.
meetings of,
611
of, .....
.............
511
treasury notes how far a
alegal,......218, 219
219
failing to attend for six months
in
months in
effect of,
revenue
effect
of, to
to stop
stop sales under
under the
the revenue
succession,
succession, to vacate
vacate office
of
office of
law,...............
law,
233, 235
......
...288,
235
511
trustee, .......................
511
Tennessee,
trustees
to
manage
trustees
corporation,
corporation, ....... 511
611
terms of federal
federal circuit and
district
and district
officers of,
511
officers
of, .....................
511
courts in west district, ..............
22
quorum,
quorum, by-laws, ...............
511
11
special terms, notice, ... ;.............
22
objects
objects and business of corporation,....
corporation,
511
511
not entitled
entitled to representation
in the
elecrepresentation in
the elecdeposits,
deposits, investments, &c.,............
&c.,
611
11
toral college, ............
.......... 567
67
deposits to be repaid
repaid and trusts perperinsurrection in
declared suppressed,
suppressed, 763
the insurrection
in declared
763
formed,
formed, .......................
512
512
Territories,
Territories,
of deceased depositors,
held
depositors, how held
appropriations
appropriations forgovernment
for government in,...
in,.. .156,
156, 157,
and disposed
disposed of,
of, ...............
612
512
456, 457
not called for:
for, how invested and apSee Titles
Territories.
Titles of the several Territories.
plied.
plied,
.....................
512
512
Terry, Brevet Major-General
H.,
Major-General Alfred H.,
officers not to borrow or use funds
funds of
of
officers
and the officers
officers and men under
under his comcorporation,
512, 613
corporation .................... 512,
613
mand,
mand, thanks of congress to,
to, for
for the
the
interest and dividends to depositors,....
depositors,.... 513
513
capture
capture of Fort Fisher, ............
566
566
married weinen,
deposits of minors
minors and married
women, 513
513
the President of the United
reUnited States
States reno trustee, except
except president and
and vicevicequested to communicate
cothmunicate the
quested
the resolupresident, to receive
receive pay, .......... 513
513
tion,.
666
tion,................................
666
official bonds and salaries,
613
salaries,............ 518
Texas,
Tezas,
books to be open for inspection,........
inspection,
613
613
not entitled
entitled to representation
representation in the elecelecThe News-Boys'
News-Boys' Home of Washington City,
toral college,
college,....................... 567
act to incorporate,
Incorporate, ...................
99
99
provisional governor appointed
766 The Union
appointed for,
for, .... 766
Union Gas-Light
Gas-Light Company of the
the District
District of
of
the United States to help,
help,........ 766
Columbia,
Columbia,
convention, qualifications
qualifications of electors,
electors,
act to incorporate,
incorporate, .................. 41,
41, 48
43
&c., ............................
766
Third
766 Third Auditor,
Auditor,
Thanksgiving,
Thanksgiving,
appropriations
appropriations for office of,
149, 150
of,.........149,
150
day of, appointed,
appointed ...................
749
in office
27
749
additional clerks in
office of,
of, ............
27
day of national, appointed
George H.,
H,
appointed,........... 773
Major-General George
773 Thomas, Major-General
Thanksgiving,
Praise,
Thanksgiving, Prayer,
Prayer, and Praise,
under his com-,
and officers and soldiers under
com.r
734, 736
days of, appointed, ................
mand, thanks of congress to,
734,
736
571
to,........ 571
Thanks of Congress,
Congress, '
Three-Gent
_Pieces,
Three-Cent Pieces,
to Major-General
Major-General Grant, &c.,..........
&c.,
399
399
of, authorized,.................
coinage of,
authorized,.
517
gold medal to,
to,...
399
..............
399
composition of coin, ................. 517
617
appropriation
appropriation for, ..........
399
weight, shape, mottoes, and devices,
617
399
devices,... 517
to Major-General
Major-General Banks
Banks, .............. 401
401
laws relating to coins and coinage
coinage exexMajor-General Burnside,..
to Major-General
coin,
617
Burnside,............. 401
tended to this coin,...................
401
617
to Major-General
Major-General Hooker,
401
Hooker, ............
director of mint to make regulations,
401
regulations,.. 517
517
to
to Major-General
Major-General Howard,
Howard,.............. 401
to be legal tender
401
tender for
for sixty
sixty cents,..
cents,... .617,
617, 618
618
to Major-General
Major-General Meade .............
401
may be paid out for lawful
lawful currency, ex401
to Major-General
Sherman.
Major-General Sherman,...
cept cents and half-cents,............
half-cents,
618
........... 401
401
18
to Admiral David D. Porter..........
Porter,
404
making or passing coin, or token for
for
404
to Commodore
Commodore Cadwalader
Cadwalader Ringgold,..
Ringgold,
403
punished,...
518
this coin, &c.
&c., how punished,........
403
518
to Lieutenant-Colonel
. 408
Lieutenant-Colonel Bailey,
motto "
In God
we trust,"
trust," may
may be
be put
put
"In
Bailey, .........
God we
408
to Captain John Rodgers,.
Rodgers, ...........
399
on, if,
618
if, &c.,
&c.,.......................... 518
399
to Cushing, Lieutenant William B.,....
B.,
665 Titles,
565
Titles,
to
Rear-Admiral David
act to quiet, in favor
favor of parties in
actual
to Porter, Rear-Admiral
David D., .... 566
566
in actual
665
possession
the District
District of
to Sherman,
Sherman, Major-General
Major-General William T
possession of
T.,,565
of lands
lands in
in the
of
Major-General Philip H.,
568
531,
to Sheridan, Major-General
Columbia, ............
H.,.. 568
.............
81, 532
532
Tobacco,
Major-General Alfred
Alfred
to Terry, Brevet
Brevet Major-General
Tobacco,
203
H.,....
H.,
..........................
duty on, ............................
566
203
to Thomas,
Major-General George
George H.,.
H., 571
671
See
Revenue.
to
See Internal
Thomas, Major-General
Internal Revenue.
to Winslow,
Winslow, Captain
Captain John
John A.,
665
provisions
manufacture
of
and
for
A.,........ 565
manufacture of and
and the officers and men under
duty upon, under internal
internal revenue
under
revenue
law,
261,
264,
270
command.
their command.
law..................
264,
.
....
. .. 261,
.
. 270
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Tobacco
Tobacco,' (continued.)
(continued.)
men at
at onat
firnishprd enlsrtd
to hbe
be furnished
enlisted men
cost
prices, ...........................
prices
497
concerning
provisions of revenue
revenue law concerning
manufacture, &c.,
&c, of,...
of,... 474,
manufacture,
474, 475,
475, 477,
477, 485
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
importation of, into Turkey, forbidden,
forbidden, 617
no export duty on, in Turkey.........
Turkey,
617
617
Tobacco
Stems,
Tobacco Stems,
import duty
493
import
duty on,
on ....................
493
Ton,
Ton,
revenue act, to be
be
the, under internal revenue
2000 pounds,...................
pounds,
268
268
Tonnage.
Tonnage. See Vessels.
of ships and vessels, how to be measured,
ured, .............................
69
69
determining tonnage,
in determining
tonnage, up
no part of vessel above first decks, used for cabins,
&c., to be measured, ................
441
444
Tonnage Dues.
Dues. See Belgium.
Belgium.
648
in Belgian ports to cease, ............
not to be reestablished,
reestablished, ....... 648, 656, 660
Tonnage Duty,
Tonnage
on
on certain vessels, .................... 493
Property,
Town Property,
act to dispose of,
of, in publio domain,.....
domain,..... 343
of, in
town or city sites,
sites, how disposed
disposed of,
in
public domain, ....................
343
public
344
when liable to private entry,......
entry,
344
when
of, ....... 344
oil, rights of,
actual settlers on,
of; on unsurextension limits of,
344
veyed
adjusted,. 344
veyed lands, how adjusted,
344
patents for, how issued,...........
issued,
44
when may be
surveys, how and when
&c., not filed withmade, if maps, &c.,
months,
344
in twelve months,.............
Secretary of Interior to make reguSecretary
344
lations about, ................
repeal of act of 1844, ch. 17, relat344
344
ing to, ......................
Town Sites,
claim for, not to be barred, though area
area
is in excess of 640 acres, ...........
530
minimum
price
of
lots,
530
.............
minimum price of lots,
right
to
town
lots
to
acquired
to
acquired
town
lots
subject
right to
possessory rights in mineral veins,
veins,... 530
possessory
title recognized
recognized in possessors
no color
color of
of title
purposes as against the
for mining purposes
530
United States, ...................
Edwin William,
Towson, Dorsey
Dorsey Edwin
to
take the
WilEdwin Wilto take
the name
name of Dorsey Edwin
597
liam Carter, .....................
Trade,
Trade,
restrictions
upon,
in
territory
east
of
the
restrictions upon, in territory east of the
Mississippi
removed,.
763
Mississippi removed,................
west
769
769
west of the Mississippi,
Mississippi,...........
Transfer,
Transfer,
of persons from military to naval service, ...........................
402
prize money to be in lieu of bounty,
bounty, 402
prize
conditions
of; &c.,
&c. ................ 402
conditions of,
law permitting,
repealed,
119
119
permitting, repealed,...............
law
Transfer Enlistments,
Enlistments,
Transfer
of; ..................
77
limit to
to number
number of,
navy, act permitting,
to navy,
permitting, refrom army to
pealed,
119
119
pealed, .........................
Transportation,
Transportation,
appropriations for,............
for,
24,
496
24, 128,
128, 496
appropriations
appropriations for, 126,
126, 128,
496
128,496
of the
the army,
army, appropriations
Transportation Companies,
Transportation
Companies, 4-e.,
&Sc.,
duty
477
duty upon,
upon, ........................
Treasurer of the United
United States,
Treasurer
appropriations for
of,
149, 150
for office of,........
appropriations
additional clerks in office of,
of,............. 27
additional

Treasurer
Treasurer of the United
United States, (continued.)
(continued.)
.
nffiro nf
office
of; rpnranlzpi
reorganized,

....

16.q 160
160
159,

employment and salary of;
authorized,.. 159
of, authorized,..
employment
assistant treasurer, .............
. 159
assistant
cashier and
159
cashier
and assistant,
assistant, ............
chief of division
169
chief
division of issues, ....... 159
redemption,. ..............
159
159
of redemption,
loans,
159
of loans,.....................
159
159
of accounts,
accounts. ................
of national banks,.........
banks,
160
160
two
160
book-keepers, ....... 160
two principal
principal book-keepers,
tellers
tellers,
160
160
tellers and assistant tellers,........
chief clerk and other
other clerks,
clerks,...... 160
Treasurers,
Treasurers,
.
27
427
concerning,. 4
acting assistant,
assistant, provisions concerning,.
427
to cover
cover act
act of,
of ...... 427
bond of
of principal
principal to
427
to penalties,
penalties ..................
subject to
Treasury
Department,
Treasury Department,
appropriations for
the,
149, 150
for the,............
appropriations
credit Navy Department
Department with prize
to credit
money
&e., ...............
311
311
money received,
received, &c.,
Secretary
anticipate
of, authorized
authorized to anticipate
Secretary of;
payment
of
interest
on
public
debt,
404
payment of interest on public debt,..
accommodation
of,........... 459
of clerks
clerks of,
accommodation of
Treasury Extension,
Extension,
Treasury
appropriations for
for,.................
24, 25
25
24,
appropriations
BOnds.
See Binds.
Treasury Notes.
Notes. See
appropriation for expenses
of,
158
expenses of,.........
appropriation
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury may issue not
Secretary
over
lieu of
of an
an
of, in
in lieu
over $200,000,000
$200,000,000 of;
218
amount of bonds,.............
bonds,
218
equal amount
218
denominations,
when payable,.....
payable,
denominations, and when
interest
payable
in
lawful
money,
218
money,...... 218
interest payable
how
legal tender,
218
far a
a legal
tender,................ 218
how far
219
convertible
219
bonds ................
convertible into bonds,
substituted for notes of previous
may be substituted
219
issues,...........................
219
issues
bonds
bonds may be issued in exchange for
previously issued,.............
issued,
219
219
those previously
form of,
of; how executed,
220
executed ...............
to
treasury,
220
220
of seal
seal of treasury,...
to bear
bear impress
impress of
to have certain statements
statements printed on
them,
220
them.........................
expenses
how borne,.
borne,........ 221
of issuing, how
expenses of
counterfeiting, &c.,....
&c., .... 221,
221, 222
penalty for counterfeiting,
under
in lieu of bonds under
may be issued in
act of June
June 30, 1864,
425
1864 ...............
$400,000,bonds and notes not to exceed $400,000,000,
425
425
.................
000 .........
of,
425
how may be disposed of,..............
425
425
exempt from taxation, ...............
additional legal-tender
legal-tender notes authorno additional
ized,
425
425
,
ized ............................
See Lean.
Secretary
Treasury may
may issue
issue to an
of Treasury
Secretary of
amount
$600,000,000,— 468
not exceeding
exceeding $600,000,000,..
amount not
Treaties,
655
647, 655
with Belgium, ...................
Chippewas,
667, 689, 693
Chippewas, ............
Colombia,
685
685
Colombia, ...................
605
..........
605
Denmark, ............
Ecuador,.....................
631
Ecuador
Great Britain, ..............
645, 651
Hayti,
711
711
Hayti, .......................
Honduras, ......................
699
Kickapoos,
623
Kickapoos, ....................
Ottoman Empire, ................
609
Peru, .....................
.635, 639
Shoshonees
663
Shoshonees, ...................
Shoshonee-Goship Indians,.
Indians,........ 681
Shoshonee-Goship
Utahs,
673
Utahs. ..........................
Britain,
Great Britain,
with Great
Treaty with
regulating
force on the lakes, noregulating naval force
tice
685
terminate ...................
tice to terminate,
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861
861

Union Pacific
Union
Pacific Railroad,
(continued.)
Railroad, (continued.)
meaning of "timber"
"timber" granted to,
868
to,...... 858
lands granted to colleges, not included in
certain
certain acts relating to,.
358
to,............. 368
time for designating route
route and filing
filing
maps, &c,
&c., of, extended one year,
358
year,.... 858
government bonds of Central
Pacific
Central Pacific
Railroad, of California, how to
to be in
in
redeemed,........................
part redeemed,
•
3369
commissioners for, ..................
commissioners
. 859
859
amendment of act of 1862, relating to,
369
to,. 359
statements, when filed, ................
359
359
&c., when issued, &c.,
bonds, &c.
&c.,..........369
59
repeal of requirement
requirement of reservation
reservation
of portion of,.'.
of,
359
.........
.......
359
portion
portion of, when engineer
engineer certifies
certifies
to completion
completion of part of work, &c.,
&c ,359
359
remainder
remainder when,
when,................ . 359
359
draws, ferries,
ferries, bridges,
bridges, &c.,...........
&c.,
360
360
over Missouri,
Missouri, and
and other
rivers,
other rivers,
provided,
provided, &c.,.............3.....
&c.,
360
360
connection of other roads with, providprovidU.
ed, &c.
&c.,.............................
360
360
Uinta Valley,
Utnta
nrst
of, how issued,
tirst mortgage bonds of,
360
issued,.... 360
Indians in Utah to be settled
in,
63
settled in,.......
lien of United
68
United •States subordinate
subordinate
appropriation for agricultural
agricultural improveimprove&c.
$60
to, except, &c.,.................
360
ments in
in,........................
63
provisions for bonds of,
already isis
63
of, already
Umatzllas,
Umatillas,
sued ........................
360,
360, 361
361
appropriations
173, 552
552
appropriations for
for the, ............
Eastern
Eass
u
t
e
ed
rn division, &c.,
railroad,
173,
&c., to build railroad,
Umpire
Umpire,
&e., ............................
361
&c.,
361
between commissioners
commissioners of claims benot entitled
entitled to
for, ..........
361
to bonds for,
61
tween
tWeen the United States and Ecuador,
directors of,
of; number
number of,
of; ..............
361
361
how appointed,
appointed, paid, &c.,.........632,
&c.,
632, 634
634
government,.....................
government,
361
361
King of Belgium to
to act
act as,
as, between
between Peru
Peru
361
how appointed,
appointed,............... 361
States,.............. 636
and the United
United States,
636
to report to Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
under
to be chosen by
by commissioners
commissioners under
Interior, ..................
361
361
convention with Peru,.............
Peru,
•640
to visit road, ...............
361
640
361
King of Italy to appoint, between
between Great
Great
compensation
of,
.361,
compensation of,.........
361, 362
862
next elected,
Britain and the United
United States, if,
if; &c.,
&c., 662
when next
662
elected, ..............
862
862
See Great
Great Britain,
Peru.
Britain, Peru.
when regularly
regularly elected,...........
elected,
362
862
Umpguas,
Umpquas,
roads and telegraph
telegraph to be used
conused as
as conappropriations
appropriations for the,.....162, 171,
171, 541,
541, 662
tinuous line,....
line,
862
652
...................
362
Unclaimed Money,
Unclaimed
Money,
companies
companies may be consolidated,
362
consolidated, ....... ... 362
from dead letters, to be deposited,......
of
deposited,
616
mode
procedure,
.....
362
616
.............
362
Union
Union Gas-Light
District of
Gas-Light Company of
of the District
of
powers and duties of,
of; after
after consoliconsoliColumbia,
Columbia,
dation .......................
dation,
363
363
incorporate the, .............
41-43
act to incorporate
branch from Sioux City,..............
City,
363
41-43
363
Railroad,
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad,
Union Railroad need not construct, 364
364
amend act
act to amend
bonds for,
act of
of 1862,
1862, ch.
ch. 120,
120, relatrelat....................... 864
64
ing to,.
to, ....................
356
lands
for,
lands for,......
... 356
......... .. 364
364
capital stock of, to be in shares of $100
$100
time of completion, .............
364
364
each, ............................
366
forfeiture, if,
if, &c.,
forfeiture,
&c.,.................. 864
356
64
366
Burlington
and
Missouri
River
Railroad,
number of shares to
to be 1,000,000,
1,000,000,.. 356
Burlington and Missouri River Railroad,
directors to hold fifty shares
shares,....... 356
364
provisions as to, ................... 364
repeal of part of act of 1862, ch.
1, 356
364
ch. 120,
right of way, ...................
120, §§1,
366
364
books of subscription
subscription to be kept
in
kept open
open in
Indian titles to be extinguished,
extinguished, 364
certain cities, .......................
856
granted to, provided, &c., 364
lands granted
364
856
subscription
commission to be appointed
subscription not to be valid, unless, &c
appointed as
as to,
&c.,,857
to, 364,
864,
assessments ......................
assessments
367
365
365
367
367
be issued
stock not to
patents to
to be
be increased,
increased, .............
to be
issued to,
to, when,
367
when,...... 365
365
to be personal property,
companies
property, ...........
..
companies in, to pay cost of surveying
surveying
357
land,865
to take and hold lands necessary for, &c.,
&c ,857
357
...........................
865
amended, &c.,.............
&e,
866
damages,......................... 357
act may be amended,
land damages,
357
865
appraisement of,
appraisement
of, ..................
357
Railroad Conpany
Company
Union Paciftc
Pacific Railroad
357 Union
357
may issue six per cent,
appeal from, ....................
cent. thirty
thirty year
year bonds,
bonds, 504
357
504
United States
States Bonds,"
to absent owners, .................
357
"United
57 "
Bonds,"
term, to include
what100
to unoccupied
unoccupied land, ............... . .358
include what,
................
358
100
States Telegraph
Telegraph Company
Company,...........
874
what notice to owners of,......
of,...... 868
368 United States
874
amendments
eh. 120,
120,
See
amendments of
of act
act of
of 1862, ch.
See Telegraph.
Telegraph.
7.....
........................ 358 University Lands,
§§ 3,
3,7
,
"mineral land"
in
land" granted to,
to, not
to
inWashington
Territory,
Oregon
and
not to inTerritory,
bona tide
28
iron, .................
368
clude coal or iron,
tide sales
sales of;confirmed,
of, confirmed, ........
358
28
Upper
preemption rights not to be affected
affected by
Upper Pen d'Oreilles,
d'Oreilles,
certain
appropriations
175, 554
certain acts relating to, except, &c.,..
&c.,
358 1
appropriations for
for the,
the,.............175,
358
554
by the court without a
a jury, of issues
issues
of fact
feet in civil cases.................
cases
501
501
effect of finding, exceptions,
&c.,.
501
exceptions, &c.,.......
601
Trustees
Trustees of School Districts,
Districts,
in Washington
Washington County, D. C., appointment, powers, and
.... 188,
188, 193
193
and duties
duties of,
of, ....
Tug-Boats,
Tug-Boats,
hulls and boilers of certain,
inspectcertain, to
to be
be inspected.
ed,
120
.......................
120
fees for inspection,..............
inspection,
120
120
Turkey,
Turkey,
salary of interpreters,
interpreters, and expenses
expenses of
of
courts in, .....................
137,
137, 139
expenses
expenses of consulates
consulates in,
138
in,............ 188
Two- Cent Pieces. See
Two-Cent
See Cent.
Cent.
provision for the coinage of,.........63,.64
of,
63, •
64
to be a
nlegal tender, and in what sums,
sums, .. 64
64
to be legal tender
tender for four
four cents,.......
cents,
518
618

862
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T-.t
,,en .lneiens,
Utah
Indians,
Tabeguache band of,
treaty with the Tabeguache
of, of
of
October
October 7, 1863, ...................
673
67
boundaries of lands
lands claimed
claimed by
by, ........
673
67
boundaries of lands ceded to the United
United
States,..
States,
674
................. ....... 67
authority of the United States admitadmitted, ...........................
676
67
military posts may be established
established on
on
lands not ceded,
ceded,...................... 674
674
miners not
674
not to be
be disturbed,
disturbed, ..........
674
permitted, ..........
other settlers not permitted,.
674
67
Mohuache band
Mohuathe
band may be settled on lands
reserved,....
reserved,
674
................. ....
67
protection
protection to certain persons, .........
674
67
injuries to be redressed and offenders
offenders
delivered up, ................... 674,
delivered
675
674, 675
property to
to be
be restored,
restored, or
or paypaystolen property
ment made from annuities,
675
annuities, ........
67.
guaranty to Indians for losses by certain thefts, ...............
675
.....
675
white men to be
be surrendered
surrendered upon
upon dedemand,.........................
mand,. .
675
675
munitions of
war,
676
of war,......................
67
annuities, horses, &c.,
676
annuities,
&c.,....
............. . 671
donations
donations of stock to those
those willing
willing to
to folfollow agricultural
agricultural pursuits, ...........
675
67
blacksmith
blacksmith and shop, ................
675
67E
amendments,
amendments, .....................
676-679
676-679
Utahs,
Utahs,
appropriations for the,
appropriations
180, 558,
558, 56(
560
the,......... 180,
Utah Territory,
Utah
appropriations
in,
156
appropriations for
for government
government in,......
156
Indian service in.,
180
in, ................
18C
post-routes
post-routes established in,
322
in, ............
322
Indian
reservations in, except, &c., to be
Indian reservations
be
sold
sold,....
63
.......................
Indians
Indians in, to be settled in
in Uinta Valley,
Valley, 63
63
in, to
to be
be exexIndian title to
to certainlands
certain'lands in,
432
tinguished, ........................
432
territorial
government in,............
territorial government
in,
456
456
Indian service
service in,..
in,........................ 558
58

Vessels,
(continued.)
Vessels, (continued.)
tonnage of open
open vessels,
vessels,...............
72
72
main beam,
tonnage to
to be
be marked
marked on
on main
beam,... 72
72
charges for measuring
measuring vessels and certi72
fying, ..........................
72
provisions not to
certain vessels,
vessels, 72
72
to apply
apply to
to certain
controversies
between officers
officers and
and crew
controversies between
crew
of certain
certain foreign, to be
be under jurisdicjurisdic121
tion of consuls,.
consuls, ....................
121
in measuring for tonnage, cabins
cabins above
above
deck not to be reckoned,
reckoned,...........
444
444
receive letters, &c.,
&c., unless
unless posted
not to
to receive
posted
at and
and received
received from
from the
post-office
at
the post-office at
the port,
port, .......................
. 506
506
conditions of
506
of clearance,
clearance. ..............
506
letters relating to
not includto cargo,
cargo, &c., not
included,
506
ed,...........
.................
506
bills 'of sale,
sale, mortgages,
mortgages, conveyances,
conveyances,
&c.
of, not to be
be recorded
unless duly
duly
&c., of,
recorded unless
acknowledged, .....................
acknowledged,
519
519
what to be deemed ""United States,"
and
States," and
what "Ottoman,"
615
"Ottoman," under
under the
the treaty,
treaty, .. 615
Vessels of the United States,
certain proportions of crews
crews of,
of, need
need not
not
201, 202
202
be citizens,
citizens, ...................
201,
officers of, to be citizens,
citizens ............. 202
202
Vessels
Vessels of
of War,
War,
certain privileges to
refused to
to those
to be refused
those
755
of certain
certain nations,
nations ..................
755
to those of nations
nations showing hospihospitalities to insurgent
insurgent cruisers
after
cruisers after
notice, ........................
757
notice
757
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers,
regiment of, may be
organized,
80
regiment
be organized,........
80
pay, &c., to be those of engineer
soldiers, 80
engineer soldiers,
80
appointment,
appointment, commissions,
commissions, &c.,
of
offi&c., of officers of
80
of,...........................
80
Vice-Admiral,
grade of, established in the navy,......
navy,
420
420
appointment,
420
appointment, rank,
rank, pay,
pay, &c.,
&c., ..........
420
Vice-President
Vice-Presidentof the
the United
United States,
States,
appropriations
148, 448
appropriations for
for the,
the,............ 148,
448
franking privilege extends to all
mail
all mail
matter, .....
matter,.
30
...................... 30
Virginia,
Virginia,
V.
V.
judicial district of,..
124
of, .................
124
Vanderbilt,
Cornelius,
Vanderbilt, Cornelius,
boundaries
boundaries of,
of, and sessions of court in,.
in, 124
124
thanks of congress to,
to ............. 401,
representation in
not entitled to representation
401, 402
402
in the
the elecelec402
gold medal
medal to,
to, ..................
toral college, ......................
567
402
567
appropriation for gold medal
appropriation
medal for,
for,....... 462
declared
authority of the
462
the United States
States declared
Ventilating,
Ventilating,
reestablished
777
reestablished in,...................
777
appropriations
appropriations for, .................... 146
aid to be given Governor Pierpont,.....
Pierpont,
777
146
777
Vergel, Juan
Juan del
Visitors,
of,
del Carmen,
Carmen,
Visitors, Board
Boardof,
payment to, ....................... 95,
95, 141
141
to be present
present at annuity payments to
Vermont,
certain Indians,................
694, 695
695
additional inspectors
additional
inspectors authorized in,.....
in,..... 198
their duties, pay, &c.,...............
695
198
695
post-route established in,...
525 Volunteer Engineers,
in,.......... 320,
Engineers,
320, 525
Vessels,
six regiments
regiments to be enlisted,
488
enlisted,..........
488
act to punish
in names
punish fraud in
pay and allowances
names of,
of,....... 63
allowances of,
63
of,................ 488
488
names of steamboats, where to be placed
former
two companies to be added
added to former
on vessel, .......................
63
regiment,......................... 488
63
regiment,
penalty for not having
having name
placed,
63 Volunteers,
name so
Volunteers,
so placed,.
63
name
and no
decepname not
not to
to be changed,
changed, and
no decepappropriations
appropriations for bounties to,......126,
to,
126, 129
129
tion
to
be
practised
as
to
name,
under
tion
practised
for
collecting, subsistname, under
for expenses
expenses of
of collecting,
subsist,.. 64
penalty of forfeiture, .............
ence, drilling, &c
&c.,............
126
64
126
built or owned in the
the United
for payment, &c., of,..........
of,
126,
United States,
States, after
after
126, 127
127
January
January 1, 1865, how to be measured
measured
who have
rethanks of congress
congress to
to those
those who
have re69
and registered,
registered,. ...................
69
enlisted, ..........................
403
403
registers,
registers, to express what,........
what,
69, 70, 72
100,000 called
733
69,
72
100,000
called for,
for, ..................
733
length, breadth,
breadth, depth, and height, how
how
300,000 called for,
737
for ..................
787
ascertained,
70
ascertained,......................
500 000 called
called for,
for .................
743
600,000
70
743
measurements to
to be
be in
in feet
70
measurements
joint resolution for payment of volunfeet and
and decimals,
decimals, 70
volunregister tonnage to be what,
register
what, and
unteers, for not less than 100
days,
405
and how
how
100 days,...
405
ascertained. ..................
annronriation
70-72
for .....---.........
ascertained,
40A
appropriation for,
..... .................
405
.-
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Volunteers,
(continued.)
Volunteers, (continued.)
to be credited
credited to state and sub-districts
of residence
residence and
and enrolment,
enrolment,......... 489
48S
wilfully defrauding
defrauding of bounty, punished, 490
49C
certain officers
officers of,
of, in commission, to have
have
three months' pay when mustered out, 497
in the District of Columbia, persons
charged with crime not to be received'
received'
as, ...........................
498
punishment
punishment for so doing,...
doing, ..............
........
498
49
penalty for officers,
officers, &c., ofjail giving certain information,
information, ................
• 499
800,000
800,000 called for, ....................
752
Voters,
qualifications of, not to be fixed by any
qualifications
any
army or navy
officer, ..............
437
navy officer
437
doing, ..................
437
penalty for so doing,
437
Vreeland,
Vreeland, Benjamin,
payment to, .......................
601
TT- ?

.

A
_-

.
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I

W.

W.

Wadsworth, Solomon,
Solomon,
former act for relief of, amended, ...... 596
595
Wagon-Road. See Oregon.
Wagon-Road.
Oregon.
.........
366
in Oregon,
Oregon, .............
355
Wagon-Roads,
Wagon-Roads,
military and
postal
purposes,
lands
for military
and postal purposes, lands
granted to
Michigan for.,.......
for,
granted
to Michigan
140, 141
routes
routes of roads, .....................
140
mode
mode of construction
construction of,
of,.............. 141
141
to be public highways,
highways, and free of
of toll,
toll,. 141
141
construction
construction of certain, in the territories
of Montana, Dakota, Idaho, and Neauthorized, ...........
516,
517
braska, authorized,
516, 517
apprppriations,
appropriations, and applications
applications thereof, 517
517
Israel C.,
Wait, Israel
payment
payment to legal representatives
representatives of,
578
of,.....678
Walden,
Walden, Charles
Charles C.,
accounts of, acting assistant
assistant paymaster,
paymaster,
lost in the ""Bainbridge,"
Bainbridge," to
to be
be settled,
settled, 63
63
Walker,
Walker, William
William C.,
C.,
payment to,..............
to,
579
payment
................. 579
Wallabout
Wallabout Bay,
act to authorize acquisition
acquisition of
of land
land in,
in,
Secretary of
Navy,.
854
by Secretary
of Navy,..............
354
WallaWallas,
Walla- Wallas,
appropriations for the,............
the,
173, 552
173,
652
Ward, Naham,
Ward,
claim of,
of, to be referred back to court
court of
of
claims, ...........................
claims,
591
691
Warden,
of jail in District of Columbia, appointment, power, and duty
of, .......
12,
13
duty of,
12, 13
term of office, salary, bond,
bond,.......... 12,
12, 13
to report
report annually to Secretary
Secretary of
of InteInterior,
12
rior................................
to
transport
convicts,
12
to transport convicts, ...............
12
appropriation for salary of
appropriation
of,............ 259
269
Warehouses,
erected, &c.,
&c., in
New York,
for
to be
be erected,
in New
York, for
storage of imports in vessels
vessels subject
subject
to quarantine,
quarantine, ...................... 419
appropriation for, ..................
419
appropriation
419
Warrant
of Attachment,
Warrantof
Attachment,
property of
of property
of delinquent,
delinquent, &c.,
&c., postmaspostmasters
Post-Office
ters and
and other agents
agents of
of Post-Office
Department, ..................
433, 434
434
433,
proceedings
proceedings to
to obtain, execute,
execute, and disdischarge, ....................... 433, 434
434
See
Department.
See Post-Office Department.
Warrant Officers,
Warrant
in navy,
navy, assimilated rank
rank for,.........
for,.
873
878

888
868

Washing
Washing-Machines,
Washing and Washing-Machines,
appropriations
for, ...............
23,
appropriations for,
2, 129
129
Washington and
Railroad,
Washington
and Georgetown Railroad,
act to amend
amend charter
charter of,
822
of, ...............
822
to allow extension on certain highways, .........
.322
..............
322
and increase
increase fares, .............. 322
322
Washington Aqueduct,
act to provide for completion,
384
completion, &c., of,:..
of,
884
appropriation
884
appropriation for,
for, ...................
384
Washington,
City
of,
Washington, City of,
acts to amend charter of,
68, 407,
434
of,...... 68,
407, 434
taxes may be assessed
assessed for local improvements, streets, sewerage,
sewerage, drainage,
drainage, &c.,
&c., 68
68
person to be appointed to see that streets
are cleaned, watered,
watered, and kept in repair, ..........................
68
the
pay its
its proportion
proportion
the United States
States to
to pay
for improvements
improvements in certain streets,
streets,.. 68
68
act to establish Colfax
Colfax Street in city
city
of,
855
of, ..........................
355
improper occupation
occupation of
of certain
certain streets,
avenues, and
and reservations
reservations prohibited,.
prohibited,. 412
avenues,
412
of,
407
joint resolution to amend charter of,....
407
qualified voters,
&c., to be
be regisregisvoters, &c.,
tered, ...................
tered,.
..
407
terms and
and conditions,
conditions,......... 407
407
false
&c., to
to be
be
false swearing
swearing as to, &c.,
perjury,
407
perjury ...................
407
Washington City
City Savings
Savings Bank,
Bank,
incorporated, .....................
17
incorporated,
17
officers, powers, and duties of,
17, 18
18
officers,
of,....... 17,
Washington, D. C.,
C.,
amendment
charter of,
434
amendment of charter
of.............
484
taxes may be laid for local improvestreet-lamps,
ments, paving, sewerage, street-lamps,
water and gas pipes,
water
pipes,............. 433, 434
Washington
Washington Gas-Light
Gas-Light Company,
Company,
charter amended as to price
gas,.., .. 426
price of
of gas,....
426
Territory,
Washington Territory,
bona fide
university lands
lands in,
fide sale of
of university
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